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1.

The Prosecution submits these materials in compliance with the ORDER TO
THE PROSECUTION TO FILE DISCLOSURE MATERIALS AND OTHER
MATERIALS IN PREPARTION FOR THE COMMENCEMENT OF TRIAL
dated 1 April 2004.

2.

In compliance with Order 1, a list of the pseudonyms of each witness the
Prosecution intends to call at trial appears under Cover Sheet 1.

3.

In compliance with Order 2, a report indicating:
a. the number of witnesses for whom witness statements or summaries have
been disclosed;
b. the date upon which statement or summary was disclosed; and
c. the total number of pages of each statement or summary
appears under Cover Sheet 2.

4.

In compliance with Order 3, a table appears under Cover Sheet 3 indicating:
a. a summary for each witness appearing on the list under Cover Sheet 1;
b. the count or counts in the indictment to which the witness will testify; and
c. an estimated length of time for the evidence in chief of each witness.
To assist the Special Court, information detailing the disclosure of statements
and/or summaries of each witness also appears in this table.

5.

In compliance with Order 4, a table appears under Cover Sheet 4 detailing the
exhibits the Prosecution intends to tender in evidence at trial.

6.

In compliance with Order 5, a copy of each documentary exhibit appearing in
the table under Cover Sheet 4, except exhibit numbers 161 to 165 inclusive,
appears under Cover Sheet 5. In addition, exhibits that are photographs or
video cassettes have not been reproduced. Exhibits 161 to 165, photographs
and video cassettes have not been able to be reproduced before 26 April 2004

due to technical difficulties. This will be remedied as soon as practicable. In
the interim, the Prosecution will facilitate inspection of these items by
Counsel for the Defence upon reasonable notice being given to it.
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COVER SHEET 2

COMPLIANCE REPORT

COMPLIANCE REPORT
RUF CASE No. SCSL-2004-15-PT
This chart indicates:
The number of witnesses from whom statements have been disclosed
The date on which each statement, summary or confirmation interview notes (CIN) was disclosed
The total number of pages of each statement, summary or notes.
No.

Pseudonym

1

TF1-001

Date of Statement,
Summary or Notes
10 January 2003

2

TF1-002

27 November 2002

3

TF1-003

27 November 2002

Date
Disclosed
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003

Accused

No. of
Pa~es

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

5

2

4

N

o

v'
-...J

4

TFI-004

30 November 2003
(eIN)
27 November 2002

5

TFI-005

25 November 2002

6

TFI-006

26 November 2002

7

TFI-007

25 November 2002

8

TFI-008

26 November 2002
25 November 2002
(typed)

Nov 19,2003

SK

7 Feb 2004

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003

2

1
4

7

6

4

3
2

~
~

TFI-009

25 November 2002

TFI-0I0

30 November 2003
(CIN)
24 November 2002

11

TFI-011

30 November 2003
(CIN)
24 November 2002

12

TFI-012

16 November 2002

9

10

June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

Feb 7,2004

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
Feb 7, 2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003

3

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

5

1
4
1

7

10

'o"

~

27 January 2004 (CIN)
13

TFI-013

18 November 2002

26 January 2004 (CIN)
14

TFI-014

16 November 2002

15

TFI-015

15 November 2002

16

TFI-016

18 November 2002

Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

BK
SK

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003

To aU6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003

To aU6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

1
7

1
5

13

5

N

4

o
o

(J'\

Nov 19,2003

SK

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

To aU6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

1

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

To aU6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

1

28 January 2004 (CIN)

17

TFI-017

16 November 2002

28 January 2004 (CIN)
18

TFI-018

15 November 2002

19

TFI-019

14 November 2002

20

TFI-020

16 April 2003
(Summary)

10

8

5

1

I\)

o
5

CI"

1 March 2004 (eIN)
21

TFI-021

25 February 2003

22

TFI-022

26 February 2003

23

TFI-023

16 February 2003

24

TFI-024

20 February 2003

25

TFI-025

19 February 2003

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19, 2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003

To a116
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

1
7

6

10

5

3

tv
6

Q

~

Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

Wrong date (CIN)

Feb 24, 2004

26 February 2003

June 2,2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

24 November 2003

Feb 7, 2004

To all 6

26

TFI-026

25 February 2003
19 January 2004 (CIN)

27

TFI-027

19 February 2003

28

TFI-028

18 January 2003
10 April 2003

29

TFI-029

9
1

5

15
3

1
6

2

N
7

o

~

(eIN)

30

TFI-030

MarchI 0,11 ,12,13,14,17,
18,24,31; Apri114 &
15 Interview Transcripts

March 22,
2003

31

TFI-031

19 January 2003

32

TFI-032

18 January 2003

June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003

11 April 2003

33

TFI-033

11 April 2003
(Summary)

34

TFI-034

18 November 2002

8

accused
Disclosed 1,086
to ISSA
SESAY
only. To
be
disclosed
to other
accused
IS
5
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
5
IS
MK
AG
ATB
3
BK
SK
IS
1
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
11
MK
AG
ATB

tV
o

0'

-'

35

TF1-035

16 November 2002

36

TF1-036

12 October 2002
14 October 2002
11 November 2003

Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

(Redacted Follow-up
Statement)
14 August 2003

37

TF1-037

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

10

4
4
8

(Summary dated March
10,2004)

1

28 January 2004 (CIN)
31 January 2003

2
8

14 January 2004 (CIN)

June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

Feb 7, 2004

To all 6

1

N

9

()
d'

C1

38

TFI-038

3 February 2003

39

TFI-039

4 February 2003

40

TFI-040

14 January
2004 (eIN)
19 January 2003

41

TFI-041

16 January 2003

42

TFI-042

16 April 2003
(Summary)

June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
Feb 7, 2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3,2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003

accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

4

5

1
5

5

2

N
10

o

0'
CI"

43

TF1-043

16 April 2003
(Summary)

44

TFl-044

16 April 2003
(Summary)

45

TF1-045

5 March 2003
(Summary)

46

TF1-046

9 April 2003 (Summary)

Umedacted Transcripts
Dated as Follows: VaLl;

June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

27 Feb 2004.

To all six
accused

1

1

1

2

Vol. 1
(394)

N

11

o
~

47

TF1-047

10/09/02; 08/10/02;
24/10/02; 01111/02;
02/11/02: Vol. 2;
03/12/02; 05/12/02: Vol.
3; 17/02/03; 19/02/03;
20/02/03; Vol. 4;
22/02/03; 25/02/03;
25/02/03
27 November 2002

48

TF1-048

27 November 2002

49

TF1-049

25 November 2002

50

TF1-050

10 January 2003

Vol. 2
(314)
Vol. 3
(542)
Vol. 4
(349)
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

5

4

5

5

N

o

12

G'

~

51

TFI-051

11&12 January 2003

52

TFI-052

24 November 2002

53

TFI-053

26 November 2002

54

TFI-054

26 November 2002

55

TFI-055

18 January 2003

Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

3

5

6

7

5

N

13

o
f1'
-'

56

TFI-056

18 January 2003

57

TFI-057

18 January 2003

58

TFI-058

18 January 2003

59

TFI-059

19 January 2003

60

TFI-060

2 February 2003

61

TFI-061

1 February 2003

June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS

5

10

7

5

7

6
~

14

~
(J

62

TFI-062

16 October 2002

27 January 2004 (eIN)
63

TFI-063

31 January 2003

64

TFI-064

2 December 2002

65

TFI-065

14 November 2002

May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003

To al16
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

5

2
5

6

11

~

15

-

-S

66

TFI-066

2 December 2002

67

TFI-067

2 December 2002

26 January 2004 (eIN)
68

TFI-068

14 November 2002

69

TFI-069

4 December 2002

70

TFI-070

1 December 2002

16

Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003

To a116
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

4

7

1

5

4

6

~

~

71

TFI-071

16 Apri12003
(Summary)

72

TFI-072

No Date

26 January 2004 (eIN)
73

TFI-073

18 November 2002

74

TFI-074

16 November 2002

June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

2

6

1

5

6

2."

17

~

UJ

28 January 2004 (CIN)
75

TFI-075

17 November 2002

76

TFI-076

3 December 2002

77

TFI-077

16 November 2002

27 January 2004 (CIN)
78

TFI-078

14 November 2002

79

TFI-079

17 November 2002

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3,2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

March 18,
2004
June 2,2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK

1
4

4

4

1
10

8

5U

18

~

80

TF1-080

14 November 2002

81

TFI-081

14 April 2003

82

TFI-082

March to Dec 1999
Medical Report
14 April 2003

83

TF1-083

3 March 2003

19

Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

March 18,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

5

1

2
1

9

~

"'.

84

TFI-084

22 February 2003

85

TFI-085

23 February 2003 &
27 February 2003

21 November 2003

June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3,2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

8

Feb 7, 2004

To a1l6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

2

(eIN)

86

TFI-086

26 February 2003

87

TFI-087

26 February 2003

88

TFI-088

11 November 2002

June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003

20

10

6

4

5

su
~
0"'

89

TFI-089

9 November 2002

90

TFI-090

18 November 2002

91

TFI-091

14 December 2002

92

TFI-092

5 December 2002

93

TFI-093

16 April 2003
(Summary)

Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

3

5

8

7

1

u
21

~

-.J

Nov 19,2003

SK

7 January,2004 (eIN)

Feb 7, 2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3,2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

94

TF1-094

29 October 2002

95

TF1-095

5 December 2002

96

TF1-096

10 March 2003

97

TF1-097

5 March 2003

98

TF1-098

7 March 2003

1
5

2

4

10

11

~

o

-J

22

~

99

TF1-099

3 March 2003

100

TF1-100

27 March 2003

101

TF1-101

19 March 2003

102

TF1-102

25 March 2003

103

TF1-103

16 April 2003
(Summary)

June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

5

7

5

8

1

~

23

~

104

TF1-104

13 February 2003
18 February 2003

105

TF1-105

29 March 2003

106

TF1-106

16 April 2003
(Summary)

107

TF1-107

24 November 2002

108

TF1-108

30 March 2003

Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003

24

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

7
8

5

1

4

21

~

eP

Nov 19,2003

SK

4 February 2004 (eIN)

Feb 24, 2004
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3,2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

109

TF1-109

28 March 2003

110

TF1-110

29 March 2003

111

TF1-111

28 March 2003

112

TFl-112

28 March 2003

113

TFl-l13

27 March 2003

25

2
15

13

12

8

13

~

-

~

114

TFI-114

June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

ATB
BK
SK

4 February 2004 (CIN)

Feb 24, 2004

26 March 2003

June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

4 February 2004 (CIN)

Feb 24, 2004
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003

115

TFI-115

26 March 2003

116

TFI-116

26&27 March 2003

117

TFI-117

17 January 2003

26

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

1
18

1
11

6

11

~
~

~

28 February 2004 (eIN)
118

TFl-118

17 January 2003

119

TF1-1l9

26 March 2003
(Handwritten)

18 March 2003 (Typed)

120

TFl-120

31 January 2003

121

TFl-121

4 February 2003

Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

BK
SK

March 11,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK

1
5

3

5

5

4

§'
27

~

122

123

124

TFI-122

TFI-123

TFI-124

Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

13 January 2004 (CIN)

Feb 7, 2004

28 September 2002

June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

16 January 2004 (CIN)

Feb 7, 2004

13 September 2002

June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

13 January 2004 (CIN)

Feb 7, 2004

30 January 2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
To all 6
accused

9

1
5

2
9

1

~

28

o

.1.

125

TFI-125

30 January 2003

June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

11

23 February 2004 (CIN)

March 11,
2004
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

1

13 January 2004 (CIN)

Feb 7,2004
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS

126

TFI-126

1 February 2003

127

TFI-127

12 September 2002

128

TFI-128

4 February 2003

129

TFI-129

12 April 2003

6

9

1
3

1

~
29

~

VI

(Summary)

1 February 2003
19 January 2004 (eIN)

130

TFI-130

10 April 2003

131

TFI-131

6 April 2003

132

TFl-132

5 April 2003

133

TFl-133

3 April 2003

May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
Feb 7,2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7,2004
Feb 7,2004
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3,2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003

MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK

3
1

11

31

9

6

~
()

30

~

134

TFI-134

5 Apri12003

135

TFI-135

5 Apri12003

136

TFI-136

5 Apri12003

137

TFl-l37

4 Apri12003

138

TFl-l38

14 April 2003
(Summary)

Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3,2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14, 2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003

31

AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

9

11

7

3

1

~

~

139

TF1- 139

16 April 2003
(Summary)

140

TFl-140

7 Apri12003

141

TF1-141

6 Apri12003

142

TF1-142

4 Apri12003

143

TF1-143

7 Apri12003

June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3,2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003

32

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

1

5

7

7

16

~

~

144

TFI-144

8 April 2003

145

TF1-145

8 April2003

146

TFI-146

5 April 2003 (Summary)

147

TF1-147

4 April 2003

148

TFI-148

8 April 2003

Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

4

6

1

9

2

l.

o

33

~

149

TFI-149

8 April 2003
(Handwritten)

8 April 2003 (Typed)

151

TFl-l51

10 April 2003
(Summary)

152

TFl-l52

11 April 2003
(Summary)

153

TFI-153

10 April 2003
(Summary)

34

Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26,2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2, 2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 19,2003
June 2,2003
May 26, 2003
Oct 14,2003
June 3, 2003
Nov 6, 2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

5

3

1

1

1

~

-S>

o

154

TFI-154

14 April 2003

155

TFI-155

10 April 2003

156

TFI-156

12 April 2003

157

TFl-157

12 April 2003

158

TFI-158

12 April 2003

Nov 19,2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003

35

SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

8

5

3

6

7

s
-

Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26,2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

4

8 February 2004 (eIN)

Feb 24,2004

1

Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003

To a116
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

159

TFI-159

13 April 2003

160

TFl-160

9 April 2003

161

TFl-161

16 April 2003

162

TFl-162

10 April 2003

163

TFl-163

19 January 2003

36

8

2

5

8

~

A

~

164

TFI-164

23 February 2003 and
27 February 2003

165

TFI-165

27 February 2003

166

TFI-166

22 May 2003
(Summary)

167

TFI-167

1 July 2003 (Summary)

168

TFl-168

1 July 2003 (Summary)

37

Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept22,2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26,2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6,2003
Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept22,2003
Nov 6, 2003

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

3

3

1

9

2

ft

..J)

VJ

169

TFl-169

12 July 2003 (Summary)

22 January 2004 (eIN)
170

TFl-170

12 August 2003

171

TFl-171

13 August 2003

172

TFl-172

16 & 18 August 2003

173

TFl-173

28 August 2003

Nov 26, 2003
Aug 11,2003
Aug 11,2003
Oct 14,2003
Sept 22, 2003
Nov 6, 2003
Nov 26, 2003

SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

Feb 7, 2004

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003

1

2
2

2

3

5

flJ

38

}

174

TFl-174

175

TFl-175

14 August 2003

176

TFl-176

4 September 2003

177

TFl-177

13 August 2003

178

TFl-178

12 August 2003

14 August 2003

39

Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

5

7

4

3

3

S
(1'\

179

180

TFl-179

TF1-180

181

TFl-181

182

TFl-182

Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

14 February 2004 (CIN)

Feb 24, 2004

12 August 2003

Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

28 February 2004 (CIN)

March 11,
2004
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

5 July 2003

14 August 2003

7 August 2003

40

3

1
3

1
3

9

$

183

TFl-183

13 August 2003

184

TFl-184

8 August 2003
4 November 2003
(Summary)

185

TFl-185

11 August 2003

186

TFl-186

19 September 2003
(Summary)

187

TFl-187

No Date
4 November 2003
(Summary)

Nov 18, 2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17, 2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

3

10
3

2

1

103
3

R.J

41

~

188

TFl-188

18 September 2003
(Summary)

189

TFl-189

22 September 2003
(Summary)

190

TFl-190

15 August 2003

191

TFl-191

Statement (No Date)

192

TFl-192

24 September 2003

Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

42

SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

1

3

2

4

5

1
CO

193

TFl-193

23 September 2003

194

TFl-194

2/4/11/19 September
2003

195

TFl-195

24 September 2003

28 January 2004 (eIN)
196

TFl-196

15 September 2003

197

TFl-197

23 September 2003

Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

March 18,
2004
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

3

6

3

1
3

5

%»

43

.:t

198

TFl-198

23 September 2003

199

TFl-199

No Date

200

TFl-200

No Date

201

TFl-201

11 September 2003

202

TFl-202

11 September 2003

Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

3

3

3

4

5

tb
44

-3

203

TFl-203

13 September 2003

204

TFl-204

14 August 2003

205

TFl-205

18 August 2003

25 February 2005 (eIN)
206

TFl-206

18 September 2003

207

TFl-207

12 August 2003

Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19, 2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

March 18,
2005
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

2

2

2

1
6

2

-o

JO
45

208

TFl-208

15 August 2003

209

TFl-209

16 September 2003

210

TFl-210

15 September 2003

211

TFl-211

No Date

212

TFl-212

5 November 2002

Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19, 2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19, 2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

2

7

4

2

4

so
46

~

213

TFl-213

No Date

214

TFl-214

No Date

215

TFl-215

11 March 2003

216

TFl-216

25 March 2003

217

TFl-217

11 September 2003

Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

3

5

6

4

5

~

47

&

218

TFl-218

5 November 2002

219

TFl-219

5 November 2002

220

TFl-220

2 December 2002

221

TFl-221

14 November 2002

222

TFl-222

3 December 2002

Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

4

1

3

3

2

sz..
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(5
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223

TFl-223

25 March 2003

224

TFl-224

16 July 2003

225

TFl-225

16 July 2003

226

TFl-226

5 March 2003

227

TFl-227

14 March 2003

Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

17 March 2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

4

3

2

5

8

5

RJ
49

-o

"\

21 March 2003
6

228

TFl-228

27 March 2003
27 November 2002

229

TFl-229

25 November 2002

230

TFl-230

11 January 2003

231

TFl-231

1 February 2003

232

TFl-232

19 February 2003

Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

7
5

4

2

4

2

so
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233

TFl-233

13 March 2003

234

TFl-234

3 March 2003

235

TFl-235

20 August 2003

236

TFl-236

24 November 2002

237

TFl-237

19 January 2003

Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

4

3

7

2

2

21

51

~

238

TFl-238

18 November 2002

239

TFl-239

18 November 2002

240

TFl-240

13 March 2003

241

TFl-241

24 November 2002

242

TFl-242

25 November 2002

Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK

3

3

5

2

2

lb

52
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243

TFl-243

10 April 2003

244

TFl-244

14 April 2003

245

TFl-245

28 March 2003

246

TFl-246

30 March 2003 (

247

TFl-247

28 March 2003

Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

53

SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

4

5

4

7

8

-.isu

248

TFl-248

24 November 2002

Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003

24 November 2002

249

TFl-249

25 November 2002

250

TFl-250

28 October 2003
28 October 2003

251

TFl-251

29 October 2003
No date ( Typed
Statement)

252

TFl-252

30 October 2003

253

TFl-253

28 October 2003

54

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS

3
2

4

2
1

2
4

2

3

-Sb~

Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003

28 October 2003

254

TFl-254

28 October 2003

255

TFl-255

30 October 2003

256

TFl-256

30 October 2003

257

TFl-257

30 October 2003

258

TFl-258

30 October 2003

55

MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK

1

2

1

3

2

1

--su

259

TFl-259

30 October 2003

260

TFl-260

30 October 2003

261

TFl-261

30 October 2003

262

TFl-262

4 September 2003

263

TFl-263

21-22 September 2003

56

Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003

AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

1

1

2

3

10

so

~

264

TFl-264

18 September 2003

265

TFl-265

No Date

18 November 2003
(eIN)

266

TFl-267

13 April 2003

267

TFl-268

13 April 2003

268

TFl-269

13 April 2003

Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

February 7,
2004
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003

To a116
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS

4

3

2
3

4

4

--

2"

57

UJ

Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19, 2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003

MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

25 February 2004 (CIN)

March 11,
2004

To a116
accused

2

4 November 2003
(Summary)
5 November 2003
(Summary)

Nov 14,2003
Dec 10,2003
Dec 17,2003
Nov 19,2003
Nov 18,2003
Nov 19,2003
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

1

269

TFl-270

13 April 2003

270

TFl-271

5 November 2002

271

272

TFl-266

TFl-272

17 January 2004 (CIN)
Redacted Statement (no

4

6

1

2
7

::l

'b

58

date)

273

TFI-273

18 November 2003
(Transcript)

274

TFI-274

21 January 2004
(Summary of 31 July
2003 statement)

275

TFI-275

22 January 2004
(Summary of
17&21/11/03)

276

TFI-276

23 January 2004
(Summary )

276

TFI-276

No Date

Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6,2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7,2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

175

2

1

2

3

-su
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~

277

TFI-277

4 September 2003

278

TFI-278

10 March 2003

279

TFI-279

No Specific Date. Sept
2003

280

TFI-280

26 November 2003
(eIN)
4 March 2003

281

TFl-281

No date

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

7 Feb 2004

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7,2004
Feb 7,2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

4

5

4

1

5

3

fb
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282

TFI-282

16 September 2003

283

TFI-283

18 June 2003

283

TFI-283

12 July 2003

284

TFI-284

18 September 2003

285

TFI-285

17 November 2003

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7,2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6,2004
Feb 7,2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

61

MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK

3

3

4

2

4

-Sb

.......J

286

TFl-286

27 June 2003

287

TFl-287

8 July 2003

288

TFl-288

27 July 2003

289

TFl-289

20 January 2003

290

TFl-290

20 January 2003

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG

4

4

3

1

1

--

~
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291

TFl-291

20 January 2003

292

TFl-292

20 January 2003

293

TFl-293

20 January 2003

294

TFl-294

16 January 2003

295

TFl-295

3 February 2003

Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004

ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

1

1

1

4

2

'-'
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297

TFI-297

1 February 2003

298

TFI-298

4 February 2003

299

TFI-299

18 October 2002

300

TFI-300

No Date

300

TFI-300

11 November 2003

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

BK
SK

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

2

2

5

3

2

R.J

64

~

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

BK
SK

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

302

TFI-302

No Date

303

TFI-303

15 November 2002

304

TFI-304

16 November 2002

304

TFI-304

27 January 2004 (eIN)

Feb 7, 2004

305

TFI-305

11 December 2003

Feb 7,2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6,2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

4

3

3

1
2

~
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306

TFI-306

2 December 2002

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7,2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

5

27 January 2004 (eIN)

Feb 7, 2004

1

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7,2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7,2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004

To all 6
accused
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB

307

TFI-307

5 November 2002

308

TFI-308

5 November 2002

309

TFI-309

1 February 2003

310

TFI-310

13 December 2002

3

3

2

2

-

~

66

~

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

6 February 2004 (eIN)

Feb 24, 2004

To all 6
accused

1

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS

4

311

TFI-311

11 December 2002

312

TFI-312

11 December 2002

313

TFI-313

3 October 2003

314

TFI-314

29 October 2003

315

TFI-315

9 October 2003

7,
7,
7,
6,
7,
7,
7,

2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004

4

3

6

3

su
67
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316

TFI-316

29 November 2003

317

TFI-317

1 February 2003

318

TFI-318

30 January 2003

318

TFI-318

16 November 2002

319

TFI-319

16 May 2000 & 7 June
2000

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK

3

4

4

5

11

\0
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319

TFI-319

10 October 2003

320

TFI-320

29 October 2003

321

TFI-321

No Date

323

TFI-323

No Date

323

TFl-323

1 March 2004 (eIN)

69

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004

AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK

Feb 7,2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
March 11,
2004

IS
MK
AG
ATB
BK
SK
To a116
accused

3

3

2

16

1

~
".\

323

TFI-323

24 November 2003

324

TFI-324

7 November 2002

325

TFI-325

30 January 2004
(Summary of 10/12/02
& 13/12102 transcripts)

326

TFI-326

30 January 2004
(Summary of 11
November 2003
statement)

327

TFI-327

29 March 2003
4 February 2004 (eIN)

328

TFI-328

29 November 2002

Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 6, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
Feb 7, 2004
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FREETOWN CRIME BASE

1. CRIME BASE WITNESSES
PSEUDONYM
PN TFI -169

PN TF1-339

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 11
Aug 2003; 7
Feb 2004
KALLON: 11
Aug 2003; 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
7 Feb 2004
BRIMA: 22
Sept 2003; 6
Feb 2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 7 Feb
2004
SESAY: 11
March 2004
KALLON: 11
March 2004
GBAO: 11
March 2004
BRIMA: 11
March 2004

COUNTS
1, 13

1, 13

TIME
90
minutes

90
minutes
1

SUMMARY
The witness is an architect and will testify that
during January 1999 45 government quarters
(which housed civil servants) were burned.
Public buildings were also burned. These
included the CID, the Ministry of Finance, the
Vice President's office, the Central Police
Station, the City Hall and the Ministry of Works.
During the course of investigations into the
burning of this property, the witness was told
about the killing of civil servants and the
burning of their properties.

This witness is an architect and will testify as to
the scale of destruction caused by burning in
Freetown during the January invasion and the
measures taken to alleviate the problem of
homelessness caused by the destruction.

~
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W
W

KAMARA: 11
March 2004
KANU: 11
March 2004
PN TFI-021

PN TFI-278

SESA Y: 2 June 11, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003
SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10

60
minutes

90
minutes

This witness will testify that he was hiding with
many other civilians in the Rogbullah mosque in
Kissy on 6 January 1999. It was entered by
armed men who identified themselves as the
RUF and the People's Army. The group told
the crowd in the mosque that they were going
to kill all civilians as revenge to President
Kabba. The people in the Mosque gave the
rebels money. Then the group opened fire on
the civilians in the mosque, killing 50 people.
The witness played dead, and a rebel took
money from his pocket.
This witness will testify that he lived in Falco
Street. Prior to 10 January 1999 RUF rebels
arrived in the area and a few days after 10
January 1999 SLA soldiers arrived. On 21
January 1999 the witness saw houses being set
on fire by the soldiers. The commander
ordering the burning of houses was named
"Firefirst." The witness heard the rebels say that
they were going to burn all the houses. The
witness saw many houses burning in Kissy from
19-22 January 1999. Along with his family and
other civilians the witness tried to escape on 22
January 1999. They were captured by 5 SLA
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soldiers on Parsonage Street. These soldiers
killed 2 children. Then one who called himself
"Captain Two Hands No Mercy" cut off both
hands of another man in the group and told him
to go to President Kabbah. The same man
then cut off both of the witness's hands.
PN TFI-280

SESAY: 7 Feb 11,2,3,4,5,9,10
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

60
minutes

This witness will testify that four days after the
rebels entered Freetown on 6 January 1999
they shot and killed the witness's neighbor and
burned a nearby house. The rebels also tried
to kill the witness, but he ran away. On 18
January 1999 the witness was searching for
food for his family near Mount Oriel Terrace
when he was captured by a large group of
rebels. The witness was later told by his
children that they were under the command of
Captain Blood. The witness saw seven dead
civilians at the scene. The rebels amputated
the witness's hand with an axe and told him to
go to Tejan Kabbah. The witness was later told
that the rebel who amputated his hand was a
SLA soldier.

PN TFI-265

11,3,4,5
SESAY: 14
Nov 2003; 7
Feb 2004
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003; 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 17Dec

60
minutes

The witness will testify that on 11 February
1998 in Lumpa village outside of Waterloo, 5
rebels came to the witness's house and killed
her husband. The rebel who shot her husband
was "Peleto." The witness's house was burned
down by rebels retreating from Freetown. The
rebels abducted the witness. The group
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proceeded to Konta then Lunsar, attacked
Tendakum and Nonkoba on the way. The
commanders of the rebels were using radios.
The witness heard the rebels talking about
burning down Nonkoba.

2003; 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003; 6
Feb 2004
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003; 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 19 Nov
2003; 7 Feb
2004

PN TFI- 081

I SESAY: 2 June 11,6,7,8,12,13
2003; 18 March
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
18 March 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 18 March
2004
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KANU:26Nov
2003; 18 March
2004

120
minutes

The witness will testify that she was working
with an NGO which provided treatment and
counseling for sexual and physical abuse of
1168 rebel abductees from the January 1999
Freetown invasion. The witness prepared the
overall report by issued by the NGO, which
states that of the 1168 abductees, most were
abducted from Freetown and 58.5% were
raped. The majority of the abductees were
young girls. Of the abductees 23.4% were
physically beaten for refusing to have sex or
carry heavy goods. Most of the victims were
from Freetown, specifically from Calaba Town,
Wellington, Kissy.
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PN TFI-082

SESAY: 2 June 16,7,8
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

120
minutes

The witness will testify that she was working
with an NGO which provided treatment and
counseling for sexual and physical abuse of
1168 rebel abductees from the January 1999
Freetown invasion. The witness personally
treated 184 cases of abductions, 85 of which
were girls under age 18. Almost all of the
women were used as sexual slaves. All of the
women abducted were from Freetown,
specifically the eastern area of Freetown. More
than half were held by the rebels for over 5
months. The victims told the witness that the
perpetrators were either AFRC, ex-SLA or RUF.
Most of the abductees treated by the witness
were taken to Lunsar, while some taken to
Makeni, Port Loko and Occra Hill.

PN TFI-098

SESAY: 2 June 11,2,9,10,12
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

60
minutes

The witness will testify that he was in the
Calaba Town area of Freetown on 6 January
1999 when the rebels entered Freetown, forcing
civilians to carry loads. The witness recognized
some of the rebels as former SLA soldiers and
many spoke "Liberian language." The witness
and his family were hiding in their house when
the rebels burned it. On 18 January 1999 the
witness and 20 other civilians were captured by
the rebels while hiding in another house on
Kissy Road. The witness and 10 other men
were walked to a rebel base on Fatarama street
where the rebels said "we are going to give you
a message for Tejan Kabbah." The rebels also
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said that this was "No living thing." Then the
rebels proceeded to cut hands off of the men
and the witness saw about 4-5 men amputated
before the witness had his left hand amputated.
A total of 10 men were amputated. "Tommy"
who was an ex-SLA who did the cutting. The
witness was later told that "Captain Blood" was
in charge of this area and that he killed many
people.
PN TFI-233

SESAY: 14
11,2,3,4,5,9,10,13
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

60
minutes

The witness will testify that as the rebels were
fleeing on 22 January 1999 to the Calaba Town
area of Freetown, they were trying to kill as
many people as possible. The witness and 10
other civilians were hiding near the big Mosque
in a compound between Bangura and Tejan
Streets. On 28 January 1999 two rebels with
guns found the witness and the others. The
rebels demanded money and harassed the
group, and forcing them to give 86 bags of rice.
The group was later taken to a house with an
unnamed commander who ordered the group to
be amputated. The first civilian begged and
was chopped to the head and later died. A
rebel with a machete then cut off both hands of
the witness, telling him to go tell Kabbah that if
police or ECOMOG come they will get same
treatment.

PN TFI -119

SESAY: 2 June 11, 3,4, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13
2003

90
minutes

The witness will testify that she was living in
Kenema when RUF commander Sam Bockarie
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arrived there after the May 1997 coup d'tat.
While in Kenema, Sam Bockarie and his boys
raped several women from the Bondu bush
society. Also in Kenema Bockarie declared
"Operation Pay Yourself'. During this time the
rebels started burning houses at night. The
witness will testify that she was in Freetown
living on Ross road off Kissy Road when the
rebels invaded on 6 January 1999. The rebels
killed her fiance in front of her and put his head
on a stick. The rebels were RUF mixed with
SLAs. The witness was taken by some RUF
rebels and forced to carry looted property along
the Peninsula road. Upon reaching Kambia the
witness, who was pregnant, started bleeding
black and realized her fetus had died. The
rebels, arguing whether it was a boy or girl, cut
the witness open between her anus and vagina
with scissors to take out the baby. The witness
fainted and the rebels left her. Since this time,
the witness has had 9 operations.

KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TFI-226

11,3,4,5,9
SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18

60
minutes

The witness will testify that on 12 January 1999
she and her family and friends, about 20
civilians, were attacked in her family home on
Blackhall road in Kissy by a group of 8 rebels.
The commanding officer of the group identified
himself as "Killer." Killer told the people in the
house that he had just killed 11 other people in
another house. He then opened fire on the
group. Two people died immediately. The
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witness and another person were injured. The
witness was later told that the rebel group went
into another house and killed 4 people and that
prior to this event, 11 people had been killed in
a house next to the witness'. The witness's arm
became infected from the gun shot wound and
she had to have it amputated.

Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TFI-087

PN TFI-240

SESAY:2June \1,2,9,10
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

11,2,9,10
SESAY:14
Nov 2003
KALLON:lO
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18

60
minutes

60
minutes

The witness will testify that on Friday 22
January 1999, he and two other men were
captured near St. Patrick's church in Kissy by
four rebels. One rebel with an axe amputated
the witness's right hand and partially amputated
his left hand. After cutting his hands, the rebels
told the witness to go to President Kabbah.
The witness later saw many others with their
hands amputated at Summertime Clinic,
including a 14 year old girl and one of the men
he was with when captured. That man had both
hands amputated. Prior to this incident, another
rebel burned the witness's house.
The witness will testify that on 20 January 1999
he was captured with 20 other civilians at a
house in the Blackhall Road area of Kissy in
Freetown. The rebel commander ordered that
the men line up. The witness was called
forward.
The rebel said "You people are
supporting Tejan Kabbah so if you want hands,
go to him." The rebel then attempted to cut both
hands off the witness. The cuts did not go all
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the way through and he still has both hands,
although they are permanently damaged. Later
on, the witness was told that the commanding
officer of the group was called CO Sullay "Cut
Hand."

Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TFI-104

PN TFI-083

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6

I 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10

60
minutes

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 13

190
minutes

This witness will testify that on 18 January 1999
RUF and SLA rebels entered the Good
Sheppard Hospital in Kissy. The rebels took out
a man whom they accused of being a Nigerian
soldier and shot and killed him. The
commanding officers of the group were Captain
Sheppard and Captain Blood. The rebels also
rounded civilians and brought them to
Parliament. The rebels started shooting them
and killed 15 people. The witness was wounded
and taken to hospital following which he went
home. Later the rebels were burning houses on
Congress Road in Kissy. The witness was
locked in a house which was set alight but
managed to escape.
This witness will testify that he was with his
family in Kissy on 6 January 1999 when rebels
harassed and looted from civilians in the area.
Ten days after they arrived, the rebels started
burning many houses. The witness saw many
dead bodies on Samuel Street with gun shot
wounds and machete marks. The people from
Kissy who escaped to Thunder Hill area of
Freetown told the witness that the rebels had
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started amputating hands. One week later the
witness was trying to escape with a group of
others, including a wounded friend, to the Ferry
Junction. The group was stopped by seven
rebels at Low Cost Junction and forced to strip.
A rebel took Le300,000 from the witness. Two
of the rebels argued over who would get to
have the 14 year old sister of the witness. The
witness saw many dead bodies. The
commander of the rebels said that these people
should have their hands cut and President
Kabbah would give them new hands. The
witness had his hand cut off in one chop. The
rebel who cut his hand told the witness to go to
Kabbah for another one. Another man was
amputated. A third, after having his fingers
amputated, was shot to death. At and near the
Rogbollah mosque, where the witness went to
seek refuge, there were dead bodies of men,
women and children. The witness's 14 year old
sister was taken by the rebels. She later told
him that she was raped by the rebels Occra Hill
and had a baby.

Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TFI-022

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 190
10,11,13
minutes

This witness will testify that he was with his
family in Kissy on 6 January 1999 when rebels
harassed and looted from civilians in the area.
There were many armed children with the
rebels. On 22 January 1999 the witness was
traveling four other people down Low Cost
Junction, attempting to bring their injured
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neighbor to the hospital. At the time many
rebels were moving from Kissy to Wellington.
Seven rebels forced the group to strip and then
march to Winter road.
Upon reaching the
junction of Winter road and Old Road the
commander of the seven rebels said that these
people should be amputated. The witness saw
seven corpses with their throats cut at the
junction. A girl in the group, approximately 11
years old, was given to the commander as a
"wife." One rebel with an axe proceeded to cut
off the hand of another man and then cut the
hand off the witness. Both hands were placed in
a bag. A third man was called forward and shot
to death after having his fingers cut. The 11
year old boy in the group was not heard from
again. The 11 year old girl in the group was
abducted. The witness was told she was held
for several months then released from Occra
Hill. At Connaught Hospital there were over 50
amputees. As the rebels were leaving Kissy the
with ness saw that there were three columns
with abducted civilians in the middle so they
would not escape.

2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TFI-101

SESAY: 2 June 11,2,3, 4,5,9, 10
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003

90
minutes

The witness will testify that on 17 January 1999
his house was burned down by rebels. On 18
January 1999 he was hiding with about 50 other
civilians in a house near the Kissy Mental
Hospital. They were found by 7 rebels. 29 of the
men, including the witness, were led out into
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the street where they were ordered to sit down
by the rebels. The commander of the rebels told
them that because they voted for Tejan Kabbah
they would be amputated. The first two picked
to be amputated both refused and were shot
and killed by the commanding officer. Then the
commanding officer opened fire on the line,
killing three more people. The commanding
officer then turned to a rebel with an axe and
said that he did not want to waste ammunition
before shooting another 6 civilians. The rebel
with the axe killed 5 more people by chopping
them to the head. The rebels then amputated
both of the witness's hands and the hands of
another man. Colonel Rambo joined the group.
The witness recognized him as one of Johnny
Paul Koroma's boys. Rambo questioned his
soldiers as to why they had killed and
amputated. The soldiers did not respond but
merely saluted him. Rambo then ordered one of
the soldiers to call Captain Blood for him.

BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

PN TFI -103

SESAY: 2 June 11,2, 3,4, 5, 9, 10
2003
KALLON:26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6

60
minutes

The witness will testify that he was on duty at
the Connaught Hospital on 6 January 1999
when a large group of RUF soldiers under the
command of Adema came into hospital. The
witness was told by a friend that Sam Maskita
Bockarie was visiting a white building across
the street where diamond dealers lived. At
least 20 patients died as a result of soldiers
preventing treatment to civilians. The rebels
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said their boss was Foday Sankoh and that
Charles Taylor would be sending them help.
On the same day the soldiers beat to death a
boy they accused of being a Kamajor. Days
later over 50 amputees arrived at the hospital
including men, women (30-35%) and children.
(20%) Most of the amputees were from Kissy
and said that those who amputated them were
rebels. Some victims described that soldiers
would ask them if they wanted "long sleeve" or
"short sleeve" to determine the length of the
amputation.

Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

PN TFI-099

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

I 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 13

60
minutes

The witness will testify that on approximately 22
January 1999 she was in the Peacock Farm
area of Kissy in Freetown as the rebels were
withdrawing from the city. Two amputee victims
ran by. One yelled that the rebels were killing
people and cutting off hands. Commanders in
the area who the witness heard being called
included Colonel "Kill Man No Blood" and
"Camra Rebel" Some rebels entered the room
where the witness and others were hiding. The
rebels immediately shot and killed a 60 year old
man. Two other rebels proceeded to chop at a
woman's head. She fell bleeding and died 7
days later. The rebels amputated one of the
witness's hands and attempted to amputate the
other. They looted and then set the house on
fire. At Connaught hospital the witness saw
many other amputees, some of whom died of
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their wounds.
PN TFI-097

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

PN TFI-086

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 160
10,11,13
minutes

I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 13

60
minutes

The witness will testify that he was staying near
the Kissy Mental Hospital when the rebels
invaded Freetown on 6 January 1999. The big
commanders were based at Ferry Junction.
There were many armed children with the
rebels. Some in uniform were as young as 10
years old. On 8 January 1999 the rebels set his
neighbors house on fire. The rebels were
stealing a lot from the civilians. On 19 January
1999 the witness saw 5 civilians, 3 men and 2
women, who had their hands amputated by the
rebels. On 20 January 1999, as ECOMOG was
advancing, one SLA soldier named "Captain
Blood," and one rebel named "the Killer" came
to the witness's house. The witness was caught
as he attempted to escape. They held him
down and amputated his hand, telling the
witness to go to Kabbah for he has many
hands. The rebels also cut off both hands of the
witness's nephew, who was then burned alive
when the rebels set the house on fire. In the
area at the time the witness also saw the rebels
capture young girls, aged 13-17, and take them
into houses where they would be heard
screaming.
The witness will testify that on 14 January 1999,
the rebels, who identified themselves as SLA
soldiers, started lootinq from the witness's
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house in Kissy. Two days earlier the rebels
killed two civilians. On 20 January 1999 the
witness and other civilians attempted to reach
the Kissy Mental Hospital area, which they
heard was safe. The witness was captured by
six rebels, one of whom he recognized as
"Junior", an SLA. The rebels amputated both of
the witness's hands. They told him to "Go to
Tejan Kabbah, he will give you hands. You will
never vote again." The witness saw many
amputees at Connaught hospital including three
people that he knew, all of whom said that the
rebels had amputated their hands.

May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-096

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

11, 6, 7, 8, 9

60
Minutes

This witness will testify that the rebels looted
and set fire to her house on 7 January 1999.
The house at 7 Davies street was also burned.
The rebels amputated the right hand of boy who
lived on Rose street. During the next fortnight
the rebels abducted the witness's sister and
kept her for one month. The witness's sister told
her grandmother that she was raped while held.
On 21 January rebels took the witness out of
her house, forced her to walk % a mile down
Davies street before amputating both of her
arms on the root of a Mango tree. On way to
hospital the witness saw 5 other amputees (3
boys and 2 girls). At the hospital she saw many
more amputees who were from the Kissy
Wellington area.
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60
Minutes

This witness will testify that on 6 January 1999
four rebels including Capt Blood came to the
witness's house in Calaba Town. He knew
Blood because he had seen him shoot and kill
a civilian next door on December 24. Captain
Blood stabbed the witness in the chest and cut
off four of his fingers. Blood told him to go tell
Kabbah that the rebels are in Calaba Town.
That night the witness hid in the swamp and
saw many houses burning. He later saw many
amputees in Connaught Hospital.

I 1, 3, 4, 5

60
Minutes

This witness will testify that in January 1999 he
was with his family in Wellington. The witness
was told that an AFRC soldier arrested
newspaper deputy editor Paul Mansaray, his
wife and children and 12 other church members
from church. They were then taken to a rebel
base and shot.

I 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 13

60
Minutes

This witness will testify that he was with his wife
at Blackhall Road in Kissy when rebels invaded
on 6 January 1999. His house was looted. Col.
Akim and Collins were the COs. The witness
was told about rebels killing a boy who was

PN TF1-105

SESAY: 2 June 11, 2, 4, 5, 9
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

PN TF1-287

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

PN TF1-084

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON:26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
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wood seller on Davis Street. The witness saw
COs giving orders to burn houses at the David
Street and Blackhall Road intersection. On 18
January the witness and others were caputured
as they attempted to escape. The witness saw
the rebels kill 7 people before they amputated
his hand. The witness later met another
amputee who told him that his hand had been
chopped off by rebels.

October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-027

SESAY:2June 11,3,4,5,6,8,11
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

PN TF1-188

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10

11,3,4,5,6,8

60
Minutes

This witness will testify that she was part of a
group of 30 women hiding in the Bundu Bush
when she was captured by rebels. The witness
saw rebels burn a house containing 3 people
and shoot 3 people, killing 2. She also saw 20
people killed by being burned alive in Peacock
Farms. Small boys were used to burn the
house. The witness was taken with 30 other
girls to Calaba Town. There she was put in
house with 6 others. They were raped every
night by different groups of men. After 14 days
she was taken to Waterloo where the
commander was "Eat Alive". She stayed at
Waterloo for 2 months. Many young girls and
boys were captured on way to Waterloo. The
girls were raped at Waterloo repeatedly. All
newly captured girls were raped.

60
Minutes

The witness is a doctor who will testify that he
heard about 20 cases of rape that occurred in
the areas of Kissy, Wellington and Thunder Hill
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sometime after January 15 1999. The witness
estimates that between January 6 and 15 50
civilians died because they were denied
treatment on order of rebels. On January 7 2
civilians in the hospital were "stomped" to
death. Also on January 7 the witness saw over
40 dead civilians brought to hospital. Between
January 6 and 8 the witness saw 50 bodies
mostly of women and children on the street
near hospital. Between January 9 and 16 the
witness saw 200 bodies mostly of women and
children seen on street. The witness saw 2-3
cases of reported gang rape seen at the
National Stadium.

Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-331

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

I 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9

60
Minutes

The witness will testify that she was in her
house when she saw rebels with civilians
entering Wellington. The rebels burnt two
houses on Palmer street. A week later rebels
told people to come out of hiding, promising
that they would not be harmed. The witness
and others were taken to the Looking Town
area in Kissy. When the rebels started
retreating they lined the civilians up. The
witness saw the rebels cut a six month old baby
in half with machete. The baby's grandmother
told the witness that she had been raped. The
rebels beat the witness's husband with a stone.
He later died. The rebels amputated the
witness's left hand and told her to go to Kabbah
for peace.
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P TF1-235.

PN TF1-234

PN TF1-106

SESAY: 14
11,2,3,4,5
Nov 2003
KALLON:lO
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003
SESAY: 14
11,3,4,5,9
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003
SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003

I 1, 9, 10

60
Minutes

This witness will testify that his 7 children and
grandchildren were executed by SLAs who
accused them of supporting ECOMOG and
Kabbah. Other family members were injured.
The witness's house in Wellington was later
burned.

45
Minutes

This witness will testify that he was in Kissy
when rebels invaded. He saw the rebels take 4
men from their compound and later a neighbor
told the witness that the men had been killed.
The witness saw rebels set a neighbors house
on fire. He also saw rebels shoot and kill his
friend as friend tried to escape. The witness
was taken to Samuels street where his arm was
amputated by rebels.

60
minutes

The witness will testify to the way in which the
AFRC/RUF executed operations during the
January 1999 invasion of Freetown that
focused on amputations, including "Operation
Cut Hand" and "Operation Cut Limbs". The
witness will provide evidence on treatment at
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BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

Connaught hospital of amputees during and
after the AFRC/RUF invasion of Freetown on 6
January 1999; and on the process of
exhumations of civilians performed after the
AFRC/RUF January 1999 invasion of Freetown.
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2. ICR WITNESSES
PSEUDONYM
PN TFI-023

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 2 June

2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS
I TIME
1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 1150
12,13
minutes

SUMMARY
The witness will testify that in January 1999,
AFRC rebels looted her house in Wellington.
On 13 January 1999 rebels burned the
witness's house down. On 22 January 1999
she and her sister were abducted by AFRC
rebels from Wellington along with many young
girls from Freetown. In the Kola Tree area of
Freetown the witness saw rebels amputate both
hands and cut off the tongue of a man. The
witness was forced to be the wife of Col.
Rambo whose real name is Idrissa Kamara.
She was raped on several occasions. The
overall commander of the group was Brigadier
Gullit. Other commanders in the group included
Brigadier Bazzy. While walking to Waterloo, the
young girls, women and men were forced to
carry looted goods. In Mile 38, the rebels killed
between 10-15 civilians and placed their heads
on sticks. Bazzy was the commander. In
Magbene Bazzy beat the witness. While in
Magbene the group called themselves the West
Side Boys and communicated with the RUF
who were based in Makeni. The group attacked
Mamama, killed civilians and reported this to
Bazzy. The witness heard Bazzy give orders to
beat and kill civilians.
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I 1, 3, 4, 5

PN TFI-093

SESAY: 2 June
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON:26
May 2003; 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
7 Feb 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 7 Feb
2004

150
minutes

TF1-092

SESAY: 2 June 11, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1120
2003
12, 13
minutes

This witness will testify that after the
intervention but prior to the Freetown invasion
she was with other rebels in Moyamba. During
this time there were communications between
CO Papay, Superman, Mosquito, Johnny Paul
Koroma, Issa Sesay and 55. The witness will
testify that she was a member of the RUF and
was in command of a RUF group under
Commander Superman that entered Freetown
in January 1999. The group consisted of about
100 RUF members and no AFRC. Prior to the
invasion Superman was in communication with
55 and Issa Sesay. The communications
contained
instructions
for
movements.
Superman was also in communication with
Mosquito just prior to the invasion. Superman
told the witness that they were receiving help
from Charles Taylor in Liberia.
A large
shipment of weapons came to Okkra Hills.
These weapons were used by the group in the
Freetown invasion. Superman told the witness
that these weapons came from Charles Taylor.
The witness will testify that she commanded a
group in the Cline Town area of Freetown. The
witness instructed the group to burn people
alive in houses in the Fourah Bay and Upgun
areas. The group killed lots of people in Cline
Town, Upgun, Forah Bay and Camkeh.
This witness will testify that she was captured
from Waterloo on 12 December 1998 by a RUF
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KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

under a group commanded by SAJ Musa. The
group took the witness to her uncle's house in
Waterloo. Her uncle gave the rebels money,
after which the rebels gouged out his eyes and
stabbed him to death. On 6 January 1999 the
group attacked Freetown through Calaba Town.
The witness escaped to her aunt's house in
Kissy but on 20 January 1999 was recaptured
by the rebels led by Commander 05. The
rebels performed amputations near the Kissy
Mental Hospital and burned people alive in
houses. As the group was leaving Freetown
the rebels forced people to carry things. Old
people who could not carry loads were shot and
killed. There were different groups of rebels.
The commanders included 55, Junior and
Rambo. At Magbeni CO 55 announced that
they were crossing the river and those not with
a group would be "left behind". This meant they
would be killed. The rebels did kill some people.
The witness was drugged and raped in
Magbeni by her capturer Ibrahim. The witness
will say that the commanders knew that women
were being raped but never stopped it. Many of
the girls who were captured were forced to do
work like pounding rice. The small girls would
cry a lot when they were forced to have sex
with the rebels. At that time, the rebels were a
mixed group of RUF and SLA, but mostly SLA.
At 6 Mile, the rebels distributed the girls in the
witness's group, 2 of whom were about 10
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years old, amongst themselves. The girls
became bush wives and slept with the rebels.
PN TFI-277

SESAY: 7 Feb

I 1,

3, 4, 5

2004

60
minutes

KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb

2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb

2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb

This witness will testify that on 6 January 1999,
he saw Santigue Kanu "55" in Lumpa leading
rebels into the western area.
The rebels
consisted of both SLA soldiers and RUF rebels.
In Waterloo 55 killed a 20 year old girl because
his fighting men were being distracted by
women and reluctant to go to the front line.
After 55 went to Lumpa, the witness heard that
he killed eight more people including the
witness's father-in-law.

2004
PN TFI-088

SESAY: 2 June

2003
KALLON: 26

May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June

2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov

2003

I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

120
minutes

The witness will testify that the leader of the
AFRC/RUF military regime was Johnny Paul
Koroma and his deputy was Foday Sankoh.
Sankoh was in Nigeria at the time of the Coup
d' tat. Members of the Supreme Council fror
the AFRC/RUF regime included 55, Tamba
Brima, Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara, and Issa Sesay.
Morris Kallon was the Regional Commander of
the southern command and was based in
Koribondo in Bo District. Tamba Brima was the
overall commander of the forces that invaded
Freetown in January 1999. Tamba Brima and
Junior Lion attacked a house on Fort Street and
abducted a girl. On 7 January 1999 Junior
Johnson executed 8 women at Tower Hill
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because they were girlfriends to members of
ECOMOG.
PN TFI-152

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON:26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TFI-024

SESAY: 2 June 11,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8, 12
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 1150
13
minutes

60
minutes

This witness will testify as to the AFRC and
RUF alliance; the AFRC/RUF commanders
including "Gullit"; the AFRC/RUF attack on
Freetown in January 1999; the AFRC/RUF
commanders involved in the January 1999
attack on Freetown which included Gborie,
Amara, and "Junior"; the AFRC/RUF retreat
from Freetown; and to killings, rape, sexual
slavery, abductions, forced labour, and the use
of child soldiers.

The witness will testify that he was captured by
rebels from his home in Freetown along with
seven others and taken to the Statehouse.
There they joined about 50 other captured
civilians. The commander in charge of
Statehouse was "Gullit." Five of these civilians,
including 3 women, who refused to join the
rebels, were shot dead on Gullit's orders. The
witness was at Statehouse for four nights and
heard girls crying "I no de gree, me na small
pikin" and being raped. The witness saw many
girls being raped on the Statehouse grounds.
Later the witness heard Gullit say that
ECOMOG was coming and then heard Gullit's
boys saying that if ECOMOG removed them
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from the Statehouse they would burn down
many houses. The witness was forced to carry
a B15 bomb to Calaba as they retreated. The
witness escaped in Calaba Town.
PN TFI-264

SESAY: 14
11,4,5,7, 8
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

60
minutes

The witness will testify that the rebels attacked
Waterloo prior to New Years Day 1999. A few
weeks later the rebels again attacked Waterloo,
this time from the Freetown direction. The
witness and her family took refuge in the
nearby village of Lumpa. In Lumpa 5 rebels
came to the witness's house. One shot her
father three times. The leader of the rebels in
this group was Captain Peleto, who was RUF.
Many people were being abducted by the
rebels in the bush. One of 5 men who raided
the bush tried to force the witness to have sex
with the witness's in-law. She refused and had
her underclothes torn from her. The witness
and a few others ran towards Masiaka to hide.
The witness was hiding in "Kathel" Village until
it was attacked by rebels led by Colonel Pikin,
Brigadier 55 and General Issa.

PN TFI-176

11,3,4,5
SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19

60
minutes

The witness will testify that in early January
1999 he was abducted from Lumpa by a group
of rebels under the command of SAJ Musa.
About 30 civilians, including pregnant women,
children and young men, were abducted from
Lumpa. At Lumpa the abductees were tied
together in pairs by their clothes. They were
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taken to Benguima. SAJ Musa was killed in
Benguima. Superman ordered his burial and
promised a state funeral after the group had
completed its mission to Freetown. Issa Sesay
was present at the ammunitions dump. The
group remained in the hills for three days. Prior
to entering Freetown Superman and Issa Sesay
ordered the sacrifice of 5 women and 5 men
from the abductees. They were killed with their
hands behind their backs. The witness heard
that Issa Sesay ordered everyone to rub the
human blood on their faces before leaving for
Freetown. There were approximately 250
abductees with the group before they entered
Freetown.
Days later Peleto, a rebel
commander, was engaged in house to house
executions in Lumpa.

Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TFI - 029 I SESAY: 2 June 11, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON:26
May 2003; 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
7 Feb 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 6

100
minutes

This witness will testify that on 22 January 1999
she was abducted by the rebels from her home
in the Industrial area of Freetown. She was
taken to Calaba Town and Benguima with 20
other girls. The rebels were a mix of SLA,
AFRC and RUF. In Calaba Town the rebels cut
off the head of a captured ECOMOG soldier. In
Calaba, about 20 of the girls in the group told
the witness that they had been raped, often
twice a day. They also said that if they refused
to have sex with the rebels they would be
beaten and burnt with cigarettes. The witness
saw some girls with cigarette burns. The

~
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witness heard the shooting of a 20 year old girl
by a rebel soldier and saw the body. Colonel
Tito of the AFRC shot and killed 3 nuns that
were among the abducted. Houses were
burned in Calaba Town. On 21 January 1999
10 people were burned alive in a house. In the
bush between Calaba Town and Hastings the
rebels killed 15 babies by smashing them in
front of their mothers. The rebels said the
babies were making too much noise. The
witness was raped five times by "Major" once
the group reached Benguima. At least 10 other
girls held with the witness were being used for
sex. Over 200 civilians were captured and
were used as shields against Kamajor attacks.
Commander 55 was present in Benguima.

Nov 2003; 7
Feb 2004
KANU:26Nov
2003; 7 Feb
2004

PN TFI-279

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

I 1,

3, 4, 5

60
minutes

This witness will testify that the rebels came to
Waterloo sometime in 1998 and burned houses
before going to Freetown. Two days later the
rebels came back and based themselves in
Waterloo. One of the rebel commanders in the
area was called Peleto. Another commander
was Morris Kallon. While the rebels were there,
Peleto entered and old woman's house and
killed the two women in there. At this point the
witness fled the area.
When the witness
returned he found five partially decomposed
bodies by the side of his burnt house.
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PN TFI-085

SESAY: 2 June
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
7 Feb 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 7 Feb
2004

1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 1120
11, 12
minutes

The witness will testify that on 6 January 1999
AFRC rebels took money and food from her
house in the Wellington area of Freetown. On 9
January 1999 another group of rebels arrived
and amputated the arm of a 5 year old girl.
Then they made the witness's mother choose
either to be amputated or give the rebels her
daughter, being the witness. The rebels took
the witness out of the house and set the house
on fire. There were many armed children with
the rebels, including one that was about 5 years
old. The witness was abducted with 6 others
and forced to carry ammunition to Allentown.
There the commander of the group, Major
James, raped the witness both vaginally and
anally. Two other women fought off rape but
were killed by the rebels. Five other civilians
were also stabbed to death. 55 passed the
order to abductees to eat human heart on pain
of death. Also in Allentown Issa Sesay passed
an order to flog the witness for setting clothes in
a visible position. As the group continued to
retreat but before they reached Waterloo,
Commander 55 ordered CO Daramy to kill a
baby boy that was crying because 55 was
concerned about the noise. CO Daramy placed
the baby in the grave alive. He then forced the
mother top throw dirt on the grave and then to
dance on it. 55 and Issa Sesay were CO
Daramey's bosses. The group stayed for a day
in Lumpah. The witness was taken with many
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other captured civilians to Lunsar and Masiaka.
There were hundreds of abducted women and
girls. At Masiaka there were many commanders
present
including
lssa
Sesay.
These
commanders all had many wives. Many girls
complained about rape to commanders 55 and
Issa Sesay but were told that they were "wives"
and not to complain.
PN TF1-102

SESAY: 2 June 11,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 12
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

60
Minutes

This witness will testify that he was released
from Pademba Prison on January 6 1999. He
rejoined the Junta at Statehouse. Commander
Bazzie and Commander Jr. Johnson were at
Statehouse with their troops. The witness saw
commanders ordering amputations. The overall
commander was Bazzy. Gullit was the second
in command. Around Black Hole road the
witness saw Gullit kick open the doors of
houses, take out people - mainly women and
children, and shoot them. He saw him shoot 2
women and 6 children. The witness saw a lot of
civilians in the group retreating from Freetown.
The civilians were used to carry the heavy
ammunition and other supplies. Women were
also taken for bush wives and small boys to
train for fighting. All the people abducted were
trained to fight. This was called Junta II. The
witness also saw Gullit shoot an officer
because he did not want to go and fight
ECOMOG. Between Kissy and Kabala town the
witness saw soldiers enter houses during the
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night, take women out to the bush and then
take them to the bush as wives. Some even
raped the women inside the house. The
soldiers were all under Bazzy and Gullit. Other
commanders included Col. Keydo - who
answered to Bazzy, Col. Rambo Red Goat, Col.
55, and Gun Boots.
PN TF1-227

SESAY: 14
11,3,4,5,6,8,11,12
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

60
Minutes

This witness will testify that on 5 January 1999
rebels attacked near his house in the Kola Tree
area. The witness knew of about 10 girls
abducted by rebels occupying the area. He had
been told that one was raped. On 23 January
the witness was abducted. He identified AFRC
commanders
such as "Gunboat," "Col
"Bastard," Adamu, and Baoyo. Along with about
300 other civilians the witness was forced to
retreat with rebels from Kola Tree. They had to
carry items. About 120 of the civilians were
women and children. On 29 January he was
taken with another large group of civilians to
Waterloo. There he was told about the killing of
a nun at Kola Tree. While in Kola Tree the
witness knew of the "burning squad" that was
tasked with burning houses. The squad
contained two children about 14-15 years old.
At Waterloo he saw 1000 abducted civilians,
600 of them were women and children. The
witness will say that the AFRC and RUF were
cooperating in Waterloo after the invasion. 55
was the overall commander at Benguema.
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Abducted women were forced to cook and
clean. Many were sexually abused. At night the
commanders would send for them and refusal
of sex resulted in a beating. Two girls ages 15
and 16 were raped by Gunboat. 55 made two
announcements during muster parades to
civilians and rebels about observing certain
rules. These included no raping, no stealing
and no killing. The rules broken all the time.
The witness never saw anyone punished. The
witness saw many SBUs who were about 10
years old. The witness saw Foday Bah shoot
and kill a mute civilian for lump of sugar. The
witness saw that the AFRC was in
communication with Rambo and the RUF. He
heard that Gullit was in Makeni at time. The
witness the chain of command was as follows:
Gullit - Bazzy - Foday Bah. 55 - Snake.
Commander Bazzy - Junior Lion were at Mile
38 in late March 1999.
PNTF1- 281

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13

I 60 Minutes I This witness will testify that she was captured in
Freetown on 6 January 1999 and taken to
Waterloo where 7 rebels raped her. Prior to the
incident she was a virgin. Other girls were also
raped, one of whom was left because she could
not walk. The witness walked to Makeni with
the rebels . There she was raped by Colonel
Papa and used as his sex slave. The witness
became pregnant by him. She received military
training and was given a pistol. While in Makeni
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KANU: 7Feb
2004

the witness saw SAJ Musa, Colonel Issa and
others killing those who disobeyed orders. The
witness went with rebels on missions when
people were captured and food items looted.
Colonel Issa punished people for raping. Foday
Sankoh promised to look into the complaints of
the witness and to take care of baby she had
with the rebel.
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BO CRIME BASE

1. CRIME BASE WITNESSES
PSEUDONYM I DISCLOSED
PN TF 1-005

I COUNTS

SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5, 13

TIME

SUMMARY

60 minutes

This witness will testify that in July 1997, heavily
armed SLAlJunta forces attacked the witness's
village, Gerihun, looking for Kamajors. The Kamajors
had earlier fought the junta about four miles away on
Bo-Gerihun highway. The Kamajors lost and were
pursued by the Junta to Gerihun. The Kamajors
were not in Gerihun during the attack. The witness
saw one man, Alhaji Mohamed Sidikie, in his house
being fatally wounded. The witness fled and later, on
his return, saw this victim's body and four other dead
bodies in the village, including that of the Paramount
Chief A.S. Demby. Some other villagers were
wounded. Attackers looted possessions. The
witness saw juntas in possession of a bus packed
with looted properties belonging to civilian. The bus
was taken to Bo town.

60

This witness will testify that on the night of 26 June
1997, he saw well armed men in uniform enter
Gerihun in vehicles. He saw five men enter
Paramount Chief Demby's house. Shortly after, the
witness heard one gun shot and a voice like that of
Paramount Chief Demby cry out. He saw three
soldiers coming out from the house. Afterwards he
saw five dead people killed by these soldiers. He

2003
KALLON:May

26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June

3,2003
KAMARA:

November 6,
2003
KANU:

November 26,
2003

PN TF1-053

SESAY: June 2,

2003
KALLON:May

26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June

3,2003

I 1, 2,

3, 4, 5

minutes
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KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

was told of other killings and saw evidence of them.
The witness identifies A.B Kamara, A.F Kamara and
Mohammed as amongst those who attacked.

PN TF1-006

SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5,9, 13
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

60 minutes I This witness will testify that about two months after
the overthrow of President Kabbah, he heard heavy
firing as he hid in his friend's house (PN TF1-005) in
Gerihun with others. He saw a soldier dressed in full
military uniform enter and shoot his companion.
There were only civilians in the house. His
companion was injured. When they tried to escape,
his companion was shot once again by soldiers. His
companion died soon thereafter from the second
shooting. The witness fled. When he returned to
town he saw the bodies of three others who had
been shot. The witness learned from others that
armed men killed Paramount Chief Sandy Demby.
The attackers were identified as "junta" soldiers.
They robbed and pillaged. The witness states that
there were no Kamajors in the village at the time of
the attack. Later, the witness saw many houses
burnt.

PN TF1-054

SESAY: June 2, 11,2, 3,4, 5, 13
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October

60 minutes I This witness will testify that in 1997, the AFRC was
in power under the leadership of JP Koroma. The
AFRC was in control of Bo Town. On 24 July 1997
the witness's home was looted by armed soldiers in
uniforms led by AF Kamara. Later on in July 1997

~
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14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

PN TF1-050

SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5, 13
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRlMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

the witness was in the Paramount Chief's house
when many AFRC ISLA soldiers entered Gerihun
including AF Kamara, Boisy, AB Kamara and AFRC
youth leader Bo Yagah.
The witness saw AF
Kamara instructing men to burn Vice President's
house down. The witness saw soldiers shooting at
the Paramount Chief twice and then heard soldiers
ordered to stab him. He then heard a gunshot and
the shouting of Pa Sumaila, the Paramount Chief's
caretaker. The witness later discovered him dead,
shot. He fled to the bush and upon returning to the
village he was told of five people killed by the
soldiers. He saw the dead bodies. The witness
states that there were no armed Kamajors during
attack.
60 minutes I This witness will testify that about a month after the
overthrow of President Kabbah, the witness saw
three soldiers dressed in military combat uniform
entering his house in Tikonko. They found the
witness, Mama Fudia, Mama Massa Mansaray,
Hawa Momoh and Hawa Mansaray inside. The
soldiers ordered Mama Fudia, Mama Massa
Mansaray and the witness to go outside from the
parlour.
The soldiers demanded money from
Momoh and Mansaray, threatened them and then
killed them on pretext that their brothers had killed
their colleagues in Sembehun.
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PN TF1-003

PN TF1-002

SESAY: June 2, I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
2003; 7 Feb
2004.
KALLON:May
26,2003; 7 Feb
2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: June
3, 2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5, 13
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003

60 minutes I This witness will testify that in July, after the
overthrow of President Tejan Kabbah, soldiers
entered the witness's house in Tikonko. He saw
He
three soldiers dressed in army uniform.
recognised one SLA soldier. They questioned his
wife and two women, both named Hawa. The
witness heard soldiers threatened to kill Hawa
Momoh. He heard gunshot and a woman cry out.
He heard another gun shot. Later he entered the
house. Two women were lying dead. One of them
was bleeding from the vagina. He observed other
dead bodies in the village that day including burnt
remains of one woman. The witness saw many other
burnt houses in Tikonko. The dead were civilians.
There was no fighting in Tikonko between the
attacking soldiers and any other force such as the
Kamajors that day.

30 minutes I This witness will testify that during the Junta period
Idry season Tikonko was attacked. The witness fled
to the bush leaving her sick brother. Upon return,
she found that her brother had been mortally
wounded. She was told by her brother that he had
been shot by a soldier. Some personal property had
been stolen. The witness saw more dead bodies:
two Hawa women (Momoh and Santigie) and others.
She was told they were killed by soldiers. She saw
one Hawa shot in her vagina. There were no armed
Kamajors in the village on the day of the attack. The
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KANU:
November 26,
2003
PN TF1-004

SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5, 13
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

witness saw that houses had been burnt down.

60 minutes I This witness will testify that the witness was with
soldiers as they prepared to attack the town from
Tikonko junction at the end of June 1997. One
Junior told the witness that soldiers were going to kill
every living thing in Tikonko. When the soldiers
arrived at Tikonko, the witness saw them kill five
civilians and three Kamajors, the latter being
distinguishable by their clothing. After the attack, the
witness went into the house of a neighbour,
Bangalie, and found 11 people dead.
One,
Mamama Bangalie, was grievously wounded
(stomach spit open) but alive. Before dying she told
the witness that the soldiers killed them.
The
witness travelled further and came across more
dead bodies killed by soldiers. Nineteen people
would later be buried in a mass grave. The witness
saw soldiers with looted items. He describes as
"soldiers" some in full uniforms and some in half
uniforms with red cloth tied around their heads. He
recognized three SLA soldiers: Junior Mosakpa,
Brima Moisia and "Baby Daddy".
Of the three
Kamajors, the witness knew one was unarmed but
was not certain about other two. There was no
armed opposition against soldiers when they
attacked.

~
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PN TF1-001

SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

60 minutes I This witness will testify that after the overthrow of
President Kabbah in 1997, the witness saw men in
combat uniforms attacking Tikonko with RPGs. He
saw men entering homes. The witness hid near the
village and saw soldiers attacking the village for two
hours. There was no opposing fighting force. On
the following days, he saw approximately twelve
corpses including three Kamajors who had been on
duty at a nearby junction. The remainder of those
killed were unarmed civilians.

PN TF1-047

SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

90 minutes I This witness will testify that after AFRC came to
power, the witness was warned that AFRC would not
tolerate harbouring of Kamajors. Some days later,
he saw heavily armed men heading towards Tikonko
accompanied by Sam Bockarie (aka Mosquito). He
heard shooting coming from Tikono. The witness
was told by residents that people had been killed at
his house. He went to Tikonko later, where he found
eleven people dead at his house. They all had
gunshot wounds. Among the people were Mamei
Bangali, Adama Bangali, Victor Bangali, Joseph
Bangali and Mamatoma Bangali who were all
grandchildren of the witness. All of them were
adults. His son was also killed in the incident. Eleven
people were buried in a mass grave behind the
market. The witness saw many of the people killed
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around the town. He saw gunshot wounds on all the
dead bodies. He saw a lot of houses burnt. All the
dead bodies he saw were civilians because they had
civilian dresses and he did not see weapons by
them. There were no Kamajors in Tikonko at that
time of the killings.
PN TF1-052

SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5

2003
KALLON:May

26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June

3,2003
KAMARA:

November 6,
2003
KANU:

November 26,
2003

90 minutes I This witness will testify that he was a Kamajor
soldier during the relevant period. In 1997, after the
AFRC Coup, whilst hiding in the bush, he heard
soldiers saying that anybody they met in Telu will be
killed. Thereafter, he heard shooting for about one
hour and then soldiers cheering and saying they had
killed all "Kamajors" in Telu. On returning to the
village, he saw one dead body and was told that two
other people were killed.
Telu properties were
looted by the attackers. A second attack occurred 3
weeks later. Soldiers in military uniforms entered
the town. The Kamajors could not fight back
because they had no ammunition. The witness
heard soldiers yelling "Operation Pay Yourself'. He
saw his village being attacked. On return, the
witness counted five dead. He saw soldiers leaving
He also saw
village carrying looted property.
soldiers launching RPG guns at thatch houses which
caught fire. The next day the witness and others
counted 50 houses burned down. He identified
attackers as SLA Junta soldiers. One of them was
Corporal Yatti.
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PN TF1-107

SESAY: June 2,
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

11, 2, 3,4, 5

60 minutes I This witness will testify that the SLA and RUF
attacked the witness's town, Telu, during the month
of July. He could tell they were SLA and RUF
because of their clothing. Some were in full uniform
with berets whilst others were partly dressed with
bandanas. They came in six Toyota vans. The
witness heard firing. He hid with his father in his
house. They saw smoke coming out of one room so
they tried to get out back. The witness's father had
been wounded in hand by bullet while getting out.
They hid behind the toilet inside the compound.
However, soldiers saw bloodstains leading to the
toilet. The witness hid in the bush. The soldiers
found witness's father hiding behind toilet. They
shot him dead. The witness also saw a house
burning that day. There were no Kamajors in town
during the attack.

PN TF1-011

SESAY: June 2,
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,

11, 2, 3,4, 5

60 minutes I This witness will testify that about six months after
JP Koroma came to power, the witness's village,
Telu, was attacked. He heard shooting. Then he
saw a soldier dressed in full uniform. He ran away
and passed by an old lady who was shot dead a
moment after. The witness saw houses burnt, some
still on fire. He heard of others killed and saw
another dead body of an unarmed civilian. He saw a
ten year old boy whose arm was wounded by a
bullet. The town was attacked on other occasions.
He usually ran away and came back after the
attacks.
During these attacks, he saw many
properties looted. The witness lost a lot of property
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and so did his dependants and family. There was no
fighting between the attackers and the Kamajors.
The witness knew about Kamajors being in Telu but
did not see anyone in town at the time. The people
whom were killed were not killed in any cross fire
because there was no fighting or no resistance from
any body in Telu.

2003

PN TF1-010

SESAY: June 2,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON:May
26,2003; 7 Feb
2004
GBAO: October
14, 2003; 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: June
3,2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 7 Feb
2004

1,2,3,4,5,13

60 minutes

This witness will testify that his village, Telu, was
attacked by lots of well-armed soldiers in uniforms.
He saw soldiers looting and burning house next to
his own house. He saw dead bodies of civilians
after the perpetrators had left the village. He heard
soldiers saying that Mosquito was waiting on them to
go to new site. The witness was informed by others
that Mosquito was heard saying to soldiers in Telu
that "Kamajor base in Telu must be destroyed."
Mosquito also said "All those who have relatives at
Telu should go back and bury their dead." There
were no Kamajors to fight back with the AFRC/RUF
when they attacked witness's village.

PN TF1-051

SESAY: June 2,
2003

1,2,3,4,5,13

60 minutes

This witness will testify that on the day of the attack
in Sembeheun, the witness heard a loud gunshot
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and ran into her house. She hid with her
grandchildren under a bed in her room when
attackers entered the house. Her son (also son of
TF1-049) was in his own room. The attackers forced
the door of her son's room and entered into his
room. She heard them arguing with her son and
taking his things. Then she heard shots and ran to
her son's room where he was lying dead. She was
informed by residents of Sembehun that the group
which attacked Sembehun was led by one Mosquito
but she never saw the attackers.

KALLON:May

26,2003
GBAO: October

14,2003
BRIMA: June

3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,

2003
KANU:
November 26,

2003
PN TF1-049

SESAY: June 2,

2003
KALLON:May

26,2003
GBAO: October

14,2003
BRIMA: June

3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,

2003
KANU:
November 26,

2003

I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13

60 minutes I This witness will testify that on a Monday in 1997,
the witness was told that the People's Army were
coming to his town. Later on, he heard sporadic
shooting in Sembeheun. He hid in a house next to
the house of his son. From the window, he saw men
in full military uniforms and half uniforms with red
pieces around their head entering his house and
demanding from his son (also son of TF1- 051)
"Where is your father, where does he keep money?"
He also saw a man dressed in white giving
command to armed men. He describes those men
as SLA and People's Army soldiers.
The
commander ordered them to take property from
houses. They loaded looted items on trucks. The
witness returned to the house and found his son
shot by soldiers. The following day, he went to Bo.
He saw the commander who had been in Sebehun.
He was told by a lot a people that this man was
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Mosquito.
PN TF1-009

SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5,13
2003; Feb 7,
2004
KALLON:May
26,2003; Feb 7
2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; Feb 7
2004
BRIMA: June
3, 2003; Feb 7,
2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; Feb 7,
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; Feb 7,
2004

60 minutes I This witness will testify that after the coup, SLA and
RUF were a combined force. The witness saw
soldiers led by Sam Bockarie (aka Mosquito)
entering Sembehun in an assortment of vehicles a
day after a fight with Kamajors in Korobondo.
Bockarie introduced himself to the witness and
others. Bockarie said that they should prepare
themselves to farm and he would burn the same
day. The witness fled to the bush. Whilst he was
running with his wife into the bush, he saw a man
with white cloth around his head (plain clothes)
shoot his wife who was 3 months pregnant. He
recognized the man as part of Bockarie's troops and
saw him with Bockarie's troops when they first
arrived. Those men refer to themselves as People's
Army. The witness later learnt that his brother had
been killed by the rebels. He buried both his wife
and brother the following day. On return to his
village, he saw houses burnt.

PN TF1-008

SESAY: June 2, 11, 2, 3,4, 5
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003

60 minutes I This witness will testify that after the coup in 1997,
the witness saw Sam Bockarie (aka Mosquito) and
his men entering Sembehun in several vehicles.
One vehicle had an AA gun mount. The witness hid
in bush as he heard Sam Bockarie's men opening
fire on township. He returned to the town and found
the remains of Mohmed Jabbi shot. He also saw the
dead bodies of three other people. There was no
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KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

PN TF1-007

SESAY: June 2, 11, 2, 3,4, 5, 12, 13
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

other fighting force present during the attack. He
was told of other killings. His cousin was seriously
wounded by Bockarie's troop while trying to flee.
The witness saw soldiers burning several houses.
He saw soldiers with small plastic petrol containers.
About forty-seven houses were burnt. He was also
told by an injured person that Sam Bockarie's men
attacked the town.
60 minutes I This witness will testify that he saw approximately
200 men in military uniforms entering the town. He
saw one Caporal Yatti (SLA) entering the house of
Yatti's mother in law and forcing her and two other
civilians onto veranda. Thereafter, he saw the
soldiers shoot all three on the veranda. The soldiers
said that they came to Mamboma to kill Kamajors
but there was none there so they killed civilians
instead. The witness saw the body of the victims.
He says there was no force fighting the group when
they arrived in Mamboma. The soldiers burned
twenty-six houses. The witness saw several young
men being "forced" to load looted goods in vehicles
after the attack before being taken away.
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KENEMA CRIME BASE

1. CRIME BASE WITNESSES
COUNTS
TIME
PSEUDONYM DISCLOSED
SESAY: June 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 90 Minutes
PN TF -127
2003; 7 Feb
13
2004
KALLON:May
26, 2003; 7 Feb
2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: June
3,2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
PN TF1 -120

I SESAY: June 2, 11.2. 3,4,5
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October

160 Minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that at a public meeting in
June 1997 the AFRC threatened anyone who did not
cooperate with them. The witness, B.S.Massoquoi
(BSM) and others were later arrested and detained
in the AFRC Secretariat. The witness was beaten
and tortured. The witness saw Sam Bockarie (SB)
beat BSM with his pistol. The witness saw SB give
the order to beat one Fambuleh because Fambuleh
was alleged to be a Kamajor. He was beaten to
death with strips of outer tyres in front of the witness.
On his release the witness was admitted to hospital
suffering from his injuries. While in hospital he
learned of BSM's re-arrest by SB and of the murder
of BSM and others by the AFRC. The witness also
learned that his goods and property had been looted
or destroyed.

This witness will testify that on February 2 1998, on
the order of his superior, the witness went to B.S.
Massaquoi's (BSM) house to re-arrest him. The
witness was told that Sam Bockarie (SB) had
ordered police to produce BSM on threat of burning
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the police station. 8SM was brought to Kenema
Police Station. The witness heard later that 8SM
was taken away and killed together with other
people on orders of S8. Those who took him away
signed for him and the transfer of custody was noted
in the official Police Station Log book.

14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

PN TF1 -124

SESAY: June 2,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON:May
26, 2003; 7 Feb
2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: June
3, 2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 7 Feb
2004

1,2,3,4,5,9, 10,
13

60 Minutes

The witness will testify that after AFRC/RUF took
control in Kenema many people were killed in
skirmishes between AFRC and Kamajors. The
witness saw 3 dead bodies identified as Kamajors
and about 13 other corpses in the area of Mambu
Street. Several houses were burnt in follow up raids.
The AFRC arrested 8. S Massaquoi (8SM) and
others. They were eventually handed over to police.
At the Police Station the witness saw wounds on
8SM and four others. The witness saw 8SM in
police custody at Kenema Police Station after he
was rearrested and before he was handed over to
the AFRC. On February 11 1998 the witness saw
AFRC personnel shoot up Sayaiah St, Kenema and
later observed S8 ordering soldiers to loot shops
and pay themselves. The witness was himself a
victim of looting.
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PN TF1 -122

SESAY: June 2,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON:May
26,2003; 7 Feb
2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: June
3, 2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 7 Feb
2004

1, 2, 3,4, 5, 9,10,
13

90 Minutes

This witness will testify that on a day after the AFRC
came to power in Kenema, he observed one "Bunny
Wailer" (BW) in the cell at Kenema Police Station.
He was dressed in military combat and his face was
swollen. Later a group of soldiers from the AFRC
Secretariat took him out of the cell and the Police
Station. Sometime later the AFRC/RUF men brought
three men to the Police Station together with BW,
lined them up at the Police Compound and shot all
four of them. The witness heard about arrest of B. S
Massaquoi (BSM) and others. The witness saw BSM
and others lying on floor of the AFRC secretariat,
tied and bloody. Sam Bockarie (SB) was present.
After the re-arrest of BSM, AFRC Military Police
signed for him and 5 others. The witness saw a
soldier stabbing BSM on the back. The witness later
learned that the men had been killed. The witness
went to Doorwailah and saw corpses with cement
blocks put on their heads. He identified BSM. The
witness's home was also looted by the AFRC IRUF.

PN TF1 -123

SESAY: June 2,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON:May
26, 2003; 7 Feb
2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: June

1,2,3,4,5,9,10,
13

90 Minutes

This witness will testify that in June 1997 AFRC
fighters burnt down the houses of Kamajors and
civilians in Kenema. B S Massaquoi (BSM), Andrew
Quee and others were arrested, beaten and tortured,
then transferred into police custody. They were
eventually released. Almost all were rearrested and
taken to the Police Station in Kenema. They were
collected and signed for by AFRC Military Police.
The witness saw BSM in AFRC Brigade HQ the
following day. He later received information that 5 of
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3, 2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
PN TF1-125

SESAY: June 2, 11,3,4,5,9, 10
2003; 11 March
2004
KALLON:May
26,2003; 11
March 2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; 11
March 2004
BRIMA: June
3,2003; 11
March 2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 11 March
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 11 March
2004

them were killed. The witness attended the burial of
8SM. Sam 80ckarie and Eddie Kanneh were in
charge of the AFRC/RUF. The witness was also
present at Police Station in Kenema when 4 people
were executed by the AFRC/RUF, including one
8unny Whailer. The witness saw many properties
looted by the AFRC. The witness also saw Issa
Sesay visit Kenema from time to time.

60 Minutes I This witness will testify that when the AFRC/RUF
took over Kenema they attacked Kamajor
residences and looted the houses. They then
attacked ECOMOG. The witness saw summary
executions of 4 men at the Kenema Police Station S Cole, One 8angura, B. Whailer and one other
unknown. The witness later received information that
8S Massaquoi (8SM) and others were arrested by
the AFRC Junta and had been detained at the AFRC
Secretariat. The witness observed wounds on 8SM
and other detainees when they were transferred to
Police Custody. After being released, 8SM and
others were re-arrested in February 1998. Later the
suspects were handed over to the AFRC at Kenema
Police Station. The six suspects included 8SM,
Andrew Quee, Issa Ansumana, Abdulai 80ckarie,
Abdulai Saidu Quee and John Swaray. The witness
states that in the police compound one of the
soldiers stabbed 8SM on his head with a bayonet
and kicked him. The witness was later informed that
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the six people were killed by soldiers and the bodies
abandoned. The witness referred to the Police
Record book evidencing the hand over.
PN TF1-039

SESAY: June 2,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON:May
26,2003; 7 Feb
2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: June
3,2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 7 Feb
2004

1,2,3,4,5

30 Minutes

This witness will testify that he was informed that B
S Massaquoi (BSM) was killed. The witness went to
the mass grave at Dorwaila near Labayayei Stream,
Kenema, to identify him. While the witness was at
the mass grave he saw about nine corpses and
identified one of them as BSM. The witness did not
recognise any of the other corpses.

PN TF1 -121

SESAY: June 2,
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10,
13

45 Minutes

This witness will testify to being present when Sam
Bockarie (aka Mosquito) arrived to arrest Andrew
Quee. Mosquito identified himself on coming out
from vehicle. During the arrest Mosquito threatened
to shoot the witness. The witness's belongings were
also seized and taken away. The witness and others
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BRIMA: June

3,2003
KAMARA:

November 6,
2003

went to the AFRC Secretariat that evening. The
witness observed wounds on Andrew Quee's (AQ)
body. He was bleeding. The witness never saw AQ
again.

KANU:

November 26,
2003
PN TF1 -126

I SESAY: June 2, 11,3,4,5,9,10
2003
KALLON:May

26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June

3,2003
KAMARA:

November 6,
2003
KANU:

November 26,
2003

PN TF1 -128

I SESAY: June 2,11,2,3,4,5,9,10
2003
KALLON:May

26,2003

90 Minutes I The witness will testify that he learned of arrest 8 S
Massaquoi (8SM) and his transfer to the AFRC
Secretariat. The witness went there and saw 8SM
and others secured in a room. 8SM told him that he
had been arrested by S8 himself on allegations of
supporting the Kamajors. The witness observed that
8SM and others had been seriously tortured. 8SM
and the others were later released.
8SM was
rearrested. The witness went to CID Kenema where
he was informed that 8SM was transferred to the
AFRC 8rigade HQ. The witness was advised to
move very fast to save 8SM. On Sunday 8 February
1998 the witness was informed that 8SM and 8
others had been killed. The witness obtained
information on where 8SM and others were buried.
In March 1998 family members exhumed the
remains of 8SM.
60 Minutes I This witness will testify that sometime between June
1997 and January 1998 after AFRC/RUF had taken
over control in Kenema, he was informed that one
Muhalem was shot by Sam 80ckarie (S8). The
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witness went to Muhalem's house in Kenema and
saw his mutilated remains. The Witness also learned
of BS Massaquoi's (BSM) arrest and detention. He
received information that BSM and others were
inhumanely treated and than killed by AFRC/RUF.
The witness also received information about the site
were BSM was killed and buried. He went to the
mass grave and exhumed the remains of BSM. The
witness saw about nine skeletal remains. He
identified BSM and even saw the rope sunk in his
arm with which he had been tied.

GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

PN TF1-299

PN TF1-060

1,2,3,4,5,10,12
SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004
SESAY: June 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
2003
10,11,12
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June

60 Minutes

This witness will testify that in February or March
1997 the AFRC/RUF took control in Tongo. They
forced civilians to work for them, digging diamonds
and clearing land. The RUF/AFRC would shoot
people when they were digging diamonds in Cyborg.
This happened daily. The witness believes that
people were shot when they got tired of working.
The witness saw them shooting more than 15 times.
The RUF, who were guarding the slave laborers, did
the shooting. The bodies were never buried.

90 Minutes

This witness will testify that AFRC/RUF attacked and
took over Tongo field from Kamajors on 11 Aug
1997. The attack was led by Sam Bockarie. The
witness states that many civilians were captured and
forced to work at Cyborg. Many complaints were
made of atrocities committed by rebels, including the
rape of 4 girls. Many people died when sands
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collapsed and buried them alive in the pit. The
witness states hundreds died. The witness also says
that many people were shot by small boys who were
armed with guns. The houses of local dignitaries
were burnt. The witness saw 2 dead bodies of
people killed by rebels. During and after the conflict
between rebels and Kamajors, the AFRC/RUF would
kill any civilians found in villages. In Bumpeh 9
people were killed by rebels on suspicion of being
Kamajors. The witness was held as a hostage and
threatened with death if the Kamajors attacked.

3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

PN TF1 -062

SESAY: June 2,
2003; 18 March
2004
KALLON:May
26,2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; 18
March 2004
BRIMA: June
3,2003; 18
March 2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 18 March
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 18 March

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12

60 Minutes

The witness will testify that the Kamajors were
mining up to August 1997 when the AFRC/RUF
attacked and drove them off. The mine called
Cyborg which Kamajors had mined with forced labor
reopened under AFRC/RUF who did the same.
People were forced to mine 2 days a week for the
benefit of the government. Sometimes rebels shot
into the general area. 200 civilians died in landslides
caused by panicking miners running away.
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1, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, I 90 Minutes
12

PN TF1 - 034

SESAY: June 2,
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

PN TF1-061

SESAY: June 2, 3,4,5,9,10, 11,I90Minutes
2003
12
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June

This witness will testify that between August 1997
and January 1998 the AFRC/RUF forced people to
mine for them. Those who refused were killed.
Others were killed for no cause. The witness saw a
friend shot to death. Civilians were taken in large
numbers to mine on the outskirts of Tongo and
around Cyborg. Diamonds were taken to Kenema
and given Sam Bockarie aka Mosquito to bring back
arms and ammunition.
Rebels shot at civilians
engaged in mining at Cyborg randomly with their
weapons. They did this to terrorize civilians into
submission. The witness was forced to mine for the
Junta's almost everyday and received no pay. From
August to December 1997 Mosquito came about
four times per month to collect diamonds. Mosquito
would order the execution of any AFRC/RUF who
tried to hide or conceal a diamond. During that time,
the raping of girls and women was rampant.
Although the RUF and SLA were present together,
the RUF was clearly in charge. The witness heard
from others that Issa Sesay came to Tongo Field.
The witness was the chairman at Cyborg Mining Pit.
He saw child soldiers, called SBU's brought by Sam
Bockarie (SB). The boys were around 10 years and
armed with guns. They had to guard Cyborg Pit and
shoot anybody who went there without authorization.
The witness was beaten with sticks, rubbers and
wires. SB threatened to kill him if Kamajors attacked.
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3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

Many people were killed when guns were fired and
grenades thrown at miners. People were subjected
to threats molestations and punishment from SB and
his men.
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2. ICR WITNESSES
PSEUDONYM
PN TF -129

DISCLOSED
COUNTS
SESAY: June 2, 1,2,3,4,5,9,10
2003
KALLON: May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

TIME
90 Minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that in October 1997 he was
arrested on the instruction of Sam Bockarie (SB) for
supporting the Kamajors. Issa Sesay (IS) came to
witness's premises and assaulted him with a firearm.
The witness was told by IS that he was to be taken
to SB dead or alive on SB's orders. The witness was
taken to SB at the AFRC Secretariat. There S8 told
him that he was going to beat him to death. Then SB
and his men gave the witness a severe beating with
rifles, pistols and strips of a tire. Additionally SB
wounded the witness with a pistol on his forehead
and SB told him to leave Kenema. The witness was
arrested on 12 January 1998 and detained. The
witness saw B S Massaquoi (BSM) on the 14
January 1998 and also saw SB and his men give a
severe beating to BSM and others. The AFRC
arrested many people on that day. Detainees were
held, beaten and wounded. Kamajors were shot on
the spot.

PN TF -037

SESAY: June 2,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON:May
26, 2003; 7 Feb
2004
GBAO: October
14,2003; 7 Feb

1,2,3,4,5,9,10

60 Minutes

This witness will testify that during the AFRC/RUF
regime in Kenema B.S Massaquoi (BSM) was
arrested by AFRC/RUF. The witness later went to
the Police Station and spoke to BSM. The witness
saw evidence of torture. BSM was released but was
afterwards rearrested on order of Sam Bockarie
(SB). The witness slept at the Salvation Church next
to Brigade HQ and saw a chain of people including

~
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2004
BRIMA: June
3, 2003; 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KANU:
November 26,
2003; 7 Feb
2004

PN TF1-035

SESAY: June 2, 11,2,3,4,5,10,12
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

BSM and Andrew Quee led away from the HQ. SB
and RUF were there. The witness later heard a
rumor that all were killed by AFRC/RUF that day.
The witness was also informed about the killings of
S. Kamara and M. Fitwai. Issa Sesay was one of
SB's top Commanders who stayed with SB during
the AFRC time in Kenema.

60 Minutes I The witness will testify that in August 1997 Sam
Bockarie (SB) came to Tongo/Cyborg Pit. Civilians
were forced to mine for the AFRC/RUF for 5 hours
each day. They forced 1000's to work and opened
fire on people at least 20 times. 200 people died
from mine collapse and from shooting.
The
AFRC/RUF maintained a punishment pit for civilians.
Morris Kallon was present, particularly when civilians
were killed. During 1997 the witness saw Kallon give
an order to shoot civilians, including children. The
witness often saw Issa Sesay in Tongo collecting
diamonds. The witness was told that Augustine
Gbao also visited the mines during this period. All of
the big commanders resided at the Labo Camp,
about 30-40 yards away from the Cyborg pit.
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KONO CRIME BASE

1. CRIME BASE WITNESSES
PSEUDONYM
PN TF -222

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS
3,4,5

TIME
30 minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that in 2001 he discovered
many human bones and skulls in his compound at
Gborie Street, behind Kamachende Street, Koidu
and buried them in an old well in the compound.
Later he heard that rebels had killed people in the
compound.

PN TF1-303

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 75 Minutes
9,12,13

This witness will testify that shortly after Kabbah was
overthrown the rebels started killing, looting and
burning houses in the Koidu Area. The witness was
captured along with three other females and brought
to Koidu. The Witness was held at gun point and
raped each night for a week. She became a rebel's
"woman". The witness fled from ECOMOG along
with rebels to rebel camps. At the camps she heard
the rebels talk about the number of people they
killed and raped, and the number of houses burnt.
She heard that Sam Bockarie aka Mosquito had sent
instructions that instead of killing, the rebels were to
start chopping off hands and feet and putting
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padlocks on the mouth of victims. Following
subsequent raids the rebels would talk about the
number of people whose hands they had chopped
off, or whose feet they had chopped off.
PN TF1-217

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, I 90 Minutes
9, 10

This witness will testify that after the February 1998
ECMOG Intervention, AFRC and RUF forces
occupied Koidu. Rape became frequent.
The
Kamajors expelled the rebels but shortly afterwards
AFRC/RUF recaptured the town. After re-entry the
rebels burnt the town. The rebels captured and
abducted 10 girls including the witness's sister. The
witness and others were later captured by mixture of
AFRC and RUF rebels. The civilians were divided
into 4 groups (one for young children, one for young
girls, the third and fourth for men and boys). The
witness saw 20 dead bodies of civilians. The witness
also found the beheaded bodies of captives killed by
rebels from Tombudu. The rebels put 26 people
from the witness's group in house and set it on fire.
The Rebel commander authorised the rape of any of
the women and girls left in the groups. The witness
was forced to watch his wife raped by 8 men. She
and other women who had been raped were later
stabbed to death. The witness then had an arm
amputated after 11 strikes and was told to go to
Kabbah with a message. Others were shot dead.
The witness was also wounded on his back when a
rebel struck him with a bayonet. The rebels identified
themselves as "Juntas". The witness saw at least 4
others amputated.
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PN TF1-270

SESAY: 14
11,2,3,4,5,12
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TFI-195

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003; 18 March
2004
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003; 18

45 Minutes I This witness will testify that she was abducted from
Sulukundu by the rebels sometimes in 1996 just
after "Operation Pay Yourself'. Prior to her capture
the witness saw rebels burning houses and people
being killed. The witness was taken to Koidu. As the
group proceeded they captured many civilians. The
girls were given to rebels as wives and as domestic
labor. The witness was told that as long as Sankoh
was imprisoned she would remain captive. The
witness had to perform domestic chores together
with captive children. The witness was eventually
taken to Borbu where she stayed for 5 years. During
this time the witness saw Col. Issa and Sam
Bockarie aka Mosquito visit. The witness was
eventually released. The witness heard the term
"Operation Pay Yourself' from other civilians. It was
used in reference to the looting and burning carried
out by rebels when they attacked Kono during the
time witness was abducted.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, I 90 Minutes
9,11,12,13

This witness will testify that she was captured with
13 others by rebels. The Commander of the rebels
ordered the civilians to be killed. One soldier stole
money and some other small items from the witness.
She and the other women were raped. The witness
saw the amputation of six of the captured men. The
rebels made the women clap and laugh at the
amputations. They were beaten by the rebels if they
did not. The rebels tried to amputate the witness's
arm. A child combatant did all the amputations. She
and the six other women were taken to the main
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road, forced to strip naked and raped. Women were
raped with foreign objects (sticks). The witness was
raped by two rebels and beaten all over her body
with gun butts. Of the seven women, five women
were beaten to death. The witness said that she saw
John Paul Koroma (JPK) at Komende. Three houses
were burnt by JPK's men. She was told by the rebels
that the operation was Operation No Living Thing.

March 2004
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KANU: 19 Nov
2003; 18 March
2004

PN TFI-074

I SESAY: 2 June 11,2,9,10,12
2003; 18 March
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
18 March 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 18 March
2004
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 18 March
2004

PN TFI-202

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10

45 Minutes I This witness will testify that in May 1998 he was with
his family when captured by the RUF in Yomandu.
His father was beaten then released. The witness
and his younger brother were taken to Kaima.
Thirteen more captives were brought by the rebels.
The captives were invited to join rebels. An AFRC
man arrived. The witness and other captives were
marked. Sword blades were used to disfigure the
witness and others with the symbols RUF and
AFRC. The witness was given to Captain Barry. He
saw Barry in possession of amputation tools and 7
amputated hands. The witness was used for
domestic work for the RUF men. Some of the others
were trained as rebels. They were trained to fight
and were given weapons. The witness was held by
RUF until disarmament in 2001.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9160 Minutes
12, 13

I This witness will

testify that in 1997 in Koidu Town
she saw armed soldiers wearing full combat looting
3 stores in the Opera area. This was during
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Operation Pay Yourself. The witness and her family
fled to Farandu village. There was also looting by
soldiers in Farandu. The witness was hiding in the
bush with family when they were surrounded by
rebels. The rebels abducted over 20 young children
aged from 7 years up. The rebels forced the
abducted children to carry looted items. The rebels
killed one person. Later the witness was captured
again with family near Mansofinia in Koindugu
District. The rebels managed to capture 16 civilians.
The Rebel commander read out a letter which stated
that one man should be killed and the rest should be
amputated. The rebels later killed 2 and amputated 7
people. The witness said her husband's second wife,
was raped by 2 rebels. She had given birth 23 days
previously. After she was raped, she was released.

Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-067

SESAY: 2 June
2003; 18 March
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
18 March 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 18 March
2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 18

I 1, 3, 4,

5

60 Minutes I This witness will testify to an incident occurring
during the dry season of 1998 where rebels captured
and killed many of his family members at Foendor.
The heads of the victims were reportedly put in a
bag to be given by the rebels to their boss in
Tombodu. The witness heard the killings take place
as his relatives and others pleaded for their lives.
Later he saw many dead bodies, some beheaded,
including some dead family members but did not get
a chance to confirm identification except for 2. The
witness's wife confirmed killings to him. She carried
severed heads in a bag to Tombudu. The
Commanders were Savage, CO Stafff Alhaji and CO
Jbonda.
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March 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 18 March
2004

PN TF1-064

SESAY: 2 June 11, 3,4, 5, 10
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-076

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

I 1, 6, 8

60 Minutes I This witness will testify that during the dry season of
1998 17 people (men women and children) were
hacked to death with machetes in Foendor. The
victims included 2 of the witness's children. The
perpetrators beheaded the victims. The heads of
the deceased were placed in a bag. The witness
was ordered to carry the heads to Tombodu. At
Tombodu, the leader of the perpetrators reported the
killings to his superior who was dressed in full
military uniform and surrounded by many soldiers in
uniform. The witness saw body of another victim
who had been beheaded
30 Minutes I This witness will testify that during the dry season
after Kabbah was overthrown she was raped by
rebels wearing mixed combat/civilian clothing in
bush near Foender. The witness was raped near the
location where her uncle and others were hiding on
Saturday. One rebel forced her to strip, tearing her
lappa off and threatening to shoot her if refused or if
she moved. The rebel virginated her. The witness
screamed and cried in pain. The rebel again
threatened to kill her if she continued to cry. The
witness found by a neighbor.

!9
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PN TF1-066

I SESAY: 2 June 11,6,8,9,13
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TFI-306

I SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

PN TFI -068

I SESAY: 2 June 11, 2, 3,4, 5, 13
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003

I

1, 6, 8, 9, 13

45 Minutes I This witness will testify that while in bush near
Foender he was accosted and captured with his son,
uncle and sister in law by armed men. He was
beaten severely with a weapon and forced to give up
his property. The witness saw his wife's sister being
raped at gun point.

45 Minutes I This witness will testify that in March 1998 after
attack on Koidu and Foendor he fled to the bush with
his family. He was confronted in the bush by 2 rebel
soldiers. They were held at gunpoint. The witness
sustained a severe beating fromm the rebels, as
result of which he is suffering sequelae. One of the
rebel soldiers raped his niece under threat of death
in front of the witness. The soldiers then robbed him.
The witness saw his nephew being escorted under
gun point by a man in plain clothes. His nephew had
a deep wound on his head with blood running all
over his body. He told the witness that the same
man wounded him with a gun.
60 Minutes I This witness will testify that on 16 June 1998 a group
of men arrived and attacked his house. They rushed
into the house shooting. Some went upstairs and
some entered the house from downstairs. The
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witness's sister was killed upstairs. The witness
heard one of the attackers giving instructions to line
people up against the wall and to chop off their
hands. He heard the voice of the same person yell
"Operation No Living Thing". The commander said
all of them must be killed. The witness then heard
gun shots being fired. Many rounds were fired. While
the attackers were on this rampage, an armored
vehicle containing ECOMOG officers arrived. The
attackers fled. There were wounded and dead
people outside the house. The witness counted
twenty one corpses, six of which were of his family
members. Prior to this incident the rebels burned
down the witness's house, took his property and
abducted his 13-year old daughter whom he has
never seen again.

GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TFI-308

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

11, 2, 3, 4, 5

60 Minutes I This witness will testify that she was in Mortema
when rebels attacked Kono on 6 June 1998. The
witness was with about 50 people in a house when
"rebels" attacked it. The witness heard name of Col.
Issa amongst them. This was time of "Operation No
Living Thing." The rebels entered the house and
asked if people were Kamajors. The rebels opened
fire. The witness was wounded. Of 50 people in the
in house, 32 were killed. The witness was told this
by her younger brother who helped in bury the dead
in a mass grave at Mortema.
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PN TF1 307

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

PN TF1-216

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1 -302

I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9

60 Minutes I This witness will testify that in 1998 she was in a
house in Mortema, Kono when rebels attacked it.
The Rebels entered the house and Col. Issa said
that civilians would pay the price since they had
refused AFRC rule. The witness heard that people
were burned alive in houses in Koidu, including her
parents, and that Col. Issa had given order for
"Operation No Living Thing." The Witness was shot
in the legs and arms while in the house. Lots of
people were killed in this house in Mortema.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, I 60 Minutes
10,13

This witness will testify that rebels came to Paema
after the ECOMOG Intervention and commenced
"Operation Pay Yourself'. They looted properties
and shot civilians. Later the witness was taken
captive by rebels in his home village of Paema, near
Tombudu. The witness was tied up at his house and
his children were burned alive in his presence. In
April 1998 the witness was taken with 5 others to
Tombudu. There the 5 were amputated. Three died
almost immediately.
After the amputation the
witness was told to go to Kabbah and get hands
back since they voted for him. The amputation
occurred on 14 April 1998. Before this time the
witness saw JPK and other senior figures in Paema
during Operation Pay Yourself.

I SESAY: 7 Feb 11, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 175 Minutes 1This witness will testify that she was captured by the
2004

12,13

RUF in Waterloo and taken to Tombudu. There were
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over 200-300 civilians there. Some civilians,
including women, had been killed because they had
tried to escape. They had been beheaded and their
heads were impaled on a stick as a warning against
attempts to escape. The witness saw three children
being thrown into the latrines for crying. The witness
was publicly raped by three rebels. The witness
knows of 2 others raped. On some days up to 10
civilians would be killed by Savage or on his orders.
The witness saw a house full of captured civilians
burnt to death. The witness said that no one
survived the incident. In Tombodu, the order was
given to mark civilians who tried to escape with
"RUF". They were marked with a razor blade.
Witness saw about 10-15 women, men and children
who had been marked.

KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

PN TF1-014

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

11, 2, 3,4, 5

45 minutes I This witness will testify that sometime in 1998 during
the AFRC/RUF period the witness saw a group of
AFRC/RUF captives brought to Tombodu. The
witness identified Staff Alhaji. The witness counted
twenty seven people who were all men in their
thirties and forties and one boy of about eleven (11)
years old who was later released. Staff Alhaji
ordered their hands to be tied at their back and
ordered more than ten armed AFRC/RUF men to put
them in a house. The house was burnt and all in
house perished.
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PN TFI-198

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, I 60 Minutes
11,12,13

This witness will testify that rebels attacked villages
at the end of the 1998 dry season. The rebels
robbed, looted and generally mistreated civilians for
supporting President Kabbah. The rebel commander
was a boy of 15. The rebels forced civilians to carry
looted items. The witness and her husband were
captured in the bush by rebels who stole their
belongings. The witness was stripped naked and
after refusing to have sex, a rebel inserted a stick in
her vagina. This was witnessed by a neighbour. In
turn another civilian was forced to rape that
neighbor. The Rebel beat the witness and stabbed
her on her right shoulder blade. The witness's
husband and other men were abducted and forced
to carry looted items. She learnt later that her
husband was taken to Yardu where he was
amputated. Her husband told her that he witnessed
the killing of five men who were cut in the back of
their neck by the rebels. The witness also saw
people arrested and burnt

PN TF1-197

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003

1, 2, 3,4,5,6, 7, 8, I 60 Minutes
9,10,13

This witness will testify that he saw AFRC/RUF
rebels kill 2 civilians in Tombodu after the ECOMOG
intervention in Freetown. The witness was captured
in the bush. He was beaten and had his valuables
stolen. Rebels later captured the witness again and
took him to Tombodu. The witness saw rebels rape
a woman and the witness and 2 other men were
beaten. The witness and 5 other men taken to the
parking ground in Tombodu where the witness saw 3
dead bodies. The witness escaped. Later he saw
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KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1- 072

I SESAY: 2 June 11,2,3,4,5,9, 12
2003; 18 March
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
18 March 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 18 March
2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 18 March
2004

injuries sustained by friends/neighbors, one whose
hand had been amputated and the other who was
burnt by the rebels who poured kerosene over him.
The witness was captured a third time and taken to
Yardu. The rebel commander ordered his
amputation. The witness's left hand was amputated.
Rebels beat, cut and shot to death 6 other men. The
witness given letter for Kabbah. Witness later saw 5
amputees in Koaquima whom he knew.
60 Minutes I This witness will testify that he was captured by
armed men dressed in military uniform on 8 March
1998. The witness was tied up and brought to
Tombodu where there were fourteen captives. The
witness was beaten by rebel commander Savage
with an iron rod. Savage slashed his right leg with a
machete and stabbed him with his bayonet on his
side. He also cut the witness's hand beacuse he had
supported the Kabbah Government. When Savage
cut the witness's hand, he said, "We are cutting off
your hand because we want to attack your
government, and because you voted for Tejan
Kabbah." At that point the other people got up and
started to run. Savage gave orders that they be shot
and they were. Only two people including the
witness survived. Eleven people were killed. The
witness later escaped. The witness heard from
others in Tombudu that Johnny Paul Koroma and his
men were occupying Kwidadu, 33 miles from Kono.
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PN TF1 -019

PN TF1 -018

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, I 60 Minutes
13

I SESAY: 2 June 11,6,7,8,13
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

This witness will testify that in 1997, shortly after the
take over of the AFRC/RUF a group of soldiers and
RUF men captured him and raped his wife. The
perpetrators were identified as AFRC. He witnessed
the rape. The men then went into house and stole
the witness's goods. Afterwards he moved to Yardu
On 16 April 1998 AFRC/RUF men came to the
village at night and burnt houses. In a village of
about one hundred houses only a few remained. The
witness's grandmother was captured by the rebels
who cut her throat with a knife. One other man was
also killed. The witness was told that fifty or sixty
people were abducted from Somoya, in the Sando
Chiefdom, and brought to Tombodu. The witness
heard that all of them were put into a house and
burnt alive. The witness was told that the man who
did this was Staff Alhaji, a soldier with the AFRC.

60 Minutes I This witness will testify that while in Koidu during the
Junta period he witnessed looting by the RUF/SLA.
The witness was captured during Operation No
Living thing by 10 armed rebels. He was taken to
Tomandu where rebels had 10 abducted women and
7 men. The rebels sexually abused the women who
were taken one by one to a house. Along the way to
Kissi Town, in Komendeh, the rebel Commander
ordered the women to be divided amongst men as
wives. Each armed men took possession of a
woman. The witness escaped before reaching Kissi
Town. All these events happened after ECOMOG
intervention in Kono.
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PN TF1 -016

PN TF1-218

I SESAY: 2 June 11,6,7,8,9, 12
2003; 18 March
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
18 March 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 18 March
2004
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 18 March
2004
SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

60 Minutes I This witness will testify that she was captured in
Tomandu. The witness saw captured men being
marked with letters RUF. There were thirteen
captives all together, seven women and six men.
The captives were forced to carry food for the rebels
to Tomandu. The witness taken to Kissy town where
RUF distributed the women as wives for the rebel
men. A rebel leader took witness's eleven year old
daughter to a house and raped her. The witness
could hear her screaming. The witness was given to
a rebel as his wife. Along with the other captured
women she was forced to find food and cook, wash
clothes for the rebels. If they refused they were
beaten. At three different times rebels tried to force
the witness under threat of death to have sex.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, I 75 Minutes
9,13

This witness will testify that he was in Bumpeh in
Kono district when rebels attacked.
He was
captured, beaten and taken to Cookery junction with
9 other civilians. The Rebels were looting villages at
that time.
The rebels said that civilians were
responsible for ECOMOG and therefore all villagers
except one would be killed to deliver a message to
Kabbah. The rebels forced a couple to have sex in
public and abused the couple's 10 year old
daughter.
The rebels then raped the witness
vaginally and anally. The witness afterwards
escaped. The witness's son later told her that others
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were shot and that he faked death and had slept
with dead bodies. The witness heard that villagers
were burned alive in Bumpeh. The witness's uncle
was amputated in this attack. One of the witness's
brothers almost had his hand amputated by the
rebels. The witness heard that the rebels abducted
many villagers.
PN TF1 -192

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, I 60 Minutes
9, 12

This witness will testify that he was captured in
April/May 1998 by rebels in Boimafoidu. 30 Civilians
were captured. The witness saw the murder of a 60
year old woman. He was forced with 12 others to
strip and have sex with captured girls. He saw the
sexual mutilation of one girl for failing to arouse a
man. The captured women were taken to nearby
farm house and he saw rebel who inserted a stick
into the vagina of one girl. The rebels then
commenced to amputate arms of men. The witness
was first. His arm severely injured but not severed.
The witness and others were told to go to President
Kabbah for new limbs. The witness also saw the
abduction of 2 boys by rebels.

PN TF1-206

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003

1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, I 60 Minutes
9,11,13

This witness will testify that during mid April 1998 his
village was attacked by 100-200 rebels pretending to
be Kamajors. The houses were looted and civilians
forced out at gunpoint. There were many small boys,
some as young as 10 years old. The witness saw
rebels cut an old woman's throat. There were 45
captive civilians. Men and women were segregated
and forced to strip. The rebels then forced people to
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have sex. The witness was forced to have sex with a
neighbor's sister. One boy was cut on the back for
refusing to have sex. The rebels then started to
perform amputations. Five people who protested
were killed outright with machetes. The witness's left
hand was amputated and rebels then cut the right
hand of the witness's small brother, but he didn't
lose his hand. The rebels claimed that civilians
supported Tejan Kabbah. The witness knows of 14
people who had either limbs amputated or were the
subject of attempted amputations. The witness
heard that hands were collected and that the rebels
threatened to wear them as necklaces.

KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TFI- 305

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13

I 60 Minutes I This

witness will testify that during the 1998 dry
season AFRC rebels captured and abducted her.
There were several child combatants. The rebels
stripped the witness and told her to lie on the
ground. They threatened to kill her if she refused to
have sex. The witness had just been initiated and
was a virgin. Eight rebels raped her one after the
other. The witness bled profusely. The rebels left
with items that they had looted. They stole fine
clothes but left the other ones. The rebels
threatened to kill the witness if they ever saw her
again.
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2. ICR WITNESSES
PSEUDONYM DISCLOSED
SESAY: 2 June
PN TF1 -015
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS
1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,11,
12,13

TIME
120
minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that in March 1998 he
was captured by the RUF and taken to Koidu.
The witness saw many dead bodies of men and
women. He was taken before Major Rocky at
premises at Kamachende Street. Men, women
and children were separated. Maj. Rocky
opened fire and about 100 civilians were killed.
Maj. Rocky reported the killing to Rambo, who
had to consult with the High Command,
particularly Mosquito (aka Sam Bockerie). The
witness was taken to a Mosque in Koidu. Morris
Kallon was present. While in captivity the
witness saw many captured civilians. There
were many young girls who were used for sex.
Captured women were forced to become sex
partners. The witness saw the RUF sending
boys to burn houses and witnessed the burning.
The witness saw many captured civilians. Men
and women with marked with RUF and AFRC
using razor blade, knives or pieces of metals.
The captured civilians were used as laborers
and taken on food finding missions. They
carried the loads back on their heads. If
anybody complained that he was tired, he would
be shot instantly.

PN TF1 -263

1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 11, 90
12,13,14,17
Minutes

This witness will testify that he and his 3
brothers were abducted by RUF rebels in

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
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KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

February 1998 from Koidu. The witness spent
over two years with them. His older sister and
uncle were murdered by rebels and houses
were burn. The witness's father suffered a
single arm amputation by rebels. Two of his
brothers were abducted and forced to fight or
used as domestic labour. He saw rebels killing
civilians in areas around Koidu Town which
were under the command of Issa Sesay and
Morris Kallon. There were many child soldiers
under the age of 15 there. He saw older men
with their hands tied behind their backs shot in
the presence of Issa Sesay. All abuses were
allegedly perpetrated by RUF/AFRC rebels
based in Kono District. At Kissy Town camp the
witness saw about 300 abducted civilians.
Civilians were forced to go to Kailahun for
Military training. Sam Bockarie aka Mosquito
and Sesay were present on completion of the
training. The witness went to Tombudu and
Krubola from where attacks were carried out.
The witness saw rebels raping women in
Kabala.
Issa Sesay went to attack Kono.
Following this the RUF attacked Magburaka and
Makeni. Issa Sesay and Superman were
involved in the attack along with 55. UN
Peacekeepers were attacked in Makeni and
Issa Sesay was involved in the looting of the UN
base. From Koidu trucks of soldiers and
ammunition were sent to support the Freetown
invasion.
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PN TF1 -078

PN TFI-219

2 June 11,4,5,9,10,12,13
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

I SESAY:

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003

90 Minutes I This witness will testify that on 28 March 1998
the RUF captured him with his family and
several other civilians. All their belongings were
looted. The witness was beaten up and asked
for diamonds, gold and dollars. He was taken to
Koidu and there saw one hundred and eighty
other captured civilians. The witness was forced
to move to another town with rebels. People
died of starvation. The witness became part of
the RUF administration. The witness saw the
open execution of RUF combatants accused of
crimes. The witness learned of the mass killing
of civilians by one Major Rocky. Sometime in
December 1999 the AFRC and RUF captured
the Kamajor Chiefdom. Most of the foods were
looted so many people there died of starvation.
The witness met General Issa Sesay who led
the attack on Kana in December 1998. Many
civilians were killed in the attack. Whilst in Koidu
many civilians were captured and forced to work
in the diamond mines for the RUF and AFRC.
People were tied up and beaten if they refused.
The captives were not fed. Issa Sesay of the
RUF was there and as the overall commander
and knew about abuses. Morris Kallon was a
Brigade Major in Kana.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 12 and 13 I 60 Minutes I This witness will testify that he was in Motema
when rebels attacked. There were some child
combatants, about 10 years old. Rebels
captured the witness but released him

fA'
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afterwards. The witness was wounded by a
child soldier and says that the rebels threw acid
on his wounds. Villagers told the witness of
massacre in house in which his wife had been
hiding. He found family members dead. The
witness heard one rebel call Issa say lets go
and rebels call Operation No Living Thing. In
Bandafala the rebels burned houses and took
the witness's goats. The witness also saw the
rebels capture men and force them to carry
loads. He heard the rebels saying that this was
Operation Pay Yourself. He heard the rebels
referring to their bosses who were called "Issa,"
"Rambo," "Killer" and "Boss Morrie" who the
witness believes is Morris Kallon.

GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN- TFI -071

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, I 2 hours
11, 12,13

This witness will provide evidence of the chain
of command in the RUF, including how
commands came from Gen. Issa to Morris
Kallon to lower ranking commanders. The
witness will give evidence of atrocities during
the AFRC/RUF retreat to Kono after the
intervention, including killings and lootings. The
witness will testify to forced mining by the RUF
in Kono, including the handing over of diamonds
and instructions on such from Issa Sesay. The
witness will give evidence of forced mining by
abducted civilians who were stripped naked,
beaten and not given food, and of deaths from
starvation and exhaustion. The witness will give
evidence of the reporting of mining activities to
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Issa Sesay. The witness will provide evidence of
rapes, burning of civilian homes, the mass
killings of over 60 people in Koidu, and how
these events were reported to the senior RUF
command, including Morris Kallon. The witness
will testify that for rape and innocent killings,
action was taken and RUF perpetrators were
executed on high command from lssa Sesay.
The witness will give evidence on how abducted
UNAMSIL peacekeepers were given escort en
route from Makeni to Kailahun through Kono
district.
PN TF1 - 304 I SESAY: 2 June 11,4,5,9,12
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
7 Feb 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 7 Feb
2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 7 Feb
2004.

60 Minutes I This witness will testify that after February 1999
RUF rebels forced civilians to mine for them.
Workers were beaten by rebels. Many people
died in the mines. During the mining period Issa
Sesay collected diamonds regularly. lssa Sesay
gave instructions that any civilian who refused
to work in mines should be disciplined.
Complaints were made to mine management
about the workers' treatment and conditions
which were passed on to lssa Sesay, but no
action was taken to prevent the abuses. If there
was a reduction in manpower in the mines for
any reason Issa Sesay gave instructions to go
out and forcibly bring in other workers. The
witness saw people shot on orders of the mine
Officer in Charge.
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PN TF1-017

SESAY: 2 June 11,2,6,7,8,12
2003; 18 March
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
18 March 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 18 March
2004
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 18 March
2004

90 Minutes I This witness will testify that she was captured in
Tombudu in 1998 at 16 years of age and raped
by rebels. She moved to Superman's camp
before moving to Beudu, Kailahun where she
encountered Sam Bockarie (Mosquito) and Issa
Sesay. She witnessed Sesay leaving to attack
Kono. She witnessed many captives there
including women who were given to rebels.
Women did cooking, laundry and shopping. Issa
Sesay threatened that anyone attempting to
escape from Buedu would be killed. The witness
saw at least 2 abductees subjected to sexual
slavery. In Beudu the witness saw Issa Sesay
order his body guards to kill a civilian after
alleging that civilians were corrupting the
country.

PN TF1-077

SESAY: 2 June 11,3,4,5,9,10,11,12
2003; 18 March
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
18 March 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 18 March
2004

60 Minutes I This witness will testify that in December 1999
he was captured by RUF rebels and taken to
Tombodu with about fifty others. He was forced
to dig for diamonds in Tombodu and told he
would be killed if he refused. There were killings
ordered by the RUF Officer in Charge of people
who refused to mine. The witness saw people
killed on orders of the OIC. No payment or food
was given and miners were constantly
subjected to beatings and starvation. The
witness saw Issa Sesay come to Tombodu
many times to pick up diamonds. Issa Sesay
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KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KAND: 26 Nov
2003; 18 March
2004

PN TF1-012

SESAY: 2 June 11,2,3,4,5,7,9,12
2003; 18 March
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
18 March 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 18 March
2004
KAMARA:6

had to know as he came very often and would
have seen the conditions. Sesay ordered people
whom he found not working to be disciplined
and beaten. On occasion peope would also be
shot. When Sesay came the body guards who
accompanied him were child soldiers from the
Small Boy's Unit. During this time each week at
least one hundred people were brought by force
to mine in Tombodu. Sick people were killed.
Small Boys Units (SBU) were used at the
Tombodu mines. Small boys were instructed to
kill people whenever the RUF command
desired. The witness saw the SBU kill people in
the mining pits and throw the bodies into the
water. Captured women were used for cooking
and fishing and fetching water for the wives of
the rebels.
60 Minutes I This witness will testify that after the ECOMOG
Intervention, Johnny Paul Koroma (JPK) came
to Tombudu and ordered Gullit, Savage and
others to kill six people who did not support the
AFRC. All were all shot. On the orders of JPK,
Gullit, 55 and others burnt many houses in
Tombodu. The witness saw people who tried to
escape caught and either killed or amputated.
Women were abducted from their families and
forced to become rebel wives. Savage was left
in charge in Tomboudu. The witness saw
Savage kill people. He witnessed Savage lock a
large group of people into a house in Tombudu
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Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 18 March
2004

PN TF1-353

To be disclosed I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

and set the house on fire killing all inside.
Savage also amputated, killed and dumped
people in a pit. Gullit also killed a lot of people.
Tombodu was a killing zone. The witness saw
Col. 55, Gullit and Staff Alhaji visit with Savage.
General Issa was second in command to Foday
Sankoh. People were caught and brought to
Tombodu and forced to work in the mines. A lot
of people died during this time because they
were not fed and were often beaten up if they
refused to work. The witness also saw Savage
and Gullit kill people in connection with mining.
The witness saw Issa Sesay visit the mines
each day. The Chiefs made many complaints to
the AFRC/RUF about the conditions and
treatment of the laborers but this just resulted in
them being beaten. Issa Sesay issued
instructions to discipline those who did not work.
60 minutes I This witness will testify that he was at the RUF
base on the Guinea Highway in April 1997 when
Kallon arrived. The witness was told that Kallon
had shot a boy. The witness later observed a
boy lying dead on the ground with a gunshot
wound to the chest. Approximately 2 weeks
later the witness was in a village outside Koidu
Town when he heard a gunshot. He ran to
investigate and saw a boy writhing on the
ground and Kallon and one of his body guards
holding a pistol. The witness states that Sesay,
Mosquito and Kallon had houses in Beudu in
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April 1997.
PN TF1-355

To be disclosed

1,2,3,4,5

2 hours

This witness will testify as to a shipment of arms
from Liberia to Sierra Leone in January 1998 at
which Sesay and Bockarie were present.
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BOMBALI CRIME BASE

1.

CRIME BASE WITNESSES

PSEUDONYM I DISCLOSED

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY

PN TF1-055

SESAY:2June 11,2,3,4,5,8,13
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

60 minutes I This witness will testify that Karina Was attacked in
February some time after President Kabbah's
restoration to power. The witness saw attackers
assembling people they had captured, both from
Karina and other towns, and heard orders being
given to kill them and cut them. The witness saw
people being killed with machetes. People were also
killed when the attackers invaded the mosque. The
witness saw people being abducted, including
women who were stripped naked. Prior to the attack
soldiers had come frequently to rob and loot from
Karina.

PN TF1-156

11,2,3,4,5
SESAY: 11
August 2003
KALLON: 11
August 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 22
Sept 2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov

45 minutes I The witness will testify that Bornoya was attacked.
The witness stayed in his house. He heard noises
and saw flames. When the attackers left, around
7:00 a.m., the witness saw the dead bodies of about
9 people. He recalls that about 15 people had been
cut with machetes or knives and were taken for
treatment. The witness's brother was abducted. His
dead body was found in Karina later on the same
day. Three of the witness's children were abducted
and taken to Mandaha. Around the same time that
morning, the witness was told that the attackers also
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launched attacks on the surrounding villages of
Mayombo, Karina and Dariya. The witness saw
smoke and flames coming from the direction of these
surrounding villages.

PNTF1-056

ISESAY:2June 11,2,3,4,5,12
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

45 minutes I This witness will testify that Daraya Village, Karina
was invaded by SLA soldiers after the ECOMOG
intervention. The soldiers set fire to 5 houses. When
the witness asked why they were doing so, he was
stabbed with a machete. The witness saw the
soldiers cut the throats of a mother and son. The
witness also saw abducted people, including the
witness's wife and twin 5 month old babies and his
19 year old son. His son was made to carry a bag on
his head. The witness later found his wife's body
near a bridge with knife wounds with the 2 suckling
babies, and his son's body in Manyain village.

PNTF1-059

I SESAY:2June 11,2,3,4,5,13

45 minutes I This witness will testify that 1998 during the dry
season he was in the mosque at 5am when Karina
was attacked by armed men. Some of the men wore
military uniforms and others civilian clothes. The
witness saw armed men strike a villager with an axe
in the face. Then witness heard the brother of victim
cry out before hearing an instruction that he too
should be killed. The witness ran from the village.
Upon returning the witness saw the bodies of both
brothers near the mosque. The witness also saw 3
other dead bodies. 5 houses in the town were also
burnt.

2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003
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PN TF1-149

PN TF1-0155

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3,4, 5, 89, 11, 145 minutes
12

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1, 4, 5, 6, 8

I This witness will testify that during May 1998 he
heard of many villages being attacked and civilians
killed by rebels. These included Bonoya, Mayumbo,
Mandah, Kathantha. The witness saw two houses
burning in Bonoya and met a woman who had had
her arm amputated in Mayumbo. The rebels burnt
most houses on 11 May in Kabunbgo, Maforey,
Malokoko and Kakola where they also killed 1 old
man. After rebels captured Makeni on December 23
1998 they came to Kamabai. The witness was told
that Savage was the overall commander in the
Kamabai area. The rebels had about 100 abducted
civilians with them. The witness saw more than 20
child soldiers who were aged from 10 up. Savage
moved to Fadugu. He took civilians from Kamabai
including a 15 year old girl who was pregnant. The
witness was told by her relatives that she died along
the way.

I 60 minutes I This witness will testify that a large group of armed
rebels wearing uniforms invaded Mandaha. She was
captured along with 3 other women. The witness was
stripped naked and forced to lie down. She was
threatened with amputation and death if she resisted
one rebel who inserted his penis into her mouth. The
act was witnessed by other rebels. The rebel beat
her with a stick afterwards. 5 or 6 days later the
witness saw her son. His son told her that he had
had his neck sliced and penis being chopped off by
soldiers at Manhaha who had captured him. Her son
died shortly afterwards.
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PN TF1-207

I SESAY: 14
11,2,9
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

60 minutes I The witness will testify that following reports of rebels
approaching he fled with his family to Lohindi village.
On the night of the 10th May 1998 between 10:00
P.M. and 11: P.M. Rebels attacked the village and he
was captured. The rebels were dressed in military
combat uniforms. He was taken to the back of one
house where he saw 2 adult males whose arms had
already been amputated. The witness was
interrogated by rebels who then amputated his right
hand with a cutlass. After they had cut his hand off,
one of the rebels told him that let him go to Tejan
Kabbah to give him a new hand. The witness said
from that point he left the scene with heavy pain and
bleeding from the affected hand.

PN TF1-204

I SESAY: 14

11,9,10

30 minutes I This witness will testify that on 23 December 1998 he
went to Makombil village and stayed there for the
safety of himself and family. On the 10 February
1999 armed men identified as RUF fighters entered
the village. One of men identified him as serving
member of the Sierra Leone Police Force. The
witness was arrested and taken to Makeni On arrival
at Makeni the rebels interviewed him about his
identity and he was taken to the RUF/AFRC Military
Police Following further questioning he was then
taken to Makeni prison, stripped naked and given two
hundred (200) lashes with a rubber called "Cobra".

I 1, 3, 4, 5

30 minutes I The witness will testify that the rebels attacked
Gbendembu town at the end of 1998. At about 1am
the witness was in his house and heard firing. He hid

Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-290

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
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under the bed with children till morning. When he
came outside ECOMOG soldiers told him that the
rebels had killed a lot of soldiers and civilians. The
witness saw the dead bodies of soldiers and civilians.
There were 21 dead soldiers and 11 dead civilians.
There were also dead rebels. The Witness assisted
in the burial of the 11 civilians in a mass grave.

Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

PN TF1-286

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

1,2,3,4,5,9,10

45 minutes

The witness will testify that around May 1998 he
others were stopped by rebels. At gun point the
rebels took Le70,000, jeans and a bicycle from him.
The rebels cut off the lower left arm of the witness,
the hands of 2 others and the fingers of a fourth. The
amputees were then told to go tell President Kabbah
Kabbah to give them limbs and that the rebels were
coming. One of the men in witness's group died after
being amputated. The witness also saw one of the
rebels kill 2 civilians who were in the witness's group
with a bayonet.

PN TF1-179

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003; 24
Feb 2004
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003; 24
Feb 2004
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003; 24 Feb

1,2,4,5,9,10

60 minutes

This witness will testify that he saw the killing of one
companion and the wounding of another at Batkanu
village. The witness saw that the village had been
burnt. On 10 May 1998 the witness and his family
were traveling to Makeni. They were stopped by
rebels. The rebels struck the witness's father on his
right arm with a machete. They then amputated his
uncle, brother in law and the witness The witness lost
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his right hand. The rebels told them to tell the
ECOMOG forces that they are coming and to ask
President Kabbah to give them hands as it was him
they had voted for in the 1996 elections. One of the
rebels then stabbed his unconscious father to death.
The witness's grandmother could not walk and
stayed behind with the rebels. The witness was later
informed that she was also killed by the rebels. The
witness's uncle could not stand the pain and died
shortly after reaching Mabenji village. The witness
eventually reached Makeni town and was admitted to
the government hospital.

2004
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003; 24
Feb 2004
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003; 24
Feb 2004
KANU: 19 Nov
2003; 24 Feb
2004

PN TF1-196

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 160
10,12
minutes

This witness will testify that she was hiding in the
bush near Malama when rebels attacked villages
nearby. She and other civilians were captured. One
of the rebels told the witness she would be raped
until she was helpless. The rebel then raped her after
threatening to kill her if she refused. The rebels
brought them to Batmis. The witness saw armed
child soldiers. The captured civilians were given rice
to pound. Some civilians escaped when sent to fetch
water. The leader Mosquito ordered the amputations
of others as a punishment. He also ordered the
witness's husband to be killed. The witness saw her
husband was killed with a cutlass before both her
hands were amputated. The rebels told her that she
should go to Kabbah who would give her back her
hands. The witness saw rebels raping young suckling
mothers in public. The witness saw other civilians
being killed. The witness heard the rebels say that
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ten rebels had raped a woman in another village. She
also heard the rebels threaten to rape women and
virginate young girls.
PN TF1-343

March 31, 2004. 11,2,9, 10
To all six
accused

30 minutes I This witness will testify that in 1998 villagers would
from time to time flee to the bush because of rebel
activity. During 1998 while on the way to Makeni from
Mateboi he and others were ambushed by armed
men. They were taken before the leader of the armed
men. The witness saw the double amputation of
another man. The witness was ordered to stretch out
his hands. The rebel told him that he would be free
after having his hands cut and he should tell Tejan
Kabba and ECOMOG that they were coming. Both of
his hands were cut of by a man wielding and axe.
The witness fainted afterwards. Upon recovering
consciousness he saw the body of the other
amputee.

PN TF1-267

SESAY:14
11,6,8
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

45 minutes I The witness will testify that in 1998, at the time of rice
planting, Rosors was invaded by armed men. Some
were in combat uniform and some in ordinary
clothes. A group of them gave chase to the witness
and others. The witness was raped by 4 men from
this group. A few hours later the witness's daughter
showed up and reported that she also had been
raped by men from the same group who had chased
them. The witness saw blood stains on her
daughter's clothing. Prior to the rape, her daughter
was a virgin.
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PN TF1-269

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1,6,8,9

45 minutes

This witness will testify that rebels invaded Rosors.
Some of them were dressed in combat uniform. The
witness was captured by 5 men in the bush. The
witness was vaginally raped by 4 of the men. The
fifth inserted his penis into her mouth. One of the
men then cut her on the back of her neck with a
knife. Another hit her on the left foot.

PN TF1-058

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 60 minutes
13

The witness will testify that on 7 May 1998 he heard
gun shots from a neighbouring village. Armed rebels
then entered Karina. The witness and over 50 men
and women were captured. The women were taken
away and another group of strong men were given
loads to carry. The remaining captives were lined up
on the ground, accused of being Tejan Kabbah
supporters and chopped with machetes. The witness
was struck with a machete many times and was the
only survivor of this group of 7. The witness saw as
many as 200 armed men pass by. After attackers left,
the witness saw many burnt houses in Karina and
heard of others who sustained cuts and who were
killed. The witness saw many dead bodies in Karina,
Mayongbo, Daraya and Bomoya the following day.

PN TF1-289

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004

1,3,4,5,

This witness will testify that she was in Gbendembu
when it was attacked. She saw 11 people shot.

30 minutes
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KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

PN TF1-232

I SESAY: 14

11,3,4,5,12

30 minutes I This witness will testify that she was in Gbendembu
when it was attacked at night some years ago. The
witness saw about 11 people shot after having been
lined up. When it was the witness's turn to be shot,
she was asked to turn her back. She had her baby
girl on her back. The bullet hit her baby girl on her
right foot. The witness fell to the ground over her
baby. Four of the witness's children were abducted.

11,6,8

45 minutes I This witness will testify that during the 1998 dry
season, when ploughing in the swamps had already
started and brushing of farms had been completed,
armed men invaded Rosors.
The witness was
captured and raped by 5 of them. They told her they
were soldiers. One of the men hit her finger with a
gun butt and stabbed the side of her neck when she

Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-266

I SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON:lO
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
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PN TF1-159

Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003
SESAY: 11
Aug 2003;
KALLON:ll
Aug 2003;
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
BRIMA: 22
Sept 2003;
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003;
KANU: 26 Nov
2003;

began to cry. The witness also heard another woman
being raped.

1,2,3,4,5,11,12

60 minutes

This witness will testify that he was captured when a
group of armed men, women and children invaded
his village of Mafabu. The witness later learned that
they were "junta". The junta killed people and burnt
down the entire village. The witness was taken from
Mafabu to Malama and Rosors. At Malama the group
also killed people and burnt houses. At Rosors the
soldiers and rebels operated a military training camp
where the witness observed adults and children, all
boys, being trained in military tactics and weaponry.
The witness estimates that there were over 30 boys
of varying ages. At Rosos the witne
ss was forced to work for the rebels and soldiers.
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ICR WITNESSES

PSEUDONYM I DISCLOSED

I COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY

PN TF1-031

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1,6,7,8,11,13

60 minutes I The witness will testify that 36 women and girls,
including the witness, were captured at Karina. 55
was among the soldiers. Small boy soldiers ordered
the women to undress. The witness initially refused to
remove her underwear and was beaten. The women
and girls were then tied together by rope and taken to
Mandaha. At Mandaha girls, including some who
were virgins, were raped. Older women were given
to the captors as bush wives and forced to marry.
Raping went on day and night, mostly to young girls.
From Mandaha, the witness went to 3 villages with
soldiers. 55 was in the group. The witness heard
orders to burn, loot, and beat people given at these
villages. The witness saw the soldiers burn many
beautiful houses. The small boys wanted to kill her
both others would not allow it and the witness was
allowed to return to Karina with 6 small children.

PN TF1-028

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003

1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9,10,12,13,17

90 minutes I The witness will testify that after the ECOMOG
intervention in Makeni, Karina was attacked. Gullit
and 55 were among the group that attacked. The
witness saw houses burnt and many people killed.
The witness and other women were stripped naked
and tied together. The witness was taken as a wife by
one Ibrahim. The witness was to Rosors by soldiers.
Gullit and 55 were among the commanders there. At
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Rosors, captives and children were used for forced
labor. The witness traveled from village to village with
soldiers and saw the burning of villages. At Kortu the
witness saw the double amputation of the hands of 2
men and the soldiers put letters in the pocket of the
men, telling them to take it to President Kabbah. The
witness accompanied the group to Freetown and
heard SAJ Musa and 55 address the group about the
mission. During the Jan 6 invasion of Freetown the
witness saw homes being burnt in SLAIRUF
controlled areas. At Kissy Police Barracks, she saw a
number of soldiers chop off hands. On the retreat
from Freetown the witness saw many corpses. The
witness also saw abducted UNSAMIL Personnel in
Makeni.

KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-174

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRlMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9,11,14,15,16,
17

2 hours

This witness will testify that in 1998 the RUF/AFRC
attacked and entered Makeni. The witness saw Issa
Sesay, Morris Kallon, Augustine Gbao, Gullit and 55
in Makeni. During the first 3-4 days after the invasion
of Makeni, the rebels engaged in widespread raping
and looting. The witness saw the gang rape of a 15
or 16 year old girl who was a suckling mother. After
that time Issa Sesay ordered that the raping, looting
and other violence must stop. The witness himself
saw civilians raped and heard of shootings and
wounding. The witness saw abductions of both girls
and boys. The commanders would choose the girls
they liked. The witness saw many small boys being
sent for military training. The witness knew of the
plan for the SLA to attack Freetown, with backup
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from the RUF. Child soldiers were given drugs and
the RUF did not stop recruiting them until the
beginning of disarmament. Children were also used
to watch the miners and punish them, by flogging or
killing, if they did not work hard enough or tried to
steal a diamond. Augustine Gbao threatened a NGO
for assisting child soldiers. The witness also saw
amputations used as a punishment. In February
2000 that Augustine Gbao gave the order to arrest all
the UNAMSIL peacekeepers The witness saw
UNAMSIL hostages being mistreated and heard of
the killing of one at Makeni hosptial.
PN TF1-243

SESAY: 14
11,4,5,12
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-160

SESAY:ll
August 2003
KALLON:ll
August 2003
GBAO: 14

11,14,17

45 minutes I The witness will testify that after the ECOMOG
intervention and the Junta flight from Freetown he
was abducted from Gbendembu by soldiers/RUF. He
and others were forced to carry loads to Rosos.
While there he saw one man stabbed to death. An
order was given to have the witness killed but it was
not carried out. The witness was stabbed on the right
hand as he put it up to protect his head from the blow
of the cutlass. While in Rosos the witness saw Gullit
and 55. After leaving Rosos Gullit told the witness he
was one of the big men.

60 minutes I This witness will testify that while the AFRC were in
power he heard rumours of looting by the AFRC.
While in Makeni, the witness observed the abduction
and confinement of UNAMSIL Kenyan and Zambian
troops at the Pan lamp area. The RUF commander in
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the area erected check points and posted RUF
personnel at these check points, cut off the escape
routes of the UNAMSIL troops and confined them to
their base. The witness was told that these measures
were taken on the instructions of the RUF high
command in Makeni. The witness used to take water
to the Kenyans while they were in confinement. After
being confined for about 2 weeks, the Kenyans
forced their way out. The witness recalls that the
Zambians were abducted just a few days after the
Gibril
Kenyans had been in confinement.
Massaquoi, Issa Sesay, Augustine Gbao and Morris
Kallon were based in Makeni at the time and paid
visits to the RUF Commander during the period of
confinement of the UNAMSIL troops.

October 2003
BRIMA: 22
Sept 2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-297

SESAY:7Feb 11,14,17
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

60
minutes

This witness will testify that at the end of January
1999, he visited a friend who was a priest at UMC
Church Yeyema, Kono in rebel territory. The witness
was told that the Zambatt UNAMSIL soldiers who had
been abducted in Makeni had been brought to the
Yengema Secondary School compound overnight.
The witness went to Yengema Secondary School
compound and saw more than 300 Zambatt Soldiers
in the compound. They were dressed only in their
undershirts and shorts. Their combat clothes were
worn by the rebels. The Zambatt I soldiers were
guarded by more than 50 armed guards. The guards
included small boys. The witness was also told that
there were Zambatt I UNAMSIL Soldiers at No. 11
camp in Tumbudu. At this time the witness knew that
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Issa Sesay was totally in charge of RUF Battle Field
issues. He was the Battle Field Commander.
PN TF1-040

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1,12,14,17

60
minutes

This witness will testify that by January 1999 senior
officers of RUF in Makeni included Issa Sesay,
Augustine Gbao and Morris Kallon. Between 1999
and 2000 Issa Sesay left Makeni and settled in Kono,
but periodically came to Makeni. In Makeni the RUF
were forcing people to work for them and were also
abducting people. On or about 5/5/00 the Witness
saw Gbao's men seize a number of UNAMSIL
vehicles after hearing Gbao give an order to do so.
Later that day, at Independence Square, the witness
saw a convoy of Zambian UNAMSIL Troops in their
vehicles being escorted by RUF. The witness was
later told that the Zambians were locked up at Teko
barracks and then taken to Kono.

PN TF1-041

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON:26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1,14,17

45 minutes

This witness will testify that in 1991 he was abducted
by the RUF and made to work in the G5 section. In
1998 he was posted to Makeni. Issa Sesay was the
overall Commander. Morris Kallon and Augustine
Bao were also Commanders for Makeni. During
disarmament period the witness heard Gbao and
Kallon say that UNAMSIL was using force to disarm
combatants. The witness heard Gbao and Kallon
gave instructions to fight against UNAMSIL. The
Witness heard about UNAMSIL abductions from RUF
and AFRC troops.
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PN TF1-186

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

11

60 minutes I This witness will testify that in July/August 1999 he
was involved in negotiations with Meloski Kallon
(RUF Commander in charge of Lunsar) about the
release of 79 children. Present at this meeting were
Augustine Gbao, Gibril Masaquoi, Meloski Kallon and
Co. Ghadaffi. The RUF Commanders agreed that
Caritas could have these children, but only after 3
attempts were the children handed over. In April 2000
the witness was involved in an attempt made to move
90 children from the Interim Care Centre in Makeni to
the Western Area. Armed RUF intervened, including
Augustine Gbao and Morris Kallon. They said these
were their children, they would belong to their Small
Boy Units (SBU's) and they wanted them back. Only
after 1-2 weeks when the permission of Foday
Sankoh was given were they able to transfer the
children to Western Area.

PN TF1-183

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9,10,11,12,13

2 hours

I This witness will testify that in August 1997 he was
11 years old and captured by S.A.J. Musa's soldiers
in Kabala. His chest was marked RUF with a razor
blade. His mother and father were also abducted by
the soldiers. His father was killed. His mother was
beaten and publicly disgraced by the SLA soldiers.
The witness was forced to carry loads for the
soldiers,
usually
ammunition
boxes.
The
commanders of the witness's group included Rambo,
Commando and Gullit. The witness was given drugs.
The witness was with the rebels when they attacked
villages. During those attacks he saw rebels kill, rape
and amputate people, and also loot. After the split
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between SAJ Musa and Superman, the witness went
to Makeni town with commanders like Gullit. In
Kamakwie Town the witness saw Komba Gbundema
and Morris Kallon kill, rape and amputate people. At
this time the witness and other abductees were given
3 weeks training how to cork and fire. They were also
were given drugs. In the month of February 1998 the
witness and other soldiers launched attacks on
government forces and their allies. Sometimes late in
1999 towards Christmas, the witness fought for two
months in Kamakwie Town under the command of
Morris Kallon.
PN TF1-132

SESAY: June 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
2003
10,12,13,14
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

120
minutes

This witness will testify that she was captured by
rebels at a farm near Tombodu in April/May 1998 and
taken to a house in Koidu Town. The house was full
of abducted owmen and looted items. The witness's
sister was raped by a rebel. The witness saw General
Issa Sesay, the big commander, Johnny Paul
Koroma and Commande Massaquoi. Sesay ordered
the abductees to carry loads to Kailahun. The witness
saw burnt houses and dead bodies on the way.
Women and girls were forced to marry the rebels.
The witness was told that Savage killed and mutilated
civilians in Tombodu. The witness was taken to
Maburaka and saw Morris Kallon there. The witness
was raped repeatedly in Maburaka. The witness saw
that peacekeepers ahd been captured. Sesay took
the peacekeepers from Tombodu to Kailahun and
she saw the peackeepers looking afraid and begging
for food. In Koidu the witness was marked with "RUF"
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on her arm.
PN TF1-294

SESAY:7Feb 11,14,17
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

60 minutes I This witness will testify that on 1 May 2000 he heard
firing on Magburaka road. On returning to Makeni, he
was told that some UNAMSIL personnel had been
abducted by the RUF and taken to the RUF
headquarters at Independence Square. The witness
saw a convoy of UNAMSIL vehicles coming from the
Freetown direction. RUF personnel were at the sides
and on board the vehicles. The RUF personnel had
seized weapons from the abducted troops. The
witness heard news all over Makeni that Issa Sesay
has instructed that the Zambians be taken to Kono.
The Zambians were escorted to Kono by group of
RUF personnel.

PN TF1-042

SESAY: 2 June 114,16,17
2003
KALLON:26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

90 minutes I This witness will testify that as a UN Milob he was
taken hostage between 3 and 21 May 2000. At the
Makeni DDR Camp the witness saw Gbao and Morris
Kallon get into an argument with UN Milobs. Kallon
try to stab one Milob and punched another. Kallon
ordered three men armed with AK-47s to arrest a UN
Milob. The witness was forcibly dragged to the car
during which time Kallon held a dagger in his hand.
The witness observed other abducted peacekeepers
harassed by Kallon. One was limping and one was
In total, 20 UN
bleeding from his mouth.
peacekeepers and military observers were detained.
During this time, the abductees were mistreated and
tied together. One Milob was targeted for harassment
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and threats were made by rebels to kill him. During
their captivity the abductees were given little food.
Kallon ordered the detention of all UN vehicles. The
abducted peacekeepers were taken to Issa Sesay
who, on the arrival of the hostages, ordered they be
untied. Sesay stated that the UN and white people
were to blame for bringing problems to Africa, and
that if the UN wanted to fight, his men were ready.
Fifty-two detained Zambian peacekeepers arrived at
the location where the other abductees were being
held. The Zambians had been detained for 18 days
and were visibly frightened.
PN TF1-165

SESAY: 11
114,16,17
August 2003
KALLON:11
August 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 22
Sept 2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

90 minutes I The witness will testify about the attacks upon UN
peacekeepers
and
DDR
Camps
in
the
Makeni/Magburaka area during May 2000. He will
say
that
at
the
Makeni
Demilitarization,
Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR) Camp in
April, Morris Kallon threatened peacekeepers and
told them that they had 72 hours to dismantle the
camp. Shooting occurred at the Makeni DDR camp.
The witness spoke with the RUF High Command,
which included Gbao and Kallon. At the time Issa
Sesay was the head of the RUF. UN personnel were
later abducted by Morris Kallon who drove them to
RUF base at Tekko Barracks, Makeni. There, the car
of Issa Sesay was present. At Tekko Barracks, Small
Boys Units threatened to kill the hostages. The
hostages were held with 15 other peacekeepers.
Later, the hostages were forced to strip and bound
with an electrical cable. They were then loaded into
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one vehicle and drove towards Kono. They stopped
somewhere along the road and were told to
dismount. Issa Sesay ordered them to line up and
fired shots into the air. He said "You have killed many
of my men. I could have killed all of you and nobody
would question me." The hostages were then loaded
into the vehicle and taken to Kono, where the witness
was kept until 28 May 2000. During this time, the
captors said that they were going to torture the
hostages and deal with the Kenyans, but were
dissuaded.
PN TF1-288

PN TF1-044

SESAY: 7 Feb 114,16,17
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004
SESAY: 11
114,16,17
August 2003
KALLON: 11
August 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 22

60 minutes I This witness will testify that in April 2000, he was
deployed to Sierra Leone as commanding officer for
contingent Zambatt I. Zambatt I was sent to Makeni
to help restore order due to problems with RUF. The
witness was abducted by the RUF and driven to
Makeni blindfolded. His contingent was taken
separately. Most of his contingent had been stripped
of their combat. The witness met Issa Sesay. Issa
Sesay ordered that the hostages be moved to
another place. Sesay later ordered the gradual
release of the hostages.
60 minutes I This witness will testify that he was a Gambian Milob
who was taken hostage by the RUF in May 2000 in
Makeni. Several days before the witness saw Morris
Kallon come to the Makeni DDR camp and threaten
peackeepers following the disarmament of 15 RUF
soliders. On May 1 2000 the witness went to speak to
RUF officers and was detained. There were 17
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Sept 2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PNTFI-043 I SESAY:June2, 114,16,17
2003
KALLON:May
26,2003
GBAO: October
14,2003
BRIMA: June
3,2003
KAMARA:
November 6,
2003
KANU:
November 26,
2003

hostages,
three
Milobs
and
14
Kenyan
peacekeepers. The Small Boys threatened to kill the
hostages. The witness was forced to strip and his
elbows were tied together with a cable. He was then
tied to a Kenyan peacekeeper. The hostages were
moved from Makeni to Kana. At one point they were
told to get out. Issa Sesay fired a shot in the air from
his pistol and told them that he could kill them all and
no one would question him. The witness was
transferred to a RUF truck which crashed en route.
The witness's leg was broken. At Kana the witness
heard the RUF say in Krio that they were going to
torture the hostages and deal with the Kenyans. The
witness spoke in Krio asking them not to. The injury
to the witness's leg was serious. He was eventually
taken to a hospital and left Kana on 28 May.
60 minutes I This witness will testify that during late February/early
March to May 2000, the RUF obstructed DDR
operations and threatened to "arrest" humanitarian
assistance personnel.
The witness will provide
evidence on how humanitarian personnel were
denied movement at a Makeni road block by
Augustine Gbao, and how Gbao had earlier
demanded the return of 10 RUF combatants from the
Makeni DDR camp. The witness will testify that that
trucks of RUF drove through Makeni shouting they
were going to attack, that peacekeepers at the camp
had been surrounded by RUF and that they later
attacked. The witness will testify that humanitarian
personnel were forced to stay with peacekeepers at
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Makeni under imminent threat of attack from the
RUF, during which time the witness saw two
wounded peacekeepers who had escaped the attack
on peacekeepers at Magburaka. The witness will
testify to the negotiation of the release of
humanitarian personnel from RUF with Issa Sesay
and Morris Kallon, and that Kallon later took $5,000.
The witness will testify to harassment, theft of
personal and official property on threat of death and
use of human shield of humanitarian personnel by
the RUF. The witness will also testify to seeing RUF
wearing UN peacekeeping uniforms and in
possession of UN equipment.
PN TF1-349

To be
disclosed

11

75 Mins

This witness is a child protection officer who will give
evidence about the negotiations for the release of
child combatants with the AFRC/RUF.

PN TF1-350

To be
disclosed

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, I 2 hours
11,12,13

This witness was present in Makeni during the
December 1998 invasion by the rebels. The witness
observed General Issa Sesay in command. The
witness attended a town meeting during which
Mosquito said that they were cutting off people's
hands because the people opted for elections before
peace. The rebels announced that they were going
to Freetown. Sesay was a very senior man. Looting
occurred in Makeni. The witness knew that Gbao
was the overall security commander and responsible
for all military operations. No military operations
occurred without the authority of Gbao. Gbao
ordered that civilians be tied up and beaten as
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punishment during attacks. Gbao ordered the
forcible recruitment of soliders. Abducted youths
were taken to the IDA compound and to Yengama
for training. Initially Sesay was in charge. Later it
was Denis Mingo then Gullit. The Junta were dealing
in diamonds. In 1999 Kallon was in Makeni as the
Battle Group Commander.
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KOINADUGU CRIME BASE

1. CRIME BASE WITNESSES

PSEUDONYM
PN TF1-147

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

COUNTS
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8,9,12,13

TIME
60 Minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that after ECOMOG entered
Kabala the AFRC/RUF left, but had looted many
homes, market stores and NGO premises
(household properties, food stuffs and vehicles).
Kabala Town was constantly attacked and on 27 July
1998 the AFRC/RUF entered the town, abducted
men, women and children, and burnt homes. They
forced captives to carry looted properties. Many
people were abducted and some captives were
trained at Krubola.
The witness heard that
amputations were done at Bafodia. The witness also
heard of rapes through hospital staff in Kabala.
During the 17 September 1998 attack on Kabala, the
witness saw many dead bodies and over 200 burnt
houses. The witness was told that houses were
deliberately set on fire after they had been doused
with petrol. In an attack on Malaforia houses with
people inside were burnt. During these attacks,
many boys and girls from 5 years old were abducted.

PN TF1-177

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003

1,2,3,4,5,9

60 Minutes

This witness will testify that she was in Kabala on 25
July 1998. She heard about the attack in Kabala and
decided to go to Makeni with others. While on their
way, they got caught in an ambush. 100 people were
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on the bus. Many were killed. The attackers were
shouting for Superman leading the RUF.
The
witness was shot in the stomach. Her brother was
also shot together and another person she knows
was shot in the leg.

GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KAND: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-134

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KAND: 26 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, I 60 Minutes
12

This witness will testify to an attack on Katombo II on
27 July 1998. Two hundred rebels came from
Makakura direction (2 miles from Kabala). The
witness was captured, beaten and mistreated. He
recognized officers such as Savage, SAJ Musa and
one Major Foday. Two policemen were murdered
and their bodies split by an axe and a sword, their
guts taken out and intestines pulled across the road
as a checkpoint. The witness denied being a police
officer and his 2 children were killed by having their
throats cut. The witness saw other people killed in
cold blood. The witness also saw many captives with
loads and he did not know what was inside. The
witness escaped and on returning to Kabala saw 4
houses burnt. In August, the witness saw the graves
of 2 children in Katombo II buried in a mass grave
with others killed in Katombo.

PN TF1-135

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003

1,2,6,7,8,9,11, 160 Minutes
12,13

This witness will testify that during the 2000 dry
season he encountered Savage and his troops near
Kasimbeck village. There followed a period where
rebels raided food and forced civilians to carry it for
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them. Civilians were forced to pound rice, and cattle
were killed and looted. Women were stripped naked
and beaten and the witness heard of rapes. Child
soldiers between age 10 and 14 were used by the
rebels at Kataoya.

GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-212

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, I 75 Minutes
9, 11, 12, 13

This witness will testify as to seeing multiple killings
and raping in Koinadugu by rebels commanded by
"Superman". She saw houses burnt in villages and
towns and people thrown into them alive. Sometime
in October 1998 Superman ordered his men to kill in
accordance with Operation No Living Thing.
Koinadugu was burnt down by rebels apart from the
mosque. Houses were looted. The witness saw a
woman being kicked in the stomach following which
she died. The witness's son was killed after the
launch of Operation No Living Thing. She witnessed
a baby being dumped over a bridge. She saw
people burnt to death in houses. She also saw 48
people captured and put in burning house and 130
boys and girls aged 12-15 years taken away. Some
captives had to carry loads. The witness saw 3
women raped in Kambasafe. The witness saw 5
villages burnt down by rebels. There were child
soldiers among the rebels.

PN TF1-172

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 160 minutes
9

I This witness will testify that on May 18 1998 he was
captured by rebels together with three other men.
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KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

The attackers identified themselves as Foday
Sankoh rebels. They took the witness's shirt and
money. The rebels beat the men and took the four
captured men into Seraduya. The rebels thought
witness was a Kamajor and they tried to stab him
with a bayonet. They amputated his right hand and
either the right or left hands of others. When they
reached Seraduya, the witness saw one dead body.
After the witness' hand was amputated, rebels
originally wanted to give him a letter to take to
Kabbah and ECOMOG in Alikalia but changed their
minds. After the amputations the rebels let the four
men go, telling them to go Alikalia to inform
ECOMOG that the rebels are coming. The witness
and others were taken away to Freetown by
helicopter. There were war-wounded on the
helicopter. Five of the fifteen were amputees. One
was a double amputee from Bumbuna. The witness
learned that rebels attacked Seraduya when he was
in Freetown. The rebels locked the Town Chief and
his family members in his farm house and burnt them
to death. The witness was told that many civilians
were killed during this attack. The witness's wife told
him that she was abducted by rebels during this
attack and spent one day and one night with them.
The witness said his wife was captured and raped by
two rebels. The witness said that when his hand
was amputated, the rebels burnt most of the
remaining houses.
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PN TF1-329

SESAY: 7 Feb

2004

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, I 60 minutes
9,10,12,13

This witness will testify that in late February 1998,
the rebels arrived in Fadugu after they were kicked
out of Freetown. They stayed for about 10 days.
They wore mixed clothing. Most villagers hid in bush.
Different groups of rebels passed through Fadugu.
Some identified themselves as RUF. Others were
AFRC. AFRC rebels stayed in Fadugu. At this time
they did not harm civilians but looted. In May 1998
civilians fleeing from a rebel attack on Kafoko village
arrived in Fadugu. The witness saw the rebels arrive.
As the witness attempted to flee the rebels shot her
and she crawled into a house. In this house, her son
and two other boys were hiding. Then two rebels
entered. They looted. As rebels left they set fire to
house. The witness and boys escaped and hid. The
witness states that in this attack rebels killed 6
civilians (men and women). About 150 houses were
burnt by rebels. The rebels amputated four fingers of
a woman and abducted 2-3 girls who stayed with
rebels for 2-3 years. They also forced many women
to marry them and forced civilians to work for them.
The witness had her lower leg surgically amputated
from her wound.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, I 75 minutes
13,14,17.

This witness will testify that in June 2000 he was at
Kamadugu Sokurala village 12 miles from Kabala.
Many armed RUF men entered village with civilians
(about 40 men with loads on their heads). The
witness was captured with 6 other men and 3
women. The women were later released. The
witness and other men were taken away.
One

KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb

2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb

2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb

2004

PN TF1-136

SESAY: 2 June

2003
KALLON:26

May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
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2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-205

SESAY: 14
11,2,6,8,9
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 17Dec
2003; 18 March
2004

civilian was killed when group entered village as they
were firing. The witness heard a communication with
the RUF in Makeni. He was sitting near commanders
and heard Bai Bureh say on the set that they had
captured Komadugu Sokurala, had no problems, did
not meet enemy, no RUF killed, and that they were
heading for Koinadugu to Bendugu and finally
Kabala. The witness heard another person praising
Bai Bureh and his men, saying he knows they are
hard men and he had no doubt in whatever they do.
The other side also said that right now they have
captured a number of UNAMSIL personnel at Makeni
and have them in their custody and that once they
have captured UNAMSIL personnel, "nobody can try
them again because UNAMSIL represents the whole
world". Bureh was speaking to Gibril Massaquoi.
Properties in the village were looted by rebels. The
witness's brother and a small child were killed in
front of him by RUF. During the last attack on
Kabala by RUF, the town was looted and houses
burnt.
60 minutes I This witness will testify that she was walking from
Serekolia to Benikoro when she met the rebels along
the road. Witness said she was amputated on a
Friday. A rebel forced the witness to put her hand in
a hole in a tree and then proceeded to chop her right
hand and her left hand with a cutlass. The rebel did
not succeed in cutting off her left hand. The rebel
gave the witness a letter and said to her "Go to
Kabbah and let him fix your hand". The rebels told
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the witness that they were rebels. After being
amputated, the witness was raped by the same rebel
who amputated her. Before raping her, the rebel
beat her with his gun butt on her back and head. He
hit her as she refused at first to have sex with him.
He was wearing mixed combat. The witness was
captured together with B.F. who was from Benikoro.
The witness saw B.F. was also bleeding from both
hands. The witness said both of B. F.'s hands were
injured but not amputated. She also saw M.F. and
M.F.'s younger brother, Y. F. who had also been
captured by the rebels. The witness saw that rebels
had tried to amputate both of M.F.'s hands.

BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003; 18
March 2004
KANU: 19 Nov
2003 ; 18
March 2004

PN TF1-213

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 160 minutes
9,11,12

This witness will testify that in 1998 she was 13
years old when rebels attacked Kabala. She was
captured by rebel who took her to Langehkoror. The
rebel told her she would be his woman. She was
raped before getting to Langehkoror. When she
arrived rebels argued who would have her. Two
groups of rebels were present: one was Musa's
group, one was Superman's group.
One
"Yellowman", part of Superman's group, told the
witness that since no one could decide he advised
that she should be killed or amputated. At this point
the witness's hands tied and then struck with
machete. The witness had a letter stuck to the "tail"
of her cloth and was told to go deliver it to Kabbah.
She walked three miles and then collapsed by a
stream before being rescued by ECOMOG. She saw
a man named Sheriff struck and killed with machete
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by "Yellowman." The witness saw one man have his
penis cut off by rebel. The witness saw lots of child
combatants with the rebels.
PN TF1-311

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

I 1, 2,

3, 4, 5

60 minutes I This witness will testify that on 27 April 1998 rebels
had attacked Yifin and burnt houses. The witness
saw smoke coming from Yifin. He went in search of
family members. He was forced into a house by
armed men wearing ECOMOG clothing. The witness
saw men firing into the house. He recognized
Superman who gave command and shot into the
house, and Mamburu who also shot into the house.
He had known Mamburu and Superman as rebels.
Mamburu wore ECOMOG clothes during attack.
Others had mixed clothes. Some people escaped
through the window out into the bush. Whilst in the
house the witness saw Superman enter with one
other and shoot people.
The witness heard
Superman giving instructions for the house to be
burnt because of the support Sierra Leoneans were
giving ECOMOG. Only the witness and one other
survived. The witness then found out that his father
was burnt in his house. On 29 April 1998 the witness
buried his remains at the back of the burnt house.
About forty (41) people were killed at the house,
including men, women and children. A lot of other
people were killed in the town. The witness states
that the people who held them and put them into the
house were rebels.
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11, 2, 3,4, 5

60 minutes I This witness will testify that in 1997 or 1998 Yifin was
attacked. Men in uniforms directed the witness and
others, about a hundred in total, to a house. Men
started firing at them through the windows and the
door. The witness was shot on the breast. Almost
everybody else died. The house was burnt while the
witness was inside. The attackers thought their
victims were the family of the Paramount Chief, who
had called ECOMOG. The witness managed to get
out of house and into the bush.

PN TF1-310

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

PN TF1-312

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, I 60 minutes
13

PN TF1-214

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON:lO
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 12

This witness will testify that he was in Yifin when the
RUF attacked on 27 April 1998. The witness's
father, an ex SLA, was threatened with death for
supporting Tejan Kabbah, but eventually released.
The witness's house was looted and burnt down.
The RUF killed people, about a hundred. He was
told that rebels burned a house with people in it in
Yifin. The witness escaped in bush and stayed there
for 1 % year. During that time, rebels attacked other
villages and looted. The witness was captured and
flogged on suspicion of being Kamajor. The witness
saw the rape of woman in bush by 2 rebels.

I 60 minutes I This witness will testify that Koneibaia was attacked
twice. The first attack occurred after the rebels had
been kicked out of Freetown by ECOMOG. One man
had both hands amputated and 10 houses were
Some civilians were forced to
burned by rebels.
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push rebels' cars toward Kono. During the second
attack, ECOMOG troops guarding village fled as
over 300 rebels attacked. The rebels captured many
villagers, including the witness, and brought them to
the cotton tree in the centre of Koneibaia. The
commander said "You want a civilian government,
you want Tejan Kabbah. This is Operation No Living
Thing." The commander then ordered a rebel to
bring cutlass and amputate. The rebel amputated
the witness's 6 years old daughter and then
amputated the witness's hand. The rebel proceeded
to amputate the hands of three other women and
three men. One woman, 8 months pregnant, later
died. Some men also died. The rebels also killed
several villagers and burned remaining houses. The
rebels abducted two women and stated that they
were going to attack Fadugu. The witness heard
about amputations and burning of house by rebels in
Kono area.

2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-215

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 12, I 90 minutes
13

This witness will testify that he was in Koneibaia
(Koinadugu) when "rebels" came in March 1998 after
being kicked out of Freetown. They stayed for 3
weeks during which they stole properties during
"Operation Pay Yourself." They wore a mix of civilian
and military clothes. The witness is not sure if they
were AFRC or RUF. They forced the civilian
population, including the witness, to carry food and
other items for them. On leaving in April 1998 they
abducted several male and female civilians. The
witness heard about killings, amputations and
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burning of houses in Yifin.
When the witness
returned to Koneibaia, he heard about amputations.
The rebels captured three male civilians and forced
them to carry loads and shot another civilian dead
who refused to join them when they were all drinking
palm wine. The witness says then that rebels took
three men and wrote "RUF" with razor blade on their
foreheads. One day the witness heard firing from
Lekekoro. Three civilians were cut up in attempted
amputations. The witness was then told that rebels
had attacked Koneibaia. The witness returned to
Koneibaia that evening and saw amputations. The
rebels also abducted several men and women. On
19 May the rebels returned. The witness saw these
rebels shoot 8 civilians. The rebels also burned
many houses at this point. There were about 200
rebels. The commander ordered amputations of
civilians. There were two rebel groups: the first was
SAJ Musa's who traveled through Bafodia to
Kamakwei and the other was Superman's group who
traveled from Ferewa to Koneibaia to Faduga. The
civilians begged but Commander said to stop
begging and also said "There is no God here today."
The rebels then started amputations taking "smallest
hands first." They told witness that he would never
be able to vote for a civilian government and to go to
Kabbah. The witness had his right hand amputated.
Amputations took place near the cotton tree.
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2. ICR WITNESSES

PSEUDONYM DISCLOSED
SESAY: 2 June
PN TF1-094
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KAND: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-146

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003

COUNTS
1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,
12

TIME
90
Minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that she was captured
by SAJ Musa (SLAIRUF) in 1998 near the bush
at Kabala. She spent a year with the rebels.
The witness's parents were killed. She was
forced to pound rice for rebels. The witness was
taken as a wife by a Lieutenant and became
pregnant but lost the baby. The captured girls
were forced to undress to avoid being seen by
enemy. Then 2 or 3 men would rape girls. The
witness walked from Kabala to Freetown with
rebels. She was present during invasion. Many
women and children were captured. The rebels
burnt cars and houses. The witness moved
around with rebels and witnessed killings,
amputations,
burnings
and
cannibalism.
Captured women were gang raped. One
woman was raped until she died. The witness
heard that pregnant women had their stomachs
slit open. The witness remembers being beaten
by 55.

1,6,7,8,10,11,12

75
minutes

This witness will testify that she heard fighting
in Kabala during the 27 July 1998 attack on
Kabala. The witness was captured on 1 August
1998 in Katombo (Koinadugu) by an armed
RUF rebel called Mohammed.
Mohammed
wanted to marry her. Mohammed's commander
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raped her twice in Kabala. He was rough and
the witness was a virgin. She bled for 1 day.
He threatened to kill her if she refused sex. The
witness will testify that 50 other girls of same
age or slightly older were abducted from Kabala
and forced to marry rebels. After 2 days in
Kabala, the witness was taken to Koinadugu,
Makeni, Kamakwie before escaping in early
1999. The witness and 7 other girls worked for
Superman's wife in Koinadugu, preparing food.
Among the commanders in Kabala were SAJ
The
Musa, Superman and Morris Kallon.
witness saw Brigadier 55 in Koinadugu. She
heard from rebels that abducted children were
given military training in Koinadugu. The rebels
abducted many civilians.

BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-209

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 1120
11, 12, 13
minutes

This witness will testify that both the AFRC/RUF
attacked Koinadugu before the January 6 1999
invasion. She was told of killings by poisoning
and saw 2 dead bodies of civilians who had
been poisoned. She was told about other
civilians who died as well. Her cousin was
deliberately shot in his thigh by the rebels. The
witness heard that the rebels abducted civilians.
One month later they returned and beat
civilians. The witness was publicly raped,
beaten and stabbed. She suffered a
miscarriage. The witness saw more than 10
women and girls who were hiding on the farm
raped. Civilians were abducted, beaten, and
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subjected to looting and forced labour. The
witness saw child soldiers who had received
military training involved in the killing. The
witness was taken as a wife by a rebel and
forced to do domestic chores. Rebels told the
witness that in Mongo, they split open bellies of
pregnant women, having placed bets on the sex
of the foetus. The rebels also told her that they
amputated and initiated women. The witness
heard that Gullit had told the rebels to kill the
people in Koinadugu town. Many civilians
including children from the age ten up were
forced to undergo military training. The rebels
burnt all the houses in Koinadugu town except
the mosque. Eight of her relatives were burnt in
these houses as well as other civilians. The
witness saw three amputations. The witness
heard about killing of a woman and the baby
she was carrying on her.
PN TF1-133

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 190
12
minutes

This witness will testify that in early 1998 she
was captured by rebels in Kumala. Brigadier
Mani was the overall commander of those
rebels. She heard that Savage had killed 2
SLA and 4 civilians near Kurubonla but did not
see any bodies. Many abducted women were
forced into marriage with rebels. They stayed
in area around Kurubonla.
The witness can
testify to sexual slavery of at least 4 abductees.
The witness saw many abductees in Kurubonla
and was voted "mamy queen" by 131 (24 votes
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for other women) abducted women near
Koinadugu Town. Many women came to
witness complaining that they had been raped
by rebels other than their husband. The witness
was stabbed in the buttocks with a bayonet by a
The
rebel to whom she had been given.
witness saw many abducted children. The
witness heard that RUF (Commanders SAJ
Musa and Superman) ordered some children
(about 15 years old) to be trained. The witness
saw many abducted children. Many young girls
were used for domestic chores. Afterwards, the
witness went to Makeni were she saw Gullit, 55,
05, Issa Sesay and others. She also saw 131
abducted children there.
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KAILAHUN CRIME BASE

1. CRIME BASE WITNESSES
PSEUDONYM
PN TF1-111

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS
1,2,6,7,8,12

TIME
60 Minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that he was abducted
on 1 June 1991 by the RUF. He was initially
held for 1% years in Bunumbu in Kailahun. The
witness was again captured on 30 December
1998 in Pendembu in Kailahun together with
over 200 civilians, including his family. One of
his wives told him she was raped during her
captivity. The witness was forced to work. He
was told that the rebels took captive women as
wives.

PN TF1-247

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1,9,12,13

60 Minutes

This witness will testify that in December 1998
the AFRC/RUF attacked Segbwema and
captured civilians. Men and women were
beaten by the rebels. The witness saw a group
of SLAIRUF rebels carrying loads. The soldiers
said they took orders from Capt. Bakar. The
witness and others were tortured and beaten.
The witness saw rebels looting properties in an
operation they described as "Operation Pay
Yourself'.
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1.

ICR WITNESSES

PSEUDONYM DISCLOSED
PN TF1-113
SESAY: 2 June
2003; 24 Feb
2004

COUNTS
1,3,4,5,12

TIME
90 minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that she was captured
in 1991 and moved from village to village. At
this time Sam Bockarie (SB) was the
commander and Issa Sesay his deputy. The
witness says that after the intervention in
February 1998 more than 500 abductees from
all over Sierra Leone were taken to Kailahun.
The witness saw the killing of 10 of 67
detainees in Kailahun Town and saw
Augustine Gbao and SB present at the scene.
Gbao was the overall commander on the
ground when these people were killed. The
witness also saw civilians being forced to work.

1,2,3,4,5,7,11,12

120
minutes

This witness will testify as to the make up of
the High Command within the RUF from 1994
to 1996 and afterwards. The witness says Issa
Sesay (IS), Morris Kallon (MK), Augustine Bao
(AG) , Sam Bockarie (SB) were part of the High
Command and controlled the RUF. AG used
forced labour for carrying loads of ammunition
from Buedu to Pendembu and Mobai. AG's
men would surround a town or village and

KALLON: 26
May 2003; 24
Feb 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
24 Feb 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 24 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003; 24
Feb 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 24 Feb
2004

PN TF1-108

SESAY: 2 June
2003; 24 Feb
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 24
Feb 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
24 Feb 2004
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abduct boys and young men for fighting.
Women were also abducted. The women's job
was to go to the front and fight and cook for
the soldiers and sleep with the commanders.
The witness was told that two young boys
were shot because were unable to carry their
loads. Before the January 99 invasion at the
end of dry season, AG, MK, IS and SB were
involved in the killing of 60 Kamajors held for
screening.

BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 24 Feb
2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 24
Feb 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 24 Feb
2004

PN TF1-112

SESAY:2June 11,2,12,13
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TF1-246

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10

1,2,3,4,5,10

90 minutes I This witness will testify that he fled to Daru in
November 1997 when the Kamajors attacked.
At the time the AFRC/RUF were in control,
harassing civilians for food and threatening to
kill anyone who tried to escape. The witness
fled from Daru to Mobai where he was
captured with over 150 men, women and
children (girls and boys) by combined AFRC
and RUF forces. He fled Mobai with other
captives. The witness was recaptured by junta
forces and taken to Pendembu. The witness
met other captives in Pendembu, where he
saw Issa Sesay and Gibril Massaquoi. The
witness was placed in a deep hole. One captor
peered in and told witness he knew he was a
police officer.
90 Minutes I This witness will testify that he was detained in
Kailahun Town after RUF rebels came to the
witness's home town, stating they had been
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sent by their commander, Gbao, with
instructions that people coming from
government controlled areas should report to
him in Kailahun for investigations. This was
around the dry season of 1998. The witness
was arrested along 75 people from areas
around his home town on orders of Gbao. The
witness was told that the RUF commander in
Kailahun was Gbao. The witness knows that
65 men accused of being Kamajors were
detained. He later heard that they had been
killed.

Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-114

SESAY: 2 June
2003; 24 Feb
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 24
Feb 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
24 Feb 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 24 Feb
2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 24
Feb 2004
KANU:26Nov
2003; 24 Feb
2004

1,7,11,12,14,15,16,
17

120
Minutes

This witness will testify that he went to
Kailahun after the AFRC left Freetown in 1998.
The AFRC stole some money from him. After
complaining, the witness was beaten and then
sent to the front to fight. He was unable to do
so. The witness saw many abductees brought
to Beudu by various commanders. Morris
Kallon brought the biggest group. Issa Sesay
was also involved. Captives including children
who were sent for military training. In 1999 the
witness saw the execution of soldiers and a
civilian medic for theft. Civilians were used as
slave labour on a rice farm of Sam Bockarie
and Morris Kallon. Women were used as
wives and for domestic purposes by the rebels.
The witness was present when 15 MILOBS
were abducted and their possessions looted in
Mav 2000. He was told that Issa Sesay gave
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the command for this.
PN TF1-330

SESAY:7Feb 11,3,4,5,12,14,17
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

PN TF1-313

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004; 24 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004; 24
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004; 24 Feb

11,2,3,4, 5, 11

90 Minutes I This witness will testify that he saw forced
labour up to the year 2000 and the
conscription and military training of women and
young children by rebels. He used to see
children as young as 10 years old carrying
RUF
guns.
They were
mostly with
commanders such as Issa Sesay. The witness
saw captives in Kailahun Town. After July
1999 he heard that about 40 people people
alleged to be Kamajors had been killed. The
witness heard that Issa Sesay and Sam
Bockarie ordered the killings and that
Augustine Gbao, whom he saw in Kailahun
Town after the killings, was present during the
killings. The witness lost a brother in the
killings. The witness heard of captured
UNAMSIL personnel in Ngiema. He was told
that Sesay had ordered their capture. The
witness states that he also saw looting of
property by the RUF.
90 minutes I This witness will testify that Augustine Gbao
was the Chief Security Officer for the RUF,
Issa Sesay, the Battle Field commanding
officer and Morris Kallon, the Battle Group
commanding officer. The witness will also
testify that Gbao had Kamajors detained in
Kailahun Town, in Kailahun District. Three
weeks later, a RUF rebel collected three of the
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witness's relatives, saying he had instructions
to collect all Kamajors. The witness was told
that Sesay, Gbao and Sam Bockarie shot the
Kamajors. The witness heard all the Kamajors
were executed. Gbao ordered the removal of
their bodies. The witness observed that child
soldiers were used in different areas such as
houses of commanders and on the front line.

2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004; 24 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004; 24
Feb 2004
KANU: 7Feb
2004; 24 Feb
2004

PN TF1-327

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004; 24 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004; 24
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004; 24 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004; 24 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004; 24
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004; 24 Feb
2004

11,2,3,4,5,13

45 minutes I This witness will testify that in 1998 he saw the
killing of 10 people by the AFRC in Buedu.
Captain Sesay, the AFRC commander in
Buedu, ordered the arrest and shooting of the
ten. The witness says that Morris Kallon took
40 bags of rice by force and the remainder was
given to AFRC.
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PN TF1-200

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 1120
12, 13
Minutes

This witness will testify that he was abducted
in 1997 in Kailahun District. He was 13 years
old at that time. The Rebels (RUF) attacked
the village. Their Commander was Thomas
Sandy. They burned houses and looted. The
rebels also abducted 7 boys and 12 men. The
next morning the RUF came again. They killed
7 people. The witness was captured and had
to transport goods for them. The rebels killed
the witness's uncle. In Yaama the rebels gave
military training to men and women and
children for 3 months. During the training
people died of hunger and diseases. From the
100 children in the witness's group, 30 died.
Recruits too tired to continue would be beaten
or flogged. The witness was trained early 1999
and given a weapon. After RUF attacked they
would call the small boys to come and get the
goods from the village. They gave drugs to
children and to soldiers to make them braver.
The chain of command was Sam Bockarie
(aka Mosquito), Superman, Nabiu Lai Karimu,
Bilai Karim, Issa Sesay, Tommy Sandy.
Tommy Sandy gave reports to Issa Sesay
about attacks.
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PORT LOKO CRIME BASE
1.

CRIME BASE WITNSSES

PSEUDONYM DISCLOSED
PN TF1-253
SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON:lO
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS
1,2,3,4,5,9,10

TIME
90 minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that the rebels interrogated
them about the location of a Gbenti base and the
location of ECOMOG. The witness was captured in
the village of Makambisa along with 5 other people.
He saw the rebels kill these 5 people. The witness
was then taken to Marmarra. The rebels there told
the witness that they were the men of Superman.
The witness heard talk of Operation No Living Thing.
The witness saw rebels kill one man and saw many
people in a house in the village. They were begging
for water. The house was locked from the outside.
He saw the rebels burn house with petrol. After the
attack the witness and other villagers counted 73
people dead in house. The witness saw the rebels in
mixed civilian and military clothing perform two
amputations and tell the victims to "go to Tejan
Kabbah and tell him who did this." The witness was
taken the by rebels to Port Loko but escaped on the
third day in Port Loko. He saw many bodies in Port
Loko.

PN TF1-250

1,2,3,4,5,9,10

60 minutes

This witness will testify that sometime before Peace
Accord he was in the village of Magboru when it was
attacked by rebels. He and his family were captured
by the rebels along with many others and taken to
village of Manarrma. The witness saw over 100

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
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2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-254

PM TF1-320

rebels present in Manarrma. In Manarrma, the
witness was ordered to sit on ground with 4 other
family members. The witness saw the rebels put
five family members in a house that was later set
ablaze. There were many other people in the house.
The witness personally heard the CO give order to
burn the house. The witness also heard people
screaming from the house. The rebels then took the
witness and two others, Mohamed Tarawa, Brima
Koroma, and performed double amputations. The
witness was told to go to Kabbah and tell him what
had happened and then told to go to the people of
Port Loko to tell them the rebels are coming.

SESAY: 14
11,2,3,4,5,9,10
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

60 minutes I This witness will testify that Manarrma was attacked

I SESAY: 7 Feb \1,2,3,4,5,9,10

60 minutes I This witness will testify that after the Lome Peace

2004

in the dry season after the Freetown invasion. He
saw 3 of his wives and 4 of his children ordered to sit
on the ground. He saw a son and a daughter killed,
one by an axe and the other by a cutlass by rebels in
underpants. The witness later saw the rebels lead
his three wives and two children into a house that
they later set on fire. It was late in the afternoon
when they burnt the house. They burnt a total of 25
houses. After the rebels left the witness and other
villagers counted 73 skulls of people who were
burned in this house. In total the witness lost 16 of
his relatives in this attack. The witness also says that
another 6 of his children were killed in Makamisa.

Accord he and his family and other people from
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Rotombo (nearby Manarrma) were captured and
taken to Manarrma There he saw a lot of dead
bodies and a man giving commands for the killing,
burning and the amputation of civilians. The witness
also saw armed men dressed only in under pants
with red pieces tied round their head. Women who
had been captured were taken into a house at the
centre of the town. 70 women were detained in the
house. Rebels later opened fire on house. The
witness heard the women crying. Rebels with
cutlasses and axes then entered the house and the
butchered those who were still wailing. The house
was then burnt.

KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

PN TF1-257

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
12

90 minutes I This witness will testify that she was captured in the
bush by rebels and taken to "a garden." The rebels
were dressed in civilian clothes and many had red
cloth wrapped around their head and legs. They
were armed with cutlasses and axes. Some had
guns. The witness says that she observed that a
good number of the rebels were young boys. In the
garden, a list of the captured villagers from
Tendakum was prepared. The witness is unsure
how many people were put onto the list. When the
rebels arrived in Tendakum, they burned down the
village on the day they entered and also raped many
women. The witness says that she was not raped.
After the list of villagers was completed, one of the
rebels said to the other rebels to take whomever
they wanted, women for wives and men and children
for labour. The witness said that she was taken by a
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rebel woman named Hawa Conteh. The witness
attempted to look for her family in their hut and was
told by one of the small boys that the people in the
hut were killed by the rebels. A few days later the
witness was told by another rebel who was in
Tendakum that her father was killed. The witness
later learned that 47 people from Tendakum were
killed in these incidents and most were relatives of
the witness. The witness was taken to Lunsar where
Superman was in charge.
PN TF1-256

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRlMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KAND: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3,4,5, 6, 7, 8,
12

90 minutes I This witness will testify that in April 1999 he was
captured with many other civilians. The witness was
taken to the garden of another villager, Mohamed
Sankoh. The rebel group that captured the witness
registered him and 66 other civilians into a notebook.
On the third day of capture, the witness states that
he saw a group of about 50 rebels leading away
some of the captives who were from Tendakum,
including the witness's son and brothers.
The
witness did not see what happened to these civilians
but was told shortly thereafter by the rebels that
those civilians had been killed. Later that day the
witness saw 7 dead bodies of those among this
group that were hacked to death with machetes.
The witness also saw that the rebels who had led
the civilians away had blood on their machetes when
they returned. The witness believes that 47 people
were led away and killed based on the number of
people missing from the village. The witness saw
that when the rebels initially arrived they took about
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15 women to their "booths" (make shift housing for
rebels) in the garden where they were raped nightly.
The witness also saw that the rebels burned the
entirety of Tendakum and Nonkoba. The witness
arrived after the actual burning but saw the smoke.
On the 5th day of capture the witness was taken to
Nonkoba along with 4 others where he was
interrogated before being placed in a rice box. The
following morning the witness was released from the
rice box and sent to different commanders to work
for them. He was forced to work mostly on domestic
chores and says that he worked out of fear. While at
Nonkoba Superman, who was in charge of Lunsar,
sent a letter to the commander which was read out
in the presence of the witness. The letter detailed
that certain villagers, including the witness, were not
to be killed. Superman issued orders more than
once that killing should stop.
PN TF1-261

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10,
12

90 minutes I This witness will testify that he was captured by
rebels who brought them into "the garden" where
they were registered in a book. There were children
among the rebels. On the 4th day of captivity the
witness saw 8 dead bodies, including those of his
children and mother. The bodies had been hacked
with machetes. A rebel named Malaria told the
witness "See what we did here, this is an example."
Malaria also said that he was an SLA. Later, in
Lunsar, the witness learned that Malaria's boss was
Major Cole. The witness and others were taken to
Captain Richie who instructed the rebels to "knock
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them down". A rebel named Tyler then told the
rebels to leave the witness and 3 others alive since
they had already killed a good number of people.
The witness was returned to the village of Tendakum
and instructed by Malaria to build a "booth" - a small
thatched hut with no walls. While building it Malaria
told the witness and others that he wanted to take
them to Kailahun to do mining. When it was
discovered that his whole family had been killed the
witness was put into labour for Malaria instead.
While the witness was in Tendakum he heard that
many of the women of Tendakum were raped by the
attacking rebels. The rebels burned down all of the
houses in Tendakum. The witness and three others
were made to carry loads to Cucoona. Before they
left, Malaria cut the marking RUF into the witness'
chest. On the way, a larger group of rebels joined
with them saying that they had been attacked. The
group all proceeded to Lunsar. The civilians were
lodged at the police barracks by Captain Richie.
Superman was the commander of Lunsar and he
gave an order to not kill the civilians. The witness
was in Lunsar about one month before escaping.
PN TF1-252

SESAY: 14
11,2,3,4,5
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19

60 minutes I This witness will testify that she was captured by
rebels. While in Nokoba, the witness saw several
child rebels beating an old man. They took him into
the bush and returned with his cut up his body in a
bowl. The cooked and ate the body parts. The rebels
threatened the witness that she would be killed if she
did not eat some. Other civilians were also forced to
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eat the flesh. Around the same time the witness saw
the rebels kill a woman. She also saw the same
rebels take a baby, put it in the rice pounding bowl
and then pound it to death. The rebels said that their
boss was Foday Sankoh. While she was in Nokoba
the witness says that CO Superman came there.

Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19Nov
2003

I 1,

PN TF1-344

March 31,
2004. To all six
accused.

PN TF1-346

March 31,
2004. To all six
accused.

9, 10

30 minutes

This witness will testify that she was only an infant
when the rebels came to Nonkoba. They put her into
a fire where they normally cook food. The fire was
right on the side of the main street near her house in
the village. Her legs and feet were disfigured.

PN TF1-259

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19

1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
12

60

This witness will testify that she was hiding when the
rebels who attacked her village, Tendakum, found
her and others hiding in bush near the village. The
rebels were dressed in combat uniforms and armed
with guns, knives, cutlasses and axes. She and the
others were abducted and forced to pound rice for
the rebels. She was captured by a rebel named

12

This witness will testify that she was in Nonkoba
when she, her mother, second mother and siblings
were captured by rebels. The witness was taken
away by one rebel. Upon seeing her mother again,
the witness was told that she would never see her
brothers and sisters again. The witness believes
that the order for the people to be killed was given
by Mohamed Kanu as she could tell by his behavior
as he was in charge. The witness was then taken to
Lunsar by Jibbo. There she heard of Superman.

minutes
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Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

PN TF1-345

March 31,
11,2,3,4,5, 12
2004. To all six
accused.

Dipolis who raped her. The witness says that the
rebels killed 40 people when they attacked. The
witness did not personally see the killings, but could
hear the people crying as they were being killed and
heard the sound of cutlasses striking the people and
then later saw the dead bodies. The witness was
eventually taken to Lunsar and then to Makeni. In
Makeni she heard that Superman was in charge but
did not see him.

60 minutes I This witness will testify that sometime in April or May
many rebels armed with weapons passed trough
Nonkoba. It was after the January 6 invasion of
Freetown. She hid into the bush near Tendakum.
The next morning, rebels captured her along with
many other civilians. The rebels forced them to
pound rice and to build huts. The witness was
whipped by a rebel. A few days later the witness
escaped into the bush. From there, she heard
rounds of hitting and women and children crying.
During the night the wife of a rebel told the witness
that her four children had been killed by rebels.
Thereafter, the witness went to Lunsar and stayed
there for two weeks. Superman was the commander
in Lunsar.
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2.

ICR WITNESSES

PSEUDONYM
PN TF1-255

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS

PN TF1-282

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004

1,2,3,4,5

TIME
30 minutes

SUMMARY
This witness will testify that Tendakum attacked by
rebels who came from the direction of Masiaka. The
majority of the rebels were dressed in combat
uniforms while some in civilian clothes. The rebels
were under the command of Capt. Richie who
identified himself as an SLA. The witness and other
villagers were captured and taken to a garden area
where kept for 2 days. On the third day, the witness
saw many bodies of villagers he recognized, but did
not see them killed. Many of the remaining civilians,
including the witness, were taken to Lunsar. The
witness says that Superman was in charge in
Lunsar. The witness saw Issa Sesay come from
Makeni and play football with 55, Superman and
other commanders in Lunsar before match ended
abruptly.

1,2,6,7,8,12

60 minutes

This witness will testify that when the rebels attacked
her village she was hid in the bush about 400 metres
from Mabale village. She saw the rebels loot rice,
palm oil and beans from the village. The witness saw
that the rebels abducted four women and one man.
She was later told that the women spent 5 days with
rebels during which time they were raped. The
rebels attacked again and the witness was captured.
Other women complained to her that they had been
raped. The witness was herself raped over two
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KANU: 7 Feb
2004

weeks by 55, who threatened her with a pistol. The
witness heard him order looting. Witness was raped
again by other rebels. The witness was "married" to
a rebel. She fetched water for him, did his laundry
and also cooked for him. She believed she would
have been killed if she had attempted to escape.
Eventually the witness ran away, but was shot in leg.
The witness was taken to Connaught Hospital where
she saw many injured people. The witness's brother
was abducted after she had been abducted and was
given military training. He was released to ECOMOG
in 1999.
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CHILD WITNESSES

PSEUDONYM
PN TFI- 115

PN TFI - 271

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003
SESAY: 14 Nov
2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19 Nov
2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS
8,12,13

TIME
120 minutes

SUMMARY
Kailahun Crime Base
This witness will testify that he was captured
as a young boy by Liberians, after which he
carried looted properties. The witness saw
SBU's in Kailahun. The witness will testify
to events that occurred prior to 1997. The
witness will testify that children were used
for labour by the rebels. The witness has
evidence on the use of children by A. Gbao
and M. Kallon.

1,2, 3,4,5,6,
8,9,10,11,12,
14,15

180 minutes

Bombali Crime Base
This witness will testify that he was
abducted when very young, took drugs,
raped, amputated, killed civilians, including
opening the stomach of a pregnant woman.
The witness will give evidence on the
transfer of diamonds to Liberia for Charles
Taylor. The witness was present during the
UNAMSIL attacks in Makeni and will testify
as to prior planning of these attacks by
Gbao.
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PSEUDONYM
PN TFI- 143

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7,8,9,11,12,
13

TIME
120 minutes

SUMMARY
Koinadugu, Bombali, Freetown Crime
Bases
This witness was captured by mixed
RUF/AFRC in September 1998 with 50
people, where there were more children his
age (10 years old) than adults. The witness
will testify to how young men were marked
AFRC on their chests and foreheads by
Cabila with a razor blade. The witness has
evidence on how abductees were ordered
to work by force; and how abductees,
including boys and girls, were armed and
sent to kill people. They would be shot if
refused. The witness has evidence on how
over thirty people were killed in a village on
the advance to Freetown, prior to the
invasion. The witness will testify to orders to
kill all people on the way and to burn houses
in any villages they captured. The witness
and other boys as young as 10 were
ordered to commit rapes. The witness has
evidence on how group was split into two
camps. The witness's group was led by 05,
followed by Cabila, Lt. Mohamed (AFRC),
then Adama Cuthand. The witness will give
evidence on how the group spent 2 weeks at
Koinadugu then headed for Freetown; how
they burnt all houses in Moria and all
deserted villages they passed by; how they
captured people on their way and forced
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI-180

DISCLOSED

SESAY: 14 Nov
2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19 Nov
2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7,8,9,11,13

TIME

60 Minutes

SUMMARY
them to carry loads; how the group cut
hands of some people. The witness and
others had to carry loads and looted items.
The witness will describe how one night, a
young woman was sacrificed at a burial. 05,
55, Gullit, Jr Lion and others were present at
the sacrifice. In Freetown, the witness saw
people being killed, houses burnt and
people having their hands cut. Adama
Cuthand gave orders to some young man to
do so because the people had voted for
Kabbah. The witness eventually escaped.
Bombali Crime Base
This witness will testify that he was
abducted by the RUF with other children in
Bombali District, prior to the AFRC coup.
He was first kept in a cell with other boys,
then he received military training. The small
boys would attack villages in search of food.
The RUF over ran Kabala. He went to
Kabala. When John Paul Koroma (JPK)
was in power, they fought together with
AFRC. The witness attacked villages like
Batodia, Kalakana, Gbakona, Madina
Madingo, Maseboy, Kapunton. While in
Makeni, witness saw Issa Sesay, Superman,
Brigadier 55 and others. The witness will
give evidence that the big commanders
knew about the use of children because it
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI- 317

DISCLOSED

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7 Feb
2004 GBAO: 7
Feb 2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7 Feb
2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

COUNTS

3, 4, 5, 11, 12,
13

TIME

45 minutes

SUMMARY
was reported to them from field
commanders that they caught a certain
amount of small children. When they went
on food finding Mission in Kabala, they
amputated the hands of people or killed
those who did not want to give them food.
When they went on attacks, they abducted
young girls. Some of them were raped there.
At times they would bring the girls to the
base. When the Commanders would like
them, they would keep them and take them
as their wife. The witness heard of gangraping but he never witnessed it.
Bombali Crime Base
This witness was abducted by Gibril
Massaqoi in 1994 and taken to Bunumbu in
the Kailahun District Camp Lion for training
as a fighter with 10 others his age (young
boy). The witness went to Makeni during
the junta, where the RUF commanders were
Komba Gbundema, Gibril Massaquoi and
General Issa Sesay, who was the overall
commander. The witness describes the
command responsibility of Gibril Massaquoi,
including leading attacks (attack on
Kamasundo where many civilians killed),
declaring "Operation Sweep" and "Spare no
zone", told to spare no life. The witness will
testify that nearly all the commanders had
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI- 323

DISCLOSED

SESAY: 7 Feb

2004
KALLON: 7 Feb
2004 GBAO: 7
Feb 2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb

2004
KAMARA: 7 Feb

2004
KANU: 7 Feb

2004

I

COUNTS

I 6, 8, 9, 10, 11

TIME

60 minutes

I

SUMMARY
child soldiers called Small Boys Unit (SBU),
including Gibril Massaquoi, Superman,
Komba Gbundema, Bupleh (sic), General
Issa, who were used as bodyguards for the
commanders. The witness will give evidence
on how the commanders also armed the
SBU's and sent them to fight against
enemies and on food finding missions.

I Bombali, Koinadugu and Freetown Crime
Bases
This witness will testify that in 1994 he was
abducted at age 10 in Bo by the RUF. He
was trained at Koribundo with others (where
boys beaten if refused to take drugs),
received drugs; and was captured again in
1996 and sent to fight in the Northern
Jungle.
The witness states that every
commander had 5 SBU's and that there
were rapes by SBU's. The witness later
commanded a group of his own SBU's. The
witness has evidence of knowledge by JP
Koroma during junta time of the use of
children. The witness fought in the Northern
Jungle for three months, and later in Kambia
in 1998. He was then taken on the advance
to Freetown and participated in the invasion.
The witness states that the abductions of
civilians during the advance was planned at
a prior meeting. The witness gives evidence
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PSEUDONYM

PNTFI-211

DISCLOSED

I

COUNTS

SESAY: 14 Nov 11,4,5,11,12
2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19 Nov
2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

TIME

60 minutes

SUMMARY
on rampant sexual violence, including where
rebels would force boys to rape so that they
could "watch movie", and on the forced
marriage of abducted girls. The witness will
give evidence that helicopters with the
colours of the Liberian flag brought the
rebels arms & ammunition. The witness
was told that diamonds and money given to
Mosquito would be used to buy ammunition
from Charles Taylor.
Kenema Crime Base
This witness will testify to being captured in
Makeni and taken to Kono and later Tongo
with five other boys and carrying loads along
the way. The witness will testify to being
forced to mine diamonds in Tongo at Cyborg
pit, where he received food morning and
afternoon but no pay. The witness will give
evidence on forced mining by rebels of
civilian population, including killings of
civilians who did not obey rebel instruction,
all within the knowledge and presence of
senior rebel commanders. The witness will
give evidence of small boys guarding the
Cyborg Pit who also killed civilians mining in
the pit.
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PSEUDONYM
PN TFI- 309

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7 Feb
2004 GBAO: 7
Feb 2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA: 7 Feb
2004
KANU: 7Feb
2004

COUNTS
1,4,5,9

TIME
60 Minutes

SUMMARY
Bombali Crime Base
The witness will testify that he was captured
by the RUF in Makeni in 1997 when he was
13 years old. He was taken to Kono and
after 3 months to Kailahun. When he was
taken from Makeni to Kono, houses were
burnt, people were killed and new people
were
captured.
Superman was
the
commander. From Kono the witness went to
fight in Sewafe and Kuyor. In these two
attacks civilians were killed. Superman was
present during both battles. The RUF was
fighting against ECOMOG and Kamajors.
Whilst in Kono the witness was taken to
Buedu on the order of CO. Issa. Co. Issa
was the big man over Superman. In Buedu
the witness was trained to fight and was
turned into a rebel. There were 40 small
boys in the witness's group. After training
the boys were divided into 3 groups. His
group went to Nyeyama, Kailahun district.
The witness met CO Issa first time in
Makeni. The witness met him again in Kono.
He was the man in charge and giving
orders, including to attack locations. He
gave the order during the morning parade.
The witness met him again in Kailahun. In
Buedu the witness saw Issah killing a doctor
who had stole medicine. He shot the doctor.
The witness heard the conversation and saw
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI- 110

DISCLOSED

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON:26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRlMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS

6,7,8,11,12

TIME

SUMMARY
Issa shoot the doctor in the chest. The
witness saw the doctor fall down. When
ECOMOG came to Kailahun the witness
escaped to Magburaka and disarmed.

180 minutes

Kailahun Crime Base
This witness will testify to abductions and
training of abductees (including children who
remained with the RUF after the junta) at a
camp where Issa Sesay was the training
commander, in 1992. The witness headed a
group of children and stayed in Kailahun
heading training of children. The witness
will testify to abductions of children from
Kono, and of Mosquito going to Liberia to
fight with forced recruits from Sierra Leone.
The witness participated in attacks on Kono
and Makeni prior to the Freetown invasion.
The witness was part of the "reinforcement
force" based at Makeni for troops invading
Freetown. The Kono and Makeni attacks
were under the command of Col Issa.
Superman was his deputy. The witness will
testify to a meeting headed by Bockarie that
made Sesay the "responsible commander all
the way to Freetown", and that 400- 500
troops gathered of both RUF and junta.
Bockarie said that they should "all fight as
one". The witness has evidence on Sesay
ordering abductions of civilians for
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PSEUDONYM

DISCLOSED

COUNTS

TIME

PN TFI-057

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

1, 4, 5, 11, 12

45 Minutes

PN TFI-142

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003

1, 2, 3 ,4, 5, 11, 60 minutes
12,13

SUMMARY
manpower, including 5 trucks of captives.
The witness will testify that many girls and
women were forced to be rebel wives, and
to rapes by RUF commanders. The witness
identifies many mid-level RUF commanders
operating in the Kailahun-Kono areas.

Bombali Crime Base
This witness will testify to abductions near
Karina, where there were lots of soldiers
dressed in full combat uniform. The witness
was with soldiers for 4 years. He saw a man
killed at Saramudia. The witness was taken
to Kurobola along with soldiers. The witness
saw the training of many small boys. The
RUF/AFRC were present at Kurobola. The
witness used for domestic work by a rebel
and also went to the front line with him and
carried his gun. The witness participated in
various attacks, such as Port Loko. The
witness will give evidence that the
AFRC/RUF were led by Superman and SAJ
Musa. The witness fought with the group
led by Bazzy, 55 and Gullit on the advance
to Freetown.
Koinadugu Crime Base
This witness will testify to an attack on
Helma Kono village in 1998 during the dry
season by Savage and a group of rebels.
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI-223

DISCLOSED
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRlMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

SESAY: 14 Nov
2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19 Nov
2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS

11, 12

TIME

45 minutes

SUMMARY
The attack included firing all over the place,
the burning of three houses, the looting of
everything in town (wearing, pots, dishes,
bush rice, goats, fowl), and the capture of
three children by rebels. The witness will
give evidence on how after this attack on
Helma Kana, the rebels based themselves
in one section of the town, "Kasumpe", that
there were child soldiers in the group,
between ages 5 and 10 yrs with heavy guns
that were being dragged in the ground; and
that there were abducted women in the
group, including young girls. The witness
heard that members of his family were killed
by rebels in Kamathente. The witness
travelled to this village and buried their
bodies.
Bombali and Freetown Crime Bases
This witness will testify to being abducted in
Makeni after the 1997 Coup, and being
forced to carry a bag of rice for rebels after
they threatened to kill him if he returned to
his family. The witness was with rebels for
17 days, during which time he and three
other boys washed dishes, cleaned rice and
did laundry, as the group went to Kabala.
The witness escaped from Kabala back to
Makeni but was captured one year later by
the same rebels who again threatened him
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI- 026

DISCLOSED

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
with death if he tried to escape. The witness
stayed at a RUF home for one month in
Makeni, and with the
rebels
until
disarmament by UNAMSIL. Whilst captive,
the witness was given military training and
went on a mission attack to Lunsar led by 55
and Superman. The witness saw Gullit in
Makeni.
Freetown Crime Base
The witness was abducted from Peacock
Farms on 6 Jan by the RUF. The RUF killed
the witness's 16 year old girl cousin when
they arrived at the house. The group CO a
Col"Rocky." In Peacock Farms Col Rocky
ordered 20 men, women and children shot
and killed. The witness and three others
escaped, but were recaptured. After their
recapture Rocky ordered them marked
"RUF". The witness was taken from Peacock
Farms to Cabala and saw many people
killed and some amputated. The witness
was abducted and raped and taken to
Makeni for 4 months. The witness saw
Bockarie and Sesay there. The witness was
taken to Kailahun where Bockarie was in
charge.
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PSEUDONYM
PN TFI-328

PN TFI- 251

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003
SESAY: 14 Nov
2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19 Nov
2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS
3, 4, 5, 11, 12,
13

3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
10,11,12,13

TIME

SUMMARY
Bombali Crime Base
This witness will testify to being abducted in
1993, with other boys and girls. The witness
will give evidence of the use of child soldiers
and the provision of military training for child
soldiers, including giving drugs to children
and threats made to them. The witness will
give evidence on attacks in the Bombali
District, including the looting of civilian
properties, killings, the burning of civilian
houses, and the abductions of civilians.
Bombali Crime Base
This witness will testify to being captured
and taken to Makeni under a commander
who was under Morris Kallon. The witness
will testify that he saw Morris Kallon giving
orders to one commander who reported to
him. The witness was part of food-finding
missions where villagers had to give food
because rebels were armed. The witness
attended a meeting where Superman
addressed the group where Kallon was also
in attendance. The witness will testify to the
command of Kallon as rebels were fighting
in Rogberi against ECOMOG. The witness
will testify to specific troop movements and
command structure en route and during
Freetown invasion. The witness was told at
Makeni that Superman had sent a message
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI-140

DISCLOSED

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS

TIME

1,7,8,9,11,12 160 minutes
and 13

SUMMARY
to Issa Sesay asking him to make contact
with Sam Bockarie. The witness will testify
to mass abductions of civilians during
Freetown invasion used to carry loads. The
witness was told that this was done by
Kallon. The witness saw dead bodies when
the group left Makeni, looting of vehicles by
Base Marine, and burning of houses in
Freetown. The witness will testify that the
RUF commanders during January 6
Freetown invasion were Superman, Rambo,
Komba Gbundema, Bai Bureh, Col. Snake,
Morris Kallon, Augustine Gbao and CO Kai.
The witness states that there were AFRC
members but does not know their names.
The witness will also testify about the attack
on the UNAMSIL Malian contingent.
Koinadugu Crime Base
This witness will testify to being captured by
Savage in Tombodu at the end of the 1998
dry season. The group was mixed RUF,
soldiers and Liberians. The witness was
held with men, women and children, who
had to do forced labour (cooking, washing,
carrying loads, food finding). Some women
captives became wives of the commanders.
There were also child soldiers as young as
14 among the rebels. During captivity, the
witness saw Savage, Brigadier Mani and
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI-141

DISCLOSED

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KAND: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
other commanders leave and go to "clear
Makeni" with many civilians. The witness will
give evidence of how children up to 15 years
old were given military training in Kamabai.
The witness will testify how Savage and
Mani moved to Kabala. The witness heard
communications between Savage and SAJ
Musa, who told him that he was going to
Freetown. Savage did not go to Freetown,
but went to Makeni. The witness stayed in
Makeni during Kabala attacks, where he did
work along with women and carried loads for
the commanders.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8,9,19,11,12,
13

180 minutes

Kailahun Crime Base
This witness will testify to being an abductee
of RUF rebels. He will provide evidence of
Sam Bockarie having radio communications
with Charles Taylor and Taylor ordering
Bockarie to attack a village in Sierra Leone
in the Kailahun district at some point in 1997
or 1998. The witness will testify that in 1998
or 1999 Sam Bockarie traveled to Liberia to
obtain arms and returned with those arms to
Buedu in the Kailahun district of Sierra
Leone. The witness will provide evidence
that Charles Taylor visited Buedu in the
Kailahun district of Sierra Leone on two
occasions between 1997 and 1999; and that
on the second of these visits, which
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI- 013

DISCLOSED

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON:26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12,
13

TIME

60 Minutes

SUMMARY
occurred after the July 1999 Lome Peace
Accord, Charles Taylor said that Sam
Bockarie should continue the revolution and
that he would continue to support the
revolution. The witness has indirect
knowledge that on this same visit Sam
Bockarie gave Charles Taylor an unknown
quantity of diamonds. The witness has
direct knowledge that two or three days after
this visit, Sam Bockarie went to Liberia and
returned with weapons to Buedu in the
Kailahun district of Sierra Leone.

Kana Crime Base
This witness will testify that in
September/October 1998 a large group of
AFRC/RUF men together with Johnny Paul
Koroma (JPK), Morris Kallon and Issa Sesay
entered Tombudu Town. Also present were
CO 55 and CO Augustine Gbao, who had
arrived the day before. The witness will give
evidence to how the civilian populace were
forcibly summoned to attend a meeting; four
men and two women who attempted to run
were arrested and killed right in front of the
crowd by the armed men. The witness will
testify to Johnny Paul Koroma ordering the
killing and burning of Tombudu and of
people being burnt to death; that civilian
belongings were looted and more than 100
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PSEUDONYM

DISCLOSED

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
civilians forced to carry them away for
rebels. The witness escaped but was later
captured again by rebels, whereupon the
witness was forced to mine diamonds for the
rebels. The witness will testify as to how
mining operations continued day and night
under gun point. The witness was only given
gari to eat.

PN TFI-157

SESAY: 11
August 2003
KALLON: 11
August 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 22 Sept
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1, 3, 4, 5, 11,
13

60 Minutes

Bombali Crime Base
This witness will testify that he was captured
with others from Bornoya by SLA and RUF
and taken to Rosas. The witness says that
at Rosas 64 other small boys were trained in
weaponry and military tactics. They were
later met by commanders (including Brig.
Mani, Col Kloyo, Brig. 55, SAJ MUSA,
Adama Cut Hand) in Mamamah Village and
prepared to proceed to Freetown. The
witness will provide evidence of how rebels
killed and looted in villages they passed
through. The witness participated in the
attack on Freetown. The witness will testify
that Gullit and 55 were part of the group that
planned the attack on Freetown.

PN TFI-158

SESAY: 11
August 2003
KALLON:11
August 2003

1, 4, 5, 11, 12

60 Minutes

Bombali crime base
This witness will testify to capture in
Bornoya, where the witness saw rebels
burning houses and killing people. The
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI- 020

DISCLOSED
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 22 Sept
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003

COUNTS

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8,9,10,11,12,

13

TIME

I

SUMMARY
witness was forcibly moved with the group to
Karina, which was attacked by the soldiers.
The witness will testify to hearing about
killings in Karina, and subsequent
movement with the group from Karina
through to Lunsar. The witness stayed in
Lunsar before moving to Makeni. At Rosos,
the witness saw many young children.
These children, including the witness,
received military training at Rosos. The
witness heard that 55 ordered military
training for the children. The witness and
other boys were also used for food-finding
missions. The witness will give evidence on
how captured civilians were forced to carry
loads of food; how Gullit used to go on foodfinding missions; and that food was brought
back from these missions and stored in 55's
office. The witness will testify to many of the
men in Rosos with "wives" who were mostly
women that had been captured. The witness
will testify that Gullit and 55 were the
commanders in Rosos; and that soldiers
asked 55 for permission to go on foodfinding missions.

180 minutes I Kono, Bombali and Freetown Crime
bases
This witness will testify that RUF/AFRC
forces attacked Koidu in early 1998, where
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PSEUDONYM

DISCLOSED
GBAO: 14

I

COUNTS

TIME

October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003

KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

PN TFI- 225

SESAY: 14 Nov
2003

KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003

BRIMA: 19 Nov
2003

13,4,5,11,12

30 minutes

SUMMARY
JPK ordered the killings of his parents. The
witness will also testify to rapes, killings, and
amputations of civilians by AFRC/RUF
forces during the Koidu attack, and that JPK
ordered his men not to kill young boys in
order to use them as fighters. The witness
saw at least 100 children (9-14 years, boys
and girls) abducted to Kabala, where he saw
over 200 children being given military
training. The witness saw young children
used for chores. Brima's group had children
of 14 and 15 years. The witness will testify
to troop movements from Northern Districts
south to the Western Area on the advance
to Freetown in January 1999, which included
child combatants under command of SAJ
Musa, 55 and 05. The witness states that
the AFRC/RUF looted civilian property,
amputated, did mass killings, and abducted
many civilians, including women who were
raped and held as "bush wives".
This witness will testify to his abduction at
age 10 (likely in 1996). He was later trained
at Koribundo under Monica, where he saw
300 trained, 100 of which were witness's
age or younger. The witness will testify to
staying there for one year. The witness
says if trainees refused to cooperate, they
were buried in a hole and that if a trainee did
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PSEUDONYM

TIME

SUMMARY
not shoot in a straight line, he would get
shot. The witness states that Monica killed
the boys. Boys were killed if they couldn't
follow the training.

DISCLOSED
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS

PN TFI- 199

SESAY: 14 Nov
2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19 Nov
2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 11, 12, 13

60 Minutes

Bombali and Koinadugu Crime Bases
This witness will testify that in June 1998 he
was abducted at age 10 with other children.
He saw his parents and uncle killed. The
witness will testify to killings, beatings,
amputations, rapes and abductions by
rebels on way to Kabala. The witness will
give evidence on the military training of
children and the use of children in attacks on
villages to get food, and the subsequent
killings of civilians. The witness will give
evidence on the captured ECOMOG troops
being lined up and shot; as well as rebels
burning villages. The witness saw girls aged
13 or14 raped in public, sometimes by
Commanders themselves, and of
commission of amputations and looting by
rebels. The witness tried to escape, but was
captured, beaten and flogged with
machetes. At Gberi Junction, the witness
saw UN vehicles driven by RUF soldiers,
who were wearing UN caps.

PN TFI-117

SESAY: 2 June
2003

1 4, 5, 6, 8, 11,
12

120 minutes

Freetown Crime Base
This witness will testify that he was
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PSEUDONYM

PN TFI-131

DISCLOSED
KALLON:26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003

COUNTS

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7,8,9,10,11,
12,13

TIME

SUMMARY
abducted at age 10 when RUF attacked
Tongo after which he received military
training. The witness will testify to being
taken to Liberia to fight and was there for 6
months. Sam Bockarie (Mosquito) was there
with them. The witness fled from Liberia to
Kailahun, and joined in attacks by RUF on
villages. He saw rapes and the burning of
houses. The witness saw Augustine Gbao
give an order to capture a woman, cut her
open and take her liver. The liver was later
buried. During the attack on Kulahun
Village, the witness saw Gbao give an order
to shoot civilians at random because of SLA
attack. After the 1997 coup, the witness
moved from Kailahun to Makeni. Later he
was taken to Freetown with orders to loot.
He was in Freetown for 1 week. On way to
Makeni the witness was told by one of the
commanders that the AFRC was unable to
pay soldiers and that they should pay
themselves. The witness saw many soldiers
looting in Makeni.

150 minutes

Koinadugu, Bombali and Freetown crime
bases
This witness will testify to abductions in July
1998 by rebels in Katombo II village.
Witness (12 yrs at time) and other captives
travelled with RUF/AFRC. On their way, the
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PSEUDONYM

DISCLOSED
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
abductees were forced to carry loads and
weapons. Rebels used razors and printed
AFRC on chest. They travelled with
Northern Jungle under 05 and Cuthand to
Freetown invasion. The witness saw killings
of civilians, rapes, amputations, looting,
burning, abductions throughout to the
advance to Freetown. After amputations,
civilians were told to go to Kabbah and to
blame him for what happened. The witness
will testify to presence of 50 captives once in
Koinadugu. The witness will testify to
captives being sent on food finding
missions. The witness will give evidence on
presence of Superman, SAJ, 05 in
Koinadugu, and of 55 during
Kambia/Bombali operations. The witness
will give evidence on death of SAJ Musa,
and amputations in Freetown invasion under
Cuthand, witness states who was under 05.
the witness saw military training of children.
He saw Brigadier Bazzy in Koinadugu, and
saw civilians under the command of 55. The
witness will give evidence on rebel invasion
of Freetown, including meeting RUF who
were led by Superman who had come to
reinforce AFRC. The witness has evidence
on 55, Bazzy and Gullit were all with SAJ
Musa during movement to Freetown. The
witness will testify to rebel use of extensive
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PN TFI-130

PN TF1-357

DISCLOSED

COUNTS

TIME

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA: 6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

3,4,5,9, 10,
11,12,13

120 minutes

To be disclosed

1,2, 3,4, 5, 6,
7,8,9,10,11,
12, 13

90 minutes

I

SUMMARY
radio communication systems, and to seeing
many captured women being taken as
"wives" by the AFRC/RUF.

I Bombali Crime base
This witness will testify to abductions of 50
children (mostly girls and 14 or younger) in
1998 during attack on Kamakwie. Just
before his 15th birthday, the witness given
training and forced to fight and kill civilians
who refused or could not carry loads. The
witness will testify that Morris Kallon radioed
Taylor requesting troops to start mining in
Kono, and that Charles Taylor sent many
troops. The witness will testify to rapes,
abduction of women and the use of these
women in domestic labours. The witness
will give evidence that Issa Sesay and
Morris Kallon were at the camp in Kamalu
and on the chain of command. The witness
given drugs.
The witness saw civilians
beaten and killed by other small boy
combatants.

I This witness will testify that he was
abducted from the bush near Njaima Sweafe
Town. The villagers were forced to hand
over foodstuffs at gun point. He was taken to
Koidu Town, Tombodu Town and Koinadugu
Town. Along with another 34 children he
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SUMMARY
was given training in weapons. He saw SAJ
Musa and 55 in Koinadugu. The witness
was attached to a Small Boys Unit and
participated in the attack on Kabala and
Makeni. When child combatants were
disarmed he was handed over to CARITAS
in Makeni. The witness will say that prior to
attacks they SBUs received instructions to
loot food, clothes and other valuable items.
These were handed to their immediate
commanders after the attack. The witness
also received orders to abduct adults and
young boys. The witness saw rebels commit
rapes and commanders take women as
bush wives. The witness also saw the
amputation of limbs in Koidu Town and
Tombodu town. The witness saw the
burning of houses in Koidu Town.
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PN TFI- 189

PN TFI- 045

DISCLOSED
SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KAND: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS
1,2,6,7,
8,9, 10, 12

TIME
2 hours

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KAND: 26 Nov
2003

1,2,6,7,
8,9,10,
12,14,17

5 hours

SUMMARY

Kailahun Crime Base
This witness will testify to the command structure in
Kailahun District, including the position of Issa Sesay; the
mutilation of civilians in Kailahun District; sexual slavery;
abductions, forced labour, military training of abductees,
including children; and vehicle traffic between Liberia and
Buedu, Kailahun District.

Kenema, Kana, Freetown Crime Bases
This witness will testify to the relationship between the RUF
and Charles Taylor and his subordinates; the position of
Special Forces and Vanguards, including Sam Bockarie,
Issa Sesay, Morris Kallon, in the RUF; the AFRC/RUF
alliance; and the command structure within the RUF, AFRC
and AFRC/RUF alliance. The witness will give evidence on
the de facto and de jure authority of senior AFRC/RUF
leaders, including Foday Saybana Sankoh, Johnny Paul
Koroma, Sam Bockarie, Issa Sesay, Morris Kallon, Alex
Tamba Brima, and their activities; and communication
within the AFRC/RUF. The witness will give evidence of
diamond mining operations in Tongo Field and Kono and
the transfer of diamonds to RUF I AFRC commanders, the
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DISCLOSED

COUNTS

PN TFI-151

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

1,2

PN TFI-153

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14

1,2,3,4,
5,6,8,9,
10, 11, 12,
13

TIME

SUMMARY
use of diamonds to sustain AFRC/RUF operations in Sierra
Leone; mutilation of civilians; abductions, use of abductees
for forced labour, sexual slavery, and military training of
abductees; and the use of child soldiers. The witness will
testify to the AFRC/RUF movement toward Freetown and
the attack on Freetown in January 1999. The witness will
give evidence on the attacks on UNAMSIL personnel,
including involvement of Issa Sesay. The witness will
provide evidence about the ammunition supplies for the
RUF and the AFRC/RUF alliance, including supplies from
Liberia.

90 minutes

Kana and Kenema Crime Bases
This witness will testify to the use of diamonds from Kono
and Tongo Field to sustain the AFRC/RUF operations; the
relationship between the RUF, including Foday Saybana
Sankoh and Issa Sesay, Morris Kallon, the AFRC and
Charles Taylor and his subordinates; the command
structure of the RUF, including Foday Sankoh and Issa
Sesay, Morris Kallon; and the supply of arms and
ammunition from outside Sierra Leone, including the
involvement of the AFRC and RUF.

3 hours

Kana, Freetown Crime Bases
This witness will testify to the relationship of senior leaders
within the AFRC and AFRC/RUF alliance, including Foday
Sankoh, Johnny Paul Koroma, Alex Tamba Brima, Morris
Kallon, Issa Sesay; the relationship between the AFRC and
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October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov
2003

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
the RUF; the de facto and de jure authority of AFRC/RUF
leaders including Foday Sankoh, Johnny Paul Koroma,
Mosquito, Alex Tamba Brima, Morris Kallon, Issa Sesay,
and their activities; the movement of the AFRC/RUF
alliance forces toward Freetown; the January 1999 attack
on Freetown; the retreat from Freetown; the direct
command structure for the Freetown attack and retreat,
including Alex Tamba Brima and Morris Kallon; the direct
involvement of Alex Tamba Brima in killings in Freetown in
January 1999; the direct involvement of Alex Tamba Brima
in burning of civilian structures in Freetown in January
1999; communications within the AFRC/RUF alliance;
abductions, including of young children, and training and
use of child soldiers; the rape of civilians; the killing of
civilians; the looting of civilian property; and diamond
mining in Kono District and use of diamonds by the AFRC
and the RUF.

PN TFI- 033

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON:26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,
9, 10, 12,
13,14,17

3 hours

Bombali, Kana, Freetown, Koinadugu Crime Bases
This witness will testify to the relationship between the
AFRC and the RUF; the de facto and de jure authority of
Alex Tamba Brima; the 1998 activities of the Northern
Jungle group, including: attacks against Kono District in
April 1998; attacks against Bombali District in June 1998;
attacks against Kambia District in June 1998; and the
movement toward Freetown and the activities along the
route, including attacks. The witness will also give
evidence on the Northern Jungle involvement in the
January 1999 attacks against Freetown; the command
structure, including Alex Tamba Brima, and organization of
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the Northern Jungle group, communication between the
Northern Jungle group and the RUF, within the AFRC/RUF.
The witness will testify to the killing of civilians; rape and
sexual slavery; mutilations of civilians; abductions of
civilians; burning of civilian structures; and attacks on
UNAMSIL personnel, including direct attacks by
commanders such as Augustine Gbao.

PN TFI-168

SESAY: 11
Aug 2003;
KALLON: 11
Aug 2003;
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
BRIMA: 22
Sept 2003;
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003;
KANU:26Nov
2003;

1,2,3,4,
5,9,10,
11, 12

5 hours

Kenema, Kailahun Crime Bases
This witness will testify that in February 1997, Steve Bio,
Gibril Massaquoi and Foday Sankoh went to Nigeria to
procure arms to continue the war in Sierra Leone and to
topple the government. The witness says that Steve Bio
boasted of contacts with members of the Sierra Leone army
whom he said were ready to join and fight against the
government. The witness will provide evidence on how
during the AFRC regime, Mosquito was based in Kenema;
and that B.S. Massaquoi and others were killed in Kenema
pursuant to Mosquito's orders. The witness will testify that
when the AFRC and the RUF were pushed out of Freetown
in February 1998, they went to Kono where they engaged in
killings and amputations of people. The witness will provide
evidence of visits to Charles Taylor by Mosquito during
1998 and that Mosquito had close links with Charles Taylor.
The witness will give evidence that on December 1997, the
RUF, on orders from Mosquito, detained in Kailahun town
65 civilian men ranging from ages 19 to 70 and from
different parts of Kailahun District, on suspicion of being
Kamajors; and that in February 1998, RUF MPs under the
supervision of their commander, killed 64 of these 65 men
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COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
by the police barracks area in Kailahun and that Augustine
Gbao was the MP commander for the whole of Kailahun
District, but he was not present during the killing of these
men. The witness heard that the order to kill these men
came from Mosquito. The witness will give evidence that
Johnny Paul Koroma was kept under house arrest in
Kailahun by Mosquito. The witness will testify that between
June and November 1998, the RUF conducted military
training of about 200 people, including boys as young as
10, in Bunubu, in Kailahun District, under the command of a
Liberian woman named Col. Monica Pearson. The witness
will testify that the AFRC and RUF attacked Kono around
December 1998, led by Issa Sesay. The witness will testify
that RUF senior commanders, Superman and Gibril
Massaquoi, were not on good terms with Mosquito, and
found it easier to work with the AFRC; and that senior RUF
commanders were part of the troops that attacked
Freetown.
I

PN TFI- 139

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003
BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU: 26 Nov

1,2

5 hours

This witness will testify that during 1990 and 1991, Charles
Taylor planned, organized, trained, directed and otherwise
supported the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) both
financially and logistically, including military training,
physical cash, weapons, ammunitions, food, manpower in
the form of NPFL troops, transportation, strategic tactical
battle-front plan and professional guidance to invade Sierra
Leone from the Liberian borders in Lofa County. The
witness has direct knowledge that Taylor designated
Corporal Foday Sankoh as the leader of the RUF. The
witness will testify that this support continued throughout
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2003

COUNTS

TIME

PN TFI-184

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON:lO
Dec 2003

1,2,3,4,
5,9,10,
11,12,13

6 hours

SUMMARY
the 1990's. The witness will give evidence that in early 1991
Taylor planned to gain access to the rich diamond fields
and mines of Eastern Sierra Leone in the Kono District so
that the RUF could mine the diamonds and gold in that
region. The witness will provide evidence that Charles
Taylor issued certain operational orders and was in
frequent communications to Sankoh, Sam Bockarie and
other RUF leaders and junta leaders either directly or
through his aide, Benjamin Yeaton; this included
encouraging the AFRC and the RUF to work together. The
witness will testify that Johnny Paul Koroma agreed to
cooperate with the RUF and requested a commitment for
future arms should the AFRC be attacked by foreign
powers. The witness will testify that Charles Taylor met
with and gave instructions to Sam Bockarie in February or
March of 1998 for the RUF/AFRC forces to protect the
Kono region's diamond fields during the ECOMOG's
intervention, which had resulted in the removal of the AFRC
junta government on or about 15 February 1998. Finally,
the witness will provide evidence on arms and diamonds
transactions during the time period of 1997-1999, including
specific arms and diamonds shipments between Charles
Taylor, Ibrahim Bah and Sam Bockarie in 1997 and 1998,
and that proceeds of diamond shipments would go to
Charles Taylor.

Bombali, Kono, Koinadugu Crime Bases
This witness will testify to coordination between the AFRC
and the RUF leadership following the 1998 intervention,
including meetings, troop movements and attacks
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DISCLOSED
GBAO: 17Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19Nov
2003

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
throughout Kono and Koinadugu districts.
The witness describes in-fighting between AFRC and RUF
troops in the North, and activities of northern troops. The
witness will testify to the sacrifice of two young children by
Alex Tamba Brima at Rosos by burying them alive, and
evidence of Alex Tamba Brima launching "Operation
Fearful the Area"; and of Alex Tamba Brima ordering the
amputations of civilians, that dead bodies be placed on the
road, and ordering the burning of villages. The witness will
give evidence of wide-scale abductions of civilian men,
women and children, and the provision of military training at
a camp at Rosos. The witness will testify that other
commanders with Alex Tamba Brima included Ibrahim
Bazzy Kamara, Santigue Kanu and George Johnson (aka
"Junior Lion"). The witness will testify to the advance of
forces to invade Freetown, including the killing of civilians,
amputations, abductions, burning of houses. The witness
will give evidence of command structure of the group
invading Freetown, which included Alex Tamba Brima,
Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara and Santigue Kanu. The witness
will provide evidence of the coordination and
communications between Alex Tamba Brima, Ibrahim
Bazzy Kamara and Bockarie prior to the invasion.
The witness will testify to events during the Freetown
invasion, including how Alex Tamba Brima ordered killing
and the burning of houses in the State house area after
losing it to ECOMOG and how witness heard that Alex
Tamba Brima ordered the burning of CID headquarters; and
that Alex Tamba Brima ordered amputations of civilians
because they had pointed out the rebel positions to
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COUNTS

PN TFI- 325

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KAND: 7 Feb
2004

1,2

TIME

6 hours

SUMMARY
ECOMOG. The witness will also testify to activities of
Santigue Kanu and Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara as they led
troops during the Freetown invasion.
The witness will give evidence about the retreat from
Freetown, including wide-spread abductions of civilians,
and the meeting of troops with the RUF stationed at
Waterloo. The witness will testify that the RUF could not
get past Waterloo but some RUF did manage to. The
witness will give evidence of how the RUF and SLA
remained at Waterloo for one week, and that they later
moved to Newton, during which time they attacked
Guineans and captured a large quantity of weapons.
This witness will testify to the 1991 training of the RUF in
Liberia and an early attack on Sierra Leone by Charles
Taylor, including the provision of arms and ammunitions
from Taylor, Yeaten, and others to Sankoh. The witness
will provide evidence that throughout the war, instructions
were given from Taylor through to Bockarie, concerning the
transfer diamonds in return for arms and ammunitions.
The witness will give evidence of the governing body during
junta regime, including the senior AFRC and RUF
command, which included Issa Sesay and Morris Kallon.
The witness will testify to much burning by SLA's and
combatants in Kono in early March 1998, which was
condemned by Issa Sesay.
The witness will give evidence of the planning and
organization of Kono attacks in late 1998 and that the
commanding officer of the attack was Issa Sesay with
Morris Kallon as his Deputy, under instruction from Sam
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Bockarie.
The witness will testify to the announcement of Operation
Spare No Soul, by Sam Bockarie. The witness will also
give evidence of mining operations in Kono. The witness
will testify to having heard of the detention and execution of
Kamajors in Kailahun. The witness states that Sesay said
the RUF should release them, however, Bockarie returned
and they were killed. The witness states that Sesay was
not in favour of what Bockarie did.
The witness will give evidence of Charles Taylor's support
to the RUF throughout the war, including details of a heavy
arms shipment in November/December 1998.
The witness will give evidence of a meeting in 1998 called
by Sam Bockarie of RUF Vanguards, with Morris Kallon and
AFRC present, at which time "Operation Spare No Soul"
was announced by Bockarie on the BBC.
The witness will testify that the Freetown attack was not
planned by the RUF, that the RUF stopped at Rogberi and
that Sesay went as far as two miles from Waterloo. The
witness will testify that Alex Tamba Brima and Santigue
Kanu led the Freetown invasion.

PN TFI-276

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004

1,11,14,
17

4 hours

Bambali, Kana Crime Bases
This witness will testify that Charles Taylor provided
assistance, arms, medicine and personnel to the RUF. The
itness will give evidence on the arms and diamond
transactions and shipments through Charles Taylor and
Bockarie from Liberia. The witness will provide evidence
about the RUF chain of command, and that the RUF in
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KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb
2004

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
command included Issa Sesay and Morris Kallon. The
witness will testify that Small Boys Units, including boys of
10 - 12 years, were used in the Kono attacks led by Sesay
and Kallon.
The witness will give evidence that J.P. Koroma
communicated with the AFRC and RUF commanders,
Musa and Superman, to work together on the Freetown
invasion; and that Bockarie also discussed with AFRC and
RUF commanders about resolving differences to work
together for the Freetown invasion.
The witness will testify that Kallon and Gbao decided to
attack UN peacekeepers in Magburaka, and that Sesay
gave orders to Kallon to mobilize men to attack Kenyans in
Magburaka and brought ammunition for the fight in
Magburaka. The witness will also testify that Sesay gave
instructions for the care of abducted peacekeepers, and
that Sesay did not want to release peacekeepers being kept
in Kono.
The witness will give evidence on mining organized by Issa
Sesay in 1999 in Kono, where civilians were forced to mine
and were given soap and food.

PN TFI-275

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 6 Feb
2004

1,11,12

4 hours

Bombali, Freetown Crime Bases
This witness will testify to the joining of the AFRC and RUF
immediately following the junta coup, including
communications between senior leaders. The witness will
give evidence on the command structure of the AFRC and
RUF, including radio communications between the two
groups, and of in-fighting and subsequent re-coordination
durinQ 1998. The witness will provide evidence of an attack
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KAMARA: 7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7Feb
2004

COUNTS
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by AFRC and RUF troops on Makeni in December 1998 on
instructions from Bockarie; and on request for
reinforcement from Alex Tamba Brima from SAJ Musa, who
was working with RUF commander in Koinadugu. The
witness will testify that he heard that Alex Tamba Brima and
Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara commanded the group that invaded
Freetown. The witness will also testify that Morris Kallon
had children who used to "take care of him"; and that
Sesay, Kallon and Gbao had women. The witness will
testify that punishment was given for looting, including
demotions.

PN TFI-167

SESAY: 11
Aug 2003;
KALLON:ll
Aug 2003;
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
BRIMA: 22
Sept 2003;
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003;
KANU:26Nov
2003;

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,
9,10,11,
12,13

8 hours

Bombali, Kono, Koinadugu, Freetown, Port Loko Crime
Bases
This witness will testify to AFRC/RUF killings, sexual
violence, looting and burning, abduction and forced labour,
and the use of child soldiers throughout 1997 to 1999
throughout Sierra Leone.
The witness will testify to the governing structure of the
AFRC junta, including top AFRC/RUF commanders. The
witness will provide evidence as to the command structure
during AFRC/RUF operations in 1998, including the
command authority of Issa Sesay, Alex Tamba Brima,
Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara and Morris Kallon.
The witness will testify to the AFRC involvement in the
planning of mining operation in Kono during the Junta. The
witness will give evidence about a joint command structure
in Kono in early 1998, involving Issa Sesay, Brima, Kallon
and Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara. The witness will provide
evidence on the participation of Sesay in the planninQ and
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implementation of mining in Kono immediately after the
intervention. The witness will give evidence of the
distribution of arms and ammunition between the AFRC and
RUF.
The witness will give evidence on the command
responsibility of Issa Sesay and of his reporting to Bockarie;
of the command structure during the attack by Alex Tamba
Brima's group on Karina; and of J.P. Koroma's position of
authority until his arrival in Kailahun in 1998. The witness
will give evidence about mining operations in the Kono
area, including the transfer of diamond through Bockarie to
Taylor in Liberia in return for arms and ammunition.
The witness will testify to the movement and attacks by two
main groups of troops in the North, including during the
1998 advance to Freetown; give evidence of the command
responsibility of Brima and Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara; and of
communications and coordination between these two
individuals with Bockarie prior to and following the Freetown
invasion.
The witness will give evidence of orders from Alex Tamba
Brima of amputations and the implementation of "Operation
No Living Thing" during the Freetown invasion.

PN TFI- 138

SESAY: 2 June
2003
KALLON: 26
May 2003
GBAO: 14
October 2003

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,
9, 10, 12,
13

5 hours

Kono Crime Base
This witness will testify to being captured in 1997 by SLA
rebels along with many civilians. The witness will provide
evidence as to large scale killings, abduction of civilians,
forced labour, raping (including insertion of foreign objects)
looting, physical violence, property destruction by burning,
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BRIMA: 3 June
2003
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003
KANU:26Nov
2003
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SUMMARY
including during Operation Pay Yourself after February
1998. The witness also saw Commanders including
Savage, Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara and Alex Tamba Brima
killing civilians. The witness saw Alex Tamba Brima kill a
young girl and boy by throwing them into a well in Kono.
The witness saw 6 girls raped by rebels on veranda in
Dankawalli during Operation Born Naked, which
commanders witnessed but did not punish the perpetrators.
The witness will testify that Morris Kallon witnessed the
killing of civilians by other rebels; and that he was the
overall commander in Pendembu. The witness saw 4 girls
killed in Kono by Savage, who placed sticks up their
vaginas once they were killed. The witness saw a big
meeting between rebels in Kailahun. SAJ Musa, Brigadier
Mani, Alex Tamba Brima and others participated in this
meeting. The witness was herself raped many times and
forced to marry a rebel. She will provide evidence that only
female combatants could refuse sex and that civilian
women were killed if they refused. She further states that
female abductees were forced to marry rebels. Children
were given military training. The witness will provide
evidence of Charles Taylor at training bases in Liberia, and
of the presence of Augustine Gbao with the rebels.

PN TFI- 036

SESAY: 2 June
2003; 11 March
2004; 18 March
2004
KALLON: 26
May 2003; 11

1,2,4,5,

2 hours

Kenema Crime Base
This witness will testify to the abduction and training of
civilians by the RUF in 1991. The witness will provide
evidence of the joining of the AFRC and RUF forces during
the junta time between senior AFRC and RUF leaders. The
witness will provide evidence of arrests, detention, and
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March 2004; 18
March 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
11 March 2004;
18 March 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 11 March
2004; 18 March
2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 11
March 2004; 18
March 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 11 March
2004; 18 March
2004

COUNTS

TIME

PN TFI- 274

SESAY: 7 Feb
2004
KALLON: 7
Feb 2004
GBAO: 7 Feb
2004
BRlMA: 6 Feb
2004
KAMARA:7
Feb 2004
KANU: 7 Feb

1,3,4,5,
12,13,14,
17

4 hours

SUMMARY
killings of prominent citizens in Kenema, including B. S.
Massaquoi. The witness will provide evidence of trips by
Bockarie during 1998 and 1999 to Liberia and his return
with ammunition on commercial trucks. The witness will
testify to chain of command within the RUF.

Kenema, Kana, Freetown Crime Bases
This witness will testify as to the organization of abductions,
looting of food, and the surrender of diamonds to RUF
command, including Foday Sankoh. The itness will give
evidence on mining at Tongo Field, where civilians were
forced to mine, and fired upon indiscriminately. The
witness will testify that people were mining in Tongo for
Bockarie or Santigue Kanu. The witness will give evidence
on radio communications amongst RUF commanders,
including Issa Sesay and Morris Kallon. The witness will
testify to the planning of the Kono attack in December 1998
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by the RUF command, including Issa Sesay and Morris
Kallon, of communications between RUF and AFRC
regarding reinforcement for the attack on Freetown, and of
a dispatch of RUF to Freetown. The witness will give
evidence of Bockarie disobeying instructions of Sankoh and
of Issa Sesay attempting to arrest Bockarie on Sankoh's
request. The witness will give evidence of hearing from
Kallon and Gbao that the UN had forcibly arrested RUF;
and that on Issa Sesay's instructions, peacekeepers in
Kailahun were arrested. The witness will testify that later
Sesay released the peacekeepers in Liberia.

PN TFI- 187

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON:lO
Dec 2003
GBAD: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1,3,4,5,
6,7,8,12,
13,14,17

5 hours

Bambali, Kana Crime Bases
This witness will testify as to the command structure,
reporting and decision making within the RUF, including
positions of Issa Sesay and Morris Kallon. The witness will
testify to the decision making and command structures
between the AFRC and RUF during and after the junta
time. The witness will give evidence on the coordination
between the AFRC and RUF, including meetings,
communications and instances of working together, such as
joint attacks throughout 1997 and 1998 and during the
attacks on UN peacekeepers. The witness will testify to
communications between Mosquito and Taylor, who gave
instructions to Mosquito. The witness will testify that in
1997 and 1998, Morris Kallon was based in Bo, where the
RUF were working with the SLA. The witness will testify to
looting, sexual violence and killings during junta time, which
were brought to the attention of Issa Sesay and other senior
commanders. The witness will testify that relations
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PSEUDONYM

DISCLOSED

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
between the AFRC and RUF were not cordial in March
1998; and thatfollowing the 1998 retreat, J.P. Koroma was
not given power as Bockarie discovered that he wanted to
escape to Liberia with foreign currency and diamonds. The
witness will testify that some RUF were given strict
instructions against looting, harassment and intimidation.
The witness will testify as to diamond mining in Kono,
where diamonds were given to Issa Sesay, who delivered
them to Bockarie; and of the RUF command in charge of
diamond mining.

PN TFI- 210

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON: 10
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

1,2,3,4,
5, 12, 14,
17

4 hours

Kailahun Crime Base
This witness will testify to operating under Augustine Gbao,
who was the commander of the RUF Internal Defence Unit
in Kailahun from 1998 to 2000. The witness will give
evidence on the attacks and abductions of UN
peacekeepers, including how Issa Sesay passed
instructions to arrest and hold the UN peacekeepers in
Kailahun and how Gbao read a charge sheet to the
abducted peacekeepers justifying the rebel actions. The
witness will also testify to the planning of the December
1998 offensive, including a prior weapons shipment.
The witness will give evidence of forced labour on farms in
Kailahun, and the killing of 20 "Kamajors" by Bockarie in
Kailahun while Gbao was present and in command of the
area.

PN TFI-182

SESAY: 14
Nov 2003
KALLON:lO

1,3,4,5,
9, 10, 12,
13

6 hours

Koinadugu, Bombali, Freetown Crime Bases
The witness will testify to the command structure during
junta period and to a shipment of arms from Liberia. The
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DISCLOSED
Dec 2003
GBAO: 17 Dec
2003
BRIMA: 19
Nov 2003
KAMARA: 18
Nov 2003
KANU: 19 Nov
2003

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
witness will testify that during junta period, Alex Tamba
Brima oversaw mining operations in Kono. The witness will
provide evidence on compliance with "Operation Pay
Yourself'. The witness will testify to a meeting in Masiaka
of senior AFRC/RUF commanders following the retreat from
Freetown to discuss movements and operations, and a later
similar meeting in Makeni. The witness describes troop
movement from Makeni through Kabala to Kurubonla,
where witness remained with troops of SAJ Musa. The
witness describes in-fighting between the RUF and SLA in
Kurubonla, and the later joining of SAJ Musa's group with
Alex Tamba Brima, who was based at Rosos. The witness
will testify to the command structure at Rosos, which
included Alex Tamba Brima, Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara,
Santigue Kanu and George Johnson (aka "Junior Lion").
The witness describes hearing of a sacrifice of 7 young
abducted girls by Alex Tamba Brima and of a later sacrifice
of 2 young girls by Alex Tamba Brima - on both occasions
by burying them alive in October 1998 prior to the joining of
SAJ Musa's group with that of Alex Tamba Brima.
The witness will give evidence of troop movement on the
advance to Freetown and of the commanders, including
Alex Tamba Brima, Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara, Santigue Kanu
and George Johnson (aka "Jr. Lion"). The witness will give
evidence on the death of SAJ Musa at Benguima. The
witness will testify that during the Freetown invasion there
was widespread looting, amputations, both in the presence
of Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara and Santigue Kanu, who did
nothing to stop the atrocities; and of Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara
ordering amputations.
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PN TFI- 334

DISCLOSED
COUNTS
SESAY: 24 Feb 1,2,3,4,
2004
5, 12, 13
KALLON: 24
Feb 2004
GBAO: 24 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 24 Feb
2004
KAMARA:24
Feb 2004
KANU: 24 Feb
2004

TIME
6 hours

SUMMARY
Kana, Freetown Crime Bases
This witness will testify to operating under Alex Tamba
Brima and Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara during 1998 and 1999.
The witness will provide evidence on troop movements,
communications and orders by AFRC/RUF commanders
throughout 1998.
The witness will testify to J.P. Koroma and Issa Sesay
ordering that Kono be burned down and the people of Kono
be killed as they had betrayed them. The witness will testify
about J.P. Koroma ordering Operation Pay Yourself to SLA
and RUF at the commencement of the intervention in 1998;
of the command responsibility of Issa Sesay; of joint
coordination between SLA and RUF operations in Kono,
and of Sesay and Kallon ordering civilian mining.
The witness will give evidence of an arms shipment during
AFRC/RUF operations in Kono. The witness will also testify
that commanding officers of both the RUF and SLA knew of
the activities of Savage in Kono.
The witness will testify about Alex Tamba Brima, Santigue
Kanu and Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara directing an attack on
Karina and other villages, including ordering attacks on
civilians. The witness will provide evidence on regular
communication between Alex Tamba Brima and Bockarie,
and between Alex Tamba Brima and Sesay.
The witness will provide evidence on events during the
Freetown invasion, including an order by Alex Tamba Brima
to go after civilians and of the coordination between troops
in Freetown under Alex Tamba Brima and RUF troops
under the command of Issa Sesay and Morris Kallon.
The witness will testify about the coordination and
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DISCLOSED

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
cooperation between the RUF and the West Side Boys until
October 1999, when the West Side Boys were under the
direction of Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara, including
communications between Ibrahim Bazzy Kamara and
Sesay and Bockarie.

PN TF1-046

SESAY: 2 June
2003; 27 Feb
2004
KALLON:26
May 2003; 27
Feb 2004
GBAO: 14
October 2003;
27 Feb 2004
BRIMA: 3 June
2003; 27 Feb
2004
KAMARA:6
Nov 2003; 27
Feb 2004
KANU: 26 Nov
2003; 27 Feb
2004

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,9,
10,11,12,
13,14,17

12 hours

PN TF1-337

SESAY: 24 Feb

1,2,3,4,

4 hours

This witness will testify as to the relationship between the
RUF and Liberian fighters in Sierra Leone; the relationship
between the RUF and Charles Taylor and his subordinates;
the command structure of the RUF, AFRC and the
AFRC/RUF alliance; the relationship between senior
officers including Sankoh, JP Koroma, Bockarie, Sessay,
Kallon, Brima and Gbao; the positions of the Special forces,
Vanguards and Junior Commandos within the RUF; the de
facto and de jure authority of senior RUF, AFRC and
AFRC/RUF alliance leaders, including Sankoh, JP Koroma,
Bockarie, Sessay, Kallon, Brima and Gbao and the
communications between and activities of the same; the
supply of weapons, ammunition and other material to the
RUF and AFRC/RUF alliance; diamond mining operations
and the use of diamonds to obtain weapons and
ammunition; the advance, attack and retreat from Freetown;
the commanders of the Freetown attack, including Gullit;
the attacks on UNAMSIL peacekeepers in 2000 and the
involvement of Kallon, Sesay and Gbao; the rape and
sexual slavery of civilians; the killing of civilians; the
abduction, forced labour and military training of civilians; the
use of child soldiers; the mutilation of civilians; and the
looting and burning of civilian structures.
This witness will testify that he joined the RUF after beinQ
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PSEUDONYM

DISCLOSED
2004
KALLON: 24
Feb 2004
GBAO: 24 Feb
2004
BRIMA: 24 Feb
2004
KAMARA:24
Feb 2004
KANU: 24 Feb
2004

COUNTS
5,6,7,8,
9,10,11,
12,13,14,
15,16,17

TIME

PN TF1-347

March 31,
2004. To all six
accused.

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,
9, 10, 11,
12,13,14,
15, 16

4 hours

This witness will testify that he was a member of the RUF
and will give evidence about the killing of civilians, rape,
looting and abuductions carried out by RUF. The witness
will also give evidence about the actions of Sesay, Kallon,
Gbao and Gullit throughout the relevant period.

PN TF1-352

To be disclosed

1,2,3,4,
5,

4 hours

This witness will give evidence that in 1998 as a SLA he
joined with the AFRC/RUF near Makeni. Gullit and 55 were
present. He was in Koinaduqu between June and

SUMMARY
abducted from the Pujehun district in April of 1991. He was
trained in military tactics from April to June 1991. He
operated with Augustine Gbao who was the commander or
the RUF Internal Defence Unit, which was responsible for
settling disputes among combatants, from 1996 until the
summer of 2000. The witness was in Kailahun with Gbao,
Sesay and Bockarie after the Intervention through to 2000
and the UN abductions. He states that there were
communications between AFRC and RUF commanders.
The witness gives evidence about the UNAMSIL
abductions. He states that Sesay passed specific
instructions to arrest and to hold UN peacekeepers in
Kailahun. The witness saw Gbao read a charge sheet
against the UN peacekeepers which justified the RUF
actions. The witness also gives evidence about the
planning for the December 1998 offensive, the weapons
shipment preceding the offensive, JPK, forced labour on
farms in Kailahun, and the killing of 20 "Kamajors" by
Bockarie in Kailahun while Gbao was present and in
command of the area.
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DISCLOSED

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
December 1998 and saw Superman, Kallon, Mosquito and
Sesay present. He was present at a meeting in December
1998 at which the Makeni offensive was planned. The
witness took part in the Makeni offensive and then the
Freetown offensive as far as Lunsar. The witness was
present with Kallon shot a civilian in Koidu Town and also
when he shot a boy over the alleged stealing of a goat in
another village.

PN TF1-354

To be disclosed

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,
9,10,11,
12,13

4 hours

The witness joined the AFRC in 1997. In June 1997 he
moved from Freetown to Kenema. At this time Sesay was
based in Freetown and would travel to Kenema. In
December 1997 the witness saw 150 Kamajors arrested by
Bockarie in Kailahun. In October 1998 the witness arrived in
Beudu after soldiers had been executed. Bockarie was
present. Bockarie told the witness that he had shot B S
Massaquoi and other civilians. In January / Febraury 1998
Sesay and Mosquito told the witness that it was alleged that
JPK stole diamonds. The witness was told that Sesay raped
JPK's wife. The witness will give evidence about an arms
shipment in November 1998. The witness will also give
evidence about the planning and execution of the Freetown
invasion. The witness will give evidence about diamond
shipments from Sesay to a diamond dealer. The witness
will give evidence about Kallon killing a boy in Buedu over
the stealing of a sheep.

PN TF1-356

To be disclosed

1,2,3,4,
5,11,12

3 hours

This witness will testify that he was captured by the RUF in
1993 when he was 16 years old. He underwent military
training. He then became an instructor at a military camp in
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DISCLOSED

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
Kenema District where both boys and girls were trained.
Young boys and girls aged 9 to 13, who had been
abducted, were kept in the billets of their commanders to
erform domestic work. In 1995 the witness was sent to
Kangari Hills and remained there until the 1997 coup. The
witness was then sent to Hastings under the command of
Superman. After the ECOMOG intervention the witness
was based in Makeni. The witness saw Sesay and Kallon
there in December 1998 when arrests were made. The
witness was tortured on the order of Sesay. The witness will
stated that Sesay was in charge of all diamond activities.
The witness was present in 1999 in Kono when Kallon shot
and killed a 15 year old boy for stealing a sheep. The
witness will say that Sesay, Kallon and Gbao visited training
camps and during Sesay's regime he gave orders for all
activities on the training bases. The witness will say that
Seay, Kallon, Gbao, Bockarie and Gibril Massaquoi had
VHF communication sets and communicated on the daily
activities of the movement.

PN TF1-030

ISSA SESAY:
22 May 2003.
To be disclosed
to other
accused.

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,
9,10,11,
12,13,14,
15,16,17

6 hours

This witness will give evidence as to the structure of the
RUF and the joining of the RUF and AFRC from 1997
onwards. He will give evidence as to the conduct of the
fighting, including many attacks on civilian villages
throughout the territory of Sierra Leone. He will give
evidence as to the role of JPK, Bockarie, Sankoh, Sesay,
Kallon, Gbao, Brima, Kamara and Kanu. The witness will
give evidence about arms and ammunition; looting; the
abduction, killing and raping of civilians; and the attacks on
peacekeepers.
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EXPERT AND OVERVIEW WITNESSES

PSEUDONYM
PN TF1-150

DISCLOSED
To be
disclosed

COUNTS
1,2,3,4,5,6,
7,8,9,1,0,1
1,12,13

TIME
1/2 Day(s)

SUMMARY
This witness is an expert / overview witness who will testify
to as to widespread abuses committed throughout the
territory of Sierra Leone during the crucial crime base
period with particular focus on the Freetown Invasion of
1999, Human Rights violations, use of child soldiers and
relationships between different factions.

PN TFI-272

7 Feb 2004 to
IS, MK, AG,
BK&SK

9, 10

2 Days

This witness is an expert witness and will testify as to the
degree of physical violence, in particular about the
amputations carried out against the civilian population
during the relevant crime base periods.

11

2 Days

This witness is an expert witness and will testify as to the
use of child soldiers by all factions throughout the conflict
and its physical and psychological effect on the child
combatants.

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,
9,10,11,
12, 13
6-8

2 Day

This witness is an military expert who will outline the military
structure of the AFRC and RUF, its various chains of
command and their targeting methods.

2 Days

This witness is an expert on sexual/gender related violence
program monitoring and evaluation. She will testify as to the
degree and extent of sexual violence and gender related

PN TF1-296

6 Feb 2004 to
ATB
To be
disclosed

PN TF1-301

To be
disclosed

PN TF1-332

To be
disclosed
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DISCLOSED

COUNTS

TIME

SUMMARY
crimes committed against the population of Sierra Leone
throughout the conflict.

PN TF1-348

To be
disclosed

75 Mins

This witness will give evidence about the TRC operations
and methodology.

PN TF1-351

To be
disclosed

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,
9, 10, 11,
12,13
1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,
9, 10, 11,
12, 13

75 mins

This witness will give evidence about the investigations of,
evidence gathered and reports written by various NGOs in
Sierra Leone.
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1

Salute Report

Report to the Leader of the Revolution from Brigadier Issa H.
Sesay, Battlefield Commander RUF S/L.

2

Salute Report

Report to the Leader of the Revolution, RUF S/L from Major
General Sam Bockarie.

3

Leadership Memo

Memo to 'The Leader' from 'The Black Revolutionary
Guards'
18 October 1999

4

Nominal Roll of Trained Personnel (RUF/SL)
marked "Restricted"

List of thirty RUFISL conscripts with associated RUFI AFRC
commanders.

5

Diamond Production Records

Stage II Kono Production
02-03-99 to 11-1-2000
Dates, From Whom Received, No. of pieces, Caratage,
Percentage (last column not clear)

6

RUF Mining Units Record Book

Tables of Areas and Diamond Mining Stages

7

Letter

Letter from Mayor P.S. Bienda to Cpl F. Sankoh 16 - 09 - 99

8

Patrick Beinda statement

Statement by Patrick Beinda on 24 September 1999 at the
Presidential Guest House, Monrovia, Liberia about the order
he received to help resolve dispute in RUF in Makeni in
February 1999.
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9

Samual Lamboi statement

Statement to the Sierra Leone police on 7 June 2000
- Outline of radio call signals

10

Letter

Letter from Bobby Dixon to Foday Sankoh
11 Jan 2000

11

Letter

Letter to Foday Sankoh from the Black Guard Commander
No date

12

Letter

Letter from Foday Sankoh to ECOMOG Major General
Kpamber, ECOMOG
27 Dec 99

13

Letter

Letter from "The Operators" (radio) To: "Area Cmdr one
through RUFP toOOs infors the leader" (sic)
28 -04-00

14

Letter

Letter to Foday Sankoh from Michel
28 April 2000

15

Letter

Letter from Foday Sankoh to Mohamed Talabi, Libyan
embassy in Accra, Ghana. 26 June 1996

16

Letter

Letter from Foday Sankoh to Mohamed Talabi, Libyan
embassy in Accra, Ghana. December 1996

17

Radio Log Book #1
9 July 1999 - 15 February 2000
Communication

Radio transmission from SS William to Issa Sesay
5 August 1999
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18

Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Radio Communication from The Lion to SlMan Brig. Mani,
Black Jah & Gaffa
30 April 1999

18

Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Radio Communication from Black Jah to the Lion
1 May 1999

18

Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Radio Communication from
The Lion to Equalizer, Mani, Black Jah & Gaffa 5 May 1999

18

Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Radio Communication from Superman to The Lion
24 May 1999

18

Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Radio Communication from Time Bomb to Smile
21 June 1999

18

Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Radio Communication from SSS to Smile
25 July 1999

18

Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Request from Brigadier Bazie
No date

18

Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Radio Communication from Foday Sankoh (Smile) Brig.
Mani for all commanders
27 July 1999
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Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Radio Communication from Issa Sesay (SSS) to Foday
Sankoh (Smile)
4 August 1999

18

Radio Log Book #2
28 April 1999 - 11 September 1999
Communication

Two Radio Communications from Foday Sankoh (Smile) to
Brig. Bazil (Bazzie)
5 August 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message to Johhny Paul Korma and Foday Sankoh
(Smile) from Col Issac
23 Sep 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message to Sam Bockarie (Concord) from Issa Sesay
(SSS)
14 October 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message to Sam Bockarie (Concord) from Issa Sesay
(SSS)
14 October 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message to Sam Bockarie (Concord) from Issa Sesay
(SSS)
15 October 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message to Foday Sankoh
16 October 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Bishop Beguzzi to Sam Bockarie
17 October 1999
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Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication
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Radio message from Foday Sankoh to Issa Sesay
23 October 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Foday Sankoh to Issa Sesay
28 October 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Issa Sesay to Foday Sankoh.
12 November 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Superman to Foday Sankoh
No date listed

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Issa Sesay to Foday Sankoh
5 December 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from "RUF women" in Kailahun to Foday
Sankoh
7 December 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Sam Bockarie
15 December 1999

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Ibrahim Bah to Foday Sankoh
28 December 1999
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Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Ibrahim Bah to Foday Sankoh
12 January 2000

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message to Issa Sesay
19 March 2000

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Morris KaHon to Issa Sesay
25 March 2000

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Augustine Gbao to Foday Sankoh
18 April 2000

19

Radio Log Book #3
23 September 1999 - 16 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Morris KaHon to Foday Sankoh 23 April
2000

20

Radio Log Book #4
9 April 2000 - 5 May 2000
Communication

Radio message from Issa Sesay
5 May 2000

20

Radio Log Book #4
9 April 2000 - 5 May 2000
Communication

Radio message from Jackson Swarray
14 January 2000

20

Radio Log Book #4
9 April 2000 - 5 May 2000
Communication

Radio message from Makeni to Foday Sankoh
5 May 2000
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Radio Log Book #4
9 April 2000 - 5 May 2000
Communication

Radio message to Issa Sesay and Foday Sankoh
3 May 2000

20

Radio Log Book #4
9 April 2000 - 5 May 2000
Communication

Radio message from Foday Sankoh to Issa Sesay
3 May 2000

20

Radio Log Book #4
9 April 2000 - 5 May 2000
Communication

Radio message from Foday Sankoh to Issa Sesay
4 May 2000

21

Radio Log Book #5
4 April 2000 - 28 April 2000
Communication

Radio communication from Foday Sankoh to All
Commanders
6 April 2000

21

Radio Log Book #5
4 April 2000 - 28 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from Rashid Sandy to Foday Sankoh
20 April 2000

21

Radio Log Book #5
4 April 2000 - 28 April 2000
Communication

Radio message from the Leader
28 April 2000

22

Radio Communications- miscellaneous on paper

Series of radio transmissions between Sam Bockarie, Foday
Sankoh and "Blackguards."
15-16 October 1999

23

United Nations Document

UNOMSIL - Human Rights Assessment Mission to Freetown,
25 January 1999 and 1 to 4 February 1999, Findings and
Recommendations
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24

Letter

Letter from Melosky Kallon to Foday Sankoh
18 April 2000

25

Letter

Letter from John Caldwell, President of the US Trading
Investment Company to Foday Sankoh
22 November 1999

26

Memorandum

Memorandum of Understanding with Samuel Isidoor
Weinberger

27

Letter

Letter from Issa Sesay (signing for Sam Bockarie) People's
Army to Major J.P. Koroma
13 August 1997

28

Kenema Police Report

"ClD Office Station Diary" 1/98 -7-2-98 - Pages 112 (date
28-01-98), 127 (30-01-1998) 181 (05-02-1998) 182 (06-021998)

29

Letter

Letter from the United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra
Leone to Corporal Foday Sankoh
26 June 1999

30

Record of Meeting

Minutes of the Family Reunion Reconciling Chairman Foday
Sankoh and Chairman Johnny Paul Koroma
7 April 2000

31

Letter

Letter from John Caldwell to Pa Foday Saybana Sankoh
8 November 1999
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Letter

Letter from Sam Bockarie to Charles Taylor, President of
Liberia
24 June 1998

33

Letter

Letter from the AFRC/RUF Headquarters, Kailahun to Lord
Eric Avebury
12 May 1998

34

Six Letters

6 Letters from the AFRC/RUF Headquarters, Kailahun
12 May 1998 to the following:
1) Chairman of ECOWAS
2) OAY Secretary General
3) UN Secretary General
4) Bill Clinton, President of United States
5) Konan Bedie, President of Cote d'Ivoire
6) Nelson Mandella, President of South Africa

35

Report

Report from Camp Lion Training Base Training Comandant
Beudu to G-l Commander at Beudu on Recruits
21 May 1998

36

Letter

Letter from Administrative Office, Kono from Samuel Jabba,
Lt. Col, RUFP to G-l Commander
14 August 2000

37

Report

Report of the Sierra Leone People's Army to Brigadier Peter
Vandi from the Joint Security Board of Investigation
5 April 1999

38

Letter

Letter from Major AS Kallon, Chairman, Joint Security Kono
to Col. Sam Bockarie
6 May 1998
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Report from the Revolutionary United Front Administrative
Headquarters, Kono Branch
19 September 2000
.,<

39

Report

40

Training Manual

Revolutionary United Front Party of Sierra Leone People's
Army
Notes on the RUFS/I. Guerrilla Warfare For the Lion National
Training Base
February, 1999 WAR Office

41

Supreme Council Meeting

Minutes dated 16 August 1997 of meeting of AFRC held on
11 August 1997.

42

Speech

RUF speech to the nation
(18 June 1997 - delivered on SLBS)

43

Proclamation

AFRC Proclamation - PN no.3 of 1997 (28/5/97)

44

Decree

AFRC (Establishment of Office of Principal Liaison Officer)
Decree - Decree no. 3 of 1997.

45

Government Notices

Government Notices No 215 (P.N. No.3 of 1997) of3
September 1997 published in gazettes nos. 52 and 54 of 4
September 1997 & 18 September respectively.

46

Decrees

Decrees 1,4,5,6 and 7 of 1997.

47

Statement to Sierra Leone Police

Statement by Martin Moinama to Sierra Leone Police
17 March 1998
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48

Speech

Address by Major Johnny Paul Koroma, Head of State and
Chairman of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council,
Freetown, 1 June 1997

49

Speech

Statement on the historic return to Freetown, Sierra Leone, of
the Leaders of the Alliance of the Revolutionary United Front
of Sierra Leone and the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council,
3 October 1999.

50

Speech

Personal Statement by Lt. JP Koroma on 1 October 1999

51

Constitution of Sierra Leone 1991

Capter V Section 55
Chapter X Section 156

52

Order

Changes of Titles Order, 1997 - Public Notice 11 of 1997

53

United Nations Document

Statement by the President of the Security Council, 4
December 1996, S/PRST/1996/46, paragraph 2.

54

United Nations Document

Resolution 1132 (1997), Adopted by the Security Council at
its 3822nd meeting on 8 October 1997.

55

United Nations Document

Security Council Resolution 1181 (13 July 1998), para. 1

56

United Nations Document

Fourth Report of the Secretary General on the Situation in
Sierra Leone, S/1998/249 (18 March 1998), paragraph 6,20.

57

Joint Communique

Meeting between the Special Representative of the UN
Secretary General to Sierra Leone and the Delegation ofthe
Revolutionary United Front
Abidjan 19-21 February 1999
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58

United Nations Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 4-5 June 1997,
UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, para.
5.

59

United Nations Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 17 July - 1O
August 1999, Section 1,2,3,5.

60

United Nations Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 03-09 October
1999, Section 1,2,3.

61

United Nations Document

First Progress Report of the Secretary General on the United
Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone, 12 August 1998
(S/19981750) paras. 10, 12, 13, 14,33,36,37,38

62

United Nations Document

Second Progress Report of the Secretary General on the
United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone, 16 October
1998 (SI1998/960) para. 21.

63

United Nations Document

Third Progress Report of the Secretary General on the United
Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone, 16 December 1998
(S/199811176) para. 18.

64

United Nations Document

Sixth Report ofthe Secretary-General on the United Nations
Observer Mission in Sierra Leone, 4 June 1999 (S/1999/645)
para. 7, 19,20,30,31,32.

65

United Nations Document

Human Rights Situation Report and Preliminary Technical
Assistance Needs Assessment
19 July 1998
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66

United Nations Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 14 July 1997, UN
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs

67

United Nations Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 8 September
1997, UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs

68

United Nations Document

Report of the Panel of Experts Appointed Pursuant to UN
Security Council Resolution 1343 (S/2001/1015)

69

United Nations Document

Statement by the President of the Security Council, United
Nations Security Council SIPRST12000/24 (17 July 2000)

70

United Nations Document

Statement by the President of the Security Council, United
Nations Security Council SIPRST/2000114 (4 May 2000)

71

United Nations Document

Security Council Resolution 1289 (7 February 2000) para 4.

72

United Nations Document

Security Council Resolution 1270 (22 October 1999) para 6.

73

United Nations Document

Security Council Resolution 1346 (30 March 2001)

74

United Nations Document

Security Council Resolution 1313 (4 August 1999)

75

United Nations Document

Security Council Resolution 1306 (5 July 2000)

76

United Nations Document

Security Council Resolution 1299 (19 May 2000)

77

United Nations Document

Security Council Resolution 1220 (12 January 1999)

78

United Nations Document

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 7-20 November
1999, UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs, Section 2.
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United Nations Document

80

United Nations Document

Fourth report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations
Mission in Sierra Leone, 19 May 2000 (S/2000/455)

81

United Nations Document

Thirteenth Report of the Secretary General on the United
Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone, 14 March 2002
(S/2002/267) para 2.

82

United Nations Document

Report of the Secretary-General on the Situation in Sierra
Leone, 21 November 1995, S/1995/975, paragraph 2.

83

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Human Rights Watch, "Getting Away with Murder,
Mutilation and Rape" Vol. 11, No.3 (A) June 1999 pl-4, 654.

84

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Human Rights Watch, "Sowing Terror, Atrocities against
civilians in Sierra Leone," Vol. 10, No.3 (A) July 1998 p 4,
15-23.

85

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Amnesty International, "Sierra Leone 1998 - a year of
atrocities against civilians". (Excerpt, pp 1, table of content
(P2), 14-28)

86

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Human Rights Watch, "We'll kill you if you cry, Sexual
violence in the Sierra Leone Conflict" Vol. 15 No.1 (A),
January 2003

Sierra Leonean Humanitarian Situation Report 25 July - 07
August 2000, UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs, Section A.
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87

Report of U.S. Government

United States Department of State, "Human Rights Practices
for 1998 Report", Sierra Leone Country Report, February
1999, p. 1.

88

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Amnesty International, "Sierra Leone: Childhood - a casualty
of conflict", AI Index: APR 51/69/00, 31 August 2000, p. 1.

89

Report ofNon-Govemmental Organization

The Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers, "Child
Soldiers: Global Report", Sections: Child soldiers, An
Overview; Sierra Leone, May 2001.

90

Report of U.S. Govemment

United States Department of State, "Sierra Leone Country
Report on Human Rights Practices for 1997", Released by the
Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, January 30,
1998, p. 1.

91

Report ofNon-Govemmental Organization

Amnesty International 1998 Annual Report on Sierra Leone
(the Republic of), p.l.

92

Report ofNon-Govemmental Organization

International Rescue Committee, "Situation Report on Human
Rights Violations in and around Makeni town, in the Bombali
District, Northern Province, Sierra Leone, West Africa,"
(December 1998 - July 1999)

93

Report ofNon-Govemmental Organization

Medecins San Frontieres, "Mutilation of civilians in Sierra
Leone," 23 May 1999

94

Report ofNon-Govemmental Organization

Amnesty International, "Rape and other forms of sexual
violence against girls and women, "APR 51/53/00, 29 June
2000
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95

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Human Rights Watch: "World Report 1999: Sierra Leone,
Human Rights Developments."

96

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

International Medical Corps - Press Release on Sierra Leone
Program

97

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

98

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

International Crisis Group, "Time for a New Military and
Political Strategy," 11 April 2001
Amnesty International, "The United Nations special
conference on Sierra Leone: the protection of human rights
must be a priority for the international community", AI Index:
AFR 51/14/98, 24 July 1998.

99

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Amnesty International Annual Report 1999, "AI Report 1999:
Sierra Leone".

100

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

The Heart of the Matter (Partnership Africa Canada)

101

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

102

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Physicians for Human Rights
War-Related Sexual Violence in Sierra Leone
Medecins Sans Frontieres, "Mutilation of civilians on the
increase in Sierra Leone", 5 May 1998

103

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Medecins Sans Frontieres, MSF 1998 Report, "Atrocities
against civilians in Sierra Leone", 1 May 1998.

104

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Human Rights Watch: "World Report 1999: Sierra Leone,
Human Rights Developments". (Excerpt, pI)

105

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Amnesty International "Annual Report 2000, Sierra Leone".
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Women Waging Peace and The Policy Commission, "From
Combat to Community: Women and Girls of Sierra Leone",
Dyan Mazurana and Khristopher Carlson, January 2004.
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106

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

107

Report of Non-Governmental Organization

Report of Non-Governmental Organization
No Peace Without Justice, Conflict Mapping Report
(Preliminary Report, March 2004)
Pages 1-64, 129-571

108

News Report

Washington Post, "An Axis connected to Gaddafi; Leaders
trained in Libya have used war to safeguard wealth", Douglas
Farah, 2 November 2001.

109

News Report

Ibrahim Abdullah, "The Revolutionary United Front of Sierra
Leone", in "African Guerrillas", Ed. Christopher Clapham

110

News Report

BBC News, "Grim Facts of Sierra Leone's War", 13 February
1999.

111

News Report

Sierra Leone News Archives for dates 25, 28 May 1997

112

News Report

Sierra Leone News Archives 25, 28, 30 June 1997

113

News Report

Sierra Leone News Archives 6,8, 12, 13, 14, 17,22,26
January 1999

114

News Report

Radio Netherlands Report
21 January 2000.

115

News Report

AAP Newsfeed, "APR: Sierra Leone Villagers tell of rebel
atrocities", Clarence Roy-Macauley, 10 May 1998.
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117

News Report

Article from SL News Archives, 1 February 1999, published
on the Sierra Leone Web

118

News Report

BBC News, "Covering the battle for Freetown", 18 January
1999.

119

News Report

Article from SL News Archives, 5 March 1999, published on
the Sierra Leone Web

120

News Report

Article from SL News Archives, 25 February 1999, published
on the Sierra Leone Web

121

News Report

Article from SL News Archives, 20 May 1998, published on
the Sierra Leone Web

122

News Report

Article from SL News Archives, 29 April 1998, published on
the Sierra Leone Web

123

News Report

Article from SL News Archives, 13 April 1998, published on
the Sierra Leone Web

124

News Report

"Sierra Leone-Children: Young, Armed and Dangerous"
Lansana Fofana, Inter Press Service, July 1, 1997

125

News Report

Guardian Article: "UN gets evidence of war-zone diamonds
trade", Richard Norton-Taylor, 1 August 2000

126

Map

Map of Sierra Leone, Scale 1:350,000
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BBC News, "Freetown Bears the Scars", 27 February 1999.
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127

Treaty

Article 3(1) of the Convention (IV) to the Protection of
Civilian Persons in the Time of War Geneva 12 August 1949.

128

Treaty

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August
1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of NonInternational Armed Conflicts (Protocol II), 8 June 1977

129

Record of States Party to Geneva Conventions

JCRC, States party to the Geneva Conventions and their
Additional Protocols
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 and their Additional
Protocols of8 June 1977

130

Accord

The Abidjan Peace Accord, 30 November 1996, The Peace
Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Sierra
Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone
(RUF/SL)

131

Accord

The Conakry Accord: 23 October 1997 - ECOWAS SIXMONTHPEACEPLANFORSlliRRALEONE
23 OCTOBER 1997 - 22 APRIL 1998

132

Ceasefire Agreement

The Agreement on Ceasefire in Sierra Leone
18 May 1999 (Paragraph 6)

133

Accord

The Peace Agreement Between the Government of Sierra
Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone
(RUF/SL) "The Lome Peace Accord" 7 July 1999

134

Radio communication

Radio message from The Lion
29 April 1995
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135

Radio communication

Radio message from The Lion
6 May 1995

136

Speech

Document headed "restricted" speech by AFRC Chairman
(formerly no. 97)

137

Decree

AFRC (Establishment of Council of Secretaries) Decree 1997
- Decree no.2 of 1997.
Signed by Johnny Paul Koroma
(formerly no. 100)

138

RUFP Parliamentary Candidates

List ofRUFP Parliamentary Candidates - Contains the full
name of Accused Sesay
(formerly no. 115)

139

News Report

Sierra Leone News Archives from Sierra Leone Web
Dates: 29, 28, 4, 2, 1 May 2000
(formerly no. 183)

140

United Nations Document

UNCHR Background Paper on Refugees and Asylum Seekers
from Sierra Leone (Nov 98)
(formerly no. 153)

141

AFRC Press Release

AFRC Press Release, 3 January 1998
(formerly no. 114)

142

Photographs

Pictures taken by OTP Investigations Unit corresponding to
witness statements
(formerly no. 120)
This exhibit will be filed later
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143

Video cassette

Video taken by OTP Investigations Unit Corresponding to
witness statements
(formerly no. 121)
This exhibit will be filed later

144

Video cassette

Video clips of AFRC/RUF during the Coup and video of
eastern Freetown after the AFRC/RUF invasion in January
1999
(formerly no. 122)
This exhibit will be filed later

145

Video cassette

Video clip of eastern Freetown as shown by witness PN TF1093, former RUF who was part of invasion.
(formerly no. 123)
This exhibit will be filed later

146

Photos

Pictures taken of killed civilians during the January 1999
Freetown invasion
(formerly no. 208)
This exhibit will be filed later

147

Photos

Pictures taken of BS Massaquoi after his arrest in Kenema
Town in 1998
(formerly no. 209)
This exhibit will be filed later

148

Photos

Pictures taken of mass grave in Kailahun Town.
(formerly no. 210)
This exhibit will be filed later
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Memorandum

150

Radio Broadcast

SLBS Radio Broadcast - 25 May 1997, 19:30 GMT
(formerly no. 108)

151

Radio Broadcast

SLBS Radio Broadcast - 25 May 1997, 18:42 GMT
(formerly no. 109)

152

Radio Broadcast

SLBS Radio Broadcast - 28 May 199710:00 GMT
(formerly no. 11 0)

153

Radio Broadcast

SLBS Radio Broadcast - 30 May 1997 19:22 GMT
(formerly no. 111)

154

Radio Broadcast

SLBS Radio Broadcast - 29 May 15 :26 GMT
(formerly no. 112)

155

Report

Report to Foday Sankoh from Major Francis Musa
31 August 1999
(formerly no. 61)

156

Radio Announcement

Copy ofSLBS FM 99.1 radio announcement by Foday
Sankoh
Toward the end of May 1997

157

Letter

Letter to Sankoh from The Black Guard
14 January 2000

158

Manifesto

Footpaths to Democracy, 1995
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Memo from G5 office of the Peoples'Army to Johnny Paul
Koroma signed by Lamin, dated 22 December 1997
(formerly no. 96)
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160

Government Notice 272

P.N. No.3 of 1997
(formerly no. 103)

161

Report

RUF G-5 Central Command, Makeni to Regional 1.0.
Commander
17 September 1999
This exhibit will be filed later

162

Report

Sierra Leone People's Army - Makeni
G-5 Command to Lt. Gandi
13 October 1999
This exhibit will be filed later

163

Report

G-5 Report
Not dated
This exhibit will be filed later

164

Report

Restricted Report from the Sierra Leone People's Army G-5
Central Command
18 October 1999
This exhibit will be filed later

165

Notice

Notice from Revolutionary United Front Headquarters in
Makeni to "Functional RUF Authorities"
13 July 2000
This exhibit will be filed later

166

Memo

Memorandum to Honourable S.B. Khanu, Ops Kono
22 August 1997
(formerly no. 60)
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Map of the city of Freetown
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Supreme Council Meting, Minutes dated 23 January 1998
(formerly no. 94)

168

Memo

Memorandum from the G-5 Office, The People's Anny
22 December 1997
(formerly no. 96)

169

Letter

Ministry of Social Welfare, Children and Gender Affairs
7 October 1997
(formerly no. 105)
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1) Salute Report
Report to the Leader of the Revolution from Brigadier Issa H. Sesay, Battlefield
Commander RUF S/L.
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27 1 1! SEPTEMBER 1'999
TO:

'raE LEli...DER OF THE REVOLUTION

FF:'OM:

DRJGi\.DIER JSSA. IT SES.A.Y
DA.TTLEFIELD COMMA.NDER RUF SjL

SUlJ,JECT:

SA.LUTE REPORT
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;lbsr::llCC ;1.1((1
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to a,,511111e the assig:luncnl of Dattle Field Cornmanuer,

nUF ::;/L.

1

\'!~\~

to ;\S:;llJllC thc rlnLies ;\llclrc'-PQllsiLJilities of Dattle Group
;\.11\1 togethcr wc we;c t o \vorle to luailltn.ln the ground,
\)y ;\)1)' J1IC;UIS Ilcces:-;:\ry.
C01\lJl\;\JulcT

(;c,llcr:1! I\'lo;;cl1dlo \V;,S aulc lo J\l;J!Cl: positive contact with ULIMO unc.l
n\;dcc ;111 llecessary ;UT;Ul[':ClllCllls to uny Il1ntcrials fr0111 them.
Tllc 1Il01H:Y that yon hacllefl with us ou the grouud ( 7000USD) WflS
lltili7:ecl Lo ln1y Il1atcri;1.1s hOlll ULIMO and with thesc JIlaterials, we
were ;I1Jle to rcsist cIleluy :l.clvanecs in the Itailahun District.

It l)CC;\lllr~ OUViOHS to HS Qll the grouud that the Abic1jun Accord was
llothing bllt papcr, as thc H.aJllajohs werc beiug usecl ngalnst us with
vieiol!:> attac1t:s on 011r positious.
Ilw;!::; not long before we hC:l.rd that the Leader had becllllrrested in
1'! igeri:l., alld as we were trying to uuclcrstand the circumstances of
YOlU arrest and illlplicatiolls to the RUF, we lcurnt that Philip
I';\l!llcr, 17'<1.ia Musa <1.1ll1 other JllClllbcrs of thc External Delegation
were no\y claiming leadcrship of thc nUF.

Gellcr;\l Mosquito coul;\cled Palmcr tcllillg1l1m that sillce this was
lhe action that they h:J.utalecll, it was ncecssary for them to come
bade 11chinu our Lines fi.lld bricf the 1\'1ilitaryHighCoroUlanu and
comlJ;\tants :J.ceordingly. Pahncr aud others eventually agreed to
lllcet 11S at the Nongowa Crossing Point. There, amid!'-t dnunJIllng
and dancing to reecivc thcIll,the Gcncral was able to persuade all of
the COllp ·plottcrs, inclnding thc Sierra Lcone Ambassador to Guinea,
Lt. CoL Djabi to cross-ovcr iuto RUF ZOllC. TheywereproIUptly
arresLcd ;\uel thcir sLalcJ11cnts revcalctlaJl international conspiracy,
to WJl jell they wcrc l'axty, :l.iJ11cd at chaJlf~illgthelcadershipoftlle
RUF. They have since l)(~clt in cnstody until your receut instnietlon
lo rclc:\.;'c thcllL
So all

:1

rlCT, we received il1forlllat.ioll lh;.\.t Superman, who was
Dattaliou COl1Ull;uHlcr [Qr UtC Westcrufuen Jungle, hacl

opel·:'.1 ;"1: :\~

the hotlyr;n;ud:-: ~)[ Colonel Tarawallicuud huu cxccuted two
Q[ thC1l1, n:tlllcly Elll:l1Htcllc ;:lud Victor without consulting with and
obtaining such instrnctiolls [roJti the Military High Command left on
thc f:ronnclby thc Leacler.
.l
An j 1l VJ:::;-ti"!Z;:l.tion-·was lannehctl and before action could be taken
;y!r~r:iTi
,:'L-&n-'[')-en'1-;'i-ll-;
-t-l:t-~-~)-J",-P-12 -G-G-V-S-I- H.-D-1G-l-l-t W-2S 0 veT thr 0 w n_.hy tll e '
t.., .
.
lh
A.FHC ()Il thc 25 of M:lY 1997.
n fel'! Ibys L\t.er GCllcr:ll Mosrp1ito W:l.S iJlstructcu to
Oil!" ~;lJ\ ]l[oLhcrs in I'rcelowll,
;urc:(:d

"

2
-'

\
,

\,

.i ---; -:-~, .

\'

.

.,.

,~.' ~

In :\r:c() ["{hllCC wiLh thc Lc:<dcr::; iuslrucLiollS, GCllcrall\losquito
posl.pullcd .acLioll ~\gaiHst SllpCTl.1laU ancl instructed hirn to lead the
:-t,dv='\uee tcalll [rol11 Drac1forcl to Freetown, whilst Colonel lsaacaud
Dri[;;u1icr E.;tlloH were to lllove to join the SLA. Forces in MakenL
J\fLcr cJ\sl1rillG tll;1.L lhe scellri'ly of the H1gh Conlluaud WQS
- P:U;UJlOll11 L, the Gellcral and I lllovcd to Freetowu.
Oncc ill pbcc ill Frcetown we assessed the security situation and
clcploycll onr troops ill all strategic areas of the Capital und indeed
the cntire country. In accordance with the instructions of the
Lcad cr ,ve toole ali iustructions frOln Chairman J P Koroma and
11l;1.illlaiucd the sallIe sense of discipline and loyalty that we had
developed growing within the ranks of the RUF.
Lt. CoL Giuril 1\1assaquoi arrived in Freetowll from NigerIa where he
had 1)eC11 under detention with the Leader. He briefed us inform.aIly
th;tt Jle had Leell arresled together with the Lender but that he had
cc;c:tJlctl, all with t.he h:nowledge and COllsent of the Leader. A few
d<~ys b.lcr Gigril would present n docUlilent to Chuirlllan J P Koroma
that lie, Gioril alleges, was given to him by the Leader.
III the dOCUlll.ellt, it was instructed that no mem.ber ofthe RUF Was
to M.ccept any Miuisterial positioll or participate in politics in any
way_ It ~lso endorsed thc IJIOlllotion of Gioril to therunk of a full
coloucl .
Thcse C,":Cllts were rcport:cd to General Mosquito ashe had not been
in Freetown when Giuril arrived.
th~~

;urival o[ SLevc lJio in Frectown, hcLCCfilllC very closely
;lssoej;\fcd with Lt. Col. Gibrjl and boUl seamedtobe on their own
agend ;\.
On

I lcH.F'r·(:ctOtvll for lCCJlCllla ill-order to di:'>triouterntiolls nnd Illorale
lJ(l(l:-:I':r~

lothe tro()p~, ;\~ well ;1.$ to orr,;\llize the various
dcploj'IIICllLs. \Vhibt w;\iLinC [or llly Jecp to be repaired, n vehicle
pulled-Ilp with Steve Di,) and Lt. Col. Gibril within.
Gjbrjll~rcctcc11l1eand introduced Steve Dio to lne. Though I knew
Stcve frOlll a Inicf 111cctille ill i\Lidj:Cll at the signing of the Peace
i\econl, I had never rc:1l1y t:clJeec1 to hilu or knew much about him.
Tl1CJ- (1'<:':11 uCI;au to {ti~cllSS the A.FRC awl complained ub-out the way
in which the RUF was bciJlg luargill;:tlisccl and treated with
cli,,;c:-'J'cct. We were ill a I)nulic place uud I advised that such talk
[rolll thelll was llot to be done ;1.rollnd civiliuns. On this advise, we~
inclnrli II r: I\Taj or EtltE~ n oclc:l.ric ( who wa.<=; with :me ) wnlked to a
}loin!: n l l l : of the cnr,,]loL of oUH~r~. GiurU went 011 to sny thnt our
)ll(.:'~iilll~ W:\S noL:J. coiJ1cidctlcc: a)1(1 that llley hau searched tho
eJl Lire (1)\Vll [or llle n::; llt cy ll~\Cl :-\.11 ill\porlaut issue on which thoy
,I "";.
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l!;1c1 to hri.ef lllC. Mr. Dio thCll sLltcll that he h:ctl COlliC "I;vitli II spccb.l
IlLis::ioll and was SCCh.illg Ill)' support ill lauuching a coup. I listeueu
;1;; 1loLll h~ :l.IlU Gibril wcnt into clct;l.ils of the nUUlcrous gdcvances
IlClti ;'f;aill;;t the i\I"RC. lIe saiel ~h;\t the i\I"RC hau refusct1 to shnre
I'()\\',~r with 11" llnd h;Hl cvcn Illf\rr;ill:clisculls ill the lllilitary. 1 told
thel1l th:tt UIC inslrnctiolls tll;et wc h;eu recciveu from the Leac1er
~;tllcc1 all n;; to join ;end taJ(c ;eU ordcrs [roln ChallUlau J P KorolllR.
Stcve Dio rc:;pouclecl s:cying; th;et I shoulcl clisrcgarc1 D.ll that as we
\'ICIC all y01lug IllCll anc1 that this ,vas au opcration thatwns
JlCcc;;~;try [or the [our o[ us, Gi.IHil, Stevc, Geueral MosquitORUcl
lll}'sdf to Hudert<l.J(c and ;CSSUIllC cOlUll1ancl of thc Government aud
Statc. I itsl(ccl thcm if thcy hacl alreacly cliscussed this with GeDerttl
MOSClllito as they hau just lcft him in Freetown. -Gibril replied that
they h;ccl lcft tIle GCllcral in Frectown out that hc was afraid of
GCllcpJ Mosfluito anel could not SUIIlIIlOU the courage to approach
hilll on sHch all issuc. In fact it was this very reason that had m.ade
it JlCCC:;;,~try [or thcln to sc~rch for nlC in E.cncI.un. ICnowlng tha.t if r
could lie convinced, thcy 'wcre close to getting General Mosquito's
sllpport.
Thc two of thcm left ICCllClll:C that night for Bo. At around 0400HRS
thc following Illornillg Gcncr:cl I\'loscluito :crriveu iu KCnelll<l.. I
ill1111Ccli;1.lcly informcd hiln of llly prcvious clay's discussions with.
Gilal1 ;\llcl Stcve Bio. I tolu thc Gcncral that they were asklng us to
ovcrLluow the very GOVCTlUllcnt that thc Leader hac1 instructed us
to join ;clltl sccure. I tolcl Gcneral Mosquito that since that dialogue I
hacl l!C(:Jl thinking of a sccurc way of iuforming h.im [1nd wus very
relicved tIla t he was in 1Cencma. The General was shocked to hear
tILi=> ;UHl' in turn iufouncclll1.c that he had been callcd to the State
IJOll;,C jn Frectowll whcre he was inforulccl by Chullluun J P Korom.u
th;lt ~;()lllC luclllbers ~f the EDF wcrc pb.. llniug U coup togethcr 'With
other :-;L/\ offi'ccrs. Thc Gencral ill[onnc{l mc further thuthc had
lJCCl) rivcn thc instrnctions to 'iuvcsticaLcthe situatlon and report
IJacJ<:: fe' him. That d;l.y I Jlloveel to Do aud Giuril auu Stevcjoined my
COHVLIj' \:0 Frcetowll. On arriv:cl in Frcetowll I nshed them. in the
'pH:"r>llf.:C of Brig. MiJcc L;unin, Col. IS;l:Cc nnu othcr security
pcrs(l)l11cl to rcpcat their statclllcnts lualle to lllC in Kencm;u. They
:reJlc;tlr~c1 thc sautc statcnlcJll~ :cuel they wcrc c1et:Clncd uud turned
avel' ('I j\rJllY Ucaclqn;utcl's ;It Coclccrill.
On nr:\-;- ycars- cve, I left hOlllC in search ofa pharluacy that was
still OJ·lcn [or l.Hr.sillCS~ ;cs I W;l.S in poor hC;l.lth. I lll·et the .L.te.
HOIU)\:l..Ll.l-c Clw.ric who il.l.[orL\u~tl Ul.C tlw.t he hRU cho.ir~s [or.me aud
.11;\\1 1>""It l.ry1Jq; to get ;\ holcl of JllC for two days. I thuukcd hilll
siller-p·ly ;\Jul ;tcccptc(l his [;ifl. Despitc f\U the ullcgutioll.S und
tc"UJll<l)tlC;; ar,aillst the charactcr of this lUau, I say with n()
hc~il:lliOll t!L;l.t he WclC()JllCcl thc RUF wilh all his henrt. On
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ltlllJ1crU1J;, OCC~::;iOll:; hc ,voltld l,rovldc rntlou5 nuel !.Joo5ters to OUr
lUJO [1 S ~11\ d cvcry R UP prol)lcIll was his proolclil. I accepted his gift
ill r~o()(l [0ilh only to bc llotiIied all SLDS Raello thc following day
tll:\l r lwd lao led Ulc-Ir~niaJl EJ,lll)nssy nllel as u result, I had. been
lTlIluvccl [r-01l1 the SUllrcIllc Coullcll nnd thrrt Illy arrcst hnd beCll
ordeTecl.
Ii:.JlO\vilJr; tll:-(t while we the nul" were securing the Government of
the AI'EC, they Wcrc h:i.lling our soldiers with no action being taken
and that Lhe RUF High COllunaucl hnclIJeen targetecl for eHmination,
ancl h:llowiug that I was innoecllt alld the measures taken against
11IC, c:rlrCllIC, I rcfusccl nrrcsl ulld lllaiutnincd the integrlty of the
IIil~11 COJlun;cllcl of thc nUl".
III gcncral, wc werc not trusted or respected by the AFRC even

r:h Lhcy had ca.llcd

a l l us to join thelll. Our troops were the only
coni1ll_ittcd to thcir asSir;lllilcllts whilst the AFRC High
COllllltalicl rcjccted our war plans and strategies referring to Us as
'blood-thirsty, bush-coloncl:>'.
tJlOl1

OIlCS

rt!Jccall1e apparent to us ill Freetowll, that Lt. Col. Gibril had leaked
information to the AFRC pertainingto Military Equipment belonging
to the RUF that the Leacler had kept ill a safe place. Before we could
confront Gioril and arrcst thc situatioll, hc and the AF.RChad
arrallgcll [or the cquipIJtcnt to be delivered to the1.U. They took
delivery of the equiplllcut without the concern or ccnsent of the
RUP lEgIt COluluand alHl stored the equipment where we had no say
or ;\cc::-;::; to it. \VhCll wc rctrcatccl frolu Frectown a large quantity'of
thc s~\icl t~qlliPl11Cllt wa:; lcft iil storage at the re~idenee of Chairman
J P EC'IOllla.
VUf: Lo the l;cck of

anel control, shortngc of issued
lllaLcr-j:,]:; Lo onr [rout-line troops :-tuu the total lack of snpport of the
SLf\. o>oltlicrs, thc cncIllJr wcre able to 11lOVC us from Freetown and
oUo-ted Utr~ A.FRC GOVCIJUllcnt.
I TeLrc;,lc(l first to W~,Lcr~oo and thcn to I\1asialra . By thcn, the
ECOl\H)C:;' Force had t;,JcCll Do aud ICcllcllla and it was agreed that I
.shollld ;l.LL;H::Jc Do and l)cr~iu to orr.:-tllize to lUOVC to attuckFreetowll.
I 1V;\~ =-:Ilcccs:;[ul in C~\ptllrlJll.~ Do !.Jut su~tnJl1cd £1.11inJury that forceu
lllC tt, relreat ]);,c]c to l\1ile 91 allu thcn to Makcnl in search of good
11 t C c1 i C:" .l -t:-r c <t-lIU-Cli't.
\Vhil:-:I in I\1akelli, I weH-t t.Q visit .II' IC-or-olnawho ","us in hiding in
hi:: vjll;\f~c. ,J P H:'orOlll:t ~\sJcCllnlC to nrrnHp:c nncll'>upcrvisc the
IltOVCJll(~lll of his cntirc f;-\Itlily to JCai.b.hllll ;l.S ECOl\'10G werc
~\clV;'J\[;jllg ;\Jlcl the Cl;l.Jldestillc RacEo 98.1 I'M, had accouuted that
ilC w;\:-; ill hic1inc ill his villagc.
COll)111;t11d

1 COl1f;\cLed Gellcr~1 Mosrll1iLo ;lFc! tI1C order was givcn to escort the
FOrIl\Cr IIc;l.d of StaLc to Ollr E.ailalJ1tll base.
Fu-:-;!., wc had to 0PCll thc ro;l.U to ICClllO. This was clone in
conjlll\clioll with SnpCrlll;l.l1 rln'c1 Drip;. IVIilcc LU1uin. Having put H.ono
11)(rlcr UIJr Cuntrul ,we ;\LLac}ccrl GallUOhllU witL. the intentlon of
(lj""lillr: the road [rOlll J\.Oitlll-Gcya Lo Srruclialu out faUccl ill our
;]\.:LcJlllJl:-;. \Ve were thell ordereel by General Mosquito to cnter the
,JllJl[':LC ;tJlrl l1"e the cover of tlle Jungle to secure J P Koroma and his
LUlLily lo tIre u;tulcs of Ute Mon. Rivcr. fl..cross the Mou, Gcueral
Il-'Io:-;(.[11ilo h'lcl ::;eut vehicles ;l.heacl of us ullc1we aU reported to
Dl1Cdll.
AU lWC';l'italities were cntcnclccl to J P leorollia Rllclhis family and
Gcncr;d ll1fllCtl over his 1JcdroOlll Lo J P H.orOllia and his wife.

J P If.oroma appointetl Gcneral Mosquito as Chief of Defence Staff,
with overall conllnand over ooth thc RUF aud the SLA and. prom.oted
hillt to thc r;l.llh of I3rig;-ttlier Geuer;-tl. Gencral Mosquito called on,me
;U1U jll[OrJllcd Inc that sillec he lwcl becu ulade Chief of Defence Staff
for boLll lhe RUF and tIle SL.A. 1Jy J P 1\:or01Uo. he wauted. to turn over
hi:; ;cSSiglllllcllt of D~ttlc Field COlllluulluer to me Rnd. asked me to
tnru my a:>sigulllcllt of Battlc Group COlllllluuucrovcr to Superman.
The General said that he was doing: this to draw Superrnnll within
the 1Fr:11 Commaud strncture of thc RUF in a bid toellcourage him.
I acecplec1 and assuluecl thc assigulD.ent of Battle Field Comm.ander
and SllperIUall assullicd thc assignmcnt of Battle Group
COllUUZUHler.
Ouc 11JOUliuD:, thc Chief Scenrity Officer to the fOIlner AFRC
Ch;tiUI1;111 ,] r H.orOIua illfonncd H1C tlt;-cl his boss was plauing to
C"C:lP" tQ Ghana ;-tl0HT'. with his cntire f;-tlllily. Thc csa further told
lUC U';tl .J P H.orOI11a 11;l.d a }larccl of tlialllonus that he was plannlng
t)Jl ;.cl1illf( Ollce out of thc eOlllllry.
Tlrj" i 11 r()TJll.;\tion C;UtlC ;\" ;-c surprisc to IIlC aDd [ouud it h;-crd to
!n:]ic','" LlJ;tl;-tl;l. tilliC '\vJrCtl we wcre tryiJlG to put thc fightiug-mell
llHdc r CnlllJllrrllCl and c011lrol aud providc the necessary logistlcs to
hall { ) I I ( - rcLrc'lt auu lllOVC forward, J P Eoroma ",ould l{cep
<1i;\11)0I\\1s for his own usc <lllU Ilec, leaving us with a problem that he
It;\d ,- ":;'.lcrl.
ACCOI1'1';1)1icrl lJy Drig: I\1ihc L;ll11ill azul the CSO to J P Koroma I
;1,SJccrl f]lc LILlcr to prc7'cnt thc di:1Hlolltl.s [or the'l1s-co-rtlIe
H.cvo! II l;r))\. lIe cOluplicd ~\l\(l the ~l;}.tLer was sg.tt-leJ.

--Jf-

C'lpt;-till I\Jlichad COln1>cr of the Milling Unlt
wilh a P;\l'cc~l c[ dllUllOlH1" [rolll leo11o.
Tllc [>:I"'C) W;l:; phccIl in JllY care ])y GCl1cral1i1osquito TIlth the
illslr,u:LlO]IS to 11lOVC \Vitit it to a tr;-tllsit poiut where I would be met
\Vltil"
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hy (~cl\cr;d IIJrahiln ;ulCl tor;cthcI ,ve ·were to travel to [\ husincss
;\s,;oci;\lc of the Leatler [or arr-;\.1lr~e111eHts rtnu procuremcnt of
Mili L',y ErplipHlell t.
I ;\nivcd at the transit point <lnel bookeu iuto a hotel.
On the cvcllillg of my thinl u;:\y'at the hotel, Colonel Juugle and I
'-·;elLl ;\cross the strcct to a tc::\-sh0l" ,VhUst there, it sturteel to rain
,'eJld .iltllr;lc ;end I raIl [rOIH the sLop across the street to the hoteL As
we CJilll1)cd thc stells to cnter, I toltcheel my pockets, ns I hud gotten
;ICC1IS!0111Cd to tloillr~ since the l'rtrccl wag put iu IUy earc.
To lny shacJe ::\uu tlislnay, lily pocJcets ,vere elllpty. I screamed and
11 u 1 lily halHls on Iny heael auel cried. JUllgle and 1 then retraced our
steps Irena the tea-sl10p to the holel. INe searched ill the rain on our
h,lJlth :lllc1 knecs. St:l[[ [raul. the hotel helped us in Our search, all to
110 avail. I'or the first tlIne ill IllY life I contemplated suicide. I abqve
all lcne\\' the iInporta~lce attached to the lllaterials that the
di;l.1l10JlCls were to facilitate [or the Illovelllent. How could I ever look
Iny COJlllH;\nder in the eyes anel tell hhn that I IssR, who could be
trusted with the security of the Nation, could not secure R small
parcel o[ rli<llllolHls. li...s the clays went by, I grew frustrated Rud eoulu
Hot calor :>leep.
Four CL1Y::; aHcr the loss, JUlJ gle aud I were sitting on his hed when
we monitored National Radio announcing that diamonds had been
cliseovcrcrl on thc "Vcry saIllC street that I lUlU suffereumy loss.
Jungle ;-elld I cried 1(nO"\vi11[; that the mentioned uiam.onds were the
properly of the RUF. Till this clay, people still prospect this area
thill hi" r: tha t diaIllolld:> ;\1"e underground.
GCllcr;1! I\'Iosrl'lito dispatched Lt. Col. Moriba to meet :me and escort
l11C h;ICk to DHQ.
011 aJ.Tiv;cl, I was lllCt 1ly au cnraged Gcneral Mosquito who angrily
ch;,:-;t:i~;(:rl IltC [or the -Io~;:-:. I was onlcreel to
fall-out' (ludfor over a
wcde, the Gencral wOlIld )jot tall: to Inc or even respond tom.y
cltrt::-;ic:-:.
Finally (lllC 1110rni11[';, I was :>l1111Iuolletl l>y the General and Instructed
tllat I :-:llOnlrllcavc Dncdn ancl11laJce Illy IJ;CSC at Pelldeluou from
whcu: ] w;\:> to coonliJlaLc ;tIl Frout-Linc Operations.
I CUJll1,ficd ,'lith his ou1er a11r1 stepped-llp operations ug;cinst the
CllC111Y ;\ l Daru. I a1:>u J;1\1:\lc11e(l suCCCS.srlll Jungle Missions to Joru
and I'ii;I111;L
I

(~!:Jl"l;d

I\Iosrl!lito lefl on a t.,lp tu "eCl11C lu;eterials for the
MUI.1CIIlr:1IL;uuloILhis rctlltll I -w;\:; issucd a l.i1.Jcral quantity o[
;'"JllIllll\\iLiOll allcl iJlst.TllcLcrlto cross tIte IHoa River ftDel re-capture
ICouo Iroll1 lhe eIlCJllY. Prior to U1i", the S;Cille instructions had been
[CiVCll
SllpCrll1<111 ,vIto lllisl.l.sctl the lllo.leriuls given to hlxn and
[;\ilcrI If) r:;1J)lnrc the .t:;nr.:ct.
If)
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III I(fJllc> [ (,;,)1,:<1 til': )11 j,::ld,~ CUJlllnnlLcI~r, 1\:1.111!10 n1Hl
::cJlior oiTiccrs ~llclloir.cLltcr we ~rr;ulgccl a [orurH ill which
~;cllcr~d ::ccurily is::HC'' were cli::Cll.s.scc1 0.llcl a 'war-plan wns mac1e for
thc :1.ll.aclt: of H.oillcln Town.

n l ' ;., ,; .. "l
CILlJC r

I ill:::1 rllcLrcd Drir,. IC;\]]oI! to JIIOVC to Gold '1'ow11 and 'cut-orf the
CllCJllY· 1 lec] Ule troops ill LJIC nlLac:lc of E.oidll TaWil, ntlncklug the

CllS1JlY ;\L OGOOHRS. Thcy put 11p ;l. sLroll~ rcsistnllce usillg their four
Mccl1tlnizcd D<l.ttaliolls deploycd to c.lcfcnu E.ono ancl its diamonds.
Our troops proved too tlggTcssivc for them and after fourteen hours
of healed cOJnl)at we capturecllCoiurlu Town. The Nigerians retreated
to D1l11lJlC. Very carly the ncxt U10Tllillg we attacked their positio~s I
at ])nlllpc aJld ra.isccl t1J.CIJl [rOJll t1J.c lOWIl. The enemy were forced to
reLreat tlnonc;h the Toad lcaclillg to Massinebi where they fell in
1\:;1.1lo11s ;ullunsh. AJl in all. Thc CllCJllY lost four wur-tanks, n.nnorecl
car~;, ;LIHI a l11ultitucle of heavy artillery pieces personal rilles and
hl1GC :Cll\OIUll::; of aIllJllUlliUou. Thcy n1so suffereel henvy casualties
thc liJec:- of which they h:cve never e7[perleneecl ill the history of
ECOIl'lOG. They weTe forced to retreat 011 foot with not evcn u.
bicyclc ])cing aule to 'p~ss our defenses.
0111'

Forces moved for MassiuglJi, Rambo and Kalion moving with

the C\dv:wcc tcaill whilst I llloved to repel a Kamajoh Attack at
NilUilcoTO. Our forces had bytheu captured Massingbi and
Mar:borokl auel were ac1v;l.llcillg to attack M.akenl.
I joined thCIll, talcing with 111e al1ncec1ed Military Ma~erials for the
attaclc. VJc quicldy put thc Township under our Military Coutrol.
GCllcr;<! I\losqllito called JtlC 'OIl set' and i,llslructcd that we allow'
SUl'CIJll;\H Lo joillin the npcr:ttioJls.The·Gcnernl explained that
tholll:h ~;llIJcnllaJ.l lInd c;,r1ier rcInsecl'hisorclers, hc Mosquito wa.s
111;\l1 r:11~111f:h to }Jut it l>elliull hil11 nJH1 necept Supcrman back,
rcferrilll~ Lo hilH as ' It 11ro llJ cr in ;\rl.ll::;.'
H;\J\l!J<) procccclcc1 to a vjlhr:c 1)cyoIH1 Bill1colo where SUperIllan ha.d
lJr':CH i l l l\idin[?: allrlln()llf~llt hilll to I\1~d(elli.
ThaI: /1\('fnillg thc two of l1S luet ;\lltl h-acl polite discussiolls.
TogcL11 ('.r we a ttac]recl the IJ"rraclrs :tIlel C;l.p tured it .
At tJL:d: point, I received iu[orlllatioll that the enemy were moving to
atL:-reJ, Pji;l1lta-Swa[e awl I lllovcd to put the situntion uncler control.
Upon 11 1Y felllTH to M:-r ![f:ni, F<.a.lll.Lo and U:alloll reported th.at all
Mili(:;11,,'IC.quipl11Cllt ill Lheir cnre }l:ul becllrcrortec1 to the G-4. They
rc P OJ t,~ r1 llr;, t Sill) CTlll:Ul 011 t.11e qtlLbr ha.!l.cl--lHHl--t-nckc·ut"llc1Vln ferfa.1s
b-{.~ .(0'.(';')'].'."';'1"(;-,"1 to 11"1S" liolt:-;c. AceoJ.llp:l.lliecl by ICa.1Joll, I weut to
Stl[J'.;"":lIl':" !tOltSC ;\Jlcl COIl [rollled hilll \vith the issuo. r lufor=ed,
11;11\ 11",/ it \Vas llr0l'cr prnccdll.t"C 1.0 A"cIl<nt nll cnJ1turecl Militnry
IIi 'II '" '" 1-; 1.0 Lhr. (;-4 wllo woltl,) then f.1le :l. eOlllprcllcllsive repc:::-t to
DiU.) ;,",1 i--:::Ilr.: tJr~ sa;c1 11'1:\ Lcri:-rls 111'011 insLrllctioIls. I lIS'kCft that
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Sl1pcrJnan presenl the I\l~leri0.ls so as to ensure proper
aceoll.ub.oility. Supcnnau led ICaUoll C1.nu I iuto the house unO.
sho,verills where he 11;\,1 1.tept the Materials. I instructed that it be
lllovccl n.lill reported to thc G-4 .•
Two d;\}'~

hter Gencral I\'los'lllilo n.g~ill asl(eu for UllucrstallC11ng allU ;dJo\\'cd :')\IPCrllln.1l to rejoill Ute opcrntioH~.
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n ; \ l l l ! ' Q IVa" inslnlctcll to nclvf\ncc and nltnc1t Port Loko whieh he
diu, deploying his forwn.rcl tlefeu"ive at the Port Loko turn-tuble,
lc~Hliur:: to ICambia. Eamoo sharcd the to\Vll with tlle enemy for
seven cb.ys.
,
SltperJll;'J1, pleaded that evellthough Rambo had done well, he as
DaLLle Group COlllll1~uHlcr It.new the ground well Rnd should take
over the ground. He said that he had received Intelligence
that the
','
.,' ... ·,.c_
Le~uler h;l.c1 been Inoved to LUllgi and wanted to advance as far as
Luugi ;cnd rescue the Lc;cuer.

At thi" tillle our [orccs Freetowll were ullucr CllClllY , cut-off I froill
the real' ;lJul were ill d~llr;er of being hOJCcu-in nud either cRptured

;clive or h.j11ecl.
R;Ulll)() was witltdr;nYll [roln his operation in Port Loko and
ill;;Ll'11ctcc1 Lo open ;l. tltrongh- way to eOll11ectwlth ourmCIl in
l"reelow,l1.
R;\Inbo LllCll altacltcll aJu1 eapbucd Masialta, advanced Rllctgaptured
RDF, ;\lul ;,ttaclted the (~HIIleans at \Vatcrloo, ellgagiI~g theIll in
COlll1J:d [or fonr days aJlcl four nights.
Thc G 11 illcans wrote ns a letter asldllg for their.safe pa.ssnge back to
.Gninc:\, saying tha t they were taking their hanus out Qf the war.
1 rel'lisd, dcnyinG: their :rcqnest. I tolu them that if they wanted'
~arc J1:'~~;<ge ' they shoulclleavc behind all their Military Equipillent.
A fe'" ,by" lalcr I llloniforccl thc sOllnd ('[ henvy bOll1bRrUIllcnt froill
Ul(~ dirvclioll of I'orl LO)lO. OIl illl1tlidng, I wn~ illforIued thnt OUI'
trooll" had dissolved the g.rounrl and th:lt: the CllCillY were nclvancing
tOIV:Hd~; Chcray JUl1ction. I asJrecl for Sllpennall and was inform.ed
Lh:\t I,,~ w;cs ill Lllll:;~\[ :\11\1 HaL all the grollud that hc had askcd for
;11 Hlh I:~: II [~i v c n.
The C\li~leall convoy bllUdozed all Lhe way to MaS1alra where my
l'o~jt.i~)1l wa;.; also bullclozed. Their 111isS1011 was torescue the
G tl i 11 C;')I~; ;\ t \VatcrloQ. U pOll rcaehiug 'Waterloo they j oiued forces
;\J\d )11 ;)(le ;\ 'U-turn', lJ1dlcloziu[; IllY allloaslt for a SCCOllU time at
EDf<'. T]I C l~nilleau eOllvoy consisted of over fOUT war-tanks, eight
:\U11','·':c! vchicle~, a Forly Darrel NIissile , four J\.nt:i-Airer~ft Guns
;'11\1 COllllllcss olhcr lllollutcd wcapolls auu over eight trucks full of
PCl·SU1Illcl. As they 11lOVCJ they 1JoJuo;crclecl aucl nssaulted' clearing a
1';, tl\ ['o-r Llt c IllS c1 v es,
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c;c[r<-':lllcly ;\ll1Joyed ;\L lily po:-;iLioll heinE': onlluozcd. RUU issueu
~I r(llIr~ order::; for ;\11 ;\Hl]JllSlt to ]J~ ::ct ahcau of t.heIu. They fell in
tI", ;'"11Jll-:!t :uld JI1Y ]lodJ"r..ll:nd COJI\Jll;\lldcr lcd :;c tcaIU o[lcss thRIl a
-"I,I:\(1 pr' 1111'1\ i l l ll\(: ~;"\lILl1rc of .tll<: ForLy Darrcl Missile und n lnrgc
qll;\lllily of iLs 1)01111>".
] Jllo,rr,:d t<,) SscorL i..he IIlissjl~ to OllT rcnr n.nd ou :luy return,
;:;1I1 ' Ctlll: ' !\ :I::Jccd tOjoiIl F:u1\1>o:lt Waterloo. lle sighted the faet t'hnt
:1,:: lllf" .r~L/\. COl1111lalHlcrs h;\tl opcr:<tcd with him before he would. be
:<1)le 1..0 cOll:;olitlate i..llClll antI cxcrcise command. and control over
i..hcm . Talcing into consideration his st~tus ns Bnttle Group and the
lor:ic ]JCllillCl his CXpl;Ul?.tiOllS, I gave the OIt for Superman to join
Pc;ullho in \V;1i..erloo.
I

1\l W:clcrloo Snpcnu;cll incited SLA COlllIllClllClers and soldiers against
E;unlJo ;ultl gcnerally <liel his 1Jc;.;l to cause a break-down in
eOIllnFuul 011 the grouud.
f\. felY (!;Iy:; hlcr" Gellcr;\1 Mosrl1tiLo on hCn.rillg that Lt. CoL Gibrll
lt~1r1

rcsctlccl ;tud h:1(ljolllc(1 oper~tiolls at Watcrloo, culled me
;\l1rl ;\;,h:.cr! Inc to illforlll Gllnil that he wns wclcolne back and that no
ill-fccliur;s were borne ag:l.illst him. Gioril was to also report toDHQ
to oricr thc High COll11Il:l.llcl alld ail all tho condition of the Leader as
tItey had uecll ill prison. together.
Snpeflll:ll1 , lllollitoriug: the dialogue 011 field-radio responded that
IIe \VoIdel not allow Gioril to come to the call of the High Command.
!l few cbys.h tel', I reccived information frOill the Wa tedoo FrontLillC tlt:lt Snpcnuan and Gibril hau retreatcd to Lunsar and had
1l10vCr1 with :c goocl 11111nhcr of IllCJ1- As n rcsult, the enemy had
,,<1V:\llr:'~ll ;:uHl,verc 1101":lt Ynll1:' F:lTIU:
1 ill['()f'111 r~d HaJlllJo 'who W~\;. ;tt 111y loc;\tioll on a lVledlcnl Pnss .
n~'1l1l1<1 ~\:-;lcecl [or' ;UllJIl1tl!iLioJl Lo bc [:'ivcll to him so that he could
collccL Lhc Force [ro11t Lllllsar alul 1110VC Lo stop the Cl1cruy advance
:cL -{;\111": F:CrJl1. I arrivr.d ;1t L11.Hs;cr wilh only eight bodygum:cls alld
JJ\ \;1: h:l1111>O ;u1CI Gilni1 d i:-cns:-illg. GiLJri.l r..rccted me und we
e:[('JI;"IJ~r~(lIJ1c:csallb·ic".1 tol(1 hilu Ut:lt GCllcrnl Mosquito wunteu
l1jl1l In reporl to DIlQ HOt: lofaee allY cknr,;es but to give nCCoullt of
thr: ,,:I;,ic and couditiou 'Of the Le~\Cler as thcy had been in prison
't()L~clj,cr. C;ilnil COllll'licd antI cnlcred IUy vehicle. fit that moment,
S11Jleu11;\11 <1ltd his InCHCaitle froin the b;cclr of the building, opened
sllpprc:o:;ive fire ;cud l;cullclled RPG roelceLs C\gainst illy position.
Gil,lriI" kfl JJlY vehicle and joinccl Sllpcrlllan in attacking m~. I
lil"1\-~'l'."""Tl1:o c-sc::\I5"C willi niy fiTe bnt thcy hC\u killetI two RUF soldiers
~l,:.;:;jT(II,,(li..o J!lC :cs bodygll8.r(l:::.
1 r..oL;1\ :'\ vehiclc wlLh M:<jor Eolo 1..,,1111ba n.lld escaped through Gberuy
,] It J\ C I. in I \, 1\1; \ :; i;c It:c, II1 i 1c ~ 1 1.. () 1\'1 ;'J~ I J ()[ ° Jc:c .
IJCCJl
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I\1C;1Jl W )\ilc , Supcnn;cn all~t GiIJriJ 1110VCC] to Makcni nllll nLtacked illy
rc~;ldclICC. They shoL aL lUy hon:;c, Lied :Lud beat up RUF soldiers and
r:<i:::('d ) l l y COillpollnd. They entered Itl)" house, beating up UlY wife,
1J.llclrC:::--;illf': her n.llcl ta1Uttillr: her with .rude und ubusive rCIllRrks
IJcIoIT shc "lY;l.S al)le to escape u,uder gun-fire.
I\lr. E T S;Ull;U0.. antI oLher:; rcscllcd frotn prison in Freetown, Were
:;:t;,yjlli/ wilh lue ill M;dccni ;l.llcl were n1so luolestecl Rnd rnlsed. RUF
Mil'ihry I\l;-1.lcrials r~ivell to IIlC IJy the GCllernl for u IJln.ll.lleU re-attac1~
of Fr<~cl.()Wll ,vere looleu n.l0Ilp: wiLh 9,000 USD nlso RUF property.
TIt;\l. ::;UIIC <!:,y SllPCrIllllll allcl GiIJri.1 nttaclced thc hOlllC of Brlg.
I;:';dJoll. The cntirc hOll:;c wn.s rai:;ccl aud hls wile was stripped 0[[ all
her cloLhil1G n.llcl 11I;1(lc to sit Oll thc Ground. lIer suckling- child was
sllatchcc1 [roI11 her and rcpeatedly IJallgetl nguinst a wall. This
rC:;llllccl ill scrious injurics to the chilcl.

;\.

I rcporlcc1 the incidcnt to Gencral I\"Iosquito ",vho asked :me to
c;(crcj~c restraint and hc dispatched a Delegation headed by Col.
l~aac to ·calrn thc situation clown aucl investigate the indden t.
The Delegation ohtaincc1 stntel11ellts froul llle and proceeded to
Lll11:-;ar to get a statcillcnt froul lXlynttackers. SUperlllall and Gibril
rcfuscd to co-op crate and issued threats ugainst the D61egates .
.'(

,

Duriar. thi:; ilupassc the cne1ll.Y had au.vnll~ed to GlJernyJunetion.
Genu·;,l Mosrplito il1strnctcc1 that in the interest of thc Revolution,
we sllQl11c1 put our diffcrcllces aside tcmporarily H.nd act to repel the
cllemy. !l..long with H.allou, RauIlJo and Brig. Isaac, fouI trucks of
;:crJJlecl I1lCn wcre 1110bilizcd and we joiucd the Force ttt LUllsar and
lllovcll for G!JCT;:Cy JUllcUon. Four of RaIll1>o's 11lcn were Jr.Jlled in that
;dl;H~l~ 1,.1' , fricnc1ly firc' froln. the rcarsl1r.gesting foul-pIny.
I\r~;,j'l 1.he eHelny 1110vcd ;,p:ainst our posiCiollS ndvauclng towards
~)'. I scnt Ranrbo, <:rlllippinG hi1lL wilh n Single Burrcl DZT. He
;lllI1.joiIlCcl CoL IJ;,i JJareh ;l.Illl thcy wcre ablc to .push the enemy
1';1:-; t )'.1 oy;Ull ha JU1lction to Tianla ,J 1111 e Lion where they deployed our

Mile

JJLct

'l.rqo l.'~'.

1-:;';,11,1>" proposccl ;In aLl:\cl: of

no

:<'1u1 it ,vas arrallgcu that RaUoll

wault! l\il Yclc.

1\:';,jlo1\ "/;,:; disp;\tehcd t.o DIlQ lo rcceiv<' logisLics for the said
J)li":-;;!'ll. '1'1'\'o days l;ller T lll~l(lc ~\ day's trip to MC\totokaas the area
n;,"; 1111<lr:r JC;l.lll~oh th.r'_:;l\:' Ou rClllrnil1f. to Makcui, Ra:rnwo visited
\\I\: tl> i,dtJ.rJll UlC tlw.t h(~ h;l.d rCIJaircd U1C DZT \Veaponauu wallteu.
to I l l f l \ · ' . : to capture Do the llClrt nlorniIJp:. He left Illy house at arounel
/.. l<)() [ II~:; ;\11(1 I ~bycc1 ll-ii pa~t Jiticl-I-I·ilf11r:Ts-C"i.y-cU-aWtdtcniHI- Rt .
()11f)! 1 l?~ I h car c1 he;\ v.y ri rill~ fr 0 III Oll t~lcl e. I ell tercel my , llviugIOU)"
' ;\ l1el lny ]Joc1yr;1l;uc1.s wcre r1l1luillg hOIU the direction of the
r
[irjllf . :;C"11l': of thCIll ),:\\1 been shot. I cxiled the house through n.
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0.11(1 rall [or COVCT. A fZPG rocket w"s lallllcltcu RgFlinst
J)l C ;uld J was hit ill Lhe toe by fr;cr,Jllcnt from the blast. I ran as guns
lJhzcd hchind IHC. I goL ,to ;c sare place anu spent the night. The next
WOfl1illr, wiLh the 0.iel of civili;cll's, I csc;cpcd to Makali. The hunt was
011 rtF lllC ;\11\1 I h;ccl to bYC-P;lSS IIl;-0or to\VllS on Illy way. L\t MukuH I
IY;\~ ;\ lUte Sig;ll;:d Stn.Liou llLOlliLorlllp.; thc Network whcn the LCRder
c;dlcd. I ,rc~ponclcd and rcportecl thal I was faectI with 11 serious
pro!J[clll. Not wantinG to lct the enelllY know thut there was serIous
ill-LiJ:lljitlr; r,oing on wllhi.ll the RUF, I conlu not go into details.
At UtC Cild of llly dIalognc wlllt Utc LCfl.der I WRS attacked again by
Ci1Jril. They tool( mc by SlHIJrisc as I had bcen very careful not to
\li~clo::c Illy loc<\tion. The peoplc of 1\-1<\1(<\11, Incluuing the Para=ount
Chief 1'<\ fllilll<:lmy lC<1Jlll, will tcstify that Gibrilled the attack. He •
rai"cd Lhc tOWll shooting auu wounding people on the ground. He
swore llt;\t he wottle1 ](illlllC ;end tab~ IUy head to MQkcnl where he
wOllld pill il 011 display,
]);\clc c'lft;U1CC

AW;lY [rolll IllY ground <\t 1\'1~\hcni, SUpCrIllan took the opportunity of

c;elJ.illg Z\ mceting at thc Town Hall whcre he inforIned those
;esscm]J)cel that General Mosfluito and I had collaborated to hijack
the lc~\lcl'sltip of the R U F Ulltl sighted the Gcnerals advise not to
rcspol1\l to thc cull of thc Lc[\elcr all fielel-radio as proof. He inform.ed
thc lltccLiug that he hud received instructions from. the Lender to
takc fnIl cOlllmand of tItc H.UF and to arrest u.nd execute oath
Geucr~l Mosquito aud. I, Drig. Issa.

Dy th~:11 T h<\el manenvcrcd to leono, after spending 5lve clays in the
bu::h :,~: ~ Tcsnlt of thc "LLnch: on Inc in I\'J.[\1w.ll.
1(;d[ol\ ]1\Ovccl to IVl",r:1Hnolc~\ to t;el(c cOlrullallu and wns aule to repel
111l1l\r'r")1l~ ;\tl~\cl(s frOlll ~~lTpcrlltall ;l.nu Gi1>ri1.
)\

U1'0l1 ":f;ClViue illsLn\(":::LiflJl~ [roIll the Lc:\(lcr, through thc General,
c;1.fF" r: fnr JC:111oll to t;-, l('.~ COIJlI1P,ntl ;l.t 1\1:> !CClli. I mobilizcd ICnlloIi

:'C"ltl operation ,-.',,;,; 1J.1Hlcrl."hcJl. \VC 'were Rllluost In control
of ll'" " l l f i r c 'I'01VJl:-;!,jp when the C;cHcr:,[ jnfOrIllCU 11S thn.t that the
LC::1(I,·, \"l'lll1.cll 11,S to ;-d"Hl the '.Jl'Cl·;\lion :\ltd for I\:",UOll to return to
:\lld f I,,,
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S-jr,--;f1l1)r rZ~porl

is centercd OJl thc activities ()f SUpCrlll;l.U ancl
G.i:l'i··i-l i-f-j-SJTOi:-SoTIl cfcly-T)t:-C;l. 11,,, c of tit ei r ;-,-t.ta eks all III e but rather
]1("e;\)1"."
o[ the Ilcr,<:Itivc reslllls their' out-ln.w ' fictions have brought
h' 11,,·
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SUllcrllWll sought thc ll.(lvlsC of ULIMO Gcncral Bopich and SLA Brig.
Mll.llllic. Doth strong cdties and sclf-confcssed enemies of the RUF.
SllpCrmll.ll pheed Fonncr Presiuellt ,7 S Mornoh in the hands of
I\I;1.nnic who arrrlngcd for Momo'h to escapc to Guinea. TI'1annie
. rcfllsctl to hll.ud IVlolllOh ovcr to lllC stating thnt Mamoh is SLA
properly and not RUF.
I1c lJlcilccl SLl\. soldiers to go n.p.:rdnst RUF Commaud rtnd togethcr
willt (~ibril ;'Ollt,ltt to ~Id)oln.r.c lhe proGress of the lllOVClllcnt thus
deb y i JI r~ t 11 ere 1e ll. s C 0 [ th c L c ll. cI cr.
SnpCrlllll.ll leilled Raulbo ill cold hloocl rtucl rnrrde sevcntl attempts on
my life in '" lJid to eliminate the RUF :Higb. Commanclleft all the
.groulldby the Leacler.

.:i
·t<

I

Sir, it hn.:- Hot bccn cn.sy controlling; my emotions and harder still
controlling the lllCll who witllessed the colel-blooded killing of
R ,un!J 0 .
Gcneral I\'losquito, I Brig. Issa auu other senior officers have
obcclicntly talJ:.en all orucrs frOlll you and at this t.lru.e we await most
anxiollsly your arrival when we look to hrrve the matter resolved by
TOll.

Lastly Sir, the vast lUnjOrity of thc lllcn nre in ' high spirit' and '
rcmn.iu loyal to the Len.dership of the RUF. They have fought hard
aucllongecl for the return of the Leader.
fl.s BaLLlc Field COlllmander I pledge my loyalty to the Leader and
ask
that he moves earliest, to look into the internal-affairs of the
.
RUF.
' .
The HigG. COlUm.rrnd, officers, eombntrrnts and civilians of the RUF
arc all tlts ground alld nil [nil-alert Rw;citing the' last-order' of the
COJu1Jl:\udcr In Chief of thc RUF SIL, Corporal Foday Saybnna

.

S;\Jth:o] ...

MilJi",lly Yoms,

~

Drir>(li~~a
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Dattle Field
RUF
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2) Salute Report

Report to the Leader of the Revolution, RUF S/L from Major General Sam Bockarie.

REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT OF SIERRA LEONE RUF S/L

DEFENCE HEAD QUARTERS
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SEPTEMBER 1999

TO -- THE LEADER OF THE REVOLUTION. RUF S/L.
r-ROM -- MAJOR GENERAL SAM BOCKARIE
SUBJECT - SALUTE REPORT.

The Leader Sir,

Before leaving the ground in November 1996, you placed me in command
as the Battlefield Commander of the RUF S/L and instructed me to take
command in your absence and to maintain the ground by any means
necessary.
.In that light, I have acted in tile capacity you saw fit to entrustme with and
done all in my power and wisdom to maintain the ground until your return
to Sierra Leone.
Upon your departure I initiated contact with ULIMO as per yourinstructions
in a bid to buy materials to repel the vicious attacks ofthe Kamajohs at a
time when there was a peZice document in place and we were not expecting
to fight. At first ULIMO arrested me thinking tllat 1 had come to them to
surrender. Laterl was ahl.e to convince them to release me and we
commenced a mutually" beneficial-relationship. I used the $ 7,000 USD to
lj
purchose vitally needed materials that gave us the stance to fight and
chollcnge the SLPP Government until they were ousted by the AFRC coup.
The efforts of the civilians most be highlighted as they provided
AgriculturClI Produce wilicll I t~a<;led for moterials during the same period .
•j

" It came tlS <J surprise tolcZlrn that tile Leader had been arrested in Nigeria
and an even bigger surpr-ise when Captain Philip Palmer and others announced a change in tIle Leadership of the RUF. I was able to lure the;m
to the Sicrr;' Le-one and'C;uin-e-a border c-ros~}n-g of Nongowa"arid
pretending that I was in support of-their actions-;-+'was--able tol::~re them
a-c-r-G's-s-t~~-e-r-i-v-e-F-i-R-t-0"':R-U-~
"::Z:-eHe-;-,--I-a-r-Fes-te8~a-~I-ef-tR-em,·a-nQ-Qgtained "

st~ten1ents from them implicating the Kabba Governm.ent in the arrest of

the Leader and indicating a gl"e·ater international conspiracy tochange the
leadcrship of the RUF. These statements willbe presented to you as
evjcJcllC(~"

1
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Meclrlwllilc in Bradford in the Western Area Jungle, Superman.had killed
two of Colonel Mohamed Tarawallie's bodyguards whilst others had run
for fear oT being killed. Commanders from all fronts were outraged by this
act and were about to moVe to Bradford to arrest the situation when the
AFRC overthrew the Government of Tejan Kabba on 25 th May 1997 and
called on us to join them a few days later.
On receiving instructions from the Leader calling on the RUF to join the
AFRC I decided to put the Bradford issue to rest until the return of the
Leader and instructed Superman to head the advance team to Freetown
from llle Western Area Jungle, later to be joined by Colonel Isaac and
others from l\.angari Hills. After insuring that our security was paramount,
Brig .. lssa andl entered tile city to implement your instruction to join the
AFRC and· ensure that the security. of tile nation was paramounL
TllUs began the marriage of uneven and unequal partners between the
AFRC and tile RUF.
Tile RUF was assigned th.e Ministries of Agriculture under MR SYB Rogers,
the Ministry of Trade aDd Industry. under Major Eldred Collins, the Ministry
of Energy under Colonel Lawrence Wormandia, the Deputy Ministry of
Education under Major Benda, the Deputy Ministry of lands and the
Environment, under Brig. Peter Vandi and the Deputy Ministry of Health
,under Lt. Col. Fabai. 1 was offered tile Ministry of Transport and
Comrl1LlIlication but declined tile appointment as I had not received any
instruction from the Leader to accept a political appointment and because I
saw it necessary to concentrate on military issues.
Sir, wiUlin tile marriage a diamond was sold by. a Lebanese businessman
with a commission given to tile government, outof which an amount of
nine million Leones ( LE 9000000 ) was given to Colonel Superman for the
entire RUF movement wllicll he embezzled.
I decided. to investigate him in my capacity as the commanderyou left in
charge. Supcrman deliberately refused my order and went to the extent of
challcnging me. I was annoyed but was advised by the War COl.nlcil
CilaimlZ111 Mr. SYB Rogers to wait for your return to the ground.
. On the 2" d of June 1996, our forces led by Superman captured over three
hundrecl Nigerian ECOMOG soldiers and held them under the terms' and
condilions of.Jhe G_eoevaConv-enti-aD., as..E.O_W' s-. -"--.- - -- -- - ------ -It w~1I1cll..QQeQf_ever_y:RU F officer and combatant tllat these POW's
would be used to negotiate tile release of the Leader from Nigeria. To our
dislTl~Y <.111 three hundred ()lld some, POW's were released without our
consultCltion. This followed meetings between tile AFRC High C<lmmand
ane..! tile Nigerian ECOMOG Higll COnlmclnd. all one occ<:lsionl was
unwitlill~ly in an office in Wllich a meeting between the above mentioned
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parties was to be lleld and I was asked to leave the room as nothing
concerning me or the RUF were going to be discussed.
To mali:e matters worse, no attention was paid by tile AFRC to secure your
release f!"Om Nigeria.
I as U1C Military High COl1ll1latid of tile RUF was left floating without any
military <J[Jpointment as was the case of all RUF senior officers.
I Cldvisccj' that we attael, and remove the enemy from Lungi and Jui but was
instructed not to do so by J P Koroma.
in Freetown, I was met by MR Steve Bio and Gibril Massaquoi who
informecJ l1le that MR Bio had been sent to me with instructions from the
Leader and that he was to assume the office of Administrative Head of the
RUF. This request was denied by me as I did not trust them and had began
to suspect a clandestine bond between the two .
.' Soon after, I was summoned to the State House where J P Koroma showed
me an Intelligence report alerting of a plot by certain members of the RUF
and SLA to overthrow his Government. He instructed me to investigate and
arrest tile situation.
.
Meanwhile, unknown to either of us, Steve Bio and Gibril went to Kenema
arid tried to persuade Brig. Issa to back them in convincing me to support a
coup led by Steve Bio. Colonel Issa kept them on hold and looked for a
safe way.of relaying this security information tome.
By this time, there Ilad been three· attempts on my life in Freetown, our men
were being l<illed without any action taken by the authorities and the enemy
were re-enforcing their posilions around the Capital. In addition I had just
been briefed by the Head of State that certain members of the RUF were
planning to overthrow his Government. The last thing that I wanted was to
be arrested by the AFRCas it would have caused serious probj~ms for the
RUF.
Ileft Frcetown and went to I(enema. Upon my arrival in Kenema I was
briefed uy Brig. Issa on tile intentions of Steve Bio and Gibril. I briefed Brig.
Issa all thc situation in Freetown and instructed him to effect the arrest ·of
MR Steve Bio and Gibril ancJ to turn them over to the AFRC for
irlVestig:ltion. They remCJinecJ in the custody of the AFRC when we retreated
frolll Fr'cc town"
.
Dr S S Banya had CJlso Illet us with a view of convincing us to overthrow
the AFRC Government ill Javor of the SLPP. Tiley were arrested by me and
turned over to tile AFRC government on charges of Treason. Again without
our COllsent they were released.

Brig.lssil was instructed to go to Freetown to ensure that security was
p<Jrarnount for the AFRC Government and civilians of Freetown.
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011 3'1 J<Jrluary 1997 the Latc Abu S<Jnkoh (PL01) and the Late Honor3ble
T<JlllDCl Gboric looted the Iraniall ElTlbC)ssy at Murray Town. They later
callecJ on Brig. Issa and offcred him a set of chairs. Not being aware of the
source of the chairs and the fact that it was indeed tile Late Tamba Gborie
wilo WC1S instrumental in welcoming the RUF and meeting the demands of.
tile RUF when the Government was doing every thing to discourage us,
Brig. Issa accepted the gift in good faith.
Without <lily investigation into the issue, J P Koroma ordered that it be
announced on National R<ldio that Brig. Issa had looted the Iranian
ElllbClSSY <lnd that as a result he was suspended from the Supreme Council
of tile AFRC. His arrest was ordered and it was announced that the RUF
had plClnned a coup.
This situation led to the heightening of tension in Freetown between the
RUF and the AFRC ancJ an ultima~e breakdown in its marriage.

The AFRC 1ll3de available 50 Million Leones to the RUF monthly, though
III
only for a couple of months. This and olher monies received were used for
provicJing rations to our troops and assisting all deployment areas. The
civilian populace were not forgotten and special consignments were
dispatched by me to Kailahun.
All financial reports and returns will be presented by Lt. Col. Kennedy who
was in charge of all logistics. Kennedy you might recall Sir, is one of your
senior bodyguC)rds and served as G-S01 ( LOGISTICS) during our stay in
Freetowll.
Before Gibril was arrested he exposed to the AFRC, information on
materic-lIs tlwt the RUF held in stock. Unknown to me and the rest of the
RUF Higl1 Command, Gibril ;:md the AFRC made arrangements for the stock
to be llloved in place f()r t11cir use. They then took control of the entire load
leaving the bull< of it stashed away at tile residence of J P Koroma and fled
the city whilst our troops fouglJtthc enemy from house to house with
nearly Clllpty m<:lgazines zll1d no support fire. In the end Freetown fell and
the rTl;:Jjority of soldiers, botll RUF and SLA retreated safely from tile
Capital.
We also rescued J P KorolllCl and his family and under tile escort of Brig.
Issa Clild Brig. Mike he wus brought to Kuilahun as was advised by your
brallIer. f-lis rnotller-in-Iaw Ilad to be Curried on a hammock the duration of
the journcy. On his arrival ill ~<:ailahun I-gave-up my bedroom for J P
I\Or0I11<1 <JllcJ SOUg/lt Ilis p_Cr!llissi~Hl to enter i_n_ o!""der to go througll my
dr<lwcrs .
\

. The enolllY had succeeding in demoralizing our troops and soldiers both
RU F ClllC.I.SLA raced for tile Moa River in retreat and with the intention of
crossill~1 ClS refugees into.llciglllJoring countries. Sensing that this would
gre;:Jt!y c.loplele our figlltillg force, I instructecJ that strong gates be placed

\
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along Lile MoCi crossings and L11reC1tencd to open fire on anycile attempting
La cross I furtlH~r instnH;Lec1 that c1cfensivcs be set in Kana and ahead and
to put ;Jrl erfcctive hal t to tile retreat.
I

I inllllccliatcly set about estCJblislling a Defence Hec:ldquartcrs in Kailahun i.1t .
W<1S frorn L1lis DHQ tl1CJt I inlellc1ed to organize a stance and a counteroffensive C1nc1 from where cornl11CJnc1 and control would be maintained.
t;
Later wIlen J P Korollla arrived in KC1ilallUn, he appointed me to take Over II
command for both the RUF and the SLA as Chief of Defence Staff with the'
rank of Brigadier General. In order to motivate the most senior officers, I
tool( it upon myself to appoint Brig. (ssa as Battlefield Commander and
Colonel Mingo as Battle Group Commander. All this. was done especially to
encourage Colonel Mingo and ensure smooth operation.
/I
After our Freetown invasion in January 1999 I was again promoted by J P
'<:oroma to tile rank of Major General Issa was promoted to Brigadier and
MiJ<e to the rank of Brigadier and other SLA officers were also promoted.

?

I

Sir, durin·g lhis period I had been in contact with various diplomats and
oUler inLernational agencies SUCll as the UN, Commonwealth, GAU,
ECOWAS <md even the'Sierra Leone Government, with a view of effecting
your release and a negotiatcd settlement of tIle Sierra Leonean crisis.
Tilesc bodies lent deaf ears to my propositions as they thought that the
}(ab!J() government would be able to achieve military victory.
Baele at lleacJquartersl renewed my contact willl ULIMO and tried to secure I
materiClls from them. It was out of these materials that I gave Superman a I
good qUC1ntity to attack and capture Kono. This move 1 thought would
prcssure the government illtO a.bandoning their mock trial against you and
provide us with the ground necessary to· move the war and the movement
fOlwCln.l.
Super! IlCm used the materic-lIs to attack Kana and was able to control parts
of I\oidl.l TOWIl. Though tilcy were able to raise the ammo dump. they then
COl1CClltrC1ted on looting and later withdrew ICaving the enemy to re-occupy
thc tOV'/Il.· Even prior to Lh;:)t, all instructions to maintain the ground were
not irnplcl11ented.
.
With Llle c;:)ptured materials from f\ono, Superman went to the Kabala axis
to join SAJ Musa.1 instructed him to send some materials to which he
agreed. LClter he refused to dispatch tile materials and refused to grant
permissioI1 to the receivil1g officer to return to me.
A spccial forumof Vanguards was held to brief them of happenings since
fll C r- r c c to 'w n r e tr ea tar 1 uol1Tc-r 'irnp-oTtanhs·sue-s:--I-t-w-a-s -i,r-bt-R~-5-f-G-I=-\J-m that I
leClrnt Lhat Superman hEld Cl mixed- Lebanese girl with him who was
dctcrril1LJ his concenlrationon military issues. It was reported that she'
would :.;it all Ilis ItJp during I1lcctings willl officers and publicly flirt with one
;llj[.llllr~I·. This inform<:ltioll conccn18d rne grci:lt!y and in the presence of all .
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\/ZlflgUtlrc.Js I instructec.J SUfJcnnar1 to report for briefing. I told (,im that he
SilOUld not !JC moving with l1is WOrllan all a l1lilitCiry operation such as t1~e
o!le l1e was 011 as it was obvious t11C1t his priority was not his military
c.Jutics. 111 t11is fight, I instructed him to prepare within 72hours and to
report to OHQ . He agreed to report but later sent a long message
c1enouncing Illy command and refusing to come to my call. He said that he
would stay where hc WtlS and would take no instructions from me until the
arrival of Lhe leader.
The WtJr Council Cilairman and other senior officers joined me in trying to
cOllvince him to report but he refused, resorting to molesting Pa Rogers
and Bri£]tlc1ier Isaac on set, whilst all stations were monitoring. Indeed he
remaincd in I,is location, tllreatening any soldier attempting to comply with
my instruction for all loyal forces to tile RUF leadership and High
Command to leave his location for the closest operational areca. ,
Priort'o this, diamonds mined from Kono were given to Brigadier Issaln ~
, order for llim to make contact and delivery to a business associate of .
yours. At his transit point, Wllilst awaiting General Ibrahim, Brigadier Issa
reports tllat he.had gone to a near by tea-.sho P and on his way back to the
110tel he realized that the diamonds were missing from his pocket. His
\
claims of the diamonds dropping from his pockets were substantiated by
liv'e broOlc1casts over radio cJnnouncing that diamonds had been found on
tIle streets of the city.
Colonel Jungle was with Gr-ig. Issa and are both in a position to better
explain tile cvents surrounding tile loss of t e diamonds. I was discouraged
Cit the loss C1S I had plarlned against revenues generated fromtfle proceeds, \.
however, in light of the confirmed' radio broadcast on the Joss of diamonds
a short distance from where 8r:9. fssa's hotel was and the fact that the
situatiol1
the ground W<1S SUCll that a firm grip had to be taken of the
SituLlUOll alld the Brig. WtlS Ll very able commander, in fact tbemost
cooper;,tivc LInd effectivc ill implementing mifitLlry orders and duties, I
decided to refer tile matter to you on your arrival whifst assigning him to
the front-lillc at a time wherl the enemy were bent on flushing us out of'
even our !'<.liltlllUn base.

I

0'"

During your C3bsencc, many contacts were mac1e to sympathizers to
\
promote tlle inldge of the rl'lOVe!nent, details of which will be presented to
you ill tl 11lClIl/ler so as not to cause any breadl of security. Out of these
conttlcts"/ WClS OlDie to gct tile b<lsic needs and facilitate our mIlitary move
to 1\0110 <.lJlcJ onwards /JCls't Macllil1e.
. ...._..
T11c"elniYc'n'1(jvewa's 'urlcferUle"c'ol11rnand of tile Late Boston Ramah
'("R-a-r'11ho7oTrd'-sup-ervrs-e-d-l.:iYBri~
s s a.-WI, e n Ra n160 cap t u red Maken f, I
COIlVilicr:c.l B,·ig. Issa on settocall on Superman to join in operations in- .
ordel" to enSUI'e thut thc objectives of the RUF were placed in priority.
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As usucd Brig. Issa was supportive elild I called Superman on set and
instructeu Ilirll to join in tile operalions. I told Superman that I had forgiven
!lim ~ll1cJ that tile past w~s bcllillU us and that we were all brothers in arms.
SUlJerTllcH1 accepted the call zlIld vowed to give his fullest cooperation. To
Ilave nl<:leJe Ulis call was not an eClsy thing for me as Superman had been
asl(cc.1 to IJrovide m<J.llpowcr for the f\ono - M<:lkeni operations, yet another
order t1l(]t he defied and still I was forced to exercise maturity and
.
illstructed Rambo to go <)[lei receive Superman and to continue normal
oper<ltions with him. Rambo willingly complied with tIle order and went to
mect Superman, providing vehicles for alf his men. They then returned to
Mal(eni and put the barracks under control.
Wiliist the Late Rambo was busy cllecking captured, materials for proper
accountability, Superman took the opportunity of diverting captured
materials for rlis own use.
Brig. Issa who had taken supervised the Makeni and had given instructions
for tile barracks to be put under full Military control whilst he was informe.d
of the f<:lct that Superman had illegally taken materiaJsfrom the barracks ,~
and was in lJossession of these materials. Wilen approached on the issue.
Superman claimed that I. General Mosquito and Brig. Issa were using
Rambo agail1sthirn with the aim of destroying him. Brig. Issa insisted that
the mClterials be llanded over as Superman had not only misused large
amounts of ammo in his failed attempt to capture Kono but had also
refused to: give account of materials captured when the Koidu Town ammo
dump of ECOMOG was captured.
.
,SupermZln continued to refuse and Brig. Issa accompanied by Brig. Kallon
entered his house and arrested all materials found. He invited Superman to
the HQ ill Mal(eni so as to make plans for moving the operation to Lunsar.
Superrnah asl<.:ed to enter his bedroom to, prepare for the move and took
that opportunity to esc<Jpe. Supen:nan later returned and again was allowed
to join tile operation. "
At this point I instructed tllC Late Rambo to advance to Port Loko whilst
S·upen 1l<J1l was to secure tile Freetown lligllw'ay. Rambo was successful in
calJturing part of the town zllld in capturing a large quantity of materials.
Supernl.J.n tllen suggested that as he knew the terrain well, he should take
over tll.J.t tlxis a.nd move to'cZllJtufe Lungi. Thinking that he was sincere we
Clgreeel am! Brig. Issa g~ve !lilll tile opportunity to equip himselffrom the
ammo dump for the missioll.
UlJo-n lal~in~l over tit Po.rt Lol<a, Sllp-ennantnade_nQ~eJ[.e£:Jiy.~rn..9_'{et o
c a p_~~r~~~l~~gL~n,d _~I ?2Jo.SS t~ e \fa !~a b leg ro u n d of.P.o,rt ~o ko.

ere a

.'

ITao

~'nCdI1WTliTetTi-e fro-6ps-ITliJ CErll
Free-Eown
l5een clIn5rr-fram'tl,-e' rear
ZlllcJ wr:rc:, being encircle'u leaving tllem no way out. I was able to coordinate
lIlcil' opcr;:,tiOlls ovcr sct ;:'llc.1 got tllCrn to corllbine their forces and bulldoze
froiTl tile side Clccessill~1 tllClll to the mountains through Wllicll they took a·
LJyC-pClSS lo join our troops Zlt Bellgucrna and Waterloo as JOI was
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occupied by ECOMOG . This is !low the troops that entered Freetown were
Clble to rctrcZlt. Still they sust<lillcd Ileelvy cClusalities including Steve Bio,
tile SLPP Clldirrn"H1 Mallal,palca and marlY otllers ..

,
... I

Orl IC<:JrnillS) tllC1t Gibril Massaquoi IlCld been rescued from prison and had
joillecJ ill tile operation, I cont<lcted him 'on set' and gave him advice and
encouragement for smooth operations. Another attack of Freetown was
planned but was never implemented due to the actions of Gibri!, Superman
anel some otller SLA soldiers.
L<Itcr, I WLlS to instruct Brig. Issa to get Gibril to report to DHQ for prooer
br-icfillg <IS he had been witll you ill prison and had information as to your
condition .. 1was also of the cOllviction that Gibril would collaborate with
Superman to go against the command that you left on the ground. I
instructecJ Brig. Issa to assure Gibril that all was forgiven and that I held no
grudge for him.
_
- Gibril refused to come to my call, saying that he was going to operate with
Supenll;:Hl. Superman was asked to enforce tile order for Gibril to report
but he <liso W<:lS defiant and s;)id that he Superman was not going to make
Gibril do wilat he himself would not do. They went on with words of insult
to rne ;)[1(1 tile High Command and said that they were not taking orders
frorn me or I(ai(ahun.
I sent Brig. Iss a to the ground to invite GibriI to report to DHQ. On arrival
Gibril was invi ted to report ~H1d he complied by entering the vehicle. At this
point Superman ordered his men to open fire on Brig. Issa which they did,
thus affordirlg Gibril willl tIle opportunity to not onlyes.cape but to take up
arm dgClinstI1is superior cornmandin the person of Brig. Issa, who was
ableto escape unhurt. Gibril and Superman went with their men to the,
home of Brig. Issa and commanded ClII the materials thc:t had been sent
there by I11C for use in tile pl~nnecJ re-attael,· of Freetown. They vandalized
the house, looting Clli person~1 properties and government funds
iJlllollllling to nine lhouS<J.llc.J U.S. Dollwrs ( 9000USD ).
Tile two, together with their ll1en t!len left and based ttlemselves in
Lunsar,w'itl1111e threat tllat allt person, includiJlg me, that tried to get to
them would IJe killed.
I disptltcllcd a team heLldcc.l by Colonel !saac, Major Benda, Lt. Col. Moriba,
. Major J;lC!,$On your bodyguar.d commander and Lt. Col. Sam Kpulleh, with
explicit instructions to go Zlnd investigate tile issue and ensure that they
contain tl1e situation andreport back to me elt DHQ.
... _ .
I was IiJtcr informed thatUw dereg-afionh~ld not been given an opportunity
to investigate: and were under seri-Gus armed threa-t by botlTGihriland
Sup e rr 11 iJ 11. III tim e ,-LL-C_oL MDIjutl--3r:l.d-l-l. -CQf. -Y-~H~!-e-l=i ::etufne-eHo-B-H'8
Wllils~;ther three stZlycd behind and also began to put up acts of
i nSUDor-cJi Ilu li on against th e Hi 9h Command.
Tilc Cllr:111Y 11;-,d t<Jl,cn tltis 11101llCllt of i/lterrl<:J1 turmoil to make advances
C1g<:1illSt uur positions at BCllguCIll;J, W<:Jterloo and Mile 47. The enemy then
moved for GLJcrC3Y Bridue. AgClin Superlilan pleaded for the opportunity to
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1110VC Lo repel tile attClcl~ on GlJeray Bridge. As en emy pressu,e Wc:lS
1l10UI1Lillg, I gClve the go-ahc<)(J to for him to take up tile said operation.
Superrl1<Jrl fai·lcd to move to Gbcray Bridge and instead attacked Makeni
l<lte <It nigllt W.itll tile aim of i<illin£} Brig. Iss<:I and RamlJo. TIle horne of
[1<JIll!JD was.attacked by Superman. The attack caugilt Rambo off guard as
1/
he WClS f;:lst asleep. He was captured shot many times andit is reported that /1
he was even stabbed ta ensure tllat he did not survive the attack,
remarlcing that he Ramba was tlle'lron Jacket' to me General Mosquito and
Brig. lssa and that Ile would die that night in the hands of Superman.

II

After l~iHing Rambo, they attacked the home of Brig. Issa, launching a RPG
rocket <It thc hause. Tiley opened fire entering tile l~ouse. Brig. Issa was
able to escape through a door from his bedroom leading to the back of the
house. He was spotted as he maneuvered towards the bushes and another
RPG rocl~et was launched behind him. The explosion caused a small rock
to enter tile toe of Brig. Iss<I and against day-break was able to make his
escape to Makali where he di<:llogued with you on set while you were still in
.' tile custody of the SLPP in Freetown.
In that attack, Gibril, Superman and their men killed and wounded many
soldiers, both RUF and SLA wllo were performing various military duties
on the ground.
The next Illoming Superman fllobi.lized an armed force headed by Gibril, to
re-attacl~ Brig. Iss<:l Clt Mal~ali, having been alerted as to his location through
his dialogue wi til tile Leader. They also planned to attack Mile 91 with a
view of taking command at both grounds. Again Brig. Issa was able to
escapc ilncl moved to I(ono. GibriI chased him as far as Makari, vowing to
kill hilll etS he had done RClmbo and to display his head ill Makeni .
1 Ilave <lS evidence, a video cassette recording of the public d1splay of the
L<lle f1<llllUO'S body. Tile SZlIl1C Cdssette will flClp to shed light on the death
of Rcllll[JO emd tllc conspirClcy and action ofGibril and Superman to kill the
High Command of tile RUF emd 3ssume its offices and command.
After M<l!(clli had been c<lplurcd and raised by Superman and his troops, he
called Cl 111ceting <:It tile Town Hall and confiuently told tile people t1lat 11e
WZlS (lcLill~ ill compliance with instructions received from tile Lewder and
that !Ie had l<ll(cn effective command of tile RU F and thatl, Major General
Sam Goci(<Jrie was no longer High Command of the RUF and that he Brig.
SUperLllClrlWClS taldng ovcrJrorn Brig. Issa in.Mak.E;ni.
SUPCrll1.-:l11 went on to accuse me all air of llijC1cking the Leadership of the
RUF, si~Jllting·ri\~(call for arrSigriiilStatibrfs-hot to respond to your call, as
pro 0 fCJrnTT15 etrayaL ACI1Cl rgern af I nc:n only d-e-ny but take particuiar
oFFense lo.
SUpCr111:111 l<lter wellt 'on <lir' proclaiming that he was going to advance to
f\OllO :111ll furtller still to I\<lil<lllull wllCre 118 would kill me anu dlsplay my
he;1u. IIi; wellt on to nall1e Ilis <lssigl1Zltion list.
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To cOrlttlin tile situCltion I issued m<:lteritlls to Brig. !<:allon and instructed
llilrl to tal<e command of Magborol<a and to use the opportunity to search
for Brig. lssa as he was MIA as a result of Superman's' ambush of him
immediately after Isst] had diulogued willl you on air. Kallon took command
of M<:lgLJorol«:l and was soon under tile tlttack of Superman and Gibril. This
tillle tlley did not only use RPG's and GMG's but launched mortar bombs
CJnc.J fin:~d Anti-Aircraft Guns against Magboroka. Kallon was however able
to repel, only for Superman to re-attack, this time capturing th~ Town.
Three d<:lYs l<:lter Brig. Kallon launched a successful counter-offensive rectlpturing Magboroka. Si0ce tllen the ground has been under our control
but h<:ls corne under a series of att<:lcks by Superman .leading to loss of life
<:ll1d injury to numerous soldiers and civilians.
We attacl<ed Makeni twice with a view of re-taking command of the said
ground. This because of the strategic location of the Township and the fact
tflat Makeni was under command and control and raw and order was in
effect when 8rig Issa W<:lS in command. Civilians moved freely, knowing
that their security was paramount. Tllese same civ.ilians were now crying to
be rescued. We were in full occupation of the Township when you
instructed us to witlldraw and await your arrival upon which the issue .
would be setlled. Your order WClS immediately enforced and troops loyal to
tlleRU r- Higll Command left on the ground by the Leader, were ordered by
me to witlldraw_ The trutll is Sir, that at tllattime the people ofMakenl,
including the soldiers needed to be rescued. Living conditions were dismal
<J.nd it is r:eported tllat at tile time Superman was getting married at a costly
ceremony soldiers were surfering and in some cases dying as a result of
ill<:ldequ<:lte drugs.
Tilfthisday S.upennan and Gibril are c:ontrary to my command and
continue to flaunt tile direct command of the Leader. They still do not
submit <.111 reports to me for my necessary information and action and
ollward lllovement to tile attentioll of the Leader. They reserve tbe
m<Jt1d<ll.ed line of cornrn<JT1c.f only for messages against me or to paint
themselves pretty.

!i

\[1./11CI1 \N0. first retreated [1"f)J.11 Freetown I contdcted tile Government of,The
Ivor·y Cu;,st dllcfin particu/;lr the Foreign Minister, MR Amara Esse. I also
ft
call tZlclcd thc guar<J.ntors of l/ Ie Abic.Jj<J.n Peace Accord to impress on them
tIle luct that our Leader W<:lS still illegally beil1g helc.J by the Nigerian
Govcrnl11cJlt and that a negotialed-settlelnent was H-le only way-inwhich
p.e; Zl c 8- ,1l1 cl sec u r.lJ.:Lf 9 u let returu_Lo Siena Le..o-l_l-e._I_@_v_sR--_G-GHt--a-6-teEl-t-I-'leGo\7"cr-;}-I~;t;-F- Tojan K<:l!J[J;) ill Freetown to cOllvince tllem to release you
.. am! to lIlrE:Cllen that iF they continued to exercise the military option, we the
RUF woulc.J fJush for tot<:lll11ilitary victory and would escalate tile war to a
POillt LJCyOl1d imagination. All t11is talk fell on deaf ears as eventbe
intcrr1<1lionul media refused our calls. With our capture of Kono and the
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relising of four rnecllLlnize'd LJattaliolls of the Nigerian ECOMOG force, our
phones br.gc1l1 Lo ring with calls from the worlds' elite press, and the very
people who only el few weel(s back were ignoring our calls, assuming that
, we were going to be flushed as Tejeln Kabba had vowed, were now virtually
IJcgging to tLlllc I knew thLlt the heat was on KabLJa.
Our aULlck of Freetown put I(abba in a position where he was forced to talk
as I helcJ earlicr promised he would. He fled the city as did his Cabinet, the '
lalter wilh a view of re-grouping in Conakry and launching a counteroffensive CIS tlley had dane wilen ousted by the AFRC. On learning that his
politic<:ll strong-men such as Despond Luke and others were in Conakry', 1
obtainecJ their various hotel-room numbers and systematically called each
on the telephone claiming tllat I was also in Conakry with a squad of my
best commandos and that we were on our way to the hotel. Within fifteen
minutes of Illy first call the hotel had been sealed off by Guinean security
forces, witll tanks and armored-cars on every intersection. Desmond Luke
cll1d p<1rly bc~t a hasty retreat to secret 'safe-llOuses' and all boarded flights
for different destinations the next day. Tllis brought to a screeching halt
the SLPP political stance during our Freetown attack and occupation.
We now llad the edge over Kabba and his Government and asked for talks
to tal(e place under the auspices of the OAU Chairman, President Blais
Carnpore. This on the grounds that it was in effect ECOWAS ttlat had been
fighting us and thus no troop contributing Member State could impartially
host such tC)ll<s. This basic premise for moving us to the table was eagerly
accepted by MR Francis OkelJo MR Moses Anafu of the Commonwealth
Secret;:J.riClt and even the Government of President Kabba.
After tile initi<1{ joy of hearing your voice on sct for the first time in a long
time, rnilitClry instincts alerted me that you were under duress and that
slowly tile f\Zlbba Government would use you to diffuse the explosive state
.. of C'ffLlirs and move us from our position of strength and seek to move the
Tall<s from our neutral ground of choice.
In my opinion tllis would not only cause us to loose our military edge but
would helve put your life ill d<:lnger.
In view of tllis, I toolc the fJ<linful but necessary step of instructing all Signal
Stations to nlonitor but not to respond to 'on air' calls from the Leader
explaining to all the reaSOllS for SUC!l an order.
In due cr:tllse, <:IS a result of violations of this same order, the talks were
Illoved fr"otrl f30kina Fasso to Lome.
J

TilE MILITARY FRONT

Ori--me F/rllTf~YyFr6fil, tT;c-~Jrouncr li55 ncif 6ilTy- remainea- irifacf biTt llUge
~I Cl ills w (~ rc III C1 cJ e <1 g <:I ins t l! 1e e n e III y .
As 1ll0.llliolleu eClrlier in my report, four mecllclf1ized battalions of Ule
Ni~cri;lI1 Anny were raisccJ Zlt I\ono resulting in the capture of a wiele
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C1SS0!tlllClit of arms ancl clllllrlUllilioll as well as C1rmored cars. War- tanks
were ~Iso c<J[Jtured and burnt.
We slIccessfully took the war frOlll 1<:3ilal1un to Freetown, putting military
pressure,on the SLPP Government <Jlld the International Community to
effect your release.
HLl9c <'Ul'lounts of arrns'allCl tHlllllLlllitiorls were also captured by Brigadier
ISSZl frOlll t1H? Guine<':1l1s illC[udillg a 40 Barrel Missile and its bombs. The
ovel'<Jll G-4 Commandcr is in plClce to report on all materials captured and
on stocl( <Jt Iland.
Within tile Military Structure of the RUF , promotions were encouraged as
the only cJuc reward for Military accomplishments.
There was widespread recruiting and training of combatants to provide.a
.beefed-up.figl1ting force.
.
The Medical unit has been enhanced with regular supply of drugs and
dressing materials and the infusion of new talent has resulted in an
efficient unit that now handles complex gynecological cases and performs
Hernia ar1d Appendix operations to both soldiers and civilians.
.

.

A Tr:tlll(s r:tnd Armored Division has been established within the Artillery
Unit to utilize captured equipment from the enemy.
Daru Barr<1cl(s relT1~ins under sicge with Iron-Gate defensives on all
appro<Jcl1r;s to the Township.
i,IOTE See Zlppcndix 1 for Military Structure.

." ~

THE POUTICAL FRONT

Our IllCV0. La cZlpture Kono c;:Jrned marked gains for the RUF in the political
Frollt. Tllc Illtcmation<l1 Prc:ss was effectively used to educate tIle world as
to tile ;li,iIS z1I1d objectives of the RUF.
The GovcrIll1lel1t of Tejan I\Clbba was forced to negotiate willl us, a move
tilcy 11;")(1 consistently refused to make, vowing instead to execute the
LCZIUCI' ;111d rlush the RUF out of Sierra Leone.
TI-',e U+l;-\I-1t1- c:rt:+H:rlnreTnatTull;:rl Orgmriz-<:1TiohS

Were alsoiorceaTD

r-dlk io- us.

Aftcr 111LiCh Military pressure froln us and diplomatic pressure from the onlool\i'l~j wor'leI, the Leader WdS released to Togo where along with a
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delegation from within lIle RUF 011 tile ground in Sierre Leol·,':; a Peace
Agreement was reaclled between tile RUF and the SLPP Government.
CIVILlANS AND NON-MILlTARY ISSUES
I\nowing tile love and respect tllv.t tile Leader Il<.1S for civilians, I have
ensured that tile status of civilians am.! in particulClr civilians behind RUF
Lines I1<JS never been cornprornisccJ.
TIley ~rc 'still represented 011 tile" WClr Council and continue to enjoy full
righLs Cll1cJ privileges. .
"
A Free Prilllal-y Scllool System was launched ill tile Kailahun District to
acJdrcss tile educational neecJs of our cllildren. This program has been a
huge success and has spread to other Districts.
TIle RUF and civilians behind its Lines have maintained a program of selfsufficiency and have recorded the highest production ever of rice, palm-oil
Clnd produce.
Proceeds from the sale of Agricultural Produce was used to provide much
needed rations and materials for soldiers and civilians alike."
With the div.mond rich ground of Kana under our control a mining unit was
setup beClded by Lt Col. Kennedy who is in place to give account of all
proceeds from mining oper<Jtions.

."'

Sir, I most respectfully C]sl<: you to look into the numerous complaints of
both GilJril <llld Superm<Hl. From the execution of Vanguards in Pujehun to
the l<illin~J of the bodyguClrcls of Colonel Mohamed TarawaUie, on to the
killing of Colonel Bostoll r-Iomoll { Rambo ), this terrible duo have reeked
havoc on tile RUF. They continue to flaunt my orders and have extended
the S;Jfl10 Clcls of gross insllbordination to the Leader.
IllZlstCIl to remind you Sir tl1<Jt whilst I along with Brig Is~a and other loyal
forces I\<lve ;llways obeyec.l your orders to til" letter, this duo have rejected
your ordr;rs emd challenged l!le authority of the Leader and his Military
High COI11Ill<lnd.
.
Thc <lCtiollS of Gibril and Superrn<1I1 has gone great lengths to worsen the
reICJtioll:;hip between the fl.Ur= Clne! the SLA by tile indiscriminate killing of
SLA soldiers during tlleir ~ltCJcks on the RUF High Command and in their
bicJs to c;CJpLure ground, ClI](J by inciting SLA soldiers against my command.
The sc:t1J<lcl<s resulting in tile actions of this duo are magnanimous and
have F(\r rCuclling consequcnces.
I must (\150 mention Sir, t11;lt all troops loyal to tile Leader and the High
COIHll·l;l118 of l-I-l·g RWF (;Irc il1 full rCCldiness to take Military acti<:m against
Gioril ,llld Supermall aile.! hcwc only halted their action to await your arrival
<lllU IWlldlil1g of this sitU<:ltiOll.
Sir, 11(\ving obeyed all instructions givell b~' you to me and after diligently
workillg to Illaintdin the ground at all cost, I will not be pacified unless just
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and appropriate military action is taken by you. I along with a vast majority
of our troops have borne the brunt of abuse and molestation, sabotage and
cold-blooded murder, all in an effort to maintain tile ground as per your
instructions. Now that you are back and in full control of the RUF we
anxiously·-awalta-speedy resolution of this problem.

MAJOR GENERAL SAM BOCKARIE.
RUF S/L
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3) Leadership Memo
Memo to 'The Leader' from 'The Black Revolutionary Guards'
18 October 1999

REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT - SIERRA LEONEC~L~
.
(RUF/SL)
0

To

The Leader of the Revolution

From

The Black Guard Commander

Subj.

SITUATION REPORT

Date 18 th October, 1999

The Leader Sir,
I want this to claim your official attention that, the Black Guard Commander at
Makeni in the person of Jackson Jakema sent a comprehensive report of situation at
~y'fakeni with reference to the skinnish between the RUF and SLA brothers. Below are as
follows:th

1.

On the 14 October, 1999, Brigadier 1. H. Sesay and his convoy entered the
Township of Makeni at about 13:00 to 14:00 hours in the afternoon. Likewise,
Brigadier Supennan entered from Lunsar.

2.

Brigadier Superman on the 15 th October, 1999, 'held a short meeting with the F.T.S.
Heads. In the meeting, agenda lamented was to put the problem causers under
control.

,..,

At about 15 :00 - 16:00 hours, Brigadier Su~"erman started alTesting the problem
causers. During this process, the SLA brother? started firing against the R1JF
brothers which resulted in battle between the mighty RUF and the remnants of the
AFRC (SLA) problem causers. During the battle, Brigadier 1. H. Sesay, fully
supported by reinforcements in the fon1l of Brigadier Supennan was able to put the
problem causers under complete control.

.J.

4.

th

On the same 15 October, 1999, the two authorities were to meet face to face. But it
never happened. Only the combatants were interacting with each other.

RUF/SL -18/10/99

1

5.

On the 1i h October, 1999, the Black Guards wrote some observations and
suggestions to the authorities. Below are as follows:a.
b.

To extend defences as far as Kamrabai where the trouble-causers Commander
(Brigadier Mani) is based.
To facilitate cordial relationship between the Senior Officers and the
combatants as the combatants are all looking up to them to accomplish the
mISSIOn.

6.

For now, there is no SLA Commander in Makeni Township and its axis. Situation is
under control. You only need to advice the two (2) authorities for cordial
relationship so as to enhance strong security.
With much regards to you, Sir.
Obediently Submitted,

Signed:
Jackson Swarray (Major)
BLACK GUARD COMMANDER

RUF/SL - 18/10/99
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4) Nominal Roll of Trained Personnel (RUF/SL) marked "Retricted"

List of thirty RUF/SL conscripts with associated RUFIAFRC commanders.

RESTRICTED
I

/

I

REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT - SIERRA LEONE

(RUF/SL)
NOMINAL ROLL OF TRAINED RUF PERSONNEL
._SINo. RANI(

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
13
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Capt
RSM
S/Sgt
S/Sgt
Sgt.
Sgt
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
CpL
CpL
CpL
CpL
CpL
L/CpL
LlCpL
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Ptc.
Pte.

NAME

J. T. Bayoh
I"amin Bangura
Mohamed Mansaray
Alusine Koroma
Brima Aruna
John A. Fangawa
Senesie Musa
Augustine Samai
Swarray Boima
Omaru Sow
Nyuma Lebbie
Sylvester Labor
Tejan S. Kamara
Isaac Barthelomew
Daniel Morger
Ibrahim Kabbia
Foday Mansaray
Abu Bakarr Kallon
Joe Fanna
Gibrilla Sankoh
John Foma
Sahr Kainesie
Sorie Bangura
James Tamba
Allie Conteh
Sheku Kargbo
Jusu Sonic
Mohamed Kaloko
Alfred Bangura
Sahr Lamin

BASE TRAINED

Mattru
Luawa, Kailahun
Bunumbu
Bayama
Luawa, Kailahun
Kangari Hills, North Jungle
Bayama
Pendembu
Bewala
Jui-Koya
Luawa, Kailahun
Kangari Hills, North Jungle
Kono
Kangari Hills, North Jungle
Camp Lion
Kabora, Kahala
Camp Lion
Camp Lion
Bayama
Pendembu
Koidu Town, Kono
Koinadugu, Kabala
Kabala
Pendcmbu
Yengema
Mongo
Jui-Koya
Mattru
Waterloo
Korbola, Kabala

NAME OF
TRAINING COMMANDANT

YEAR
TRAINED

Capt. Monica P.lLt. Tom Sandi
CO. A. Gbundema
Captain Monica Pearson
e.O. Ja-Goray
CO. Venson
e.O. Venson
e.O. Kailondo
e.O. A. Koker
e.O. Kooper
e.O. Momoh Rogers
e.O. Venson/CO. Rashid
CO. Venson/e.O. Rashid
Lt.CoL Monica
e.O Venson/e.O. Rashid
e.O. DDR
e.O. Rambo
CO. Nya
Co. Manawa
Lt Tom Sandi
CO. A. Koker/CO. Centra
Tension Man/CoL!. Sesay
CoL M. S. Kallon
Major Rambo
CO. Centra
Lt. P. Mattia/Pato-Pato
CO. Amara Gbllndcma
Lt. Basiru SherifI(Moyepe)
Lt. Tom Sandi/CO. Monica
Capt. Amara Peneto
e.O. Alabama (SLA)

P 1.'c.:T'D rr'T'!;,n

1995
1993
1998
1992
1991
Apr-94
May-92
1991
Mar-91
1994
J 995
1995
1998
1995
1992
1997
Apr-91
1995
1996
May-9!
Oct-97
Mar-98
1997
1991
1999
1998
1994
1995
1999
1998

WHERE/WHEN
CAPTlJRED
Rutile Plant Site - 18th Jan.1995
Matol, By Mile 91, Yoni Chiefdom - 1993
Nyandehun, Boyama - 1997
Koidu Town, Kono - 1992
Kailahun, LU3\va - 1991
Komboma, Wando Chiefdom - 1994
Luawa, Kailahun - 1992
Sandialu, Kailahun District - 1991
Jojoima - 1991
Upper Sama Lugbu, Bo - J994
Serabu - 1995
Serabu - 1995
Makeni - 1998
Gbatobu, Lugbu, Bo District - 1995
Mile 91 - 1992
Magburaka - 1996
Bo Mosaba, Pujehun - 1991
Konia Kpenema, LlBambara C/dol11, Kenema Dist. - J 995
Yamandu Station - 1996
Pendembu - May 1991
Koidu Town, Kono - 1997
Koidu Town, Kono - 1998
Rokupr - 1997
Pendembu - 1991
Bendugu, Koinadugu District - 1999
Madina, Kambia District - 1998
Nyandehun, Nyama - 1994
Pujehlln Area - 1995
Waterloo - 1998
randa, Kono - 1998

REMARKS

Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained - SLA
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained
Trained - SLA

~

~
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RESTRICTED

REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT - SIERRA LEONE

(RUF/SL)
NOMINAL ROLL OF TRAINED RUF PERSONNEL

I SINo.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RANK
Capt.
RSM
S/Sgt.
S/Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
LlCpl.
LlCpl.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.

NAME
J. T.Bayoh
Lamin Bangura
Mohamed Mansaray
Alusine Koroma
Brima Aruna
John A. Fangawa
Senesie Musa
Augustine Samai
Swarray Boima
Omaru Sow
Nyuma Lebbie
Sylvester Labor
Tej an S. Kamara
Isaac Barthelomew
Daniel Morgan
Ibrahim Kabbia
Foday Mansa1'ay
Abu Bakarr Kallon
Joe Farma
Gib1'illa Sankoh
John Forna
Sahr Kainessie
Sorie Bangura (SLA)
James Tamba
Allie Conteh
Sheku Kargbo
Jusu Sonie
Mohamed Kaloko
Alfred Bangura
Sah1' Lamin

BASE
Mattru
Kailahun
Bunumbu
Bayama
Kailahun
Kangari Hills - North
Bayama
Pendembu
Bewala
Jui-Koya
Kailahun
Kangari Hills - North
Kailahun
Kangari Hills - North
Camp Lion
Ko1'bora - Kabala
Camp Lion
Camp Lion
Bayama
Pendembu
Kono
Kabala
Kabala
Pendembu
Yengema - Kono
IVfongo
Jui-Koya
Mattru
Waterloo
Kabala

RESTRICTED

YEAR ,
1995
1993
1997
1992
1991
1994
1992
1991
1991
1994
1991
1995
1991
1995
1992
1996
1991
1995
1996
1991
1997
1998
1997
1991
1999
1998
1994
1995
1999
1998

RESTRICTED
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REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT - SIERRA LEONE

(RUF/SL)
NOMINAL ROLL OF R.U.F. PERSONNEL CLASSIFIED
AS PRISONERS OF WAR (P.O.W.) BY ECOMOG
WHO WERE RELEASED ON THE 14TH AUGUST, 1999
TAKEN TO iVIAMMY YOKO AND THEN TO LUNGI - D.D.R.PROG.
-

'No. RANK

NAME

I
I Pte.

2 Pte.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Ple.

ID
II
12
13

Pte.
Pte.
Pte.

RSM
14 Pte.
15 Pte.

Hassan Gbla
John B. Mansaray
Ibrahim Kamara
Mustapha Turay
Musa Mansaray
Yera Marah
Augustine Koroma
Samuel Ngegba
Ibrahim Mansaray
Boboh Monya
YusufCham
ivIiss Veronica Kainara
Abdul Kamara
Olunfe A. Pelu
Joseph M. Jalloh

BASE
TRAINED

NAME OF
YEAR
TRAINING TRAINED
COMMANDER

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

WHERE AND WHEN CAPTURED

REMARKS

Boajllbu in 1993; Escaped and recaptured in 1999
Portee, Freetown on 8th February, 1999
Wellington in February, 1999
Kasse on 15th February, 1999
5 Green Street, Freetown in February, 1999
Tengbeh Town, Freetown in January, 1999
Dan Street, Freetown in January, 1999

Classed as P.O.W. Amnesty
Classified as P.O.W. by Ecomog.
Classified as P.O.W. by Ecomog.
Classified as P.O.W. by Ecomog.
Classified as P.O.W. by Ecomog.
Classified as P.O.W. by Ecomog.
Classified as P.O.W. by Ecomog.

Mile Si!1ka on April, 1999
Daru in 1991
Waterloo on January, 1999
Koidu Town, Kono on December, 1998
M atotoka in 1993
NgandorllllIl, Kana in 1999
Lunsar in 1998

Classified as P.O. W. by Ecomog. Released on 14th AlIg.99 by Amnesty
UNTRAINED - He is in an abnormal state.
UNTRAINED
UNTRAINED
UNTRAINED
UNTRAINED
UNTRAINED

Released
Released
Released
Released
Released

on
on
on
on
on
Re!~ased on

14th
14th
14th
14th
14th
14th

AlIg.99
Aug.99
AlIg.99
AlIg.99
Aug.99
AlIg.99

by AnUlesty
by Al1U1esty
by Amnesty
by AnUlesty
by AnUlesty
by AnUlesty

~
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REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT - SIERRA LEOI~E

(RUF/SL)
UNTRAINED R.U.F. PERSONNEL NOMINAL ROLL
CAPTURED BY ECOMOG PERSONNEL AND
CLASSIFIED AS P.O.W. THEN
RELEASED ON 14th OCTOBER 1999 ON AMNESTY

ISINo.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ID
II
J2
13
14
15

RANK
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
RSM
Pte.
Pte.

NAME
Hassan Gbla
John B. Mansaray
Ibrahim Kamara
Mustapha Turay
Musa Mansaray
Yera Marah
Augustine Koroma
Samuel Ngegba
Ibrahim Mansaray
Boboh Monya
YusufCham
Miss Veronica Kamara
Abdul Kamara
OIunfe A. Pelu
Joseph M. Jalloh

REMARKS

I

Captured in Freetown and other
places in Sierra Leone by
ECOMOG Personnel, jailed and
classified as P.O.W. Released on
the 14th August, 1999 and taken
to Mammy Yoko Hotel and
later on the 14th September, 1999
taken to Lungi Garrison Barracks
to undergo the DDR Programme
Captured at Daru in 1991. Not trained. He is presently abnormal.
Captured at Waterloo. Not trained.
Captured at Koidu, Kono ih December, 1998
Captured at Daru in 1993. Untrained.
Alleged to be trained as RUF. His revelation is unbelievable. His story is yet to be investigated.
Captured at Lunsar in 1998. Untrained.
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REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT - SIERRA LEONE

(RUF/SL)
TRAINED RUF/AFRC/SLA CHILD COMBATANTS AT LUNGI
SINo. RANK

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Sgt.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.
Pte.

NAME

Allie Brima
Boboh Brima
Foday Koroma
Justine Wilson
Kassim Conteh
Hassan Bah
Ansumana Pay
Lamin Sankoh
Philip Wabber
David Peeler
Thaimu Fofana
Mustapha Kargbo
Frederick Mansaray
Adikalie Kamara
Ansumana Jawara
Sullay Kamara
Murray Kakpa

BASE TRAINED

NAME OF
TRAINING
COMMANDANT

YEAR
TRAINED

Pendembu
Alysious Koker
Jui-Koya
e.O. Rashid
feradugu
e.O. Thompy-Lala
Rosos
e.O. Ranger (SLA)
Camp Lion
e.O. Monica
Bani Potoru
Lt. George
Lunsar
Lt. Alabama (SLA)
Camp Lion
Camp Lion
Koinadugu, Kabala
CSM Munu
Nil
Nil
Koidu, Kana
Sgt. S. A. Junior (SLA)
Camp Rosas, Batkanu e.O. Jaja (SLA)
Lunsar
Lt. Alabama (SLA)
Gbera-Bana
RSM Kalawa (SLA)
Yengema, Kono
Capt. Mandele (SLA)
Nil
Nil
Okra Hills
Sgt. Bobby (SLA)

May-91
1994
1998
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

WHERE/WHEN CAPTURED

Pendembu - 1991
Komboma - 1994
Lunsar - 1998
Waterloo - 1997
Makeni Town - 1997
Bandajuma Sowa - 19971
Lunsar - 1997
Magburuka - 1997
Makeni - 1997
Koidu Town, Kana - 1997
Koidu Town, Kono - 1998
Kpendembu, Kalangba Chiefdom - 1998
Waterloo - 1999
Kambia - 1999
Sembalia, Kabala - 1999
Lunsar - 1999
Okra Hills - 1999

REMARKS

Trained - RUF
Trained - RUF
Trained - RUF
Trained - SLA
Trained - RUF
Trained - SLA
Trained - SLA
Trained - RUF
Trained - SLA
Untrained
Trained - SLA
Trained - SLA
Trained - SLA
Trained - SLA
Trained - SLA
Untrained - SLA
Trained - SLA

1\3
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REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT - SIERRA LEONE

(RUF/SL)
NOMINAL ROLL OF TRAINED RUF/SL
AFRC/SLA CHILD COMBATANTS

I§/No.

RANI(

1 Sgt.
2 Pte.
3 Pte.
4 Pte.
5 Pte.
6 Pte.
7 Pte.
8 Pte.
9 Pte.
10 Pte.
11 Pte.
12 Pte.
13 Pte.
14 Pte.
15 Pte.
16 Pte.
17 Pte.
18 Pte.

NAME

REMARI(S

Allie Brima
Boboh Brima
Foday Koroma
Justine Wilson
Kassim Conteh
Hassan Bah
Ansumana Pay
Lamin Sankoh
Philip Wabber
David Peeler
ThaimuFo[ana
Mustapha Kargbo
Frederick Mansaray
Adikalie Kamara
Ansumana Jawara
Sullay Kamara
1\
If"~~,-,,, l( ,-,lrpa
l.vl.Ullay L_.al\..

RUF T,rained - 1991
RUF Trained - 1994
RUF Trained - 1998
AFRC/SLA Trained RUF Trained - 1997
AFRC/SLA Trained AFRC/SLA Trained RUF Trained - 1997
AFRC/SLA Trained AFRC/SLA Trained AFRC/SLA Trained AFRC/SLA Trained AFRC/SLA Trained AFRC/SLA Trained AFRC/SLA Trained AFRC/SLA Trained -

Joseph WI. Jalloh

AFRC/SLA Trained - 1998

~
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5) Diamond Production Records
Stage II Kono Production
02-03-99 to 11-1-2000
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7) Letter
Letter from Mayor P.S. Bienda to Cpl F. Sankoh 16 - 09 - 99
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8) Patrick Beinda statement

Statement by Patrick Beinda on 24 September 1999 at the Presidential Guest House,
Monrovia, Liberia about the order he received to help resolve dispute in RUF in Makeni
in February 1999.
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9) Sarnual Lamboi statement

Statement to the Sierra Leone police on 7 June 2000
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10) Letter
Letter from Bobby Dixon to Foday Sankoh
11 Jan 2000

2~~'i

I
HEADQUARTERS
SIXTH INFANTRY BA'l'TALION, AF L
TUBY~NBURG CITY, BOMI COUNTY
LIBERIA.

11 January, 2000
SUBJECT: Information
TO

CPL. FODAY SANKOR
Leader of Revolutionary Front
of Sierra Leone, RepulbiC of
Sierra Leone.
COL. BOBBY Z. DIXON
Commanding Offic er 6/Infantry
Battalion, AFL.
'
"

Re
Be Inform that, I have recieved the letter that
was sent by you to the President of the Republic of Liberia.
and I will make sure it reaches the president, with out delay.
Also be Inform that I reci,eved the letter from COL.
Varney Kasia, and it will be ~elive to the President.

~N
~
Co L.

BATTALION

INF.

AFL

COMJVW\lDER

11) Letter
Letter to Foday Sankoh (The Leader) from the Black Guard Commander
No date
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12) Letter
Letter from Foday Sankoh to ECOMOG Major General Kpamber, ECOMOG
27 Dec 99

Revolutionary United Front Party

RUFP
C/o 56 Spur Road
Freetown
Tel./Fax: 231624/232329

Major-General G. Kpamber
Force Commander
ECOMOG
Defence Headquarters
Cockerill
FREETOWN

2ih December,

1999

Dear Major-General,
I write in reaction to your letters dated 23 rd and 24 th December, 1999 instant.
I intend to advice the AFRC Leader to take note and cognisance regarding the
letter of the 23 rd December, 1999 sent about the allegations of the Ex-Combatants of the
AFRC planning to abduct and kidnap ECOMOG and UNAMSIL personnel and
positions in the spirit of banditry on the highways. A majority of the Ex-Combatants
are aware of my position re the Lome Peace Agreement implementation and they are
obeying the orders given to the best of my knowledge.
With regards to the letter dated 24 th December, 1999 on the issue of the Guinean
ECOMOG weapons remaining in the possession of RUFP personnel, the process of
searching various locations for these items is on and I will inform you accordingly on
the progress made.
With every best wish, I wish you Seasons Greetings.

'~:--.-..
"
jj;;
/
.

~--.

p?

f

"\

Chairman Foday Saybana Sankoh
LEADER

13) Letter
Letter from "The Operators" (radio) To: "Area Cmdr one through RUFP touris infors the
leader" (sic)
28 - 04 - 00
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14) Letter

Letter to Foday Sankoh from Michel
28 April 2000

04-28-00

TO THE LEADER

From'Mlch<e1
Good morning.
] met Fatou yersterday in New Yolk. This is a recap of our meeting.
- She .fir-lt asked me iftbere was a problem between U:'l and why. I e:l:phlined in detail
why we (nt)' partners and my Il elf) were frustrated considering the fact that rel;arrlless
what wedid'or suggesteq or pmpos~d we did not yet had the opportunity to ~tart. even

on a little

scal~~

the el:ecQQon of our contract.

-Faton explained to me th~ starting now, she was in ch8.l'2e of the operatiQO, from A
to Z She told me to forget Ibrahim. a war criminel (her own worlds), and to smrt,
working with ber undt:r her supervision. I answered that the leader told me to bandte
EVERYTHlNG th.roug.b Ibrahim, what I did.
-A t the end. she showed

me the .stones she brought with ber. V nformne-rely,

regarrlJeS

Q

our contract, she told me those stones were not going tn be sold to us but to somebody
else, but if I agree to give mQ~ money we would do some good business in th~ future.
-!!>

- Faron a.cJ}red me if Ibe 80,000 $ were still available1 the answer was ye,S of

COUl~e,

however, bow can I spend money (as agreed), travel all the time, work for moretbao a

year when inretum I do not get any me~h.andi8e, once again I am not asking (or
anything for free but just for the right to buy accoroin\tly to our contract
- I fmally explained to Fatou that EVERYl1llNG was possible, money wise, if"I,,+:ould
tinally .meet my partnen with !lome decent inventOly tha we could buy. 1lIi~ would
show a beginning !'C neeu.oon lHld everybody would feel more' comfortable.'
>-~

How can I show up in front of my partne~ and tell them. everything is fine, I have'
seen some inventory in NY, we cannot buy it but let's finance the operation a little hit
m{) re and we will be in business ?
I already know the answer, we spent over 1 million doll:lml so far, we emmot buy
anything~ they sell somewhere else and ask us to pay more without anything iJl~tum,
reganiles!l our contrnct,. what kind of a business is this?

'\

,•

\,
\~-

ii'

'~'.

15) Letter
Letter from Foday Sankoh to Mohamed Talabi, Libyan embassy in Accra, Ghana. 26
June 1996
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Letter from Foday Sankoh to Mohamed Talabi, Libyan embassy in Accra, Ghana.
December 1996
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22) Radio Log Book communication - Miscellaneous on paper

Series of radio transmissions between Sam Bockarie, Foday Sankoh and "Blackguards"
15-16 October 1999

Sir,

23)

United Nations Document
UNOMSIL
Human Rights Assessment Mission to Freetown, 25 January 1999 and 1 to 4
February 1999, Finding and Recommendations

UNOMSIL
HUMAN RIGHTS ASSESSEMENT MISSION TO FREETOWN
25 JANUARY AND 1 TO 4 FEBRUARY 1999
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to the provisions of Security Council resolutions 1181 (1998) of 13 July
1998 and 1220 (1999) of 12 January, 1999, the Human Rights Section of
UNOMSIL was instructed by the Special Representative of the SecretaryGeneral to conduct an investigation mission in Freetown (hereinafter, "the
mission"). The mission occurred on 25 January and from 1 to 4 February. The
mission sought to assess the nature and extent of violations and/or abuses of
international human rights law and international humanitarian law perpetrated in
the period since the rebel offensive on the city on 6 January 1999.
The mission was tasked with an assessment of the actions of all relevant actors
in the light of applicable law. For purposes of this report applicable law is
considered to include, inter-alia, the Geneva Conventions, including Common
Article 3, customary and other non-conventional international human rights law,
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Convention on the Rights
of the Child and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (all these instruments have been ratified by Sierra Leone).
Practices detailed in the report are referred to on the basis that they indicate
violations, on the one hand, or abuse (i.e. actions which do not technically
constitute violations), on the other, of international standards. Almost all such
practices impugn or are inconsistent with multiple conventional and nonconventional standards. Accordingly, the report does not itemise the applicable
legal provisions.
The report does not name victims, witnesses or alleged perpetrators. Some
names or pseudonyms are on file with UNOMSIL. UNOMSIL is also in
possession of or has access to documentary and photographic evidence of
abusive activities.
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MISSION ACTIVITIES
I. ADVANCE ACTIVITIES
Prior to the conducting of the mission, and during the period intervening between
the two visits to Freetown, UNOMSIL interviewed some 35 persons, including
religious and civil society leaders, who had left Freetown since January 6. These
included former captives of the rebels, as well as witnesses to abusive activities
of various armed forces. UNOMSIL also, to the extent possible, maintained
contact with persons remaining in Freetown. Information was also provided on a
regular basis by persons returning from brief visits to the city - including
UNOMSIL personnel, UN agency staff and representatives of the NGO
community.
II. FREETOWN PROGRAMME
The mission travelled throughout the city, visiting locations from Laka, in the
Southwest, to Calaba Town in the East. Sites of incidents were visited and an
overview of property damage was undertaken. Members of the mission also
witnessed the perpetration of grave violations of human rights, including the right
to life (see below).
Meetings were held with some 100 persons, including victims and witnesses of
abusive behaviour, Government and ECOMOG officials, civil society and
religious leaders, representatives of the human rights and humanitarian NGO
communities, national staff of UNOMSIL and UN agencies, journalists and
medical personnel. Information and views were also provided by CDF and Civil
Defence Unit (CDU) personnel, medical patients, police officers and business
people. The local print and broadcast media was surveyed on a daily basis.
The mission benefited from information and support provided by UNOMSIL
military personnel and a UN Security Assessment Team, which were also
present in Freetown during the mission dates.
III. FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIES
Following its return to Guinea, the team continued to interview persons arriving in
Conakry from Freetown. Findings based on these interviews are taken account
of in this report.
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FINDINGS

I. REBEL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONFLICT AND THE HUMANITARIAN
EMERGENCY
Ultimate responsibility for the fighting, most civilian casualties and the related
humanitarian emergency in Freetown rests with the rebel forces. It was the rebel
forces who undertook the assault on the city and who persisted in resisting
ECOMOG, thereby extending the period of fighting and destruction within an
area densely populated with civilians.
The actual number of civilian casualties will never be known. One mortuary
worker in Freetown stated on 25 January that over 2,000 bodies of men, women
and children had already been disposed of. Observers are also of the view that a
large number of bodies remain in ruined or burned buildings in the centre and
east of the city. Many others have been hastily buried on waste ground or in
residential compounds. Multiple reports have also been received of bodies
floating in the sea and its inlets within the city, as well as on the beaches. The
mission observed some body parts remaining on beaches and other locations.
Most estimates put the total casualty figure conservatively at between 3 and
5,000, including up to 1,000 rebel fighters and an unknown number of ECOMOG
and CDF combatants.
It is difficult to assess the extent of damage done to civilian properties. In the city
centre up to 20% of the property stock may be seriously damaged. In the east
the figure rises to up to 90% at locations such as Calaba Town. (See further
below)
The rebel campaign, including its terrorisation elements, caused the
displacement of at least 150,000 people into the city, before, during and since the
battle for Freetown. The displacement has been responsible for an exacerbation
of the humanitarian emergency (see the Humanitarian Plan of Action for Sierra
Leone, February 1999) and the exposure of still greater numbers of civilians to
conflict-related risk.
It should also be observed that abusive behaviour of rebel forces (see below) as
well as the ongoing threat which they pose to Freetown form part of the
background to the current perpetration by ECOMOG and CDF forces of
unacceptable acts (see below)
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II. KILLING OF CIVILIANS BY REBEL FORCES
Rebel forces advancing into the and through the city on 6 and 7 January
frequently forced civilians into the streets for use as human shields. People who
refused to comply were either killed or had their proprieties destroyed. Many
reports have also been received of the killing of persons who refused to obey
tnstructions to dance and make music on the streets. A number of interviewees
describe the execution of the entire populations of residential compounds for
such misdemeanours. There are reports of compounds housing up to 50 people
being targeted in this manner. Similar reports indicate that then and later people
were executed because of their efforts to deter looting and to protect family
members from assault or rape (see below). Persons caught attempting to
escape from rebel custody were frequently killed. One witness saw six children
killed at Wellington in mid-January in one such incident.
Much of the killing also seems to have been entirely arbitrary. Witnesses report
such killings of men, women and children by rebel fighters, including an instance
in which the perpetrator is stated to have been about ten years old, and another
implicating and eight year old boy. It is frequently stated that perpetrators of
such acts were under the influence of cocaine and other drugs, including alcohol.
Killing occasionally occurred in the context of games in which people were lined
up and the executioners teasingly chose who to kill and who to spare. In one
such incident at Fourah Bay Road, around 21 January, three children were
executed and their three sisters had limbs amputated or mutilated (see below).
One man has described how he was ordered to choose between the execution of
his entire family and the surrender of his daughter to a rebel fighter.
Some of those who were burned to death in their homes had been locked in or
first been disabled by gunshot. A number of elderly people and infants also died
in this manner. Others died while attempting to jump from burning buildings or
after being shot while attempting to escape. One five-year-old girl survived being
thrown into a fire at Blackhall Road on 28 January. A six-year-old girl was
executed, together with her mother, on 23 January, at Wellington.
Rebel forces targeted many individuals and categories of person for execution. It
is reported that over 200 police officers were killed, either at home or at their
barracks in such locations as CID headquarters, Kingtom and Kissy. The means
of execution included knives, machete and gunshot. One incident, on January 6,
at the city-centre Cotton Tree, involved the killing by stabbing of eleven
policemen. A number of prison officials appear to have been killed during and
after the assault on Pademba Road Prison on 6 January.
An escapee from Pademba Road is- reported to have allegedly led an attack on
the Solicitor General, who was killed and decapitated. Two senior Government
officials, the Resident Minister for the North and an Advisor to the President,
were captured and killed. At least two journalists were sought out and killed
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(while other journalists, including foreign nationals, though not specifically
targeted, were killed, injured or abducted).
A senior member of the human rights monitoring committees of the National
Commission for Democracy and Human Rights (NCDHR) was killed together
with her husband. They had been apprehended after a servant of theirs was
tortured into revealing their whereabouts. Prior to her killing, the female victim, a
diabetic, was denied access to her insulin medication. Commissioners of the
NCDHR and leaders of Human Rights NGOs report that they successfully
evaded attempts by rebels to locate and most-likely kill them. A group of senior
human rights NGO officers subsequently escaped execution when a shell blast
frightened away their would be killers. Executed senior officers of the Council of
Churches and the NCRRR may have been targeted on the basis of their
positions. A senior judge was shot but survived. Nigerian nationals also appear
to have been targeted. One witness, on 8 January, observed two Nigerian
traders whose throats were cut apparently on the basis of their nationality.
It is reported, but unconfirmed, that rebels in search of a medical doctor who is a
well-known advocate of democracy, having failed to locate her at the small
hospital which she runs in the east of the city, killed most of the patients and
nurses. Also, reports that the patients of the psychiatric hospital at Kissy have
been killed and that up to 200 hundred people were executed at a Kissy Mosque
remain unverified at this time.
III. REBEL PERPETRATION OF MUTILATIONS AND AMPUTATIONS
In the first days of the fighting there were very few reports of amputations or
mutilations. Some incidents did occur of amputation of limbs and degradation of
the bodies of ECOMOG soldiers, such as at Ferry Junction, sometime between 6
and 8 January. By 10 January, civilians were being targeted. Exact figures for
the rate of amputations and mutilations are unavailable. However, by 25
January, medical sources were indicating that many hundreds of such cases had
been admitted for treatment. By that date, some 70 had been treated at just one
medical facility, Connaught Hospital. Doctors emphasise that many victims
either fail to seek medical attention or die following the attacks.
Amputation I mutilation victims include men, women and children. One of the
youngest recorded victims is a six-year-old girl whose left arm was severed by an
axe at Ashobi Corner, Blackhall Road, on 21 January. Most amputations are of
one or both arms. Some victims have also lost a leg. One nine-year-old boy had
his right leg amputated and was shot in the other leg in an incident at Circular
Road on 14 January. Mutilations are commonly of the arms and often appear to
be failed attempts at amputation of .the hands. Some victims have lost fingers one 9-year-old girl had four fingers severed by machete blows in an incident at
Personage Street on 15 January.
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The mission witnessed a woman being admitted to Connaught Hospital, on 3
February, who reported that she had been injured in an otherwise unreported
mutilation variant - the pouring over her body of boiling water.
IV. REBEL PERPETRATION OF RAPE AND SEXUAL ABUSE
Rape of females, including children, appears to have been a standard practice of
the rebel combatants. Many people report that they witnessed acts of violent
group rape, including in public places, including Kroo Town Road and Kissy.
Persistent reports have been received from victims and witnesses indicating that
young women and girls were rounded up in neighbourhoods of the city and
obliged to report nightly to be sexually abused by rebel fighters.
The mission interviewed some of the victims of one well-documented incident of
repeated rape which occurred in the Cline Town area, commencing on 8
January. The local rebel commander ordered that all virgin girls report for a
physical examination. A female companion of the commander then checked the
girls in order to verify their status as virgins. Those who passed the test, mostly
aged between 12 and 15, were ordered to report each night for sexual abuse by
the commander and his men. Some of the girls were subsequently abducted and
taken away by the retreating rebels. A high incidence of rape of children is also
reported from the Clay Factory Displaced Persons Centre from 15 to 25 January.
Other reports have been received from the Pademba Road area, the city centre
and Kingtom. One policeman in Kingtom reportedly saw his three daughters
raped before they were abducted.
Former abductees of the rebels indicate that women captives were raped as a
matter of course. One witness reported that female captives were told to submit
or be killed. He saw three girls raped in these circumstances on 8 January.
Many women and girls admitted to hospital with war-related injuries also report
that they were raped.
A reliable report has been received that one pregnant woman lost her child after
being raped and was paid "compensation money" by the perpetrator. Another
informant reported the death of another pregnant women after she had been
raped.
V. REBEL DEPLOYMENT OF CHILD SOLDIERS
A number of witnesses and victims report that a significant number of the rebel
combatants were children. One military official puts the figure at some 10% of
the rebel force. A patient at one hospital reports that his gunshot wound was
inflicted by a boy aged no more that:1 8 years old. Another witness states that he
saw a boy of about 11 years in command of a small group of fighters active in the
city centre on 7 January. There are widespread reports that the rebels used
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children as snipers - one child fighter in ECOMOG custody confirmed that he had
been a sniper.
A number of those reportedly summarily killed by ECOMOG for alleged rebel
activities were children. An informant, described by UN officials as "reliable",
states that an 8-year-old boy was executed by ECOMOG having been found with
a pistol. A 14 year old boy was reportedly executed on 16 January, at Customs
Post, Susan's Bay, and a 16 year old boy on 18 January, at Port Loko Wharf.
(See below).
While most of the child combatants are assumed to be members of the RUF,
former captives of the rebels state that a significant number of children of former
SLA soldiers were active.
Many informants, including former abductees of the rebels, report that rebel child
combatants were frequently under the influence of drugs and that their
commanders encouraged this practice. A number of reports have been received
of a high usage of cocaine, self-administered in open wounds on the arm which
were then covered with adhesive tape.
VI. PERPETRATION OF ABDUCTION BY REBEL FORCES
The rebels abducted a large but unverifiable number of people. These include
staff of UN agencies and NGOs, students, and people from all social
backgrounds. One indication of the scale of the abductions is that childcare
agencies had, by February 4, received 1192 reports of children who had gone
missing since January 6. 300 of these had been physically taken from their
parents by rebels. Anther indication is the report of a reliable informant who
escaped from the rebels that some 500 people were held together with him in
just one camp in the hills to the east of Freetown. He states that 75% of the
captives were women aged from 12 to 20. The youngest abductee reported to
the mission is a 9-year-old girl, taken from the Clay Factory Displaced Persons
Centre on 23 January. A number of abductees either escaped or were released.
A number of them have provided to the mission comprehensive information on
their captivity.
Escapees report that young boy abductees tended to be used as porters or were
selected for training as fighters. Older men were retained solely for porterage.
Women and girls were retained to cook and for sexual purposes. One former
abductee displayed to the mission the "brand" which rebels had applied to his
arm with burning plastic.
A small number of prominent SierraLeone personalities and foreigners were
abducted and kept under close guard. The Sierra Leoneans included the Roman
Catholic Archbishop of Freetown. Former President Momoh was also detained
by the rebels following his removal from Pademba Road Prison. Foreign
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detainees, at one time or another, included 13 Indian workers, 6 Indian and one
Kenyan Roman Cathdlic Sisters, five Italian and one Spanish Roman Catholic
priests (including Fr. Mario Guerra who had been abducted during 1998), one
Spanish and one French journalist. At least eight of the abductees were killed
and two others seriously injured. At least two others of the abductees were
subjected to ill treatment. Most of the remainder, including the Archbishop, have
either escaped or been released. It is reported that forces unknown may have
killed former President Momoh. The situation of another prominent Sierra
Leonean abductee is unknown.
VII. DESTRUCTION OF CIVILIAN AND UTILITY PROPERTIES AND LOOTING
Rebel forces are responsible for the deliberate widespread destruction of civilian
property and public utilities. Rates of destruction of the property stock have been
noted above as some 20% in the city centre and rising to some 90% in the most
easterly of hinterland population centres. In the city centre, however, some
streets, such as Pademba Road, near the prison, Canton Street, parts of Kissy
Road and West Street have been comprehensively destroyed. Destruction
extends to the simple dwellings of indigent people, as well as churches,
mosques, schools, orphanages, medical facilities, community centres, police
stations, the City Hall, Pademba Road Prison, New England Prison, SLBS and
other non-military service facilities.
Many of the destruction sites appear to have been arbitrarily chosen. Others
were reportedly picked out because of the refusal of the residents to hand over
sufficient cash or goods to looting rebels or because the occupants failed to obey
instructions to come out on the streets, serve as "human shields" or hand over
girls for sexual purposes.
Some other homes, businesses and public utilities appear to have been targeted
because of their function or the public profile of the occupants. These include
public utility buildings and the residences and offices of human rights activists,
lawyers, journalists and Government officials. The UNOMSIL headquarters was
largely destroyed by fire, including the offices and library of its Human Rights
Section, and severe fire damage was done to UN House and other UN facilities.
A number of diplomatic facilities were attacked, including the Nigerian High
Commission, which was entirely destroyed.
It is reported that a large but unverifiable number of people were killed in the
process of destruction of buildings (see above).
An unascertainable degree of the damage to the property stock was inflicted by
ECOMOG, including as a result of aerial bombardment. It is reported, for
instance, that aerial attacks inflicted damage in Fisher Street, Nicol Street, Coker
Lane, Bombay Street, Wilberforce Street, Clay Factory Displaced Persons
Centre and at the Basharia Mosque in Susan's Bay.
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In the first days of the'rebel offensive witnesses report that some rebel
commanders executed fighters who engaged in looting. However, during that
period and subsequently, rebel forces did engage in widespread theft of money
and looting of residences and business properties. Witnesses report that rebels
came to steal or loot from residential compounds in wave after wave over a
period of days. An unverifiable number of people were killed due to their failure
to satisfy the looters. There are also widespread reports of people being
abducted to transport looted property to rebel camps.
The looting and destruction of commercial properties and food stores has
exacerbated the humanitarian situation in Freetown and renders more
problematic the restoration of the essential commercial infrastructure.
VIII. ACTIVITIES OF ECOMOG
(a) Summary Executions
Since the first days of the combat in Freetown there have been reports that
ECOMOG was summarily executing detainees who were allegedly either rebels
or rebel sympathisers. One if the earliest reliable reports was provided by a
senior official of an international organisation who witnessed an execution on 14
January. From then persistent reports were received of executions at such
locations as Aberdeen Bridge, Kingtom, Brookfields, Siaka Stephens Street,
Ferry Junction, Connaught Hospital, Kissy Road, Susan's Bay, the National
Stadium and Lumley. Witnesses of the highest probity state that they were
present at executions. One such observer noted that at the three executions he
had seen on 24 January, at Ferry Junction and Connaught Hospital, the victims
were given a cursory interrogation and immediately shot. It is reported that a
large number of executions have been perpetrated at Aberdeen Bridge.
Witnesses report the killing or disposal of up to 40 bodies at that location. It is
stated that the victims at Aberdeen Bridge are the overflow population of a police
holding facility at Aberdeen village. The Mission observed extensive blood stains
at Aberdeen Bridge on 25 January. Another reliable witness observed the bodies
of seven execution victims at Kingtom on 3 February. Ten people were
reportedly executed at the National Stadium on 30/31 January.
Reference has been made above to the alleged execution of an eight-year old
boy caught in possession of a pistol. Humanitarian agencies report that a 14year-old boy was executed at the Customs Post, Susan's Bay, on 16 January.
On 23 January, at the same location, ECOMOG is reported to have executed a
17-year-old girl.
The mission directly witnessed an execution at Connaught Hospital on 3
February. The following day a senior officer of an international NGO witnessed
another execution at exactly the same site. In both cases the perpetrators were
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in ECOMOG uniform and onlookers stated their view that the victims were rebel
collaborators.
Witnesses make clear that, in all cases, the interrogation process was entirely
inadequate and that there was no real effort to establish the guilt or innocence of
executions victims. In one well-documented incident, on 10 January, three
teenage boys were executed on Kissy Road after locals told ECOMOG that the
boys were strangers to the area. The boys, all residents of Fisher Street, were
returning from having buried their friend who had been killed earlier in the day.
It is reported that ECOMOG regained control of Connaught Hospital on 12
January. Well-considered witnesses allege that ECOMOG summarily executed
some 20 patients who were pointed out to them to be rebels. The exact
circumstances of the battle for control of the hospital and the behaviour of
entering troops requires further investigation.
(b) Methods of warfare
ECOMOG jets have been employed in the conflict within the city. Certain civilian
targets are listed above. Certain of the incidents have been partially documented
by humanitarian workers. The bombing of a crowd of people on Wilberforce
Street on 7 January resulted in the deaths of at least 20 civilians. ECOMOG
described the incident as, "regrettable". The youngest reported victim of the
bombing, on 14 January, of the Basharia Mosque was a ten-year-old girl. The
youngest recorded victim of the 7 January bombing at Wilberforce Street, was an
8 year old girl.
On 3 February, Brigadier-General Khobe, Chief of the Sierra Leone Defence
Staff, said that from now on ECOMOG would shoot at "human shields" and that,
"if they try it again, we'll kill everything from the opposite direction".
(c) Other matters
ECOMOG has detained and physically mistreated national staff of a number of
humanitarian NGOs and the ICRC, on the reportedly baseless grounds that they
were rebel collaborators. Some are now released and the whereabouts of others
are unverifiable at this time. UNOMSIL is in possession of detailed testimonies.
The mission has observed numerous incidents of ill treatment of persons
detained at joint ECOMOG / CDF checkpoints. Among the forms of punishment
observed are whipping, beating, varying types of public humiliation, and being
bound extremely tightly.
In a welcome development, on 2 February, ECOMOG released to the care of
humanitarian agencies some seven former rebel child combatants.
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IX. ACTIVITIES OF CIVIL DEFENCE FORCES
Civil Defence Forces also bear responsibility for summary executions. On 3
February senior UN staff observed and photographed a newly severed human
head displayed on a stick at a CDF checkpoint at Brookfields. A highly reliable
witness observed the execution of a man at a checkpoint in Kingtom on 16
January. He reported that the CDF perpetrator was very excited and made no
effort to interrogate the victim. Witnesses have reported a number of other such
incidents to the mission. See above regarding activities at checkpoints. It is
reliably reported that members of the Liberian community resident in Freetown
and elsewhere, particularly those enjoying refugee status, have suffered
discriminatory treatment and harassment by elements of CDF, CDU and
ECOMOG.
X.

USE OF THE MEDIA BY THE GOVERNMENT

The mission received repeated complaints that the Government, especially
Minister Spencer, used the radio media to instil a false sense of security in
residents of areas which had not yet been cleared of rebel activity. A number of
informants state that relatives, friends and neighbours were killed by rebels, at
locations such as Kissy, when they left their homes having heard the broadcast
assurances that the areas were again under Government control.
XI. STATUS OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMUNITY
This report has detailed the manner in which rebel forces targeted the lives and
property of the leadership of the National Commission for Democracy and
Human Rights, the human rights NGO community and civil society leaders. The
destruction of the UNOMSIL human rights offices and library has also been
described.
UNOMSIL facilitated the evacuation of a number of human rights activists on 27
December and was planning to extend the facility further at the time of the rebel
offensive of 6 January.
Notwithstanding the difficult operational environment, the human rights
community is currently active in Freetown. There is ongoing but limited
monitoring of the human rights situation and chronicling of the period of rebel
occupation. It is noteworthy that the human rights community is employing
monitoring methodologies imparted in the various training programmes which
were largely facilitated by UNOMSIL during 1998. The human rights community
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is also volunteering to assist in humanitarian activities, such as registration of
displaced persons and distribution of food.
UNOMSIL continues to support and provide technical assistance to the activities
of the human rights community. There is also an active Sierra Leone human
rights community temporarily in Conakry, Guinea. Conakry-based activities are
focussed within the Human Rights Committee of the Humanitarian community
and they benefit from support and assistance of UNOMSIL. The work of the
Committee is described elsewhere.

RECOMMENDA TIONS

It is recommended:
1. That UNOMSIL continue to closely monitor and report on the human rights
situation in Freetown, including by continuation of the process of chronicling the
events of the period of the rebel incursion. A comprehensive evaluation of the
period will ultimately contribute to the process of peace building and effective
reconciliation.
2. That UNOMSIL monitoring activities should continue to be conducted in
accordance with the collaborative methods which have been developed during
1998. These methods can be rendered more effective by UNOMSIL support for
the various data-gathering and analysis proposals being developed by the
Human Rights community active in and concerning Sierra Leone.
3. That support and assistance continue to be provided by UNOMSIL to the
National Commission for Democracy and Human Rights, the human rights NGO
community and all other elements of the human rights community both in Sierra
Leone and temporarily located in Conakry. Support can be evidenced by
frequent visits to Freetown and active participation in the activities of the
Conakry-based Human Rights Committee.
4. That consideration be given to the timely deployment to Sierra Leone of a
human rights /criminal investigation team to identify and secure evidence of
violations and abuses of human rights and international humanitarian law with a
view to eventual prosecution of perpetrators. Consideration should be given to
the team having a rolling mandate to undertake investigations of incidents
perpetrated across the country.
5. That UNOMSIL advise that any future peace settlement should not purport to
confer unconditional or blanket immlJnity from prosecution for the perpetrators of
any grave violations of human rights or international humanitarian law. In this
regard consideration should be given to establishment of an appropriately
modelled truth commission process in Sierra Leone.
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6. That UNOMSIL continue to urge the Government of Sierra Leone and
ECOMOG to ensure their forces operate in conformity with the letter and spirit of
international human rights and humanitarian law by, inter-alia, an immediate
cessation of summary executions; and that UNOMSIL call on the authorities to
detain and prosecute the alleged perpetrators of such acts.
7. That UNOMSIL urge the international community to provide financial or other
assistance to the Government of Sierra Leone to facilitate the detention and care
for prisoners in conformity with security requirements a
nd international
standards for treatment of prisoners.
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Letter from Me10sky KaHon to Foday Sankoh
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25) Letter
Letter from John Caldwell, President of the US Yrading Investment Company to Foday
Sankoh, 22 November 1999
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One fi "~,; note, Sieve rCC0mn1cnds tnut all of you, including Mosquito, m.ake a
concerted ef!.'o[t to meet with jourualists ofmajor \vestern media to get your story out to
the rest ofthe~vorld, Since, Mosquito is less accessible for now, I suggest that whenever
he travels to Monrovia, we should arrange for selected journalists to interview him theTCl.
Of course, we
need lead time ahead of his trip. PubUcation of Steve's article should
stJmulate other media interest.

,,,,ill

Best regards,

TCTAL F'.02
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Memorandum of Understanding with Samuel Isidoor Weinberger
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TRADING & INVESTMENT
8Nov~1999

COMP~'"

Fu: 011-232-12.2.32329
Pa Faday Sayb~ Sankoh

Leadtl:r
Revolutionary t.Jrrilcd Front of

Slm-a Leon"

FTl:I&town, ~ Leone'

Dear Foday:

•

1 awu.: you for }'OtI:" 6 Novc:-'-ber fax 1=tter, ~

Mr.

(JQU~1 ~tion .

Sfe'lIC call ttrlved m MOII1"Ovia yem."'C!ly and. ~. he and Ibrahim an: to n-avd
to IUilahun and, then. 10 :neet you in F~. Hia viait 'Ytill prMCnt to you and rour
eCtllc::1S~es an idea! opportunitY to ~ ~media mi~on *ut tho RUF-and,
mroll;h SteVe Call, ~ will be &ble to ztta poUnea1acdbusiDesslA:dl:I'Sworl.dwi~~..,
w~ uto begin the ~otclungilJ3 pobIfc opin!oA aboU:tboRUF andKuW $Ocloe'CQuomic anc! political ~dol1 in Sima LeOne.
~ =cdical aid to SictT& t.eone., I am ploas<d~ ~an yeLl that Ms. B~w
St.a1'lfQrC. the U'SAID onicer in ~vge otthis progJaJU U schoduIecl to &lri~ i:1 F~own
en Monda". IS November. Hcrmissionis to meet with NOO'slUld ~.m.edi~ ne¢d;s
Ul Siam ~ H~ ~~ ofmeetmgs U beiDi ~ by the AmcCcaD Embt3'>, in
FnefQw;;. Wbile ¥s. Su.nfotC i& ttl F:ed0'W'Il. Isuggtlt that you ben on¢ of your
deputies meet with hg- tQ 101l bcrwb:tmedidJJ8& aro.·~ by 1h~ people tho
cocntry:ride.. She h ooDOCZ'l'3Sd &OQQt the: JeCUrity litmrlon..SO,1he neee. to be liven
J.nU."'L~ th& th~ dUmYtiQD ofmcdIc;a! aid will be ~ Your deputy Ibould call th-:
AJne:iQm Em~)" to 3011cdulu ~ m~ wirh Ma. Suntord.

m

With best wishca.
YOW"$

~

.mc..ly;

K S'I'RUT, N.VI, • 5t.Jrre 110 • 'WASHINGTON; D.C. 20007 tn>A
'I'%!..El'HO~ (202) ~1OQ. P'AC$IMII.I. (m2) u.s..2070
TCHL 1',21

..
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To:

From:

.. '"7<;<.-. :::. :.n:::

The Leader

___ ~

Micht:1

~

-,

~'cl.Gl..~ ~C\..~~~(

Good mQrning
r am back in Washington r got your fax on Thursday and I will go to th~ embassy of SL this Monday
morning for this Vis«.
As soon

liS I

will get the V'~ I will fly to Freetown 10 meilt you.

Oe.&r Foday. 1e1 me tal<;e

3

few minutes of your time to explaio to you what happened last w~1( in

Ant'MJrp.
already know. I met my p.artrrer. YOY met /'lis employee in Fr~town 10 days ago. My partner is
now decided to woli<. with us without any restriction, as I toki you already, wlth him involved In the picture
money is not an issue any more.

A$ 'fOil

IMPORTANT: The AtMrican. during the m~OQS in Freetown offered him to
They would like to $e9 3 buying Offices working in SL

opefl

a buying offICe in Sl.

H~er as my partnef told m~ iasr~k.. all this could take X weeks <X months.
You do not have any time to waste any more neitMt' do I. This is what ~ ~QeSt. he Will
_ to see you next week. we will bring with u~
you ~ .:::-V~t.<...

wnm

m~g ~

I~

come with me

~ts

Ogar Foday. this
very 1r'l'lp6rtafit.
(my paltnerJ meets you and
the eonfirmatiol1
of wflat I told him alfeadY. cased on OUf aQ~~ Will be ahead full 'S~ immediately.

The problem:

.

At this time. and aner one ~Qr of effOfts. I did not get anythinc. yet you and I MOW it. But. what i$ done
\$ done let's fol'Q~ it and ~ forward.
With Charies. we can BUY. I ~m not talking about received for free. the 1Q% going to Freetown but ilso
the remaining 90% in Kono.

In snort. if we put t~tthilr what we have, Yourself, CMOe$ anQ myWit we can stan immediately what
wert suppose to Shill1 l1lonth$ «gQ and au of us would fmaUy iT\4k.e money instead of losing money
everyd;/y.

W1!

M. this time. you and I ~ the ~ JosQrs. I <lon1 know about you but as far as I ;am coocem~ I am tired

of it.

.

:~'"' .;.

What ~ h~v. to solve:
How will you cartvlnee the people in charge In Kono to bring everything to you instead of 10% and It Is
t'\Ot possible how are you going to convince them to sell those 00% to us instead ofkeeping it or selling it
to the L8~nese or whoever?
The other point, if we can buy it how a.~ W9 going to ship It o~~1 Through F ~ is p~b3bly out
of qutstiOl\. through Monrovia is not safe either. we cannot trust those pe<>p{e.
Charies li~ 1M financial aDility to do anythi~. a prtvate Jet trom Belgium to Ko'lO -or to Monrovia or to

Freetown or any othM seMion.
With cnaMs we can do what ever Is possfb(1! it is now up to

}'01J

P:

-._- ....p;

......

.---~

12 13'3'3 11:: lPM

and me to ftnd the soMion.

23-06-2000

12:15

00 232 22 228619

P.C~

Oc~.

12 1'99':1 11: llPM PJ

Pa.9

Fodo"l'y. wt'l.at I am sayi~ is this. the money if finalty on the lable. you make sure that 111e ~andise is
availaote one vr..y Qr an o(ner and ~11 of us will ~ ok..

At the mi"ute the commission will be in place and W~ will have the final contract ever,1hi09 will be easier
(or :Ill us but piuse let's do something in the meantime.
T~ .ambassador of S.L ~nt to see Ch~f'ies's fOltMr in Antwerp yesterday. don~ fOfl}et he is the
preSIdent of the aSSOCiatIon for all tn~ dIamonds buyers In Alltw'erp. Following our advice. Charies fattler
told the am~ssadorthat Antwerp ¥ISS not ready to do anything until the COmml~ion is in place.
Ch~es is ~J('Qady preparing

the eqUipment you requested last weet...

CQmmissiOl1 ror the Managemen1 of Strat~ic Re~rr...es. Reconstruction and Development (CMRRD)

Office of the Chairman
Sput Road

se

FREETOWN
TeVF~

2323291.231e24

MEMORANOUM OF UNDERSTANOING

This agreement i:$ made tttis 12th d3:t of April,2000 ~en the Commis3ion of Strat~fc Resources of
Sierra LeoO't and Mr. SamuellsidOOf W~r of 100 Hatton Garden.LondOfi Eel6NX.
Ttle CMRRO of Spur Road Freetown. ~rra LeoM ~reinafter known as '?ARlY A' and Mr. Sam~J
lsidoor weinbefger of 100 Hatton Gamen, Lon<;1cn Eel ~NX ~rein~ft.rknQwn as 'PARTY 6'.
The parties intend to est«~rlSh .nd carTY n business transactions ifl Sierra Leone for buying enc;l selliJ19
precious stones. ·PARTY A' sh.aIl ad as facilitator in the buSineuand "PARTY ~. shall o~anize the
purchase of tne pC'etious stones, The fomter shafl use best ~Qt'$ as a .f~cifatator for he
~ClM\9flt and ClJ.1T)Iiog on of the bu$ine$$ In $i~ml .L~ne for the.benefit and profit of the latter
~nd the people of Sleml LeQne is1 gflleral.
All otMt agreement on the above merrtiQn~ Issue is subject to review and rectification for establishing

itronq busiMu tr.ansaetiot1.
A fin.af dOCUrMot of this agreement shall ~ ~ l.ter from -FARTY A" to ·PARTY S" upon the full
. comm~ment of the office of the CMRRD ~ In Freetown Sierra Leone,
SIGNEOSY
. Mr. Foday Saybana Sankoh

CHAIRMAN CMRRO

SIGNED BY

Mr.. Samuel If$door Welnbe~r
DlRECTOR-tSIOOOR WEINBERGER

COMMISSION FOR THE MANAG€MTN OF STRATEGIC MINERAL RESOURCES.
RECONSmUCTlON AND OEVELOPMENT

OFFiCe OF THE CHAIRMAN

Clo 50 Spur Rood
Fre~QWn

'.
I

TetIFax: 232-22-230444

232-22-~29

MEMORANOUM OF UNDERSTANDING
t he unctersigned. FOOAY SAYBANA SANKOH.

Chairm~n of the CQn'lmisslon for str.rtegie Min~1

reI._

~ (hereitl.after referred to as th~ Commls3lon) acmovrlodging

~

uE>u:outive Officer (J>e......er COKectimy

- ......

_. __ ...... ----_.

that RA'(MONO CLIVE KAAMER.

to as KRAMMER) is abl. to "...,..,. - - "

.......... _----------_ ... -_ .. _--_ .. _---_ .... -

Secret d~~doc--" ------ ' - - - '
-'--' --_._._ _..._-_.._-_...._ - - .

:Sa~'

---._-----+<

l .......

._--_.

v·: '._-'-..

~--------..--+-=

__... ---_....

~

counselinQ an<l guid~nce in matters relating to p<os~ctinlJ; mining. eXploitation. recovt'ry. p r oceS:;il1g.
m3rl<.etinq .and generally all aspects relating to strate<]iC minerals in Sj~rra LeoM.
00 hereby gr;lnt to RAYMOND CLIVE KRAMER and/or any other CC(pOnltion fOfming parl of (tie
KRAMER GROUP OF COMPANIES authOrity far an initial ~riod or 1 (Ofle) yeOlr subject to ren~al
thereof fur sud'! further period~
may e- agreoo upon for the purp¢~ <1escribed in this mandate;
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To organize and arrangi! an Inrem<rlion«l Mining confel"ence on behalf of the Camrrnssion to be held in
South Africa or such other l0C3tion or venue as may be convenient to all P«rties for the· purpose of
investigating and consld~ring illl aspects relllting to Strategic Minerals in Sierra Leone.
To represent ttle Commisstoo in all ar~3$ relating to mining and min~Sresources including but not.
limited to Str.ztegic Minerals and precfous stones.
Pursuant to this mandate KAAMER shalt ~rt to the Ctlairman from tlfTl1! to time l'egardlng any interest
stlown in the abO~ Minerals by inte~sted partie$
This Memorandum of Underslandino ~l serve «s SYthomy· of the Chairman of the ComtnlssiOn entitling
KRAMER {o pet'form its tunaions in terms of this man4~e
To attend to all asp«ts of th~ marKetlng and safes of $troteqic Minera!:i on bel1Gl1 oHhe Commission
ttlroogh the KRAMMER GROUP fF COMPAN!ES. its affiliCites, nominees or agents.. upon a profit snaring
basis to be agreed upon between thi! Commission and KRAMMER
GeneraUy to p4!ffoon any suclt other servicas on behalf of the Commisslon as may be reqUired or aljr~
llpon tonn time IQ time.

This Memorartdum of Understanding is effective as from the ~iaw ~g up of «R the structures of
«nd tne employment of the various m~mbef'3 of the Commission in line wiU1 tl"Ie Lome Pea~ .AQrei'lroent
HQWeVef, upon thf signmg Of tnis documerrt. authority is given fuc: the 9rg~'1~ng of Ute ltttermrti<Jnal
Mining COO(erence in SOuth AM ca by Ktamer Group of Compa~i~.
S1GNEOAT FREETOWN. SIEF{AA LEONE IHIS eLEVENTH DAY OF FEBRUARY.2090
-FodaY'Sa~a sanko/l

CHAIRMAN

::JCt:UGGCV;JX=J yyuy:;CJgW=CJ:i:Jc~C=:::.:ic:J,:l-a::J§E!eC~:JTUU::GOH=a3<e:J
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•

~uuCtu~CrCruuuOO(juutiOQti"uuuijU.uii,JC:;: JCG :r:: ~ C:; .:!.Q:.J§J!C6aTcUOG ::sHea ::l!e::S:::! 7CUCJUC
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27) Letter
Letter from Issa Sesay, People's Army to Sam Bockarie
13 August 1997

·"~~~XM~~

t1±¥i~;i~~::~~,~
S1IBJ1- ,S"i.,1?RGJPOSJ..L.... F0R,.··ITffiJS··:.'.TENT.MTVE<·INTE:GR.ATI0,N·i~',®]i11l;,,!LEE

'·"PEGPLE;t>S "JUL-Nri;;::~;TEm: }t.~I0N.AL.A..'"fMY ~:rn'TErn
:POLITTCAJ.}0ILRCIiE

Ai'ter series oi' delibera-tiCl1:L, membe:rs .of the MiJ...i.ta::tW
Righ(;;pIIlIll:a:Iidclld tlLej? eop:L.e' s Wzr Counei.l. o:f the ,IE $ op1!;.eUr
kJ::rIJy haye adopi;ed i;.hisproposal whl.cb.
all due T9S];)'~ct
.:i.s p~ingsuJJm~_:tte-d to you ~o:r:- 'J-O'lD:' ]l8:QlSal . and 1:i~~~-":-'
,cQnsi.dsxati:orGi:'

nth

Colonel IsaacM0ilo.rrue tG be ~eeon.a;;~~QoIIDIl.8Ild
the Cha.L.JJlan9'~ ~o int SeC"L1rtty~
,.'
.s

:r:r~OCCDP p,.TI0N

"
OF FE!'!LzUNING:MI:Dl-:ISTBIES

lIt has also been 'OI'ErpGsed 'tll2';i;d.n tJider to k:s8nthe

goY8J2OIllenta mac1" "h-.leIy 'L-1. I.DD-tion ~8 :rem21JnjJJgMinistrie sw1il ,Gh belong -to theP eople1'-g ~s1wu.ld
be DC cupied ~b~y-th.s Iollow:i.-ng peop:Le'l
'

,:(a)

Cap t2 -j 71

,1, a-wreIlge WO,nrt2nd~

all.d.'PO'W8:r~

,.'

Minis t.r'j!- (J,i':E:n.er g}f
, ','i

,( "b)

Lieuten.a:o.ct Eldred Col Jjns,
and iTDC1:u.s~

( {~)

LieuteD.aJ:l:""t,,-,Oolonel J? eter Vandy, U:rulE;JJf'SecTetary
Lands.- Housing and Er:rviToJJI!Ient'~
J:iaptain:Patrick S. Baind 9
Mirri 8 L.J..'.Yo:f' EdneatiGh;

MinlstI~'y

of' n-ade

TInder-,Se,c.reta,.;"'"'Yt

A cQillpletel:Lsi; of -the I1le:rrLbeTB of The $up~eme ,Qolilic;il

"""";''l-'
\:Y,;,u.+

b"

" , ' "..c.
.'
e sui3ElI~Lied~oo:IJ.i

- " ' l , ...... 1,.,...'1 . . , .
Co -LolleM.~.I.; ..u.a;e~ ±le-ELIIl"

'

'-','-' , ,",

.'.'

ha's bee:m.)rlamed a member o'I -thes¥pTeme~~p:Lt~;;d'tPl~
repJ?e,8~:ri.-;;at:i-veo£~e:peoElEJts;'Urrryi:ILa.uy ~g: del:~
gat:i.on~

r::

57·
,I,[:"il,
J,.

".:'.~;"":";''':;'J

i~jiig$'!l:iin~Ji;;/1i~;~ ",~:cilf'~:L6j';

:BaJ;iileFie:L

"6ft#Wa:t3#', ... ~"

f'flO:p-I$,rs'~ p:f S];a:r:.:ca·.Leq~~~
'Poe;

The S8 cJ;'eta..-ry-Generct-, pRg:~~tateH0use~

Ce';

The Chief' of

co:

The Chief of IJefece S-taff, JJEQ., :,tpeckerill NQriill...i

ilX'IJlij

Staff,AH:Ql mil~ JfH~; Cocll:erill Norj;h;j'
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29) Letter
Letter from the United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone to Corporal Foday
Sankoh
26 June 1999
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UNITED NATIONS OBSERVER MISSION IN SIERRA LEONE

(UNOMSILj

26 June 1999
<1;"'.

Dear Corporal Sankoh,
In my capaci ty as Chainnan of the Committee for the Release 0 f Prisoners of War and
Non-Combatants, I wish to bring to your attention the Committee's concerns about the continued
non-compliance ofRUF/SL commanders with the "Statement on the Release ofPrisoners ofWar
and Non-Combatants", issuedjointly by the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary
United Front of Sierra Leone (RUF/SL) on 2 June 1999.
,_..
·dl'

For instance, on 9 June, we received notification of a release of240 non-combatants from
RUF/SL captivity in the Occra Hills. Since then several target dates for the release have been
set, and each time the Committee made the necessary arrangements for the reception and
transport of the individuals. However, the RUF/SL group led by LLCol. Junior Lion has so far
failed to honour its pledge to release the 240 detainees. The group has also not responded to
repeated requests from UNOMSIL military observers to free six ECOMOG soldiers held as
prisoners of war. This cunstitutes a clear violaticn of the 2 June Statement and is pmiicularly
disturbing in view of the goodwill shown by ECOMOG when it released 14 c:'lptured RUF/SL
combata:1ts to the grollpunder LLCol. Junior Lion on 18 June 1999.
In another indicent at Kambia, the RUF/SL group under the commandofLLCol. Boulah
assured UNOMSIL military observers on 15 Jl:ille ofthe impending release of all prisoners of war
and non-combatants. This pledge was made in response to the release of all RUF/SL fighters in
the custody of the Guinean contingent ofECOMOG at Kambia. However, no release from the
RUF/SL side has taken place to d a t e . '
I...

Cpt. Foday S. Sankoh
Leader
Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
of Sierra Leone
Lome, Togo

.

cc:

Hon. Joseph Koffigoh
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Lome, Togo
Hon. Solomon Berewa
Attorney-General an'd
Head of Delegation of the Government of Sierra Leone
Lome, Togo
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30) Record of Meeting
Minutes of the Family Reunion Reconciling Chairman Foday Sankoh and Chairman
Johnny Paul Koroma
7 April 2000
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iYIINUTES OF THE FAlYIIL Y REUNION AIIYIED AT
r<.ECO.'\ClLING CHAfRlVIAN FODA Y SA YBANA SANKOH AND
CHAII~:\ilAt\ JOHNNY PAUL KORO;VL;\ HELD AT THE OFFICE
OF THE DEP UTY [VIINISTER OF LABOUR, SOCIAL SECURITY
A.\D INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - NE\V ENGLAND ON ;I'H
APRIL,2000
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He referred to all present as children of God because they have come
make .peace, according: to the word of God. He told the 2a.thering:-- thcll
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In his incroducion of the chief Promoter (md chairrrwI1 of the occlsi Oii,
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WIt h c, \. 1e\\ to CO nj ugat [11 g the 1r e ff0 n s c(\ \V:J. rds tot 3l hbc: l' ation 0 f t I: c:
people of this country, by bringing lasting peace and political alld SOC1::1:
s~2bi!ir\' co them But 11l1for:unately, I'vIr. Kamara stressed, the t\VO bodies
had been. But of late, deviating from their initial objective ofpriOl'itizillg
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..-

Therefol'e. t2~il!g cognizcmce of this rather dangerous turn of events, It \V2.S
liigh tiliie \\c became conscious of the onerous t2sk 2head of us 2nd \\3ste
i'lO time in !1l3king the appropriate ZLlllendment to control the dc!11!2g(~
bcfore It is teo i::lte, [vir. K3111ara urged. In doing so, on the ceca.:;!':);1 or'
,]1;c: f'"~I;I''' r~ll"'I"ll" ;V1'I' j/':1[~1'711-'la '71d:""Ollici'ea'
t'>l"e""'7"]',-,
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\. ion,
..
d10 ..... ~OO!-iriC t'!'e
C01Tc:CL solutions to OUI' problems He admitted that ir.deed, each 2nd c;\et"y
one
us h2S bluncered ill olle wav or another,
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In concludin:;: his oDenin2 remarks. Hon. Kamara st.c-essed the
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government's de liberate oversigh: and non -i111 Pkmentation 0 f ve]~v!
impoc2ct clauses of the Lome ?eace Accord. This rVlr. Kam2ra believed
\\8.S simply because the SLPP hdS observed cracks in our rank and fiie. l>~
therefore ur2.ed all and sundrv, iLTesDecti ve 0 f rank or st2.tus, to sacri fi c e
perso112l interest and cater for the genera! good of the people of S ie\':'~1
Leone. He thanked God for divinelv insDirin2 and redirectin2 the
promoters of this historic occasion and prayed thcn t:le will of God be C::iIle
at [he erld of the deliberatiol'.s to achieve our goals
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foremcst aV2lled hirnself of the oooorturlirv to cOIl.lmend e Inll~ZHUI c~lld
promoters of the meetir;g and thanked zd) present for lT1akir;g it a point of
duty to attend the meeting he felt \vas long mer-cue. Hee\.presseL~ his
persona! delight and s2.tisfactiol1 for the holding or such a meeting aimed
Jt bringing us back u[lder the same umbrellJ 1S we sOlernn\v 2nd
ullanilllo11s1y 2greed to do in 1997. He recalled that \vhen the marriage
took p\2cr.~ in 1997 between the two bodles, we \vorked together wi- out
~F\\ serious problems llndeI" the Ch2IrIl1111ship of the former "~.FRC
Ch:li:rT)~!n. Lt Col JOhllIlY PCiul KorolT1a. He SJid things contInued going
fi it e. e\' e 11 \\ hi lc in the J Un g Je , but con fe sse d t hZ'it hew as s hoc ked when he
returned to Freetown in 1\ovember to observe thelt the demon at' st:"ife has
\\on tne he1rts of once united people to achIeve 2. noble C8USc
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to be in disarray General Yaya underscored the fact that C;";airr;ian
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i)':C2use of their f2.ilure to spcJk the same L.ll1guage as the ISf2elites dId
\\!liclt h=.s made them invincible up to this d::1Y_ He urged his colleag'-ies
De ision2ries and to be alert at all times to \vlthst2nd the caprices of t!lc
i': ITupt and seifIsh poliLician. He accepted the differences in ioeologies of
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He said It \V3S onlY they the commanders and cornb2.tants that have the
so]utiorl to the slo\\-pace implementation of the LOIile Peace Accord,
2cd!ng that if we had rem31ned united dS before, Tejan Kabba should not
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God's blessings. Gen_ Yaya concluded his contribut:ons by appealing
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attending the meeting, as they have an imponant role as mothers, to P1ClY In
the ongoLng exercise.

HON. iYIIKE LAI'vIIN
!-Ion. tvlike Lamin started his contribution bv underscxing what the t\,\/o
previous speakers had said. He said this 'vV2S e most opportune tIme
control tbe darnage, but in doing so, he advised p2rticipc.1n~s to ["efrJin fl'or;:
finger-pointing He emphClsized that we should join forces co fight :he
((lmmUl; cr~(~IT'l\. He IJuckd the army for inViting the RUF Join them lI1
\997. He s::-lo, but for the wrongful inte[-veni.ion of the Interllation~lI
cornmunit:... tlle Junt2 should hJ've succeeded in its plans [0 s;::dvage this
COLlntr~\.

Hon. ivlike Lamin told participants that the importance of this family
reunion COUld not be over-emphasized. He said if: making their indivicual
contributions, participants must be thinking of:
~

The plight ofe\:-combatants.
~ The imposition Of2 so-c211ed travelling bc!r:s on 211 former' AFRC/RUF
Sen \0 r 0 ffi eel'S
- -l I'" t:'" ",. (' l~ i I' fl 0 f e:: ,,,.,
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I1lana.2ed court rn2nial
- The l'utuI'e of the entll'e nation etc. etc.
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In conclusion, Hon. Lamin intimated partIcIpants that we were rur.lilng
zreat risks of demolition b'j' the common eIiemV- if we didn't make haste to
~
look in the same direction. He said the enemy is using us to neutralize
ourselves, in other words, they are using the theory of "divide and l'ule"
ag2lnst us.

BRIG. BAZZY K.A.IYIARA
Br'ig, Bazzy Kamara thanked the mitiators of this noble cause to reunIte us
so that we \.vould once more 'vvalk on the rediscovered path to towl success
l-:e told his colleagues that it \iv'as regrettable at even thought they ruled
thiS country for 9 months, they could pot now venture to walk around the
'.
cit\ for fear
belnz harmed by agents of the common e:;emy
He
rec31led that some degree of cordiality n:igned amongst AfRC i'vl1nisters
2nd other Senior Executive Officers, He wondered why we should 2!lovv
olu'selves to be put asunder by our detractol's elt this point in time of our
str:Jzzle, He oointed out that their lonz exoerience \vith the zun couDled
\vith their better professional training than the SLPP civil militia
(KJrI1ajor) should always ser've them to neue'alize the latter. He therefore
clppe::-t1ed to participants to reflect their l~linds en the original intentions of
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\\ho ZiI'e the canker\vorrns of our sociec\, I'v:rs. Lahai told pal-:iclpa[i~S th2.t
\\c have oursel ',es to btJIT:e for \vhat is !:appcning to us, For hel', people
contlnue brclnding us as rebels and villains beu}use we are Dot united, She
urges all 2nd sund;-y to bu~y' the hatchet and to open a new page
Si~e
:J

ned the fo 11 O\Ylng reasons \v hv \ve S ho utd corne
lJ i' ] Il g j::1 S t ! 11 g peace to Qur pe 0 pie
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To console our colleagues ex-combJtClnts \1'110 2~e the VlctlTT',S () lc ()
disunity.
=:; To enhance our credibility vis-a.-vis the Int::;r-;~r:ltional COrnrY1Unl
wi·
continue to be misinformed by the SLPP GeverTlrnent.
::; Te be in readiness to counter any devilish pJoys by the KClrn2;ol-s an
SLPP evil agents.
..' t that \\'! out us [10 lastiLg pe2ce \V;,
::; 10 te\Kt: cogn,zclllL'-... ViF' tl Ie lac
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DR. PALLO BANGURA.,
Or Pc-lilo BJngurJ thzlnked the e:-ganizers if the meeting and butte:-ed wha1
[:lost of the previous soectl<:ers
had advanced 25 resoonsible
for OUI
.
,
discomfitL!re. He pointed ou( that thought \vhat the enemy is planning
cannot be out-rightly underrated er dismissed; he \\3S of the epinion that
\vh3.t was more important for us was \vnat we should ern bark on Going to
consolidate our hard-worn peace_ He impressed on the minds ef 211 and
sundry thelt nobody ceuJd have brought 12sting pe::1Ce to Sierra Leone)
ot!;::::- thaIl our:2 kadel-so ch2ir01a:1 Fed2Y Sankoh ?1~,d Lt. Col. Johnny Paul
KOt-OITl2. \vhe_ according to him., remain living syrnbols of this peZtce For
D:- Pc-dlo BangUl"cL that symbel could only meaningfUl if we correct our
individu:11 and collective errors and cellie together" to achieve Ollr cornmon
dream. Dr-. Pallo 8angura admonished pcrticipCllltS not to he2[J ali the
b12. III e 0 It pol i tic [a fl S. b II t S h 0 U ld lJ e h0;: est ef"': 0 Ug Ii to t- ea! i z e cur :-:1 is t::: ~ es
\\hich could llOW be raDid!v coe-ected before" it is too late He S2;0 \ve
I
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He op;!led that if \\e wel-e united like be re, \\ C shcu\d ;10t h2.ve faced ell
t]-;ese IllCOII\C:lliellces
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cOf;clusively resolve the stalemate hampering cur totzl! success.
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admonished members of the tvv'O bodies to accept their individcCll 2l'd
collective mistakes and to make apologies where necessary. Brig. [(2rgbo
ooined that the problem is not the politicians but \-\le ourse!vese S!:OLl G
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!'vlr. Collins only' consented to make a contribution after IvIr. S.YB Rogers
admonished him that he should take cogriizance of the imponance of the
meeting and stay to ll1ake a statement. He: opened his contribut:on by
requesting the gclthering to observe Zl minute silence in honour of our
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if \ve continue to look in d ifferen t d irecti ons. He rem indea men: be,s 0 f
the t\VO bodies that our rnarriage \vas me2.nt to bring ]2sting pe2ce to our
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He concluded by suggesting that this forum must map out

modc~lities

t:'12t
would bring our two lez~ders round the pe2ce wble to iron out their
diff,,:rences in the interest of ;;eace and unity, ~vlr. Colli:1s aiso suggested
thz!.t OUt" sen:or' cOITlmJnders on the various froms must be brought togethe:'
to In ake the ir own contri Jutions towards re Ll [11 LIng our two t eJders JrlC
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\;lr. Kaigban j a buttressed everyth i ng a] i prev l ous speakers had saId
geared towZlrds working together 3S a united force to achieve cur common
c eetIve. he la.rnentcd ovei' what sufferlng the selfIsh desires of some
people hClS C::1llsed 3 sizeable number of people in our fold - I1l2king a
pal'ticulJf reference to hilllse!f He 2ppea!ed to al! not to relent in striving
to achieve cur dreams, He underscored the difficult task ahead of us cut
assured ever~,one that a journey of 1000 Il'liles always starts with a step,
He e:T1phasized the need to reunite if \ve \vant to avoid unpleasant
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disunited we 'vvould surely f2il.
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oointed out that mistakes were made in Freetown during the in~e;Te'2:rwm
that probab!y led to our demise. According to !VIr. Rogers, former AFRC
Chairman Lt. Col. Johnny- Paul Koroma zmd his former Chief Secretar; of
State Col. S.AJ tvlusa did not work as a team.
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Senior tvfilitarj Officers, from \vhom much was expected, betrayed
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God th2t such a meeting had been convened 2nd appea.led to 2]] preserlt to
\\ork towards finding the way forward. \Vith the transform2~tion of the
RLT into a political party. lvlr. Rogers stressed the need to get the S~lPP0rL
of :dl ex-combatants. rvrr. ROQ:ers 2ope2kd to OJrticipants to think of
c.kcc:2sed ccmbat2nts and th::ir relatives who Jre no\v lookinQ LiC to us tor
JIWi"J! and material support.
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He ooined that \Ve n2.ve acceoted to chamoion this calise because \\ie
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2i'e patriots. In conclusion, IvIr. Rogers suggested that other Senior
Comm2.nders in the interior must be briefed about this meeting and be
include in a special technical committee to confer, with a viev! to ironing
out their dlfferences for the benefit of the people of Siea2- Leone in
g:enci'al 2nd the 2ccomDlishment of th'e nliSSIOn we had 2ssiQ,ned ourselv::s
\\hen we took up arms.
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The met:cmg come to aD end at exactly) p.m. with prayers said by Dr.
Pallo Bangura.
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31) Letter
Letter from John Ca1d~ell to Pa Foday Saybana Sankoh
8 November 1999
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32) Letter
Letter from Sam Bockarie to Charles Taylor, President of Liberia
24 June 1998

CONFIDENTIAL

REVOLUTtONARY UNITED FROMT

or

SIERRA LEONE

BRIGADE HEADQUARDR - BUEDU

24th June. 1998.
To:

Hi.. I:xoe11eno1.
The Pre.ielent ot iepublio ot Liberi.
Dr. Charle. G. fa,lor •

Throughs

. The Chief 01 Pro'tocall
Republic ot Li.beri.
Alhaji Mu•• Se.a,.
Bris&4ier sa. Bookar1e (Mo.quito)
Chiet 01 nefenoe St.tt RUFSL.

Subjects

lJO'ORMATION AND i!QUE!T: ,

Be infor••d that the Guinean lo.emeent in ~ollaboration .ith
the Niserian l.d Bocao. troop. are oarJ"1ins out a oro.e-border
attack on our poaition at Koindu and Kailahun. !hie attaok baa
b.en goins on sinoe June 15, th1a lear and i. .till oontinuinl
on our ground b1 the ri.-r bank.

Furthermore, we are tryinS our be.t to re.i.t their intention
.hich ia to ocouP7 Koinduu4,Fo,., bu" beoause ot the hea., bo....
bard.e.t .e ha~e not bee. able to .eid the. baok ~oro.. the bord.r,
ud'.e 40' not "hay. I',ooll:a'. or 'boab. .hich
b.411 ' a.e.d.4t~ "haule
the .ituatio,a.a, W. a~ ••1'.1, .anali.8'ih~faall' -\Uiition"lf. haYe
at hanel .. at no., 'but •••ould not ftDtto ••lttiUw.'co~p1.tel,
run outot _unitionwhich a., c.u••.• bil s.t baek for all
ua.

aft'.

0'

In the ~lilht otthi., .ir, I . . hare'" .ppsaline oel requ••tins
that lOU pl.... .aattha Pr.sident and .xpl.in thin,. to hi. in datail for hia i ...diate attaation.

w.

I

appreciate the ...iatanos .a ha.e lteen rec.tyas lIlad we waat
you to balie"e that .e haye no wh.re el.. to cq to tor help b.sielea
lOU and Hi. Exo.llen01.
Wa usual11 rec.i.,• •atertal.without bomb. aDd not e"en up to
t ••ni1 (20) boxes .hich .ak•• the operation, to oaptur* aad defend
an7 strat.lic point ditficult.
"
To conclude air, in the li,ht ot all th., .bo~e, .e are appealin,
that lOU please di8cu•• the .att.r with i1a Jzc.ll••01 tor his ti••ll
intervention of the aituation on the ground.
Aleo, •• hope to recei.,• •0•• cash tor the .elfar. of the mea aa
•• ha.e pre.eatly run out ot cash to purohase lIeciic1a.. tood ud 110rale booster. for the mea.
Ibe b.arer of thie letter. Prince Rennie, will explain to 10U
in detail on .iiu.tion oa the around.
Ma,God Almighi, contiaue SUrde proteot and ble.s you a1••1••
Your obedi.nt son,

3ot11

33) Letter
Letter from the AFRC/RUF Headquarters, Kailahun to Lord Eric Avebury
12 May 1998
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LON,DON.

Your. Excellency Sir.
',1ie ha.ve been making numerous statements to the International

Community about Human Rights abuses in Sierra Leone in the name of return oI
democratically elected

r~giJlle.

~hen

the "BIJ AN PEACE ACCCHD '/las signed and

President Kabba' refuaed to implement the peace accord.

power in a military cou;C of !<!ay25. 1998.

He was removed!rom

He used his personal influenceiili<i;.

til th'3 tJ .J:!. ::>ecretItriat to endorse ~'Oar on chis country for hiE re turn to

powe-r.
(Y~maj

In the present circumstance the Nigerian Forces and their

-ora) Militia Allies are inflicting undue sufferings on immocent civilians
killing ~ld maiming seme villageS and towns are down co~l~tely ~lleging to
Heavy artillery and othee

be the base5 of the onsted AFRC/RCT Government$
heavy weapons are used on defenceless

in our ,,,ir

e-pac~

ci':izens~The

Alpha Jet is frequently

targeting oi vilian dwellings causing uncountable daa ths.

in safe Zenes of Kailahun kistrict are

Those people who are

fiLring it difficult to accsss foed and other humaniarian assistance like
drugs.

:r~u

Ne are ther-e ,!;sk-itrig

kindly to use your good offi""Ce to

facilitate aid agencies to assist cur people
It ie im;ortant for

~h.

futn~e

rra 1:hut :!CU. ,S1.re infol"1l!ed of the f:lct on
of the
peth to

M.7:~C
'3.

and RITF3nd the

civ~l

release of Corporal loday ,sankon.

P?last.in.e it i.a the
Sj~.rra

Levne face

Non-!~i.litary

nO'1'tJ"ile

have

Joi.:lt Hign Command

::tnd belie""Te that th'9 0:;,2.1

c:-i.:ds is the unccndi ticmal

al~aY3 ~~o~vn

th~

role of the re-

'fb.e pro b.lem..s

action that i.s e!1courag,ed ..

oelieve strongly has

and its leader by some of your civil
ccnflict~

of cur beloved country. Sie-

th";F·Ql.lDd~The

pr~sent

~e

tical Judgeml'!lnt and ad7ice baaed on

that the ci viI

this side of the country.

r-opulatic~ nC":1

resolution of our

peac~ful

CD

s,~me

"':le~n

as

t~e

r<9sult

prejujic~s held~'

0,[ poor

-.,' a.gainst

"ro1i';'

t,GJ~

:;-liZ

ser~ants.

in Sierra Lee.ne is

,;ill

:.n.ternal Affairs we de net se0k

to int.arfcre li.kewise in tlle Intarntil A!:'airs of :rour ctluntrj bu·t we fail to
co:nment ::h.:!"t an enti.gb.tened policy free of prejudice would have
and property in Sierra L.:!one -

childre:: 1 ;;regn.::..n t ",omen.

killed senselessly by Nigerian bombs with the full

sa\l~3d

leves

Old aged ha'Te been

Y~owledge

and silence

>

3

-2of British civil

He know

th~t

ser~jants.

~

word

fr~m

the British Prime Minist:r to Pr3siient Kaoba

can cause the immediate releqse of our L€ader
We thank you for

yo~r

Ccrpor~l Fod~y Sa~koho

co,,"operation and understandings

Yours Faith:fully ..

... ..
L'1'. COL. JOHNNY

(:aUF)

P.~UL

KOROM_J!

0

':t\.....
'

34) Six Letters
6 Letters from the AFRC/RUF Headquarters, Kailahun
12 May 1998 to the following:
1) Chairman ofECOWAS
2) OAY Secretary General
3) UN Secretary General
4) Bill Clinton, President of United States
5) Konan Bedie, President of Cote d'Ivoire
6) Nelson Mandella, President of South Africa

.

l<Gtilg..rlU1l ~Didtr ict
...... ......

.

,

"est

Afr~ca.

'l'he Ghair-'l3.n
Bcono~ic GO~u~~ity

of nest Afxican 3tates

( ",c,r,., ;';'
J,;,j

V'li.~\.,,",,:

Abujal1 ,

Your Excelle:ncy.
Our qountry had been at war for six years before tlle:iili tary take over in .'lay
25th, 1:1;7.

The l.llili tary take over gave lairth to peace in our land.

countries got together a.gai..rlst th;3 bard
the

l'<o~·J..d

CGut.inuea

~i tll

peace in t::le n8..;le of reinstatL:g

~on

the so called lie.ilocratically governllent to

EGO •• AS

~ie:rra

Leone.

jjU.:r-L"l5 t ,is rule

closed doors to our goverl1:D.ent to see it net succe-

ssful.

Your ExceLlency. a ..lilit.s.ry

o::t1.\~r: ~,~:~;

'J~.:i::rzod

risa except :rew to oust tLe AYRC ... lieL e.:.dE:z:,
cauainecCil::.ssive destructioTlE of
forces (~~i,.:eri&LB ano

"i th you

-'3.8

.!,'a.J.9.J{):t'

Ch::'iir.'lan of'

no douct t;:.at

.Y~'u

,.1..J.... .

a.ttent ion that iNe still
l?BACi;;,\CCc;.l.U a.."1d. .. auld.

~ta(l\..;,

i.~ur\;.

~CGV'll\S

~e...ilber

cqunt-

J,!lull..Heli in ';;'ebruary 13. 1998

Jjeople ami property.

T.he allied

.!ili tia) '.:ire still attacking our positions and

";;C,_';,,~J

'u,;;i;:it~

01(2-'

ilS

0;/ tL.C::

a,ad the a..uount of respect you carry. we have

1,;,18 crisi::l to an end.

..e wa.'1t tc "briIit: to your

1"i1'...11y 061i<:'1 11':',-:; the cle:llands of tLeU3:;:DJA...i

be desir,J:ls '\..j ::$ee i-v revisited.

roe would like to state e .. phatical.l,y tneat the alB-SS ot' the pOImlat.:url of Sierra

Leone h:..."10\1 an,a believe tL'lt pence can only return t)
Poday

Ja~rba.n..'3.

dankoh is released.

It is our nore

'J'.~r c:)1.l!lt:..~y

nience.
Yours faithfully.

Bridg.
,
,
\ ... J t·

~~

:~orporal

th'~t ,j':)\.U' ~xcelleHc;y

Foday "';ankoh releJ'tsed.

.Lt. Co:Ie. Joh...·m;'l l'aul horoilB

.. 1~C':'l

Bockarie

i

Council
(Ft in:.')

·::-mQ your

'IheA.E',h.G,

nm?

head1ua:rters"

E..a:i.ln.Lu,':1" District
..

Sierra
,yeu"t

.,A

Leo~s

·\fr~ca.

1 ?tn . Lay. 1 ':.;~8 •

l:is

~J\.ce.llel1cy.

The v

.'~ . U.

;~ecretary

Ch:m.en'l.l.

Acia.is Aunba

.r:;thopia.
Your hxcellency ..IiI' •

.ve write t;"' brL'1g to your attention the on-goine:; e'lfents L'1 our c,:,untr:{.
Sierra iJeone

.fiS

had f()l''JD.edaa ,\fation,ql GovernJlsnt. The Ar,ned. forcaB

Eevolutionary Council (AFI;'~C) a.f~er t:ai: overthrot'i o:C tne

Govern.uent

>Jw-' ..'

before t.L,is period lresio.ent Kahba and

!leadod by AI'. Ah;.;.6<1 Tejan Kabba.

cur lea<.ier Corporal .Foday Dayba.:la t;an.."uh L;.a,d Gig.i:led a peace pact ill t.bidjan
... hicri he .::resident .L'lbba failed 'to go by !lna our leader was arrested and

detaL'1ed
tIle .;:)

t.i:u~

u,

il'l

Abuja.h. LHceria.

lwt

tUG

l0nc: ai''ter",orcis. the .ilili tary custed

r.c governaent and called the Zlevqlutionary United Front (.,_,;;) [1"O..l
51.. to l'or:.a ~ liationaJ. l~OVf)l::·l.U1ent. whieh ,i:'residsnt .'.aLha ':failed to do .

.N ine 40nths later

ou:r Govern..aim"". tIie iU'l,C .. 8.~

ou.~Jted

br

tLc

_.~gel'~~u~

Intervention iT'orce in a gruesowe attack tHat lasted nine day,;;; leaVing a
lot of cia.:J.a..;es to life and. property.
':oci8.j. ti.e uri iB
daiLy.

~i ttine1uietly

by tLe "Jit;crian attraci ties are escalati.ng

Your j';xcellency . .'{ou.lay ha.ve received

s~veral

u.iBtarued infoI'JIation

about us ...e have been pointeq ati being inhl..W.D,n. ,jarcarie
in s'.lch

cQrrespond,~nce.

Jadly.

:10

bony Las

t~eIl

':L."lu.

senceless

the paius to listen to ua.

As heac. of the UAU. ,.l1ay '.. e bring forward to ~iOl.l. our concerns for y:.!Ur per-

usal"
~e

are

~ierra.

Leone9ns

~ld

owe our respect and allegiance to

QUI'

cou-

try •
2.

l'Ie respect the :foundB.Jlental bunan ,i:,ight a.s stated by th.e,]ni ted .)ations

':::harter .

3•

.. e believe in our fellow .ilB.n'S existence - his r5.0,t 'to lil'e.
"e a:::e dissatis:fied. about how the world looks at 1A.s(barbaria.'ls ana.

senceless beaa~) and ~ould be satisfied if we ar~ CO~lteu upon as

protecting
our people.
,

9.6

we indeed are.

"e

d.ce

bel.ng conde"med

unheard.

5.

ria a:ce Lot in a.n;y way responsible for any attrocities

COn,:littH,1

in

tY'''''

2 -

Z:uilies

6.

in. t,~ei.r '.JiC- t"

f1.1.4::H: t~lOti'l(C. t.';:':: re~inants (as t~ley refer to us)

tl:H~ b~)';;"l'de:'s

frq....l

J:Ul'ti)i)3.W.~,le. ·~ile

c(ll..!lJlletely ny

7•

..e love

O;.iI'

"t;t;o,j

Dianond. l.ich

c()untry

·911'::;'

"'bidj.qr,

ie11Ce:"~COI'd.

country

hI

all(2.Hll' cO.l.'li t ..4en t

la.'1Q

;.e

aad people.

m~(1.

t··;e:i.r

C'UI'

capable to

Are

Our country continues to

by heavy .\rtiller~r ':;.Ild .s.eril"ll bombard..a.ents.

aots of l.;he iHgerians

tw~

a.g~rension.

.. 8 dta..'1.d a,jli'\:.'::lt LrHa i'ligeria.."l

"Io!!en an.d. child.ren are dyir...;:; d.aily

Givilinns

d.

for peace as agl·eec. in

teinc destroyG,i by tliOi3S Ligii:'.!'lms.

d.es~royed

has been burnt down

;vJuld want "to see it develop and wi t:nout war.

f:t,z·tt bB.ck in. defence of our

inhu~lA.n

~":oidu TOlIVll

Ka..>1a.jors ana their Nigerian allies who think: that

Because of tLi.J love

to be

and the

any town or vill'3.ge we have

Cl.:)wn.

occu:)y.

l~CUW A.S "'/"it

of Sierra i.sor,e wi.th approval of

a recult

':13

';':'H...;.lA.j(;l'

0:;:'

I:l.Tlccent
tllis

a.llies.

..e 9.re aski.'1g thoe LAD through you. your b..'l:callency to emphatically
~~he

re3tate tLe .:1r,.. s I.:inb13.eo in Sierra Leone.

::mould also be vot.ed against.

c.lJ..He.::'

i8...'1s are

use of'

a~"l"ti-peraonllel

These are t:-.e tb.in,J.3 the Niger-

against our people in tre cnnntry side.

US:Ulg

Agricultural

activities h..'l.ve been put to a halt by the c'jlltinued aeriad bombardJ.ent \vLicL

-.

o

also caused great panic .

I1...'3.5

.. e are ven oom.aitted to the Abidjan .Pea.ce

.i~ccord

the U;\lJ ar.d. the CO..:1...LonVleal th are ,wral (Juaral1tors

to peace in

O·U.:r'

cormtr;'!.

and COin...::on weal th

;>:!W

,'3.re

.. auld. be tbe onJ..,Y way

1 u.

wi

'Ihe

tie GAll

t~l'~

Abidjan .l:'eace i\ccord .have not said a.nythi.r:..;
poral ..t<"oday :Janko.n which makes us

(~0tll;t

to "'.i:"ich the 011 and
ar~cl

believe that

..Jor!".l guara...'1tors of the

~bout

tl:e relea'::'1e ot Cor-

their neutrality in Sierra

..l.,eone crisis.
12.

All

C04.WU!li11.l-~S

relea:;;e of
ha8n

C".1r

~:;.o.he.!'ea

si 6 Ileq oeIore no'.. 'lad s~rongly ..:lad.e ..o.i.ention of the

lea.aer

tG.

Corporal -,:oday ;,j,aybana

uJ: peace re"tUl.'n.L.1.C

ce to asl\.

101'

.. ~.j.c~. has r:ot

he still r6....laiu;.; tv ce aetained ae::;aini:>t Lis /oill.

rocu' i.:,xcel.Lency. in ke€.pi.nt;; Voi tl_ tLe
3aAa

..;.~kot.

~o

the release

tJi'jz-ra

(.;.~anus

j~eone.

ot our leader.

of tnose accords tor the

'ole would cravtJ your indulgen"Lay .. e !ilsa bring to your

knowleut':e til8.t .. e are a far..J.id!iule group of concerned Citizens with

- 3 large ,follo,wing desiring peace

LUlU

har..l Ony

L~r t .. e

'peoIJl~.

,Ie tna.'. 1k you for your understanding and co-operation.
Yours fa..i;tLfully.

j~t.

Col,: Hohnny Paul

:r~oroJla.

Bride;. Sa..a Bockarie
O-.iJ.t' )

.. ar Council
(It J.1")

12th

HL.>

1998.

EXC~LL~NCY,

THE D.N.
Nt;~

~ii\.Y,

S~C~6TA?Y

GSNERAL,

YORK, N.Y.

You~ ~xcellency

Sir,

I,e write tv, trinc tc :feur nttention the on-f,oing

Country, .Jierrz I.e,one.

'i'~ hile .... orr!'!d

Government headed by Hr.

i~hmed

l'~j:;ln

in our

N·"Itional >,10Vp.rnment, m.e :1rme:l.

3.

aft~r

Forces Revo!utionRry Council (AfHC)

'~er:t3

the over throw o· the 3LPP

Kabbs, thi:;; period President r..abta

and our leader CorTcral Fod.i1Y C«lnkoh had

51p;r.Q'·1

?~RCe

H

'Nhich he f'res:i.c:ent !<abba fr:iled to go ':>:.r a.nd c·ur If\:3der

pac!: in Abidjan
;laB

ar:!'eelt~d

Bnd

detained in lbujah, Nigeria.
-ad the SlFP r:o'"ernment Dn1 caJJed the
from the bush to form a National
ed to do.

Governm~nt,

Nina Months Is tor, cur

-e Nigerian Intervention force in

which

Gov~rnmentt
ill

Unite~ Front

l"ie"C']u!:;io!w.!")"

grur;,A0me

F~p.pictent

(.CiUF)

Kabb& fpile

The AFRC we-a oueted by th

~tt':\ck

that last Nine daJS

leaving a lot of damages to life and property.

ies are escalation daily.

Your Excellency, you

ral diatarded infornation about us.

l".1;::;';;

r~ccived

have

".ie have be'o'n pAinted 138 being in-

;3adly,

1.

He are Sierra

le~neans

eev1t-

snd owe our

ren~ct

and

alle~iance

J:'.C

bo~y

to our.

country.
Ne r"lpect the fundllmental Human Fi~ht "i'5stated by the Uni t'Jd ~!at

2.

i('lns charter.

3.

ve believe in our r~llow man~8 exi~ten~8 - his right to life.

an~

s~n8e18e. b~adt)

and

wo~ld

he satisfied iT we are
,";~

s.

;'6

UpOll

are heinE; c:cndemne

Ere not in aUi y,ay ::es;>::lnsiblEt for any attrocitios committed in

our beloved Country.
~1ilitia
t~~

~ounted

7te Sigerian6 and their allies, the Kamajor

(aT·rivate Militia).

trouble in our country.

Thlt ULlflO-K a.re the architects of all

font; 5
They

have concerned themselves now with maiming the families of th

the AFRC o

6.

In their biJ. to f~ush the At'?C/RUI~ r",rril!3.nts ("'s they refer to u.s)
fl"Oill

tte

tho
U.~.

b",lieved

~o:::.rders

of .sierra Leone with the apcroval of D;CO"A.::i and th

, they have resorted to burcinF down any town of village
'<Ie

:lave

OCCUP.

For eYamr:le, the Diame,nd rich Koidu 1'own

has been burn down completely by the Kamajors and their Nigerian

Allies who think that we must live in the bushes.

7.

~~e

love our country and would ,,,ant to see it develop and without war

Because of this love and our commi ttrlHmt for peace as agreed in t;he

Abidjan Peace Accord, we stand against the

Ni£~rian ~ggression.

Our

country is beini destroye,'; by these Nigerians;,e o.L"e cdpable to
fight back in defence of Ol1r LRnd an(l p,:"ople.

to be d,::stroyed .... J lto!avy ;,rtillery
citilians,

~OZGn c~ildren

are

3fld

Cur country coc.til1t!s

c.erial bOll!b9.rd!."ent.

Innocent

dyingalli~s.

ce are 8eking the Gnited Nations through ycu. 'our iAcellency to em
--~hatically

restate

th~

me

arms embago on iierrn Leone.

use of a

antipersonnel mines should alao be -Toted against. these are the thi

-ngs the Nigerians are using our people in the country side.

Agricultural activities have been put to a holt by the continued a
aerial bombardment whichhas also caused great panic.
;e are very cowillitt&d to the Abijan feace hccoru to #hich the
the L.A.li. and the

Co~monwealth

are ID0ral

~w~r&ntcr~

and

T :-

\

~

o • ~~ •

beli~ve

t

thc;t wOl.<ld be LJ.e ihily 'lIay c() peace i:l our ::cuntry.

10.

The U.1'l., the 6.A.U. t::e com'l1onwealUI wno are the moral guarantors
of the

11.

~bidjaL

~ave

not said anything about the relea

-sa of Corporal

Foday Sankoh which makes us doubt their neutralit

-y in the Sierra

~one

crisie.

We are concern also about t,'le implications of the lIfar on our tri-

ppalite union
12 ..

reace Accord

-I'lH~ han~

Hiller Union (l';.,U).

All Communiques signed before now had !trongly made mention of th

.'

I

-e release of our leader, Corporal :'oday :'i.iibaLa ';ankoh 'lib-iell has
nt~

bean adhered to. He still

reoBi~8

to be

~etain~d

ag3inst his

thOB~

accords for

I

will.
Your Sxce1lencYt in kee,ing with the

de~nds

of

the sake of peace returniL,:: to ;:Ii-erra Leone, we would crave your

indulgence to ask for the release of our leader.

May we .150

bring to your knowledge that we are a formidable grgup of concern
-ed Citizens with large followine desiring peace and harmony for

,

,
1

2JoJ
cont.

12.

for the people.

Je are therefore asking you kindly to pse your good office to
bring toe

~ierra

Leone crises Co a final settlement.

we thank you for your understanding and co-operation.

Yours faithfully.

LT. COL. JOHNNY PA.UL

AFRC/RUF.

CJtZ;J
BRIG. SAM BCCKARIL
(RUF)

KCHOi~"

,
,~.

Your

~xcellency

8ir

1 t is with a L.eavy and 0:,,0. heart tiJ.<5i.t; .. e w.rite this lett€r to you
to br1ng t() Jour atteiltioll a fa", burning i;';;oues that requ.ire ,yow' Lue-

diate a.ction.
silent

'1:1.C

'1'00

J),uc'n

l~l.s

been said

uninterested to hear frc,.il

Your Excelle!1cy. Jlaywe

tal~e

abD1lt

'...U.l

and. tne .. orld. rew.ains

lW.

this

op~;ortunit;y

to Dring to your notice

the deliberate constitutional .J.iscalculatlons in our

t};at ir\e sta.nd

COU1'ltry

Our count:r:y had ween at ... ~tr for 13ix years. i>i tr~out bringing tite war

to an end. the coun"try .. as carjoled tG e:;o to elections which were
unO"lJlocratic.
tLe elections

'rwo-t;Lird~

of the

l)~e::3.u;;e Ofi..:l6'

el€ctor~tc
.

war.

Cf tho:;

u.:.-:;i~",,~~"

"ere not re"Tistered for
~.

,?:le-t~lird

registered . only'

the hG' went

tile Gordere11oa (\ .'i. . ~ y, . . ,... .., ~ .; 1 ana'
..-.:;:' ) fliL.ic1..:. took b.L1 to tt.e
-~.A,,~!!:.4-...........

01..<t

strong.ly

i'l'e.side!~cy.

.'irs. ;Shil'lt3y I.i-bujaua":'.l.3 appointed asF'oreign >'iinister in Lie ti0verr....aent a..rld !lOw is bei-n.g .J.n.intained 3.S a

of Gender Vfail's.

ap.poiat-uent as

3.

ur.

3.

Jalles J0nall.

ral cO"1..linsior1.
r>3presentative tc

(;'9.bln~t

,'1inistel' iii cJ;arge

Tl:.iB ... a dea.u. 9.S '.lnccnstitutionaJ. .

I,e see Lel'

...;o:::'e rli)",l1rd ter her job done 3.t the Com.:erences.
,,_.'J

".e

cond.ucted tbe e:tect':'on;;.l of 'I )';)0 that brought
",~1S

:::o..:lpensatec.

t.~eJrlited

~lS

.JierrR.Leone' s -'- er 'l~r.ent

r1l3tim:s '.,i til cabin.at ran.K ai'tel'

tf~e

.•

-,------~~-----+3~

1!
- 2 4.

ivi th ..2resident l'~bba a,:a.i.."1 in

9.8 c;Le Chief
.LUtHi

JUt~tice

i:1 char,.;e of' tile c::;untry' '-1 legal syste...1.

.utL.l:.e ..as one "tLu.e the

tion of pe&ce -

[~

chair:a~

of

witL a regiGtered

!art~'

loosill{.s tLe race. he joined forceS \\itLl

our creqi bili ty •

tije~oclilittee

.z:;e::,c8 which ",as r:ever attu.ined..

Candidat~

den"tial

I
he haB appoL."lted .il:'. lJes..aond Luke

pOll/aT.

for the

.ir. Descon~;olida

ne was also a 1:'1'e8i-

in the li$t elections.

..t resident

i:~abl)a

After

in destroying

It is thiB ....:m rresid.ent :..abba k.ua ap.ointed as Chief

Jus;;ice

.. howill s1 t a.t t.::H:l 8.12ex ot' t;ne judici'll s:'istea to tr:!)Ur

".j,e~bers.

relatives and frielHts.

.,e d.ou.bt the idnd of ,justice tLat 11.111

prevail rina constitutionally .. ~r. DeR.lOnd ';"uke does not '1ualif:r

f'~r

the

position D.;; Chief Justice.

5.

..e believe that the j/resident is
itution.

t.c~e

persona-Ii t J

~.ho

upLolds the const-

fie believe he ruleu his subjects in accordaIlce •.it:.

Q.tes of t.ne constitution.

t:le dict-

.;.resident ",abba Las flouted tLe ;.;ielT3, -,-,eone

cUilstitutiol1 by c1isbal'lning the consti tutLc\nal <:l.r.<l:r and replaciniS it :;./i tll
a i:::r.i.vate :Jlili1;ia (-';i,e ..~aj()rs)

i1..:1d

a .fc)l'sien troop to ..narm tLe internc-l.;};

secw'lt;v of 'L.e c01.L."1try.
6•

Y~)W:'

.l:.xcellency. our people

a~e

being bOJloared daily wi t.L. hea.vy artilLery

guns aCluired fro:.a ;;>and i,Ll1.es. the pOjJular .llercena,ry group in britain and
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35) Report
Report from Camp Lion Training Base Training Comandant Beudu to G-l Commander at
Beudu on Recruits
21 May 1998
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R-tSV0.LUTIONAhY U1\fITIill FRuEiT

U}~

SIERB..A LEONE

CA.V!.:P LION TRAINING BASE - EUNu.,mU

TO..

'mE G-1 COl.Yh'1ANDER - \'tAR OFFICE - BUEDU.

FRO.lvI.

THE TRAINING CO.t.4ANIW~ - BUNUlWlBU.

SUBJECT.
1•

TRY

BASE

ABN POwER

21 at 4i!ay

STATISTIC

1998,

BASIC RECRUITS

Gallant Men ---------------- 480
w.A.C.ts ------------------ 70
S.B.U.

Total
2•

----------------.----

-------------------

INSTRUCTORS

5'

= 603

-

l

13 Instructors

s -

4 UNIT
,

4•

3

s - 4

7

~edics

& 1 Security

CARPEUT ER •

1 Carpenter
't 5.

SIGNAL UNIT.
2 Operators & 1 Security

6•

BASE SECURIT rES •

20 Base Securities
STAJ!"1]' ON THE BASE

Total.

48 staff

.

3111

36) Letter from Administrative Office, Kono from Samuel Jabba, Lt. Col, RUFP to G-l
Commander
14 August 2000
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37) Report
Report of the Sierra Leone People's Army to Brigadier Peter Vandi from the Joint
Security Board of Investigation
5 April 1999
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38) Letter
Letter from Major AS KaHan, Chairman, Joint Security Kana to Col. Sam Bockarie
6 May 1998

Cj -I
t

THE SIERRA LEONE PEOPLE'S ARMY

.1

OFFICE OF THE JOINT SECURITY BOARD
KONO DISTRICT
MAY 6, 19980
To:

The Brigadier, Col. Sam Bockarie

From::

The Joint Security Chairman, Major koSo Kallon

Subject::

STATENENT OBTAINED AT THE ABOVE NAMED OFFICE ON LT. RICHARD,
SGT. BALLAH AND MR. DUMBUYA ON COMMERCIAL BANK BREAKING IN
KOIDU - KONO SOME TIME IN MARCH, 1998 0

Si.r,
I have per used on all the three statements and the cross examinations made by the three suspects named above.
In my own opinion, the prima facie evidence obtained, clearly indicates and implicates the said men in question.

Three points made me

sceptical about the above named suspects which I adduce below:10

All three statements are identical in nature and structure.

20

All three suspects failed to quote the amount each received;
two bundles is not a stipulated amount, hence the denominations remained concealed by the suspects.

30

The entire Board of investigation has not still got on the
principal characters in the bank breaking drama as non of
the Joint Security personnel were on the scene of the episode, of which in the absence, the Beard cannot get a clue.

Moreover, as the business of the Joint Security Board is to investigate, evaluate and recommend, I think recommending that there
is a case to be answered by these men (suspects) will suffice.
In accordance with

th~

mandate given to me by you, I attached the

various statements to the living bodies of the three suspects involved
and despatched to your location in Kailahun for legal proceedings to
be instituted.
Sir,
Furthermore, one of the suspects. Colonel Musa who was not investigated as he was on the frontline by then during the investigation process is now a deceased.

The two other suspects, upon retrieving the

amounts that wes in their possession, later took to their heels and

/2 00

2

and escaped and all efforts have
no avail.

be~n

applied to apprehend them, but to

Their names are:-

1.

Capt. Steven and

20

Philip

The below are the listed names and diamonds arrested from the suspects:During the investigation into the alleged Commercial Bank breaking
the following items were retrieved from the following suspects categorically as they appear:1.

PHILIP'S ACCOUNT
COIN

Le 800,000 0 00
152,000.00
1,525,000 .. 00

================

LIBERIAN DOLLAR
$505 0 00

ONE THOUSAND NOTES
FIVE THOUSAND NOTES

Le

TOTAL ACCOUNTS -

Le 1°9130,000000
-===============

12 peices of diamond

3 coffee colours
9 white colours
EHILIP'S ACCOUNT THAT WAS GIVEN TO GABRIEL FOR SAFE KEEPING
GRAND TOTAL:

Le 10,130,000.00
17,3 85,000 0 00

-----------------

2.

S/Sgt. BALLAH'S ACCOUNT:

Le 1D0995,000000
105,000.00

-============

3Q

CAPTAIN STEVENS' ACCOUNT: Le 21 i OOO,OOOoOO
(With his girl friend)

4.

LT. RICHIE HAY'S ACCOUNT:

60

COLONEL MUSA S. KAMARA'S ACCOUNT (Now deceased).

Le 7,000,000.00

Till now, no

account has been given about his consignment, although this pannel has
been informed that the total amount snatched on the Bank was divided
according to seniority.
According to this source, Col. Musa S. Kamara should have in his
possession Le15,250,000oOO as his own share which he diden't submit till
his death.

(However, there was no confirmation on said money division).

The total of Le67,000oOOOoOO was retrieved from the suspects on the
27th day of March, 1998 and handed over to Ma.jor Kennedy for the Battle
Field Commander and the Brigadier General plus another Le143,000,000oOO
which the Battle Group Commander presented on the floor that he received
from the accused suspects after the mission of the Bank breaking as a
salute report.
Faithfully submitted.

Signed:

Major A.S. Kallon,
Chairman, Joint Security - Konoo
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Report from the Revolutionary United Front Administrative Headquarters, Kono Branch
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On the 2p,:od March 1991, the Vanguards of the rWF-;"3jL using a military corridor
through liberi'a launch~d their first attack entering Sierra Leonc\ii8!IIe from Barna
~-.

ru in the Kailahun District.

Simultaneously, another fla~k was opened, trRvelling over the Mana River Bridg,
on the 3rd April 1991, into the PUjehun District.

The International Cemmunity

and the defunct APC Government of Sierra Leone quickly dubhed the RUF movement
as an in-rading force.
,

. ""

Inspite of the poor, the deceived guerrilla operation

,

employed initially the RU¥ Commanding against the disorganised Sierra L00ne
Mili taTy Force enabled the Vanguards~to inpact the RUF Ideolvgy among the .deprived poor masses.

--------RUF took up arms to struggle !Jecause,

we saw it as the only means of bringing

about a fundamental chan~es in Sierra Leone.

All1peaceful means of opposition

to the inaptitudes of APe government functionaries, corrupt militar~ officers
and unscru~ulou~ politicians have proved unavailing.

We as a nation, had suff-

ered state sponsured deprJ"vRtion, fragrant Human Right Abuses, S.cial Injustices, Poverty, Mass Illiteracy, Unmitigated Miseries and an army of vice iy defaults.

When the

~ouths

of Sierra Leone made a legitimate demand for the change of a

system that kept them in Gub-human conditions, the APC regime utilized the fnll
(I

force of the state

seC'n'il:;'~>J

frustrate the wishes of Sierra :Leoneans.

The

"

plight of farJ;i.lies, friendf o ald ordinary ~,eople armed us and out" own evidence
nf experience cOClvinced us to take up arms to redress thE:. 2.foTinenti.one-d injus~
-t~~es.

Today RUF has become
SiGrra Leone.

R

Despite

force
W~

LJ

reckon with throughout

are engaged ir.

Q

fie reo

th~

battl~

four corners of

with a crime of oppn-

sing forces.
These cppusition fo~~es from Nigeria, Ghana and Guinea under the guise of Ecomog force~ tOLether with the British mercenaries (Sandlane Internati~nal) will
not force us to relent.

The RUF Peoples' Army is determined to empower the

ordinary people of Sierra Leone to reclaim the wealth of the country for their
use and self development and the Restition of Dem,cracy and sanity to Sierra
Leone.
As we begin

th~

last stage of the guerilla 'warfare together with our

hrothe~s

from ,thtC forY'1er Sierra Leone ArmJ",·i.t is incumbent uIJon all Commanders to inwigoura tetl-:egu,.e rilla R.rmy in pre para t ion for the transformation into a conventionRl ,,,rmy.

A

IDEC!LOG Y
WHAT IS HEANT BY IDEOLOG Y?
The word Ideology can be defined as a motive reasons or aims and objectives behind a planned societal ventures or
in any organisation or operz,tion.

It

r~volutions.

IS

the know-how

involves b:u3ic TJoint,,-, to 5tudy either

lt

in the form of conditions or laws geared towards the success of that organisation.
,.,

.
TYPES OF IDEOLOGY

A.'

POLITICAL IDEOLOGY:

This is the way in which members of the society behaTes.

Their behaviours, need to he very rational or positf've.
The leaders and com---------", ;.';-~
mo1l.ers share equal rights/respects.
The wealth of the society must be owned

hy everyone.

Hembers preside over their dislJlltP./llWHTi';l amo.llg.c;t

Un;-ll)o",1.v'0,""

and decision tO'he taken hy rYiulitary rather than private lawyers, magistrato,c;
or judges hired with babulous sums.
The society is

~overned

ies as per _

types of Government.

by b0dy of la.ws known a.s const.itution and this ver(1) Democrac·y

(2) S-ltciali.sm (3). Comm-

unism (4) 'Capitalism (5) t"1on'lI'chy and (6) J\ppatheid.
(1) DEHOCRI1CY

bemocracy means 11P"pular Eul.es".
the~r op~rat~on

them arid

Unlj~cedemo£:ra-cy,

na--l~-propert.Y.

.The people elect those who will represent

is in the interest of the

all llroperti(',3

C:;-:-P

~asses.

for the g0vernment.

nobody owns perso-

Allprop8I'ties Clre to be used in common ego Russia

l

Libya ~tc.

(3) COIvIMUNISM

Th::.s is a government in
group.
Korea,

w}l~ch

every power is in the hands of the working

Secondly" lands, 'orilcJin[',s etc., are owned by the puhlic ego China,
_. oJ-,
i.

~

C

( !'.)

C ;\PIT t\LISM

This is a government of small class of rich
ti~s

and power &1'e

o~ned

and

wealthy people.

The proper-

by t~is small group of people rather than everyone

together.
(5) . HONA!lCHY

Government in the hands of tho family.

The

leader~lip

deseent with the fami-

ly by the head of KOREll as queen, King, Duke etc.
(6)APPARTHEID
Seperation of powers between whites and blacks into which the whites take the
---......_.
head and therefore blacks have limitation of movements, ego fo~mer South
African government.

'D

'0(..

-<

~~

"~~

I~

A.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: IHrieEl was the first continett to respond to sti-

Civilisation started in the North Coast countri-

mu-l-"ll.S of civilisation.

es of AfiicR, ego Egypt Rnd EthopiH.

They started discoveries and inve-

nsions designed to be used as m8ssages to the next society.
Thus the country ,Sierra

1.,"'011(,

\'1,'06

cJir3covered by

Sierra

L~cne

:portuguese explorer

He gave the name Sierra Le6ne

called PEDRO-DA C8N'l'RJI in the year 1462.

t. the country meaning, LIeN IvIUUNTf,I!IJ.

2,

This was later interpreted RS

At that time the Eur0peans pretended to be

in English.

friendly with the )\fricaD inhabitants, especially chiefs in Africa So
that hhe captives can be sold to thorn as slaves.
slaves was too high as

reS1Jlt of sugar c

R

The demand for black

e platation in Europe.

West Indies was ,selected at that point in time for the plantation because of hot damp climate.

Bht the inhabitants

~f

the West Indies were

not plenty for the manual labour.

C~n.s_equentl:r,

they focusect UJeir attention ..n J',frica.

chiefs fOT the slaves with clothes and other goods.

They were paying
It never

stopp~d

until 1770 when people in European started to see the witness in

sl~v-

ery.

In 1807, Britain stopped trading in slaves.
rce of river in
s~aves

Free~awn

In 1878, Sierra Leone sou-

was selected to be the

~est

camp far their

to be harboure~ and rolonialisation started.
"

Europec',ns ruled Sj
civil

servi~e

err;,~

:/~onc

department.

c,c-;

gC).'t?rnors and heldinE; "iCh post in the

On the 27th April 1961, Sie~ra Leone was

proclaimed independent state by Sir Milt,n Margai and other

~uilders

of Sierffia Leone.
HoweVEr, Sierra Leone had to experience another Inte:rrsive slavery when
the-country was declared a Republican State by worthless Siaka P Stevens
who starteJ dlCli,liLg tb:'

crcJnt:~y's

economy heavily.

In

19~5,

he

dicta~

ted to the Nation the crown of J.S. Momoh as president of Sierra Leone.
M.. meh

enslaved S::"errcc Leone, ceasing their rights.

talism rather

\

th~n

He introduced Capi-

democracy.

In the light of this,

the HUF entered Sierra Leone as a

red~~~~r-.n

23rd March 1991, with arms because the corrupted A.P.C. excaped many
coup de' tals.

So the

A.~.C.

grew strong in Sierra Leone and it was

'.nly rooted out by invQsion in the form of arm struggle.

the

'2>
",-"x
/

.

G, 1"1 • T. l\a i kn, i
~hey

8n

too f?iled ..

Labour

cl nthr'rs

Mr. ]\ehbi""

Congres~~Bnd

trit'd during J.S. Homoh's regime, but

;11.e;

(forrO'.:r Pre:sidcnt of the .sierra Leone

Mr. Emmanuel (former Secretary General of the Sierra

Leone ,:\eachers Union) Rnd Hr. Fious Forny (the fo,rmer Editor of Tablet
Press) triedllut never succeeed because Mr. Emm,'1nuel Fatorrna "nd Kebbie
were bought over by the government in 1976-77.
J-

ane-' party

in 1978.

And A.F.e. introduced a

Other students lC;eJders hFid introduced the Green Book

into th~ University of Sierra Leone.

In 1984, forty two (42) students

from F.B.e. and thirty six (36) students from N.U.C. were suspended and
some expelled because they bitterly protested against the inhuman"and
cruel 'rule of t~l~ f,.P.C.
Jeseph Saidu Homoh openl;y IJl'olJounced thn t educo.tion was a previledge and
not a right.

They cut off government scholGrships and began offering

g.nud:-in-:;:ids to .stlll1crJ l:s.

They hAd totally succeded in distabilizing

the'snldeilts' [orcc's by s\:ncJinc; lhe int";}'n;eJL ,s"cllrity unit CI.S.U.),
-or Special Security Division (.':3.,').D.).

This soul called SSD fired guns at students at any students strikes or
demonstrations, killing two or more at any time.
fear of

arms~

As a result of the

students with-held their activities and submerged.

----------We are therefore figtting because the arms which they
us with have ~een fr?'el~' ~:'V2'1 to

I1S

~sed

to threating

1.::' \:h9 S2viour of Sierra Leone -

RUF /SL leade I' (Cor}wral

The R.ll.F. is
can

OL'

figh~lng

for

~HAT

tRE WE FIGHTING FOR?

~rue

democracy

an~

self-reliance withou'. trur" democrc1.cy.

self-reliance.

Nb nation

The letters in democracy

stand for cer-:ai.n wereLs tic,,': lj,"1.ve to bee' ,studied and put into use.

1

.

D

E:::' ;'" (; Il:;.\JC Y/EF17'CRT

2

--......._.

JISCEJLINE

3.

M

Hf\1'JNERS

4.

('

Ol~G M~

5.
6.

C

C1VILI S1\ TI (IN

R

Jmi\LITY/RESPECT

7.
8.

1\

C

CULTURE

9·

y

YCUTH,s

I S r, TI ()N

1M3

srn
o

u

type of guerrilla warfare is mostly

URJ3d-i GUERRILLA. ';1itRF ti.RS :-

Here tht:; use of heavy weapons are necessary.

applieo in cities.
-------~This

is the areD. where mota:::, }Jlatoon

1

IJ'rtillfj'ry OT'eriltes.

Heavy

we "'l)ons

t

rl.'he '1rt illary

onf;m:y location,

Ie usod in vehiolcEi

hombard while the infnnt~y advance beneath tho bombardment into
the enemy zc6e to dislocate t

8

enemies.

heavy bombardment

These

paves eRsy way for combatant to Ci'lpture a town or city~
,

B.

It is meant to

I

th~

interrior part of thn country.

~ight in

Fura} GU6rrilla fighting is done
,

GFhG ann. ·common

Til 0

t:\rgun ,

These

{:>

the jungles in

weapons

C~~ b~

Sin~

e

Dr~.rrpl,

Ll/fG-1

easily usei ani

manuover withjn the juncles.

.. .,

A Guerrllla army is a small group of abled men lRunching ,j mili tary acti-

vities to liberate the land from economici1 1 social and political suppres;-------

SlO"'1S.

As "

r8sult, the l\iJJi' !'ightcrs are nnw fighting Guerrilla '0iarfare

to restore t)--te social cC'-Jllomis"d ;Ind r6litic;'J} rigllts of every citizens
of this land (Sierra Leone).

1

.

2.

Freelornof
.

Free

~p6ech

~,

and association.

.

~etter ~d~ca~ion.

o

';

e.

l.j •
5'~
f

6.

Equal justice b8forG t

'7
r

Sp'oeriy

.
p,..
9

.

T~

e law.

bconomic K"Ccovery.

wife out tribalism)

.
• _L •

;-..mrnun I I J. on

1•

ii-rms

2.

hedicines/DTugS.

3.

Food.

5.

Discipline.

,.

Love.

7.
8.

Justice.
hinerals.

,

sectionalism

"

'"

..

-

"~,
"""-~

Among the Non-Commission Officers, there are senior (NCO's) which rang:"s

~

from the ranks of S/Sgt I S/lvjajor and RSM while the junior (NCO's) ranges

",'

from Pet, l/Cpl, Cpl and Sgt.

As a result, the private soldier should

have due respect and obeys tl18 L/el]l, the Cpl should obey

the Sgt, the

Sgt obey the S/Sgt and the S/Sgtobey the RSM \,)hich serves as the link
between the non":'commission officers and. the commission officersn
Unlike the RUF/SL (People's Army), which has some features of the British
:

Army ,have a rq.i1k of Bri'gadier General as the highest rank for now. Within

~

the

!

commissio~

officerso
Lt

officers as

~ell,

there are J,ulior and senior commission

The junior commission officers rariges':trornithe ranks of 2nd Lt,
;

i;

.

and Capt; while the ~enior commission officer~' !ranke~ from the ranks of
,

Co~,

Major, Lt -

. i

i

Col, Brig, Hajor - Gen, Lt ..:. Genarid:Field

..

.

.;-

Marshall~

!

i
;
TYPE.S ! OF OONMISSION IN THE ARMY:
,'u,

We also have three (3) basic ways of co@uission in the army:I

a)

COMBf~T

b)

SPECIALIST COMMISSION

c)

SERVI CE OOMMISSION

a)

Combat Commission: It is the most important commis~ion in the army

COMI:nSSION

0

as it involves sending soldiers for Special Combat Training through
tadet.

At times you CRn also b~ commissioned on the field if you

proved to be
b)

c.. 3i~rc;'[;

cJJntqtant

Specialist Commission:

(F~.0ld

CO:<lmission).

They are mostly based on bpecializationo If

a trained .JT!.edical doctor joined the army, he or she has to be commissioned ,because of hls or her technical skill.
c)

Sf~:..:y'icr:

C?mmission:

]vjostly involves duration in the army

0

At times

soldiers ,can be trained from the recruiting stage, gose through the
Vari0118

r·'Jd-..s

'.llJ

to

i/,~ii"it:1their ~ong

:3tay in the army backed with

t?",ir experience, they can0'i= commissioned lucally (lo::1g service comm-

Lssion) oIn some cases, after spen~ing four or,--f-ive 'years in-the-army,
they can be recommended for cadet, based on their out puts (short
service commission)o
I

'

Non-Commission Officers are not to be saluted i:ll the army.
need to brasse fo~ them.

As for commission officers, the

We only.
need is

there for them to be Saluted as they form -the senior sector or the
o..nny.

b

i2

0

able to administer them.
8)

Do not heat the NCO's to d'c)8th or disgrClce them infront of civilians.
I

Do not, force soldiers on battles most expeciallj' when the soldier
is siyk or w8ak on thnt day.
10 )

You should not be materialistic ond weak minded.

PART (III) AMBUSH:
1

I

;::

i!

Ambush which can be defined,

3.8

I
:

impo~tan-t~ingredie:nt of

guerrilla

This said tactic,s is D.pplied inorder ,to demobilize, produce
,

shock and inStantly de13troy the enemy.
Ii

I:

Its objeCti'1e~s basically to

get. ~ogisticatms, amm\.mitions, foodstuff
ilie

'

a hidden 'or cleliberat;e human trap set up

to conqueryo'ur enemy,' is tpe most
tactics"

I

~tility

of the

gue~rilla Drmy"

and ,r~levant materials for

i

i
I

Ambush is the, oldest and the most effeetive instrum~nt of the art of
,

guerrilla warfareo
'I

. i

I

'I

It, has three sub divisions: _

i

1

i
",
,I
Prepkratory (befensive),Offensive (Opportunity)~ and Immediate ambushes.
1

I

1

!

A ~

PREPAP,A'IDRY (DEFENSIVE) AMBUSH:

hs the n'3JT18 implies,

of time.

IJrclX~l',tury

or defensive ambush is planned o.head

The m:tieriaJE: ll(':clu;. <j'e ,nllmbcr of mC:lllpower and the ,site are

caref'J.lly solecte~1o
guerrilla armyo

rrepcratory' i.'n1--;c,:·L is used rr:o,stly in hm'2 ty the

It is used for defensive purposes especially in ensuring

the s'0curity of the operational areao
~repJ.r8.tory ambl:sh is s,"t

cting

1:):.",;0.05

01

routes frequently used by the en;my.

Sele-

for preparatory ambush depends on the discretion of the

ambush commander.

But certo.in guide lines are used such as selecting

Ea t'? Lear brid.Ges·~l JUC'ves,
c- .

_LJ_ls, 1'001\:;'/ or gallopy areas.

The topography

of ~he cite will be such that it wi2.l afford the guerrilla army an ?PPOrSunity t6hit the targeL
"

B.

OFFENSIVE (OPPORTUNITY) MlBUSH:

Offensive ambush is frequently set within the enemy's terrain.
ambush is set with

pr~cautiono

This

The offensive nature of" this ambush

indicated by the deliberate encroo.chment on the territory of the enemy
(more or les6 an opportunity ambush),

;,

,4:,

:.11

..... ~,

.,,~

h

PART (IV) AHrvI (WE!~PON

Weapon could be defined D-S D-ny material or instrument used-to distroy the
enemies and anything to defend life::md properties:
~,;

AK 47 HECHL\.NISM:

1'I.K simply means AVOW,rr KfLlfLSNI1\OVE.

The 47 refers t6 the venue of

kalasnikoveo

Acc'ording to studies or researc"0., this said weapo:n wrsdiscovered by a
gentleman dur1:ng the second world \!Jar in 193') - 450, ,I'd the time of
i

fighting, Russia where AVOMhT
I

only I heavy weaponso

W2,S

born never had isrrialier weapons but
I

,

:,'

j

.:

I!

)

At this point in time, the fmcige

Of

almighty God

I.

appeared to tlhs gentl~man and 1'8vail all mechanisms of this weapon which
I

Ii

'

waS to~be c1arrated to the peoIJle of Russiao

From there this \!Jeapon

WdS

I

manufactured ,and the Russic\DS too had the chance to Imake a succe15-6ful
alarm of the enemies.

The caliber range of this weapon is
~s 100Om.

7.62mm

x39m. ilts' travelling range

Ib' effective range is 400 m while the killing range is about

300 mitres.

The magagine contains 20-30 rounds.

PAR TS' OF THE hK 4'7:

a)

Sling

(n

Gas ruxc

(m)

Mi-cre

b)

Magazine

(g)

Barr8l

(n)

Dust Cover

c)

Cleanil-;g rod

d)

Firing }in (i)"

e)

(h)

Upper ho.nd gUD-rd

Lowe~

~iming si~ht(j) Pis~cn

(0)

hand Gucrd (p)
rod

'q)

Hecoiling sprlne:

Fore sight blade

8~fGty

Catch

In cleaning any arm there is c.lWCtYs fom" types of namely ~~. 10

Qaily cle;ning

firing

4.

2.

Cleaning before firing

30

Cleaning after

Cleaning for advo.YLce conditions"

GPMG - MECHflNISivl:
GPMG means general purpose mo.chine
Britain and'Italy.

gUGo

This w~apon waS design in

The reGson of calling it general purpose machine gun

OJ

o

O'

T.S:TS IF 'IHE 1118:

'1 •

F.:re .:iGht

1\.

')

laok Right

")

L.

.

nL"l"
IL' .- (,"" ~
. . : <.Y:'"' ~ ~

,

Fn-e ,-s:L~ht 'tl,'?'cle
\

-

:P - .;ponJ,. "
~

..

t

v.

Ii ::'ihtJ ,R1)(lT d

leU

I

r;-.,

pLit~s

Cr>.tch
,

'(.

1.

? .'2

~)

'.

'2

.

4.•

X y~

X iii
?~
? .'2., . 41

2.
7

"1

f3Url ve~.

~

-

? .62 x Lrs

RPJ:

[5

h . . till r; p,:l.I'i: 1

Ol'TlrCt;-et

'1.

'The bcuTel

c.m;eiJlI3

]JFJ,rt

th~

fire :.>i.

,'JY'

t'~lC

uiulc l3.dy.
: ~ "1'

C:Ui.:.rti.,
.

,

thJ telesC"T,e

!

}X:TS.

thel'e if' a cut on it vrf'.ich clir'ectr; the ,ed:cts.

[rip.

•

'I-he mech8.uism

18
ME'IROD OF THRO\\1ING 'IRE GPENllDE:

There are four (4), methods of throwing a stick or worden grenade:1.

Standing posi tioll

2.

TIurrn$ng p09ition

3.

Kneelinf, position

4.

Lying position.

SAFETY

1)

fWLES:

Hold the gr(;nade firmly

D

The more you hold it firmly the better

the throwing.
\fuenever throwing, make sure you, are behind covero
"

For the grenade instruction, J;he thrower should be ailnement
with the soldier.

The distance should be three

mitres and should be under cover before

4)

(31) to four (Lt )

.!
thTO,'I!ll1g~
I

i,

•

ItJhenever you throw a grenade, you nl"blst be ..>unde:l;'r,oove:tJ fo.·-at,- ~8RS-t
five

(5) seconds.

If the grenade does not explodels
you give your,
I

self ch<a.nce for about 30 seconds.
I

;1

!

, ' •.

!,

.•.

'.'

The ,thrower !sho,uld be a tralned
•

~:,~

-,

•

soldier Cl.t the s13JTje time Will be able to sencf'i t a:t, least 30 mitresc

'I

'fI

Before sending it, we must inspect it for rusty,QQld. or damp and
lastly should not be losed.

I
l

f

r'

r
L

/:
~I

.,

•

•

"-.,..,.,,~,.
"'-.

t.

(TACTI~~L

THE WALK -

MOVEMENT)

Hold the alert riffle ready in alert position and advance slowly.
Yon hsve to be quiet on hard ground!'>.
~oat down ~irst and

of

------knees

slightly bent.

Put the edge' or the sele

eprly maintance of ~alance by k~eping'~he
The movement is normally used in a close

terrim, when the enemies nrs far from you to avoid sound in your
movement.

E.

THE

CHi~WL

(l

Side d'2,wlin~ is use dwi th the G. P. ~1. G. lying on :the left'-·slde.
You hold the gun

,

or

hEll1fllpand rest the gun, ~ythe, J.e}\'er;

r-8rryj llg

,

carrying handle and rest the gun on the left legs'.

Push forward

I

using the right foot and the left elLow.

.

KNEEL CRAWL

F.

'

The khee can ~e used by the G.P.M.G. W-]'Jf~ll
,Hold &thegun
I

c:u:ryj

tlghall-(jl

C

1lJ.-ir:i

ght in

1I1\jV]UR:

:.ddun lligh n(TI7',~

ene han~ close to the

'

kn,ee ,6.nd rest the thurilb u}Jright in the kne~ td 'litakei some of the
weigh::t of the, gun of theaI'm.
I

,

Put the clenched first of thG

'

I

~ther: hand flat

on the ground.

"

•

To advance, move the clenched
I
I

I

first and forward leg,s together then ~een the othe~ l~gs together",
I

I

I

I

and forward legs together, then been the other legs together and so
on.

ZIG-ZAG CRAWi~NG

G.

This type

0;

movemenb

jc

mostly used in desert to avoid ~een seen

by enemy.

H.,

,

CAT CRAWLING

Tris type of craw:Ling is uc.c;:] when you 3.re closo to the enemy

'.

..~.il;(,

hetrJ,is Etuove it.',
0.

r.

t!1e gun aaorried u..y handling iion the chest with the

When you get closer to your enemy it is placed

)Qve '8 c ti1 ' hands ."

{~(;}mAL

------ You

t1ll0

'.

..

'.

\\liLKING

should

~e

active in walking and

o~serve

any movement that

takes place within your sight of hearing.

COv.ER J\ND CONCEilLl!ENT
When defending or

temporalyh~lted

while making an attack you must

first seek cover. from fire and concealment from

ebser\ra:t~on.

,I

over head or the flctnk the rears the position.

Cover also guides

aga" ,,;t the effect. of friendly weaporfs 8upIJorting from the rear
This will let you enter and leave the position without
exp 3ing

YOUr~elf

to theenemias.

CC'NCEi\UiENT

If your position is detected,
i~

If

must

~e

is hit, you can
~e

it~can

be hited

killed in it.

~Y

the enemy fire.

Therefore, your posjtion

sowell hidden that the enemy will have a hard time tetect-

ing it, even when it is within grenade range.

1.

It

2~'

T-: is \alre3.d~y prepared.

3.

It can"not

is letter t11an man-made concealment.

att~act

attentien.

I

4.

It need not be be

placed.

"
Oleyipg the following rules will help., in goocl concealrneYlt..

a')

fJ.void· sky linos.

~)

(ake use of aveila.le shadows

Remember that wh~n some

srms shadews
are
very conspicious and that
,
I

~hadow

.,

obviously

meve I'; ~Ii th s".m'.

c)

Chob.se' a

d)

Av~id

C'k

P' roum~

to mRrch the clothing Rnd equipment

isolated cover as the enemy likely~o be o~6erving

a~C

it

110

~ring

is Easy to

fire than on thick typB 0f c6vGr.

C.AMCUFLM'B
can
~,

himself
BGs ... c

~e

~ifficult

,lly

define&.as a process where In cne ca.n rnah:e

n

I

we have two (2)
~

2.

A.

~ight

'

to recognised
t~rpes

~y

disguising him er herself.

of camouglage:-

(,

camouglag ..

DAY CAMOUGLAGE:
Is dimply when one make himself difficult to recognise in the da~

.J '.sing things ·like leaves or camouglage clothes or dress yourself in full

•

(CEFO) •

,

.
23

J.

~

NIGHT CJtMOUFLJl.GE

Is simp~y done by avoiding the use of shinning c10thers or white
Soldiers~hould

materials.

know how tocamouglageand conceal

themselves in battle orhe'or she will be an easy target for the
enemy.
RAllYING
';1

Raiding is a sudden

att~ck

of an area by troops or guerrillas •
. ,'

.

In guerrilla warfare, this type of operation is mostly done in
the night by

8

squard or team of commandos to a6complish their

mission.

.' We.

REAseN WHY WE RAID
-----._--._,--._-----

"

1.

.

do raid to get rid,of a personnel.

2.

To get ..'id of equipments needed for s:mO"'ltll

3.

To get rid of documents or past

Befor..:~

gl1Pl':rj

11.."3 oye-rtJ.-tion,e,_

r~cords.

biking this type of operation 1 a raiding team has to:be se-n·t

in order' to ge,t necessary information about the enemy.
infor,mation ,recei ved

Base:d on

the guerr:i;\-lla can run sucbessful mission

I

within a short period of time.
Within the ~pera t ion, noise should be completelyi;a~!o~q~d and the
cOITJ,m~nder

for -tLi.s daLe operaUon shoy.ld 'rte n',lrave men to accom-

plish his mission uad~r all ~d3sible me~ns.

~at~rials needed in

this type of operatioh are assaulting riffleb and explosive weapons ,like g::enades.

.
Thissi::lply

TACTICS
to Over power your enemy.

In order to

achieve your '(:''rJjectii''8, :you shfJuld o1tserve the following ha_its
'b'

- no smoking and eatihg.

COMBAT TACTICS FORMATION
We have five (5) major combat tactics formations, namely:

Lin'e' format ion

It is used to conduct assault.

SquRrd formation

It is used to cross a natural )ridge,
a narrow road and also to
'";

mountains.

.-

clim~

-----------d)

This formation .. is used to walW .!

Squarct Column Formation

along the side of a.m.tor.
e)

It is used to surround Rnd capture

Vee FormAtion

living enemies and materials.

P/ITRCJL
Patrol is a d<otal'chment of
dut ies

~

8

small force sent to perform militAry

Basically we h::v<.-" :t'unT' (1+} t.)' P!-:."- .of patrols in the

guerrilla army:
RECCN_~I.sANCE

1.

CR HE CREE PJ\TRCL

This patrol g~oup .nly~oes out to SC~ a~out the activities of tbp
enemi3s.

They will

-e

equiped with arms and ammnIlitj.olL'"

fight in order to defend themselves~
fl~om

_____fight but t::j, gain.'inforrnation
are seven

2.

(7)

Their mission is not to

the eneJTIies.

Normally they

PATROL

This grqu:p knows th~ where about of the enemies.
,1

.•

Therefore their

i

task
is to fi,ght
I I ,
I

ouly

in number.

C()MB1~T

FIGHTING OF.

~ut

ra,id and am.ush the enemy.'

t

size are

I

I.

:

larger than :the reciee patrol t~am~

STANDING PATROL ~

3.

rEhis t);pe of

:":'

p.~Hj'ulr·GrouT)S '11'

warni ' 1gs Rnc1 dominate th

4.

there t,) pCltrol and give early

TH:8 HANS L.A,ND location.

FAN OR NO;11WIC PATROL:
This is the type of patrol the troops move in fan form Wy assemVling :in one place.
tt~J

.

•

This group 'comp.ses of patrols, recons and comij'ats,

therefoTe travel with all their weapons re~dy to fi~ht •

~

DRnic',~lars,

JTlaps, whistles,

arms and ammnnition J

HOW

T(~

drugs etc.

GAIN INFORMll.TION FROM THE. ENEMY

~I.

Through recee:'lpatrol

2~

Through civilians

~.t·rom past records

t.

c.co&1l'inicetion, matches or lighter,

or d.cuments.

From pris~ners of war (captured soldiers) P.O.W.
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PilnT VI
11J\P REl',DING

Ii map is a plane or portion of the earth surface plotted on a piece of paper to
discribe a particular location on the earth surface.

Maps may be divided into '

two classes:1•

Those th'a tare naturaL

2.

Those that are man made features on the earth surface.
ThGse that record,J man made

A.

natural featuresc

'f',

THE fLTIi~S' !'1l\,P - ThE::se are small scale maps that shows whole countries and
continent or even the world on sheet.

B.

'ID'vm PIJ,N,S - These are lE\rge scale maps' to show street names and other details of particulRr towns.

Some show relief contours anu other means.

They

can be used by force on occa~ion regaining local mapS~
Co

TC"'JOGl1APHICLiL

M[tF,S -

These are maps showing in much details about the physi-

cal features of the ground, rivers, strcwnB 1 hills, for~.sts and other human
or man-made features like roads, railways, villag'es, towns and buildi ne;R

lo~"

c,

These are' 'basically concerned on military maps.

WI-I1~T

IS MAP RE!\DING?

Hap reading is an extraction of information shovJing on the map to the ground knowing exactly what the mo.p m88ns~

It is also the ability to read and give grade!

references, takes bE.nrings :.nd tel

Ine,~sure

dist"c::1ce on n mapQ

A map reader normally aims at the following pointsQ

1.
-----------2

To be able to find his way about in the country and to recognised features
on the gro'und and on the map"

0

To unc...erstcml information :s:i ven on the map so that the picture of the ground
and.itd~~cttcal and

administative possibilities can be achieved without

seen the ground.

3.

';'0

in

assist

ingmovemen~

quick ec:-ic.i. aCC1FTL,e transmies:"'on of information and others involvand disposition.

"~

"

IMPonTi~NCE OF MLLP READING 'ill h SOLDIER

Map reading helps the soldier in W8r in two ways:- Movement and Navigation which
includes time and distance.
a.

Selection of rOnds

pQt~~ol,

to-ctical manouuvre includ.ing fanJ-cs movemenL

~I

4th

June,199~

l!1il:t'Jli.I ,ffi
RUF r$bels infiltt'ated ~major pOsitions a.t G1ehun
They
olaJ.msd. to bo loo1d.na; fer!' rood ene!. probable deployment
in those ge.nf!al areas:.
.

Konjo, Dend.uml=h Kpete1Da, Sem'behun and Wo1ma.

20th JunQ't1999.
-----~-

RUF OOtl'JDa:ndU .... Col.

Am

~a.'.ned XaraaJ_s to

'ri

TtJRA Y or the
Br.f.rade t
leave Weima OPS a.rea, on the

false pretext that, they (RUF" Qccup!"l:ld tho
loea.tion befQn d.eelQ.mtlon ¢If cCflsefi:l:-e.

C'e'b0V'€1

HGbels ~.bduct9d two

'ffOm1Jn, Ha,(~il So,U!f1!i(Jl, and Nurso Logan
\-thl1e prooeesing pa.lm oil. Ha.~ Se.\~a.neh iotas lao ter
rel~a.aed. with the 1rl£HHlage that 1:ho reb1!i<l~ ,,:-ere cQmln~'
to base at !,e,lehun end. $~mb~h\m rd.}'"," .;~. 'cC.. . ~l!:lr.i.l'd by

K-2.!ha.j ~c

RUF r$'bels abduoted two Xamajors in a Village oa.lled
They a.lso Q.bducted. noma UOIDim and took s.ve.y
l.1l:~::.:onal effeots inolu".1ng mon~:r. Thl! "romen we:l"'G'
18.t~:r :r.ele!:!.sad but the KI!!!,majorn nevG'!' sU!".!',v::~€idG'

Karribme.,.

'po N'''''e to G1(1"J\U ~':]~~I:\. ~ C,t1,::!"t'. Chiefdom and capturQI!
civil.t':i.ns I:! laot~~l th(1.tn :rrr0'l)El:r.t:r thtm with n. me~",,~
asking all o:1."nia.ru,. to lo:1v~ KQkOiMt in the same:

"0Dr>

GhlefdO"..4.

11th July,1999

So-oalled Aot1ng 3rd Br1gs4$ O~eJ1t Lt, Col Je.wara
asked the Kama,1C'lD'S in the T_go pne'" a.x-oa to
~urre!lCler t.noh' arms to tl1em U thoY' want to move there
f~oelY'. 'llhe :rebels alsOaskod theeiv!llans to move
into 'fango to rooume norsi aotiv1tiQlh
On nth a.nt\ 14th Julyt199~. r~b$ls ooeupy.ingGome
Vi11a.B'aa ir. ~otaw~r Bambhlt. Ch1$fdom continuo to put
prC;(i,t.m,t'e Qn the Y~~ma.~a.r$ 'to s~ndq tbelr armfh The

or 'the PGtMe Aco01'd 1m that
disarm to them.

rebels undarste.nding
~~ma,j erG MW!It

Hobcls asked iih0 Xetrnajors at L:tlehtttl and IJunrpeh to
sU::r.'rebdo:t" tl1aut' gUIle to them. :l5'oda.y Sa.."lkoh 10 ma.de
Chairm:!'l1 Of M!n~ or m!ne~l reeourC'J130t thero.£,oret+.hey

(nlJF) 1:m.nta to eto.rt mining :1l'~oroer to rGoeive their
Loader l'ooay ;:;aukoh. AD lll. rGuult only :t::-ebelo should
c8.rr;~

3'x'l!lfi!.

~tC!bo1s

from Ka.singbi 2.ttaoked NiJl.dina in G-orama lien.de
Chiefdom and killed rour(4) oivilians, abduotod 40 men
end 20 Women itloluding ch!.ldt·~m.

19th July.1999

i1ebela aloo attacked Joru a.long Go:ra.m and Kano f,xis,
they injured tvro Kama.jcms ourrently undorcomg troatmantat tha Government Hospital.

19th Jul,v,1999

'1'1:1:1:'09 rebels met peoplo ar0U11d e. Villl?...ge called
Gelahun. TheY' 'Wounded one 1:Jrima Sa.ffQ. on his right
hnnd. Took: money r~om the pec:plo a.."1d .:;.ouucted them,.
The peo~le were later rclsaned~

:2 Otb, J v.l::r '.

In :F'otehun t a man ",;,J.r, .2'.1130 'd01:mded b",,' robe J_8.
tro~.ted 0. t the Governt'1ent EO:~Tlit~"l..

beinG

? c' ir

41) Supreme Council Meeting

Minutes dated 16 August 1997 of meeting of AFRC held on 11 August 1997.
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42) Speech
RUF speech to the nation (18 June 1997 - delivered on SLBS).

RUF Apology to the Nation - Sierra Leone Web
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REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT'S APOLOGY TO THE NATION
Delivered on SLBS, 18 June 1997

Fellow Countrymen,
For the past six years or so, we have been living in an environment of hatred and
divisiveness. We looked at our brothers and killed them in cold blood, we removed our
sisters from their hiding places to undo their feminity, we slaughtered our mothers and
butchered our fathers. It was really a gruesome experience which has left a terrible
landmark in our history. But the atrocities that occured must not be taken in the context
of a personal vendetta. They were the result of the rottenness of a system which could
not be uprooted except by brutal means. We did not take to the bush because we wanted
to be barbarians, not because we wanted to be inhuman, but because we wanted to state
our humanhood to a society so deep that had the RUF not emerged, we wonder if we
would not have still been under the yoke of that wretched regime.
In the process of cleaning the system, however, we have wronged the great majority of
our countrymen. We have sinned both in the sight of our Sierra Leonean brothers and
sisters, for all the terror and the mayhem we unleashed on you in our bid to make Sierra
Leone a country that all Sierra Leoneans would be proud of.
Today, we have rejoined you. We have come back as prodigal sons, brothers and
sisters, to meet our families in our different homes, so that we all can sit in our houses
in peace and tell tales to our young ones of how Sierra Leone was once cleansed of the
mess that unpatriotic politicians brought to her in yonder years. Let the farmers take
their tools and go to their farms in peace, let the young women go to the stream and
swim in peace, let them sing to their loved ones under the moonshine in peace, let
Sierra Leoneans walk in peace, let us talk in peace, let us travel in peace, and just let us
live inpeace. We have finally discovered the right atmosphere for a peaceful coexistence.
We must accomodate each other if we want to live in peace, and that is the miracle that
has occurred in Sierra Leone throught the coming of the Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council CAFRC). We have accepted to join forces with this government because it is
the first to demonstrate a genuine feeling of brotherhood for us - it is the government
that has seen us as Sierra Leoneans who came together to stand for a cause for the
general good. We want to assure everybody that we are sincerely and genuinely
committed to the maintenance and sustenance of this miraculously achieved longawaited peace. We have not come to terrorize you, our brothers and sisters, we have
come to embrace you in love and harmony.
Our members are not involved in the recent spate of armed attacks on residents of
Freetown. No RUF member has so far been caught looting or behaving in any
indisciplinary manner. Perhaps what has delayed the wholesome practicality ofthis
long-cherished peace is this threat of a Nigerian invasion. But the moment that chapter
is closed, we are prepared to disarm and melt into the civilian populace and the regular
army, because we are fully convinced that the foundation for lasting peace and true
democracy has been laid.
We have all along been most willing to end tpis crisis peacefully, but the past
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governments proved insincere and unfaithful to their words. The NPRC did not come
with the desired reformation, and the SLPP made mockery of the Abidjan Peace
Accord. Instead of integrating us into the society as promised, the SLPP only tried to
bring divisiveness in our camp by selling our leader Corporal Foday Saybana Sankoh to
the Nigerians and staging a coup against him. This was a blatant disregard of the
articles of the Peace Accord. Even when some of our members surrendered,they were
still ostricized and treated as the dregs of society. And further still, even though we
were abiding by the dictates of the cease-fire agreement, Hinga Norman directed the
Kamajors to attack our bases. This clearly showed that the SLPP was not ready for
PEACE, and so we prepared for the worst. But we must give bountiful thanks to the
Almighty for the refreshing fact that instead of the worst, it is the best that has come
through the concrete unbelievable peace that has been attained through the AFRC.
We have not therefore denounced attempts at bringing back Tejan Kabbah because we
hate him, but it is because he is not willing to accept us as his fellow Sierra Leoneans.
Ex-President Kabbah disappointed us gravely, and we can never trust him again. We
were prepared for peace, but the SLPP was not. We are therefore appealing to the
International Community, and all those that love Sierra Leone, to critically examine the
Sierra Leonean problem before any unwarranted action is taken. For six years, we have
lived in blood-bath, let us now have fresh baths in our streams, swimming pools and
beaches.
We assure the International Community and all Sierra Leoneans of the RUF's total and
unflinching commitment to lasting peace. All that we need now is for the United
Nations to take the lead in assisting the AFRC in demobilising and re-integrating our
combatants into the society for the ultimate achievement of true democracy through free
and fair elections that will be conducted in the whole country in peace. At least we can
today sleep in peace in the thought that Sierra Leone has finally achieved its nationhood
by being bold enough to tell the whole world that we are capable of solving our own
problems. The People's Army has come to stay.
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AFRC (Establishment of Office of Principal Liaison Officer) Decree - Decree no. 3 of
1997.
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45) Government Notices
Government Notices No 215 (P.N. No.3 of 1997) of3 September 1997 published in
gazettes nos. 52 and 54 of 4 September 1997 & 18 September respectively.
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MembeT

MAJOR JOHNNY PAUL KOROMA

Chatnnan.
Armed Forces l<eL'oiutlono.ry CounciL.

~-:rle

== .

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Headman
Councillor
do.
do.
d.o.
do.
do.
do.

Roc:hak.

dc'.

38.

Meprtbenell

do.
do.
do:

1I::lI:ahDa ~

=/Ronorla

.Rawm SECl1OI'I

)

DAlD) thizI 3rd day of September. 1997.

'Ia

.,da'

37. MClihanw..-l Ksm1.

(~'~.::

MembeT

dID.

~: :..Jtu.x:t:';'

38. "z ,

Section Chief
Headman
Councillor
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

cio,
~

~&IIm
It._rijl~

19.'

20.

-........,.- V.
'';~
• ./

Scrpnt K. KallIIy

(33) Abdll.lili Mk:hacl Munu

do.
do.
do.

Meb~
~.

~
S~
27. Pa~-'-'" X·,billlru
...
Member./ ~ 28. Pa . . . . .Kamma
do.
....Member~l
h ~9. y~Blmu
do.

.21) ~ 5.B.Kbanu .
(22) SeJ:pnt Gecrge.!ld.llmll
(23) 00te8uts.hrGbe::de

";. ' •..- " (25)

.

PaAlbuDiq5c...,-

14. ~setaay
15. JbW'Kaii:aara

Member

'n

;;'&(17) Ueuteoant.~·<:Ollina
,~>",
;'l:"'
(18) Wsrrmrt omcer n Franklyn Canteh
;~,'.. . (19) WIItraDt omcer n Sounud Kargbo
,,',

u.

12 ) Coknd. GIbdlMaaaaqud\.Member
0. 13) CoIoDd. .Mk:had.I.mmn. "....
Member
.
. .
U_J.._
(14) SquadroaLeadcr"Vk:tJ.:x1.. KIng ...
ftC",rtUI:T

(20)

w-nle n

iIagbem

12.)IIomob: ScSay. ...
~ 3. . ~ Sentf&te <:aatm

0

~:f,

~
BeaYdI:

~........-:
.~ ~?'?
Member
>>

J

e

·~-V--(9T~~M~-~[k;, .

,

h

9.

do .

'-::1fI•••::.

B o c k . a r.l . '

Dintd· G.~' .
VUll Cdca:ld IaaaH;.~

.......

:.:.~ ;;~/lO_
p,.'&~_--"'=Nado
HI
~ ........

3bI1f5ergomt.Abu Senkah

CaioI:J,cl.Smn.
.......•.

C/Speaker II
C/Chief
do .
do.

&clE!;:b

8. y~ Bcwwc_

Cha.InAan

(6)SbdrSex~AlexT. Brlma
...
(7J Stmr&.gbmt Brbna B. Kamanl
J~ \j....l('

a···..

T.~·Bc.'4I . . h

... Deputy ~ n

(2) ec.paral FodaJ" 5. s.nkch

P/Chief
C/Speaker I

Ii d b
do.

",.S--.'" x--a

.. ,Y.

199;-~

from the 25th d-.y olMq.

Post

.'Dumbcqa
~?s . . . .:~

Armed..FonlI:s~CoImdlwtthdle::t

(1) M.sjo£

ToumIVWage

I.P.e. Em Xc.mp..
&aomlXM
2. N lfftm&I-- }l"Jl&p
3 .. ~a.a,-r

CP.ll. No. 3 qf 19971

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Pa Bubu Kalarko Mabora
Sode T u r a y d o .
Pa Sant1g1e Conteh
do.
Amadu KaJorXo
do.
Slllah Kalarko
do.
BrtmaContdl
ROEUllT
Pa Sant1gle Bangura
do.
AInldu Kargbo
Mak"'lli Ferry
Shaka Kanu
do.
Sullay Koroma
do.

Ag. Sec. Chid
Headman
Town Chief
Councillor
do.
Headman
Town Chief
HeR.dm8.D

Councillor
de,

.

..

:.
/:

C'

"

..

,

•

'

-1,:1I 5~~PTt::"'1(1t:H.

No.

-,

;) I .

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

60.
6!.
62.

.

\997

Name

79.
80.
8
82.
83.
84.
85.

Moyamba
do.
Robis
do.
Makankry

Mas=a1la
do.
Magbele ·101
do.
Rogbaneh
do.

Posl

Headman
Councillor
Headman
Councillor
Heach:nan
do.
Council1o£
Headman
Councillor
Headman

2oundllor

Magboko/
Maronko
Headman
Rogbpro /Makalie
do.
Robts / MasJcmah
do.

RoKD:. SECTION
Pa Alimamy Seaay Rogbai/ Rotlfunk Section Chid
Abdulai Koruma
Headman
Rogba1
Pa Santig1e Seaay Ropot
Town Chief
Sorie Fornah
Headman
Rotlfunk
Pa Santig1e Kabba
do.
·Town Chief
Momodu Slllah
do.
Councillor
Momodu Fallah
Ropollon
Headman
Pa Sant1gie Kamara
do.
Town Chid
Pa Nfa Sesay
.Councillor,
do.
Samuel Koroma
Roydi/Mende
Headman
Mallgie Kamara
Rofenyea
do.
Ansumana Turay Ma.saffie
do..
Mohamed Conteh
do.
Councillor
Pa Sant1gie Kamara Royanka/
Mashaka
Headman
Pl1Santl.g1e Kanu Rotkene/ Makm
Town Chief
Abdulraman
Kamara
Rowareh Regboo Headman
Moriah Fallah
Rotlfunk
Councillor
Sullay Conteh
Makm
do.
Mohamed Koroma Royeleh
do.
Osman Yatheh
Rofanyea
do.
Pa Santig1e :Kargbo Ropat Town'Chief
MAWOMA SECTION

86.
87.
88!
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.

99.
10O,
10 L.

•

•

_:_

SIERRA L-EONE GAZETTE
Town/Vi11a.ge

Alie Kargbo
Abu Sankoh
Karim.u Conteh
Abdulat Bangura
Bundu Kanu
Momoh Sesay
Bassie Bangura
Sallieu Kamara
Bal Bangura
Ba1mbe. Kalorko
Yaya Bangura
Alimamy Conteh

63. Mamudu Conteh
64. Alpha K.amara

65
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

'.

Pa Alimamy Kanu Mawoma
Pa Santl.g1e Kanu
do.
Lamina Sesay
do.
1. H. Bnm Kanu
do.
G~say Kamara
do.
Sheka Kanu
do.
Abdulai Kamara
do.
Bat !\.anu I
do.
Allie Kamara
do.
Lamina Kamara
do.
Bal Kanu II
do.
Ibrahim !\.anu
do.
James M. !\.anu
do.
Alhaji Idrtssa Turay Makanrankay
Foday Bear
do.
Pa Santigie G bla
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

Set:t1QD Chief
Councillor
Headman
Councillor
do.
do.
do.
do.
d€).
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

No.

Name

309
Town/ VlUage

Post

108. Mohamed Turay

109.
110.
Ill.
112.
113.

114.
115.
116.
117.

118.
119.
12.0.
12I.
122.
123.
124.
125.
12.6.
127.
12.8.
129.
130.
13I.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.

138.
139.
140.
14I.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
14-8.
149.
150.
15I.
\152.
I
1)53.
154-.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
It){).
16I.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.

Makannmkay
do.
Abu Conteh·
do.
Fatu Thullah
Pa Santigte Karoma. Mamoe.
do.
Foday KIuDaxa
do.
Solie Ko:roma
Abu Koxoma
.do..
do.
Brtma Kamara
do.
FodayYe&-do.
SuDay Kamara
do..
Skiique s.:aay
Pa Sftnt1g1e Seaay Makall.
do..
Senpba Kalollo
do.
Alimamy Kargbo
do.
Amadu Kanu
do.
HaaaanKanu
da.
N'k.aOmu Kalom
Mohamed Koloko Mamula!

Pa Sen:t1g)e Kanu
do.
da.
AbduJai Conicil
do.
D:>ifu Kamara.
Allie Seaay
do.
Bassil:: Contcil
~
Foday Tejan Kanu
do.
Usman 1'ura.y
~
do .
Amadu Kamara
Alimam:y Kamara Match (II
Abu Falla
do.
Moha=erl Kocoma

do.

Abdulai Kanu
do.
Foday Thollie
Match (2.1
do.
Abdula1 Falla
UmaroKabm
Rob&na
do.
Sorie Turay
do.
Urn-. Kabia
Brima Forna
. do.
AnDdu Kormna
Makian1
do.
Asaana Koroma
Pa Sen:tIgle Ka:mara Ma~
do:
Pa Ba1 Kamara
da_
Br1ma Kamant.
Albaji Bdma Kamara Mabarrow'
do_
Mohamed. Karoma
--,-.
do."
Ibralilin Koroma
Abu B_ Koroma
do.
Makantor
Bassie Koroma
do.
Alxiulai Turay
. ,do,
Mohamed Thollie
A1tmam¥ Thoronka Bathl:ana
AssanaKoroma
. do.
~:<:"
Foday KIxoma
Mohamed TuIay
Amadu.Cantdl
Foday Kamara
Bruna Korama
Amadu Koroma
Shaka Kamara

Osman Turay
Amadu Kanu
Musa Kamara
Alpha Kargbo
Brtma Koroma
Alxiulai Koroma
Atxiu1ai !\anu

Councillor
do.
do.
do.
Headman
Councillor
do.
do.

dO.
do.
<io.
Town Chief
HeadIDMD

Councilloc
do.
do.
da.

_lXadman
CoundDcr
do.
do.
do.
Hradman
,Councillor
Headman
Councillor
Headman
Councillor
do.
do.
do.
do.
HMNiman
Councillor
00.
do.
do.
Headman
do.
Councillor
do.

do.

H~n

._--'",,---'_..

,-Councillor

.dO••.

~;;

-'~r
..,.<J.':

0 .•

.de,i•.

'," fIie-8dri'WIl
Couxic::ilkrr

dci...

Mafu.lwnli -.-:~>'::<:' ;;'cHeadnmn
Matoph",;>c;.i
Royanka
··do~~··:.c=

MabalayIM
Makok:rr

.. ,.do:
do,
do.
Makabl.
do.
do.
do.

do,
do.
CoUDdIkr
,.Headma n
do.

CGu.Dc:iIIc£
do.
do.
HradDPn
CnunciIlor
do..

do.

4TH S~PTE,o;ER.

SIERRA LEONE GAZETTE
1\'0

Name

Town / VUlage

Papa Kargbo
Santigle Kamara
Sinneh Sesay
Bassie Kargbo
Sane Kamara
648. Sai Kanu

64.3
644
645
645.
647.

649.

650.
65 l.
652.
653.
654.
655.

656.
657.
658.
659.
660.
,6 l.
062.

,663.
664.
665.
666.

Masheak
Makabbie
Rokirrma
do.
Robi3
Masoko
I\limamy Kanu
do.
Dibbeen Kargbo
l'J..ssy
Amidu Koroma
do.
Bal Famah
do.
Sane Korowa
do.
Br'.ma Mansaray
Mayeinla Bana
Albert Tarawallie
Makoi
Hassana Tarawallie
do.
Amidu Tarawallie
do.
Bassie Kamara
do.
Alie Banday
Petifu Hamburg
Dauda Conteb
do.
Saidu Kamara
Makunthel
Sullay Kamara
Rogbaneh
Alle KamaraMadaka
B:rima~
Makarboh
Momoh,·Koroma
do.
Sorie-FornBh
Mamorlai

B~,s~iiy.Ma8ogboi
ArrkdtiCont~h
Robay1toh
•__ ."._6_69,_M9P:ii?Qgl~_#_:,,_,.>,lIi£aBaritig1e
667.

',".",' ,,'

668.

">,. ,670. Mobsined.;cMansa,ray Mak08seb
'671. lbrab~rri:~n,8ra-'_H~~'

'.i;;~,,_,

'",

o:~~: ~1~~;;-][~i==Il\adi

-'-";~~' ':~~: ~i:D~~'~-i(~;~~t!~~;:\'

~!~~~: i;':!~'~i
.
678. Abdri1Bi~l3.Y:
= 679. Saidu. Karglxi "

Gbohbil-'

',' MagbanSh

, FOR£OOOUSic:nON
Pa- Alkuany Lah.si Foredngu
58 L FCOlY Bundu.
do.
'682. Foday~"-'Cdo~
Alpha Sesay
Ro-1aya.
Sll1ahSe8ay
doc
685. Foday BIa
Mayan
Ama.du Bangura
do.
687 .. Kom~ Bundu
do.
688. Bai Bundu
Mana
689. MobJuned A. Bundu
do.
690. Abu &:mar
do.
691. Saidu Kanu.
Rc-gbamkainde.y
692. Lamfua6>nteh
Bath-lol
- 693. Slneh Bangura
do.
694. Allmany Bundu
Makandt:h
695. Lamina.~y
Makanly
696. ThB.imu Kama....-a
Kurankoh
697. Alha:llAmara
do.
'698. Bassie_Kamarn.
Kura:mkoh
699. Gbanabom-Falla
Maputha
TOO. Sarie Ranu
Ma:!orie Bainlba
70 1. Pa Santigie Kanu
do.
702. Musa !\anu
do~
Amidu Bundu
Mabillah
:\nsumana Bangura
do,
Mohamed Bundu
do.
\1ohamed Kl'Imara
ao,

Post

Headman
Councillor
Headman
Councillor
Headm2.."1
do.
Councillor
Headman
Councillor
do.
do.
Head=an
do.
Councillor
do.
do.
Headman
Councillor
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Headman
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.,
Councillor:.
,do.
Headman

"'"do:'
do.
do.
do.

S=tion Chief
Headman
Councillor

No.

Cou:ndDor
Hearlman
Councillor
do.
Headman
do.
Councillor

6.

~d.n!a-n

7.

do.
Counc:tllor
Headman

8.

do.
Councillor
do.
Headman
do.
Councillor
do.
Headman
Councillor
do.
ao.

Post

Town/ VUlage

Headman!
Councillor
do.

Headman
do.
do.
H=-dman
do_
Councillur
do.
do.
Ik""lli."
do.
Cound!lo!l
Headman:
Councl.1lol';
Headman
CounciIklr
do.
do.
do.
de.
do.
'do.
Headman
do.
Coundlkr
Head.n!.an
Cou.nd1lcc
Town Chid
HesdmBn
ToWn Chid
Headman
do.
do.
do.
do.
Councillor
do.
H~

Councillor

CHIEFDOM COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Headman

da.

rVame

Tvtaientha
707. Bai Ses2Y
708. Alpha Osman
do.
Kamara
do.
709. Alie Sesay
Ropath
710. MorLe.i Kargbo
do.
711. Serie Tun;.y
712, Santigie Bur-au
do.
Pay,Buli
713. A..--n.adu Kam.ara
7\4. Mohamed F..am.E'.ra Masumana
do.
715. Brtma. B!=gura
do.
716. Brima Kargbo
do.
717. Amadu Kanu
Magbonkneh
718. Alimamy Conteh
Makamborie
719. Foday Kamara
do.
720. Abdulai Kanu
Mabamboo
721. Sinneh FdITIah
do.
722. Alhaji F<Xiay Fomah
Mayorma
723. lssa Kamara
do.
724. Sullay Kamara
do.
725. \Vus uKa.mara
do.
726. Hassa.'lKamara
do.
727. Faday Bia
do.
728. Oma.r.o Ka.. .l u
do.
729. Hassan Wanduni
do.
730. Sorle Sankoh
Ro-worreh
731. Mohamed Najib
Mabeku
732. Bru:iJ.a. Fallah
do.
733. Abdulai Kargbo
734. Mchl'ui:ied Sesay
Mabain
do.
735. SantlgteBundu
do.
736. Pa saDtigie Kamara
Makabbie
737. Santig1eSesay
do.
738. Pa Santigle- Bangurn
,do.
739. BrlinaKanu' '
Royeima
740. Abdulai Kocoma
Mafengbeh
74 I. Brima Turay
Makoya
742. Abu Kargbo
Mabendu
743. Brima Kanu
do.
744. Sorie K.anJ.ara
do.
745. MustaphaKargbo
Mabmtha
746. Brima Conteh
Makoya
747. A.T. Falla (J.P.)

1991'

l.

2.
3.

4.
5.

9.
10.

II.
12.
13.

14.
15.

P. C- Bai Kompa
Bornboii II
Pa Nengbana Falla
Alhaji S. A. T. Karowa
Alhaji Amadu Kargbo
Fa Sidique Kamara
Pa Adlkaii Conteh
Ps. Allm.amy
Ojukwu Sess'y
Pa Allm.amy Lahai
Bundu
Pa Sorie Kamara
Pa Sbeka Dumbuya
Pa Bubu Kalokoh
Pa Modu Kamara.
H. Y. Manaaray
Mr. A. B. M. KoroIilll
Mr. 1. H. Ka..TlU

REVISED by

1990.

Maaiaka
Speaker
Makoeseh

Chairml:ln

SaDgo
Matenneh

Member'
do.
do.
do.
do.

'Makabbie

'.do:·

Mabillah

Mabain
Maoteh
Mamamab

do:
Sengo
Makoloh
Masiaka

do.,
do,." ... ·
do:
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

me at Masiaka Kaye Chiefdom on 1OthJanueJr!#.. •
.~

Jar Semor DisulCf

--------------~
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PUBLIC SERVICE NOTICES

324-330

CO-OPERATIVE

Karnara. 1. K.. Co-operative Superintendent. retired on
pension. 15.8.97,
Kenneh. D. A. S .. Co-<>perative Superintendent. retired on
pension. 21.8.97.
Siaffa. E. M .. Assistant Co-operative Superintendent. retired
on pension. 28.7.97.

F'RErroWN. 18th September. 1997

New Appointment
Mm1s1RY OF HE.'U.TIl AND SANITATION

Foray. Dr. Lynda Musu. Temporary Houseman. 12.3.97.
Kenneh. Sartie Mohamed. Temporary Houseman. 12.3.97.
Rogers. Dr. Ir1s Te=eh. Temporary Houseman. 12.3.97.

SIERR,,\ LEONE BROADC\STI:"C SERvleE/TELEVISION
Conteh. K .. Senior Diesel Fitter. retired on pension. 3 I .7.97.
Koroma. A.. Senior Driver. retired on pension. 11.6.97,

MINISTRY OF WOFllG

Leave oC All8en~

Joaque. A.. Third Grade Clerk. retired on pension. 17.6.97.

ACCOUNTANT-GE:o<E!ll\L'S

Weekes. Mrs. C. 0 .. 298 days. 1.8.97.
AUDIT

ARMED FORCES REVOLImONARY COUNCIL
SECRETARIAT

Ceaser. Mn. A. A.. 108 days. 28.4.97.

M.1:NJsrny

GauL Notice No. 215

OF AGRlCU1.TITRE. NATI1RAL REsolCRCES AND TI-lE

ENVIRONMENT
Sesay, Dr. M. A.. 521 days. 8.10.95.

THE ADMINISTRATlON OF SIERRA LEONE
iAR'IED F<Jlwc:,,; RE\·<JI.I·Tlll",\i'Y.Cl)(-:-;':!l.1 P''{l':L\C.L\TI<)'\,

M!NJsrny

OF WOFllG

Turay. K. M.. 940 days. 23.10.96.
P.N. No.3
Ldt the

Si~

i 997

IP.N. No.3 oj 1997)

Leone Civil Service

of 1997.

ACCOl;;'fT.".'IT-GENLR.">l.'S

Bangura. 1. M .. Stock Verifier. retired on pension. 10.7.97.

Pursuant to subparagraph (21 of paragraph 1
of the Administration of Sierra Leone IArmed
Forces Revolutionary Councill ?1"oclamation.
1997. the follov.-ing pe,-sons cons titute the

PRl1'<'TED AND PUBLlSHED 81' THE GOVJ:R:--'\,IL::--'T 1)!<I:--'lT'~(; i)f:I'\RT\,IL:--'l', SIERR\ I.EO'.;i:
8\' ..0.. l'THORITY OF TP.E .\R\' [I D 1(,1<1 '!.~ !<J:\(iI.1 1'10'.;\ 1<1 U Il~~( :Il.
Annual SubscnptlUn:-[nlanu-]c'')(i.O()() (XI.

Tu be purchased (rom the <JDy emmenl8oobhop, Wallace Johnson

:-;II"-'c'\. i'rl"-'\(1\\'n

(1\

c"-'c·~~-I-"-,_«X).()()(J(X)

\'m·e:-l.cl,IXXl.O()

'.,.) (),~() 'J" 1..2IXi Y 'r

'3 ,-, J

324

18TH SEPT01BER. 1997

SIERRA LEONE GAZETtE
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council with effect
from the 25th day of May, 1997-

Major Johnny Paul Koroma
Chairman
(2) Corporal Foday S. Sankoh
.. , Deputy Chairman
(3) Captain S. A. J. Musa
Member
(4 ) Colonel A. K. Sesay
Member
[5) Staff Sergeant Abu Sankoh
Member
(6) Staff Sergeant Alex T. Brima
Member
(7) Staff Sergeant Brima B, Kamara
Member
(8) Colonel Sam Bockarie
Member
(9) Major Morris Kallon
Member
1101 David G. Kallon
Member
(11) Colonel Issa H. Sesay
Member
(12) Colonel Gibril Massaquoi
Member
(13) Colonel Michael Lamin
Member
(14) Squadron Leader Victor 1. King
Member
(IS) Major J.B. Cater-Tarawallie
Member
[16) Captain Lawrence S.Womandia .. ,
Member
( I 7) Lieutenant Eldred Collins
Member
(18) Warrant {)fficer II Franklyn Conteh
Member
( 19) Warrant Officer II Samuel Kargbo
Member
(20) Sergeant K. Bangura
Member
12]) Sergeant S. B, Khanu
Member
(22) Sergeant GeorgeAdams
Member
(23) Serge~t Sahr Gborie
Member
(24) Sergeant Su1alriJ.an Turay
Member
(25) Sergeant K. Kallay
Member
(26) Corporal Momoh Bangura
Member
(27) Lance-Corporal Hector Bob-Lahai
Member
(28) Lance-Corporal Ibrahim D.. Sesay
Member
Member
(29) Staff Sergeant Moses Kabbla
(30) Lance-Corporal Abdul M. Sesay
Member
(31) Mohamed Saidu Kamara
Member
(32) . Bai Hinga Kurrary-Bangura
Member
(33) Abdulai Michael Munu
Member
(34) Kandeh SoJie-Sebba Bangura
Member

(aJ To Lieutenant

Second Lieutenant F T. K. Koroma ISLBOOl--AFRSL
, 7th August. 1996.
E. B. KAMARJI.•.

( 1)

DATED this 3rd day of September. 1997.
MAJOR JOHNNY' PAUL KOROMA
Chairman.
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council.

CHAIRMAN'S OFFICE
Govt.. Notice No. 220

M.P./OP. 37 VoL V

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS ACT

Under the provision of Section 2 of the Public Holidays
Act [cap. 581. the following days will be observed as Public
Holidays thrtlughout Sierra Leone:FRIDAY, 29m AllGllST. 1997
F'RmAY, 511i SEPTEMBER. 1997
S. 1. MATrURI
Jar Secretary 10 the Chairman. i\FRC.

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Govt. Notice No. 221
S UBSTi\NTIVE PROMOTION-OFFICER
ARMED FORCES OF THE REPUBLIC OF SIERRA LEONE
[n accordance with Section V paragraph 12 I la) of the
Army Orders of 1965. the undermentioned COffiITIlssioned
officer of the. Armed Forces of the Republic of Sierra Leone
has been promoted wHh effect from 23rd August. 1997 with
as Officer v,,,th effect from the date shown ag2inst
natne:-

Jar

Dlrector~neraL

COURT

Govt. Notice No. 217
1"

THE J::lIGH

COl'RT

Of' THE R£:Pt'llLIC Of' SIERF.'" LEONE

It is hereby notified for the information of the General
Public thB.t the September. i 997 Criminal Session of the
High Court in Freetown will co=ence on Tuesday the i 6th
day of September. 1997.
A. SHOWERS (M.rs.).
Master and. Registrar.
MAsTER'S Of'nCE,
HIGH COURT.
F'REEroWN.

MINISTRY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Govt. Notice No.2 18
REV1SED CHIEFDOM COUNCILLORS LIST M-AFORKl CHIEFDOM. PORT LOKO DISTRlcr
No.

Name

Town /1/illage

1. P.c. A. Modu m. MllE. JP Port Lako
do.
2. Saidu Kanu
,do
3. Pa Kekorr Kamara
4. Pa Kumrabai
do.
Dumbuya
do.
-5. Pa Kapr Masim
do.
6. Ya Bomkapr Masim
do.
7. Pa Kapr Gbogboro
do.
8. Ya Bomporo
9 .. Haja Bomwarrah
do.
Yansaneh
do.
10. Pa Alimamy Sesay
do.
I 1. Ya Alimamy Mansaray
do.
[2. Ya Aliman1Y Bedor
do.
13. Ya Allmamy Mansaray
do.
14. Ya AlimamyBateh
do.
IS. Ya Alimamy Modu
do.
16. Ya Allmamy Sofarah

Office
P/Chief
C/Speaker
Cere/Chief
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
. do.
do.
do.

do.

SA,'IDA SECTION
17. Pa Alimamy Dumbuya Sanda Street Sec. Chief
Councillor
Davies Street
18. Alhaji Morlai Sankoh
do.
do.
19. Alhaji Fadlka
do.
Sanda Street
20. B. S. Kamara
do.
do.
21. Abu Kabia
do.
do.
22. Alimamy Conteh
do.
do.
23. Yaya Deen Kamar,
do.
do.
24. S. Mella Bangura
do.
Adams Street
25. Alpha Bangura
do.
do.
26. Abdul B. Kamara
do.
Sanda Street
27. Alpha G. Durnbuya
do.
28. Alhaji Momodu Fallah Faunabrirna St.
do.
do.
29. Abu Bakarr Bangura
do.
Whart' Road
30. Abdul S. Bangura
do.
do.
31. Abu S. K. Bangura
do.
do.
32. Abu S. K. 3angura
do.
Davies Stree
• 33. A. K. Molloh
do.
do.
34. Gbassay Karnara
do.
do.
35. Abdul R. Wurie
do.
do.
36. Joseph B. Karnara
do.
do
37. Alhajl Cole
do.
do.
38. Julius S. Bangura
Councillor
,Ou:ibo Street
39. Saidu M. Dtlmbuya
do.
do.
40. Sullay K. Bat1gura

46) Decrees
Decrees 1,4,5,6 and 7 of 1997.

DECREE
i]71t:m t:nt to the Sierra Leone Gazette Extraordinary Vol. CXXVl/I, No. 41

dated 7th July, 1997

1997

Sierra Leone

imk of Sierra Leone (Amendment) Decree, 1997

Short title.

[l6th June, 1997} Date of
COffirTIenCe-

to paragraph 3 of the Proclamation entitled
ministration of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces Revolutionary
nsit) Proclamation, 1997", published in the Gazette on the 28th
erMay, 1997, the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council hereby
- s and issues the following Decree:-

ment.

PuRSUANT

• This Decree shall be deemed to have come into force on the

ayof June, 1997.

Commencement.

DECREI<:S
The Bank oj'Sierra Lealie (Amendmenl) Decree

No.1

:!

1997

ent to. the 'Sierra Leone Gazette Extraordinary Vol. CXXVIII. No. 43
dated 14th July, 1997

Section 2 or
Act :-;0. 6 or
1963
amended.

2. Section:! of the Bank of Sierra Leone Act, 1963 is hereby
amemlcd by the (nsertion in the appropriate place of the following
interpretation "Counci I" means the Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council established by the Proclamation entitled
"Admi nistration of Sierra Leone (A rmed Forces
Revolutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997".

PN No.3
or \997.

Scction 13 or
.\ct 00 (, or

3. Section 13 of the Bank of Sierra Leone Act is amended by
the insertion immediatel y after subsection ( I ) of the followi ng proviso-

l%3
1Ill1cnded.

"Provided that in the case of the temporaryabsence or
incapacity of the Governt)f and Deputy Goyernor, the
Council may appoint persons of recognised financial
experience to carry out the functions of Governor and
Deputy Governor respectively, until the resumption of
duty or return of the substantive holders of the
aforementioned positions.'"

M.\DE and

(sst'};D

1997

this 3rd day ofJl/fy, /997.

MAJOR JOHNNY PAUL KOROMA
Chairmall,
Armed Forces Revolutionary COllI/CU.

Sierra Leone

Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
,~lishment of Council of Secretaries) Decree,
1997

Short title

{/Ulh .II/Iv. 1997/ Dale or commencemcnt

PRI~TED

r\1'\D Pl'BLlSHED BY THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING DEPARTMENT, SIERRA LEONE.

By

AnHOR1TY

CJr~THE ARMED FORCES REVOLtJflONARY COUNCIL.

G-vrI1F EXTR.IOR{)l,\ARl'

No. 41

OF

7TH

JULY,

~UA~i to paragraph 3 of the Proclamation entitled.
stratiOfloLSierra Leone (Armed Forces RC\olutionary
~oclatftation.1997".published in the G(/~ette on the 2Rth
}I\"1997,the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council hereby
~dissues the following Decree: ~

1997.

~'

~

2

No.2

i

Armed Forces Revbllltiollary COIIl/cil
(Eslabliskmenl of COIwcil of Secretaries) D'r?cree

Commencement.

1.
This Decree shall be deemed to have come into force oi(,
the 10th day of July, 1997.

Establishment

2.
There is hereby establishcd a Council to be known as,the
COUNCIL OF SECRETARIES which shall be directly and collc9tl\Tly
d Forces R evoIutlOnary
'
C ounci.
'1
responsl'bl e to t h
cA
rme

of Council of
Secretaries.
Composition of
Counci I of Secretaries.

Function, of
the Council of
Secretaric"

3.

The Council of Secretaries shall consist of (a)

the Chief Secretary of State who shall be the head of
the Council'of Secretaries, and

(b)

other Secretaries of Stale that the Armcd Forces
ReHllutionaryCounLiI may l"nlm lime to time appoint.

4.

The Counci I of Secrelaries shall(a)

,

be respnnsible for the prcparalion anJ consiJeration
or policy papers or malleI'S and shall advise the
ArmeJ Forces Rc\olutionary Council anJ make
recom melldaliorfs 011 all malleI'S or good gm'rmance

(b)

~ Jeeting,olthl'

e\ecule the policies and directives of the Armed
Forces Revolutionary Council.

Ls{ahl i shlllcnt

1997

3

);t,'trrhec:lti~rsecretaryhfStittes hall submit to the Armed
()h~tionary Council regular reports from the Secretaries of
difigthe ,operatiotls in their respective Departments of

f,

The Chief Secretal)'of State shall be the co-ordinating
and collate regular reports from the
'b, rState
for submission to the Council regarding the work
J.:... ,', ...' .... " . ".,
parttrtents and the implementation of the policies of the
t~sRevolutionary Council and may submit to the Council
~rJegislative changes.

Who shall, receive

';fl"

:

.~i'i

The Chief Secretary of State shall effect the publicily
lUse notice of the policies of the Council to be circularised or
,~teqgenerally through the machinery of Government.
Ff':'i""'j:'",

,),i?:

:,

Whenever the Office of the Chief Secretary of

S~te

llL:ant,or the person holding that Office dies, resigns, retires,
Sierra Leone oris removed from Office or ill (or any other
'~etoperformthe functiol18 of his Office, the Chairman of
fi9tees Revolutionary Council shall appoint llDOl:ber pet 80Il
'~fl'Olrt amongst members of the Council of secretaries.

m

5.

The Chid Secretary or State shall convene regulae'
Owncil or Secretaries mer which he shall preside and:
.
t he CI_1.111'11)<111
0 I' t I1C A nl]e J F prces Revo I"
utlOnary
Cpullcil shall appoi III another person to preside rrom amongst memb<;~i;'
or the Council or Secretaries.

(:ouncil \11 Scc- mecli ngs or lhc
rct<lnes.
. I'
In
]IS a bsence

"f "Ifice Jnd
runctions ,,"
(:h'efSecreia, j
\11 Stille

~dFordts Revolutionary Council

},,(ltstabli$ptumt of CquncU (}/Secretaries) Decree

6. (I)
or Slale.

Therc is hereby cqablished (he ollice or Chici' Secretary

(2)
The Chid Secretary of State shall be responsible for
communicating the policy dccisions anJ directi\es or the Armed",
Forces Rc\olutionar) Owncil (0 the Councilor Secretaries an
con\eying the decisions of the Council of Secrctaries to the Arme
Forces Re\ olutionary Council.

1)\, A Secretary

01 State shall exercise Ministerial ['unctions or

,ttx'{or a Department of State or such other business of SecretJry of
State
Jj:Wwlthe Armed Forces Revolutionary Council may from
eassign to him.

») ..

A Secretary of State shall be entitled to sueh
all()wances, gratui ties and other incidenls of office as
, ~~tibed by the Armed Forces Revolutionary CounciL

Ibn;

,The Chief Secretary of State and every other Secretary Oath of Office,
and subscribe the oath of office as set out in the
fl~,;,
eretl>.
,',1'V"":"(',, "

U take

j~
4

No.2

Anned Forres Revolltliol/ary CouI/cil
(EstablisJunefltoj CO"I/c!roj Secretaries) De<;ree
i',',' ':":

',.4Il

1'!7)~

.:iW'
,"" , : , ' " ,'~,';;?i,,;;d

Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
,(F;.Hl1 bl{Shment of COil/lril of Secretarie.f) Decree

Secretary to
9. (1) There shall be a SecretarY to the Coul1CilorSecretarie~l
the Council of
. ' . '.' . .
.' . ,
.. ' ..:,~
Secrt1laries.
whose office shallbea public office.
<;~:

'ii~

tJ\:"

(2)

The Secretary to the Council of Secret.uies shall.~

appointed by the Armed Forces Reyolutionary Council in eonsultati~1
with the Public Sel\ice C()mmission"ii,~

SCHEDULE
e Chief Secretary of State, Secretaries of State and the Secretary to the
(Seeretari es.
.,.;.; •• 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

:HI.!

;,~':if~,

$'of the Administration of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces Revolutionary
pf()Clamation, 1997 (Public Notice No.3 of 1997) and the provisions of the
Jpn of the Republic of Sierra Leone, 1991 whi~h are not inconsistent with
,~111atiol1. (So help me God/Allah)."

The functil'ms of the Secretary to the Council,

Secretaries shall include(a)

5

....., (in the flame of God/Allah swear) (solemnlv affirm) that I will faithfully
~,~ischarge the duties of the Office of
'.. , ,
,
, .
'ptlblic of Sierra Leone, and that I will support, uphold and maintain the

:;:'~Jl

(3)

1997

having charge of the Secretariat of the Coun~i.II
'j'"
of Secretaries;
',0
f"i

,':i ":~.\

',,:::~£4.,

(b)

(c)

responsibility for arranging the businessJqr~
.

:~
Ofil

Chairmatl,
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council.

any other functions that the Council

The. Secretary to the' Council 01 Secretaries shall

and subscribe the oath of office as set out in the Schedule hereto.
Chang~ of Ii tie

10.

this 12111 day of July, 1997.

MAJOR JOHNNY PAUL KOROMA

;\.;;;tiA

in Acts.

IsSUED

and keeping the minutes of, the COlJl1cil,Qf!
"":1'
Secretaries; and

Secretaries may from time to time assjgl1:\~l
him.
"i~
(4)

DF,and

' : ,',> ,,",AiJl

In e\ery enactment continued inexistence by virtueJrl'

the Administration of Sierm Leone (Armed Forces

/Revolutjol1arY~

Council) Proclamation. 1997, relating to the Ministriesand Departmen~~

of Government, an\' reference to President, Vice-President, Ministeror~i
' \ J ; 1

Cabinet shall be construed as a reference to the office or person wim~·
;,';:r;,-:,ftj

responsi bi Ii ty for the subject-matter to which the enactmentrelate~,an~)l
any reference to "Ministry" shall be read as "Department".
'.'~

T"--

' I •.1

\

1

I!

11

II
\

I

I

I
I

1997

Sierra Leone
,of Sierra Leone (Anned Forces Revolutionary Shurt title
)lJtociamation (Amendment) Decree, 1997
~cr'eeto

increase the membership of the Armed

I~nary COlJltc11.

f 14,h Jill)', 1<JY7. J Dale of
.

.

rIo paragraph, 3 of the Proclamation entitled
()(SierraLeone (Armed Forces Revol utionary
fa tlon;1997", published in the Gar.ette on the 2Rth
'[ih¢ Atrhed Forces Revolutionary Council hereby
. lhe(oliowirig Decree:-

commencemenl.

-: j

IN

'---=-Tr-'-'--

2

No.5 .

Imposition of Curfew Decree

'------""""'C"':

Commencement.

1. This Decree, except subsection (2) of Section 3; slj
deemed to have come into operation 01) the 19th day of August,

Power to
imlx1se
curfew.

2. (1) The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council may,i~
interest of public order or public safety, by Order impose a cllr
throughout Sierra Leone or in any part thereof as shall be specifi~,
such Order.
..

DECREE
(~SierrciJ-,eone

Gazette Vol. CXXVIlI, No. 63

20th Novem1;1er, 1997

(2) While such Order is in force, no person shall be 0'
doors between the hours specified in the Order except unde
authority of a written permit granted by the Inspector-General of
or any officer deputed by him in that behalf.
Offence and
penalty.

3.
(1) Any person who contravenes any p~ovision of an
made pursuant to Section 2 commits an offence and may be detain,
any member of the Armed Forces or the Police Force, who shall
that person immediately to the nearest police station.
(2) Any person convicted of an offence under subseG!
(1) shall be liable to a fine not exceeding thirty thousand leolle~

imprisonment for a term not exceeding one month, or to both such
and imprisonment.
Operation of

4.
Every Order made pursuant to Section 2 shall corn ei
operation upon publication in the Gazette or upon publication in s
other manner as the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council may d€:
necessary for bringing such Order to the notice of all persons.
.
oj

Order

Persons
deemed lawfully detamed.

5.
Any person detained pursuant to this Decree before its
of publication in the Gazette shall be deemed to have been held in law
custody during the period of such detention.
MADE and ISSUED this 20th day of August, 1997.
MAJOR JOHNNY PAUL KOROM
Chairman.
Armed F orees Revolutionary COUIu:.i

PRINTED AND PUBLISHED BY THE GOVERNMENT PJuNTING DEPARTMENT, SIERRA

By
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edForces Revolutionary Council
(.t\nti-Looting) Decree, 1997

Short title.

~~.reeto·

provide for the establishment, functions,
. ~s pf an Anti-Looting Squad, to make provision for
'iPtlryPQS against harassment and Intimidation and
J~:ro~tters.

AUTHORITY OF THE ARMED FORCES REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL.

GAZE7TE EXTRAORDINARY

No. 49 OF 20m

AUGUST,

1997.

{20th November. 1997J Date of commencement.

-

fA)
~

e;J

2

The Armed Forces}~eVQlutionary Council
,(Atlti-I,001illg) f)ecree

No.6

_._~

PURSlJ1l.1~T topa';a~~~p'h,.3 of the Proclamation entitled
'Administration of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council) Proclamation,I99Tl.ip~plishedin the Gazette onthe 2~th
d~y of May, 1997, theAql1edEQr~e.sRevolutjonary Council hereby
makes and issues the following Decree;~
..
1.

n;,.rprclation.

In this Decree unless the context otherwise requires-

P.N. No, 3 of
1997.

The Armed Forces Revolutionary Coullcil
(Allti-Looting) Decree

"Council" means the Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council established by the Proclamation entitled
"Adminis'iration of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997".
"Harass" means the coercing of one person by another
with the object of forcing the former into doing a
particular act and includes threatening the latter in a
manner calculated to subject him or a member of his
family or household to alarm, distress or humiliation.
"Intimidate" includes the use of words or action that
puts or is intended to put another person in fear for his
life, liberty or property, and also any words or action
that prevent oris intended to prevent anothcr person
from exercising his rights or performing his duties
under the law, or that compels another person into
doing something that he is unwilling to do.

3

/'.~.
Thereis hereby established a body to be known as The Anti- Establishment
)tjng Squad (hereinafter referred to as "The Squad").
of Squad.
i.

The Squad shall consist of such officers of the Armed Forces Composition.
the Republic of Sierra Leone and the Si~rra Leone Police Force and
,Gh9th~r persons as the Council may from time to time appoint.

"'.' ....:.,'1...

,','

~.
(l) Every member of the Squad shall, on appointment by the Oath to be
~mH;;d Forces Revol utionary Council, take and subscri be to the Oath set taken by

!.

ut inJhe Fitst Schedule to this Decree.

smemdbers
qua. of

.
(2) Such Oath shall be taken and signed before the Chairman
qfthe Armed Forces Revolutionary Council.

The Squad shall be responsible for(a)

the detection and apprehension of any person
who is engaged in or is actively preparing to
engage in the looting of any"property or the
commandeering of any v~hicle or' other
property;

(b)

the apprehension of any person engaged in any
act of intimidation or harassment of another

Functions
and duties of
Squad.

p~rson;

(c)

.the apprehension of any person occupying the
premises of another person without ltiwful
authority, whether such premises was occupied
or unoccupied althe time of such unlawful
occupation;

(d)

the apprehension or any person reasonably
suspected or being involved or implicated in (he
commission of any offence under this Decree;
and

"Looting" includes the stealing of any property, whcthcr
public or private, movable or unmovablc, with or
without the use or threat of the use of force.
"Commandeer" means to take arbitrary or forcible
possession or control or any property whether, public
or privatc, movable or unmovable, without IUI\'Iul
authority.

1997

-.t
V..J

------,

I

rr~'/
\

I
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The Armed Forces Revowtionary Council
(Anti-Looting) Decree

No.6

I

(e)

\

!

I
Identification
of members
of Squad,

6.

the recovery of any property discovered bYL~r
Squad in the course of its operations.s"'"
property to be handed over to the Polic~
documented safekeeping.

(1) For the purpose of identifying memb~rs of the Sq

each member shall be issued with. and shall carry with him. a war
of authority issued by the Council in the form set out in the Se
Schedule.
(2) The Council may at any time revoke or suspend
warrant of authority issued under subsection (1).

Powers of
Squad,

7.
(1) Any member of the Squad may. on the production (If
warrant of authority. enter upon any premises whether public or prin
stop any vehicle belonging to the State or any private person; illt
process of searching for any looted property or commandeered vehi{
or other property.
.
(2) Any member of the Squad may at the time of any
search question or arre~t; without a-warrant empowering him to do.
any person found in such p~emises or occupying any such vehicl~,
other property referred to in subsection (I). for the purpose
ascertai ni ng whether an offence under this Decree has bcen commi t

Forces Revolutionary COl/ncil
(-4nti-Looting) Decree

Thp'Am;pd

5

1997

"(;91111 before which a case is tried shall be empowered Orders of,
Court,
aii6ltof any property being the subject of such a trial
n~bY'such a Court to be the rightful owner of such

The Court may otherwise make such order for the

ale or otherwise of such property:
. tn at no such sale or other disposition shall take place.
~rty~~all have been in the custody of the Police for a
and adescription of the property shall have been
o:consecutive editions of the Sierra Leone Gazette.

19nth

;;TheCourt may also order the immediate disposition by
Ii~fofperishable goods or property which the Police find
''1''''''
.
ex.pensive
or unreasonable to keep in custody.
.tppember of the Squad shall as respect the exercise of his
ti~sunder this Decree. be entitled to the same legal
!lich a police officer is entitled to under the Police Act.

Limds bf the Squad shall consist 0'1' such monies as may
d.to it by the Council.

Protection of
members·of
Squad,
Act No, 7
of 1964,

Funds of
Squad,

\";:,',;

Arrested
persons to be
brought
before Court
without
delay,

8.
Any person arrested by virtue of-thG provisions of t
Decree shall be brought, within a reasonable time, before the Co
having jurisdiction in his case, and no member of the Squad shall ha
Ihe power to grant bail to an accused person.

Trial of
persons
arrested by
Squad,

9.
The Court before which a person arrested by any m,ember
the Squad is charged with a criminal offence shall give priority to tl
trial of such person, unless in the opinion of the Court the interests,!
justice will not be sened by so doing.

Withstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Jurisdiction,
Act No, 3t
~? or in any other enactment in force, the Magistrate of 1%5,
yejllris~rction to try summarily any of the offences under
:~~~ectlPnI5 and Section 17 of this Decree.

"'i""'"

'.Vv',hereany person is charged with any of the offences Committal
proceedings.
,ns (l);(2), (3) and (5) of Section 15, the Magistrate
~ns~»,ith oral testlmony of witnesses and shall rely on
~ntsi}~netheribytheprosecution or defence.

-~

w

6

No.6

The AnnedF()rces Rt'I'olliliollarv COl/llcil
iAIIli-l~O()lillg) Decree _

1997

.' No.6

(2) Subject to subsection (1), the Magistratc Court shall, on
application by the prosecutioll that thecontenlsor the IITi llen statements
warrant committal to the High Court, commit the accused for trial
before the High Court as of course, wi thout consideruti'.Jl1 or the
contents of such statements, except that such statements shall halc been
signed by the deponents.

..

(3) Any such trial in the High Court shall commence IIi thin
14 days of such committal.
Offences.

15.
(1) Any person who shall engage in or actively prepare to
be engaged in the looting o( any property or the commandeering of any
vehicle or other property wi thout authon ty shall be gui Ity of an offence.
(2) Any person who receives any looted property or
commandeered vehicle or other property knowing the same 10 have
been looted or commandeered or obtained in any way IV hatsoeyer under
circumstances which amount to a felony or misdemeanor shall be guilty
of an offence.

(5) Any person who shall, with or wi thout forceund wi th( lut
lawful authority, occupy the premises of another person shall bc gui It~
of an offence.
Penalties.

17.
Any person who in any manner whatsoever obstructs any Obstruction
member of the Squad in the performance of his duties under this Decree, of members
or fails to render reasonable assistance to any member of the Squad when 9f Squad.
,called upon to do so, or resist or attempts to resist any arrest executed
'under this Decree, shall be guilty of an offence and on summary
iLconviction shall be liable to a fine not exceeding LeSOO,OOO.OO (five
hundred thousand leones) or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding
. two years, or to both such fine and imprisonment.

FIRST SCHEDULE

(Section 4)

OATH TO BE TAKEN BY A MEMBER OF THE
ANTI.LOOTING SQUAD
I,
being
;:appointed a memberof the Anti-Looting Squad by the Armed Forces Revolutionary
:Council, do swear that I will faithfully, honestly and impartially, and to the best of
my ability exercise and perform all the duties conferred upon me in accordance with
the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (Anti-Looting) Decree, 1997.

(1) Any person who is found guilty of an offence under
16.
subsections (1), (2) and (5) of Section 15 shall be sentenced to death b~
a firing squad.

(2) Any person who is found guilty of an offence under
subsection (3) of Section 15 shall be liable to a term or imprisonment
of notless than five years and a maximum of life imprisonment.

7

1997

(3) Any person who is found guilty of an offence under
"subsection (4) of Section 15 shall be liable on summary conviction to a
•term of imprisonment of not less than two years and not more than seven
years.

(3) Any person who shall be found in possession or control
of any looted property or commandeered vehicle or other properly, and
who shall not give an account satisfactory to the court of hOl\ he came
into possession or control of the same, shall be guilty of an offence.
(4) Any person who shall intimidate or harass another
person shall be guilty of an offence.

The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
(Ami-Looting) Decree

SECOND SCHEDULE

(Section 6)

WARRANT OF AUTHORITY
WHEREAS
;
has been
appoirtted a member of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council Anti-Looting

.~quad.
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DECREE
8

No.6>

The Armed ForceS Revollltiollary COllncil
(Anti-Looti'.lg) Decree

NOW THIS WARRANT iSloG0nlmand
o •

the ,Si~rra Leone Gazette Vol. CXXVIII, No. 66

0 .. 0 .. 0 ... 0" .... 0... 0 , ..

o'

dat~d 11th IJec~,!!ber, 1997

YOU .. lhe"i,llf6resuid;

0 . :•• 0. 0•••••• 0•••••••••••, •••••• "'\;",';0,0 ;; ,0 .. 0 0 ••

ut1ti'AnyPolic~>,

or Anny personneLaccoinpanying you assjJecifie~ be.loW to exercise~Mperform '
the powers and duties conferred upon you by virtlJ~ (if the provisions 8nhe' Armed
Forces Revolutionary Council (Anti-Looting) Decree, 1997.
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day of

DATED the

Chairmall,
Armed Forces Revolutiollary COllf/ cil .

MADE and ISSUED this 17th day of November, 1997.
MAJOR JOHNNY PAUL KOROMA
Chairmall.
Armed Forces Revolutiollary COllllcil.
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Sierra Leone

~he Constl~~tlon of Sierra Leone, 1991
(Ame~dment)

Short title.

Decree, 1997

~(t.;-"\:

"'~j~;,D~ree to a~end the Constitution of Sierra Leone, 1991
'M\'ld~ for oth~I' related matters.

PRImED AND PuBLiSHED BY TliE GOVERNMENT PRImINO DEPARTMENT, SIERRA LEOt'E,

By

AlITHORITY

OF tHE

ARMED FORCES REVOLlITIONARY COUNCIL.

GAZE1TE No,

63

OF 20TH NOVEMBER,

1997,

{11 th December, J 997J Date of com·
mencement.

~II
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No.7

The Constitution ofSierra Leone, 1991
(Amendment) Decree

The Constitution of Sierra Leone, J 99 J

1997

~ of the Proclamation entitled
"Administrati~of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council) Proclamaflon, 1997", published in the Gazette on the 28th
dayofMay, 1m, the Anned Forces Revolutionary Council hereby
makes and issues the following Decree:PURSUANT. 19paragrllph

Repeal and re1. Section 156 of the Constitution of Sierra Leone, 1991 is
placement of hereby repealed and replaced by the following new Section:Section t.56.
156. (1)
There is hereby established a body
"Establishment
to be known as The Police Council which shall consist
of Police
Council.
of-

3

1997

(Afrzendment) Decree

(2) Every meml:ler of the Police Council shall, before
the function of his office, take and subscribe the oath as set out
Thi rd Schedule to t1lC'Consti tution of Sierra Leone, 1991.
The Permanent Secretary of the Department responsible
relating to the Pli1!ice shall be Secretary to the Council."

(3)

Section Ifi7 of the Constitution of Sierra Leone 1991 is Repeal and
repealed and replaced by the following new Section: replacelllentor
Section t67,

lo be

In7. (I)
There is hereby established a body
km)\\ nlas the Defence Council which shall consist

01(i)

the Chief Secretary of State;

(ii)

the Secretary of State, Department of
Internal Affairs;

(i)

(iii)

the Inspector-General of Police;

(iv)

the Deputy Inspector-General of Police;

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

the Chairman of the Public Service
Commission;
a Member of the Sierra Leone Bar
Association who shall be a legal practitioner
of not less than ten (10) years standing as a
practising Barrister, and shall be nominated
by that body and appointed by the
Chairman, Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council;
other members appointed by the
Chairman, Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council, subject to the approval of the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council.

1\\'0

the Chairman, Armcd forces RCHJlutionary
Collncil, who shall be Chairman;

(ii)

the Chief Secretary of Stale;

(iii)

the Under Secretary of State for Defence;

(i\)

the Chid of Delcnce Stall;

(\)

the Commanders of the Armed Forces
(Army, Navy and Air Force) and their
De!puties;

(vi)

the Secretary of Stale, Internal Affairs;

(vii)

two other persons as the Chairman, Armed
Forces Revolutionary Council, shall from
time to time appoint.

g) ..Everymeml!>er of the Defence c::ouncil shall, befo~le.
fMUnction of hisloffiee, take and subscribe the oath as set out
'),6heClUle to the Constitution of Sierra Leone, 1991.

III

4

No.7

PUBLIC NOTICE

The Constitution of Sierra Leone. 1991
(Ameruiment) Decree

to tile Sierrra Leone Gazette Vol. CXXVIlI, No. 16

(3) The Pennanent Secretary of the Department of Defence
shall be the Secretary to the Counci I."
MADE

dated 2 7th February, 1997

and ISSUED this 3rd day of December, 1997.

MAJOR JOHNNY PAUL KOROMA
Chairll1(/l/,
Armed Forces Revolutionary Coul/cil.

February, 1997

mE FORTS ACT, 1964

(Nb. 5601 1964)

,:,A\'~r.(IHE,FoRTS AurHoRItY ITARIFFS) REGUlATIONS,. 1997

Short title.

'~l~XEROSE of the powers conferred upon it by sections 66 and 78 of

!Qt;tSll.,Acl" 1964,tll~ Ports Auwority with the approval of we
glee of Transport and Communications hereby makes. we
'rig Regulations[27th Febmary, 1997J Dale of

commencement.

,i tn

these Regulation~. uniess we context otberwise,requires- Interpretation,

+m':j\,}'betth"mean~

a section of wharf; pier, jetty or quay or
Yjblber fixed mooring facility at which.a vessel can be moored,
'HItiFreetown the berths on Queen Elizabeth 11 quay are
given :nominal numbers 1 to 6);
"commencement of time" means the period between
~4pphours on W€ day of receipt of export cargo and 2400
1}2~rs,~r the,.daY9f?ep~ureof tlle carrying vessel from the
berlhc;· poit,in lne case of imported cargo;

1'RJNrED AND PvBU8HPD BY TIm OoVERNMBNT P!uNTINo DBPARTMENT. SIElUlA' LI!ONE.

By AU1lIORITY Of TIm ARMmFbltCE8Rl!voumoNARY CoUNCIL.
GAZETTE

No. 66 Of 11m lJEcE.MBeR,l997.

"T' ';,rr~storage!time"

means tlle specified period of time

:d~rlI;~yVhiclJ..fargo or cargo containers may remain on port

...

.phJ,J19,q~ ,.spl1seqlJent to receipt by the port, free of auy
'\OGlUC

dlaroes:

:~:,,,!,(:,;,,'tl,r.i;'-': ,',: C
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47) Statement to Sierra Leone Police
Statement by Martin Moinama to Sierra Leone Police
17 March 1998

-1 ----,
~ ... -~~'

~I
SIERRA LEONE POLICE FORCE

Name:

Martin Moinarna

Address:

Gawama Village Kai1ahun District

Occupation:
Nationality:

Sierra Leonean

Religion:

Christian

Age:

34 Years

Statement commenced at 1345 hours on Monday, 16th March 1998atthei /
i
Defence Hadquarters building State Avenue FreetoWIl. I have been askea:if
I wish to say anything and cautioned that I am not obliged to s~y an~g
unless I wih to do so but whatever I say "011 be taken down in writinga#dt
may be given in E v i d e n c e , : ' , · ,
'.':';~

Signed:
P.W.S. Kargbo Sii.
17/3/98

Signed:
4107 SheriffM.A.
17/3/98

Signed: .
Martin Moinama
17/3/98

I am a Sierra Leonean born at a village called Gawama in th.e Ma1eilla
Chiefdom Kai1ahun District. My birth was not registered butduringJny
childhood days, my elder brother Bockarie Moinama with whom Igtew'~p
had always told me that I was born sometime in 1964. My late B3reiitsfv.1r.
Muinama &waff-ay whe died in 1970 and :tv1rs. Aminata Swarray w~o also
died in 1996 were both natives of Gawama Village and were fanners. ·'};have
two elder brothers Bockarie Moinama and Momoh Moinama and an o.nly
sister, Miatta Moinama who are still leaving at Gawama. I attended the
District Education Committee Primary School at N giehun on dates I cannot
remember but I recall that I sat to the Selective Entrance Examination in
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1977/78 school year. I entered the National Secondary School Kailahun in
1979 and I had my Secondary Education up to the Fifth form. I attempted the
West African General Certificte of Education (G. C.E. ) O'Level Exams in
1985. I did not however complete tins exams because I was very sick and did
not make it. My elder brotiler Moinama Bockarie then insisted that I must
complete my Secondary Education and sent me to the Wesley Secondary
School in Segbwema in 1986 and I finally took the '0' Level Exams in 1987.
I gained a Division two pass in the Sciences i.e. Chemistry, Biology,
Georgraph, Economics, Mathematics and English Language. I left school
about this time, and joined the New Apostolic Church 1v1ission in Gawama
Village as a Slll1day School teacher. I was doing this job on vohmtary bases
until the rebel war broke out in 1991. I cannot remember the exact date, but
sometime in the montil of March 1991 I was in my home at Gawama Village
when I got information that a group calling itself the Revolutionary United
Front (R.U.F.) Fighters had entered Sierra Leone from Liberia through the
boarders and that they were in Bomaru about seven miles from the village of
Gawama. Following the invasion word went round my village and its
environs that these fighters were indeed rebels and that their leader was one
Corporal Foday Sankoh. The rebels were now approaching our end as the
weeks went by and as they did so, Sporadic gunfire was heard in the nearby
villages and news again went round that people were being killed by th.e
invading rebels who were reportedly both Sierra Leonean and Liberian
Nationals. As a result of this, tile Civilian Population in this area were thrown
in a complete Pandemonium and people were fleeing in the bushes for safety.
During the month ofMay 1991. I was hiding with some Civilians in a forest
nearby when a group of armed rebels entered the village of Gawama and
surrounded this forest. In the process, I was later captured witil many other
youths of my village. After we were captured by a rebel Commando I later
came to know as Morris Kallon, we were taken to a rebel base known as
Kuiva about four miles off our village. In this village we found over one
hundred captives who were already being trained as R.U.F. rebel fighters. I
was then trained at this base fat a perio-d of about 0fle mouth in the use of
A.K. 47 rifle and general war tactics by Commando Morris Kallon. During
this training a rebel Commando by the name of Benedict Fallah became
interested in me and recruited me as his Personal Clerk. My assignment was
to register all the trainees or captives, and to always call out their names from
the register before tiley start training each day. I recall that during this period,
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all Sierra Leonean rebels that were recruited in my presence were not
supplied with guns at the end of their training even though they were actually
trained on the use of the A.K. 47 rifle. The Sierra Leonean rebels were only
given knives and cutlasses to fight with, unlike their Liberian colleagues who
were fully anned with assault rifles. At this stage I want to make it quite clear
that before Corporal Foday Sankoh and his R.D.F. Fighters actually invaded
Sierra Leone in 1991, about three hundred Sierra Leoneans were trained in
Liberia and these were known as Vanguards whilst we who were captured
here were known as junior Commandos. These set of Sierra Leonean rebels
with high quality training were fully armed with assault rifles like their
Liberian Counterparts. Examples of these were Colonel Mosquito, Col. Issa
and others. There was also another set of Sierra Leoneal1S known as the
"Special Force" in the R.D.F. when they initially entered Sierra Leone and
these were trained in Libya. Examples of these were Foday Sankoh himself
and Mohamed Tarawallie allias Zeno whose whereabouts I do not know but
was last seen at Camp Zogoda in the Kambui hills Kenema district sometime
in 1997 when the Kamajors invaded the said camp and killed many rebels.
During this period I served as registration clerk at Kueva Camp, many Sierra
Leonean youths both male and female were trained and recruited into the
rebel force but I do not know the exact number. Sometime in 1992 between
the months of June and July, commando Benedict Fallah recommended me for
the post of Signaller in the Wireless Section of the R.D.F. The said
Commando Fallah was then incharge of this section. Five (5) of us were
trained at Pendembu town in the Kailahun district for a period of about one
month, namely Sgt. Philip Sannoh, Ahmed Tarawallie, Ahmed Koroma a
fellow known only as "T" Boy and myself. All the four other signallers apart
from myself are presently in Corporal Foday Sankoh's remainant rebel force
as far as I know. During this period also, I came to know Cpl. Foday Sankoh
the rebel leader and we were infact personally trained by him on Wireless
Signals. We studied voice procedure in code communication and Corporal
Foday Sankoh told us during the training that this was his area of speciality
when he senred in the Sterra Leone Atm:y. After Ollf training in 1992, I was
posted back to Kuiva Camp where I was now incharge of the radio
communication set until sometime in 1993. During this period I received and
sent messages to three other radio stations at Kailahun town, Mobai and one
mobile radio station which was in the possession of Cpl. Foday Sankoh
himself. These messages were simply routine exercise messages on R.D.F.
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rebel movements. We used three types of radio communication sets namely
YAESU, reOM, KEENWOOD and we also used the Military type rdio set
known as ThOMPSON on which r received my training. Sometime in 1993
the Government Forces attacked our bases and subsequently pushed us a long
distance to Koil1du and we did not have any strong hold again. As a result of
this, Corporal Foday Sankoh advised that since we had been badly
disorganised by the Government Forces, our only alternative now was to
avoid the towns and villages and go into the bush, so we travelled for a period
of about eleven days through bush paths to Nomafanna in the Kenema
district This, place was captured by us after a serious battle with some
ULTh10 and Government Forces who were based there. After about tvio days
at N omofarrna we advanced and formed the Camp Zogoda base at Kambou
bills in the Kenema district in the month of January 1994. We were at Camp
Zogoda in the Kamboui hills when I was promoted to the rank of a Sergeant
by Corporal Foday Sankoh. At Camp Zogoda, I was still a signaller even
after I was promoted to the rank of a Sergeant Sometime in the month of
April 1996 the Ivorian Foreign Minister :Mr. Amara Essy came to Camp
Zogoda by Helicopter and collected Cpl. Foday Sankoh and some of his
bodyguards. Among the bodyguards Foday Sankoh took along to Abidjan
was one Signaller commonly known as "Z" man and I was reliably informed
that they were going to attend a Peace Conference between Foday Sankoh
and the Government of Sierra Leone in Abidjan. Following this meeting in
Abidj an there was a cease fire and three months later Cpl. Foday Sankoh
returned Signaller "Z" man to base at Camp Zogoda and ordered that I must
join him at Abidjan. I then went to Abidjan in the month of July 1996.
During the journey to Abidjan fire (5) of us went namely Lieutenant Morieba,
Memunata Deen, Aminata Bangura, Sister Jane Konyah and myself all rebels
of the R.U.F. We travelled by a fishing canoe towards Gegedu and later by
road to Abidjan arriving in the month of July 1996. We found Cpl. Foday
Sankoh at a place lmown as Cocody where we also stayed in the same house
with him. While in Abidjan, cpt Foday Sankoh made arrangements for the
five of us to be rrauled on the use ()f Cernf)uters and I was again trained on
Computers. I had an office at Cocody where my Wireless Radio Set was
installed with a Computer and each day after doing my job on the radio set,
I use to go for Computer lessons at the Alia computer Institute which is
owned by an American. We received tuition in English for six months and I
was fmally awarded a result and certificate along with my four colleagues
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named above We did not have much freedom at Cote D'Ivoire whilst we
stayed at Cocody area and even the movements of Cpl. Foday Sankoh were
restricted. After our training the women were merely engaged on domestic
work whilst Lt. Moriba was bodyguard to Cpl. Foday Sankoh. I was also
instructed to train Memunatu Deen and Aminata Bangura on radio
cormnurucations. Presently both the two women I trained are in Abidjan
whilst Lt. Moriba is with Col. Mosquito somewhere in Sierra Leone and
Sister Jane Konyah had joined her husband in the United States of ;\merica.
Sometime after we had completed our training on Computer Operations in
Abidjan, Cpl..Foday Sankoh also used me to run errands for him, and in the
process I came to know a gentleman by the name of Pa. Kallon who also
stayed at Cocody in Abidjan. Towards the end of 1996, cpt Foday Sankoh
took me to Burkina Faso when he went to visit the Head of State of that
COlll1try and I was with him in that country for a period often days. During
this visit I stayed at home whilst Cpl. Foday Sankoh visited the President of
Burkina Faso according to what he told me. Whilst on this trip in Burkina
Faso, Pa Kallon telephone Cpl. Foday Sankoh from Abidjan and I later learnt
from Cpl. Foday Sankoh that he (Pa Kallon) had informed him that those
whom we left behind in Abidjan were ru.nrling out of food and needed some
money. Following tlus telephone call, Cpl. Foday Sankoh gave me the sum
of One hundred and sixty (160) C.F.A. Francs with instructions for me to go
back to Abidjan and hand the money over to the women for food. On the
night of my retlinl to Abidjan a gentleman whom I came to know later as
Stephen Bio but commonly called Steve Bio came to the house where we
stayed with Cpl. Foday Sankoh. Jane Konyah told me that she had earlier
received instructions by telephone from Cpl. Foday Sankoh that .Mr. Steve
Bio and his wife were to be accomodated in the house until he (Cpl. Sankoh)
returned from Burkina Faso. Mr. Stephen Bio then introduced himself to us
in tile house by his popular name Steve Bio. He told ustht he is a brother of
the N.P.R.C. Former Head of St.ate Brigadier Julius Maada Bio and that he is
a very good friend of cpt Foday Sankoh. He went on to say that he had
played an active role in assistmg the N.P.R.C. Junta Governm~nt with the
supply of anns and armnunition. Mr. Bio further assured us that himself and
Corporal Foday Sankoh had presently consulted and agreed on similar terms
oflogistics support and that he was now going to provide sufficient arms and
ammunition for the R.D.F. rebels fighters of Foday Sankoh to continue the
war in Sierra Leone. After about two days, Cpl. Foday Sankoh returned to
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Abidjan from Burkina Faso and told us in the presence of Mr. Steve Bio that
indeed he (Steve Bio) was a very important man. He infact repeated almost
all what lv1r. Bio said about himself. From that moment we considered Mr.
Bio as one of us and we had a lot of conversations. He was stayD.J.g wiL1. his
wife, a fair complexioned lady but I have now forgotten her name. During our
conversations, Mr. Bio told us that he was infact a member of the R.D.F. and
for this reason we seriously embraced him. As we became friends he became
very open minded to us and explained that as a matter of fact he was involved
in a Coup Plot against the Government of President A.hmad Tejan Kabba
which backfired at the time of his escape in December 1996. He said that the
Police in Sierra Leone had been looking out for him when he escaped from
the country. According to him the Coup Plot was actually plmmed by him as
he wanted to overthrow President Ahmad Tejan Kabba's Government and
become President. He further disclosed that 011 the night the coup was to take
place, arrangements were already been completed when a Corporal in the
Sierra Leone Anny whose name he did not tell us but that he was a member
of the Coup Plotters, informed the authorities and their plan was foiled. He
did not tell us as to whether any arrests had been made at the time of his
escape, he simply narrated how he got out of the country. According to him,
he owned three helicopters in Freetown and that he escaped from Sierra
Leone through one of those helicopters . .Nfr. Bio did not go into too much
details about the attempted Coup in Sierra Leone leading to his escape,
however I recall very well that he mentioned the names of Two Military
Officers who served in the N.P.R.C. Junta that were actively engaged on the
attempted Coup Plot. Iv1ajor Kwegor and Tom Nyuma. He said the two
officers were out of the country but that even so they were strong members
of the plot. Mr. Bio was with us in Abidjan for a period of about two to three
months and I recall that during this period, he travelled to Russia once.
According to what he told us, he went to make arrangements for the supply
of arms and mnmunitioll to the R.D.F. I cannot remember the date of his
retuill from Russia but he came back precisely about three weeks later but he
did not return immediately to Abidjan. R-e went to N-ig€lna and tekpbone Cpl.
Foday Sa11koh from there. After their telephone discussion, Cpl. Foday
Sankoh later explained to us that N1r. Steve Bio had :finalised arrangements in
Russia about the suppty of arms and ammunition to the R.D.F. but that the
sum of Forty thousand United States dollars ($40,000) was demanded by the
manufacturers in Russia. He said that since this money was not readily
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available, IYlr. Steve Bio was therefore in Nigeria to persuade his own friend
a man whose name was given as W. Prince to lend him this amoW1t so that
the anns and 3lThlluntion could be purchased. After this fIrst telephone
conversation, lv1r. Steve Bio telephoned Cpl. Foday Sankoh a second time
from Nigeria and according to what he (Sankoh) told us later, Bio convinced
him that his friend Prince was also a best friend of Nigerian Head of State
General Sani Abacha. Cpl. Sankoh further explained to us that this friend of
Steve has now made arrangements on the request of lv1r. Steve Bio for him
(Sankoh) to go to Nigeria and meet General Sarli Abacha who was willing to
also give him anns, ammunition and even man power to beef up his fighters.
Sometime later, Cpl. Foday Sankoh-sent one of his bodyguards by the name
of AnSUlnana Musa to Nigeria inorder to verifY the claims made by Steve Bio.
When Ansumana arrived in Nigeria, Steve Bio convinced him to send back
a very good report to Cpl. Foday Sankoh. Following this report, Cpl. Foday
Sankoh sent Lt. Colonel Gibriei ahead one morning in the month of May 1996
and he asked me to go with him on the evening of that same day to Nigeria.
Cpl. Foday Sankoh and I travelled by Air Cameroun and arrived at the
Mohamed Murtalla Airport in Lagos at exactly 8.p.m. on that night. On
arrival at the airport we found J'v1r. Steve Bio, Ansumana Musa and Lt.
Colonel Gibriel waiting to receive us. They came to the Airport with two
vehicles but there was no Government Official to represent General Sani
Abacha. We went through the immigration process at the airport and joined
Mr. Steve Bio and others in the waiting cars. We then moved a few yards
towards a police station and the police stopped us and demanded to know our
identities. We all showed our identities but the moment Cpl. Foday Sankoh
disclosed his identity the Nigerian Officers gave Orders for us to come down
and follow them to the Police Station. Foday Sankoh was then questioned
and in reply he explained that he was in Nigeria as a Guest of the Nigerian
Head of State. The police officers however were not convinced because
according to them, if what Foday Sankoh was saying was the truth they
s-hould have 13@~Il-llotified even before his flight landed in Lagos. We were
then arrested and taken to the police he:icrquaners where w@ were lal~r
thoroughly searched and Foday Sankoh was found with only four (4) live
fOt.U1ds of Pistol aInmunition. Following this, the four of us were placed in
Cells with tile exception ofFoday Sankoh. Thirty minutes later, through the
intervention of the Nigerian Foreign :Minister we were released and taken to
Hotel knovm as Federal State Hotel at Victoria Island. We got everything we
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needed in this hotel 311d we were there for a period of sixteen (16) days.
However whilst we were in this hotel, one of the Protocol Officers in the hotel
told Foday Sankoh that Nigerian Head of State knew nothing about his
mission in Nigeria. TI1e Protocol Officer further said that Faday Sa11ko11 was
to be sent under escort to Abuja on that same day. As a result of this, Foday
Sankoh told us that he has been arrested and instructed me to retillTI to
Abidjan irmnediately. He took Lt. Col Gibriel 311d Ansumana Musa with him
to Abuja whilst Steve Bio headed for Burkina Faso. I returned to Abidjan by
Air Ethiopia and whilst I was still in Abidjan Cp1. Foday Sankoh
communicated with me by telephone. On the day following my return to
Abidjan, Foday Sankoh instructed me to go to Ouagadugoe in Burkina Faso
where I received the sum ofSLx hillldred and thirty C.F.A. Francs (630 C.F.A)
from one General Ibrahim who also is a member of the R.D.F. He is a
Gambian National and resident in Ouagadugou. I was there for a month
before I returned with the money to Abidjan. The money was to be used for
feeding. After sometime in Abidjan Foday Sankoh phoned us and gave
instructions that we must all find our way back to Sierra Leone. Infact we lost
communication and we had no money left for OUT feeding and nothing was
known about Steve Bio's whereabouts. I returned to Sierra Leone in
September 1997 but before doing so I had already heard that Major Jolumy
Paul Koroma had seized power from Dr. Ahmad Tejan Kabba and the
A.F.R.C. Junta was now in power. I was never paid a salary whilst I served
CpL Foday Sankoh as a rebel in the R.D.F. throughout the period I was in this
rebel movement. I came by road to Sierra Leone through Liberia and went
straight to my village Gawama in the month of October 1997. I was not doing
anything in Gawama on my return and I did not try to hide because the Junta
had already announced that we should come out of the bush and join them.
At the end of October 1997 I travelled to Samuel Town near the Benguema
military barracks. I stayed with my brother John Trawallie and early in
November 1997 Colonel Sam Bockarie alias Mosquito heard that I was in this
place. I was at home in Samuel Town on the morning of 5th November 1997
wh-en a smaIl rebel boy whose n-ame I QG-Ilt know shot IllY right foot with an
A.K. 47 rifle on the instruction of Col. Mosquito. His reason for giving thai
order according to this rebel boy was that those of us who went to Nigeria
with Foday Sankoh had sold him to the Nigerians. Secondly Col. Sam
Bockarie said that I was only enjoying in the R.D.F. and never held a gun. I
cared for the wound on my foot and when it was nearly heald I went to
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Maoma Village about three miles ofl-Masiaka tOVvTI as I was now afraid to be
with the rebels. I now prefer to be on the side of the Government than to be
a rebel, so I decided to surrender myself to Ecomog at the Texaco junction
ill Kissy on the 14th of March. This I did by asking the Guinean troops based
at Masiaka to help me with means of transport to convey me to Freeto'NTl on
the day I surrendered but in doing so, I only pretended to be a poor wounded
man and I did not disclose my true identify to them. After I surrendered at
Texaco Junction on the 14th, the Ecomog soldiers handed me over to the
police at Kissy and I was later brought to the C.LD. in Freetown where I
made a statement. I still have the gun shot would on my right foot and now
need medical treatment. At this stage I want to pledge my Loyalty to the
Government of President Alunad Tejan Kabba and promise that if my life is
spared I will playa vital role to counter further movements of the R.D.F. in
the pllisuit of real and lasting peace in this country. That is all. Statement
made in Krio recorded in English read over and explained in Krio admitted to
be true nd correct and concluded at 1415 hours on Tuesday the 17th March
1998. Breaks from 1920 hOlliS on 16th March 1998 to 1130 hours on 17th
March, 1998.

Signed:
P.W.S. Kargbo D/S.I.
17/3/98

Signed:
4107 Cpl Sheriff M.A.
17/3/98
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Signed:
Martin Moinama
17/3/98
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Address by Major Johnny Paul Koroma, Head of State and Chairman of the Armed
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Address by Major Johnny Paul Koroma
Head of State and Chairman of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
Freetown - 1 June 1997

My fellow countrymen, friendly nations and members of the international community. The big
question at this moment on the lips of everybody inside and outside the country is what prompted
us to oust former President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah and his government from flower.
Before dwelling on the main above-mentioned theme of my address, I want first and foremost on
behalf of my colleagues avail myself 0 this opportunity to solemnly extend our sincere and
heartfelt sympathy and expression of regret for the unfortunate incidents that occurred during the
takeover operation in which some of our brothers and sisters, as well as foreign nationals, lost
their lives and property.
In this regard, the AFRC, as you have been informed through the media, has taken appropriate
measures to prevent the recurrence of such unfortunate incidents. My address this evening is not
only directed to fellow Sierra Leoneans. It is also meant to enlighten concerned non-nationals and
the international community about the welfare of our beloved country, on the main motive of our
action.
I have already emphasized in my last two addresses that our action was not motivated by selfish
[as heard] and greed for power. The main objective of the AFRC to seize power is to restore
lasting peace and political stability in this country, which has been ravaged and continues to be
shattered by a senseless war.
On this vital issue of restoring peace and political stability in our country, I would like on behalf
of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council and the entire nation to pay a special and fitting
tribute to the Ivorian head of state, His Excellency President Hemi Konan Bedie, with special
mention to his Foreign Minister Amara Essy, the government and people of La Cote d'Ivorie for
the very important role they played in getting Corporal Foday Saybana Sankoh, the charismatic
leader of the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone around the negotiating table, that
resulted to the signing of the Abuja peace accord last November. But for the relentless efforts of
the authorities of this great African country, in the true state of African solidarity, we will not
even have been thinking about... [pauses] talking about inviting the RUF leader to command his
fighters to (?cease) hostilities and to join the revolution with the sole objective of bringing lasting
peace to our beloved country.
The AFRC would also like to seize this opportunity to thank friendly sister countries in the
subregion, namely the Federal Republic of Nigeria, the Republic of Guinea, and Ghana for their
effective and invaluable role in averting irreparable destruction of our fatherland at the height of
the rebel war. The AFRC would also like to behalf of the entire nation to thank the international
community and NGO's [words indistinct] to the United Nations Organization, the
Commonwealth, the OAU, the International Alliance, the International Community of the World
Force for the very important roles they played toward the success of the Abidjan peace process.
Fellow countrymen, friendly nations, members of the international community, I would now like
to dwell on the main theme of my address this evening. The main reason that prompted us to take
the [word indistinct] and timely decision to overthrow the former regime and to extend an
invitation to RUF Cpl. Foday Sankoh and the RUF to operate with us.
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It is true the wind of democracy has blown and continues to blow around the world. Patriotic and
national Sierra Leoneans, old and young, put in everything, sometimes at the expense of their
lives, during the transition process to democratic rule with the objective of being in tune with
progressive nations around the globe and restoring lasting peace and political stability in Sierra
Leone. After five years of military governance, our country was returned to democratic rule with
great pains, but due to lack of political ingenuity and sincere commitment on the part of former
President Tejan Kabbah and some of his lieutenants, the hard-won democracy was being
gradually jeopardized by the flagrant antidemocratic and unpatriotic practices of the lat regime.
The unanimous vote in favor of the new president by SLPP parliamentarians and the appointment
of ruling party stalwarts to most of the key positions of the state's administrative machinery is a
palpable truth of such tendencies.

In an exclusive interview granted to the West African magazine of March this year in
Washington, OAD Secretary General Dr. Ahmed Salim Ahmed (sic.) rightly opined, and quote,
"Progressive African leadership must now operate, above all, on the clear knowledge that the
question of peace, security, and political stability oftheir respective continent is of primordial
importance. Without peace, security, and political stability, it is not possible that any country will
achieve the type of democratic and economic growth, the type of social development that we
aspire to," quote. [as heard]
This is why my colleagues and I on the AFRC have decided to focus on the question of resolving
our internal conflicts. The war that has shattered our once flourishing economy, with much more
of [word indistinct] efforts and reality. [words indistinct] this priority of priorities--the return of
lasting peace and political stability in our country--is achieved, we will then focus on the whole
question of democratization and greater respect for human rights. Military issues, the question of
economic and social development, the question of security and stability, and the issue of
democratization and human rights are related. If we are to achieve the objective the AFRC will
set for itself and address the new challenges that face our country [sentence as heard]. The AFRC
will endeavor to address each of these goals and their [word indistinct] within the present context
ofthe social and political situation prevailing in the country.
Our brother Cpl. Foday Saybana Sankoh is quick to understand this when he emphatically stated
in his radio message to the nation from Abuja that a democracy without peace, security, and
political stability is baseless. The remarkable economic growth and social development achieved
by our sister and friendly Republic of La Cote d'Ivoire is due to the legendary peace, security,
and political stability in that country. Foreign investors and economic operators will only pour in
their money into countries that will guarantee their personal security and that of their investment.
Fellow countrymen, you will surely agree with me that the unseated president and some of his
round pegs in square holes collaborators dragged their feet in implementing the priority clauses
stipulated in the Abuja peace accord related to developments of mutual forces to carry out
encampment and disarming of combatants. The Commission of the Consolidation of Peace, PCP,
was never given the attention needed to carry out its functions.
Fellow countrymen, I will not dwell much on the negative [word indistinct], but let me touch on
some of its saddest aspects. The death toll could be estimated at about 15,000 troops. Damaged
property could easily amount to several billions of leones. The economy has been completely
crippled. Thousands of families which once enjoyed the warmth of living together have been
separated. Innocent citizens, mainly comprised of agricultural workers in rural areas, were
mutilated and maimed, rendering them physically handicapped and useless throughout the rest of
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their lives. The brain drain in the country during the war reached unprecedented proportions with
its negative effects on the standard of education in our university and other institutions of higher
learning. Children in their thousands have become homeless, orphans, and street-beggars.
Persons traumatized by the atrocities of the war have become mentally unbalanced. Fellow
countrymen, the negative spoils of the war cannot be fully exhausted in this address.
Nationalistic and patriotic Sierra Leoneans as well as well-meaning non-nationals and the
international community will now understand why the AFRC deem it at this point in time to
drive away the enemies of this nation and to call upon Cpl. Foday Sankoh and the RUF to join
the revolution so as to bring about lasting peace and to arrest the unmerited and unwarranted
sufferings of our people.
With the return oflasting peace and political stability in this country, Sierra Leoneans will regain
their lost personality and integrity, but more especially our shattered economy [words indistinct]
foreign investment. Our country will once more regain its rightly place among the progressive
nations of the world.
My fellow countrymen, we are undergoing a very crucial stage in the history of our country. Our
destiny and that of generations yet unborn is in our hands. Shakespeare rightly put, quote, "There
is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken on the tide (sic.) leads on to fortune, omitted all their
voyage is bound in shallow waters," unquote.
We should not leave the fate of this only country that we have to be determined by other people
for their own personal aggrandizement. The Lord Almighty, our creator, loves this country. He
has made it possible for us to know our enemies at the right time. The Biblical saying "God's
time is the best" should be an eye opener for us. Prayers said in our numerous churches and
mosques on Sundays and Fridays throughout the national territory for the return of lasting peace
to our beloved country have not gone in vain. My fellow countrymen, our priority of priorities
today is peace. Peace is an inseparable factor for human development. We have been longing for
it for the past six years. Thanks to God, it is here. The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council and
true patriots of this country are therefore solemnly appealing to all Sierra Leoneans, irrespective
of their ethnic grouping, creed, social standing, and political affiliation, within and outside our
national territory to join the God-inspired revolution for the ultimate salvation of our beloved
fatherland.
I will end my address by declaring three days fasting and prayers throughout the country, from
Sunday, 1 to Tuesday 3 June 1997. United We Stand, Divided We fall. I thank you very much.
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STATEMENT ON THE HISTORIC RETURN TO FREETOWN, SIERRA LEONE, OF
THE LEADERS OF THE ALLIANCE OF THE REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT
OF SIERRA LEONE AND THE ARMED FORCES REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL
Freetown, Sunday, October 3, 1999
We herald the dawn of a new era. The war has ended. The era of peace, forgiveness and
reconciliation has come.
We stand before you today to ask for forgiveness and a spirit of reconciliation across the country.
We offer hands of kindred understanding and love to all those who we have wronged. You, who
we have wronged, you have every human right to feel bitter and unforgiving but we plead with
you for forgiveness.
Those who have died; those who are grieving for the loss of their loved ones; those who have been
disabled; those whose property have been destroyed; those traumatized - the children, the youth,
the women and the old aged - we ask for their forgiveness.
We ask for forgiveness from the displaced and refugees.
We also ask for forgiveness and a spirit of reconciliation from the relatives and governments of all
those foreign troops who lost their lives and suffered casualties in their tour of duty in Sierra
Leone.
We ask for forgiveness and a spirit of reconciliation from members of the international
community whose good will has been frustrated by this war. We ask of the same from nongovernmental organisations, journalists and civil society groups both local and foreign.
We will like to repeat that the war has ended. To this effect, all prisoners of war are to be released.
All roads are opened. To complement this, we call on the government to release all political
prisoners and prisoners of war.
We are no longer in a state of war. We are in a state of peace and our presence here today is a
testimony to our commitment to the full implementation of the Lome Peace Accord.
We have come to stay and to help consolidate the peace. We want all fears to be removed from
our society starting from today. We are now in an era of peace. We are in an era of absolute
respect for human rights.
All fears must be removed from our society. The state of emergency must be lifted immediately as
we are no longer in a state of war. We have a responsibility now to remove all signals of mistrust,
fear and war. The curfew must be lifted. All so-called collaborators are freed of their charges and
we welcome them back into our society. Let know one be intimidated or live in fear in the new
Sierra Leone we are about to create.
We are happy to announce to the nation today that the reason that brought together the
Revolutionary United Front and the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council still remains. We came
together to end the war. We shall remain together to consolidate the peace. Nothing will divide us
as our union or alliance is with the blessing of the Almighty Allah/God and our glorious ancestors.

.
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Our alliance is for peace! Our alliance is for peace! Our alliance is for peace.
With peace comes politics. The RUF1AFRC alliance will enter into politics. By this, therefore, the
RUF 1AFRC alliance is to be transformed from a military alliance to a political alliance in
accordance with the Lome Peace Accord.
To further demonstrate our abiding commitment to peace, we the leadership and high command of
the Revolutionary United Front and the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council are happy to
announce today the transformation of the RUF/AFRC alliance into a political movement. We
usher in a vibrant political movement for peace. The RUF/AFRC alliance is now the ALLIANCE
FOR PEACE (AFP)!
Very soon we will announce the symbol and flag of the Alliance for Peace (AFP). Our chosen
symbol will be that of peace, goodwill and respect for human rights. Our chosen flag will reflect
the strength and pride of our Pan-African heritage. We shall strive for the empowerment of our
people so that the root causes of the civil war shall be removed from our society forever. Our
rallying call shall be "Power to the People". Our Alliance is for Peace and we are here to sustain
the peace and contribute to the creation of a new Sierra Leone of equal opportunity, freedom and
justice for all.
We have come home to stay! We have come home to build! We have come home to remove fear,
intimidation and mistrust from our society.
We embrace you, our people, in the spirit of forgiveness and reconciliation.
Our dear nation has suffered enough but at long last peace is now at hand. All the fighting forces
of this country will be mobilised to rebuild this country. We will transform ourselves into builders
of homes, schools, hospitals, markets, roads, bridges, airfields and dams to provide electricity. We
shall make farms, fish ponds and raise livestock. We will be the motivating force behind the
regeneration of our mining industry. We will transform the motivation on the battlefield to the
fields of construction and development. This is the challenge we have put before us. Our
movement for peace is also a movement for reconstruction and development.
Fellow Sierra Leoneans, join us in expressing our profound gratitude to all those who have
patiently assisted us on this our footpath to peace and democracy. We thank the Heads of State of
the ECOWAS Authority, their governments and people for helping us to achieve peace at last. We
thank the United Nations, the Organization of African Unity, the European Union and the
Commonwealth for listening to the cries of Sierra Leoneans for peace and helping the nation to
focus on the benefits of peace. We thank the NGO community, journalists and the civil society
groups who constantly reminded the warring factions of their human rights obligations. To them
and th~ international community who supported them we reaffirm our commitment to the
observance of human rights. Let their collective voice continue to ring in our ears and remind us
of our human rights obligations to the rest of society.
We hold our Alliance for Peace sacred and therefore our commitment to peace and our desire to
see to the implementation of the Lome Peace Accord in full.
We are at home and there is no turning back. We have come to help build a new Sierra Leone.
May the Almighty Allah/God and our glorious ancestors continue to guide and bless us all.
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PERSONAL STATEMENT BY Lt. Col. J.P. Koroma on October 1st 1999.
Previous to May 1997, I did not collude with the RUF/SL nor did I ever collaborate with any coup
plot. I want to hereby inform my brothers and sisters in the Diaspora that yesterday was the very
first time that I ever met with the RUF leader.
On the 23rd March 1991, I was the very first officer who was sent from Daru Barracks to counter
the RUF at Bomaru in Eastern Sierra Leone and until May 1997, God being my witness, I never
had any contact with the RUF leadership. However, I had seen the devastation that the war had
wrought on the country. In 1997, when I saw an opportunity to get peace for Sierra Leone through
dialogue and power sharing, I worked hard to achieve this in spite of the enormous
misunderstandings that were created.
Yesterday, after meeting with Chairman Foday Sankoh, I am very pleased that we are one step
closer to the meeting between President Kabbah, Foday Sankoh and myself that I repeatedly
called for in 1997 and 1998.
I am fully aware of the concerns by the International Community and my countrymen about the
state of the Lome Peace Accord. I want to assure all that the meeting between Chairman Sankoh
and myself went well. I want to assure all that my men and I are fully committed to the Lome
Peace Accord albeit the necessary addendum(s) that would have to be attached in the near future. I
am very sincere in seeing my country at peace and seeing that the socio-economic problems that
caused the RUF to take up arms be addressed.
I am very thankful to President Charles Taylor for the role he has played in seeing that the first
face to Face meeting between Chairman Sankoh and myself went smoothly. My first meeting with
Foday Sankoh was successful because of the diplomacy showed by President Charles Taylor.
After the meeting at the Liberian Executive mansion, I held a second meeting with Foday Sankoh
again last evening. This ended at 11 pm. I had suspected that Chairman Sankoh's earlier statements
referencing me had been made based on a lot of misinformation that he had received. Yesterday,
after meeting with me, the RUF Leader publicly told President Taylor and others that he had been
largely misinformed about my motives.
Again, I want to assure my brothers, sisters and the International Community that Chairman
Sankoh and myself will work together to see the full implementation of the Lome Peace Accord.
There are however a few points that we wish the world to be made aware of:
1. The document released this week by the Sierra Leone Government, which promises to see to
the grievances of the Sierra Leone Army, was signed not by our Commander-In-Chief, President
Kabb<1h but by his deputy, Vice President Demby. We welcome the written promise by the
government to see to the re-instatement and payment of salaries of my men but we question the
rationale behind Demby's signature on the document as against President Kabbah's.
2. The exact role of the Civil Defence Force in the Peace process has to be seriously considered by
all concerned. These fighters should not be made to feel that they have been used and are now
being marginalised. The assurance from their leaders that all is well is in sharp contrast to the
reality on the field. A package must be designed to rehabilitate and re-integrate the civil defence
force fighters. In the current situation, any fighting force, however small can disrupt the Lome
Accord if they feel. aggrieved.
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3. All addendum(s) to the Lome Peace Accord including the current proposal signed by Vice
President Demby must be signed by President Kabbah, Chairman Sankoh, myself and all the
moral guarantors of the Lome Peace Accord before they can be considered as Addendum(s) to the
Lome Accord. They must also be speedily passed through parliament for legislative approval.
Finally but most importantly, I want to appeal to my countrymen to forgive my men for atrocities
that they might have committed. I sympathise with the suffering of my brothers and sisters
throughout Sierra Leone and I am again assuring them that I, Lt. Col. Johnny Paul Koroma, am
fully committed to making Sierra Leone a land of peace and subsequent development. I had been
kept out of contact with my men for 18 months since February 1998; However, as from now, I
will see to it that the suffering inflicted on the populace be brought to an end. Too many innocent
people on all sides of the war spectrum have died. I want to encourage us all against the shedding
of blood. Let us now look towards making our rich country a place we can all be proud of.
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THE EXECUTIVE

THE PRESIDENT

40. (1) There shall be a President of the Republic of Sierra Leone who shall be Head of
State, the supreme executive authority of the Republic and the Commander-in-Chief of the
Armed Forces.
(2) The President shall be the Fountain of Honour and Justice and the symbol of national
unity and sovereignty.
(3) The President shall be the guardian of the Constitution and the guarantor of national
independence and territorial integrity, and shall ensure respect for treaties and international
agreements.
(4) Notwithstanding any provisions of this Constitution or any other law to the contrary, the
President shall, without prejudice to any such law as may for the time being be adopted by
Parliament, be responsible, in addition to the functions conferred upon him in the
Constitution, fora. all constitutional matters concerning legislation;
b. relations with Foreign States;
c. the reception of envoys accredited to Sierra Leone and the appointment of principal
representatives of Sierra Leone abroad;
d. the execution of treaties, agreements or conventions in the name of Sierra Leone;
e. the exercise of the Prerogative of Mercy;
f. the grant of Honours and Awards;
g. the declaration of war; and
h. such other matters as may be referred to the President by Parliament;
Provided that any Treaty, Agreement or Convention executed by or under the authority of
the President which relates to any matter within the legislative competence of Parliament, or
which in any way alters the law of Sierra Leone or imposes any charge on, or authorises any
expenditure out of, the Consolidated Fund or any other fund of Sierra Leone, and any
declaration of war made by the President shall be subject to ratification by Parliament1.
11.

Qualifications
for Office of
President.
,

(41) No person shall be qualified for election as President unless hea.
b.
c.
d.

Election of
President.

by an enactment of Parliament; or
by a resolution supported by the votes of not less than one-half of the Members of
Parliament.

is a citizen of Sierra Leone;
is a member of a political party;
has attained the age of forty years; and
is otherwise qualified to be elected as a Member of Parliament.

42. (1) A Presidential candidate shall be nominated by a political party.
(2) The following provisions shall apply to an election to the office of President-
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a. all persons registered in Sierra Leone as voters for the purposes of election to
Parliament shall be entitled to vote in the election;
b. the poll shall be taken by a secret ballot on such day or days, at such time, and in such
manner as may be prescribed by or under an Act of Parliament;
c. a candidate for an election to the office of President shall be deemed to have been duly
elected to such office where he is the only candidate nominated for the election after
the close of nomination;
d. where in an election to the office of President a candidate nominated for the election
dies, is incapacitated or disqualified, the party which nominated him shall within seven
days of such death, incapacitation or disqualification, nominate another candidate;
e. no person shall be elected as President of Sierra Leone unless at the Presidential
election he has polled not less than fifty- five per cent of the valid votes in his favour;
and
f. in default of a candidate being duly elected under paragraph (e), the two candidates
with the highest number or numbers of votes shall go forward to a second election
which shall be held within fourteen days of the announcement of the result of the
previous election, and the candidate polling the higher number of votes cast in his
favour shall be declared President.
(3) A person elected to the office of President under this section shall assume that office on
the day upon which he is declared elected by the Returning Officer, or upon the date that his
predecessor's term of office expires, whichever is the latter.
Period during
which
Presidential
election shall
take place.

43. A Presidential election shall take placea. where the office of President is to become vacant by effluxion of time and the
President continues in office after the beginning of the period of four months ending
with the date when his term of office would expire by effluxion of time, during the
first three months of that period;
b. in any other case, during the period of three months beginning with the date when the
office of President becomes vacant;
Provided thata. where any proceedings have been lawfully commenced or taken for the purposes of
the election and assumption of office of a President, it shall not be recommended or
retaken whether or not a President has thereby been duly elected, by reason only that a
vacancy has occurred in the office of President otherwise than by effluxion of time;
and the said proceedings shall, subject to the provision of this Constitution, be
continued and committed in accordance with this Constitution and any other law for
the time being in force relating thereto, with such modification as may be necessary;
and
b. where the office of President becomes vacant during a period when Parliament is
dissolved, the Presidential election shall be held and completed before the election of
Members of Parliament.

Parliament to
make laws Cor
election of
President.

44. Parliament shall make laws for the purpose of regulating the election of President and
other matters connected therewith.

Presidential

45. (1) The Chief Electoral Commissioner shall be the Returning Officer for the election of a
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President.
(2) Any question which may arise as to whethera. any provision of this Constitution or any law relating to the election of a President
under sections 42 and 43 of this Constitution has been complied with; or
b. any person has been validly elected as President under section 42 of this Constitution
or any other law,
shall be referred to and determined by the Supreme Court.

Tenure of
oftlce of
President, etc.

46. (1) No person shall hold office as President for more than two terms of five years each
whether or not the terms are consecutive.
(2) Any person who is elected President while he is, or has been elected a Member of
Parliament shall, on assuming office as President, cease to be an elected Member of
Parliament and his seat shall be declared vacant.

Second
Schedule.

(3). The President shall not, while he continues in office as President, hold any other office
of profit or emolument in the service of Sierra Leone or occupy any other position carrying
the right to remuneration for rendering services.
(4) Upon his assumption of office, the President shall take and subscribe the oath for the due
execution of his office as set out in the Second Schedule to this Constitution.
(5) The oath aforesaid shall be administered by the Chief Justice of Sierra Leone or the
person for the time being appointed to exercise the functions of the Chief Justice.

President in
Parliament.

47. The President shall be entitled to address Parliament in person or to send a message to
Parliament to be read by his Vice-President or a Minister on his behalf.

Incidents of
alTice, etc.

48. (1) The President shall receive such salary and allowances as may be prescribed by
Parliament and such salary and allowances payable to the President are hereby charged on
the Consolidated Fund.
(2) The salary and allowances of the President shall not be altered to his disadvantage during
his tenure of office.
(3) The President shall be exempted from personal taxation.
(4) While any person holds or performs the functions of the office of President, no civil or
criminal proceedings shall be instituted or continued against him in respect of anything done
or omitted to be done by him either in his official or private capacity.
(5) The President shall be entitled to such pension and retiring benefits as shall be prescribed
by Parliament.

Vacancy In
office of
President

49. (1) The office of President shall become vacant-
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a. on the expiration of any of the terms prescribed in subsection (1) of section 46 of this
Constitution; or
b. where the incumbent dies or resigns or retires from that office; or
c. where the incumbent ceases to hold that office in pursuance of section 50 or 51 of this
Constitution:
Provided that the President shall not resign or retire from this office even at the due
expiration of his term of office while a general election of Members of Parliament is pending
within the ensuing three months, or where a state of public emergency has been declared.
(2) If Sierra Leone is at war in which the national territory is physically involved, and the
President considers that it is not practicable to hold elections, Parliament may by resolution
extend the period of five years mentioned in sub-section (1) of section 46, but no such
extension shall exceed a period of six months at anyone time.
(3) Any resignation or retirement by a person from the office of President shall be in writing
addressed to the Chief Justice and a copy thereof shall be sent to the Speaker and the Chief
Electoral Commissioner.
(4) Whenever the President dies, resigns, retires or is removed from office as a result of
paragraphs (b) and (c) of subsection (1), the Vice-President shall assume office as President
for the unexpired term of the President with effect from the date of the death, resignation,
retirement or removal of the President, as the case may be.
(5) The Vice-President shall, before assuming office as President in accordance with
subsection (4), take and subscribe the oath for the due execution of his office as set out in the
Second Schedule to this Constitution.
Mental or
physical
incapacity .

50. (1) Where the Cabinet has resolved that the question of the mental or physical capacity
of the President to discharge the functions conferred on him by this Constitution ought to be
investigated and has informed the Speaker accordingly, the Speaker shall, in consultation
with the Head of the Medical Service of Sierra Leone, appoint a Board consisting of not less
than five persons selected by him from among persons registered as medical practitioners
under the laws of Sierra Leone.
(2) The Board appointed under subsection (1) shall enquire into the matter and make a report
to the Speaker stating the opinion of the Board whether or not the President is, by reason of
any infirmity of mind or body, incapable of discharging the functions conferred on the
President by this Constitution.
I

(3) Where the Cabinet has resolved that the question of the mental or physical capacity of the
President to discharge the functions conferred on him by this Constitution ought to be
investigated in accordance with the provisions of subsection (1), the President shall, as soon
as another person assumes the office of President, cased to perform those functions and until
the Board submits its report, those functions shall be exercised in accordance with subsection
(1) of section 52 of this Constitution.
(4) Where the Board reports that the President is incapable of discharging the functions
conferred on him by this Constitution by reason of infirmity of mind or body, the Speaker
shall certify in writing accordingly, and thereupon, the President shall cease to hold office

.
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and a vacancy shall be deemed to have occurred in the office of President and subsection (4)
of section 49 of this Constitution shall apply.
(5) Upon receipt of the report of the Board referred to in subsection (4), the speaker shalla. if Parliament is then sitting or has been summoned to meet, within five days
communicate the report to Parliament;
b. if Parliament is not then sitting (and notwithstanding that it may be prorogued),
summon Parliament to meet within twenty-one days after the receipt by the Speaker of
the report of the Board and communicate the report of the Board to Parliament.
(6) For the purposes of this sectiona. the Cabinet may act notwithstanding any vacancy in its membership or the absence of
any member;
b. a Certificate by the Speaker that the President is by reason of mental or physical
infirmity unable to discharge the functions of the office of President conferred on him
by this Constitution shall, in respect of any period for which it is in force, be
conclusive and shall not be entertained or enquired into in any court.
~~ss~~~~tuct by 51. (l) If notice in writing is given to the Speaker signed by not less than one-half of all the

Members of Parliament of a motion alleging that the President has committed any violation
of the Constitution or any gross misconduct in the performance of the functions of his office
and specifying the particulars of the allegations and proposing that a tribunal be appointed
under this section to investigate those allegations, the Speaker shalla. if Parliament is then sitting or has been summoned to meet within five days, cause the
motion to be considered by Parliament within seven days of the receipt of the notice;
or
b. if Parliament is not then sitting (and notwithstanding that it may be prorogued),
summon Parliament to meet within twenty-one days of the receipt of the notice, and
cause the motion to be considered by Parliament.
(2) Where a motion under this section is proposed for consideration by Parliament, it shall
meet in secret session arid shall not debate the motion, but the Speaker or the person
presiding in Parliament shall forthwith cause a vote to be taken on the motion and, if the
motion is supported by the votes of not less than two thirds of all Members of Parliament,
shall declare the motion to be passed.
(3). If a motion is declared to be passed under subsection (2)a. the Speaker shall immediately notify the Chief Justice who shall appoint a tribunal
which shall consist ofa Chairman who shall be a Justice of the Supreme Court and not
less than four others selected by the Chief Justice, at least two of whom shall hold or
shall have held high judicial office;
b. the Tribunal shall investigate the matter and shall within the period of three months
from the date on which the motion was passed report to Parliament through the
Speaker whether or not it finds the particulars of the allegation specified in the motion
to have been sustained;
c. the President shall have the right to appear and be represented before the Tribunal
during its investigation of the allegations against him.

.
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(4) If the Tribunal reports to Parliament that if finds that the particulars of any allegations
against the President specified in the motion have not been substantiated, no further
proceedings shall be taken under this Section in respect of that allegation.
(5) Where the Tribunal reports to Parliament that it finds that the particulars of any
allegation specified in the motion have been substantiated, Parliament may, in secret session,
on a motion supported by not less than two-thirds of all the Members of Parliament, resolve
that the President has been guilty of such violation of the Constitution or, as the case may,
such gross misconduct as is incompatibile with his continuance in office as President; and
where Parliament so resolves, the President shall thereupon cease to hold office and a
vacancy shall then be deemed to have occurred in the office of President and subsection (4)
of Section 49 of this Constitution shall apply accordingly.

Temporary
filling of
vacancy.

52. (1) Whenever the President is absent from Sierra Leone or is by reason of illness or any
other cause unable to perform the functions conferred upon him by this Constitution, those
functions shall be performed by the Vice-President.
(2) Upon assumption of office under subsection (1), the Vice-President shall not take and
subscribe the oath of office of President.
PART II -

Exercise of
executive
authority in
Sierra Leone.

EXECUTIVE POWERS

53. (1) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, the executive power in Sierra Leone
shall vest in the President and may be exercised by him directly or through members of the
Cabinet, Ministers, Deputy Ministers, Deputy Ministers or public officers subordinate to
him.
(2) In the exercise of his functions, the President may act in accordance with the advice of
the Cabinet or a Minister acting under the general authority of the Cabinet except in cases
where, by this Constitution or any other law, he is required to act with the approval of
Parliament or in accordance with the advice of any person or authority other than the
Cabinet:
Provided that the President shall always act in accordance with his deliberate judgement in
signifying his approval for the purpose of an appointment to an office on his personal staff.

(3) Where by this Constitution or under any other law the President is required to act in
accordance with the advice of any person or authority, the question whether he has in any
case received or acted in accordance with such advice shall not be inquired into in any court.
(4) The reference in subsection (1) to the functions of the President shall be construed as
reference to his powers and duties in the exercise of the executive authority of Sierra Leone
and to any other powers and duties conferred or imposed on him as President by or under
this Constitution or any other law.

(5) Nothing in this section shall prevent Parliament from conferring functions on persons or
authorities other than the President.
Vice President
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54. (1) There shall be a Vice-President of the Republic of Sierra Leone who shall be the
Principal Assistant to the President in the discharge of his executive functions.
(2) A persona. shall be designated a candidate for the office of Vice-President by a Presidential
candidate before a Presidential election;
b. shall not be qualified to be a candidate for the office of Vice-President unless he has
the qualifications specified in section 41.
(3) A candidate shall be deemed to be duly elected as Vice-President if the candidate who
designated him as candidate for election to the office of Vice-President has been duly
elected as President in accordance with the provisions of section 42.
(4) The Vice-President shall, before entering upon the duties of his office, take and subscribe
the oath of Vice-President as set out in the Third Schedule of this Constitution.
(5) Whenever the office of the Vice-President is vacant, or the Vice-President dies, resigns,
retires or is removed from office, the President shall appoint a person qualified to be elected
as a Member of Parliament to the office of Vice-President with effect from the date of such
vacancy, death, resignation, retirement or removal.
(6) Whenever the President and Vice-President are both for any reason unable to perform the
functions of the President, the Speaker of Parliament shall perform those functions until the
President or Vice-President is able to perform those functions, and shall take and subscribe
the oath of office as set out in the Second Schedule before commencing to perform those
functions.
(7) Where the Speaker of Parliament assumes the office of President as a result of the death,
resignation or removal from office of the President and Vice-President, there shall be a
Presidential election within ninety days of that assumption of office.
(8) The provisions of sections 50 and 51 of this Constitution, relating to the removal from
office of the President, shall apply to the removal from office of the Vice-President.
Vacancy in the
office of V icePresident.

55. The office of the Vice-President shall become vacanta. on the expiration of the term of office of the President; or
b. if the Vice-President resigns or retires from office or dies; or
c. if the Vice-President is removed from office in accordance with the provisions of
section 50 or 51 ofthis Constitution; or
d. upon the assumption by the Vice-President to the office of President under subsection
(4) of section 49.

Ministers and
Deputy
Ministers of
Government.

56. (1) There shall be, in addition to the office of Vice-President, such other offices of
Ministers and Deputy Ministers as may be established by the President:
Provided that no Member of Parliament shall be appointed a Minister or Deputy Minister.
(2) A person shall not be appointed a Minister or Deputy Minister un1ess-
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a. he is qualified to be elected as a Member of Parliament; and
b. he has not contested and lost as a candidate in the general election immediately
preceding his nomination for appointment; and
c. his nomination is approved by Parliament.
(3) A Minister or a Deputy Minister shall not, while he continues in office, hold any other
office of profit or emolument whether by way of allowances or otherwise, whether private or
public, and either directly or indirectly;
Provided that the Vice-President, the Ministers and the Deputy Ministers shall be entitled to
such remuneration, allowances, gratuities, pensions, and other incidents of office as may be
prescribed by Parliament.
(4) Subject to the provisions of section 53 of this Constitution, the Ministers and Deputy
Ministers shall hold office at the President's discretion.
(5) Subject to the provisions of subsection (6), the Vice-President and the other Ministers
under the direction of the President shall be responsible for such departments of State or
other business of the Government as the President may assign to them.
(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (5), the President shall be responsible for
such departments of State, including the Commissions established under this Constitution, as
he may determine.
Oaths to be
taken by
Ministers, etc.

57. A Minister or a Deputy Minister shall not enter upon the duties of his office unless he
has taken and subscribed the oath for the due execution of his duties as set out in the Third
Schedule.

Ministerial

58. (1) The office of a Minister or a Deputy Minister shall become vacant-

vacancies.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

I

Establishment
of Cabinet.

on the expiration of the term of office of the President; or
if his appointment is revoked by the President; or
if he resigns or retires from office or dies; or
if he is elected as Speaker or Deputy Speaker of Parliament; or
upon the assumption of any other person to the office of President.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (a) and (e) of subsection (1), Ministers and
Deputy Ministers shall not vacate office as such by reason of the expiration of the term of
office of the President or the assumption by the Speaker to the office of President pursuant to
subsections (7) and (8) of section 54 and shall accordingly continue to perform the functions
of their respective offices until the election of the new President and the Vice-President.
59. (1) There shall be a Cabinet whose functions shall be to advise the President in the
government of Sierra Leone and which shall consist of the President, the Vice-President and
such Ministers as the President may from time to time appoint.
(2) A person appointed as a Member of Cabinet shall vacate his seat in the Cabinet is he
ceases to be a Minister or if the President so directs.
(3) The Cabinet shall determine the

gener~l
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(4) The President shall hold regular meetings of the Cabinet at which he shall preside, and in
his absence the Vice-President shall preside.

Collective
responsibility.

60. (1) The Cabinet shall be collectively responsible to Parliament for any advice given to
the President by or under the general authority of the Cabinet and for all things done by or
under the authority of any Minister in the execution of his office.
(2) The provisions of this section shall not apply in relation toa. the appointment and removal from office of Ministers and Deputy Ministers, or the
assignment of responsibility to any Minister; or
b. the exercise of the prerogative of mercy; or
c. the exercise by the Attorney-General and Minister of Justice or the Director of Public
Prosecutions of the powers conferred upon them under section 66.

Cf?fnstltlitlOn of

61. Subject to the provisions of this Constitution and of any Act of Parliament, the President
may constitute offices for Sierra Leone, make appointments to any such office and terminate
any such appointment.

Administration
of Ministries.

62. Where any Minister has been charged with responsibility for any department of
Government, he shall exercise general direction and control over that department and,
subject to such direction and control, the department shall be under the supervision of a
Permanent Secretary, whose office shall be a public office:

o Ices.

Provided that two or more Departments of Government may be placed under the supervision
of one Permanent Secretary.
Prerogative of
Mercy.

63. (1) The President may, acting in accordance with the advice of a Committee appointed
by the Cabinet over which the Vice-President shall presidea. grant any person convicted of any offence against the laws of Sierra Leone a pardon,
either free or subject to lawful conditions;
b. grant to any person a respite, either indefinite or for a specified period, of the
execution of any punishment imposed on that person for such an offence;
c. substitute a less severe form of punishment for any punishment imposed on any person
for such an offence;
d. remit the whole or any part of any punishment imposed upon any person for such an
offence or any penalty or forfeiture otherwise due to the Government on account of
such an offence.

I

Establishment
of office of
AttomeyGeneral and
Minister of

(2) Where any person has been sentenced to death by any Court for any offence, the
Committee appointed under subsection (1) shall cause a written report of the case from the
trial judge together with such other information, including a medical report on the prisoner,
derived from the record of the case or elsewhere, as the Committee may require, to be
submitted to it as soon as possible.
64. (1) There shall be an Attorney-General and Minister of Justice who shall be the principal
legal adviser to the Government and a Minister.
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(2) The Attorney-General and Minister of Justice shall be appointed by the President from
among persons qualified to hold office as a Justice of the Supreme Court and shall have a
seat in the Cabinet.
(3) All offences prosecuted in the name of the Republic of Sierra Leone shall be at the suit of
the Attorney-General and Minister of Justice or some other person authorised by him in
accordance with any law governing the same.
(4) The Attorney-General and Minister of Justice shall have audience in all Courts in Sierra
Leone except local courts.

SolicitorGeneral

65. (1) There shall be a Solicitor-General, whose office shall be a public office.
(2) The Solicitor-General shall be appointed by the President on the advice of the Judicial
and Legal Service Commission and he shall, before assuming the functions of his office, take
and subscribe to the oath as set out in the Third Schedule to this Constitution.
(3) A person shall not be qualified to hold or act in the office of Solicitor-General unless he
is qualified for appointment as a Justice of the Court of Appeal.
(4) The Solicitor-General shall be the principal assistant to the Attorney-General and
Minister of Justice.
(5). The Solicitor-General shall have audience in all courts in Sierra Leone except local
courts.
(6). The Solicitor-General shall in all matters or any other law be subject to the general or
special direction of the Attorney-General and Minister of Justice.
(7) Subject to the provisions of this section, a person holding the office of Solicitor-General
shall vacate his office when he attains the age of sixty-five years.
(8) If the office of Solicitor-General is vacant or the holder of that office is for any reason
unable to perform the functions thereof, a person qualified for appointment to that office
may be appointed to act therein, and any person so appointed shall, subject to the provisions
of subsection (7) and subsections (9) to (12) inclusive, continue to act until a person has been
appointed to and has assumed the functions of the office of Solicitor-General or until the
person holding that office has resumed those functions.
(9) The Solicitor-General may be removed from office only for inability to discharge the
• functions of his office, (whether arising from infirmity of mind or body or any other cause),
or for misbehaviour and shall not be so removed except in accordance with the provisions of
this section.
(10) If the Judicial and Legal Service Commission represents to the President that the
question of removing the Solicitor-General from office under subsection (9) ought to be
investigated thena. the President, acting in consultation with the Judicial and Legal Service Commission,
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shall appoint a tribunal which shall consist of a Chairman and two other members, all
of whom shall be persons who hold, have held or are qualified to hold office as a
Justice of the Supreme Court; and
b. the tribunal shall enquire into the matter and report on the facts thereof and the
findings thereon, and recommend to the President whether the Solicitor-General ought
to be removed from office under subsection (12).
(11) Where the question of removing the Solicitor-General from office has been referred to a
tribunal under subsection (10), the President may suspend the Solicitor-General from
performing the functions of his office, and any such suspension may at any time be revoked
by the President, and shall in any case cease to have effect if the tribunal recommends to the
President that the Solicitor-General shall not be removed from office.
(12) The Solicitor-General shall be removed from office by the President if the question of
his removal from office has been referred to a tribunal appointed under subsection (10) and
the tribunal has recommended to the President that he ought to be removed from office of
inability to discharge the functions of his office as stated in subsection (9) or for
misbehaviour.
Director of
Public
Prosecutions

66. (1) There shall be a Director of Public Prosecutions whose office shall be a public office.
(2) The Director of Public Prosecutions shall be appointed by the President on the advice of
the Judicial and Legal Service Commission and subject to the approval of Parliament, and
shall, before assuming the functions of his office, take and subscribe to the oath as set out in
the Third Schedule to this Constitution.
(3) A person shall not be qualified to hold or act in the office of Director of Public
Prosecutions unless he is qualified for appointment as a Justice of the Court of Appeal.
(4) Subject to subsection (3) of section 64, the Director of Public Prosecutions shall have
power in any case in which he considers is desirable so to doa. to institute and undertake criminal proceedings against any person before any court in
respect of any offence against the laws of Sierra Leone;
b. to take over and continue any such criminal proceedings that may have been instituted
by any other person or authority; and
c. to discontinue at any stage before judgement is delivered any such criminal
proceedings instituted or undertaken by himself or any other person or authority.

I

(5) The powers of the Director of Public Prosecutions under subsection (4) may be exercised
by him in person or through other persons acting under and in accordance with his general or
special instructions.
(6) The Director of Public Prosecutions shall in all matters including his powers under this
Constitution or any other law be subject to the general or special direction of the AttorneyGeneral and Minister of Justice.
(7) The powers conferred upon the Attorney-General and Minister of Justice by this section
shall be vested in him to the exclusion of any other person or authority:
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Provided that where any other person or authority has instituted criminal proceedings,
nothing in this section shall prevent the withdrawal of those proceedings by or at the instance
of that person or authority at any stage before the person against whom the proceedings have
been instituted has been charged before the court.
(8) In the exercise of the powers conferred upon him by this section, the Attorney-General
and Minister of Justice shall not be subject to the direction or control of any other person or
authority.
.
(9) For the purposes of this section, any appeal from any determination in any criminal
proceedings before any court, or any case stated or question of law reserved for the purposes
of any such proceedings, to any other court shall be deemed to be part of those proceedings.
(10) Subject to the provisions of this section, a person holding the office of Director of
Public Prosecutions shall vacate his office when he attains the age of sixty-five years.
(11) If the office of Director of Public Prosecutions is vacant or the holder of that office is
for any reason unable to perform the functions thereof, a person qualified for appointment to
that office may be appointed to act therein, and any person so appointed shall, subject to the
provisions of subsection (10) and subsections (12) to (15) inclusive, continue to act until a
person has been appointed to and has assumed the functions of the office of Director of
Public Prosecutions or until the person holding that office has resumed those functions.
(12) The Director of Public Prosecutions may be removed from office only for inability to
discharge the functions of his office (whether arising from infirmity of mind or body or any
other cause) or for misbehaviour and shall not be so removed except in accordance with the
provisions of this section.
(13) If the Judicial and Legal Service Commission represents to the President that the
question of removing the Director of Public Prosecutions from office under subsection (12)
ought to be investigated thena. the President, acting in consultation with the Judicial and Legal Service Commission,
shall appoint a tribunal which shall consist of a Chairman and two other members, all
of whom shall be persons who hold, have held, or are qualified to hold office as a
Justice of the Supreme Court; and
b. the tribunal shall enquire into the matter and report on the facts thereof and the
findings thereon to the President and recommend to the President whether the Director
of Public Prosecutions ought to be removed from office under subsection (15).
• (14) Where the question of removing the Director of Public Prosecutions from office has
been referred to a tribunal under subsection (10), the President may suspend the Director of
Public Prosecutions from performing the functions of his office, and any such suspension
may at any time be revoked by the President, and shall in any case cease to have effect if the
tribunal recommends to the President that the Director of Public Prosecutions shall not be
removed from office.
(15) The Director of Public Prosecutions shall be removed from office by the President if the
question of his removal from office has been referred to a tribunal appointed under
subsection (13) and the tribunal has recommended to the President that he ought to be

.
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removed from office for inability as aforesaid or for misbehaviour.
~;~;~~~~to

the

67. (1) There shall be a Secretary to the President who shall be appointed by the President at
his sole discretion.
(2) The functions of the Secretary to the President shall includea. acting as the principal adviser to the President on Public Service matters;
b. the administration and management of the Office of the President, of which he shall
also be Vote Controller;
c. the performance of all other functions assigned to him from time to time by the
President.
(3) The office of Secretary to the President and the offices of members of his staff shall be
public offices.
(4) Before assuming the functions of his office, the Secretary to the President shall take and
subscribe to the oath as set out in the Third Schedule to this Constitution.

seCbretarytothe

C a lOet.

68. (1) There shall be a Secretary to the Cabinet who shall be the Head of the Civil Service
and whose office shall be a public office.
(2) The Secretary to the Cabinet shall be appointed by the President in consultation with the
Public Service Commission.
(3) The functions of the Secretary to the Cabinet shall includea. having charge of the Cabinet Secretariat;
b. responsibility for arranging the business for, and keeping the minutes of, the Cabinet,
and for conveying the decisions of the Cabinet to the appropriate person or authority,
in accordance with such instructions as may be given to him by the President;
c. co-ordinating and supervising the work of all administrative heads of ministries and
departments in the Public Service;
d. such other functions as the President may from time to time determine.
(4) The Secretary to the Cabinet shall not assume the duties of his office unless he has taken
and subscribed to the oath as set out in the Third Schedule to this Constitution.

~~~:~~~sit~e~~e 69. (1) There shall be a Secretary to the Vice-President whose office shall be a public office.
I

Power of
appointment
vested in the
president.

(2) The Secretary to the Vice-President shall be appointed by the President in consultation
with the Public Service Commission and shall, before assuming the functions of his office,
take and subscribe to the oath as set out in the Third Schedule to this Constitution.
70. The President may appoint, in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution or any
other law the following personsa. the Chief Justice;
b. any Justice of the Supreme Court, Court of Appeal, or Judge of the High Court;
c. the Auditor-General;
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d. the sole Commissioner or the Chairman and other Members of any Commission
established by this Constitution;
e. the Chairman and other Members of the governing body of any corporation
established by an Act of Parliament, a statutory instrument, or out of public funds,
subj ect to the approval of Parliament.
71. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 152 of this Constitution and save as otherwise
provided in this Constitution, the President shall, in accordance with the provisions of this
Constitution or any other law, appointa. to any office to which section 141 (which relates to the offices within the jurisdiction
of the Judicial and Legal Service Commission) applies;
b. to any office to which sections 153 and 154, which relate to certain offices abroad and
the offices of Permanent Secretaries respectively, apply;
c. the Governor and the other members of the governing body of any State Bank,
Banking or Financial Institutions.
Office of
Paramount
Chief.

72. (1) The institution of Chieftaincy as established by customary law and usage and its nonabolition by legislation is hereby guaranteed and preserved.
(2) Without derogating from the generality of the provisions of subsection (1), no provision
of law in so far as it provides for the abolition of the office of Paramount Chief as existing
by customary law and usage immediately before the entry into force of this Constitution,
shall have effect unless it is included in an Act of Parliament and the provisions of Section
108 shall apply in relation to the Bill for such an Act as they apply in relation to the Bill for
an Act of Parliament that alters any of the provisions of this Constitution that are referred to
in subsection (3) of that section.
(3) Nothing contained in or done under the authority of any law shall be held to be
inconsistent with, or in contravention of, the provisions of subsection (1) to the extent that
the law in question makes provision for the determination, in accordance with appropriate
customary law and usage, of the validity of the nomination, election, unseating or
replacement of any Paramount Chief, or the question of restraining in any way the exercise
of any rights, duties, privileges or functions conferred upon, or enjoyed by him, by virtue of
his office or the installation or deposition of a person as a Paramount Chief.
(4) A Paramount Chief may be removed from office by the President for any gross
misconduct in the performance of the functions of his office if after a public inquiry
conducted under the Chairmanship of a Judge of the High Court or a Justice of Appeal or a
Justice of the Supreme Court, the Commission of Inquiry makes an adverse finding against
the Paramount Chief, and the President is of the opinion that it is in the public interest that
the Paramount Chief should be removed.
(5) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution and in furtherance of the provisions of this
section, Parliament shall make laws for the qualifications, election, powers, functions,
removal and other matters connected with the Chieftaincy.
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CHAPTER X - THE PUBLIC SERVICE
PART I - THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Establishment
of Public
Service
CommIssion.

151. (1) There shall be a Public Service Commission which shall consist of a Chairman, not
less than two and not more than four other members.
(2) The members of the Public Service Commission shall be appointed by the President,
subject to the approval of Parliament.
(3) A person shall not be qualified to hold the office of a member of the Public Service
Commission ifhe is a Member of Parliament, a Minister or a Deputy Minister, or ifhe holds
or is acting in any public office.
(4) A person who has held office or who has acted as a member of the Public Service
Commission shall not within a period of three years commencing with the date on which he
last so held office or acted be eligible for appointment to any office, power to make
appointments to which is vested by this Constitution in the Public Service Commission.
(5) The office of a member of the Public Service Commission, unless he sooner resigns or
dies, shall become vacanta. at the expiration of a period of five years from the date of his appointment or such
shorter period not being less than three years as may be specified at the time of his
appointment;
b. if any circumstances arise that if he were not a member of the Commission would
cause him to be disqualified for appointment as such;
Provided that a member of the Public Service Commission shall retire at that age of sixtyfive years.
(6) A member of the Public Service Commission may be removed by the President for
inability to discharge the functions of his office (whether arising from infirmity of mind or
body or from any other cause) or for misconduct.
(7) Whenever the office of a member of the Public Service Commission is vacant or a
member is for any reason unable to perform the functions of his office, the President may
appoint a person who is qualified for appointment as a member of the Commission, and any
person so appointed shall, subj ect to the provisions of paragraph (b) of subsection (5),
continue to act until his appointment is revoked by the President.

I

Appointments
etc. of public
officers.

(8) A member of the Public Service Commission shall, before assuming the functions of his
office, take and subscribe before the President the oath as set out in Third Schedule to this
Constitution.
152. (l )Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, the power to appoint persons to hold or
act in offices in the public service (including power to make appointments on promotion and
to confirm appointments) and to dismiss and to exercise disciplinary control over persons
holding or acting in such offices shall vest in the Public Service Commission.
(2) The President may, subject to such conditions as he may think fit, delegate any of his
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functions relating to the making of appointments, including power to make appointments on
promotion and to confirm appointments, bi directions in writing to the Public Service
Commission or to a committee thereof or to any member of the Commission or to any public
officer.
(3) Before the Public Service Commission appoints to any public office any person holding
or acting in any office, the power to make appointments to which is not vested in the Public
Service Commission, it shall consult the person or authority in whom that power is vested.
(4) The Public Service Commission shall, upon request made to it by any person or authority
having power to make an appointment to an office under this Constitution or in any other
public institution, make recommendations to that person or authority for the appointment of
any public officer or any other person to an office, the power to make appointment to which
is vested by the Constitution or any other law in that person, authority or public institution.
(5) the power to transfer persons holding or acting in offices in the public service from one
department of Government to another shall, where such transfer does not involve promotion,
vest in the Public Service Commission.
(6) The provisions of this section shall not apply in relation to any of the following offices-

a. the office of any Justice of the Supreme Court or of the Court of Appeal or a Judge of
the High Court;
b. the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions;
c. the office of Auditor-General;
d. any office to which section 141 (which relates to offices within the jurisdiction of the
Judicial and Legal Service Commission) applies;
e. any office to which section 153 (which relates to the offices of Ambassadors and
certain offices) applies;
f. any office to which section 154 (which relates to the offices of the Permanent
Secretaries and certain other offices) applies; and
g. any office the remuneration of which is calculated on a daily rate;
Provided that the power of transfer vested in the Public Service Commission under
subsection (5) may be exercised in the case of persons holding any of the offices specified in
this subsection where such persons express their consent in writing to such transfer.
(7) No appointment shall be made under this section to any office on the personal staff of the
President or the Vice-President, unless he signifies his personal approval of the appointment.

(8) The Public Service Commission shall not dismiss or indict any other punishment on a
public officer on grounds of any act done or omitted to be done by that officer in the exercise
of a judicial function conferred upon him, unless the Judicial and Legal Service Commission
concurs therein.
(9) No member of the Public Service shall bea. victimised or discriminated against directly or indirectly for having discharged his
duties faithfully in accordance with this Constitution, or

.
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b. dismissed or removed from office or reduced in rank or otherwise punished without
just cause.
(10) The Public Service Commission may, with the prior approval of the President, make
regulations by constitutional instrument for the effective and efficient performance of its
functions under this Constitution or any other law, and may, with such prior approval and
subject to such conditions as it may think fit, delegate any of its powers under this section by
directions in writing to any of its membership or to any public officer.
(11) Save as is otherwise provided in this Constitution, the Public Service Commission shall
not be subject to the control or direction or any other person or authority in the performance
of its functions under this Constitution or any other law.
A ppointmenjtof 153. (1) The power to appoint persons to hold or act in the office to which this section
t jle pnnClpa
applies (including the power to transfer from one office to another and to confirm
represen~~~:: ~:r~~~ra appointments) and to remove persons so appointed from any such office shall vest in the
President.
The offices to which this section applies are the offices of Ambassadors, high
Commissioners or other principal representatives of Sierra Leone abroad, the Commanders
of the Armed Forces, and the Inspector-General of Police;
Provided that the appointment to these offices shall be subject to the approval of Parliament.
Apppointmentof 154. (1) The power to appoint persons to hold or act in any of the offices to which this
ermanent
Secretaries and section applies (including the power to make appointments on promotion and transfer from
~~~~~~sother one office to another and to confirm appointments) and to remove persons so appointed from
any such office shall vest in the President acting in consultation with the Public Service
Commission.
(2) The offices to which this section applies are the offices of Secretary to the Cabinet,
Secretary to the Vice-President, Financial Secretary, Director-General of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Establishment Secretary, Development Secretary, Provincial Secretary and
Permanent Secretary.
(3) Where any person holding an office mentioned in subsection (2) accepts another such
office carrying higher remuneration, he shall, unless a contrary intention appears from the
terms of his appointment, be deemed to have relinquished the office he was originally
holding; where the second office does not carry higher remuneration, the question whether or
not he shall be deemed to have relinquished the original office shall depend on the terms of
his second appointment.
(4) Subject to the provisions of section 152 of this Constitution, where any person has been
removed under subsection (1) from any office specified in subsection (2) he may
notwithstanding such removala. remain in the Public Service;
b. continue to receive a salary not less than the salary he received before such removal;
and
c. continue to be eligible for any benefit granted to him in respect of his service as a
public officer, including benefits payable under any law providing for the grant of
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pensions, gratuities or both;
unless by such removal he ceases to be a member of the Public Service.
PART II -

THE POLICE FORCE

~~~~~~~l~;~i1 (1) The Police Council shall advise the President on all major matters of policy relating to

internal security, including the role of the Police Force, Police budgeting and finance,
administration and any other matter as the President shall require.
(2) The Police Council may, with the prior approval of the President, make regulations for
the performance of its functions under this Constitution or any other law, and for the
effective and efficient administration of the Police Force.
(3) Regulations made pursuant to the provisions of subsection (2) shall include regulations in
respect of
a. the control and administration of the Police Force of Sierra Leone;
b. the ranks of officers and men of each unit of the Police Force, the members in each
such rank and the use of uniforms by such members;
c. the conditions of service, including those relating to enrolment and to pay, pensions,
gratuities and other allowances of officers and men of each unit and deductions
therefrom;
d. the authority and powers of command of officers and men of the Police Force; and
e. the delegation to other persons of powers of commanding officers to discipline
accused persons, and the conditions subject to which such delegation may be made.
PART III -- RESIGNATIONS, RE-APPOINTMENTS AND PROTECTION OF PENSION
RIGHTS OF PUBLIC OFFICERS HOLDING ESTABLISHED OFFICES
Redsigt~atiOnt~
0

an e ,eet
new

:P:e~~:t:ent of
holding an
eSlabllshed
office

159 (1) Any person who is appointed or elect to, or otherwise selected for, any office
established by this Constitution, including the office of Vice-President, Member of the
Cabinet, Minister or Deputy Minister, may resign from that office by writing under his hand
addressed tot he person or authority by whom he was appointed, elected or selected;
Provided that in the case of the Speaker of the Deputy Speaker his resignation from office
shall be addressed to Parliament and in the case of a Member of Parliament his resignation
from Parliament shall be addressed to the Speaker.
(2) The resignation of any person from any such office as referred to in subsection (1) shall
take effect, where no date is specified, when the writing signifYing the resignation is
received by the person or authority to whom it is addressed or by any person authorised by
that person or authority to receive it.

Re-appointmenl, etc.

160. (1) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, where any person has vacated any
office established by this Constitution he may, if qualified, again be appointed, elected, or
otherwise selected to hold that office.
(2) Where by this Constitution a power is conferred upon any person or authority to make
any appointment to any public office, a person may be appointed to that office
•
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notwithstanding that some other person may be holding that office, when that other person is
on leave of absence pending relinquishment of the office; and where two or more persons are
holding the same office by reason of an appointment made in pursuance of this subsection
then for the purposes of any function conferred upon the holder of that office the person last
appointed shall be deemed to be the sole holder of the office.
Protection of
pension rights.

161. (1) The law applicable to any benefits to which this section applies shall, in relation to
any person who has been granted, or who is eligible for the grant of such benefits, be that in
force on the relevant date or any later law that is not less favourable to that person.
(2) In this section "the relevant date" meansa. in relation to any benefits granted before the twenty-seventh day of April, 1961, the
date of which those benefits were granted;
b. in relation to any benefits granted on or after the twenty-seventh day of April, 1961, to
or in respect of any person who was a public officer before that date, the twenty-sixth
day of April, 1961; and
c. in relation to any benefits granted or to be granted to or in respect of any person who
becomes a public officer on or after the twenty-seventh day of April, 1961, the date on
which he becomes a public officer.
(3) Where a person is entitled to exercise an option as to which of two or more laws shall
apply in his case, the law specified by him in exercising the option shall, for the purposes of
this section, be deemed to be more favourable to him than the other law or laws.

(4) Any benefit to which this section applies (not being a benefit that is a charge upon some
other public fund of Sierra Leone) shall be a charge upon the Consolidated Fund or upon
such other Special Fund, whether contributory or non-contributory, as Parliament may
prescribe.
(5) This section applies to any benefits payable under any law providing for the grant of
pensions, gratuities or compensation to persons who are or have been public officers in
respect of their service in the public service or to the widows, children, dependants or
personal representatives of such persons in respect of such service.

(6) References to the law applicable to any benefits to which this section applies includes
(without prejudice to their generality) references to any law relating to the time at which and
the manner in which any person may retire in order to become eligible for those benefits.
(7) Notwithstanding any law or custom to the contrary, it shall be lawful for Parliament to
enact that a personal shall not be entitled to a benefit under this section, unless he has
, contributed to a specified Fund created for the purpose.

PART IV - POWER AND PROCEDURE OF COMMISSIONS
AND COUNCILS, AND LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
Power of
Commissions
in relation to
the grant of
pensions.

162. (1) Where any benefits to which this section applies can be withheld, reduced in amount
or suspended by any law, those benefits shall not be so withheld, reduced in amount or
suspended-
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a. in the case of benefits which have been granted in respect of service in the public
service to any person who at the time when he ceased to be a public officer was
subject to the jurisdiction of the Judicial and Legal Service Commission or for which
any person may be eligible in respect of such service, without the approval of that
Commission; or
b. in any other case, without the approval of the Public Service Commission or the
appropriate Council, as the case may be.
(2) No benefits to which this section applies that have been granted to or in respect of any
person who is or has been a Judge of the High Court, a Justice of Appeal or of the Supreme
Court or for which any such person or his widow, children, dependants or personal
representatives may be eligible, shall be withheld, reduced in amount or suspended on the
ground that that person has been guilty of misconduct or misbehaviour unless that person has
been removed from judicial office by reason of such misconduct or misbehaviour.
(3) This section applies to any benefits payable under any law providing for the grant of
pensions, gratuities or compensation to persons who are or have been public officers in
respect of their service in the public service or to the widows, children, dependants or
personal representatives of such persons in respect of such service whether on a contributory
or non-contributory basis.
Power and
procedure of
Commissions.

163. (1) Any Commission or Council established by this Constitution may, with the consent
of the President and subject to the provisions of subsection (2), by regulation or otherwise
regulate its own procedure and, confer or delegate powers or impose duties on any authority
of the Government for the purpose of discharge of its functions.
(2) At any meeting of any Commission or Council established by this Constitution a quorum
shall be constituted if three members are present; and if a quorum is present the Commission
or Council shall not be disqualified for the transaction of business by reason of any vacancy
among its members and any proceedings of the Commission or Council shall be valid
notwithstanding that some person who was not entitled to do so took part therein.

Protection of
Commissions
trom legal
proceedings.

164. The question whethera. any Commission or Council established by this Constitution has validly performed any
function vested in it by or under this Constitution;
b. any member of such a Commission or Councilor any other person has validly
performed any functions delegated to such member or person in pursuance of the
provisions of subsection (1) of section 163 or, as the case may be, subsection (10) of
section 152; or
c. any member of such a Commission or Councilor any other person or authority has
validly performed any other function in relation to the work of the Commission or
Councilor in relation to any such functions as is referred to in paragraph (b),
shall not be inquired into in any Court.
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Changes of Titles Order, 1997 - Public Notice 11 of 1997

PUBLIC NOTICES
to the Sien,Q Leone Gazette Vol. CXXVIlJ, No. 66
dated 11 th December, 1997

II

OF

1997

THE CHANGE OF TITLES ACT, 1984
(No.6 of 1984)
THE CHANGE OF TITLES ORDER,

1997

Short title.

In e,\ercise of the powers conferred upon it by section 2 and 3
the Change of Titles Act, as adapted by sub-paragraph (5) of
aragraph 301' the Administratlion of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces PN. No.3
~volutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997, the Armed Forces of 1997.
evol utionary Council hereby Imakes the I'oll owi ng Order:I.
This Order shall be deemed to have come into operation on
e 28th day of May, 1997,

Commence-

2.
The titles of Ministers,iPublic Officers and Ministries set out
,the second col umn of the Schedule hereto shall be substi tuted for the
rresponding titles set out in the first column thereof wherever such
es may appear in any enactment now in force in Sierra Leone.

Change

ment.

of

titles,

SCHEDULE
New Tille

Chairman, Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council
Deputy Chai rman, Armed
Revol uti anary· Cou nci I

Forces

Secretary of State
Under Secretary of State
Jrney-General and Minister of
stice
I'nister or Lanc.1s, Housing, Town
hnc.1 Country Planning -

Attorney-General and Secretary of Slate
for Legal Affairs
Secretary of State, Lands, Housing and the
Environment

53) United Nations Document
Statement by the President of the Security Council, 4 December 1996, S/PRST/1996/46,
paragraph 2.

UNITED
NATIONS

5
Security Council
Distr.
GENERAL
S/PRST /1996 /46
4 December 1996
ORIGINAL:

ENGLISH

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

At the 3720th meeting of the Security Council, held on 4 December 1996 in
connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation
in Sierra Leone", the President of the Security Council made the following
statement on behalf of the Council:
"The Security Council warmly welcomes the Peace Agreement signed by
the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front in
Abidjan on 30 November 1996. The Agreement brings to an end a bitter
conflict which has caused appalling suffering to the people of Sierra
Leone.
The Council pays tribute to the courage and determination of all
those who have worked tirelessly towards this end.
The Council hopes that
the Agreement will provide encouragement to those working for peace in
other parts of Africa.
"The Security Council commends in particular the role played by the
Government of Cote d'Ivoire whose commitment and determination in the
chairmanship of the negotiations between the parties have been crucial to
this successful outcome.
The Council also pays tribute to the support
provided to the negotiations by the Special Envoy of the Secretary-General
in close coordination with the Organization of African Unity, the
Commonwealth, the Economic Community of West African States and other
organizations and neighbouring countries.
"The Security Council continues to follow developments in Sierra Leone
with close interest.
The Peace Agreement is an essential first step
towards national reconciliation and reconstruction.
The Council will
continue to support the development of peace and democracy in Sierra Leone.
It notes in particular the need for a successful process of demobilization
and reintegration of former combatants and stands ready to assist in this
process.
It stresses the importance of a coordinated international effort
to alleviate the humanitarian situation in the country.
"The Security Council requests the Secretary-General to continue to
monitor the situation in Sierra Leone and to keep the Council informed of
further significant developments."
96-34924 (E)
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S/PRST/1996/46
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54) United Nations Document
Resolution 1132 (1997), Adopted by the Security Council at its 3822 nd meeting on 8
October 1997.

UNITED
NATIONS

5
Security Council

Distr.
GENER.Z:...L
S/RES/1l32 (1997)
8 October 1997

RESOLUTION 1132 (1997)
Adopted by the Securitv Council at its 3822nd meeting,
on 8 October 1997

The security Council,
Recalling the statements of its President of 27 May 1997 (S/PRST/1997/29),
11 July 1997 (S/PRST/1997/36) and 6 August 1997 (S/PRST/1997/42) condemning the
military coup in Sierra Leone,
Takina note of the decision of the thirty-third summit of the Organization
of African Unity (OAU) held in Harare, Zimbabwe, from 2 to 4 June 1997
concerning the situation in Sierra Leone,
Taking note also of the Communique issued at the meeting of the Foreign
Ministers of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) on Sierra
Leone, held in Conakry, Guinea on 26 June 1997 (S/1997/499), the Declaration of
the ECOWAS Committee of Four Foreign Ministers on Sierra Leone (the ECOWAS
Committee) of 30 July 1997 (S/1997/646), and the final Communique of the summit
of ECOWAS held at Abuja on 28 and 29 August 1997 and the Decision on sanctions
against the military junta in Sierra Leone issued at the summit (S/1997/695,
Annexes I and II) ,
Taking note also of the Secretary-General's letter of 7 October 1997
(S/1997 /776) ,
Expressing its full support and appreciation for the mediation efforts of
the ECOWAS Committee,
Reaffirming its view that the Abidjan Agreement (S/1996/1034) continues to
serve as a viable framework for peace, stability and reconciliation in Sierra
Leone,
Deploring the fact that the military junta has not taken steps to allow the
restoration of the democratically-elected Government and a return to
constitutional order,

97-26713

(E)

/

...

S/RES/1132 (1997)
Page 2

Gravely concerned at the continued violence and loss of life in Sierra
Leone following the military coup of 25 May 1997, the deteriorating humanitarian
conditions in that country, and the consequences for neighbouring countries,
Determin'na that the situation in Sierra Leone constitutes a threat to
international peace and security in the region,
Actina under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
1.
Demands that the military junta take immediate steps to relinquish
power in Sierra Leone and make way for the restoration of the democraticallyelected Government and a return to constitutional order;
Reiterates its call upon the junta to end all acts of violence and to
2.
cease all interference with the delivery of humanitarian assistance to the
people of Sierra Leone;
3.
Expresses its strong support for the efforts of the ECOWAS Committee
to resolve the crisis in Sierra Leone and encourages it to continue to work for
the peaceful restoration of the constitutional order, including through the
resumption of negotiations;
4.
Encourages the Secretary-General, through his Special Envoy, in
cooperation with the ECOWAS Committee, to assist the search for a peaceful
resolution of the crisis and, to that end, to work for a resumption of
discussions with all parties to the crisis;
5.
Decides that all States shall prevent the entry into or transit
through their territories of members of the military junta and adult members of
their families, as designated in accordance with paragraph 10 (f) below,
provided that the entry into or transit through a particular State of any such
person may be authorized by the Committee established by paragraph 10 below for
verified humanitarian purposes or purposes consistent with paragraph 1 above,
and provided that nothing in this paragraph shall oblige a State to refuse entry
into its territory to its own nationals;
6.
Decides that all States shall prevent the sale or supply to Sierra
Leone, by their nationals or from their territories, or using their flag vessels
or aircraft, of petroleum and petroleum products and arms and related materiel
of all types, including weapons and ammunition, military vehicles and equipment,
paramilitary equipment and spare parts for the aforementioned, whether or not
originating in their territory;
7.
Decides that the Committee established by paragraph 10 below may
authorize, on a case-by-case basis under a no-objection procedure:
(a)

applications by the democratically-elected Government of Sierra Leone
for the importation into Sierra Leone of petroleum or petroleum
products; and

(b)

applications by any other government or by United Nations Agencies for
the importation of petroleum or petroleum products into Sierra Leone

/

..

S/RESI 113 2

(1997)

Page 3

for verified humanitarian purposes, or for the needs of the Military
Observer Group of ECOWAS (ECOMOG),
subject to acceptable arrangements for effective monitoring of delivery;
8.
Acting also under Chapter VIII of the Charter of the United Nations,
authorizes ECOWAS, cooperating with the democratically-elected Government of
Sierra Leone, to ensure strict implementation of the provisions of this
resolution relating to the supply of petroleum and petroleum products, and arms
and related materiel of all types, including, where necessary and in conformity
with applicable international standards, by halting inward maritime shipping in
order to inspect and verify their cargoes and destinations, and calls upon all
States to cooperate with ECOWAS in this regard;
9.
Requests ECOWAS to report every 30 days to the Committee established
under paragraph 10 below on all activities undertaken pursuant to paragraph 8
above;
10. Decides to establish, in accordance with rule 28 of its provisional
rules of procedure, a Committee of the Security Council consisting of all the
members of the Council, to undertake the following tasks and to report on its
work to the Council with its observations and recommendations:
(a)

to seek from all States further information regarding the action taken
by them with a view to implementing effectively the measures imposed
by paragraphs 5 and 6 above;

(b)

to consider information brought to its attention by States concerning
violations of the measures imposed by paragraphs 5 and 6 above and to
recommend appropriate measures in response thereto;

(c)

to make periodic reports to the Security Council on information
submitted to it regarding alleged violations of the measures imposed
by paragraphs 5 and 6 above, identifying where possible persons or
entities, including vessels, reported to be engaged in such
violations;

(d)

to promulgate such guidelines as may be necessary to facilitate the
implementation of the measures imposed by paragraphs 5 and 6 above;

(e)

to consider and decide expeditiously requests for the approval of
imports of petroleum and petroleum products in accordance with
paragraph 7 above;

(f)

to designate expeditiously members of the military junta and adult
members of their families whose entry or transit is to be prevented in
accordance with paragraph 5 above;

(g)

to examine the reports submitted pursuant to paragraphs 9 above and 13
below;

I . ..
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(h)

to establish liaison with the ECOWAS Committee on the implementation
of the measures imposed by paragraphs 5 and 6 above;

11. Cal's UDon all States and all international and regional organizations
to act strictly in conformity with this resolution, notwithstanding the
existence of any rights granted or obligations conferred or imposed by any
international agreement or of any contract entered into or any licence or permit
granted prior to the entry into force of the provisions set out in paragraphs 5
and 6 above;
12. Requests the Secretary-General to provide all necessary assistance to
the Committee established by paragraph 10 above and to make the necessary
arrangements in the Secretariat for this purpose;
13. Requests States to report to the Secretary-General within 30 days of
the date of adoption of this resolution on the steps they have taken to give
effect to the provisions set out in paragraphs 5 and 6 above;
14. Requests all those concerned, including ECOWAS, the United Nations and
other international humanitarian agencies, to establish appropriate arrangements
for the provision of humanitarian assistance and to endeavour to ensure that
such assistance responds to local needs and is safely delivered to, and used by,
its intended recipients;
15. ~ all States, international organizations and financial
institutions to assist States in the region to address the economic and social
consequences of the influx of refugees from Sierra Leone;
16. Requests the
Council within 15 days
paragraph 1 above, and
this resolution on its
Sierra Leone;

Secretary-General to submit an initial report to the
of the adoption of this resolution on compliance with
thereafter every 60 days after the date of adoption of
implementation and on the humanitarian situation in

17. Decides, if the measures set out in paragraphs 5 and 6 above have not
been terminated in accordance with paragraph 19 below, to conduct, 180 days
after the adoption of this resolution and on the basis of the most recent report
of the Secretary-General, a thorough review of the application of these measures
and of any steps taken by the military junta to comply with paragraph 1 above;
18. Urges all States to provide technical and logistical support to assist
ECOWAS to carry out its responsibilities in the implementation of this
resolution;
19. Expresses its intention to terminate the measures set out in
paragraphs 5 and 6 above when the demand in paragraph 1 above has been complied
with;
20.

Decides to remain seized of the matter.

55) United Nations Document
Security Council Resolution 1181 (13 July 1998), para. 1

UNITED
NATIONS

5
Security Council
Distr.
GENERJI.L
S / RE S / 11 8 :'.. (19 98 )
13 July 1998

RESOLUTION 1181 (1998)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 3902nd meeting,
on 13 July 1998

The Security Council,
Recalling its previous relevant resolutions and the statements of its
President,
Welcomlnq the continued efforts of the Government of Sierra Leone to
restore peaceful and secure conditions in the country, to re-establish effective
administration and the democratic process and to embark on the task of national
reconciliation, reconstruction and rehabilitation,
Recognizing the important contribution of the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS) in support of these objectives,
Having considered the report of the Secretary-General of 9 June 1998
(S / 1 9 98 / 4 8 6 and Add. 1) ,
Noting the objectives set by ECOWAS for its Military Observer Group
(ECOMOG) as described in paragraph 17 of the report of Secretary-General,
Gravely concerned at the loss of life and immense suffering undergone by
the people of Sierra Leone, including refugees and displaced persons, as a
result of the continuing rebel attacks, and in particular at the plight of
children affected by the conflict,
1.
Condemns the continued resistance of remnants of the ousted junta and
members of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) to the authority of the
legitimate government and the violence they are perpetrating against the
civilian population of Sierra Leone, and demands that they lay down their arms
immediately;
2.
Emphaslzes the need to promote national reconciliation in Sierra
Leone, encourages all parties in the country to work together towards this
objective, and welcomes the assistance of the Secretary-General and his Special
Envoy in that regard;
98-20328

(E)
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3.
Welcomes the proposal in the report of the Secretary-General of
9 June 1998 on the establishment of the United Nations Observer Mission in
Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL);
4.
Notes that the Government of Sierra Leone has adopted a disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration plan agreed with the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, the United Nations Development Programme and
other donors;
5.
Commends the positive role of ECOWAS and ECOMOG in their efforts to
rescore peace, security and stability throughout the country at the request of
the Government of Sierra Leone, and notes the role of ECOMOG in assisting the
implementation of the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration plan adopted
by the Government of Sierra Leone, including the provision of securlty and
responsibility for arms collection and destruction;
6.
Decides to establish UNOMSLL for an initial period of six months until
13 January 1999, and further decides that it shall include up to 70 military
observers as well as a small medical unit, with the necessary equipment and
civilian support staff, with the following mandate:
(a) To monitor the military and security situation in the country as a
whole, as security conditions permit, and to provide the Special Representative
of the Secretary-General with regular information thereon in particular with a
view to determining when conditions are sufficiently secure to allow subsequent
deployments of military observers beyond the first phase described in
paragraph 7 below;
(b) To monitor the disarmament and demobilization of former combatants
concentrated in secure areas of the country, including monitoring of the role of
ECOMOG in the provision of security and in the collection and destruction of
arms in those secure areas;
(c)
To assist in monitoring respect for international humanitarian law,
including at disarmament and demobilization sites, where security conditions
permit;

(d) To monitor the voluntary disarmament and demobilization of members of
the Civil Defence Forces (CDF) , as security conditions permit;
7.
Decides further that the elements of UNOMSIL referred to in
paragraph 6 above shall be deployed as outlined in the Secretary-General's
report, with approximately 40 military observers deployed in the first phase to
ECOMOG-secured areas, and that subsequent deployments shall take place as soon
as security conditions permit, and subject to progress on the implementation of
the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration plan and the availability of
the necessary equipment and resources;
8.
Decides further that UNOMSIL shall be led by the Special Envoy of the
Secretary-General, who will be designated Special Representative for Sierra
Leone, that UNOMSIL shall subsume the office of the Special Envoy and its
civilian staff, and that the augmented civilian staff, as recommended by the
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Secretary-General in paragraphs 74 and 75 of his report,
inter alia, the following tasks:

shall perform,

(a) To advise, in coordination with other international efforts, the
Government of Sierra Leone and local police officials on police practice,
training, re-equipment and recruitment, in particular on the need to respect
internatlonally accepted scandards of policing in democratic societies, co
advise on the planning of the reform and restructuring of the Sierra Leone
police force, and to monitor progress in that regard;
(b)
rights in
agencies,
country's

To report on violations of international humanitarian law and human
Sierra Leone, and, in consultation with the relevant United Nations
to assist the Government of Sierra Leone in its efforts to address the
human rights needs;

9.
Welcomes the commitment of ECOMOG to ensure the security of United
Nations personnel, and in this regard welcomes also the intention of the
Secretary-General to establish security arrangements for United Nations
personnel with the Chairman of ECOWAS and to conclude a status of mission
agreement with Government of Sierra Leone;
10. Decides that the elements of UNOMSIL referred to in paragraph 6 above
shall be deployed when the Secretary-General informs the Council that security
arrangements and the status of mission agreement have been concluded, and
further decides to keep the deployment of UNOMSIL under review in the light of
the prevailing security conditions;
11. Stresses the need for full cooperation and close coordination between
UNOMSIL and ECOMOG in their respective operational activities;
12. Demands that all factions and forces in Sierra Leone strictly respect
the status of UNOMSIL personnel, as well as organizations and agencies
delivering humanitarian assistance throughout Sierra Leone, and that they
respect human rights and abide by applicable rules of international humanitarian
law;
13. Expresses its serious concern at the reports of cross-border arms
flows and support to the rebels in Sierra Leone, welcomes the intention of the
Secretary-General, as indicated in his report, to pursue with all parties
concerned steps to eliminate these activities, and in that regard reaffirms the
obligation of all States to comply strictly with the terms of the embargo on the
sale or supply of arms and related materiel to Sierra Leone imposed by
resolution 1171 (199B) of 5 June 1998, and to bring all instances of violations
of the arms embargo before the Committee established by resolution 1132 (1997)
of 8 October 1997;
14. We'comes the efforts of the Government of Sierra Leone to coordinate
an effective national response to the needs of children affected by armed
conflict, and the recommendation of the Special Representative of the SecretaryGeneral for Children in Armed Conflict that Sierra Leone be made one of the
pilot projects for a more concerted and effective response to the needs of
children in the context of post-conflict peace-building;
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15. Further welcomes the decision of the Secretary-General to convene a
high-level conference to mobilize assistance for peacekeeping activities,
emergency and humanitarian needs and reconstruction and rehabilitation in Sierra
Leone;
16. Reicerates its urgent appeal to States to make contributions to the
Trust Fund which has been established to support peacekeeping and related
activities in Sierra Leone, to provide technical and logistical support co
assisc ECOMOG to carry out its peacekeeping role, and to help facilitate other
ECOWAS member States to provide additional troops to strengthen the deployment
of ECOMOG in Sierra Leone;
17. Urqes all States and international organizations to provide urgent
humanitarian assistance to Sierra Leone, in response to the consolidated
inter-agency appeal launched on 24 June 1998;
18. Encouraqes all States and international organizations to assist and
participate in the longer term tasks of reconstruction and economic and social
recovery and development in Sierra Leone;
19. Requests the Secretary-General to submit an initial report to the
Council within 30 days of the adoption of this resolution and every 60 days
thereafter on the deployment of UNOMSIL and on the progress of UNOMSIL in
carrying out its mandate, and also to inform the Council on plans for the later
phases of the deployment of UNOMSIL when security conditions permit these to be
implemented;
20.

Decides to remain seized of the matter.

56) United Nations Document
Fourth Report of the Secretary General on the Situation in Sierra Leone, S/1998/249 (18
March 1998), paragraph 6, 20.
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FOURTH REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE SITUATION
IN SIERRA LEONE

I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
The present report is submitted pursuant to the presidential statement
issued by the Security Council on 26 February 1998 (S/PRST/1998/S), by which the
Council requested me to submit detailed proposals concerning the role of the
United Nations and its future presence in Sierra Leone.
It covers the
developments in Sierra Leone since the issuance of my third report on
5 February 1998 (S/1998/103).

II.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 1132

(1997)

Action taken by the Economic Community of West African States and the Economic
Community of West African States Monitoring Group
2.
On 5 February 1998, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)
Committee of Five on Sierra Leone came to New York to brief the members of the
Security Council and myself on the situation in Sierra Leone.
The Chairman of
the Committee of Five, the Foreign Minister of Nigeria, Chief Tom Ikimi, said an
impasse had been reached in the implementation of the Conakry Agreement. He
pointed out that the junta had raised three issues which, in its view, stood in
the way of the implementation of the Agreement, namely, the release of Corporal
Foday Sankoh, the proposed exemption of the Republic of Sierra Leone Military
Forces from the disarmament process and the composition of the ECOWAS Monitoring
Group (ECOMOG) which consisted primarily of Nigerian troops.
3.
Minister Ikimi noted that because of this impasse, ECOMOG had been unable
to deploy in Sierra Leone to carry out the disarmament and demobilization of the
Sierra Leonean combatants, and it had therefore not been possible to deploy
United Nations military observers alongside ECOMOG.
4.
Minister Ikimi requested my support in launching a high-level effort to
support ECOWAS through the establishment of a group of friends of Sierra Leone,
and expressed the view that the Security Council should endorse the
22 April 1998 deadline for the restoration of constitutional authority and the
full implementation of the Conakry Agreement of 23 October 1997.
98-07006 (E)
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5.
I reaffirmed to the Committee of Five the desire of the United Nations for
close cooperation between the United Nations and ECOWAS, and stated that ECOMOG
needed to develop a concept of operations on the basis of which the United
Nations could finalize its own deployment plan. ECOMOG should also compile a
statement of its own logistical requirements in order to attract the necessary
support from potential donors.
6.
On the same day, responding to an attack by junta forces on their position
at Lungi, ECOMOG launched a military attack on the junta, which culminated
approximately one week later in the collapse of: the junta and its expulsion by
force from Freetown after heavy fighting.
The fall of the city on 13 February,
which was accompanied by widespread looting and some reprisal killings, led to
the flight or capture of many soldiers and leaders of the junta. ECOWAS has
assured me that the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has been
allowed to visit prisoners detained by ECOMOG in Freetown. However, some of the
former leaders of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) , including its
Chairman, Johnny Paul Koroma, are believed to be still at large. Acting in
concert with the local Kamajors and other traditional hunter militia (known as
the Civil Defence Unit)
ECOMOG has subsequently taken control of the towns of
Bo, Kenema and Zimmi in the south of the country, and Lunsar, Makeni and Kabala
in the north. ECOMOG has also reported the capture of Daru, which would mean
that the remnants of the junta have now been dislodged from every major town
except for Kailahun. Following scattered fighting in the latter part of
February, the country now appears to be quiet. A number of foreign aid workers
and missionaries taken hostage by armed element:s in February were later released
unharmed. However, press reports in mid-March indicated that Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) members in Kono had murdered civilians and taken 200
hostages, reportedly including foreign nationals.
J

7.
On 18 February, accompanied by the Executive Secretary of ECOWAS,
Mr. Lansana Kouyate, Minister Ikimi visited Sierra Leone to assess the situation
on the ground. They interviewed some former junta soldiers'now detained by
ECOMOG and visited the State House complex and the Parliament buildings. Many
of the government buildings were found to have been looted and were in poor
condition, and a number of unexploded bombs were scattered about. However, the
ECOWAS team, which was enthusiastically greeted by crowds, found that in many
respects life had returned to normal in the capital. As noted below, my Special
Envoy also visited Freetown on the same day.
8.
From 25 to 27 February 1998, the Committee of Five met in the margins of
the meeting of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) Council of Ministers held
in Addis Ababa to review the situation in Sierra Leone. The Committee issued a
communique, which was subsequently circulated as document S/1998/170.
9.
On 4 March 1998, the members of the Committee of Five returned to New York
and met again with members of the Security Council and with me.
Chief Ikimi
briefed me on his visit to Freetown on 18 February and his subsequent meeting
with President Tejan Kabbah in Conakry. Following this meeting, it was
announced that President Kabbah would return to his country on 10 March 1998.
10. ECOMOG has also prepared a detailed list of logistical requirements for its
operations in Sierra Leone. During the visit to New York of the Committee of
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Five, Chief Ikimi requested the assistance of the United Nations and the
international community in ensuring that these requirements could be met. That
request was reaffirmed by the Chairman of ECOWAS, General Sani Abacha, in his
statement at the ceremony held to mark the return of President Kabbah to
Freetown on 10 March.
Action taken by the United Nations
11.
On 18 February 1998, a few days after ECOMOG had established control over
most of the city of Freetown, my Special Envoy, Mr. Francis G. Okelo, led a
security and humanitarian assessment mission to the capital and to Lungi
comprising United Nations and non-governmental organization officials. The
mission determined the most immediate needs of the population. Mr. Okelo handed
over a quantity of medicines donated by the World Health Organization (WHO) to
local hospitals and began preparations for the re-establishrnent of a united
Nations presence in Freetown. A few days later, the World Food Programme (WFP)
delivered 857 metric tonS of food to Freetown by ship.
12.
Early in February, pursuant to a request by members of the Security Council
for a technical assessment of the humanitarian situation in sierra Leone since
the coup d'etat of 25 May 1997, an inter-agency mission travelled to the
subregion.
Its report is contained in document 8/1998/155.
Further information
on the humanitarian situation in Sierra Leone can be found in section III of the
present report.
13.
Pursuant to the statement issued by the President of the Security Council
on 26 February, I have initiated the necessary action to establish a Trust Fund
for Sierra Leone.
Contributions would help finance logistical assistance to
ECOMOG, rehabilitation assistance to the Government of Sierra Leone and
activities, including disarmament, demobilization and human rights.
14.
On 7 March 1998, my Special Envoy reopened the United Nations office in
Freetown, which had been closed shortly after the 25 May 1997 coup d'etat and
was temporarily relocated in Conakry, Guinea.
The office is now being
strengthened to comprise civilian political and humanitarian officers, a
military adviser and, in due course, human rights and civilian police advisers
and public information personnel. The function of the office is to liaise with
the Government of Sierra Leone, ECOWAS, ECOMOG and the United Nations and its
agencies, as well as non-governmental organizations, and to act as the overall
authority for all United Nations activities in the country. My proposals for
deploying military liaison personnel as part of the united Nations presence on
the ground can be found in section IV of the present report. My Special Envoy
will also temporarily retain a small office in Conakry, but he expects to be
fully established in Freetown by the end of March, thus paving the way for the
return of all United Nations agencies to Sierra Leone.
Action taken by the Government of Sierra Leone
15.
On 13 February 1998, President Kabbah called a meeting in Conakry of
potential donors, including the European Union, Germany, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United Nations, to discuss his
Government's priorities; the nature of the assistance the international
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community could providei and the urgent provision of humanitarian assistance.
The President announced that he had created a task force to prepare the ground
for the resumption of work by his Government, to assess damage to the
infrastructure and to prepare for the resumption of education.
President Kabbah
identified the immediate priorities of his Government as the provision of
humanitarian supplies and petroleum products, the reactivation of international
aid programmes and the disarmament and demobilization of former combatants.
Three other areas that required special attention have been identified as the
training and restructuring of the police force, the creation of job
opportunities for young people and the construction of low-cost housing.
President Kabbah also indicated that he intended to streamline his
administration and appoint technical experts to cabinet positions.
l6.
Following the removal by ECOMOG of the military junta from power,
President Kabbah issued a statement announcing his intention to submit proposals
to Parliament concerning the rebuilding of his country. The President also
spoke out against the reprisal killings, which, in some cases, had accompanied
the seizure of control from the junta.
17. On 10 March 1998, accompanied by General Sani Abacha, Chairman of ECOWAS
and Head of State of Nigeria, as well as the Heads of State of Guinea, Mali and
Niger, President Lansana Conteh, President Alpha Oumar Konare and
President Ibrahim Bare Mainassara, and the Vice-President of Gambia,
President Tejan Kabbah returned to Freetown to resume his office as Head of
State of Sierra Leone. He was greeted by large and enthusiastic crowds.
Mr. Ibrahima Fall, Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs, delivered
on my behalf a message of congratulations to the President stating that his
return represented the accomplishment of a major objective not only of the
people of Sierra Leone, but also of ECOWAS, OAU, the United Nations and the
entire international community.
I expressed my deep regret at the violence,
loss of life and property and immense suffering undergone by the people of
Sierra Leone since the coup d'etat and extended my condolences to the families
of those who lost their lives in opposing it.
Furthermore, I informed the
President that the United Nations looked forward to working closely with him in
helping his Government to reassert its authority and strengthen its capacity
throughout the country.
l8.

In a statement made at the ceremony marking his return to Sierra Leone,
Kabbah declared his intention to embark on the process of national
reconciliatipn and reconstruction of the country, to form a broad-based
Government and to appoint a policy advisory committee.
In his first meeting
with my Special Envoy after his return, President Kabbah stressed the need for
an early deployment of United Nations military personnel, the urgent provision
of humanitarian assistance and the prompt establishment 'of the Trust Fund for
Sierra Leone.
Presid~t

Military and security situation in Sierra Leone
19.
Freetown is now fully under the control of ECOMOG and is increasingly
secure.
Some unexploded ordnance and landmines have been found, but these are
not a threat to security. The peninsula on which the capital stands has also
been secured.
With the capture of almost every other major town in the country,
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and through its deployment further into the countryside in the north, south and
east, ECOMOG has established itself successfully across most of the country.
20.
Nevertheless, the fact that many of the senior junta leaders, including the
former Chairman of the AFRC, Johnny Paul Koroma, have not thus far been
apprehended, as well as the continuing violence inflicted on civilians during
their retreat from ECOMOG forces by RUF and other armed elements, indicate that
the security situation in sierra Leone is still a source of concern.
Though
ECOMOG has begun to collect weapons in Freetown, a major disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration exercise will be needed to ensure security.
21.
ECOMOG has also developed a concept of operations for its deployment
throughout Sierra Leone that sets out the preliminary planning for the
disarmament and demobilization of Sierra Leonean combatants.
In summary, the
tasks ECOMOG has set for itself include:
(a)

Deployment throughout Sierra Leonei

(b) Manning of selected entry points by land, sea or air in order to
ensure that no arms, ammunition or war materiel are brought into the countryi
(c)

Disarmament of ex-combatants at designated sitesi

(d) Establishment of road blocks to check the movement of arms and
ammunition and to assist in extending protection to refugees and internally
displaced persons;
(e) Conducting patrols to create an atmosphere conducive to freedom of
movement and the restoration of established authoritYi
(f) Providing security for key individuals, United Nations personnel,
including military personnel, and non-governmental organizations.
22.
The plan calls for the deployment of 15,000 troops in four sectors:
western, northern, southern and eastern.
The western sector, comprising
Freetown and the airports of Lungi and Hastings, is further subdivided, and
would support the deployment of seven battalions, an air force detachment and an
artillery brigade. This appears to be an ample level of force for the
protection of the capital and its airport.
23.
In the northern sector, ECOMOG would deploy a brigade headquartered at
Makeni, with battalions located at Port Loko, Magburaka and Kabala.
In the
south, ECOMOG will locate its brigade headquarters at Bo and deploy battalions
at Moyamba, Pujehun and Kenema.
Naval assets would also be required.
The
eastern sector is described as strategic in view of its mineral resources, the
presence of heavy RUF and Kamajor concentration, and the border with Liberia.
ECOMOG therefore considers that operations in the east could prove difficult and
risky and demand a robust approach, alertness and deployment in strength.
Battalions would be located at Yengema, Zimmi and Kailahun.
24.
ECOMOG would also establish a disarmament committee which would be charged,
inter alia,
with selecting disarmament sitesi setting standards and guidelines
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for disarmament; conducting the disarmament, coordination of resources and
cooperation with other organizations; classifying and transporting recovered
weapons and ammunition; disseminating information about the process and
providing security for all participants. A cease fire violations committee and a
humanitarian services committee would also be created.
25.
My special Envoy and his staff are actively discussing with the Government
and with ECOMOG the further elaboration and implementation of its concept of
operations, which provides a suitable basis for the possible subsequent
deployment of united Nations military personnel, subject to the authorization of
the Security council.
I will revert to the Council with further recommendations
on such deployment following a further assessment by my Special Envoy.
Other action taken pursuant to resolution 1132 (1997)
26.
Since my previous report, a number of States have written to me, in
compliance with paragraph 13 of resolution 1132 (1997), concerning the steps
they have taken to give effect to the provisions contained in paragraphs 5 and 6
of the resolution relating to the sanctions imposed by the Council on Sierra
Leone. The latest list of those States can be found in a separate report to the
Security council contained in document S/1998/112.
27.
In a letter dated 9 March 1998 addressed to the President of the Security
Council (S/1998/215), the Charge d'affaires a.i. of the Permanent Mission of
Sierra Leone to the united Nations conveyed a request from his Government for
the convening of an urgent meeting of the Security Council to consider the
lifting of the sanctions imposed on the importation of petroleum and petroleum
products into the country in paragraph 6 of resolution 1132 (1997). On
16 March, the Council adopted resolution 1156 (1998) terminating, with immediate
effect, the prohibitions on the sale or supply to Sierra Leone of petroleum and
petroleum products referred to in resolution 1132 (1997).

III.

HUMANITARIAN SITUATION

28.
A number of United Nations humanitarian assessment missions have now been
undertaken to Freetown, Kambia, Bo, Kenema and Makeni. These missions
determined that the current humanitarian situation in Sierra Leone remains
serious.
The primary health care system has been devastated by lack of
supplies, looting and the exodus of medical personnel at all levels. Widespread
neglect of water and sanitation facilities has increased the exposure of
hundreds of thousands to disease. The normal distribution of food to vulnerable
groups has been disrupted, affecting children in particular. Many children have
also suffered exposure to acts of violence by being sent into battle as
combatants. The public education system has collapsed; all schools have been
closed since the coup d'etat last May. The combination of fighting and looting
has led to extensive damage to housing and infrastructure in the provincial
towns. The number of internally displaced people has increased, and the welfare
of some 14,000 Liberian refugees remains a matter of concern, as many fled from
their camps during the recent fighting.
The majority of Sierra Leoneans who
took refuge in Conakry during the fighting "in Freetown have returned. However,
some 24,000 Sierra Leoneans have arrived in Liberia since mid-February and the
(
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influx continues, albeit at a reduced rate. A further influx of 3,000 refugees
from the Kailahun area, still not under ECOMOG control, has been registered by
the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) at its
camp in Kissidougou, Guinea.
29.
United Nations agencies prepared a consolidated inter-agency flash appeal,
which was launched on 3 March 1998. Through this appeal, I am seeking financial
contributions from Member States in the amount of $11.2 million to meet priority
humanitarian needs in Sierra Leone over the next three months.
Priority needs
include support to agriculture through the provision of seeds and tools, the
re-establishment of basic health and education services, the resumption of food
aid distributions and the provision of assistance and protection to the most
vulnerable groups affected by the current conflict.
The flash appeal
complements the 90-day programme of the Government of Sierra Leone, which serves
as a framework for action following the restoration of democratic civilian rule
in the country.
30.
The full deployment of ECOMOG and the restoration of the legitimate
Government is expected to provide increased opportunities for the humanitarian
community to accelerate its activities in response to the humanitarian crisis in
Sierra Leone, and will also encourage the return to their homes of internally
displaced persons.
It is hoped that the international community will contribute
generously to the humanitarian programme outlined in the flash appeal, in order
to provide the crucial assistance needed to sustain lives and to promote
stability in Sierra Leone.
31.
Medium-term tasks, such as the assisted repatriation of Sierra Leonean
refugees and reintegration of ex-combatants, are not covered in the flash
appeal. However, United Nations agencies are already re-establishing their
offices in Freetown and are eager to restart their social and economic
development programmes, important components of which must be the re-building of
the capacity of the Government of Sierra Leone to deliver services, stimulate
economic recovery and promote national reconciliation and reconstruction.
Commencement of the repatriation of refugees
32.
At the request of President Kabbah, and with the help of a donation of
$120,000 from the Government of Japan, UNHCR has begun to prepare for the
repatriation from Conakry of up to 5,000 Sierra Leonean refugees, including 200
civil servants who fled Freetown after the May coup d'etat and who will be
engaged in the administration of the country.
33.
ECOMOG control of major towns in southern Sierra Leone is also likely to
encourage the early repatriation by road of Sierra Leonean refugees from
Liberia.
It is further expected that the removal of the junta could lead to the
repatriation of the 400,000 Sierra Leonean refugees in the West African
Subregion.
34.
Of the total caseload of Liberian refugees in Sierra Leone, some 2,800 have
thus far been re-registered with UNHCR, about half of them requesting
repatriation. UNHCR has begun making arrangements for them to be repatriated by
sea.
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United Nations Development Programme mission to Sierra Leone
35. A multi-unit mission to Sierra Leone dispatched by the united Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) has proposed four projects for immediate
implementation following their approval by the Government. These are:
(a) A start-up project for the demobilization of various categories of
combatants;
(b) Support for national institutions to enable a rapid return to normal
functioning;
(c) Resettlement with emphasis on quick-impact micro-projects,
reconciliation and youth development;
(d) Awareness-raising in order to help the country come to terms with the
problems it faces and to promote national reconciliation and peace-building.
36.
The mission is also assisting the Government to prepare a document for a
donors' consultation proposed to be held in Brussels on 31 March 1998. UNDP
plans to close its Coordination Office in Conakry by the end of March if the
security situation continues to stabilize, and to return the staff of its
Country Office to Freetown.

IV.

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

37.
The developments that have taken place in Sierra Leone since the submission
of my last report should be seen as positive in the context of the wider
situation in which they transpired. The removal of the junta by the action of
ECOMOG has opened the way for the re-establishn1ent not just of the legitimate
Government, but also of civil order, the democratic process and the beginnings
of economic and social development. The return of President Kabbah to Freetown
on 10 March therefore presents the people of Sierra Leone and the international
community with a challenge and an opportunity ~lhich must be grasped with a sense
of urgency. We must not let slip the chance to restore Sierra Leone to the
ranks of democratic nations and to help strengthen the stability of the
subregion.

38.
I commend the consistent diplomacy of ECOHAS and, in particular, its
Committee of Five on Sierra Leone, and the cont:ribution made by ECOMOG officers
and men to the removal of the military junta.
I calIon ECOWAS and ECOMOG to
continue their efforts to bring peace to Sierra Leone in accordance with the
relevant provisions of resolution 1132 (1997) and of the Charter of the United
Nations. Sierra Leoneans committed to the democratic system also played their
part in maintaining a stubborn resistance to the illegal regime.
These included
not only the members of the Civil Defence Forces, but also countless unarmed
civilians who persistently withheld their cooperation from the regime and denied
it legitimacy.
I salute the courage of the Sierra Leonean people and honour the
memory of those who died opposing the junta.
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39.
I also congratulate President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah on his resumption of his
responsibilities as Head of State of Sierra Leone following his return. The
United Nations should give his Government every possible assistance in its
efforts to promote national reconciliation among his people and to strengthen
the authority and capacity of his Government.
40.
As I stated in my message to the annual summit meeting of the Organization
of African Unity at Harare, and in the special message which was delivered by my
Special Envoy, Mr. Ibrahima Fall, on the occasion of President Kabbah's return,
Africa can no longer tolerate or accept as faits accomplis coups d'etat against
elected Governments or the illegal seizure of power by military cliques.

Strengthening the office of the Special Envoy
41.
In order to take full and prompt advantage of the changed situation, I wish
to propose a comprehensive set of measures to assist the Government and people
of Sierra Leone in both their immediate and longer-term needs.
As a first step,
I intend to strengthen the office of my Special Envoy in Freetown.
In order to
contribute to the restoration of respect for the rule of law, civil order and
human rights in Sierra Leone, I have consulted with the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights concerning the possible deployment of human rights
observers.
In the meantime,
a human rights officer will be attached to the
office of my Special Envoy at an early date.
42.
I am also considering attaching to the office two civilian police officials
to advise the Government on police training and procedures in a democratic
society. An additional political officer and a military adviser would assist my
Special Envoy in his consultations with ECOMOG on the development of planning
for disarmament and demobilization, while a humanitarian officer would
facilitate the coordination of activities of the United Nations and
non-governmental organizations in Sierra Leone and advise my Special Envoy on
all issues involving non-governmental organizations.
The office will also
require a public information programme to disseminate information among the
population about its activities, in particular in connection with the
disarmament and demobilization of ex-combatants and their reintegration into
society.
peployment of military liaison personnel
43.
I also recommend the deployment to Sierra Leone of up to 10 United Nations
military liaison officers, whose functions would be as follows:
(a) To liaise closely with ECOMOG and to report on the military situation
in the country;
(b) To ascertain the state of and to assist in the finalization of
planning by ECOMOG for future tasks such as the identification of the former
combatant elements to be disarmed and the design of a disarmament plan.
44.
Should the Security Council decide to authorize the deployment of these
military liaison officers, as well as the military and civilian police advisers,
as indicated in my third report (S/1998/l03, para. 35), the costs relating
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thereto should be considered an expense of the Organization to be borne by
Member States in accordance with Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter of the
United Nations and the assessments to be levied on Member States should be
credited to the special account to be established for Sierra Leone. The related
cost estimates will be issued shortly as an addendum to the present report.
45.
The military liaison team would complemen.t the role of the military
advisers who will, under the authority of my Special Envoy, continue to assist
the Government of Sierra Leone to resolve issues related to the disarmament
process. The military advisers will also be instrumental in assisting the
Government of Sierra Leone in the development of planning for bilateral
programmes to restructure and rebuild appropriate security forces for Sierra
Leone in the future.
In view of the importance of such retraining, I appeal to
potential donors to show generosity in providing bilateral assistance.
46.
The presence of United Nations military liaison officers, perhaps later
supplemented by human rights observers, could alBO assist in the process of
national reconciliation in Sierra Leone. Their close cooperation with ECOMOG in
the countryside and their impartial reporting to my Special Envoy would reassure
former combatants that they can surrender their weapons in safety.
Provision of humanitarian assistance
47.
The provision of humanitarian assistance must also proceed expeditiously.
The plight of Sierra Leoneans deprived of food, medical care and shelter by the
recent fighting and the abuses of junta rule is acute, and it must be addressed
as a matter of urgency with all the resources available to the aid agencies.
While I remain deeply concerned about the humanitarian situation in many parts
of the country, I am encouraged by news that humanitarian needs are beginning to
be addressed.
Food aid and emergency medical supplies have entered the country
through the port of Freetown and have been delivered to some provinces by plane,
helicopter and overland in a prompt and coordinated manner.
Contributions to the Trust Fund
48.
I calIon Member States to display generosity in contributing to the Trust
Fund for Sierra Leone which, with the encouragement of the Security Council, I
have established. My appreciation goes to the Government of the united Kingdom,
which has already announced its readiness to contribute £2 million, and has been
actively assisting in the provision of aid to Sierra Leoneans.
I also urge all
Member States to provide generous assistance to ECOMOG to enable it to meet its
logistical requirements and to fulfil its mandate in Sierra Leone.
49.
The events that have taken place in Sierra Leone over the past year carry a
warning that similar crises may arise and challenge the international community
to consider how it should respond to them. Democracy in Sierra Leone may have
deep roots, but it is a fragile plant and must be nurtured. The international
community must maintain its vigilance and support, not least in the prompt
provision of emergency bilateral and multilateral aid.
Assistance for the
laudable efforts of ECOWAS and the logistical requirements of ECOMOG as it
continues its deployment through the countryside will also be required.
I trust
that such support will be forthcoming.
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Joint Communique
Meeting between the Special Representative of the UN Secretary General to
Sierra Leone and the Delegation of the Revolutionary United Front
Abidjan 19-21 February 1999

1\1EETING BET'VEEN THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF
THE UN SECRETARY GENERAL TO SIERRA LEONE
AND TIlE DELEGATION OF THE RE'lOLUTIONARY

UNITED FRONT
ABIDJAN, 19-21 FEBRUARY 1999
JOINT COMMUNIQUE
].
The Special Representative of the lTniied Nations Secretary General to Sierra Leone, Mr.
Francis G. Okelo, accompanied by the UNOMSIL Deputy Chief Military Observer, Col. David
Cbepk"Wony and PoliticallVlairs Oflicer, Mr. Modem Lawson-Betum, and the Legal Representative
of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), Mr. Omrie Michael Golley, and the RUF Senior Military
Adviser, Gen. Ibraruma Bah, met on 19-21 February 1999 at the HOTEL IVOIRE in Abidjan (Cote
d'Ivoire) to review the situation in Sierra Leone, including the holding of dialogue betweeD'rhe
Govemment of Sierra Leone (GOSL) and the RUF pursuant to the offer made by President Ahmed
Tejan Kabbah on 7 February 1999.
2.

The Special Representative and the RUF Delegation also discussed the need for the

observance of human rights and international humanitarian laws, and for addressing the serious
humanitarian crisis in Sierra Leone, and taking practical steps to speed up the convening of the
internal RUF consultations and dialogue between the RUF and the Government of Sierra Leone,
including: i) The RUF commitment to peace; ii) The vtnue, format and duration of preliminary and
subsequent substantive consultations; iii)lhe requiremen~s for the declaration of a ceasefire; iv) The
need to provide logistical assistance to RUF and to facilitate communication between the RUF and
the Government of Sierra Leone and the ECOMOG High Command.
~.

The Special Representative and the RUF Delegation stressed the need to make every effort
to-~nd the suffering of the people of Sierra Leone and to vigorously and relentlessly pursue dialogue
to achieve genuine and lasting peace and stabilit'J in Sierra Leone. In this regard, the RUF Delegation
welcomed the recent offer of dialogue by President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah and his renewed
commitment to peace talks. The RUF Delegation also caIled on the United Nations to continue to
provide the needed moral authority and support for the dialogue and the peace process.

L

CO!f1!f1ITMENT TO DIALOGUE AND THE PEA CE FROCE)'S:

4.
The RUF Delegation reiterated the firm commitment of its Movement to engage in a
constructive and sincere dialof:,rue \'lith the Government of Sierra Leone, leading to sustainable peace
and stability, in accordance with the aspirations of the Sierra Leonean people. In this connection, it
stressed the crucial importance of creating a climate of sincerity, mutual respect and spirit of
accommodation. It 'yvelcomed the GOSL's offer of dialogue on the understanding that: i) The
legitimacy of the elected Government of President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah was never questioned by
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theRUF; ii) The RUT< is not fightIng against the innocent civilian population but against ECOMOG
and CDF; iii) No preconditions should be set by either party, whicb would impede the start of
dialogue.
5.
The Special Representative conveyed the unswerving commitment of the Security Council
and the UN Secretary General to supr
-I[ efforts aimed at ensuring an early start of dialogue and
setting a reasonable time frame for
~~ceful resolution of the Sierra Leonean conflict.
II

VENUE, FORMATAj,

..." CONSULTATIONS BETWEEN

FODAY S4.NKOY AND ML.

6.
The Special Representative and the RUF .L
Foday Sankoh and RUF members in order for the Fron,
with the Government. These internal consultations will give h.
briefed and to undergo medical check-up.

for a meeting-between
,
(he substantive dIalogue
(he opportunity to be fully
<l

7.
The Special representative and the RUF Delegation also stressed that the internal RUF
consultations should be held in a secure place to allow for effective and extensive discussions during
a reasonable time period, and that the issue of venue and format for the internal consultatic;ns should
be addressed in a spirit of mutual accommodation. The Special Representative and the RUF
Delegation further underlined that the issue of venue and format for the internal consultations should
not delay the stmi of substantive dialogue.
8.
The RUF Delegation said that while taking note of the proposals of venue made by the
Government regarding the internal RUF consultations, it would make the following recommendations
. in_ order of preference, subject to final ratification: i) Ouagadougou (under the sponsorship of the
'Chairman of the Organization of African Unity, President Blaise Campaore of Burkina Faso); ii)
Abidjan (Cote d'Ivoire); iii) Lome (Togo as Chairman ofECOWAS). The Delegation expressed the
hope that the necessary arrangements would be made to provide security, safe passage and
transportation guarantees to enable Mr. Foday Sankoh and the RUF Delegation to travel to whatever
venue would finally be agreed upon. It further expressed the wish that the United Nations would
consider the possibility of assigning Military Observers to be involved in making the needed security
arrangements.
9.

The RUF Delegation stated that the PJJF and the AFRC constituted a single unified structure

10.
The RUF Delegation also requested the United Nations to assist in: i) Facilitating ~he
establishment of regular contacts between the RUF and the Government of Sierra Leone and the

ECOMOG High Command; ii) Lifting the travel ban imposed by the Security Council on the
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RUFI AFRC leaders to permit them- to participate

In

the internal RUF consultations and the

subsequent RUF/GOSL dialogue.

Ill.

DECLARA TION OF CEASEFIRE:

The RUF Delegation and the Special Representative recognized the importance of a ceasefire
to facilitate dialogue. In this context, the RUF Delegation expressed the readiness of the RUF to
consider a ceasefire with the Government of Sierra Leone, ECOMOG and the CDF at the beginning
of the internal RUF consultations provided United Nations Military Observers were immediately
deployed to monitor and verify strict compliance with the said ceasefire. However, it maintained that
in the spirit of peace and reconciliation, Foday Sankoh should not be held in custody after the
preliminary consultations as this would constitute a retrogade step in the dialogue process-:- }~ ,
11.

IV

RESPECT FOR

HU~1AN RIGHTS:

12.
The Special Representative stressed the importance of the observance of human rights in
accordance with intemational standards, as called for by the Security Council and the UN Secretary
General, and urged all parties to the conflict to publicly make this commitment The RUF Delegation
agreed to make this commitment publicly and stated that the RUF will take punitive measures against
any of its members who would violate human rights. In this context, the RUF Delegation stated that
it condemned and wdl continue to condemn all human rights violations and atrocities including
amputations, mutilations, maiming, rape etc.... perpetrated against the civilian population.

V

HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TQ THE CIVILIAN PQPULATION:

13.
The RUF Delegation and the Special Representative stressed the need to make every effort
to facilitate the unhindered provision of humanitarian assistance to the needy population in all parts
of Sierra Leone. In this regard, the RUF Delegation stated that the RUF will strictly respect the
neutrality of humanitarian organizations and their staff, and will take the necessary practical steps to
facilitate their operations including the designation of Senior Humanitar ian Liaison Officers to liaise
with these organizations and to ensure free access to the needy population in all areas of the country,
including those under RUF control. The Special Representative and the RUF Delegation stated that
the humanitarian organizations should, in turn, observe the principle of neutrality in the conduct of
their operations.

VI

FOLLQW-TJP CONTACTS:

14.
The SpeciaJ Representative and the RUF Delegation agreed to maintain regular contacts as
a follow up to the outstanding issues discussed in the present communique.

I
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SIGNED FOR THE RUF:

-I~~~V\ -l '~ ~ vJ\

~

Mr. Omrie Michael Golley
Legal Representative,
Revolutionary United Front

Gen. lbrahima Bah
Senior .Military Adviser,
Revolu 'onalY United front

SIGNED FOR THE UNITED NATIONS

./

/'.)

~c;?r/~G~
. .
Mr. Francis G. Okelo
Special Representative of the Secretary
General to Sierra Leone

tV

yVOIR~

,

-_.,.- ....

/

Done at Abidjan (Cote d' Ivoire), on 2 I FebrualY 1999

,
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Source: UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs
Date: 5 Jun 1997

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 04 - 05 Jun 1997
This report has been prepared by the office of the United Nations Humanitarian
Coordinator in Sierra Leone

SECURITY
1. According to local UN staff in Freetown several people were killed on 4 June from
indiscriminate shooting by RUF patrolling the streets. The EU delegate reported that
Nigerian citizens have been deliberately targeted. There have also been unconfirmed
reports of amputations. Looting has continued and more cars have been taken from
UN house and from residential premises. Civilians are nervous about the threat of
Nigerian air strikes primarily on account of continuous announcements made by the
AFRC over the Sierra Leone Broadcasting Services warning the population of the
possibility of attacks and advising them to stay indoors. On a more positive note, the
Nigerian soldiers being held as hostages have been released and have returned to their
barracks at Jui. The Cape Sierra hotel remains untouched although UN vehicles
parked outside are being looted.
2. The Sierra Leonean Ambassador to Guinea, who was taken hostage in Kailahun in
March 1997 together with other members of the Commission for the Consolidation
for Peace, was brought to Freetown by Sam Bockarie, the RUF commander who
masterminded the operation. The Ambassador reported that the other hostages were
still alive.

SERVICES
3. The population continues to suffer from continued shortages of basic amenities
including food, fuel and cash. Food stores were, however, open from 1000-1800
hours on 5 June. Business have remained closed but the banks have indicated that
they will open on 9 June. The National Power Authority continues to supply
electricity throughout the city but it is only a matter of time before the diesel
generators run out of fuel. Pipe-borne water continues to be supplied to the capital
from the reservoir in Guma Valley but fuel shortages will have a negative impact on
the capacity to purify the water supply. ICRC is in the process of despatching a water
'engineer to Freetown to make an assessment of the current situation.

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
4. On 4 June a BBC round table discussion was held. During the course of the
programme Desmond Luke, Chairman of the Commission for the Consolidation of
Peace, stated that almost the entire civil society vehemently opposed the coup and
wanted the democratically elected Government to be restored. President Kabbah, who
is still in Guinea, made a statement over the BBC assuring the population that the
democratically elected Government was still intact. He stated that his Government

.
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was pushing for a diplomatic solution to the crisis but did not rule out the military
option.
5. On 4 June Major Johnny Paul Koroma, Chairman of the Armed Forces Ruling
Council (AFRC) called ministers and deputy ministers of the SLPP Government and
heads of political parties to a meeting to discuss ways of averting external military
intervention. Six ministers attended the meeting and political parties present included
the SLPP, APC and the UNPR. The RUF was represented by Sam Bockarie. One of
the ministers in attendance reported that attempts by the AFRC to persuade those
present to collaborate were rejected as it was unanimously stated that the AFRC
should step down.

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE
Food

6. ICRC started to distribute food provided by World Vision to two hospitals in
Freetown on 5 June. Beneficiaries at the Connaught hospital received a full ration and
those at Netland nursing home received a supplementary ration. One of the ACF
feeding centres in Freetown has also received food.
7. ICRC has reopened its office in Segbwema with a view to completing its
distribution of seeds and tools int he chiefdoms in the vicinity of Dam and Segbwema
before the rainy season commences in earnest. The vulnerable group feeding
programme will start in Segbwema, Daru and Zimmi when ICRC receives the list of
eligible beneficiaries from the US Food for Peace officer who is currently in
Conakry.
8. More information on food stocks of humanitarian agencies in Sierra Leone has
been gathered and it has emerged that agency warehouses have not been looted as
extensively as previously thought. Current estimated food stocks are as follows:
WFP:
4,800 MTs
CRS*:
5,000 MTs
German Agro-Action:
800 MTs
World Vision:
4,410 MTs
CARE:
1,700 MTs
TOTAL:
16,710 MTs
* CRS has 5,000 MTs ofbulgur remaining. The quantity of other CRS food
commodities has not yet been determined.
iJ. As it is estimated that 3,000 MTs of food services 500,000 beneficiaries per month

on a reduced (i.e., survival) ration, the food availability situation in not yet critical.
However, the outlook could deteriorate very rapidly if the price of rice continues to
soar as the temptation for the local population to loot aid food will become
overwhelming. In this scenario shortages will occur, particularly with regard to
vegetable oil and therapeutic and supplementary foodstuffs as over 80 percent of
existing food stocks is in the form of cereals.
10. There are also many constraints in distribution food such as insufficient transport,
fuel shortages, insecurity and a lack of management. The food agencies will meet on

.
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9 June in Conakry in order to discuss these constraints and develop ajoint strategy. In
the meantime, WFP advocates that priority in any food distributions should be given
to institutions, especially hospitals, in order to minimise the risk of further looting. It
is believed that food shortages will be less severe outside Freetown but this situation
will deteriorate with the onset of the rainy season and the traditional "hungry
season" (July to October).
Health

11. In addition to distributing medical supplies to the Connaught hospital, the Netland
nursing home and the hospital at Wilberforce barracks in Freetown, ICRC has
reopened its clinic in Kenema as the Government hospital has closed down.
12. The ICRC and MSF surgical teams (see point 11, SitRep dated 2-3 June) arrived
in Freetown during the afternoon of 5 June.
13. WHO has reported that its medical supplies including drugs, IV fluids and oral
rehydration salts kept at the store at UN house and the Ministry of Health have been
almost entirely looted. The stolen items are valued at approximately USD 180,000.
Humanitarian Response in Guinea

14. It is clear that the AFRC/RUF has been trying to discourage Freetown residents
from leaving the Western area peninsula as many of those attempting to move north
have been turned back by armed elements at Waterloo. If living conditions in
Freetown continue to deteriorate, it is possible that a mass exodus could occur which
the authorities would be unable to prevent. In this case, it is likely that the population
would heed towards Kambia province and Guinea.
15. On 5 June ECHO convened a meeting attended by UN Agencies and NGOs from
both Sierra Leone and Guinea to formulate an appropriate contingency plan which
could be used if the scenario depicted above were to occur. Preliminary estimates of
resource availability in the areas of health, food, non- food items, water and sanitation
and logistics have been made. Sectoral committees will meet next week to build on
these preliminary estimates of resource availability. Issues relating to access need to
be clarified. Efforts to determine the position of the Guinean Government to asylum
seekers and aid agencies wishing to provide cross border humanitarian assistance into
Sierra Leone are being made.
THIS REPORT IS AVAILABLE ON THE INTERNET THROUGH RELIEFWEB:
HTTP://WWW.RELIEFWEB.INT
Complex Emergency Division (CED) - New York
Mr Peter Due
Tel.: (l 212) 963.1731
Fax: (l 212) 963.3630
E-Mail: due@un.org
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Source: UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
Date: 10 Aug 1999

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report: 17 Jul· 10 Aug 1999
1. Summary
This reporting period was dominated by gradual progress towards the implementation of the
peace process and the expansion of humanitarian aid, followed by a number of worrying security
incidents. The taking of hostages in Okra Hills, combined with other security incidents in
RUF/AFRC held areas have temporarily but severely limited the scope of possible operations in
areas which appear to be rapidly deteriorating. The hostage incident occurred even as aid
agencies were on the verge of bringing relief to tens of thousands of civilians whose
humanitarian conditions, assessed for the first time in months, had been classified as desperate.
In particular, the nutrition situation in most up-country areas is deeply disturbing, and requires
urgent action to avoid serious short and long-term damage to civilian livelihoods.
On the political front, some progress has been made towards the implementation of the Peace
Accord. Humanitarian agencies believe that two priorities warrant the most attention: the
immediate and effective commencement of the DDR programme, and support to the RUF/AFRC
leadership to sensitize armed groups in all their areas of control, on the various provisions in the
Peace Accord.

2. Political Developments
Parties make gradual progress on the Implementation of the Peace Accord

According to UN SRSG Ambassador Francis Okelo, the international community has generally
welcomed the Peace Agreement with the exception of some reservations on the human rights
aspect, in particular, the granting of blanket amnesty to members of the RUF/AFRC and other
armed groups. Since the signing ofthe Agreement, both the Government and the RUF have
taken significant steps to fulfil some of their obligations on schedule, although some specific
deadlines have not been met.
GOSL

On the government side, Parliament unanimously ratified the Peace Agreement on 15 July and
subsequently adopted legislation necessary for the implementation of the Agreement. This has
paved the way for the transformation of the RUF/SL into a political party and for its senior
members to hold public office. Furthermore, the GOSL has initiated the establishment of the
Commission for the Strategic Management of Resources, National Reconstruction and
Development (CMRRD) which is to be chaired by Cpl. Foday Sankoh. The Government also
released military and political prisoners in line with the pardon and amnesty clause under Article
IX of the agreement (84 were released in July).
In order to maintain the momentum in the peace process among members of the public, the
GOSL is making efforts to coordinate various initiatives for a nation-wide sensitization

campaign on the Peace Accord. In this context, the Ministry of Information has developed a
project proposal aimed at the dissemination of the Agreement at all levels of society.
The GOSL in collaboration with other partners has completed the first phase of the DDR
programme with the discharge of 1,408 ex-SLA soldiers. The Lungi DDR centre has been
reopened and is now receiving ex-soldiers who surrendered in advance of the start ofDDR.
Consultations are underway to define the relationship between ECOMOG and UNOMSIL with
regard to the implementation ofthe DDR programme. The new ECOMOG Force Commander,
Major General Gabriel Kpamber has on a number of occasions registered ECOMOG's
preparedness to demonstrate its sincerity and commitment to the successful implementation of
the Peace Agreement especially as it relates to its role in DDR. UNOMSIL Military Observers
continue to maintain close relations with the rebel commanders on the ground, to explain the
provisions for DDR in the Peace Agreement.

RUF/SL
An advance team of RUFI AFRC has been based in Freetown since the beginning of August.
They participated in the first meeting of the Joint Implementation Committee (HC) held in
Freetown on 7 August. The meeting, which was attended by representatives of the GOSL,
Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria, Liberia, Libya, Togo, RUF/SL, USA, ECOWAS, OAU, the
Commonwealth of Nations and the UN, reviewed and assessed the status of the implementation
of the Peace Agreement. During the meeting, RUF representatives submitted nominations for the
Cabinet and the various commissions and committees established under the Agreement, paving
the way for the formation of the integrated government and the establishment of the various
commissions and committees. Meanwhile, RUF leader Cpl. Foday Sankoh is yet to arrive to take
up office in Freetown. The RUF members in Freetown are consulting with the GOSL and other
concerned parties to finalize arrangements for his arrival.

Regarding commitments to guarantee unhindered humanitarian access, RUF/SL commanders
have welcomed various humanitarian missions in some of their areas of control, and have shown
willingness to cooperate with agencies in providing adequate security for the start of relief
operations. However, the present arrangements are ad-hoc, as a global access mechanism,
including all parties is yet to be established. The RUF has also released some prisoners of war
and abductees, although large numbers reportedly remain captives at their various locations.

Resource Mobilization
UN calls for increased commitments
With the mounting political and humanitarian challenges in Sierra Leone, the UN has intensified
efforts to advocate for greater international assistance to support the country's peace process, as
well as an improved security environment for emergency interventions. In a recent Statement,
the UN Secretary-General expressed his concern about the poor response of the international
community to the humanitarian needs of victims of war and natural disasters in many parts of
Africa. The Statement listed Sierra Leone as one of the countries whose serious humanitarian
needs cannot be met due to inadequate resources. In this context, the Security Council in its
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Resolution 874 on Sierra Leone urged donors to respond to the needs of UN agencies as
presented in the revised consolidated interagency appeal for 1999. The 1999 Appeal requested
$28 million for humanitarian programmes in Sierra Leone, but by mid year, only 27 per cent had
been received. (for Mid-term Review of SL 1999 Appeal, refer to www.reliefweb.int).
Specifically, the Security Council Resolution stresses the need for the international community
and the GOSL to design and implement programmes to address the special needs of war victims,
in particular those who have suffered maiming and mutilation. The Council further called upon
all parties "to ensure the safe and unhindered access of humanitarian assistance to those in need
in Sierra Leone, to guarantee the safety and security of humanitarian personnel and to strictly
respect the relevant provisions of international humanitarian law." Members also authorized the
provisional expansion ofUNOMSIL to 210 Military Observers. They called on the RUF and all
other armed groups to begin immediately disbanding and surrendering their arms in accordance
with the provisions of the Peace Agreement. In this context, the Council urged all states and
international organizations to provide resources to help ensure the successful conduct of the
DDR programme. Welcoming the adoption of the Human Rights Manifesto by the parties
concerned, members stressed the need for international assistance to address the human rights
issues in the country as a step towards accountability. The Council also supported the decision of
the SG that the UN develops a Strategic Framework approach for Sierra Leone in consultation
with national and international partners.
The SL International Contact Group pledges further support for peace process:
To further support the efforts of the parties in consolidating peace, the International Contact
Group met in London on 28 July to see how the members could best address the resource
requirements of the country. The meeting focused on DDR as a priority and members committed
to providing adequate resources to effect the programme, in addition to some $19.1 million
already pledged by the British government and the World Bank. According to official sources,
about $40 million will be required to meet the needs of an estimated 40,000 combatants.

3. Security Update
Hostage incident resolved

Following the successful initiation of contacts with rebel commanders in their areas of control,
and the commencement of work by NGOs and the UN, a number of security incidents forced a
re-evaluation of the situation. The most significant security development during this review
period was the abduction of 42 persons, including UN and ECOMOG personnel, Sierra Leone
aid workers and journalists by ex-soldiers of the AFRC. The situation was resolved on 10 August
after five days of negotiations involving the GOSL, RUF/AFRC, UNOMSIL, and hostage
experts from the UK. The team, which was led by UNOMSIL, had gone to Okra Hills on 4
August to receive some 200 civilian abductees held at Magbeni village when the rebels took
them hostage.
The last group of hostages was released on 10 August along with 200 civilians. The rebels
admitted that their action was in violation of the Ceasefire Agreement, but said they did so to

secure the release of their leader, Johnny Paul Koroma, who they believed had been held
prisoner by the RUF for the past seven months. Both the RUF and Johnny Paul Koroma himself
denied the allegation. The rebels also said they had seized the hostages because they felt left out
of the peace process and their food and medical needs were not being met. Four of the field
commanders were assisted to travel to Momovia to discuss their grievances with J.P. Koroma.
Monitoring the Ceasefire Agreement
With the exception of the hostage incident at Okra Hills, UN Military Observers have reported
that the Ceasefire continues to be respected by the parties, who have refrained from engaging in
direct conflict with each other. The observers have however reported many incidents involving
elements of the RUF/AFRC who are foraging for food and in the process carrying out raids into
villages. Consistent abuses of human rights are reported in these raids, many of which are
currently taking place in Port Loko district. Also reported and confirmed by UNOMSIL
observers are movements ofRUF/AFRC personnel into the Western Area without their arms,
posing a major concern for Freetown residents.
Of equal concern to humanitarian agencies has been a number of serious incidents in up-country
areas. Incidents in Rokupr, Makeni and Okra Hills have resulted in threats against the lives of
staff, the beating of national staff, the theft of personal items, and the looting of relief assets.
This contrasts sharply with RUF-controlled areas in the East where visits have been incidentfree. There have also been persisting reports of harassment by CDF forces in the southern and
eastern provinces. Drivers plying the Freetown-Bo/Kenema highways are reportedly molested
and harassed on the 76 checkpoints along the highway. According to some accounts, truck
drivers and other transport owners are forced to spend two days to cover 150 miles to Bo. The
combined effect of these incidents has interfered with the planned expansion of humanitarian
programmes throughout the country. NGO and UN Humanitarian Agencies continue to work on
a daily basis with all parties concerned in an attempt to find solutions and ensure a secure
working environment.
Fighting in Liberia raises concerns in Sierra Leone
As the last group of hostages was being released on 10 August, Liberian rebels invaded Lofa
County, taking hostage six international aid workers. According to reports, the rebels, who are
fighting against President Charles Taylor, captured and occupied the town of Kolahun and
surrounding villages, about 250 km northwest of Momovia. The six European aid workers from
MERLIN, MSF and IRC were later released unharmed, although substantial relief assets have
been reported as looted in Lofa County. On the same day of the attack, RUF commander Sam
Bockarie accused Guinean troops of attacking RUF positions in Kailahun District near the
Guinean border. In a BBC interview, he threatened a resumption of hostilities if the attacks did
not cease. The GOSL said it had carried out investigations but was unable to confirm the
allegation, maintaining that neither its forces nor the Guinean government had any knowledge of
the incident. News reports have since linked the alleged attack to the ongoing fighting in Lofa
County.

The unfolding crisis in Liberia is being closely watched here in Sierra Leone. Although public
opinion is divided on the issue, majority of the people perceive the eruption of fighting in that
country as bearing ominous concerns for the Sierra Leone peace endeavours.

4. Human Rights
Noting that the Peace Accord does not provide for a specific body exclusively tasked with
supervision of implementation of the human rights provisions, members of the Human Rights
Committee decided to establish a tracking mechanism aimed at systematically monitoring
implementation of the human rights provisions. This is to allow a clear assessment of the status
of each of the key commitments and inform the parties concerned to take corrective measures
where appropriate. Focal points have been selected to cover the different issues.
As part of its technical cooperation with the GOSL, the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights sent three consultants in July and August to assist with the creation of the National
Human Rights Commission and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

5. Humanitarian Highlights
Status of implementation of agreement on unhindered humanitarian access (Article XXVII)
Following agreements to guarantee unhindered humanitarian access to all parts of Sierra Leone,
the humanitarian community, in the last weeks of July, held a number of consultations with the
RUFfAFRC High Command to finalize arrangements for assessing the situation of nearly half of
the country under RUFfAFRC control. Despite initial delays, assessment missions commenced in
the third week of July with the northern town of Makeni and the eastern town of Kailahun. Since
then, more locations have been assessed and relief activities are slowly being expanded in newly
accessed areas. However, large areas ofthe country have still not been assessed. Agencies are
concerned that despite the Joint Statement on humanitarian access, access continues to be
granted on an ad-hoc basis and the present arrangement does not as yet reflect a joint
responsibility by both parties. The Implementation Committee established in Lome for this
purpose is yet to convene.
Given the security problems described in section 3, further expansion of humanitarian work
awaits the provision of a secure working environment. To establish mutually agreed structures
for access throughout the country, the UN Humanitarian Coordinator met with the leaders of the
RUF and with concerned officials of the GOSL to discuss the modalities for holding the first
meeting of the Implementation Committee this month.
Among areas recently assessed by inter-agency humanitarian missions are towns and villages in
the northern districts of Kambia, Tonkolili, Port Loko and Koinadugu, and the eastern district of
Kailahun. In all the areas, agencies describe the humanitarian situation as grave. In particular,
malnutrition rates of children and nursing mothers in the most affected locations have reached
the highest levels ever recorded in the country since the start of the conflict. Small-scale relief
activities have been established in each of these areas addressing the most urgent needs of health,
nutrition and food assistance. Table I below represents the current status of accessibility due to
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security conditions. It does not however imply that full-scale operations are being undertaken in
all accessible areas as factors other than security also affect the degree of intervention in each
location such as lack of capacity (resources and manpower), and impassable road conditions.
Tables II and III reflect current and pending operational areas of agencies.
Table I
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6. Sectoral Interventions
Health and Nutrition
Ongoing support for health programmes
UNICEF, WHO and UNFPA have continued to support health partners in all operational areas,
including technical support to the MOHS and supply of drugs and medical equipment to support
health programmes and facilities. On 21 July, Health agencies supported EPI surveillance
workshops in Bo and Kenema in preparation for the NID programmes, which will be held on 9
October, 6 November and 11 December 1999. UNICEF and WHO are assisting with logistics,
training, as well as provision of cold chain equipment. Emergency health activities continue
unhindered in main hospitals and IDP camps in accessible districts. MSF-B's emergency support
to the Brookfield hospital in Freetown ended in July since the organization is not mandated to
support private hospitals. (See Table IV for status of health intervention in IDP camps in the
Western Area).
Combating measles outbreaks
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Health agencies have intensified efforts to forestall measles outbreaks in various regions.
Vaccination campaigns are ongoing at various locations including newly accessed areas in the
east. During this review period, MSF-B with support from UNICEF organized a vaccination
exercise in Daru and surroundings where measles outbreaks were recently confirmed. In
Moyamba district, MRC is undertaking measles surveillance in Kamajei, Korri and Kowa
chiefdoms. Meanwhile, MSF-B reported a measles outbreak in Jong chiefdom. Agencies in the
area launched an intensive vaccination campaign with 94 per cent coverage of the target
population. The patients are receiving treatment at various clinics in the area. During this month,
AFRICARE, which began outreach medical services along the Wanjei river for the benefit of the
Mano Sakrim and Kwame Bai Krim chiefdoms in the Pujehun and Bonthe districts also
transferred some measles cases from there to the TFC in Bo.
Preventing cholera outbreaks
As the cholera season peaks in the next weeks, the MOHS, UNICEF and health NGOs have
intensified efforts to prevent any outbreak of the disease in the country. The GOSL has allocated
Le 10 million (US$ 5,500) to the cholera preparedness programme. In the provinces, agencies
have maintained cholera prevention campaigns including chlorination of some 4,167 wells and
water sources in Bo, Bonthe, Port Loko and Kambia districts. The intervention is backed by
health education programmes. Meanwhile, in the Western Area, the cholera task force reported a
50 per cent reduction in the incidence of bloody diarrhoea. According to their report, the
numbers went down from 240 within the first half of June to 112 during the same period in July.
The Task Force confirms that adequate supplies of cholera treatment drugs have been
prepositioned in the country to strengthen medical response for any outbreak.
Addressing needs in newly accessed areas
With the gradual improvement of the security situation, a number of agencies have been able to
respond to the desperate humanitarian conditions reported in Yele, Tonkolili district. (See
SITREP 11 June to 18 May). To address the health needs of some 15,000 IDPs, MRC
established a temporary clinic, which is being operated at a cost recovery basis, with about 800
patients seen each day. ACF on its part has conducted comprehensive nutritional surveys
confirming earlier reports of serious malnutrition problems in the area. They have subsequently
taken appropriate action to respond to the identified needs. Severely malnourished cases have
been transferred to their TFC in Bo, while a supplementary feeding centre established during this
review period, is catering for those classified as moderately malnourished, (about 200 by mid
August). It is expected that this facility might be extended to Konta where the medical situation
is also said to be deplorable. The current efforts in Yele are being complemented by CARE,
which is providing regular food rations to the IDPs there.
In Port Loko district, agencies are expanding health, nutrition and food security activities.
UNICEF is refurbishing the cold room in the district and will provide a generator to support
routine EPI activities. At the same time, the Emergency Health Task Force is planning to expand
primary health care activities throughout the district. Children's Aid Direct (CAD) is supporting
five health clinics in Loko Masama chiefdom, in collaboration with the MOHS and UNICEF. A

dry ration programme for malnourished children is being carried out at the clinics with a
caseload of 480 children registered by end of July.
With the resumption of health activities at the Kabala Government Hospital in Koinadugu
district, UNICEF and MSF-B continue to provide drugs and medical supplies. Minor surgeries
are now being performed at the hospita1. The first attempt at the beginning of the month to access
the town by road proved unsuccessful due to lack of security guarantees along the MakeniKabala route and general bad road conditions. At present, re-supplies for the health activities
there are only possible by air.
In Makeni, MSF-H began rehabilitating the Out Patient Department of the Government hospital
on 4 August. An MOHS doctor is now working at the hospital with support from MSF-H, which
provided a two-week supply of drugs. However, re-supply has not been possible due to uncertain
security conditions in the area.

In Kambia district, MSF-H is supporting six clinics. Though their field workers have not been
able to gain access to Kambia town since rebel attacks began in February 1999, they have
relocated to a village five km north of Kambia town, where they are providing limited health
services to IDPs fleeing hostilities in the area. Supplies have so far been provided by boat from
neighbouring Guinea. MSF-H plans to train health staff in the area, in anticipation for possible
expansion of programmes should security conditions improve.
According to a recent report by the International Medical Corps (IMC), mortality rate on Tasso
Island due to diarrhoea has dropped from 6.1 per cent in April 1999 to 0 per cent by end of July.
To address the nutritional problem on the Island, IMC established a supplementary feeding
centre to serve moderate cases, while the severely malnourished are taken to the ACF TFC in
Freetown. IMC is maintaining bi-weekly monitoring visits to the Island.
Nutrition

As access to greater parts of the country reveals deteriorating nutritional conditions in many
areas, relevant agencies are combining efforts to improve nutrition and household food security
information systems. At a workshop organized by UNICEF on 12 August, participating agencies
agreed on data collection tools for the Nutrition and Household Food Security Information
System (NHFSIS). UNICEF will begin training enumerators in September. The System will be
piloted in eight chiefdoms in Pujehun and Bo districts. UNICEF has contracted two staff
members to assist with the programme.
As a result of increased and more effective screening exercises, ACF has reported a significant
rise in the number of malnourished cases in its operational areas. In Freetown alone, 200 new
cases have been registered. Most of these are referred by other NGOs. The organization has
appealed for tents to help accommodate the patients. The TFC in Bo now caters for 320 cases, a
30 per cent increase in just one month. Supplementary feeding centres are being established in
the newly accessed areas.

MERLIN also reports the continuing deterioration of nutritional status of displaced in the eastern
region. In Kenema, 440 cases are presently registered at the TFC, while some 170 cases are
admitted at the TFC in Blama. As a measure to address the needs, MERLIN has expanded its
therapeutic and supplementary feeding programmes by constructing three large structures that
will accommodate 750 additional children.

INFORMATION ON HEALTH STATUS IN IDP CAMPS, WESTERN AREA
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Child Protection
RUF/AFRC release child abductees
At least 100 children were among 200 people freed by AFRC rebels on 10 August. The
abductees were released along with the last batch of hostages taken by the rebels on 4 August.
Initial screening of the teenage girls revealed that eight of them were pregnant, while six others
were nursing mothers. One girl had a five-day old baby. According to UNICEF, the children,
who were mostly in tattered clothes appeared weak and haggard. The latest release brings to just
over 250 the total number of abducted children officially released by the RUF/AFRC rebels since
the signing of the Peace Agreement. The first set of 187 abductees was released on 16 July 1999
out of which 121 were children under 18 years of age. Ten of them were pregnant and breastfeeding girls between 14 and 18 years of age. Another group of 36 was handed over to UNICEF
by ECOMOG on 6 August. By the time of writing, UNICEF and child protection partners had
reunified about 75 per cent of the children with their families. Those remaining in interim care
mostly come from the provinces and will be reunified as soon as access to their locations permit
tracing activities.
Meeting future challenges
The Government has called for the immediate and unconditional release of the many children
and other civilians still being held in captivity, in accordance with commitments under the Lome
Peace Agreement. UNICEF registered nearly 4,000 children as missing by parents in the
Western Area after the RUF rebels invaded Freetown in January. By end of July, 865 had been
traced and reunified while 3,120 still remain missing. Child protection agencies emphasize that
the scale of this tragedy is much larger than that indicated by the above figures, which only
reflect the greater Freetown area. It is safe to assume that large abductions also occurred in the
provInces.
To support activities for child soldiers and released abductees, UNICEF has signed new project
agreements with COOPI, IRC, and KDDO for support in psychosocial, family tracing,
integration and foster care for UACs and child soldiers in the Western Area and southern and
eastern provinces. The UN Foundation, USAID, Japan, SWEDEN, Australia, New Zealand, and
the German Committee for UNICEF are funding the programme.
Meanwhile, agencies have prepositioned supplies in the Western Area, Bo and Kenema in
preparation for UACs and released children needing interim care. In Kenema, the Child
Protection Committee identified two buildings at the RTI camp to house an estimated 2,000
children, including children associated with the fighting forces and the unaccompanied children.
WVI is considering funding an emergency preparedness proposal to train social workers in their
areas of operation.

Raising Awareness on Sexual Abuse
The Committee on Sexual Abuse continues to expand activities. A proposal has been finalized
for community sensitization for sexually abused victims. The objectives are to raise the
awareness among victims about the availability of medical and counseling services and to
encourage them to take advantage of these services. Communities will also be sensitized to
cultivate a positive attitude towards victims. Journalists, religious, community leaders and school
counselorslPTAs will be targeted. The NGO, Marie Stopes and MSF-H are also assisting with
programmes for sexually abused children.

Caring for Street Children
The NGO GOAL in collaboration with UNICEF is providing community-based assistance to
street children in the Western Area, including health care/nutrition, shelter, psychosocial care,
non-formal education, and reunification activities. There are currently 135 children on the
programme. GOAL plans to assess the situation of Street/Separated children in other parts of
Sierra Leone with a view to establishing programmes in these areas.

Food Aid
Recent assessments of newly accessed areas indicate persisting food insecurity. Although more
food is now available in the market with the opening of the main highways from Freetown to the
provinces, most families are still dependent on cassava. When available, the price of rice is high
and much beyond the purchasing power of the civilian population. In most places, incomegenerating activities are yet to be revitalized. ACF predicts that people will likely face increased
hardship when the cassava harvest runs out in September, as very few families took the risk of
cultivating rice fields. With the lack of medical care, poor drinking water and the prevailing
hungry season, the plight of these villagers can be considered grave. Food security agencies have
recommended targeted food distributions in these areas, especially for the villages on the
Masiaka-Makeni, and Songo-Masiaka highways.
In response to the situation, the National Technical Committee on Food Aid has proposed an
expanded vulnerable group feeding (VGF) distribution in affected areas, to increase the
availability of food in the towns, while adhering to the principle of targeted programmes. The
expanded VGF will target all U5 children, pregnant and lactating women, and elderly and visibly
disabled persons. Planned distributions in the Songo-Masiaka-Rogberi/ Lunsar-Makeni areas
have however been delayed due to security incidents (see section 3).
A particular concern for food aid agencies has been the danger of distributing food to civilians in
the absence of a disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme. As agencies cannot
directly assist armed groups, they have prevailed on other organizations to promptly address the
issue as agencies plan to resume full-scale relief operations in affected locations. In this regard, a
number of religious groups under the auspices of the Inter-Religious Council of Sierra Leone
(IRCSL) have started providing some food to the combatants in their locations. Agencies will
plan distributions to civilians in close coordination with distributions to combatants. WFP has
already registered over 4,000 civilians in 28 villages in the Masiaka area but will delay

distributions to coincide with the exercise in Lunsar and Makeni in order to avoid population
movements towards Masiaka.
Meanwhile, agencies completed distributions to beneficiaries in accessible areas for the month of
July. CRS and WFP served a verified caseload of about 40,000 beneficiaries in Kenema and
Gofor, as well as Kandu Leppiama, Simbaru and Boajibu chiefdoms where nearly 13,000
beneficiaries were reached. The IDPs at the Blama site also received food rations, bringing the
total number of beneficiaries served in the area to nearly 55,000. WFP also provided monthly
rations to some 20,418 vulnerable groups in Bo and 47,290 in Freetown.
In Port Loko town and surrounding villages, WFP, in cooperation with ACF, CAD, CARITAS,
and WVI provided monthly rations to nearly 8,000 vulnerable groups. According to the agencies,
the security situation during the exercise was relatively calm as ECOMOG provided maximum
cooperation in maintaining order at all the distribution sites. A group of persons supervised by
CAD continued to monitor the use of the distributed food.
Agriculture

According to a recent report by FAO, Sierra Leone is among sixteen African countries facing
"exceptional food emergencies." It is believed that the implementation of the peace agreement
will significantly improve the situation. FAO is currently operating a fishery project to support
displaced artisanal fishermen, fish processors and other groups involved in related fishing
activities. The project provides fishermen with outboard engines, canoes, fishing gears and icemaking machines. Another project is being undertaken in Lungi, providing emergency
agricultural inputs such as seeds, tools, building materials and fertilizers to rural women's groups
to improve household food security and income-generating agricultural activities. The
organization also plans to undertake a project targeting 8,000 destitute farm families with
agricultural inputs. The project, which has a total budget of$371,000, is expected to begin
shortly.
ACTIONAID has entered an agreement with UNICEF to implement a household food security
project that will enable 7,500 resettling households in the Western Area to access food
throughout the year by promoting simple methods of household food requirement, home gardens
and micro-credit schemes.
Concern Worldwide (CW) visited the northern town of Matatoka on 30 July where they met with
their crop monitors and contact farmers. They plan to resume support to the agriculture sector.
However, they do not believe it feasible to transport rice for agricultural purposes at this time,
given the security situation and the absence of food in the town. Instead, they plan to distribute
cassava, potato vines and vegetable seeds this month. Groundnut will be distributed in
September.
Water and Sanitation

Activities in this sector continued in accessible areas. ACF and CCSL have worked out a
solution to the deteriorating WATSAN situation at the National Stadium camp. CCSL has

supplied hygiene kits to the IDPs in the camp and the bush around the latrines has been cleared
by the IDPs. ACF has also resolved the water problem at the new Grafton site, enabling the
relocation of up to 1000 IDPs to the camp. CARE plans to begin project activities in Port Loko
by this month.
Agencies have continued to meet WATSAN needs at the various IDP camps and in Bo town and
surroundings. CARE has now cast 25 latrine slabs and placed them over the trenches of five
seater latrines in the Lebanese camp. They are also involved in health education geared towards
sensitizing camp inmates on how to prevent maggot infestation in the camp. OXFAM has
completed the construction of wells at the cholera camp. They intend to design a rain water
catchment to provide additional water in case of a cholera outbreak. The Sierra Leone Red Cross
Society has chlorinated 20 traditional wells at the Bo number two section in Bo town. On its part,
ACF is committed to providing latrines for 5,000 IDPs at the Keindeyella camp in Bo, after
completion of booth construction. The Organization is also undertaking some WATSAN
activities in Yele.
UNICEF has provided materials for construction of wells and latrines in schools and health
centres for Bo and Kenema and for protection of wells, installation of hand-pumps on 21 wells
and rehabilitation of some latrines in Bonthe district. In IDP camps in Freetown, they are
trucking water on a daily basis to assist the displaced. At the same time, UNICEF is providing
WATSAN materials to partners like ACF and OXFAM for the construction of washrooms and
latrines in IDP camps. They also donated five motor bikes to assist the Water and Sanitation
Division.
In the Moyamba area, CARE has completed the construction of three new wells and rehabilitated
twelve wells. They continue to identify village communities for new well construction. Twenty
such communities have been identified and selected in two chiefdoms.
WVI rehabilitated and installed 41 hand pumps in nine chiefdoms on Bonthe mainland. Some
lOS-pump attendants and 178 chlorinators have been trained there. Assessment shows that Bum
and Kwame Bai Krim chiefdoms have no protected wells. WVI plans to provide them with two
protected wells. They have also planned to provide demonstration latrines at six clinics. On the
whole, WVI has nearly completed 63 wells in Bonthe district. Four new wells are being
earmarked for Bom and Kwame Bai Krim chiefdoms respectively.
Shelter/N on-Food Assistance

After a series of negotiations with local authorities and NCRRR, agencies have finally secured
land to construct an additional IDP camp in Bo. The location is Keindeyella village in the
Tikonko chiefdom. Up to 300 booths can be constructed at the site. Agencies began clearing the
land on 16 July and construction work has already started. ACF has indicated its interest to
construct latrines, while OXFAM will rehabilitate wells and MSF-B will provide medical care.
Other agencies have been requested to provide support after the construction of booths.
Meanwhile, 24 booths have been completed and allocated at the Tikonko IDP camp. Some 1108
are under construction at the Splendid site.

At the Blama camp in Kenema district, some 500 of the 1200 booths planned for construction
have been completed and occupied, while the Lebanese camp now has over 700 booths occupied.
A total of 150 structures have been put up at the Nyandeyama camp. Non-food assistance is
being provided by a number of agencies, including ICRC, which donated 165 rolls of plastic
sheets to cover the rest of the booths at the Lebanese camp. NCRRR provided 50 mattresses and
40 bed-sheets for MERLIN's TFCs, and CARE distributed 3,000 blankets to 3,753 beneficiaries
at the Blama camp. MSF-B also distributed non-food items to a total caseload of 10,537 at the
camp.
In the Western Area, temporary shelter assistance continues at the officially recognised camps.
At the new Grafton camp, GOAL has completed the construction of shelters to facilitate
relocation ofIDPs currently occupying unauthorized campsites. About 1,000 IDPs have already
been relocated to the site, which has the capacity to accommodate 3,000 people. The Irish
government has provided some funds for GOAL to cover the construction of shelters for
additional 7,000 persons. This will come under phase two of the ongoing activity. The
organization is presently waiting for plastic sheeting to be transported from Europe.

Education
UNICEF has completed and handed over eight temporary school buildings for displaced children
in the Western Area to the Ministry of Youth, Education and Sports (MYES). The schools are
expected to accommodate 4,800 children in two shifts. A consignment of teaching and learning
materials and 3,200 copies of textbooks in the four core subjects - English, Mathematics,
Science and Social Studies were also supplied to the schools. The textbooks will be used to
establish a book bank in each school.
The MYES has established Regional Education Coordination Committees in the Eastern and
southern provinces with technical inputs from UNICEF. These committees are charged with the
task of developing and coordinating a plan to address the education needs of IDPs now emerging
from rebel-controlled territories. The Committee will facilitate a quick assessment to determine
the number of children of school-going age and identify existing facilities and basic requirements
for effective resumption of school activities. UNICEF has also provided recreation and sports
kits to serve some 130 schools in the southern province.
Despite these interventions, emergency education needs remain seriously under-funded.
Requests for funding from agencies like UNICEF are often unmet. Education is a human right
and it is vital that basic education support is provided to children during long emergencies like
the one Sierra Leone.

Refugees
UNHCR meets on voluntary repatriation
UNHCR representatives from four countries met in Abidjan on 6 and 7 August 1999 to
consolidate a plan for the voluntary repatriation of Sierra Leonean refugees in neighbouring
countries. The meeting was held to ensure that adequate preparations are in place to address

possible mass returns to Sierra Leone occasioned by the signing of the Peace Agreement.
Although conditions have not yet been met for an organized repatriation in safety and dignity,
the meeting identified a number of activities which could be carried out in the interim pending
tangible progress in the peace process, as some spontaneous returns may occur. Among others,
the activities include dissemination and sensitization of refugee communities on the Peace
Agreement, facilitated repatriation to Freetown and Bo 30 days following the return of Cpl.
Foday Sankoh to Freetown and the formation ofa government of national unity. Should DDR be
well advanced by February 2000, UNHCR would officially launch an organised voluntary
repatriation, expected to last two years. In this context, the Organization plans to initiate the
signing of tripartite agreements with relevant countries to assist mass voluntary repatriation.
Furthermore, it intends to strengthen its presence in Sierra Leone, including the opening of new
offices in major returnee areas.
For planning purposes, UNHCR estimates that half of the 500,000 refugees in neighbouring
countries may return spontaneously. Some 30 per cent would be returned under a facilitated
scheme which does not involve logistics, while the remaining 20 per cent would benefit from an
organized repatriation exercise, including transportation.
*For summaries of recent humanitarian missions see attached document on Humanitarian
Profiles
HUMANITARIAN PROFILES

1. Makeni Highlights
Background
The once thriving commercial centre was conspicuously deserted when an interagency
assessment team arrived there on 22 July for the first time in seven months. Most shops seen
were barred shut and only minimal street trading was evident. There were however no obvious
signs of widespread destruction although significant looting had occurred.

The inter-agency mission including UN and NGOs secured a number of agreements from the
People's Army (former AFRC) which committed to providing the enabling environment for the
delivery of humanitarian assistance and to respect the staff and properties of the humanitarian
community in all territories under their control. To this end, the Army agreed to return all assets
and properties of the humanitarian community to the respective owners immediately in order to
facilitate their work. They also agreed to allow the participation of national staff members of
international agencies in their areas provided their names and positions are forwarded to them
prior to the visits. On substantive programming activities, the People's Army accepted the
concept of facilitating the National Immunization Day in their areas. As part of a security
measure to ensure global access mechanisms, UNHACU, on behalf of the Humanitarian
Coordinator, maintains daily contacts with the RUF base in Buedu.
Based on the assurances of security and cooperation from the AFRCIRUF, subsequent
multisectoral assessments were undertaken to ascertain child nutrition patterns, food and logistics
situation and related human rights issues. After their assessment of the town and surrounding

villages, ACF and MSF described the humanitarian situation in Makeni as a major crisis, with
over 30 percent malnutrition rates ofthe U5 children screened, compounded by lack of medical
facilities and a chronic shortage of food commodities. Planned response to address the situation
has been delayed by the deterioration of security in the area and along the routes to Makeni.
However, national staff members of ACF and MSF who remain in the area are providing limited
assistance in health and nutrition. At the beginning of the month ACF opened a supplementary
feeding centre in Makeni town where 500 people were registered within two days of starting the
operation. The organization plans to establish a day care centre during this week as a first step to
addressing the needs of the severely malnourished. Expansion and continuation of relief
operations in health, nutrition and food aid will largely depend on improvement ofthe security
situation.
(Summary based on reports by ACF and MSF-H: 23 to 26 July)
Current Population

Current population of greater Makeni area is estimated at 25,000 compared to 63,000 prior to the
attack in December 1999. Some 15,000 ofthe 25,000 are believed to be residing in Makeni town.
According to demographic projections for SL, 18.6 per cent ofthe population are children U5.
IDP Camps

The two camps (Magbenteh and Makali) are still occupied by IDPs. Some 2,400 in Mabgenteh
and 1,300 in Makali. There were over 12,000 IDPs in the two camps prior to the December
attack. Current population includes both old and new cases.
Agriculture activities

Only about 25 per cent of farm families planted this year. Maximum two bushels of rice per
family.
Feeding Patterns

Between January and February, people were living on rice, fruits, potatoes and cassava. From
March to present, the main food sources are cassava, reptiles, larvae from composts, snails,
frogs, rats and mushrooms. The situation really began to deteriorate in March 1999. Majority of
the families can only afford one meal a day. More food is given to the working groups (youths)
who provide for the family, followed by children, then women and lastly the aged. About 60 per
cent of the food items are purchased from markets. If available, rice is sold for Le600/cup,
compared to Le250 in Freetown.
Coping Mechanisms

Prior to December, people survived on menial jobs, petty trading, wood selling, car washing, hair
plaiting, blacksmith, carpentry and masonry. At present, they depend on petty trading in wood,
available food stuff and drugs, street begging, sale of household properties and personal

belongings, robberies and pick pocketing, prostitution and rat hunting. Trading activities are very
minimal. The few traders come from Makeni, Kamakwie, Kabala, Fadugu and Lunsar.
Movement is mostly on foot as vehicular transportation is either not available or too expensive.
Health Situation
The health situation is described as desperate. Severe shortages of food and medicine
significantly increased health risks. Malaria, respiratory infections and nutrition-related illnesses
are the most common. No outbreaks detected at present, but expected as more areas are accessed.
Present Situation:
Before the December attack, treatment was done at the government hospital, private clinics,
quacks, and pharmacies and with herbalists. At present, services are only available at the
RUF/AFRC hospital called the "Pentagon" (this was ACF's Supplementary Feeding Centre). The
Pentagon has trained and untrained medical personnel, including MCR aides, SRNs, CROs and
medical volunteers. Two doctors are running the hospital. No surgeon at present. None of the
hospital staff is paid. The hospital lacks drugs and medical equipment. Treatment is mostly for
soldiers and their dependants.
The government hospital is completely looted, half-destroyed and non-functional.
SLRCS clinic - some consultation but no medical/drug supplies
Garden Clinic - private consultant but no drugs
No standing building at the Magenteh camp. Complete destruction. Primary health care activities
for civilians as a start. They organization has made clear to combatants that they will only
provide for civilians. At the Makele camp, one building but nothing in it.
Action Plan by MSF-H
MSF plans to send medical team to Makeni in the near future. The team will include a medical
Coordinator, a medical logistician and logistical assistant and one nurse. Three of the four
members will be international staff.
MSF will rebuild clinic and provide drugs, medical supplies and equipment. Work scheduled to
start at beginning of August has been delayed. They also plan rehabilitation ofthe Makali camp
clinic. Drugs will be provided.
They have enough in stock for current needs.
For the surrounding villages, MSF will begin operating mobile clinics on a regular basis,
providing consultations and some treatment.
One priority area will be training as many health staff as possible to meet the challenges.

Education

Schools were opened on 24 July 1999, however only a few kids are enrolled in primary schools
(about 10 per cent in town and 0 per cent in rural areas), and none in secondary schools. No
school fees are levied and teachers are paid token amounts using tax revenues from traders.
WATSAN
Residents have access to drinking water mostly from rain. Wells are not chlorinated.
There is currently no access to electricity. People use their "appropriate technology" to get light
in their homes.
Nutrition

Nutritional screening was conducted among U5s and adults in Makeni town and surrounding
villages. Malnutrition was defined according to weight and height ratio.
Makeni Town:
Total U5 screened - 95; adults -- 36. Of the U5s, 17 were severely malnourished while 16 were
moderate cases. Of the adults, 4 were severely malnourished and 5 were moderate. When
malnutrition is detected among the adult population, it usually means that the situation is serious.
No mortality assessment was conducted but according to local staff present in the area, several
malnutrition-related deaths were reported over the past months.
Camp Population:
Magbenteh - Of the 97 U5s screened, 47 were severely malnourished and 8 were moderate cases;
Out of 23 adults screened, 10 were severe cases and 2 moderate.
Makali - Out of 67 U5s 17 were severe cases and 10 moderate.
The ratio between severe and moderate cases is worrying, but the team believes that while most
of the severe cases were screened, most of the moderate cases were absent at the time of
screening. On the whole, taking into account the present camp population estimates, it is possible
to say that about 20 per cent of the children U5 were screened in each camp. The situation in the
camps among the adult population appeared worse than in town.
Surrounding villages:
All U5s present at the time were screened in Makama and Ropolo villages located in Bombali
Sebora chiefdom and between Makeni and Magburaka. Some 100 U5s were screened in each
village: Makama - 20 severe and 25 moderate; Ropolo - 11 severe and 23 moderate Masongbo 19 severe and 12 moderate; Binkolo - 13 severe and 12 moderate. The situation in the villages
compares with the camp situation. The situation in Makama village is particularly bad.

Conclusion:
In sum, among the 153 total severe cases seen, 103 bilateral oedema were observed. Important to
note that it is always more difficult to treat kwashiorkor (oedema) than marasmus cases. The
mortality rate among kwashiokor cases is usually higher. The present global picture is the result
of an extremely poor access to food over the past months. Generally speaking, the situation was
found to be more difficult in surrounding villages ofMakeni than in Makeni town itself, as the
surroundings were repeatedly looted.
Recommendations/Action:
General food distributions urgently recommended in Makeni town and surrounding villages. In
this regard, ACF emphasizes distributions in all chiefdoms and villages, not just the town, in
order to avoid artificial population movements into the town.
A full ration at 2400 klcals is recommended.
ACF intends to set up two therapeutic feeding centres and four supplementary feeding centres in
Makeni town, camps, and surrounding villages by beginning of August. However, the
organization notes that targetted supplementary and therapeutic nutritional feeding programmes
aimed at addressing needs of malnourished populations are not effective if the general access to
food remains limited and if such programmes are not complemented by regular and sufficient
additional food input.
With regard to the frequency of the recommended food distributions, ACF recommends
interviews with the local population in order to define the more appropriate alternatives and
options for distribution. This will contribute to limiting incidents and to providing a
comprehensive solution to the problem.
In the short term, medical facilities have to be set up in central locations, as well as rural and
decentralized centres.
Medium term solutions should include agricultural assessments to determine the different kinds
of inputs to be distributed to the population by September 1999.
Relevant players must also address the issue of food for combatants as soon as possible.
Intermediate food distributions for civilian populations residing in areas between Songo village
and Makeni town (Masiaka, Rogberi, Lunsar areas), are also strongly recommended by ACF.

2. Inter-Agency teams assess villages, towns and chiefdoms in the East
Kandu Leppiama Chiefdom

During the reporting period, WFP, AFRICARE, MERLIN, SLRCS and HACU visited three
towns in this chiefdom including Gbado, Levuma and Jenneh during July. In Levuma, about two
acres of land have already been allocated to the IDPs for camp construction. An estimated

population of about 5,000 IDPs have erected 60 booths covered with palm fronds. A clinic
operated by MERLIN at Levuma is providing antenatal, EPI and health education services. At
Gbado, there is a MCH aid clinic. Diseases like malaria, diarrhoea, anaemia, related to malaria,
constitute the most common cases. Mortality rate is low for U5s and above. The general
nutritional status ofthe IDPs is reasonably good, with the exception of a few cases of
malnutrition. In Gbado and Jenneh, the WATSAN situation is favourable, with 15 and 19
standpipes in both towns respectively, constructed by Water Aid and UNICEF. There are six
toilets serving the host population and IDPs at Jenneh.

Simbaru Chiefdom
The assessment team couldn't get to Boajibu on the 15 of July due to a broken bridge at
Babawahun. The team went on bikes the following day. There were two health centres, KDDOsupported clinic and a government health centre supported by MERLIN. ACF operates a mobile
clinic and takes all referred cases to Blama and Bo. The host population at Boajibu refused the
IDPs land for camp construction. They are presently in the catholic and Ahmadiyya schools
while a few managed to stay with the host population.

Jawei Chiefdom -- Daru
MSF-F traveled by road to Darn to assess the spread of measles and to conduct a nutritional
screening. They report an outbreak of measles in Daru, Malema and some of the villages
surrounding Darn. They subsequently vaccinated target groups including children between six
months and 15 years of age. A total of 4,567 children were immunised. A nutritional screening
of 1,013 U5 children revealed 22 were severely malnourished while about 50 per cent were
moderately malnourished.

Dama Chiefdom - Naiawama camp
On 23 July, the assessment team visited Niawama camp. IDPs were mainly from the Kailahun
district, including Segbewema, Dia, Malema, Peje Bongre and other areas. They had completed
274 bamboo booths covered with grass. The camp had three shallow wells and no medical
facilities. IDPs walk about 15 miles to Giema to attend clinic. There are about three TBAs
without equipment. A total of 4,910 IDPs have been registered and the mortality rate was on the
high side. The team counted 173 graves though most were thought to be old graves. The IDPs
however claimed that the deaths occurred between June and July. Out of 179 US children nine
were moderately malnourished and five were severe cases of kwashiorkor.

Konia Camp
The IDPs at this camp produced a register containing 4,933 names. Some 110 booths had been
erected but not yet completed and occupied. The nearest health post supported by MERLIN was
at Giema about 10 miles from the camp.

GoforCamp

The IDPs here completed 275 booths to accommodate an estimated population of about 10,000
IDPS. There is a health centre operated by AFRICARE. The situation was not too grave since
they received food supplies from CRS in June and July.
RecommendationslAction:
AFRICARE is to provide medical services to the Niawama camp, SLRC/ICRC will give twoweek rations. Agencies were however concerned about distributing food at the Niawama camp
which is close to Kailahun, where rebel groups remain armed. MERLIN recommends that
vaccination and nutritional screening should be done regularly at this camp.
The IDPs at Kandu Leppiama and Simbaru chiefdoms have started receiving food from WFP.
However, access to Boajibu remains difficult due to the broken bridge at Babawahun. IDPs were
advised to go to the nearest accessible village for their supplies. There is an urgent need to
negotiate the opening of the roads leading to Segbwema and Darn and the rest of the east to
enable humanitarian relief agencies start accessing people living in bushes.
Kenema District
Mondema, Baama and Konta villages
The mission, undertaken during July, confirmed that the road from Bo to Grima junction in the
Valunia chiefdom was relatively in good condition. There are 39 bridges between Grima junction
and Baama village, 16 of which are in very bad condition and are made of palm trunks. These are
located mainly between Mondema and Baama villages. Aid agencies have recommended that
trucks be prevented from using the Mondema - Baama road until repairs are carried out.
At the Vengema village, the team learned that there were 1159 mps from Kono and Makeni
staying in bush camps around the village. The mps were said to be surviving on bush yams and
cassava. Rice and other commodities are acquired from Bo and Kenema. In Mondema village,
the team observed a large concentration of people, mostly lactating mothers from bush camps.
About 500 IDPs were said to be residing in the area, mainly from Kono and Masingbi. Almost
all the houses in the town which is about 14 km from Masingbi, had been burned down by rebels.
The 18 km road from Mondema to Baama was still not open to vehicular traffic. Coping
mechanisms were at the lowest here. Although some farming activities were evident, no agency
had supplied seed rice and other farming inputs. A cup of rice when available is sold for Le 500.
The team ascertained the lack of clean drinking water and poor toilet and medical facilities. The
population depends on the river source for drinking water. They reported deaths from dysentery,
diarrhoea, malaria and worm infections.
At Konta village, the section chief informed the team of the presence of5,000 mps staying in
the camp and 10,000 in the 17 surrounding villages. The team observed only one well and no
toilet facilities in the town. Like in Mondema, the civilians told harrowing stories of suffering
and deprivation. MERLIN offered some medical assistance on cost recovery basis. At the Konta
displaced camp, the camp manager informed the team that 35 people, including nine children and

26 adults had died in April of hunger, malaria, dysentery and diarrhoea. Eight were said to have
died in May and five in June. However, the death rate drastically reduced after the intervention
of MERLIN. They reported that since the camp was established, they had received food from
CRS twice (covering May and June). The living condition of the camp inmates remains
deplorable. Children and adults alike are malnourished, as they live mainly on bush yam, cassava
and other wild foods. The camp manager confirmed a caseload of 11,032 instead of the 1
5,000 stated by the section chief. The number of booths estimated by the team was about 200.
Just over 5,000 IDPs reside in the camp while about 10,000 is reported to be in surrounding
villages. There are no WATSAN facilities in the camp.
After the assessment, WFP led an inter-agency team to carry out a two-day registration and
verification exercise from 16 to 18 July. According to their report, the following figures were
derived: Mondema - 3,491, Konta - 5,449 bringing the total registered and verified to 8,940. The
team did not encounter any security incidents during the trip. They learned that the area had been
calm since the Ceasefire took effect on 24 May. They were informed that initiations were
continuing by Kamajors, although one initiator claimed that they were in support of peace and
would be ready to disarm.
3. Tasso Island - Port Loko District (input from IMC Report, July 1999)
Diarrhoea and dysentery accounted for 27 percent of all morbidity on Tasso Island. Among the
347 cases detected from January to April 1999, 23 resulted in death, a case fatality rate of 6.6
percent. The Island's community health post could not handle the outbreak as it lacked drugs and
equipment and urgently needed rehabilitation. The problem was compounded by the large
number of internally displaced persons whose presence more than tripled the island's population
from 2,673 to approximately 7,718. This influx overwhelmed the island's capacity to provide for
its residents.
In response to the situation, the International Medical Corps (IMC), in cooperation with MOHS,
initiated an emergency health intervention project on the Island. By June, the Community Health
Post had been rehabilitated. UNICEF and WHO supplied drugs while the MOHS provided health
workers, enabling the CHP to effectively treat diarrhoeal diseases. As a result, there has not been
a single fatality on Tasso Island from diarrhoeal disease or dysentery since the beginning of June.
Utilizing a boat procured from UNICEF and MOHS, IMC is undertaking bi-weekly visits to the
Island to monitor the situation. These follow-up visits have revealed prevalence of high
malnutrition cases among children. As of mid July, 536 of the under-five children screened were
diagnosed as being malnourished. The severely malnourished (about 70%) were transported to
ACF's TFC in Kissy, eastern Freetown. With the slow improvement of conditions on the Island,
the number of severely malnourished cases is said to be on the decline. In order to prevent
further deterioration of the situation, IMC established a supplementary feeding program for the
moderately malnourished cases. High protein food, donated by Cap Anamur, along with
supplementary food donated by WFP, is being used to feed pregnant women and breast feeding
mothers at the health centre.

In addition to controlling the current outbreak: of diarrhoeal diseases, IMC is putting in place
long-tenn prevention measures. Work has already begun on the implementation of a health
education campaign, and plans to train Blue Flag Volunteers are in the pipeline. The aim of this
campaign, which is to be conducted in collaboration with WHO is to reduce the high rate of
diarrhoeal disease on Tasso by raising community awareness about the importance of good
sanitary practices. In order to improve sanitary conditions, IMC is finalizing a deal with a donor
to get funds that will be used to build protected wells and V.J.P. latrines in all of the six villages
on Tasso.
Continuing Challenges: While effective prevention measures have helped to reduce the number
of cases of diarrhoeal diseases on the island, it must be noted that the incidence of bloody
diarrhoea is still high. WHO and IMC are investigating the causes, and are planning appropriate
intervention to address the situation. Another concern is the fact that the number of patients
being seen at the Health Post has risen in recent weeks. In order to meet this rising demand for
health services, funds for the construction of a new Health Centre are being sought.
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1. Political Developments
The return of Chairman Foday Sankoh and Major Johnny Paul Koroma continues to improve prospects
for peace in the country. Since their arrival in Freetown on October 3rd the RUFfAFRC leaders have
been visiting civil society groups, IDP camps, DDR campsites and others. They are expected to work
closely with the GOSL in the formation of a Government of National Unity. They are also making
plans to visit their various locations to further sensitize their men on the DDR programme. Addressing
about 800 people including some ex-combatants at Lungi on October 8, Chairman Sankoh said he had
moved from guerrilla warfare to political warfare. He urged the ex-combatants to ask the forgiveness
of all Sierra Leoneans and to do something positive for the country.
The (TN Security Council is currently meeting to discuss the peacekeeping force for Sierra Leone, and
is likely to adopt a resolution before the end of the month.
In other developments, Britain has notified the UN Security Council Sanctions Committee that it will
be exporting live ammunitions and military equipment to Sierra Leone for use by the new military.
The shipment includes 4.5million pounds promised by Britain to help re-train the Sierra Leone army.
Some 5.5 million pounds has already been paid directly to ECOMOG.
On October 5, the Government, with the support of Britain's Department for International
Development (DFID) held an anti-corruption workshop as part of the on-going effort to eradicate
corruption III the public services. Participants included cabinet ministers, senior government officials
and RUFf AFRC leaders Chairman Foday Sankoh and Major Johnny Paul Koroma. Presidential
spokesman Septimus Kaikai reported that the workshop focused on three main areas: Prevention,
Enforcement and Education. Mr. Kaikai also reported that an anti-corruption bill was before
Parliament. When enacted, the Bill will provide the legal basis for establishing an anti-corruption
commISSIOn.

2. SECURlTY
The security situation has not significantly improved since in the last week. On October 4, it was
reported that rebels on the Masiaka - Mile 91 highway, attacked a Sierra Leone Road Transport bus
bound for Kenema. The bus was reportedly stopped at a checkpoint five miles to Masiaka on the
Freetown highway. According to the report, all the commuters were ordered to disembark while the
band of armed men stripped them of all they had, and abandoned the bus at a nearby bush-path.
Human Rights Watch interviewed some of the passengers on the bus who confirmed that some of the
girls had been raped. One pregnant woman reportedly aborted after suffering physical abuse by the
captors. Such abuses are said to be on the increase III the northern region. The RUFfAFRC have
blamed bandits for the incident.
These security incidents are hindering access to RUFfAFRC-controlled areas, particularly in the north.
Concern Worldwide (CW) which has been attempting to re-start relief activities on the MagburukaMatotoka axis, reports that it has been prevented from moving into the area by RUFfAFRC
Commanders who are demanding that food be distributed in their district According to CW, travel to
Matotoka is not possible at the moment. Terrorism in villages around Magburaka and Matotoka is on
the rise. Residents are forced to give food to the Paramount ChIef who in turn gives to the armed
combatants. Sometimes, the rebels go directly to the fanners for food, causmg them to be doubly
taxed. OSM officials in the area are reportedly afraid of the commanders, all of whom seem to be at
the same level of command. UNOMSIL has been informed and is looking into the matter.
Makeni residents reportedly went into a panic when shooting broke out in parts of the town on 3rd
October over a period of three hours. The Bishop ofMakeni, Bishop Biguzzi (who was on a visit to the
town) was prevented from leaving the town until the situation was brought under control. He reported
that a meeting between the RUF and AFRC led to a resolution of the situation.
There are also persistent reports of arn1ed groups attacking civilians (seizing properties, demanding
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money and beating civilians) in villages in the Kambia district. The harassment has reportedly led
clVilians (some of them Just returning from refugee camps in Guinea) to flee these villages and head
back to the refugee camps or to settle in villages very close to the border with Guinea. The security
situatJon in Port Loko distnct is also of concern. An aid agency workmg in the district reported some
difficulty in the Implementation of its programme due to the fragile security sltuation in the district.
Groups of the AFRC are reported to be harassing civilians along the Port Loko - Lungi road and also at
Loko Masama. Rape cases were also reported in this area.
In the Western Area, there are continuing reports of artned robbery attempts and the harassment of
civilians by unidentified groups of young men suspected to be ex-combatants. According to
UNOMSIL, there are reports of weapons being smuggled into the city.
The security sltuation in the southern region remains calm. However, elements of the CDF in the
Bumpeh area continue to pose threats to the security of the people m the town. According to aid
workers, these individuals are harassing innocent civilians. They confirtned that CDF personnel shot a
pregnant woman dead on suspicion that she was having an affmr with another man. The matter is
under Police investigation. The peace-building and reconciliation committee and NCRRR are also
following up on the issue.

3. Humanitarian Highlights
Inter-Agency Assessment Mission to Kailahun District

Following the inter-agency assessment mission to Kailahun District last week, WFP and other relevant
agencies are begmning to take some practical steps to address some of the urgent needs. A detailed
report of the miSSIOn is attached.
Health

The main health event during this period was the start of National Immunization Days (NIDs) on
October 9, aimed at eradicating polio in Sierra Leone. Some 800,000 children under five are targeted
for immunization countrywide. The whole of the southern region and parts of the northern and eastern
regions were covered in this first phase. WHO, UNICEF and Rotary International, are the main
supporters of the government in mounting the campaign. Their goal is to reach the entire country by
the end of the third round. UNICEF and WHO reported that the fmt round got off to a good start as
parents turned up in their numbers to immunize their children. In Freetown, President Ahmed Tejan
Kabbah immunized the first child to kick-off the occasion. Over 5,000 children were reported to have
been immunized by noon on the first day.
The programme was also undertaken in the RUF/AFRC-held northern towns of Makeni, Kabala,
Kambia, Kono and Port Loko. Despite the overall success thus far, there have been a number of
hitches. On 7 October, a scheduled helicopter flight to deliver vaccines to Makeni for the programme
had to be cancelled, as there was no clear approval from the RUF/AFRC commanders for the
helicopter to land. An assessment was made of the situatIon based on infortnation from a number of
sources (NGOS, UNOMSIL, ECOMOG) which led to the decision that at that time, it was not
advisable to proceed to Makeni. The organizers managed to provide alternative means of transporting
the supplies to the town. A serious security incident occurred during the exercise in the eastern town of
Segbwema. Six MORS staff members and NID volunteers have been missing since 9 October, and
their abandoned vehicle has been found. Contacts have been made and negotiations are ongoing to
secure their release.
It is hoped that by the end of the programme, at least 70% of the target group would have been
covered. Community Health Organizations (CHOs), nurses and other health staff/volunteers have been
fully trained for the programme. Intensive sensitization and awareness building programmes are being
carried out throughout the country. The 2nd and 3rd phases will be undertaken on November 6th and
December 11th .
Reported cholera cases in the Western Area have now increased to 927 cases with 9 cholera related
deaths. There were however no new cases reported at the IDP camps. Efforts continue on all sides to
combat the outbreak (See SITREP 23-30 September 1999). In Port Loko District, the District Medical
Officer confirtned 40 cholera-related deaths during the month of September. Some 400 cases are
currently being treated at the health center.
During the past week, a seven-year old died of measles at the METCHEM section of the National
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Workshop Camp in Freetown. An outbreak of measles is also reported at the Approved school camp
Concern Worldwide IS handling the SItuation at its camp clinic.
The MOHS has announced the start of the Cost Recovery Program as of October I, 1999 in all areas,
WIth the exception ofKono, Kailahun and the displaced camps. The outpatIent Units in Magburaka,
Kambia, Port Loko and Makeni are now operational. Malnutrition cases are the most prominent in
these locatIOns.
Food Aid
During the past week, WFP served 12,885 IDPs in all camps in Bo and 777 IDPs with host population
at Mandu in the Bo North cluster. CRS also provided food for 4,273 beneficIaries in TFCs, SFCs and
institutional programmes. At the Songo-Masiaka axis, WFP, ACF, ADRA carried out food
distributions to 5,957 persons. These distributions will be followed by a distributIOn to 3,130
beneficiaries at villages between Masiaka - Makeni. Also, food pIpeline agencies are soon to complete
the third month of Food-For-Agriculture in their areas of operation.
As more areas of the country are accessed, the collective resources of food aid agencies will be
insufficient to address mcreasing needs. There are reports of continuing food shortages in many areas
in the north, including Fadugu and Kabala. The food situation in Makeni (in spite of the last
distribution) is said to be getting bad. Some agencies have recommended a second distribution to avoid
further detenoration.
CARE, WFP and CRS provided 3,946 mt of food aid to 276,190 IDPs and war-affected populations
dunng the month of September. At the time of writing, WVI figures were not available.
Food Distribution - September 1999
Population
Served

Food
Pipeline
Agency

ICARE

LJLJI IL:JLJ
L,ntil,

Total
(mts)

II

60,53111

55811

48 11

22111

-II

II

87,87311

61911

63 11

25511

5711

-II

IWFP

II
!WFP Partners II

106,01311

63711

48 11

32511

8311

74511

1,8381

21,77311

II

II

II

II

II

2871

IGrand Total II

276,19011

1,81411

159 11

80111

14011

74511

3,9461

ICRS

-II

827 1
99 4 1

Nutrition
MERLIN reported an increase in the cases of malnutrition in Kenema town, IDP camps and in some
chiefdoms within the district. They reported a total caseload of 411 and 176 severely malnourished
cases in Kenema and Blama respectively MERLIN is in the process of handing over its supplementary
feedirig caseload to GOAL. They are working closely with GOAL and CRS to address the nutritional
problem in the area, through a joint distribution! screening exercise planned for all under 5s in
Kenema. This will be undertaken in a few weeks.
Agriculture
In an effort to strengthen the existing coordination mechanism in the agriculture sector, FAO, in
collaboration with MAFE and the Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources (MFMR), has embarked
on the production of a monthly newsletter called AGRISIL. The first edition has just been distributed
to partners. The monthly newsletter will attempt to highlight agricultural relief and rehabilitation
activities carried out by the government, l}N Agencies, International Organizations and NGOs in
Sierra Leone. It is expected that AGRISIL will serve as a medium of information exchange among
agencies in the agriculture sector.
Celebrations for the World Food Day are underway. FAO, in collaboration with MAFE, other agencies
and farmers associations in the Western Area, has lined up activities to mark the day on October 16.
"Youth agamst Hunger" has been selected as the theme for this year's celebrations, to highlight the
potential contribution of young men and women in achIeving food security for all.
FAO has in principle, agreed to provide US$6,000 to fund the needs assessment survey referred to in
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SITREP 23-30 September. It is expected that the exercise will gUIde stakeholders in the agriculture
sector to better plan for the year 2000.
Distribution for the last phase of the planting season is still in progress. FAO, MAFE and NGOs are
currently distributing seed rice, vegetable seeds, tools, groundnut and sweet potatoes to 8000 Farm
Famihes. MAFE recently concluded the dIstribution of 1.3 Mt of vegetable seeds to Farm Families in
the entire country. It is expected that at the end of October 1999, agencies will make their mput
distribution reports available to the NGO Desk and HACU for collation and analysis.
Finally, a tools selection-clearing house has been estabhshed within the Ministry of Agriculture to help
NGOs and other interested organizatIOns to select the right tools for their beneficianes.
IDP Update

There was no significant change in IDP figures during this period. Registration done at Lunsar town
for VGF distribution revealed a total of 30,616 war-affected persons (not encamped).
Water and Sanitation

ACF has constructed 4 (4 x 4) latrine structures on Kendeyella site 1 camp in Bo These are now in use
by 750 IDPs. The following is being done on site 2 by ACF- 12 x 4 squat blocks of latrine pits dug; 6
x 4 squat blocks of latrme foundations cast. Latrines are expected to serve up to 6,000 IDPs. Tbe first
phase of sensitization on hygiene promotion at site 1 has commenced. At Splendid and Kendeyella
camps, ACF also completed general spraying of latrines and drainage at Splendid, Lebanese and
Kendeyella camps At Splendid, 7 latrine blocks have collapsed and have been closed. ACF is also
engaged in dismanthng old latrines at the former Tikonko road camp, and has completed the
construction of 1 x 4 squat block latrine at Yele. Another 2 x 2 block of VIP latrines has been
completed at Yele for the community health center. ACF intends to provide additional ones once space
is available. CARE has completed one latrine at the Lebanese camp to complement the existing ones
that are expected to serve 1,131 IDPs.
OXFAM has rehabilitated nine wells on Kendeyella site 2 with one awaiting hand pump from
UNICEF. Four more wells are on standby and will be completed according to demand. In Koya rural,
WSD and OXFAM are rehabilitatmg 100 wells constructed by Plan International.
At Kaffu Bullom chiefdom in Port Loko district, OXFAM has completed and fitted three new lined
wells fitted with hand-pumps. Two more wells are under construction. Family latrine projects are
underway in eight more villages in the chiefdom and 500 latrines are planned. Support is also being
given to the Lungi Hospital cholera ward in the form of buckets, plastic drums, plastic sheeting's,
gloves and chlorine. Temporary latrines are being constructed at the site to complement the poor
sanitation systems. CARE International is also planning to resume its water and sanitation programs in
three chiefdoms in Port Loko District.
In Kenema, OXFAM has repaired 6 latrine blocks and construction is underway for 12x5 latrine
blocks Four full latrine blocks have been shut down. At Nyawama camp, - installation of a gravity
water system will provide water to 3,500 camp residents.
In the Western Area, Guma Valley has solved the water situation at Parade grounds camp, and
UNICEF is supplementing shortfalls with daily trucking of water to the camp. OXFAM is in the
process of building three new latrine blocks and two wash areas for IDPs at Approved School camp.
Child Protection

Some 90 people were released in Lunsar on October 2nd, of which 72 were children. On October 3rd,
another 29 children were released. On October 6, RUF/AFRC commanders turned over 78 children to
UNOMSIL and CARITAS - Makeni.
Refugees

UNHCR reported that the recent CriSIS in Lofa County has seen the movement of about 2,000 Liberian
refugees and Sierra Leoneans back to the Kailahun area. They are proposing increased monitonng in
this area by humanitarian agencies. Although the people did not appear in poor condition, their shelter
situation is of concern.
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3. Socia-economic
UNDP organized a press bnefing on the National Human Development Report on 8 October 1999, m
preparation for the launching of the Report on II October. The launching will be followed by a twoday workshop in Freetown.

4.DDR
The DDR camp for 2000 ex-combatants in Port Loko is now ready, but will have to be increased so as
to accommodate their families, which makes it only 80% ready to use. The newly constructed water
wells have been found to be salty so alternate water supply has to be looked mto. SRSG Ambassador
Francis Okelo led a mission to the demobilization camp in Port Loko at the end of the week, including
the DFID program manager, political and human rights officers. Ambassador Okelo confirmed
significant progress in preparation of the site and commended DFID and ECOMOG for a Job well
done. He said the demobilization phase of the DDR process should start soon and should ensure the
full participation of Chairman Foday Sankoh and Major Johnny Paul Koroma. The new campsite is
attracting a lot of commerce m the area and it is expected that up to Le 16 million will go into the local
economy daily.
During the week, officials from the DDR secretariat, on their visit to Bo, announced that Bo (Gerihun)
has been designated as one of the DDR centers in the country. Pre-planning will commence in the near
future. It is expected that more than 10,000 CDF personnel in the region will be disarmed and
demobilized. Child combatants will form the core of the total number of CDF to be disarmed.
Meanwhile, in certain areas in Bo and Pujehun districts, the CDF is expressing their desire to disarm,
return to their homes and engage in meaningful projects, which will help rebuild their shattered lives.
The DDR site at Kenema is ready and the operation is expected to start by mid October. The
programme is also expected to begin in Daru at the same tIme. RUF Brigadier Mike Lamin has been in
the area sensitIzing the combatants. A total of 50 ex-combatants are now at the site in Lungi. In
Makeni rebels have not allowed the inspection ofDDR campsites.
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FIRST PROGRESS REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE
UNITED NATIONS OBSERVER MISSION IN SIERRA LEONE

I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
By paragraph 19 of its resolution 1181 (1998) of 13 July 1998, the Security
Council requested me to submit an initial report within 30 days of the adoption
of the resolution and every 60 days thereafter on the deployment of the United
Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL) and its progress in carrying
out its mandate, and also to inform the Council on plans for the later phases of
the deployment of UNOMSIL when security conditions permit these to be
implemented.
The present report, which is submitted pursuant to that request,
describes developments since my fifth report on the situation In Sierra Leone
(S/1998/486) dated 9 June 1998.
2.
The present report is also submitted in accordance with paragraph 10 of
resolution 1162 (1998) of 17 April 1998 and paragraph 8 of resolution
1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998.

II.

SITUATION IN SIERRA LEONE

Activities of the Government of Sierra Leone
3.
Since my last report, the Government of Sierra Leone has continued to
strengthen its authority and improve its organization and functioning, including
through the adoption, following a wide-ranging parliamentary debate, of a budget
for the remainder of 1998.
On 7 August, President Kabbah visited the provincial
towns of Bo, Kenema and Makenie.
Some 45 of the 52 paramount chiefs have
returned to their districts in the south of the country
4.
Significant improvements have occurred in relations between Sierra Leone
and Liberia.
On 22 and 23 June, a Liberlan delegation led by Senator
Kekura Kpoto visited Freetown to deliver a special message from President Taylor
to President Kabbah concerning ways to promote peace between Guinea, Liberia and
Sierra Leone, the 'Mano River Union countrles.
The delegation also denied
allegations that the Liberian Government was supporting the remnants of the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Councll (ApRC) and the Revolutionary United Front
(RUF). and expressed concern that some Liberian dissidents were reported to be
98-23337
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planning to use Sierra Leone as a base from which to attack Liberia.
At the
conclusion of the meeting, President Kabbah issued a statement reaffirming his
commitment to subregional peace and security and calling for strict adherence to
the existing non-aggression pact and good neighbourliness treaty contained in
the Mano River Union Agreement.
5.
On 1 July 1998, during my visit to Abuja, together with the President of
Nigeria, General Abdulsalam Abubakar, I jointly convened a meeting between
President Taylor and President Kabbah, the Heads of State of Liberia and S~erra
Leone.
The two Heads of State reached agreement at that meeting on a number of
confidence-building measures to improve relations between their countries. The
Presidents, inter alia, strongly condemned the continued rebel activities in
Sierra Leone, as well as the horrendous atrocities committed there, and agreed
to exchange official visits.
The communique issued at the end of the meet~ng
was circulated as document S/1998/629.
6.
On 20 July 1998, President Kabbah paid a one-day visit to Monrovia at the
written invitation of President Taylor to attend the Liberian National
Reconciliation Conference.
The meeting of the two Presidents was held in the
presence of the Reverend Jesse Jackson, Spec~al Envoy of the President of the
United States of America to Africa.
In a joint communique issued after the
meeting, President Taylor and President Kabbah again condemned all atrocities
and violations of human rights committed by combatants in Sierra Leone aga~nst
civilians, as well as the continued rebel activities in that country.
They
reaffirmed their commitment to non-aggression against the territorial integrity
of each other's country and pledged to continue their cooperation towards peace
and security in the subregion.
Both leaders renewed their call to the United
Nations and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) to deploy
observer units on the Liberia/Sierra Leone border and agreed to coordinate
border security activities.
President Taylor accepted an invitation from
President Kabbah to visit Sierra Leone at a date to be announced.
7.
In a later development, the Government of Sierra Leone has denied any
involvement in an alleged plot to overthrow the Government of Liberia, which has
been widely reported in Monrovia.
8.
On 25 July 1998, the Nigerian Government released the leader of RUF,
Corporal Foday Sankoh, to Sierra Leonean custody in Freetown.
The Government of
Sierra Leone has now detained Corporal Sankoh and issued a public statement
calling on his supporters, whc ~re still fighting, to surrender to ECOMOG, to my
Special Representative or to any religious organization by 8 August 1998.
The
Government statement called for an end to fight~ng and urged Sierra Leoneans to
turn their attention and energies to the elimination of poverty, disease and
illiteracy.
In a television appearance with the Sierra Leonean Minister of
Information, Corporal Sankoh appealed to the remnants of RUF to halt atrocities
against the people of Sierra Leone and to surrender to United Nations observers
or to the Military Observer Group of ECOWAS (ECOMOG)
A subsequent Government
statement issued on 3 August reiterated the 8 August deadline for the amnesty.
There has been no significant response to the Government's call.
9.
Following the visit to Sierra Leone of my Special Representaclve for
Children and Armed Conflict, Mr. Olara A Otunnu. ~n May, the Government has
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accorded special attention, and has welcomed efforts by United Nations agencies,
to promoting the welfare, rights and protection of children and to addressing
challenges posed by the "youth crisis" and the high growth rate of the
population.
In July, Vice-President Albert Joe Demby publicized the 1998
edition of the UNICEF report, The Progress of Nations, while the Minister of
Finance, Development and Economic Planning, Mr. James Jonah, delivered a radio
address on World Population Day, in which he highlighted the Government's
intention to rehabilitate and reconstruct all war-affected areas, increase the
rate of economic growth faster than population growth and reduce poverty.
Activities of the Militarv Observer Group of the Economic Community of West
African States and the military and security situation in Sierra Leone
10.
Since the end of June, the military and security situation in Sierra Leone
has improved somewhat as reports of atrocities committed by elements of the
former junta have markedly declined.
Despite the onset of the rainy season,
ECOMOG, has maintained its pressure on Kailahun district, the remaining
stronghold of the former junta in the eastern part of the country.
At the same
time,ECOMOG positions in Koidu, a~so in eastern Sierra Leone, have repeatedly
come under mortar att.ack during the last few weeks and the situation in the
north-east remains volatile and unpredictable, as was shown by the rebels'
capture and brief occupation of Kabala.
11.
Security in Freetown has generally been good.
However, on 19 July 1998, a
gun battle lasting approximately one hour broke out in Freetown between ECOMOG
and a band of is men described as robbers.
The men were all captured the same
day without bloodshed.

In the countryside, elements of the former junta are concentrated around
Kailahun and Koidu in relatively large numbers, while smaller groups have been
operating in northern and central Sierra Leone.
Sometimes these groups have
harassed ECOMOG units and the civilian population, perpetrating atrocities and
destroying property, but on a much smaller scale than was the case in June.
Attacks by ECOMOG, including air strikes, are thought to have inflicted
significant casualties on the rebels and broken them up into smaller groups,
curtailing their activities.
Reported shortages of food and ammunition among
the rebels have increased the risk that t.hey could attack ECOMOG convoys and
isolated settlements in order to resupply themselves.
The southern part of the
country and the area around Freetown in the west have been calm, except for the
incident described above.
12.

13.
On 27 July 1998, apparently after seizing weapons and ammunition in an
attack on ECOMOG units at Bendugu 1.n north-eastern Sierra Leone, junta
supporters attacked ECOMOG troops in the town of Kabala.
The attack, which was
preceded by a feigned offer to surrender, was well-coordinated and launched from
three sides.
The rebels succeeded in taking the town and temporarily drivi.ng
out the ECOMOG defenders.
At about the same time, the rebels attacked a
civi.lian bus about 10 k1.1ometres south of Kabala, killing seven passengers.

14.
By 31 July, ECOMOG troops moved back in force into Kabala as rebel forces
withdrew.
The rebels caused extensive property damage, including the
destruction of some 200 houses, plundered the town and extorted money from the
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civillan population, whom they threatened to use as human shields in the event
of a counter-attack.
No mutilations have been reported.
15.
During the past few weeks, ECOMOG has inducted fresh troops inte the Kenema
sector in south-eastern Sierra Leone, with a view to reinforcing its presence
near Kailahun.
The deployment of an additional brigade, comprising three
battalions, has enabled ECOMOG to mount more aggressive patrols, at times in
conjunction with the Sierra Leonean Civil Defence Force.
ECOMOG has also
reinducted former Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces (RSMLF) personnel,
amounting to approximately three battalions, or 2,500 men, alongside its own
troops to assist with the protection of supply lines and, in some cases, in
combat duties.
The provision of logistical assistance to ECOMOG, thanks to the
bilateral contribution of the United States of America, has helped to improve
operational capacity.
ECOMOG has also been withdrawing exhausted troops with a
view to rotating them.
Nonetheless, ECOMOG, with an estimated 10,000 troops in
theatre, is still overstretched and in need of significant additional logistical
support, in order to contain the rebels and restore and maintain order in the
eastern and northern parts of the country.
16.
While the Civil Defence Force is nominally under the command and control of
ECOMOG, reports continue to be received of unruly or criminal behaviour on the
part of some members of the Force outside their own home districts.
Strains
that developed between ECOMOG and the Civil Defence Force in some places appear
to have been successfully resolved or contained through the intervention of
senior commanders.
Some members of the Force have also been accused of human
rights violations and criminal acts, including looting, confiscation of vehicles
and civil disturbances, although allegations of summary killings and the torture
of prisoners have dropped sharply since the end of May, apparently as a result
of intervention by the Government and ECOMOG.
The Civil Defence Force has made
a commitment to end its practice of recruiting and initiating child soldiers,
who comprise a high proportion of their ranks and who have been sent into
combat.

III.

ACTIVITIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Deployment of UNOMSIL
17.
Pursuant to the creation of UNOMSIL by the Security Council by resolution
11B1 (1998), I wrote to the President of the Council on 16 July 1998 to inform
him of the countries that were contributing observers to the mission (see
S/1998/673 and S/1998/674) and of the appointment of Brigadier-General
Subhash C. Joshi

(India)

as Chief Military Observer.

In accordance with

paragraph 9 of resolution IlBl (1998), I took advantage of the presence of
President Kabbah at the special conference on Sierra Leone, held at Headquarters
on 30 July 1998, to propose to him the terms of a status ef mission agreement.
As I informed the President of the Security Council in my letter of
3 August 1998 (S/1998/714), the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Sierra Leone,
Mr. Sarna Banya, at once replied indicating his Government's acceptance. As I
also mentioned in my 3 August letter, on the basis of the Government of Sierra
Leone's programme for the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of
former combatants, issued to participants at the special conference, I have
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written to the Chairman of ECOWAS proposing arrangements by which ECOMOG would
be responsible for the security of United Nations personnel in Sierra Leone.
18.
In accordance wich resolution 1181 (1998), the eight military liaison
personnel already deployed in sierra Leone since May 1998 pursuant to resolution
1162 (1998) have now been redesignated United Nations military observers.
The
additional 32 officers who are in the process of being deployed, including those
in the first phase, are from China, Egypt, India, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, New
Zealand, Pakistan, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland and Zambia.
As of 10 August 1998, a total of 26 officers
have been deployed in Sierra Leone, with more to come over the next few days
(see annex)
The medical unit is expected to arrive in the country by
20 August.
19.
As indicated in my report of 9 June and as outlined in the Government plan
mentioned in paragraph 17 above, one of the priority tasks of the military
observers, in accordance with the mandate set out in resolution 1181 (1998), is
to monitor the demobilization of former combatants already disarmed by ECOMOG
and concentrated in secure areas of the country, primarily at Lungi.
In
addition, in order to continue to monitor and report on the military and
security situation, two observers are already deployed at Bo and two at Makeni,
with the headquarters of ECOMOG brigades based there.
20.
The Chief Military Observer and his staff will continue to be based at
Freetown and an observer team will cover the area around the capital, including
Hastings.
The largest deployment outside Freetown will be at Lungi, with
smaller teams deployed to the ECOMOG brigade headquarters at Bo, Kenema and
Makeni, as the security situation permits and as the Government makes progress
in the implementation of its disarmament and demobilization plan.
Further
deployments are planned in due course to cover locations in the north, south and
centre of the country, co-deployed with ECOMOG units, including in Sumbuya,
Sulima, Zimmi, Joru and Kabala.
Eventually, as order is restored to the parts
of the country where fighting has been taking place and subsequent phases of
deployment take place, it is envisaged that United Nations observers would also
be co-deployed with ECOMOG units at Kailahun and Koidu.
21.
As I informed the Council in my report of 9 June (5/1998/486,
paras. 78-79), I have pursued with President Taylor the possibility of an
eventual co-deployment of United Nations military observers with ECOMOG troops
at the border between Liber~a and Sierra Leone. This proposal was reiterated in
the communiques following the meetings between President Taylor and President
Kabbah at Ahuja on 1 July 1998 and at Monrovia on 20 July 1998.
My Special
Represencacive w~11, ac che app=opriate cime, dispatch a small team of observers
from Freetown to examine the feasibility of such a deployment and I will revert
to the Council accordingly.
22.
In accordance with resolution 1162 (1998), a
Deputy Commissioner Maritz du Toit (Namibia), was
July.
Following the adoption of resolution 1181
be deployed as soon as possible.
Their role will
confidence of the Government and people of Sierra
which incurred widespread public contempt for its

civilian police adviser,
deployed in Sierra Leone in
(1998), four more advisers will
be to assist in restoring the
Leone in the police force,
role in supporting the junta,
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and to advise the Government on training and re-equipment needs.
The United
Nations civilian police will work closely with a team of police advisers
deployed at the request of the Government from Commonwealth countries.
23.
Since his arrival, Deputy Commissioner du Toit has established close
relations with the Government and with his counterparts and has paid extensive
visits to Sierra Leonean police stations within and outside the capital. He has
also met with the Commonwealth police advisers to discuss cooperation between
the Commonwealth and the United Nations in the conduct of their respective
mandates.
Special Conference on Sierra Leone
24.
As outlined in my report of 9 June 1998 (S/1998/486, para. 64), on
30 July 1998 I convened a high-level conference at Headquarters to mobilize
assistance for the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration plan, for the
provision of logistical support to ECOMOG, for immediate humanitarian needs and
for the reconstruction and rehabilitation of Sierra Leone.
The conference was
preceded by an organizational meeting on 24 June.
25.
President Kabbah, accompanied by the Minister of Finance, Development and
Economic Planning, Mr. James Jonah, and the Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Sarna Banya, made a statement before the Conference, setting forth his plans
for national reconciliation and rehabilitation, including improvements. in
internal security and the Government's plan for the disarmament, demobilization
and reintegration of Sierra Leonean former combatants.
Representatives of some
55 countries, including the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Gambia, Guinea
and Liberia, the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs of
China, the Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of Ghana, the Assistant Secretary
of State for Africa and the Assistant Secretary for Population, Refugees and
Migration of the United states of America attended the Conference.
Other
participants included the Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity
and the Secretary-General of the Commonwealth, as well as the Executive
Secretary of ECOWAS.
United Nations specialized agencies and the relevant
departments also sent representatives.
The ECOMOG Force Commander, General
Timothy 5helpidi, addressed the Conference on ECOMOG's needs.
26.
Participants agreed on the need to establish an international contact group
to mobllize and coordinate further support for Sierra Leone.
I am presently
reporting in greater detail on the conference, directly to the President of the
Security COtmcil, in a letter to be circulated as a document of the Council.

IV.

DISARMAMENT AND DEMOBILIZATION

27.
In a letter dated 11 August 1998 (5/1998/741), the Government of Sierra
Leone conveyed to the President of the Sec~rity Council the programme for the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of former combatants adopted by
the Government of Sierra Leone.
The programme describes in detail the
institutional structures established by the Government to carry out its
provisions, the financial management arrangements, the implementation schedule
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and the roles of UNOMSIL and ECOMOG in the reinsertion and reintegration of
former combatants. The disarmament process will be carried out by ECOMOG, with
the monitor~ng of UNOMSIL, in accordance with its mandate as set out in
resolution 1181 (l998).
28.
The essentials of the Government's disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration plan were described in my report of 9 June (5/1998/486,
paras. 53-62).
The objective of the exercise is to consolidate the security of
the State through the d~sarming, demobilization and reintegration into society
of an estimated total of 33,000 former combatants (8,000 RSLMF and RUF and
25,000 CDF) in three phases between July 1998 and June 2001, at an estimated
cost of $33.6 million, of which $17.3 million would be required for phase one.
It is anticipated that the first phase would comprise the demobilization of the
disarmed former RSLMF and RUF personnel now in detention and an estimated 5,000
CDF combatants.
Particular emphasis will be devoted to the psychosocial
reintegration of former child combatants from all sides.
29.
The programme will be implemented under the guidance of the National
Committee on Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration, under the
chairmanship of President Kabbah and comprising representatives of the
Government, ECOMOG, donors and my Special Representative on behalf of the united
Nations community.
The Committee will operate, in collaboration with other
Government departments, donors and non-governmental organizatiDns (NGOs),
through an Executive secretariat responsible for overall programme planning and
implementation, as well as the transparent and accountable administration of the
programme and the monitoring and evaluation of its progress.
30.
Following the formal adoption by the GDvernment Df the prDgramme, the
National Committee has commenced work and the members of the Executive
secretariat, which will be assisted by a technical adviser, have been nominated.
On 16 July 1998, a team representing the Committee, including the Ministers of
the Interior and Information, the National Security Adviser and my Special
Representative, visited the camp site at Lungi where more than 4,000 disarmed
former members of RSLMF are currently detained by ECOMOG, awaiting
demobilization and reintegration.
The object of the visit was to explain the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration process to the di.sarmed men and to
the local community.
Similar visits to other locations are planned for the
future.
31.
RSLMF has effectively been disbanded ana ~s in a state of disgrace as a
result of its participation in the illegal military coup of May 1997 and the
subsequent junta rule.
Though consideration is being given to reconstituting
the Sierra Leone armed forces, i t is considered unlikely that many of the
eX-RSLMF perso~~el will be accepted for merr~ership in it.
The men detained at
Lungi appeared to be well-treated, disciplined and receptive to the prospect of
demobilization and rehabilitation.
They were also aware of the intense
hostility felt towards them by the general public and none have attempted to
escape.
Recently, some of the former RSLMF personnel have been reinducted into
the ECOMOG force to assist in military operations.
32.
One aspect of the reintegration process that has given cause fDr concern is
the hostile attitude of the general public: to former RSLMF personnel.
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Resentment at the atrocities inflicted by the junta and its supporters is so
widespread as to pose a threat to the physical safety of anyone associated with
the junta.
As I have reported earlier, a number of revenge killings have been
reported throughout the country since the recapture of Freetown in February.
My
Special Representative will assist the Government in carrying out a vigorous
sensitization and education campaign to increase public acceptance of former
army personnel undergoing reintegration, an effort that could also be supported
by donor contributions.

V.

HUMAN RIGHTS

Abuses committed during and since the junta period
33.
The human rights adviser working with my Special Representative for Sierra
Leone has continued to compile accounts of atrocities committed both during and
after the period of junta rule.
Though some of these have yet to be rigorously
examined, there is strong evidence of the systematic and widespread perpetration
of multiple forms of human rights abuse against the civilian population,
including rape.
In recent weeks, elements of the former junta have continued to
shell population centres such as Koidu and Daru and have used civilians as human
shields in their military operations.
There have been numerous instances of
arbitrary execution, including of women and children, followed in some cases by
mutilation of the bodies.
34.
Though incidencs of mutilation appear to have greatly declined since the
end of June, it is feared that for each of the 600 or so persons attacked since
March 1998 who survived and sought medical attention, at least 4 others are
either dead or unaccounted for.
The victims of these attacks are still making
their way in small numbers to medical centres.
35.
A survey of 9 of Sierra Leone's 150 chiefdoms indicates that some 700
civilian war-related deaths have occurred since February, including 200 in one
village, Yifin, in late April.
About 1,600 people have suffered war .. related
injuries in these chiefdoms since February, of whom 30 per cent are children.
In Koidu, a reliable source has stated that 663 bodies were buried following the
fighting in the area in mid-June.
A significant percentage of the dead were
women and children. At the same time, the killing of some 44 of the 144
paramount chiefs duri.ng that period indicates a deliberate attempt to target
them.
36.
The rebels are estimated to hold several thousand civilian captives,
including women and children.
They are used as porters, human shields and for
forced sexual activity.
Abductions continue to be reported in the north.
It is
believed that many RUF/AFRC fighters were themselves abducted as children and
subjected to brutal initiation ceremonies.
37.
Rebel forces tend to destroy property and homes in the villages they
attack.
Though no precise figures are available, there are indications of
extensive damage to the housing stock in all areas that they have ravaged.
The
study of the 9 chiefdoms referred to above found that 1,619 homes had been
destroyed.
A survey of 3 other chiefdoms identified 600 destroyed houses and,
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on 12 July alone, in a village near Masingbi, some 40 houses were destroyed.
As
noted above, the rebels also destroyed property in Kabala at the end of July.
38.
The rebel campaign of terror and their military activities have resulted in
the displacement of at least 350,000 people since February.
Some 250,000
these are now in Guinea and Liberia and the remainder are internally displaced
in Sierra Leone.
The persistence of the rebellion not only prevents their
return, but also causes grave humanitarian problems for a significant element of
the displaced population, as described in more detail below.

0=

Treason trials and the administration of justice
39.
The State is prosecuting 58 persons in the regular courts on a range of
charges including treason, murder and arson, and two further trials are
scheduled to begin soon.
All defendants, if found guilty, face the possibility
of the death penalty.
The trials are proceeding against a background of
widespread public anger and a desire for quick justice.
40.
The court martial of 38 soldiers has begun before a judicial panel
comprising Sierra Leonean army officers and presided over by a Judge Advocate
who is an ECOMOG officer.
Early concerns regarding procedure were speedily
rectified by the Government after they had been raised by UNOMSIL, which
continues to monitor both the courts martial and the proceedings in the regular
courts.
UNOMSIL is also continuing to persuade the Government to establish a
channel for judicial appeals from court martial findings.
41.
The Government concedes that the judicial system in Sierra Leone is
entirely inadequate.
Outside Freetown, the courts are not functioning at all
and the traditional court system has collapsed.
Sustained support will be
needed to restore the jUdicial system in keeping with Sierra Leone's
distinguished legal traditions.
42.
There are six functioning prisons in Sierra Leone, but prisoners are also
held in an unverifiable number of other facilities, including military camps.
Most detainees in civilian facilities are being held pursuant to the emergency
powers legislation introduced by the Government shortly after its restoration in
March 1998.
Conditions in many facilities are overcrowded and unsanitary and
the food and medical care are inadequate. About 2,000 prisoners are being held
in Freetown.
43.
Reliable reports are being regularly received of poor discipline within the
Civil Defence Force.
In various locations throughout the country they have been
accused of harassing the local population and engaging in extortion.
It has
also been reported that the initiation of new members, including children
between the ages of 15 and 17, occurred near Magburaka during the third week of
July.
ECOMOG has established a complaints procedure to investigate any
allegations of harassment of the local population by ECOMOG troops.
44.
UNOMSIL has commenced a human rights technical cooperation needs assessment
and has already identified widespread requirements, many of which should be
addressed as a matter of urgency.
These include the need for human rights
education for government officials, traditional leaders, police officers,
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teachers of civic education, lawyers, journalists and NGO personnel.
It is also
necessary to provide technical suppore eo the Government and the National
Commission for Democracy and Human Rights to facilitate the application of human
rights principles to State policy and practice.
United Nations military
observers will also receive training in aspects of international humanitarian
law relevant to their duties.

VI.

HUMANITARIAN SITUATION

45.
The humanitarian situation in sierra Leone continues to give cause for
concern, especially in the light of ehe poor response to the Inter-Agency Appeal
for Humanitarian Assistance to Sierra Leone.
To date, only 5 per cent of the
$20.5 million requested has been received.
Humanitarian organizations in Sierra
Leone continue to face fundamental questions on the modalities for the delivery
of relief assistance in an environment cha.racterized by unpredictable
hostilities and systematic human rights abuses.
The effort to balance the
rights of civilians in need of assistance with the requisite level of
operational security has required the constant review and modification of the
United Nations and NGO codes of conduce and protocols for humanitarian agencies
operating in Sierra Leone, in order to reflect the current situation.
46.
Despite the ongoing debate, humanitarian assistance continues to have a
significant impact on the dire health and nutritional status of hW1dreds of
thousands of war-affected Sierra Leoneans.
The most significant humanitarian
activities since my last report include efforts to address the serious
humanitarian crisis at Masingbi in north central Sierra Leone, the influx of
spontaneous returnees from Liberia. and t.he repatriation by the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (TJNHCR) of Sierra Leonean and
Liberian refugees. The United Nations Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Unit
in Freetown now estimates that the number of internally displaced persons since
the ECOMOG intervention in February 1998 has grown to more than 166,000. The
recent clashes between rebel forces a.nd ECOMOG a.round Kabala have provoked
further displacements.
47.
A rapid nutricional assessment carried out in Masingbi by the NGO, Action
Contre La Paim, for children under the age of five revealed a global
malnutrition rate of 39 per cent. Owing to insecurity in the Masingbi area
during July, humanitarian organizations were forced to suspend operations and
withdraw to Makeni.
However, the United States NGO, CARE, succeeded in
distributing assistance to more than 16,000 beneficiaries.
Internally displaced
persons continue to flow into Masingbi at a rate estimated at between 50 and 100
persons a day.
48.
In collaboration with the r-1inistry of Healeh, the United Nations Children's
Fund (UNICEF) is supporting the health care delivery system in Masingbi as well
as in western Kono district, where they are providing drugs and basic medical
equipment.
The latest data on morbidity from Masingbi and Kono district have
shown that the measles outbreak that was prevalent in the area is now under
control as a result of the vaccinatlon campaign carried out by the Ministry of
Health and UNICEF.
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49.
Masingbi remains a critical focus for humanitarian intervention in terms of
shelter for the current rainy season and coordination of other sectoral
activities.
The NGO, Concern Worldwide, has recently agreed to support shelter
activities, while UNICEF and Action Contre la Faim will collaborate on water and
sanitation matters.
Food distributions by CARE and health activities by UNICEF,
NGOs and the Government have had a significant impact in contributing to
reducing the death rate in Masingbi and its environs from 899 deaths during June
to 29 in July.
A joint Government, UNHCR and the World Food Programme (WFP) mission to
Pujehun district in southern Sierra Leone has confirmed that there has been an
influx of returnees from Liberia, who are thought to be crossing the border at
the rate of some 90 per day.
The most urgent needs of the returnees are food,
health and shelter, which are to some extent being met by WFP and by NGOs.
50.

51.
G~CR has continued to repatriate Sierra Leonean refugees to Freetown.
A
total of some 7,500 S~erra Leoneans, mainly from Guinea and Gambia, have been
assisted in returning home.
Furthermore, it is planned to bring 3,000 Sierra
Leoneans home by air from Guinea during the month of August.
UNHCR has also
repatriated some 440 Liberian refugees from Sierra Leone.

52.
A United Nations Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Unit database has
been established to detail the condition of more than 166,000 internally
displaced persons, the number of people displaced since the ECOMOG intervention
in February 1998. However, this figure represents only a portion of the total
number of internally displaced persons in the country. UNHCR estimates that,
during the same period, more than 250,000 Sierra Leoneans have sought refuge in
neighbouring countries.
53.
A mission to Kabala, undertaken only days before the 27 July attack,
estimated that some 18,000 civilians were residing in the town, including a
large number of ~nternally displaced persons from Kono district.
As a result of
the hostilities, unconfirmed reports indicate that the majority of the civilians
were displaced to villages to the north and north-west of Kabala.
It has been
reported that large numbers of civilians were abducted from Kabala, as has been
the practice of the RUF in the past.
Furthermore, all reports indicate that all
relief goods, medical supplies and logistics for humanitarian efforts were
looted or destroyed during the brief occupation.
Now that the situation has
calmed, the humanitarian community is assessing the damage and making efforts to
meet the needs.

VII.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

54.
The decision by the Security Council to create UNOMSIL and to expand its
functions has been warmly welcomed by the Government and people of Sierra Leone,
and the early signing of the status of mission agreement between the Government
and m,OMSIL has al'so been of great assistance in providing a firm basis for our
activities there.
The adoption by the Government of Sierra Leone of a
comprehens~ve programme for disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of
former combatants, containing clearly defined roles for ECOMOG and the United
Nat~ons, has set the tone for UNOMSIL's future efforts.
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55.
The deployment of the f~rst phase of UNOMSIL's 70 military observers and
their equipment is also well under way.
I am grateful to the troop-contributing
countries for the dispatch with which they have acted in making these personnel
available.
56.
In my report of 9 June (para. 69), I identified three criteria which wou~d
govern subsequent deployments of military observers:
the security situation,
the progress of implementation of the Government's disarmament and
demobilization plan and the availability of the necessary logistical equipment
and resources.
As I indicated then, I am keeping all three criteria under very
close review and will keep the Council informed of all relevant developments
while preparing for the next phase of the deployment.
I am heartened by the
progress made by ECOMOG in improving the security situation in the countryside,
especially in eastern sierra Leone, and renew my call to donors to contribute to
ECOMOG's logistical requirements.
57.
In this context, I am gratified by the success of the special conference on
Sierra Leone, held at Headquarters on 30 July 1998, and look forward to working
closely with the international contact group to be established to coordinate
further support for Sierra Leone.
In the meantime, I reiterate my call to
donors to contribute to the Inter-Agency Appeal for Humanitarian Assistance to
Sierra Leone in order to assist Sierra Leoneans in meeting their most basic and
urgent needs.
58.
The sharp reduction in human rights violations perpetrated by elements of
the former junta since the end of June is to be welcomed, but I remain deeply
concerned about the plight of innocent civilians in the country, who may still
be suffering from the depredations of the rebel forces or at risk from future
attacks.
In parallel with the efforts being made by ECOMOG to restore law and
order throughout the countryside, I continue to believe that every effort should
be made to end the threat posed by the rebels.
59

For this reason, I believe that the disarmament, demobilization and
plan adopted by the Government, and to be implemented with the
ass~stance of ECOMOG and UNOMSIL, represents the best hope in the immediate
future for consolidating the stability of the country and bolstering the
authority of the Government throughout the territory of Sierra Leone.
I
therefore reiterate the plea I made on 30 July at the special conference for the
donor communJ..ty to lend every possible assistance to the Government in carrying
out lts plan.
I welcome the commJ..:.ment of the Government and the Civil Defence
Force not to recruit children under the age of i8 as soldiers or to send them
into combat. and urge the~ ~,-, lmplement tnelr undertaking to demobilizp any
children currently under arms as soon as possible.
re~ntegration

60.
The development of cech2lcal capac~ty by the Government in the field of
human rlgilts deserves support.
The ::-esults of a technical cooperat.ior. needs
assessment performed by the sfElce of my Special Representat~ve reveal tralning
needs.
I encourage donors ~o assist the Government in meeting these needs.
61.
Pursuant to resolucion ;':'.8: ::998)
I '",ii.l c:or.cinue to keep t.he Slt.uatlon
in Slerra Leone under close reVlew and report to the ~ouncil on developments
there and on the progress made by UNOMSIL
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62.
I would like to express my appreciation to my Special Representative,
Mr. Francis G. Okelo, to the Chief Military Observer, Brigadier
Subhash C. Joshi, and to the civil~an and military personnel of UNOMSIL for the
efforts they are continuing to make to deploy the United Nations Observer
Mission in Sierra Leone in accordance with the mandate provided by the Security
Council.
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ANNEX

The United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone
Contributions as at 10 August 1998
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SECOND PROGRESS REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE
UNITED NATIONS OBSERVER MISSION IN SIERRA LEONE

I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
By paragraph 19 of its resolution 1181 (1998) of 13 July 1998, the Security
Council requesteC]. me_.t:0 submit an ini tiaL)~~port .wi t.hin 30 days. of the .adoption
of the resolution and every 60 days thereafter on the deployment of the United
Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL) and its progress in carrying
out its mandate, and also to informt.he Council on plans for the lat.er. phases of
the deployment ofUNOMSIL when security conditions permit these to be
implemented.
The present report is submitted pursuant to t.hat. request and
describes developments since my first progress report on UNOMSIL (S/1998/750),
of 12 August 1998.
II.
POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
2.
The Government and Parliament of Sierra Leone have continued to take steps
to extend their authority and to reform and strengthen national institutions,
with a view to increasing efficiency and eliminating corruption and duplication,
as well as enhancing security and stability.
3.
On 2 September 1998, President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah outlined.plans for the
creation of a new national security system, based on the reconstitution of
national armed forces, tne reform of the police force and the integration of the
Civil Defence Forces (CDF). Under this policy, the new armed forces would
comprise a total of 5,000 troops under effective civilian ~anagement and
constitut.ional control_.
4.
Another prominent issue is the handling of the trial of the leader of the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF), Corporal Foday Sankoh. After Corporal Sankoh
had been brought back from Nigeria and placed in Government custody, RUF
announced on 17 August 1998 a terror campaign against civilians, CDF and the
Economic Community of West African States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) if the
Government failed to release Corporal Sankoh within seven days, suggesting that
peace negotiations could resume only thereafter.
However, the Government has
made it clear that Corporal Sankoh will stand trial and that there will be no
resumption of negotiations or peace talks in view of the failure of RUF and the
98-30663' (E)
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junta in the past to comply with the provisions of the Abidjan and Conakry peace
agreements.
5.
Vice-President Albert Joe Demby and the Deputy Minister for Defence and CDF
Coordinator, Chief Hinga Norman, have temporarily relocated their offices to
Kenerna in the eastern province in order to organize and direct the large-scale
mobilization of the Civil Defence Forces for the operations aimed at clearing
the remaining rebel-controlled areas.
The Vice-President has reaffirmed the
Government's determination to pursue the military option against the elements of
the former.-junta.
His statement has been reinforced by a call from Chief Norman
to all CDF members· to report for combat duty.
Relations between Sierra Leone and Liberia
6.
In my report of 12 August, I mentioned the improvements that had occurred
in the relations between Sierra Leone and Liberia.
Since then, relations
between the two countries, after a period of improvement following the meeting
of President Kabbah and President Taylor in Abuja in July, have recently
experienced complications arising in part from the continuing armed conflict in
the east of Sierra Leone.'
7.
On 13 October 1998, President Kabbah informed ·me of alleged preparations by
Liberia for the dispatch of. fighters for an incursion into Sierra Leone. The
allegations were vigorously denied by President Taylor. United Nations military
observers also detectedno..cvidence of an armed incursion from Liberia. On
16 October the two Presidents were reported to have spoken by telephone, and to
have described the matter as "a misunderstanding that has been clarified'. The
two leaders were reported to have agreed to be in regular telephone contact in
order to work towards strengthening relations.
I welcome this constructive
approach.
Follow-up to the Special CDnference on Sierra Leone
8.
Following the Special Conference·on Sierra"Leone held at United Nations
Headquarters on 30 July 1998, the Government of Sierra Leone has established a
10-member working group charged with following up on the commitments and pledges
made at the Special Conference.
The "Working Group met for the first time on
28 August 1998 and discussed possible steps for approaching donor countries and
funding agencies that had agreed to support the reconstruction of Sierra Leone.
As called for by the Special Conference, the Government of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland has taken the initiative of convening an
international contact group on Sierra Leone in London early in November. The
Working Group will meet again beforehand, probably in late October, to assess
the progress made.

III.

MILITARY AND SECURITY SITUATION

Rebel ac'tivities
9.
Since my last report, the security situation in Sierra Leone has
experienced considerable fluctuations.
A relatively @ietphase in July was
/
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followed by some volatility in late August and September, marked by a
considerable increase in rebel attacks.
These were accompanied by a resurgence
of atrocities of the nature and scale last observed during the period from April
to June, including the complete destruction of villages, and the torture,
mutilation and execution of large numbers of civilians.
These disturbing
developments are reflected in more detail below.
10. The rebel build-up has been most significant in the north and brought the
area of rebel activity closer to the centre of the country.
Activity around the
Koinadugu area has also intensified, as well as around Kambia and Kabala. The
current concentration of rebels in the north-west indicates that they may be
preparing for a major strike against Makeni or Port Loko.
Such operations would
sever ECOMOG's main supply route between Guinea, Freetown and Makeni and provide
the rebels with a foothold close to the capital city. On 8 October, the rebels
attacked Mange, between Port Loko and Kambia on the road between Lungi and the
Guinean border, but were driven off.
The situation in Freetown itself has
remained safe and stable, and the whole of the southern province has remained
free of rebel activity.
Civil Defence Forces/ECOMOG offensive into Kailahun district
11. On 1 October 1998 the Civil Defence Forces, with strong ECOMOG support,
launched an offensive to capture one of the rebels' main strongholds in Kailahun
district and thus disrupt their operations elsewhere in the country. The
effects of the offensive are starting to be reflected in a reduction of the
intensity of rebel' activities in the north.
Reports of the dispersal of the
rebel stronghold at Koinadugu have also been received.
Continued logistics
support to ECOMOG is needed from the international community in order to ensure
the effectiveness of those operations.
12.
Several countries in the region have already pledged to contribute some of
the additional 6,000 ECOMOG troops required to assist ECOMOG troops already In
the country, whose number has been estimated at 10,000 to 12,000. The
Governments of Cote d'Ivoire, the Gambia, Guinea, Mali and the Niger have
indicated their readiness to provide contingents, stating that they could be
deployed if the international community is prepared to bear the costs of
transporting them to Sierra Leone.
My Special Representative,
Mr. Francis G. Okelo, has initiated discussions on this matter, and the Chief
Military Observer of UNOMSIL has been meeting with contingent commanders from
the countries involved concerning their deployment and related expenses for
in-country maintenance and other needs.
Deployment of the Mission
13. At the end of August 1998, UNOMSIL completed the first phase of the
deployment of its_military component, consisting of 40 military observers, the
Chief Military Observer and a medical team of 15 personnel.
In addition to
mission headquarters in Freetown, UNOMSIL has deployed military observers to
five team sites, namely, the three provincial capitals Bo, Kenema and Makeni,
the main demobilization site at Lungi, and Hastings airport (see map).
The
observers have been well received by the communities and have established good
relations with the local authorities as well as with ECOMOG and CDF_personne1.
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Though there have been occasional restrictions on their movement for security
reasons, the observers have not so far experienced any disruption in their
operations or threats to their personal safety.
14. Over and above their tasks of closely monitoring developments in the
military situation, the military observers play an important role in the
monitoring of international humanitarian law and promote humanitarian assistance
through the investigation of incidents.
They also provide security advice to
humanitarian perso~~el and liaise between them and ECOMOG, CDF and the local
authorities. They have been frequently called upon to intervene with ECOMOG and
CDF on behalf of other United Nations agencies and non-governmental
organizations.
15.
Pursuant to paragraph 9 of resolution 1181 (1998), I wrote on 3 August 1998
to General Abdulsalaroi A. Abubakar, Head of State of Nigeria, to propose that,
in conformity with the disarmament and demobilization programme adopted by the
Government of Sierra Leone, ECOMOG forces assume responsibility for the security
of United Nations personnel in Sierra Leone.
On 28 September 1998
General Abubakar replied, stating that ECOWAS was perfectly amenable to the
proposals set out in my letter, which therefore constituted the terms of an
agreement between our two organizations. General Abubakar confirmed in his
letter that the ECOMOG mandate in Sierra Leone included the protection of all
United Nations perso~~el and all staff of humanitarian and aid agencies.

IV.

DISARMAMENT, DEMOBILIZATION AND REINTEGRATION

16. As described in my report of 12 August, the disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration programme targets an estimated total of 33,000 ex-combatants, most
of whom are members of the Civil Defence Forces; and is scheduled to be
completed in three phases by June 2001. The first phase covers the
demobilization of former Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces (RSLMF) and
RUF personnel who were captured and disarmed by ECOMOG and later encamped at
Lungi. Their screening and registration commenced on 2 September. UNOMSIL
deployed additional military observers to the Lungi team site to assist in
several aspects of the registration, including the initial assessment of the
candidates. While these activities go beyond the monitoring role of UNOMSIL,
the additional effort was required to ascertain the identity and eligibility of
the ex-combatants since UNOMSIL was not present during the initial disarmament
by ECOMOG. The exercise was completed on 25 September with a total of 2,145
persons screened and registered. The full demobilization of those ex-combatants
is scheduled to be completed in December 19.9.8.
17. While the registration and screening process was implemented fairly
smoothly, the pace of the-programme- lags behind the original goals since it is
now being implemented against the background of a continued war effort. Since
most of the ex-RSLMF soldiers, amounting to four battalions, who had been
encamped at Lungi have been reinducted by ECOMOG, the number of individuals to
be demobilized during the first phase of the programme has been considerably
reduced.
It is expected, however, that these soldiers, who are currently
fighting alongside ECOMOG, will eventually undergo the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration process.
In addition, though 5,000 members of
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the Civil Defence Forces were expected to be demobilized ,during the first phase,
there is no indication to date that any CDF units have started the process,
although in some areas registration exercises have been initiated.
18. As I mentioned in my last report, there is still concern about the hostile
attitude of the general public towards former RSLMF personnel, which could
potentially derail the reintegration process.
Given the continued volatility of
the overall security situation, it is important to ensure that former soldiers
are not cast out of society because they may, as a group, turn into a
destabilizing factor in the long run. A sensitization campaign under the
auspices of the Ministry of Information, Communications, Tourism and Culture is
now under way to increase public acceptance of ex-combatants.
Successful
reintegration will also depend on the benefits extended to those communities to
which ex-combatants return in order to avoid the perception of a preferential
treatment for the former soldiers.
19. A major challenge also remains concerning the start of the pre-discharge
orientation programme which is tp follow the screening and registration process.
An initial programme of pre-discharge activities will be established at Lungi by
the Executive Secretariat of the National Committee on Disarmament,
Demobilization and Reintegration.
These will include workshops for community
sensitization, attLtudinal education for ex-combatants, and general information
on reinsertion and reintegration.
20.
Regarding the future of the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
process, the Executive Secretariat of the National Committee has already
indicated its intention to open a disarmament and demobilization centre in the
interior in preparation for the next phase of the programme. A team composed of
National Committee staff, UNOMSIL and the United Nations Children's Fund
(UNICEF), in collaboration with ECOMOG, is currently undertaking reconnaissance
visits to identify suitable sites for the exercise.

V.

HUMAN RIGHTS

Human rights abuses
21.
Since my last report there has been a resurgence of human rights abuses
committed by the rebel forces.
During the month of September, UNOMSIL received
an escalating number of reports of mutilations, amputations, summary executions,
abductions and house burnings. For instance, in just a single, week, 20 villages
were attacked and destroyed in four small chiefdoms in the north-west of the
country. The attacks were preceded by the destruction of the principal local
population centre, Kamalu, on 6 September. Forty people, including children,
died in that attack.
Photographic evidence suggests that a number of the dead
had first been subjected to forms of extreme torture and sexual abuse; others
appear to have been burned alive.
It is reported that no less than 50 people
were abducted. The rising incidence of mutilations and amputations is also
illustrated by the admission to hospital of 14 amputees following just one
attack on Kokuna on 27 September.
From a number of locations G~OMSIL has
received reliable reports of other forms of atrocities, including the detention
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of elderly or incapacitated men in huts which were then set on fire and the
carving of slogans, such as 'AFRC", into the flesh of victims.
22.
It remains difficult to estimate the exact number of rebel attacks and the
casualties inflicted, not least because of the inaccessibility of many of the
targeted locations and the high number of victims who never reach medical
assistance.
There is also very little reliable information regarding the plight
of the captives of the rebels and of villagers living in areas under their
control. However, interviews with former captives and escapees from those
regions report such abuses as multiple rape of women, summary executions and
slave labour.
In the coming months, the four members of the UNOMSIL human
rights unit, in cooperation with the military observers deployed in the
provinces, will try in a systematic manner to compile and assess information
regarding the human rights situation within the areas under rebel control.
23.
There is also continued concern about the ongoing armed deployment of
under-age boys and, in some locations, their continued initiation into the civil
Defence Forces. The renewed attention drawn to these matters by the Executive
Director of UNICEF, Ms. Carol Bellamy, during a visit to Sierra Leone on 1 and
2 October, has greatly assisted efforts to end the recruitment and deployment of
child soldiers by CDF units.
24.
The discipline of many CDF units has improved significantly. Nevertheless,
there are reports of interference by some CDF elements with the delivery of
humanitarian supplies and acts of harassment against the civilian population.
Reports of the prevalence of child prostitution in some heavily militarized
areas of the countryside have, moreover, been substantiated.
Together with
UNICEF, the UNOMSIL human rights unit is seeking to assist the Government and
ECOMOG in addressing this problem.
Some reports have also suggested that
certain ECOMOG personnel do not consistently ensure full respect for provisions
of international humanitarian law, such as those regarding the protection of
non-combatants in combat situations and the proper treatment of combatants
during surrender or capture.
UNOMSIL is encouraging the ECOMOG leadership to
raise awareness among all troops to ensure full respect for all relevant aspects
of international humanitarian law. The mission's human rights unit stands ready
to assist ECOMOG with technical advice if needed.
Treason trials
25.
The State is currently prosecuting, for treason and related charges, some
40 people in two civilian trials. A court martial was concluded on 12 October,
and further trials are scheduled to commence in the coming weeks. A separate
civilian trial of RUF leader Foday Sankoh commenced on 24 September 1998. Given
the highly-charged atmosphere surrounding the trial, the Attorney-General has
requested the assistance of the QNOMSIL human rights adviser on several
occasions to ensure that Corporal Sankoh's rights are respected.
However, the
Government's failure so far to persuade a Sierra Leonean lawyer to represent
Corporal Sankoh is a cause for concern. All the accused face the possible
imposition of the death penalty. Already, 16 civilians and 34 of the defendants
in the court martial have been sentenced to death. Under Sierra Leonean law,
only the civilians have the right to appeal their sentences to the Sierra Leone
Court of Appeal and, Ultimately, to the Supreme Court.
If the sentences are
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upheld throughout the appeals process, there is still the possibility of a
pardon should the Head of State decide to exercise the prerogative of mercy
under national law. A further avenue of consideration of the sentences is
available by virtue of Sierra Leone's ratification of the First Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on civil and Political Rights, whereby
individuals may petition the United Nations Human Rights Committee.
26.
So far, UNOMSIL and observers from the International Bar Association have
found that the civilian group trials are being conducted in a manner which
appears to comply with international procedural standards.
It is also apparent
that the Government is largely committed to conducting transparent and fair trials.
It remains a matter of concern that those tried by court martial are
deprived of their right to judicial review of the judgements and sentences.
UNOMSIL is also concerned as to whether the manner in which a number of
defendants were repatriated to Sierra Leone from neighbouring countries was in
accordance with applicable international standards.
The concerns of UNOMSIL
continue to be conveyed to the Government in a timely and forthright manner. On
15 October 1998 the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights wrote to
President Kabbah, asking him to intervene in the process to show mercy.
Training initiatives
27.
The UNOMSIL human rights unit also plays an important role in improving
coordination and exchange among the different public and private institutions
involved in human rights work in Sierra Leone.
Moreover, special attention is
given to the provision of technical assistance to help the Government meet its
reporting obligations under the international human rights treaties, commencing
with those arising under the Convention on the Rights of the Child. UNOMSIL
also seeks to facilitate national efforts to re-establish a functioning judicial
system in provincial areas.
28.
In line with the institution-building aspects of the UNOMSIL human rights
mandate, the Mission has started several training initiatives in close
collaboration with the Government and with national and international human
rights non-governmental organizations and the National Commission for Democracy
and Human Rights.
In September, UNOMSIL has sucGessfully undertaken the
training of the National Commission's human rights monitoring committees, and it
has facilitated the first inter-non-governmental organization human rights
training workshop. The Mission's human rights unit is also facilitating
preparations for a major human rights monitoring and training programme to be
implemented in November and provides a human rights module as part of the
ongoing programme of retraining the police force.
29. These activities aim to strengthen local capacity to monitor, report on and
promote human rights in the country, by both Government representatives and
members of civil society.
It is particularly important that training
initiatives should be continued and consolidated.
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VI.

CIVILIAN POLICE

30.
In accordance with resolution 1181 (1998), UNOMSIL has to date deployed a
total of three civilian police advisers, and two additional officers are under
recruitment.
In carrying ou~ their mandate, the civilian police advisers work
closely with the UNOMSIL human rights unit and the Commonwealth Police
Development Task Force for Sierra Leone, which is advising and assisting the
Government in police training.
31.
In order to assess the current situation, the UNOMSIL advisers have
undertaken visits to different police regional headquarters, divisional
headquarters, departments, courts, police stations and posts, assisted in
determining work methods, logistical and training needs, and identified a number
of problem areas.
In addition, they met with President Kabbah, the Chief
Justice, various Members of Parliament, ambassadors, the commanders of ECOMOG
and the civil Defence Forces and various non-governmental organizations to
discuss their activities in assisting the Sierra Leone police force.
UNOMSIL
has distributed to all concerned a report containing preliminary findings and
recommendations.
32. The reform of the police force in Sierra Leone poses great challenges. As
a result of the wanton destruction caused by the rebel war, many police stations
in the country have been severely damaged Or destroyed, and equipment
vandalized.
Parts of the country are without police presence, since many
officers were killed or abandoned their posts during and after the conflict.
Moreover, little or no training has been available for years, which has affected
not only the skill level and capacity for policing but also the quality of
leadership and strategic planning. Notwithstanding the rapid expansion of the
force over the last few years, the police suffer from inadequate logistical
support, lack of equipment, unattractive salaries and poor conditions of
service. No vehicles or other means of transport are available to ensure the
effective mobilization of officers to prevent_and investigate crimes. This
situation is exacerbated by the breakdown of the general law enforcement system.
Outside Freetown, the courts are hardly operational except for the magistrates
courts in Bo, Kenema and Makeni, and detention facilities are in poor condition.
33.
The Government has outlined the principles and priorities which will guide
the reform process, including specific steps based on the recommendations made
by the UNOMSIL civilian police advisers and the Commonwealth Task Force.
Moreover, a police mission statement has been announced, emphasizing the need to
balance respect for human rights with law enforcement and to take account of
local concerns through community consultation by the police force.
Implementation of the reform process began in August, and a three-year draft
plan, for the period 1999-2001, is currently under discussion.
Strong emphasis
is being placed on the development of police training initiatives, some of which
are already being implemented.
34. While the progress made to date is impressive, resource constraints present
serious obstacles to the effective and fast implementation of the reform. The
Governments of Germany and the United Kingdom have already provided funds and
equipment in support of these efforts, but further donor assistance will be
required.
I . ..
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VII.

~~ITARIAN

SITUATION

Humanitarian crisis
35.
A humanitarian crisis of serious proportions is developing in isolated
areas of Sierra Leone, particularly the north-east.
Since the incursion of
former junta elements into Kabala at the end of July 1998, humanitarian agencies
have been unable to assess needs there because of unpredictable security. The
countryside between Kabala and Koidu, up to the border with Guinea, is also out
of reach owing to insecurity and inadequate roads and ~irstrips. Similar
conditions apply, inter alia, to the area east of Kambia in the north-west and
in the Kailahun district.
36.
Continuing insecurity has resulted in increased displacement of
populations. During the reporting period, some 14,000 Sierra Leoneans were
displaced from south Kenema district into Kenema Town. At the same time, the
number of needy beneficiaries in Masingbi has swollen from 16,000 to.more than
35,000. The United Nations Humanitarian Coordination Unit/Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs estimates that up to 250,000 persons have
been displaced in th~ fighting that followed the ECOMOG intervention in
February 1998, an increase of about 70,000 persons since my last report.
It is
feared that a considerable number of internally displaced persons remain
unrecorded.
37.
The number of Sierra Leonean refugees in Guinea is now 357,000, of which an
estimated 217,700 have arrived since February 1998. Most of these fled to the
Gueckedou area, but some 7,700 have recently arrived in Forecariah following a
rebel attack on 28 September at Kukuna near the border with Guinea. There are
also 90,000 Sierra Leonean refugees in Liberia, including 40,000 new arrivals.
Another 10,000 Sierra Leoneans have taken refuge in other countries in the
region, mainly in Cote d'Ivoire, the Gambia and Senegal, fora total of
457,000 Sierra Leonean refugees in the subregion. So as to determine more
accurately the number of refugees in Liberia, the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) will carry out a registration exercise in
November 1998.
38.
In response to the newly emerging internally d~splaced person situation in
both the eastern and northern parts of the country, UNICEF, in collaboration
with non-governmental organizations, is providing high-energy biscuits to
counter malnutrition and providing support to malnourished children referred to
therapeutic feeding centres and supplementary feeding programmes.
Activities of United Nations organizations and non-governmental orqanizations
39. The World Food Programme (WFP) continues to provide humanitarian food
assistance to vulnerable groups, farmers and institutions in accessible areas of
the country. During August and September, WFP distributed over 4,641 tons of
assorted food commodities, of which over 76 per cent benefited community farmers
in their efforts to grow more food and become self-sufficient. Over 22 per cent
of the quantity distributed during the reporting period went to support
vulnerable groups escaping from the war as well as therapeutic and supplementary
feeding programmes. WFP targeted an estimat~d 62,000 vulnerable persons, over
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70,000 farmers, 12,600 nutritionally vulnerable persons and 6,823 refugees in
food-for-work and training programmes in August and September 1998.
40.
However, food assistance has encountered some constraints in supplies
because of unacceptably high levels of losses from recent shipments, practically
all in the port area. A meeting with the port authorities and security officers
has led to proposals for improvements, and the situation is being monitored
closely.
41.
The intervention of the World Health Organization (WHO) proved crucial in
the confirmation of vibrio cholera 0.1 as the causative agent responsible for
the unusual increase in incidences of acute watery diarrhoea syndrome, which has
caused a number of deaths. A total of 1,170 cases and 55 deaths were recorded
from 19 July to 20 September 1998. The epidemic now appears to be on the
decline, with the support of UNICEF and WHO, which have provided medical
supplies to combat the outbreak. UNICEF is also coordinating cholera prevention
through regular chlorination of wells and protection of water sources.
42.
The maternal mortality rate is at a world record high of 1,800 per
100,000 live births and remains a primary concern. UNICEF is targeting
1.5 million children and women by revitalizing more peripheral health units to
respond to the increasing demand for services.
43.
Following an appeal by the Government of Sierra Leone for UNHCR to assist
in the repatriation of refugees from neighbouring countries, a UNHCR delegation
visited Sierra Leone from 25 to 27 September. As a result, UNHCR is in the
process of opening a new office in Kenema. Additional offices will be reopened
in Bo, Segbwema and Zirnrni once security permits. Moreover, UNHCR has started to
facilitate the return of Sierra Leonean refugees.
So far, a total of
11,000 refugees have been repatriated to Freetown where, at the request of the
Government, priority has been given to the return of skilled professionals,
civil servants and students, who could contribute to the ongoing reconstruction
efforts.
Finally, it should be noted that in August 10,000 refugees returned
spontaneously from Liberia to zimmi and Kenema and, in late September, according
to reports yet to be confirmed, some 20,000 refugees returned from Liberia to
Zirnrni.
44.
The World Health Organization commissioned a consultant in August to assess
the magnitude of the problem of increased numbers of victims of amputation and
has proposed rehabili tat"ive measures to the Government.
45.
To help better plan for relief and longer-term development intervention,
the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) has begun discussions with the
objective of helping the Government to undertake a national demographic and
health survey.

VIII.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS

46.
While a humanitarian emergency still prevails in the north and east of
Sierra Leone, the southern and western parts have experienced a certain amount
of stability and security. However, they must cope with the continuing influx
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of- displaced populations and the challenges of reconstruction after L~e trauma
and devastation brought on by the junta. The United Nations development system,
under the leadership of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) , is
therefore supporting peace-building efforts within the context of preventive
development.
47. To this end, UNDP funds three large-scale programmes, including a programme
for support to resettlement, reconstruction and rehabilitatio~ through a
preventive development approach.
This $4 million programme links emergency
humanitarian assistance with the resumption of productive activities for
longer-term development~ Beneficiaries of the programme include internally
displaced persons, returnee refugees, ex-combatants and host communities. UNDP
is also funding a $2.5 million programme aimed at raising public awareness of
issues of-national recDnciliation and peaceful coexistence.

IX.

FURTHER ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY THE UNITED NATIONS

48.
In my fifth report on the situation in Sierra Leone,of 9 June 1998
(S/1998/486, para. 69), I stated that additional deployments of United Nations
military observers beyond the first phase would depend ~n the security situation
within the country and the progress made by the Government in carrying out its disarmament and demobilization plan.
49. The security situation in Sierra Leone has not improved significantly since
my last report and, in some parts of the country, may have deteriorated.
In the
last two months the northern province has seen a resurgence of rebel activity,
including atrocities, with no sign of weakening in rebel resolve, numbers or
organization.
50.
Largely for this reason, the progress made by the Government in carrying
out .its disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme has been less
than was hoped for.
The intensification ~f fighting caused by the launching of
the CDF/ECOMOG offensive and the consequent large-scale mobilization of both CDF
and re-inducted RSLMP personnel do not at present provide the best conditions
for the rapid progress of disarmament and demobilization.
51.
On the other hand, should the CDF/ECOMOG offensive lead to large-scale
surrenders among the former junta elements and their participation in the
disarmament and demobilization programme, it may be necessary to deploy United
Nations observers very rapidly.
52.1 am therefore keeping the situation under careful review, and intend to
deploy additional observers only after taking full account of the security
situation.
I am, however, prepared to deploy observers rapidly if the situation
so permits.
53. Against the background of the continuing military conflict and its effects
on security, the need for the Government to improve the functioning of the
Sierra Leone~n police force has become all the more acute.
In view of the
success already achieved in implementing its current mandate, I recommend that
my Special Representative, ~ssisted by the Mission's civilian police component,
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now proceed to seek donor furlding for the ~eform ana restructuring of the Sierra
Leonean police force, while continuing towor~ close~y with the Government in
carrying out the three-year strategic plan referred to in paragraph 33 above.

X.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

54.
The continuing conflict in sierra Leone imposes immense suffering on the
people of that country.
I strongly condemn ,the summary executions, torture,
mutilations, rapes, 'looting and other acts of barbarism carried out by former
junta elements and callan them to lay down their , arms and surrender.
I am
particularly outraged by the. senseless acts of terror. perpetrated against
children, such as the amputation of limbs of boys and girls as young as six
years of age, and support ~he efforts to bring to justice Che authors of these
especially abhorrent crimes.
55.
The human rights abuses committed by the rebels also give rise to the
humanitarian emergency in Sierra Leone, as they continue to cause the widespread
dislocation of local populations.
Though United Nations humanitarian personnel
and non-governmental organizations have done much to aid the victims of attacks
and displacement, more needs to be done as a matter of urgency, especially in
regard to the provision of medical and surgical capacity, specific services for
amputees and psychosocial ~reatment for the trauma suffered'by the victims and
their families.
To this end, I reiterate my call to donors to contribute to the
Inter-Agency Consolidated Appeal for Humanitarian Assistance to Sierra Leone in
order to meet the basic needs of the people.
56.
The continuing commitment of ECOMOG has been essential in assisting the
Government of Sierra Leone to restore peace· and security throughout the country,
and the efforts being made to deploy additional troops from ECOWAS countries are
welcome.
In view of the importance of the present offensive into the east and
the wresting of the initiative from the rebels, I appeal to the members of the
Security Council and the international ~ommunity to extend all possible
technical and logistical support to achi'eving the 'successful conclusion of the
conflict in Sierra Leone.
57.
At the same time, I am encouraged by the fo~us of the Government on
strengthening democratic control oyer the reconstituted armed forces.
Equally
commendable is the thoroughness applied to the restructuring of the police force
and its reform in line with the standards of democracic societies.
In this
context, I should like to express my appreciation to the Governments of Germany
and the United Kingdom for Che support they have lent to the Government's
efforts.
58.
The long-term stability of the country will also depend vitally on the
successful implementation of tha disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
programme adopted by the Government.
I therefore reiterate the plea I made on
30 July at the Special Conference_Oil Sierra. Leone for the donor community to
lend every possible assistance~to the Government in carrying out its plan.
I
look forward to working closely with donors to ensure'-that the commitments made
in this and other respects at the Special Conference will be honoured.
I wish
to commend the United Kingdom for the important role ~thas played by providing
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equipment and logistical support for the screening and registration exercise,
and by continuing to provide food and emergency med~cal assistance to the
ex-combatants as well as water to the larger community at Lungi.
59.
The Government of Sierra Leone has made commendable efforts to ensure that
the procedural aspects of the civilian group trials are in conformity with
international human rights standards.
However, I must express my concern that
those sentenced to death in the recently concluded court martial have no right
of legal appeal under Sierra Leone9-n.law. AccordinglYJ in the light of the
human rights issues which arise, I urge the Government, at a minimum, to
consider a stay of execution of sentences pending review of the proceedings
before relevant international monitoring bodies.
I also encourage the
Government to continue to take all reasonable steps to ensure thaot persons
facing serious criminal charges are· legally represented.
60.
I should like to express my appre~iatiDn for the generous manner in which
the International Bar Association has provided expert trial observers who have
worked closely with UNOMSIL.
I also encourage the international community to
support human rights training programmes, tQ be carried out in close
consultation with the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights, for the benefit of those involved in law enforcement, as well as members
of the legal profession and the judiciary.
61.
The latest developments in the situation between Sierra Leone and Liberia
are a cause fOL.deep concern.
I urge the Governments of Sierra Leone and
Liberia to continue to exercise maximum restraint, pursue dialogue and implement
the confidence-building measures aimed at improving relations between the two
countries which they agreed upon in July 1998.
In doing so, the two Governments
would continue to show their commitment to subregional peace and security and
their adherence to the Non-aggression Pact and Good Neighbourliness.Treaty
contained in the Mano River Union Declaration of 1973.
In this context, should
both parties agr~e, the deployment of ECOMOG tLoOPS at the.border, subsequently
accompanied by United Nations military observers, could help to stabilize the
situation and restoreOmutual confidence.
62.
Finally, I wish to thank all Member States which have contributed military
observers for deployment with UNOMSIL for the speed with which the officers were
"ispatched.
I hope that, under the right conditions and the necessary
J.mprovements in secu:r:ity, the second phase of deployment can be implemented with
equal success.
63.
PULSuant to resolution 1181 (1998)J I will continue to keep the situation
in Sierra Leone under-close review and report to the Council on developments on
the ground as well as the continued work of UNOMSIL.
In particular, I will
examine with great care any realistic proposal to end the armed conflict with
minimal further loss of life to combatants and to innocent civilians, and to
promote lasting peace and national reconciliation in Sierra Leone.
64.
I would like .to express my appreciation to my Special Representative,
Mr. Francis G. Okelo, to the Chief Military Observer, Brigadier
Subhash C. Joshi, and to the military and civilian personnel of UNOMSIL for
their work in accordance with the mandate provided by the Security Council.
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United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone:
as at 1 September 1998

contributions

Military
observers

Total

China

3

3

Egypt

2

2

India

6

Kenya

4

4

Kyrgyzstan

1

1

New Zealand

2

2

Pakistan

5

5

Russian Federation

7

7

United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

7

7

Zambia

4

4

Total

15

15

21

56

• Medical team.
b

Including Chief Military Observer.
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THIRD PROGRESS. REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE
UNITED NATIONS OBSERVER MISSION IN SIERRA LEONE

I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
By paragraph 19 of resolution 1181 (l998) of l3 July 1998, the Security
Council requested me to submit an initial report within 30 days of the adoption
of the resolution and every 60 days thereafter on the deployment of the united
Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL) and its progress in carrying
out its mandate, and also to inform the Council on plans for the later phases of
the deployment of UNOMSIL when security conditions permit these to be
implemented. The present report is submitted pursuant to that request and
describes developments since my second progress report on UNOMSIL (S/1998/960)
of l6 October 1998. The present report is also submitted pursuant to
paragraph 8 of resolution 1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998.

II.

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

2.
Since my second progress report, the Government of Sierra Leone has
continued its efforts to consolidate its position, to restore the stability of
the country and to improve relations with its neighbours.
The Government has
launched initiatives to strengthen the civil service and to fight corruption.
Sierra Leone is also increasingly active in the regional and international
arena.
3.
On 30 October 1998, the Government launched a nationwide consultative
exercise, organized with the support of the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) I aimed at enhancing the capacity of Government ministries, other national
institutions and civil society to take charge of the development process. The
consultations exercise is expected to conclude on 14 December with the adoption
of a national consensus on major policy issues, including national
reconciliation.
4.
The Government has also pursued legal proceedings against both military and
civilian supporters of the illegal coup of May 1997 by the Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC).
On 19 October 1998, after a court martial had
sentenced 34 officers found guilty of treason to death, 24 of them were executed
by firing squad. The executions took place despite appeals from the United
98-38115 (E)
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Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and others, including myself, for a
stay of execution and the grant of the right of appeal. On 23 October 1998, a
jury at the High Court in Freetown found Corporal Foday Sankoh, the leader of
the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), guilty of treason and related offences and
8entenced him to death by hanging.
Corporal Sankoh, who had not been legally
represented during his trial, has now selected legal advisers to undertake his
appeal following efforts by the Government, with UNOMSIL assistance, to secure
legal representation for him.
5.
At their summit meeting in Abuja on 30 and 3l October 1998, the Heads of
State and Government of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)
agreed to combine the strengthening of its Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) with
efforts at dialogue to achieve lasting peace and national reconciliation in
Sierra Leone. The Heads of State and Government also expressed gratitude to
Ghana, Guinea and Nigeria for contributing troops to ECOMOG in sierra Leone,
encouraged Benin, Cote d'Ivoire, the Gambia, Mali and Niger to deploy the troops
they had promised to contribute as soon as possible and appealed to the
international community to provide the necessary logistical support. The
arrival of these additional troops is still being awaited.
6.
On 7 December 1998, the Chairman of the Security Council sanctions
Committee and Permanent Representative of Sweden, Ambassador Hans Dahlgren,
arrived in Freetown for a four-day assessment mission. Ambassador Dahlgren met
with President Kabbah; the ECOMOG Force Commander, Major-General Timothy
Shelpidi; the ECOMOG Task Force Commander, Brigadier-General Abu Ahmadu and
others from the United Nations and the international community. During his
visit to the front-line areas, the local authorities conveyed to
Ambassador Dahlgren their requests for United Nations assistance in controlling
the border with Liberia through the establishment of a buffer zone, the
deployment of United Nations military observers and assistance to ECOMOG in
patrolling the frontier. Ambassador Dahlgren also visited Monrovia.
7.
Following his visit to the Gambia on 9 December, President Kabbah
reportedly accepted an offer from the President of the Gambia to mediate a peace
agreement with the rebels.
follow-up to the Special Conference on Sierra Leone
8.
As called for by the Special Conference on Sierra Leone held at United
Nations Headquarters on 30 July 1998, the Government of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland ·convened a meeting of the International
Contact Group of donors to Sierra Leone in London on 5 November. The objectives
of the meeting were to build up international support for Sierra Leone's efforts
to restore peace, democracy and human rights; to encourage further assistance to
ECOMOG and contributions to the United Nations Trust Fund for Sierra Leone; to
try to match specific ECOMOG requirements to donor offers; and to encourage the
Government of Sierra Leone to develop political dialogue and national
reconciliation beyond the programme for the disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration of former combatants and to encourage participation in it.
9.
The London meeting, which was opened by Mr. Tony Lloyd, Minister of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, was attended on behalf of the Government
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of Sierra Leone by Mr. James Jonah, the Minister of Finance, Development and
Economic Planning, the ECOWAS Executive Secretary, Mr. Lansana Kouyate, and my
Special Representative for Sierra Leone, Mr. Francis G. Okelo.
The meeting
expressed strong support for the dual-track approach (military and diplomatic)
agreed upon at the ECOWAS summit on 31 October, by which efforts to strengthen
ECOMOG would be accompanied by the opening of dialogue to achieve lasting peace
and national reconciliation.
10. The meeting agreed on a series of next steps to be taken by the Government
of Sierra Leone, ECOWAS and ECOMOG and the international community.
In
particular, the Government would pursue the above-mentioned dual track approach
for restoring peace and stability in Sierra Leone. Troop contributors would
continue their efforts to augment ECOMOG, with the aim of completing the
additional deployments by the end of 1998. For its part, the international
community would press on with financing and other support to help ECOMOG remain
in Sierra Leone and expand its operations, including through contributions to
the Trust 'Fund to Support United Nations Peacekeeping-related Efforts in Sierra
Leone, as well as bilateral contributions.
11. It has provisionally been decided that the next meeting of the
International Contact Group will be held in New York in January 1999.
In Sierra
Leone, a Government working group chaired by the Minister of Finance is
continuing to follow up on the commitments and pledges made by donors. The
membership of the working group also includes UNOMSIL and donor representatives.
Relations between Sierra Leone and its neighbours
12. On 12 November 1998/ at the invitation of President Lansana Conte
of Guinea, President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah of Sierra Leone and President
Charles Taylor of Liberia participated in an extraordinary 'summit meeting of the
Manq River Union in Conakry. The summit was also attended by the Reverend
Jesse Jackson, the Presidential Special Envoy for the Promotion of Democracy and
Human Rights in Africa, as well as my Special Representative for Sierra Leone
and my Representative for Liberia, Mr. Felix Downes-Thomas.
13.
In a communique issued after the meeting, the three Heads of State
announced their decision to rejuvenate the Mano River Union.
They further
pledged to ensure the strict observance of the 1986 Non-Aggression and Security
Cooperation Agreement between Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea that had been
signed and rat~f~ed by the three member States. The three Heads of State agreed
to work collectively to restore peace in Sierra Leone and maintain stability in
the subregion.
14. A£ter the summit, in a meeting with President Kabbah in Freetown,
Reverend Jackson stressed the advantage of negotiations over confrontation and
called for a negotiated settlement to the conflict in Sierra Leone. A Liberian
delegation, led by the Minister of National Security, concluded a two-day visit
to Sierra Leone on 9 December.
The Liberian- Government subsequently announced
that President Kabbah had agreed with President Taylor's request for cooperation
On joint border patrols.
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Activities of the Mission relating to the security situation
15. While reaffirming its commitment to end the ongoing rebel war as soon as
possible, the Government has expressed its readiness to address any grievances
the rebels might have on condition that they first stop fighting, lay down their
arms and surrender to ECOMOG or UNOMSIL. There has also been discussion in
Government circles of a possible offer to provide safe passage to five persons
identified as leaders of the two factions comprising the rebel forces Johnny Paul Koroma and S. A. J. Musa of the AFRC and Sam Bockarie, Dennis Mingo
and Eldred Collins of the RUF - to leave the country for a non-neighbouring
country of their choice.
16.
In this context, UNOMSIL has cooperated closely with the Government and
with ECOMOG in following up indications that S. A. J. Mus a , along with several
of his supporters, might be prepared to surrender to UNOMSIL. Despite
suspicions that this reported offer might be a feint, UNOMSIL has made
provisional preparations to accept the surrender of individuals or groups of
rebels if this can be arranged under proper security conditions. UNOMSIL has
also been in contact with S. A. J. Musa to try to secure the release of a
Catholic priest, Father Mario Guerra, who was kidnapped near Makeni on
17 November 1998 by elements of the AFRC.
17. since the establishment of UNOMSIL, my Special Representative has consulted
the resident agencies, funds and programmes on a regular basis and has
instituted weekly United Nations coordination meetings to address issues covered
under the respective mandates of the organizations. Moreover, a joint security
committee meets weekly to share and assess information about the situation on
the ground. UNOMSIL has also actively pursued close contact with
representatives of civil society, including good working relations with local
non-governmental organizations and participation in civic events, such as
symposia and workshops.

III.

MILITARY AND SECURITY SITUATION

Rebel activities
18. On the basis of the information received by UNOMSIL on the strength,
organization and activities of the rebels, there appear to be six rebel
battalion-type formations comprising approximately 300 fighters each. Two of
these are primarily AFRC and are based in the north. The other four, believed
to be RUF with some AFRC elements, are deployed around Kailahun.
It is believed
that the AFRC units receive supplies of arms and ammunition from the Kailahun
district.
19.
In the north of the country, and especially in the north-west, rebel
attacks against civilians have persisted and have recently intensified. In the
first few days of December 1998, a large rebel force moving southwards and
westwards launched coordinated and well-planned attacks on several locations
near the road from Freetown to the Guinean border, including Mange, Lunsar and
Masiaka, inflicting heavy casualties on civilians and property damage and
causing thousands to flee and take refuge in the capital and surrounding
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districts. This rebel force is believed to be under the command of
S. A. J. Musa.
20. There is much speculation concerning the motive behind these attacks, which
have taken place at a time when Musa has publicly offered to surrender to
UNOMSIL. These atrocities are taking place against the background of a rift
which appears to have arisen between the AFRC remnants in the north and the RUF
in the east. ECOMOG and the Civil Defence Forces (CDF) have done much to
disrupt the supply of arms and ammunition from Kailahun to the rebels in the
north.
21.
In the north-east, the rebel capacity to concentrate and coordinate their
forces appears to have eroded since the time of their attack on Kabala in July.
The rebel concentration in Koinadugu area was broken up by combined efforts of
reconstituted battalions of former soldiers of the Republic of Sierra Leone
Military Forces (RSLMF) and ECOMOG, thus reducing the threat to Makeni and to
the Koidu-Lunsar road. Repeated rebel attempts to gain control of the diamondrich Koidu area have been unsuccessful. However, the situation remains
unpredictable and the area is still in danger from rebel attacks.
22.
In the south-east, rebel attacks during October and November 1998 seemed
designed to surround and cut off Kenema both from Freetown and from the Liberian
border by controlling the road that links Daru with Joru and Zimmi. UNOMSIL, in
close collaboration with ECOMOG and CDF units based at Kenema, is standing by in
case the rebels' failure to achieve their objective should lead some of them to
open talks with the Government.
23. The south and south-west of the country, including Freetown, have remained
calm, though tension in the capital rose during December following a rebel
attack on the road linking Masiaka and Rogberi.
Civil Defence Forces!ECOMOG!RSLMF
24.
In the north, ECOMOG has shown increased willingness to engage the rebels
in the bush, while the CDF, which essentially originated in southern Sierra
Leone, has begun to operate in the north. These developments, as well as the
reinduction of former RSLMF soldiers into combat alongside ECOMOG, appear to
have taken a toll on rebel strength in the north-east. As noted above, an
important objective of the pro-Government forces has been to disrupt ammunition
supply lines between the main rebel stronghold in the Kailahun district and
rebel units in the north of the country.
In the south-east, the CEF, with
ECOMOG support, has now established fairly effective control of the area south
of Kenema after stemming the rebel offensive along the Daru-Joru-Zimmi road.
25. The CDF in both the north and the east has, however, been hampered by
serious shortages of ammunition, communications, food, transportation and
medicines. In addition to logistical shortages, there have been occasional
lapses in coordination between ECOMOG and the CDF. Air strikes launched by
ECOMOG to disperse rebel preparations for an attack on Joru on 15 November
reportedly caused casualties among a CDF concentration nearby, underlining the
need for improved coordination between the two forces.
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26. Despite efforts to organize and fund the deployment of reinforcements,
ECOMOG also remains overstretched in terms of manpower and requires urgent
logistical support. Nevertheless, there are indications that ECOMOG has been
concentrating its resources to support operations into Kailahun district,
apparently in preparation for more intensive activity now that the rainy season
has ended. The Government continues to be fully committed to concluding the war
as soon as possible.
Deployment of the Mission
27.
Since my second progress report, UNOMSIL's military deployment has remained
unchanged, with 40 observers, in addition to the Chief Military Observer,
General Subhash C. Joshi (India), and the medical team of ~5 personnel (see
annex). The observers based at Lungi, Hastings, Makeni, Bo and Kenema have
continued to maintain close liaison with local government authorities, ECOMOG
and the CDF, to gather information through contacts and regular patrols, and to
keep my Special Representative fully informed of developments.
~he UNOMSIL
observers also give advice on humanitarian law in the field, provide security
advice to other United Nations agencies, non-governmental organizations and
other humanitarian agencies and assist them in their liaison with ECOMOG and the
CDF as necessary.
28.
In view of S. A. J. Musa's reported offer to surrender and the prospect of
ECOMOG's increased activity in the east, UNOMSIL, notwithstanding the continued
volatility of the situation in the north, has prepared _contingency plans to
deploy teams in Kabala, Kambia, Koidu an~ Kailahun in order to be able to
respond rapidly to any willingness on the part of the rebels to surrender. The
presence of UNOMSIL observers in these tense areas, to encourage and facilitate
humanitarian activities and to monitor the human rights situation, would also be
important. Thus, additional observers may have to be deployed expeditiously
when conditions permit, within the limits authorized by the Security Council in
resolution ~~81 (1998).
29.
In addition to making regular visits to the military observers' team sites,
some members of the medical team, over and above their normal duties, have also
undertaken honorary teaching assignments in the local medical college and have
offered advice to local hospitals and clinics, especially those treating
amputees.
These contacts and services are clearly appreciated by the general
public.
Creation of a new Sierra Leonean army
30. The Government of Sierra Leone is continuing to develop its plans to
rebuild the armed forces under civilian management and the overall democratic
control of the Government.
Since October 1998, two visits to Sierra Leone have
been undertaken by a British joint s€curity sector mission to assess the
Government's plans for the-creation and training of new armed forces and to
produce an assessment of the prospects for assistance from the United Kingdom.
The Government has also requested UNOMSIL's assistance in this process, while
the Chief of Defence Staff, Brigadier-General Maxwell Khobe, is currently
engaged in a sensitization tour of the country to prepare for new recruitment.
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DISARMAMENT, DEMOBILIZATION AND REINTEGRATION

3l. The first phase of the Government's programme for the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration of former combatants, as described in my last
report, was to cover the demobilization of former RSLMF and RUF personnel who
were captured and disarmed by ECOMOG and later encamped at Lungi. The total
number of ex-combatants so far registered at Lungi is 2,973.
pre-discharge
orientation activities have been held since October, but the actual
reintegration process, including such programmes as vocational training, will
commence as and when the funding contributed for these purposes has been made
available.
32.
Following the registration of 52 children at Makeni, another group of 33
child ex-combatants, mainly from the RUF, were registered at Lakka near Freetown
on 21 November 1998. A further group of 94 children, mainly from the RUF, were
registered at Bo on 3 December.
There are also some 70RUF and COF child
ex-combatants to be registered at Port Loko as soon as the security situation
improves. Once the registration is completed, social servi-ces will take over
the reintegration of the children into society. The United Nations Children's
Fund (UNICEF) is closely involved with this exercise to ensure the proper
treatment of the children during demobilization and reintegration.
33.
Following commitments made to my Special Representative for Children and
Armed Conflict, Mr. Olara otunnu, during his visit to Sierra Leone in May 1998,
the Executive Committee of the National Committee on Disarmament, Demobilization
and Reintegration has agreed to ensure that the CDF do not initiate persons
under the age of 18 and that they cooperate with the registration of children
already within their ranks. They also agreed to request that ECOMOG release
children in detention to UNICEF, UNOMSIL or the Ministry of Social Welfare.
34. A national sensitization programme on this subject has also been under way
since early October with full radio and television coverage ar~d a nationwide
arts. competition on the theme "Join Hands for Peace". The Lungi ex-combatants
have embarked on community welfare work in the area, which has been well
received by the local community. This, together with the programme of
pre-discharge orientation, has gone a long way towards facilitating the
acceptance of the ex-combatants in the Lungi area.
35.
The National Committee, chaired by President Kabbah, is continuing its
activities and its secretariat is functioning well'. The Committee has now also
identified two additional disarmament, demobilization and reintegration sites at
Magburaka and Gerihun and preparations for their opening are under way.
However, the pace of the programme continues to lag behind the original goals
since the intensity of the war effort has not yet subsided. A further 830
ex-RSLMF soldiers are being prepared for re-induction into combat as a fifth
battalion fighting alongside ECOMOG. As with the other four battalions
re-inducted from among the ex-RSLMF personnel at Lungi, it is understood that
most of these soldiers will undergo the disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration process once the war has been concluded.
There has been no
progress in the demobilization of CDF fighters in safe areas. Apart from the
registration of CDF personnel in a few localities, there are no indications yet
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that the CDF are ready to begin the disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration process, since they are still fighting.

V.

HUMAN

RIGHTS

Conflict-related human rights abuses and violations
36. Widespread rebel attacks on civilian populations have characterized the
period since my last report. Attacks and forms of abuse of civilians exhibited
a characteristic modus operandi: amputation of limbs, mutilation, actual or
attempted decapitation, rape, burning alive of men, women and children,
destruction of homes, abduction and looting.
In one typical incident, at the
end of October, five farmers were burned alive by rebels in a house some ten
miles from the town of Alikalia, in the north-east.
In early November, the
entire northern township of Bafodia was destroyed. At the end of November, the
northern town of yifin was again devastated in a rebel attack, during which up
to 50 youths were abducted.
37. During September and October 1998, the incidence of hospital admissions for
amputations and mutilations reached levels similar to those during May and June,
with 71 admissions in just two hospitals in the west of the country and an
unverifiable number in other regions.
It is likely that the hospital admission
figures are much lower than the actual levels of civilian fatality and injury.
During November, although the overall number of atrocities reportedly fell,
there was an escalating rate of reports of actual and attempted decapitation.
Particularly since late October, rebel elements have indicated that attacks were
motivated by a desire for revenge against the sentencing to death of
Corporal Foday Sankoh.
38. Since my last report, there have been further complaints regarding the
behaviour of certain CDF contingents. One incident, investigated and confirmed
by UNOMSIL, involved the killing by the CDF of four captured alleged rebels at
Romeni, near Port Loko. UNOMSIL has indicated to the Government of Sierra Leone
its willingness to assist in the training of key CDF personnel regarding
provisions of human rights and humanitarian law applicable to their activities.
There have also been reports of inappropriate behaviour by certain elements of
ECOMOG, including unlawful detention. My Special Representative has taken this
matter up with the Force Commander of the Monitoring Group.
39. Since my last report, there have been frequent reports of children being
sent into combat environments, notwithstanding indications of some ECOMOG
commanders refusing to allow under-age COF combatants to serve under them.
However, on 25 November, the Government reiterated its commitment to
non-recruitment and demobilization of combatants aged under 18.
Treason trials
40.
In the absence of an appeals process under court martial proceedings, most
of the 34 military personnel sentenced to death in the first court martial
sought recourse through petitioning the United Nations Human Rights Committee
pursuant to the provisions of the Optional Protocol to the International
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Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Despite the Committee's formal request
for a stay of execution pending its consideration of the petitions, 24 officers
were executed by firing squad on 19 October 1998. On 4 November, the Human
Rights Committee adopted a strongly worded decision and requested the submission
of a report by Sierra Leone pursuant to the provisions of article 40 of the
International Covenant. At the request of the Committee, I brought its decision
to the attention of President Kahbah in a letter to him dated l6 November 1998.
In the same letter, I appealed to President Kabbah to give every consideration,
once the appeals process had been exhausted, to extending mercy to those who had
been condemned to death.
41. Two separate group treason trials ended, on 2l October and 5 November 1998,
respectively, with the sentencing to death of a further 26 civilians, with right
of appeal. Among those given prison sentences was a former Head of State of
Sierra Leone, Joseph Momoh. All of those convicted have appealed their
sentences.
Technical cooperation
42. UNOMSIL continues, within the limits of its resources, to advise and assist
the Government and civil society in matters relating to the protection of human
rights and fundamental freedoms.
This includes advising the Government on how·
to meet its reporting obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the
Child, as well as under the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. For instance, UNOMSIL has facilitated the donation to the Government of
law books for use by the legal profession and has hosted a seminar on judicial
reporting for the Sier~a Leone media. The human rights component has also
provided other forms of advice to the United Nations community in Sierra Leone.
43. Human rights technical assistance and training support continues to be
extended to the National Commission for Democracy and Human Rights, the Sierra
Leone police force and civil society, including the community of
non-governmental organizations, as well as UNOMSIL military observers. During
November 1998, UNOMSIL facilitated the most ambitious human rights monitoring
and reporting skills training programme ever implemented in Sierra Leone, with
70 participants from all parts of the country. The trainees will now replicate
the training nationwide. Other training activities since my last report include
facilitation of the project of human rights training for religious leaders,
primarily implemented by the World Conference for Religion and Peace and
partially funded by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights.
44.
In order to offer a broad range of human rights related services, UNOMSIL
has sought funding under the 1999 consolidated humanitarian appeal for Sierra
Leone for four human rights projects: to enhance monitoring capacity regarding
rebel activities, to provide enhanced human rights training for the police and
for the humanitarian community and to further strengthen the capacity of civil
society to monitor human rights. Other project proposals, in course of
completion in close consultation with the Government and other stakeholders,
address the human rights training and resources needs of the judiciary, legal
profession and prison personnel.
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45.
On 24 November 1998, the Government of Sierra Leone reaffirmed its
regulations on the manner in which the media may report on conflict-related
issues. The regulations are based on the provisions of the state of emergency
instituted in March 1998, elements of which may not be in compliance with
applicable provisions of international human rights law. On 9 December, the
Government arrested three journalists on charges related to these regulations.
UNOMSIL is monitoring the situation.
VI.

CIVILIAN POLICE

46.
UNOMSIL has now deployed its full complement of five civilian police
advisers and they are working closely with advisers deployed by the Commonwealth
and with the Government of Sierra Leone and the police force in the reform and
restructuring process.
47.
Policing suffered a major setback during and immediately after the junta
period. Many police officers had collaborated with the junta and others were
killed or forced to flee, leaving much of the country without a police service.
Following the reinstatement of the Government, the poor relationship between the
police and public obliged the Government to undertake a comprehensive
restructuring of the police force.
Although policing activities have now
returned to normal, many police stations are still not functional and will have
to be rebuilt. policing has not been reintroduced in certain areas of the
country owing to rebel activity and/or the shortage of funds to reconstruct
buildings. The CDF has established its own police force in some of the areas
under its control, which operates independently of the Sierra Leonean police
force.
48.
The reintroduction of policing throughout the country also requires the
retraining of police officers, a process hampered by a shortage of funds. The
provision of minimal financial assistance would allow the introduction of
limited training programmes. Towards this end, UNOMSIL civilian police have
assisted in the development of a decentralized training programme, the
production of training manuals and the conduct of refresher training.
49. After the introduction of the Government Policy Statement, the Police
Mission Statement and the strategic Development Plan (J.998-200l), the civilian
police advisers, in collaboration with the Commonwealth, have held detailed
discussions with the Sierra Leonean police force on the restructuring process,
the importance of respect for human rights, the role of the police in a
democratic society and the disciplinary code of conduct. After consultations
with all concerned, and with the financial support of the Department for
International Development of the United Kingdom, pilot projects have been
introduced in certain police areas to improve communications and equipment and
to introduce effective and efficient policing based on local needs and community
involvement.
50. As part of the effort to improve the effectiveness of the Sierra Leonean
police force, restructuring has begun in the departments of human resources
management, personnel development, financial and logistical accountability,
operations and crime management, with the aim of streamlining and restructuring
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the departments and ensuring that police officers are carefully selected,
properly trained, directed by highly motivated officers and financially and
logistically supported so as to be able to render acceptable service.

VII.

HUMANITARIAN SITUATION

51. Since my second progress report, humanitarian agencies have managed to
maintain the delivery of relief assistance to populations fleeing insecurity in
the north and east of the country. Most of the displaced are concentrated in a
string of settlements between Makeni and Koidu in the centre of the country, in
Kenema in the east and in Freetown. Fighting.in the east has limited access to
populations around Kenema, while hostilities in the north-west near the end of
the reporting period have curtailed access there, as well as road access to
Makeni. Growing insecurity along the arterial road network bodes ill for
continued access and the delivery of assistance.
52. Displacement of civilian populations continued during the period under
review. By mid-November, the United Nations Humanitarian Assistance
Coordination unit estimated that 308,695 persons had been displaced since
February 1998, an increase of 58,000 internally displaced persons since my last
report. The hostilities, which have continued since mid-November, have driven
approximately 6,000 additional persons from their homes. As fighting continues
into the dry season, the optimum period for military operations, the
humanitarian community is concerned that access will continue to be constrained
while displacement increases.
53.
In an effort to further ensure the impartiality of relief operations and
advocate for access, the Sierra Leonean humanitarian community came together at
a workshop held from 19 to 23 November that resulted in a revised code of
conduct for humanitarian agencies.
The UNOMSIL human rights component also
participated in the elaboration of the revised code, which is designed to
reinforce a self-regulatory and coordinated approach for the delivery of
humanitarian assistance and to· ensure that the parties to the conflict recognize
and observe the impartiality and inviolability of humanitarian principles.
54. Despite the prevailing hostile environment and logistical constraints, the
humanitarian community has been able to avert potential humanitarian disasters
through the provision of a wide range of relief programmes to the most affected
war victims in Masingbi, Kambia, Kenema and Freetown.
55. A good harvest is expected in most secure areas as a result of the
distribution of agricultural support packages to vulnerable farmers.
Discussions are taking place in all agencies with respect to their 1999 food aid
programmes, which are expected to equal the 1998 levels.
56.
The delay in the issuance of transport clearances to food aid agencies by
ECOMOG continues to constrain the movement of humanitarian food aid to
vulnerable groups. There has also been an increase in harassment, abuse and
intimidation of aid workers at some security checkpoints.
Instances of ECOMOG
personnel commandeering aid vehicles, including a World Food Programme (WFP)
truck at Masingbi, have been raised with ECOMOG by UNOMSIL.
Interventions
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relating to a similar situation at the port in Freetown have led to significant
improvements. Ms. Catherine Bertini, the Executive Director of WFP, will visit
Sierra Leone from 10 to 12 December 1998 to assess food security issues in the
country and the requirements for WFP assistance.
57. UNICEF undertook mass immunization campaigns in Freetown, Bo, Kenema,
Makeni, Kambia, Port Loko and Kabala, covering an estimated 1.1 million people,
about 25 per cent of Sierra Leone's population. UNICEF and the united Nations
Population Fund (UNFPA) are supporting the Ministry of Health and Sanitation in
trying to reduce the maternal mortality rate, which currently averages 1,800 per
100,000 live births. A UNFPA consultant is in the country to examine various
aspects of UNFPA's planned activities and issues of coordination between the
relevant United Nations agencies and the Ministry of Health.
58. A World Health Organization (WHO) consultant has been working with the
Ministry of Health to address future outbreaks of cholera. WHO has also
provided drugs and supplies intended to further strengthen the Ministry's
preparedness to cope with public health challenges. As a result, the cholera
outbreak referred to in paragraph 41 of my last report is now under control. No
deaths have been recorded since mid-October.
59. On 14 November 1998, President Kabbah launched activities for the
forthcoming National Immunization Days, which will target polio. WHO and
UNICEF, along with other agencies, are providing financial and technical support
to the polio eradication drive. The first round of immunizations will take
place on 19 December and the second round on 2 February. WHO has also taken
steps to deal with outbreaks of meningitis.
The Office of the united Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has
continued to facilitate the repatriation of students and professional civil
servants to Sierra Leone. During October and November, UNHCR repatriated about
1,660 Sierra Leoneans from Guinea.
In close consultation with the Government
and others, UNHCR is continuing to develop a reintegration strategy for
returnees and internally displaced persons.
60.

61. United Nations agencies, in consultation with the Government, national and
international non-governmental organizations and donors, have completed the 1999
consolidated inter-agency appeal for Sierra Leone in the amount of $28 million.
The 29 projects in the appeal range from immediate life-saving needs to longerterm projects aimed at creating a favourable environment for the promotion of
peace and sustainable socia-economic development. The appeal was released in
Geneva on 3 December by the Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
and will be launched on 17 December 1998.

VIII.

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS

62. On 23 November 1998, the European Union signed an agreement with the
Government of Sierra Leone to provide 111.5 million European currency units
($124.88 million) to help rebuild its economy. The 'funds, to be disbursed over
five years, are to support rehabilitation of infrastructure, the development of

social and public sectors and good governance.

The aid will include eight
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million European currency units ($8.92 million) in risk capital, provided by the
European Investment Bank, for projects in power supply, mining and private
sector investment.
63. On 27 November, the Government presented the budget and statement of
policies for the financial year 1999 to Parliament. The budget, which is being
debated by Parliament, focuses on continuing the process of rehabilitating basic
infrastructure and rebuilding dislocated institutions, as well as pursuing
stabilization and economic reform policies.
64.
The Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund has approved the
Government's request for assistance under the post-conflict emergency assistance
policy for Sierra Leone in the amount of approximately $1.5 million.
65. According to Government data, there are encouraging signs of a steady
recovery in economic output. This is reflected in the 0.7 per cent growth rate
in the gross domestic product in real terms, compared to negative 22 per cent
for the same period last year.
Increased activity in the manufacturing,
services and construction sectors reflect the return of consumer and investor
confidence. On the other hand, output in mining and agriculture continues to be
depressed owing to persistent insecurity, especially in the east and nort~.
66.
The generally weak economy has contributed to the continued pressure on the
exchange rate. Gross external reserves have dwindled to 1..8 months of imports
in 1.998 compared to 5.7 months in the corresponding period for 1.997.
Consequently, the exchange rate, which had strengthened from 2,340 leones to the
dollar in January 1998 to about 1.,630 in March, depreciated to 1.,850 leones in
January 1.998 to about 1,630 in March, depreciated to 1.,850 leones in November.
It is anticipated that increased donor support, particularly balance-of-payments
assistance from the international financial institutions, the European Union and
the Department for International Development of the United Kingdom, will reduce
the pressure on the exchange rate. The Government's economic management
policies have helped contain inflation and restore confidence in the private
sector, bringing about the present decline in the inflation rate to 1.2.5 per
cent as at December 1.998.

IX.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS

67. The General Assembly, by its resolution 53/29 of 20 November 1.998,
appropriated an amount of $22 million gross for the establishment and operation
of the Observer Mission for the period of 13 July 1998 to 30 June 1.999. This
amount includes $9.1. million gross for the period from 1.4 January to
30 June 1999, equivalent to some $1.6 million gross per month, subject to the
decision of the Security Council to extend the mandate of the Observer Mission
beyond 1.3 January~999.
68.
Should the Council decide to extend the mandate of the Observer Mission as
recommended in paragraph 76 below, it is anticipated that the estimated
additional requirements of some $0.6 million gross arising during the 1.998-1.999
financial period in connection with the modest expansion of civilian staff of
UNOMSIL recommended in paragraphs 78 and 79 below, would be met from resources
already provided by the General Assembly.
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69.
As at 30 November 1998, the total outstanding assessed contributions for
all peacekeeping operations amounted to $1,642.2 million.
70.
Pursuant to the council's Presidential statement of 26 February 1998
(S/PRST/1998/S), on 26 March 1998 I established the Trust Fund to Support united
Nations Peacekeeping-related Efforts in sierra Leone. As at 11 December 1998,
voluntary contributions to the Trust Fund totalled $1.79 million from the
Governments of the united Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
($0.83 million) and Japan ($0.96 million). In addition, the government of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands has pledged to the Fund an amount of $1 million.

X.

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

71. Despite the progress made by the Government in consolidating its authority,
I am disturbed at the continuing attacks inflicted by the rebels on civilians in
the north and the atrocities and abductions that accompany such attacks.
I
condemn these serious violations and abuses of human rights and international
humanitarian law and call again on the RUF and the AFRC to desist from attacks
against their unarmed compatriots and to lay down their arms and surrender.
72.
The elaboration of a dual-track approach to the resolution of the conflict
following the ECOWAS summit of 31 October 1998 and the London meeting of the
International Contact Group of 5 November is a welcome development, and UNOMSIL
will work with the Government to pursue this approach. ECOMOG, the CDF and the
re-inducted Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces personnel have done much to
defend the Government and people of Sierra Leone against rebel attacks and
should continue to do so. At the same time, I call on the Government to explore
ways to encourage the rebels to lay down their arms and surrender in order to
avoid more bloodshed.
73.
Clear evidence has emerged during the national consultative process
described in paragraph 4 above to demonstrate that the people of Sierra Leone
are willing to reconcile themselves with the rebels, on condition that they
accept the authority of the Government, lay down their arms and surrender.
UNOMSIL will continue to offer its services to the Government in facilitating
such surrenders, provided this can be done under acceptable security conditions.
UNOMSIL is also prepared to work with the Government concerning assurances that
those who surrender will be humanely treated, in accordance with internationally
accepted standards, and that any rebels who face criminal prosecution for their
acts receive a fair trial.
74.
I am particularly encouraged by the outcome of the extraordinary summit
meeting of the Mano River Union on 12 November 1998, at which President Kabbah,
President Taylor and President Conte agreed to continue to strengthen the Union
and improve their mutual relations. The importance of this subregional approach
to the strengthening of stability and security in all three countries cannot be
overemphasized. I look forward to further steps by all three Governments to
prevent the use of their territory by armed groups who would seek to undermine
stability and would use their territory for the illegal transit of weapons and
ammunition, especially where this is in violation of United Nations resolutions.
I am prepared to assist, through my Special Representative in Sierra Leone and
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my Representative in Liberia, in developing and implementing a viable strategy
for a subregional approach.
75.
The onset of the dry season in Sierra Leone has opened the way for more
effective action by ECOMOG, the CDF and the re-inducted personnel of the RSLMF.
In order to maintain the pressure they have exerted to split the rebel forces,
the military forces assisting the Government need to continue to receive
adequate logistical support.
In this context, I would like to express my
appreciation to those Governments that have already made contributions to the
Trust Fund to support United Nations Peacekeeping-related Efforts in Sierra
Leone and to encourage others to make similar contributions or to consider
providing the necessary assistance bilaterally to ECOMOG or to individual ECOWAS
countries.
76. UNOMSIL has proved its value to the Government and people of Sierra Leone
as they pursue their recovery from the illegal seizure of power by the military
junta, in May 1997, and all its nefarious consequences.
In particular, the
deployment in the countryside of United Nations military observers has
demonstrated to the Government and people of Sierra Leone the commitment of the
broader international community to the restoration of order and peace in the
country under the legitimate Government. UNOMSIL has also provided crucial
support for humanitarian operations in the countryside.
I therefore recommend
to the Security Council that the mandate of the United Nations Observer Mission
in Sierra Leone be extended for a further period of six months, until
l3 July 1999.
77.
The uncertain security situation in parts of the country and the delays to
which the government's disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme
have consequently been subjected make it premature at this stage to proceed with
further deployments of united Nations military observers, as authorized by
resolution ll8l (l998). However, in view of the prospect that rebel fighters
might begin surrendering as a result of the military operations directed against
them in the east and the north, and the Government's willingness to accept their
surrender under the conditions outlined above, UNOMSIL will continue to stand
ready to deploy the additional observers rapidly as and when they may be
required.
I will keep the Security Council fully apprised of any developments
in this regard and of any action I decide to take in response.
78. However, in order to address the growing demands on the ground and to be
able to assist the Government and people of Sierra Leone in their efforts to
normalize the situation, I am planning a modest expansion of the civilian staff
of UNOMSIL.
In particular, the enormity of the human rights abuses the rebels
have perpetrated on the people of Sierra Leone and the large scope of human
rights tasks to be performed have underlined the need for a strong human rights
component. The deployment of five additional human rights officers in the
provinces, in addition to the five now operating in the country, would do much
to assist the Government to maintain and improve its commitment to the
protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms in Sierra Leone.
I also
urge Member States to consider contributing bilaterally to UNOMSIL's human
rights activities in Sierra Leone.
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79.
UNOMSIL could also help the government develop more fully a dialogue with
the rebels in keeping with the dual-track approach. To this end, I intend to
deploy three additional public information officers to develop radio programmes
and other information activities aimed at reaching out to rebels in the
countryside to persuade them to surrender and generally to pursue the goal of
national reconciliation. The additional public information staff could also
help to explain the role of UNOMSIL and the international community. At the
same time, the addition of another political officer in the Office of my Special
Representative would assist him to coordinate these activities.
80.
The restoration of stability in Sierra Leone will be a long and arduous
process and will continue to require military support as well as various other
forms of assistance. In particular, the Government needs assistance in its
efforts to establish a new professional armed force under civilian control, as
well as an effective and well-motivated police force. The commitment of" all
Sierra Leoneans to achieving peace through dialogue and national reconciliation
will also be essential. The United Nations, through UNOMSIL, is ready to play
its part in that process.

8l.
In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation to my Special
Representative, Mr. Francis G. Okelo, the Chief Military Observer, BrigadierGeneral Subhash C. Joshi, and all the military and civilian personnel of
UNOMSIL. My thanks also go to the Government of Sierra Leone and to ECOMOG, as
well as to Sierra Leonean civil society, for their continuing cooperation with
the United Nations.
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United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone:
contributions as at 10 December 1998

Military
observers

Others a

Total

China

3

3

Egypt

2

2

India

6

Kenya

4

4

Kyrgyzstan

1

1

New Zealand

2

2

Pakistan

5

5

Russian Federation

7

7

United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

7

7

Zambia

4

4

Total
a

Medical tearn_

b

Including Chief Military Observer.

15

15

21

56
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SIXTH REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON THE UNITED NATIONS
OBSERVER MISSION IN SIERRA LEONE

I.

INTRODUCTION

l.
By paragraph II of resolution l23l (l999) of 11 March 1999, the Security
Council requested me to keep the Council closely informed on the situation in
Sierra Leone and in this regard to submit a report, by 5 June 1999, with
recommendations on the future deployment of the United Nations Observer Mission
in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL) and the implementation of its mandate. The present
report is submitted in accordance with that request.

II.

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Dialogue process
2.
8ince my report of 4 March 1999 (8/1999/237), the peace process in Sierra
Leone has made significant progress, culminating in the signing of a ceasefire
agreement on 18 May 1999 (see 8/1999/585, annex) and the start of dialogue
between the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
at Lome on 25 May.
3.
The signing of the ceasefire agreement and the inception of talks with RUF
to a large extent reflect the outcome of a number of important initiatives
undertaken by the Government of Sierra Leone. In early to mid-March, President
Ahmad Tejan Kabbah visited several key countries in the subregion, including
Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria and Togo, to discuss the situation in Sierra Leone
and possible ways forward with the support of the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS) and its Monitoring Group (ECOMOG).
In a radio address
to the nation on 14 March, President Kabbah expressed his appreciation for the
assistance provided by those countries and reaffirmed his commitment to the
dual-track approach, which involves strengthening ECOMOG while being prepared to
talk to RUF and the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC).
4.
The Government's initiatives were accompanied by considerable diplomatic
activity in the subregion on the part of a number of Governments and
organizations in the subregion and elsewhere, including the current Chairman of
ECOWAS, President Gnassingbe Eyadema of Togo; the ECOMOG troop-contributing
99-16596 (E)
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countries, namely Nigeria, Guinea, Ghana and'Mali;-the Governments of the United
Kingdom of Great "Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America
and the United States Presidential Special Envoy for the Promotion of Democracy
in Africa, the Rev. Jesse Jackson; and my Special Representative for Sierra
Leone, Franci~ G. Okelo.
5.
The opening of talks between the Government and RUF at Lome on 25 May
followed internal consultations there between the RUF leader, Corporal
Foday Sankoh, and a delegation of 14 RUF representatives from within Sierra
Leone. At the Government.'.~ request, UNOMSIL transported Corporal Sankoh from
Freetown to Lome on 18 April.
Subsequently,~UNOMSIL also transported the 14
other RUF representatives from other parts of Sierra Leone to Lome via Monrovia
with the cooperation and support of the Government of Liberia and the assistance
of the United Nations Peace-building Support Office in Liberia. UNOMSIL has
also provided some logistical support for the Government of Togo, which is
hosting the talks, through the use of the Trust Fund to Support United Nations
Peacekeeping-related Activities in Sierra Leone.
6.
Although Corporal Sankoh was still pursuing his appeal against his
conviction and sentence to death for treason, the Government granted him
judicial leave to pursue the dialogue process. On 29 May, the Government and
the RUF delegation reached an understanding on the status of Corporal sankoh.
The Government undertook to take the appropriate legal steps to grant him an
absolute and free pardon, and Corporal Sankoh said that his delegation would
proceed with the dialogue.
7.
The internal RUF talks lasted from 26 April to 10 May and resulted in a
position paper reflecting the RUF/AFRC views and demands. The position paper
calls, inter alia, for a blanket amnesty for all personnel of RUF and AFRC,
which had organized the coup d'etat in Sierra Leone in May 1997; and the
establishment of a four-year transitional Government. The main functions of the
transitional Government would include the drafting of a new constitution; the
reform of the national security forces and civil service; the encampment,
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of all combatants; and the
establishment of a national electoral commission. RUF expressed readiness to
convert itself into a political party.
8.
RUF stipulated that a neutral peace monitoring group should be deployed as
part of the ceasefire arrangements following the signing of a peace agreement.
Other demands include the departure of all foreign troops and mercenaries from
Sierra Leone within 14 days of the signing of the agreement, and the termination
of the Status of Forces Agreement between the Governments of Sierra Leone and
Nigeria.
9.
On 14 May, the Government of Sierra Leone issued a response to the RUF
position paper, stressing the unconstitutional nature of the proposal for a
transitional Government. At the same time, the Government emphasized that the
proposal for an amnesty for all combatants would be examined with a view to
achieving permanent peace, while taking into account gross human rights
violations committed against the citizens of Sierra Leone. The government
statement endorsed the importance of the transformation of RUF into a political
party and pledged the Government's full support for that process.
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10.
In order to help create conditions conducive to the success of the
Government-RUF talks, my Special Representative proposed a cessation of
hostilities for the duration of the dialogue process. This proposal was
strongly supported by the Government of Togo and resulted in the signing, on
18 May, of an agreement between the Government and RUF to cease fire
(S/1999/585, annex). According to the agreement, which came into effect on
24 May, both parties were to maintain their respective positions and refrain
from hostile or aggressive acts. Other provisions included the guarantee of
safe and unhindered access by humanitarian organizations to all people in need;
the immediate release of prisoners of war and non-combatants; and the
deployment, subject to the authorization of the Security Council, of. United
Nations military observers to observe compliance with the cease fire agreement.
11. The peace talks have started off well, with the two parties expressing
their firm commitment to the peace process and determination to work together to
resolve the conflict. The dialogue process is being guided by a Facilitation
Committee chaired by the Foreign Minister of Togo, with the participation of
ECOWAS, the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and my Special Representative.
Within sierra Leone, the dialogue process has benefited from the active
involvement of the Parliament and civic groups. Among these, the
Inter-Religious Council of Sierra Leone, supported by the World Conference on
Religion and Peace, has played a particularly active role. President Kabbah has
proposed that the Council, whose role has been appreciated by both sides, should
become one of the moral guarantors of a future peace agreement.
12. On 2 June, the Government and RUF decided to ask UNOMSIL to establish a
committee to effect the immediate release of prisoners of war and non-combatants
in accordance with the 18 May ceasefire agreement. The committee, which is to
be chaired by the UNOMSIL Chief Military Observer, comprises representatives of
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the United Nations
Children's Fund .(UNICEF), other United Nations agencies and non-governmental
organizations.
Relations between Sierra Leone and Liberia
13. There have been continued allegations of arms shipments reaching the rebels
in Sierra Leone either through or from Liberia. On 8 April, the ECOMOG Force
Commander, Major-General Felix Mujakperuo, announced that ECOMOG had confirmed
the involvement of the Governments of Liberia and Burkina Faso in the shipment
and delivery of arms to the rebels on 14 and 15 March. The details of this
incident and another alleged incident on 20 April were brought to the attention
of the security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1132 (1997)
concerning Sierra Leone. The Government of Liberia has denied the allegations.
14. Given the persistent tension between Sierra Leone and Liberia resulting
from allegations of arms supplies to the rebels, the Security Council requested
me, in resolution 1231 (1999), to consider, in coordination with the countries
of the Mano River Union and other States members of ECOWAS, the practicality and
effectiveness of the deployment of United Nations monitors, along with ECOMOG
forces, at the Sierra Leone/Liberia border. Such a presence could improve the
security climate and build confidence between the two countries. Accordingly, I
wrote to both the Chairman and the Executive Secretary of ECOWAS on 12 April,
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seeking their views on the possible deployment of ECOMOG troops and the
subsequent deployment of United Nations personnel along the border.
15.
In his reply, dated 26 April 1999, the Executive Secretary, Lansana
Kouyate, stated that the Chiefs of Staff of the countries contributing troops to
ECOMOG in Sierra Leone, who had discussed my letter at their meeting at Ahuja,
welcomed the proposal in principle. However, citing the difficult terrain along
the border and the consequent need for adequate equipment, Mr. Kouyate proposed
that the United Nations should assist in providing the necessary logistical
equipment, including helicopters, communications and ground transportation. He
requested the United Nations to dispatch a technical team to discuss with ECOMOG
the modalities and requirements of deployment. On 7 May, the Under-SecretaryGeneral for Peacekeeping Operations, Bernard Miyet, invited ECOWAS to indicate
how many ECOMOG troops would be required, and the time needed for their
deployment, and requested a detailed statement of ECOMOG's logistical
requirements.
This information can be provided to the Security Council as soon
as it is received.
16. There have also been positive developments in the relations between Sierra
Leone and Liberia.
For example, there is increased contact among civic groups
in both countries as demonstrated by the visits to Liberia of the
Inter-Religious Council of Sierra Leone and the National Union of Sierra Leone
Students. Moreover, a delegation of the Liberian Senate met with President
Kabbah in Freetown in early April to offer the support of the Government and
people of Liberia for the resolution of the armed conflict in sierra Leone. The
delegation proposed that the three parliaments of the countries of the Mano
River Union should work together, under the coordination of Mali, to help to end
the conflict.
17. On 27 May, the first annual conference of the Mano River Parliamentary
Union opened in Monrovia. Although no Sierra Leonean representative attended
the conference, President Taylor stated in his address to the delegates of
Liberia, Guinea and Mali that he would do his utmost to ensure peace and
security in Guinea and Sierra Leone, since peace in Liberia could be assured
only if its neighbours were also at peace.

III.

MILITARY AND SECURITY SITUATION

18. The military and security situation in Sierra Leone has remained fluid and
complex. Following his assumption of the command of ECOMOG in late March, the
new Force Commander, Major-General Felix Mujakperuo, launched an offensive to
provide a larger security cordon around Lungi and Freetown. As a result, ECOMOG
succeeded in opening the roads connecting Freetown with Lungi, Port Loko and
Kambia in the western and north-western parts of the country. Moreover, the
clearance of a subsidiary road from Freetown to Bo via Moyarnba opened up a land
route for supplies to Bo and Kenema. ECOMOG also retains its positions at
Kabala and Burnbuna. Since my previous report, ECOMOG's military capabilities
have been further strengthened with a substantial increase in communications
facilities and air assets.
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19. However, RUF/AFRC continue to dominate many areas of Sierra Leone,
particularly in the Northern and Eastern Provinces. They also have considerable
freedom of movement in parts of the Western Area and the Southern Province,
where they retain the capability to interdict ECOMOG lines of communication and
carry out raids. The Kono diamond mining area is also still under RUF/AFRC
control. Two attacks on Kenema have recently been repulsed, although a large
rebel group has advanced to around 15 miles north of the town.
Continued
reports of arms supply reaching RUF/AFRC indicate that their fighting capacity
remains strong.
In addition, they have significantly strengthened their
anti-aircraft capabilities, an achievement attributed to the use of foreign
expertise. The existence of pockets of forces behind the other party's lines,
especially around the north-south Bo-Kabala axis, is expected to complicate the
monitoring of the ceasefire.
20. Both before and after 24 May, when the ceasefire took effect, rebel
activity in the north-west increased considerably, amid mutual accusations by
the parties of violations. A rebel group, largely composed of troops of the
former Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces (RSLMF), has been detected in
the area north of Occra Hills/south of Port Loko, and there is a large build-up
of RUF/AFRC in the area north of Lunsar and Port Loko. This build-up poses a
threat to Port Loko/Rogberi and possibly to Lungi, which ECOMOG has warned it
will forcibly resist. Prior to the ceasefire, RUF/AFRC attacked some ECOMOG
positions in the area of Port Loko, including Port Loko itself, and in the Occra
Hills where both sides have suffered casualties. RUF/AFRC also undertook raids
on undefended villages, committing atrocities at a scale not seen since their
retreat from Freetown in January (see sect. V below). Freetown remains subject
to a curfew, albeit at reduced hours, and ECOMOG continues to operate
checkpoints to curb rebel infiltration.
Creation of a new Sierra Leone armed forces
21. As detailed in my second progress report on UNOMSIL of 16 October 1998
(S/1998/960), the Government's efforts to improve security involve the creation
of a new armed forces of 5,000 troops, the restructuring of the Civil Defence
Forces (CDF) and the reform of the Sierra Leone Police Force.
On 10 May, the first 562 troops completed three months of elementary
training and, at the initiative of the Government of Nigeria, elementary cadet
training has been provided for 81 future officers at the Nigerian Defence
Academy. The efforts to create a new Sierra Leone army have received
significant support from the Government of the United Kingdom, which is
providing both training assistance and equipment.
22.

Reconstitution of the Sierra Leone Police Force
Another aspect of these efforts concerns the rebuilding of the Sierra Leone
Police Force, which suffered severely during the rebel invasion of Freetown,
with some 200 officers being killed and many police stations destroyed. With
donor assistance, the Government has made considerable progress in
reconstituting a functioning police presence in the capital, but reversing the
extent of the damage and the collapse of the police structure in most parts of
the country will require substantial external assistance.
23.
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24.
As noted in my earlier reports, the support provided by the Commonwealth
Police Development Task Force and the UNOMSIL civilian police advisers had
contributed significantly to the Sierra Leone Police Force reform efforts. In
April 1999, two Commonwealth police advisers visited Sierra Leone with a view to
the eventual resumption of their activities.
I will present to the Security
Council at an appropriate time in the near future my plans for a resumption of
activity in Sierra Leone by United Nations civilian police advisers to render
tangible assistance in cooperation with bilateral donors.

IV.

DISARMAMENT AND DEMOBILIZATION

25.
Since my report of 4 March 1999 (S/1999/237), the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration programme has been at a near standstill. A
joint World Bank/British Department for International Development team found in
Marc~ that some of the original programme assumptions and guiding principles
were no longer applicable and that the programme would have to be re-adjusted to
reflect the changed political environment and security situation. Based on
their recommendations, the pilot phase of the programme, which was designed to
accommodate existing ex-combatants as well as those who might surrender before
the signing of a new peace agreement, has since resumed. However, any
subsequent large-scale disarmament, demobilization and reintegration activity
will require the implementation of a peace agreement and the stabilization of
the security situation. This matter is still under consideration by the
National Committee on Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration.
26. The approximately 1,300 ex-combatants, who had been originally part of the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration process at Lungi, continue to be
housed under appalling conditions in Freetown. Despite a decision on 12 April
by the National Committee on Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration to
move them to Lungi, ECOMOG opposes their relocation because of continued
insecurity in the area. As a result, plans are under way to improve their
current living conditions. This matter is also under consideration by the
National Committee.
27. Meanwhile, under the framework of its child protection network, UNICEF, in
cooperation with ECOMOG and UNOMSIL, has been providing services to children
released by RUF/AFRC as part of the overall peace negotiations.
Child welfare
agencies have also begun developing strategies and policies for child soldiers
within the overall framework of the disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration programme, while the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
is reviewing its involvement in the reintegration phase of disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration. Other specialized agencies of the United
Nations system and humanitarian organizations have started conceptualizing and
examining possible links to humanitarian assistance and rehabilitation
programmes.
V.

HUMAN RIGHTS

28.
The reporting period has been marked by a resurgence of rebel atrocities
against civilians, most of them reported from the provincial towns of Masiaka
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and Port Loko. Based on eyewitness accounts, the human rights abuses by
RUF/AFRC have included significant numbers of summary executions, mutilations,
limb amputations, abductions and sexual abuse, as well as the large-scale
destruction of property. Civilians in the affected areas are also suffering
significant humanitarian deprivation.
29.
Although there was a drop in the number of reported cases of gross human
rights violations during March, escapees from rebel-held territories continued
to provide disturbing accounts of abusive rebel behaviour against civilians,
including physical and psychological torture and harassment.
In Makeni and
Koinadugu, escapees reported that RUF/AFRC had imposed punitive food taxes,
restricted the movement of civilians and operated a harsh justice system. A
UNOMSIL investigation team that visited Masiaka after the town's recapture by
ECOMOG/COF received testimonies of ill-treatment of civilians, some of whom were
killed or mutilated after being accused of sympathizing with pro-government
forces. Moreover, a large number of boys and male adolescents in the area had
the letters "RUF" engraved across their chests with razor blades.

During a rebel attack on Port Loko on 7 May, over 20 civilians are believed
to have been summarily executed by a group of RUF/AFRC at nearby Mangarma
village. Survivors also reported summary executions in other areas around Port
Loko, which were attributed in at least two villages to a well-orchestrated
rebel strategy-carried out at the orders of rebel commanders.
In the Masiaka
area, the UNOMSIL team observed a number of bodies and received credible reports
that eight decapitated bodies and severed heads of civilians had been displayed
on the roadside by retreating RUF/AFRC.
In one_incident in Masumana village
between Masiaka and Mile 38, eye witnesses described the murder of several
infants by RUF/AFRC.
30.

3l.
RUF/AFRC forces have also continued their practice of limb amputations, and
at least a dozen victims have suffered this form of torture over the past month
alone. In Mangarma village, RUF/AFRC reportedly amputated the arms of two of
their civilian captives and then instructed them to walk to Port Loko town to
alert the Malian contingent of ECOMOG of the RUF/AFRC impending attack. One
victim, a male teacher, was hospitalized in Freetown after RUF/AFRC cut off both
his arms, as well as his ears and lips.
32.
A large number of civilians are believed to have been abducted by RUF/AFRC
over the past three months. The abductions have reportedly followed a
consistent pattern where RUF/AFRC retreating from a town or village have forced
men, women and children to go with them to serve as porters, potential recruits
or sex slaves. Most of these abductees are still being held by RUF/AFRC. In
Matteh village near Masiaka r the section chief estimated the number of abductees
in the area to be in the thousands. Most of the people interviewed in the Port
Loko and Masiaka areas said they had lost close family members through
abduction. One man told UNOMSIL that lS members of his immediate family had
been abducted by RUF/AFRC.

33. My Special Representative in Sierra Leone has already expressed to RUF/AFRC
the deep concerns of the united Nations over the reported abuses of human rights
and violations of international humanitarian law. Following the fact-finding
visit by UNOMSIL human rights officers to Masiaka, the Special Representative
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shared the findings of the mission with Corporal Foday Sankoh, and presented the
RUF delegates with an aide-memoire on human rights issues.
RUF has since
pledged to set up an internal investigation to probe these allegations and has
requested support from the international community.
34. After concerns had been raised by my Special Representative and others
regarding human rights violations attributed to ECOMOG and COF soldiers in the
wake of the rebel incursion into Freetown in January (see 8/1997/237), the
ECOMOG High Command has taken concrete positive steps to address this issue.
In
April, the ECOMOG Force Commander initiated the formation of a Civil/Military
Relations Committee which will, inter alia, investigate allegations of human
rights violations against individual members of ECOMOG and CDF and recommend
appropriate action to the higher authorities. Membership in the Committee
includes representatives of the National Commission for Democracy and Human
Rights, the Bar Association, the police, the media, civil society and the
Government, with UNOMSIL participating in an observer capacity.
35.
In spite of the goodwill exhibited by the ECOMOG High Command, there have
been a few reports of ill-treatment of the civilian population by ECOMOG, CDF
and Civil Defence Units (CDU).
It is also reported that detainees from rebelcontrolled areas face a high risk of intimidation and even execution as alleged
rebel collaborators.
For instance, information has been received of the
execution of up to ·30 escapees by CDF forces (Kapras) at Kagbantama, near the
town of Gbinti in the Northern Province.
In a separate report, a woman from
Moyarnha District in the south-west provided detailed information on an alleged
attack on the town of Bradford by CDF forces (Kamajors) in which at least six
civilians are believed to have lost their lives.
In April, a reliable informant
reported the severe beating and detention for two days of a man and a woman in
central Freetown.
36. Various sources, including united Nations agencies, report that there is
continued widespread recruitment of children by COF in the Southern and Eastern
Provinces, especially at Bo and Kenema. Agencies also report that a number of
children who had been demobilized from CDF are known to have been subsequently
re-recruited. This is an issue of great concern, especially considering the
promise made last year by the Government of Sierra Leone to my 8pecial
Representative on Children and Armed Conflict to demobilize and discontinue the
practice of recruiting children under 18 years of age into the armed forces of
Sierra Leone. My Special Representative in Freetown continues to monitor the
situation closely and raises the relevant issues with the Government.
Government officials in the Southern Province have reportedly acted to halt
underage recruitment by COF elements.
37.
On 27 April, President Kabbah announced the establishment under statute of
a new Human Rights Commission for Sierra Leone, replacing the human rights role
of the National Commission for Democracy and Human Rights.
The body will have
some form of adjudicatory authority and considerable implementation powers.
UNOMSIL has informed the Government of its support for this initiative and has
promised to provide, in collaboration with the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights, the necessary technical assistance.
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38.
In the context of its technical cooperation activities, UNOMSIL also
continues to provide full secretariat support to the Sierra Leone Human Rights
Committee, comprising the National Commission for Democracy and Human Rights,
national non-governmental organizations and United Nations agencies. Membership
also includes the Inter-Religious Council of Sierra Leone and Human Rights
Watch. The Committee remains a valuable forum for the exchange of information
and for strategy development.
In this context, UNOMSIL is assisting the
non-governmental organization community to develop positions on the role to be
played and issues of human rights within the peace process. Renewed efforts are
being made to identify funding whereby the Committee can develop its own
institutional identity.
39.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mary Robinson, has
accepted the invitation of the Government of Sierra Leone to visit the country
towards the end of June, accompanied by a panel of prominent human rights
personalities. The purpose of the visit will be to support the peace process,
to encourage future programmes for the promotion and protection of human rights
in the country, and to draw attention to the plight of children, women and
civilians bearing the brunt of the excesses in Sierra Leone. With the
coordination of UNOMSIL, which is hosting the visit, a range of civil society
actors in Sierra Leone are already exploring ways to maximize the impact of the
visit of Mrs. Robinson with regard to both the short- and long-term human rights
needs of the country.

VI.

HUMANITARIAN SITUATION

Since my previous report, an already desperate humanitarian situation has
worsened. Rebel gains have increased the number of needy people while at the
same time limiting aid workers' access to affected areas. At present, nearly
half, or 2.6 million, of the Sierra Leonean population in the Northern and
Eastern Provinces is effectively out of the reach of humanitarian agencies.
Another 480,000 have become refugees. While the number of internally displaced
persons in accessible areas remains relatively constant, at about 370,000, there
are many more civilians countrywide who have been directly affected by the war
in and around their own homes and villages. Many of these have been forced to
live under rebel control and denied their right to sufficient food, shelter and
health care.
In addition, it is estimated that well over one million civilians
countrYWide still require some form of humanitarian assistance.
40.

41.
Even in government-controlled areas, despite some successes, obtaining
access to civilians remains a challenge. For instance, it has been possible to
access areas such as Pujehun, Bonthe and Bo districts in the Southern Province
as well as parts of Kenema district in the Eastern Province. Additionally,
owing to recent ECOMOG advances, agencies have assessed needs in a few towns in
the north, such as Yele, by road from Bo. However, it remains impossible to
move humanitarian goods to the east and south by road owing to RUF blockades of
key junctions on the Freetown-Bo highway. While some aid can reach the
provincial capitals of Bo and Kenema by air, the inability to transport food by
road has led to a depletion of stocks in these areas. Additionally, the
security situation in the immediate environs of Kenema remains unclear, and has
prevented humanitarian intervention in many chiefdoms.
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42.
Given these difficulties, urgent measures are now being taken in
cooperation with the Government to explore other ways of transporting food aid.
At present, food agencies have leased a ship to transfer food to Nitti port,
where it can then be driven by road to Bo.
If successful, this route will allow
for the supply of food to war-affected people. The World Food Programme has
also requested to send food along the Freetown-Bo highway, which was recently
re-opened by commercial transporters, but had not received clearance from the
Government at the time of the present report.
In the meantime, the remaining
limited amount of food in these areas has been prioritized for therapeutic and
supplementary feeding centres as well as camps for internally displaced persons.
43.
Meanwhile, in gove~nment-controlled areas, including Freetown and parts of
the southern and eastern areas, the humanitarian community has mobilized to
provide some form of support to about 370,000 individuals. At present, more
than 120,000 registered internally displaced persons living in camps are
receiving a comprehensive package of assistance, including food, shelter and
health services. However, with more than 80 per cent of the buildings destroyed
in some parts of Freetown, many thousands more are squatting in other areas or
staying with relatives. A war-ravaged economy, characterized by low incomes and
high costs for food and other basic items, has compounded their suffering.
44. To address chronic food insecurity, emergency seeds and tools have been
distributed to farmers who lost their property to armed groups in Port Loko,
Kenema and Bo districts as well as the Western Area.
The United Nations
continues to support the Government in its efforts to buy imported rice and to
access food on a bilateral basis from donor Governments.
45. Basic support for clinics and hospitals has continued to come from UNICEF,
the World Health Organization (WHO) and the medical non-governmental
organizations. Some 25 health centres and eight mobile clinics are now
functioning in Freetown, with 25 operating in southern Bo, Pujehun and Bonthe
districts.
Large-scale expanded programme of immunization campaigns have
successfully headed off a measles epidemic around Freetown, Kenema and Bonthe,
with more than 65,000 children vaccinated in those areas.
46. As of mid-May, UNICEF had registered a total of 3,384 children who had been
missing since January 1999 from the Freetown area.
More than 500 of these have
been traced and reunified with their families. However, abductions of large
numbers of children persist. The Child Protection Network continues to trace
such incidents and to provide programmes to help unaccompanied children,
demobilized child soldiers and other children with special needs.
47.
Finally, water trucking, well chlorination and waste management activities
in most camps for internally displaced persons have reduced the level of
waterborne diseases such as cholera and diarrhoea.
Plastic sheeting, nails,
wood and kitchen sets have been provided to some urban households and to
displaced persons in camps in the west, east and south. The needs in this area,
however are considerable and require continued intervention as well as
resources.
48.
While the humanitarian situation remains dire, the recent ceasefire and
initiation of dialogue between the parties to the conflict has been welcomed by
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the humanitarian community as the best possible means for resolution of the
long-standing crisis. The provision in the recent. ceasefire agreement for safe
and unhindered access for humanitarian organizations to all people in need is a
significant step towards ensuring the countrywide delivery of assistance.
However, turning the combatants' humanitarian commitment into a reality requires
careful planning, good faith and confidence-building. As noted earlier in the
present report, my Special Representative has provided the parties to the
conflict with a proposal on humanitarian access, detailing, inter alia, the
obligations of the parties under international humanitarian law to provide the
enabling environment for humanitarian intervention. This proposal, prepared by
the United Nations country team under the guidance of the United Nations
Humanitarian Coordinator, is seen as a first-step towards building with the
parties to the conflict a dialogue on access.
In order to further the
humanitarian imperative and to ensure the smooth delivery of life-saving
humanitarian assistance, it is necessary that:
(a) The issue of humanitarian access must be on an equal footing with, and
not contingent upon, the military and political elements of the peace process.
Moreover, as the combatants' observance of the right of civilians in need to
humanitarian assistance is based upon international law, the concept is
non-negotiable and can only be discussed in terms of mechanisms for accessi
(b) Given the fragile state of the peace process and the steadily
degrading humanitarian situation, it is imperative that the humanitarian
community has immediate and independent access to the parties to the conflict,
in order to establish working modalities for accessing all Sierra Leoneans in
need.
VII.

FUTURE ROLE OF THE UNITED NATIONS OBSERVER MISSION
IN SIERRA LEONE

49. UNOM8IL currently consists of 24 military observers, including two medical
personnel, as well as 29 international and 24 national staff members. This
includes 10 military observers recently deployed to assist in the expanded tasks
of the Mission. The planned deployment of a further 16 observers during the
month of June, together with the necessary support personnel, vehicles,
communications and other essential equipment, will restore the mission'S
military capacity to the level it had attained last December. The security
situation permitting, I would then proceed to deploy additional observers up to
the limit of 70, with an additional 15 medical personnel, as authorized by the
Security Council in its resolution 1181 (1998) of 13 July 1998. In view of the
security considerations, the need to improve medical and casualty evacuation
capacity and the enhanced monitoring and observation role being played by
UNOMSIL, an additional helicopter will be required.
50. UNOMSIL's intensive preparations for the intra-RUF and RUF-Government talks
have required my Special Representative and his immediate staff to travel to
Monrovia and Lome, in addition to consulting closely with the Government in
Freetown. In view of the likelihood that the peace talks and related activity
will require a high level of United Nations involvement, I intend to increase
the civilian staff in the office of my Special Representative by two political
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officers. The human rights section also needs to be restored to its previous
staffing level of five persons in view of the significant human rights
monitoring and technical cooperation requirements in Sierra Leone.
In this
connection, there is a need for forensic experts, and I would ask donors to
consider making available their services.
51. UNOMSIL's military component, thus restored to its former strength, will
continue to monitor the ceasefire within the limits of its resources. It will
also continue to establish, maintain and improve contacts with local RUF
commanders with a view to establishing joint military commissions. The
functions of these commissions will include identifying and locating forces on
the ground; obtaining written assurances from rebel commanders of their
commitment to the ceasefire and guarantees of security for United Nations
personnel; and generally to build confidence, facilitate contacts and resolve
disputes. Provision would also be made for deploying teams of five or six
members to Lungi, Hastings, Port Loko and Bo, depending on the security
situation. Observers outside Freetown would be co-deployed with ECOMOG to
ensure their security.
52,
I have given much thought to activities that might be carried out by an
expanded UNOMSIL presence in the event of a peace agreement. To that end,
I dispatched a military assessment and planning team to Sierra Leone at the end
of May to develop a revised concept of operations for a possible enlargement of
the Mission.

53. My detailed recommendations to the Council on the size, mandate and
configuration of an eventual expanded UNOMSIL will depend on the provisions of
any peace agreement that the Government and RUF may sign in Lome, and on the
considerations on the ground, notably security.
One important consideration in redefining UNOMSIL's tasks would be the
future strength, activities and state of deployment of ECOMOG. While these are
not yet known, I would anticipate that ECOMOG would remain in Sierra Leone aS'a
stabilizing influence, with a well-defined mandate that would include ensuring
the security of vital areas of the country.
54.

55,
At this point, however, I envisage the need for UNOMSIL itself to be
prepared to ensure the security of United Nations personnel if it is to deploy
effectively to assist in the implementation of an eventual peace agreement. To
this end, bearing in mind the likely security situation and the confused and

unpredictable nature of the conflict,

there might well prove to be a need for

the deployment of a sizeable number of infantry and additional observers, along
with the necessary equipment and military logistical support. Subject to
Council authorization, these troops would be deployed in phases to accomplish a
range of possible tasks.
56.
These can be more precisely defined only in the light of an eventual peace
agreement, but are likely to include the following:
(a)' Monitoring and supervising the ceasefire;
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(b) Supervising, monitoring and assisting in the encampment, disarmament
and demobilization of former combatants;
(c) Providing security to United Nations personnel, including military
observers;
(d)

Providing assistance to humanitarian efforts;

(e)

Providing planning and logistical support for an eventual election.

57.
I will revert to the Council with detailed proposals for a revised mandate
and concept of operations for its consideration as soon as a peace agreement has
been signed. However, in addition to the military requirements outlined above,
I would also envisage a significant expansion of the civilian personnel,
including those engaged in political, human rights and logistical support
functions. Moreover, any enhanced role that UNOMSIL might play, whatever the
final shape of the peace agreement, will benefit greatly from the acquisition of
a nationwide broadcasting capacity. Experience has shown the clear advantages
to a United Nations peacekeeping mission of access to its own radio facility.
I would therefore appeal to donors to consider making such equipment available,
and would envisage a modest increase in UNOMSIL's public information staff
accordingly.
VIII.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS

58. As indicated in my previous report (S/1999/237), the General Assembly, by
its resolution 53/29 of 20 November 1998, appropriated an amount of $22 million
for the establishment and operation of UNOMSIL for the period ending
30 June 1999. With regard to the subsequent 12-month period beginn{ng on
1 July 1999, my budget submitted to the Assembly in February 1999
(A/53/454/Add.l) amounts to $16.4 million and provides for the maintenance of
the Mission at the strength authorized by the Security Council in its resolution
1181 (1998).
I intend to seek authorization from the Advisory Committee on
Administrative and Budgetary Questions to use the budgeted resources once the
Council takes action on my recommendation contained in paragraph 71 below as to
the extension of the Observer Mission's mandate.
59. Therefore, should the Council decide to extend the mandate of UNOMSIL, the
cost of restoring the Mission's military capacity to the level it had attained
in December 1998 as well as its subsequent maintenance at the restored strength
will be within the resources already provided by the General Assembly and my
budgetary projections for the 1999/2000 financial period.
60.
With regard to the estimated costs associated with the expansion of
ONOMSIL, I shall submit my proposals to the General Assembly at a later date,
when my detailed proposals for a revised mandate and concept of operations of
the Mission will have been finalized and submitted to the Security Council for
its consideration.
61. As at 31 May 1999, unpaid assessed contributions to the UNOMSIL special
account amounted to $4.7 million. The total outstanding assessed contributions
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for all peacekeeping operations at that date amounted to $1.6 billion.
Contributions to the Trust Fund to Support united Nations Peacekeeping-related
Efforts amounted to $2.8 million, with expenditures authorized in the amount of
$1.1 million.

IX.

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

62. Despite the continued ~~predictability of the conflict situation in Sierra
Leone, I am encouraged by the significant progress that has been made in the
pursuit of dialogue between the Government of Sierra Leone and RUF. This is the
first time in three years that a political settlement might be within reach to
break the cycle of violence that has held the country in its grip since 1991.
I welcome the Government's readiness to open talks with RUF, and call upon the
latter to seize this opportunity to demonstrate its willingness to show
flexibility in the interest of peace in Sierra Leone.
In particular, as I
stated publicly at the time, I welcome the signing on 18 May of the ceasefire
agreement, which has helped to create an atmosphere conducive to the success of
the peace talks.
I reiterate my call to RUF/AFRC, CDF, the Government and
ECOMOG to adhere strictly to its terms.
I wish to express my appreciation to
all the Governments concerned, in particular the Government of Togo and
President Gnassingbe Eyadema, the current Chairman of ECOWAS, for hosting the
talks, as well as the national and international organizations which have
facilitated the dialogue process.
63. Nevertheless, the killings, mutilations and other human rights abuses
perpetrated by rebel forces against the civilian population in Sierra Leone as
well as the widespread destruction of property wreaked on a country which
already ranks among the poorest in the world are deeply deplorable. Any armed
opposition that expects to gain legitimacy and recognition in the eyes of the
world must be prepared to renounce and atone for inflicting such suffering on
non-combatants.
I call upon the RUF leadership to prove its sincere commitment
to peace and ensure the compliance of all its fighters with international human
rights standards and humanitarian law, including the release of all abductees.
In this context, I note the announcement made by the RUF leadership of its
intention to investigate abuses committed by its troops and to invite
international observers to take part in this process, and call upon them to
demonstrate without delay their will and capacity to do so.
64.
Concern about the extent of human rights violations in Sierra Leone has
received increasing international attention.
I welcome the intention of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mary Robinson, to visit
Sierra Leone in late June to examine the situation on the ground and to obtain
tangible commitments regarding the prevention of abuses and accountability of
perpetrators.
I am also gratified by the proposal by President Kabbah to
establish a national Human Rights Commission in Sierra Leone as well as the
creation of a truth and reconciliation mechanism as part of a peace agreement.
These are important steps in acknowledging the pain of the victims and restoring
national dignity and faith as part of efforts to achieve lasting peace, and
these measures should receive all possible support from the donor community.
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65.
In this context, I also wish to commend the initiative of the ECOMOG Force
Commander, Major-General Felix Mujakperuo, in establishing a Civil-Military
Relations Committee to investigate allegations of human rights violations by
pro-Government forces. These investigations are being undertaken with the full
participation of representatives of all sectors of Sierra Leonean society, with
the United Nations in an international observer role.
66.
In line with the dual-track approach, ECOMOG deserves praise for its
continued efforts in support of the Government and people of Sierra Leone, as do
the Governments of Nigeria, Guinea, Ghana and Mali for their steadfast
commitment towards restoring security and stability in Sierra Leone, with the
assistance of donor countries, including Canada, the Netherlands, the United
Kingdom and the united States.
I call upon the international community to
continue supporting ECOMOG logistically and also to assist the process of the
rebuilding of the Sierra Leone armed forces.
67. There is also an urgent need to resume the process of disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration of the current ex-combatants and to prepare the
groundwork for an expansion of such activities as part of a peace agreement.
I
hope that the Government of Sierra Leone will continue to provide the necessary
impetus to the national disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme
and ensure its viability as an incentive for all rebel fighters willing to lay
down their arms at this critical juncture in the peace process.
It is also
important for the Government to work closely with donors on the development of a
revised disarmament, demobilization and reintegration plan, with a well-defined
operational plan and clear funding arrangements, to be put into effect in the
context of a peace agreement.
68. There is an urgent need to consider how RUF/AFRC might be transformed into
a legitimate political party in parallel with the process of reintegrating
former combatants into society.
I would also call for an end to all recruitment
of children as soldiers, and would hope that any eventual peace agreement would
embody commitments on the part of all parties to demobilize their child
participants immediately. Disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
programmes should consider giving priority to children under 18.
69. The persistent reports of arms supplies reaching the rebel forces are
disturbing. Any support for RUF/AFRC by outside parties serves to perpetuate
the conflict in Sierra Leone, whether it be motivated by economic interests or
other strategic aims.
I reiterate my call to all States to comply strictly with
the embargo on the sale or supply of arms and related materiel to
non-governmental forces in Sierra Leone imposed by the Security Council in its
resolution 1171 (1998).
70.
The dire humanitarian situation underscores the need to establish
mechanisms to ensure unhindered humanitarian access to all parts of the country
and to promote effective coordination and cooperation between humanitarian
agencies, the Government and RUF.
There is a critical need to facilitate the
delivery of humanitarian aid to people in need, which requires the protection of
and respect for humanitarian relief workers, goods and properties. Negotiation
for humanitarian access should be guided by the code of conduct for humanitarian
agencies operating in Sierra Leone. While recognizing the considerable
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constraints of the present situation and from lessons learned negotiating
humanitarian access in the Sierra Leone context, the humanitarian community is
encouraged by the present political climate, and calls upon the international
community for its continued support for humanitarian action.
Specifically, the
international community is urged to continue its support for dialogue with the
aim of achieving unhindered humanitarian access to all areas of the country and,
once granted, for their continued support of humanitarian assistance.
71. The recent political developments, including the signing of a ceasefire
agreement and the start of the dialogue, have significant implications for the
work of UNOMSIL.
It is critical that the Mission, under the leadership of my
Special Representative, should remain in a position to render effective
assistance to the peace process in Sierra Leone.
I therefore recommend the
extension of UNOMSIL's mandate for a further period of six months, until
13 December 1999, along the lines described above. However, I would hope well
within that time period to be in a position to revert to the Council with
recommendations for an expanded mandate in implementation of a peace agreement.
72.
I take this opportunity to express appreciation to my Special
Representative, Francis G. Okelo, the Chief Military Observer, Brigadier General
Subhash C. Joshi, and the staff and military observers of UNOMSIL for their
tireless efforts and dedication to advance the peace process in Sierra Leone.
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United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone:
contributions as at 8 June 1999

Military observers

Others a

Total

China

2

2

Egypt

2

2

India

2-

Kenya

2

2

Kyrgyzstan

1

1

New Zealand

2

2

Pakistan

2

2

Russian Federation

3

3

United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland

4

4.

Zambia

2

2

Total
a

Medical team.

b

Including the Chief Military Observer.

2

2

4.

24
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Human Rights Situation Report and Preliminary Technical Assistance Needs
Assessment, 19 July 1998
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UNOl\1SIL
HUl\1AN RIGHTS SITUATION REPORT AND PRELIMINARY
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE NEEDS ASSESSEMENT

1

19 JULY 1998

REBEL ACTIONS

The rebels are responsible for systematic and widespread perpetration of multiple forms
of human rights abuse against the civil ian population

1.

Death, injury and mutilation

The rebels, in recent weeks, have repeatedly shelled population centres such as Koidu
and Darn They have also used captive civilians as "human shields". There have been
numerous instances of arbitrary execution, including of women and children Executions
have been carried out by gunshot and various other means. There are, for instance,
reliable reports ofkil1ings in recent months by disembowelment (ofa young girl),
burning (for instance, of babies tied down on lighted mattresses) and beheading. It is
reported that, on a number of occasions, the bodies of victims have been subsequently
dismembered and otherwise violated.

Mortality rates as a result of military attack, targeted executions or death resulting from
mutilations are not known. There are, however, certain indicators which assist in
formulating approximations For instance:

(a) Civilians who survive attacks and seek medical care indicate that for every person
who survives and reaches safety, at least four others are either killed or unaccounted

1 This report has been prepClred in the context of very limited resources Clnd constrnints oftirne. 11 does not
purport to be comprehensive. Nor has the Government had the opportunity to comment on its contents.
Attached hereto, however, is a needs assessment of the judicial system which tilC Chief Justice has asked be
given priority attention by the donor community

3310
for - over 600 people are reported to have sought medical care since March] 998
either in Sierra Leone or neighboring countries.
(b) A survey in just nine Chiefdoms in the Northern Province (Sierra Leone has ] 50
Chiefdoms) indicated 700 civilian war-related deaths since February (including 200
in one village, Yifin, in late April)
(c) A local source stated that 663 bodies were buried in the Koidu area following the
fighting in the area in mid-June. A significant proportion of the bodies were of
women and children.

The number of people subjected to mutilation can be estimated from the figures given at
(a) above. These have occurred across an arc spanning from Koidu in the East, beyond
KabaJa in the North and to within 20 miles of Freetown in the West (with one isolated
incident in the Freetown environs during June). The mutilations take the form of
amputation of body parts, such as arms, ears, lips and legs, as well as the infliction of
deep lacerations. They have generally been carried out in a systematic manner, often at
the village chopping block and usually in the forced presence of family members of the
victims. Some victims have been forced to express thanks to the perpetrators after the
incidents. It is reported that female victims are frequently subjected to multiple rape.

During July the rate of mutilations has dropped considerably, though incidents continue
to occur and victims of old attacks still trickle into medical centres

Civilian

iI~Ury

rates from other forms of war related incident cannot be determined at this

time. However, the figure just for the nine Chiefdom described above is reportedly] ,600
since February 1998, 30% of whom are children.

11

Abduction

The rebels hold large numbers of civilian captives. These are used as porters, "human
shields" and for forced sexual activity They include men, women and children It is
difficult to estimate figures, though some suggest that there are some] 0,000 captives

(most of whom are probably located in the Kailahun region) Though an unknown
number of captives were released in the North East during June reports continue to be
received of abductions in various locations in the Northern District

It seems that a proportion of RUFI AFRC fighters were originally abducted, usually as
children. For instance, in one Chiefdom in the Northeast, it is reported that all the rebel
child combatants had been abducted (8 of them as recently as June). The initiation rites
for new combatants reportedly include de-humanizing elements - information provided in
this regard is withheld pending some form of verification.

111

Destruction of homes

The rebel forces tend to destroy the property in villages which they attack. Though no
defmite figures are available, indications are of massive damage to the housing stock
For instance, the survey of nine chiefdoms, referred to above, reported the destruction of
1619 homes. 600 destroyed houses were counted in a survey of three other Chiefdoms.
60 houses in one village near Masingbi were destroyed on 12 July.

lV.

Displacement

The rebel campaign of terror and military activities have resulted in the displacement of
at least 350,000 people

!.':~ncf'

Fphruary Some 250,000 of these are now in Guinea and

Liberia. The remainder are internally dlsplaced in Sierra Leone. The continuation ofthe
rebellion not only prevents return but also causes grave humanitarian problems for a
significant element of the displaced population. For instance, within Sierra Leone, rebel
actions, blocking or impeding movement of humanitarian assistance result in
humanitarian emergencies This was the case, for instance) in Masingbi, in early July,
where lack of food, medicine and shelter materials, Jed to emergency level rates of
mortality, malnutrition and illness (mainly measles) Refugees located just over the
Guinea and Liberia borders are similarly affected by war-related blockage of access

There are also allegations from the refugee camps in Guinea of actions by the authorities
in

con~raventjon

of the Refugee Convention, as well as of the presence of armed rebels.

THE PERlOD OF JUNTA RULE

Information continues to be received about human rights abuses perpetrated by forces
loyal to the junta in the period before restoration of the Government From all parts of
the country there ate reports of extra-judicial killings, rape, arbitrary detention, including
for purposes of sex-ual abuse, torture of children (especially of child-combatants), forced
labour, and the looting and destruction of residential and commercial premises and
property. It will remain impoli LlJ}t to document these actions with a view to tackling
issues of impunity and as an element in the process of promoting reconciliation and
healing of society (see further below)

THE AFTERMATH OF JUNTA RULE

After the fall of the junta there were widespread acts of extra-judicial killings perpetrated
against alleged junta collaborators. In just one town, Kenema, there are reports of at least
50 revenge killings Some of those killed were children. Reports continue to be
received, from locations such as Makeni, of arbitrary punishment imposed on alleged
collaborators. There are ongoing reports of dismissals from employment or expulsion
from schools and third level institutions after similar findings by superiors or ad-hoc
investigation committees. The print media frequently purports to identify and condemn
alleged collaborators. As a result of a continuing climate of fear it is reported that many
alleged collaborators, including children, remain in hiding.

Sometimes the acts of intimidation directed against alleged colJaborators contain
elements or ethnic discrimination - this is, for instance the case regarding widespread
vilification of the Lebanese community

Issues of detention and deportation are discussed below.
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HUMAN RIGHTS AWi\RENESS IN

GOVE~l\fMENT

The Government is sincerely committed to promotion of human rights in the context of
consolidation of democracy. This is reflected by its ratification of a wide range of the
international instruments and its unconditional welcome for the human rights activities of
UNOMSIL It has also been conscientious in making commitments on such matters as
the demobilization of under-age combatants and the maintenance of high judicial
standards in the treason trials. With the assistance of UNICEF, the Government has
developed modalities to address issues of child rights.

The Government does, however, face difficulties in mainstreaming human rights
perspectives in its policy and programme development and implementation. A lack of
human rights technical expertise, economic limitations and the ongoing emergency are
important constraints in this regard

The State is not in compliance with its reporting obligations under international human
rights instruments.

See further below

THE TREASON TRIALS i COURTS-MARTIAL

The State is prosecuting 58 persons in the regular courts for charges, variously, of
treason, murder and arson. Two further trials are scheduled to begin soon, as are courtsmartial. All defendants, if found guilty, face the possibility of the death penalty. The
trials occur in a contex1 of widespread public anger and desire for quick justice.

The trials in the regular courts are being monitored by UNOMSIL A number of
procedural irregularities have been identified. However, UNOMSIL interventions have
resulted in speedy rectification of the most egregious problems. Current concerns include

the speed with which the State is propelling the proceedings, the often biased media
coverage and the manner in which one judge treats defense counsel. UNOMSIL has
made representations on all of these matters in recent days.

The Government has indicated that there will be no right of appeal from fmdings of the
courts-martial. UNOMSIL has indicated its regret and continues to seek a chilrme in this
~

~

position.

EMERGENCY POVVERS

A State of Emergency was declared on 10 March 1998. It gives the President wide
powers to order extra-judicial detention and deportation, limit freedom of expression and
impose curfews Certain of these powers would appear to be practically necessary while
the rebel war continues. However, there are some causes for concern:

1

The regulations do not comply with the requirements for notification to the UN
Secretary-General contained in the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights

11

Elements of the regulations are broader than is permitted by the International
Covenant (for instance, the powers to curtail freedom of expression are excessive
and the

rrovisj0n~ "D

rk'!)ort8 t ion Jack sufficient safeguards: concerning

application of these powers see belOlv)

HI

At least 1,500 civilians and police officers are being detained pursuant to the
regulations, almost all in very poor conditions. The Government acknowledges
that many of these people are no threat to society. However, a committee, tasked
with the vetting of detainees for release, which was established in May, has yet to
commence its activities. It is reported in this regard that the Government faces
logistical problems such as lack of the necessary office equipment and meeting
facilities.

IV.

Large numbers of military personnel and surrendered rebels are also being held at
a number of locations. This is not in itself a cause for concern However, an
unknown number of the detainees are child combatants. There are, for instance,
13 children detained at .lui camp. It is a matter of concern that these children are
not separated from adult detainees. Also, given Government undertakings in this
regard, it is regrettable that they are not speedily demobilized and placed in the
care of child protection agencies UNOMSIL is considering an appropriate form
of intervention.

v.

There have been a number of deportations, principally of members of the
Lebanese community. These have not been preceded by any form ofjudicial or
appeal process. It seems that they may also have been accompanied by the
confiscation of assets.

VI.

The Government has issued stern warning to the media to comply with the
limitations on freedom of expression. As noted above these regulations are
exceSSIve. In practice, however, the Government has exercised restraint in this
matter.

VII.

In recent weeks numbers of children (perhaps over 50) have been arrested in
Freetown for curfew violation Most of the children are displaced, newly arrived
in the city and not "street-wise". The arrest and criminalisation of these children
introduces them to a criminal lifestyle and is also a cause of great distress.
UNOMSIL and other bodies are currently seeking to have the matter addressed

UNOMSIL will bring its views on the State of Emergency to the attention of the
Government and will offer its assistance in addressing the main concerns See further
below.

RIGHTS OF THE CHILD

Serious impediments to enjoyment of child rights have been noted above, in pass;m

One of the gravest problems is the high numbers of child soldiers engaged both with the
Government and the rebel forces Figures are not presently available for the numbers of
child soldiers. However, observation of CDF suggests a high proportion of children in
this 20,000 to 40,000 strong force. Of 4,000 Kamajor in one Chiefdom, 151 are under 15
years of age. Reports from various locations indicate that children are still sent in to
combat on a regular basis.

The Government has repeatedly reaffirmed its commitment to cease recruitment of and
speedily reintegrate child soldiers into society Action has not yet been taken in this
regard. In June there were reports from the Tonkolili district in the North that initiation
of children was still occurring.

Years of instability, the ongoing conflict and economic constraints have severely
undermined the educational system Especially outside Freetown, schools face such
problems as lack of equipment and materials, destruction or alternative use of school
property and a Jack of respect for the teaching profession Teachers, all very poorly paid,
are reportedly under-motivated. Many IDP children do not attend school. Large
numbers of children also remain out of the school system because of the economic
necessity to work One related problem in rural areas is the failure of school timetables
to take account of the rhythms of agricultural life, whereby families require that their
children work in the fields during certain periods (such as to frighten away birds during
the planting season). The dropout rate of girls from secondary school is high This is
partly because girls who are sexually active or become pregnant are not encouraged to
continue their education.

There is a high incidence of female genital mutilation in Sierra Leone Difficulties in
addressing the issue include an unwillingness of society to confront the problem and its
entrenched position in traditional culture

CIVIL DEFENCE FORCES

Until May 1998 there were widespread reports that the CDF paid no attention to such
aspects of the laws of war as the rights of surrendered persons to be taken prisoner and
not to be subjected to torture. Since then there has been a sharp drop in allegations of
summary killing or oftlle torture of prisoners This appears to be largely due to the
insistence of Government and the intervention of ECOMOG. There are, however,
persistent reports of CDF elements in the provinces committing criminal acts such as
looting, confiscation of vehicles, assault and civil disturbance - all in a climate of
impunity.

The persistent presence of children in the CDF is referred to above.

THE MEDIA

The print media is concentrated in Freetown and there is very limited distribution to other
locations. The media, in any case, reach a very small readership because of high rates of
i.1.1iteracy and the rebtivel)' hif.;l1
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ofnc:\vspapers. There are reportedly some 40

newspapers in print, though only some 15 of these are available on a regular basis. One
is attached to the Government and the others take a varying range if independent
positions. Occasionally the journalists take courageous outspoken positions Frequently,
however, material is of poor quality and is under-researched and inaccurate
Unprofessional reporting of the treason trials and news coverage, which promotes acts of
revenge or di scri mination, are noted above

There is one Government controlled television station which,. given under-resourcing and
limited coverage, exerts very little influence.
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In Sierra Leone radio is the most important mass medium. There are at least 4 stations in
Freetown and one in Bo. Some of these take strongly independent position in support of
democratic governance. Two of the channels re-transmit broadcasts of the BBC and
Voice of America

Government controls on the media pursuant to its Emergency Powers are discussed
above. Suggestions for provision of technical assistance are made below.

FUNCTIONING OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM

The Government concedes that the judicial system is entirely inadequate Across the
country, except in Freetown) the courts are not functioning and the system of traditional
courts has largely collapsed. In Freetown there is only very limited activity and most
resources are deployed to the treason trials. The decline oftlle system has been underway
for years, largely prompted by lack of resources and, allegedly, corruption. The rebel war
and the period of junta rule were the fma1 blows to the system. The lack of an effective
judicial system has resulted in wide public contempt for the judiciary and the legal
profession, interminable pre-trial detention (in some cases for years) in overcrowded and
unsuitable facilities and severe impediments to commercial life There has also been a
widely reported tendency for the police, civil defense forces and otbers to take the law
into their own hands and administer extra-judicial punishments to alleged offenders

Notwithstanding the gravity of the situation, some positive aspects of the judicial system
have survived. These include a strong legal tradition, based on the English system, a pool
of competent la\vyers and senior judges and a functioning law school. Massive support
is, however, needed to reestablish an effective system. Firstly, there is need for financial
and managerial support to reestablish the physical infrastructure Only with that in place,
or in tandem with its provision, does the implementation of training, including human
rights training, make sense See further below.

FUNCTIONING OF DETENTION FACILITIES

Currently, 6 prisons are functioning. Prisoners are also held in an unverifiable number of
other facilities, including police detention blocks and military camps Most current
detainees in the non-military facilities are being held pursuant to the Emergency Powers
Exact numbers of detainees are not available for the entire country - Freetown holds some
2,000 in its 1:171'0 prisons and in one of its police detention facilities

Conditions in all detention facilities are poor. Even in the context of general poverty of
society, prisoners receive inadequate food and are housed in unsanitary conditions
Overcrowding is endemic For instance, one 90 square metre facility is reported to house
some 70 prisoners There is only one juvenile detention facility in the country and at
other detention centres adult and juvenile prisoners are not always separated.

An apparently well-trained team of officers runs the officially designated prisons and
there are few reports of deliberate mis-treatment. However, at least at the main prison in
Freetown, their overall control of the facility has been ceded to ECOMOG which
frequently impedes family visits, provision of chaplaincy services, etc. The police at
police detention facilities) though often performing in a conscientious manner, are not
trained for their functions

HUMAN RIGHTS NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS A!\1J) ASSESSEMENT OF CIVIL
SOCIETY

The Government has established the National Commission for Democracy and Human
Rights. This body is tasked with promotion of democratic and human rights values in
society as well as the arbitration of individual human rights complaints against the
authorities The Commission is of potentially immense importance and is Jed by a well
qualified and innovative Chairman However, it currently lacks capacity to undertake
effective outreach to all levels of society across the country See further below.

There is a vigorous NGO community, located mainly in Freetown, but with increasingly
effective outreach capacity to all parts of the country (except rebel occupied areas)
Some of these groups are highly effective and benefit from strong leadership. The
humanitarian assistance and developmental NGOs are grouped in a body termed,
SLANGO. International developmental NGOs are similarly organized NGOs with an
interest in human rights issues are gathered in a Forum A child rights monitoring
network is in operation UNOMSIL is currently facilitating development of a human
rights information system, which draws in all the communities ofNGOs.

The Christian and Muslim religions have a very strong presence throughout the country
and, in a context of sincere and impressive ecumenism, have developed important
networks for delivery of humanitarian assistance and promotion of human rights.

All of the NGOs and religious groups require support in order to develop capacity and
effectiveness, including through provisions of training human rights monitoring and
reporting See below.

TECHNICAL COOPERATION PRELIMINARY :NEEDS ASSESSEMENT

Provision of human rights technical assistance must take account of a number of factors

(a) The country remains in a State of Emergency and the rebel war has not yet ended
This need not impede delivery of assistance but requires to be factored into all
programme development and implementation It is no less necessary to ensure that a
policy of delivery of assistance does not distract attention from the ongoing
requirement to address the human rights emergency situation with a programme of,
inter-alia, vigorous monitoring, reporting and appropriate intervention
(b) Prior to, or in tandem with, delivery of human rights technical assistance, the basic
infrastructural needs must be addressed For instance:
L

As noted above, the judicial system needs such basic things as
buildings, furniture, office equipment, vehicles, training for clerks
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and stenographers, etc. Without these, the delivery of human
rights training and resources will be futile. Herewith, as an
appendix to this report is a statement of needs which was furnished
to us bv the Master of the High Court of Sierra Leone. The Chief
Justice has endorsed the document It identifies immediate and
compelling requirements.
11.

Human rights training for the police can be effectively delivered
only as part of a scheme for police reform, downsizing,

police skills
111.

Delivery of human rights training in schools must be preceded or
accompanied by an overhaul of the educational system and an
addressing of the root causes of truancy, early drop out rates and
poor standards of education delivery

IV.

Provision of advice regarding legislative reform requires 10 be
accompanied by development oflegal drafting skills, reform or
support to the Parliamentary committee system and development
of other parliamentary skills for both majority and opposition
members

Taking the above remarks into account it is suggested that a programme of human rights
technical cooperation might include the following elements:

1. Promotion of human rights sensitivity in Government policy, planning and
programme development and implementation. This could, for instance, be achieved
through placement of a human rights expert in the Office of the President or in the
office of a cabinet rank minister with responsibility for human rights The expert
would be tasked with development of a human rights integration programme,
servicing of the bodies that require to be established, and identification and
supervision of delivery of all necessary training.

2. Provision of training and assistance to officials tasked with preparation of periodic
reports under the International Human Rights Instruments; and to all relevant officials
and law officers regarding application of the Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

3. Provision of ethnical support for the review and amendment of the Emergency
Powers regulations

4. Technical support to the National Commission for Democracy and Human Rights,
including as regards its outreach and project delivery capacity. Also, it would be
valuable to either enhance its Ombudsperson role or else to devise a new national
institution (perhaps a parliamentary body) to undertake the Ombudsperson function.

5

Development or support to a national programme on women's rights, including
development of culturally sensitive strategies to tackle issues of female genital
mutilation.

6

Provision of human rights training for police and prison officials - using a train the
trainers methodology within the context of existing professional training academies in
Sierra Leone

7

Provision of human rights training to the Paramount Chiefs and other traditional
leaders in the context of their governmental and judicial functions.

8. Provision of human rights training and materials for hwyers - using a train the
trainers methodology \vithin the context of existing professional training academies in
Sierra Leone.

9. Support for a project which would chronicle the human rights situation during the
period of junta rule This exercise would undermine the mythologisation
phenomenon, contribute to the process of healing and reconciliation and help address

33~
problems of impunity. A fuJI project proposal paper has been prepared and is
currently circulating for comments.

10 Support and input to projects for promotion of human rights awareness in the
population. There are already some projects in this sector - including those funded
by UNDP, USAID (OTI) and, forthcoming, OHCHR.

11. Provision of human rights monitoring, reporting and intervention training to NGOs,
using a train the

train~r

methodology.

12. Provision of training to the media on relevant issues of human rights as well as in
journalisti c professional standards

UNOMSIL looks forward to further developing these suggestions, in close consultation

with the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the Government, with a view to
timely and sustainable response to Sierra Leone's compelling human rights needs.

66) United Nations Document
Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 14 July 1997, UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
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Source: UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs
Date: 14 Jul 1997

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 08 - 14 Jul 1997
This report has been prepared by the office of the United Nations Humanitarian
Coordinator for Sierra Leone in Conakry, Guinea

SECURlTY
1. On 9 July, the Peoples Army attacked Lungi Airport in a bid to break through
ECOMOGs outer security perimeter and destroy the 98.1 FM radio station which has
recently served as a mouthpiece for President Kabbah and which they believed to be
in the area. (See point seven below). The attack was comprehensively repulsed by
ECOMOG troops and reliable Freetown sources have reported that at least 350
Peoples Army soldiers were killed by a combination of Nigerian and Guinean forces.
The RUF commander who led the attack, Sam Bockarie (known as Mosquito) was
injured in the foot during the fighting and has been seen in hospital by reliable
eyewitnesses.
2. During the weekend of 12-13 July, the Peoples Army suffered another significant
setback during fighting with Nigerian forces involving heavy artillery in the Jui and
Hastings area. Although precise numbers of casualties are unknown, two trucks laden
with corpses were observed returning to Freetown on the afternoon of 13th July.
While the Nigerians suffered some casualties, the Peoples Army clearly incurred far
more severe losses. ICRC reported 26 newly-wounded civilians at Netland and
Connaught hospitals on 14 July. AFRC claims that Nigerian troops that were using
Guineans as human shields have been ridiculed by ECOMOG Force Commander,
Victor Malu. An ECOMOG warplane was observed flying over Freetown at the start
of the fighting, but it was not seen to have dropped any ordnance.
3. Nigerian troops are now in control of Hastings Airport and the area up to and
including Allen town. Residents from these areas are relocating in large numbers to
the hills and into central Freetown. The main road out of Freetown is effectively
closed as few vehicles have been observed on this route since 13 July. In Freetown,
the Peoples Army have been preparing heavy machine gun positions on the high
ground in the Hill station area. Some of these guns are mounted on the back of pickup trucks and are mobile.
4. There has been sporadic but intense fighting between the RUF and the kamajors
during the past week in the Zimmi area and an estimated 1,500 civilians and 300
kamajors are believed to have been forced into Liberia. Control of the strategicallyimportant Bo Waterside bridge on the Sierra Leone/Liberia border has fluctuated
between the two sides. Although the RUF was believed to have taken the bridge
earlier in the week, Chief Norman, Deputy Minister of Defense and de facto leader of
the kamajors, reported that the kamajors were in control of the bridge on 14 July.
5. The Kenema-Kono highway, which was previously controlled by the kamajors, has
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now been secured by the Peoples Army following AFRCIRUF re-enforcement of the
area.

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
6. The date of Major Koromas proposed meeting with the ECOWAS committee of
four has been changed from 15 July to 17 July. The meeting is scheduled to take
place in Abidjan and not in Conakry.
7. President Kabbah has made several broadcasts to Sierra Leone over the 98.1 FM
radio station which have proved to be a considerable irritant to the AFRC. In his first
broadcast on 8 July, Kabbah urged the AFRC to step down to spare the people of
Sierra Leone further pain and suffering. He also ordered soldiers and RUF to report to
the nearest ECOMOG base and declare their loyalty. This tactic has been partially
successful as several AFRC soldiers have since surrendered to Nigerian forces at
Lungi.
8. On 8 July, in an attempt to undermine the impact of Kabbahs broadcast which took
place earlier in the day, the AFRC announced its 19 member Cabinet. The majority of
the posts are filled by former representatives of the National Provisional Ruling
Council (NPRC). For example, Captain SAJ Musa, Secretary of Mineral Resources
and Chief Secretary; Victor Brandon, Secretary of Development and Economic
Planning; Col. Dr. KIS Kamara, Secretary of Health and Sanitation; Major Kula
Samba, Secretary of Social Welfare, Children and Gender Affairs.
9. The Finance Secretary, Joe Amara Bangali, was a former minister in the APC and
the Foreign Secretary; Dr. Paolo Bangura, was a former Ambassador to the UN. The
RUF are represented through the appointment of Foday Sankoh as Deputy Chairman
and SB Rogers as Acting Secretary of Lands and Environment. Two portfolios,
namely Trade, Industry and State Enterprises and Energy and Power, have not been
filled but the posts have been reserved for representatives of the Peoples Army. 37
posts in the Supreme Council have also been created, but only 22 have been filled to
date. The extent to which nominees were consulted prior to their appointment is
debatable. In a radio broadcast on BBCs Focus, Mr. Saaba Tumor, who was
appointed Director of Information and Broadcasting, denied all knowledge of his
appointment.
10. In a statement issued on 11 July following its meeting with the Committee of the
four ECOWAS Foreign Ministers, the UN Security Council reiterated its view that
the attempt to overthrow President Kabbahs government was unacceptable and called
for the immediate and unconditional restoration of constitutional order in Sierra
Leone. The Security Council expressed deep concern over the negative humanitarian
consequences of the continuing crisis in Sierra Leone as well as its threat to regional
stability. The Security Council welcomed the mediation efforts initiated by
ECOWAS and expressed its full support for these efforts as set out in the
communique issued at the meeting of the ECOWAS Foreign Ministers in Conakry on
26 June. Finally, the Security Council stated that it would continue to follow the
progress of efforts aimed at the peaceful resolution of the crisis and that it was ready
to consider appropriate measures if constitutional order in Sierra Leone is not
restored without delay.
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11. The Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group, on which nine different
Commonwealth countries are represented, convened on 10-11 July to review
developments in Gambia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. In its discussions on Sierra
Leone, the Group urged the international community to continue to deny recognition
to the AFRC and decided that participation of Sierra Leone in the councils of the
Commonwealth would be suspended pending the restoration of legitimate
government.
12. On 10 July, the EU issued a statement welcoming ECOWAS efforts to resolve the
crisis in Sierra Leone. The EU particularly, welcomed the inclusion of the OAU on
the ECOWAS committee of Four. With regard to its aid programme, it was stated
that Pending the return of the legitimate government to Freetown ... the ED
maintains its view that development aid to Sierra Leone cannot be continued in the
present circumstances.

HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS
13. The Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) has endorsed the joint UNINGO
Strategy and protocols for Sierra Leone as well as the United Nations Strategy for
Inter-Agency Emergency Humanitarian Response. See Sitrep dated 24-30 June for
more details. The US-based NGO consortium, INTERACTION, has also expressed
written support for these strategies.
14. There has been much speculation over the status of the embargo in Sierra Leone
as envisaged in the ECOWAS communique. There is no doubt that there are four
Nigerian warships off the coast of the Western Area as at 14 July. Although these
vessels are not visible to Freetown residents, they have successfully prevented
commercial ships from docking at Freetowns port. Rocketing insurance premiums
have also been a significant deterrent to shipping companies. There have, however,
been many reports of pirogues and other small vessels successfully circumventing the
blockade.
15. Media reports of an influx of a million people into Bo town are hugely
exaggerated. ACF and MSF, both of whom have a presence in Bo estimate that less
than 10,000 people have moved into Bo since the coup.

FOOD AID
16. The increase ofthe price of rice in Freetown to 40,000 leones per bag from its
previous cost of 25,000 leones per bag is a clear indication that rice shortages are
becoming increasingly acute. Although retailers still have rice available in their
stores, wholesalers have exhausted their stocks as no food vessels have arrived in
Freetown since the coup. Attempts by the business community to import rice into
Freetown at the request of the AFRC have been unsuccessful primarily due to the
exorbitant cost of insurance. Food agencies have managed to transport limited
quantities of commodities (approximately 500 MTs) to Makeni and Bo during the
past week. There is still a capacity of approximately 1,400 MTs in warehouses in Port
Loko and Kambia.

17. The food aid pipeline for humanitarian relief remains healthy. Providing there are
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no unforseen complications, there will be 10,000 MTs of food aid in Conakry
available for programmes in Sierra Leone by the end of July. Another 5,000 MTs of
food commodities are due to arrive in Conakry during August 1997. Distribution
modalities will be determined by the Committees on Food Aid.
18. Existing targeted feeding programmes as outlined in previous sitreps continue. A
one-off emergency distribution is being planned for approximately 8,000 displaced in
Kabala in Koinedugu district in the Northern province of Sierra Leone. As the normal
population of Kabala is estimated to be 10,000 people, this new influx is putting
considerable strain on the coping mechanisms of the local population.

HEALTH
19. Freetown. There is a concern over the maintenance of the drug pipeline for the
eight clinics currently being operated by ICRC, SLRC and MSF in Freetown. Staff
from these agencies are investigating how long existing stocks will last. The caseload
for the ICRC/MSF surgical programme has continued to decrease notwithstanding
recent admissions due to the fighting in the vicinity of Hastings. ActionAid has
agreed to make incentive payments to Blue Flag volunteers working on cholera
prevention in Freetown.
20. Bo. An assessment of the MSF-supported hospital in Bo on 5 July revealed that
the hospital building has not been damaged by recent fighting although the
emergency department is still under rehabilitation. There is deemed to be sufficient
local surgical capacity to treat casualties from possible future clashes. There were
only 40 in-patients in the hospital as at 5 July this is attributable to insecurity and
inaccessibility due to poor public transport to local areas.
21. Kenema. Merlin continues to support the Kenema government hospital in the
Under Five clinics (the Pediatric Ward and the Lassa Fever Ward). Support is
provided through the provision of therapeutic and supplementary foodstuffs and
essential drugs and equipment. Merlin also plays a supervisory role as well as
enhancing cholera preparedness. The programme is supervised by Merlins Medical
Coordinator who is based in Monrovia. Although Merlins drug supplies were left
intact, the pharmacy in Kenema hospital was completely looted. ICRC is seeing an
average of 800 patients per week at the Nongowa clinic in Kenema. Drugs are
provided by ICRC, Merlin and UNICEF.

CHILD PROTECTION
22. Although the family tracing and reunification network in Sierra Leone was
temporarily disrupted by the coup and the departure of several key staff, efforts are
being made to restart the reunification programme as the regional focus
organisations, ADRA and Christian Brothers are still operational.
23. At the first Child Protection meeting in Conakry on 7 July, it was acknowledged
that there were several impediments to successful implementation of child
protectionldemobilisation programmes in addition to security constraints namely:
lack of reliable numbers of child soldiers as the only source of information was the
former Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR) Unit under MNRRR;
uncertainty over potential AFRC counterparts (e.g., the former programme manager
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of the DDR Unit, Major Kula Samba, is now Secretary of Social Welfare, Children
and General Affairs and the former Army Chief of Staff, Col. Max Kanga is now
Director of the National Relief, Rehabilitation and Demobilisation Commissions); the
degree to which any programme might apply to the kamajors; and the current
capacity ofNGOs to implement any programmes. UNICEF is exploring the
possibility of a pilot demobilisation proj ect for 50-100 children to test the public1ystated commitment of the AFRC to demobilisation of child soldiers.

REFUGEES
24. Concern Worldwide, the Irish NGO which still has one expatriate in Freetown,
has reported that a caseload of 7,700 Liberian refugees have been receiving WFP
food on a regular basis since the coup. All Liberian refugees have moved out of Jui
camp to Waterloo camp, Clay Factory Camp and Freetown. Concern Worldwide
continues to run a medical and therapeutic feeding programmes in Segbwema.
25.200 of the 489 Sierra Leonean refugees who have been living in Waterloo camp
in Freetown since their repatriation prior to the coup have indicated that they would
like to return to their areas of origin. The first group of 40 will return by bus to the
Eastern province as soon as possible.
This report is available on the internet through RELIEFWEB:
http://www.reliefweb.int
Complex Emergency Division (CED) New York
Mr. Peter Due
Tel.: (1212) 963.1731
Fax: (1 212) 963.3630
E-Mail: due@un.org
Inter-Agency Support Branch (IASB) Geneva
Mr. David Bassiouni - Chief
Mr. Chris Kaye
Tel.: (41 22) 788.6385
Fax: (41 22) 788.6389
Registry E-Mail:Rosemary.Addo-Yirenkyi@dha.unicc.org
Press to contact (DHA-Geneva)
Ms. Madeleine Moulin-Acevedo
Tel.: (4122) 917.2856
Fax: (4122) 917.0023
Telex: 414242 DHA CH
E-Mail: Moulin-Acevedo@dha.unicc.org

With the exception of pUblic UN sources, reproduction or redistribution of the above text, in
whole, part or in any form, requires the prior consent of the original source.
Related Documents:

http://www.reliefweb.int/w/rwb.nsf/s/2C3F379D86BE8EBDC12564D80035582E
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Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 02 - 08 Sep 1997
REG. NO. 97/0341

This report has been prepared by the office of the United Nations Humanitarian
Coordinator for Sierra Leone in Conakry, Guinea

SECURITY
la). During the night of the 3 September Nigerian forces at Lungi shelled a GreekCypriot registered vessel with a cargo of rice, anchored off Destruction Bay near the
Eastern coast of Freetown, in an attempt to enforce the embargo imposed by
ECOWAS against the AFRC. On 4 September it transpired that civilian residences in
3 different areas bordering Destruction Bay had been hit. Estimates of numbers of
casualties vary from 20-50 but it is confirmed that 13 corpses were subsequently laid
by the AFRC outside UN House in the centre of Freetown. Doctors reported treating
17 wounded at Connaught hospital.
1b). On 4 September General Malu, ECOMOG commander in Monrovia, stated on
BBCs Focus on Africa that there had been massive firing from the area of Fourah
Bay College, which is situated on a hill overlooking Freetown, and Willberforce
barracks at the time that the shelling near Destruction Bay took place. He added that
there were no ECOMOG troops in these areas. Eyewitnesses also report having seen
signs of fire from AFRC positions at Fourah Bay College. President Kabbah denied
that Nigerian forces had been responsible for the deaths in a broadcast on 98.1 FM,
the clandestine radio station located in the vicinity of Lungi. A statement issued by
Nigerian Defence Headquarters in Lagos accused the AFRC of firing on civilians and
ECOMOG positions on 4 September and stated that the AFRC had declared total war
on ECOMOG forces at Lungi.
1c). An AFRC spokesman subsequently stated that The Nigerians shelled the coastal
area of Freetown... just to kill our civilians. In a nationwide broadcast on 4 September
Major Koroma, Chairman of the AFRC, accused President Kabbah of ordering the
carnage which the Nigerian troops have embarked on. He also declared 5 September
'a public holiday to respect the dead. Graphic images of dismembered corpses were
repeatedly shown on television following the incident. A crowd of several hundred
people marched from Freetown towards Nigerian troop positions at lui to protest
against this incident.
2. On 7 September two Nigerian combat aircraft attempted to bomb the GreekCypriot registered vessel and two other vessels off loading rice at Freetown port. Two
bombs were dropped from the aircraft, one of which detonated causing partial
damage to one of the vessels, equipment and nearby vehicles. ECOMOG reported
that the other bomb failed to detonated.
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3. On 4 September an ECOMOG statement said that eleven ECOMOG soldiers were
killed and three wounded in a landmine explosion near Lungi international airport.
The statement blamed AFRC forces for laying the mine, and characterised the use of
mines as an inhumane practice which posed more dangers to civilians than the
ECOMOG troops.

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
4. At consultations of the United Nations Security Council it was decided that any
further action vis-a-vis the ECOWAS embargo should be postponed until the Security
Council had the opportunity to discuss the issues in more detail with representatives
from the ECOWAS Committee of Five Foreign Ministers. The Committee of Five
will brief the UN Secretary-General on 11 September. The Nigerian Foreign Minister
has already met Robert Mugabe, OAU Chairman, to explain the outcome of the
ECOWAS summit.

HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS
5. Attempts are being made by the United Nations Humanitarian Coordinator in
Conakry to determine on behalf of the humanitarian community the procedure for
obtaining exemptions for humanitarian items under the ECOWAS embargo (see point
4, sitrep dated 23 August-l September). In a meeting with UN Agencies on 8
September President Kabbah said that sanctions-related enquiries should be
addressed to General Malu, ECOMOG Force Commander in Liberia. Attempts are
also being made to arrange a meeting with the appropriate Guinean authorities and
the ECOWAS Secretariat.
6. During the week under review a European Union fact finding mission visited
Conakry to evaluate the humanitarian situation in Sierra Leone since the coup on 25
May and to assess the impact of the coup on the Republic of Guinea. The mission
included representatives from France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Sweden, Great
Britain and ECHO (from Europe) and Italy, Great Britain and the EU delegation
(from Guinea). The mission met representatives from UN Agencies from Sierra
Leone and Guinea, the diplomatic community, NGOs and representatives from
President Kabbahs Government. The mission was also briefed by the various sectoral
committees and visited the refugee camps near Forecariah. The Swedish
representative visited the refugee camps near Gueckedou.
7. In a statement issued following its meeting with the EU mission the Government of
Sierra Leone in exile (GoSL) expressed appreciation for the EUs humanitarian
.support since the coup. The statement explained the GoSLs position on humanitarian
assistance and sanctions as follows:
a) The GoSL recognised the humanitarian problems affecting the civilian population
since the coup but did not believe that they had reached crisis proportions. Medical
assistance to cover potential epidemics might be needed by there was no requirement
for large-scale intervention.
b) The delivery of humanitarian aid should take into account the ECOWAS position
as explained in the communique following the Abuj a summit in August 1997.
•
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c) The GoSL was concerned that an influx of aid agencies might create a false sense
of normalcy which would give the AFRC undeserved credibility.
d) The GoSL felt that humanitarian assistance was bound to be misappropriated or
looted by the AFRC Aid agencies should, therefore, adopt an ethical code of conduct
on aid distribution. (Note: A Code of Conduct and Specific Operating Guidelines
were drawn up and endorsed by humanitarian agencies in June 1997).
e) The GoSL does not intend sanctions to be used as a means of harming the civilian
population.
8. The GoSL appealed for funding from the EU to support ECOMOG to enable it to
fulfil its mandate and to organise conferences on Sierra Leone to solicit support from
the international community. The first of these conferences would be held in Great
Britain in October 1997.

FOOD AID
9. The most recent tally reveals a total of 6,300 MTs relief food available in Sierra
Leone, less than previously thought. Consequently, food agencies are investigating
the possibility of launching cross border operations through Guinea to address
existing shortages. In Freetown ICRC reported that some 3,000 beneficiaries in 28
institutions were supplied in August with enough food until December 1997.

HEALTH
10. UNICEF has reported more outbreaks of measles in two different chiefdoms in
Koinadugu district in the Northern province of Sierra Leone. 400 cases and 100
deaths have been recorded in Wara Ware Bafodea chiefdom and 200 cases and 60
deaths in Niene chiefdom.
11. ICRC recently conducted a rapid nutritional assessment of 400 children in Joru in
the Southern part of Kenema district using Mid Upper Arm Circumference (MUAC)
measurements. The survey revealed severe acute malnutrition at 13 percent and
global acute malnutrition at 30 percent. ICRC is currently conducting further
assessments to determine the extent to which these results are representative. They
do, however, suggest that the nutritional status of populations in other inaccessible,
rural areas is likely to be poor.

FAMILY TRACING
12. A network of messages exchange is currently being run in Sierra Leone by the
ICRC in cooperation with the Sierra Leone Red Cross (SLRC). The exchange of Red
Cross messages has greatly increased in number over the last months. In August there
was an average of 400 messages distributed or emitted each week between members
of separated families between Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea and other countries.
13. The Kenema District Diocesan Office (KDDO), the child protection focal NGO
in Kenema, has reported that they are caring for 664 unaccompanied children in daycare centers, most of whom have been placed with foster families pending tracing and

.
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reunification. Christian Brothers, the focal NaG for Bo, reported having reunified
632 unaccompanied children. Of the children still not reunified, 208 are in Group Hor
es, 720 in substitute families and 120 in supervised foster care.

CHILDREN PROTECTION
14. ADRA/CAW have completed their five day mission to the Northern province
during which they established child protection committees in Port Loko, Kambia,
Lunsar and Makeni to be chaired by the Catholic church. The mission documented
the 48 children associated with the RUF living with their families in Port Loko and
prepared a small community project to address their needs. The Planning Framework
for Demobilisation of Child Combatants was reviewed with the Bishop of Makeni
who has access to approximately 250 RUF children in the area. To date, ADRA has
registered a total of 130 children associated with the RUF, 49 in Makeni and 81 in the
Western Area.
This report is available on the internet through RELIEFWEB :
http://www.reliefweb.int
Complex Emergency Division (CED) New York
Mr. Stephen Johnson
Tel.: (1 212) 963.3044
Fax: (1 212) 963.3630
E-Mail: johnsons@un.org
Inter-Agency Support Branch (IASB) Geneva
Mr. David Bassiouni - Chief
Ms. Shahwar Pataudi
Tel.: (41 22) 788.1403
Fax: (41 22) 788.6389
Registry E-Mail: Rosemary.Addo-Yirenkyi@dha.unicc.org
Press to contact (DHA-Geneva)
Ms. Madeleine Moulin-Acevedo
Tel.: (4122) 917.2856
Fax: (41 22) 917.0023
Telex: 414242 DHA CH
E-Mail: Moulin-Acevedo@dha. unicc .org

With the exception of public UN sources, reproduction or redistribution of the above text, in
whole, part or in any form, requires the prior consent of the original source.
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Letter dated 26 October 2001 from the Chairman of the
Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution
1343 (2001) concerning Liberia addressed to the President of the
Security Council
On behalf of the Security Council Committee establ ished pursuant to
resolution 1343 (2001) concerning Liberia, and in accordance with paragraph 19 of
section B of resolution 1343 (2001), I have the honour to submit, as agreed upon at
the 7th meeting of the Committee, held on 25 October 200 I, the report of the Panel
of Experts (see annex).
In this connection, the Committee would appreciate it if this letter, together
with its annex, were to be brought to the attention of the members of the Security
Council and issued as a document of the Council.
(Signed) Kishore Mahbubani

Chairman
Security Council Committee established pursuant
to resolution 1343 (200 I) concerning Liberia

01-60564 (E)

291001

*0160564*
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Annex
Letter dated 17 October 2001 from the Chairman of the
Panel of Experts on Liberia addressed to the Chairman of
the Security Council Committee established pursuant to
resolution 1343 (2001) concerning Liberia
On behalf of the members of the Panel of Experts on Liberia, I have the
honour to enclose the report of the Panel, in accordance with paragraph 19 of
Security Council resolution 1343 (2001).
(Signed) Martin Chungong Ayafor
Chairman
Panel of Experts on Liberia
(Signed) Atabou Bodian
(Signed) Johan Pe1eman
(Signed) Harjit Singh Sandhu
(Signed) Alex Vines
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Report of the Panel of Experts pursuant to Security Council
resolution 1343 (2001), paragraph 19, concerning Liberia
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Executive summary
1.
[n mid-April when the Panel embarked upon its mandate there were active
hostilities in the three M ano River Union countries (Guinea, Sierra' Leone and
Liberia). Six months on, there are significant signs of improvement in the region.
Welcome regional diplomatic efforts are under way to further improve bilateral
relations between the three members of the Mano River Union although there is still
active conflict in Lofa County in Liberia and the possibility of Sierra Leone
gravitating back into the contlict if RUF does not want to release its hold on some
of the best diamond areas.

2.
There has been a proliferation of the use of non-state actors in these conflicts
in the Mano River Union. These groups obtain weapons from state supporters, from
their trade in diamonds, alluvial gold, cocoa and coffee or from their military action.
Their actions have had and can again destabilize the region. The junction of the
borders of Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone has been the fault zone where these
groups have thrived.

3.
The Revolutionary United Front's (RUF) relationship with Liberia was
described in detail in the P:lDe[ of Experts report on Sierra Leone (S/200011195). In
200 I this relationship has continued, although a split is reported among RUF units
that are willing to disarm in Sierra Leone and others that continue to fight in the war
that has shifted to the Liberian and Guinean borders. Throughout 2001, RUF units
have been fighting with Liberian units in Lota County.

Transportation and weapons
Lifting of the sanctions on Liberian registered aircraft
4.
irregularities with respect to Liberian registered aircra ft were directly related
to violations of the arms embargo. This is why the Security Council decided to
ground all Liberian registered aircraft until a new and proper registration process, in
compliance with international civil aviation regulations, would be put in place. The
Panel has closely monitored the progress made in this field and has worked
consistently with the new Director of Civil Aviation in Liberia in order to find a way
out of the disorderly situation the registry was in. Bits and pieces of documentation
on the ownership of many aircraft were gradually found in Liberia and through
communication with other civil aviation authorities. By the time the Panel last
visited Liberia in the tirst week of October 200 I, 117 planes had been identified on
the basis of this information.
5.
The problem of Liberian registered aircraft is not yet fully solved because
some aircraft may still be operating abroad with an EL -prefix painted on the tail,
despite the revocation by Liberia. But this is a matter that is beyond the control of
the Liberian Civil Aviation Authority and should be dealt with on the level of the
airports where these planes are seen and can be grounded.

Recommendation on Liberian registry
6.
The Panel considers that the measures taken so far by the Liberian Civil
Aviation Authority are adequate and that the Security Council may consider lifting
the grounding order imposed by resolution 1343 (2001) and allow Liberia to reopen
an aircraft register in coordination~ with International CiviI A viatio n Organization
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(ICAO). Those indi-vidual aircraft that were effectively grounded and have provided
rCAO and the Security Council Committee on Llbena with the documentation
showing their registration in Llberia was done in accordance with international
regulations, should be given permission to restart their operations.
7.
The Liberian Civil Aviation Authority should keep the Security Council
Committee on Liberia and the rCAO informed on the follow-up of the investigation
and on the registration of every new aircraft on the new Liberian register.

Role of transportation in arms trafficking
8.
In most of the arms trafficking cases the Panel investigated, the transport
factor seemed once again a crucial element and in all of these cases the planes that
were used, had in one way or another been subject to document fraUd, forgery of
tlight plans and irregularities with respect to the registration of aircraft. The Panel
found evidence of fraudulent registrations, not only in Liberia, but also in the
Central African Republic and to a certain extent in Equatorial Guinea too. The
registrations of the aircraft from Centrafrican Airlines In the Central African
Republic are of particular importance because these planes were used for arms
transportation in violation of the sanctions on Liberia.

Recommendations on illegal aircraft registrations
9.
In view of the aircraft registration fraud committed in the Central African
Republic, the Panel recommends that the Civil Aviation Authorities there:
• Transmit to Interpol the Court documents about Centrafrican Airiines;
• Publish these Court documents on the Government's web site;
• Coordinate urgently with Equatorial Guinea and the United Arab Emirates
over the use by Centrafrican Airlines of forged documents.
10. To other States, the Panel recommends that the Central Airican Republic,
Equatorial Guinea and other African States affected by this type of fraud coordinate
wi th the African Civil Aviation Commission to put the issue of false registrations as
an agenda item for its future meetings.
11. During its investigations the Panel found illegally registered aircraft an
endemic problem. The Panel travelled to Montreal to discuss the problem with
lCAO's Air Navigation Bureau Director. He informed the Panel that countries with
an illegal registration problem could cancel or ground aircraft, and that ICAO
advised in such circumstances new registration. The Panel felt that ICAO's response
was inadequate to deal with this growing problem.
12.

To ICAO, the Panel recommends that:
• ICAO proactively educates its members on the dangers of illegal registrations;
• ICAO's member States computerize their registration lists and centralize them
on the ICAO web site so that users could check the situation and status of each
aircraft;
• ICAO's Safety Oversight programme should place greater emphasis on aircraft
registration.
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13. To the Urlited Nations Security Council, the Panel recommends that all the
aircraft owned, operated or insured by San Air, Centrafrican Airlines and West
Africa Air Services should be grounded immediately. The grounding order couid
then be lifted gradually for each individual aircraft, provided ail the records
(ownership of the plane, operator, operating licence, insurance, airworthiness
certificate, certificate of registratio n and the location of the aircraft) are inspected
by both the Civil Aviation Authority in the country of registration and in the country
where the aircraft has its maintenance base.
] 4. The companies concerned should inform the Council, through the Security
Council Committee on Liberia, on the exact status and location of each aircraft. A
list of those planes is found in annex 3 to the report.

Weapons
15. The Liberian Government's public commitments to comply with the embargo
notwithstanding, a steady now of new weapons continues to enter into the country.
The Panel documents in this report five detail ed case studies on sanctions violations.
16. Case study one describes how thousands of machine-guns found their way to
Liberia in November 2000. The weapons were supposed to be sent back from
Uganda to Slovakia but the Egyptian arms broker sold them to a company in Guinea
that turned out to be a front for a Liberian smuggling network. The End -User
Certificate for Guinea was forged and the plane used for the transp ort of the guns
was chartered by Centrafrican Airlines.
17. In case study two it is shown how Liberia set up a ghost airline West Africa Air
Services to transport several arms cargoes. A first night in July 2000 shipped spare
parts for military helicopters from Kyrgyzstan to Liberia. A forged End-User
Certificate for a company in Guinea was again used to buy the military equipment.
Directly after that the plane shuttled between Monrovia and Abidjan (Cote d'Ivoire)
to bring over 100 tons of ammuni tion to Liber ia. This deal was organized and
financed by Leonid Minin and a partner in Russia, Valery Cherny of the company
Aviatrend. l'vlinin was later found in possession of forged duplicates of an End -User
Certificate that had been signed by General Robert Gue'l, the JDrmer head of State of
Cote d' Ivolre.
18. In a third case study the Panel describes Liberia's recent quest to obtain
additional military helicopters. The Panel was informed that a military helicopter
had been seized in the Slovak Republic in February 2001. T he Slovak authorities
wanted to ship the helicopter back to Kyrgyzstan after repairs had been done.
19. However, in Kyrgyzstan the authori ties were not aware of any repair contract
for helicopters in the Slovak Republic. According to the broker Kyrgyzstan had
dealt with, the helicopters were to go to Guinea. According to the contract signed in
Slovakia they were supposed to go back to Kyrgyzstan. Again a false End -User
Certificate for Guinea showed up in this case. Had the helicopter not been stopped
by customs, it would have gone to Liberia. A second consignment of helicopters
was, right after the debacle in Slovakia, seized in Moldova. There two military
helicopters were about to be exported to Guinea for repairs.
20. However, Guinea has no repair plant for helicopters and the companies,
brokers and transport agents involved in this case were those that were involved in
the previous case of sanctions-busting to Liberia. The contract with the Guinean
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brokering company (Pecos was finally cancelled after the
authorities in Moldova and after a visit ofthe Panel to that country.

interve ntion

of the

21.
In another case study false End-User Certificates used by the company Pecos
tn Guinea is analysed. The individuals involved were operating in €entral and
Eastern Europe but had set up an off-the-shelf company, Pecos, in Guinea. End-User
Certificates for this company were found in Kyrgyzstan, in Moldova, the Slovak
Republic and Uganda. In ail the cases, arms were bought for Liberia and the Panel
verified that Guinea had never ordered any weapons through Pecos. Pecos was a
follow-up to another company Joy Slovakia that had stopped operating after several
law enforcement agencies had started investigating possible arms trafficking and
money-laundering cases. The Panel found that the scheme set up with End-User
certificates fabricated by the individuals involved with these companies, had been
used to supply weapons to Liberia for years.
22. Finally, an analysis is made of the aviation network involved in these arms
supplies to Liberia. The evidence on the involvement of Serguei Denissenko,
Alexander Islamov, Pavel Popov and Sanjivan Ruprah is overwhelming. All these
individuals are directly connected to Victor Bout and the operations of his aircraft.
The Panel has investigated the CDrporate relationships between the companies San
Air, Centrafrican Airlines, MoldTransavia and West Africa Air Services, all related
to this network of arms dealers. In the course of the investigation different forms of
fraud were found, including fraud wi th the registration of aircraft and with night
plans. The main company behind many of the arms shipments was San Air, in the
United Arab Emirates. San Air is an agent for Centrafrican Airlines, the main
company of Victor Bout, and the owner of many of the arms trafficking planes
involved. San Air's bank accounts were used for many payments for arms deliveries
to Liberia and the money trail is described 10 the section on government
expenditures.
23. The Panel also documents in this report, how the Singapore -based mother
company of the Oriental Timber Company, a company with significant timber
operations in Liberia, arranged a US$ 500,000 payment for an arms shipment in
August 1999; how the Bureau of Maritime Affairs in Liberia assisted violations of
the arms embargo and paid directly to Victor Bout's San Air bank accounts and how
Sanj ivan Ruprah, a diamond dealer and partner of Victor Bout had taken residence
in Liberia, at the end of the arms pipeline.

Recommendations on weapons
24.

The Panel recommends that:
• The arms embargo on Liberia be extended;
• All United Nations Member States abstain from supplying weapons to the
Mano River Union countries;
• An arms embargo be imposed on the armed non-state actors in the three Mana
River Union countries (namely the LURD and Ulimo-factions, the RUF and
the Guinean armed dissident groups).

25. The Panel also recommends that, for reasons of transparency and confidencebuilding, the ECOWAS moratorium on small arms should be broadened to an
information exchange mechanism for all weapons types procured by the ECOWAS
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member States' The existing Programme for Coordination and Assistance for
Security and Development (PCASED) could be further developed to improve the
information exchange on current holdings and future arms pro curement of West
African States, The Panel recommends that this information exchange' would be
binding and that both supplier States and the receiving countries would be obliged
to report each individual arms transaction to the newly established mechanism and
include data on all the parties to the arms transactions, including the names and
companies of the brokers and the transport agents,

Recommendation on End-User Certificates
26, The Panel recommends that each Member Stare that has ever procured or
supplied arms on the basis of an End-User Certificate mentioning the companies
Pecos, Joy Slovakia and/or Morse or the individuals Peter ] usko, Alexander
Islamov, Jacob Berger, Andre'!" Izdebski or Serguei Schwabenland, conduct a
thorough investigation on the ;;ctua! delivery and end-use of the arms, The Pane!
recommends that the member States involved in any such transactions inform the
other State party to these transactions and inform the Security Council Committees
on Sierra Leone and Liberia on the findings of their investigation,
27. The Pane! urgently recommends the establishment of a United Nations
working group to develop the modalities for a standardized End -User Certificate
that would include the name, address and telephone number of the signing authority
for the Certificate, and name, address, telephone number and arms trading licence of
the broker(s) involved.

Liberian Government use of revenue
28. The Panel examined the sources and management of government funds in an
effort to establish the financing for sanctions-busting. The principal source of
revenue for these activities between 1999 and 2001 was off -budget spending that
was not part of regular government expenditures.
29. These expenditures occurred outside the budget process through the allocation
of revenue at the source rather than through the central bank. According to IMF
"certain timber concessions, government parastatals, and revenue collection
agencies undertook expenditure on behalf of government, that was later recorded as
"non-cash" revenue with an otTsetting outlay on goods and services", This appears
to be how sanctions-busting, namely for procurement of weapons and ammunition,
was financed as this report will demonstrate below,

Recommendations on Liberian Government expenditure
30. The Panel recommends that the practice of allocating revenues at source for
priority expenditure should be eliminated. All revenues should be consolidated in a
central government account at the Central Bank of Liberia before being allocated to
authorized agencies for approved expenditures.

_.-f'
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Logging and w?od processing
3 I. Between January and June 200 I round log production produced 679,253 cubic
metres (valued at US::; 46.2 million). These figures are a likely underestimate of real
exports by 50 to 200 per cent because of tax evasion by companies and .. widespread
corruption.
32. Logging has long been one of the prime sources of government revenue.
Logging is still today a mainstay of export earnings for the Government. President
Taylor has also taken a personal in teres t in the allocation of timber concessions. In
January 2000 a new National Forestry Law declared that all forest resources are the
property of the Government except for communal and privately owned forest
resources that have been developed through artificial regeneration.
33. New concessions require final approval by the President of the Republic.
During the 1999-2000 season, many authorized concessionaires continued logging
but without assurances that they would be allowed to retain their concessions. This
uncertainty encouraged rapid cutting and profiteering, without concern for
sustainable forestry practices in order to maximize profits in anticipation of losing
concessions.
34. Several Spanish and French enterprises
Logging Company, managed by Fawaz and
President Taylor has also revoked concessions
them to the United Logging Company and
Taylor is seeking to have the timber industry
like the Oriental Timber Company.

lost their concessions to the United
President Taylor's son as chairman.
of the YH Timber Companies giving
to the Mohammed Group. President
dominated by a few mega-concessions

35. A number of the timber companies complained to the Panel that making a
profit currently in Liberia is difficult, except for the mega -concessions that are
engaged in non-selective felling and processing massive volumes of round logs.
Limited wood-processing capacity, log jams in France at saw mills because of large
volumes of round logs and the difficulty in attracting new investors to Liberia were
all blamed for these difficult ies. They complain of excessive taxation and difficult
operating conditions, making it impossible even to fell and sell timber up to their
Forestry Development Agency 4 per cent quota. Presidential favour is an important
ingredient in cutting operational costs. A number of logging firms obtained tax
waivers for fuel purchases as a result of their close connections to the President.
36. According to FDA rules, 25 per cent of the volume of logs felled should be
sawn in the country. This rule is not respected be cause of the volume of round logs
exported by the Oriental Timber Company to China and because of the limited
number of saw mills in Liberia.
37. Prior to the 1989-1996 war there were 18 saw mills, three veneering and
plywood factories, six dry kilns and three wood-processing factories and domestic
timber production surpassed log exports in timber volume. Today there are only 12
operational saw mills and these do not have the capacity to process the volume of
logs felled.
38. The World Trade Organization (WTO) currently advises all countries to ban
unprocessed Jog exportation beyond the end of 2000. Liberia urgently needs to
phase out this trade and invest in wood -processing facilities. This would enhance
the value of timber exported from Liberia, slow felling cbwn and provide additional
_.or
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employment. It ,would also make production and exporting easier to monitor. The
Taylor government has announced a gradual prohibition on the export of round logs
as a policy guideline since 1998, but no legislatlOn on the issue ha s been enacted
yet.
39
Some of the timber companies are directly involved in violations of the
sanctions against Liberia. One prominent example of this was Exotic Tropical and
Timber Enterprises (ETTE). The Panel has received a certain document, which
indicates that a payment for a weapons delivery was made directly from the
Singapore accounts of the company Borneo Jaya Pte Ltd, a mother company of
OTC.

Recommendations on logging and wood processing
40. Timber production is an important source of revenue .or the Government and a
source of employment in Liberia. It is also a source of revenue for sanctionsbusting. The Panel found it difficult to obtain real figures on the current volume of
timber production and how much revenue is generated. Without a sound assessment
of the timber-generated revenue base, the Panel could not assess how much revenue
could have been used from this industry for assisting sanctions -busting. Therefore
the Pane! recommends that:
• The Government should reach agreement with the In ternational Monetary
Fund over the commissioning of an independent detailed report on revenue
from the timber concessions for the January 2001-July 2002 period, including
exemptions and tax offsets for government -related expenditures during this
period;
• That the United Nations should impose a ban on all round log exports from
Liberia from July 2002 and strongly encourage local operators to diversify into
wood processing before that date.

Diamonds
41. The Pane! examined Liberia's diamond industry becaus e it is another crucial
source of natural resource revenue for the Government. Liberia's own official
diamond exports were said to be only 8,500 carats in 1999, valued at US$ 900,000.
Liberia's Minister of Lands, Mines and Energy estimates that this repres ents only 10
to 15 per cent of what is actually leaving the country.
42. Sanctions were imposed on the export of Liberian rough diamonds following
the conclusions of the December 2000 report (S/2000/1195). This report illustrated
how diamonds far in excess ci the quality or quantity available in Liberia had been
imported in provenance and origin. The larger illicit trade provided Liberia with a
convenient cover for the export of conflict diamonds from Sierra Leone although
many of the so-called "Liberian" production emanated from other sources (most
notably Russia), and was falsely dec1ared "Liberian" for tax purposes.
43. With the entry into force of Security Council resolution 1343 (20tH) the
Government of Liberia indicated that it would comply with the ban. Th e imposition
of an embargo on the export of Liberian rough, coupled with progress in the peace
process in Sierra Leone, has resulted in a marked decline of diamonds labelled as
"Liberian" reaching international markets. There have been no imports from Libe ria
recorded in Antwerp since the impositi0n of the sanctiol1s.
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44. The embargo ,has created a different problem. Since it is impossible to sell
Liberian rough officially, dealers and brokers are seeking to camouflage their
Liberian diamonds as those from neigh bouring countries markets. The Panel itself
verified ongoing smuggling of Liberian rough to Sierra Leone and Cote d' [voife.
45. The Panel also observed a steep increase in trade of diamonds mined by the
RUF through Freetown. Many of these stones passed throu gh Makeni from the
Kana fields bllt lesser numbers reached dealers in Kenama and Bo before entering
the official system. Approximately half of Sierra Leone's total production comes
from the Kono/Koidu district. Following the imposition of a diamond embargo on
Liberia, the closure of the border till September 200 I and the war in Lofa County,
little diamond trade now passes through to Liberia from Sierra Leone. This shift in
trade pattern is reflected also in the dramatic decline in so -called "Liberian" rough
entering markets like Antwerp and a steep decline in the number of diamonds
passing through Monrovia. The pressures on other revenue sources in Liberia for
Executive Mansion extrabudgetary expenditure demonstrates once again the
importance that diamonds had played over the last few years for President Taylor.
Because of the loosening of President Taylor's grip on the Kono/Koidu diamond
trade, the RUFaxis has switched to increasing trade through Sierra Leone.

Recommendations on diamonds
46. The experiences of Sierra Leone, Guinea, Liberia and Cote d'Ivoire discussed
below show how difficult it actually is to separate out conflict diamonds from other
alluvials. Better monitoring, increasing the cost of getting caught and the
requirement to state the source of a stone (origin) rather than just the provenance
could help this process. But as with the case of Sierra Leone, without steady
progress in the internal peace process it is difficult to see how the distinction
between government and RUF diamonds can be maintained effectively.
47. The diamond embargo on Liberia has contributed to the dramatic decline in the
misuse of the Liberian label for diamond smuggling. The embargo has, however,
reversed the problem in effect with encouraging an increase in the smuggli ng of
Liberian rough out of the country and into neighbouring certification systems. If
these certification schemes are to be credible, this situation needs to be dealt with
urgently. Better policing of dealers can help, but ensuring that Liberia has its own
credible certification scheme will ensure that less Liberian rough are deliberately
mixed with rough of neighbouring countries.
48. The annual artisanal production of Liberia is low, approximately US$ 1.5
million per year in total production. Any dramatic increase in exports could act as an
early warning system for the Liberian label being once more used to launder
non-Liberian diamonds. The Panel encourages the Liberian Government to put in
place a credible and transparent certification scheme which is independently audited
by an internationally recognized audit company. This scheme should be
independently assessed as credible and effective in order to facilitate the
consideration of a temporary suspension of the diamond ban by the Security
Council. This wo uld also alleviate the genuine hardship that artisanal miners,
brokers and dealers are currently experiencing.
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Other measures

49. Regular and accurate publication of official annual rough diamond
import/export statistics is crucial. Currently only Belgium publishes a detailed list.
A better international library of each diamond type, from each region and detailed
records of run-o f-mine alluvial samples in conflict zones would also be an important
step forward in this region. It is also important that cou ntries issue their own
Certificates of Origin that are consistent with a fully integrated certification system.
But in the end, the only guaranteed way to resolve the contlict diamond issue is to
create conditions in a country that result in the label "con flier' being made
redundant. Under such conditions, the principal challenge of the alluvial diamond
trade in West Africa would be to curtail endemic smuggling for tax evasion
purposes. Sierra Leone's attempt to redistribute diamond revenues back into the
community is part of a solution.
The maritime and corporate registry

50. With 1,734 vessels registered under its flag, Liberia is the second largest
maritime fleet in the world. The register has traditionally had a high proportion of
tanker tonnage. In January 2001, Liberia accounted in tonnage for 35 per cent of all
the world's oil tankers. The register is generally regarded as one of the quality open
registries (called by some, flag of convenience). The registry also provides some 25
per cent of government revenue. In 2000, the Liberian registry and corporate fee
programme generated some US$ 25.72 million officially which netted according to
the Bureau of Maritime Affairs some US$ 18 million for the Government.
51. USCR, the registry agent has ring-fenced the revenue it generates from the
maritime and corporate registries. Their accounts are audited annually by Arthur
Andersen LLP, an auditing firm of international repute, and these were open to
inspection by the Panel. The collection of registry revenues and government taxes
and fees, and any subsequent distribution of funds due to the Government, is
accomplished in accordance with the agreement between USCR and the Liberian
Government.
52. Collections are initially deposited into one of several registry bank accounts,
dependent upon the nature of the collection, and as specified in an agreement
between USCR and the Liberian Government. This is routine procedure. However,
the Panel obtained bank transfer details for two USCR transfers to San Air General
Trading at Standard Chartered Bank, Sharjah, the United Arab Emirates, for
US$ 525,000 on 21 June 2000 and US$ 400,000 on 7 July 2000. These two
payments were for arms and transportation in violation of the sanctions. The
sanctions-busting activities of San Air General Trading are documented in the Arms
and Transportation Section below.
53. USCR admitted to the Panel that it had made four payments to
non-government accounts in 2000. The disbursements were made following four
separate written requests instructing U SCR, trom the Commissioner of Maritime
Affairs. USCR became increasingly uncomfortable at the growing regularity of
requests for divergence from standard procedure in late 2000. Following a new
request for disbursement on 17 August 2000, USCR informed th e Commissioner of
Maritime Affairs that it would no longer honour such requests.
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54. Having found resistance from USCR, Liberia's Bureau of Maritime Affairs
changed strategy, ~nd directed four payments from their part of the maritime
revenue directly to San Air via arms dealer Sanjivan Ruprah.
55
The Commissioner of Maritime Affairs and his Maritime Affairs .,Bureau are
little more than a cash extraction operation and cover from which to fund and
organize opaque off-budget expenditures including for sanctions -busting. For as
long as there is an arms embargo on Liberia the funds from the registry will need to
be protected from Bureau misuse.

Recommendations on the Liberian corporate and maritime registry
56. The Liberian corporate and maritime registries provide an important source of
revenue to a poor country. The maritime registry is of international repute but it is
vulnerable because of the use of the funds it generates for opaque off -budget
expenditure including for sanctions-busting.
57. The Panel recognizes Ihat the open registry business is very competitive, that
any sanction on the registry would see client flight, and that these clients would be
unlikely to return. The Panel would not wish to see an exodus to other open
registries of ship owners currently with LISCR.
58. USCR should not have made those four payments to non -government
accounts in 2000. The payments were contrary to their agreement with the Liberian
Government and showed a complete lack of due diligence. USCR seems to have
learned from its mistake and took action to stop this practice. In 2001 there has been
no further pressure of this type from Monrovia and no evidence of further payments
to non-governmental accounts.
59.

The Panel recommends that:
• An escrow account should be set up by the Sec urity Council Committee as the
ultimate destination for all revenues generated from the shipping and corporate
registry. The Panel believes that the Government of Liberia and IMF should
reach an agreement to audit this account in order to determine all revenues
generated by the shipping and corporate registry and to determine the use of
the revenue in this account;
• The funds in this account should be designated for development purposes.

The travel ban
60. The travel ban has generally worked successfully. The Panel actively sought to
monitor compliance with the travel ban. It verified 27 violations of the travel ban,
the majority through Abidjan.

Recommendations on the travel ban
61. The travel ban has been the source of the greatest
received by the Panel. Individuals on the list requested to
their names had been placed on the list and how to appeal.
referred them to the Security Council Committee as
responsible for drawing up the list.
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62. The Panel encourages the Security Council Committee to reply to individual
requests about tne ban promptly and expeditiously. The Panel also recommends that
the Committee set up a Liberia travel ban web page where the Committee's crite ria
on how names have been put on the list is described. The web page should also
provide information on how to apply for travel exemptions and have a '·section on
who currently has an exemption to travel. This web site should be publicized as a
resource for immigration and law enforcement agencies to keep track of who is on
the travel ban list, and who has exemptions.
63. The Security Council Sanctions Branch in consultation with the Committee
should also compile a photographic database of key individuals on the ban list to
counter attempts by a number of individuals on the list to travel under a different
name. These photographs could be put on the web site.
64. The Panel does not believe that the list should be set in stone. For
humanitarian reasons a few names should be dropped; the Committee should also
consider new names too.

To the Cote d'Ivoire Government
65. A loophole at Abidj an airport needs urgent attention. The Council should
strongly encourage the Ivorian authorities to adopt a less passi ve attitud e towards
the implementation of the travel ban. A verifiable system should be set up at Abidjan
airport to check that arriving passengers from Monrovia are not on the list or if they
are, they have obtained a United Nations travel exemption.

Recommendations for the continued monitoring of Security Council resolution
1343 (2001)
66. The United Nations Secretariat should appoint a Liberian officer within the
Sanctions Department of the Department of Political Affairs. This person should
conduct ongoing monitoring of compliance of resolution 1343 (2001) from New
York, develop databases of violation reports and write request letters and make
telephone enquiries about such reports. This person should also act as an in -house
researcher for the Security Council Co mmittee, able to assist in monitoring
compliance of the travel ban and requests for travel exemptions. A motivated United
Nations Secretariat staff member, with administrative support from the assistants to
the Committee, could fill this requirement efficiently and cost-etlectively. The
Angolan Monitoring Mechanism already has attached to it a political officer who
has efficiently conducted a number of these tasks. Individual consultants could be
hired for a short period of time to investigate a specific ca se of violation of the
sanctions whenever the need arises, in order to keep pressure on Liberia.
67. There should be an ongoing assessment of Liberia's compliance to resolution
1343 (200 I) on the ground, too. A way to achieve this in a targeted and costeffective manner is to renew the mandate for this Panel of Experts for two short
periods in 2002 for missions to visit West Africa with the Liberian officer appointed
by the Secretariat. These missions should be:
• An assessment mission by the Panel to Liberi a and neighbouring States for a
period of four weeks starting in April 2002 to investigate and compile a short
report on compliance. This report, an independent audit of compliance with
-.-.r
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recommendatio~s, would then be submitted through
Council for consideration in May 2002;

the

Committee

to

the

· A second six-week mission to Liberia in September 2002 resulting in a final
submission to the Committee in November 2002. This report would . also be an
independent assessment of total progress of the sanctions regim e and the
Government of Liberia's compliance over the year.
68. The advantages of this
United Nations capacity to
resolution 1343 (2001). It also
effective manner and ensures
2001 is not lost.

system are that it will over 2002 strengthen internal
mODltor Liberia and other States' compliance of
uses the expertise of the Panel in a targeted and costthat the momentum created by the Panel's work in

Introduction
A.

General
69. Pursuant to paragraph 19 of Security Council resolution 1343 (200 I)
concerning Liberia, adopted on 7 March 200 I, the Secretary -General appointed a
Panel of Experts on 29 March 200 I (S/200 1/268), with the mandate to:
• Investigate violations of the new tightened arms embargo, the ban on export of
Liberian diamonds and the travel ban on senior officials of the Liberian
Government;
• Collect information on the compliance by the Government of Liberia with the
demands to expel all members of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) from
Liberia, cease all financial and military support to RIJF, cease all direct or
indirect import of Sierra Leone rough diamonds, freeze funds or financial
resources or assets controlled by RUF in Liberia and ground all Liberianregistered aircraft;
• Further investigate possible links between the exploitation of natural resources
and other forms of economic activity in Liberia, and the fuelling of the conflict
in Sierra Leone and neighbouring countries, in particular those areas
highlighted by the report of the Panel of Experts established pursuant to
resolution 1306 (2000);
• Collect information linked to the illegal activities of the individuals referred to
in the report of Panel of Experts established pursuant to resolution 1306 (2000)
concerning the situation in Sierra Leone;
• Collect information concerning any other alleged violations of resolution 1343
(200 I).
70. The Panel took note of the report of the Panel of Experts established pursuant
to resolution 1306 (2000) concerning the situation in Sierra Leone (S/2000/l195) of
19 December 2000 and the responses received from countries and individuals
mentioned in the report. The corrective actions taken by such countries have been
duly noted by the PaneL
71. The Panel recognized that the demands made to the Government of Liberia
under paragraph 2 of resolution 1343 )2001) to immediately cease its support for
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RUF in Sierra Leone and for other armed rebel groups in the region were intended
to further the peace process in Sierra Leone.
72. The Panel took particular note of paragraph 4 of this resolution, which
demands that all States in the region take action to prevent armed indt'iiduals and
groups from using their territory to prepare and commit attacks on neighbouring
cOlmtries and refrain from any action that might contribute to further destabilization
of the situation on the borders between Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone.
73.
On 22 March 2001, the Permanent Representative of Liberia to the United
Nations transmitted the text of a letter addressed to the Secretary -General from
Charles Ghankay Taylor, President of Liberia. This letter delineated the measures
the Government ot' Liberia has taken in compliance with the resolution
(S/200 1/264). The Panel remained cognizant of the contents of the letter and all
such subsequent correspondence from the Government of Liberia, made available to
it by the Security Council Committee on Liberia and the Task Force of the
Government of Liberia.
74. The Panel of Experts 1 consisted of Mr. Martin Chungong Ayafor,
(Cameroon Chairman), Mr. Atabou Bodian (Senegal
Expert from the
International Civil Aviation Organization), Mr. 10han Peleman (Belgium Arms
and Transportation Expert), Mr. Harjit S. Sandhu (India Expert from Interpol),
and Mr. Alex Vines (United Kingdom - Diamond Expert) (S/2001/268, annex I).
75. The Panel had its first organiza tional meeting at United Nations Headquarters
in New York from 16 to 27 April 200 I, and it was agreed with the Security Council
Committee on Liberia that the Panel's report would be submitted on 15 October
2001. It was subsequently submitted on 17 October 2001.
76. The Panel committed itself to holding regular consultations with Panels of
Experts/Monitoring Mechanisms and other Security Council Committees working
on similar issues. The Panel also kept the Security Council Committee on Liberia
informed of the jTogress of its work, as and when necessary, as per paragraph 4 of
Security Council resolution l343 (200 I).
77. The Panel received a great deal of logistical and moral support from the
Security Council Committee on Liberia, the United Nations Secretariat, the United
Nations Resident Coordinators and UNDP officials in almost every country it
visited. Many Governments helped with detailed information and advice, and many
individuals provided helpful information.

B.

A reminder to the background of the mandate
78. The Panel's mandate is described in section A above. The Panel was reminded
of the background to its mandate, however, during its field visits in Sterra Leone,
Liberia and Guinea. In Sierra Leone, thousands of civilians, many of them women
and children, victims of unspeakable brutality, face a future without hands or feet.
The Amputees Camp in Freetown is a cruel testimony to the havoc created by the
forces that supplied arms to rebels. In addition to the amputees who have been
condemned to a life without hands or feet, tens of thousands of Sierra Leoneans,
Guineans and Liberians have lost their lives, half a million have become refugees

I

The Panel was aSSISted on the Timber SectlOn.,~f the report by Mr. DIdier Boudineau (France)
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and three or four times that number has been displaced in the subregion. The Panel
visited the Amputet:s Camp in Freetown, refugee and internally displaced persons
(IDP) camps in ail the three bordering countnes of Liberia, Guinea and Sierra
Leone.
79.
As the Panel concluded its report, the situation on the borders betvveen Sierra
Leone, Liberia and Guinea remained volatile and the best diamond-producing areas
in Sierra Leone still remained in rebel hands. In several border areas of Liberia,
Guinea and Sierra Leone, people lived without access to medical aSSIstance,
education or the means to a secure livelihood. The Panel remain ed cognizant,
throughout its work, of its role and its responsibility in helping to end the suffering
of the people of the subregion.

Methodology of investigation
80.
Questionnaires: The Panel requested specific information from the relevant
countries, trough their Permanent Missions to the United Nations, regarding certain
arms shipments and the movement of suspicious aircraft used for illegal
transportation of arms and ammunition. The Panel also requested statistics dating
back to 1987 on diamond exports from major producing countries, and imports to
countries with significant trading, cutting and polishing industries. The reason for
going back to 1987 was to determine what trends might have prevailed before the
wars in Sierra Leone and Liberia. In September 200 I, the Panel sent reminder letters
to all Governments, through their Permanent Missions to the United Nations, which
had not yet provided the requested statistics. The Panel would like to record special
appreciation for Cyprus, Italy, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Slovak Republic,
United Arab Emirates and Uganda for their detailed replies and additional
information that proved very useful for investigation.
81.
Interviews: In each country, Panel members interviewed government
authorities, and where relevant, diplomatic missions, civil society organizations, aid
agencies, private sector firms and journalists. The Panel also contacted a number of
key individuals whose names have been a subject of interest and controversy in
recent months in connection wilh the crisis in the subregion (annex 2). Given the
sensitive nature of the subjects investigated by the Panel, however, it should be
noted that many individuals spoke under conditions of confidentiality. Several
meetings held in various countries have therefore not been listed.
82.
Visits to countries: The Panel travelled extensively to countries involved, or
believed to be involved, in the trafficking of weapons and related materiel to Liberia
in violation of Security Council embargoes and to countries in volved in the diamond
trade. The entire Panel visited Liberia twice, and some Panel members visited three
times. The entire Panel also visited Belgium, Cote d'Ivoire, Czech Republic, the
Gambia, Guinea, Moldova, Russian Federation, Sierra Leone, Slovak Rep ublic,
Turkey, Ukraine and the United Arab Emirates. Travel was undertaken by one or
several of the Panel members to Austria, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Canada, Cape
Verde,
Central African
Republic,
Equatorial
Guinea,
Ghana,
France,
Italy,
Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Mali, Niger, Norway, Senegal, Spain, Switzerland,
Uganda, the United Kingdom, Washington, D.C. (USA).
83.
Field trips: There had been a lot of mystique attached to several places in the
subregion of Liberia, Guinea, Sierra Leone and Cote d'Ivoire. The Panel decided to
visit all such areas. In Liberia, the entire Panel visited Gbatala training centre for
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anti-terronst unit (ATU) and the Buchanan Port where most of the activIties of
Oriental Timber / Company (OTC) are concentrated. Three members of th e Panel
vlsited Lofa and Bong Counties. In Sierra Leone, two members of the Panel visited
Bo, Kenema, Koidu, Yengema, ivIoyamba, Bauya, Waterloo and Daru. In Guinea,
two members went all the way by road from Conakry to Kissidougou to 'Gueckedou
to Macenta to Kuankan and Kola, to Nzerekore and onwards to Cote d'Ivoire. In
Cote d'Ivoire, two members vlsited Man, Biankouma, Guiglo, Danane, Nicla and
G uessesso u.
84. During these field visits, the Panel spoke to various factions involved in the
conflict in the subregion. The prominent ones being RUF, CDF, Liberians United for
Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD) and Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL). The
Panel also interviewed a large number of [DPs spread over all the four countries of
the
subregion. The Panel
witnessed t he disarmament, demobilization and
rehabilitation (DDR) programme in Sierra Leone, spoke to combatants and picked
up certain leads on the origin of arms and ammunition.
85. Assistance from international and regional organizations: The Pane I
received useful cooperation and assistance from several international organizations
such as Interpol, ICAO, livIO, etc. and made proper use of their expertise.

86. Police and judicial records: The Panel was able to access police and judicial
records 0 f several under-in vestigatio nand un de r-trial cases linked to trafficking of
arms and ammunition In the West African subregion. The Panel scrutinized
interrogation statements of several former RUF cadres and the documents recovered
from the premises of suspects.
Standards of verification
87. The Panel agreed at the outset of its work to use high evidentiary standards In
its investigations. This required at least two credible and independent sources of
information to substantiate a finding. Wherever possible, the Panel also agreed to
put allegations to those concerned in order to allow them the right of reply.
However, certain individuals whose role is highlighted in the report did not make
themselves available to the Panel despite serious attempts by the Panel to give them
a chance to explain their conduct.
88. During the investigation, where possible, the Panel shared the relevant
information and cooperated with the States concerned for further thorough
investigation at their level. Where appropriate, the Panel also brought the
information collected during the course of investigation to the attention of
authorities to allow them the right of reply as stated in paragraph 20 of Security
Council resolution 1343 (2001). A significant number of countries came forward
with useful information 0 n individuals behind certain shady companies and their
financial transactions.
89. In the past, allegations against various parties to the
have always been denied with the question, "Where is the
of this is the standard response to charges that weapons
RUF through Liberia and that President Taylor continues
report that follows, we have dealt in great detail with this
several cases of arms shipments having reached Liberia
Council arms embargoes.

contlict in the subregion
evidence?". An example
have been channelled to
to support RUF. In the
particular allegation and
in violation of Security
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90.
Following the paper trail and the chain of events: To satisfy the oft -repeated
rhetoric "Where is the evidence?", "If you have evidence, show it", the Panel has
traced the entire sequence of evenrs startIng from the origin of weapons to the enddestination using documentary evidence and direct eyewitness accounts of the
persons involved. The Panel has In its possession the following documents
concerning the planes involved in illegal arms supply to Liberia:
• Copies of contracts signed by the contracting parties;
• Requests and permissions for overflight and landing;
• Flight plans;
• Cargo manifests;
• Airway bills;
• Documents showing owners or operating agency of the aircraft involved;
• Pilots logbooks;
• Payments made;
· Insurance documents for the cargo and the planes involved.
91.
Analysing these documents, the Panel traced the entire flight route taken by
the aircraft bringing weapons to Liberia. In addition to this, the Panel spoke to pilots
and the other crew members who were on board the aircraft in question. Practically
in all listed cases, the aircraft involved were physically located by the Panel and
their photographs were taken. Some of the arms traffickers involved tried to hide but
the Panel succeeded in locating them and confronting them with the details. In one
such case, the Panel visited a prison and interviewed the suspect in the jail premises,
after obtaining permission from the concerned judicial authorities.
92.
In addition to its own detailed verification, the Panel also received
corroborating information from
international law enforcement agencies. The
assistance of Interpol specialists was also taken as and when required. In all the
cases delineated in the report that follows, the Panel did not rely solely on oral
testimonies. Corroborative documentary and circumstantial evidence was always
insisted on. The evidence, therefore, is incontrovertible and irrefutable.

Part I
Liberia and the region
Regional security in the Mano River Union
93.
In mid-April when the Panel embarked upon its mandate, there were active
hostilities in the three Mano River Union countries (Guinea, Sierra Leone and
Liberia). By mid-May according to United Nations figures, there were 2.3 million
internally displaced people in Guinea along with 110,000 Sierra Leonean refugees
and 81,000 Liberian refugees. In Sierra Leone, there were 400,000 internally
displaced people and 6,000 Liberian refugees, and in Liberia there were 60,000
internally displaced people. There were also 120,000 Liberian refugees in Cote
d' Ivoire and 2,000 Sierra Leonean refugees.
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94. Six months on, there are significant signs of improvement in the region.
Welcome regional diplomatic efforts are under way to furth er improve bilateral
relations between the three members of the Mana River Union, although there is
still active conflict in Lofa County in Liberia and there is the risk of Sierra Leone
gravitating back into the conflict if RUF does not want to release its hold on some
of the best diamond-producing areas.

Sierra Leone
95. At the time the Panel first visited Sierra Leone in April 2001, fighting was
under way in the Kambia area and the regionalization of the conflict was very
visible. Guinea was engaged in military operations against RUF, with the tacit
agreement of the Government of Sierra Leone. Persistent force was used by Guinea
in action aimed at punishing RUF for its raids into Guinea from September 2000.
Guinean troops entered deep in Sierra Leone in Northern Kambia District and
created a "sanitized zone" on the north bank of the Great Searies River to prevent
further RUF activity.
96. The Government-sponsored militia Civil Defence Force also attacked RUF
positions in the east of Sierra Leone during that rronth but eventually a ceasefire
was restored. Guinea also stopped its raids against RUF in Kambia by May although
there was Guinean shelling and helicopter raids against several RUF targets in July.
97. On 2 May, the major parties to the conflict reaffirmed their commitment to the
peace process in Abuja. There followed talks in Freetown and on 18 May 2001, both
sides entered the DDR programme in large -scale numbers. Since early July the
security situation in Sierra Leone has remained stable, closely monitored by
UNAt'vISIL
98. In early September 200 I, Sierra Leonean President Ahmed Kabbah and RUF
leader Issa Sessay met in Koidu and shook hands, declaring the war over. The peace
process, however, remains fragile in the run -up to multiparty elections in 2002 but
outlight hostilities appear to have ceased for the time being.

Liberia
99. Following Security Council resolution 1343 (2001) and the entry into force of
sanctions on Liberia on 7 t'vlay 2001, President Taylor and his government
increasingly signalled a desire to restore avenues of dialogue with their neighbours
in the Mano River Union. The war in Lofa County continued to be a primary
concern for the government and humanitarian agencies.
100. The first incident of armed conflict was in Voinjama on 21 April 1999. Rebels
with semi-automatic rifles, a few mortars and shotguns attacked the town. They

were a rag-tag
the town, they
overthrow the
Liberian security

group, some uniformed and some smoking marijuana. While looting
claimed they were tired of the Sierra Leone war and wanted to
government of Charles Taylor. After the brief rebel attack the
forces entered Voinjama and also looted.

101. There was a further wave of insurgent attacks m Lofa County between July
and October 2000, succeeding in widening their front to attacking the Douley region
of Nimba County by late November 2000. The Liberian Government blamed Guinea
and filed a formal diplomatic complaint to the then Organization of African Unity,
ECOWAS, and the Guinean Government.
,•. f"'
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102. In mid-January 2001, the Government deployed more troops along the northeastern border with' Gutnea. This move followed shortly after the defence heads of
Mali, Niger, Nigeria and Senegal met in Abuja, Ntgeria to discuss the deployment of
a force of 1,700 troops along Liberia's borders with Gu tnea and Sierra Leone. But
the deployment of the ECOWAS force at the border confluence of Sierra Leone,
Guinea, and Liberia tn the Mano River region did not occur for two reasons: firsl1y,
ECOWAS waited for a strong mandate from the United Nations for its contingents
and, secondly, Status-of-Forces Agreements with Guinea and Liberia were never
agreed upon.
103. Liberia's relations with Guinea deteriorated further 10 2001, with the
Government accusing the Guinean military of shelling the town of Foya in January
and claiming two of its diplomats had been arrested and tortured in Conakry in
September 2000. In February 200 I, the rebels crossed again from Guinea and
attacked vlliages in Lofa. The Government claimed that the villages of Boiwamei,
Masizu and Turaszued, were razed to the ground during two days a f fighting.
104. [n April 2001, the Liberian Ivlinister of Defence, Daniel Chea announced heavy
fighting between government forces and rebels in upper Lofa county near the border
with Guinea. The brunt of the fighting was near the towns of Foya and Kolahun.
However, he denied claims by the Liberians United for Reconciliation and
Democracy (LlJRD) , that they had seized control of large parts of Lota County and
the Government began mobilizing and retraining former fighters of the now defunct
NPFL. By late April fighting had spread south into Salayea district, 80 km north of
Gbarnga in Bong County. The battle for control of Zorzor in Lofa County was
reported to be tntense.
105. Liberia closed its borders with Sierra Leone and Guinea in mid-March and
gave the ambassadors of Sierra Leone and Guinea three days to leave the country.
The ambassadors were expelled for activities incompatible with their status and
their embassies were informed that they needed to vacate their current premises.
This Liberian action was at a time of increased regional tension because of the
intense fighting in Lata County and because one of the two diplomats had been well
located to witness some sanctions-busting tn progress.
106. In late July, continued fighting in Lofa forced a new wave of refugees to flee
across the border to Cote d'Ivoire. The Lofa rebellion, part of a subregional dispute,
had resulted in Liberia to accuse Guinea and Sierra Leone of harbouring dissidents.
With an intensification of the conflict in April 2001, over 4,000 refugees fled to
Cote d'Ivoire and Sierra Leone in May and June. The United Nations reported that
tn a year the conflict has created more than 40,000 refugees.
107. By August, fighting continued between rebels and government tro ops,
especially around the towns of Kolahun and Voinjama. Not all the fighting was by
rebels. There were also incidents where different Liberian government armed groups
fought each other for loot and control of resources. On 29 August 200 I, the Liberian
rebels attacked a lumber camp at Gbopolu in the west, showing that they could
make attacks beyond upper Lofa County.
108. Between March and October 2001, independent observers were not allowed by
the Liberian Government to vlsit Lofa County. This restriction was lifted in October,
and the Panel visited Lata in the first week of October. The situation there was
visibly tense. In the area around Zorzor, the town that was completely destroyed
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during an incursion by rebels from Guinea, the Panel observed many soldiers and
armed young bell's carrymg new weapons and driving around in newly acquired
[suzu pick-up trucks. The pattern of destruction of the houses showed that the rebels
from Guinea resort to hit-and-run tactics and do not occupy the territory.

Guinea
109. From September 2000, there were rebel incursions into Guinea supported by
RUF. Gueckedou (a town with around 30,000 inhabitants) was badly damaged in
late January when it was seized by rebels, who Guinean sources claimed belonged to
Ulimo-K and RUF. The town was recaptured by the Guinean army in February.
Ulimo-K had been a Guinean ally in its campaign against RUF but there had been
some sort of dispute about recent Ulimo -K recruits in the Guinean military. There
was more fighting along the border and a six -hour artillery battle in mid -March
south of Gueckedou with rebels who had originated from Liberia.
110. The I-eduction in hostilities between RUF and the Sierra Leone Government by
lVlay 200 I has resulted in RUF abandoning its support for Guinean rebels, who were
seeking to overthrow President Conte and his government. Following the major
onslaught by the Guinean military in May, these rebels have realized they cannot
fight alone and have become dormant.

Arrned nOll-state actors in the Mano River Union
1 I l. There has been a proliferation of the use of non-state actors in these conflicts
in the Mano River Union. These groups obtain weapons from State supporters, from
their trade in diamonds, alluvial gold, cocoa and coffee, or from their military
action. Their actions have had and can again destabil ize the region. The j unction of
the borders of Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone has been the fault zone where these
groups have thrived. This Kailahun Salient is a very volatile area with notoriously
difficult terrain, a highly permeable border and belligerents in close proximity to
each other; it is an area that lends itself to the attacker - not the defender.

RUF and Liberia
112. RUF's relationship with Liberia was described in detail in the Panel of Experts
report on Sierra Leone. In 200 I this relationship has continued, although a split is
reported among RUF units that are willing to disarm in Sierra Leone and others that
continue to fight in the war that has shi tIed to the Liberian and Guinean borders.
Throughout this year RUF units have been fighting with Liberian units in Lota
County In March, a RUF unit fought at Voinjama.
113. On 1 April 2001, General Sessay arrived in a camp at Vahun for discussions
wi th Liberian commanders about additional RUF military assistance. The Liberian
commanders came in a helicopter and Sessay arrived by vehicle and accompanied
by General Dennis Mingo (alias Superman). Following the meeting, there was a
public address to RUF fighters which was not well received; they grumbled about
having to fight in a foreign war.
114. In mid-April, the Liberian Government refused to allow RlTF to travel through
Liberia to attend an ECOWAS meeting In Bamako. Mali. Liberia claimed it had
severed its links with RUF. However, on 18 April the United Nations Security
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Council published a list of RUF
Government to expel them.

members

residing in Liberia and asking the

115 The RUF-Liberian relationship is important for President Taylor, but it is also
strategic for RUF The Kailahun region in Sierra Leone constitutes RUF.' s stmt egic
lifeline into Liberia without which its source of resupply is seriously affected.
Liberia offers sanctuary and a location to store weapons and keep armed units active
and trained. An area of particular concern is the concession of the Liberian logging
company SLC, along the border with Sierra Leone. The area comprises a road into
Sierra Leone and an old military base of the Liberian Armed Forces, Camp Alfa. It
is, since early 2001, controlled by the son of President Taylor and the Lebanese
businessman Abbas Fawaz. Several sources indicated to the Panel that this is an area
where weapons for RUF are stockpiled and where RUF can freely enter Liberian
territory.
116. In June, PreSIdent Taylor met with RUF representatives in Folima and offered
them additional funding for their further assistance in the Lofa war. According to
several RUF officials a number of them said they were tired of combat and were
worried that the contlict might spillover into Sierra Leone and undermine the peace
process. They also complained that the Guineans were providing better support to
the Liberian dissidents than what they received from Taylor, This was followed by a
second meeting of Guinean dissidents and RUF at the Executive Mansion in
Monrovia. Taylor once more offered funds in return for their services to fight the
Liberian dissidents in Lofa.
117. The Panel has interviewed many RUF members about their Liberian
connections. Since August, RUF has moved weapons to Liberia via Kailahun, then
caching them in the "Kuya area", Before disarmament in Kono district, RUF used to
maintain its main ammunition dump in Kono. They have since also moved many of
these arms and ammunition to Vahun in Liberia.
118. Eyewitnesses told the Panel of RUF combatants in Kono District and Kabala
loading their infantry support weapons to Kailahun to avoid surrendering them for
the DDR. The Panel has inspected the weapons handed in for destruction by RUF in
Kono. They have been submitting ,50 mm (12.7 mm) mortar and artillery bombs for
the DDR process but not the guns to fire/launch them.
119. RUF units have on several occasions confronted Liberian government troops
that have entered into Sierra Leone, Following fighting in July in Vahun between the
Liberian army and dissidents, some AFL soldiers ned into Sierra Leone. R UF
detained 17 private AFL soldiers overnight at Senga and then escorted them back to
the border the next day.
120.

In April, RUF had asked a group of AFL to disarm after they ned into Liberia

following an earlier dissident attack on Vahun but the Liberians had refused on that
occasion to leave their weapons because they out numbered the RUF unit.
121. The recent killing of General Dennis Mingo (alias Superman) was in all
probability because of an internal squabble about the distribution of money from
Charles Taylor for RUF's assistance in clearing Lofa County of dissidents, Mingo
was murdered just across the Sierra Leonean border in Liberia close to the United
Logging Company compound on the road from Vahun to Monrovia. Superman had
been on his way to attend a meeting at the Executive Mansion in Monrovia.
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122. The RUF structure in Liberia is difficult to determine. The RUF have probably
around 600 men, consisting of four companies and a support element in Liberia
right now. They are being primarily used as a counter-insurgency force in the bush
against the dissident activity in Lofa County. Their main base is Camp Najma, a
camp where Liberian RUF are trained. The Commander at the camp "is Liberian
Special Security Service Kissi Captain Tamaba Malin. Recruitment is mainly from
refugee camps where men are offered US$ 300 as an incentive to join.
123. Liberian liaison officers continue to be stationed in Sierra Leone with RUF.
Names the Panel heard were Colonel Shenkoleh, Colonel Lion, Colonel Monica,
Colonel Base Mingo. The Panel also noted that in Yengema in Sierra Leone a
number of Liberian RUF members had successfully entered the DDR process.

Where is "Mosquito"? (Sam Bockarie alias Moskita)
While Foday Sankoh was imprisoned in Nigeria, Sam Bockarie de
facto headed the RUF in Sierra Leone. In October 1999, Dennis
"Superman" Mingo, smarting over allegations that he had embezzled
RUF diamonds from a 1997 diamond sale, fomented contention in the
RUF ranks. He wrote to Foday Sankoh from Liberia, warning him that
Sam Bockarie could not be trusted and that Sankoh's life was in danger.
He also claimed that Bockarie and his men had squandered funds from
diamond sales and that Bockarie bought a house in Liberia and France.
Shortly thereafter, a military confrontation occurred be tween forces loyal
to Foday Sankoh and those loyal to Sam Bockarie. Several combatants
were killed. Sam Bockarie subsequently went into exile m Liberia and
has remained close to President Chades Taylor ever since.
In late December 2000, a group of relig ious and civic groups,
including 11 opposition political parties called in public on President
Taylor to expel RUF from Liberia, including Sam "Moskita" Bockarie.
On 8 January 2001 Bockarie reacted to this call by issuing a press
statement in which he offe red to return to Sierra Leone at once. He also
invited representatives of the Catholic Justice and Peace Commission
(CJPM) to monitor his crossing the border into a RUF -held part of Sierra
Leone. The CJPM replied that the Government of Liberia should be
responsible for Bockarie's departure.
Liberia claimed that it expelled Sam Bockarie from its territory, but
could not tell when and from where. The Foreign Minister of Liberia in
his letter dated 28 June 2001 to the Chairman of the Security Council
Committee established pursuant to resolution 1343 (2001) concerning
Liberia, stated that the Government was not under obligation to show
documentary evidence on the departure of Sam Bockarie.
The Panel has investigated the whereabouts of Bockarie. Multiple
independent eyewitness accounts put Bockarie in Lofa County leading a
number of military operations against Liberian dissidents in 2001. He
was aiso seen in the Monrovia area at the Holiday Inn, at the EL WA
Junction and at a refugee camp between January and Apri 1. In late April,
Bockarie was again in Lofa, leading anti-Liberian dissident operations.
_,or
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Increased international attention on the whereabouts of Sam
Bockarie resulted in President Taylor arranging for Bockarie to lay low
outside West Africa, reportedly in Zambia in May. In June, Bockarie
moved to Ghana and has resided in three different locations in Accra,
protected by General Abou, a former deputy commander of the ATU who
has returned to Ghana following the change of government.
Bockarie is able to travel freely in Liberia and has, since June,
visited Liberia a number of times, spending time at Timber Village, often
accompanied by Special Security Commander Ben Yeaten.
Bockarie travelled to Libya in June for a brief trip. He also
travelled to Burkina Faso in early September staying at a Presidential
Compound at Ziniare (outside the capital). He left Burkina Faso on 26
September on a Chad-registered aircraft for Libya accompanied by
General Ibrahim Bah (alias Balde) to try and enlist further support fo r
RUF. He has since returned to Accra.
Through the mediation of President Taylor the ditIerences between
General Issa and Bockarie appear to have been settled. Bockarie freely
travels to Liberia and has been provided a EX -SLA body guard, Sal amy
Kaba.
Bockarie has travelled under different names. The Panel was told
he has used the name Sam Ben Johnson, Michel Samba and Miche I
Toure.

Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD)
124. A group of rebels attacked Liberia from Guinea in April 1999. It was difficult
to initially establish who these dissidents were, but a number of former members of
the ethnic Mandingo wing of ULIMa (called Ulimo -K after its civil war leader
AIhaJi GY Kromah) seemed to be among them.
125. More attacks occurred in late 1999 and since the beginning of the latest round
of incursions in July 2000, attacks on Liberian territory have been claimed by a
group called the Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD). The
LURD is composed of former fighters from the civil war of 1989 to 1996, many of
whom became refugees in Guinea and Cote d'Ivoire after the end of the war.
126. L URD claims to have been formed in 2000 and not to be associated with any
former warlord. Its supporters told the Panel that it is a resistance fo rce dedicated to
building democr::lCy in Liberia through a political and military campaign.
127. The reality is more complex. LURD has enjoyed its main support from Guinea
where it has a foothold in towns like Kissidougou, Macenta and Nzerekore, Like the
Sierra Leone Donzos were used against RUF, LURD was encouraged by Guinea to
keep Charles Taylor tied up mJlitarily in Lofa County. Guinea has supported LURD
with cross-border anillery fire from time to time in 2001 and Guinean liaison
officers have crossed into Lota County to assess LURD's progress. Guinea has only
given limited ammunition and weapons support to the Liberian rebels. One LURD
official complained to the Panel that he had had to trade coffee, cocoa and diamonds
to a Guinean commander to supply his men with shotgun cartridges (Guinea
_.f'
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128. The leadership of LURD is opaque. Conakry -based Sekou Kone is a
Provisional Chairman of the Executive Committee - his prime role is
liaise with
President Conte of Guinea. Self-styled Gen. Joe Wylie is a key military adviser, also
based in Conakry. In September there were some changes; Prince Seo was appointed
the new Chief of Staff. Seo was a Krahn fighter who fought with Ro osevelt Johnson,
one of the former warlords in Liberia. He recently joined LURD with some 100
Ulimo-K fighters loyal to him. Seo replaced Charles Dent, a former Ulimo -K chiet:
of-staff in August. This reshuffle has caused discontent among LURD fighters.
129. There also is a strong rift between the Krahn and Mandingo elements of
LURD. The military wing wants Guinea to stop dealing with Sekou Kone, who is a
Liberian Mandingo. There appear to be three ULIMO units, a group of some 230
fighters stationed in the fores t region along the Guinea/Liberia border. A second
group of several thousand in Sierra Leone (many may be Kamajors) and a third
group of ex-Lofa Defence Force fighters based in the Lofa currently.
130. The rebels do seek supporters in refugee camps. In April, the Ivorian security
forces arrested six suspected Liberian dissidents in Danane, who they said were
trying to recruit refugees to join their operations in Guinea. The Panel also
interviewed refugees who had declined such advances by dissident supporters.
Indeed, a significant number of newly arrived refugees had tled Lofa County
because of dissident activity. The rebels attacked villages, looted and sought to
forcibly recruit their young men.
13 I. In October 200 I, LURD appears factionalized and Guinean support declining.
If the August agreement by the foreign ministers of the Mano River Union to take
steps to round up armed groups waging a messy war in the junction of the borders of
Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone is real, the activities ofLURD may have peaked.

Guinean dissident groups
132. From September 2000 there were rebel incursions into Guinea supported by
RUF. RUF ex-combatants told the Panel how some of them had been forced to board
trucks at gunpoint by their leaders and escorted to Foya to fight in the otTensive.
Others were paid a US$ 200 retainer and given the understanding that they could
freely loot. Gueckedou was badly damaged in late January when it was seized by the
rebels.
133. N'Faly Kaba, has called himself the leader of Guinean rebels based in Sierra
Leone and Liberia. Kaba is a former adviser to Diarra Traore (executed by President
Conte after a purported coup in 1985). Kaba claimed to head an organization called
the "Union des forces pour une Guinee nouvelle" (UGFN), and that they had been
behind rebel attacks against Macenta, Ourekaba, Korecariah and Gueckedou since
September 2000.
134. UFGN is the third group claiming responsibility for cross -border raids into
Guinea. The "Rassemblement de forces democratiques de Guinee" in December
2000 and the "Union de forces democratique de Guinee" have also claimed
responsibility.
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Mano River Union dialogue
135. Following months of hostility between Liberia and Guinea, dialogue began
with telephone contact between President Taylor and his Guinean counterpart,
President Lansana Conte on peace in the subregion in early June.
136. There had been a number of phone calls between President Taylor and his
S'lerra Leone counterpart, President Kabbah, too. The release of two Sierra Leonean
captives by Liberia and six Liberians by Sierra Leone in early June also helped in
the confidence-building process among the three heads of State.
137. The Sierra Leone Foreign tvlinister visited Monrovia in July for a day on his
way to the OAU summit in Zambia. The initial contacts helped pre pare the foreign
ministers of Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia to hold a ground-breaking meeting in
Monrovia on 14 and 15 August to discuss a summit between their presidents, aimed
at ending the cont1ict in their border regions. At this meeting they decide d to
reactivate the Joint Security Committee Established by the 15th Protocol on Defence
and Security in May 2000.
138. A meeting of the Joint Security Committee was held in Freetown on 22 and 23
August and on 8 to 10 September in Conakry. At the end of these meetings they
agreed to "apprehend and turn over to their country of origin, individuals, armed
groups and other para -military forces involved in the destabilization of member
States". They also agreed to a series of other recommendations, including on the
implementation and deployment of joint border security and confidence -building
units along common borders.
139. Following the Joint Security Committee meeting in Conakry the Statutory
Meeting of the Foreign Ministers met on 10 September. The Ministers accepted the
Joint Security Committee's recommendations and proposed a further Joint Security
Committee meeting to be convened in Monrovia from 25 to 28 September to work
out and finalize the work plan and timetable for implementation of the
recommendations.
140. The Joint Security Committee reconvened in Monrovia between 25 and 28
September to further work on implementation of the recommendations. A review
meeting of the Foreign Ministers and Chairmen of the Joint Security Committees of
each member State is to be convened in Freetown on 10 December 2001. A Summit
of Heads of State of the Mano River Union will follow in early 2002.

Part II
Transportation and weapons
A.

Background to the grounding of Liberian registered aircraft
141. The report (S/200011195), in its section on arms and transportation, described
how irregularities of Liberian registered aircraft contributed to violations of the
arms embargo. The Security Council, in resolution 1343 (2001), therefore decided to
ground all Liberian-registered aircraft.
142. In the case studies that follow this is again illustrated. In most of the arms
trafficking cases the Panel investigated, the planes that were used had in one way or
another been subject to document t~aud, forgery of t1ight plans and other
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irregularities. The Panel found evidence of fraudulent registration, not only in
Liberia, but alse in the Central African Republic and to a certain extent in
Equatorial Guinea. Liberia, in a response to the Panel on Sierra Leone's request, had
produced a registry cons is ting of 11 aircraft only. The Panel had knowledge of many
more aircraft flying the Liberian flag and suspected that some of those' had been
used for violations of the arms embargo.
143. The problem turned out to be a complex one. Years of civil war and the
difficult transitional process had created opportunities for aircraft owners and civil
servants to exploit the registry, for instance to avoid costly safety inspections and
requirements for old aircraft. This resulted in the Civil Aviation Authorities in
Liberia having lost control and oversight of the planes tlying on its registry. It also
created a situation that enabled arms trafficking networks to camouflage their
operations through fake registrations, document fraud and - as the case studies
show - the setting up of a mystery airline, with the full knowledge of the Liberian
authorities in order to avoid detection. The violations of the arms embargo and the
problem with the registry were therefore directly linked.

Civil aviation in Liberia
144. The Liberian civil aviation authorities reacted to the publication of the report
(S/2000/1195) by:
• Appointing a new Director of Civil Aviation and revoking, on 12 April 2001,
the registration of 11 aircraft on the Liberian registry, which bear the prefix
EL- and notifying all DireclOrs of Civil Aviation of ICAO member States of
the action;
• Informing the Directors of Civil Aviation of ICAO member States, on 13 April
2001. of this revocation and of the ban on flights by such aircraft and on the
closure of the Liberian register;
• Asking the Directors of Civil Aviation, on 18 April 2001, to provide
information on any Liberian aircraft grounded pursuant to the grounding order
from Liberia.
145. Since the beginning of its mandate, the Panel has closely monitored the
progress made in this field and has worked with the new Director of Civil Aviation
in Liberia to find a way out of the disorderly situation the registry was in. Bits and
pieces of documentation on the ownership of many aircraft were gradually found in
Liberia and through communication with other civil aviation authorities. By the time
the Panel last visited Liberia in the first week of October 2001, 117 planes had been
identified on the basis of this information. These were aircraft that had been
registered in Liberia since 1985 but a great number had obtained registration in the
last five years (annex 12). The documentation showed that fraud had been
commi tted under difIerent ministers of transport. Sometimes, documents had just
been forged or foreign businessmen had been given authorization to register planes
in Liberia from offices abroad.
146. Identification and locating these aircraft is still ongoing and the newly
appointed Director of Civil A viation expressed his determination to the Panel to
investigate the fui! extent of the problem of false registrations before proceeding to
open a new registration list. The problem of Liberian registered aircraft is not yet
fully solved because some aircraft may still be operating abroad with an EL -preflx
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paLnted on the tail, despite the revocation by Liberia. This is beyond the control of
the LLberian CLvil ,~viation Authority and should be dealt with by the airports where
these planes are seen and can be grounded.
147. The Panel considers that the measures taken so far by the Lib erian Civil
Aviation Authority are adequate and that the Security Council may cons·ider lifting
the grounding order imposed by resolution 1343 (2001) and allow Liberia to reopen
an aLrcraft register. Those Lndividual aircraft that were effectively grounded and
have provided ICAO and the Security Council Committee with the documentation
showing their registration In Liberia done In accordance with international
regulations, should be given permission to restart their operations. The Liberian
CLvil Aviation Authority should however keep the Security Council Committee and
ICAO informed on the follow-up of the investigation and on the registration of
every new aircraft on the new Liberian register.
148. A second measure taken by Liberia was a decision to take over op eration of
their own airspace, which had been controlled from Conakry (Guinea), where the
Flight Information Centre (FIC) of the Flight Information Region (ROBERTS FIR)
is located. This airspace will be controlled exclusively by Liberian nationals.
149. In its discussions with the Panel, the Liberian Government argued that
increased national security concerns were the reason for this decision. As per Article
1 of the Chicago Convention regulating international civil aviation, every State has
complete and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace above its territory, so Liberia
has the right to manage night movements in its own airspace.
150. At a meeting in Dakar, on 26 and 27 March 2001, under the auspices of ICAO,
Lt was agreed that, prior to any takeover of respo nsibiJity for Liberian airspace by
Monrovia, a number of measures would have to be taken. These measures would
include providing a minimum of communications equipment necessary for the
safety of air traffic and the signing of letters of agreement among all parties for the
coordination and transfer of air traffic.
151. The Panel relied for its investigation on information from different Flight
Information Regions in West Africa, to get a good picture of all non -scheduled
aircraft that had landed in Liberia in 2000 and 2001. Liberia did not supply such a
list. Although information on landings and departures of every aircraft is
information that LS kept at every airport in the world, the airport authority in Liberia
had consistently claimed that such a list was only kept for a short while and then
destroyed.
152. Liberia can, in agreement with its partners in the Roberts Flight Information
Region and in accordance with ICAO regulations, start to manage its own airspace.
The Panel wants to express its concern, however, t hat Liberia's plans to
renationalize its airspace, as opposed to the global trend of ever more integrated and
regional airspaces, and to man its control centre with Liberians only, seem to
suggest a desire to keep certain tlight movements and landings secret. The Panel
does not think that the issue should be subject to any sanctions, but would advise the
Liberian Government to reconsider Lts decision as a matter of goodwill.

_,or
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B.

Arming and disarming in the region: an overview
Liberian arms embargo
153, The United Nations Security Council imposed through resolution 788
(17 November 1992) a "general and complete embargo on all deliveries of weapons
and military equipment to Liberia", citing the need to establish peace and stability,
In March 200 I, this emb argo was replaced by a renewed and tightened weapons and
military equipment embargo as part of a wider package of sanctions mandated by
United Nations Security Council resolution 1343 (2001),
154. In 1999, Liberia conducted a weapons destruction programme, Th e exercise,
which began on 25 July, involved the destruction of 19,000 small and heavy -calibre
weapons and more than three million rounds of ammunition collected by the United
Nations and ECOMOG during the disarmament exercise in 1996-1997, A symbolic
arms -burning act took place in Monrovia but the real weapons destruction occurred
at an abandoned iron are mine northwest of the capital. About 40 per cent of these
weapons were rusted or unusable but others were in good working order. The
weapons and ammuni tion were of both small and large calibre, including 900 hand
and smoke grenades (from China, Britam and the former Czechoslovakia), two
120 mm mckets, rocket launchers, thousands of rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs),
recoilless weapons, and machine guns, old M -l rifles, AKA7 assault rifles, PBK
Iight machine guns and around 12 million rounds of small-calibre and 12,000 rounds
of large-calibre ammunition,
155, Despite the Government's public effort to demonstrate its commitment to
disarmament it was consistently procuring new supplies of weapons for itself and
assisting RUF to procure weapons via Liberia.
156, Following the first dissident incursions m April and August 1999 in Lofa
County, the Government launched a campaign to get the arms embargo lifted,
claiming that in the face of external attacks the country was unable to defend its
citizens, The then Deputy Information Minister claimed that the rebels could only be
crushed if the embargo was Iifted, but added that Liberia "could easily bypass the
ban, but we don't want to do that",
157, Public commitments to comply with the embargo notwithstanding, a steady
now of new weapons continued to enter into the country, The Panel documents in
this report how the Singapore -based mother company of the Oriental Timber
Company arranged a US$ 500,000 payment for an arms shipment in August 1999;
how the Bureau of Maritime Affairs assisted violations of the arms embargo in 1999
and 2000 and how Leonid Minin provided weapons in July 2000, In 2001 Liberia
continues to try and violate the embargo,
158, Yet Liberia, tn a letter dated 23 February 2001 from President Taylor to the
United Nations Secretary -General, claimed that "As you are aware, Liberia
destroyed all her arms and ammunition several years ago and currently remains
disarmed, Accordingly, it would seem only fair, in the light of threats from Guinea,
that this country be allowed to secure equipment for its legitimate defence needs", A
second letter by Liberia in May asked the United Nations Security Council to
temporarily lift the arms embargo so it could "import essential military supplies for
the sole purpose of its self-defence",
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159. Despite nine years of an embargo on arms and military equipment to Liberia, a
steady supply of weapons have reached the country. Indeed, the Liberi an authorities
in their conversations with the Panel appeared not bothered about the embargo, and
never complained about it. In contrast, they regularly complained about the United
Nations travel ban on key individuals associated with the Government

Security situation in neighbouring countries
Sierra Leone
160. The Government in Sierra Leone have had Mi-8 and Mi-24 helicopters since
1996 and the procurement of these or of spare parts and engines for these
helicopters was always compromised by the invol vement of controversial brokers
and shadowy procedures. The Republic of Kazakhstan provided the Panel details of
its export of two helicopters to Russia. The export licence was given against an enduser certificate for the helicopters, for their end-use in Russia. The hellcopters were
later detained by Russian customs, on their way to Freetown in Sierra Leone,
without a valid export licence. The transaction was organized by Boris Fedoulov, a
Russian national who is the owner of the commercial helicopter com pany
Paramount Airlines in Freetown. The Panel interviewed Fedoulov in Moscow, where
he confirmed the seizure of the helicopters. Fedoulov showed the Panel
documentation on the case and explained that the helicopters had meanwhile been
exported for use in Sierra Leone. In Kazakhstan, however, the authorities told the
Panel that they believe that a crime has been committed under the Criminal Code of
Kazakhstan by the procurer of the helicopters, Boris Fedoulov. In his testimony, YaIr
Klein, who was arrested in Sierra Leone in January 1999 on suspicion of supplying
and training the rebels of RUF, admitted the forgery of certain documents in his deal
of supplying helicopter engines to the Government of Sierra Leone. The Sierra
Leone Government is currently also involved in court disputes with several other
suppl iers of helicopters and helicopter spare parts. In some cases these had been
supplied during the rule of Valentine Strasser. The Panel does not suggest that these
arms transactions were violations of the arms embargoes, but wishes to draw
international attention to the lack of transparency and inadequate control systems in
the procurement procedures for sophisticated weaponry and related materiel to
Sierra Leone.

Disarmament in Sierra Leone
161. With the signing of the Abuja agreement on 2 May 200 I and the signing of a
new agreement on disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR) between
the warring parties in May 2001, cautious optimism is warranted. At the time of
writing of this report, around 21 ,000 ex-combatants had been disarmed (the
break-up being RUF - 7,000; CDF - 13,200 and AFRC - 260). It is still unclear
what the total number of combatants in Sierra Leone was before the disarmament
and demobilization process started. A majority of RUF and CDF are yet to join the
DDR programme.
162. The ex-combatants have so far handed in around 8,200 weapons, 500 of which
were group weapons such as mortars and heavy machine guns. The rest are various
types of assault rifles, submachine guns and machine guns fo r individual use. The
Panel was able to inspect many of the weapons in several of the DDR -weapons
stores. Detailed lists are kept with the s~rial numbers and year of production of the
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weapons and the date and location where they were handed over. This data is not
sufficIent to trace the suppliers of the weapons. A breakdown of the types of
weapons handed in shows that approximately 60 per cent of the individual assault
rifles are AK-47 and AK-58 Kalashnikov types, 10 per cent are FN -FALs and
around 6 per ce nt are G 3s. All these commonly used rifles are prod·uced under
licence in many different countries. They are some of the most widely used weapons
in the history of contlict.
163. Hardly any of the weapons bear sequenced serial numbers that would suggest
its origin from a specific producer or from a particular stockpile. Most of the
weapons handed in under DDR are of very poor quality. The harsh weather
conditions in West Africa, especially the high humidity and the jungle terrain, the
type of warfare the different factlOns have been engaged in and the complete lack of
discipline of the rebels, affect the condition of the weapons adversely. The Panel
gave some old listing of weapons handed in to several United Nations Member
States to check on possible matches in their database systems. No results have come
out of this so far.
164. It is hard to estimate the number of combatants remaining in Sierra Leone. It
would be even harder to estimate the number of weapons that are still in the hands
of the different warring factions. The poor quality of the weapons handed in and
observations in the field suggest that most of the ex-combatants have turned in
weapons that were no longer of use to them and that the bulk of functional
weaponry has been stockpiled elsewhere. Further success of the peace process in
Sierra Leone and specifically the success of the disarmament programme will have a
beanng on the availability of weapons in the hands of private groups and individuals
in Sierra Leone and the wider subregion, a situation that may undermine the security
situation in the countries concerned over a longer period of time.
165. At a subregional level, the ongoing war in Lofa County in Liberia, which is
bordering Guinea and Sierra Leone, certainly has negative side -effects on the
disarmament situation in Sierra Leone. The demand for weapons and ammunition in
Lofa creates a market, both for the individual combatants who can bring their
personal weapons and ammunition to the border and sell it and for RUF as a rebel
movement. The hardcore RUF-fighters may, lTI coordination with their former
sponsor President Taylor, stockpile weapons on Liberian territory or just hand over
their weapons to the Liberian side before they can be disarmed in Sierra Leone. The
Panel examined a sizeable number of RUF cadres who joined DDR. According to
most of them, the better condition and heavy calibre weapons have been sent to
Liberia and not handed in to DDR.

Guinea
166. A good mechanism is in place to deprive non -governmental forces in Sierra
Leone of getting arms and ammunition and for monitoring the arms procurement by
the Government of Sierra Leone under resolution 1171 of the United Nations
Security Council. No such restrictions, however, exist for Guinea. The coumry is
known to have purchased a significant amount of arms and ammunition in the past
few years in order to cope with the incursions along its borders with Sierra Leone
and Liberia. Such weapons have been supplied from Eastern Europe and from
Western countries alike.
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167. The Panel. witnessed during ts visits to the war zone on the Guinean side of
the border with Liberia, the presence of great numbers of non -state armed groups in
different towns and villages in the provinces bordering Liberia. Those armed men
are called "volunteers" by the local admin istrators but it is clear that towns like
Macenta, Gueckedou and Nzerekore are harbouring hundreds of fighters of the
LURD. Guinea has also acquired new heavy artillery transport and combat
helicopters. The Parrel members durirrg their visit to the border to wns saw that two
new tv[i-24s were based irr that region. Guinea also has a small number of fighter
aircraft. Two of those were recently displayed in the airspace above the capital.
168. The Guinean authorities told the Panel that many forged Guinean end -user
certificates were circulating in Eastern Europe. During the course of its
investigation, the Panel obtained several copies of orders and end -user certificates
for small arms, missiles, helicopters and cargo aircraft, apparently all with the
Guinean armed forces as the end-user. The Panel during its visit to Guinea in August
2001, showed these copies to the acting Chief of Staff of the Guinean armed forces
and the officer in charge of procurement; they identified six different end -user
certificates for Guinea as forgeries. All these had been used by a network of brokers
to obtain weapons for export to Liberia as shown in the case studies covered in this
report.

Cote d'Ivoire
169. Cote d'lvoire is also affected by a volatile internal situation between the
corrterrders of the last elections and the current government. The presence of General
Gue'i, who was leading a military junta in the country until the elections, has also
created unease over the loyalties of some units of the armed forces. This element,
and the nct that countries such as Guinea and Sierra Leone have acquired helicopter
gunships, has incited the Government of Cote d'Ivoire to engage in negotiations
about the procurement of helicopter gunships.
170. During discussion with the authorities In Cote d' Ivo ire, the Panel learned that
the Defence Ministry had been approached by a broker representing the company
Pecos who was involved in some of the violations of the embargo on Liberia. This
report describes the fraudulent activities of this company, Pecos Compagnie SA, in
the case study on End-User Certificates. The Panel has also described how weapons
that were imported legally in Cote d'Ivoire ended up in Liberia in July 2000. The
transaction was financed and set up by Leonid Minin. After his arrest in Italy, copies
of the End-User Certificate for these weapons, signed by General Gue'i, were found
in Minin's possession. Minin also had several forged copies of the End -User
Certificate for Cote d'Ivoire.
171. As shown in the case study on helicopters, Liberia has tried to match the buildup of weapons systems, despite the arms embargo. The most recent cases in
Liberia's persistent hunt for combat helicopters on the international black market are
dated February and March of 2001. Thanks to the intervention of the arms export
controlling authorities in Moldova and the Slovak Republic, the helicopters were
intercepted before departure.
In. The Panel is concerned that the procurement of weapons in the Mano River
Union, especially in view of the embargo against Liberia, shou Id be better regulated.
The easy availability of small arms and ammunition to volatile areas like the \,llano
River Union countries is a regional an?r internal security threat to the three Union
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members. The use of unscrupulous arms dealers, even for the legal importatiOn of
arms by the non-embargoed neighbouring counrries of Liberia itself encourages and
provides opportunities for violations of the Liberia embargo.
] 73. In the case studies that follow, the Panel has painstakingly gone into details,
followed various paper trails and put together pieces of the jigsaw· puzzle to
complete a picture of how Liberia has managed to get a regular supply of arms and
ammunition despite an embargo on it since 1992.

C.

Case studies
Case study: ER-75929 and the She-guns
]74. When the Ugandan military discovered that a consignment of assault rit1es did
not correspond to the contract specifications, they demanded that the Egyptian arms
broker send the delivery back to the manufacturer in the Slovak Republic. In
October 2000 the broker agreed that a batch of one thousand of the rej ected rit1es
would be dispatched back to Slovakia.
]75. The broker, however, also found a new buyer for the weapons, Pecos company
of Guinea. Initially the Ugandan authorities were unaware of this new arran gement.
They assumed the broker was going to tly the weapons back to the sender and an
I1yushin-18 arrived in November 2000 in Entebbe, Uganda, to pick up the weapons
and bring them back to the Slovak Republic. It tlew to Monrovia instead.
176. This Ilyushin -] 8 arrived in Monrovia on 22 November 2000 carrying the
cargo. The plane was registered in Moldova (ER -75929) but operated by the
company Centrafrican Airlines of Bangui in the Central African Republic.
177. Three days lmer the same aircraft arrived back in Uganda to pick up a second
consignment of 1,250 submachine guns. By that time the Ugandan authorities knew
that the Egyptian broker was dealing with the Guinean company. An inspection of
the plane showed that the pilot was trying to get official permission to t1y to Guinea,
but the routing on his tlight plan suggested he intended to t1y to Liberia. This
resulted in the Ugandan authorities deciding to impound the cargo and contact the
arms broker for additional information.
178. The arms broker, Sharif Al-Masri, responded on 26 November 2000 in a letter
to the Ugandan authori ties. The letter, a copy of which was obtained by the Panel,
shows the letterhead of the brokering company Culworth Investments Corporation
with an address in Monrovia, Liberia. In it, Mr. Sharif explains that the rejected
arms had been sold to Pecos in Guinea and that the client had supplied him with an
acceptable end-user certificate. The end-user Mr. Sharif sent to Uganda to
corroborate was signed by the Director of Cabinet of the Guinean NIi nistry of
Defence. It is dated 2 July 2000, almost five months previous to the planned
delivery of the arms. Being not satisfied with the explanations of the arms broker
and considering the risk of these weapons falling into the hands of rebels in West
Africa, the Ugandan authorities decided to pay for the impounded weapons and keep
them in the country. In early December 2000, the Panel of Experts on Sierra Leone
received information from the Cgandan authorities about the incident.
179. At the time of receivin g that information, that Panel was in the process of
submitting its final report. So no further investigation was possible by that Panel.
;-,..
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This Panel decided to Investigate the matter further. In May 200 I, the Panel visited
the Republic of CYfoldova. The Ilyushin-iS that had been chartered to deliver the
weapons was owned by the company Vichi, a private agent for the Moldovan
Ministry of Defence. The Moldovan authorities were not aware of the Uganda
incident but organized meetings for the Panel with the Civil Aviation Authority in
Chisinau In close cooperatlOn with the Moldovan officials It was established that a
suspicious incident had occurred in November. After receiving permission for a
chartered flight to Ras -al-Khaimah in the United Arab Emirates on 4 No vember
2000 to pick up passengers, the Ilyushm had disappeared for almost three weeks. On
24 November 2000, the plane arrived back in Moldova without passengers from the
United Arab Emirates. Computer records inspected by the Panel showed it had come
from Liberia, via Uganda, instead.
180. During the discussion with the Ministry of Defence tn Moldova,
representatives of the company Vichi were summoned for cross -examination by the
Panel. The deputy director of the company explained the plane had been chartered
by a company MoldTransavia. MoldTransavia's own aircraft, a Tupolev -154 had a
technical problem In the United Arab Emirates and had chartered the Ilyushin to
pick up some passengers there and fly them back to Moldova. When the Ilyushin
arrived in the United Arab Emirates, however, MoldTransavia's plane had been
repaired and carried the passengers back.
18l. The crew of the Ilyushin, while in the United Arab Emirates, were then
contacted by a Russian, Serguei Denissenko, representing the company Cencrafrican
Airlines. A contract was signed for a cargo flight from the United Arab Emirates to
Uganda and from there to Liberia. When the Ilyushin arrived in Uganda, seven tons
of sealed boxes were loaded on board and the plane left for Monrovia, Liberia. The
representative of Vichi was unable to tell the Panel what was in the sealed boxes.
The contract that was signed with Centrafrican Airlines, the charter company of the
aircraft, describes the cargo load as "Technical Equipment".
182. After the first delivery had been made in Liberia, the plane returned to Uganda
to pick up a second consignment of sealed boxes. After arrival, the crew were taken
to a hotel near the airport of Entebbe. There they learned that the charter company
had problems and that the cargo could not be cleared. The plane then flew back to
Chisinau in lY!oldova. As per the original contract, the charter firm mentioned on the
flight documents was no longer Centrafrican Airlines but the original contractor for
the cancelled passenger flight, MoldTransavia.
183. In Moldova the Panel was also able to interview the manager of the company
MoldTransavia, Mr. Pavel Popov. Mr. Popov was invited for a meeting with the
Panel in the offices of the Moldovan Aviation Administration but turned out to be
very unhelpful. Mr. Popov seemed unable to even show the panel documentation on
the ownership of his own passenger plane, the Tupolev-154 that was supposed to
have had a technical problem in the United Arab Emirates. Mr. Popov only said he
leased it from a company in Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates by the name of San
Air but refused to reveal the name of the owner of the aircraft. Asked about his
background In aviation, Mr. Popov explained that he had only started operating his
own aircraft after working for years as an agent for AirCess, a company of Serguei
Bout and Victor Bout.
184. After the meeting with Mr. Popov, the Directorate of Civil Aviation supplied
the Panel with the documentation on Mr. Popov's plane. It showed the plane was
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owned by Victor Bout and that Popov had SIgned a contract with Bout's company
Transavia TraveY Agency of Sharjah in the United Arab EmIrates to lease the
aircraft.
185. The plane was indeed insured by a company San Air, also registered in the
United Arab Emirates. The general manager 0 f that company is one Serguei
Denissenko, the same man that had chartered the Ilyushin -18 for the arms deliveries
from Uganda to Liberia. The Panel was given a copy of the charter contract signed
by representatives of the Moldovan company Vichi and the company in the United
Arab Emirates, Centrafncan Airlines. Another document shows that Vichi was paid
for this contract by the company San Air General Trading of Sharjah, suggesting
San Air and Cenrrafric::111 Airlines are basically one and the same company.
186 The Panel was also able to establish some further details on the Liberian side
of the illicit arms transaction. Documents obtained from Uganda include a
handwritten statement that was made up to confirm the loading of 1,000 of the
submachine guns aboard the Ilyushin -18 with registration number ER-75929. The
document is signed by the Ugandan Inspector General of Military Equipments and
courltersigned by a Mr. Muko, representirlg the arms brokerage company of Sharif
AI-Masri and by a Mr. Popov, on behalf of Peter Jusko. This rreans Mr. Popov was
present when the weapons were loaded. Mr. Jusko. is known to the Panel from a
series of documents on lllicit arms deals to Liberia. On these documents Mr. Jusko
acts as a represe:1tative of the company Pecos in Guinea (see section on End -User
Certificates). Arms broker At-Masri had obtained an end-user for Guinea from this
company.
187. As already described, the flights between Uganda and Liberia were arranged
through a contract between the company Vichi and the company Centrafrican
Airlines, signed on 9 November 2000. Another document the Panel obtained showed
that one day before the signing of this contract, on 8 November, Centrafrican
Airlines signed a contract with the company West Africa Air Services Inc. of
Monrovia. This "Cargo Air Transportation Contract" referred to the same plane
ER-75929 and the same routing. The document mentioned a cargo of 14.5 tons, the
exact weight if the plane had flown the full amount of rifles to Liberia in two
separate air transportations. The charter contrac t foresaw "the performance of
several air transportations", suggesting that more weapons were expected. A copy of
this contract was supplied to the Panel by the Genera! Manager of San Air General
Trading, Mr. Denissenko. The signature for West Africa Air Services was that of
SanJivan Ruprah (annex 8).
188. The plane flew twice between Uganda and Monrovia but the second
consignment never left Uganda because the Ugandan authorities intervened. The
crew members of Vichi described how a Portuguese-speaking man accompanied
them on both the nights as a representative of the Liberians. The Panel obtained
more information on him. Nicknamed "Beta", Carios Alberto La Plaine held a
Portuguese passport issued in Kinshasa that showed he was a diamond dealer.
SanJivan Ruprah admitted to the panel that "Beto" was one of his colleagues.
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ER-75929 and She-Guns Case: Flow sheet diagram ShOWlOg the legally imported She-guns
(AK 47) landlOg illegally in Liberia

Case study: The case of the myst;ry plane, EL-ALY
189. In May 2000, the Kyrgyzstan Defence Ministry received an order for rotor
blades and spare parts for military helicopters. The broker was a known arms dealer,
Alexander Islamov. The order for the helicopter equipment was from Pecos, a
company that claimed to be a procurement agency for the Guinean armed forces.
The Panel investigated the sale of these rotor blades and spare parts because the
Guinean Ministry of Defence confirmed to the Panel that they had not ordered them.
Meanwhlle the Panel received reliable information that the equipment had been
diverted to Liberia. On investigation, the case turned out to be related to a
mysterious plane the Panel of Experts on Sierra Leone had found to be operating in
Liberia.

Transportation ofthe helicopter spare parts
190. The Security Council report S/2000/l195 described how a phantom plane had
been identified by air traffic controllers in West Africa_ The plane was of interest to
the Panel because it had landed on several occasions at Roberts International Airport
in Liberia.
191. The aircraft: was an Ilyushin-18, showing a Liberian registration EL-ALY. The
Panel had asked Liberia to provide records of landings and depanures from its
airports but according to the Liberian authorities no such records were kept. In
November 2000, Liberia provided the Panel of Experts on Sierra Leone with a full
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list of its aircraft reglstry. The Ilyushin wilh the Liberian regIstration was not among
the II aircraft on the list.
192. But according to records on overflights and landings in several other African
countnes, a plane with this registration number operated for the West Africa Air
Services company. West Africa Air Services operated the Ilyushin -18 from early
July until October 2000
193. According to the International Ci vii Aviation Organization (1CAO), West
Africa Air Services was not registered as an operating agency or an airline. The
tlights, according to documents obtained by the Panel, were operated with a call
sign "WAS 123" This unique three -letter designator is a code that is used in
aviation to communicate and identify specific tlights or commercial operators in the
air. The designator "WAS", however, belonged to an airline in Ontario, Canada.
194. A company with a slightly different name, West Afncan Air Service existed in
the Republic of Mali. The Panel obtained information and documentation from Yiali
on the registration and ownership of that company but it had never operated any
tlights beyond the borders of Mali. Besides, this company used "WANI", not "WAS"
a s Is three-letter designator During its investigation, the Panel on Liberia obtained
additional documentation and conducted interviews with pilots and plane owners
that revealed that the plane EL -AL Y and the company West Africa Air Services did
exist and that the plane was involved In weapons shipments on behalf of the
Liberian Government.
195. The tlight movements for West Africa Air Services as recorded by different
Flight Information Regions in Africa and Europe are shown in the table below:
Table I
Flight movements of aircraft of West Mrica Air Services used for illegal shipments
(shown in bold letters is the shipment of helicopter spare parts from Bishkek to Monrovia
and those in italics are the shipments of ammunition from Abidjan to Monrovia)
Operating
company

Date

Call sign

Itinerary

Registration

Type ofaircraft

02/07/2000

EL-ALY

Monrovia/Abidjan

EL-ALY

Ill8

I West Africa

02/07/2000

EL-ALY

Abidjan/Monrovia

EL-ALY

Il 18

Air Services

04/07/2000

COSRA02

Monrovia/Abidjan

EL-ALY

Il 18

04/07/2000

COBRA02

Abidjan/Monrovia

El-ALY

II 18

12/07/2000

WAAS03

MonroviaiChisinau

EL-ALY

II 18

WAS 123

ChisinaulBishkek

EL-ALY

II 18

Bishkek/Cairo

EL-ALY

II 18

I

West Africa
Air Services

17/07/2000
18/07/2000

WAS0123

CairolJVlonrovia

EL-ALY

II 18

18/07/2000

WASOl23

MonrovialAbldJan

£I-ALY

11 18

l' 9/07/2000

EL-ALY

J'vlonrov la/A b ldjan

£I-ALY

1118

19/07/2000

EL-ALY

A bldjan/lVlonrovia

EL-ALY

11 18
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20/07/2000

EL-ALY

Monrovia/Abidjan

I EL.J.LY

II j 8

20/07/2000

EL1LY

Abwjan//vfonrovla

I EL-ALY

11 18

2 i/07/2000

EL-ALY

Monrov ia/A bIdjan

£i-ALY

fil8

21/07/2000

£i-ALY

A bidjan/lvfonrovia

EL-ALY

fl 18

02/08/2000

EL.J.LY

Monrovia/Abidjan

EL-ALY

II 18

02/08/2000

EL-ALY

A 6 idjan/MonrovlQ

£i-ALY

II 18

05/08/2000

EL-ALY

Iv!onrov la/A bldjan

EL-ALY

11 18

05/08/2000

EL-ALY

Abidjan/Bamako

EL-ALY

[] 18

06/08/2000

EL-ALY

Bamako/Monrovia

EL-ALY

Il 18

West A/nca

04/09/2000

EL-ALY

MonrOVia/Abidjan

EL-ALY

11 18

Air Services

04/09/2000

EL-ALY

AbIdjan/lvfonrov ia

£i-ALY

[/18

West Africa

07/09/2000

EL-ALY

Monrov ia/Banj ul

EL-ALY

Il 18

Air Services

08/00/2000

EL-ALY

BanjUl/Monrovia

EL-ALY

Il 18

West Africa

11/09/2000

EL-.ALY

Monrovia/Abidjan

EL-ALY

11 18

Air Services

11/09/2000

EL-ALY

Abidjan/Monrovia

EL-ALY

II 18

15/09/2000

WAS 123

Monrov ia/C hisin au

EL-ALY

Il 18

Government

I of Liberia
I

VIP Flight

196. One document obtained by the Panel is a copy of an overflight and landing
request for night WAS 123 with registration EL -ALY issued on 17 July 2000. The
plane arrived in Liberia from Bishkek (Kyrgyzstan) via Cairo and carried 7 tons of
cargo described as "spare parts to equipment of aircraft".
197. The document also showed that the West Africa Air Services Ilyushin -18 was
owned by a large airline company, Renan. The authorities in Moldova organized a
meeting between the members of the Panel and several airline owners including
Andrei Grosul, the general manager of the company Renan. The Panel obtained
documents that provided more detail about West Africa Air Services. Furthermore,
the Panel cooperated with the authorities in Kyrgyzstan, Moido va and traffic
controllers in Ghana, Guinea, Senegal and Cote d'Ivoire to corroborate the plane's
movements.
198. The documents obtained by the Panel included the leasing agreement between
Renan and West Africa Air Services. This contract dated 6 June 2000 sho wed that
West Africa Air Services was registered in Liberia, with an office at P.O. Box 5620
Monrovia, 1926 Liberia. The company was represented by Mr. LeRoy urey, who
also signed the contract (annex 7). Mr. LeRoy Urey is the Liberian Deputy Minister
for A dministration and Public Safety.
199. The contract with Renan stipulated that the aircraft would be registered with
the State Administration of Civil Aviation of the Republic of Moldova and will carry
the marking of Moldova. The Panel inspected this plane later in Moldova and its tail
number was the Moldovan ER-ICJ. ThIS was exactly the registration number
referred to in the contract.
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200. The contract also stated that: "In case there is a necessity to repaint the
Operated Aircra~t and to change the above mentioned rrarking it shall be done at the
account of West Africa Air Services". Inspection of the plane in Moldova showed
thal the marking on the tail of the aircratt had been recently repainted.
201. The Panel interviewed the owner of Renan and the pilot who had operated the
plane during the leasing contract in Liberia. The Ilyushin had tlown to Bishkek in
Kyrgyzstan on 15 July 2000. In Bishkek the helicopter spare parts and rotor blades
were picked up. On 17 July the plane then ±lew to Cairo, with a cargo manifest and
an official night plan for a night to Guinea. On 18 July 2000 the plane arrived in
Monrovia, however, and the helicopter spare parts were otl10aded.
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EL-AL Y - The Mystery Plane Flow sheet diagram showing the helicopter spare parts gOing to
Liberia

The arms dealers and brokers
202. The authorities in Kyrgyzstan were not aware that the cargo had been diverted
to Liberia, not Guinea as the arms broker Alexander Islamov had claimed.
Alexander Islamov had provided Kyrgyzstan with an end-user certificate for Guinea
(see section on End-User Certificates).
203. On the Liberian end of the transaction, another contract was set up. The
company West Africa Air Services not only organized the transport with the
Ilyushin-I8 but also signed a contract with the company San Air General Trading for
the procurement of rotor blades for a Mi -2 helicopter. San Air is a company
registered in the United Arab Emirates. The director of the company, Serguei
Denissenko is a close associate of Victor Bout. The contract bearing number Mi2/RE/2000 was signed on 27 April 2000. The company West Africa Air Services in
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this case, is
of Bout.

represe~ted

by SanJivan Ruprah, who is also a close business associate

204. Serguei Denissenko of San Air told the Panel that he had bought the rotor
blades from Alexander Islamov, who is a regular supplier to San Air, and sold them
to Sanjivan Ruprah of West Africa Air Services in Monrovia. He described Ruprah
as a business partner of Victor Bout in Africa.
205. When the Panel requested in formation on the whereabouts of Sanjivan Ruprah
tn Liberia, the authorities claimed the man was unknown to them. LeRoy Urey, who
had signed the leasing contract for West Africa Air Services, also denied knowing
Ruprah. Ruprah, however, is known to have entered the European Union travelling
with Liberian diplomatic passports, under different names. According to the
passports, he was travelling on behalf of the Liberian Maritime Authority. The
Commissioner for Maritime Affairs of Liberia, Benoni Urey, is a brother of LeRoy
Urey. Benoni Urey also denied knowing Ruprah and knew nothing about the
diplomatic passports. Mr. Ruprah is no longer in Liberia but had stayed for a long
time in a house almost opposite to the one of Benoni Urey. When the Panel
interviewed Mr. Ruprah he acknowledged this and confirmed that his house was that
of the late Joe Tate, the former Inspector General of Police of Liberia who died m
2000 in a helicopter accident.
206. According to Denissenko no end-user certitlcate for the helicopter blades was
needed because the Mi-2 is a non-armed transport helicopter. The end-user
certificate that Alexander Islamov presented to the authorities in Kyrgyzstan to
purchase the helicopter blades however clearly states that the blades were for Mi-24
helicopters (annex 6). The Mi-24 is a heavily armed helicopter gunship. The
authorities in Kyrgyzstan told the Panel that Islamov had bought rotor blades for an
Mi-24. Those rotor blades plus several tons of spare parts for helicopters were
delivered to the Liberian end of the pipeline via San Air.

The case ofAviatrend
207. West Africa Air Services was set up for such smuggling operations only. The
pilot of the plane told the Panel that he had been transporting some Liberian
officials on the plane and the aircraft does have a number of passenger seats in
front. However, the pi lot also mentioned that the individual overseeing the
operations of the plane knew more about ships than about aircraft and that his
nickname was "NIr. Sanji". Sanjivan Ruprah signed West African Air Services
documents and travelled on diplomatic passports issued by the Liberian Bureau of
Maritime Affairs. He is the same person the Panel on Sierra Leone identified as an
arms dealer involved in the Liberian procurement process.
208. Asked about the trips from Monrovia to Abidjan and back during July and
early August, the pilot claimed the plane had been "empty". The Panel, however,
also interviewed Sanjivan Ruprah extensively. He said those trips from Abidjan to
Monrov ia were for transportation of ammu nition.
209. The chronology of the West Africa Air Services flights Abidj an -Monrovia and
back coincides with the arrival at Abidjan airport (Cbte d'Ivoire) of an Antonov -124
on 15 July 2000.
210. In cooperation with the Ukrainian authorities the Panel obtained details on this
night. The Air Waybill showed that th~r Antonov-I24 carried a cargo of 113 tons of
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762 mm calibre cartridges. The plane left the Ukraiman airport of Gostomel on 1+
July 2000 and arrived in Abidjan, after a fuel stop in Libya on 15 July 2000. In
Abidjan, the cargo was unloaded by the military.
211 The End-User for the five million cartridges and for a long additlOnal list otweapons was signed by General Robert Gua'i who was the head of State of Cote
d'[volre at the time of the delivery. A stamp on the document showed that the
signature of General Guei was authenticated by the ambassador of Cote d'Ivoire in
Moscow on 2 June 2000 and on that basis the Ukrainian authorities issued an export
permit and authorized the flight. An additional document was requested by the
authonties in Ukraine, a guarantee that the arms would be used in compliance with
the ECOWAS moratorium on small arms. Ukraine also sent a military officer with
the plane to verify the actual delivery of the weapons to Cote d'Ivoire.
212. The plane used to transpol·t the cargo was chartered from the Antonov Design
Bureau. The broker for the five million cartridges and the charterer of the plane was
the Mosco w-based Aviatrend company, represented by Valery Cherny. Cherny was
an associate for this deal of Leonid Efimovic Minin. Minin had been key to the
transportation of 68 tons of small arms from Burkina Faso to Monrovia in March
1999 Minin's private jet had then shuttled several times between the airports of
Ouagadougou and Bobo-Dioulasso in Burkina Faso and Monrovia to carry the entne
68 tons.
213. Leonid Min in was arrested on 5 August 2000 in Monza, Italy. When the Italian
investigators searched his hotel, a significant quantity of documents were found.
Among these documents were faxes sent by Valery Cherny of Aviatrend to Minin
and correspondence from the son of President Charles Taylor to !vEnin. Remarkably,
several apparently original copies of the End -User Certificate from Cote d'[voire
were also found in Minin's documentation. Bank transfers aiso show that Minin paid
$1 million to Aviatrend. One payment, of US$ 850,000 to an Aviatrend account at
the Alpha Bank in Nicosia, Cyprus, on 7 June 2000; a second payment of
US$ 150,000 to an Aviatrend account with the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York
on 13 June 2000 through one of Minin's many offshore companies Sulico Holdings.
The reference for both the payments was "Buying Technical Material/Wood
Extractions Tools".
214. The Panel interviewed almost every player in this particular case. The
Ambassador ot· Cote d'Ivoire to Moscow who had authenticated the signature of
General Guei on the End-User Certificate was interviewed. When he saw copies of
the End-User Certificate, the Ambassador acknowledged that he had signed one of
them but said that the other copies lDund in Minin's possession were forged. Minor
details on the document showed that Minin was carrying fraudulent copies of the
End-User Certificate and that the Ambassador's signature was different from the one
on the original that the Panel obtained from the authorities in Ukraine (annex 4).
215. [n Moscow the Panel interviewed Valery Cherny of Aviatrend. Cherny could
not explain why there were multiple copies of the Cote d'Ivoire End -User
Certificate. When asked why Minin had paid him US$ 1 million when only fi ve
million cartridges had been sold (the approximate market price was US$ 250,000)
Cherny acknowledged that more arms were stockpiled and waiting for delivery to
Cote d' [voire. AHer the 14 July shipment had left Ukraine and preparations were
made for additional deliveries Minin ·'disappeared" Later Cherny heard that Minin
-.-....
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had been arrested In Italy. The weapons were waiting for delivery ever smce,
Cherny claimed.
216 The Panel also interviewed General Robert Guei who, after the elections in
Cote d'Ivoire, fled the capital to his home village in the west of the co.untry. The
General acknowledged that he had signed the End-User Certificate. He· had signed
only orre document. He explained that when he took office, after a coup d'etat in
1999, he wanted to replenlsh depleted Ivorian army stocks. As a first step he asked
the Heads of State 0 f other African countries, including Burkina Faso, Libya,
Morocco and Liberia to supply small quantities of ammunition and light weapons.
The Liberian President, General Guei saId, supplied some arms and even sent an
emissary to help the General out. This emissary was the Liberian Ambassador-atlarge Mohamed Salame, a resident of Abidjan, and owner of a timber business in
Liberia. Salame offered his services and asked General Guei t a sign the End-User
Certificate A split-up would then be made between Cote d'Ivoire and Liberia for
chose weapons. The General acknowledged that some of the ammunition had
remalrred in Cote d' Ivoire but most of it had been for Liberia.
2 \7. The practical arrangements were made by Ambassador Salame, according to
the GeneraL When the Panel contacted Ambassador Salame, he flatly denied any
knowledge of ammunition transactions. His business was exclusively timber, he
said. However, when the Panel interviewed Leonid Minin in prison in Italy, he
credited Mohamed Salame for assisting the Cote d'Ivoire part of the Aviatrend arms
deaL Minin said the deal had been organized by Mohamed Salame on behalf of the
Liberian President, in return for a beneficial deal for Minin's timber company
Exotic Tropical and Timber Enterprises in Liberia. Leonid Minin also acknowledged
that his arrest in August caused the cancellation of further deliveries of the weapons
on the End-User Certificate. He had already made advance paymerrts for those
weapons. Leonid Minin also stated that the son of President Taylor, Charles
"Chuckie" T:lylor (Jr.) had tried to become part of some of these arms transactions,
in order to collect commissions. Another business partner of Leonid Minin, a
Finnish national with companies in Turkey and Switzerland, had dealt with Charles
Taylor Jr. and documents found in Minin's possession show that this individual was
sending documentation on different types of equipment to Minin. In some of these
documents, "special packages for Junior" are mentioned. The Finnish individual,
Erkki Tammivuori, acknowledged to the Panel that he had travelled a few times to
Liberia with Leonid [vEnin and that he had been asked to broker non -lethal security
equipment
218. The Panel took particular interest in one letter sent to Minin by
tvlr. Tammivuori mentioning that arms could be delivered with or without End -U ser
Certificate, and that a bidding procedure could be avo ided if no end -user certificate
was needed, thus making the arms cheaper. The 'etter is faxed to Minin in March
1999. It is printed on stationery of a company MET A.S. in Turkey, but sent from
Tammivuori's address in Switzerland. The arms offered on the document are
Konkurs missiles, configuration "Tandem Warhead for Reactive Armour". Sanjivan
Ruprah, dunng his interview by the Panel showed on the computer screen of his
cellular phone a list of weapons that had been delivered in May 2000 to Liberia,
with the Ilyushin-76 bearing registration TL-ACU. The list contains several missile
types, including Strela and 19b missiles and launchers for Konkurs missiles.
tvlr. Ruprah explained that this equipment had so far not been used in the war,
because no trainers had been sent to Liberia to operate the missile systems.
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219. The son of President Tay lor was also involved with the ammunition deal
betvveen Cote i.J'Ivoire and Liberia. Both Leonid Minin and Sanjivan Ruprah
mentioned this. \\fhen the 113 tons of ammunition arrived in Cote d'Ivoire on board
the Antonov-124 (registration UR82008), Minin was in Italy. The supplier of the
weapons, Valery Cherny, was in the Ukraine at that time. The final 'deli very to
Liberia was arranged between the military at Abidjan airport, Sanj ivan Ruprah,
Mohamed Sa lame and Charles Taylor Jr. :V1inin said a special plane was org ani zed
from Monrovia to pick up the ammunition.
220. This is where the Ilyushin -18 of West Africa Air Services played an important
role again. An Ilyushin-18 is a relatively small aircraft, as compared to the 113 tons
that needed to be transported. This is why the plane had to fly eight times to bring
the entire cargo over to Liberia, Mr. Ruprah told the panel. The operations started on
the very day the Ilyushin had come back with the helicopter spare parts from
Kyrgyzstan.
221. When Minin was arrested in Italy, the operation had to stop. Valery Cherny did
not have the necessary contacts in Liberia, whereas Leonid Minin had been dealing
with the Liberian presidency all along. President Taylor, as reported by the Panel on
Sierra Leone, had reached an agreement with Min in to use his private jet to f1y
weapons from Niger and Burkina Faso. Minin also had important investments in the
Liberian timber industry. Minin had documents in his possession when he was
arrested, signed by the Minister of Justice in Liberia, showing th at the Liberian
Government still owed Exotic over $2 million in prepaid taxes. Since Minin never
e;\.ported any significant amounts of timber, this money could only be owed for
other services rendered to the Government of Liberia.
222. The Ivorian End-User Certificate, with its multiple copies ill possession of
Minin and Valery Cherny, provides an indic:ltion of the amounts of weaponry that
were still in the pipeline to be supplied to Liberia, had Minin not been arrested by
the Italian authorities. The public prosecutor of the court of Monza in Italy, at the
time of writing of the report, was still investigating the full extent of this sanctionsbus ti ng case.
223. The pilot of the Ilyushin -18 also told the Panel in Moldova that after those
flights from Abidjan, there had been little work for him and the crew. Clearly, the
weapons ordered through the Minin -Aviatrend pi pel ine were directly related to the
operations of the mystery Ilyushin (EL -AL Y) that had been leased by Sanj ivan
Ruprah and his Liberian partners, Benoni and LeRoy Urey. It explains why the
leasing contract between Renan and West Africa Air Services was finally called off.
In September, the plane made one last flight, to fly members of President Taylor's
Anti-Terrorist Unit to Abidjan to assist General Robert Gue! when his residence
came under attack by a rioting army unit. The plane then new back to Chisinau,
Moldova, where the fake tail number was removed and replaced with its original
Moldovan registration ER-ICJ.

Case study: Liberia's quest for helicopters
224. The Panel has discovered that Liberia has been trying hard to obtain military
helicopters. Transport helicopters (Mi-8, Mi-17) and especially helicopter gunships
(Mi-24 or Mi-3S) have found their way from factories and stocks of Eastern
European countries to African connict zones. In Sierra Leone Mi -24s played a
significant role in the operations of Executive Outcomes, by the South African
_.f'
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mercenanes in 1996. Guinea has in the past two years acquired several Mi -24
helicopters, several lof which are stationed along the borders with Sierra Leone and
Liberia. The Ministry of Defence in Cote d'Ivoire, in its discussions with the Panel,
stated that the presence of these helicopters in neighbouring countries was a
potential threat to Ivonan security and that the Government was going'to procure
similar helicopter gunships to match this build-up.
225. Liberia was not known to have any Mi-24s but the arms embargo imposed on
Liberia has not prevented the country from importing several other mllitary
helicopters. The Rmel on Sierra Leone mentioned the shipment of those in its report
(S/200011195, para. 233) and identified the arms smuggling network of Victor Bout
as the main supplier. During its visits to Liberia in July and October 2001, this Panel
observed two Mi-i7s, one with the markings of the Anti-Terrorist Unit, based at the
airport of Spriggs Payne, close to the Clty ot' Monrovia; anmher one is grounded
with technical problems in a hangar at Roberts International Airport since early
2001 Two Mi-2 helicopters were also supplied by SanJivan Ruprah in October 1999
and spare parts for Mi-17 and for tvIi-24 helicopters were obtained from Kyrgyzstan
in July 2000. The Panel also spoke to Sanjivan Ruprah who, as a partner of Victor
Bout based in Liberia, had been key to the procurement of the deliveries of the Mi-8
helicopters.
226. Helicopter pilots stayed in Hotel Africa, the hotel owned by one of the most
influential businessmen in Liberia, Gus Kouwenhoven. The Panel visited Hotel
Africa in July and found that the majestic hotel was almost completely empty. The
pilots were the oniy regular clients. Gus Kouwenhoven lives in one of the villas that
are part of the hotel complex, Mr. Kouwenhoven told the Panel in October 200 I that
the pilots had left his hotel. One of these pilo ts, now returned to Eastern Europe,
confirmed that he and his co lleagues had left
227. Liberia's quest for Mi-24 helicopter gunships appeared to have been
unsuccessful so far. But there have been two recent attempts to obtain additional
Mi-17s and even Mi-24s. The authorities of Moldova and Slovakia assisted the
Panel in its investigation of these cases.

The first consignment
228. In March 2001, the Security Council Committee on Liberia received
information from the Slovak authorities that their customs authorit ies had stopped a
helicopter gunship from being transported to the Republic of Kyrgyzstan. They had
been suspicious that the aircraft with the helicopter on board planned to go to
another destination, in possible violation of United Nations sanctions.
229. An investigation into events leading up to this incident indicated that on 2 July
2000 the LOT helicopter repair plant at Trencin signed a contract with the Ministry
of Defence of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan for the repair and refurbishment of two
Kyrgyz helicopter gunships, Contractual arrangements had been made between the
Ministry of Defence and a Defence Attache from the Republic of Kyrgyzstan to
Moscow, Major General Urazmatov. The Defence Attache had first enquired about
the possibility to have two Mi-24 helicopter gunships repaired at the helicopter
repair plant in Slovakia. A first helicopter had arrived in Slovakia in late June 2000,
after approval of the Slovak Ministry of Defence, After the contract was signed, it
had been refurbished and repaired and had been t10wn back to Kyrgyzstan a few
weeks later. The second helicopter had" arrived in October 2000 and an Ilyushin -76
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was to pick it up again in February 2001. The transport in both cases had been
arranged through charter contracts with the private air line company Centrafrican
Airlines.
230. A detailed analysis of the case shows that the first helicopter had. arrived in
June on board an Ilyushin-76 and stayed at the repair plant for about one month. The
same Ilyushin-76 (registration TL-ACU) had transported the helicopter back to
Kyrgyzstan. However, by the time the second helicopter had been repaired in
Slovakia, in February 2001, the authorities started to become suspicious and sought
additional confirmation about the legitimacy of the deal from their counte rparts in
Kyrgyzstan because the second helicopter was ready to be flown back there.
231. Kyrgyzstan reported that the helicopters were not supposed to come back. In
fact the Ministry of Defence in Kyrgyzstan was not even aware of any repair
contract in Slovakia, correspondence between the customs departments of both
countfles shows. Instead, the helicopters had been so ld by Kyrgyzstan to a broker,
Alexander lslamov The client for the helicopters was a Guinean company called
Pecos. This information, received from Kyrgyzstan, led the authorities in the Slovak
Republic to block the second helicopter and to inform the United Nations Security
Council Committee about the case. The Panel found out later that it was the Military
Attache of Kyrgyzstan, Major General Urazmatov, who had set up the deal with the
Slovak repair plant, without the knowledge of the Defence Ministry in Kyrgyzstan.
The Major General was fired afterwards.
232. A few days after the grounding of the helicopter on 22 February 2001, a
national from the Sio vak Republic, a Peter Jusko presented himself as the
representative of Pecos and claimed to be the new owner of the helicopter. Mr.
Jusko was already known to the Slovak authorities as a director of an arms
brokerage company called Joy Slovakia. Alexander lslamov, the broker who had
dealt with the Ministry of Defence in Kyrgyzstan was also a director of that
company. The military in the Slovak Republic had previously done business with
Joy Slovakia and showed the Panel a copy of an end-user certificate of the company
for the sale of small arms to Guinea in 1997. The Panel later verified in Guinea that
the arms had never been ordered by the Defence Ministry there (see section on EndUser Certificates). The End-User Certificate was a forgery.
233. Even before customs had grounded the second helicopter, the cargo plane that
would come to pick up the helicopter had raised some suspicion with the Civil
Aviation Authority in Bratislava. Requests for landing of the cargo aircraft had come
from the company MoldTransavia, in Moldova, but the company wanted to perform
flights with aircraft registered in the Republic of the Congo and the Central African
Republic, with a billing address in the United Arab Emirates. The Slovak Civil
Aviation Authority first contacted the Ministry of Transport and C[vi! Aviation in
Mo ldova to estab lish if the company Mo IdTransavia was duly entitled to operate
international non-scheduled l:1ights, if MoldTransavia had a valid air operator
certificate and if the airline was entitled to operate an Ilyushin -76 cargo aircraft. The
Moldovan reply was that MoldTransavia had a valid operator certificate but was
only authorized to operate a passenger aircraft, not the Ilyushin -76 it wanted to
operate for the transport of the helicopter gunship.
234. Meanwhile, MoldTransavia tried to send copies of insurance documents to the
Civil Aviation Authority in Slovakia to show that it was duly insured to operate two
Ilyushin-76s. The insurance docu~ents showed that since December 2000, one
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Ilyushin-76 with registration number TL-ACU was insured for both the companies
MoldTransavia and! a company San Air Another Ilyushln -76 with registration
TN-AFS was insured for the Government of the Congo and again, the company San
Air, but not for lV[O IdTransavia. MoidTransavia had sent these certificates of
insurance to Slovakia on 12 Fe bruary 200 I, but by that time the negative answer
from the Aviation Authonty in Moldova had arrived.
235 The Slovak Civil Aviation Authority refused to grant MoldTransavia
permission to perform the tlight Dr the transport of the helicopter. But then another
series of requests arrived from the company Centrafrican Airlines. Centrafrican
requested permission to land in Slovakia and to pick up the same helicopter The
plane it wanted to use was again the Ilyus hin-76 with registration TL-ACU. This
time, Centrafrican Airlines would be the operator.
236. By then, the Slovak Aviation Authority was already in possession of the
insurance certificate it had obtained from MoldTransavia for this particular aircraft,
the Ilyushin-76 with registration TL-ACU. The insurance document did not show
that the company Centrafrican Airlines was entitled to operate the aircraft, so again,
the aViation authorities wanted to check the air operator certificate of Centrafrican
Airlines and the insurance certificate showing the company was authorized to tly the
Ilyushin-76.
237 On 19 February 2001, Centrafrican sent an insurance certificate for the plane.
This time it covered insurance for the owner San Air and two operators,
MoldTransavia and Centrafrican Airlines. The plane, according to the certificate,
was insured for all these companies since 4 December 2000.
23 8. Centrafrican Airlines also sent an Air Operator's Certificate issued in the
Central African Republic and with a company address in the United Arab Emirates.
On 20 February 200 I, permission was finally granted for the Ilyushin -76 to land in
the Slovak Republic, pick up the helicopter and tly it back to Kyrgyzstan. On
22 February, the aircraft arrived to collect the helicopter gunship but then the Slovak
customs authorities intervened.
239. The Panel visited the RepUblic of Kyrgyzstan to get a better understanding of
the contractual arrangements and of what had happened with the first helicopter that
should have arrived back there, according to the contractual agreement the Slovak
repair plant had with Kyrgyzstan. However, Kyrgyzstan did not have any knowledge
of such a contract. The Ministry of Defence in Kyrgyzstan cooperated with the
Panel and provided details on their involvement in the helicopter deal. The Ministry
a f Defence in Bishkek had been dealing with a representative of Pecos, Alexander
lslamov. He had always presented himself as a regional representarive of the
company Pecos in Guinea, who procured weapons and related materiel on behalf of
the Ministry of Defence of Guinea. As described in the case above, lslamov had
bought spare parts for helicopters in Kyrgyzstan, too. Islamov is a co -director with
Peter Jusko in a number of arms dealing companies that are known to have been set
up for illegal arms transactions and sanctions-busting activities. In the case of the
he l[copters, Islamov presented the Defence Ministry in Kyrgyzstan with an end -user
certificate for Guinea, dated I July 1999 This document, as the Panel later
established during a visit to Guinea, was a forgery and the helicopters had not been
ordered by Guinea.

_,or
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240. When the Ilyushin -76, Victor Bout's plane, had arrived in Kyrgyzstan on
26 June 2000 to 'pick up the first helicopter gunship, it did take off and 11y to the
repair plant in Slovakia. There it departed again on 2 August 2000, to fly the
helicopter back to Kyrgyzstan with a fuel stop in Chisinau (Moldova), according to
the tlight permission given in Slovakia, but it never went to Kyrgyzstan at that time.
It only arrived in Kyrgyzstan on 22 August for a fuel stop, coming from Tbllisi
(Georgia) and then it took off, according to the logs of the traffic controllers in
Kyrgyzstan, to Conakry in Guinea. Records of the traffic controllers in West Africa,
however, show that the plane did not 11y to Guinea, but landed at Roberts
International Airport in Liberia instead, on 23 August 2000. At the time of writing,
the Panel was still waiting for a response from Georgia on the cargo on board the
Ilyushin. Hardly two months earl ier, as described in another case in this report, a
plane had also tlown from Kyrgyzstan to Monrovia, with 7 tons of spare parts for
Mi-8 and Mi-24 helicopters. Again, the authorities in Kyrgyzstan had been led to
believe that the final destination would be Guinea, not Liberia.
The second consignment
241. After the refusal of customs to allow the helicopter to depart from Slovakia,
the Ilyushin -76 of Centrafrican Airlines went to pick up another helicopter
consignment. On 10 March 2001, the cargo aircraft crrived at the military airfield of
Marculesti in Moldova. Centrafrican Airlines had a contract with the local airline
company MoldTransavia to pick up two Mi-8 helicopters. This was immediately
after the debacle with the helicopter in Slovakia. The Panel cbtained a copy of this
charter contract, signed on 15 February 2001, provided to the Panel by SergeI
Denissenko, the General Manager of San Air which is an agent for the tlights of
Centrafrican Airlines. The Panel also obtained copies of money transfers by San Air
to the repair plant in the Slovak Republic.
242. In Moldova, the deception with flight plans went on. There, the helicopters
were two Mi-8s, owned by the Moldovan Air Force. The Ministry of Defence of
Moldova had signed a contract with Andrei' Grosul, General Manager of the
Moldovan company Renan, to have the helicopters repaired and then lease them to a
third party. This was done through yet another company, the company Pecos in
Guinea. A joint cargo insurance certificate obtained by the Panel shows th at Renan
and Pecos insured the transport of the two mi litary helicopters Mi -8 from Chisinau
(Moldova) to Conakry (Guinea).
243. During its visit to Moldova in June 2001, the Panel cooperated with the
authorities to find out more about the case. The issue had already caused a dispute
between the Defence Ministry and other government branches because normal arms
export procedures had been bypassed and no authorization had been given for the
export of the helicopters. The case shows an exceptional type of deceptio n because
the export of helicopters was done without an End -User Certificate. Copies of EndUser Certiticates would eventually turn up, but only after the helicopters had been
stopped from departing.
244. One of the brokering companies, Renan, and the suppliers of the helicopters,
the Defence Ministry of the Republic of Moldova, argued that tn the case of a
leasing contract, no end-user was needed. The helicopters were to be sent to Guinea
for repairs and would then be leased to Guinea and later Namibia. Only a fier
completion of the repairs in Guinea an exploitation contract for their use would be
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signed and only then, the normal export procedures for mJiitary transactions would
be followed. When !the helicopters were ready to depart from the military airfield of
Marculesti in Moldova to Guinea, the Moldovan security serVIce intervened and
stopped the cargo aircraft carrying the helicopters from departmg. This was in
March 2001. When the Panel visIted Moldova, the helicopters were still being held.
Shortly before the Panel arrived in Moldova, Renan cancelled its contract with
Pecos in Guinea. The Panel obtained a copy of the agreement on the termination of
the contract. That document, signed on 31 May 200 I in Chisinau, Moldova, clearly
shows that Renan was not just sending the helicopters to Guinea for repairs. Pecos,
in the document, is called the Lessee, Renan the Lessor. The document was signed
one week before the Panel arrived in Moldova.
245. The Panel questioned the General Director, Andrei Grosul, of the company
Renan at length. Renan had signed one contract with the Ministry of Defence in
Mo ldova on the one hand and WIth Pecos Compagnie in Guinea on the other hand.
Being short of money to maintain its helicopters, the Moldovan military were
interested in this contract. Renan offered to pay tor the repairs of the helicopters in
Guinea, money that would be gained back afterwards when they would be leased to
a third party for temporary use. Part of these profits would then be split between
Renan and the Moldovan Air Force. The package deal also included contract work
for pilots of the Moldovan air force, another aspect that was considered beneficial to
the Moldovan Ministry of Defence.
246. The problem with this arrangement is that Guinea does Got have any helicopter
repair facilities. The Guinean authorities were also unaware of any contract being
signed with either Renan, the Defence Ministry in Moldova or the Guinean company
Pecos. All this was verified by the Panel.
247. In Moldova, the company Pecos was represented by an Israeli citizen, Jacob
Berger. A document presented by Berger in Moldova to the Defence Ministry, shows
that he had power of attorney to act on behalf of Pecos. Both Jacob Berger and Peter
Jusko, as representatives of Pecos and of another company, Joy Slovakia (see
section on end-user certificates), had procured weaponry from Moldova before.
None of these weapons had ever been delivered to the destination stated on the
documents they provided to the exporting countries. In the records of the Moldovan
Defence MinIstry, an end-user certificate was found for a case where Jusko and
Berger had acted as brokers. The stated end-user OG this document was Guinea, but
as the Panel verified in Guinea, the weapons had never gone to Guinea. The
Guinean authorities categorically stated that the country had never used Pecos as a
broker for any of its arms procurement transactioGs. As the other cases in this report
illustrate, Pecos is a company that has systematically been used by brokers to
violate the arms embargo imposed on Liberia. If the helicopters had not been
stopped in Moldon, they would certainly have ended up in Liberia, too.
248. Pecos is not the only indication for this. The company, Renan, had previously
been in business with Liberia. It was Renan that signed the charter agreement for the
mystery plane with registration number EL -AL Y, that was used for several arms
shipments to Liberia. At least one of those included helicopter spare parts and rotor
blades for military helicopters, again with Pecos at the receiv ing end.
249. Another strong indication that the helicopters would have gone to Liberia is
the transport plane that arrived in Moldova on 10 March 200 I to pick up the
helicopters to ship them to West Afric;!. Victor Bout's Ilyushin had been used on
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previous occasions to ship weapons to Liberia, as was shown in the report
(S/200011195). The owner of MoldTransavia, the company that organized the
operating and landing permits for the Ilyushin in Moldova, is Pavel Popov, an
individual the Panel identified as a close business partner, or rather an employee, of
Victor Bout. Popov can be considered the ground manager for Victor Bout's arms
shipments from Central Europe. It is Popov who applies for tlight permissions and
Issues the false tlight plans. Popov was also a ke y player in the Ugandan case where
AK-47s were diverted from their stated destination and tlown to Libena. It was
Popov who signed the clearance document, on behalf of Peter Jusko of Pecos (see
case of the She-guns).
250. The Moldovan authorities arranged for the Panel to meet with Pavel Popov,
who confirmed that he worked for Victor Bout. Pavel Popov refused to give the
Panel documentation on the owner of the plane. The Panel obtained the documents,
however, from the Civil Aviation Authority in Moldova, where under normal
internatlOnal procedures, documents on the owners and insurers are kept. The
documents show that Popov's company, MoldTransavia, operated its own passenger
plane The Certificme of Registration states that the owner of the aircraft was
Transavia Travel Agency, in Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. The leasing agreement
between MoldTransavia and Transavia Travel Agency was signed in June 2000 by
Pavel Popov and Victor Bout, respectively. An airworthiness certificate attached to
the documentation shows the plane was registered in the Central African Republic
before it had been registered by Pavel Popov in Moldova (see also section on
Centrafrican Airlines). The latter certificate, the Panel found out while visiting the
Central African Republic, was a forgery but it was used to change the name of the
aircraft owner Centrafrican Airlines to Transavia Travel Agency. Other documents
show that Victor Bout had bought the plane from his brother, Sergue'i Bout. The
payment of .$1 million was made tram Transavia Travel Agency's account at the
Standard Chartered Bank in Sharjah, an element that would later prove important to
the Panel when bank transfers tram Liberia to the companies of Victor Bout were
analysed.
251. Shortly after the Panel had visited Moldova, the plane of Popov was excluded
from the Moldovan aircraft register. This means MoldTransavia could no longer
operate from Moldova. Information obtained trom Bulgaria shows that Transavia
Travel Agency, represented by Victor Bout, sold the plane on 21 May 2001, exactly
two weeks before the Panel arrived in Moldova, to San Air General Trading FZE in
Ajman, United Arab Emirates, represented by Serguei Denissenko. San Air's
General Manager Serguei Denissenko also represents Victor Bout's airline
Centrafrican Airlines.
252. On 11 June 2001, four days after the Panel had interviewed Pavel Popov, he
leased his plane to Union Trans Service in Bulgaria, who in turn leased the aircraft
to Balkan Bulgarian Airlines. The plane now carries the new registration LZ -LTV.
Renan, after cancelling the leasing contract for the helicopter with Pecos in Guinea,
signed a new agreement with a brokering company in Hungary. Under a new
agreement signed on 2:5 June, two weeks after the Panel had left Moldova, the
helicopters were now finally leased to Namibia. There is little doubt that the
helicopters would be in Liberia, if the authorities in Moldova and Slovakia had not
intervened in a timely fashion. There are strong indications that advance payments
for the hel icopters were made to Centra trican Airlines, through the accounts of its
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Case study: The Pecos End-User-Certificate Trail
253. Copies of Guinean end-user certificates used by Pecos were obtained by the
Panel in Slovakia, in Moldova, in Kyrgyzstan and in Uganda. The Defence Minister
of Cote d'Ivoire also mentioned Pecos as a company that had recently offered him
its services to procure military helicopters for the Ivorian armed forces. An EndUser Certificate mentlOning Pecos and slgned bv the Defence Ministry of Namibia
was also found. The latter, dated 28 March 200 l, is a forgery. This was confirmed
by the Namibian authorities. The Panel also verified that none of the weapons on the
many different end-user certificates presented by Pecos of Guinea ever went to
Guinea.
254. The structure of Pecos is simple. The company was established in Conakry,
Guinea, in October 1997. The company's main focus was dealing in weapons. The
statutory manager of the company is Mohamed Yansane, a Guinean citizen and
agronomical engineer. He went to university in Czechoslovakia with Peter Jusko.
Peter Jusko, a national from the Slovak Republic, came to see him in 1997 and
asked him to set up a company in Guinea.
255. Jusko visited Yansane a few months after his arms dealing company, Joy
Slovakia, in the Republic of Slovakia had become the focus in a criminal
investigation by several European police services for suspected involvement in
money laundering and arms traffic king.
256. Yansane's involvement was restricted to be, nominally, the manager of the
Pecos company. When confronted by the Panel with all the end -user certificates
bearing his signature, Mohamed Yansane did not recognize any of them. He
recognized one document, dated February 2001, that was signed by him and
stamped by a notary in Conakry, Guinea. The document gave full power of attorney
to Peter Jusko to represent Pecos and was made up urgently to allow Jusko to get a
combat helicopter released that was kept by customs authorities at the airport of
Sliac in the Slovak Republic.
257. The notary's stamp and Sl!:mature on the document was genuine, it was of Mr.
Yansane's wife. Another document that provided similar representation to Jacob
Berger, an Israeli citizen, was not recognized by Mr. Yansane. The Panel obtained
this document in Moldova where the export of two helicopters was blocked by the
authorities because of irregularities. The helicopters were, according to the
documents, supposed to be sent to Guinea for repairs, and then to Namibia. Guinea
has no helicopter repair facilities.
258. Mr. Yansane told the Panel that in 1997, around the time Pecos had been
registered as a company, Peter Jusko had supplied medical equipment to Guinea for
a military hospital. An official of the Ministry of Defence had signed for the
delivery of that equipment. The stationery paper, the stamps and copies of that
signature were then later used, Mr. Yansane explained, to produce forged end -user
certificates. The Chief of Staff of the Gu inean Armed Forces and the Procurement
Officer of the Guinean army also said that none of the items on any of the Pecos
end-user certificates the Panel presented to them had ever been ordered by Guinea.
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259 Pecos was a front company for illicit arms imports into Africa trom armsexporting countries. Although the Panel's investigation was limited to a small
number of specific arms transactions to Liberia, many of these end-user certificates
showed up. Those documents show a wide range of arms, from helicopter gunshi ps
to transport aircraft, missiles, artillery pieces and massive quantities of ' small arms
and ammunition. In combination with the false flight plans for the transport of the
weapons, most of the exporting countries took Guinea for the real end-user. Had any
of the exporting countries tried to actually verify that Guinea was the real end -user,
Pecos might not have lasted until 3 I May 200 I, the date on the most recent
document the Panel obtained.
260 An analysis of the chronology of events shows that Peter Jusko's plan was to
set up a front company in Guinea, following the start of investigations by some
Western and Central European police agencies into the activities of his other
company, Joy Slovakia. In practically all the countries where the Panel discussed the
issue 0 f the Pecos end-user certificates, Peter J usko or some of the other individuals
involved with Pecos were also known as representatives of Joy Slovakia.
261. In 1998, new legislation was also enacted in the Slovak Republic making it a
['equirement fm arms dealing companies to register and get a special permit. Since
then, Joy Slovakia has become less active. The company changed its name into
Morse s.r.o. in 1999, but that new company never had any registered commercial
activities, an investigation by the Slovak authorities shows.
262. In some of the cases investigated, the date on the end-user certificates is much
older than the actual delivery of the weapons. In the case of the helicopter spare
parts and rotor blades from Kyrgyzstan that were shipped to Liberia in July 2000, an
end-user dated 25 September 1998 was presented by Alexander IsIamov to the
Defence Ministry in Kyrgyzstan. Although end-user certificates have an indefinite
validity, the signature on the documents is from an official in Guine a who left the
Government years ago. None of the export controllers in the exporting countries
seemed aware of that and only depended on the documents and the broker as a
guarantee for the safe delivery of the arms.
263. Also, if arms -exporting countries would have reported all their arms sales to a
centralized database such as the United Nations Conventional Arms Register, the
magnitude of so-called "Guinean procurement of weapons" should have triggered
the attention of several arms -exporting agencies.
264. The occurrence of individuals associated with Joy Slovakia and Pecos in the
violation of the arms embargo on Liberia was systematic. Although these brokering
companies may have been used for arms deals to other embargoed countries or nonstate actors, individuals associated with the company played a very important role in
arming Liberia and Sierra Leone. Peter Jusko, Alexander Islamov and Jacob Berger
are three individuals whose names were mentioned during interviews with officials
of arms -exporting agencies in several countries.
265. These names also appear on the documentation collected by the Panel. Since
all the arms in these cases went to Liberia, all these individuals were involved in the
use of forged end-user certificates and the illicit trafficking of weapons to a country
under United Nations sanctions. The Panel asked the cooperation of the authorities
and law enforcement agencies in several countries to locate or at least get a contact
number for these individuals. Mohamed Yansane was found after a long search in
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Kipe, Ratoma, a district of the capital of Guinea that was mentioned on some of the
stamps on the end-user certificates. The Panel managed to find the notary who
turned out to be the wife ofYansane and was able to question both of them.
266. The Panel also wanted to confront Peter Jusko, Alexander Islamov,. and Jacob
Berger with the evidence but only was able to locate Peter Jusko, who contacted the
Panel himself in October 200 1. Jusko claimed he knew nothing about the use of all
these end-user certificates and blamed Alexander Islamov in Moscow, who was
indeed his former associate, and the network 0 f Victor Bout for the wrongdoing. He
did not want to explain why then, he had taken the initiative to contact the Panel.
When asked about the phone number ex a contact address for Isiamov, Jusko said
Islamov changed phone numbers all the time and only contacted him. This was an
often heard statement when the Panel tried to locate other arms dealers and brokers
too.
267 When the Pane I interviewed Sanj ivan Ruprah, in September 200 1, he
explained that Jusko was one of the main suppliers of end -user certificates to his
organization. Islamov is a supplier of many weapons and spare parts for the
companies of Bout. Ruprah, who is both the owner of diamond mines in Liberia and
an arms dealer, works in close cooperation with Victor Bout. Ruprah lived in
Monrovia, Liberia, from 1999 until January 2001. He showed the Panel a recent
arms wish list for Liberia with prices for different types of arms and ammunition.
The price for the end-user certificate, as marked on the list, was US$ 50,000.
"24 hours required to obtain end-user" is marked on the document.

Helicopter Spare parts
Kyrgyzstan

Jacob Berger

Uganda She-Guns

Pecos, the producer of forged End-User Cerlificates - Flow chart shOWing network of Pecos
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Case study: The case of Centrafrican AirUnes
268. An Ilyushin-76 (registration TL-ACU) became a key focus of the Panel. In
several of the cases analysed by the Panel, this plane was used for the transport of
weapons in violation of the United Nations embargo. When not in op~ration, the
plane is parked at Sharjah or Ras al-Khaimah, two airports in the United Arab
Emirates. The Panel members saw the plane at the airport of Ras al-Khaimah during
their visit to the United Arab Emirates. It is owned by Centr african Airlines, an
airline company with offices in the Sharjah Airport Freezone. In early 2001, the
company offices moved to P.O. Box 2190 in Ajman, another emirate in the United
Arab Emirates.
269. The company is owned by Victor Bout, but Bout himself is not involved in the
day-to-day management. The commercial manager of the company is Serguei
Denissenko, a Russian living in the United Arab Emirates who used to work as an
employee for Victor Bout but now runs his own company San Air General Trading.
270. J'Ar. Denissenko claimed during interviews with the Panel that he no longer
works for Victor Bout, but his company San Air shares a business address and phone
numbers with Centrafrican Airlines in the United Arab Emirates. Victor Bout's main
operating agency, Transavia Travel Agency, also shared this address but that
company has ceased operations in early 2001 according to Mr. Denissenko.
271. Centrafrican Airlines is still operational with San Air General Trading acting
as the commercial and operations agent. In March 2001, San Air and Centrafrican
Airlines moved to new offices in the Ajman Freezone. When calling the switchboard
of these companies, it seems both companies are now part of an entity called the
CET Aviation Enterprise. To make things more complicated, a company CET
Aviation exists in Malabo, in Equatorial Guinea. That company is run by a Valerii
Naido, also a former employee of Victor Bout, who now assists an agency to register
planes in Equatorial Guinea. Serguei Bout has most of his aircraft registere d there;
some of the planes of Centrafric::m Airlines were in the process of being transferred
to that register at the time the Panel was writing its report. In Rwanda, another
associated company exists, with the name Central African Airways.

Centrafrican Airlines
272. The Panel is in possession of documents showing it is Victor Bout who signs
as the owner of Centrafrican Airlines. Contracts for the sale of aircraft and bank
documents are signed by him. As the name would suggest, the founding address of
Centrafrican Airlines is not in the United Arab Emirates but in Bangui, in the
Central African Republic. The company was registered there by Victor Bout on 28
May 1998. The principal shareholders are a company SouthBound Ltd., P.O. Box
398, Suite 52 and 553 Monrovia House, 26 Main Street, Gibraltar, controlled by
Victor Bout. Another company of Victor Bout under the name ATC Ltd. and a
company WestBound Ltd., P.O. Box 399, 26 Main Street, Gibraltar, are also
shareholders of the company. The latter, WestBound, S owned by a Belgian pilot,
Ronal De Smet. De Smet has been a partner of Bout since 1995.
273. On 25 July 1998, upon special instructions from the Ministry of Transport,
with a view to facilitating the registration of the company, Centrafrican Airlines
obmined an Air Operator Permit trom the Civil Aviation Authority of the Central
African Republic authorizing the company to operate ±lights domestically. Thus,
-/"
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Centrafrican Airlines had no authorization to operate international or continental
flights. Its fleet c'onsisted of three aircraft, one Tupotev -1:54 and two smaller
Antonov-24s, recorded in the registration book.
274 Those were the only planes that the company ever registered in .the Central
African Republic, but in early 2000, the Civil Aviation Authonty the re discovered a
major case of fraud in its registry. A Director of Civil Aviation, in close
collaboration with Victor Bout and his partners, but without the knowledge of the
authorities in the Central African Republic, had produced many false permirs for
Centrafrican Airlines. About 20 planes and possibly more, many of them large
freighter aircraft, operated in different parts of the world under the Central African
Republic flag. None of these planes had been properly registered. The plane
registered as TL-ACLJ is one of those illegally registered (annex :5). The plane was
insured until mid -September by the company Willis, a well-known insurance broker
in the Uniied Kingdom. During the Panel's visit in the United Arab Emirates,
Serguei Denissenko iold the Panel that he has very good contacts at Willis and that
his company San Air takes care of the insurance for Victor Bout's planes. The
insurance documents for the Ilyushin illustrate how the plane operates for different
companies, including Centrafrican Airlines, San Air and MoldTransavia, Moldova.
27S. Centrafrican Airlines and San Air are clearly two agencies of the same
company. MoldTransavia is another front company thai operated only one passenger
aircraft. The company, however, uses its three letter designator "MLTOO for cargo
flights of the Ilyushin of Centrafrican Airlines. Both the general manager of San Air
and the general manager of MoldTransavia in Moldova are former employees of
Victor Bout's company, Transavia Travel Agency, as they themselves acknowledged
when the Panel interviewed them.

276. The Panel has obtained several copies of recent insurance certificates for the
Ilyushin. These documents show that the name of San Air, MoldTransavia or
Centrafrican are randomly interchangeable. Bank transfers also su ggest that the
accounts 0 f San Air are used for payments made by Centrafrican and vice versa,
again illustrating how Victor Bout and his partners just use different companies to
disguise their activities. For instance, while the plane is registered with Ce ntrafrican
Airlines in Bangui, it is insured for flighiS by San Air of the United Arab Emirates.
Landing and overflight requests are done by MoldTransavia from an office in
Moldova and the flights are conducted under the three-letter designator CET, which
is again Cenirafrican Airlines. The billing address used for tlighiS is that of
Transavia Travel Agency or of San Air.
277. AirCess, the company of Victor Bout's broiher, Serguei, also operates from
offices in the United Arab Emirates, but the company's regis tered address is in
Equatorial

Guinea.

Serguei Bout denied any

links between him and his brother's

companies. Only after the Panel confronied him wiih his own signature and a
$1 million payment from Victor Bout's account to that of his company AirCess, did
Serguei Bout acknowledge ihai he does have an ongoing business relationship with
his bro[her.
278. Mr. Denissenko also claimed to have severed all links with his former
employer, Vicior Bout He presented himself as the general manager of San Air and
claimed only vague links with Centrafrican Airlines. However, a bank document
shows that Denissenko's company San Air paid US$ 20,000 for a contract between a
company in ihe Slovak Republic and ~ictor Boui's company, Centrafrican Airlines.
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The Panel later found documents proving that many of the weapons that went to
Liberia through Victor Bout's and SanJivan Ruprah's network in 2000 and early
200l, were paid for to San Air's bank account No. 01-01-5712.:572-01 at Standard
Chartered Bank in Sharjah.
279 Pavel Igorevich Popov, the General Manager of MoldTransavia told the Panel
he had worked for years for Yictor Bout as a broker, for the nights of Mr. Bout's
companies When the Panel asked him to produce documentation for some of those
tlights, Mr. Popov said he never kep t any documents. He also had no business
address during the days he worked as a broker t'or Bout. A cellular phone was
sufficient. Mr. Popov also refused to clarify the ownership structure of his company,
tvloldTransavia. However, the Panel obtained documents from the Civil Aviation
Authonty in Moldova showing Mr. Popov's company is merely a front for Victor
Bout's interests.
280. San Air is the owner ot· the MoldTransavia plane that /vIr. Popov operated. The
Panel also gathered documents in Moldova, the Slovak Rep ublic and Uganda
showing Mr. Popov was personally involved in arms deliveries to Liberia in
November 2000 (see sections on Helicopter and machine gun sales to Liberia).
281. Some of the activities of this group of companies
cargo t1ights, but many of the planes operated by these
of associated companies are for deliveries of weapons
zones and countries under United Nations sanctions.
planes operated by th is group of companies have
registration and document fraud.

include legal passenger and
companies and a wide range
or related equipment to war
Additionally, many of the
a track record of illegal

The Gambia New Millennium air incident
282. 1n January 2000, the President of the Central African Republic travelled to the
Agenda 2000 summit of African heads of State in Libreville, Gabon. When the
presidential delegation arrived in Libreville, they were congratulated for a beautiful
aircraft standing at the airport. The plane, an Ilyushin -62, carried the registration
number TL-ACL.
283. It also carried the nag of the Cent ral African Republic and "Centrafrican
Airlines" was written in bold letters on the plane. The authorities in Gabon thought
it was a new acquisition of the Central African Republic's President. The President,
however, had never heard of such a plane, and upon inspection it seemed another
official delegation from Gambia had arrived in this particular aircraft. Because of
the embarrassing situation, an investigation was carried out by the Ministry of
Transport and the Prosecutor of the Central African Republi c, in cooperation with
ASECNA, the African air navigation and safety organization.
284. The investigation discovered two documents that had allowed the plane to
operate, a "Temporary" Certificate of Registration and an Airworthiness Certificate.
These documents were forged and had been issued and signed by Armand Fulbert
Doungovo, the Director of Civil Aviation of the Central African Republic. On
24 January 2000, the investigating authorities ordered the immediate arrest of
tvIr. Doungovo, Mr. Bout and the local
manager of Centrafrican Airlines,
tvIr. Bouroukine. The Director General of Civil Aviation was ordered to conduct a
more thorough investigation, and on 14 February 2000 a Ministerial Decree put an
end to all the activities of the company Centrafrican Airline s in the Central African
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Republic. The P,mel verified that the offices of Centrafrican in Bangui were indeed
closed and are now 'used by the company Sudan Airways. It remains unclear why the
other shareholder of Centrafrican, the Belgian pilot Ronal De Smet, who has been a
long-bme partner of Victor Bout, was not indicted in this case.

285. The Director Ge[leral of Civil Aviation had earlier tried to obtain informatio[l
from Director Doungovo on his relationship with Ce[ltrafrican Airlines. A letter sent
[Q Doungovo dated 22 lU[le 1999, shows the Director Ge[leral's suspicion was raised
when he discovered that the Director was travelling abroad to negotiate traffic rights
as a representative of the company, Centrafrican Airlines. The incident in Gabon,
however, had accelerated things.

Massive fraud
286. This investigation showed that Mr. Doungovo and Victor Bout had fabricated
airworthiness certificates, air operator permits a[ld certificates of registratio[l for a
great [lumber of aircraft:. Most of these had earlier bee [l deregistered in the Ki[lgdom
of Swaziland, where Victor Bout and his partners had set up a similar scheme.
Before that, Mr. Bout's planes had been registered in Liberia.
287. The Gambia New Millennium plane had been bought by a Gambian a few
weeks before the Gabon incident. A copy of the sales agreement shows that the
seller was Victor Bout, General Manager of Centrafrican Airlines. The buyer was
Gambia New Millennium Air, represented by !Vlr. Baba lobe. The bank details show
that the final beneficiary of the transaction was the holder of an account at the
Standard Chartered Bank, Sharjah branch. This account with number 01-5624312-01
is of the Transavia Travel Agency, another company of Victor Bout.
238 The Panel was able to interview !Vlr. Baba lobe in Banjul, Gambi a, in
September 2001. Meanwhile, the aircraft has changed registration and is now legally
registered in Gambia. tvlr. lobe, who is a civil servant and close adviser of the
Gambian President, denied knowing Victor Bout. He said he had never heard of that
man and had dealt with a Mr. Hajazi, a Lebanese citizen who acted as a
representative of Libya. The plane was considered a gift to the Gambian President
and not to Baba lobe, nor had the Gambian authorities been aware that the aircraft
had been involved in a case of fraud in the Central African Republic. Some
suspicion exists on the activities of Mr. Baba lobe, first of all because the Panel
does have a copy of the sales agreement showing both his and Bout's signatures.
Also, among Mr. lobe's acquaintances are lbrahim Bah, one of the RUF rebels who
is very active in the diamond business. !VIr. lobe acknowledged knowing Bah from
the time he had been a student in Libya, where many of the RUF were trained before
the wars in Liberia and later in Sierra Leone. Mr. lobe stated that it had been years
since he had spoken or seen Ibrahim Bah.
289. The Civil Aviation Authorities in the Central African Republic found many
more incidents in connection with the fraudulently registered aircraft of
Centrafrican Airlines. In one case, the company had issued a false night plan. After
inspection, it was also found that all the documents authorizing the plane to operate
were again false. Also, two helicopters belonging to the company had made
emergency landings due to technical problems. Those helicopters, too, were
operating on false documentation. These helicopters were, in 2001, operating in the
rebel areas in the Democratic Republic of the Congo A night log obtained from the
Ugandan Civil Aviation Authority sho"):s a landing in Uganda, in November, of a
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LetAlO aircraft, with the Liberian registration EL -MLC. The operator was also
Centrafrican Airlines. The Panel on Sierra Leone obtained the complete Liberian
aircraft registry in November 2000 The helicopter is not among the aircraft on the
list, again indicating a fraudulent use of a registration number.

Victor Bout escapes from justice
290. When the authorities in Bangui issued a warrant for the arrest of the Director
of Civil Aviation, for the Russian manager of Centratrican in Bangui and for Victor
Bout, Bout was still in the country, but he managed to escape. On \6 June 2000,
Doungovo, the director of Civil Aviation was convicted with a year of imprisonment
for fraud and forgery. Victor Bout was also charged and convicted in absent ia with
two years in prison. The Court in Bangui also issued an international arrest warrant
for him. But subsequently, on 28 June 2000, Bout was acquitted of the charges. The
Panel did not get any information on the circumstances of this acquittal.
291. The Central African Republic's Civil Aviation Authority noted that despite the
dissolution of the company Centrafrican Airlines in February 2000, the fraudulently
registered aircraft were seen at many airports across Africa and elsewhere. After the
investigation had started in Bangui, the offices of the Civil Aviation Authorities had
been bLlfgled. Official stamps and documents had disappeared. The Director General
of Civil Aviation sent messages to all his colleagues in the African subregion,
warning them about the status of Centrafrican Airlines and the planes of the
company, but the Panel noticed, during its meetings with Civil Aviation Authorities
in more than 30 countries, that few knew about the Central Airican Republic case.
Annex 3 shows some 25 aircraft t hat were or still are operating illegally but the
investigation in Bangui is ongoing and possibly more aircraft are yet to be located
and identi fied.:

Equatorial Guinea
292. Equatorial Guinea has been an open registry for the aircraft industry for many
years. Open registries, also known as aircraft registers of convenience, are used for
commercial and tax reasons. In the arms business, those registers of convenience
can be useful, because of the poor oversight of the aircraft and the operator by the
country where the aircraft is registered. Most open registries of convenience are in
small countries with a limited monitoring capacity and with very little aeronautical
activity. The Panel discussed the issue of the open registry with the authorities in
Equatorial Guinea. The Civil Aviation Authority is aware of the problem of traud
and abuse of its registry and has appointed a private company to regulate new
aircraft registrations and identify irregularities in old registrations.
293. Many countries only register aircraft that use their territory as a regular base.
Aircraft that are registered in countries of convenience are hardly ever seen in the
country a f registration because they keep their maintenance facilities and main
operational offices elsewhere. This also creates certain airports of convenience,
where many planes are based, fly ing foreign flags of convenience. The country of

1

Since Julv 2000. aner the decislOn of the court in Bangui. the lIyushlll-76 of Victor Bout, WIth
registration TL·ACU has been seen in Chateauroux (France), Kampala (Uganda), Kigali
(Rwanda), Sliac and Bratislava (Slovak Republic), Chlsmau (Moldova), Tbilisl (Georgia),
Blshkek (Kyrgyzstan), Brazzaville (Congo), Cairo (Egypt), Tnpoli (Libya), MonrOVia (Libena)
and at Its malTItenance base in Sharjah and R,as ai-Khulmah
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registration
planes.

is often totally

unaware of the operations or whereabouts of these

294. The brother of Victor Bout has his main comp any AlrCess registered in
Malabo, Equatonal Guinea. Victor Bout's operating agencies, and th?se of his
partners, still clearly prefer the airports of the United Arab Emirates.' There, the
General Civil Aviation Authority cooperated with the Panel's investigation and
enabled the Panel to meet with Victor Bout's brother, Serguei Bout and with the
commercial manager of Centrafrican Airlines, Serguei Denissenko. Denissenko is
also general manager 0 f San Air. 3
295. In January 2001, the authorities of the United Ara b Emirates enacted new
aviation legislation that would remove all foreign commercial air transport operators
that operate planes registered in countries of convenience from the Air Operator
Certificate of the United Arab Emirates. Aircraft that use the Uni ted Arab Emirates
for commercial air transport operations have to be registered in that country. Exempt
are only those aircraft that use the United Arab Emirates for a limited period, which
will not exceed one year. These provisions entered into force on 1 January 2001, but
the airlines were given a transitional period of one year. On 1 January 2002, aircraft
operating agencies that are not registered in the United Arab Emirates will thus no
longer be authorized to use that country for their operations. The measure would
apply to most of the aircraft of Centrafrican Airlines, San Air and AirCess, the
company of Victor Bout's brother.
296. Centrafrican Airlines today still has offices in the United Arab Emirates and so
does San Air, which owns some of the aircraft operated by Centrafrican Airlines.
The companies recently changed offices and moved from Sharj ah to the other
Emirate of ."-.jman in the United Arab Emirates. But Centrafrican Airlines no longer
exists in the country where it was established and where it ma intains its stated
address, at P.O. Box 2760 in Bangui, Central African Republic. Centrafrican was in
the process of reregistering some of its aircraft in Equatorial Guinea, during the
course of the Pane!' s investigation. On 10 September 2001, San Air Gene ral Trading
FZE obtained a new Certificate of Registration for the Ilyushin -76 (TL-ACU) in
Equatorial Guinea. The plane now carries the registration number 3C-QRi\.
297. The Panel compiled a list of aircraft (annex 3) that were all carrying a tail
number or registration number indicating registration in the Central African
Republic (type TL-x....'(,.~); only three were ever legally registered there. Also
included in (he table are those aircraft of companies of Victor Bout that have
recently shifted their registration to Equatorial Guinea (type 3C-x:x...~). The table
also includes all the aircraft that could be identified to have Hown for West Africa
Air Services (see the case of the mystery plane EL -AL Y). The table also shows the
strong links between San Air and Centrafrican Airlines.

) Victor Bout was himself not in Ihe United Arab Emirates when Ihe Panel arnved there, despite
an appointment made With a member at the Panel. After one phone call to a mobile phone of
VIC lor Bout, he could no longer be reached. His partners in the United Arab Emirates and
elsewhere refused to gIve the Panel a contact number, despite several attempts made between
June and October 200 I 10 obtain a contact address or number for Vicwr Bout. The Panel later
met with SanJivan Ruorah who claimed to represent the interests of Victor Bout and that he had
Bout's authoflzation to speak to the Panel.
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D.

Weapons by land and sea
I

298. During the Panel's investigations, there were persistent reports of ships to
Harper, Greenville, Buchanan and Monrovia unloading weapons. The Panel
investigated 105 shipping movements to Monrovia Freeport and Bu chahan in 2000
and 2001 but was unable to obtain irrefutable evidence. The persistence of reports
makes it plausible that weapons are delivered by sea and this should be a continued
area ofvigiiance.
299. Likewise, there are a number of accounts of trucks ca rrying weapons from
Cote d'lvoire into Liberia in 2000 and 2001. These trucks either brought weapons
from San Pedro or Abidj an or originated from Burkina Faso, according to
eyewitness accounts. Refugees from Lofa County reported that two Burkinabe
trucks loaded with weapons had been surprised in Voinjama by Liberian dissidents
in ApriL

Recommendations on transportation and anns
300 The Panel considers that the measures taken so far by the Liberian Civil
Aviation Authority are adequate and that the Securit y Council may consider lifting
the grounding order imposed by resolution 1343 (2001) and allow Liberia to reopen
an aircraft register in coordination with ICAO. Those individual aircraft that were
effectively grounded and have provided ICAO and the Securit y Council Committee
on Liberia with the documentation showing their registration in Liberia, was done in
accordance with international regulations, should be given permission to restart their
operations.
301. The Liberian Civil Aviation Authority should, however, keep the Security
Council Committee on Liberia and the International Civil Aviation Organization
informed on the follow-up of the investigation and on the registration of every new
aircraft on the new Liberian register.
302. In view of the massive fraud with aircraft registrations committed in the
Central African Republic, the Panel recommends that the Civil Aviation Authorities
there:
• Transmit to Interpol the court documents about Centrafrican Airlines;
• Publish these court documents on the Governments web site;
• Coordinate urgently with Equatorial Guinea and the
over the use by Centrafrican Airlines of forged documents.

United Arab

Emirates

303. The Panel further recommends that the Central African Republic, Equatorial
Guinea and other African States affected by this type of fraud coordinate with the
African Civil Aviation Commission to put the issue of false registrations as an
agenda item for its future meetings. To ICAO, the Panel recommends that:
• It proactively educate its members on the dangers of illegal registrations;
· ICAO's member States computerize their registration lists and centralize them
on the ICAO web site so that users could check the situation and status of each
aircraft;
• ICAO's Safety Oversight programme should place greater emphasis on aircraft
registration.
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304. To the United Nations Security Council, the Pal1el recommends that:
• All the airGaft owned, operated or lnsured by San Air, Cemrafrican Airlines
and West Africa Air Services should be grounded lmmediately. The grounding
order could then be lifted gradually for each individual aircraft, l'lrovided all
the records (ownership of the plane, operator, operating licence, insurance,
airworthiness certificate, certificate of registratiol1 and the 10catiol1 of the
aircraft) are inspected by both the Civil Aviation Amhority in the country of
registrmiol1 al1d in the coul1try where the aircraft has its mail1tel1ance base;
· The companies concerned should inform the Council, through the Security
Council Committee 011 Liberia, on the exact status and location of each
aircraft. A list of those planes is found in al1nex 3 to the report.

Recommendations on arms
305. The Pal1el recommends that:
• The arms embargo on Liberia be extended;
• All United Natiol1s Member States abstail1 from supplying
Mal10 River Union countries;

weapol1s to the

• An arms embargo be imposed 011 the armed nOI1-state actors in the three Mano
River Lnion countries (namely the LURD and Ulimo -factions, the RUF and
the Guinean armed dissident groups).
306. The Panel also recommends that, for reasol1S of transparency and confidel1cebuilding, the ECOWAS Moratorium on Small Arms should be broadened to an
informatiol1 exchange mechanism for all weapons types procured by the ECOWAS
member States. The existing Programme for Coordination and Assistal1ce for
Security al1d Developmel1t (PCASED) could be further developed to improve the
information exchange on current holdings and future arms procurement of West
African States. The Panel recommends that this information exchal1ge would be
binding al1d that both supplier States and the receivil1g countries would be obliged
to report each individual arms transaction to the l1ewly established mechal1ism and
il1clude data on all the parties to the arms tral1sactiol1s, including the l1ames and
companies of the brokers and the tral1sport agents.

Recommendation on end-user certificates
307. The Panel recommends that each Member State that has procured or supplied
arms on the basis of an end-user certificate mentiol1ing the companies Pecos, Joy
Slovakia and/or Morse 0 r the individuals Peter Jusko, Alexander Islamov, Jacob
Berger, AndreY Izdebski or Serguei Schwabel1land, conduct a thorough investigatiol1
011 the actual delivery and el1d-use of the arms. The Panel recommends that the
member States involved in any such trans actions inform the other State, party to
these transactions and inform the Security Council Committees on Sierra Leone and
Liberia on the findings of their investigation.
308. The Panel urgently recommends the establishment of a Ul1ited Nations
working group to develop the modalities for a standardized el1d-user certificate that
would il1clude the name, address and telephone number of the signing authority for
the Certificate, and name, address, telephone number and arms trading licence of the
broker(s) involved.
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Part III
Sources of revenue and government expenditure
Government expenditure
309. The Panel examined the sources and management of government funds in an
effort to establish the financing behind sanctions-busting. The principal source of
revenue for these activities between 1999 and 2001 was off-budget spending that
was not part of regular government expenditures. This was also the preferred
method to finance the war in Lofa.
310. According to President Taylor, US$ 15 million was diverted from the US$ 73
rnillion budget for the 2000/01 fiscal year (July to June) to meet the costs of the war
in Lofa in December 2000. This sum was deducted from the designated Spending
for the Special Government Commitment (under the Executive Mansion control)
and increased substantially in the last six months of 2000, relative to the first six
months, from US$ 91 million to US$ 16.83 million or by 84.5 per cent. tyrost of this
increased expenditure was for defence. This extrabudgetary spending significantly
disrupted the Government's medium-term economic strategy.
311. The total revenue for the Government in 2000 was approximately US$ 85.8
million. The principal budgetary allocation (chart 1) under the 2000 -2001 budget
was for General Administrative Services (41.0 per cent), followed by Government
Special Commitment projects (34.0 per cent), and Social and Community Services
(22.0 per cent). However, the Economist Intelligence Unit reported that there were
extrabudgetary expenditures of approximately US$ 73,000 in December 2000 for
hel icopter repairs and Christmas presents for the President's family and friends. The
Ministry of Finance informed the Panel that the National Budget for the year 200 12002 was approximately the same as the previous year.

[] General Administration Services
41%

iii Social & Community Services

o Economic Services
o GOL Special Commitments

22%

Chart I:

Percentage distribution of the national budget, 2000-2001
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312. Government spending in 2000 increased by approximately US$ 24 million
over 1999 from US$ 66.50 million (1999) to US$ 90.53 million (2000). However,
expendi tures exceeded revenues by 6.1 per cent (US$ 5.23 million), according to the
Cerural Bank.
313. The total expenditure for the first quarter of 200 I increased by 12.2 per cent
over the same period in 2000. The prime reason for this increase was defence
expenditures due to the war in Lofa County.
314. The [nternational Monetary Fund expressed serious concerns about off-budget
expenditures in its Staff Monitored Programme assessment from January to June
2000. The IMF recorded that extrabudgetary expenditures of US$ 9.3 million during
the first half a I' 2000 and that "expenditure by the Ot1ice of the President
represented 28 per cent of total". Purchases of goods and services amounted to
21 per cent of total expenditure (25 per cent of current expenditure). While detailed
data was not providea to the IMF, the authorities indicated that these expenditures
were largely related to presidential and security priorities. These expenditures also
included road rehabilitation for the timber concessions on behalf of government
(US$ 3 million in the Erst half of 20(0).
315. These expenditures occurred outside the budget process through the allocation
of revenue at the source rather than through the Central Bank. According to the [MF
"certain timber concessions, government parastatals, and revenue collection
agencies undertook expenditure on behalf of government, that was later recorded as
'non cash' revenue with an offsetting outlay on goods and services". This appears to
be how sanctions-busting, namely for procurement of weapons and ammunition, was
financed as this report will demonstrate below.
Depreciation of the Liberian dollar
316. This year, the Liberian dollar has been performing poorly against the United
States dollar. According to statistics from the Central Bank, the average exchange
rate in the first quarter of 200 I was L$ 44.64: US$ I. By September, the rate had
worsened, to around L$ 52:US$ I. Since the Liberian dollar lost its fixed official
parity with the US dollar in 1998, its quarterly average exchange value had never
fallen above L$ 44:US$ I (only in September and October 1998 did the monthly
average reach that rate).
317. According to the Central Bank, United Nations sanctions are exclusively
blamed for eroding confidence in the Liberian dollar and contributing to the
devaluation of the currency. Independent assessments by the Economist Intelligence
Unit indicate that other facrors may have contributed such as the "behaviour of local
(mainly Lebanese) traders, who are reponed to be hoarding US dollars and refusing
to do business in the local currency, has probably led to the US dollarization of pans
of the economy".
Recommendations on Liberian government expenditure
318. The Panel recommends that: The practice of allocating revenues at source for
priority expenditure should be eliminated. All revenues should be consolidated in a
central government account at the Central Bank of Liberia before being allocated to
authorized agencies for approved expenditures.
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Sources of revenue: the structure of Liberia 's key industries
319. Liberia's agricultural sector (including forestry) comprises 72.7 per cent of
estimated real GDP. Logging and rubber production are the main sources of foreign
exchange for the Government. Mining contributed to about 2.0 per cent ,of GDP in
2001, even though the mining sector has not recove red since the civil war following
the closure of the iron are mining companies. There has also not been a sustained
investment in gold and diamond mining, though there was some limited investment
in 1998 and in 2000.
Table 2
Liberia: gross domestic pra:luct by sector
(inUrn)

1999

200(/

2001"

236.0

241.9

246.7

76.7

79.0

8[4

86

8.7

8.9

Manufacturing

18.7

21 I

23.2

Services

72.2

85.2

954

Agriculture

Forestry
Mining

Source: Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs.
, Estimates
, Forecasts.

The main sources of revenue
table 3.

for government finance since

1999 are shown in

Table 3
Liberia: government finance
(US$ rnilhon)

Yeu,.

/999

TOIaI

2001

2000
Jan-June

July-Dec

Total

Jan-Feb

Revenue

65.5

40

j

453

854

93

CuSlomsl exc ise

20.4

15. I

9.0

241

J.J

15

Direct taxes

15

74

83

"

19

7 I

3.5

4.0

7.5

17

Forestry Development Agency

1.7

3.0

3.7

6.7

0.2

Petroleum sales levy

6.1

4.J

2.8

7 I

l.l

Indirect taxes

Maritime

15.2

Grants
Expenditure

48

132

18.0

0.5

2.0

4.3

63

0.6
11.0

66.5

43.9

46.6

90.5

Deficit

10

38

13

5.1

1.7

% of revenue

1.5

95

29

6.0

18.3

Source' Cenira! Bank: ,I,din/stry of Finance, EeconomlSt Intelligence Unit.
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Rubber
320 The agricultura'l sector ([ncluding fares try), which represents 72.2 per cent of
real GOP, continues to serve as the major source of growth in the economy. Logging
and rubber production are the major foreign exchange earners for the Government.
Rubber production grew in 1999 to 62,705 metric tons (valued at US$ 33.3 million)
from 48,916 metric tons (valued at US$ 28.9 million) in 1998. In 2000, production
rose to 102,412 metric tons valued at US$ 53.2 million. During the first quarter of
2001, a total of 27,567 metric tons of rubber were produced compared to 16,617
~etric tons produced during the first quarter of 2000. Rubber tends to be relatively
well controlled by foreign investors, most notably Firestone and the Liberian
Agricultural Company because of the structure of the plantations and the need for
long-term collection/processing investment. Rubber is a less easy source for "at
source" off-budget expenditures, although once the profits enter the government
accounts there is no guarantee on how they are used.

Logging
321. The Liberian Timber Association estimates that the Liberian forest covers
about 4.8 million hectares. This forest in 1978 was estimated to contain 81.3 million
cubic metres of merchantable species which could permit felling of 3.2 million
cubic metres annually on a twenty -Bve year felling cycle. Total round log
production in 2000 rose to 934,066 cubic metres, representing an increase of 178.4
per cent over 1999 output. Round log exports during :2000 grew to 934,066 cubic
metres with a value of US$ 60.9 million. Between January and June 2001, round log
production reached 679,253 cubic metres (valued at US$ 46.2 million). These
figures are likely to underestimate real exports by 50 to 200 per cent because of tax
evasion by companies and widespread corruption.
322. Logging has long be en one of the prime sources of government revenue.
During the 1989-1996 civil war, timber provided Charles Taylor and his NPFL
rebels their main independent source of revenue. Logging is still today the mainstay
of export earnings for the Government.
Table 4
Volume, value production and export
1999

2000

2001 (up lO./une)

334,273 m'

396,536 m J

659,271 m J

Export volume

138,944 m

J

626,657 m'

49 J .473m J

FOB value (USS)

21,099,959

68,137,065

50,541,617

Production volume

Source: FDA.

323. In addit ion to the above, figures must be added for exports through San Pedro
in Cote d'lvoire. [n 1999, these were 27,653 m} in volume of logs of which
17,067 m} was recorded as exported volume These figures rose in 2000 to
60,805 m!, resulting in 49,218 m} of exported volume. This represented 79 per cent
of the volume directly exported from Liberia.
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324. Because of the decline in price of the last couple of years of rrf FOB and
taking account o'f the export of secorldary species to China, the Panel estimated that
the FOB exports should be arourld US$ 75 milliorl in 200 I. The three main
destinations in the first six months of 2000 were China (46.6 per cent), France
(17.9 per cent) and Italy (9.3 per cent).
325. Timber production and exports are an important source of revenue for the
Government contributing officially about US$ 6.7 million In official tax revenue in
2000, according to the NatlOnal Bank of Liberia. The Forestry Development Agerlcy
has a higher figure of US$ 13,203,514 In its semi -annual report for 2000 The
Parlel'] own estimate, given on figures provided by the industry, is that Liberia's
timber irldustry should today provide just under US$ 25 million [based on 30 per
cent of total value exported by Oriental Timber Corporation (secondary species) and
45 per cent for other exports] in taxation for the Government.
326. Taxes gained for forest activities are as follows:
• severance fees:

US$ 150/m3

• reforestation fee:

US$ 300/m3

• conservation fee:

us:;;

• forest search fee:

US:;; O.50/m3

• export taxes:

US:;; OAO/m] to 30.60m 3 depending on species

• industrialization incentive:

US:;; 1A4/mJ to 58.56/m3

• land rental fee:

US:;; O.50/acre whatever the volume is cut

lSO/m 3 to US:;; 300m 3 depending on species

327. The total amount of taxes paid by loggers is
45 per cent of the FOB value depending Orl the
concession and the volume cut. In order to make an
paid to government (if these taxes are normally paid),
the total value exported by OTC (secondary species)
exports would yield this result:

approximately 30 per cent to
timber species, the size of
estimate of total annual taxes
a calculation of 30 per ce nt of
and 45 per cent for the other

• OTe FOB value export:

30% x 38,471,329 = US$ 11,541,398

• Other Loggers:

45% x 29,665,735 = US$ 13,349,580

Toed

USS 24,890,978

323. This is only an estimate because some companies do not or cannot afford to
pay the taxes. OTC, for example, has been given certain tax exemptions such as
reforestation and for road building. Some other taxes also do not appear in
government figures. For example, OTC pays the National Port Authority (NPA)
US$ I mill ion a year for the use of Buchanan port: but this payment does not appear
in the NPA's accounts. OTC should have paid approximateiy US$ 12 million in
taxes in 2000 but coincidentaJly it claimed to have a US$ 12 million loss in 2000.
The Central Bank of Liberia assessments of final tax figures derived from timber
from paper work submitted by each logging company's production compared with
the FDA (Forestry Development Agency) figures suggest a significant diversion of
the limber revenue for extrabudgetary activities.
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329. President Taylor has taken a personal interest in the allocation of timber
concessions. In JanLiary 2000, a new National Forestry Law declared that all forest
resources are the property of the Government except for communal and privately
owned forest resources that have been developed through artificial regeneration. On
1 July 2000, the Liberian Government issued Executive Order No. 4 ·'restricting the
Ministry of Finance to the collection of 50 per cent of all Land Rental Fees and
98 per cent of all Stumpage fees". The FDA was mandated to collect the balance.
However, the FDA noted that they only collect a small portion of the funds that they
are supposed to receive.
330. The Forestry Development Authority was also empowered to rescind
logging concessions and salvage permits unilaterally. New concessions require
approval by the President of the Republic. During the 1999 -2000 season,
authOl"ized concessionaires continued logging but without assurances that
would be allowed to retain their concessions. This uncertainty encouraged
cutting and profiteering, without concern for sustainable forestry practices in
to maximize profits in anticipation of losing concessions.

many
final
many
they
rapid
order

331. Several Spanish and French enterprises lost their concessions to the United
Logging Company, managed by Mr. Fawaz and President Taylor's son as chairman.
Presiderlt Taylor has also revoked concessions of the VH Timber Companies giving
them to the United Logging Company and to the ;v!ohammed Group. President
Tay lor is seeking to have the timber industry dominated by a few mega -concessions.
In early 1999, a Russian group sought a concession but the plans quickly collapsed.
Shimmer International, a subsidiary of the Malaysian giant, Rimbunan Hijau, also
declined to invest in a Lofa County mega-concessiorl because of security concerns.
332. The President aspires to create two mega-concessions in additiorl to the one
operated by the Oriental Timber Company (OTC). However, it has been difficult for
him to find investors that are able to develop such large-scale concessions.

The main logging operations in Liberia
Oriental Timber Company (OTq
333. The Chairman is Dutch national Gus Kouwenhoven, a close friend of Charles
Taylor, who managed logging operations for him through rebel-controlled Buchanan
in the early 1990s. In July 1999, OTC was granted a 1.24 million hectares
concessiorl in the south-east of the country, and then because of the poor quality of
the species in the concession, a second one, further north in the primeval forest,
taking the total cOrlcession to 1.6 million hectares. According to the FDA, this
represents about 42 per cent of Liberia's total productive forests.
334. OTC is linked to the Hong Ko ng-based Global Star Holdings, which is part of
the Djan Djajanti group of Indonesia, with offices in Singapore and Hong Kong and
major investments in Indonesia and China. Djan Dj aj anti has taken responsibility for
70 per cent of the capital investment of the concession. Gus Kouwenhoven remains
the chairman although he owns, according to documentation he showed the Panel,
only 30 per cent of the capital and Joseph Wong Kiia Tal, son of Djajanti's
chairman, was made the manager. The Djajanti group has invested some US$ 110
million in the project. President Taylor has publicly defended OTC calling it his
"pepper bush", a Liberian phrase for something important and personal.
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Royal Timber Company (RTC)
335 RTC is the second largest cimber operacion in Liberia, with three distinct
concessions in che western part of the country, totalling 370,000 hectares. It is also
run by Gus Kouwenhoven and exponed 8654122 m] (FOB value US$ 990,78508)
In the first six months onooo.

Mohammed Group Companies
336. They exported 26,482 m] in 2000, with concessions in Nimba and Grand
Gedeh (the Salami Molowi Inc (SMI) and Bureaux Ivorian Ngorian (BIN)). This
company is owned by Mohammed Salame, a Liberian "ambassador-at-large", based
in Cote d' [voire, who has been involved in ass isting sanctions-busting ar:ns
transfers to Liberia. Much of BIN's production is exported through the port of San
Pedro in Cote d'Ivoire

Inland Group
337. The lnland Logging Company is managed by Maurice and Oscar Cooper, both
long-term associates of President Taylor. Like Kouwenhoven, the company's roots
go back to the 1990s when they extracted and exported timber for the NPFL rebels
during the war. It has a 300,000 acre concession in the south -east of the country.
Logs are being sold exclusively chrough a Swiss company to France and Turkey. The
company reports that it exported 19,815 rJ of logs in 2000, but there are indications
that this figure should be much higher, around 50,000 rJ. The ILC also maintains a
private militia in Sinoe County and manages the port of Greenville.

Forest Hill Company
338. This company has a 300,000 acre concession in Lofa County where it fells
only Niangon, and sells it exclusively to France through Interwood. The company's
Chairman is Victor Haikal, whose commercial operatio ns have been badly impacted
by the war in Lofa County.

VH Timber Companies
339. This group is owned by Victor Hanning and has a concession of 163,200
hectares in Lora and Cape Mount Counties. He has also invested more than
US:;; 800,000 in a sawmill in Monrovia, which currently produces in two shifts
3
about 70 m of Niangon timber per day. He exported [0,000 m 3 of round logs in
2000

Liberia Wood Management Company
340. This company runs a concession about 100 km north of Monrovia. The
company does logging and sawmilling and is owned by Rudolph J. Merab and
J
Victor Hannig. The company exported around 13,000 m in 2000. Export volumes
on cargo manifests for 2001 suggest a similar volume for this year In late August,
rebels attacked the concession base, badly destroying property and assets, including
houses and a school for the workers. The attack was claimed by the rebels of LURD
and a spokesman for L URD said they had targeted the company to discourage them
from doing business with President Taylor.
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Maryland Wood. Processing Industry and United Logging Company
!

341. This is the second best exporter of timber in 2000. The company is owned
Mr. Fawaz, who owns also the United Logging Company. It has concessions in
north-east of the country in Grand Gedeh and River Gee. In 2000, these
companies exported 83,781 m J , 134 per cent of the total volume ~xported
Libena.

by
the
two
by

342. A number ot" the timber companies complained to the Panel that making a
profit currently in Liberia is difficult, except for the mega -concessions that are
engaged in non-selective felling and processing massive volumes of round logs.
Limited wood-processing capacity, logjams in France at sawmills because of large
volumes of round logs and the difficulty in attracting new investors to Liberia, were
all blamed for these difficulties. They complain of excessive taxation and difficult
operating conditions, making it impossible even to fell and sell timber up to their
FDA 4 per cent quota. Presidential favour is an important ingredient in cutting
operational costs. OTC, RTC and the Inland Group are known to have obtained tax
waivers for fuel purchases as a result of their close connections to the President.

Wood processing
343. According to FDA rules, 2S per cent of the volume of logs felled should be
sawn in the country. This rule is not respected because of the volume of round logs
exported by OTC to China and because of the limited number of sawmills in
Liberia.
344. Prior to the 1989-1996 war, there were 18 sawmills, 3 veneering and plywood
factories, 6 dry kilns and 3 wood -processing factories and domestic timber
production surpassed log exports in timber volume. Today, there are only 12
operational sawmills and these do not have the capacity to process the volume of
logs felled. The OTC plywood factory is scheduled to stan production in late 2001
or early 2002. Sawn timber production is on the increase. In 1999, it increased to
22,746 cubic metres which represented 1,802.4 per cent rise over the 1998 output
level. In 2000, it rose again to 224,824 cubic metres. However, in the first quarter of
2001, there has been a 2S.8 per cent decline when compared with the previous
quarter due to a clampdown by the FDA on pit -sawing and the impact on logging
establ ishments in Lofa County.
345. The World Trade Organization (WTO) currently advises all countries to ban
unprocessed log exportation beyond the end of 2000. Liberia urgently needs to
phase out this trade and invest in wood-processing facilities. This would enhance
the value of timber exported from Liberia, slow felling down and provide additional
employment. It would also make production and exporting easier to monitor. The
Taylor government has announced since 1998, a gradual prohibition on the export of
round logs as a policy guideline but no legislation on the issue has been enacted yet.

The timber industry and violation of sanctions
346. Some of the timber companies have violated the sanctions against Liberia. One
prominent example of this was Exotic Tropical and Timber Enterprises (ETTE), a
company set up by Leonid 'vLinin and his partners Vadim Semov and Fernando
Robleda. The document (S/2000/1195) described how [vEnin's private jet was used
to ship weapons from Niger and from Burkina Faso to Liberia in March 1999. Just
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before his arrest, Minin was involved in setting up other arms deals for Liberia.
lvlinm was arrested in Italy on 5 August 2000. He had in his possession a great
number of documents showing his involvement in timber but also in the arms
shipments to Liberia.
347. The Panel had access to this document ation. Among more than 1,500
documents seized from Minin, there were a number of maps showing that he was
negotiating the possibilities for a mega-conceSSlOn in the nonh-wesT of Liberia,
comprising the Lofa war zone. The Panel was not interested in the de tails of Minin's
failure in Liberia's timber business, where he finally had to sell his equipment and
assets to a company of his partner of Forum Liberia, a Spanish-owned company. The
case was only of interest to the Panel because of the link to violations of the arms
embargo.
343. [n the weeks before his arrest, \ll1nin was planning the delivery of huge
quantities of small arms and ammunition to Liberia, via Cote d'Ivoire. A first
consignment was shipped to Cote d']voire in July 2000 and then diverted to Liberi a
by means of an llyushin -i3 that was leased by Liberian government 0 fficials in a
deal with a Moldovan company and the arms dealer, Sanjivan Ruprah. Minin
claimed, In an interview With the PaneL that Liberian ambassador -at-large
\llohammed Salame and his brother Yussuf were key to the [vorian part of the
operation. The Panel made several attempts to confront Ambassador Salame in
Abidjan with these allegations. He could finally be reached over telephone after the
Panel had left Cote d'Ivoire and he denied his involvement. He said his only
business was timber. However, General Guei, who signed the end -user certificate for
the weapons, Minin, who organized and financed it, and Sanjivan Ruprah, all
confirmed that Mohammed Salame had played a key role in the dive rsion of the
weapons to Liberia. The case is described in detail in the section on violations of the
arms embargo.
349. The Panel has received a bank document which indicates that a payment for
weapons delivery was made directly from the Singapore accounts of the company,
Borneo Jaya Pte Ltd, a mother company of OTC. This document shows transfer of
us:;; 500,000 to the arms trafficking company San Air (one of the companies of
Victor Bout) through Sanjivan Ruprah, paid by order of Dato Seri Bong Urny on 26
August 1999 using Chase Manhattan Bank N.Y.
Recommendations on logging and wood processing

350. The Government should reach agreement with the International Monetary
Fund over the commissioning of an independent detailed report on revenue from the
timber concessions for the January 200 I-July 2002 period, including exemptions
and tax otTsets for government-related expenditures during this period; that the
United Nations should impose a ban on all round log exports from Liberia from July
2002 and strongly encourage local operators to diversify into wood processing
before that date.
Diamonds

351. The Panel examined Liberia's diamond industry because it is another crucial
source of natural resource revenue for the Government. Liberia's own official
diamond exports were said to be only 3,500 carats in 1999, valued at US:;; 900,000.
Liberia's Minister of Lands, Mines and Energy estimates that this represents only 10
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to 15 per cent of what is actually leaving the country. This is a far cry from the late
1970s when Liberia's production and export averaged at half a million carats with
70 per cent of gem quality. All of Liberia's production is currently artisanal alluvial
although a Canadian company, the Mana River Resources, Inc. is engaged In
kimberlite diamond exploration in Western Liberia.
352. In 2000, diamond production increased to 22,112 carats, representing a 162.1
per cent rise over 1999. In the first quarter of 200 I, diamond output increased by
78.5 per cent to 3,885 carats when compared to the output of 2,177 carats for the
corresponding quarter of 2000. However, there was a 27.5 decline in output
compared with the last quarter of 2000, directly related to the introduction of the
sanctions on the diamond trade. Since May 200 I, after sanctions on Liberian
diamonds were imposed, there has been no official export of diamonds from Liberia,
and Central Bank statistics indicate no transactions at all.
353. Sanctions were imposed on the export of Liberian rOllgh diamonds following
the concluslOns of the report (S/2000/l195). This rep ort illustrated how diamonds
far in the excess of the quality or quantity available in Liberia had been imported
into Belgium. Invoices from "Liberian" firms none on the list ot' licences
provided by the Liberian Government - accompanied Belgian import licences. In
1999, official Liberian exports grew slightly to 8,500 carats, at an average value of
US$ 105 per carat. "Liberian" imports into Belgium declined to 1.75 million carats,
but the stated value increased to US:;; 247 million, or US$ 140 per carat.
354 Most of these diamonds were illicit diamonds from other countries, taking
advantage of Liberia's involvement in the illicit diamond trade, its inability or
unwillingness to monitor the use of its name internationally and the ability to use
the corporate re gistry as camoutlage. The larger illicit trade provided Liberia with a
convenient cover for the export of contlict diamonds from Sierra Leone although
many of the so-called "Liberian" production emanated from other sources (most
notably Russia), and was falsely declared "Liberian" for tax purposes.
355. With the entry into force of Security Council resolution 1343 (2001), the
Government of Liberia indicated that it would comply with the ban. President
Taylor wrote to the Secretary -General in a letter dated 22 March 2001, stating "A
ban has been placed on the entry into Liberia of all uncertified rough diamonds from
countries with certification regimes; a ban has also been placed on the export of all
rough diamonds from Libena for a period of 120 days, and pend ing the
establishment ot' an internationally acceptable and transparent certification regime lD
Liberia," The three official diamond exporters in Monrovia were written to on 10
May by the Acting Minister of Mines emphasizing that "We further would like to
inform you that during the period of this sanction, there will be absolutely no export
of diamonds from Liberia until otherwise decided by the United Nations." The
Government also placed Mineral Inspectors into the buying offices in Monrovia to
monitor and keep record of daily diamond purchases on the internal market. These
inspectors also ensured that the diamonds were only bought from legitimate
diamond miners or brokers and were also tasked to certify that the Reporting Forms
provided to the Dealers by the Ministry were filled in daily and correctly.
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Chart 2: Diamond Export Statistics (June 1998 -Augus! 2000) showing actual
Liberian diamond export versus diamond export reported by the Diamond High
Council (HRD), Belgium.
356. There are currently three diamond dealers/exporters in Liberia in 2001:
• MARS Diamonds;
• The Empire Diamond Company;
· Diandorra Minerals.
In addition to these exporters, there are 12 recognized diamond brokers and 10
diamond broker agents. Liberia has 20 Diamond Mining Districts, 12 of them are all
located in western Liberia, neighbouring Sierra Leone 4
357. The exporters reported to the Panel that these inspectors had frightened off
their trade which was based on discretion. Many of their clients were re arfui of
entering their offices when inspecIOrs might be nearby. The sanctions had also
resulted in a cash now crisis because they could not export diamonds, they could
not get fresh cash injections to reinvest in ongoing mining. Diamond miners and
brokers also complained to the Panel that they no longer got the support of rice and
equipment from their sponsors, and the exporters. There is no doubt that the

, 1 Gondorjah Mining DIstnct; 2. Kumgbor Ylinlng Distnct; J. Gbarma Mining Distnct;
4 Weasua Mining District; 5 Camp Freeman Distnct; 6. Bongoma Mining Distnct; 7 Mecca
Mining DIstnct; 8. Camp Alpha Mining District; 9 Boakai Camp Mining; 10. Camp Freeman
Mining Agency; 11 Lower Cape Mount MiOlng Agency; 12. Smith Camp Mining Agency;
13 Tiapa Mining Agency; 14. Monsterrado Mining Agency; 15 Kolahun Minmg Agency;
16. Monsterrado County; 17 Glbi/Kakata Mining Dlstnct; 18. Sanniquellie Mining Dlstnct;
19. Bahn Minmg District; 20. Butuo Mining,.Dlstrict
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artisanal trade In rough has been impacted by the embargo providing additional
hardship to those ~vho seek to make a living out of [his sector. Some miners and
brokers had tried to diversify into alluvial gold, but low world gold prices until after
the evems of 11 September in the United States made this unattractive. The artisanal
trade is a significant employer in Liberia, some estimated 20,000 to 30,000 people
In the rural areas are dependent on the trade.
358. The imposition of an embargo on the export of Liberian
progress in the peace process in Sierra Leone, has resulted in
diamonds labelled as "Liberian" reaching international markets.
imports from Libena recorded in Antwerp since the imposition of the

rough, coupled with
a marked decline of
There have been no
sanctions.

Table 5
Rough diamond imports from West African countries as recorded by
HRD Belgium
]001 (lin August)

2000
j

Sierra Leone

000

C[

BEFmlllion

82

560

j

OOOC(

BEFml/lzon

12 I

665

Cote d']volre

398

2 514

349

I 359

Guinea

796

6 514

567

4 344

GambIa

140

863

34

230

Liberia

413

2 904

3.7

61

Source' MinIstry of Economic Affairs, Belgium.

359. The embargo has created a different problem. Since it is impossible to sell
Liberian rough officially, dealers and brokers are seeking to camouflage their
Liberian diamonds as those from neighbouring countries markets. The Chairman of
the Diamond Dealers of Liberia admitted to have had Liberian diamonds he had
tried to sell in Freetown rejected by an evaluator. However, he admitted that
smuggling of Liberian rough regularly occurred with stones that could be passed as
Sierra Leonean or Ivorian being put in mixed parcels to avoid detection; those that
were too distinctive were smuggled to other West African countries before being
exported to Europe.
360. There is no doubt
smuggling
with
and
Neighbouring countries
better prices per carat and

that despite the official efforts of the Liberian Government,
without
official
knowledge
continues
trom
Liberia.
are aiso more attractive for smuggling as they command
less harassment and diversion by officials of profits.

361. The Panel itself verified ongoing smuggling of Liberian rough to Sierra Leone
and Cote d'Ivoire. In Bo, Sierra Leone. a dealer interviewed by the Panel
specialized in buying Liberian rough. The dealer, a Sierra Leone national, had lived
many years in Liberia and his Liberian brokers travelled from Liberia via Zimmi to
Bo to trade with him. He claimed that the Sierra Leone Certificate of Origin scheme
made it easier for him to launder Liberian rough, rather than having to go through
complicated smuggling efforts through other West African countries. Since the
Sierra Leone Army deployed tn Zimmi m early September 200 I there had,
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according to thIS dealer, been a signIficant decline in the rough he was receiving
from Liberia.
362. Diamonds from Nimba County in Liberia are smuggled out via Danane to
Abidjan in Cote d'Ivoire. The Panel was told of three dealers In Abidj~n that had
become specialists in laundering Liberian rough since the diamond embargo entered
into force in Iv'by. Investigations by the Panel confirmed that two dealers operated
through the Hotel !voire in Abidjan, using a Lebanese middleman who carried the
parcels from Monrovia.
363. Liberian rough also appears to have been smuggled out of Lofa County to
Guinea. Rebel LURD supporters admitted to the Panel that they had seized
diamonds during their operations in Lofa County and had sold them to Guinean
brokers in Conakry.
364. The issue of so-called "Gambian" diamonds continues to remain a matter of
concern. Gambia, a 110n-diamond producing country, continues to figure as a source
of diamonds in markets like Antwerp. Investigations by this Panel found dealers in
Liberia and Sierra Leone travelling regularly to Banjul. Despite this trade, the
Gambian authorities insisted that they have never had any record of an official
diamond transaction through Gambia nor a smuggling incident on its territory.
365. In Liberia, uncorroborated stories refer to high -level go-betweens, senIOr
government officials, and financial transactions made on behalf of President Taylor.
Several individuals linked to the diamond trade complained that although the
artisanal trade was suffering from the embargo, President Taylor and his senior
officials sponsored ongoing diamond production and had speCial arrangements for
the export of high value stones. One Lebanese businessman, who had for many
years worked in the diamond trade in central Africa, claimed that he could not enter
the diamond trade in Liberia because any high-quality operation was controlled by
President Taylor. He has since entered into the timber business, which he claimed
was less in the grip of the Executive Mansion.
366. Diamonds feature prominently as an interest of people associated with the
Bureau of Maritime Affairs. This has been dealt in detail under "Maritime and
Corporate Registry".
367. SanJivan Ruprah's ro Ie in sanctions-busting to Liberia through the Bureau of
Maritime Affairs was already described 111 the report (S/200011195). Ruprah is also
Involved in the diamond business and he told the Panel he had interests in a
diamond mine in Liberia, the Liberian Diamond Mining Corporation. Carlos Alberto
La Plaine, a Portuguese associate or- Sanjivan Ruprah, assisted several sanctionsbusting tlights to Monrovia: on his immIgration card in Uganda, where one of the
arms trafficking planes was stopped, he gave his pro fesslOn as "diamond dealer".
368. When Leonid Minin was arrested in Italy, he had in his possession a
significant quantity of polished and rough diamonds valued at around US:;; 500,000.
In the documents seized by Po lice from Minin at the time of his arrest, docu ments 0 f
a Mauritian diamond company called Black Stella DIamonds and letters showing
Minin's attempts to set up a diamond-exporting chain from West Africa, through a
polishing plam in Mauntius to Russia and China, were also found. Minin's office in
Liberia also had diamond weighing equipment in it.
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369 RUF ex-combatants talk of having brought diamonds to Liberia for President
Taylor but admit this practice has declined. Several RUF ot1icials said Ibrahim Bah,
operating from Burkina F:iso, has continued to ob tain diamonds from senior RUF
figures, including from General Sesay and these are then smuggled via Liberia or
Cote d'Ivoire to Europe.

Di.<J.illonds and the RUF
370. The Panel also observed a steep increase In trade of diamonds mined by RUF
through Freetown. Many of these stones passed through i'vlakeni from the Kono
fields but lesser numbers reached dealers in Kenama and Bo before entering the
official system. Approximately half of Sierra Leone's total production comes from
the Kono/Koidu district. The main interest of Freetown traders is Koidu, the capital
of the Kono diamond fields. The city is ruined, but diamond digging continues
apace, even undermining the foundations of the ruined buildings in the town. The
traders bring in diesel, petrol, soap, rice, second-hand clothes and other consumer
goods in return for diamonds, cassava and mangoes. RUF maintains a firm grip of
all high-value stones and all diggers are taxed by the former rebels. The traders then
sell the stones they have bought to licensed dealers in Sierra Leone or smuggle the
stones to elsewhere in West Africa. A large number of these traders are from Mali or
Gambia. There are indications that RUF collects millions of dollars a year, through
taxation of the diamond trade and direct sales to smugglers of these diamonds, even
though they often sell stones to smugglers at a discount.
371. In early July :2001, at the Third Tripartite Meeting of the Government, RUF
and UNAMSIL, RUF and the state-backed civil militia Civil Defence Force (CDF)
agreed to a moratorium of diamond mining in Kono under UNAMSIL supervision.
But this ban immediately failed, ignored by all. When UNAMSIL attempted to
implement the ban in Koidu, local residents protested, demanding to know how they
should now make their living without diamo nd revenue and there has been no
further attempt in Koidu to implement the agreement.
372. When pol ice raided a premise of a Lebanese businessman suspected in illicit
diamond trade in August 2000, they were surprised to tlnd RUF spokesman Gibril
Massaquoi present, with a bag containing at least US$ 15,000. Papers confiscated at
the house indicated that Bassem Mohamed, code named "Shark" by RUF had been
organizing diamond deals. One paper showed he was organizing payment to
Emmanuel Shallop/Mirib Shallop of Belg ium for washing plants and batteries.
Shallops, according to the documents, were to be paid through a bank in Geneva,
Switzerland. In another incident, in July 2001, Massaquoi testified to police in a
complaint about being defrauded that during a deal to obtain 69 vehicles for RUF he
had provided an individual US:S 110,000 in cash and 2,600 carats of gold. Both
incidents indicate that RUF is not short of ready cash, its origin mostly from the
diamond trade.
373. Following the imposition of a diamond embargo on Liberia, the closure of the
border till September :2001 and the war in Lofa County, little diamond trade now
passes through to Liberia from Sierra Leone. This shift in trade pattern is reflected
also in the dramatic decline in so -called "Liberian" rough entering markets like
Antwerp and a steep decl ine in the number 0 f diamonds passing through Monrovia.
The pressures on other revenue sources in Liberia for Executive Mansion
extrabudgetary expenditure demonstrates once again the importance that diamonds
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had played over the last few years for President Taylor. Because of the loosening of
President Tavlors grip on the Kono/Koidu diamond trade, the RUFaxis has
switched to increasing trade through Sierra Leone.

Certificate of Origin schemes
Sierra Leone
374. The adoption of Cnited Nations Security Council resolution 1306 (2000) on 5
July 2000, resulted in a ban on the import of rough diamonds from Sierra Leone
except those authorized with a Certificate of Origin from the Sierra Leonean
Government.
375. Following a trilateral mission of the United Kingdom, the United States and
Belgium in July 2000, the Certificate of Origin Monitoring System was set up for
imports of rough diamonds from Sierra Leone under United Nations Security
Council resolution 1306 (2000). The certification regime was approved by the
Security Council on 6 October 2000 and became operational from 27 October 2000.
376. The Certificate of Origin regime consists of a specifically designed
tamperproof printed Certificate of Origin, in combination wit h a set of rules that
forms the export and import procedure. According to the Government"Under the
system only diamonds that are legally mined are allowed to be exported. Legally
mined means that they come only from areas under the control of the Governme nt of
Sierra Leone, and are the product of a chain of legally authorized transactions, from
use of land, permission to mine, purchase by authorized dealers and agents, and
export by licensed exporters". The Government of Sierra Leone has set up a Cabinet
subcommittee to monitor all diamond exports, oversee the implementation of
Security Council resolution 1306 (2000) and report to the Cabinet periodically.
377. The Government reports that the system is working reasonably well. The
volume of exports and particularly the quality of stones entering the system has
improved, providing important tax revenue to central government.
378. During its investigations in Sierra Leone, the Panel observed that although this
system was working, there was no doubt that smuggled stone s from Liberia were
being laundered through the system. The GGDO evaluators were rejecting stones
and a Liberian dealer admitted he had had stones rejected in Freetown, but other
stones, especially from areas along the Liberian border, Lofa County and Weas ua
were entering the otlicial system. The same is true of a much larger volume of
diamonds originating from RUF -managed alluvial production. This is not
necessarily the fault of the GGDO evaluators but rather a retlection of weak
monitoring by a government agency in the diamond buying centres such as Bo and
Kenema.
379. As long as all the diamond fields in Sierra Leone have not been brought under
government control, these detlciencies will continue. Freetown can only investigate
the origin of larger diamonds, mt for every carat brought to the capital. Moreover,
the Government rightly fears that when the controlling system is implemented too
rigorously, buyers might prefer to go to countries in the region where the Certificate
of Origin has not been introduced yet and where the old paperwork, the mere
letterhead of a country is still considered sufficient for customs in the importing
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markets for diamonds. The country address on the invoice from the sending country
is chen recorded as "country of provenance".
Table 6
Diamond export figures under the certification scheme
l...(onth

TOlal carats

Value (US$)

October 2000

28450.60

4470424.41

November 2000

12 128.75

1 07969558

December 2000

9702. :6

933014 60

January 200 I

13486.10

I 991 773 84

F~bruary

15 384 67

1 909 276.29

March 200 I

2005563

268533487

April 201l]

14 440 58

1 821 237.48

2001

May 200 I

16996.96

15676500

June201l1

1565229

154917.36

July 2001

18 16 I 11

154668.91l

August 20111

1650967

2 281l 41l2.42

6397.27

82'1898.47

187335.79

24 470 409.22

September (till Illth)

Total

Source Government Gold and DlGmond Office, Bank afSlerra Leone, Freerown

Diamond revenue in Sierra Leone to fund rural development

Taxation of the alluvial diamond trade is fraught with difficu Ities.
Several years ago, donor-appointed consultants recommended that a 2.5
to 3 per cent taxation of the actual value of the diamonds would drive the
trade underground. A recent World Bank study estimated that US$ 138
million worth of diamonds was export ed from Sierra Leone in 1999, of
which only US$ 1.2 million was legal. The Government currently levies
a 3 per cent tax on the value of exports by dealers. The Government in
August announced that one quarter of this revenue would be allocated to
rural chiefdoms located in areas where alluvial mining occurs. These
funds will then be earmarked to improve local schools, health clinics and
community projects and will be divided according to the number of
mining

licences

granted

in

each

chiefdom.

This

could

prov [de

local

authorities with an incentive to crack down on illegal mining. This is the
first time that the Government has allocated diamond mining for
community development schemes since mining began in 1956 under the
alluvial diamond-mining scheme.
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Guinea
380. Guinea has followed the lead of Sierra Leone. [n June 200[, it imroduced a
Certificate of Origin scheme, which is controlled by the centralized "Bureau
national d'expertise de diamants et autres gemmes" (BNE). The B:'{E diamond
evaluation office in Conakry is housed in the "Banque centrale de la republique de
Guinee" and a second office is in Kankan, the second exclusive diamond buying
centre of the coumry. According to the Ministry of Mines, Geology and the
Environment the certificate system is working well. According to statistics from the
BNE, Guinea exported in 2000 some 369,263 carats and up to July 2001, some
264,140 carats worth of diamonds. The value of the annual production going
through the oHicial system was around US$ 40 million, The Certificate of Origin is
certainly an improvement in the Guinean diamond business but smuggling is still a
major problem. The Guinean Ministry of Mines underlined that only a few years
ago, no diamonds at all were being exported through the official syste m. According
to official estimates, around 65 per cent of all diamonds produced are still leaving
Guinea illegally Controlling authorities clearly face a lack of capacity in terms of
equipment, training of customs agents and border controls in general, in an area
where borders are very porous.

Liberia
381. The Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy has produced a draft certificate of
origin and has sought assistance from the Cnited Nations and the Diamond High
Council for technical support to print. The draft certificate is based on the model
encouraged by the Kimberly Process. The Ministry, in conj unction with the Central
Bank of Liberia plans to open a centralized evaluation office in the bank, where
diamonds for export would be evaluated, certified and put in sealed packages ready
for export.
382. The Minister of Lands, Mines and Energy is well-versed on the progress of the
Kimber!y process and obtained a travel exemption from the Security Council
Committee to attend the London meeting in September 2001 and sub sequently held
consultations with the Belgium Diamond High Council in Antwerp.

Cote d'Ivoire
383. Cote d'[voire has also participated at some of the Kimber!y process meetings
and has expressed an interest in having a regional certification scheme. Currently,
Cote d'[voire has nine licensed export dealers of diamonds but the Panel found
evidence of a number of other dealers who exported diamonds, including Liberian
rough as [vorian. In 2000, 320,207 carats were exported from Cote d'Ivoire. By
September 2001, 290,407 carats had been exported.

The challenge of alluvial diamonds
384. The experiences of Sierra Leone, Guinea, Liberia and Cote d'Ivoire show how
difficult it actually is to separate out conrlict diamonds from other alluvials. Better
monitoring, increasing the cost of getting caught and the requirement to state the
source of a stone (origin) rather than just the provenance (country) could hel p this
process. A better definition of origin would help this monitoring. But as with the
case of Sierra Leone, without steady progress in the internal peace process, it is
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difficult to see how the distinction between government and RUF diamonds can be
maintained effectively

Recommendations on diamonds
385. The Panel encourages the Liberian Government to put in place a credible and
transparent
certification
scheme
which
is
independently
audited
by
an
internationally recognized audit company. This scheme should be independently
assessed as credible and effective in order to faciii tate the consideration of a
suspension of the diamond ban by the Security Council. This would also alleviate
the genuine hardship that artisanal miners, brokers and dealers are currently
experiencing.

Other measures
386. Regular and accurate
publication of official
annual
rough
diamond
import/export statistics is crucial. Currently, only Belgium publishes a detailed list.
A better international library of each diamond type, from each region and detailed
records of run-ot~mine alluvial samples in conflict zones would also be an important
step forward in this region. It is also important that countries issue their own
certificates of origin that are consistent with a fully integrated certification system.
But in the end, the only guaranteed way to resolve the connict diamond issue is to
create conditions in a country that result in the label "contlict" being made
redundant. Under such conditions, the principal challenge of the alluvial diamond
trade in West Africa would be to curtail endemic smuggling for tax evasion
purposes. Sierra Leone's attempt to redistribute diamond revenues back into the
community is part of a solution.

Liberian maritime and corporate registries
Origins ofthe registry
387. Liberia's maritime and corporate registry is of international repute. It has also
been a steady source of revenue for the Liberian Government. From 1949 to 1999,
the registry remitted around US:S 700 million to the Government. During the 19901996 civil war and interim period, revenue from ship registry represented 90
percent of total state budget. Previously, it had been 10-15 per cent. Today, the
revenues account for about 50 per cent of the country's official budget, according to
the Bureau of Maritime Affairs, although figures provided by the Ministry of
Finance suggest it is closer to 25 per cent.
388. In 1948. the Monrovia -based International Trust Company was founded. A
United States-based off-shore maritime registry opened and the first commercial
ship was registered on II March 1949. This registry later became the International
Registries Inc of Virginia (JRl) which administered the registry until 1999.
389 in the 1970s, the Liberian registry, coupled with a bank in Monrovia, operated
by the international Trust Company of Liberia, grew to approximately 75 million
tons. Liberia held the number one position for shipping tonnage registered under its
tlag unril 1994.
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390. In 1990, tqe IRl began dealings with the Marshail Islands registry. In 1991, the
:vIarshall Islands had 28 ships of 42 million dwt on its registry; by 1997, the neet
was 168 ships dwt. The decision by IRl to adopt the Ylarshall Islands register in
addition to maintaining the Liberian registrj, marked a period of .decline for
Liberian registered tonnage.
391. [n February 1997, Liberia filed a case alleging that iRl principals were
diverting owners from the Liberian register to the Marshall Islands register and that
Monrovia was unable to get hold of details 0 f the registry finances. The Government
sought an end to the IRI/Marshall Islands partnership and opening ot' its books. The
newly appointed Liberian Commissioner for Ylaritime Affairs, Benoni Urey, alleged
at the time that US$ 60 million per year was generated by the registry, of which
Liberia received US$ IS -18 million. Financial statements from IRl show a
remittance of US:S 18,596,274.63 (82 per cent of profit) to the Government in 1998.
The company kept a further 18 per cent for its own fees.
392. An IRI proj ection of funds to be generated by the corporate and maritime
registry in 1999 estimated a total revenue of US$ 27,465,000, out of which
US$ 5,100,000 went to IRl as fees and US$ 8,370,000 in expenses for the Deputy
Commissioner Fees and Expenses. According to the Central Bank of Liberia, the
maritime registrj provided the Government US$ 15.2 million in 1999.
393 Commissioner Urey also announced in 1997 that the IRl's contract to run the
registry until 2006 was not valid because it was not struck with a legitimate
government but with one of the factions during the country's seven -year civil war,
and thus not binding on the Taylor administration elected earlier in the year.
394. In June 1998, a Virginia Court dismissed efforts by IRI to prevent a challenge
trom the Liberian Government and in September, IRl filed a claim of libel against
Liberia and alleged that the Marine Investigation and International Pa rticipation
Fund (MIIP) had been abused since it had been handed over to Liberian control in
1998. This US$ 7 to 8 million fund was used to pay IMO dues, casualty
investigation, and expenses for the Liberian Bureau of Maritime Affairs. IRl also
insisted that it had presented audited accounts to Liberia since 1986.
395. As the legal battle wore on, growing increasingly bitter with time, Liberian
tlag owners began to voice serious concerns over the future stability of the register.
Chevron pulled four tankers out of the registry as a direct result of the dispute.
396. Finally, in April 1999, both protagonists announced a truce and an out-of-court
tripartite Settlement Agreement was finally reached in May. Monrovia agreed to
drop its US$ 60 million claim against IRl. 0 n 7 ,'vIay 1999, the Government of
Liberia, IRl and its affiliates and the USCR signed a settlement agreement,
claiming to have resolved all their outstanding disputes. The agreement specified
that USeR would assume total management of the Liberian maritime registry and
corporate programmes on I January 2000 and IRl would fulfil its contractual
obligations to Liberia till then. IRl would continue to administer the Marshall
Islands maritime and corporate programmes. The agreement was etlective from 1
January 2000, although the company was required to operate during a transition
period beginning 1 June 1999
397. The truce was short -lived. In \-lay 2001, IRl levelled charges against USCR in
a 25-page writ seeking US:S 10 miiJion in unspecified damages from it. IRl cl aimed
that USCR had not fulfilled its_ obligations under the May 1999 Settlement
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Agreement under which USCR agreed to make certain lump -sum payments, and
subsequently periodic payments calculated as a percentage of revenues generated.
USCR filed its reply in June 2001, denying the alleged breaches of the Settlement
Agreement and making detaIled counterclaims.
398. Charles Taylor began to seek a replacement to IRI in 1996 whiie he was still
only a member of a six-person Council of State established to run Lib eria under the
Abuja Accord. Taylor had failed to raise funds during the war from IRI and wished
to replace them. He began with seeking the assistance of a close friend, United
States attorney Lester Hyman, to seek a new company to run the registry. On 18
December 1998, an agreement was signed between the Government of Liberia and
Lester Hyman for the creation of USCR. This was further approved by an Act
enacted by the L iberian Senate and House of Representatives on 18 March 1999.
399. Lester Hyman had fallen in and out of favour with Charles Taylor a number of
times. Hyman assisted Taylor's cause during the lengthy Abuja peace negotiations.
He also succeeded in gettmg the United States record on Taylor's escape from a
Massachusetts jail expunged. Mr. Hyman an d his law firm, Swidler Shereff
Fnedmann were registered under the United States Foreign Agent Registration Act
on behalf of the Republic of Liberia. He also became a shareholder of USCR and
was the nominal chair of the USCR Board until January 2001. Yo ram Cohen, the
Chief Executive Officer of USCR had worked for Hyman previously and had been
recruited by him to manage USCR.

The role ofLISCR
400. The Government of Liberia appointed USCR as its exclusive agent to manage
the corporate and maritime re gisters with dIect from I January 2000, although the
company was required to operate during a transition period beginning I June 1999.
401. From January 2000, the USCR Trust Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of
USCR, LLC, was given statutory authority to act as the sole registered agent for
corporations registered in Liberia but not having a place of business there. The
contract between USCR and the Liberian Government is for 10 years with the
provision for renewal. The contract is substantially similar to that in effect prior to
the appointment of US CR.
402. According to the Bureau of Maritime Affairs, the ship register is the political
responsibility of the Commissioner of Maritime Affairs, appointed by the President.
The corporate register is the political responsibility of the Minister of Foreign
Atlairs.
403. USeR is based in Vienna, Virginia, USA, where ship safety, inspection,
compliance, manning, and accident-and-incident investigation are managed. USeR
has an office in New York, where traditionally Liberian ship registrations and ship
mortgage recording take place. USCR has a number of representative offices
outside the United States.
404. USCR is meant to retain approximately 66 per cent of the fee of income of the
corporate register to cover operating costs and profit and the remainder is paid to the
Treasury of the Government of Liberia. USCR retains 20 per cent of tonnage fees
and 80 per cent is paid to the Treasury. While 60 per cent of the total income
generated by the registers is retained by USCR, 5 per cent is paid over as dues to
the International Maritime Organization an~J5 per cent is paid to the Treasury.
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405. Liberia is ?-n active participant in the 1ntemational Maritime Organization of
the United Nations. Presently. the contnbutions of Liberia to lOM amount to 8.23
per cent of the income of that Cnited Nations body and are paid directly by the
management company from fees collected from the ship registries. Liberia has paid
its full assessment up to and including the year 2000 and UK£ 819.34 'of its 2001
assessment which is now due (it owes UK£ 1,494,271.66). USCR is responsible for
paying the dues and in 2000 transferred funds allocated for tvlIIPS funds to cover
L"Il0 dues.

Second largest maritime neet in the world with high technical standan:ls
406. By October 2001, Liberia's gross tonnes stood at 55.8 million. The net tonnes
were 30.0 million. There were in 2001, 157 new registrations and 154 cancellations
to date (22 of these were scrapped). With 1,734 vesseis registered under its t1ag,
Liberia is the second largest maritime neet in the world. The register has
traditionally had a high proportion of tanker tonnage. 1n January 2001, Liberia
accounted in tonnage for 35 per cent of all the world's oil tankers. There are also
significant numbers of bulk carriers and registered cruise ships. The average age of
new registTutions is 6.0 years and the average age of cancellations is 15.7.
407. The register is generally regarded as one of the quality open registries (called
by some, nag of convenience) with the neet having a relatively low average age and
below average PSC detention rate. The casualty figures are also low. Liberia appears
on all White Lists, including the IMO and all port state control authorities
worldwide.

Accounting for the revenue at LISCR
408. Foreign shipping companies pay competitive fees for Liberian registration.
Non-resident companies do not pay tax. The cost of registering a Liberian company
WOos around US$ 4,200. Following the transfer of management of the registry from
IRJ to LISCR, a price war among other registers opened up. And on 1 July 2000,
USCR introduced a new scale of fees and all initial registration fees were waived
until the end of 2001. In 2000, the Liberian registry and corporate fee programme
generated some US$ 25.72 million officially which netted, according to the Bureau
of Maritime Affairs. some US$ 18 million for the Government.
409. USCR has ring-fenced the revenue it generates from the maritime and
corporate registries. Their accounts are audited annually by Arth ur Andersen LLP,
an auditing firm of international repute, and these audits were open to inspection by
the Panel. The collection of Registry revenues and government taxes and fees, and
any subsequent distribution of funds due to the Government, is accompli shed in
accordance wnh the agreement between USCR and the Liberian Government.
410. Collections are initially deposited into one of several Registry bank accounts,
dependent upon the nature of the collection, and as speci±1ed in the Agreement. All
Registry bank accounts accepting collections are located at the Branch Banking &
Trust Company (BB&T). All collections are deposited at a Branch account in
Washington, D.C.. with the exemption of those corporate receipts that are directed
to BB&T's LockBox operation in North Carolina.
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411. LISCR's accou~ting department records the collections and classifies them as
Registry revenues (which are retained to cover operating costs), USCR IreglStered
agents and maritime fees), or Government funds (which consist of Tonnage Taxes
and a percentage of MIIPS fees, and annual and specified fees charged to clients by
acts of law), Weekly, amounts due to the Government are disbursed to an Embassy
of Liberia, Maritime Finance Office account at Riggs Bank, Washington, D,C.,
which is then transferred through the Citibank system to an account at the Ecobank
in Monrovia. The MIIP's funds go to a Bureau of Maritime Affairs account at Chevy
Chase Bank, Maryland, USA, USCR holds two joint LockBox Accounts with the
Bureau of Maritime Affairs in the United States, one for the overheads of the
maritime programme and a second one for receipts of the tonnage tax as there is a
complex-sharing arrangement.
412. The above is routine procedure. However, the Panel obtained bank transfer
details for two USCR transfers to San Air General Trading Account No, 01-015712572-01 at Standard Chartered Bank, Sharjah, the United Arab Emirates for
US:S 525,000 on 21 June 2000 and US:S 400,000 on 7 July 2000 (annex 10), These
payments were made from USCR's New York office account (No, 5162058(71) at
BB&T, These two payments were for arms and transportation lD violation of
Security Council resolutions. The sanctions-busting activities of San Air General
Trading are documented in the Arms and Transportation Section,
413, USCR admitted to the Panel that it had made four payments to
non-governmental accounts in 2000, The disbursements were made following four
separate written I'equests instructing USCR, tram the Commissioner of Maritime
Affairs through his Deputy Commissioner of Financial Affairs (DCFA) to redirect a
pending distribution of the Government's share of the Registry collection to a
non-governmental account. In addition to the two payments to San Air General
Trading in the United Arab Emirates, a payment was made to an undisclosed
account at Ecobank in Monrovia and to Riggs Bank in Washington, D,C.
414, Each of the transfers were appropriately accounted for as a distribution to the
Government of its share of taxes and was acknowledged by the Bureau of Maritime
AtIairs, These payments appear in the Arthur Andersen audit as US:;; 1,175,569 for
"Fees to DCFA" and were taken out of the government share of the i'vlIIPS funds,
USCR did not at the time conduct any due diligence on whom and for what these
payments were for,
415, USCR had become increasingly uncomfortable at the growing regularity of
requests for divergence tram standard procedure in late 2000. Following a new
request for disbursement on 17 August 2000, USCR informed the Commissioner of
Maritime AtTairs that it would no longer honour such requests.
416, Having fOlmd resistance from LISCR, Commissioner Urey then changed his
strategy, writing to his Deputy Commissioner for Financial A±Iairs on 13 September
to authorize one payment of US:;; 200,000 on 13 September 2000, one pay ment of
US:;; 174,000 on 20 September 2000 and one payment of US:;; 174,000 on 27
September 2000, According to a copy of Urey's letter in the Panel's possession,
these amounts were to be transferred to the Maritime AtTairs Account at the
Ecobank in Monrovia fa r onward transmission to the San Air General Trading
Account in Sharjah, "via: the account of S. Ruprah" (annex 9).
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417. These transfers from the Maritime Account correspond with the issuing of a
USS 200,000 cheque (No. 0019119) from the BMA Ecobank account in Monrovia
(Account 10610001812018). This cheque was written out to "Sanjivan Ruprah",
dated "13 September 2000" and signed by Commlssloner of Maritime Affairs
Benoni Urey.
418. Ruprah transferred USS 179,980 to San Air account 00 -01-5712572-01 In
Sharjah on 16 September 2000. Ruprah also used an employee, Jacques Gabli, to
make three subsequent payments from Monrovia to San Air. A final payment of
USS 74,965 was made on 2 January 2001.
419 On 16 November, USCR received a further request from the DCFA to
distrib ute to a non -governmental account. USCR refused, generating a series of
demanding letters from DCFA over the next 10 days and political pressure from
Monrovia to comply. USCR eventually decided to distribute the funds in question
to three recognized Government-controlled bank accounts and since December 2000
there has to date been no further Bureau of Maritime Affairs interference in USCR's
distribution of funds to the Government.

Accounting for the revenue in Monrovia
420. According to ofticial documents of the Bureau of Maritime Affairs, the
Government's portion of the funds collected directly by the USCR programme are
deposited directly into a government account that is operated exclusively by the
Minister of Finance and not the Commissioner. The Bure au of Maritime Affairs is
supposed to then be allocated 10 per cent of these funds to support its operational
budget, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs gets 6 per cent and 4 per cent to the Ministry
of Information. The Commissioner for Maritime AfIairs also spoke of a"LockBox"
bank account shared jointly by USCR and his Bureau in Monrovia.
421. Further investigation proved both these claims to be untrue. Funds are remitted
directly to a tripartite account held at the Ecobank in Monrovia, which the
Commissioner of Maritime Affairs and the Minister of Finance are signatories with
a third determinational signatory controlled by the Executive Mansion. The
Executive Mansion is able to calion these funds at will. The Ministry of Finance
admitted that in 2001, due to increased defence expenditure, there had been
significant diversion of the maritime funds for extrabudgetary use by the Executive
Mansion. This partly would account both for the increased BMA deficit and the
decline in accounted incoming maritime revenue by the Central Bank, although the
gross shipping tonnage registered by USCR continues to see growth.
422. According to the Central Bank of Liberia's Annual Report 2000, maritime
revenue generated LS 609.03 million (US$ 15.2 million) in 1999. It brouQ.ht lTI
L$ 190.25 million (US$ 4.8 million) by 30 June 2000, indicating a decline of
U; 139.64 or 42.3 per cent when compared with the same period in 1999. In the
second half of the year, according to the Central Bank, this was L$ 527.46
(US$ 13.2 million), a rise of 12.6 per cent (a total of US$ 18 million). In JanuaryFebruary 2001, it generated L$ 21.31 (US$ 0.5 million); March -April, L$ 23.73
(USS 0.51 million); May-June, LS 65.81 (11S$ 1.37 million) a decline of L$ 72
(US$ 1.62 million) compared with the same pe riod in 2000. The Ministry of
Finance's ligures for 2001 provide much higher remittances than those registered by
the Central Bank of Liberia. This significant discrepancy between the figures
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remitted and the figures registered b)l the Central Bank are main ly due to very high
e.xtrabudgetary demands on these funds by the Executive.
423 The IMF in September 2000, in its Concluding Statement, following an IMF
staff visit to review the January -June 2000 Staff Monitored Programme (SMP)
expressed its own concern abo ut the shortfall in maritIme revenue. It reported that
"the continued decline in maritime inflows is troublesome and should be reviewed
closely so that remedial measures can be taken if necessary. The transfer of
mat'itime operations to a new agent on I January 2000 led to a delay in collection of
corporate registration fees, explaining part of the decline" IMF's suspicion was
correct. The remittance figures for August through October 2000 showed a dramatic
decline compared with the same months in 1999: the reason for this decline was the
authorized diversions by Benoni Vrey to Sanjivan Ruprah for payment to San Air
General Trading.
Table 7

Maritime revenue colJected, 1998-2001
(1Il US$)

/'v!ofl£h

1998

1999

2000

200/

2312540.00

January

169595804

536431.67

64832602

February

1 165 156.24

1706231.24

448500.00

929550.00

March

633 269.76

76611941

759500.00

672 050.00

April

71402222

1032869.91

85000000

858161.00

May

1 10092000

852298.00

550 IJOO.OO

569408.00

June

2695718.33

J 326278.47

1 50000000

197582900

July

1596851 19

1330600.79

4500000.00

581822.00

August

512071.35

666244.29

200 000 00

579676.00

September

629210.84

537 668.19

0

October

51610678

417864.32

200000.00

November

810934.16

545 04204

430794.44

December

5270979.50

3481025.29

1190567254

Total

17341 199.39

15 225 674.54

17942 793.00

3479 036.20

Source: Revenue Accounts DiVision, Ministry of Finance, MonrOVia.

The role of the Bureau of Maritime Affairs
424. The Bureau of Maritime AHairs originally functioned under the Ministry of
Finance, but following the creation of the Ministry of Transport, it was transferred
to that Ministry. On 20 June 1989, through an Act of Legislature, the Bureau was
granted autonomous status. The Commissioner is officially the only senior ot11cial
appointed by the President according to documentation provided by the Bureau.
However, it is evident that the appointment of Ms. Agnes Tay lor, an ex-wife to the
President, as Permanent Representative to the International Maritime Organization
and a Deputy Maritime Commissioner in London, was a political rather than
pro fess ional appointment.
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425 LISCR is ~he Agent for the Office of Deputy Commissioners of Maritime
Affairs and as such has a close relationship with the Bureau of Maritime AHairs.
Minister Plenipotentiary and Senior Deputy Commissioner John Morlu and Deputy
Commissioner for Merchant Marine Personnel and radio and seamen ID, George
Arku, share offices with USCR at its headquarters in Virginia an dare integraced in
[he official employee list. The New York office also hosts Deputy Commissioner
Victor Douba and Assistant Commissioner Alfred YIensah. USCR also shares space
with the Liberian Permanent Mission to I:vIO in London.
426. In recent years, there appears to have been deficils in the Bureau of Maritime
Affairs (BtvLA) operational budget. For example, in fiscal year 2001, the BtvIA
expected a total income of US$ 1,900,000 for its Monrovia operation against [Otal
expenditures of US:]; 2,025,880.63. In fiscal year 2000, USCR provided an extra
US$ 2,125,372 in additional revenue to cover overexpenditure in the Office of the
Deputy Commissioner.
427. Benoni Urey ordered the USCR payments to San Air in June, July and
September 2000. The Panel also has bank details showing that on 5 October 2000,
the Bureau of Maritime AJ:Tai rs in Momovia transferred US:]; 149,980 from its
Ecobank account in Monrovia to San Air in Dubai - further evidence that BtvIA
funds from Monrovia were used to pay for sanctions-busting.

The cas e of Gerald Cooper
428. Gerald Cooper's case shows that the Bureau of Maritime Affairs has engaged
in sanctions-busting before. Gerald Cooper was the Permanent Representative to
IMO in London and a Deputy Commissioner of Maritime Affairs. On 5 February
1998, United States Customs seized a Hummer armoured vehicle with a hardened
point to attach a weapon with a value of US:!) 146,260, in Savannah, Georgia. The
vehicle was being exported to Liberia via Cote d'Ivoire without an export licence,
therebv contrary to Un ited States law and regulations and a contravention of the
United Nations arms embargo on Liberia.
429. An investigation in the United States revealed the United Kingdom broker for
this deal was to be the Liberian Purchasing Agency Europe (LIPAE) Inc. which
operated from an address in London and the sale director was a Nigerian national
named Liam Ge, who is also the director of the Liberian Purchasing Agency Europe
Ltd. A United States broker called ivIr. Aikhuele using a company named IMIOTA
was also involved. Further investigations showed that payments were made from the
Permanent Mission of the Republic of Liberia to the IMO Bank of Scotland Account
and trom LlPAE Ltd at Barclays Bank Pic to Aikhuele and Boomershine Pontiac of
Smyrna, Georgia, who held the dealership for the Hummer vehicle. British police
investigations provided documentation on Gerald Cooper's involvement in the
transaction and there was further evidence that Cooper visited Atlanta in January
1998 for discussions with Mr. Aikhuele about the destination of the vehicle and the
possibility of ordering three more vehicles with hardened points.
430. On 12 February 1999, the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office
requested the Government of Liberia to waive Cooper's diplomatic immunity so that
he could be interviewed about these transactions. On 27 April 1999, the Liberian
Embassy In London declined to waive the immunity and claimed that Cooper had
acted in an "official capacity" on behalf of the Government of Liberia; that the
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Embassy of Liberia had no specific knowledge of Article 3 (il (cl of United
Kingdom Order 1993 ~hich enacted the United Nations arms embargo on Liberia.
431 On 8 July, :'vir. Cooper was declared persona non grata with Immediate effect.
Mr. Cooper and all members of his family left the United Kingdom. He is now
resident In the United States. According to interviews with and official
correspondence from the Bureau of Maritime Affairs, Gerald Cooper is a "Senior
Vice President of the Liberia International Ship and Corporate Registry". USCR
told the Panel in August that "Gerald is an independent contractor, he is not USCR
and USCR is not he", and his name does not appear on their official employee list
for 2001 or on their payroll, suggesting once again that what the Bureau of Maritime
Affairs claims can be ume liable. USCR had not investigated Cooper's past, prior [0
hiring him as a consultant, but admitted that they were "aware that he had to leave
(he United Kingdom under a cloud, but do not know exactly why".

The cases ofSanjivan Ruprah and Benoni Urey
432. In addition to Gerald Cooper's et10rts to break the arms embargo in 1998 and
1999, the Panel found that Sanj ivan Ruprah, a "Deputy Commissioner of Maritime
Affairs", and a consultant to the Bureau of Maritime Affairs, had played an
important role in violating the arms embargo.
433. Officially, Ruprah was known by several individuals in Liberia as a consultant
to the Bureau of Maritime Affairs, and he is known to have travelled in the capacity
of Deputy Commissioner of Maritime Atfairs in several European countries using
Liberian diplomatic passports. Remarkably, Ruprah used two different diplomatic
passports, one issued in Liberia on 24 March 2000 under the name Sanj ivan Ruprah,
the other on 23 August 2000 under the name Samir Nasr.
434. The Liberian Commissioner of Maritime A11airs, Benoni Urey, denied
knowing Mr. Ruprah. However, Sanjivan Ruprah stayed in Monrovia until January
2001, the time when the Sierra Leone report of the Panel of Experts became pub! ic,
in Liberia. Ruprah told the Panel he had stayed in the house of the former Chief of
Pol ice. This was confirmed by several officials in Liberia. The house is in Old
Congo Town By -pass in a quiet residential district in Monrovia. Mr. Urey was
practically tvIr. Ruprah's neighbour.
435. There is more evidence linking Ruprah to Benoni Urey. Ruprah was one of the
Global Civil Aviation agents appointed by the Ministry of Transport In Liberia.
These agents were entitled to issue certificates of registration for aircraft, a situation
that caused the to tal corruption of the Liberian aviation registry. This Panel obtained
more documents showing Ruprah carried official documentation in this respect. One
of those, sent by Ruprah to show his appointment by the Ministry of Transport as an
agent of the Liberia Civil Aviation Regulatory Authority to a business partner
abroad, showed that it was faxed on 7 December [999 from a fa"( machine in
Monrovia that identified itself as the "Maritime Bureau", the office of the
Commissioner of Maritime Affairs in Liberia, i'vIr. Urey. The address of the recipient
is Sanjivan Ruprah, Liberia Civil Aviation Regulatory Authority, Old Congo Town
By-pass, which is again the house almost opposite to that of Benoni Urey's. The
Panel was also told that Ruprah was a prominent guest at th e funeral of Benoni
Grey's mother in 2000.
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436. tvIr Ruprah, is also a close business partner of Victor Bout. He himself
acknowledged this in an interview by the Panel and the Panel has documents to
prove this close relationship. In this capacity, Ruprah also set up the ghost airline
West Africa Air Services, as is described in the section in this report on the
violations of the arms embargo. The Panel obtained a copy of a contract 'agreement
between West Africa Air Services and the airline company Renan in Moldova for the
leasing of a cargo aircraft. The plane was used, as shown in this report, for weapons
transport. This was also acknowledged by Mr. Ruprah and by the pilot of the
aircraft. The contract shows that the leasing contract was signed, on behalf of West
Africa Air Services, by Mr. LeRoy Urey. LeRoy Crey is the older brother of tvIr.
Benoni Urey.
437. The West Africa Air Services operation was run through San Air of the United
Arab Emirates by Ruprah. As we have already seen, Urey insisted that USCR make
payments to their accounts in June and July 2000 and also authorized a direct BtvlA
payment to San Air on 10 September 2000. These payments were for delivery of
weapons including 1,000 submachine guns that were smuggled from Uganda to
Liberia.
438. Commissioner Urey also authorized his Deputy Commissioner for Financial
Atlairs on IJ September to authorize three payments in September 2000 to the
Maritime Affairs Account at the Ecobank in tvlomovia for onward transmission to
the San Air General Trading Account in Sharja h, "via: the account of S. Ruprah".
These transfers from the Maritime Account correspond with a payment made by
Sanjivan Ruprah for US:;; 179,980 to San Air's account on 16 September 2000
(annex 9).
Diamonds and maritime affairs

Commlssioner Urev also maintains a number of other business interests
including farming, cellular telephones and diamonds. He is a sponsor of a number of
diamond mining concessions including at Smith Camp and at Cape Mount. The
Panel saw many articles on connict diamonds among the BtvlA's files in Monrovia
and Urey admitted to love diamonds, although he denied breaking the diamond
embargo. The association of diamonds with the maritime business is not [Jew. Two
separate retired U[Jited States Generals associated with the maritime age [Jts have
been involved in unofficial diamond transactions. While working for IRJ, one of
these retired Generals sponsored the activities of a diamond broker and was caught
by the authorities at Roberts International Airport with undeclared rough diamonds
in 1999.
439.

iVlaritime officials on the travel ban

440. Agnes Reeves -Taylor, Gerald Cooper, Benoni Urey, the Commissioner of
Maritime Affairs, Sanjivan Ruprah, a businessman and deputy commissioner of
maritime affairs and !'vIs. Wessa Dennis, a Deputy Commissioner for Public lJ:fairs
at the Bureau of Maritime Affairs, are listed by the Security Council Committee as
persons atlected by resolution 1343 (2001) on Liberia and are on the United Nations
travel ban list. Two of the named persons are known to have violated the ban by
[ravelling without an exemption issued by the Security Council Committee.
Sanjivan Ruprah, based since early 2001 in Brussels, has travelled regularly,
including to Washington, D.C. and Abidjan. Benoni Urey, the Maritime Affairs
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Commissioner tra ve II~d wIthout an exemption from the Security Council Committee
to Ab idjan on Ghana Airways tlight 533 on 29 August 2001.

The Liberian Corporate Registry
441. The Liberian Corporate Registry, managed by 1Rl and since 2000 by USCR,
has also been used for diamond transactions. The Panel of Experts in Relation to
Sierra Leone documented how numerous non -resident corporations used the 80
Broad Street, Monrovia, postal address of the off -shore registry as a convenient
label of origin for transactions for smuggled diamonds. This practice has declined
following the United Nations imposition of a diamond embargo on Liberia but the
Panel has found the address was still used for other types of illicit activity. In this
report the case is described of over l,OOO subma chine guns that were smuggled from
Li ganda to Li beria. The broker in this case was acting through the company
Culworth In vestment Corporation, with an address in 80 Broad Street, Monrovia,
Liberia. Culworth joined the registry in 1992 and paid its annual bills until 1997. It
became operational again in 2000 around the time of the West Africa Air Services
operation. It seems to be an off -the-shelf company used at particular times to
pm vide cover for sensitive business.
442. The 80 Broad Street postal address in Monrovia was used by the International
Bank of Liberia Ltd (owned by IRl) up to April 2000 (it then moved to 62 Broad
Street) when it was transferred to USCR for the purpose of continuity in the
operation of the off-shore registry. USCR is the sole regis tered agent in Liberia for
managIng legal documents or other notices for the non -resident corporation
wherever in the world that management may be.
443. The Liberian Corporate and Maritime Registries provide an important source
of revenue to a poor country. The maritime registry is of international repute but it is
vulnerable because of the use of the funds it generates for opaque off -budget
expenditure including for sanctions-busting.

Recommendations on the Liberian Corporate and Maritime

Re~'try

444. An escrow account should be set up by the Security Council Committee as the
ultimate destination for all revenues generated from the shipping and corporate
registry. The Panel believes that the Government of Liberia and HvfF should reach
an agreement to audit this account in order to determine all revenues generated by
the shipping and corporate registry and to determine the use of the revenue in this
account. The funds in [his account should be designated for development purposes.
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Part IV
The Travel Ban and States compliance to Security Council
resolution 1343 (2001)
The Travel Ban

445

Paragraph 7 of resolution 1343 (200 1) states:
"The Security Council.
7.
(a)
Decides also that all States shall take the necessary measures
to prevent the entry into or transit through their territories of senior members
of the Government of Liberia and its armed forces and their spouses and any
other individuals providing financial and military support to armed rebel
grollps in countries neighbollring Liberia, in particular the RUF in Sierra
Leone, as designated by the Committee established by paragraph 14 below,
provided that nothing in this paragraph shall oblige a State to refuse entry into
its territory to its own nationals, and provided that nothing in this paragraph
shall impede the transit of representatives of the Government of Liberia to
United Nations Headquarters to conduct United Nations business or the
participation of the Government of Liberia in the official meecings of the
Mano River Union, ECOWAS and the Organization of African Unity;
(b) Decides that the measures imposed by subparagraph (a) above shall
not apply where the Committee established by paragraph 14 below determines
that such travel is justified on the grounds of humanitarian need, including
religious obligation, or where the Committee concludes that exemption would
otherwise promote Liberian compliance with the demands of the Council, or
assist in the peaceful resolution of the contlict in the subregion;"

446 The Committee established by resolution 1343 (2001), paragraph 14, issued
the list of persons to be affected by this Travel Ban on 4 June 2001 (document
SC!7068). The Travel Ban has, in the Panel's opinion, been the most effective
sanction. Indeed, the Government had agreed with IMF as part of the January to
June 2000 Staff Monitored Programme, to "Freeze all non-essential foreign travel"
by the end of December 1999. The Fund concluded in its November 2000 report that
this had only had "limited effectiveness". The Ministry of Finance in Monrovia
admitted that there had been a significant saving on government travel revenue due
to the ban although they declined to provide the Panel their figures for travel in
2000 for comparison. However, the Panel did obtain official rates of the per diem
allowances for government officials when abroad. They include the President (US$
600 per day); Vice Presiden,t (US$ 500 per day); Cabinet Ministers and Heads of
ministerial agencies, accredited Ambassadors, Army Chief of Staff (US:S 400); all
Deputy l'vIinisters, non-accredited Ambassadors, Heads of depanmental agencies
(US$ 250 per day); and all Assistant Ministers, Deputy Head of departmental
agencies (US$ 200 per day).
447. The Travei Ban has been the source of the greatest number of complaints
received by the Panel. Individuals on the lisi requested to know on what grounds
their names had been placed on the lisi and how to appeal. In each case, the Panel
referred them to the Security Council Committee as the appropnate body
responsible for drawing up the list. The Panel does believe that the list should not be
set in stone, and that for humanitarig,p reasons some names should be dropped. The
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Panel also beiieves tpat the Committee should consider new names and should also
properly pubLcize and set up an effective system to consider applications for travel
exemptions for the duration of the Travel Ban.
448. The Panel actively sought to monitor compliance with the Travel, Ban. The
Panel examined all commercial flight manifests from Roberts International Airport
although a request to Spriggs Payne for similar access to their manifest records were
not forthcommg despite two meetings with the Director of Spriggs. Table 8 shows
the names of individuals that the Panel believes violated the Ban. Some of these
individuals such as George Haddad (he is a Lebanese passport holder) and Simon
Rosenblum (holds Cote d'Ivoire residency) are able to travel to their homes.
Mohammed Salame has also travelled regularly from Abidjan to Monrovia and back.
Table 8
Persons affected by resolution 1343 (2001) who have travelled from Liberia in violation of the
Ban between 7 June and 1 October 2001

Dale

Flight number

Name ofperson

Ports olembarkullon/
disembarkatIOn

Seat number

Remarks

I October

Sabena SN 678

Taylor E./Mrs.

ROB-A:'.;IS

31-A

Kiia Tal Joseph Wong

Carbah/F. M.

ROB-YUL

4-H

Wong/K. :vIr.

ROB-BEY

5-G

ReffelllV. Ms.

ROB-TL V

7-H

Ghana GH 571

Urey/B. Mr.

ROB-ASJ

Ghana AJrways
GH 521

Ailen/C

ROB-Accra

Wensua 005

Salame/N!.

ROB-ABJ

24 September

Sabena SN 678

29 August
14August
II August
7 August

Weasua 005

Taylor/E.

ROB-ASJ

6 August

Sabena SN 678

DeS hield/C.

ROB-lAD

5 August

Weasua 003

GIbson/M.

ROB-FNA

Minor/B. G.

ROB-FNA

Ward/A.

ROB-FNA

5 August

Weasua 005

DenmsIJ. :vIr.

ROB-ASJ

26 July

Ghana AJrways
GH-5JJ

BasmalJ

ROB-AS]

24 July

Weasua 005

Gaye/A.

ROB-ASJ

23 July

Weasua 003

Ward/A.

ROB- FNA

22 Jul y

Weasua 005

KafeliM.

ROB-ASJ

Rosenblum/S.

ROB-ASJ

10-K

16 Julv

Sabena SN 678

Haddad/G. Mr.

ROB-BEY

4-C

'2 JUly

Sabena SN 678

Glbson/M. Ms.

ROB-BOS

34-K

27 June

Ghana AJrways

Gaye/A.

ROB-Accra

1 ! june

Sabena SN 678

NealiJ. M.

ROB-BRU

7 June

Weasua 005

Salame/M.

ROB-AS]
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The case oL"-lphonso Gaye
449 On 27 June, [he Director of the National Port Authority, Alp honso Gaye,
arrived at Accra International Alrport on a Ghana Airways night from Monrovia.
When attempting to enter Ghana carrying a Liberian diplomatic passport, (D.0072300) he was detained at the airport for 24 hours by the immigration authorities. Gaye
claimed he was [ransiting Ghana to a conference in Togo. He was eventually
['eleased and returned to Monrovia. The Ghanaian authorities at Accra airport remain
very vigilant over the travellers from Monrovia, especially those carrying Liberian
diplomatic passports.

The case of Jamal 8asma
450. Jamal Basma. a Lebanese informal adviser to President Taylor, travelled on a
Liberian diplomatic passport to Abidjan on 26 July to have a number of meetings,
including with TotalFinaElf with whom he has a long -standing business
relationship. Late on 27 July, he was arrested by the "Direction de la surveillance du
terri to ire" (DST) at the Hotel Sofitel in Abidjan and held for a number of days, and
cross-examined on allegations that he was seeking to support Ivorian dissident
groups. Eventually with assistance of TotalFinaElf, the intervention of the Liberian
Govemment, and the assistance of the [vorian Consul, Prosper Kotchi, Basma was
finally released and escorted to the airport on 3 August. According to Ivorian
otfJcials, he was detained because of his violating the United Nations travel ban, but
this would not explain why he had been permitted entrance into the country in the
first place.

The case of Gus Kouwenhoven
451. Gus Kouwenhoven, the manager of Hotel Africa and RTC and partner in OTC
is a Dutch passport holder, but also holds a number of other passports, including a
Liberian diplomatic one. He has regularly travelled to and from Liberia, although
his name appears on the Travel Ban list. He does not deny this tra vel to the Panel,
admitting to important business in Congo, Brazzaville, where he is opening a hotel.
His name does not appear on the airline manifests at Robertsfield International
Airport, although he has been seen on international tlights. This has led the Panel to
conclude that he travels under a ditTerent name.
452. Kouwenhoven has visited Abidjan on a number of occasions since the Travel
Ban has entered into force. The Panel has confirmed and obtained documentation
that Kouwenhoven visited Abidjan on offic ial government business in June. A
printout of his hotel bill at the Hotel Sofite! showed that it had been booked by the
Embassy of Liberia in Abidjan (annex 11). After staying there he moved to the Hotel
Ivoire for an extra few days. Kouwenhoven also visited Abidjan in early August for
a stop-over prior to travelling on to Brazzaville. He was met at the plane and
escorted through the airport arrival procedures by the same Ivorian official who had
helped Jamal Basma during his deportation to Liberia a few days before.

The Cote d'Ivoire loophole
453. Abidjan airport is the main loophole in better implementation of the Travel
Ban. Panel members visited Abidjan five times during the Panel's investigation and
found that the authorities had not informed their immi gration and security people at
the International Airport abou, the Travel Ban. The Panel itself had provided in
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August the Ban Lis\s to airport and government officials. The authorities at the
airport said they could only act upon the list if given instruc tions by central
government. Despite the Panel's many requests, central government did not assist
the Panel in its efforts to document and monitor violations of the ban in Abidjan.
The Panel found that Cote d'Ivoire was deliberately uncooperative, cfespite the
frequency of visits and requests for assistance.
454. The Ivorian authorities need to assist the United Nations in establishing a
system at Abidjan airport to check that arriving passengers from Monrovia are not
on the Travel Ban list or hold a United Nations travel exemption.

'Wider implementation
455. The Panel is aware that many countries have tightened their vetting process of
visa applications by Liberian nationals. Switzerland and the United Kingdom have
reported rejections of visa applications by individuals on the list. One Ambassador
reported he had been offered rough diamonds on behalf of an individual on the list
to obtain a visa. Sierra Leone has refused Liberian delegations entry on two
occasions when they tried to travel to Freetown without an official United Nations
travel exemption. In the Philippines, Maxwell Poe has been artending a 23 July to
31 August summer programme at Trinity College, Quezon City, resulting in an
exchange 0 f correspondence between the college and the Bureau of Immigratio nand
Deportation.

Recommendations on the Travel Ban
456. The Panel encourages the Security Council Committee to reply to individual
requests about the ban promptly and expeditiously. The Panel also recommends that
the Committee set up a Liberia Travel Ban web page where the Committee's criteria
on how names have been put on the list is described. The web page should also
provide information on how to apply for travel exemptions and have a section on
who currently has an exemption to travel. This web site sh ould be publicized as a
resource for immigration and law enforcement agencies to keep track of who is on
the Travel Ban list, and who has exemption.
457. The United Nations Secretariat's Sanctions Department, in consultation with
the Committee, should also comp ile a photographic database of key individuals on
the Ban list to counter attempts by a number of individuals on the list to travel under
a different name. These photographs could be put on the web site.
458. The Panel does not believe that the list should be s et in stone. For
humanitarian reasons, a few names should be dropped; the Committee should also
consider new names, too.
459. A loophole at Abidjan airport needs urgent attention. The Council should
strongly encourage the Ivorian authorities to adopt a less pas sive attitude towards
the implementation of the Travel Ban. A verifiable system should be set up at
Abidjan airport to check that arriving passengers from Monrovia are not on the list
or if they are, they have obtained a United Nations travel exemption.
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Compliance with Security Council resolution 1343 (2001)
Liberia's compliance with resolution 1343 (2001)
460. The President of Liberia acknowledged receipt of resolution 1343 (2001)
through a letter dated 22 March sent by the Permanent Representative of Liberia to
the United Nations. In this letter, the President claimed to have taken the following
initiatives consistent with the demands of the Security Council:
(a)
Expulsion of all members of RlIF from the territory of Liberia, closing
down of RUF contact oUice and banning of all RlJF activities in Liberia;
(b)

Closure of border between Sierra Leone and Liberia;

(c)
Ban on the entry into Liberia of all uncertified rough diamonds from
countries with certification regimes and ban on export of all rough dia monds from
Liberia, pending establishment of an internationally acceptable and transparent
certification regime in Liberia;
(d)

Freezing of assets of RUF and its members;

(e)
Order for grounding of all Liberian-registered aircraft and revocation of
all these registrations.
461. In the sections above, the Panel has shown that on the issue of diamonds and
Li berian-registered aircraft there has been some movement. On other issues there
has been less progress. The RUF have not all been expelled from Liberia and Sa m
Bockarie, "Mosquito", although not a full-time resident of Liberia, currently
continues to enjoy Presidential favour. The arms embargo also continues to be
violated. The Travel Ban is generally respected by senior ministerial officials, who
are seeking travel exemptions.

Notification by other States of compliance
462. The Panel found it difficult to comprehensively assess the compliance of other
States in enforcing Security Council resolution 1343 (2001). Implementation and
compliance are important and the Panel recommends that future resolutions contain
a regular reporting requirement by States to the Security Council Committee on
their compliance efforts.

Ideas for continued monitoring of Security Council resolution 1343 (2001)
463. The United Nations Sec retariat should appoint a Liberia officer within the
Sanctions Department of the Department of Political AtIairs. This person should
conduct ongoing monitoring of compliance of resolution 1343 (2001) from New
York, develop databases of violation reports and dispatch letters of request and
make telephone enquiries about such reports. This person should also act as an
in-house researcher from the Security Council Committee, able to assist such as in
monitoring compliance of the Travel Ban and requests for tra vel exemptions. A seifstanding motivated United Nations Secretariat staff member, with administrative
support from the assistants to the Committee could fill this requirement efficiently
and cost-effectively. The Angolan Monitoring Mechanism already has 3I:tached to it
a political oHicer who has efficiently conducted a number of these tasks.
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464. There should be an ongoing assessment of Liberia's compliance with
resolution 1343 (2001) on the ground, too. A way to achieve this in a targeted and
cost-effective manner is to renew the mandate for this Panel of Experts for two short
periods in 2002 to visit West Africa with the Liberia officer appointed by the
Secretariat. These missions should be:
. An assessment mission by the Panel to Liberia and neighbouring States for a
period of four weeks starting in April 2002, to investigate and compile a short
report on compliance. This report, an independent audit of compliance with
recommendations, would then be submitted through the Committee to the
Council for consideration in May 2002;
• A second six-week mission to Liberia in September 2002, resulting in a final
submission to the Committee in November 2002. This report would also be an
independent assessment of total progress of the sanctions regime and the
Government of Liberia's compliance over the year.
465. The advantages of this system are that it would, over the year, enhance
Secretariat capacity to monitor compliance of resolution 1343 (2001). It also uses
the expertise of the Panel in a targeted and cost-effective manner and ensures that
the momentum created by the Panel's work in 2001 is not lost.
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Annex 2
Meetings and consultations
Austria
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

GPML (Globai Programme against Money Laundering) in the office of
UNODCCP
UNDCP (United Nations Drug Control and Crime Preventlon)
INCB (International Narcotics Control Board)
Belgium
Government

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Task Force Kimberley Process)
Ministry of EconomIc Affairs
Dlamond High Council (Hoge Raad voor Diamant)
Private sector

Paul La Roche, Liberia World Airlines, Ostend
Civil society

Christian Dietrich, IPlS
Media

Dirk Draulans, Knack
Walter De Bock, De Morgen
Burkina Faso
Government

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of De fence
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

liNDP
Cameroon
Government

Ministry of External Relations
Ministry of Transport
Civil Aviation Authority
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

France
Liberia
Switzerland
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lINDP
United Kingdom
United States
Canada

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Cape Verde

Two members of the Panel participated in "the 13th Africa and Indian Ocean
Planning and Implementation Regional Group Meeting on Civil Aviation". In
the margins of the meeting, discussions were held with:
Director of Operations (DG ASECNA)
Chiefs of Air Navigation Services of Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Congo,
Chad, Cote d'Ivoire, Gabon, Niger
Director of Air Navigation and Regulatory Services of Uganda
Director of Air Traffic Services of Ghana
Chief of Air Navigation Services of Central African Republic
Director of Civil Aviation and Chief of Air Navigation of Equatorial
Guinea
Administrator and Technical Director afDRC
Central African RepubliC
Government

Ministry of Mines
Ministry of Civil Aviation and Transportation
Ministry of Interior
Director General of Civil Aviation
Director of Cabinet of the Prime Minister
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

France
UNDP
Cote d'Ivoire
Government

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Interior
Ministry of Defence
Ministry of Transport
Interpol Sub-Regional Bureau
Sub-Prefecture of Man
Secretary General of the Prefecture ofBiankouma
Prefecture of Guiglo
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Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies
ASECNA
Canada
Germany
Israel
Liberia
Netherlands
United Kingdom
UNDP
UNHCR
WFP

Civil society
Centre for Democratic Empowerment
Modern Africa

Private sector
Management of hotels Sotitel, Novate!, Ivoire, Tiama, Gulf

Others
General Robert Guei
Liberian Refugees camp Nicla
Yussuf Sanon, Weasua Airlines
Ambassador at large Mohamed Salame
Jean-Francois Guillotte, Air Continental
Dieudonne Essienne, Former Ambassador in Moscow for Cote d'Ivoire
Ellen Johnson Sirieaf, Unity Party of Liberia

Czech Republic
Ivan Feranec, CTK, Prague

Equatorial Guinea
Government
Director General of Civil Aviation
Director General of Telecommunications

Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies
UNDP

France
Government
Ministry of Foreign AJTairs

Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies
Interpol Headquarters in Lyon
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Private sector

ATIBT (Association Technique Internationale des Bois Tropicaux)
IFIA (Interafrican Forest Industnes Association)
Others

Centre d' etudes africaines,
La Lettre du Continent

L' Ecole

des

Hautes

en

Sciences

Sociales

Gambia
Government

Permanent Secretary and Chief of Defence Staff
Director General of Customs & Central Excise
Director General of Civil Aviation
Minister of Foreign Atlairs
Mr. Baba lobe, Office of the President
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

UNDP
Ghana
Government

Civil Aviation Authority
Immigration Services
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

UNDP
Private sector

Ghana Airways
Guinea
Government

Ministry of Mines, Geology and Environment
Director General of Civil Aviation
National Agency of Air Navigaiion
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Defence (Defence Equipment Procurement Division) Central Bank
of Guinea
National Army
Prefecture of Gueckedou
Local Correspondent of "Agence Guineenne de Presse" in Gueckedou
Prefect and Chairman of local Collectivities in Macenta
Governor of the Region ofNzerekore
Prefecture ofNzerekore
Commander ofNzerekore Airport
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Diplomatic, bila,teral and multilateral agencies
Canada
France
Ukraine
Untted Kingdom
United States of America
World Bank
Office of Roberts Flight Information Region (FIR)
UNDP
UNHCR

Private sector
Societe de Gestion de I' Aeroport de Conakry

Others
Liberian Refugees in camp Kouakan
Liberian Refugees in camp Kola
Mohamed Yansane, Pecos Compagnie SA
Fatoumata Y. Yansane, Notary for Pecos Compagnie SA

Italy
Government
Public Prosecutor Monza , Dr Walter Mapelli
Consultants to the Prosecutor's 0 ffice, Mr. Bruno Brugnoni and Ms. Elizabetta
Brugnoni
Massimo Alberizzi, Corrierre dela Sera, Milan

Others
Leonid Minin, EIIE (interviewed in Busto Arcizio Prison)

Kazakhstan
Government
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Multilateral Cooperation Department
International Security Section
Non-tariff Regulation and Export Control Section
Head !!legal Operations Section
Chief Specialist in International Relations
Civil Aviation Committee
Division of Civil Aviation Activities Regulation
Ministry of Defence
National Security Committee
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources
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Kenya
International Air Transport Association (lATA)
International C ivi! Aviation Organizaoon (East & Southern Africa Regional
fflce)
UNDP

o

Kyrgyzstan
Government
Ministry ofForelgn Affairs
Ministry of Defence
Minister of Transport & Communications
Deputy Secretary 0 f the Security Committee
National Security Service
Deputy Director of Air Transport and Air Space Use,
Air Management Head of Department

Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies
UNDP

Private sector
National Aba Joldoru company

Liberia
Government
Liberia's Task Force on UNSC resolution 1343 (200 I)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Lands, Mines & Energy
Ministry of Planning & Economic Affairs
Ministry 0 f Transport
Ministry of Revenue
Ministry of Defence
Ministry 0 f Justice
Ministry of Finance, Bureau of Customs & Excise
Commissioner 0 fMaritime Affairs
Director of Civil Aviation
Governor of Central Bank of Liberia
Manager of Roberts International Airport
National Port Authority of Liberia
Gbatala Army Training Centre
Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Liberian National Police
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Private sector

;

Association of Liberian Loggers
Diamond Brokers Association
Denco Shipping Lines, Inc
Diamond dealers:
Diandorra Minerals
• Empire Diamond Company
• MARS Diamond Company
Gold and Diamond Miners and Workers Union (GODIMWUL)
Forest Hill Corporation
Inland Logging
Hotel Africa
Liberia Timber Association
Oriental Timber Company (OTC)
Royal Timber Company (RTC)
Stevfor Inc.
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

Democratic Republic of Congo
Egypt
European Union
Guinea
India (Hon.)
Sierra Leone
UNDP
UNICEF
UNOL
United Kingdom (Hon.)
United States
Civil society

Catholic Justice & Peace Commission
Centre for Democratic Empowerment
GTZ (Germany)
Liberian Interfaith Council
Liberian National Bar Association
Medecine sans Frontieres (MSF-France)
Oxfam (UK)
University of Liberia Press Club
Media

BBC
The Enquirer
The News
Press Union of Liberia
Kiss FM
Voice of America
_,or'
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Others

Prisoners of War held in Monrovia, belonging to CDF and LURD
lOPs from Lofa County
AFL and other armed militias in Lofa County
Ghassan Bassma, Africa Motors
Gus Kouwenhoven, OTe.
Simon Rosenblum, Getrac
Mali

State Protocol
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Civil Aviation Authority
UNDP
Moldova
Government

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Civil Aviation
Ministry of Defence
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

UNDP
Private sector

Pavel Igorevich Popov, Moldtransavia Airlines
Andrei Grosul, Renan Air company
Siloci lurie, Operations Manager CCM VIeHI
Others

Captain Garabet, Renan Airlines/West Africa Air Services
Namibia

Directorate of Civil Aviation
Netherlands

African Studies Centre, University of Leiden
Niger
Government

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Transport
Civil Aviation Authority
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Diplomatic,

bila~eral and

Agence pour
(ASECNA)
UNDP

multilateral agencies

la Securite de

la Navigation en

Afrique

et it Madagascar

Norway
Government

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (UN and Africa Departments)
Russian Federation
Government

Ministry of Finance (Gokhran)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (International Organisations Department and
Africa Department)
Ministry of Transportation (External Affairs Department of the State Service of
Civil Aviation)
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

Cote d' Ivoire
Kyrgyzstan
Private sector

Valery Cherny, Avia Trend and Ecotrend company
Boris Fedoulov, Paramount Airlines
Senegal
Government

Ministry of Interior
Direction de I'aviation civile
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

AFCAC (African Civil Aviation Commission)
ASECNA
ICAO (West and Central Africa Regional Bureau)
Sierra Leone
Government

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Mineral Resources
Ministry of Trade
Ministry 0 f Justice
Ministry of Civil Aviation
Civil Defence Force
Customs and Excise
-.'' '
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Pon Authority
National Security Advissr
Sierra Leone Army
Sierra Leone Police (Police Headquarters, CID, Special Branch and several
other departments of Police)
Sierra Leone Defence Headquarters
Private sector

Paramount Airlines
Rex Diamonds
Several diamond dealers in Bo and Kenema
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

Commonwealth Community Safety and Security Project for Sierra Leone
(CCSSP)
NCDDR
UNDP
United Nations Special Representative of the Secretary-General
UNAMSIL
officers and olficials deployed in Daru, Kenema, Koidu, Yengema,
Moyamba, Bouya,
a wide range of officers and officials in Freetown
United Kingdom
United States
Sierra Leone Ambassador to Liberia
Civil society

Campaign for Good Governance
CRS (Catholic Relief Services)
Chiefs and Elders from Kono District
Human Rights Watch
International Crisis Group
International Human Rights Law Group
International Medical Group
Media

BBC
Independent
PBS Frontline
Radio UNAMSIL
Reuters
Wall Street Journal
Others

Chief Tony Chenyere, Diamond Airlinesm Freetown
Gibril Massaquoi, spokesman for RUF
Omrie Golley, Political & Peace Council, RUF/SL
Paolo Palizzeri, owner of Cape Sierra Hotel Freetown
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Roger Crooks, Ylammy Yoko Hotel, Freetown
Ze' ev Morgenste~n, Rex Diamonds

Slovak Republic
Government
Ministry of Foreign Affairs officials
Police Headquarters (several branches of Police)
Ministry of Economic Affairs
Ministry of De fence
Ministry of Transport and Communications

Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies
UNDP

Spain
Fernando Robleda, ETTE

Switzerland
Government
Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (United Nations & International
Organizations; Financial & Economic Affairs)
Federal Customs Administration (Berne)
Federal Department of Justice and Police
State Secretariat for Economic Affairs
Money Laundering Reporting Office (MROS)

Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies
United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research
WHO

Private sector
JP Airline Fleets International
HSB Republic Bank (Suisse) SA
Company Met A.S. Laussane

Civil society
International Committee of Red Cross
Small Arms Survey

Media
Bruno Vanoni, Tagnes-Azeiger
Martin Stoll, Facts

Others
Erkki Tammivuori, Company Met A.S.JLaussane)
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Turkey
Government

General Directorate for Security
Ministry of Defence (N ational and Economic Affairs)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Africa and East Asia Affairs)
Under Secretariat of Foreign Trade
Private sector

Company Met A.S. Turkey
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

UNDP
Finland
Uganda
Government

Commissioner of Customs Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Director General of Civil Aviation
Ministry of Defence (Military Intelligence)
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

UNDP
Ukraine
Government

Nlinistry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Interior
Customs Department
Department of Civil Aviation
State Export Control
State Security Service
National Security Directorate
Border Control Authority
Ministry 0 f Defence
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

UNDP
Others

Vadim Rabinovic
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United Arab Emirates
Government

Civil Aviation Authorities in Dubai, Sharjah and Ras al Khaema
Port Authorities at Saquer Port
Private sector

Damas Jewellery (President of Jewellery and Dlamond Trade in V.A.E.)
Others

Sergei Bout, AirCess
Serguei Denissenko, San Air General Trading and Centrafrican Airlines
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Government

Foreign and Commonwealth Office (United Nations and Africa Departments)
Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies

IMO
UNIC
Private sector

De Beers
International Alr Management
Standard Chartered Bank Limited
Willis Group Ltd. London
Civil society

Amnesty International
Global Witness
Human Rights Watch
International Alert
International Federation of Transport Workers
Oxfam (UK)
Media
Africa Analysis
A/rica Confidential
BBC
Economist Intelligence Unzt
Financial Times
Reuters
West Ajrica ivfagazine
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United States of Aiperica
Government
Department of State
Department of Defence

Private sector
IRl
USCR
World Diamond Council
Rapaport Diamonds

Diplomatic, bilateral and multilateral agencies
IMF (International Monitory Fund)
Missions to the United Nations:
• Bangladesh
• Belgium
• Canada
• China
• France
• Gambia
• India
• Ireland
• Italy
• Jamaica
• Netherlands
• Russian Federation
• Sierra Leone
• Singapore
• Tunisia
• Ukraine
• United Kingdom
• United States
United Nations (DPA, DPKO, OCHA,UNDP)

Civil society
Amnesty International
Human Rights Watch

Media

The Perspective
PBS Frontline
Wall Street Journal

Others
Alhaji Koroma, ULIMO (K)
Peter Sprung, Attorney
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Other locations

I

Sanjivan Ruprah, West Africa Air Services/arms dealer
LURD representatives

Noles
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A number of individuals have played a key part in some of the events noted In this report. The
Panel appreciates those who agreed to be Interviewed.

2

Given the sensitive nature of the subjects being Investigated by the Panel, many individuals,
however, spoke under conditions of confidentiality. Several Interviewees have therefore nat been
listed.

69) United Nations Document
Statement by the Presiljent of the Security Council, United Nations Security Council
S/PRST/2000/24 (17 July 2000)

69) United Nations Document
Statement by the President of the Security Council, United Nations Security Council
S/PRST/2000/24 (17 July 2000)

United Nations

lA) Security Council
~
~

S/PRST/2000/24

Distr.: General
17 July 2000
Original: English

Statement by the President of the Security Council
At the 4173rd meeting of the Security Council, held on 17 July 2000, in
connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation in
Sierra Leone", the President of the Security Council made the following statement
on behalf of the Council:
"The Security Council expresses its full support for the decision taken by
the Secretary-General to mount a military operation by the United Nations
Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) to relieve its surrounded peacekeepers
and military observers at Kailahun. It expresses its satisfaction at the
successful outcome of the operation, with the minimum of casualties among
United Nations personnel. The Security Council expresses its admiration for
the professionalism, determination and robustness displayed by all the
UNAMSIL forces involved in this difficult and dangerous operation, and for
the leadership and skill of the Force Commander, General Jetley, under whose
personal command it was carried out.
"The Security Council believes that the hostile stance taken by the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) towards UNAMSIL personnel at Kailahun
had become intolerable. It fully concurs with the Secretary-General's
assessment in this regard. It is firmly of the view that, after over two months'
denial of freedom of movement by the RUF; the exhaustion of intensive
diplomatic and political efforts; and the recent decision by the RUF to impede
the resupply to Kailahun, the Force Commander, under these circumstances,
had no choice but to take resolute action to restore the security and freedom of
movement of UNAMSIL personnel, as authorized under the mandate of
UNAMSIL.
"The Security Council pays tribute to the forces of the Indian contingent
of UNAMSIL, who took the lead in the execution of the operation. The
Council expresses its profound condolences to the family of the Indian
sergeant, Krishna Kumar, who gave his life in the cause of peace. It also
expresses its sympathies to those who were wounded. The Security Council
commends equally the critical role played by the Nigerian and Ghanaian
contingents who provided essential flank and rear support, without which the
operation would not have been possible; as well as the contribution of the
force as a whole. The Council also expresses its appreciation to the United
Kingdom for the valuable logistical support provided. The cooperation,
coherence and sense of common purpose displayed by all concerned should be
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considered an example of the very best in United Nations multilateral
peacekeeping.
"The Council believes that there is now a firm foundation on which
UNAMSIL can build as it continues to implement its mandate and work
towards a lasting peaceful settlement to the conflict in Sierra Leone. While
noting these positive developments, the Council recognizes that there is still
much to be done, and expresses its full support to UNAMSIL in its efforts to
implement its mandate."
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70) United Nations Document
Statement by the President of the Security Council, United Nations Security Council
S/PRST/2000/14 (4 May 2000)

United Nations

(~l Security Council

~
~

S/PRST/2000114

Distr.: General
4 May 2000
Original: English

Statement by the President of the Security Council
At the 4134th meeting of the Security Council, held on 4 May 2000 in
connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation in
Sierra Leone", the President of the Security Council made the following statement
on behalf of the Council:
"The Security Council expresses its grave concern at the outbreak of
violence in Sierra Leone in recent days. It condemns in the strongest terms the
armed attacks perpetrated by the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) against the
forces of the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL), and their
continued detention of a large number of United Nations and other
international personnel. The Council expresses its outrage at the killing of a
number of United Nations peacekeepers of the Kenyan battalion and its deep
concern for the UNAMSIL troops who have been wounded or remain
unaccounted for.
"The Security Council demands that the RUF end its hostile actions,
release immediately and unharmed all detained United Nations and other
international personnel, cooperate in establishing the whereabouts of those
unaccounted for, and comply fully with the terms of the Lome Peace
Agreement (SI1999/777).
"The Security Council considers Mr. Foday Sankoh, as leader of the
RUF, to be responsible for these actions, which are unacceptable and in clear
violation of their obligations under the Lome Agreement. The Council
condemns the fact that Mr. Sankoh has deliberately failed to fulfil his
responsibility to cooperate with UNAMSIL in bringing these incidents to an
end. The Council believes that he must be held accountable, together with the
perpetrators, for their actions.
"The Security Council commends UNAMSIL forces and the Force
Commander for the courage, resolve and sacrifice they have shown in
attempting to bring this situation under control. It expresses its full support for
their continued efforts to this end, and for the overall fulfilment of their
mandate. It calls upon all States in a position to do so to assist the Mission in
this regard. The Council also expresses its support for the regional and other
international efforts under way to resolve the crisis, including by the Economic
Community of West African States.
"The Security Council will continue to monitor the situation closely and
consider further actions, as necessary."
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UNITED
NATIONS

Security Council

Distr.
GENERAL
S/RES/1289 (2000)
7 February 2000

RESOLUTION 1289

(2000)

AdoDted by the Security Council at its 4099th meeting
on 7 February 2000

The Security Council,
Recalling its resolutions 1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998,1181 (1998) of
13 July 1998, 1231 (1999) of 11 March 1999, 1260 (1999) of 20 August 1999,
1265 (1999) of 17 September 1999 and 1270 (1999) of 22 October 1999 and other
relevant resolutions and the statement of its President of 15 May 1999
(S/PRST/1999/13) ,
Afflrmlnq the commitment of all States to respect the sovereignty,
political independence and territorial integrity of Sierra Leone,
Recalling the relevant principles contained in the Convention on the Safety
of United Nations and Associated Personnel adopted on 9 December 1994,
Welcoming and encouraging efforts by the United Nations to sensitize
peacekeeping personnel in the prevention and control of HIV/AIDS and other
communicable diseases in all its peacekeeping operations,
Taking note of the letter to its President from the Minister of Foreign
Affairs and International Cooperation of Sierra Leone of 17 January 2000
(S/2000/31) ,
Havlnq consldered the reports of the Secretary-General of 23 September 1999
(S/1999/1003), 6 December 1999 (S/1999/1223) and 11 January 2000 (S/2000/13) and
the letter of the Secretary-General to its President of 23 December 1999
(S/1999/1285) ,
Determining that the situation in Sierra Leone continues to constitute a
threat to international peace and security in the region,
1.
Notes that the deployment of the United Nations Mission in Sierra
Leone (UNAMSIL) as establi shed by resolution 1270 (1999) is in the process of
completion;
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2.
Welcomes the efforts made by the Government of Sierra Leone, the
leadership of the Revolutionary United Front Party of Sierra Leone, the Military
Observer Group (ECOMOG) of the Economic Community of West African States and
UNAMSIL towards the implementation of the Peace Agreement signed in Lome on
7 July 19 99 (S / 19 99/ 7 7 7) ;
3.
Reiterates its call upon the parties to fulfil all their commitments
under the Peace Agreement to facilitate the restoration of peace, stability,
national reconciliation and development in Sierra Leone, and stresses that the
responsibility for the success of the peace process ultimately lies with the
people and leaders of Sierra Leone;
4.
Notes with concern that, despite the progress that has been made, the
peace process thus far has been marred by the limited and sporadic participation
in the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme, by the lack of
progress on the release of abductees and child soldiers, and by continued
hostage-taking and attacks on humanitarian personnel, and expresses its
conviction that the expansion of UNAMSIL as provided for in paragraphs 9 to 12
below will create conditions under which all parties can work to ensure that the
provisions of the Peace Agreement are implemented in full;
5.
Notes also with concern the continuing human rights violations against
the civilian population of Sierra Leone, and emphasizes that the amnesty
extended under the Peace Agreement does not extend to such violations committed
after the date of its signing;
6.
Calls upon the parties and all others involved to take steps to ensure
that the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme is fully
implemented throughout the country, and in partlcular urges the Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) , the Civil Defence Forces, the former Sierra Leone Armed
Forces/Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) and all other armed groups to
participate fully in the programme and cooperate with all those responsible for
its implementation;
Takes note of the decision of the Governments of Nigeria, Guinea and
7.
Ghana to withdraw their remaining ECOMOG contingents from Sierra Leone, as
reported in the letter of the Secretary-General of 23 December 1999;
8.
Expresses its appreciation to ECOMOG for its indispensable
contribution towards the restoration of democracy and the maintenance of peace,
security and stability in sierra Leone,

commends highly the forces

and the

Governments of its contributing States for their· courage and sacrifice, and
encourages all States to assist the contributing States further in meeting the
costs they have incurred in making possible the deployment of ECOMOG forces in
Sierra Leone;
9.
Decides that the military component of UNAMSIL shall be expanded to a
maximum of 11,100 military personnel, including the 260 military observers
already deployed, subj ect to periodic review in the light of conditions on the
ground and the progress made in the peace process, in particular in the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme, and takes note of
paragraph 33 of the report of the Secretary-General of 11 January 2000;
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10. Actinq under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, decides
further that the mandate of UNAMSIL shall be revised to include the following
additional tasks, to be performed by UNAMSIL within its capabilities and areas
of deployment and in the light of conditions on the ground:
(a)
To provide security at key locations and Government buildings, in
particular in Freec.own, important intersect ions and major airports, including
Lungi airport;
(b) To facilitate the free flow of people,
assistance along specified thoroughfares;

goods and humanitarian

(c)
To provide security in and at all sites of the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration programme;
(d)
To coordinate with and assist, in common areas of deployment,
Sierra Leone law enforcement authorities in the discharge of their
responsibilities;

the

(e)
To guard weapons, ammunition and other military equipment collected
from ex-combatants and to assist in their subsequent disposal or destruction,
authorizes UNAMSIL to take the necessary action to fulfil the additional tasks
set out above, and affirms that, in the discharge of its mandate, UNAMSIL may
take the necessary action to ensure the security and freedom of movement of its
personnel and, within its capabilities and areas of deployment, to afford
protection to civilians under imminent threat of physical violence, taking into
account the responsibilities of the Government of Sierra Leone;
11. Decides further that the mandate of UNAMSIL, as revised, shall be
extended for a period of six months from the date of adoption of this
resolution;
12. Authorizes the increases in the civil affairs, civilian police,
administrative and technical personnel of UNAMSIL proposed by the SecretaryGeneral in his report of 11 January 2000;
13. Welcomes the intention of the Secretary-General, as indicated in his
report of 11 January 2000, to establish within UNAMSIL a landmine action office
responsible for awareness training of UNAMSIL personnel and for the coordination
of mine action activities of non-governmental organizations and humanitarian
agencies operating in Sierra Leone;
14. Stresses the importance of a smooth transition between ECOMOG and
UNAMSIL for the successful implementation of the Peace Agreement and the
stability of Sierra Leone, and in that regard urges all those concerned to
consult over the timing of troop movements and withdrawals;
15. Reiterates the importance of the safety, security and freedom of
movement of United Nations and associated personnel, notes that the Government
of Sierra Leone and the RUF have agreed in the Peace Agreement to provide
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guarantees in this regard, and calls upon all parties in Sierra Leone to
ful~y the status of United Nations and assoclated personnel;

respec~

16. Reiterates its request to the Government of Sierra Leone to conclude a
status-of-forces agreement with the Secretary-General within 30 days of the
adoption of thls resolution, and recalls that pending the conclusion of such an
agreement the model status-of-forces agreement dated 9 October 1990 (A/45/594)
should apply provisionally;
17. Reiterates also the continued need to promote peace and national
reconciliation and to foster accountability and respect for human rights in
Sierra Leone, and urges the Government of Sierra Leone, specialized agencies,
other multilateral organizations, civil society and Member States to accelerate
their efforts to establish the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the Human
Rights Commission and the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace as fullyfunctioning and effective institutions, as provided for under the Peace
Agreement;
18. Emphaslzes the importance of the exercise by the Government of Sierra
Leone of full control over the exploitation of gold, diamonds and other
resources for the benefit of the people of the country and in accordance with
Article VII, paragraph 6, of the Peace Agreement, and to that end calls for the
early and effective operation of the Commission of the Management of Strategic
Resources, National Reconstruction and Development;
19. Welcomes the contributions that have been made to the multi-donor
trust fund established by the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development to finance the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
process, and urges all State sand internation al and other organizations which
have not yet done so to contribute generously to the fund so that the process is
adequately financed and the provisions of the Peace Agreement can be fully
implement ed;
20. Underlines the ultimate responsibility of the Government of Sierra
Leone for the provision of adequate security forces in the country, calls upon
it, in that regard, to take urgent steps towards the establishment of
professional and accountable national police and armed forces, and stresses the
importance to this objective of generous support and assistance from the
international community;
21. Reiterates the continued need for urgent and substantial assistance to
the people of Sierra Leone, as well as for sustained and generous assistance for
the longer terms tasks of peace-building, reconstruction, economic and social
recovery and development in Sierra Leone, and uraes all States and international
and other organizations to provide such assistance as a priority;
22. Reauests the Secretary-General to continue to report to the Council
every 45 days to provide, inter alia, assessments of security conditions on ~he
ground so that troop levels and the tasks to be performed by UNAMSIL can be kept
under review, as indicated in report of the Secretary-General of
11 January 2000;
23.

Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.

72) United Nations Document
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Distr.
GENERAL
S/RES/1270 (1999)
22 October 1999

RESOLUTION 1270 (1999)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 4054th meeting
on 22 October 1999

The Security Council,
Recalling its resolutions 1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998, 1181 (1998) of
13 July 1998, 1231 (1999) of 11 March 1999 and 1260 (1999) of 20 August 1999 and
other relevant resolutions and the statement of its President of 15 May 1999
(S/PRST/1999/13) ,
Recallinq also the report of the Secretary-General of 8 September 1999
(S/1999/957) and its resolution 1265 (1999) of 17 September 1999 on the
protection of civilians in armed conflict,
Afflrminq the commitment of all States to respect the sovereignty,
political independence and territorial integrity of Sierra Leone,
Havinq considered the report of the Secretary-General of 23 September 1999
(S/1999/1003) ,
Determinlnq that the situation in Sierra Leone continues to constitute a
threat to international peace and security in the region,
1.
Welcomes the important steps taken by the Government of Sierra Leone,
the leadership of the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone (RUF) , the
Military Observer Group (ECOMOG) of the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) and the United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone
(UNOMSIL) towards implementation of the Peace Agreement (S/1999/777) since its
signing in Lome on 7 July 1999, and recognizes the important role of the Joint
Implementation Committee established by the Peace Agreement under the
chairmanship of the President of Togo;
2.
Calls upon the parties to fulfil all their commitments under the Peace
Agreement to facilitate the restoration of peace, stability, national
reconciliation and development in Sierra Leone;
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3.
Takes note of the preparations made for the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration of ex-combatants, including child soldiers, by
the Government of Sierra Leone through the National Committee for Dlsarmamen~,
Demobilization and Reintegration, and ~ all concerned to make every effort
to ensure that all designated centres begin to function as soon as possible;
4.
Calls upon the RUF, the Civil Defence Forces, former Sierra Leone
Armed Forces/Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) and all other armed
groups in Sierra Leone to begin immediately to disband and give up their arms in
accordance with the provisions of the Peace Agreement, and to participate fully
in the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme;
5.
Welcomes the return to Freetown of the leaders of the RUF and AFRC,
and calls upon them to engage fully and responsibly in the implementa~ion of the
Peace Agreement and to direct the participation of all rebel groups in the
disarmament and demobilization process without delay;
6.
Deplores the recent taking of hostages, including UNOMSIL and ECOMOG
personnel, by rebel groups and calls upon those responsible to put an end to
such practices immediately and to address their concerns about the terms of the
Peace Agreement peacefully through dialogue with the parties concerned;
7.
Reiterates its appreciation for the
forces continue to play in the maintenance of
protection of the people of Sierra Leone, and
ECOMOG (S/1999/1073, annex) adopted by ECOWAS

indispensable role which ECOMOG
security and stability in and the
approves the new mandate for
on 25 August 1999;

8.
Decides to establish the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone
(UNAMSIL) with immediate effect for an initial period of six months and with the
following mandate:

(a) To cooperate with the Government of Sierra Leone and the other parties
to the Peace Agreement in the implementation of the Agreement;
(b) To assist the Government of Sierra Leone in the implementation of the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration plan;
(c) To that end, to establish a presence at key locations throughout the
territory of Sierra Leone, including at disarmament/reception centres and
demobilization centres;
(d) To ensure the security and freedom of movement of United Nations
personnel;
(e) To monitor adherence to the ceasefire in accordance with the ceasefire
agreement of 18 May 1999 (S/1999/585, annex) through the structures provided for
therein;
(f) To encourage the parties to create confidence-building mechanisms and
support their functioning;
(g)

To facilitate the delivery of humanitarian assistance;
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(h) Yo suppor~ the operations of United Nations civilian officials,
including the Special Representative of the Secretary-General and his staff,
human rights officers and civil affairs officers;
(i)
To provide support, as requested, to the elections, which are to be
held in accordance with the present constitution of Sierra Leone;

9.
Decides also that the military component of UNAMSIL shall comprise a
maximum of 6,000 military personnel, including 260 military observers, sUbject
to periodic review in the light of conditions on the ground and the progress
made in the peace process, in particular in the disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration programme, and takes note of paragraph 43 of the report of the
secretary-General of 23 September 1999;
10. Decides further that UNAMSIL will take over the substantive civilian
and military components and functions of UNOMSIL as well as its assets, and to
that end decides that the mandate of UNOMSIL shall terminate immediately on the
establishment of UNAMSIL;
11.
Commends the readiness of ECOMOG to continue to provide security for
the areas where it is currently located, in particular around Freetown and
Lungi, to provide protection for the Government of Sierra Leone, to conduct
other operations in accordance with their mandate to ensure the implementation
of the Peace Agreement, and to initiate and proceed with disarmament and
demobilization in conjunction and full coordination with UNAMSIL;
12.
Stresses the need for close cooperation and coordination between
ECOMOG and UNAMSIL in carrying out their respective tasks, and welcomes the
intended establishment of joint operations centres at headquarters and, if
necessary, also at subordinate levels in the field;
13.
Reiterates the importance of the safety, security and freedom of
movement of United Nations and associated personnel, notes that the Government
of Sierra Leone and the RUF have agreed in the Peace Agreement to provide
guarantees in this regard, and calls upon all parties in Sierra Leone to respect
fully the status of United Nations and associated personnel;
14.
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
decides that in the discharge of its mandate UNAMSIL may take the necessary
action to ensure the security and freedom of movement of its personnel and,
within its capabilities and areas of deployment, to afford protection to
civilians under imminent threat of physical violence, taking into account the
responsibilities of the Government of Sierra Leone and ECOMOG;
15.
Underlines the importance of including in UNAMSIL personnel with
appropriate training in international humanitarian, human rights and refugee
law, including child and gender-related provisions, negotiation and
communication skills, cultural awareness and civilian-military coordination;
16.
Reauests the Government of Sierra Leone to conclude a status-offorces agreement with the Secretary-General within 30 days of the adoption of
this resolution, and recalls that pending the conclusion of such an agreement
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the model status-of-forces agreement dated 9 October 1990
apply provisionally;

(A/45/594) should

17.
Stresses the urgenc need to promote peace and national reconciliation
and to foster accountability and respect for human rights in Sierra Leone,
underlines in this context the key role of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, the Human Rights Commission and the Commission for the Consolidation
of Peace established under the Peace Agreement, and urqes the Government of
Sierra Leone to ensure the prompt establishment and effective functioning of
these bodies with the full participation of all parties and drawing on the
relevant experience and support of Member States, specialized bodies, other
multilateral organizations and civil society;
lB.
Emphasizes that the plight of children is among the most pressing
challenges facing Sierra Leone, welcomes the continued commitment of the
Government of Sierra Leone to work with the United Nations Children's Fund, the
Office of the Special Representative of the Secrecary-General for Children and
Armed Conflict and other international agencies to give particular attention to
the long-term rehabilitation of child combatants in Sierra Leone, and reiterates
its encouragement of those involved to address the special needs of all children
affected by the conflict;
19.
Urges all parties concerned to ensure that refugees and internally
displaced persons are protected and are enabled to return voluntarily and in
safety to their homes, and encourages States and international organizations to
provide urgent assistance to that end;
20.
Stresses the urgent need for substantial additional resources to
finance the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration process, and calls
upon all States, international and other organizations to contribute generously
to the multidonor trust fund established by the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development for this purpose;
21.
Stresses also the continued need for urgent and substantial
humanitarian assistance to the people of Sierra Leone, as well as for sustained
and generous assistance for the longer term tasks of peace-building,
reconstruction, economic and social recovery and development in Sierra Leone,
and urges all States and international and other organizacions to provide such
assistance as a priority;
22.
Calls upon all parties to ensure safe and unhindered access of
humanitarian assistance to those in need in Sierra Leone, to guarantee the
safety and security of humanitarian personnel and to respect strictly the
relevant provisions of international humanitarian and human rights law;
23.
Urqes the Government of Sierra Leone to expedite the formation of
professional and accountable national police and armed forces, including through
their restructuring and training, without which it will not be possible to
achieve long-term stability, national reconciliation and the reconstruction of
the country, and underlines the importance of support and assistance from the
international community in this regard;
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24.
Welcomes the continued work by the United Nations on the development
of the Strategic Framework for Sierra Leone aimed at enhancing effective
collaboration and coordination within the United Nations system and between the
United Nations and its national and international partners in Sierra Leone;
25.
Notes the intention of the Secretary-General to keep the situation in
Sierra Leone under close review and to revert to the Council with additional
proposals if required;
26.
Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council every 45 days
to provide updates on the status of the peace process, on security conditions on
the ground and on the continued level of deployment of ECOMOG personnel, so that
troop levels and the tasks to be performed can be evaluated as outlined in
paragraphs 49 and 50 of the report of the Secretary-General of
23 September 1999;
27.

Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.
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Resolution 1346 (2001)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 4306th meeting, on
30 March 2001
The Security Council,
Recalling its previous resolutions
concerning the situation in Sierra Leone,

and the statements

of its

Presldent

Affirming the commitment of all States to respect the sovereignty, political
independence and territorial tntegrity of Sierra Leone,
Expressing its continued concern at the fraglle security situation in Sierra
Leone and neighbouring countries, and in partlcular at the continued fighting OD the
border regions of Sierra Leone, Guinea and Liberia and at the grave humanitarian
consequences for the civilian, refugee and internally displaced populations in those
areas,
Recognizing the importance of the progressive extension of State authority
throughout the entire country, po litlcal dialogue and national reconciliatlOn, the full
implementation of a disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme, the
legitimate exploitation of the natural resources of Sierra Leone for the benefit of its
people, full respect for the human rights of all and the rule of law, effective action
on the issues of impunity and accountability, the voluntary and unhindered return of
refugees and mtemally displaced persons, the holding by the Government of Sierra
Leone of free, fair and transparent elections, and the formulation of a long-term plan
for the peace process in order to achleve sustainable peace and security m Sierra
Leone, and stressing that the United Nations should continue to support the
fulfilment of these objectives,
Having considered the report of the Secretary-General of l4 March 2001
(S/200 1/228),
Decides that the mandate of the United Nations MisslOn in Sierra Leone
1
(UNAMSIL), established in its resolutions 1270 (1999) of 22 October 1999 and
1289 (2000) of 7 February 2000, shall be extended for a period of six months from
the date of the adoption of this resolutlOn;
2.
Further decides to increase the military component of UNAMSIL to a
strength of 17,500, tncluding the 260 military observers already deployed, as
recommended by the Secretary-General in paragraphs 99 and 100 of his report;
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3
Welcomes the revised concept of operatlons for TJNAMSIL as set out in
paragraphs 57 co 67 of the report of the Secretary-General and the progress already
made towards its implementation, and encourages the Secretary-General to proceed
to ltS completion;
4.
Expresses its appreciation to those Member States providing additional
troops and support elements to lTNAMSIL and those who have made commitments
to do so, encourages the Secretary-General to continue his efforts to seek, If
necessary, further properly trained and equipped forces to strengthen the military
components of UNAMSIL in order to enable the mission to implement fully its
revised concept of operations, and requests the Secretary-General to mform the
Council upon receipt of firm commitments to that end;
5.
Requests the Secretary-General to inform the Council at regular intervals
on progress made by UNAMSIL in the implementation of key aspects of as concept
of operations, and further requests him to provide an assessment in his next report
on steps taken to improve the effectiveness of UNAMSIL;
6.
Expresses its deep concern at the reports of human rights abuses
committed by the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) and others, including other
military groups, against the civilian populatlOn, in particular the harassment and
forced recruitment of adults and children for fighting and forced labour, demands
that these acts cease immediately, and requests the Secretary-General to ensure all
human rights monitoring posltlOns within UNAMSIL are filled in order to address
the concerns raised in paragraphs 44 to 51 of the report of the Secretary-General;
7.
Expresses also its deep concern that the Ceasefire Agreement signed in
AbuJa on ION ovember 2000 (S/2000/1 091) between the Government of Sierra
Leone and the RUF has not been fully implemented, and demands that the RUF take
immediate steps to fulfil its commitments under that Agreement to ensure full
liberty for the United Nations to deploy its troops throughout the country, the free
movement of persons and goods, unimpeded movement of humanitarian agencies,
refugees and displaced persons and the immediate return of all seized weapons,
ammunition and other eqUIpment, and to recommence active particlpatlOn in the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme;
8
Requests, in this respect, lJNAMSIL to maintain its support, WIthin Its
capabilitIes and areas of deployment, for returning refugees and displaced persons
and to encourage the RUF to cooperate to thIS end m fulfilment of its commItments
under the AbuJa Ceasefire Agreement;
9
Requests the Secretary-General to submit to the Council his views on
how to take forward the issue of refugees and mternally dispiaced persons, including
their return;
10. Calls upon all the parties to the Sierra Leone conflict to intensify their
efforts towards the full and peaceful ImplementatlOn of the Abuja Ceasefire
Agreement and the resumptlOn of the peace process, takmg into account the basis of
the Abuja Cease fire Agreement and relevant Security Council resolutions, and urges
Governments and reglOnal leaders concerned to contmue their full cooperation WIth
tbe Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and the Umted
Nations to promote these efforts, and, In particular, to use theIr influence WIth the
leaders of the RUF to obtain thelt cooperation cowards achIevement of the abovementioned goals,
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11
Encourages the efforts of ECOWAS towards a lastmg and final
settlement of the cnSlS in the Mano RIver Union regIon caused by the connnued
fighting in the border areas of Sierra Leone, Guinea and Liberia, and underlines the
importance of the polItIcal support that the United Nations can provide to these
efforts in order to stabiltze the regIOn;
12
Takes note of the responsibIllties to be undertaken by UNAMSIL in
support of the Government of Sierra Leone's disarmament, demobIlization and
reintegratIOn programme, notably the decIsion to provide an enhanced management
role as referred to III paragraphs 76 to 79 of the report of the Secretary-General,
commends the Government of Sierra Leone for the improvements it has already
brought about in the programme, encourages it to take the necessary urgent
deciSIOns to allow finalizatIOn of the programme and dissemination of informatIOn
on ItS benefits and conditions to proceed expeditIOusly, and also encourages
internatIOnal organizatIOns and donor countnes to support generously the efforts of
the Government of Sierra Leone III thIS regard;
13. Emphasizes that the development and extension of the administrative
capacities of Sierra Leone are also essential to sustainable peace and development in
the country, and therefore urges the Government of Sierra Leone to take the
necessary practIcal steps to prepare for and bnng about the restoration of civil
authority and basic public services throughout its territory, mcluding in the locations
where lTNAMSIL is expected to deploy in accordance with Its concept of
operations, and encourages States, other mternatIOnal organizations and nongovernmental orgamzations to provide appropnate aSSIstance in this regard;
14. Encourages the Government of Sierra Leone, together with the
Secretary-General, the United NatIOns High Commissioner for Human Rights and
other relevant international acwrs, to expedite the establishment of the Truth and
ReconCIliatIOn Commission and the Special Court envisaged by resolution 1315
(2000) of 14 August 2000, bearing in mind in particular the need to ensure the
appropnate protectIon of children;
15. Welcomes the Secretary-General's intention to keep the security, political,
humanitarian and human rights SItuation in Sierra Leone under close review and to
report to the Council, after due consultatIOns with troop-contnbuting countries, WIth
any additional recommendations, including, if necessary, for a further strengthening
of the mIlitary component of UNAMSIL for the completIOn of the planned concept
of operations to fulfil the overall objective of assistmg the Government of Sierra
Leone to re-establish its authority throughout the country, including the diamondproducing areas, and to create the necessary conditions for the conduct of free, fair
and transparent elections in due course under the authority of the Government of
Sierra Leone:
16.

Decides to remam actively seIzed of the matter.
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Resolution 1313 (2000)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 4184th meeting, on
4 August 2000
The Security Council,
Recalling all its previous resolutions and the statements of its President
concerning the situation in Sierra Leone,
Condemning in the strongest terms the armed attacks against and detention of
the personnel of the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMS1L), and
commending UNAMS1L and the Force Commander for the recent resolute action
taken in response to the continuing threat towards the mission from the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) and other armed elements in Sierra Leone,
Having considered the reports of the Secretary-General of 19 May 2000
(S/2000/455) and 31 July 2000 (S/2000/751),
1.

Decides to extend the mandate of UNAMS1L until 8 September 2000;

2.
Considers that the widespread and serious violations of the Lome Peace
Agreement (S/1999/777) by the RUF since early May 2000 constitute a breakdown
of the prior generally permissive environment based on the Agreement and
predicated on the cooperation of the parties, that until security conditions have been
established allowing progress towards the peaceful resolution of the conflict in
Sierra Leone there will continue to be a threat to UNAMS1L and the security of the
state of Sierra Leone, and that in order to counter that threat, the structure,
capability, resources and mandate of UNAMS1L require appropriate strengthening;
3.
Expresses its intention, in this context, taking into account the views of
the Government of Sierra Leone, the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) and the troop-contributing countries, to strengthen the mandate of
UNAMS1L as established in its resolutions 1270 (1999) of 22 October 1999 and
1289 (2000) of 7 February 2000 with the following priority tasks:
(a) To maintain the security of the Lungi and Freetown peninsulas, and their
major approach routes;
(b) To deter and, where necessary, decisively counter the threat of RUF
attack by responding robustly to any hostile actions or threat of imminent and direct
use of force;
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(c) To deploy progressively in a coherent operational structure and in
sufficient numbers and density at key strategic locations and main population
centres and, in coordination with the Government of Sierra Leone to assist, through
its presence and within the framework of its mandate, the efforts of the Government
of Sierra Leone to extend state authority, restore law and order and further stabilize
the situation progressively throughout the entire country, and, within its capabilities
and areas of deployment, to afford protection to civilians under threat of imminent
physical violence;
(d) To patrol actively on strategic lines of communication, specifically main
access routes to the capital in order to dominate ground, ensure freedom of
movement and facilitate the provision of humanitarian assistance;
(e) To assist in the promotion of the political process leading, inter alia, to a
renewed disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme where possible;

4.
Considers that, in order to allow the restructuring of the force and
provide the additional capability required for the achievement of the priority tasks
set out in paragraph 3 above, the military component of UNAMSIL should be
reinforced through accelerated troop rotations, as appropriate, and with, inter alia,
further aviation and maritime assets, a strengthened force reserve, upgraded
communications and specialist combat and logistic support assets;
5.
Recognizes that the RUF offensive against UNAMSIL since May 2000
revealed serious inherent weaknesses in the mission's structure, command and
control and resources, as referred to in paragraph 54 of the report of the SecretaryGeneral of 31 July 2000, reflecting findings of the United Nations Assessment
Mission which visited Sierra Leone from 31 May to 8 June 2000, welcomes the
recommendations made and action already taken to address these deficiencies, and
requests the Secretary-General to take further urgent steps to implement these
recommendations to improve the performance and capacity of the mission;
6.
Stresses that the successful achievement of the objectives of the mission,
including the priority tasks set out in paragraph 3 above, will depend on the
prOVISIon to UNAMSIL of fully equipped, complete units, with the required
capabilities, effective command and control structure and capacity, a single chain of
command, adequate resources and the commitment to implement the mandate of the
mission in full as authorized by the Security Council;
7.
Requests the Secretary-General, after further consultations with troop
contributing countries, to provide a further report to the Council as soon as possible
on the proposals in paragraphs 2 to 6 above with recommendations for the
restructuring and strengthening of UNAMSIL, and expresses its intention to take a
decision on those recommendations expeditiously;

8.
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Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.
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Resolution 1306 (2000)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 4168th meeting, on
5 July 2000
The Security Council,
Recalling its previous resolutions and the statements of its President
concerning the situation in Sierra Leone, and in particular its resolutions 1132
(1997) of 8 October 1997, 1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998 and 1299 (2000) of 19 May
2000,
.
Affirming the commitment of all States to respect the sovereignty, political
independence and territorial integrity of Sierra Leone,
Having considered the report of the Secretary-General of 19 May 2000
(S/2000/455), and in particular its paragraph 94,

Determining that the situation in Sierra Leone continues to constitute a threat
to international peace and security in the region,
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
A

Expressing its concern at the role played by the illicit trade in diamonds in
fuelling the conflict in Sierra Leone, and at reports that such diamonds transit
neighbouring countries, including the territory of Liberia,
Welcoming ongoing efforts by interested States, the International Diamond
Manufacturers Association, the World Federation of Diamond Bourses, the Diamond
High Council, other representatives of the diamond industry and non-governmental
experts to improve the transparency of the international diamond trade, and
encouraging further action in this regard,
Emphasizing that the legitimate diamond trade is of great economic importance
for many States, and can make a positive contribution to prosperity and stability and
to the reconstruction of countries emerging from conflict, and emphasizing further
that nothing in this resolution is intended to undermine the legitimate diamond trade
or to diminish confidence in the integrity of the legitimate diamond industry,
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Welcoming the decision taken by the member States of the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) at their Abuja summit on 28-29 May
2000 to undertake a regional inquiry into the illegal trade in diamonds,
Taking note of the letter of 29 June 2000 to its President from the Permanent
Representative of Sierra Leone to the United Nations and of its enclosure
(S/2000/641),

1.
Decides that all States shall take the necessary measures to prohibit the
direct or indirect import of all rough diamonds from Sierra Leone to their territory;
2.
Requests the Government of Sierra Leone to ensure, as a matter of
urgency, that an effective Certificate of Origin regime for trade in diamonds is in
operation in Sierra Leone;
3.
Also requests States, relevant international organizations and other bodies
in a position to do so to offer assistance to the Government of Sierra Leone to
facilitate the full operation of an effective Certificate of Origin regime for Sierra
Leone rough diamonds;
4.
Further requests the Government of Sierra Leone to notify the
Committee established by resol ution 1132 (1997) ("the Commi ttee") of the details of
such a Certificate of Origin regime when it is fully in operation;
5.
Decides that rough diamonds controlled by the Government of Sierra
Leone through the Certificate of Origin regime shall be exempt from the measures
imposed in paragraph 1 above when the Committee has reported to the Council,
taking into account expert advice obtained at the request of the Committee through
the Secretary-General, that an effective regime is fully in operation;
6.
Decides that the measures referred to in paragraph 1 above are
establ ished for an initial period of 18 months, and affirms that, at the end of this
period, it will review the situation in Sierra Leone, including the extent of the
Government's authority over the diamond-producing areas, in order to decide
whether to extend these measures for a further period and, if necessary, to modify
them or adopt further measures;
7.

Further decides that the Committee shall also undertake the following

tasks:
(a) To seek from all States further information regarding the action taken by
them with a view to implementing effectively the measures imposed by paragraph 1
above;
(b) To consider information brought to its attention concerning violations of
the measures imposed by paragraph 1 above, identifying where possible persons or
entities, including vessels, reported to be engaged in such violations;
(c) To make periodic reports to the Security Council on information
submitted to it regarding alleged violations of the measures imposed by paragraph 1
above, identifying where possible persons or entities, including vessels, reported to
be engaged in such violations;
(d) To promulgate such guidelines as may be necessary to facilitate the
implementation of the measures imposed by paragraph 1 above;
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(e) To continue its cooperation with other relevant sanctions committees in
particular that established pursuant to resolution 985 (1995) of 13 April 1995
concerning Liberia and that established pursuant to resolution 864 (1993) of 15
September 1993 concerning the situation in Angola;

8.
Requests all States to report to the Committee established by resolution
1132 (1997), within 30 days of the adoption of this resolution, on the actions they
have taken to implement the measures imposed by paragraph 1 above;
9.
Calls upon all States, in particular those through which rough diamonds
from Sierra Leone are known to transit, and all relevant international and regional
organizations to act strictly in accordance with the provisions of this resolution
notwithstanding the existence of any rights or obligations conferred or imposed by
any international agreement or any contract entered into or any licence or permit
granted prior to the date of adoption of this resolution;
10. Encourages the International Diamond Manufacturers Association, the
World Federation of Diamond Bourses, the Diamond High Council and all other
representatives of the diamond industry to work with the Government of Sierra
Leone and the Committee to develop methods and working practices to facilitate the
effective implementation of this resolution;
11. Invites States, international organizations, members of the diamond
industry and other relevant entities in a position to do so to offer assistance to the
Government of Sierra Leone to contribute to the further development of a wellstructured and well-regulated diamond industry that provides for the identification
of the provenance of rough diamonds;

12. Requests the Committee to hold an exploratory hearing in New York no
later than 31 July 2000 to assess the role of diamonds in the Sierra Leone conflict
and the link between trade in Sierra Leone diamonds and trade in arms and related
materiel in violation of resolution 1171 (1998), involving representatives of
interested States and regional organizations, the diamond industry and other relevant
experts, requests the Secretary-General to provide the necessary resources, and
further requests the Committee to report on the hearing to the Council;
13. Welcomes the commitments made by certain members of the diamond
industry not to trade in diamonds originating from conflict zones, including in Sierra
Leone, urges all other companies and individuals involved in trading in rough
diamonds to make similar declarations in respect of Sierra Leone diamonds, and
underlines the importance of relevant financial institutions encouraging such
companies to do so;
14. Stresses the need for the extension of government authority to the
diamond-producing areas for a durable solution to the problem of illegal
exploitation of diamonds in Sierra Leone;
15. Decides to conduct a first review on the measures imposed by
paragraph 1 above no later than 15 September 2000, and further such reviews every
six months after the date of adoption of the resolution, and to consider at those times
what further measures may be necessary;
16. Urges all States, relevant United Nations bodies and, as appropriate,
other organizations and interested parties to report to the Committee information on
possible violations of the measures imposed by paragraph 1 above;
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B

Stressing the need to ensure effective implementation of the measures
concerning arms and related materiel imposed by paragraph 2 of resolution 1171
(1998),
Stressing the obligation of all Member States, including those neighbouring
Sierra Leone, to comply fully with the measures imposed by the Council,
Recalling the ECOWAS Moratorium on the Importation, Exportation and
Manufacture of Light Weapons in West Africa adopted in Abuj a on 31 October 1998
(S/1998/1194, annex),
17. Reminds States of their obligation to implement fully the measures
imposed by resolution 1171 (1998), and calls upon them, where they have not
already done so, to enforce, strengthen or enact, as appropriate, legislation making it
a criminal offence under domestic law for their nationals or other persons operating
on their territory to act in violation of the measures imposed by paragraph 2 of that
resolution, and to report to the Committee not later than 31 July 2000 on the
implementation of those measures;
18. Urges all States, relevant United Nations bodies and, as appropriate,
other organizations and interested parties to report to the Committee information on
possible violations of the measures imposed by the Council;
19. Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Committee, to
establish a panel of experts, for an initial period of four months, consisting of no
more than five members:
(a) To collect information on possible violations of the measures imposed by
paragraph 2 of resolution 1171 (1998) and the link between trade in diamonds and
trade in arms and related materiel including through visits to Sierra Leone and other
States as appropriate, and making contact with those they consider appropriate,
including diplomatic missions;
(b) To consider the adequacy, for the purpose of detecting flights of aircraft
suspected of carrying arms and related materiel across national borders in violation
of the measures imposed by paragraph 2 of resolution 1171 (1998), of air traffic
control systems in the region;
(c)
above;

To participate, if possible, m the hearing referred to in paragraph 12

(d) To report to the Council through the Committee with observations and
recommendations on strengthening the implementation of the measures imposed by
paragraph 2 of resolution 1171 (1998), and of those imposed by paragraph 1 above,
no later than 31 October 2000;
and further requests the Secretary-General to provide the necessary resources;
20. Expresses its readiness, on the basis, inter alia, of the report produced
pursuant to paragraph 19 (d) above, to consider appropriate action in relation to
States that it determines to have violated the measures imposed by paragraph 2 of
resolution 1171 (1998) and paragraph I above;
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21. Urges all States to cooperate with the panel in the discharge of its
mandate. and underlines, in this regard, the importance of the cooperation and
technical expertise of the Secretariat and other parts of the United Nations system;
22. Requests the Committee to strengthen existing contacts with regional
organizations, in particular ECOWAS and the Organization of African Unity, and
relevant international organizations, including INTERPOL, with a view to
identifying ways to improve effective implementation of the measures imposed by
paragraph 2 of resolution 1171 (1998);
23. Requests the Committee to make information it considers relevant
publicly available through appropriate media, including through the improved use of
information technology;
24. Requests the Secretary-General to publicize the provisions of this
resolution and the obligations imposed by it;
25.

Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.
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Resolution 1299 (2000)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 4145th meeting on
19 May 2000
The Security Council,
Recalling its previous resolutions and the statements of its President on the
situation in Sierra Leone,
Having considered the letter of the Secretary-General to its President of 17
May (S/2000/446), and awaiting his next report,
Convinced that the deterioration in security conditions on the ground
necessitates the rapid reinforcement of the military component of the United Nations
Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) to provide the mission with additional
resources to fulfil its mandate,
1.
Decides that the military component ofUNAMSIL shall be expanded to a
maximum of 13,000 military personnel, including the 260 military observers already
deployed;

2.
Expresses its appreciation to all States who, in order to expedite the rapid
reinforcement of UNAMSIL, have accelerated the deployment of their troops to
UNAMSIL, made available additional personnel, and offered logistical, technical
and other forms of military assistance, and calls upon all those in a position to do so
to provide further support;
3.
Decides, acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
that the restrictions set out in paragraph 2 of its resolution 1171 (1998) of 5 June
1998 do not apply to the sale or supply of arms and related materiel for the sale use
in Sierra Leone of those Member States cooperating with UNAMSIL and the
Government of Sierra Leone;
4.
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Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.
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on 19 May 2000

The Security Council,
Recalling its previous resolutions and the statements of its President on the situation in Sierra
Leone,
Having considered the letter of the Secretary-General to its President of 17 May
(S/2000/446), and awaiting his next report,
Convinced that the deterioration in security conditions on the ground necessitates the rapid
reinforcement of the military component of the United Nations Mission in Sierra__ Leone
(UNAMSIL) to provide the mission with additional resources to fulfil its mandate,
1. Decides that the military component of UNAMSIL shall be expanded to a maximum of
13,000 military personnel, including the 260 military observers already deployed;
2. Expresses its appreciation to all States who, in order to expedite the rapid reinforcement of
UNAMSIL, have accelerated the deployment of their troops to UNAMSIL, made available
additional personnel, and offered logistical, technical and other forms of military assistance,
and calls upon all those in a position to do so to provide further support;
3. Decides, acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, that the restrictions
set out in paragraph 2 of its resolution 1111 (1998) of 5 June 1998 do not apply to the sale or
supply of arms and related materiel for the sole use in Sierra Leone of those Member States
cooperating with UNAMSIL and the Government of Sierra Leone;
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4. Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.
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RESOLUTION 1220 (1999)
Adopted bv the Securitv Council at its 3964ch meetinG,
on 12 January 1999

The Security Council,
Recalling its resolution 1181 (1998) of 13 July 1998 and the statement of
its President of 7 January 1999 (S/1999/PRST/lJ,
Expressing its deep concern oyer the recent deterioration of the situation
in Sierra Leone, and encouraging all efforts aimed at resolving the conflict and
restoring lasting peace and stability,
Having considered the Third Progress Report of the Secretary-General on the
United Nations Observer Mlssion in Sierra Leone (u~OMSIL) (S/1998/1176) and his
Special Report on UNOMSIL of 7 January 1999 (S/1999/20), and notinq the
recommendations contained therein,
1.

Decides to extend the mandate of UNOMSIL until 13 March 1999;

2.
Takes note of the intention of the Secretary-General, as set out 1n
paragraph 37 of his Special Report, to reduce the number of military obseoTers
in UNOMSIL and to retain in Conakry a small number who would return to Sierra
Leone when conditions permit together wich the necessary civilian substantive
and logiscical support staff under che leadershlp of his special Representative;
3.

Requescs the Secretary-General to keep the Council closely informed on

the situation in Sierra Leone and to submit a further report to the Council with

recommendations on the future deployment of UNOMSIL and implementation of
mandate by 5 March 1999;
4.

99-00625

Dec;des to remain actively seized of the macter.
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Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 7 - 20 Nov 1999
SUMMARY
Continued violations of the cease-fire agreement and the slow implementation of the Disarmament
Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR) Programme have continued to hinder humanitanan
interventions. Security continues to be poor in most parts of the Northern Province, and real questions
remain about the ability or willingness of the parties to the conflict to support the DDR process.
1. Political

Multi-Donor Mission to Sierra Leone
A Multi-Donor Mission visited Sierra Leone (November 8-11) led by the Under Secretary General for
Humanitarian Affairs, Ms. Carolyn McAskie. The mission consisted of representatives from a number
of key donor countries (Japan, USA, UK, Finland, Sweden, Norway, Canada and Ireland), the EU and
United Nations officials from the FAO and WFP as well as a representative from 10M.
The objective of the mission was to demonstrate the commitment of the international donor
community to support Sierra Leone's recovery from the civil war, and to focus on critical needs across
all sectors. The mission met people across a wide variety of sectors including government officials,
leaders of the AFRC and RUF, international and local non-governmental organisations (NGOs) local
members of civil society and UN officials.
They visited the amputee camp at Aberdeen, and the St Michael's Children's Centre in Lakka. They
also visited the Therapeutic Feeding Centre, Government Hospital and the Lebanese camp in Kenema.
Ms. McAskie stated that the uncertain security situation on the ground made it difficult for
humanitarian agencies to access areas where people where suffering. She urged all parties to speed up
the DDR process that plays an important role in humanitarian intervention, and to respect the
commitment to provide access to all parts of the country for humanitarian aid.
New Special Representative to replace Ambassador Francis Okelo
United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Anan has appointed veteran Diplomat Oluyemi Adeniji as
Special Representative to replace Ambassador Francis Okelo who is ending his two years position in
Sierra Leone. Mr. Adeniji is considered an expert in disarmament and conflict resolution and has
produced several publications in this regard.
UNAMSIL Peace-Keeping Contingent
Kenya has agreed to send 45 Officers and 779 servicemen and 6 service women as part of the 6,000
strong peace keeping-force (UNAMSIL). The United Nations has stated that it will begin deployment
of troops to Sierra Leone on the week of 22 November.
Canadian Government donates money to Sierra Leone
Cause Canada announced that the Government of Canada has donated 100,000 Canadian dollars for
permanent shelter support in the country. Cause Canada intends to use funds to construct 60 houses
equipped with Kitchens, Latrines and water wells in the villages ofBevehun, Bandama and Waima
along the Bo-Kenema Highway.
United Nations Institute ofDisarmament Research (UNIDIR) Mission
A two-week mission to Sierra Leone by two representatives from "lJNIDIR- Dr. Robin Poulton and Dr.
Anofloe Ayissi (Specialist in African Security ITI the UNIDIR) to promote new ideas for Peace and
Disarmament ended on 14 November.
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The team visited with members of the government, UN Agencies, civil society groups and the press.
Dr Poulton said that if disarmament should continue at a fast pace then, there must be a visible sign
that the people can appreciate. He suggested that a 100 weapons should be burnt as a "Smoke of
Peace" as a means of building up the confIdence of all Sierra Leoneans in the DDR programme.
UNDP and the Council of Churches in Sierra Leone (CCSL) are launching the campaign against small
arms nation wide.

Government Policy on Displaced Camps
The National Committee for Reconstruction, Rehabilitation and Reintegration (NCRRR) gave a press
release on 12 November on behalf of the Government discouraging IDP camps. The Commissioner
encouraged all IDPs whose homes are in safe areas to return home and resettle m their homes. Plans
are bemg put in place for the resettlement and reintegration of IDPs after disarmament of excombatants.
The NCRRR commended Freetown Cold Storage Company for employing four amputees, stating that
this type of positive action is one of the best ways of helping amputees prosper in society. Other
private business enterprises and institutions were urged to follow this step.

US Mission to Aid Sierra Leone
The US State Department is funding a mission to rehabilitate victims of war; Charles Ellmaker who
left for Guekedou, Guinea on 13 November will head the mission. The mission grant of US$766,OOO is
for a year and will focus on psychological help for tortured victims. Ellmaker stated that "if torturers
no longer get the political benefit that they expected, then that as a weapon becomes useless."
The OCHNHACU, UN Agencies and International NGO's also had a visit from Beth Stanford from
the OFDA office in Washington and Janet Beik, the Regional Refugee Coordinator from the State
Department office in Abidjan. They were here to discuss programs that the US government is funding.

Formation of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission
On 8 November AFRC called for the formation of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission, as
provided by the Lome Peace Accord. This commission will form a forum where Sierra Leoneans can
tell their stories, express their grievances and identify those who tortured them. The Commission will
form an essential part of the peace and reconciliation process, but Chairman Foday Sankoh of the RUF
opposes the idea and calls for a blanket amnesty for all crimes.

Commonwealth Heads ofState meeting in South Africa
The Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting in Durban, South Africa on 15 November called
on all parties to the Lome Peace Accord to fulfil their commitments to the DDR programme. The
communique also commended ECOMOG force and expressed support for UNAMSIL.

2. SECURITY
The security situation has not improved smce the last sitrep, when a number of incidents were reported
that severely impacted on the ability of humanitarian agencies to carry out their activities. Insecurity
has also affected the DDR programme in Lungi and Port Loko.
On 8 November riots broke out at the demobilisation camp in Lungi among rebel SLA soldiers. The
soldiers were demanding information, an acceleration of the DDR process and payment of monies they
claim are owed to them. The ex-SLA looted businesses and personal homes. While the United NatIOns
Military Observers and Government staff were eventually able to restore calm at the camp, tensions
remain. Also ex-combatants have threatened DDR staff at the Port Loko centres. This has helped to
highlight the necessIty of dramatically improving the consistency and quality of the sensitization effort
and speeding up the process of providing the benefIts to the ex-combatants.
As reported in the Human Rights section below, there continue to be almost daily attacks on civilians
in Port Loko district. These primarily consist of raids for food, but abductions and rapes are also
frequently reported. These attacks have been followed by an incident involving a vehicle belonging to
Children's Aid Direct (CAD), an International NGO carrying out humanitarian operations in Port Loko
district. The occupants of the vehicle, engaged normally in supplementary feeding activities, were
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stripped, beaten and forced to march into the bush. While they were released the following day, this
unacceptable incident has severely jeopardized operations in the area, and will be addressed at the
highest levels. This is the fIrst attack on an international aid agency, outside of a combat situation, for
over a year.
Insecurity continues to grow in the Kabala area, where RUF armed elements continue to push ex-SLA
soldiers from their bases in the North. Many of these soldiers are now in Kabala town, and have
informally surrendered their weapons to loyal SLA. Others remain in the outskirts of the town, with
their weapons, and have been responsible for some lootmg. A United Nations mission is planning to
go to Kabala this week to highlight the issues there, and recommend on a future course of action.
The Yele-Matotoka road is currently blocked, following disagreements between the CDF and RUF
A UNAMSIL mission in Segbwema was diverted to Buedu, at the request of Sam Bockarie. Initial
reports indicated that the team had been detained, but UNAMSIL officials have since denied this.
Other areas of the country remain quiet, notably in MakeniIMagburaka, where the new command
appears to have consolidated Its control.
All persons abducted in October near Mange Bridge along the Masiaka highway have been released.
Information that several members of UNAMSIL were detained at Kailahun is false and should be
disregarded.

3. HUMANITARIAN HIGHLIGHTS
A. Access
Access to the North has significantly reduced over the last few weeks, primarily due to the lack of
secure environment in which to work, threats agamst agency staff, and the mentioned attack on CAD.
Despite a number of pledges and commitments by RUF commanders, looted aid resources have not
been returned. Travel and security in most of the northern province still remains a problem, whIch has
limited the amount of humanitarian intervention in the area. With considerable and persistent effort a
minimal supply of medical, nutrition and food has been able to reach this area in the past. At this time,
conditions do not exist for a significant increase in activity in the Northern Province.
WFP and World Vision International have completed an assessment mission to Kailahun district and
hope to start small-scale operation once logistical constraints have been addressed.
B. Sectoral Analysis

Agriculture
FAD delivers fishing equipment to fishing communities
An FAO project is assisting war-affected artisanal fisherman and women groups who are fish
processors and marketers in the Western Area, Pujenhun, Bonthe, and Moyamba districts. Some 2000
families are benefiting from the ongoing distribution of project supplies which include fishing boats,
outboard engines, fishing nets, kuralon hard cord, ropes, twines, hooks, life jackets, lead in plates, ice
machine, insulated containers and fish smoking ovens.
The project also provides training in fish processing and marketing. On 12 November project inputs
were delivered to beneficiaries in Tombo, in the Western area. Tombo is considered one of the most
important fishing areas in Sierra Leone that suffered the devastation of the war. The distribution was
completed on 17 November with distributlOns to Fogbo and Magmpoh few miles from Waterloo.
CAD agricultural team has provided an additlOnal 1,000 vulnerable farm households in Masimera,
Malal and Yoni chiefdoms in the Port Loko and Tonkolili districts with groundnut seeds, cassava,
potato vines and farm tools.
International Committee of Red Cross (ICRC) and the Sierra Leone Red Cross Society (SLRCS) have
completed agricultural input distribution to 12,226 farm families in Lower Yoni, Kholifa Mabang and
Gbonkelenken Chiefdoms in the North. They have also assisted 237 war victims in Mortaim and
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Morgegba Villages near Grafton with seeds and tools, while Evangelical Fellowship of Sierra Leone
(EFSL) is planning to assist WIth food for agriculture
Child Protection

Spontaneous releases continue to occur, supported by ECOMOG, Human Rights community,
UNAMSIL, and Child Protection Network and rebel groups. On 14 November 52 Child combatants
were released at Laia Junction, as well as 6 abductees, 2 babes and 4 children. However, there remain
2,486 children registered as missing in the Western Area smce January 1999.
At the St. Michael's Children's Centre Lakka west of Freetown there are 152 children (abductees and
children associated with the fighting forces) being taken care of by Family Home Improvement (FHM)
in collaboration with Cooperazione Intemazionale (COOPI) and UNICEF, prior to fostering or
reunification.
National Family Tracing and Reunification October 1999
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Food Aid

On 8 November a caseload of 2,647 Liberian refugees in the Eastern region received their November
ratio of food (l59bags ofbulgur, 159 bags of maize meal and 107 pails of vegetable oil) from WFP.
Discussions in the Committee on Food Aid (CFA) have been focused on expanding access to areas
that desperately need assistance. In particular, Makeni and its surrounding towns clearly need support,
but security remains uncertain and insufficient to allow for action. However, in the meantIme, more
information will be sought on the situation in Kabala and Port Loko, and the possible Implications for
food aid.
Some progress has been reported on the funding for the WFP EMOP set up to acquire food for DDR
participants: the Norwegian government has committed US$250,000 in cash, the Swedish are
considering an equal sum, and the US agency Food for Peace has committed up to US$lmillion worth
of pulses and oiL
Health and Nutrition
Second Round ofNat zonal Immunization Days (NID)

The second round of the NID took place between 6-7 November. Vitamin A was given during this
round, which plays an important role in the resistance of under five children. This round was
considered successful; the teams were able to access most parts of the country including Kono. Oral
Polio Vaccine coverage was 85% and 80% coverage of the Vitamin A supplement nationwide.
The causative agent for bloody diarrhea in the Southern Province has been identified in Shigella N. in
the Southern Province. The agent is resistant to antibiotics; the MOHS has recommended the use of
noladixic acid for serious cases.
Medicins Sans Frontiers Belgium (MSF-B) started operating a mobile clinic on 9 November between
Kendeyella site2 and Splendid camp in Bo. This clinic is expected to serve 11,000 IDPs. This clinic
will also cover Kendeyella sitel camp.
Lebanese Camp in Kenema continues to receive medical attention from the lJNICEF sponsored clinics
at the New Police barracks.
Planned Parenthood Association Sierra Leone (PPASL) conducted refresher courses for 75
Community Based Distribution (CBD) agents, 45 Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAs) and 15
Mother/Child Health (MCH) Aides in reproductive health, Family Planning and Income Generating
skills.
Courses in Soap making and gari processing for 100 women of reproductive age were given. Bumpe,
Boama and Jiama Bongor chiefdoms in the Southern Province were the target areas.
CAD continues to support 7 health clinics in Port Loko District with medical supplies, equipment,
basic repairs, furniture and incentives for MOR staff In the first week of November support was
extended to an eighth clinic. They continue to implement a Supplementary-feeding Programme for
malnourished children and pregnant and lactating women from 8 locations in Port Loko District The
severely malnourished cases are transferred to the Action Contra la Faim (ACF) feeding centre m
Freetown. Approximately, 600 children and 500 pregnant women are currently being supported in the
programme.
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Refugees
UNHCR reports that the current number of Sierra Leonean refugees is 460,000 with 380,000 in Guinea
and 80,0000 in Liberia. Of these numbers 173,000 are originally from Kailahun, 28,000 from Kenema
and 20,000 from Freetown. RepatrIation as planned is unlikely to begin in significant numbers as
planned for the beginning of 2000 due to insecurity. However, 3,000 ex-SLA soldiers are expected to
return from Liberia in the near future. Fighting along the Makeni-Kabala axis has resulted in the
movement of 1,000 civilian's north into Kabala.
Water and Sanitation

Oxfam has completed 3 showers and 3 laundry facilities at the Kendeyella site 2, and well construction
at Tikonko is on going. The maintenance of existing hand pumps has been completed. Repairs on hand
pumps and hygiene promotlOn is ongoing at Gondama in Bo. ACF is installing one submersible pump
at their TFC. They have completed 12 blocks of latrines at the Kendeyella site 2. Construction to
underway for 6 new latrine blocks and 2 VIP latrines for MSF-B who started running a clinic at the
Kendeyella site 2.
Distribution of medicated soap and hygiene promotion at site 1 is ongoing. Construction of hygiene
training hall at the site is in progress.
World Vision Sierra Leone (WYSL) has rehabilitated 63 wells in 6 chiefdoms in the Bonthe District,
and has installed 40 pumps.
CARE is doing concrete work at various stages on 25 wells in the Moyamba district. Rehabilitation
work on 10 existing wells is in progress. 90 latrine slabs have been cast and placed over pits while 79
latrine pits have been excavated and health lessons being taught in the Moyamba District.
OXF PIM and ACF will be constructing 6 Latrines each at the Splendid camp after the demobilisation
of booths.
C. !DP Updates
Due to the recent attacks in the Port Loko-Lungi-Lunsar axis the number of displaced people has
soared with numbers between 8,000-10,000 in Port Loko town. When the security situation allows, the
National Technical Committee (NTC), HACU and NCRRR are planning an assessment mission to the
area to evaluate needs in food, shelter and water sanitation.
Actionaid has acquired a variety of non-food emergency items for Kambia district and will distribute
then as soon as accessibility improves.
African Muslim Agency (PIMA) distributed clothing to different areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Jui refugee camp 55 bales
National Workshop 25 bales
JuilKossoh Town 10 bales
AMA centre Kenema 31 bales
Representatives of displaced Paramount Chiefs 10 bales

so
400 booths constructed at Kendeyella site2 have been allocated to IDPs. OXFPIM is doing work on the
water facility at the camp whilst ACF is taking care of samtation. Cause Canada has constructed over
700 skeletal booths on site 2 of Kendeyella camp.
KENEMA

OXFAM and MERLIN continue to provide humanitarian assistance in Watsan and Health respectively
at Lebanese Camp.
OXFAM and AFRICARE continue to provide health and Watsan facilities for Nyandeyama camp. A
9-man management committee (3 each from Kono, Kailahun and Kenema Districts) has been elected
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to address IDP concerns.
IRC provided 2 rolls of plastic sheets for roofing the school and a football to children.
The transit centre for abductees at Dauda in Kenema is now complete. 8 booths to house ISO prisoners
of war/Abductees Each shelter IS estimated to hold 50 released abductees.
OXFAM has completed 2 toilet structures with 4 squat holes each and 2 laundries and shower sites at
Dauda. 1 traditional well has been rehabilitated. The fencing of whole campsite started on 11
November. There are no prisoners/abductees at the site; Agricultural Production Extension and
General Services (APEGS) a local NGO has offered to manage the camp.
FREETOWN

• Amputee Camp: There are presently 1,500 Amputees and family members at the site and 371
war victims. Representatives of the Multi-Donor Mission to Sierra Leone paid a visit to the
camp on 9 November to assess their needs. Handicap International are running the prosthetists
centre at the camp and have Dave Evans from the Vietnam Veterans Foundation training
amputees and other people in the construction of prosthetic limbs for amputees. The camp
manager pleaded on behalf of the amputees for donors to assist their return home and help in
getting an education.
• National Stadium: GOAL has moved a total of 4,738 registered IDPs to Grafton. There remains
240 unregistered IDPs and 55 polio and leprosy victims at the stadium that need to be moved to
some other location; the matter has been referred to NCRRR.
• Parade Grounds: The monthly food distribution by WFP has been completed; 26 cartoons of
vegetable oil, 138 bags ofbulgur and 58 bags of peas for 764 IDPs.
• Mandela Camp: Monthly food distribution by WFP has been completed for 434 IDPs
• National Workshop: On 16 November UNICEF immunized children against measles. There are
still illegal occupants at the camp, which is creating a problem for the legal occupants.
• Trade Centre: EFSL has disinfected all sheds and toilets against bed bugs. CHASL is planning
a micro-credit program at the camp for single mothers and orphans.
• Approved School: The International Islamic Relief Organisation (IIRO) is planning on phasing
out camp management at Approved School by December 1999.
• Grafton: There are a total of 10,710 IDPs at Grafton who need to be verified. GOAL is having
some problems in doing this and thIS is causing a delay for food distribution at the camp.
• Waterloo: ADRA hopes to complete the booths for IDPs staying at the make shift in Waterloo
and have them moved out. ADRA is still under-going problems with abductees at the transit
centre especially with food as is appealing to WFP to help out in this regard.

4. DISARMAMENT, DEMOBILISATION AND REINTERGRATION (DDR)
Status Report: Disarmament Demobilisation and Reintegration of Ex-Combatants
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There are a total of 1,063 ex-combatants at the various centres around the country.
Lt. Col. Johnny Paul Koroma has visited field commanders in the Okra hills and asked them to register
for the DDR programme. He assured them that there were provIsions for them to Join the new army,
how~ver it was important that they give up their weapons by 15 December the end of the disarmament
period. In thIS same light Chairman Sankoh sensitized his men in Makeni and Kailahun about the
importance of the DDR programme. He urged his men to turn away from war and work towards peace.
The demobilisation site at Daru continues to remain empty contrary to some reports.

5. HUMAN RIGHTS
There have been repeated reports of human rights abuses of civilians by former rebel elements. There
have been daily reports of attacks on villages, and associated rape, abduction, looting, and various
forms of intimidation. These incidents are reported to be more prevalent in the Port Loko - Lungi axis
Also, civilians continued to be levied with taxes and general harassment in RUF controlled areas as
well as in Bo and Northwest area by CDF elements.
Amnesty International called upon Commonwealth member states to help restore good governance, the
rule of Law, and respect of human rights in Sierra Leone. In order to end human rights abuses effective
implementation of the peace accord has to take place. This can only be effective with a strong
commitment from the international community. They recommend support of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission in investigating human rights abuses. Recommendations are also made
that those helping to bring peace in the region be properly trained about international human rights and
humanitarian law.

13 Walpole Street, Freetown, Sierra Leone
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Source: UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)
Date: 7 Aug 2000

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 25 Jul - 07 Aug
2000

A. SECURlTY
The security situation was relatively calm during the reporting period, characterized
by the disarming of a number of West Side Boys (WSBs) and RUF fighters. The only
clashes with the RUF occurred around Mange Bridge in the northwest, with the
advance of SLA troops from Port Loko.
Northern Region

UNAMSIL troops occupy Masiaka and regularly patrol the roads. Since UMAMSIL's
"Operation Thunderbolt", which aimed at clearing the WSBs out of the area, 130 of
them have disarmed in Mile 38 and Port Loko. However, others who refused to
disarm are continuing to man three checkpoints on the Mile 38/Masiaka road, and are
harassing civilians. Four relief workers of the Christian Health Association of Sierra
Leone (CHASL) are among the latest victims of abductions by the WSBs. They went
missing on 21 July, and were only released on 31 July, unharmed, but their vehicle
and its contents (food supplies etc) remain unaccounted for. Although the MasiakaMile 91 route has been reopened, caution is advised due to the continuing presence of
elements of armed WSBs.
The security situation in Mile 91 remains relatively calm but fluid. UNAMSIL has
assured residents that the situation there is under control. They however confirmed
rebel activities in Mayibin village, across the Mabang River, where 24 houses were
reportedly burnt down and a few civilians killed during a recent incident that took
place at the beginning of the month. UNAMSIL expects to deploy one full Indian
Battalion in Mile 91 before the end of the month.
The Bo-Mile 91 route is reported safe with a constant flow of vehicular traffic. Road
access via the Mabang Bridge continues to be hindered by the poor state of repair and
CDF harassment. Work is programmed to start on the bridge in the near future and
UNAMSIL has promised troops to guard the bridge once work commences. The
difficulty experienced on this route prompted the first use of a UNAMSIL escort by
an NGO food convoy on 28 July, taking 500 mt of food to Mile 91 and Kenema.
Humanitarian agencies remain concerned about the issue of access and security for
aid workers and beneficiaries in the area, and are arranging a series of meetings with
UNAc\1SIL and government authorities to address the matter.
There has been continuing violence in Port Loko between CDF and the SLA, with
sporadic shooting after dark. Defense HQ has deployed a new Battalion Commander
to rectify the situation.
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Western Area
An increase in search and cordon operations by UNJ\MSIL and the Police within

Freetown, and the movement of CDF out of the Brookfields Hotel, has seen positive
results in reducing crime in the city.
Eastern Province

Daru continues to see the disarming of a small number ofRUF fighters, but the
agreement between the RUF and CDF, to allow commercial trucks to use the road
from Kenema to Daru, seems to have fallen through, with the report of six vehicles
captured by the RUF at Segbwema on Saturday 6 August. Save the Children Fund
(SCF) reported that the vehicles (3 trucks and 3 taxis) were traveling from Kenema to
Daru and Dam to Kenema respectively, when they were seized and taken to an
unidentified RUF base. One of the vehicles is said to be a large commercial truck
carrying rice and palm oil. With the exception of one passenger who escaped, the
whereabouts of the people on the vehicles were still unknown at the time of writing.
Southern Province

The region was generally calm. However, aid agencies continue to express serious
concerns about a number of security incidents involving Kamajors, which are
hindering smooth delivery of humanitarian assistance in the region. The authorities
are cunently investigating a number of cases reportedly linked to the Kamajors,
including the death of an MSF-B national officer; the looting of ACF/WFP food in
Moyamba district and the commandeering of relief vehicles belonging to the
Lutheran World Federation in Sorogbema, Pujehun district.
The recent decision of CDF authorities to organize a workshop in Freetown, with the
participation of all its members, is viewed by the humanitarian community as a
welcome and timely initiative. Humanitarian organizations urge the CDF to discuss
as a matter of priority, strategies to end the continuing harassment and intimidation of
aid workers and the civilian population at large by its members.
Military Expansion

UNJ\MSIL troop strength in the country now stands at 12,500, recently boosted by
the anival of a Russian aviation unit with four Helicopter Gun Ships. The SLAs have
also expanded, with 1000 troops now undertaking continuation training after passing
out of the Benguema Training Camp. A new group ofrecruits are now undergoing
training.

B. POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
UN Security Council extends UNAMSIL mandate

On Friday, 4 August, the UN Security Council unanimously adopted a Britishsponsored resolution to extend UNJ\MSIL's mandate until 8 September 2000 and to
strengthen its capacity. The original six-month mandate was due to expire on Monday
7 August. The resolution said UNJ\MSIL's military component "should be reinforced
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through accelerated troop rotations, with further aviation and maritime assets, a
strengthened force reserve, upgraded communications, and specialist combat and
logistic support assets." According to the resolution, U.N. peacekeepers would help
the Sierra Leone government to extend its authority over areas of the country under
RUF control by deploying at key locations and main population centres. The Council
also agreed that the peacekeeping force would "deter, and where necessary,
decisively counter, the threat ofRUF attack by responding robustly to any hostile
actions" or threat of imminent use of force.
The resolution calls on the U.N. force to maintain security around Freetown and at
Lungi International Airport as a priority, to patrol main access routes to the capital,
and to promote efforts to disarm and demobilise combatants. "Widespread and
serious violations" by the RUF of the Lome Peace Accord "constitute a breakdown of
the prior generally permissive environment based on the agreement" and predicated
on the cooperation of the warring parties, the resolution said. Until security
conditions allow progress toward a peaceful resolution of the conflict, "there will
continue to be a threat to UNAMSIL and the security of the state of Sierra Leone," it
added.
An initial draft of the resolution called for UNAMSIL's strength to be increased from
13,000 to 16,500 troops, but given disagreement among Council Members on various
issues, the resolution was amended to call on the Secretary-General to recommend
measures to strengthen and restructure the Force. Meanwhile, the UNAMSIL Force
Commander, Major General Vijay Jetley is due back in the country on Tuesday, 8
August after an official mission to New York to brief troop contributing countries and
the UN Secretary-General on military developments and issues relating to the
mandate of the peacekeeping force.
The Quest for an RUF Leader continues

UNAMSIL reported on Monday, 7 August, that efforts were underway to identify a
new RUF leader to facilitate renewed dialogue between the RUF and the GOSL. The
RUF is yet to finalize their decision on the matter. Meanwhile, the UN Special
Representative for the Secretary-General (SRSG) Ambassador 01uyemi Adeniji
visited Momovia on Wednesday, 2 August for consultations with President Charles
Taylor on this and other matters relating to the Sierra Leone conflict. The SRSG is
due to travel to Bamako, Mali, on Tuesday 8 August to hold discussions with the
Chairman ofECOWAS, President Alpha Oumar Konare on the same issue.

C. DDR - Learning the Lessons
Deviation should not be tolerated in new DDR process - UN SRSG:

Disarmament should no longer be left to the discretion of the leadership of armed
groups. Rather it should follow a generally agreed timetable and an agreed sequence.
Any deviation should immediately be exposed as sabotage and as an indication of a
hidden agenda, said the SRSG, Ambassador Oluyemi Adeniji at the opening session
of the workshop. The SRSG, who chaired the occasion, stressed the need for political,
military, humanitarian/development agencies, Donors as well as civil society
movements, to work in full partnership in order to achieve the common goal.
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Humanitarian Agencies will play their part - UN Humanitarian
Coordinator/Resident Coordinator

Speaking along the same lines, and in his capacity as UN Humanitarian/Resident
Coordinator, Mr. Kingsley Amaning said humanitarian agencies saw the meeting as
an opportunity to expand the ongoing collaboration with the NCDDR and its partners
in the pursuit of the common goal - a successful DDR programme. In this regard, he
said the Programme" should be anchored within a framework of a wider simultaneous
and collective effort targeted at the resolution of conflict through: political
arbitration; the enhancement of security; the provision of basic social safety nets and
humanitarian assistance." Wbile recognizing the role of political and military
protagonists in providing a permissive environment, Mr. Amaning noted that,
"without a well planned and efficient DDR and other humanitarian programmes to
guide and encourage the peace process, an opportunity for real peace and stability can
be easily lost." "For the UN humanitarian and operational agencies," he concluded,
"this meeting is a timely invitation to us to join in biblical terms, the five wise
maidens in putting oil in our lamps to keep them burning in readiness for the arrival
of the bridegroom."
To do nothing is not an option for DDR - World Bank Director for Sierra Leone

"DDR is central and fundamental to Sierra Leone's transition from war to peace." "To
do nothing, is not an option," declared Mr. Peter Harold, the new World Bank
Director for Sierra Leone. Mr. Harold recognized the need to safeguard investments
already made, while preparing for a full resumption of the Programme. Commenting
on the controversial issue of the Transitional Safety Net Allowance (TSA) for excombatants, the Bank Director conceded that it was important to correct the
erroneous image of a cash-for-guns policy, but underlined the continuing need for
"cash", which he described as "cash-for-peace." "Without the early provision of
development support, there will be no transition," Mr. Harold stressed, noting that the
ultimate challenge was the Reintegration aspect of the programme. He observed that
the Bank's contribution to reintegration was contingent on the support of
humanitarian agencies, UNAMSIL, bilateral partners and civil society organizations.
GOSL still committed to the Lome Peace Accord

The Minister of Presidential Affairs declared that the GOSL was still committed to
the Lome Accord, and that the government had gone one step further to outline the
conditions for a resumption of peace talks with the RUF. He appealed to all
stakeholders to fully support the DDR process and other instruments of peace.
Challenges for the future -- Dr Francis Kai-Kai, Executive Secretary of NCDOR

Dr Francis Kai-Kai, the Executive Secretary ofNCDDR outlined a number of key
challenges facing the DDR programme since May 200D, including: Status of the
Lome Peace Agreement and its key structures; Status of political and military
leadership of all fighting forces; Clarification of strategy to end the conflict and
implications for DDR; Establishment of a security framework for DDR; Securing
military compliance; and Clarifying the policy on encampment and specific
incentives for D&D.
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Summary of specific recommendations from discussion groups

Status of the DDR Programme

Before the resumption of hostilities in May, 24,285 combatants had been disarmed
including 1,743 child combatants. Some 14,807 weapons and 255,719 ammunitions
were collected. Since then, some of the disarmed soldiers have been re-armed and
have returned to the war front. Only the Lungi and Dam camps are currently
operational. On 7 August, the Executive Secretariat of NCDDR reported a total of
260 ex-combatants at the Lungi camp, including some of the newly disarmed
Westside Boys. They are currently screening the ex-combatants for appropriate
action. The Executive Secretary said NCDDR had embarked on a sensitization
campaign to inform ex-combatants that they would not receive TSA payments while
they were encamped -- rather, payments would be made in communities -- to ensure
that the money is utilized for community-based reintegration programmes.
At the Dam camp, there are now 582 RUF and SLA ex-combatants. It is increasingly
difficult for NCDDR to plan community-based reintegration activities for the excombatants there, as the town remains surrounded by a hostile environment,
dominated by the RUF. The Commission however hopes to be able to move the SLAs
from the area and to find ways of reintegrating the RUF.
In Port Loko, 299 ex-combatants are said to have returned to the DDR camp. These
are mainly ex-RUF fighters who were being protected by UNAMSIL. Some of them
are finding it difficult to return to their home areas due to insecurity and lack of
acceptance by community members.

The NCDDR is currently sensitizing previously registered ex-combatants under the
reintegration programme to re-register so they could be considered for assistance.
They have appealed to agencies planning rehabilitation projects to include excombatants in their beneficiary caseloads.
Meanwhile, World Vision, in collaboration with NCDDR-eastern region, has started
a three-week training programme for community volunteers to assist over 300 excombatants and affected youths from seven chiefdoms in the Kenema district. This
programme, which is sponsored by the USAID/Office for Transitional Initiatives
(OTI), is aimed at empowering the youths to become better-adjusted citizens. OTI is
also supporting apprenticeship programmes to rehabilitate schools, wells and other
community projects, in collaboration with UNICEF and other partners.

D. HUMANITARIAN HIGHLIGHTS
1. Eastern Province

Daru - Relief activities expand

Further to our report on the Dam displaced in the last SITREP (10-24 July),
subsequent inter-agency missions have confirmed the presence of around 5,000 new
IDPs who arrived in Dam from nearby chiefdoms in Kailahun district. Agencies are
gradually expanding activities in the area, with UNICEF and OXFAM supporting
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Watsan activities, IMC and ICRC providing health services, and NRC addressing
education needs with UNICEF support. SCF continues to assist separated children
and other children associated with the fighting forces.
Although food prices are reported to be high, VlFP maintains that the situation does
not yet warrant emergency food aid intervention. The IDPs are said to be in good
condition with no visible signs of malnutrition. Agencies are closely monitoring the
situation for any significant changes. In this regard, IMC, VlFP and MERLIN will
conduct a quick nutritional survey in the affected areas on Saturday 12 August, which
will help determine the appropriate level of intervention required at this stage.
On the health side, IMC continues to run two clinics - one in the main town and the
other in Malema (see Sitrep 10-24 July). They have commenced routineEPI activities
for U5s and women of childbearing age. On Tuesday, 8 August, MERLIN and IMC
will organize a Lassa fever workshop in Daru town, as Daru is part of the Lassa belt
and could be at greater risk of an outbreak due to recent population movements.
Kenema - overcrowding in camps due to new influxes

The humanitarian situation in Kenema remains under control despite the latest
population influx resulting from UNAMSILIGOSL military operations in the east last
month. Existing camps are however overcrowded, straining current facilities and
services. The regional inter-agency committee in Kenema estimates that more than
7,000 of the new IDPs have settled in IDP camps - (Blama - 747; Gofor - 2,000;
Nyandeyama camp - 100; Lebanese camp - 1000; Konia - 2000 and Refugee
returnees residing in different camps - 2000). CRS has agreed to provide a one-month
VGF distribution to the new IDPs in camps after they have been verified. VlFP will
also distribute food to the new caseload at the Blama camp. In order to help relieve
the overcrowding in the camps, agencies are mobilizing resources to construct a new
camp either at the Gofor site or near the Blama camp.
Meanwhile, MERLIN has now completed a nutritional survey ofIDPs in four of the
camps. They are currently analyzing the results, which will be made available in our
next report.
2. Northern Province
Mile 91 area - Inter-agency coordination intensifies

Efforts are underway by CARE and VlFP to re-register and verify IDPs in Mile 91 for
further clarification on the numbers currently in the area. OCHA is now chairing a
weekly inter-agency meeting in the town to improve coordination of activities
between sectors and among agencies. The meetings are held every Friday.
Shelter: The immediate priority is to relocate IDPs currently occupying school
buildings in Mile 91 town, as schools are due to resume by mid September.
CARITAS reports significant progress in the construction of the transit camp in the
town, which will accommodate about 4,000 IDPs. They have completed the clearing
of the site and have pre-positioned construction materials in the area. Construction is
expected to begin during the week of 7 August. UNICEF has already started digging
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wells at the camp location.
Health: As a follow up to the recommendations of a joint rapid assessment mission,
·UNICEF has distributed a consignment of drugs, medical equipment and EPI
supplies to the District Medical Officer of Tonkolili District for IDPs in the township.
Meanwhile, at the U5 clinic, ICRC/SLRC immunised 1,356 children CDPT & BCG)
and treated 670 children for malaria, Acute Respiratory Infection (ARl) and diarrhea.
Some 405 expectant mothers were immunized against Tetanus. At the SLMB clinic
supported by MSF-H, a dehydration and obserVation unit has been temporarily set up
to treat severe bloody diarrhea cases until the isolation treatment centre for Shigella,
currently under construction is completed. MSF-H has already trained medical
personnel to attend to patients in the new centre. Meanwhile, the agency continues
outreach programmes within the township and in surrounding villages.
Nutrition: ACF is treating 151 severely malnourished children at its Therapeutic
Feeding Centre in Yonibana, while 654 moderate cases are benefiting from dry ration
programmes at the Supplementary Feeding Centre in Mile 91 town.
Non-food Items: ICRC/SLRC have completed distribution of Non-Food-Items (NFl)
to 2,642 families on the Roruks-Yobinana axis who had not benefited from earlier
distributions.
WATSAN: Water and sanitation needs remain acute in the township. UNICEF is
supporting the construction of 25 pit latrines as well as cleaning and chlorination of
572 traditional wells in the town. In Gbonkenlenken chiefdom, ACF has resumed
well rehabilitation and will begin hygiene education for the population there in the
immediate future.
Agriculture: In Gbonkenlenken chiefdom, Tonkolili district, CARE is following up
an earlier VGF distribution to about 12,000 new IDPs, with FFAg assistance to 750
farm families in the villages there. Meanwhile, CARE together with other agencies
has commenced are-registration of new IDPs in Yele.
In Kholifa chiefdom, also in Tonkolili district, CARITAS distributed 500 kits of
vegetable seeds and 1,500 bushels of rice seeds to 100 farming families in 14
communities.
Kabala - Poor road conditions hinder food assistance to new IDPs

During the reporting period, hundreds of new IDPs were reported in the Kabala area,
coming from the Makeni and Kono axis. The food security situation there is of maj or
concern as the Christian Relief Services CCRS) has now run out of food stocks there.
Food aid agencies are having difficulties re-supp1ying the area due to poor road
access. A cross-border operation via Guinea is being considered, but might prove
impossible for movement of large trucks, as the roads are extremely bad at this time.
The only viable option appears to be airlift operations. However, the Humanitarian
Helicopters managed by WFP and MSF do not have the needed capacity to lift large
volumes of food stocks at a time. Negotiations are ongoing with UNAMSIL on the
possible use of their MI26 Helicopter, which has the capacity to lift up to 25mt of
food stocks at a time. According to MSF-B, which is operational in the area, the IDPs
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are presently coping with the host communities, but their conditions will most
certainly deteriorate if a solution is not found in the next two weeks.
Bumbuna - humanitarian situation worrying

More than 7,000 newly displaced people are reported to have arrived in Bumbuna,
(northeast of Makeni) in the last week. MSF-B undertook a one-day assessment
mission to the town on Monday, 7 August and reported that the new IDPs were in
desperate need of humanitarian assistance, particularly food aid. About 20 mt of food
aid will be required to address the current needs. At present, food can only be
transported to the area by air. Efforts are being made by various agencies to find
ways of responding to the immediate needs of the IDPs.
The IDPs interviewed by MSF said they fled from Makeni and Magburaka to escape
RUF forced recruitments and continuing attacks. Some of them also fled due to the
helicopter gunship attack in Makeni in June, and had been hiding in bushes until their
arrival in Bumbuna.
The American .Ambassador, Amb. Joseph Melrose and the Catholic Bishop of
Makeni, Bishop Biguzzi, visited the town on 4 August and donated some medical kits
and BPS, which MSF said would help a great deal, as the bulk of the IDPs are
children. Nearly 400 of the new arrivals are occupying a school building and an
uncompleted hospital, while the rest are staying with host families. MSF conducted a
quick nutritional screening of about 350 children during their visit. They are currently
analyzing the results. Some of the children showed signs of malnutrition, particularly
the new arrivals. MSF has opened a clinic in the town and plans to support MOHS
health officials in the area to operate the facility. Some cases of diarrhea were
identified, but no evidence of a major outbreak.
Port Loko - it/ore IDPs reported

Within the Port Loko Township, the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) has
registered a total of25,200 IDPs, of which 5,499 arrived between 18 July and 1
August. Upon registration, the IDPs are reporting to the Police for further screening
and security clearance. A significant number of the IDPs 10,831, have been absorbed
into the local communities, while another 10,612 people have taken refuge in the
camp. Due to the congestion in the camp, 3,241 of the IDPs have moved into the
local primary school, while another 516 relocated to the Barracks. Meanwhile, WFP
plans to undertake a re-registration and verification exercise in Port Loko town
starting Tuesday, 8 August.
NRC began the construction of an additional 100 two-room booths at the camp on 31
July. Despite the continuing tense security situation, humanitarian activities are
gradually being reactivated in Port Loko town, with OXFAM resuming WATSAN
activities, which will help alleviate the suffering of many of the IDPs. The one-month
VGF distribution by WFP in July has had a considerable impact on the food security
status of the IDPs. However food shortages are reported in the camps due to
continuing influxes. Non-food items have not been provided for new arrivals. IMC
continues to maintain health programmes at the IDP clinic where they see an average
of 120 patients per day. They identified about 40 malnourished children during the
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period under review, mainly among the newly displaced.
N'RC continues the Rapid Response Education classes. They will soon complete the
construction of two additional temporary school structures for the students. A total of
970 children are emolled in the programme. NRC is currently conducting a threeweek teacher training for the teachers attached to the camp school.
Lungi Area/Tasso IsLand/Kakum IsLand - boosting coping mechanisms

IMC continues to support the outpatient clinic at the Lungi hospital, while providing
medical screening services to children in the Interim Care Centre in Lungi. In Tasso
Island, where at least 8,000 IDPs and residents are considered vulnerable, IMC is
maintaining health services and supplementary feeding programmes. They are
currently distributing plastic sheeting donated by ICRC to cover 97 booths in a
makeshift camp constructed by IDPs on Kakum Island. As a follow-up to a onemonth VGF distribution to 8,116 IDPs and residents in Tasso Island, WFP is now
focusing on FFW & FFAg interventions aimed at reducing the population's
dependency on VGF. In Lokomassama, which also hosts a large number ofIDPs,
CARITAS is supporting agricultural production. They distributed 500 bags of seed
rice and 500 hoes to help boost the production capacity of the farming community
there.
3. Western Area
IDP reLocation ongoing

CARE, WFP, OCHA and NCRRR continue to facilitate the relocation ofIDPs in
National Workshop to the expanded sections of Waterloo and Grafton camps. As of
the time ofreporting, a total of 1,675 IDPs had been relocated. The relocation
exercise will resume on Friday, 11 August. Plans are underway to further expand
camp facilities to ease the overcrowding situation in IDP camps. Concern Worldwide
and GOAL are currently working on the site expansion, while ACF is helping to
upgrade and extend WATSAN facilities in the expanded sites. Meanwhile, MSF-H
reports an increase in watery and bloody diarrhea in the camp clinics in Freetown.
Gambia donates money to IDPs

The Gambian President, President Yayah Jammeh, donated US$10,OOO to rDPs in the
Western Area during a visit to Sierra Leone on 26 July. Discussions are ongoing with
the IDPs on how best to allocate the funds. The Gambian leader also donated
US$10,000 to the amputees at the Murray Town camp in Aberdeen, Freetown.
Enhancing women's capacity

After an assessment of women's associations and war-affected youths, ICRC/SLRC
together with the Ministry of Agriculture are planning to establish a communitybased vegetable production programme, initially targeting 11,722 women and
children in the Western Area and in Port Loko district. Meanwhile, UNICEF has
distributed six sets of food processing equipment through AFRICARE & Action Aid
for women's groups involved in food security activities in the Western Area and in
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4. Southern Province
Flood victims targeted in Bonthe District

WVI has completed a second distribution of 42.75mt ofFFAg to 1,000 flood victims
in the Kwame Bai Krim chiefdom, Bonthe district. Meanwhile, ACF has completed a
food security assessment in five flood-affected chiefdoms in the Bonthe and Pujehun
districts.

E. SECTORAL HIGHLIGHTS
Child Protection

The Minister of Social Welfare Gender & Children's Affairs (MSWGCA), in a press
conference held on 27 July reported that the Sierra Leone government was working
on modalities to ratify the two optional protocols approved by the UN General
Assembly in May. The Minister also stated that the "Rights of the Child Act" has
been drafted and is awaiting review. The Ministry is yet to organise a stakeholder's
workshop to develop the mandate and structure for a Commission of War Affected
Children in the country. UNICEF reports that the special rapporteur on "violence
against women" will visit Sierra Leone by the end of the month.
During the past week, UNICEF and MYES along with other child protection agencies
conducted a two-day mass tracing exercise in the Western Area, including crossborder tracing. Meanwhile, CRS has registered 28 separated children in Mile 91,
while CARITAS is undertaking a registration and verification exercise for more than
400 separated children in Yele.
Below is a summary of family tracing and reunification activities in the South for the
month of July.
Separated
children

Families
traced

Reunifications
effected

Follow-up
visits made

[

I

!Bo
IMoyamba

II

7\1

1511

1111

111

II
I
I

311

211

211

-I

311

-II
-II

-II

-I

IBonthe
IPujehun

711

111

131

Education

MYES in collaboration with UNICEF has conducted a 10-day training of trainer's
workshop for the first batch of 20 trainers to implement the Accelerated Learning
Programme (ALP). The ALP is meant to cater for over-age children wishing to
complete primary schooling in half the normal time. 1.JNICEF is also working with
other partners to facilitate integration of amputee children and the children of
amputees living in Murray town camp into neighbouring schools for the ensuing year.
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Meanwhile, W'FP has offered to extend its school feeding programme to lJNICEFsupported formal schools and non-formal centres.
Food Aid

During the reporting period, W'FP distributed a total of 445. 879mt of assorted foodaid commodities to 39,447 beneficiaries countrywide.
Health

According to a health information bulletin recently published by the MOBS, health
facilities operational in the Western Area and northern province have declined from
356 institutions in 1997, to 154 to date; (Western Area-76; northern province- 78).
Meanwhile, UNICEF, WHO and UNFPA continue to undertake activities to
strengthen the MOHS capacity to respond to health challenges in different regions.
UNICEF recently supplied 1,800 EPI manuals for the training of PHD staff in
accessible districts. They also launched a community-based Anemia & Prevention
Control Project in Bo, aimed at targeting 12,000 pregnant and breast-feeding women.
They continue with chlorination, water trucking, and cesspit emptying activities in
illP camps and in accessible areas. In collaboration with local contractors, UNICEF
is constructing wells in Moyamba, Port Loko, Tonkolili and Kenema districts to
service schools, PHUs and vulnerable communities.

F. HUMAN RIGHTS
Human Rights Watch (HRW) reports continuing violations committed against
civilians by armed groups. According to a report sent to OCHA on 6 August, "of
particular concern is the plight of civilians attempting to flee RUF areas to escape
attacks, forced recruitment, and GOSL gunship attacks." HRW said it has collected
testimonies of civilians who were tortured by the RUF or killed for attempting to flee
(Makeni, Lunsar, Kambia). Given the massive displacement of populations within
RUF areas, the organization said it has reason to believe that the RUF is trying to
terrorize the remaining civilian population in their areas of control to prevent them
from leaving. "We've also documented many cases of civilians being severely
maltreated by CDF members, particularly the Gbethis who routinely extort money
from civilians and beat and torture those accused of being RUF combatants or
collaborators," the report said.
Gunship Attacks: Furthermore, testimonies of victims and witnesses from Tongo
Field recounted serious civilian casualties resulting from gunship attacks near the
market place. "While other RUF targets were also hit, and while there were reported
to be RUF combatants in and around the crowded market place, the attack resulted in
14 civilian deaths and at least a dozen wounded," said the HRW report. HRW said it
was yet to confirm which gunship was responsible for these attacks.
Forced Recruitment: HRW has recorded witness accounts of a recent RUF
recruitment drive in Makeni and in Yeliboya, near Kambia. "We have credible
evidence to suggest a small number of children as young as 10 were recruited in
Makeni between July 11 and 15" There are (unconfirmed) similar reports from
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Food Raids: The RUF continues to commit serious violations in raiding villages in
Makeni, Lunsar, Kambia and Kabala for food. HRW said it has documented at least
15 murders and several rapes, which occurred during such raids (in June and July).
Westside Boys: HRW reported at least eight cases of abductions along the FreetownMasiaka highway, including the four aid workers of the Christian Health Association
of Sierra Leone (CHASL) who were abducted on 21 July and released a week later.
CDF: There are continuing reports of extortion and lawlessness within the areas of
Moyamba, Kenema and Bo. HRW has also documented several cases of excessive
use of brutality against suspected RlJF rebels by the CDF.
For comments/questions/contributions please contact, Ahunna Eziakonwa,
Humanitarian Affairs Officer, OCHA, Sierra Leone. Email:
aeziaki@hotmail.com/Tel: 232-22-227759/23223-501302.
For the Directory of Humanitarian Agencies/Partners in Sierra Leone, 12lease click
here (pdf format)
* Get Adobe Acrobat Viewer (free)

VV1th the exception of public UN sources, reproduction or redistribution of the above text,
whole, part or in any form, requires the prior consent of the original source.
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•

Security Council

812000/455
Distr.: General
19 May 2000
Original: English

Fourth report of the Secretary-General on the
United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone
I. Introduction

3.
Prior to those events, President Ahmad Tejan
Kabbah convened on 9 March a special meeting of the
1.
By paragraph 22 of resolution 1289 (2000) of 7 National Commission on Disarmament, Demobilization
February 2000, the Security Council requested me to and Reintegration attended by the leader of RUF,
continue to report to the Council every 45 days to Foday Sankoh, the leader of the Armed Forces
provide, inter alia, assessments of security conditions Revolutionary Council/ex-Sierra Leone Army (AFRC/
on the ground so that troop levels and the tasks to be ex-SLA), Johnny Paul Koroma, the Deputy Defence
performed by the United Nations Mission in Sierra Minister and Civil Defence Force Coordinator, Chief
Leone (UNAMSIL) can be kept under review. The Hinga Norman, UNAMSIL and the Monitoring Group
present report is submitted in accordance with that (ECOMOG) of the Economic Community of West
request and covers developments since my third report African States (ECOWAS). At that meeting, all faction
on the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone issued leaders agreed to grant unhindered access to all parts of
on 7 March 2000 (~/2000/l86). The present report also the country to UNAMSIL, the humanitarian
recommendations
for
the community and the entire population; to relinquish the
contains
short-term
stabilization of the current situation in Sierra Leone, territory they occupied and allow the Government to
including for an expansion of the capacity of have full control over every part of the country; and to
UNAMSIL, beyond the level of 13,000 military allow disarmament to take place in selected areas in the
personnel authorized by the Security Council in its Eastern and Northern Provinces where disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration (DDR) facilities were
resolution 1299 (2000) of 19 May 2000.
already in place, and thereafter in the rest of the
country as facilities were made available. As a result of
II. Political developments
these efforts, the number of checkpoints maintained by
the factions was reduced, and UNAMSIL was able to
2.
During the reporting period, the peace process deploy to the RUF stronghold of Kailahun on 16
suffered a very serious setback as the result of the March. However, RUF fighters continued to obstruct
recent unprovoked armed attacks on United Nations UNAMSIL deployment to Koidu in the Kono District
peacekeepers, the detention of several hundred United and the number of RUF ex-combatants reporting for
Nations personnel, and the destruction of disarmament disarmament remained very low. In addition, some
and demobilization camps by fighters of the checkpoints manned by the factions remained in place
Revolutionary United Front (RUF). Regrettably, those and continued to hinder movement by the humanitarian
developments in May 2000, which are described in community and the general population.
section VI? of this report, overshadowed the limited
4.
On 20 March, at Freetown, ECOWAS convened a
progress achieved in the implementation of the Lome
verification meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee of the
Peace Agreement through a series of meetings of the
Principal Parties to the Lome Agreement to follow up
parties and international stakeholders.
on the decisions reached at the special meeting on

00-40722 (E)
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Sierra Leone held at Bamako on I March, which was
covered in my third report. At the meeting in Freetown,
the RUF leader, Foday Sankoh, stated that he accepted
that UNAMSIL was the "neutral peacekeeping force"
provided for in the Lome Peace Agreement
(S/1999/777, annex). This was considered a positive
development, since RUF had previously questioned the
presence of UN AMSIL peacekeepers in Sierra Leone.
5.
The meeting on 20 March of the principal parties
also set up a committee, headed by my Special
Representative, Oluyemi Adeniji, to carry out an
investigation into the seizure in January of weapons
and equipment from Kenyan and Guinean troops by
RUF and from the Kenyan contingent by AFRC/exSLA. The investigation committee held its first
meeting on 3 I March, but RUF failed to attend on the
pretext that it was not involved in the seizure of the
Guinean weapons, despite evidence to the contrary.
The three seized Guinean armoured personnel carriers
have been recovered, but the other weapons and
equipment have yet to be returned.
6.
The Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping
Operations visited Sierra Leone from 19 to 21 March to
assess the operations of UNAMSIL and to convey to
the parties the strong commitment of the United
Nations to assist them in implementing the Lome
Agreement. He held meetings with UNAMSIL senior
staff, President Kabbah and other government officials,
Mr. Koroma, Mr. Sankoh, United Nations agencies and
representatives of civil society. The Under-SecretaryGeneral also visited Port Loko and Makeni, where he
UNAMSIL
troops,
disarmament,
inspected
demobilization and reintegration camps and centres for
former child combatants. He also visited Bamako,
where he met with the President of Mali, Alpha Oumar
Konare, current Chairman of ECOWAS.
7.
At the initiative of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, a high-level donors
conference on Sierra Leone was convened in London
on 27 March, to affirm political support for the peace
process and mobilize additional resources. The
conference was co-chaired by the United Kingdom, the
World Bank and the United Nations, which was
represented by the Deputy Secretary-General. New
pledges tetalling some USS 70 million were made, to
support the peace process, in particular the process of
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration, as well
as humanitarian assistance. The conference reaffirmed
the international community's continued and strong
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support for the implementation of the Lome Peace
Agreement and sent a strong message to the factions to
fulfil their obligations under the Agreement. In
particular, the rebels were called upon to put an end to
the continuing human rights abuses, to disarm their
combatants immediately, to release women and
children still detained, and to allow safe and
unhindered access for humanitarian assistance to all
areas of the country. The participants also discussed the
issue of elections and undertook to help to organize
free and fair elections in Sierra Leone, as provided for
under the Lome Peace Agreement, on the clear
understanding that elections would not be possible
without significant progress on disarmament. I
commend the Government of the United Kingdom for
taking this important initiative.
8.
During the reporting period, some progress has
also been made with regard to the functioning of the
various institutions envisaged in the Lome Agreement.
However, this continued to be hampered by a lack of
resources. The Commission for the Management of
Strategic Resources, National Reconstruction and
Development, chaired by Mr. Sankoh, did not produce
a plan of action and there also appeared to be a lack of
political consensus on its role vis-Ii-vis existing
ministries. The Commission for the Consolidation of
Peace led by Mr. Koroma, however, made a good
beginning and organized several meetings of the parties
and other stakeholders to promote reconciliation and
discuss ways of moving the peace process forward.
From 18 to 23 April, the Commission for the
Consolidation of Peace convened a commanders peace
conference at Bo to facilitate face-to-face meetings
among the commanders of the factions and to build
confidence and promote peace. The conference was
well attended by all factions.
9.
Mr. Sankoh appeared before the Parliament of
Sierra Leone on 15 March to answer questions on
issues impeding the peace process. All political parties
represented in Parliament strongly criticized Mr.
Sankoh for impeding the peace process. In his
response, Mr. Sankoh asserted that he was committed
to the peace process and attributed the current obstacles
to progress, in particular the slow pace of disarmament,
to the weakness of the National Commission on
Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration; the
lack
of
transportation
facilities,
inadequate
disarmament,
demobilization
and
reintegration
facilities; and to unattractive incentives for the ex-
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combatants. However, Mr. Sankoh claimed that he was
ready to work with Parliament.
10. At various bilateral and multilateral meetings
during the reporting period, Mr. Sankoh and other RUF
leaders complained about certain aspects of the Lome
Agreement that had not been
implemented.
Specifically, they mentioned the fact that no RUF
members had been appointed to positions in parastatal
enterprises, the diplomatic service and any other public
sector, under article IV of the Lome Agreement. They
also complained that too much attention was being
focused on the disarmament provisions to the neglect
of the political provisions of the Agreement. While
there can be little doubt that the lack of cooperation on
the part of RUF and Mr. Sankoh in particular was the
main obstacle to the effective implementation of the
Lome Agreement, it is also true that the situation was
not helped by the slow pace of the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration programme, as well as
various political, administrative and other problems.
11. During the reporting period, there were
unconfirmed reports of the formation of a new faction
by a former RUF commander, Sam Bockarie, who was
said to be engaged in the recruitment and training of
rebels in Liberia. The Government of Liberia has
denied these reports. On 22 March, the Government of
Sierra Leone arrested 16 persons suspected of
organizing a group of dissidents to invade Liberia. The
arrests were carried out in the area of the Gola Forest,
close to the Liberian border.
12. During consultations of the heads of State of the
Mano River Union held at Bamako on 2 March, the
President of Liberia, Charles Taylor, was requested to
become personally involved in resolving the obstacles
confronting the Sierra Leone peace process. Pursuant
to that decision, President Taylor extended an
invitation to Mr. Sankoh to visit Monrovia on 12
March for consultations on the peace process.
However, Mr. Sankoh insisted that he would not travel
until the Security Council lifted the travel ban imposed
on him by its resolution 1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998.

Mano River Unio~, which would include a technical
committee to advise the Joint Security Committee and
joint border security and confidence-building units.
The recommendations were submitted for consideration
by the Union at its summit meeting, which was held at
Conakry on 8 May. At that meeting, which was also
attended by President Konare, the situation in Sierra
Leone was also discussed (see para. 76 below).

TIl. Security situation before
1 May 2000
14. Prior to the serious attacks on United Nations
peacekeepers, which erupted on 1 May 2000 and which
are described in section VII below, the overall security
situation had improved gradually as UNAMSIL troops
stepped up their patrols and deployed to new locations
in the provinces. However, in the areas still under the
control of rebel groups, particularly the RUF and
AFRC/ex-SLA strongholds, the security situation
remained precarious and there were several serious
some
involving
United
Nations
incidents,
peacekeepers.
15. On 21 March, a serious violation of the ceasefire
occurred in the Bafodia-Kabala area, where fighting
erupted between elements of RUF and AFRC/ex-SLA.
UNAMSIL deployed military observers and two
platoons from the Kenyan battalion to the area to calm
the situation. Intermittent fighting continued until 30
March when the AFRC/ex-SLA commander agreed to
the UNAMSIL proposal to disarm. To avert tension, a
total of 292 AFRC/ex-SLA combatants were disarmed
on 30 March and transported to the Lungi
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration camp
together with their dependants. A further 139 were
disarmed on 2 and 3 April and also transferred to that
camp. Altogether, some 900 persons were moved. A
company from the Kenyan battalion and a team of
military observers were subsequently deployed at
Kabala, but had to be moved back to Makeni to
strengthen UNAMSIL positions there after the RUF
attacks in early May. In another incident on 8 April,
unidentified persons fired several rounds at Ghanaian
UNAMSIL troops at Kenema. The troops returned fire
and the attack ceased.

13. On 18 March, in a welcome development a
ministerial meeting of the Mano River Union member
States w3{> held at Monrovia. The meeting was
followed up by a meeting of the Ministers responsible
for Security, Internal Affairs, Defence and Justice in 16. On 22 April, RUF staged a demonstration against
Freetown on 17 April. At that meeting, agreement was the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
reached to set up a Joint Security Committee o,f the programme at Makeni, in which about 40 armed RUF
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fighters participated. That group also set up a
checkpoint close to the entrance of the reception centre
of the Makeni disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration camp. The RUF checkpoint was removed
the same day under pressure from UNAMSIL. At that
time, RUF fighters did not hinder the movement of
UNAMSIL or personnel of the United Kingdom
Department for International Development, which is
providing the logistic support to the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration process. However,
RUF did harass local Sierra Leonean disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration personnel and forced
them to leave the camp.
17. Also on 22 April, a group of some 20 RUF
fighters prevented UNAMSIL military observers from
of the
disarmament,
entering
the
premises
demobilization and reintegration reception centre of
Magburaka. They also alleged that UNAMSIL soldiers,
who were providing security at that location, had taken
some ammunition belonging to RUF. A small-scale
scuffle ensued, after which UNAMSIL troops at the
site decided to withdraw temporarily to avoid
escalation. The Makeni/Magburaka area remained very
tense and subsequently became the scene of the first
attacks by RUF on UNAMSIL troops.
18. On 28 April, a scuffle between ECOMOG troops
and ex-SLA members over a stolen vehicle led to
several shots being fired, with one ex-SLA fighter
killed and another seriously wounded. Several ex-SLA
members immediately took to the streets to protest
about this incident. The situation caused considerable
tension in Freetown, but was brought under control by
UNAMSIL. Mr. Koroma helped to restore calm.
Mr. Sankoh, however, gave a press conference on I
May during which he stated that UNAMSIL had shot
the ex-combatants on 28 April in Freetown. This
inciting statement led to an increase of tension between
RUF and UNAMSIL throughout the country.

20. Other ceasefire violations during the reporting
period included serious abuses against civilians in the
Port Loko and Occra Hills areas, the maintenance of
illegal roadblocks by all factions, and other obstruction
of peacekeeping operations, particularly by RUF
elements. Tension in the Occra Hills area subsided
somewhat after the Government announced that
AFRC/ex-SLA combatants would be able to join the
restructured army, if they met certain criteria. Another
contributing factor to the decrease in tension was the
payment by the Government of transitional safety
allowances to ex-combatants who had disarmed under
the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
programme.
21. The Joint Monitoring Commission continued to
hold its weekly meetings under the chairmanship of
UNAMSIL to address ceasefire violations. The
Commission continued to press the factions to comply
with article XIX of the Lome Peace Agreement which
requires them to disclose the number and location of
their combatants. While the Civil Defence Forces and
AFRC/ex-SLA have furnished this information, RUF
provided only partial information on 25 April. United
Nations military observers convened several meetings
of the district-level ceasefire monitoring committees in
areas where UNAMSIL is deployed.
22. During the period under review, UNAMSIL
contingents destroyed unstable ammunition found in
various areas, as well as that collected during the
disarmament process, the latter in close coordination
with the National Commission on Disarmament,
Demobilization and Reintegration. Some damaged
bridges in the Eastern Province have been replaced or
repaired by UNAMSIL troops deployed in the area.

23. Since my last report, UNAMSIL troops have
deployed to new areas, including the RUF stronghold
of Kailahun, as well as to Zimmi, Joru, Kambia, Mange
and Kabala (see the attached map). Although the
19. A serious incident occurred on 30 April, during deployment of UNAMSIL troops to Kono district was
which a soldier of the Nigerian contingent in obstructed by RUF, military observers and a Kenyan
UNAMSIL was shot and seriously wounded when he platoon from Magburaka sent frequent patrols to
of UNAMSIL
was
refused to surrender his weapon to a large group of Koidu.
The deployment
armed men (presumably ex-SLA) in the accra Hills subsequently adjusted in view of the RUF attacks. The
area. His unit of five men was outnumbered and strength of the military component of UNAMSIL as at
ultimately, forced to surrender their weapons. The 15 May had reached 9,251 military personnel,
injured soldier was evacuated to Nigeria. A protest including 260 military observers (see annex).
about the incident has been made to Mr. Koroma.
24. In accordance with the understanding reached
with the Government of Nigeria, two Nigerian
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battalions and a tank company serving with ECOMOG
were brought under United Nations command and
deployed in Freetown for a 90-day period. On 2 May,
the remaining ECOMOG troops in Sierra Leone were
repatriated after handing over their security functions
to UNAMSIL peacekeepers, in particular in Freetown.

IV. Progress towards major objectives
in the peace process
25. In my last report (S/2000/186), I outlined a
number of important objectives or "steps ahead" to
help define priorities and the responsibilities of all
concerned and to provide the international community
with benchmarks by which to measure progress. These
main steps were endorsed by the Security Council at its
4 I I Ith meeting. This section describes the progress
made during the reporting period towards these
objectives.

joined the programme and would now be vulnerable to
re-recruitment and possible punishment for desertion
by RUF.
28. In view of the slow pace of disarmament, the
National Commission on Disarmament, Demobilization
and Reintegration held an emergency meeting on 7
April of all stakeholders in the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration process, chaired by
President Kabbah, and agreed on a fast-track approach
to disarmament. This approach included the shortening
of the period of encampment of disarmed combatants at
the demobilization centres from the initial six to eight
weeks to a period of three weeks, and the use of mobile
disarmament teams. The process would take the same
time for all the RUF, AFRC/ex-SLA and Civil Defence
Forces combatants, and was expected to result in a
quicker flow of ex-combatants through the programme.

29. At that meeting, the National Commission also
decided that the disarmament of RUF combatants in the
Kailahun District would start in the Eastern Province.
Early disarmament, demobilization and
As a result, on 10 April, representatives from
UNAMSIL, ECOMOG, a group of Parliamentarians
reintegration of ex-combatants
and the press accompanied Mr. Sankoh to a ceremonial
26. The disarmament and demobilization process,
start of this exercise in Segbwema. However, only 89
which was making slow but steady progress, came to a
combatants, including 56 RUF, 28 ex-SLA and 5 Civil
virtual standstill after hostilities erupted early in May.
Defence Forces, reported for disarmament and were
As at 15 May, a total of 24,042 ex-combatants had been
subsequently transported to the Daru demobilization
disarmed: 4,949 from RUF; 10,055 from AFRC/excentre.
SLA; and 9,038 from the Civil Defence Forces. The
total figure of ex-combatants includes 1,70 I child 30. On
17
April,
the
four
disarmament,
combatants who surrendered without weapons. The demobilization and reintegration camps at 80,
number and quality of weapons surrendered remain an Moyamba, Makeni and Magburaka became operational.
issue of concern. To date, 10,840 weapons have been Civil Defence Forces combatants have since then
disarmed at 80 and Moyamba. RUF, however, did not
surrendered.
participate in the disarmament, demobilization and
27. Following the attacks by RUF on UNAMSIL and
reintegration process at Makeni and Magburaka and the
its movements in the direction of Freetown, many exoverall number of RUF combatants disarmed remained
Sierra Leone Army and Civil Defence Forces
well below expectations.
combatants have taken up arms and are likely to remain
armed at least for as long as RUF continues its attacks. 3 I. At the same time, many ex-SLA soldiers as well
While these actions on the part of the ex-SLA and the as combatants from other factions were reluctant to
Civil Defence Forces would be understandable in the disarm for fear that' they would not get the chance to
present context, it is clear that this development, join the new army if they left the demobilization
together with the destruction of disarmament, centres. To allay this fear, the Government clarified
demobilization and reintegration facilities by RUF, that all former combatants would be eligible to join
could
sljriously
complicate
the
disarmament, Sierra Leone's restructured army, provided that
demobilization and reintegration programme, which candidates met the criteria of the Military
remains a crucial element of the peace process in Sierra Reintegration Plan.
Leone. There is also concern about the fate of those
32. Delays in the payment of allowances for the combatants, especially children, who had voluntarily
combatants
encamped
at
the
disarmament,
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demobilization and reintegration centres caused some
disturbances in the camps as well as demonstrations in
Freetown. UNAMSIL took steps to reinforce security
at the camps and, in conjunction with the National
Commission, to expedite the registration and
documentation process for timely preparation of
demobilization activities and payment of allowances.
33. The delays in the disarmament, demobilization
and reintegration programme led to additional costs
and therefore increased the need for financial
assistance from donor countries. Before May, there was
an important shortfall in contributions to the MultiDonor Trust Fund, which is administered by the World
Bank, of $19 million for the year 2000 disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration budget. However, it is
likely that a resumption in due course of the
programme may require additional resources.

in preparing draft legislation for the establishment of
the national Human Rights Commission as foreseen in
the Lome Peace Agreement.
38. The National Electoral Commission was sworn
into office on 20 March and has commenced work. The
Government was also exploring the possibility of
conducting phased local elections for Paramount
Chiefs, beginning with rebel-free areas.
39. Obviously, the process of national reconciliation
has become even more difficult in the light of the
recent attacks by RUF, which have seriously
undermined the peace process and have further
exacerbated the lack of trust between the signatories of
the Lome Agreement.
Rebuilding Sierra Leone's security forces

40. There has been some improvement in the
34. An additional concern arising in the context of
functioning of the Sierra Leone police force, which
the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
receives assistance from the United Kingdom and
process was the lack of guidelines for the care and
UNAMSIL. However, the restructuring process is
protection of so-called camp followers, or dependants
proceeding slowly and is hampered by the lack of
of ex-combatants. UNAMSIL has initiated policy
funding as well as the outbreak of hostilities. Changes
discussions and made recommendations on this issue,
have been made in the management structure, crime
including the provision of adequate humanitarian
prevention methods, and rank structure of the police
assistance to this sector of the population, in
force. A Complaints and Discipline Department has
cooperation with the Government and relevant
been established to look into corrupt practices, criminal
humanitarian agencies.
activities, sexual abuse and violent crimes by the
police. UNAMSIL has also continued to regularly
Extension of State autbority
provide human rights training to the Sierra Leone
35. During
the
period
under
review,
the police forces. Personnel of the armed Special Security
Government's Task Force for the restoration of civil Division of the Sierra Leonean police have now been
authority throughout the country, which is chaired by deployed to Moyamba, Kenema, Bo and Lungi.
Vice-President Joe Albert Demby, started discussions
41. Efforts were also made to implement the Military
on plans and strategies for the return of Government
Reintegration Plan, which was agreed upon by all
officials and other public officials to the provinces,
parties. The first phase of the plan would involve an
districts and chiefdoms.
assessment of Sierra Leone Army officers to ensure
36. In April, the Government of Sierra Leone decided that they, after fast-track training, could be involved in
to postpone the return of its officials to Makeni the training of their own army. I wish to express my
because of security concerns, as most parts of the appreciation for the crucial assistance provided by the
Northern Province remain under RUF control. There United Kingdom in this regard.
was also a lack of basic amenities, including suitable
42. Regrettably, a key figure in the national security
residence and office accommodation.
system, General Mitikishe Maxwell Khobe, Chief of
Defence Staff of the Sierra Leone Army, died on 18
National reconciliation and democratization
April. The Government of Sierra Leone declared seven
•
37. With a view to advancing democratization and days of mourning.
national institution-building, UNAMSIL worked
closely with the Attorney-General, the Minister of
Justice and the High Commissioner for Human Rights
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Human rights

43. The human rights situation in some parts of the
country, especially those areas not under the control of
the Government, remained an issue of very serious
concern. Abductions of civilians for specific tasks such
as hard labour on palm oil plantations continued to be
perpetrated by RUF and AFRC/ex-SLA elements from
the Occra Hills area.
44. In the Northern Province, international nongovernmental organizations seriously curtailed their
humanitarian operations in RUF-held territories
following the detention of some of their international
and national aid workers by armed RUF combatants
near Alikalia on 7 March. In Kabala, there were reports
of the harassment of civilians and looting of villages by
elements of the ex-SLA.

Child protection

49. Preliminary reports suggest that child combatants
have been used extensively during the current conflict.
UNAMSIL human rights officers who undertook a
mission to Masiaka on 15 May observed several armed
child combatants, mostly boys, with the Civil Defence
Forces, AFRC/ex-SLA and the Sierra Leone Army.
About 25 per cent of the combatants were under 18
years and some freely admitted that their ages were
between 7 and 14 years. Almost all of them were
armed. Other reports indicate that RUF is using a
similar proportion of child combatants in the front
lines.

50. Prior to the events of May, a total of about 1,700
child combatants, out of an estimated 5,000, had
entered the
disarmament,
demobilization and
reintegration programme. UNICEF estimates that, at
45. The large number of dependants of the AFRC/exthe time of the current crisis, about 800 of the
SLA combatants who emerged from the bush at Kabala
demobilized child soldiers had been reunified with
on 3 April (see para. 15 above) drew attention to the
their families or placed in foster care, or had run away,
need to take special measures to protect dependants of
leaving about 900 in interim care centres. These
ex-combatants, the majority of whom are women and
children remain vulnerable to re-abduction as a result
children. The majority of "wives" of the combatants
of the collapse of the programme. Further, there have
are in fact abductees and, if not interviewed separately
been no more releases of ch'ildren from their
from their "husbands", would most likely not feel free
commanders since the start of the crisis. UNICEF and
to express their wish to return to their original families.
its implementing partners, with significant support
46. The protection of internally displaced persons from key donors, are working to ensure that adequate
remains a source of concern, which needs to be protections are in place for these children.
urgently addressed in a coordinated manner. In the Port
51. Obviously, the delay in the disarmament process
Loko area, internally displaced persons who move
and the renewed hostilities also impacted negatively on
beyond the confines of relatively safe areas to meet
the release of abducted children and women. The
their daily needs often become victims of abduction,
Government of Sierra Leone has agreed to establish a
rape and forced labour.
National Commission for War-Affected Children to
47. The deployment of United Nations human rights ensure that children's concerns are addressed at the
monitors to key locations in the country had to be highest political levels. This agreement was reached
curtailed as a result of the recent hostilities. However, during the recent visit to Freetown, on 29 and 30 April,
their deployment will proceed as a matter of priority as of my Special Representative for Children and Armed
Conflict, Olara Otunnu, and the Minister for Foreign
soon as security conditions allow.
Affairs of Canada, Lloyd Axworthy. Mr. Otunnu and
48. Recent reports of serious human rights abuses,
Mr. Axworthy also held separate meetings with
summary executions and violations of international
President Kabbah, Mr. Koroma and Mr. Sankoh to
humanitarian Jaw, committed during the recent fighting
stress the need for special measures to address the
by RUF as well as by the Sierra Leone Army and
plight of the war-affected children of Sierra Leone and
AFRC/ex-SLA, are a cause of grave concern. I call on
to assess progress in implementation of the Lome
all parties find their leadership to refrain from such acts Agreement.
and restore respect for the rule of law.
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Vl. Humanitarian aspects

United Nations and non-governmental organization
partners continue to support HIV testing, counselling
52. During the reporting period, humanitarian access and programmes for the control of sexually transmitted
gradually improved in some areas owing to the wider diseases, but much remains to be done in the areas of
deployment of UNAMSIL and the subsequent sexual education and health programmes. UNAMSIL
improvement of security conditions. Rehabilitation and has taken measures to sensitize its personnel to the
reintegration activities continued to operate without risks of infection.
serious difficulties in the relatively stable Southern
55. In order to cope with the current emergency,
Province. However, during the attacks on disarmament,
United Nations agencies have been forced to divert
demobilization and reintegration centres in the first
resources, such as food support for agricultural
week of May, international humanitarian staff were
programmes, from activities designed to ensure the
surrounded and harassed by rebel elements in Makeni.
nation's long-term recovery. Further, the recent events
All staff were able to leave the area, but several assets
have had a grave impact on the ability of humanitarian
belonging to humanitarian organizations were looted.
agencies to meet the needs of large segments of the
The drastic deterioration of the security situation in
Should
these
conditions
persist,
population.
May forced the curtailing of humanitarian operations in
humanitarian priorities and needs will have to be rethis and other areas of the Northern and Eastern
evaluated and prioritized to reflect a new operating
Provinces, reversing gains made in the past few
environment. To that end, the Office for the
months. Food, health, water, sanitation and child
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, in cooperation
protection programmes continue in Freetown and
with the agencies, is currently in the process of
accessible areas of the Southern and lower Eastern
updating the Consolidated Inter-Agency Appeal to
Provinces, such as Bo, Kenema, Pujehun and Bonthe,
reflect the current situation. The Appeal, which
despite limited staffing because of a drawdown in
requests $71 million in humanitarian assistance, is at
international humanitarian staff.
present only about 37 per cent funded. However, a
53. About 20,000 new internally displaced persons more robust response is required to meet the urgent
moved into Freetown following the fighting outside the humanitarian and rehabilitation needs of the country.
peninsula. However, in view of improving security
conditions, many of them are now returning to their
homes in the Waterloo area, where they will receive VlI. -Attacks on and detention of
United Nations personnel
assistance. Additionally, plans are under way to
provide assistance to about 9,000 new internally
displaced persons at Lungi. The World Food
Military developments
Programme, in collaboration with the Government, will
56. The present crisis commenced on 1 May, when
also continue food distributions to about 59,000
RUF ex-combatants approached the disarmament,
internally displaced persons who were already in
demobilization and reintegration reception centre at
Freetown before the start of the current crisis. Further
Makeni in a threatening manner and started firing in
internal displacements have been reported in areas that
the air. It should be noted that the RUF commander in
cannot yet be reached, particularly around Masiaka and
Makeni obstructed the disarmament, demobilization
Port Loko. Meanwhile, the Office of the United
and reintegration process in that area ever since the
Nations High Commission for Refugees is providing
camps there, which were constructed to meet the RUF
assistance to more than 1,000 new refugees who have
demands for better facilities, had become operational
arrived in Guinea, which already hosts about 450,000
on 17 April. Only 10 RUF ex-combatants voluntarily
Sierra Leonean and Liberian refugees.
came forward to disarm. They were demobilized in the
54. Another area of concern is the apparently high morning of 1 May at the Makeni reception centre.
rate of HIV/AIDS infection in Sierra Leone. There have also been incidents at various locations of
Preliminary' data suggest that the incidence of RUF forcibly preventing its fighters from disarming.
HIV/AIDS in Sierra Leone is increasing exponentially, At the same time, UNAMSIL was about to deploy its
indicating that the country is in the early stages of a forces to the area of Koidu, which is the centre of
major HIV/AIDS outbreak. The Government and their diamond mining operations conducted by RUF. This
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planned deployment may also have contributed to the
decision of RUF to attack UNAMSIL in a possible test
of its resolve.

reintegration facilities at Magburaka and Makeni. At
Makeni, RUF attacked UNAMSIL troops, who
returned fire. Two soldiers of the Kenyan battalion
were wounded at that location. RUF also attacked and
57. On I May, the local RUF commander and some
overran a 60-man strong unit of the Kenyan battalion
of his fighters approached the reception centre at
located at the disarmament, demobilization and
Makeni, which was manned by UNAMSIL military
reintegration camp in Makeni. On 3 May, fighting in
observers, in an assertive manner and demanded that
Makeni and Magburaka stopped, with the exception of
the United Nations hand over five of the disarmed exsome sporadic firing. A large group of the Kenyan unit,
combatants with their weapons as well as the
which had not been heard from since the attack at the
UNAMSIL military observer who had demobilized
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration camp,
them. The likely motive of RUF was to punish those
arrived at Mile 9 I on 4 May after walking from
joining
the
disarmament,
ex-combatants
for
Makeni, carrying three wounded. Smaller groups of
demobilization and reintegration programme. However,
this unit managed to join their company headquarters at
UNAMSIL prevented the RUF combatants from
Makeni.
entering the UNAMSIL facilities and tried to discuss
the situation with them. In the course of these 60. The events at Makeni and Magburaka had
discussions, the RUF combatants detained three immediate repercussions in other areas under RUF
UNAMSIL military observers as well as four control where UNAMSIL had deployed its troops. On 2
UNAMSIL peacekeepers of the Kenyan battalion who May, a UNAMSIL helicopter and its crew and
were providing security at that location. The RUF passengers were detained by RUF combatants at
combatants then proceeded to destroy part of the camp Kailahun. There were four crew members and two
at Makeni and also started looting in the town. At civilian staff members of UNAMSIL. In addition, RUF
Magburaka, a group of armed RUF ex-combatants set up a roadblock to restrict UNAMSIL traffic in that
surrounded the UNAMSIL team site, which was area and detained 30 UNAMSIL military and civilian
personnel and a helicopter. A 23-man unit of the Indian
protected by a section of the Kenyan battalion.
battalion, which was deployed from Daru to join the
58. In response to this incident, the Force
company deployed at Kailahun, was intercepted and
Commander met the same day with President Kabbah
detained by RUF at Kuiva, near Kailahun.
to express his deep concern and discuss possible
measures. The Force Commander also spoke with Mr. 61. Also, late in the evening of 3 May, a company of
Sankoh by telephone to demand the immediate release the Nigerian contingent in Kambia came under fire
of all UNAMSIL personnel. The RUF leader did not from RUF. That company was then briefly detained by
offer any help and accused UNAMSIL of trying to start RUF and released on 4 May without their weapons and
a war by forcibly disarming RUF ex-combatants. uniforms. A platoon of the Nigerian contingent at
President Kabbah then requested Mr. Lamin, the RUF- Mange also came under fire and was surrounded by
designated Minister for Trade and Industry, to try to RUF.
convince Mr. Sankoh to give orders to defuse the
62. The Force Commander, Major General Vijay
situation. According to Mr. Lamin, this was agreed to
Kumar Jetley, took immediate measures to reinforce
by Mr. Sankoh, who, however, remained unavailable to
the UNAMSIL positions at Makeni and Magburaka.
UNAMSIL during the rest of that day.
The company of the Kenyan battalion which had been
59. On 2 May, which date coincided with the deployed at Kabala moved to Makeni, while a 100-man
departure of the last ECOMOG troops from the unit of the Indian quick reaction company reinforced
country, the situation at Magburaka deteriorated Magburaka. The Zambian battalion was then instructed
sharply when RUF tried to disarm UNAMSIL troops. to move from Lungi to Makeni, but was stopped at a
The United Nations troops resisted and an exchange of strong roadblock erected by RUF, presumably
fire ensued which continued throughout the day. RUF ambushed and detained by a large group of RUF
used small arms, rocket-propelled grenades and fighters. Some 400 United Nations troops, as well as
mortars. Three soldiers of the Kenyan battalion were elements of the Kenyan sector headquarters which
injured as a result of the fighting. RUF also destroyed accompanied them, are believed to have fallen into the
and looted the disarmament, demobilization and hands of RUF, which reportedly moved 200 of them to
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its stronghold in the Kono district. At that time, the
Force Commander also began to redeploy United
Nations troops to consolidate the UNAMSIL presence
around Freetown as well as at Port Loko and Masiaka.
The UNAMSIL units at the latter location were later
forced to withdraw for lack of ammunition.

location is surrounded by RUF, the former detainees
are considered to be safe and under the protection of
the Indian battalion, which did not yield to RUF.
Negations continue with the RUF leadership to obtain
their agreement to airlift the 11 military observers to
Freetown.

63. From 2 May onwards, there were several clashes
between RUF and UNAMSIL troops, as well as
elements of the Sierra Leone Army and the Civil
Defence Forces at several locations in the northern and
western parts of the country, including Makeni,
Magburaka, Lunsar, Rogberi Junction, Port Loko, Mile
91, Masiaka, Songo, Mange and Kambia. At times, the
Government-operated helicopter gunship engaged the
rebel forces. During this period of fighting, UNAMSIL
experienced serious difficulties in obtaining accurate
information about the situation on the ground, which
were exacerbated by a continuous stream of
unconfirmed rumours and reports from the field. There
were also unconfirmed reports about movements of
RUF fighters from neighbouring countries into Sierra
Leone. UNAMSL was forced to conduct frequent aerial
reconnaissance missions to gather information about
the movements of hostile RUF elements.

67. On 15 May, 139 detainees, all members of the
Zambian battalion, were moved to the Liberian border
town of Foya, and 15 of them were transported
onwards to Monrovia. Their release was the result of
the commendable personal involvement of President
Taylor of Liberia, whose efforts are to be commended
by the international community. UNAMSIL is currently
making arrangements to airlift the released detainees
from Foya to Freetown with a stopover in Monrovia.

64. On 9 May, the Indian quick reaction company and
a Kenyan company, which had been surrounded at
Magburaka, broke successfully through RUF lines and
managed to reach United Nations positions at Mile 91.
On the same day, the remaining troops of the Kenyan
battalion broke out of Makeni and managed to reach
areas controlled by the ex-SLA at Kabala and
Bumbuna. Before their breakout, these units stood their
ground and did not surrender in spite of continuing
threats and attacks by RUF, which had encircled their
positions. I wish to convey to the United Nations
troops concerned my admiration for this display of
military courage and determination.

68. As at 15 May, the total number of UNAMSIL
personnel presumed to be in the hands of RUF stands at
352, comprising 297 soldiers of the Zambian battalion,
29 soldiers of the Kenyan battalion, 23 soldiers of the
Indian battalion and 3 military observers. They are
believed to be held in Kuiva (near Kailahun) and in the
Kono district. As a result of the fighting, a total of 25
UNAMSIL soldiers have been wounded. Fifteen
United Nations soldiers remain missing, and it is feared
that some of them may have lost their lives. RUF
casualties are unknown, although reports indicate that
RUF may have suffered a relatively high number of
casualties.

69. At the time of preparation of this report, the
situation in and around Freetown appeared to have
stabilized, with no significant RUF movements
reported towards the capital. The Government has
mobilized forces which support it, including the Sierra
Leone Army and Civil Defence Forces, to defend
Freetown. A pivotal factor in restoring stability was the
arrival of United Kingdom troops on 7 May and of a
substantial British naval presence offshore a week later.
65. It should also be noted that, although RUF The deployment of British troops at Lungi airport and
elements at Kailahun have surrounded and detained in the western part of Freetown had as its objective the
United Nations peacekeepers, they have so far safe evacuation of nationals of the United Kingdom
refrained from hostilities against UNAMSIL and have and others for whom it was responsible. Nevertheless,
reportedly been under considerable pressure from the this presence boosted the confidence of the Sierra
local population to release United Nations personnel.
Leoneans, and enabled UNAMSIL to redeploy muchneeded troops to areas east of Freetown. It is hoped
66. On. 14 May, 18 detainees were moved from
that the United Kingdom will be able to maintain a
Geima, where they were being held by RUF, to the
military presence in the country until UNAMSIL has
compound of the Indian battalion at Kailahun. This
received the necessary reinforcements. An additional
group includes 11 military observers and seven
stabilizing factor was the arrival on 12 May of 300
members of the Indian battalion. Although their
well-trained and well-equipped troops from Jordan to
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reinforce
its contingent
in
UNAMSIL.
The
Government of India too made additional troops
available for UNAMSIL, which will be airlifted soon. I
applaud these countries for their immediate and
resolute decisions to strengthen the international
community's presence in Sierra Leone and their
continued support since the beginning of the crisis.
70. As these events were unfolding, UNAMSIL
received strong indications that Mr. Sankoh had given
no instructions -to his troops to stop the fighting or to
seek the release of the detainees. On the contrary, Mr.
Sankoh appeared initially to encourage his troops to
take an assertive stand vis-a-vis the United Nations and
later, when hostility against him increased in Freetown,
called on his troops to march on Freetown.
71. On 9 May, the Under-Secretary-General for
Peacekeeping Operations arrived in Freetown as my
special envoy to boost the morale of UNAMSIL and to
consult with my Special Representative and the Force
Commander on their assessment of the situation and to
prepare recommendations for the United Nations
response.
Diplomatic and political efforts

combatants to disarm. The Special Representative
responded that no UNAMSIL troops had ever
attempted to disarm RUF combatants by force and that,
in fact, RUF combatants had in subsequent days
escalated events by attacking UNAMSIL; and
demanded the immediate release of all detained
UNAMSIL troops and their weapons and equipment. In
the evening of 6 May, the Special Representative and
the Libyan Special Envoy, Ali Treiki, met jointly with
Mr. Sankoh. They pressed him to reduce the tension by
ordering the immediate release of the detainees and to
issue a statement that RUF would cease its attacks. Mr.
Sankoh agreed to issue a statement to that effect, which
was read out that evening on national television by the
Special Representative. Mr. Adeniji and Mr. Treiki also
spoke to President Kabbah and urged him to reduce
tension and, in particular, to call on the organizers of
the planned demonstration on 8 May to avoid
approaching Mr. Sankoh's house.
74. However, on 8 May, an estimated crowd of
30,000 went to Mr. Sankoh's house to protest against
the RUF attacks on UNAMSIL. When the crowd tried
to approach the house, armed members of RUF fired
into the crowd from Mr. Sankoh's residence and killed
several people and injured dozens more. The
UNAMSIL troops stationed at Mr. Sankoh's home were
overwhelmed by the huge crowd. In the panic and
confusion, Foday Sankoh disappeared with some of his
body guards. Several members of RUF were shot and
killed by armed elements within the crowd; the house
was ransacked and looted. The whereabouts of Foday
Sankoh remained unknown until 17 May, when he was
apprehended as he returned to his residence by
elements of AFRC/ex-SLA who turned him over to the
custody of the Government.

72. Immediately following the outbreak of hostilities,
I contacted leaders in the region and subregion to seek
their assistance in bringing the situation to a rapid and
peaceful resolution. I am grateful for the strong efforts
made in this regard by African leaders, in particular the
President of Algeria, Abdelaziz Bouteflika, current
chairman of the Organization of African Unity (OAU),
the President of Burkina Faso, Blaise Compaore, the
President of Liberia, Charles Taylor, the Leader of the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Colonel Muammar AlQadhafi, the President of Mali, Alpha Oumar Konare,
75. In the same period, Mr. Koroma, the Chairman of
the President of Nigeria, Olusegun Obasanjo, and the
the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace and
President
of
Togo,
Gnassingbe
Eyadema.
leader of AFRC/ex-SLA, made several public
Representatives of several Governments have been in
statements in which he urged his followers and other to
touch with Mr. Sankoh to secure the immediate release
take up arms and defend Freetown. Armed elements of
of the detainees and to find ways to salvage the peace
the Sierra Leone Army, ex-SLA and the Civil Defence
process in Sierra Leone. I am grateful for their efforts
Forces started patrolling the town and arresting
and, in particular, to the heads of State of Liberia, the
members of RUF, actions which contributed to an
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Mali and Nigeria, who sent
increase in tension in Freetown and beyond.
their personal envoys to meet with Mr. Sankoh in the
period from '1 to 7 May.
76. On 8 May, at the summit meeting of the Mano
River Union held at Conakry, the Presidents of Liberia;
73. On 5 and 6 May, my Special Representative met
Guinea and Sierra Leone were joined by President
in Freetown with Mr. Sankoh, who accused UNAMSIL
Konan~ of Mali as Chairman of ECOWAS and my
troops of having precipitated the crisis by forcing RUF
Special Representative in Sierra Leone in a special
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discussion on Sierra Leone. The summit condemned
the attacks on and detention of United Nations
personnel and mandated President Taylor to involve
himself personally to ensure the release of the
detainees and the resumption of the peace process.

UNAMSIL personnel and also to attack UNAMSIL and
Sierra Leonean troops at various locations in the
country. It would therefore be important to continue to
bring strong pressure to bear on the RUF leadership.

77. On 9 May, a summit meeting of the ECOWAS
Committee on Sierra Leone, consisting of Burkina
Faso, COte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Mali,
Nigeria and Togo, met at Abuja. The meeting strongly
condemned RUF and called for the immediate and
unconditional release of the detainees. In this regard,
the meeting approved the mandate given to President
Taylor (see para. 76). The summit also warned the
leadership of RUF that their amnesty under the Lome
Peace Agreement could be revoked and that they could
be tried for war crimes if they continued to flout the
Lome Peace Agreement. Participants reaffirmed their
total support for the peace process in Sierra Leone as
set out in the Lome Peace Agreement, which remains
the most appropriate framework for the resolution of
the conflict. They also expressed their determination to
use all means at their disposal, including the military
option, to foil any attempt to take over power through
the use of force, and to defend democratic institutions
in Sierra Leone. The ECOWAS Executive Secretary
was directed to convene a meeting of Ministers of
Defence and Chiefs of Staff on 17 May at Abuja to
consider, in the event of new involvement of
ECOMOG in Sierra Leone, the practical modalities of
such involvement.

VIII. Recommendations for immediate
measures

78. A meeting of the Joint Implementation
Committee was held at Freetown on 13 May, chaired
by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Mali and
attended by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Liberia
and representatives of Ghana, Guinea, the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya and Sierra Leone, as well as of Canada, the
United Kingdom, the United States of America, OAU
and UNAMSIL. Mr. Koroma also attended the
meeting; RUF was not represented. The meeting agreed
that a dual approach should be pursued to resolve the
current crisis, namely, exerting strong diplomatic
pressure on RUF and displaying military strength by
enhancing the operational capabilities of UNAMSIL to
enable it to perform its functions more efficiently.
79. As 'at 15 May, there have been few indications
that the leaders of RUF are willing to change their
course of action, although some individual members of
RUF have conveyed their willingness to disann. At the
same time, RUF continued to detain hundreds of
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80. I very much welcome the efforts made at the
subregional, regional and international levels to
express the international community's condemnation of
the attacks perpetrated by RUF and to seek the
immediate release of the peacekeepers detained by
RUF, which remains· the Organization's highest
priority. At the same time, it would be important that
political pressure be supported by a strong military
posture, including on the part of the United Nations, to
deter RUF from pursuing the military option.
8!. To this end, UNAMSIL should be reinforced
immediately to enhance its capability to defend its
positions at Lungi airport, on the Freetown peninsula
and at other strategic locations in the western and
southern parts of the country. This immediate
reinforcement, which is currently under way, would
bring the military strength of UNAMSIL from its
present strength of 9,250 to a level of up to 13,000,
including 260 military observers. Once this key
objective has been attained, UNAMSIL should be
further expanded, which would enable it to gradually
increase its presence, with sufficient military strength,
and to stabilize the situation in Sierra Leone.
82. From the beginning of the crisis, the Secretariat
has been working closely with those Member States
that had agreed to contribute military units to
UNAMSIL, in order to expedite the preparations for
their deployment. With airlift support provided by the
Governments of Canada, the Netherlands, the Russian
Federation and the United States and with financial
support provided by the Government of Germany, it is
expected that up to 3,600 additional military personnel
will arrive by the end of Mayor early June. It is also
envisaged that the fourth Nigerian UNAMSIL
battalion, which was due to be repatriated by the end of
May, would be retained.
83. As I stressed in my previous reports on
UNAMSIL, the troop strength authorized under
Security Council resolution 1289 (2000) was
predicated on the cooperation of the parties and a
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generally permissive environment. Clearly, this crucial
condition for any progress towards the Mission's key
objective of assisting the parties in the implementation
of the Lome Agreement is now lacking. All efforts
should therefore be aimed at the restoration of
conditions conducive to a resumption of the peace
process. The first priority in this regard is the
consolidation of UNAMSIL units, both those currently
on the ground and those scheduled to arrive shortly, at
strong positions at Lungi airport, on the Freetown
peninsula, and at other strategic locations on the main
access roads to the capital. The main objective of this
consolidation is to ensure the protection of the civilian
population in Freetown and the security of Government
institutions, as well as maintaining a sufficient strength
in the areas under Government control to deter and, if
necessary, repel further attacks by RUF.

necessary, respond decisively to any hostile action or
intent.
86. However, after receiving the reinforcements
currently under way, UNAMSIL would not have the
necessary resources to fulfil its mandate in the present
hostile environment in Sierra Leone and would need
additional troops as well as the necessary force
multipliers to do this. In this context, it is estimated
that UNAMSIL would require, in addition to the
immediate reinforcements described above, two
infantry battalions (a mechanized battalion and one air
transportable battalion for rapid reinforcement), a
logistic battalion, a light artillery unit, additional air
transportation assets and armed helicopters, and a
maritime unit of six armed patrol boats, as well as the
necessary medical, communications, intelligence and
command personnel. The total military strength of an
expanded UNAMSIL would be up to 16,500 military
personnel, including 260 military observers.

84. Once these initial objectives have been attained,
UNAMSIL will then seek to stabilize the situation in
the country and assist the Government to restore law
87. It is envisaged that this force would comprise a
and order in the areas outside the control of RUF. To
total of 15 infantry battalions, which would tentatively
this end, UNAMSIL would be further strengthened and
be deployed to the following areas: the Freetown
would begin to gradually deploy forward. It would do
peninsula; Lungi airport and peninsula; Port Loko,
so in strength and with adequate equipment, in order to
Rogberi Junction and Lunsar; Masiaka, Moyamba and
secure strategic locations in the western and southern
Mile 91; Bo, Kenema and Daru. UNAMSIL would also
parts of the country, including Port Loko, Rogberi
maintain a sizeable force reserve, which would provide
Junction, Masiaka, Mile 91, Moyamba, Kenema arid
it with the capacity to react rapidly to serious military
Daru. Such a deployment would make a significant
_threats throughout the country. It is understood that the
contribution to the restoration of a measure of
deployment of troops and their modus operandi would
normalcy in the areas outside RUF control, the
need to be revised in the light of the situation on the
resumption of the disarmament, demobilization and
ground and the time of arrival of the additional troops.
reintegration process, and the extension of Government
authority to the provinces. This deployment would also 88. The envisaged expansion of the force up to a
allow the Government of Sierra Leone and the level of 16,500 military personnel would also require a
international community to reassess the necessary steps commensurate increase in the civilian administrative
that will be required to promote a durable peace in and logistical support staff of the Mission. The
financial implications of the envisaged increase in
Sierra Leone.
strength will be submitted to the Security Council in an
85. In determining the military strength needed to
addendum to the present report.
reach these objectives, it should be borne in mind that
RUF elements may continue to employ guerrilla 89. For the time being, I believe that the mandate
tactics. As the recent history of Sierra Leone has entrusted to UNAMSIL under resolution 1289 (2000)
shown, the topography of the country lends itself well provides the force with sufficient authority to conduct
to such a modus operandi, especially during the rainy the necessary operations in support of the aims
season. To counter the threat posed by RUF and to described above. In that resolution, the Security
attain the, objectives described above, it would Council, acting under Chapter VII of the Charter,
therefore be necessary to deploy with due care and authorized UNAMSIL, within its capabilities and areas
preparation, in sufficient numbers and backed up by of deployment and in the light of conditions on the
adequate military means to deter attacks and, if ground, to take the necessary action to (a) provide
security at key locations and Government buildings, in
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particular in Freetown, important intersections and
major airports, including Lungi airport; (b) facilitate
the free flow of people, goods and humanitarian
assistance along specified thoroughfares; (c) provide
security in and at all sites of the disarmament,
demobilization
and
reintegration
programme;
(d) coordinate with and assist, in common areas of
deployment, the Sierra Leone law enforcement
authorities in the discharge of their responsibilities;
(e) guard weapons, ammunition and other military
equipment collected from ex-combatants and assist in
their subsequent disposal or destruction. In that
resolution, the Security Council also authorized
UNAMSIL to take the necessary action, in the
discharge of its mandate, to ensure the security and
freedom of movement of its personnel and, within its
capabilities and areas of deployment, to afford
protection to civilians under imminent threat of
physical
violence,
taking
into
account
the
responsibilities of the Government of Sierra Leone. On
the basis of that mandate, the present robust rules of
engagement of UNAMSIL enable it to use force,
including deadly force, in self-defence against any
hostile act or intent. In the present circumstances, it is
obvious that the use of force against all elements that
continue to display a hostile intent towards the United
Nations would be warranted and justified. At the same
time, UNAMSIL would be ready to enter into
discussion with all those who would be willing and
ready to pursue a peaceful solution.

public information campaign. In that connection, the
Department of Public Information conducted an
assessment, from 13 to 20 March 2000, of public
information needs. On the basis of the team's
recommendations, efforts are currently under way to
significantly increase the capacity of the UNAMSIL
public information office as a matter of priority.
92. It is clear that UNAMSIL will face a significant
challenge in disseminating information on the peace
process in a country where the infrastructure has been
damaged by years of warfare. In order to reach all parts
of the country, UNAMSIL intends to set up its own
radio station. The necessary equipment, donated to the
United Nations in 1998 by the Government of
Denmark, has been transferred to UNAMSIL. Radio
UNAMSIL is expected to playa significant role in the
Mission's efforts to inform the people of Sierra Leone,
independent of any party or affiliation. The UNAMSIL
public information office would also include units for
liaison with the media, video and print production and
community outreach.

IX. Observations
93. The overall situation in Sierra Leone remains
tense and critical. The deliberate and unprovoked
attacks by RUF fighters on United Nations
peacekeepers and the detention of large numbers of
United Nations personnel are unacceptable acts which
have been unequivocally condemned by the
international community. Given the suffering the
country has endured during the past decade, it would
be unforgivable to thwart the hopes of the Sierra
Leonean people who had just begun to see some
modest improvement in their situation. The
international community should not allow any group,
and in particular the RUF leadership, to deny to the
people of Sierra Leone their legitimate aspirations to
live in peace and rebuild their country.

90. To ensure proper control and unity of command, I
believe that all international forces in Sierra Leone,
with the exception of those sent for a brief period for
strictly national purposes, should be integrated into
UNAMSIL. It is also of the utmost importance that the
United Nations forces coordinate closely with the
Sierra Leonean Army and other elements allied with
the Government, in particular the Civil Defence Forces
and AFRC/ex-SLA, to avoid any misunderstandings
which could lead to incidents. To this end, it is
envisaged that UNAMSIL will place military liaison 94. Of immediate concern is the safe return of all
officers with the military command of the groups and those United Nations personnel currently being
units involved. UNAMSIL would also ensure close detained by RUF, an end to the hostile acts of the RUF
coordination with the British force while it remains in fighters, and their full cooperation in retrieving the
Sierra Leone.
dead, wounded and missing. In this regard, I should
like to acknowledge the efforts made by regional
Public information
leaders, including President Taylor of Liberia, whose
91. As was noted in my third report, it would be personal involvement led to the release of a significant
necessary for UNAMSIL to set up a countrywide number of detainees. However, I demand that the
leadership of the RUF take urgent steps to ensure that

,
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all remaining United Nations personnel in their hands
be released immediately and unconditionally. I also call
upon those with influence on RUF to continue to work
towards this end. In addition, the Security Council may
also wish to consider a strengthening of the sanctions
regime, including measures which would prevent RUF
commanders from reaping the benefits of their illegal
exploitation of mineral resources, in particular
diamonds.

United Nations logistical personnel to accelerate the
arrival of the troops which had already been committed
to serve with UNAMSIL, as well as the arrival of
additional units made available by Member States. This
will enhance the capability of UNAMSIL to defend the
Freetown peninsula, Lungi airport and other strategic
locations on the main access roads to the capital.

99. However, in the present circumstances this will
not be enough to create conditions which would be
95. While part of the responsibility for some of the conducive to the establishment of a lasting peace. I
recent events may lie with local commanders of RUF, it therefore recommend an increase of the Force's
is clear that Mr. Sankoh has failed to take any action to strength up to a level of 16,500 military personnel, as
prevent, curb or stop the actions of his troops. On the outlined in paragraphs 80 to 90 above, for the purpose
contrary, there is some evidence that he may well have of stabilizing the situation in Sierra Leone under the
encouraged, if not planned, some of these acts. The present mandate of UNAMSIL. Once these additional
international community should hold Mr. Sankoh forces have arrived in Sierra Leone and countered the
accountable for his actions and those of RUF, and for threat posed by RUF to the peace process, it would be
the safety and well-being of all those who have been appropriate to consider additional steps which I will
present to the Security Council after a thorough
detained.
assessment of the political and military situation in
96. At the same time, the international community
Sierra Leone. Such steps may involve a strengthening
should not lose sight of the overarching objective of
of UNAMSIL, above the proposed strength of 16,500,
helping the people and Government of Sierra Leone to
which could be necessary to establish the security
establish a durable peace in their country and
conditions throughout the country required for the
rekindling their hope. Their plight has become a crucial
successful implementation of aspects of the peace
test of the solidarity of the international community,
process, including disarmament and the holding of
rising above race and geography, which is a basic
democratic elections.
guiding principle of this Organization. The United
Nations has not abandoned and will not abandon Sierra 100. At the 4139th meeting of the Security Council on
Leone. It should continue to provide humanitarian aid II May 2000, many Member States advocated that
and the required assistance in taking the many steps UNAMSIL should be given a strong peaceneeded on the path to peace, national reconciliation and enforcement mandate under Chapter VII of the Charter.
development.
As I indicated in my statement at that meeting, I am not
opposed to such a mandate in principle, as long as the
97. In this regard, I believe that active political
United Nations is able to obtain, from Member States
efforts to assist the people of Sierra Leone to change
with ready capacity, the necessary resources to carry
the course of events in their country must, in the
out the tasks that such a mandate implies. In addition,
present circumstances, be supplemented by credible
it would be essential for the international community to
military force. At the outset of the crisis, I called upon
demonstrate the necessary will and resolve to sustain
those Member States with the capacity to deploy wellsuch a commitment to impose peace in Sierra Leone. If
trained and well-equipped troops to constitute a rapid
such conditions cannot be met, any effort to strengthen
reaction force to provide UNAMSIL with the necessary the mandate of UNAMSIL would unduly raise
deterrent capacity. In this regard, I very much welcome
expectations, increase the risk of loss of life, and
the decision made by the United Kingdom to deploy a
undermine the credibility of the Organization.
spearhead battalion and other assets which, although
sent for national reasons, was instrumental in restoring 101. Some West African Governments have, in
calm in Freetown and helping UNAMSIL by ensuring principle, offered to make troops available in an effort
the defence of Lungi airport.
to restore peace in their region. I naturally welcome
these offers. They have however indicated that their
98. I also deeply appreciate the commendable efforts
offers would be contingent on strong financial and
made by troop contributors, other Member States, and
logistical support from other Member States.
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102. Looking ahead, it is clear that the Government of
Sierra Leone, other parties to the Lome Agreement and
the international community will need to reflect on the
future of the peace process. The recent events raise
serious questions about the role of RUF and of Foday
Sankoh in particular. ECOWAS, during its meeting of9
May 2000, reaffirmed its support for the peace process
in Sierra Leone as set out in the Lome Peace
Agreement, which remains the most appropriate
framework for the resolution of the conflict. I too
believe that the Lome Agreement contains many
elements which contribute to a durable peace, in
particular the disarmament of all factions, national
reconciliation, the holding of democratic elections, and
the creation of an effective national army and police
force. In this regard, I call upon the leaders of those
factions fighting on the side of the Government to
exercise restraint, to respect the rule of law, and to
refrain from any acts of harassment or revenge against
RUF members of sympathizers, which could
complicate efforts at reconciliation and restoring
confidence. At all times, there should be full respect
for the rule of law and human rights.
103. The process of disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration, which is the cornerstone of the peace
process, has come to a virtual standstill. Many of the
ex-combatants belonging to AFRC/ex-SLA and the
Civil Defence Forces have taken up arms again in
defence of their country, which will seriously
complicate their disarmament. Obviously, this aspect of
the peace process requires a re-evaluation of its
assumptions,
organization
and
implementation
mechanisms, which is to be undertaken in full
coordination
with
national
and
international
stakeholders.
104. Ultimately, a lasting resolution of the crisis can
only be found through political means; it cannot be
imposed by military force alone. Nor can a solution be
the result of international involvement alone. The
Government of Sierra Leone has a particular
responsibility to actively design and implement the
necessary steps towards peace in consultation with its
regional and international partners. Of special
importance in this regard would be the continuation of
the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
process,' together with the restructuring of Sierra
Leone's armed forces. As I have stated in previous
reports, the assistance of the international community
to Sierra Leone cannot be open-ended and the
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Government should do its utmost to ensure that it can
maintain a stable democracy and guarantee the security
of its territory and institutions.
105. Looking back on recent events, it is obvious that
the United Nations will have to draw lessons from its
experiences in Sierra Leone. The force, which had been
designed, equipped and deployed as a peacekeeping
force, was quickly forced into actual combat with one
of the parties that had pledged to cooperate with it. In
the course of these events, many problems emerged
within the Mission, including with regard to command
and control, cohesiveness of the force, the flow of
information, equipment and preparedness of troops,
and coordination between and within the various
components in UNAMSlL. In this respect, the
Secretariat is taking urgent steps to assess these
problems and to address recognized equipment
shortfalls, in close coordination with the troopcontributing countries. This is no reflection on the
leadership of the Mission. My Special Representative
has handled a very difficult situation effectively. I also
wish to acknowledge the Force Commander's quick
reaction,
personal
courage
and
military
professionalism. Nor does this imply criticism of the
troops on the ground, many of which displayed
considerable courage and professionalism in defending
themselves and their mandate. At the same time, I am
deeply saddened by the casualties inflicted on
UNAMSIL troops, who had come to assist a peace
process, but were attacked and forced to engage in
combat to defend themselves in a situation that
resembles war. [ pay tribute to those who have died or
were injured while performing their duties to serve the
cause of peace in Sierra Leone.
106. In our focus on Sierra Leone, it would be
important not to lose sight of the regional dimensions
of the peace process, in particular in respect of the
neighbouring countries, Guinea and Liberia. In this
regard, I very much welcome the efforts taken by the
States Members of the Mano River Union to enhance
their cooperation. I should also like to encourage
further efforts by ECOWAS and regional leaders to
bring their influence to bear on the parties to the Lome
Agreement, in particular the Revolutionary United
Front, and convince them that a durable peace in Sierra
Leone requires their full cooperation and respect for
the provisions of the Lome Agreement.
107. I should like to express my gratitude to all
Member States contributing troops, military observers,
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civilian police or other assistance to UNAMSIL for
their unwavering support, resolve and commitment in
the face of a very difficult situation. Their willingness
to stay the course and to strengthen UNAMSIL, despite
the adverse conditions on the ground, are an example
to the international community. At no point during the
crisis did the city and population of Freetown suffer
casualties and destruction, which was not the case in
January 1999. United Nations contingents have stood
firm throughout in defence of the capital.
108. I should also like to express gratitude for the
invaluable role played by ECOWAS and, in particular,
by ECOMOG, which has now left the country after
years of sacrifice and service to the people and
Government of Sierra Leone. I pay tribute to the brave
men and women in ECOMOG and their Governments
for their defence of a democratically elected
Government. Troops from ECOWAS continue, of
course, to play an essential role as part of UNAMSIL.
109. I also take this opportunity to express my deep
appreciation to my Special Representative, Oluyemi
Adeniji, the UNAMSIL Force Commander, Major
General Vijay Kumar Jetley, and the military and
civilian personnel of UNAMSIL, as well as of United
Nations programmes and agencies, the World Bank and
other institutions working in the country, for their
perseverance, courage and dedication in their work to
fashion a better future for the people of Sierra Leone.
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Annex
United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone: contributions as at
19 May 2000
Uilliary
oh.Iif:'r\'cr.t

Bangladesh

SlaJ.! UIIlcers

troop.,

liilal

12

12

Bolivia

4

4

Canada

5

5

China
Croatia
Czech Republic

6

6

10

10

5

5

2

2

Egypt

10

10

France

3

3

Denmark

2b

Gambia

26

Ghana

4

Guinea

12

3

776

791

India

14

18

1644

I 676

Indonesia

10
I 131

1 136

858

882

Jordan

5

Kenya

11

3

776

783

10

13

2

2

10

10

Mali

8

II

Nepal

6

6

New Zealand

2

2

Kyrgyzstan
Malaysia

14

Nigeria

4

Norway

5

5

Pakistan

10

10

Russian Federation

3217

3 235

15

15

Slovakia

2

2

Sweden

3

3

Thailand

5

5

United Kingdom

15

18

3

United Republic of Tanzania

12

12

Uruguay

11

11

Zambia

11

3

776

790

260

57

9 17S

9495

Total

Civilian police deployed (28): Bangladesh (2), Gambia (2), Ghana (3), India (I), Jordan (3),
Kenya (1), Malaysia (3), Mali (2), Norway (2), Senegal (2), Namibia (I), Nepal (4),
Zimbabwe (2).
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Thirteenth report of the Secretary-General on the
United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone
I. Introduction
1.
By its resolution 1370 (2001) of 18 September
2001, the Security Council extended the mandate of the
United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL)
for a period of six months, ending on 30 March 2002.
In that resolution, the Security Council also requested
me to report at regular intervals on progress made by
UNAMSIL in the implementation of its mandate. The
present report is submitted pursuant to that request and
covers developments since my twelfth report on
UNAMSIL, dated 13 December 200 I (S/200 1/1195).

II. Political developments
Implementation of the Abuja Agreement
2.
The peace process in Sierra Leone continued to
make encouraging progress during the period under
review. The disarmament of combatants of the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) and the Civil
Defence Forces (CDF) was completed on II January.
As a follow-up, the Government of Sierra Leone
launched a special programme to collect illegal
weapons held by the civilian population and shotguns
held mainly by the Civil Defence Forces, which had
been excluded from the original disarmament
programme. The resettlement of internally displaced
persons commenced in all districts of the country, and
more refu~ees were repatriated from Guinea and
Liberia. With regard to the preparations for the
elections, which are scheduled for 14 May 2002, the
National Electoral Commission successfully conducted
the voter registration process, and the Government
lifted the state of emergency to allow free electoral
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campaigning by the political parties. In the meantime,
the Sierra Leone police and army deployed to more
districts, while the Government took further steps to
extend its authority to areas formerly controlled by
RUF. Progress was also made in the preparations for
the establishment of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission and the Special Court. The process of
reintegrating the disarmed combatants into civilian
society, however, remained slow because of inadequate
funding. The conflict in Liberia also escalated, raising
fears about possible repercussions on the progress
made in Sierra Leone.
3.
In view of the lifting of the state of emergency,
which had provided the legal basis for their detention,
former RUF leader Foday Sankoh, 49 other RUF
members and more than 30 AFRC/ex-SLA members
known as the West Side Boys were brought before the
Sierra Leonean courts on 4 and II March, and charged
with murder and other criminal offences. The AttorneyGeneral of Sierra Leone announced that these charges
would not prejudice any case the Special Court for
Sierra Leone might decide to bring against those
individuals.

Regional aspects
4.
The conflict in Liberia escalated during the
reporting period, forcing large numbers of Sierra
Leonean refugees to return and almost 10,000 Liberian
refugees to flee into southern and eastern Sierra Leone.
On two occasions, elements of the armed forces of
Liberia, fleeing from the fighting, crossed the border
into Sierra Leone. On both occasions, the Liberian
soldiers voluntarily agreed to return to their country.
There were persistent reports that the former RUF field
commander, Sam Bockarie, remained active in the
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region and that both the Government of Liberia and
dissident forces fighting in Liberia might have
recruited some disarmed Sierra Leonean combatants.
5.
In a positive development, the heads of State of
Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone met at Rabat on 27
February. The heads of State condemned all dissident
activities in the Mano River Union subregion and
agreed to work collectively to curb the activities of
armed groups operating there. They also agreed to
maintain regular contacts among themselves and to
convene a follow-up summit meeting at Rabat.
Subsequently, the Foreign and Security Ministers of the
three countries met at Freetown on 6 and 7 March to
discuss ways of implementing the decisions taken by
their leaders at Rabat. The Ministers recommended that
a committee of legal experts from the three countries
shou ld meet at Freetown in March to develop a legal
framework for dealing with dissident groups. They also
mandated a technical committee to begin implementing
the decision to deploy joint security units along their
common borders.
6.
On 10 February, my Special Representative,
Oluyemi Adeniji, travelled to Abuja, where he briefed
the Secretariat of the Economic Commission of West
African States (ECOWAS) and the President of
Nigeria, Olusegun Obasanjo, on the completion of the
disarmament process and the ongoing preparations for
elections. During those meetings, he urged the
ECOWAS countries to contribute towards the
reintegration of the ex-combatants in Sierra Leone. In
the discussions with the ECOWAS Secretariat, it was
agreed that my Special Representative would submit
the final report of the Joint Committee on
Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration to the
ECOWAS Mediation and Security Council at its next
meeting.

III. Military and security situation
7.
The overall security situation in Sierra Leone
remained generally stable. There were, however,
violent clashes between former CDF and RUF
combatants over mining disputes in Kono district on 19
and 20 December. A total of 13 people were reportedly
killed and 40 injured during those clashes. The
violence resulted in large-scale disp lacement of the
local population, some of whom were former displaced
persons. UNAMSIL troops contained the incident, and
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assisted in transporting the displaced people back to
their villages.
8. During the reporting period, the Sierra Leone army
further deployed to Kailahun and Kono districts, in
order to secure the country's borders. It also continued
to consolidate its deployment in the strategic areas of
Makeni, Magburaka, Masingbi and Lunsar. The
Government has announced that the army will be
renamed the Republic of Sierra Leone Armed Forces,
with effect from 1 April.

Deployment of the Mission
9.
UNAMSIL troops continued to conduct highprofile patrols throughout the country in order to deter
violence and to reassure the population. The Mission
also stepped up air and land patrols along the Sierra
Leone/Liberia border in view of the escalation of
fighting in Liberia.
10. UNAMSIL is currently focusing on implementing
phase one of its military concept of operations for
2002, the main objective of which is to ensure effective
security for the forthcom ing elections. To that end, the
Mission has extended its dep loyment to 39 locations
throughout the country to provide umbrella security. In
phase two, which is expected to begin soon, UNAMSIL
intends to deploy to more areas, on a temporary basis,
with a view to covering as many locations as possible
over the polling period. During phase three, which
begins after the elections, UNAMSIL will focus on
sustaining a secure environment for the crucial postelection period. Throughout, the security umbrella will
be provided in close coordination with the Sierra Leone
police and the Sierra Leone army. A protocol was
recently agreed, designed to delineate security
responsibilities clearly, with particular emphasis on the
primacy of Sierra Leone police activities. In the
meantime, planning is already under way for the
subsequent phases, which will focus on a careful
assessment of the post-election security situation and a
gradual adjustment of the strength, composition and
deployment of the military component of UNAMSIL,
expected to begin later in 2002.
II. I regret to inform the Council that six
peacekeepers from the Zambian contingent were killed
in a tragic accident on 5 January, while handling
ammunitions collected during the disarmament process
in Kenema district. Twelve others were seriously
injured. The loss was all the more poignant as it
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occurred at the end of the disarmament process and
was the only serious incident experienced in the course
of handling vast quantities of unstable ammunition
during the programme. The Mission is tightening
procedures for handling ammunition and unexploded
ordnance. I wish to pay tribute to all the United
Nations peacekeepers who lost their lives in the service
of peace in Sierra Leone during the period under
review.

IV. Disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration
Disarmament and demobilization

12. The
Joint
Committee
on
Disarmament,
Demobilization and Reintegration, which comprises the
Government of Sierra Leone, RUF and UNAMSIL, met
on 17 January and declared that the disarmament
process had been completed. Subsequently, ceremonies
to mark the end of the war, with the destruction of
weapons, were held in Lungi and in the provincial
capitals of Bo, Makeni and Kenema.
13. A total of 47,076 combatants (19,183 RUF,
27,695 CDF and 198 AFRC/ex-SLA) disarmed during
the period between 18 May 200 I, when the
disarmament,
demobilization
and
reintegration
programme resumed, and 17 January 2002, when it was
formally completed. During the same period, 15,840
assorted weapons and 2 million rounds of ammunition
were collected. Prior to the resumption of the
programme' in May 200 I, 11,824 weapons had been
collected in the two disarmament phases, which were
carried out from October to December 1998 and from
November 1999 to May 2000. UNAMSIL has so far
destroyed a total of 24,944 weapons, including 10,800
collected before May 200 I. Some of the weapons were
turned into tools under a project implemented jointly
by UNAMSIL and GTZ, a German development
organization. The United Kingdom troops in Sierra
Leone assisted UNAMSIL in the destruction of
unstable ammunition in Tongo, Kenema district.
14. The special programme for the voluntary
collection, of shotguns and illegal arms held by the
civilian population was conducted by the Sierra Leone
police with the assistance of UNAMSIL and is
expected to be completed by mid-March. As at 7
March, the programme had collected 8,536 weapons,
and 33,968 pieces of ammunition. The United Nations

Development Programme (UNDP) is preparing to
finance a follow-up project under the Small Arms Trust
Fund aimed at providing long-term assistance in
strengthening the institutional capacity of the Sierra
Leone police to deal with illegal arms. As indicated in
my last report, the Secretariat is preparing to send a
mission to carry out a comprehensive assessment of the
disarmament process in Sierra Leone. It should be
recalled that a considerable number of the weapons and
equipment seized by RUF from UNAMSIL and the
ECOWAS Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) remain
unaccounted for. The assessment mission will, among
other things, look into this matter. I am grateful to the
donor countries that have agreed to finance this
important project.
Reintegration of ex-combatants

15. Funding
for
the
Government-managed
reintegration programme continues to experience a
serious shortfall, now estimated at $13.48 million for
the year 2002. On a positive note, however, all
disarmed combatants have received their initial
reinsertion payment, which is intended to assist them in
settling in their communities. To date, 17,951 excombatants have been absorbed in various short-term
reintegration projects. These include 4,552 in
agriculture, 5,331 in vocational training, 3,871 in
formal education, 3,240 in apprenticeships in various
trades, 589 in public works and 368 in child
reintegration projects. In addition, some 1,723 excombatants (1,028 RUF, 632 CDF and 63 AFRC/exSLA) have so far been selected for reintegration into
the Sierra Leone army. Besides inadequate funding, the
absence of service providers in most areas in the east
and north of the country has also slowed down the
reintegration programme. UNAMSIL, UNDP and the
United Kingdom's Department for International
Development (DFID) are implementing stopgap
projects to occupy the ex-combatants in potentially
volatile areas such as Kono and Kailahun districts.

V. Governance and stabilization
Extension of State authority

16. Upon the completion of the disarmament
exercise, the Government took further steps to extend
its authority throughout the country. Paramount chiefs
and chiefdom officials returned to all districts, except
Kailahun where disarmament was completed in mid-
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January. The relocation of district officers from
Freetown to areas formerly controlled by RUF in the
northern and eastern provinces is also under way.
During the reporting period, district officers returned to
Kono, Koinadugu and Tonkolili districts. The high
courts in Kenema and Bo, as well as the magistrates'
courts in Port Loko, were reopened. The Sierra Leone
police deployed to all districts, albeit in small numbers
and, gradually, officials of line Ministries have also
started returning.

country. Without such a regime, there is considerable
danger of uncontrolled exploitation and illicit trade in
diamonds, which may again destabilize the country.

Recovery activities
20. The National Recovery Committee continued to
conduct assessment missions, which are being used to
set priorities and to mobilize resources for ongoing
rehabilitation efforts. On the basis of those
assessments, district recovery strategies, together with
a national interim recovery strategy, were developed.
This strategy addresses key aspects of the transition
from relief to recovery. It focuses on immediate action,
essentially targeted at the restoration of State authority
and basic social services, with the objective of laying
the foundation for effective social and economic
development. It further provides the Government,
donors and non-governmental organizations with a
coordinated approach and a road map for recovery
assistance.

17. However, the Government continued to face
serious capacity constraints in its efforts to restore civil
administration and public services throughout the
country. In particular, the absence of qualified
personnel, destroyed infrastructure, and the lack of
office
and
communications
equipment
and
transportation for the returning officials remained the
major impediments to the efforts to accelerate the
extension of the Government's authority. The
immediate needs for the restoration of basic public
services in the newly accessible districts were
21. Through the Trust Fund for Sierra Leone,
identified and presented to the donor mission that
UNAMSIL has financed the construction of a
visited Sierra Leone early in February 2002. UNDP
dormitory for police trainees, as well as two police
and other United Nations bodies, as well as DFID,
stations in Koidu and the Western Area, with funds
continued to assist the Government to address some of
provided by the Government of Japan. Other police
the capacity constraints.
stations are being rehabilitated in Kambia, Kabala,
18. In the meantime, housing committees established Daru, Moyamba and Lunsar using DFID funds and, in
in some districts played a key role in resolving disputes Lunsar, through a contribution from the Government of
over properties illegally occupied by former RUF Norway. To date, Canada, Germany, Italy, Japan, the
combatants. Efforts are under way to establish similar Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom have
committees in other affected districts. UNAMSIL also made generous contributions to the Trust Fund. Other
facilitated meetings between former RUF cadres and donors, such as DFID, the European Union and UNDP
made
substantial
contributions
to the
paramount chiefs to resolve issues pertaining to have
property ownership, collection of market dues, illicit rehabilitation of roads and administrative infrastructure
mining and the status of caretaker chiefs designated by in the country.
RUF during the conflict.
19. The Government of Sierra Leone started
implementing a new policy aimed at controlling artisan
diamond mining. Under this policy, district mining
of local
committees,
with
the
participation
communities, are issuing mining licences. In addition,
the Government has opened negotiations with
concession holders to rehabilitate the industrial mining
of'underground kimberlite deposits. It is also studying
options for the marketing and export of diamonds
based on a study that was funded by DFID. The early
adoption of a comprehensive and effective regime for
diamond mining and marketing is of crucial importance
to the economic viability and long-term stability of the
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VI. Elections
22. The period under review witnessed further
progress in the preparations for the presidential and
parliamentary elections, which are to be held on 14
May 2002. On 22 January, the parliament of Sierra
Leone adopted legislation that formally established the
National Electoral Commission. On 31 January, it
adopted a revised electoral law by which it increased
the number of parliamentary seats from 80 to 124,
consisting of 112 elected seats and 12 allocated to
paramount chiefs. The revised law also provided for
the district block electoral system, which was
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explained in paragraph 38 of my last report
(S/200 1/1195), and allocated 8 parliamentary seats to
each of the 14 districts.

the transit camps. The Commission therefore intends to
organize mobile registration units to register the
returnees. A mission consisting of the National
Electoral Commission, UNHCR and UNAMSIL
officials visited camps in Guinea from 2 to 7 February,
to inform Sierra Leonean refugees about the situation
in their country and the preparations for the elections.

23. The voter registration exercise was conducted in
a peaceful atmosphere from 24 January to 10 February.
The National Electoral Commission extended the
registration period by three days, but some
stakeholders considered it necessary to further extend 27. With regard to internally displaced persons, those
the registration period for as long as possible, in order who return to their districts of origin prior to the
to accommodate as many eligible voters as possible. elections will be allowed to request the transfer of their
The Commission encountered logistical, technical and registration records to their respective districts.
administrative difficulties during the registration However, the National Electoral Commission has yet to
exerc ise, rang ing from inadequate voter education to announce details of voting arrangements for displaced
late disbursement of funds and the refusal of some persons who remain in camps until polling day.
registration officials to carry out their duties because of
28. Meanwhile, political parties in the country
misunderstandings about remuneration.
continued to prepare for the forthcoming elections. A
24. The retrieval of the voter registration forms was total of 23 parties have registered. As indicated earlier,
completed on 20 February. The processing of the forms on I March President Kabbah announced the lifting of
was slowed down by the high number of soiled forms, the state of emergency, thus opening the way for
however, as well as frequent interruptions in power electoral campaigning by the political parties. RUF
supply. Consequently, the exhibition of the provisional fulfilled the remaining requirement for registration as a
voters register had to be postponed by one week, to the political party by opening a regional office in the
period from 9 to 13 March. The National Electoral provincial capital of Kenema, but it still has to file an
Commission announced that a provisional total of application for full registration. On 14 February, I
2,276,518 potential voters were registered, which received a letter from the RUF leader, Issa Sesay, in
compares well with the 1996 registration figure of which he called for the lifting of the travel ban on RUF
officials and requested the international community to
1,566,000.
provide assistance for his movement to transform itself
25. The exhibition of the provisional voters register
into a political party. The former leader of the Armed
will not only enable registered voters to verify their
Forces Revolutionary Council, Lieutenant Colonel
names, but will also provide an opportunity to address
(Retired) Johnny Paul Koroma, relinquished his
allegations that the registration of minors and multiple
position as chairman of the Commission for the
registrations of voters occurred during the voter
Consolidation of Peace, which was established under
registration process. Local civil society groups, as well
the Lome Peace Agreement, and joined the Peace and
as the Commonwealth Secretariat and the European
Liberation Party.
Union, observed the registration process. The
processing and issuing of identity cards for the 29. At a meeting with the diplomatic corps in
registered potential voters is under way. The Freetown on I March, II opposition political parties
photography centres established for this purpose are renewed their criticism of the district block electoral
deployed around the country and are scheduled to system and called for a postponement of the elections
until November 2002, as well as the formation of an
remain open until 30 March.
interim government. Given the progress already made
26. The National Electoral Commission announced
in the preparations for the elections, these calls are not
that returning refugees can register in transit camps,
expected to change the course of events. It is, however,
beginning in mid-April, provided they have identity
important for the National Electoral Commission to
cards iss&ed by the Office of the United Nations High
maintain continuous dialogue with the political parties
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to confirm their
so as to build confidence in the electoral process.
status. A large number of refugees returning from
Liberia have already dispersed to their villages of
origin, however, making it difficult to register them in
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Outstanding concerns and challenges
30. The voter registration exercise underlined the
operational challenges that continue to face the
National Electoral Commission, and which should be
addressed in order to prevent difficulties that could
hamper the conduct of critical activities on polling day.
In particular, adequate planning of all aspects of the
operation, effective communication between the
Commission's headquarters and field offices, and
timely disbursement of funds for the Commission by
the Government, as well as effective voter education,
adequate supply of materials and training of field staff,
will be crucial to the successful conduct of the polling
day activities. UNAMSIL and other partners are
redoubling their efforts to assist the Commission to
address shortcomings in these important areas.
31. Civil society groups and political parties
continued to express concern at the lack of dialogue
between them and the National Electoral Commission,
which has held three meetings with political parties and
civil society organizations during the reporting period.
UNAMSIL and other external partners continued to
encourage the Commission to hold more frequent
consultations with all stakeholders. UNAMSIL has also
emphasized to the National Electoral Commission the
need for a more proactive public information strategy
to promote better public understanding of the
Commission's activities.

United Nations support for the elections
32. The electoral component of UNAMSIL is now
established. During the reporting period, the Mission
closely monitored the electoral process and provided
advice to the National Electoral Commission on how to
rectify shortcomings. UNAMSIL also provided
logistical, security and public information support for
the voter registration process in a coordinated manner.
It opened regional electoral coordination offices in all
three provinces of Sierra Leone, as well as the Western
Area (Freetown). UNAMSIL helped the National
Electoral Commission to transport voter registration
materials and personnel to registration stations
throughout the country, and subsequently to retrieve
thtm.
33. As indicated earlier, UNAMSIL troops have made
adjustments in their deployment in order to provide
effective umbrella security for the electoral process.
Delineation of security responsibilities between
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UNAMSIL troops and the Sierra Leone police has been
finalized, and appropriate liaison arrangements are in
place to enable the police to call on UNAMSIL for
assistance. Rehearsals are being conducted to test the
joint security arrangements for polling day.
34. UNAMSIL civilian police advisers, together with
the Mission's military component, continued to assist
the Sierra Leone police to develop guiding principles
on point security for the elections through the creation
of police operational orders. Pursuant to Security
Council resolution 1389 (2002), the Mission deployed
30 additional civilian police advisers who will perform
election-related tasks, which include advising and
supporting the Sierra Leone police in carrying out their
election-related duties and helping them to devise and
implement an electoral training programme for their
personnel. It may be necessary to retain these
additional police advisers after the elections in order to
reinforce key dimensions of UNAMSIL support to the
Sierra Leone police.
35. UNAMSIL also provided public information
technical support, as well as facilities, to the National
Electoral Commission to facilitate dissemination of
information on the voter registration process. At the
same time, it assisted the Commission to design
election logos and posters that were used during the
voter registration exercise, and provided training on the
electoral process for national public information staff.
Similar support will be provided for the next phases of
the electoral process. The Mission established an
elections information unit to enhance the effectiveness
of its public information support to the electoral
process.
36. Radio UNAMSIL was used effectively to
broadcast information on the voter registration process
and the exhibition of the provisional voters register.
Broadcasting 24 hours a day, the Radio integrated
electoral information into all of its programming,
including its daily current affairs programmes and
news broadcasts in English and local languages. The
station is now in the process of testing newly installed
radio transmitters, which will soon extend its reach to
the entire territory of Sierra Leone. Other aspects of the
Mission's public information activities for the elections
included the airing of simple civic education messages.
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Support by other partners
37. The International Foundation for Election
Systems continued to provide technical advisers to the
National Electoral Commission and materials and
equipment to support the electoral process. The
National Democratic Institute, a United States-based
non-governmental organization, and the Westminster
Foundation for Democracy, which is funded by the
United Kingdom, are implementing political party
development projects in Freetown, which are intended
to benefit all Sierra Leonean parties. Since my last
report, the Governments of Canada and Germany have
announced financial contributions to the UNDP Trust
Fund for the Sierra Leone elections. The Trust Fund
will also be used to facilitate the fielding of electoral
observers from ECOWAS and the Organization of
African Unity, and to conduct training for domestic
observers and representatives of political parties.

VII.

Human rights

38. The completion of the disarmament of RUF, CDF
and AFRC/ex-SLA has resulted in a general
improvement in the human rights situation in Sierra
Leone. Access to more areas in the east has, however,
revealed more evidence of atrocities committed during
the conflict. UNAMSIL investigated past human rights
breaches of international
abuses and serious
humanitarian law in Kono and Kailahun districts.
Several mass graves were identified in a village north
of Koidu. The recent deployment of the Sierra Leone
army to Kailahun also brought to light the existence of
alleged "execution houses" in the district, where
civilians were reportedly tortured and killed. It is
important to preserve these sites and sources of
evidence until proper forensic analysis can be
undertaken. UNAMSIL also collected testimonies from
persons who were mutilated during the conflict. The
Mission is developing a database to map the conflict
and will inform the local human rights community
about its experience in that area.
39. Conditions in police cells and prisons have
generally improved during the period under review.
The slow place of installation of court facilities and the
inadequate performance of judicial officials in many
districts has, however, severely impaired the overall
functioning of the administration of justice and the due
process of law. In order to continue to closely monitor
the human rights situation in the country, UNAMSIL

opened a third regional human rights office in Port
Loko.

Protection of women and children
40. Following the completion of the disarmament
process, UNAMSIL human rights officers tracked
cases involving former child combatants and abducted
women in Kailahun district who have not been
reintegrated into their former communities. They also
investigated reports of former child combatants who
are still being used for forced labour in diamond
mining operations in Tongo Fields, Kenema district.
While none of the abducted women expressed an
unequivocal desire to leave their abductors, most of the
abducted children working in the mines expressed the
wish to be reunited with their families. A delegation
from the United Nations Development Fund for
Women (UNIFEM) visited Sierra Leone from 21 to 25
January to further examine the impact of the war on
women.
41. Groups of abducted women in Kono, 80mbali,
Port Loko and Tonkolili districts who were abandoned
by their captors have started to participate in
community-based reintegration projects initiated by
child protection agencies to reinforce the reunification
of families and the reintegration of children. Following
the disarmament process, there are increasing numbers
of street children registered in Freetown and the
provincial capitals of 80, Kenema and Makeni. On 28
February, UNAMSIL launched the most comprehensive
report to date on the incidence and effects of warrelated sexual violence in Sierra Leone, based on
research undertaken by Physicians for Human Rights,
an organization based in the United States, with the
support of the Mission.
42. UNAMSIL has in place an ongoing training
programme, for all its contingents, on the rights of
women and children. Under this programme, the
Mission's human rights officers and the Child
Protection Adviser provide training to the peacekeepers
as part of their induction. In addition, the Training and
Evaluation Service of the Department of Peacekeeping
Operations has been pursuing a vigorous policy of
improved training of troops on these issues. It has
developed a gender awareness-training module for the
military and civilian police components, which has
been administered in four peacekeeping missions,
including UNAMSIL.
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43. As indicated in my ninth report to the Security
Council
(S/200 1/228),
allegations
of
sexual
exploitation of minors and girls by United Nations
personnel were reported to UNAMSIL early in 2001,
and the Mission conducted an investigation, but no
specific cases were brought to its attention. In January
2002, UNICEF and CARITAS-Makeni reported to my
Special Representative several cases of alleged sexual
exploitation of minors by peacekeepers in Kabala, ~o
and Lungi. On 23 February, the UNAMSIL Child
Protection Adviser and the Mission's Human Rights
Section started monitoring the peacekeepers in Lungi.
A joint investigation with UNICEF and CARITASMakeni will be conducted on the specific cases
reported in Lungi, Kabala and Bo.

Truth and Reconciliation Commission
46. On 3 January, my Special Representative
presented to President Kabbah the names of the four
proposed national commissioners on the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, while the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
has submitted nominations for three international
commissioners. In the meantime, UNAMSIL, together
with local and international non-governmental
organizations, continued to conduct sensitization
activities on the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
47. A planning mission from the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights visited Sierra Leone
from 13 to 17 January to discuss with the Government
of Sierra Leone, UNAMSIL and other partners
practical issues relating to the establishment of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Following the
VISIt, an interim Executive Secretary of the
Commission was appointed. The interim Secretariat is
scheduled to begin work before the end of March 2002.
On 21 February, the Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights launched an appeal to donors to
contribute funds to the budget of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, which amounts to almost
$10 million for the first 15 months.

44. On 26 February, a joint assessment mission of
UNHCR and Save the Children United Kingdom
released a report alleging that United Nations and nongovernmental organizations personnel were involved ~n
the sexual exploitation of children and women In
refugee camps in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. My
Spokesman issued a statement on 27 February,
reiterating the United Nations zero tolerance policy for
such abuses. It is my intention to have this matter
investigated in an expeditious and transparent manner
by the Office of Internal Oversight Services, and I have
instructed all United Nations agencies to take swift
Special Court
disciplinary measures against any of their staff
members found to be involved in such unacceptable 48. The background to the recent planning mission's
visit to Sierra Leone was set out in my twelfth report
acts.
(SI200I/l195, paras. 71-72). The report of the planning
45. UNAMSIL has publicly invited those concerned
mission has been issued as document S/2002/246.
to provide any information that could assist the
During the visit to Sierra Leone a significant amount of
Mission's investigation. Recently, the Mission's
time was devoted to discussing with the Government,
Deputy Force Commander visited all contingents in the
non-governmental organizations and other bodies ~he
field to impress upon the troops the importance of strict
availability locally of resources to support the creation
adherence to the highest standard of behaviour as
and operation of the Special Court. In spite of the best
stipulated in the code of conduct for peacekeepers. In
efforts of those concerned it was obvious that the
addition, a meeting of contingent commanders was
resources required would either be in short supply or,
convened at Freetown, at which it was stressed that the
mostly, non-existent. Given the need for the Special
commanders would be personally held responsible for
Court to operate within a tightly drawn budget and,
the conduct of their troops. UNAMSIL has also
equally, the need to make early progress, it was
decided to immediately create special child protection
inevitable that the potential offered by the presence of
committees in each deployed unit to monitor the
UNAMSIL would be considered.
conduct of the Mission's personnel, and the Mission
~ill establish coordinating mechanisms with the 49. The planning mission concluded, first, that
Regional Child Protection Committees set up by the UNAMSIL would be able to offer assistance in areas of
Government, in order to gather in formation on alleged crucial importance in logistical support, and in the
violations.
of
personnel
administration,
finance,
fields
communication, transport and procurement. In each of
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those areas the administrative infrastructure of
UNAMSIL is already well established and, subject to
the understanding that assistance from UNAMSIL in
these areas would be on a reimbursable basis, in some
cases involving the funding of the provision of
additional staff to supplement existing UNAMSIL
resources, under UNAMSIL management, it would be
at no cost to UNAMSIL. It would seem to make good
sense to utilize a well-established infrastructure to
support the operation of both the Mission and the
Court, in respect of certain similar core functions,
thereby making the most effective use of the funding
provided by Member States.
50. In addition, UNAMSIL would be in a position to
provide evidence to the Prosecutor gathered by its
Human Rights Section and from other local sources
and its rich experience in conducting a successful local
campaign of sensitization in respect of both the Special
Court and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

VIII. Humanitarian aspects
Donor consultations
51. From 4 to 8 February, representatives of 12 donor
countries and institutions visited Sierra Leone for
consultations with the Government, United Nations
agencies and international and national nongovernmental organizations. The primary objective of
the consultations was to review the humanitarian needs
of the country as presented in the consolidated appeal
process for 2002, and to mobilize resources for the
resettlement and reintegration of displaced persons and
refugees. In addition, the consultations sought to
further sensitize donors to the need for sustained
assistance for post-conflict recovery and the transition
to sustainable development. The donors reiterated their
commitment to sustaining their support to Sierra Leone
beyond the elections.

17,846 displaced returnees have so far been assisted by
UNHCR to resettle in their areas of origin.
53. As indicated earlier, the armed conflict in Liberia
has resulted in new influxes. of Liberian refugees and
Sierra Leonean returnees since mid-December 2001. In
December, there was an influx of 200 Liberian refugees
and 3,000 Sierra Leonean returnees. As at 6 March,
over 10,700 Liberians and more than 7,400 Sierra
Leoneans had been registered by immigration
authorities at the main crossing point in Jendema,
southern Sierra Leone. In Buedu and Koindu in the
east, there has been a further influx of approximately
1,600 Liberian refugees since the end of January 2002.
54. UNHCR and the Government of Sierra Leone are
informing the Liberian refugees in border areas of
Kailahun and Jendema about the security risks of
remaining in border areas and about the Government's
request that they move to camps in Bo district.
UNAMSIL, at the request of UNHCR, has mounted an
operation to transport the refugees and returnees from
the border areas to Bo and Kenema districts. Currently,
UNHCR is assisting 5,835 refugees who have moved to
Jimi Bagbo refugee camp and to temporary settlements,
which are being transformed into refugee camps. The
recent influx adds to a previous refugee population of
7,000 who have been in Sierra Leone for the past
decade.
55. UNHCR-facilitated repatriation of Sierra Leonean
refugees by ship from Guinea is in progress, at a rate of
500 repatriates per week. The number is expected to
increase to 1,500 per week transported by road in midMarch, once the Kambia border post becomes
operational. Facilitated repatriation from Liberia
started on 13 February, and 1,741 refugees had been
repatriated as at 26 February. Small numbers of Sierra
Leoneans are also being repatriated from other asylum
countries in the subregion.

Resettlement of internally displaced persons

Refugees and returnees

56. As of January 2002, some 204,000 displaced
persons
were registered and being assisted by United
52. There are currently approximately 107,000 Sierra
Nations
agencies. The resettlement of internally
Leonean refugees being assisted by UNHCR in camps
displaced
persons is being conducted in phases. Under
in the subregion, as well as an additional estimated
phase
one,
carried out in December 2001, 4,000
80,000 un:egistered refugees living outside camps.
Since September 2000, UNHCR has assisted the internally displaced persons and 13,000 returnees based
repatriation of 68,698 refugees, adding to tens of in camps and host communities in Port Loko district
thousands who have returned spontaneously. A total of were resettled to Kambia and Port Loko districts. The
resettlement of displaced persons from the Western
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Area (Freetown) and Tonkolili districts to Kambia, Port
Loko and Bombali districts started in February 2002,
under phase two.
57. With the completion of the disarmament process,
the districts of Koinadugu, Tonkolili, Bombali and
Kono and parts of Kailahun district were declared safe
for resettlement. There are over 260,000 internally
displaced persons and returnees that need to be assisted
with food and non-food resettlement packages, as well
as transportation during phase three of the resettlement
in these areas. It is expected that this phase will be well
under way prior to the commencement of the rainy
season and the elections. The humanitarian community
has approached UNAMSIL for assistance in
transporting the displaced persons to their areas of
origin. The World Food Programme has indicated that
it expects to encounter a break in its food pipeline at
the critical season in July if it does not receive
immediate contributions to cover a shortfall of 25,000
tons.
HIV/AIDS
58. Since my last report, UNAMSIL has continued to
provide information to its military and civilian
personnel about the impact of HIV/AIDS, pursuant to
Security Council resolution 1308 (2000). A selected
number of peacekeepers participated in the Mission's
train-the-trainers programme, which seeks to impart
knowledge of HIV1AIDS issues to peacekeepers and
create awareness through trained representatives.

cent of which consisted of diamonds channelled
through the certification process ($24 million
compared to $10 million in 1999). Exports adjusted for
trade partner data on diamond imports from Sierra
Leone reached $120 million in 2001 from $61 million
in 1999. However, large aid flows financed a 34 per
cent increase in imports in 2001 and an expansion of
the current account deficit to 29 per cent of GDP.
60. These favourable developments notwithstanding,
the overall economic situation of Sierra Leone remains
precarious. At the end of 2000, the net present value of
the country's $1.2 billion public and publicly
guaranteed external debt was 133 per cent of GDP, and
757 per cent of exports. At the same time, the country
reached the Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC)
Initiative "decision point" in March 2002, which
provides interim debt relief. This relief would be made
permanent should Sierra Leone continue to perform
well under its IMF Poverty Reduction and Growth
Facility Programme over the next couple of years to
satisfy the conditions for reaching the "completion
point". With enhanced HIPC assistance, Sierra Leone's
debt service to exports ratio would drop from 74 per
cent in 2001 to 5 per cent by 2005. Debt service
savings would amount to about $37 million per annum
during 2002-2005 (5 per cent of projected GDP
annually).

X. Financial aspects

6 I. The General Assembly, by its resolution 56/251
of24 December 200 I, appropriated the amount of $692
IX. Economic developments
million gross for the maintenance of UNAMSIL for the
financial period from I July 2001 to 30 June 2002. I
59. The reporting period witnessed the continuing
have also submitted a detailed budget amounting to
recovery of Sierra Leone's economy. The improvement
$669,476,400 gross for the maintenance of the Mission
in the security situation, the increasing consumer and
for the 2002-2003 financial period, which is currently
investor confidence, the drastic reduction in barriers to
before the Advisory Committee on Administrative and
domestic mobility and trade, the stepped-up
Budgetary Questions and the General Assembly for
resettlement and rehabilitation activities, the increase
oversight and legislative review and consideration.
in agricultural output, the expansion of donor-financed
imports and the strong growth of domestic commerce 62. Therefore, should the Security Council approve
have all contributed to the generally favourable my recommendation set out in paragraph 70 below as
economic trends. Fiscal and monetary policies to the extension of the mandate of UNAMSIL, the cost
c~ntained inflation to 3.4 per cent in 2001, despite the for the operation and maintenance of the Mission
healthy 30 per cent depreciation of the Leone during the extension period will be limited to resources
(completely reversing its sustained appreciation of approved by the General Assembly.
2000). Exports are also gradually beginning to
63. As at 28 February 2002, unpaid assessed
rebound. Recorded exports ($6 million in 1999 and $13
contributions to the special account for UNAMSIL
million in 2000) rose to $26 million in 2001, 90 per
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amounted to $365.4 million. The total outstanding
assessed contributions for all peacekeeping operations
at that date amounted to $2,00 I million.

XI. Observations and
recommendations
64. The completion of the disarmament process and
the deployment of UNAMSIL throughout the country
have created a relatively more secure environment,
which provides an opportunity for Sierra Leone to hold
free, fair and credible elections, and to concentrate on
national reconciliation and recovery, and building
sustainable institutions. After more than 10 years of a
brutal civil war, this represents a unique chance, which
Sierra Leoneans and their leaders cannot afford to miss.
It is absolutely essential that the Government, the
former armed groups, the political parties and civil
society seize this opportunity and return their country
to durable peace and stability.
65. The most urgent priority for Sierra Leone at this
stage is to ensure that the forthcoming elections are
conducted in a credible manner and in a reasonably
secure and peaceful environment. I am encouraged by
the progress made so far in the preparations for the
elections, with the assistance of the international
community.
The
peaceful
atmosphere
that
characterized the conduct of the voter registration
exercise bodes well for the next phases of the electoral
process. The National Electoral Commission must,
however, draw the necessary lessons from this exercise
and rectify
all
shortcomings,
particularly
its
organizational and
management problems. The
Commission must also coordinate closely with
UNHCR and expedite arrangements for the registration
of returning refugees.
66. The electoral campaign period, which will begin
in the coming weeks, will be an equally critical phase.
The people of Sierra Leone expect the political parties
to conduct their electoral campaign activities in a
responsible and mature manner, so as to preserve the
prevailing stability. The international partners have
made commendable efforts to ensure that all political
parties g()t a fair chance to contest the elections. In
particular, the National Democratic Institute and the
Westminster Foundation for Democracy deserve praise
for the role they are playing in promoting political
party development. I also commend the Governments

of Sierra Leone and Nigeria for the assistance they
have extended to RUF to enable it to transform itself
into a political party. The National Electoral
Commission must operate in a transparent and
impartial manner, however, and should engage all the
stakeholders, in particular the political parties and civil
society groups, in more regular consultations, so as to
sustain confidence in the electoral process.
67. The recent public statements by the leaders of
RUF, expressing their commitment to transforming
their movement into a political party and joining the
mainstream of the democratic process, are a welcome
development. They should be strongly encouraged to
continue along this constructive path, and to actively
participate in the party development projects of the
National Democratic Institute and the Westminster
Foundation for Democracy, which are intended to
benefit all legitimate Sierra Leonean political parties.
The sincerity of the commitment of the RUF party to
the democratic process will, however, be measured by
how it conducts itself before, during and after the
elections.
68. Following the announcement of the election
results, it will be necessary to closely monitor the
reaction of all the parties and take stock of the evolving
security environment, with a view to ensuring a
peaceful transition to the newly elected government. In
this connection, UNAMSIL is preparing for all possible
contingencies, and is determ ined to assist in ensuring
that stability is maintained in the post-election period.
69. As stated in my last report (S/2001/l ]95), the
elections will not by themselves provide a lasting
solution to the crisis in Sierra Leone. Without wellestablished State institutions throughout the country,
and security agencies that are capable of defending the
country from both internal and external threats, the
stability so far achieved in Sierra Leone will remain
vulnerable. In the period immediately following the
elections, the efforts of the newly elected government
and the international community must therefore focus
on peace consolidation. Urgent attention will need to
be paid to the unfinished aspects of the peace process,
particularly the extension of State authority, the
reintegration of ex-combatants and the restoration of
the Government's control over diamond mining. Those
efforts will need to be complemented by the
reactivation of the judicial system, the strengthening of
the law enforcement agencies, the restoration of basic
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public services and recovery efforts throughout the
country.
70. The international community has invested heavily
in Sierra Leone, both politically and financially. It is
therefore imperative that it safeguard the significant
progress made and stay the course until its objectives
are met. Despite the completion of the disarmament
process, for now, the security situation in the country
and in the Mano River Union subregion remains
fundamentally fragile. It will be some time before
Sierra Leone's security forces have the capacity to take
full responsibility for the country's security. Without
sustained stability, it will not be possible to accomplish
the peace consolidation efforts described above. The
continued engagement of UNAMSIL after the elections
will therefore be indispensable. For this reason, I
recommend that the mandate of the Mission be
extended for another six months, until 30 September
2002.
71. Should the security situation in Sierra Leone
continue to improve after the elections, adjustments
will need to be made to the current strength,
composition and deployment of UNAMSIL troops. As
indicated earlier, the initial planning for those
adjustments is already under way. It will be necessary,
however, to watch how the post-election situation
evolves and conduct a thorough assessment of
developments in both Sierra Leone and the
neighbouring countries, to ensure that any adjustment
proposals are suited to the prevailing situation. Such an
assessment, together with specific benchmarks related
to the peace consolidation efforts, will be contained in
my September report to the Security Council.
72. The process of national recovery has to begin
early so that it contributes to the earliest consolidation
of peace. Aspects of the recovery programme that are
critical to the stabilization of the country, in particular
the reintegration of displaced persons and returning
refugees, employment creation, and the repair of vital
infrastructure, should be accorded priority. United
Nations agencies and the Bretton Woods institutions
will have to be actively involved in these stabilization
efforts. The United Nations country team has already
begun developing a strategy for the transition from
humanitarian assistance to supporting national recovery
a~ peace-building in Sierra Leone.
73. National
reconciliation
and
ensuring
accountability for atrocities committed during the
conflict will also constitute an important aspect of
peace consolidation. The preparations for the
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establishment of the Special Court and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission will no doubt gather
momentum after the elections, and the strains
associated with the efforts to address the atrocities of
the past will need to be carefully managed. In this
regard, I expect the Government, UNAMSIL and civil
society to work closely together and step up activities
aimed at informing the public about the functioning of
the Special Court and the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission.
74. I remain very much concerned about the recent
escalation of the conflict in Liberia. It will be
extremely difficult to safeguard the security and
stability achieved in Sierra Leone as long as conflict
persists in a neighbouring State. I therefore welcome
the Mana River Union summit meeting held at Rabat
on 27 February. It is my hope that this event marks the
beginning of sustained dialogue among the leaders of
the Mano River Union subregion, which should address
the sources of instability in the subregion and build
confidence among the three countries. I wish to
commend His Majesty King Mohammed VI for
facilitating the summit meeting.
75. I am deeply disturbed by the recent reports of
sexual exploitation of minors and women in the
subregion. As stated above, I have asked the Office of
Internal Oversight Services to conduct a thorough
investigation. In addition to strengthening preventive
and disciplinary measures by the concerned United
Nations agencies and non-governmental organizations,
it would also be important to address the underlying
causes of the problem, including poverty and the
breakdown of community values. With regard to the
alleged misconduct on the part of peacekeepers,
UNAMSIL has been instructed to conduct a vigorous
and thorough investigation. At the same time, it is
imperative for the troop-contributing countries to
support the United Nations in implementing the
preventive measures developed by the Mission.
76. In conclusion, I wish to commend the people and
Government
of
Sierra
Leone,
my
Special
Representative, and all UNAMSIL military and civilian
personnel for the remarkable progress achieved during
the reporting period. I would also like, once again, to
express my appreciation to ECOWAS, as well as to the
United Nations agencies, the World Bank, many
individual
donor
countries,
and national and
international non-governmental organizations for their
unwavering support for the peace process in Sierra
Leone.
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Annex
United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone: contributions
as at 8 March 2002
Authorized stren&tb: Military: 17,500 (up to 260 military observers)
Civilian police: current strengtb opeD; currently planning up to 90
Military
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,.,/III/ary
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Uruguay
Zambia
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Staff
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Total

833
17371

11

11

10

5

813

5

260

105
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Force Commander: Kenya; Deputy Force Commander: Nigeria; Chief Military Observer:
Pakistan.
Civilian police: Bangladesh: 4; Canada: 4; Gambia: 4; Ghana: 8; India: 2; Jordan: 3; Kenya: 5;
Malaysia: 3; Nepal: 5; Niger: 2; Nigeria: 3; Norway: 4; Senegal: 3; Sri Lanka: 2; United
Republic of Tanzania: I; Zambia: 8; Zimbabwe: 6; total: 73.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENER~L ON
THE SITUATION IN SIERRA LEONE

I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
The present report is submitted pursuant to a number of requests from
members of the Security Council.
It covers the period since my good offices
were formally requested by the Government of Slerra Leone in November 1994.
2.
The conflict in Sierra Leone began in March 1991, when the forces of the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) launched attacks to overthrow the Government of
the All People's Congress (APC) headed by former President Joseph S. Momoh. The
conflict has so far caused the deaths of thousands of civilians, while many
thousands more are internally displaced or are refugees in Guinea and Liberia.
3.
On 29 April 1992, the Government of President Momoh was overthrown by a
military coup and the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC) was
established. Captain Valentine E. M. Strasser became the Chairman of NPRC and
Head of State. After the coup, RUF made additional demands and continued its
conflict wlth the new Government.
4.
Towards the end of 1993, NPRC regained control of areas held by RUF in the
southern and eastern parts of the country and subsequently announced a
unilateral cease-fire in December 1993. Nevertheless, attacks on towns,
villages and major highways escalated to unprecedented levels and spread
throughout the country.
S.
In a letter addressed to me on 24 November 1994, Chairman Strasser formally
requested my good offices to bring the Government and RUF to negotiatlons, with
the United Nations serving as an lntermediary in that process.
I dispatched a
member of the Department of Political Affairs, Mr. Felix Mosha, to Sierra Leone
to explore the possibilities of dialogue between the Government and RUF.
He
held a series of discussions from 15 to 22 December 1994 with Government
officials, prominent citizens, rellgious leaders, resident diplomats and
representatives of all United Nations bodies and agencies in Sierra Leone.
He
was not able, however, to establlsh contact wlth RUF in order to assess ltS
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attitude towards negotiations.
In a letter to me dated 28 Decembe~ 1994,
Strasser expressed his appreciation and full support for the mission
and requested that I continue my efforts.

Cha~rman

6.
The findings of the explorato~y mission convinced me of the need to
establish a more permanent presence in Freetown.
I therefore appointed
Mr. Berhanu Dinka (Ethiopia) as my Special Envoy for Sierra Leone and
communicated this to the President of the Security Council on 7 Februarv 1995
(S/1995/120) .
-

II.

POLITICAL SITUATION

7.
During the last three years, while taking military measures against RUF,
the Government has followed a two-track political approach:
a negotiated
settlement With RUF and democratization of the political process, including
t~ansition to an elected civilian Government within a fixed time-frame.
These
two political approaches are intended to reinforce each other.

A.

The Dursuit of negotiations

8.
Prior to requesting my good offices, the Government had dispatched a
delegation of prominent Sierra Leoneans to the border with Liberia to establish
contact with RUF and pave the way for peace talks.
The delegation met with the
representatives of RUF on the Mano river bridge and held meetings With them on
24 November and 4 and 7 December 1994.
Since then, there have been no follow-up
meetings and each side has blamed the other for the non-resumption of talks.
RUF accused the Government of sabotaging the process by issuing derogatory
statements while the talks were being held.
The Government alleged that the
talks were discontinued because RUF took hostage three members of the Government
delegation and continues to hold them.
9.
My Special Envoy has spared no effort to establish contact with RUF.
He
has closely collaborated with the Organization of African Unity (OAU) , the
Commonwealth Secretariat and other organizations supporting negotiations in
Sierra Leone. Along with the OAU and Commonwealth delegations, he issued a
tripartite statement in Freetown in February 1995, calling on RUF to meet with
them.
He has since kept in constant communication with officials of these two
organizations.
10.
In his attempts to establish contact with RUF leadership, my Special Envoy
has sought and received assistance from official bodies, private individuals and
non-governmental organizations in Sierra Leone and throughout the subregion.
This has enabled him to communicate with Mr. Foday Sankoh, the leader of RUF,
and some of its senior members.
In May 1995, Mr. Sankoh invited my Special
Envoy to visit him at his base but later changed his mind.
In a similar vein,
at the beginning of September 1995, he invited, through the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in Freetown, a number of prominent Sierra
Leoneans to meet him.
The Government agreed to allow those invited to proceed
to the meeting.
On 18 September, ICRC informed RUF of the Government's
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agreement and requested RUF to fix the date and venue.
received.

No reSDonse has yet been

11.
My Speclal Envoy is still continuing hls efforts through various channels
to meet face-to-face with the RUF leader.
In addition to these efforts, he has
been assisting and encouraging the Government In its democratizatlon process.

B.

Democratization

12.
On 26 November 1993, Chairman Strasser issued a declaratlon setting out a
programme of transition to democratic constitutional rule.
According to the
schedule, registration of voters was to have been completed from March to
June 1994 and presidential elections were to have taken place in November 1995.
However, the continued conflict and limited State resources have delayed the
implementation of the transition programme by one year.
13.
On 27 April 1995, on the occasion of the thirty-fourth anniversary of
independence, Chairman Strasser reaffirmed the commitment of NPRC to the
transition programme, pledging that everything possible would be done to
complete its implementation by January 1996, when a democratically elected
President would be sworn in.
Several important steps have followed that
pronour_cement.
14.
The Interim National Electoral Commission (INEC), which was established by
Decree No.1, 1994, has intensified its activity under the chairmanship of
Mr. James O. C. Jonah.
Its sister organization, the National Commission for
Democracy (NCD) , established by Decree No. 15, 1994, promotes clvic and voter
education throughout the country.
15.
At the request of the Government, the United Nations Electoral
Division conducted a needs assessment mission from 22 November to
2 December 1994, in close collaboration with the National Electoral
to identify the technical requirements for organizing the electoral
including voter registration, polling, civic education, training of
officers, legal issues and the electoral timetable.

Assistance
Commission,
process,
electoral

16.
On 20 June 1995, the Government issued Decree NO.7, 1995, lifting the ban
on political activities, which it had imposed when it came to power, and
empowered INEC to register political parties.
Fifteen political parties have so
far been issued with final certificates of registration and have begun
campaigning (see annex I) .
17.
In order to build broad-based support for the electoral process, a National
Consultative Conference on Elections was held in Freetown from 15 to
17 August 1995 with the participation of all the political parties,
representatives of the Government and 78 different organizations representing a
wide spectrum of civil society.
The Conference adopted a system of elections
based on proportional representation, a code of conduct for political partles
and rules to govern campaign financing.
The Conference overwhelmingly agreed to
hold elections by the end of February 1996. The date has since been set for
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25 February 1996.
The vigorous debate and the consensus that emerged indicate
wide support for the democratic process.
18.
As a result of these decisions, INEC is ready to begin voter registration
and to finalize preparations for the elections.
However, there are serious
financial constralnts that endanger this process:
the total budgetary
requirement is US$ 10,730,219, but only US$ 1,125,005 in cash and kind has so
far been raised from external sources (see annex II).
Unless additional
financlal support is made available, the electoral tlmetable will not be met.
19.
Postponement of the elections could result in escalating violence and halt
altogether the process of democratizacion.
There are some elements within
Sierra Leone that seek to derail the electoral process, as was attested by the
attempted coup of 2 October 1995.
20.
Various efforts have been made to raise resources.
At a briefing of donor
countrles on the electoral and political situation in Slerra Leone on
2 November 1995, the response was very positive.
I am convening a donors'
conference on electoral assistance to Sierra Leone in New York on 30 November
and I urge Member States to respond generously.
21.
I have instructed my Special Envoy to follow closely all aspects of the
democratization process.
I have also instructed him to encourage the Government
and leaders of the political parties to safeguard the integrity of the process,
ensuring that the elections are free and fair and that their outcome is not
contested.

III .

SECURITY SITUATION

22.
When NPRC took power, the Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces numbered
3,000. A massive recruitment drive increased their total strength to around
14,000. After the December 1994 offensive by RUF, however, it became clear that
the forces were inadequate to confront the challenges they faced.
In addition,
some soldiers have been implicated in illegal activities.
23.
Given the llnks between the conflicts in Liberia and Sierra Leone, certain
regional and other countries have taken the decision to provide military
assistance to Sierra Leone.
In addition, NPRC has been using non-Sierra Leonean
advisers to improve the fighting skills of its troops, instil discipline and
upgrade command and control.
24.
The situation on the ground has not changed dramatically.
Foreign and
Sierra Leonean nationals, including seven nuns, were taken hostage in different
parts of the country in early 1995 and subsequently released on 21 March 1995.
In additlon, RUF began moving closer to Freetown and captured several villages
in Kono District, an area rich in diamonds and therefore of great economic
importance.
25.
Recently, morale and disclpline within the Republic of Sierra Leone
Military Forces appear to have improved.
The diamond fields of Kono and a
number of villages were retaken by Government forces in July and August 1995.
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The f~equency of ambushes on the hlghways has decreased in the last few weeks
and, if the present trend continues, the dellvery of relief asslstance to the
countryslde, as well as registration and voting, will be facilitated.
26.
The majority of the combatants on both sides are young men with no
employable sKllls other than soldiering.
The Government has expressed its
desire to demobilize part of its army.
This is imperative, but it is also vltal
to reintegrate the demobilized soldiers into society as p~oductive citizens.
Sierra Leone lacks the resources to accomplish this task and the international
community needs to assist the processes of demobilization and reintegration.
While this programme will initially cover only members of the Republic of Sierra
Leone Military Forces and those RUF combatants who are already in the hands of
the Government, it must be deslgned to cover those still in the field as soon as
a cease-fire and peace agreement a~e in place.
27.
The Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces held a seminar on 16 and
17 November 1995 with clvilians and representatlves of political parties to
discuss the differences of perception and mutual suspicion between the milita~y
and the civilian population.
It hopes that this seminar will c~eate a
ha~monious envi~onment in preparation fo~ the forthcoming transltion to civilian
rule.

IV.

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION

The socio-economic costs of the war
28.
Much of the fighting has taken place in the mineral-rich areas in the south
and east and the agriculturally viable regions where cocoa, coffee and other
cash crops are grown. As a result, production of gold and diamonds dropped f~om
43,000 tons in 1991 to 38,000 tons in 1994. This was reflected in a 530 million
decline in exports.
Income from the production of cash crops has declined from
$21 million in 1990 to $7.6 million in 1993, a fall of 64 per cent.
At the same
time, government expenditures have risen as a result of the war; it is estimated
that some 75 per cent of total revenue lS now spent on the war effort.
29.
Infrastructure damage has been enormous, with academic institutlons,
government offices, banks, health centres, schools and hospitals in a state of
severe disrepair.
Roads, brldges and construction equipment have been
destroyed, while the Government, the churches, NGOs and mining companies have
closed or scaled down operations and laid off thousands of workers as part of
the austerity measures.
30.
The Government has been credited with stabilizing the economy.
However,
the formal economy accounts for only 25 to 30 per cent of the country's total
economic activities.
As economic opportunities in the formal sector decline,
people have little choice but to partlcipate more fully in the lnformal economy,
including resorting to acts of bandltry.
31.
Much of the war is being fought in the rural areas, particularly in the
south and east, affecting semi-subsistence farmers who make up the bulk of the
rural population.
Farms have been destroyed, food stores burnt, domestic
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animals stolen or killed and agric~ltural tools looted.
Attacks have
consistently taken place during the dry season, preventing farmers from
harvesting their crops.
As a result, 248,800 tons of cereals were imported in
1992, an 80 per cent increase over ehe previous year.
Continued food shortages
are likely eo perpetuate the war.

V.

HUMAJ.'E TAR IAN

32. The humanitarian situation in Sierra Leone remains critical. Nearly
2 million people have been internally displaced, the majority flocking to major
towns, including Bo, Kenema and Makeni.
This represents close to 50 per cene of
the country'S estimated population of 4,477,000.
Only about 1.1 million persons
from this group receive assistance with any degree of regularity, owing to
security constraints.
Highways linking Freetown to key population centres have
been usable only sporadically for much of this year and the impact on civ~lian
populations has been severe.
In the eastern and south-eastern areas of the
country, which have been totally inaccessible for more than eight months, ic is
feared that malnutrition will soon reach life-threatening levels.
Beginning in
September 1995, however, there has been a relative improvement in access,
allowing humanitarian organizations to deliver relief without armed escorts.
Areas in the eastern portion of the country, however, remain inaccessible.
33. The gap between the resources made available by the international community
for humanitarian assistance and the unmet needs of the affected population
continues to be great.
In March 1995, I launched the United Nations
inter-agency consolidated appeal for humanitarian assistance to sierra Leone,
covering the period from March to December 1995 and requesting $14.7 mill~on for
the emergency activities of the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), the
World Health Organization (WHO), the World Food Programme (WFP) and the United
Nations Department of Humanitarian Affairs. Only 41 per cent of the funds
requested has been received.
This pattern is particularly worrying with respect
to the status of WFP food stocks and anticipated needs for the coming year.
Resources are required as soon as possible to prevent an even more precarious
food aid situation next year.
34. The emergency situation has prevented development organizations from
carrying out any sustained activity outside the Freetown area.
Programmes have
now been reoriented to address the emergency.
The Department of Humanitarian
Affairs will establish a humanitarian assistance coordination unit in Freetown,
staffed by three experienced officers, to support the United Nations
Humanitarian Coordinator.

VII.

OBSERVATIONS

.~D

RECOMMENDATIONS

35. While the situation in Sierra Leone is generally characterized by conflict,
human suffering and economic decline, there are some positive emerging trends
which, if assisted, would contribute to the re-establishment of peace and
stability. The ongoing process of democratization, particularly the elections
set for 26 February 1996, is a significant element in this development and
worthy of the international community'S support.
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36.
The internal conflict that has raged for the last four years has damaged or
destroyed much of the vital physical and social infrastructure of the country.
In order to consolidate the democratic process and support the incoming elected
civilian Government, I urge the international community to demonstrate its
solidarity with the people of Sierra Leone, many of whom believe that the world
has abandoned them.
Some initial steps must be taken now to signal the
international community's commitment to assist this democratization process.
37.
Given the importance of the issue, I am instructing the Department of
Humanitarian Affalrs and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) to
field a team of experts to prepare, in collaboration with the Government, a
coordinated and workable action plan for the demobilization and reintegration of
combatants.
The team will take into account the experiences gained by the
United Nations in El Salvador and Mozambique, as well as the present effort In
Liberia, to identify sources of funds so that implementation can begin
expeditiously.
38.
I have also instructed the Electoral Assistance Division to work closely
with other United Nations agencies and programmes, in particular UNDP, to assist
INEC in coordinating international observers during the elections and in
strengthening national observer groups.
39.
The humanitarian situation in Sierra Leone is a cause for concern because
of the widening gap between the needs of the war-affected population and the
resources available to humanitarian agencies. Unless the international
community responds quickly to enhance the humanitarian agencies' capacity to
deliver relief assistance in time and in sufficient quantity, the situation may
become desperate.
In this connection, I should like to commend all United
Nations agencies and non-governmental organizations operating in Sierra Leone
for their response to the emergency situation by reorienting their various
programmes.
40.
Delivering relief assistance to the needy is not an easy task even at the
best of times.
It becomes almost impossible when humanltarian convoys are
~argeted.
Members of the Security Council may consider admonishing those
responsible for attacking relief convoys and urging them to refrain from such
deplorable actions.
41.
Despite all efforts to contact it, the RUF leadership has remained elusive
and unresponsive to initiatives for a meeting or negotiations.
While commending
those Governments, non-governmental organizations and individuals that have been
supporting the efforts of my Special Envoy, the time has come for the
international community to urge RUF to take advantage of my good offices and to
initiate a process of negotiation.
42.
I intend to retain my Special Envoy in Sierra Leone for the time being. He
will continue his efforts to establish a dia~ogue between RUF and the Government
and to support the process of democratization.
His efforts will be coordinated
with GAD and the Commonwealth.
43.
In conclusion, I should like to call upon Member States to provide the
fullest possible material and financlal support to INEC so that the elections
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can be held on schedule.
Although there are legitimate security concerns,
experience has shown l.n other places, such as Cambodia and South Africa, that
the democratic process should not be held hostage to the intransigence of any
particular group.
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Annex I

Name of polit'cal partv

Name of leader

~.

People's Progressive Party (PPP)

Edward Bundu-Kamara

2.

National Unity Movement (NUM)

Desmond Luke

3.

People's National Convention (PNC)

Ibrahim Ben Kargbo

4.

United National People's Party (UNPP)

John Karafa-Smart

5.

People's Democratic Party (POP)

Thaimu Bangura

6.

All People's Congress (APe)

S. A. T. Koroma

7.

National Unity Party (NUP)

A. O. D. George

8.

Sierra Leone People's Party (SLPP)

Rev. Paul Dumbar

9.

National Democratic Alliance (NDA)

Foday B. Mansaray

10.

National People's Party (NPP)

Alimamy Yamba Komeh

11.

National Republican Party (NRP)

Sahr Steven Mambu

12.

Democratic Centre Party (DCP)

Abu A. Koroma

13.

Coalition for Progress Party (CPP)

Ms. Jeredine Williams Sarho

14.

National Alliance Democratic Party (NADP)

Mohamed Y. Slilah

15.

Social Democratic Party (SDP)

Andrew Lungay
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Electoral assistance budget
Fundinq

Category

Coordination

stat~s

Description

-J
In

at 24 October 1995

Not
funded

Amount

Funded

108 000

108 000 gj

Legal adviser

60 000

60 000 b/

United Nations Volunteers

55 000

55 000

Electoral coordinator

30 000

30 000

Admin. support personnel

36 000

36 000 gj

Mission costs/duty travel

25 000

25 000 sa/

Reports sundries

18 000

18 000 sa/

Chief technical adviser

Subtotal
Voter education

CD

(November 1995-March 199QJ

332 000

247 000

Promised

85 000

Internation~ersonnel

60 000

60 000 b/

120 000

120 000 Q/

Civic education consultants

12 000

10 000 sa/

PUblicity supervisors

14 667

14 667

Publicity officers

175 000

175 000

PUblicity assistants

400 000

400 000

Media coordinator
Civic education consultant
Natiooal personnel

Materials rental

Audiovisual productions
Theatre productions
Design/graphic materials

........

Vehicle rental

2 000

55 556

20 000 d/

35 556

100 000

63 000 s;;./

37 000

83 333

83 333

100 000

100 000

-

W

.....

-......J

Description

Category

Launch/other rental
Mobile radio communications
Training

Promised

Not
funded

5 556
50 000

a/

250 000

50 556

50 556
100 687

100 687
250 000

Fuel and maintenance

106 500
1 933 855

250 000

£/
106 500
1 360 855

573 000

Q~sonnel

60 000 g/

Logistics coordinator

60 000

Team leaders

4.0 000

Database expert

17 555

17 555

a/

7 200

7 200

a/

Registration coordinators
Registrars

4.0 000

500 000

500 000

25 667

25 667

250 000

250 000

Data entry personnel

20 000

20 000

Logistics assistants

6 000

6 000

Data editors
Revision personnel

h/

Training

Registration officials

100 000

Rentals/others

Vehicles for registration

166 667

166 667

83 333

83 333

Vehicles for revision
Materials

Registration

4.00 000

Computerization

220 250

Subtotal
~

300 000

Equipment materials

International

Funded

5 556

Audiovisual communication
vehicles

Subtotal
Voter
registration

Amount

1 896 672

63 000

100 000 h/
100 000 i/
8 500
211 750
305 005

37 000

300 000
to
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263 000
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Category

Description

Amount

Funded

Promised

Not
funded
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f-'
W
W

U1
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ru
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Polling

Nomination day

Ul

20 767

20 767

Election day

900 638

900 638

INEC supervisory personnel

100 000

100 000

Trainees, monitors

533 333

533 333

7 200

7 200

10 800

10 800

250 000

250 000

85 000

85 000

Vehicle rentals

233 333

233 333

Election day materials

851 067

Food/materials for brigades

109 667

109 667

69 220

69 220

1 000 000

1 000 000

4 171 025

4 171 025

Field vehicles (6 )

240 000

240 000

Light vehicles (14)

560 000

560 000

Trucks (5 )

266 667

266 667

Minibuses (5 )

400 000

400 000

Motor bicycles/bicycles

150 000

150 000

Training coordinator
Training assistants
Training

Election officers training

Materials/rentals

Materials rentals

United Nations Secretariat
equipment
Helicopter lease
Subtotal
Transportation

W
--J

International and national
personnel

c;;j

851 067

Purch~

~

W

t1'

-0

Category

Description

Amount

Funded

Promised

Not
funded

Operation/maintenance

500 000

500 000

Air transport fuel/operations

300 000

300 000

Subtotal

2 416 667

2 416 667

10 750 219

1 125 005

9 362 214

332 000

247 000

85 000

Voter education

1 933 855

573 000

1 360 855

Voter
registration

1 896 672

305 005

Polling

4 171 025

4 171 025

Transportation

2 416 667

2 416 667

Grand total

263 000

Summary
Coordination

Grand total

"--

10 750 219

a/

United Nations Development Programme.

b/

Commonwealth.

~/

European Union.

d/

Greece.

g/

United States of America.

i/

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

g/

Canada.

h/

Sierra Leone.

i/

Sweden.

1 125 005

263 000

263 000

1 328 667

9 362 214
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Resource mobil ization for the Sierra ...L.eQne emergency
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Agency

Requirements

Pledges

Shortfall

Percentage of
needs covered

United Nations Children's Fund

2 799 000

1 100 000

1 699 000

39.3

World Health Organization

1 325 000

759 856

565 144

57.3

Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees

4 648 800

336 538

4 312 262

72

Department of Humanitarian Affairs

237 500

8 772

228 728

3.7

World Food Programme (non-food)

450 000

0

450 000

0

3 503 640

1 455 000

2 048 640

41.5

Corn-soya blend

686 280

592 800

93 480

86.4

ITSH ?i/

493 038

278 460

214 578

56.5

4 682 958

2 326 260

2 356 698

49.7

14 143 258

4 531 426

9 611 832

32.0

(food and ITSH) gj
Vegetable oil

Subtotal
Total for consolidated appeal
United Nations Development Programme b./

4 104 000

Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations b./

356 000

United Nations Population Fund b./

100 000

Grand total

14 143 258

9 091 426

?i/

Internal transport, stores and handling.

b./

Not included in the March-December consolidated appeal.

9 611 832
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1. SUMYIARY
iii

the

hOLlCS of January 6,1999, r::bets

or the

Revo!uc;onary L)nJltG Front (RUF~i launched ar; cff~r;S;\le a.g3.ins~ rh~
Nigenan-:ed peacek.::ep!rg fore::

Sie!T~'t I-..'ecnean c2.pitaL Fr::e~own, capturing it frDlll gove:-nrnent t:-oops and the soidiers of the

as ::COiVIOG, tile ::conornic COl1lrnun
or Wes~ Ar,ican Stares IECOW/\S) Cease-f:;'e Monitoring Gl'OUp The D2.me
r'ol" FI'eecown and the er.suing three weeK rebel oc:uparlon of the ::apltal was characrerlzeo
tile syste:T,atic and wldesoreae
on of aii classes of at,ocities againsc the Civilian population, of over one million :nhabicants. and :r.arked the most
'IHellsive aile COIl:ent,atec perloe ofhul1lan rights Violations In Sler:'a Leone's eight-year civil war

"110\\11

As the i'ebels took control of sveet after st,ee:, they tumed t~le:r weapons 011 the Civilian population 8y the end of January,
botl1 gove:'lliTlent ane independent sources estlmarec ti~at severa! thousands of civiliar.s had been killed The rebeis dragged -:nme
(~llllly UlillS out of their homes and murdered them, hacked off the hands ofchiidre:l and ad LtitS, burned people alive In their
houses, ane i"Ounded up hundreds cfyoung womer., rook thelTI to urban rebel bases, and sexual!y abused them. ,As the ECOMOC
(OI'C::S coulltel'attacked and the RTc.:F retreated tilrough the capital, the r::aels set fire to neighborhoods, leaVing entire
biocks
In ~shes Zlild over 51,000 peopie homeless. I And, whlie the RUF took With cnern almost no prisone~s or-war, they wrthdrnv w
the h :lls With tllOusands of abductees, Illostly ciliidr::n and young women.

This !,Hest rebel offensive brought to the caoital the same class of atrOCIties witnessed In Sierra !...eone's rural provlilces over
the IZlSt erght yeZlr's and is the latest cycle ofvio!ence In an 31'med conf':lcr that [las claimed all estimated 50,000 lives alld cause a
111C cllsplacement of mOl'e than one I~liliion Sier:'a Leolleans. Sli1Ce !aunchlng the rebellion III 199 I, the RUF has fought to
over'rhrolV successive governments ;,t accuses of widesDI'ead corruption, nepotiSm, and lTlisrnanage:llellt of the cou
s vast
CrZll1l0nC tll1e mll1erai resourc::s. however, since Its Incepriol1, the RUF has failed publicly al~d ciearly to anicuiate an a!tematlve
POII[iCal agenda and has consistently cOll1lTlmed gross and !al"ge scale at~ocities against Civilians
In December 1998, folJowlllg the capture of the dIamond rich Kono district and subsequently I'vlakenI, Sierra Leone's fifth
city, thousands ofRLJF fighters stand moving towards the capital. By early January 1999, they had I'eached the penillsuia
Oil WhlC:l Freetown is located and gathered less than twelny rnrles west of the capital city On January 6, the rebels broke through
the hlgilly stretched and poorly manned ECOMOG defenses, iil-pl'::pared for a rebel offellsive In fOl'ce, alld proce::ded to m31'ch
ri,nough the eastel-n subul'!Js and straight into the city center. Their efforts to capture the westernmost par1: of the capitaL contalnir:g
Ihe i::COMOG headqual1ers, Wilbel'force Military Barr3cks, and the suburbs houslIlg the country's wealthy elite, wel'e fruse'ated
:1S E:COMOG launched a major countel'offenSlve and sraned pusiling them eastward from where tney came"
1~I'gest

Whl!e the rebels were only able to occupy the city center for iess than one week, it took ECOMOG forces over thr::e weeks
ilush them fl'om the three densely populaTed eastem suburbs of Kissy, Wellington, and Caiaba Town. it was In these thl"ee
suhurbs, p<:lrtlcu!al'iy towards the end of the occupation, that the vast majonty of atrocities occurred.
10

The I'ebels made little distincIioll between civilian and military targets. They repeaIecly stated that they believed civilians
should be ;)lll1ished for what they perceived to be their suppor-: for the existing government. 'While there was some targeting of
poll'llCulZlI' gl'OUpS, the vast majority of atroCIties were committed by :'ebels who chose thell' victims apparelltly ar ['andom. The
~I'b
Il<:ltllre of these attacks served to create an atmosphere of complete terror.
Whiie it is difficult to ascenain at what level the perpetration of human rights abuses was ordered by the RUF high
command, many of rhe arracks seemed to be weil organized, and some were cleariy pianoee .. and premeditated_VicIims and
witnesses desc~ibed widespread partiCipation and very few accounrs of individual combatants or commanders trying to halt the
~bLlses. Oper'Jtions to ,ound up civliiallS fol' mutilation, rape, and execution are well documented, as is the existence of units
specliliiz.ing II', the perpetration of particuiar forms of these atrocities.
The RUF's incursion into Fl'eerown was built around the use of civilian human shields. As they began their march, the rebels
L1sed gunfire to creare panic and produce a mass Civilian exodus west'01ard towards the city center. The rebels then mixed in \vith
~Ild mal'ched behind the thousands of civiLans makin:::: UP tile human shle!d. Tile ractic was effec:tive for the rebels, but proved
!l'llstrJting fOl' the ECOMOG soldiers, who wel"e C1nabk t~ see and properly engage their opoonents; and ceadly for civilians who

'HlIll1all Rghts Warch Inter/jew, United NatJolls Humanitarian A_sslstance Coordination Ul1lt (h,"'_C
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\\'ere 'ill the :ilne of fire once the fightirg began Hurnan shieids \-ver:: also used as defense against ECI:JMOC
oUl1sequem assaul~s on ECOMOG POsitiOns.

311' pO'Ner

ane

::'Uilil;

UOOII galiling comrol ofa neighborhood or suburb, the rebels wen[ on systemat;c 10OLlI1g raids in \vhici" fam:I,les we:'" I'I[
wave after' wave of r':bels demanding money and valuables Those who didll 't hav': what the I'ebe!s de:l',2.noec ,,'ue
I1llll'dered. Civlilans were also ex,:cuted for resistll1g rape ,x abduction, trylllg to :'lee, trYll1g to pl'Otect 2. fl'ie:,dx
Illem'oe:',
01' fOi I'efusing to follow Instructions
The larg"'s[ number of killings wok place wlthm the conte Xl: ofal:1:acks on civilians gathered in houses. cornpoLncs 2 arlL
places of;'eiOug'" such as churches and mosques A study c.ar,ied out In Freetown's biggest hosoital found that sOllle 80 percellI
of all war-wounded were survivors of mass killings and iT,assacres. Human Rights Watch took testimonies fi'om scores of
\\'itrlesses :0 such atrocltles-lIlciuding a January 6 attack on a family In which all but one of rhei:' seven chrldre:l were killed,
a .Ianuai'y [9 attack on the church of the Brothei'ilOod of the Cross and Star in Wellington, in which tw,:lve peooie we;'e g1.2r!ne:J
clown, a J<Jlluary 2.] attack on a compound in Kissy in which seventeen ;:Jeople were murdered and later bumed; and a Januai;1
22 attack on the Rogbalan Mosque In Kissy, In WhlCil SlxrY-SIX people wer'e massacred
There wer'e also frequent accounts of people being bumed alive 111 theil' houses, often after' havll1g beerl \Nounded C',lildl'en
,we! Ihe elder!y wel'e panicular1y vulnerable Witnesses descibed rebels throwlIlg civilians, sometimes Cillidl'en, riHO bur:llng
houses i1lld shoOting at those crying to escape. Family membe:'s crying co I'escue theil' children or other I'elati,ves fl'om a bum
nuse II'er'e thr'earened With death and forced to abandon them to the fire
The r'ebels caiTred out large numbers of mutilations, rn particular amputation of hands, 3I'lllS, legs, and ocher pares 01' the
hoc!:'-a ilOrrrfic pI'actice developed during offensives 111 the rural paleS of Sien'a Leone ln Freetown, sever'ai hundred people,
111OSII)' men, but also women and children, lVel'e killed and maimed in this way Hospitals register'ed ninety-seven VICtllllS of hand
lWei leg: amputation, including twentY-SIx Civilians both of whose hands were hacked off Among those who had I'eached a
hospital wel'e a two-year-old toddler' who had 'lOSt one arm, al1e at least twelve chiidren under the age of eleven who had either
Insta [1mb 01' suffered serious lacerations from these attacks.
Thl'oughout the occupation, the rebels perpetrated organized and wldespl'ead se:(uai Violence against girls and WOI'llen. The
I'(bels launched operations in which they rounded up girls and women, bl'ought them to rebel command centers, and then
subrected them to Individual and gang-rape. The sexual abuse \~s.J:r:equelltly characterrzed by_ex-teeme brutality Young girls
Ullcier' seventeen, and particularly virgms, \,vere specifically targeted, and hundreds of them were later abducted by the rebels.
While mos, Victims were seemingly chosen at I'andolll, the rebels directly targeted a few gr'oups, namely Nigerian nationats,
p,olicemerl,and j,our.nalists.. At least sixty-three Nigenans, most of whom were [['aders or businessmen, were hunted
clown alld mLli'Oered in paniculariy bl'ural ways The ['eDe!s also killed at least eighty-five unarmed police officers, ane seve:'al
[001 and Olle international journalist. Witnesses described seell1g reoels with lists containing the names ofjC)LJmallsts who had
critiCized them in the past and of other pro-democracy and human rights activists. The Catholic archbishop, four Xavlerian
'ather's, and six Sisters ofCharirj were abducted and held fOl' over ten days The rebels 'later killed fOUl' ofche sisters and wounded
Xilvier'lan father.
~~~lnl1~_r;[

As the i'ebeis withdrew, they tooK with them thousands of civilians, mostly young people andparticulariy young women.
Tile ilbducrions wen: often Violent, and family member's attempting to resist rile abductions were often beaten or killed. Families
\Iilo had more than one child abducted were not uncommon, and there are several cases of eome family units being taken. By
.illile 1999. the MiniSiT! of Social Welfare, Gender, and Childrens Affairs had registered 57:3 adults who had either been abducted
or ~one III issmg, and UNICEF had classed as abducted some 1)00 children registered as having gone missing durrng the
uffe',',slv", [n March 1999, rebels released fifty-one of,he abductees; since then, hundreds Illore have managed to escape.
The rebels Ignored medical neutralirj and threatened hospital per'sonnel. FreetOwn's largest hOSDitai was tumeo into a
relllpol'ary rebel base for hundreds of combatants The:'e, and III other hospitals, rebels tortured, :-oboed, and removed patJems

: A collection of i'ooms or small dwellings, often beh ind one wall, which houses members of an exte:ldeo fam iIy or several
l'al11ilieS allo which share cooking, \vashing, and toilet facilities.
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:he'.r beds, and, in at 'leas: one case, dragged a .Darlent out of the hospital to be killed They orde:'ed hospital personne: at
jf r,~be\ COlll1l1ancie;'s dIed. Hos:uirais and clinics \ve~:: loofed)
~i~IDllI2nc.=s \,vere deSl:foyec , and sever3.1 ll-:-edicai facillries '),:~re se[ on fin:,
!'I'om

~UI1POIIl[ nor to treat clvilian~ and ~hre3t-=ned thenl "'v:th death

/-\5 [he l"eDe)s \vithdr~')v from

capital th,ey set enrire cicy blocks and suburban streets on fire.

Housing al;tllorlcies

I'c'-Clsrereo the destruo:ion of 5788 hOl1lesand reSidential buildin~s Within the ~,eater Freetowr, area, 'Within the eastern suiJuro
ni:-C',laba Town, the authorTi:ies cal~~iated some 80 pel'cent of ~esldential str=crures had been lert In ashes, ane wltilln denseiy
PCi!llIlZlteo (iss)' the estimate was over 65 percent Aoco['ding to the Ministry ofT,-ade, industry and Transool', extensive Gamage
in 2,t least eight of F:-eerown's factories, set ablaze
retreating rebels, has resulted In the loss of ove[' 5,000 Jobs. E:llbassies,
:,'(l\iemmenr buildings, churches, mosques, and historical landmarks were also targeted, includll1g rreetovill 's Big Mad-::et, bUilt
'" 1802, and the Holy T,inity Church, built In 1877.
Witnesses and victims·desc,ibed the presence and participation of foreign mercenaries fight:ng ',vlth the RUF. Victims of
Mill alllpU(d(Jons, ki!llIlgs, and massacres saiG some ofthe:r assailants were from Liberia and Burkina Faso Others observed the
111'ese!lCe of 'Nhlte mei'cenanes, believed to '010 from Ukraine, several of whom were seen giving ordet·s and directing the battle
dUI'in',; tl,le ECOIVIOC assault on the Lemporary rebel heildquaI1ers at State House
Willie the RUF committed the vast majority of atrocities and other vloliltions of [nternational humanitarian !illN durlllg the
h:ll: Ie rOI' "i'eetown, tllOse defending the capita! also COlli [11 ined serious aouses, both during a[le aftel' :he I'ebel Inewsicil
M~lllbe"'s of :he Nlgel'lall-led ECOtvlOG peaceKeeping fOI'Oe, ilnd to a lesser extent members of the CiVil Defense Forces
"Ilcl SlelTa Leonean Police routinely executed RUF prisoners and their susoected collaborators or sympath izers Human R:gnts
\·\I:1[CI1 has documented over 180 of these executions Most were carned out by ECOMOG forces, While the victims wel'e mostly
:,Ollilg men. witnesses confirm the execution of some women, and chllc['en as young as eight.
Pt';sonet's ,aken by ECOMOG, some of whom had surrendered and many of whom were wounded, we:'e ft'equently execureo
lile spot. Suspected rebel collaborators and sympathizers were often killed with little or no effon to establish theil' gUilt or
IllllOcence ExecutiollS usually took place at checkpolllts, or during small "mopping up" operations, Officers to the level ·of
cllllC1ln \\'ere present and sometimes participated in these executions.

\111

E:COIV10G troops also vJolated medical neutrality dUl'ing a Janual'y II operation In which they stormed a hosaital,
to drag wounded rebeis from their beds, and executed them on the hospital grounds At least twenty-eight rebelS,
Illciucllng two children and a few who had already surrendered, were executed,

111'J)c~eded

I II the aftermath of the offensive, civilian witnesses also complained of looting by membet'S of the COF during routine
,carch missions and some excessive use offorc·e by ECOMOG forces when passing through checkpOints.

DlII'ing the rebel incursion, children were both the victims of senous abuses committed by all oan:ies to the conflic: and,
IllSOllle cases, the perpetrators of these abuses, R!jF iebels raped girls as young as eight, singled out children for mutilation, and
Illlll'Gered childre:; alone and with other famiiy members, RUF child combatants, armed with pistols, nfJes, and machetes, were
\lllllessed ac:ively participating in killings and amputations. Some of these child comoarants captured by ECOMOG fo['ces were
lillel' 'cxecuted 0[' beaten ':Jy members of the local community Some children abducred by the rebels and taken to the bush have
111J"(~i1dy been observed to be undergolllg military training.
The i1trocities cOI-:lmlITed during the January RUf offenSive follow a now painfully familiar pattern 111 Sierra Leone.
Relililvely protecteci from such abuses In the past, Freetown residents can now bear witness to the level of brutality and
cksrruCtion which has threatened residents of the rurai areas over the past eight years. In the capital city, the scale of these
2,buses-both in absolute numbers and 1I1 the percentage ar:he population arrested-and the level of sheer brutality, was Simply
Sf,1ggenllg.
111 Sle!Ta Leone. a war IS being waged against the CiVilian populatlOn, and particularly hOrrIfic and inhumane methods are
he!ll:,' used to fight It. Human Rights Watch calls 011 all parties to the war, but especially the RUF rebels, who have been guilty
or Ihe \\,OI'S[ abuses, to respect intel'llational humanitariall.kal.\' as laid down in the Geneva Conventions and its protocol, In
lar pal"tles to the conflict mus: distillguish at all times between Civilians and combatantS and desist from ta,getll1g Civilians
1'01' J[tack
LI.itllough infiuencing the actions of tile rebel fOl'ces In Sierra Leone IS difficult, intemarional pressure mus~ De

HLlflltlll

R'ghrs \Vatcll
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:ll(1lf!tJIlled to conVince chenl to cease lndlsc:-ir1l1naIe kllJI;-'lgS, ~3pe, ITIuti;ariorl, the abcuc[]on

use

ClS

soldie:-s, iaborers) sexu2.( siaves,

Dr-

or CIVI

:ar~s-espec:ajJy ch!lor-::n

other pUiooses-and ocher vloi(}[ions of ~ht ialNs of \,var

III 2ete ll::peing tc negoria:e an ::nd ~o :he elvil

\-V3l" :he Int,=;-naeionai CO!llinunjey ane the S-ietTa Leoneall gov~:-ilnler][ lllust
,Ile need:o bring t'ne per:Jetrar',jrs of g:oss human I-:ghes abuses and wal' crimes :0 jusrlce KUF illellloe'.'S sLisDec:ec of
h~'/Iilg: coml1, i[led human rights abuses and ,-onTle:' RUF collaboratOl'S must be given fair rr:ais ana ;:lunlshe::! accol'd!ng LO :"atlonai
illlclllltemdtlOna! 'law AllegalJons that members orche government's forces and Nigel':an-led ECOIV10C rOl'ces pe<;Jerraeea abuses
of' Illtem"tiollai human rights and nUll1anltar:an law IllUSt iJe Investigated and appropriaee acrion llluSt be taken

:liSISt

01',

T:ie physicai ana psychological scars left by elghr years or war III Sierra Leone are Pl'oround and far-I'eachlllg in ol'cle:- to
e of violence, there must be an analySIS of the rooe causes of the conTllct and a slllcere ef:'on 011 the ;Jar: of the
:,:o,,!e!'llllleIlC Jila Intel-naClonai commun
to adaress them. It i,s owed to lhe hundreds of thousands of peoo'le whcse lives have
til
oeen tom apaiL
this war andessemlai for the future stabil
or both the country ane the region
'~:ld t~le

R,·eseZirch for' tl1l5 reOOiL was conducted oy Human Kights Watch aurillg the months of .'\0 I-ii, iVlay, and June 1999 Sevel'a!
Illilldl'edwle:lesses and Victims we,e II1tervlewed, 'N:tnin their homes and cenrel's for the displaced, In hospirals and c[lnlcs, market
i1!JCCS, ClilIl'ches, mosques, and places of wol'i-;,. lntel"y'lews wel'e conducted with governmenr alld United NZitiol1s offiCials,
1()lIl'!l~IISrS, !llIlllan
actiVists, social worke,s, and membel's of nariol1al and ime:-natlonal nongovemll1enta! OI'g,UlIZZIlIOIlS
The 11illnes of aii \\'Imesses and survivors, excepr where Ilored, have been changed III order to pl'Orect t!leir IdellCity alld el1SUI'e
'.1' Ill'lvacy
Tile cOllduet or all combatants In the SlelTa ,--eonean cOllflict is governed
Illtemat:onal humanitarian law also kllown as
',he lilli'S or ',val'; the !949 Geneva COllventions and their::'lvo Protocols, A cal'dina! principle of human itai'ian law IS that Clvl:',an
11<.:I'SOI1S who al'e in the power or a party to the conflicT areemitled to be treated humanely in ail. Cll'Clllllstances and to benefit frol11
II c,(I"es of t-ulldZlll1emai guarantees Without any olscl'lmlnation
Under the laws of wal' the fO'I\Oll'lIls acts In pan:icuial' are
fllC1hiblteo undel' any pretext whatsoever"
I'lolelKe to the life, health, and physical ai' mental weil-being or persons, particularly murde:', tOI-tul'e of all kinds,
whcti,e:' physical or mental, corpora! punishment, alld Illutilarion;
il) outl'Zlges upon personal dignity, in partleljar humiiiatillg and degrading treatment, enfOI'ced prostitution, I'ape, and any
rami of IIldecent assault;
c) the tZlklng of hostages;
el) collective punishments;
c) thl'eats to commit any of the fOI'egoing acts,
:1)

COldl<:1tZllltS have an obligation to distlllguish at ail times be[l,l'een the civilian population and combatants In order to spal'::
ciVlilall pODutation and propen:y Neither the civilian population as such nor civilian persons shall be the object of arracK,
A\lacks shzdl be directed solely against military obJectives, and the use of Civilians as human shields is specifically banned

lht'

rv1edical per-sonnei, establishments, transports, and equipment are als,o covel'ed by the protection affol'ded by the laws of

rV1el1lbel's of the amled forces or rebel groups who are captured or piaced hors de combat al'e entitled to respect for their
lives and tllei:- 1l101'al and Dhysica! Integrity. They must be protected and treated humanely without any adverse distinction It
IS absolutely fOI'bldden tG kill or injure an enemy who surrende,s or who is hOI'S de combat.
All these fUl1damemai guarantees Without exception, have been grossly and systematical!y violated durlllg the RUFs
fTell sIve aga inst Freetown and ECJ MOG' s counrerattack, The unthinkab Ie atrocities described in th is report constitute war
GllllC:S alld c:'imes against humanity.
(1
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II, RECOMMENDATIONS
l-iulllal'l Rights Watch rnakes the following recommendations:
To tile RUF:
1-[Ul11al1 Rights Watch condel11ns In the strongest terms the conduct of RUF forces desc~ibed In tillS repon:. We cail 011 RUF
for'ces to:
Illllllediately refrain from :nfiicting torture or murder of any kind, including extrajudiciai execUIiollS and lllutrlatlol1s,
forces under ItS command
1Il1111ediately release a[1 Civilian abductees In custOdy; grant full and ongoing access to aetentlOn centers to the internacional
COll1lllirtee of tile Red Cross (ICRe) and other humanitarian OI'ganizations; and publish lists of all prisol1ers ano abductees,
their ages, where they were captured, where they are being detained, and other relevant detai'rs.
Illlmediateiy cease the recruitment and training of child soldiers under the age of eiginee:l and demobilize dl1d I'elease those
already enlisted.
AliaII' fOl' unfettered access and sa:"e passage for' hUll1anitanan agencies trying to reach needy populations under' RUF
cOl1tl'Oi
Observe the cease-fire agreement el1tered into on May; 8, 1999, desist from all acts III Violation of IllCe:'liatiollill
Illlillill11[ilI'lan law, and eiller II1tO negotiations for the ['esolution of the conflict in good faith.
[11 ilccol'dance with the commitment made to UN special representative Okelo, set UD an internal iilvestigat:ol1 to investigate
violiltlons of international humanitarian law by members of RUF and allied forces, as described in this and other repolcs
011 the conflict in Sierra Leone.
Provide education for all RUF combatants and comillanders on the rules of war and standards of international humanitarian
lilW.

I-ollo\\' through With the commitment made on May i 8,1999 in Lome, Togo, by COI-poral Foday Sankoh, fOI' the "immediate
I'ele;)se of all prisoners of war and noncombatants."
I-ollow through With the comillitment made and signed on !vlay 18,1999 in Lome, Togo by Corporal Foday SanKoh to
"~uill'aI1tee safe and unhindered access by humanitarian organizations to all people in need, establish safe corridors for tile
pl'ov:siOl1 offood and medical supplies to ECOMOG soldiers behind RUF [ines, and to RUF combatants behind ECOMOG
lines. "
Permit full, unhampered international investigation ofgl'ave and widespl'ead humanitarian law al1d human rights aDuses 111
ilreas under RUF control by nOllgovernllle:ltal organizations and accredited journalists.
Tn the Government orS;erra Leone:
We Cilll all the government of Sierra Leone to·
ThOl'oughly lIlvesrrgate and prosecute in fullcornpliance with international law, individuals responsible for' grave breaches
ofllllillaniranan law. 'W11ere cornbatallts have :::ornlllirteo abuses against civilians, they should be held accoulltabie in a cour:
of law.
DeSist rl'Olll the recruitment of chile soldiers, par::cularly within the Civil Defense Forces, and to rollow through on its
COlnllllCmellts made to the special reoresemative orthe U.N. secretary-general for chi'ldren in armed cOllflict to stop the
I'eerultlllent of children under eighteen and to creare ajoint task force to oversee the demobilization and reintegration of
child combatants from all sides.
Ellsure that govemment soldiers alld those forces ailied With the government respect the human rights of Civilians in areas
of cOl1flicc.
Ellsur'e rhat all members of the new Sierra Leonean Army currently under formation receive formal education on the r,lles
of Will' alld standards of intematlonal humaniranan law
Promptly l'eVlse the criminal code to eliminate the death penalty and corporal punishment.
F'ollow rhl'ough With the commitment made and slg:1ed on May 18, 1999 In Lome, Togo, by ?resldent Kabbah for the
"illlll1ediilte release of all prisollers of war and noncb~nbatants," while ens'Jring that reliable repOlls that illdlvlduals III
custody helVe cOlllmitted war crimes or crimes agalilst humanity are investigated, and prosecutions illstltured, as described
ilbove. If there is eVidence to do so.
l-i,~:m211
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of fooc ,IIlG meCIlcal supolies to ECOMOG soiGlers behind Rl.JF lines, ?lnd to R.UF soldiers oel1Jnc! ECO/VIOG illl:~S"
Follo\v through with the comlllilmem announced
r'l":::slderlt Kabbah Oil April 27,1999 co esrabliSIl a new HLlrllJI',
COlllllllsslon ror Sierra Leone
Create tasK forces co
develop a conGete plan for meetlllg the neeos of abused women and deal specifica[ly with violanons Illfllctec! on women
c:L1rlng cOllfllcr, with the ail" of Il11orovlng the socia!, medical, and legal responses to women's needs
deal with the effecrs of war 011 chi'ldren Chl[d Victims, Wlrnesses, and perpetrators A key function of this task-force
would be the development of a concrete plan for meeting the iong-telln needs of those who were advel"sely affec:ed
che wal" This cask forc::: should determine how best to I"einregrate children into their communities, pl"ovide educatIon
and vocational ITammg sUlCable for o'lde:" children, and rehaollitate children who have been VIC:li1lS of atrocities, have
wiCilessed atrocities (sometimes against rllelr own parents), or have themselves taken pall In atrocities
Jdd:"ess the special physical, psychological, and social needs of the thousands of ViC:lIllS of ilmo amputation and orhe,
l11utilatlon.
111lti"re a widespread infol111atlol1 alld educ3tlon campaign to Infor"m communlries of the speciai neeos ofa[l civilians who
Ilave beell aboucced or abused.
Allow the Il1femaciona[ Commirtee of the Red Cross (ICRC) unhindered and ongoillg access to a[1 detainees, including those
WllC al'e cUITentiy being investigated but have not been chal"ged with a cnme.
fle:"l1llt full, unhampered inrell1atlonallllvestlgatlon of grave and widespread humanitarian laVi and human r"lghts abuses in
111"eaS Linder goveml11ent control by rlon-govel"i1l11entai or"gall izations and accredited Journaiists
Til [corVIOC/ECOWAS:

HUl11an Rights Watch urges ECOMOG and ECOWAS, as appr"opl"iare, to
Take sceps to strengthen and make effective the Clvil//VIilitary Rei.ations COll1mlttee formed to pmbe a[legatlons of hUl11an
r"l~hts abuses committed by sOll1e members of ECOMOG and tile CDF"
ill panicular", and in accordance with the commltmenc made co the U.N secretal)l-general's special representative, Francis
Okelo" and noced Ii1 the March 4,1999, Fifth Report ofrhe Secrefory General ol7/he U!1I/ed NatiOns Obsen1er MISSion [n
Sier;u Lcone, investigate allegations of abuses having been cOlllmitted dunng the January offensive and take corrective
actloll as necessary.
i'"ollow through With the cOl11l11i[lnent made and Signed on May i 8,1999 In Lome, Togo, for the "immediate release of ali
fll"lSonel"S of war and noncombatants," while ensuring that r"eitable reports thac individuals in custody have committed "war
crimes 01" crimes against humanity are investigated by the appl"opriate authonties, and pmsecutlons instituted if there ;,s
~vidence to do so.
f7oilo\\' thl"Oligh wich the commitment signed 011 /VIay 18,1999 in Lome, Togo, to "Guarantee safe and ul1hindel"ec access
by llumi1nitanan organizarions to ail people :n need, establish safe COlTldors for the pmvislon of food and medical suopiies
[0 RUF soldiers behind ECOMOG IlI1es"
Ensur"e that a[[ ECO/VIOG officers and soldiers receive proper trainll1g 111 the rules of war" and International hlllllanirarian
la w.
To the Intel"Il2tional Community:
H lim all R.ights Watch urges the International comm un ity general
inciuding the U.N", its member states, and agencies,
to'
Dr"aillarically Increase the level of attention and resources devoted to the resolution of the conflict ill Sierra Leone and the
estJbiisl1nlent of respect for human rights and the rule of law, Iilcluding by increaslllg the financial SUpDOIl given to
UNOMSIL to enable an expansion of Its human nghts Illonitoring and peacekeeping activities.
Oppose a general amnesty that would apoly to those who have committed gl"Oss violations of human righrs and humanitarian
iaw ?lnd Illsist on the need for the cycle of impunity to be broken if peace is to be restored to Sierra Leone
Relnfor"ce the flow ofbilatera! and multilateral aid to the govemmem ofSie:Ta Leone. This aid should focus on human rights
tll1d 11lIIllanicarian needs, including restructuring of the army and police force,and initiatives focusing on such key areas
JS el11el"gency relief, health, educacion, shelter, infrastructure, and the rule of law.
In particular, provide assistance for the reconstruction of:.the svstem for the administration of justice, and fOI" other II1ltiatives
tll111ed at the estabiishment ofaccountabiiity for cnme'~ und~r national and inrernationai law.
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P!'cvice il10rai, fi,nancial, anc :echn"lca\ supoort rc C1V:!
organizations co assist then,,: In p
an Zlcrive role in tl:e
[I'311SI[IOIl toward a democratic socle::; and in i71onIIOI'ing. iobDYlng, and camoau;;nlng for Imorove8 llUlllan :'ights staneer]s
Il1s,st tll9J the govemment of Sle"a LeQne follow up on its cOlllmitmencs CO stop tile recrurtillent of chiier'e:l under the age
or eighteen and to create ajomt task force to oversee rhe demobilization and reincegr3riol1 of ClliidcolllD3tams fi'om all sides.
InSist With ali parcies UpOIl the access fOl' accl'edltedJounlalists and nongovernlT1emal Ol'ganizauons to ail al'eas ofconfk:t

III, BACKGROUND
Tile Sie:ra Leonean civil war began in March 1991, when the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) encered Sierra Leone from
Liberia, launching a rebellion to oven:hrow the one-party rule ofche All Peoples Congress (APC) The RUF accllsed the APC,
\\l1lcl1 had been in power since 1967. of rampant corrupt::ol1, nepotism, and fiscal mismanagement. Despite the fact that Sierra
I_eone is extremely resource-rich, With large depOSits of diamonds, gold, rutiie, and bauxite, it IS estimated to be one of the poorest
COlilltries In the wOI'id.
Under the leadel'ship of Foday Sankoh, a corporal 111 the Sierra Leone Army who had bee:l impl'isonec In 197 i fa:- his
1IIlcged Illvolveillent In an atteillpted coup against the APC. the RUFwas origina[ly made up ofa mixture ofilllddle class students
\\itl1 a populist platfollT1, unemployed and alienated youths, ane Liberian fighters from Charles Taylor's National PatriotiC Front
or Liber'ia (NPFL), The ideological component to the movement, howevel', was neve:' clearly actualized, and the rebel lion
l[IIICkiv developed into a campaign of violence whose pl'inclpal 211111 apoeared to be Simply to gain access to the COUIW'y'S
ClllllllOlld and mineral wealth.
rl'om 1991 until the present, the RUF has fought With great ixutality to overthrow the successive govemments of both
111111tal'Y and elected civilian regimes Since the outoreak of the war. the countr'y has been marked by instability In 1992, APC
I'r'csident .Ioseph rvlomoh was overthrown in a military coup OJ Captain Valentine Strasser, whose National Provisiollal Ruling
COllncil (NPRC) ruled until it was itself overthrown In \ 996, by his deputy, Brigadier Julius Maada Bio
LJter In 1996, however, multi-party elections were held and won by Ahmad Tejan Kabbah, head of the Sierra Leone
I'cople's Palty (SLPP), who pledged to bring about an end to the war After cOllllng to the negotiating table in Abidjan, the RUF
I',nd j(abbah's govemment signed a peace agreement in November' ] 996, the Abidjan Accord, which called for a cease-fil'e, .
disannament, demoDilization, and the Withdrawal of a[1 foreign for'ces. The cease-fire, however, was bl'oken in .Ianuary 1997
when serious fighting broke out in southern Ivloyamba Disc'ict.
In May I997,fourteen months after assuming power, President Kabbah was himself overthrown in a coup led by army
111111°1' Johnny Paul Koroma, heading the AIlT1ed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC), following hiS escape from prison, where
he hild been held following an earlier attempted coup in September J 996, KOl"Oma cited the government's failure to Implement
the l)ei1ce i1greement as the reason rOl' the coup UpOIl taking over, the AFRC sLispended the constitution, banned political palties,
,ind all110LJnced rule by military decree. It also ushered in a period of politica[ r'epression characterized by arbitrary arrests and
detcntlon.
The AFRC had widespread SUppOlt Within the Sierra Leonean Army (SLA), which had become disillusioned by President
I(ilbbah's decision to cut back support for the military The SLA accused Kabbah of putting greater confidence for the country's
clefense 111 ilnd glVlllg more economic resources to a network of civiilan militias, known as the Civil Defense Forces (CDF), the
[ill'~est alld most powerful of which are the KamaJors 4 The Kabbah government had found the Kamajors very effective in
{i:,;IHil1g the RUF, and, unlike members of the army, they were not accused of collaboration with the RUF for the exploitation

; Ibl'ahilll Abdullah and Patrck Muana, "The Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone," in Christopher Clapham (ed.),
Guerrillas (Oxford: James Currey, 1998), pO. 1n;:-178
'The !(ama.l0l's are traditional hunte,s from the Mendeethnic group in the southern and eastern regions of Sierra Leone W:lO
believe in supematLIral and ancestral powers The Mende is Sierra Leone's largesr trioe comprisillg sOllle 30 percent of the
pO[lulatlon.
i-illillilil Rights watch
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Afte~' the ::oup. \\lnicn was wlde!y,conoemned, ?residelH Kabbah and his gove[,~lT1e[l[ f~ed 111[0 ::oxlie III nelg!lborlng GUlllea
,lllc! begiln to mobilize Jnc::o:nationai cOiloelllnatloil ror and a response [Q [he coup mai-:e:'s. in June 1997, Niger;,Jn troops, ::ialm Ir,g
to ClCf under' a def::onse pact with the Sierra L::oonean govemment, moved to relnrorce colleagues from the economiC COlllllluniry
of West Afnc3n States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) already based at the Freetown alr;:Jorr co defend It from R.UF rebels. where
lhey I'emillned based throughout the AFRC regime. In Aug'ust, follOWing the AFRC's announcemeilt of a four-year prog,alll 1'01'
'~!ectiollS ]nd rerunl co Civilian rule, which r::opresented a breakdown In negotiations, ECOWAS states put in place an almost total
,:mbClI'go against Sierra Leone I:l October, the United Nations SeCUfl1:Y Council adopted a I'esoiutlon illlpos:ng lllanGarory
SClI1Ctions all Sierra Leone, Including an embargo on arms and oil :lTIoorts.'

After' negotiations 111 Guinea under the auspices of ECOWi\S, the Kabbah govel'llment-In-exile and the AFRC/RUF Signed
Jg:r-eement on October 23, 1997 providing for the return to power of President Kabban by April] 998 However, the
Af"i\C/RUF unde:':llIned the Implementation of the accol'd by stockpiiing weapons and attacKlIlg ECOMOG positions In
f"elJl'lIClI'y 1998, ECOIvlOC forces \-\Iorking together With KamaJor illilitla launched an ooel'arion which drove the ,,;,,FRC/RUF
forces f:'olll Freerown in March 1998, President Kabbah was r'einstated as president and over the next several months ECOMOG
rOlces were aole to eS1:abiish comrol over roughly two-chirds of the country Including alll'egional capitals

i11l

I~owevel',

once expelled from the capital, the I'ebels trlea to consolidate their own POSitions In other' pans of the coumry and
Cl seriolls of offensives toward the end of 1998, IllClnaged to gain control of tile dlamond-ncil I(ono dlstric: and several
()(lll':l wClleg!c towns and areas) The j(abbah govel'llmerlt, wl1lch had negligible forces of ItS own, (-eiled on EC0fv10G to stay
111 [lower, yec declllled to enter IiltO allY negotiations to bl'ing the ciVil war to an end. By the end of 1998. the r'ebels had gained
Ille upper' hand Illilitar:ly and were in control of ave I' halfofthe countl:y, inCluding all those areas housing the cOllntl'/S lllaJor
l'COll0lllic ilssets From this pOSition, the RUF launched rhe January] 999 attack on Freetown,
The \\'Clr 1/1 Sierra Leone has seen conSlde:-able Involvement of both foreign govel'ilments and mercenary forces which have
(ISliClII)' provided support in exchange for lucratlvecontl'acts and illining concessions, The assistance ofCharies Taylor's NPFL
;1I1d IClfel' Liberian govemment to the RUF IS well documented, and has Included tl'ainlng, personnel and considerable logistical
slippon The 1992-] 996 illilitary reglille (Captain Strasser's National ProvISional Ruling Council: NPRC) cOlltracted the South
1\ rr'lcJn-based pl'lvate security firm ExecutlveOutcollles In 1995 to protect the major' diamond mining areas Executive Outcomes
ICIllClIned involved In Sierra Leone until PreSident Kabbah terminated their contract in ]996 as a condition of the 1996 Abidjan
IleJu.: ACCOl'd, The involvement of UkrainIan arms and ammunition suppliers began under the NPRC and intensified under
nl'l~Cldier Maada Blo's government. During the January j 999 RUF offensive, armed white men were observed fighting alongside
,1nd giving ol'ders to RUF forces, In April 1999, the ECOMOG force cOlllillander FeliX Mujakperuo publicly accused the
prcsidelltS of Libena and Burkina Faso of supplying anllS to the RUF by uSing Ukrainian I'egistel'ed aircraft and crews.' The
SleITJ Leonean government has also contracted the services of sever-al foreign soldiers and pilots, most of \",hom fly, man, and
IllClilltCllll the attack and transport helicopters currently being used by ECOMOG forces,
Since the January occupation of Freetown, there have been the first signs for several years of a possible negotiated resolution
llilhe conflict in Sle~Ta Leone, During March 1999, President Kabbah visited several key countries in the subregion, including
Cote d'lvOlre', Ghana, Nigeria., and Togo to discuss the situation in Sierra Leone and possible ways fOlward. In a radio address
i () lilt rlCltion on March 14, President Kabbah expressed IllS appreciation for the assistance provided by those countries and

'Since che NPRC regime, Sierra Leonean Army soldiel's and officers had beell accused of colluding with the rebels to exploit
lhe countl'y s diamond reserves, The army was accused of exchanging weaoons for diamonds from [he RUF, givlI1g them military
111(01'l11atiorl, and withdrawing frolll bases so as to allow rebe:s to take over diamond rich areas. Such allegations led to a IOS3 of
[Cl Ilh III the country's III ititary and the subsequent creation of civil dereilse forces, like rhe KamaJors,
"See Human Rights Watch/,A,frica, "TranSition or Travesty? Nigeria's E:ldless Process of Return to Civilian Ruie," A HUI7IQ11
Wolch Shorr Reporl, vol, 9 n06 (A), October] 997 f)lf a discussion of the Nigerian intervention In S terra Leone
;See Human Rignts Watch, "Sowing Terror: Atrocitie's agalilst Civilians in Sierra Leone," .4 Human .RIghts Watch Short
II CfJ I! I'! , vol, 10, no,:3
'[COI'v10G Press Scatel1lent, IS3ued Freelown, April 8, 1999
1-lllll1Cll1 Rlgl1ts Watch
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illS CQmlT,ltrnent to tne"C:ua!-t;-ack" approac':1 developed
ECOWAS, which involves strengthening C:C0f\.10G wiliie
talk to ehe RUF AI the same time, there was conside:-able dlp'lomatic accivlty among a number of pan:ies Interest::o
III ,Ile "esoluuon of the conflict in Sle:";"a Leone, incluchlg tile cu,r::nt chairman of ECOW,A,S, President Gilassingbe Eyade:"71a
To~c. rile ECOMOG troop-conlributrng countries, namely N geria, Gu inea, Ghana, and Mall, the govemlllellts of the UK
:1:lCl the ·,--,SA. (the USA being represeirtec
the United States presid:o:ntial special :o:nvoy for the promotion of democ:-acy Jr,
;-\rl-lc3, the Rev Jesse Jackson), and the liN. secretary-general's special repl"esematlve for Sierra Leone, F:'ancis G Okelo.
i11CpZ<I-'11g [0

On Iv!ay i 8, 1999, the Sierra Leonean government and the RUF Signed a cease-fire agreement, which caille into effect on
M:1Y 24, 1999. Under the agl"eement, both parties were to maintain their respective positions and refrain from hostile or aggressive
:lctS. Other provisions included the guarantee of safe and unhindered access by humanitarian organizations to all people in need;
the Illlllledime release of prisoners of war and noncombatants; and tile depioymem, subject to the authorization of tile Security
(nUll cd, of United Nations military obse:"vers to obse:"ve compliance with the cease-fire a~I"::ement. Talks between the Sierra
l~e()lleall government and Ihe RUF opened in Lome on May 2.5, i 999, guided by a facilitation COlllllllttee chall-ed by the foreign
I1lllllsler of Togo, with tile participation ofECOWAS, the Organization of African Uniry (OAU), and the U.N. secretal·y_general'S
,pee I aI represen tati ve.
011 .Julle 2, i999, tile govemmem and tile RUF decided [0 ask UNOMSiL to establish a cOlllmittee to effect the immediate
I'ck"se of pl-isoners of war and noncoillbatants In accordance \vitil tile May i 8 cease-fire ag,·eeillent. The COllllllittee, which is
III he chall-ed by the UNOMSiL chlefillilitary obsel'ver', comprises r"epresentatives ofihe International Comlllittee of tile Red
('IUSS (iCRe), the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), other United Nations agencies, and nongovernmental
11[·;:lIllzatlons.
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[v. HlJlYI.~~ RIGHTS ABUSES COivIMITTED BY RUF REBELS
rCll1atic Tar'gering of Civilians
The [<,::!.Je! occupa.[ion of Freeto\lvTl, \.vas charac(e~:zed
the syste~ilatic Jnd 'v\"ldespr'~3d pe:pe~;-J.tion of a.lr ('lasses of gi-OSS
11l1111cll I'::;hts abuses agall1st the clv!ililn'oopulatlon Clvliial1s wel'e gunned dOWl1 within theil' houses. munced UlJ aile Illassacr-::d
011 the str::::ts, thrown from the upper rloors of-buildings. used as human shields. and burned alive In cars and houses. They had
Iheirlilllbs hacked off with machetes. eyes goug::c out with knives, hands smashed with hammers, and Jodies burned with boilll1g
\\'11 reI'. Women and girls wer:: systematically sexuai~y abused, and cnddren anc young people abducted by the illilldreds.
The I'ebels made little distinction between civilian and miileary targets They repeatedly stated that they believed Civilians
should be punished for what they perceived to be their suapon fOl' the eXls[]ng government Thus, the rebels waged wal' against
lhe civi'lian population through the perperration of human lights abuses Wllile thel'e was some targeting of-particular groups, such
I1S i'J1:;el'lans. police of:'icers, journalists, and church workers. the vast lTIaj0rlty of em-ocities were committed by r'ebels who chose
ihell' VictimS apparently at random,
The 21r'bltr,u-y Ilature of these attacks served to create an atmosohere of complete terror Some Victims wel'e att21cked for
"C,iSl;llg I'Jpe or 21bauctJon, trying to f':ee, trying to protect a friend 01' family member', or refUSing to follow InstruC[lons to cance
m mJke IllUSIC on the streets, but most described being chosen for execution or mutiiation at random, oftell without being asked
J '111','le question
II IS difficult to ascel1ail1 the level of seniority withlll the R.UF at which the perpetration of hum all rights ilbuses 'NilS ordered,
11](1II','h the widespr-eild par1icipatlol1 in abuses suggests that they must have been authorized at a high level within the RUF's
C(11111llJnd stl'uctmes. Victims and witnesses frequently overheard commanders on the ground give orders to perpetrate atrocities,
~lmllhel'e ,\I'e very few accounts of individual combatants 01' commanders trYing to halt the abuses When witnesses I'eool::ed that
illclll'ldu<l1 combatants did object and try to halt the abuses. those objecting were often met With death threats from theil' fellow
["(:l1cls

The <ltl'Ocitles were often planned and premeditated. Victims and witnesses describe well-ol'ganized operations to round up
CII'III21IlS who were later executed, attacked with machetes, or r-aped, On several occasions rebels gave advance warning that
<[trncilies were to be committed later,
Witnesses describe the existence of distinct units known for committing pal1icular crimes, [ike the "Burn House Unit," "Cut
I-twels Commando." and "B[oodShed Squad." Some of these squads had a trademark way of killing such as the "Ki[l Man No
13Iooc/" unit, whose method was to beat people to death without shedding blood, or the "Born Naked Squad." who stripped their
vicllms befol'e killing them, The closer ECOMOG fOl'ces got to rebel pOSItions, the more these squads were mobilized and sent
1111 oper,ltiol1,
UpOll gainillg control ofa neighborhood or suburb, the rebels went on systematic looting raids, in which families were hit
21ve 21fter wave of rebels demanding money and valuables, Those who didn't have what the rebels demanded were often
Ill'dered While rape and abduction were widespread throughout the offensive, the pace of the executions, amputations and
bumillg ofpropel'Y picked up dramatically as the I'ebels were forced to withdraw, The abuses committed In the last several days
ur I'ebel occupation of any given neighborhood were of staggering proportion,
II

It IS difficult to establish how many civilians were killed during the rebel incursion, The Senior Govemment Pathologist
the burial of7,335 corpses of people who wel-e killed as a result of the january 6 rebel incursion. These include 4,245
wl1lcl1 wer'e either'left in the city morgue or picked up off the street during the offensive and buned in lTIass graves, and 3,090
which were later e):humed and reburied after having be::n hastily disposed of- during the fighting and rebel occupa[jon 9 l)./l1ile
the 11lIIllber of cOlllbatants from both sides, either killed 111 battle or after captuI'e or incapaciratJon by wounds, was tnought to be
111:;1-<, hll\llilll ['Igllts activists believe at least halfofthe dead were civilians. One [ocal human rlghrs group has alr'eaay documented
2,2::i elvil1811 killmgs 'O
rC~lster'ed

"'j-Lllllilll Rights Wmch interView. Dr. Arthur C Williams, Freetown, April 20, 1999.
'''HUIllZlIl Rlgl1ts Watch imer--,'re\\', Moses Sallr Lamille, Network Movement for justice and Development, May 31, 1999.
r,11I11121n Rigilts \-\latch
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r::·eerown's chree ma.!rt hospitals reDo reed creating S:?7 wou::ded, alttlOugii hosplcal staff note that fOl" the first

weeKS

01 the offenSive, preCise records were not Kept." In ail three hospitals, the maJortry of war related In.lurles I·esulte::i fi·CIli gunsilot

\'.ollnds. followeo
lacerations
machete, knife, or l:\e. One study aone lil :=:"eewwn's biggest 110splrai fOlllld that some 8:J
pe:·:ellf oril[! wounded were the VICtitnS of multiple killings or massacres. l :
The lal·gest concentration of dead and wounded came from the three densely populated eastel'!] suburbs or Kissy,
Wellington, and Calaba Town. Duri,ng the weeks of rebel occupation all three suburbs were cut off fl'om the capital's main
11ledlCu[ fucillties, which are all located wlthlrl the ECOMOG concrolled west. Unable to CI"OSS the front lines, mcst wounded
C:V[[[ilnS sought medical attention from local nurses and smail clinics, However, loathe to identify themselves fCI' fear of
~bcluctIOll, medical personnel had frequently gone mto hiding or fled the area, There was also a dearth of mediCine and supplies
10 tl"e~r the wounded, as clinics and pharmacies were rr"quently targeted for looting by the rebels. It was not uncolllmon for
\lounded Civilians to go for several days before I'eceiving medical treatment or seeing a doctor.

011 JU:le 14, 1999, HUlllan Rights Watch spoke \vith Omraie Golley, official spokesperson and legall"epresentatlve for the
fi,UF He denied that 11Is troops had comlllitted any atrOCities against the civilian population dUI"ing the Janual'y offenSive He
"lId thar while they have received allegations, "i have yet to find firm eVlde:lce that points to individual soldiel"S ai' cOlllmanders
n.:sponSlble for committing any arroclt:es against the civilian population We've heard a lot of stories, we've hear-d a let of terrible
Ihlll!;S. These kinds of allegations are easy to make but difficult to prove But, ifany of our soldiers or cOlllmande:"s have beer,
:;UIIIV of sucl1 atrocities they wili be brought to book" Golley also stated that the RUF has not initiated any fOl'mal II1vest:gatlons
01 dlsclpi[nury pl"Oceedings against any individual soldie:' or cOlllmander.
Wile:l asked Jbout the mutilation and amputation of limbs, he said, "in Juiy 1997 til'lll instl"Llctions wel·e issued about the
lise of I1lJchetes They were banned as an implement of war and it was made clear to all OUI' soldier's and cOillmanders that any
[ound !;uilry of these atrocities v,Iould be severely dealt with. The RUF has been fighting a war to protecr people, not to destroy
:il::ll1 Ifally civiliZins were mutilated during the Janualj offensive, they were not mutilated by the RUF. There were many othel'
:;I'OLIPS involved in the conflict during the time of occupation and all of them-the Civilian Defense Forces, The !(ama.l0rs,
[COfVIOG, and Vigilante groups-should be Investigated." ,A,bout the use of human shields and repolls of ["ape, he said, "we
lIl1lTSt:l"',1edly deny the use of human shields, This is cleariy against our war policy and our commandel'o are well a\var-e of this.
R~l'e IS cieMI)' against the RUF penal code and In the past men found guilty of this have been severely dealt with."
111 ["esponse to the allegations of atrocities com 111 ieted in the last eight years of war, Golley said that In March 1999 the RU F
tile government of Sierra Leone to provide them with detailed allegations of such atrocities and set Lip "an independent
C(]llllll :SSIO:l made up of three RUF military personnel and three civilians to investigate various allegations of atrocities" Gailey
c 1;11"1 fied, however, that, "the fact that we've set up a cOlllm ission is not an adm iss ion of gu ilt, because as far as we're concerned
lIe ~I·e Ilor guilty of having cOlllmitted atrocities against the people; rathel' it is in I"esponse to these persistent allegations."']
~sked

!\1;ISS:lcrCS, Individual Murders, and Fire-Rel2ted De;]ths
HUIllZln Rights Watch took testimonies frOIll scores of sUI"vivo['s and witnesses to individualillurders, gl"OLiP killings, and
111~SSZlCl"es. These kiillllgs began on the first day of the offensive and continued through the day the ['ebels abandoned the
eaSlel"lllllost suburbs .
.II/Illes !lajlic aile! li/sfal71//Y

III the early morning hours of January 6, as they were attempting to flee their home in the eastern suburb of Welllllgtor"
and his faillilywere stopped by advancIllg rebels and marched to a nearby side street. After being asked fOl' money,
~ I'ebe! opened fire on them, wounding both James and his wife Victoria and kiiling six of their children and their only grandson.
One daughter, Frida, survived James recounted what happened:
.1~lIles I(~,iue

IIF:·eetown's three main hospitals are Connaught Hosoitai, Brookfields Community hospital, and Netland HosDital
"Humall R!ghts Watch interView, Marlha Care~', Medfcins Sans Frontieres, May 27, 1999 Study \,vas done in C'onnaught
1'[ asp Ital 011 February i 4, 1999
I'Human Riglits 'Natch phone Interview, Omraie Golley, RUF spokesperson, Lome, Togo, June 14,1999
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"Ne went cO bed on the nighT of januc:/ Sand lefc the children watching videos. Around il1ldlllg!l[ I woke up and hearc
cOilling very close I didn't hear any shelling from ECOMOC so I !igured the !'ebelS vve:'e all theil' way f
called a fe\\I fi'lends who live fur:her ease and whe:l
diLin 'r ansvver [ sale. "ViClOrtC., ie,'s gee out of here" So we
pur all the kids in the station wag?ll and len
~ullshQ[s

As we drove down the main highway there were thousands of people on the roads and when we'd gone a few more
miles the cars were sropped, At that momenr someone lit a flare iliuminatlllg the area and when! looked back J saw
Illat mixed III With the Civilians were hundl'eds of ['ebe[ soldiel's It was then I ['eaiiz·ed the rebels wer'e among us
There was a lot of gunfire so I told everyone to stay in the car and crouch down. [ thought it was safer. Scor'es of rebels
passed by Without seeing us but then an elght-year-oid rebel with an RPG I< and who was smal [ enough to see througil
Ihe WIlldo\\' noticed us and alerted the others,
Olle of them ordered us out of the car and said, "you people have been deceived by ECOMOG, why are you fleeing
10w::\I'ds them, we're your brothers." Victoria tried to calm him and told him we just wanted to go to someplace safe
He then walked us up a side street a few hundred yacds away and told us to sit down. He wanted money so Victol'la
I'eached In[o her bag and gave 111m some. He said it was too little and as we were aoout to offer hllll 1ll000e r noticed
three or four Illor'e rebels moving up the road.
As mev ilppl'Oilched I hearG them shouting, "SLA on the move ... yoLi thought we'd gone but we've come back." As
r)l~e of them was aporoachlllg, i heard him say "why are you wasting time with these civilians, .. they've been
supporting Tejan Kabbah and C:COMOG We must teach them a lesson I think we should JUSt fire [kill] them"
And as soon as he said this, he swung around the AK-47, cocked it and opened fire on my family. It wasn't even OJ~e
lllinute from the time he walked up to the time he opened up on us. And then I heard one ofthelll saying, "why did
you hilve to do it" out the one who did it, who by that time was walking around to check if we were all dead, pulled
FI'idil, who was alive, by the hair and said, "see, they're not all dead" And then he got to me and said, "I'll just pick
lip Pil'S watch." I was hit on the hand which was r'esting on my chest so thel'e was a lot of blood. I pretended to be dead
so he .lust ripped off my watch and walked off with the others.
And then the roll ca[I-1 couldn't do it, Victoria had to do it. Patrick, CiCi, Mary aLi died instantly. Ester was dying
At th::lt moment only Frida replied She was wounded but not gravely There was a lot of gunfire so I got up and said,
''['Ill going for shelter... can anyone who can walk just please, please follow me."
Victol'lOl took my two year-old grandson who was crying and fatally wounded We later dragged David who'd been
hit in the spine and couldn't walk. And J could hear james calling, ''I'm stuck against this wall and can't move." By
no\\' cebers were oassing and we couldn't go to him. Later we thought that he must've been hit In the spine and to him
It lllust've felt [ike he was pinned against a wall. He only called a few times more and then fell silent.
Little Hassan died a few hours later; he was hit three times. And David, the last time I spoke to him I said, "can you
promise me, promise me you'll survive this thing" and he said, "Dad I pl"Omise you" but he couidn't. He died iater
tlut day.
He [the rebel] carne from nowhere. [didn't have time. I would've stood up and offered myselfin place of the kids.
They didn't ask us any questions. If they were to accuse anyone It shouid've been me r would have given myself. I
hild sOl11e money. I would've offered it to them but the one who killed us didn't come for money - he came to destroy
our lives. Hejust opened up on my family without saying anything."
Severill attilcks and massacres were perpetrated against civilians seeking refuge widlin churches, mosques, and hospitals.
These Included the january [8 attack on the Kissy Mental Hospitai in which some slxteen men were executed and SIX women

I~A hand held Rocket Propelied Gr'enade, IJsually fired while resting on the shoulder
"I-iLll11iln Rights Watch Interview With James Kajue, Fr"eetown, May i 8,1999 Real names used.
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;il[;lCk::G \v:rh ill;}che~es. the January 19 21C-;:3([( or1 the Srotile:'hood or'Llle C~css and Sta: 'Cjlll.~C:1 'ill w:~!IJngton 1:1 \vhic':i t'w~!ve
Iliciuding at ieast -;:hree ell
\vere t3ke;~ out and exec'...ite.d, 3nd tne JcH1Uarj 22 nlassacre \v][hin I:le Rog!]aian

\vhic'll sixty-sIX people vvere gunned co\vr:.

III

!!Jl"lliJilll

,Acc:xdi,',,,, to nume~ous survivors Inte~viewd by Human Rights Watcn, the Illassac~e within the Kog'Ja:an lvIoseue \\as an
ClI'"nnizeci, pren~edita[ed operation involVing two g~ollos of rebels ane lasting apDroximately forry-five i,llnutes, Several survivors
rl,e-srl';'oed 1,01V a few days Drior rebeis had :::iven warnln o that a massacre was :::oing to be coml11ltreo, :b,ahlill fortv-eight
ckscribed what he saw as he was hiding and how he iater counred the dead,
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The mosque lVas packed full of bOth Muslims and Christians, The rebels had been coming in and out of the mosque;
nbclucting young girls and harassing us, but things were getting so oad outside we thought it was still safer thall in our
hOllses, That day at around 10:00 a,m ! was lilside the mosque when! saw at least four rebels burst into the courtyard,
One ofthelll had a gun, one had a pistol and two othe~s, including a ten-year-old, had knives and mac:1etes, They were
all wearing black pants and black T-shires.
;-\ si,\reen-year-oid boy sitting 01; the steps tried to warn the othel's that the rebels wer'e CO III ing so when they entered
the cOLwtyard, the first thing they did was teil the boy to open his Illouth and then the one With the Ai( put his gUll into
hiS mouth and shot hllll through the head.
Ollce Inside, the one with the pistol stalled ask:ng everyone for money In the meantime, two of the othel' rebels,
111Ciudlllg the ten year old, moved to biock the doors Then, as the pistol man was walking around pointing IllS gun
and lobbing people, a few of the others stalled arguing over whether to burn us alive in the mosque or shoot us, One
of ' the i'eoels then walked around the mosque sprinkling petrol on people and I heard one of them say, "you bastal'd
clvilrz1lls~ you don't like us and INe don't lil;:e you" Finally, one of the others raised his machete and scr-eamed, "Our
mission is to kill you and cut your hands" People then stalled screaming and begging and the one with the rifle just
st~d'ted firing
The mosque was very crowded, It was vel'Y confusing and people wel'e mnning and trying to escape but the ten-yearold \\,;]S standing by one of the doors and I saw him stab people as they tried to run past him, Sometimes the
e\ecl!tioner wouid aim directly at one person and other times he'd just fire randomly, Then he wall;:ed baCK to the
\l'omen's section and opened up on the people gathered there, Then he positioned himself in the passage leading out
of the mosque and started picking people off as they tried to escape, It was here he killed a lot of people His was the
only \I';]y out, so as people made a run for it, he would shoot them,
Somc fifteen or so minutes into the thmg, another group of rebels alTived to I-einforce, They surrounded the place and
sCI'el'iJl of them came around and hit the little IslamiC school we have in the back, I thlnl;: many of the children who
ciled in the massacre were back there, Then at some POint a whistle blew and the rebels rushed around searching for
[hlllgS to steal fmm the dead, And then left
SomellOW a lot of people including myself managed to escape. I was hicing under a mattress in the courtyard and all
[could think about was Illy daughter who was inside when the firing started, [ prayed she was able to escape, After
I was sure the rebels had gone, I crept out and started looking for her, That's how I came to know how many were
killed, I went through the mosque, the women's section, the school, the courtyard, and the street looking for my
daughter, [ thank god I didn't find her among the dead, But I counted sixty-six bodies including seven little children, 16
~,I I!{/}/W

DLlI'iI1g the fighting and rebel occupation, civilians tended to concentrate in the larger or more fortified houses of their
frlellds, and family, Such concentrations of people often fell vicum to brutal rebel attacks in which large numbers of
Civilians wOLilo be killed, Sometimes the men would be targeted and other tHnes no one would be spared, The houses were
['I'eqllelltly set on fire with the wounded civilians still inside,
11el~hbors,

..,-?

"'I-llIl1lan Rights Watch interview, Freetown, June 1,1999
HUll1;]1l Kights Watch
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,~,::ZlJll2, s~xteen" 'vvas hiding in 3 closet \-'lirh her cwo Si113.i1 cQUs;ns on January 21

sc\.'e:ite~:l In en,

V/01Tlei1)

and chiIdren lnc\uding several '"elat;ves The house

'vVc,S

1

'vvhll,= r~bels \Nalked rOOli"] Ie I-OOtil killIng
fIr.;: 'vvith one blind illan and at le2.s;:

lat~~ set on

three ortile WOUI1Gec: still Il1slde. She recounced.
A: M:)und 7.30 a.m. when we were just sitting 00'.'/11 to br'ecJrFast, two i·eoel.s carne liltG tile compound and toid
eve:'YOlle to get Inside the house. They started screaming obscenities alld then one of thell1 said, "we'i'e gOll1g to Kill
"[I of you" so 'we ali Tan upstairs

[ Ilid With my tvvo little COUSIllS but I could see everything. ,"'"s they were coming up the stair's I heard them shoot two
Ille:l \vho'd sought refuge in our house. Then they came imo our apartment and my siste:"s husband Manl sta:'ted cO
plei1d saying, "p lease, ! beg you, if it's money you want!' II give it to you" but they said, "we don't want money, we
si1id we've come to kill you" Then they shot him in the chest. Then they turned on Mani's bramel' TeJan who was
ho[dlng his nine-month-old baby They shot him and he fell With the baby in illS arms Then they fired a rl'le:ld of
Teran's Tiley said nothing, nothing, asked them nothlllg. The same rebei dressed III blue jeans and a white T-shlli and
With ol'eadlocks was doing all the killing
Wi,ell they'd finished in the pariol' they went to che bed!'Oom which 1 could sti[1 see f!'Olll where I was.
f"Cltllli1ta Wi1S on the bed with my three year old cousin Sia, They shot my sister two tlllles, and then shot little
I he"['(j Illy twelve-year-oid cousin Sahr scream, "Illama, have you left me," and chen they shot hilll, Then
a len-year'-old neighbor boy orl the foot, then our friend MI' Kor'oma and a fifeen-year-oid neighbor' named

My siste:'
Sia. Then
they shot
Allllnata

Then they went to the next room I couldn't see what happened but I heard three gunshots and later saw the bocies
afthl'ee of our neighbors, There was a blind Illan who lived in that apartment with his seven-year'-old boy The blind
Illarl was the only one they didn't shoot and as they left the !'Oom I heard them say, "'now, you be sur'e and take care
good CJl'e of al i these people"
When they were in the third room, my little eight-year-old cousin crept out fl'om behind the wardrobe and went to her
fJtheF, She was crying and she stood In f!'Ont ofhill1 and bowed down, He was dead and her uncle Tejan who ,vas still
alive si1id, "he's left us now ... quick, you go hide" But, then she \,vent to her Illom and did the same thing. I thinK she
\\'as saYll1g good-bye to them Then r called her back to Ille

By this tillle we could smell smoke cOllling frolll downstairs, r guess the other rebels had set fire to the dov'insrairs,
The one who did the killing then sprayed pen'ol throughout our apartment and lit it on fire, Then I heard them go
0utsiae.
By 110W there was a lot of smoKe so r grabbed my COUSins, went down the stairs and tried to leave but the rebels saw
us They told me to give them Illy COUSIllS but 1 refused so two of them pointed their guns at me and said, "so it's there
)'ou're gOing to die - get back into that house and burn" They then closed the door from outside and leaned on it
so 1 cou Idn' [ escape,
I waited for several more minutes until I Just couldn't stand it anymor'e and then tried the door again and this time
mani1ged to escape, By now the fire was really blazing. We could hear the screams of people upstairs and from the
0utslde we could see the seven-year-old son of the blind man from the window, but his father was crying and he didn't
W(lilt to leave him, We convinced him to Jump by saying we'd rescue his father In a few minutes, We knew it wouldn't
be possible but othen-vise the hoy wouldn't have come, The blind man and the others were burned alive. They kept
Cl'ying but there was Just nothing we could do.

The second rebel told the bad one at least twice to stop the killing but the bad one said he'd kill him as well ifhe said
i111ything else, r Just don't know why he behaved that way In a qUiet moment I reel it too much n
. i hi/II f

"Hul1lan RlghIS Watch imervlew, Freetown, May 15,1999.
1'[UI1l"ll RI~ilts
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bdu I, rweney-eight, and ilis brother had soughr lefugee from the ftgillillg

III a

large house Iii the busliless Cist"ie

oF"

I-r'ce[o\vn He described ho\\' t~~e rebeis targeted oniy the rnen , le3vIIlg lilne dead

We'd been up fleelllg all night and were so tiled so we sought ,efugee with about fifty people within " fe'Ked
COlliDOUiiG which we thought w6uld be safe At al'ound 700 a.tn. a g:'oup of seven rebeis dressed Iii fuil miilra:'y
LlIlITOI-:" srormed in. Once of them said, "we're SLA soldiers. We've been gone for nine months but today we've corne
bilck"
Theil rhey started pointing their guns at us and screaming for LIS to give them money A few minutes later the one who
seemed like he was their commander said, "let's don't waste time, spray them all," at which point another rebel staned
shootillg us one by one. The gunman was only two yards away from us. They shot my seventeen-year-old brother Isa
[1I1d tll'O aT my friends. We begged them to spare us, we begged them to stop.
He shot us deliberarely, one after the other and only picking out the men. They said we didll't suppon them and afte;
shooting us said, "now you see we're back if you people wallt us or not." 1 was so afraid to even look at them. It
11ilppened so fast; they were only there fOl' five millutes.
Olil' bmthers have dOlle such a bad thing to us. What did we ever do to
Th~t dJy I iList looked around me and started to cry. IS

them~

We know IlOthing of their I'ebe i, ways

,-[.~!lC.\

Victims ilild witnesses describe the rebels purposefully attempting to terrorize the civilian populatioll by forcing them to
\\:1lcl1 ZltI'ocities being committed. They would then aamonish them to "behave" or meet a sunilar fate. Civilians ilctlllg out of
Illle by tlSlllg to escape or protect a family member wer'e often killed in fwnt of their family.
Aglles, rwenry-five, together with her family ilild Ileighbors, was lined up alld fOI-ced to \-vatch the brutal execution of three
IlC;:l~ilbol'S on Jililuary 9. She recounted:
They [the I-ebels] ordered us out of our houses and then Jssigned a small rebel unit of six or eight to guard over each
:':I'OUP of twenty or so civilians. It was very organized. They lined my family up with about twellty of my nelghbol'S
Iii ZI Slllgie fileline on the street. They kept us standillg for over olle hour while they insulted us and otilers I'3nsacked
our houses. They got drunk on the alcohol we had left over from the Christmas holidays
Then, a few rebels called the first three civilians standing in the line; from the left, They wer-e two men and one
woman. They moved them about fifteen feet away alld just opened up on them. They must have fir-ed at least twenty
shots illto them. One of the \'ebels then turned to us and said, "you've seen the example -11011' ifany of you dare
move we'll do the same to you." And then we had to stand perfectly still for another one and one-half hours wh iie our
!leigllbors were lying dead on the street. '9
;) f C/l 1l/l1 II ILl

Gefore cOlllmencing an attack on a compound, the rebels would frequently assemble everyone together and thell select the
ones they wanted to abduct Most often those chosen for abduction were young girls, and boys of fighting age. Abductees were
led JII'ZlY either before the attack began or after having to witness family members be killed.
Memunatu, twenty-one, was one of eight young women abducted from their compound on January 23, immediately ane;
the e\ecutioll of seven family members. She recounted'
I looked up and saw four rebels corning into the compound. Only one had a gun and the others were armed with axes
Zilla Illilclletes. We were over fony in the compounG and those that weren't able to escape were gathered together and
told co sit down right outside the verandah. A few of us stalLed singing, "we want peace" but one of the rebels said,
"you shut your mouths. You're all hypocrites"
.f<

"I-Iumilll Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 10,1999
"'HUll1Z1Il Rights Watch interview. Freetown . Apl-il i 9 1999.
I-Iulllilil Rights Watch
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[the l'~belsJ :hen picked out =igiu or us young
and Qile sev'=:lreen-year-olc n.~lghbor boy They order·,:-d us
to get lep and stane to one sice A:ld then the one they caiied "CO 8100d" starred the killing He L1sed a slllgie car,el
SilOtgUll He shot ,!\]usine firsL and then Hannan and Saphlacu who was nine months pregnam Then
["an OUI of
ClfllfllUll ition and se~ upon the resL' \,viell 111achetes and axes. They hie chen! all t:ht necK and head A.s \ve stood off in
the camel' we were begging them to stop but they kept insisting they'c leave no one alive.
Alld then they forced us to go. We ieft our families bleeding and never knew who lived and who died. I \-vas With them
[the I"ebels] for eight days and when r finally escaped I found out that eight of my family and friends had been killed.
20
[11 fact it was seven but because Saphiaw's baby was ,eady to be born, we count It as eight

f-! ((.\"(l!/(f{/l

HZlSillliltu, eighteen, and several female members of her fam ily were attacked by the rebels as they were attempting to flee
eZistem suburb of Wellington on January 23 She desc:"ibed how SI~ family members vvere abducted before the remalllder" were
1I11CclufJ and shot. She said

tile

The Illght befole they'd burned OUI" house so we decided the men should hide in the swamp and the women and
::hildrell should try to hide in an abandoned house So we lefr the men and the twe'lve of us took off down the 1"0 ad ,
but .Iust as we we:"e leaving our compound we we:"e confronted by two I"ebels who asked us whel"e we were gOlilg.
We toid him we were looking for a safer place. They ordered us to sit down and after looking LIS over picked out five
young women and one ten-year-old boy They were all illy cousins Then they pushed them and ordered them to go
10 tile bush
The ["est of us begged for our lives and then two of them started arguing over" whether to ki[1 us 01" not, i guess they
decided because a few minutes later they ordered an old woman, a neighbor of ours, to stand up and as she did, they
shot her". Then they told the r"est of us to stand up and proceeded to shoot everyone of us including my cousins Ramatu
[rOLlI] and .Ienneh [ten]
When they shot me in the shoulder j pretended I was dead" Fmm the blood it looked like they'd got me in the heart.
III III utes later I heard the other rebels returning with a[1 mycousins who'd been abducted who burst into tears
when they saw al[ of us lying there, Then they [the rebels] said sarcastically "ar"e you related to any of these because
If you are we·ve.lust finished them off."21

i\ few

[\lIrIlIl1g

Alive

There wel"e frequent accounts of the particularly sadistic practice ofburrllllg people alive. Children and the elderly seemed
be pZllTIcular"ly vulnerable. There were a few documented cases ofcilildren being thrown into burning fires and many accounts
elderly people being left behind in a burning house as their children and grandchildren were forced to flee in haste. The pleas
by omer family members to retrieve their children or eldel"ly parems were most often met with threats of death.
One \vitness described an incident in which a thirteen-year-old boy who was "accused" of having washed the clothes and
shined the boots of ECOMOG soldiers at a checkpOint was later recognized by one of the rebels and thrown into a burning fire
III the bUSiness district Another incident involved a businessman who was forced at gunpoint lIltO his Mercedes Benz and burned
ZlI,ve
;\[11 rill

MZ1I"lil. a fifty-thr"ee year old retired nurse, suffered third degree burns and a fractured femur arcer Jumping from the second
SIOI"'.' of the hOLlse ill which her daughter and mother wel"e burned alive She recounted:

:"HLllllan RlglHs \Vatch inte:"vie\N, f["eetown, May 3, 1999,
:IHunElil R:giHS Watch intervle\\', FI"eetown, May 3,1999
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III tile eariy evening a grouo of about twenty rebels caille neal- the house ,-".s usual i sent Illy seventeen-ye:::I--O'c son
to hrde OUI baCK, and my five-year-oie adopted daughter Titl upstairs to be WIth my elde:-1y mother while r JeJlt '.vlth
the:ll They [the rebeis] asked fo:r water so I got sevel-al gallons and gave them all as Illuch as they wanted

I r-el1lembel- climbing the stairs and thanking God that this large group had left without doing anything to us_ SucJUSt
J felN Illinutes later, another group came_ The commander Introduced himself as "Captain 8'lood" and started
demJlldlng that I nand over my daughters I explained that I only have three sons but he accused me of lying,

As J tried to call vince him, he grabbed my kerosene lamp and proceeded to douse the sofa and set it alight J begged
him 110t to bUill my house but he continued and pushed Ille towards the stairs, continUing to sprinkle ker-oselle as we
welll_ The other two rebels guarded the emrances so 110 one could escape_
Then he pushed me into my mother's room where she was lying In bed with Titi curled up, cr-ying beside her No
soonel- had he entered the roolll than he began pouring kemsene over the bed and said to my mother, "mommy, rt's
enough for you, now it's time for you to die" He then tossed a match on the bed which went up in flames and pushed
Ille outrhe dOQI- and into the next roolTI_ r heard them screallling but I couldn't do anything,
He then doused the bed in that 1"00m, thre'"v in a match alld quickly left the mom_ As I tl-ied to follow him he pushed
me violently and I crashed ontO the bUrJ1lllg bed and cut m), head on the bedboard_ 1 got up wrth Ill)' leg bUl"Iling and
II-led to leZlve but "Captain 8100d" was leaning agZlinst the door and shouting, "it's time for you to die, you'l-e gOing
ICI die there_ ,.
I fell down on the floor with flames beginning to engulf the room and felt my chest tightenlng_ J was bleeding from
IllY

heZld, Illy chestwas filling up with smoke, my leg bUilllng and

J

thought, "Titi IS dead, my mother is dead_ God,

cia you want me to die here~ ls it here ['m going to meet my maker?" And, ] just said no_ I said no_ I got up; burning
my hand as I opened that door I rushed to the balcony where I saw a neighbor watching_ I jumped from the second

slory of my house and felt my leg crack as I landed 1 was dragged Into the bushes where I waited with my other
lIel~hbo['s for the rebels to pass_""
!/Jrllhilll

Ibrahim, fifty-five, described how two of his nieces were burned alive as their father begged to remove them before the
r-chels set theil- house on fire:
A t around III idnlght, I was woken up '0)' the sound of scream ing and shouting near my cousins house_ I saw four rebels
Slullding outSide his house_ They screamed for hilll to open the door and then fired one shot after which everyone
sc;Jtter-ed, runnJllg out the back door into the bush_ The rebels then started pouring kerosene on the house but in the
IlleZlntime Illy cousin ran back and started screaming frantically, "my two children are still inside; my four-and sixye,lI'-olds are sleeping_ I want to take my children l " to which the rebel replied, 'If you dare enter I will kill you_" By
Ihis time the house had taken fire_ My cousin II1sisted again but the rebel became more aggressive, like he was going
to shoot him so he had to run away.

When he ran Into the bush the first time his anns were full with his other children_ He didn't mean to leave them_ None
of us ever thought the rebels would do something like thac"]
Tile Use of Games to Maximize Terror
,l., trocities were sometimes perpetrated within the context of games, in wh ich the element of terror was maxim ized through
the use of deception or teaslllg_ Victims were sometimes given a choice as to how they wanted to be killed-"gunshot, machete,
()I' bUl'lled alive,"~r were forced to listen co the rebels arguing over what arroc[t'j to cOlllmit against thelll_ Utilizrng an old tactic

::HUlllall RiC':hts Watch interview Freetown ADril 16,1999_
:'/-IUIllJll Rights Watch interview: Freetown: A~ril is, 1999
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:n P2.S~ C)l"7enSlVes, the rebels dressed up in EC:OiVIOG un 1TOrl-r;s. tryIng [0 1!1icit a favorabie r+eaccicll, afiG 'Noule

ll,ei: "catch" the CiVJlianS wno wouid iaeer be "punished"
,~Teer' settl11" a house on ~!re, tile rebels "vere wicnessedC)osltionli1':': themselves near the ellCrallces alld the!l shootin,:,: al
clvillallS as thev :i~ed :oeSC3.oe, Simila/I'v, after killin" civilians,the I'ebels-were wiInessed iayllig ambushes ill'OUlld the cOI'p;es,
lVilitl11g for theil' ,'elaoves to retneve them, There were i1UI1lti'OUS accounts of rebels who promised not to kill, rape or abduCI ail
inc1rVICL!31 iTthe famil;; would raise a given SUIll of money, but, upon receipt of the money, wouid COlllnlrr the atrocie)' anyway
-'

•

.,I,

__

,:.1 g!l C!S

Agnes, [\NellLy, witnessed the killing of at least twenry people on January 15 after rebels dressed as ECOMOG soldiers and,
1111it3t!11g il Nigerian accent, trapped a group of civilians who had come out all the street to celebrate whae they thought was :he
;lITIVZ\1 of ECOMOG forces, She recounted
I IVZ\S sitting !n illy house when i saw a gJ"Oup of about ten ECOMOG, or what r thought were ECOivl0G, soidiers
cOllllng down the street. They were accompanied by a few women who were Singing and dancing and saying,
'ECOMOG iws libe~ated us l It's over'l COllle aLit of you I' houses l" And then speaklllg with an accent like an Oga man
[NI~eriall] the soldiers said, "where are the RUF rebels, where are the SLA soldiers? We've cOllle to libel'ate you from
Ihose people"
As th,,)' moved down the street they collected more and more Civilians who said, "tanke, tanke [thank you], we're so
tir'ed of these people, We're happy you've corne You don't know how we've suffered," and so on, The women
ZlCColllp3nying the rebeis clapped their hands and got the rest of thelll dancing and when they'd [the rebels] collected
Z\ bou t th Irty 01- so peop Ie, just stalled to laugh, And, a few moments later said, "oh, we see, so it's ECOMOG you
II'alll, We've really caught you now,"
The ciVilians star1:ed begging for forgiveness but the r-ebels, who had them surrounded by now, or-dered them to lie
on the g!'OLind and shot them one by one [n the head and chest. Ther'e were men, women, and even a few children
killed, I saw the rebels change the clips on their pistols Lintil all of them were dead, I was watchlllg this ail frolll Illy
Window, Even if it had been ECOMOG, r Ivasn't In the mood to celebrate anythlllg,]4
rWl/ci.l

fC'r'Z\llCis, thll--::y-S1>:, was inside the unflilished Bashariah Mosque with scores of other civiiians when a Sillall boy waved a
Z\t a patrol of what he thought were ECOMOG soldiers The mosque was soon after attacked by rebel gunfire and
I'ockc:r IXOIJelled grenades, He explained:

\1

[we fbg

,A, friend of OLir-s who'd escaped from the rebels told us that they had ECOMOG unifonns, So that day in the Illosque
when we S<:IW a patrol of soldiers in ECOMOG uniforms we didn't welcome them; we kept silent. But there was a boy
who hadn't been warned and before we could stOD him he was waving a white cloth out the window,

They [the rebels] started shooting immediately and Just a few minutes later we heard the first crash of what I think was
al1 RPG [l'Od:.et propelled grenade], The first one killed a boy named Mohamed, Then a minute later as we were trylllg
10 get down the stairs, the second one hir right neal' us, this time killing two children, Another boy died later:'
f\llinlII

,.6.,S I(aima, forty, was lying on the grounds of the Kissy Mental Hospital after having been hacked on the legs by the rebels,
she wiltched as they shot at civilians trJing to retrieve thel[' dead and dying who'd been gunned down some hours earlier. She
c\[lIZ\ined

:'HUillJn Rights Watch imervlew, Freetown, May 28,1999
"HuIllJn Rlg!ltS Warch inte~view, Freetown, April 19,1999
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We SilW hundr::ds ofthe:l1 [the rebels] COllllng down f,om the hili beillnG ivle:1tai
mental hosDltai: \Ne t:'lea to
run but they caugilt about twe:lCy-f"ive of us They seoarated t':le Ille:l from the 'women and then right the:'e 011 the
!:OI'oLinds, lined UD the men and shot them. j was arcad:ed by maclletes later on and as [
ther'e wounoed
the Illght [ counteo them, there \~ere slxtee:l anO they SilOt them ail. j don 'r Know If ali of them died.
The:l over' the next several hours, their wives and families who had ,'un Into the bushes came back and [ned to see
Zlbout their people I guess they wanLed to take their bodies and maybe even save the few that Illight have st;[1 been
Zlllve But when the rebels saw the women, they took up position and shot at them as they crept aLit to ge: their people
It WZiS har'd to see ifany of them [the relatives] were wounded but after the first few tlilles none ofthelll came back
26
:0 fetch therr lllen
.'l!lIsinc

A lusine, thllty-nlne, a civil servant, described the hours ofter,or he spem with his family as they wer-:: ,'ounded up with other
CI\'lliilllS, divided up to be held in rooms which they were cold would each have different hOLirs for execution He explained.

/I,t MOLind 7:30 p.m., a group of seven ofchem [:'ebels] ,'ounded us up fr'om our houses and walked us daVin to a big
hOllse on I(issy Bypass Road. We wel'e about 200 and when we an'ived, the commander divided us into grou:JS of
ilDout sixty and then explained how hepianned to kill us all He said the first group was the 9:001'00111, the second
~roup, that was ours, the 10:00 room and the last group the 11:00 room At 9:00 p,m. sharp he was going to kill all of
those ill the first room, 10:00 p.m. he was going to kiil us and so on Then they led us into the moms
.so SUl'e enough at just 9:00 p.m. we heal'd them open the door of the "oom rrght Ilext to us, the 9:00 pill ['oom, and
srilned shootlllg I couldn't see but I heard people running and screaming "dOIl't l It's the elld of Illy [ife l They've
killed my wlfe l They've takell Illy giril" and like that. The shooting went on for about tell Illinutes.
Within our mom we started crjing. Muslims and Christians; we were al[ praying together and I started thinking of my
children, my mother, how I hadn't yet helped my parents, how I hadn't I'eally enjoyed my education.
At 10:00 p.m. sharp they came to our door but we'd locked it from the inside, They threatened to burn us alive so we
decided to open the door thinking that at least some of us might be able to escape. \Vhen they opened the door the heat
that hrt them was so intense they said, "what kind of hell is that" and then ordered us out on the street for execution.

As we were taken outside, another cOlllmander happened to pass by and when he saw what was happening ol'dered
Iher'e to be no more killing. The commander apologized, saying they were RUF rag-tag boys. The next moming we
buried four bodies from the "9:00 o'clock room" and we heard many, Illany were taken away wounded 27
.-l!jJ!/(/

111

A Ipha, th ilty-five, described how from his hiding place he saw a group of rebels gather up twenty- four civi Iians, put them
a roOlll, set it ablaze and then position themselves so as to be able to shoot them as they ran out:

As the killing was happening upstairs, the rebels gathered twenty-four of our neighbors who'd sought refuge in our
house and put them under gunpoint in the back room, Vvl1en the one called "Dave" came downstairs after having
killed everyone, he asked for a lantern and said, ''I'm not going to waste my bullets on these people -let me set this
plilce z!light." In fact, they'd already set the upstairs and part of the downstairs on fire.
Then he sprayed kerosene on the civilians, closed ehe door and as he was leaning on It told them that those who paid
1,000 leones [US,50 cents] each to the rebel waitlllg at rhe window,wouid be set free The civilians then startee
handing out the 1,000 leones to a few rebels waiting there. One girl came to the window and begged, saYll1g she didn't
have any Illoney and the rebel co[lecting the money shot her in the face.

~"Huillan Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 10, [999.
:'I-Iullliln Rights Watch II1terview, Freetown, May 13,1999
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Thel;, ilS the 'ire was real:y biazing, the reoeis, announcec they were 'leaving but instead DosltlOlled the:llse)ves arour.d
tile bacK door with theIr guns pointed at the only eXit ilnd waited However, [he fife was too Incense aild those crapoe:J
lilside were no longer able to move through the hall to gee to the back door By that time the people '0'el'e "eai!y
SUeilll>lIlg and choking for air a[ the \NlnaOW After about ten minuees the rebels "ina!ly left, thinking the aeople woule
hul'll to deaeh, ilnd my friend and it rusiled to find iln axe and break through the bars or ,he Wllldow and iet everyone
OLJt.

2S

T:II'gcting of Particular Groups
Nlgel'ians, policemen, and Joumallsts were those most dll'ectly targeted by the rebels during the January orfensive. FOI'e[gll
IllISsiollil['ies, members of the government and civil servants, human rights activists, successful business people, Lebanese and
111(1[:1n l1:1tionals, and those vocal in their opoosltion to the AFRC Junta during its nine month rule were also targeted, but IO a
Iessel' extent. A few witnesses saw rebels with lists of such people. Others wer-e targeted by individual combatants settling old
l'el'solwl alld pol[tlcal vendettas.
Wilile there were many prominent members of society killed by the r'ebels, It is difficult to say to what extent they were
1,1I'!;eted because or their position or simply because they were caught up in the wave of violence There does not appear to be
dlly etlln ic element IIlvolved in the chOice of victims.
\'igcriaf'S

\)
Ni",er'ian nationals, illOst of whom are t:'aders and business peoole
III Sierra Leone,
and some ofwhoi11 are lone!: time Sierra
'
.
[_COile I'esidents, suffered considerably during the Janual'y offensive. The Nigerian High Commission registered the deaths of
,,[\fy-tlll'ee N Igenan nationals and evacuated two Victims of ann amputation. Nearly all of the victims wel'e men Theil' Ilouses
:111(1 bLlsllless were burned and the Nigerian High Commission was looted and set on fire 29
~

~

NIg,el'ia has shown significant support for the government of Sierra Leone both militarily and politically Niger[an troops
Imke up the bulk ohhe ]4,000 strong ECOMOG force, and Nigerian general Maxwell Khobe was last year seconded to the
SllOlTa Leone army as chief of defense staff
NIg,el'ians were hunted down in their hiding places and murder'ed in particularly brutal and sadistic ways, Their attackers
1'[cqLlciHly ilccused them of actively spying for and Suppol1:ing ECOMOG, and of suppor,ing Pr'esident TeJan I(abbah's
g,ul'lOmll1erH. Sien'a Leonean civilians who were mamed to, associared with, or happened to be in the same place as a Nigerian
111111011ill WllO came under attack, were also frequently targeted,
.'Ihrlul

Abdul, forly-six, witnessed the double amputation of lim bs of t\IIlo Nigerian businessmen and one Cameroon ian, on January
21 III I<issy. One of the Nlger'ians and the Cameroonian were larer killed, He r'ecounted:
A big group of ['ebels rounded up about fifty of LIS and 'ol'ought us to Leadenhall Street where they separated us and
made us form twO lines; men on one side, women and children on the other. Then they went around inspecting each
aile or us. Among us were two Nigerians; Mr. Ben and Mr. Ben's brother, and one man from Cameroon
Olle of the rebels quickly noticed Mr. Ben's wedding ring; he was married to a woman named Zainab who was
stilnding in the women's line. The rebel told Mr. Ben he had a really nice ring and asked him his name but Mr. Ben
e1idn 't answer him, I thlllk he was afraid to talk for fear they'd find out he was a Nigerian, The commander asked the
I'est of LIS if he was a deaf-mute but nOne of us said allyth ing,
He thell staned threatening us and said, "We kllOw there're Nigerians among you ... Tell us who they are or you all
die We don't want them in our country and we will',-:ill them aiL" Some of rhem [the rebels] sprinkled perro I on us
alld tlHeatelled to set us on fire.

..-r

:'HLllllilll Rights Watch IIlterview, Freerown, May], 1999
:"HLllllall Rights Watch intervie'N, Alhaji M.C Abubakar, Nigerian High Commissioner, Freeeowll, April 4,1999
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Flllally Be:l toid the commande~ that he was mamed cO a Sie~ra Leonean and hiS wife Zalnab sLOoe t.:p and said, "He
is my husband but he is a bUSlllessman. I can show yOlI the papers [0 prove It" The rebel reSDonded that he didn't wc,nt '0 see any pacers and as they pulled Mr Ben out of the line, several of the rebels starced arguing ave:' whethe:' [Q kili
hlll1. amputate hiS hancs or set Ill;", on fire.
Wl1el1 they'd decided to cut off his hands Mt Ben stalled pleading saying he was a businessman, and shamed. "I beg
iT' y hand, Oh Jesus, Jesus" Then the axe man said, "I f Jesus himself comes here r' I I am putate his hand
as we!I" Then they ordered him at gunpoint to put his right hand face up on a tabie and they hacked it off\Nith an
lEe ,4,nd then his left hand. The rebel then put his hands in Ben's blood and walked over to his wife, who was
sobbillg, and Sllleared it on her face. He told her if she continued crying he'd kill her.
yo II don't cut

As th is was happen ing Ben's bl'Other started yel I ing, "God what have you done to my bl'Other" So they pu [led him
alit '-'lIld cut off his two hands as wei!. Then they pulled out the third one who started screaming that he wasn't a
Nigel'ian, but was from Cameroon, but they cut off his hands as well Then they sprinkled more petrol on Ben's
oJ'other, I thlllk he even had tribal markings, and set him on fire. His hands were hanging offhis arms and he was on
fwe sueamlllg "please don't kill me." They let him bul'll fa I' five mll1utes before a commander let some us put the fire
Ollt With dust.
Sever,1i of the I'ebels were dancing around the three of them saying, "now you go tell ECOMOG about youl' Di'Oblem."
i\ few days later In the hospital I saw Zainab and Ben's brother. That's how [ found out Mr Ben had been killed 'o
f-/ (IIV({

HClwa, fOI1y-thl'ee, a nurse 111 Good Shepherd Hospital in Wellington, described how on January 18 a Nigel'ian businessman
\\1)(1 had several days earlier been admitted with a gunshot wound was dragged out of his hospital bed and ki[led by a group of
[·cbels.
011 .January 8, a thlrty-five-year-old Nigerian businessman named Joseph was brought to me by passel's-by who'd
found him in Wellington. He'd been shot three times by the I·ebels. r admitted him and put him upstail's because I
thought it would be safer.
.Iilnuary 18 I heard a large commotion and then a group of fifteen rebels stolllled my hospital, put a gun to my head
and demanded [ show them "the ECOMOG lieutenant colonel you have hidden here." I told them I had no such person
but in the meantime another ten of them, who'd run upstairs, found Joseph and proceeded to drag him down the stairs
and out the doOl'. As they passed me I heard him saying, "Jesus have mercy upon your servant, Jesus have mercy upon
YOUI' servant."

011

\Vhen they had hllll outside another ten rebels dragged him half a block up, sUITounded him, beat him and proceeded
to cut off both his arms, both his legs, hIS ears, cut his throat and then shoot him several times. They never asked
.J oseph to identify himself. It was so brutal the way they ki[ led him. They danced around illS body and those who
\\er'en't doing the killing were cheering. They continued to threaten me for having "harbored a Nigerian" and a day
I,lter I had to close my hospital and flee.'1
ChllsSIlj'

Gbassily, fourteen, described the January 19 killing oft'vvelve people, including two Nigenans, who had sought refuge within
tile Gl'OthedlOod of the Cross and Star Church in Wellington. Among the dead wel'e a well-known journalist Paul Mansaray, his
\\Ife, alld their three children.
My Clulltie, uncle, and I went to the church that night as we'd been doing every night since the trouble began. We
thought it was safer than sleeping at home. Shortly after arriving, five rebels With a lot of guns entered and said, "we

:"Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 8, 1999.
"I-Luman Rights Watch interView, Freetown, May 21, 1999
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\<no\-\' you people are hiding ECO[vl0G soidie:-s ll: he;-e. 1 could see a re'N other ,~eople outside che
lhoL:ghr
we:'e probably collaborarors who'd told tile rebels aODU, r:,e cwo Nigerians.
1

'

COOI-

and

\).,If::

!at7:;

They scaned harassmg us ane asking for money so aile of LIS said, "we JUS, pl'ay for you people, char you succeed in
Many of the others \I.;ereJust pleadIng to be lert alone. The rebels notIced thac the 1'~ige["ian5 'N:::~'en\~
tzllklng and so eventually discovered their nationality.

your lliisSIOIl."

They then ol'dered us all outside the church but In the confusion and panic twelve of us got away From where 1 was
I could see them being walked at gunpoint with all the rebels pointing their guns at them and shouting, "captured live,
cZiptut'ed live."
,"-:-ound this time a second group of rebels alTlved and asked the others who the civilians were to ',Ivhich :hey ans\vered.
"These people are harboring Nigerians." The two groups started arguing over whether to just kill the Nigerians or to
kill everyone. Then a few rebels ordered all twelve of them to lie face down on the ground and they startedfil'mg. The
.IOUnl,llist tried to run with two of 1m children but they gunned them all down a few feet awayJ2

I'lIlicc

Officers

/\ccordtng to officials at the SielTa Leone Police HeZidquaners, eighty-five police officers, including two women, were killed
11g ti,e JZinuary G ['ebel incursion)' Many officers were killed while on duty and within the police stations, which came under
heill'\ ilttack by the I'ebeis. Sierra Leonean police, except the Special Security Division (SSD) 3I'e traditionally unarmed, and since
Ihc i-ebr'uary 1998 ECOMOG intervention to oust the AFRC Junta, even the SSD have not been allowed to calTY weapons.'·
Police officer's interviewed believed they were targeted because they were seen by the ex-Sierra Leonean army members
RUF as being traitors for not havlIlg fled with them when driven out of Freetown by ECOMOG forces in February 1998
<Inc! rm their I'Ole in investigating and preparing the cases against the twenty-four AFRC junta members accused of treason and
1~Ill:r e.\ecuted in October 1998.

or rile

Police officers described being hunted by rebel forces and having their family members harassed and sometimes killed.
11ecause of the past relationship under· the AFRC junta, they were well known and recognized by the ex-SLA members of the
I'chel army .
.'i IJII

Abu. fifty, described how he was wounded In an attempt to execute him, specifically because he was a police officer:
On Wedtlesday morning I found out that Mr D of the SSD had been killed by the rebels as they advanced through
Cillilba Town. His wife described how the rebels knocked on his door as they passed and started screaming "he's an
SSD man" and then stabbed him to death with knives. [ stalLed getting ['eally wOtTied.
We fled to another house but in the meantime a commander calling himself Major S. took over my house, found out
where I'd fledto and sent four other rebels to bring Ille to him. When I arrived the major told me he'd found police
[D pilper's and announced that he'd made a vow to himself to kill any policeman or woman he encounters because,
"the police betrayed us and joined ECOMOG." He said, "I don't mercy police officers." Then he ordered the other
I'ebel boys to tie and beat me. Several of them gave me a severe beating in the face and abdomen and tied me With a
wire. MajorS just sat there watching the whole thing and J noticed he was wearing a watch that had been given to
me as a gift and that I only saved for speCial occasions.

;:Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May G, 1999.
"Human Rights Watch interview, Julius .I Momoh, Staff Officer of Sierra Leone Police, Freetown, May 18,1999.
'·SSD officers were ordered to sUiTender their weapons~by ECOMOG during the February 1998 intervention which ousted
the AFRC/RUF from the capital and subsequently reinstated democratically elected President Tejan I(abbah. Since then, SSD
unicers we:'e only allowed to carry weapons when called to go to the war front on military operanons.
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The:l he ~ut me in tne comer of my house. He threw I.l'ic: on the ground so i was si::tlng, tied Oil the gl'ound about a
(,'0111 MCl.lol· Sand ile said, "you think we shouid I'emalll In the Gush oon't you, but the busn is made rOI' animals." it
WilS bet\veen 545 and 5.50 p.m
I staned to beg and told him "but lire is so very precious. Please, please don't kill me. I've been in the fmce fa:' over
thirty-four years and I'm not meant to die like this. When peace comes wouldn't you toO want a governlllentjob'7"
Then Major S. pOinted a pistol at Ille and said, 'Tve killed 213 people and you't'e gOing to make number 214." And
lhen he shot me in the face. [ fell down and put my tied hands In front of Illy face but he shot me again.
I didll 't know If I was in the world agalll until God woke me up late that night and J saw myself in a gutter' [ had blood
allover me and r felt my face to be huge I dr"agged myself for some meters and hid until [was Out of the road because
tllel"e were still rebels around. When I felt it was safe [got myself to an ECOMOG checkpOint. As they wer'e taklllg
me to the hospital I saw so many corpses along that road There must have been two hundred"'
Jilli rn II/isis

Accol'd Illg to iocal.loumalists, seven Sierra Leonean and one United States citizen repor1er' were ki lied by I'ebe I forces during
.lilllllill"Y 6 I'ebel offensive. There were also thl"ee journalists abducted, one of whom has Sillce been released. One jourtlatlst
I1dd (me of his eyes gouged out with a knife and many journalists suffered Significant personalproper1y damage and loss. The
hlillcllll~ housing t\\'o newspapers, the COl1cord Times and the S/ondard Times, was looted and later burned. iVlany .!ournaI ists
\\11(1 Wellt into hiding wer"e iater told that groups of rebels had come to their residences asking for them ilnd demanding theil'
c;111rur·e.
1111.:

While the iltrocltles comillined against a few joul"nillists resulted from arbitrary acts of violence, there is clear evidence to
';lI:;:;cst that journiliists were indeed sought after and targeted. Members of the independent press In Sierra Leonean have
11';lc1irlonally been vocal opponents of past military regimes, and have often wor"ked In a climate of repl·ession. The nine month
nile ofrhe AFRC/RUF Junta was no exception. Many pm-democrilcy newspilpers continued to publish ilnd were highly critical
111 111C jllrltil, thus becoming deeply unpopular With them.
When the RUF I"eturned to Freetown in January, they had the names of and sought after many of the individual.Journalists
publishers who ilild in the past written unfavorably ofthem._ The relatives of Phillip Neville, the managing editor' of the prodeillocracy Sfal1dard Times described how rebels came to his horne in Kissy with a list of opponents, which included the names
()II'hilllp ilild several other journalists. According to the relatives, the rebels showed them the list and said, "we've come to teach
111111 il lesson. He s been writing negative things about us. We l"emember.""6

;lI1cl

Sesay
Iv1ustapha Sesay, twenty-nine, was captured as he was fleeing the fighting in the Eastem subul"b ofCalaba to\-\'n. After" a
hrlef' "u'ial" he WilS "accused" of being ajoumalist and sentenced to death. He was able to escape but in the pl"ocess had hiS right
c)e gouged out. He recounted.
lIlliS/lip/III

On .Iilnuary 21 I saw a huge group of what looked like 5,000 civilians moving down the hills We thought they were
fleeing the rebels so my cousin and 1, who had heard they [the rebels] had started chopping hands, thought we'd better
flee with them.
As we were running, I was all ofa sudden fished out from this group. r felt someone seize me from behind and when
I looked around I saw there were two men in rag-tag dress. I never thought they were rebels and one of them said they
were taking me to ECOMOG. I asked them what I'd done and then stal1ed roughing me up and stole my watch and
\\'il IleI. Then they said, "We know you're a journal ist working for one of those pro-democracy newspapers. You're

_•. r'

.•-r

'Huillan Rights Watch interview, Freetown, Apr'il 23, 1999.
:"Huillan Rights Watch interView, FreetO'Nn, May 3,1999
1·lulllilll Rights Watcl1
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movements" It was the:l I r·ealized I'd been capwi'ec

Theil
g~abbed me ana "valked me several blocks [0 their hide-out where [ saw cwo other rebels
al'llied \vlth Knives and machetes![ didn't see allY guns

the

were a[1

One of the ~ebels, who I assumed to be the commander, then stood up and the two who'd brought me gave him my
i D card. He studied it for a minute while I stood before him and then announced, "Mustapha Sesay. Jouma[ist. Death
Sentence" Then he reached into his shirt and pulled out a machete. A few moments latel' as the two who'd bl"Ought
me held me tightly by my shortS, and their leader was in front, I felt something hit my eye and I realized I'd been hit.
They had daggers and [thought maybe that was what hit my eye.
They hit me rour or five times on the head with a machete. [ started fading I was bleeding seriously and was very
weak. [ struggled with them for five minutes and final[y fell on the ground and sUlTendered myself to death. But when
II'eached the ground [ decided I had to esc·ape. r struggled with them as they continued to strike me but eventually
scnlggled (1)' way out ofthei:' grip and ran for thirty meter-so As I ran I could hear the commander' saying, "you've
allowed the bastard to escape - we'll shoot you if you don't stop running," but I didn't care. I pre felTed them ki I[ing
me \I,jth a bullet to being hacked to death. J ?
~-'1crg1'

ill cmhers

Oilianuary 12, Catholic Archbishop Joseph Henry Ganda, fourXavierian Fathers and six Sisters of Charity were abducted
[mill tl1eir pill-ish homes by RUF rebels. All but the Catholic a:-chbisho.p were foreign nationals For over ten days they \vel-e kept
UliCk:I' the control of the RUF military police and moved from place to place They were intelTogated and a few of them, IIlcluding
lll-chbishop Ganda, suffe:-ed SOIlle f0l"l11 of physical abuse, As the rebels fled Kissy on January 20, ArchbisilOP Ganda and three
11f the Xovie:-Iar1 fothers were able to escape. On January n wh ile in·the process of withdrawing from Freetown and fleeing into
Ihe surroundin; hills, four SisLers of Charity were executed and one Italian father was shot. Since 1991, many members of the
(olholic clergy, almost always fo:-eign nationals, have been abducted or come under attack by RUF :-ebels,
While abducted, the church men and women, and thil1een Indian nationals working for the Shankerdas and Sons plastics
(;lCtory who were abducted at around the same tlllle, were being gual-ded by the RUF military police. Witnesses to the execution
ol'the nuns and shooting of the priest described elements of the RUF arguing over whether the kil[lng should take place They
lei I the I-ebels' intention was to take them into the bush as hostages, and that the order to protect them had been overridden by
" l'l:llegade solider or unit.
Bca/ricc

Seotrice, twenry, was abducted with her Sister on January 2J and forced by the rebels to retreat to the hills with thousands
other obductees. On January 22 she witnessed the gunning down of seven foreigners, three Sisters or Charity, one Xavierian
I)rlt:sr. ond thl-ee Indian factory workers. She described the killing, which took place in Allen Town:

Ill'

There were thousands of us from Kissy, Wellington, and Calaba Town who'd been taken away with them [the rebels],
Al110ng LIS were seven foreigners; mostly Indians but also an African Sister of Charity they said was from Kenya and
a white Priest. You could tell who were the sisters because they wore that white robe with blue trim. It was in the
moming and they had us all seated on a street in Allen Town. There were hundreds of rebels all around the area.
Man y of the ch ildren were crying for their parents and the young women were crying and a few of them told us to
"shut up" and that they were taking us into the bush. The rebels were drinking, laughing, and playing musIc The
foreigners were off to one side and we were seated about ten feet away,

;7HU111311 Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 3,1999,
1-lul11an Rights Watch
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I :le:'e 'NilS chis rebd, and ne had it out for the nur.s. He said his name was Colonel Foday 8ail and Tal' the last
wp'd
helm:: 1mil ti1remenlng to kill the nuns. Another rebel named Tina Musa, she was S,AJ ivlusa's wlfe,oR kept II1Slstlng that
be !e~ aione and they argued about Ie. SO that Illoming she had to go all a IllISSlon and no soonel' had she c[llllbed
the hili behind AI[en town, than Foday Bay startec In agalll on the nuns.

Ar around 10:00 a.lll. he gor out his pistol and started threatening, but senously now The nuns started ctying and
pi'Clying and we did as well, so he announced, "] alll Colonel Foday Bah. I'm an SLA man. We came for peace but you
peop'le don't wam it. You're the ones selling out our country" [n the pl'Ocess he was hitting the nuns and othel's with
CI stick. Another rebel told hUll to leave them, but Foday threatened to kill him as well.
When It became ciear he was seriOUS, the nUlls started pl'aYlng. And then he walked ave:' to the biad.: nun, and shot
hel' "vith IllS pistol in the head. Then he shot a white Illan. And, then even as the others were begglllg and begglllg he
shot CI yellow [Asian] nun and then another yellow [Asian] one, and then the others. \V11cn he was finished he went
over', ,'elllovec their slippers and gave thelll to a few of the abductees.
WI1en TinJ CJllle back down the hill and saw the nuns had been killed she was furious and upset. She even cried for
thelll.'o
The Usc of Civilians as Human Shields
ACCOI'ClIlg to Imerviews with witnesses, vlctilllS, and military personnel, tile RUF's incursion plan into Freetown was built
;IIOUIlC tile use of J massive human shield. In the eal'ly morning hours of January 6, thousands of rebels massed near the suburb
,d (JIJbJ TOWI1 some eight miles east afFl'eetown and began to Illarch westward, firing rapidly Into the air. ThiS served to
1'1'1!:'IHen the civilian population of the densely populated east, provoking a mass exodus of people who fled In panic towal'ds
Cll1l,';]1 Freetown. The rebels, many of whom were In civilian dress, then mixed in with the cl'owd. Other Civilians were forced
,11 !:,unpaint to join In With the crowd, which was by then massive. The majol'ity of the rebel fighters, however, l'ell1allled safeiy
hellilld.

CiviliJns described being tota[ly confused as to what was happening and surprised to find the rebels mixed in among them.
1\, the IllJSS ofhuillanity approached the first ECOMOG position, and the civilian-dressed rebels pulled out their guns, witnesses

dcsCI'ibed the horrol' they felt as they realized they were being used as a human shield.
This surprise proved both frustrating for the ECOMOG soldiers manning their positions and deadly far the Civilians being
used ;]S J Iluman shield. ECOMOG commanders and soldiers interviewed expressed their frustration at not being able to
"effectively engage the enemy" and respond militarily because of the heavy civilian pl'esence. According to witnesses, many
people within the human shield, particularly those near the front, died in the cl-ossfire once rebel soldiers, who'd mixed in with
the humJn shield, and ECOMOG soldiers manning their positions began an exchange offire, The tactic however, pl'oved largely
c1Teclive for the rebels. As the ECOMOG soldiers were forced to withdraw, both because they were overpowered and because
(Ilev could 110t respond effectively, thousands of RUF I'ebels marched into Fr'eetown and took up positions ill and around the city
CC::llIer
Tile use of civilians to advance towards military targets was not limited to the rebel entry into Freetown. It was also used
il1 defense Jgainst ECOMOG air power. As the rebels advanced through downtown Freetown on January 7, civilians were forced
our aftlleir hOllles and forbidden to take cover as an ECOMOG jet flew over and later bombed the area. According to witnesses
ar the scene, some thirry civilians were killed in this attack.
TowJrds the end of the offensive, the rebels used thousands of abductees as human shields as they made a faiied assault
Oil rile Ilills and peaks above Freetown and as they made their withdrawal from the capital. Agalll, escaped abduclees describe
scol'es of civilians, mostly young women, being killed by the ECOMOG mortar and artillery bombardmem that ensued.

""SAl" Soloillon Musa, was an ex-SLA officer and upder NPRC government was vice-chairman and secretar'y of state.
1997 he \VJS apPointed secretary of state with the AFRC/RUF Junta. He was killed in December' 1998, allegedly by all
,1CcldeiltJI explOSion.
;"Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 2, ] 999.
[11
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S,
COl'por'ai S, an ECOMOG sold,er who was stationed at a:he:kpoim near the el,tranu: to the city, deS:I'ibec seeing J mass
or clvlililns illOVln a towal'ds them and the confusion that followed as fizhtln"
broke out with reseis thev wer'e not abie La see.
-'
Corp0l'i/I

' : : ; ' ,

-'

,/

I was stationed at [X] position with another twenty-five soldiers and about twenty KamaJors We wer'e on tile alen
be:iluse we'd been told the rebets were on their way comrng from Allen Town. We lined up, weapons ready, on the
stl'eet ill about 1.15 a,m., We heard J lot of nOise; people shouting, civilians, childr'en, the sound of people walking and
Sill" what I estimated to be more than 2,000 ::villans carrYing things on their heads and backs. Suddenly we saw an
ill'med illan In the crowd and said, "who goes there" He refused to say anylhing and someone fired a shot and then
tile whole thing stan:ed, There was so much confusion, everyone was running helter skelter, boxes were flying, peopie
wer'e screaming and runnlIlg every"vhere, and people were falling and trymg to run for safety In the end J think many
. clvillilns were killed
The I'ebels later withdrew but regrouped and came back at us ten ai' fifteen minutes later And the civilians kept
cOllllng They were so many and wejust didn't know who was among ttlem. It was too difficult. It wasn't possible
to hold thilt pos\tion'O
1/111 II

Inllil, fifteen, WilS one of severill hundred civilians rounded up from their homes on January 7, and for'ced by the r'ebels to
k lllr'ougil the street as an ECOMOG Jet flew overheild. The group was later bombed and heavy civiliiln cilsualties ensued.
:-;ilC r'ecounted:
They ol'dered me and my friend Ami at gunpoint to join a group of people they'd gathered fmm our street. A few
blocks later we were met by a group of about 150 civi Iians viho were being forced from their houses, They threatened
anyOlle who refused to come with them.
We continued walking for anothel' thirty minutes and they [the r'ebels] kept picking up people along the way. It was
wilen we got to Regent Road that we first heard the AIpha pass over.' I Between 1:50 and 2:00 p,m, it fle\-\' over us four
l"imes. Each time it passed the rebels would run and find safety wherever they could crying, '"Jet cover, jet cover l" and
I"lillning into phone booths, towards the sidewalks, into the cathedral. A few of them fired at the plane. We knew it
lI'ilS a bomber but wejust didn't think it would do anything to us because we were civilians, But, anyway the rebels
had their guns on us the whole time; there were at least five of them around me. By this time there were about two
Of" tlll'ee hundr'ed of us, mostly women and children.
And then the jet flew over again, there were a few explosions and I was knocked completely off my feet. I think three
hombs dropped but I'm not sure. Most of the rebels were running away and there was dust everywhere. People were
crying ilnd screamlIlg and there was blood everywhere, I was desperate to find Ami but I couldn't. The rebels staned
screilming, "you see what ECOMOG is doing; you see how they target civilians," ! saw one child who'd been cut III
1\\'0 and so Illany people, maybe ten, had their limbs hanging off. [counted ten bodies but I'm sure there were more,
I looked and looked for Ami and finally recognized her by her curly hair. Her beIly had been split open and I thmk
at thilt moment she was dying. I finally got away and rushed straight to her mom to tell her what'd happened. 42
J .'ic!ol'

Victor, fOlLy-five, was hiding in an upper floor of a downtown building as he witnessed the same bombing. He described
seeing the r'ebels pointing their guns at civilians to stop them from taking cover. He said:
The r'ebels wel'e mixing in With the civilians in the front of the crowd bUE there was a much heavier concentration of
them at the back, ! was hiding, listening to my radio on the tlmd floor of my building and at 1:30 p.m. I heal'd a state

'''Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, Apl'il 17,'~1999.

<If\. Ipha jet, used by Nigerian Air Force mem ber's of ECOMOG N ige:'lan can tingent.
4:Hurlliln Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 29, 1999
Humall Rrghts \Vatch
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ZlnnOLIllceme:1I on 98
sean:hlng for rebels.

radio warning al! 01V:[:,H1S to go InSloe their houses because the ECOMOG .leIs wouid be

So at arolilld ! 45 p.m t heard the jets SIar: to pass ave:' By tillS [Ime the crowd was making its way dowll Wilberforce
Srl·eec. each tlllle the jet ;Jasselby, the rebels moved to the Side of the street to sear'ch Tal' covel'. But when the
Civilians med to run as well, r saw tile rebels pOllltlng the:I' guns towards the civilians to keep them ill the l1licidle of
the street.
And then it fell. I hir the floor, glass was breaking, people were screaming And when the dust clea['ed about three
[llinutes latel' I was able to see the carnage. They brought carts to take away the dead and wounded, and I counted
ilbout thilly bodies 1I1 the street. People were even cut In tw0 4 ]
Sllrrllllhll

Sill'8mba, twenty, was one of hundreds of abductees who were used as a human shield In late Januar'y during one of the
I'chels' tinal attempts to attack ECOMOG pOSitions. She described how c[vilians were killed as they came under heavy ECOMOG
11101'(ar and artillery bombardment near BathurstHil1.
i lI'ilS taken with my fifteen-year-old sister on January 20 My people cried bur there was nothing they could do They
[the rebels] Illade us can')' boxes and things they'd looted. As they wel'e wirhdrawing through Calaba Town they were
[lulling lots of people from their houses.
0[1 the momlng of January 25, the commanders OI'de1'ed the other rebels to take us up the hills behind Calaba town
:lnd sr811 moving towards Bathurst Hill. There wer'e hundreds of us. We later heard them talk of how they were going
to :ltt8ck Wilberfo['Ce Barracks. But, as we were climbing the hill, at al'ound 2:00 p.m., the bombardment stalled. It
\\ilS terrifyll1g. There was a whistling sound and then huge explosions. It went all for three hours and I saw about thirty
IJcople, civil18ns like me, dead 01' badly hurt. The pieces of the bombs cut you. J saw one beautiful fai['-skinned girl
\\'ho'd been Cllt up so badly and died right there.

The rebels seemed to know when they were coming and knew how ro take cover. They Just weren't getting hit as much
\\'e were But of course rhere were a lot more of us·'

;lS

('fT risrillllil

Another 8bductee, ChristIana, twenty-one, described being pall of an abducted group during a rebel assault on Leicester
I\:ak She described seeing about one hundred corpses of people who were killed in the bombardment:
At aroulld 10:00 p.m. all eirher January 28 0[' 29, they [the rebels] told all the abductees to start moving. There were
thousands of us, mostly young \,."omen. As we walked it became clear they were headed for Leicester Peak and from
there Wilberforce and it was obvious what they were using us for.
They made some of us carry water and ammunition on our heads and we walked for' hours and hours They kept
getting lost and didn't seem to know where they were going.
When we arrived at Leicester Peak on around Janual-y 29, the ECOMOG gunship started shelling. I was so f[-ightened.
The bombs were coming fr0111 evelywhere. They shelled us by air and fr0111 Wilberforce Barracks. It went all for hours
:llld there was a terrible confusion. I ran and rried to take cover and people keep faiLing around me People were
dropping their boxes and ciiving for cover. There were so many dead; more than one hundred. I kept stepping on them
:lS [ \l'8S rUllillilg and it seemed Iike most of them were the abductees. The rebels were in a panic and there was very
[Ittle retum fire. I ran and ran and because the rebels were fleeing, I was able to escape. That's how r was finally able
to make it back to 111y family4.1

"HUl1lilll Riglns Watch interview, Freetown, Ap['il 29~ 1999.
J~Humiln Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 2,1999.
"Human Rlghrs Watch interview, Freetown, May 3,1999.
'I-111[11aI1 Righrs Watch
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The Lse of Dr-ugs by the RUF and Forced Drugging of Civilians
!viost VICtll,lS and wimesses describe wloespread usage
the rebels of drugs, marijuana, and alcohol anG believe most of
the iltroclues were coml1lli1ed whlie unoer the infiuence of these substances. Wlmesses desc:-ibe reoels self-30m lnlsterlng drugs
CUtt:llg sm31l Incisions around their temples, cheeKs, and other places on their faces 111 which 3 brown CI" white powde:· was
111sened and then covered With "plasters" or adhesive tape. The rebeis spoke of this drug as being "cocame." Othe:·s observed
[·ebeis cutting the undersides of their arms with a razor blade and injecting themselves, and of taKing small blue pills.

Abductees who managed to escape reported having [oeen forcibly Injected witll drugs, or being given food and drink laced
\\'Ith dl-ugs. One father whose sixteen-year-oid girl was abducted by the rebeis saw her a few days later bemg led away With "those
plilsters" on her face and describing her behavior as "drugged and out of it" One abductee asked a ntne-year-oid rebel about the
(inl:;s they wel-e uStng and was toid, "it's a medicine they give us which makes us to have no respect for anybody; whatever we
lhlilk to do . wejust do it." Another rebel added, "it gives us power and maKeS us fear nobody," and yet anothe:- said, "it makes
LIS feel so tall and you people [civilians] look so small"
LYllcfte

Lynette, Sixteen, was abducted on January 21 and held by the rebels fO!" several days during which time she was given dl-ugs
III her food, and witnessed other abductees bell1g lined up and JnJected With drugs. She recounted·
1"1·0111 the fil·st day they drugged us. They showed me some powder and said it was cocaine and was cailed br-ownhi-own I saw them put it in the food and after eating I felt dizzy. I felt crazy
Olle day: saw a group of rebels brmg out about ["venty boys - all abductees - between fifteen and twenty yeal-S old.
They had them IlIled up under gunpoint and one by one called them forward to be injected III their amlS With a needle.
The boys begged them not to use needles but the I'ebels said it would give them power.
About twenty Il1 inutes later the boys started scream ing like they were crazy and some of them even passed out. Two
of the rebels instructed the boys to scream, "I want kill, I want kill" and gave a few of them kerosene to take with them
on one of their "burn house" l-aids 46
Joscph

Joseph descl-ibed how he was abducted and brought to State House where he and several other civilians were held at
:;unpOlllt ilnd injected with a brown substance:
They had me In a room in State House where they put a gun to my head and forced me to take that thing, They said,
'"You take this so you won't feel afraid." It was a liquid and after some mll1utes I felt like 1was flying and my head
Khed. It took me two weeks to get over that thing: my head felt heavy and confused."41
-I hi/III

Abdul, twenty, another abductee held at State House, described large groups of rebels being called forward to receive pills
<111d the distribution of drugs by rebel commanders and, on a few occasions, white mercenaries. He said:
There were hundreds of rebels in State House because it was their base. They were always drinking, smokingjamba
[mi1rijuana], sneezing a white powder, and some of them took these bright blue tablets.
[ was held there for three days and at least once a day one of the commanders would call people together saymg, "it's
time for your medicine" and give out those pills.l even saw two of the Ukrainians [white mercenal-ies] walkmg around
dlStributlllg what I thought was probably cocaine from a small sugar box.'s

"'Human Rights Watch Interview, Freetown, May IO,of999
"Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 12,1999.
"Human Rights "Vatch IIlterview, Fr-eetown, April i2, 1999
Human Rights Watch
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IVllltil"tion "nd Amputation
The PIClctlce of mutilation ane, 111 particular, amputation of hands, arms, legs ane ocher" pa:"ts of the boay was a!sc
\\'Ictcspl"io:ad during the January RUF offe:;sive The reoe!s used axes, macneces, and knives to kill and maim hundr"eds of ;Jeopie,
Illost!y men but also women and children.
:JUI"I:lg the month of January, FreeIOwn's three main hospltals-Connaught, Brookfield, and Netland Hospital-treated
Ilillery-sevell Victims of amputations resulting frOIll attacks With axes and machetes. The ma.lonty of amputations were or the
hZlllcis and Mms, including twenty-six double amputations. Olle hospital treated over forty cases or "artempted Clillputations,"
SCI·IOUS lacer"atlons to the arms and legs, where medical staff were able to save the extremity 01" extremities. 49 1n these cases
medicZlI personnel note that the damage to the nerves, tendons, muscles, and bones frequently leads to some degree of decreased
l"ullcr:oning SO Wounds from lacerations to the head, neck, and other al"eas were also numerous.
What will never be known is the number of victims who died before being able to receive medical attention. Many people
r·cpol"ted seeing corpses on the streets of Freetown With both hands dang]lng or missing Public health workers and mOlluary
JltClld,lIlts responsible for the collection of cOI"pses and burial within mass graves, aiso observed many bodies with missing limbs
Zlllci 18Cel"8tions. '1 The main hospitals, which were located in western Freetown and under ECOMOG control, were inaccessible
[0 thc major"ity of victims in the east wher"e the vast majority of amputations took place. Unable to cross front IrIles, vrctims
I"rcqllcllrly I"epol"ted going two to thl'ee days befor"e receiving medical attention:
f_illlSlll/({

I~Zlns8Ila, rwenty-four, was one of three brothers each to have aile of their hands hacked off as they were attempting to flee
!()\\81·ds 811 ECOrvlOG pOSition all JZlnuary ] 8 He described how one brother died near the site of the amputation.

The closer ECOMOG moved to our area, the more they [the rebels] star1ed committing atrocities. At 9:00 a.1ll me and
Illy bmther"s Amara, seventeen, and Brima, twenry, decided to flee. We packed up a few things and then took off.
About a qLlal1er mile from our house, we rounded a bend and ran straight into a group of about fifty rebels. They
zlI·!;ued 8bout whether or not to kill us and then one of them sa:d "let's send them to ECOMOG," which is their way
oj· saying OUI' 8rms should be cut.
They told us to lie down in the mad, face down-they had their guns to OUI" heads. The first to be cut was Brima; they
cur his left hand with an axe. Then my left hand \\,'as hacked off and then Amara's right hand. They didn't ask us any
questions or accuse of us anything" There was a lot of gunfire all around. The battle for the place was I"eaily on. We
were all bleeding so much" Brima tried to get up a few times, but he stumbled and fell. The last time he only made
it a few yards and then collapsed. He couldn't move, he fell down right there" I think he lost too much blood 01" just
couldn't take the shock" ]t was so tense; the bullets were flying and me and Amara had no other choice. We had to
leave our brother right there on the street.
After we gal out of the hospital we went back to the place where it happened. The people there told us Brima had been
burled later that day in a common grave, right near where he fell.':
-II/ill ({

Alpl1J, a victim ofa machete wound to the head, described seeing two victims of limb amputations die on January
rllt bzlttle for the eastern suburb of Calaba Town:

12 during

As I I"an towal"ds the ECOMOG pOSition, blood was gushing from my head. The rebels had whacked me thl"ee times
With a machete. The ECOMOGs had their guns on me but when they saw Iwas bleeding, I heard them say, "thIS man

'''HuIl18n Rights Watch interview, Medecins Sans· Frontieres, Freetown, May 6, ]999. The cases of unsuccessful amputations
lIel·e treated by MSF medical staff at Connaught Hospital. ._
'<'HUIl18Il Rights Watch interviews, MSF, Freetown, i\:iay 6, 1999
II Humal1 Rights Watch interview, Morgue Attendants Connaught Hospital, Freetown, May 5, ]999
I'HllmJn Rights Watch Interview, Freetown, May 12,1999
HUlllan Rights \Varch
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~s,,'t Zl r:::be!, he's one ofyoUi brothers. Com::: and heip him" They br::JUghc Ille to the bad: ofa house arld lay!lle down
I,ext to tlnee othel' Jadly wounded civilians; a woman with a gunshot aild twO men with their hands cut off

One marl for'ced me to dnnk water and then I passed out. v/llen I woke up some ilOurs later" [ saw that all thi'ee of the
civilians hilG died I wantec to leave that piace and go home I didn't wall[ to die there S '
Civilians wel"e often mutilated in pairs or groups of up to eight, durrng small rebel operations ill which victims were i"ounaed
up, l11ilde to fOl"11l a line and their limbs amputated one after the other. Other amputations were done as punishment for haVing
ITslsted the abduction of a family member or for fleeing from a r"ebel patrol. In other cases the rebels choose their Victims
1'11I1dolllly, fi'equently without asking a single question.

R II 1111//11
RJ[llJtU, fifteen, and five other neighbors rounded up by the rebels, had their hands or arms amputated near' the Klssy Mental
[-lol11e where dozens of amputations were witnessed She described how they hacked offher left arm
Ten rebels broke Into our house and started demanding money. Then they ordered us outside and grouped us together
I\'[th Zlbout tlmty other people from the area They held us at gunpoint in a circle, and started pointing, "you, you, you,"
ilild telling us to follow them. They didn't ask us any questions. I don't know why they chose Ille, or the others We
\\'e~'e thl'::e men and three women. A few of them were young like me.
They then mJl'ched us at gunpoint to the hill near' i<.issy Mental. They didn't say why they were taking us but we knew.
When we JITlved they ordered us to lay face down and stal1:ed cutting us They dragged us, they had us get down on
our knees Jnd put our arms on a concrete slab, They had others standing over us and holding us from behind One
I"ebel did all the cutting. A few had both hands cut off; others just one. And then they walked away I couldn't even
bUl'y Illy arm And now I don't thlllk I'll ever find someone to marry me s ,
()SI//(/ II

Osman, fOlty-two, and a neighbor had both of their hands amputated in Kissy on January 25 when they wel'e caught hiding
III the bJnana trees behind their house. He recounted:
At Jl"Ound midnight, they [the rebels] started firlJ1g at our house and ordered us to come outside. [ fled into the bush
With m)' Wife and four children, We found our neighbor and his family there and remained hiding throughout the
Illght. Ear"l)' the next morning we saw another group of rebels passing by but the neighbOl"s baby started to cry and
gave Zlway OUI' position, We stalted running but they were too fast.

They Ol'dered me and the other' man forwal'd. They cursed and insulted us and without asking any questions pushed
IllY friend to the ground and cut off both his hands v·/ith an axe. When they called me forward [ begged them and
offered them all my money. But, they did it anyway
The I'ebe! who cut my hands had a white T-shirt with "Captain 2 Hands" written in what looked like blood. My fouryear-old son was screaming, "Don't cut my papa's hand.";;
The ["ebels would often single out one or two family members for amputation before massacring an entire compound, or
Zlmf)utate limbs of the survivors. Sometimes the men would be killed and the women attacked with machetes. The, by then
mutilated, survivors v,'e:"e then instructed to take a verbal message to ECOMOG or members of the government.
1\ 11//1 i

011

Mani, forty-eight, watched as a commander ordered the execution of seven civilians and then singled him out for amputation
.!i1nui1ry 2 [ He said:

';HUlllJn Rights Watch interview, Fieetown, May 6, r§99.
'<HUmJIl Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April] 9,1999.
"Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April I 1,1999
I-Iurn'lll R[ghts Warch
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A gr-ouc of thirteen rebels CalTle to my house, poured kerosene on the fum lLUi-e ane then set It aolaze I sLIlllbied out
of Illy house and started running up the sereet but "-Nas illlmediate!y caught
a group of tel, I-eoels. Tile ol-dei-ed Ille
to lOin a group of seven other people fr-om my neighborhood.

Tile commander, who introduced'hirnseif as a Liberian, then ordered evel-yone but me to stano co aile side alld said,
"['Ill gOillg 1O Kill you all, so say good-bye to the world." He kept thein thel-e begglllg for thl-ee minutes and then at 70~
p.Ill.-1 looked at my watch--ordel-ed another rebel to open fire on them.
Then, the same Liberian said, "I'm ordered and paid by Sam Bockerie not to spare anyone and that is why I have
killed You saw it with your own eyes. But now I am orderlllg your hand to be cut." He ol-dered me to iay face down
in the road and called forward a rebel with an axe who then hacked off my hand. It was hanglllg off limp and bleeding
alld when I saw it [ started to cry The rebels Just "",alked awayi6
Alllllllu

After' lllassacring his neighbors in Klssy on January 20, Amadu, forty, described how the rebels hacked off hiS arms:
I \vas hiding !Il my house with my wife and faillily, wilen at around 9:30 p.m. we stalled heal'lng shouts and screams.
Sevel-al minutes later we heard our neighbors begging, "don't ki[1 me, [ beg," and then I heard gunfire. I peeked out
but one of them [rebels] saw me and screallled for llle to come out. I ran back into my house but after a few Ill111utes
they doused it with kerosene and set It on fil'e. When the heat was too llluch we fled out the batk but they caught me
<1nd Il1Jrched me to my neighbor"s compound.
II was then [ saw over what had hapoened to my neighbors; I saw at least twenty of them lying on the ground and I
sueamed, "you've killed my people there" One of them called for the man with the axe to come and hack off my
<1rms and they did it right there in that compound_ When they were done they said, "you go to Pa j(abbah and ask him
1'01' a new set of arms."')
!l'lli/l/ll

1(<11111a, fony, was captured with a group of civilians seeking refuge in the Kissy Mental Home, The r-ebels separated
thcm-gunning dO\vn the men and attacking the wOlllen with machetes_ She I-eceived severe lacerations on both legs and, unable
In \\'<1ik. spent over three days without any medical attention. Due to the severity of the injury and degree of infection, both legs
h;)c1to be amputated above the knee. She recounted:
They ordered us out of the building at gunpoint, There was a lot of confusion and we took offl-unning_ They caLlght
<1bout twenty-five of us and put the men on one side of the grounds and the women on the other. As they fired the men
[shot tllem] [ again took offrunning with my infant son on my back, But, I feil in a ditch and as [ struggled to get up
Ihey had Ille surrounded, There were five of them and they started hacking at my legs. r guess they attacked my legs
because I tried to run,
As they were striking me with machetes, Illy baby \Vas lying on the ground next to me, One of Illy attackers then
['aised his machete to strike my baby but I blocked the blow with my right hand and screamed, "it's enough now-you
have cut Illy legs and now you want to kill my baby-it is enough." They thell set upon the five other women with
m;)chetes; cuttlllg the hand off one, the fingers off another and stl-iking the head of yet another. 58
The 111ClJority of amputations were done shortly before the rebels were for-ced to retreat from neighborhoods under their
cOIHI'OI. Victims and witnesses describe the rebels often mobilizing special "cut hand" squads which were then sent on operation,
The leaders of some of these infamous squads mtroduced themselves to their victims as "Captain 2 Hands," "Betty Cut Hands,"
·'OC Cut Hands," and "Adama Cut Hands." After being captured, the victims were sometimes made to wait until the "cut hands"
un irill'!'! ved. Several of the commanders and mem bel'S of these un its were ado lescents or women.

"'Hul1l<ln Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 1([999.
"Human Rights Watch interview, FI'eetown, Apl-il 11,1999.
"Hum;)n Rights Watch interview, FreetOwn, AprIl 20,1999
i-lull1;)n RIg.hts Watch
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Telal1, a fOI'J'-fhree year old dnver, described the brutal way in which a fifree:l-year-old COIllOalailt frolll one ofenese units
11<:1111ed "Comm2ilOer Cur Hands" hack::c off his two hands in Kissy on January 20'
A fter they set fire co Illy house tlley caught me trYing to escape out the back door They the:l ol'ougilt me to the
compollnd next door where I saw they'd captured two of my neighbors. They starred arguing over whether to killille
Or" cut Illy hands. Then the one who seemed to be 111 charge gave the order to amputate both my hands and called
fOiward a fifteen-year-old boy they called "Commander Cut Hands."
I r"efused to lie down. They beat me and It took sever"al of them to hold me. They tripped me and when I fell to the
three of them had to sit on my legs and back and another few had to hold my arms Then they took out that
<:1.\e [was crying and an:erthey'd hacked off both of my hands I screamed, "just kill me, kill me"
~I"ound

They also cut off the hands of Illy two neighbors. I feared they might attack me because i was a drivel' fOl' the SLPP
[Sierra Leone P::ople's Parry], the President's parry, but they never' found thm out. They knew nothing about llle S9
Alliell

The particularly macabre practice of filling up bags with amputated hanos and fingers was witnessed by several people
Illlervlewed by Human Rights Watch. Another witness hiding Within a house In Calaba Town on January 24 w!messed a
\11111111Zlndel' ca[ling hllllself"DI". Blood" summon five I"ebels and ol"der them to begin a "cut hands" operation He then said, "[
JZlllt Zl bZlg of Ilands from Kissy, orle frolll Wellington, and one from Calaba Town." 60
Allieu, fifty, a Civil servant with the CUStOIllS depar1lllent, described seeing a bloody rice bag ful[ of hands during the brutal
Zllllput<:1tion of both of Ilis arms in Kissy on January 21:
Tiley surrounded Ill)' family and one ofthelll said, "Since Pa Kabbah won't give us peace, we Ilave come to cut your
Ilands." I begged them not to harm Illy wife and childl"en so they fired their guns in the air and told them to run away.
Tiley then marched Ille up the hill to the grounds of St. Patrick's Catholic Church where [ saw over one hundred I"ebeis.
Tiley or"dered Ille to put Illy len: arm on a tree truck and then they swung the axe from behind and hacked it off. They
kept tillking about President Kabbah and as they order"ed me to put m)' other hand. [screamed, "but I don't know
Zlnythiilg Zlbout politics" and one of them answel"ed, "but you voted for Kabbah." Then he hacked off Illy i"emaining
Ililnd.
Gloodwasspurtlng out of Illy anTIs. J was weak and kept falling as I tried to get up. They started laughing at Ille and
I shouted, "just kill me, kill me, look at how you've left me." They spit on me and started pounding me and then
sevel"al ofthelll took a hammer, held me down and star1ed knocking out Illy teeth. I len: four ofthelll [teeth] in the dir1.
They danced around me and said, "we've really got you now, here you will die"
As I lily thel"e bleeding in the church courtyard [ saw thelll amputate the hands of two other men. And, then a rebel
wZllked by With a white rice bag, with blood dripping out the bottom, and said - pointing to the hands lying on the
!:;l"Ound-"put those things inhere. util
.
Children and in some cases even toddlers were not immune from attack. In one case, children were even singled out. The
youngest Known amputation victim from January 1999 was a boy aged just one year and eight months. One small clinic in Kissy
clunng .Ianuar"y 1999 treated twenty-one children from three to fifteen years old for laceration wounds, Illutilation, and amputaIion.
Five of tllese children were from three to five years 0ld 62

'''Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 11, [999.
('''Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 23,1999
("Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 19,,-1999.
"'Human Rights Watch interview, Nurse Ibrahim Cont~h, Kissy SUlllmertime Clinic, May 6,1999 The clinic also treated
seven cllildr'en between six to ten years old, and nine childr"en between eleven to fin:een years old fOl" injuries relared to laceranons
\\'1111 Zl:<es, kllives, and machetes.
1-lunlill1 Rights Watch
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!~lIci<:l, ten. described how on Januarj ;:; she and two of her rl-ie:1ds wel'e chosen out ofa L:u'se S"OllP,
hCilh or [~lell' arms am;Jutated:

[a~:::n

<:lway, aild h<:ld

At Zlround 400 In the afce:-noon [(vas sitting under' the big mango tl'ee in front of Illy house with <:ll! or Illy family and
Ilelghbors when we saw a group of four r:::beis coming down the road. W::: got up and ran II1s1de Wh:::n they arrived
they ordered us aii outside. They had a container of petrol and asked for matches. We thought they were going to bum
our house but Instead they started Dointing at several of us; me, my cOLisill M iata who IS twelve, and my friend Finda
who is fifteen.

They marched us up the hill where we were Joined by another rebel and two more adult men. And, then they started
hZlckll1g off our anns. \Vhen it was my turn they pushed me to the ground and told me to put my right hand on a big
stone. One rebel held me down, one put his foot on my aml while the one they called "8100d" hacked it off with a big
Zl;.:e Then they did the same thing with my left hand They hit each hand one time each.
We couldn't r'un, they had their g'Jns on us the whole time. It was so fast; the whole thing only took about tell minutes.
They then walked us back down the hill and back to OUI' compound. When my mother saw me, with my hilllds
dZll1gling from my arms and blood spurting everywhere she screamed and burst out crying When they were cutting
me, I heard one of them say, "now yOLi will know the rebels; now yOLi will know the bitterness of the \10 ai' "(',
I~;l

pc <lnd SCXlI,ll ASS3ult

Thr'oughout the January offensive RUF forces perpetl'ated systematic, organized, and widespread sexual violence againsT
Siris and women including individual and gang-rape, sexual assault with objects such as sticks and firewood, and sexual slavery.
These se.\L1ZlI crimes were most often characterized by extraordinary br'utality and frequently preceded or followed by violent acts
;l~;lillSt other family members.
[-Iuman Rights Watch took testimonies from over fifty gids and women who wer"e sexually abused by the I'ebe!s dur"ing the
l;lIluary incursion. And, while it is impossible to detemline the precise number of victims, doctors and counselors report having
II'earcd several hundred girls and women for the physical and psychological effects of sexual abuse pel-petrated by the rebels
dlll'ill!,; this time. One Sien'a Leonean human rights group registered 2SS cases of rape, but believes this numbcr to be a serious
1I11clerestimation given cultural factors which lead to underrepol1ing,64 A doctor working within a camp fOI' those dispLaced by
lile .IZlnuary fightlI1g said he treated at least twenty-five women for vaginal bleeding resulting from rape, most of whom were girls
hel ween the ages of twelve and fifteen, ana. scores of other rape victims'";
Wilile some of the victims interviewed were I-aped within their homes, most report having been rounded together up with
(Ither glr[s at gunpoint and taken to houses and buildings which, during the occupatiol1, served as r"ebel bases and command
celHers. The girls and women were rounded up from their homes, as they were fleeing, and from centers of refuge such as
mosques, churches, and camps for displaced people. Once with the rebels in these bases, nearly all victims described witnessing
lhe se::ual abuse of other girls and young women also being held there. Following the abuse, some victims were allowed to go
home. but ordered to repol1 back to the rebel base the following day or be murdered.
Once captive the victims were frequently "shared" and "divided" among the combatants who would rape them on a daily
hasls for" anywhere from one day to several weeks. Of the victims interviewed by Human Rights Watch, over half rep0I1ed being
r'Zlped by more than one combatant. The victims often repol1ed being kept locked up in a room with many other girls and taken
oul only [0 cook, do laundry, and fetch water. The rebels frequently wid the victims they would be taken to the bush and made
rrHo a "r-ebel Wife" and indeed young girls and women made up the majority of the hundreds of civilians witnessed to have been
IZltcr Zlbducted as the rebels retreated out of Freetown.

!"Hulllan Rights Watch intervie\-I', Freetown, May 6,1'999.
"'HuIllZln Righrs Watch interview, Moses Sahr Lal~llne: Networ-k Movement for Justice and Development, Freetown, May
3!.1999
"'Human Rights Watch interview, Dr-. Kagbo Lebour, Fre:::town, May 3,1999
1-lulllZl!l Rights Watch
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It is difficult to know what percentage of g\tis and women aDCucteo
the rebels al"e se:,,-Ially abused while being held
hehlnd rebel lines. However, several girls \Nhe've managed to escape say tne .iJercen[age IS very illgn. Those who remain wltl1ln
lh~ rebell"anks illeSt often become attached to one rebel whe then refers to he:" as IllS ":"ebel wife" Many become p["egnant, have
Cl11ldl"en and I"emain With the rebels for years Several girls and women abductd during january described pawing up and
i1lt,lC!llllg themselves [0 one rebel so as 'to avoid gang-rape, be given a degr"ee of pr"otection, and be subjected to less hal"dship 66
The ol"ganlzed way in which victims frequently desuibed being rounded up and taken, and the [lumber of rebels
P<lI"tlclpJting III these abductions, suggests an element of premeditation and planning on the part of the RUF command Victims
(I'cquentiy described bemg taken by rebel patrols of from tvvo to seven combatants who clearly stated thell" IIltent to sexually abuse
rhelll That some of these patrols were being led by rebels refelTlng to themselves as "commanders," that victims often described
helll!,; se:-;uzllly abused by or In the presence of men referTed to as "commanders," and that some Victims were told they had been
sclec[ed specifically to be given to a "commander," suggests some of the sexual abuse was indeed perpetrated under the direction
01" and with the consent of members of the RUF hierarchy Human Rights Watch was able to document only one instance ofa
I'cbcl commander stopplllg a rape, which occurred within a hospital when a combatant attempted to rape a female nurse 6 )
,\ I ({ric

Mnl"le" Sl:-;teen, was fleeing the fighting in central FI"eetown with three other girls on January 7 when she I"an Into n patrol
ol'livc llenvlly armed rebels" She and her companions were then abducted and taken to a "rebel house" '"vhel"e they were gang1";lpccI fOl" tlnee days. She said:
The rebels put us In a room and told us to wait. A few minutes later they took out my fl"iend and then four of them
C<lllle back III the room. They wel"e al[ big men, at least twenty-five or tlwty. They told me to undress. I r"efused and
laid them I was a vir"gin, that it was not right in the eyes of God to rape a virgin and that It would effect me fOI" the rest
nfmy life One of them slapped me hard on the face while the others hit me with theil" guns. One said, "shut up. We
c!nll't c,u"e if you're a virgin. We've aiJ"eady done so many, why should you be an exception"" Then another one said,
'"If she refuses let's just bring her out naked and put her under a firing squad." I staJ1ed crying and crying; [ was so
frightened.
Then while a few of them stal1ed ripping my clothes off, another one went behind me and bit me leaving a huge
\\(Jund on my back. r was then pushed down to the ground" I was still crying so the one who'd slapped me took a r"ag
ilild tied my mouth. I could hardly breath Then the first one forced open my legs and raped me. The four of them spent
111'0 houl"s with me and each raped me at least twice I was so ashamed" I was bleeding so much and when they finally
undid my mouth I begged them to leave me but they told me to "shut up" and that they would use me until they were
sJtisfied. I spent three days in that house."8
,'\'lIrll/llha

Rebels ["ounded up seven girls fl"om their street in the evening of January 13 and bmught them to a command center in
kiss:, All of the giris reported being raped. One of them, Saraillba, thiJ1een, described what happened.
j

We were hiding under the bed when they came but they eventually found us. They ol"dered me, Illy sister' Sal'ah and
fl"iend Sia to follow them to a truck" A few minutes later we picked up four Illore girls bell1g held by another group
of I"ebe Is. They took us to a big house a few miles away.
When lVe alTived we saw over one hundred rebels gathel"ed there and as we were led into the house they started
cheering and I heard a few of them say "well done, you've brought us more women" Wben we were 111 the bush it was
ollly ECOMOG enjoying you. Now it is our turn,"uO

l!ell/rice
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IIlterviews, Freetown, May 4, l'0ay 8, and May 22,1999
interView, Freetown, May 2].-1999.
interview, Freetown, May 18, [999.
Interview, treetown, May 15,1999.
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Beilerice, [werlty-five, wenr our br'iefly on January:::: to look for a few cups or rice from a little score haif a block f,om he:'
Iiouse III Wellington On the way oack she and another wor1',an were conrronced by a gl'oup of [en rebe~s \vho sexuedly assaulted
'.llt~ll1 With bUl'lllllg firewood. She recoullted:
They asked us for money but we ~aid we didn 'r have any so they ordered us to take ofr our ciothes, Jutting a gUll to
our thl'oats ro make sure we did. We begged thelll [0 ieave us but they orDered us to lie down on the dirt ground, face
up. and open our legs. At least rour ofthelll had their guns to our throats and stomachs to make sure we obeyed The
I'est of the III surrounded us and then a big rebel went to the kitchen of a neal'-by house and [oak a piece of bUnllng
tlr'ewood frol11 the fire. He then squatted down and with his two hands forced it in and out of Illy vagina one or two
times Then he returned to the fire and got another piece alld then a third. r felt as if I was being stabbed inside and
Ileariy fainted from the pain. Then they did the same thing to the woman laying next to me.
\Vilile doing this to both of us I heard them say, "ThiS is the way we':'e going to fuck you You hypocrites; as soon
JS you see ECOIvlOG you star1 pointing fingers at us." And thell they left and I dl'agged Illyselfhollle, blood flowlllg
rmm my vagllla 70
SII/I/iie

Sophie. twenty-four, was in her house in Kissy when on Janual'Y 2], a group ofthl'ee I'ebels burst in deml)llding Illoney and
killed her husband. She was then abducted and gang-I'aped She said:
They kept asking for money and Illy husband kept begging thelll for forgiveness for not having any We Jl'e POOl' and
Ihe other' gl'oups of rebels had already taken all we had. They started waving their guns and then the one nJmed
"Abdul" killed him. Right in f!'Ont of my children, I burst IIlto tears and tried to I'un to Illy husband but they pulled me
I1Jck ilnd put il gun to me saying that if I didn't go with them they'd killille as well. He was bleeding, Illy childl'en
\Vcre crying and then they forced me at gunpoint to walk out that door and follow them.
We walked all the way to the Sierra Leone Brewery III Wellington which seemed like an HQ for them. By this time
we wer'e thl'ee women and ten rebels. When we alTived they put us in a dirty room and then used the three of us at the
same time for the entire night. They wel'e so rough; they slapped me and [are Illy clothes. Four of them used Ille-It
\\'ilS twelve tillles altogether-it went on the entire night. And that Abdul, the same rebel who killed my Illan and stole
ever'ything f!'Om my family, raped Ille all night long)!
Suhr

SJlll', twenty, was rounded up on January S with sOllle ninety other civilians from Central Freetown and taken at gunpoint
J gl'Oup of eighteen rebels to"State House which was at that time functioning as the RUF command center for the operation
III lilke Freetown. He descl'ibed seeing scores of young women raped:

11)'

As lI'e ilppl'oached State House I saw hundreds of other civilians, most of them women, being kept under guard on
lhe lawn and as we entered I saw even mOl'e inside. There were I'ebels armed with machine guns and RPGs
everywhere They then divided us into smaller groups and put us into different rooms and offices. There were twenty
people in Illy cell, fifteen of which were young women.
Every night most of the women in my cell were brought out by armed rebels at around 10:00 p,m. and brought back
ilg81n at around 3:00 a,m. When they retumed they were crying and many of them were bleeding down below. They
[old Ille they'd been raped, SOI11 e of them by two or th ree men. J had a good Yiew from III y window an d every night
could see at least fifteen girls being raped on the grounds, under trees and on the walkways of State Hausen

J"Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 2], 19~99. Human Rights Watch also interviewed clinic workers who had
II'Cilled both wOlllen rOl' serious injuries, including remoYin'~ splinters from their vaginas.
JIHuillan Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 1,1999
J:j-tLllllall Rights Watch interview, Freewwn, April; 2,1999
HUIllJn Rights Watch
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Pll-;:lcular!y vUine~able 'Nere young women betwee:1 fourteen and eighteen who we,e SOUg!lt after' al1C tar-geted for berng
1'11':;[!lS The l'eDels orren encered houses and compounds asking speCifically for "v[rgln girlS" and Ivould reject all II'omen who
h:ld children, were over a certain age, or \vho they believed to have already had sex. There are docuillellted cases of gll'is as young
ns el:;iH be:llg sexually abused.
SIIII/relia

Sal11retLa, tltteen, was inside a mosque with hundl'eds of other people seeking refuge when, on Januarv ::'.0, [\\'0 rebeis
ciltered nnd abduc[ed four young gil'!s, including Samretta and her eighteen year old sistei', who has yet to be releasee. She
u,plllned
It was at night and darkin the mosque. My mothel' tl'ied to hide me undei' her skirt but they walked around with a
flashlight shining their lights all everyone. They said, "we've come fOl' YOUi' young girls; fa I' your vil'gins. Even if
lhey [ie their heaas like grandmothers we'ii fllld them." They said that if our parents didn't give us up they would kili
evel'YOlle.
They shone their light on my mother and asked hel' what she was hiding. That's how they found me and my sister
I-atmata. They took four of us that night. They held me for two days in a house In Calaba town where one of them
I'ilped me fOUl' times, He said my mother had taken good care of me I escaped two days later 'when an ECOMOG Jet
lie\\' avel', but my sister was taken With them to the bush 7 .'
.'-II/IIIII/a

l-iltlll2ta, thirty-eight, witnessed young girls being given an examination to determine if they were vll'gins ai' not. She
I'CCOlIllted:
Thcl'e was a lot of gunfire and I was trying to escape with my family when we were stopped by a rebel checkpoint.
II1side the compound of the house next to where we were being searched, I saw five young girls between thirteen and
SI\teen, lying completely naked on the ground with one or two rebels holding each one by the arms, another two
Iwlding the legs apart and a female commander named Rose putting her fingers inside the vagina of each one to
c1etel'llline if she was a virgin or not.
.
The girls wel"e crying and struggling and I saw a few of the rebels slap thelll and rough them up. Aftel' finishing with
each girl, Commander Rose would announce to the others whether she was or was not a virgin, She was very crude
ilnd aftel' checking one small girl said, "this one is a sv·/eet papa [papaya]; she'll do well for the commander." After
lhe girls had been checked, they put the virgins to one side and the non virgins to the other. As the rebels let us pass
thl'Oligh I heard them saying to each other "we don't want this lot, let them go, they're too old."74
/.llil/llh

After being abducted with six other girls in Wellington on January i3, Zainab, twenty, described how those the rebeis
'Ieemed to be virgins and nonvirgins were separated. The women designated virgins were then "given" to the younger fighters,
.ihe e\plained
When we arrived they Iined us up and the commander, "lbrah im," asked each of us if we were or were not a virgin,
There wel'e foUl' 110nvirgins and three Virgins, including myself. He then told a group of five older rebels to take the
110nvirgins and told the three younger ones to take us into a bedroom next to the parlor.
A few Illll1utes \ater Ibrahim entered that room and ordered us at gunpoint to take off our shifts and then began to
rOl1dle and pinch our breasts and examine our feet. J don't know what he expected to tell from our feet. The other two
I'ebels just stood and watched. After ten millutes he announced that we were indeed virgins and then proceeded to

HU111<1n Rights Watch interview, Freeto'vVn, April 12,1999.
"Human Rights Watch intervlelN, Freetown, May 24, 1999.
Hlllll211 Rights Watch
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assl;;n eZlch of us to a rebel. I resisted and Ibrahlill siapcea me, put a ;;un
t11iH mall :0 satisfy hlmself!'11 kill you")'

[0

my throat and said,'ifyou 0011 tallow

(lilli'li

G II'!S as young as eight were raped Hawa, twenry-two, desuibed seeing a twe!ve-year-oid bleed to death after being g2ngr'Zlped by SIX men:
I \V8S abducted from my home with several other neighbol' women on January 8 and made to carry looted goods all
the way to Waterloo I spent over a month with the rebels and during that time was raped countless times. In our rebel
CZlmp there were scores of other abductees f!"Om Fl'eetown including a young girl named Mariatu. She was just
beginnlllg to get breasls and I estimated her to be no mOl'e than twelve
One Jfternoon in later January as we were both being raped In the bush, I saw six men use her; one after the other. She
II'as sc;'eaming and crying in pain and I could see she was bleeding. After the second or third man she went silent and
1thought she had passed out. After they'd finished with both of us 1 brought her water and said, "Mariatu, you llluSt
drink" but she wouldn't wake up. I think she was dying. There was too Illuch biood. After il few hours they Cilme,
picked up her little body and carried it into the bush. r never saw her again 76
Rapes commined in the home were often In the pr'esence offamily members and neighbol's who were forced at gunpoint
II'alch. r-Jm ily members frequentlyreporred attempting to pay fOl' their daughters not to be I'aped ai' havirlg to choose between
hJI'II1~ their daughters taken or the entire family executed.
lu

0.1/1/(111

OSll1iln, thll1y-eight, and seve:-al other fathers were forced at gunpoint to watch the rape of their daughters on January 8.
He l'ecoul1ted:
At l'Ound 4:00 p.m. fivejuntas [RUF rebels] stormed into my house where my family and neighbors were gathered.
They picked out my fifteen-year-old Aminata and four other young women and then locked us [the parents] into
,lnother I'oom. They told us they wanted all our money or they would kill our daughters. As we were collecting what
Iittle money we had, I heard the girls start to sCI'eam. 1 peeked through the crack in the door and could see them
Slilppll1g my daughter and pushing her onto the bed,
A few minutes later one of them opened the door and asked, "Who are the fathers of these girls?". As we walked out
of the room [ could see a rebel named "Blood" raping my daughter and "Sneak" using her friend Marie. They lined
us up in front of the bed and said, "Don't you want to see what we're doing with your daughters?" There was a rebel
\\'It'h il gun pointed at us the entire time and two more by the door. Aminata was crying so "Blood" covered her Illouth
With her' shin W11en those two finished, two more took their place. We begged them but the "Blood" said, "Shut up
01' we'll burn this house and kill everyone of you." [ was shaking. I was scared. I was angry but what could I do?
Aftel' twenty minutes "Blood" ordered the girls to get dressed and then abducted them all plus my eight-year-oid
clilughter. 77
The I'apes were usually accompanied by other physical abuse and death threats to the victim and often her family. Numerous
witnesses and victims described seeing girls who had resisted rape being executed, Medical staff fl'ol11 one hospital reported
tre<lting two women who received gunshots to their vaginas. Both women, an eighteen-year-old and a twenty-five-year-old
womiln who was five months pregnant, died of their injuries 78
Sllltr
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Sililr, t"venty, the man who was abducted and Kept In a cell with fifteen yOllng women
01' his f:'lellds wer'e e>:ecutec after resisting sexual assau Ie

III

State HOLlse, described hO"N two

011 .iill1l1ary 9, a!'Oul1d midnight a group of rebeis came to our cell and ordered two gll'is from my neighborhood, Halla,
fifreell, al1d rVlajah, rwenty, to come out. They had been raped the nght before~ Hana by one nobel and Maph by four
They sraned screamlilg but were eventually dl'agged out by three I'ebels. Some minutes latel' I heard them both yelling
ilild ar-glling with the rebels and refusing to lie dOWI1. The rebels were screaming obscenities and [ heard the soulld of
stnlggle and slapping. A few minutes later I heard several shots. Hana and MaJa didn't retum that night and I cried
1'01' those girls because I knew the rebels had shot them. When I was able to escape two days latel'l saw the corpses
of both gir-ls lying on the State House lawn)g
.101'

hC:lll~

On January 7, Joy, seventeen, witnessed five girls who attempted to escape a rebel base
killed. She said

In

which they had all been raped,

I was captul'ed in the mOlllll1g with five other' gil'is about Illy age and taken to a house ful! of r'ebels III KISS)' They took
me Into il !'Oom, pOinted a pistol at my head, and told me it I didn't submit to them I would be shot. They were all high
on dl'ugs and dl'inking beer Five of them used me that day.
At il!'OUlld 6:00 p.m the one who'd captured me took me out on the verandah and there I found the five others who
Ilel'e cl'ying and I could see at least two of them were bleeding. They said it had happened to them as well but we
couldn't really talk because there was a rebel with a gun next to us. Some minutes later our guard left to get something
,mel the girls got up and ran but the rebels saw them and opened up on them. There was gunfire all around and [
crouched in the comer crying I was so afraid they would kill me as well I ran to the rebel who had captul'ed me, told
hlill I'd not I-un away and begged him to protect me They fell just a few meters from the house. I saw their bodies.
I elon 't know why they ran that day.'O

The health ['epercussions of the sexual abuse are many. Most victims under twenty I'eported considerable bleeding during
,Inel ilfter the rilpe, something gynecologists treating them attribute in part to complications produced by the practice of female
~enllal cutting which is widespread in Sierra Leone." One gynecologist repol1ed treating every victim aged between eight to
twelve for some degree of vaginal tearing 8C Accol'ding to medical personnel and testimonies taken by Human Rights Watch, at
least foul'teen girls and young women, including one thirteen-year-old, became pregnant from the sexual assault. Health
pI'ilctitionel's tl'eating the victims also report a high pel'centage of them diagnosed with sexually transmitted diseases and
illfections. Yet another medical implication involves the spread of HIV-AIDS. One twenty-two-year-old woman who was
ehclucted in early Januarj and gang-raped and sodomized repeatedly over a period of two months, was dUI'ing hel' captivity
illrced)' suffering frol11 full blown AIDS, and has since died of AIDS-related illness.']
Victims of sexual abuse frequently reported female I'ebels having taken part in rounding up operations and often Singling
)lIt ~irls and women for their commanders. Once in captivity, girls frequently reported appealing to female r-ebels for help,

However their pleas v'Iere ignored and often met with threats of violence. Onesixteen-year-o.ld victim described how a female

'''Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 12,1999.
slIl,luman Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April21, 1999.
'''Human Rights Watch interview, Dr. Olayinka Koso-Thomas, Freetown, May 24,1999 Some 80 percent of females in
SlclTa Leone undergo female genital cutting. In Sierra Leone, the type of female genital cutting perfol'med is excision; I'emoval
of the clltol'is and labia minora, and when the wound heals there is a tightening of the vaginal tissue and I'esulting scar tissue
IlhlCh fl'equently leads to painful intercourse and possible bJeeding.
s:HUIll,1I1 Righls Watch interview, Dr. Olayinka Koso~Thomas, Freetown, May 25, 1999
"HUlllJn Rights Watch interview, Freetown, Apl'il 27, 1999. Human Rights Watch illIerview, Social WOI'ker, Freetown,
.June 2. 1999.
1·lumiln Rlg!m Watch
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COI11lll,lIlder' ellU:I'ed tile
Ilor r-efuse thenl ~1SJ

iO a IT',

in which she was being rClped and said. "why al'e you holler'lng. These al'e Illy boys and you will

Human Rights Watch took testlnwny from one sixteen-yeal'-oid girl who described sexual abuse by OJ female I'ebel, who
ol'ced hel' alld another slxteen-year-o'ld girl to undress, and then [[ed them up and proceeded to insert her ringel's IIllO their
V(1g1I1ZlS."'c;

The Illative of the attackers, according to what they told the victims, was both to be rewarded fOl" having endured har'dshlp
['he bush and to punish their vIctims for supporting the CUITent government or having sexually accoillmodated ECOMOG
soldiers' The abuses are consistent with a long-standing pattern of RUF use of ,'ape as one of many weapons to Intllnidate,
lcrTOI'lze. and ultImately control the civilian population
111

The I'ebels sought not only to control and degrade their victims but also to undennine and degrade the authority of the family
cOllllllunity The victims described feeling teiror, humiliation, and shame, and their parents, husbands, and COllllllunlty elders
described feeling powerless at their inability to protect them .
ZlI1CI

.Ioscplli/iC

.Josephine, sixteen. described the [efTOr she felt when she was brought In to witness the I-ape In progress of the fnend With
\\hOI11 she had been abducted and brought to a cOlllmand post:
They kept Ille in a room but I could hear Susan Cl'ying and crying. Five minutes later one of them ol-dered me to go
Into tile 1'00111 where I saw she was being held down by one rebel and raped by another This rebel thell told Ille, "look
ilt this-this IS what we're going to do to you-ollce we're finished with that one it will be your turn." I could only
weep.'"
Fllhillll

FJbiJIl, twenty-one, and eight other women Wel"e brought into a room all January 21 and forced to strip naked ill front of
L'lcven I·ebels Jfter a picture of President Tejan Kabbah was found in the parlor. She described how they were terronzed and
IWI1111 iilted 101" over two hours:
As soon as the commander summoned us to the room he said, "so you al-e Kabbah's children; the ones calling in the
jets to bomb us." He then ordered us to strip naked and stand in a line in front of him with our legs spl-ead t\Vo feet
<lp<lrt. [begged him to leave me as r had my three-month-old infant in my anns but he tore the baby from my al1l1S
,lIld threw him against a wall. The other rebels formed a circle around us and got out their pistols alld machetes. He
rllen ol'dered another rebel to sprinkle kerosene on us and threatened to burn us. That rebel then gathered up our
clothes and set them on fire in the comer of the room. The one with the machete circled around us, threatening to cut
off our hands.
The cOlllmander then took out a flashlight and inspected our private paI1s-slowly, one after the other-making crude
cOlllments about how ugly, dirty, and disgusting we were. They fondled and pinched our breasts and ol-dered us to
lUi'll around and bend down, laughing and lIlsulting us the whole time. And the whole time my baby was crying In the
comer".
Ever"y tillle I think about that day I cry bitterly. 1 cry for how my baby was treated. I cry when r think of how they
tre<lted Illy sisters. r cry for Illy husband who was later abducted. And I keep asking myself, what did we ever do to
them '7~7
II. lit! i
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describeCl the horror she felt at having to

lis~en to

he:' sIxteen-year-Old daughter- 8111ti being I'aoe::: on

Ll11UJI'Y I!
Three of them came to our house at midnight and ordered us to line up outside. They demanded money alld one of
tllelll put J knife to 8l11ti's throat!! Just then the rebels' attention was diverted by a civilian 7hey saw i'uniling around
the comer- and 1 ordered my family to scaner There was shooting and confusion and in the end all but Blnti wel'e able
to escape,
I r'all with Illy orle-year-old grandson on my back and hid [n an abandoned house, Some 111[nutes later I staned hearing
the screams and sobs of my Bmti, It went on for over an hour and J knew what was happening She was only 200 yardS
away but I couldn't do anything. Towards the end r even got up to go to her but I forced myself back to my hrding
IJlace until the early morning hours when I found her weeping in an abandoned shop8s
./c////e/l

.Je[lIleh, fourTeen, was beaten, raped, and left near unconscIous in the street. Several months after' the incident, her- right eye
II'a, :;till swoilen and teeth marks on her back were Visible, She recounted:
When my mother saw him coming towards our house she yelled at me to get Inside and hide, From under' the bed I
coulet hear' him thr'eatening to ki[1 us both so I came outside, As he dragged me away Illy mother- r'an after' LIS, pleading
Illth 11im to r'elease me but he turned around, pointed his gun at her' and said he'd open up Ifshe took one 1110r'e step,
lie tOl'e the clothes fr'om my body, He bit me, He punched me in the face, He knocked Illy kneecaps with his gun and
Imced hi111selfupon me, I knew nothing about this thing, I'm only fourTeen, After the first time he for'ced me, sobbll1g,
10 say "thank you," and by the fourth time [ could barely move
When he was finished he picked me up, puning his fingers inside my vagina and thr-ew me in a gutter. Then he walked
I was almost unconscious and couldn't remember everything, but that much lr'elllember; he threw me in a gutter.
The next moming my little sister found me there She cried when she saw me and ran to get my mother S0

orr

These crimes, and other forms of sexual violence, are explicitly condemned under international humanitar'ian law, The
Ccl1t:va Conventions of August 12, 1949 and the Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions prohibit rape in both
IlllCr'lli1tional and internal conflicts,00 Likewise, rape, when commined on a mass scale, constItutes a crime against humanity, The
C ollVelltion of the Ch iId further protects children from "all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse, "0,
!\ hclllCtiol1

As rhe r'ebels withdr'ew from Freetown they took with them thousands of civilians; mostly young people, and particularly
women, Abduction has become the principal method the rebels use to augment their ranks, to provide a pool of rebel
li:;hter's a wor'k. for'ce, and "wives" or sexual partners for male combatants,

:'oLln~

Wh iIe it is difficult to ascertain the number of civilians abducted in January, both residents who witnessed the ['ebel exodus
II-om the cZlpital, and abductees who've since managed to escape, confirm the number to be over one thousand and the greatest
percentage to be young women, The Ministry of Social Welfare, Gender, and Children's Affairs has registered 573 adults who
h,lI'e either been abducted or gone missing since the January 6 incursion,0" Of the 3,700 children UNICEF registered as missing
,1, oj .June, 1997,40 percent, or approximately 1,500 have been classed as victims of abductions, Of those abducted, 680 or 46

"'Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, Apr'il 14,1999,
"'Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 21,1999
""Rape in internal armed conflict is prohibited under Article 3, subpar'agraphs (a) and (c), common to the four Geneva
('C1I1Ventlons of [949 and by Article 2(e) of Protocol II. For' intemational armed conflict, thIS is established in the Geneva
Cllllvenrion Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Jime of War, August 12, 1949 (Fourth Geneva Convention), ArTS,
27 and 147,75 U.NTS. 287
}"'COllVention on the Rights of the Child, ArTicle 34.
":i-IUI1l811 Rights Watch interview, Mrs, Jackson-Sl1lith, Freetown, May :3],1999
1-IUI1l<l11 Rights Watch
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pc:-c~nt \\'~re fl'Olll flfreen to seventeen years old, and 260, or' IS percent, wer'e children under eleven0; The figu!'es fOl' both the
Jciulrs Jild children show the majOrity of abducrees to be fe:llale

As 111 past offensives, the process of abduction was usually violent and traumatic, Those attempting to resist the abaucCioll
ore bmily member were often bea[en)nalmed, or killed They we:'e also often forced to make p8infui choices between allowing
11 loved one to be taken or having one or several famdy members killed, Families who had more than one child abducted \-vere
fJOt uncommon, and there are several cases of enure family unirs being taken, Rebels frequently went [0 houses and compounds
1111(1 selected all the young men or 'Nomen of a certain age, Reports of several :'esidents from a single compound being abducted
wcr'e Ilot uncommon,
The I'ebels began abducting people shortly after the offensive began, using them to carry looted goods back to their bases
rUI'the:' east. However, the numbers increased dramatically towards the end of the RUF's occupation of Freetown, Residents of
CJIJb8 Town, near the easternmost end of Freetown, described rebels gOing from house to house, hurriedly pulling several
people from each house as they fled into the hi[ls As has already been discussed, abductees were also used as pol'ters and human
sh ields in some of the final battles of the offensive,
YOUfl~ l11en 8nd boys abducted dUl'ing January were witnessed by escaped abductees to be undergoing milit8rytrCliningjust
\\'ccks 8fter' theil' c8pture Most were made to calTY heavy loads and subjected to forced labor and sometimes physical abuse. One
L:scZlped Clbductee described seeing abductees being trained [n February, 1999 by Caucasian soldiers'""

r./tlrctl

Eldr'ed, forty, another abductee who was captured on January 22 and spent two months with the I'ebels, described seeing
,Ibductees t8ken during the January offensive being diVided up by age and trained by rebel soldier·s, He recounted:
They [the rebels] gathered the abductees together and had them march up and down in the bush; left, right, left, right
ilnd so on and then divided them up into groups, They had the small boys from six to ten years old, then those from
twelve to fifteen and finally those from fifteen to eighteen, For the older boys, the training was compulsory for all of
them, I saw them doing physical exercises, teaching them how to dismantle and clean all kinds of guns, explaining
(hem how many cartridges are in a clip, and all that.
But they didn't trust the new recruits to hold onto the guns for long, They really watched them at first; afraid they
would tum the weapons on them and escape, They [the rebels] said if the peace talks failed, they'd come back to
r"I'eetown with a vengeance, And that this time they'd go to the west vvhere all the rich people live, They said it'd be
c,lI led "Oper'ation Westside""'
/,I//lSI//l1/

L8l1s8na, forry-two, described how on January 20 the rebels abducted tvvo of his three daughters as they swept through their
The eleven-year-old has since been released but was raped during her captivity, He recounted:

11ei~hbol'hood,

They usually came at night, when it was easier to hide our three daughters, Jennah, sixteen, Mansa, fouleeen, and
S8[,ly, eleven, but that day they came in the afternoon, First they fired their guns into our house and then they crashed
ill 811d forced us to line up outside, The girls were huddled around my wife,
ECOMOG had started bombarding the hills and they seemed frantic; in a hurry, They went to my wife and told her
to give up the girls, One man put a gun to her throat and a few more started pulling the girls, Mansa was able to run
but they pulled Jennah and Sally from my wife who was crYlllg and pleading to leave them, The girls were screaming
811d the r'ebels Just said, "you move, move, move,"

"HlII1l8n Rights Watch interview, Raisin De 8urca U~ICEF, Freetown, June 7,1999
""HUI11ClI1 Rights Watch Interview, FreetoviIl, April 27, [999,
"'HlIm811 Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 6,1999.
i'lUl11illl Rights Watch
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walked away, dragging the girls, my wife followed them up the street, but they told her they'd kiil he: and one
silld. "If [ look around one more time and see you following me, you're all dead." She broke down whel1 she came
D8Ck to the house.
Alld 8t 8:00 p.m another group cah1e back TIllS time i was holding Mansa and I screamed at them "YOLI can beat me,
yOll can kill me but I'm not giving this girl to you." A few of them started hitting me and forced her from me. Bue,
Mansa was really determined; as they took her out the door she somehow squirmed out oftheil· grip and ran to the
bilnill1il patch%
.Il1si(f Ii

.Ioslilh. fOlty-one, was shot at as he begged for his sixteen year-old daughter not to be abducted on January

2].

He recounted:

Seven of them came asking for money but we didn't have anything left; there was nothing left to loot We wel'e ali in
the pilrlor ilnd they had their guns on us, when one of them looked at my first-born AmJllata and said, "if you don't
hilve dny money then, we'll take your daughter." I staIted shouting and said, "no, no, don't take my daughter, I beg
yOLi If I had money I'd give yOLi. I'd give yOLi anything." Tl1en the same rebel turned towards me, I'aised his gUll dlld
shot dt me
I-k missed dnd then Al11inata, who was crying by this time said, "pa, let me go with them, so that they dOl1't kill YOLl,
let me go with them." As they pulled her away I cried bitterly, I cried and the one who shot me said, "why Me you

crYing, YOLI can always get another' child." They walked aLit and that was the last time] saw my daughtel,.o7
\ f i((/(f

Mliltil, fOLineen, was abducted on January 9 but escaped several weeks later' as the rebels withdrew to the hills. She was
se\lIilll\' ilbused by the rebel who abducted her. She described how she was taken after her grandfathel' couldn't raise the sum of
Il111nc\' the I'ebels demanded:
A rebel came to the house and said he was going to bum it. Then he started searching for hidden Kamajor fighters and

lifted illl the cushions on the sofa. He strucK a match and tried to set the parlor on fire and then went fl'Om rOOI11 to
1"00m using ilbusive language against my grandpa and my mother and President Tejan Kabbah's mother and then he
entered the 1'00m where me and my cousins were hiding.
So he looked for the smallest one, that was me, and told my grandpa that if he didn't give him 30,000 leones (U.S,$] 5)
he \\'ilS taking me to the bush. My mom and grandpa stal1:ed pleading because they didn't have that money. So he took
me ilway. But before he did he went to the back and took two chickens and told me to hold them. He said ifhe saw
Ill)' people following us he would damage them. And then he pulled out a big sword and J stalted crying He said if
[ cried he would kill me with it 98
IlIglistillc
I
Augustine, thilty-nine, was abducted on January 23 with his \·vife and seven-year-old son. He spent several weeks with the
rebels befol'e managing to escape during an ECOMOG bombardment. His wife and child are still missing. He said:

We were hiding in an abandoned house but the rebels caught us .. The column was massive and went on for miles;
t[lere were thousand of rebels and captives fleeing into the hills. Wl1en tbey saw us they pu lied us into the mass and
one of them gave me a heavy pipe, one of those used to fire a mOI1:ar bomb, and told me if r dropped it he wou Id shoot
me.
They ordered my wife and son to walk with the women's group, and J was put in the "G4 group," responsible for
tilklllg arlllS, alllmunition, and such. That thing was really heavy. There were many other captives; young men and

''''Human Rights Watch IIlterview, FI'eetown, June I, lif99.
"'I-IlIlllan Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 8,1999.
"'HlIllliln Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 17,1999.
HlIlll<1n Rights Watch
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even childr'e:l In my group as well Along the way I saw four dead people who the rebels said we:'e killed for- dl"OpplIlg
their loads. They don't go aiong any trails; they go sTraight :ilrough the busn. We reached Wate:'loo two days later' and
for another day the people were still coming, women, pregnant women, cnildren being carried by abducte::s
It was when we came under hea0y bombardment a few weeks late:' that I was able to escape and make it back to
Fr'eetown I try not to think about Sahr; he is my oniy son. As long as we were In the bush we slept together' and he'd
tell Ille he missed hiS SISTers and wanted to go home. But when I had the opporwnity to escape, I.lust had to and now
I helVell 't heal'd or seen hun for over two months""
TIT,HIllent of Prisoners
There al'e several accounts ofRUF forces executing captured ECOMOG soldiers and member's of the Civil Defense Fo:'ces,
11l<llllly !(al1ldjors; some after they had clearly attempted to surrender Some of the prisoners we:'e killed on the spot, and some
wen:: e:\ecuted after having been humiliated and tortured. A few were taken as prisoners and remain under rebei control.
11I{/{'i{/!1I

M<l:'I<ltLl, forty-six, described the January 6 execution of three ECOMOG prisoners captured hiding within a stor'eroom in
the "CIJy FJctory" displaced camp. She recounted:
Ther-e was a contingent of ECOMOG soldiers living next to our caIllp \.vithin the Safecon Factory. They were all
Nr'"Cel'ians and had their girlfriends In the camp so we got to know them quite well.
Oil the morning of the attack they tried, but the rebels we:'e too many and when they knew they were being
oveqJowered, they stripped off their un ifo1111 S and went into hiding. Many of them fled down to the waterside, hoping
10 '"Cet a boat, some of them ran up the hills and some stripped off theil' uniforms and went into hiding.
At around 2:00 am or so, about a hundred rebels stormed the camp, and asked us where they [ECOMOG soldiers]
we:'e hiding, They hit and slapped us, and took a few of us around as hostages as they searched every corner of the
Cilillp. A few hours later they finally found three of them hiding among the bags in the storeroom. They all had tribal
ll1ill'i,lI1gS so it was obvious, They were Sgt. Hassan Orgg, RSM Hal'Una, and Staff Sergeant Amedu,
When the rebels caught them the Nigerians put up their hands and said, "We wantto surrender, take us, we want to
sLIITender l " but the commander said, "Oh fuck off, when our brothers came to you people to surrender you killed them,
so flOW that's what we're going to do to you."
They opened fire on Sgr. Orgg and the Staff Sergeant Amedu right thel'e near the store. But RSM Haruna, who they
knew was operating the AA machine gun, they really treated him badly; they tied his hands, beat him hOl'ribly, put
a pistol in his mouth and shot him through the head. Then they dl'agged his body out to the middle of the highway and
l'ill1 over his head with a hi-lux.
The rebels had by this time found the ECOMOG uniforms in the store and put them on. Then a girlfriend of one of
the ECOMOG soldiers started pointing out where the others, including her own boyfriend, were hiding and then
IJOlnted outthe houses of all the girlfriends of the other Nigerians. J guess she was working as a rebel spy because after
her ECOMOG boyfriend was killed down by the water, she went into town with the rebels. 100
A ({{,Oil
(i 111

Aaron, forty-eight, witnessed the killing of one ECOMOG soldier, and the brutalization and torture of another on January
celltra[ Freetown. He recounted:
011 January 9, J saw an ECOMOG prisoner, bloody, stripped naked and with a rope around his waist and his private
parts, being led up Pademba Road by a group of rebels. They were pushing him and ordering civilians to touch his

""Hulllan Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 7, 1999
1''''HUIll<ln Rights Watch interview, Fr'eetown, May II, 1999.
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IXlvates When they reached a reoe! checkooint, they brought out another ECOMOG soldier who was also naked and
iooked like he'd been horriDly ':Jeaten up. Theil they lay both of them on the ground and some orthe rebels started
kicking Clnd DeatIng them, Tilen, a ;ew orthem took a macilete and stal-::ed c:Jttlllg off the head of the secane soldier',
It took the:ll about ten minutes and when they wer'e finished, they star-ted dancing around and broug!H it around to
shol\' the other' soldier, I felt Sick!'
8y tillS time there was a lot or gunfire ana it seemed like the rebels were gOlllg really mad They pushed the other
[lI"Isoner' down and grabbed a long stick and started shoving it up his backside; sodomizing hil11, They kept doing it
Pm about thirty minutes, The soldier was screaming and crying and eventually just passed out. And then they ShOI him
,111d just left him In the gutter He was very bloody and everyone thought he was dead, Sut, several hours later he
I'egained consciousness and called people to come and help him,lol

Viol8tioilS of Medical Neutrality
There are many accounts of RUF forces storming and occupying both public and private hospitals in which they threatened
110spitai staff, looted and destroyed hospital property, and in a few cases mutilated and executed patients
SierT3 Leone's biggest public hospital, Connaught Hospital, suffered most from these violations Doctors, IlLIl'ses, and
deser-ibe how the hospital was stonned by RUF fighters on January 6, and turned into a rebel base, They described how
111C 11OSpit31 filled up with hundreds of r-ebel fighters who then used the premises for' cooking, waShing, and cleaning the[!,\C:1pOrlS The hospital was looted and both ambulances destroyed, Patients were removed from their hospital beds and were then
,tpl:1ced with wounded rebels, Patients' possessions wer'e looted and as wounded civilians entered the hospital they wer'e robbed
11\ l'Chel fighters,
1'~llicnts

While most medical personnel ran away, the few doctor's and nurses who remained on duty wel'e thr'eatened with death if
['chcl coml1landers died, and forced to work long hours under' unsanitary conditions, When they tried to rest they wer'e sought
,Iller :1rld bl"Oughr back to work under gunpoint. When wounded civilians entered the hospital, doctors were ordered at gunpoint
[101 to tre<1t them_ Most of these patients died,
Nurses describe how on January 6, in the Curney Barnes Memorial Hospital, rebels violently shook the leg of a patient
fl'actur'ed leg had Just been operated on, whilst accusing him of being an ECOMOG soldier, Five nursing staff were kept
,11 gunpoint while they looted shoes, radios, jewelry, and money from the patients, stole medicines and instruments from the
hospital and set the outpatient ward on fire, The hospital closed down the next day,I02
\\'llOSC

In Good Shepherd Hospital in Kissy, after removing and executing one Nigerian patient from the hospital on January 18,
I'chels forced <111 ambulatory patients, staff members, and other civilians to a nearby wall and then shot some fifteen of them, At
IC(lst one nurse and a few relatives of the patients were wounded and several others died, Later the same day a fourteen-year-old
r'chel 11'(llked around the wards threatening patients with a hand-grenade, The hospital closed down the following day after r'ebels
tl1l'e<1[ened to burn it and kill all staff. 10)
In the Summertime Clinic in Kissy, nurses described patients belongings and medicines being looted by the I'ebels on several
occasions, One nurse said, "over the course of a week, we lost seven patients, simply for lack of medicllle, They needed
(liltibiotics but the rebels had stoien what we needed to help keep our patients alive,,,,o4
In the Kissy Mental Home, rebel forces killed five patients and attacked several others, including one man whose legs they
to am putate With a machete. They also looted and burned part of the hospital. 105
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PClui, a doctor at Connaught Hospital,

desc~ibed

how the rebels threatened to kill him If their' wounded cOlllmanders dlec

01 tllelr 111luries or if he treated the civilian wounded

On JarlUar"y 6 we received the first wounded rebel at around .5:::30 a.I11., several rebels brought him III They told me
at gunpoint he was a very Important commander and, "if he dies, you too will die because tillS man IS far more
lmponant than you are."

By 6:::30 I'd received three more rebels \,vith gunshot wounds. By this time there was heavy gunfire all around Agalll
they threatened me saying they'd kill me if any of them died; that they didn't care how I did it.
Over the next few days the hospital was turned into a command center. The rebels were bringing In bags of I"ice and
cooking, drinkll1g beer, and smoking pot, doing their laundry, coming and going I saw them telling patients to vacate
their' beds on wards three, five, and seven, replacing them With their" own wounded They looted from the patients and
even STole f!'Om the wounded Civilians and their families as they entered the hospital.
In the 1l10mlng hours r also received about ten wounded civilians; all gunshot wounds to the chest and abdomen. The
I'ebels threcltened me, again at gunpoint, not to give medicine to 01' treat any civilians ,4.nd r lost them one after the
othel"-they all died.
[3v 16:00 I was exhausted. I'd been working non-stop; the conditions were terrible and unsanltal"y, there was blood
t:verywhere, I had no gloves, it was filthy

8)'20:00 we I"eceived the heaviest causalities; three \.\Iood cans loaded with over sixty wounded, all of them civilians.
Of these r can tell you only fifteen survived. Most of the wounded were head and abdomen injuries but the operating
theater wasn't \vorking, no nurse, no medicines All we could do was stop the bleeding. By the next day there were
over 200 corpses in the morgue. '06

y, HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES COMMITTED
BY ECOMOG, SIERRA.. LEONEAN DEFENSE FORCES, AND POLICE
C;lIll1rnary Executions
Human Rights Watch has taken the testimonies of witnesses to over 180 summary executions of rebel prisoners and their
suspected collabor"ators, mostly.by ECOMOG forces but also by members of the Civil Defense FOI"ces (CDF), and the Special
';l'clIl'iry Division (SSD) of the Sierra Leonean Police (who when on combat operations are under ECOMOG command). Wllile
lhe victims were ovenvhelmingly young men, witnesses confirm the execution of sOl11e women, and children as young as eight.
II is difficult to ascertain the level at which the ECOMOG, CDF and SLA high command were aware 01'01' sanctioned these
killin!,;s. As tiley were often carried out in highly public places and in front of very large groups of people, it is highly unlikely
Ih;:]t knowledge of the executions did not reach the highest levels of command. According to witnesses and survivors, the
e\eculiol1s were done with the consent and sometimes palticipation of ECOMOG officers to the level of captain.
ECOMOG soldiers deployed in Sierra Leone have operated under extremely difficult conditions, and many have been
traul11atized by what they have seen of rebel atrocities. As one ECOMOG soldier participating in an operation in which executions
look place said, "we have a proper code of conduct. We know about the Geneva Conventions and have taken prisoners in the
past, but this time was different. The things these people do. This time my unit took very few prisoners."'07 Another soldier added,
"In l11any ways we felt we were doing it for the people, Sometimes we wonder if these rebels are human. After everything they've
done. ir was best to eliminate them.",o8

""'HUllliJn Rights Watch interview, doctor, Connaugh(Hospital, Freetown, May 3,1999.
III;Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 19, 1999.
""HUll1iJn Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April 30, 1999.
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Most Nigerian soldiers, the largest compOl1ern of cCOMOG, have bee:l deployec In Sler,a :"-eorle for 2t least olle year
without respite, or visits home Some soldiers, pamculariy those thar were depioyed III Slel",a Leone afrel' Pl'eviously Sel"\fIng In
lile ECOIV10C forces In Libena, have not been bacK to Nigeria for over two years. Wilat with the difficulty 111 COllltllurJlcating
lhmusil pholle or' mail, many soldiers complain of loslng toucil with therr families. The sO'ldlers are supposed to be paid a sDeciai
USS I SO pel' Illonth allowance In addition to theil' wages willie they are on acnve duty in ECOMOC, but untllr'ecently the:'e have
often been delays of up to three months in receiVing this money Commanders cite these difficulties as contributing to problems
\\'Ith low Illol'ale among theIr troops.
These difficulties do not excuse abuses by ECOMOC, and serve ['ather' to reinforce the need for' ECOMOC's senior
cOlllmand to improve discipline and morale among their so·ldiers. MOI"eover, under international law, abuses by one side in a
conf1ict. however appalling, can never excuse retaliatory abuses by OppOSing forces.
Prisoners, some of whom had surrendered and many of whom were wounded, were fl"equently executed on the spot.
Suspected I'eoel collaborators or sympathizers were often killed with lirtle 01' no effolt to establish their guilt or innocence. Some
or'lhe victims wer'e rounded up during small "mopping up operations," and many were executed at ECOMOC checkpOints after
hcing fOUlld INith weZlpons, determined to have improper' Identification, or denounced by the local population.
SCOl'es of e\ecutlons by ECOMOC and to a lesser extent CDF and SSD forces took place on the Abel'deen Bridge In
Freetown, wh ich during the rebel Incur'sion was under the command of an ECOMOG captain who dUl'ing th is time eamed
'\1C Il<lllle of "Capra in Evil Spirit" among the local population 100 Human Rights Watch took testllllonies fmm witnesses who saw
)1 IcaSl Ilinety-eight executions on this bridge from January 7 through January 29. Accol'dlng to these witnesses, small groups
or I'oung men were brought to the entrance to the bridge in trucks and cars, and alTived usually stripped down to their underwear
;lnl! often with their hands tied, They were then marched onto the bridge where they were executed and thrown lIltO the bay.
While ECOMOC soldiers, and sometimes "Captain Evil Spirit," did most of the killing, CDF-KamaJol's also took pan, Members
or Ille SSD were often present and have been seell throwing the bodies into the \iI'ater,
\\'~stern

One witness, who saw scores of executions on the br'idge, was told by a soldier that most of the victims had been captured
during military operations and at checkpoints in other partS of the capital, and were then handed ovel' by ECOMOC soldiers,
CDF-!(<lmajor's, 01' civil defense unit members to the captain for execution. Another witness said many of those executed formed
p<lrt of an informal organization of the sons of former SLA soldiers, many of whom Iived with in either the MulTay Town BalTacks
01' Wilberfol'ce Barracks,llD Witnesses said most of the executions on the bridge were done by the same ten soldiel's who fell
clllTctly under "Captain Evil Spirit's" command,
SeverZlI witnesses described the ECOMOC execution of over fifty rebels in and around Connaught Hospital on January 11,
III violation of the laws of war protecting those no longer capable of righting. Wounded rebels were dl'agged f!'Om their beds and
c\ccuted witilin the hospital grounds, or shot directly III their beds or as they tried to flee on crutches and in wheelchairs, Othel's
IICl'e e\ecuted In the morgue where they were caught trying to hide among the corpses.
Another' InCident involved the January 19 killing of seven civilians who had sought refuge within the Jam i UI-Masjid
,~osque. Witnesses also saw executions taking place on the wharves around Susan's Bay, in the National Stadium, and near Ferry

Junction. Witnesses saw several people, particularly women, executed after trying to smuggle pistols and camidgesin their hair
or hidden underneath children strapped to their backs, There were also repor-rs of freshly severed heads being displayed near a
CDF-l<.illnnjor base in the Brookfields neighborhood,
The high degree of rebel infiltration into the capital in the months prior to the January 6 incursion heightened the sense of
suspicion among the local population. When ECOMOC regained conrrol of the city, anyone unknown to a given neighborhood
hecnme suspect. As Freetown residents went out in search of food, to check on relatives, to bury friends, and the Iike, they were

11I''The name of this ECOMOG captain was provided to Human Rights Watch but has been withheld,
1IlII\I/nny of the SLA soldiers had taken palt in the 1997AFRC/RUF coup, and fled to the bush when ECOIVlOC expelled
them f1'01ll the capital. Their families, many of whom continued to live within the military barracks in the capital, were often
;lccused of collabol'atlon with ECOMOG.
1-lullliln Rights Watch
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obliged co pass through numerous ECOMOG checkpoints. It was at these checkpo!ilts that young men who \.ve:·e lJllknown to

the 10cZii residents were often denounced as rebel collaborators and subsequently executed.
Some victims and wimesses describe going through a brief"trial," either on the street or at a checkpollit during which an
111ibl II'ZiS checked out and someone able to venfy the suspect's identity \·vas sent for The "judgment" was then pr'onounced by
1111 ECOMOG officer, and the execution then camed out by ECOMOG soldiers, or members of the COF or' SSO. Othe:'s were
given no time to explain themselves and simply executed 011 the spot. The local population exploited the tense situation to sen:e
PCl'SOllZiI vendettas against individuals and fZimilies by denouncing debtol's, love rivals, or those with whom they'd had an
<1r'gull1ent.
The executions often took place withlll the context of joint operations usually involVing ECOMOG and COF -Kamajor
(mces. After ECOMOG identified suspected rebels or collaborators, they were frequently handed over to and executed by the
COI--I(anHl./ol'S. Also, members of local, unamled, civil defense units (COUs), who during the offensive and its aftel'lllath helped
[0 mall checkpoints around the City, frequently played a part in identifying rebels and their collaborators,
D!l'i"hl
"

III on,

DWight, twenty-five, lived underneath the Aberdeen Bridge and described witnessing scores of executions, mostly of young
by ECOMOG soldiers He recounted:
I-!'Oill where I lived you could see everythillg. The first time I ever saw a public execution was on Janual'y 7, between
:'\:00 Zind 6:00 p,m. I saw Captain Evil Spirit and his boys [soldiers] marching seven young men in their underwear
dOl\'ll to the bl'ldge and then as they got c'loser I recognized sever'al of them to be people from the neighborhood. I saw
Illy friend Ismael and several more. Some of them were the sons of former SLA soldiers and had been living in Murray
TOIIIl Barracks. Evil did the firing and then the SSO men thr'ew the bodies over the br'idge.
011 January 8, around 10:00 am, I saw them killing fifteen prisoners Captain Evil was there and killed some of them
Ihis time as well. On January 9 I saw them kill two people and on January 10 I saw them kill a man who had a bullet
in his foot. I heard later he was accused of being a rebel and had been brought to Captain Evil by one of the COU
people mZinning checkpoints in tovm Il1 On January I 1, we buried sixteen corpses which we fished out of the water
L1ndel'lleath the bridge,
011 ./ an uary 14 at around 3:00 p,m. the ECOMOG sold iers brought a big group of prisoners; they were eighteen in
number. I S3W them [the prisoner's] get down from a truck and walk them down to the bridge where the same ten
soldiers executed them and thr'ew thelllover'. We were later told they were rebels who'd been captured in the east [of
I-reetown],
Every day they [the soldiers] killed people-two, three, four a day. We feared that man, Evil. He never' gave anybody
a ch3nce to explain .., some people even called him "Captain No Explain." There \vas a man f!'Olll our neighbol'ilood
\\'110 was caught by him. I was told the othel' ECOMOGs tried to convince Evil that he was a boy from the
neighborhood but he wouldn't listen and killed him anyway. The boy was an only child and his mother went crazy.
A few times we saw her go to Evil's house and ask to see him, She started screaming, "You, I want you to kill me
too, .. you've killed my only son, You show me where you've buried my boy,"'12

If 1[.1'.1'1111

Hassan, twenty-nine, who also lived underneath Aberdeen Bridge, witnessed both ECOMOG soldiers and COF-Kamajor
IllilitiZiS killing suspected rebels. He recounted:

II'Tile civil defense units are unarmed units made up'~f local civilians, The COUs were set up following the ECOMOG
illlervelltion of February 19913 which ousted the AFRC/RUF junta and restored elected President Tejan Kabbah to power.
II:HLlIllZin Rights Watch interview, Freetown, June 7,1999.
l'iLllllall Rights Watch
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The fir's, time I saw the executions \lias on January 7 at ar-ound 3:00 p,m. I saw eight peopieoeing brough, down f,'om

lhe gUi\rd,"oom [a checkpoint near the orldge] wlrh their hal1ds tied behind them, They wer"e mal'chd down
ECOMOGs. Caprain cvii Splr'it, and another one But it was Evil who did the firing,

twc

Over' the next several weeks 1 sa.,w them kill at least fOlly people And there were a lot 11101'e done at night that r
couldn't see It was always the same thll1g: you'd hear people screaming and begging "no don't kill me, ] beg," and
then In less than five minutes you'd hear shots and then the splash as they threw them Inca the bay And then we'd see
their bodies floating In the water' the next moming. I buried at least nineteen bodies between January 8 to 22
I nlso saw about eight Kamajors execute people on three different days The first time they killed two people, the
second time five people, and the third tIme ten people. A few ECOMOGs were with them but it was the KamaJors who
were in chal"ge of the executions. ll )
Tlll/lhll

Tnmon. fOI"ty-five, described witnessing the execution of at least fifty rebels, some wounded, when ECOMOG soldiers
[itmilled Connnught Hospital on January 11. The I"ebels, who had been occupying the hospital since they entered the city 011
.1<11111<1I"Y 6. were li\rgely caught by surprise Tamba described how the I"ebels tried frantically to escape, hoI\' hosplti\1 personnel
Ilcre 111<1de to identrfy their rebel patients, and hawaii those they identified were later executed:

\

/

Thef"e II'i\S n lot of gunfire, and as the rumOI"S about ECOMOG started flying the rebels in the hospital started
[1;]nlcking. 80th the wounded ones and the others who'd been hiding 111 the hospital striped off their fatigues and trred
10 get i\way
1\ group of dbout twenty starred demanding gauze and tape and then wl'apped their arms and feet to try to make it look

like they were wounded. Then they slipped out the back entrance to the hospital. After walking a block up Liverpool
Sll'eet they I'nn straight into a group of advancing ECOMOG troops who opened up on them; right 011 the spot. At
about the same time] saw a rebel "wife" searching frantically for a wheelchair to move her wounded rebel boyfriend;
tlley got It dS well, not far from the first group,
Then, i\S this was going on, another group of i\bout fifteen-they were hiding near the stai I"\l'e II undel" ward
l<:n-sti\11ed putting white cotton into their noses, and then slipped through the back door and went into the Illorgue
10 Ilide nillong the corpses. A few mll1utes later, I think it was around [1:30 a.m., the ECOMOG soldiers rushed into
the hospital from several directions. They had their guns out and were pointing and asking all of us to i,dentify
oUI"selves. Someone alerted them about the group that had gone into the morgue and three of them rushed in and
5tnned shooting and screaming, "so you're dead- wei [ now you're going to be dead twice."
Gy this time the ECOMOGs had identified who the hospital staff were and told them they had information there were
I'ebe[s hiding among the patients and they told them [the hospital workers] to identify which were rebels and which
\I'e:'e rei\1 patients. So three ECOMOGs, and a few COUs [civil defense unit members], went from ward to ward,
telling the hospital workers to identify the r"ebels.
Most of the patients weren't killed in their beds; they had the COUs pull the patients from their beds and drag them
the entrance to the outpatient ward. That's where they killed them. They dragged out one rebel from ward one, four
fl'OI11 ward three, four from ward five, and four from the oro [outpatient department]. Alld then they shot all thirteen
of them,

10

All of the ECOMOG soldiers took part 111 the killing. They even killed a small rebel who looked to be about eight and
nllother one who was about thirteen. A few of them tried to surrender. [ heard one rebel scream, "] beg you, don't
shoot Ille wait, ]'11 talk." but they killed them any\,vay, They even killed sOl11e behind the wards and in front of the
elltf"anCe to the hospital.

II'Hul11i\n Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 21,1999.
I-IUllli\fl Rights Watch
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there were a iot of dead rebels that day. ! watched as they kept bnngtng all the bodies Into the morgue I must
counted at least sixty. Even some of the patients were telling the ECOMOGs wher'e the I'ebels were hiding I"

.\ [oses
(1['

Moses, thiI1y-two, saw a husband!and wife pulled out of a line at a checkpolllt and executed, aftel' a civilian accused tnem
helllg r'ebels. He J'ecounted:
On .IallLlar"y 25,1 was waiting in line at a checkpoint near the Congo Cross Bridge With about 200 other people I was
about fOl1y yards back when all of a sudden this woman comrng from the other direction star,s pointing her finger at
another' woman, who I later recognized as a friend of mine named Ami, and started screamll1g, "She's a r'ebel, [ know
her', [ saw her armed, she's a rebel"
The ECOMOG soldiers then pulled Ami out of the line, who by this time was denying the accusation. But the accuser
continued screaming very convincingly that she'd seen Ami armed in Kissy earlier in the month. And then at about
this tillle Ami's husband walked from the back of the line and tried to defend his wife saying it was all a
Illisunderstdnding. But the ECOMOG soldiers just pushed both of them to one side and started slapping them They
<lsked them a few questions, but that woman was accusing them the whole time.
minutes after the accusation was made, the ECOMOG officer, he had three stripes [a sergeant r~nk],
the command that Ami and her husband should be executed. When they heard tillS, they started crying and
hegging, but the soldiers pulled them away from the line, pulled their clothes off, took them to the side of the bridge
<1rld shot them. The one who'd ordered It didn't kill them. He just watched. And then he ol"dered them buned nght
there.

Then

~boutten

g~ve

We heilrd later f!"Om Ami's father who was also III the lille, that the accuser had been all old girlfriend of oneof Ami's
IJZlst boyfriends and that they'd never liked each other, Am i' s father complained to the ECOMOG people, but by then
ir \\'Z1S too late. 'I '
[jill/II

Bintu, twenty-nine, was nearly executed on January 22 after being unable to verify her identity. She recounted:
I \\'ilS walking home with my four children when r was stopped and searched at the checkpoint near the Aberdeen
Bridge. They asked me where I was coming from and I told them the truth, that]' d been living With a friend of my
husb,lIld's named Isaac, So, they sent a soldier to check out my story and he came back a few minutes latel' with Isaac
\\ho denied that he knew me. I think he was so traumatized by everything and was just afraid,
The soldiers at the checkpoint then took me to see "Captain Evil Spirit." The soldiers handed him my [0, explained
the case and asked Isaac if he knew me, to which he replied, "no" and then Evil said, "well, take this lady for
t.::\ecutioll." The "trial" lasted three minutes and that was it.
I stZll1ed screaming, my children started screaming, [ begged for my life saying there was no one to take care of my
ch iIdren, I told them it was a mistake, that it wasn't fair and then one of the ECOMOG soldiers hit me all the head with
his ;un and I started bleeding. And then they started leading me down to the bridge.
A few minutes later one of the ECOMOGs suddenly ran down after us shouting, "leave her, one of her children
can fi rIll ed the story, don't shoot her." Then the other soldier walked Ille back up and as I was gathering up my thlllgs,
,lIlother' soldier tied up Isaac and shoved him in the back of a pickup. As [ was fleeing we heard shots and they saw
his body floating in the bay the next day

"'l-IuIllZln Rights Watch interview, Freetown,.May 6,1999.
Il'Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 2],1999.
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Wherleve:' I see isaac's family I don't know whar

to

SJY. It wasn't my fault [don't kilOW why he dellied he knE\v ille

I think about It every day and feei broken inside. 'IG
Ahli

Abu, eleven, witnessed his moth'er being executed by an armed SSD pollCelllJ:l after a neighbor with whol11 they had a
bUSiness dispute accused her of being a rebel. He recounted
A few days before It happened my mom had a terrible argument with a guy named Francis over some goods that had
:;one III issing. He accused my Illom and our friend Foday of having taken the goods.
At noon on the day it happened, an SSD man and an ECOMOG soldier came and arrested Foday and m)' mOIll, and
ilccusing all of us, even me, of being a rebel, Francis was there the whole time, accusing us as wei!. The SSD man
staned threatening us and saying "today your life is over, even you small boy; small boys like you even h:ill our
a ffi eel's,"
The community chief tried to help us but an hour later the SSD man and an ECOMOG man took Foday away to the
",hal'f and I saw from a distance I saw the SSD man shot him. The chief finally convinced them to release Illy Illom
but as we were walking back I saw Francis and the SSD man talking secretly and then the SSD l11an said he wanted
IllY mOIll to walk towards the wharf My mom got scal'ed and started to I'un away frol11 them and the SSD Illanjust
sllOt her. Three times he shot her.
That man caille back here a few weeks ago and J stal'ted yelling at him and said "you, you'I'e the one who killed my
Illother." He slapped me and told me to "shut up." He's training to be in the new Sierra Leonean army now, so we
hJven 't seen him. III
lIe/ell

Helen, Ilineteen, witnessed the killing ofherrriend by a CDF-Kamajol' on January 24. She said:
i:ady In the morning SIX of us, including my fl'iend FJtlllata, went in seal"ch of firewood, The situation was still very
lense. About thirty minutes later we were stopped by a checkpoint manned by two Sierra Leonean soldiers and two
I<a l11aj ors.
They stalted accuslllg us of being rebel> arui ordered us at gunpoint to lie face down on the grOW-lei They started
insulting, us and gave us a real beating. They hardly asked us 3ny questions and just had it in their mind that we were
rebels,
Then the Sierra Leonean soldier told Ali, the one man in OUI' group, that they were gomg to kill him, and fired a shot
Ileal' his legs. We started begging and telling them we v,'ere innocent and then Fati Just jumped up and ran to hide in
J house about twenty yards away.
One of the Kamajors followed her to the house and ordered her to come out. He threatened to kill her and I guess the
lady inside convinced Fati to come out. But as soon as she did the Kalllajor justopened up on her. As I was lying on
tile ground I watched as he just fired and fired and fired. He shot her more than ten times. liS
[)aflie/

Daniel, fOlly-one, witnessed the killing of seven civilians inside the Jallli UI-Masjid mosque, after an ECOMOG officer
11l'c1el'ed their execution, He explained:

III'HUlllan Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 21","1999
IIlHulllan Rights Watch interview, Freerown, May 14,1999.
""Huillan Rights Watch interview, Freetown, April] 9, 1999
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011 Monday Januarj ! 8, ECOMOG came to liberate the area. They told the eighty or so civilians Inside to leave Wllich
all but O1bout ten of us did. It was still very tense. The advanCing troops had left eight ECOMOG soidiers In the mosque
O1lld they deployed up the tower and around the grounds.

Ar 61 5 a.m. the next morning, one of the soldiers deoloyed downstairs went upstairs and as he did there was the sound
of 0 shot. Everyone ran to see what happened -and found him lying slumped on the stairs. The stairs were vel'Y iiarrow
011d blocked with peoples' bags, and the other soldiel's surmised that his gun had accidentally gone off as he was
climbing up. The other soldiers pulled him down and got on the radio to Inform their superiors what'd happened.
Shol1iy befol'e 9:00 a,m., a lieutenant and captain entered; I could tell by the marks on their unifol-m They asked for
0n explanation and both the soldiers and a few of the civil'lans told them and showed them the cartridge which they'd
found under the stairs. The officers went to Inspect the site to see' if anyone could've shot him but since the place is
In a stall'well surrounded by thick walls, the lieutenant concluded "it must've been the gun that wellt off," and
cvel'ybody agreed. Then they left.
And tllerl, not eight minutes later, another officer accompanied by at least eighty soldiers cam,ein and deployed
everywhere. By this time all the civilians, there were nine of them, were Sitting near where Muslims wash their feet.
So the officer in charge-I couldn't see what rank he was because he was wearing green overalls, but he WilS ilbollt
lony, h8d a walkie-talkie and was obviously the man in charge-asked angrily who the soldiers deployed thel'e were
Sevel-ill of the new soldiers stal1ed accusing the civilians of having killed the soldier and the soldiers who wel'e
deployed there started saying, "no, it was an accident." Then the big man ordered that the original lot be disarmed and
silld, "why are you protecting these people and hiding their act," and as they were being disarmed turned to the
Cll'iliilllS and said "we're going to kill all of these people." He then ol'dered the first one to stand and told a soldier to
shoot hllll They he told everyone else to lie down \vhich they did. I could hear them pl-aying to Mohalllmed, to Jesus.
They didn't ask for an explanation and blocked the entrance so no one could run and then they shot everyone of them.
It \l'8Sn't five minutes from the time that officer came into the mosque until he ordered them to die. He stormed out
tilkin-g the disarmed soldiers with him. It was so unfilir. J don't know what was wrong with that man,
,Il. few minutes later a few ECOMOG soldiers from the first group came back. They were really upset. I heard them
SilY. "why did he do this-we didn't come to Sierra Leone to Kill innocent people."119

l:COMOG military officers interviewed by Human Rights Watch said they took betlo\leen 200 and 300 RUF rebels as
pl'ison ers of war during the January 1999 offensive, and that throughout the offensive they strictly followed the procedures
cSIZlblished in the Geneva Conventions and acted in accordance with international humanitarian law on the taking of prisoners
:1110 other mil ital-y conduct of war. 120
According to Lt. Col. Chris Olukolade, the chiefmilitary infonnation officer ofECOMOG, no soldiers or officers have been
1'01"l11illly investigated 01' court martialed as a result of their conduct during the January offensive. He said, "within ECOMOG
.111er'e is iln internai mechanism set up for the investigation of violations of international humanitarian law, and although we've
hCill'd of individual complaints, none have been sufficient enough to activate this mechanism."I:1
Colonel Buhan Musa, the commander of the Freetown garrison under whose Jurisdiction most of Freetown, including the
Abcl'oeen Bridge, falls, said there have been a few lower level investigations of executions following complaints by members
ofrhe public, but that the allegations were proven to be baseless and subsequently dropped. He said, "J heard about the allegations
of executions and i took it up. There have been a few investigations into accusations of summary executions having been
cOlllllllttedoy soldiers under my command, which have been conducted at the brigade level, but we didn't find anything

1"'Hum8n Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 20·~1999.
1:"Hulllan Rights Watch II1terview, Colonel Buhari Musa, cOlllmander-Freetown garrison, Freetown, June] 1,1999.
1:IHllman Rights Watch phone interview, Lt. Colonel Chris Olukolade, Freetown, June 11,1999
HUllliln Rights Watch
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'1lhsruiHlul There have been no fomla! inquines or disciplinary actions taKen against any soldier m officers under' Illy comll1tllld
uS i1 I'esult of the \vhat took place during ::he January rebel offensive"'::
Following a United NatIons report In February i 999 which expressed concem about summary executions, the SCOMOC
Iw"ll commJnd indicJted to the U.N secretary-generul's spesial I'epr'esenwtive in Sierra Leone, FI'allCis Oketo, "tileil' Intention
10 Illvestigate these a[legations and to take corrective action as necessary"':; In April, the ECOivlOG force commander' :=ellx
l'v1u'.I8kper'uo established a Civil/Military Relations COl11minee to investigate allegations of human rights violations against
Illc!lvldualmelllbers ofECOMOG and CDF and recommend appropriate action to the high authorities. ':4 However', the stal1 date
1'01' complaints·to be Investigated IS Apr\\ 1, thus none of tile executions committed In January and February ",.,1i[1 be eligible for'
Illves[lgation under this committee,
l~(Jotil1g

and Bl'utality
Witnesses, particularly from the eastern suburbs of Kissy, We[lington, and Calaba Town observed CDF-Kama.lor fighter's
lootlllg properly fr'om the homes of Civilians who had fled to get away fmm the fighting. Thousands of civilians had fled fr0111
the eZistem areas to take shelter in the homes of relatives and III camps of displaced people, leaving entll'e neighborhoods largely
unoccupred. W'ltnesses described the CDF-Kamajors going into these areas ostensibly to search and secure them, but then leaving
\\'1111 bundles of clothes, electrical items, radios, and other items. Once civiliJns reoccupied their' homes, the looting decreased
sr:;lllticantly.
ECOMOG, CDF-KamaJors, and SSD police in char'ge ofmanning the many checkpoints in Fr'eetown were accused ofusll1g
l\lr'crlle br'utality against the civilian population. Witnesses desuibed people being slapped, pushed, humiliated, and fOI'ced to
dl! Ilalllful physical exer'cises as "punishment" for such insignificant "offenses" such as not waiting one's turn in line, not
,Ins\\cl'lng questions in sufficient detail, or' riding a bike thl"Ough a checkpoint.
There were r'eporis of mistreatment by ECOMOG soldiers of members of some inter'national nongovemmental
(lI'gZlnizations, panicularly the International Committee of the Red Cross CICRC), who were accused of being r'ebel collaborators.
Mcmbers of ECOMOG confiscated pr'opelty, including veh icles and radios, and several JCRC expatl'iate staff were deported after
I1CIIlg detained and interrogated.
Dctcntion
SllciZiI workel's for local humanitarian organizations have documented the mistreatment of suspected child rebels while in
Ille custody of both ECOMOG and CDF-Kama.lors. One international NGO received reports of "several" ch iIdren being beaten
\lhlle in ECOMOG's Wilberforce Barracks during the months of January and February. A 10caiNGO documented the physical
,1busc of over th irty street children suspected of being rebel collaborators, both during capture by ECOMOG and S ien'a Leonean
Police and while in detention in Wilberforce Barracks.
l"ocal social workers also expressed concern about the periodic detention of children and adults by the Kamajor Civil
[)cJ(:nse For·ces. The Kamajors don't have an official barracks or military headquarter's, and have adopted a local hotel as their
h'lse. the Bookfields Hotel in central Freetown. It is within this hotel that several witnesses reported to Human Rights Watch
,ceing detainees held by the Kamajors. As the detentions are not officially acknowledged, they are not subject to govemmental
,:C:;ulations and monitoring. They are also illegal.
[\ccution of a Journalist
There is a highly reliable report of the killing by ECOMOG forces ofajournalist named Abdul Jumah Jalloh, who at the
lime worked for an independent newspaper, the African Chompioll. According to an investigation carried out by the Sierra
l_colle~11 Ullion of Joumalists, Mr. Jal]oh was publicly accused of being an RUF rebel by a member ofa civil defense unit, who
tl1<'::11 alened a patrol of ECOMOG soldiers. Mr. Jalloh identified himself as ajournalist and produced his press identification card,

'2:Human Rights Watch interview, Colonel Builar'l Musa, commander Freetown garrison, Freetown, June II, 1999,
':.' Fi(r h Repurr of Ihe Secrelolj'-General on Ihe Uniled NatIOns Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (New York: United
Nations. March 4. 1999), UN. docuillent S/1999/237, p.7.
"'The membership in the cOlllmittee includes repres61tatives of the National Commission for Democracy and Human
IZI:;lllS. the Bar Association, the police, the media, civil society and the governments. UNOMSJL pariicipates in an observer
C:~fl~clry
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hut \\'ZlS iZlter·taken to a checkpoint near State House and subsequently executed His death, which occurred ill the last week or
.!JllllZl:'Y. \-IZlS denounced by his edlLOr, Mohamed Koroma, who was With him at the tlille or il is detelmon, alld who has since left
tile coun[I'y HUlllar, Rights Watch has been unable to find a direct witness to tillS killing

f;lilurc to Minimize Civilian Casualties
.J lise/iii

CiVilians Illaking up part of a human shield often described feeling surprised when ECOMOG either' opened fire on them
Clr' bOlllbed them from the air. Joseph, a thirty-five-year-old Illan, who on January 7 was forced by the RUF rebels to walk down
Wilberfor'ce Str'eet as part of a hUlllan shield, described his confusion when they were later' bOlllbed by an ECOMOG Jet:
I was one of several hundred civilians; we'd all been ordered out of our' houses at gunpoint and for'ced to join in a
IllZlrch. They Illade us put white bands around our heads and told us to shout "we want peace, we want peace" as we
walked down the street. The rebels really wanted to infiltrate the west of the city and 1 later thought their' plan had been
to use the big "peace Illarch" to break into the west.
\Iv'hell the .iets passed over of course we saw them, of course we heard them, but we just never, never thought they
would drop those bombs. There were so many of us and even though they were flying fast, they passed 'at le8st thr'ee
tillles and it Illust've been obvious we were civilians. When the rebels ran for' cover I thought it was because they
didrl't want ECOMOG to see them. I Just didn't th,lI1k it was because they were going to bomb US. ll!
BI'ig-Gen. i'vlaxwell Khobe, a Nigerian seconded to be the Sierra Leonean chief of defense staff, stated to Journalists all
f7 c hrllZlry 2, 1999 that rebels had managed to enter Freetown in January only because they had used civilians as human shields.

1·1e sZlid, "from hindsight, I believe it would have been better to kill all those that have come, even if they were civilians, in order
SZl\'C the major'ity. That was not done, and that was what was responsible for the entire thing that took place in Freetown," He
sZlid thZlt in the future ECOMOG cOlllmanders have issued new "shoot the shields" orders and that, "if they try it again, we'll kill
everything fmlll the opposite direction."ll6

Colonel Buhari Musa, commander of the Freetown garrison described the difficulty his soldiers faced when fighting all
"ullOr-thodox force" who often don't wear unifonllS or have any special markings to distinguish them fmm the civil ian population,
He SZlld "it's difficult for us to say what are the criteria for identification; both males and females, young and old are combatants.
It is difficult and unfortunate, But sometimes you just have to fight and in such situations you will see that sOl11e lives ar-e lost.
It is unfortunate for whoever is the victim. But we tell our soldiers that everybody, even they have a rrght to their lives."ll7
Intel'll<Jtional humanitarian law forbids the use of hUl11an shields, but also requires that combatants minimize civilian
C<lsuZllties at all times, even if the civilian population is being used as a shield. Attacks on legitimate military tar'gets are limited
hy the pr'inciple of pmportionality as set out in Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, article 51. The attacker must choose a
means of Jtrack that avoids or minimizes damage to civilians, and in particular should refrain from launching an Jttack if the
expected civilian causalities would outweigh the importance of the military target to the attackers.

VI. CHILDREN AS VICTIMS AND PERPETRA.TORS OF GROSS HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES
During the January rebel incursion children were the victims of serious abuses committed by all parties to the conflict They
were Il0t spared from any class of abuse and were, in some cases, purposefully targeted because of their age.

I:'Human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 2{ 1999.
l:r'N IgeriJn newspaper report posted to "Sierra Leone Web, " February 3,1999 Availab Ie at <www.sierraleone.org>
r:'Hulllan Rights Watch interview, Freetown, June II, 1999
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Some of the atiOcities committed by the RUF rebels were unthinkable. infants and childr'en were thrown Into burning
hOLises, the hands of toddiers as young as two were severed With machetes, girls as young as eight were sexually abused, and
11l111dreds of children of all ages were traumatically separated f!'Olll their communities and forced to walk into the hills With
SC'Zli1:;ers whom they had seen kill their family members.
I
I

ill some cases children, many of them originally abuductees, participated in the perpetration of these abLises. Child
COlllbZltZints ilnned with pisrols, rifles, and machetes actively participated In killings and massacres, severed the al'l1lS of other
ci1iloren, Zlild beat and humiliated men old enough to be their' grandfathers. Often under the influence of drugs, they wel'e known
Zlnd feill'ed for their Ilnpetuosity, lack of control, and brutality.
in some cases, ECOMOG and government forces summarily executed rebel child combatants and suspected coliabol'ators
Illey hild cZlptured~ other children suffered physical abuse while in detention. Some child soldiers were beaten to death after' being
cilLl:;ht by member'S of local communities.
As ch iJdren abducted by the rebels in January have been released or managed to escape, they have described the process
or' psychologicil! and physical fomlation used to turn victim into perpetrator. They deSCl"ibed a life of physical ha['dship, fo['ced
IClbol'. substilnce abuse, and military training. In FI'eetown, parents speak of their frustration and guilt at their Inilbility to pmtect
Ihelr children.

rOl' those hundreds of children who Ivitnessed family members murdered in front of them, were fOl'ced to watch as a mother
.pl· Sisler' WilS r"aped, or had to leave a wounded relative behind in a burning house, the events of January] 999 have no doubt
'r)["(lc!uced deep psychological scars they will live with fo[' the I"est of their lives.
(lI1C

Two CIVilians, Adama and Zainab, expressed the ambivalence civilians have about the I'Ole of child combatants. On the
hill1d they are feared and misunderstood, and on the other, pitied as victims themselves,

,.1 dlil/lli

Adama, a fO[ly-two year old secretary, described the horror and fear adu Its felt at seeing childr"en CilIT)' out terTible atrocities:
We feal'ed them, They were cruel and hard hearted~ even mOl'e than the adults, They don't know what is sympathy;
whilt is good and bad, If you beg an older one you may convince him to spare you, but the younger ones, they don't
klWw what is sympathy, what is mercy. Those who have been rebels for so long have never learned it.
Once, a rebel, a small boy in full combats, he couldn't have been more than twelve, called everyone out of the house
Clcmss the street. The papa of the family, Pa Kamara, said, "please my son, leave my family," but the boy said, "listen,
we Ciln do ilnything we want in Freetown. We don't have mother"s, we don't have fathers, We can do anything we
II'anna do." And that is how Pa Kamara died; the rebel boy shot him, in front of his wire, his children, his
gr:llldchildren. They are wicked, those boy soldiers. They spa['e no human life. 12E
juillllh

Z3inilb, a twenty-four old market vendor, on the other hand, found that she could pity a child exhausted by combat:
Lilre one evenlllg, a ten-year-old with a pistol came, alone, into our house. He told my husband his commander was
hungry and wanted one of our chickens. Wllile my husband was catching the hen, that boy sat down to wait. He was
Ihlll ilnd exhausted, I brought him a biscuit and water. He said he was tired and weak and as he left with the chicken
turned to me and said, "thank you, mam."
Lilter my neighbors criticized me for giving him that biscuit. I said [didn't care ifhe was a rebel or not. He's still
somebody's child. Maybe he was abducted. God knows what they've done to him, I wanted to hide that boy and take
111m with us as we fled and just knew he would've come with us ifhe'd had the chance. I could see he wasn't happy.I:!9

12"Hullliln Riglm Watch interview, Freetown, May 20,1999
12"HLIman Rights Watch II1terview, Freetown, April 14,1999
I-IU[11Cl11 Rights Watch
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VII, INTERl"iATIONAL RESPONSE
Slnc~ the beginnmg orthe conflict in i 991, the plight of civilians in Sierra Leone has had to compete with the other refuge~
l::l~ted emergencies all the African continent alld elsewhere fOl' the attention of the international community. Insofi\!' as Sie:',a
Leone hi.1s i.1rtracted IJ1temational interest, attention has focused on the humanitarian needs of the displaced-or on the pmtection
ofmllllllg concerns in Sierra Leone's diamond fields. As one human rights worker observed in 1998, "half the battle [has been]
keepillg Sierra Leone on the world's radar screen."IJO The January 1999 RUF occupation of Freetown bmught more
condemnation from the international community, but little more action, Only Sierra Leone's West Afl'ican neighbors, in
pi.1rticulal' Nigeria, have put substanCial resources Into an attempt to keep the peace and restore respect for human rights and the
nile ofli.1\\' 1.;1 It is to be hoped that the visit of U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Mary Robinson to Sierra Leone in
.IUlle 1999 will contribute to a reversal of this neglect.

r.:COWAS, ECOMOC, and the Organization of African Unity (OAU)
In <:lccol'dance with bilateral security accords, Nigerian and Guinean forces from ECOMOG have been stationed in Sierra
l.cunE since 1995 to help the NPRC and, later, the Kabbah government fight the RUF rebels. After the May 25, 1997 military
coup of the AFRC, and its establishment of a coalition government with RUF rebels, hundreds of additloni.1! Nigel'ian soldiers
;lc;sl::;lled to ECOMOG in Liberia moved to Sierra Leone to defend the Freetown airport from attack. The Nigel'ii.1n troops
~llIcl11pred to take F['eetown itself, but were forced to Withdraw. On June 26, 1997, ministers offoreign affairs from ECOWAS
COUlltl'leS, supported by the OAU, demanded the reinstatement of the elected government of President Tejan Kabbi.1h i.1nd fOI-med
;1 111 In isterii.11 committee to monitor the situation in Sle[T3 Leone, Wllen negotiations with the nev rulers In Sierra Leone
cllilapsed, ECOWAS imposed an almost total embal-go on Sierra Leone, enforced by the Nigerian navy, which Wi.1S later
rc[n1ol'ced by an October 1997 U,N. Security Council global arms and oil embargo and restrictions on international travel by
ramilies of the rebelleaders. m
\\lith the failure of diplomatic efforts for the restoration of peace and the reinstatement of the Kabbah government,
I::COMOG's llli.1ndate was changed frolll sanction enforcement to actual military intervention to oust the rebel govemment. In
I:ehnlal')' 1998, ECOMOG drove the AFRC/RUF fO[Tes away from the capital city of Freetown and reinstated President Kabbah,
lhou~h it could not reestablish government control over the whole country; thus allowing the RUF resurgence i.1nd attack on
r:['eelown in Jillluary ]999, ECOMOG now maintains security in and around Freetown, and has been able to expand its control
[0 some other i.1reas, although the rebels maintain their grip on much of the country.
Pl'esently the ECOMOG contingent in Sierra Leone is led by Nigerian Major-General Felix Mujakperuo (who assumed
Clllllllli.1nd in March 1999) and is composed of approximately i 4,000 troops, predominantly Nigerian, with Ghanian, Malian, and
Ci Ulllei.1n suppOl1, The cost of maintain ing the troops is being borne mostly by Nigeria (which is allegedly spending app[-oximately
US-SI million daily) and the other states that have contributed troopS.lll
In addition to its peacekeeping role, ECOMOG's mandate also includes the implementation of a program for the
c![S,lI'I11i.1lllent, deillobilizatioll, and ['eintegration of combatants (the DDR program), and training the new Sien'a Leone army.
,II, lthou::;ll ECOMOG has stated that the new am,y will be ethnically and regionally balanced,
there is also a need to underscore
the [lllpoI1i.1nce for UNOMSIL to provide assistance and closely monitor the disarmament, demobilization, and training processes
[0 assure that the new army is founded upon principles of respect for intemational humallitarian law,

I,.

1;"HUlllan Rights Watch interview, relief organization representative, Freetown, June 24, 1998.
lllNigerii.1n support, through ECOMOG, for President Tejan Kabbah was perhaps motivated partly by domestic politics and
h;' the desl['e of former military ruler Gen. Sani Abacha to gain credit on the international stage in the face of condemnation of
1115 own dictatorial regime, Nevertheless, and although the ECOMOG intervention has been neither as effective nor as respectful
rOt' human I'ights on its own account as Sierra Leoneans would wish, it lS undoubtedly true that the situation for many Sierra
I~eoneans hi.1s been significantly amel iorated by the presence of the ECOMOG forces,
!;:See HUllliln Rights Watch/Africa, "Transition or Travesty," pp,J8-41, for a discussion of the Nigerian !"Ole in the
[COMOG intervention in Sierra LeOlle.
,r
j"lntel'Press Service, May 31, 1999.
1;~Press conference led by Brig, Gen. Maxwell Khobe, Wilberforce military base, June 25, 1998, Freetown, Sierra Leone,
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On the humanitarian front, ECOWAS and the OALI have been consistent In their condemnation of t~e atrocities of the
I·ebeis. Forexampie, in December 1998, the ECOWAS Ministerial Committee on SlerTa Leone issued a communique deploring
lhe tOll:ur'e, rllutilatlons, amputations, and mass killings of innocent civilians. In Marcil 1999, Salim Ahmed Sallll1, the secretary~elleral of the O.""U, delivered a reDon: to a session of the Council oJMinislers, in which he condemned the January offenSive
011 Freetown by the I'ebels. The OAU also reaffirmed its absolute suppor1 fOl' the efforts of ECOWAS and ECOMOG.
ECOWAS has played an important role In facilitating peace negotiations between the RUF leaders and representatives of
lhe government of President Kabbah, which al"e taking place in Togo, whose president is the current chair of ECOWAS.
Tile United Nations
The United Nations' initial reaction to the 1997 military coup by the Armed Forces Ruling Council was to condemn it and
to !llace sanctions against the government formed by the rebels. The United Nations Security Council commended ECOWAS
on its effol"ts to restore the ousted government of President TeJan Kabbah and urged member states to assist ECOMOG with
finallcial alld logistical support, It also condemned the atrocities perpetrated by the rebels, In particular against women alld
children,I.;; The Security Council also made the determillatioll that the crisis in Sierra Leone constituted a threat to IIlternationa!
pcace alld security rn the region under Chapter VII of the U.N Char1er, and that it would remain actively seized of the matter'.

ill July 1998, the U.N. Security Council unanimously approved a resolution to establish the United Nations Obser"ver
Iv1 iSS 1011 to S ierril Leone (lJNOMSIL), increasing the Un ited Nations' mil itary observer presence already In the country from
Jp1ll'o:;imately ten to seventy officers, along with civiliall suppol1 and medical staff. lJNOMSIL's mandate includes responsibility
1m mOllitoring and helping ECOMOG with the implementation of a program for the disarmament, demobilization, and
['cllltegriltion of combatants (the DDR program); reporting on the security situation; monitOring respect for international
11limanltJl"rJn law, including at disarmament and demobilization sites; and advising the government of Sierra Leone and local
police officials 011 police practice, training, re-equipment, and I"ecruitment, in particularon the need to respect internationally
<lCcepted standards of policing in democratic societies. 1J6

As RUF forces approached Freetown in late December] 998, the U,N. and other international agencies and foreign
~o\'el"11ments began withdrawing their staff from the country. On January 6, as the rebels entered the city, UNOMSIL completed

its el'acuation.1)7 The relocation to Conakry, the capital of neighboring Guinea, was followed by a substantial I'eduction in the
11lI111ber of staff, In pal1icular military and civilian police. On March 3, the decision was made to allow rhe return ofa limited
1ll\11l bel' of staff to Freetown.1l&
On .June 4, 1999, the U,N. secretary-general released his sixth report on UNOMSIL. The report noted a resurgence in rebel
<lll"ocities agall1st civilians in recent months; the secretary-general's fifth repol1, issued in March, described similar atrocities
cOl1lmitted during the rebel invasion and occupation of Freetown in January, Both repol1s also noted serious allegations that
l1lembers of ECOMOG and the CDF had carried out summary executions of suspected rebels. The secretary-general described
Ihe \\"orsening of an already desperate humanitarian situation across much of the country, noting that 2,6 million Sien"a Leoneans,
11cZlrly half the popu!arion, were out of reach of humanitarian agencies, and that even where there was access, humanitarian effol1S
i'ere still unJble to reach all those in need.
The secreti!.D'-general also noted that ECOMOG had confirnled the in!'.Ql\::,~1J.~_Ol,9JJb~govecom.S:JJ.ts_,oJJ.,j_beri.iUIl,LEtL.lIt;jDa

~jll the_,~I~l2.!.l~ari(f~eli~~~ ~f a~I~~S:-t.o~i.he3Q7~~.·;i~ti)!Ul0-~"Accordingly, the secretary-general had proposed the
deployment of ECOMOG troops'-and U.N. personnel along the Sierra Leone border. Welcoming the proposal in principle, the

'''United Nations Security Council Resolution 1132, October 8,1997, U.N. document S/RES/1132 (1997).
""Un ited Nations Security Council Resolution 1181, July 13, 1998, U,N. document S/RES/1 181 (199 8)(sponsored by the
l.J i()
"7Spec ial Report of the SecrelalJJ-General 017 the United Nations Observer A1ission in Sierra Leone (New York: United
Nations, JJnUilry 7, 1999), U.N. document S/1999/20, sectign II.
I" Fljih Reporl of lhe Secrelary-General 017 the United Natlons Observer Mission i17 Sierra Leone (New York: Un ited
Na[IOllS, MJrch 4, ]999), UN. document S/1999/237, paragraph 6.
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c:,::cut:ve sec,etary of ECOWAS had responded that U.N. logistical support would be necessary, including helicopters,
COllll11Unlcations, and ground transportation.
As of June 4, ]999, UNOMSIL consisted of twenty-four military observel'S, including two medical personllel, as we]1 as
I\\emy-nine intelllationa] and twenty-four national staffmeillbers. The secretary-general's sixth report stated that it was planned
to oeploy additional observers up to the maXIITIUI1l of seventy set by U.N Security Council resolution] 181 of July 13, 1998, to
IllCrease the civilian staff by two political officers, and to reswre the human rights section to Its previous staffing level of five
persons. The secretary-general drew the attention of the Security Council to the fact that, depending on the.prggress of the peace
lillks, it might well be necessary to depioy "a sizeable nUIll~~ror~nfantry and other observers, along with the necessa::..v equipment
ilild I1l il itar'y logistical support," if the U.N. were to deploy effectively to assist in the implementation of an eventual peace
il!:'reelllent. 11Q The secretary-general also "envisage[d] a significant expansion of the civilian personnel, including those engaged
III political, human rights and logistical support functions."14o On June 11, 1999, the Security Council extended the mission of
UNOMSIL fOI' a further six months, until December 13,1999 141
The SielT:J Leone Contact Group
[n July] 998, a Sierra Leone Contact Group was established, following a special conference on Sierra Leone held at U.N.
IH:~dqui1ners III New York. The first meeting of the Contact Group, chaired by the United Kingdom, took place on November
). 1998, with objectives "to build up support for Sien'a Leone'seffol1s to restore peace, democracy and humiln rights; to
cl1couI'i1ge fUl1her assistance to ECOMOG and contributions to the United Nations Trust Fund fa I' Sierra Leone; to n-y to match
c;pccific ECOMOG requireillents to donor offers; and to encouragethe Government of Sierra Leone to develop political dialogue
~lIlclrlillional ['econciliation beyond the programme for the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of former combatants
;lllcl III encourage participation in it."14" The meeting expressed strong support for a "cil,ral track" approach endOl'sed by the
E:COWAS summit held in October, "by which efforts to strengthen ECOMOG would be accompanied by the opening of dialogue
to ~lChleve lasting peace and national reconciliation."141"
011 Apl'il 4, 1999, the Contact Group held its second meeting, anended by representatives of twenty-two countries, the U.N.,
I::CO WAS, ECO MOG, the European Comm ission, the COlllmomvealth, the World Bank and 1M F, and the International
COllllllittee of the Red Cross (lCRC), and once again reaffil"111ed support for the "dual track" approach and for the 1996 Abidjan
Accord ilS il frilmewor-!, for a negotiated settlement. The group condemned atrocities cOl11mitted by the rebels, called on all sides
In IIlvesligate abuses, and e.xpr.ess~d concern at SUppOl1 coming to the RUF through Liberia and Burkina Faso. 144

The United Kingdom, European Union, and United States
The United Kingdom has provided more assistance to the ECOMOG and Sierra Leonean government forces than any other
gnvemrnent from outside the region, and ha~.--also been the largest national donor to Sierra Leone of reconstruction aid and
11lI1l1;lIlitar'iiln assistance, committing more tha~JlO::i'nillion in total to Sierra Leone since the restoration of President Kabbah in
l\'lal'cl1 [998.'4~ The assistance the U.K. has provided has included training and equipment for a new Sierra Leonean al'my.
\<

t·

The U.K.' s record on Sierra Leone has been tarn ished by the government's handling of conl~cts between the government
{,['!'resldcnt Kabbah and a U.K.-based private security company, Sandline Jnternational, during 1997, and 1998, ",Ihich included

""Sl.\"/h Repor/ of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (New York: United
Niltic1l1s, June 4, 1999), U.N. document S/1999/645, pal'agraph 55.
14 11 Ibid., paragraph 57.
141United Nations Security Council Resolution 1245, June 11, 1999, U.N. document [S/RES/l245(1999)].
14: Third Progress Report of the Secretary-General 017 the Ui7lted NatlOl7s Observer /I;fissiol7 il7 Sierra Leone (New York:
Uilited Nations, December 16, 1998), U.N. document S/1998/l176, paragraph 8.
"'[bid., paragraph 9.
144Fol'eign ilnd Commonwealth Office, Sierra Leone Contact Group Meeting: Chairman's Concluding Statemen! (London,
Apl'il 19. 1999).
i
14 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Statel77en! on Sierra Leone (Private Notice Question Answered by the Foreign
c;ecr-C[;lr':I, Mr. Robin Cook, House of Commons, London'January I, 1999), and Foreign ane COl1llllonwealth Office, Cook
II dCli/llcs Nigenon Suppor! for Peace in Sierra Leone (Ed ited transcript of Press Conference by the Foreign Secretary, Rob in
Cook. Nigerian Head of State General Abubakar and PI-esident Kabbah of Sierra Leone, Abuja, Niger'ia, Mar'ch 9, ]999).
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the supply of a shipment of arms [0 Sier:-a Leone 111 late February 1998 In bl'each of the UN al"11S embal'go (WhiCh apolied to
::;ovemment as well as rebel forces). In February 1999, the House or Commons Seiect Committee on Foreign !'\ffail's i.ssued a
[·epol'c. IIseifbased on an IOvestigation ordered by Foreign Secretary Roblll Cook and carried our by Sir Thomas Legg Or:. 30th
lilt Legg l'epOI": ilnd the Foreign Affairs Committee were highly Critical of both the Foreign and COl1ll1loilwealth Office and the
fnl'elgn seCI'etal'y, though they concluded that the violation oftlie embargo was due to i.ncolllpete:1ce and 111 ismanageillent r?lehel'
lhiln ImenL
----.-..
According to the U.S" its policy to\vards the crisis in Sierra Leone is designed to achieve fOUl' goals: increase international
:;uPPOI1 fOl' ECOMOG, help ECOWAS leaders coor'dinate a negotiated settlement; curlai! external support fm the rebel forces;
ane! provide humanitarian relief. To that end, the U.S pl'Ovided U,S,:.$3J. million III equipment and logistical support to
r::COMOG, and contributed over U.S$55 million In humanitarian assistance in ]998. In 1999 it committed U.S$S million for
In::;istlcal support and medical suppliesand"'planned to seek appl'Oval for a further U.S.:b5.8,miliion from CongresS:-i4G-ln May
1999, the U,S. government promised to double. its commitments to assist ECOMOG and the Sierra Leonean Government. I'7
The US has also condemned external support for the rebels from Libena, However, in a letter dated February 4, 1999 sent by
seven members of the U.S. Congress to President Clinton, the Illembers expressed dismay by the limited US support for the
elTmts of ECOMOG. '48
Thl'ough the European COIllmuni,y Humanitarian Office (ECHO), the E.U. has been an important donor of nOll·food
humanitar'ian aid to Sierra Leone, having contributed over 20 million ECUs (over U,S.$22 million) by 1998, Illostly to support
Ihe Ktlvlties of international humanitarian nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), In November 1998, the E. U. made a grant
060,000 ECU to the OAU partly to support any post·conflict reconstruction that it undertakes in Sierra Leone, In April 1999,
the E.U appl'oved Euro 5 million to cover emel'gency aid fOl' displaced persons in Sien'a Leone (and GUinea) The E.U states
Ihal It has given SlelTa Leone more than III million ECUs (U.S. $j,±Q..i.nilILQp) in emergency aid and fOl' l'eCOnStr"Llctlon of
Infl'Zlstructul'e and rehabilitation of victims of the w3r 149
...
-'
Tile COllllllonwealth

The Comillonwealth Ministerial Action GI'OUp (CMAG), formed in November 1995 at the COlllmonwealth Heads of
Covernillent Meeting held in Auckland, New Zealand, has consistently followed the situation in Sierra Leone, condemning the
I 9c) 7 III iI itary COLIp and suspending the right of the junta to pal1icipate in Commonwealth debates until the restoration of President
I-:'Zlbbah. CMAG has also denounced atrocities cOlllmitted against civilians by the rebels, Since the restoration of President
I<.Zlbbah. the COllllllonwealth has assisted with the reorganization and training of the Sierra Leone police force, together with
UNOMSI L civilian police advisers,

14"U .S. Assistant Secretary for African Affairs Susan E. Rice speech w the Co III III ittee on International Relations of the U,S.
1·loLise of Representatives, March 23, 1999.
1·'The U.S. under secretary of state for pol itical affairs, Am bassador Thomas Pickering, made th is pledge to the Nigerian
['resiclent on May 5, 1999.
I'"The letter' was signed by Alcee L. Hastings, Cynthia ~ckjnney, Eva M Clayton, Amo Houghton, Vernon Ehlers, Albert
\\'yI1l1, and Tom Lantos.
""DG VIII Pr'ess Releases. Confirmed by Ms Hals (DGVIII) on May 19, 1999.
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The fourteen-year-old boy on the right was shot four times by Revolutionary United Front
rebels and is now paralyzed from the waist down. The rebels gathered up everyone in his
house and opened fire on them. Three of his family members were killed and several others
wounded. He is now living in a camp for the displaced. The man on the left lost his leg to a
gunshot wound.
©Copyright June 1999 Corinne Dufka/Human Rights Watch
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
AYRC

Armed Forces Revolutionary Council

CDFs

Civilian Defense Forces

DDR

Disarmament, Demobdization and Reintegration Program

ECOMOG

Economic Community of West African States Monitoring Group

ECOWAS

Economic Community of West African States

LRRRC

Liberian Repatriation, Resettlement and Rehabilitation Committee

RUF

Revolutionary United Front

lTNlICR

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

JOMSIL

United Nations Observer Mission to Sierra Leone

1. SUMlYIA,RY
Since losing political power in February 1998, members orthe P..rmed Forces Revolutionary Council (ivRC)
and the Revolmionary United Front (RuF) have been engaging In a war of terror against civilians in Sief7a Leone.
With no recognizable pohtical platfdrrn, the AFRCIRUF rebel alliance is committing widespread and egregious
atrocities against unarmed civilians In an attempt to regain power. As the violence in Sierra Leone continues, grave
abuses contmue to take place. Human Rjghts Watch interviewed civilian men, women, and children who had been
intentionally mutilated or shot as recently as June 12,1998 in eastern Sierra Leone.
Many thousands of Sierra Leonean civilians have been raped; deliberately mutilated, often by amputation;
or killed outright in a campaign by the AFRCIRUF between February and June 1998 alone. Men, women and
children, probably numbering in the thousands, have been abducted by the .A.FRCIRUF for use as combatants, forced
laborers, or sexual slaves. Women have been actively targeted through sexual violence, including rape and sexual
slavery. Children have been targets of killings and violence and are forcibly recruited as soldiers. In addition to
various forms of physical abuse, innumerable Sierra Leoneans suffer from psychological trauma due to intentionally
cruel methods of mflicting harm against these individuals and their communities.
These atrocities committed against civilians are the latest cycle of violence in the armed conflict that has
devastated Sierra Leone for seven years. The fighting has caused the displacement of more than a million Sierra
Leoneans. Most have become internally displaced, while hundreds of thousands have fled the country as refugees,
predominantlY to neighboring Guinea and Liberia.
The AFRC-Ied by a group of military officers-took power forcibly on May 25, 1997. During the nine
months it was in power, the AFRC joined forces with the armed rebel group, the RUF, to form a regime characterized
by serious human rights violations and a complete breakdown of the rule of law In February 1998, a Nigerian-led
peacekeeping force, the Economic Community of West African States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG), forced the
i\FRCIRUF out of power and remstated former President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah, who had been elected president In
March 1996 in tbe first multi-parry elections for almost three decades in Sierra Leone. Since the remstatement of
Kabbab, the AFRC has joined forces with the RUF to wage a war against ECOMOG and the Kabbah government.
SlIloe lIldependence 111 J 96!, SJerra Leone has endured a senes of militar/ regimes and rebellions In struggles
over eC0l101lliC Jnd i)nlillCal power However. the latest round ofvloience is l!11ique ]11 the scale .3nd gl'01.e3que ildtUI'c
(~)ftht~ at1.t1c:J:~;
II C
r!i:l.llS. rv'luc.h l.)frUfJI SICIT:-] L.C:'ci lie lS ~ndc.c.,t::Js!f_ll!.: due lei tIl'': ollgclng \\:.lr. a.iid irlr(\nn:j:~\J;:
avai!ab'le fur the 1,"'1 part Oil]:,
health faCilities \\here Victims stek care In SlelTJ Lt:one Clnd Uiri1U;Jl liK
lestimollies 01-\\ JtilC:<'L·S CInd survivors 111 nelghb'onng Guillea il11d Liberia Of the hundreds ofleslimorllt::: !Ieutd
by Human J:<.!
\~.
many described Sltu3lll)nS In \vhlch [he IIJler-Vlcvvee V\3.S the sole surVlvc)r ilmollg iTlall>
\'Ictlrns. T'he '-::.~i~_:;e> rt:
ed III th]~, dOC-UnlCf11 rcpcesenl ollly a SIl13il fracuon of the aCTual TlUull.le.r Of\'ICL-IT1~) T'l-~~I:'
lnJ:: [lUillber lila\- nner be kllOWll,
Human R I
Watch compiled mfonr,ation regardmg the expertences of more than 500 suriivors ,:If
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government, have committed numerous abuses including indiscriminate killings and torture. These killings are on
a smaller scale than those carried out by the .A.FRClRlJF and are of a different nature: the CDFs were created in order
to assure local securny, and they generally limit their abuses to those they claim are AFRCIRUF combatants and to
a lesser extent, those perceived as their supporters. The largest and most powerful of the CDFs, the Kamajors, have
been responsible for the majority of abuses committed by those fighting on behalf of the Kabbah government since
February 1998 In addition to killings and torture, Kamajors have also been responsible for obstructing humanitarian
assistance and demanding money or other payment at roadblocks. There are many child soldiers among the
Kamajors, and despite promises by the government to demobilize all com batants under the age of eighteen, recent
reports indicate that the CDFs continue to recruit children.
According to international humanitarian groups, the shelling by ECOMOG during its assault on Freetown
m early February 1998 took a high toll on civilians. ECOMOG forces have also obstructed humanitarian assistance

by commandeering vehicles from aid agencies. Information from ECOMOG regarding the security situation in Sierra
Leone has often been unduly positive, leading to the repatriation of refugees to unsafe areas. ECOMOG has been
widely praised for ousting the AFRC/RlJF and conducting itself with greater discipline than was the case in Liberia.
However, international observers in Sierra Leone have expressed concerns that some members of ECOMOG may
seek to prolong its mission in order to exploit the conflict for economic incentives, as was the case involving some
ECOMOG contingents in Liberia.
The atrocities that drive civilians into flight are only the first chapter of hardship for many Sierra Leoneans
affected by the crisis. Approximately one-quarter million Sierra Leoneans have fled to refugee camps in neighboring
Guinea and Liberia to escape the abuses and fighting. The location of the camps in border areas presents problems
of security for and access to the camps, which in turn have impaired assistance and protection for refugees. Security
conditions in many of the camps are precarious, and humanitarian assistance has been hampered by difficult access
to the camps, a lack of resources at the disposition of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees CUNHCR)
and aid agencies, and in some instances, poor coordination of relief efforts.
Protecting refugees in this context remains a challenge for UNHCR and other humanitarian agencies In the
Guinean camps, many unaccompanied women, children, and other war victims suffer from inadequate protection.
Delays In the distribution of identity cards for refugees have led to restricted movement for refugees, as weU as
extortion and i1Cb,trary anest by GUlllean authorities DesDite repeated requests from tJNJ-ICR ,md [he Jmemationa]
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political and economic controL both government and rebel groups have sought to tip the balance of power by
em ploymg private security [Uil1S or mercenaries, often in exchange for Iucrati ve contracts and mIning concessJOns
A major challenge to the new Kabbah government will be to promote respect for the rule of law and the
establishment of institutions ofjustice/ in the midst of the present public outcry for revenge and threats against those
who defend the human nghts of the accused. \\inile demanding accountability for crimes committed by all sides, the
Kabbah government must assure due process for the accused, especIally the fifty-nine civilians currently bemg
prosecuted for collaboration with the AFRC/RUF. These trials constitute the first major test of the justice system
under Kabbah. The government has made repeated gestures in favor of human rights, such as its pledge to provide
amnesty for child soldiers and to demobilize all child soldiers; it must now follow through on these commitments.
In conjunction with ECOMOG, the government must also assure that the CDFs respect international humanitarian
law, are demobilized as soon as possible or integrated into the new army, and are held accountable for their abuses.
In order to end the cycles of violence in Sierra Leone, perpetrators of human rights violations must be held
accountable for their actions. A.FRC/RTJF members suspected of having committed human rights abuses and former
AFRC/RUF collaborators must be given fair trials and punished according to national and international law.
Although influencing the actions of the AFRC/RUF has proven to be difficult, international pressure must
be maintained to convince them to immediately cease indiscriminate ki IJings, rape, and mutilation of civilians, the
abduction of civilians, especially children, for use as soldiers, laborers, sexual slaves or other purposes, and other
violations of the laws of war.
The United States, United Kingdom, and European Union have condemned violations by the AFRC/RUF,
undertaken high-level assessment missions, and provided humanitarian aid. Despite the blatant disregard of the
AFRC/RUF for international humanitarian and human rights law, the US., U.K. and E.U. should continue to
denounce the atrocities and seek means to stop them. This should include cutting the supply lines of the AFRC/RUF
and stating unequivocally that no group or mdividual associated with these abuses will receive any international
support. The international community should call upon the government of Liberian President Charles Taylor to
immediately allow ECOMOG in Liberia to monitor the border area with SJerra Leone. This operation should be
remforced by simu'ltaneous mOl1ltoring on the SlelTa Leonean side oUbe border by ECOMOG and the United Nations
Obsen/er ivliss!on to Sierra Leone (UNOl\,1SIL) President Taylor sllould also be called upon to prevent the use or
Llbenan terntory for any support to the AFRC/RUF
ihlC I
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Remtegration (DDR) program for combatants, developed by the World Bank and the Sierra Leonean government.
lTNOMSIL should proVIde oversight to ensure that ECOMOG, responsible for the Implementation of the DDR
program, treats captured or surrendered combatants, espeCially the iarge number of child soldiers, in a humane
fashion, and works closely with other agencies to facilitate the reintegration of children and other former combatants
into civilian communities.
As resources permit, UNHCR should assure that refugees be moved in a timely and humane fashion from
insecure camps near the border areas in both Liberia and Guinea. UN1-ICR should increase its protection of the most
vulnerable refugees, in particular the significant number of unaccompanied minors, unaccompanied women, and
victims of atrocities. In Guinea, lTNHCR should insist upon access to asylum seekers in detention, the screening and
registration process at border areas, and, in a manner compatible with security concerns, access to the refugee camps.
In Liberia, former .A.FRC/RUF combatants should be separated from civilian refugees and registered into programs
for their reintegration into civil society or prosecuted where appropriate.
In order to put an end to the cycles of violence and atrocities against civilians, the international community
will have to focus and sustain its attention on the root causes of conflict in Sierra Leone. With the democratically
elected Kabbah government reinstalled, the international community should seize the occasion to make the respect
for human rights an integral part of its presence and programs in Sierra Leone. International interventions should
~''Dport the government's efforts to establish institutions of justice and the rule of law, as well as promote a vibrant
\. )il society with full respect for human rights. If human rights issues are not tackled head-on, the international
community and Sierra Leonean people will continue to bear the high cost of further conf1ict and providing relief for
victims.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS
To All Parties Involved in the Present Conflict in Sierra Leone:
Despite the apparent intransigence of the AFRCIRUF and its leaders' willful disregard for intemational
humanitarian and human nglits law, Human Rights Watch continues to call on ali parties to the conflict in
Sierra Leone to Immediately cease from committing human rIghts abuses, including kiilmgs. rape, and
ll1\llllJUC1 11 of civilians. Combatants should respect the laws of\var. particularly those 110n11S related to the
prul.CCil1 ,'1' 1"i':ilKombaLJlllS and Civilian IIlfrastruclllre
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The government should immediately ensure that the disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration program
underway Incorporates human rights concerns. Particular attention should be paid to (1) the humane
treatment of captured and surrendered combatants; (2) psychological and social preparation for the
reimegration of combatants iff1to communities; and (3) training in human nghts and humanitarian law for
those combatants wishmg to enlist in the new SlerTa Leonean army. DemobilIzed combatants suspected of
having committed war crimes or human fights abuses should be screened by the government in compliance
with international standards, and Investigated and prosecuted where appropriate.
The government should follow through on its commitments made to the Special Representative of the
Secretary-General for Children in Armed Conflict, including to stop the recruitment of children under the
age of eighteen and to create a Joint Task Force to oversee the demobilization and reintegration of child
combatants from all sides.

To the Liberian Government:
The government of Liberia should respect the international arms embargo against the /\FRClRlTF and assure
that Liberia is not used as a point of supply or transit for com batants, arms, ammunition, food or other
supplies to support the AFRC/RUF. To this end, President Charles Taylor should facilitate border
monitoring by ECOMOG. The government should investigate, arrest, and hold accountable anyone on
Liberian territory engaged in arms trafficking or other support to the AFRClRlJF.
The Liberian government, through the Liberian Repatriation, Resettlement, and Rehabilitation Committee
(LRRRC) and its security forces, should cooperate with UNHCR in the development and implementation
of a program to screen and separate combatants from civilian refugees. This program should be in
accordance with international refugee law and lTNHCR's guidelines on the application of the exclusion
clauses to the 1951 Refugee Convention and to the 1967 Protocol.
Individuals suspected of having committed a war crime, crime against humanity, or any other crime which
would exclude them from protection under lnternational refugee law, should be investigated, and where
warranted, prosecuted for the Violations they are accused of jn accordance With mtemational standards of
d LIe process.

To the Cui[1c;lQ Covernment
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Individuals suspected of havIng commItted war crimes, cnmes against humanity, or any other cnme whIch
would exclude them from protection under International refugee law, should be held accountable for the
violations they have committed In accordance with mternational standards of due process
The Guinean government should allow
refugees and asylum seekers.

~HCR

full and unimpeded access to places of detention Tor

The Guinean govemment should continue to work closely with lJNHCR to register all refugees and issue
them identification cards. Police and military should immediately cease the arbitrary arrest, extortion, and
harassment of refugees who do not have identification cards.
The government should maintain the arms embargo against the AFRC/RUF and assure that Guinea is not
used as a supply or transit point for arms, ammunition, food or other supplies to these forces. Authorities
should arrest and hold accountable any Guinean military personnel or civilians found to have violated the
arms embargo to the AFRC/RUF in Sierra Leone or those involved in trade with AFRC/RUF forces.

To the United Nations:
United Nations Security Council
The United Nations should integrate human rights into its programs and further expand the capacity of the
human rights office oflJNOMSIL. This should include adequate resources and additional staff to monitor
and report publicly on the human rights situation throughout the country, implement technical assistance
programs with the government of Sierra Leone, and provide support and training to Sierra Leonean human
rights groups.

UNOMSIL should carry out its mandate of assuring that ECOMOG respect international humanitarian law
during the Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR) program. It should further monitor
ECOMOG's respect for international humanitarian and human righrs law dunng all of its activities,
especially military operations
The UN Security CounCil should call upon Liberia to not allow chelr territory to be used III support of the
AFRCiRUF 3ctlvity in SIerra L.eone Jt should urge the Llhenall govemillent (0 take all measures necessar,
[0 3ssure that rj"t~Se!lt MHl fOITT1er Liberian Illti
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lJNHCR should seek access in writing and In practice to all detention centers in Guinea and Liberia where
asylum seekers and refugees are held, includ ing those where refugees suspected of bemg former comoatants
are held l:'NHCR should monitor conditions of detentlon and ensure, to the extent possible, that its own
guidelines on detention of asylum seekers are applJed.
lTNriCR should seek a presence at screenmg interviews to ldentify refugees who are suspected ofcommittmg
cnmes that wou\·d deem them undeserving of intemational refugee protection. UNHCR should monlIOr
screening for exclusIon and ensure necessary safeguards. lJl,THCR should advise the govemments of Gumea
and Liberia on fair and just criteria and procedures for the application of the exclusion clauses, accordmg
to intemational refugee law and its own guidelines.
In collaboration with the governments of Guinea and Liberia, lrNHCR should ensure that an efficient and
effective registration program for Sierra Leonean refugees is m place in both countries. Registered refugees
should be provided with identity cards.
ul'--THCR shOUld provide refugees in Liberia and Guinea with accurate, neutral, and objective information
about security conditions in Sierra Leone, to enable refugees to make informed choices about repatriation.
u'NHCR should rapidly implement an evaluation of the psychological and medical needs of the large
numbers of refugee victims of psychological and physical trauma. In particular, UNHCR should respect and
implement its own guidelines regarding assistance and protection for women who are victims of rape, sexual
violence, or survivors of trauma. UNHCR and other relief agencies should have qualified personnel to
implement these guidelines and programs and promote a general awareness and sensitivity to these issues
among refugees and local authorities
Special considerations in programming should be made to protect the large numbers of vulnerable refugees
among the new Sierra Leonean caseload, including unaccompanied children, unaccompanied women, single
parents, vlctims of atrocities, the elderly and the infirm. Funding should be provided for the implementation
of educatJon programs for reconciliation, conflict resolution and human rights education In refugee camps,
especJally for youth.

To ECO'YVAS and ECOryl0G:
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To the "United St3tes, United Kingdom, European Union, and other IVlernbers of the
Internatiomtl Community:
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The arms embargo against the ,~RC/RUF should be stncdy enforced. States, arms dealers, private secunty
firms or others found in violation of the embargo should be held accountable. The internationai comm unity
should state unequivocally that no group or individual associated with abuses committed by the AFRC/RUF
will receive aDy international support.
Members of the International community should respond to l.JNHCR's $7.3 million emergency appeal for
assistance to Sierra Leonean refugees in Guinea and Liberia. Funds are needed for food, shelter and
sanitation, medical, educational, psychological and social services, the relocation of camps, transportation
and logistical supoort.
Donors should also respond to bilateral requests for assistance in addressing Guinea's environmental and
infrastructure damage resulting from the refugee f1ow. International donors should provide funds in response
to OC1:-1.A's request for $1 1-2 million to meet humanitarian needs in Sierra Leone. Without these funds, the
lJNHCR and other humanitarian agencies will not have the human or financial resources to provide basic
assistance to refugees, internally displaced persons, and other Sierra Leoneans affected by the crisis.

III.

HU~lAN

RIGHTS ABUSES COMMITTED AGAINST
CIVILIANS

Human Rights Abuses Committed by Members of the AFRCIRUF
A War of Terror against Civilians
Human Rights Watch took testimony from dozens of survivors and witnesses of gross vio lations of human
nghts committed by the AFRC/RUF,I involving the physical mutilation, torture and murder of Sierra Leonean
CIvilians. They included: amputations by machete" of one or both hands, arms, feet, legs, ears and buttocks and one
or more fingers; lacerations to the head, neck, arms, legs, feet and torso; the gouging out of one or both eyes; rape;
gunshot wounds to the head, torso and limbs; bums from explosives and other deVices: lnjectlons with acid, and
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beatlngs. Human Rights Watch also received unconfllmed reports of sexual mutilation such as the cutting off of
breasts and genitalIa, among other atrocities
This is a war being waged through attacks on the civilian population. i3.J'RC/RUF soldiers t:.v'pically capture
civilians, round them up from their hiding places in the forest or in villages and commit atrocities against them in
an effort to instill terror. The AFRCiRUF appears to use this campaign of fear as a means of exerting political and
military control. They often summarily execute civilians, accusing them of being Kabbah or Kamajo~ supporters,
or KamaJor relatives. The soldlers further terrorize thelr victims by forcmg them to parti~ipate in their own
mutilation, asking them to make choices about which finger, hand or arm, for example, to have amputated. They also
use mutilation and other forms of physical abuse as punishment for refusing to follow their instructions.
The il.,FRC/RUF uses the civilians it abuses to "send messages" to its opponents. Victims of am putations
or other mutilations are frequently told that they should take their amputated limb and a verbal or written message
to ECOMOG or the Kabbah government. The messages are typically demands that ECOMOG should "leave the
country to Sierra Leoneans" or that Kabbah should replace the limbs of amputees. The AFRClRUF also state that
they will keep fighting until Kabbah is gone and their leaders are restored to power They call for the release of RLTF
leader Fodey Sankoh, imprisoned in Nigeria. According to testimony from other victims and witnesses, many
victims die from com plications related to their wounds before their messages of horror can be heard.
Since February 1998, attacks on civilians have occurred in almost all regions of the country but with a
particularly high concentration in the Koidu diamond-mining area in the east, where the AFRC/RUF maintain a
strong presence, The vast majority of victims are males between the ages of sixteen and forty-five, but women,
children, and the elderly are not spared, For example, testimonies collected by Human Rights Watch Included male
and female amputees over the age of SIXty, as we]] as from a three-year-old boy with a gunshot wound, Attacks on
villages or civilians hiding in the fOTest are seemingly carried out without regard for ethnic or religious affiliation.
Perpetrators and victims come from diverse ethnic and religious groups, and ethnicity is seldom invoked as a
motivating factor in killings or abuse.
Men of voting and fighting age are particularly targeted lD order LO discourage them from givll1g political
or military support to President Kahhah or the KamaJors. When the RUF committed atrocities rnor to elections In
1996, they told vlcrims that their hands were bell1g amputated so thaI they could not vote Women and glrls are also
frequently subJect [0 rape and other fOnT1S of gender-h3sed violence. Il1cludmg sexual slaver) Pr'~g.n::1fil "\Omen Jnc1
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31<:nTen of them [p-FRC/RUF soldiers] in a van with weapons-RPGs, AK4 Is-stopped us and told us
to put down our bags. They searched us from shirt to pants Tney told us to make two piles and put
ail the best of what we had-money, rice-mto one pile, and the rest in another They took all Ihe
best and gave us the one that wasn't good. That's "Operation Pay Yourselfl"4
These operations were apparently designed to force the local populations to provide them with economJC support and
to assert their position as politicai and military players in Sierra Leone
Although the attackers claim to be seeking out supporters of President Kabbah or the Kamajors, which have
fought on behalf of Kabbah, there is often no distinction being made by AFRC/RUF forces. A small minority of
victims are, in fact Kabbah supporters or Kamajors; most are subsistence farmers, miners or small merchants with
no history of political activity. One witness to atrocities near Koidu said, "They don't ask you if you're a Kabbah
supporter; they Just kill randomly ... they Just kill anyone. But if they know you are a Kabbah supporter, they will
kill you faster."5
Actual supporters of President Kabbah and those who served under his first administration, in particular
civilian administrators, paramount chiefs, traditional section chiefs, Catholic priests, other religious figures and other
community leaders, are actively sought out by AFRC/RUF for intimidation, extortion, or abuse Several traditional
~f.,iefs and Catholic priests interviewed by Human Rights Watch explained that the AFRC/RUF perceives them as
__ pporters of the democratically elected government of President Kabbah. Many traditional chiefs, often with ethnic
ties to CIvilian Defense Forces (CDFs), fled after learning that the i\FRC/RUF was looking for them. One Catholic
priest who was captured by the .AFRC/RUF and later escaped stated that his captors planned to execute him. They
to ld him, "Look here's one Kamajor to take care of. You priests are supporting the SLPP government and the
Kamajors Stand here because we are going to kill yoU."6 The ,AFRC/RUF takes whatever money and property these
individuals have and brutalizes them to show the population how they will treat their opponents

International Law Governing the Crisis
The hostllJties in SJerra Leone constitute an internal anned conflict under the Jaws of \.var, also known as
humanitanan law Sierra Leone is a party to the Geneva Conventions and boLl-] optional protocols Common Article
3 to all four Geneva Conventions sets out fundamental rules applicable to internal anned conflicts thaI are not subject
to suspension under any Circumstances, and that are widely accepted a.s constituting custLlmar'::, Iliternalional law
V lIeli a IIy J convenLi,1l1 wlthin a convention, Common Amcle 3 provides in relevant pan
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(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kInds, mutilation, cruel treatment and
torture;
(b) taking of hostages;
(c) outrages upon personal dlgniry, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment;
(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgment
pronounced by a regulariy constiwted court, affording all the judlcial guarantees whIch are
recognized as mdispensable by civiltzed peoples.
Toe 1977 Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions is also directed at internal anned conflicts, and eiaborates
these fundamental guarantees of humane conduct and protection of civllians. In particular, .Article 4 of this protocol
provides in relevant part:

(l) All persons who do not take a direct part or wbo have ceased to take direct part in hostilities,
whether or not their liberty has been restricted, are entitled to respect for their person, honor and
convictions and religious practices. They shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without
any adverse distinction. It is prohibited to order that there shall be no survivors.
(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the following acts against the persons
referred to in paragraph 1 are and shall remain prohibited at any time and whatsoever:
(a) violence to the life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular murder as
well as cruel treatment such as torture, mutilation or any fonn of corporal punishment;
(b) collective punishments;
(c) taking of hostages;
(d) acts of terrorism;
(e) outrages on personal dignity, in particular humiliating or degrading treatment, rape, enforced
prostitution and any form of indecent assault;
(f) slavery and the slave trade in all their forms;
(g) pillage;
(n) threats to commit any of the foregoing acts.
The prmciple of prOtection of civilians is at the core of both prOVisions, and mcieed, IS fundamental to al!
humaDltanan law. For the purposes of the connJct in Sierra Leone. a ciVilian IS anyone who is not a member of the
armed forces or of an ol'gallized al'med group of a party to the conflict. Included as proteC1ed persOIlS are also
members Cif'gU\'t.Ti1lTICIH ur r:rsurg':crlt fClrces who Me wounded SICJ,;, unarmed ("Ir In capt:vl
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(A-c:icle 6), the prohibition of torture or ciUel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (Article 7), the ban on
slavery in all its forms (AJ1:icle 8) and freedom of thought, conscience and religion CA,rticle 18)

Killings, Mutilations, Sexual Abuse, and Enslavement by the AFRClRUF
As mentioned above, it is imp9ssible to determine the precise number of victims of these types of abuse dueto a lack of access to much of Sierra Leone and the fact that most deaths occurred without record. Human Rlghts
Watch collected testimonies from hundreds of Sierra Leoneans who survived or witnessed these types of atrocities 8
A few of the countless examples follow:
Ike C. was a reporter for the Herald Guardian newspaper in Koidu town, Kana. He is thirty-tvvo years old

and fled the AFRCIRUFs attack on Koidu on February 21 but was captured, held by the ,A..FRCIRUF, and threatened
with death. He ultimately escaped. Among other atrocities he witnessed, he described the following:

I saw them kill tvvo people right before my face at Tomboudou, in front of the residence of the
Paramount ChiefofTomboudou. 9 One man they arrested at a village called Nemessedu. They
brought him to Tomboudou along with his wife. He was killed before his wife. They tied him up
and shot at him in his chest three times. Then they took his wife as their own.
The second executed was a youth. He was tall, and before killing him, they told him, "You're too
taW' So, they chopped offhis foot, and he fell to the ground. Later, they shot him three times in
the chest, too, and he died. After that, they agreed to set Tomboudou on fire as a part of Operation
Non-Living Thing W

Helen C. was a fish seller in Koidu. She claims that she lost her two children in chaos related to an attack
by the AFRClRlJF near Koidu in May 1998 Later that month, she was caught by the AFRClRtTF lD Tumbodu,
Kana district, where she saw them kill approximately fifty people. Tne AFRC/RUF caught her and cut offher hand
and forearm.
They captured me and said lie on the floor I was reluctant; they cut me on the neck with a
machete I \I,'as cut by a small boy Tnen they put my hand on a stone and cut me They told me
to go to Kabbab and teli him what happened
The\' lel"( ll1e there
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I saw people WJth cutlasses and guns. So I started to run; they caught me and cut off both of my
hands Then they left me. Some of them wore uniforms, some were in plainclothes They said
I was a supporter ofTejan Kabbah I :
Human Rights Watch interviewed Fr'!l1klin M in Faranah Hospital, Guinea where he sought refuge and health care.
He further described his diiemma as a refugee and victim of a double arm amputation.
My family is here. How can I hope to feed my family! My mother is here. My wife is here. My
children are here. I have no hands. I]
Timothy c., a history teacher from Koidu, was one of two survivors of a group of ten civilians captured
near his home by the AFRCIRUF on June 10, 1998 The other eight were killed with machetes. He was cut so
deeply on his forearms that it is likely that both will have to be amputated. 14
In March 1998, Catherine M., an administrator from Segbwema, was shot in the back by the AFRC/RlJF
as they fled from ECOMOG. Her husband and son were shot dead in front of her. She was stripped and forced to
flee with the AFRCIRT.)F

She witnessed the kiJling of many children and a nursing mother as she fled. ls

Atrocities Against Children
Children are the frequent targets of brutal, indiscriminate acts ofvioJence by the AFRC/RUF I6 Children
are murdered, mutilated, tortured, beaten, raped, enslaved for sexual purposes, forced to work, and forced to
become soldiers by the AFRC/RUF.
In addition to violating the instruments of international humanitarian law cited above, these crimes violate
the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which makes explicit children's right to life and freedom from sexual
abuse, abduction and forced recruitment, among other rights. 17
Examples of these types of violations were frequent. Sam'R., a farmer in the Koidu area, saw six of his
childTen and his wife attacked In front of hiS bouse on June 12. He recalled,
llJey accused me of being a Kama.l0r \Vhell they want to kill you, they accuse you of anyThmg
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They shot my wife, killed two of the childn:n, shot my seven-year-old through the stomach, and
cut another one on the buttocks Two got away 19
Human Rights Watch received documentation on dozens of similar cases. According to medIcal records,
out of 265 war wounded patients adrmtted to Connaught hospital from April I though June 20, approximateiy onequarter were children According to reports from humanitarian agencies, i] 1 children died between February 15
and 24,1998 during AFRCiRUF attacks In the Bo area. 20

Geuder-based Violence
Women and girls are the primary targets of widespread rape, sexual slavery, and other forms of sexual
violence 21 Although the exact number of those raped will never be known, testimonies from survivors confirm
that sexual violence has been widespread, against thousands of women and girls. Furthermore, no comprehensive
medical statistics have been compiled on rape-related injuries or on pregnancies as a result of rape. Those who
have witnessed, or endured and survived these and other atrOCIties are suffering enormous psychological trauma
Women and girls are brutally raped and gang-raped at gunpoint and knife point by AFRC/RLJF soldiers
or raped with objects, such.as sticks. Often, the rapes occur in front of family members and others, and in some
cases relatives are forced to rape their sisters, mothers or daughters. Women and girls are frequently abducted
:'l.dividually or collectively and kept as so-called "wives" for members of the AFRC/RUF. Some suffer rape or
clog rape multiple times as they escape one AFRClRUF group, only to be caught by another. Rape is also used
as an immediate punishment for refusing to follow instructions or in retaliation for the acts of others held in
captivity.
These crimes, and other forms of sexual violence, are explicitly and implicitly condemned under
international humanitarian law. Tne Geneva Conventions of August 12, 1949 and the Protocols Additional to the
Geneva Conventions prohibit rape in both international and internal conflicts. 2l Likewise, rape, when committed
on a mass scale against a civilian population, constitutes a crime against humanity. Tne Convention on the Rights
of the Child further protects children from "all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse."23
The cnmes of sexual VIolence committed by the AFRCiRUF agall1st women and gIrls are often
accompanied by other forl11s of violence Murder or mutilatLon frequently fol]ows these rapes Many are fUTled
:0 work as porters for the AFRC/RUr- andwitne.ss theIr cbLldrto belJlg abducted, abused, or killed Some WC'IIJell
and young ,:ulls are abducted lr eMe ['or [he Illany young chlldrell captun:,.d by lhe AFRC'RCiF
Presn,HiI \!,omen an:; not spared frolll attacks by the AFiZC/RUF In ilgJlt or [he gruesome nal Ie
the
Jtroclties CUrlllllli1.ed agJinSI them these \\lumen seem to be targeted because (if lhelr staluS 3S pl·egn:lill 1','0111(-1 '
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Witnesses report having seen the mutilated bodies of pregnant women whose fetuses had been cut out of theIr
wombs or who died of gunshot wounds to the abdomen. Some pregnant women are also forced into labor due to
the extreme physical hardship of having to flee their homes, and at times die in flight due to complications In
childbirth.
The AFRC/RUF's rape and enslavement of women and girls for sex is not only a vicious expression of
power over the mdiv joual, but also a means of expressing darn inance over the comm unity Throughout th e wori d,
sexual violence is routinely directed against women and girls during situatJons of armed conflict as a weapon to
terrOrIze a community and to achieve a political end. The humiliation, terror and pain intllcted by the rapist is
meant to harm not only ule individual victim but also to strip the humanity from the larger group of which she IS
a part. The rape of one person can be translated into an assault upon the community through the emphasis placed
in every culture on women's sexual virtue; the shame of the rape humiliates the family and all those associated with
the survivor.
The following are some of the testimonies of Sierra Leonean women who survived or witnessed sexual
violence, and of some of the service providers and others who witnessed the abuse or assisted them once they
reached refugee camps in Guinea and hospitals in Sierra Leone 24
Ruth B. is a thirry-six-year-old farmer from Gandorhun, in Kana District. She fled her village when it was
attacked by the AFRClRlJF, but was captured, beaten, raped, and forced to work. She ultimately escaped and made
her way to Guinea. \Vhen Ruth described her one-month ordeal in captivity, she was visiDly traumatized, in poor
health and still bore scars on her back and legs. The back of her ankles had Deen sliced just below the Achilles
tendon to prevent her from escaping:
They took three of my children and killed my husband. The rest of us ran away. But we were
captured by the junta., 1.5 and they took the women away to carry their loads. I was with them one
month. They held us in a house. One day while we were there and they were away, another group
came from Ganga and asked us what our mission was. We told them we were from Gandorhun,
and they beat us. They beat us severely Tlle1' stomped on my stomach, and the nex~ day, I was
bieedll1g from my vagina as if I had hac an operation Now, I have a serious backache.
Later tht" two groups came together. and the second group told the first group that \ve were family
f the Kama.Jors They lIsel~ me for sex. and they cUL my heels \"Ith tbell
t:[S so
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>ilw n·lilllHlrv of 'Nomt:n Human Klghts \).,iJlch InterJle\ved fled villages :n the dlamond-rlch Kono dis~rict of Slt::n
Leone and became refugees across tJle border ;n the GuecJ.,.~dou aren olGuinea, which IS now home 10 ever 200.000 Sierra
Leoneal, ,-efugees The ncunes of a]] the rape survIvors inre.r\'lewed have beerl changed tn order to protect theIr safety and
privacy
·'\~'I[)le::,:;l'::, 'lnl:1l refel-:-~d LO [heir dC[ciCkcrs dS "reL)e!s'· or "JUIWiS.'" CDlUmon 1elllllno]ogy fur tIle RUF and the i\FRC
respective!'. )..J,urn:1Ii Righcs 'vhlcn uller\'lews rn"caltd IhJl anack~;-s were III most cases 3 miX of plainclothes "rebe!s" and
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he's there, we will continue to fight," They were both Liberian and Sierra Leonean
from theIr language 26

I could tell

Finda T. is a forty-five-year-oid woman from Koidu town, Kono who :led with her family when the
p.FRC/RlTF attacked at the end ofF:::~ruary, She told Human Rights Watch how her family had been killed and
how she had been raped by rebel soldiers:
The rebels caught us in the bush after my family and I had fled one Saturday in February, They
killed my brother immediately, and they took my two children One of them raped me. He used
me as his wife, and another one beat me with a gun. They made me and others carry their loads.
Tney told us to take their bags of rice back to Koidutown. Tney seriously used us. In Koidu, they
took our clothes and freed us. I lived in the bush for two months using leaves to cover myself.
Eventually, I found some people whe showed me the way to Guinea, A child gave me her clothes,
and I have only one dress now n
In April, medical staff in Connaught Hospital, Freetown reported that they were witnessing an alarming
num ber of patients suffering mutilations. Anum ber of the female patients they interviewed were raped and had
foreign objects inserted in their vaginas They had been attacked by AFRClRUF between April 15-25 in villages
between Njaiama Sewafe and Koidu. The patients said the AFRCIRUF rounded up civilians in groups or lines,
-,nt them to a cutting block and commenced limb amputations with a cutlass. Doctors reported:
In some villages, after the people were rounded up, they were stripped naked and ordered to "use
their women;" men were ordered to "use" their sister. \-Vhen men refused to do so, their arm was
amputated, and the women were raped by the attackers.=8

Alice M. IS a forry-one-year-old former police officer from Jabwema Fiama, Kana, Sierra Leone, who is
now a refugee in GUIDea. On March 10,1998, she and her family fled their home into the forest two days after the
lucRC/RUF began to attack and loot her LOwn. The AFRCIRUF captured her with her husband in the forest, but
didn't catch he;- children. They let he;- husband go, but seeing her police identlfication, they kept her She
remem bered
Commander Steven Gbel1ya and Sergeant Moussa captured me

They had also captured otber
v.. honl they killcdf11 e Clil1lll1 ;llld er sa] d he \N,lS 11' [ gn! r1 g. tel kill 11, t'. ,II: d 1:1 '.:1":::3d,
ht
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(dDn=t kno\\ \vl,<\ tHJ;t '.2~~;ly:n t t~ rl'I'··'jTjn·'I~.
about 6 1.10
ill , he let me go
J tlllnk he felt sorry for me
l1e and Moussa c";c()i'lcd ll1e ('ut
,.\Ji.IK'ul leill!l!;' anyolle else dnd tllok me to a place In the bush They deliberately ra
in,U] V
\',UiTlt:ll
Tc 53\,e your life. yeu ha\e to agree. or they \v]11 kill y,m They are beasily :'~
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\),/dlch Inten'lew, MIl'lgay Refugtee Camp. Gueckedou. Rtpubilc of (Jumea. June 15 1998 }v[any
refugees lmen'Jell'cd descnbed their camors as haVing spoken \i>ilth Llbenan 3ccems. They '-vue not able lO say whether or
were LJl,enall fighTers ';)1' SJe:-r3 Leonean fighters from the Kailahun regJOI1 of Sierra Leone closesr 10 Liberia, who
not
would have sf,likeil reh tilt same accent Nonetheless, nun believed them 10 be Llt,erI3n,;
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Abductions
The abduclion of civilians b:: the ,t·,FRCiRl'F ;,s commonplace People of all ages are abducted, but
witnesses pOiDt to young men, women, and glrls and boys as preferred targets. The soldiers capture indivIduals
and groups to labor for them and in general perform tasks necessary for their subslstence and advancement. 3D
Women and girls are taken as "wiv~s," or sexual slaves, to cook and perform other domestic tasks. Young men
and boys are also abducted for forced recruitment as soldiers. It is unclear whether or not they have designated
large-scale holding centers, although at least one witness testified to this effect.
Human F-.ights Watch received reports that the i\FRC/RlJF abducts these groups for use as human shields
against attacking ECOMOG forces, in the belief that ECOMOG would hesitate to target civilians, particularly
women and children, or that in the event of an attack, the "shield" would be hit first.
As described below, many witnesses are under the impression that abductions number in the thousands.
The .AFRC/RlJF caprures many civiiJans apparently with the intention of holding them permanently to reinforce
their numbers and ensure their future existence. Others abducted are executed or ultimately allowed to go free after
having suffered anum ber of abuses.
Forced Labor
Many who had been captured by the AFRC/RUF and either escaped or were released testified to Human
Rights Watch that they were forced to "carry loads" and perform other tasks for them. The civilians were collected
or called upon individually to transport items that the fighters looted from town to town and from one point to
another within villages. They prepared food for the soldiers and performed any task required of them to contribute
to meeting the daily needs of the soldiers.
Mary F., a nine-year-old girl who fled Koidu tovm, Kono, was captured by ;\..FRC/RUF soldiers and forced
to work. She was freed by the soldiers but was separated from her parents and is now an unaccompanied minor
in a refugee camp in Guinea. Upon finishing her story, her steady, serious mood changed, and she burst into tears.
A group of about eleven junta soldiers captured me, my parents and others They killed one
person m our group in front of us. The group split, and I lost l11y parents. Tl1ey took us back to
KOldu and released us but arrested us again and used us to carry thelT loads We \Vere adults and
children They didn't tell us anythlT1g abom \.vhy tbey weTe makmg us do this. E\/entually the}
let llS~() :it

Sia'T'. \\,ho IS eighteen and the mother of one, fled the fighting In KOldu town 3.nd hid in the forest fClr three
illakllJg her Iva1' to GUlllea She \.vltnessed the mur'der, rc1J1t and i1bductloI1
CIVJ!I;iI1S and was
m IHils
lier,;elf caplured J.nd fcrced to work fl)r the AFRC/RUi- Some of l1er,Jvere ch:ldren She I'emernhered
\Ve l\eTe hldlllg lJ1 the bu
not loa fir (rolll where some elf the Junta stayed They knnv v"htre
peoplt I·vert Tiley would go IDto the bush and get some of them, take them to tQvm, make them
work J.ild ie, them go Tiler, rhey'd go back and get ;nore They made me pound flce \-\ie were
afraid. They sald they ',,;Jeren t gomg to do anytfllng, but we were wcrklllg at gunpolIlt They \",ere

""Olhe" CIVilians were forced 10 labor for the ,"',i:'RCiRUF, but '.Inc.n't "bduc[ed pei se Sur-vlvors tesrll~ed thai ofkn
the se']dl<:;:, \"Quld kno\.\ \dll're their hide-outs were In tlV:' IOI'est and would
c:l!l UDon them to
r~::,ks 01' ,:Ii
themIc other fOllllS of abuse. under :.hreal of addltloila! phySical haml .'\ithough ·.hese CII'!i'laJ1S were nOI held iw;:dt'~,FRCiiZt;F
1I1sraildLiOilS, il. I'I'd5 difficult for them [0 flee
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as young as the boys here. [She gestures at three young boys, approximately fIve to seven years
aid, sitting nearby the interview settmg]. The small ones had guns, too. They even fought
between themselves over whose girls were whose]"

Sexual Slavery
Human Rights Watch documented repeated accounts of women and girls being abducted by the
AFRCIRUF in large numbers for sexual and other purposes The AFRCiRUF holds these women and girls
indefinitely and requIres them to perform a variety of tasks, such as preparing food. Women and gIrls may also
have been abducted to care for the many young children caprured by the !\FRC/RUF. Some who have escaped
report that the soldiers divide them up amongst themselves and refer to them as their "wives." Tney have sex wlth
them at will and at times brutalize them with other forms of physical violence. Tne ,D..FRCIRlJF move these women
arld girls with them from one location to another Targering women and girls in these ways serves the ,D..FRCIR1JF
practically, in terms of meeting their own daily needs, and strategically, as they coopt their labor and destroy local
family and economic structures.
Grace M. is from Gbense Chiefdom, Kana District. She is twenty-one years aid. Vvnen the AFRC/RUF
attacked Koidu in February and launched "Operation Pay Yourself," Grace f1ed to Kombayendeh (thirty-two miles
from Koidu) to find rice. She stayed there for a while but was forced to f1ee again, first to Bovoma and finally into
)le forest. AFRCiRUF soldiers captured her along with seventeen other women and kept them as so-called
"wives." She ultimately escaped and made her way to Guinea. She believes the other women who did not escape
are probably still with the AFRCIRUF, perhaps in Kailahun She said:

It was on a Monday mid-day, that the junta stormed where we hid. Tney arrested eighteen of us,
and we were taken to Koidu town again. We spent sixteen days with them in the township. Vv1liie
in Koidu town, I saw dead bodies littered allover the place. I also saw some of the soldiers'
captives, regardless of age, carrying looted items from the surrounding villages; they took them
to Kailahun We were eighteen in number, al1 females. It was this same day that the solclers
shai"ed us amongsr themselves as wives. Each of us got a man as a husband. It was indeed
homble as one soldier that I was assigned to sexually abused me. He had sex with me any time
he IVlshed-at I1Igh!, mid-day and anYlvhere I can still remember his name, Aile, Mende tr;be,3
lke C. ilie 11ewspaper rtp<.)rJer from
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tled the /\FRCiRUF\ attack
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l'liS rllinpant L1P'[I:!- I saw a lii1:c>~n-yeM-uld girl, raped right befoce me
They left her, bur
they captured others, 3nd among them \,\<15 a 5even-year-old gJrl I also saw many girls held In
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I,eh ICles,
to be ll'a!lSponed Tbey fllice them lo carry luads, use them as "\'/ll'e,;" and
encl'lIr:cgc them. saylllg, "1 will give you eve
ng, soy With me
But tbey haie no a!temattve
but [0 stay;'
Forced ReuuJtment
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The i\FRCfRlTF is uSing and forcibly recruiting children and young men to engage in armed attacks against
Sler-:-a Leone civilians, Civliian Defense Forces, and ECOMOG soldiers]) Many witnesses told Human Rights
Watch that they had seen MRC/RUF soldiers abducting and holding young men and boys to use as chijd soldIers
and that child soldiers had been among their AFRCIRUF attackers.
The forced recruitment of boys as child soldiers by the ivRCfR1JF in Sierra Leone is not new. As armed
cor:f1ict in Sierra Leone has mtensified In recent years, the social fabnc of the country has unraveled, and children
have increasingly seen their rights erode. Many children have lost or been separated from their parents in the
fighting, do not have enough to eat and do not have schools and other basic structures in place to meet their needs.
They are particularly vulnerable to forced recruitment and have clearly been targeted by the .A...FRC/RUF as it seeks
to reinforce its ranks 36
Young boys are targeted in part because their captors consider them to be less afraid to fight; they likely
do not have children or wIves to consider in risking their lives. They are readily manipulated because they are
vulnerable and without protection. Child soldiers are often placed at the front line and forced to commit atrocities
against their own communities. This establishes a sense of culpability in them, as well as traumatization, and
makes it less possible for them to be accepted back into society or to be psychologically prepared to return.
Little is known about the condition of the young men and children abducted since February by the
;\.FRCfRlTF for use as soldiers; few have escaped to tell the story. Over the past few years, however, child recruits
were typically provided with food, mind-altering drugs and firearms and were forced to fight and commit atrocities
alongside the AFRCfRUF soldiers. The demobilization, rehabilitation and reintegration of these children will
ultimately present an enormous cha]]enge to all those involved in healing the wounds of war and building a future
for Sierra Leone.

Alice M. IS a forty-one-year-old former police officer in Jabwema Fiama, Kono Vlhile she was held
captive by tvvo members of the j6.u.;:;"RC/RUF, she was confined to a room with a ten-year-old boy. She said:
Commander Steven Gbenya and Sgt Moussa were also holding a ten-year-old boy in the room I
was held in. They didn't release him. The house we were in was full of rebels. The room nex:t
to mIne was the Liberian commando room.]7 The commander said tll3t they 110 longer planned to
Kill cilderen beimv i~fteen. pregnant women, or old men and vI-omen They said they were gOll1g

"Allh,lllsh prc'\iJilJng IIllemall11llailaw selS lltieen 3.S the mUl llll un-I :Ige for milltar;' r,ecflu,t,nenl and p"I1YIf.,a·cll)n in
amled contlier Hll1r::tn R.lghls \Viltcn sharcc d gro\,,,oing consensus JJllong ll1dqJl'ildel1L nlillgovemmental s()urce~, whJell bdln
thal tlllS age IS too low Jnc must be r3lsed 10 ,elgllleen Not only does the ConVclltlon on the Rights of the Child d~rll1e a chlid
as any human beln,;,
the age of el~Jlleen. unless uncler rhe i,m'
I,Ci lIll': child, maJorIt"y IS ~t',,:i:n,:d ,~arlIC" hilt
eighteen IS ,he V(:llli~ J!::'e 111 tbe vast majOrity of countfles. ESlabllsnlDg eighteen as the mLnllllUnl age fOI parliclpauun In
hosuliCIes would be: conSistent With eXisting lnlemJ[IOnal nomlS and offer greiller protecnon for children IT1 situations of
pa.l11culany grave m).; In SlelTa Leone. Human Rights Watch also noted the problem ofbmh registration' mdivldu:lls oftc;n did
DOl know thelJ o'sn age or tbe age of tbelr children
The lack of recordo makes I[ easier for tbose who forcibly recruit cJ1IJdren
to do so by C'lalDllllg :he reCnlltS '>vere older than they aCQla]]y \overe
l:

;OThe Child h,.clecclon Commlnce. ,j Ulliled Natlcms-Nongoveillmemal Cr:;:anll:3.llOn group established 10 Ilddr,~':s child
prOiecllon ISSU:S ill ':,lefTJ Leone. eSllDl3\ed the number of chJidren 11l d'l1led grolJps IllSierca LeOlle' In
be:' ) ()07 III
a.lely 3
li11tr·a:!,',:ncy slraleg\ paper for Child PrOteCllun ,6\Cll\ltl(;5 In Slc:Ta Leone Ch:ld Proiec[Jon CUI1l1Tllth~C
Carne Conak;-\, Se;lIembt:r i
Tile Jl::U:l1 numher 's nOl blOwn, bur has ll1u:~:Lsed slg:nlficami)' smc" the rent'\,val ,,[- tig)·tiiIlg
In February
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to tram-up those children because they knew they were going to die themselves. They encouraged
the boy not to be afra.id. They cooked for us, but I couldn': eaL The boy didD't say much, but he
was hungry, and he ate'8
Ike c., the reporter for the liferaid Guardian in Koidu town who was captured by the AFRC/P,UF, also
tesnfied to the role of child soldiers. Some of hrs captors were under ,en years old and wielded guns. He saId

I was captured by Gjttabol, who said he'd execute me because I am a press man. There were littJe
kids, boys, around seven, Dme, twelve years old who were among the soldiers. They had guns and
felt they had power ... I saw girls held in vehicles ready to be transported. Toe last group of kids
I saw were held at the Branch Energy mining group office in Koidu town. They had 1,500-2,000
of them there. 1 saw them. In Koidu, the junta forces shouted for kids and gathered them. A soldier
told me they are holding those kids as a shield in the event of an ECOMOG attack. They also use
them as soldiers, for labor, and for sexual purposes.J 9

Other Violations of International Humanitarian Law
In addition to the abuses described above, members of the ",,-FRC/RUF flagrantly violated other provIsions
of international humanitarian law. The AFRC/RUF regularly showed a gross disrespect for principles granting
protection to hospitals, places of worship, and other non-military structures providing public services. 40
The private property of civilians was frequently looted and their homes intentionally burned"1 Witnesses
spoke regularly of theft and mass destruction by the .A5RC/Rlj"F as they retreated from ECOMOG forces. Members
of the AFRC/RlTF completely stripped civilians of their belongings on a regular basis. Many of those fleeing Sierra
Leone arrived in refugee camps with little more than their clothing; and several witnesses explained how they had
been left naked by the AFRC/RUF and spent days m flight without clothing.
In February 1998, m Lunsar town of Pono Loko district, as a part of their "Operation Pay Yourself,"
members of the AFRC/RUF raided the Magbesemi hospital Medicines and equipment were taken, patients were
forced to flee, and some medIcal personnel reportedly abducted by the AFRC/RUF. One patient being treated for
a gunshot wound described tJ,e1r actions:
The :\FRCiRUFsoic.lers came to ,i'Aagbesemi Hosplcai, fleelJ1g the ECOMOG advance Tl,cv LOok
the Joel\
J\\J
Ther": \vcri'l IneW} rebelS-III ~;eve~al trucks vVlth ann, and hea\\' \\·e"j'nT1S Tij(v
',' Ull ',ll i
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the GenevJ Convcnnons of i::' August 1949, and relatmg ro the Protection of Victims ofNOfJI). or 8 June ! 97~ A.ierde 52, and Protocol Addltlunal to the Ccneva Convell(]ons of
the~,ot'=c,!
of \'Icelms crNon-]nrenlatlOna! ,'"Jllled ConfliCts (Proroc'J) II), of 8 June I ~7.
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Abuses Committed by Members of Civilian Defense Forces (CDFs)
Human Rights Watch documented numerous abuses, inciuding killings and torture, by members oTthe
Civilian Defense Forces, frequently referred to in local dialects as "traditional hunters" Civiliar: Defense Forces
were developed primarily in the early] 990s as local protection responses to insecurity and VIolence throughout Sierra
Leone. The largest and most powe~1 of these groups, the Kamajors, were responsible for the majority of the most
serious abuses committed by those fighting on behalf of the Kabbah govemment since Febmarj 1998. In recent
months, Kamajors have also been responsible for obstructing humanitarian assistance and demanding money or
compensation at roadblocks.
Humanitarian and United Nations organizations complain that Kamajors frequently obstruct the delivery of
aid to IDPs and civilian groups in need. Humanitanan agency vehicles were frequently commandeered by KamaJors,
and aid workers were occaSionally detained by Kamajors, two as recemly as June J 998 43 Groups providing
assistance to the intenor of Sierra Leone reported in June that the Kamajors had become increasingly demanding at
checkpol[]ts, often insisting that they be compensated for having "liberated" the country from the AFRCiRUF.
Killings and Mutilation

The scale and nature of abuses committed by Kamajors and other members ofCDFs differ significantly fr-om
atrocities carried out by the AFRCiRUF, but the abuses are often no less horrific Many witnesses of abuses
commined by KamaJors spoke of the grotesque nature of killings, at times including disembowelment followed by
consumption of vital organs, such as the heart. Acts such as these were intended to transfer the strength of the enemy
to those involved in the consumption. Killings by Kamajors usually targeted people they believed to be members
of the AFRCiRUF and their civilian supporters.
A Sierra Leonean Catholic priest described how the Kamajors reacted to the presence of the AFRC/RUF in
Koidu m early February, just following ECOMOG's takeover of Freetown:

On February 7th, they [the AFRCfRUFJ started "Operation Pay Yourself" On Friday the 13th, r
went back to the mission_ The youths had called the Kamajors who started arnving on the 11th,
] 2t11, a day or two after "Operation Pay Yourself' had ended. They came from Sewafe, Punduru,
Gondama \\illen they found AFRC, they would kill them Immediately The Karnajors and youths
stared bUnllJ)g [i\FRCiRUF] soldIers and collaborators On about February] ]
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Several foreign reslde'Jts of Sle~a Leone that had worked with or observed Kamajors in the field concurred
that this "take no pnsoners" policy was widespread. One foreign tramer of the KamaJors claimed that the fighters
were as "malicIous as the AFRC/RUF"46 but committed fewer abuses due to theIr supervision, even though this was
limited. The KamaJors have been led by Capt. Samuel Hinga Norman, deputy defense minIster, who in recent
n
momhs repeatedly stated that all CDFs" were now under the control of ECOMOG With their knowledge of the local
terrain, Kamajors are frequently relied upon by ECOMOG as combatants and guides in unfamIliar rural areas.
Recruitment of Child Soldiers
CDFs, especially the Kamajors, have contributed to one of the most urgent human rights problems involving
children in Sierra Leone: the recruitment of child soldiers. Children have been recruited by the CDFs for many of
the same reasons that the ,4FRC/RUF abduct them into their ranks: children are often easily indoctrinated, feariess,
have little sense of what IS morally nght or wrong, and, according to Kamajor leaders, are more likely to be
"unadulterated "48 While no one knows the number of children fighting among the CDF forces, one field
commander estimated that their forces m the eastern Kailahun district alone numbered 3,000 49
The sit'uation for child combatants provoked a mission to Sierra Leone from Special Representative of the
Secretary-General for Children in Armed ConOict Olara Otunnu Otunnu urged that, "the international community
make Sierra Leone a pilot project for a more concerted and effective response to the needs of children effected by
war."so During his visit, Otunnu obtamed commitments from the government to assure that the CDFs would cease
;ruitment of children uncier the age of eighteen,begin demobilization of child soldiers, provide special protection
to child combatants, and create a Joint Task Force comprising representatives from the government, ECOMOG, U.N.
agencies, and relevant NGOs. On June 25, in an interview with Human Rights Watch, the Deputy Minister of
Defense, Hinga Norman, also declared that the government was committed to demobilizing CDF child combatants S1
In mid-July, however, aid agencies and press reports concurred that the CDFs were still recruiting children in
northern Sierra LeoneS:
National and mternational human nghts and humanitarian workers in Sierra Leone expressed their concern
to Human Rights Watch that Civilian Defense Forces, such as the Kamajors and loosely organized bands of youths,
represent a serious and growmg human nghts issue in Sierra Leone today Like the iJRC/RUF, these groups are able
to act largeiy with Irnpunit)i ThiS trend, when considered in the context of past practices of armed groups in Sierra
L.eone. underscores [he need to develop a comprehensive program to disanTI, demobJiJze and remtegrate 21]1
combatants 11110 the !lel;V national arlllY or Sierra Leonean SOCler\,
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monitored by t)1'00MSIL observers Diplomats and aid workers lfl Sierra Leone have noted the lack of support for
tbe approximateiy 3,000 ex-combatants In an encampment in dire condii:ions in the Lungl area outside of Freetown
Former combatants wlshmg to be re;nregrated Into the new natlona] army wil] need appropriate support in order to
complete their rerralnlng. Those who are screened out as possibie war crimmals should be investigated and
prosecuted where apDropnate according to InLemationaJ standards Those who wish to return to civilian !lie wi]]
reqUIre appropriate assIstance to reintegrate mto communities, including programs to encourage a return to farms,
schools, or micro-economic activities. The reintegraTion aspecrs of the Disarmament, DemobillzaTion and
Reintegration (DDR) program must emphasize a respect for the Jaws of war and human rights. As combatants from
rebel groups, CDFs and government forces have comprised the pnncipaJ perpetrators of human nghts abuses in Sierra
Leone, the success of this program could playa crucial role in preventing future human rights abuses
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REFUGEES

The atrocities and violence described above are unfortunately only the first chapter of hardshIp for many
Sierra Leoneans. ApprOXImately one-quarter mil1ion Sierra Leoneans have fled to neighboring Guinea and LiberIa
in order to escape tbe abuses and fighting. The continuing conflict m SIerra Leone prevents them from leaving tbe
refugee camps in these countries.

The Situation of Sierra Leon ean Refugees in the Republic of Guinea
Since February j 998, the refugee situation in the Republic of Guinea has reached a state of emergency, As
the AFRC/RUF attacked and committed atrocities in villages and towns in Sierra Leone's Kono and Kailahun
districts, civilians fled by the thousands and crossed the border into Guinea. UNHCR puts tbe total num ber of new
arrivals since May 1997 at over 200,000 53 The new Sierra Leonean refugees have joined thousands who had fled
fighting at earlier points in Sierra Leone's seven-year [ntemal armed conflict.
Refugees poured out of Sierra Leone, sometimes at the rate of 3,000 per day, primarily into Faranah,
Gueckedou, Kissidougou, and Macenta prefectures, in the forest area of eastern Guinea krlOwn as Guinee Forestiere,
The largest number of this population are settjed in approximately 124 camps, or iocal settlements;" in Gueckedou,
where refugees now outnumber GUinea natlonals 5s
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Assistance
The refugees aTilVe in terrible shape after days, weeks, and sometimes months hidmg and walking In the
forest with little to eat, little to wear, and no health care. Tney suffer great t,auma and urgently need food, shelter,
clothing, and medical attention. From the outset, the crisis placed Immense pressure on the Guinean civil and health
authorities,S6 along wnh lJl'iHCR and( its implementing partners,S7 who struggled to respond
Although Ul,,-HCR and its implementing partners in Guec:kedou reported to Human Rights Vi/atch that the
siruation has improved somewhat, the humanitanan response to the refugee emergency was slow and disorgaDlzed SB
Humanitarian organizations working with UNHCR to address the crisis cite a lack of resources, particularly trucks
for food distribution, and a general lack of emergency preparedness as the main factors contributing to the poor mitla)
response 59 Prolonged exposure to the elements during flIght in Sierra Leone and in GUinea, the continuing uneven
distribution of food, the Jack of medical attention, and insuffiCIent shelter have led to severe health problems,
especially in the under-five population, including malnutrition, malaria, acute respiratory afflictions, and diarrhea
Infant mortaliry is high.
The situation became worse on June 14, 1998 when fighting intensified on the Sierra Leone side of the border
with Gueckedou. Ostensibly for security reasons, the government of Guinea on June 15 blocked access to roads
leading to approximately fifty refugee camps, housing over 150,000 newly arrived refugees, The lack of access made
it impossible to provide adequate services to the refugees and infrmged upon ~'HCR's ability to provide protection
) over four weeks. The Guinean government's refusal to provide even jimited access on a regular basis risked a
humanitarian disaster and the possibility of increased insecunty and unrest among the refugee and local
popuJations-a situation no one would have been prepared to adequately address. The World Food Program was
finally permitted to deliver a week's worth of rations on July 14, feeding approxJmateiy 130,000 refugees.
The closing of access to refugee encampments and consequent blockage of humanitarian supplies can result
in a severe violation of the rights to adequate food, clothing and housing, and to medical care. Guinea is a party to

56Healtll serV1ces for refugees are prOVided through GUInea's health 3uthonty·--Le Departement Publique de la S3me
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the International Covenant on EconomIc. Socia] and Cultural Rights (tJle ICESCR) whJch guarantees these rights 1n
articles 11 and 12 60
Refugee Protection

Location of the Camps
The most immediatelY striking refugee Drotection concern In Gueckedou is the proximity of ,he refugee
camps to the Sierra Leone border. Many of ,he camps, in particular those that were cut off from humanltarian
assistance in June and jUly, are located In the area of Gueckedou which forms a peninsula-like territory stretching
into eastern Sierra Leone They are extremely close to the border with Sierra Leone; some are as little as three
kilometers away61 A river nmnmg along the border forms a natura] barrier between Guinea and Sierra Leone,
providing minImal protection to refugees who are in gunshot range oftne AFRCIRUF soldiers, located Just on the
other side. Pressure on the border is growing as ECOMOG forces continue to attack AFRC/RUF-held terntory in
Kono and Kailahun districts, squeezing AFRc/RUF soldiers further north. In addition, the roads leading to many
of the camps are extremely treacherous, even for four-wheel-drive vehicles. Once Guinea's June-November rainy
season begins, the roads often become impassable.
Although all of the Guinean military and civil authorities Human Rights Watch spoke with rejected the
possibility of a cross-border attack by the ivRC/RlJF, the risk is clear .AfRCIRUF soldiers are located dangerously
close to the border and, on severa] occasions in mid-June, gunfire was exchanged across the border In the Nongoa
village area, resulting in casualties among the Guinean military and small numbers of civilians."2 Refugees from a
camp in ~ongoa fled the fighting.

Access to AsyLum, Screening and Registration
Although Sierra Leonean refugees are granted group-based prima facie refugee status in Guinea,63 and in
many respects, Guinea stands out as a generous host nation, obtaJnlTIg asylum is not without obstacles. Refugees
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testified to Human Rights 'Watch that they receive a mIxed welcome when they reached the Guinea
border inere are no reportS of forced reLUr:l- rc::foulement- by the Guinean military patrollmg the border, but the
refugees are routinely subjected to summary searches, and border authontles extort fees and property from them prior
to entry mto Gumea.&4 Stxty-year-old Fea R from Kuyon, Kana, and her husband entered Guinea at Bakador after
one month m the forest m Sierra Leon,e She remembered: "We met Gumean military at the border, and they were
makmg peopie pay. The SOldIers took the palm oJ! we were traveling with."65
Refugees, however, also frequently expressed their appreciation for the assis~ance the Gumean militarY
provided to the most vulnerable amvals, particularly sunl]vors of gross human rights violations, such as amputations
The SOldiers transported refugees in dire need of medical assistance to hospitals m military vehicles or to places of
temporary shelter.
UNHCR does not mamtain a presence at border crossings, and T.JNHCR protection officers have rarely
monitored the treatment of refugees as they seek to enter Guinea. In part, this is due to the fact that Guinean
authorities have in many areas recently barred access to the border, citmg security concerns. To ensure the protection
of refugees seekJng to enter Gumea, UNHCR should work with the government of Guinea to establish a presence
at border crossing points to monitor access to asylum.
Detention and Exclusion
Human Rights Watch-has received reportS that possibly hundreds of suspected AFRC/RUF soldiers tryJTIg
to enter Guinea have been detained by Guinean military authorities. Unlike the situation in Liberia described below,
infiltration of the camps by AFRC/RUF members is not known to have happened to a large extent. Suspected
A..FRC/RUF members have reportedly turned up in refugee camps in small numbers and have been identified by the
refugees and handed over to the Guinean authorities. For example, refugees in Fangamadou told Human Rights
Watch that six suspected i\.FRC/RL'F soldiers had been turned over to Guinean authorities, who reportedly detained
them and later tjansferred them to Jails in Conakry.

lTNHCR and the International Committee of the Red CJOss ClCRC) have both been denied access to detainees
to determme \vhetner or not they ac::ually have bona fide asylum claims and whethe;- they are bemg treated as
candidates for exclusion 66 The government of GUll1ea has provided no information about the detainees or the
procedllles anl~ ulteria used to scree:l, detain, and seemJngiy exclude these persons from protection in Gume.a, Tbe
Gumean
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These concerns underllOe the need for lf1'-iHCR to maintain a presence at entry POlOts into Guinea, where
protection officers can monitor access to asylum for new arrivals, conduct caslC screening to determine gjOUp-02.sed,
67
prima facie refugee status and pre-screen those who may be potential exc]uslon candidates
UNHCR should also
advise the Guinean government on criteria and procedures for excl USlon.

Freedom ofjf1ovement
The Guinean government has thus far failed to issue refugee identification cards to the refugees, which has
created anum ber of problems Without an identification card, the refugees' freedom of movement is constjained,
and they nsk arrest should they be stopped by Guinean milit.ary or police authorities at various checkpOints along
the road. Refugees are frequently stopped, threatened with arrest, and pressured to pay what little they have In money
or goods for failure to present an identification card.

William S., a refugee from Sierra Leone in Nyeadou Refugee Camp, said:
I was arrested two days ago by a police officer while I was walking along the road for not havmg
an identification card I had the piece of paper saying I'm a refugee from Sierra Leone, my autocollant and my fix.ing token,68 but he said I need an ID card. He said ifI didn't pay him he was
going to take me to the jail. He said if I pay FG5,OOO, I can get a smalJ receipt and go by I
produced FGL00010 get released and came straight back to the camp fast. And he didn't give me
any receipt. 69
A form of identification which the Guinean authorities do recognize is available for a hefty fee (FG5,OOO,
approximately U.S.$5.00) from the Sierra Leonean Refugee Coordinating Committee. But the price IS too high for
most. lrt-iHCR is reportedly in continued negotiations with the Guinean government regarding issuance of these
cards. The slow process may be an mdication of the government's desire to keep the refugee population as separate
from the local population as possible

Security
There have been few reporLS of cnmes being commltted in the refugee camps. The only incidefjts :·eported
to Human Rights Watch involved refugees stealing property, such as tarpaulJns, from the houses ot"'vulnerClole,,7l1
refugees durmg the flight. "Vulnerabie" populatjons are stll! JIl the process of bemg identified and SllU2.ted \.v1t11;11
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the:amDs. Tne location and security oftnese populations in tne camps are ongoing concerns, as is a.ssistance to this
C0mmUnllj
There have also been no reports of abductions by any party taking place in the camps Sexual attacks on
women in the camps, if occurring, h:;1ve not been reported. However, women alone, or with children, have been
subjected to another form of sexual ;buse. Human Rights Watch receIved reports that fellow male refugees often
tell women that they will assist them in the camp only in exchange for sex 71 Volunteer socia] workers who work
with LN"HCR to identify, counsel and assist "vulnerable" refugees in Nyeadou Refugee camp said:
There are more women than men here. Women have children to take care of and no husbands.
There is little money and no one to help with the family. Many women tell us that men tell them,
''I'll help you if you sleep with me." Tnis is practiced widely m all the camps Many women agree
because they are in need. It is against their real wil! but they don't want to stan/en
.J

'-'

' ' ' ' '

Anum ber of refugees have been arrested for crimes committed in Guinean villages and cities. LIsts of these
individuals, their cnmes, terms of imprisonment and location haye been compiled and made available to uN"HCR
'lTNHCR protection officers have been allowed to visit these refugees, and provide them with one meal per day

Situatjon for Sierra Leonean Refugees in Liberia
)
From Februar:.1 through Apri] 1998, approximately 42,000 Sierra Leoneans fled fighting in the eastern part
of the country for Liberia., joining an existing Sierra Leonean refugee population of about 11,000 7J Sierra Leonean
civilians have fled on repeated occasions to western Liberia since 1991. Armed rebel groups from both Liberia and
Sierra Leone have also moved back and forth ac,oss the border on numerous occasions, in orde, to find refuge, get
supplies, such as food, and seek new recruits. 74 The refugees face serious security and assistance problems in two
main camps in Liberia.

Separation of Ex-combatants from Civilian Refugees
The siruation for Sierra Leoneans who fied to Liberia is different in severa! regards from the conditions lD
the refugee camps m Gumea Aside from the smailer numbers of refugees in Liberia, the most striKing contrast is
the presence of former combatants among the refi-lgee populations in che tv,/o main camps in Liberia. locaTed at Vahun
and Kolanun 10. northwestern Libe,iaAccording LO witnesses at the border. a large number of ."'FRCiRUF soldiers,
perhaps over 2.000. arrived 111 Vahun from Sierra Leone during the months of Februar:.,' and i\1a!"ch ]998 111e
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Iiuman Rights \Vatcn tOterviewed Liberians, Sierra Leoneans, and foreign agency staff who, on multIple
occasions, had witnessed lnteractlon between Libeilan military and members of the AFRC/RUF in the Vahun and
Kolahun areas Witnesses concurred that, to generai, the interaction appeared to have been fnendly, Inclucimg
encounters with one of the key RUF commanders, Sam Bouckarie, also known as "Mosquito "75
Human Rights Watch also sp'oke with former combatants in the Vahun camp who scated that members of
the p~c:'RC/RlJF had come from Sierra Leone lnto the camps on numerous occasions to encourage them to retu~ to
the fighting in Sierra Leone In addition to recruitment, members of the AFRC/RUF cross the border at unofficlal
crossing points to sell looted goods from Sle:Ta Leone and to purchase supplies, such as food and clothmg 76 The
AFRClRUF conduct theIr business in broad daylight but in civilian clothmg, On June 13, Human Rights Watch
observed one group of young men transporting goods on the Vahun-Kolahun road that, according to Liberians from
the area, were members of the AFRClRUF on their way back to Sierra Leone This type of traffic is apparently
frequent according to refugees and Libenans,

Assistance and Protection in Vahun
Tne presence of former combatants among the refugee population has hampered numanitarian assistance for
refugees, as well as their protection, In February 1998, UNHCR, the World Food Program (VlFP), and other
humanitarian organizations became aware of former combatants among the refugee population in Vahun In view
of the proximity of the Vahun camp to AFRC/RUF-controlled territory in Sierra Leone, membe;s of the international
aid community attempted to develop a plan to assist refugees as well as transfer them to a safe and accessible area
in Kolahun, Much debate ensued among the international humanitarian community regarding how to avoid the danger
of creating a "Goma-like" siruation n
The proximity of the camp to AFRC/RUF fighters in Sierra Leone and the permeable nature of the border
presents a clear security risk for refugees in the Vahun camp, The remote location and vulnerability of the Vahun
camp has made 1t a target in the past: in 1993, armed rebel groups operating in the border area attacked the camp,
looted UNHCR facilities, and forced the evacuation of aid workers,
Refugees to the Vahun camp also suffer from abuses by the Liberian military Upon arrival at the Libenan
border, re;ugees are regularly str.lpped of their belongings by authorities and subject to beatmgs if they reSist,
Refugees elanD that Libenan mliJtary frequent the camps and openly stt;}] fro111 them, at times ir,. the presence cf
Imemat\onai :lId workers 78 Refugee~ face the COrlSTant risk of theft, rape, or other abuse especla!]y \vhen travellllg
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February and March), and no concrete plan to separate combatants from clvJ!Jan refugees hac been out lD[O place
by rhe Libenan authorities or UNHCR. Refugees also complained thar mixed signals from C;NHCR nad left the:Tl
confused as to whether they should stay in Vahun or relocate to Kolahun. Human Rights Watch repeatedly heale
Gl'IHCR to build their shelters in Vahun in order to receive
reportS from lefugees who said they had been told
tarpaulins and other assistance, only t~. be told later that they need to move to Kolahun in order to receive asslstance
According to medica! aid workers, by June 1998 the lack of human itanan assistance to the Vahun camp had
led to a senous decline in the nutritional health of the refugees. The shortage of assistance created enormous tenSJon
in the refugee camps. Refugees and aid workers noted that as pressure on the refugee and local populations
increased, theft was rising and it was likely that many of the former com batants would rerum to Sierra Leone to reJOITI
the fighting, or else resort to bandiITy In Liberia. Refugees also claimed that they would at times nsk crossing back
into AFRCiRUF territory across the border in Sierra Leone to search for food. At least one refugee single mother
of three had disappeared while seeking palm oil in Sierra Leone, the caretaker orher children claimed that the woman
had been abducted by AFRC/RUF while in Sierra Leone 79
Assistance and protection has further been compromised by the onset of the rainy season and poor load
conditions, 30 as well as a lack of resources for uNHCR and other humanitarian agencies. UNHCR was able to
maintain only one field officer at the Vahun camp, home to some 42,000 refugees in June 1998 .
.D labun Camp
Protection, securiry, and humanitarian conditions !D the Kolahun camp, some fifty kilometers from the
border, are rar berter than in the Vahun camp. Some refugees have been hesitant to move to the Kolahun camp,
however, due to cultural and family ties with the local Mende population in Vahun. These ties create better
opportunities for crop cultivation and small business ventures for those who stay in Vahun. Refugees also explamed
that they do not want to relocate to Kolahun, first, because of the forbidding prospect of establishing new shelters
and fields (already established in Vahun) during the rainy season; second, many are unable to make the three-day
joumey due to age, illness, or nutritional status; and third, they are receiving unclear messages regarding where and
when aId will be delivered By mid-June 1998, some 10,000 refugees had relocated to Kolahun; while approxlillateiy
32,000 remained in Vahun, waitlDg for clearer signals from UNHCR as to future assistance 81

V. THE INTERL'\TATIONAL RESPONSE
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11le recent surge in atrocities against cIvilians in Sierra Leone has raised a 11m ited level of awareness f,Jm
the international community regarding the human rights implications oftne crisIs In genera:, the pllght ofciviilans
In Sierra Leone has had to compete with other refugee-related emergencies for the attention of mternational players.
ThiS competition., often with crises In Europe, combined with 3 general lack of funds for lTNHCR and other
humanitarian agencies, has resulted in,insufficient responses to the politICaL humanitarian, and human rights simat10n
in Sle:Ta Leone. In the words of one human rights worker. "half the battle IS keeping SJerra Leone, Gumea, aod
Libena on the worid' s radar screen. "82
In June 1998, a team of three experlS from the World Bank vlsited Sierra Leone to discuss and refine a
program for Disarmament, Demobilization, and Remtegration (DDR) with the Sierra Leonean government. The
Worid Bank, 'lJNTlP, and other donors have agreed to fund this program, to be carried out by ECOMOG. The United
Nations Observer Mission to Sierra Leone (l.INOMSIL) will have the critical role of monitoring and assisting with
the disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration of combatants and assuring the respect for internatlonal
humanitarian law during this process 8J The success of this program and the humane treatment of former combatants
from all sides will be crucial to bring about an end to the conflict in Sierra Leone 84
A major challenge to the international comm unity is developing policies and providing assistance that protect
human rights and promote peace and stability in the long run. Some past and present policies of governments and
international organizations, as discussed below, have targeted only shorl-term political, economic, or military
objectives, while ignoring fundamental human rights concerns. As the reinstated Kabbah gJvernment rebuiids
national institutions of justice, and ECOMOG creates a new national army, the international community IS presented
with a unique OpportuDlty to promote human rights in Sierra Leone.

The United Nations
In response to political, military, humanitarian, and human rights developments since February 1998, the
U.N. presence in Sierra Leone is undergoing significant expansion. In early July. following a report on Sierra Leone
from U.N. Secretary-Genera] Kofi lvman, the U.N. Security Council unanimously approved a measure to establish
the United Nations Observer Mission to Sierra Leone (lJNOMSIL),35 subsuming and expandmg the office of the U.N
SpeCial Envoy to Sierra Leone. lJNOMSIL's role will increase the present U.N military observer presence from
aooroximateiy ten to seventy officers along Vllth support and medical staff. Its mandaLe will 1I1clude monitoring and
helping ECOMOG WIth the DDR program for combatants:. reporting on the security SitlJ3ll0D, :1I1d "monitonng
respect lor Inlernal!onal humanitarian law ilt d'Sanll;:uT:ellt and demobl1lziltion Sltt'S·'X6
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Resolution further states that lJNOMSIL should adVise the "Government of Sle"a Leone and local police offiCials
on police practJce, traming, re-equipment and recruitment, in particular on the need to respec: IDtemationa!]y
accepted standards ofpolicmg in demOciatlc societies "88 rlJe Security Councli also reiterated the secretary-general's
report in calling Tor UNOMSIL to "report on violatio~s of mtemationa[ humanitarian law and human r1ghts ][] Sie"a
Leone, and in consultation with the relyvam D.N agencIes, to assist the government oT Sierra Leone lD its effom to
address the country's humaG rights needs."
In addition to these statements, United Nations officials have paid Significant at::ention to the human fights
situation in Sierra Leone m recent months, largely due to the scale and horrific nature of atrocities committed agamst
civilians. Several agencies have sent high-level delegarions to the reglOn, while five seDlor U.N. officials Issued an
unprecedented joint statement cailing for an end to the atrocities and Impunity, and underscoring the need for an
International Criminal Court to hold perpetrators accountable for the atrocities. 39
The current crisis in Sierra Leone is a brutal reminder to the delegations now meeting m Rome of
the urgent need for an effective international criminal court to provide Justice for the appalling
violations of human rights in that country and elsewhere. Smce April this year, rebel forces in the
east, north and, more recently, the west of Sierra Leone have engaged in a tefior campaign LDvolving
the systematic laceration, mutilation or severing of limbs of non-combatants, including children and
rhe elderly
In addition to the office of the special envoy, mher U.N. agencies in Siefia Leone have engaged in a number
of lnitiatives in recent months designed to protect rights and promote reconciliation and peace. In conjunction with
the U.N. special envoy for Sierra Leone and the U.N. special representative for children in armed conflict, LJ"'NICEF
has pushed for the creation of a joint task force for the demobilization of child combatants and other measures to
protect the rights of children. Among other U.N initiatives lD human rights anc CiV1C education, LJ"'NDP approved
a $2.5 million support program in June to the Sierra Leonean National Commission on Demociacy and Human
Rights to promote reconciliation, forgiveness, and civic education 90
It will be critical that these programs put inw practice the principles ~hat they preach ECOMOG's poor
human rigbLs record in the past raises questions about its approDnaleness as trainer of the new Sierra Leonean army,
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monitor arms flows anC reeruitrnerlt in support of AFRClRlJF Human F-JghlS \i/atch received nume,ous allegations
that the i\FRClRtJF was continuing to receive arms from outside the country, Vla iand and air 1;1 orde, to monnor
and deter military support to the AFRC/RUF, a strong presence of LrNOMSIL will be necessary LO morlllor arms
trafficking, in particular along the porous border with Libena. The monitonng of the Liberian border shouid be
performed in conjunction with ECOMOG forces in LiberIa

The Organization of African Unity, ECOWAS, and ECOIYI0G
ECOWAS and ECOMOG have played key roles in reeem political negotiations and military irner/entlons
respectively in SJerra Leone As part of bilateral security accords, Nigerian forces and Guinean forces have been in
Sierra Leone since 1995 to help the NPRC and, later, the Kabbah government to fight the RUF The \figenan and
Guinean forces were in Sierra Leone at the time of the May 25, 1997 coup, and later remforced ECO MOG' s efforts
to oust the AFRClRUF.
Following the] 997 coup, the Organization of African Unity (Oi",V) called on ECOWAS to reSLOre
constirutional order to Sierra Leone. When their negotiations with the AFRClRUF failed to achieve progress,
ECOWAS imposed an economic embargo, which was later reinforced by an October 1997 U.N. Security Council
global arms and oil embarg0 91 and restrictions on international travel by AFRC/RUF members and their families n
ECOMOG enforced these sanctions with the permission of ECOWAS and the Securirj Council. With the failure
of diplomatic efforts and the escalation of tension, ECOMOG's mandate was upgraded from sanction enforcement
to actual military inter/ention to oust the A.FRC/RUF. The ECOMOG contingent in Sierra Leone is led by Nigerian
Commander Brigadier General Maxwell Khobe and composed of approximately 9,000 troops, predominately
Nige,ian with several Gumean support battalions. As of June 23, Gambia, Ghana 93 and Niger 94 had all promised to
send troops to reinforce ECOMOG. In late July, ECOMOG announced that it was finishing the transfer of its
headquarters from Monrovia to Freetown and that an additional 3,500 troops would soon arrive 95
VlhiJe residents of Freetown and Sierra Leonean refugees consistently stated that ECOMOG's role lfl ousting
ule /~..FRC/RUF and enabiing a return to civilian rule was welcome, international humanitarian groups complained
that shelling by ECOMOG led to a high number of civilian casualties One humanitanan organization in Freetown
at that time stated that even after ECOMOG had been prOVided with maps of hlgh-density population zones and
medical strucures, shelling continued m these areas for several days, resulting in over 600 war-vvounded hospltai
adrrlissions dllrmg a ]lIne-day penod [jl ear:y Februarj%
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Clitic:sms 97 ECOMOG has also evacuated dozens of war victims via helicopter and road, savmg many civilian lives.
However, ECOMOG and Kamajor commandeerlng of humanitanan vehicles has been, 10 the woris of the director
of one aid organization, "blatant and prevaJent"98 In response to this problem, which has significantly obstructed
the delivery of humanitarian aid, the United Nations Humanitarian Asslstance Coordination Unit (HACU) organIzed
a semmar for ECOMOG and Kamaiors in the Bo district in M ay 99 In Mav and June 1998, ECOMOG and the
Ministry of Defense repeatedly declared in public that the Kamajors were entirely under the control of ECOMOG 100
WniJe the obstruction of aid decreased after this and subsequent seminars and the arrival of logIstical suppor: and
trucks donated by the United States in May, at least one humanitarian group stated that ECOMOG had yet to return
one aid vehicle by late June 1998.
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ECOMOG holds the key responsibilities of disarming and demobilizing combatants as well as forming and
traming the new Sierra Leonean army. ECOMOG commander Maxwell Khobe has stated that the new army will
be ethnically and regionally balanced Iol ECOMOG' s past human rights record in Liberia and problems Jrl the
present, however, underscore the need for UNOMSIL to provide assistance and closely monitor the disarmament
demobilizatlOn, and training processes to assure that the new army IS founded upon principles of respect for
international humanitarian law w2
Misinformation regarding the security situation in Sierra Leone has created serious risks for both Sierra
Leonean refugees and civilians within the country. ECOMOG, along with Sierra Leonean government and some
N. officlals, has downplayed the capacity of the f\F:KC/RlTF and portrayed the security conditions in Sierra Leone
as safe and returning to normal in many distncts. This information has contrasted sharply with reports from ald
orgamzations with a field presence as well as from other U.N officials During a humanitanan assessment mission
to Koidu on June] 0, aid workers were told by an ECOMOG commander on the scene that the area had been entirely
secured by ECOlvlOG and that security was "no probJem."lo3 Severa] hours later, after the mission left Koidu,
AFRC/RUF forces began the first of several sustained attacks over four days on the town, temporarily pushmg
ECOMOG out of sti"ategic positions.10 4
Infomation regarding the security situation in Sierra Leone reaches refugees generally through international
radio and new arnvals to the camps. Refugees reponed chat misinformation regarding secunry conditions in Sierra
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Leone had on several occasions jed to voiumary repatriation to zones perceived as safe. Human Rights Watch
mtervlewed "efugees in GUinea who claimed that dozens of refugees had been killed while ahem pting to return to
the Koidu area m Apnl I05 The:r decislon to repatriate was made following declaratIons on imernational radio
clalmmg that area was under the control ofECOMOG In order to protect refugees, civilians in Sierra Leone, and
numanitanan worke,s, both ECOMOG and lTNOMSIL should ensure that accurate information regarding security
conditions is provided to the public, especially to refugees, Imernally dIsplaced persons, and aId workers.

The United Kingdom, European Union and United States
Since May 1998, the United Kingdom, European Union (E.U), and United States have issued several strong
statements denouncing the human nghts violations committed by the .A.FRC/RlTF in Sierra Leone. On May 2!, ] 998,
the U oS. Department of State and European Union issued a joint statement which expressed their grave concern ove;the atrocities.
The European Cmon and the United States strongly condemn these horrific actions and urge a1]
parties to call an immediate end to the senseless slaughter, mutilation, and torture of the civilian
population and show full respect for human rights,I06
In June, the US and E.U. sent ajoint high-level assessment mission to the region led by US, Assistant Secrelary
of State Julia Taft which resulted in financial pledges for humanitarian assistance in Sierra Leone, Guinea, and
Liberia. These calls for an end to atrocities against civilians and financial commitments for humamtanan assistance
should be combined with long-term suppor: from the U,S and the E,U that promotes human rights and the rule of
Jaw.
In addition to its support of elections in 1996, the E.U has had a significant and growing presence in Sierra
Leone and neighboring countries affected by the refugee flows, Through the European Community Humanitarian
Office (ECHO), the E.U has been the most imporcant donor of non-food humanitanan aid to Sierra Leone,
contributing over 20 million European Equivalency Gnits (ECU) (over US $22 million), since 1993, mostly to
support the activities of mternational humanitarian nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), ECHO has aiso
provided aid In reSDonse to the refugee cnSlS in Guinea and Liberia, while the European Commlssion has been a ionglerm supporcer of development activitIes and infrastructure projects In SlerTa Leone ECHO is nO\,v considenng a
S:]; 6 6 milIlani gJoba! aid package for aSSls,allce III GUlllea, LIben3., and Sierra [_cone
6 :mllion ECU
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Depailment announced S~.9 million for logistical suppor'C to ECOMOG through Paciric Architects and Engwee:s
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activities m Sierra Leone, some of which may be used to support ECOMOG
Tois suppor:: for ECOMOG should be accompanied by close monltonng of its conduct and compiemented
Dy additional efforts to protect human rights. The U.S and U.K should closely monjtor the performance of
ECOMOG in international humanitarian law observance and in its disarmament, demobilization, and traInmg efforts
In pailicular, the U,S and U.K. should insist on high-quality training in mternational humanitarian law for the new
Sierra Leonean army and on the humane treatment of demobilized combatants from all sides The U.K, has sent an
evaluation team to Sierra Leone to consider a police training program to Sierra Leone The success of these types
of initiatives in contributing to building institutions that protect human rights will deoend largely on their careful
design and monitoring of their implementation
Both the US and the U.K, have encouraged negotiated solutions to end tne violence, most recently dunng
talks at Abidjan in November 1996 and at ConakJ)! in October 1997, Since the scale of atrocities has increased, the
U.K, has been cautious about promoting negotiations with the AFRCiRUF In an interview with Human Rights
Watch, U.K, High Commissioner Peter Penfold stated that the U.K, was nor pushing in "public or in private" for
negotiatlons with the AFRC/RUF. The US has taken a more open stand, stating that it:
did not preclude any possible option that might lead to peace, ECOWAS, with the support of the
mtemational community, must explore every political avenue and determine the best way to
proceed."109
The U,S elaborated that the RUF and former junta leadership must first, however, "unambIguously and honestly
renounce" atrocities against civilians before talks could begin,
The US has been a key supporter of humanitarian organizations, including the tTN'HCR, and has recently
promised an additional $] 9.5 million to support inte;T\ational humanitarian organizations working in response to the
Sierra Leonean C;']SIS and for the repatnation of Libenan refugees. Additional funds have been allocated to
supporting CiVIC education. and, to a lesser extent, tlie Initiatives of iocal human rights groups Through Its Office
ofTr3,nsltlon InitiatIves, the US 'IS provlCimg S;900,OOCI in pr::!grams for \var-affected children, the ,elntegr3tlon of
former comb;ltdllts, al'ld to promote reconclllatl<)ll The U Sshould contillue to exp;illd It,,: fUilciing
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SIERRi\ LEONE
1998 - a year of atrocities against civilians
Introduction

During 1998 the scale of atrocities against civilians in Sierra Leone has reached
unprecedented levels. Several thousand unarmed civilians, including many women and
children, have been deliberately and arbitrarily killed and mutilated by forces of the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) and the armed opposition Revolutionary
Front (RUF) since February 1998. These atrocities are continuing.

I[

The i\FRC, which seized power in a. military coup in May 1997 and which was joined by
the RUF, was deposed in February 1998 by West African forces deployed in Sierra
Leone. The government of President i\.broad Tejan Kabbah, which had been elected in
1996, returned to Freetown in March 1998. Although security has since returned to the
capital, Freetown, and much of the south of the country, the scale of human rights abuses
committed by AFRC and RlJFforces in the north and east of the country has escalated
and taken on grotesque forms. From April 1998 reports emerged of civilians suffering
mutilations such as crude amputations of their feet, hands, arms, lips or ears. Women and
girls have been systematically raped. Hundreds ofcivilians, in panicular children and
young men and women, have been abducted by rebel forces. The violence has resulted in
hundreds of thousands of Sierra Leoneans fleeing to neighbouring Guinea and Liberia or
becoming internally displaced within Sierra Leone. i\.FRC and RUF forces must respect
international humanitarian law and immediately end the gross human rights abuses which
they are perpetrating against unarmed civilians.

The international community, including the United Nations (UN), the Organization of
African Unity (OAl}), the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the
Commonwealth and the European Union (EU), has devoted considerable attention and
effort to resolving the political crisis in Sierra Leone and to restoring the government of
President Kabbah. It has since repeatedly condemned the atrocities being committed by
A.FRC and RlJF forces. The international community has committed itself to bringing
peace and security to Sierra Leone and also to assisting in its reconstruction and
rehabilitation. This commitment must include initiatives to help end the gross human
rights abuses being perpetrated by .A.FRC and RUF forces, to prevent further abuses and
also to lay solid foundations for the respect and protection of human rights in the future.
The challenges facing Sierra Leone in confronting the widespread and gross human nghts
abuses which have continued and worsened since May 1997 are difficult and daunting.
Sierra Leone's social and economic infrastructure needs to be rebuilt Its institutions, such
as the legal and judicial systems and the army and police, need to be restructured and
reinforced in order to ensure protection of human rights. Civil society, includmg the
human rights community, has a crucial role to play. The government of Sierra Leone has
to respond to these challenges in a way that ensures that the fundamental human rights of
all those in Sierra Leone are protected.

West African forces and a civilian militia who are fighting rebel forces must also respect
international humanitarian and human rights law. Forces of the civilian militia have been
responsible for extrajudicial executions, torture and ill-treatment, although on a far lesser
scale than rebel forces. West African forces have in some cases illegally detained
civilians and tortured and ill-treated captured combatants. Concerns have also been
expressed about the protection of non-combatants during military operations.
Accountability for the gross human rights abuses which have occurred in Sierra Leone
must be established. National reconciliation within Sierra Leone will not be possible if
there is impunity for those who have perpetrated human rights abuses. All those charged
in connection with the military coup in May 1997 and the period of i\FRC rule must be
granted trials which conform to international standards of fairness. Recourse to the death
penalty will not contribute to the process 0 f reconciliation.
The international community should continue to assist Sierra Leone to respond
effectively to the challenges which it faces in ensuring the long-term protection and
respect of human rights in Sierra Leone.
The political context

On 25 May 1997 the government of President Kabbah was overthrown in a military coup
and the military formed the AFRC, headed by Major Johnny Paul Koroma. President
Kabbah had come to power in March 1996 following parliamentary and presidential
elections, ending four years of military rule. The AFRC claimed that they had ovenhrown
the government because it had failed to consolidate peace in Sierra Leone following a
peace agreement concluded in Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire, in November 1996 between the
government and the RlJF to end the internal armed conflict which began in 1991. It also
claimed that the government was undemocratic and that it had promoted tribalism by
appointing people mainly from the Mende ethnic group from the south and the east to
prominent government positions. A major grievance was the perceived lack of resources
accorded by the government to the Sierra Leone armed forces and a favouring of a
civilian militia composed of traditional hunters of the Mende ethnic group, known as
kama)ors, which supported the government in the conflict against the RlJF. These
accusations were strongly denied by President Kabbah, members of his government and
their supporters. The AFRC also called for the release and return of the RUF's leader,
Foday Sankoh, in detention in Nigeria.
Foday Sankoh remained held, effectively under house arrest, in Abuja, Nigeria. He had
been detained by Nigerian authorities on arrival in Nigeria in March 1997, apparently for
possession of llilIlS and ammunition. From Nigeria, Foday Sankoh announced his support
for the military coup. The AFRC was subsequently joined by RUF forces who arrived in
large numbers in Freetown. Foday Sankoh was named as Vice-Chairman of the i\FRC
and prominent members of the RlJF were appointed to the AFRC's ruling council.
The overthrow of President Kabbah Was condemned by the international community
which demanded the return of constitutional order to Sierra Leone. Negotiations by the
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mternational community with the A,.FRC faltered, a global economic embargo was
imposed and military intervention to restore the government of President Kabbah was
seriously considered by countries in the region if dialogue and sanctions failed.
Following the military coup the OAU gave a mandate to ECOWAS to take necessary
action to restore legality and constitutionality to Sierra Leone and subsequently provided
strong support for ECOWAS's initiatives to bring peace, security and stability to Sierra
Leone. The UN Security Council also expresse(hts full support for the efforts of
ECOWAS to resolve the political crisis in Sierra Leone.
On 23 October 1997 the A.FRC signed an agreement in Conakry, in neighbouring Guinea,
with representatives offive other West African governments to return power to President
Kabbah by 22 April 1998. Implementation of this agreement, however, which included
cessation of hostilities, disarmament and demobilization, encountered serious set-backs.
Fighting between ASRC and RUF forces on the one hand and the kamajors on the other
intensified.
In early February 1998, following attacks on its bases outside Freetown, West African
forces deployed in Sierra Leone, the ECOWAS Cease-fire Monitoring Group
(ECOMOG) [1], launched an offensive on Freetown. Chaos and violence ensued the
following week during which there were many civilian casualties. Civilians were killed
by.A.FRC and RUF forces who also looted and destroyed their homes. Reports described
soldiers and RlJF forces, also joined by Liberian fighters, going from house to house of
those they suspected of opposing them and deliberately and arbitrarily killing them.
Others died as a result of shelling both by ECOMOG and also A.FRC and RUF forces.
Wni1e fighting continued in Freetown, civilians in Southern and Eastern Provinces were
facing an equally desperate situation as they were caught in fighting between the
kamajors and A.FRC and RlJF forces. Thousands of people, including women and
children, fled into neighbouring Liberia to escape. The humanitarian situation in Sierra
Leone, already critical, deteriorated still further with the increase in hostilities.

Although after the ECOMOG intervention and the return of President Kabbah's
government comparative calm and the rule of law returned to Freetown and Southern
Province, armed confrontation has continued tlu"oughout the following months in
Northern and Eastern Provinces as ECOMOG forces have fought to defeat remaining
rebel forces. Appalling atrocities have been committed against civilians as conflict has
continued. Major Johnny Paul Koroma and other prominent members of the A.FRC and
the RlJF, including Sam Bockarie, known as Mosquito, remained with rebel forces in the
north and east of the country.
The government of Sierra Leone has adopted a comprehensive program for disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration of former combatants which contains clearly defined
roles for ECOMOG and the UN Observer Mission in Sien-a Leone (UNOMSIL), which
was established by the UN Security Council in July 1998. The program is aimed at some
33,000 former combatants of the disbanded national army, the RlJF and the civilian
militia, known as the Civil Defence Forces (CDF). The government has expressed a
particular commitment to demobilizing some 2,500 child soldiers who have fought in the
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internal anned conflict. Funding was expected from international financial institutions,
several TJN agencies and important donor nations such as the United States and the
United Kingdom. As violence has escalated and offensives by ECOMOG and CDF
against rebel forces have continued, however, effective implementation of this program
has been prevented.
On 25 July 1998 Foday Sankoh was releaseciby the Nigerian government into the
custody of the Sierra Leonean authorities. He appeared in a television interview calling
on his fighters to end atrocities against civilians and to surrender to either ECOMOG or
UNOMSIL. The government subsequently reiterated a deadline of 8 August 1998 for an
amnesty for rebel forces but there was no significant response. Members of the RlJF were
subsequently reported as claiming that Foday Sankoh had made these statements under
duress and continued to demand his release. The RUF threatened to continue their
campaign of violence against civilians if he remained in detention. The government
announced its intention to prosecute Foday Sankoh for crimes, including gross human
rights abuses, commItted during Sierra Leone's internal armed conflict. He was brought
to trial on 24 September 1998 and convicted and sentenced to death the following month.
This prompted further attacks by rebel forces against unarmed civilians in retaliation.
Also in September 1998 rebel forces called on the government to begin negotiations for
peace through the UN, the OAU and the Commonwealth Secretariat, the moral
guarantors of the peace agreement signed in Abidjan. The Commonwealth Ministerial
Action Group on the Harare Declaration (CMAG)[2] on 9 October 1998 called on rebel
forces to make an immediate statement accepting the following terms: the recognition of
the legitimacy and authority of the government; an unconditional and indefinite cessation
of all hostilities; and a willingness to enter into talks to bring about an immediate end to
the conflict. At the same time CMi\G expressed its grave concern about the humanitarian
situation in Sierra Leone, in particular the continuing atrocities by rebel forces, which it
condemned unreservedly. The government also responded to the call by rebel forces for
negotiations by saying that they should lay down their arms and surrender to I..JNOMSIL
military observers.
President Kabbah repeated calls for rebel forces to surrender on 19 October 1998 and
renewed an offer of amnesty for those surrendering. It appeared that the amnesty lmplied
that those surrendering who had not been responsible for crimes would be included in the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration process whereas those who were accused
of criminal offences would prosecuted with due process of the law. There was, however,
no significant increase in the number of those surrendering.
The West Africa sub-region

Liberia was widely reported to be providing combatants, arms and ammunition to i\.FRC
and RUF forces in Sierra Leone. Liberian fighters were present in Freetown at the time of
the ECOMOG intervention and survivors of the gross human rights abuses which
followed stated that the armed groups which had attacked them had included Liberians.
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In the Vahun and Kolahun areas ofLofa Country in northwestern Liberia, where tens of
thousands of Sierra Leonean refugees had fled escalating fighting in eastern Sierra Leone,
cooperation behveen rebel forces and the Liberian military was reported to be witnessed
regularly. The RlJF s'econd-in-command, Sam Bockarie, was reported to have been in
direct contact with Liberian military forces and to have regularly crossed the border into
Liberia.
On 12 May 1998 a statement by the United States Department of State referred to
"distressing rumours that RUF and AFRCforces were being assisted in their campaign
often'or by other governments. Although we cannot confirm these rumours, it should be
clear that any government or other party which is found to be helping the rebels to
prolong the tragedy in Sierra Leone will face the strongest condemnation of the United
States and the international community. "
On 20 May 1998 the President of the UN Security Council condemned as gross violations
of international humanitarian law the atrocities can-ied out against the civilian population,
particularly women and children, by the deposed A..FRC and RlJF, including widespread
rape, mutilation and killings, and called foran immediate end to continuing violence
against civilians. The Security Council also expressed grave concern about reports of
military support being provided to the AFRC and RUF by other countries and called on
all states to observe strictly the provisions of Security Council Resolution 1132 (1997) of
8 October 1997, which had imposed an arms embargo on Sierra Leone, and to avoid any
action which might further destabilize the situation in Sierra Leone. Security Council
Resolution 1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998 lifted the arms embargo on the government of
Sierra Leone. The same resolution prohibited the sale and supply of arms and related
materiel to non-governmental forces in Sierra Leone. The Security Council subsequently
praised the efforts of the lJN Secretary-General to stop the flow of arms across the border
from Liberia to rebels forces in Kailahun District, Eastern Province. All states were urged
to comply strictly with the terms of the lJN embargo on sales of arms to rebel forces still
fighting in the interior of the country.

In his Fifth Report on the Situation in Sierra Leone to the UN Security Council of 9 June
1998, the lJN Secretary-General stated that the deployment ofECOMOG troops at the
border with Liberia could help dispel allegations of the influx of arms or the provision of
arn1ed assistance to the iJRC and RUF by foreign forces. wl1ile welcoming a
commitment by the government of Liberia not to allow its territory to be used to
destabilize any neighbouring country, the Secretary-General expressed the view that
verification of this would improve the security climate throughout the sub-region and
improve mutual confidence among countries in the sub-region.
On 22 and 23 June 1998 a Liberian delegation visited Freetown to deliver a message
from President Charles Taylor to President Kabbah on ways to promote peace behveen
Guinea, Libena and Sierra Leone, the three Mano River Union countries. The delegation
denied allegations that the Liberian government was supporting AFRC and RTJF forces.
President Kabbah and President Taylor met in Abuj a on 1 July 1998 at a meeting
convened by the lIN Secretary-General. Agreement was reached on a number of
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confidence-building measures. A further meeting between President Kabbah and
President Taylor took place in Monrovia, Liberia, on 20 July 1998. In a communique
signed at the conclusion of the meeting both leaders condemned atrocities and human
rights abuses committed by combatants in Sierra Leone against civilians, as well as
continued rebel activities in Sierra Leone. They reaffinned their commitment to nonaggression against the territorial integrity of each other's country and pledged to continue
cooperation towards peace and secunty in the sub-region. Both leaders renewed a call to
the L'N and ECOWAS to deploy observer units on the border between Liberia and Sierra
Leone and agreed to coordinate border security activities.
At a "lJN special conference on Sierra Leone in New York in July 1998 the meetings
between President Kabbah and President Taylor were welcomed and the two leaders were
urged to continue to work towards improving relations between their two countries and
regional security. The importance of stopping entry of illegal supplies of weapons into
Sierra Leone and ending the direct or indirect support of neighbouring countries to rebel
forces was stressed.
Relations between the two countries appeared to deteriorate, however, in October 1998
when the government of Sierra Leone was reported to have complained to the
international community, including the UN Secretary-General, about the presence of
Liberian combatants among rebel forces in Sierra Leone and about preparations for an
incursion of Liberian fighters into Sierra Leone. These allegations were vigorously
denied by President Taylor. ONOMSIL military observers at that time detected no
evidence of an anned incursion from Liberia.
The UN Secretary-General in his Second Progress Report on UNOMSIL on 16 October
1998 expressed deep concern about developments in the situation between Sierra Leone
and Liberia and urged both governments to exercise maximum restraint, pursue dialogue
and implement the confidence-building measures agreed in July 1998. He also proposed
that, should both countries agree, the deployment of ECOMOG forces at the border,
subsequently accompanied by UNOMSIL military observers, could help stabilize the
situation and restore mutual confidence.
During a visit by Reverend Jesse Jackson, special envoy of United States President Bill
Clinton, to West Africa in November 1998 he held meetings in Conakry with President
Kabbah, President Taylor and President Lansana Conte of Guinea. The three heads of
state on 12 November 1998 stated their commitment to non-aggression and cooperation
on security issues within the Mana River Union and also to promoting peace in Sierra
Leone and maintaining stability within the sub-region.
In view of the appalling level of violence against civilians which has characterized the
conflict in Sierra Leone, including the widespread and gross human rights abuses being
perpetrated by AFRC and Rl}F and their stated intention to attack unanned civilians,
Amnesty International believes that military transfers, including anns, ammunition and
comb ata..'1ts , to rebel forces will contribute to abuses of international human rights and
humanitarian principles governing the conduct of war.
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Recommendations
•

all governments should take all possible measures to end immediately
military transfers, including arms, ammunition and combatants, to AFRC
and RUF forces;
in addition, the governments of Liberia and Guinea, which border Sierra
Leone, should take all possible measures to prevent military supplies,
whether they originate in their country or not, destined for AFRC and RUF
forces, from entering Sierra Leone across their borders;

•

effective monitoring of the border between Sierra Leone and Liberia by
ECOMOG forces and UNOMSIL military observers could assist in
preventing military transfers to AFRC and RUF forces;

•

governments in the sub-region should use whatever influence they may have
on AFRC and RUF forces to bring about an end to the atrocities they
continue to perpetrate against civilians.

International response to the human rights crisis
Following the military coup in May 1997 the international community made strenuous
efforts to resolve the political crisis in Sierra Leone. Since the reinstatement of President
Kabbah's government in March 1998, serious attention continues to be paid to
consolidating the government's position, ending the conflict in the north and east of the
country, which is still claiming hundreds of civilian victims, and to assisting
rehabilitation and reconstruction of the country. The continuing gross human rights
abuses committed by .A.FRC and RUF forces have been universally condemned, including
by the UN, the OAU, the EU and the Commonwealth.

United Nations
On 17 April 1998 the UN Security Council authorized the deployment of a T.JN liaison
unit in Sierra Leone. Resolution 1162 (1998) provided for up to 10 TJt·Tmilitary liaison
and security advisory personnel in Freetown with a mandate for up to three months. The
group was to coordinate closely with ECOMOG to report on the military situation in
Sierra Leone and to assist in disarming former combatants. The resolution also welcomed
efforts of President Kabbah and his government to restore peaceful and secure conditlOns,
to re-establish an effective administration and democratic process and to embark on
reconstruction. The resolution noted the need to promote national reconciliation and
encouraged all parties to work towards that objective. All countnes and international
organizations were urged to provide urgent humanitarian assistance in Sierra Leone and
were encouraged to help with its reconstruction and economic and social recovery. A
human rights officer was also appointed to assist the tJN Secretary-General's Special
Envoy to Sierra Leone, Francis Okelo (who was subsequently appointed as Special
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Representative) .

In the UN Secretary-General's Fifth Report on Sierra Leone, the deteriorating human
rights situation was emphasized, and it was recommended that the number of UN human
rights officers in Freetown be increased.
The EN Observer Mission in Sierra Leone

On 13 July 1998 the UN Security Council established a new peace-keeping operation,
lJNOMSIL, which expanded the office of the Secretary General's Special Envoy, to
monitor the military and security situation in Sierra Leone, as security conditions
permitted, for an initial six-month period until 13 January 1999. UNOMSIL would
consist of 70 military observers and would be accompanied by a small medical unit and
civilian support staff. The civilian staff would advise the government and local police,
report on violations of international humanitarian and human rights law in Sierra Leone,
and assist the government in its efforts to address the country's human rights needs.
UNOMSIL was to be led by the Special Representative of the lJl\1" Secretary-General in
Sierra Leone. Initially, 40 military observers were to be deployed from July 1998 in
Freetown, Hastings and Lungi. Depending on the security situation, a second phase of
deployment would take place.

In approving Resolution 1181 (1998), which established UNOMSIL, the Security
Council also condemned the continued resistance by remnants of the AFRC and RlJF to
the legitimate government and demanded that they lay down their arms immediately It
expressed its grave concern" at [he loss of life and immense suffering undergone by the
people ofSierra Leone, including refugees and displaced persons, as a result of
continuing rebel artacks".
Resolution 1181 (1998), in addition to establishing a military and civilian police peacekeeping mission, also mandated the monitoring of human rights and the provision of
assistance to the government of Sierra Leone in addressing its human rights obligations
[3]. The resolution also gave UNOMSIL military observers a mandate to monitor respect
of international humanitarian law during the demobilization process.
By October 1998 the human rights component oflJNOMSIL had been increased to seven
staff: four international human rights officers, one national human rights officer and two
support staff. Subsequent progress reports by the l.JN Secretary-General on UNOMSIL to

the Security Council referred extensively and in detail to continuing human rights abuses
in Sierra Leone. The prominence given to the human rights crisis in Sierra Leone in these
reports is welcomed and should continue

In his First Progress Report on 12 August 1998, the Secretary-General reported that
"there is strong evidence of the systematic and widespread perpetration of multiple forms
of human rights abuse against the civilian popularion, including rape. In recent weeks,
elements of the former junta have c9ntinued to shellpopulation centres such as Koidu
and Daru and have used civilians ~s human shields in their military operations. There
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have been numerous instances of arbitrmy execution, including of women and children,
followed in some cases by mUTilation of the bodies."

In his Second Progress Report on 16 October 1998, the Secretary-General stated that "the
continuing conflict in Sierra Leone imposes immense suffering on the people of that
countlJi. I strongly condemn the summmy executions, torture, mutilation, rapes, looting
and other acts of barbarism carried out by former junta elements and call on them to lay
down their arms and surrender. I am particularly outraged by the senseless acts of terror
perpetrated against children, such as the amputation of limbs of boys and girls as young
as six years of age, and support the efforts to bring to justice the authors of these
especially abhorrent crimes"
The UN Secretary-General concluded his Second Progress Repon by stating that he
would" examine with grear care any realistic proposal to end the armed conflict with
minimal loss of life to combatants and to innocent civilians, and to promote lasting peace
and national reconciliation in Sierra Leone".
Major initiatives have been undertaken by UNOMSIL human rights officers. Continued
monitoring and reporting of human rights abuses have been reflected in the UN
Secretary-General's reports to the Security Council. A preliminary human rights needs
assessment has been developed. Human rights officers have also closely observed trials
before the High Court and court martial in Freetown of those charged with treason in
connection with the military coup in May 1997 and have intervened with the government
in relation to these trials when appropriate. Guidance on human rights reporting to
UNOMSIL military observers has been provided and human rights training programs for
police officers, prison officials, the legal profession and the media have been developed
and implemented. A human rights monitoring network including local non-governmental
human rights organizations throughout the country and international non-governmental
organizations has also been developed. Training for the network in human rights
monitoring and reporting has been planned by UNOMSIL human rights officers, in
cooperation with the National Commission for Democracy and Human Rights and a
coalition of local groups, the National Forum for Human Rights. Increased cooperation
between local human rights groups has been encouraged and it is anticipated that the
human rights training program will involve relevant sectors of civil society from all parts
of the country.
The role ofUNOMSIL human rights officers in human rights monitoring and reporting
should be continued for as long as necessary, including until it is clear that the
government is implementing international human rights guarantees effectively. In
September 1998 TJNOMSIL human rights officers also began to provide human rights
technical assistance to the government, including assistance in meeting its reporting
requirements under international human rights treaties to which it is a party, such as the
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child [4 J.
The human rights component plays a .Qominant role within lTNOMSIL and is an essential
part of the military mandate of the peace-keeping operation. Sierra Leone continues to
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face a human nghts emergency and monitoring and reporting of human rights abuses
therefore remain essential Strategies to develop continued and enhanced support for the
lJNOMSIL human rights component should be developed by the UN Office of the High
COITh'TIissioner for Human Rights.
The UN special conference on Sierra Leone

The lJN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, convened a special conference in New York on
30 July 1998 to galvanize the international community's response to the political,
humanitarian and human rights situation in Sierra Leone. The purpose of the meeting was
to focus international attention on the situation in Sierra Leone and the government's
initiatives aimed at resolving the conflict, restoring secure conditions and effective
administration throughout the country. The conference brought together representatives
of the government of Sierra Leone, intergovernmental organizations, including the UN,
the OAU, ECOWAS, the ED and the Commonwealth. The special conference on Sierra
Leone specifically sought assistance from the international community for (}NOMSIL
and for the disannament, demobilization and reintegration of fonner combatants,
including child soldiers.
At the time of the (]N special conference Amnesty International recommended that the
international community's commitment to bring peace and security to Sierra Leone and to
assist in its reconstruction and rehabilitation include initiatives which would help to stop
the gross human rights abuses being perpetrated by i\.FRC and RUF forces, prevent
further abuses and also lay solid foundations for the respect and protection of human
rights in the future[5].
The UN special conference strongly condemned the continued resistance of AFRC and
R1JF forces, and in particular their perpetration of appalling atrocities, and they were
called on to lay down their anns and surrender. The Special Representative of the G1'J
Secretary-General in Sierra Leone urged the international community to match their
pledges of support to Sierra Leone with concrete action to consolidate its democratic
gains. The conference agreed to establish an international contact group to mobilize and
coordinate further support for Sierra Leone. The contact group was convened by the
govemment of the United Kingdom in London on 5 November 1998[6]. Those
participating included representatives of the government of Sierra Leone, the Special
Representative of the lJ"N Secretary-General in Sierra Leone and Lansana Kouyate,
Executive Secretary of ECOWAS. In his opening address to the meeting, Tony Lloyd,
United Kingdom Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, said that:
"Atrocities are still being carried out by remaining rebel forces. Sierra Leone needs
peace, reconciliation and lasting resroration of democracy and human rights ... we hope
to boost the efforts of the international community to meet these needs."
Recommendations
•

the human rights componlwt of VNOMSIL should continue to be supported
and strengthened; adequate resources, including additional staff, should be
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provided to effectively monitor and report on human rights abuses
throughout the country, implement technical assistance programs with the
Sierra Leone government and provide support and training to Sierra
Leonean human rights groups;
•

the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights should playa
major role in reinforcing and providing support to the human rights
component of UNOMSIL;

•

the human rights component of UNOMSIL should include experts in the
area of violence against women, including rape and sexual abuse;

•

UNOMSIL human rights officers should continue to submit reports of
violations of international humanitarian and human rights law to the UN
Secretary-General and to the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights;
comprehensive reports on the human right situation in Sierra Leone should
be made public and submitted to the UN Security Council;
the human rights component of UNOMSIL should have sufficient resources
to effectively contribute towards long-term measures for human rights
protection and its human rights monitoring and reporting roles should be
continued for as long as necessary;

•

visits to Sierra Leone by the UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary or arbitrary executions and the UN Special Rapporteur on torture
should take place in order to investigate and report on the gross human
rights abuses which continue to be perpetrated;

•

the international contact group on Sierra Leone should place human rights
at the centre of its efforts to coordinate the international community's
response to the situation in Sierra Leone and ensure that adequate resources
are provided to initiatives aimed at the protection and respect of human
rights.

OAU and ECOWAS
Immediately after the military coup in May 1997, the OAU Secretary General, Dr Salim
Ahmed Salim, condemned it as "unacceptable to the continent". The Central Organ of the
OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution unequivocally
condemned the military coup and called for the immediate restoration of constitutional
order [7J. It appealed to the leaders of ECOWAS states to pursue efforts aimed at
assisting the people of Sierra Leone in the restoration of constitutional order and to the
international community to support those efforts.
The 33rd OAU Assembly of Heads oLState and Government meeting in Harare,
Zimbabwe, in early June 1997 gave a mandate to ECOWAS to take necessary action to
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restore legality and constitutionality to Sierra Leone. The specific measures to be taken
were to be decided by ECOWAS. The OAU Secretary General reiterated the OAD's
strong support for ECOWAS's initiatives to bring peace, security and stability to Sierra
Leone at the ECOWAS summit in Abuja at the end of August 1997.
It was under this mandate from the OAU that ECOWAS forces were deployed in Sierra
Leone to monitor a cease-fire, to enforce the-sanctions and embargo imposed by the lJN
Security Council and to secure peace in Sierra Leone. Military intervention by ECOMOG
remamed an option if dialogue between the ii.,..FRC and representatives of other ECOWAS
countries and sanctions failed.

ECOWAS and ECOMOG have played a dominant role in political developments in
Sierra Leone since the military coup, culminating in the removal of the AFRC and the
reinstatement of President Kabbah's government in February 1998. ECOMOG forces in
Sierra Leone have been widely praised by the international community. At the ECOWAS
summit in Abuja in late October 1998 ECOWAS heads of state and government endorsed
the extension of ECOMOG's mandate in Sierra Leone and agreed that it should be
strengthened, adding that efforts to achieve a lasting solution to the conflict should
contmue.
Between 10,000 and 12,000 ECOMOG forces were reported to have been deployed in
Sierra Leone by October 1998. ECOMOG, which is composed largely of Nigerian forces,
also comprises Guinean and Ghanaian troops and further contingents from Cote d'Ivoire,
Gambia, Guinea, Mali and Niger were envisaged. ECOMOG headquarters were to be
transferred from Momovia to Freetown. In April 1998 President Kabbah appointed the
ECOMOG commander in Sierra Leone, Brigadier-General Maxwell Khobe, as head of
internal security in Sierra Leone. He was subsequently appointed in July 1998 as Chief of
Defence Staff of the Republic of Sierra Leone Military Force (RSLMF). The national
Sierra Leone army had effectively ceased to exist but was to be re-established.
The ECOMOG force in Sierra Leone is generally considered by the international
community and within Sierra Leone to be disciplined and its intervention in February
1998 was welcomed by the majority of Sierra Leoneans. During the following months, as
atrocities in the north and east of the country escalated, ECOMOG forces evacuated to
safety and medical facilities some of the hundreds of victims of amputations and other
injuries, saving many lives.
.
1"'1 the following months, however, reports began to be received of human rights

violations committed by ECOMOG forces, including illegal detention of civilians, and
torture and ill-treatment of civilian detainees and captured combatants. Concerns have
also been expressed that the safety of the civilian population might be endangered during
ECOMOG operations, especially air strikes, against rebel forces, panicularly in Kailahun
District, a rebel stronghold. Measures to minimise the risk to civilians during combat
must be undertaken during all military operations by ECOMOG forces. The OAU and
ECOWAS have a responsibility toensure that ECOMOG forces in Sierra Leone conform
to international humanitarian and human nghts law at all times.
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As atrocities against unanned civilians by rebel forces have continued, the need for
concerted action by the international community remains. The OAU Central Organ
should continue to playa role both in attempts to resolve the conflict in Sierra Leone and
also to respond to post-conflict needs, in particular assistance for creating and reinforcing
institutions aimed at long-tenn protection of human rights in Sierra Leone.
The African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights (African Commission), meeting
in Banjul, Gambia, on 22 October 1998 agreed to send its Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, arbitrary or summary executions, Dr Mohamed Hatem Ben-Salem, to Sierra
Leone in November 1998.

Recommendations
in view of the continuing gross human rights abuses in Sierra Leone, the
Central Organ of the OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management
and Resolution should consider requesting that the UN Security Council
increase the resources of the human rights component of UNOMSIL in order
to investigate and document these abuses;
•

in addition to its Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, arbitrary or summary
executions, the African Commission should also consider a visit to Sierra
Leone by its Special Rapporteur on women in order to investigate and report
the gross human rights abuses which continue to be committed in Sierra
Leone, including against girls and women;

•

the OAU Central Organ should send a delegation to Sierra Leone to assess
the country's post-conflict needs including the establishment of effective
structures for the future protection and respect of human rights;
ECOWAS should ensure full compliance of its forces in Sierra Leone to
international humanitarian and human rights law; there should be a
mechanism to monitor human rights violations and take measures to prevent
further violations.

Human rights violations during the period of AFRC rule
The period from 25 May 1997 until 12 February 1998 was marked by a total disregard for
the rule of law and demands from the international community to respect international
humanitarian and human rights law. The rule of law completely collapsed and violence
engulfed the country.
Hundreds of people who were associated with the government of President Kabbah or his
political party, the Sierra Leone People's Party (SLPP), or who were perceived to be
opposed to the AFRC were detained \);:ithout charge or trial, torture and ill-treatment were
systematic, and many of those perceived to be political opponents of the /\FRC were
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extrajudicially executed.
On 20 October 1997 Amnesty International published a report which documented the
human rights violations systematically committed by the AFRC and the R1JF after the
military coup [8]. The victims included those associated with the government of
President Kabbah, journalists, students and human rights activists. Betvleen October 1997
and February 1998 arrests, torture and killings continued relentlessly. The full toll of
those detained, tortured, ill-treated and killed while the .A.FRC and RUF held power only
emerged after they were forced from power.
During the period of AFRC rule, while it was possible to obtain limited information
about human rights violations m Freetown, few details of what was happening in the
Provinces were accessible. "When an Amnesty International delegation travelled to Sierra
Leone in May 1998, the extent of the suffering of civilians became evident. Killings, rape
and looting were systematic in all parts of the country. Hundreds of people had been
deliberately and arbitrarily killed, thousands lost their possessions, homes and
livelihoods. Rape of girls and women was systematic throughout the country.
Amnesty International repeatedly called on the .A.FRC to end the systematic human rights
violations which occurred after May 1997 and to adhere to its obligations under
international human rights law, in particular the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) and the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (African
Charter) [9] . It called for urgent measures to end arbitrary arrest and detention of those
perceived to be opposed to the AFRC and to end torture, ill-treatment and extrajudicial
executions.
It is important that there continue to be full and independent investigations into the
human rights violations committed during the period of AFRC rule and that the truth of
what occurred during those months is established and documented in order to bring those
responsible to justice. There should be no impunity for the grave human rights violations
committed throughout the period of i\FRC rule. Investigation and accountability for these
human rights violations will also contribute towards the process of national reconciliation
within Sierra Leone.

Arbitrary arrest and detention
Hundreds of political detainees were held incommunicado without charge or trial. It was

difficult to assess with any accuracy the number of those detained because of continuous
arrests and releases, the failure of the authorities to provide information about detainees
and lack of access to places of detention. Detainees were held at the Central Prison,
Pademba Road, the police Criminal Investigation Department (CID) headquarters and
Cockerill military headquarters in Freetown as well as other military camps, such as that
known as the SS camp at the village of Regent in the hills above Freetown.
Throughout the period of i\FRC fl}le journalists were particular targets of arrest,
detentlOn and torture. During October and November 1997 the crack-down on the press
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intensified; at least 20 journalists were detained and many were tortured and ill-treated.
They included Jon Z. Foray, editor of the New Storm newspaper, who was arrested by
soldiers on 11 October 1997. He was taken first to Cockerill military headquarters where
he was handed over to the military police and then held in a freight container. Also held
in the container was Prince A.kpu, a Nigerian journalist who had established a newspaper
called Alpha jet, and who was arrested around the same time and accused of subversive
activities. (Nigerian ECOMOG forces had used-military aircraft called Alpha jets in their
operations.) Two days later the two journalists were collected by a senior .A.FRC member,
apparently to be taken to cm headquarters. They were, however, blindfolded and taken
to the SS camp. Jon Z. Foray was beaten and stabbed with bayonets by soldiers and
sustained a serious injury to his spine. He and Prince A.kpu were released on 22 October
1997. With the help of friends, Jon Z. Foray managed to leave Sierra Leone for Ghana
where he was admitted to hospital and received two months of medical treatment.
Arrests of journalists continued into November 1997: Dorothy Awoonor Gordon, acting
editor of the Concord Times, Ibrahim Karim-Sei, editor of the Standard Times, and Pius
Foray, editor of The Democrat, were among those detained and subsequently released
without charge.
Sylvanus Kanyako, a journalist working for the Herald Guardian, and David Kamara, the
newspaper's proprietor, were arrested on 10 January 1998, the day after an article
suggested that a prominent member of the AFRC, Sergeant Abu "Zagalo" Sankoh, should
be arrested in connection with the looting of the Iranian Embassy in Freetown on 31
December 1997. Sylvanus Kanyako was arrested by soldiers after being identified by an
AFRC supporter. He and David Kamara were detained for three weeks. Both men were
tortured. Sylvanus Kanyako was tied tightly with his arms behind his back, beaten all
over his body and burned with a cigarette. At one point he lost consciousness. He
sustained serious injuries to his arms and hands. He was then taken to cm cells where he
remained, without any medical treatment, until he managed to escape on 30 January
1998.
On 30 January 1998 Michael Lawson, a university student at Fourah Bay College in
Freetown, was arrested. He was apparently accused of passing information to a radio
station broadcasting in support of the government of President Kabbah. The radio station,
98.1 FM, had been broadcasting clandestinely since July 1997. Many people suspected of
providing information to the radio station, or knowing from where broadcasts were
transmitted, had previously been arrested and detained. He was reported to be held at ern
headquarters until his release in February 1998 after the intervention by ECOMOG.
Torture and extrajudicial executions

Ill-treatment, torture and extrajudicial executions were systematic throughout the period
of .A.FRC rule. Soldiers and RUF members operated with impunity and created a climate
of fear both in FreetO\vn and throughout the country.
_,r

On 14 January 1998 a trader, Sama Turay, was shot dead by soldiers on Wilkinson Road
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in Freetown after an argument. Local residents were forced to hand the body over to
soldiers. Residents of the area staged a demonstration along Wilkinson Road the
following day in protest against the killing. This demonstration coincided with a visit to
Freetown of a delegation headed by the UN Secretary-General's Special Envoy to Sierra
Leone, at that time based in Conakry, for discussions with the AFRC on the
implementation of the peace agreement signed in Conakry in October 1997.
The demonstration on 15 January 1998 was brutally suppressed; soldiers indiscriminately
beat civilians and raided homes in the area around Wilkinson Road. They went from
house to house accusing civilians of deliberately discrediting the i\FRC during the visit
of the delegation. One of the victims was a 25-year-old trader. When soldiers arrived at
his stall he was hit 111 the face with butt of an AK 47 gun and was also badly beaten on his
back. He recognized the soldiers who beat him and described them as relatives of Major
Johnny Paul Koroma
.Another of the victims was an 18-year-old girl, also living in the Wilkinson Road area,
who had joined the demonstration. Three days later six soldiers came to her home. She
was raped by all six soldiers who then cut her hair and shaved her head with a broken
bottle.

In Kenema, Eastern Province, terror reigned throughout the period of AFRC rule. The
town was effectively under the control of the RUF and, in particular, Sam Bockarie. As in
Freetown and other parts of the country, rape of girls and women was systematic and at
least a hundred civilians were reported to have been deliberately and arbitrarily killed in
Kenema. Every house in the town was looted. The homes of those perceived to have been
supporters of the SLPP were destroyed.
On 13 and 14 January 1998 several prominent members of the community in Kenema
were arrested by members of the RUF under the supervision of Sam Bockarie. They
included B.S. Massaquoi, the chairman ofthe town council, Dr P.B. Momoh, a medical
doctor, Paramount Chief Moinama Karmor, a traditional leader, and Ibrahim Kpaka, a
businessman. They were arrested at a time of fierce fighting between the kamajors and
AFRC and RUF forces around Kenema and were accused of supporting the kamajors.
They were held at the .A..FRC Secretariat building in Kenema, which had been the local
SLPP headquarters, and some were later moved to the police station and army brigade
headquarters. They were stripped and repeatedly beaten with sticks, electric cable and
strips of tyres and were threatened with death. Their arms were tied tightly behind them.
One of those detained sustained a serious head wound and injury to his eye after being
beaten on his head with a gun. At least one of these detained died as a result ofbeatings.
Some of those arrested were released on 26 January 1998 and escaped to safety. B. S.
Massaquoi, however, was among those who remained held at army brigade headquarters.
He was killed by members of the RlJF on 8 February 1998 as news arrived of
ECOMOG's offensive on Freetown and as kamajors entered Kenema. Dozens of other
people were also reported to have b,Yen killed. The mutilated body of B.S. Massaquoi and
35 other people were reported to have been found in mass grave near Kenema on 23
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March 1998.
The use of the death penalty by the AFRC

The .AFRC resorted to the use of the death penalty in an apparent attempt to be seen to be
taking action to impose law and order but in doing so violated international human rights
standards. On 25 October 1997 10 soldiers were· executed after being convicted of murder
and sentenced to death by a military court A further 17 people were reported to have
been executed on 2 November 1997, apparently after conviction by a military court
although some reports suggested that summary executions took place wIthout any fonn of
legal proceedings. Another eight people were publicly executed in Koidu on 2 December
1997. According to reports, they had been convicted of anned robbery by a military
court, from which there was no right of appeaL
On 28 November 1997 a new decree was promulgated which was retroactive to the time
of the military coup and which extended the scope of the death penalty by making death
sentences statutory for the offences of looting and commandeering vehicles.
International standards prohibit the retroactive use of the death penalty. The ICCPR states
that the death sentence may be imposed only "in accordance with the law in force at the
time of the commission of the crime" and also that a heavier penalty shall not be imposed
than the one that was applicable at the time when the criminal offence was committed.
The Safeguards Guaranteeing the Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death
Penalty state that: "Capital punishment may be imposed only for a crime for which the
death penalty is prescribed by law at the time of its commission.. ".
In addition, the ICCPR states that: "In countries which have not abolished the death
penalty, sentence of death may be imposed only for the most serious crimes ... ". The
Safeguards Guaranteeing the Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty,
adopted by the UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) in 1994, also state that "...
capital punishment may be imposed only for the most serious crimes ... with lethal or
other extremely grave circumstances." The UN Human Rights Committee, a body of 18
experts established under the ICCPR, stated in 1996 that: "Extension of the scope of the
application of the death penalty raises questions as to the compatibility with i\rticle 6 of
the Covenant", which guarantees the right to life. The uN Commission on Human
Rights, in a resolution adopted in April 1997, called on all states which have not yet
abolished the death penalty "progressively to restrict the number of offences for which
the death penalty may be imposed"
Amnesty International urged the AFRC to repeal this legislation and to ensure that all
death sentences were commuted and that no further executions took place.
Recommendations
investigations into the huma9 rights violations committed during the period
of AFRC rule should continue to be undertaken in order to bring those
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responsible to justice and to provide compensation to the victims of human
rights violations;
•

assistanceJor documenting the human rights violations which occurred
during this period should be provided by the international community.

Human rights abuses by AFRC and RUF forces since February 1998

Since their removal from power the AFRC and RIJF have wreaked a campaign of terror
against unarmed civilians and human rights abuses have reached unprecedented levels.
Several thousand civilians have been brutally killed or mutilated. Hundreds of others
have been abducted from their villages and forced to join their attackers. Members of the
AFRC and the RtJF again inflicted on unarmed civilians the atrocities which they had
endured throughout Sierra Leone's internal armed conflict but now on a much greater
scale [10].
The abuses perpetrated by rebel forces of the AFRC and RUF constitute the most
egregious violations of international humanitarian law. The Geneva Conventions of 1949
which apply to international conflicts - wars between nations - also contain provisions
which apply to internal armed conflicts. Article 3, common to all four Conventions,
extends to "armed conflict not of an international character" fundamental rules for the
protection of non-combatants which each party to the conflict is "bound to apply, as a
minimum". Under the terms of common .Article 3, people who take no active part or who
have ceased to take an active part in hostilities must be treated humanely in all
circumstances. Common Article 3 specifically prohibits: violence to life and person, in
particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture; the taking of
hostages; and outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading
treatment. This prohibition applies not only to government forces but to all parties to
internal armed conflicts including armed political groups .
.Article 4 of the Additional Protocol II of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 relating to the
protection of victims of internal armed conflicts prohibits violence to life, health and
physical well-being, in particular murder as well as cruel treatment such as torture,
mutilation or any form of corporal punishment, of all those not taking a direct part in
hostilities or who have ceased to take part in hostilities. [llJ
In the days immediately after their removal from power by ECOMOG, AFRC and RlIF
forces indiscriminately killed unarmed civilians, looted and burned houses, both in
Freetown and other towns. As the rebel forces were pursued eastwards by ECOMOG
forces through towns such as Bo in Southern Province, Kenema and Koidu in Eastern
Province and Makeni in Northern Province during February, March and April 1998, they
were responsible for widespread killings, torture and ill-treatment, including rape and
other forms of sexual assault, and abduction. Villages and towns were burnt to the
ground, destroying thousands of homes. Koidu, a major town in the diamond-rich Kono
District, was almost totally destroyed by .A.FRC and RUF forces and villages between
Njaiama-Sewafe and Koidu were r~peatedly attacked.
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Several foreign nationals were captured by RlJF forces in mid-February 1998. They
included Spanish, Italian and Austrian religious brothers working at St Joseph's Hospital
in Lunsar, Port Loko District, Northern Province, who were abducted on 14 February
1998. Eldred Collins, a prominent Rl)F member, was reported to have demanded the
release ofFoday Sankoh, at that time still detained in Nigeria, in exchange for the release
of the hostages They were, however, released on 27 February 1998. Two staff of the
humanitarian organization Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF), a Canadian and a French
national, were also abducted around 14 February 1998 at Rogberi while driving between
Port Loko and Lunsar. They were also released after two weeks.
Those perceived to be opposed to the i\FRC and the RUF were particularly targeted by
rebel forces. They included Catholic priests. As almost all other sectors of Siena Leonean
society, the Catholic Church in Sierra Leone had condemned the military coup. Catholic
priests were specifically sought by "A..FRC and RUF forces after February 1998 and some
narrowly escaped death. Their homes were looted and destroyed. Traditional leaders,
known as Paramount Chiefs, were also singled out; 44 Paramount Chiefs were reported to
have been killed in the months following February 1998.
"Operation no living thing"

AIl even more grotesque pattern of killing, rape and mutilation became evident in April
1998 and the number of victims increased dramatically. Rebel forces called their
campaign of terror against civilians
"Operation no living thing". As fighting continued between ECOMOG and rebel forces
around Koidu attacks on civilians in villages in the area persisted and then spread west
and north. Later in April and into May 1998 Alikalia, Yifin and other villages in
Koinadugu District, Northern Province, were attacked. Unarmed civilians who were
taking no active part in the conflict were killed, their homes burned and their villages
destroyed.

Although the exact number of those killed is unknown, it is likely to be several thousand.
Most survivors of attacks described hundreds of bodies lying in the bush where they had
fled and of several members of their families and corrununities being killed. More than
200 people were killed during an attack on one village, Yifin, in Koinadugu District, in
late April 1998. More than 650 bodies, many of them women and children, were reported
to have been buried following fighting in the area around Koidu in mid-June 1998.

With these attacks came reports of mutilations. The arms, hands, legs, ears and lips of
victims were deliberately cut off. By early May 1998 some 120 victims of severe
mutilations had been admitted to Connaught Hospital in the centre of Freetown; about 60
were admitted on one day alone, 26 April 1998. Four had both anus cut off, another 23
had one arm cut off, and others had deep lacerations on their lower anns, severed tendons
or broken bones in their anns after being attacked with machetes. Some had a complete
hand, several fingers or ears missing. They were all civilians: fanners, housewives,
traders, miners, school students. These numbers swelled in the weeks and months which
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followed as more victims arnved at Connaught Hospital and other hospitals in the north
of the country, including in Makeni and Magburaka. Some of these hospitals lacked the
equipment needed to perform war surgery. Connaught Hospital in the centre of Freetown,
which had the necessary facilities, struggled to cope with the influx of patients. Between
6 April 1998 and 27 July 1998 an MSF surgical team treated almost 300 patients with
amputations, severe mutilations or gunshot wounds at the hospital. The majority of the
cases treated were lacerations to the head or neck or amputations of arms, hands, fingers,
ears or lips. About a fifth of these victims were children, one aged 18 months. This
number represented, however, only a fraction of the number of such victims, many of
whom never reached medical help. Between 25 May 1998 and 12 June 1998 International
Committee of the Red Cross (lCRC) delegates evacuated 23 people from the north of the
country with gunshot wounds, deep lacerations and amputated limbs requiring urgent
reconstructive surgery. A helicopter was used to reach areas inaccessible by road because
of insecurity and fear of attack by armed groups. Evacuation of wounded civilians
continued throughout the following months. According to humanitarian agencies in
Freetown, only about one in four victims of mutilations by rebel forces survived their
injuries. In June 1998 the ICRC rehabilitated Netland Hospital in Freetown for the
surgical treatment of victims of amputations. By the end of September 1998, some 400
victims of amputations were reported to have undergone surgery at Netland Hospital. By
October 1998 estimates of the number of victims of mutilations since February 1998
were put as high as 4,000.
Among the thousands of refugees arriving from Eastern and Northern Provinces into

Guinea to escape attacks were civilians with similar mutilations. Between April and June
1998 some one hundred refugees were reported to have arrived in Guinea with serious
injuries; half of them had suffered deliberate mutilation. By September 1998 a regional
representative of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (lTNnCR) reported that more
than 400 refugees in a camp at Kissidougou in Guinea had hands, limbs or ears cut off or
were suffering other injuries.
Many of the survivors provided accounts of the violence inflicted upon them. Groups of
armed men arrived in their villages, claiming to be ECOMOG, that they had come to
liberate the villagers and that they were safe Forced out of their homes, they realised that
they were not ECOMOG troops. Civilians were rounded up, in groups or in lines, and
then taken individually to a pounding block in the village where their hands, arn1S or legs
were cut with a machete. In some villages, after the civilians were rounded up, they were
stripped naked. Men were then ordered to rape members of their own family. If they
refused, their arms were cut off and the women were raped by rebel forces, often in front
of their husbands. As well as rape, women and girls also suffered other forms of sexual
assault such as having foreign objects inserted into their vaginas. Victims of these
atrocities also reported women and children being rounded up, locked into houses which
were then set alight.
The lJN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs, Sergio Vieira de Mello,
following a visit to Sierra Leone, s51id on 15 June 1998 that the brutal treatment of
civilians by AFRC and RUF forces was unlike anything he had seen m 29 years of
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humanitarian work. Describing the pattern of amputations, lacerations and maiming of
civilians, including of children, he said that "hands are cut off and ears and noses are
amputated. _. there are no words to condemn this sort ofpractice ... ".
Villagers from Kondeya, Kono District, fled into the bush when they heard that rebel
forces were approaching their village in early April 1998. On 9 April 1998 a group of
about 50 rebel forces found them and captured about 120. One of the men was strangled.
A baby who was crying was pulled from its mother's back and thrown into a river. They
were forced to return to the village where all the houses were burned. Twenty-seven of
the captured villagers were then attacked with machetes; some were decapitated, others
had their throats cut or their eyes gouged out.
Survivors were often taunted by rebel forces to go to ECOMOG and tell them that the
AFRC and R'lJF were there or to go to President Kabbah to ask for a new limb. One was
given a letter and told to deliver it to President Kabbah. Victims who had one or both ears
cut off were told that without their ears they could no longer listen to the government or
ECOMOG.

In some cases it took victims days or weeks to reach medical assistance. One man who
had both arms cut off in April 1998 walked for several weeks from village to village until
he was able to find a vehicle to take him to Freetown. Many more, unable to reach a
medical centre in time, died as a result of their injuries. Some spent weeks in the bush
either attempting to walk to safety or waiting until it was safe to return to their homes.
The fate of several thousand people who fled into the bush during attacks on villages
remains unknown. Many of those wounded have died in the bush.
An .Amnesty International delegation which visited Sierra Leone in May 1998 met some
of the victims of these atrocities at Connaught Hospital. One, a farmer aged 40 from the
village of Badala, in Koinadugu District, had both hands cut off when the village was
attacked on 3 May 1998. Hearing reports of advancing attacks, including those on Yifm
and Alikalia, he had previously sent his family to safety in Kabala. At the time of the
attack he was preparing food in his compound. Up to 400 men, armed with machetes, .AK
47 guns and rocket propelled grenades entered the village. They caught him and asked
him where ECOMOG was. When he said that he did not know, he was hit on the head
with an AK 47. He was then forced to lie down and both arms were cut off. He was also
beaten on his legs. He begged to be killed. The men who attacked him wrote three letters
and put them in the pockets of his trousers. He was then told to go to tell President

Kabbah that they were coming to Freetown, adding "No AFRC, no peace". He lay injured
for three days in Badala and arrived at Connaught Hospital four days later. He had no
news of his wife and three children. Other villagers, of all ages, from Badala were also
mutilated and killed; they included a woman who was raped and then cut with machetes .
.tu1other of the victims, a 15-year-old schoolboy from Koidu who had arrived at
Connaught Hospital on 10 May 1998, had suffered severe lacerations to his nght ankle in
an attempted amputation. He and his f?-mily - his parents and six brothers and sisters had been hiding in the bush for more than two months after being driven from Koidu
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after it was attacked by rebel forces. They had no food throughout that time other than
bananas. On I May 1998 the family had heard reports that ECOMOG had arrived in
Koidu and they went to enter the eastern part of the town. They and those with them were
attacked by rebel forces who accused them of supporting President Kabbah. Almost 50
people were killed. The young boy stayed for four days in a house without food or
treatment for his severely injured leg. He was taken first to Makeni by ECOMOG forces
and then brought to Connaught Hospital. He .did not know what had happened to his
family.
Three young women survived an attack on the village of Bairna in Bombali District,
Northern Province, on 7 May 1998; one had a deep cut to her arm, the other two had been
beaten all over their bodies. One of the women had witnessed the killing of several
members of her family, includll1g her children. Twelve people, including three of her
children, died when their house was set alight. Another child, a grrl aged three, was
pulled from her back and cut with machetes.
There were many atrocities in villages around Karina, between Makeni and Fadugu, in
Northern Province, which were attacked on 7 May 1998. All those who were unable to
run away were killed; others had limbs amputated.
In. an incident which occurred on 7 May 1998 in Northern Province, a woman survivor
recounted that one of her sisters had been killed by having her throat cut and two others
were covered in kerosene and burned. Other victims, including children, were wrapped in
a foam mattress which was then set alight.

The village of Tumbodu, nOl1h of Koidu, was attacked repeatedly during April and May
1998. During one of these attacks, on 11 May 1998, a woman aged in her twenties who
was hiding in the bush outside the town was caught and asked for rice, which she did not
have. She was forced to carry a heavy load; when she faltered she was beaten. When she
reached Tumbodu she was forced to place her legs on a stone which were then cut in an
attempted amputation. She suffered deep laceration to both legs and also to her arms. She
arrived in Connaught Hospital on 15 May 1998. Her 10-year-01d son was abducted by the
rebels.
Massenbendu, a village close to Tumbodu, was also attacked on 11 May 1998. One of the
victims, a farmer, was in his house when the door was broken down by rebel forces who
demanded money; he said that he had none. Rebel forces told him that they were going to
kill him because he supported President Kabbah. He sustained deep lacerations to his
neck, head and arms. He was taken first to an ECOMOG base at Masingbi and was then
transferred to Freetown. Three members of his family - two men and a small boy -were
abducted.
Human rights abuses by rebel forces since July 1998

Atrocities declined significantly during July and August 1998 as the rainy season
advanced. Despite thlS decreased level of atrocities concerns remained that rebel forces
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could mount future attacks against unarmed civilians. In his First Progress Report on
UNOMSIL, the lJN Secretary-General said that he remained "deeply concerned about the
plight of innocent civilians in the country, who may still be suffering the depredations of
the rebel forces or at riskfrom future attacks."
Incidents of killing and mutilations continued to be reported. On 27 July 1998 rebel
forces, after feigning surrender, attacked Kabala,was held by ECOMOG. Rebel forces
threatened to use civilians as human shields. No mutilations were reported but a large
number of civilians, including children and young people, were reported to have been
abducted. Rebel forces held Kabala for about four days before it was retaken by
ECOMOG. Some 200 houses had been destroyed, property was looted and money
extorted from civilians. All relief goods, medical supplies and logIstics for humanitarian
efforts had been looted or destroyed. At about the same time, rebel forces attacked a bus
carrying civilians about 10 kilometres south ofKabala, killing seven people. Three young
boys were also reported to have been abducted.
During attacks on villages in the area of Gbinti, Port Loko District, in early August 1998
VIctims of killings and mutilations included three women and a two-year-old child who
were subsequently admitted to hospital wi'th gunshot wounds, either to the backs of their
bodies or their head. Three men were also admitted to hospital with deep lacerations
apparently inflicted in attempted amputations.
In late August and during September 1998 an escalation of attacks was reported in
Northern Province. Reports began to be received of victims having the initials "i\FRC"
carved into their foreheads and backs. Around 24 August 1998 there were attacks on
villages, including Thawuya and Masunthu, in Kambia District. Several civilians were
subsequently admitted to the Government Hospital in the town of Kambia with
amputated limbs or severe laceraiions. Three had both hands and ears amputated; others
had deep wounds to their arms, shoulders and faces. One of the victims was a threemonth-old baby with lacerations to the nape of its neck. On 6 September 1998 the town
of Kamalu, near Kamakwie, in Bombali District, was attacked by rebel forces. At least 40
civilians, including children, were reported to have been killed in the attack; others were
seriously injured with machete wounds. Some of those killed had been flISt been
subjected to torture and sexual abuse; others had been bumed alive. A Paramount Chief,
Samura Bangura, was reported to have been abducted from Kamalu, together with some
50 others. On 11 September 1998 Fadugu, Koinadugu District, was attacked. According
to reports, during that attack eight civilians, including a Paramount Chief, Alimamy

Fanna Thoronka II, were bumed alive.
Three villages in Kambia District, Yebaya, Kathatinah and Kakula, were reported to have
been attacked by around one hundred rebel forces on 12 September 1998, resulting in the
deaths of at least 16 civilians. According to witnesses of the attack on Yebaya, at least
nine people were killed either by being shot or attacked with machetes. In late September
1998 and early October 1998 more than 50 people were reported to have been killed in
attacks in Kambia District, near the b~rder with Guinea, including on the village of
KUkuna, and at least 25 civilians were reported to have been mutilated, including by

amputations, by rebel forces.
On 8 October 1998 the town of Mange in Port Loko District, some 150 kilometres from
Freetown and on the main road to Guinea, was attacked by more than 200 rebel forces in
an attempt to gain control of a strategic bridge. Some 25 civilians were reported to have
been killed in the attack but the toll was expected to be higher since rebel forces were
reported to have set flre to more than 40 homes, in some cases with civilians inside. Most
of the town's 15,000 inhabitants fled and many of the wounded arrived at the hospital in
the town of Port Loko for treatment. ECOMOG forces maintained control of the bridge
after three days of fighting.
There were further attacks by rebel forces on villages in Bombali District during
September 1998. iunong the victims were two men, Pa Bai Munu and Morlai Munu,
from the village of Mabunduka, between Pendembu and Mateboi, some 40 kilometres
from Makeni. Pa Bai Munu, a farmer aged over 70, had fled his village for Makeni
following an earlier attack during which two other members ofms family, including
Sorie Kabbie Munu, were abducted by rebel forces. The village was burned. Other
members of the same family, Pa Amadu Munu and Pa Santigie Munu, had been killed by
having their throats cut during an attack on Mateboi in May 1998. Pa Bai Munu later
returned to a village, Four Road Loko, close to his home at Mabunduka. He, Morlai
Munu and about 20 other people were killed when Four Road Loko was attacked on 16
September 1998. According to reports, Pa Bai Munu was tied by the neck and dragged
for about 10 kilometres before he was hacked to death and his body mutilated. At least
six members of the family had been killed or abducted.
Attacks on villages around Kabala, including Benikoro and Badala, resumed and
intensified during September 1998. The town of Kabala itself, earlier attacked and held
briefly by rebel forces in late July 1998, was again attacked on 18 September 1998. Some
20 civilians were reported to have been killed and houses burned. Among the victims
who were evacuated to Freetown by the ICRC were three children, two of whom were
suffering from extensive bums. One of them had hidden with his family in a hut which
was set alight by rebel forces; he was the only survivor.
On 24 October 1998, apparently in retaliation at the death sentence imposed on Foday
Sankoh the previous day, the village of Alikalia was attacked by some 300 rebel forces.
Reports of the attack referred to civilians, including women and children, being shot,
decapitated or having their arms amputated. Civilian survivors of the attack on Alika1ia
were admitted to Connaught Hospital with gunshot wounds and multiple lacerations
Attacks by rebel forces also escalated in Kenema District from August 1998. i\mong the
villages affected were Mendekelema, Neama and Sandarn, which was completely
destroyed, less than 30 kilometres from the town of Kenema. One of the victims of the
attack on Mendekelema in late August 1998 had both hands amputated. Survivors of
attacks consistently described mutilation, rape, torture, killing and the burning of houses.
Entire local communities were displaced from the area, many fleeing to the towns of
Kenema, Segbwema and Darn.
.
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Recommendations
•

the international community must continue to condemn in the strongest
possible terms the grave breaches of international humanitarian law
committed by forces of the AFRC and RUF;

•

leaders of AFRC and RUF forces must take immediate measures to end
human rights abuses committed by their combatants, including deliberate
and arbitrary killing of non-combatants, torture, mutilation and rape, and
must publicly state their commitment to respecting international
humanitarian law;
those in command of AFRC and RUF forces should exert effective control
over those under their command in order to prevent torture and killing of
non-combatants; those suspected of committing human rights abuses should
be removed from any position of authority or duties which bring them into
contact with prisoners or others at risk of abuse;

•

AFRC and RUF forces must respect human rights and the basic principles of
international humanitarian law and abide by minimum standards of humane
behaviour at all times.

Children at the centre of the violence

Children have not escaped the violence and brutality of the conflict in Sierra Leone; they
have often been the principal victims of gross human rights abuses, including the
atrocities in Eastern and Northern Provinces which occurred in the months following the
removal of the f\FRC and RlJF from power in February 1998. They have been
deliberately and arbitrarily killed, mutilated and maimed, abducted and forcibly recruited
by rebel forces. Among the thousands of Sierra Leonean refugees in neighbouring
countries or internally displaced within Sierra Leone after February 1998 were hundreds
of unaccompanied children, separated from their families as a result of the violence.
Several thousand children, including babies and very young children, have been
separated from their families as a result of seven years of internal arn1ed conflict. Most of
those abducted in the earlier years of the war were from Southern and Eastern Provinces.
The most common reason for the separation of children from their families was abduction
by rebel forces. Others became separated from their parents as a result of attacks on their
towns and villages when their parents were killed, abducted or became missll1g.
Many families have rejected children who had been forcibly recruited into rebel forces
and have refused to take them back into their homes. Even in cases where parents are
willing to take back their children, the level of resentment and bitterness within their
communities sometimes prevents them. from doing so.
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Signiflcant and coordinated efforts are being undertaken by the lTN Children's Fund
(lTNICEF) together with a coalition of non-governmental orga..'1izations to reunite these
children wlth their families and to help their reintegration into their families and
communities, often in the most difficult of circumstances.
The work of UN agencies and non-governmental organizations in providing help and
protection to children traumatized by the conflict, including fonner child combatants,
should be supported and reinforced by the international community.
Abduction of children

Large numbers of civilians, in particular children and young men and women, have been
abducted by the RUF throughout the years of the internal anned conflict They have been
forcibly recruited to fight or forced to undertake other tasks such as carrying loads,
including looted property and food, and cooking. Women and girls have been forced to
become the sexual partners of rebel forces. Vv1lile in the early years of the conflict
representatives of the RUF claimed publicly that some of those abducted had joined rebel
forces willingly, in most cases captured civilians have been held under duress, threatened
with killing or ill-treatment, and have had little option but to cooperate.
Capture and abduction of civilians, including many children, has continued throughout
the months since the .-\PRC and RlJF were deposed and has occurred increasingly in
Northern Province. In those areas of the country which remained under the control of
rebel forces thousands of civilians, including women and children, effectively remained
captive, many of them in Kailahun District, a stronghold of the RUF since the beginning
of the internal anned conflict Some estimates put this number as high as 10,000. They
were used to carry goods, as human shields or for sexual slavery.
Testimonies of victims of the attacks by rebel forces which occurred in Northern
Province from April 1998 invariably referred to the abduction oflarge numbers of
people, including children. When the town of Kabala was attacked by a large group of
rebel forces in July 1998, a large number of children were abducted. Njalia Nimikoro, a
village some 10 kilometres southwest of Koidu, was reported to have been attacked
around 18 August 1998. Nine civilians, including a 10-year-old child were admitted to
hospital with gunshot wounds, and a woman and her five children were reported to have
been abducted by rebel forces. A few days earlier, on 15 August 1998, rebels in the area
around Koidu were reported to have released around 250 captured civilians. Dozens of
civilians were reported to have been abducted, however, when three villages in Kambia
District were attacked in September 1998.
The abuse of children by rebel forces

Many of those abducted have been trained and forced to fight Vlhen RUF forces joined
the AFRC in Freetown following the military coup in May 1997 many of its fighters,
some as young as 11 or 12 years ano. many in their teens, who had previously been
abducted arrived in Freetown. Many had spent several years in RlJF camps in the bush
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and had fought in the conflict. 1-'1 some cases their names had been changed by the RUF.
Fear played a significant role in forcing these children to remain with the RlJF. Those
who attempted to escape were beaten or killed. Former RUF child combatants have
recounted summary killing, torture and ill-treatment. These children also relied on the
R1JF for their means of survival, including food and shelter. As well as being forced to
fight, they were used as porters to carry goods and looted property. The use of drugs such
as amphetamines was reported to be widespread.. Sex was used in a systematic way by the
R1JF to enslave girls, often very young, and young women. Vlhile some later expressed a
wish to remain with their partners, most remained under duress. Many had become
pregnant and had children, making eventual reintegration into their own communities
even more difficult.
The histories of many of the children abducted by the RUF since 1991 emerged when
they arrived in Freetown. ~An 11-year-old boy caught and abducted during an ambush by
the RUF near Bo several years earlier had been forced to take drugs and fight. 1\nother
boy had been captured in Kai1ahun District in 1992 when he was six years old and
separated from his mother, sister and brother. Six years later he did not know where his
family were or whether they were still alive. 1\nother boy had been abducted during an
attack in Kenema District in 1992, in which both his parents had been killed, when he
was 10 or 11 years old. He had been with the RUF for six years and had been trained to
use a gun and fight. A girl, aged 14 at the time of her abduction in 1995, was forced to
become the sexual partner of a member of the RUF. She was forced to cook and taught
how to use a gun.
Victims and perpetrators of human rights abuses

vVhen the AFRC and RUF were forced by ECOMOG from Freetown in mid-February
1998 many ofthese children, some of whom had been responsible for killings and torture,
were identified as members of the RUF and risked revenge attacks by civilians, placing
their safety and lives injeopardy. Almost 3,000 children associated with the RUF, feming
reprisals from civilians, were reported to have fled from Freetown in a matter of days.
There were reports of such children being beaten by civilians before being handed over to
ECOMOGtroops and one child who had been living on the streets of Freetown was
reported to have been burned alive in an apparent revenge attack. ECOMOG troops were
also reported to have ill-treated some of these children when they were handed over into
their custody.
Recruitment of children by Civil Defence Forces

Large numbers of children have also been recruited into the ranks of the CDF which
support President Kabbah and are fighting with ECOMOG against rebel forces. Although
the CDF has made a commitment to end initiation of children into the traditional hunters'
societies which form the CDF, there were reports that new members, including children
between the ages of 15 and 17, were recruited near Magburaka in Tonkolili District,
Northern Province, in July 1998. Initiation of children into the CDF was also reported to
be continuing in Southern and Eastern Provinces, for example at Darn and Segbwema,
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during the following months and children, some as young as seven years, were still seen
carrying anns and guarding CDP checkpoints. In early October 1998 Chief Samuel Hinga
Norman, Deputy Minister of Defence, during a visit to Sierra Leone by the Executive
Director of~1CEF, Carol Bellamy, was reported as stating his commitment to
disarming and demobilizing children recruited by the kamajors, adding, however, that the
conflict in Sierra Leone was not yet over.
Efforts by the international community to meet the needs of children

The Special Representative of the lJN Secretary-General for Children and .A.rrned
Conflict, Olara Otunnu, visited Sierra Leone in both March and May 1998. During his
viSIt in May 1998, when he travelled to the east of the country, it became clear that one of
the most pressing challenges facing Sierra Leone was the" crisis of the young": the plight
of children affected directly or indirectly by the conflict. He identified five areas
requiring urgent action by the international community: demobilization and reintegration
of child combatants; resettlement of internally displaced people; tracing the families of
unaccompanied children; rehabilitation and support of victims without limbs; and
provision and rehabilitation of medical and educational services.
At a meeting with the UN Special Representative during his visit in May 1998, the
government agreed not to recruit children under the age of 18 years into a reconstituted
national army. The CDF also agreed to stop initiation and recruitment of children under
the age of 18 and to begin the process of demobilization of child combatants within their
ranks [12]. Both ECOMOG and the CDF agreed to provide special protection to J\FRC
and RUF child combatants in their custody as a result of surrender, capture or escape. On
5 November 1998 Olara Otunnu again appealed to both the CDP and rebel forces to end
the recruitment of child soldiers.
Olara Otunnu called on the international community to respond in a more vigorous and
concerted way to the needs of children affected by the conflict in Sierra Leone and urged
it to make the rehabilitation of children in Sierra Leone a pilot project for post-conflict
reconstruction. Meeting the specific needs of children, young people and women affected
by the conflict in Sierra Leone were particularly important in plans for rehabilitation and
reconstruction.

In a press conference following his address to the UN General Assembly in October
1998, Olara Otunnu made specific references to the plight of children in Sierra Leone and
called for the international community to provide both political commitment and
resources. He recommended to the key actors responsible for post-conflict reconstruction
programs, such as the World Bank and the United Nations Development Programme
(lJ1\i'DP), that the needs of women and children who had been victims of conflict should
be at the centre of such programs.
On 29 June 1998 the UN Security Council strongly condemned the targeting of children
in war, in particular their abduction, sexual abuse and recruitment as soldiers, and said
that it would pay serious attention to the situation of children affected by armed conflicts.
.,r
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In his address to the UN special conference, the lTN Secretary-General acknowledged the
terrible suffering of children in Sierra Leone: "To an appalling degree, it was children
who 'were, and still are, the vicrims of war, either as conscripted fighters or as casualties
of indiscriminate attacks." The Secretary-General welcomed the government of Sierra
Leone's decision to offer an amnesty for child soldiers from all combatant groups and
efforts to develop a national program to meet the needs of children who had been
particularly adversely affected by seven years of conflict.
At the UN special conference the Executive Director oflJNICEF referred to the
importance of demobilizing and reintegrating into society an estimated 4,000 children
still attached to fighting forces which would require an intensive and long-term
commitment of resources from the international community. Some 2,500 of these
children were being forced to fight with rebel forces; the others had been recruited by the
CDF. The safety of all children who had been captured needed to be ensured and ways
found to release them and include them in the disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration pro gram.
During her visit to Sierra Leone in early October 1998, the Executive Director of
UNICEF again urged that all child combatants be disarmed and demobilized: "the fact
that the conflict is (still going) on should not justify recruitment of children". During
discussions with government officials, she sought assurances that the government would
abide by its commitments to demobilize child combatants, not to recruit new child
combatants and to provide an amnesty for those children who had been fighting with
rebel forces. She urged that the process be speeded up. She also called for the release of
all child prisoners of war, the number of which is unknown.
The demobilization of soldiers and their reintegration into society - socially,
psychologically, politically and economically - is critical to post-conflict reconstruction
and rehabilitation. Support for such programs, particularly those for children, is vital.
UNICEF and lJNOMSIL, with the National Commission for Human Rights and
Democracy and ECOMOG, are undertaking a program of registration and interviewing of
former RlJF child combatants in order to include them into the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration process. The children, once registered, are released from
ECOMOG custody into the care of UNICEF. In October 1998 some 60 children, aged
from eight to 18, were reported to have been registered in Makeni and another 120 in Bo;
registration in Port Loko was due to commence in November 1998.
Recommendations
AFRC and RUF forces must end the gross human rights abuses being
perpetrated against children, including killing, mutilation, rape and other
forms of sexual abuse, abduction and forcible recruitment as combatants;
AFRC and RUF forces should release all children currently held as captives
or child soldiers;
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immediate measures to end the recruitment of children under the age of 18
by the CDF should be taken and the government should be assisted and
supported in the registration of child combatants among the CDF in order to
ascertain ~heir exact number and location and to incorporate them into the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration program;
•

the Sierra Leone government and ~pe international community should fully
support and assist relevant UN agencies and non-governmental organizations
to identify and address the social, psychological and material needs of
children, particularly former child combatants, affected by the conflict in
Sierra Leone;
the international community should fully support the proposal of the Special
Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Children and Armed
Conflict for Sierra Leone to be made a pilot project for a more effective
response in the context of post-conflict peace building; this pilot project
should coordinate, reinforce, and provide adequate resources for initiatives
aimed at the protection of children in Sierra Leone.

Human rights violations by ECOMOG forces

At the time of its offensive on Freetown which began on 5 February 1998, shelling by
ECOMOG forces was reported to have caused a high number of civilian casualties.
Shelling continued in densely populated areas of Freetown throughout the week of the
offensive, including in areas where medical facilities, such as Connaught Hospital, were
situated. More than 600 people with war-related injuries were reported to have been
admitted to hospital during that period. The high number of civilian casualties suggested
that ECOMOG may have taken inadequate measures to protect civilians during the
offensive on Freetown.
Shelling by A..FRC and RUF forces was, however, also intensive during that period and
some civilians claimed that residential areas in Freetown were being deliberately shelled
by A..FRC and RUF forces, particularly by those positioned at Fourah Bay College on a
hill overlooking Freetown.
Thousands of civilians in rebel-controlled areas, in particular Kailahun District, remain at
risk of being caught in hostilities between ECOMOG, fighting with the CDF, and rebel
forces. There are fears that the safety of the civilian population might be endangered,
especially during air strikes which are reported to be taking place. Measures to minimise
the risk to civilians during combat, in conformity with international humanitarian law,
must be undertaken during military operations, including aerial bombardments of rebel
forces' bases located near or within areas where there are high concentrations of civilians.
In his Second Progress Report on UNOMSIL the UN Secretary-General referred to
reports which suggested that "certain ECOMOG personnel do not consistently ensure full
respect for provisions of international humanitarian law, such as those regarding [he
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protecrion of non-combatants in combat situations and the proper treatment of
combatants during surrender or capture. Ul'iOMSIL is encouraging the ECOivfOG
leadership to raise awareness among all troops to ensure full respect for all relevant
aspects of internatIOnal humanitarian law".

In the days after it took control of Freetown, several thousand soldiers surrendered to or
were captured by ECOMOG forces. In subsequent weeks and months, ECOMOG
supervised thousands of military detainees, in particular at Benguema, a military training
camp some 25 kilometres from Freetown, but also at military bases at Lungi, Bo,
Kenema and Makeni. According to the Attorney-General and Minister of Justice,
Solomon Berewa, all military detainees held by ECOMOG remained under the authority
of the Sierra Leone government; the role ofECOMOG was to screen those detained,
assess whether they were a security risk and whether they could be deployed as part of
the ECOMOG force or the eventual reconstituted national army.
It was claimed that i\FRC and RUF combatants captured by the CDF were handed over
to the police or ECOMOG forces after February 1998. It appeared, however, that CDF
forces summarily killed some captured combatants and reports also suggested that
ECOMOG forces handed over captured AFRC and RUF forces to the CDF who
subsequently killed them.

A significant number of civilians are being detained by ECOMOG forces under the
category 0 f" safe custody" in prisons and other places of detention throughout the
country. "t\n unspecified number of people are held under ECOMOG "safe custody" at
Pademba Road prison. At the Central Prison in Kenema more than 30 people, some
apparently accused of collaboration with rebel forces, were reported to be held under
ECOMOG "safe custody" in October 1998 without any referral of their cases to the
civilian authorities. There is apparently no legal basis for their detention; it is unclear
whether they are held under the provisions of the Public Emergency Regulations which
carne into effect in March 1998. In October 1998 there were reports that a suspected
member of rebel forces had been taken into custody by ECOMOG in Makeni despite
substantial evidence that he was innocent
There have also been reports that those taken into custody by ECOMOG forces have been
ill-treated by being beaten and tied tightly. Among the victims in Freetown were children
who had been among RUF forces and who were detained shortly after the ECOMOG
intervention. During September 1998 there were reports, although few in number, of
torture and ill-treatment of both civilian detainees and captured combatants. A number of
former RlJF child combatants who were registered as part of the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration program claimed that they had been ill-treated while in
the custody of ECOMOG.
There have also been reports of acts of violence and intimidation by ECOMOG forces
against civilians in Freetown and other parts of the country. On 5 October 1998 at a
checkpoint at Magbenteh, about three kjlometres from Makeni, a driver was reported to
have been beaten and stabbed with a bayonet by a member ofECOMOG during an
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argument about a search of his vehicle and request for his documents. Sexual assault of
women at ECOMOG checkpoints has also been reported in the area around Makeni.
There were several reports of harassment of humanitarian convoys by both ECOMOG
and CDF forces in the area of Masingbi and Njaiama-Sewafe during October 1998. For
example, the driver of vehicle belonging to a non-governmental organization was
reported to have been physically assaulted by ECOMOG forces near Masingbi who also
stole property from the vehicle. UNOMSIL military observers have frequently been
requested to intervene with ECOMOG and the CDF on behalf of UN agencies and nongovernmental organizations.
ECOMOG commanders have expressed a determination to address problems of illdiscipline and were reported to have established a complaints procedure to investigate
any allegations of harassment of civilians by ECOMOG forces.
Recommendations
•

all military personnel participating in the ECOMOG force in Sierra Leone
must adhere to international humanitarian and human rights law at all
times;

•

all troops participating in ECOMOG should be fully trained in these
standards and understand their obligation to adhere to them;

•

in accordance with international humanitarian law, civilians should not be
targeted during military operations by ECOMOG forces; ECOMOG forces
must at all times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants
and take all necessary measures to protect civilians from the dangers arising
from military operations;

•

the cases of civilian detainees reported to be held "in safe custody" by
ECOMOG forces should be reviewed by a civilian judicial authority in order
to establish the legal basis for their detention and to determine whether they
should be charged or released;

•

specific mechanisms for monitoring, investigating and reporting any
violations of international humanitarian and human rights law by ECOMOG
forces should be established;

•

UNOMSIL military observers should be provided with adequate resources to
monitor the respect by ECOMOG forces of international humanitarian and
human rights law during both military operations and during disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration programs for former combatants;
any allegations of human J:ights violations by ECOMOG forces, such as
extrajudicial execution, torture and ill-treatment, should be promptly and

independently investigated and those responsible brought to justice, in
accordance with international standards.
Human rights violations by Civil Defence Forces

The CDF have also failed to respect international human rights and humanitarian law and
have been responsible for torture, ill-treatment and extrajudicial executions, although not
on the scale of abuses committed by A..PRC and RUF forces.
The CDF are composed of traditional hunters and include kamajors from the south and
east of the country, and kapras, donsos, tamaboros from the north. The National
Coordinator of the CDF is the Deputy Minister of Defence. Although attempts have been
made to register all members of the CDF throughout the country, this has been made
difficult because of the lack of a formal structure and control over some of the CDF,
continuing recruitment and fighting.
The CDF have killed, tortured and ill-treated both captured i\PRC and RUF combatants
and also civilians suspected of supporting or collaborating with the AFRC and RuT In
September 1997 four people, including a woman, who were suspected of being soldiers
or i\FRC supporters were reported to have been summarily executed by being
decapitated when the vehicle in which they were travelling from Bo to Makeni was
stopped by kamajors. In January 1998 kamajors were reported to have summarily killed
civilians suspected of supporting the AFRC and RUF in two villages near the town of
Rotifunk, Southern Province, some 90 kilometres from Freetown.
In February 1998, in the days following the removal of the i\FRC and RUF, there were
many cases of torture, ill-treatment and extrajudicial executions by the kamajors,
including in the towns of Bo, Kenema and Koidu. They were often mutilated and many
were killed by being burned alive; some had tyres placed around their heads which were
then set alight. At least 50 people accused of having supported the AFRC and Rill were
extrajudicially executed in Kenema. Black marks on the dili roads where people had been
burned alive were still visible months later. Vvilen kamajors entered Koidu on 11 and 12
February 1998 they captured and killed AFRC soldiers. Some were decapitated, others
were doused with petrol or had tyres placed around them and were burned alive. Such
killings also took place in Freetown in the days immediately following the removal of the
AFRC and RlJF. At least six people were killed by civilians in revenge attacks. They
included Mohamed Bangura, also known as Saccoma, who was burned alive, Sheik
Mustapha, who was beaten to death, and Musa Kabia.

Several independent sources referred to isolated incidents of extrajudicial execution
together with ritual cannibalism by members of the CDF. Ritual cannibalism is not,
however, accepted behaviour or policy among the CDF and is rej ected as abhorrent by
most CDF. It appears to be carned out only by a small number of kamajors, in particular
in the region around Kenema, who subscribe to animist beliefs. One such incident was
reported to have occurred on 27 Marc~ 1998 when a boy aged 17 from Kenema was
detained by kamajors and accused of collaborating with the AFRC and RUE He was

taken to the market place and forced to buy vegetables and other ingredients. He was then
reported to have been killed in a cannibalistic ritual. His partially burned body, with the
heart removed, was later seen by witnesses. Other incidents of ritual cannibalism were
reported to have taken place during April and May 1998 at Panguma, north of Kenema.
These incidents must be investigated by the authorities and those responsible brought to
justice. Longer-term measures, including increasing awareness and understanding of the
cultural basis for this practice, are also needed in order to eradicate ritual cannibalism.
On 28 April 1998 President Kabbah announced that the CDF had been placed under the
command of ECOMOG. The following day a kamajar leader in Bo was reported to have
criticized the growmg lawlessness of the kamajars and called for the registration of all
CDF, who were apparently roaming the streets of Bo. Although nominally under the
command and control of ECOMOG, the behaviour of the CDF continued to be
undisciplined in the following months, particularly in areas other than their own villages,
towns and districts. Reports of extrajudicial executions and torture of prisoners decreased
significantly, bowever, from June 1998, apparently as a result of intervention by the
government and ECOMOG, and the discipline of many CDF units improved
significantly.
Some incidents of extrajudicial execution, torture and ill-treatment, however, continue to
be reported. On 26 October 1998 four captured rebels were reported to have been
extrajudicially executed in the village of Romeni, north of Port Loko. At least another 10
were reported to have been killed after being captured during the attack on .Alikalia in
October 1998.
In late August 1998 a young woman from the area around Kenema who had previously
handled goods looted from the World Food Programme (WFP) by rebel forces was
reported to have been interrogated by a group of about 20 CDF in the town of Kenema.
Vlben she made remarks considered offensive by the CDF, she was stripped and beaten.
She was then taken to an unknown destination. Reports were also received in September
1998 of illegal arrest and detention of civilians by the CDF although it is unclear whether
this practice is continuing.
Criminal acts, such as looting, confiscation of vehicles and civil disturbance, by the CDF
have continued. Civilians have been harassed and money and goods extorted in exchange
for permission to pass through checkpoints along major roads. The CDF have imposed
their authority through fear and intimidation with the result that many people are afraid to
make formal complaints to the authorities about their conduct. During September 1998
there were persistent reports of interference with the delivery of humanitarian supplies.
Little or no action is known to have been taken by the authorities against members of the
CDF who have been responsible for illegal arrest and detention, torture and ill-treatment
and extrajudicial executions of those suspected of having collaborated with the AFRC
which have occurred since February 1998. The CDF appear to act with impunity. There is
an urgent need to investigate humaI} rights violations committed by the CDF and bring
those responsible to justice.
.
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Reco mmendations
•

strict chain of command must be enforced over members of the CDF in order
to prevent extrajudicial executions, torture and iII-treatment, illegal arrest
and detention;
all reports of extrajudicial executions, torture and ill-treatment, illegal arrest
and detention by the CDF should be promptly and independently
investigated in order to bring those responsible to justice.

Refugees and internally displaced people - still at risk

In July 1998 at the lJN special conference on Sierra Leone, the UN High Commissioner
for Refugees, Sadako Ogata, stated that the refugee crisis in Sierra Leone had been the
worst in Africa so far during 1998. On 10 November 1998 she again referred to the plight
of Sierra Leonean refugees and internally displaced people when she called on the UN
Security Council to respond more effectively to refugee crises in Africa.
As fighting has intensified in the east and north of the country since the intervention by
ECOMOG in February 1998, at least 550,000 Sierra Leoneans are estimated to have fled
areas affected by conflict. They include hundreds of unaccompanied children. According
to UNBCR, since the beginning of 1998, some 210,000 Sierra Leoneans have sought
refuge in Guinea and another 57,000 in Liberia. It is also estimated that more than
300,000 have become internally displaced within Sierra Leone during 1998.
The continuing violence perpetrated by rebel forces has not only prevented the return of
refugees and internally displaced people to their homes but has also caused a serious
humanitarian situation which threatens lives. Both refugees and internally displaced
people remain vulnerable to attacks by rebel forces and face acute hardship, disease and
malnutrition. The violence and insecurity in areas affected by the conflict has often
prevented adequate assistance reaching them.
Refugees in Guinea and Liberia

Vlhen fighting between ECOMOG and rebel forces intensified in Kailahun District in
April 1998, some 1,000 civillans were reported to be fleeing to Liberia daily. Thousands
of refugees also fled into Guinea; 6,000 new refugees arrived during the first week of
June 1998. Many, including children, died as a result of malnutrition, diarrhoea and
malaria.
The majority of Sierra Leonean refugees were in areas where access was extremely
dlfficult. In both Guinea and Liberia, poor road conditions and the onset of the rainy
season, combined with concerns about security by both the Liberian and Guinean
authorities, aggravated still further pro.blems of access by humanitarian agencies to
refugees in camps near the border, threatening food deliveries and basic medical care,
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including vaccinations
Between 15 June 1998 and 10 July 1998 humanitarian agencies were denied access by
the Guinean authorities to camps close to the border in the Gueckedou region v"here more
than 150,00 refugees had recently arrived. The Guinean authorities cited insecurity and
difficulties in guaranteeing the safety of humanitarian agencies in the area. ul",nCR and
its partners did not have access to these refugees for more than three weeks. Many of the
refugees in this area were already in poor physical condition when they had arrived. In
early September 1998 heavy rains disrupted the delivery of relief assistance to some
180,000 Sierra Leonean refugees in camps in the Gueckedou region of Guinea.

In Guinea most camps were near the border with Sierra Leone, leaving refugees close to
areas of the fighting and vulnerable to attacks. On 3 July 1998 the refugee camp at
Forokonia in Guinea was attacked during an incursion by rebel forces from Sierra Leone.
Six refugees were killed and the camp was looted and almost entirely burned.

In early September 1998 UNHCR reported that rebel forces were continuing to brutalize
Sierra Leonean refugees in Guinea. Rebel forces had attacked a refugee camp at
Tomandu inside Guinea on 1 September 1998, killing at least 10 people - seven women
refugees and several Guineans - as they forced other refugees to carry stolen goods back
across the border into Sierra Leone. UNHCR sent representatives to the village which had
been attacked. They found Sierra Leonean refugees who had previously been abducted by
rebel forces, including a girl who said that she had been repeatedly raped and a boy who
had the letters RUF carved into his chest and forehead. Witnesses said that rebel forces
had raided local food stores killing everyone nearby. Three women refugees were
reported to have been shot and seriously wounded when they refused to continue across a
bridge into Sierra Leone. lJNHCR subsequently moved thousands of refugees from
Tomandu to camps further inside Guinea.
Conclusion 22 of the UNHCR Executive Committee states that "The location of asylumseekers should be determined by their safety and well-being as well as by the security
needs of the receiving State. Asylum-seekers should, as far as possible, be located at a
reasonable distance from the frontier of their country of origin". In addition, Conclusion
48: "Condemns all violations of the rights and safety of refugees and asylum-seekers and
in particular military or arn1ed attacks on refugee camps and settlements".
On 8 September 1998 the VYFP appealed for assistance for more than 200,000 Sierra
Leonean refugees in the Gueck6dou region, most of whom had fled continuing rebel
attacks in Kono and Kailahun Districts. According to the \\lFP, some 80 per cent of
civilians from these areas were either dead or unaccounted for. Several thousand others
were believed to be held captive by rebel forces. Refugees were arriving destitute,
suffering from exhaustion, malnutrition and disease.
There was a further large influx of Sierra Leonean refugees into the Forecariah region of
Guinea in late September 1998. According to UNnCR, more than 3,000 people crossed
the border on 29 September 1998 after rebel forces had killed civilians and burned homes
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in KuK-una. Concern was expressed that refugee camps in the Forecariah region, close to
the border, were vulnerable to incursions by rebel forces from Sierra Leone. Another
2,000 were reported to have also fled their homes and become internally displaced.
Most Sierra Leonean refugees in Liberia, the majority unaccompanied women and
children, were based at camps at Vahun and Kolahun in Lofa Country in northwestern
Liberia. /'\n unknown number of others were sC3,.ttered along the border without access to
humanitarian assistance. Bad roads and rains hampered access by humanitarian
organizations to refugee camps.
The large concentrations of Sierra Leonean refugees m Liberia, in particular at can1ps in
Vahun and Kolahun, contained significant numbers of both active and former
combatants. They included rebel forces who regularly crossed the border between Sierra
Leone and Liberia. Others were former Sierra Leonean soldiers who feared returning to
Sierra Leone because of possible reprisals by the CDF. Also among Sierra Leonean
refugees in Liberia were former combatants of the R1JF who had voluntarily ceased
combat. Conclusion 77 of the UNHCR Executive Committee "calls on States of refuge to
take all necessary measures to ensure that the civilian and humanitarian character of
refugee camps and settlements is maintained".
In addition to the severe physical hardship encountered by refugees and internally
displaced people, there was also concern that refugees returning to Sierra Leone who
might be considered to be associated with rebel forces could be at risk of revenge attacks
on their return and might become victims of arbitrary detention, torture and ill-treatment
or extrajudicial execution.
Internally displaced people

Some 20,000 internally displaced people sought safety from the increasing attacks in
Northern and Eastern Provinces from April 1998 at Masingbi, between Koidu and
Makeni, swelling the town's normal population of7,000. During June and early July 1998
up to 300 people arrived daily at Masingbi, decreasing to between 50 and 100 a day
during August 1998. The humanitarian situation of internally displaced people at
Masingbi remained critical during the following months and there was a high mortality
rate as a result of disease and malnutrition. Children under five years were the worst
affected. Fears for the safety of displaced people at Masingbi heightened after ECOMOG
forces repelled an attack by rebel forces on Masingbi in late October 1998.
With the onset of the rainy season from May, when endemic diseases such as cholera
resurface, many civilians caught in areas under the control of rebel forces, forced from
their homes and seeking refuge in the bush and with no access to medical assistance were
reported to be suffering from vomiting and diarrhoea.
As attacks by rebel forces in both Northern and Eastern Provinces resumed during
September and October 1998 entire loc.?-l communities in Kambia, Koinadugu, Bombali
and Kenema Districts were displaced. Attacks by rebel forces on villages in Kenema

311'L-District in late September 1998 were reported to have resulted in as many as 10,000
people fleeing their homes, half of whom sought refuge in the town of Kenema.
Recommendations
•

all violations of the rights and safety of refugees and, in particular, military
or armed attacks on refugee camps.-and settlements should be condemned; all
efforts should be made to protect the safety of refugees in camps and
settlements, including location to secure areas and, whenever possible, at a
reasonable distance from the border with Sierra Leone;

•

effective measures should be taken to preserve the civilian and humanitarian
nature of refugee camps and settlements;

•

every effort should be made to ensure the safety of internally displaced
people; internally displaced people's camps should be provided adequate
protection from human rights abuses;
all efforts should be made to ensure that there is adequate access to refugees
and internally displaced people in order to monitor their safety and provide
humanitarian assistance;

•

refugee repatriation programs should include effective monitoring and
protection for as long as necessary; international refugee law and protection
standards must be adhered to at all times, including the principles of 11011refoulement, the right to seek asylum and repatriation only on a voluntary
basis with international supervision.

Accountability for human rights abuses

The government of President Kabbah, since it was reinstated in March 1998, has taken
measures to establish accountability for human rights abuses and to bring those
responsible to justice. This is essential for achieving justice and moving towards national
reconciliation. Such a process, however, must be undertaken in accordance with
international standards and must not itself violate human rights. Trials of those accused of
human rights abuses must conform to international standards for a fair trial and there
should be no recourse to the death penalty.

Impunity contributes to continuing human rights abuses. It is only when those responsible
for human rights abuses are brought to justice for their crimes that a clear message is sent
that these abuses will not be tolerated or allowed to go unpunished.
The scale of the atrocities committed by the MRC and the RUF, both before and after
they held power, demand that those responsible be brought to justice. This is not
incompatible with peace and reconcjliation. Peace and security will not be achieved in
Sierra Leone until there is an end to impunity. True reconciliation cannot be achieved if
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the right of victims and their families to truth, justice and redress are ignored.
On 17 June 1998, shortly after a conference on the creation of an international criminal
court opened in Rome, Italy, a joint statement by the heads of five UN agencies said that
the atrocities being committed in Sierra Leone were a brutal reminder of the urgent need
for an international criminal court to try those responsible for war crimes and crimes
against humanity. The statement by UNICEF, lJ~nCR, the Special Representative of the
UN Secretary-General for Children and iumed Conflict, the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights and the UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs urged
those participating at the conference in Rome to study carefully the situation in Sierra
Leone and to ensure that the statute they adopted would be able to combat impunity,
provide justice and contribute to a lasting peace in the country.
The statement added that, despite the willingness of the Sierra Leone government, it was
unlikely that the judicial system would have sufficient resources to bring those
responsible for human rights abuses to justice, which would raise "the prospect ofyet
another round of mindless violence going unpunished".
The delegation of Sierra Leone to the conference in Rome repeatedly cited its country as
evidence of the need for the establishment of a permanent international criminal court.
Amnesty International believes that the international community must assist in
establishing accountability for the atrocities in Sierra Leone. This assistance should
include both political commitment and practical assistance towards the re-establishment
of a functioning and effective justice system and the investigation and documentation of
past human rights abuses.
At the UN special conference on Sierra Leone, the UN Secretary-General also stressed
the need for national reconciliation and for Sierra Leoneans to put the past behind them
and put the future first. The process of reconciliation did not, however, preclude
accountability for human rights abuses: "Those responsible for the atrocities and other
gross violations of human rights will in time be brought to Justice". The need to pursue
policies promoting national reconciliation had to be combined with ensming that those
responsible for crimes and atrocities against civilians were brought to justice. All those
accused had to be given fair trials with full respect for due process of the law.
Recommendations
those responsible for the gross human rights abuses which have occurred in
Sierra Leone since May 1997 must be held accountable for their crimes, in
accordance with international standards;
the international community should assist Sierra Leone in establishing
accountability for the atrocities in Sierra Leone and bringing those
responsible to justice, in accordance with international standards.
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Detentions and trials after February 1998

After ECOMOG forced the AFRC from power in February 1998, some 2,000 people
were arrested and detained. A significant number were former combatants who were
considered to be prisoners of war. Others were associated or perceived to be associated
with the i\FRC and RLT. Many of those detained were suspected of criminal offences
which included gross human rights abuses su"ch as tonure and deliberate and arbitrary
killing of civilians. Some of those detained had given themselves up to police and
ECOMOG forces as a means of protection from civilians who attacked, and in some
cases killed, those closely associated with the AFRC and RLTF'.
On 10 March 1998, President Kabbah proclaimed a state of emergency, under Section 29
of the Constitution of 1991, which includes provisions for indefinite detention without
charge or trial. The Proclamation of Emergency was ratified by parliament on 26 March
1998. The Public Emergency Regulations, 1998, state that:
"2. The President may, if in his opinion it is necessary, for the purpose of maintaining and
securing peace, order and good government in Sierra Leone, make an Order(a) directing that any person be detained or continues to be detained and so long as such
an Order is in force in respect of any person, that person shall be liable to be detained in
such place and under such circumstances as the President may from time to time
determine and shall, while so detained, be deemed to be in legal custody".
Although Article 4 ofthe ICCPR allows the Sierra Leone government to derogate from
its obligations under the treaty, it requires that derogation has to be to the "extent strictly
required by the exigencies of the situation". Certain rights, including the right to life in
l\rticle 6 and the prohibition of torture,cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment in Article 7, cannot be derogated from. The UN Human Rights Committee
which monitors compliance with the ICCPR has stated that "measures taken under
.A.rticle 4 are of an exceptional and temporary nature and may only last as long as the life
of the nation concerned is threatened and that, in times of emergency, the protection of
human rights becomes all the more important, particularly those rights from which no
derogations can be made".
Hundreds of people alleged to have collaborated with the .AFRC and RUF have been held
without charge under the Public Emergency Regulations. The scope of these regulations
raises concern that people could be held indefinitely without charge or trial, in violation
of international human rights standards, in pa11icular the ICCPR.
Throughout the months following the retum of the government of President Kabbah
arrests of those suspected of collaborating with the i,YRC have continued, although the
scale of arrests has gradually decreased and some of the detainees have been released
without charge. It has been difficult to detemline at anyone time exactly how many
detainees are held without charge. i).t the end of September 1998, however, several
hundred people, including some 130 children, were believed to be held without charge in
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detention in Pademba Road prison and other places of detention in and around Freetown.
In some cases detentions appeared to be entirely arbitrary, for example, in cases where
people were denounced as collaborators for reasons of personal revenge or settling of
scores. In September) 998, 18 women were reported to have been arrested in Freetown
after being denounced for having fraternized with members of the AFRC.
Significant numbers of civilians are also being hoeld illegally by ECOMOG forces in "safe
custody" without any process of review of their detention by a civilian judicial authority.
iunong those released without charge from Pademba Road prison after several months in
detention were more than 20 senior police officers, who were reported to have been
released on 20 August 1998. More than 270 Sierra Leonean soldiers who had been part of
the ECOMOG contingent in Liberia at the time of the ECOMOG intervention in
Freetown, repatriated in March 1998 and detained in Pademba Road prison were also
released from custody for retraining on 31 August 1998.
Fifty-nine civilians were charged with treason and other offences in April 1998 and were
brought to trial before the High Court early the following month. Trials before a court
martial of 37 soldiers began in July 1998. Foday Sankoh was brought before a
magistrates' court on 4 September 1998 and charged with treason and other related
offences; his trial before the High Court began later that month. It was also expected that
further trials of both civilians and soldiers would begin in November 1998. The Court of
Appeal ruled m 1975 that the death penalty for the offence of treason was discretionary
The cases of some of the hundreds of other detainees who remained held without charge
or trial were to be reviewed by an independent committee of investigation.

The committee of investigation
In late May 1998 the government established an independent committee of investigation
to review the cases of the several hundred people arrested for alleged collaboration with
the AFRC who remained detained without charge. The purpose of the committee is to
review the cases of those detamed in order to expedite release or prosecution. The tern1S
of reference of the committee was to advise the government on action to be taken in the
cases of: those alleged to have collaborated with the i\FRC; civil servants who had
resumed work under the AFRC at their own request or on the invitation of the AFRC; and
managers and employees of public sector services who allowed the use of funds by the
AFRC or others who facilitated payment of public funds.
The committee of investigation is headed by Nasiru Tejan-Cole, a former Director of
Public Prosecution, and includes seven other prominent members ofthe community. It
began its work on 17 July 1998 but its hearings were not held in public. Human rights
officers from LJl'-JOMSIL were, however, allowed to attend. Detainees appeared before
the committee in person and were not represented by lawyers. They were invited to
comment on statements that they had made to the police after their arrest and were also
able to call witnesses. The committee then made recommendations to the government on
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whether to prosecute or release them.
,4.m.nesty International welcomed the establlshment of the committee of investigation by
the government as, a positive initiative. While its progress in reviewing cases has been
slower than anticipated, the committee is reponed to have conducted its work
professionally and competently.
By late September 1998 the cases of some 120 detainees had been considered by the
committee. More than 70 had been released unconditionally and another 17 were released
either on bailor pending further investigations. In other cases the committee concluded
that there was evidence of criminal offences. The committee of investigation is
continuing its work and has repeated its calls for witnesses of suspected collaboration to
provide evidence and cooperate with the committee.
Recommendations
•

the cases of those who remain detained without charge or trial should be
reviewed by the committee of investigation with a minimum of delay with a
view to either charging or releasing them.

Trials before the High Court

Among the 59 civilians charged in April 1998 with treason and some also with other
offences, including murder and arson, were those who had participated in the i\FRC by
accepting government posts. The defendants also included a number of former politicians
including forn1er President Joseph Saidu Momoh. One of the defendants, Abdul B.
Sankoh, died as a result of ill-health on 21 June 1998. Trials in three groups began in
early May 1998 before the High Court in Freetown.
The government stated its commitment to ensuring fair trials for those charged, whereas
the public mood was one of anger and a desire for swift justice. The trials were open to
the media and public and were monitored by UNOMSIL human rights officers, asslsted
from July until October 1998 by representatives of the International Bar Association.
Independent observers concluded that there had been a genuine attempt by the
government to conduct fair and transparent trials before the High Court and that the trials
appeared to comply to international procedural standards.
On 25 August 1998, 16 defendants in one of the trials were convicted and sentenced to
death; the two remaining defendants were acquitted. Among those sentenced to death
were Victor Foh, a member of parliament ofthe All People's Congress (APC) party,
Allieu Badara Kamara, i\FRC Under-Secretary of State for Information, Christian
Kargbo, former Governor of the Central Bank, Hilton Fyle, a journalist and broadcaster,
who had formerly worked for the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) World
Service, Ibrahim Ben Kargbo, a journalist and editor of the New Citizen newspaper, Gipu
Felix-George, Director General of toe Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service (SLBS), and
two other SLBS broadcasters, Dennis Ayodele Smith and Olivia Mensah. Olivia Mensah,
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who was pregnant at the time of her arrest and who gave birth in July 1998, was also
convicted of murder.
A second trial concluded on 19 October 1998; 16 defendants were convicted and three
acquitted. On 21 October 1998,11 of those convicted were sentenced to death and the
five others were sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment. Those sentenced to death included
Claude Victor Campbell, a former Attorney Gen~eral and Minister of Justice, Ahmed
Charnd Dumbuya, former head of the National Power Authority, Brigadier (rtd.) Leslie
Modibo Lymon, /\FRC Secretary of State for the Interior, and Nancy Steele, a former
/\PC politician.
The third trial concluded on 4 November 1998 Fifteen of the defendants were convicted
of treason and were sentenced to death the following day. They included several people
who had held ministerial positions during the period of AFRC rule, including Victor
Brandon, Secretary of State for Development, Dr Bailah Leigh, Secretary of State for
Health, Dr Matilda King, Under-Secretary of State for Health, and .Ajibola ManleySpaine, Attorney General and Minister of Justice. Former President Momoh was found
not guilty of treason but was convicted of two counts of conspiracy and sentenced to two
five-year terms of imprisonment to be served concurrently. Five other defendants were
acquitted.
All those convicted by the High Court have the right to appeal to the Court of Appeal
and, if unsuccessful, to the Supreme Couri. If conviction and sentence are confirmed on
appeal, those sentenced to death may seek the exercise ofthe prerogative of mercy, under
Section 63 of the Constitution of 1991. The prerogative of mercy is exercised by a special
committee chaired by the President. All those convicted and sentenced to death have
appealed against their conviction and sentence; a date for hearings before the Court of
Appeal had not been set by early November 1998.
Following interventions by the international community calling for commutation of the
death sentences passed in August 1998, the government responded that the judicial
process was continuing, that those sentenced had the right to appeal to the Court of
Appeal and the Supreme Court, that it remained committed to due process of the law and
that the President would consider exercising clemency in any cases where a death
sentence was confirmed at the completion of the judicial appeal procedure.
The trial of Foday Sankoh began on 24 September 1998 and he appeared before the High
Court on several occasions during October 1998, pleading not guilty to charges oftreasan
and other offences related to the military coup of May 1997 Sierra Leonean lawyers
feared reprisals if they agreed to represent Foday Sankah and genuine efforts by the
goverrullent to provide legal representation for him proved unsuccessful. He therefore
conducted his own defence.
Under Article 14(3)(d) of the ICCPR, a defendant should be allowed to defend himself
through a legal representative of his own choosing and that, if he does not have legal
assistance, such assistance should be assigned to him. Article 7 of the African Charter, as
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interpreted by the African Commission, also includes the right to be defended by a
lawyer of the defendant's choice. Safeguard 5 of the Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection
of the Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty, states that: "Capital punishment may
only be carried out pursuant to a final judgment rendered by a competent court after legal
process which gives all possible safeguards to ensure fair trial, at least to those contained
111 i\Iticle 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, including the
right of anyone suspected of or charged with a crime for which capital punislm1ent may
be imposed to adequate legal assistance at all stages of the proceedings." The UN Special
Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions reiterated in December
1996, that: "All defendants facing the imposition of capital punishment must benefit from
the services of a competent defence counsel at every stage of the proceedings."
On 23 October 1998 Foday Sankoh was convicted on seven of the nine counts against
him and sentenced to death. He appealed against his conviction and sentence and
requested representation by a defence lawyer for the appeal procedure. The government
sought assistance in providing a lawyer for Foday Sankoh from the United Kingdom and
other Commonwealth countries.

Recommendations
all trials should continue to be open to international observers and to
conform to international standards for a fair trial;
•

all those tried for offences which carry a mandatory or discretionary death
sentence should be ensured all appropriate safeguards as guaranteed by
international standards, including adequate legal assistance at all stages of
the proceedings and the right to appeal against conviction and sentence to a
higher jurisdiction.

Trials before court martial
The trial of 37 soldiers charged with mutiny, failure to suppress a mutiny, treason and
conspiracy began on 23 July 1998. The defendants included senior members of the AFRC
such as Colonel Abdul Karim Sesay, AFRC Secretary General, Sergeant Abu "Zagalo"
Sankoh and Corporal Tamba GbOlie who had armounced the military coup on 25 May
1997 on state radio. The judicial panel comprised Sierra Leonean army officers and was
presided by a Judge Advocate who was a Nigerian ECOMOG officer.
As with the trials before the High Court, the court mariial was open to independent
observers. In addition to monitors from UNOMSIL and the International Bar Association,
an ~Amnesty International representative observed the early proceedings of the trial before
the court martial in late July and early August 1998.
Trials before court martial in Sierra Leone allow no right of appeal against conviction and
sentence to a higher jurisdiction. Th> right of appeal from a decision of a court martial
was abolished by statute in 1971. This lack of judicial appeal violates international
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standards for a fair trial. Aml1esty International repeatedly urged the government
a judicial appeal from the court martial.

to

allow

~Article 14(5) of the ICCPR states that: "Everyone convicted ofa crime shall have the
right to his conviction and sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to
law." Under the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, ratified by Sierra Leone in 1996, where
rights guaranteed by the ICCPR, including the right to fair trial, have been violated,
recourse may be sought from the L""N Human Rights Committee.

The Human Rights Committee has concluded that imposition of a death sentence after a
trial which violates the provisions of the ICCPR, including iUiicle 14, constitutes a
violation of the right to life which is guaranteed by Article 6 of the treaty.
In addition, Safeguard 6 of the Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection of the Rights of
Those Facing the Death Penalty states that: "A.nyone sentenced to death shall have the
right to appeal to a court of higher jurisdiction, and steps should be taken to ensure that
such appeals shall become mandatory" [13 ]
The African Charter also guarantees, under Article 7, the right to fair trial. The African
Commission has made several decisions which interpret Article 7 of the African Charter
to include a right of appeal to a higher jurisdiction. In April 1998 the African
Commission, before the execution of 23 people in Rwanda, issued a statement saying that
the executions of people who had been denied a fair trial violated AJ.iicle 4 of the African
Charter which prohibits the arbitrary deprivation of the right to life.
As with those sentenced to death by a civilian court, the presidential committee for the
prerogative of mercy may meet after judgment has been made to confirm or reduce
sentences by the court martial.
In the final stages of the trial, the judicial panel of the court martial refused to accept
legal arguments, which had previously been accepted by the prosecution in the case of
civilians being tried for treason before the High Court, that the death penalty was
discretionary, rather than mandatory, for the offence of treason. It therefore refused to
accept evidence in mitigation.
On 12 October 1998 34 ofthe defendants before the court martial were convicted of
treason, murder and collaborating with the enemy and sentenced to death. They included
Colonel Abdul Karim Sesay, Sergeant Abu "Zagalo" Sankoh, Corporal Tamba Gbone,
Brigadier Hassan Karim Conteh, a former Chief of Defence Staff, Colonel Samuel
Francis Koroma, also former Chief of Defence Staff, Squadron Leader Victor 1. King,
and a woman, Major Kula Samba, who had been AFRC Secretary of State for Social
Welfare, Children and Gender AffaIrs. The three other defendants were acquitted.
Complaints of violations of the ICCPR were submitted to the UN Human Rights
Committee on behalf of 18 of those se:gJenced to death by the court martial. Despite these
submissions and appeals for stays of execution and clemency by the international
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community, including the LJN Secretary-General and UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights, 24 of those sentenced to death, including those named above, were executed on
19 October 1998. The other 10 had their sentences commuted to life imprisonment by the
committee for the prerogative of mercy.
The executions were carried out by a firing squad using automatic weapons and took
place in public on the outskirts of Freetown. Jhe executions were reported to have been
observed by a large number of people, although not specifically invited, who included the
news media. Photographs of the executions were subsequently published. ~A..mnesty
International considers that the death penalty in all circumstances is a cruel, inhuman and
degrading punishment. The mam1er in which these executions were carried out, however,
was particularly cruel, inhuman and degrading. The graphic publicity subsequently
appearing in the news media in Sierra Leone both emphasized and aggravated the
brutalizing effect that the executions have on society within Sierra Leone.
These executions violated Sierra Leone's commitments under international human rights
law and were condemned by the international community, including the T.JN and the EU,
as well as Amnesty International and other human rights organizations. The UN
Secretary-General said on 22 October 1998 that he regretted that the executions had taken
place despite his appeal to the government to consider, at the very least, a stay of
execution pending review of the proceedings before relevant international monitoring
bodies. He added that he hoped that the government would ensure due process of the law
in subsequent trials. The UN Human Rights Committee requested the government to
explain why it had disregarded the Committee's request for a stay of execution and
carried out the executions.
It was reported in late October 1998 that a fmiher 16 soldiers would be tried on treason
charges before the court martial; if convicted, they too faced death sentences without the
right to appeal to a higher jurisdiction.

Recommendations
•

trials before court martial must conform to international standards for a fair
trial, including the right of appeal against conviction and sentence to a higher
jurisdiction;
in addition, those tried before court martial for offences which carry a
mandatory or discretionary death sentence should be ensured all appropriate
safeguards.

The death penalty - a violation of human rights
All those convicted of treason and other offences relating to the military coup of May
1997 face a possible death sentence. By early November 1998, 42 civilians and Foday
Sankoh had been sentenced to death and 24 of 34 soldiers sentenced to death by court
martial had been executed.'
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The anger and bitterness of the people of Sierra Leone against those tried for crimes
committed during the period of "~RC rule and the desire for retribution and swift justice
was demonstrated by the series of revenge killings which took place in Freetown and
other parts of the country after the removal of the l\FRC and RUF. Public opinion in
Sierra Leone demands that strong action is taken by the government against those
responsible for crimes committed during that period, which included gross human rights
abuses such as killings and torture. The atmosphere surrounding the trials has been highly
charged and support for the death penalty in Sien-a Leone is inevitably widespread.
iunnesty International acknowledges the government's responsibility to bring to justice
those responsible for such crimes, in accordance with international standards. Amnesty
International is opposed to impumty and always encourages governments to investigate
human rights abuses and to bring the perpetrators to justice. It is precisely because
Amnesty International is concerned that those guilty of human rights abuses should not
escape justice that it urges the government to ensure that all trials are conducted fairly.
_A.nmesty International is, however, unconditionally opposed to the death penalty on the
grounds that it is a violation of the fundamental right to life and the right not to be
subjected to cruel, inlmman or degrading punishment as set out in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the ICCPR. There is particular concern when those
sentenced to death and executed do not receive fair trials.
The scale of human rights abuses committed in Sierra Leone has been horrendous. An
argument used in favour of the death penalty is that it is justified retribution for
particularly atrocious crimes. The use of the death penalty, however, perpetuates a cycle
of violence, bitterness and revenge, instead of bringing reconciliation and respect for
human rights. The death penalty is an official form of violence which has a brutalizing
effect on society. Violent retribution is not justice but vengeance disguised as justice. A
government and people committed to end human rights abuses must rise above
vengeance and promote and protect human rights, in particular the right to life.
A difficult and daunting task faces Sierra Leone in achieving reconciliation within its
society after the atrocities committed by the AFRC and RUF. Amnesty International,
however, does not believe that the use of the death penalty will contribute in any way to
the process of reconciliation. On the contrary, it considers that the public executions of 24
soldiers in October 1998 after an unfair trial are incompatible with initiatives mmed at
reconciliation within Sierra Leone.
There has been significant progress towards ending the use of the death penalty both in
Africa and throughout the world; 19 states in Africa and a majority of states worldwide
have abolished the death penalty in law or in practice. The government of Sierra Leone
should move in the direction of this trend, rather than against it.

Recommendations
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the government of Sierra Leone should take steps towards the abolition of
the death penalty in law
•

pending abolition, all death sentences should be commuted and no executions
should take place;
the government and non-governmental organizations should initiate and
promote open debate on the death penalty among the Sierra Leonean
population in order to raise awareness of the human rights issues involved.

Harsh prison con ditions

Conditions in prisons, police stations and other places of detention in Freetown and
throughout the country fall far short of international standards for the treatment of
prisoners and in some cases amount to cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. The
severity of conditions in Sierra Leone's prisons appears to be attributable to material
shortages in a country which faces acute economic problems. Conditions have been
further exacerbated by the destruction and damage of prison facilities at the time of the
military coup in May 1997
All places of detention hold numbers of detainees well beyond the capacity for which
they were designed. Following the detention of some 2,000 people in the weeks
following the removal of the AFRC and RUF from power, conditions in Pademba Road
prison and police cells in Freetown became severely overcrowded. In October 1998 some
1,200 detainees were reported to be held at Pademba Road prison, more than three times
the capacity for which it was constructed. Most of these detainees were held under the
Public Emergency Regulations. Detainees were also held in military camps, including
ECOMOG bases at Wilberforce and Lungi barracks.
In August 1998 a local human rights organization, Prison Watch Sierra Leone, reviewed
conditions both at Pademba Road prison and the Kingtom Remand Home for children in
Freetown. It concluded that generally the diet of prisoners was deficient. With the
exception of separate facilities provided for women prisoners, sanitation was poor at
Pademba Road prison. Prisoners depended on family and relatives for the provision of
clothing. Prison Watch Sierra Leone drew particular attention to the neglect of 24
children held at that time at the Kingtom Remand Home, the youngest of whom was 11
years old. Few received visits. from members of their families and most appeared to be
children who had lost contact with their families as a result of the conflict.
Conditions are particularly harsh at cm headquarters and also at the Central Police
Station in the centre of Freetown. Large number of detainees, accused of criminal
offences or of crimes committed during the period of AFRC rule, are repOlied to have
been held for lengthy periods at cm headquarters in small, dark cells with inadequate
ventilation and sanitary facilities. Cells at the Central Police Station, which is situated
next to the sea, are reported to be e:>,;tremely damp and subject to flooding. Often
detamees have no bedding and have to sleep on the floor. Food and medIcal care are
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inadequate. Detainees held in police stations rely on food being provided by relatives and
friends.
Conditions in prisons'outside the capital are also extremely poor. Food and sanitary
provislOns are particularly deficient. There is no effective system for providing food to
prisoners and those without suppon from relatives are at particular risk of deprivation.
Often there is no space for exerClse within the pr.rson. In prisons outside Freetown, for
example in Kenema, female prisoners are not segregated from males and minors are held
with adult prisoners.
As a result of severe overcrowding, inadequate hygiene and medical care diseases,
including malaria, diarrhoea and skin complaints, are rife in Pademba Road prison and
other places of detention. Some prisoners and detainees were reported to have died as a
result of ill-health. V/hile Pademba Road prison has medical facilities within the prison
and a prison doctor, most prisons outside Freetown have no such provision.
Following the detention of hundreds of people alleged to have collaborated with the
l\FRC and RUF visits were severely restricted and denied altogether on several
occasions. The authorities justified these restrictions on security grounds.
Shortly after the removal of the AFRC and RUF a delegation of the ICRC, accompanied
by a doctor and a nurse, were authorized to visit all places of detention in areas under the
control of ECOMOG, including Pademba Road prison, and visits have since continued.
The government is reported to be reviewing the prison system in Sierra Leone in order to
undertake major reforms. Financial assistance from the international community will,
however, be necessary to implement improvements to conditions in prisons and other
places of detention. Following visits to several places of detention in late October 1998
UNOMSIL human rights officers prepared an analysis of the problems faced by the
prison system in order to provide a more coordinated response to the needs of prisons and
other places of detention.
Recommendations
urgent and effective measures should be taken to ensure that all places of
detention in Sierra Leone conform to international standards for the
treatment of prisoners, including the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners;
the health of all detainees and prisoners should be ensured while in custody;
adequate medical facilities and treatment, food, washing and sanitary
facilities should be provided, and prisoners should have daily exercise in the
fresh air;
the international community should assist the Sierra Leone government in
ensuring acceptable conditions of detention.
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Long-term measures for the protection and respect of human rights

Establishing accountability for human rights abuses is essential to prevent human rights
violations in the future. Also needed are strong and effective institutions within Siena
Leone to ensure that fundamental human rights are respected and protected. This includes
the legal and judicial systems, the army and the police, as well as an independent natIOnal
human rights commission. CIvil society, including human rights groups, are also integral
to promoting human rights and creating an environment in which human rights are
respected.
Despite the exceptionally difficult circumstances that all sectors of civil society,
including the human rights community, in Siena Leone have recently endured, human
rights groups have emerged as a committed and active force. Their potential should be
acknowledged and their activities supported. A National Forum for Human Rights, which
is a coalition of 18 organizations working in diverse areas, has been established.
It is essential that basic institutional reforms are guided by strict adherence to
international standards relating to the independence of the judiciary, human rights in the
administration of justice and codes of conduct for law enforcement officials. All sectors
of Sierra Leonean society, including the human rights community, should be involved in
these reforms and should recelve education and training on human rights standards and
complaints procedures.

The international community, including the lJN and international financial institutions
such as the World Bank and the Intemational Monetary Fund, should work closely
together to promote post-conflict reconstruction and rehabilitation in Siena Leone which
is based on good govemance and respect for human rights. International financial
institutions should use their influence - official and unofficial - to ensure that the
restoration of good and effective governance includes the re-establishment of
mechanisms and systems to promote the rule oflaw and the protection of human rights.
This should mclude assistance towards the establishment of permanent, independent and
effective national institutions for the long-term protection of human nghts and the rule of
law, including an independent judiciary and fair criminal justice system.
Reform of the legal and judicial system

The long-term protection of human rights m Siena Leone depends fundamentally on an
effective legal system which is enforced by an independent, impartial and accessible
judiciary with adequate resources. The Siena Leone govemment, following its return to
power, admitted that the Judicial system was entirely inadequate. Courts outside
Freetown are not functioning, other than magistrates courts in Bo, Kenema and Makeni,
and the traditional court system has collapsed.
There should be a thorough review of existing legal institutions in order to make them
more effective in the protection ofbuman rights. These initiatives should be accompanied
by a determined govemment policy to hold those responsible for human rights violations
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fully accountable.
L'NOMSIL, U1\TDP, other UN agencies and international financial institutions should
contribute towards the reconstruction of an effective judiciary and legal system in Sierra
Leone. Some initiatives have already been undertaken. UNOMSIL has provided law
books to the legal profession and has distributed legal technical documents to lawyers
representmg defendants in the treason trials. It has also conducted seminars for lawyers to
discuss aspects of trial practice and procedure.
J

Restructuring the armed forces
The Sierra Leone national army, the RSLMF, was effectively disbanded following its
participation in the military coup and the period of rule by the AFRC. Programs for
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration have commenced but at a slower pace
than anticipated.

In May 1998 the government announced plans for the establishment of a new national
army. Recruitment and training was entrusted to ECOMOG During a meeting with the
Special Representative of the lJN Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict in
May 1998, the government agreed not to recruit children under the age of 18 years. The
government and ECOMOG have also agreed to receive assistance from UN agencies in
providing training materials on humanitarian and human nghts standards concerning the
protection of civilians, particularly women and children.
In early September 1998 President Kabbah announced the government's strategy for the
re-establishment of a professional and disciplined Sierra Leonean national army which
would comprise 5,000 soldiers, including some of those who had remained loyal to
President Kabbah's government after the military coup and who had surrendered to
ECOMOG forces after February 1998. Some of these soldiers have already been
deployed alongside ECOMOG and CDF forces in those parts of the country still affected
by conflict. The international community, including the United Kingdom and the
Commonwealth, are providing assistance in training and equipping the new national
army. Restructuring, training and equipping the national army should include provisions
for the protection of human rights contained in international humanitarian and human
rights law.
Human rights training for the police force
Restructuring and training of the police force should also include training in human
rights. In August 1998 the government announced its intention to create a police force
which would be able to assist Sierra Leone in returnmg to peace and prospenty and
which would eventually remove the need for the deployment of military and paramilitary
forces, including the CDF, in towns and villages.
UNOMSIL civilian police advisers should continue to monitor, supervise and train
national police and security forces anciyerify their adherence to international human
rights and criminal justice standards. A UN civilian police adviser was deployed in Sierra
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Leone in accordance with lJN Security Council resolution 1162 (1998) in July 1998;
Resolution 1181 (1988) provlded for the deployment ofa further four police advisers.
Their role is to assist in restoring the confidence of the government and the people of
Sierra Leone in the police force and to advise the government on training and reequipment needs. lTNOMSIL civilian police advisers are working closely with a team of
police advisers from Commonwealth countries, the Commonwealth Police Development
Task Force, deployed at the request of the goyernment, as well as with UNOMSIL human
rights officers.
In his Second Progress Report on UNOMSIL, the lJN Secretary-General acknowledged
that reform of the police force in Sierra Leone poses great challenges. Parts of the country
are without a police presence, since many police officers have been killed or have
abandoned their posts as a result of the conflict. Little or no training has been available
for several years and the police suffer from inadequate logistical support, lack of
equipment and poor conditions of service. Respect for human rights has been emphasized
and police training initiatives have begun.
lJNOMSIL human rights officers have conducted a series of human rights training
workshops for police officers, including at the SielTa Leone police training college and in
Bo and Kenema, as part of continuing efforts by lJNOMSIL and the Commonwealth to
restructure and train the Sierra Leonean police force.

The National Commission for Human Rights and Democracy
Long-term respect for human nghts requires national human rights institutions to redress
human rights violations. Rarely do they receive the necessary funding. If empowered
with political support and resources national human rights institutions are the most
sustainable mechanisms for the protection human rights. National institutions, which
include government bodies as well as those of civil society such as human rights groups,
the media, trade unions and professional organizations, are an important element of postconflict reconstruction.
A National Commission for Human Rights and Democracy has been established in Sierra
Leone and with the return Presldent Kabbah's government has begun to resume its
activities. The National Commission has a crucial role to play within Sierra Leone in
building a culture based on the universality, interdependence and indivisibility of all
human lights for all people. It should be supported and strengthened and its independence
and impartiality guaranteed [14].
An effective national human lights commission, with the power to investigate human
rights violations and to institute legal proceedings where appropriate, can playa central
role in protecting human rights. It is crucial, however, that the National Commission is
supported by the government in bringing those responsible for human rights violations to
Justice .
•A....11

effective national human rights commission is an important mechanism for
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strengthening human nghts protection and bringing about institutional reform. It should
not, however, replace or detract from the importance of safeguards provided by an
effective legal system.
On 18 September 1998 the National Commission established four committees, composed
of prominent civilians, to monitor and report on areas of concern for the protection and
respect of human rights. These included the conduct of the police, prison conditions and
the situ.ation of women and children. On 10 October 1998 lJNOMSIL human rights
officers conducted a human rights training session for the committee monitoring women
and children whIch was also attended by members of the National Commission.
The National Commission should continue to work closely with local human rights
groups in order to develop a strong and effectIve human rights movement in Sierra Leone
whIch includes all sectors of civil society.
Recommendations
•

the international community, including international financial institutions,
should continue to contribute to institutional reform in Sierra Leone,
including strengthening the independence of the judiciary and reforming the
military and civilian police force;
the National Commission for Human Rights and Democracy should have the
necessary powers, resources, professional competence and guarantees of
independence and impartiality to carry out prompt and effective
investigations into human rights violations; its findings should be made
public and it should include recommendations for bringing those responsible
for human rights violations to justice and for providing compensation to the
victims;
the National Commission for Human Rights and Democracy should also
make recommendations for institutional reform and other preventive
measures, such as human rights education aimed at all sectors of society,
including military, police and judicial officials.

****
(1) ECOMOG had been deployed under the authority ofECOWAS in neighbouring

Liberia since 1990. Immediately after the military coup in May 1997, Nigerian forces
already present in Sierra Leone under the provisions of a defence agreement between
Sierra Leone and Nigeria were significantly reinforced by ECOMOG forces, who were
predominantly Nigerian. ECOWAS is an intergovernmental organization of 16 states
(Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Cote d'Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, GuineaBissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigena, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo) with its
headquarters in Nigeria. Established in 1975, the aim ofECOWAS is to promote
cooperation and development and to iwprove relations among member states.
(2) CMAG is composed of Barbados, Botswana, Canada, Ghana, Malaysia, New
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Zealand, the United Kingdom and Zimbabwe.
(3) For further information on implementing human rights m international peace-keeping
operations, refer toPeace-keeping and human righ:s (AI Index: lOR 40/01194), published
by i\mnesty International in January 1994.
(4) Sierra Leone ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1990.
(5) For further information about l),JTmesty Internanonal's recommendations to the lTl'-J
special conference on Sierra Leone, refer toSi§rra Leone The United Nations special
conference on Sierra Leone,' the proteerion of human rights must be a priority for the
international community (AI Index: AFR 51/14/98), published by iunnesty International
on 24 July 1998.
(6) The contact group included representatives from China, Egypt, France, Gern1any,
Japan, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, New Zealand, Sweden, the United States and
the EU.
(7) Countries which are part of the Central Organ of the OAU Mechanism for Conflict
Prevention, Management and Resolution are also part of the Bureau of the Assembly of
the Heads of State and Government. The Bureau consists of 16 ambassadors and is
elected mIDually. It plays a crucial role in decision-making and planning at the OAD. For
further information about the OAU and the African Commission on Human and Peoples '
Rights, refer toOrganizarion ofAfi'ican Unity Making Human Rights a Reality for
Africans (AI Index: lOR 63/01198), published by Amnesty International in August 1998.
(8) For further information, refer toSien'a Leone. A disastrous set-back for human rights
(AI Index: f\FR 51/05/97), published by i\mnesty International on 20 October 1997.
(9) Sierra Leone ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in 1996
and the African Charter on Human and Peoples ' Rights in 1984.
(10) For further information about human rights abuses committed in the internal armed
conflict in Sierra Leone, refer to Sierra Leone: Human rights abuses in a war against
civilians (AI Index: f\FR 51105/95), published by Anmesty International on 13
September 1995, and also Sierra Leone' Towards a fUlure founded on human rights (AI
Index: f\FR 51/05/96), published by i\mnesty International on 25 September 1996.
(11) Sierra Leone acceded to the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12
August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Anned
Conflicts (Additional Protocol II) in 1986.
(12) For further infoffi1ation on the involvement of children in armed conflicts, refer to
"Old enough to kill but too young to vote" (AI Index: lOR 51/01/98), published by
i\mnesty International in January 1998.
(13) For further information on international standards relating to the use of the death
penalty, refer to International standards on the death penalty (AI Index: ACT 50/06/97),
published by l\mnesty InternatlOnal in August 1997.
(14) For further guidelines on the mandate, composition and functioning of national
institutions for the promotion and protection of human rights, refer to Proposed
Standards for National Human Righls Commzssions (iJ Index: TOR 40/01193), published
by i\mnesty International in January 1993, and the handbook on Nalional Human Rights
Institutions, published in 1995 by the lIN Centre for Human Rights (now the Office of
the High Commissioner for Human Rights).
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.A woman receives psycnologlcal and medical treatment In a clinic to assist rape
victims In Freetown. In January 1999, she was gang-raped by seven revels In her
village In northern Sierra I~eone. After raping her, the rebels tied her down and
placed burning charcoal on her body. (e) 1999 Corinne Dufka/Human Rights
Walch

I was capturec together with my
husband my three young children
and other civilians as we were fleeing
from the RUF wnen they entered
Two rebels asked to have
Jarwei!
sex with me but when I refused, they
beat me with the butt of thelr2uns
My legs were bruised and I lost my
three front teeth Then the lWO rebe!s
raped me In front of my children
and other civilians. Many other
women were raped in public places. I
also heard of a woman from Kalu
village near Jalweii bellig raped only
one week after having given birth.
The RUF stayed In Jarwei! village for
four months and I was raped by tnree
other wicked rebels throughout thiS
period.
-Testimony to Human Rights Walch
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DEFINITION OF SEX"l:AL VIOLENCE, RAPE AND SEXUAL SLA VERY

Sexual violence 1S an overar:hing term used to describe
vlOlen:e, phYSICal or psychologicaL carr:ed am
through sexual means or
targetmg sexual!"ty " I Sexual vJOlence :.ncludes rape and atterr.pted rape, no such acts
as forcmg a person to smp naked In pubhc forcmg cwo vIctm:rs to perfa rill sexual acts on one anmher or harill one
another in a sexual manner, mutllaung a person's gennals or a woman's breasts, and sexual slavery
Rape as defined 1D the appeals chamber jUQgrnent a" the btemational Cnminal -::-:-Ibunal for tbe [Oriller
Yugoslavia
m the 2002 Foce case 1S "[tJhe sexual penec:-atlOn, however shght
of the vagina or arms of
the Vlcum by the penis of the perpetrator or any other object used by the perpetrator; or
[of] the mouth of tb.e
vlctlm by the perus of the perpetrator. wnere such sexual penetranoD occurs wHhom the consent of the VJCUID
Consent for this purpose must be consent glveil va luntanly , as a result of the VIctim's free will, assessed LD the
context of the surrounding c1rcumstances. The mens rea 1S G'le mtentlOn to effect this sexual penetratlon, and the
knowledge that it occurs vnthout the consent of the vlctim ,,2 -::-he appeals chamber reJ ecteo the "res1stance"
requirement argued by the apnellants as 1t 1S justtfied nelther m lawaI' fact, and scated that the use of force III Itself
is not a necessary element of rape The coerClve Clrcumstances present m the Foca rapes, whIch were commit::ed
1Il cIrcumstances slmilar to the cnmes of sexua! violence perpetra;:ed m SIerra Leone, made the vIcums' consent
to the sexual acts lmpossible The use or threat of force often removes any requirement that a victlm show
resistance and most JunsdictlOns have discarded the Idea that a rape vlctlm must resist under all Clrcumstances as
impractIcal, if not absurd. This definiuon also UI1derscores that rape 1S an attack on the phySIcal IDtegrity of a
woman and not an atTack against her honor or that of her family or community
Rape was defmed ID the Judgment of the Akayesu case at the L,tematlOnal Crimmal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR) as "[t]he phySical mvasion of a sexual nature, commItted on a person under ClTcumstances which are
coercive" aDd IS not llmned to the msertlOn of a penis lllto a VIctim'S vagma or anus or the msertion of a pems m
the ::Douth of the victlm. 3 This definition, however, has been cntiClzed for bemg too broad and has not been
meluded m the Rome Statute of the International Crumml Court (ICC)
Sexual slavery, defined by the 1926 Slavery Convention and the 1953 ProtOcol amending the same conventIOn,
refers to "[tJhe status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attachmg to the nght of
ownershIp are exerc1sed, mcludmg sexual access through rape or other fOrills of sexual violence ,,4 The Statute of
the ICC includes the traffickmg of women and chlldren L.'1 Its definition of enslavement,)

I Umled NatlOns,

COl1lemporary F o/·ms 0/ Slavery SystematIC Rape, Sexual Slavery and Slavery-like Practices dunng Armed
Con/Uci, Final ReDon submItted by IVls Gay J McDougan, Special Rapporteur (New York Umted Natlons, 1998),
EleNA/Sub 2/1998/13, pp 7-8
: ProsecuLOr v DragoUub Kunarac, Radomlr Kovac and Zoran VUkOVIC (Foca case), Appeals Chamber Judgement, June 12,

2002, IT-96-23 and IT-96-23/l, paras. 127-133
: ProseculOr v Jean-Paul Akayesu, Judgement lCTR-96-4- T. September 2, ; 998, para. 688
4 Unned Na[ions, Conremporary Forms of Slavery Syslemaric Rape, Sexual Slavery and Slavery-like Pi·acilces dunng Armed
COnj?icl, p. 9 Sierra Leone raofied the Slavery Conventlon on March 13, 1962

) i\rtlc1e 7 (1) (g) lists enslavement as a crime agamst numanny wlth the deiimtlOn given m ArtIcle 7 (2) (c). Rome Statute of
the inteffiatlOnal Cnmmal Court, opened for signarnre Iuly 17, 1998, Artlc]e 7, repnnted m 37 l.LM. 999 (1998) The Rome
Statute emered mto force on Apnl 11, 2002 and the ICC has the authority to prosecute the mos[ senous mtematlOna] cnmes
f.rom .Tulv I. 2002
Human Rlg."HS Wa[en
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I. SCMMARY

0::

Th.rou.ghoUl the armed con:E'.lct LD SIerra Leone ::rom 1991 to 2001, thousands of women md gEls
at ages,
and. SOCloeconOffilC classes vvere s'Jblec:ed [0 wlQesnread and syslernatic se.xual v~olenc~~ incluQlng
lDG.IvId;al ~nG gang rape ana rape wlth objects ;uct as weapor:s fire\vooc.. umorellas, and pestles Rape was
pemec:ateODotr. sides, but mOSTly by the rebel forces. These crimes of sexual VIOlence were generally
~ha'racTer:zed bv ex,raordinarv ':xmalrev and fcecuemlv preceded or followed
other egre:;::ous nUl.Lan :-ights
abuses agamst the V1Ctiffi, her family, and her commumty. Although the rebels raped mcllscrIrr.malely lllespecllve
a'.' age, they targeted young women and gIrlS whom they thought were vLrgllls. Ivlany of these younger VIctims did
nOl surVIve these cnmes of sexual VIolence AdulL women were also raped so
that they somenmesDled
tc death or suffered from learmg m the gem tal area.. causmg long-term mcoDtmence and severe mfecllors Many
Vlcnms \vho wen: pregnant at the nme of :-ape miscarned as a result of the sexual VIOlence they were subJ ec,ed to,
arld numerous women had thei:: bables tom am of theIr mems as rebels placed belS on the sex of tne unborn child
ethnIC £~OUDS,
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~

.....

~

Thousands of women and gIrlS were abducted by the rebels and subjected to sex'Jal slavery, forced to
become the sex slaves of thetr rebel "husbands" Abducted women and glrls who were aSSIgned "husoands"
remained vulnerable to sexual vlOlence by other rebels. Many survivors were kept With the rebel forces for long
peflods and gave buch to children fathered by rebels Some abducIed women and girls were forcibly conscripted
LDto the fightmg forces and gJven milltary trainmg, but even withm the rebel forces, women stIll held much lower
status and both conscnpted and volunteer female combatants were aSSIgned "husbands" For clvllian abductees,
aSlde from sexual vlOlence thelf brutal lIfe wnh the rebels lilcluded bemg made to perform forced labor, such as
cookmg, washing, carrying ammumtlOn and looted Items, as weli a.s farm 'Ivork Combatants w:thm the rebel
forces had conSIderable latitude to do what they wanted to a.bducted civilians, who were often severely punished
for offenses as mmor as spilling water on a cO:IIh'1Jander's shoes. Escape for these women and gills was often
extremely difficult: In many instances, the women and girls, mnmidated by therr captors and the c:rcumstances,
felt powerless to escape theIr life of sexual slavery, and were advised by other female captives to tolerate the
abuses, "as It was war" The rebels sometImes made escape more dIfficult by deliberately carvlIl.g the name of
their faction onto the chests of abducted 'Nomen and gIrlS If these marked women and gIrlS were caught by progovernment forces, they would be suspected of bemg rebels, and often killed. Even though many women did
manage to escave. some escaped from one rebel factIOn or UTIlt only to be capmred by another "A....'1 unkt'1own
number of women and gIrls still remain with their rebel "husbands," although the war was declared over on
January 18, 2002.
The mam perpetrators of sexual vlOlence, mcludmg sexual slavery, were the rebel forces of the
Revolutlonarj Umted Front (RUF) , the Armed Forces Revolullonary Council (.A..?RC) and the West Side Boys, a
splmter group of the /'lSRC. Human RIghts Watch has documented over three hundred cases of sexual violence
by the rebels; countless more have never been documented From the launch of their rebelllon from Libefta LD
March 1991, WlDCh tnggered the war, the RlTF perpetrated WIdespread and systematlc sexual violence Its
ideology of salvagmg SIerra Leone from the corrupt All People's Congress (APC) regime qUlckly degenerated
inte a campaIgn of violence whose prll1cipal aIm was to gam access to the country's abundant diamond mines.
The AFRC, which conSIsted of disaffected soldiers from the Sierra Leone .~rrny (SLA) who 111 May 1997
overt.lrew the elected goveITLTlJent of President Alli-nad TeJ3.n Kabbah, were also responsible for SUb]eCllng
thousands of women and grrls to sexual vlOlence, meluding sexual slavery. After the sIgmng of the peace
agreement LD Lome, Togo, m July 1999, sexual violence, meluding sexual slavery, contmued unabated m RUFcontrolled areas and was also perpetrated by the 'Illest Side Boys, who operated outside of the capital, Freetown.
The human nghts SItuation worsened after the May 2000 criSIS when fJghtlDg broke out again, until relative peace
Vias re-established, WIth U.N. and BritIsh assIstance. bv mld-2001 The prevalence of sexuaj violence peaked
dunng active rrulitary operatIOns and when the rebels were on patrol. Even lD urnes of relatIve peace, however,
sexual violence contcnued to be commItted against the thousands of women and gills who were abducced and
sl.:bJected to sexual slavery by the rebels No regIOn of SIerra Leone was spared.
Human Rights Watch has documented only a limited number of cases of sexual vJQlence by pro-goverrunent
forces, the SIerra Leone Purmy (SLA) and the militia k..'1own as Clvil Defense Forces (CDF), the latter consIstmg
Haman R.:.gh[s \Jiiatch
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of groups o{ craQHlonal humers a:1d young ::nen who were caUeci upon by the gove:::lme:1t LO defend ~he:r Qa"ve
areas Human RlghIS WaIen nas not doeumemed any cases of sex:::a; VlOJenCe by rhe SLII" ;mor IO 1997 TillS may
in 'Jar~ be due to the fac~ that survivo:-s would have often found iT difficult to disting 21sh jeGAieen rebel ai"ld
go;eITlC1em soldlers, as the latter frequently colluded wlIn and ciisgUlsed tnernselves as RtTF forces Sexual
vlOlence -was commmed ;eianvely infrequentj~!
the CDF, whose ElIernal rules forold the:n from haVlI'.g sex'.;.al
wtercourse before gomg IO battle and wno oelleve Ihelr power wd porency as wafflors depends upon sex'.;.a!
aOsIlDence. Some of thIS lllIemal disclplme, hOvvever, was lost as CDF moved away frDm there nanve areas and
cradltiDnal duefs and were glven more responsioillry m natIOnal SeCUTli)' HUI:1an RighIs Watch has documemed
several cases of raDe
the la;gest and most powerful CDF gloup, Ihe Ka:::laJors, who ope,ale Dredormnantly 1D
che south and east
1

Human F.lghIS WaIcn has documented seve,al cases of sexual vlOlenee by peacekeepers with the UniIeo
Nacions MisslOn LD Sierra Leone (U0U~MSCJ, includmg the rape of a twelve-year-old girl m 30 by a soldler of
the Gumean contmgent and che gang rape of a woman by two Ukraiman soldiers near Kenema. There appears to
be relucIance on the pan of UNAMSIL to u:vestlgate and take dISCIplinary measures agamst the perpetra~_ors
Repor::s of rape by peacekeeners WIth che Economlc Comrnumty of West African Slates Monitonng Group
(ECOMOG), the rnaJonry of whom were Nlgerlall, deployed at an earlier stage in the war, were rare Both
ECOMOG and UNftJv1SIL peacekeepers have sexually exploited 'Nomen, mcludll1g the sobcnation of child
proslitutes, wlulst deployed m SIerra Leone
Rape in wartime is an act of violence thaI targets sexuality. Moreover, confhct-relaIec sexual vlOlence serves
a miiitary and polItlCal straIegy The humiliatlOn, pain, and fear mfllcted by the perpetrators serve to dommate and
degrade not only the mdlvldual VICtllTI bur also her community. Combatants who rape m war often expliCItly lmk
thelT acts of sexual vlOlence to Ihis broader social degradation. The armed conflict m SIerra Leone was no
exception, The rebels sought to dominate women and their cornmumtles by deliberately underminmg cuitaral
values and cornmLmity relanonshlps, destroymg the ties that hold socierv together Child combatants raped
women who were old enough to be theu grandmothers, rebels raped pregnant and breastfeedmg mothers, and
fathers were forced to watch theIr daughters bemg raped
To date there has been no accountability for the thousands of crimes of sexual vlOlence or other appalling
human nghIsabuses cornmined during the war m SleiTa Leone The 1999 Lome Peace Agreement !Deluded a
blank:et amnesty under Sier-ra Leonean law for offenses committed by all sides, as che pnce for the RUF/AFRC
agreemg to lay down arws. The United Nations (UN.) stated that It did not recogmze the Lome aIIhlesty insofar
as II purported to apply to wIemational crimes of genocide, cnmes agamst humanny, war cnmes and other
senous violatIOns of mremational humamtarian law
Two important transitional Justice mechamsms the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) and the Truth and
ReconciliatIOn ComrrusslOn (TRC) have been established with U.N assistance and are tashd WIth inve~IigaIlng
the human rights abuses, including sexual vlOlence and sexual slavery, cornmltted by all partIes dunng the war
Both bodies were operatlOnal by the thud quaner of 2002 The SCSL, a hybnd naIional and mtematlOna] coun, IS
mandated by the UN Secunty Council to Iry "persons who bear the greatest responsiolhty for serious violatIOns
of intesatlOnal humamtanan law and Sierra Leonean law" comrnnted lD the Sierra Leonean confhet Slnce
November 30, 1996. As the SCSL is likely IO try only a very ltmHed number of persons, ciue to funding
constramts, a clear and commehensive prosecutonal strategy is essential, wetll a sLrong affurnatlOn thac genderrelated cnmes will be thorougWy and comneremly mvestlgated and ngorously proseeUIed as enmes agamsI
humanity or war CTlmes. The TRC, provided for under the 1999 Lome Peace AgreemenI partially IO offset the
comroversial amnesry It also meluded, has the mandate to escablish an impartial histOTIcal ;ecord of v101ations and
abuses of human nghIs and mtemational humamtanan law from the outset of the war m 1991, promote
reconcllIatlOn, and make recommer:dations almed at preventing a repetltion of the viclatlOlls commltted The final
repon on the findL.'1gs of the T~C should highlighI the cnmes of sexual violerlce committed throughout the enctre
eounI:--j dunng the armed confllct and make recommendatIOns to srrengcher. the promorion and proteetlon of
WOI:1en's human nghIs.
Human Rlghts Watch
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Sexual vIOlence has remained SIerra Leone's silem war cflrue Uncil recentl~v, htlle aItemion has beer" ;:lale.
elther nanonally or !DcematlOnally co thls less visible huruan lights abuse, although sexual vlOlence '0,-'as
comrnmed on a much larger scale than the [ughly visible arupmabons for WhlCh Slerra Leone became DOroDOUS
T':1e underrepOrtlng IS a ,ef1ectlon/of the low stams of woDen and gIrlS lD SIerra Leone as well as the lDter:lal
shame that survlvors suffer and thelr fear of rejection by famil:\' and comrnunltleS V\: omen and gIrlS !D SIerra
~eone are subjected IO structUral disc,lminanon by pracllce, custom and law They face discrLlllillation :"TJ :erIDS of
eciucation and empleymenc, m the polltlcal areTI.a., and in other walks of life Both customary law, wt-uch govefflS
che maJonty of the popuianon, and general law, which was lrL1erhed from tne Tjnlted Kmgdom and IS Drlmarily
aDplJed lD Freetown, c'lscmnmate agamst women and guls ill tec::ns of family' law, as well as DIope;'l1! and
IILGeritance rights. In addltlon, the provisions DertamlDg to rape under genef'al and cusromary la',N offef' inadequate
protecuon The mlSlmerpretatlon of the compbcated provlsions of general law by the police and COUrtS meares, for
example, that these who are alleged to have sexually assaulted a mmor are genef'ally charged \\l1th "unlawful
carnal lc'lowledge of a child," for whlCh the sentence is ilgnter ~atner than ~aDe Under customaly law, tne
per'petrator is generally requued to pay a subst2.J.'1ual fine to the ViCUlll' S family as well as to the chlefs The V1cem
may also be forced to marry the perpetrator
The concept of sexual violence as a cnme m itself is a very recent one lD Sierra Leone's patriarchal soclety
Only rape of a v1rgm IS seen as a senous cnrne Rape of a mamed woman or a non-v1rgm IS often not cons1dered
a cnme at all as m illany countnes. there is often a belief that the woman illuSt have consemed to the act, or she IS
seen as a seductress The Ylrtual destruction of Slerra Leone's already conupt and mefficlent court system and
police force dunng [he war, moreover, crea[ed a climate of impumty that persis[s, allowmg perpetrators of sexual
vlOlence (as well as other cnmes) to escape Justlce.
The lack of attention to conflict-related sexual vielence means that few aSSlstance programs have been
established for women and girls who were subjected to sexual vlOlenee, mcluding sexual slavery Survlvors not
orjy live w1th the sevef'e phys1cal and mental health consequences of the abuses suffered, but also fear ongomg
non-confhct-related sexual vlOlence, largely perperrated WIth Impumty International donors and nongovemrnemal
organizations should work together with the govemrnem of Sierra Leone to establish programs (health care,
education, adult literacy, skills trainmg, trauma counselmg, and income-generating schemes) that will help to
rehabilitate the survlvors of sexual vlOlence To combat lmpuruty and work toward changmg soc1etal artltudes
toward sexual violence, the government of SIerra Leone should, with 1i1e technical and financial suppon of the
mtemauonal cOrIL'11unjry, revise its discriminatory laws to ensure that they mee[ intemational standards The
constitution also needs to be revlewed and the provision exempting personal a['ld customary law from the
prohibition agamst discrimmatlOn removed In addition, the government should take steps to Improve the
response of the legal system to ongomg sexual and domestic violence, mcluding strategies for effectIve
prosecution and protectlOn. A nationwide public awareness campa1gn also needs to be undertaken to educate the
general population on women's human nghts.
Women have a cmClal role to play at this cnncal phase m Sierra Leone's history, but they vdl only Cle able
to contnbute fully in a C1VlC culture ll1 wh1ch women and girls are respected as equal partners and gendef'-based

abuses are not tolerated,
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS
To the Government of Sierra Leone
Take a.ll necessary measures La ensure thaL fOriller rebels release all women and gIrlS ajduc,ed durmg the
ar!Ded com1lCL who connnue 1:0 be held. ProvIde these women and gIrls wIth the necessary social and
economlC optlons to enable them to leave these often abus:ve relanonshlps
PrlOnnze the nanonvl1de establisILTIJem of reuroductive healLh dE1ics for women and gIrls ,hac can provide
testing and treatment for sexually transmmed dlseases, along wlb other se;:Vlces
Revoke or revise eXls,ing laws (general, customary and Islamic) that discrimmate on the basls of gender and
Take the necessary seeps to amend the
ensure that they mee, mteI7,anonal human rIghts standards
consnmtlOn to remove the provlslOn exempting personal law and cuswmary law from the DfohlDltion on
gendee-based discnmmation. Provide trainlng on these new laws for the JudJClary, police, prosecutors, and
staff of local courts.
Es,ablish an mter-mmistenal task force WIth representatives from nongovernmental orgamzatlOns to deal WIth
the conflIct-related sexual vlOlence and related currenc problems facing women, WIth the aIm of ImprOVll1g the
socal, medical and legal responses LO women's and glIls' needs
Take steps to improve the response of the legal system to ongomg sexual and domestIc violence, mcludil'lg
strategles for effectlYe prosecunon and prOlection, such as recruiting and tralmng more female police officers,
allowmg nongoverrunem doctors to examme vlctims and providing legal aid to VIctims
Mamstrearn gender within the govefILrnent and government policies Launch a natlOnwide public awareness
campaign on sexual and domestic violence against women to dispel the prevallmg societal attimdes to sexual
and domestic violence agamst women.
ProVIde training on human rights and mtemational humarutarian law, wlth a focus on women's human rights
Issues and gender-based cnmes, to members of the secunty forces.
Repeal the provision m the 1999 Lome Peace Agreement Act that grants amnesty to all warrmg parties, so
that mdlviduals who committed acts of sexual vlOlence (and other crimes) durrng the war may be prosecuted
m the domestic courts
Cooperate fully with the SpeCIal Court for Sierra Leone and the Tmth and Reconcihabon CommlsslOn.
EstabEsh an mdependent natlOnal human rights comrmSSlOn as provided under the Lome Peace Agreeoent
that will contribute to the promotion and protection of human nghts beyond the lifespan of the SpeCIal Court
for Slerra Leone and lie Truth and Reconciliation CommisslOn
To Members of the African Union and Economic Community of \Vest African States (ECOWAS)
PrOVIde mihtary personnel participating in peacekeepmg operatlOns in Sierra Leone (and dsewhere) WIth
trainmg lD human rrghts and l.l1temanonal humamtanan law, mcluding a focus on women's human nghts
lssues, and gender-based crimes Ensure that peacekeepers understand the UN Code of Conduct fer
peacekeepers, which prOVIdes that peacekeepers should not CODlL-mt any act that could result ill physlCal,
sexual or psychological hamJ. or suffenng to members of the local popuiation, especlally women and chIldren.
ProsecUte any nationals that have been repatnated from SIerra Leone for cnmes of sexual vlOlence m lme
with the zero tolerance policy on sexual exploitatlOn by anyone employed or affilIated WIth lTNAMSIL
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Issue 2. st2.temenL j
, 1: possi'ole declar:ng yom viIllmgness to suppon the Spec1al Court for Sierra Leone
ane co surrender any allegec war ::nrnmals W It. COlThlllt co eXlracilllllg W Sle;Ta Leone mciividuals mdicted
rhe SpecIal Cour::, Lake rhe legal steps that may be necessa:-y to e:lsure that thls can happen (for exampie,
amending extradinon laws), and otherwlse coopera.te with the SpecIal Court, for example, by locaung
viltnesses or ClroVldlllg llllJcnanon
To Members of the International Community
Pnoritize the funomg of reproductive health cllDlCS for womer: and glrlS rhat can lJrovlde test1ng and trearmer.t
fer sexually trarrsrnltted ::iiseases, along wIth Q[her servIces
Greatly lDcrease fundmg for legal refocn programs, mclu::iing rrammg, to ensure that both the laws ane
QOmestlc courts meet lntemaliona( standard.s, as well as for programs that WIll establish better medIcal. iegal
and social suppor: sernces for survivors of sexual violence
Mom tor all aspects of the SpecIal COUfl for Slerra Leone to ensure that cases involvmg sexual vlOlence and
sexual slavery are fully prosecuted and that surv]"VOfS and wltnesses of sexual vlOlence receIve necessary
protection and support tr..roughout the jUdlClal process and post-trial perlOd, Cooperate wlth the court and take
the necessary steps for the exuadinon or surrender of persons mdlcted by lhe SpecIal Coun for SIerra Leone.
Fund the Tmth and Reconciliation CommisslOn and monitor It to ensure that conflicl-related sexual vIOlence
a.nd sexuai slavery are fully lDvestlgated and properly documented by the TRC lD a gender sensltive manner
Prosecute mihtarj personnel, who have been reparnated from Sierra Leone m line with the zero tolerance
pOI1Cy on sexual explOltatlOn by anyone employed or affiliated wlth UNi'J\llSIL
To the Special Court for Sierra Leone
Conduct thorough mveStigatlOns into incidents of sexual violence against women and glIls includmg sexual
slavery dunng the war for possible prosecution under the court's mandate Ensure that gender-integrated
teams investigatmg these acts have competence m mvestigating rape and conductmg rnterviews wlth rape
victims, who should only be mterviewed by experienced female lDvestlgators,
Ensure the gender crimes investigators conduct compulsory gender sensitization tralDlDg for all staff, and
provide more m-depth training for staff members dealing most directly with survIvors of sexual vlO\ence
Ensure the gender cr..rnes investlgators have access to all cases under rnvestlgatlOn, even the ones not
previously idenufied as gender cases, to provide guidance and expertise.
Recruit a staff member with expertlse m juvemle justice who can provide tramll1g on Juvenile justice lssues
and mtervlewmg skills for staff dealmg most directly wlth young children,
Establlsh a strong Victims and Wimesses Umt wlth protection and support for prosecution and defense
wltnesses. Protect and support the victlrns and \vnnesses not onJy dunng the lDvesngatlOn and trial phase but
extend Lrus to posHnal protection, where appropriate.
Provide judges, prosecutors and defense counsel wlth Strlct gmdance to prevent them from unnecessarily revlctim1zmg wltnesses on the Stand or releasmg their ldentlty publicly m vlOlalion of proteclive measures
To the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
•

Recruit an expenenced gender advlsor with expertise in sexual violence, and ensure staff of the Trurh and
Reconciliation Commission 1S gender balanced at all levels
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a staff illembe~ expe~1enced
on how to mtervlew young cnildren

lD

deallng wIth child victims and

perpetra:o~s v-1

nc

can

OrOV1Cl.e tr-alElng

Llvesligate and Qocument blly gender-based aDuses cOilllnitted L~oug:o.out the count::-j cIlsure survlvors of
sexual vlOleIlce are hear:: i.e a illaw.ler that ensures then dlgmry and safeTY, and avOlc.s any re-craumatlsanon.
Guarantee the confidermaltty of these hear:ngs wnen confidermal:0" lS requested
2ighlighc gender-specIfic abuses m Ihe Snal reDan on the findmgs of trie 1 rum and ReconciLatlon
Comrrllssion as \vel! as recoITLTIlendanons on legal reform to ensure that the docleslic laws and courts 'TIeet
Imernational sc:mdards; or. iuman nghts trammg for the Judlclary and law er.forcemem officers, and on che
assislance needs of SUrvlVorS.
P'romote Dubllc awareness of gender-based GlmeS through lhe media umbrella orgamzations, NGOs and
moblle corruTIunny outreach teams as well as the creatlon of an mformatlOn and resource center

To the United Nations lVIission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL)
Investigate fully any allegations of sexual vlolence by lINiVvlSIL persofh'1el, which will serve lO enforce the
policy of zero tolerance for any such acts perpetrated by anyone employed or affihated wltb LTN.4..MSIL
Esrablisb' a mechamsm Wl to. the Slerra Leone Police whereby cases of sexual explO1tanon by persons
emDloyed or affilJated with 'L'NAMSIL are anmediately reported to the relevant LTNAMSIL staff member,
mcluding the provost marshal and gender speclahst ll1 the human nghrs sectlon. Establlsh a mechanism to
follow up on cases thaI have resulled in mllnary personn.ei who com.rnn such crimes bemg repamated to their
coumry of origi.e to ensure that states proDerly prosecule the offender Civilian staff that have perpetuated
sexual violence should be fired and thell misconduct properly recorded in their personnel file so that they are
nOI rehlred 111 another UN mlSSlOn.
Provide in-depth gender sensltization traimng w militalJ and civilian staff and ensure the human nghts unit
syslematically monHors and reports on lssues of gender-based vlolence. Ensure that peacekeeDers understand
the TJ.N Code of Conduct ror peacekeepers, WhlCh provides that peacekeepers should not commit any act that
could result m the phys1cal, sexual or psychologlcal harm or suffermg to members of the local populatlon,
espeCIally women and children.
Collaborate wilh lhe UN Department of PeacekeeDmg OperatlOns to revise the D.N. Code of Conduct and
the Military Observer Handbook, ensurillg that the zero tolerance policy for sexual exploitatlOn by persons
employed or affiliated with D.N misslOns and the consequences of such acts are clearly stated m these
gUldelines. Compile slmilar guidelmes for civilian sraff
Frovlde capaciry bUllding with a focus on women's human rigms Issues to national women's groups and
human nghts organizanons across the country under the guidance of the gender speclallst m UNAMSIL
human nghts unHS
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III. METHODOLOGY

Over three hUDo.rec \VOD~,.D and gIrls were inle:-'/ltWed
=-iuillan F~lghts -\,A/atch as pa=-~ of Drlgoing researci'l
and for tllis repor~ For a v:mery of reasons, m::!ucEr.g Lhe lack of an ideologlcal aspect and the hmIted etJ'1..m c
dullenslOn to the Cl'1l1 war in Sler:la Leone a.:.id. the all-peTvaslveness of abuse, VICtl:IlS of human ;lgnts abuses,
lD,::lud::.ng survivors of sexual vlolence~ generally feel fre~ to talk very openly about their ~xperiences.6
Great care was ~aken \,vlth the vlctlms to ensure that recoun'J.ng Lhelf experJence dld not further craurnaClze
ther:cL 'II/bile we sought as much infor:cnatlon as possible from each :menriew tne 'vvell-bemg of che mtervlewee
was always param01.l:1l and some lmerviev-'s were cm short as a resdt The liltervlews were conducted lD prJvate
Settlllgs in the :)[esence of a female interprecer The lllLerVlews with S1.;rV1VOrs were mostly conducted 1:1 J<..no, the
ill1gua franca of SJerra I.-eone, or ill one of the other languages spoken by the dl::'ferent eeDillc grouDs and
lnLerpreted illto Enghsh. Ll1 most imervlews
females were present and in Lne few cases where a !Lan was
present, iL was wlth che pern11SSlOn of Lhe liller/lewee in order to guarantee the coniidennallry of all lllfoTll1anon,
mTerviewees are Dot identr5ed by uame
In addiclOn to the survivors, government of5cials, law enforcement officers, lawjers, key figures from Lhe
rebel forces, health personnel, rehgious leaders, and representatlves of local and mteoanonal nongovernmental
orgamzanoDs (NGOs) workmg m the areas of hucan nghls, women's nghts, and health. as well as UN offiCials
were mtenllewed.

IV. BACKGROUND
The Civil War
Slerra Leone is a coastal West African count""! that shares borders with Guinea and Libena. It has a
populatlOn of close to five and a half million (July 2001 estimate) composed of slxteen ecbnic groups. These are
ilie Fullah, Gala, KOTanko, KJssi, Kono, Krim, Kno, Limbo., Loko, Mandingo, Mende, Sherbro, Susu, Temne, Vai
aDd Yalunka The Mende, m the south, and the Temne, in the north, are the largest ethnic groups (around 30
percent each) The Krio, who are descendants of freed slaves, were settled ill the area of Freetown (now the
capllal) m the late elgnteenth cenrury and make up 10 percent of the total population. The educaled K.-io mmomy
generally STill occupies a higher social and economic position and has tradnlOnally been resented by the other
groups. Sler:la Leone was a Brinsh colony, and Enghsh is Slerra Leone's officlallanguage. Kno, largely based on
Enghsr. vocabulary but with its OWD grammar, is the first language of the Krios as well as Sierra Leone's lingua
fra.nca. Though there are no rehable figures, Siee-a Leone lS a predominaDtly Muslim country (around 60 percent)
wilh the remamder of the populatlOn practicing mdigenous rehglOns (l0 percent) and ClmsTiamty (30 percent)8
i

In 1961, Sierra Leone gamed lTS mdependence from the DuiLed Kmgdom For most of the Dext three decades,
Sierra Leone was governed by the Al1 People's Congress (ll1'C), dommated by ilie Dorthern Temne and Limba
ethnic groups, which came llltO power III 1967 9 The corruptlOn, nepotlsm and fiscal mlsmauagement under the
one-parry rule of the APC led to the decay of all state lllstltutlOns aDd the lmpoveoshment of Sierra Leone's
populatlOD, DotwiLhstanding the country's large deposHs of dlamoDds, gold, rutile, and baUXite Frustralion with
governmeDt corllpIion and mismanagement led to the fOTll1aLion of the Revolutionary !jnned Front (RUF) in
1984. The RUF clalmed to be a pohtlcal movement with ilie aim of salvagmg the country aDd overthrowing the
A2C Its lllvaSlOIl of Sierra Leone from Libena on March 23, 1991 triggered the civil war thar was to last ten
years.

\\lomen and glrlS \Nho have been raped can be presented and/or perceIved elther as V!ctllTlS or survivors aDd chere lS aD
ongomg Gebate as to which lS the more appropnale term. In thls report, bOLh terms are used LDIerchangeabiy w!thout
slgmficam Q1Snnclion.
7 See http//wwwodclgoV/C!aJpubl1caIlOnslfactbook/geos/sl.hImL
8 See htto:!/wwwsIate iJ:ov/!2:/drl/ris/ir£'200 liS 730hLffi
/
9 See!2:e~eral1y L"'.D A.lie: A New h-islOrV or SIerra Leone (J'0ew York St Marlin's Press, '9901
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At I,S lIlcepnon, the RTJF conslSled of a rTIlxture of micidle class srudenrs Wl1i1 a popullsr platioTIT-,
uneoDloyed and alIenated yomhs, and L1benan 5ghters fro=n Clades Taylors Nanonal PatZlotic Front of ~i'oeTla
(}'!t'F2:-), who had nelped Charles Taylor m IllS quest to become the preSIdent of Li'oeTla A lesser-Llown COVC:rL
sponsor of the RUF was the Sle;r:-a Leone PeoDle's Party (SLPP), WJth ItS ethnic base aoong the Mendes [;'om the
s~ut..i-}, whlch also sought the overthrow of the'ivC 10 The RUF was kd by Foday Sankoh, a fOlJJ'.er army cDrporal
"Nho had been ImDflSOneQ m 1971 for hIs alle!2:ed lllvolvemem lD an attemDted coup ag2.111st the APC Sankoh had
also reiJonedly re'celveo traimng m Libya wnh Taylor II The ReF Imtlall~~ consisted of [\:vo small groups of
150 combatams m toral. As the RUF c2.prnred border cowns and villages III Kallahun and PUJehun districts, they
used cacJCs similar La those used to terrocze cIvllJans dUimg 6e Libenan civil war seIzmg and summarily
execuung chIefs, VIllage elciers, craders, goverr:ment agents and susDected SLA collaborators Ie The violence and
looung or "jah-Jah." espeCially by the Libecan mercenanes wlthm the Rill, was sanctioned by San-koG who
iustlfied them as reward for the mercenanes' sUDDon 13 The R'J'F's ideolog-""v of salvallon oUlcklv
mw
- dezenerated
a campaign of VIOlence ·"/hose pnnClpal alm was to gam access to the country's diamond and other rnmeral
wealth From the very begmm,ng, the Rill's campaign of terror mcluded sexual vlOlence and sexual slavery,
cornmmed on a widespread and systemanc baSiS
~

-'

~

In April i 992, APC Presiden: Joseph Momoh was overthrown 111 a military coup by twenty-six-year-old
army capIaln Vaiennne Strasser, who formed the National ProvislOnai Rulmg Councll (NPRC) Strasser vowed w
endcoITuption and create opporrnnitJes ror all Slerra Leoneans The new regime, however, was as corrupt as the
old The RUF conurmed [0 gam strength and was joined by numerous soldiers from the SJerra Leone .Army (SLA)
who were dIsgruntled wIth their poor condItions These soldier-rebels or "sobels" discarded [hen uniforms at
mgnt to loot but wore government umforms and commued to work for the government ciunng the day The
"sobels," who ineluded officers, also provldeo weapons, ammumtlOn, and intelligence '0 Rill forces.
Startmg in January 1991, Momoh and later Strasser embarked on a recrUItment dnve that swelled the army's
ranks to approximately twelve thousand, aL.'Tlmg to dislodge the Rut meluding by offenng Its youthful
consnillency a lucranve alterilatlve. Many of the new soldiers were unemployed drifters, petty cnminals, and
street children as young as twelve. Glven the mability of the undiSCIplined and ill-trained SLA to dnve out the
RlJF, III March i995, Scrasser mvited Execunve Outcomes (E.O.), a South African private secunty company, to
fight the Rill and guard the mming areas, m rerum for concessions over their production. The RUF was by that
time approaching Freetown and controlled most of the diamond m1f1..mg areas. By December 1995, E.O had
retaken a number of key diamond areas and began to collaborate with the pro-government militia known as the
Civil Defense Forces (CDF), of which the KamaJors are the largest and most powerfJl
The CDF movement began with the establishment of the Eastern Region Defence Committee in 1993-4 and
,vas greatly expanded in 1996 when regent chief Hinga Norman was appointed deputy mmlster of defense in
Kabbah's goverrJDent and head of the CDF, wnh the government provlding the CDF WIth traimng, weapons and
food 14 The CDF movement consists of groups of tradItional humers and young men who were used 'JY the
government to defend theIr native areas. The KamaJors operace mainly III the south and east, the Tamaboros in the
rar north, the Gbettls III the north and the Donzos in the far east. CIvilians who Jomed the CDF underwent
mHlanon ceremomes, which were saId to bestow' magIcal powers, makmg them Immortal and mvmcible. is Unns
of fghters were mitlally deployed only m thelr own chiefdoms to ensure theIr loyalry and diSCIpline and make the
10 Paul RIchards, Fighnng for the Rmnforest War, Youth and Resources 171 Sierra Leone (London The IntematlOnal African
Insbrute in aSSOCiation wlth James Currey and He!Demann, 1996), p 7 When the RUF first IDvaded from Libena, villagers lD
Kailahun were ordered to CUI palm fronds-the svmbol of the SLPP-"m SUDDon" of the rebels.
II forahlm Abdullah and Patr;ck Muana, "The RevolutIOnary DDlted From '0·[ Sierra Leone," ID Chriswpher Clapham
Afncan Guernllas (Oxford James CI,lTTey, 1998), pp 173-] 78
11 Ibid., P 178
IJ wld,
180
!. wld" p. 185. By 1999, the CDF had grown !DIP a movemem of an estimated fifteen tbousand fighters who had to be
disarmed and demobilized
IS WId. TOls IS a throwback IP the venerated esotenc Mende cult of mvmcible traditional hunters wbo were given power
through m;nanon ceremonies. These powers enabled the hunters. Inle?' ahe. to tum lDro an ammal m order to catch thei; prey
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8est use 0: ehe:r sm:;ec-.or bush knowledge The CDF, lrl concas, ec the S"LA and ~he RtTf, had the suppon orthe
localclvillans and were very errectlve, OVeITlllil.lllg ffiam R'J? ca:C:I?S m 1are 1996 v/lth the suppon of E 0 and
tne arm)'

In Janua,} ; 996, Se,asser wa~ overtrilown by his ciepu:y, Biigadle, Julius Maada 3io. 310 imnared peace
ne20naeions WJi:b ehe RlJF, whlCD had 'De2un to suffer a number of defeats, as 'Nell as a program to ,erum Slerra
Le;ne lO clvilJan rule In March 1996, ele~CIlons were belli, and Ahmad TeJan Kaooah of the SLPP, who p\eci.ged
to bnng aboUT an end eo the war, became presloent of Slerra Leone
In hovember 1
tbe RG? anc Kabbahs gove;.J:liTlern signed the AbJdJal1 Peace Accord, which proviced
for a ceasefire, clsar:r:aoent, demoblllzatlOn, an amnesry to the RUt and the wltncrawal of all forelgrl foces
~he ceasefire was brOKen m January 1997, however, when senous fIghting broke out JD southern Moyamba
QlStrlCI In January 199 7 , Sankoh \;,'as arrest.:':d JD Nigeria on an amlS cnarge and lnpnsoned by the Nlgenan
government.
In May 199;, fourteen months arrer assuming power, Presldent Kabbah was overthrown ill a coup led by
Major Johnny Paul Koroma, who formed a new govermnent called the A.:med Forces Revolunonary Council
(},Y'RC). Koroma had escaped fron prison, where he had been held followmg an earher attempted COUD m
Sepeember 1996 ~he A.FRC suspended the consritmion, banned political parties, and announced rule by mllnary
decree Days of looting by soldlers follower: ehe coup, whlch also ushered lD a penod or politlCal repress10n
charactenzed by arbltrarv arrests and detennon, /'~f] attempt
Nigenan and Gumean troops (who had been lD
Sierra Leone smce 1995 as pan of bllareral secunty accords to gIve support to the NPRC), supponed by South
}\±rican mercenanes, to oust Koroma failed. 16
The il.FRC consisred pnmarily of disgmntled ex-SLA soldiers who had become dlslllus10ned by Presldent
Kabbah's declsion to cut back support for the rrulitary. Koroma also cned the govern.,"IJeru's failure to implement
the peace agreement as the reason for the coup. The SLi,_ accused Kabbah of having DUt greater confidence for the
country's defense lD and givmg more economic resources to the CDF than to the army Formalizmg an alliance
berween the ar:ny and the rebds based on Jomt Opposltlon to President Kabbah and the SLPP, the ,"'w.J;'RC lDvned
the RUt t) Jom its government m June 1997
From exile In Gumea, President Kabbab mobilized mternational condemnation for and a response to the coup
makers. In response to a plea from Kabbah, hundreds of NIgerian troops based m Liberia as part of the Economic
Commumty of West Afrlcan States Monitonng Group (ECOMOG) moved to ?reetown, rehlforcmg ECOMOG
colleagues already based at the Freetown airport to defend it from attacks by the Rut Nigenan vessels stationed
off Freetown shelled the ciry, reportedly klllmg at least fifty people Nigerian forces were, however, eventually
forced to withdraw from around the capital In August 1997, following the AFRC's announcement of a four-year
Drogram for elections and return co civilian rule, whlch represented a breakdown JD negonations initJated
the
Sconomic Commumry of West Afncan States (ECOWAS), ECOWAS established a smct economlC embargo
against S:erra Leone hl October 1997, the UN Security Council adopted a resolutJOn also lmposmg mandatory
sanctIons on SIerra Leone, mcluding an embargo on arms and oil imports, which ECOMOG forces were
mandared to enforce.
After negotiatlOr:s in Guinea under the ausplces of ECO,\VAS, the Kabbah government-in-exile and the
RUF/ P.FRC slgned an agreemem on October 23, 1997, provldic'1g for the rerum to power of Presldem Kabbah by

April 1998 The RCF/A....J;'Rc' however, undermmed the lmplementanon of the accord by stockpiling weapons and
anacklng the posinons of ECOMOG forces. In February 1998, ECOMOG forces together with KamaJor rruhtla
launched an operanon that drove the RUF//\FRC forces from Freetown L'1 March 1998, Presldent Kabbah was

16 See Human RlghlS Watch/Afnca, "Gertmg Awav wlth Murder, Mutilallon and Rape," A Human Rights Walch Short
RepOl-I, VoL 11, No.3 (A), June 1999, p. 8 for a dIscussIOn of the role of foreIgn merc~nanes 10 the armed comlict See
Human Rlghrs Watcl1!Afrlca, "TransitlOn or Travesrv~ Niiena's Endless Process of Rerum to Civilian Rule," A Human
Rlqnrs Walch Short ReDo/-:, vol 9, no 6. October 199~, for ; dlscussi on of rhe Ni g;enan mtervemion 1Il Sierra Leone
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~einstaIed.. ()ver the suc:eedr2g months

EC:CrrvfOG forces "lNere ajle toeslablish control over roughly f\NQ-cb.lrd.s
of :he coumlY, mcludmg all reglOIlal capItalS as of mld-1998, the ~COMOG connngent LD Slerra Leone was
c:Jmposed of approxImately 12,500 t;·oops, preciommantiy NigenaD wJth support battalions from Gmnea, GaIClDla,
Ghana and Niger Ii Sankoh Yias transferred to SIerra Leone from Nlgeria and mcarcerateci m hly 1998 In
OctOber 1998, the Supreme Court of Slerra i.,eone tried and seTltencec Sankoh to death for hlS role lD tne 1997
COul;.

Once expelled frOlJ1 freetOwn the ."'-FCRJRUr rebels triet! to consolidate their own posinons m other parts of
the coum;:; The Kabbah govemrnem, whlcn hac negllgible forces of lIS own, had :0 rely on SCOMOG to st2.Y ill
power. Through 2. senes of offensives, the R'J""tU".FRC managed to gam comrol of the dlamond-nch Kono dlSlr:CI
ane several other sIraleglc towns and areas. By lale 1998, Ihe rebels Dac gamed the upper hand milltanly and were
m comrol of over half of the country, mc!udmg all the mmeral-rlch areas. Fearn Ll-m posltlon. the Ruri."'-FRC
launched a major offenslve on F reelOwn lil January 1999
The battle for Freetown and eTlsmng rr...ree-week rebel occupatlOn of the caDlIal were character-:zed
the
systematIc and wlcespread perpetranon of a wide range of abuses agamst the civillan populanon, and marked ~he
most mtensive and concentrated penod of human nghrs abuses and ImernatlOna] humannanan law vlOlatlODs lD
Slerra Leone's ten-year clvil war At least :5ve thousand civillans were killed and one hundred civihans had ll:illbs
ampmated including tv,;enry-slx double arm amputations Thousands of women and glrls, mcluding glrlS as young
as elght, were raped and subjected to other fOITrls of sexual vlOlence In addltion, the rebels used Clvihans as
human shields, both while advancing IOwar::is ECOMOG positlOns and as a defense agamsI ECOMOG aIr power
They also burnt whole nelghborhoods, often witD the reSIdents in theu houses.
Goverrunent and the Nigerian-led ECOMOG forces also comrmtted serious human nghts abuses, though on a
lesser scale, mcludll1g over 180 summary executlOns of rebels and theu suspecIed collaborators Prisoners taken
by ECOMOG, some of who had surrendered and many of whom were wounded, ·were executed aD the spot often
wlIh !lttle or no eITon to establish their guilt or innocence Officers to the level of caD tam were presem and
paniClpated m the execunons. ECOWAS offiClals have yet to initiate a formalmvestigatlOn mto these killmgs
As the RlJF!A.FRC were driven out of Freetown in February 1999, they abducted thousands of civilians, who
were used to carry looted goods and ammunitlOIl, forcibly conscnpted mto fighting or used for forced labor.
Thousands of girls and women were used as sex slaves by the rebels and forced to "marry" rebel husbands As
they moved easrward, the rebels continued to commn egreglOus human nghts abuses, mcluding killings and
amDutations, partlcularly lD the villages around the towns of Masiaka, Lunsar, and Port Loko. 18
In the months following the January mvaSlOn, and as a result of intense lDIernational pressure, Kabbah' s
government and RLJF rebels SIgned a ceasefue agreement on May 18, 1999,!9 followed by a peace agreement m
20
Lome, Togo, on July 7, 1999 Sankoh was released from pnson by the Sierra Leonean goveITh-nent to partlcipale
III the peace negonations The accord, brokered by the UN, the Organization of AL.lcan Unity (OAU), and
ECOWAS, commItted the RUF/,"'-FRC to lay down ltS arms m exchange for representation in a new government.
Sankoh was glven the chalrmanship of the board of the Commission for the Management of Strategic Resources,
National ReconstructlOn and Development (CMRRD) and the starns of vlce-presldent. 21 Johnny Paul Koroma was
made the chalrman of the CommIssion for the Consolidation of Peace (CCP), prOVIded for under Artlcle 6 of the
peace agreement 22
Ii See Human R,ghts Watch, "Sowing Terror AtroeltleS agamst Civilians m Sierra Leone," A Human Rzghis Watch Shon
Revort, VoLlO, No 3
July 1998.
18 See human Rlghts Wateh/Afnea, "Gertmg Away WIth Murder, MutilatJOn aD.d Rape," for a comprehensive report OD the
January 1999 mvasioll
!9 See the al1Ilex lO UN. Seeumy Cound report, S/l999/S8.5, May 18,1999
20 Lome Peace ,A,greement al httD://slerra-ie;ne.orgllomeaecord..hlml
21 Article .5
of the Lome Peace Azreemenr.
2} The RUF delegatIOn [0 the ;Jeaee ~alks m Lome melGded members of the AFRC who were also apoomted as mlDlsters as
oart of the azreeme::H to share Dower
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~he peace agreemenL. also IDciudec 2. general arnneSI)l ror all climes corr]1T.Lit~ed by 2.11 parties during ths civil
wa.r untIl the slgmng of the Deace ag::-eement.:' AI the la.SI mlDuce, the D.N secreIary-general's speClal
represemanve anenciing the ~alks, added a hand-written caveat thaI tbe D.N. held the understanding that the
amnesty and pardon provIded for m ."'.T::c:e 9 dId not a-;Jply to mtematlonal crlIDes of genOClGe, cnmes against
Dumaniry, war crlIDes and other senous vlOlatlons of mter:1atlOnal humamlanar: la'N b addltlOn, .the peace
agreeme:H mandated Ihe ·esI2.bhsr",,'Ilent of a T:utn and RecoDClllatlon COffi..c'TIlSSlOn (IRe) and a na~lonal human
rlgms COm.LUISSlOn

~ ne Dnited Natlons Obse,""er MisSlOD In Sier::-a Leone (l.TNOMSIL), mInally establisher:' m July 1998 to
L
. COnGltlOnS,
, ,
' 1arger peace k-eepmg illlSSlOn
. . -?d In
momtor tne
ml'1'llary ano. secun:y
was.
transrormeCl" lDCO a :TIUCD
OCIOber 1999, months laler than had been plaILTJed, UNOMSIL whIch at ltS maXimum deployment mcluded 192
mllilary observers as well as a srr"all human rlgrm l.lUn of four persons. was transformed iDlO the DUlted Natlons
IvEssion :n Sierra Leone (l..TNi\.l'vlSIIJ DN.L\MSIL was mandated lO maintain tne peace and monlIor the ceaseSre
and had a maXll"um authonzed str~ngth of 6,000 milItary person.~1el, mcludmg 260 miiltarj observers 25 The
heman nghts unlI was amhorIzec La expand to a wtal of fourteen human ngits officers Two further Secunry
26
27
CJunCll resolunons followed, mcreasmg the authOrIzed troop strength to 11, 100 and then 13,000

The peace process was marred by cease-fire vlOlations, missed deadlines and mfighting within rebel ranks.
The R1..TFli\FRC faded to comply WIth several commitments, mcludmg the release of all ciVIlIan abduClees. There
was a relative decrease m heman rights abuses following the peace agreement, althougn the Rt.JFliu~RC
contmued to terrorize the civliian populatlOn m the north and east, willch largely remained under Its control.
Sexual vlOience, :n particular agamsT the thousands of abducted womeD and girls, contmued In additlOn, a
sDlmter groepof the i\.FRC lu,own as the ViesI Side Boys establIshed numerous bases m the accra Hills near
Freetown, fTom where they staged lootmg raids. The West SIde Boys abducted hundreds of CIvilians, mcludmg
glriS and women, whom they raped and kept as sex slaves. In August ~999, they took hostage for one week forrytwo members of a D.N-lee. delegation composed of ECOMOG soldiers, religious leaders, aid workers, and
JournalIsts, who had gone to the Occra Hills to have abducted children released to them
The Disarmament, DemobilizatlOn and Reintegration (DDR) program progressed slowly, with only 25,000
28
out of a total 45,000 combatants demobilized by May 2000
There was also considerable delay m the
deployment of D.N peacekeepmg forces, WIL.'l only 8,700 peacekeepers deployed by the same month. The peace
process then broke down compleIely, when, in early May, the RUF captured over five hundred UNp"MSIL
peacekeepers and military observers deployed m the north and the east, holding them for several weeks. 29 The
conflict erupted agam throughout the coumry and many of the combatants, including child combatants, who had
been disarmed and demobilized, were re-conscrrpted The human nghts SItuation detenorated sharply with
numerous reports of RtTF abuses, including murder, WIdespread rape, abduction, forced labor, and looting DUTlI:g
a demonstratlon m Freetown to prOLest the collapse of the peace process and hosl2.ge taking of the peacekeepers,
twenty-two ciVIlIans were killed outside the house of the RUF leade;-, Sankoh On May )7, 2000, several days

23 Lome Peace Agr-eement Under Article 9 (1) of thiS agr-eement, the Government of Sierra Leone was reqUIred to grant
refers to the amnesty gramed to all combatants of the RUF/SL, ex-AFRC, ex·
Sankoh absolute and free pardon. ,L'cr":lcle 9
SU\ or C:JF for any cnmes they :nay have commItted m purSUIt of theIr objectIves (See below, p. 61, for a dIscussion on the
amnesty).
24 UN Security Council resolution 118l, S/BES/l18 I (1998\ July 13, 1998
25 U.N. Secunty CouncIl resoiunon 1
S/RES!l270 (1999), October 22,1999
~~ UN Secunty Council resolutIOn 1289, S/RES/1289 (2000), February 7, 2000
~'!J.N SecurIty CouncIl resolution 1299, S/RES/1299(2000), May 19,2000
_8 UN Office for the CooniinatlOn of HumaDltanan .A.ffaIrs (OCH...~), Sierra Leone Humamtanan SiruatlOn report, May 29,
:2001 See http/lwwwrelJefmt/w/Rwbnsfis/4A585:57840970841 C1256A:5C00504L1 1B
19 The hostages lD the [lorth were released on May 28, 2000. The hostages m the east, however, were not released until June
29,2000 Two hundre::! and thmy-three peacekeepers and mIlItary observers who had been enCIrcled by the R'lIF were finally
freed DV the UN 'TIllitarv ooeratlOI: "Khukn'- on blv 15. 2000
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2.fler tbe deillonstratioll; Sar±on \;I./ClS a.l-:::estec.
tne gOV~i:"L-r:1ent and heiQ lD eustocy toget.""le~ 1Nlth over 125
of :he RUF, without charge, usmg powe~s uncie~ a Slace of emergency declared m i 998

me;nbe~s

There "vas also a cltstu.rbmg mte:nslflcanon of :louses by pro-govemmem forces The jler;-a Leonean
govefll.J"IJ.em caused numerous Clvihan casua:,les througn heilcopter gunshlC arracks durmg Mav and June :::000
against the R;')F srrcmgholds of MakeuL Magburaka and Kambla Abuses by both the govemrnent rorces and the
RUF ca.-usee the dIsplacement of some 330.000CIVlilans from behmd rebel lilles CIviltans ieavmg RUr: ter::ltory
were often captured and accused of iJemg ~ebel sympathIzers by the CDF. Whereas pre vlOusly seX'J.al Vl01e:lCe
against womel1 had been very uncorn,l1on among the CDF. :1umerous cases of sexual vIOlence were re-ooned,
mcludmg gang rape
KamaJor mihnamen and cOIT.ulianders
V,,'ben, in May :2000, It seemed as :hough :he flghtmg would threaTen Freetown agalil. seve:-a: hundred Bot!sh
soldie:-s were rapIdly deployed co SIerra Leone-m the [list lllstance i.O evacuate foreIgn naclOnals who 'y\llshed co
leave Gut also to secure the aIrpof':, allow remforcement of the UN contmgent, and aSSIst 1Il che ,eorgamzat;on of
the pro-gove;:-;'1illem forces as an effective fighung force i\t theIr maXl.ffium, there were more than 1,200 Bnnsh
soldiers m SIerra Leone, though they began co WIthdraw WIthin "'vo months of the first deploymem TJNAMSIL
was rapIdly brought up to scrength by June 5, 2000 there were 11,3 50 UN :roops lTI the country
At the behest of Joh..T]J]y Paul Korolla, the West Side Boys m May 2000 bnefly fought on the g'Jvernment
Slde to prevent the RUF lrOCl entefl.ng Freecown. However, they concinued to COllImt human ng.hcs abuses, and lD
August 2000 abducted eleven Brit,sh soldiers of the btemational MilItary Advisory and Traimng Team
and one SLA officer In September 2000, the \!v'est SIde Boys bases were deSTroyed dunng an operatlOn
EDtlsh
paratroopers co free tile captured so ldiers Numerous West Side Boys, mcluding theIr leader, were arrested aDd
mcarceraced.
From Sepcember 2000 through April 200 l, RlJF rebels and Libenan gove,l:L"1lent forces acting together
attacked refugee camps and villages accommodatmg several hundred thousand SIerra Leonean and Liberian
refugees Just ac,oss the border with GuL.'1ea. Followmg the attacks, Gumean secuoty forces and the local
population retaliated against the refugees. frequently looting, raping, and unlawfully detammg them. Guinean
forces also responded to these Rl:JF raids by killing and woundmg dozens of Sierra Leoneans in L.'1dISCrimmate
helicopter and artIllery attacks m the rebel-held areas in the north of Sierra Leone Gumean croops conducted
several ground arcacks dur.ng whIch several civilians were gunned dov.,In and gEls and women were raped.

In November 2000, the government and RUF signed a cease-fire, which commitled both parties to restarting
the dIsarmament process, the reestablishment of government authoriry lD former rebel-held areas, and che release
of all child combatants and abductees On March 30, 2001, the UN Secunty Council authonzed the TImher
expansion of Ut:L4MSIL to 1'7,500 military personnel, mcluding 260 miliTary observers. These forces, contnbuted
by Bangladesh, Ghana, Gmnea, Kenya, Nepal, Nigena, Pakistan, Ukrame, and Zambla, were deployed mw RUF
strongholds, meluding the diamond-ncil Kono distDct 30 The DDR program recommenced in May 2001, and by
che end of 2001 over chree thousand child soldIers abductees, and separated children had been released by the
RUF and the CDF
Durmg this period, seoous human rights abuses contmued to be committed, though on a reduced scale.
Fightmg berween the RUF and the CDF broke out in the east of the cOUDIry m June through August 2001, leaving
tens of CIVIlians dead R UF forces cOIDlmtted scores of serious abuses includmg rape, murder, and abduction. The
VICtlIDS of these abuses mcludeci Sierra Leoneans rerummg from refugee camps m Guinea; Gmnean c~vilians who
were attacked durmg the cross-border raids by the RlJF from SepcemiJer 2000 through April 2001. and Llbe:-Ians
fleeing renewed fighting m Lofa coun,,' of Libena from Apnl 2001 While the RUF released or demobIlized more
than 1,500 male chIld combataDIS, they were reluctant to release S~erra Leonean and Guinean female abductees,
mOSI of 'vi/hom are believed to have been sexually abused.

JO UN Secunty Couned resolu[Jon 13 Ll 6 S!RES/1346 (200 1) March 30 200 1
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The human ngnts sit1.:aIlon continued to 1mprove lil 2002, wEh Ihe disarmamem and demobllizallOn phases
declared completed By January 2002, ,17,710 c~rr:iJatams had been d1sarmed and demob1lized On January 18,
2002, Ihe armed conihcl was ofilClally declared to be over in a puohc ceremony attended by many digmtanes. In
addilioll, the SIale of emergency Wfl.S lifled for Ihe 5rst time in four years On February 28, 2002 Followmg the end
of the scate of emergency, :he govemmem charged Sankoh, and the other R0F and West SIde Boys members held
lD custody smce May 2000, with a number of cnmes, mciuding murder and related charges The resertlemem of
internally displaced persons (IDPs) and rerurnees from Gumea and Liberia was ongomg as of Ihe wmmg of thIS
repon. By luiy 2002, approxlInately 250,000 refugees and IDPs"'had beer: resettled The RUT transfor:::ned Itself
mto a polltlcal parey and nommated pres1denIial and parbamenIary cand1dates for elections helG on May 14, 2002
Ir: the elections, President Kaobah' s SLPP was re-elected for a second term and faced the challenge of
rebUllciing the counlry and lCS economy AfIer a decade of war, SJerra Leone ranks last::lut of 162 countr1es In
terms of hfe eX:Jectancy at bu"th; adult lileracy; comomed eruolmem In pnmary, secondary ane ~emary educatIOn:
and GDP per capna J FlfIy-seven percent of SIerra Leone's population struggles to survive on only CS ~l Der
day:: Unemployrnenr IS rampant and the current economy 1S dnven by the presence of tJNAMSIL and other
lDlernatlOnal orgamzations bveswrs who could create desperately needed Jobs remain cautious glven the rampam
corruptJon that permeates all levels of Sierra Leonean soclery and their concerns about reglOnal secunty
Women and Girls under Sierra Leonean Law

The Sierra Leonean Legal system
Three systems of la\N-generaL customar/, and Islamic-co-exlst in Sierra Leone
General Law
General law consists of the statLltory law (codified) and common law (based on case law) mainly inhented
from the United Kmgdom, the former colonial power General law IS admmistered through the formal court
system, whioh follows the usual Commonwealth stmcture, under which the High Court hears more Important
cases, and magistrates courts the less important ones, both civil and crimmal. There 1S an appeal system, first to
the Court of Appeal and then the Supreme Court, which lS the ultimate court of appeal and also hears cases
relevant [0 the interpretation of the constitutIOn The Coun of Appeal and Supreme Court are locatec ill Freetown.
A HIgh Court and maglstrates courts are constituted 1D Freetown The High Coun was re-established in Kenema
D
and Bo lD 2002 and there are magIstrates courts m B0, Kenema and Pan Loko
The coun system in the
provlDces, which had a lLImted infrastrucrure before the war broke out in 1991, was virtually destroyed dunng the
war-the High Court has not held heanngs outslde Freetown for six years-and was only gradually being
rehabilitated from 2002 Access to the Judiciary for rural SIerra Leoneans is funher limited by their lack of funds
for lav.ryers, or even transport money.
OIlly a small number of women, pnmarily those who reSIde m the Western luea (where Freetown is located)
and women with sufflcient funds, have access to the formal court system. As many general law proVIsions have
not been updated smce colomal days, the protection that general law affords women 1S often only marginally
betc:er than that prov1ded under c:J.swmary or Islamic law.
CuswmQlY Law
Customary law is defined by the 1991 consntution as "the mles of law by which customs are applicable to
partlcular comrnumties m Sierra Leone. ,,34 Although there are sixteen ethnIC groups in Sierra Leone, a general
treatment of customary law IS Jusnfied, as there are many fundamental slmilant1es between the customary laws of

31 United NatlOns Development ?rogcam..rne (UND?), Human Development Report 2001 MakIng New Technologies Work
jor duman Development (New York Oxford UnlverSlfY Press, 2001), pp. 14 1-144.

rbld .,p. :51
An ![meram Judge covers the HIgn Court m both 30 and Kenema
J4 The Constitution of Sierra Leone (] 99]), Chapter XII - The Laws or Sierra Leone Secnon 170
See http://wwwsierra\eon e. org:/consIltution -xi 1. hIml
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these etr"-'llC g:r:m:Js'5 Custor::laIV' law has nOl been Wfll:l:en down or codu5ed and lS only aDDlled by the local
courtS 36 ;he;e COUl'S operate m" the provinces and not m LtJ.e Western ,"uea, wnlch IS tustoric~ily where the 1'::':-10
and the BTlllsn :::olon:zers settled. A chainnan presides over the local courtS v/lth the assis:ance of chIefdom
councIlors who are knowledgs:abje In customary law The chain:nen 1...'1 theory should be mdependem flom the
paramount cmefs viho used to preside over Ii'"!e local courts before reforms were introduced both pnor to and afIer
mdeDendence;7 CustOmarv law officers who are trained la'wvers ale suooosed to revIew deClsions of local com::s
and provwe tammg to the persof'illel of local courts. The govemrnent Law OffIcers' Department, however,
remams cmomcally understaffeci, and few of the customary law officers' posts are filled.
•

-'

.>

......

As the ma]Ofit)' of Sie~a Leoneans live m the provi..i1ces, cuswmary law govems at least 65 per:::ent of the
populaClon m relatlOD to issues not reserved by statute to the maglstrates :::ourts or High Coun. In pracllce, issues
that should be dealt WIth in the magIstrates courts and Higb Court are also dealt WIth under custOmary law. In
adci:::on to Dfoblems accessmg the formal court system, rural SIerra Leoneans, m parncular, have bstoncally
alwavs preferred ro am:unister ]usnce amongst themselves to ensure that good cOIIlmumry relations are
ma'....ltamed m villages where the other reSIdents are Invanaoly relatives by marriage or descent, rather than
rurmng to outSIders
Although customary law is not aDphec. m the formal court system, it is recognized and there is some
mteraCLlonoerween the two systems. There is the nght of aopeal from the local courts to the :::lJstnct Appeal
Court, ',vhere a magIstrate sm wnh t\VO assessors who are chIefdom councilors from the given area of the local
JS
court and are Knowledgeable abom ehe customary law in thelf respective areas
The assessors adVIse the
maglstrate on questions of customary law, WIth the deciSIOn remammg WIth the magIstrate. Likev,Jise, a deCISIon
of the DIstnC! Appeal Court can be appealed to the High Comr, with the High CaUl"': Judge bemg adVIsed by
J9
assessors 'Nlth expernse m customary law

IslamiC Law
Islamic law has been recog:mzed hI' statute m Sie~a Leone in relation to marriag:e, divorce. and inheritance
40
among Muslims
Otherwise, I~lamlc l~w, If apphcable at all, is considered part of c~stomary la~1 ill this repon,
Islamlc law IS therefore treated as part of customary law except when refernng to the speCIfic areas dealt with by
the Mohammedan Marriage Act, and cases mvolvlDg Islamic law are heard by the local courts Cnminal shana
law IS rIOt applicable 1D Sierra Leone.

Constiturional Status of Women
In theory, Slerra Leonean women are granted equal rights to men under the 1991 constit'.ltlon, \-\lhich
provides as one of the "fundamental principles of state policy" that t.le state"
[s]hall discourage discnmmation
on the grounds of place of origin, cIrcumstances of birth, sex, religion,. ,,41 The equal nghts of women are agam
42
underscored m the human fights chapter of the constltution
under Section 27 of the constl1:ution, however,

H M. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Family Law (Freetown Atlantlc Pnmers Ltd., 1983), p. 6
See 1963 Locai Courts Act.
.
31 Rlcnards, Fighting for the Rainforest, p 46.
38 SectIon 29 (j) of the 1963 Local Courts Act and Sectlon 76 of the 1965 Courts Act.
39 Sectlon 31 (1) of tbe 1963 Local Courcs Act.
40 The Mohammedan Mamage Act (Cap. 96 of the reVIsed laws of Sierra Leone, 1960) deals WIth marriage, divorce, and
lmestate successJOn. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone CuslOmary Family Law, p. 20. Intesrate succeSSIOns occur when the deceased
did [jot leave a will.
41
The Constlrunon of Sierra Leone (1991), Chapter II - Fundamental Pnnciples of State Pollcy, Section 6
See
hrtp/lwww.sierra-leoneorg/constlrutlOn-li.html. Under Section 8
[eJver; CItIZen sha]] have equality of nghls,
oiJbgalions. and opporrunitles before the law "and specific safeguards of equabty before the iaw lD terms of health care,
employmem and educatlO[j are prOVIded under Section 8 (3) (d); SectlOn 8
(a), (c),
and SectIon 9 (I)
and (2)
respecnveiy
42 Ibid., Chapter II! - The RecognHlOn and ProtectlOn of fundamental Human RlghlS and Freedoms of the Indivldual, SectlOn
15 See hltpi/wwWSle:T3-leone.orgiconstlhltlOn-ui.hlm] Section 15 provides thaI "every person lD Sler::a Leone IS entItled to
the fundamental human r:ghls ana freedoms of Ihe lndlvidu31, that ls w say, has the nghI, whatever hIS race, lribe, place of
or:9::n, poiitlcal OOlDJOn, colour. creed or sex, but subJect to respeCI for the ri9:hts and freedoms of others and for the pubilc
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discriminaIion is permitted,

inler

c.hc: under laws deaLing with '(adoptioIl, mar::-iage) divor:e) "Jurial) devolution of

properry on death cr otner mterests of personal law,'" Wl"ilch have ::hrect bearmg on the [,ghts of wome::l . as wdl as
uncier customarY law 43 Tills Important comraciiction en L1e constltutlOn-similar to that 1D many Ar,lCac]
consTimtlOns-has contributed to the low stams of women m SIerra Leone, as lt legniIL.IZeS the appllcatlon of
clscrirmnatonl customary law. No protecnon ::,om cilSCIElmatory cuswmanl Law can be sought '.:mde: the
consnmnon on the baSIS of sex Cuswmary and Islamic laws 2.1so contmue to be WIdely a;:JDlled, DorviithsTandmg
the raCI that leglslanon Dfovlcies that geDeral law should ;:m~vai] over CUsTomary :aw when c'Jsromary law IS

Urepugnant

IO

s~~rule or n"artlral jus~ice" ;quity) and gaGe con~Clene-'e,

14.:1

•

J11arriage
The nghts of marned women ,emain lLtmtee, Darnc'Jlar:'J for those maLled under customary and IslamIC
45
laws, whIch govern most rnamages Women macJed'under the 'generallaw have comparanvely more rights
A married woman's Dosltion under customarv law is comnarable to that of a mmor a v/oman IS £enerallv
46
represented by her husba;1d who has the nght to 'prosewte and defend actions on hIS spouse's behalf- SJerr~
Leonean women can gal..c'1 status through maElage as well as through thelr role as CJothers a woman's status
WlthJ.D sociery and the polygynous household increases vnth the number of chtldren she bears Sierra Leone :Cas
one of the hl£Dest birth rates lD the worid WIth the average number of children bor::1 to each woman esnIilated at
6.5 47 Most h-;useholds are polygynous, a~art from the m~nog3.mous Chrlstlans (apprOXImately 30 percent of the
population), under customary law, a husband can marry as many Vilves as he wlshes Muslims (60 percent of the
populatJOn) can marry up to four wives
Under customary law, a girl is conSIdered of marriageable age once her breasts have developed, her menses
have started and she has been initlated, which could mean as young as ",;velve. Marriages are usually arranged,
and the consent of the bnde-to-be 1S not consldered essennal in most ethnic groups, but the consent of the
48
giri' s/woman' s family 1S reqUlred
The fact that a glrl is considered "ready" for mamage at such a young age
and her consent is not sought has contributed to the common pract1ce of early forced marriages. Men wlshing to
marry do not need to seek consent from theIr own parents. T:1e statutory age of marriage under general law is
rwenty-one years

mteresc, to each and all of the following-Cal bfe, hberty, security of person, the enjoyment of property, and the protectJOn of
law; (b) freedom of conSCience, of ex.pression and of assembly and aSSOCIation; (c) respect for private and family life, and
protection from depn vatlon of property without compensatJOn."
43 Ibid., Section 27 Subsection 27 (1) provides that "Subject to the provisions of subsectJOns (4), (5), and (7), no law shall
make provIsion whlch is discnmmatory either of Itself or m its effect" Under Subsection 4, however, the protection provlded
under SubsectJOn 1 does not apply". (d) With respect to adopnon, mamage, dlvorce. burial, devollltJOn ofpr::Jperty on death
or other mterests of personal law, or (e) for the appbcatlOn in the case of members of a particular race or tnbe or customary
law WIth respect to any marrer to the ex.c!usJOn of any law with respect to that matter which IS applicable in the case of other
persons." DiscnmmatlOn lS also permltted agamst persons who are not CHlzens of Sierra Leone or naturalized SIerra
Leoneans Accordmg to Dr Tucker, former Chau-person of President's Kabbah's AdVIsor)' Committee, the ongmal mtent of
Section 27 was "to preserve cenam areas of segregation WhlCh are embedded m traditional practlces and are generally
acceptable to both sex.es, such as the segregation betvveen male and female secret SOCleces. What was taken up in the
c::msntutlOn was more extensIve than what was lmended." Human RIghts Watch mtervIew wHh Dr. Tucker (Consultant on
the Law Development Program funded by the UK's Department for International Development (DFID)), Freetown, Apnl
25, 2002
44 SecIlon 2 of the 1963 Local Courts Act and SectlOG 76 of the 1965 Courts Act.
45 Mamages under the general law are govef7led, mler 0110, by the Chnstlan Mamage Act, (Cap 95), the CiVIl Mamage Act
(Cap
and the Matnmomal Causes Act (Cap 102)
46 Joko Smart, Sierra Leone CusLOmary Family Law, p 98 Under customary la',v, a Sierra Leonean woman IS a.lways under
the g'~ardlanshlp of a male relative.
47 UNDP, Human Developmenl Report 200}, p. 157 ThlS figure is based on bIrths recorded for 1995-2000
48 Consent IS a very relatIve term, as glrlS generally will £Ind It very difficult to disobey their parents' WIshes, which can
result III severe punishment includmQ: ostracism from the lInmediate and extended family
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lJnder Islamic law, a ilia:e or female depenciant can be glven 1TI mamage agamst his or her
am'. the legal
guardl2.D of an adult WOilial1 has :he r,ght to object w her chOlce of husband If the prospecuve c.usbanci IS :-WI of
40
equal [nrth Under customary ;aw, a dmvr)' IS usually iJaid to the wife's family Under Islamlc ;aw Ihe dowf"; 1S
p~ld to the bnde, altnough tne cpmracI IS concluded wlth the legal guardian of lhe Onde-to-be 50
Under customary law, a Were can only refuse to have sexual i::Hercourse with her husbanci 1-: she IS physlcally
mellstmanng or sucklmg a youug child She can also refuse 1mercourse dunng tl1e daylLme, In the bush or

dUI1::J.g I<amadaE.

. .,'-

Under CUSWID3.ry
a wife's decislOo-maKmg powers are lir::nted since she IS obliged to a1w3.ys obey her
husband ibis lack of deClslOn-making power means that women m familJes where the breadwmner IS lhe ilian
fmc Il ve':'j cilf:s'cult to m:luence deClS1DllS on how the (generally) little income thaI t..~e famIly makes 1S dIsbursed
Under custoffiary law, a marIled woman must ask her husband for perrmSSlOn to work outslde lhe house or \liSlt
her familv In families where the woman has been glven permlsslOn to work outslde the house alld IS lhe
breaciwlImer, It seems that Ihe acided responslbili:y has ITot necessarily come with lDcreased declslon-=nakmg
power
A WIfe. especially III rural commUnities, 1S expeCled to cultivate fooci for herself and her cbldren, whilst the
S1
husband's responsibility lS limlted to provldmg accommodation and clothing
A wife reSIding m an urba:l area
is generaliy grven a iump sum of money by her husband to stan a small busmess, usually petty trading If tJ.e
busmess falls, the wife must refund [he capilal to her husband. Given the heavy work burden On women, however,
there lS ll1:tle oppon:umty for women to seek remunerated work outSIde the house

Divorce and Death ofHusband
Uncier customary law, both parl:Jes can bnng divorce proceeciings either eXlrajudlcially or jUdlclally before a
52
local court but m practice women are generally not as free to do so as men Only the husband has [he right to
53
divorce through unilateral repudlatlOn
Jo, wife married under customary or Islamlc law may, however, seek
54
dissolutlOil of mamage on grounds oftmpotence of the husband, for example
Under customary law, the dowf"! is refllDdable upon divorce Dowries pald i:O poor families are sometImes
set purposely excessively high i:O ensure that the wife's family will not sanclion a divorce glVen their mabilny to
repay the dowry, again bghlighlmg how little control women marned under customary law have over lheir
lives 55 Under general law, a husband lS expected to pay alimony for his wife and children on divorce, which both
parties may initiate S6
Wnen a husband dies, the WIdow IS expected under customary law to undergo a moummg period and
57
rituals. It is only after these nmals that widows are consldered punfled and can remarry Some ethIClc groups

Joseph Schacht, An 111lroducrion !o Islamic Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), pp 161-2
Schacht. Inn-odLicilon 10 IslamIC Law. D. 161
51 Full mamtenance of hlS wlfe IS only the ;esponsibility of tbe husband dunng the ramy season (aporoxlmately berween the
months of May and November) or when hIS WIfe :s slck or nursmg a baby. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone CuslOmary Family Law,
pp 106-7
52 Judlclal divorces are rare as thev are ;:nore expenslve. TOld, po i 46-149
53 Ibld, pp. i 43-4.
54 Schacht, lnrrodLlellon to Islemie Law, p 165
» JOkO Smart, Sierra Leone C:-:sromary FamLly Law, p 79 Stnct tribal Muslin:s do not reqUlre that the dow:,! be repald 00
divorce
56 Chnsnan Marnage Act. Cap 95 of the revlsed =-.-aw of Slerra Leone, 1960, s 7
s. 15 (1) (b), and s. 5 respectJvely
57 p~ wldow :nUS[ J.11ourn for fOTTy days. Her head LS shaved OT, lD some chiefdoms; disheveled and he::- 'Dod: is washed 'Nith
the same \vater Llsed to wash her husband's cOf?se (0 some chlefdoms her body IS smeared wlth mud to lDdlcate her
;:noumlDS!: Afler ellher one week or forty davs for smct Muslims, wldows are taken to a stream to be ce[emoDJai1y washed.
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s,i11 mSlSt lhal ,f the wIdow :-emames. she does so within he: deceased husband's family, mherwise all ma::lage
, d"
58
payrnenIs are. :enlD
aOle.
As SIerra :Seone lS a pahEnfOal saclery and the husband bas custaciial righIs over children, chilcire:J are
handed over w the husband's familv head UDon hls oeath 59 l;nder lslamlc law. the mou'1er has ,he right to care for
60
a boy child umil Ihe age of nme and a gnl ctuld until she comes of age
Under customary 2TJarrimomal propeny law, a wife IS generally Olljy able Ie keep her own possesslOrrs aild
he, self,acquired property lD the event of dlvorce or death. A wlfe IS generally nOI e:1til)ed to keep property
6
acqmred through the jOllt efforts of husband and wIfe and has no flghts over the matrimonial bome : Nor can a
wife inbenr uncier IslamIC law eHher the eldest son or brother or the of:5.cial male aci'11mlstrator of the deceased
lf1..hems 62 Under general lav,', a WIfe IS also only enmled to one third of her deceased husband s properlY, If he has
nor made a wll]
ThIS oeilla) of mheriIance Clgnts of women ,s a major problem gIven the large nUDoer of war widows wno
are now able to remrn to then villages of ongm, but have no access to land

Domesric Violence
Socielal attll:udes to domestic violence are another indicawr of the Slams of women and girls in society;
physlcal violence agamst women and chilciren lS cornman in Sierra Leone Indeed, under customary law, a
husband has the nght to "reasonably chastise his WIfe by phySIcal force ,,63 If the husband IS persistently cmel and
fcequently beats hIS w:fe to the pomt of woundmg her or causmg her great pam, tbe WIfe can diVorce her husband,
but under customary law a smgle act of phySIcal and bmtal force IS pe::mtted A population-based assessment of
war,related sexual vlOlence m Sierra Leone camed out by PhySICIans for Human Rights among 991 female,
headed households m camps for dIsplaced people found that, although 80 percent of women surveyed expressed
that there should be legal protectlOns for Ihe Clghts of women, more than 60 percent of the women believed that a
6d
husband had the nght 10 'aeat his wlfe

Rape as a Crime under General Law
The laws governmg rape in Sierra Leone are verj confusmg even for persons working in the cnmhlal Justice
system such as members of the judiClarj and pobce force They are also archaIC and date back to the BritIsh 1861
Offences Agamst the Person Act. Under thIS Act, rape is defined as "the unlawful carnal knowledge of a woman
wnhout her consent by force, fear or fraud ,,65 Perletration (however slight) is required to conslimte the crime of
66
rape
In additlOn, although a child is defined as a person under the age of slxteen,67 Sierra Leonean law makes
the extremely unhelpful distinctlon bet\\!een unlawful carnal knowledge of a girl under the age of thmeen and
58 The Mende, IC-im, Sherbro, Val, Karonko and Yalunka adhere to thIS custom, whereas the TeiIlDe, Susu, Llmba, Loko,
Kiss! and Kana allow a WIdow to select her own husband and do :Jot require a refund of the mamage payments If she mar~les
outslde her deceased husband's family. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Customary Family Law, p. 138.
59 lf the coupte was married under general law, the custody of the children IS often de,ermmed by the courts, whIch generally
grant the mother custody of the children
60 Schacht, introductIOn to islamzc Law, p. ; 67 In pracllce, the mother and children win SLay WIth whomever has the money
to oroYlde for tbem.
61 ,~s customary maITlages are generally polygynous. a dIvorce WIth one of the WlVes would result in the dlSsolutlOn of the
whole household If sne were to ask for a refund for her contributlOn to budding the house. Joko Smart Sierra Leone Famzly
CustomwT Law, pp 113,120.
~~ Moharmnedan Mamage Act, CaD 96 of the revIsed laws of Sierra Leone, 1960, s 9
Joko Smart, S,e.77c !"'eone Family CustomC7J! Law, p. 152.
t>4 Pllyslclans for Human Rlghts. Wcr'I'e!Oled Sexual Violence in Sierra Leone
A Populatlon,oased Assessment (Boston
P'Jyslcians for Human RIghts, 2002), p 55 (hereafter referred to as PrL1Z report).
65 Offences Agamst the Person Ac~: 1861 (24 & 25 V1Ct. c 100), s 63
Unlawful carnal knowledge refers to sexual
mtercourse beIWeen unmamed persons The law does not actual1y forbId or make sexual Imercourse DeIWeen unmamed
persons a punishable crIme, but lt onlv recogmzes the r:ght to sexual mtercourse for mamed couDles
66 Ibi d
"
~
~."
.
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6, Prevention of ClUettv to Childr,,:Jo,.ct (1926), CaD 31 of the reVIsed Laws of Sie::a Leone 196C. s
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unlawful carnal Ktjowledge of a glf; ber\veen thlrteen and fourteen yea;.-s of age. The law tS unclear about unlawful
caoall:.L1.o\Nledge cOIIlLlitted agains( Dersons a2:ed ben],ieen foun:een and sixleen: although the few cases lnvolvIng
68
dus age group that have gone t; rrial have reportedly been ;Jfosecmed as rape
Nor 1S the age of consent expilcldy stated., although 1t tS presumably by necessary lffiplicatlOil slxteen years
ok. Ma:,ital raDe does not exist '.l:1der Ster::a Leonean statuw,v law, and most Sierra Leoneans tcnlYJelieve ehal
69
1;' 1S the dut:v of a wife to have sex wlth her husband even if sn~ does not want t0
Unlawful carnal bowledge of a ghl under be age of thuteeI'.., whether ',vlth or WIthout he consent. tS a
70
feiony and carries a maijmum sentence of fifteen years of 1mor:sOTlffient Unlawful carnal k.lowledge of a gIrl
oe,vvee"J rhe ages of ;.hmeen and fourteen . whether wlth or wHhout her consent, lS, however, only consldered a
r:llsdemeanor and caITles a maXimum sentence of ",TO years!1 The language ""nth or wlthout her consent" refers
only to cases of unlawfui carnal knowledge that do not consntute rape; for example, an elghteen-year-old man
who has sexual hlle:-course -with a thir'ceen-year-old glfl \Jnth her consent
The Dolice and judiciary seem to have mlsconstrued the meanmg of the law When an offence of rape agamst
a girl under the age of fourteen is reponeC-, the police and JUdlCl3.ry tum ro either Secnon 6 or 7-dependmg on
li-:le age of the victim-of the Prevennon of Cruelty to Children Act and determine that the gEl dld not consent
Based on her age, they then charge unlawful carnal knowledge and not rape. This mlsinterpretation therefore leads
IO a lesser charge for the ;.-ape of a chlld than for the rape of an adult. n
Rape of a person over the age of slxteen 15 considered a felony and cames a maXlTImm sentence of life
7J
lmpnsonment.
L.,decent assaurt-sex'~al assault without penetratlOn-on or attempts to have carnal knowledge
of guls under the age of founeen years carry the same maximum semence as unlawful carnal knowledge of grrls
74
between the age of thirteen and fourteen l.e. only rwo years of lmpnsonrnent. No person can be convicted of
unlawful carnal knowledge, mdecent assault or attempted unlawful carnal knowledge "upon the evidence of one
Wlw.jeSS, unless such witness be corroborated m some material particular by eVldence lmplJcatmg the accused ,,75
The law penammg to the abduction of glrlS for 1II1.111oral purposes appEes to any uTlffiarr-ied glrls under the
. or glrI
' purposes tS a mlsaemeanor,
. ,
age OJ~ slxteen. 76'bd·
,-c
ucnon
s cor f
nmnorai
carrjmg a maXlffium sentence at- twO
years of lmprisoTlffiem.
o·

In addition to the legal confuslOn that exists m gene:-al law concerning rape, attempts by women to obtain the
prosecution of raplsts are frustrated by the collapsed state of the Judiciary and the lack of effective law
enforcement, which has contributed to the ongoing climate of impumty for offenders

Human Rights Watch mtervlews wlth Abdul TeJan-Cole (human nghts lawyer and acting coordinawr for the Danona]
nongovernmental orgamzatlOn Campalgn for Good Governance), Freetown, February-May, 2002
69 As the right [Q have mtercourse berween a husband and Wife IS recogmzed, a husband cannm be guilty of rapmg his wlfe
unless he has been legally separated from hlS wlfe. See also PHR report, p. 55
7(1 PreventIOn of Cruelty to Chlldren Act. s 6
71 Wid., s 7. If a man ~/ere legaliy married to a glrl under fourteen years of age,sexua] mtercourse wlth her WOGld not be an
offence
72 Human Rlgh[s Watch mterview with Blil Roberts and Anne Hewlett (respectively cnme advlser anccnmlDai investlgatJon
[ramer wlth [he Commonweall:h Commuillry Safety and Secum)' ProJect), Freetown, May 1 2002
73 Offences against the Person Act, s. 48.
74 Prevention of Crueity [0 Chlldren Act, s 9 Secnon 9 stJPulates that "whosoever COm111lts an mdecem assault or attemcts to
have carnal knowledge shall be gUllty of a :msdemeanor-, and shall on conVlctlon before the Supreme Coun be liabie for
1mpr:somnent, wlth or Wlthout hard labour, for any penoe nOlexceeding rwo years" ConseD[ IS no defense cO a charze of
mdecent assault of a chlld under :Couneen years.
7'fDid,s 14.
76 [bld, s 12 There are also problems wlth the tenn "unmarried" because abduc[]on of pe:-sons should obviously be
prohibited lrreSpeC[]ve of ;.helr Inantal status
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ProsecuTion of Sexual Violence under Customary Law
The manner ill wruch rape lS dealt with under cUSWm3.;.-:i jaw lS indicat:ve of the socleral values cowards
sexual vlOlence and the low Slams of women and glrls m S1e~a =.ocone Although all serlOUS crlmmal cases should
auomaticaliy ce med under general la,,:, ra'Ce cases contmue to be prosecmed under custOmary law in the local

courts.

,1

Under cuswmary law when a case lS arougnl to the local court, L'le oerpetrator 1S geilerally reouireCi to :Jay a
substanual fme co the vlcnm' s famlly as well as to the chiefs "Vrrgm Doney" lS payabie to :he victim's fawily If
the victuli was a virgm II; some communmes, m particular Mus 11m cornmumues, the Vlcam is forced to marry the
offender, as a glrl who is not a virgin is consldered less eligible for mamage. Traditionally, lD some ethnic groups.
both the Vlcnm and the pe;-petrator will be made to undergo a ;JUrtficanon ceremony For the VlCtl.:.Cl, the
punflcanon ceremony lS supposed to restore her vlrgimty and for the perpetrator to cleanse ene gUllt. Any man
WD.O lDvades the husband's exciuslve sexual rlgrltS over a wlfe compensates the husband, and not the wIle, fer
"woman damage.,,78
In additlOn to appiymg cilscrrminatory laws, ehe local court system lS problematic as women of sOwe et}Jnic
79
groups do not have diTec, access to the local cour,s, but must be represented by a maie guarciian The snuatlOr:: 1S
further exacerbated as the Chal.LlIlen and chlefdom councilors of the local courts are generally all male, whlch
maKes It difficult for women to bring cases of sexual violence as the women are often embarrassed and theIr cases
are generaUy dealt with msensinvely by the male coun staff The local courts are also prone to mterference by the
C;:lletS as well as the concerned partles, espeCially m cases dealmg wlth sexual violence.
Many people in rura.l areas prefer to settle :he case belween the families and do not go to court In cases.
settled bet'Neen the two famllies . money or goods are given to compensate the victlm' s family Paradoxically, the
gIving of gifts or money to a rape vlctim may even elevate her slatus wilhm her family.
Some fa.milies turn to the local chiefs who can arbltrale between the two families but have no nght to Impose
any fines. In pracnce, however, the local chiefs have been known to impose fines.

Discrimination against Women and Girls in Practice
In addltion to bemg subjected to discmmnatory laws, all women and girls face structural discrimination m
Sierra Leone's patnarchal society, which accords automatic respect to its older male members. As a result of the
low status accorded to them by law and by custom, women in Sierra Leone face substantial discrimmanon m
practice.
Education
Systemic discnmina,ion against women stans m childhood, when many parents prefer to spend their scarce
resources on the educatIOn of thelr sons ralher than theu daughters Accordmg to the United N anons Developmer::t
Programme's (T.JfIDP) Gender-Related Development Index, females account for only 21 percem of the combmed
80
prL."Ilary, secondary and temary gross enrolment ratio, compared with 32 percent males
This gender dlsDanlY
illustrates nOl only that fewer guls aItend school 'om also thaI thelr education is discontmued at an eariier age than
boys Thls is renected m the lJteracy rale of persons over fifteen years only 20 percent of females are [Herate
compared i:O 40 percent of males 81

Under SectlOn 13 (1) of the 1963 Local Courts Act, the local courts have 00 Junsd1ctJon in seductJOo actlons which
lIlcludes any act Intended to lead the wife astray. Joko Smart, Sierra Leone J:::amily Customary Law, foamote 34, p 121
78 Joko Smart, Sierra Leone Cuslomarv Familv Law, D. 5
79 Human Rights Watch lIlterV]ew ';itb Dr~ Mana~e Ferme (Lecrurer, Department of Social cc\nthropoiogy. Cambndge
L:nJvers]ty, UK), Freetown, April 19, 2002
80 lJNu P, Human Development ReporT 200 j, P 213
31 Government of Sierra Leone, The Slatus of J7f/omen and Cjuldren in Sierra Leone A Household Suniey ReporT (kflCS-2)
(freetown 2000), p. 30. The literate populanon Includes those who are able to read "eas]ly" or "WIth dIfficulty." Only 30
percent of the tmal pODulatlOn over fifteen vears ]S 'IIerate
77
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~he

tllgh illiteracy rate a:nong vvomen can in ;Jart be expla1l1ed

the hlgner demand for female labor in

~he

famlly GELS are reqmrec. [Q worK lD the house at an early age glven that thelr moeners have to take care of trlt
household ane. Ihe chller:;n and do farm work !-ulotner comributlllg facIOr to wome;-, s Illiteracy IS rhe harcnf'1..:l
Iradinonal practice of early =or~ed marnage, which Is very corrJIlor. CD rhe provinces (see below)
TheWorkDlace

SIerra ~e~ne r,as ranfied numerous mtematiorrallabor coI'.veI1tions Some dlscrimmatory practlces, S'Jcn as
resCICtmg the r1ght to matermry kave to mamed women, whIch was the norm lil Ihe formal sector m the 1
have been prohioned '::ry law Extremely poor workmg conditions, however, persist in Sierra Leone for the
maJoncy of workers. II'. additIon, v'Jomen workmg for male bosses continue to be subJecied to sexual harassmeI'.t
Accordmg co the preSIdent of the SIerra Leone Labour Congress, the trade UJ:1.lOn federanon, much ';vork renams
to be done [Q ensure rhe full and even appbcation of the labor la\vs, especiall'y lD the provlDces 83
82

Slee-a Leone's rural pODulation IS primarily eilgaged lD subsistence far-mng, wuh women constltllting 80
84
percent of the labor that produces 70 perceilt of the nanon' s fOOCi
ThIS agncultural labor IS generaily not
remunerated
cash wages and women have unequal access to land or technology. In SIerra Leone, the dlfferent
etr.JllC groups continue to operate under communal and famlly land holding systems Women can use the land for
Subslstence farming but the comrol and management of the land and any property on It :s vested in tbe mak head
of the family With tbe post-war resettlement process underway, war widows returnll1g to theu villages of ongm
ofteil lack the legal means or commumty support LO reGiainl thell families' properties As womec have little or no
proDeny to offer as collateral, their access co credlt IS llmited Women eherefore teile to rely on tradltioml sources
8s
of credIt such as rotaung savrngs, which only prov1de small 10ans
Due to the limited number of educated women, which is partly the result of the mgh demand for girls to
perform household tasks at a young age, the preference of sending boys to school, and early forced mae-lages, few
women are represented m the better relTIUneratec professional or rnanagenal jobs. SIerra Leone's crushmg poverty
and iugh unemployment ha ve also meant that positlOns that in the West are perceived as women's Jobs are ofteil
held by men ln SIerra Leone, leaving even fewer openings for women. In the formal employment sector, womeil
therefore constitute only 40 percent of the clerical staff and a mere 8 percent of the admmistrative and managerlal
cadre 86 In the mfo ill13. I sector outside agriculture, where ehe cash returns are low, women are namly lDvolved in
petey tradmg, soap making and tie-dying Given the lack of opportunities for remuneraled work, women tend to be
heavily deDendent on thnr husbands
The breakdown of community values as the result of the war, combrued with cultural practices, also sen1es to
make glrls and women vulnerable to abuse and sexual exploitatlOn, which has histoncally been rampant in Siee-a
Multl1ateral ConventlOn (no. 29) concerning Forced or Compulsory Labor, as modified by the Fmal ArtIcles RevislOn
ConventIon, June 28,1930,39 U N.T.S 55 (entered mto force May 28,1947); MultIlateral Convention (no 1
concemmg
the AboiHlon of Forced Labor, June 25, 1957, 320 U.NTS 291 (entered LDto force January 17, 1959); Muitllatera!
Convennon (no 100: concernmg Equal RemuneratlOn for Men and Women Workers for 'Nork of Equal Value, June 29,
1951,165 UNTS. 303 (entered mto force May 23,1953); Multilateral ConventlOn (no. Ill) concernmg Discnminanon lD
Respect of Empioyment and OccuoatlOn, June 25,1958,362 UN T.S 31 (entered into force June 15, 1960). Sierra Leone
has not SIgned ConventloD 47 (40 hour week), Multilateral Convention (No. 95) concerning the Protecbon of Wages, July 1,
1949 (entered mto force September 24, 1952), Multilateral ConventlOn (No 102) concemmg Mlmmum Standards of SOCia!
Secunty, June 28, 1952,210 UNTS 131 (entered into force April 27, 1955) or Multllateral CODventlOn (No. 182)
concernmg the Worsl Forms of Chlld Labor, although a SOCIal sec;lnry system for both the pubiic and private sector was
recently establlshed
83 Hum'an RJghts Watch mter/lew WIth Uriah 0 H Davles, preSIdent of the SIerra Leone Labour Congress, Freetow r ,; ,L>.,pnJ
8:

14.2002.

s, Mimstry of Soclal Welfare, Gender and Chlldren' S ?,::'falrs, NotIonal Poizcy on the Advancement
iVornen (Freetown
Government of Sierra Leone, 2000), p. 7
85 fDld., p. 15 ROlatmg schemes are schemes whereby groups of women pool the;r resources ana eact: member of ,he grou'J
has access to the funas on a rotatw£ basis.
86 Mimstry of Socia] 'Iili elfare, G~nder and Children
A~faIrs, National Policy on Gender kial/1.srrearnmg (Freetown
Government of SIerra ':..eone:. 'J ~
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Leone si Many women and glrlS have been drl~,/eG IO DrOS:ltutlOn as a result of ~he mceased :JoveICJ caused
c::m:llCl and ~hell lack of other 0PPOITclDlties aCld sblls

the

In the Polirical Arena
D;'SGlilllGanOn against women lS evidem IT: tne pOlltlCal arena. \V::Jmen were Dot grant:d the "sht lO vote or
stane. for elec~ion for any polmca: or=lce untll after mde-oendence m 1961 Given then economlC Clepender.ce on
Den; ~t lS also much more diffic"'21~ for \N'Omeil to :Laise the neceSS2.ry' ,:ampalgn f.lnds. II: the Nonhern Province,
women conClnue to be exciuded frOID comesti"s and VOU1S for the elecnons for treciHloml Jeadershm DOSltlOnS
( I
h t.here are repone d
l ' "rema.e
I
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y severa,
ctueIClom
councllors)
uut or"th
e ;h'1
paramoum cmeIS
m the
coumry, only [hree are female. all based lD the south.
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Under the new block vonng svstem wtllch was lmroduced for the 2002 elecnons, : 12 parilamentary seats are
elected by popular vote ,'\.c, aciG.ltlOnal lVIelVe par:lamentary seats are reservec lor paramount chlefs viho are
elected m separate eleclions
crjefdoclc:ounctlors There are presently only elgnteen female parliamemanans,
mciuding rwo female pa::-amOllDt ciUefs nus does remesent an mcrease over the previous government whlcn had
a [Otal of elght women parllamemanans, mcludmg cwo female paramount chlefs At government leveL there are
onJy ~hree femaie miIllsters and tbree ferr.ale de,mIy Iillillsters, whlch lS a margmal inc:rease from PreSH}ent
.Kabbah·s prevlOus Cabmet 39

Harmful Tradirionai Pracrices and Their Impact on Women's and Girls) Health

Ec.r(v.forced marriages
90

The health of many women and g;.rls m Sierra Leone is compromised by early forced marriage
Early
forced :Damages are very common LD the provinces, wbe,e men often sponsor a glrl fraD blrth (paying for school
fees. clothes, etc) and marry her after she has been initiaTed (see below for an explananon of the lllltlation
process ).
Early forced marriage lS one of the factors contributing to Sierra Leone's high maternal mortality rate, smce
young gEls have several children Defore their bodies are fully mature At 1,800 maternal deaths per 100,000 live
bIrths, Slerra Leone's maternal mortality rate IS one of the hlghest in the world. This oonality rate translates to
91
approximately 4,000 maternal deaths per year based on a total populatlOn of five million
GlIls who are forc:ed to marrJ early not only IillSS out on education, but also on skills training opuortunities
and are therefore hlghly dependent on their husbands.
Human Rights Watch intervlew wlth a highly respec:ted mtemationa] observe who has worked m Sler:-a Leone for two
decades, Freetown, February 27, 2002.
88 Only persons paymg tax can contest and pan:iclpate in electlons for paramount c:hlefs who are elected from ruling houses
Tne paramount chieftamcy system was mtroduced by the Bntlsh Colomal Admmistranon to admmister the vanous
chlefdoms In the Protectorate
the whole of Sierra Leone excludmg the Westem i"..rea). Although there IS reponedly nc
law agamst women paymg taxes, women m the Non:hern P~ovince have hlsroncal1y not done so probably due to lack of
oppon:unitJes te find remunerated work The tax 1S a negltgible amount that women are wliiing to pay to ensure their
eligibiiiry for these elections Human RIghts Watc:h mterl1ew w 1 th Joseph Hall and Hone:ln Muyoyatta from the Nanonal
Democratlc lnstlcute (NDI), F,eetown, March 22 and 23, 2002
39 The three mlmstenal posts are MlDlster for Social 'Welfare, Gender and Children's Affam, Mimster for T~ade and Industry,
and Mlillste, of Health and SamtatlOn. The three female deputy mJDlsters are to the MlillStry of Social Welfare. Gender and
Children's Affairs, the Mmistry of Trade and Industry, and the Ministry of Works, Housmg and Techmcai Mamtenance. The
new governmeni was sworn lD on Juiv l2, 2002.
90 Ea;iy forced marnages are maIT1a~es whereby the consent of either party IS not sought or more cOITI...'1lonly whereby the
consent of the gIrl is not sought and whereby one or both spouses ls/are under the age of consent (which under lmemanonal
law shouid not be less than fifteen years of age). This harmful traditlOna] practlce comravenes artlcle 1
of the Conventlon
on the Elimmanon of All Forms of Dlscnmination Agamsl Women iCEDAW), whIch states thaT the betrothal and marrlal2:e
of a child soall have no legal effect, amok l6( i) and ~ of the Uillv~rsal DeclaratlOn of Human ?jgnts. and amck
;f
:he 1mematlOoai Ccvenant on Cvtl and Politlcal RIghts (ICCPR), whIch says that "[nJo mamage shall be entered mto
without tbe free and full conseot of the mtendmg spouses." /
91 Gove:lLlTlem Jf Sierra Leone The Sia/us o(Women 2nd Children :n Slen-Q Leone. p 63
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emale Genital Cutring

Slerra Leonean gEls as wei: as boys are tradrClonallv mitiated mIG secret societies at adolescence. The secTet
SOClenes that perform the ln1tlanon rues take the adolescents mto a sacred plase In the bush wnere they ar::
clfcumc1sed and taught about tradi tiona! pranices The male and female socienes are segregated and males afe :lot
supposed to know what happens in female sesret soc1enes or V1ce versa
Tradnionally, IElnanOn fa;- prls entaIled spe:J.cir1g an extended period (up to two years) lTI the bush ';;/lth girls
of the same age, bemg taught vanous cult'J.ral skills (dancE'eg, smging, drama, am and craft, how La "se local
herbs, how to respect elde,s, etc) and bemg a good wife (cookmg, cleamng, child welfare. hyglene, f;.shmg, etc.)
older womer, Gl;:ls wrro '~ndergo imtiation tbIough the secret societleS are treated with deference after havmg
compieled the nmai and are feted
theE commumnes 92 Today, the duratlOn of the mltlatlOn ce,emor:y has been
grea;:1y ;:educecL mlIHm1zing tile skills transfer aspes:, and thus rocusmg on the cutting ltself Because 1L was :Jot
always possible to hold the ceremomes dunng [he war, mitlatlOn otes are now often pracnced on adults, glrl
mothers, and p;:egnant grrls-whereas traditionally it was seen as a rite of passage mto adulthood for adolescent
grrls, who had to be v1rgii"l.S. In recent years, glIls andJor adult women who do not vnsn to be mniated have been
abc.ucted and ClTcumClsed
force by female members of the cornmufljcy
Ninecy percent of Siena ~eonean women have undergone female genital cuttmg, which can have major
health repercusslOns, includmg pam, mJury to adlacent ~lssue of the urethra, heillorrhage, shock, acute urine
re:ennon, and li1fectlOn 93 Longer-term health effects melude recurrent unnarj tract 1nfectlOns, pe]v1c mfectlOGS,
94
mfertllity, kel01d scar, and problems dunng childb1rth The high prevalence of conrlict-related sexual vlOlence,
whIch causes trauma to the genital area, caL only have served to aggravate these health repercussioI'~ and both
have m rum contributed to the mcreased spread of sexually ,ransID1tted diseases, including Human
Irnrnunodeficieny Vims(:iccqmred Im1TlunodefiClency Syndrome (HlV/ AIDS).
This harrnful traditlOnal practice, which is contrary to provisions of several mternatlOnal human rights
mstruments, continues to be practiced due to the SIgnificant socIetal pressure exerted by adults as well as peers 95
G1rlS who have not tleen lillnated are seen as less eligitlle for mamage and many fumre husbands sponsor the
mitiation of their bode-to-be.

Societal Attitudes to Sexual Violence against Women and Girls
The low status of women and girls 1S highEghted by the prevalent societal attirudes towards sexual violence
The nonon of sexual vlOlence as a crime 1S a very recent concept in S1erra Leone It 1S Stll! widely believed that
only rape of a virgin 1S rape, which 1D Kno 1S called "to virginate" Rape of a non-virgin, on the other hand, is not
consldered rape, and there 1S often a belief that the woman must have consented to the act or 1S a seduct;:ess
Mantal rape 1S not recognized under elther customarj or general law in Sierra Leone.

Human Rlghts Watch mlerV1ew WIth Dr Mar;ane Ferme, (lecturer, Depanment of Soc1a] Anthropology, Cambndge
UmverslD', UK), Freetown, ADril19, 2002
93 Or Olaymka Koso-Thomas, 'The CircwnC:Sion of Women A Strategy for Eradlcatzon (London and New Jersey Zed Books
Ltd., 1992), p. 19. The type of female gem tal cuttlDg performed JD Sierra Leone lS clitondectomy (removal of tbe prepuce of
the ciiwns) and excisJOn (removal of the prepuce, the cinor-is and all or part of the labla mmora). The extreme form of
mfibulatlOn IS not practlced lD Slerra Leone
94 U.S Agency for lntemanonal Development (USAID), Report on the Fa's! Donors Meetmg For FGM/FGC Ehmmatwn
(Washmgton D.C USAlD, 2001 p. 12.
95 Female genital cuttmg v101ates the nght to be free from vlOlence (Artlcl.e 1 of the CEDAW) and the nght to bodily lntegriry
(P.rticle is of the CRC) Under ,4,Incle 5 (a) of the CEDA W, states are cal1ee! upon "to modlfy the soc1al and cultural patle8S
of conduct of men aDd women, WIth a view to achlevmg the ehmmatlOn of prejudIces and customary and all other practices
whlch are based on the Idea of the mfenonty or the supenomy of enher of [he sexes or on stereotyped roles for men and
women." A:1lcie 24 (1) and (3) of the CRC also reqUlres states to abolisb. tradnional pracllces that are haonful to the health of
chlidren. General ?·ecommendalJon 19 of lhe CEDAW ComIDlttee also lmks LraditlOnal artltl.ldes which subordmate women
and vlOlen[ pracnces, mciudmg female gemlal cuttmg: that" JusnTy gender-based vlOlence as a form of protecuon or
control of women "
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GlveIl the lack of staI1StlCS aoom raDe cases before the war, It IS impossible to estabEsh the hlswDcal
Tevalence of sexual vlOlence, bm several clocwrs reDoned to Human R.lghls Watch thaI, oefore the war, they orJv
~;ealed a limned number of young gIrls wno gener~lly had DeeD raped by older men 96 Accordmg to the docw;s
mlervlewed, many cases of rane berore the war occurred wllhm the extended family and were considered family
matters They ',vere rarely dIscussed or reponed, lD order to eIlsure thal the vicum' s chances of marriage and
ooeammg a good dow::-y \liere not deslroyed, Rape was also apparently unlikely to occur WIthin a village
communny, where everyone k.'1ew each orner a:r.d the shame artp.ched LO lhe offender would be too great. Rape
omslde the extencied family was more likely to be commltLed lD envirolliTlems where there were mixed ethnIC
"WUDS, such as m Llmmg areas or larger IQwns The cultural definition of rape and lack
reportmg, however,
~ay . nave led [0 the UnQerSlanclmg that rape rarely occurred before the war Sexual exploitalion, nowever, has
a~ways been rampant lD Sler:-a Leone, where economic opnons for women are limned and WillCh has tradlLlonally
condoned a hIgh level of proIIllScUlry, despne the hlgh value placed on vlrgmny \'lith the mcreased poverty
caused by the war, sex has become eveI'. more of a commodiry 97

,or

lhe socle[al atnmdes to rape and the low Slams of women have meant lhac no cases of conflict-related sexual
~.
, . sexua1·
,98 (S ee also·
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discussion on tne arrmesry mcluded 1Il the Lome Peace Agreement.)
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V, SEXUAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN i\.'-1\[D GIRLS DURlNG THE CIVIL WAR
Prevalence of Sexual Violence during the vVar
Tilloughout the ten-year CIvil war, thousands of SIerra Leonean women and girls were subjected to
vndespread and systematic sexual violence, including rape and sexual slavery A survey of 991 female heads of
households lD communities of disulaced persons camed out by PhySicians for Human Rights (PHR) In 2002
found that approximately one of every eight household members (13 percent) had been subjected to one or more
lnCldems of conflJct-related sexual vlOlence; among the actu.al respondents to the survey, the prevalence rate of
conflict-related sexual vlOlence was 9 percent (94 out of 991)99 Based on this prevalence rate, as many as 50,000
IOO
to 64,000 mlernally displaced women may have been subjected to sexual vlOlence as a result of the war.
Addmg extrapolaled data for other rypes of victlill, PHR calculated that as many as 215,000 to 257,000 Sierra

Human Rights Watch mtervlew wHh Dr Olaymka Koso-Thomas, Freetown, Febmary 25, 2002, Dr Noah Conteh,
Freetown, March 1, 2002 and Dr Bemard Fraser, Freetown, March 3, 2002 The latter two doctors practiced lD the provlDces
as well as m Freetown.
9' Sex can be bought for as httle as tj.S $0.50 Umted NatlOns HIgh Corru11lssioner for Refugees and Save the Children UK,
Sexual Violence and E;cploitallon The E;cpenence of Refugee Children In Libena, GUinea and Sierra Leone
(Geneva/London UNHCRJSC-tlK 20021 Human Righ[s Walch has some concerns about thIS report as the report does not
provide an adequate reVIew of [he context, mcluding the stams of women and girls wlthm the g1Ven countnes. GIven the low
stams of women and girls 10 [hese coumnes, the sexual ex.nloitatlon IS much wider ,han reported: the pcwer dynamiC means
that men of all walks of life, such as teachers, paswrs, polJce, busmessmen as well as aId workers or peacekeepers, explOit
girls and women. It would also appear that the shon-term solunorrs proposed do Dot adequately address the underlylDg
struct:Ural lssues, such as poverty, lack of educatlon or alternaLive means of income generatwn for many women.
98 It was not possible to obtam reliable stausncs as reponmg and recordmg of cases by the pollee and JudIciary are not
:onslstenL
99 PHR report, p. 2 The PHR ,enort capmres some of the different rypes of sexual violence that women we,e subjected to Of
the []lnety-four lDtemally displaced women reponmg their own experience of sexual vwlence w Pf-<J<., lD[erVleWees reported
percent); gang rape (33 percem);
among other thmgs rape (89 Ge,cem); bemg forced to undress/stnpped of clo[hmg
abducllOn
percem); molestanon (1 J. percent) and msenlOn of foreign objects mw gelllLaI openmg or anus (4 percem). It
should be no[ed rha[ the definHioD of rape used by the PHR repor: differs from that used throughout thIS renort The
definHlon used IIi thIS reeort, as menlloned above, IS that used 'C)Y the Interna,ional Cnrrunal Tribuna] for the FOGler
YugoslaVIa, lD the Foca case
100 Ibid., p 3 As PHR pomts OUI [hIS Egure ::mgnt be an U1Jdereslimate due to delibera[e non-disclosure of sexual VIOlence
and the tack of pr:vacv m some of the :me[\'lews. despIte efforts made to ensure 'JrJvacv
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Human Rights ~\N atch has crhLar,]y doc"J.mented sexual vlOlence cOIr'illlltted durng ehe latter sages of the
war when the orgamzanoD had a full~nme presence m me count:;; beginnmg April 1999 Th,s does not oean that
sexual vlOience was at ]ts worse Gl:.nng this ?erlOG. Smce thaI time, Human Rights ~Watch exce2.sively documented
cnmes of sexual vlOlel1ce durmg the January 1999 mvaSlOf: of Freetown as well as ongomg human nghts abuses
Human Rlghts Walch has ;.lso received numerous repoEs of sexual vlOlence ciatng from earlier i1'. the war
Perpetrators
SurvIvors of sexual Violence mostly reporced bemg Taped by rebel forces, :mt were at times not a':Jle to
idellUfy whlch rebel facnon the peoe:rators belonged to or whether-esDeclaliy given the frequem collaboratlOG
be(\A.'een soldiers and rebels-the nerperrators were mdeed rebels or rather soldiers from the Sierra Leone Army
In adciinon, survIVors expiamed that they onen deliberately did Dot want to iook at t...h,eir ramsts om of fear
aDd because they dld not want to make eye contact. For example, DT, a rVv'emy~rrve-year-old woman raped by
four rebels, mcludElg one cbid comoacant, saId :hal she would not be able to recognize any of ~he pemetrawrs, as
she was too afraid to look at ::hem (see below at p 36').102 A B , a thir,:y-year-old who was raped cy TWO rebels,
also saId ~hat
When you are wnn these people [rebels], you do not ask questions I did not even look imo ::helr
faces Many of them Dbbed biack chaik on their face wd when you looked at them would say,
"\vnat are you Slanng a(7,,103
Rebel Forces
The RTJF COmmlItec: cnmes of sexual vlOle::1ce-often of extreme brutalirv-from the very beginnmg of t'1e
war when they L-lvaded SIerra Leone from Libena m March 1991 RUF rebels corrurLitted crimes of sexual
vlOlence m the course of their military operations, dUTIng which thousands of women and grrls were abducted and
forced to "marry" rebel "husbands" These abducted women and girls were repeatedly raped and subjected to
other forms of sexual vlOlence throughout the duration of their captivity, wbch IT. many cases lasted years.
Dunng captIVity, these women and girlS were also made to carry out forced labor, mcluding carrying heavy loads,
cooking, cleamng, etc Many women and gJrls have gIVen birth to children fathered by rebels. EspeCIally dunng
the early years of the war, the RtTF were assisted by Libenan forces, who also COlIlII1Itted rape and other sexual
vlOlence
The AFRC corrumtted CErnes of sexual VIOlence from May 1997, usmg the same tactics as the RTJF Sexual
vlOlence by the RUt and the ."'u~RC contL-lued to be committed after the slgmng of the Lome Peace Agreement on
July 7, 1999, and they were Jomed m this by the West Side Boys, a splinter grauD of the AFRC formed after the
SIgning of the Agreement. A.II unknown number of abducted girls and women still remain under the control of
thelr rebel "husbands" who did not want or feel able to relinqUIsh the "families" they had founded m the bush, lD
maDy cases the abductees' own families would not have welcomed them back
Sexual vlOlence peaked durIng ll'1e rebels' ffillilary operatlOns, which occur.ed countrjwlde as the rebels
sought to capture more lemtory After captunng a town or a Village, the combatants rewarded themselves by
looung and
rapmg women and gilis, oany of whom they later abducted. Cnrnes of sexual vlOlence committee
dunng and following rm:itary operatlOns, such as "OperaIion No LlVlDg Thing" and "Ope;'atlOD Pay ~'{ ourself'

101 rbid" )JD 3-4 PHR's calCUlatIOn IS Clot lIlclus1Ve of all categones of vlctlm to the iDP women reportmg conf1icl~relaled
sexual vioience, PSR added non-c::mfhcl-,elated sexual VIOlence among non~displaced women, assuffimg a orevalence rale of
9 percent.
10: Human RH,ntS Vi atch mterview. Fanah, Iviarch 6, 20'02
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extensIvely documented the Janu2.'Y 1999 !DV2.Sl0n of F reewwn by the R'-.!F !A?RC, Qu,mg wbch sexual vlOle:1ce
was systemaucally commitled agamsl women and glrls on a massive scale. ;:'he sexual violencecommlCIed d'clEng
Jarmary 1999 serves as an llluslration of the WIdespread nature of sexual vlolence commlLteC1 by the rebel forces
.A~'"TIong Ihe pemelrawrs were child combatants, and ::Jany of the vIctims were also childrerr Members of the
Small Boys 'JmIS (SBUs) withi12 lhe rebel forces were k.Tlown to be parucda::-ly cruel and commmed egregIOus
human rcghts abuses
~A..lthough ther:: are no exact figur-es for the DUITlber of ~vVomen ane. g2.rls subjected to sexual violence during
the January 1999 invaSIOn, Medeclns Sans Frontleres (MSF) and the Slee", Leone chapIe; of the Forum for
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surv'lvors of se:clal violence smce 1999, provided medlcal treatment and counselmg TO 1,862 female surVlvors of
sexual vlOlence who had been ;aDed and/or abducted dunng the mvaSlOn Accordmg to MSF, 55 percent of these
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As the R"lTf'!AFRC rebels comrolled most of the coumrysJde apart from pockets of goverflIIlent-comrolled
areas in the south and some key towns, mciuding Bumbuna and Freetown, at dlfferent bmes throughout [he war,
women and guls lIving lil these rebel-held areas were also subjected to sexual vlOlence when the rebels went on
pae'ol or simp!v sought to assert then dominaIioG over the DopulaIion Women and glrlS in govemment-conuolled
areas also l1ved m fear of rebel hJt-and-run attacks, during whlCh maoy women and glrls were subjected to sexual
violence and abducted vVomen arld girls resldmg in Freetown were "spared" umil the January 1999 mvaslOO by
Ihe RUF!AFRC

Pro-Government Forces
Human Rlghts Watch has not documented an.y cases of sexual vlOlence by the SIerra Leone .Cv70y (SLA)
pnor to the time of the 1997 .A.FRC coup Accordmg to the survey condUCTed by PhysiClans for Human Rights, of
seventy-five women and girls who reported having been raDed a11d ldentified the ramsts' affJliatlOn, only three
l06
said they were raped by SLA soldlers.
This may in pan be due to the fact dUI surllvors would have otten found
it d.ifficult to disnnguish becween the rebel factlOns and the SLA With the "sobel" phenomenon, the SLA soldiers
would disgulse themselves as rebels (the rebels were also known to dlsgUlse themselves as members of the SLA
or the ECOMOG peacekeeping force)
Human Rights Vv'atch has documented only a few cases of sexual violence cOInmitted by the pro-government
Civil Defence Forces (CDF). The CDF movement conslsts of grouDs of traditional hunters and young mee
orgaruzed mto mllitia They were rnitially only deployed by the government m thell own chlefcioms, in order to
ensure their lovalrv and disciDline and make the best use of theIr SUDenor bush k.Tlowledge 107 The f!ovemment
provlded trainmg, weapons and food to the units. The relatively smail number of Ident15ed cases of sexual
vJOlence perpetrated by the CDF may be related to the CDF's mtemal rules that stipulate that waDors cannot
have sexual imercourse before gomg to battle, as me)' would lose some of then protectIve powers [hat are
beSIOwed on them dunng then inniatlOn ceremonies. These powers are eneam to make the fighlers mVlDcibie aDd
!Inmonal Dunng the IDltiatlOn ceremonies, the figtters are also lllstructed not to h2.nn clvllians, and featured to
take an oath to that effect Thus, It is likely that the pro-goverflIIlem forces did not actually cornnut sexual
violence on a widespread and systematic basls; however, the low number of Identified cases may also be partially
due to Human Rlghts Watcn's human resource constramts, faced WiIh the overwhelmmg number of abuses
committed by the rebel forces. Research on the CDF was mamly conducted in the south where the KamaJors, L'1e
.J.
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104 See Human RIghts Watch, "Sowmg Terror' Atroe1nes agamst CiVIlIans in Slerra Leone," A Human Rights JiVatch Report,
July' 998.
105 Human Righls Watch lDte;·view w1th MSF, FreetOwn, March, 2000
106 PPJ<.. report, p. 48 and Table 5 on p. 52 See also B1Dta Mansaray, "The Inv\Slble Human FJghIS Abuses LD Sierra Leone
ComllcHeiated Rape, Sexual Slavery and Other Forms of Sexuai Violence," June 2001 On file w\[n l.JN,6.JvlSE.> human
"g:hts sectlOn.
i07 The KamaJors operaIe predommately lD the south and east, the Tamaboros in the far north, the GbettlS III the north and the
Donzos In the far east. See also "Baekzround" seOUOD.
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largest and wost pOVv'e:.-ful group of the CD?; are basee.. In lecent ~vears~ as the l~~amaJors have been illove2 a'way
from then villages of OI'-glI~ and the influence of :helr lrad.i~loeal ehJefs. Ihey· have become increasingly
undlscrplmed a:::d cases of raoe
KamaJ ors :lave Decome more COTIL.-rnon

Peacekeqping Forces
Bl:.man Rlgnrs Viaren has documemed several cases of sexual vlOlence by TJN~LJ\1SIL peacekeepers,
mcluciing the rape of a twelve-year-old gu-] ill 30 by a soldier of the Gumean peacekeepmg commgent In lvlarcn
2001 (tile :he gang rape of a woman oy ['Iva TJlc-alman Deacekeepers ill Avril 2002 near Kenewa (see below)
There appears La be reluctance on the par': of TJN_'\.l\1SIL to invesngare and take disclplmary measures agamst the
::::COMOG peaceKeepers, the maJoncj of whom were Nlgenan, were rare.
pemerrllwrs Repons Dr rape
Boch ECCMOG and L'N_~\1SIL peacekeepers have sexually exploHed women and solicited chiid prosrimtes
Sexual Violence Committed by the Rebel Forces

"Virgination"-Targeting Young Girls
The rebel forces subjecTed women and girlS of all ages, etl-mic groups, and SOCloeconOffilC classes to
mdividuai and gang rape. Although the rebel forces raped mdiscrir:J.Elarely lI::-espeCtlve of age, the rebels favored
glIls and young women vihom they-believed to be virgms. This was eVident not only by their actions, but was also
exvllcltly sta::ed by them as they chose thelI vicClms. As m many countfles, Slerra Leonean society places a hlgb
value on virgmity_ Glrls whe have been "vlrgmared" and are therefore no longer virgms, are considered less
ellgible for mamage ME, a 5fteen-year-olc glrl from Freetowr", described how RUFiPYRC rebels deliberately
sought out vlIgms for violation durlng the January 1999 lllvaSlOn of Freetown
"l,fv'e were hlding in the mosque when [Wo rebels dressed m civilian [clethlng] entered. It was dark
but they shone chelr Sashlig~lts lookmg for glrls and said, "We are commg for young glrlS
for
vlrgins, even lf they tle thelr heads like old grandmothers, we will find them." They also said that
if the people did not hand over [he young glr1S, they would open fire on all of us 108

Some vlcth-rrlS explamed that female rebels phySically checkec. gi:-ls to see whether they were vrrglns \09
M TN, a thirty-elght-year old nurse who was capmred by the R\..JF/A.. FRC durmg the January 1999 invaslon of
Freetown and forced to treat wounded rebels and civllians, said that the youngest rape vlctlm she treated was "a
little mne-yea:--old from Calaba Town [an area ofFreetown]_ Her penneum was bleeding and had been badly rom.
Every day \"/10 gave her sit batns and she evenmally ;-ecovered"lIO The consequences of sexual vlOlence for vlrgms
can be particulariy severe as these tesnmonies hlghlight, although mature women also reported expenencing
slillilar consequences. II I
R_ T was about sixteen when she "'as 'ofatally raped vagmally and anally by ten RLJF ,ebels ill the forest near
Koidu in Kono district m January 1997 RT developed vaslco-vagmal fismla (VVF) and vasico-rectal fistula
(VR..:.;;') from her brutal gang ,ape:
:;: was hlding m the bush wlth my parents and [WO older women when the RUF found our hiding
place I was the only young womaI: ana the RUF accused me of having an SLA husband. I was
still a vlrgm I had only Just started my penods and recently gone through secret soclety. There
were teE rebels, mcluding four child soldle,s, am1ed wlth two RPGs [rocket propelled grenades]
and ,~-L17s The rebels did noc use theu real James and wore slc masks so only theu eyes were
Human R:ghts Watch interView, ?reetowTI, May L 1999
It should be noted that Vlr"if11!:y can C10l be medlcallv proven
110 Human RIghts Watch lQt;rvle~ Freetown, Octobe; 2i, 1999 The victIm probably suffered from vasico-reclal fistula (a
tear or opemng :n the nssue -Dervveen the recmm and the vagma, usually resemblmg an open blOOel vessel), wOlcrJ wouid have
left her mconunem.
III [mernatlonal humanltanan law prohibIts alJ raDe an·a other acts of sexual VIOlence, or course Irrespective of whether the
VlCtlm was a Vir£ln or not
Euman Rlgh[s Vii arch
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vIsible ille rebels saId that they wamed to take me a\May My mother pleaded with them, saying
tt1at I was her only chIld and to leave me witD. her The rebels said ~hat "If we do nor take your
o.aughter, we will eIther rape or kill her" The rebels ordered my parents ano. the LWO other womer1
to move away Then they told De to undress I was =-aped
the teD rebels, one after the other
They bned up, wa1tmg fo~ belr mm and watched while I was behn.g raped vaginally and iD my
anus. One cf the child combatams was about t'vvelve years The truee other child soldlers were
about fifteen. The rebels thIearened to kill me If I cned
My parents, who codd hear what was happeICmg, C:-led but could do nothmg to protect me. I was
bleedmg a lot from my vagma and anus and was m so much pam. My moL'1er washed me in warm
water and salt but I bled for three Gays I can DO longer comro'l my bladder or bowels as I was toc!
below \Ve slayed lr. the bush until ECOMOG took over KOldu When we came out of the bush,
even adults would nm away from me and refused to eat \lnlh me because I smelled so badly I had
an operarion m 2000 but 1I dId DOt work Before I got a catheter m 200t, I had no fnends, as I
smelled too bad I am slill m pam and have a problem wllh vagmal dIscharge. I also have
rughrmares and feel discouraged, I i 2
Tills extreme sexual vlOlence is lilustrated also
the followmg testimony by FB, who describes u'1e
resulunt deaths of eIght young girls m one Liberian refugee camp alone (no doubt many olhers died from slmilar
t;:-eatment dunng the war). FB 's tesumony also 11luSlrares the Rill's connecnon to Lbena and the role of
Libenan merceilanes lTI the ReF movemer1L FB was a ten-year-old glr] living 1Il Mana village m Kailah.un
dlStriCt near the i..,ibenan border when tne Rill accused civihans m her v111age of helping the SLA, Her famlly
declded to rlee to "L,ibena in November 1991, bm was fired upon by the rebels as they fled At least flfteen
civihans were killed, mcludmg her father and several womer. WIth bables on their backs
Only SIX of my family survIVed; my mother, one brother, two Slsters, ODe uncle, and me, After
Clldmg and fleemg tl"JIou.gh the bush for three days, Mohan1IDed, my uncle, found someone with a
boat to help us cross over to Libena. We crossed LiltO Yahun where there was a sort of refugee
camp, We were there for two weeks and teeible things happened We L.'lought we had escaped
from rhe rebels but we found many of thern there. They controlled the camp Even though food
was being air dropped, L.'le rebels took it alL They took everything we had, our money, salt, and
all our food, The rebels were mlxed Sierra Leoneans and Libenans
About a week after arrivmg, the rebels came into our house ill the evening and tOok my flfteenyear-old sister away. My mOlher stayed up the whole mght The next day my uncle went from hut
to hut looking for her. He called her name and heard her groaning Inslde a hut He plcked her up
aDd camed her home. \,Alhen my mom saw her she burst out Crylllg. I was only teD and didn't
know anytbng about man busllless My SlSler was crying all the tlme and couldn't walk She
med, "Oh mother, I'D going to die" My mother Just held her and told her \I would be OK My
uncle exchanged five gallons of palm oil so we could get some salt which my mOlher later IT1lXed
wlth ',;,'ater and had my slster Slt m. She was bleeding a lot She told me they had ned her mouth
and -aped her many tlInes, but I didn't Y.llOW what rape was.
After thaI my uncle shaved my heac., gave me trousers and made me look like a boy Vihen I was
walking around a camp I saw a few gIrlS aged under t'Nelve years old, lymg on the ground wHh
their legs spread open and blood corr.mgout 'oetlNeen then legs. Some had then dresses pulled up
and others had cloth s:-clffed in theu momhs. Durmg the cwo weeks I was m 'lahuD r saw elght:
girls like tbs. Somenmes then family would come and wrap them h'1 whne so I knew they had

112 Human Rlghts Watch ,merVleW [Dp camp caned "Lebanese Camp," March 2, 2002. Women and glriS with obstemc
fJsmlae suffer from a constant wetness that results lD gennai u1ceratlOns, frequem mfecclOns and a terrible odor. Tnese fistulae
generally requIre surgery although occaslOnally they sponfaneously heal
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died Orher nmes LtC one pIcked rhem up and they stayed there fx days UTltil someone buried
thew. There were so many gIrls wno hac lost thelT parems and were there alone, so no one would
come for them.
I saw ehe rebelscatchElg young and even older women Once they caugh, an Old woman. She
said, "No, leave me l'::n coo aid for thIS busmess" Bm they made fun of her saymg, "Ole. look,
we have caughe a young Bundu [minate mto secree sociecy J gill here" Other tlmes I heard 'Nomen
screammg m the mIddle of the mghL Everyday peopl§-were dying-from hunger, illness, and L1.IS
rape. After thae I had dreams about a dead person coming w hun me.
The only reason we stayed that long was because people were still movmg across the bor::'er and
we flgure::. thmgs were even worse m SIerra Leone BeSIdes, the rebels stopped 'J.S from gomg
back home, and '0/e dId not know anyone ill Libena so we would have dIed of hunger] 12
M.M was only eleven \vhen she was abducted, wgether \vith her aunt and her aum's four children. when
KOldu was attacked dunng the dry season: 14 lD 1994 MM had not yet experIenced her first period or been
:mtJaeed mw secret SOClecy'

I was raped by seven chIld combatants, who were aged between fifteen and sixteen years old, on
the way co Kailahun. I Vias raped m cy vagma and anally Other rebels and also civilians saw me
belDg raped but the civilians were [00 afraId to protect me. My aunt put natrve herbs on my
gerutal area but I bled for five days The RTJF had medIcine but would not give It co us cl"vilians
My aunt carried me on her back, as I could not vv'alk because of the pain. It took us five days to
reach Kailahun. A rebel commander wanted my aunt to be hIS wife but she re:rJ.sed so he killed
her In Kailahun, I was not raped agam. Since my rape, I have only expeneDced lITe gular periods
and my belly IS always swollen like I am pregnant. 1] 5
M.F was abducted from Koinadugu ~own lD Komadugu district in September 1998 when the RUF/AFRC
attacked the town. She was only thIrteen at the time and was brutally raped both vagmaUy and anaUy by five R lit
rebels Dunng the same attack, the RLJF klUed over thIrty older women.

I was only thirteen and a VIrgin. They forced me to go down on my hands and k..'1ees with my
boetom in the alr and raped me both vaginally and anally. Five rebels raped me on that first day
My clothes were bloodied and it hun to unnate and defecate aftenvards The rebels who raped me
promised to take me to Freetown and gIve me money and dresses. They gave me nothing after
they used me I was given::.o one of them, Mohammed, as his wlfe. We stayed lD Koinadugu cown
for four days I was WIth my parents but could not teU them about the rapes although my mother
heard me bemg raped
The RuT saId they came to kill cJvilians who were ungrateful and talked bad about the RUE 1 ne
Rill cut my grandmother Wlth a kDlfe and beat her WIth a pestle She died. The RuT told the
older women to go to the mosque to attend a ceremony. More than thmy women, some of whom
had dnldren, went [Q the mosque. The RTJF set fIre LO the mosque ..4u'1other old woman was rolled
into a mat and the mat was set on fire.] i 6

113 human R.tghts Watch mtervlew, Bo, F ebmar! 9, 2000 Bundu IS one of the secret societies that mit\ate [iris and perform
•
femal e [err I tal eu ctm Qi.
II' The dry season m-Slerra Leone IS approxlmatelyoetween November and May
115 Human Rights Watch mler'/le\v, Lebanese Camp. March 2,2002
116 Human Rl[hts WaleD mterVlew. Kabaia, Mar:h· ... "002
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Rape Vicrims Subjected 10 lviulripLe Human Righrs Abuses
Ranes were often preceded by or followed by oTher hUDan ngms abuses agamsT the V1cnm. her faoily
members andior her comOUDli:y Hardly any family was unscathed by abuseiur:ng the war The PFc:R report
f.lgillghTed thaT 9,1 percen, of the 991 female-headed households sur-veyed nad eDenenced aT least one senous
human ::lghTS abuse dunng the te~-year period!!~ M.P , \J,iho was [Vienty-four years old when the RUF attacked
J aiwell vlllage 1.'1 Kailahun dlStIict in May 1991, tesG£ieci
I was capmred together wnh :JJy husband my tree your...g children and other crvihans as we were
tleelng from the RtTF vvhen they enIerec. Jal\Neil. I'wo rebels asked to have sex vvith me but when
I refused, they beat me wlth the en.:" of their guns My legs were bTtllsed and I lOST my three front
TeeTh Then the rwo rebels ,aDed me III frOTlt of my chIldren and olher clvihans Many other
women were raped in pubhc places. I also heard or a woman from Kalu vJlage '."lear! a1wei1 being
raped opjy one week after having given bmh The RUF stayed ill Jalwell vlllage for four months
and I was raped by Three other ·vilcked rebels ThroughoUT This penod
The rebels, who spoke Libenan Sngiish, said they were figimng for the SLPP to be 1D power.
Wllen the RUF flISt entered Ja1well, they accused my husband of givmg mforrnanon to the SLA,
so they tled hlS hands behind IllS back and beat hlm mercilessly'. They kept rum tled up and
continued to beat hlm Af:er six ciays, he died and they :tJIeatened to kIll me If I cried The RUF
also shot three other men whom they accused of glvmg illforrnation to the SLA My tbJee
children all died because they became sick and there was no medicine. T:1e older one who was
five vears died one week before the t',vo vounger ones who died on the same ciav Thev were orJv
thre; and seventeen months 01d.118
~
~
o .
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MY added that the RU? had saId that they could do whatever they want w1th women whom they "owned."
AT, a founeen-year-old sttldent, was abducted by the RL'F from PUJehun and was held by them from February to

May 1994 She was first tortured, caged, and then brutally raped
On February 3, 1994 at around 800 p.m., the RlTF attacked PUJehun There was lots of firing
because theSLA was deployed here As we were fleeing, we ran stra1ght mto a group of over one
hundred RUF They were dressed 1D c1vilian clothes and nearly all had guns. l".L'DOng those rebels
was one named Malik:!, who was actually from PUJehun. RUF COIIlcilander 13ai Bureh started to
select several people from our group. i"~S he was doing the selecting, Malik: told hlill to choose
me because If they let me go, I would go back to Pujehun and tell the SLA that he was there.
They chose eight of us, four young men and four young women, including three of my COUSlDS.
They told the rest of the Clvilians to go back imo the bush and said that if they·found them the
next day they would be killed. We were taken to their camp.
Two weeks later, the four young men managed to escape. V/hen the reoe,s found out, they
blamed us for what happened. They said the boys were really SLA solders that were there to get
information on ,he ReF. I was then tormred by a Libenan RlTF commander named CO Rackin
He saId I was "bnght and bold" and must have known how they escaped. He interrogated me,
ask:!ng me If the boys were SLA' s Dunng the imerroganon he cut me in TWenty-one places -,vith a
knife mcluding a deep CUT on my left breast. He drew a small, small clrcle ill the dirt and told me
to steD mSlde and walk around m it.,Acny pan of my body left OUTside he stabbed wlth a k.Jife
TheIl a commander called Momon Rogers. who was the battalion commander ordered that my
cousm and I be put lD a wooden cage smaller thaIl one square meIer He said that If all[ brothers

117 PI{R gave tbe followmg examples of senous human r.ghIS abuses beatmg, bodily lilJUI] , amputation, torture, killing,
forced labor, caprured for less than one day, sexual assault wlIhout rape. rape, abduction, burned dwellmg, lootmg PH:?.
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~y\lho had gone to tell the SL.A. came [0 arrack; it ~vvould be veri easy for them to kill us. ~he cage
was whal the vlllage people used to SWf': :hell husk nce ill and it had almost no venulanon. cyie
were only let 01][ cO defeca[e They wid :::le I had to pee on :::lyself m the 'oox. They poured water
LDW the cracks but ,t,was never enough ane was dirTy Sometlmes they dropped cassava and
balled bar"anas mto the cage feedmg us like we were ammals The stab wounds I had gOl mfec[ed
and I got sores all over my 'oody They \vere pamful and smelled veryoadly

After about cwo weeks m the cage, one ofPa[;:Lck's bodyguards [Oak me [Q CO Patnck's house.
Wnen I saw hhil, I told mm about the sores on my feet and breasts I wId hlm I was LD pam and
asked for treatme:"t. CO Pamck wid me to shut up and ordered me to go lDLO the house. 3e
wmed to hls bodyguard and saId thaI lf I refused, I was to be taken oehmd the hO\2se and
executed \A/hen we gOL mSlde, Patnck wle me :0 lie down on the 1100r Then he forced hlillself
upon me I was a vlrgm. He was violent and rough. Then he told me to tum over and glve hlm my
behmd Bm I told hlm I could not lie down because my breast was so swoUen. So he broughl a
chaE and told me to stand up and lean onro the cnaE Then he stood behmd me and tned to shove
]11S penis lDto my vagma The fllSt tlme he did thls I fell over onto my chest, whlch was so
pamfuJ I started bleeding from my chest wound. Then he told me w get up and saId lf I dId not
hold the chan £irrnly he was gOlllg to bll me He took a long tlille domg that thmg to me. I was
crymg from the pam of my breast and because it was painfLi.l, belllg the Srst tlme. He told me [Q
shut UD As he W2.S sexmg rne he accused my '::Jrot~ers of bemg spies and said he was gomg to kill
me and that he was only waitmg for the olhers to come from the frontlme [Q do it
CO PaIrlck asked if I had done sex before and I told hlTll "No, I am a school-gomg girL" Then
he saId, "Well, tomght you are gOlllg to have sex, because you are gOlllg to be killed and you
should do it before you die" I was temfieci I staned Crylllg All I could t.'1ink of ",'as my death
and all that guy could do was cia that ttnng to me After he was sausfied, I was taken back to the
cage 119

AM. was eighteen when she fled Freetown wlth her two children, two SlSlers, and brother after the 1997
;\.J.J::RC coup Not only W2.S she first forced to watch the execution of three male CIvilians by Nigerian ECOMOG
soldiers m Fadugu, Koinadugu distrlct, but also the rebel execution of her brother and slster The RUF tried to get
her to eat her brother's liver and heart. Her sister's head was also placed on her legs
After the rebels were dnven out of Kabala by ECOMOG, the ,ebels spread to different towns,
LDcluding Mongo, Badela, and Dankawah One day I went WIth my brother to wash in the stream,
as I was afraid to go by myself We heard shots, whIch my brother thought must have come from
ECOMOG soldiers I was afraid We met tb..ree rebels wlth guns who accused my brother of being
a SLA soldIer ."Superman" was the cOrnr:lander They beat my brother WIth their gun butts and
took off his clothes "Supennan" forced my brother w go down on hls hands and bees and made
me SIt beside him They cur his neck from the back and then took an axe and cut his back. They
removed his heart ami l!Ver and put them on my hands The heart had more shape and the liver
was fiat. They tned [Q force me to eat them but I refused W i'u'1other rebeL Colonel Tll:us, a
mercenary who spoke Libenan English, amved and wid the others not to force me to eat my
brother's heart and liver He said he would show me how they will deal WIth me. He saId they
should abduct me. They took me back into the village of Dankawali where we met my
grandmother on her veranda. She was tled up and she saId that another rebel commander, Hak::m,
had camed my t'0/0 children and small SISler away m the first group.
The rebels had abducled another group of twenty-five persons and held them
the cotton tree.
My bIg siSler was under the cotton tree I told her that the rebels killed our brother Colonel TItus
slapped my sister and told her not w cry They killed my Slster and two other women and placed
119
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chelr cu, 0:: heads on TlV iegs The rebe~s also locked some villagers
,
_ - : 20
houses on lIre
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EX., a s:xteen-year-old srudem, was abducted from Freetown during the January 1999 ~nvaSlOn She was
caKen w Makeru where she was "{lrgmaced" arlO forced to be the v,de of Colonel "Jaja," a ::wemy-rwo-year-old
half-Libenan who threaLeneo to klll her enClre family if she escauec E.K was brutally wnured after Colonel
"Jaja" accused her of STealing hls money, whlch was lD fact caken at gunpomt :rom her by "Superrnan," a
nownous rebel commander and his bodyguard called "YellowmaIL" She desczibed what happened afterwards
Then the rebels took me lDW a stream and tied me to a tree lr. the water. They toid people to beat
me. I was m water up to Tly head "13.ja" sald the boys should CUI down the ITee and let me drown.
1 was there for several days, maybe up to a week or so Once a water snake swam
and ate my
foot m the waLer -Vi/hen I was tled there. la]a cut my neck and put cocaine mlO my body he also
gave me manjuana clgareues to smoke ?i..'1ally he unned me and put me lD an old contalDer
where I stayed for several days. WhIle lD the guardroom la]a and l'.Jha]1 "Cold Boots" came
i2i
several times to glve :TIe drugs
The rebels often used psychologlcal tOrfJ.re agamst civihans
for example, making them clap or Sll1g in
pralse wble watchmg famlly and fnends bem§; lelled, raped or mutilated. They hrther exerted thelr dominanon
over clvilians by not allowmg them w show any emotlOn, and threatening to kill anyone who did In 1997, when
K.M. was abducted by the RlJF from Kabala m Komadugu district, her brother was shot m front of her The RUF
accused bTl of plarlnmg to escape She was not allowed to show any emotlon and was forced to throw his body m
the river In 1999, KM 's husba:J.d was killed II! front of her by RlTF Captam Solvelar lD \' omandu m TonkolilJ
distnct, when a chIld combatant accused her husband of not d01ng hls job properly As Captam Solvelar shot
KM.' s husband, he warned her not to cry otherWIse she would be kllled. Later lD ~he same year, K.M.' s baby was
killed lD front of her in Kambla district by a rebel captam who wanted to rape her
Captam "Danger" pulled my baby from my back and before I could do anythmg, he sliced my
cbld m two I was told not to cry as otherwise I would be killed as well. 121
Rape with Objects and Other Sexual Torture, including Sexual JlIutilarion
The rebels cequently used objects, induding weapons, burning wood, and hot oil, to rape or othenvise
torture (includmg sexually tonure) women and glrls, sometimes resulting m their death. In 199 4 , 1M., an elderly
man from Glehun village lD Kailahun district, witnessed the killing of rune clvilians accused of plotting to set
Foday Sankoh up for a goveITill1ent ambush. One of those civihans, a woman named lanneh, was alleged to have
been one of Sankoh' s "'Nives" 1M descnbed how rebels brought her mto the village square, forced her to lie
down and then poured balling palm oil into her vagma and ears:
The Rut' rounded up about seventy of us clVilians, mciuding Abi and Jaf1.neh, and accused us of
making a plot to arrest Sankoh The commmander sald we were to be killed but that first he
\A/ould do an investiganon. First he called upon A'Ol who accused J anneh of calling people in
r reetown to arrange something against Sankoh So Janneh was the first to be killed. The rebels
grabbed her, stnpped her and threw her down m front of the whole vlllage. Several of them pulled
her legs apart and held her Llghtly They poured a pan of boiling palm 011 mro her vagina and then
mto her ears. This temfied us She started shaking all over and was bleedmg from the nostrils and
mouth V[hlle on the ground they struck her with a gun and danced around her sayL.'J.g, "When you
were loving WIth the old man [Sankoh], you didn't show us any respect. but now your tlIDe for
purush..'1lem has come" She dled about an hour later The rebels said they vvere sent by Sankoh
who was livmg lD Kailahun about seven mlles. Nothmg sillall or blg happened without his
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[{uman RIghts 'Watch mter-new, Kabala,March 9, 2002
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bowled£e After killmg J anneh they Doured ho, oil ,L the mouths, eyes and noses or 'DIee oLDeT
YlllageTs~ and then shot five others {guess Janrleh must have blown all of Sankon's sesre,s 12]
M? rhe thl.rteen-year-old \vho was raped by five rebels (see above, p 30), wltnessed how her slepmother's
motber was beate]} by the RUF with a long pesrle ill Momoria viliage lD Komadugu distIlct lD 1998 The rebels
then shoved the pestle mto her anus M.F sale. lhat her si:epmother's mother was still al:ve when they left her wlth
the pestle in ne; anus, wl:ucn \vas bleeding 114 One wom~r. also reponedly had pepper pUT m her 'vagma as the
RUF suspected her of being the wife of a SLA soldier Rebels lDsened bUillmg firewood lmo the vagwa of
cwenry-five-year-old F.T and another woman during lhe January 1999 mvaSlOn of Freetown:
On 21 January 1999, I went to a nelghbor's house w buy nce as I had not eaten for over two
days The rebels had been m the area and as I bought cwo cups from my nelghbor. we heard L.l.e
rebels commg again. My nelghbor told me to leave qUlckly so that he could lock up his house
\V:1en I left wlth another woman and a marL we met a group of ren rebels 'Nho surrounded us
They were dressed in full combat [uniform] and asked us where we were gomg ill Kno.
The rebels asked us what we could glye them, so the man took our all his money and gave It to
them. He was then allowed to go. As the other woman and I did not have any money, they told us
to take off our clothes al gunpoint Vl e begged them nOl to harm us The rebels then told us to he
on the dirt ground and open our legs. They pul theu- guns to our thIoats and stomachs LC :-nake
sure that we followed then order Once we were on the ground all the rebels surrounded us, and a
tall rebel well over SIX feet went to the latchen of ParlJament House and took a plece of bUillmg
flrewood from the fire He then squatted down ane. with hlS two hands insened It mto my vagma.
Then he returned to the fire and got another plese and then a third. I felt like I was being staobed
inslde
He did the same to the other woman While they did this to us, I heard them say "This is the way
we are gomg to ~ck you. We are not able to do to you half of the thmgs we do to people m the
provinces. You baslard civilians, you hypocrites; as soon as you see ECOMOG, you start to pomt
fingers at us."
They left shortly afterwards and I managed to drag myself to a nearby house with blood gushing
from my vagina. I went to a climc where the doctor removed bits of firewood from my vagina. I
feel so unhappy and fear my husband ,,!ill fmd another w,fe to satisfy his sexu.al desire The
treatment IS very slow and I do not have money for LTeatment. There are sores inside me I can not
sleep at night or walk more than one hundred yards. !25

'~p

HE., the sixteen-year~old Freetown studem forced to be the wife of Colonel "Jaja," had an umbrella shoved
her vagina as Dart of the tortu.re that followed her bemg accused by "J aj a" of stealing his money:
Vrnen Jaj3 came home, I told him what happened and mstead of believmg me, he blamed me and
accused me of having stolen the money He dragged me out of the house mto the screet and
started beanng me He caused a great scene. He stnpped me, tied me UD and hil me again and
a.gam with a stick He also beat with the butt of his gun Then he took an umbrella and pushed It
up inslde me cwo times-he shoved it up mto my privates-hard. Many people were standing
around walchmg and even some of the other rebels told hlm to leave me He went crazy He
staned shootmg up in the alT. I lay rhere for a few days, naked and bleeding I was three months
pregnam but after this I a.borted I bied for over a month. Once a boy named JUIl10r came by and
put his band lDSlde my vagma He brought out tllS hand, whIch was all bioody and saId, "LOOK at

::: Human Righrs Watch lDterVleW, Freetown, November 11,1999
:24 Human Rights Walch mtervlew, Kabala, March 7,"2002.
1:5 Human RH!hts Watch intef\/]ew. Freetown Mav ~l. 1999
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~our Dlooe., you're SlCk." All the civl~lans seemg tills feit sorry for me,

'om of course chey couldr;'t

sayanythmg
Rebel forces were known for mutilanng pregflar;t mothers to fmd out the sex of the unborn Chllc Accordmg
Wlmesses, they would bet large sums of money, and the rebel who had :-Ightly guessed the sex of the unborn
child arIer the women's belly had been cut open would keep rhe money Some women -were cut open alIve, but
someumes the women were killed before the rebels cur their abdomens open. K.M who was abducted during the
1997 arrack on Kabala, wItnessed the killing and sexual mutilao:ion of a pregnam woman near Kana m Kana
distncc (see above)

[0

They captured a Koranko 'Noman who was pregna:J.t Two RUF, Captain "Danger" and CO "Cut
Hand" a:gued about the sex of the child. They bet 100,000 leones [approximarely US.:;50J on rhe
sex of the child Then they shot the woman dead and opened her belly. The RUF held up the baby
WIth the placenta, whlCh they shook in the alI The baby cned and then died I wanted to run away
but mv husband said that the crviiians would fhillk that I was a rebel and that they would kill
12{
me
Flfteen-year-old F.K was raped by the RUF m Lunsar in Port Loko district LD May 2000 and wltnesseo the
sexual mutilatlOn of a pregnant woman as well as the killmg of her three male relatives, and six amputations
I was raped when the RUF attacked Lunsar in May 2000 by four rebels mc!uding one man called
"Put FIre," who had made me his rebel wife from 1997 to 2000 One of the other rebels was
called "Kill Man No Blood." VFnile I was being raped, the rebels found my three male relatives
who were hIding under thelr beds They stabbed them with theIr bayonets and then shot them.
They raped me m my bedroom and then brought me mto the livmg room Three men and three
women were also brought mto the room They were put in line and then the rebels gave them the
choice berween thell life or their money. The rebels strip searched each one and then killed them
on the spot The group was forced to watch as each was killed.

One of the women was SIX months pregnant and slightly disabled. She 'W'as last m the row Wilen
it was her turn, she was stabbed m the neck and fell down. The rebels started to discuss whether
she was carrying a boyar a gIrl. They bet on the sex of the baby so they decided to check it Kill
Man No Blood split open her belly It was a boy One of the other rebels wok the baby out and
showed everyorre that it was a boy. The baby was still alive when he threw it on the ground next
to the woman but died shortly after. As Ihe rebels took me away, I saw six men who had Just been
amputated. Some had an arm cut off below the elbow, others above the elbow They were
screaming, "Please kill us, don't leave us this way ,,127
Sexual Violence with the Added Element of Violaring Cultural Norms
The rebel forces have used sexual violence as a weapon to terronze, humiliaIe and pumsh, and to force [he
civihan populatIOn mto submlsslon. The rebels sought complete dommation by domg whatever they wanted with
women, mcludmg sexual acIS that, by having the addiIlOnal element of assailing cultUral norms, violated not oniy
[he vict1m but also her family or the WIder socIety. The rebels have forced civilians to COIIllliit me est, one of the
bIggest taboos in any soclety. One survivor wItnessed the RuT trying to force a brother to rape hlS sister ill
Sambanya village in Komadugu distncI When the brother refused to do so, the rebels shot him. i28 Fathers were
forced to rape L.'leir daughters Fathers were forced to dance naked in front of thelT daughters and vice versa. In
Slerra Leone, postmenopausal and breastfeedmg women are presumed not to be sexually active, but rebels
VIOlated thIS cultUral norm by rapmg old women and breasrfeedmg mothers. Child combatants also raped women
who couid have been theIr mothers or m some lDSIances even theIr grandmothers. Many rapes were comrmtted m
Human RIghts Watch 1mervlew, March 7 and 9 2002
m Human RIghts Watch mtervlew, Freetown, May 25, 200er
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full viev-; of other rebels and cIvilians \!ictL.'TIS were also :-aped ID mosques) churches and sacred places of
lillllaUOg
1

Du:.-ing the Ja;:mary 1999( mvaSlOD of F:.-eetown, /,~ C was forced to watcl1 ~he rape of his daugmer
RUF//,cFRC rebels
The rebellI1 charge was a [hirry-year-old ex-SLA krlOwn as "Amos" I K.clew hlm from before "-te
had plasTers on his face The others were called "Jl1mor" and "Blood," who dld most of the
ralkmg. They gathered five young glrlS together mclucimg my fifteen-year-old daughTer, and pUT
them ill [he back room They asked us for five mlllion leones [approxlmaTely US $2,500J
otherWlse they threatened our girls would be kilied. V'le managed to colleCT 350,000 leones
[apprOXlIna[e!y TJ S $17 5J, whlch we gave [0 them
Then they brought out the girls They pushed my daughter and a seventeen-year-old on the bed L.l
[he parlor and sTarted teanng off thei::.- clothes. I peeked through a crack 1D the door and could see
them fighting wlth my daughter They pur clOThes lI1 her wouth so she would DOT scream The
rebels punched, slapped her and K.c1.ocked her head wlth the butt of their rifle Then one of them
opened the door and asked '0/ho the fathers of the glris were. One of them took us and lined us up
nght in front of the bed and sald, "Don't you wan.t to see what we do 1O your daughters?" We
begged them [Q leave them alone but they sald, "If you cononue to talk, we will Durn this house
and kill everyone of you." A·rebel had his gun poimed at us [he whole time and there were two
more al [he door lunos raped my daughter and Blood raped another gut Then the rebel WIth the
gun and the one guarding took thelr turns. My daughter was crymg but they covered her mourh
and told her to shut up. Blood then told the girls to get dressed and they took them away [29
SG., a fifty-year-old widow, was raped by a tee:lage rebel called Commander "Don't Blame God" and
subsequently had both arms amputated in Manru village mBa disenct prior to the 1996 elections.
I pleaded but Commander Don't Blame God said he was going to kill me if I didn't lie down. T
wid hlm It had been such a long, long tune smce I had sex During the rape I was pleading wnh
hlm saying, "Don't kill me, please don't kill me" He was so rough with me. Then he rook me up
a big dune above Mattru village As we were walking, he said he was going to kill me. I pleaded
with him and he then saId, 'Tve changed my mind, I'm going [Q give you a letter" Once we got
there I saw many more rebels, about I\venry. I was srnpped naked down to my underwear It was
humiliating Then they asked me to sit down and waiL Commander Don't Blame God sald: "I
have a letter for you but wait for [he cutlass man to corne" Then the one wlth the machete carne
and told me to put out my left ann. It took them three chops WIth L'le cutlass to cut off my affi1.
After thlS I begged [hem not to cut my other ann but they struggled with me and a rebel held lt
down and cut It off The c'.ltlass man said, "We belong to Foday Sankoh's group" Then one of
them took my left arm and put lt under my vagina and lacked me IWlce m the vagma
very,
very 11ard. 13o
Dr was gang raped by a child combatant and three ot'1er RUF rebels m the rainy season m 2000 near Fonah
village m Komadugu distnct
I was hidmg m the bush from the rebels wlth about fifteen other villagers when the rebels found
us The rebels separated me from the others because my nine-month-old son was crymg A chiid
combaLaDt ordered noe at gunpomt to put my son down He then raped me. I do not K..'lOW how
young he was but he had not yet been circu.,uclsed. He was maybe as young as twelve. Then three
other rebel men raped me. "vVhen I was being raDed, I made no movement as they mignl thmK. that
Human Rlghts Walch liller/lew, FreeLOwn, May 3, 19"99
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: was tI'"YlDg to reSISt. I was biee:ill'.g afIer bemg rapej
four males. Afler being raped, ,he rebels
forced me to carry a heavv load a:ld walk w Kama tOwn I escaDec tbe same dav and returned co
I31
the farr:n I explal~ed:o
husband that I had been raped 'om he·was happy to a;cept:De bacL

m;i

R.F, a thlrty-tbree-year-old ramJeL explamed how she felt after she was gang raped by West Side Boys,
Includmg four chIld comb atams , at Peafu village III Port Loko diSlrlct m November 1999
?our children berween ten and twelve years used me They were so small I could barely feel them
mside me. The small ones trled to imltate the older ones and one of them kept saymg, ''I'm trymg
1[, I'ITl trymg It" It was the war that brought that humiliation I kept companng them to my own
children: my first-born son IS ten. I forgave them because they are children. II was not of their
own makmg They must have been drugged 13[

In :Jecember 1994, thrrry-year-old A.B was abducled WIth SIX other women from Yonibani m Tonkolih
distnct by the RTJF when they launched a surpnse attack with the colluslOn of the SLA. The RTfF made the
women car:y looted items to then camp, where AB scayed for a week before escapmg. She herself was
reDeatedly raped oy rIA/a rebels, mcludmg one Liberian, and wItnessed the rape of an old woman with gray half
At least four of the WOITlen I had been abducted WIth were raped. Before they raped me, the rebels
went for an old woman WIth white hall. When she reallzed what they wanted, she took off her
headscarf to show her white hair and said, ''I'm old, I have stopped having sex" At first the
commander sald the rebels should not touch her because she was old But the other rebels got
ar,-,"oyed and started msultmg the cOIIllilander saying, "Fine, you can fuck any woman you want,
anytime you want, but now that we have one we want, you say no" The commander finally saId
that they could go ahead so all five rebels, including a small boy of fifteen years raped her. One
was on hIS knees with his trousers down while the others stood aroune watching.
When I saw that I fell SIck. When I saw a young boy and that old woman, I realized they could do
anything and that they were going to do t.'Je same thing to me But I guess I was lucky as only two
did it to me 133
S
a wealthy forty-flve-year-old woman, was raDed by RUF rebels, mcluding a child combatant, and then
burnt mlate January 1999 m ManJoro village in Bombali distnct:
Thirry rebels attacked our village. The rebels saId that we, the civilians don't want peace I saw
them kill three people and were It not for God, I would have been the fourth. Then they burned
thirteen houses and looted all our things I ran WIth my four children La the house in the bush
where we tend to the cows. We slept there wilh the cows for a few days but then seven rebels
surpnsed us there The commander of this group was called CO Caca Scatter. He was a Mende.
Others were speaking Mandingo and Ternne
They started stealmg what few possessions I had and then CO Caca Scatter said that I should be
raped. When I heard that order I pleaded, "Please, don't do that one to me" But they saId they
would do whatever they wanted. Four raped me and the last one to rape me was a fifteen-yearold I could have gIven blfth to him, he was so young ne put a Lufe to my throat and saId he was
gomg to kill me but the CO said I shouldn't be killed
Then they tIed my hands beilmd me and CO Caca Scatter burnt me. Be scooped up hot charcoal
from the fire we had been cookmg WIth and tned to bum my race with It. I struggled ane turned
Human RighIs -Watch imervlew, fonah, March 6,2002 Tlle ramy season slans in May and ends lD Occooer
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my face so he bmned my cnest :nsteaci He cild thlS four Clmes eD my front and seven tlmes 0[1 my
back Sach C!:21e they plcked up the charcoal and held E on my body urm] :1 burned deep lDW my
si,:m. They left me vilth my SKID burrung '::JUt I could not roll on the ground fer fear lt would catch
fir·e and burn me even more "I/hen they scaned to burn me I Dleaded for them to kill me. I started
screamlllQ: and mv children came around co try and save me. Thev took !:\Va of mv children, Q:ave
them loot~d prop~rty to carry and look them a~ay That lS the las; I have heard of"them IJ4
~
T.3, a flf!y-year-old woman was abducted from Freeto'iVn dunng the January 1999 invasion and made to
walk to Magbcraka lD Bombali dlslrlcl. There, a KUFliU'RC rebel raped her umil she developed an abscess IE her

In Magburaka, I was fIrst raped by trJee rebels V·/hile doing it they called me a bascard child and
that clvilJans 'VlTanted to bum the:n all aLlve ''.fter that I was taken as a wife
a commander
called "Blrd Bod" who was in his thines. He raped me every day. They were always on drugs
He sald he didn't have a wife so I cooked and washed for hun. He roughed and beat me and 'J.sed
to put his fingers violently up mSlde me He would get an erectlOn while he was domg thlS and
would somenmes rape me afterwards I think this IS how I started to get boils-I had five or SlX of
them It staned to create an ulcer Over the tvvo months I was with them it got worse and worse. It
was terribly painful 'om Commander Blrd still raped me and put his fmgers up me even though I
had this problem I don't know 'lihy the RUF would treat an old woman like me m such a way
The abscess got very swollen and started to hang down betweer. my thighs I could barely walk It
started to smell very bad and it was then that the cOITh.-nander fir.ally drove me away I '\Nalked for
two to three weeks through the bush gomg from village to village unnl I got to Maslaka In every
village I went, the women felt for me and would give me food and make a bath of herbs and salt
for me to soak lil. Then when I felt strong enough, I would walk to the next village Wilen I
reached rreetown, I received medical treatment. My husband has accepted me back and feels
sorry for me. 135
Breastfeedi....'lg mothers were also not spared by the rebel factions even though in Sierra Leonean culture,
women are not supposed to have sexual liltercourse until thelr children have been weaned and can walk, which
can take up to three years. U6 Sierra Leoneans believe that domg so wlll weaken the breast milk and the ability of
the child to fend off infection. Women whose lilfants died from malnutritlOn after they-the mothers-had been
raped frequently attributed the death of thelr child to the fact that they had been raped It IS also a specific cnme
for a man to commit adultery with another man's wife while she is breastfeeding. Tradltionally, the guilty spouses
are thought to 'CJe under a curse and will suffer misfortune 1 ]7 AE., who was raped by tlvo rebels and wltnessed
the rape of an old woman, med at fIrst to dlssuade the first rebel from rapmg her by tellmg bm that she was a
138
breastfeedmg mother wlth full breasts, but the rebel said he did not care
M.e. was breastfeedmg her two-weekold baby when she was bmtally gang raped by RUFIA.FRC rebels m early January 1999 near Mabang in TorJ<.olili
1J9
dlStnct; she breastfed her baby while bemg raped She suffered a prolapsed uterus
as a consequence of the rape
At the time of the January 1999 offenSive, my husband who is a policeman was based lD Mile 91
I became very wOrrled about hlm and decided to travel to find him. I left Bo on Januar; 8 I had
Just given bmh to a baby girl two weeks before so \;vas still feeling very weak but I desperately
wanted to frnd my man
Human Righrs Warcb mrerView, freecown, SeDtember 17, 1999
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I ar::wed lare lil the evening. Then all of a sudden we heard flring There was confusion and
armed rebels captured me. They took me to theIr bUSh camp m a place called Mabang Tney
started sexmg me two Gays later I rried [0 fIght and wLd them to Leave me, bm several times they
pm a plstOl mIO my V3.g1113.. I gave myself up [Q God and asked that he save me The fIrst day,
about ten sexed me. After the flIs, day there were fewer men, between three and SlX a day. Every
dav they came and swoc in lme waitmg to rape ille All LOgethe, there were over thiny different
men. They were aged between seventeen and twemy-five-years old The younger ones were rough
and most of them seemed co be on diUgs. I thmk these were RUt people Most of them seemed to
be Mendes I saw many young glrlS in thelr camp I guess the luck.y ones only had one rebel But
I'ill from 30 and wouldn't allow myself co be together ,nth one of them. I told them I wasn't a
KamaJor and that my husband was a policeman and they said, "Oh pol1cemen are our eneIDles
we've kiiled them all Forget about your husband"
Sometlilles they tled my legs to my arms with my legs spread and raped me one after the other
"::'hey said smce I was from Bo and I was a KamaJor's 'Viife that they were gomg to rape me to
death. [Sometlmes] I held my baby Hawanatu m my arms while they were raping me When she
cried they said they wanted to shoot her so I gave her the breast.
They raped me for two or three weeks and then m early Febmary, my vagma came out [i.e she
suffer·ed a prolapsed merus] It was so, so pamful I can't tell you how much it hurt Vihen thIS
happened, I thought I was gomg to die In order to get It to go back lD I had to lie down and push
lL back m. To unnate, I had to lie down. They provoked me and made fun of me. They said now
my KamaJor husband will not be able to have sex wi.tb me. A wife of one of the cOlTh'TIanders told
a villager to help me escape whIch they did. He took me to a nice woman m another village away
from the rebel area and after explaining my problem, she helped me so much. She gave me herbs
and tned to cure me and my baby who by that time was vomiting and very sick. It's only God
that helped keep my little Hawanatu aiive He deClded that this little child lS mine to keep. Later,
when I was stronger, I made it to Freetown and had an operation for my prolapsed uterus. I feel
much better now. 140
Rebels also raped pregnant women. 1.'1 polygynous marriages, pregnant women generally stop having sexual
intercourse with thelr husbands once theu pregnancy has been conflfilled, to protect the fetus R.F, the thirtythree-year-old faCTIer gang raped by West Side Boys at Petiru., Port Loko, in November 1999 (see above, p 39),
was six months preglJant at the tIme As the result of the gang rape she delivered prematurely, causing the baby's
death:
I went with Isatu, her husband and my five-year-oJd son to harvest nee m Isatu's village, PetirJ..
We traveled by boat and at mght to avoid the rebels. When we were restmg having worked all the
next day, we heard the rebels. They were all over the village and told us to gIve them our rice and
pairn 011. Several of them started hltting me on the head with thelr guns. Three were weanng
umform, the others Wore civilian clothes. They spoke all different languages.
One of them tIed a rope around my walst :ike a goat and pushed me our of the door screammg,
"Show me where your Deople are." My little boy ',lias left sleeping on the bed. Seven of the rebels
then led me about a mile out of the village, sereammg at me to tell them where we had hIdden the
nee and palm oil I wid them I was a stranger there but they dld not believe me. They took me
mra a small farmhouse where they all used me. ThIS went on for a few hours until the cloth I was
lying aD was soaked I could barely walk. Then they ordered me to get up and dragged me like a
sheep back to the village
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Once back m the vIllage, they pm me lTI a house and more of them started rapmg me I was used
by at lease 'Wenej rebels I tllir..k the whole unE raped me throughout the mght The only one who
did not use me was the commander =--re keDt coming ill and saying, "Have you had your rum')"
He was the one they kepecalling "Comma....'1der"
WIlen one of the Temne speaklllg rebels was rapillg me I said, "Please brother, talk to these
people and ask them to leave ille" But he said he could not do anythmg. Another rebel pulled out
a kJ.l.Jfe when he was on too of me and said if I said al1ythmg he would kill me I told them I was
pregnant and Salel, "Can't you see'! I have a SlX month belly" But they said, "We do not care We
see your belly but so what" Two of them wid me [Q SLOOp down, but I couldn't and they Just
pushed me down and used me. After many had used me one of them saId, "Or.., there IS no more
sweetness there," so they mmed me over and did it to me from behmd. Three of them did it to me
iike that, and now when I go to the toilet iT IS so painful; I am still bleedmg and it feels like my
mSldes are commg out One rebel had sex wlth me several times He saId he was punishing me
for not havmg shown him where the rice and palm all was hidden. I yelled for the commander
and complamed, saymg, "He wants to kill me, tell him to leave mel" but he sald, "We have killed
others that are better than you" I did not complain after that. They kept saymg they were about to
stop fighung-thar they really want peace and that after peace comes, they won't do these thmgs
any more.

In the early hours of the mormng, they finally left They wanted me to carry u1elr looted ltems but
I could not walk. They took other people whom they used to carry the looted goods. At one point
I tDed to get up but couid not, I slipped and fell down ro earth By this tIme I had started bleedmg.
I felt my baby trembling in my belly A few hours later the water broke and then I started to have
contractions I have five children and had never even had a rruscamage. I had about L'rree hours
of labor before glving bIrth. The little thing shook for a illlDute or so and then it died. It was so
beautlful; it had fine hair and the face was so pretty. I wrapped it with a cloth. I could not bear to
look whether it was a boy or a girl I was gushing out blood and shortly after I delivered the
placenta. I felt dizzy I was barely able to walk.
Later when I had a little more strength I covered my baby and threw it ill a pit latnne I felt so bad
for throwmg It away like that but I dld not have the strength to bury it properly. After thinking
everything over, I am only angry at tillS war and thankful that I still have my life and that the llfe
of my child [her flve-year-old] was spared. It's only God that saved him. He was lying on the bed
the whole time. 141

Forced Pregnancies
Many women and guls became pregnant as the result of the rape(s) they were subjected to. Although some
women were reportedly able to abon without the bowl edge of the rebels using traditlOnal herbal treaLllents, the
majority had no chOIce but to carry the child to full term. M.W, the abducted nurse already quoted above (see p
28), saId that many girls who had been raped had miscarriages that might have been self-mduced WIth herbs IS.,
a twenty-seven-year-old srudent who was abducted by the AFRC during the January 1999 mvaSlOn, tried to abort,
but was unsuccessful:
When I got pregnant I didn't tell my rebel husband for months I asked a woman who hlOWS
about medicme to glve me herbs co abon the baby, but It never worked and after my belly started
to swell, he found out. He warned me that If I tned to £lush the babv out, he'd kill me. He saId he
wamed the baby and that he hoped H would be a boy i42
".
M.W, the abducted nurse, also mentlOned that medical personnel were lDstmcted by a rebel doctor, Dr.
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~ahal, not La perform abortIOns, grve bEll:: comrol, or advise that tradItIOnal herbal tre.atmems be taken, as t~e
rebels fell that wo many people had died and they needed co increase the poplilanon ."0 Many women dId have
n:.iscamages because of the brutal rapes and trallilla L.'ley were sub] ected to by the rebels, as well as the drfficULt
COnCltlOllS m the bush

Forced A.borrion by I-Vest Side Boys
Human RIghts Watch has documemed one case of forced abortion by the West SIde Boys, che spllDter group
of the .L..FRC that took power lD the 1997 coup Twenty-year-old M.K. was abducted frorr. Magaele village lD Port
Loko district ill July :2000, when she was four months pregnant She was raped ay four West Side Boys and was
made the wife of a rebel who forced her to abon

I was abducted w1th fWO other c1vilians, including my brother-m-law, by the West SIde Boys
They were all weanng umforms. some uniforms were new, and others wore old ones. We were
taken co theIr base in Magbele Junction where there were many other abductees At mghttlme one
of the rebels called Umaro Kamara came co me and said he wanted to have sex WIth me He spoke
mcely WIth me and sald that he "Named to cake me to Makeni and make me his w1fe He raped me
that day The rebels saw that I was pregnant and saId to Umaro, "We are not gOlDg to work along
with any pregnant woman, we should kill heL" Umaro said that he wanted to take me as bs wife
and that I should be given an lDJection instead Umaro called me and tried to conVlDce me to get
rid of the baby He sald, "They will kill you If you do not agree so you better have the lilJection"
I was taken to the doctor who gave me an injection and some pills Two days later I staned
bleeding I felt weak and had pain all over my body Then I lOST the baby
Vihen Umaro was on patrol, three other rebels raped me When we moved out to go to another
base, I saw the body of my brother-in-law After one day I started bleeding again so Umaro took
me to the doctor who gave me another lDJection. V-lhen we reached Lunsar, Umaro wamed to
make me his WIfe. Even while I was bleedmg, Umaro used me He told me to wash myself before
144
rapmg me

Rape by Female Combatant
Human Rights Watch has documented a case of a female rebel manually raping female abductees. The
virgmny checks performed by female rebels on abductees pnor to theIr "vJIgination" by male rebels, noted above,
also constitme rape glven that penecration occurred without the consent of the victim. More of such abuses may
have been comlmtted but not reponed due To shame, as expressed m the testimony below The rebels captured
slxteen-year-old F.P. on January 7, 1999 when-as she was fleemg the fighting in central Freetown with two
other glrls-she ran into a patrol of five heavily armed rebels, including one female reae! They knew the female
rebel from before as Jumnata; she had Eved in their neighborhood before the 1997 AFRC coup She had joined
the re'oels at that time and had not been seen since the .A...c~RC was driven out of Freetown in February 1998 FP
remembered having had an argument WIth her several years ago. The rebels called her "CO Sally." FP was
taken with her sister and another gIrl whom she did not k..TJ.OW to a rebel base Her friend was raped by five men,
which she was made to watch F.P.was also "vlrginated" by male rebels and sexually molested by "CO. Sally,"
along WIth another girl, also called Sally'

e.0 Sally came mto the room where we were kept and saId, "\~ib.y are you hollenng? These are
my boys, why are you refusmg chern'!" Since we k..'1ew CO Sally, we asked her to help us get
away, so finally on January 10 she took us at gunpoint co another house She made us cook and
wash for her. Once she Told us to go lDto a room and take off our clothes She had an RPG [rocket
propelled grenade] on [he ground as well as a gun. We took off our clothes and then she took two
long sucks and tied our hands to them straight out from our shoulders. She stood us in front of her
and asked if we remembered her co which I answered,·'No." Then she saId chat she remembered
1"3
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ne ar.d that we had fought last time \Ne haC. met each othe~ She made me put one leg up on a
dmm and then she fingered me wHh cwo fingers I was so embaEassed anG ashamed. I asked her
why she was doing this bur she screamed at me LO shm up She did nor touch herself or say
anythmg, but kept on fmgermg me Then she called Sally and dld the same thing to her Wnen
she Vias fmished, she left us smnding there with our arms tled. A llttle later she fingered us again.
It dld not seem sex'clal to me and I do nor know why she did lt ,Au, hour later a young rebel came
and sald he thought he was heanng gunshots from ECOMOG CO Sally ordered the boy to unce
us as "1 have pumshed these people already"i4S

Rape and Other Sexual Violence against Boys and Men by Male and Female Rebels
According to F,"', \VE Sierra Leone, boys and men were also raped by male rebels. FA ViE SieEa Leone
created founeen boys aged berween mne and fifteen years old who had been raped, but suspects that there are
more cases Due to the stigma artached to homosexuality m Sierra Leone, male victlffis of rape feared they would
be percelved as homosexuals and therefore few boys were willing to report It Human Rlghts Watch has not
documented any of these cnmes of sexual vlOlence, whlch were apparently comrmtted on a much smaller scale
than sexual vlOlence committed agamst women and glrls FAWE Sierra Leone did not want Human fughts Watch
to interview the boys they had treared as they feared that mterviewing them would re-traumanze them 146
Human Rights Watch documented two cases in which female rebels forced men to have sexual mtercourse at
gunnomt One case lDvolved a female rebel forcmg a male clvilian to have sex dunng the January 1999 invasion
of Freetown, and the second mvolved a RUF female trammg commander and male conscnpts m Kono Cases of
these cnmes of sexual violence were also reported by FAWE S1erra Leone II 1S impossible to determine the
prevalence of thlS type of sexual vJOlence . but-given the general level of violence wlthin the rebel forces and the
power that female combatants had over civihans-Human Rights Watch believes that such incidems dId happen
more often than has been reponed, albeit agam on a much reduced scale compared to male cornbamnts rapmg
female civilians.

Abduction, Sexual Slavery, Forced Labor, and Conscription
Abducrzon
The rebel forces used abduction as their primary method for recruitment. During an attack on a town or
village, rebels typlcally rounded up civihans as they tned to flee or were found hlding. Men were abducted to
carry the looted items as well as being forci'Diy conscnpled. The abducted children were also given mihtary
trammg and forcibly conscnpred.
In thousands of cases, women and girls were abducted after bemg subjected to sexual violence. The rebels
often killed family members who tned to protect thor women and girls. Abducted women and guls described
beIng "given" to a combatant who then took them as then "wives" (see also "Sexual slavery" seClJon, below) 147
Abduction of civihans cominued for the duratlOn of the armed conflict In the early years of the conflict, the RUF
went on nil-and-run ralds, returning to theIr base camps with looted items and abducted clvihans. As the RUF
took over more territory, an mcreasing number of civilians were abducled. As their ranks mcreased with more
men and boys being forcibly conscnpted, so dId their abduction of women and gnls The AFRC and West Side
Boys used the same tactics. Some women had the extreme misfornme of escaping from one rebel factlOn, or unit,
only LO be abducted by another One such victim, thlrteen-year-old M.F. (see above, p. 34), who was first
Human Rights Watch mtervlew, Freetown, Mav 18,1999
Human RIghts Watch mtervlew wnh Chns~lana Thorpe (foundmg Chairperson of FA \VE Sierra Leone Chapter),
Freetown, March 22, 2002
i47 The PER repon found that 9 percent of women reportmg havmg themselves expenenced sexual violence had been forced
to "marry" theIr rebel "husband" PHR report, p 2 These types of mamage are similar w mamages by caprure, which were
common at the rum of the mneceenth w twentieth cenrunes In tnbal wars, the conquerors would kill the male mhaonams of
the vanqUIshed village and capture the women who sU9sequently became the wIves of the conquerors. The "marriage" was
valJdated by the captor's public declaranon of hiS mtennon to cohabH WIth hIS captIve. Such a WIfe was resrarded as a slave
and her children could not mhent from then father Joko Smart. Sie'To Leone CUSlOmarv Fwmly Lmv 0 /9~
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abducted from Komadugu by the RtTF/l\.FRC and gang raped, was Gr:ven out of Makem !D October 1999 wher: H
came, under 148
attackov• the RuF. She \vas subsequentlv abducted bv~ the West Slde :Soys and ~aDed bv~ t\VO cnlld
comDatantS.
, J

,

Sexual Slavery and Forced LaDor
Women and girls were ;:mmanly abducted to be the sex slaves of the rebels and to perform slave labor The
survey conducted by Physicians for Human Rights found that 33 perceat of the tntervIewees reportmg war-related
sexual violence had been abducted and 15 percell had been subjected to sexual slavery ConSIstent WIth faldy
common practice among the Sierra Leonean male populatIOn at large, many rebels had polygynous "marnages,"
mcludmg with abducted women whom they had forced to "marry" them. Rebels also changed "wives" frequemly
when they tIred of them or when theIr "WIves" were too ill to perform their tasks (a consequeace of the brutalHy
that they were often subjected to). Victims intervIewed by Human Rights Watch reported attachmg themselves to
one rebel to aVOId gang rape and be gIven a degree of protectIOn The more highly ranked the commander, the
more protection a woman had. Women and gIrlS, however, remained vulnerable to sexual VIOlence by other
rebels MY, the thirteen-year-old who was gang raped by the RUF/A.FRC m Komadugu was raped by two other
commanders when her "husband" Mohammed was out on patrol

\Vomen who were "macied" to high-rankmg rebels benefIted not only from "protection" but also were able
to exert power over others The women and girls often benefited from the looted Items that their rebel "husbands"
gave them, and took part themselves in lootmg raids to steal clothes, shoes, and Jewelry Not all were abductees:
some women and girls voluntarily joined the rebel forces and sought to benefit from their relationship with the
reaels, i.e. from the looted goods or escaping from their parents (some girls would use a relationship WIth a rebel
boyfriend to gain freedom from parental control, by threatemng to involve the boyfnend m thelT dispute over
parental restrictions). Such women consenting to marry a rebel were probably still vulnerable to sexual violence
from other rebels
Numerous victims described being subjected to abuse or forced to work by commanders' wives. FAVIE
SIerra Leone also reported that female combatants "married" to rebels killed new abductees If their "husbands"
showed a preference for them. AI, the fourteen-year-old STUdent who was abducted in PUJehun and tortured by
the RUF from February to May 1994 (see above, p. 31) IS an example of how some "wives" were treated by other
female abductees or combatants:
I was put under the control of Commander Patrick, a Liberian. He was married to a woman called
Neneh who was very jealous of me. Once, after the commanders had gone to the war front, Neneh
told one of our guards to open up the cage where I was being held and take me out She said, "My
husband is interested in YOl2.. If you accept him to have sex wlth you, I'll kill you, so be
forewarned" Neneh and Pacrick have one child. She told me she'd joined the rebels voluntarily
She said, "You are just a captive Do you think I was abducted'! I was not abducted. I joined
voluntarily So you have no nght to falllD love with my husband. ,,149
A few victims also described how some of these women, usually the wives of commanders, used their power
to try and prolect, and at tImes facilitate the escape, of other abductees. For example, Me, who was brutally
raped by rebels m early 1999 in Mabang and suffered a prolapsed merus (see above, p 38) was helped [Q escape
by a commander's wife who felt sorry for her LSD
Abducted women were made to carry out forced labor dunng theIr captivIty, including cooking, cleaning,
washing clothes, and caIT)'mg heavy loads of ammunition and looted Items In many instances, womenmtimidated by therr captors and the sItuanon they were m-felt powerless to escape their lives of sexual slavery,
and were adVIsed by Other female captIves [Q tolerate the abuses, "as It was war" The rebels often deliberately
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marked abducted civilians with the letters "RUF" or "l'lc.FRC" carved mainly ontc theIr chests. This made escape
more difficult because, were they co be caught by governmem forces, they wOUld
be suspected of being
rebels and killed Some women used tracLilionai herbal remedies to remove thei, marbngs, and mternallonal
organizatlOns have also performed surge:-./ on these vIctims [C remove the scars
Relarzonshzps between Rebels and Abducrees
The reiationshlps that developed between the abductees and rebels were very complex and vaned. Most
relationships were obviously very volatile, as described by'1.S., the twenty-seven-year-old student who was
abducted by the A.FRC in the January 1999 invasion (see above, p. 40). She stayed wIth the AFRCflVesl Side
Boys until August 1999 when she was able to escape

We stayed there for months and they were always gomg on attacks m the Port Loko area.
OccaslOnally CO Blood was mce to me and I had to kiss him and play love wIth hlITe. But I
could never tell him what was really in my heart; that I missed my family and wanted to escape
Other days he would beat me for no th1l1 g. He did the same thing to his other "wife." NeIther of us
could complain. i51
H.K was assigned as the wife of "Jap" and was so badly treated by him that even the other rebels
sometimes tned to prevail on him to be less violent:

J aja was already "married" to another abductee, and when she saw what he had done to me, she
escaped He always beat both of us. He used to sex me twice every night. He made me take hIS
pems in my mouth. I tried to refuse him but he always threatened to kill me He was acrually an
SLA soldIer 'om had Joined the RUF. His CO was Colonel Stagger, who used to criticize him for
how he treated us Colonel Stagger used to say, "Look, when we take these kids, we should take
care of them and now you beat her for nothing." Jap used to say it was not Stagger's business.
I52
Stagger's own abductees were treated pretty well. He never beat them
Some women Bed at the first opportunity Other women, especially those who had children WIth the rebels,
found it difficult to leave these abusive relationships. Many women and grrls expenenced their first sexual
relationship with theIr rebel "husband" and may have developed aspects of t.l:le "Stockholm Syndrome," whereby
the hostage Identifies with the hostage-taker. They adjusted IO the level of violence WIth the rebels, which over
time became "normal," in order to survive. 153 Others feared that their "husband" might seek revenge if they
escaped and returned to their family The rebels instilled fear in their "wives" by telling them that theIr families
would not accept them back. The abductees also feared to some extent that they would be blamed for what
happened to them. For some women who had lost thelr families, the rebels became a surrogate family As many
rebels had themselves lost their famIlies or could not return to thelr villages of ongin, given that they had m some
cases commItted human Eghts abuses in their commumtles, they did not want to relinquish their surrogate
families or thelf slave labor.
As the women and girls were never registered m the Disarmament, Demobilization and Remtegration (DDR)
program and t..l:lere was insuffiCIent documematlOn of thIS large category of victuns rhroughout the armed conflict,
it is unclear how many girls and women were abducted. It IS now lITIpossible to establish how many remam under
the control of therr rebel "husband" or have returned to thelr village of ongin.
The ones who have remained lDvoluntarily will only re-examine theE sIruation when alternatives become
available Women who WIsh to sever links with ex-combatants have few alternative economic or SOCIal options.
They are a very vulnerable group that has lirrle or no means of support. They are often not able to return to thelr
Human Rig~ts "Varch mtervlew, Freetown, Seprember 17, 1999
Human Rlghts Watch mrerview, Freetown, October 12, 1999
153 A group of female ex-combatants and abducted worr;en, for example. defined to Human RIghts Watch domestic violence
as "wounding or losing conSClOusness."
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villa.ges au: of fear, lack or runc.s and socIal stlg-rIla, especially If they have gIven birth to chllciren fathered
reads The women are therefore often forced to remam in sItuations lD whIch they are vulnerable LO c:::mnnumg
aouse Numerous victims end up bemg CODJmerClal sex workers, selling theIr body for as little as U.S50i
ExplOIted gIrls and women can en¢ up abandoned WIth several ci'ildren to raIse by themselves by the time they are
IE theE early twenties
Rebel Conn"ol over Abductees
Life with the rebels was very tough. Civilian abductees, ill particular, were treated ruthlessly The Rut
establtshed a milItary pohce system and courthouses to admimstet a form of JustIce to those who cont::-avened
RUt: rules of behavIOr. Some of the Rill rules were wrltter., bm the rules, trial and pumshment were to a large
extent arbltrary, dependent on the particular commander. Ir:nervlewees reported that severe punisru-nent was meted
out for smallmcidents such as spilling water on a commander's shoes (one week lD a cell WIth daily beatmgs) or
not lodging complaints through the official channels (imprisonment m a dungeon). "Courthouses" were
established to try both combatants and the clvihans. 1S4 A rebel was expected to prOVIde for his "wIves" and
children during their captivity even if he had taken on another "wife" or "wIves" If a rebel reneged on hIS
responsibility, then he could be pm in a cell and beaten to death CivilIan women who were tried by the court
were raped and beaten if they did not have a com.rnander to stand up for them. According to K.M., who was
abducted by the RUF from Kabala, Komadugu, the three male rebels who presided over the courthouse lD
Burkina, a training camp in Kailahun, would arrange amongst themselves who could rape the women She also
saId that one woman was raped to death by six rebels. 155
Forced Conscrzption· Female Combatants
Women and gIrls were also forcibly conscripted IlltO the rebel fighting forces. The RlTF established milItary
trainmg camps for women. Dunng active ftghting, female combatants were sent mto battle after the men and the
Small Boys Units (SBUs). There were only very few high-ranking female commanders m the rebel forces and a
much smaller number of female combatants than adult men or boys. Female combatants had more power than
female civilians: combatants, including female combatants, who had received military trauung, had substantial
power to do whatever they wanted to civilians. Within the rebel forces, however, women still held much lower
status: female combatants were aSSIgned "husbands"
Forcibly conscripted female combatants were m many ways as \n~lnerable as civilian abductees, and may
have deCided to stay with their rebel "husbands" for the same reasons as theu civilian counterparts I.e shame,
lack of alternative options, and economic dependence on their "husbands."

R UF Officers) Responsibility for Sexual Violence
In addition to their individual crimmal responsibility, rebel commanders can bear direct command
responsibility for cnmes of sexual vlOlence and sexual slavery, for ordering the rape and abduction of women and
gIrls (see below, p. 60, for a diSCUSSIOn of the prmciple of command responsibility lD mternational law). e.o
Caca Scatter, for example, ordered the gang rape of S.l, the wealthy forty-five-year-old woman (see above, p.
37) AJ, the fourteen-year-old student, was tonured, caged and brutally raped by e.0 Patrick (see above, p. 43).
S.G., the fifty-year-old widow was raped and had both arms amputated by Commander "Don't Blame God" (see
above, p. 36) .156 Indeed, the organized way in whJCh victims frequently describe being rounded up and taken, as
well as the number of rebels lDvolved m these abductions and the number of victims abducted, suggests an
element of premeditation and plannmg on the part of the RUF, A..FRC and West Side Boys command. ViCtlIIlS
also frequently described being speCIfically seleCTed co be given to a commander or bemg sexually abused m the
presence of commanders, whIch again suggest that sexual violence was commItted under the dIrection of and with
If]e consent of members of the rebels' hierarchy. IS., the tlventy-seven-year-old student who was abdUCTed and

I:: Abdullah and Muana, "The Revo]utJOnary Unned Front of Sierra Leone," p. 189
I:~ Human RIghts Watch intervlew, Kabaia, March 7 and 9. 2002.

human Rights Watch interview, Freetown, May 3, 1999 Under Amcle 6 (l), persons are held indiVIdually responsible for
the planning, Illstigatmg, ordering, corrumttmg or otherW1se~"aiding and abetting III the plannmg, preparatlon or executJOn of a
creme referred to III amcles 2 to 4 of the statute.
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gang raped Jy the West Side Boys from january
lllltlated the "w:fe" seleC[ion process
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AuS!ust 1999 explained how CCITIT.:1ander "Blood" had

One of the commanders said he was going to amputate all of us too But anotb.er commander,

CO Blooe, said, "Don't kill them, leI's chose l1em as wIves" Then we were drvlded up. The
one who seemed to be III charge, CO Blood, chose me. vVhen he looked at me I was fnghtened
His pupils were huge-he was hlgh on drugs. He took me to a house and told me to he down on
the ground He said if I did not allow hlm IO have seXet he would kill me. He took out a knife and
said he would not even waste hIS arrnnumtion on me. He would JUSt chop me to pleces. I knew he
meant what he said He forced my clothes off and used me tvvice. He was rough aild after the
second tIme I begged him to leave me, but he said he did not care My msides hurt so much Then
he used me from behind. Other women were being raped m the same room They [the Wesc Side
Boys] did noc care IS !
According to the survey conducted by Physicians for Human Rights, thirty-four of the nmety-four surVIvors
directly reportIng sexual violence belIeved that their attackers' commander was aware of the attack 158 Vv'hile it is
diffIcult to generalize from thIS figure, it does tend to confirm the findmgs of Human Rlghts Watch that sexual
vlOlence and slavery, whlch were committed on a widespread and systematic nature, were part of the rebel forces'
military strategy to dommace, humiliate and punish the CIvilian populatlOn.
The RUF has made occasional efforts to declare rape a crime within certain areas under their control and
disciplined ordinary soldiers accused of rapmg. The disClplinary measures included summary trials followed by
execution. These efforts fa!led to prevent sexual violence ill practice One commander, for example, prevented at
least temporarily the rape of an eighc-year-old girl who was abducted by a ten-year-old child combatant by
ordering the child combatant to only use the young girl "for cleamng and cooking for now. ,,159 A.B. witnessed the
gang rape of an old woman, which the commander had onginally tried to stop but then allowed to happen (see
,
aDove,
p. ~':<
Semor male and female figures m the RUF interviewed by Human Rights Watch mainly denied that sexual
violence had happened, explaming that the women jomed the RUF movemeDt voluntarily and fell lD love with
their rebel "husbands ,,]60 A key fIgure m the A.FRC admitted that he had heard of cases of sexual vlOlence and
blamed It on the breakdown of law and order. 16] He also said thac none of his men had expressed any remorse for
the human rights abuses they committed In the vast majority of the cases documented by Human Rights Watch,
those who commItted rape were not disciplined or punished lD any way
Sexual Violence Committed by the CDF
As already noted, there are relatIvely few reported cases of rape commItted by the CDF The CDF were
reasonably dIsClplined during the war, although theIr disclpline deteriorated when they were deployed in
chlefdoms outside theIr own native areas. Sexual intercourse is believed to act agamst the protection bestowed on
the fighters dunng thelT mitiation ceremonies. However, Humatl R:.ghts Watch has documented several crimes of
sexual vlOlence by the KamaJors, the CDF based in the Southern Province.
In March 1998, a forcy-five-year-old Ternne man, M.B., witnessed the rape of a young.Ternne woman called
Jeneba by the Kamajors lD Kenema town. The KamaJors also mutilated and killed Jeneba. M.B. explamed that
durmg the ECOMOG intervention to restore the democratically elected government in 1998, Kamajors accused
members of the Ternne and Limba ethnic groups of oeing RUF/l\FRC supporters and persecuted them. According
co M.B., the KamaJors ldentified Ternnes and Llmbas as such by their last names and publicly beheaded or
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staboed co deatL numerous alleged rebels. The Kamalors also ate some of ,helr Vlmms, bellevmg that thIS would
beswvv aQdinonal powers w the;', The accused had n'o means to defend ~'1emselves, as ECOMOG m.itially backed
the Kama]ors and did not reahze until later that the billings were carEec out along tribal lines. i\fter recelvu',g
death threats, M.B sought refuge m the house of a chief who was Temne and the father of Jeneba A group of
abom eIght KamaJors came :0 the'house, 100kiIIg for Jeneba, and accused her of havmg a sexual relationsllip with
an .',,-PRC flghter

I saw Jeneba being raped by one KamaJor, while the others were standing around watching. Then
the KamaJ ors threatened co bill us If we did not stop loobing at them, so we went into other
houses to bde. From there we could not see what was gomg on but heard Jeneba screaming at the
top of her VOlce, and when the KamaJors had gone we came outside and found Jeneba dead. She
was naked and her hands and feet had been mmilated by a machete!62
On February 17, 1999, JX., a thiny-one,year-old woman was raped by two Kamajors in a small village in
Bonthe dislrict. A group of KamaJors emered JX 's house looking for her brother, who had not been home for the
past three years
One of the KamaJors called Kinie said that they had been told that my brother was m the village
and was planmng to attack them. I assured them no one knew where he was. During thIS
argument, the other civilians m village became afraid and fled mto the bush. As Soon as the
KamaJors forced theu way mto my bedroom, I followed them to check up on what they were
domg. Kinie and another KamaJor whose name I did not know pushed me to the ground, tearing
off my clothes. I screamed for help 'om no one came to my rescue Even my father who was m the
house was unable w help me, They both raped me while the others stood around laughing. When
they left the village, they looted some goats and chickens. There was no one to report the mcident
to and I had no money to pay for a hospitalvlsit. I decided to leave everything to the Almlghry
163
GOd.

In another incident, at least three female civilians were raped, including by a Kamajor commander In July
2000, M.S and twenty-five other passengers were taken off a bus at Bauya ill Moyamba district, beaten, and
accused of being RlJF rebels. All their possessions were taken off the bus and mspected by the Kamajors but they
did not find any incriminating goods Their possessions were stolen by the CDF. In the evening, M.S was locked
in the guardroom at the CDF office with nine other women and her young child:
Twenty CDF came to the guardroom and told us, the women that we could choose between
[bemgJ raped or billed I was raped by a young CDF on the ground of the guardroom. I told him
that I was a sucklmg mother but he did not care. My baby was in the room when he raped me. He
made me stoop like an animaL He sald, "I am a government man so no one will ask me anythmg
aDout this." My breaSl milk has gone bad now I could hear another woman who mitially refused
to be raped being beaten with the torch. She was raped by two CDF called Mohammed and
Ahmed. 164
In the same mCldent, an older hlgh-ranking CDF commander raped a thirty-five-year-old trader, RX.:
Mr S raped me all mght. He raped :ne five tiules. I cried as I was not used to doing that even
wlth my husband. He was rough and did it from behind like an animal m a bad way. He accused
me ofbemg a RlJF commander's wife. I told him my husbaild is a Gbeti] [part of the CD FJ I65
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:--iuman rJghes V"'atch also interviewed BR, a KamaJor fighter who reponed wlt:J.essing the rape of rNa
::::vllians that took place in 1997 and 1998 :-ie a:so wimessed the killing of "- capmred RUF female cOillbatant,
'Nno died afteroemg raped wIth "- snck B .R. explamed that the rape that took Dlace m 1997 happened whe=: "paerol of SIX KamaJors, mdudllfg BR, met "- group offe8ale clvihans in the bush
Some of the women staned talkmg bad thmgs about the Kaillajors and said that we were taking
food off people Then one KamaJors wern for thIS woman I saw him rapmg her. He had stripped
her naked and she was screammg. I did noe want to see It or be a witness but I had to rush there.
At one pome I thought he was killmg her. 166
The inCIdent was reported to the bigh pnest one of the main Kamajor initiators who decIded that the offender
had co be pumshed BR explained that ehe pumshment was called "walking the highway," whlch encailed the
offender bemg made to walk slowly through fifty KamaJors lined up on rwo SIdes, with the KamaJors flogging hIm
WIth canes BR said that the victim would have reponed the rape to the KamaJor hIgh pnest, but that he and the
others aD patrol decIded to repon it first, otherwise it would have made them equally guilty of the crime The rape
cOID..rnitted m 1998 illvolved a young KamaJOf rapmg a twenty-year-old woman. BR explained that the offender
,vas gIven a tnal, during which he admitted to having committed the cnme He was subsequently locked up in
pnson (probably a local pnson)
J

,,'

In another mscance, 3R explamed how a rwenty-five-year-old female RUF combatant captured 1D Tonga in
Kono district was brutally killed by the msertion of a long stick in her vagina after the KamaJOfs had cut off her
ears and nose and gouged her eyes out with a machete. The KamaJor commander allegedly wanted to Leach the
woman a lesson and saId that: "ThIS sllck IS your husband and is screwing you. Are you enj oying it~ Just say your
last prayers, as you are gomg to die bit by bIt. ,,167

Sexual Violence Committed by International Peacekeeping Forces
Human Rights Watch has documented several cases of rape by the international peacekeeping forces.
Human Rights Watch was infonned of a rape committed by a Guinean peacekeeper, Sgt. Ballah, by two reliable
sources, including the Sierra Leone Police (SLP), who had interviewed the twelve-year-old victIm. The vict1lll
was raped on March 26, 2001 when she asked for Sgt. Ballah' s assistance in securing a ride to Freetown at the
checkpoillt that he was manning The rape was perpetrated ill Bo, the area of deployment of the Guinean
peacekeeping contingent. Sgt. Ballah was charged to court on the same day. Unfortunately, the SLP dropped the
case and the offender was sent back to Guinea. Human Rights Watch was not able to locate the victlITl
III Febmary 2001, a Nigerian peacekeeper reportedly raped a sixteen-year-old girl in Freetown. \Vhen
Human Rights Watch investigated the case, the SLP claimed they had not been able to trace the perpetrator for
questioning lJNAMSIL claimed that the Nigenan contingent and UNAMSIL Clvllian Police SectlOn had
investigated the matter and that the plaintiff had subsequently dropped the charge.

rtlL.'TIan Rights Watch mtervlewed a witness to an alleged rape by two Ukrainian peacekeepers that took
place on April 3, 2002 ill the village of Joru in Kenema district. K.S., a fifty-five-year-old female fanner eestified
that she as well as others in her village had wItnessed the gang rape:
Late at night I came out of my house to ease myself [unnate]. Maybe I had been woken up by a
big white truck that had stopped about fifty meters away from my house I hid and watched what
was happemng; there were people inside I nonced rwo whIte men and one black lady illside the
truck. Clearly there was a struggle gOlllg on I could hear her yelling at them to "leave me alone"
m what sounded like a Libenan accent, but I can not be sure. The door was open and one of them
was on top of her. The lady was really struggling. I saw that one of them was holding her down
while ehe other was rapmg her I was able to see because in the process the men had opened the
Human RIghts Walch mtervlew, Freetown, July 31. 2000
Human RIghts Watch mtervlew Julv 31. :2000. T~le CDF srenerally killed any RUF that thev had caDtured.
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door w ,he car and the l12:!lc had come on I am sure lhev were rapmg her and she was fighling
weth LfJ.em [Q stop 1t. I st;yeci and watched trus go on fo~ severaL rr:mutes I lale; leamed a few
more people were also watching what was gomg on. In fact we talked aDam li: [he next illommg
Then. perhaps afraid of be{ng watched, the fWO whites moved theE· truck rJ.nher down the road.
past my house, fUTtner down ,he road going out of town Maybe they thought that :oecause there
were no houses around, we would not see whal they were up [0 They s;:ayed anOther thirty or so
mmutes m this second location I saw both of them have tnen rum on her, but I dld not see any
guns. After they were finished, I saw one of them drag her out of the cabm and put he; m the back
of the big truck. I can not remember if one of them got in the back wlth her but I ttllnk so Then
they drove off
The next mornmg when I went out to go w the mosque, we found one of her black shoes that she
must have kicked off while srruggling wirh those men. The shoe was near the first place they had
sLOpped We took it to the police but they never carne to ask us any questlOns Weare all a blt
mghrened of those UNAMSIL people now. We tell our girls never LO get m a truck with them or
the same thing might happen to them. 168
Neither the SLP m Jam or UNAMSIL m Kenema conducted a proper mvest1ganon inLO this alleged gang
rape, both clairnmg thar the absence of the vlctim prevented them from conductlllg their invesriganon The
UNAMSIL human nghts section was not aware of this alleged gang rape until Human Rights Watch lllformed
chern, and to date has also not conducted a thorough lllvest1ganon
On June 22, 2002, a fourteen-year-old boy was allegedly raped by a Bangladeshl peacekeeper near the Jui
transit camp for Slerra Leonean returnees located outslde of Freetown m the Western Area The rape occurred
when the vlctlm and his frlends were fishing with several Bangladeshi peacekeepers near the camp. The offender
was reported to have taken the boy away from the others m the group before raping him. The victim's fnends
reported that the boy looked disheveled after rejoining the group and unmediately wid them what had happened.
The offender gave the victim the equivalent of US $025 to silence hirrL Tne boy reponed the rape to the SLP on
June 24 and a medlcal exam carned out on the same day confirmed penetrarion had taken place.
The SLP wereiLlvolved m the case for ten days, until the UNi\MSIL provost marshal took it over The
provost marshal concluded that there was no conclusive eVldence to link the crime to the perpetrator After
reviewing the case, the UNAMSIL force commander concluded that while the evidence was inconclusive, the
clrcumstantial evidence was strong enough to conclude that the peacekeeper had violated military discipline, and
as such 1ssued an order of repatnation. It is not clear to Human Rlghts Watch whether this violation will be
recorded on the offender's file. According to a reliable source, the investigation by the police and T..J1\tA.MSIL was
conducted in an insensltive manner and members of the Bangladeshi contingent spoke with the vlctim while the
UN,A.MSIL investigatlOn was ongoing, even though they should not have had access to him Nor did UN,A.MSIL
follow up with the vlcrim or h1S family to apologize, provide compensation, and explam the outcome of the
.
.
.
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mvestlgatlon
UNA..c\1SIL lDvestigations into allegations of sexual violence by peacekeepers mdicate a lack of appreciation
for the seriousness of the problem of sexual vlOlence Human Rights Watch urges UNAMSIL to fully investlgare
any allegations of sexual violence committed by UNAMSIL military or clvilian personneL The human nghts
sechon should sysrematically monitor and report on sexual vlOlence, including cases mvolvmg T..JN/u\1SIL
personneL UN,A.MSIL should establish a mechanism with the SLP whereby allegatlOns of sexual violence by
persons employed or affiliated with T.JNA.MSIL reported to the police are immediately reported to the relevant
lINAMSIL staff members, mcluding rhe provost marshal and the gender specialist m the human nghts section.
lJNAMSIL should reclprocate by reporting cases known to it to the SLP. lJNAMSIL should ensure that states
Human R1ghLS Watch Imervlew, Jon, May 28, 2002 OtFier villagers did not want to be interViewed.
Human R1£hts Watch mterview, Freetown, September 15,2002
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:epon wilhm the prescribed S1X months on follow up to cases lDvolvmg ;:rilitary persoc-ulel ,hat have resulted 1n
the alleged perpetrator bemg repacriated Ie hlS couDIry of ongm, m order to ensure thaL states prosecute the
accused This will serve to actually enforce a Slated "zero tolerance" for sexual exploitanon
TJNi'JvlSIL sLarf
and persons afflliaLed w1th lJl!L.!>~MSIL whlch to date has had no teeth and therefore no 1mpaCt on changmg
behavlOr Civilian staff who commit sexual vlOlence should be fLed. and chell T:usconduct proDdy recorded m
then personnel file to ensure that Lhey are not rehIred lD another UN. mIssion
The UNAMSIL human 'Ights section should also provicl:e in-depth gender sensnizanon training to military
and civilian staff The [raming should ensure that the peacekeepers understand the code of conduct and the
consequences if they do not adhere to 1t. The UN Code of Conduct for peacekeepers and the Military Observer
Handbook need to be revised to ensure that the zero tolerance policy for sexual exploitation by persons eillployed
or affiliated with UN. m1SSlOns and the consequences of such acts are clearly stated in these gUldelines SImilar
guidelines for civilian staff need to be wldely dlssemmated [Q all UN m1ssions
Both ECOMOG and UNA]vfSIL peacekeepers have sexually exploited women and soliclted child prostitutes

VI. EFFECTS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE
Health
Sexual violence often continues to impact the physical and menta! well-being of survivors long after the
abuses were committed. In addltion to the reluctance of some survivors [Q seek medical treatment, the lack of
health facilities, especially lD the prOVlDces, as well as the survivors' lack of money for transport, medlCal
170
Survivors also were often only able to
treatment and drugs has meant that the health status of survivors is poor
seek medical treatment months after the abuse had happened, for example when they managed to escape rebel
captors and make their way to a health center.
The probability of transmission of HTV and certain other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) is greatly
lDcreased lTI violent sex and any sex where a woman or girl 1S lTIJured. Doctors and other health personnel
mtervlewed by Human Rights Watch reported a high prevalence of STDs amongst victnns, as the armed con11ict
m Sierra Leone, like otber armed con11icts, served as a vector for sexually transmltted diseases. 171
A World Health Organization (\AfRO) report found an alarmingly high prevalence rate of HIV/AIDS
amongst Sierra Leone Army soldiers. According to the report, the SLA tested 176 soldiers and eighty-two
civilians working for the army who had prolonged diarrhea, tuberculosls, weight loss or pneumonia, and found a
HIV -pOSItive rate of 419 percent (or l08 persons). Among the group tested were eighty female soldiers of whom
thirty tested positive (37.5 percent) As many SLA soldiers defected to the rebel facnons, it 1S likely that vict1ms
172
of sexual vlOlence by them have been mfected w1th the virus
A U.N. report on the impact of con11ic, on
children states that rates of sexually transmitted diseases among soldiers are two to five times higher than those of
173
clVilian populations, and that during armed ::on11ict the rate of mfection can be up to fifty times hlgher.
Commercial sexual exploitation of women by soldiers, including peacekeepers, also contributes to the spread of

PHR report, p. 45
Human RIghLs Watch mterviews with Dr Olaylllka Koso-Thomas, Freetown, February 25, 2002, Dr Noah Conteh,
Fo~eetown, March 1, 2002 and Dr Bernard Fraser, Freetown, March 3, 2002
World Health OrgamzatlOn, H!v/AJDS in Siena Leone The Future at Stake-The StrategIC and Organi:anonai Context
and Recommendanons for AClIon (Freetown, 2000), p. 3
173 See United NatlOns Secunty Councl] resolutlOn 1308 on the responsibIlity of the Security Council m the mallltenance of
mternatlOnal peace and secunty: HlY/AIDS and mternatlOnal peacekeeplllg operations, July 17, 2000; and Graca Machel,
'The Impact of Armed Conflict on ChIldren A critlcaJ review of progress made and obstacles encountered in increasing
prorectlon for war-affected children," report prepared~ for and presented at the InternatlOnal Conference on War-Affected
ChIldren, SeDtember 2000, WinniDeg, Canada, :J 1'), at http)Iv.'V\"NwaraffectedchJ1dren.f;c.ca/machel-easp
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SiDs, mcludlI1£ EIV/AIDS !74 b 199 7 , tests showed that 70 5 ;Jercent of commerCial sex workers m Freetown
were HIV ;Jositive compared to 26 ; ;:Jercem ill 1995 !7S
The 2002 reDort by the Jomt Umted Nations PrograTI1We on HI'/IAIDS (lJNAlDS) on the global AIDS
e"Jidemic estimate'd that by the end of 200i there were 17'0,000 persons aged between fif;:een and fony-mne livmg
';lth HIV/AIDS m SIerra Leone UNAIDS esnmates that more than 50 percent of this figure (90,000) are women
and glrlS!76 More accurate figures on HIV/JuDS prevalence lD Sierra Leone, as opposed to esnmates, should be
lc'1own when the US Centers for Disease Control and PreventlOD (CDC) publlsh their repon based on a
177
nanonwide HIV/AIDS prevalence survey conducted m May 2002.
The government of Sierra Leone should
ensure that future mformatlOn campaigns on HIVliVDS are deslgned both to impan basic informanon and to help
reduce stigma, especially lD llght of the large number of SUrvlVorS of sexual vlOlence who may have been infected
wlth HIV
Other health problems are vasico-vaginal and vasico-rectal fIstulas (VVFs and VRFs), as a result of the
rape(s) especially of young glrlS but also of mature women; complications when givmg blrth; prolapsed utems;
trauma; and unwanted pregnancies Health professlOnals have noted high rates of pregnancies amongst young
girls with likely resultant illness, mj ury , and even death, due to pregnancy-related complications These girls are
likely to expenence future complicatlOns !Deluding utenne problems and scarrlDg, reducmg their ability IO have a
normal sex life or to conceIve or carry a child to full term m the fumre The health of children born to abducted
girls is also likely to suffer as the girls often have no one to teach them motherhood skills, contributing to hlgh
rates of infant mortalIty The health nsks are further exacerbated by various factors that impede safe sex,
mcluding lack of information about HIV/AIDS, as well as cultural practlces and beliefs that undermine the use of
reproductive health servlces and contraception.! 78 The lack of attentlOn pald until recently to conflict-related
sexual violence has meant that the health needs of women and gills have not received as much attentIOn or
funding as required to adequately address the scale of the problem. b general the SIerra Leonean health services
lack tramed and motIvated personnel, medical eqUlpment and supplies, drugs, and blood for transfusion. The
reproductive health mfrastructure, which was poor before 1991, vlftually collapsed durirlg the war 179 There are
only SlX speciallst obstetricians and gynecologists in Slerra Leone. !80 Treatment for sexually transmitted diseases
IS limited to the main towns and outreach by mobile clinics in some chiefdoms.
Mental health services for survivors of sexual violence are madequate and as of 2002 there was only one
qualified psychiatrist in the country. FA WE SIerra Leone, which has substantial expertise in treating survlvors of

174 Human Rights Watch mte[\l]ew, UNAMSIL medical personneL Freetown, April 30, 2002.
17S MmlstI)/ of Health and Sanitation, NatIonal AJDS/STD Control Programme Annual Report for 1998 (Freetown, Mimstry
of Health and SanItatIon, 1998), p 3
176 UNAIDS, Report on the Global HJV/AJDS EpIdemIC 2002 at http://wwwunaldsorg/, p. 190 This figure is based on a
[mal population of 4,587,000
177 Human RIghtS Watch mtervlew WIth Dr JoaqUlm Saweka (WHO Sierra Leone Representative), Freetown, May 3, 2002
The preliminary results of the CDC showed a prevalence rate of 49 percent
178 Only 297 of 4,923 women (or 6 percent) surveyed by the government m 2000 reported that they used contraceptives. ThiS
low prevalence of contraceptlOn use IS due to lack of access to family plannmg services WIthin the commuDllies, madequate
healtb faci!lnes, espeCIally zn the provmces, lack ·of dIsposable mcome to pay for these servIces.. and the low education of
women Only 3 percent of women with no educatlOn used contracepLion compared to 8 percent of women WIth pnmary
educatIOn and 14 percent of women with secondary or hlgher educanon Another worrymg facIOr is the unwillingness of
partners [0 use condoms, whIch does not boae well given the hlgh prevalence of HIV/AIDS and otber STDs See
90vernment of SIerra Leone, The Slatus of Women and Children in Sierra Leone, pp. 55-58.
1,9 lTNDP, Human Development Reporl 2001, P 198
ISO WHO and [he Ministry of Health and Samtanon, Assessment of DIstrIct Hospitals In Sierra Leone for the Delivery of Safe
Motherhood and Reproductive Health Services (Freetown 2002), p. 10 The Assessment also found that pbysICians attended
only 3 percent ofbUths whereas traditional buih attendants aSSlsted in 38 percent ofbuths nanonally. IbId. pp. 56-57 Only
10 percent of 4,923 women surveyed by tbe government n'1 2000 reponed that they recelVed antenatal care from a physiclan
See Government of Sierra Leone, The SlalUS of Women and Children zn Sierra Leone, D 10.
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sexual vlOlence, belJeves ,hal counselmg on a massive scale IS ~eeded w ensure that lhe women a~d girls ca::l face
the fJ.illr=, lSI
Sti£matization and Shame of Survivors
~ The rebels frequently commlTIed c~imes of sexual VIOlence in public places AM, a twemy-year-old male,
reDorted that when he was held in camivltv in State House in Freetown from January 8, 1999 for three days, he
sa~v from his cell window RU?//~'J---:RC c~mbatants raping about twenry to twemy-five girls each mght on the
grounds IS: Given that rape has been committed on such a systematic and widespread scale and was wltnessed by
many people, It seems that rape survivors, particularly Lel urban centers, are generally not stigrnanzed by society
Survivors mtervlewed have expressed fear of reJectlon by their families and commumties, but in practice it seems
that then fears are unfounded, Mosl survivors are accepted back lDtO their communities, with their families Simply
overjoyed to fmd thac they are still alive.
Nevertheless, some women, like R,K. who was raped by the CD? (see above, p 48), have been reJecled by
their husba::lds
I told my husband what happened. He cried and rejected me, He said he will find another wife
My family has begged him LO accept me as it was not my fault He does not love me anymore. I
am annoyed because I was the senior wife and now he does not treat me welL IS3
Girls and women who voluntarily Joined the rebel forces are less likely to be welcomed back.
The survey conducted by PhySicians for Human Rights gives an mdication of survival strategies employed
by women who had been raped: of the ninety-four irltervlewees reporting having themselves expenenced sexual
violence, sixty-one (or 65 percent) told someone about then casees) of sexual violence The majority of these
survivors (fifty women and gIrls or 53 percent) reported their experience to a health care provider in a hospnal,
health care center or to a traditIOnal healer, albeit on average five months after the inCldent(s) occurred Among
those not reporting these incidents and who stated a reason (twenty-eight out of thirty-three), the reasons given
were feelings of shame or social stigma (eighteen women and girls or 64 percent), fear of bemg stigmatized or
rejected (eight women and girls or 28 percent) and not having trust in anyone (SIX women and girls or 21 percent).
Eighteen women and girls (19 percent) reported that discussions with family members helped them to try to forget
about the lDcident(s), Other survivors reported that what helped most was to try and forget about the incident (46
percent), support of family (35 percent), a health care provider (33 percent) and traditional medicine (32
percent),18.
Human Rights Watch also found that many survivors feel intense personal shame that the rebels have defiled
them, and therefore often do not report the cnme or seek medical attention, S G, the fifty-year-old widow who
had both arms amputated after being raped (see above p. 36), described the shame and anger she felt after her
ordeal:
I didn't even tell my people about the rape It's such a shameful act Not just because of the
rebel's age, but also because never m my life have I had sex With someone besides my husband I
was a good woman. Can you imagine how I felt when this young boy raped me, kicked me and
then told me LO get our of his sight after doing this to me? And without my arms, how can I as a
woman even clean myself, let alone take care of my affaIrs, We're farmers and how am I to farm
now? Both the rape and amputation are awful .. but later when thinking about what happened, I
was even anyler about the rape than the ampuration because for him to have done that w me was

lSI Human Rights Watch lDtervlew WIth Chnstlana Thorpe (founding chalrperson ofFA\VE Sierra Leone Chapter), Freewwn, '
March 22, 2002.
182 Human Rights Watch imerview, Freetown, April 12, 1999
IS) Human Rights Watch lDtervlew, Freetown, A~2USt fl, 2000
IS' PHR report, D 51 and Table 6 on D 54. Wome~ could select more than one of the chOlces gwen
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Like blLmS', me inside because of the shame Sex is sometbillg you should en] oy toge:hei with
yom man-Bur LO do H like tl1at, to handle me like that, to torm.re me like thaI and then luck me
and leave me like that
it's too much But I 2:uess I was somehow lucky Thele couid nave been
ten people domg thaI La me 185
P.S twenty-five, who was abducted and gang raped by the WestSide Boys in January 2000, explained why
she had not reported her Iapes:

I didn't want to tell anyone whar happened I was ashamed because It is bad enough bemg done
like this, bUI having a rebel do it is even worse I felt so bad because I wanted to save myself for
someone speclal. I went IO secret soclety and they instructed us not to be mvolved in sex until we
were readv to marry' And now I'm afraid because of AIDS Vihen I think of them I feel so
186 ~
angry

VII. INTERJ'iATIONAL LEGAL PROTECTIONS AGAINST GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
Introd liction 187
Women and girls have, smce time irnmemonal, been subjected [0 sexual and gender-based violence,
meluding rape and sexual slavery, dunng armed conflict. Mass rape of women and girls was documented dunng
the Second World War as well as in more recent conflicts in such dlverse countries as the former Yugoslavia,
Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of Congo 188 Sexual violence has traditlOnally been considered as the
inevltable by-product of armed conflict and has been mischaracterized by military and political leaders as a
private crime or the unfortunate behavior of renegade soldiers. The use of rape as a weapon of war, however,
means that rape is not a private or incidental cnme Rape as a weapon of war serves a strategic function and acts
as an mtegral tool for achieving military objectives.
Conflict-related rape is an act of violence that targets sexuality, but it is also a military and political tooL It
functions to SUbjugate and humiliate both the women and men within the targeted community Furthermore, rape
lS generally not committed in isolation and victims are often subjected to multiple human rights abuses, which
serve to further traumanze the survivor. In confhcts ill which clvilians are the principal targets, sexual violence
has become an even more deliberate and insidious weapon of war. In the former Yugoslavia, for example, rape
and other grave abuses committed by Serb forces were with the intent to drive the non-Serb population from theIr
homes and communitles.

Human Rights Watch mter-new, Bo, March 2,2000
Human Rights Watch mtervlew, Freetown, February 8, 2000
187 Some of the information In thIS sectIOn was published prevlOusly in Human Rights Watch Women's Rights ProJect, The
Global Report on Women's Human Rights (New York: Human Rights Watch, 1995); and Dorothy Q Thomas and Regan E.
Ralph, "Rape in War: Challengmg The Tradiuonof lmpumty," SAIS Review (Washmgton DC. John Hopkms Unlverslty
Press, Wimer-Spong 1994)
138See for example Human Rlgh[s Watch, War Crimes zn Bosnia-Hercegovzna U.N Cease-Fire Won'! Help BanJa Luka
Volume 6, Issue 8, June 1994, http://www.hrworg/reports/l994/bosnia2/; Human Rights Watch, Bosnia-Hercegovina The
Fall
of Srebrenica
and
the
Failure
of UN
Peacekeepzng,
Vol.
7,
No.
13,
October
1995,
brtp://wwwhrN.org/summaries/s.bosma95 1O.htm); Human Rights Watch, BOSl1la and Hercegovina, A Closed, Dark Place.
Pas! and Present Human Rzghts Abuses zn Foca, Vol. 10, No.6 (D), July 1998, http:!hvwwhrworg/reports98/foca/; Human
Rlghts WatchJAfnca, Human RlQ:hts Watch Women's Rights Proiect FederatJon Intemationale des LiQ:ues des Droits de
l'Homme, Human RIghts Watch: Shallered Lives. Sexu~l VlOle~ce' dunng the Rwandan GenOCIde ~nd us Jijiennath,
Se;:)[ember 1996, http://www.J:mvorg/reports/1996/Rwanda.htm. Human Rights Watch, The War Withzn the War Sexual
Violence Agains! Women and Girls in Eastern Congo, June 2002, http://yvww.hf\Norg/reports/2002/drc/; Ruman RIghts
Watch, Democratic Republic oj Congo, War Cnmes zn Klsangani T'ne Response oj Rwandan-backed Rebels 10 the May
2002 Mutzny, Vol. 14, No 6 (A), August 2002, http://hrworg/repons/2002/drc2/; United NatlOns, Preliminary report
submltled by the SpeCIal Rapporteur on VIolence against women, its causes and consequences, Ms Radhika Coomaraswamy,
zn accordance With CommiSSIon on Human Ri::;hts resolution 1994/45, E/CN.4/:995/42 (United NatIOns, 1994). p 64.
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~he ten-veal mternal anned conflict lil Sierra Leone has oeen characTenzedegreglOus hur:;an 11ghts
.. . . .
. ,
h · ' · ·
189 ~
h
aouses agams, the CiVIlian populanon, mcludmg the use of sexual Violence w aCl~leVe ffilJltary alms.
rrom Ii e
tesuffiomes lil thIS report, n IS clear thac the rebels waged a war through atIaCKll1g CIVilians. Sexual vlOlence was
therefore used as part of the, rebels' milItary and polJtlCai strategy, With victims often bemg used to brrng
messages to theIr enemies mcluding PreSident Kabbah, ECOMOG, the SLA or t.:.\.;e CDF RUF rebels told afl
older womful whom they first raDed and then subiected to amDutation that: "There should be peace before the
elections Now you can 'go and v~te You have got to take a letter to Bo and those hands are th'e leuers,,19o The
testimonies also reveal how the rebels sought complete domination over girls and women by doing whatever they
wanted to, mcluding breaking numerous cultural taboos, such as rapmg lactatmg mothers or elderly women

Despite being commonplace dUrIng anned conflict, rape "remains the least condemned war crime,"
. only 'lil recent years that It has been
accordmg to the UN. special rapporteur on vlOlence agamst women. 191 It IS
exposed and condemned alongside other human rIghts abuses and international humanitarian law vlOlations
Sexual violence remalllS InsuffiCiently reported, condemned, and prosecuted as war crimes or cnmes agamst
humanity ThiS differemial treatment of sexual violence highlights the mternatlOnal commumty's wiHi...'lgness co
tolerate sexual violence against women notwithstanding ItS obligations under mternatlOnallaw
International law has prohibited rape and other forms of sexual vlOlence against women during armed
conflict for over a century .192 Perpetrators can be held accountable for rape and other forms of sexual violence as
war crimes, crrmes against humanity, and as acts of genocide I93 International human rights law, whlCh remams
applicable m times of armed conflic" also prohibits sexual violence and sexual slavery
International Humanitarian Law
International humanitarian law, also known as the laws of war, sets out protections for civilians, prIsoners of
war and other non-combatants dUrIng mternational and internal armed conflicts. 194 The four Geneva
195
l96
Conventions
and cheir two Additional Protocols
implicitly and explIeltly condemn rape and other forms of
189Umted NatIons, Report of the Speczal Rapporteur on vwlence ag'alnst women, its causes and consequences, !vIs Radhika
Coomaraswamy, submizted In accordance with Commisswn on Human Rights resolution 200]149, Addendum, MisslOn to
Sierra Leone, E/CN4/2002/83/Add,2 (UniTed Nations, 2002).
190 Human RIghts Watch mtervlew, Bo, March 2, 2000.
191 Umted NatIOns, Preliminary report submztled by the Spec wi Rapporteur on vwlence agaznst women, E/CN 4/1995/42, P
64
192 Some examples of how the Jaw prohibltmg war-related rape developed include the Italian lawyer Lucas de Penna
advocating m the thirteenth century for the pUillshment of wartime rape Just as severely as rape cOllUmtted in peacetIme, and
Hugo Grotius statmg m the sixleenth century that sexual violence committed in wartime was a punishable crime. Artlcles 44
and 47 of the 1863 Lieber Code, which senfed as the basis for subsequent war codes, also liSTS rape by a belligerent as a war
crime pUDlshable by death. See the Lieber Code of 1863, Correspondence, Orders, Reports, and Returns of the Union
Authonties, From January I to December 31,1863--#7, OR.--Senes III-Volume III [S# 124J, General Orders No 100,
War Dept., Ad)t. General's Office, Washzngton, April 24, 1863 ArtIcle 4 of the Hague ConventIon (1907) provides a general
prohibition of torture and abuses agamst combatants and non-combatams Article 46 of the same conventIOn prescnbes that
"[f]amiiy honour and nghts .must be respected," which can be mIerpreted to cover rape. See Convention Respectmg tbe
Laws and Customs of War on Land, WIth annexed Regulabons (Hague ConventlOn IV) of October 18, 1907, 36 Stat. 2277,
T.S. No. 539 (entered mto force January 26, 1910). Kelly D. Askin and Dorean M Koemg (eds.), J,Vomen and Internarzonal
Human Rights Law (Ardsley, NY Transnational Publishers, Inc .. 1999), Volume 1, p. 50. See also Kelly D. Asbn, War
Crimes Against Women Prosecution In 1l1lernarional War Cnmes Tribunals (Dordrecht: Kluwer Law Inlernational, 1997),
pp.18-36
193 Although genocide did not occur in Sierra Leone, rape and other forms of sexual violence can be defmed as constItuent
elements of genocide GenOCide is defined· under the 1948 ConventlOn on the PreventlOn and Punishmenc of the Cnme of
GenOCIde as "acts comIlllcted WIth the mtent IO destroy, m whole or III part, a natlOnal, ethmc, raCIal or re!IglOUS £roup"
GenOCide has anamedJus cogens scaws (a norm that preempcs oIher norms) and IS prohibited both III its own righc a~d a~ a
~
crime againsI humamIy
194 See the four Geneva ConventIons of 1949 and the rwo 1977 Protocols AdditlOnal to Ihe Geneva Convemions.
Other
sources of mternational bumamtanan law are the 1907 Hague ConventIon and Regulations decisions of mternauonal
.r
- ,
tribunals and customary law
195 Sierra Leone becam~ a partv to the four Geneva Conventions on June 10 1965
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sexual vlOlence as senous violations of humani tan an law in both intemanonal and tntemal conflicts In
mtemanonal armed conflicts, such crimes are grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and are conSidered war
GlIneS ViolatlOns involving direct arracks on clviiians dunng imernal armed confEcts are lnc:-easmgly recognized
as war cremes.
197

Under imernatlonal humannanan law, the civil war in Sierra Leone was an mtemal armed conflict.
Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions applies to all parties in an internal armed conflict, mcluding armed
opposition groups. Through its prohibition of "outrages upon "Personal dlgniry, ill particular humilialing and
degrading treatment," Common Axticle 3 impilcitly condemns sexual violence
The Fourth Geneva Convention on the protection of civilians m intemational armed conflicts prOVides a basis
for defmmg the protections provided under Common Article 3. iuncle 27 on the lreatment of protected persons
states that "women shall be especially protected against any attack on their honour, in particular agamst rape,
enforced prostitUtlOn, or any form of indecent assault" 198 Nticle 147 specifies that "torture or mhuman
treatment" and "willfuiiy causmg great suffering or serious injury to body or health" are grave breaches of the
conventions 199 According to the InternatlOnal Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) , rape and other forms of
sexual violence are considered to be zrave breaches and even a sinde act of sexual violence can constItUte a war
wo
cnme.
Article 4 of Protocol II, which govems mtemal armed conflicts and applied to lhe conflict m Sierra Leone,
expressly forbids "violence to hfe, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, m particular murder as
well as cruel treatment, such as torture, mutilation or any form of corporal punishment" and "outrages upon
personal digniry, in particular humiliatmg and degrading treatment, rape and enforced prostltutlOn and any form
of indecent assault" as well as "slavery and the slave trade in all thelr forms. ,,201 According to the ICRC
Commentary, this provislOn "reaffIrms and supplements Common .Article 3 ... [because J it became clear that it
was necessary to strengthen ... the protection of women
who may also be the victims of rape, enforced
prostitutlOn or mdecent assault ,,202
As the above language highlights, crimes of sexual violence under mtemational humanitarian law have been
mischaracterized as attacks against the honor of women or an outrage on personal digrnty-as opposed to attacks
on phySical mtegnry. ThIS mlscharacterizatlOn diminishes the serious nature of the cnme and contributes to the
widespread misperception of rape as an attack on honor that is an "incidental" or "lesser" crime relatIve to crimes
such as torture or enslavement 203 Whilst It is true that rape is an assault on human dignity, rape should primarily
be viewed as a violent assault on bodily integrity as well as one that dishonors the perpetrator and not the victim
Sexual Violence as a Crime against Humanity
Acts of sexual violence committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against civilians ill Sierra
Leone can be classified as crimes against humanity and prosecuted as such. There is no single intematlOnal treaty
that provides an authoritatlve definition of crimes agamst humanity, but such cnmes are generally considered to

Sierra Leone ratIfied the AdditlOnal Protocols on October 21, 1986
The fightmg m 1997-98 between West Afncan ECOWAS forces and the RUF/AFRC government may have met the
critena for an InternatlOnal armed conflict.
198 Geneva ConventlOn IV, Arncle 27 (2). Article 76 of Protocol I extends thiS protectlOn of protected persons to all women.
Protocol I, Article 76.
!99 Geneva Convention 1'\1, ArtIcle 147
200 Theodor Meron, "Rape as a Crime Under InternatlOnal Humamtanan Law," American Journal of Internatzonal Law
(Washington DC. American SocIety of InternatlOnal Law. 1993), vol. 87, p 426, cltmg the Internanonal Comrmttee of the
Red Cross, Alde Memotre, Decembe'r :3, 1992.
.
201 Protocol II, Article 4 (2) (a), (e) and (f).
202 Yves Sandoz, Christophe Swmarskl, Bruno Zimmerman (eds.), ICRC Commentary on the Additional Protocols of June
j ~77 10 the Geneva Conventzons of 12 August j 9 4 9 (Genevg.: Martmus NiJhoff, 1987), p. 1375, para. 4539.
20, See Cathenne N. Niarchos, "Women, War and Rape: Challenges facmg the International Cnminal Tnbunal for the former
Yugoslavia." Human Rzghts Quarterlv (Balnmore: The John Hopkms University Press. 1995), vol. 17. pp 67'") 674
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be senous and inhumane acts comrmrred as paiL of a widespread or systemallc attack agamst the cIvilian
popuiation, during peacetIme or war, and that ~e~ult from the persecutIon of a specIfic g:;:-oup 204
The charter establlshmg the Nuremberg tribunal after the Second World War dId not specify rape under
cnmes against humamry or 11st gender as one of the grounds of persecution, the incluslOn of rape could however
be derived from the charter's general prohiomon against "other Inhumane acts.,,205 Resolvmg this ambiguity, rape
(as well as wrmre) was mcluded in the specific list of crimes consmuring cnmes agamst humanity in the scamtes
of the IntematlOnal Cnminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICT{/o6 and the Internauonal Cnmmal
Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) 207
The statute of the International Crimmai Court (ICC) expands on this by including gender as one of the
grounds of persecutlOn, as well as adcimg rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostltutlOn, forced pregnancy, enforced
sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable graviry208 This definition of gender-based cnmes
agamst humanity', whIch appropnately makes no reference to the outdated notion of "cnmes against honor," has
been taken up in the Statute of the SpeCIal Coun for Sierra Leone (see below for a discussion of the Special
Court)
Under the evolvmg case law on cnrnes against humamry, formal proof of policy, plan or design lS no longer
an essential element for the prosecutlOn of CDmes against humamty Both the rCTY and the ICTR have found that
the existence of a plan or pollcy lS sufficient: the policy need nOL be formahzed and may be deduced from the way
m which the acts occur. 209 The failure to take action to address widespread or systematic attacks against the
CIvilian populatlOn can also be considered suffiCIent to deterrmne the requiSIte element of policy, plan or deSIgn.
Both state and non-state actors can be held accountable for crimes against humanity
An individual case of serious sexual violence can be prosecuted as a crime agamst humanity if the
prosecution can make the link between the single vlOlatlOn and other violations of baSIC human rights or
mtematlOnal humanitanan law that have been committed as a widespread or systematic attack against the civilian
population 210 Each enumerated type of act, such as murder, torture, or rape, does not need to be committed on a

204

See, eg "Report ofthe Secretary-General Pursuant to Paragraph 2 of Security Council ResolutIon 808," 32 LLM at 1159

(1993), para. 48

205 The Nuremberg Charter, as amended by the Berlin Protocol, S9 Stat 1546, 1547 (1945), EA.S NO 472,82 U.NTS
284 Under article 6(c) of the Nuremberg Charter, crimes agamst humanity lDcluded, but were not Imllted to the followlDg
atrOCIties: "[mJurder, extermination, enslavemem, deportatlOn, and other mhumane acts corrumtted against any Civilian
population, before or dunng war, or persecutions on political, racial or religlOus grounds."
206 ii..rticle 5 of the Statute of the ICTY names rape as a cnme agamst humamty See Statute of the ICTY (adopted 25/5/93) at
http://wvvw.un.org!ictylbaslc/statutistatute-con.htm.
207 iv1Icle 3 of the Statute of the ICTR names rape as a cnme agamst humamty. See Statute of the ICTR (adopted 8111/94) at
http://www .ictL org.
208 Artlcle 7 of che Statute of the ICC enumerates cnmes against humamty as "any of the followmg acts when cornmltted as
part of a WIdespread or systematlc attack directed agamst any civilian populanon, with bowledge of the attack (a) Murder;
(b) Exterrmnation; (c) Enslavement; (d) Deportation, (e) Impnsonment or other severe depnvatlOn of physical liberty lD
vlOlatlon of fundamental rules of mternatlOnal law; (f) Torture; (g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced
pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual vlOlence of comparable gravlry; (h) Persecution against any
ldentlfiable group or collectlvlty on polItical, raCIal, natiOnal, ethnic, cultural, religlous, gender as defined lD paragraph 3, or
other grounds that are uillversally recognized as lmoermlsslble under imernatlOnallaw, lD connectlon WIth anv act referred to
lD thIS paragraph or any cnme wIthlD the Jurisdiction of the Coun; (i) Enforced dIsappearance of persons;
The mme of
apartheid, (k) Other lnhumane acts of a slmilar character mtemionally causlDg great suffermg, or senous injury to body or to
mental or physlcal health" Rome Stacuce of the Internatlonal Criminal Coun, opened for sIgnature July 17, 1998, Artlcle . "
repnnted lD 37 LL.M. 999 (1998) SIerra Leone slgned and ratlfied the Rome Starute on October 17, 1998 and September 15,
2000 respectlvely
209 Kunarac Tnal Chamber Judgement para. 432
210 "It lS sufficient co show that the act cook place lD th~ context of an accumulation of acts of violence which, mdividually,
mav varY [featly m nature and [raVltv" Kunarac Trial Cbamber Jude:ement. oara ,119
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wldespread or systematic basis-it 1S lhe attack thaI :nust be widespread. or systematic
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Human Rights Law
SleEa Leone IS party IO illlernatlOnal human Llghls instruments that provide safeguards for women and girls
at all nmes, mcludmg dunng armed conr1ic:. These mclude prOLectlOn from rape as torture and otber
21lsrreatment; slavery and forced prOStltutlOn; and discnmmation based on sex. i\rmed opposition groups,
particuiarly those m comrol ofterrirory, have lDcreasingly been under an obligation to respect lDremational human
'I" nghrs standards:
L

-'

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the Convention against TortUre and
Other Cruel, Lriliuman or Degrading Treatment or Pumshment (CAT)2i3 prohibIt tortUre and other cruel, mbuman
or degrading treatment by officlals or persons acung in an offiCIal capacIty. The Convention on the Rights of the
Child (CRC) provides for the nght to freedom from torture, sexual exploitatlOn and abuse as well as liberty and
214
secunty of person
The 1991 constitution of SIerra Leone also prohibits "any form of IOrtUre or any punishment
or other treatment which is inhuman or degrading. ,,21S
The United Nations special rapporteur on torture has recognized that rape can constiture torture: "[R]ape is a
traumatic form of torture for the victim ,,2i6 The ICTY lD the FurundzlJo case noted that "[i]n certain
cIrcumstances
rape can amount to torture and has been found by inremational JudICIal bodies to constItute a
violatlOrl of the norm prohibiung torture,,2i7 The ICTR in the Akayesu case stated that "Like tortUre, rape is used
for such purposes as mtimidatlOn, degradation, humiliarion, discrimmation, pUDlshment, control or destrucrion of
a person. Like torture, rape IS a violation of personal dIgnity, and rape m fact constitutes torture when It is
mflicted by or at the mstigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting
in an official capacity,,218
Sexual violence generally violates women's rights to be free from discrimination based on sex as provided
219
for under the ICCPR.
Under Article 1 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discnmination
Against Women (CEDAW),220 the definition of discrimination is considered to include "gender-based violence
precisely because gender-based vlOlence has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the enjoyment by
w The CEDAW Committee enumerated a wide range of
women of human nghts" on a basis of equality wit.'l men.
obligations for states related to ending sexual violence, including ensuring appropriate treatment for victims in the
Justice system, counseling and support services, and medical and psychological assistance to victims. 222 In a 1993
ProseculOr v. Kupreskic, Judgement, IT-95-16-T, 14 January 2000 (Kupreskic Tnal Chamber Judgement), para. 550.
Nigel S Radley, "Can Armed Opposition Groups Violate Human Rights?" 10 P Mahoney and K. Mahoney (eds.) Human
Rights In the 21 st Century A Global Challenge (Dordrecht Martmus Nijhoff, 1993), pp 297-318, and International Council
211

212

on Human Rights Policy, "Hard Cases: Bringing Human Rights Violators to Justice Abroad-A Guide to Umversal
JunsdictlOn," (Geneva: Imernational CounCIl on Human Rights Policy, 1999), p 6.
212 Sierra Leone ratifled tbe CAT on March 1,2001
214 Sierra Leone rallfied the CRC On June 18, 1990 Artlcle 34 protects tbe child from sexual exploitatlOn and sexual abuse.
ArtIcle 37 provldes for the freedom from torture or other cruel, inhuman or degradmg treatment or punishment as well as
liberty and secunry of person.
215 ConStltutlOn of Sierra Leone (1991), Chapter III - The RecognitlOn and ProtectlOn of Fundamental Human Rights and
Freedoms of the Individual, s 20(1).
216 United Nations, Report 0/ the UN Special Rapporteur on Tonure, Mr Nigel S Rodley, submztted pursuant to the
Commzss!on on Human Rights Resolunon 1992/32, E/CNA/1995/34, Paragraph 19, January 12, 1995.
~:~ ProseculOr v. AnloFurundiija, Judgement, 1T-95-1711-T, December !Cl, 1998, para. 171.
- ProsecuiOr v Jean-Paul Akayesu, Judgement, 1CTR-96-4-T, September 2, 1998 (the Akayesu Tnal Chamber Judgement),
para 687
219 See lCCPR, Articles 2 (1) and 26.
720
- Sierra Leone ranfied thIS treary On November 11, 1988
221 Women, Law and Development 1ntemanonaL Gender Violence
The Hidden War Crimes (WashmgwD D.C. Women,
Law and Development International, 1998), P 37
m CommIttee on the Elimination of All F~rms of Dlscnhunation Against Women, "Violence Against Women," General
Recomrnendanon no. 19 (eleventh seSSlOn. 19921 UN Document CEDAW/C/1992/L lIAdd 15
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che eN Gene~al Assemoly declared tbac ;xohibnmg gender discrmllnatIOn mcluQes eliml:lanng
all aupropnale means and wnnoul delay a policy of
Q:ender-Qased vlOlence and that stales "should pursue
~hmlDating vlOlence agamsl women. ,,2:3

~esolutlon,

The eRC also provIdes f~r freedom from dlscr.mination on the baSIS of gender (.A..rncle
and the nght to
enj oyment of the highesc attamable slandard of health (An:icle 24). Under A,nele 39, Slales shall take all
approuriale measures to promole physical and psychologIcal recovery and socialmtegration of a cbild victim of
any form of neglect, explOltation, or abuse: torture of any other form of cruel, inhuman or degracmg treatment or
pumshment; or armed conflicts The CRC also calls upon states LO provIde special protectIOn and assistance to a
child "cemporarily or pennanently depnved of his or her family environment. "Z24 A child's nght to "such
measures of protection as are required by hIS starus as a mmor" is also guaranteed by the ICCPR.Z2'
Under both the ICCPR and CEDAW, slavery and forced prostirution in times of armed conflIct constltute a
baslC VIOlation of the right to liberty and secunty of person. 2"6 Furchermore, slavery, whIch IS a JUs cogens norm
from willch no derogation is permitted, is proillbited under ArtIcle 8 of the ICCPR, willch also proillbils forced
labor, and by the 1926 Slavery Convennon 227 The nght to freedom from slavery is also provided under the
m
constitution of Sierra Leone
The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, to
"[ eJlimmation of every discnmination against women
and
child,,229 as well as the right to integrity of one's person, and the
and degradation
,particuiarly slavery, slave trade, corture,
treatment."Z30

whIch Sierra Leone is a pany, guarantees the
protection of the nghts of the woman and the
nght LO be free of". [aJ11 forms cif explOltation
cruei, inhuman or degrading punishment and

Gender Jurisprudence for Crimes of Sexual Violence
DespIte the widespread practIce of sexual violence during the Second World War, rape did not figure
prominently ill the prosecutions brought by the two major tribunals established after the war. Rape was not
prosecuted at any of the Nuremberg trials not\vithstanding the evidence of sexual violence presented. Rape
charges were brought in a few cases before the International Military Tribunal m the Far East (the Tolc,vo
Tribunal),23l and several accused were convicted of crimes including sexual VIOlence The Tokyo tribunal was
responsible for bringing mternational attention to atrociues, including sexual violence, committed during the

="'

United Nations General Assembly, "DeclaratIon on the Elimination of Violence agamst Women," .AlRES/48/1 04,
December 20, 1993 (issued on February 23, 1994). See Article 4, in partIcular
2}4 Article 20 (l) of the CRe
225 Although the masculme pronoun is used., the ICCPR is applJcable without any discrimination to sex as stated in Article 24
(I)
226 Article 9 of the lCCPR provides for the freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention or exile, whilst ArtIcle 23 prohibits forced
marnage. Under ArtIcle 6 of CEDA W, states are reqUIred to take all appropriate measures, meluding leglslatlOn, to suppress
all forms of traffic m women and explOltatlOn of prostitution of women.
221 Slavery Convemion, United Nations, healY Series, vol. 212, p. 17, July 7 1955
228 Constltution of SIerra Leone (1991), Chapter III - The RecogmtlOn and Protection of Fundamental Human PJghts and
Freedoms of the IndiVIdual, s. 19 (1).
229 Article 3 of the African [Banjul] Charter on Human and Peoples' RIghts, adopted June 27, 1981, OrgamzatlOn of Afncan
Unity Doc CABiLEG/67/3 rev. 5, 21 LLM. 58, 1982 Sierra Leone SIgned and ratified thIS treaty on August 27, 1981 and
September 21, 1993 respect1Vely.
~30 .Anicles 4 and 5 of the Afncan Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights.
"31 The Indictment for the InternatIOnal Mihtary Tribunal for the Far East (IMTFE) included ~ape withm the cnmes charged
generally IMTFE Indictment, p. 31, reproduced in the IMTFE Docs" vol., 20, Annex A-6: See aiso Appendix D, attached to
the indictment, whIch prOVides more derail on the charges. The IndIctment stated that the accused were responsible for "mass
murder, rape, pillage, bngandage, torture, and other barbanc crueltIes upon the helpless civlhan populatlOn of the overrun
countnes" Appendix D alleged responsibiliry for "inhumane treatment" and "mIstreatment" when "ciVIlian internees were
murdered, beaten, torrured, and otherwIse tll-treated and female orisoners were raDed bv members of the JaDanese forces"
and "female nurses were raped., murdered and ilJ-t~eated," and '''large numbers ~f the· tnhabitams" were ~lso murdered,
tortured, raDed. and otherWIse mIstreated..
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"Rape of 0ianking" The Tok.-:o triounal failed., however, to prosecUIe members of ~~_e Japanese gover!lLllent and
II:.ilitary for the 200,000 "comfort women" forced mw sexual slavery ciunng the war c,"
WidesDread reDons of sexual violence in the conflicts in the former YUQ:oslavla and Rwanda were
rhe
Securirj Council decmons authorizmg the establishment of-rhe rCTY and the rCTR. As
nmed, the statutes of both the rCTY and rCTR make explicIt mention of rape as a c,irne against humaniry233 The
rCTY also has ImpliCit Junsdiction to prosecute crimes of sexual violence as grave breaches of mtematlonal
234
hllillanirarian law, as violations of the laws and cuswms of "war and genocide
The rCTR is expliCitly
empowered w prosecUIe rape as a serious violation of Common lv-ticle 3 of the Geneva Convemions and can
235
prosecute crimes of sexual violence when they constitute tonure or genocide.

instrumem~l ill

UN

Both tribunals have played a critical role in setting precedems lD the prosecUIion of conflict-related sexual
136
violence, illcludmg articulating definitions and elements of many gender-related cnmes.
As noted at thIS
report's opening (see "Defininon of Sexual Violence, Rape and Sexual Slavery," p. 2), both the rCTR (in the
1998 Akayesu judgment) and the rCTY (in the 2002 Fow Judgment) defined rape, of whIch there is no commonly
accepted definitiOn in mternationallaw, albeit the defInition from the .A.kayesu Judgment has been cnticized as too
broad. The Akayesu Judgment also provided a legal defmition of sexual violence any act of a sexual nature,
mcluding rape, committed on a person under coercive circumstances, but which need not include a physical
invasion of the body or even contact.:m The rCTY has found that sexual violence not only constitutes cmres
against humanity, war crimes and grave breaches, but can also constItute torrore, enslavement, serious bodily
injUry and other relevant acts as long as the elements constiroting these crimes are present in the act of sexual
violence.
In general, however, both tribunals have had an lIlconsistent record on investigatmg and prosecuting crimes
of sexual violence The rCTR continues to lack a comprehensive approach to the mcluslon of sexual violence
charges and has failed to include these charges or seek amendments in the anginal indictments where the Office
238
of the Prosecutor has witness testimony or eVldence of sexual violence

m See the Appendix entltled "An Analysis of the Legal Liability of the Government of Japan for "Comfort Women Stations"
Established Dunng the Second World War" to the Umted NatJOns, Contemporary Forms ofSlavery· Systematic Rape, Sexual
Slavery and Slavery-like ProC!lces during Armed Conflict, pp. 38-55
23J Article 5 of the Statute of the ICTY names rape as a crime against humamty See Statute of the ICTY (adopted 25/5/93) at
http://\\'Ww.un.orglicryfbasic/statutlstatute-con.htm. Article 3 of the Statute of the ICTR names rape as a cnme agamst
humanity See Statute of the ICTR (adopted 8111194) at http://wWW.lctLorg.
234 Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the Statute of ll-Je ICTY respectively.
m Articles 4, Article 3 (f) and Article 2 respectively of the ICTR Statute
236 Akayesu Tnal Chamber Judgment; Prosecutor v rad!c; Prosecutor v Delalic, el al., IT-96- 21-A, November 16, 1998;
Prosecutorv. Anto Furundiya' Judgment, December 10, 1998; Prosecutor v. Blask!c, IT-95-14, Judgement, March 3, 2000;
Prosecutor v, Kvocka el aI., Judgement, IT-98-30-T, November 2, 200L Prosecutor v Dragoljub Kunarac, Radom!r Kovac
and Zoran Vukov!c (Foca case), Appeals Chamber Judgement, June 12,2002, IT-96-23 and IT-96-231l.
2J7 Akayesu Tnal Chamber Judgement, para. 688
The ICTR stated "The Tribunal defmes rape as a physical mvasJOD of a
sexual nature, committed on a person under circumstances whlch are coercIve The Tribunal conslders sexual violence, whlch
mcludes rape, as any act of a sexual nature which IS comrrutted on a person under circumstances which are coercJVe. Sexual
violence is Dot limited to physicalmvasion of the human body and may melude acts WhlCh do not mvolve penetration or even
phyS1Cai contact. The mCldent described by Witness KK m which the Accused ordered the Interahamwe [Hum militIa] to
undress a student and force her to do gymnastlcs naked LD the public courtyard of the bureau communal, in front of a crowd,
constitutes sexual violence The Tribunal notes m thiS context that coerClVe circumstances need not be eVldenced by a show
of physlcal force Threats, intimidation, extonion and other forms of duress which prey on fear or desperation may constitute
coerClOn, and coercIOn may be mherent m certam Circumstances, such as armed conflict or the military presence of
lnterahamwe amon'! refu'!ee Tutsi women at the bureau communal"
2J8 See Human Rights Watch press release "Bosma: Landmark VerdlCtS for Rape, Torrure, and Sexual Enslavement"
February 22, 2001, at httpl/wwwhrworg/press/200l/02/serbia0222.htm These facts were reconfirmed from a reliable
source from the ICTR, Human Rights Watch mterview, Freetown, November 8. 2002
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Command Responsibility239
The culpability of supe;'-lOr OIIlcers for atroclties that thelr subordmates comlmt IS commonlY known as
commanc resDonsibiltty Althouse:h the concept onse:inated in military law, It now also eubraces the ,esponsiblltty
0: civil autho~lties for rhe abus!=s~ committed by per~olls under their direc: authonty 240
Commanders of armed rebel groups, such as in Sierra Leone, are subject to corrmand ;.-esponsibiliry vIlllle
Com."Tlon ,A...,'1:icle 3 of the Geneva Conventions and Protocol II on lnLemal armed conflicts do not expliclt:y
mention command responsibihty, the application of Protocor'll depends on there being orgamzed armed groups
"ullder responsible command,,241 Command responsibillry is now part of customary mtemational law, that is, a
universally recognized precept of international criminal law It IS also an explicit fearure of many treatles,
mcluding the statutes of the ICC, the ad hoc tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, and of the Speclal
Coun for Sierra Leone (see below, p. 63)
There are two forms of command responsibihty. The ftrst is direct responsibihty for orders that are unlawful
\Vhen an offiCIal authoflzes or orders rapes, massacres, or other grave abuses, that mdividual IS crimmaliy
responsible for these acts, whether the superior who initlated or conveyed the order also carries out the atrocity or
has subordinates perform it. The other form of cOlTh-nand responsibihty IS an Imputed responsibility for the cnmes
of subordinates where those crimes are not based on direct orders In this case, responsibllity is determmed on the
baSIS of whether the supeflor knew or should have known of the abuses commltted by subordinates.
Knowledge of the abuses may be actual, either by the army officer or rebel commander witnessing the cnmes
or bemg informed of them shortly thereafter It may also be constructive, where the abuses were so numerous or
notorious that a reasonable person could come to no other conclusion than that the supenor must have known of
thelr commlssion or of the eXlstence of an understood and acknowledged routine for their commission. Another
baSIS of constructive notice is that the offtcer should have known of the offenses, but displayed such serious
personal derehction as to constirute willful and wanton disregard of the possible consequences, which IS an
extreme form of negligence The failure of the commander to take appropriate measures to control the
subordinates under his or her command and prevent atrocities, and the failure to punish offenders, are further
elements m showing command responsibility

,Au'"! mdividual found to have command responsibillty for the crime committed by a subordinate is deemed
culpable to the same degree as the subordinate. A commander will therefore be found guilty of murder if he or she
stood by while the subordinate committed murder.
\Vith regard to the crime of rape, some courts have been reluctant to impute command responsibility for what
lS seen as random and a private crime 242 However, the requirements of command responsibility do not vary
according to the particular crime; the commander is no more permitted to stand by while rape is committed than
to stand by while murder is. If a supenor had reason to know that subordinates under his or her command
committed rape (such as news reports, or widespread commission of this abuse), and failed to use all feasible
means under hls or her command to prevent and pumsh this abuse, he or she may also be found guilty of rape

The legal analysis In thIS sectIOn was preVIOusly published In Human Rights Watch, Miiosevlc and the Chain 0./ Command
Kosovo, July 7, 2001, http//wwwhnv.org/press/2001/07/chain-of-cornmand.hlm.
240 Geoffrey Robertson, Cnmes against HU~1Qnity The Str.1ggie for Global Justrce (London Pengmn Books Ltd., 1999), P
239
In

206-7
24; Article 1 (1), Protocol II.
242 See generally Patncia Viseur Sellers and Kaoru OLlli'Zumi, "Prosecutmg InternatlOnal Cflmes: An InSIde View: IntentIOnal
ProsecutJOn of Sexual Assaults." TranSl1allOnai Law & C0l11emporalY Problems Volume 7, Number 1 (Sonnil (997), p. 45
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~VIII.

TRb...NSITIONAL ruSTICE MECHA...""rSMS FOR SIERRA LEONE

Two transitional Justice mecharisms are currently underway to address the cycle of Impunicy m SleITa
Leone a Truth and Reconciltation ComIIllsslOn (TRC) and a SpecIal Court for SIerra Leone (SCSL) Both bodies
became operational m the thIrd qu~ner of 2002 ~
The Lome Amnesty
The Lome Peace Agreement of July 7, 1999, comroversially_provided for amnesty for combatants m the cIvil
war Under Article 9 (1), Sankoh was granted an absolute and free pardon (he had been convicted and sentenced
tc death for hIs mvolvement m the 1997 coup); and under ArtIcle 9 (3) the governmem was reqmred to ensure that
"no official or JudiCIal action IS taken agamst any member of the RlTF/SL, ex-P..FRC, ex-SLA or CDF In respect
[Q anything done by them lD pursuit oftbeir objectives as members of those orgaruzauons, smce March 1991, up
to the tune of signing of the present Agreement. ,,242 At the last mmute, the U.N. secretary-general's specIal
represemative attending the talks added a hand-written caveat that the U.N held the understanding that the
amnesty and pardon prOVIded for in .A. rticle 9 did not apply to international crimes of genocide, crimes against
humaruty, war crunes, and other senous violations of international humanitarian law
Underinternanonal law, states have an ergo omnes obligation-in other words a duty owed to the whole
mternational community-to mvestigate and prosecute cnmes against humanity, genocide and torture even if this
means that amnesty laws are in effect annulled This means that Sierra Leone therefore has an obligation under
international law to prosecute those who committed crimes against humanity and torture, mespective of the Lome
Pu.lil1esty and the settmg up of theSCSL Other states also have an obligation to prosecute these crimes based on
the principle of universal jurIsdiction (see below at p. 66 for a diSCUSSIOn on this pnnciple) Cnmes committed m
the post-Lome period fall outSIde the amnesty and can be prosecuted under domestIc law
The granting of an amnesty may also be challenged under the Sierra Leonean constItution and mternational
law, as being agamst the fundamental legal principle of the state's duty to provide an effective remedy agamst
official violation of guaranteed rightS. The U.N. Human Rights Commission has ruled that "States may not
deprive mdividuals of the right to an effective remedy, including compensation and such rehabilitation as may be
possible. ,,244 A duty to revoke the amnesty retroactively may even arise under mternational law Several Sierra
Leonean lawyers have discussed the issue of tbe amnesty's constirutlOnality and whether to challenge it in court.
Truth and Reconciliation Commission
The 1999 Lome Peace Agreement provides for the establishment of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission,
which was conceIved by nongovernmental organizations attending the peace talks as a counterbalance to the
amnesty granted to all parties. Under the peace agreement, the TRC was to be established to "address rrnpunity,
break the cycle of violence, provide a forum for both the victims and perpetrators of human nghts violations to
tell their story, [and] get a clear picture of the past in order to facilitate genuine healing and reconciliation .. ,,245
The commission should have been established withlll mnety days after the sigmng of the peace agreement,
but the Sierra Leonean Parliament did not pass the Truth and Reconciliation Act establishing the TRC untIl
February 2000. Its establishment was further delayed due to the renewed outbreak of fighting in May 2000, and
lack of politIcal will of both the government and the international community As the selection process for the
commissioners took longer than planned, the government also decided to delay the commencement of the TRC
until after the May 2002 elecIlons to ensure that the TRC would not be poEticized by the elections. The actiVities
of the TRe may well be further hampered by funding shortfalls Only US $15 million had been pledged as of
June 2002, panially because the Office of the U.N High ComrmsslOner for Human Rights (OHCHR) dId not

ArtIcle 9 of the 1999 Lome Peace A!2:reement.
Robertson, Cnmes agalnsr Humanu; The Srl"uggiefor Global JustIce, p 260
245 Anicle 26 (l) of the 1999 Lome Peace AQIeemem.
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launch the funding aDpeal until January 25, 2002. 1,:s total planned budget was r;educed from almost U S $10
milllOn co U.S $6,276,44.0 m August 2002 and has remamed unchanged SUlce rhen"46
On May 13, 2002, Presid~nt KabiJah allilounced u'le seven commissioners The four SIerra Leoneans are Rt.
Rev. Dr Joseph C Humper; Justlce Laura A E. Marcus-Jones; Prof. John A. Kamara; and Mr Sylvanus Tono
The tbIee intematlOnal commissioners are Madam i\jaaratal Satang Jow (Gambia), Ms Yasmin L Sooka (South
Afnca); and Professor William Schabas (Canada). The commIssion had a three-month preparatory phase, ",'lhich
started in July 200:?, and must wrap up its accivities and submit a report wtthin IWelve months of the stan of
247
hearings, WhICh as of thIs wnring have not yet begun
An ImeriII1 executive secretariat headed by the Slerra
Leonean la'Vlyer Yasmin Jusu-Sheriff and staffed with eight other members was estabhshed to support the work of
the comrrllSSlOners. The budget will be used to establish the secretanat of the commIssion ill F reerown, which will
support the seven commissioners and the office of the executive secretary. In additlOn, it is likely that six
operational units will be establ1shed to prov1de support to the commIssioners and the execut1ve secretary 248 The
establishment of regional offices 1S also provIded for under the Act and should encourage Sierra Leonean
participation and ownership of the process. These offices are expected to begm functloning in early 2003 249
The TRC's mandate is "to create an impartial histODcal record of violations and abuses of human nghts and
international humanitanan law related to the armed conflict in Slerra Leone, from the beginnmg of the armed
conflict m 1991 to the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement; to address Implirlity; to respond to the needs of the
victims: to promote healmg and reconciliation and to prevent a repetItion of the violations and abuses suffered. ,,250
The comm1ssion is called upon to give special attention to the subject of sexual abuse and may also implement
"special procedures to address the needs of such particular VICtimS as children or those who have suffered sexual
abuse ... ,,251 Any committees formed by the commission to assist it in the performance of its functions should also
take into account gender representatlOn 252
Both the UN,<\MSIL human rights unit and NGOs have conducted sensitization activities, mainly in the key
urban centers, to ensure Sierra Leonean awareness of the process, but at the time of writing, there was still
considerable confusion about the role of the TRC, especially in relation to the Special Court for Sierra Leone
(SCSL).
Human Rights Watch believes that the work of the TRC would be greatly eJ:1.nanced were the staff of the
TRC to be gender-balanced WIth women represented at all levels and to include persons with expertise in sexual
and gender-based violence The gender adviser, expected to take up the post in January 2003, should provide
gender sensitization training and ensure that the work of the TRC, including investigations and hearings, are
carried out in a sensitive manner. Human Rights Watch recommends that the IRC explore the relatlOnsrup
between the widespread and systematic nature of conflict-related sexual violence and the low status of and
discriminatlOn against women. The [mal report on the findings of the TRC should hIghlight gender-specific
abuses committed throughout the countrj during the armed conflict. The TRC should also make recommendations
on Improvements to the law and judiCIal system toward eliminating the discriminatory nature of customary and
general law, and on legal reform and human nghts training for government authomies, including members of the
criminal Justice system. The report should highlight the need for increased aSSIstance (shelter, medical care,
education, skills training, mental health programs, etc) for women, as well as for strengthening eXIsting women's
groups through capaciry building

Human RIghts Watch telephone interview wlth TRC staff, November ]4, 2002.
The TRC can extend Its operations for another six months prOVIded thaI good cause is shown. IRC Act 2000, SectlOn 5
(l). See http://wwwslerra-leone.orgltrcact2000html
248 The SIX operational umts WIll probably be AdmimstratlOn and Programmmg; Public InfonnatlOn and Education: Legal;
InvestlgatlOn; Research; Reconciliaoon and Protection
249 Human RIghts Watch telephone interview with TRC staff, November 14, 2002
250 TRC Act 2000, SectlOn 6 (]). See http://WVv·wslerra-leoneorg:!trcacCOOO.html
251 Ibid., SectlOn 6 (2) (b) and 7 (4) resp~ctivelyr
~
252 IbId., Section 10 (2)
.
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Soecial Court for Sierra Leone
. Followmg the hoslage LaKing of over 500 UN peacekeepers and the renewed outbreak of fighnng bec-ween
Ihe RUT and government forces in May 2000, rhe government of Sltrra Leone requested that the U.N. assist m
establishmg a coun "to try and bnng to credible Juslice those members of the Revolmionary Umted Front (RUF)
OJ.ld their accomplices responsible 'for commming crimes agamst Ihe people of Sierra Leone and for the raking of
eN peacekeepers as hostages ,,153 The government expressly memioned that the RUT, in reneging on their
obligatlOns under the Lome Peace Agreement, contmued to subject many women and children to human nghts
abuses, includmg sexual slave'j. On August 14, 2000, the U.N. Secunty Council passed Resolution 1315
requestmg the secretary-general to negotlale with the Sierra Leonean government an agreement for the
eSLablishment of a special court.
Due to delays in funding contributions and agreement on key substamive matters, the agreement between the
254
government and the U.N. to estabEsh the Special Court for Sierra Leone was not Signed until January 16, 2002
The tocal budget for the SCSL is US $568 million. The first year of the court has been fully funded and pledges
have been received for the second year 255 The secretary-general appOinted the prosecutor and regIstrar on April
256
Given budgetary
19, 2002, and it is hoped thaI the first trials will commence in the second quarter of 2003
constraints, it 1S likely that only a limited number of persons will be tned, perhaps as few as twenry.
The SCSL differs 10 notable ways from the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and
the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Firstly, it is based on an agreement between the government and
the U.N and was Dot established by a Secunty Council resolution under ChapLer VII of the U.N. Charter. This
257
means that the Special Court does not have the power to require mtemational cooperatlOn
Secondly, the SCSL
is a hybrid court relying on both international and domest1c laws. The professlOnal and support staff of the court
will be a mix of Sierra Leonean and foreign nationals.
Article I of the SCSL provides that the court has the competence to try "persons who bear the greatest
responsibility for serious violations of international humanitarian law and Sierra Leonean law committed in the
territory of Sierra Leone since 30 November 1996.,,258
Other crimes that the court has the JuriSdiction to prosecute are provided under Article 2 to i\.rticle 6 Under
/liticle 2, which defmes the crimes against humanity that the SCSL has the power to prosecute, the following
crimes of sexual violence are specified: "rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy and any
other form of sexual violence. ,,259 Rape, enforced prost1tution and any form of indecent assault can also be
prosecuted as violations of Common i\rticle 3 to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II as stated
e.nder llitlcle 3 of the statute Under Article 4, specific serious violations of international humanitarian law are
enumerated, including mtentlOnally attacking civilians and the recruitment of children under fifteen years old into
2SJ Letter dated June 12, 2000 and addressed by the presldent of Sierra Leone to the U.N secretary-general. Letter and
annexed Suggested Framework for the Special Court.
254 Agreement berween the UDIted NatlOns and the Government of Sierra Leone on the Establishment of a Special Court for
Slerra Leone at http://www.un.orglDocs/sc/reportsI20001915e.pdf
255 Human Rights Watch telephone Imervlew with Robm Vincent (registrar of the SCSL), UK., July 4,2002
256 S/2002/246, Letter dated March 6, 2002 from the secretary-general addressed to the president of the Secunty CaUDell.
David Crane, a prosecutor for the US. Department of Defence, was appointed as prosecutor and Robin Vincent of the UK.
was appomted as the reglstrar
257 See also letter from Human RIghts Watch to members of the Secunty COUDcil and other mterested states dated September
27,200 1 Under Chapter VII, which is entitled "ActlOn with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts of
aggression," the Security Council can decide to take non-military and/or military actIOn agamst states that threaten
internatJonal peace and secunty. Dec1slons taken by the Security Council under Chapter VII-which should be read ID
conjunction With Article 24, whIch confers pnmary responsibilJty for the maintenance of mternatlOnal peace and security to
the Secunty Council, and ivticle 25, under whlch U.N. member states agree to accept and carry out the deciSIOns of the
Secunty Council-are binding on member states.
258 Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone at http!lwww.sierra-leone.org/documents-specialcourt.html
259 The other crimes agamst humamty are murder; enslavement; deportatlon; lmpnsorunent; tonure: persecution on politlcal,
racial ethnic or reliQ:iOliS grounds: and other mbuman acts.
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the armed fcrces With the unanimous adoOlloD bv the UN General Assembly of the Optional Protocol to the
ConventlOD. on G'le R.1ghcs of the Chlld (CRe) In May 2000."60 however the mlDlmum age for any conscnpnon or
forced recruEment has been raised i:O elghteen 26l Under An:icie 5, gender-based cnmes can also be prosecmed
under domestlc law provisions. Howeve:-, as these provisions do not meee lDeernatlOnal standards LD eerrns of
defmnion of cnmes and put1lshment, they should nOl be appileu."62
In accordance with the U.N 's SLatement that it did not recognize the Lome amnesry as it purponed 1:0 apply
to genoclde, cnmes against humanity, war crlmes and other serious violabons of internaLional humanitanan law,
Ntlcle 10 of the court's statute states
P.ll amnesty granted to any person falling wlthin the JurisdicLion of the Speclal Coun in respect of
the cnmes referred to lD arncles 2 i:O 4 of the present Starute shall not be a bar to prosecution."63
Thls means that those beanng the greatest responsibility for crimes against humanity (A..rticle 2); vlOlanons
of Psticle 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II (Jucicle 3), and other senous
violations of internatlOnal humamtanan law (Article 4) can be prosecuted for thelr cnmes.
The lssue of command responsibility is of crucial import to the SCSL given that its mandate is to try
"persons who bear the greatest responsibility for serious violatlOns of international humanitarian law and Sierra
Leonean law committed in the territor:v of Sierra Leone since 30 November 1996, mcludmg those leaders, who m
committing such crimes, have threatened the establishL'l1ent of and lIDplementation of the peace process in Sierra
Leone ,,264 The court therefore will onJy prosecute the so-called "blg fish" and not the "small fry" or those persons
who in many instances actually committed the violations ArtlcJe 6 of the statute of the SCSL provides that:

4

The fad that any of the acts referred to in articles 2 to 4 of the present Statute was committed
by a subordmate does not reheve his or her superior of criminal responsibility If he or she
knew or had reason to know that the subordinate was about to commlt such acts or had done
so and the superior had failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent such
acts or to pumsh the perpetrawrs thereof.
The fact that an accused person acted pursuant to an order of a GoveITlIDent or of a superior
shall not relieve him or her of criminal responsibility, but may be consldered in mitlgation of
punishment if the Speclal Court determines that justlce so requires. 265

The failure by rebel commanders and army officers to punish combatants involved in abuses, despite
documentation of and international attention to crimes of sexual violence perpetrated by rebels and progovernment forces, mdlcates that such persons of authority knowingly tolerated and even condoned these abuses.
Commanders may also bear individual cnminal responsibility for crimes of sexual violence in addition to
command responsibility, as the testlmonies in this report highlight

It is highly regrettable that the court's temporal Jurisdiction does not extend to the beginning of the conflict
(March 23, 1991). Instead November 30, 1996, the date of the Abldjan Peace Accord, was chosen as it was felt
that including the whole war would impose too great a burden on the court The U.N. also felt that thlS date
corresponded to a new phase in [he conflict without necessarily having any politlcal connotations, and that this
General Assembly resolutlOn AIRES/54/263 on the Optional Protocol to the ConventlOn on the Rights of the Child on the
lDvolvement of chlldren In armed conflicts, adopted May 25, 2000
261 SIerra Leone slgned and ratIfied the Opnonal Protocol of the CRC on September 8, 2000 and on August 24, 2001
respectively The OptlOnal Protocol emered lDto force on February 12,2002
262 Article 5 refers to the sectlOns (6, 7 and 12) of the 1926 Preventlon of Cruelty to Children Act that relate to abuses
comrmtted against glrlS under the age of fourteen See above, "Rape as a cnme under general law," et seq., for a discusslOn of
these provisions.
263 Article 10 of the statute of the SCSL
264 i\rtlcie 1 of the statute of the SCSL
265 ArtIcle 6 (3) and (~) of the statute of the SCSL
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temporal Junsdlclion encompassed the most senous ccmes commined by persons of all political and mllna,j
groups and m all geographJcal areas of rhe coumry266 The reElporal Jurisdicrion is, however, open-ended as the
war was s[ill ongoing at the tune of che discussions on the COUlc s esta'Cll1s11Ine:lL The !J.N states that the llfespan
of the court will be determmed by "a subsequent agreement berween the partIes upon comDlenon of its judicial
acnVInes, an mdication of the capacIry acquired!:Jy tne local couns to assume rhe prosecution of remaming cases,
or the unavailabllJry of funds ,,267
In terms of prosecuting crimes of sexual vlOlence, che sta¥e specifies that "given the nature of the crimes
commItted and the particular sensItivltIes of gills, young women and children victims of rape, sexual assault,
abduction and slavery of all kinds, due conSIderation should be given in the appointment of staff to the
employment of prosecutors and investigators experienced in gender-related crimes and Juvenile Justice. ,,268
Likewise, ArtIcle 16 (L1.) specifies that personnel of the Victims and Vlitnesses Unit should mclude experts m
rrauma, mcluding trauma related co cnmes of sexual violence and vlOlence agamst children.
As the TRC and Special Court wIll be functIOning simultaneously, the mteraction between the two bodies,
whose subject matter as well as personal and temporal Junsdiction llltersect, must urgently be clanfied This is
crucial in terms of shanng of information, especially confidentIal information, but also for the sensitIzation efforts
underway. Enabling legislation enacted III March 2002 contams a prOVIsion, critIcized by many nongovernmental
269
organizatlOns, that establIshes the pnmacy of the SCSL apparently including over the TRC
Given that the SCSL will only try a lImited number of alleged perpetrators, it needs to establIsh a clear and
comprehensive prosecuconal strategy from the onset. Within the court's mandate, the prosecutor should ensure
thar gender-related crimes are thoroughly and sensitively investIgated and ngorously prosecuted as cnmes against
humanity or war crimes. The [WO gender crimes mvesrigators should conduct compulsory gender sensitization
traming for all staff, and provide more lll-depth training for staff members dealmg most directly with survivors of
sexual violence. The gender cmnes investigators should also have access to all cases under investigation, even the
ones not previously identified as gender cases, to provide guidance and expertise.

Principle of Universal Jurisdiction
Given the limited number of persons that the Special Court can prosecute due to funding constraints, it is
important to note that the principle of universal jurisdiction applles to war crimes, crimes agamst humanity,
.
..
H
R'Igh
passed by the U .N. CommlSSlOn
on "uman
ts '1ll Apnl. I 9 99,
s 1avery,-'70 an d torture.-771 A reso 1utlon
specifically remmded all factions and forces 1ll Sierra Leone of this principle, stating that "in any armed conflict
mcluding an armed conflict of a non-mternational character, the taking of hostages, willful killing and torture or
inhuman treatment of persons taking no active part in the hostilItIes constitute grave breaches of international
humanitarian law, and that all countries are under the obligation to search for such persons alleged to have
committed, or to have ordered to be committed, such grave breaches and to bring such persons, regardless of their
266 United Nations, Report of the Secretary-General on the Establishment of a Special Court for Sierra Leone, S/2000/915,
October 4, 2000, para. 25-28 Other dates consldered were May 25,1997, and January 6,1999, but the U.N. considered that
these would be perceIved as offenng onlv selectIve Justice
'67
.
.
- IbId., para. 28.
268 Article 15 (4) of the statute of the SCSL A Woman's Task Force for the Special Court and TRC was established wlth the
support of the InternatlOnal Human Rights Law Group to advocate that gender-based cnmes be properly investigated by both
bodIes and-in terms of the SpeCIal Court-prosecuted. The Women's Task Force has also advocated for the appointment of
staff who are expenenced in and sensitive to cases of sexual vlOlence, as wel1 as for gender balance I.e. women should be
well represented in posinons of authority as wel1 as in pOSItIons of support (statement takers, investIgators, counselors and
mterpreters, etc.).
26, SpeCIal Coun Agreement 2002 (ratlficatlOn) Act 2002 (March 7, 2002). Article 21 (2) of the Act provides that:
"NotWIthstanding any other law, every [lamral person, corporatIon, or other body created !Jy or under SIerra Leone law shal1
comply WIth any direcnon speCIfied in an order ofthe Speclal Court."
270 Slavery can be prosecuted as a war cnme and a cnme against humamty but also on an independent basis against both
~5~te and non-state actors dunng wartlme and peace gIven its status as a peremptory norm of customary law
-, Draft Code of Cnmes Agamst the Peace and Secunty ofMankmd, Artlcles 8, 9, 17, 19 and 20, Report of the In/ernatlOnal
Law Commission on the Work or Us Fortv-ewhth SeSSIOn. U.N Doc A/5]/1 0, oara50 (United NatlOns, 1996)
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ilatlOuaiJty, before their own couns"n2
The specIal rapporteur fOe vlOlence agaL'l.st women also stressed the prmciple of umversal jurisdictIOn m her
,eport on her misslOn LO SIerra ,~eone
Thus, crimes of gender based vlOlence must be invesTigaTed and documented for possible crimmal
prosecutlon in the domestIc couns of other States which may have JunsdiCTion
m

IX. THE NATIONAL AND INTERN A TIONAL RESPONSE
National Response
Climate of Impunity
Human RIghts Watch is not aware of any prosecutions m the Sierra Leonean courts of any cases of conflictrelated sexual vlOlence or other human nghts abuses. The lack of both categories of prosecutions is due to a
number of factors. Firstly, many survivors simply want to try to forget abom the sexual vlOlence and other human
rights abuses they have been subjected to and Just get on wIth their lives in post-conflict Sierra Leone, whIch for
many is a daily struggle Secondly, some women and gIrlS fear reprisals. Accordmg to the survey conducted by
PhysicIans for Human Rights, thirteen (or 25 percent) of the fifty-one respondents indicating that their perpetrator
shouid not be pUDlshed, expressed this fear. 274 Thirdly, women and gIrlS are often ashamed of what happened to
them and are therefore reluctant to present themselves in court Fourthly, women and girls have little faith in the
cnmlDal Justice system or the customary law system, which were never equipped to deal with crimes of such
WIdespread and systematic nature. If a survivor of sexual violence does decide to prosecute, she is likely to be
retraumatized by the whole experience given the very poor track record of the Sierra Leonean criminal justice
system Fifthly, many women and girls lack the fmancial means to access the court system As women are
generally economically dependent on men, many women who have mitiated prosecution of non-conflict-related
sexual violence, have dropped their cases once they realize that their husband may be sentenced to prison
(dependency means that a previously abducted woman or grrl who is still with her rebel "husband" is even more
unlikely to brmg any charges against him). SixtWy, victims are often not even aware of their oghts, given high
illIteracy rates, prevalem societal attItudes towards sexual violence, and women's low status in Sierra Leonean
SOCIety Many rural women and girls, ill particular, see little value ill the formal court system as there is often no
fmancial or mateoal benefit from bonging a case. AttItudes towards sexual violence, and the subordinate status of
women and girls, mean that there is considerable societal pressure for women not to brmg cases before the courts
that could bring shame to the extended family, such as sexual violence cases

The climate of impunity means that violence against women and girls remams a serious problem 1D postconflict Sierra Leone Rape contmues to be committed by former rebels, members of the CDF and by civilIans
who are used to domg what they want with women by force and WIth lffipunity. A lawyer who practIces in the
Eastern Province reported to Human Rights Watch that of the rape vIctims he was currently representing at least
50 percent had been raped by civilians and the remamder by former combatants m Girls comillue to suffer the
greatest number of sexual assaults: a lawyer who practices in the Freewwn area reported to Human Rights Watch
that of the at least fifty rape victims she represented at the tIme of wnting, 98 percent are under fourteen years
276
01d.
Although there are no reliable statistICS on the incideClce of sexual or domestic vlOlence, the police doctor
in Connaught Hospital in Freetown, which is the largest goveITlfDem-run hospital ill the country, sees about thirty
victims of recent rape and sexual assault per month,277 For the reasons enumerated above, thIS figure 1S likely to
m UN Corrumssion on Human Rights resolution 1999/1 ADril 6 j 999.
m Unlled Nations, Report of the S~ecial Rapporteur on ~lolence' against women E/CN4/2002/83/Add. 2, 2002, para 78
274 PHR report, pp 53-55 and Table 7 at p. 56. Women could select more than one optlOn
2:5 Human Rights Watch mterview WIth Abdulai Bangurah (lawyer), Freetown, March 15,2002
2,6 Human Rights Watch mterview WIth ClaIre Fatu Hanciles (lawyer), Freetown, August 9, 2002.
m Human Rights Watch mterview with Bill Roberts arid Anne Hewlett (respectively cnme adVIser and comlDa] mveStlgatlOn
trainer with the Commonwealth Community Safety and Securitv ProJect), Freetown, May 1. 2002
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be the tIp of the Iceberg. PhysIcians for Human Rlghts found that 29 percent of respondems expressed concern
("qmte a bit" or "extremely warned") about future sexual violence by family :nembers, fLends or civilian
strangers Ninery-one women (or 9 percent of all respondems) had expenenced sexual abuse, occurTlng at an
278
average age of fifteen, from famIly, fnends or CIvilIans dunng thelr lifetIme
DespIte all these problems, seventeen out of a total of nmety-four respondents (or 18 percent) reporting
sexual violence w PhySIcians for Human Rights supported punisrr..rnent for "all those involved," thirry women (or
32 percent) supported punishment for the perpetratOrs, and /seventeen women (or 18 percent) supported
pumshment for the commanders. Thirry-three women believed that pumshment of perpetrators would prevent
sexual violence from happening to others 279
Corrupt and Ineffective Judiciary
Lack of faith in the system, as the few women who have decided to prosecute non-conflict-related rape have
experienced, IS fully justified. The judiciary-whlCh, pnor to the conflict, barely existed in the prOVlDces, and in
Freetown was only accessible to those who had suffiCIent funds-completely collapsed during the war Many
lawyers fled the conflict, and much of the mfrastrucrure, including the law courts in Freetown, was destroyed The
low salanes of personnel working in the judiciary have meant that magIstrates, lav.ryers, and judges are easy
targets for bribery and/or intimIdation. In addition to these problems, women who seek justIce for Cf'..mes of
sexual violence have to contend with more gender-specific problems. The judiciary is dommated by men and
some of its older members, in partIcular, do not think rape is a serious cnme and that the victImS are generally to
blame The legal processes are very cumbersome and open to corruption, factors whIch favor the perpetrator At
the magistrates court level, it is up to the magistrate to determine whether there IS suffiCIent evidence to submit a
case to the High Court and whether to grant bail. As the court system IS so overburdened this phase can take
weeks or months, and it IS not unusual for VIctims to have to appear over ten times before the case is handed on to
the High Court Magistrates have also been known to grant bail even If the offender and victim live ill the same
compound, which means that the victim is at risk at least of intimidation and even physical violence. 28o Many
cases die in the magistrates courts, as victims run out of money, patience, and/or time. Cases at this stage are also
frequently dismissed, if, for example, the WItnesses do not show in court (after three no shows, the case can be
dismissed) WItnesses often decide against appearing m court for reasons including intimidation, ignorance of the
law, lack of transportation money, and the slow pace at which court cases proceed, or because they simply do not
care. The requirement for corroborating evidence is often an obstacle to prosecution and violates international
norms
If the magistrate decides tt'J.at there is sufficient evidence, the case is handed up to the High Court. Cases in
the High Court can also take months especially as there are also continuous illdefmite adjoumments to contend
with. There have been no High Court SIttings in the provinces for the past six years, and cases ill the provinces
have therefore been on indefinite hold. One offender who sexually assaulted two young girls spent five years in
pre-trail detention before bemg sentenced to !:iVo years for mdecent assault-the five years already served lTI pretrial detention were ignored by the court, thus putting the offender lTI detention for a total of seven years rather
than !:iV0 281

Needfor Law Reform
Both general and customary law offer little protectIOn for women and girls (see above, "Women and Girls
Under Sierra Leonean Law") The mlsinterpretation of the general law proviSIOns pertaining to rape by members
of the cnminal justice system means that girls are offered even less protection than adults There is an urgent need
for the laws to be revised: the discnminatory provisions in both general and customary law should be removed
and brought mto line with internationai standards of human rights, including in relation to the protection of
women and glrlS from violence. The law relaung to rape, in pa;1Jcular, should be simplIfied as well as
m PHR report, p. 49
Ibid, p. 54
280 Human Rights Watch interview w1th John Bosco Abeu fiawyer), Freetown, February 26, 2002.
281 Human RI£hts Watch mten'iew w1th Abdulai Bangurah (lawYer), Freetown, March 15.2002
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suenglhened SDecific legIslauon on domestIc violence, which currently does not exist, should be mtroduced as
women seekmg legal redress for domestIc violence generally face even more dlfficulty m convmcmg the police
and members of Ihe JudicIa:; chat chnr Ilghts have been vlOlated. 282 The constitu;:ion should also be amended to
remove the exemption for customary law and personal law from the prohibItion On discrimination. Endmg
dIscrirmnatlOn under customary law lD practice will reqUlre a major public education exerCIse, but, as a stail, staE
of local courts, espeClally those preSIding over them, should be tramed m relation to lssues of discnminauon and
tbe rights of women undet tb.e (revised) constitution and lDtematlOnal human nghts law The Judiciary and the
police force need to be trained on the new laws to ensure that"they are properly applied
The Sierra Leone Police
Pnor (Q the CIvil war, the Sierra Leone Police had been used by politicians for their own purposes and had
not received any substantive training for decades The attitude of the police force to sexual and domestic violence
remains lDsensnive. Pollee officers, for example, often do not take reports of rape seriously and chastise women
who report domestic violence. There are many problems with pollce mvestigations of rape cases. Firstly, the
pollee lack baslC lDvestigation skills Secondly, vlctlms must be examined by state-employed doctors, including
pollce doctors, as only a state-employed doctor can present medical evidence in court. Both the police and other
state-employed docrors often charge money for these exammatlOns even though they should be free of charge
Thirdly, both the doctors and the police may be intimidated and/or bribed to drop tbe cases, or police may demand
money from plaintiffs before mtervIewing witnesses and arrangJ.ng thelr transport to court. A nationWIde system
of Family Support Units (FSUs) is in the process of bemg established with the support of the British-funded
Commonwealth Commumty Safety and Security Project (CCSSP) to deal with cases of sexual and domestic
violence 283 To date, however, only a small number of pobce officers (approximately SIxteen) have received some
traimng and much work remains to be done before the FSUs can deal with victIms of sexual and domestic
violence m an appropriate manner

The International Response
In addItion to funding UNAMSlL, the mternational donor community pours approxImately U.S $70 milhon
a year mto Sierra Leone for humamtanan assistance. Within the overall humanitarian assistance program to Sierra
Leone, only a small percentage of funding is targeted to gender-related programs, notwIthstanding the large
number of girls and women who have been affected by gender-specific abuses. This funding has also come very
late: there were no services specifically for survivors of sexual violence before 1999 After the January 1999
invasIOn of Freetown, the international community finally took note of the scale of sexual and gender-based
abuses and started funding small-scale programs in accessible areas The Disarmament, Demobilization and
Reintegration (DDR) program consistently overlooked the assistance as well as protectlOn needs of abducted
women and girls (see below)
Donor funding has contributed to educatIon, adult literacy, health care, trauma counseling, and skills traimng
programs as well as credit and income-generating schemes for a limited number of survivors of sexual violence.
These programs need to be ex.panded intO all parts of Sierra Leone, so that more survivors can benefit from these
programs Long-term sexual and gender-based violence programs that aIm to educate communities about sexual
and domestic violence as well as provide women with health care and some legal aid on a limited scale have been
estabhshed m camps for internally displaced persons (IDPs) in the east and south. These programs have been
quite successful in changing the attitudes towards sexual and domesnc violence of the IDP communities these
programs serviced. They have also empowered rural women to sland up for their nghts.

m Charges of physical assault can be made under the 1861 Offenses Against the Person Act under sections 18 (wounding
with intent to maim; causmg gTievous bodily harm with iment shooting WI1:h mtent to maim), 20 (unlawful woundmg) and 47
(assault, battery, actual bodily harm)
2SJ Human Rights Walch Interview with Bill Roberts and Anne Hewlett (respectively cnme adViser and cnminal IOveshgatlon
tramer WIth the Commonwealth CommuDlty Safety ana Secunty Project), Freetown, May I, 2002.
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To date, fundmg for rhe judicIary has focused on the rehabilitanon of ebe ,nf,asl-ucrclre of theJudic1ary, but
as the pea:::e m S1eira Leone takes hold, donors, mciudmg tbe Bnnsh goveill.L-nent and the World Bank, are
cor.slderm.g funding desperately needed JudiClal reform programs
The Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reinregrarion program
The extent to which sexual VIolence. including sexual slavery, has been 19nored throughout the war and m
the posr-conflict phase is mosr evident by the lack of attention paid to the thousands of abducted women and gIrlS
and theIr children. The DIsarmament, Demobilizanon, and .Remtegration (DDR) process has completely
overlooked the protection needs of these women and children. The lack of clear policy and procedural gUldelines
on these abductees has meant that the responslbilicy for these women and gIrls fell between governmental
mstitunons and IIIlplementing agencies, resultmg m an ad hoc, mappropnate and inadequale humanitarian
response. L1ttle to no funding was allocated to the protection needs of abducted women and children and only a
small number of programs that provide education, skills training and counseling were eSlablished for them. This
lIDDortant human rights issue was raIsed on numerous occasions at different levels w1th tbe relevant govemmem
mstirutlOns, donor governments and the World Bank by UNAMSIL and nongovernmental organizations as well as
by World Bank consultams in confidentIal reports, but did not succeed m bringing about any concrete policy
decisions.

The needs of abducted girls and women should, however, be considered an inextricable part of the DDR
process and a prioricy issue that should have been addressed during meetings between the UN and government
offiCIals or rebel leaders prior to the commencement of disarmament The abducted girls and women should have
been registered and mtervlewed at the same tlme that thelr "husbands" entered the DDR program, with the
mtervlews conducted separately from the "husbands." Informanon on alternative options could have been
dlsseminated at the DDR camps through social workers and oriemation sessions. Alternatively, if it had been
possible to gain access to the abducted women and children in rebel-held areas before or during the DDR process
then contact should have been established to determine total numbers and inform them of the reintegration
support and alternative options available to them. Female social workers m the DDR camps could also have
counseled the abductees to help them understand the Implications of their deCIsions, and that the decision is theirs
Basic reproductive health services, including testmg and treatment for sexually transmitted dIseases, should also
be provided at DDR camps.
Donors and the government of Sierra Leone must redress their neglect of survivors' protection needs by
drasllcal1y increasmg funding for women's programs and providing women with desperately needed assistance m
terms of health, education, trauma counseling, adult literacy and skills training to promote their rehabilitatlOn into
society In addition, donors should fund legal reform and training programs for the judiciary and police, which
will contribute to mcrease the protection of women's human rights. Donors should also learn from their failure in
Sierra Leone and ensure that DDR programs in other countnes where large numbers of women and girls have
been abducted by the fighting forces, such as the Democratic Republic of Congo, do mtegrate the protection needs
of these abducted women and girls 284
United Kingdom
The U.K has played a key role lD restonng peace to Sierra Leone. During the May 2000 crisis, British troops
deployed to Sierra Leone, and a standby force was deployed offshore ready to proVIde addinonal support to
UN/\MSIL and the Sierra Leone Army, if required. Since the May 2000 crisis, it has provided technical
aSSIstance to most government departments and military traming to the new SLA, and has pubhcly committed
itself to remain closely involved in Sierra Leone.

The UK. is the b1ggest donor in Sierra Leone, and in 2002 contributed £ 100 million (approximately US
$145 million) of which about £50 million (approXlmately US $73 million) was disbursed through its
development agency, the Department for International Development (DFID) DFlD-funded programs aim at
284 Human Rights Watch. The War Within the War Sexual'Vlolence against Women and Girls
Human RiQ:hts Watch. 2002).
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strengthemng the protection and proITlmion of women's hUGlan "gIns Since September 200 l, the COffi."'Ilonwealth
Commumty Safery and Security ProJect (CCSSP), which IS funded by DFID ane staffed only by Brmsh nationals,
has been warring to establish a nationwide system of Family Support Units (FSUs) ;:0 deal ",vith cases of sexual
and domestic violence Under itlllS system, only female police officers are supposed to mtervlew female VIctims,
while both male and female police officers are responsible for illterviewmg suspects and witnesses More officers
need to be trained in addition to the SIXteen who have received traimng As the force has few women, more
females need to be recruited so only female police offIcers mterview victllliS of sexual and domestlc vlOlence. The
police officers m the FSUs lack strong leadershIp and requJIe more traimng and close supervlslOn to ensure that
VIctims are dealt wIth m a professional and sensitive manner.
DFID also funds a program to promote the participation of women in polincs, especially lD Parliament, as
well as university research into confhct-related sexual violence cOrnIDltted lD Januarj 1999 285 DFID has provided
£2.5 million (about US $3.5 million) for a three year Law Development Program which aims at rehabilitating the
physical infrastmcture of the court system, as well as providi...'1g training to admmistratlve staff to ensure proper
record-keeping of cases. The Law Development Program is under review to deteTTDL'1e its fumre strategy, in
particular with relation to legal reform, mcludi...'1g customary law DFID is currently considering funding a threeyear program that will establish sexual and phySIcal assault referral centers across the coumry
The UK has contributed a total of over U.S $500,000 to the operations of the TRC and its Interim
Secretariat The UK has also pledged US $9,110,000 over three years to the Special Court
United States
In 1999, the US put consIderable pressure on the warring parties to seek a negotiated settlement However,
following the breakdown of the peace process in 2000, U.S policy revolved around ending external support for
the RUF, supporting British military actions and transitional Justice mechanisms as well as providing
humanitarian ald From 2000 to 2002, the United States contributed a total of US $170 million to Sierra Leone,
which was primarily disbursed on food-for-peace programs, the resettlement of dlsplaced persons, and
reintegration of former combatants. The U. S has funded several women's programs, notably m the field of health,
including the provislOn of obstetric surgery and HIV/AIDS education, a sexual and gender-based violence
program, a program alTDed at promoting women in politics, and micro-finance schemes for women. The Senate's
Foreign Relations Committee recommended that the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
expand services to rape victims and fund a public education program on women's rights. The U.S., which 1S a
strong supporter of the Special Court, has contributed U.S $5 million to this body, and pledged an additional $10
million. The U.S. has contributed $500,000 to the TRe.

After the May 2000 crisis, the US initiated a program called Operation Focus Relief (OFR) to train and
equip seven battalions of West AfrIcan troops for peacekeeping with UNAMSIL In July 2002, the US pledged
to help ECOWAS set up military bases for the rapId deployment of troops in conflict areas. The first steps m thIS
assistance program illclude the mstallation of a US $5.3 million early-warning satellite communications system,
which will link the ECOWAS secretanat with observation centers in four ECOWAS countries.
European Union

The E.U. did not playa key role m responding to the armed conflict and to date has not been a major donor.
Smce May 2000, the European Community Humanitanan Office (ECHO) has disbursed approXImately E30
million (rougWy the same in US dollars) in Sierra Leone Few ECHO-funded programs have directly targeted
women. ECHO has funded chtld protection programs, which have asslsted child-mothers who became pregnant as
the result of conflict-related sexual violence

285 A survey of 226 vlctims, conducted by the UmveJ;Sirv of Sierra Leone Gender Research and Documentation Centre in
collaboration with the SIerra Leone Assoclation of U~lv~rslty Women (SLAUW), Medecins Sans Frontleres, UNICEF and
FAWE Sierra Leone.
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As the siruation in SIerra Leone stabihzes, the ED. wlll increase Its funding to Sierra Leone through the
European Development Fund (EDF), which from 2000 to 2002 disbursed €38 mIllion on actIvitIes that supportec.
the rerum [0 democracy, rehabihtatlOn of infraslrucrur·e and resettlement From 2002 to 2007, a tolal of EP4
mIllion will be made available for dIsbursement throu!2:h the EDF on aClivltIes that focus on the rehabllltwon of
'c.lralmfrastrucrure, good govema~ce and mstimnonal-capacity bmldmg. An additional 1276 millIon can be sper.t
on actlvitles outSIde of these two focal areas.
In 2002, the European CommissIOn funded a two-year progr-am that supports the reintegraLion of rape victims
and other war-affected persons through the European InitiatIve for Democracy and Human RIghts (EIDHR).
Human nghts-related programs funded through the EIDHR, which has E6 million for disbursement over the next
ttrree years (2002-5), should mclude women's nghts issues, which the EIDHR seeks to mainstream in all Its
286
programs.
In addition to the U.K., other member states of the E.D. have bilaterally contributed to Sierra Leone. The
Netherlands, lD parncular, has smce 1999 funded sexual and gender-based VIOlence programs. The Dutch
govemment has also been a strong supporter of the Special Court and has contributed U.S $114 million, whIch is
approxlIDalely 20 percent of the total budget. A donation for the TRC is bemg prepared at the time ofwming, but
has not yet been formalized A small budget for human rights programs was made available for 2002.
. United Nations
Security Council, Secretary-General, and UN.4MSIL

Secretary-General Kofi Annan and the members of the Security Council have devoted much attention to the
conflict lD Sierra Leone. Kofi Annan visited the country lD July 1999 and December 2000. The Security Council
has frequently denounced the egregious human rights abuses committed during the conflict, in particular by the
2S7
rebel factions, and has stressed the importance of protecting women m armed conflict.
Following the failure of the U.N peacekeepmg missions in Somalia and Rwanda, there was substantial
pressure on the U.N. to ensure that the UNAMSIL peacekeeping mission would succeed when it was established
in October 1999 288 After the slow mitia! deployment of peacekeepers, which led to the May 2000 CriSIS, the UN
comrmtted Itself to deploy 17,500 peacekeepers in Sierra Leone: UN,A.MSIL IS the world's largest and most
expensive peacekeeping mission, costing the international community over U.S $700 million annually289 As of
March 31, 2002, there were 17,455 peacekeepers, 259 military observers, 87 civilian police officers as well as 322
international and 552 local civilian staff in Sie17a Leone The mission is now being hailed as a great success,
although Human Rights Watch has criticized UNAMSIL on numerous occasions for failing to fulfill its mandate
290
to protect the civilian population
In a June 19 report to the Securiry Council on UNAMSIL, the secretarygeneral stated that the government security apparatus was not yet capable of protecting Sierra Leone from both
lllternal and external threats and warned that the international community must protect the major investments that
had made possible the progress achieved so far 29 1 On September 24, the Security Council extended UNAMSIL's
mandate for a further six months, but envisaged a reduction of 4,500 troops in the peacekeeping mission WIthin
eIght months. The resolutIOn was based on the recommendation of a further report on UNAMSIL which laid out
benchmarks to govern the withdrawal of the U.N. from Sierra Leone, mcluding the ability of the police and army
Human Rights Watch mterview with EIDHR representatives Andrew Kelly and Irene Corcillo and the EconomIc AdVIser
to the EU, Rene Mally, Freetown, April iO, 2002'
287 in resolution 1370, the Secumy Council ex.pressed " .. its contlDued deepconcem at the reports of human rights abuses
and attacks by the RUF and the Civil Defence Forces (CDF) . against the ciVIlian populatlOn, lD partIcular the widespread
vlOlation of the human rights of women and children, including sexual violence, [and] demands that these acts cease
I;unediately "UN Secunry Council resolution 1370, S/RES/1370 (2001), September i8, 2001, para. 4
M U.N Secunry Councd resolution 1270, S/RES/lnO (1999), October 22,1999.
289 U.N. Secunty Council resolution 1346, SIRES/1346 (2001), March 30, 2001
290 See Human RIghts Watch letter addressed to Secretary-General Kofi Annan at http://wwworg/press/2001/1l!
annanltr.htm.
,r
29' Founeentn ReDort of the Secretan;-General on the United NatIOns Mission In Sierra Leone, S/2002/679. June 19. 200-:.
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to mallltam security, the successful re-mtegrarion of ex -cor:::loatams, and the simabon m [he broader sub-region
The resolunon also encouraged the governmem of Sierra Leone to "pay speslal arrennOD to the needs of women
and children affected by the war" and welcomed "the steps taken by UNi\..l'v1SIL co prevenr sexual abuse and
exploitatlon of women and children," and encouraged the mission co connnue to entorce a pobcy of "zero
rolerance" for such acts. The Security Council also called on states ro brmg to Jusnce their own nationals
responsible for such crimes m Sierra Leone 292
UNAJASIL was imtially authonzed to field fourteen hUman nghts OIIlcers, but for the first two years of
lJN AMSIL' s existence, the human rights unit remained understaffed, which meaD[ thaI human rights abuses were
not effectively monitored. At vanous times dunng the bfespan of lJNJ\MSIL, the gender specialtst post was not
filled yVhen UNiJASIL' s mandate was expanded to 17,500, the human nghts unit was authorized [Q recruit SIX
addItional human rights officers and most positIons are currently filled. The PhYSIcians for Human Rlghts report
on conflict-related sexual violence was produced lD collaboration with the UNA.MSIL human nghts sectlOn and
has contributed to focusmg the attennon of the intemanonal communiry on the issue of sexual violence.
In October 2000, the Security Council held an Open Session on Women and Armed Conflict and adopted
a resolutlOn calling for documenting the impact of armed conflict on women and the role of women m peacebuilding 293 Since then the UN Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) has undertaken a major study on the
impact of armed conflict on women m more than ten countries around the world, including Slerra Leone. In
January 2002, a three-woman UNIFEM team visited Sierra Leone in connection with thlS study294 UNIFEM also
recently appointed a gender and AIDS adviser lD SJerra Leone, who IS tasked with strengthening the gender
divislOn of the Ministry of SOClal Welfare, Gender and Children's Affairs and local women's groups as well as
mamstreammg gender in the TRC and Special Court for Sierra Leone. She will also research the relationship
between gender, conflict and HIV/i\"-TDS with the aim to increase protection against HIV infection 295

In November 2001, a team from the Training and Evaluation Service of the U.N. Department of
Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) conducted a two-week training on gender in peacekeeping. The program
mvolved over 1,000 UNAMSIL peacekeepers and civilian personnel from both Freetown and the provinces.
Local human rights activists and women's orgamzations were invited in order to contribute a domestic
perspective on gender issues.
UNAMSIL has funded several women's programs for survivors of sexual violence through various trust
funds. These trust funds are normally estabEshed for quick impact programs whilst the rehabi1nation and
reintegratlOn of women who have been abducted and subjected to sexual vlOlence and sexual slavery should be
seen as long-term proJects.
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights

The then UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Mary Robmson visited Sierra Leone m June 1999,
while the Lome peace negotiations were taking place. The purpose of the mission was "to support the peace
process, to encourage future programmes for the promotlOn and protection of human rights in the country, and to
draw attemion to the plight of children, women and civilians bearing the brunt of the excesses in Sierra Leone. ,,296
OHCHR has provided technical assisIance for the establishment of the TRC, but was very slow to Issue the
funding appeal for the TRC OHCHR has also assisted m the draftmg of the statute for the national human rights
corrumssion provided under the Lome Peace Agreement, but the establishment of this body has not progressed
beyond that point.
Fifr-eenth Report a/the Secrewry-General on the Umted Nations Mission In Sierra Leone, S/2002/987, September 5,2002;
UN Secunty Council resolution 1436, S/RES!l436 (2002), September 24,2002, paragraphs 14 and 15.
293 UN Secunty Council resolution l325, S/RES!l325 (2000), Ocwbedl, 2000
294 See the summary of the assessment's findings at http://www.unifem.org/govyax_assessment.pdfhtmL
295 Human Rlghts Watch intervlew with Jebbeh Forster (Gender and AIDS adVlsor to UNIFEM Sierra Leone), Freetown,
March II and April 15,2002.
296 United Nano~s, Sixth Reporr a/the UN secretary~general on the UN Observer Mission In Sierra Leone (C/NOMSIL) ,
8/1999/6 4 5 June 4,1999 para 39
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The U.N CorrnmsslOn on Human Rights has condemned the human nghrs Sltuanon lD Sle17a Leone on
numerous occasions 29 ; In August 2001, Radhika Coomaraswamy, the commIssion's specIal raDporteur on
vlOlence agamst women. visited Sler,a Leone to highlight the gender-speClf,c abuses that thousands of women
and girls h~ve been sUbJ~cted to. 'She hlghlighred th;t "systematic and WIdespread rape and other sexual violence
has been a hallmark of the conflict m Sierra Leone" and noted that "the failure ro investIgate, prosecute and
punish those responsible for rape and other forms of sexual and gender-based violence has com:-ibmed to an
envIronment of tmpumry that perperuates violence against women in SIerra Leone, mcluding rape and domestic
violence ,,298 She therefore stressed the need for accountability for these abuses
World Bank
The Wolid Bank established a multt-donor trust fund for the DDR program, which lS now focused on the
reintegration of ex-combatants. As discussed above, the prOtectlOn needs of abducred women and gills were
19nored by the DDR program even though World Bank consultants had ralsed this issue in their confidennal
reports. In 2002, the World Bank agreed in prirtclple to allocate US $140 million to support reconstrucrion and
development efforts in Sierra Leone and U.S. $15 million to go towards HPJ/AIDS prevention projects there

X. CONCLUSION
The decade-long war in Sierra Leone has been charactenzed by egregious human rights abuses committed
primarily by the rebel forces against the civilian population. Throughout the conflict, thousands of women and
girls were raped and subjected to other forms of sexual violence of unimagmable brutality, including sexual
slavery. The low status of women and girls in Sierra Leone by law, custom and practice remains a contributing
factor to their vulnerability and may have contributed to the widespread and systematic sexual violence. In
additIOn to the combatants' motivation to achieve their strategic military objectives through terrorizing the
civilian population, the fact that sexual violence during the Sierra Leone conflict predominantly mvolved men
raping women reveals that conflict-related rape, like most rape, reflects this dynamic of gender inequality and
subordination. This assertion by men of theil power over women IS deeply imbedded in societal attitudes in Sierra
Leone. The irtternational community and the government therefore need to think of creative ways to change these
deeply embedded attitudes
The lack of attention paid until recently, both nationally and internationally, to the widespread and systematic
acts of sexual violence, sexual slavery and their consequences means that there are few assistance programs for
survivors. The mternational community and the government of Sie17a Leone should drastically increase funding to
ensure that desperately needed health care, education, adult literacy, skills training, trauma counseling, and
mcome-generatmg schemes are provided. Nor have there been any prosecutions. Rape therefore cominues WIth
lmpuDlty and it lS little wonder that women and girls m post-conflict Sierra Leone remain vulnerable to nonconflict-related violence, and are reluctant to seek legal redress in the domestiC courts or even report the incident
given the country's mefficient and corrupt criminal Justice system. Although, the establishment of the Speclal
Court for Sie17a Leone and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission should help to address this climate of
lmpuniry, the domestic legal system must urgently be revised to ensure that crimes of sexual VIOlence are
prosecuted in a sensitive manner. The mternational community therefore needs to fund legal reform and training

The COmnllSSlOn on Human Rights deplored" the ongomg atrocities cormmtted by the rebels, including murders, rape,
abductions. calls for an end to all such acts." UN Commission on Human Rights resolution 2000/24, April 18,2000, para.
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committed in Sierra Leone by the Revolutionary Unned Front and others, including other armed groups, in partIcular murder,
sexual violence, rape, including systematic rape, sexual slavery and forced marriages .. "U.N. Commission on Human Rights
resolution 200l/20, April 20, 2001, para. 2(b)
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Coomaraswamy, submitted in accordance With Commissz·on on Human Rights resolution 2001149, Addendum, MisslOn to
Sierra Leone, E/CN4/2001/83/Add.2 (Umted NatlOns, 2002), p 2
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u.s. Department of State
Sierra Leone Country Report on Human Rights Practices for 1998
Released by the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, February 26, 1999.

SIERRA LEONE
Sierra Leone is a constitutional republic with a directly elected president and a unicameral legislature;
however, this democratically elected Government did not control the whole country effectively at any
time during the year. In March the Government, led by President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah, who had been
elected in 1996, was returned to power after 9 months in exile. The President's party, the Sierra Leone
People's Party, has had a majority in the Parliament since 1996. The Government's return followed the
February ouster of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) and Revolutionary United Front
(RUF), which had overthrown the Kabbah Government in 1997 and assumed power. The RUF had
conducted an insurgency against successive governments; the AFRC originated in a 1997 coup by
elements of the Government's armed forces. The AFRC and RUF junta forces were defeated and driven
out of Freetown by forces of the Economic Organization of West African States (ECOWAS) Monitoring
Group (ECOMOG), led by the armed forces of Nigeria. In February and March there was fierce fighting
through~)Ut the country as ECOMOG and members of the Civil Defense Forces (CDF) continued to fight
remnants of the AFRC and RUF, particularly in the larger cities outside the capital. However,
government and ECOMOG forces failed to gain control of the whole country, and the civil conflict
continued throughout the year. In December AFRC AND RUF rebels infiltrated Freetown and, at year's
end, controlled areas close to the capital. The officially independent judiciary functioned only in part of
the country and only during part of the year, but demonstrated substantial independence in practice when
it did function.
Among the Government's security forces, the police officially had primary responsibility for internal
order. However, due to the continuing insurgency, the newly constituted army, the CDF and ECOMOG
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shared de facto responsibility with the police in security matters. Government forces, particularly poorly
trained CDF units that included child soldiers, committed numerous serious human rights abuses, and
ECOMOG forces also committed some abuses.
Sierra Leone is an extremely poor country, with a market-based economy and a per capita income of less
than $100 per year. It is estimated that only one-fifth of adults are literate. Although it is rich in natural
resources and minerals (particularly diamonds, gold, rutile, and bauxite), and has large areas of fertile
land suitable for farming, the junta period and the continuing insurgency have brought normal extraction
and agricultural production almost to a standstill. There is little manufacturing, and there are few
exports; approximately 70 per cent of the Government's budget comes from external assistance. Years of
corruption and mismanagement have resulted in a crumbling infrastructure; many schools, hospitals,
government buildings, roads, and bridges have been damaged or destroyed in the fighting and through
neglect.
The Government's human rights record was characterized by serious problems. Some members of the
security forces, including the Civil Defense Forces, committed extrajudicial killings, and tortured and
beat suspected rebels and rebel collaborators. Prison and jail conditions remained harsh and sometimes
life-threatening. Government forces sometimes interfered with humanitarian relief efforts. The
Government arrested and detained persons under emergency decrees approved by Parliament that
authorized indefinite detention without trial. Pretrial detention often was prolonged. The Government
restricted freedom of speech and of the press, and harassed, arrested and detained journalists for their
coverage of security-related issues. Government forces limited movement within the country due to the
civil conflict. Violence and discrimination against women, and prostitution remained problems. CDF
units inducted child soldiers and female genital mutilation continued to be a widespread practice.
Discrimination against ethnic minorities persisted. There was some forced labor in rural areas. Child
labor persists. ECOMOG forces operating in support of the Government occasionally beat and detained
noncombatants. In the period directly following the removal of the junta from power, there was a
significant number of vigilante-style extrajudicial killings by citizens; upon being restored to power, the
Government, with EGOMOG support, acted forcefully to end these killings.
Throughout the year, AFRC and RUF rebels committed numerous egregious abuses, including brutal
killings, severe mutilations, and deliberate dismemberments, in a widespread campaign of terror against
the civilian population known as "Operation No Living Thing." While still in power in January and
February, junta forces continued their previous pattern of abuse, which included assaults and other acts
of intimidation against political opponents, nongovernmental and other civic and humanitarian
organizations, and citizens. During the fighting for Freetown in February, their retreat to the interior in
March, and their advance on the capital in December, junta forces were responsible for killings,
kidnapings, mutilation, rape, and destruction of property. One particularly vicious practice was cutting
off the ears, noses, hands, arms, and legs of noncombatants who were unwilling to cooperate with or
provide for the insurgents. The victims ranged from small children to elderly women; in some cases, one
limb was cut off, in others two limbs, typically two hands or arms. Rebel forces also detained,
decapita'ted, burned alive, and inflicted bullet and machete wounds on civilians; many died from their
wounds before they could obtain any form of treatment. The rebel forces abducted missionaries and aid
workers, ambushed humanitarian relief convoys and raided refugee sites. The junta forces continued the
long-standing practice of abducting villagers and using them as forced laborers, as sex slaves, and as
human shields during skirmishes with Government and ECOMOG forces. Boys were forced to become
child soldiers. Rebel forces used rape as a terror tactic against women. Rebel atrocities prompted the
internal displacement of hundreds of thousands of civilians. As many as half a million persons fled to
neighboring countries to escape the civil conflict, and remain outside the country on their own or in
refugee camps, primarily in Guinea and Liberia.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Section 1 Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom From:

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing
There were persistent reports that some elements of the CDF refused to take prisoners and, after torture
or other acts of physical abuse and interrogation, often killed captured insurgents and AFRC and RUF
sympathizers. In November a senior CDF spokesman confirmed that the CDF had executed seven
individuals who had been searching illegally for diamonds in the Tongo fields in the eastern part of the
country, an area long contested by both the CDF's Kamajoh militia and the RUF.
In the immediate aftermath of the overthrow of the rebel junta in February, there were dozens of reports
of torture and vigilante-style executions in Freetown, Bo, Kenema, and other cities. Some of these
abuses were committed by citizens in reprisal against junta members and their alleged supporters.
Victims were stabbed, beaten, and in some cases burned to death; there is no evidence that any of those
responsible for the deaths were ever formally charged or prosecuted. AFRC and RUF forces also
committed such abuses as they were driven out of their strongholds.
Many of the hundreds, if not thousands, of civilians killed by AFRC AND RUF insurgent forces in the
conflict were executed deliberately for political motives. In March RUF leader Sam Bockarie summarily
executed 10 prominent residents of Kenema, including former cabinet minister Bockari S. Massaquoi
and paramount chief Momoh Tarawlie, for opposing the rebels. Also in March, RUF forces executed 32
youths in Koidu for supporting Kamajoh CDF forces that previously had taken the town. In September
rebel forces shot 50 individuals execution-style in Kamalu, and on October 4, RUF forces shot and
killed contract employees of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), who were traveling
in clearly-marked trucks, in an ambush near Joru. On December 15, rebel forces killed a number of
noncombatants in the village of Masiaka on the approach to Freetown.
Government security forces retaking areas discovered mass graves of those killed by rebel forces in Bo
(over 100 bodies) and on Bonthe island (more than 550 bodies); the latter had been considered a
Kamajoh CDF stronghold, and the killings apparently were reprisals against islanders for supporting the
Kamajohs.
There were also several reports of indiscriminate, mass killings as villagers tried to escape from
contested towns; for example, 50 persons reportedly were killed while fleeing fighting in Kabala in
March, 22 in Malima, and 80 in Ngolahun. In May U.N. Special Representative for Children in Armed
Conflict Olara Otunno described the continuing conflict as the "deliberate targeting of civilians," and
described that strategy as "part of the objective of conflict fare, not just indiscipline on the part of
fighters. "

•

b. Disappearance
AFRC and RUF forces continued the RUF's long-standing practice of kidnapping youngsters and
women and compelling them to work for the troops and, at times, act as "shields" in battles with
government and ECOMOG forces. Women were also forced to act as sexual slaves. A conference
sponsored by the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) noted that the RUF had captured children
as young as 4 and 5 years of age. Seven girls between the ages of 7 and 15 were abducted in March from
the Ben Hirsh childcare center in Kenema. During the rebels' retreat, the insurgents kidnapped five
medical missionaries and two French medical aid workers in the Lunsar area and held them captive for 2
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weeks. In November RUF forces kidnapped an Italian priest, father Mario Guerra, from his mission in
Kamalu in the Northern District; he still was held at year's end.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
The Constitution prohibits torture; however, some of the security forces, in particular the CDP, routinely
tortured suspected insurgents upon capture to gather information.
AFRC and RUF forces continued to use rape as a terror tactic against women. In February during their
retreat from Freetown, rebel forces raped female patients at the Lunsar Eye Hospital. In March rebel
forces gang-raped several teenage girls in Koidu after retaking the town from Kamajoh control. In May
several women who had fled to Guinea reported that they were sexually assaulted by junta forces before
they were able to escape. ECOMOG forces operating in support of the government occasionally beat
and detained noncombatants. Rebel forces also were responsible for many cases of deliberate mutilation,
including the chopping off of hands, arms, ears and legs; attempted decapitations; and severe cuts with
machetes. The victims have ranged from babies
10 months old to elderly men and women. Humanitarian organizations estimated that at least 2,000
individuals had one or both limbs amputated, and that for every one of these wounded who eventually
succeeded in securing medical aid, at least three or four died en route from their wounds, shock, and the
hazards of the journey. Some victims who secured treatment in Freetown indicated that at times the
junta members forced civilians to take part in macabre lotteries, in which the victim picked a piece of
paper which indicated the sentence--from the loss of one limb to scalping or death. In other cases, rebel
forces cut off the arms of men who refused to rape relatives.
The rebel campaign, known as "Operation No Living Thing," drove thousands of persons from their
homes into the countryside, where many have died from untreated wounds, disease, and starvation. Over
250,000 citizens crossed the borders of Guinea and Liberia to escape the conflict; many thousands of
others were displaced internally, and fled their homes to hide in wooded areas, or to towns where there
are security forces and some degree of protection from rebel forces. In November Amnesty International
published a report that detailed rebel abuses and atrocities during the first 10 months of the year.
Prison conditions and those in police lockup facilities generally are harsh; at best they are Spartan, and
at worst life threatening. The Pademba Road maximum security prison, which was designed for 325
prisoners, housed almost three times that number at year's end. Diet and medical care were inadequate;
only a handful of toilets was available for use by the prison population. Although male and female
quarters were separate, adults and juveniles were incarcerated together. Convicted felons, those in the
middle of the judicial process, and those who had not yet been charged formally also were incarcerated
together. Other prison facilities were equally rudimentary; the holding cells in police offices are even
further from compliance with international standards.

,

The Government allowed the ICRC, U.N. human rights officials, and other observers to visit the prisons,
assess conditions, and see inmates.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention or Exile
The Public Emergency Regulations enacted by the Parliament in March at President Kabbah's request
provide for indefinite detention without trial. In the immediate aftermath of its restoration, the
Government arrested and detained without specific charges persons suspected of collaborations in
crimes committed by the desposed junta. Although the Constitution and law provide for a speedy trial,
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in practice the lack of judicial officers and facilities often produced long delays in the judicial process.
Due to the civil conflict, the judicial system did not function in some parts of the country at any time
during the year, and functioned in other parts of the country only during part of the year. Many prisoners
were held for months on suspicion of criminal activity before their cases were examined or formal
charges were instituted.
ECOMOG forces at times detained noncombatants (see Section 1.c.) In January and February, while still
in control of the capital, the rebel junta continued its practice of detaining individuals suspected of
supporting the Government in exile and criticizing junta policies. The junta arrested three journalists
from The Herald Guardian and detained them for several weeks in apparent retaliation for publishing a
statement urging children to remain home rather than go to school because of the security situation.
Several other persons were released after shorter detentions.
The Government does not use forced exile.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial
The Constitution provides for an independent judiciary and the Government respects this provision in
practice.
Although there are often lengthy delays between arrest, detention, the imposition of charges, and judicial
proceedings, trials are usually free and fair. Traditional justice systems continued to supplement the
central government judiciary extensively in cases involving family law, inheritance, and land tenure,
especially in rural areas.
After the overthrow of the rebel junta, the Government detained several hundred individuals on
suspicion of treason and other charges stemming from their involvement with the junta. Some eventually
were released; some remained in detention at year's end; and at least 103 persons were tried in four
civilian trials and one court-martial proceeding. The trials and court-martial were open to the public, and
were extensively monitored by U.N. personnel, foreign diplomats, and human rights observers from
both within and without the country. Observers generally agreed that these high profile proceedings
were conducted in an open and fair manner, and that the defendants had adequate opportunities both for
counsel and to make their cases. The verdicts ranged from acquittals on all charges to guilty; the
sentences given ranged from 5-years imprisonment to execution. However, some observers from
international human rights organizations questioned the appropriateness of the treason prosecutions or
death sentences in the cases of five journalists and one 75-year-old woman. Twenty-four former army
officers convicted on treason charges subsequently were executed.
There were no reports of political prisoners.
f. Arbitrilry Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence

The Constitution and law prohibit such practices, and government authorities generally respected these
prohibitions.
Throughout the year, there were numerous instances in which rebel forces invaded, looted, and
destroyed private property and terrorized civilians. Homes and businesses associated with former
government members and supporters of the elected Government were particular targets, but many homes
of ordinary were citizens also looted, burned, or destroyed.
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g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Conflicts
During the year, there were reports that government security forces or ECOMOG forces hindered the
safe passage of relief supplies on two occasions by commandeering vehicles that belonged to relief
organizations. The CDF continued to accept, train, and induct children into its ranks.
AFRC and RUF rebel forces routinely committed numerous serious abuses, and sought to coerce,
intimidate, and terrorize those who either refused to cooperate with them or supported the Government.
They massacred groups of persons fleeing fighting; maimed and cut off the limbs and ears of
noncombatants; kidnapped children and women to work for them, and men to carry equipment; raped
women as a means of punishment and to inspire fear and cooperation; forced individuals to commit
atrocities under penalty of their own mutilation or death; commandeered relief supplies; and vandalized
religious institutions, hospitals, and schools.
Section 2 Respect for Civil Liberties, Including:

a. Freedom of Speech and Press
The Constitution provides for freedom of speech and of the press; however, the Government restricted
these rights during the year. The Government has attempted to regulate the press through registration,
and attempts to control the publication of information on security-related topics.
There are over 50 newspapers published in Freetown alone, covering a wide spectrum of interests. Their
number fluctuated weekly; many contained sensational, undocumented stories and repeated items
carried by other newspapers. Newspapers openly and commonly criticized the Government and its
officials, as well as the rebel forces.
Due to low levels of literacy and the relatively high cost of newspapers and television, radio remained
the most important medium of public information. There were several government and private radio and
television stations; both featured domestic news coverage and political commentary. The governmentcontrolled Sierratel communications company provided Internet access in Freetown, although the
condition of its land lines often made Internet reception problematic.
The Junta arrested three journalists and detained them for several weeks (see Section l.d.).
The Government generally respected academic freedom. All institutions of higher learning were wholly
or partly closed during the year; most had been looted, burned, or used as quarters by rebels.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association
The Constitution provides for freedom of assembly, and the Government respected this right in practice.
The Government was not known to deny requests to use public areas for meetings or demonstrations,
many of which took place throughout the year. The Constitution provides for freedom of association and
the government respected this right in practice. There were numerous civic, philanthropic and social
organizations, and the registration system was routine and apparently nonpolitical. There were more
than a dozen opposition parties, and there were no known restrictions on their formation or organization.
c. Freedom of Religion

.

The Constitution provides for freedom of religion, and the Government respected this right in practice.
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d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Repatriation
The Constitution provides for these rights, and the Government generally respected them in practice.
However, numerous ECOMOG and government roadblocks throughout the country due to the security
situation hindered free movement. Citizens were required to get a police clearance within the 72 hours
before international travel, but such clearances were issued nonrestrictively; the Government did not
attempt to limit citizens' departure or return for political or discriminatory reasons. There were reports of
attempts by troops manning roadblocks to extort food or money from travelers.
At year's end, more than one million citizens, more than one-quarter of the population, either were
displaced internally or had fled the country to escape the continuing insurgency. More than 500,000
persons were in refugee camps in Guinea and Liberia; others had fled to The Gambia, Cote d'Ivoire, and
other destinations in Africa, and still others were in countries outside Africa. Although thousands
returned from abroad after the restoration of the Kabbah Government, most remained outside the
country because of continuing security concerns.
There is no formal process for granting political asylum. The Government cooperated with the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) and other organizations on repatriation matters, and
continued to provide first asylum to over 5,000 Liberians who had fled to Sierra Leone because of
conflict in their home country in earlier years of the decade. There were no reports of the forced return
of persons to countries where they feared persecution.
Section 3 Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Government
The Constitution provides for the right of citizens to change their government, and the 1996 elections
won by Ahmed Tejan Kabbah and his Sierra Leone People's Party were the first free and fair multiparty
elections held in the country in 30 years. In March the democratically elected Kabbah Government,
which had assumed power in 1996 and which was deposed by the combined AFRC and RUF forces in
May 1997, was restored to power. Several political parties were represented in the unicameral
legislature. Local government was controlled by locally elected councils and a traditional chieftancy
system. Preparations for local elections were in progress at year's end.
Section 4 Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental Investigation of
Alleged Violations of Human Rights
A number of domestic and international human rights groups operated without government restriction,
investigating and publishing their findings on human rights cases. Government officials were generally
cooperative and responsive to their views. Representatives of various local and international
nongovernmental organizations (NGO's), foreign diplomats, the ICRC, and U.N. human rights officers
were able to monitor freely and fully the major treason trials, and visit prisons and custodial facilities.
I

Section 5 Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Disability, Language, or Social Status
The Constitution prohibits discrimination against women and provides for protection against
discrimination on the basis of race and ethnicity, except for the long-time prohibition against citizenship
for persons with a non-African father. This provision effectively blocks citizenship for much of the
sizable Lebanese community, and for other persons with non-African fathers.
Women
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Violence against women, especially wife beating, is common. Police are unlikely to intervene in
domestic disputes except in cases involving severe injury or death. Domestic violence is not recognized
as a societal problem. However, rape is recognized as a societal problem punishable by up to 14 years
imprisonment. There is a significant amount of prostitution: Many women, especially those displaced
from their homes and with few resources, resort to it to secure income for themselves and their children.
Rebel forces used rape as a terror tactic (see Sections I.e. and 1.g.).
The Constitution provides for equal rights for women, but in practice women face both legal and societal
discrimination. In particular, their rights and status under traditional law vary significantly depending on
the ethnic group to which they belong. The Ternne and Limba tribes of the north afford greater rights to
women to inherit property than does the Mende tribe, which gives preference to male heirs and
unmarried daughters. However, in the Temne tribe, women cannot become paramount chiefs. In the
south, the Mende tribe has a number of female paramount chiefs. Women are nevertheless very active in
civic organizations and NGO's, and were instrumental in pressuring the previous government to allow
free and fair multiparty elections in 1996.
Women do not have equal access to education, economic opportunities, health facilities, or social
freedoms. In rural areas, women perform much of the subsistence farming, and have little opportunity
for formal education. The average educational level for women is markedly below that of men; only 6
percent are literate. At the university level, men predominate.
Children
Although the Government is committed to improving children's education and welfare, it lacks the
means to provide basic education and health services for them. Schools, clinics, and hospitals
throughout the country have been looted and destroyed during the 8-year RUF insurgency, and most
have not been replaced. Although in November, the Government began a program to pay the fees for 3
years of schooling for all children, lack of schools and teachers still place even this much education out
of the hands of many. Schools are financed largely by formal and informal fees that many families
cannot afford.
The recruitment for military service by the CDF and the kidnaping and forced conscription of children
into rebel forces were a serious problem; an estimated 5,000 youthful soldiers served alongside adults
during the civil conflict. While the CDF forces accept children as volunteers, most children who join the
insurgent ranks do so under duress: For years rebels have kidnapped young boys and girls to serve them
and augment their forces. In some cases they have forced these children to commit atrocities involving
family members. There are now several programs to deal with former child combatants, including those
who have escaped from rebel forces. However, even children who escape and wish to leave the ranks
sometimes are rejected by their families and communities for their perceived involvement in rebel
activities.
Female genital mutilation (FGM), which is condemned by international health experts as damaging to
both physical and psychological health, is widely practiced among all levels of society, although with
varying frequency. The form practiced is excision. Some estimates of the percentage of women and girls
who undergo the practice range as high as 80 to 90 percent. While UNICEF estimates the percentage of
females who have undergone this procedure to be as high as 90 percent, local groups believe this figure
is overstated. There is no law prohibiting FGM. There are a number ofNGO's that are working to
inform the public about the harmful health effects of FGM and to eradicate it; however, an active mass
campaign by secret societies countered the
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well-publicized international efforts against FGM.
Occasional instances of ritual murders of boys and girls, as well as adults, associated with illegal secret
societies, have been reported in the past. There were no reported cases this year.
People with Disabilities
Questions of public facility access and discrimination against the disabled have not become public
policy issues. No laws mandate accessibility to buildings or provide for other assistance for the disabled.
Although a few private agencies and organizations attempted to train the disabled in useful work, there
was no government policy or program directed particularly at the disabled. There does not appear to be
outright discrimination against the disabled in housing or education. Given the high rate of general
unemployment, however, work opportunities for the disabled appear to be few.
Some of the many individuals who were maimed in the fighting, or had their limbs amputated by rebel
forces, are receiving some special assistance from various local and international humanitarian
organizations. Such programs involve reconstructive surgery, prostheses, and vocational training to help
them acquire new work skills.
National/Ethnic/Racial Minorities
The country's population is ethnically diverse, and consists of members of at least 13 ethnic groups.
These groups generally all speak distinct primary languages and are concentrated regionally outside
urban areas. However, all ethnic groups use Krio as a second language, there was little ethnic
segregation in urban areas, and interethnic marriage is common. The two largest ethnic groups are the
Temne in the northern part of the country and the Mende in the southern part; each of these groups is
estimated to make up about 30 percent of the population.
Ethnic loyalty remained an important factor in government, the military, and business. Complaints of
corruption within ethnic groups and ethnic discrimination in government appointments, contracts,
military commissions, and promotions were common. There did not appear to be a strong
correspondence between ethnic or regional and political cleavages. Ethnic differences also did not
appear to contribute appreciably to the RUF rebellion, the 1997 coup, or the civil conflict during the
year. There was no identifiable ethnic or regional base of voluntary popular support for the rebels, who
controlled territory by terror and coercion rather than by popular consent.
Residents of non-African descent face institutionalized political restrictions. The Constitution restricts
citizenship to persons of patrilineal Negro-African descent. This constitutional restriction effectively
denies citizenship to many long-term residents, notably the Lebanese community.
Section p Worker Rights
a. The Right of Association
The Constitution provides for the right of association and, in practice, under the restored Government,
workers had the right to join independent trade unions of their choice. About 60 percent of the workers
in urban areas, including government workers, are unionized, but there has been little success in
organizing agricultural and mine workers. All labor unions by custom join the Sierra Leone Labor
Congress (SLLC), but such membership is voluntary.

http://www.state.gov/www/global/human_rightsI1998_hrp_reportlsierrale.html
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The Trade Union Act provides that any five persons may form a trade union by applying to the Registrar
of Trade Unions, who has statutory powers under the act to approve the creation of trade unions. The
Registrar may reject applications for several reasons, including an insufficient number of members,
proposed representation in an industry already serviced by an existing union, or incomplete
documentation. If the Registrar rejects an application, his decision may be appealed in the ordinary
courts, but applicants seldom take such action.
There is a right to strike, although the Government can require 21 days' notice. Union members may be
fired for participating in even a lawful strike. There were no reported strikes during the year.
Unions are free to form federations and to affiliate internationally. The SLLC is a member of the
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively
The Regulation of Wages and Industrial Relations Act provides the legal framework for collective
bargaining. Collective bargaining must take place in trade group negotiating councils, each of which has
an equal number of employer and worker representatives. Most enterprises are covered by collective
bargaining agreements on wages and working conditions. The SLLC provides assistance to unions in
preparations for negotiations; in case of a deadlock the Government may intervene.
No law prohibits retribution against strikers. An employee fired for union activities may file a complaint
with a labor tribunal and seek reinstatement. Complaints of discrimination against trade unions are made
to a tribunal. Individual trade unions investigate alleged violations of work conditions to try to ensure
that employers take the necessary steps to correct abuses.
There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor
The Constitution prohibits forced and bonded labor, including that by children. However, under the
Chiefdom's Council Act, compulsory labor may be imposed by individual chiefs, who may require
members of their villages to contribute to the improvement of common areas. This practice exists only
in rural areas. There is no penalty for noncompliance. The last Saturday in each month is declared a
National Cleanup Day; in Freetown traffic is proscribed before 10:00 a.m. so that everyone may clean
their immediate area. There have been reports of security forces publicly humiliating citizens to ensure
compliance; however, social and community values and pressures largely unrelated to the State were
chiefly responsible for widespread compliance. There were no legal or formal governmental
consequences of noncompliance.
The AF~C and particularly RUF rebels forcibly impressed young boys and girls into their ranks and
forced them into involuntary servitude, and to perform as sexual slaves. Many later become fighters with
the rebel forces
(see Section 5).
d. Status of Child Labor and Minimum Age for Employment
The minimum age for employment is officially 18 years, but in practice there is no enforcement of this
law because there is no government entity charged with the task. Children routinely assist in family

.
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businesses and work as petty vendors. In rural areas, children work seasonally on family subsistence
farms.
Because the adult unemployment rate remains high, few children are involved in the industrial sector.
Children have been hired by foreign employers to work as domestics overseas at extremely low wages
and in poor conditions. The Department of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation is responsible
for reviewing overseas work applications to see that no one under the age of 14 is employed for this
purpose.
School attendance through primary school is required by law. However, there is a shortage of schools
and teachers, due both to inadequate government funding of public education, and to widespread
destruction of educational facilities by rebel forces. Consequently, a large number of children receive
little or no formal education. Many consequently enter the workforce with few skills and with limited, if
any, literacy. The Constitution prohibits forced and bonded labor, including that by children; however,
there was some compulsory labor possibly including labor by children in rural areas (see Section 6.c.).
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work
There is no minimum wage. Purchasing power continues to decline through inflation. Most workers
support an extended family, often including relatives who have been displaced by the insurgency in the
countryside, and it is common both to pool incomes and to supplement wages with subsistence farming.
The Government's suggested work standard is 38 hours per week, but most workweeks for those who
are employed exceed that figure. Although the Government sets health and safety standards, it lacks the
funding to enforce them properly.
Trade unions provide the only protection for workers who file complaints about working conditions.
Initially, a union makes a formal complaint about a hazardous working condition. If this complaint is
rejected, the union may issue a 21-day strike notice. If workers remove themselves from dangerous work
situations without making a formal complaint, they risk being fired.
[end of document]
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More than 5,000 children under the age of 18, bo~h boys and girls and some as young as five,
have fought as combatants in Sierra Leone's internal armed conflict. Children have been
specifically singled out for recruitment by both the armed opposition and forces fighting in
support of the government. Most of the children fighting with rebel forces have been abducted
from their homes and families and forced to fight. Victims themselves, they have also been
perpetrators of human rights abuses, sometimes against members of their own families and
communities. Many have been forced to kill and mutilate under the influence of drugs, alcohol
or simply because of fear. Former child combatants often say that they do not know why
Sierra Leoneans are killing Sierra Leoneans.
A further 5,000 children, again both boys and girls, have been associated with rebel
forces although not directly deployed in combat; they have been used to carry goods, cook
or collect firewood, and girls have been raped and forced into sexual slavery. Some girls are
forced to "serve" many male combatants. These figures are estimates; the real figures may be
much higher.
On 7 July 1999 lD Lome, Togo, the government of Sierra Leone and the armed
opposition Revolutionary United From (RUF) signed a peace agreement which was to end
SIerra Leone's eight-year conflict. The difficult task of disarming and demobilizmg very large
numbers of child combatants and helpmg them to rerum to anormallife wlth theirfamilies and
communities began
\ii/bile some progress was being made towards securing the rekase. disarmament and
demobilizatlOn of child combatants followmg the signing of the peace agreement, further efforts
have since been curtailed. The political and security situation m Sierra Leone detenorated 1D
early May :2.000 with the capture of some 500 United Nations (UN) peace-keeping troops by
rebel forces and a resumptIon ofhostilitles The recn.l1tment and use of children as combatams

by both rebel forces and government-allied forces, arnong the most distressing features of the

mtemal armed conflict, are contmuing.
In this repon Amnesty International describes the violation of the most fundamemal
rights of the children of SIerra Leone. Much of the mforrnation included comes from the
children themselves who were interviewed bv Amnestv Imemational remesentatives durina
visits to Sierra Leone in March, June and July 2000 .
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The scale of the problem of child combatants m SIerra Leone is well known and has
been recogmzed, includmg by the UN, the government of Sierra Leone and non-governmental
organizations, both national and international There is a wealth of international and regional
standards, resolutions and statemems on the protection of children in situations of armed
conflict. \Vhat is now urgent is to give substance to the repeated commitments to end the
recruitment and use of children as combatants.
Amnesty International IS making a series of recommendations to the government of
Sierra Leone, the leaders ofRUFforces and the international community aimed at finally ending
the use of child soldiers in Sierra Leone. These include:
the hlghest priority should be given to resuming the disarmament demobilization and
reintegration of child combatants and prompt and effective measures should be taken
to ensure that no child under the age of 18 is recruited for military service, including
by raising the minimum age for military recruitment to 18;
all children held by RlJF forces should be released immediately and RUF forces
should immediately cease forcible or voluntary recruitment and use of children under
the age of 18;
in all effons by the international community to resolve the political and security crisis
in Sierra Leone, the needs of children affected by the internal armed conflict, including
child combatants, should be given the highest priority and concrete steps should be
taken to Implement commitments made to end the recruitment and use of child
combatants in Sierra Leone;
those responsible for grave breaches of international human rights law and humanitarian
law, including the abduction and forcible recruItment of children, should be brought
to justice.

KEY\VORDS: CHILD SOLDIERS 1 / RECRUITMENT OF CHILD SOLDIERS 1 /
JUVENILES / ARMED CONFLICT / MILITARY / NON-GOVER...NMENTil.l
ENTITIES / VlITNESS TESTWO:t\TffiS / REHABILITATION / MSP / HUMiL"l
RIGHTS INSTRUMENTS / INVESTIGATION OF ABUSES / PEACE-KEEPING /
UNICEF / PHOTOGR.A..PHS
This repon summarizes a 40-page document (15,129 words), Sierra Leone. Childhood .. a
casualty ofconflict (AIIndex.: AFR 51/69/00), issued by Amnesty International on 31 August
2000. Anyone wishing funher details or to take action on this Issue should consult the full
document. An ex.tensive range of our materials on this and other subjects IS available at
http://www.. amnestv.org and Amnesty International news releases can be received by email:
http://www.. amnesty.. or£/news/emailnws . htm
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SIERRA LEONE
Chil,dhood - a casualty of conflict
Introduction
More than 5,000 children under the age of 18, both boys and girls and some as young as
five, have fought as combatants in Sierra Leone's internal armed conflict. Children have
been specifically singled out for recruitment by both the armed opposition and forces
flghting 10 support of the government. Most of the children fighting with rebel forces have
been abducted from their homes and famiiies and forced to fight. Many were separated
from their families at a very young age. Victims themselves, they have also been
perpetrators of human rights abuses, sometimes against members of their own families and
communities. Many have been forced to kill and mutilate under the influence of drugs,
alcohol or simply because of fear. Former child combatants often say that they do not know
why Sierra Leoneans are killing Sierra Leoneans.
A further 5,000 children, again both boys and girls, have been associated with rebel
forces although not directly deployed in combat; they have been used to carry goods, cook
or collect firewood, and girls have been raped and forced into sexual slavery. Some girls
are forced to "serve" many male combatants l
These are the figures provided by the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)
but they are estimates; the real figures may be much higher The Special Representative
ofthe United N ati ons (UN) Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict, after a visit
to Sierra Leone, said on 9 September 1999 that' more than 10,000 children have been
serving as child soldiers in various fighting groups'.
On 7 July 1999 in Lome, Togo, the government of Sierra Leone and the armed
opposition Revolutionary United Front (RUF) signed a peace agreement which was to end
Sierra Leone' s elght-year conflict. The difficult task of disarming and demobilizing very
large numbers of child combatants and helping them to return to a normal life with their
families and communities began.
\Vhile some progress was being made towards securing the release, disarmament
and demobilization 'of child combatants follow1Og the signing of the peace agreement,
further efforts have since been curtailed. The political and security situation in Sierra
Leone detenorated in early May 2000 with the capture of some 500 UN peace-keeping
troops by rebel forces and a resumption of hostilities The recruitment and use of children

IFor further informatIon about the abduction, rape and other forms of sexual violence committed
agamst girls and women, see Sierra Leone Rap€. and olher forms of sexual Violence agalnSI girls and
women (:\1 Index AFR :5] 135/00), published
Amnesty International on 29 June 2000
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as combatants by both rebel forces and government-allied forces are continuing. This is
among the most distressing features of a conflict which has also been characterized by
systematic and widespread deliberate and aroitrary killing, amputation of limbs and
mutilation, rape and other forms of sexual violence. 2
In this report Amnesry International describes the violation of the most fundamental
rights of the children of Sierra Leone. Much of the information included comes from the
children themselves who were interviewed by Amnesty International representatives during
visits to Sierra Leone in March, June and July 2000.
The scale of the problem of child combatants in Sierra Leone is well known and has
been recognized, including by the UN Secretary-General, his Special Representative for
Children and Armed Conflict, UNICEF, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, the
government of Sierra Leone and non-governmental organizations, both national and
international. There is a wealth of international and regional standards, resolutions and
statements on the protection of children in situations of armed conflict. What is now urgent
is to give substance to the repeated commitments to end the recruitment and use of children
as combatants, by whatever side.
Amnesty International is making a series of recommendations to the government
of Sierra Leone, the leaders ofRUF forces and the international community aimed at finally
ending the use of child soldiers in Sierra Leone. These include:
the highest priority should be given to resuming the disarmament, demobilization
and reintegration of child com batants, and prompt and effective measures should
be taken to ensure that no child under the age of 18 is recruited for military service,
including by passing legislation raising the minimum age for military recruitment
to 18;
all children held by RUF forces, either used as combatants or in any way associated
with fighting forces, should be released immediately and RUF forces should
immediately cease forcible or voluntary recruitment and use of children under the
ageofl8;

: For further infonnation about human rights committed during the conflict see previous reports
published by Amnesty International, in particular: Sierra Leone Recommendatzons 10 Ihe znlernatzonal
conlacl group on Sierra Leone. New York, } 9 Apnl } 999 (AI Index:AFR 51/05/99), 19 April 1999; Sierra
Leone 1998 - a year of alrocilles againsl civilians (AI Index: AFR 51/22/98), November 1998; Sierra
Leone A disasrrous set-back for human Tights (AI Index: AFR 51/05/97), 20 October 1997; Sierra Leone
Towards a fulure founded on human righrs (AIlndex: APR .51/05/96), 25 September 1996; and Sierra
Leone Human nghls abuses in a war agaznst CIvilians (AI Index APR 51/05/95), 13 September 199.5.
AI Index. AFR 51/69/00
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in all efforts bv the international community to resolve the Dolitical and securitv
crisis in Sierra Leone, the needs of children affected by the internal armed conflict
including child combatants, should be given the highest priority and concrete steps
should be taken to implement commitments made to end the recruitment and use
of child combatants in Sierra Leone;
.-/

.....:.

~.

.,I

j

those responsible for grave breaches of international human rights law and
humanitarian law, including the abduction and forcible recruitment of children,
should be brought to justice.

The use of child combatants in the internal armed conflict
Children have fought with the various forces involved in Sierra Leone's internal armed
conflict which began in 1991 These forces include the RUF, the Arn1ed Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC) , the Sierra Leone Army and the Civil Defence Forces
(CDF). The AFRC came to power following the military coup on 25 May 1997 which
overthrew the government of President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah elected in 1996. The A..FRC
joined forces with the RUF after coming to power and remained its ally after the AFRC was
forced from power in February 1998 by forces deployed in Sierra Leone by the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS), known as ECOMOG With the signing
of the peace agreement in July 1999, the AFRC allied itself to the government of President
Kabbah but some of its forces continued to engage in hostilities against government-allied
forces. Rebel forces who remain in control of parts of the north and east of the country
continue to forcibly recruit and use child soldiers. Previously disarmed and demobilized
members of the AFRC and those members of the Sierra Leone Army who had remained
loyal to the government, including children under the age of 18, have again been recruited
and rearmed to fight on behalf of the government since May 2000. Large numbers of
children have also been recruited and used in combat by the CDF, the civilian militia based
on societies of traditional hunters, such as the kamaJors, which support the government of
President Kabbah.
The involvement of children in conflict has devastating effects on their physical and
mental integrity. There have been higher casualty rates among children because of their
inexpenence, fearlessness and lack of training. Children are considered as particularly
useful because their Size and agility means that they may be sent on particulariy hazardous
assignments. Frequently ill-treated or even killed by the commanders, they have no
protectors. Adult combatants who commit human righTS abuses, including crimes agamst
humanity and V'iar crimes, involve children in those crimes In addition to the obvious risks
Amnesty Inremational. 31 August 2000
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of death or se,ious injury in combat, children suffer disproportionately from the general
rigours of military life, especially in the bush, and are particularly vulnerable to disease and
malnutrition. As for the severe psychological" consequences of active participation in
hostilities, with children witnessing and at times also committing atrocities, the full extent
of the impact on child combatants as well as society as a whole may only become apparent
over a long period.

Former child combatants tell their stories
Those children who have been released or have escaped and who have been disarmed and
demobilized provide horrifying accounts of how the conflict has affected them. The names
of the children whose testimonies are included have been changed in order to protect their
identities Most were interviewed by Amnesty International representatives during June
and July 2000.
Child combatants live in constant fear of being beaten and killed. Many former
child combatants describe being threatened, intimidated and severely beaten; others recount
the killing of their friends and companions. Former child combatants describe the killings
and mutilations of civilians which they carried out while fighting. If they refused, they
risked being beaten or killed. Peter, a 12-year-old former child combatant, said: "vVhen 1
was kilZlng, 1 felt like it wasn't me doing these things 1 had to because the rebels
threatened to kill me."

Former child combatants fighting with RUF
Ibrahim is now aged 16 and living at a centre for former child combatants at an internally
displaced people's camp at Waterloo, 20 kilometres east of Freetown. He was captured by
the RUF in 1992 in Kono District, Eastern Province, and from there was transferred to the
rebel stronghold ofKailahun District, also in Eastern Province. He was taught how 1.0 use
weapons, how to advance and attack the enemy and how to ambush. He described how
before attacks, each combatant, including child combatants, was gIven cocaine and
marijuana: "After sm,fjing cocaine, I was not afraid of anything I became bloody"
Ibrahim told Amnesty International on 19 June 2000 that when the RUF forces with
whom he fought heard that RUF leader Foday Sankoh was going to be tried in 1998: "We
were ordered to kill any CIVilian that we came across Anyfighter or children suspected of
being reluctant to do the killings were severely beafen. We were asked to advance and to
do everything possible to ten-onze the civilians It was during this period that people's
hands and limbs were cut off in Kono,)v1aslngbz, A1atalOka, Magburaka and Makenz
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During that rime, one o/the children asked the commander the reasons/or the killings. He
sOld thar the civilians were supporring PresidenJ Kabbah 's government Sher~tfKabia,
who was 17 and known as 'era::::y Jungle', was killed because he asked rhis question
Sheriff Kabia was reported to have been killed in November 1998 Ibrahim also described
the death of Mamadu Kamara, aged 14, who was killed because he refused to cut off the
hand of someone from his own village
II

DrawIng by a former child combmam at the interim care cemre at Lungl
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Abdul, now aged 17, was abducted by the RTJF in 1997 during an ambush in
Kenema District, Eastern Province. He told Amnesty International on 21 July 2000 that he
was taken to an RUF training camp, known aSJCamp Lion, near Pendembu in Kailahun
District where he was trained by both Sierra Leoneans and Liberians. He was taught to use
a variety of weapons, including AK47 and AK58 nfles, which he said came from Liberia.
"After the Lome peace accord, we thought that was the end of the whole war. We were
waifing ro disarm; there was no fighting Instead we all went to Tongo Field to mine Most
rebels did that." Abdul was then ordered to go to Lunsar, Port Loko District: "We didn't
even reach thefront line when we met some wounded colleagues. I wanted to surrender but
I was afraid" When he gave himself up to Sierra Leone Army forces, his arms were tied
tightly behind his back; rope marks on both arms were still visible. He was first taken to
Masiaka, some 50 kilometres east of Freetown, where he was hit on the head with a pistol
by a soldier and then transferred to Cockerill military headquarters in Freetown. "The_v
threatened to kill me. For the first week I was treated badly but then I was given food and
water and no one treated me badly For the first two weeks I was not allowed out of the
cell." He remained there for more than three weeks before being transferred to an interim
care centre in Freetown. "I want to go back to school but here in Freetown. not in the
provinces. I am scared that I'll get taken back to the/ront line."
David, now aged 14, from Bumbuna, Tonkolili District, Northern Province, was
abducted in 1996 by the Rill when they attacked Bumbuna. He is now at a centre
established to care for former child combatants, known as an interim care centre, run by an
international non-governmental organization, in Freetown. When interviewed by Amnesty
International on 12 July 2000, he said that after his abduction he was taken first to Kabala,
Koinadugu District_. Northern Province, and then to Bunumbu in Kailahun District, an RUF
stronghold. There he, together with another 40 children, was trained to fight at Camp Lion.
"I had to go through the training and learn to fight, otherwise the RUF people would beat
me or kill me." Among those ki lled by the RUF during the training was a boy, aged about
11, with whom David had become friends He was beaten to death because he refused to
continue training. He had complained of being tired - the training was difficult and he was
exhausted. He was beaten in front of more than 30 other children and his body was thrown
into the bush. Another child, aged 14, was also beaten and killed.
David described how, even under the influence of marijuana and alcohol, he was
still afraid to fight, but he did not tell anyone for fear of being killed David remained with
rebel forces for three years until surrendering to forces of the UN Mission in Sierra Leone
(UNAMSIL) at Makeni, Bombali District, Northern Province, after the peace agreement
was signed in July 1999. Now at the interim care centre, he said "I want to become a
doctor now and go back to school to learn how to cure peopleI'
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Many fanner child combatants with rebel forces have described how tney were
forced to drink alcohol and take drugs and the eff~ct that it had on them. Among the drugs
used were marijuana, amphetammes, commonly referred to as "blue boats", and cocaine.
When child combarams refused to take drugs they were beaten and, in some cases, killed.
Komba, now aged 15, was captured by the RUF in 1997 in Binkolo, Bombali,
District. Now at the centre for former child combatants at Waterloo, he raJd Amnesty
International on 20 June 2000 that he was among rebel forces who attacked Freetown in
January 1999: "My legs were cut with blades and cocaine was rubbed in the wounds.
Afterwards. Ifeft like a big person I saw the other people like chickens and rats. I wanted
to kill them"
When interviewed by Amnesty International on 20 June 2000, Gibril, aged 11,
said: "Before battles, I was given white powder which was mixed with rice. It made me
brave, it made me think that I could do anything"
Fifteen child combatants, including at least two girls, were among some 2,500
Sierra Leonean refugees who fled into Gueckc~dou in Guinea during the flrst two weeks of
August 2000 to escape intensified fighting and bombing by government forces of rebel-held
areas in Eastern Province. All but one had been abducted by rebel forces and forced to fight
for periods of up to seven years. According to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), all the children said that they had been heavily drugged with cocaine and they
acknowledged that they had been extremely brutal. They were separated from other
refugees because they feared that victims of the atrocities which they had committed would
recognize them.

Former child combatants fighting with the AFRC
After being removed from power in February 1998 by ECOMOG forces acting iD support
of Presldent Kabbah, the AFRC, together with the RUF, wreaked a campaign of terror
against civilians, particularly in Northern Province. From April 1998 reports emerged of
widespread killings, amputations and abductions in villages in Northern Province.
When intervIewed on 19 June 2000 by Amnesty International, Sayo, now aged 14,
said that he was abducted by AFRC forces in 1998 in Makali, Tonkolili District. He was
trained in different places, including Koinadugu Dislrlct He described how his skin was
cut in different places, including near his eyes, and cocaine put in the wounds. When I go
to the battle fields, I smoke enough That's why I become unafraid ofeverythzng When you
refuse to take drugs It's called technical sabotage and you are killed" After the peace
agreement was signed in July 1999 Sayo was freed and taken to a centre for former child
II
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combatants run bv a non-zovemmental organization. CARlTAS-Makeni. in Kabala. He
is now at the centre for former child combatants at Waterloo.
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Hassan, now aged 15, from Makeni, told Amnesty International on 21 July 2000 at
a centre for former child combatants in Freetown that he was abducted with four of his
cousins by the .A..c1:'RC in 1998 when he was aged 13. He was trained in a camp near Kabala
where he was given an AK 47 rifle. He claimed that there were several hundred other
young boys in the camp. The training lasted three months. He had to learn how to
dismantle a weapon, how to use a rocket propelled grenade (RPG), how to attack, how to
undertake guard duty and how to parade. He also said that he had to parade for AFRC
leaders, including Johnny Paul Koroma, now head of the Commission for the Consolidation
of Peace, established under the July 1999 peace agreement, and Brigadier, now Colonel,
Gabriel Mani, who was appointed in July 2000 as Director of Anny Training.
Hassan spent over a year with the AFRC in Kono District, Eastern Province.
Following the signing of the peace agreement in July 1999 he remained with the AFRC in
the accra Hills, some 40 kilometres east of Freetown, the stronghold of a faction of the
AFRC known as the "West Side Boys" who had not disarmed after the peace agreement.
In late June 2000 Hassan travelled to Freetown to purchase drinks for the "West Side Boys".
He was not armed and he travelled in a public transport vehicle. At a checkpoint he was
recognized as a West Side Boy by members of the Sierra Leone Anny and the kamajors and
ordered to get out of the vehicle. His shoes and trousers were removed but, initially, he was
not otherwise ill-treated. He was taken to Benguema military training camp, 20 kilometres
east ofFreetown, and the following day to Cockerill military headquarters in Freetown. He
was interrogated about a recent attack on the town ofMasiaka. One soldier, however, beat
him severely on his back: three weeks later, in July 2000, deep scars were still visible. The
beating was stopped by a more senior officer.
Hassan said: "At first, 1loved being in the bush 1 could get money and other things,
includzng vehicles, for free But then 1 got tired Now 1 want to go home"
When interviewed on 24 July 2000 John, now aged 15, from Mokanji, Moyamba
District, Southern Province, did not remember when he had been abducted by the AFRC
and did not know what had happened to his family He was threatened that he would be
killed if he did not go with the i\FRC and was taken to Makeni where he was trained how
to use weapons and how to fight the CDF and ECOMOG. John said that he was told not
to kill civilians and that civilians were killed in the cross-fire. He was also instructed not
to loot property but said that many AFRC members did engage in looting "1 was not happy
living in the bush 'ow 1had 17.0 way to escape. 1 asked to leave and was told 'go ifyou can'
but 1then saw children being killed - many ofthem - when they tried to escape to go home
/
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anything J never refused to take drugs"
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After that] felt like] could do

John recalled that children were punished if they refused to obey orders: "] was
punished after J was asked to be part of an advance team to attack Koinadugu. I was not
feeling well, ] was feeling sick and had a stomach ache J said that J could not go andfight
The commander ordered other small boys to beat me. After J was beaten a doctor who had
been captured helped me."
Isatu, a girl now aged 17, was abducted by AFRC forces from Fadugu, Koinadugu
District, in 1998. She told Amnesty International on 24 July 2000 at a centre for former
child combatants: "J did not want to go; J was forced to go. They killed a lot ofwomen who
refused to go with them." She was forced to become the sexual partner of the combatant
who captured her and is now the mother of their three-month-old baby: "vVhen they capture
young girls, you belong to the soldier who captured you ] was 'married' to him. "
Isatu was trained in a base near Kabala to use weapons, including a bayonet, gun
and kIlife, and fought in the area around Fadugu and Makeni. She admitted that she had cut
off the hands of children and adults, and set fire to houses with civilians locked inside.
"There is a law ofthe AFRC thatforces you to kill, ifyou refuse to, you yourselfare killed. "

Former child combatants fighting with the CDF
Child combatants recruited by the CDF have also recounted their experiences. The parents
of 12-year-old Brima, now at the centre for former child combatants at Waterloo, gave
permission to the CDF to use him as a child combatant in 1998. He continued to live at his
home but was active with the CDF in areas around Masiaka, Port Loko and Yele. He was
trained to fight by CDF "initiators", those who admit members into the societies of
traditional hunters. Brima told Amnesry International on 20 June 2000 that when children
disobeyed orders they were beaten unless their parents paid a fme. Brima recalled: "1 was
beaten because J became separated from a CDF patrol."
Brima recouJ:i..ted that when a rebel is caught, his arms are tied up behind his back.
The captive is then interrogated and stabbed to death "J saw four executIOns"
Mohamed, also aged 12, from Port Loko, Port Loko District, Northern Province,
was recruited by the CDF in 1998 His parents were not informed about the recruitment but
they did nothing to prevent it because of the status attached to membership of the society
of traditional hunters, such as the kamajors, described by Mohamed as "the supremacy of
the society". In addition to CarrjlDg ".vater and machetes for the CDF, he escorted captured
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rebels to the Sierra Leone Army He also described to Amnesty International on 20 June
2000 how the eDF executed rebels they had captured or those suspected of being rebels:
"I saw three caprured rebels being killed, their~·heads were cut of! The children had to
bring [he heads to the SU [Sierra Leone Army} headquarters to show that the CDF were
effecrive ."

Rehabilitating child combatants
Until the resumption of hostilities in May 2000 lJNAMSIL, including its human nghts
section, played an important role in negotiating the release of children held by rebel forces
and providing logistical support and military escorts to ensure their safe transfer to interim
care centres. It worked with a number of non-governmental organizations, both national
and international, who have been active in trying to secure the release of children and to
provide the assistance they need. In March 2000 UNICEF and non-governmental
organizations were supporting more than 700 children in interim care centres; about 80 per
cent of these were demobilized child combatants.
Following the July 1999 peace agreement and before the resumption of hostilities
in May 2000, specific procedures had been adopted for child combatants. When children
presented themselves to a disarmament, demobilization and reintegration reception centresometimes simply a table in the middle of the road - those who were not combatants were
handed over to child protection agencies and taken to an interim care centre. If, after
questioning, it was established that they were combatants, they were transferred to the
children's sections of disarmament, demobilization and reintegration camps. Forthose who
had fought with the RUF, the l\FRC or the former Sierra Leone Army this program lasted
for five weeks; for those with the CDF a shorter program was provided because normally
the children had not been separated from their families and communities.
At interim care centres former child combatants are provided with medical
treatment, food and clothing, psycho-social rehabilitation, education and recreation. Some
of the older children, especially those who had spent months or years with rebel forces,
have bull et wounds or other injuries. Malnutrition, respiratory and skin infections and other
ailments are common, as are sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV/AIDS Some
still suffer the effects of narcotic drugs.
When Amnesty International met former child combatants at the centre for former
child combatants at Waterloo on 25 March 2000, a boy aged 14 who had been abducted by
AFRC forces in 1998 said: "I want to go lO school and learn so that I can forget the oid
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times" Another former child combatant interviewed at Waterloo on 19 June 2000 said" )/Ve
want to go bQck to school, we don't want to go ~Qck to the bush"

Former chiid soldiers in the inrenm care centre at Waterloo, east of Freetown, 25 March 2000
to Amnesty International

The psychological effects of the conflict on children have often been severe: many
have killed, mutilated or raped or have witnessed such atrocities. During the rebel incursion
into Freetown in January 1999 - when at least 2,000 civilians were killed, more than 500
people had limbs severed, and rape of girls and women was systematic - it was estimated
that some 10 per cent of rebel combatants were children. Often under the influence of
drugs, many of them committed atrocities During the first few weeks after they are
disarmed and demobilized, former child combatants are reported to be often aggressive and
violent, to show other behavioural problems, to suffer nightmares, alienation, outbursts of
anger and an inability to interact socially.
In a report published lD January 2000, the lDtemanonal humanlIarian organizatIon lvJedeczns sans
Frontieres (MSF-Holland) said that: "The psychological impact of aerually witnesszng horrific events
Imposes a serious psychological stress. Dehberately or not, wltnesszng al leasl once events such as
i torlure, exeCUllon, (atlempled) amputations, people being burnt In thezr houses and publiC rape often
results in Traumatic stress or even post-trcllImmic sU'ess disorder '"

'Assessing Trauma in Sierra Leone, I\~redecins Sans Frontieres (Holland), ]] January 2000
Amnesty Intemational, 31 August 2000
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At an interim care centre in Lungi, fanner child combatants have been encouraged
to make drawings of their ex.periences as child combatants. Many have depicted horrific
scenes of the mutilation, rape and killing in which they have been involved.

Drawing by a former child combatant at the mtenm care centre at Lungi

o Amnesty internarional

After considering Sierra Leone's initial report under the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child in January 2000, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child
ex.pressed concern that the government had insufficient capacity to provide psycho-social
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assistance to the many ch.ildren who have suffered forms of psychological trauma. The
Comillittee urged the government te make every egort to strengthen available psycho-social
assisrance and to recruit more mental health workers, recommending in addition that the
government seek international assistance in this area.
After undergoing the demobilization and rehabilitation process, effortS are made to
reunite former child combatants with their families. Child protection agencies have
developed programs for family tracing and reunification, often with success. In some cases,
however, former child combatants, especially the younger ones, do not know their real
names and have lost all knowledge of what a family is. One boy now aged 16, who was
abducted by the RUF in 1992, said: "The commander told me when J was captured. 'Your
father is gone ]v'ow J am your father' if Another, aged 15, who was abducted in 1997 said:
"After you are captured you cannot think about your family; that is out. Sometimes, when
I was by myself, J would think about them. But when you are captured you have to change
or you are a dead man."
Many former child combatants have been transferred to the province from which
they originally came, if this has been possible, in order to increase the possibility of tracing
their families. In other cases, however, their parents have been killed Or displaced Where
their families cannot be traced, the children are placed temporarily with foster families
Sigmficant efforts have been made to sensitize communities to the plight of former child
combatants and to promote reconciliation. In some cases, however, former child
combatants have been rejected by their families and communities because of the atrocities
committed by rebel forces during the conflict. One 16-year-old former child combatant
said: "J don't want to go back to my vlllage because J burnt all the houses there. I don't
know what the people would do, but they'd harm me J don't think I'll ever be accepted in
my village."
Girls who have been abducted and forcibly recruited often face specific problems.
When an Amnesty International delegation visited Sierra Leone in March 2000, it identified
that the process of disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of fOiTIler combatants
appeared often not to provide any real opportunity to those girls and women who had been
abducted by rebel fOJ:ces and forced to become their sexual partners to free themselves from
former combatants when they reported for disarmament and demobilization. The Fourth
Report of the UN Secretary-General on T.JNAMSIL of 19 May 2000 recognized "the need
to protect dependants ofex-combatants, the majority ofwhom are women and children" and
that "the majoriTy of wives 'ofthe combatams are Infact abductees and, ifnot mterviewed
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separatelyfrom their 'husbands', would most iikely not feel free to express theIr wish to
return [Q their onginalfamilies"4
Effective provision needs to be made for those girls and women, many of whom are
pregnant or have young children, to leave former combatants, if they wish. This would
require: firstly, the opportunity to indicate privately to l;l\T personnel their desire to leave
the men who abducted and sexually abused them; secondly, support to ena'::Jle them to
receive all necessary medical and psycho-social care; and thirdly, support either to return
to their families where this is possible or to re-establish their lives togethe, with their
children.
In Resolution 1314 (2000) on children and armed conflict of 11 August 2000 the
UN Security Council underlined "the Importance of giving conSideration to the special
needs andparticular vulnerab ilities ofgirls affected by armed conflict, including, inter alia,
those heading households, orphaned, sexually exploited and used as combatants" and urged
"that their human rights, protection and welfare be Incorporated in the development of
policies andprogrammes. including those for prevention, disarmament. demobilization and
reintegration".

Fonner child combatants anending a human nghts education session led by a human
rights officer for CARlIAS-Makeni at the mtenm care centre at Lungi, luiy 2000
:0 Amnesry international

4F ourth Report of the

Secretary-Gen~J3] on

the United Nations MisslOrJ in Sierra Leone,

S1:2000/455
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May 2000 - children again forced into conflict
"A whole generanon of children has already been emotionally traumatized and physically scarred.
They'd been told that peace hadfinally arTlved Now what are we supposed to tell them?" - Johanna va.'l
I Gerpen, UNICEF represema:ive in Sierra Leone, 10 May 2000

After the signing of a peace agreement berv,;een the government and the RUF in July 1999,
several hundred children were released by rebel forces; by the end of 1999 some 800
children, many of them combatams, had been handed over to "U'""NICEF and other child
protection agencies. During the first months of2000 there was a signiflcant increase in the
release of children, most of them combatants, by AFRC forces from the Occra Hills to the
east of Freetown and from Kabala, Northern Province. By the end of April 2000, some
1,700 child combatants, of an estimated total of 5,000, had been absorbed into the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration program. According to estimates by
UNICEF, about 800 of them had been reunited with their families or placed in foster care,
or had run away, leaving 900 in interim care centres. Several thousand children, however,
remained in the hands of rebel forces, particularly in Northern Province.
When the political and security situation in Sierra Leone deteriorated seriously at
the beginning of May 2000, fears of an imminent attack on Freetown by rebel forces
intensified and hostilities between RUF forces and forces of the Sierra Leone Army, the
CDF and UNAMSIL troops were reported close to the capital and in Pon Loko District.
Moves to secure the release of children still held by rebel forces halted. Former
child combatants in interim care centres in areas where rebel forces were active again
became vulnerable to being abducted and forcibly recruited by rebel forces. UNICEF and
the child protection agencies with v,ihich it works have tried to ensure adequate protection
for these children.
In his Fourth Report on UNAMSIL to the UN Security Council on 19 May 2000,
the UN Secretary-General cited preliminary reports whi ch suggested that child com batants
were being used extensively as hostilities resumed. UNAMSIL human rights officers who
visited Masiaka on 1'5 May 2000 observed several child combatants, mostly boys, with the
CDF, the AFRC and former Sierra Leone Army and the reconstituted Sierra Leone Army
Some 25 per cent ofehe combatants observed were under 18 and some freely admitted that
they were between 7 and 14. Almost all of them were armed. Other repons indicated that
RUF forces were using a similar proportion of child combatants at the front line. ln his
subsequene repon to [he UN Security Council on 31 July 2000, the Secretary-General
reported that both the RUF and forces fighting for the government continued to use children
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in combat. s He expressed deep concern about continuing human rights abuses, includ.ing
the forced recruitment of children, and urged "all fightingforces to immediately release all
child combatanrs among their forces and to cease the recruitment of children as
com'oatanrs" .

Continuing recruitment of children by the RUF
Since May 2000 RUF forces have continued to abduct and forcibly recruit children as
combatants, some of whom had previously been demobilized. While some of the children
recruited by both rebel and government-allied forces since May 2000 were forcibly
recruited, usually after being abducted, others were reponed to have volunteered to join the
RUF. It appears, however, that in many cases these children had little option but to do so.
Reports from Kambia District, Northern Province, during May 2000 described RUF forces
going from village to village demanding a quota of men and boys, most of whom were
forced to join under duress. Local traditional rulers, known as Paramount Chiefs, were
ordered to provide a certain number of recruits and families were forced to hand over
children, including those aged under 18. For example, in Madina Junction, Kambia
District, 300 men and boys were demanded. Similar reports have been received from the
towns of Kambia and Kamakwie. This practice explained the comparatively high number
of young men and boys, without their families, who fled across the border into Forecariah
region, Guinea, during May 2000. Reports offorcible recruitment were also received from
Mange in Port Loko District.
In Makeni, when the RUF fIrst confronted lJNAMSIL troops in early May 2000,
children were pressed by RUT forces by threats and intimidation into joining them. RUF
commanders positioned vehicles at the entrance of an interim care centre, run by
CARlT AS-Makeni, and repeatedly coaxed the older boys to rejoin them, through
enticement and implicit threat. Some of the children were toJd by RUF forces that their
families had been traced and that the RUF would help them return to their homes. It was
also reported that the RUF had threatened to kill all those in the interim care centre if the
children did not rejoin the RUF. Staff at the centre believed that up to 30 boys aged from
14 to 17 rejoined the RUF; other estimates put the number of those who rejoined the RUF
at 40 or as many as 50. It appeared that shortage of food at the centre, which had been
looted by rebel forces, was also a factor influencing the children's return to rebel forces.
The centre had been looted on 2 May 2000 by rebel forces; some of the older boys in the
interim care centre had tried to prevent the looting and one of the adult carers, a woman,
had been beaten. The rebels came the following day and again looted the centre

'Fifth Report of the Secretary-Gener'l,l on the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone,
S/200017:51
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Lungi interim care centre for former child combatants run by CARlT AS-Makem, July 2000
o Amnesty imernanonal

For fear of further attack, on 23 May 2000,83 children from the centre - 73 boys
and nine girls, most aged between 6 and 12 years - and 27 adult carers fled the centre for
Freetown. On their arduous three-day trek their remaining possessions, including food and
money, were stolen by RUF combatants. V'/hen they arrived in Petifu, Tonkolili District,
some of the group, both children and adults, were beaten by members of the CDF. The
children finally arrived safely in Freetown on 26 May 2000 and were taken to the interim
care centre at Lungi.
One former child combatant, Francis, now aged 16 who had been abducted in 1998,
described to Amnesty International on 15 July 2000 at the LDterim care centre in Lungi how
RUF forces had tried.to lure children back into their ranks from an interim care centre in
Lunsar, Port Loko District: "by then [he rebels had movedfrom Makeni to Lunsar Th.ey
came to our camp and asked some children to join them again and we refused We have
rights to live and play They encouraged us to join them We raid the manager ofthe centre
to move us At that time there were no vehlcies. even the hiGO 's vehicle was not around
We walked along the road to Rogberi Junction where we met the rebels They told us to
return to our camp jiVe knew thar they were killing people around After that they said.
please, come andjoin us or we are gOing to kzllyoupeople After [hatwefled in the bush."
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On 31 May 2000 RUF forces were reported to have killed two boys and a young
man at the vil1age of Maforay , near Port Loko, after they refused to join them. On 15 June
2000, a fa:mer from a vil1age near Magbile, Yort Loko District, between Masiaka and
Rogberi junction, described to Amnesty International the killing of his sons by RUF forces
on 11 June 2000: "lvfy four sons, aged 11, 21, 23 and 25, were bUilding a new hur when the
rebels asked them to join them. They refused and the rebels shot and killed them" His
three eldest sons were all farmers, married with children; his youngest son worked on his
father's farm.

Continuing recruitment of children by government-allied forces
Government-al1ied forces have also continued to recruit children and use them in combat.
Some of the child combatants who had been disarmed and demobilized after the peace
agreement were again recruited to fight against the RUF. Government-allied forces
comprise a loose alliance of the Sierra Leone Army, the AFRC and the CDF. Although in
theory these various forces are under the command of the Chief of Defence Staff, in
practice it appears that chain- of-command control is diffuse and often unclear and that, in
the confused and unstable situation which prevails, it is unlikely that senior military
personnel of the Sierra Leone Army exert effective control over ali forces fighting on behalf
of the government.
When an Amnesty International delegation met the Deputy Minister of Defence,
Chief Samuel Hinga Norman, who is also the National Coordinator of the CDF, in
Freetown on 25 May 2000, he denied that the CDF recruited children or "initiated" them
into the societies of traditional hunters. He said that the children with CDF forces had been
rescued or captured from rebel forces and that they were handed over to chiJd protection
agencies. Chief Hinga Norman has publicly announced that child combatants will be
demobilized from government and govemment-aliied forces. In mid-July 2000 he held a
meeting in Bo, Southern Province, with CDF leaders and "initiators". He instructed that
no further children were to be "initiated" into the COF. It is not clear, however, to what
extent this instruction is being heeded. While it may reduce the number of children newly
admitted into the CDF, it does not resolve the problem of those already with CDF forces.
A senior member of the CDF in Kenema, Eastern Province, told Amnesty
International on 27 July 2000 that, although he personally opposed the use of children, he
ackrlOwledged that it was normal practice within the CDF. He was in the presence of two
boys who appeared to be under 18 and who were both armed. He claimed that, before the
peace agreement, there were some 600 children in the CDF forces around Kenema but that
they were all subsequently demobilized and that there was no further recruitment of
children.
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On 12 June 2000 in Masiaka, an area where hostilities were continuing, much
publ1city was given to the apparent demobilization of 135 child combatants with
gove;:nment-allied forces, in panicular the CDF. It subsequently transpired, however, that
only 13 of these children were serving as combatants, nine with the CDF and four with the
AFRC It appeared that children and their families were attracted by the potential
assistance and facilities provided to former child combatants, including food and education,
as well as the opportunity to remove the children to safety from an area close to the from
line. The children who were not former child combatants, and who had been separated
from their families, were subsequently returned to their homes.
According to some reports, recruitment of children by the CDF is continuing in 80
and Moyamba Districts in Southern Province. It is often difficult, however, to distinguish
between "initiation" into the societies of traditional hunters and recruitment to fight. Child
protection agencies report that recruitment of children, including those who had previously
been demobilized, is continuing. According to reports which remain unconfirmed, villages
in Southern Province are expected to provide a certain number of children to the CDF. In
some areas the CDF appear to be no longer using children so openly to guard checkpoints
along major roads in Southern Province; children, some of them armed, have been seen
close to checkpoints but hidden in the bush. In late May 2000 two children with the CDF
aged about 14 or 15 were observed in Moyamba close to a checkpoint. In other areas,
however, an increase in the number of children guarding checkpoints has been observed.

Arming the children
Mildary assistance to rebel forces
Rebel forces in Sierra Leone have received and continue to receive significant military
assistance, including arms and ammunition, despite a UN embargo on the provision of such
assistance. UN Security Council Resolution 1132 (1997) of 8 October 1997 imposed an
arms embargo on SIerra Leone following the military coup of25 May 1997 which brought
the AFRC to power. After the government of President Kabbah was restored to power in
March 1998, UN Security Council Resolution 1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998 lifted the arms
embargo on the government of Sierra Leone but prohibited the sale and supply of arms and
related marinel to non-governmental forces in Sierra Leone.
In view of the appalling level of human rights abuses against civilians perpetrated
by rebel forces, military assistance to rebel forces can be assumed to have contributed, and
to continue to contribute, to continuing violations of international human rights and
humanitarian law. Among these violations are the recruitment and use of child combatants
Amnesty Intematlonal, 31 August 2000
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Arms and ammunition reaching rebel forces inevitably fall into the hands of the children
abducted and forcibly recruited by rebel forces Traffle in small arms and light weapons
clearly facilitates and encourages the use of child combatants. Amnesry International is
calling for the cessation of all military assistance to rebel forces in Sierra Leone, including
the provision of arms, ammunition, combatants and training
The government of Liberia has been consistently cited as violating the embargo on
military assistance to rebel forces in Sierra Leone. Following a visit to Sierra Leone and
Liberia in December 1998 the Chairman of the lJN Security Council sanctions committee
on Sierra Leone said that arms and ammunition were crossing into Sierra Leone from
neighbouring countries, including Liberia, in violation of UN Security Council Resolution
1171 (1998)6 At the time of the rebel incursion into Freetown in January 1999, the
governments of both the United Kingdom (UK) and the United States of America (USA)
unambiguously accused the government ofLiberia of supporting rebel forces_ Burkina Faso
has also been reported to have acted as a transit route for military assistance to rebel forces
in Sierra Leone. Some of this assistance has originated from countries in the former Soviet
bloc and has been facilitated by the activities of international arms brokers and shipping
agents, some of them based in Europe.
In April i 999 the commander of ECOMOG in Sierra Leone accused Liberia and
Burkina Faso of transferring arms to rebel forces. He asserted that a Ukrainian-registered
cargo plane had delivered arms and ammunition to Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina
Faso, for on-shipment to RUF forces through Liberia 7 A Gibraltar-based company was
reported to have organized the arms shipment to Burkina Faso, using a UK-based air
company_
These accusations against Liberia and Burkina Faso have continued ane intensified,
especially as the international community has focused increasing attention on the role of
the illicit trade in diamonds from rebel-held areas of Sierra Leone in fmancing the provision
of military assistance to rebel forces 8

6S/l998/1236, Report of the Secunty Council Committee established pursuant to Resolution 1132
(1997) concerning Sierra'teone, 31 December 1998_

7F or further information, see Negiecled Arms Embargo on Sierra Leone RebeLs, published by
Human Rights Watch on 15 May 2000.
8For further information on Amnesry International's position on military assistance to rebel forces
and the trade in diamonds, see Sierra Leone CLifting Ihe link between diamonds and human Tights abuses
'forever" (AI Index: AFR 51/56/00) I d July 2000, Sierra Leone Amnesty jmernational caLls for fasl and
effecrzve action on diamonds (AI Index: AfR 5)154/00), 30 June 2000, and Sierra Leone. Cutting Ihe ImK
between diamonds and guns (A] lndex: AFR 51/27/00), 31 May :WOO.
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On 5 July 2000 the UN Security Council passed Resolution 1306 (2000) which
imposed an embargo on all diamond exports from Sietla Leone for 18 months until the
government of Sierra Leone can establish a proper certification system for diamonds and
regain full access to those areas of the country - notably in Eastern Province and in
particular Kana District and Tonga Field - where RUF forces remain in control. Liberia
was specifically referred to as a transit route for diamonds from rebel-held areas; the
Security Council expressed its concern "at the role played by [he illicit trade In diamonds
in fuelling the conflict in Sierra Leone, and at reports that such diamonds transit
neighbouring countries, including the territory of Liberia". The resolution decided that
"all States shall take the necessary measures to prohibit the direct or indirect import ofall
rough diamonds from Sierra Leone to their ten"itory".
The international diamond industry has meanwhile responded to growing
international pressure. The International Diamond Manufacturers' Association and the
World Federation of Diamond Bourses, meeting in Antwerp, Belgium, from l7 to 19 July
2000, agreed that they will not trade in diamonds from rebel-held areas of Sierra Leone.
The industry has sought further legal action from governments, such as import control and
certification systems.
In line with the provisions ofResolution 1306 (2000), on 31 July and 1 August 2000
the lTN Security Council sanctions committee on Sierra Leone held a public meeting, which
included representatives of the mtemational diamond trade, governments and nongovernmental organizations, to debate the role of the illicit trade in diamonds from rebeiheld areas in procuring military assistance for rebel forces.
Further allegations were levelled against Liberia and Burkina Faso, notably by
representatives of the UK and USA governments Ambassador Jeremy Greenstock of the
UK said that: "a variety of reliable sources show that President [Charles) Taylor [of
Liberia) is orchestra[ing the activities of the R UF He IS giving direct militmy support,
encouraging anocks against [INAJvf.SIL and Sierra Leone government forces, prOViding
strategic direction, Influencing decisions on leadership and on command and control.
Moreover, he is using [he RUF to retain control of Siena Leone's diamonds reserves."
Ambassador Richard Holbrooke of the USA said that: "there was reason to believe that
RUF leaders and [he President of Libena have taKen increasingly large commisslOnsfor
each of themselves, and partlcularlyfor Uberian President Taylor for his services as a
facihtator ofdiamond sales and related arms rransjers" and added that the government of
Burkma Faso was also mvolved providing arms to the RUF.
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The governments of both Liberia and Burkina Faso vigorously denied these
allegations and called on the international community to conduct independent investigations
in their countries in order to substantiale these claims.
The UN Securiry Council sanctions committee on Sierra Leone established a panel
offive experts to continue to investigate the link between the diamond trade and the conflict
in Sierra Leone, including the alleged implication of the governments of Liberia and
Burkina Faso. The panel of expens is expected to report on its findings by the end of
October 2000.
In Resolution 1314 (2000) on children and armed conflict, the UN Security Council
expressed its grave concern at: "the linkages bet'vVeen the illicit rrade in natural resources
and armed confliCt, as well as the linkages bet'vVeen illicit trafficking in small arms and light
weapons and armed conflict, which can prolong armed conflict and intens0Ji its impact on
children, and, in this regard, expresses Its intention to consider taking appropriate steps,
in accordance with the Chaner of [he United Nations. "

Military assistance to government forces
Since May 2000 combatants below the age of 18 have continued to be recruited by the
Sierra Leone Army and other government-allied forces, including the AFRC and the CDF.
While recognizing the responsibility of the Sierra Leone government to maintain
security and protect its population and territory, Amnesty International opposes the
provision of assistance to armed forces where it can be reasonably assumed to contribute
to the recruitment of chi ldren under the age of I 8 by the armed forces or other armed
groups and their participation in hostilities. Effective mechanisms need to be put in place
to monitor the distribution and use of arms and ammunition provided by other countries to
the Sierra Leone Army and other forces fighting on behalf of the Sierra Leone government
in order to ensure that they do not reach combatants under the age of 18. Continuing
military assistance to government forces should be condiIional on guarantees being
provided that such assistance does not facilitate the recruitment and use of child
combatants, or contribure to other human rights violations. If evidence is found that
military assistance from oIher countries facilitates the recruitment and use of child
combatants, the international commumty has a responsibility to ensure that such assistance
is suspended.
The u1( government has provided substantlal assistance to the government of Sierra
Leone for Iraining and equipping the new Sierra Leone Army. A.s a condition for
proceeding with training and equipping the Sierra Leone Army, the UK government sought
and obtained assurances from PresidentKabbah lD March 1999 that children under the age
AI Index. AFR 51/69/00
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of 18 would not be used by the Sierra Leone Army or the CDF and that equipment supplied
would be used in accordance with international t}uman rights and humanitarian law
The UK leads what will become a 90-strong military tlaining team composed of
military personnel from several other couDtnes. Some 200 UK military personnel are
providing a two-month training for recruits for the new Sierra Leone Army; a first
contingent of 1,000 recruits completed their training in July 2000 and a further contingent
of 1,000 is now being trained. All have been over 18. In addition, the UK continues to
provide arms and ammunition to the Sierra Leone Army.
On 23 May 2000 the UK Ministry of Defence announced that it would be
transferring 10,000 self-loading rif1es to the Sierra Leone Army to assist in military
operations against the RUF. UK government offIcials stressed at the time that the program
to train and equip the Sierra Leone Army would be carried out under strict supervision. It
sought to allay fears that arms supplied by the UK government would fall into the hands of
children. These fears were fuelled by a photograph published by a UK newspaper of a ] 4year-old boy, alleged to be fighting with government-allied forces, with a weapon
previously supplied by the UK government. A spokesperson for the UK government said
on 24 May 2000 that: "We have instructed the [(UK) High CommiSSioner in Sierra Leone
to remind the President of his undertaking last year that UK-supplied weapons would be
used only by regular soldiers and in accordance with international law. " During a visit to
Sierra Leone in early June 2000 UK Foreign Secretary, Robin Cook, obtained clear and
public commitments from the leaders of government-allied force that they would not use
child soldiers and that any remaining in their ranks would be disarmed and demobilized.
Further assurances were provided by the UK Secretary of State for Defence,
Geoffrey Hoon, following an announcement that further military assistance, including
ammunition, was to be transferred to the Sierra Leone Army. He was reported to have said
on 12 July 2000 that: "the ammunition is bezng provIded subject to further reassurances
that it will be used only by regular soldiers, in accordance with humanitanan law and
human righls standards, and not by child soldiers. "

A violation of children's rights and a war cnme
The recruitment and use of children under the age of 15 as combatants is prohibIted by both
intemational human rights law and mtemational humamtarian law.

Amnesty International. 31 August 2000
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Invariably, the use of children as combatants violates the rights enshrined in the T.JN
Convention on the Rights of the Child of 1989, ratified by Sierra Leone on 18 June 1990,
for example by depriving them of a family environment, education and basic health care.
On 13 January 2000 the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child considered Sierra
Leone's initial report on its implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child
and adopted its concluding observations on 28 January 2000 9 The Committee expressed
"its deep consternation at the very high numbers of children who have been forcibly
recruited into armedforces, including children at least as young asfive years old, and who
have been forced to commit atrocities against other people, including other children and
members oftheir community". The Committee added that it was "deeply saddened by direct
effects of the armed conflict on all child victims, including child combatants, and is
concerned with the tragic loss oflife and severe psychological trauma inflicted upon them".
Article 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child states that:

For the purposes ofthe present ConventIOn, a chiLd means every human being beLow the age of
}8 years unLess, under the law applicable to the child, majoriry is attained earlier.

Article 38 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child states that:

].

States Parties undertake to respect and ensure respect for rules of international humanitarian
law applicable to them in armed conflicts which are relevant to the child.

2.

States Parties shall take aLlfeasibLe measures to ensure that persons who have not attained the
age of} 5 years do not take a direct part in hostilities

3.

States Parties shall refrain from recruiting any person who has not attained the age offifteen
years lI7to their armed forces. In recrUiting among those persons who have attained the age oJ
fifteen years bur who have not attained the age of} 8 years, States Parl1es shall endeavour to
give priorrry to those who are oldest.

4.

In accordance With their obLigatIOns under internationaL humanitarian Law to protect [he
civilian popuLatIOn 1I1 armed confllets, States Parties s hall take all feas ib Le measures to ensure
protection and care of chiLdren who are affected by an armed conflict.

9Concluding ObservaTions of the Committee on the Rights of the Child: Sierra Leone,
CRC/CIlS/Add1 ] 6 . "
AI Index' AF.R 51/69/00
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Amnesty International believes that voluntary or compulsory recruitment and
participation in hostilities, whether on the part of governments or armed opposition groups,
ultimately jeopardize the mental and physical integrity of anyone below the age of 18. For
this reason, Amnesty International activelY opposes the voluntary or compulsory
recruitment, as well as participation in hostilities, of children below 18 by governments or
armed opposition groups.
In line with the general age of majority set in the Convention of the Rights of the
Child, Amnesty International and five other international non-governmental organizations
have been calling for the age of military recruitment - be it voluntary or compulsory - as
well as deployment in hostilities to be raised to 18]0
The Optional Protocol to the Conventlon on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of
chiidren in armed conflict states
Article 1

States Parties shall take all feasible measures to ensure that members of their armed
forces who have not attained the age of 18 years do not take a direct part In hostihties.

Article 2

States Parties shall ersure that persors who have not artained the age of 18 years are
not compulsorily recruited Into their armed forces.

Article 4( 1)

Armed groups that are distinct from the armedforces ofa State should not, under any
circumstances, recrUit or use in hostilities persons under the age of J8 years.

(2)

States Parties shall take all feasible measures to prevent such recruitment and use,
Including adoption of legal measures necessary to prohibit and criminahze such
pracrices

(3)

The appllcatlOn of the present arncle under this Protocol shall not affect the legal
staws of any party to an armed conjliCl.

The Optional Proweol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the
involvement of children in armed conflict was adopted by the UN General Assembly on 25
May 2000 and is now open for signature and ratification. The Optional Protocol raises the
age for participation in hostilities, for both the armed forces and armed groups, from 15 to

IOAmnesty InternatIonal, Human RIghts Watch, International Federation Terre des Hommes, the
International Save the Chiiciren Alliance, the Jesuit Refugee Service and the Quaker UN Office (Geneva)
launched the Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers ID June 1998. For further information, see SlOp
Using Child Soldiers!, Coalition to Stop the U;,e of Child Soldiers, second edition published by Radda
Barnen on behalf of the IntematJOnal Save the Children Alliance in November 1998
Amnesry Intemational. 31 August 2000
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18. Eight countries have so far signed the Optional Protocol; only one, Canada, has ratified
it. UN Security Council 1314 (2000) on children and armed conflict urged member states
to ratify the Optional Protocol.
The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, which entered into
force on 29 November 1999, is the only regional instrument which specifically prohibits
the recruitment and use as combatants of children under 18 in both international and
internal armed conflicts. Article 22 (2) requires States Parties to "take all necessary
measures to ensure that no child shall take a direct part in hostilities and refrain in
particular from recruiting any child". Sierra Leone has signed but not yet ratified the
African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child.
International humanitarian law - the laws of war- also prohibits the recruitment of
children under 15 into the armed forces of governments and armed opposition groups as
well as their participation in hostilities 11
Article 4 (3)(c) of Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions states that:

Children who have not attained the age offlfteen years shall neither be recruited
in the armedforces or groups nor allowed to take part in hostilities.
Francis, now aged 16 and at the interim care centre in Lungi, was abducted by rebel
forces in 1998. He told Amnesty International on 15 July 2000: "As far as the Geneva
Conventions are concerned, we should notfight They have violated our nghts. Even the
government troops, they some time ago made a mistake ofkilling the children because the
rebels use children. "
Many of the children who have been abducted and forcibly recruited have also been
victims of deliberate and arbitrary killing, beatings and other forms of torture or illtreatment Girls have been raped and forced into sexual slavery. These abuses constitute
the most serious violations of international humanitarian law. Article 3, common to all four
Geneva Conventions, extends to "armed conflict nor ofan znternational character" (internal
armed conflict) fundamental rules for the protection of those taking no active part in
hostilities which each· party to the conflict is "bound to apply, as a minimum". Under the
terms of common Article 3, people who take no active part or who have ceased to take an
active part in hostilities must be treated humanely in all circumstances. Common Article

11Sierra Leone acceded to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 on 10 June 1965 On 21
October 1986 It acceded to both Additional Protocoll of 8 June 1977 relating to the ProtectIon of Victims
of International Armed Conflicts, and Addition.,?-l Protocoi IJ of 8 June 1997 relating to the ProtectIon of
Victims ofNon-Internationai Armed Conflicts.
A/Index. AFR 51/69/00
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:3 specifically prohibits: "violence to life and person, in pamcular murder of all kinds,
mutilation, cruel trearment and rorture, raking ofhoswges, outrages upon personal dignity,
CT treatment:" This prohibition is bindim~: not onlv Oil
in ...varticular humiliatincCT and deQ7-adin
0
0
.......
.J

government forces but on all parties to internal armed conflicts, including armed political
groups.

Fonner child combatants playing volleyball at the interim care centre at Lungi, Juiy 2000
to Amnesty

lnrernanonaJ

Additional Protocol II of the Geneva Conventions relating to the protection of
victims of internal armed conflicts, which develops and supplements common Article :3 of
the Geneva Conventions, requires all parties to the conflict to treat humanely every person
affected by the conflict. Article 4 of Additional Protocol II prohibits: "violence to the life,
health and physical or mental well-being ofpersons, in particular murder as well as cruel
treatment such as torture, mutilation or any form of e07poral punishment" of a]] those not
taking a direct pan in hostilities or who have ceased to take part in hostilities.
In Resolution 1314 (2000) on children and armed conflictthe UN Security Council
urged: "all parties to armed conflict to respect fully international law applicable to the
nghts and protection ofchildren in arm~d con/het, in particular the Geneva Conventions
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of 1949 and the obligations applicable to them under the Additional Protocols thereto of
1977, the Unired Norions Convention on the Rights ofthe Child of 1989 and the Optional
Protocol thereto of 25 ]viay 2000, and to bear inJmind the relevant provisions ofthe Rome
StaTute of the Inrernational Criminal Court."
Bringing to justice those who recruit and deploy children as combatants
Although the recruitment of children is unlawful in many countries, prosecution is rare.
The majority of the world's nations finalized in July 1998 the Statute of a permanem
International Criminal Court which will have jurisdiction to prosecute those charged with
war crimes, genocide, aggression and crimes against humanity Included in the list of war
crimes is "conscripting or enlisting children under the age of 15 years into national armed
forces or using them to participate actively in hostilities" and, in the case of an internal
armed conflict, "conscripting or enlisting children under the age oj 15 years into armed
forces or groups or using them to participate actively in hostilities". The International
Criminal Court will be formally established once 60 states have ratified the Statute, thereby
giving the court jurisdiction over these provisions. Sierra Leone signed the Statute on 17
October 1998 and intends to ratify it shortly.
On 12 February 1999, Carol Bellamy, Executive Director oflJ'N1CEF, stated at a
UN Security Council Open Briefing on the Protection of Civilians that: "over 300,000
children, girls as well as boys, have participated as combatants in the 30 most recent

conflicts. Many are recruited - others are abducted. Some join simply to survive. And
many oj these children, some less than 10 years old, have witnessed or taken part in acts
oj unspeakable violence, often against their own jamilies or communities... Children's
recruitment as members ofthe armedjorces, their rape and slaughter, and the targeting oj
their schools and hospitals are recognized by the International Criminal Court statute for
what they are heinous atrocities."
The UN Security Council, in Resolution 1261 (1999) 0[25 August 1999 on children
and armed conn ict, called on all parries concerned to comply strictly with their obligations
under international law, in particular the Geneva Conventions, the Additional Protocols, and
the Convention on the Rights of the Child, and stressed "the responsibility ojall States to

bring an end iO Impunity and theIr obligation to prosecute those responsible jar grave
breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949"
This was re iterated by the lTN Security Council in Resolution 1314 (2000) in which
it emphasized the responsibility of all States: "to put an end to Impunity and to prosecute

those responsible for genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes, and, in this
regard, stresses the need to exclude these, where jeasible, f:rom amnesty provisions and
relevant legislation" In a statement is-sued on II August 2000 when the resolution was
AI Index· AFF::; 51/69/00
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adopted, UNICEF said that it: "underlines the urgent needjor an end to impunity jor those
who commit crimes against children."
Although the use of child combatants under 15 violates both international human
rights and humanitarian law, no one in Sierra Leone has yet been brought to justice for
these crimes. The peace agreement signed in July 1999 provided an amnesty for all
activities undertaken in pursuit of the conflict, including human rights abuses, even when
amounting to crimes against humanity or war crimes. The UN at the time added a
disclaimer to the agreement that the amnesty would not apply to international crimes of
genocide, crimes against humanity, war cnmes and other serious violations ofinternational
humanitarian law. Although the amnesty did not apply to crimes committed after 7 Ju]y
1999, human rights abuses against civilians, including deliberate and arbitrary killings,
mutilation, rape, abduction and forcible recruitment continued to be committed with
impunity.
By June 2000, with the lack of implementation of key provisions of the peace
agreement, the resumption of hostilities and the arrest of the leader of the RUF, Foday
Sankoh, and other leading members of the RUF, initiatives by the authorities began to
address the issue of impunity. On 12 June 2000 the government wrote a letter to the lIN
Secretary-General requesting assistance from the UN in establishing a special court to try
Foday Sankoh and other senior members of the RUF for "crimes against the people oj
Sierra Leone andfor the taking of [IN peace-keepers as hostages".
On 14 August 2000 the UN Security Council passed Resolution 1315 (2000) on the
creation of an independent special court. Amnesty International has urged that the special
court try all those alleged to be responsible for crimes under international law, including
crimes against humanity, war crimes and other serious violations of international
humanitarian law, as well as certain grave crimes under national law, throughout the period
since the conflict began in 1991. This would include the forcible recruitment and
deployment of children under 1S. Although forces of the RUF have been responsible for
systematic and widespread abuses throughout the conflict, those of the AFRC, the Sierra
Leone Army and the CDF have also been responsible for gross human rights abuses,
including violations,of international humanitarian law. Those allegedly responsible for
these crimes, whether they be members of the RUF, the AFRC, the Sierra Leone Army and
regardless of their current polJtical position or allegiance, must be brought to justice. l }

]}Por further mformation on Amnesty Intemational's recommendations for ending impunity in
Sierra Leone, see Sierra Leone The Unzted Nations Securiry Council should srrengthen the independenl
speclQl courl to prosecute perperralors of hllm/iln Tights abuses (AI Index APR 51/66/00), 4 August 2000,
and Sierra Leone Ending Impunity - an opporrunrry nol 10 be missed (AI Index: APR 51/60/00), 26 July
Amnesry Intematlonal, 31 August 2000
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Child combatants themselves will not be brought to trial before the International
Criminal Court, as the Statute bars it from exercising jurisdiction over any person who was
under 18 at the time that the crime was committed. Child combatants in Sierra Leone have
been responsible for gross human rights abuses; many of the worst atrocities have been
carried out by children who were abducted and subjected to horrifying acts of violence. In
a situation where crimes have been committed by children terrorized and brutalized into
submission, complex questions about their criminal responsibility are raised.
While recognizing the need for justice and accountability, forn.1er child combatants
must be treated in accordance with the principles of juvenile justice, which place the best
interest of the child as a priority, recognize the special factors and needs of childhood, and
place an emphasis on rehabilitation and reintegration ratherthan punishment. In conformity
with the provisions of the Convention of the Rights of the Child, arrest, detention or
imprisonment of a child must be in accordance with the law and shall be used only as a
measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time. Any child who is
detained should be held separately from adults.

The Sierra Leone government's responsibility to end the use of
child soldiers
The government of Sierra Leone has made repeated commitments to demobilize all
combatants under the age of 18, to raise the legal age of military recruitment to 18 and to
fulfil its obligations under the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Considering Sierra Leone's initial report in January 2000, the UN Committee on
the Rights of the Child expressed its deep concern about the massive participation of
children associated with fighting forces in Sierra Leone, either as combatants or in other
roles. The Committee also noted that there is no mimmum age defined by national
legislation for voluntary recruitment, when the consent of a specified adult party is given.
The Committee welcomed the government's intention to pass legislation raising the
minimum age of recruitment to 18 and urged the government to move quickly towards
passingthis legislation and to ensure that the new legislation was enforced.
On 24 May 2000, following reports that children were either fighting with
government-allied forces or \vere being allowed to remain in front-line positions, the
government issued a statement reiterating its position on the recruitment of child soldiers
(see appendix A).

2.000
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The government stated that this practice was "totally against government policy
which srrpulates that 18 years is the minzmum age"jor beanng arms in Sierra Leone" The
statement continued: "The Acting ChiefofDefence Staffhas been instructed to ensure that
all those below the age of 18 currently involved infighting on the side of the government
should be immediately withdrawn, demobilized and handed over to competent institutions
for rehabilitation Henceforth, any commander who allows a child below 18 years ro carry
arms within his area ofoperations or allows children to remain in areas ofacrive C01":flict
will face severe disciplinary action." It is not clear, however, what measures have been
taken to implement these commitments.
On the same day Johnny Paul Koroma, leader of the AFRC, issued statements on
behalf of the AFRC and the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace which he heads.
In these statements Johnny Paul Koroma "warned all warring factions to desist from
recruzting child soldiers" and stated his strong opposition to the recruitment of child
soldiers by both government-allied forces and rebel forces.
On 22 March 2000 CARlTASMakeni launched a campaign to end the
use of child combatants. Secondary
school children marched through the
centre of Freetown and speakers
representing the government, UN
agencies and non-governmental
organizations called publicly for an end
to the use of child combatants.
A Declaration of Commitment
to the Release of Child Combatants and
Child Abductees by the Various
Factions was drafted as part of the
campaign and signed by Chief Hinga
Norman, Deputy Minister of Defence
and National Coordinator of the CDF,
Johnny Paul Koroma, leader of the
AFRC and Chairman of the
Commission for the Consolidation of
Peace, and Colonel Tom Carew, acting
Chief of Defence Staff. RUF leader
Foday Sankoh declIned to sign the

Amnesty InrematlOnal, 31 August 2000
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declaration (see appendix B). The declaration made the following commitments:

Anicle J

The parties herero shall forthwith facilitate the disarmament of all child
combatants, that is TO say, children under the age of 18 years and bearing
arms and shall take immediate steps to prevent the use ofchild combatams
zn any manner whatsoever.

Article 2

77,e parties hereto shall in tandem with the actions conremplated in Article
1 aGave, release, free and cause to be released, all children and other
persons abducred both during the conflict and after the signing ofthe Lome
peace accord.

Article 3

The parties shall in utmost good faith facilitate the return and/or handing
over of child combatants and abductees to [IfL4.MSIL, disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration camps and other humanitarian agencies
by 15 May 2000 (the International Day of the Family), to enable them to
receive care and attention and ultimately to be reunited with theirfamilies
and relatives.

Article 4

The parties in this regard undertake to cooperate with T.JNAMSIL, all
agencies concerned with the welfare of children and the war affected and
shall assiduously work towards the attainment of goals enumerated in the
Declaration.

Demonstration by schoolchildren \9. launch ClvUTAS-Makeni's campalgn against the
use of child soldiers ln Freetown. 22 March 2000 C Amnesty Internauonal
AI Index. AFR 51/69/00
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Following the signing of the peace agreement in July 1999 Foday Sankoh became
the Chairman of the Commission for the Mana[ement of Strategic Resources, National
Reconstruction and Development, and assumed the protocol rank of Vice-President. Other
RUF members also became part oIthe government by being appointed to ministerial and
deputy ministerial positions The RUF therefore became obliged not only to implement
the provisions of the peace agreement which it had signed, but also to implement the
government's commitments under the Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Article XXI of the peace agreement stated specifically that all prisoners of war and
non-combatants should be released immediately and unconditionally by both parties. This
would include the thousands of civilians, including children, who had been abducted by
rebel forces. Article XXX of the peace agreement stated that the government of Sierra
Leone should give particular attention to the issue of child combatants and should mobilize
resources, both within Sierra -Leone and from the international community, to address the
special needs offormer child combatants in the process of disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration.
Foday Sankoh frequently denied thatthe RUF had abducted children. In a meeting
with Amnesty International representatives on 25 March 2000 he said that the RUF had not
abducted any children but had "rescued" them and was not holding any children captive.
He was arrested on 17 May 2000, after more than 20 civilians were shot and killed by his
forces during a demonstration outside his house in Freetown on 12 May 2000, and remains
in detention. Other prominent members of the RUF are also detained. They are expected
to be charged with a number of offences, including crimes amounting to violations of
international humanitarian law.
In late Apri 12000,just before the resumption ofhostilities, the government of Sierra
Leone agreed to establish a National Commission for War-Affected Children in order to
ensure that children' s concerns are addressed at the highest political levels. This agreement
was reached during a visit to Freetown on 29 and 30 April 2000 of the Special
Representative of the IT"N Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conf1ict, Olara
Otunnu, and the Canadlan Minister of Foreign Affairs, Lloyd Axworthy

Moves by the international community to end the use of child
soldiers
The plight of chddren in Sierra Leone has been highlighted repeatedly by the international
community and commitments have been made to assist the children whose lives have been
blighted by nme years of conflict. In therEighth Report of the UN Secretary-General on the
Amnesry IntematlOna/, 31 August 2000
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UN Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (then known as UNOMSIL) of23 September 1999,
the Secretary-General stated that "the plight of children is among the most pressing
challenges currently facing Sierra Leone". i3
On 25 August 1999 the lJN Security Council adopted Resolution 1261 (1999) on
children and armed conflict. The Securi,y Council urged States and all relevant parts of the
UN: "to intensify thezr e_Uorts to ensure an end to the recruztmem and use of children in
armed conflict in violation of international law through political and other e_Uorts,
including promotion ofthe availability ofalternatives for children to their participation in
armed conflict"; and also "rofacilitate the disarmament, demobilization, rehabifiration and
reimegration of children used as soldiers in violarion of international law "
At a debate on children and armed conflict at the lTN Security Council on 26 July
2000, Carol Bellamy, Executive Director of UNICEF, said that many of the values,
principles and concrete commitments enshrined in the Convention on the Rights of the
Child remained unfulfilled, as did those of Resolution 1261 (1999). The Special
Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict, Olara
Otunnu, said that the use of child combatants must be curbed by mobilizing political
pressure, addressing the economic, social and political factors leading to the use of child
combatants and increasing capacity on the ground for receiving and rehabilitating child
combatants. 14 Commenting on UN Security Council 1314 (2000) on children and armed
conflict which was passed of 11 August 2000, Gl'JICEF said that: "The council has
reminded the world that it is both zmmoral and illegal to make children the victims and
protagonists ofwar... Jt has helped to maintain awareness ofthe unacceptability ofturning
children into soldiers, offorcing millions of children and women to flee their homes, and
ofsuojecting children to forced labour, sexual abuse and the pressure ro commit atrocities. "
. OJara Otunnu has visited Sierra Leone on several occasions, most recently in April
2000, and has made recommendations for a special program for assisting children affected
by the conflict. Following a visit in late August and early September 1999, he formulated
a 15-point agenda for action for children affected by the conflict,. which included
recommendations in respect of: ending the recruitment and use of child combatants; access
to and release ofapducted children; demobilization of child combatants; and the
establishment of a National Commission for Children in Sierra Leone.

13Eighth Repon of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Observer Mission iiJ Sierra
Leone, S/l999/l 003.
-/'-
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UNAMSIL, whose current full strength is 13,000, but which is expected to be
increased to 16,500 peace-keeping troops, was d~ployed to assist with the implementation
of the peace agreement, including the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of
former combatants. UN Security Council Resolution 1313 (2000) of 4 August 2000
extended UNAMSIL's mandate until 8 September 2000 and requested the UN SecretaryGeneral to make recommendations for the restructuring and strengthening ofUNAMSIL.
The process of disarmament, demobilization and reintegration was first hampered
by the failure oflarge numbers of combatants to disarm and demobilize and then halted by
the resumption of hostilities in May 2000. The human rights section of UNA.MSIL is
providing training in human rights, including children's rights, and international
humanitarian law for peace-keeping troops. Since the peace-keeping force comprises
troops from several countries with different training and experience, it is essential to ensure
that adequate time and resources are devoted to comprehensive human rights training,
including in children's rights. A child protection adviser was appointed to UNAMSIL in
February 2000 and the LTNAMSIL human rights section includes human rights officers with
specific responsibilities for children's rights.
Resolution 1261 (1999) of 25 August 1999 on children and armed conflict
specifically requested the eN Secretary-General to ensure that: "personnel Involved in
United Nations peacemaking, peacekeeping andpeace-building activities have appropriate
training on the protection, rights and welfare of children." It urged States and relevant
international and regional organizations to ensure that appropriate training was included in
their program for personnel involved in similar activities.
At the end of the African Conference on the use of Children as Soldiers, held in
Maputo, Mozambique, from 19-22 April 1999, participants adopted a declara:ion against
the use of children as combatants. The Declaration calls on all African states to end the
recruitment of all children under 18 into the armed forces. The Declaration also condemned
the use of children by armed opposition groups and called upon these groups to end the
recruitment of children and to demobilize or release into safety children already being used
as combatams.
On 27 and 28 April 2000 a West African ministerial conference on war-affected
children was held in Accra, Ghana, sponsored and co-hosted by the governments of Ghana
and Canada. It brought together ECOW AS foreign ministers, as well as civil society
organizations, donor governments, UN representatives, including Olara Otunnu, and
children affected by conflict in the region. The primary objective of the event was to
mobilize concrete action for child protection in a region whose children have been acutely
affected by armed conflic:. The confer~nce focused on practical ways to implement and
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support international instruments of child protection, such as the African Charter on the
Rights and Welfare of the Child and the Convention on the Rights of the Child.
At the end of the conference the delegates adopted and signed a West African
Declaration on War-Affected Children which is expected to lead to commitments to:
implementation of existing internaIional, regional and local norms; ratification of the
Statute of the International Criminal COUle; incorporation of child rights and civilian
protection into military training; and implementation or early warning/response systems to
prevent armed conflict. At the conclusion of the conference, the Canadian Minister of
Foreign Affairs said: "The proteerion ofchildren affected by war and the promotion oftheir
well-being is a moral, political, social and economic imperative." The outcome of the
conference will be discussed and developed at an International Conference on WarAffected Children to take place in Winnipeg, Canada, in September 2000.

Drawing by a former child combatant at the mtenm care centre at
Lungi (1) ":vnnesry lme:mationaJ
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While some countries
have made commitments
towards providing assistance to
children affected by the conflict
and others have made
s ig n ifj can t con t rib uti 0 n s
towards the disarmament,
demobilization
and
reintegration of former
combatants, the attention of the
international community should
continue to focus on the needs
of former child combatants,
both on secunng their
disarmament
and
demobilization and also
providing the assistance they
need to be rehabilitated and
reintegrated into their families
and communities
All these
initiatives will require sustained
commitment and resources
from
the
international
_community.
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Amnesty International's recommendations
Amnesty International is urging that the Sierra Leone government, the leaders of the RUF
and the international community implement swiftly and effectively the foliowing
recommendations in order to end the recruitment and use of child combatants in Sierra
Leone and to meet the particular needs of former child combatants.

Recommendations to the Sierra Leone government, including the Chief of
Defence Staff, the Deputy Minister of Defence and the leader of the AFRC:
the highest priority should be given to the immediate disarmament, demobilization
and reintegration of child combatants;
prompt and effective measures should be taken by the government to ensure that
no child under the age of 18 is recruited for military service, including by passing
legislation raising the minimum age for military recruitment to 18;
the Chief of Defence Staff should ensure that there is effective chain of command
over all forces fighting on behalf of the government to ensure the immediate
demobilization and disarmament of child combatants currently serving in these
forces and to ensure that no child under the age of 18 is recruited or used in the
future;
the leader of the AFRC should give immediate effect to his condemnation of the
recruitment and use as combatants of children under the age of 18 by instructing
AFRC forces to release all children, both those used as child combatants or in any
way associated with AFRC forces;
the Deputy Minister of Defence and National Coordinator of the CDF should
immediately and unequivocally denounce the recruitment and use of children under
the age of 18 by the CDF and instruct all CDF leaders to immediately demobilize
and disarm all child combatants serving with the CDF and to cease any further
recruitment; .
the government of Sierra Leone should take steps to implement the
recommendations of the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, including by
identifying priorities relating to child combatants and defining strategies to
implement those priorities;
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the government should ratify without delav the Optional Protocol to the Convention
on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict, the
African Charter on the Rights and W dfare of the Child, and the Statute of the
International Criminal Court;
"-'

~'OJ

...

the government should take effective measures to end impunity and prosecute those
responsible for crimes under international law including violations of international
humanitarian law, such as the abduction and forcible recruitment of children under
the age of 15.

Recommendations to the leaders of the RUF:
leaders of the RUF should immediately and publicly condemn and prohibit the
recruitment and use of child combatants and RUF forces should immediately cease
forcible or voluntary recruitment and use of children under the age of 18;
RUF forces should be instructed to release immediately all children either used as
combatants or in any way associated with fighting forces;
leaders of the RUF should make a public commitment to observing international
humanitarian law, in particular Additional Protocol II of the Geneva Conventions
of 1949;
RUF forces should be instructed to end deliberate and arbitrary killings, rape,
sexual abuse and other forms of torture or ill-treatment of all captured civilians,
including children;
RUF forces should also allow immediate, full and unhindered access by child
protection agencies and lTNAMSIL personnel supervising the disarmament and
demobilization program to children who continue to be held;

R1JF forces should allow immediate, full and unhindered access by humanitarian
agencies, both national and international, to all civilians, including children, who
c"ontinue to be held, and the delivery of humanitarian assistance.
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Recommendations to the international community:
J:.

the international community should repeat its condemnation of the continuing
recruitment and use of children as combatants in Sierra Leone which constitute a
crime under international law and a violation ofboth international human rights and
international humanitarian law;
the highest priority should be given to implementing commitments made to end the
use and recruitment of child combatants, including by taking concrete measures to
implement UN Security Council Resolution 1314 (2000) of 11 August 2000;
in all efforts to resolve the political and security crisis in Sierra Leone, including
any reconsideration or renegotiation of the peace agreement signed in Lome, Togo,
on 7 July 1999, the needs of children affected by the internal armed conf1ict,
including child combatants, should be given the highest priority;
all governments should take all possible measures to end military transfers,
including arms, ammunition, combatants and training, to rebel forces in Sierra
Leone and enact legislation to prevent the trade in diamonds from rebel-held areas
of Sierra Leone from facilitating the provision of military assistance to rebel forces;
those governments which are providing military assistance, including training, arms
and ammunition, to the Sierra Leone Army and other forces fighting on behalf of
the government should first ensure that stringent safeguards are in place to ensure
that this assistance does not facilitate or encourage violations of international
human rights and humanitarian law, including the recruitment and use of child
combatants; these safeguards should also include effective mechanisms to ensure
that arms do not reach combatants under the age of 18; if evidence is found that
such assistance facilitates the recruitment and use of child combatants, such
aSSistance should be suspended;
the international community should provlde full and sustained support and
assistance to relevant l.TN agencles and non-governmental organizations, both
national and international, in order to strengthen initiatives for child protection,
prevent further recruitment and use as combatants of children under the age of 18
and assist the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of former child
combatants, including by addressing their social, psychological and material needs;
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the child protection adviser and human rights section oflJNAMSIL must be given
full political support and adequate resources in order to undertake their work in
relation to child proteclion;
the lJN should ensure that alllroops participating in the UNAMSIL peace-keeping
force are fully trained in international human rights and humanitarian Jaw,
incl uding children's rights, and that they have training in addressing the specific
needs of child combatants;
the international community should ensure that those responsible for gr2.ve breaches
of international human rights and humanitarian law, including the abduction and
forcible recruitment of children, should be brought to justice; this should include
provision of thenece$sary expertise and practical assistance for the independent
special court to be established under lJN Security Council Resolution 1315(2000)
of 14 August 2000_
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SIERRA LEONE

SIERRA LEONE
REPUBLIC OF SIERRA LEONE
POPULATION: 4,717,000 total 2,370,000 under-18s
GOVERNMENT ARMED FORCES: 3,000-4,000 active, strength unknown paramilitary
(Civil Defense Forces)
COMPULSORY RECRUITMENT AGE: no conscription
VOLUNTARY RECRUITMENT AGE: previously any age with consent; unknown if recent
government commitments to an age limit of 18 has resulted in legislative change
VOTING AGE (GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS): 21
CHILD SOLDIERS: indicated - 5,000-10,000 in government and opposition armed groups
CRC-OP-CAC: signed on 8 September 2000
OTHER TREATIES RATIFIED: CRC; ICC; GC/API+II
Some 5000 child combatants serve among government and opposition forces, and a further
5,000 are estimated to have been recruited for labour among armed groups.[I] Armed
. groups typically rely on forced recruitment through abduction and drug use, and are
responsible for particularly cruel and degrading treatment of children in their camps, often
including the sexual slavery of girls. The Lome peace agreement of July 1999 included
important provisions on the demobilisation of child soldiers, however the resumption of
fighting in May 2000 significantly slowed progress. To date slightly more than 1,800
children are reported to have entered disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration
programmes. Underage recruitment, including the re-enlistment of some of those previously
demobilised, has continued among all forces.

J

CONTEXT
Since 1991 Sierra Leone has been in the grips of internal armed conflict between
government forces and international peacekeepers, and armed groups including the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) and the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC).
Thousands of men, women and children have been killed, raped, wounded or systematically
mutilated. The Lome peace agreement of July 1999 included important provisions on the
demobilisation of child soldiers. Just over 24,000 combatants, including 1,700 children,
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were disarmed before the peace process collapsed in May 2000.[2] Renewed insecurity
resulted in further abuses against civilians and massive displacement. A 30 day ceasefire
signed in November 2000 held throughout the early months of2001, however the RUF did
not disarm and violence towards civilians, including returning refugees, continued. The RUF
still controls large sections of the diamond-rich north and east of Sierra Leone.
Fighting in Sierra Leone has also affected neighbouring Guinea, where some 340,000 Sierra
Leonean refugees reside. Since September 2000 rebel fighters have launched a series of
cross-border attacks prompting military counter-attacks by Guinean forces.[3] The
deployment of an ECOWAS border monitoring force, agreed upon in January 2001, has
been delayed for months pending a status of forces agreement between Guinea and Liberia
and approval by the {IN Security Council.[4]
Liberia is also involved in the conflict in Sierra Leone, having actively supported the RUF
since its inception in 1991 through arms and diamond trafficking. Liberia announced its
intention to sever ties with the RUF following UN Security Council action in March 2001.
[5]

GOVERNMENT
National Recruitment Legislation
The Sierra Leone government has made repeated commitments to raise the legal age of
military recruitment to 18, demobilise all underage combatants, and fulfil its obligations
under the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.
There is no conscription in Sierra Leone.[6] In February 2000 the UN Committee on the
Rights of the Child issued concluding observations on Sierra Leone's initial report,
expressing concern over the continued failure to define minimum voluntary recruitment age
in national legislation. Rather, Section 16(2) of the Royal Sierra Leone Military Forces Act
1961 states that volunteers under "the apparent age of 17_ years" may not be enlisted
without the consent of parents or legal guardians. However the Committee welcomed the
government's intention to pass legislation raising minimum recruitment age to 18, urging the
government to move quickly in this direction and to ensure enforcement.[7]
On 24 May 2000, following reports of children fighting with government-allied forces or
remaining in front-line positions, the government issued the statement that "government
policy ... stipulates that 18 years is the minimum age for bearing arms in Sierra Leone". The
government further reported that the Acting Chief of Defence Staff was "instructed to ensure
that all ~ose below the age of 18 currently involved in fighting on the side of the
government should be immediately withdrawn, demobilised and handed over to competent
institutions for rehabilitation. Henceforth, any commander who allows a child below 18years to carry arms within his area of operations or allows children to remain in areas of
active conflict will face severe disciplinary action."[8] At the International Conference on
War-Affected Children in Winnipeg in September 2000 the government stated its
commitment to the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child regarding
"voluntary recruitment into any fighting force before age 18".[9] However, it is unclear
whether this commitment has resulted in appropriate legislative change.
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Child Recruitment and Deployment
Government-allied forces comprise a loose alliance of the Civil Defence Forces (CDF) and
the Sierra Leone Army (SLA), including more recently former AFRC members retrained by
British forces. Chain-of-command control for these forces is in practice weak. This is
particularly true of the largest and most powerful membership of the CDF, the Kamajors,
which are well known for recruiting children.
It is not clear how far measures to prevent underage recruitment and demobilise child
soldiers have been implemented by the various government-allied forces. There is evidence
that these forces continued to recruit and use children in combat in 2000 and currently,
including some previously disarmed and demobilised child combatants.
New Sierra Leone Army (SLA)
After the Lome Peace Accord the Sierra Leone Army (SLA) began restructuring its units
and training with the aid of foreign forces; UK military personnel are currently training the
new SLA. By January 2001 some 6,500 persons, all age 18 or over, had completed training
(not all of these soldiers are yet on active duty). Members of the new SLA are also being
trained in child protection by UNICEF in conjunction with the Ministry of Defence, child
protection agencies and the Ministry of Social Welfare.
Civil Defense Forces (CDF)
Since the war began civilians began forming self-defence militias comprised of various
groups of traditional hunters, in particular the kamajors. The government came to rely on
these militias, which officially became known as the Civil Defence Forces. The CDF has
been accused of serious human rights violations including extrajudicial killings and
execution of suspected rebels and collaborators, arbitrary arrest and detention, and induction
of child soldiers.[10] However in May 2000 the Deputy Minister of Defence and National
Co-ordinator of the CDF, Samuel Hinga Norman, denied the CDF recruited children or
"initiated" them into militias comprising the CDF. He claimed children among CDF forces
had been rescued or captured from armed groups and transferred to child protection
agencies. In mid-July 2000 he further instructed CDF leaders and "initiators" not to recruit
children.
While these instructions may reduce the number of children newly admitted into the CDF, it
does not resolve the problem of those already in CDF forces. A senior member of the CDF
in Kenema, Eastern Province, informed Amnesty International in 2000 that, although he
personally opposed the use of children, it was normal practice within the CDF.
"I was beaten because I became separated from a CDF patrol."
Brima, a 12-year-old who became a soldier with the CDF at age 10, explained that when
children disobeyed orders they were beaten unless their parents paid a fine.[ 11 ]
CDF recruitment of children - including some previously demobilised - is reportedly
continuing in Bo, Kemema and Moyamba Districts in Southern Province. According to
some reports, villages in Southern Province are expected to provide a certain number of
children to the CDF. In some areas there appears to be an attempt to conceal the use of

.
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children to guard checkpoints along major roads in Southern Province; aid workers
repeatedly report seeing children, some of them openly armed, others concealing arms or
hiding themselves in the bush.[12] In other areas an increase in the number of children
guarding checkpoints has been observed. In May 2000 a UN assessment mission observed
children between 7 and 14 years old comprising 25 to 30 per cent of the SLA/CDF in the
town of Masiaka. Militia members claimed the children had volunteered as fighting spread
through the villages.[13] The low rate of child demobilisation after May 2000 (see below)
suggests that many underage recruits may remain among these government forces.
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC)
The AFRC was comprised primarily of former Sierra Leone Army (SLA) officers who
organised a coup in 1997 andjoined forces with the RUF. The AFRC forcibly recruited
children and used them to fight against government forces before the signing of the Lome
Peace Accord. The AFRC was also known to abduct young girls for use as sex slaves.
After the Lome Accord the AFRC, led by Johnny Paul Koroma, re-joined the government as
a political party. Some of its members re-joined the new SLA being trained by British
forces.[14] Hundreds of other AFRC members, however, refused to join the government,
instead occupying areas outlying the capital or joining an opposition group known as the
West Side Boys which are known to include under-18s (see below). On 24 May 2000
Koroma issued a statement voicing his opposition to the recruitment of children and warned
"all warring factions to desist from recruiting child soldiers".[ 15]
"I did not want to go; I was forced to go. They killed a lot of women who refused to go with
them ... when they capture young girls, you belong to the soldier who captured you."
Isatu was abducted by the AFRC at the age of 15.[ 16]
"When I go to the battle fields, I smoke enough. That's why I become unafraid of everything.
When you refuse to take drugs, it's called technical sabotage and you are killed."
Sayo (age 14, ex-AFRC soldier) described how his skin was cut and cocaine rubbed in the
wounds.[17]

OPPOSITION
Currently the opposition group posing the greatest challenge to government forces is the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF). Opposition groups also include the West Side Boys and,
before the Lome Accord, the AFRC (see above).
Child Recruitment and Deployment
Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
In May 2000 a RUF spokesman SWB Rogers was quoted as saying: "The RUF doesn't
believe in using children as soldiers. When they are five or six, they are far too young to
fight. We only use the older boys, from ten or eleven upwards."[18] The RUF is well known
for its abduction and forcible recruitment of children, both boys and girls, for use as soldiers,
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sexual slaves and forced labour. In 2000 reports also emerged of armed groups forcing
children to work in diamond fields under their control since the signing of the Lome Accord
in 1999.[19]
The RUF commonly abducts children during attacks. After the January 1999 Freetown
attack, in which an estimated 10 per cent of armed forces were children, more than 4,800
children were reported missing.[20] Of these about 60 per cent were girls, who are typically
forced into sexual slavery. [21]
Since May 2000 RUF forces have continued to abduct and forcibly recruit children as
combatants, often using drugs to induce their compliance and fighting ferocity. Others were
reported to have volunteered to join the RUF, however it appears that in many cases these
children had little option but to do so. From May through August 2000 reports from Kambia
and Makeni Districts, Northern Province, described RUF forces going from village to
village demanding a quota of men and boys, most of whom were forced to join under duress.
Local traditional rulers, known as Paramount Chiefs, were ordered to provide a certain
number of recruits and families were forced to hand over children, including those aged
under 18. The RUF has also reportedly killed children who refused to join their forces and
frequently extorted money from families of conscripted youths.
Recruits also include hundreds of those who were previously demobilised after the July
1999 peace agreement. Some 200 demobilised children were abducted on their way from
Kabala to Freetown in January 2000.[22] In May re-recruitment increased with RUF
commanders targeting interim care centres; at the Makeni rehabilitation centre for example,
a group of72 former child soldiers were forced to rejoin.[23] Some of the children were told
by RUF forces that their families had been traced and that the RUF would help them return
to their homes. It was also reported that the RUF threatened to kill everyone at the centre if
the children did comply.[24]
Recent interviews of children staying at transit centres set up in Bo and Kenema as part of
the demobilisation programme in 2000 confirmed reports of sexual violence and abuse of
children, both boys and girls, by RUF personnel. Three adolescent boys interviewed by an
aid worker reported they had been abducted around age 14 and 15 and were sexually abused
by female members of the RUF. They also reported being sexually abused by male RUF
members, apparently as a form of punishment. Other forms of abuse included being forced
to aid and abet the rape of girls. Rape of girls by RUF members was frequently cited.[25]
"By then the rebels had moved from Makeni to Lunsar. They came to our camp and asked
some children to join them again and we refused. We have rights to live and play. They
encouraged us to join them. We told the manager of the centre to move us. At that time there
were no'vehicles; even the NGO's vehicle was not around. We walked along the road to
Rogberi Junction where we met the rebels. They told us to return to our camp. We knew that
they were killing people around. Afterthat they said, please, come and join us or we are
going to kill you people. After that we fled in the bush."
- Former child soldier describes how the RUF tried to lure children back into their ranks.
[26]
"I had to go through the training and learn to fight, otherwise the RUF people would beat me
or kill me."
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David, abducted by the RUF at the age of 10. [27]
West Side Boys
The West Side Boys are an ex-AFRC splinter group aligned with the RUF. Like the RUF
they have committed serious human rights abuses including killing, abduction, deliberate
mutilation, rape and the forced recruitment of children as soldiers.[28] In September 2000
British troops conducted raids on the West Side Boys, during which scores of child soldiers
were seen fleeing into the jungle, likely to have rejoined armed groups.[29]

RELATED ISSUES
In Sierra Leone it is often difficult to distinguish between recruitment into armed conflict
versus the initiation process young boys undergo to mark entry as an adult into societies of
traditional hunters. For example, some parents may not try to prevent the recruitment of
their children by the CDF due to the traditional status associated with membership in groups
such as the kamajors, which are an important element of the CDF.

DEVELOPMENTS
International Standards
The government of Sierra Leone signed the CRC-OP-CAC on 8 September 2000 but does
not uphold the "straight-I 8" position.
Appeals
The problem of child soldiers in Sierra Leone has attracted significant international and
national attention. In January 2000 hundreds of people marched in Freetown to protest the
recruitment of children and to demand such children be reunited with their families. [30]
Some 40 child protection agencies and NGOs working with government have been
constituted into a child protection committee coordinated by UNICEF,[3I] and the
government of Sierra Leone committed itself to establishing a National Commission for
War-Affected Children. In October 2000 the UN Security Council urged the government of
Sierra Leone to establish the promised Commission.[32] The Coalition vigorously lobbied
for the establishment of a special court in Sierra Leone to try those responsible for the
recruitment of child soldiers (see below).
Demobilisation
In 1999 little demobilisation appeared to be taking place. Following the Lome peace
agreement the RUF admitted that 30% of its forces were under 18 but that official
demobilisation had not begun. Later that year a mere III children were said to have been

.
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demobilised. The CDF reported equally small numbers with approximately 100 children
demobilising in October 1999.[33J
In January 2000 the pace picked up considerably and by May the UN reported that
approximately 1,700 of an estimated 5,000 underage recruits had entered disarmament,
demobilisation and reintegration programmes.[34J But renewal of hostilities that month
derailed the process, and by November 2000 the total number of demobilised child soldiers
had only risen to slightly over 1,800.[35J About 138 of these children, between the ages of 8
and 16, were handed over by the CDF in June 2000.[36J The UN Security Council reported
in October 2000 that "a significant portion of the rank and file RUF would be willing to
disarm but were not allowed to do so by their commanders, who often used brutal methods,
including execution, to prevent fighters, including children, from leaving. "[3 7]
Some of the demobilisation since 1999 has come about through self-disarmament, which
established programmes were not always equipped to address. But in 2000 efforts were
being made to establish reporting and outreach mechanisms that would facilitate the
inclusion of such former combatants in disarmament and reintegration programmes. [38J A
National Commission of Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration is expected to be
established in 2001.[39]
A particular challenge for reintegration programmes concerns child rape victims forced to
live among the RUF. The taboo nature of the subject, the social ostracisation that often
follows abuse, and the lack of appropriate government services all present significant
obstacles to dealing with such victims of armed conflict. In March 2001 UNAMSIL
announced the launch of a skills training project for about 390 young girls who had been
abducted by armed groups as a step toward addressing the needs of such children.[40J
Special Court
In August 2000 the UN Security Council set in train the establishment of a special court to
try war crimes in Sierra Leone, recommending that this court prosecute those with greatest
responsibility for crimes. The Security Council agreed that all recruitment and use of child
soldiers be considered a war crime under the Special Court in accordance with statute of the
International Criminal Court. [41 ] Following considerable debate about whether 15 - 18year-olds should also be eligible for trial, as initially proposed by the UN Secretary General,
the Security Council later reiterated that the Special Court should target only those most
responsible for war crimes, and recommended that juveniles appear before a separate Truth
and Reconciliation Commission. [42J

[IJ AI, "Sierra Leone Childhood - a casualty in conflict", 31/08/00.
[2J UN Security Council, Fourth report of the Secretary General on the United Nations
Mission in Sierra Leone, S/2000/455, 19/05/00.
[3J HRW, "Guinean Forces Kill, Wound Civilians in Sierra Leone", HRW, New York.
[4J UN IRIN, "ECOMOG capable of defending border, ECOWAS head says", 24 January
2001.
[5J UNWIRE, "Liberia: Council imposes sanctions, calls for end to RUF support", 8 March
2001. Between $25 and $125 million in diamonds are smuggled out of Sierra Leone through
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service", UN Doc. E/CNA/2000/SS, 17/12/99.
[7J Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Rights of the Child: Sierra Leone.
CRC/C/1S/Add.116 24 February 2000.
[8J AI, "Sierra Leone: Childhood - a casualty of conflict", 31/0800, at:
http://www.amnesty.ca/library/afrS106900-4.htm
[9J Statement by the Minister of Social Welfare, Gender and Children's Affairs, Shirley
Gbujama, at the International Conference on War-Affected Children, Winnipeg, Canada
September 2000.
[10J US Department of State, Sierra Leone Country Report on Human Rights Practices for
1999 and 2000. Washington D.C., 2000 and 2001.
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httIDiginielsched.pitt.edu/ginie-crises-links/childsoldiers/sierraleone2.html#Demobilisation
[21J AI, "Sierra Leone: rape and other forms of sexual violence against girls and women",
AFR 511035/2000, 29 June 2000.
[22J Reuters, "Rebels said to kidnap 200 children in Sierra Leone", 21 January 2000.
[23J Reuters, "UNICEF says children rejoined Sierra Leone rebels", 30 May 2000.
[24J IRIN, "Sierra Leone: re-recruitment of child soldiers", 23 May 2000.
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pp.6.
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release", 14 September 2000.
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SIERRA LEONE
Sierra Leone is controlled by a military junta. On May 25, dissident junior officers of the
Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces (RSLMF) violently seized power from the 14month-old democratically elected Government of President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah. The
United Nations Security COlmcil condemned the overthrow of the government and called
upon the military junta to restore the elected Government unconditionally. Maj or Johnny
Paul Koroma, awaiting trial on charges stemming from a September 1996 coup attempt,
was freed from prison and named Chairman of the new 16umed Forces Revolutionary
Council (AFRC). The AFRC immediately suspended the Constitution, banned political
parties and all public demonstrations and meetings, and announced that all legislation
would be made by military decree. Koroma invited the rebel Revolutionary United Front
(RUF) to join the AFRC in exercising control over the country. The'''l'tUF·quicklytook
controlofthe military junta, although~Q.wula..r.emainsnominalChairman of the AFRC..
Rule is arbitrary; mall1tenance of law and order has collapsed. The Judiciary, like other
civil institutions, has effectively ceased to function.
The Organization of African Unity (OAU) designated the Economic Organization of West
African States (ECOWAS) to bring about the restoration of the constitutional government.
After ECOWAS negotiations with a joint AFRC/RUF delegation failed to make progress
toward the restoration of the elected Government, ECOWAS imposed regional sanctions
and an embargo against the military junta. On October 8, the United Nations Security
Council imposed sanctions prohibiting the importation of weapons, military materiel, and
petroleum as well as international travel by members of the military junta. Dozens of
civilians were killed in clashes between AFRC/RUF forces and the ECOW AS Monitoring
Group (ECOMOG) as ECOMOG attempted to enforce the sanctions. On October 23,
AFRC/RUF and ECOWAS delegations signed a peace plan calling for the restoration to
power of President Kabbah on April 22, 1998. Both President Kabbah and AFRC
Chairman Koroma publicly endorsed the Conakry Plan. However, the Junta did not
cooperate in attempts to refine the details of the peace plan and by year's end had taken no
steps to implement it.
Before May 25, the RSLMF was responsible for external and, together with the police,
internal secunty, primarily against RL'F attacks. The RSLMF was supported by Nigerian
and Guinean military contingents and by personnel working under a training and logistics
contract with Executive Outcomes, a private South African mercenary firm. In compliance
with the November 1996 Abidjan Peace Agreement, President Kabbah terminated the
contract with Executive Outcomes at the end of January. For 20 months, Executive
Outcomes had played the critical role in government efforts to protect major towns and
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diamond mining areas from RUF attacks. Groups of traditional hunters (includmg the
Mende Kamajohs, Temne Kapras, and Koranko Tamaboros) organized as civil defense
militias, with government support defended their chiefdoms from RUF attacks and
RSLMF looting. Neither the RSLMF nor the civil defense militia were fully under
government control. After May 25, the RTJF joined with RSLMF troops loyal to the AFRC
junta and renamed itselfthe People's Army of Sierra Leone. RSLMF forces loyal to the
i\FRC appear to function separately from RUF troops. They also fought o.ccasional battles
against each other. In June the AFRC formed jomt military and police antilooting squads
and gave them authority to shoot looters on sight.
Before the couponNIay25,~.oyernmentsecurity forces and the RUF committed
numerous humaniighfsaoi.lse·s. Afth May 25, the scale of violence and human rights \ \
abuses committed against civilians by the AFRC and RT.:TF greatly increased. In additIon
members of the Civil Defense Force allegedly committed serioLls human rights abuses.
Sierra Leone is an extremely poor country. Before the civil war began in 1992, more than
70 percent of the 4.5 million citizens were involved in some aspect of agriculture, mainly
subsistence farming. Although the country has substantial mineral resources, including
diamonds, gold, mti1e, and bauxite, official receipts from legal exports have been small in
recent years. For decades the majority of diamond and gold production has been smuggled
abroad. The economic infrastnlcture has nearly collapsed due to corruption, neglect, and
war-related dismptions. The 6-year RUF insurgency dislocated more than 40 percent of
the country's population, placing additional burdens on Sierra Leone's fragile economy.
According to the United Nations, the average life expectancy is now only 34 years. One
cbild out of four dies before the age of 5. The economic embargo imposed on the military
junta by ECOWAS caused the customs duties to dry up, depriving the AFRC of 85 percent
of its expected revenue flow.
Sierra Leone's human rights record worsened significantly and is now extremely poor.
Before the May 25 coup, government military forces committed serious human rights
abuses, including extrajudicial killings, beatings, arbitrary arrest and detention, and illegal
searches. Under the elected Government as well as under the military regime, there were
reports that police abused suspects during arrest and interrogation. Prison conditions
remained life threatening. Prior to May 25, lengthy delays in trials, prolonged pretrial
detentions, and violations of due process were problems. Government harassment of the
press was also a problem. Discrimination against ethnic minorities persisted, and violence
against women remained widespread, as was violence against children, including female
genital mutilation (FGM) and the use of child soldiers.
Prior to the coup, RUF forces continued to attack villages and ambush travelers, killing,
torturing, raping, and mutilating ci vilians. The RlJF abducted chIldren and forced them to
commit atrocities, including the torture and murder of their relatives. The RUF raped and
sexually abused young girls and women during attacks.
After May 25, l\.FRC and RUF forces committed numerous, serioLls human rights abuses
including deliberate extrajudicial killings of unarmed civilians, torture, mutilation, rape,
beatings, arbitrary arrest and detention, and illegal searches. The military junta routinely
jailed antiregime civic leaders and students without Judicial process; junta forces killed
some detainees; amputated the arms of others; and raped women as punishment for their
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opposition to the regime. After the coup, the court system ceased to function. The AFRC
announced that It would replace the judiciary with People's Revolutionary Courts manned
by ordinary cItizens. There is no evidence that these or any other courts are functioning.
The military junta harassed, beat, detained, and arrested journalists.
RESPECT FOR HUMAN RlGHTS
Section 1 Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom From:
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing

Before and after the coup, government military forces and the RUF committed political
and extrajudIcial killings. Soldiers and RUF troops engaged in looting, robbery, and
extortion frequently killed civilians. The situation became much worse on May 25 when
coup leaders freed hundreds of prisoners from Pademba Road prison and gave them
military uniforms and weapons. Freed prisoners, AFRC troops, and RUF forces engaged
in looting, rape, and murder. Foreign countries evacuated several thoLlsand foreign citizens
and tens of thousands of Sierra Leoneans fled Freetown. Up to 100 civilians were killed in
the violence surrounding the coup. Hundreds more have been mLlfdered sub seq uently in
both random violence and political killings. In mid-June, AFRCeHicialscreated
antilooting squads including the Western i\rea Security Patrol,land gave them authority EO
shoottooterson sight. Antilooting Decree Number Six published on November2S, but
effective retroactively to May 28, made looting punishable by firing squad. AFRCana
RUF officials summarily executed at least 120 soldiers and civilians accused of looting
and other crimes. Eight senior members of the AFRC who looted the Iranian Embassy on
New Year's Eve were demoted or lightly fined.
Throughout the last half of the year, there was fierce fighting between AFRC/RUF forces
and Kamajohs in several areas in the Southern and Eastern Provinces. AFRC/RUF forces
routinely summarily executed captured Kamajohs. AFRC/RUF forces routinely shot and
tortured civilians and looted their property while searching for Kamajohs. Whde the
Kamajohs usually turned AFRC/RUF prisoners over to ECOMOG, a few AFRC/RUF
prisoners were executed while in Kamajoh custody.

\.-l

~

At least one person was killed and another injured in Bo on May 27 when AFRC soldiers
shot at a crowd of about 5,000 persons demonstrating against the coup, The demonstration
started when large quantities of looted goods were discovered in the army's possession.
At least SO people, including 30 civilians, were killed during fighting in Kenema between
RSLMF troops and Kamajohs during the first weekend in May. Fighting started when
soldiers shot at a truck of Kamajohs, killing three, as they drove past the arn1Y base at
Kpetema. At least 22 people, including at least 6 civilians, were killed in fightmg that
started that weekend between RSLMF troops and Kapras at Camp Charlie near Matotoka.
On May 29, at Masingbi in the Eastern Province, AFRC soldiers ambushed a group of
KamaJohs, killing 20 of them. RUF forces firing automatic rifles, grenade launchers, and
mortars repeatedly attacked the town of Moyamba at the end of June. During 1 attack they
killed more than 10 people, including women and children.
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In June the Western iuea Security Patrol and antilooting squads in other parts of the
country executed at least two dozen people includmg four soldiers who tried to rape four
nuns and loot their residence on June 11. Their bodies were dumped into the sea. In other
cases, armed robbers were hacked to pieces or decapitated. A teenage boy caught breaking
into a house in Freetown on June 25 was hacked to death; his arms and head were chopped
off and one testicle placed in hIS mouth by the anti looting squad.

On June 26, AFRC/RUF troops searching for Kamajohs killed at least 25 people in:Bo'
Di&tric,t. Soldiers took Albert Sandy Demby, paramount chief of Baoma ChIefdom and
father of Vice President Albert J.E. Demby, from his home in Gerihun, Bo District, and
shot him in the stomach, killing him. The soldiers then attacked and burned the villages of
Sembehun and Telu Bongor, the home of Deputy Defense Minister Samuel Hinga
Norman.

~l

'

During an attack on the town ofMoyamba at the end of June, RUF troops tortured student
leader Sheku Kabbah in pubhc before killing him; they gouged out his eyes and cut otIhis
ears before cutting his throat.
On July 8, a young woman was summarily executed by uniformed soldiers in Freetown for 1\
publicly supporting PreSIdent Kabbah. Junta military officers executed three soldiers in
\\
July in Kenema for looting.
On August 12, i\FRC troops executed a soldier in Freetown after he shot and killed a
mechanic who asked the soldier to pay for five gallons of gasolme that the so ldier had
taken from the gas station. An angry crowd chased the soldier to a police station. Other
soldiers rushed in and dragged him out, stripped otIhis uniform, and shot him at least five
times.

\
\

On August 18, at least 11 people were killed when AFRC forces attacked students
attempting a "march for democracy" in protest against the AFRC. One student from Nj ala
University was chopped into pieces by the military forces. Many students remain missing
and the number killed may be higher. Many students also were arrested arbitrarily and
tortured (see Section 1.c.).

In August AFRC soldiers beat and cut the throat of paramount chief Dessima from the
Dame chiefdom near Kenema. His deputy was abducted and presumed killed. In late

\'

l

\

August, seven men were arrested and taken to Cockerill Military Headquarters after
arriving at a Freetown wharf from Lungi across the river. Six were shot after being
accused of involvement with FM 98.1 radio station; one later was released.
On September 1, members of the Kamajoh and Kapra militias beheaded four people who
they suspected of being soldiers or AFRC sympathizers. The four were traveling from Bo
to Makeni in a commercial vehicle that stopped at a CDF checkpoint at Gumahun, 25
miles from Bo. After the vehicle was searched, the driver was identified as a retired
soldier and arrested. Two other men in military T-shirts also were arrested, along with the
girlfriend of one of the men. All four were summarily executed. The other passengers in
the vehicle were allowed to continue their journey to Makeni.
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Ten soldiers were executed by firing squad on October 25. Military police head Captain
John Harleston said that all 10 had pleaded guilty to murder charges during a I-day trial.
Other sources said that two of those executed had been accused of beating the girlfnend of
a military officer. Harleston said that the executions were meant to send a signal to
undisciplined soldiers and to reassure the civilian population.
Nine passengers on a bus traveling between Kenema and Bo were killed on November 2
in a clash between AFRC soldiers and members of the Kamajoh militia. Sierra Leone
Road Transport Company officials said the fighting began when soldiers on the bus
ignored an order to disembark at a KamaJoh roadblock.
On December 3, eight armed robbers were executed by firing squad in a soccer field III
Koidu town in the eastern Kono District. AJunta spokesman said that the eight had
appeared before a I-day military tribunal. One of the eight persons executed, Jonathan
Moore, had been serving a 2S-year sentence when he was released from prison during the
coup.
b. Disappearance

Thousands of civilians disappeared following the May 25 junta takeover. In many cases, it
is unclear whether the individuals were killed, captured by AFRC/RUF forces, or whether
they successfully fled the country. Some individuals subsequently reappeared in refugee
camps or in other parts of the country. The whereabouts of hundreds of people detained by
junta officials since the coup remain unknown. In most cases, family members are too
frightened of the junta to inquire abollt the location of their missing relatives.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment

Although the now suspended Constitution prohibits torture, there were numerous reports
that government security forces at times used torture. For example in January, a soldier on
trial for treason for the September 1996 plot to overthrow the government alleged that he
had been forced to sign a confession under torture. Joseph Yajah, a former security officer
at State House, testified in court that he was tortured at cm headquarters where deputy
head Samuel Soumassa urged him to change his statement. Yaj ah said he was tied to a
chair in the squad office, stripped naked, had ice water poured on him, and was subjected
to electric shocks. He said police officers stuffelj a cap in his mouth when he screamed.
Yajah also testified that a subinspector put out a cigarette on his head and ordered other
men to scratch his back with wire. The police denied the allegations.

In the week of the military takeover, the level of violence by mIlitary and RUF forces
caused the exodus of hundreds of thousands of civilians from Freetown, the capital, and
other population centers. Soldiers and released prisoners engaged in wholesale looting of
private homes, businesses, diplomatic residences, international organizations, and
warehouses of humanitarian assistance organizations. In particular local and foreign
officials and businessman were targeted for looting and beatings. Their female family
members were targeted for rape. Similar acts of abuse and violence continued through the
end of the year. Both AFRC and RUF forces used torture on numerous occasions. Since
1991 the RUF waged an armed rebellion marked by violent attacks against civilians. After
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the RUF joined the i\FRC junta in Freetown, RLTF Spokesman Eldred Collins admitted
responsibility for the atrocities committed in the country's interior. He asserted that the
RlJF "burned, looted, maimed, and killed," not because it wanted to, but because "that was
the only way we could have uprooted a rotten system."
A leader of the AFRC beat student leader Ansu Bockarie and cut him with a razor blade in
early June.
On August 18, AFRC and R1.JF soldiers killed at least 11 students during a student "march
for democracy" agamst the Junta in Freetown. A large number of students and other
protesters suffered severe inj uries when AFRC and RUF forces breakmg up the march
attacked them with machetes and bayonets. Four had their arms chopped off.
Approximately 20 female students were arrested and taken directly to the residences of
AFRC/RUF leaders who sexually assaulted them. Some are still detained. One female
student remains missmg.
President of the CiVIl Liberties Congress Soulaiman Banja Tejan-Sie was arrested on
August 18 and beaten with military helmets and gun butts. His arms were tied with rope,
and he was put in the truck of a car belonging to an AFRC leader. After several hours in
the car, he was taken to Cockerill Military Headquarters where he was interrogated and
beaten. He was later transferred to Pademba Road prison's death row and was denied
washing and sanitary facilities. He was denied food for the first 3 days that he was
detained. The AFRC released Tejan-Sie on August 28, but kept him under close
surveillance until he fled the country in early October.

In the Eastern Province near Tango, AFRC officials harassed, intimidated, and tortured
miners to find the location of diamonds. In August a miner was roped over a fire in the
Kana area by a Junta official to make him disclose where he had hidden a recently found
diamond. The miner surrendered the diamond and his tribe had to pay AFRC officials a
large ransom sum for his re lease.
RlJF soldiers tortured and killed numerous persons (see Section l.a.). On October 2, three
soldiers and one member of the RUF attacked Olu Jones at his house. He was tied, beaten,
and stabbed in both ears with a bayonet. In the early morning, the soldiers took him to
Cockerill Military Headquarters.
Refugees fleeing Sierra Leone reported torture and abuse of civilians by AFRC soldiers
and the RLJF, particularly in the Mende areas in the south and east where the AFRC and
RUF were fighting the Kamajohs. AFRC/RUF soldiers burned villages suspected of
supporting the Kamajohs. Civilians were beaten and tortured. Women and girls were
raped, sexually tortured, and forced into sexual slavery.
Both the AFRC and the RUF use rape as an instrument of control and punishment. The
military junta has not taken steps to control violence by soldiers against women and often
encourages it.
Prison conditions remain life threatening. The quality of food and medical care was poor.
In mid-May, Pademba Road prison held 60 percent more inmates than its capacity. The
majority of those were on remand awaiting trial. When the AFRC seized power on May
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25, it broke open the Pademba Road prison and freed all inmates. By the end of the year,
Pademba Road pnson was again senously overcrowded wIth persons detamed by the
AFRC. Many detainees are held in metal shipping containers at Cockenll military
headquarters.
The l\FRC junta occasionally granted the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) and Prison Watch limited access to prisoners, many of whom were officials in the
prevIOus government, journalists, or student protesters. In August Prison Watch reported
that most detainees in Pademba Road prison were bmtalized and beaten during arrest and
interrogation, and none had been formally charged or had access to legal counsel.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile

The AFRC junta suspended the Constitution and gave itself far-reaching powers of
detention. Any person can be arrested "in the interest of public safety." There are no
safeguards against arbitrary arrest or indefinite detention without charge or trial. Members
of the elected Government and people associated with it, members of the Sierra Leone
People's Party (SLPP), journalists, students, and human nghts actIvIsts have been
arbitranly arrested and detamed wIthout charge in what the Junta calls "military safe
custodv." Police and militarY officials arrest without warrant and detain indefinite Iv anv
person they suspected of posing a threat to military rule. With the collapse of the mle of
law, all civilians are at risk of arbitrary arrest and detention.
.
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Several hundred detainees are being held at Pademba Road prison, Cockerill military
headquarters, Criminal Investigation Department (Cill) headquarters, and police stations
or military installations throughout the country. While some detainees have been released
after a short time, others have been held for weeks or months. Many have been beaten or
tortured (see Section 1.c.). Most detainees who are released go into hiding or flee trom the
country.
In the days immediately following the coup, several members of President Kabbah's
cabinet and other senior government and military officers were detained at Cockerill
military headquarters. Soldiers conducted house-to-house searches for others. Most of
these detainees were released after a few days. On June 16, at least eight senior military
officers and seven civilians associated with the SLPP were arrested and accused of
conspiring to overthrow the i\FRC. None was charged with a Clime; however, they were
not allowed visitors. Most were released within several weeks.
Hundreds of people have been detained and beaten by junta troops searching for the
transmitter of a clandestine, prodemocracy radio station that began broadcasting in July.
More than 120 people were arrested on August 18 and 19 as the National Union of Sierra
Leone Students (NUSS) attempted to hold a "march for democracy" in protest against the
AFRC. Eighty-six students were taken to Pademba Road prison where they were held for
12 days before release. Another 35 students were taken to Cockerill military headquarters.
Others were taken to Cill headquarters and about 20 women were taken directly to the
residences of junta leaders. In October the junta admitted that it was stIll holding 37
students; many more, including some women, remained missing.
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On September 16, People's AllTIY troops attacked the town of Bonthe, on Sheroro Island,
searching for a Kamajoh training center. The soldiers arrested 60 civilians suspected of
sympathizing with the Kamajohs and took them to Moyamba for questioning. It is not
clear what happened to them afterwards.
On October 13, the junta arrested eight people, including the elected Government's Deputy
Minister of Marine Resources Mamoud Sesay, newspaper editor Pnnce i\J<:pU, and Temne
tribal chief Alhaji King Naimbana for "involvement in subversive activIties." At the tUlle
the junta admitted to holding another 33 detamees it described as "prodemocracy
activists."
On November 26, the A..FRC arrested Chief A.B. Tomboyeke in Baoma Chiefdom, Bo
District while searching for Kamajohs.
Prior to the coup, on March 29 RUF forces abducted several of its own members at
Nongowa in Kailahun District in the Eastern Province. Two of those abducted, Fayia
Musa and Ibrahim Deen-Jalloh, had been appointed as RUF representatives to the
Commission for the Consolidation of Peace established by the Abidj an Peace Accord,
which was signed by the Government and the RUF in November 1996. In April they were
reported to be on trial in an RUF people's court for plottmg to ovenhrow RUF leader
Foday Sankoh. The captives' condition was uncertain at year's end.
The junta refused to allow several prominent businessmen, government officials, and
journalists to leave the country. Because of the violence surrounding the coup and the
RUF's reputation for brutality, hundreds of thousands of Sierra Leoneans fled the country
fearing for their lives. Many more left later after being targeted by the junta. President
Kabbah and members of his government are among those now in exile in Guinea.
The junta does not practice forced exile; however, thousands have fled for their own
safety.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial

The suspended Constitution included provisions for an independent judiciary. Virtually all
magistrates have fled the country; several were beaten, and some were raped by prisoners
released from prison during the coup. The court system has not functioned since May 2S.
The A..FRC announced that it would replace the judiciary with People's Revolutionary
Courts manned by ordinary citizens, but there is no evidence that these or any other courts
are functioning.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence

The A.FRC monitored actions by citizens to prevent them from acting in a manner it
deemed prejudicial to its continuation in power and to control associatIOn or
communication with other persons. The junta erected roadblocks to control movement and
conducted surveillance of the homes of people it perceives as opponents. Telephones and
mail are monitored by the military junta. There were numerous occasIOns of abusive
treatment of citizens by soldiers and police throughout the country, including forced entry
into homes, robberies, and assaults. Many of these abuses were sanctioned by or
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committed by high-ranking members of the junta. Joint military and pollce i\Iltilootmg
Squads frequently executed soldiers caught looting homes.
g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Conflicts

The RlJF fighting against three successive governments resulted in an estimated 20,000
deaths since 1991. More than one-third of Sierra Leone's 4.5 million citizyns are displaced
internally or are living as refugees in neighboring countries because of msecurity and
violence stemming from the civil war and the AFRC/RlJF takeover. After taking power,
junta forces seized food aid destined for displaced persons and refugees, and looted the
headquarters and warehouses of mternational md organizations, makmg humanitarian
relief difficult. The AFRC also planted land mines around ECOMOG installations and at
other strategic sites in an attempt to hinder their efforts to restore the constItutIOnal
government.
There were many serious violations of humanitarian law throughout the country before as
well as after the military takeover. Military and RlJF forces committed summary
executions of prisoners and killings, torture, rape, and mutilation of civilians. Traditional
hunter societies (including the Mende Kamajohs, Temne Kapras, and Koranko
Tamaboros) organized as civil defense militias and sought to protect their chiefdoms from
both RUF attacks and military looters. At times they executed military or RUF forces that
they had captured. Hundreds of civilians were killed in fighting between military and RUF
troops and the civil defense forces.
Despite the Abidjan Peace Agreement signed in November 1996, and a cease-fire in
effect, RlJF rebels and elements of the government security forces continued to attack
villages and ambush vehicles. RUF forces continued to abduct villagers and force them
into involuntary servitude, making them serve as porters, sexual slaves, human shields,
and fighters, among other abuses. Civilians were murdered, maimed, tortured, and raped
in these attacks. In some cases, perpetrators could not be identified; however, it is
generally believed that RUF forces, military personnel, and ordinary thieves, committed
attacks on civilians. Even in the instances where perpetrators could be identified, the
Government took no action against them.
In early May, the RUF resumed targeting international organizations. On May 7 several
miles from Makeni, RUF gunmen attacked two United Nations vehicles with machine gun
fire. The driver of one vehicle was killed and another U.N. employee was injured. The
next day two more humanitarian aid workers were injured when the RUF attacked two
World Food Program vehicles on the Makeni-Lunsar road.

Beginning on May 9, forces generally believed to belong to the·:R.'\0"F began a campaign of
attacks against villages in the Northern province. i\rmed groups in both military uniforms
and civilian clothes attacked at least 10 villages with sticks, machetes, guns, and rocket
propelled grenades. The attacks caused 8,000 people to seek refuge in the Northern
province capital of Makeni and thousands more to flee to Guinea. In the attack on
Kalangba village, more than a dozen people were killed and 87 houses burned. In
Gbandembu village, the clinic and 124 of 130 houses were burned. Scores of people
whose hands and feet had been cut offby rebel forces sought medical attention in Makeni.
Many people were also abducted in these attacks. On May 14, these forces, including
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many young boys, captured the northern town of Kamakwie, leavmg dozens of corpses
lying in the streets. They destroyed the hospital, dispensary, and pharmacy, and burned
more than 60 houses. In separate attacks m mid-May, the RUF killed more than 100
peop Ie in the eastern towns of Kalihun and Bomaru.
On the morning of June 2, after the junta broke off negotiations with the international
community, a Nigerian warship shelled l'\.FRC/RUF military installations,in the western
end of Freetown for several hours. In response 150 RUF soldiers attacked and then set fire
to the Mammy Yoko Hotel where some 600 foreigners were awaiting evacuation and
where ECOMOG forces and Nigerian negotiators had set up their headquarters. At least
one person at the hotel died in the attack and six were injured, including five Nigenan
soldiers guarding the hoteL Later that day RlJF troops also attacked the Bintumani hotel.
At least 62 civilians were killed and more injured by the RUF-fired rocket-propelled
grenades and Nigerian shells that fell into residentIal areas.
In late June, virtually the entire population of Magburaka fled 60 mIles to Makeni after
R(JF troops entered the town and began harassing civilians.

On September 16, AFRC and R(JF troops searching for a KamaJoh trainmg center
attacked the town of Bonthe on Sherbro Island, lootmg and destroying much of the town.
At least 34 Kamajohs were killed. Sixt:y.civiliam; were arrested and taken away for
questioning. 7. 7.

\

In fighting during October, AFRC and RUF supporters looted and burned homes of
President Kabbah's family and supporters of the elected Government, including the homes
of Chairman of the Commission for Consolidation of the Peace Desmond Luke, Minister
of Works Emmanuel O. Grant, and Deputy Minister in the Vice President's Office Theresa
Koroma. At least seven villages in Baoma chiefdom, Bo District were abandoned in late
October after AFRC/RUF troops burned the houses and stole the rice crop.

On November 26, AFRC soldiers burned 13 houses in the villages of Pelewahun Ngiyeibu
and Gerihun in Bo district while searching for Kamajohs.
On December 3, Kamajohs seized a Sierra Leone Red Cross truck delivering relief food to
Moyamba. They reportedly manhandled the Red Cross staff and told them that in the
future, they should receive all relief supp lies for distribution.
On December 9 and 10, i\FRC and RUF forces launched attacks on Kamajoh strongholds
in of Joru and Gorahun villages in Kenema District and Sonoshun, Fairo and Dia villages
in Pujehun District. Th,t::.. villages were attacked by an l'\FRC helicopter gunship, artillery,
\. j
and rocket propelled grenades'; AFRC and RUF troops looted the villages, set fire to
~
houses and rice farms, and raped several women. Similar AFRC/RUF attacks on Kamajoh
strongholds throughout the eastern and southeastern parts of the country continued
through the end of the year with significant fighting along the border with Liberia.
ECOMOG artillery and rocket attacks killed numerous civilians. In June a Nigerian
warship shelled AFRC/RUF installations in Freetown for several hours. At least 150
civilians were killed and more were wounded during fighting that started on July 12
between AFRC/RlJF and ECOMOG forces at the ECOMOG bases at Lungi Airport,
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Hastings Airfield, Jui, and Kossoh near Freetown. Junta forces attacked the ECOMOG
bases and nearby towns seekmg a new clandestine radio statIOn that had recently broadcast
a speech by President Kabbah.
About 15 civIlians were killed in fighting that began when AFRC and RUF forces
attacked the ECOMOG base at LLmgi Airport on August 1J. Most of the civllians were
killed when ECOMOG troops tried to shell the attacking i~FRC/RUF troo,ps. A senior
AFRC official said the junta \vould continue to harass ECOMOG troops until they left the
airport.
Twenty-one civilians were killed and many more wounded during heavy fighting that
broke out on September 4 when ECOMOG troops at Lungi Airport launched artillery and
air attacks against two container ships docking at Queen Elizabeth Quay in violation of the
ECOWAS embargo. There were reports that some of the ECOMOG shells fell in
residential areas. Most of the civilian casualties were at MarbelaMarket. It is not clear
whether the market was hit by an ECOMOG shell or by antiaircraft rounds fired tram
AFRC positions at Fourah Bay College on Mount Aureol.
On September 5, ECOMOG Force Commander Major General Victor Malu issued a "final
warning" that ECOtvl0G would attack any ships violating the ECOWAS embargo. The
next day a Nigerian Alpha jet dropped bombs into the water near a Ukrainian cargo ship
Seaway as it unloaded in violation of the embargo. Three paramilitary policemen and a
port official were seriously inlured. The following day, another Nigerian aircraft dropped
two bombs on the ship No injures were reported in the second attack. General Malu
claimed that, in addition to rice, the ship had been discharging arms and ammunition for
the junta. In the following days, AFRC officials reportedly smuggled much of the rice into
Guinea and sold it for their personal gain.
Hundreds of people died in 2 weeks of heavy fighting that started on October 8 between
AFRC/RUF troops and ECOMOG forces. Hostilities began when an AFRC helicopter
gunship fired at an ECOMOG helicopter ferrying supplies between ECOMOG bases. In
retaliation a Nigerian Alpha j et fired rockets at, and dropped bombs on, the iV'RC
helicopter after it had returned to its base at Cockerill Military Headquarters. The AFRC
reported that four soldiers and two civilians were killed in the attack on Cockerill. AFRC
and RUF troops then attacked ECOMOG positlOns at Lungi Airport, Kossoh Town, and
Jui. Dozens of civilians were killed by artillery fired by both sides. The fighting spread as
AFRC/RUF troops attacked Nigerian ECOMOG contingents at Bo and Kenema. AFRC
military trucks patrolled Freetown, arresting soldiers who had gone AWOL and refused to
fight against ECOMOG troops, and forcibly impressed others into service. On October 16,
at least 14 civilians were killed in the eastern outskirts of Freetown by ECOMOG artillery
fired from Lungi Airport at AFRC/RUF troops attacking ECOMOG forces at Jui and
Kossoh Town. Eight civilians were killed and 20 injured the same day when a bomb
dropped by a Nigerian Alpha jet exploded in a market at Kissy. The Alpha jets also
targeted junta radio and television transmitters. The AFRC placed antiaircraft guns in
residential areas. Shells fired by these guns frequently fell in residential areas.
On December 11, AFRC forces at Daru barracks in Kailahun District fired on a Nigerian
Alpha jet. The jet dropped two bombs that killed several people in the nearby village of
Benduma.
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Section 2 Respect for Civil Liberties, Including:
a. Freedom of Speech and Press

The suspended Constitution provided for freedom of speech and of the press. In practice,
however, prior to May 25 the Kabbah Government detained some Journal~sts without
charge and charged some with sedition, libel, and contempt of Parliament for their
coverage of alleged government COffilption, the clVil war, and human nghts issues. The
elected Kabbah Government's frequent use of criminal libel and sedition charges
encouraged self-censorship. Imposition of heavy fines financially crippled some members
of the private press. Forty-six newspapers circulated while the elected Government was in
power. On May 14, Parliament passed the Media Practitioner Act, designed to drastically
curtail the numbers of journalists and newspapers. The law required all journalists to have
an academic degree in journalism and to register with the authorities every year; editors
are required to have lO years professional experience. About 80 percent of the country's
journalists could not meet these criteria; if enforced, the law would prevent them from
working as journalists.
Shortly after the coup, the i\FRC harshly criticized the Media Practitioner Act and
asserted that press freedom would be unrestricted. However, journalists, like other critics
of the junta, quickly became targets for harassment and intimidation. Dozens of journalists
fled the country in fear of the military junta. In September fo llowing pub lication 0 f a story
in the Standard Times that revealed discord among members of the AFRC Supreme
COLLDcil, the junta announced that newspapers were required to obtain permission before
publishing. At year's end, only about six newspapers remained, all operating at the
discretion of the AFRC Minister of Information. Under the elected Government five radio
stations operated in Freetown and one in the provincial city of Bo. After May 25, the only
regularly operating broadcast media were government radio and television stations tightly
controlled by the military junta and the clandestine station FM 98.1 operated by the
elected Governrnent in exile. The l\FRC/RUF junta took severe measures attempting to
close FM 98.1, including torturing people who might know its location and electronically
jamming its broadcasts. Many of the journalists who remained in Sierra Leone after May
25 were harassed, detained, arrested, and beaten by the military junta for reporting
perceived to be critical of the AFRC or the RUF.
Under the elected Government, Punch newspaper correspondent Pat Kawa was arrested on
January 24 on defamation charges after reporting allegations of financial improprieties by
government officials. The case was dismissed in court on March 3. Footprints magazine
publisher Harry Evans was arrested on March 6 and held without charge for a week after
publishing an artic le alleging that the Minister of Presidential Affairs had imported 50
automobiles without paying customs taxes. Footprints editor Mohammed Karim and staff
writer Njai Kanthba also were arrested and held for 3 days on spurious charges of dnlg
possession. Three journalists from Expo Times newspaper were arrested withoLlt charge
on March 19 following publication of an article entitled" Abacha's Wild West
Gangsterism," about the detention of RlTF leader Foday Sankoh by the Nigerian
government. They later were charged with spying and possession of a secret military
document and were released on bail after 2 weeks.
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On May 27, AFRC military personnel looted the Concord Times newspaper offices.
Fearing for their safety, the newspaper's staff went into hiding. On June 4, two armed men
searching for a Kabbah Government minister broke into the home of Standard Times
newspaper managing editor Phillip Neville. When he denied sheltering the official,
Neville was beaten. On June 9, Sky FM talk show host Ojukutu Macaulay went into
hiding after a group of ,A.FRC soldiers threatened to kill him for speaking flgainst the
military takeover. Following a June 11 story in For Di People newspaper about travel to
Libya by an AFRC delegation, the junta warned journalists to seek clarification from
AFRC headquarters before publishing sensitive security information. For Di People
subsequently closed after receiving verbal threats from AFRC officials. In mid-June
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) stringer Sylvester Rogers went into hiding after
learning that AFRC soldiers were trying to locate him. On October 2, i~.FRC Spokesman
Allieu Kamara admitted that security personnel had taken Rogers into "safe restriction"
after Rogers had attempted to leave the country without a police permit.
On July 8, The Point newspaper managing editor Budu Hayes was arrested at his home
and detained at AFRC military headquarters until the following day. The soldiers who
arrested Hayes alleged that he was harboring people fighting against the revolution. Also
on July 8, The Democrat newspaper reporter Saloman Conteh and tfeelance correspondent
Jeff Bowlay Williams were arrested at Democrat offices by 20 soldiers and interrogated at
i\FRC military headquarters. They then were transferred to Pademba Road prison and held
11 days without charge. The Democrat stopped publication when they were arrested.
Business Vision reporter Martins 1. Martins was arrested on July 19 and detained at AFRC
military headquarters for 2 days on suspicion that he had communicated with President
Kabbah. When he returned to his home, he discovered that it had been looted. On July 26,
AFRC soldiers arrested Unity Now editors Dominick Lamine and Sahr Mbayoh and
confiscated the newspaper's computers. AFRC officials claimed that the newspaper had
subversive materials. The two editors were had incommunicado and released several days
later. AFRC soldiers continued to search for the newspaper's editor-in-chiefFrank
Kposowa, who went into hiding to avoid arrest. On July 26, Kenema-based BBC stringer
Suliman Momodu also went into hiding after learning that he was being sought by AFRC
soldiers. On July 28, AFRC soldiers arrested New Tablet production manager Suliman
Janger and seized 900 copies of the newspaper. Soldiers also arrested five newspaper
vendors. New Tablet editor Gibri1 Foday Musa went into hiding to avoid arrest. On July
30, AFRC soldiers seized 1,500 copies of the Standard Times at the newspapers offices.
The soldiers were searching for managing editor Philip Neville who had gone into hiding
after receiving threatening phone calls for articles critical of the AFRC.
On August 18, AFRC soldiers arrested Voice of America correspondent Kelvin LeWIS,
Sky FM talk show host Ojukutu Macaulay, and their driver as they were on their way to
cover a student demonstration against the junta. Soldiers beat them with machetes and gun
butts and threatened to kill them. They were detained overnight in a metal shipping
container at AFRC Cockerill military headquarters but released the next day. On
September 1, BBC stringer Prince Brimah was ordered detained by AFRC Secretary of
State for the Southern province, Major Augustine Kamara, who reportedly was disp leased
by his report about the execution of four persons at a CDF roadblock on the road between
Bo and Makeni (see Section l.g.). Kamara ordered Brimah taken to a police station where
he was detained for 4 hours in a cell full of feces and then released. On the morning of
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September 20, several people who had gathered at the Mende Central !'vlosque ill Freetown
were beaten by security forces seekmg informatlOn about the FM 98.1 radio station.
In early October, Concord Times acting editor Foday Fofana and the actmg secretary of

the Sierra Leone AssociatlOn of Journalists (SLAJ) Fallah Ensa-Ndemah went mto hiding
after receiving information that they were to be arrested on subversion charges stemming
Freelance
from the SLATs denunciation of the AFRC junta and its control of the press.
,
journalist Donald Davis was arrested on October 8 and detained in Pademba Road prison.
Freelance journalist Abdul Salam Timbo was arrested on subversion charges on October
10 and is being held incommunicado. On October 10, a truckload of solders arrested
Punch newspaper Editor David Tambaryoh at his residence. He was held for 3 days on
subversion charges stemming from his alleged contact with legitimate Sierra Leone
government officials. Armed men searching for Tambaryoh's personal property looted his
sister-in-law's home and twice raped her and her daughter. After his release, Tambaryoh
went into hiding. Umaru Fofana, a freelance correspondent for The Vision newspaper and
the BBC was shot in the leg and physically abused on October 11 by junta forces who
claimed that he was reporting for FM 98.1. He was released later that day Democrat
newspaper acting editor John Foray and freelance joumahst Abdul Kpowsa were beaten
by junta forces and detained without charge on October 11. AFRC soldiers arrested For Di
People editor Paul Kamara on October 16 and took him to Pademba Road prison. The
soldiers smashed and looted the office, and confiscated the newspaper's computers and
Kamara's car. The soldiers gave no reason for Kamara's arrest.
On November 13, the AFRC temporarily suspended the Standard Times and detained
several of its reporters after it printed a story suggesting that the AFRC/RUF junta was
involved in a plot with Liberian President Charles Taylor to overthrow the Government of
Guinea. The suspension was lifted a week later after the newspaper retracted the story. On
November 21, the AFRC temporally suspended The Democrat after it reported a burglary
at the British High Commissioner's offices and home by seven uniformed men. It also
subsequently retracted this story.
On November 22, police arrested Standard Times editor Ibrahim Karim Sei, The
Democrat editor Pious Foray, and Concord Times acting editor Dorothy AwonoorGordon, and four other journalists. A police spokesman said that all three newspapers had
carried "dubious articles" that threatened to undermine the security of the State. The seven
journalists were detained for a week without charges. The Concord Times also had
published an article disclosing the delivery of lubricating oil to the Freetown power plant,
in violation of U.N. Security Council sanctions.
On December 16, journalist Vandi Kallon was detained and brutally beaten by AFRC
officials who accused him of passing information to radio station FM 98.1 and ECOMOG.
There was no information on his circumstances at year's end.
The elected Government respected academic freedom. All schools and universities were
closed after May 25 as both teachers and students stayed away in protest against the
AFRC's seizure of power.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association
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The suspended Constituhon provided for freedom of assembly; however, at hmes the
elected Government limited this right. The elected Government permitted many street
demonstrations.

In February, however, po lice and armed forces personnel lolled two persons and inj ured
20 others in breaking up a not by several hundred youths against the postal service. The
police fired tear gas and started shooting after rioters hurled stones at them. One of the
dead men was shot in the chest as he emerged from an Ash Wednesday mass at Sacred
Heart Cathedral near the post office where the riot was taking place President Kabbah
criticized the police for using excessive force in dispersing the rioters.
On March 11, police fired tear gas to disperse hundreds of students at the Parade Grounds
soccer field in Freetown. The National Union of Sierra Leone Students (NUSS) had called
the meeting to plan protests against the Government's decision to glVe retirement benefits
to former President Major-General Joseph Momoh. The police refused to issue a permit
for the meeting, claiming that security could not be ensured, and suggesting that the
students meet instead on college campuses.
On March 14, police attacked 2,000 students attempting to meet in an open park. Before
NUSS Secretary-General Abdulai Bayra)tay was to address the crowd, 50 riot policemen
disrupted the meeting to arrest him and other student leaders. When students attempted [0
prevent the leaders' arrests, the police attempted to disperse the crowd with tear gas and
batons, injuring at least 15 persons. Several more students were detained by the police. A
government statement said that police had been ordered "to take appropriate but
reasonable action to prevent a student group meeting anywhere throughout Sierra Leone"
It said that the students could hold meetings on any of the college campuses, but not
elsewhere.
After May 25, the military junta restricted freedom of assembly and banned public
demonstrations and meetings. At least one person was killed and another injured in Bo on
May 27 when AFRC soldiers shot at a crowd of about 5,000 people demonstrating against
the coup. The demonstration started when large quantities of looted goods were
discovered in the army's possession. Nearly all the shops in Bo and an Action Contre La
Faim warehouse were looted 2 days earlier when the junta released all the inmates at the
Bo prison.
The military junta violently broke up a student march in Freetown on August 18. Using
assault weapons and machetes, AFRC/RUF soldiers killed at least 11 students and
maimed many others with machetes and bayonets. Soldiers shooting rocket-propelled
grenades and automatic weapons set up roadblocks and searched the streets, making
arrests wherever a group had gathered. AFRC/RUF forces chased students into Connaught
hospital and assaulted patients as they searched for students. Students and citizens
harboring students were severely beaten when found and detained in the Pademba Road
pnson.
Also on August 18, combined operation by A.FRC and RUF troops and State Security
Division police armed with automatic weapons, rocket-propelled grenades, and antiaircraft
guns broke up a student demonstration in the Southern province capital of Bo After
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marching for a short distance, the students were confronted by the security forces, who
dispersed them with tear gas.
The suspended Constitution provIded for the right to form political, economic, social, and
pro fessional organizations, and the elected Government respected this provision in
practice.
,
The AFRC junta restricted freedom of association and outlawed political parties and
acti vi ties.
c. Freedom of Religion

The suspended Constitution provided for freedom of religion. The Kabbah Government
respected this right in practice. Most religious institutions have continued to operate under
the Jlmta. However, due to security concerns, most foreign missionanes left the country.
On August 17, AFRC security forces detained Secretary General of the Council of
Churches in Sierra Leone (CCSL) Alimamy Kokomah at his church and ordered him to
cancel an interreligious worship service scheduled for Freetown's national stadium.
Security officers turned back peop Ie who attempted to reach the stadium that evening. The
AFRC also denied a CCSL request that it be allowed to host some form of worship service
at its headquarters, alleging the possibility of infiltration.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and
Repatriation

The military junta tightly controls travel within the country Most politicians, government
officials, and businessmen left the country immediately after the coup. Many prominent
persons were given safe haven through international evacuation efforts following the coup.
Numerous checkpoints manned by AFRC/RUF soldiers make travel difficult. The junta
refused to allow several prominent businessman, government officials, and journalists to
leave the country. The junta severely restricts internal travel and emigration.
Approximately 1.4 million of Sierra Leone's 4.5 million citizens are displaced within the
country. An estimated 238,000 Sierra Leoneans are refugees in Guinea and Liberia,
including as many as 40,000 who fled to Guinea and 25,000 to Liberia following the coup.
Several thousand more have sought refuge in The Gambia, Cote d'Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau,
and Mali. Many middle class Sierra Leoneans fled to Europe, Great Britain, and the
United States.
Prior to the coup, the Government cooperated with the office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and other humanitarian organizations m assisting
refugees. Several hundred thousand refugees and displaced persons returned to their
homes m the months following the November 1996 signmg of the Abldj an Accord. l\!lany
of these returnees were forced to flee their homes again aner the May 25 coup. Sierra
Leone had provided asylum to 17,000 Liberians; several thousand of these refugees fled
following the coup, but 5,500 Liberian refugees remained in the Freetown area, awaiting
safe passage to Liberia. After the evacuation of United Nations personnel in eariy June,
they were assisted by the ICRC.
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There is no formal process for granting political asylum.
Prior to the coup, there were no reports of forced return of persons to a country m which
they feared persecution.
Section 3 Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Chang,e Their
Government
Citizens do not have the right to change their government. On May 25, a military junta
seized power from the civilian government which was chosen in free and fair elections.
The AFRC suspended the Constitution, banned political parties, and announced that all
leglslation would be made by military decree. The military Junta routinely threatened,
harassed, imprisoned, tortured, and killed citizens who sought to challenge the military's
seizure of power. The junta has not negotiated in good faith with the Committee of Five
(C-5) foreigIl ministers appointed by ECOvVAS to bnng about the return of the Kabbah
Government and the restoration of constitutional order. Parliament has not functioned
since the military takeover. Many civil servants refuse to report to work until
constitutional order is restored.
There is 1 woman in the 34 member AFRC Supreme Council and 1 woman in the 20
member Cabinet.
Section 4 Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental
Investigation of Alleged Violations of Human Rights
Under the elected Government, several local human rights organizations operated
including a local chapter of Amnesty International, the Civil Liberties Congress, Prison
Watch, the National Commission for Democracy and Human Rights, and the Society for
Advancement of Civil Rights. Most members of these groups fled to Conakry, Guinea,
from where they report on violations of human rights m Sierra Leone. Those who have
stayed in Sierra Leone have to restrict their actiVIties severely for their own safety.
On August 17, soldiers seeking Civil Liberties Congress President Soulaiman Banja
Tejan-Sie arrested and beat three people closely associated with him. He was arrested the
next day and taken to Cockerill military headquarters where he was tortured. He was then
forced at gunpoint to appear on national television and to call upon students to cancel the
"march for democracy" planned for that day. He was detained without charge at Pademba
Road prison for 11 days and then placed under close
surveillance until he fled the country in October. The junta allowed ICRC and Prison
Watch to visit the Pademba Road prison at least through October.
Section 5 Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Disability, Language, or
Social Status
The suspended Constitution prohibited discrimination against women and provided for
protection on the basis of race and ethmcity, except for the prohIbItion against citizenship
for persons with a non-African father. This provision effectively blocks citizenship and
political partiCIpation of those of Lebanese descent, and other persons with non-African
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Violence against women, especially wife beatmg, is common. Police are unlikely to
intervene in domestic disputes except in cases of severe inJ ury or death. Sierra Leone does
not recognize domestic violence against women as a societal problem, anG nelther the
elected Government nor the AFRC Junta gave it high-level attention. Rape is a recognized
societal problem and is punishable by up to 14 years' imprisonment. The elected
Government enforced this law; however, the i\.FRC and the RUF use rape for both control
and punishment.
The suspended Constitution provided for equal rights for women, but in practice women
face both legal and societal discrimination. Their nghts and status under traditional law
vary significantly, depending upon the ethnic group to which they belong. The Temne and
Limba tribes of the north afford greater rights to women to inherit property than does the
Mende tribe, which gives preference to male heirs and unmarried daughters. However, in
the Temne tribe, women cannot become paramount chiefs. In the south, the Mende tribe
has a number of female paramount chiefs.
Women do not have equal access to education, economic opportunities, health facllities,
or social freedoms. In mral areas, women perform much of the subsistence farmmg, all of
the child rearing, and have little opportunity for education. The average educational level
for women is markedly below that of men; only 6 percent are literate. At the university
level, men predominate. Due to the military takeover, efforts by local NGO's to educate
women on their civil rights and civic responsibilities have been suspended.
Children

Infant and child mortality is very high. In 1995 one child in four died before the age of 5
and one-third of children under the age of 5 were underweight.
As many as a few thousand RUF tighters are child soldiers who are as young as 8 years of
age. They often are smaller physically than the rifles they carry. Abducted by the RUF
from their villages, bmtalized, and used to transport supplies, the children eventually
become tighters. The armed forces also took boys off the streets of Freetown to expand its
forces. The armed forces provided little or no training to the boys. This undisciplined and
unsupervised group committed many atrocities. After the coup, parents began to ask the
traditional hunter societies to initiate their young male children to protect them from
abduction and forcible recmitment by the RUF. Human rights groups believe that a large
number of the children abducted into the various armed forces, or otherwise traumatized
by the war as civilians, experience serious psychological problems.
In late Febmary, RSLMF soldiers and Kamajohs cooperating in a government operation
rescued several hundred war orphans, most from 9 to 15 years of age, living in the forests
in Kailahun and Kenema districts. Most of the children fled to the forests after RUF rebels
attacked and destroyed their villages 4 years earlier.
Occasional instances of ritual murders of boys and girls, as well as adults, associated with
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illegal secret societies, have been reported in the past. There were no reported cases during
the year. Female genital mutilation (FGM), which is condemned by internatIOnal health
experts as damaging to both physical and psychologlcal health, is widely practiced on
young women and girls, especially in traditional ethnic groups and among the lesseducated. While UNICEF estimates the percentage of females who have undergone thiS
procedure may be as high as 90 percent, local groups believe this figure is overstated.

In January the women's Bondo society initiated approximately 600 young women in the
Grafton displaced persons camp near Freetown in a ceremony that included FGM. About
100 girls required medical treatment for complicatIOns including bleeding and serious
infections caused by the multiple use of Lmclean knives or glass Llsed in the procedure. An
active press campaign by secret societies countered the well-publlcized international effort
against FGM. The 28-year- old woman abducted in 1996 by a secret society and subjected
to FGM eventually found a lawyer to take her case, but now there are no functioning
courts. On July 2, AFRC Chairman Johnny Paul Koroma told the executive council of the
Bondo Society that he supports FGM and other traditional practices and that after the coup
they could now perform these rites without hindrance.
People with Disabilities
Questions of public facility access and discrimination against the disabled have not
become public policy issues. No laws mandate accessibility to buildings or provide for
other assistance for the disabled. While there does not appear to be outright discrimination
against the disabled in housing or education, with the high rate of unemployment, few
disabled persons work in offices or factories.
Many citizens suffered debilitating injuries during the war. NIany had limbs cut off by
RUF fighters. A few NGO's have provided prostheses, but the vast majority of victims
remain without assistance of any kind.

N ationaURacial/E thnic Minorities
Ethnic loyalty remains an important factor in government, the military, and business.
Complaints of corruption within ethnic groups and ethnic discrimination in government
appointments, contracts, military commissions, and promotions are common. Residents of
non-African descent face institutionalized political restrictions. The Constitution restricts
citizenship to persons of patrilineal Negro-African descent. This constitutional restriction
effectively denies citizenship to many long-time residents, notably the Lebanese
community. The Lebanese community was targeted for looting by milItary and RUF
forces during the AFRC takeover. Nigerian citizens were also targeted by the junta for
harassment, arrest, and detention because of the dominant role played by Nigerian troops
in the ECOMOG forces enforcing the U.N. and ECOW AS sanctions. RUF members killed
two Nigerian citizens on September 9 in apparent retaliation for ECOMOG attacks against
ships violating the ECOWAS embargo. In early September, at least 20 Nigerian citizens
were accused of spying for ECOMOG, arrested, and held at Cockerill military
headquarters. Another six Nigerians were arrested in mid-September as they traveled from
Freetown to the interior of the country. The reason for their arrest is unknown.
Section 6 Worker Rights
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a. The Right of Association
Under the elected Government, the now suspended Constitution provided for the right of
association All workers, including civil servants, had the nght to Join trade unions of then
choice. Unions were independent of the government. All labor unions had by custom
joined the Sierra Leone Labor Congress (SLLC), but membership was volpntary. There
was no legal prohibition against SLLC leadership holding political office, and leaders
have held both elected and appointed government positions.
The Trade Union Act provides that any five persons may form a trade union by applying
to the Registrar of Trade Unions, who has statutory powers under the act to approve the
creation of trade unions. The Registrar may reject app lications for several reasons,
including an insufficient number of members, proposed representation in an industry
already serviced by an existing union, or incomp lete documentation. If the Registrar
rejects an application, his decision may be appealed in the ordinary courts, but applicants
seldom take such action. Approximately 60 percent of workers in urban areas, mcludmg
goveTI11TIent employees, are unionized, but unions have had little success in organizing
workers in the agricultural and mining sectors.
Under the elected Government, unions had the right to strike without exception, but the
Government could require 21 days' notice. Although union members may be fired for
participating in even a lawful strike, no such incidents were reported. Unions were free to
form federations and confederations and to affiliate internationally. The SLLC is a
member of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, and the elected
Government placed no restrictions on international travel or contacts of trade unionists.
Following the coup most businesses shut down and school teachers and many other public
servants refused to return to work until the elected Government was restored. Leaders of
the SLLC defied a junta demand that SLLC order all its members back to work. At year's
end, most businesses and government offices and all schools remained closed as
employees continued to refuse to return to work, despite warnings by the AFRC that those
who did not return to work would be fired.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively
The legal framework for collective bargaining is the Regulation of Wages and Industrial
Relations Act. Collective bargaining must take place in trade group negotiating councils,
each of which has an equal number of employer and worker representatives. Most
enterprises are covered by collective bargaining agreements on wages and working
conditions. The SLLC provides assistance to unions in preparation for negotiations. In
case of a deadlock, the Government may intervene. It has not, however, used decrees to
prevent strikes.
No law prohibits retribution against strikers. Should an emp loyee be fired for union
activities, the individual may file a complaint with a labor tnbunal and seek reinstatement.
Complaints of discrimination against unions are made to an arbitration tribunal. Individual
trade unions investigate alleged violations of work conditions to try to ensure that
employers take the necessary steps to correct abuses.
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There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor

The suspended Constitution prohibited forced and bonded labor, including that by
children. However, under the Chiefdom's Council Act, compulsory labor rpay be imposed
by individual chiefs, requiring members of their villages to comnbute to the improvement
of common areas. This practice exists only in rural areas. There is no penalty for
noncompliance.
The elected Government did not require compulsory labor. However, an old decree
requires that homeowners, businessmen, and vendors clean and mamtain their premises.
Failure to comply is pLlllishable by fine or imprisonment. The last Saturday of each month
is declared a National Cleaning Day. There have been reports of security forces publicly
humiliating citizens to ensure compliance.
The i\FRC forcibly impressed teenage boys into mibtary service. The RUF frequently
abducted villagers, including children, during its attacks and forced the abductees into
involuntary servitude as laborers for the RUF. Many of the children eventually became
fighters for the RUF. This continued even after the RUF joined the AFRC junta.
d. Status of Child Labor Practices and Minimum Age for Employment

The minimum age for employment is officially 18 years, but in practice there is no
enforcement because there is no government entity specifically charged with this task.
Children routinely assist in family businesses, especially those of vendors and petty
traders. In nlral areas, children work seasonally on family subsistence farms.
Because the adult unemployment rate is high (an estimated 70 percent in some areas), few
children are involved in the industrial sector. There have been reports that young children
have been hired by foreign employers to work as domestics overseas at extremely low
wages and in poor conditions. The Department of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation is responsible for reviewing overseas work applications to see that no one
under the age of 14 is employed for this purpose and to enforce certain wage standards.
The suspended Constitution prohibited forced and bonded labor, including that by
children; however, there was some compulsory labor in rural areas (see Section 6.c.). The
AFRC forcibly impressed teenage boys into military service.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work

There is no minimum wage. Purchasing power declined drastically as incomes dropped
and inflation rose to 40 percent. Most workers have to pool incomes with their extended
families and engage in subsistence food production to maintain a minimum standard of
living. The Government's suggested standard workweek is 38 hours, but most workweeks
for the few people who have Jobs exceed 38 hours. The Government sets health and safety
standards, but the standards are outmoded and often not enforced. The Health and Safety
Division of the Department of Labor has inspection and enforcement responsibility, but
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the lack of funding and transportation limit its effectiveness.
Health and safety regulations are included in collective bargaining agreements, but there is
no evidence of systematic enforcement of those health and safety standards. Trade umons
provide the only protection for workers who file complaints about workmg conditions.
Initially, a umon makes a fonnal complaint about a hazardous work condition. If this is
rej ected, the union may issue a 2l-day strike notice. If workers remove themselves from
dangerous work situations without making a formal complaint, they risk being fired.
[end of document]
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Hundreds of suspected opponents of a military coup were
arbitrarily detained. They included supporters of the ousted
government, journalists, students and human rights activists.
Most, if not all, were prisoners of conscience. Many were
tortured or ill-treated. Dozens of extrajudicial executions of
political opponents were reported. Thirty-five people
sentenced to death by military courts were executed. Armed
opposition groups were responsible for deliberate and
arbitrary killings and torture.
On 25 May President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah's government, in power
since elections in 1996, was overthrown in a military coup. The
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) which took power
was sUbsequently joined by the armed opposition Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) which had fought government forces for five
years until a peace agreement in November 1996. The AFRC cited
the failure to implement this agreement as one of the reasons for
seizing power. The Constitution was suspended, political parties
banned and demonstrations prohibited. The AFRC assumed
extensive powers of detention, without safeguards against arbitrary
arrest or indefinite detention without charge or trial.
The AFRC was headed by Lieutenant- Colonel (formerly Major)
Johnny Paul Koroma who, with hundreds of other prisoners, was
freed from the Central Prison, Pademba Road, in Freetown, on the
day of the coup. He had been among nine soldiers charged in
December 1996 with conspiring to overthrow the government, but
not yet tried (see ~nesty. International Report 1997).
Almost all sectors of society opposed the coup which was also
strongly condemned by the international community _ including the
UN, the Organization of African Unity (OAU), the Commonwealth
and the European Union. West African (predominantly Nigerian)
troops present in Sierra Leone clashed repeatedly with AFRC and
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kamajors (traditional hunters) loyal to President Tejan Kabbah and
AFRC and RUF forces. Nigerian forces used shelling to enforce an
embargo on oil and arms imposed by the international community.
Fighting and shelling resulted in hundreds of civilian casualties.
In October representatives of the AFRC and five other West African
countries agreed on President Tejan Kabbah's return to power by
April 1998. However, implementation of this agreement, which
included cessation of hostilities, disarmament and demobilization,
encountered serious set-backs. Fighting between soldiers and
kamajors intensified in December and disarmament had not begun
by the end of the year.
The reintegration within Sierra Leone agreed in November 1996 of
hundreds of thousands of returning refugees and internally
displaced people _ nearly half the popUlation _ was thwarted by
violence and insecurity following the coup. Thousands of civilians
throughout th'e country were again forced to flee their homes. Many
fled to other West African countries, where some encountered
rejection at the frontier (see Gambia and Liberia entries), while
others became internally displaced. Following the coup, many
people associated with the ousted government or suspected of
opposing the AFRC were arbitrarily detained. An accurate
assessment of their number was impossible but it appeared to be
several hundred.
Immediately after the coup, several members of the ousted
government and senior military officers were detained briefly at
Cockerill military headquarters in Freetown. In June at least 15
senior military officers and civilians, including Dr Sama Banya, a
prominent political figure, and Abu Aiah Koroma, former Minister for
Parliamentary and Political Affairs, were arrested and accused of
conspiring to overthrow the AFRC. Most were released in the
following weeks, but Dr Sama Banya and five others remained in
detention until late July and under house arrest until October.
A radio station began broadcasting in July, transmitting messages
supporting the ousted government. Many people suspected of
either knowing the location of the transmitter or of passing
information to the radio station were arrested.
In October Mohamed B. Sesay, a former government minister, was
among several people arrested and accused of subversive
activities. He was held at police Criminal Investigation Department
(CID) headquarters in Freetown before being released uncharged.
Those speaking out against human rights violations were arbitrarily
detained. Some fled Sierra Leone and threats against those who
remained severely restricted their activities. The president of a
human rights organization, the Civil Liberties Congress, Sulaiman
Banja Tejan-Sie, was arrested in August and forced at gunpoint to
appear on television to call on students not to proceed with planned
demonstrations. He was severely beaten, had his arms tied tightly
and was locked in the boot of a car for several hours. He was again
beaten at Cockerill military headquarters before being transferred to
Pademba Road prison where he was denied food and washing
facilities for several days. He was released without charge after 11
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In October soldiers and RUF members attempted to arrest the
Secretary General of the Sierra Leonean Section of Amnesty
International. Isaac Lappia, apparently suspected of opposing the
AFRC and passing information outside Sierra Leone, escaped
arrest; however, family members and others at his house were
beaten and briefly detained.
Many students were vocal in their opposition to the AFRC. More
than 120 people, mostly students, were arrested in August after
attempting to stage a march for democracy. Most of those arrested
were released after 12 days; others, however, were believed to
have been held until October. Some students, including Juliet
Jones, remained missing; it was unclear whether they had been
arrested or had gone into hiding.
The AFRC's stated commitment to press freedom on coming to
power was short-lived. In JUly the Sierra Leone Association of
Journalists condemned unprecedented harassment and
intimidation of journalists. That month four members of staff of The
Democrat newspaper, and three others at its premises, were
arrested by soldiers searching for the clandestine radio transmitter.
Although four were released a few days later, Jeff Bowley Williams,
Salomon Conteh and Fatmata Kamara were held for 12 days. Two
journalists on their way to cover the students' demonstration in
August were arrested with their driver and taken to Cockerill military
headquarters. Kelvin Lewis, a correspondent for Radio France
Internationale and Voice of America, and Winston Ojukutu
Macaulay, a British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) correspondent
previously arrested in June, sustained serious injuries from
beatings by soldiers who also threatened to kill them. Both
journalists and their driver were released the following day. During
October and November the crack-down on the press intensified; at
least 20 journalists, including Jon Z. Foray, editor of New Storm,
and Jonathan Leigh, editor of the Independent Observer, were
detained without charge for up to two weeks.
Before the coup, in March, three journalists of the Expo Times
newspaper were arrested on charges of spying, following an article
criticizing the detention of RUF leader Foday Sankoh in Nigeria
(see below). Released on bail, their trial was scheduled for May but
the coup intervened and in July the charges against them were
effectively dropped.
At least 15 people, both soldiers and civilians, were arrested in
November, accused of conspiring to overthrow the AFRC and abort
the return to civilian rule agreed the previous month. They included
Stephen Bio, a businessman and close relation of the former Head
of State who ceded power to President Tejan Kabbah, and Gibril
Massaquoi, a prominent RUF member. None had been tried by the
end of the year.
Following the coup, torture and ill-treatment by both soldiers and
RUF members were widespread. In June Ansu Bockarie, a student
leader, was reportedly beaten and cut with a razor blade by a
prominent AFRC member. Students arrested in August were
beaten, cut with machetes or stabbed with bayonets. Some women
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students were reported to have been sexually assaulted while held
at the residences of AFRC members.
Many journalists detained during the year were tortured or illtreated. In October Umaru Fofanah, a freelance journalist
suspected of providing information to the clandestine radio station,
was reportedly tortured and shot in the leg by soldiers.
Some of those arrested in Freetown were held in conditions
amounting to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. For example,
Sam Goba, arrested in September because of his close association
with President Tejan Kabbah, was held with others in a freight
container at Cockerill military headquarters for several months. His
health seriously deteriorated as a result and his fate was unclear at
the end of the year.
There were also reports of torture and ill-treatment by soldiers and
RUF members in areas of the country affected by fighting with
ka majors, in particular around Kenema in the east and Zimmi in the
south. Villagers accused of supporting the kamajors were beaten
and had their arms tied tightly behind their backs, causing serious
injuri~s; women and girls were raped and forced into sexual
slavery.
Many civilians died in the violence following the coup, some of
whom were deliberately killed for political reasons by soldiers and
RUF members. Soldiers searching for kamajors in Southern
Province in June were reported to have killed about 25 people in
the villages of Telu Bongor and Sembehun, as well as Albert Sandy
Demby, father of the ousted Vice-President and a traditional leader,
who was shot dead at his home in Gerihun. Also in June more than
10 people, including women and children, were reported to have
been deliberately and arbitrarily killed when armed men, believed to
be RUF members, attacked the town of Moyamba; a student,
Sheku Kabbah, was reported to have had his eyes gouged out,
ears cut off and throat slit. Many civilians were deliberately killed
during fighting around Zimmi, Southern Province, in June. In
December about 100 villagers were reportedly shot dead by
soldiers posing as kamajors in the east of the country.
At least six students were shot dead in August by security forces.
They included Morie Momoh, shot when soldiers entered his hostel
room. In late August, six men suspected of involvement with the
clandestine radio station were reportedly shot dead at Cockerill
military headquarters.
Following the coup, several people were summarily executed by
soldiers in Freetown following repeated AFRC warnings that
suspected looters would be shot on sight.
In October, November and early December, 35 people, mostly
soldiers but including some civilians, were executed by firing-squad
following conviction for murder and other offences by military
courts. Reports suggested, however, that in some cases no trial
had taken place. In late November the AFRC passed retroactive
legislation providing for the death penalty for looting or
commandeering vehicles.
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3Qb':tDespite the November 1996 agreement providing for immediate
cessation of hostilities, unarmed civilians continued to be tortured
and killed by RUF forces in the months before the coup, particularly
in Tonkolili District, Northern Province. In January dozens of
civilians were reported to have been killed and young girls raped in
RUF attacks on several villages. According to reports, when
soldiers moved into forest areas in Kailahun District, an RUF
stronghold in Eastern Province, in February, they found more than
100 young children separated from their families, including three
girls whose hands had been deliberately cut off and another child
with an ear cut off. Similar atrocities by the RUF were reported
during attacks on villages, including Kalangba and Pendembu,
north of Makeni, in May before the coup; dozens of civilians were
killed and others mutilated by having their arms or feet cut off.
In late March RUF members abducted at least five of their own
members, a Sierra Leonean diplomat and members of the Guinean
security forces in Kailahun District shortly after an announcement
by prominent RUF members that Foday Sankoh had been removed
as leader because he had obstructed the peace process. Foday
Sankoh had been detained on arrival in Lagos, Nigeria, in early
March, apparently for possession of arms and ammunition; he
remained under house arrest in Nigeria at the end of the year. Two
of those abducted, Fayia Musa and Ibrahim Deen-Jalloh, were RUF
representatives on the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace
established by the peace agreement. Aithough the diplomat was
freed shortly after the coup, five RUF members remained held at
the end of the year.
There were also reports that kamajors fighting AFRC and RUF
forces deliberately killed, tortured and ill-treated civilians. In
September four people, including a woman, who were suspected of
being soldiers or AFRC supporters, were reportedly summarily
executed by being beheaded when the vehicle in which they were
travelling from Bo to Makeni was stopped by kamajors.
In February Amnesty International received a response from the
Minister of Justice to its request for clarification of the death in
custody of a soldier among those arrested with Major Johnny Paul
Koroma (see Amnestv International Report 1997). The reply
included a post-mortem report, rejected allegations of ill-treatment
during interrogation and stated that he had died after attempting to
escape by jumping from a window. In March Amnesty International
called for the humane treatment and release of RUF members held
hostage. Following the coup Amnesty International repeatedly
called for an end to arbitrary arrest and detention, torture and illtreatment, and extrajudicial executions, and in October published a
report documenting these violations, Sierra Leone: A disastrous
set-back for human rights. It called on the international community
to give priority to the protection of human rights in efforts to resolve
the political crisis in Sierra Leone. Amnesty International strongly
condemned executions in October, November and December,
called for the repeal of retroactive legislation extending the scope of
the death penalty and urged that no further executions take place.
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From January to June 1998
The arbitrary detention, torture and killing which characterized
the period of rule by the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
(AFRC), joined by the armed opposition Revolutionary United
Front (RUF), after it came to power in May 1997 continued
unabated into 1998.

Several prominent members of the community in Kenema, in
Eastern Province -- including the chairman of the town council, B.S.
Massaquoi -- accused of supporting a civil defence force loyal to
ousted President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah were arrested in January
and tortured; B.S. Massaquoi was killed by members of the RUF on
8 February.
Later that week the AFRC and RUF were removed from power by
the West African force, known as ECOMOG, deployed in Sierra
Leone. As the AFRC and RUF retreated from Freetown they killed,
raped and mutilated hundreds of civilians. Horrific abuses were
carried out in the east and the north of the country.
In Yifin, in Northern Province, at least two hundred unarmed
civilians were killed when the village was attacked in late April. The
number of those killed continues to rise as violence has spread
throughout Northern Province.
Several hundred victims -- school children, housewives, farmers,
traders -- are being treated in hospitals in Freetown, Makeni and
Magburaka for crude amputations or attempted amputations, bullet
and machete wounds. Many have had their arms, feet or ears cut
off. Victims have reported women and children being rounded up,
locked into a house which was then set alight. Women have been
raped and suffered other forms of sexual assault. Men who refused
to rape members of their own family were reported to have had
their arms hacked off.
It has taken some of the victims days, if not weeks, to reach
medical assistance. Many others -- possibly hundreds - have fled
into the bush. Some 250,000 Sierra Leonean refugees have arrived
in neighbouring Guinea and Liberia since April 1998 -- many with
amputated limbs, severe lacerations and suffering from disease,
starvation and exhaustion after weeks in the bush.
An Amnesty International delegation which visited Sierra Leone in
May met victims of these atrocities.
COPYRIGHT NOTICE: This report is an extract from the Amnesty
International Report 1998 and is copyright (c) Amnesty International
Publications. You may not alter this information, repost or sell it
without the permission of Amnesty International. The complete
edition of the Report, covering more than 140 countries and
territories,is published in several languages and is available from
Amnesty International sections or, in case of difficUlty, from the
International Secretariat. Additional places where you can purchase
copies of the Annual Report can be found her~.
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ThIS report is mtended to provlde an insIght into the variety and severity of inhuman treatment
suffered
mdivIduals and groups in the rarget area (Makem TO'Nil and 11S envITons) durmg 11:3
occupatlOn by Joim forces of Ihe renegade facnon of the Sierra Leone i:\.rmy thaT named inelf
as the Aw.'llled Forces RevolutIOnary CounCll (A.FR C) after ousnng the legltLtuate
Goveoment in a coup on Wednesday May 25 ch , 1997, the Revolutionary United From
(R.UT) rebel group, the Libenan Mercenary Force, the SpeGal Task Force (5 TF) :n
coUaboratlOn with mercenanes from Burkina Faso (West A..5:1ca) and Ucame(Asia)
Of greater concern lS the mgh level of children and women' 3 right violations. The mas,
appalling but common spectacle was the long llile
"Povuls" (Rill comage for
c1vilian/slaves) plodding vvith heavy loads on their heads from as far as fifty miles away WIthout
food, only to return to· be recapmred eDTOUTe to recomme:J.ce the viCIOUS CIrcle - an ordeal
some unlucky captIves repeated several mnes witham mercy Trils forced many women and
children to aSSOCIate with the armed groups
Tbis report is essentially a result of clandestme site v1sits, subtle mterview vvith victims and
none victims on one hand; and members of the rebel forces on the other, together with
personal expeneTIces The Executive Director on an offiCIal VISH to Makeni in December, 1998
was aTTested and detained (on a tIp-off that he was a JournalisT and a Government spy) for one
month during which period he was also torrured; and :--le wItnessed the tortui.ng and killing of
other detainees The Programme Oncer was assaulted on two occaSIOns vvbile other Kwayor
Personnel suffered various nghts vIOlatlollS.
The work was cbefly constramed by the dreadful and nsky conditIons under 'Nhich it was
done, Ihough loglsllcal and econorrnc problems also left theIr mar~<::s
The sample cases (as the title llllplies) are by no means exhaustive; the magDltude and scope of
tl-.tis human tragedy vvill ever [emam a ferrile field of research for human rights defenders
Tm'5.crepf)~rc8"7!e;::S,-eh€k?~,G,(LD~;;;;f;wb.e];.,r1-998---to'

July, l-~95~The mvestigatmg team was
forced Due of the area by unbearable economic consTramts, complete dearth of baSIC lo&stical
needs and mcessam threats to the lives of members
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CR-\..PTER 1
J?{TRODUCTION

1 1 Background Information
fv1ak~m

is the headquarter tOVv'D of the N or::hem Province of Sieca Leone, 'YVest /-\£.lea.

It 1S a cosmopolitan area with an estullated population of Forty Thous2.nd people A greate[
prop onion of persons residing lD the IOwn are indigenous Sierra Leoneans, essentIally
beion~ll",g to the Northern t~,bes Lokos, LImb as, Temnes,Fll11ahs, Madingos e;:c; ahhollgh
other Sierra Leonean citIZens and foreIgners also live there
SeeaDty in Makeni began eroding bythe second week of December, 1998, when reports abom
the fall of Kono D1stnct tn the East was received

A..s a resuit resldems, especIally those who had prevlOusly tasted the bitterness of rebel
atrocities lost no ti..roe to flee Bur: rvfakem actually c.xmbled on the morning of Wednesday
fd
December 2::3 , 1998, when Bishop BigJlouzZl left the town. The Catholic BIshop's presence
around had always been a source of confidence since the Sierra Leone rebel crisis commenced
1D 1991
Thus his singular depar:ure signaled the inevitable fail of the town; espeeiailyvvhen
rumours were rife that some members or the invading forces were already· in hiding 1D the
homes ofloeal collaborators Consequently by the tmle the actual event occurred, Makeni vvas
VIrtually empty
~

~

From then and for almost DNC weeks, the incessam: L.J.undenng of bombardments and
of artillery fire became the lone voice of the desolate town and its environs

patteri~J.g

By the second week of January, 1999} some of the invaders were steppmg beyond Makem to
outskin: corrmlUnities to loot and harass Followmg this the armed adventurers added to their
aCI1VitIes L'Ie proDazatlOD of false propaganda to conVillce hidinz civilians that the town was
safe for their return home
.l.

,-'

,'-"

'-'

Some CIvilians in hidmg who yIelded to this on the first instance later became agents to assure
others still in fear that [10 danger aW3.1ted in the tOwn.
But the latter returnees were to discove; to their dismay that they had been merely illuded into
a snare PJl roads leading to and out of the town were moumed with check-pomts maIuled by
offiCIals who hardly let a.ny one om
1.2

Terms of Reference

The Nonhero Regt.onal OffiGe was mandated by the PTOgTa:r:rJJTI:e:. Coordma1:mg Secreta.n.at
(Head Office) to investIgate and record cases of Human fugl:.ts aouses in and around Makeni
dUilllg the occupanon of the area by AFP;:C/Rl.JF Forces

The marc goal of Ihe repor:: IS to provIde an msighl into the level or' cnIne COIThlln::o::d and or
perpemaTed. agains: hUffifu"1lTy durmg the penod under reVlevY' and ill the targeT area The dUlles
of the N onhern Regional Office ill t}1.J.s regard were as follows.
ill

II
II

•
II

ill

Visit allSlTes of violaTions (if possIble)
[TlLervl::':w' vicTims of specific violatlODs
Interview alleged offenders
[TIteD/iew alleged perpetuators
DISCUSS and or cross-check findLtlgs wiTh other indivIduals and or groups
wuh sll-nUar interest
Record all cases verilled

1:; Methodology

In pursuance of ItS stipulated terms of reference a number of steps were taken to achieve the
prescribed goal
Sites of alleged vlOlations were visited and victuns and non-victLms interviewed
Also
f\FRC/RUF penoIl.Jlel were mten'le'Ned on specific allegaTlOns It must be however noted that
such interviews were not formal The issues involved were introduced in conversanons and
casual discussIOns. Other cIvilians were also encouraged to in..f orm team members about
violatlOllS for funher verification.
Cases cross checked. with groups and individuals sharing similar interest were recorded
14 Constraints and Limitations

The major constraint of tIDS report was the UD'vv'illingness of people 'with facts to reveal same
for fear of reprisals This explams why certam items in the sample cases (names, addresses,
dates etc) remain unavailable.

In addillon, the Northern Regional 06.ce also faced senous handicaps The office was not
amy vandalised but ever; Item of office equipment and furmrure was caned away
Members of the investIgating team like most cIvilians in the target area were left wlth only their
bare skins as property This economlC and social depnvatorr seriously eroded the abllity of the
aSSIgned personnel to max.L.TI1ally perform.

T:rJ.e team could not reach ce:nain a.reas of alleged violanons cInefly because of security .. 'Nbicb.
also li.tTIted the scope of the repOE

CHAPTER 2

Y10LATIO!:'iS
Extra-Judicial Killing
This \NaS raffiDalll: from December, 1998 to February, 1999 Tile mali'. victims were
youths acc;JseQ of rape, robbe,y and harassment, A conSIderable number of persor::s
killed in this manner vvere members of the armed group, espeCIally A.FRC Soldiers
although some CivIlians and RUF Rebe~ VICtJIDS suffeTed m like manner. In cenain
cases the mIlOcence of the vlctlTIlS were oroven after theJI deaths
i

2.2

Torture
People accused of vanous CrLlTleS weTe tortured before investlgations Thus even after
such invesngauons
CL.TId the Jv were proved mnocent most susuects would have received
'-'
punishment in excess of the crimes allegedly committed Some vlctlTIlS did not sUlv'lve
the ordeals,
~

23

" 1 1

Unlawful Arrest and Detention

The arrest and detemion of civllians was earned out by every combatant unhindered,
Civilian collaborators used personal vendetta to hlclte such ac~ests and detentions LD
some cases These were very indiscrirniTIate and occurred on a daily basis,
2 4

Abduction:

The abduction of youths, children CL.TId women espeoally wlThin Makeni
l\FRC/RUF was a COfil...lllOn sight dunng the first three months of occupation,

by

the

st

For mstance, on Tnursday, 21 January 1999 TW8 Tl10USand abducted Y0t1ths were
assembled at the former LDA. Compoun(;L at AgFrWl'Fd'fe-l'®"ali fiX fit-mr-brrefrrrg by l)TIe
Colonel Augu,stme Gbow before conveyance to Va-TJ.OllS tra~g-€,3;mpY

Also on the 9 th March, 1999 more than three thousand abducted youths rounded up the
previous day by one colonel &1.ende Rambo 3..l1.d bls :e2..l11 were also assembled at the
prermses of the Seventh Day Adventist lviisslOn Pnmarj School for dispatch to training
camDS<~

lUsO g.sls and boys were raided from therr houses

;:0 carry am domeslic work for
combatants. T~lls plague became the source of agony for both parents and children lD
the township

AJthough abducnons were no longer common after the said penod random cases
outside Makeni contmued LO be reponed and verified

)

~

SeIua] At use:
Tills human nghts vlolanon claImed vIctims from both males and females A group OIpex-surved female KlrF comoatams at No I, 'vl/alson Lane constantly raIded yoc:ni
men and were forced to go to bed vVlth them, although Lhe victims were sometrrner
rewarded WIth fi.TJ.anclal and other offers
Their male counterpans on the other hand used brule force to sexuallv abuse the
VICtImS
There is an mfamous case of an RuT combatant who, meetmg WIth a young "voman oTt
.the way, arrested her and forced the vlctiIn to bed D a house belongmg lO none of th@
'hvo partIes Willie he 'hem away, the victrrn collapsed m tears over her wounded pnd~
before the walchiIlg eyes of the stupefied public
,r

•

--

'--

1

There are also cases of child combatants WIth rNo or more "vives; all abduc:ed

26

Forced Labour
Tills violaTion was as indiscnminate as it was frequent. Combatants seized anybody at
any time not only co do domestIc work at home, bet Lhe able bodied were frequently
forced to accompany armed lootmg teams to steal and serve as human portage for
items forceblly selZed from their owners. Civilians used for trus purpose did not onlv
go WIthout pay, but were equally pUlDshed in some cases.
For iIlstance One Hundred and fifty (150) youths from various villages m the Bi..Tiwa
Chiefdom were rounded up and forced to destroy the Magbonso bridge on the
Karnabai-Kabala highway
Most often, these marauding groups met WIth resistance, resulting m deaths; including
of those forced to jom the gangs

2.7

Conscription:
The Epicurean life-style of combatants, particularly the senior Officers easily revealed
L'lerr cowardly nature Youths were Lherefore constamly rounded up for conscr:.ptlOr....,
espeCIally at the threa1: of battle at L':1e warfront. I:: therefore goes wlthout saymg Lhat
•these conscnpts were used as human shields
Equally, the excessive abuse of drugs by youngsters at the ti...TDe and the econOIrJ.c
depnvanons suffered bv illany homes enuced espeCIally grrls and young men to the
rebel force

2 8

Exto rtion:
This vlOlatlOil was cOIIl.J1lltted throu~~ tt.e lllest and detennor: orunder-age children in
the first instaGce A fee of Five Thousand Leones(Le5, 000/-) was the standard charge
per head for freedom AJso people were forced to provide fees for unhindered

I:lo~,/ec;.eirc

_~J.though

travelling "Ga.sses \;vere officially supposed

~o

be rree

7

ce~a~J.

iSSm:f1-:Z rruu,:arv R:.,:Dornies askeci for monev
.....,

. . !

--

0,loreover, military personnel at checkDomts a.sked especially fnghtened ~viliagers for
money even ].f they had official passes

In a.ddition, Lhe i\FRCi:8JJF High comm.and also requesled per household conmoutions
fOf such expendimre items as welcome reception for Corporal Foday San.i.coh,
lTt'fOMSIL, Sacnficial items for peace and regisLratlOn for relief food. These amoums
fanged from Five Hundred Leone (Ie5 OO!-) per household La One cow per Chiefdom.
Finally, village communities were forced to prOVIde tne feeding and other domestic
needs of IDllitar-j personnel posted to ,helI areas
29

Disposs.essio n:
As far as propertIes were concerned, ever; item belong to members of the forces Taus
it was not UnCOIILTJlOn for armed men to enter a house (even ill the day time) and can
away whatever Lhey wanted hI some cases the owners were forced to carry the
loads
Even properties buried m the ground were no excep,ion For instance (on a tip-off) a
gang opened a grave for hldden items at the SlIPER Kl\ YS ~Night Club Compound, at
2, field road, the disappointed group went away, leaving the corpse uncovered

In prinCiple and according

the jOlDt forces" a rebel lives on the terrain" - mearung
that everything belongs to them.
to

LTJ. addition items such as flce, nut oil, money, drugs were declared as ""Government
Properr!', possessions of which by civilians was a crime People in the outskirts of
Makeni suffereci from this most.
210

Assault and Insult
The incidence of assault and illSUlt ranked amongst the most frequent violations. fu'1d if
anytbmg, it was t.bis that reduced residems of the target area to slaves in their own
places
People forced LO carry loads were msulted and assaulted if they did not vvalk at the
deSired pace of thelr armed masters
SometlIIles innocem people were subJects;d to this indignity out of mere instmct For
instance one Captam Joseph P:mdawa walked mto the bedroom of lvliss J\faseray Sesay
at No 4 A2'lcult"c.lre rcad and r.Jt her wl1:n a stlck; after hauling insults at her person and
parems.
The use of obscene language in public was' a common
comoannt.

attribute of the a\lerage

'2 11

Vlolence-ReLned Injurv:

T}-is Cill'TIe about as:a resdt of several ciIcumsc2.Ilces Detain.ees vvere often wounded. in
the process of torrure _\1so d:ru.gged/drunken
resIs1ed Theil" vlOlent advances

combanTIT wounded civilians \-vho

In the villages peopLe 1Nho could not show the D..lding places of food stuff were
vvounded as one means of forcing them 1O comply Several rape VIctims were also
wounded to subdue same Cases of wounding \-vhich charac1erised the advem of the
rebel forces showed a gradual decline WIth tune
"11

Forceful Eviction:

The f,orceful eviction of people from their homes chiefly affected the more socially and
econormcal superior members of the Makeni community The combatants mainly
targeted the best house in town. Thus Lebill"lese, J\J1ssionar.es and other ForeIgners
became the bulk of the victIms
However, people in the lower social stratum were also affected.
213

Freedom Of Movement

Because of the many checkpoints that beset the town and its environs many people
chose to stay at home to avoid any trouble with the men manring those checkpoints
During the early period of occupation most people went indoors by 6 pm. and never
came out before 7 a.m.

L.:\s food and other human needs became scarce ill town many combatants spread
outsIde Therr cruelty forced villag:e dwellers to abandon their homes, wrile some tOwn
reSIdents never vennJ.red out
This problem became so acute that Reverend Usman J Forua of the Weslyan Church of
Sierra Leone and Secretary General of the 1"1ter-ReligIous Council, Nortb.em Region,
had cause to bravely complam about "numerous checkpoints preventmg worslnppers
going to churches and mosques"
The SaId checkpoint personnels often 'off-loaded' personal effects of passers-by, thus
,resuictmg the movemem of petty traders; consequently makmg more acute the
shortage of food and othe; essentlal cornmodines
7

14

Freedom of Speech

In this case it was illconcelVable fof anyone to make utterance unpleasmg to the
military eS1ablishment People mereiy accused of makmg ne2ative remarks were
subjected 1O cruel treatments even before invesngations

lilere is the case
a Teache;, Iv1r ,'\c-:J.drew Kane. of the Sa::.nt Francs Secondary
School 'Nho was arrested and harassed for opmmg tha schools couk nOl reSl..:me iL the
co"vn because the necessary fuI1Jlture and other matenals were not orJy desi::ioyed out
also some were taken a~vvay by renegade soldiers and RLi:' combatants
b [vIakeni and Its envIrons therefore many people spoke and laughed agamsL their
WIshes and CODSClences, especially aT public meetmgs or at the SIght of men a, anns.
:2 15

Freedom Of Assembly

iJl fonns of meetlDgs were baWled 'Hhen the combatants occupIed Iv1akeru
people converging to listen to radio news were harassed

Even

iJthougb worsmp servIces were not officially prohibIted the a'Hbvard daily experiences
of the average man on the street prevemed some followers from mi'cing with others
\-'lho may be pOSSIble spies; espeClally when certain religious leaders chose to SIde with
the junta and rebel groups
The fears of such persons are nOl: uJ1...DJunded, consideruJ.g the case of one Pa Yamba
FOffia of No 77 Old Magburaka Road He was arrested and detained for one month
on the false accusatlon that he conducted secret meetmgs against the occupying forces.
He was released later when hIS mnocence was confirmed.
7

16

Harassment
Tills violation occurred in all its possible forms without any llinitatlon. It neither
discriminated nor observed any tIme llinit It descended on the Makeni COill..mUml:Y like
endermc plague

CRC\PTER 3
CRll..]) AND \V00-'lEN'S RIGHTS vIOLATIONS
F ~om Lhe :ore2one 11 1S clear that duldren and women have been VICtllllS of every. violatlOn
suffc::red by the target populaLion ill and around Makem durmg Lhe specified penod
~

However, this explananon 1S nm enough for one to appreCIate the extent to 'Hhicn the two
vulnerable groups fell prey to this sOGal quagmire
The fundamental Lruth is that because of their inexpenence and physical weak.t'1ess children
have often been easy prey; tbey have often been trapped where adults escaped
It 1S also worthy to note that because of their age( and all other things being equal) they are
bound to live longer and hence, unavoidably bear the prolonged disadvantages of whatever
vlOlations become their lot loss of pnde, self-esteem, impalrmem, lack of education/profession
and general SOCIal degradanon etc
The future of women in this regard cannot be different One thing that is clearly revealed is
that the indigruty to willch females have been subjected is bound to print a permanent sLam on
their persons
Used as seAual incentIves and sex obJecrs even the mamed ones were snatched from their legai:
husbands to Serle as
maIds to combatams who under normal circumstances wouldbJ
.
condemned as inferior for matrimonial partnership
"

)

1'1 additlon to being subdued to tris status, assault and insults together with other forms of
indigruty become a permanent characteristIc of their lives Hardly did one pass by a house
hostmg a rebel farmly WIthout witnessrng incidents of Eght::ng, hauling of insults etc
Similarly underage gIrls were forced into premature marriage with no flture They are
abandoned as soon as therr so-called superior new 'catches' were won. Most bush wives of
combatants were forced out upon arrival in Makem town, in preference for their towndwelling counterpans; only for the latter to also suffer same fate aftenvards The vicious circle
remarned unendiJl.g WIth the artendam increasing number of disowned spouses left on the st:eet
to face economic strangulation and OLGer ills
This pp.dy explams the upsurge of prostItutIon in Makeni with t.J.e advent of members of the
A.ERe and the RUF, and the proliferation of sexually transrmrted diseases (STDs)
Tilus 1t 1S plaUSIble to assert that all artIcles and protocols gu.aranteeing the basic human rights
of people(The Universal DeclaratIOn of Human Rights, ConventIOn on The Right of the Cillld
etc) and partIcularly those of women and children were VIOlated ill one form or the Other
Consequently the highlighted plights of (he "cwo groups poill"rs a brighLer light on the image of
the totality of VIOlaTIons suffered by the entrre comIDuillty

TblS 1S so because the VICllIIllsa::lOIl of cI-'illdren and VvomeCl nas always had an unavoidable
direct and lI:drrecT LTJIC act on the resc of the COTIl...TIlUnEV Parents have oten been trauDed. ill the
process of sea~c'rilllg Eer lost children in additlc)D to therr peipe':J.al angtllsh
.

I

J

~

~

11 the same maImer husbands have often been spuirually bar:ered on account: of dear '7v'1\/es
forcefully snatched away from them
spouses

Some have lost their lives in attempt to retneve Lherr

It: is from tills perspectIve thm one can pOSSIbly appreclaLe the wider llnplications of the
vlOlations of the right of children and women This in tum also indicates a new and more
realistIc vista through which can be determined the level of attention and amount of resources
required to rehabilitate the VIctims and measures to be adopted to prevent a future
reoccurrence
It also succlllctly tells how much needs to be done to save the women and crnldren of Sierra
Leone from the clavvs of violatlOns tomOrrO'll Tbs is very cruCIal, now that It has been
proved that the violatlOn of the rights of women and childreCl has positive correlation on the
vlOlatlOn of the rights of the rest of the commumty

,r
..-r

CHAPTER 4
SAMPLE CASES
NO. NAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

VIOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF VICTIM

AGE

Tile vlcilifl was sllol eJeaeJ lly AFH.CIWJF

EXTRA-.,1UmQp.L KILLING

forces for I,eing an ECOMOG colla-

'I Unidentified

29, Mess Roael,
- - Makeni
2 l3allall Jannell

)\ cJ lilt

23/12/98

"

bOra lor Slle was suspecled of bt;lilQ in
love wil/l an ECOtvlOG Officer

I---

23/'12/98

Tile victim was SllOl in l/Ie leo, leariino

Rice Mil/
Operator

"

Diamond Miner

II

LI2 Mabanta Roacl,
--

BRIEF HISTORY

SEX
tvlale
Female

"

10 Ilis deatll

Makenl

3 Jolln Contetl
Mayanka L~ne

Tile vicWn was sl10t cJeael for reftlsin[j 10

27/12/98

"

surrender llis car to AfRC/F{Uf
co/nllalanls.

- - MElkeni
<I Unidentified
C/O John P,dams

Tile v letlill was sliol cl eael for allegeelly

3/1/99

Unemployed

Youth

"

II

"

"

slealin[j Palmoil

CamplJel1 Street

- _ .Makeni
5 Ant/lony Tarawa/ie

-

4/1/99

"

Tile victim was 1)8alell to clealll for
enlisling in tile CivillJefence force

'-

6 Ful/all 80y

--------

12/1/99

II

"

"

T/Ie vicilin was sliol eleael for alleueel
Ilarrassrneni
-

7 A/Jelulai

-_.
E3 Unidentifiecl

12/1/99

"

"

"

Same as alJove

'121'1/99

"

--"

"

Same as a/love,

-_._.

w
'16

~
~

Vv

NO_ NAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

9 Three YOUtils

-

VIOLATIOflJ

OCCUPATION

AND DATE

OF VICTIM

Male

[\Jot A valialJle

It

13/1/99

AGE
Youth

SEX

-~-----~

BRIEF HISTORY

Female
Tile viclims were torturecl ane! lalel sllol
to dealh at tile Military Police O({nce at
Anollni j--jiQI,way

--

-, ()

---

-~.

TI,e victim was sltot dead for

C,ihril Bangura
Campbell Street
fVlakeni

15/1/99

Unemployed

Youlh

"

It

Male

..

--

~ ..

1"1 TI,ree Youths

allegeclly stealing

16/1 /99

"

.

~

-

_

.

_

~

T/18 victims were S/101 cJeacl for allegedly
raping People could not identify tllem for
fear of repraisals I(WA YOR personnel
saw 1118 corfl2es
Tile victim was shot deael for

12 i\lias ObOflli
Turn-Table

19(1/99

It

-19/1/99

Tailor

"

"

allegeelly stealinQ

It

Tile victim was sl1o1 (lead by RUF

Ol(i MaglJlIfa1<a Roaej
I~

Makeni

13 LJnicientifleci

"

ComlJalants !)ecause he failed 10 Iiall wilen
tI,e latter orc/ereel Ilim to cia so He cOlild
only be identified as alai/or.
--~

-14 Alusine

19/1/99

Unemployed

Youth

"

l\n alleged rape victirn was rerolled 10
I,ave pointed /lim as one of Ilel alJsuers
His innocence was proved afler Ite was

15 Ahmed

19/1/99

"

"

"

16 Unidenlified

1/2/99

f-'< LJ F Com!J8 tan

"

"

Magbonso Village

16

sllot dead at tile Makeni Market Square
Same as alJove.

The victim was sl\ol clead for aileoedly
raping CJne Yariba Conlell

~
J)
~

:.{:

NO NAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

17

Fatmata

ViOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF VICTIM

AGE

2/2/99

Unemployed

Youtll

SEX
Male
Female
"

Mal<al1la Village
..

- ~ _

Tile victim was sllOt elead

tOI

rejeclinu Ille

love proposal of an RUF combatant

-

-~-_

----~-

18 r3ril1la Sesay

BRIEF HISTOHY

2/2/99

Farmer

Adult

..--

-----

"

Tile victirn was S/1Ot to deatll IJy cOlnlJdtants in veg,eanee for tile eJeatil of a
combatant WilD was eallier killeel fo(,

l<atornlJo Village
Biriwa Clliefclol1l

attempting to seize properties flOm
-----

19 Tunl<ull Man sara y

tile villagers

2/2/99

"

AcJult

"

Same as alJove (18)

"

"

"

"

Same as a1)ove (18)

5/2/99

Civil Servant

"

"

Tile eiullt victims wel'e arresled, delained

i<atombo Village
Biriwa Ciliefdoill

"1\ - - - - -

20 I<encleka Mansaray
l<aloillbo Village
Biriwa CrliefclOIll
~ '

- ~ ~

21 Mr Bona and 7 otllers

ami sllol to cleatll for va!iflus allegatiolls
railQlI\Q from fraucl, IHlllassrnentlo I'ape
Tile Cases were not pl'operly invesliuale(\
Two of tile eiglll were lIncler forceful
conscription

---

22 John Sesqy

5/2/99

Unemployed

Youtl\

"

-----

Tile victim was arresterl for forceflll
conscription Wilen lie refusee], lie was
beaten until two of Ilis lilJS fracturecl

23 Mani i<ablJa

3/3/99

"

Chilel

6 l_unsar Roael

"

Wllicll leel to llis rleatll on 5-2-99
Tile victim was sllOt dead fly an I,<UF
Colonel (Banya) WllO laler "leWlerl Willi
tile IJereavec! family witll II Ie clalin lilal il
was an unintentional act

lv1akeni

16

w

-1)
D<)
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NO. NAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

-

VIOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATIOr~

AGE

SEX
Male
Female

OF VICTIM

2 i j Johr)

The victim was sllOl rlead by arrner!

C/o Yansama

3/3/99

"

Male

Adult

19 Contell Street
Makeni
I~
25 Paul luray
Makama r~oad
lVlakeni
26 Saiclu Conte/)
SA Back of Ropolon
Lane, Mal<eni

27 Elrirna f<arnara

combatants when the cjeceaseri askerl fell"
tile repayrnenl of his rjebl

-17/4/99

"

'17/4/99

Watcllman
Makama
Institute

25/5/99

"

"

"
--

/\Iias l\lico

BRIEF HISTORY

Heaci of Civil

"

"

Tile victim was sllOt by lIle

AFr~C/RUF

lligllcommand fOI-llis role ill lIle Civil

Defence

'\",

were fOllfllj at Ilis place of residence.
Ti,e victim was killeel by an armed man
because the victim coulcJ not offer 111e
sum of Fifteen TllOllSaJld Leones
(LeI5,00000) wilicll tile laller requesler!.

-

"

Ti,e victim was sllOt rJeae! by armed
combatants because military wearings

Defence Force

28 SI,eriff l<oroma
1f j Yaide Street
.l ,I Jt~;: .

31/5/99

Unemployed

Youtll

"

Tile victim was accuser! of wililcli..ll'l.
!)utcllereello eleatll; anel pieces of IllS body

M§~(~nL

displayecllo 1I1e publiC-Ell Yaicle

Slle_~~ __

TORTURE'

29 Sahr M Sandi
6/\ Agriculture Raod

21/1/99

Development

J\dult

I

Worker and

Ma!<enl

Journalist

possessing a communication mac/line

--

3D Ali l<arglJo

26/1/99

Unemployecl

Masingl)i

Tile victim was arrestee! elelaineel for one
montll Rnd torlured on allegation of

Chilei

"

He was releaseel wilen lIle allegation
proved false
,tVleslerl, delaineej and 101111ierl for
serving as carrier 10 a comlJal<.Hlt
forcefully a[)cjucleel 1111n

WllO

16

~

lP

NO. NAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

31 fVlr Sidj Bangura

VIOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF VICTIM

AGE

5/2/99

Development

Youtli

3A Mabanta Road

Worl<er

Mal<eni

(CARE)

Alias t\jico
33 Sahr 1 . Gbeincla
Sylvanus Street
fVlakenl
-34 Alpha
C/O P C I<assanga II
Upper Banana Street

- - ~eni
35 .101111 Fofan'a11

6/2/99

SEX
Male
Female

"

BRIEF HISTORY
fl18 victim was arrested eJel8111ecl alld
IDrturecJfor allegedly possessinu a comll1unication seU-Ie was releaseel wilen

"

Wireless
Operator

proved innocent
Same as above (30)

"

'.

(CARE~- - - - - - - - -

1/3/99

P,dult

Driver

"----

"

Tile victirll was lieeJ anel assultee! to
force 11111110 point tile localion of a veilicle

11/2/99

Employee of

II

"

Tile victim was arresteej eJelaineel amI
assaulted for possessing wireless

SIERRATEL

WaleI' Worl<s Area
·Mal<eni

Mmakeni

commuilication mae/line wlllcll alle"oatlon
was later plOvee! false - leading to Ilis
release

36 Saill" Yongai

17/4/99

Unemployecl

Youth

"

TI18 victirn was t<.llooed willl razor IJlacle
on Ilis back witll tile inscriptions

Makeni

'SLAJRUF" IJy relJet persol1nel

37 Joseph S TllOlley

'j7l4/99

g~~Makenj

3D Mrs Mmabinty Salll<oll
Tenclatta Village

AeJult

II

Same as alJove (36)

Teact18rs

Mal<eni Teaclier's
--

Lecturer Makeni

'17/5/99

College
Housewifel
Farmer

II

II

The victim was Ileel and aSSBllllecl fOI
planting rice Wiliclliler assailants
concJemneeJ as waste of fooel Sile Ilad
to point tile tocation of rice l)eloll(jinQ
10 a neigl1l)ou! in tile same Tenclalta
Villaoe to ensure tile lelease oj Ilel
motlie!

16
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~
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NO. NAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

-

39 Pa !(assu/l

VIOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF VICTIM

30/6199

Farmer

AGE
1/

SEX
Male
Female

"

BRIEF HISTORY
TI18 victim was arlSsled, ami I)ealell

l(atomlJo Village

011

account of tile !(alomllo incident ill case
No (1 B)

--

iJO Ivlalnmy Pill

"

Same as case No 39

30/6199

HouseWife

"

29/6/99

Ileaci Teacher

"

"

Tile viclllTI was alTeslect, delainecl-and
lied aneJ assaulled In force Ilim [0 SllOW
tl18 location of a wireless set
-----

Catechist

Youth

"

Sarne as al)ove (41)

Farmer

/\dult

"

Tile victim was arresled, detained for

l<atombo Village
.'--

---

Lli Mr I<anu
fJatmorie

=< C Primary Scll

Maqburaka

Magburaka
42 Henry
Magl)LI(al(a

29/6199

--'"Y'1

UNLAWFUL ARREST AND
DETENSION

43

21/1/99

F'a YamlJa FOllla
77, Old Magburaka

allegedly IIOldlt1(j clandestine SLPP

Road, Makeni

meetings at 110me He

- - - ' >-------

Lj LI Cilristlana FOllla

WClS

laler released

I)ecause tile allegalion was false

---

2 -1/1/99

MCI-i Aiel

"

"

Tile victim was arresled and detailleej

(Nee BailY)

for one 1ll01l II I when she enquired al)OLiI

77 Olej Magburaka

1I1e arrest of 11er fal/ler Pa Yarnl)a Foma
alJove in case r\Jo (43)

Roaej

LI5 Yei Hawa Sancll

---

22/1/99

Unemployed

Five
1l1Onths

"

Tilis IJalJy victim was elelaineel willi Iler
motileI'. Willie in detention f-{UF Colonel
Alplla vowed to force lile rnoliler 10
slwol 11er baby before 118 (Colonel Alplla)
sllools tile motller deacl

-16

~

IX>
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-

NO. NAME Ar--JD ADDRESS
OF V1c:T1M

46 Mrs MElyonette Porter

VIOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF VICTIM

AGE

2/2/99

Housewife

Adult

BRIEF HISTORY

SEX
Male
Female

Female Tile victim was arrested, put

jll

car IJool

aneJcJllven to tile fVlal\elJi Police Prison
slle was detamee! for one monlll SllB was
accused of forging cJoeul1lenls
relatinG to a consignment of aSSailed
chemical fertilizers. But the victirn-claimecl

(Nee ,Aminata Clement
28 MasulJa Poacl
Makeni

tllat the issue Ilacl to do will) 1181 rejection
of a love proposal frolll one PUF
Colonel Titus Tarawallie
Tile victim was arresled, clelained aw!

- - - _ . _ ~ - _ . _ -

--~

47

Mr Sam Sesay

5/2/99

Adult

Male

torlurec! on allegation of possessing a

Worker (ICRC)

3, [.ower Matllanlw
Street, Mal<8 ni
LlS Abdulai Kuyatell
"3/\ I_ower Mathonka
Street, Makeni

Development

wireless communicalion maclline

i

I-

The victim was arresteel and detained

5/2/99

Journalist

Youth

II

believe Ihal rv1r Sesay in ('17) Ilad Ille
l1Ia~hine

--

il9 Moses l\Iabay
i14, Olel Mabantlla

fOI

expressing 11is opinion IIlal he c!iel not

Development

6/2/99

II

(Cf\,RE)

Poacl, Makeni

_.. ,-_._----------------

Tile victim was arrested ane! delalnee!
,Adull

Worker

in question

Oil

allegation of possessing a wireless
comrnunicaliofl maelline, wille/I allegation
was later proved false

50 Mr Timbo
44, Olel MalJantila
R oael rvlal<8ni
'
51 Fonty Sesay
I, Hospital Poad
Makeni

i -e---

Development

.

Tile viclirn was arresled am! cJelalilf)e] lur

6/2/99

Worker

Youltl

"

accompanying Mr Nallay in ('19) al)ove

7/2/99

(CARE)
Development
Worker

,il,dull

Male

10 IIle Prison Yard
Tile victim was anesled aIII I delained un
allegation of possessing a wireless CUI1l·

(CR S)

~--------

rnunication machine: an allegation wldcll
was laler provecl false

16
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NO. t~AME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

52 f<omba A lVlondell
11, I~opollon Raoel
lVlakeni
--53 Andrew l<anL!
Makeni

-

VIOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF VICTIM

AGE

23/5/99

Teactler

Adult

SEX
Male
Female

"

BRIEF HISTORY

]

The victim was arrestee) anel assaulted allel
rjetained on allegation of IJeing a Journalist

26/6/99

I
Tile vietirn was arresteel ancl I-larrassed for

Teacller
St Francis
Sec. School

"

"

Makeni

pain ling oulllial sellOols in Makeni
could not resume tJeeause lIle necessary
leaeiling ancj learning malerials IHHU!88n
looted fly inclivicluals, especially soleliel·s;
an act inlerpreled IJy tile AFRC/RUF
IIigl1 Commancl as anti-revolutionarL___

-

ABDUCTION

54 89 YOUtilS

7/2/99

Unemployed

Youth

"

( unielentifled~\

Tile victims were abducted from Illeilhomes to be conscriptecl Into !lle RUF
by force. Tlwy spent tl18ir first two clays in

.

detention Wit/lOut food A price of
Le5,OOGOG was put on lIw Ileacls of those
who expressed unwillingness to be traineel
ARMED ROBBERY

55 IVlr /'\pha f<amara
34 I IVl aba Ilia Roael
lVlalceni
~

Armecl men !xoke into lIle victim's 110me al

13/5/99

Businessman

Adult

II

nigtll, pul him unclee gun point, torturerj
Ilirn and slole rnoney and oilier IJelongings
from 111m.

..

ASSAULT

56 Saieju l(oroma
I LI5, Mal\eni Road

Tile victirn was assaulled ancl woumleej

16/5/99

Student

Child

Binlwlo

"

on lIle /wad wilen 118 asked WilY his
grandmother planting malerials were
being laken away by arrnecl rnen

16
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NO. NAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

57 fIJIr Sahr fIJI Sandi

VIOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF VICTIM

AGE

SEX
Male
Female

21/5/99

Journalist and

,i\dult

Male

6, Agriculture f~oacl

Development

58 Sallr Morsay

~im

Teacher and
Lay Preacller

Adult

"

10/5/99

Stuelent

Youth

"

Tile victim was sllolln 1I1e leg tlY One
RUF Combatant for not otJeying 11is
oreier to stop playing clless

24/5/99

Dispenser

Adult

"

Tile victim was elraggeel oul of a putJlic

(Alias Depor)
<1 Francess Contell
Street, Makeni
60 Solomon H Butcher
Water

-----

------

Worl~>s

meeting, assaulted, arresteel, wOlillclecJ

Compound

on tile 11 eael aIIlI halid s, and Iate I' el et aIn etl

.

6-1 Maseray Sesay
LI Agriculture Road
--

diel 1I0t greet llim
Tile victim was slapped III the face
l)y one RUF Cornl)atant for allendillg
-divine cllurcll sendee

10/·1/99

6, Teko Hoad

59 Alimarny Sanlwtl

Tile viclilll was 1111 willi [lIe Ilulot [jI1Il
by all armed Illan who alleged 111al lite

Worker

---

BRIEF IIISTORY

for 24 hours, for I)eillg a member of Ille

25/5/99

Unemployed

Violence related injury
FORCED LABOUR

62 F~ev Usman J Farnall
Wesleyan CllUlcli
Compouncj Rognaeh
Roaci, Makeni
63 Salifu Kamala
Makeni

3 -1112/98

6<1 Alxlul Kanlara
1<1, Mabuleh Street
Makeni

24/12/98

ousted Sierra Leone Peoflles Parly
F-emale Tile victim was assaulteel III tile face Ily a

You til

disloyal soldier, Captain c!osepll Pa~1!:I<:lwa.
Tile victim was forcerJ to flllsil a

---------

Adult

Clergy

II

vetlicle looled fcom Ille compollncl of
tile Wesleyan Mission in Makeni, /)y
armed men

,~

---~-

31"1/99

Unemployed

17 Yrs

II

Tile victim was seizerl from 11is l]Orne
and forced to serve as a Cook alld laler
lrained as a coml)alanl

Student
Mal<ama Agric
Instilute

16

Adult

"

Tile victim was seizecl lly Colonel Tal1l11a
Yarnl)a to serve as a Cook lie was laler
fOrC8(j to join arll18cJ looting gangs

w

.-l)

..J)

rl1o. NAME Arl1D ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

65 150 Youths
(unicjentifiecl)

-

VIOLATiON
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF ViCTIM

AGE

Between 21/1/99

Farmers

Youths

SEX
Male
F smale
"

and April, 1999

BRIEF HISTORY
Tile victims were forcefully rnolJiliseci
fwm various villages in lIle said clliefcJom to destroy 1118 Magbonso Bridge
at Magbonso Village, Biriwa elliefUunl
Villages in 1I1e sarlle communily were
forceel to pwvide fooel-for-work for
-,
tile venture

Biriwa ClliefdO/ll

.-

EXTORTION

66 Saio Marah
35 Wallace jollnson

9/3/99

Unemployed

Youtll

9/5/99

Housewife

Youth

"

Street, Makenl

67 Saran. DalJor'l\
77, Old MaglJuraka

Tile victim was one of more tllan 3000
YOlltilS arresteel anet eletained for conscription I-Ie was released afler payiflU
Le5,00000 for llis l18ael
F 8male Tile victim was beaten IJy armed men
WilO put tl1eir Ilaneis in Iler private parts

Roacl, Mal<eni

to steal tile slim of Le60,OOOOO
DISPOSSESSION

68 T amba E f<emoll
13, Ropollon Road

Tile viclim was insulted and Ilis lwo

20/1/99

Teaeller

Aclult

"

Makeni

69 Rev Usman j Fornah

IJundles of wooel forcealJly taken 8way
from Ilinl, Ilis only SOlll'ce of incorne and
livelihood for the day.

20/3/99

Clergyman

Wesleyan Church
Rogbane Road

"

"

I-Ie was l1arrasseel IJy an armed
comlJalanl wl10 also took away his
sunglasses

Mal<eni

16
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~
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t\JO NAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

70

Mrs Isalll Sesay

VIOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATIOI\)
OF VICTIM

AGE

SEX
Female
Male

21/6/99

Housewife

Acjult

Female

tllem and full of t1wir wares After travel
ling from GI)0InSallll)8 10 Makeni, the
victims were fOI'ced (0 flee from tile
vellicle under gun-point Isatu anc(-otl1ers
lost Inore than lwo million Leones

I, Savage Square
Makeni

.

~-

(Le2,000,OOO 00)

-

VtOLENCE RELATED
INJURY
Mal,eni

Tile victim together willI ollieI' traders
were forced out of a vellicle Ilired tlY

(nee Isalu l<arlu)

71 MalJinly I<oroma

BRIEF HISTORY

25/1/99

--'

Tile victim was arrestecl. (Ielainecl and
Unemployecl

Female shot in lI'le foot IJy RUF Captain C3reen

Youtll

Snake for carrying arms forceel inlo 11el

\.')

hand by ot/ler cornlJalants

--

72 Alimarny Sankoil
(Alias Depor)

Tile victim was Sllot in [Ile leg by OI1e

Student

10/5/99

SI FranCiS

"

"

RUF Cornllatan[ for not obeying IllS order

Sec Selloal

<1 Francess Contell

to slop playing clless

Stleet, Makeni

73 Maseray Sesay
4 A~lricllltlire Road
lVlakeni
-7A Solomon II Butcher

25/5/99

Unemployed

"

24/5/99

Dispenser

Aliult

"
"

The victim was 11it anel woullcJecJ in Ille
face by a disloyal solelier Captain
Josie PaneJawa
nle victim was elmggerl (lui 01 a 11Id)lic

meeting, arreslecl, strapperl Ilakeri.

Water Works

wounded on tile 11ead and hands snt! lalel

CompoLJllCl, Mal(eni

deta/necl for twenly IlOurs eluring wlliell
period he was also assaulleeL

16
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NAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

-

VIOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF VICTIM

-16/5/99

St Francis
Sec Sellool

75 Saiclu I<oroma
145 Makeni RoaeJ

16 Tamba Samba
Makeni Technical
College, Mal,eni
-77 Hawa Janneh
14 Yaide Street
Mal,enl

1/6/99

31/5/99

SEX
Female
Male

.

Student

Binkolo

AGE

Tile victim was assaullecl ami WCJllm]ecl

Youth

SlueJenl
Youlh
Makenl Teachers
College
Midwife

BRIEF HI6TORY

Youth

II

all Ille Ileacl wilen lie asked wilY IllS
oranclrnoll18r's plantirlO materials wllele
rJeing laken away I)y arllled cOlnhataQl~_
TI18 victifTI was wounded and assualtetl
[Jefoce Ilis X-Bass Tape Recordel ami
oUler belol1gings were seizeel flOln 11111\

Male

II

The victiln is one of eiOlll persons
accused of witcllcrafl, arrested, clelEiillecl
and tortured I)y tile

;\FRC/I~UF

esldhlisll-

Inellt in Makeni
78 Major FranC6;ps
j 4, Yaide Street

Makeni
79 Mariatu f<alllara
14, Yaiele Street
--_.

Soldier

Youth

II

Same as above No. (78)
----~-

II

FWF
COllllJatant

YOUtil

Female Same as above No (78)

Makeni

80 Possell Sesay
14, Yaide Street
Makeni
81 Ramatu Bockarie
'14, Yaide Streel
1-

II

--

3 '1/5/99

Unemployed

Youth

II

Same as alJove

1\)0

(78)
" - - '

II

HOLisewife

II

"

Same as above No (78)

II

Unemployed

II

"

Same as alJove No (78)

Ma!(enl

82 I\dailla Fofanah
37, Sahiei l<all1ara
Street, Makeni

16

w

~
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NO,INAME AND ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

ViOLATION
AND DATE

OCCUPATION
OF VICTIM

AGE

SEX
Male I Female

BHIEF HISTORY

831 Hawa Newland
Majcenl

Same as alJove No (78)

BLll Zalnab I<oroma
Mal<eni

Same as at)ove No (78)

851 Abell/lai Sillali
'I Ll Lady's Mile
fVIakel1l

13/l/99

Tile victim reporleej I)eing wounded Ily
t(amajors Mililia Personnel at Masingl)1

Male

Adult

HARRASSMENT
861Pa Yamba Failla

Tile victim's IlOme was I)roken Illlo al

77 Magbural(t8 Roael

13/1/99

"

Farmer

nigllt by al-med men Wll0 putl1im under

Makeni

gun-point aneJ forced 11im to sUfI'eneler
11is money and otl1er belongings; after

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I assaulting sarne.

~

_

871Mr Anelrew Forna

n

MaglJuraka F~oacj

Teacher

Sameas above No (87)

Mal<eni
881 Mrs l\desatu Forna

Teacher

Female ISame as al)ove 1\10 (87)

77 Magburaka Road
Makeni
891 Daucia S l<amara
18 Malcama Road

'15/1/99

Unemployed

19/1/99

Development
Worlcer
(f<WAYOR)

Youth

Same as al)ove r\)o (83)

Makeni

90 I Alimamy S Marah
35 Wallace Johnson
Street, Malceili

Tile viclim was requested I)y RUF

Male

Combatants for money Wilen /Ie could
not surrencler, llis sanclals were removecl
from llis feet ancl damagecl

VJ

16
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NAME AhlD ADDRESS
OF VICTIM

-

VIOLATION
AND DATE

91 Salll M Sandi
6, Agriculture RoacJ
Mal,eni
92 Sallr Morsay
6, Teko Road

OCCUPATIOr~

AGE

OF VICTIM

SEX
Male
Female

Journalist and

21/5/99

10/1/99

BRIEF HISTORY
H18

II

Development
WOII,er
Teacher and

Adult

Lay Preacher

II

II

II

II

victim was lilt willI 1118 butl of a gUll

I)y RUF Major Francis, who alleged

1I1alll18 victim did not greet Ilim
Tile victim was sfappecl in Ille face
for attending (iivine ellUl-ell selvice

Mal<eni

93 Mr Franklin Syvanlls
-

Sylvanus Street
Makeni
9 i l Mrs Franklin Sylvanus
Sylvanus Street
Makeni

30/5/99

"

Housewife

II

Tile victim was IlanaSSe[j until lIe
to 81)8nc10ne Ilis Ilome

"

.

Same as al)ove No. (95)
--

95 P,c!ama I<allorh
f(amalJal

11~1~1

Tile victim was assaultecl by a eomllalanl

30/6/99

II

Youtll

II

Tlwronka for shouling in Ilis
(lile combatanl's) compoull1t, Wlliel\
lIle latter inlerplelecl as OVEF<LOO\<ING a local f'<.UF coinage for eJis/eganJ
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93) Report of Non-Governmental Organization
Medecins San Frontieres, "Mutilation of civilians in Sierra Leone," 23 May 1999

,Ii'

Tn\: follow:ng

IS

the full rex, of;) report prepared by i.YIedeclD Sans Frontiers

rvrUTILATI0NS OF ClvlLIANS IN SIERRA LEONE
FI-eerown, S,erru Leone
I()

~..;

-

/J,rcJ 1\ 'fnv / C)09
,/

I.,....:.~,

~././_

A REPORT BY /vfEDECfNS SAIlS FRONT/EPES
>, y 11 () ps IS

~~lllce 26 111 ,0, i 1999, the surglcal team from the lr,t·ematlonal medical aid agency MedeClns
:),1115 Fionlleres working in Connaught Hospital In F:-eetown has wltnessed a new rise In the
Ilumbe r or- mutilated patleilts lil d. weeks, 56 recc:ntly war-wounded patJems have been admitted
u[ \'/hlch~had at least one hand deliberatelyamputated" Of these 56 pauents, 21 were children
ulHler lile age of 15
-

III is rc::port details one month of hospital actlvmes, from 26 th A.prJ] to 2]id May 1999 It
dl:~scrrbcs lhe \vounds Inflicted on those admrtted, and bnefly recouilts the stones of 17 of these
IlcJlIU1h I t ,lisa contains rc<cerpts from the diaries of MSF expatnate vol unteers
these lllutllatlOns are essennal1y c1v1llans, onglnally from the counlr-'/s lntenor,
the reglOn::; of Port Loko and Maslaka, where these most recen[ series or'
hOlve been takmg place

r IICe:,CldIIllS 1)[:
cl

ilU

p~li-lICl:i(Hly [mill

J[[~lcks

The:,e test, mony accoun'ts orily concern the people who survlved thelr mutllatlOtlS and managed
ICI leach the Connaught Hosp1tal h\s feared that thetota] number of mutIlated persons 15 far

lligher than the number of those admitted to the hospital lndeed, the number of admiSSions is
ulrectlv re'r:J.ted to ilie pOSSIbilIty of the wounded to move freely The team regularly receIves
ne"\! patlenls suffermg from temole wounds, mcludmg people who have gone for weeks WIthout
llean-nent Given the nature of these mJu..nes, one can imagme that many ofulose wounded are
lillable to reach the hospital arid ape left to dIe along the road, In fact, many of the patlents from
\\hum lestlrnony was taken, mentlOn others who were wounded and ofwholTI nothlngfurther has
IJCl::ll heard
Ihe ['acl remains that much ofSlen-a Leone 1.S currently maccesslble to humaDltanan aId
clSU\CleS It IS In these parts of Siena Leone that the needs of ule populatJoD are undoubtedly the
~J,,:~d,:::~.l U Ilder COnSlam threat by armed groups, these people are In desperate need of
hUInC!lllLLrlall aSSlstance, and 1110st lmportamly, protect1on
i~';lckgro

u Ilei

ebru2.I""/ \997. afcer 6 years of bluer c\TY:11 war, a..n elected government took pO'iver In SleITJ.
It:uI1t: Ho\vever m Mav Gfthe same 'lear a rmlltarv COUD d'etar overthrew the govemrnem The
il.~glonal peace-keepmg force ECOtv[OG was e;<.peUed. from the capital freetow-n, and the leaders
ul' [he ml1il3rl coup cOTIvmc:ed the RUF (Revolut1Onary Umted Front) rebels co Jom their cause
ThiS alliaiKe ',vas able to m,llntam power Ilntd F!ibruarj 1.998, 'vI/hen the ECOtv'10G forces reLOck
the (,epHal :J.nd vanous other parts orthe country Dunng these events, two MSF volunteers were ~
C:lptuCtc: and held hos,age by an armed group for two weeks before bemg released,
i [I

j7

.'

~.

..

j

'-'

I":

g, ctrTneG groups t"::,egan 2. carnpalgn. of terror in r::glCQS the~J had tak..'~n cODt:c;l of ~I1
north of the C0 ln1T/ This cClnslsted of destToyU1g lllages, pdlaglng har!escs,
Illut:lalJ"g Ztnde;cecutlDg
lans Tens of~housands of Sierra. Leonean cIvIlIans arremp-r:ed to
!h~c rhe 'iloler,c;: and moved
saf;:~ reglons and nelgtbonng countnes i\t lhe end of 1998, ar:er
Q;n,
thereoe\s'
succeedec:. in ~e-entenn£'-' the caDllaL
In aCilve
'-'
, J where hea'F!
. . tlzllcm2
ulSued clgalnsr
govemme:lt forces Smc:e theil, the 'rebels have been forced Oll[
me
V:ilIllSuiJ Jrou.nd the capital, but still currently control the area around many roads and LOWT1S
1111 per'loe of status quo has been accompamed by a new campaigrl of1:error lncludlf1g
Inlllli~llions kldnapptngs and the destJllC~lOn of property
11'1 (,/l,al':

I he-:::a5l ai"G

1

'-..J

'-'

vio I(ulo lIS:

/ Iu /l1.nll

Muilialluns cwd olher ['omrs ot' torture are noc a new phenomenon In Sierra LeOlle Becween
ICiY?' Jfld 1999 a.n untold number of CiVIlians wee assassmated or IT1UllJated over the course of
:llldCks llildertClken by dJtfer,:nt armed groups
III Ili:::c~'cown aJolle It IS estlfnated that in Ja.nl'.ar:!/FebnJary' 1999, approx.lmately 6,000 people
c!1(:d Tile lemble wounds Suffered by the patJents of Connaught hospital also serve as
IlldIC~lll()ll" orthe level of brutality

-K 111 f\/Iay 1998 rvlSF Issued a report regardLrlg atrOCities agamst cWlliarrs At that time, the
/ ('OI1112uchl I-]csolta! received
-

.

'-'

I

1]

5 oanems most of whom were severe]v mutIlated
1 ]

--

3. ,\ I SF' 5 ,1:\ c t J y i ties

lull ()v'vl ng che reilcwal of fightJng in Freetovru, the MSF team had to leave the capital on 26 th

j)CI_CIll her 1998 On the 3 Ist of January, L1. volunteers were able to re-emer the war-tom CI ty and
II~sla(l the surgical program 1Il Connaught Hospital In j 2 days, 85 wounded patlems were
lll:::C\ll::d. of which 29 were amputees
-

/\l lhal II me, the rel/lvaJ of clashes arol.llld the Freetown pemDsula resulted ID the renewed
IllIS:;lon of lllutl1ated people to the hospltal SIDce Februarj, the MSF surglcal team working
lljullg':i1de hospital personel has earned out 713 operatlOns
l\l:-;[:"s

surglcZlI actlvllJes have been pnmaniy focused

war related LDJunes However, MSF
747 dIsplaced war-wounded
peopie which hOIJses many ex-surglcaJ patIents from COllilaug!l[ HospItal, and
00

h~l:; ~llso been workmg on medIcal and saIlltarj cafe m a camo for

l\nd dlllpul~lted
!:llllilies
IVI~[:

bectar ItS work

~,/Id

i CJ97 Urgent surgIcal programs were establIshed dunng cns]s penods from February to

'-"'

•

In

Connaw2:ht Freetown's maw hosDltal, durmg the mtlltary
'-'

J

I (jY8, 960 operations were conducted, and
"lll~IC,\ I 1~lllCrgency
IVlcllch

,

In

May 1

'

-

-

'

.

COUD

Olll'

l11ol!th

of actJvity 10 Cooo3ught Hospital

d'etat of

8, the team had to face a new

f\;I
pursues other suPpOrt programs to health structures withlil Freetown, as well as
!Jujt::hull

.1.

,

In

80 ai1d

i I ~ I .. I \ I I , "

, 2-i-,vue chtlclren under 15 years old, includmg Doe 4 year-old cnild who died due to
1ll,1chetre "vound to the head
I U had suffered amputatIOn by machette (3 h:3Ving both hands amputated, :: having 1 hand

(\nlrucated

hot wounds, cutlass wounds, laceratlol1s, fractures
I) ;\ Cj en ts' A cc 0 un ts

laken from 17 patients who arnved at the C:onnaught HCspltal f:;-om 2 nd [Vlay to ] SC h
MU.\t ur'lhe:ie p,Hlents had sueTered severe lTluIllatlOns TheIr l1ames are not given for secu.nty

I c.:sIIIIWI1\
1\
I'~

Ivas

,1',11 II;,

• Inter-View #01

I ): I il;

(i

r

I i lUCie::: n I

iVI ay I

\\!()Illlc! [Jeep ',ucc,atlon to the right cheek. Fracture of the oCCipital bone
DI,:c;Ullillcn or'lncldent (lntervlewed the mother as the entld]s mute from blrth The mother ran mto
lhe bush at l:he tlille of the attack and so was not a WItness The father was a WItness but was not
IW":\t:lll during lhe Interview He retl.:med to thelf VIllage to tell the people that hJS daughcer was alJve)
')dillecl mell JltJcked their Village In vehlc\es around 5 a.m shootmg m the alL They looted everything
'1111 11K pl::\CI~ iJild there was some burning The'! started Just choppmg at the people ilS Lhey mn paSl
_ill 1111\ ~ill w;.'.' r-il'st struck on the Side by a machette WhlCn dId 110 real damage The second cut
II ~\', Illl lhe lace
11K Idlher carried the gl rl for 9 mdes through the bush to safety Her cheek bone was completely
hlUk Cll li'OIll the machette '010':;"- - .
l
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17 yrs Date of /-\dmlsslon 3/5/99

(appro.( )
VVI)1I11d

/
..-r

I ~IU':I'Jtlon on the nght lower leg

1!IJIIOll oi InCident (she
',he :.\nd her l~llT,llv a

IS

st1\\ In shock)

ali-Ier v111agr::rs had been hldmg In the bush smce before December On I

'-toO \
!. c.\[-Irl\~d i:~",--:,i cnlI::~:·'.=d the vlliJ.gl,:-111 the 11l0filJng and c:J.l1ed
1

'; :,'~i'

all the :,ecple together for

CJ.

ille~L:lJ

r::r
I~O'le[tier,
heard ECOMIJG was 011 lIS \N3.')v [0 a1:-:acK. Thee': was ,Dal1le QUC ~
cupic <-,1.,:
rUl,illng Trie arrned l1lens,arced chopping ac people and also -an afcer som:: She 'iVas hi,
I I I r~ k::; whe,l she was ruuicing.
tile

f
::',}

~

k: '1J1\llhu ,'Lnd Sist:o:r INere taken by the armed group She sa'N 5 dead, al1d (many woundei:J. Lf1 'he
I',S I, ;

, I\dull Date of ,,".dmlssion 3iSi99
),ll e
v

u I i il C Ide nl

,6

1~111SI::r-S

Lind

Pn I I 7, \ 999

of the ilght hand cut

JrlLi lill [etlllliv and vLllage had been hlQll1g il1 the bush for over 6 IT;Orlths Armed men came In I~he
IllllHl\ll1 ,11K! began shooting w11dly There were many who came to attack E'yeryone stalled to pamc
lUll She \V,IS caught and they chopped her hand They told her to go and ask Kabbah (The
"_ Ilk 111 lJ [' SIC rl:J Leone) to glVe her nev\I hands

pulice! her J and half year old chJId off her back A young boy s:arted to kJck and beat It and
kl II the chlld They starred to yell at her and told her to take her chdd and go away She

Hl',llulCd 10
.til' (l1ll:

elead

J.IKi

lllallY others who had been cut

• [nlcn'ICW #0'-+
e\.

IVI i\gc A,dult (20-30) Dateof.!\dmlss~on: 3/5/99

M a If ? ('?)

1;\1 cui 1111: Ide III

/ULlI1cl Double Zlnnputatloll of hands, lips and surrounding tlssue cut off

ell lUll unelble
•

speak and was unaccompamed

1,0

inlCTIIC'l'V

#05

•

I /\ge /\dllil'" Date O[

::

ITIISSIon 3/5/99

1111 I () Inolllh
,llc

(II Incldenl rC\fJrII 17 (appro

IJlllld l,iiC::IClliOilS lo the middle of the fingers on the right hand

11 ~,allll(bl/ Ztt

'oplc

le.\ll

,Hound 2 pm, armed [TIen entered thelf village She only saw one WIth a gun All the
lillo lhe bush when they sayV them corcllDg The men burned all the houses and foilowed the

}1)/liJl9()

c::':u

,1'!II'lllllll'..,

hl'llJ

'//\',1 ,-v '.v

.3 IC r;-a -1_2011C, gO\'. S jj Arc: it I "Jcs.

M S F'~'1l2() (VI uL11 i11.1 CllS'~'q2 Uo I"""J'-;I 2')c 1'-,': llJ.llS.:1 1.:11 i

If-OOL
T~ley
T·rle~.j

i,illh.:U lielle!!:;

i

held her

00\;\111

then took the

lnt chopped at hel l~a;;dJ
tTorn her back an(i

Chl~d

e

'.Iii Date of Adrnlss10n

oeacwg

ilWll enlered ill the early mOrTling wlthollt shootmg They stalled lootmg and bl_lIll:ng :1::e
lilld~t: The people started nJnntng to the bush as soon as they heard ille lootJng scar1, Some \;vere
lullu\lcd hI' I~hi.: perpetrators She and her 13-year-old son \Nere caLlght She was badly beacen but ,lot
lui 1IIIh d mJCht:lte They took her son and he started screammg and CrylIlg She told h1m to be quet
Ie! Sfl 1\llh LhelTl or Lhey would kill hun Then the men tOld her that because she "gave" her son she
\'\llulLl 11(',1 Iii': cui
;\111l

I'hc\
•

h~\cl

h'cerl In lhe bush before t'or about 5 months 11vmg off of palnl kernels (nuts) and cassava rcot

Intcr,iew #07

\,\iUlIilci

1.::1cLr~\lIOilS Oil

the head, shoulder and back

Ur1clhlc 10 Illlcr\leW the patient as she dled Just after 2.mval Others sald that her whole f'amlly was
I'lllt:d In f,Olll ol'her, and she dIed ora brokenhean
..

Inlcrvlc,V#08

~)C\ !VI /\gc

.

i\Jull Date or Admlsslon 6/5/99

Ihll ul 111Ulknl. Apnl 30 (?)
I/ViIUIHJ

'

l)u~p IJCer~HiOn on the Ileck (attempted decapHatlOn)

/\ il'':I' 11K \/ III a~'~ 0 rJ'tillej was attacked, groups of affiled men attacked ~~ It was around 11 f= m
c Ill~lll II CIS \\llh illS Wife and 3 children They were In bed The aIlTJed group entered tOVVlr ~lJld burst
111[1\ 11li'pk
huml:s When they heard thelf door bemg broken down, they Jumped out 0[' bed 'When
Ill,. 111,111 Idl illS 1'00111 he savv a man near the door so he ran out the back The one Inside slal,ed
,lwulil1~ /\s he 1"J.il OUI of the house there vvas ano~her man 1\l1th a machetk walt1ng for hun He hit
111111 (}II Illc Side ul"tlle neck Ifllth the macherre

:()/

r)

llv: bush and sperH

11

t Date

\iVillill(1

= gun

ne j I-lSt outside of (Own

c.f~-,imlsslon

6/5/99

::ihOlS, one on each leg

The Illdll II'/I~d In hiS home village wlth 2wlves, four chlldren, hls brother, hiS sLsters-ln-law and tus
IJ[ulllCI'\ chlid ,6Jmed groups would somenmes pass throug~l the vIllage The people of fllS vdlage
1\.l)lIld IlIll Inlo Ihe bush each orne they pa.ssed The population was not harr2.ssed, but these grolLpS

l\ulIld (ake some food
d,il before Christmas, armed lllen entered the town shootlng and he and hlS farndy ran to the bush
I h\~1 ~lll'n I 5 months there He prepared a [ann and was geumg ready to plant He thwks that the
Mill
t\CCiUPS heard hlS rooster and they came early !D the mommg when lt was stJl] dark
Ie

IllCOIK ~a\ie the alann \Nhen they saw these men COlTllTIg and they all ran to the bush agalll He was
lr\lllg 1.0 gellher the little food together that he stIll had when tus a:tackers came and shot hllll tWice
1·[[\ bIUI\1CI 11C:u-d him c['!lng ans came to helD hrm He was shot and blled. Those rema.lilln ub vllla"b-ers
1_,IIIlL' \lui ull.he bush after the at1:ack and buned hiS brother
o

•

~

l

I n r lTV i el'" # 1 0

~t " [- /"

L;C

8 yrs Date of Admission 6/5/99

)dll~ (II lilClden1 '2 weeks ago (around 24 th ,6.,pnl)

1\/\lUllc! ,6,mputat:on ofnght hand

'::"!'<..'

(() VI

IG

h

~

Illllllih Zl~O, rclrcHlng armed groups from Freetown attacked thelr vdlage of ~ They
1',11 [':u ilK VI\I,ll!,C :lnd told the mhab[tams to leave Anvone that was dJfficult was killed 01' bd their
;[[)(.!:. llH1PPcd orT /\11 their food vvas looted, and the v[llage burned Three children were taken, all
11\; ,t~uj U 7 a.ld 6 years-old 2 people I,vere kIlled 111 thiS arrack
.-J

)[lC

~

he gill lall, With 24 other vdlages to thevlllage of Mamonl i\.round the 24 th Apnl, armed men
Illl:l"cd lhe to"vn I n the mormngand.sta.n:eg. yellmg. at peQple They had guns. but no alTIlnUDIClOn They
JjJlurcd I'uur people, thIS gul, her uncle and 2 men weee blled on the spot The girl and the man each
IJ ,I hand a III pUlaced The child and her uncle 0ere told to go ask Kabbah for new hanct:J
Ivent back after the attack and cook the chIld to the bush, Three days later they were caught
,tml
Illen Jgain who stole chelr food They moved to anothe:- 'lillage called Beng foc J days, and
III C~.1llk 10 IVIJslJka on the Jrd of May

Ile IllUll1U

111:il

l-it 3 'deek.: ag.o (-;:"0 Ldea or day cr t:.Llll e)
iJ laceratl0[lS on nght hand

Illen cal,le to her /lllage anc. told the mbabltants tbat they bad to corne wuh them co anocher
ie" :HI()ll 10 do manual work for ttlem (g3.thenng and pre:panng food, etc) They were told If they lid
thiS
\Yolk
they vvoulQ not be b,urt. There were cnore than 30 people all together
II

finished the work they prepared to go back to their vdlage They started 00 the bush path
\Vue G1illbushed by the "reiJels" Some of the pecplewere caught They amput:alec: some
IA:UpiL< 11'-111d:" 0
rs were k]lled She saw 5 amputees

i'\IILi [11C\

dllli

IIKI

/\

I the
"

"I'~\

I,vue chopped, tbe armed I1len ran after them yellmg that they shodd go to Kabbah w get
kIrK]
They I'etumed to their vllJage and spem 3 weeks in the bush They were attacked again and
1~ln deepu IncO the bl-ish

::,e", f'
1')~lk :,,1

1'",0

/\dull Date of /\drfllSSlOl1 6/5/99

IllCldelll /\round Apnl 22

\'\/O\llvj C'utlass wound to the left leg

laid I:hem to leave thelr vlliage (about 6 mOi1ths ago), but l10 one was him :it that tllile
slu Ie food and propeITj and left. The people from the VIllage went to the bush.

i\[lllcd 1111:1l

Tile'

Ihc hl.l:-;Il CCllllp [here were about 50 adults when they were attacked. It was early evening and only
_ clllld!cll 1·l/er'C Clsleep An-ned men eB-tered the camp There was a lot Qr confusJOn (lnd the people
I~III Illlll lhe IJu2ih, Icavl1lg the sleeping children behmd. Sheleft 6 children behmd The youngest IS only
h I l~II',-ulcl The C'tI-med men wel'e choppmg at people when they were runnmg away Trlat IS hovv her
Ie::; IV~l:-; 111.1l1red
I'l

/\il'~I'
II CI'C

the attack left, [hey returned to the camp to check Sltuauon All the chl1dren were gone They
"hie Itl r'~lllelllber at least
chIldren that had dIsappeared

11K" Sl~lYI::d

"'_

III

the bush untIl the 6th oeMay

IVI /\ !..','_ i\dult D::rcc of6.,clTTusslon 6/5/99

D~lll' ,~,i'111Cllknl

II

:

I

J \Neeks prevlOusly

hllp ,..il'.\' ww . Sie rrJ - Leolle. gO~1 .:; \i ,~-ch.J. ')es

:'_ k1111'

~/lS ;:-(j/~I"2U (\;~ I.LI~ LI ali OIIS"~"J 2. (.)Q r~-<J 2 r)c 1','\ l \ Q.!l.S. l11J III

[!rime '/illa>;e 01' ;~2.sa;-nca aboul 1 month ago aLer an ,L~ack on tne 'i',I,lage (rle
Lhcre \NCl~ ina~~/ rcb~l~;I, bu.t the~! 'vvere not uSIng thel!" guns 'T'he',; .st3.0~ed yellIng 2.t
i]r] ng out food acci prvperr;r They ran a;ound and entered houses, and Df1ally bu.rled the
mother \lIas kllkd and be sa\,\! 2 lTIJUIed

1~\(_I~ :_~,I. :ll~hL -

-copk

[0

i"

IliL1'

I.he bu~h ina gro
of about
people They were follovved and the armed men took about
(Nome", cnlldren and men) He contmued In the bush and stayed In a place caJled
/!cllaPl',lld I'hey were 2.2all1 attacked at rught. People started to pm and tne <rebels> started cbopOln~
~SUIllC ViCle k~l1ed and he saw ~2 others "chopped" but he rud not see '[hem after thal~

k

I c'cl i 11*1

~. ill 'lll'~ ~u v~or\c

I,:: \\~1~ 1~Z\ugh! ::Ind thrown Of: the grollfld 'Mth 3 other people They were beaten VYlth stiCKS Fmaliy
ilu 11ILII"lbcO lu e~cape and ran Into the bush for 3 weeks
•

111[CI"Vlt",v #14

( 1'"l rJ

3.mputation

i\ I. l C 111

of both

ea.rs

and

RUF

ca.rved

l1l

hIS

chest

3.lld

back

5 - (J [llOlll'nS ClgO, 'rebels' entered rus VIllage ofB&P-a-t when everjone '!vas a.sleep They had only
dlllC', (clitlas:.;csl They called a]] tbe people to the center of tOWD. He could not move trom hIS bed
.lClJUSC
was Sick
I\buul

r'hcI luuk [uod and clotbes They also took some people wlth them to the maw road - women, children
i [1(1 mcn Tiley \vere abducted No-one m the village was kIlled

The\ \vtJe attacked a 2 0d tIme, tlllS tune duri.ng the day This man was lymg under t.he mango tree as
vv(!l He suddenly sawall the people runmgnaway Ee was the only one left He saw
III UII11IIlg JI hl[ll wlth a big kmfe They asked blln to go mto the bush and fight wuh them He said
\\,1,; [lui pOSSible because he was Sick, They then tled hiS hands They beat rum and carved RUF m
hi:, bdck :.lnd hiS chest Then they tned to cut off hIS ears
le \\,1\,[111 1101

lie

\\,1:,

Ille 1111,h

~lllllC!1l1\V

lUI'
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SIERRA LEONE
Rape and other forms of sexual violence
against girls and women
Mariatu (not her real name), now aged 16 years, was abducted from the
village of Mamamah, some 40 kilometres from Freetown, as rebel
forces retreated from the capital in January 1999. Both her parents
were killed by rebel forces when they attacked the village. Mariatu was
repeatedly gang-raped by a number of rebels. If she attempted to resist
rape she was denied food and beaten. She was forced to accompany
rebel forces first to Lunsar and then to Makeni, in Northern Province,
and was eventually forced to become the "wife" of one of the rebels.
Many other girls were held in the same situation. When she became
pregnant, she was taken back to her family and abandoned. In May
2000, shortly after her release, her village was again attacked by rebel
forces and she was forced to flee with her grandmother. She walked to
Waterloo and then to an internally displaced people's camp to the east
of Freetown. She is now six months' pregnant.

Rape and other forms of sexual violence during the internal armed conflict
Abduction, rape and sexual slavery of girls and women have been among the most abhorrent
and distressing features of the nine-year internal armed conflict in Sierra Leone. I Rape and
other forms of sexual violence committed by govemment officials or by armed opposition
groups are acts oftorture. Sexual slavery refers to situations where girls and women are forced
into "marriage", domestic servitude or other forced labour that ultimately involves forced sexual
activity, including rape by their captors.
Rape, sexual slavery and other forms of sexual violence against girls and women by
rebel forces have been systematic and widespread. Sexual violence has been directed at
women of all ages, often including very young girls. Almost all the thousands of girls and
women who have been abducted by rebel forces have been raped and forced into sexual

IFor further information, see previous documents published by Amnesty International, in particular,
Sierra Leone: Civilians face real and immediate threat to their fundamental human rights (AI Index: AFR
51/06/00), 10 May 2000, Sierra Leone: Escalating human rights abuses against civilians (AFR 51/13/99),
30 November 1999, Sierra Leone: Recommendations to the international contact group on Sierra Leone,
New York, 19 April 1999 (AI Index: 51/05/99), 19 April 1999, and Sierra Leone: 1998 - a year ofatrocities
against civilians (AI Index: AFR 51/22/98), November 1998.
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slavery. Studies by the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) have shown that 75 per
cent of abducted girls and young women have been sexually abused; other estimates put the
figure at 90 per cent. In some cases girls and women have been forced to become the sexual
partner or "wife" of a single combatant. In other cases they have been abused by several
combatants.
Beyond the brutality and trauma of rape itself, which often causes life-long
psychological damage to the victim, sexual assault can result in serious physical injury, forced
pregnancy, disease and even death. All victims of rape and other forms of sexual violence
suffer psychological trauma and almost all have required medical treatment for physical injuries
inflicted during their ordeal. Many of the girls and women abducted and raped by rebel forces
have become pregnant and have given birth.
Often victims of rape have suffered further brutality, including by having objects
inserted into their vagina. A 14-year-old girl was stabbed in the vagina with a knife because she
had refused to have sex with the rebel combatant who abducted her. Another woman had small
pieces ofbuming firewood put into her vagina. One l6-year-old girl was so badly injured after
repeated rape that, following her escape, she required a hysterectomy. Beatings have been
common and most victims who have subsequently been released have bruising. Most have
contracted sexually transmitted diseases and a high number are suspected ofhaving contracted
HIV/AIDS. Deaths of victims ofrape as a result of AIDS have been reported. Those who
have spent months or years in the bush after being captured by rebel forces also suffer from
tuberculosis, malnutrition, malaria, skin and intestinal infections and respiratory diseases.
The terror wreaked by rebel forces on civilians has also included men being forced to
rape members oftheir own family under threat ofbeing mutilated by having their hands or arms
cut off. Girls and women have been raped in front of their husbands and other members of
their families.
After rebel forces, the majority of them members of the Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council (AFRe) but also including members of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF),
attacked the capital, Freetown, on 6 January 1999 many residents reported the rape of groups
of girls and women, including in public places such as Kroo Town Road in the centre of
Freetown and Kissy to the east. A high incidence ofrape was also reported at the Clay Factory
internally displaced people's camp in Freetown. A policeman in Kingtom witnessed the rape
ofhis three daughters before they were abducted by rebel forces. An ll-year-old girl abducted
from Freetown in January 1999 was among 40 civilian captives freed in August 1999 in the
accra Hills region, 60 kilometres east of Freetown. She described being dragged from her
home and then joined by scores of other girls as rebel forces went from house to house. Girls
who were not selected to be the "wife" of a rebel commander were repeatedly raped by
countless other rebel combatants.
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Girls and women were rounded up in different areas of the city and forced to report
nightly to rebel combatants. On 8 January 1999 in the Cline Town area in the east of Freetown
a rebel commander ordered that all girls who were virgins report for a physical examination by
a woman colleague. Those confirmed to be virgins, mostly aged between 12 and 15 years,
were ordered to report each night to the rebel commander and other combatants who raped or
otherwise sexually assaulted them. Some of the girls were subsequently abducted when rebel
forces were forced to retreat from Freetown. As in the case of rape, forcibly subjecting girls
and women to so-called "virginity tests" amounts to torture or cruel, inhuman and degrading
treatment and is specifically prohibited by international humanitarian law.
More than 4,000 children were reported missing after the rebel incursion into Freetown
in January 1999. Although Article XXI of the peace agreement signed by the government of
Sierra Leone and the RUF on 7 July 1999 in Lome, Togo, provided for the release of all
captured civilians, some 2,000 children who were believed to have been abducted remained
missing at the beginning ofthe year; 60 per cent ofthem were girls. UNICEF, the human rights
section of the United Nations (UN) peace-keeping operation in Sierra Leone and child
protection agencies which are trying to secure the release of civilians held by rebel forces have
found it particularly difficult to obtain the release of girls and young women.
Girls and women abducted by rebel forces have been raped as a matter of course:
many were threatened that they would be killed if they tried to resist rape. One rape victim
quoted the combatant who abducted her as saying: "You don't understand. This is the reason
we go and capture you people. If you don't sleep with me today, I'll kill you."

The human rights crisis continues
Following the signing in July 1999 of the peace agreement between the government of Sierra
Leone and the RUF, the scale ofhuman rights abuses against civilians, including rape and other
fonus of sexual violence, declined significantly. From October 1999, however, the previous
pattern of human rights abuses again emerged. Rebel forces who had yet to disarm and
demobilize continued to abduct, rape and sexually abuse large numbers of girls and women.
On 1 February 2000 the human rights section ofthe UN Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL),
which had visited Port Loko and Kabala in Northern Province, reported that harassment and
abduction ofcivilians, rape and other forms of sexual violence, looting of villages and burning
of houses were occurring almost daily in the area around Port Loko. In both Port Loko and
Kabala, most girls and women who had been abducted by rebel forces and who had
subsequently arrived in internally displaced people's camps had suffered rape and other forms
ofsexual violence. These abuses were perpetrated by rebel forces of the RUF, the AFRC and
former soldiers of the Sierra Leone Army. According to health care workers, pregnancies
resulting from rape were so frequent that they "could not be counted". They also reported that
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girls and women often feel forced to marry their abductors or to live as their "wives" because
they fear the social stigma attached to rape and resulting pregnancies.
At the beginning of May 2000, Sierra Leone was thrown into further crisis after rebel
forces captured some 500 UNAMSIL peace-keeping troops. Hostilities between rebel forces
and government forces, including the Sierra Leone Army, Civil Defence Forces (CDF) and the
AFRC, now allied to the government, resumed. Renewed insecurity and fighting have further
aggravated the incidence of rape.
In the area around Masiaka in mid-May 2000 rebel forces raped and abducted girls and
women. Among the victims was a woman aged in her twenties, with a five-month old baby,
who was abducted after rebel forces took control of Masiaka. At the time of her abduction,
she was stripped and raped by seven combatants. Taken to a rebel camp, she was repeatedly
raped by several rebel combatants and was forced to carry supplies, cook and cut wood.
Many cases of rape - including gang-rape and rape of very young girls - have also been
reported from Makeni, which remains under the control of rebel forces, and other towns, such
as Lunsar, where government-allied forces have regained control but which has subsequently
been retaken by rebel forces. Among those reported to have been raped in Makeni was a 14year-old schoolgirl who was raped by rebel combatants in front her parents at their home in
Makeni on 1 May 2000. The following day, 2 May 2000, two women were reported to have
been raped as their home in Makeni was looted. In the village of Mayaki in Kambia District,
rebel forces were reported to have raped several women on 24 May 2000 when they attacked
the village and killed livestock. Girls and women in those areas of the country still controlled
by rebel forces continue to face the threat of rape and abduction.
During June 2000 an Amnesty International delegation in Sierra Leone met a number
of women who had been raped in Northern Province during the preceding weeks.

"It was the last Friday in May when we were trying to escape. My sister was
running with her baby when the RUF caught us. The baby was placed
elsewhere. Then the RUF raped my sister. My husband wanted to take the baby
but he was caught and mercilessly beaten, and he collapsed. I managed to take
the baby. My husband was later killed. My sister died later the same day. "
A woman aged 19 years from Magburaka, close to Makeni, who was attacked on
26 May 2000.

"We fled to a village called Makoth; we hid ourselves in the bush together with
our children. We were later surrounded by the RUF who grabbed my husband
and tied his hands behind his back. They asked him to choose who will die; the
choice was between me and him. He asked them to spare my life. They then tied
him to a tree and they tried to cut his throat; this was difficult to do with their
AI Index: AFR 51/35/00
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knife, so they shot him. I'm still breast-feeding but five RUF rebels raped me.
I'm still bleeding. "
A woman aged 29 years who fled Makeni on 30 May 2000.

"The RUF rebels dressed in UNAMSIL uniforms entered our house. I was very
happy that we had been liberated, not knowing that they were rebels. They
asked me to have intercourse with them; when I refused they hit me on my sides
with their guns. My children managed to escape. Three ofthem raped me; the
fourth one ordered them to stop what they were doing. After the rape, they
looted my house. I escaped naked looking for a hiding place. "
A woman aged 45 years who was attacked by RUF forces at her home in Lunsar.

Preventing rape and other forms of sexual violence
All combatants in Sierra Leone, both rebel and government-allied forces, must be explicitly
instructed by those who exercise chain-of-command control to respect international
humanitarian law and to end rape and other fonTIS of sexual violence immediately. All reports
of rape and others forms of sexual violence must be investigated and those suspected of
committing these offences prosecuted. Any combatant suspected of committing rape or other
forms ofsexual violence must be immediately removed from active service and from situations
where such abuses might recur.
The UNAMSIL peace-keeping force has a mandate to protect civilians under imminent
threat of physical violence, within its capabilities and areas ofdeployment. UNAMSIL must,
however, have a clearer mandate to protect the human rights of all civilians at all times,
including girls and women at risk of abduction, rape and other forms of sexual violence by
rebel forces, by taking a more determined and active approach to protecting civilians. This
would include extending, as far as is possible, the area of deployment ofUNAMSIL troops,
particularly in those areas ofNorthern Province where abuses against civilians are continuing,
and making every effort to defend civilians from attacks by rebel forces.

Bringing those responsible for human rights abuses to justice
It is now generally accepted that, under customary international law, rape committed by

government officials or armed opposition groups during armed conflict - whether international
or non-international - constitutes torture. Rape and other forms of sexual violence by
combatants in the conduct ofboth types of armed conflict are now recognized as war crimes,
most recently in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court which Sierra Leone
signed on 17 October 1998 and intends to ratify shortly. When rape is committed on a
systematic basis or a large scale, or, as confirmed in the Rome Statute, when it is committed

Amnesty International, 29 June 2000
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as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, it is a
crime against humanity. As such, it is subject to universal jurisdiction.
As well as violating international humanitarian law, notably common Article 3 of the
Geneva Conventions of 1949, rape is a crime under Sierra Leone national legislation: the 1960
Protection of Girls and Women Act and also the 1960 Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act.
Abuses of the human rights of women in situations of armed conflict are contrary to
the fundamental principles of international human rights and humanitarian law. All abuses of
this kind, including rape and sexual slavery, require a particularly effective response. In Sierra
Leone the systematic way in which rape and other forms of sexual violence have been used,
and committed so extensively with impunity, indicates a deliberate strategy to use rape and
other forms of sexual violence against women and girls as a weapon of war and to instil terror.
The impunity enjoyed by perpetrators of human rights abuses throughout the internal
armed conflict was further entrenched by the peace agreement signed in July 1999 which
provided a blanket amnesty for all acts undertaken in pursuit of the conflict. This therefore
included the gross human rights abuses which have characterized the conflict, including
systematic sexual violence against girls and women. 2 Amnesty International believes that the
amnesty in the peace agreement violates fundamental human rights principles by providing
impunity to the perpetrators of gross human rights abuses and provides no deterrent against
further abuses.
The UN added a disclaimer to the peace agreement that it did not recognize the
amnesty as applying to crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and other
serious violations of human rights and humanitarian law. There can be no amnesty for serious
breaches of international humanitarian law and for human rights abuses which may amount to
crimes against humanity. The duty to prosecute or extradite people responsible for crimes
against humanity and grave violations of human rights, such as extrajudicial execution, forced
disappearance, torture and violence against women, means that national amnesties and pardons
which prevent the emergence of the truth and accountability for such violations are inconsistent
with the duty to bring to justice those responsible for such violations and the rights of victims
to justice.
Furthermore, human rights abuses committed since the signing of the peace agreement
are not covered by the amnesty. Those rebel combatants who are responsible for continuing

2For further information, see previous documents published by Amnesty International, including Sierra
Leone: Real and credible justice is needed (AI Index: AFR 51145/00), 22 June 2000, Sierra Leone: Human
rights violators must be brought to justice (AI Index: AFR 51/11100), 17 May 2000, Sierra Leone: the
Security Council should clarify the United Nations' position on impunity (AI Index: AFR 51/1 0/99),4
August 1999, Sierra Leone: a peace agreement but no justice (AI Index: AFR 51107/99),9 July 1999.
AI Index: AFR 51/35/00
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abuses, including abduction and rape of girls and women, must be identified and brought to
justice.

Assistance for the victims of rape and other forms of sexual violence
The psycho-social consequences of the systematic campaign ofrape and other forms ofsexual
violence in Sierra Leone are great and need to be addressed urgently. A non-governmental
hmnanitarian organization, Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF), working in Sierra Leone identified
in January 2000 that the psycho-social and mental health consequences of conflict on civilians
are all too often neglected. 3
Following the incursion by rebel forces into Freetown in January 1999, a nongovernmental organization, the Forum for African Women Educationalists (FAWE) - Sierra
Leone Chapter, with support from other national and international agencies, developed a
program to help victims of rape and other forms of sexual violence by providing medical care
and counselling. Between March 1999 and February 2000, more than 2,000 girls and women
who had been abducted, mostly from Freetown and the Western Area, were treated; more than
1,900 had been raped. Most had sexually transmitted diseases and many were pregnant; 80 per
cent of those pregnant were aged between 14 and 18 years. FAWE has also opened a centre
for women and girls who have had babies as a result ofrape and provides training in skills such
as tailoring, tie-dying and soap-making to enable them to make a living. In March 2000 there
were more than 100 girls and women with babies and small children at the centre in Freetown.
Much more, however, needs to be done to assist the victims of rape and other forms
of sexual violence. Outside Freetown, little or no help is available.
Following the signing of the peace agreement, a process of disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration was to begin. It suffered serious delays, however, and only
half of an estimated 45,000 combatants had been disarmed and demobilized by April 2000.
When an Amnesty International delegation visited Sierra Leone in March 2000, it identified that
the process of disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of former combatants appeared
often not to provide any real opportunity to those girls and women who had been abducted by
rebel forces and forced to become their sexual partners to free themselves from former
combatants when they reported for disarmament and demobilization. The Fourth Report of
the UN Secretary-General on UNAMSIL 4 of 19 May 2000 recognized "the need to protect
dependants of ex-combatants, the majority of whom are women and children" and that "the
majority of "wives" of the combatants are in fact abductees and, ifnot interviewed separately

3Assessing r;auma in Sierra Leone, Medecins Sans Frontieres (Holland), II January 2000.
4S/2000/455
Amnesty International, 29 June 2000
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from their "husbands", would most likely not feel free to express their wish to return to their
original families".
The current cnSlS in Sierra Leone has disrupted the process of disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration of former combatants. When it resumes, effective provision
needs to be made for those girls and women, many of whom are pregnant or have young
children, to leave former combatants, if they wish. This would require: firstly, the opportunity
to indicate privately to UN personnel their desire to leave the men who abducted and sexually
abused them; secondly, support to enable them to receive all necessary medical and psychosocial care; and thirdly, support either to return to their families where this is possible or to reestablish their lives together with their children.
Urgent and sustained assistance from the international community is needed to address
the needs of girls and women who have been victims of rape and other forms of sexual
violence. In April 2000 the United States Ambassador to Sierra Leone, Joseph H. Melrose
Jr., said that: "Child and women abductees and victims of gender violence are far too
numerous, and we do not yet even have a clear picture as to how many there really are. What
is clear is that these victims and their injuries, both physical and psychological, must not be
ignored. Ifthese injuries do not heal, they will have implications for future generations ofSierra
Leoneans and the success of the peace process".

Amnesty International's recommendations
Recommendations to leaders ofthe RUF:
take all measures to protect girls and women from rape and other forms of sexual
violence, including by instructing all RUF combatants to respect international
humanitarian law and to end rape and other forms of sexual violence immediately;
state publicly that rape in the conduct of armed conflict constitutes a war crime and
may constitute a crime against humanity under defmed circumstances;
immediately remove any combatant suspected of committing rape or other forms of
sexual violence from situations where such abuses might recur;
order the immediate release of all girls, women and other captured civilians who remain
held and ensure that no further abductions are carried out.

Recommendations to the Sierra Leone government and leaders ofthe Sierra Leone Army,
the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) and Civil Defence Forces (CDF):
instruct all combatants fighting with govemment-allied forces not to commit rape and
other forms of sexual violence;
reaffIrm that rape in the conduct of armed conflict constitutes a war crime and may
constitute a crime against humanity under defined circumstances;

AI Index: AFR 51/35/00
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state publicly that anyone who commits such a crime will be brought to justice;
investigate all reports of rape and other forms of sexual violence by those combatants
under their control and prosecute those alleged to have committed these offences;
immediately remove from active service anyone suspected of committing rape or other
forms of sexual violence.

Recommendations to the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL):
ensure that UN peace-keepers fulfil their mandate to protect civilians from physical
violence, including girls and women at risk of abduction, rape and other forms of
sexual violence, by encouraging a more active and determined approach to protecting
civilians and by providing all necessary training and logistical support;
ensure that all troops deployed by UNAMSIL are fully trained in international human
rights and humanitarian law and that expertise in violence against women, including
gender-based crimes, is provided within UNAMSIL;
ensure that cases of rape and other forms of sexual violence continue to be monitored
and recorded by the UNAMSIL human rights section with a view to the investigation
and prosecution of those alleged to be responsible;
during the demobilization and disarmament process, provide the necessary conditions
to enable those girls and women forced to become the sexual partners of rebel forces
to leave demobilized combatants, if they wish to do so.

Recommendations to the international community:
•

continue to publicly condemn rape and other forms of sexual violence and apply
sustained pressure on those in control of combatants to end these abuses;
ensure the provision of sustained and adequate assistance to the victims of rape and
other forms of sexual violence, including by supporting those organizations which are
providing medical and psycho-social care and programs to rehabilitate the victims and
assist them in returning to their families and communities;
ensure that all reports of rape and other forms of sexual violence are fully investigated
by the appropriate authorities in order to identify those responsible and bring them to
justice; this should include providing assistance to the government of Sierra Leone in
restructuring and training the police force and establishing a competent, impartial and
independent judiciary with the necessary resources to function effectively and fairly,
and ensuring that appropriate training is provided to prosecutors, judges and other
officials in handling cases involving rape and other forms of sexual violence in armed
conflict;
ensure that all training provided to the new Sierra Leone Army and the police force
includes training in international human rights and humanitarian law and that those
dealing with women who are victims of violence, including sexual violence, have
expertise in violence against women, including gender-based crimes;

Amnesty Intemational, 29 June 2000
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in the event of a review of the peace agreement concluded in Lome in July 1999, ensure
that the specific needs of victims of rape and other forms of sexual violence during the
internal armed conflict and their right to redress are fully taken into account.

AI Index: AFR 51/35/00
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In early February, troops of the Economic Community of West African
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States Cease-Fire Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) ousted the
liberia
government of the .A.n:ned Forces Revolutionary Council(i~FRC) and
Nloz3mbieJUe
the Revolutionary United Front (RlTF) from Freetown. This ended their i'Jioena
nine-month rule, characterized bv widespread human rights abuses and a Rwanoa
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against civilians, often commItted by the R1JF, a rebel group formed in UGanda
1991 with support from the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL), '::3111012
Upon taking power on May 2S, 1997, the i\FRC suspended the
constitution, banned politIcal partles and public meetings, and
announced mle by military decree, The i\RFC, created by a group of
senior military officers, soon joined forces with the RUF During their
joint rule, many judges, lawyers, and police ±1ed the country, causing a
total collapse of the judicial system. The AFRC/R1JF government
arbitrarily arrested and detained its suspected opponents and critics,
including students, journalists and human rights advocates, causing
thousands to seek asylum.
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On March 10, the Nigerian-led ECOMOG reinstated President Tejan
Kabbah, first elected in March of 1996, who subsequently declared a
state of emergency, After losing political power, the A.FRC/RUF
alliance engaged in a war of terror against civilians, committmg
widespread and egregious atrocities in an attempt to regain poweL
Between February and June 1998 alone, its members raped, deliberately
mutilated, or killed outright thousands of Sierra Leonean civilians. The
AFRC/RUF abducted men, women and children, probably numbering in
the thousands, for use as combatants, forced laborers, or sexual slaves.
Women were actively targeted through sexual violence, including rape
and sexual slavery In addition to various forms of physical abuse,
innumerable civilians su±Iered psychological trauma from the rebels'
choice of tactICS and extreme cruelty-like the severing of limbs-to
compound the horror of their attacks.
Civilian Defense Forces (CDFs), civilian militias who supported the
Kabbah government, als~ committed numerous abuses, includmg
indiscriminate killings and torture, but on a significantly smaller scale
than those camed o~t bv the A£RClRUF The CDFs were created m
order to provide local s~curity and targeted for abuse those they claImed
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were i\FRC/RUF combatants or their supporters. The largest and most
powerful of the CDFs, the Kamajors, were responsible for the maJomy
of abuses committed by those fighting on behalf of the Kabbah
government. In addition to killings and torture, Kamajors also
obstructed humamtarian assistance and extorted money or other
payment at roadblocks.
Children were victims of gross violations of human rights committed by
both sides to the conflict. The i~.FRC/RUF abducted an unknown
number of children-probably in the thousands-for use as laborers,
fighters, and in the case of girls, sexual prisoners. Many girls were
forced to work for the AFRC/RUF combatants until they reached sexual
maturity, when they would be assigned to a fighter as a "wife." There
were also many child soldiers among the Kamajors, and despite
promises by the government to demobilize all combatants under the age
of eighteen, the CDFs continued to recruit children at least until July.
"
~

The United Nations estimated that over 416,000 Sierra Leoneans fled
the fighting as refugees to neighboring Guinea and Liberia or to
internally displaced camps. Conditions for both internally displaced
persons (IDPs) and refugees were often severe due to alack of access to
camps and poor security conditions. In particular, the close proximity of
the camps in Guinea and Liberia to the Sierra Leonean border and the
presence of former combatants among the refugee population in Liberia
jeopardized humanitarian assistance and protection. Many refugees and
IDPs suffered from a host of problems including high levels of
malnutrition and disease, as well as occasional attacks from the
RlJF/AFRC.
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The government made repeated gestures in support of human rights,
such as its pledge to provide amnesty for child soldiers and intermittent
appeals to combatants to lay down their arms in exchange for amnesty.
In a climate of public hatred for individuals associated with the
A.FRC/RUF, the Kabbah government initiated legal proceedings against
fifty-eight civilians in regular courts and thirty-eight former so ldiers
before a military court on a range of charges including treason and
murder. In hearings in August and October, the High Court of Sierra
Leone sentenced to death twenty-seven civilians convicted of treason,
including five journalists and a seventy-five-year-old woman.
International observers questioned the appropriateness of the treason
charges for the journalists, and criticized the lack of a right to appeal
sentencing by the military court. On October 19, the government of
Sierra Leone executed by finng squad twenty-four of the soldiers who
had been sentenced to death one week earlier. The trials constituted the
first maj or test under the Kabbah government of a justice system which
lacked basic infrastructure and support. Many of the over 2,000
prisoners in Sierra Leone were held under the 1998 Pub lie Emergency
Regulations, introduced by President Kabbah on March 16 and ratified
by parliament, which provided for indefimte detention without tnal.
Prisons were often overcrowded, unsanitary, and lackmg in health care
and the regular provision of food. •
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Section 13 of the Public Emergency Regulations declared that
"disturbmg reports" by the media were punishable offences. On June 2J.,
Minister ofInformation and Cultural Affairs Dr. Julius Spencer stated
that any information regarding the security situation must be approved
by ECOMOG before publicatlOn. Journalists complained further that
taxes had been unjustly imposed upon newspapers in an attempt to limit
their ability to publish.
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After nine years of vicious
civil war between the
government and rebel
forces, peace appears to
have taken hold in Sierra
Leone, a small nation on
the West African coast.
The war's legacy
nonetheless continues to
haunt Sierra Leone's 4.5
million residents, nearly
half of whom were
displaced from their homes
by ongoing violence.
Countless thousands,
including children, remain
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IMC, which entered Sierra Leone in 1999, continues to
provide medical care to thousands of civilians in the Darn
and Freetown areas. In addition, IMC supports numerous
local health care facilities with necessary supplies and
staff training programs. In the Port Loko and Lungi
government hospitals, for example, IMC conducted
training in expanded programs of immunization,
emergency nursing, health education, and surgical
services. Each IMC supported facility provides primary
heath care and education on the prevention of sexually
transmitted diseases, hygiene, sanitation, and nutrition
offered by IMC-trained health workers.
As the war-time phase of its work winds down, IMC is
now refocusing its efforts to meet the needs of repatriated
Sierra Leoneans, many of whom have had little or no
access to health care while displaced from their homes. In
the Kailahun and Kambia districts, IMC currently
supports emergency health services for 320,000 returnees
and refugees, which includes hospital referrals, ambulance
services, and medical screenings, and also provides
primary health care services, which include vaccinations,
growth monitoring, health education, antenatal care, and
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treatment for common infectious diseases. IMC also
supports four supplementary feeding centers for
malnourished children and pregnant and lactating
mothers. IMC works in partnership with UNHCR to
provide medical escorts and screening for returning
refugees, and is currently providing support on the Sierra
Leone-Liberia border for returning Sierra Leoneans.
Sierra Leone's nine years of violence left few untouched,
including hundreds of young children and women who
were brutally assaulted, kidnapped and/or sexually
enslaved during the conflict. In 2001, IMC launched a
unique surgical program to heal the scars of war inflicted
on children who had been abducted by rebel armies,
forced into conscription as child soldiers, and physically
branded with the rebel factions' insignias cut or burned
into the children's chests, arms and foreheads. IMC
plastic surgeons removed these horrific scars from 82
children and transformed and corrected various physical
abnormalities on 33 others. IMC followed up the surgeries
with counseling and other activities designed to help the
children reclaim some semblance of healing and normalcy
in their lives. In so doing, IMC provided new hope and a
new beginning to children whose childhoods had been
stolen from them in the cruelest possible ways.
IMC surgeons also provided much-needed surgical
assistance to scores of women who suffered unimaginable
horrors after having had their insides literally tom apart as
a result of torture, rape, and/or sexual slavery. Since
Sierra Leone suffers from a severe lack of surgeons
trained in such anatomical repair procedures, IMC sent a
national doctor and nurse to an intensive training course at
the renowned Evangel Fistula Centre in Nigeria.
Following this training in the fall of2001, 321 patients
have been screened in Sierra Leone, and 86 operations
have been performed.
In this and many other ways, IMC is working to heal the
scars of war for the people of Sierra Leone who have
suffered unthinkable hardships along the long, difficult
road to peace.
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IMC Plastic Surgeons Remove The Scars
of War in Sierra Leone
September, 200l-While a tentative peace accord
appears to be taking hold, for hundreds of children and
child soldiers in Sierra Leone, the 10-year civil war has
left scars that can only be healed with the help of IMC's
plastic surgery program.
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Over the course of what was considered to be one of the
bloodiest civil wars in recent times, hundreds of children
between the ages of 9-17 were kidnapped, drugged,
abused and forced to harm their fellow countrymen. By
branding them with hot pokers or carving their initials in
their chests, arms or foreheads with broken glass, the
R.U.F. created an army of outcasts who can't go horne to
face the families and communities they were often forced
to murder.
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"Without plastic surgery, these child victims might never
be able to return to their communities and reintegrate into
society," said IMC President and CEO, Nancy Aossey.
"We cannot let them continue to suffer."
The torment of the scars is so great that some children
have tried to bum them off with caustic soda, which only
makes them worse.
"In the eyes Df their family members, these kids
symbolize the atrocities committed by the rebels. Their
families fear being associated with them," said Rabih
Torbay, IMC's West Africa regional director. "The brands
are like shackles that isolate the children and serve as
constant reminders of the brutality of war. "
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IMC's medical teams will perform one to two skin grafts
as needed on each patient, working side-by-side with
Sierra Leonean doctors and operating theater nurses to
train them in pre and post operative care, anesthesiology
and plastic surgery techniques.
Funded with a USAID grant from the Patrick 1. Leahy
War Victims Fund, administered by UNICEF, the
program will initially help more than 120 children, with
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hundreds more expected to come forward. COOPI, a
UNICEF-supported child protection agency will provide
counseling to children before and after the surgery in an
attempt to help them cope with their trauma and rejoin
their families.
During the 10-year civil war rebels terrorized thousands
of civilians by amputating limbs, raping women and girls,
and destroying villages. IMC's skin graft program will
help heal both the physical and psychological scars
suffered by the child soldiers.
Since 1999, IMC has provided emergency medical care
and primary health care to tens of thousands of Sierra
Leoneans displaced by fighting. Some of the most intense
fighting has taken place in Darn and Port Loko, where
IMC-supported clinics are staffed by health care workers
trained by IMC.
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SIERRA LEONE
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sier:2 Le'cre IS a :-,uman t:age'Jy Jf lTiaSSIVe :xccortlons thac IS r3pldly loecolTilrg a
secu
Il:gnt;-ncre F.:x all 'Nest Africa T\;vc-ci:lrcs of 51er,2 Leene's poculator are
thougnt eo havece:::n (displace':: dUring the ten-'ie::r cIvil war. Anotner 600 r OOO h.2\le
cecJrne I-e"uc:;e,=,,:s In I,elg,e,bouring coumries. Ti,e vvar IS solillng cl/er iriCO Gulnea r wrere
heav'l F:grt:Tig sinc:: 5eor:ember 2000 [nreaeer:; thecoilapse of tre gove:-nment ar,d,3s
already crcclx2c2 mas::Oi'ie, rew r::fug2e pmCI2:7'. Ir~ er':'ecc, Sier,a !~eenes .lOW at: ehe
heart: of3 senes cf ccnfiic-G er,a risk Forming 2:-, arc of/lolence Frcm soutrem Se:-,egal
CDeS!:.
CJ the ~
rCG be!leves cre Im:::rraior,al CJmmLnlty needs co t2ke a ,-adica!lyJifferem approach to
tnat in VVhICC., It I-as enga'ged so F:ar Ti,ere sr,ould oe 1-,0 F~n:her negcCiatiOns Wit'! the
Kevc!uccnar; Un!c:::d Fror,c (RUF) ocher than Fcr 1[5 comcieL::: disanTamer,t ard
cemobillsat:icn. ihe RUF ',~as ':Iacc[l[!y used negot:ct:or,s :::,x cheJurpose oF I-eal-mll'g. It
has c:nslst::::nL]Y snown :::ac Feith In the sLring or agre;::::T'e::cs It has sigr,ed 'n il,cIOja:l,
Lorre anob,buJa. The PUF-,2S nOT'eanlrgrul [diccal c::;ns"[ituerCj. Itsl1aln
Cona
tac:<er ,s Charies Tayior, the pr2sident c.f Ucer1c, II/no uses IC as a prexy army to pur'SL:e
hiS cr've fer re'::;lcr,al hege:;lony' r,O( For nocnlng IS 13ylcr known wloeiy 2S (t,e IVliiose'ilc
cf \iVesc ,:::.Frica.
of CClJ'Se, ctle ::O,UF has:ornmlttec :,e!nOUS2LrJCi1:leS 'JLJaiifyll'g as
vVer cnmes.
n"IIS ,-eccr;:: ,22Cles ~jc.e c:r,c!usion. scark, but /1/12 :oe!ie'/e uravclcable -- chat che
1r:L2rnaCiOral C:~lTirnLnlt/ iT,US( ,-,12:0 Sierra '_2er,e take aeesv::; ,l1liit:ar( acton acalrsc me
n
I 'F '-;-:- -r~ ,~ ~ "'.
~I '_-JnLiC:Gn~.
~.~ -:; c:
'
~
",~
, ",e,·_ .~r_ '_NO,".(,1:e:
:=irsc r It IS l-,r~er.[ T· harmonise t~ie civerc;enC20CrJaC,es cr ehe UK;overnmem r \NnlC'l IS
arrrlng r reLiclnlng ane re-ec:ulpolr,g ele Sier,:::: L:::ere army (SL6) For 2 serlCl's caiTlcalgr"
ane the iUGI rrllitar/ ,TISSiOr: (\Jf\lA;\;ISL), which IS sCil1 ti/lng tc Imple,nem cre
compromise CrJViSiOrs ref [he Lorr,e agre;:::rnef1L The Imer~,a:::;or,al c:JrT,lm.;lllt/ CaIlIlO( ~:cn
t'NO or more S(iae~les In 5ier,a !_cOIiE simultaneously. \NUKJn~ 2gaillS;: eaCl ClT,er \Nlt~
conriicc;ng mallcaesNll1 only FI.-'e! t"e cJnrlic: and Inl/lt::: W2riillg Facers to eXDlclt
dif:'ere:"rCes.4.c:-<le'/in~ a c:Jmmcn accroach/'jlll requII2 IIIUC": ciciomacl, eS(:jeCJ2ily w:tn
West Afric:::n l~aCiors chac ar'2 i-esic::r,c aDam aml'scJlar cciic! in WIlIC", 2 Forme: c=iorI2 i.
.cower takes a prcmlnem ,-ole.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Sierla~~I.Jne (iCS t1eccrne ,3 ~ra(;el:\j of i-naSSive CTtJpOrJcns. !VlOr20ve:- I~he Civii \Nar
Ir L;\"",at c:,:unt:-'/ hcs nov'! spiile'2 incc! neighbourin(~ ~:~Lirle2,' \jVhe'~2 'i,e3vy fight:ng
s,nc: Se:JC2:T1Cer 2000 thr22L::ns tJJrJdUC2 tne =011a05e of anotiH::r \Ne.st ,,,-f,lcan
l;overn.rT,ent. I:i ,2ITect.,' Sien-a !'_2cne,s at t~le r.. e31: ;Jf a senes of ccnf1ic.:3 ~r,aL ~iS;<
soreauirg 2Ci2rC of conFlic: FiTri. soue-,em Senegal cc :ie Ivor; Coast:.

Kaljic21 ac:;on IS urgently ne2':::ed If ~i:e I'Jilherscre.:3G ofNar IS tJ be 2VOlced. 1-,e
e;cener,C2 s,nC2 :he n,-S"l IW2rnaCionai,nte r "er,tion n I,elgli'oounng Uce:ia ,n 1990
has derliCnsC:-3c::;d thac nelcher the Unlt2d 1\laCiens ner regior,a! gr'Juolngs c::n
acnieve t;-"S ur;3loec l ,"'OCle2S;: because eonf":las in, tillS part ef ,0,I,ICa maKe a
'.llJanlmous'JOoroaen by che local CJumnes Irr:r:;ossibie. The pr2serc:: (Jf an ,300stior,g 6n(!sh I--;-:llic::,-; ~orce in: 5ie1l3 1_20ne is ar imr:;oilant nevv feClDr ',owelle: r if
la5"[:::g peace IS co be establisred In 5ieci::: 1_2Gre ancJesl:abilisat:cr, ':::f t:e r2glon
nalL2d r it IS essemlal cnac Ci,e 5rr"Clsh mle 30C cmer forms of Ime:l'a;:lor,al
Incer'lerClon ce harmonised. -he Inc2rilationai Cns,s I::;roup beiie'/es ehac FUeller
efforts CJ achieve a wo::<abie negotiat=d agr2erel-t betNeen ene pames co ehe
5;er,a LecneW2r ';\fouie be Frult:ess. I~,a()ler, ';\frat IS neecec :s 'oroae iru::rl'2oonal
c:::;nsensl.JS on the mlli(o,y rne2sures requlr:ed tc save (he ccumrv Fior, FUillier
agon,/ aiid prc::vert vlole,,;(2 from 2XLerding rUlel,:::r chrougr,ol..;t ene ;-2glon,::nd
St..:pOOil "or a CJmplementar;:olit:cal s(racec;y ta reoulld the de'/2s;:aced ccc.:nt-j's
InstTucons.
Tine rTlccern ,-eoJclic of Siecra L=:one '~r2wou(of arl elght2ellCh<:20.CLWi settlerr,e:,(
on [;,e VVest: ,""Fncan coaSe Fer loiac< peapie From ;3r;(21ri some of ;:hem FerrTle r
s;aves. 5t3r:' ngNI(h the colcny of :='c:::::CWI' 8m:s" rule2venC:c..lally extended Imc
tile hlnr2rlanc. Ti,e mum!! re",alned unC2:- ,Smish ruie unT:ii inoepe::der:c:: In
,:'96:' ,=;-:"Jm tne :cegwililng, 5ierra l~e'Jre's oelitical :=ar:les ,/I,ed for comw,arC2 :it
any C:'Sl:. Ir: 1(067/ the Sier~a 1_,2Qne :Je'JDie;s ~~It':/ (SL;:JP)r tho;: !:,20 :ed, tre cC{.;r:[~:/
SinC2 il"'ceoencerC2 was r'drrJWly c:e f c::;:2G
CT',e XiI Pe'cele's Congr2ss
lEd
~criTier liceE urlon leace: SiaKa 5te'le:-5. Ti"ie :aIT2r ';\/25 pr2 1Ier',1:ed ~rJm caking
power Imrr,eci2te y by a "'Iiitar; CCUPI bL:( in 1963 Stever,s cee2me head of St::::(2.
;,15 APe par:::y qUlckly:::Jrsolidatec powerl and n l:FS I( Fcr;:JailyeS(2'oiishEC3
ene-carl! 5"[3(2:. Its i"':cLDliously::crrdJt government meGe e:<Ler,SiVeJSe cr
r:::atronage a'~lc evem;ually uncermlned all the pr:nc:cai InSe:Ll..;(]ons
ucing
cariiar,en(, POllC2 1 and CiVil ser,/le2, resultng Wi chaos.
1

I

1

1

/e~(s have 522:1 ':: SiJC:=SSicr, ':I=,a(: !;oVe:-~li,e:i[':;, CCl~ 'Tliilcj-'/
ir"! ,cr',e \;\/2';/ c,r ;-=t~e: dee,e;icerlC ,JDCI'-' cr illvej'ieG iri ~:-:e c:-::::ce ri
;~iarnOIiOSI 'NnIC;" 2{r~ 'S;eric !_~Qneis iT,C5"t v2Il~2c;',e I-·~scur'::= Ir; tr',e i1cst ':e<:::ce: t~'le

-he ::)csL: Lj\/e:---t:;
,::r~L 1,:jvii\G.I~! ,:::11

Gienond c.-ede hes i:e'ce'.:: des;::oy Sie::--=: '_2cr,e ,=:r.er.Ci21 rT:liIC2r;i 2r-:C CiCICr::CCiC
c:-ine il2ve c~:ar,~c2:iScd the cJunt:-/ 25 1_2C;c:ieS2 I:=r2e!i{ P.lJss;an 3i-;C :=JG~e:
t:-3ders have compeL2'':: ~cr gems r 2,rCiar1CUS mliiE:r; Fcr:2S nave ,·cucrl: :cr
centrel eF C:ie Ci2rT,crc Fie!ds. l
r

Diamonds h.eve aisc Fueiled the c2rnbir:: evii \;1/2,- iirNr,rc, 2 nlrlliSeiC l-cVr::-e,-"
a for."er ccr;:;cr:: '='CC2y
<r,cwr,3S crle P,evoluCer,2r; Unit2c ,=ront (Rt..;='I,ie,j
Sankch r h2S iJ2tt;ed~galr;st every' i;ove:ilrTie:i[ C:'""';CL s2!=~d cr CThervVi52 :Jct2inec
pewer In FreEtD'I1/ri Sine::: 1991. Sankerl, wlGely c:heut;:llc CODe ,:; osyccca;-, i~as
repe2e::dl'; C::JmlT:iC2C 2(iOCl(les ag2ins;: CViI12nS.i--:el-:as:e::n SlJ[Jpor::::c In illS
:;mblcors
cnr:: e'Jually brutal ane unSGUCI-'IOL.iS C-,ar:es T3vior. now Jl::sicenc 'Jf
U::erla ':;'/\or \fvcnJCwer In Uber:e: t~rcugn wc,- arC-O'NSeet:S co CC,mW,21:2 t:<e
IV1ancq,'ler basln r \;\/hier. Ir,cludes Liber'c, 5ieri-a !_e'cne::wd i':;ulnea.
Thmugnoui: ::-'e 19905, Sier:-a i_eor,r:: has haG Cnl'; ere Derlee of rel2CI'ir:: .::,e::::c:::, :r
~'j9S-1S96..

South

I~Jr:car;

rlerC2nanes Fierli E:n (::;,r';c~;i5ct]Or,

'1<1~!C\;vr:

,::5 '::=.<EC'J(VE

C)ucomeswer2 i:wec
the I\IPRC In Gor;1 1995v\/:t:: a force of les.:.: ci',alt:-'le'! ,jm'!e t:le PUF
From Freetown r secured (je '::iamcn,j Fieics ar:c man'!
ccher areas, arC e:labir::c a peac2rul democraeic el e::C::J on. eC be neid Irl 1996. TllS
was won by T2]2r: ,6.I~med Kabbaf\ a for:ner Uf\1 OffiCl21 IjnWlseiYr k.aob2h (-out;:he
(:iac i=CC2Y Sallkoh c::uid be persuaced to re::::sonai::le CDm,promlse, =n ene 'Jf
se'/erai :ce2c2 agr::err,ent.:.: ultJmaL:elyorokErl by t:-,e:!,UF r i(alJoan agr:::ed chat
::fecu;:!Ve OUi:cJmes s"euld leave,Gs a result! (,eWas ever:hmwn by a ,-:-'llit2J-/
couc ane ex:led lil :\flay 1997.
1\IICe r J2r forces, ,je~lovec: under (.'-:e Ganner cF the E::::cromlc Cemmul~
c1' \;\Ies;:
,D.f;-'C2il St::n:2s Cease-=ir-:: iVJoniwr:ng Gmup (\c'=OI\'!Qi~1r 2',entu allv r25;:oreC K2Dcah
buc tr.eywere unable ':0 defeat the PJ..:F, whlC' Invace::: i=r2Ecown again Ir January
;"999 killing( mlJ(liatirl!j 2,ld abducting trousailcs cF :::ecple It 'il/as thiS aWTui2'lem
- cJlncdir,g Wltli che Kosovo GiSIS - ti,cc Finailv::::cnrr:;eiled che brcacer
ImernaClone! cGmmunlc/ to aeL ,"-.C tiat st2ge, Cile r2T'..:c;ees n al-,e from Sier'd
L20ne INer:: rjouble chese of K:csovo. ,"-rrJune 6CO r OGO persons have Aee the
CJure:! - ,-n2lnlV t:.:: (~ulne:::: - and cwo-t:llrds of S:er:a :_2cne's popu!acen of almost:
five rT'liliol, are thought cc :'1av2ceen Imernally dlsola02''::.
T:-,e GueSL:Jon WaS Ifltn2t to do. f\lit;:erra r now under the de!'1ocat:c I-uie eF CIUS2':iun
CbaS2n]Or wisned to !Nlthdraw r and no OLher CJum::! '!\Iam:::'.:: :0 cake ,ls plac2.
Consequerlciv r cr2sident t<abcah '1'12S pressure'::: cy ehe U.5 r c:-e UK ard hiS
neighbcurs [I: 1'7',ake ancther pe2C2 agreement \Nlt~! '~'Cnkcrlfin i,_Cr:ie in Juiy ~<'j9S
Under tnls. Sal-koriNas, ,:is;:onisillnglv, c:Jlven c:-e ,,;:ac:s 'Cr/IC2 ::::r2sICerlC anc:::ui: In
C:i2r,;e c1' :::-,e s:cral'=glc minerals, Inducing ciar:-encs T-rt: PUFNere ::r;,nes;::e'C :or
chelr GimeS, A Uf\1 :llISSiO,r (Uf\IAJVlSIL) was c:is~ace,ed ~c: IrTClene::i: ene eccere.
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FeX un,cers;:2ndabie reasons It must: ac:;ulre c:-le ccmm:t:rerrc of kev ,-eglonal ani]
OCher Inter,-laClona; playersf it IS (0 suc2'2d, Ivlost: Im ~crca
a rr Iiitar; pol ie! \!Viil
i-,Ot s<.cCC2ec In Isola(ion but !liUS;: be cJL:cled With 2 ~olitjc2i s;:;-acegy Ci""'at
:icdresses tre con FI iC'SJ ricer;'!: rg ca uses:: nd has brcac: su pear: Inside Sieria
i-eoneand \;\lItilln the reglen \;\/ithOut internatiorai :Jnsensus arCl:nC ::;--,ese iilnK2(::
obJeC::l'Jes, real oeace IS 'Jr,
3nd ere people :Jf Sierra Leone! !Nho have been
'/IC:lms Fer- so long! will c:::,ncnue co suffer

In SIIOr: 1 S'feria u::cne ne'2ds i?:dical sc'iU(]ons n'iOivrr,g ("e Se:riOI..'S use of forc2
cJmoiemerrc2d by e;<tendec Interi2tiOr,al poiitlC3i c:::mlmltmenc, The use of rT1ilit:::r;
ForC23houiC always be3 las;: rescr:, bL:t ~c::; believes tne CISIS IS so i;)iaVe trat: (:-1IS
option ,-:lUS;: ,lOW be 3erloL:sly iJursuec.

II.

ROOT CAUSES OF THE CONFLICT
,,,,,midst the turbuler,c: ef Sier r ::: Leone'3 CJnfllct, che underi,!l,ng c::uses ar:::
freClL:em::y :overlooked, These incluoe ccriupc and un2cccuntable government,
eCi,jllcC/ chat has been rnanlpulac2d cor political e0ds{ aile 2Iier,c(ec ycuh, Peac:
cannet be 5us;:alned wlcheut 2aCressing all thesecacors.

A.

Bad Govern ment
Sierra i~eor,e!s pmbiems 3r,::: mated :n its hls;:cr;. Since Ir:depencence In l?61,
Sierra Leor,e has lever exr::enencec [iuiy cenxcCiCiC, 2ccJumaoie governmenc. 2
Ir1 cece:lde0ce WeS prec=ded
ienc;thy celonlal rule whlG\ 21thcugh Irc:uding a
5;:;-3In of auttlenLiC ceiTlCGatrc :::-2cition, \/llas ':ilar:::C2r:sed
paeier:age and
aL:ClOriter'an gOlferrrT,ern:. especlall'!ln n-,rei 2r:::2S
berNe::::n ;::E:'Jcle: 3r~d ,'-,Iers ar2 often 2cser1C,
There IS ilc:e general 3ware:less cF trle CUCies ,::r,c resc:ons;clliT::es cf goverlrl;E;!"':t
as ::hese are aC':::20ce''::: Imer:l2CiCr,ali'! Poiiticians I-,ave For decades squar,Ger2,j t:-e
ccumr{s ,-esources , WhiC Ir,cL:de :is:;0C land ane riCi iTlnerai deocslts, CI2mencs
prcvlce 22Sliv ciar,spon::able and !UGatlve recums Fer peooie \NnO 2nJOY gCI;G
cornec:::onswith or wltnin che ,;overnmem. ,6 Il1e '.:::ley cf:::oliticar,s! bUSinessmen,
solciers ar,c CiVil ser/enG have fcrmed I~:ecwcr:<s of parcor.age cr CJmmerC2,

T:-'e habits of cr'"s;:=nc3CJulilcab,i

c.

Se~ i~,ccer;cix l

Ce~aiiec

Background to t~e. ,':;cijtic:::j~C:f1SI5,

4--04\

~~ce

5

S2r.:=2C::S r.:::r35 l~!e [\/1ic jle C25~, t;l-;e I- J! .5. arrd ~urcpe/ CI~~C( i'-:2ve urCen71liJeC st:::te
';rs-;::c.Jcons. !,jl-15ur;JrlS,vngl'/,r \Nlthln 2 Fe. "ll/ year3 of che ::J,J.)F~5 (:Jppe~ianc21 t:-,e !-ecei
:;r~l~c'3 prim2,-/ ,:'JCJ5 had bec:Jme t:",e cccupac:on 2,~C com-ol o~ diamord arc:3S 35
co SOL;rC2 of ~'Jnds For we2oons. n:e lir:k becween Glamonds and mrrupc!on, ccnfiic:::
arle \;\/eapcns is :3 c2ncral ff.::2tJr2 of Sierra 1_2Qne!:3 \Nar J
1

5,e:-2 1_2'Jr,e cescer::cel,! :Ieeds cc es;:ablis,'-I a (;ove:l:me:lt thac IS boeh iE':;)ltirrac:.:
"Inc ac:::curn:acle. TCie events o~ Lile lasL: nve years lave si-.Clivn tnac rree elec::ors
"Ior,e are '-"C !~L.:arancee Presldem (aeban's SLPP goverilment was derr,cu::.:cicail,!
2IeC:2CCIJ1: 's-ow Widely I-egercec 2S cJrrupc It is hlghi,! deperldem en ariTic:(j
Succor::: ;rem Forc:::s OV2r wnlc!: It has 110 CCJncrol Preslcent K2DOeil n2S sperc
,mud, ef iriS !ife oucslde che CJL.:
15 often (JerCelv2,jas dercche'': Frem the
ccpu!a(]cn arc toes noc cenons;:ra2 the ieouisic2 !eve! of Influence ever ali
,lle:T,CeiS cF :~:S '~Gvernment. re 1~2S:::SC shown poor Jucgement. FoileJwirlg hiS
I-ec'urn tc office In F::IJruar; ~;Si3r Fer eXciTlple( re urvlflseiy oversaw a COlic; c:;-at
leo: c::] :he 2X2,:'J(]on of peopie asscc:a[ec wi(;-, cr,e ;:iillter; juma and cJr:vrccec cF
=~eascn This ar,.d OCl1er poiicr es "':e\g [-,cen ed an Innoslt; towcrds h IS ad II, InIIS;::o(IOn
3r:d runooubu:cly acne-rbuteG CC t~e ImenslCy of the horrific revenge i<iilir,gs:3rid
aOuses Gnlng C::--12 J2nuar; 1999 P,UF arraC:< on Fr2::::tC;\;lfn
Eieccrons in 20C~! There IS wlGescread support .3mol1g Sierra Le'Jne cczens For
new elecc10ns cnls year. i\!tllough ere'! wouid belnsumCientln themseives! che';
ccu!d De a 'iltal 21emenL In ueacing a nev,/ iegitimace governmen( and urGerLJinnw,g
iefJrms. 1\lew 2lec::ons were due In I"ler:::h 200~ :JU( \;vere postponed
the
goverrmem due tJ ,nsecurrty !n par-s of [rle CDuntr; The,! are iuniike!y eo be r~e!d
scon 2S ar·JlJnej 50 per C2m of Sierr::.: 1_2cne's [err1mr; is ccntmlled b,! the RI"';F 2nd
t'iVO-Chires of Its; popUlation is displaced.
T'~e

CJilS<=itwton provides conoltlors ur,der wnlcl eleC::lons can be postDoned iT
Sierra 1_20ne IS nghting a war areccJng the n2licnal cerrr:::or/; If the oresident
concludes cnee 1...:IICer such CirCLmstanc"s IC 15 ncr pr::cc.:cle CD hold an e!eC::Jon
and prq:oses JcstJonement CD T,e pariiamenc; and if che Jarjiamer~c so deciCes If
t"ese ccnoicicns ar2 met, che pr2sicen(s tenur::: ':ia,/ be extended Far::: maximum
Si~< mamns at anv ene time. ii-Ie Ilumber aF ex(er,Slors is ur,limltecJ.
Tilere ar2 ot~er prac::cal prcblems. The 1996 2lec::ons cost erouriC US.S:"O
million. :jnless similar Funding Is~or;:hccmlrg From JCnOrS r L,'-rere IS litL:e:::o5siCllit;
'DF organiSing ne'(I/ eieGwns. Vote: l-egls'Cers wril reed to be :2vrsed, cDnstlcuenc;
bounGanes deiirie2L::G! ana hur,er·erGS cf t;-lous2rcs::F refugees l-epa(r ' 2c::d. This
wril 1101: ce c.. .le30.

,
B.

Unaccoum:able Military
i:)r·=':Sicent i<aoc2h's mOs;: immediae prcbienr, IS ccmrol of c:;e ai-meG fJrces. I_'ncer
Presidenc Slake Ste'ler:s, the armec; Far::::::s remalne'] s17 1all( 2raund 3(000, suffice:(
co queil :TllnOr ITnSinos 'OU( not tc Dose a thre:::t CD t;-e c:overnmem:. Pr2slce::(
5t2vens Gid r however/-eS'Lcoiish 2n Inc2:nai 5eC'Jr 1t; Unl1:, f~Dm WhlGl the 5peci21

F'Jr 3 fuil 3Cc:::urr. see ;:)E:DCr:: Of Tile Panel Of~'(cer:::54coc;nreC! Pursucnr To UN Sec:x:t; Cocnc:l
P=:ragraph 19 in Reia[Jcn Ti~ 5!e:,-~ _=one (De'~::moer 2000).
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:(-;e pF?C june::; WhiG; tJok power In ~ljey 19S7; I"ey have had some CeSir2 to end
:t In POWel, bu( it aiso sougnc co prcc2cc army
the 'Ncr
Illviting- t:le PUF [rJ
!e!;e5 UC ·2 Illere ca5lc !e\iel; the 3dnli-'.5'Li3CiOr, r2f'ecc2d chec2r::',erleld
milu5Ic,-,cefiVe,=n the LNO sides. However r the ::rnny L.:n(::ereS(!mat:2d C::E sciengol
of the RI.JF::nd qUickly found Icself :3 hostage of:.,e rese l iTiOlfemenc.

INhen :: l\ii~eri2r, rT1liital~/as.saL:it Ir, February 1998 cus,"e1j iCl.FP.C al,d RIJF FOITes
out: cf;::~e2:::owrl, thell common fiont ended. Vl/hC:.t:;\fas left of tne allienc::: 'Nreaked
6
t2rr:Jr e~2InS'L c;vliiar,s; oamc.Jla
In the f\lor;:ne:~ :=:rov lnce Some Ferme: mliitary
Filt::::2': ::2C:< IncO ;::r2ecown wr,lle o["ers Jolrlec c,'-,e ?,UF and yet cehers c:)l(!nued
nom'l'.elly es ttiE "'FP.C or JOlnec soiinter gr:Jl,.ps SUC:I 2S tne Wese Sice :3ey5 who
set uo baSE WI che C~Ta Hills cUCSide Fre2ccwn In Augusc
(iiS Fadion
kidn2iJCeC e'even SI-Itisn seldiers r ultimecely le2din~ to Its '2Iimlfiat!On ,j!Jnng a
rescue
Bn(lSI', speCia I forces
With :c:; er:uy Into FreeCJwr In February 1998, ["e i'liger:e:l-domlr,a(ed E-:-:::JrvICG
comingerc'2f'eccive!y became Sien-c Leone's ITlli(ar! Pr'::Sloenc Kaccah was
r2:ns;:2u2<::. aria ~Iigenan 6rlgaoier-General 1"1a/'Nell Khobe, \NIlO had il2'J the assauit
on Fre'2:Dwr, 'NeS secondeG to be the coumr/s defenc2 chief. General Khobe was
In theor; er,sweraole slmult3neous!y tD Lte ~llgenen and Sierra 'I_eone
goverrmenc:,

The New Sierra Leone Army.
Forrill2'J 0'1 par;:;cuier parties or
secur!t/ for:::2S being abused for
Sierr2 I_eone army as the CDraof

Sierra Leorieles a long hlstor/ of PriVCit,:: armies
Factions, degeneratir.g ineo barldiFYr and offiCial
private interest. Tile 8r:tlsn deClslon to revive the
a 'lew millt:3ry thus C2rrles Significant risks.

In 5es(ember 1999, the SLA consisi:ed of arourd 0,300 [rOODS ofwhlcn 2,000 were
new l-euulLS r the mners [lie rump ef [he AFP,C With litt;e loyaity to the e!ec:t2d
7
jcvernme:lt ara 'Nltn a iamell(2Dle hurTer, rights recJr·d Tile milit2r; IS highly
pOlicclse,:::, fVlatntallllng "lrre:G1r,j( cal2nee will be 25semi2i If it IS cooe Imparcial.
Tine mliitar; 15 also ndolec 'Nlm cc,rruptor.. Slerra_2cne has a long hlSl:Ory of
CJU!=S, 21,e fer r,early a decade cne army has tak.2:" power or. a whim. Inculcating
values of professlonaiism, disc:oline and serilC2 tc (he seG(2 arc e!imlna(ing
corrueten 'NIII require Icng-c2rT: tf"2Wilng,
Fir,ally, the success or secu

5ectcr refcrl'l reC:;Ulres nO( cr,iy the i2modelling and
CU( also ~ c;Uaram2'2 chet (:-:e'/ Will
be 2ceGlJ2(eivoalc::nc 2qulcDerJ, Sierl-2 1_20r,e:; reSQUrC2S ar2 l,imlt2c and cne
gove,nmem h2s no r2venue ,C2se 2cequCice ,~o fir,CiriC2 21-,2!1iCien( 2rmy In tile

1-2t,alnw:g cf sClciers ,r:te en acccum:aole l=orc2!

If'

iet:::;

Frcm

Jon!'!',v

P3ul

:<oroma

co ;'CJW,Il,S,

,"-uc:usc

~99

7

."-velicdl e

at:

www,sler;a-

lecrecr::;/korcma08S7.llUTlI.
6 ,:!'mnescy Inrerna[]cncl. Seca L.eone Cllichooc - a Casi.J2it/ of CcnrJlc ("-mneSl/ [nre~na[]onal! ,6,,=q
_
Lonoon, 31 ,"-.ugus: 2000) p.7
C.Jmror: Ere, Sierra Lecnes 5ec:.;nr:/ Ccmpex (Centre For Cefer,c: Si::Jdies.
Coile;e '_oneon,
2rJDO), p.4~.
I

"i~c:aSl

rne Civil Defence Force. .'".cal: ~r·'JrT, [:-ie conslcer::cle ciff;c~lt! In crganlsllig ~~e
SL2l :nco 2 i-eSCC~Sibie For:2, :r:e'e refT,21n ocner S2c:...r:[/ ~orC2S cr dubious r2(Ure
vlcs'l rlCG::cle is the Ci\/Ii Der2nc2 ;=orc2. T:-Ie CJF
V\littilli tile (;C\j~:TirTlent cane "
ce';2n 2S an 11',I[,a(;'12 to Jr:::r2'= e:vlilens FiOri! che i-::v2ges cFomn RUF 21~d SL1 m.:t
II.:; ,:uri2n( SLj-::::!-lgri": ano ':Dmpcsi(lcn iT":2y ~2xac2rbat2 i-3t~er tii211 Impr:J\j,c:: t;lE
incerl2lsecJrl[j SI(J2c:cr.
CJc2ntly, c,e e:::F ccr,sists or "c'me Si:< different ';:;r:uOlngs. r2or2senting [I":e main
2'::'!I'IC groLCs In 'S'lerr3 i_2'Jne. Tile ;::OS;: cowen'ui. ,-,C\;\/E=;'ier, are [he Kama}crs.
T-,E=;se ItVer2
nallv 2 ·;ulid cf nume,::; among the Iv!erce ce'cole In ene soucheast
cF cr-:e COIXI
Ti-ey :::!ef.2nded c:-,elr vlilages and hur~t2'.c (;:21::e w!ch rome mece
Si'1cquns ,65 ?UF3r'C2IT,I/ i,ecc:r,g im2';",Siried r cradi(10nal chlers. many Supportirg
the SL::'P, VVnlc.~5-,~garjeCj as -: IV!ence-Gcrnlllated pany :~c,ul:::ed young men c::;
'c:e ;nltiat2d 'r1:>:' :he ii(arn2jCr rnOVerTlE::I[ tc cerend their CDmrilUnlties. TI"'le SlJCC2S5
cF t,'--.,2 Kama)OiS, sJopcseG!y e(~ul[jcec 'Nlth e:(lT3CrGinar/ spirit'Jal powers r
s;::mIJlated Siillilar ce cere2 "crees, also purcortedly ~,Jdi1::onal Inl I-Iature, 'n O(her
;::Jarscf Sler;-:: i,_~or,e. These wer~ loose!y cr;)anlsed 'Jrcer che eDF umbrella.
Or baiance tt'e C::F has ce::n hie;:
s<_ccessful ai: pnJlecJng some CCri"",mUnlLJeS r
carLlculal-lv \;\fhen suppon:ed by good ICgI5(IC5 and e!ir:e tloops such as che South
P·rilcan milir:ar/ company c;<ec'...;c!ve Our:ccmes. The COF aior:e, however( IS
jenera!ly unaoie C<J l-eslslcccncerc2,j ,=,UF attack. ever time, [ile eOF Ilas evolved
Ime a fcrcaNh,c;, :tself ccmalns cne seed or ceslaCilisat:ol'. i;,e mtstrUSL:2nO
hcslli
chac has e;(lst~d oetV\fe'2rl eOF ariC army For SiX years nas ,lO( 2vaporateC!
wI[h Geatior, 'Cf ther,ew' SL1. Tovvns like Lunsar have been lese to the
F
repor::edly bec2use of rignc:ng berl'!eer the coaiitlen of ~crces thac supcort the
rjc'Iernment. Some CJF commencer:; aeridC chev new 2XIS( to guard agalnsl cre
SU:' as much2s 2galrst the R,L;F. COF Figncers ar2Clcer Ci,ac they rece:ve FeiNer
racons and Nea::::cns chan (he SL1" Tiley ar(~lJe tile eOF slayed iO'/2i to the
CemGG3CiC;OVerlmem and Fcugnt ti'1e :::<UF In crle bUS,l vl/hlie t:ie SLA cclluded
wltr the rebets. -;-i,at loyait/, (hey 2r;jUe, :Silould be r'2'Narced.
a :,arge ,Je-;:r2e. tl,e CDh fLure c.epends:n tre ambl(icns of Clle f Hirlga
,\Iorman, the L:esULV Defe:JC:~ :vlilISeer,. VI/ho 15 Cl'le nominal leader or all C[iF and
exer::ses l-e::1 00 n(fC] 1 o\;er some i<ama)cr ,corces. I\iormal~, rormerly a proFessional
army erne:r, was ,mpnson,ed In the lete 19605 For cianntnc;: a military c.cup on
behalf cr the S'-.::>P, cre carT! vvrlch IS today In power T"1ere 15 somecmes
'OL:eouiacion t"cclie rr,ay acemOT: a CQUD a(~aln!2It:-ough thiS acpeers unlikely.
Howe'/er r Chle r :\iormar, (I'aY :::;ea c:::ndica[e In t:ie next presicer'c:al 2ieClon r in
wnich 0:::52 IllS Inriuenc: .among ci"e eOF 1;v111 oe ef re::1
itical velue r 2scec:2ily If
Cne CDF were cc=,e seen 2S ins;:r'jmen'ccl ,n CilE: Wer agalnsL: che P.UF. T',-ere are
aiSO solic: 2:nerc~lrig In tile COF. eille r 1\lorrr'an IS said co be lOSing com,cl or the
/(ar;;aJcrs In the regions cr\enema and/U]enUl 2nd j'Vloyamba cisllle cO'Jr,Gcher
ieader, ,,:,jdie "VI 2S.521Iy
iO

ar-:c'

I'~o/it"'ca/ 5tr3c5Q;/

,=)F NieJe:- 2tril--iC iii5~2rJ!
IF ehe '::;;__ .~PI \1\f:!CS2 :==,r2 '~uccon= :s ,~ncr(;
C:-',e :V!e:-oe,were [J ',cse ,'or;:;;CJI"TlriS:2ic::':[C::OilS j'lt: ,vlence CCrTiccre:,c of t:-,e CCF
- [:-'2 /(2rr;2;0(5 - ,~r':: ~e':::il~,a~y as c;uaramcrs of rvle:'GecovIf'2r CJr:ccllllg t~,e
i

iE::-:::

-' ~ :-:51<

':=CiF -

3i"':C

(i,GOCcC - IS

l;iVlr:g

It

an

,2F2c:jv~

I-,:=ie r such

25 iCC2i

t2;~lt(=,r~2i

Fcn:22S

IS

:e!r:g

a major c:-',cile:is:e f2eing tile Sierrc:_2cnec;cvenlil1enc ane I(S ;:,m15,'

milit3r/ eLViser-s.
C.

Ethnic Politics and Exclusion
Eti-r,lc oalarc2/ mas;: panclJlariy In the r20rganlsec armed Forc2S/W!11 DI2Y a large
pa:;: I,' re!<: nd ling Jesple's ccnnGenC2 in nst:CULionscr ';JOl/e'Trn2:,t. cth nIC I-elacors
hal/e been 3 per5ISl21~'C underC!.Jir::m II: 5ier,a l..:::Gnes moder'l :"smrl altnouC;:'"
(:-"er:: IS ,1m a h,s'Ccri oF enrTilCy comcaracle (c thac ,n me 3alkar,s cr P'Nar,ca/ ncr
i~,as wlcesoreac I/lole:,c2 bee" co"duCLec on::: ,Clal
er:i~ilIC caSiS
1

The Ii 1-5'[ sever. ye::: is ':,f Sierra i_2orie/s i ndepencence 'Ner,2 rJCrT, i r:at~c
t,.. .ie SL;:JC
\NhIC'l ac,-aC:2d SUOiJC:;: preoorT',II,antly FrDm the Iv!er,de pe'oGle ,n cne south IJr,cer
(he ,,,,II Peepies Congress
led
Siaka 5te\/ens, power S,llIT·ed to i~lo:;:heri:
groucs/
iicpally tr,e Umoa and Temne. Stevens rjic::c:ccrsl:lp2:,sured thac thiS
corninance, relnrorceG :oy echnlc Favourlc!sm In ;~he SeCUrTy Forces, ccnCinued ur:cil
[:-':e cr3ns~er of power [0 ~csepn fv1omoh II! 1935
I

Iil/rien [he SLPP il'i 1996 Nor, efFie2 For the first time In 1,22
30 fears. It liVas
wlcely perceived as [he rewn L'J Dower or 2 ,vlende COnSCi(Uency Buc Kabbah cried
to neal echnlC divisioris by bringing reoresentatlves or OC'ler parcies ,nco hiS
gOl/ernmem. The domlnanc: er ;;o:;:herners In tne anTy l-emalneG a legac/ hJrn
Stevens' time. Henc2/ the mllit2ry ccupor Ivlav 1.S97 alse ,-er1ected some shift i,n
the echnlc comple:<lol; cr power,
Ycat ethnlCity IS Ilct necessarily ail-pervasive. Et:-"llC racers Cior:ear co have played
lirrle ,-ole In the fOI-maCion of the PUF or In ICS iacer ma,-oeuvres, RlJF combac2nc
come riCl(: ail par-..s of the cur,c;,y/ many or eneG1, recruit:::'] by rcrce In Its f',rs[
rT',or;chs r tne RIJF att2mptec CD rally Suppo:;: rlcc on grouricsof 2L:hniC FavouriLlsm
cue In prccest agalrsc SOCial and policical excJLslcil.3 result or ccrrupc C2mral
pcwe: or Nnac21f2r Form.

D.

Mi1itarisation of Youth
Cer.cral cc an urGerscandinc; of the \tvar in Sier,a I_=one IS tile roie cr alie:iaced
yeut"
For who", comeac apr:ears a viat,le sur/Ivai alt'::rl:ac!ve in, a country \flflth
high leve!s or urtan unempioymencd
Sier~'3

!_2cres Fuc'Jr'=NIII cece:,d or,::::,surlng ti:ac youch rjc not
n mllit3'-/
ii-,ac In tlurn !ar~eiy 'Jecencs on r,avlng anecorcmy abie (.J Cibscr;J an
e:<cancirg young wor:< Fore:::. Tnls :5 a c"'!allenge chaL: is,et 'Unlcue to 5ierre i_eone.
ihrougnou[ ,0.,fnc:. peony 2cucn:2CJ/ ur,ernploye,j youth c:re (,"',e exc!ucecCind
jisenrrancillsed cut:3SC5 Ge2Ce'J ,Jdv ccrrup[~ol/el-r:menc
In Sier1a !_=cne,
~2Cions.

3 Ibranlm Abaul!ar, anc Pamo: I"!uana, 'Tile:;J.2IfOIUl:iCnary Unltec ;=com cf Sierra '_ear,e', in C:lr:snoher
Afr;c~n Gue:n//25 )21T,e5 Currey/ F:Juncaln :::;uclisner:o anc Inolana Unlver:Oi,! [::lres;;,
Oxforc/ Kampala :3z 81oomln9L:Jn/ 1998:;/J U'2
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reDreser,caC]Ve of the Uj\1 SeGeLer; Ge:leral! 25 wei ,2S by [ne UK; ct"le IJSy,C
,-eglor,al sta[es Lome was 21 2C of excedie:iceECO\;V,65 states - P2:-':IC'J12
I\Jlgera -W2mec CJ INlc:-Oora'N j\liger'2 C\2lmec 'i: was Sl]er.dlrg US5 '.. million a
daY:Hld hac been ac:ve!y Fighcing Fer over LNoi'::2r:; Otne: [tlcr, fr:Jm che UK;
there 'Ivas iit:::e Western 2SSiSl:2i,C:: ror [,h,e 1\lige"an ooercc]ons! anG cherew2s
5cam prcspec eF any reol2C2rrent fJrce or ::2c:<lng frcm 'Nester" sl2tes. Lome
W2S t;;e chllG cF 5t2lemate. Fer [tie Ui\l, Sl::riVllle; for cc)ncnued rele\/2nC2 as :::
peace-:orcker:ni(j bodv a:'1:er celne; sice1inec Inl(osc'/o by 1\1,"-1'0. [he 5l:::iK25 were
hlgl~'. III Cc:ocer 1':"99
[ile SecJ
Counel aLthonseG (:--,e es;:aciisl'-i menL of
U j\IAIV!SIL.
1

1

Tiie Incernatlonal des\=21-a::::oni to reac", an agre'2rr,ErlC cw,de,eate' PE3C:: 2:iabled
the RU>= ::0 nei;Joc;at:= very Favourable [2:ms Ceror ccunenes! For tnelr part,
Inves;:e'] mor!2 heavliv In, ehe Lerne precess [''-ian in past ae;r2ernents and Illace
irnport2nL c=:nC2:S5ICrS tJ pus,: ~:,e cccord t"rouI;n. Tiie US hoced chact'le
agreeiTienc would usher S',er,a 1_2one off tnelneernational 21jeniCa ae mlnliliUm
CJS( President ClinCJn's special er;vcv co I~F,IC3; Jesse Jac:<son! helped persu2ce
Sail
,,"'e a c;;Clcai pOlne, Senkon rec2ive l,] a call rlOrn Clineon. Sanker W2S
repor::=cly jlJi::Ilan;c.\;\/hac reee! leader ';lees c21led by tre pres:cent of che Un,ltec
Staces')' ne aSKed. 'IJrdy gO( ,:"ac c211 because r Foughe in ehe ousn for sc ("""any
years ~:
l

Un,der Lome [he RUF 'Nas brougllc Inc] the governmem; ,;)alnln(j fcur c2011e,:
pcsitior:s, ('Ieadir(g a number ::f public secor idirecwrshlcs; and fillillc:j 50me
ambassacor:al OOSLS !Y1CSi: CJmreverslal
chere wc.s a blanke~ amleSL'! for all
cmiles c:mmlueoJ cUring tile W2r; however ~er:lble. Ac the las'tc mOrl,ent however
ttle 1Jf\1 dissoCiateo its21F Frem [he amnesl'y for Clmes agatrlsi: humanity In
f\Jcvenrcer 1999; a 1Jf\1 scokesperson s'tcatec enaT:: :he:JmnesL'1 would liQ( CDVerLi'e
mOST:: Fiagrant' human rights 2buses,::lld chere \NOLie be a Trum anc Reccnclli2trcn
CcmmlsSicn. In, Febncarl 2000; the 5ieriCi ~2cne parliamem appmved legislatiOn CrJ
creace sucn3 commiSSion. However; It h2S not begun co funGlcn.
Lome also achie'/ed Ole of cne RUF's c2ntr21 goals - eXit of the l\jiger:a,-,s. F:Jdav
Sankoh vvas rewarcec With t~,e s;:;ac'-ls of vice preSident ar,o cnalrm2nshiC of t:le
,5tracegic rV linercl ,C;:.esourc2S CommiSSion; effeclveiy glvlne; him 2C2SS to the
oJUnC,;"5 diamor,c resources. Dlamoncs ha\/e be'2n C;ie i71aln sourC2 Df i-evenue Fer
t'le PUF in, IC':; ilIile '1e2rS' OI-,Sll w2rvVhe:l 52nkohN2s Ilrici1scned in fV1ay 21J00!
r::ccumenlsNe:-e discclfer2'j in hiS rCL;se [tiC( allege:::ly prCJve he c::;mJnued cc
expor: diamondS illegally wnlle ,n gOl/ernmem.
Given che eX1:em of C:JrlC2SSicns tc [he·'PUF; Pr,=sidenc Kaeoah, INcS l-eluC::2m co
Sic;n ~ecuc:<jed under imernacicr,ai (particularly US) pressure.

51·2,':-,:; Lasne
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The Abuja Agreement (2000). \JVit~1r c:c:vs of Ci:e las;: cCO!\;lCG t:cq:s
cecan:_I-e I, 1\'lay
~he RUF CJCk sec ~er::oers cF Uf\l,c).}/ISII_ hosLCc;e anc
S2'zec their vehlc:es :::nc vl/eaoon,y C-,anes Tc:yi orr InC2:::Sing1V recog,llse'c 2S [he
1-,::31 qov'Ier behirJ: c~e i~lJF carrie uncerstror',g inc2:T',al1cc"icj pr2ssul-~ to secur~ ~;~ie
2venc.J21 i-eieas2 or these hos;:ac;es he ciclmed this r2SL.!t prcved his cesir::, cc
t:;rci<el- a peace; It alsc showed [-liS ':::ower over the :=<.UF. :;uoseciuenclYr 5ani<.Jf'i W2S
c:r:2s;:ed Ir, !=reecJwn, enG a powe:i\;i UK Force VV2S dlspa(cnec to Lungi alrcor:: co
::::rovlde S2CU:;Cj ,=:r tie C20lt31 afte: ,ere 1";1'1 dEbacle. This r,(eriE:itionNes :::'-.:(121
ir, ag21n G',ar,ging [I'-e illliil:arj baianc2 Inside Sierra L2Gne.
In ;'I.ugust r tile Secur:cv [Jur,d apcr:Ned cJL.,e cceaCion of 3 Special Coun:
war
Cimes. In f\jovember a c2ase-nre 'Nas ac;reec ,n 6 .buJaJeL'Neen the RUF and c:<e
';cver:iillentr'l'/hICl vI/as Followec :ev a creak In Fighcnc;. ,-'owever, t"'e RUF
ccminues to ccmml( at:'JCitles :igalr.st the civliian populaicr alld co bicc:< i.jf\l
:::eoioyment. ,=ui'll'errrICre r the fighi:!ng hes soread co CLiJnec r where the RUF 15
cacking :-ebe!s.
B.

The RU F - No Credibility or Legitimacy
F:x the mOSi: par: [he RUF has agreed CD negotiatiOns \Nhen it Faces rrllitarj
dlsacvantage ane has then broker, the resulting agreemems after rearTlllrg.
,f\I2';Jct:ated peac2serr:e:T,ents with the RUF r unless tne'! :Jrcvlde ror Its ccmcietE
e:cemcoiiisat;on and C:isarTllament, are, cheiercre, e:<Lremely suspect.

;\;lorerJver r t,e RUF lacks anyrdjependem ooiitical iegltilr.aCj It iseffec:jve!v
c:Jnuollecl by Uberia:: Pr,:slde:l1: Tavlcr: WnOJS2S it co adveno,: hiS re':;iloral
emb!(]ons. The ;=<UF has become an ar;;ly or Taylors conver',lence r so negoc:et!ons
With the RUFs leacerShtc Ignore che real power behind 1(5 ooeratlons. T:-:eS2
Feuors r discussec ir, more detaJi:::e!ow r P0lnt:c che neee fer a coerCive mllitarj
sIiaregy thee aiso prOVides opocn::urrt!es Fef :=<.UF c:::rrbatams to democliise
/olL:~taril'y

A Proxy for Charles Taylor/s Political Ambitions. Tayior was eiec:ed i_,bena's
::::resicent In ~997 after a camo21gn of eerrer :-ie runs Ucer'2 as hiS !own :cersonal
Fefdom. He has a oersonal staKe ii, ellery ,TaJer JUSines5:::no personallv cir:::cc5 all
Finareal ane s2eJl1tj ser/lces For Tayior r enere IS iimlted advantage ac besi: In
2:1cing t:le Sieric L:::cneNar Disorder enaGles [he RUF to CJnt:rol t:-'e elamend
Fie!es ar,d gives Tavior eccess [;-i.rcugn non::~err Sieric i_2Gne ~c atLac:< Guinea.
Bmh che RIJF ene I",IS own elite ferces have ::een trained ~N Freo RindeL Former!v
Wit" che South Arilciin speCial Fcr:2s. Assocaced With Rlnee! are sever31 501~th
ilrncans r ~or:T,erlY tJf ,=xecutive Ourccmes r vvno I~,ave effeG:Jvely Clanged Siees.
R:nce! IS telievea to have mar:<edlv ImeiDved ehe RUF's military capacllit:es. I"'.
SIcI2 of \Ner also :::rovloes a precexc: Fer Tayler ce quell comeSIiC CPPOSi(ion.
PreSident Tavier IS nm Just Int2r25;:20 In rrorleyatld diamonds. R2seurc2s ere
simoly3 means LC hiS politicai goels, As one selLor Ubenen CDmmemaor put Ie
rl
'hers inl Sierla L:::one not Fer tne money cut For hiS ::::olitical agenca. • ,LO,lthougn t:-le
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5t.-,=c:::9v

r~(:; ,:2f-:C3 ,c:,2SC'i::

r

pc,l/ver ::r:c
(=~i Gil na!

:,-

,~" ...... Il~

~

to

! :le ITlcl n ;::J..I F prc'r=,agariC:C tr.3C, \ :=':,ot;~a[hs ~:J i~eri!cc:-~c/·
TJ\Nc
,~ Ne.\tV Sier;-"3
1_20r2 ':::UCC2S CCOICUSIyciGrT1 Fcrelgr r2'ioiuc:oner; 'JcCJr-',enes enc 2sser,eieily:::ils
For a :-et:...;rTI c': ii":ult-::,ar'/ de:IiCCidC'i/ a ~2ir '3h2rilit;; c..f r2scurC:2S r I-:::rcrll cf
2cucacor,3nC:3i: 2:,d co I_aba,-,ese 'JCflllr,aeion- 9 This Jears no ,-e:2elon ':'J ?UF
pramc2 The RUF h2s noe FOCJS2d or cu[idlng ,::; cOlir::C::i case Iri c:Je COlx,ti/5ide
among che peaS2nLi/ ti"at Illignc h2ve be::=:r its r12C'.J2i fJi 101/111 ng 'Jut Ic',as sought
Ix,ly ':c cerrCii5e. 5an,kcrl IS 2 m[I[(;3nsL::c cespOL am:! like C-2r:es Teylor! IS [n[2m
en ,caKIng powe: by Nh2t2ver mear:s :,e e~<eeucec hiS [Ne ",alrl Ir:ce:i,el civais(
For oUjec::ng to hiS [acclcs! and
Rashid iVlansaray ariC !~bu Kanu in 19S2(3pparei
the:2tv aiimlnac2c! any chre2t co his command

The RU FOOrC2:1Ci3C2S ucon lila kl ng iTiOr,ey! oda in ir,g 'Jower,JL: r,lsh i ng t~cse vl/ro
.:ire pe:-c2!Vec: as ceoenenes, and pe:;:euacng :~e
le:;es.of ,~angI2nc aueJ',cntv
Since Sankohs !mpnsOr,melit, It hes corc[nued t'J mlr,e elamol~ds oue the ,xcc:::=:ds
r,ave;;one to oener 5e:1[Or ieaders ane Taylor, l'/!lners worK TiOS1: commor,lv en a
splic piie' ari2r:gemenc whereby the! keep oiamor,ds Fr'om or,e pile. and ene oci"'e:
IS cakeri
[he RUF. :v\os;: re,cones Inc:ic3ee thet 3ny iarc;e: s;:ones are taken
ehe
RUF with, cne 'arges;: gOWig co Libena 20
Forcible Recruitment of Young Fighters. ~/12r,y/ pe:h,cps mest, F,UF fighcer5
'Ne:e forClbl,:! ree,ultec. IV1an/ are chilo scloie:5 'Nhe \tver-=: kidr,apped frcm tnelr
homes anc :ed on a aiel: of drugs Former chlid comcetancs lepor: uSing manJuana
or d]amba (oTten splc:::d VVlen gur,powder to make it sLlc,nger)! homemade elconol"
3r,d var:ous c"olecs. eX31ne and re:C:1n are also t2ken . bur less frequencly. c!
(hilGer: say the'! tOOK lJr'J~S because it 'Tiade t;-cem 'feariess!. They 'no longe: saw
peopie as pe.Jpie QuC as anul1als! and they GJuid do anyrhlng they had tJ do, the
Imoiicacen oemg that dru~ tak.in(~ made ,t Desslbie cc commit 2croCities suel as
killing Far:,liy membe:s anc cutting eff ;Jeooles' iimbs'.::
Tlle:2,,'-2 lilany accouncs of children Forced co CCmml(3troCIties ag2lnSl: their
home Villages. TillS transfJrms ti",em IncO panahs In c"elr own ccmmunites and
;'Ickes [t impOSSible Fer tnem to reurl Othe::i3re taeteoed with RUF symcols 50
they car'T,Ot '.;:e heme even If they had cne cnanC2 tc eSC2ce. F'ormer cJmbcL:cncs
also reiaee that ::~ev would be beace:l If chey ,-eturr,ed Fr"Jm raiding exceditlens
against: Clv[ii2r,S Wit;: nmi:lng, and several [211 cf se'.':':lng rnenGS srot OV
comrr.ande:s if (hey did not follow orce:s.':::
War Crimes and Terror as a Means of ControL The RUF has committed
helr,cus ac,cctles [rai: (Ju21
:::s W21 elmes. L-,oe::=:c! the main t::;c:c USEe co
co ml'-] I C2:,'tcr; IS InCriilG2LiOn th:ougn Violence ,D" RI~F ;--,almark. !S 3mclJC2t1Cn
Sir,c2 ere ,TIC- ~99Cs nur,dreds of peopie haVE: had hanC:sr,dc;<.eC: off. T"r,e ,lies;:
,9 The .'OGJnOr:lIC ,nrlue:lc: or (he L'Ooanes2 ccmmunlties In 'Nest. ,c\.fr:C3 IS oFt::n S2"::1 as :mce:13IisciC by
',ocai popula([ons.
20 P,e;JOrT Of ~~e Panel Cf=-we:...5 ;.l.opclnreC Pursuanr 10 UN 5ec:.mcl C:;unC!! P.esoluGon 2306 (2000).
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creiimlnary assessme:l( of pase and C:Jrr2:l( drug use ameng Forme::l1lia

ccm02C2ncs In Sie:la !_esne'! Peper;: fer UI\IIC2F( ,,"ugusc 2000. ,"'

Ibio.( p~
.::: Iblo.

E

J.

ex-

Sierra ''-=-cre

IC:.':;

,:'::'(-'C~

~'/iie "--0'- C i'\/e',N

cecor-r:

,i\JC

)':.

:

/"11//[2/-/ end Polit/cal Si:rat2';Y

2,~crri

2J)C:

P::ce

,'~

c:: ra 17:0 CiC or;,/ cr '/iOiE:iC2 CC=~Jri,2rJ i ri J2:' uar'l 1995 './vr;er, ~!',e P,I....: F S~ CCCr7:2 j
cjjsgrunt:ed iTle::-,bers
t,~:c former armv/ irillitr'::Lec Fr'2~~Jv\jr;! ,3C3C:<2d ~jige::an
t~GOOS ",om =C:OHc(~. '.<:lle: :32verai thcl~salld Ci,/:I'aIlS 2~C 2rT,oLt2l::::C: limbs of
ever 800 Jeep If:: 2" 1'/1er2 ticr all
I1g, It '1'/25 Ches,2 wei1-cGCrTH::me'J :JtrXices
~J~la t fcrC2d "'IV 25l2:1': govern Iiler-;ts to ~a k2 1
. . locie::: Dr 5ieri-2 L..20ne,
J

f

Internal Divisions within the RUF, T)-,ere2ppear ~o be sol:c5 WI(;;11l tre PUF
T-,eS2 are nct new. I,ll ,""pni 1997 orie gr,ouo of senior RUF 'llemOers ,jel1our,cec
S2nKOh:3 ieader::;hlcoecac.!se r,e did IlOt suopert tiC,e ,6.blcJan A.ccord. T'lley 'I'ler?
cc ken cr:sor,er arid tJrt:Jred. Some never rea cpe::: red. It :5 ur,cearwreCiier t'le
PJ.JF IlOW Oper3i:2S CJneSI'l2!y as a single 'Jnlt. Junior membe-s 'Nere serlC tJ slc::n
tlie i\lol/ember 2000 c:3se-llr?, for 2x2mcie It IS urlcer::alr, exac:ly 'rma hes
aUi:nOIiL/ eJ l-ecr2seilC the movement anc2nsura t,c'lai: Ii: edheres CoJ e peace
aC;Jre2", em.
With SenKohs Imprisorirrrem, the RUF appears tc l"ave come mer::' ,]irec::!y under
Preslden( Tay\or's CGnm::i. Issa Sesay h2S been allrcuncac as 'Imenm leader',
altheugn it is Ilm:::!earJil whose authont; Theil1cerm' naC'J2 of cne aooclmmem
IS oresumably rn23m [0 Indlcac::: cnat Sankor. l-emalllS lil cneor; c:"e over-::II leader
despite hiS impr:sonrre:lt. Sesa'!'s appOlni:mellC aopeers Ilot co have ce(al suppOrt
cue is most Ii
backed by Pr2sldem Tayler. Some leade-:;, SuCl ::s OerlillS
5q:;errnan' 1"lir:go, have cpcased Sesa'!'s iIlore moceraLe lirie, while f:,H::re ar2
reCOrT-S cr,at SamfVlcsc;ullO' ,30ckarie may be erjlng to exer: rllore !mluence after
cisagreelr,g ';vlth 5ankch and caking refuge In Ubella. Sut 6oc<arle':; position IS
Lncer:cll1 slnc: It was reoerted In Jal1uarj 2001 ehac Tavlor had excelled hlrll Frcll
liberia, ;]loOaoly co cistance hlrllself frorll VISible conriectiofl.S with Cie RUF
F'-,reher CJnf'..'s:on has fuelled uncertainly' about whc speaks fer the RUF On 22
i\loverrber 200C mecia repor-s quoc::::,j RUF spckesper:;on Glen1 l'v!as:;aquol as
alleglll9 cil-iae the RUF was diVided over the cease-fire Signee earlier Il tIle montn,
and the maJ0I'('( of cornbatancs no longer took or,jers from Sesay ThiS vvas later
c:enled. i'rle PUF apDear:; broadly divlGedlnw rNO C'Orllrr,ar,ds ! ,le2::scern
csmrnalld has l'NO main 1Jrigades, one c2m,-ceo arcullC Keno arid Tongo diarllond
areas [J secure those resourC2S and che CJmmullicacion mUles to I_:bena. The
norener;: comrllanC, With four brigades, IS 1oca(ed In tlie l'vlagburaka, i'v1aKenl are3
Tile CiV!SiOn poses diffic'Jltles "or obcainlrc:: Fiji P,UF aCQuieSCence to any peace
agr2emem.
C.

Conflicting Agendas and Military Deadlock
Intr2nsigence arid a lac!< of legitimacy' al1G :megntl have been ehe hallmarks of the
'PUF but [:Ie PuF haS2!SC C2DI(ai1Sed or. the 30sence oF Imemat'enal rescive ar,c
clie multiplier; cf Ime:i1atlonal ager,das. Tile r2su!;: has be::::n a senes or 'Neak
accDrllmcdacorsengllleere'':
the Ime:natlor,alcJrllmun
mac have
perpetuaed I-a,'!er C1'an I-esoivec che war.
Ti~,e

UK imer/em:on t(J rcelral:: the SLA. With a view tc CJndUCLing 2 more CJercve
strategy IS a breaK witn tne past, It ::::omains risks given SL", unreli2bliitl but It

2" 'GeITJng!1wa'i WI(il IY!urce: ,Y1 ucia(!on ane Rape
Warc,. I/el. 12., Ne.
]une 1999
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["-if::S2 aC3C:<.s mule prJlloke ,~or::: \NI,desiJreac::::::rJ:ic
or oller 52'len million CJI,Slce:2c::::cse
and Ir,ST:aOI'IVICriin Gunes. a CJun

Ther::: a,-::: Fears t.-,at
to coilapse F-om

int.~r';21

s"lJ:f.e

2i~d

t:'le

1'Tllsgover~rTent

of Preside.nr

1_3n521~ja

CcJw:::'s reglrr,e
In addlton tJ Ta'/lor l anocne: I-,ame conslst:encly lir,kecvVith the IncurSlcns
IncO GUinea IS thac or Mohamri,ed Teur~/ son of GUlnes/s ~I-St posL:-colcrilal
le20er, Aiimed Sekou Tour::. '''!cr,ammej Tour2 IS believed to be c!cse eJ
Tayier and'll/crklng aiongside tne RUF tJ ex.clclt les CCJllCiOl of te:m·:::rl
ad]acenc co '::;ulnea's long bcrde: wl1:h Sier,a :_20ne. EthnlCil'( aisc. ;:Iays a
since there 3,-2 Il'lxed pOpUla1:10nS alone the
leading roie in ChiS InSLaCI
borde:1"12ny of [he same FaeLors Irl Sierre I_eone and Liee:ia/s ';\iarS are pres2nt in
GUIr,ee. POllerLY and corrup1:]on !lalle result:::G In !llgn le'leis of yeut':
urlemployment. Unsurpnslnglv( sL'Jdentsanddisgrun1:jed young peoole ere at
the lIenguard of protests and mOST: like!y to c3ke ue arms, UrJcrc:Jr,dC2IYf
GUirea's
mlr,er31 wealth( !ilclLeding or,e child ,or ehe 'NoriG's balJ~(I(e
l-ese:/es 25 / significant Iron ore anC goid a,l t: an eSL:im2Led 300 million COiI-ac
In diamond-2serves. CDuld eIGlle eo be a source of iilSL:3bliity.

2.

The United Nations

Military Role, ICG believes thac che:e is 3 need Fm ,m.lilt::"1 GOercon against
che ,='.UF i::::lJt U~j Forces can '-Ioe do thiS. IilCreasing their numbe:s In ehe
expecc3cion thac more will prOV2JeCer c:::uld le.ad to rurc:--,er Uf\1 humliie1:'cn.
Trle U~·I'S mendate permits peecaKeeoe:s only to prC1:2C:: themselves 'Nhen
lhreat2ned end to procea CiVilians In 'immwenc tnr'::3e of phySical \/lole"c::' in
a,-eas of UNf'.,i"ISIL deployment. Thus/ Ir, praC:ice/ ehe Issue of 'tlmere and
when to use Ferce to pn::::t2C:: CiVllicH"S is ODen to lriCJnSiST:ent inter;JT:::t2COli
and IS ult:nr2Leiy ac el--,e OiSCf2eIOn cF the Reid commander. Uf\IAJ'v\SILs
evacuacion of Kenyen peacakeeoers Frem Kabaia when the [own C3me unGer
RUF aCLack in early Jur,e 2000 demons(:2Led (he lack or ciant; and
vulneracliit; :nherenc w, [tie cur:enc 'Clnapt':::- Six and a HaW manoaee. I"!any
arglJe thet Uf\IN/1SIL neacs more eXTenSive powers so as tc be berter
precarec: Ir at:ackec or deployed In dangerous areas. Undere str:nge:
[lla01:er VII manac1:e l Ie would be more eaSily held aC:Juriteoie Fer any
Fa I i lJ i-es. 26
Howe'le: f even a more mCIJSL: manaa1:e w[ll noe c:--,arige the realit/ C:iai: cr,e
U[\I force IS iil-sulced co wage war In Sieri2 1_2Qrle, It c:enriO( be e;ccoeC:2,j t::;
laur:Cl Crre:lSives. To prct2C: CiVilians effeC: 'l1 e i YI Uf\IAJ'vISIL ie'JU1r2S noc cr,lv
a mcusi: mandate, and the politlC:eiwlll ~o hole UN fieid commanders ar,d
[,'-,eir units ac:::oumable/ bU1:31S{) serious mliit:er; caoabllit;

25 GUinea's prOCUCion reoresems Ll perC2n1: of [he 'Norid's:rcduCicn.
26

See US. Commlcee for Refugees hc:p://www.rerugees.cri;J/rH:ws/fac_shee.:s/faq_slerraleone,ilGTl

SIe:,r-:3 ,~~c'nC

ir-;e

:'':~~F .~

,3nC .cO/i[.'C2/ 5t;-a'~=r;~/

I\/e l;\/

F'~.-:; ~/,-;cc ,~2:JC'I~"\/'-:: .7 S, ~

l

)00 ~

,J ,.]n(

;:,egr,eC3CIYr i7!l~ch of Ci-h: C:Jr'2::C ijf\i.6,Jv1Si i_ F::r,== is InadeqlJat~! E::'"-:C it:.3
sOloi2r-S ar2 IICC INllllr,g co Que C~e!r ives a'c :-:sk in a ccnfilcc in whlGl (,he'!
ha'/2 liO ,jire'::::ne2r2SC. F~e 3l::::rC2rd of TlalTy of ti1e /~frxan Forc:s cnet FCI-~
[he bulk of iJf\IAJvISIL Iswoeft:l. Peoriy brieFed r Ili-eCJulpped and unarJle co
ccer2t:: cc:rleslv,21'y'r they ar=:: IJ.npr2~,arerj to CJpe \Nlt~ tile t3CC:CS cf c.~e
ermed gnJUpsC:::e2c2ke:::pers ,n Iyley 2000 put up liccle reSiseanC2 c::: RUF
att2mpt; co disariil them in jVlakenl. RaC:ier ehail olsar-iillng ccmbat21lts, the'l
coneribure'] a signlficailt 2r,cy of wes:::onry end eoulpmenc co che al-senal of
the P,UF A,l Irformal poll cfClie r:jes of engagemenc'JY various ccmingenG
reveaied thac chey would recuril Fire If unce- attack QUC thac they cJnsider-2':::
the:i1selves ur,cer ,10 otlig2tlcn C8 ';)0 co tne r2scue of 2110ther c'oumr;':;
soldiers in UI\1,6lyI SIL

Tile US sucpors 2: more forC2fiJi U~,IAIV!SIr_ 30proac~ ar,d 2dvoC3tes that ti1e
force ce strengcerled It ~2vcurs a rec1r:::ii'tir,g of tne UI\J manaate to cllow
UI\IM/ISIL ['0 Imoose 023C2 anG [-',as thr23Cei1ed tJ wlL'lhold Funaing If thac
does ilct haoper. The U.5. has s~arc2d Cr2Jrw,;) five (\Iigenan one Ghanaian
and or,2 Sene'.;alese bacaiior to JOin ijl\lAJvlSIL and ei1ForC2 a mere
aggressive mardaC2 u But ther-e IS l,itLie ';)uarar,te;:: that thiS diverse Forc2
cCJuid retake much cer-riccr; Excenei1ce suggesu tl:ac the successful use of
force re'JUlres
a sincle coheSive mllit2:rl, unit
.
l

~

FLirchermore acoptirrg a mor2 iC)bus~ C~,apter VII aoorDacn would decer
potential trcop-concnbutjng countn2s, T:iey question \;vhy their solaier-')
ShOUld fight a wcr co \;vhlch \;\}esu::ril ';Jovernmems ar2 unprepar2d to commit
troops UN Secretary-General Kofi ,un nan was unusually Frar,K curing t:le
hostage CliSiS of fvlay 2.000\;\/e would have liked to see some of the
gov2r-nmenG With capaOt;;lIfliCn gooo armies and 'vve!Hrained sOldiers r
parciCipace DUC chey are not running FcrNcrd to C:JnG'lbute co thiS Force/ 28
l

For develOPing CQumrres! the opcorcur:lt; toeam I'-iaro curlene! ;-Ias become
:: ccmpel!ing 1-2ason for c:JnClioullng peac2k22Der-s, UI\I peacek220lng Fcrc::s
III ,"'flica - espeCially In ur,r.::soived Inter-:la I confii~-s - are rapidly cumrr,g Into
a thlre wond army p21C by t:-"e Wesc. Wher2as Five years ago,WesiCeril
rgovernrrerts Formed che backbone of UI\I (jeplcYri1e~Tcs! today tr,ey 3l:Un such
Involvement Laknoar Branlmi! cheAlgenan diplomat Ivho led a UI\I palle! en
the rerorm of peac2keeplng/ r2c2ntly lamente,jyou cant have a situaiC]on
where some pe'cJcle corrcriouce the blOOd and SCrI,e c:JnLnbute che money 129
India's vv!cl:or2wal of Its 3 r OOO 3cidier-s and Jorcan of Its 1;800 at the end of
2000 IS Iii' keG ,n part to their reIUC::UiCe co ;crevlde Deacek2'20lng rcrces ~o
ar225 wrrer-2Westem tlOOPS 1-2r USe CIJ go bUr. cherC=:N2.S also ccriSicerable
hosl:iiit/ becwe::::n I\iigena anD Inc::ia over C:e'-i. Jetleys n::marks CJr,C2r-i1lng
I\ligerian Giamond imereS1.5. Tr,e t'NO ni,ost senior r\JIger',an offlcialslmpiic:t:::d
in the recort - fvlr Annan's speC:2i r2preSenL2(!ve In ICre::::tcwn l ,Ambassador
,! Tile US oarr:ne:Sil1i: WI(r: WeSLern ,0..riIC2il dr:TlleS to SL:ppor~ UN 0i:era(iCnS In SieriCl I_::one Is:alleG
"COefd(iC 11 Foc"s ie!lef"
:8 UN press release 5,=!6257, ~l May 2iJOO

'L:S and t'JlOoe Shift U~I Peac::!<e'=CJlng ,Burden L'J Peer 1\l2t101::;' 1,-OOpS', Guardian
We:':.'(lYr 1. ~ De:::::emce,~ 2000, p.29.

29 [olum Lync!""

C'IIL:'/~mi

Ger"i Jetie\,/s 'IrnriecicC2 sU:JorC:lir,cC2,t BI-1g2cie:-_i'=;er~e:=1
!\!1CI-,arTlfTled (jarGe - '=:GC~i cje:iOl_J~C2C'~er,. Jedeyi s rnerlicT21~cjLrl:.
Aden

21-;(

fl.fter cnet inc:de r (, ,'jl'Je CJ-SCer3Lcn cetwee:-I ~:;ese CiliC i~ejCr
ccrcnbutors r 22Gl INICh tnr22 [:.ct::::lions, We5 unL2r,cble (:;e"eral \/icor IV!cIU,
cne !\llgenan cnler or Si:2IT! demar:cec Gen Jecleys imr:ne:::ia2 ,-2::,0\;21, ";1/2
ar:: not gOing ec serle under ~~,ac man in \;VnaC2Ver crc'J::lst:::nc::s If ':ie 's
nO[ r::moved! he wlil not gee our CO-'JCerceiOil r ancNe a2 [;-12 lan;esc
ccncirlgent In the forc2 r' iie salc JO
A,it-,ough two Bangledes:11 battalior,s ane funTer trooes from ::::ambla2r,d
Gilere will partly Fill the.:jec r che oecail:ure or the Indians IS a major blow tD
U~,IAlvlSILrs iliaCI
ere In(Jien rorces 'lvere ,ts IJeSi: crDOps,
International Tribunal. The LOrT,e peace agreeme~cenC;-::'lc'leCJ the
Impurity enjoyed by per:::etrawrs or human :lghcs abuses L:,rougiiout Sierra
1_='Jnes eigr,c-year connie. By Incuding an amnest'l ~or all aC:JVltles
undertaken in pursuit ,oF the con Fiict r ere r=eace agreemel-,t gr3nteo impun
fer some of [he worST: human ngms couses; inciL;ding Gimes agalnSi:
hurr,anlcy and war C"lmes.'3l
The Securit;; (:June! has resolved Resolution 1315 ror l~ ,"'-UgL;SC 2.000) CC
Ge3te an International t!lcunal to prosec'J(e those \Nho halle ccmmlt:ec
crJmes againsT: humanltj. The t:lDunal or special coure will try persons who
bear ,greatest I-esponslbllit/ for 'cnrrles againsT: humenlt/ r V\fer Climes alld
mher serious IIlolaelons of Internatior,al law! as well as Climes Ui;der I-eie'ianc
5ier-a L=onean law r committed Within the temtory or 5;er,2 Leone' Unlike
tre Tribunals of RVV2noa and Former YugoslaVia! the cour: :s to oe a mixec
efron: bec,;\/een tne Internac;onal ane Sierra l_=one Justice 5Vsi:e:rs.J2 ,!l.,lthough
(ne I_Orne acc:Jro of July 1999 iriciuded a ccrr,pr2henslve amnest'!r :t would be
::osslble to prosecJ(e people who have c:mmitteG ClImes Since ehac dace:
Induding Foday 5ankon, Iv1oreover/ It 15 some::imes argued chat ,Q,UF Failure cc
r2spec I_ome terms has renderec ere amnesL:! null arK VOIG r tnus enablin,g
prDseCuclon aiso of earlier crimes
The tnbunal is needed, Those who heve committed abuses muse t)e ;JrGughc
co cnal. Thae lNi11 go 50me IvaI! CD ending impu
for perpeti2COr5 'On all
Sides of human rignes abuses, But chere has been iiITle rT,aeena[ SUi:pon: for
Its establishment, In January 2001; 5ecretarrGener2i Kon Annan C2Ui:loned
tlie Securitj [ourd agalnsc mOiling aheadNltrou( proper runding. He noteC:
thac the CJL;r: might encounter :'inanc:ai orcclems unless prol/ldej thre,,::
years d operemonai funes before its :ncep(:on

30

ChriS fVlcG,-eal CinO EVllen IYiCiC6skl[[r 'UN co50lst::r :Jeac:ke-::plng Forc::

;JV

7(000. DeCiSion co Se:lc
liie Guaroian

E:C:i3 Troops CQuid SOlve Dliemma CiOOU( '_==ede:snlp', specai 'e!JUr::: Sieria I_",one,

!'_cnaon\ ~= Sec(::miJe:

:WOO

;l,6mne52! Ince:na(]on2i, Sierra L=::one: Ending impUnity - an Cp,CcICunlty' ;Vor to be !V{(5SEC (.'\mnesl:Y
~0ternaL:onai,1l.r?, SlicO/CO, 6 July 2.000\ p. 2..
OL See letter F,om cne SeCietar/-Generai to tile P,esidenc arche Security Coun.cIi cace,j 12 Januar;
2.001,5/2001/40
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Fer ie;ai [fllcr-:]VerTle::ts "'"vitiL-,ir: Sieri,3 !_=c'ne. tJ.\crninis~:-::cicn
ef ] ~sc:c:::; Dochcirld C,I rI,l t,C is:::a rely fu r~Cicr21 .J uOlcia! I nSt:lJ1:::lells 'Icc<
the '~;E(:2sscri ,c.e;S\Jnl~iel 11'11[;-1 Ci,e 20pr:'or;lcte c:-sinlllg 'In int'::l;ic(jcr'''ici :::i-~IT;lr~21

is 2150

ile2d

:aw; ;=:,~cIlCic! SUCpOrL, ec:uiprrem clld t:':e necessary le;ar CJois co c:nouc
c:-:als of t;lcse Cic:..;sed of c,-Imes ulleer boen Ilcelonal ane iflCerilaT:ien21 i2VV dJ
Furt:--,er",or2 r Sierr2 1_2Gne law cees liCe CUri2:lc!y e;<teno to clmes uncer
Imeri,aLcna! law! Indudlng GimeS against: JIl;malllt'/ and war G;mes
Tire lDme Fcccrd also fTi2nOa(2G a Tr'~t~ alC ReccnCili2t:on C081mlssion
(iRC) ane a ncc!enal fluman nghLS CO,lllmISSIOi1 Ol..;t little progr2ssl-2S been
made toward est20lishlng either The. T8,C was to be:::stabiisllec 90 cays
aIT:::r Cile Signing and to submit iG recort twelve mcnehs laLer. However! cne
governmet,t staled chac It did nO( wal-c the TRC co begin until disarmamen(
alld de",oollisation of cJmbacanes \Nere mmplece. Recently; Uf\IJ\fvISIL has
aSSist:eG ::--,e i~overnmern: tel 'Jrafi: leglsia(ion to eSi:abi,Sil a human righC5
C:JmmISSlon; cut lundirig is lacking, A workshop by (he Uf\I,t\fvlSI~ human
ngnG IJnC2 in ;\Iovember 2000 alsc laid out some Issues For [he
eS(2clis,r,e'lc of a T~uth al-;d ReconCiiiation Corrrrission

3.

The UK Role
The UK has malmalned an Imeresc In Sierra '_ecre slnc~ Ir,deoer,Genc:::, rt
CDntnbul:':;d the bulk of the ft.,;ndlng to er,e Feoruar/ 1996 election, The secailed Sandline Affair (knewn also as (ile 'i-\rms to Afiica Affair') 2nd the
puoiicI'! surrounding a(iOCl(,eS In Sieri2 1_2one Incensified British InLer2Si:, In
IVlarc~ 1998 itNas reportec thac [he 31-itiSh pnvau: secunc/ mmpany Sandline
(an aSSCClaT.:2 of Executive Ou(c:Jmes) :"ad vIOlated an arms embargo on
Sierra :_eGne, 5andline had purcraseo weapons ane proVided a small number
of personnel and a heiicop(er In suppcr;: of the February 1998 Nigerian
assault on Fr·2~t:Jwr: to rew!S[a(2 PreSident Kaocan Sandline; dubbed
'mercenanes; in the 8ntish pr::ss; c!aIlT'leeJ :t"'rat the UK government inad
kilowr, of its Imemlon [iJ 25515[, Kabtah. Ij\fhlie ehe Laoour i;overnmem
mnderilnec the affair as an affront CJ echlC3i Foreign pelic!! iT.: appear::G co
many [!',2( t~ie CJmpany was suppomng [he reStorCClcn of Gemccac/ .::galnst
a baroarous 6FRC/RUF Junca and COUld; tnerer:Jr::; be se~n as beng on tile
'r:ght' sice In 5ierr2 Leane's war
Sandiines Int'::rvent:on raised a more :c'Jr,damerltal Issue, III the aosence of
other incernatJotlal ass I SL:anc=.: , PreSident K.abbah had little cnolce otrer (han
co arrange a cClmmerclal deal to 00t21i; Lrle funds to pay 52ndline for Its
sc;oocr::: and to I-equesl cile helc of 1\liger:a, wrlch (;-,e:1 was under the
dic2ccm2i r-.:le ,of Sani Aoacn2 Tile Inc::rl,a(ior,al 'T1ecia coverage of ecrecties
when cre RUF emer::G Freewwn Wi ~anuary 1-999 ~ueilec Furcher pn2ssure: en
t~e UK to 2SSiSi:ln reSOiL;T.:IOn of tlie Sieri2 L2Clre ccnfllC, Tiles2 evr:;ms
resL!lteG In a marked InC22se of UK fur,ds to, rescJ'JC:::,Jr2 [;-,e Sieri2 1_20::e
armes Forces in 1999.
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approach.
The Ui\i 3isowcmes that, s,loL!ld che SLi.l. be defeaced by the RUF. Its soldiers
vV111 retreac into Uf\LAI\;1SII_ bases, eFfec;:wely piaCing c:-,em on the Frone line
and compromlsJrg their 'Im02rcialit/
The imernatlcnal COlllrTiur
cannot run eNC or mere sti"dcegles in S',erTd
Leor,e slmultar,eouslyWor:<:ng against each oener With c:::;nfliCCing marK:ates
vVlil only f;Je! the connie and JrI'/lt2 warnng FaetioriSCo exploit dit7erenc2s.
The former Yugos:avia ::nd30maiia orovlde ciearexamcies thac strategic
coher2r'iC2 IS fundament:::1 to success.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS
Tiiere are no simpie soiurlons tc che Sier,a Leone war. The cask is [iJ ri1ake (he
best L:;ciici Frcm Che pOSS;blilr:es and players aval120le. The Ir,r2r"at:onai
ccmmunlcy mlJs;: IlCt r2peat Its Ilrlst:::kes
believlrg char a qUlck-llX ne-;joc:arl0n
Wlil resolvE [he conrlio:. ThiS till,e arJL!nG r 5ie::2 L2(~ne dese:/es re2ssuranC2 tncr
the 1r:L2rnaCIOnal CDlllmUnlC! will Fi.-,!fil Its commlrmenc co rescore and upr.cld Deace
Fer as iong as neecec. Thar Firsr aspec":: -- to reSi:ore peac: -- Invoives a mliiGr'ly
rOOIJSc r2sc:onse.
'The Lome ;Jeace==t;leeme:ir is iJeaC 3ne snould :Je3banGOnec2. It was broken
Ille mes;: recent ClaC3r,r
tne RUF in c~e Firsi: mont"'s3r:er 1(5 slgr.at:.Jr,::
,jemonstration cf t·al] Faith C2me in IJec2moe: 2000 With the ',ong awalc2,jnancoller cF weapons and ec;ulpme:,t ~aken from U~~Alvi5IL In Ivlay 2000. A tctal of
eleven armcur2d vehlc!es wer2 r2curned en 11 December 2000 :our .:ney had been
stripped of ali lIlountec we3pons andeqolpmem. I\jo OGler weapons or anmLlllt;cn
were turned in r ceSpite commitrrentS to do 50 Furmermore r che RUF b2nnec
U~IAlvISIL from enter-rng 3reas it c:rnGoilec um;1 cer'::arn 'non-negotiable c:mcitioris
were fT,etrlnciuding the release cf Focay SankoI-:.
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Sinc~ :=nligir:£ t:-':e P,IJF ii:t] ries:ct;2t~cn5 h,:::5 iiC;( 2ic~ec pe.::C2/ ehe U~\J 's~cuici c:::il
f;]r ,=he Rl~i,=',::; 1rT'~m~'~i2L= '·suri.=:=nder/. T;ic R'__,F is noc ~ c:;hesjv2 fTiO\/~:lie!-il. I~ ieck.3
;ic:eclcgy cr '~"cpu!12r ·:;ucport. Ie i,5 211 2ili'!cd r;arlC;: tJ'l;Ij""'1;cl2\'/ cc,nticd1led
~~25\C:::::lt
Chanes T::Ylcr

RUF COmG2C::i·;c3 \;\/ai~clr~g to c:e"ccliise sr.ol.1id ce he!ced co ,JC SO qu
::rd In
safe':"/, witnNe!1 :Jlannec ::nd ceslgr,ed r~-inc:::gra(ien preg,::riS ec eiltic: t:-e", cue
of tile bus,.. :=elays In crol/ldlng re-incegraclen progr::ms '1'1111 ,-esult In m2,,'! YOUUiS
being i2C/cie,j ::5 Fur;:her recruits Fer Presicenc Tal/ler 2nd hiS secunc; Forces.
Tilose ~r, ti--e PUF '1'1110 ;-.~fuse cc eemobllise snouid be cefeaced militarilY I ,~e
mllitcl-j 0PCiOr: CQuid be spearheadec by UK t,air,eC1 a,-,e:: ied Sierra Leane 2iil,eo
Forces '!VILh Un1JvlSIL seC'JrI,lg [he arees regaliled. T,le UK snculd proVide rillitar;
and Inteiligence bac:<up C'] guaramO::2 the safeey of Uf\J forces. The CDF c:uid
prol/lde adcitional seCUriCj Fer locai villages and seC:::emem.s.
SUCr: a mlil1:ar/ S(;-ac2gy,'Nhiie eS:3erw21! dea
~erc2ptlons a~d 2gr·2efTlencs.
A. Forward mllitar; strategy requires r20ld h2rmonlslng of il'lo::matlonal Coslt!ons. It
is unlik2iy to succ2edNhile the Uf\I-\Nes(1Jnca allianc~ Qulls In a ijiITerellt s(;-ae;:ic
direc:::::on Fr-em [he UK-Sie"a L2cne governmert 2ili2,lC2. Ti,e Inc2rnatlor,al
commun
mGs;: QUlckiy Find 2 Uillr:::c vvay forNard or It will witness enocher
Inter/enclon dis2scar In 1Jrlca.
It :s esse"clal tilac [he UN Secuncy CounCil upgrade the Uf\IAIVISIL m2ndate. ThiS
will r20Ulre a concar::2'J error:: by permar,ent SeCUrity CounCil members Inc!uding
the U.S, UK ,ir,e ,cranc2 The UK IS aiready cDmmlt:2o co such a course. The US
21so supports r2oraF:::Jng the Uf\j rnandace. Its-oleas 2 Funoe, of the operaccn and
its e,ainir,(j function Wltll various We.s'l. AFncan al-rnles give che U.S. ccnsloerable
intluenee. France: IS undersmoG to be ccns,cerT,g a orrcJs,'""', ,-2quest to take a more
posiclve apprcacn CJ mllicary Inrer/er,Cions :n WesT. AFnca A.1l ineenti\/e forr r anc2
to do this could CJme Frcm its ,-elaCions With Ivor; Coas;:, the gOl/ernment cf whlcn
IS thr2ateneC! by .:: Fun:ner spr23c cf Violence n [he reglcn and has CicseCJ Its
territor; co arms tiGriSTers FromourKIr'a ;-2S0 co Liberia.
It IS also 'Ire;::! thae ocher VI/es;: ,~fncan gOl/ernme::ts Icencir'! CilemSeiVes With such
an aporoach. Tnls IS per~,aDs tile ilardest (jioicmatlc task. It wouio eFfectively
legitimise a POSition aln::ady taken ty the UK that has ne\/er be:::n the suo]ec of
any Incernatlonal mandacE:. It would reQuire ,-esoiu(ion of:Je:::p :JIITere:,e2s beewe.'2n
VI/es'l. AFncar. governmencs.
Tile mos;: ImcoIC3ilt aCJr Ir C;-~IS i'2Spec: IS r\lige:-:2. i\ guar211te:2 cf Fun:her
inte:rna;:ioral FUlcing For ArrlC3r, trecDS In Uf\I?i\/1SI~ would have to be::ar:: cJ a
c·cmpre:,enSlve diciomaciC agree,nent cli2e wouie aiso InclUde .:ill enhanc2C
mandeee for Uf\IJ1jV 1SIL and agr2ement by E.COWAS en an aggressive SLane2
towarcs the RUF. Impor::antly! Ivor/r,Coast might now be exoeced to supper;: such
a POSiCion ';Iver, It3 vuineraollicj. France might alse be prevallec upon CD Iil"cerceGe
wltn Its rr::glonal ailies and is aire30y conSidering British reQues;:s For SUDDOn:: For
JOint boreer cper'::CJcns oeeween Sier'-a Leone and Guine:c. TillS would be we!CJme
if agreec!
1<2\/ r29,0nel aaors. especialiy Nigena and rVOI'( (casc:. Otner AFncan
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c!r At::r1C3:i UI-ii
'/\fhicI1 is too ia,~~e 211-:( GjSC'Gr'~L2, CIJ( some cesi:ure
o( ~::l~cccr ':,,:r r'::Jc~5t/ ~11,'=2r~latcr,al 2c~\on iTiigllC ;='e CCic3;lnec 'fiC,r: 50l~th -,6.Jiic3,
\lVnlctl ("';25 i;COC :-~ia[]crIS vVltn both OI-ltain alld tne U.S
1~,it~Gljgt~ Sou(rl ,Q.fric2 !5
C=,Ir':ar:ISCLlcr:

iloe i~liiC:j
Irvc!vec irvIJesc 4filC2 1 11:': 111FluerK2 C:ilC its 1-i1etCrlC3[ CJmmlcr-:le:lt to
che ilOCion of 21~ /c.fr:c::I-, r,::r,als.:anc::: maKe Itsoosl(Jon Imf:crc3l1C,

If Charles Twlor is iiot.sc:copeCJ Fmm ['jelling ere S~err2 I_::or.e con Fiio.: he is
co,::ncQurae;e "ormac:on ef a new rebel group shoulc cl~e RUF be ceF2ac2c 1nls
eao.:lcNaSJF:2r: Se'2fl oUline; tile earlier war in Uberia Tr.e conFile: must be
examined .n Its r:::glonal ccnc2X: and Sierra L20nes nelghcours ne'2d (0 be mace
accountable FiJi chelr role In It. Fie use of car,;:eced sanc:::er<3 - visa reSl:nC::lcnS I
freezing banK ac=cunts and C:-1e like --3galnS1: key members of President !elylor[s
power s(rucur:::s ane! L'-ielr Farnliieswould beex-;:reme!y e~eC:lve, To keeo Tayler'S
chese sanClons c:Juid lJe eXi:etnded co Taylor's busir,ess [;:lertners in
thr2a::: 3C
ehe I-eglon ane In the Unlt:::d 5ea:::2s, A key e!emenc ';\Iouid InclUde logging ao.:ivltles
vvhlch enrle; Taylers ImmediaC2 clreie and ar2 Frequem:ly asseciated wi:::h arms
shlcmer:cs ECOW.65 ,s alr2ady considem-:g such SartCiOns agallnS1: LiberlO.
l

l

Funding 15 r.eeded to :;Lart ehe SpeCial COUrL wh·.ch i"'.as air::ady been formally
eSl:at:iisheCJ,vl/hile ehe f:ltrails cf the Rwandan (,Ibunal Ileed to be he'2dec l ene
Instigacors of viole:K2 such as F'JGay Sankoh aro key memoer:; of the RUF
hlerarenv s;-,ould 5l:and (,-121 ThiS IS essential to stop the c/e!e of Impunity.
l

P2ralle i SUDcort IS Ineedee to r2-esl:3blish baSiC Judical Furctier:s vVlt~in Sierra
L2cr,e and to bnng irn:o playa T,-u1:n and RecriCilia1:ion CommiSSion WI a for;-n
ccorcpnate to tile Sier,2 1_2sre situation, The iaccer woui,d seek to produc2 a
cegr22 ef heaiir,g oecNeen those 'Nho have ccmrnlCC2G climes a( a lower levei and
their VIClms
l

The underiylng causes of 5ierr2 1_20ne5 'Nar ar::: fr2quentiy for';:otter: In the Face of
che ImmeoiaC2 corJlio.:, H'.I::selnclude corrupt and unaccounealJle governmer.t
manlpulateo 2I:hnlcc/ and alrenatec youth P'23C2 cannet be 5usl:clned vVlthcu1:
addreSSIng these faCtors.
l

Demobiiis2lion anc relm2graLion campaigns ehaL collapsed In IVlav 2000 shouid be
rejuvenated tc provide an InCenLIVe for soldiers co give uo Cilelr i;\/eepons, E'len
oefor,:: IVlay 2.0CO I oniv a minOrity of chese who demobiiised wer,:: P,UF
The CDF neecs to be orough( under more accounteble ccmro[, possibiy as part of
:ocel terntorial unli:s, Curr:::n1:JYI It IS ane;m2-5l:at2 For:::2 1 ansvverable to Chief :~inga
'0ioriT:an who r'Jr,s !t as hiS own iTIrlit3r;. The CDF's fu(ue needs cs be resclvej
qljld~ly and (eCISively, vl/hlie It 112S been eFfectNe [n keeolng tne RUF at caYI It IS a
\Nlle card In the peec2 proc:ss and r:s'r<s uecencratJng Imc '3 new R'JF Ti,e Ij'r< 2nd
Sierra !2.Gr,e gov'2rnmenrs have uevei,cped':!n apDan:::nJ:!y 50ur,c C8nc=p( cc
Formaiise the C:JF'.: eXISl:enC2 2nd bring it under S1:aee cort:-cI It envlsae;es the C8~
servlr[g as a smalier cemtDrial l"crc2 th.<il::: CJuid be iinobliised In r2sconse to iocal
securrt'j thr22ts, Its weaponr/ CJuic c:Jllc2lvabiy be smrec In one c2ntrai arsenal,
l
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I_=:cr:e is \~:;e li"'IC5l ,jifilC'Jit ,JI-CC;!e;; cf ~rl Cl.iT: t \5
be c !2sl:nr; pe'=:C2. T;le Cl\jl,i ";\far is r-ccLed In r':;l.Jr c:e'=~ce5 r~,f
a ';or',C;cr cJlcr,lci hlsc:::r/ :::F :ndir2C:: rJle':!ee::cr,s ii 199E

c,ce:: ';cvernr:,c'iC a:~c
pr :JCL:C2 : 2 :;:overnli'len~ \.NhiCh \N25 demcc:-atically C:ICSC:i :::,ut 5c,on ce:TjCnSl,-2l:2'':'
Ic:;eif inc;:;::Jable of governingweil or irsLaiilng pe2c2. E :'2Iiec': to cdcress ii:anv cf
ene FLnea;;:er(2i proble:-ns chac !~'Cve '51cer::;inr,ec [,:e 'tVar. I\iew eleeler:s are
needec Tiiey '5tiGuld be rUIl by ene (....!
as in CaiT:bcdia and e!s2\;\(r,er:~,
i

1

:~-CV\le\/e:1 ciler= is no r23son tc be!jeve ti--Ict a govern~e:lt=iect2d ill erie irTlflledi2C=
rUCJre wouie: GO any bec2'- unless i-COCe'] :n a c:e2r partilerSi,lp 'NI(i' c:-ce
Interraclonal ':cnmun
Tilis ,me3ns the 5ecur'c/ CounCil iT,ak:ng a c'e3r
COrTf71l(ment co a continulrig rOle for t"e iI,(er:lacor,21 CJF:muility In Sierr::: i_20ne
For a lor,g enough penoe, precadv five years or ,mere, to cDmcie1:::: essencai
contntutlcrs not ordy co i-eculidirig Sierra L·2or,e':; army [;1-:1:: also co :e-es(cbiishir:g
the Judlclai s,/ST.em and otiler elemems of c;ooc ,=ov2r:iane2, inCluding a natienal
syst::m Dr eOuc3tlor,.

Tiie v'ihcle :;;:r;:;(egy proposed. V'iltn beeh iC:; IT'liic::::ry aild eViliar, sucperT:
,jlmensicns, weuid need tc be ehe subiJee:: of i-'C';ioe:a(iOilwith key politiC31 ,:::CJrS in
the CJU
and oiscusse'J and , as Far as ocssible,eneorse<J by
,eglor,al
ao::ers, especiaily Gligena. Ie \Nouid surely be SiJppOr':::cJ by the c\JerNnelmlng
maJcrTI of tne Sierra 1201-,e population
Re';crciilg the ,mernationai h.alf of chiS loartrershlp, ehe Single most::liglbie aecree
pi2y a leading role is (he UK governmer,t, WhiG', :s the or,ly potential oeacemaker
errac has shown the will and atllit( to inter/erie ,jeClsive1y. Its authorlc;; however;
WOUlcl r,esd C'J be confirmec in some Ferm and compierJiented by the U~I, With
res pea CD Doth mliitar; and politicai stracegy It neec!s co e,e emphaslsed:Jgam that
a pur2iy miiltar/ s(rate':jy, 'Nlthout a i-cal poii(iC3i cOr',mlcment by the Int::rnatloral
ccmmur,
would likely orly run:her 'JestaiJllise the le';1Ion, as many West Africans
Fear; re'.;;ardless of tne fal:: of the RUF.
Tllese 2re unusual and i2cical ,ecomme"C2Clons. They v'/Iii :oe difficult to
impiemer,L. However; if [he Imerna(lOnal commun
were co le2ve Sierra :_::cJr,e
qlJlc<iy; 2'1e" in the evert of the mlli(ar! cefeat of tile ,Q,UF; vloienc:: would likely
ieSL:me :Je enc:: as the ccnsequer'l power-vac':lJm acr2cec ireer/emJon from
Li:er!c and BurKina Fasc The ,-esults wOlJid almost cen:clnly inciLJde a cJIlaps2 ef
governr:,2,,( in C;ulnea and spiead ef tre ::one of:::Jnfiic ct,rougr:ou( much of iil/es(
Africa in a rr,anner cJrToar2bie co wr:ac has iiappenee in, C:=:ntrai i~fnca. In other
wcr:s. Wi(liCUC an unusually incense and procrac:ed imeriiaLionai ccmm[(mem in
Sierra L2'Jne , ehe prospe'.:::s are cerr 1 ble.

Freetown/ Londen/ Brussels, 11 April 2001
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Appendix ,';; Political Background to the Crisis
T;le liloce:1I r2~;ubt!c of 5ieh-:: 1_~(Jne gr~\;\/ out of ::n 2~r;!~C2'2:,...,t:l....,-'=2r:rJr/ settier;:er[ cr:
t;~'H~ 'lIVesT:. j0.Jric~Hl CD2st r='I-,L\~;-1c:=r~ :3rld C2:-:-~bean Si2V25 C:iC f-2'2 [=]t~=20iS fro IT: 2rjt~inl
sCrllf:Jr lilem Fon-ner sl2ves, Sc~r::ing Wltr-'I C~,f: CGlol'Y of j=reecowr; bntlsh rule evencu2ily
e/:c::enee: im]
hlnterlalle. Ti,e CJunti-:I ar22 r2lralnf:d i--,neer orl1:ish rule unci t
g21 ne:iirlCepencerlcel n ~ 961 r=r:Jm ttlf: begl nn rr,e; Sierra '_ecr,es pOlice: I pa Illf:S Vlf:e fcr
OGrTiln21~iC2 ·3t allY cos~, =I~I ~i;67/ tne Sierra LE:tJne Peooles Par--:/ (SLPP)/ that had !,ed ::~;e
CJL:n
Since Indeoencence; '11/25 narmwly cefeacec!
the ,611 Peocles Congress (i'-;.JC)
lec!
fermer c:cde Ui1lon ie:::cer, S,aka Sc::vens. Ti~e !atter \;IIas oreve:lced from cak;ng
power !mmeciacely
a mliicar! CCiUp but ir: 1963 SC::'IeilS bec3me h ead of state. ,L:is
;6PC parT! iQUlckly consoiie2r2C power ar:c In 1978 Forlnally 2st2biisileo a One-DarT!
St2C:: ThiS notoriously corrupc goverillner'l iT,ade ext2nsive use of pac-crlage,
Ll 1935; trE: ,SO-/ear oid St2ve:ls handec ever power to 11IsiJanC-'JICked suc::esscr.
Genera! JOS2Dh ~;lomoh. fvlcmoh ::racked c:own on prom!nE:'t Lecarese businessmen
who com,clled lile Sierra L20ne ,jiamond [:2ee and lad beCJme politically powerful
I..;neer p·pe rule. T'nese !JlJslr,essmen used their \i\leaith to Finance (he civil warC,len
1-2g:ng iii 1_2bariOl1 Itself and clelr influence vVltn Cjle i;)OVerrHiient to encourage diplomac!
he!cFul co one or anocher L20anese Facclon. :~owever/ Preside:ic ~/lomoh became
Increaslngiy depe:ident n hiS own curn on Israeli tiaeers 2nd ijipiOlTlctiC cnd secu
necwor'<s 3ild on RUSSian c:HilJnais \;\lItl liit2r2S;:S III the dia:Tollc [nee. Such wees cf
Incernaconallnfiuenc2. In wnlcl criminal; fnancal; miiiccry and dipiomaclc interests 31-2
inexcK3ciy linked; have characterised Sierra Leone ever since.
Sierra 1_2ones war began in fv i,2rch 1991 ';IIhen 3 small arT;"ed c:JnL:nger,t known as the
Revo!u(lonar/ United ,=ront (RJJF)/ acclT,panled by '-ibenan fgnl2r:o and Burklr,abe
soldiers . entered souch-22s;:e:n Sierra I_eone F:om Ubella. F'Joav Sankoh arlO otler
leading figures in the RUF Ilae iaeen invoived wlcn Clarles Taylor anG ceher insurgem:s
from:lan:Jus Wes-c A,=,ican C:Juntnes In t~alnlng camos In Llbya and Sur:<:na FasG 11 the
l'j80s. They sale they inL2nCed to overtnrJw the APC goverilment of pr";Sident iVlomoh
and c!almed -chelr larger goal was a I-adical/ oan-fVnc::il revolution.
Tile PUF was heal/ily depende:,c on Taylor( [Ilen tr,e leader cf a mllicar:l faG:lor, in t~,e
CiVil war chat nad begun in nelghcourrng i':"iberi2 in 1989 [3vior ana Sankoh scme'::lmes
c!almed that c:'--ielr 311i2nc2 was basec on pan-Mllcan re'/olullo:,ar; solidanr/. Taylor W25
aisc mOClvatec by 2 oeSire to punlSIl the Sierra Leone governrlen,t For its f=arLlCiOaClor, in
tre \iI/est African InC2rvemion Force in Liberia; known as Cle :::c::Jnomlc CommunlL'! or
Wes'L"'fr:c2:n Sta::s Ce::::se-nre 1\;!onltonr'9 Group (ECDi'JIOG) and led by [\jigel1a, Tilac
Inter/entJon in 1990 hcd prevf:med T2ylor/s [\laLlonai PatilociC From of Uberia (i\IPFL:
facor F,om ;:2klng mrlCi"J1 of Liberia. As time wem ty! Sie:T::: [_20I'e am: Liberian Forces
bec3r;e InGeaslngly ar1Drclieci In ore ar.emer's aFf'alr:o! al!e Ta'/ior suoportad tile RUF CO
preve:( Siel-,e: Lecne From being useG cy hiS Ube::an opponents as we!1 as cc acqulr2
oiamcnds and ,xner plunGe:

On 29 !"'pn! 1992.. Pr::sidenc 1\;lomoh 'Nascver::::-:rown In a rtiliit3C! (OUO
you rig Orilc=:r5
c:,s;iILlSicned wi(~ hiS 'JOVerl,menc. iY1anv of these offke:5 hacccciefieid exoenenC2 of
che bun:Jeonlng C'NO-C;UrlCl'! war. Ti,e ~oup \~2S ovenil/he1mlngly popular among Sierra
Leone CitIZens; manv of whom regamec tile ole acminlSli2(10r, 2S Inc:Jrr:gibly c:Jrruot.
DL:( the new National ;:JrovISlor.al Ruling CounCil (NPRC):::CrTilnlstra,cn; conslSllng of
eighceen rllliit21-/ ,oDcer:o and Four clvlliar:s; headed by Capt31n Vcien(Jne 5LI-asser, soon
aoooled3 slyie remlr: Isc::nt 'Jf its pr2cecessors., It also S~ITer2C a series of dereaLS
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APPENDIX A
C"',e :~:<~2 ilsiorl of C~:E '3ie:;-::J :'_.-::Gre

[he ,;overnre:lC cl-~i:1 cf7:2::: 2\/clc:ec
even r,==ac:-:e': infor~al :-..:ncer5l3~dji-'ICS
nee [0 ,==nri:ril er.e ,:3V10Liler beth sides Ijved:JIT :he c:l..;nCY'SiCe,l :=iurlcerlng ar,(j
2CL!Sinl; Lnar,:ec: civlliars. Ir~ ceSDeraClor' cr'le gOl/ernl:lem hire':: 2 Driveee mllle::l/
C=,r:I~,al"~\/ c;<ecutlve C'IJ(CDrTleS" l-nalniy CGrlq:;r;sed of i\JI-mer Sout:-I AJ'ican soidiers T;iis
illore ,jisClolinec::r,G2XDenencec Force, 'NrIG' 'Nas supcor:::ec
Icc::! al-rred Ii1llita5.
r2\jersed~he tlce 'Jr "Nc.r and pl~5ile~j L(le RJ..JF fiom I-nCS~ s~jategic ,3r2~5
j

l

i='c':2ilie inC;-22SI

!l\;r[jni~ ~:~e ~'.L!:=.

and

I-~c;e!

2qpar.2::it tilde
c:Jmrriander~

Ti,esubsec,uerc lull In Fighting afforded sufilCienc see
- c:Juolee] wlti-I Im2macionai
2W,G iocal pressura Fer demoCl2c/ - for2 Iecc::ons to be helc 'ii', Fet::r",cry ~ 996 T:"ese
"-t"Hilec TaJan
'Ner2 cJnduaed no:ascnaolv well ane:: were Il'Ion by [he SL~P Darcy le,j
Kactan r a former ,merilational clvii se,l/am witil tr-,e Unleed l~a(iOns.
Ti-,e new l~overlnerie continued the polic/ of er,couraglng some locel r:onmunllies to
omcla!ly called t,h,e CiVil [,efence rorce oue oft·2n known
r2U"",lt thelr:,wn 2rmed m
as f.2majOrs It sigred 2 peace set::emem Wlttl RUF leader Foday Sallkoh in ,"-.bld]ar> In
f\lovemcer 1996, as pail: of wnlC;' Kaetah INas obiige': to termlnaC2 EXeC'JIJl/e Ouecomes'
comr-ea aL the be';ilnnlng of ~997. Tillis proved a mistake t~at crucaily clanged the
baiailC2 of mliitcwj fonc2 dild UpS2['!vnatever baSiS r,ac eXJseed for polillcal 2ccore.
Thre:2 1'T,ont,h:s lacer. Pr2slce:lc Kactah was overthr:Jwn in a CJUp led by ilS own armYr
INhlcl had grown dissat:sfledNlc~ the new governments cur::21lment of Its pllvlleges and
l,cs ',ncr22sing use 'Jf che CiVil Defence Forc:: 3S r Ineffec::, e pr:vace 3rmy. \~~abbah and 'IllS
governme:lc 'Nere forced illCJexile in Conak,/ The new Armed Fcrces Revoiutlona,!
CounCil (,"-FRC) inVited the RUF cc JOin a coalition governme:lt.
,"- blz:::"e alliance 'Jf Former foes r cne0,FRC/RUF admlnlSiTaCion VV2S cnarac=r~s2d by the
tccal abS2:lCe of t:-,e rule of iaw. Flere was \Nldespread vlolence r l-ape:Jnc: looting. T~le
miiilarj I-eglme was shunned by the international cJmmurlie"j fvlany Sierra Leone CiVil
se,'/am5 boycuc,j chelr governmenr: Jobs. Under international and ,jomestJc pressure r
the ,i\F?,C/RUF a,~re'2d Ir, Cona
in October 1997 to return power to tl,e c:erTlocratically
e!eced Kabbah governmenc,i3ut almosL: Immedicceiy tile ,i\FRC/RUF acmlnlstraL:10n
showed Inceasing re!uG:2nce :o.:ldhere co IE pledges.
(\Iigerlan forces, pr2:se:lc under an older derenc2: agreemenc, COilCJnL.;ec CD hold the
Int·2rnaelonal alrpor::: ae I_ungl even aft·er tile l"'lay 1997 oven:nrovv of I<acbeh. In Februe'j
1998 tnese [IOOCS, now technically par::: of ECOfvIOG, attaCKed rre:2town r custmg ::he
p.F~C governmert. l"'lost RUF nghte:s ret'Jrned co (he imer:or ar,d resumed guerr:lla war.
~/lan,! Sien-a I_eone soiciers vl/ho h2d serverJ tne ,"-FRC Juma also Fled to the \mer',or3nd
livec off [he land r maKlilg cemmon cause wlcn the RUF, Pitted egalnsL: [nem were 1012(000 mainly 1\llgenan troops, under [he banner of ECJfvIOG. T:leseNorkec: ciose!v With
t:'earme'::
civ:lie,i militJ2:5 r eSiJeCiailv, the Kamc)ors.
j
Hor:'fic atr-ocicies 2g21r'Si: clvliiens :n rural 2r:22S were': reoor::::::d [,hrougllcut 1998. In
maclY C2ses cnese se'2n ~D have been perpeL::at:2d ev [1"'= RUF 21-,( I"or:!'!er soldiers
seeKJr,r;; to Impose ['":err Will In [he ccumr-yslce, ouc there wer2 alse :-econ::; of etr-cc:r:,es
by cne Kama]ors. In effea r Sierra I_eonewas pr2V co a vaner; of armec 'groupsr some
havlr,g littie c:Jnerenco: and IlC Formal sr::acus. Its governmem, althougn Ir!ternallonally
I-egar::::ed aSlegit:mai:e by Vln:ue of Its eieC:Dral mancete.. was accually dependem on
Nigei'an troops 2ild local militias. Several iocal Forces reuulted Ube:'ars who had CJme
cc Sierre LeGne erther as refugees cr as miiic2ry advencJlers. 5eme of these ret21ned
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APPENDIX 6

Appendix B: Acronyms
I~";=P~C /1,i-;T'le,j ;=cr':25 R'j"lr;t; :2l_I-( I

'f\/riIC~N2S

6 .~11[-:311

1.... :-[2 '25LabIIS~,E:C 21:=, :; ':2UC In ~jS-;

CrTie, FC'Jrl ~=C'l'Ie:=y
F:rc2s GCe'3Cing urGel- c:-e ui:.Creiia of
'::C:::'I"'!OG in F20r'..;cr/ ~StS2, Ti-GOps !cy2i c:::::e /I'=::JC r-e':ieeC2C: C'] c,'-e CJUrltio:-/slGe
2r,0 c:.nCinued c::: ccer2(::: 2S Ci-mec cppcnercs of c'-,e r25L:::::1-2'::: 02:noc:::e]c
ijcve:-il 17'1 en t.
1\llge c i2:l

,6..?C,;il PeCJple's C.::ngr:::ss 6 JOile]C31 ee:"'"':'/ Forme:
helc,Jcwer until 2 ,7'IIIC3,/ CGIJC ',n J..992 ,
CDF

[he 12e2 Sieka S(eI/2n5, WhlCiil

Civil Defence FiXC2, CGcialiy e '~cvernrr,erle-21Ign2,j militia Forc::: of 2S0U;:
:5 give, (C3 r:lumbe:::::F '.OC2! miiiciaS r mosc nccacly tne ,,<arr:2jOrs,
are In Fact lar;ely Ineeperdene of;over:lmem contiol

c1.C,OOC r tt";e r:lame
INnIC;'

::CCrvICG E:::'0\;\/,0.5 Ce2se-;::ir2 i'vlonltorinc (~I-(JUO, Origlrra!iv or;Janlseoln lj9(~ to
InC2rvene in Liberie, it reS 2vcivec Iinto aii umbrella For variolis r-2glcrilel Inc::rJenc:or,s
Ilil WhIC" i\/igeria hes pieyed 2 ie2Giilg rcle,

of \Nes~ ,Ari'.c::in States ,~ r2;lonal economic
ECO\;\/AS. E,:onomlc Ccmrlun
gr,ouf:lng which hes becJme 2: key diplom2clc Fcr'Jm fer organlSirig r2gionai military
Imc2rventions In Sierr23 i_c2cne, i_iber,a and else'll/rer2,
EO' E,(eCIJ(jv2 OuccoiTes. ,A. Scutl AFrican se',::urlr/ c::mpany r-un by fermer members
of rhe Soucl-', Mr:c:::n SpeCial FiorC2S Ernoioyed by U-,2 Sierra i_eane governmem In
1995-0, \1: cecislveiy 2it2r2,j the mllital~/ balanc2, Its contiae was terminate,j under
tJie cerms of ehe ,,,,blcJa,, peace agreemem \neariy 1997, EO reS slJQseouemiy been
disolvee, CU1: some of irs essooares have recemly worked for Presldem Taylor iJF
Libena and ~lave alced the P,UF
NPRC

['·1 aciO r-r aI

ProvlSionai Ruling CounCil ..6 miliLary Junta escabiished after a mUD Wi

1992 chaired by Valennne SLiasser, Ie c2ded power to an e ieG2!j government in
1996
RUF/SL: Rel/olu1:lonary Urlteo=rcnt/Sierra Leone, A revolutlOrilery group FormeG by
Sierte L20ne citiz2riS In Libya In ehe laC2 1980s end Ie: by Foday 5ar,kch, It begar~ its
armed campalglil in March 1991. It is palliculariy known For Its use of terror tactics
SUGl 25 amputation and mUc]iaLlon
SL6 Sier;-a Le'one P·rrT,y Tile erme'j Fcrc:oF [he S;e:r2 L::::one gove:nmenc.
SLPP: Sierra Leor,e People's Party. A political par:::"! which held power Immediet21y
aFtei Inceoendenc:: ane acaln since 1996, ReGeroed as havina a cower-Cese
oamculariy among che ~ilende pe.::ple, one
ehe GJuncj;'S largesL: eLrrnic ';rouos,
L

_

_

..J

I

UUI'/IO: lJrrlted Uberation l'v]ovemere For De:noc:ac/ A. miliela eSL:ablisnec in 1991
l!te!iens oc!=osed i:o Charles T3yior r ae thaI.. lime Uberia's iT,alr r":!Je! le:::!:er. UUfvlO
We5 e:nployed as aril eU)(Jiial-; Force InSide Sierra Leone, :'ighLJng egalnsc tne RUF r
before pusnlng lIS way Into Ubena, It suosecuemly solit inco I-:val Faeions, some
succon:ed eeeh ov the 1\lioenan Facon In .;.0;:::COMOG and ehe covernmenc
of (~uir,e3,
-'
lJUI\;10 has used '::;ulnean terntory to leunc, at:ac~<.s on PreSident Taylor's Uber:a ane
apee:::rs to have played a roie In rece:,c FighLlng InSide Guinea,
I

-'

UI\IAI'vlSIL, Unired i\L=.itions fvlissJon In S;eli2 L2Gne, esccblishec by UI\J Seemty COI~ncii
Resolucicn 1270 cF Occoter 1999

AP FEN DI):: C

Appendix C: Chronology':s

Sier-2 !_:::fJV':e is ceC:!2r=:c i:;ce~eflderic ,='1"": 2~
t::c :e30e: ;J{= ti"':e 5ieri2 :_=':'I-iC Peopie s P~r-:-,/
,61i P2'Jples C:Jng,-::ss care; leader 5iak~2 S,:::v::r,sNlns eleclor,s
pr,2vent2d bye C::'LO fiCrT'1 c2king effie::.

he IS

(\Jcr-'=cmmissicnec offiC2rs s~age S;e:ic L2sne 's tnirc~ c~up III tJii~'2en
,,'or,(hS Siaka St::ver,s .as::iull',es power

IViilirery Force CDmmancer IY1 aJer-Ger,eral Jesech IYlomch sL:cceecsSt2vens
,3S presidem.

1990

i"!cmoh suppo:::::; r::CJrn to muitlparci conS;:lLU1:iOn EiectilOns scheduled For

1992.
~9S1

l"larch 2.3 ,clround 100 Fight::rs Including SieriCi Leone Clm:2ns! Uber:ans
levai tc Charies Tayler, and some Bur:<irabe mercenanes r ac:ack 5ie:-:2
L2or,e In the name of [he P,evolu(lenary Unl(:::d Frene (:=<,UF)I iej
,='Jde,/
Sankoh r a former arm'; COrDoral u,cc:: ,:::eC2IneG for hiS pare In .:' coup
arrempc

1992

Aonl 2.9 Junior omcers carry oue a COI~D and eseaciish the i\Ja(ionai
Provlsior,al :~ulin~ Counc:1 With Capraln Valemme 5crasser as C:--'dlr:llan

1994

Ser=:teillber Sierra I_::one and I\Jigerl2 sign

1995

,=ebr',jcrr ,I!,n PUF advance on Freetowr IS sLopped by prcYjov!:3rnmenc
forces Including some 2.!iJiJO i\ligerian sOleiers.

1?95

i"1arch. Strasser signs:, ccmraa I;I/It;-: the South /~fncan s2C'Jnty ccrnpany
E;zecu(1ve Ouccornes.

1996

~anu2ry

1996

F'::::bruary 26-27 Pr2sIcemiai and le:;lIslaL::ve e!ectlons ere held wltn the
pamCD2L:ion cF thl::::::~n peiicic31 partes. :\10 or25icenclal c:::ndidac::: ,-ec2ives
[)Ie requlreCJ 55 per cent voce.

1996

[Vloren 15 ,cl.;nm2G Tc]an Katban cf =.':e SL?P wins 2 runoff

l

mutual defenc:: 2gr:::,::rner,t.

16. Bngadier-Generci Julius fVlaada Bic r2claces 5ti2ss2: 2S !\IPRC
C:nalrman In an Ir,rer-;-"ai C:JUD.

i"larcl

1996

Ie::

29 Keboah IS sworil In as presidem.

1';97

Jer:L2r/

2,~

c;<ec~tj\jE:

Cil...it:·::G"'ies cnc:2

ie'=:\/25

5ier:2

APPENDIX C
tne

;~2Qn2 U:iGer

C~:8,S elF ,A.c IcJ2r·',
1

lr-jS7

2S ID.., ,~jijt3:--/ CJIJC' "Ir,s'l3ils t~le i~r~iec :=c'r':2S '?,2\/ci!~t;crj(::r-/ CJU
c,elr,::':::' ::;Y !VIOJor Jchr,ny Faul i<or:]m2 Fr,::Sicenc )<acc2,", i:jees~::: GUlll'::2.

19S7

Cc;:oce r 3. Uf\i Secu
Ciuncil R,::sciutor, ~~32esL::::c!is,'les 2n ell1oago
on se1eccec Items. EC.JW,6.S is empowerec cc enforc,:: cneemoergo.

1997

CCJoe:- 23. Ir'. negociarons in Cor,ak:,/ ceC:-Neen the Jume end ECOW,6.S r
che ,;FRCjRUF egree UJ rescore Preslcenc :,:acc2h \NICnin SIX months.

1998

FebrU2r; 15 T',~:e AFRC/RUF leave FreetJWi'r WhiCh IS taken

f\ligerien

LiCCCS.

1998

j'v12rch 1:J. President Ke:obah returr:s tJ Freetown and I:: reinstated as
;Jresldenc

1998

jUly 13 Uf\1 Secud; Counc:l 1181 eSi:3blis;,2S the Uf\·j Observer 1\;lisslor, in
Sierra Leone

1999

Januar/ 6. AFRCjRUF Forces re-enter Freetc\;\1ri by force. They InAia major
desllucion and \Nldespread aWJCltJes.

1999

1\;1ay 25. Negotiations beglil on a new peace agreer~em.

1999

Juiy 7. The Lome peace agreement 's Signed by PreSident Kabbah and
Foday Sar,koh. Tile Uf\/ Securrty Courd welcomes the 2greemenc.

1999

[cooer 22. U~I Security Courd Resolut:on 1270 eSL:ablishes the Uf\1
1'1lssion [n Sierra Leaner now known as UNA/\;15IL.

2000

iCebruar; 7. The Security Counel adocts ResolU(]on 1289 which expands
UNAivlSIL from orOOO cc 11 r l00 rl1liitary oersonne! and n::vlses Its mandale
cc Include addiclonal tasks! like prOViding security at key loc3eions ana
ensur:ng the Free Flow of people and goods en specified mUles.

2000

fVlay 6. After several ir,cdencs Indic:iCng Its nor-compliance With the eeac::
prJCess r tile RIJF takes 500 UN pe3ceke:epers hcsccge.

2.000

Mav 3 RIJF figncers tn, Fieetown fire on e demCnSL:i2COn r killing sevenceen
peJDle

2000

fVlay '; ECOWAS aopoim:5 Charles Tayler to er,sure eriCe the RIJF mmclies
che terms of tt.e Lome pe2c:: ,3c;:reemem and frees theesClmateCiSOO
UN peaceKeepers hostages....

WI(,'!

2000

!Viay 17. :codaV Sankoh IS C3p(IJr2C bV a GCING In iCreemwn r tur;led over ;:0
(;10Vernmenl auehor:tles, and Imprisoned.

,<\p PEt'.; [) IX C

2DOC
2C:CC

':':7,

:='1=

I',j SCC'~I-t",,/
'~,i"':

:="JlJi-:ci! -::5,:.,iu(:ol:

::::~<;=Icncs U~,IAr/15=~ I~D 13!C~CC

c.Ct:",\/V,6.,S S\Jfi1r:-:J( aocr'J\/es --" ::;n:,pcs21
Sie:i:: !_=:':,rie

,:1,1::I:C2CI c.-'JO~S ~c

2.000

:: ir,e U~I Secu
Council Imposes an eight2erd7'onch crace ban on
IJrc2:-:;r;eJ Ci21"1101~iCS ;,om Sie:T3 L20iie in 2 biG eo slop t.le!r s2ie F,cm
funcir:; el.e Fur: 'eoel.lion 1.?2soluClor, 1306).
J'.L.:t;:LSl: : Ti,e iJl\j 5ecuric/ Cc,unCii SanO::lons Commlt:22 announces tne
c:Jmpositl0r, of :: ~=al-!e! to lOOK ImJ posslbie vlolaclons of sanctions and che
iir,k jec;IIe2r, ,Tade In oiamonts anc arms

2.000

"1Jc::ust "-. iiie Uf\1 Secu
CounCil 2.!tCenos Uf\JM/ISIL's maneal:2 and
cgrees co a-2irforcemerc of Il:S milicai-( c:mpor,enc (R2solLcon 13:3).

2000

Augusl: .. ld Tile Uf\1 5eC'~rI(; [ourd aoepl:s Resoiui::iOn 1315 that
r2commenos ene setting up of a 50eoal Cou!':! wnlch would :~,ave
JUrisdlo:::or, over suspec:ec: peroec,ators of \ivar crimes and human nghts
IlolaCicns 2nd WOt.;lC cper2t::: uncer beth Sier:2 Laonean and Incernac!onal
law

2000

August 23 Ken /~,nnan r2commends thac U~IAf'!ISIL be Increased co 20(500
treoos, whlC:l vvould cesc 5305 rrillior, more, bringing
the Uf\IAI"ISIL
annual budgec t,c '$730 million.

2000

5eCJl:2rroer 20 Lidia annour,ces its In;:2nl:iOn to wlchdraw t,oeps From
1J~IAI"!SIL, soon Followed bv Jorcjan.

2000

f\lovemcer le. Sierra Leone's c;overnment ar,c the RUF agr22 co a ce252nr2 ana co resume the peace precess. Tiney aise agr22 that [ne Ij~·i l"llsslen
VI/iii be allewed to dealoy Fr2ely In rebel held are2S In or:::er to super/Ise
ene ce2se-n 1'=.

2000

Decemoer 20. Ti-e Uf\J pane! Inveslgating !llic]l: arms and aiamond
de21ings With aml-·::;overnmem Forces II' Sierra Leene recommencs a
cornelel::: embarr.;;o on all diamonds From Liberia.

2001

Januar; 1. Tr,e 6I1CIS,''', ar,ncunce tl'-,al: c!'-elr treops \;IIlil remain In Sie:ra
I_eone "url:il the RUF lias been defe2c2d by war or clplomac(".

2.QCl

Januar! 17. Kon Ai-,nan c3utJcns ehe Sec'Jr'tv [cuncl thac che Speciai
CCL;0: has ,iG( yec reCeiVe'] acec;uace funcir.g frem Uf\1 mernte 51:21:e5.

20C~

JanU21-( 30. Fr esltJei[lal allo paliameit3r! elec:~on5 are pcsi:;:oned
cec3use cf ~:-,e ccr,cinulng Insec'Jrit; in ,oa,-::s of Lhe c:JurJC'!.

20G~

l"larch 30 Uf\! Secu
[Ju&:I Resolucion :.3.:2.6 2ul:norises the ,,=xcer5ion of
Uf\IAf'!!SIL bY:;i~( momhs and InCl22525 1(5 mliita,-/ si::engc, [c l.7,5CO

APPENDIX D

About the InternatlOnal Crisis

GiOUp

tie t~~::;~i2Lcr~2i (i-isis GI-DUO (IC::~', is ':: priv2::::/ GUltiil2-c:orlai c)t;:anlscticn
sl::engchening lilt: t:::3pacic/ cf trle ini.::=rilatjOr,al cCJrnml..;r:!(/ CJ
3:',Ci(;00':2; uildeCSl:anG anc (iCC LC pr2ve:lc3i,d CCm"2in ccnnic:.
i

cOr:lf7':it:~c ~o

ICC;'32pprcacn is grcunded in fielc rc:scarch 123fT'S of polil:ic3i analysts;wasc,j
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Amnesty International, "The United Nations special conference on Sierra Leone: the
protection of human rights must be a priority for the international community", AI Index:
AFR 51/14/98, 24 July 1998.
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SIERRA LEONE
The United Nations special conference on Sierra Leone: the
protection of human rights must be a priority for the
international community
On 30 July 1998 the United Nations (UN) Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, will convene a special
conference m New York to galvanize the international community's response to the political,
humanitanan and human rights sltuation in Sierra Leone.
The meeting will bring together representatives of the Government of Sierra Leone, intergovernmental
organizations, including the UN, the Organization of African Unity, the Economic Co~unitv of West
African States - which played a key role in restoring the elected government of President ~ad Tejan
Kabbah in March 1998 - the European Union and the Commonwealth, as well as humanitarian
organizations.
Continuing atrocities

The international community's commitment to bring peace and security to Sierra Leone and to assist in
its reconstruction and rehabilitation must mclude initiatives which will help to stop the gross human
rights abuses being perpetrated by the joint forces of the ousted .Arrned Forces Revolutionary Council
(i\FRC) and Revolutionary United Front (RUF), prevent further abuses and also lay solid foundations
for the respect and protection of human rights in the future.

i\FRC and RlJF forces in the east and north of Sierra Leone are deliberately and arbitrarily killing and
tortUring unarmed civilians. A deliberate and systematic campaign of killing, rape and mutilationcalled by the AFRC and RUF "Operation no living thing" -has emerged since April 1998.
Although the exact number of those killed in recent months is unknown, it is likely to be several
thousand, many of them women and children. More than 200 people were killed during an attack on one
village alone - Yifin, in Koinadugu District in Northern Province - in late April 1998. Many hundreds of
men, women and children of all ages have suffered mutilation and crude amputations of their arms, legs,
lips or ears, lacerations and gunshot wounds. Women and girls have been raped or suffered other forms
of sexual assault. Survivors of attacks who manage to reach safety and medical assistance recount that
many others from their villages were killed or ned into the bush, their fate unknown.
The UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator, SerglO
Vieira de Mello, following a visit to Sierra Leone in June 1998, said that the brutal treatment of civilians
bv" the i\FRC and RLr was unlike anything he had seen in 29 years of humanitanan work: "there are no
words to condemn this sort o/practice... ".

.

~

,L\n /vnnesty International delegation which visited Sierra Leone in May 1998 met some of the victims

of these atrocities at Connaught Hospital in Freetown. One, a farmer aged 40 from the village of Badala,
m Koinadugu District, had both hands cut off when the village was attacked on 3 May 1998. He had
arrived at Connaught Hospital four days later. Another, a 1S-year-old schoolboy from Koidu, in Kono
District, Eastern Province, who had arrived at the hospital on 10 May 1998, had suffered severe
lacerations to his right ankle in an attempted amputation. Almost 50 people with him had been killed
when they were attacked on 1 May 1998.
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Three young women survl\!ed an attack on the village of Boima in Bombali Distnct, Northern Provmce,
on 7 May 1998; one had a deep cut to her arm, the other rwo had been beaten all over thelr bodies. One
of the women had witnessed the killing of several members of her family, including her chlldren.
Twelve people, includmg three of her children, dled when their house was set alight. .Another child, a
girl aged three, was pulled from her back and em with machetes.
Such gross and large-scale human rights abuses demand an immediate and forceful response from the
mtemational community. The UN Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL), the peace-keeping
operation established by the lTN Security Council on 13 July 1998 to monitor the military and security
situation in Sierra Leone, must be given the necessary resources and political support to etTectlvely
monitor vlOlations of international humanitarian and human rights law and to make its findmgs public.
In approving resolution 1181 (1998) the Security Council expressed its grave concern about "the loss of
l~fe and immense suffering lmdergone by the people ofSierra Leone ... as a result of continuing rebel
auacks". Effective monitoring and reporting should be an important part of the international
community's response
lVlonitoring and reporting human rights abuses
Measures taken by the UN so far to address the human rights situation in Sierra Leone, including
lJNOMSIL civilian staff to monitor and report on violations of international humanitarian and human
rights law, should be supported and reinforced. The inclusion of reporting on human rights in the Fifth
Report of the UN Secretary-General on the situation in Sierra Leone of 9 June 1998 is welcomed and
should be developed further in future reports.
The extent of the atrocities in Sierra Leone reqUlres an increased number of civilian staff with human
rights expertise within 1.JNOMSIL to report on human rights violations to the UN Secretary-General and
the High Commissioner for Human Rights. It is important that there are adequate resources for
UNOMSIL human rights monitors to be deployed in those areas of the country, in particular Eastern and
Northern Provinces, where human rights abuses are being perpetrated. Adequate protection must be
provided in areas where their security might be at risk.
The special conference will specifically seek assistance from the international community for
1..JNOMSIL and for the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of former combatants and child
soldiers in Sierra Leone. Military observers deployed in Sierra Leone should also report, through
explicit channels, to the UN Secretary-General and the High Commissioner for Human Rights any
violations of international humanitarian and human rights law which they may witness or receive
reliable information about.
Children caught in the violence
Children nave been particular victims of ~he violence and brutality in Sierra Leone. As well as bemg
deliberately and arbitrarily killed, mutilated and maimed, thousands of children have been and contmue
to be abducted by AFRC and RUF forces and forced to fight. Girls and women have been systematically
raped and forced into sexual slavery
i\mong the more than 350,000 Sierra Leoneans who have either become refugees in neighbouring
countries or internally displaced since February 1998 are hundreds of unaccompanied children separ:J.ted
from their families as a result of the violence. Children are the most vulnerable to the acute hardship,
disease and malnutrition faced by Sierra Leonean refugees and displaced people During May and June
i998, 750 people, including chlldren, were reponed to have died of disease and malnutmion at
•
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Masingbi, in TOIl.Kolill DlStnct, Northern Province, where some 15,000 displaced people have sought
safety
The Special Representative of the LiN Secretary-General for Children and ~A....rmed Conflict, Olara
Oturmu, following a visit to Sierra Leone in May 1998, challenged the international community to
respond in a more vigorous and concerted way to the needs of children affected by the conflict m Sierra
Leone In June 1998 the T.JN Secuntv'" Council , condemnm 0a the abduction._ sexual abuse and recruitment
and use in hostilities of children, said that it would pay senous attention to the situatlOn of children
affected by armed conflict. The needs of children in Sierra Leone are critical. Amnestv International
welcomes the work of the SpecIal Representative and endorses his call for Sierra Leo~e to be mad.e one
of the pilot projects for a more effectlve response in the context of post-conflict peace-building.
Effective institutions for the protection of human rights

.Amnesty International urges the participants at the special conference on Sierra Leone, including the T.JN
and international financial institutions, to work closely together to promote post-conflict reconstruction
and rehabilitation which is based on good governance and respect for human rights. The police and army
need to be restructured and trained, including in human rights; the legal and judiCIal systems need to be
reformed and strengthened. The international community should assist in creating effective institutions
for the protection and respect for human rights, including an mdependent national commission for
human rights.
Ending impunity

Impunity contributes to continuing patterns of human rights abuses. Peace and security in Sierra Leone
will not be achieved until there is an end to impunity. It is only when those responsible for human rights
abuses are brought to justice for their crimes that a clear message is sent that gross human rights abuses
will not be tolerated or allowed to go unpunished.
Amnesty International strongly endorses the joint statement in June 1998, shortly after the conference on
the creation of a permanent international criminal court opened in Rome, by the heads of five UN
agencies - 'UNICEF, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the Special RepresentatlVe of
the UN Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict, the lIN High Commissioner for Human
Rights and the UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs - that the atrocities being
committed in Sierra Leone are a brutal reminder of the urgent need for an international criminal court to
bring to trial those responsible for war crimes and cnmes against humanity.
The delegation of Sierra Leone to the diplomatic conference in Rome repeatedly cited the experience of
its country as evidence of the need for the establishment of a permanent international Criminal court. The
international community must assist in establishing accountability for the atrocities in Sierra Leone in
order to combat impunity and to bring justice, and also to contribute to lasting peace in Sierra Leone.
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The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (afrc) continued to
detain prisoners of conscience without charge or tnal and was
responsible for torture and extrajuoicial executions. After their
removal from power in February, the afrc and the armed
opposition Revolutionarj United Front (run killed and
mutilated thousands of unarmed civilians~ A civilian militia
supporting the government of President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah,
the Civil Defence Forces (cdf), was also responsible for
extrajudicial executions and torture, aLthough on a
significantly smaller s.cale. Hundreds of people alleged to have
collaborated with the afrc and ruf were detained without
charge by the reinstated government. Thirty-four soldiers were
sentenced to death by a court martial which did not meet
international standar.ds for fair tnal-; 24 were executed. Fortytwo civilians a.nO the leader of the ruf were also sentenced to
de a th.
The elected government of ,Dresidenl Kabbah was reinstated
after the afrc was forced from power in February by West i~frican
forces deoloyed in Sierra Leone _ the Economic Community of
West African Stales (ecowas) Cease-rire MonitOring Group
(ecomog). Theafrc had seized power In a military coup in Ivlay
1997 and was jOined by the ruf(seeAmnestv International eeoorl
1998)
During the ecomog offenSive on Freetown, the caoitaL In
February, af'T and ruf forces deliberalely and arbitrarily kilLed many
Civilians. Several hundred otr,ers were injured or killed as a ,-esult of
sileiling by bOlh Sides, wnicr,ln some cases appearea to be
indisCrliT,ina te.
,=ollowlng their removal from power and thr·oughout the rest of
tr,e yea, aTrc and ruf forces embarked on a syslematic caiT10algn of
killing, rape, mulilalloll, abduction anG destruction In the east anc
florih or the counlry3y December rebel forces hao advanced
towards FreelQWr, and an attad on Freetown appeared Imminent.
Tile government of Uberie was Widely reporced [0 be prOViding
combatants, arms and ammunition lo re8el forces.
in iate ,4,prll Pres.oenl :!abbab ar,nOUnC2G thal tr-;e (::df, COiTl!=csed
.keflieJcrs, l'i2(j been pl'acac ,..;f"~ICer

of tr2citlorlcl iiL1nte;s such as
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On 1C {\;1ar:r-, Pr2sldenl :-<aooah GroClaimed a scale of
emersenc'v sucsequenlly ,-a[IFiec ;Jy parlia,T,enl, Wnlc,~, iricluded
provIsions for incefinlte 'Jetenllon wltilout charge or tllal Some
2,000 soloiers ar,d clv:iians sus;Jected of coil2ooraclon wllh the efrc
ana ruf wer::: detained following the ecomcg Inle"lenClon. 1\llany
were suspecced of fluman rights abuses.
In !VIay the governmenl established an Indepenaenl cClimlltee of
investigation 10 r2Vlew the cases of several hundred detainees ana
recommenc whether lI-,ey should be charged or released.
Implemenlation of a comprehensive plan for disarmament,
demootiizalion and reintegration of former combatants, including an
estimated 5,000 cr,i1d soldiers, From the rUT, cdf and national army,
was limited because of continuing conflict
The un and olher Inlergovernmental organizations r2pealedly
condemned as gross breaches of Internatlo.nal humanltanan law
the atrocities committed against civilians by rebel forces. The
Special Representative of tr,e un Secretary-General for Children
and Armed Conflict, following a VISit to Sierra Leone In May, called
for a more vigorous and concerted response by ihe internationai
community to ihe 'leeds of children affected by ihe connic!.
in July U-,e un Security CounCil established a peace-keeping
operation, the un Observer MISSion In Sierra Leone (unomsil).
unomsil human lights officers consistently investigated and
reported human rights abuses, monitored treason trials and
undertook several other Important initiatives which contributed 10
the protection of human lights.
On 30 July the un Secrelary-'::;eneral convened a speCial
conference in New YorK, usa, actended by representatives of lhe
government of Sierra Leone, intergovernmental organizations
Including ir,e un, Ihe Organization of African Unity, eCDwas, the
European Urilon and the Commonwealth, and humanilanan
organizations. n",e conference agreec to establish an international
contact i~roup 10 coordinate support for efforts 10 restore peace,
stability, democracy and human rights in Sierra I_ecne it nrst mel In
i'lovember
While in power, the alrc and rUI committed Widespread iluman
lights Violations, Including detention without charge or lnal, tOllure
and eXlraJudicial executions ,Q,mong prisoners of conSCience
detained by the afrc were Sylvanus KanyaKo, a Journalist on tr,e
Herald Guardian, and David :~amara, ItS propnelor, wne were:
21restec In Januarj, held wltheut chcrge for three weeks, anO
tonured.
in mid-January In Kenema, :::astern Province, the rUT oetair,ec
sevf';ral community leaders accused cf supoonJnC; the kama/ors.
They were re:::82(edly be2ten and one died asa reSUlt Seme were
released, but scveral others r.ematr,ed he!o, including S S
ivlassaGuol, Cincmmell of the i.own ccunel He was :dleo
r:JT
forces in i=ebruarv~ and hiS mulilatec oooy was r.eportec to :neve
be:::n found with 35 ethers in a mass grav8 ,lear :-<:enef,la [r,e
follOWing moneh.
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'ed rerTainec: IJr,:~r~C\Nr: The
eastern Provlnc:, '!Yes
desi,oyeG :=y ,eeel forces in
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ar,onCJretnanS 50 bOOleswererepo~e:;c. !12\ie?e~nrOunc lrere~';
Ivloretil a n"2 od 'l.) !larfTi eO civilians' :y~/ el::: '~!il;(~C\J IJrib~t?1J
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A,S manv as J.,OOO iT! en , women ano chilGr::n suffered mutilation
crude amputations of their hanGs, arms, legs, \(Os Ore'3rsF'others ,.
suffered lacera\lcns and gunshot wounds. Survivors of attacks
recounted lhat many others from their Villages had been killed or
had Aed into the bush where many died of their Injuries They
reponed that Villagers hac been rounded up and locked in Ilouses
which were then sei alight. Women and girlswere systematicallv d
raped or subjected to otherforrT{s
sexual aSS3lJ!J' ivlen who 'c
refused to rape members of their own families had lheir limbs
amputated as punlshmenl. Children were rloped fromihelr morhers'
backs and killed With machetes Among the Victims who were
evacuated to Freetowr was a 15-year-old scnoolboy from KOldu ~~.,
who had severe laceratior,s to his rlghl ankle after an attempted'
amputation, about 50 people wilh him were killed when they wer:~1
attacked on 1 May .~f
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P,eports of atrOCities declined Significantly during July, but from
P-,ugusl onwards, atrOCities by rebel forces in i'lorthem and Eastern
Provinces escalated In early September, for example, at least dO ,~
Civilian s, In eluding cn ildren, weretepiJrtedtOhavE('beeh<kiJ[ed~in:':':ra"
Kamalu,"Bomoali ql"stn~.t)'N?rth,~!lt,P,C?'/I8:s~\i};,2;9rv~',::O,U\09s'i§~~jll'ea
,I'
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forced ,into sexual sla'lep'):,':;;slllhose abductedwere?l nskofifl- 1"
""[realment and, delibera a·r.-a··aroTlrarrk-jil·ing">,s:'s';T1ari~/~~' 1a'odD
. civilians inrebe(-cont;:qlled:a(eas~"inparlICui2rlnK ailahun"bisirie.C
Eastern PrOVinCe, were erieclively heldc2otive(
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An estimated 570,000 Civilians Aed to neighbOUring counlrles te
escape trle Violence or bec3me irltemelly disoieced Many
remained al nsk of killing, mutilation and abduc:lon In September
rebel forc;::s attacked a refugee camp al Tomandu In Guinea, killing
at least seven women refugees and three GUineans and forCing
others to carry looleo goods across the border In November, 20
refugees In Tornandu who Gossed the border In search of food had
their hands cut en by ,eeJel forces The un Hign Commlssior,er rer
Refugees suoseauently moved thousands of !Cefugees from
Tomandu to camps rUilher InSide GUinea
In !TIld-Februar; several foreign humanllali<"n aid wor:<ers were
c3plured and held hostage for tWG weeKs b'l r1..:f (orces wrw
demanGed the release of their leacer, Fooay SanKoh, wnenad
been oeialned In i'lige.c',a since ,1v1arc,n 1997 ,Lr: Italian pnest
eoducli::d in Karnalu by i-eeJe! Torces In i'lovemeer remalr,ed held
Ilos[age al the .end of lhe year
ii-Ie cdf were responslole lor ex:rajudicial exec~tions end torture
and ill-treatment of captured comoecants 2nc real or suspec:eo
supeorers of Ihe 3irc and ruf arrc solcler:s were summal-liy
exe:c'Jtec· 'DY k3ma/crs ir! ;"<clldl.:i~ri .i=-::;GrU2r/~ SCfl:e iNer2
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dcusec \Nlth p,~;.r:JI or ~i2(j Cj r 8,S :='iccec:
buriiec 2liv:= A! leas!, 50 p~Dpie were
2x,Lr3,i'~cic:cliy eX2'=:...l'l2'~ In K,::f',e:;iC ir, :='-:=cru2r/ :--IUi7icn
ts
vioI2t!Or,S OJ tne cdf cesreaseG slgnlfican
aF'er June, a0:-J2rellliy
fcilo\Nin; !'nter,;enticn
the ';overr',ITlent 2rlc' ecc;'mog
ceC2Cll2~2C;

cth:~rs ''1~/,=r2

ar::\Jncj

ai!e

tr~ell\
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iriere were some repelS thal eoomog forces were I-esoonsible
illegal dele"tlor of Civilians and iorture and III-treatrne~t of
c::::mcatants dUring surrender or capture P,eporis also suggested
that eoomeg Forces har,deo over some captureo rebels io ihe cdf
wr,c trien summarily executed them. uncmsll aiso expressed
concern that ecomog forces die not consistently respect
Imerr,arlonai humanitarian law In reia(icn to the prorectlon of noncombatanls In areas aFfectedoy confllcL
iO r

Hur,dreds of people alleged to have collabol-aied with tI-,e afrc
and ruf were held wltnou r crlar";Je under legislation allOWing
Indefinite detention without char'de or tnal 8'1 December aboul 100
detainees had been released unconditionally and others were
released either on bail or penOlrlg furiher investigation after their
cases were reViewed by the indepenoerlt committee of
investigation; In other cases the committee concluded thai there
was eVidence of Criminal offences.
Ir, ,c.,pril, 59 civilian prisoners, one of whom later died in detention,
were charged With treason and some also With murder and arson.
Three separate trials began the following month before the High
Couri in F,-eetown Sixteen aefendants were convicted and
sentenced 10 death In ;,,",ugust, 11 In October and 15 in November.
Seven were senlenced to terms of imprisonment and the others
were aqultted Appeals against conviction and senlencehad not
been heard by the end of the year /"nother 22 civilians were
cnarged with treason In December
ruf leader Foday Sankoh was returned to Sierra Leone from
Nigena in July and In September brought to tnal for treason and
other offences Efforts by the government to oblaln legal
represenlation for Foday Sankoh were unsuccessful because
lawyers feared reprisals In OctOber he was convicted and
sentenced to death HIS apoeal against conViction and senlence,
dUring Wrllcn he was to be represenle,j by lawyers from abroad,
had not commenced by the end of the year.
A. couri martial o( 37 soldiers, including prominent afrc members,
cr',crged With treason and other offences be~an In late July In
October, ].1 were convicied ane sentenced to death; the otr,ers
were acqUitted Despite a lS75 ,""ppeal Court rUling that the death
pe:,alty (or treascn was discretionary, the court Illallal r::fused to
accept arc~umenls that the death penalty was not marlGatory for
these oFfe:""iCes ine courtl1arllai 3110wed no right of appeal lo a
hlgner JurisdictiOn, comrery to Interna[lonal stanoards for fair lrlai
The conVicted soldiers aopealed te a speCial committee for ti,e
prerogative of mercy, cr,alred :Jy the :::Jresloent. Despite cails for
clemency by the Inter:iatlonai ccmmunil'! ar,d suomissions on
ber,alf of 12 of those conVicted to the un Human Rignts Committee
under the C'oeional Protocel 10 the International Ceve:,anl on Clvli
3nd Felitlcal Rlqhts,
2'" were ,
aubilclv
. executed a we:::K latEr The
ethers had their senlences commuted to life Irnpnsor,m.enl.
ir C'ec:::emter, two JournaLists, ''/Vinstcn Ojukutu-Ivlacaulay and
Sv!ves ter ;:J og ers, bo th Eoilsh Broadcasting Ccrpora!:on
COi"'2SCOr,Cerlls. were ari"2Sled. \,eVinston Clukulu-I\/iac3ulav wa:;
c.-.er;~::Nllr.cuoIIC2(ICn of;als{,-:-ews For ~lle';edlj :cuolisl~'lng rel:;2

.'~~-:-:n ,~s tj ~2 C~:::2.[l C Li.2.l
~

I~rorr-;-la~iori 2QOU~
2COil,Og.

,:r"'ioscii es 2nd failin~ lc C;-"iCC:\ his stories \N,itil
and :elease·: on ball /:c., lhird Journalis: was3iso sc,-,ghL

:Cr;soners and detawees we,-e [-Ieid in conditicnswhlc1 WI some
cases amounted to Ci'Jei. :niluma'l and cecradirw [reatment
FOllowing lelje-scale cei":r.ilons afier Feor~Jar;!. the Centr:::1 ;criscn,
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"Gh, the diamonds, diamonds, diamonds," Yusef wearily
complained. "1 tell you, Major Scobie, that 1 make more money in one
year from my smallest store than 1 would in three years from
diamonds. You cannot understand how many bribes are necessary. "
- Graham Greene, The Heart ofthe Matter, 1948

The diamond, a symbol ofpurity, makes a market thatfunctions both
above and below ground, in which the licit and the illicit mingle
freely and comfortably, the line between them almost imperceptible,
usually irrelevant. Diamonds bring out the worst in men---and
women.
- David Koskoff, The Diamond World, 1981

Loot, not better government, has motivated the psychotically brutal
guerrillas ofSierra Leone. They trade the diamonds they controlfor
arms through neighbouring Liberia, under sponsorship ofPresident
Charles Taylor, their longtime patron.
- New York Times, Editorial, August 8, 1999.
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FOREWORD
The processes of mining, trading and selling diamonds are myriad and byzantine; only those
intimately involved in the industry truly comprehend its vagaries.
Sierra Leone has one of the richest mother lodes of diamonds in the world. Over the years, the
ramifications of diamond extraction in Sierra Leone have intrigued the international
community, spawning numerous articles and books, from Graham Greene's The Heart ofthe
Matter, to Robert Kaplan's The Ends ofthe Earth.
But more recently, Sierra Leone has intruded on the world's attention for other reasons. The
recurring conflicts and brutality; the uprooting of fully half of its people, the mutilation and
murder of its children have shocked even the most hardened observers. And many are asking:
How can peace and stability be restored in Sierra Leone? Is there a connection between the
illicit diamond trade and the mayhem that has disfigured Sierra Leone in recent years? What
can the international community do to assuage the trauma of conflict in Sierra Leone? These
are the questions this study seeks to address.
Too often in the past the powers of the North have felt compelled to help resolve tensions in
countries with which they felt some compatibility, while ignoring similar struggles in countries
of the South. One has only to contrast the attention accorded the conflict in Bosnia with what
was given Rwanda; or ofKosovo with Sierra Leone. The eight million refugees and internally
displaced persons throughout Africa are symptomatic of this lack of concern. Root causes of
conflict in Africa are ignored. The authors of this report are to be commended for their
investigation. In reading their report, I can only conclude that greed and corruption - local,
regional and global in scope - have encompassed Sierra Leone's diamond industry, and are the
root cause of a conflict too long ignored.
Hon. Flora MacDonald, C. c.
Ottawa, January 2000
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PREFACE
This study grew from a discussion in 1998 among members of an informal group in Qttawa called the' Sierra
Leone Working Group' (SLWG). Meeting under the auspices of the Canadian and African NGO coalition,
Partnership Africa Canada (PAC), the SLWG has helped to raise Canadian awareness about the conflict in
Sierra Leone, it has raised funds for peacebuilding and emergency relief in Sierra Leone, and it has encouraged
senior Canadian government officials to take a greater interest in the broader political and economic aspects of
the conflict. The group concluded in 1998 that diamonds were central to the conflict, and that a highly
criminalized war economy had developed a momentum of its own. The group believed that regardless of what
might be done to bring about a peaceful settlement, no peace agreement would be sustainable until the
problems related to mining and selling diamonds had been addressed, both inside Sierra Leone and
internationally.
The Sierra Leone Working Group requested financial support for this study from a variety of
organizations with interests in Sierra Leone specifically, or with an interest in the broader issues surrounding
extractive industries and war. Supporters include the Canadian Catholic Organization for Development and
Peace, the Canadian Auto Workers' Social Justice Fund, Canadian Feed the Children, the Centre canadien
d' etude et de cooperation internationale, the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative, CUSO, Inter Pares and
the Steelworkers Humanity Fund. Five additional institutional donors in Canada and Britain wished to remain
anonymous. The study was also generously supported by the Peacebuilding Division of the Canadian
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade and the International Development Research Centre. To
all of them we are very grateful. Although much of the funding was Canadian, the study's subject matter is
international. The only point of particular reference to Canada is the distinctive role of Canadian stock
exchanges and certain 'Canadian' mining companies that are active in Sierra Leone.
The study was conducted between February and December 1999. Core team members were Ian
Smillie, Lansana Gberie and Ralph Hazleton. Members ofthe core team traveled extensively in Europe, North
America and West Africa. Belgian research was conducted with the valuable assistance of Johan Peleman of
the International Peace Information Service in Antwerp, and assistance was provided in Sierra Leone by
Mohamed Swaray.
Many individuals, organizations, companies and government officials - in Sierra Leone, Britain,
Belgium, Canada and the United States - assisted in the preparation ofthis study and were generous with their
time and their knowledge. Special thanks is due to the Government of Sierra Leone, the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, Global Witness, the Diamond High Council, and several companies in the diamond industry,
including De Beers and AmCan Minerals. Individuals who assisted in many ways include Bonnie Campbell,
Terry Copp, Caspar Fithen, Frances Fortune, Howard Goldenpaul, Kingsley Lington, Hon. Flora MacDonald,
Doug Paget ofIndian and Northern Affairs Canada, David Pratt, Nicola Reindorp, David Tam-Baryoh, longtime Sierra Leone-watcher William Reno, Jim Rupert, Dr. Julius Spencer, Minister of Information, Sierra
Leone, and Thomas Turay. Special thanks to Helen Moore. Without the continuing assistance of Bernard
Taylor and PAC, the study would not have been possible. Many officials, journalists, miners, traders, dealers,
couriers and smugglers - especially in Sierra Leone and Belgium - spoke to the Project Team on the condition
of anonymity. The reasons for this will become apparent in the text, however efforts were made to corroborate
any information used in the report from 'off-the-record' sources. To them as well, a vote of thanks is very
much in order.
A list of those who were consulted 'on the record' is included in an appendix. It is important to note,
however, that the entire report, its recommendations and any errors or omissions are those ofthe authors alone.
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CORRIGENDUM
This report was issued in January 2000. In the following six months
there were many changes in Sierra Leone and the diamond industry at
large. We stand by the facts contained in the report as at the time of
publication, with minor exceptions. On pages 2 and 26 the report states
that De Beers maintains a diamond buying office in Conakry and a diamond
trading company in Liberia. These continue to be mentioned in De Beers
reports, but the company has informed us that these offices have been
closed for some time. On page 3, we referred to "De Beers' Sierra Leone
Selection Trust". SLST was, as explained on page 38, a subsidiary of
the consolidated African Selection Trust.
IS, LG, RH

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study is about how diamonds - small pieces of carbon with no great intrinsic value - have been
the cause of widespread death, destruction and misery for almost a decade in the small West African
country of Sierra Leone. Through the 1990s, Sierra Leone's rebel war became a tragedy of major
humanitarian, political and historic proportions, but the story goes back further - almost 60 years, to
the discovery of the diamonds. The diamonds are, to use the title of Graham Greene's classic 1948
novel about the Sierra Leone, The Heart ofthe Matter.
A weak post-independence democracy was subverted in the 1960s and 1970s by corruption
and despotism. Economic decline and military rule followed. The rebellion that began in 1991 was
characterized by banditry and horrific brutality, wreaked primarily on civilians. Between 1991 and
1999, the war claimed over 75,000 lives, caused half a million Sierra Leoneans to become refugees,
and displaced half of the country's 4.5 million people.
There is a view that Sierra Leone's war is a crisis of modernity, caused by the failed
patrimonial systems of successive post-colonial governments. Sierra Leonean writers have rejected
this analysis on several grounds. While there is no doubt about widespread public disenchantment
with the failing state, with corruption and with a lack of opportunity, similar problems elsewhere
have not led to years of brutality by forces devoid of ideology, political support and ethnic identity.
Only the economic opportunity presented by a breakdown in law and order could sustain violence at
the levels that have plagued Sierra Leone since 1991.
This study constitutes a strong critique ofprevailing orthodox explanations of conflict, which
tend towards state-centric and non-economic explanations. Traditional economics, in fact, as well as
traditional political science and military history are oflittle assistance in explaining Sierra Leone's
conflict. The point of the war may not actually have been to win it, but to engage in profitable crime
under the cover of warfare. Diamonds, in fact, have fueled Sierra Leone's conflict, destabilizing the
country for the better part ofthree decades, stealing its patrimony and robbing an entire generation of
children, putting the country dead last on the UNDP Human Development Index.
Over the years, the informal diamond mining sector, long dominated by what might be called
'disorganized crime' , became increasingly influenced by organized crime and by the transcontinental
smuggling not just of diamonds, but of guns and drugs, and by vast sums of money in search of a
laundry. Violence became central to the advancement of those with vested interests. As the mutation
of the war in Sierra Leone continued through the 1990s, so did the number and type of predators,
each seeking to gain from one side of the conflict or another.
The Diamond Industry and De Beers

In 1998 the diamond industry produced an estimated 115 million carats of rough diamonds with a
market value of US $6.7 billion. At the end of the diamond chain, this was converted into 67.1
million pieces ofjewelry worth close to US $50 billion.
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The De Beers group of companies mines or partners in mining the majority of the world's
diamonds. De Beers purchases by far the majority of all diamonds produced, and more or less sets
the price of rough diamonds on the global market. Manipulation of both the slfPply and demand for
rough diamonds on world markets is managed through its Central Selling Organization (CSO),
headquartered in London.
The CSO sources diamonds from De Beers mines as well as from the 'outside market' diamonds produced by non-De Beers firms. Diamonds purchased by the CSO are in tum sold at ten
annual 'sights' (sales) to 160 'sightholders'. Sightholders are designated by De Beers and are
presented with mixed 'parcels' of diamonds. The parcels are packages of combined rough gem
quality and industrial diamonds, and may include stones from a combination of countries. Parcels are
priced by De Beers and are bought by sightholders - ironically enough, sight unseen. Sightholders
then take the diamonds to other cities where they are resorted and repackaged for onward sale, or for
cutting and polishing.
Until the 1980s, De Beers was directly involved in Sierra Leone, had concessions to mine
diamonds offshore, and maintained an office in Freetown. Since then, however, the relationship has
been indirect. De Beers maintains a diamond trading company in Liberia and a buying office in
Conakry, Guinea. Both countries produce very few diamonds themselves, and Liberia is widely
understood to be a 'transit' country for smuggled diamonds. Many 'Liberian' diamonds are of Sierra
Leonean origin, and others reportedly originate as far away as Russia and Angola. De Beers says that
it does not purchase Sierra Leonean diamonds. Through its companies in West Africa, however, and
in its attempts to mop up supplies everywhere in the world, it is virtually inconceivable that the
company is not - in one way or another - purchasing diamonds that have been smuggled out of Sierra
Leone.
Belgium and the Diamond High Council
Antwerp is the world centre for rough diamonds. More that half of the CSO sightholders reside in
Antwerp. Antwerp is also the principal' outside market' serving as a funnel for more than half of all
the diamonds produced in the world. The formal trading of diamonds in Belgium is structured
around the Hoge Raad voor Diamant (HRD) - the Diamond High Council. The HRD is a non-profit
umbrella organization officially acknowledged as the voice ofthe entire Belgian diamond industry.
The mission of the HRD is to maintain and strengthen the position of Antwerp as the world centre
for diamonds.
Smuggling in the Belgian context refers to diamonds which enter Belgium
without being declared to customs officials, and which are not licensed for import by the Ministry of
Economic Affairs and the HRD Diamond Office. Neither the Government of Belgium nor the HRD
have estimates of the quantity or source of smuggled diamonds. In addition, there are few active
policies aimed at controlling diamond smuggling.
A factor which eases large-scale diamond smuggling and inhibits the tracking of diamond
movements is the manner in which the HRD documents diamond purchases. The HRD records the
origin of a diamond as the country from which the diamond was last exported. Therefore diamonds
produced in Sierra Leone, say, may be officially imported and registered as originating in Liberia,
Guinea (Conakry), Israel or the UK, depending on their journey from one trading centre to another.
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A major problem with the Belgian environment, as it pertains to Sierra Leone or any other
diamond producing country, is the lack of interest and information on the true source of the
diamonds entering the country. A comparison of West African diamond export figures with Belgian
imports is revealing. For example:
"
while the Government of Sierra Leone recorded exports of only 8,500 carats in 1998, the
HRD records imports of 770,000 carats;
annual Liberian diamond mining capacity is between 100,000 and 150,000 carats, but the
HRD records Liberian imports into Belgium of over 31 million carats between 1994 and
1998 - an average of over six million carats a year;
Ivory Coast, where the small diamond industry was closed in the mid 1980s, apparently
exported an average of more than 1.5 million carats to Belgium between 1995 and 1997.
Of further interest where transparency and accountability are concerned, is the question of who
actually monitors imports and exports on behalf of the Belgian government. Oddly, this role is
carried out largely by the HRD itself, the representative and lobbying institution for the Belgian
diamond industry. In recent years there have been a number ofjudicial inquiries which have shown
that the overall system violates almost any definition of neutrality, and is an invitation to corruption.
Cases of fraud in the Antwerp diamond and banking trade are legendary and Antwerp has become
one of the primary world centres for Russian organized crime. Several recent cases offraud, banking
collapse and the involvement of organized crime in the Belgian diamond industry are documented in
the report.
The Sierra Leone Diamonds

The first Sierra Leonean diamond was found in 1930, and significant production commenced in
1935. By 1937 Sierra Leone was mining one million carats annually, reaching a peak of2 million
carats in 1960. From 1930 to 1998, approximately 55 million carats were mined (officially) in Sierra
Leone. At an average price in 1996 dollars of US $270 per carat, the total value is close to US $15
billion.
In 1935, the colonial authorities concluded an agreement with De Beers' Sierra Leone
Selection Trust (SLST), giving the company exclusive mining and prospecting rights over the entire
country for 99 years. By 1956, however, there were an estimated 75,000 illicit miners in Kono
District - the heart ofthe diamond area - leading to smuggling on a vast scale, and causing a general
breakdown of law and order. The buyers and smugglers at that time were mainly Madingo and
Lebanese traders. With the tightening of security between Kono and Freetown in the early 1950s,
Lebanese smugglers began moving their goods to Liberia. Antwerp, and then Israeli-based diamond
merchants soon noticed the booming diamond trade in Momovia, and many established offices there.
De Beers itself set up a buying office in Momovia in 1954 to keep as much of the trade under its
control as possible.
In 1955, the colonial authorities scrapped SLST's nation-wide monopoly, confining its
operations to Yengema and Tongo Field, an area of about 450 square miles. In 1956, they introduced
the Alluvial Mining Scheme, under which both mining and buying licenses were granted to
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indigenous miners. Many of these licenses came to be held by Lebanese traders who had begun to
settle in Sierra Leone at the turn of the century.
Siaka Stevens came to power seven years after independence in 1968. A populist, he quickly
turned diamonds and the presence of SLST into a political issue, tacitly enco~raging illicit mining,
and becoming involved himself in criminal or near-criminal activities. In 1971, Stevens created the
National Diamond Mining Company (NDMC) which effectively nationalised SLST. All important

[map]

decisions were now made by the prime minister and his right hand man, a Lebanese businessman
named Jamil Mohammed. From a high of over two million carats in 1970, legitimate diamond
exports dropped to 595,000 carats in 1980 and then to only 48,000 in 1988. In 1984, SLST sold its
remaining shares to the Precious Metals Mining Company (PMMC), a company controlled by Jamil.
Stevens retired in 1985, handing over power to Joseph Momoh, who placed even greater
responsibility in the hands of Jamil.
From the late 1970s to the early 1990s, aspects of Lebanon's civil war were played out in
miniature in Sierra Leone. Various Lebanese militia sought financial assistance from their
compatriots in Sierra Leone, and the country's diamonds became an important informal tax base for
one faction or the other. This was of great interest to Israel, in part because the leader of the
important Amal faction, Nabih Berri, had been born in Sierra Leone and was a boyhood friend of
Jamil. Following a failed (and probably phoney) 1987 coup attempt in Sierra Leone, Jamil went into

4l0S
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exile, opening the way for a number of Israeli 'investors' with close connections to Russian and
American crime families, and with ties to the Antwerp diamond trade,
The Revolutionary United Front (RUF) war began in 1991 and soon
, after, Momoh was
replaced by a military government - the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC). Despite the
change in government, however, RUF attacks continued. From the outset of the war, Liberia acted as
banker, trainer and mentor to the RUF, although the Liberian connection was hardly new. With a
negligible diamond potential of its own, Liberia's dealings in stolen Sierra Leone diamonds have
been a major concern to successive Sierra Leone governments since the great diamond rush of the
1950s.
What was different and more sinister after 1991 was the active involvement of official
Liberian interests in Sierra Leone's brutal war - for the purpose of pillage rather than politics. By the
end ofthe 1990s, Liberia had become a major centre for massive diamond-related criminal activity,
with connections to guns, drugs and money laundering throughout Africa and considerably further
afield. In return for weapons, it provided the RUF with an outlet for diamonds, and has done the
same for other diamond producing countries, fuelling war and providing a safe haven for organized
crime of all sorts.
The 'Juniors' and Private Security Firms
Joseph Momoh's search for new investors in the early 1990s was carried forward by the NPRC
military government. With De Beers out of the picture, and with the disappointing and short-lived
Israeli experience behind it, the government now began to receive overtures from small mining
firms, known in the business as 'juniors'. The report deals primarily with the three juniors most
involved in Sierra Leone during the 1990s, some with interests that extended far beyond the mining
of diamonds.
All three trade on Canadian stock exchanges, no doubt because of Canada's well-deserved
reputation as a source of easy venture capital for small mining and exploration companies. The first,
Rex Diamond - with de facto headquarters in Antwerp - has an integrated mining, sorting, cutting
and marketing operation, holding Sierra Leonean concessions in Zimmi and Tongo Field. Although
Rex claims friends among both government and the RUF, this is denied by the RUF, perhaps
understandably. In 1998, Sierra Leone lost its only combat helicopter - a serious problem because the
Soviet-built gunship had been the government's most effective weapon against the RUF. Zeev
Morgenstern, Rex's Managing Director, and Serge Muller, the company's President, came to the
government's aid by making an arrangement to supply engines, parts and ammunition worth US $3.8
million. The deal went sour as a result of defective parts supplied from Russia. According to the
Washington Post, Morgenstern and Muller have both said, ' ...the arms deals were umelated to Rex's
mining activities'.
The second firm is Toronto-based AmCan Minerals, which holds various exploration licenses
in Sierra Leone. Because of the security situation, AmCan has so far done little diamond mining,
although it recently acquired a South African-owned firm, ArmSec International (SL) with
connections to both the diamond and the security industries. AmCan's Sierra Leone lawyer is
Chairman of the Government Gold and Diamond Office, the body responsible for overseeing the
monitoring, valuation and taxation of the diamond industry.
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The third' Canadian' firm is DiamondWorks, an outgrowth of Carson Gold and Vengold,
companies promoted by Robert and Eric Friedland. In 1995, DiamondWorks acquired Branch
Energy Ltd., a private company registered on the Isle of Man. DiamondW or~s and Branch Energy
have become the subject of widespread interest because of their apparent but much-denied
connections with two maj or international security firms, Executive Outcomes and Sandline. In 1995,
The Government of Sierra Leone, backed onto the Freetown peninsula by the RUF and facing certain
defeat, engaged the services of Executive Outcomes (EO) to help in its defense. With 200 imported
soldiers, air support, and sophisticated communications equipment, EO pushed the RUF back from
Freetown within a week, and within another month had cleared the major diamond areas ofKono as
well. Shortly after EO took control of the diamond areas, Branch Energy - which had introduced EO
to the GOSL - secured a 25 year lease on Sierra Leonean diamond concessions.
In 1997, DiamondWorks' Sierra Leone country manager was seconded - as a 'private citizen'
- to Sandline, in connection with a controversial arms shipment intended for the briefly exiled
government of Tejan Kabbah.
The juniors arrived in Sierra Leone when the formal instruments of the state had all but
disappeared, notably law, order, probity and justice. They also arrived in the midst of a war which
had at its epicentre the same thing that brought them to the country - diamonds. Lawlessness,
however, was not new. The government of Sierra Leone had - from the 1950s - given up pretending
that it could police the diamond areas. From the days of the SLST Diamond Protection Force, it had
encouraged and even required foreign investors to make their own security arrangements. This goes a
long way to explaining why the juniors appear to have such an intimate relationship with private
security firms.
There is a distinction to be made, however, between the need to hire a private security firm in
order to police a mining operation, and the provision of troops and weapons in support of a faction in
a civil war. It can be said that the involvement of Executive Outcomes in Sierra Leone was in a good
cause. The company successfully protected the government against a brutal and illegitimate rebel
force. EO was certainly cheered in the streets of Freetown for its efforts. It can also be said that the
provision of weapons to the democratically elected government of Tejan Kabbah - a UN arms
embargo notwithstanding - made sense and was in support of a good cause.
The problem is not the individual episodes, but the bigger picture which they help to form of a world in which beleaguered and legitimate governments find little formal international
protection against internal predators, and are forced into Faustian bargains in order to survive.
Conclusions

In the absence of a governmental capacity for self-protection, and in the absence of effective
mechanisms for international protection, private security firms and mercenaries may well be the way
of the future. Closely connected to mining interests, the phenomenon, however, is more than just a
convenient way to let the international community 'off the hook'. It begins to look like a protection
racket, with the payment for assistance made in future mineral concessions - 'concessions for
protection' .
It is unclear whether junior mining companies have the capacity to undertake serious mining
ventures in Sierra Leone. Only time and peace will tell. On the latter point, however, a peace
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agreement is only one step in a long process that will be required to provide real security in the
diamond areas. An important next step will the demobilization of fighters and a return to the rule of
law under government authority. Before government authority can be establ\shed, however, there
may be a lengthy interregnum required for UN peacekeeping forces.
The report concludes with a discussion on the identification of rough diamonds, an issue of
great interest to law enforcement agencies. Long thought to be impossible, new diamond
'fingerprinting' technology is being developed in consultation with the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police. The RCMP stresses that it has yet to clearly identify the limitations and capabilities of the
system through actual use. The potential difficulties in applying the technology are reduced,
however, by the fact that the bulk of the rough diamond trade is centralized in only two organizations
and two locations, the HRD in Antwerp and De Beers' Central Selling Organization in London.
The report ends with a series of recommendations directed to the United Nations, The
European Union, the Governments of Sierra Leone and Belgium, the Diamond High Council and
others. It also argues that a consumer campaign may be required in order to draw attention to the
urgency of the matter and to gain broad public support for change.
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INTRODUCTION

Through the 1990s, the war in Sierra Leone became a tragedy of major humanitarian, political and
historical proportions. Sierra Leone is Africa's first modern state, founded by black Nova Scotians
over 200 years ago and home to sub Saharan Africa's first university. A weak post-independence
democracy was subverted in the 1960s and 1970s by corruption and despotism. Economic decline
and military rule followed. A rebellion which began in 1991 was characterized by banditry and
horrific brutality, wreaked primarily on civilians. Attempts to improve governance in the 1990s, and
in particular since 1996, have been inadequate. International support which might have made a
difference at key moments, especially since 1996, has also been inadequate. Between 1991 and 1999,
the war took over 75,000 lives, caused half a million Sierra Leoneans to become refugees, and has
displaced half of the country's 4.5 million people. A peace accord between the government and the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) was signed in July 1999, and in October 1999, a 6000-member
United Nations Peacekeeping Force was approved by the Security Council as a complement to the
West African Peacekeeping Force (ECOMOG) that had supported the government through the latter
half of the 1990s. (For details, see Box 1)
1.2

Why the Issue is Important: Murder, Terror, Theft1.2 Why the Issue is Important: Murder,
Terror, Theft

The issues arising from Sierra Leone's lengthy and brutal conflict have ramifications that extend well
beyond the country's borders. Inside Sierra Leone, diamonds have fueled a conflict that has
destabilized the country for the better part of a decade. Seventy five thousand people - most of them
civilians - have lost their lives. Rebel butchery has left thousands of women, men and children
without hands and feet, disfigured physically and psychologically for life. At different times during
the crisis, as many as half of Sierra Leone's population - more than the entire population ofKosovo became displaced or were refugees. Schools, hospitals, government services and normal commerce
ground to a halt in all but the largest urban centres. Mineral resources which should have been
available for development were used to finance the war, robbing the potential beneficiaries and an
entire generation of children, putting Sierra Leone very last on the UNDP Human Development
Index.
The issue is also important because the economic fuel for this enormous human tragedy is
almost exclusively derived from diamonds, small bits of carbon that have no intrinsic value in
themselves, and no value whatsoever to the average Sierra Leonean beyond their attraction to
outsiders. It is ironic that enormous profits have been made from diamonds throughout the conflict,
but the only effect on the citizens of the country where they are mined has been terror, murder,
dismemberment and poverty. At the far end of the diamond chain, in the retail jewelry stores of
Europe, North America and Japan, diamonds are purchased as emblems of wealth, or as symbols of
love and affection, to commemorate weddings and anniversaries. Many ofthese diamonds that make
their way through London, Antwerp, Tel Aviv, New York and elsewhere are of Sierra Leonean
origin and most of them over the past decade have been stolen. The chain between the teen-aged boy
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who mines a diamond and the individual who wears a diamond ring is complex, but it is traceable.
Many governments, reputable companies and international agencies participate one way or another
in, and benefit enormously from, the theft.
,
Sierra Leoneans are not alone in seeing their country, their lives and their families destroyed
for diamonds; the Angolan situation is equally horrific, and there are similar diamond-related
tragedies in Liberia and Congo. It is estimated that various African rebel groups supply as much as
20 per cent ofthe world's diamonds to the global market. l This report will examine how the theft of
Sierra Leone's diamonds occurs, who the thieves are, and what the theft means to ordinary people. It
will offer recommendations and ideas that may help to change the situation for the better.

1.3

A Crisis of Modernity?1.3

A Crisis of Modernity?

There is a view that Sierra Leone's war is a crisis of modernity, caused by the failed patrimonial
system of successive post-colonial governments. This argument makes the case that three decades of
bad government blighted the hopes of most young people for a meaningful life, and that RUF terror
techniques - conditioned in part by repeated viewing of Rambo and other 'lone warrior' videos - are
compensation for a lack of opportunity. Some writers cite the RUF' s Libyan connections, and talk of
a highly educated 'excluded intellectual' leadership. This sort of argument posits a clear RUF
political agenda within an understandable - even reasonable - anthropological and environmental
context. 2
Sierra Leonean writers have rejected this type of analysis on several grounds. While it is true
that the RUF is made up of disaffected young men, a very high proportion of them were already
alienated and dangerous before the RUF opportunity for rape, drugs and pillage arose. Only a
fraction of Sierra Leone's young people joined the RUF of their own volition. The main RUF recruits
have been drawn from the ranks of illicit diamond miners and from the same Freetown slums where
President Siaka Stevens (1968-1985) recruited his brutal Internal Security Unit and where President
Joseph Momoh (1985-1991) found the material to double the size ofhis army. Others were children
who were kidnaped, drugged, and forced to commit atrocities. The 'radical intellectual' roots of the
RUF were extinguished in murderous internal purges during the RUF's first year of operation. And
its brutal attacks on civilians stand in sharp contradiction to its ostensible aim of creating a
'revolutionary egalitarian system,.3
While there is no doubt about widespread public disenchantment with the failing state,
corruption and lack of opportunity in Sierra Leone in the late 1980s and early 1990s, similar
problems elsewhere have not led to years of brutality by forces devoid of ideology, political support
and ethnic identity. Only the economic opportunity presented by a breakdown in law and order could
sustain violence at the levels that plagued Sierra Leone after 1991.

tHto .
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I

1787: 377 black and white co lonists from Britain land in Sierra Leone; most die within two years
1792: 1200 'free Negroes' sail from Nova Scotia to Sierra Leone where they, establish the settlement
of 'Freetown'.
1799: A Royal Charter gives legal status to the colony.
1808: Establishment of a Crown Colony (Sierra Leone thus becomes the first modern state in subSaharan Africa).
1827: Establishment of Fourah Bay College, the first university in sub-Saharan Africa.
1896: Establishment ofa Protectorate over territories of the interior.
1961: Independence
1964: First Prime Minister, Sir Milton Margai, dies; power goes to his brother, Albert Margai.
1967: General elections are marred by widespread violence, in part because of Margai's plan to
establish a one-party state. Army takes power as 'National Reformation Council'.
1968: Non-commissioned officers seize power and invite Siaka Stevens, apparent winner ofthe 1967
election, to take power. Elections reconfirm him in office.
1970s: Stevens consolidates power through violence, corruption and intimidation, creating an Internal
Security Unit with Cuban assistance. 1977 elections are rigged and marred by violence, after which Stevens
declares a one-party state.
1985: The economy in ruins, Stevens - now 80 - hands over to former army chief, Joseph Momoh.
1990: Momoh relaxes press restrictions; moves to reintroduce multi-party democracy; UNDP Human
Development Report places Sierra Leone last out of 160 countries; Charles Taylor begins his war in Liberia;
80,000 Liberian refugees flee to Sierra Leone; ECOMOG is established with Freetown as the rear base.
1991: Former army corporal Foday Sankoh leads Revolutionary United Front (RUF) attacks on
Sierra Leone border towns from Liberia; attacks continue, marked by brutality against civilians; children are
kidnapped and inducted into RUF; Momoh doubles the army, recruiting 'hooligans, drug addicts and thieves'
and children.
1992: April: A mutiny by unpaid soldiers becomes a coup; Momoh flees; National Provisional
Ruling Council (NPRC) assumes power under Capt. Valentine Strasser (age 27); brutal war continues; RUF
attacks target civilians. Their hallmark is crude amputations - feet, hands, lips, ears, noses - with special
attention to women and children. 120,000 refugees flee to Guinea; widespread internal dislocation.
1993 Kamajor (traditional hunters) militia begins fighting against RUF along with Republic of
Sierra Leone Military Forces (RSLMF) and ECOMOG; rebel atrocities continue.
1994: RUF overruns diamond areas, bauxite and titanium mines; economy essentially bankrupt;
Freetown threatened. By now an estimated 50,000 have been killed and about half the country's 4.5 million
people have been displaced.
1995: February: NPRC employs Gurkha Security Guards for combat duty, but following setbacks
they withdraw; May: Executive Outcomes contracted by NPRC; by June, the RUF is beaten back from
Freetown and diamond areas liberated; rebel activity subsides.
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1998 February: ECOMOG launches offensive on Freetown, driving the AFRC/RUF out. President
Kabbah returns. Sierra Leone armed forces disbanded. Towns and villages throughout the country experience
continued attacks and extreme brutality from AFRCIRUF forces. July: Security Council creates UN peacekeeping operation, UNOMSIL, and sends 40 military observers and later human rights observers. October: An
estimated 10,000 - 12,000 ECOMOG troops continue to battle AFRCIRUF. An estimated 800-1200 Nigerian
soldiers have been killed, and the cost is estimated at $1 million per day. October: Trials of soldiers and
civilians result in death sentences for many, including Foday Sankoh. Attacks continue; RSLMF regroups.
1999 January: AFRCIRUF elements attack and enter Freetown resulting in two weeks of arson,
terror, murder and dismemberment. Cabinet ministers, journalists and civil servants are tortured and killed.
Parts of the city are razed, over 6000 civilians are killed before ECOMOG pushes them back. 2000 children
are reported missing. February: Nigerian presidential candidates agree that Nigeria should get out of Sierra
Leone soon after Nigeria's return to civilian rule on May 29. The UN Security Council discusses Sierra Leone.
July: GOSL concludes a negotiated peace agreement with the RUF, giving Foday Sankoh and several other
RUF and AFRC leaders cabinet positions. All RUF and AFRC leaders are given amnesty. August: Phased
Nigerian Troop withdrawal begins. October: UN Security Council approves a 6000-member Peacekeeping
Force for Sierra Leone with authority to used 'deadly force' if required. December: Kenyan and Indian
contingents of the new UNAMSIL peacekeeping force begin to arrive in Sierra Leone.

1.4

The Political Economy of War1.4

The Political Economy of War

Claueswitz said that war is 'the pursuit of politics by other means'. David Keen has amended this,
saying that 'war is the pursuit of economics by other means,.4 He is critical ofjournalists like Robert
Kaplan who depict wars like Sierra Leone's as little more than chaotic madness and the result of
'ancient economic hatreds'. 5 He suggests that 'traditional economics (with a focus on peaceful
markets) and traditional political science (with a focus on elections and voting), as well as traditional
military history (with a focus on bureaucratic war) are simply too rigid and narrowly defined.' The
point of some wars, he argues, is not for one side or the other to win them, but to 'engage in
profitable crime under the cover of warfare'. War, then, becomes not so much a breakdown of
society as a complex, shifting and re-ordering of society. Neither government nor rebels may be in
full command of their followers, and both inevitably require the financial support of outsiders. Often
these outsiders are 'investors' likely to seek an economic return for their support.
External intervention in complex emergencies has focused to a large extent on emergency
assistance at one end, and on calls for negotiation, often brokered by neighbouring (or even distant)
countries at the other. In between can be found multifarious efforts at reconstruction, rehabilitation
and reconciliation, often far removed from the principal combatants, and far removed from the
elements that made war an attractive proposition for them in the first place. And often far removed
from those who invest in supporting one side or the other in a conflict. Such situations mock the
Carnegie Commission report, Preventing Deadly Conflict, which recommends that private
companies 'put pressure on governments to seek an early resolution of emerging conflict'. Private
companies, or at least certain types of private company, may well benefit from increased
destabilization, finding new opportunities for short-term profit and longer-term gain, picking up the
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pieces abandoned by earlier investors who have fled, or who shelter away from the front, behind the
facade of arm's length but interlocking relationships.

1.5

Private Power, Commerce and State Institutions1.5
Institutions

,.
Private Power, Commerce and State

It is odd, given the voluminous critical discourse on aid agencies, development assistance,
humanitarianism and war, that very little study has been devoted to the role of the private sector in
modern complex emergencies and their aftermath. This is especially surprising, given the now
widespread prescription of the private sector as an appropriate and workable solution for most
economic and development ailments. Aid has been implicated in causing economic and political
collapse and in delaying its recovery. NGOs are frequently assailed for opportunism, individualism,
amateurism and lack of transparency. The UN, Northern governments and their politicians are
regularly held up to scorn for inaction and tight-fistedness. But the private sector is rarely discussed
in the context of complex emergencies, except as something that must be 'jump-started' in the
reconstruction phase of waning emergencies. 6
The OECD Development Assistance Committee Guidelines on Conflict, Peace and
Development Co-operation has considerably more to say about NGOs than it does about the private
sector, devoting only one or two lines to the subject under the general rubric ofthe need for a stable
macroeconomic environment in post-conflict situations. The Carnegie Commission report devotes
two pages to the subject, suggesting primarily that businesses may be well placed to detect the early
warning signs of conflict, and could pressure governments to seek an early resolution.
During a conflict, normal commerce is likely to be disrupted or destroyed, although new
opportunities, not to mention opportunism, inevitably arise. The arms trade, for example, is likely to
grow and thrive. Much of the private sector, however - although operational and in plain sight remains largely invisible, or is deemed irrelevant by those reporting on conflict.
'Investors' in natural resources such as tropical hardwoods, or mineral resources such as gold
or diamonds can play an important role during an emergency, in providing or denying foreign
exchange, jobs, political support. Prior to the downfall of Zaire's Mobutu Sese Seko, for example,
America Mineral Fields, a Vancouver-listed penny stock company with headquarters in Hope,
Arkansas, signed a $1 billion deal with rebel leader Laurent Kabila for mineral rights to high grade
copper and cobalt tailings near Kolwezi. The company's CEO, Jean-Raymond Boulle, put his own
plane and other assets at Kabila's disposal during his final struggle to topple Mobutu. 7
There is another, more controversial but nonetheless available role for the private sector - the
use of private security firms whose services range from equipment and training through to the use of
direct force. Private security firms are not a new phenomenon, but in recent years they have begun to
provide a more up-scale corporate service to governments whose problems are beyond the abilities of
their own armed forces, and beyond the interest ofthe international community. Executive Outcomes
and Sandline have been the most prominent of these companies in recent years, the former providing
effective support at critical moments to the governments of Angola and Sierra Leone, the latter
becoming embroiled in controversies as far apart as London and Papua New Guinea. * The intimate
• Sandline director Tim Spicer prefers 'private military armies' to the term 'mercenaries'.
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connection between private security firms and the Sierra Leone diamond industry will be examined
in detail in this report.
Their involvement is hardly surprising. Commercial enterprises operat,ing in an environment
with severe security problems can do one of three things: they can hope for the best; they can leave;
or they can do something about it. After 20 years of war in Angola, a decade in Bougainville and five
years in Sierra Leone, it is not surprising that beleaguered governments, failed by the UN and
international diplomacy, would tum to options offered by the private sector. Although few officials
in the international community openly endorse enterprises like Executive Outcomes and Sandline,
the privatization of defence is not without appeal in the face of ineffective and inefficient public
institutions. Certainly, Executive Outcomes was enthusiastically cheered by Sierra Leoneans in 1997
for beating the RUF back from the gates of Freetown.

1.6

Conclusion1.6 Conclusion

It is not, however, quite that simple. William Reno argues that 'internal warfare and the rise of socalled warlords and other armed factions, develops out of a particular Cold War era relationship
between private power, commerce and state institutions in weak states.,g He uses the term 'shadow
state' to explain the relationship between corruption and politics, and the growth ofpersonal rule that
can develop behind the facade of state sovereignty. Reno's shadow state ruler manages by fiat
through a patronage network, manipulating factions and tensions, and weakening any formal
institution - army, police, universities, central bank, the civil service - that might pose a challenge.
This is Sierra Leone with all t's crossed under Siaka Stevens and Joseph Momoh. Inevitably, in the
gray area of disintegration between shadow state and collapsed state, challenges do arise, often from
sociopathic entrepreneurs willing to employ whatever level of violence is required to serve their
objectives.
The willingness by factions and entrepreneurs to use violence is encouraged by the inability
of the collapsing state to mount an effective defence. State employment of external security firms can
become part of the scenario, but these are likely to be linked to other commercial interests, never
entirely trustworthy and often mutating into a kind of protection racket. In the case of Sierra Leone,
the connection between diamond mining firms and private security forces (described in greater detail
below) is indivisible. As state kleptocracy and disintegration progressed, the peculiar nature of the
diamond industry allowed large name-brand companies to withdraw from the front lines, leaving the
field to 'juniors' - companies more willing to take risks with their capital and their reputation, and
sometimes more willing to engage in unethical behaviour. The same has been true in Angola, Liberia
and Congo. Marketing channels, long dominated in the informal diamond mining sector by what
might be called 'disorganized crime', are increasingly influenced by organized crime and by the
transcontinental smuggling not just of diamonds, but of guns and drugs, and by vast sums of money
in search of a laundry. Violence in such cases is central to the advancement of those with vested
interests. As Reno puts it, the organization of violence - 'who becomes a partner in the direct
exercise of power and who gets managed into becoming a business' - are issues of critical concern
9
for those interested in ending violence and building sustainable peace. Political settlement alone
does not necessarily mean that the deeper causes of conflict have been solved. It may be little more
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than a temporary realignment of political and economic interests, especially if key actors have a
vested interest in the continuation of conflict.
It is worth noting at the outset of this study, therefore, that commercial, interests of all kinds,
licit and illicit, can be as potent a determinant of outcomes, if not more so, than the work of
international aid agencies. Milton Friedman once wrote that 'There is one and only one responsibility
of business - to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits, so long as it
stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition without
deception and fraud'. 10 The problem in emergency situations is that the 'rules of the game' may well
be ignored. In the absence of enforceable laws, rules and conventions, context and temptation
inevitably lead to commercial distortions and entanglements that are not in the best interests of the
population at large.
Until the attraction of diamonds to criminals and international predators is defused, there is
unlikely to be lasting peace in Sierra Leone, or the resources required to sustain it. This paper will
argue that peace in Sierra Leone will remain unsustainable until the economic gains to be derived
from criminality and violence are squarely addressed. Some remedies to the economic problem are
within the purview and capacity of the government of Sierra Leone. Many, however, are not.
Concerted international attention to the economics ofthe Sierra Leone conflict will be required ifthe
fragile peace of 1999 is to survive for any length of time.
Keen suggests that 'as with the mutation of viruses ... war is turned against civilians in the
pursuit of profits, [and] these civilians may be forced to resort to violence in order to survive. The
impoverishment of particular geographical and ethnic groups may also precipitate the "spreading" of
war to new areas as predatory groups seek new assets to appropriate' . II As the mutation ofthe war in
Sierra Leone continued through the 1990s, so did the number and type of predators, each seeking to
gain from one side ofthe conflict or another. This study will examine the role of Lebanese diamond
dealers and traders, and connections between Sierra Leone's diamonds, the Lebanese civil war and
Israel. It will review the economic benefits to neighbouring states (and neighbouring warlords) of
diamond smuggling - Liberia in particular. It will examine the role and responsibilities ofthe Belgian
government and the Diamond High Council, which represents the Belgian diamond industry. And it
will describe the involvement of key international diamond mining and selling companies, from De
Beers at the top, to penny stock promoters at the bottom. The study will also deal with less savoury
elements of the diamond trade: organized crime, the international weapons trade and mercenaries.

2.

WORLD DIAMOND RESERVES AND PRODUCTIONWORLD DIAMOND RESERVES
AND PRODUCTION

2.1

Introduction2.1

Introduction

The diamond business is a massive enterprise. In 1998, the industry produced an estimated 115
million carats ofrough diamonds with a market value of US $6.7 billion. At the end ofthe diamond
chain, at the level ofthe consumer, this was converted into 67.1 million pieces ofjewelry worth close
to US $50 billion.
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Diamonds are derived from two main sources. Primary deposits are those which occur in
basic volcanic rock, known as kimberlite. Secondary deposits are those which occur in alluvial
deposits of weathered kimberlite. Although kimberlite is found worldwide, little is diamondiferous.
If it is large enough and sufficiently diamondiferous to be mineable, the term diamond or kimberlite
'pipe' is used (although technically, the term 'kimberlite pipe' is used whether the pipe is
diamondiferous or not).
The mining of kimberlite pipes is an expensive and capital-intensive operation, involving
tunneling underground for hundreds of feet in order to extract diamonds. Where there are large and
productive kimberlite pipes, one will usually find large companies with extensive investment
funding. Although there are many kimberlite pipes in the world, a large proportion of diamonds are
still recovered from alluvial deposits. Alluvial diamond fields are created by the disintegration of
volcanic rock (kimberlite) over a long period oftime. The product of the disintegration, including
diamonds, can be carried away by river systems and deposited over widely scattered areas, including
the sea-bed. Alluvial mining involves the separating of rough diamonds from earth and gravel. This
can be done by a single person working with a sieve and shovel, or by large dredges which can
remove tons of earth and gravel quickly.
Gemstones, including diamonds, are weighed in carats. One carat is 0.20 grams. Individual
stones vary in average size from 0.01 ct. (about 1 mm in size) to more than 0.7 ct. Prices vary
according to quality - weight, shape, clarity, colour. A 1 ct. gem-quality rough stone could be worth
as little as US $12, or as much as US $2000. A cut diamond of this size would be worth many times
more than this once it reaches the retail market.
Prior to the discovery of diamonds in South Africa in 1867, there were only two significant
places in the world where diamonds were known to exist. Significant mining of diamonds in India
dates from antiquity, and Brazilian diamonds were discovered in 1725. 12 Since 1867 about 20
additional producing countries have been identified. These diamond producing countries and
production estimates can be found in Table 1.
The impact on global production ofthe growing number of sources has been enormous, with
world production levels rising from about 300,000 carats in 1870, to 3 million carats in 1920, to 42
million carats in 1970, to the present production of 115 million carats.
In recent years, Botswana and Russia have been competing for the position ofleading world
diamond producer (by value). In 1998, Botswana produced approximately US$ 1.6 billion worth of
rough diamonds while Russia produced US $1.3 billion. South Africa is ranked 3 rd in the world. In
the same year Sierra Leone's official production equaled US $1.05 millionY Jwaneng, a low-cost
pit mine in Botswana remains the world's richest diamond operation, producing 12.5 million carats
annually, worth more than US $1 billion. In terms of pure volume Australia's output greatly
surpasses all other countries by producing 40 million carats a year. However Australian diamonds are
of lower quality and are smaller in size, and most are sold in Indian markets at relatively lower
pnces.
Table 1: Rough Diamonds: Estimated World Production by Type and Country
(thousands of carats)
COUNTRY
Gemstones

1995
Gemstones

1996

1997

1998
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Angola
Australia
Botswana
Brazil
Canada
CAR
China
ORC
Cote d'lvoire
Ghana
Guinea
Liberia
Namibia
Russia
Sierra Leone
South Africa
Venezuela
Zimbabwe
Other
Total
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2600
18,300
11,500
676
Nil
400
230
4,000
53
126
274
60
1,382

2,220
18,897
12,400
200
Nil
350
230
3,600
202
142
165
60
1,400

1,110
18,100
15,100
300
Nil
400
230
3,300
207
664
165
60
1,420

10,500
113
5,070
125
114
119
55,700

10,500
162
4,280
99
300
165
55,400

10,500
64
4,380
158
321
121
56,600

2,400
18.400
13,500
300
,
278
330
230
13,000
207
640
165
60
1,600
10,500
50
4,100
100
40
126
66,000

Industrial
Industrial
Angola
364
300
250
124
22,400
23,096
22,100
22,500
Australia
5,300
5,000
5,000
5,000
Botswana
600
600
600
600
Brazil
120
100
200
CAR
130
900
900
900
900
China
13,000
17,000
18,900
2,000
ORC
100
100
Cote d'Ivoire
22
100
573
166
160
505
Ghana
40
40
40
91
Guinea
90
90
Liberia
90
90
10,500
10,500
10,500
10,500
Russia
101
108
40
30
Sierra Leone
5,670
5,790
6,200
South Africa
5,880
150
73
90
Venezuela
66
30
137
100
Zimbabwe
90
106
120
105
Other
101
64,700
48,900
60,100
64,400
Total
121,000
115,000
116,000
120,000
GRAND TOTAL
Source: 1998 Annual Report, UOlted States Geological Survey, 'Mmeral Industry Surveys - Gemstones',
p. EE 17

2.2

An Important Note on Statistics2.2

An Important Note on Statistics

Table 1 is based on the United States Geological Survey (USGS), which is generally regarded as an
authoritative source of information on diamond production statistics. Its statistics, however, are
based mainly on production figures supplied by governments. In countries where there is significant
theft or smuggling, government statistics are likely to represent as little as 60 per cent of actual
production. For example it is estimated that theft in South Africa represents about seven per cent of
total production. In Russia it may be as high as 40 per cent. Government officials in Sierra Leone
estimate that in recent years as much as 85 per cent of the country's diamond production has been
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stolen and is not, therefore, included in the USGS figures. In other words, the USGS figures for
Sierra Leone are very low.
This is borne out by historical data. Until the advent of organized and government-supported
crime in the 1970s, Sierra Leone traditionally exported several hundred thousand carats a year (See
also Section 4, below). In 1998, the USGS figure for Sierra Leone was 80,000 carats. (The
Government of Sierra Leone, in fact, recorded exports of only 8,500 carats.) If it is true that 85 per
cent ofthe diamonds are smuggled out of the country, this would suggest an annual production total
of at least 530,000 carats, a figure more in keeping with earlier trends. A figure like this, while only
an estimate, is borne out by statistics on Liberia, where no government figures have been available
for years. The USGS estimates annual Liberian production at 150,000 carats, a very generous amount
according to most technical reports. The Belgian Diamond High Council alone, however, records
1998 imports from Liberia of 2.6 million carats and a total of over 28 million carats in the three
preceding years.
The discrepancy in statistics is not a matter of clerical error. Rather it points to - in Liberia's
case - a very great contradiction between known reserves and actual exports. The diamonds that are
exported from Liberia originate elsewhere, a high proportion ofthem in Sierra Leone. The report will
return to this very important point in detail in Sections 3.3 and 4.6 below.
2.3
The Future Production of Diamonds
2.3
The Future Production of Diamonds
Most existing diamond mines have a reasonably long life expectancy. Overall, approximately twothirds of total world production is derived from just eight mines, located in Australia, Botswana,
Russia and South Africa. Most of these have a remaining mine life of at least 30 years and some up
to 100 years. It is estimated that the Botswana sources will produce for another 25 to 100 years, the
Namibia sources for a minimum of 18 years and presently-mined sources in South Africa will be
productive for another 1 to 30 years. There are some mines in Angola and Russia that are predicted
to have a shorter productive life, some as short as five years, however others have a projected
longevity of up to 40 years. 14
The greatest potential for future diamond finds is in areas where past exploration has been
hampered by inhospitable location and climate, as in Siberia and northern Canada, and in offshore
locations which have been constrained by limits of technology. It is estimated that there are diamond
reserves of 1.5 billion carats offthe coasts of South Africa and Namibia, and De Beers has in recent
years developed new technologies to harvest them. There are also estimated to be large diamond
reserves off the northwest coast of Australia, in the Arctic Ocean, off the coast of the Russian
Federation and off the north coast of Canada and the west coast ofAfrica. In Angola geologists have
identified more than 300 new kimberlite pipes. The greatest future source of diamonds is likely to be
beneath the ice cap in Antarctica, probably the last great terrestrial source of diamonds. For now,
however, the technology and international agreements do not permit mining in the area.
One of the world's most productive diamond finds has taken place in the Northwest
Territories of Canada. The Ekati Diamond Mine, Canada's first, started production and produced
278,000 carats in 1998. When Ekati is at full capacity it is expected to have an annual production of
four million carats, it will account for four per cent of global diamond production by weight, and six
per cent by value. By 2002, Canada's second mine, Diavik, located just south ofthe Ekati lease, will

°
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come on stream. The Diavik site consists of four kimberlite pipes of high-quality gem diamonds.
Diavik feasibility studies envisage production of six to eight million carats a year for about 15 years,
with a total production value for the life of the mine in the order of US $6 billion.
In Russia there is major exploration and mining throughout Siberia by Russian companies,
De Beers, Archangel Diamond Corporation of Canada and the regional Geological Survey company,
Arkgeo. In Guinea and Sierra Leone there appear to be substantial kimberlite pipes. In the case of
Sierra Leone, the pipes have not been developed because of conflict in the country, and in Guinea,
development is just commencing.

2.4

Sierra Leone and West African Diamonds2.4 Sierra Leone and West African Diamonds

The diamond reserves and production levels of Sierra Leone are impossible to estimate accurately.
Reserve estimates vary widely. At one end are the implausibly high numbers used by junior mining
companies to create shareholder interest and confidence. At the other are comments like one from De
Beers suggesting that the alluvial fields are worked out and the kimberlite pipes are' ... only as large
as two tennis courts and even those are being mined at their roots' .15 Somewhere between are
estimates provided by professional groups such as the USGS, Natural Resources Canada and
'
16
. dependent geo l
m
OgIStS.
The other, and perhaps more important difficulty in generating accurate data for Sierra Leone,
and West Africa generally, occurs as a consequence of inter-country smuggling. However, given
these qualifications, certain things can be said.
In Sierra Leone the first diamond was found by members of the Sierra Leone Geological
Department in Kono District in 1930 and significant production commenced in 1935. By 1937 Sierra
Leone was mining one million carats annually, reaching a peak oftwo million carats in 1960. At that
point Sierra Leone was producing one-third ofthe world's diamonds and diamonds largely supported
the Sierra Leone government through taxes on diamond profits. Between 1952 and 1962 taxes paid
to the Sierra Leone government averaged between 30 per cent and 60 per cent of profits and the
"filcant. 17
pro fiIts were slgm
From 1930 to 1998 approximately 55 million carats were mined (officially) in Sierra Leone.
At an average price in 1996 dollars of US $270 per carat, the total value is close to US $15 billion.
The first two kimberlite pipes were discovered in 1948 near Koidu on what is presently known as the
Yengema Lease and in 1954 additional pipes were found in what has become known as the Tongo
Lease. According to the noted geologist A.l.A. lanse, the once-rich Yengema and Tonga alluvial
fields (not to be confused with kimberlite potential) are now largely depleted. IS The war, the export
statistics from Liberia, and the interest in Sierra Leone of several aggressive junior mining firms
suggest that this comment may be premature.
The report will return to the question of Sierra Leone diamonds in greater detail in Section 4.
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3.1

A Preliminary Roadmap 3.1

A Preliminary Roadmap

The international diamond trade is unique in the world of business. It is secretive, iconoclastic,
exploitative, and in the words of an Antwerp banker, 'still pretty medieval'. The term 'medieval' is
apt. An industry which each year sells 67.1 million pieces of diamond jewelry, worth US $49.4
billion, is largely controlled by a single company that sets the price and the market supply ono to 80
per cent of the world's entire rough diamond output.
This section of the report provides a brief overview of the maj or commercial and corporate
interests involved in the diamond business: 'De Beers', Belgium and the Diamond High Council.
De Beers

'De Beers' and 'Oppenheimer' are names synonymous with the development and ownership of the
mineral industries of South Africa since the middle of the 19 th century. Two companies emerged
from the South African diamond rush of the 1870s and 1880s - the Kimberley Central Mining
Company and the De Beers Mining Company, named after the De Beers brothers, owners ofthe land
where the rush began. In 1888 the two companies merged to form De Beers Consolidated Mines
Limited. Overl 00 years later, the company still has its registered office in Stockdale Street,
Kimberly, South Africa.
In the late 1920s, the diamond industry was in a catastrophic state with too many diamonds
and too few buyers. Sir Ernest Oppenheimer, appointed Chairman of the Board of De Beers in 1929,
reorganized the diamond industry, essentially by offering to buy all the diamonds on offer throughout
the world, in order to support a stable price. The Oppenheimer family has maintained its relationship
with De Beers for 70 years. Harry Oppenheimer, who succeeded his father, turned 91 in 1999. He
was succeeded as Chairman by his son, Nicky.
De Beers is likely the only private company in existence that has operated as a 19 th century
mercantilist firm, passed unscathed through the heyday of Western anti-trust and combines
legislation, and without significant organizational change managed to fit into the late 20 th century
global model before globalization 'happened', and before monopolies re-emerged as a semiacceptable form of business practice. 19
The Anglo American Corporation was formed in 1917, with Ernest Oppenheimer as
chairman and managing director, in order to gain access to capital markets in the United States. For
many years, cross directorships and shareholdings meant that De Beers and Anglo American
essentially controlled one another. In 1998, however, Anglo American re-structured, and was
operationally separated from De Beers. The purpose of the separation, according to De Beers, was to
'assemble all the diamond skills and expertise which have long been De Beers' special strength in
one independent, dedicated and integrated company, led by a highly focused management team, free
to devote its full attention to its core role - the discovery, mining and marketing of diamonds.,2o
With the re-structuring, De Beers held 40 per cent of Anglo American PLC, which was newly listed
on stock exchanges in London in 1998. The Chairman of Anglo American Corporation of South
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Africa Limited (AAC), J. Ogilvie Thompson, remained Deputy Chairman of the De Beers Board of
Directors. 21
What is commonly referred to as 'De Beers' is organizationally two l;Ilajor companies. De
Beers Consolidated Mines Limited (DBCM) is incorporated and has its headquarters in Kimberly,
South Africa. De Beers Centenary AG (DECAG) is incorporated in, and operates from Lucerne,
Switzerland.
De Beers Consolidated Mines Limited manages most activities in South Africa, including its
mining operations, its marine company which mines offshore diamonds, its interests in the Central
Selling Organization (see below) and companies which produce synthetic diamonds. As well, it
controls all its investments in the Anglo American Corporation, holds a 10.9 per cent interest in the
Swiss-based De Beers Centenary AG as well as other investments. De Beers Centenary AG manages
all diamond operations in Botswana and Namibia, all diamond trading companies (including the
Central Selling Organization) and a myriad of other investments.
De Beers mines or partners in mining the majority of the world's diamonds, it purchases by
far the majority of all diamonds produced, and more or less sets the global price of rough diamonds
on international markets. Probably its major role, and a role in which it has been extremely
successful, is to maintain stable prices by manipulation of both the supply and demand for rough
diamonds on world markets. This is done through its Central Selling Organization (CSO).
The CSO headquarters are in London, but it has buying offices around the world. The CSO
sources diamonds from its own mines and it purchases from the 'outside market'. The outside market
consists of diamonds produced by non-De Beers firms that are not contractually bound to sell to the
CSO. The diamonds purchased by the CSO are in turn sold at 10 annual 'sights' (sales) to 160
'sightholders'. Sightholders are designated by De Beers and are presented with mixed 'parcels' of
diamonds. The parcels are packages of combined rough gem quality and industrial diamonds, and
may include stones from a combination of countries. Parcels are priced by De Beers and are bought
by sightholders, sight unseen. Sightholders then take the diamonds to other cities where they are
resorted and repackaged for onward sale, or for cutting and polishing.

Belgium and the Diamond High Council
rfDe Beers is the dominant name in the diamond business, its extended family resides in Antwerp,
Belgium. Antwerp is undeniably the world centre for rough diamonds. More than half of the CSO
sightholders reside in Antwerp. Antwerp is also the principal 'outside market' serving as a funnel for
more than half of all the diamonds produced in the world. In Antwerp, transactions are settled in
cash, even when they involve prices of six and seven figures. Diamond dealers often do not issue
receipts; million-dollar deals are sealed on a handshake and entrance into the industry is almost
impossible, except through family ties.
The formal trading of diamonds in Belgium is structured around the Roge Raad voor
Diamant (HRD), commonly known in the trade as the Diamond High Councilor simply the HRD.
The HRD is a non-profit organization established in 1973. It is the umbrella organization officially
acknowledged as the representative and spokesperson for the overall Belgian diamond industry. The
HRD maintains only one office outside of Belgium, in Toronto. The HRD groups four Belgian
Diamond bourses (exchanges), the Federation of Belgian Diamond Bourses, professional diamond
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associations and two trade unions. The stated mission of the HRD is to maintain and to strengthen
the position of Antwerp as the world centre for diamonds. The HRD achieves this by carrying out
the following functions:
it supports and defends the interests ofthe Belgian diamond trade and industry, both at home
and abroad;
it develops state-of-the-art techniques for grading and processing diamonds;
it handles import and export formalities;
it provides proof of authenticity for polished diamonds;
it supervises and trains specialized employees.
The most important branches of the HRD are its Institute of Gemology, a Certificates Department,
the Industry Department and Diamond Office.
By far the most important function of the HRD is to supervise the importation, valuation and
export of diamonds and it does so at an annual turnover rate of approximately 500 million carats of
industrial, gem and polished diamonds, valued at roughly US$ 20 billion.
For the purposes of this report, the most important branch ofthe HRD is the Diamond Office.
The Diamond Office is responsible for the HRD's trade and evaluation aspects, and it also plays a
unique role as the diamond customs agent of the Government of Belgium. The structure of the
Belgian industry is discussed in greater detail in Section 3.3, below.

3.2

De Beers - A Diamond is Forever 3.2 De Beers - A Diamond is Forever

Managing Supply and Demand
De Beers dominates the diamond industry unequivocally. De Beers produces 50 per cent of the
world's gem diamonds (by value), from its own mines in South Africa and in partnership with the
governments of Botswana, Namibia and Tanzania. In addition, it purchases diamonds from 'outside
markets' and in turn markets them through its CSO. The total of De Beers own mining output plus
diamonds purchased from the 'outside market' results in De Beers selling each year, on average, 70
to 80 per cent of the world's diamond output.
De Beers acknowledges its monopolistic appearance,22 but argues that its approach benefits
everyone from the miner on the ground to the consumer who purchases diamond jewelry. 'Control'
is necessary in the industry. Harry Oppenheimer explains:
'Whether this measure of control amounts to a monopoly I would not know, but if it does, it is
certainly a monopoly of a most unusual kind. There is no one concerned with diamonds,
whether as producer, dealer, cutter, jeweler or customer, who does not benefit from it. It
protects not only the shareholders of diamond companies, but also the miners they employ
and the communities that are dependent on their operations. ,23
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The current De Beers corporate position is similar:
'Price fluctuations accepted as normal in the case of most raw materials wquld undermine
confidence in the value of a luxury product like diamonds. De Beers' policy is to maintain
price stability by tailoring supplies to the cutting centres to meet prevailing demand while
continuing to buy from producing nations and on the open market' .24

De Beers' 1998 Annual Report refers to the company's principles and interests, provisions which are
aimed at maintaining its monopolistic position. Two of the core principles are:
our striving for stability in the world-wide diamond industry for the benefit of all our
stakeholders and our core partners;
our consequent determination to remain the largest diamond producer in value terms and - in
all respects - the leading diamond company in the world. 25
De Beers maintains stability and its position in the international market through various mechanisms.
The CSO directly dictates the price of diamonds for all sightholders, and indirectly influences price
by periodically withholding or releasing diamonds on the market. In addition, De Beer's strategy
includes efforts to own outright or to partner with 'juniors', in order to control the major diamond
fields in the world.
The two major branches of De Beers, De Beers Consolidated Mines Limited (DCM) and De
Beers Centenary AG, have extensive economic power and market reach. The following lists, while
not by any means complete, provide insight into De Beers diversity and market reach. As of
December 31, 1998, De Beers held 100 per cent ownership in the following subsidiary companies:
eleven separate finance and investment companies incorporated in Luxembourg, Switzerland,
the Isle of Man, Belgium, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Namibia and Netherlands;
eight separate diamond trading companies incorporated in Switzerland, Bermuda, Botswana,
Liberia, Namibia, Panama, Tanzania and the United Kingdom;
three separate diamond manufacturing and processing companies (synthetic diamonds)
incorporated in the Isle of Man, Ireland and Sweden;
three separate manufacturing companies incorporated in Germany, Netherlands and the
United Kingdom;
four separate administrative companies incorporated in Bermuda, Canada and Ireland;
one air charter company incorporated in the United Kingdom.
Additional listed investments, which are not formally subsidiaries of De Beers, include:
a 26 per cent share in Minorco SA;
Zambia Copper Investments Limited;
AngloGold Limited.
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Together these three investments have a market value of US $834 million. Unlisted investments of
the De Beers group include:
Sibeka Societe d'Entreprise et d'Investissements S.A (Belgium);
Erongo Mining and Exploration Company (Pty.) Limited;
Anglo Middle Eastern Holdings Limited;
Antwerpse Diamantbank N.V. (Antwerp Diamond Bank);
a SO per cent share in Debswana Diamond Company Limited (Botswana Government
Diamond Company);
a SO per cent share in Namdeb Diamond Corporation (Namibia Government Diamond
Company).
Together, these six unlisted investments
are valued by the De Beers Board o~l:di~=Q~r-c~~rm~1rn~rtrn~~W5~~~fffim~s
Directors at slightly over US $2.1 of De Beers: 'I highly respect them, and 1hate them like f---ing
billion.
poison.' Gadd-Claxton is mine manager for Canada's Southern
De Beers dominates the suppl Era Resources in South Africa and an ex-De Beers's employee.
side in Botswana, South Africa, Angol
and Namibia. As well, Task Holdings, When Southern Era's Chris Jennings discovered the Ml pipe in
an investment company controlled b Marsfontein, the company thought it had hit the motherlode. But
a group of South Africans claimed to be heirs to the property,
the Oppenheimer family, controls 41 pe
saying they had never renounced the mineral rights. A court
cent ofArchangel Diamond Corporatio battle, followed, which at first Southern Era thought it could
of Canada, which mines rich kimberlites Will.
in Russia and holds close to SO per cen
of the Russian mining company 0 Southern Era's chances dimmed, however, when De Beers
Severalmaz. The discovery of ric stepped in and bought out the heirs, and Southern Era found
diamond fields in the Canadia itself dealing with the most powerful adversary in the diamond
Northwest Territories persuaded De business. After a six-month fight Southern Era caved in and on
Beers to establish an office i June 1998 they agreed to give away a majority of the find to
bring the dispute to an end, retaining 40 per cent of the mining
Vancouver, Canada, and to partner wit
rights. Part ofthe deal to end the dispute also gave De Beers the
the Canadian Mountain Province Minin
exclusive right to market all production.
Company in order to exploit Canadia
fields.
In the end Gadd-Claxton is wistful, 'we'd do a joint venture
The rules of the game for D with De Beers again,' he agrees, adding: 'We'd be wiser. We'd
Beers partnerships are tough, as a De negotiate better.'
Beers official states: 'We want the sales
from any mine to go through the CSO; Toronto Globe and Mail, July 3 I, 1999
we want to manage the operation and we
want to have more than SO per cent of
the shareholding'. 26 Regarding De Beers's partnerships with the junior companies, one analyst says,
'The lion may lie down with the lamb, but the lamb is not going to get much sleep.27

De Beers Central Selling Organization (CSO)
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The CSO originated as a result of the virtual collapse ofthe diamond market during the depression of
the 1930s. In 1934 Sir Ernest Oppenheimer created the CSO to establish what pe Beers refers to as a
system of single-channel marketing. The system and the strategy is to support artificially high market
prices - what De Beers calls 'price stability' - by tailoring supplies to the cutting centres to meet
prevailing demand, while continuing to buy from all diamond producers and on the open market. The
enduring success of this strategy rests on two main factors:
contractual quota arrangements in which the main producers who sell through the CSO
withhold temporarily from sale diamonds which are not in demand;
De Beers' extensive financial resources which enable the CSO itself to hold a 'buffer' stock
of diamonds until demand improves.
Most of the world's rough gem diamonds are sent to the London CSO where they are sorted into
over 14,000 separate categories based on shape, quality, colour and size. In addition to London, the
CSO operates sorting and valuing operations in Botswana, Namibia, South Africa and Switzerland.
Once sorted, the diamonds are blended into selling combinations - 'parcels' - that are prepared for
sale to the company's clients, the 'sightholders'. The parcels vary, including gem diamonds, 'melee'
(mix) and 'boart'. Boart is intended for industrial use. 'Mix' are smaller stones, but they may have a
high value as some dealers may be
interested in a specific quality or stones of II
Box 3. How Prices are Maintained
II
a certain c o l o u r . ·
.
De Beers sells to only 160
sightholders in the world. Diamond Next to the United States, the Asia-Pacific region is the largest
parcels are put together solely by De retail market for cut and polished diamonds and diamond
Beers; the price of parcels is set by De jewelry. However, with the disintegration ofAsian economies
Beers; the' sightholders' are chosen by De in 1997, retail diamond sales fell by 18 per cent in a single
Beers; and the parcel price is non- year. De Beers responded by significantly reducing diamond
negotiable. It is a rigorous business, and sales through t.s esC? in the la~er part of 1997. an~ through~ut
De Beers expels sightholders who refuse 1998, stockpllmg diamonds m order to mamtam the pnce
.
levels of previous years. As a result, sales by the eso during
t a purc h ase at th e set prIce.
. .
All
. h h ld
1 d·
1998 were US$3,345 million - a drop of 28 per cent on the
.
SIg t 0 e~s are ea mg previous year. De Beers then convinced other 'core sellers'
dIamond cutters and polIshers, or dealers which were contracted to the eso to share the burden by
chosen by De Beers. Ten 'sights' (sales) agreeing to stockpile 26 per cent of their production, despite
are held each year. The sights take place the short-term effect on revenue. Overall, De Beers was
in London, Lucerne and Johannesburg. successful in reducing stocks of rough and polished diamonds
Sightholders apply for parcels in advance, by a value of US $1 billion and, in De Beers's terms, 'leaving
and their individual requirements are the stock-to-sales ratios in the cutting centres at much healthier
matched as closely as possible from the levels' .. Wha~ this m~ans. for the consumer is artificially
determmed higher retail pnces.
available supply of diamonds.

i

In addition to defining buyers and
Source: De Beers Annual Report, 1998
setting prices at the microeconomic level,L!::::============:::::::=======:::::!J
De
Beers
strongly
affects
the
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macroeconomic market price by manipulating the world supply ofrough diamonds. It also influences
markets through an extensive advertising strategy. Even though De Beers does not sell finished
diamonds or diamond jewelry, the company has an annual advertising budget of US $200 million.
With an increasing number of operational diamond companies and potentially productive
diamond mines throughout the world, De Beers has consistently formed new partnerships in order to
maintain its control over the market and expand the range of CSO purchasing. For example:
in December 1998 De Beers finalized a new sales contract with Almazy Rossii Sakha
(Alrosa), the Russian conglomerate which is second only to De Beers in the production of
diamonds. Alrosa produces 98 per cent of the total output of Russian rough diamonds and
accounts for 28 per cent of CSO sales. Under the terms of the agreement, Alrosa will sell a
minimum of US $550 million worth of diamonds a year through the CSO, out of a planned
production of US $1.5 billion;
in March 1999, De Beers signed a three-year deal with Broken Hill Properties (BHP) to
purchase 35 per cent of the production from the Ekati mine in Canada's Northwest
Territories. The Ekati mine is expected to be one of the most productive mines of the 21 st
century, representing about six per cent of the world's diamond supply by value.
For De Beers, such agreements mean that fewer diamonds are likely to reach markets that are not
dominated by the CSO. There are, nevertheless, occasional industry revolts:
In 1997 De Beers faced an unprecedented revolt as gem dealers and jewelry manufacturers
protested the crushing effects of a strong US dollar and the disintegration of Asia-Pacific
economies. The industry's main body accused De Beers of pricing stones in a way that could
force them out of business. The World Federation of Diamond Bourses declared that:
'Pricing and marketing policies of De Beers resulted in unacceptably low profitability, which
threatens the viability ofdiamantaires (diamond dealers) worldwide.,28
In 1997 Argyle, Australia's largest diamond producer, stopped selling to the CSO after De
Beers re-balanced prices away from smaller diamonds towards more expensive stones.
Australia produces lower value gems and currently sells the majority through markets in
India where there are approximately 180,000 diamond cutters;
In July 1999, the U.S. jeweler, Tiffany & Company, signed a contract with Aber Resources
Ltd. Aber, a Canadian 'junior', had 40 per cent ofthe Northwest Territories Diavik property,
and Rio Tinto PLC had 60 per cent. The deal with Tiffany will see a 'substantial portion' of
Aber's production sold directly to New York. This direct marketing relationship between a
mining company and a retailer is unprecedented and is designed to get around De Beers and
the CSO. 29
De Beers and Sierra Leone

The present connection between De Beers and Sierra Leone is indirect. Until the 1980s, De Beers
was directly involved in Sierra Leone, had approved concessions to mine diamonds offshore, and
maintained an office in Freetown. The historical connection is discussed in greater detail in Section
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4.1, below. As late as 1994, however, De Beers still held concessions and rights for offshore mining
in Sierra Leone. 30 And in 1997, the company had tentative plans to re-open a small purchasing office
in Freetown. Because of hostilities in Sierra Leone, however, these plans wete shelved.
De Beers questions the economic viability of pursuing diamonds in Sierra Leone. There have
been recent (1999) overtures from the Government of Sierra Leone for De Beers to return, but at the
time of writing, the company had apparently not reached a final decision, ' ... as the pricing structure
of diamonds is such that it would not be cost efficient. ,3' De Beers also questions whether kimberlite
resources in Sierra Leone are as rich as others believe.
There are several other ways in which De Beers is involved with Sierra Leone diamonds,
however. De Beers maintains a diamond trading company in Liberia (Polestar Limited) and a buying
32
office in Conakry, Guinea. Both countries produce very few diamonds themselves, and Liberia is
widely understood to be a 'transit' country for smuggled diamonds. Many of these diamonds are of
Sierra Leonean origin, and others are reportedly of Russian and Angolan origin (See Section 4.6).
De Beers says that it does not purchase Sierra Leonean diamonds. Through its companies in
several West African countries, however, and in its attempts to mop up supplies everywhere, it is
virtually inconceivable that De Beers is not purchasing diamonds that have been smuggled out of
Sierra Leone. In the past, De Beers staff have taken the position that diamonds cannot by identified
by source: ' ... if you are sitting in Tel Aviv or Moscow or New York, whatever the potential for
positive identification, you have not a clue where they come from. Just to be clear, ifhe (the diamond
seller) says they are Scottish diamonds, you take his word for it ... They could be diamonds from the
moon. ,33 In correspondence with the United Nations Sanctions Committee on Angola, De Beers has
recently taken a more nuanced position (see Section 7, below).
The present connection between De Beers and Sierra Leone is indirect. Until the 1980s, De Beers
was directly involved in Sierra Leone, had approved concessions to mine diamonds offshore,
and maintained an office in Freetown. The historical connection is discussed in greater detail
in Section 4.1, below. As late as 1994, however, De Beers still held concessions and rights
for offshore mining in Sierra Leone.' And in 1997, the company had tentative plans to reopen a small purchasing office in Freetown. Because of hostilities in Sierra Leone, however,
these plans were shelved. De Beers questions the economic viability of pursuing diamonds in
Sierra Leone. There have been recent (1999) overtures from the Government of Sierra Leone
for De Beers to return, but at the time of writing, the company had apparently not reached a
final decision, ' ...as the pricing structure of diamonds is such that it would not be cost
efficient." De Beers also questions whether kimberlite resources in Sierra Leone are as rich
as others believe. There are several other ways in which De Beers is involved with Sierra
Leone diamonds, however. De Beers maintains a diamond trading company in Liberia
(Polestar Limited) and a buying office in Conakry, Guinea.' Both countries produce very few
diamonds themselves, and Liberia is widely understood to be a 'transit' country for smuggled
diamonds. Many of these diamonds are of Sierra Leonean origin, and others are reportedly of
Russian and Angolan origin (See Section 4.6).De Beers says that it does not purchase Sierra
Leonean diamonds. Through its companies in several West African countries, however, and
in its attempts to mop up supplies everywhere, it is virtually inconceivable that De Beers is
not purchasing diamonds that have been smuggled out of Sierra Leone. In the past, De Beers
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staff have taken the position that diamonds cannot by identified by source: ' ... if you are
sitting in Tel Aviv or Moscow or New York, whatever the potential for positive
identification, you have not a clue where they come from. Just to be ch:;ar, ifhe (the diamond
seller) says they are Scottish diamonds, you take his word for it. .. They could be diamonds
from the moon.' 1 In correspondence with the United Nations Sanctions Committee on
Angola, De Beers has recently taken a more nuanced position (see Section 7, below).3.3
The Belgian Connection
Antwerp: A Diamond's Best Friend34
There are several historical reasons for Belgium's preeminence in the diamond industry, not least of
them Belgium's colonial history and the role that Belgian mining companies have played in the
th
Congo. At the beginning ofthe 20 Century, Amsterdam was the centre of the world diamond trade,
but revisions in Dutch taxation laws between the two world wars made it less hospitable, and the
majority of the traders gradually migrated to Antwerp. Antwerp already had a tradition for diamond
craftsmanship, dating back to the 16 th century. In 1930 the Antwerpsche Diamantkring - today the
only rough diamond exchange in the world - already had 1,300 members. After World War II,
Belgian authorities helped to rebuild the diamond industry, introducing strong incentives to revitalize
the trade, and significantly loosening legislation and tax laws. As a result, Antwerp has thrived.
Today Antwerp annually processes more than half the world's consumption of rough,
polished and industrial diamonds. It has the world's largest community of dealers, and more than
half of all De Beers's sightholders live in Antwerp. The Antwerp diamond district consists of one
square kilometer, encompassing three small streets, but this area alone has 1,500 registered diamond
traders, wholesalers and retailers. Within the district there are also four diamond bourses where
much ofthe diamond trading is carried out, and four banks that specialize in financing the diamond
trade.
The diamond trade contributes significantly to the Belgian economy, and more significantly
to the regional economy of Flanders, as illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. The Diamond Trade and its Economic Impact in Belgium, 1998
World Production (Rough/Industrial)
Market Value
Total Belgium diamond trade (imports plus exports)
Trade value through Belgium (imports plus exports)
% of CSO sales to Antwerp sightholders
World sales outside CSO
Antwerp purchases of non-CSO diamonds
Diamond contribution to Belgian GNP
Diamonds as per cent of Belgian exports
Diamonds as per cent of Flanders exports
Taxes paid to Govt. of Belgium by diamond industry

115 million carats
US $6.7 billion
525 million carats
US $20.06 billion
44%
US $3 billion
77%
1.5%
7%
12%
US $8 million
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I Diamond-related employment (Belgium)

I

I

27,000

Sources: Rombouts, Luc 'Antwerp Facets' (Diamond High Council, Antwerp, April 1999); Diamond High Council Press
Conference (Antwerp, March 1999); Diamond High Council, 1998 Annual Report, Antwe11' 1999.

Role of the Diamond High Council (HRD)
Role of the Diamond High Council (HRD)
The formal organization of the Belgian diamond industry is structured around the Hoge Raad voor
Diamant (HRD), or the Diamond High Council. In its 1998 Mission Statement, the HRD explains
that its overall mission is to maintain and to strengthen the position of Antwerp as the world centre
for diamonds. Two of the primary functions of the HRD are germane to a better understanding ofthe
diamond trade:
to support and defend the interests of the Belgian diamond trade and industry, both home and
abroad;
to handle import and export formalities for the Government of Belgium.35

Belgian Import and Export of Diamonds
Table 3 provides a statistical summary of the diamond trade through the HRD. Table 3 also shows
the significance of the Belgian re-export trade in diamonds (both gem and industrial) and polished
diamonds. Most notable, is the fact that while Belgium imported nearly 256 million carats of
diamonds in 1998, it only exported 7.6 million carats ofpolished diamonds in the same year, and the
import and export of rough diamonds (by volume) was roughly equal. Belgium does not have an
extensive cutting and polishing industry. Its main business is the re-routing of diamonds. Belgium's
most significant market for the export of rough diamonds is India, where over 180,000 diamond
cutters are employed. In 1997 and 1998 Belgium re-exported 121 million carats and 149 million
carats respectively to India. The re-export business is so significant that in1998 the HRD exported
more rough diamonds than it imported (133 million carats imported and 166 million carats
exported).36

Table 3. Statistical Survey - Belgian Imports and Exports of Diamonds
1997
(Millions of
carats)

1998
(millions of
US$)

(millions of
carats)

(millions of
US$)

IMPORTS
Polished Diamonds
Rough Diamonds
Industrial Diamonds
Total

6.5

4184.8

7.5

4247.4

143.4

6774

133.7

5420.2

103

147.1

121.8

138.9

252.9

11106

263

9806.5
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EXPORTS
Polished Diamonds

7

Rough Diamonds

5144.1

7.7

5026.5

>

145.1

6273

166.1

5127.7

91.7

114.4

88.5

101.6

Total

243.9

11531.4

262.3

10255.9

Total Imports and Exports

496.7

22637.4

525.4

20062.4

Industrial Diamonds

Source: DIamond HIgh CouncIl, 1998 Annual Report, Antwerp, 1999, p. 9.

Diamonds arriving in Belgium are channelled into a formal and legal structure built around the
HRD's Diamond Office and supported by Belgian legislation. However, there are other markets that
operate externally to the HRD and Belgian legislation. The various Antwerp markets can perhaps be
referred to as the 'white', 'grey' and 'black' markets.

The White Market
The White Market
The 'white' market refers to the legal and formal purchase and sale of diamonds. It is basically a
wholesale and importing and exporting market. Legally, diamonds can only be marketed, imported
and exported by companies and dealers registered with the HRD Diamond Office, and only Belgian
and Luxembourg-registered companies can become registered members of the HRD. A special
arrangement exists between Luxembourg and Belgium, resulting from the establishment of the
Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union (BLEU) in 1921. Licensing documents for the import and
export of diamonds are valid for both Belgian and Luxembourg customs authorities. Luxembourg
follows Belgian customs regulations, and application forms for imports and exports are valid in both
countries. The overall majority of companies and dealers are, however, registered in Antwerp and
only a few large jewelers in Luxembourg import diamonds via Antwerp.
The largest single source of high quality gem diamonds are the Antwerp-based De Beers
sightholders. In 1998, they purchased 28 million carats, valued at US $1.5 billion. Although a larger
quantity of Australian diamonds was purchased, they are of a lesser quality and therefore have
significantly lower value. Table 4 shows the imports, import sources and value ofall rough diamonds
processed by the HRD in 1997 and 1998.
Table 4. Antwerp Imports of Rough Diamonds

UK (non-CSO)
CSO
Congo (DRC)
Israel

1998 Jan-Dec
Millions of
US$ Millions
Carats
732
11.3
1,465
28.2
613
20.9
487
3.5

1997 Jan-Dec
Millions of
US$ Millions
Carats
711
10.4
2,159
36.8
553
15.8
532
3.4
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Angola
Australia
Liberia
Central. Afr. Rep.
South Africa
USA
Guinea
Gambia
Sierra Leone
Switzerland

1.6
44.1
2.6
0.8
0.6
1.1
0.6
0.4
0.8
1.2
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349
280
269
165
155
132
116
103
66
56

1
40.2
5.8
579
367
845
533
660
803
3.7

273
267
330
108
122
113
109
132
115
94

Source (Diamond High Council, Antwerp 1999) p. 11.

In addition to CSO purchases, diamonds come to Antwerp from major producers who have either no
agreement or a partial marketing agreement with the CSO. An approximate estimate from this source
is US $600 million annually (1998). This figure is likely to increase in coming years due to a rise in
production from newly discovered mines. 3? Major producers may sell their diamond output directly
through their own marketing offices in Belgium. Most major producers, such as Argyle (Australia),
ENDIAMA (Angola), Ashton (Canada), Broken Hills Properties (Australia) and Rio Tinto (USA)
have their own sales offices or representing agents and brokers who are members of one of the
diamond exchanges. A few producers such as ENDIAMA, Trans Hex (Canada) and Rex Diamond
Mining Corporation (Canada) also have their de facto headquarters in Antwerp.

The Grey Market
The Grey Market
The 'grey' or 'independent' or 'parallel' market in Antwerp consists of brokers, jewelers and
retailers who are not directly linked to the HRD, are not members of the diamond exchanges and are
not registered as importers or exporters of diamonds. It is a parallel market because diamonds are
sold or bartered from one dealer to another, or from a manufacturer directly to the jewelry shop,
often without invoices or paperwork. This market is 'grey' because it operates beyond the purview of
the HRD. Producers such as Namco (Namibia), DiamondWorks (Canada), Southern Era (Canada)
and MIBA (Government of DRC) sell most of their diamonds through independent dealers in
Antwerp and some may supply directly to Belgian manufacturers, cutters and jewelers. The market
operates outside the confines and therefore the monitoring ofthe HRD. The HRD takes the position
that the quantity of diamonds exchanged in this' grey' market is very small, but there are no statistics
to verify the HRD position. 38
In 1998, the grey market came to the attention of a Belgian Parliamentary Commission of
Inquiry into Organized Crime. The Commission's report contains an extensive chapter on the
diamond industry and suggests that the grey market is far less marginal than the diamond industry
and the HRD would suggest. 39
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The Commission Report estimated that 4,000 to 5,000 commercial diamond dealers and
brokers are active in the grey market, apart from the 3,500 registered members ofthe four diamond
exchanges in Antwerp. Membership in a diamond exchange is voluntary and pr,Ovides the benefit and
privileges that are inherent to being 'inside' the industry. The advantage of remaining 'outside' the
industry is the lack of industry-led regulation or monitoring.
While operating on the 'outside' is not illegal, the Parliamentary Commission Report took the
position that the grey or parallel market is extremely vulnerable to infiltration and use by organized
criminal groups.40 The Commission Report listed 30 cases related to the Antwerp diamond industry
that were under judicial investigation at the time of its report. The cases involved fraud, forgery, tax
evasion, fake bankruptcy, laundering, contraband and theft. Ten ofthe listed cases were categorized
under the heading' organized crime' and the 20 remaining cases were classified as 'organizational
crime' .41 The distinction appears to be that 'organizational crime' consists of criminal acts
committed by criminal members of an otherwise legitimate business.

The Illicit Trade - The Black Market
The Illicit Trade - The Black Market
The distinction made here between the white, grey and black markets are, to a large extent, artificial
- boundaries and a separation of sourcing and trading in diamonds cannot be drawn this easily.
Because of the high level of secrecy inherent in the Antwerp diamond trade, and the fact that there
are few paper trails outside the HRD, it is difficult to fully determine the extent of the illicit trade.
Smuggling in the Belgian context refers to diamonds which enter Belgium without being
declared to customs officials, and which are not licensed for import by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs and the HRD Diamond Office. Neither the Government of Belgium nor the HRD have
estimates of the quantity or source of smuggled diamonds. In addition, there are few active policies
aimed at controlling diamond smuggling, apart from standard declaration and checking procedures of
the customs department and the HRD. (Belgium, however, is perhaps the only country to have - at
least on paper - a monitoring system of imports and exports. In the Netherlands, for example, the
procedures are even more cursory.)
It is known that most ofthe rough diamonds smuggled into Belgium are from Africa, and are
likely to have been produced by artisanal diggers. These diamonds are sold from dealer to dealer,
outside the purview of the HRD or the diamond exchanges. A number of smaller hotels in and
42
around the area ofAntwerp's Central Station are known trading places for illicit diamonds. In some
cases, if the seller has enough, diamonds may be presented directly to a manufacturer. The
manufacturer will undertake the cutting and polishing process, and the diamonds will subsequently
be sold on the open market or to one of the many jewelry shops in the diamond district, or abroad.
On a small scale, African couriers bring in rough diamonds, without declaring them to
customs or the HRD, and selling them directly to Antwerp-based dealers. An African diamond
courier describes the process:
Smuggling is not risky and I have been doing it nearly my whole life. One just needs to have
special contacts at home. My contacts will guarantee free passage at the airport at home and
once you're on the plane the job is done. I am never checked for diamonds when I enter
Belgium. To sell my diamonds I just go to one of the diamantaires in the Pelikaanstraat and
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present myself at the counter with my batch of stones. The diamantaires are always friendly
and take me to a room in the back and serve me something to drink. They even offer to
arrange for a place for me to stay in Antwerp.43

The next step in the laundering process is not particularly expensive or risky for the diamantaire. As
one writer puts it, 'A diamond becomes legal as soon as it is presented at a diamantaire's counter' .44
A registered dealer and member of one ofthe diamond exchanges can simply mix illegally obtained
diamonds with a parcel of already declared diamonds. This allows the diamantaire to both avoid
taxes and launder the illicit diamonds.

The Real Source of Antwerp Diamonds
The Real Source of Antwerp Diamonds
One ofthe factors which eases larger scale diamond smuggling and inhibits the tracking of diamond
movements is the manner in which the HRD documents the industry. The HRD records the origin of
a diamond as the country from which the diamond was last exported. Certificates of origin are not in
use, except in a cursory manner for Angola. Therefore, diamonds produced in Sierra Leone, say, may
be officially imported and registered as originating in Liberia, Guinea, Israel or the UK, depending
on their journey from one trading centre to another.
The real issue ofthe Belgian environment, as it pertains to Sierra Leone or any other diamond
producing country, is the lack of interest and therefore the lack of information on the true source of
the diamonds entering the country. The Belgian diamond industry - and apparently the Belgian
government - are basically not interested in the source of diamonds or how they get to Belgium. They
are concerned only that imported diamonds pass through a dealer who is registered with the HRD, or
through the HRD itself.
Official data from both the HRD and the Government of Belgium mask this issue, but at the
same time serve a useful service in pointing out the significance of the problem. The two following
tables illustrate the problem:

Table 5. Diamond Production in West African Countries for Selected Years
(000 carats)
Year
1990 1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1997
1996
1998
Sierra Leone
243
347
78
158
255
213
270
104
8.5
Liberia
100
150
150
150
100
100
150
150
150
Guinea
127
97
153
167
381
205
365
205
205
650
591
740
Ghana
700
656
632
715
830
800
Ivory Coast
12
15
15
15
84
302
307
307
75
Sources: Data for Llbena, Gumea, Ghana, Cote d'!vOlre for the years 1994-1998 from: Ronald F. Balazik, 'Gemstones',
1998 Annual Review (United States Geological Survey, August 1999) p. EE 17. Remaining data for the same countries is
from various mineral industry reports from 1990 to 1994 published by the United States Geological Survey. Sierra Leone
data is from: Goverrunent of Sierra Leone, Goverrunent Gold and Diamond Office, Freetown, Sierra Leone, 1999.

Table 6. Antwerp Imports of West African Diamonds
Selected Years (000 carats)
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1994
1997
1998
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1995
1996
Sierra Leone
331
534
831
344
526
455
566
803
770
5,523
Liberia
12,3tO
5,803
2,558
658
1,909 5,006
3,268
10,677
374
Guinea
287
526
1021
875
439
780
533
596
Ghana
597
675
689
526
498
643
608
531
n.a.
825
946
868
Ivory Coast
683
605
1614
2214
885
n.a.
Sources: D13ffiond HIgh CouncIl, 1998 Annual Report, Antwerp 1999, p. 1, and addItional information supplIed dIrectly
by HRD.

Comparison of the two tables shows that the production figures for Ghana and the HRD import
statistics from Ghana are similar, as might be expected. For all the other West African countries,
there are startling discrepancies. For example:
while the Government of Sierra Leone recorded exports of only 8,500 carats in 1998, the
HRD records imports of 770,000 carats;
while the estimates of Liberian diamond mining output are between 100,000 and 150,000
carats in Table 5 (and there are no estimates anywhere of a capacity exceeding 200,000 carats
per annum45), the HRD records Liberian imports into Belgium of over 31 million carats
between 1994 and 1998 - an average of over six million carats a year;46
Ivory Coast, where the small diamond industry was essentially closed in the mid 1980s,
exported an average of more than 1.5 million carats between 1995 and 1997.
Among other things, these figures suggest either massive international fraud, or massive bureaucratic
.
47
lllcompetence
Where Sierra Leone is concerned, the discrepancy between what the HRD says is imported
from Sierra Leone and what Sierra Leone officially produces and exports may be an indication of
what is illicitly mined and exported to Belgium. But this is only a minimum figure, as the data does
not include diamonds which travel from Sierra Leone to India, Israel, Lebanon, New York and the
De Beers CSO, and then to Belgium.
Belgian Import and Tax Legislation and Policy
Belgian Import and Tax Legislation and Policy
One of the main factors making Belgium, and particularly Antwerp, the world centre for diamonds is
the laxity of tax and trade legislation. Antwerp attracts a large quantity of diamonds sold on the
'outside market', i.e. outside De Beers CSO. For the purposes of this study, this outside market is
very important and it helps to explain the problems in the Belgian environment.
The import of diamonds to Belgium is free, in the sense that there are no tax or import duties
applied at entry. However, all diamonds must be declared to customs upon entry or exit from the
country, and importers must (theoretically) pay a value added tax of 21 per cent on the customs
value. The customs value, however, is simply the value expressed on the supplier's invoice. Belgium
has a unique system of VAT exemption and most dealers can benefit from this provision in the law.
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A dealer is not required to pay the VAT at the time of import, but can settle it through the HRD
Diamond Office at a later date. The Diamond Office will advance the amount to Belgian customs
and invoice the dealer at the end of each month. Most dealers travelling abroad,carry bank guarantees
covering the VAT in the countries they pass through, without actually paying it.48 When rough
diamonds are exported for sale, the import VAT is recovered by the dealer, who is then tax-free.
There has been increasing concern that the Belgian diamond industry pays very little tax. In
1998 an industry with a turnover of US $20.6 billion paid only US $8 million in taxes. This has led
to a new 'fiscal plan', worked out between the HRD and the Belgian Direct Tax Authority, that will
ostensibly result in a tax contribution by the diamond industry of 'a fair share oftaxes,49. The new
fiscal plan became effective on January 1, 1999, taxing the gross turnover margin of diamond
companies. It is expected to significantly raise the amount of taxes paid by the industry.
Of greater interest where transparency and accountability are concerned, is the question of
who actually monitors imports and exports on behalf ofthe government. Oddly, this role - the role of
customs agent - is carried out by the HRD itself, the representative and lobbying institution for the
Belgian diamond industry.
Upon entry into Belgium, sealed diamond parcels are sent by customs to the HRD Diamond
Office, which acts as the internal clearance and customs bureau on behalf of the Government of
Belgium. At the HRD Diamond Office, all diamonds entering or leaving the country are individually
checked by ten diamond experts who are employees of the HRD, acting on behalf of the Licensing
Department of the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Importers and exporters must provide invoices
describing the exact weight and price ofthe diamond parcels and documents showing their company
registration in Belgium or Luxembourg. Diamond Office experts are not civil servants. They are
so
experts employed by the Diamond Office, sworn in by the Belgian Minister of Economic Affairs.
The only outside check on this process is that there are always a number of customs officers and
representatives of the Ministry of Economic Affairs present at the Diamond Office to monitor the
procedure.
The Diamond Office therefore plays a dual role: it provides a lobbying service on behalf of its
clients in the diamond industry, and it acts as their watchdogs on behalf of government. To the
outside observer, this looks like a major conflict of interest.
Difficulties with the process are legendary:
diamonds imported from other countries of the European Union, need not be declared at the
Belgian border, but need only to be checked by the HRD Diamond Office. Different valuing
and controlling applications by EU members leads to additional problems. The Netherlands,
for instance, applies a different weighing system, enabling importers to declare a certain
amount oflow quality rough diamonds and then alter it, before exporting, with high quality
gems of the same weight. The diamonds may then be invoiced at a lower price than the real
value·,S1
in most cases the penalty for the fraud involved in inconsistencies between invoice and real
value is minimal. The diamantaire risks a fine but will normally receive questionable
diamond parcels back when a corrected invoice is received from the seller.
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The historical reason given for having the HRD Diamond Office act as an agent for the government
is that only the diamond industry has the expertise required to perform the government's task.
However, in recent years there have been a number ofjudicial inquiries whicl). have shown that the
system violates almost any definition of neutrality, and is an invitation to corruption.
Cases of fraud in the Antwerp diamond and banking trade are legendary. In April 1999, for
example, an expert of the HRD Diamond Office was arrested in connection with a million dollar
import-export fraud involving the expert, a number of diamond exporting companies and a
specialized diamond transport company. The expert overvalued diamond parcels, enabling a number
of diamond companies to use a fraudulent invoicing system and then to launder illegally obtained
diamonds with the' licensed' documents. 52 Another case exposed two experts ofthe Diamond Office
when customs officials double-checked a parcel inspected and sealed by the HRD Diamond Office,
on its way to an unknown customer. The transaction was registered for a value ofUS$ 5 million, but
the parcel contained only brick dust. 53 Fraudulent transactions like these allow diamond dealers to
use legitimate documents for other purposes, such as unchecked diamond exports, VAT fraud or the
laundering of illegally imported diamonds.

The Diamond Bourse
The Diamond Bourse

II

Box 4. Diamonds and Drugs:

II
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Of the twenty-one diamond exchangesrr======================;'1
(bourses) in the world, four are in Diamonds and Drugs:the Collapse of the Max Fischer
Antwerp, including the only rough Bank
diamond bourse. The bourses are
transaction centres where traders meet In January 1997, the Max Fischer Bank, in the heart of the
Antwerp diamond district, declared bankruptcy. A few months
individually to present their diamonds
after the bankruptcy the Antwerp prosecutor opened an
and negotiate sales. The bourses are investigation, and in June 1997, three members of the bank staff
highly secured exchange buildings in were arrested and taken into custody.
the heavily guarded diamond district of
Antwerp. Access to a bourse is allowed The bankruptcy and subsequent judicial investigations created a
only to fee-paying members, and near panic in the Antwerp diamond business. After the arrests,
membership is restricted to individual several diamond dealers' offices and the HRD Diamond Office
dealers or companies registered in were searched.
Belgium or Luxembourg. Candidate
Investigations into the bankruptcy inadvertently led to the
members have to be recommended to
activities of Fouad Abbas. Abbas had been a crown witness in a
the Board of Directors and need support
Dutch narcotics investigation, and was accused of being the key
from a number of existing members. supplier of marijuana to European and Canadian markets in a
Non-members are only allowed to enter case that involved thousands of tons of drugs. Abbas confessed
the transaction room of the bourse in his own role under a witness-protection programme in the
the
presence
of accompanying Netherlands, but Belgium nevertheless demanded his extradition,
members, and only then if they have after he had moved to London. The Max Fischer Bank in
approval from the Board of Directors. Antwerp had been used to launder an estimated US $25 million
A deal at a bourse is struck of the proceeds of Abbas' criminal business. Abbas was not
without formalities or paperwork. unknown to the Antwerp diamond business. He ran his
operations through a diamond company by the name of TTS
However, there exists a set of strict
Diamonds and reportedly had mining interests in West Africa.
rules applied by the bourse. The buyer
Some of Mr. Abbas' partners, it was later revealed, were also
inspects a parcel of diamonds on offer active in arms trafficking. Iraq and UNITA in Angola were
and negotiates the price per carat with allegedly the recipients of the Abbas arms.
the seller. When a broker negotiates a
transaction, the price stands for only Systematic tax evasion and Belgium's policy of fiscal and
one day - until the closure of the bourse. administrative leniency for the diamond business were the
In the meantime, the parcel - a small combination that enabled Abbas to thrive for many years.
envelope - is sealed and the negotiated
Source: Confidential interviews with Dutch televisionjoumalists who
price is written on it. When, or if the
had documents related to Abbas companies. Also Chris de Stoop, Ik
seller wants to renegotiate the broker's ben Makelaar in Has), Amsterdam, De Bezige Bij, 1998
price, or when the buyer fails to paJ.!:J=====================:::!.J
within the one-day deadline, the parcel
('cachet') can be reopened, but only in the presence of a Transaction Room Committee of the
54
bourse.
Despite the extraordinary amounts of money changing hands and the potentially high risks
involved, diamond dealers and their financiers rarely settle differences in legal courts. The exchange
system has its own internal procedures and sanctions system based on hundreds ofyears oftradition.
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The obvious advantage for the diamond industry is the maintenance of complete confidentiality, a
minimum amount of monitoring and paperwork, and exclusive control of the diamond market.
Diamond Banking
Diamond Banking
Like the rest of the diamond business in Antwerp, banking arrangements are opaque, and the small
number of players have an immense amount of economic power. There is likely to be less
transparency than in other banks in the world as these financial institutions have their own fiduciaries
in Switzerland or Luxembourg, where banker's discretion is guaranteed by law. Ninety per cent of all
diamond transactions in Antwerp are handled by two banks - the ABN Amro Bank and the
Antwerpse Diamantbank. De Beers holds 12.8 per cent ownership in the Antwerpse Diamantbank
through the Henfin Holding Company.
Traditionally, most trading or marketing companies in Antwerp have maintained a very low
level of capitalization. It is not exceptional to find a diamond company with a capitalization of only
US $30,000, but with an annual turnover of several million dollars. Consequently, short-term and
rapid financing is critical to the business. Diamond traders depend on short-term financing in the
millions of dollars for single transactions, enabling them to bridge the period between the time of
their own purchases and payment by their clients.
The lack of transparency and questionable business practices of some of the diamond banks,
and spectacular scandals like the Max Fischer Bank collapse, have led to increasing debate in
Belgium on the nature of the diamond business and its relationship with organized crime.

The Underbelly of the Belgian Diamond Industry
The Underbelly of the Belgian Diamond Industry
Because of governmental and HRD laxity, Antwerp has, in recent years, become one of the key
cities of the world for Russian organized crime. 55 One ofthe most spectacular public cases involved
the embezzlement of US $180 million in gold and diamonds from the Russian State reserves.
Andrei Kozlenok and his company, Golden ADA, were at the centre of a transcontinental
scandal, causing embarrassment to authorities in the USA and more so in Russia. Kozlenok's
company was provided with gems from the Russian State Precious Metal Reserve, with the approval
ofhigh officials in Russian government circles. Instead of using the diamonds intended - as collateral
for a commercial loan in the US - Kozlenok sold US $70 million worth of diamonds in Antwerp,
with forged documents claiming the diamonds had originated in the DRC (Zaire). Kozlenokalso had
a company registered in Belgium, beyond the reach of both Russian and American authorities. For
three years, Russia battled in California courts in order to bring Kozlenok to trial and recover the
gems. In 1998, Russia authorities finally succeeded in extraditing Kozlenok from Greece. 56
Kozlenok's name appeared again in a seemingly unrelated fraudulent incident. The fraud
involved a million-dollar trade in fake invoices. Antwerp businessmen and local politicians
(members of the Antwerp City Council) were among the accused. Several individuals were convicted
on a number of charges, but the full nature of the fraudulent mechanism remains hidden. Some ofthe
investigators and financial experts analyzing the case have suggested that large amounts ofdiamond
profits or credits were at the heart of the fraud. 57
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Conclusion
Conclusion
Antwerp is the most important 'final' marketing site for the bulk ofthe world's diamonds, including
those of Sierra Leone. Unfortunately, the political, fiscal and law enforcement environments makes
Antwerp a diamond smuggler's dream. Even in the most overt cases of questionable behaviour, little
is done. Government officials informed the Project Team that while the Customs Department in
Antwerp does report, on average, ten cases of fraud annually to the Ministry of Economic Affairs
Diamond Monitoring Department, the majority ofthese cases are judged to be 'administrative errors'
on transport documents and invoices. In most cases, the supplier or the recipient in Antwerp is
58
simply contacted to produce corrected documents. Such 'findings' obscure the magnitude and
seriousness of institutionalized smuggling, diverting attention from a major international problem to
small-time criminals.
The lack of official concern may stem from the overall economic importance ofthe diamond
industry to the Belgian economy. The result, however - a lack of the legislative controls that are
accepted as normal and necessary in other business environments and in other countries - is
devastating for diamond producing countries like Sierra Leone. Contributing factors include:
a serious apparent conflict of interest between the HRD' s responsibility to it membership and
its responsibilities to government for critical elements of supervision over that same
membership;
encouragement - through government and private sector lack of interest in the source of
imported diamonds - of what appears to be either massive fraud or massive bureaucratic
incompetence in diamond import statistics;
encouragement of a secretive environment which permits corruption at high levels (such as
the Max Fischer Bank collapse, cases of fraud within the HRD, and opportunities for
organized crime).
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4.1

Origins

THE SIERRA LEONE DIAMONDS

Sierra Leone diamonds were discovered in Kono District in1930, when a small geological survey
team led by N. R. Junner and his assistant, 1. D. Pollet, picked up a crystal by the Gboraba stream.
The team had been examining stream-bed gravels for heavy minerals; instead the crystal turned out
to be a diamond. The next day, the team found another diamond at the same site. Their discovery
was extraordinary. The Sierra Leone colony, Britain's first in West Africa, had been suffering from
economic stagnation and depression for nearly a century because of its dire lack of resources. But
their discovery, which was duly reported to the colonial authorities, elicited little interest until Junner
brought it to the attention ofthe De Beers-controlled Consolidated African Selection Trust (CAST),
based in the Gold Coast (now Ghana). A prospecting party from CAST arrived in the country in
March 1931; that same month, the first hint of the widespread nature of diamond occurrences in
Sierra Leone was received when Pollet found two more diamonds in the gravel ofKenja stream, near
Pava, about 50 miles south of the original discovery.
Given the chaotic nature of Sierra Leone's diamond industry in the 1990s, it is easy to forget
that all the country's diamond fields, estimated to cover an area of some 7,700 square miles in 1968,
was officially under corporate control for over two decades. In 1935, the colonial authorities
concluded an agreement with the Sierra Leone Selection Trust (SLST), a subsidiary of CAST, which
gave the company exclusive mining and prospecting rights over the entire country for 99 years. In
return, SLST was to pay income tax at the rate of27 per cent (later increased to 45 per cent) on its
profits, in addition to a small' special development' fund, mainly for the Kono region. 59 This was not
difficult to arrange, as Kono District had never been a commercially active region and Kono chiefs,
who owned the land communally, appeared unconcerned and unable to grasp the dramatic impact
that diamond mining would inevitably have.
Corporate control was relatively easy to establish as far as dealing with the local authorities
was concerned; and in the four years after mining intensified (1948-1952), SLST paid over £3
million in taxes to govemment. 60 The threat to De Beers' control came not from local authorities, but
from far more insidious and uncontrollable forces, forces so powerful that they eventually forced an
end to the company's monopoly in 1956. By the early 1950s, a huge influx of illicit miners , attracted, no doubt, by internal SLST theft - had nearly overrun the company's holdings, By 1956,
there were an estimated 75,000 illicit miners in Kono District, leading to smuggling on a vast scale,
and causing a general breakdown of law and order.
The buyers and smugglers of illicitly mined diamonds at that time were mainly Madingo
traders from neighbouring West African states, and Lebanese traders. The Lebanese had first arrived
in Sierra Leone at the close of the 19th century. With the rise of the diamond industry, they soon
emerged as major players on the illicit side because of their ability to raise significant capital, and
because oftheir outside contacts. Initially, the smuggling route was from Freetown to Beirut and then
to European markets. But with the tightening of security between Kono and Freetown in the early
1950s, Lebanese smugglers began moving their goods across the Mano river to Liberia. Antwerp,
and then Israeli-based diamond merchants soon noticed the booming diamond trade in Monrovia,
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and many established offices there, rather than in Freetown where the De Beers' monopoly made it
illegal to do so. De Beers itself was forced to set up a buying office in Momovia in 1954 to keep as
much of the trade under its control as possible. The impact of smuggling on tq.e Kono mining areas
was immensely destabilizing. According to Koskoff,
Large combines of diggers emerged, now with more elaborate equipment, with financing from
buyers in Monrovia or from local Lebanese. The illegal industry was taken over by toughs.
Itinerant buyers were occasionally murdered by hard-pressed diggers. According to one
source, by 1954 forty murders had already occurred in the diamond areas, including one case
of a digger who had been disembowelled in search of a stone that he had been seen to
61
swallow.

This was the 'Great Diamond Rush'. John Cartwright has provided an insight into its socio-political
and economic impacts on the country as a whole. At the time of the Rush, the total number of
persons calculated by the Labour Department to be in wage employment was between 75,000 and
80,000. This meant that within a period of just three years 'as many men (75,000) left [their
homes] ...to search for diamonds as had left it over a half century to seek wage employment. ,62 This
had a radical impact on the process of social mobilization. By 1955, the Director of Agriculture
attributed a marked drop in rice production to the Rush, many of the young men having abandoned
the rice fields for the more interesting and promising diamond mines. By the end ofthe 1950s, Sierra
Leone - once a net exporter of rice - became a net importer.
The influx of these uncontrollable young men soon had the district verging on 'anarchy, with
armed bands of as many as 400 to 500 men raiding SLST...areas, and on occasion doing battle with
the police. ,63 A detachment ofthe Sierra Leone Police Force had been stationed in Kono in 1952, the
first such posting outside of Freetown. But it was severely ill-prepared to deal with this unexpected
problem. The force launched military-like campaigns with names like 'Operation Parasite' or
'Operation Stranger Drive,' targeting every umegistered non-Kono in the District, in an effort to curb
the massive influx of illicit miners. Most of these efforts were dismal failures. It was estimated that
in the first half ofthe 1950s, more than half of Sierra Leone's diamonds were being sold in Momovia
as 'Liberian' diamonds, the country having created fictive 'mines' in the jungles to account for this
. 64
enormous pro ductlOn.
The situation was highly problematic for De Beers, representing a crisis comparable only to
the Second World War which forced the closure of its premiere mines in South Africa. De Beers
resorted to the employment of private security.
4.2

The Beginning of Privatised Violence4.2

The Beginning of Privatised Violence

Most recent writing on private security firms and the' Dogs of War' views them as a product ofpostCold War collapse among African states. 6S In Sierra Leone, however, private security is not a new
phenomenon. More particularly, it initially had nothing to do with state collapse or the highly
destructive rebel warfare that later marked the country. The first use of private security in Sierra
Leone was in the 1950s, and was directly sanctioned by the head of De Beers, Sir Ernest
Oppenheimer. Alarmed by the widespread theft in SLST's mining areas and the consequent massive
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smuggling operation, in 1953 Oppenheimer contracted a retired British counter-intelligence agent,
Sir Percy Sillitoe, to organise an intelligence operation aimed at getting at the root of the smuggling.
The operation later blossomed into the full-scale deployment of a private sepurity force aimed at
halting both the pilfering and smuggling. Sillitoe confirmed that smuggled Sierra Leone diamonds
were travelling through Monrovia, where European and Israeli firms had established offices and were
funding African smugglers. The diamonds moved then to Belgium and to the Soviet Union, which
then badly needed industrial diamonds to retool its factories. 66 Sillitoe's army was known as the
Diamond Protection Force (DPF), and it was led by white soldiers of fortune from Rhodesia and
South Africa. An account of how the force operated is provided by Michael Harbottle, a former
British army officer who took over command ofthe force after Sillitoe. Although they did not have
firearms, the DPF used sophisticated technology, including light plane (and later helicopter) patrols,
radio communications, floodlighting and booby traps. They even mined border crossings in an
attempt to bring down illicit miners and smugglers. Illicit miners - known as 'san san boys' - and
smugglers captured by the mercenaries were likely to be imprisoned (one could earn a year's hard
labour for the mere possession of mining implements) but there were occasions when miners were
shot to death. 67
In 1956, Sillitoe hired a Liberian-based Lebanese adventurist, Fred Kamil, who later wrote
about his adventures. Kamil had independently started a low-intensity warfare against smugglers
after one cheated him when he was a businessman in Liberia. Kamil recruited a gang of armed
toughs from the streets of Monrovia. The group launched a small-scale guerrilla war along the
Liberian-Sierra Leonean border, ambushing diamond smugglers, overpowering them and stealing
their goods. Sillitoe offered the outlawed Kamil an attractive deal: his undercover agents would
supply the Lebanese with information about the exact movements of the smugglers; in return, Kamil
would tum the diamonds over to De Beers and receive one-third oftheir value in cash. Kamil agreed,
since this obviously meant Sierra Leone police protection. The risk became too high for the
smugglers, and the colonial authorities in Freetown added a carrot: export taxes on diamonds were
lowered, and De Beers increased the buying price. For a time, smuggling seemed to have been
contained. 68
But illicit mining continued. The colonial government, under more and more pressure from
nationalist politicians (this was the period of decolonization), decided to act more radically to put the
situation under control and to satisfy calls for legitimate indigenous participation in the booming
diamond industry.

4.3

The End of Corporate Control and the Emergence of the 'Shadow State'4.3
Corporate Control and the Emergence of the 'Shadow State'

The

End

of

By the 1950s, diamond mining, once confined to Kono District and Tongo Field in Kenema District,
had spread to much ofthe Eastern Province and Bo District. Digging followed the route ofthe Sewa,
a wide river flowing from Kono through Kenema to Bo District, and covered an area of 19,000 km2 ,
about one-quarter of the entire country. SLST operations were based in the most productive areas,
mainly in Kono and Tongo Field. These areas were the hardest hit by the destabilising effects of
illicit mining, but other parts of the country were affected. In Bo, a district which, unlike Kono, was
relatively developed and urbanised, the issue ofSLST control created divisive political controversy.
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In 1955, the colonial authorities concluded an agreement with SLST which scrapped its
monopoly and confined its operations to Yengema (in Kono district) and Tongo Field, an area of
about 450 square miles, in return for £1.6 million in compensation. In 1956, the authorities
introduced the Alluvial Mining Scheme, whereby both mining and buying licenses were granted to
indigenous miners. All mining areas were declared to be government property and the government
appointed an inspector ofmines who, after consulting local authorities, would issue one-year mining
licenses to any Sierra Leonean (or a firm controlled by Sierra Leoneans) for a fee of £9. Each license
area was to employ a maximum of 20 people. License holders had also to pay a fee of 4 shillings a
week (slightly higher than that paid for the license itself) to local authorities (the chiefs) known as
'surface rent'. They might also be called upon to pay compensation for crops destroyed in the course
of digging. Dealer licenses were to be issued at £25, but unlike the mining licenses, they were not
restricted to Sierra Leoneans. Many ofthese licenses came to be held by Lebanese. The first mining
licenses under the scheme were issued in Lubu chiefdom, Bo District, on 6 February 1956. Within a
single month, 1,500 licenses had been issued.
For a time, the Alluvial Mining Scheme seemed to be a success. The diamond rush was put
under control, mining areas were stabilized and De Beers' Diamond Corporation Sierra Leone
(DCSL) opened buying offices in Bo and Kenema, in addition to the one they had in Freetown.
Although legal sales of diamonds may have increased significantly, most of the licensed dealers mainly Lebanese - continued to export illegally. Still, as one writer put it at the time, the scheme
created an economic boom for the country as a whole: 'Markets were built and communications
improved. Shopkeepers and craftsmen did good business. New houses and cars symbolized the new
wealth earned in the diamond industry. ,69
The Alluvial Diamond Scheme stabilized the diamond industry somewhat for about a decade.
Sierra Leone gained its independence in 1961, but the party which took power, Milton Margai's
Sierra Leone Peoples Party (SLPP), a gradualist and conservative political movement, had ruled in
partnership with the British since 1952, and governed in much the same way as the British. By 1968,
over 30 million carats of diamonds had been produced in Sierra Leone; the gems had generated about
US $200 million for the country's economy, and provided about 70 per cent ofthe country's foreign
exchange reserves. Nevertheless, it has been estimated that as much as half of the country's
7o
diamonds were still smuggled out, largely by Lebanese. The challenge to this uneasy stability - and
indeed to Sierra Leone's formal bureaucratic state - came from a political movement which ousted
the SLPP at the close of the 1960s: the All Peoples Congress (APC), founded by Siaka Stevens, a
former police constable and trade unionist.
Stevens broke away from the SLPP and founded the APC shortly after Sierra Leone's
independence, claiming that the Margai-led party was overly conservative and elitist, and that it was
still British-controlled. As Minister ofMines with oversight of the diamond industry during much of
the turbulent 1950s, Stevens had been firmly on the side of corporate control of the important
diamond resources. But now in opposition, he campaigned on a populist platform calling for a
greater share of SLST's holdings for the 'common people.' His new party claimed to stand for a
welfare state based on a socialist model in which all citizens, regardless of class, colour or creed,
shall have equal opportunity and where there shall be no exploitation of man by man, tribe by tribe,
or class by class. Stevens recognized early, in large part due to his trade union background and his
intimate knowledge of miners, the potential support base among the huge army of illicit tributors and
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miners in the diamond regions. His party appealed to this group and promised greater protection for
them, as mining of this nature - however illicit in the eyes of the authorities - represented 'the little
man's only hope for wealth'.
,
Stevens' populist rhetoric clearly emboldened illicit miners and transformed their criminality
into an ideological battle. With defence of their illicit activities by a major politician, miners began
to regard SLST as a predator, and a hated foreign predator at that. Soon after Stevens became prime
minister in 1968, illicit mining, once largely subdued, again became a serious menace for SLST, with
outright hijackings of their gravel trucks by armed illicit miners, some of whom even dug up
highways and airfields in the rapacious hunt for diamonds. SLST increased its defence force to 1,200
men, but to no avail.
The situation became so intolerable that by 1970, SLST abandoned all prospecting efforts,
because anything it discovered was soon likely to be stolen. This played into Stevens' hands: the
Prime Minister was eager to gain direct control over SLST's rich holdings, and he exploited SLST' s
frustrations to achieve his ambition. In addition, from his earliest years in office, he was linked to
criminal or near-criminal elements. On November 3, 1969, SLST's monthly haul of diamonds,
valued in Sierra Leone at US $3.4 million, was stolen at gunpoint as it was about to be flown out of
the country at Hastings airport. The theft was professionally executed and the thieves were never
caught. Attempts to prosecute a few suspects ran into serious difficulties: potential witnesses were
spirited out of the country by the police, the judiciary was curiously disinterested, and the case was
eventually dropped. It was rumoured in Freetown that Stevens and a Sierra Leonean-born Lebanese
businessman Jamil Said Mohamed (well-known simply as Jamil) had masterminded the theft.
Jamil's chief rival, another Lebanese named Hanneh Shamel, was expelled from the country for
alleged links to the thieves; the stolen diamonds were allegedly sold in Europe for US $10 million
and Jamil emerged as a major player in Sierra Leone's diamond industry.?!
In 1971, Stevens announced the formation of the National Diamond Mining Company
(NDMC) which effectively nationalized SLST. The new company took over 51 per cent of SLST's
shares and SLST retained 49 per cent. The NDMC was to be run by a board ofdirectors composed of
11 members, six nominees of the government and five of SLST, but in fact all important decisions
were made by the Prime Minister. To ensure that he had a reliable front man in the new arrangement,
Stevens arranged for Jamil - who in 1959 had been sentenced to six months in jail for unlawful
possession of diamonds - to take over 12 per cent of the government's shares. SLST's diamond
shipments dramatically declined soon after. With Stevens' active participation, Jamil's men were
stealing and smuggling as much as they declared. 72 From a high of over two million carats in 1970,
legitimate diamond exports dropped to 595,000 in 1980 and fell to only 48,000 carats in 1988.
During this period, De Beers attempted to manage the growing informal market by using its
Monrovia purchasing office to purchase smuggled Sierra Leonean diamonds in dollars,73 a practice
which probably continued over the years. Stevens' underground economy, however, the 'Shadow
State', was by now firmly in place. In 1984, SLST sold its remaining shares to the Precious Metals
Mining Company (PMMC), a company controlled by Jamil, and in 1986, PMMC terminated its
management of the NDMC on grounds that it was no longer viable. The timing was significant:
Stevens retired in 1985, handing over power to Major-General Joseph Saidu Momoh.
4.4

The Failure of 'Reform'4.4

The Failure of 'Reform'
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Momoh came to power promising to wage war on 'profiteers, hoarders and smugglers,' precisely the
types of forces upon which Stevens' 'shadow state' rested. Shortly after tqking office, the new
president set up the Government Gold and Diamond Office (GGDO) to replace the PMMC. The
GGDO was to 'examine, sort, value, parcel, market and export gold diamonds', but its real functionin large part because the government was severely cash-strapped - was mainly the valuing of
diamonds and gold for export, so that taxes and duties could be levied. The GGDO was to receive
one per cent of the value of each diamond submitted, and the government two per cent. A firm of
international consultants, Diamond Counsellor International, was contracted by the government to fly
to Freetown at least five times a year to audit and 'advise' the GGDO.
With the collapse of the NDMC, formal sector diamond mining became less and less
important, and wage-earning virtually ceased. Where once wage-earning miners at least had been
members of the United Mineworkers Union, the actual mining - even where legal - was now
managed on a tributor basis, with payment based on a percentage of whatever was found. While
formal sector mineworkers in rutile, gold and other minerals were members of, and represented by
the Union - even through much of the 1990s - there was not a single diamond miner in the union at
the end of 1999 (see also Section 6, below).
Momoh's 'New Order' began to show early signs of cracking, however. For one thing, his
government was dominated by leftovers of Stevens' discredited regime. The GGDO' s first chairman,
for example, Joe Amara Bangalie (who doubled as minister of Finance, Economic Planning and
Development), was a long-time Stevens' minister, with a reputation for extravagant corruption. Not
surprisingly, Bangalie soon brought Jamil back as key player in the GGDO. In January 1986,
Bangalie announced that the new GGDO had accepted a loan of 100 million leones (about US $25
million) from Jamil to help run it. The diamond office was now to rely on the 'professional
competence' of the Lebanese mogul for its operation. 74

4.5
Lebanon, Israel and the Arrival of International Organized Crime4.5 Lebanon, Israel and the
Arrival of International Organized Crime
Up to the early 1970s, the informal diamond industry was dominated by two Lebanese communities Maronite Christians and Shi'ite Muslims. Once Stevens had begun to sideline De Beers, however,
the Lebanese became increasingly involved on the formal side, or what was left of it. From the late
1970s to the early 1990s, aspects of Lebanon's civil war were played out in Sierra Leone. Because all
Lebanese militia needed financial assistance, Sierra Leone's diamonds came into playas a kind of
donor base or informal tax on behalf of one faction or the other. This was of great interest to Israel,
not least because part of the Sierra Leonean Shi'ite community actively supported the Amal faction,
which on the one hand fought against Israel's greatest enemy, Hezbollah, and on the other was
Syria's main ally against Israel. It could not have been lost on Israel that the leader of Amal, Nabih
Berri, had been born in Sierra Leone and was a boyhood friend of Jamil, the most influential man in
the country's diamond business.
It was largely through Berri that Iran became interested in Sierra Leone, building a large
cultural centre in Freetown and making the country its main base in West Africa, to the further
discomfort ofIsrael, which had been trying unsuccessfully to restore ties with Sierra Leone, broken
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during the Arab-Israeli war of 1967. In a dramatic move, Jamil persuaded Momoh to invite the
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat for a state visit to Freetown in 1986. In Freetown, Arafat offered
several million dollars to Momoh in exchange for a training base for his PLO fighters, an offer which
Momoh, alarmed by aides to the danger, turned down. 75 It was the beginning of the end of Jamil's
power in Sierra Leone. Lobbyists for Israel began actively to prod Momoh towards stronger ties with
Israel and to end Lebanese dominance. In 1987, President Momoh announced that he had foiled a
coup plot involving Jamil, his own Vice-President Francis Minah (a close associate of Jamil) and a
few lower ranking soldiers and police. Minah was tried for treason and hanged. Jamil, who was out
of the country at the time, remained in self-exile for the duration ofMomoh's tempestuous regime.
The foiled 'coup' allowed Momoh to create his own partnerships, and Israel, long anxious to
get the Lebanese away from Sierra Leone's diamond wealth, came in handy. One ofthe first to arrive
was the Russian-born Shaptai Kalmanovitch and his Israeli-based enterprise, the LIAT construction
and Finance Company.76 LIAT's assets did not amount to much. Most of its contracts were with
government, including a low-cost housing scheme in Freetown which never got started.
Kalmanovitch's main interest was diamonds, and perhaps drugs. Among other things, Kalmanovitch
set up a diamond buying office in Freetown. At first, the partnership appeared to be beneficial for the
diamond industry, and exports increased by 280 per cent in late 1987. Illegal production and exports
however, did not decrease accordingly, and it was discovered that Kalmanovitch was using Sierra
Leone to circumvent the weapons, diamonds and gold embargoes on South Africa. Kalmanovitch
was also thought to have connections to the Israeli intelligence apparatus and to have played an
77
advisory role in Israeli politics.
While in Sierra Leone, Kalmanovitch brought in other money launderers, drug traffickers and
arms dealers, all scrambling to gain access to diamonds. In 1986, Marat Balagula, considered the
'Godfather' ofRussian mafia in Brooklyn, N.Y., found a safe haven in Sierra Leone and was known
to be operating with Kalmanovitch. Balagula was considered one of the initiators of the Antwerp
operations ofthe Russian Mafia. He and Kalmanovitch became involved briefly in the importation to
Sierra Leone of gasoline, in a deal reportedly backed by a fugitive American businessman, Marc
Rich, and guaranteed by the Luccheses, an old-time American crime family.78
Two others, Boris Nayfeld and Rachmiel 'Mike' Brandwain, both active in the Antwerp
underground, met with Kalmanovitch and Balagula in Freetown in 1987. Brandwain at that time ran
a small electronics store near the diamond district of Antwerp and was involved in tax-free export
transactions with Eastern Europe. Before his trip to Sierra Leone, he had been released on bail for a
gold smuggling deal between Luxembourg and London. He was also involved in M&S International,
an intercontinental brokering and wholesale business allegedly involved in laundering and trafficking
activities, including heroin trafficking and diamond smuggling. M&S maintained its headquarters in
Belgium until the mid-1980s. Investigations of Brandwain's operations are still continuing?9
Brandwain's part in the story ended when he was shot to death in a parking lot in the centre of
Antwerp, near the diamond district where he kept his headquarters.
Shortly after the Sierra Leone meeting, Kalmanovitch was arrested in London in 1987 on an
American warrant. He stood trial in a case involving forged cheques and was released on bail six
months later. Kalmanovitch was reportedly expelled later from the South African 'homeland' of
Bophutatswana and arrested in Israel, where he stood trial as a spy for the Soviet Union. He was
released in 1993 and is currently thought to be living in the Baltic region.
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The fourth person at the Sierra Leone meeting, Boris Nayfeld, was released in 1998 from an
American prison where he spent four years for his involvement in heroin trafficking between
Thailand and New York. Prior to his arrest, Nayfeld had been living in Antwerp.80 Balagula remains
imprisoned in the U.S. for credit card fraud and for the evasion ofUS $85 million in taxes on the sale
of almost a billion gallons of fuel sold between 1983 and 1988Y
A more credible and better organized Israeli company appeared in Sierra Leone soon after
Kalmanovitch's arrest. The N.R. SCIPA Group, owned by Nir Guaz (known as 'The Skipper'), set
up diamond buying offices in Freetown and Kenema, offering vastly improved prices for diamonds
and in the process further marginalizing the capricious Lebanese dealers. SCIPA continued aLIAT
enterprise, importing rice and machinery and selling it at low prices. A loan from SClPA also helped
Momoh settle some of the country's outstanding arrears with international donors. The lMF was so
impressed with Momoh' s apparent reforms, including further efforts to cut Lebanese interests out of
the diamond business, that it offered half a billion dollars in assistance to the country in 1990. The
relationship with SClPA was a rocky one, however, with the company allegedly financing both legal
and illegal diamond exports. 82 Despite considerable mining activity, the company exported only US
$6 million worth of diamonds in 1989, reportedly far below SClPA's actual performance and
considered to be something less than two per cent of national production. 83
By 1991, The Skipper was gone, and Momoh was desperately seeking new foreign firms to
generate revenues in a climate of massive corruption and economic free-fall. Joint ventures
proliferated, most of them leading nowhere. The RUF war began that year, with rebels attempting to
cut Momoh off from the Kono diamond fields. In April 1992, he was overthrown in a military coup.
Led by a 27-year old army Captain, Valentine Strasser, The National Provisional Ruling
Council (NPRC) came to power on a promise to end corruption. As Reno puts it, however, the real
news in Strasser's ascension to power lay not in his commitment to reform.
Instead, he and his associates concentrated on conquering what they believed their control of
State House entitled them to. As the inherited technocrats from the old regime issued
promises to the IMF, Strasser's troops were already mining diamonds in Kono in exchange
for weapons from Belgium and Romania... Unlike Momoh and his associates, these coup
leaders had been raised in Freetown's slums... As before, [however],the leader [engaged] in
private dealings to achieve [his] control. In Strasser's case, this allegedly involved the private
84
export of 435 carats of diamonds to Sweden in 1993.

4.6

The Liberian Connection4.6

The Liberian Connection

Liberia's dealings in stolen Sierra Leone diamonds have been a major concern to successive Sierra
Leone governments since the great diamond rush of the 1950s triggered massive smuggling of the
country's gems through Momovia. Momovia's attraction to smugglers include its porous borders, the
US dollar - which was legal tender in Liberia - and the relatively higher, untaxed prices offered by
dealers who established offices there in order to buy smuggled Sierra Leone diamonds. In the 1950s,
it was estimated that 20 per cent of all stones reaching the world's diamond markets were smuggled
from Sierra Leone. 85 Liberia itself has relatively negligible diamond potential, and by 1985
prospectors and diamond experts had all but given up on future investments. Where diamonds were
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concerned, Liberia had become little more than a fencing nation, creating fictive mines as cover for
the immense laundering of diamonds smuggled from other nations, mainly Sierra Leone.
What is different and more sinister today is the active involvemenJ of official Liberian
interests in Sierra Leone's brutal war - for the purpose of pillage rather than politics. Initially,
Charles Taylor backed the RUF in an effort to destabilize the Momoh regime, which had allowed
ECOMOG to use Freetown as a staging base for its peacekeeping efforts in Liberia. Since launching
his military campaign to seize power in 1989, however, Taylor has operated a rapacious and
sometimes criminal national enterprise, looting Liberia's forest resources (mainly timber and rubber)
with the active involvement of foreign companies and criminal elements considerably more
dangerous than those engaged by Joseph Momoh. Diamonds have played an active role both in
financing Taylor's own expansionist enterprise, and in bringing Sierra Leone to its knees.
In 1988, before Liberia erupted, the country exported US $8.4 million worth of diamonds,
including a great many smuggled Sierra Leonean diamonds, In 1995, when Liberia lay in ruins and
economic activity was almost non-existent, it exported US $500 million worth of diamonds,
according to HRD statistics. This is more or less supported by IMF trade returns which show
estimates of Belgian imports from Liberia at US $309 million in 1994 and $371 million in 1995. 86 A
large proportion ofthese are rumoured to have originated in UNITA-held Angolan territory (Taylor
has maintained close links with UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi), and certainly a very high proportion
originated in Sierra Leone. 87 There is also rumoured to have been Russian dumping of industrial
diamonds in the Monrovia market during the period.
In February 1999, the London Times reported that the UN and 'western intelligence agencies'
were investigating the probability that an international criminal consortium of diamond dealers and
cocaine traffickers were behind the attempt by Taylor to seize Sierra Leone's diamond fields through
their RUF proxy. The paper named Col. Fred Rindle, a South African 'neo-Nazi' and a former
spokesperson for the far-right South African Afrikaner Weerstrandsbeweging (AWB), and Nico
Shefer, an Ecuadorian who was once in business with Colombian drug baron, Pablo Escobar, the
Colombian cocaine lord. These two, the paper said, were the main figures in the consortium behind
the RUF, reinforcing the rebels with 300 Ukranian mercenaries and hundreds of soldiers from
Burkina Faso. Quoting an intelligence source, the paper said 'The interests ofTaylor and his crew are
clearly not political. They are after Sierra Leone's diamonds. They want to establish a puppet regime
and then run the country as a criminal exercise.'88
British newspaper accounts in January 1999 reported that late the previous year the RUF had
contracted two British companies operating 'ageing' Boeing aircraft to transport AK 47 rifles and 60
mm. portable mortars to rebel-held territory in eastern Sierra Leone. The 40-ton consignment of
arms, from Brataslava in Slovakia, was undoubtedly acquired with diamond resources. The arms
89
were crucial in the RUF's successful and highly destructive attack on Freetown, in January 1999.
Earlier reports spoke of helicopter flights from Liberia around the northern town of Makeni, then
under rebel control. The helicopters reportedly ferried tons of light arms and ammunition to the
rebels. 9o A Ukranian 'businessman' based in Liberia, Leonid Minin, was reported to trade in timber,
arms and diamonds. 91 He reportedly used a far less expensive method of getting arms to the RUF.
Minin, who also owned a trucking firm, had arms driven from Liberia into Kailahun, the RUF's main
base, using the derelict railway line as a track and the thick forest as cover. 92 Of greater concern are
more recent reports that parts of Sierra Leone, such as the extremely fertile Kailahun District
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bordering Liberia - under RUF control - had become sites for opium poppies and coca plants, and
that the crops are going over the border to Liberia for processing and export. 93
In January 1999, the West African ECOMOG force apprehended an ISIp.eli named Yair Klein
attempting to sell helicopter spare parts to the Freetown authorities just after the devastating attack
by the RUF on the capital. Klein is a former Israeli military officer. He was (at the time of writing
this report) facing trial in a Freetown court, accused of spying for the rebels, and supplying them
with arms through Liberian networks directly linked to the Liberian President. Klein had been
involved in the training of Taylor's elite fighters and before that, through his company, Spearhead
Inc., he worked in Colombia. He is still wanted by Colombian authorities for providing 'instruction
and training in terrorist activities' to paramilitary and vigilante groups in Colombia's Magdalena
valley region between 1987 and 1989, according to the warrant issued by Colombian judicial
authorities for his arrest in February 1994. The trainees later joined the Medellin drug cartel. 94
Freetown authorities say that Klein provided them with information about the RUF's drug and arms
trade, implicating the Liberian president. Curiously, the same informant claimed that Israel has been
quietly putting pressure on the authorities to have Klein, a former senior member of the Israeli
reserve force, released. 95
Taylor's support for the RUF rebel war has been extensively discussed by the media, scholars
and politicians. 96 Less well discussed is the possibility that Taylor may now be supporting a 'rebel
peace' for the same reasons that he supported the war. Taylor may have noticed that with the
escalation of the conflict, much of his potential income was being spent to keep the fractious RUF
together, to pay Liberia-based South African trainers, and to buy more arms and ammunition. This
may be why he pressured the RUF to sign the July 1999 peace accord in Lome. 97 There, the RUF
successfully insisted - on pain of restarting its terror campaign - that its leader, Foday Sankoh, be
placed in charge of the exploitation and sale of Sierra Leone's diamonds in exchange for 'peace'.
The appointment of Sankoh as chairman of a quickly-forged' Commission for the Management of
Strategic Resources, National Reconstruction and Development' (CMRRD), to control the
exploitation and management of diamonds merely recognized what was already a matter of fact: the
RUF was controlling all the major diamond mining areas, including Kono district and Tongo Field.
That the RUF would be so fixated on the country's diamonds is hardly surprising, even
discounting the extraordinary accessibility of the gems: the group itself is dominated by many former
illicit diamond miners. The RUF's main battle commander, 'General' Sam Bockarie (a.k.a. Maskita),
was reportedly a san san boy (illicit dimaond miner) in Kono before becoming a professional disco
dancer and hair-dresser in Liberia, and later in the Ivory Coast. He was recruited in Abidjan, the
Ivorian capital, first by Taylor's National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) and then by the RUF. He
now reportedly owns substantial property in Monrovia, including a house and a night club, and is
said to have direct access to Taylor's Executive Mansion whenever he visits. 98
In conclusion, there is little doubt that Liberia has become a major centre for massive
diamond-related criminal activity, with connections to smuggling and theft throughout Africa and
considerably further afield. In return for weapons, it has provided the RUF with an outlet for
diamonds, and has done the same for other diamond producing countries, fuelling war and providing
a safe haven for organized crime.
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Despite the business success and the overwhelming influence of the De Beers, and Antwerp cartels,
there remains an element of anarchy in the industry. The anarchic element is provided by the
'juniors', small prospecting and mining companies which work on the edge of the industry,
discovering diamond fields, generating funds on international stock markets, sometimes mining
diamonds but more often than not eventually selling out to larger companies if they are successful.
Joseph Momoh' s search for new investors in the early 1990s was carried forward by the new
NPRC military government. With De Beers out of the picture and unwilling to return, and with the
Israeli experience behind them, the government now began to receive overtures from junior mining
firms. This report deals primarily with three 'juniors' with the greatest interest in Sierra Leone during
the 1990s, interests that have at times extended far beyond the mining of diamonds.

5.1

The Canadian Connection5.1 The Canadian Connection

It is not a coincidence that so many of the world's mining companies are incorporated in Canada and
listed on Canadian stock exchanges. A combination of Canadian tax provisions, the method of
operation of the Canadian exchanges and Canada's own resource history have encouraged many
junior exploration and mining companies to operate from Canada. For a very long time Canada has
been the premier country of the world for the venture capital it supplies to small mining companies.
Part of this is explained by Canadian history. Canada has largely developed from extractive
industries and has an abundance and variety of mineral resources. Consequently, Canada has high
levels of expertise in mining, a large number of exceptional mining geologists and perhaps more
important, an abundance of skilled penny stock promoters - 'the bottom feeders of the mining
business. ,95 The country also has a population of investors with a penchant for penny stocks. It is in
this environment that Canadian stock exchanges - particularly the Vancouver and Calgary exchanges
(recently merged as the Canadian Venture Exchange) - became 'mining exchanges' or 'wildcat
exchanges'. Mining is a risky, tough business, and the probability of striking it rich is slim. Only one
in 10,000 exploration companies will find and bring a mine into production. Because ofthe high risk
of failure and the low level of capitalization by most mining companies, Canadian stock exchanges
have traditionally been easier to access, with lax disclosure requirements and lower capitalization
requirements than exchanges in many other countries.
This explains why so many non Canadian firms, including some that have been involved in
Sierra Leone, are traded on Canadian stock exchanges and have their nominal headquarters in
Canada. A more detailed discussion of this phenomenon is contained in Annex 1.

5.2

Rex Diamond Mining Corporation5.2 Rex Diamond Mining Corporation

Rex was established under the Business Corporations Act of Ontario (Canada) on September 14,
1995 through the amalgamation of Kimberlex Resources Ltd. and Speer Darrow Management Inc.
Rex is formally a Canadian company registered on the Toronto Stock Exchange and its registered
headquarters is in Toronto, Canada. The Toronto office is a facade, as the Project Team discovered
after months of phone calls and then a visit to the premises. There it was discovered that the 'office'
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was little more than an answering machine and that the real headquarters are in Antwerp where its
President and CEO resides, and where management decisions are made. 96
Other than raising Canadian funds on the Toronto Stock Exchange,(TSE), the strongest
connection Rex has to Canada is the presence of three Canadians on the Rex Board of Directors,
including the Hon. Robert P. Kaplan P.C., Q.C., former Solicitor General of Canada. 97
Rex is headed by Serge Muller, the President, CEO and largest single stockholder. Muller has
been engaged in the diamond business since joining his family company, S. Muller and Sons
Diamonds NV, 20 years ago. Muller is a member of the Diamond Bourse in Antwerp and
represented family company sightholders of De Beers from 1982-1994, during which time he was
responsible for rough diamond purchases. He has also been involved in the diamond business in
South Africa for more than 15 years, initially as a purchaser ofrough diamonds and operating cutting
plants, and then in connection with the acquisition and development ofthe Bellsbank and Rex mines,
now properties of Rex in South Africa. Muller has had a long history and involvement with Sierra
Leone, originally providing financing to the National Diamond Mining Company (NDMC) secured
by their diamond production. In 1989 the Government of Sierra Leone entrusted the NDMC itselfto
Muller and Sons, but official diamond exports plummeted from 141,800 carats in 1987/88 to 4,800
carats in 1988/89. In May 1992, the new military government announced that all output from the
NDMC would be sold at public tender. 98
Rex has extensive holdings and participates in virtually all aspects of diamonds, from
exploration through to selling its own uniquely branded diamonds on the Internet. It is a verticallyintegrated company with extensive diamond exploration in Mauritania, diamond concessions in
Sierra Leone, two diamond producing mines in South Africa and diamond cutting, polishing and
marketing enterprises in Antwerp. The company also owns a diamond sorting and marketing
operation in Antwerp. All Rex activities are operated as subsidiaries oftheir Corporate Head Office
in Toronto. Rex subsidiaries include the following:

Table 7. Subsidiaries of Rex Diamond Mining Corporation
Name
Jurisdiction of Incorporation
Ownership %
Rex Mining Company NY
Belgium
100%
Belgium
100%
Rex Diamond Company NY
100%
Rex Diamonds (Barbados), Inc
Barbados
Bellsbank Consolidated Diamond Mine (Pty.) Ltd.
South Africa
100%
100%
Rex Mining Corporation Ltd.
South Africa
100%
Loxton Exploration (Pty.) Ltd.
South Africa
Rex Diamond Corporation (Pty.) Ltd.
South Africa
100%
Rex Exploration (Pty.) Ltd.
South Africa
50%
~ource: Annua( InjormatlOn.!'orm!or the ,Year ey!'ded March j1, 1YYY .~S~~ .L\F: ~stem tor ElectroOlc
Document AnalysIs and Retneval, www.sedar.com/homepage.htm) August 18, 1999.

Of the Rex holdings, the most important for the purpose of this analysis is Rex Mining NV. Rex
Mining NV is incorporated under the laws of Belgium and is centred in Belgium. Rex Mining NV
was incorporated on November 29, 1990 under the name of Coast to Coast Trading NV, and changed
its name to Rex Mining Company NV effective November 3, 1993. Rex Mining NV is licensed to
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trade in diamonds in Belgium, and holds the mining leases in Sierra Leone. Rex Mining NY also
operates a diamond sorting, cutting and marketing operation in Antwerp. The concessions held in
Sierra Leone are commonly referred to as the Tongo Field and Zimmi (see Anr\ex 2 for more details).
The Tongo Field property consists of approximately 65 square kilometres and is located in
Kenema District. The present lease expires on February 28, 2019. The Rex property has been
previously mined for alluvial diamonds, but Rex reports that it has discovered four kimberlite dike
zones on the property. The Zimmi Property consists of approximately 54 square kilometres and is
located in Pujehun District. The lease on this property expires on February 28, 2019. The Zimmi
property is also an alluvial property, which was developed for mining during the mid-1980s. The
property was abandoned before commencement of full-scale mining because of civil unrest. Rex
company geological reports, based upon sampling programmes carried out on the property, indicate
that the property contains deposits of large stones of high quality. Rex believes that the Zimmi
property has the potential to produce alluvial diamonds at surface and that high-grade paleo channels,
and other geophysical features indicate the possibility of kimberlite dikes.
Rex says that it maintains close contact with high level personnel within both the
Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF. Still, there remains some dispute at the end of 1999 over
whether Rex still holds or will hold in the future their Zimmi and Tongo Fields concessions. Rex
argues that their leases have been paid and they are in possession of a letter from the Director of
Mines of the Government of Sierra Leone ensuring their leases still hold. Serge Muller had the
following to say on this issue:
For the third time in a year reassurances were given by both Government and RUF officials as
to the strong and lasting friendship of Rex in Sierra Leone. Further to the Lome Agreement
(13 July 1999) the Parliament of Sierra Leone passed a Law on 23 July 1999 to clarify the
mandate of the Commission for the Management of Strategic Resources. Clause 10 (4)
clarifies the issue of the review of the mining concessions as follows: The Commission shall
declare void any concession or mining lease in gold and diamond in existence immediately
before 21 July 1999 if such concession or mining lease is found to have been obtained by
fraud or tainted with illegality or as being contrary to public policy or the ge'neral public
interest. We have again received confirmation from all parties, Government and RUF that the
. goo d stand'mg. 100
R ex Ieases are m

In his Chairman's Letter in the Rex 1998 Annual Report, Muller reiterates that 'the Ministry of
Mineral Resources formally reconfirmed both titles to Rex's major assets in Sierra Leone, the Tonga
Fields and Zimmi on August 18 th of this year (1999).,101 This letter, however, predates Lome.
Ben Holemans, Rex's Chief Financial Officer and Secretary and member of Rex Board of
Directors, also attempts to boost stockholder confidence, saying that, 'Serge has been active in Sierra
Leone for more than 10 years and has close friends in all political factions of both Government and
the RUF. Throughout the difficult times Serge has maintained open channels with the government
and with the RUF while not interfering in the local politics.' 102
Despite Muller's claim and Holemans' confidence, the RUF begs to differ. Foday Sankoh, it
seems, watches the Internet, and personally requested the Sierra Leone National, Independent,
Neutral Journalist Association (NINJA) to carry his rebuttal:
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No one from the RUF has ever spoken to any Rex Diamond official to reassure them of any
such information as they issued yesterday. It is important that every single mining lease ever
granted in Sierra Leone be thoroughly examined by professionals. The RUF is not yet in a
position to know if the Rex Leases are tainted with illegality until the RUF gets a professional
analysis of these Leases. No member of the RUF has ever been given a copy ofany such lease
so we may certainly not have reassured Rex Diamond Mining Company. 103

There is perhaps some reason for Sankoh's ambivalence about Rex. In 1998, Sierra Leone lost its
only combat helicopter - a serious problem as the Soviet-built gunship had been the government's
most effective weapon against the RUF. Zeev Morgenstern, Rex's Managing Director, and Muller
came to the government's aid by making an arrangement to supply the government with engines,
parts and ammunition worth a value of US $3.8 million. The deal went sour as a result of defective
parts supplied from Russia. Reporting in October 1999 on the activities of the two Rex executives,
the Washington Post stated that during interviews Morgenstern and Muller both said, ' ... the arms
deals were umelated to Rex's mining activities'. 104

5.3

AmCan Minerals Limited.3

AmCan Minerals Limited

AmCan Minerals Limited is incorporated in Canada, listed on the Canadian Venture Exchange, and
maintains its headquarters in Toronto. AmCan was founded in 1989, and its present principals
acquired the company in 1993. Since 1993 AmCan has acquired diamond and gold concessions in
Sierra Leone and Angola. In an undated AmCan document entitled, 'The AmCan Diamond and Gold
Project - Sierra Leone', the company optimistically predicted that it would annually mine and sell
114,000 carats of diamonds at a value of US $200 per carat, for an annual revenue of US$ 22.8
million. After all costs were deducted, AmCan predicted an annual post-tax profit of Cdn.$7.48
million, a level that would continue into the future.
Based on their positive evaluation ofthe Sierra Leone diamond potential, the company placed
four million new shares on the market at 25 cents apiece in order to raise $1 million for its Sierra
Leone operations. While AmCan's pronouncements had the desired affect - raising badly needed
funds from the public - it did not result in the mining of diamonds. AmCan commenced preliminary
operations on their high terrace diamond deposits and anticipated that full production levels would
commence in the fall of 1996. However, with the conflict in Sierra Leone, all production activity
ceased, and in mid-1997 AmCan withdrew its staff and moved to protect its equipment and its
property.
Between 1995 and 1999, AmCan generated total income of Cdn.$446,999 and had losses
every year during the period, finally ending up with a 1999 accumulated deficit ofmore than Cdn.$7
million. Over five years its total proceeds from diamond sales were approximately Cdn.$171 ,000.
The annual losses per share of between one and five cents is significant when one considers that
AmCan stock was selling for only six cents a share in October 1999. The Sierra Leone and Canadian
governments cannot be optimistic about collecting taxes from AmCan. The company presently has a
loss carry-forward of over Cdn.$3.4 million to write off against future company income. !Os
For several years, AmCanattempted to operate exclusively in Sierra Leone, however during
1999 it obtained five diamond concessions in Angola. In Sierra Leone, AmCan has an explorations
license for diamonds in Kono District's alluvial fields as well as one kimberlite pipe with its
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surrounding dikes. Two of the blocks held by AmCan are immediately northeast and contiguous with
the Koidu kimberlite project that is controlled by Vancouver-headquartered DiamondWorks (see
below). Through its subsidiaries, AmCan also holds concessions on 12 river 1I;ts on the Sewa River
and three 144-acre lots on the Old River Terraces immediately southwest of the Koidu Kimberlite
Project AmCan presently holds an exploration license in Kono District, rights to areas surrounding a
kimberlite pipe covering a distance of27 miles, the widest point of which is eight metres. AmCan
also holds a 90% interest in a 50 square kilometre gold property on the Pampana River in Tonkalili
District.(See Annex 2 for more details on AmCan concession rights)
AmCan gained the Sierra Leone properties by acquiring already existing companies and by
forming of one new company:

In 1994 AmCan formed AmCan Minerals (SL), in which it holds 90% interest. AmCan (SL)
Limited holds interests in 17 parcels of properties and 22 properties;

In 1996 AmCan moved to acquire the privately held ArmSec International (SL), which
brought with it diamond-bearing properties in Sierra Leone and Liberia, and a large quantity
of specialized mining equipment. Along with the 100 per cent purchase of ArmSec
International (SL), AmCan appointed its owner and CEO, Michau Huisamen to its Board of
Directors and to the position of Managing Director ofAmCan. AmCan states that' Huisamen
has an extensive background in the diamond mining and security industry in South and West
Africa.' 106
With the purchase of ArmSec International (SL) and the appointment of the owner to its Board of
Directors, AmCan adds to its knowledge of security issues. One of AmCan's long-serving Board
members is Edwin D. Sanford, who also holds the position of Vice President for Africa Operations.
Sanford is a retired Lieutenant Colonel of the Canadian Armed Forces and is responsible for the
operation ofthe Sierra Leone diamond properties. AmCan states that Sanford, throughout his 35 year
international military career was' ... specialized in security at every level including the most top
secret areas as an advisor to both the Canadian Armed Forces and the Government of Canada.' 107
Until its purchase by AmCan, ArmSec International (SL) was a subsidiary of the South
Africa-based ArmSec International, which Michau Huisarnen owned. AmCan Toronto informed the
Project Team that ArmSec International (SL) is purely a mining company and has nothing to do with
arms or security. Asked if Huisamen, their newly appointed Board Member, still owned or had
interests in the parent company of ArmSec International, AmCan Toronto said that it did not know.
AmCan also said that it did not know what kind of business ArmSec International was involved
. 108
m.
AmCan has strong connections on the ground in Sierra Leone. David Quee is AmCan's
lawyer and personal representative in Freetown. Quee also is Chairman of the Sierra Leone
Government Gold and Diamond Office (GGDO). The GGDO is the government office responsible
for monitoring the diamond industry, valuing Sierra Leone diamonds and levying the government tax
on diamonds. Quee is also a senior member ofthe political party in power (SLPP) and was President
Kabbah's First Interior Minister. When interviewed by the project team in Freetown, Quee said he
did not believe that his appointments with both AmCan and the GGDO constituted a conflict of
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interest. 109 Like all the diamond companies attempting to operate in Sierra Leone, AmCan believes
that its existing concessions remain valid and are fully paid for.
;

5.4

DiamondWorks and Branch Energy .4 DiamondWorks and Branch Energy
'All rising to a great place is by a winding stair'

- Sir Francis Bacon

The quotation from Francis Bacon - which opens DiamondWorks' 1998 Annual Report - aptly
describes the short history of the company. It has indeed been a 'winding stair' but it is yet to be
determined whether the 'great place' will be discovered. On the way up the winding stair the
company has been touched by international intrigue, and much of its activity has been shrouded in
mystery. It has had its Angolan mines closed and staff killed by bandits, and it has been shut out of
Sierra Leone because of military conflict. Correctly or incorrectly, DiamondWorks and its subsidiary,
Branch Energy Ltd., have been linked with at least two international mercenary/security groups, two
attempted coups, and many of the most important international mercenary and mining personalities
of recent years.
DiamondWorks is incorporated in Canada and listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange with
'headquarters' in Vancouver. But like many other 'Canadian' junior mining firms whose real centre
is elsewhere, DiamondWorks' management is centred in London, and its operational headquarters
. J 0 hannes burg. 110
are III
Early Days - The Inception of DiamondWorks
The DiamondWorks story begins with the Carson Gold Corporation. In the early 1990s Carson
became one of the most active worldwide junior explorers. One of Carson's first ventures was to
place a Yukon placer property into production. Little gold was actually mined, and Carson
subsequently re-emerged as 50 per cent owner of a commercial fruit and ornamental nursery
enterprise. Carson's most important supporter at the time was Robert Friedland, a flamboyant penny
stock gold mine promoter.
In early 1993 the company arranged a large private placement of shares, the bulk of which
were purchased by Vengold Inc., a company owned by Friedland. Vengold thus became a major
shareholder of Carson, and Robert Friedland's brother, Eric, assumed the position of Chairman and
CEO. The arrival ofthe Friedlands brought Carson into the spotlight and the value ofthe company's
shares quadrupled. The Friedlands started expanding. They purchased gold properties in Venezuela,
gold and copper properties in the Philippines and then made a bid for properties in China. In the
spring of 1995, Carson surprised the market with two major deals. In the first, Carson announced its
intention to acquire China Diamond Corporation, offering 25 million shares of Carson stock for the
company. That was followed by a move to acquire Branch Energy Ltd., a private company registered
on the Isle of Man. Friedland offered 33 million Carson shares for the Branch Energy purchase.
The China deal ultimately fell through, but the acquisition of Branch Energy Ltd. proceeded
and Carson was now in the diamond business, as Branch Energy Ltd. held significant interests in a
number of diamond properties in Angola and Sierra Leone. Important organizational changes took
place throughout 1996 and in October of that year, Carson Gold became DiamondWorks, complete
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with its new fully-owned subsidiary, Branch Energy Ltd. Eric Friedland became the first President
and CEO. By this time, the Company had written off most of its Venezuela and Philippine projects
and sold its interest in China. From this period on, DiamondWorks was e~clusively a diamond
explorer. 111
Branch Energy Ltd. is registered and incorporated in the Isle ofMan, where public disclosure
rules make basic information difficult to obtain. DiamondWorks documents and publications contain
little information on its subsidiary. The only public and accessible information on Branch Energy
Ltd. is that it holds interests in a number of African diamond concessions, principally in Angola and
Sierra Leone, that it was first established in 1994, and that its present Director is Bruce Walsham,
who is also President and CEO of DiamondWorks. Branch Energy's contact numbers, office address
and mailing address are in Johannesburg, South Africa. Branch Energy Ltd. itself owns two
subsidiaries. One is Branch Minerals and the other Branch Energy (Uganda). Michael Grunberg, a
Director of DiamondWorks is listed as the contact person for Branch Minerals and Branch Energy
(Uganda). Company documentation stresses that these two companies are not subsidiaries ofBranch
Energy's parent company, DiamondWorks. 112

Complications in Sierra Leone
DiamondWorks and Branch Energy have become the subject of much speculation and interest
because of their apparent but much-denied connections with two major international security firms,
Executive Outcomes and Sandline. In 1995, The Government of Sierra Leone, backed onto the
Freetown peninsula by the RUF and facing certain defeat, engaged the services of Executive
Outcomes (EO) to help in its defence. With 200 imported soldiers, air support, and sophisticated
communications equipment, EO pushed the RUF back from Freetown within a week, and within
another month had cleared the major diamond areas of Kono as well.
DiamondWorks has been criticized for its non-mining activities in Sierra Leone. The
company has responded by posting a section on its web site entitled, 'Setting The Record Straight'.
The company periodically issues a 'Statement & Media Advisory', meant to correct comments by
researchers and the media. The efforts do not usually help, focusing more on 'what is not the case'
than what is. A few examples: 113
At no time has Branch Energy Ltd. bought, or otherwise obtained, mining concessions in
Sierra Leone, Angola, or elsewhere from Executive Outcome or any of its related companies;
There is no relationship, corporate or otherwise, between DiamondWorks and Executive
Outcomes or Sandline International. Furthermore, there is no relationship, corporate or
otherwise, between Branch Energy Ltd. and Executive Outcomes or Sandline International.
Executive Outcomes does not have an interest in Branch Energy Ltd.' s diamond concessions
in Sierra Leone, or elsewhere;

II

Box 5. Crooks

II
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Neither DiamondWorks nor
Branch Energy Ltd. has ever During the 1990s, Roger Crooks was known as a 'kingmaker' with a
contracted with Executive large amount of economic and political il1f1uence. An American
Outcomes;
millionaire and long-time Sierra Leone resident, he was also
manager of the Mammy Yoko Hotel, and part-owner along with
Tony
Buckingham Texan Oscar Wyatt, founder ofCoastal Corporation. Wyatt had built
introduced the services of Coastal into a $12 billion energy company, with interests in natural
Executive Outcomes to the gas, coal, oil refineries, making international business arrangements
with heads ofgovernment including Muammar Qaddafi and Saddam
Governments of Angola and
Hussein. When the Mammy Yoko came under deadly RUF attack in
Sierra Leone, but neither he
1998, Crooks phoned Wyatt, strings were pulled, and the nnd
nor any companies he is Marine Expeditionary Unit was dispatched from the USS Kearsarge
associated with, including to rescue trapped civilians.
Branch Energy Ltd., paid for,
or otherwise sponsored, the There was more to Roger Crooks, however, than the hotel business.
provision of these activities. Quoting confidential police documents, the London Sunday Times
revealed that Crooks had been involved in an attempt to sell 2,000
Which events are cause, and which kgs of C4 explosives, Browning machine guns, mines and rocket
launchers to contacts in Northern Ireland via Sierra Leone. Crooks
are effect is unclear, as are various
also, according to the Times, owned extensive diamond and mining
corporate links and connections.
interests in Sierra Leone. It was Crooks who apparently leased the
Regardless of the DiamondWorks military helicopter used by Sandline to help Nigerian troops during
denials,
a
few
events
and the fight for Freetown.
relationships
are,
however,
verifiable: 114
According to Scotland Yard, 'Roger said that we would not have
problem getting the arms from Sierra Leone as he had all the right
There is a strong connection contacts, in fact he even had a diplomatic passport for that country
between Tony Buckingham (Sierra Leone)'. Crooks was issued a Sierra Leone diplomatic
and Eeben Barlow, who at passport in 1991 on the authorization of then President Joseph
Momoh. The reason was to 'enable the holder (Mr. Crooks) to travel
the time operated Executive
to the Islamic Republic of Iran on behalf of the Government of
Outcomes.
As
Barlow
Sierra Leone'. The diplomatic passport was revoked in 1998, two
expressed it, ' We are very days after the Sunday Times article appeared.
good friends. I've known
Buckingham since 1993, and
we share similar interests, we
share similar views on many,
many things, and we get

References: David Leppard and Marie Colvin, 'Diplomat Linked to
Gunrunner', The Sunday Times, May 24, 1998; Christopher Palmeri,
'Deconstructing Oscar', Forbes Magazine, Oct. 19, 1998; Will Scully,
Once a Pilgrim, Headline, London, 1998; Press Release, Office of the
President of Sierra Leone, 26 May, 1998
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along very well. So
very good friends. ' After the
Executive Outcomes operation
DiamondWorks;*

In

Sierra Leone, Barlow became a shareholder

In

• Buckingham and EO had collaborated on an earlier operation in Angola, and there would be future
controversial connections between them and Sandline in Papua New Guinea in 1998. Although
DiamondWorks has denied that Barlow was ever a shareholder, Barlow told the CBC program Fifth Estate,
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One month after Executive Outcomes took control of the diamond area of Sierra Branch
Energy secured a 25 year lease on diamond concessions in Sierra Leone. At the time, Tony
Buckingham was a principal of Branch Energy Ltd.;
Michael Grunberg, then a Director of Branch Energy, Ltd. and now a Director of
DiamondWarks, travelled to Canada to seek international financing to develop the Sierra
Leone diamond mines. 'We started discussions with the Friedlands, and we developed a
relationship, which resulted in the integration of our diamond assets in Angola and Sierra
Leone into one of their companies';
Grunberg and Buckingham joined Branch Energy Ltd. and Carson Gold together, renaming
the latter 'DiamondWorks'. Both Grunberg and Buckingham were then appointed as
members of DiamondWorks' Board, with Buckingham the single largest stockholder,
controlling approximately one-third of the total shares;
Lifeguard, a security company established by Executive Outcomes and staffed by Executive
Outcomes soldiers, continued to provide security for DiamondWorks properties after EO
pulled out of Sierra Leone;
Executive Outcomes owned Ibis Air and used it to transport its mercenaries. Tony
Buckingham at one point agreed to be CEO of Ibis Air, but later turned down the job. Ibis
Air operated out of the same office as the Buckingham companies. One of Buckingham's
partners, Simon Mann, served for a time as Chairman ofIbis Air and owned 50,000 shares in
DiamondWorks;
Tony Buckingham introduced Executive Outcomes to the Government of Sierra Leone,
helped in negotiating the EO contract and acted as intermediary between the President of
Sierra Leone and Executive Outcomes;
Reginald Glover, a senior Sierra Leone Cabinet Minister, states that he was ordered to tum
over diamond concessions to Buckingham and his company, 'I, as Minister of Mines, was
never consulted. In fact, I was directed that these mercenaries - Executive Outcomes - are
coming in to help the government fight the war against the rebels and, as such, the mines
mare or less to be mortgaged for peace.'
aired Feb. 4, 1997, that he was.
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In November 1997 Peter
Penfold, Britain's High
Commissioner to Sierra
Leone met in Guinea with
Rupert Bowen who was the
DiamondWorks
country
manager in Sierra Leone.
Their discussion about the
security of Sierra Leone took
place during the AFRC
interregnum, during which
the democratically elected
government ofTejan Kabbah
was also in exile in Conakry.
Bowen allegedly discussed a
plan for the British security
firm, Sandline International
to ship arms to Sierra Leone.
Bowen, an ex-British Army
officer, was then seconded
from DiamondWorks to
Sandline for their Sierra
Leone operation, with the
blessing of the CEO 0
DiamondWorks. Walsham
stated: 'I was very happy for
Rupert in his capacity of
having all the contacts, all the
background in West Africa to
undertake that at Sandline's
request' .
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II
Box 6. RakeDi:BJmmhi-aIRbtao.m1 Wizardry,
II
L::===================::=::==::.J
At the time of writing, Rakesh Saxena remained under house arrest
in Vancouver, three years after being arrested by the RCMP. He
awaited a Canadian decision on extradition to Thailand where he
was accused of defrauding the Bangkok Bank of Commerce of
C$88 million. When he was arrested, he had a suitcase stuffed with
Swiss francs. At one point he was bailed out ofjail, but he was rearrested when the court found he had violated bail by attempting to
obtain a false Yugoslav passport. Apart from the Thailand fraud he
was involved in 18 other civil suits in Canada at the time this report
was written. On July 9, 1999 two companies on the Vancouver
Stock Exchange, Global Explorations Corporation and Quadrant
Financial Corporation, were delisted. The reason: their connection
to Rakesh Saxena, who had a controlling interest in both companies.
Saxena purchased the shares while he was under-house arrest in
June 1999.
Saxena got Global Explorations into the diamond business by
bringing them extensive diamond concessions which he acquired
through a deal with the President of Sierra Leone when the country
was under siege by rebels. Saxena was representing Blackstone
Capital Corporation, registered in Belize. As part ofthe deal, Saxena
was allegedly granted by the Government of Sierra Leone, 'the right
for the Grantee's (Saxena's) internal security force to bear and use
arms and an agreement regarding rules of engagement for such
internal security force to be made with the Solicitor-General and
Inspector General of Police. ' In return for these favours Saxena was
to provide the Government of Sierra Leone US$l 0 million.
Sources: Financial Post, July 23, 1999, Toronto Globe and Mail July 17,
1999, Ottawa Citizen, Oct. 23, 1999; undated Memorandum of

Understanding between the Government of Sierra Leone and Blackstone
Capital Corporation.

Buckingham never denied his
involvement in the Sandline arms deal, but the CEO of DiamondWorks stated that
Buckingham was doing it as a 'private citizen' and not as a Director of the company;
Rakesh Saxena (see Box 6) appears to have been the middleman in the Sand1ine arms deal,
handling the funds for Sandline. However, when Saxena was jailed in Canada, the flow of
funds stopped. Grunberg flew to Canada and met with Saxena injail. With no apparent hope
of finding the rest of the funds, Grunberg contacted retired Canadian Brigadier General Ian
Douglas in Ontario for help. Grunberg made it clear to Douglas that he was in Canada to try
and get funds for a counter-coup attempt in Sierra Leone. Douglas has been quoted as saying,
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'I was flabbergasted at the time. I said, you're here to do what?' Douglas told Grunberg
there was nothing he could do to get Saxena out of jail, and informed officials at the
Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs about the meeting;
Grunberg had the following to say regarding the Sandline arms deal. 'It is important that I
again clarify on behalf of Sandline that the consignment of small arms, which had been
ordered by President Kabbah against an End User Certificate personally signed by him, was
delivered to Sierra Leone with the co-operation of ECOMOG. In fact, the Nigerian
commanders ofECOMOG helped Sandline organize the necessary flight plan clearances and
en-route refueling stops for the shipment. On arrival the consignment was delivered as
planned to ECOMOG for safekeeping and subsequent issue. Furthermore, two official UK
government inquiries (the Legg Report and the Foreign Affairs Committee Report) have
confirmed that Sandline had a degree of approval from the British High Commissioner and
was entitled to believe that it had the approval of Her Majesty's Government to deliver the
consignment. In addition, the UN's own legal adviser issued an opinion stating that the
delivery was not a breach of sanctions.'
Bruce Walsham, CEO of DiamondWorks, shares the same office with Sandline, and two of
his Board members were involved in the Sandline deal, but he insists that at no time did he
know about the activity (see Box 7).
By mid-1998 DiamondWorks was in serious financial difficulty. Their difficulties intensified and
reached a peak at the end of 1999. In anticipation of mining in Sierra Leone, DiamondWorks had
raised Cdn. $17 million on Canadian markets. This was spent on an acquisition programme, the
development of plant and earth moving fleet, and a bulk-sampling programme. Many of these
expenditures were destined for its Koidu property in Sierra Leone. In May 1997, the company had
just commenced bulk sampling at its Koidu property when the AFRC coup occurred.
DiamondWorks was forced to shut down and evacuate the country a short time later, with heavy
losses. The company estimated that in 1997, during the period ofsuspended operations, maintenance
and security costs amounted to US $3.2 million, and in 1998 the costs were $2.5 million. 115
During 1997 and early 1998 DiamondWorks had also commenced diamond production at
their Angolan properties. In November 1998, however, the company was forced to suspend activities
at its Yetwene and Luo properties because of an armed attack on the Yetwene camp. During the
attack eight mining staff were killed, including the mine manager, and eight staff were abducted.
The company's 1998 Annual Report stated the financial situation:
As at November 30, 1998 DiamondWorks had cash and cash equivalents of approximately
US$0.9 million, a working capital deficiency of approximately US$11.3 million and long
term debt of US $5.0 million.

II

Box 7. Interview with DiamondWorks'

II
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The Company presently does no rr=========B=r=u=c=e=W=a=ls=h=a=m========::::;"I
have sufficient financial resources
to maintain current operations or
Victor Malarek: I guess what I have a problem with, when I look back
to undertake all of its currently
at all of the activities of Tony Buckingham, all the people he spoke to,
planned
exploration
and when I look at Michael Grunberg flying to Vancouver, meeting with the
development programs and capital main bag man, Saxena - you know these men, it's a small Board, and
equipment purchases during the they don't tell you anything?
forthcoming year. In addition, the
Company is dependent on Bruce Walsham: Well, they never told DiamondWorks that in any
obtaining new financing for the detail at all. They said that there were moves afoot to re-establish
future
development
of its Kabbah.
properties and for acquisition and
development costs of new projec Victor Malarek: Boy, if somebody said to me, There are moves afoot
opportunities.
There
is
no to re-establish Kabbah, I'd say, What are they? What are they? Let me
in.
assurance that such financing will
be available when required by or Bruce Walsham: Well, sure, I mean, you would do that naturally. But
under terms favorable to the the fact ......
Company' 116.
Victor Malarek: Did you?
In addition, by the end of 1998
DiamondWorks had an accumulated Bruce Walsham: No, I didn't
deficit of US $72 million, and by
September 1998, the value of their
shares on the Toronto Stock Exchange
fell to 72¢ a share, down from a 52
week high ofCdn.$2.l5. A year later,
shares were selling at 21 ¢ a share.
Collapse, however, was averted. A
restructuring of the company and new
infusions of cash from South Africa,
along with the departure of Tony
Buckingham and other controversial

Victor Malarek: Was that a way of saying, do what you've got to do,
guys, but don't tell me because we don't want to know.
Bruce Walsham: Well, to a degree. I mean, the fact is that our job was
to keep production going, keep maintenance of our position. It's a
commercial world.
Victor Malarek: So, it's all a coincidence. DiamondWorks and
Sandline share an office, two of your Board members work with
Sandline, and your Country Manager is seconded to Sandline.
Bruce Walsham: Yeah, I think it's a coincidence. It is a coincidence
because we happen to have interests in Sierra Leone.

figures from high-profile positions,
appeared to give the company a new Victor Malarek: I've got to say it's a hell ofa coincidence.
lease on life. By mid December 1999,
however, with the stock trading at Source: Transcript ofCBC Fijth Estate TV program, Nov. 3,1998, pp.

under 4¢ a share, there was a furthen=1=2=-1=3='===================::J
restructuring, which included the
departures of Bruce Walsham and Michael Grunberg. News reports suggested that DiamondWorks
was close to the bottom of its winding stair.
Like Rex and AmCan, DiamondWorks mined very few diamonds in Sierra Leone. In addition
to its financial travails, its political future at the end of 1999 was also uncertain. It cannot be lost
upon Foday Sankoh that DiamondWorks was intimately involved in more than one major effort to
crush the RUF rebellion.
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Conclusions: Mining the Stock Market, and Concessions for ProtectionS.S
Mining the Stock Market, and Concessions for Protection

Conclusions:

>

The nationalization of SLST/De Beers by the government of Siaka Stevens was followed by the
parallel slide of both the country and the diamond industry into deep corruption and anarchy. Stung
by organized crime, and having played most of the Lebanese and Israeli cards, the post-Momoh
NPRC military government - despite its own predations - needed new international mining assistance
and expertise. The only place left to tum was to the 'juniors'. A revised and more attractive
investment framework sweetened the pot, and they came.
Despite the prominence of Rex, AmCan and DiamondWorks in Sierra Leone, none have yet
mined many diamonds - war being the major constraint. All, however, have successfully and
extensively mined the Canadian stock market, and more than one has become engaged in business
transactions that extend well beyond both diamonds and the stock market.
The juniors arrived in Sierra Leone when the formal instruments of the state had all but
disappeared, notably law, order, probity and justice. They also arrived in the midst of a brutal rebel
war which had at its epicentre the same thing that brought them to the country - diamonds.
Lawlessness, however, was not new. The government of Sierra Leone had - from the 1950s - given
up pretending that it could police the diamond areas. From the days ofthe SLST Diamond Protection
Force, it had encouraged and even required foreign investors to make their own security
arrangements. This goes a long way to explaining why junior companies in Sierra Leone appear to
have such an intimate relationship with private security firms.
There is a distinction to be made, however, between the need to hire a private security firm in
order to police a diamond operation (or a shopping mall for that matter), and the provision of troops
and weapons in support of a faction in a civil war. It can be said that regardless of their purpose, the
involvement of Executive Outcomes in Sierra Leone was in a good cause. EO successfully protected
a government (albeit a military government that had taken power in a coup) against a brutal and
illegitimate rebel force. EO was certainly cheered in the streets of Freetown for its efforts. It can also
be said that the provision, or the attempted provision of weapons to the democratically elected
government ofTejan Kabbah - a UN arms embargo notwithstanding - made sense and was in support
of a good cause.
The problem is not so much the individual episodes, but the bigger picture which they help to
form - of a world in which beleaguered governments find little formal international protection
against internal predators, and are forced into Faustian bargains in order to survive. Despite much
ingenuous intellectual disapprobation, private security firms thrive. As Guy Arnold puts it,
The emergence into the public eye of mercenary organizations or companies - Executive
Outcomes of South Africa or the British organization Sandline, for example - suggests both a
new public acceptance of the role that mercenaries are expected to play and an increasingly
brash certainty on the part of the mercenary community that its services are needed and that its
members will continue to be lucratively employed round the world. 117
In the absence of a governmental capacity for self-protection, and in the absence of effective
mechanisms for international protection, private security firms and mercenaries - despite the
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international uproar around EO and Sandline - may well have a profitable future. Closely connected
to mining interests (as in Sierra Leone, Angola, Papua New Guinea, DRC and elsewhere), the
phenomenon, however, is more thanjust a convenient way to let the internatioIlfll community 'offthe
hook'. It begins to look like a protection racket, with the payment for assistance made in future
mineral concessions: 'concessions for protection', as Arnold puts it.
It is by no means clear yet whether junior mining companies have the capacity to undertake
serious mining ventures in Sierra Leone. Only time and peace will tell. On the security issue,
however, a peace agreement is only one step in a long process to provide real security in the diamond
areas. An important next step will the demobilization of fighters and a return to the rule oflaw under
government authority. Before this can be achieved, however, there may be a lengthy interregnum
required for UN peacekeeping forces.
While it may be legitimate to expect mining companies to provide security at their sites, it is
not reasonable to expect them to do more. Nor should they offer to do so. In the long run, the overall
security of the country, including the diamond areas, must be provided by the Government of Sierra
Leone. International support in making this possible is an urgent priority.
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Although the scene on the ground in Sierra Leone has changed in many ways "over the past decade,
some aspects have not. In many parts of the country there are minor players for whom the diamond
business is a matter of subsistence and survival. They are found mainly in the diamond mining areas,
and particularly in the more stable Bo and Kenema Districts. Mostly they are small-time indigenous
Sierra Leonean dealers (a few licensed), age-old Maraka (travellers from Guinea, Senegal, Gambia,
Mali and some from as far as Angola), traders (many registering as ECOWAS citizens) and smalltime Lebanese dealers.
The 1994 Mines and Minerals Act restricted miners' and agents' licenses to Sierra Leonean
nationals, and banned non-nationals from travelling to actual mining areas (they were restricted to
towns like Bo and Kenema or the capital Freetown). However, many of these non indigenes, both
Lebanese and ECOWAS citizens, have acquired Sierra Leonean passports, and can therefore own
mining licenses and travel freely. An additional problem for locals is that the banks, continuing a
discredited colonial practice, still decline loans to indigenous players, claiming that the Lebanese,
with their already significant assets, are more credit-worthy. Also, both Lebanese and many
ECOWAS citizens have extensive overseas contacts, as well as established smuggling routes. (The
Marakas or Djullahs, as they are called, already had extensive trading routes through many West
African states even before the diamond rush.) These are advantages that smaller Sierra Leonean
players do not have.
Interviews conducted by the Project Team in Bo among these three groups brought out in
bold relief some of the problems and differences, but there were areas where all agreed. The most
important had to do with the many bribes and 'dashes' they are required to pay to Ministry of
Mineral Resources officials in order to acquire licenses. In their perception, the GGDO is corrupt,
and is in any case not playing a useful role. The GGDO's main offices, once housed at the Bank of
Sierra Leone, were burnt down by rebels in January 1999, and at the time of writing, this important
institution was being operated in a run-down area of Freetown from an office that doubled as a
private law firm.
All ofthis provides little incentive for legal exporting. In any case, there is currently no legal
exporter in Bo, and the Freetown-based Lebanese exporter who flies in occasionally deals mostly
with other Lebanese. Sierra Leonean and Maraka traders - who distrust the Bo-based Lebanese
intensely - have to either travel with their diamonds to Freetown, or smuggle them out ofthe country.
Given local perceptions of corruption in official channels and the need to pay bribes, the smuggling
option makes sense in several ways: the economic return is higher and faster; payment in Liberia is
in US dollars; and there is no paper trail. Needless to say, the risk of being caught is very low,
The war may have contributed to these problems. The war has caused a massive influx from
rural areas, and Bo has grown from a pre-war population of just over 35,000 to nearly 400,000.
Former diamond mining villagers living in Bo now have a better awareness about 'money affairs', as
one of them, Patrick Sannoh, puts it. This means that profit margins for legitimate dealers may now
be considerably lower than before, and it may be that they too will start looking elsewhere to sell
their diamonds, away from the eyes of the GGDO.
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It is important to note that unlike the operations of SLST (and later the NDMC), diamond
mining today is largely informal and unsystematic. There is no valuation of deposits, and although
successive government acts have emphasized the need for miners to refill pit$ dug in the course of
mining, this is rarely done. This poses serious environmental problems, so much so that some local
authorities - particularly those in Pujehun District (where prospectors claim there are extremely rich
deposits of diamonds) - have been reluctant to allow serious mining activities to take place in their
jurisdictions. All land (which in Sierra Leone cannot be sold, only leased) is controlled by chiefs and
prominent families, and these have always had a stake in mining. Prospective miners must pay
'surface rent' to them before they are granted the leases and, in the period before the breakdown of
law and order, they had to pay compensation to the landowners for crops they destroyed or for
desecrating sacred places in the course of their mining.
At this level, mining is still based on a 'tributor/supporter' system rather than wage labour. 118
The miners, known as tributors, are recruited by a license holder who provides them with food and
equips them with the simple tools needed for alluvial mining (picks, shovels, hand-made sieves and
in some cases small drainage machines). In return, miners sell their finds to the license holder at
prices that are vastly lower than what pertains on the 'open market'. Most miners, in fact, are also
farmers or artisans; they simply change functions according to the season. Although their work is
very important - indeed it is central to the rural economy and to the dynamics of the smuggling
regime - successive governments have tended to neglect or take them for granted. A recent attempt to
'secure and monitor the legitimate exploitation of Sierra Leone's gold and diamonds' - the
Commission for Management of Strategic Resources, National Reconstruction and Development'
which resulted from the July 1999 Lome accord - says nothing about the miners or, for that matter,
the local authorities. Both are crucial factors to the success of any legitimate exploitation effort - for
the reasons stated above, and for another reason which is a peculiar product of the war: the
Kamajors.
Many Kamajors - a civil defense militia based on traditional hunting societies - are also
miners. In Project Team interviews in Bo with a number of them, it was revealed that many had
joined the civil defense group (like the diamond mining industry, an almost exclusively male affair)
as a kind of survivalist strategy in order to gain 'corporate' security, as they continue their mining
activities. The greatest danger has been the depredations ofRUF rebels, who made diamond mining
areas their chief target. According to Deputy Defense Minister Hinga Norman, who is also the Grand
Patron ofthe Kamajors, over 80 per cent ofthe young men in Bo district have been 'initiated' into the
movement. Not surprisingly, the Kamajors have made 'regulating' the mining regime in their areas a
priority security issue. Informants in Bo told the Project Team that the Kamajors have been issuing
mining' permits' of their own, regardless of government licenses, and that non-natives ofthe district
are discriminated against in the process. 119 The Kamaj ors (a largely Mende group) believe that the
war is the work of northerners (Temnes and Limbas) who aim to destroy the resource-rich
Mende-dominated southern and eastern parts of Sierra Leone. They point to the fact that both the
leader of the RUF (Foday Sankoh, a Temne) and the AFRC (Johnny Paul Koroma, a Limba) are
from the north. Some northerners claimed in interviews that they have been routinely harassed, and
that there are areas where they virtually cannot mine. The Kamajors in turn deny this, and claim that
where there have been cases of harassment, they were merely trying to control the movement of
'unknown persons' who may well be rebels. Most were emphatic that a Foday Sankoh-controlled
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Commission would not be allowed to administer the diamond mining areas in the south without a
fight.
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There has been a long-standing problem in identifying cut or rough diamonds by their geographic
origin. If diamonds could be reliably identified by source, this could become an effective tool in
curbing the excesses of the illicit trade. For example, there is absolutely no doubt - as documented
elsewhere in this report - that Liberia has become an entrepot for millions of carats of diamonds
smuggled from a variety of countries - Sierra Leone, Angola, Russia and elsewhere. A reliable
diamond identification technology would demonstrate not only that the bulk of Liberia's exports are
not of Liberian origin, it could identify the real source, information of great interest to law
enforcement agencies.
The issue of source identification is not new. Van der Laan reports a 1952 incident: a
Gambian in transit from Sierra Leone to Beirut was arrested at Banjul (then Bathurst) airport for the
unlawful possession of 1,319 diamonds. The diamonds were confiscated in favour of the Sierra
Leone Government, based on an analysis by 1. Pollett, a geologist who informed the judge that, 'the
stones were all characteristic of diamonds mined in Sierra Leone' .120
Using the 'characteristics' technique, it is generally accepted that polished diamonds cannot
be identified by source, so the identification issue applies only to rough stones. Once they are mixed,
however, even this form of identification becomes difficult.
In January 1999 De Beers wrote to the United Nations Angola Sanctions Committee saying:
'It is difficult to be confident of the origin of a diamond once it has left the place where it has been
extracted. When a rough diamond has been polished, then the difficulty of identification becomes an
impossibility.' De Beers advice to the United Nations was that the international smuggling should be
regulated by limiting the trade to recognized firms and by tightening border controls around
l2l
Angola.
De Beers has also produced a document on the 'sources ofrough diamond production
and their individual characteristics' which states that:
experts from De Beers and elsewhere can be reasonably sure of the origin of diamonds from
a primary source or a broad alluvial area if they see a parcel of original 'run-of-mine' goods
or a decent sized parcel (say several hundred carats) of specific types of rough gem
diamonds;
in the case of alluvial diamonds, the situation is complicated by the fact that some
diamondiferous rivers cross national borders. For example, diamonds that have their origins
in Angola have been transported by ancient alluvial flood plains or river courses into what is
now the Democratic Republic of Congo, so the same types of diamonds can be found on both
sides of the border;
there are cases where an expert could be reasonably sure of the geographical origins of quite
small parcels of diamonds, even individual diamonds, for example with some kinds of
Russian crystals, some of the characteristic Australian goods, or the 'frosted' gems from
Angola/Congo; however, in general it will be much more difficult to tell the origin of rough
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gem diamonds when they are not run-of-mine, when there are only individual stones or small
parcels available, or when diamonds from different sources have been mixed together;
,
it is generally accepted that a single rough diamond cannot be identified with certainty, as
having come from a particular source, certainly not to the level of evidence required for a
court of law. There are occasional exceptions, i.e. some large and famous polished and rough
stones with a known history.
when a rough diamond has been polished, identification becomes impossible. During the
polishing process, diamonds lose the natural features by which they could be identified. 122
A recent technological breakthrough, however, may provide a partial solution to the diamond
identification problem. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) are actively pursuing the
development of diamond 'fingerprinting' at their Central Forensic Laboratory in Ottawa. The RCMP
believes that its technology is ideally suited to rough diamonds, but that the potential also exists for
the identification and fingerprinting of polished diamonds.
Diamonds are typically thought of as pure carbon. However, even the best quality diamonds
will have trace amounts of over 50 different impurities. Research indicates that by using diamond
fingerprinting technology to compare the relative amounts ofthese impurities, the origin of diamonds
can be determined. Laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LAICPMS) is
used to analyze the trace impurity elements. The laser vaporizes a very small amount of material
from the surface of the stone, leaving little or no visible damage. The mass spectrometer is then used
to identify the impurity elements. Relative quantities of each element are determined and then
compared to standards held in a data base. 123
According to the RCMP, the technology is developed and workable. However, in order for
the fingerprinting process to be practically applied, a reliable data base must be created. This means
that diamond samples from different mines and different countries must be 'fingerprinted'. Once that
is accomplished, any rough diamonds on the market could be tested and matched against specific
mine and country characteristics existing in the data base.
The RCMP stresses that it has yet to clearly identify the limitations and capabilities of the
system through actual use. 124 Certainly the development of fingerprinting technology is one thing;
the acceptance and universal application of the methodology is another. The potential difficulties in
applying the technology are reduced, however, by the fact that the bulk of the rough diamond trade is
centralized in only two organizations and two locations, the HRD in Antwerp, and the De Beers'
CSO in London.

7.2

Certificates of Origin

UN Security Council Resolution 1173 (1998) of June 12, 1998 states that' all States shall take the
necessary measures ...to prohibit the direct or indirect import from Angola to their territory of all
diamonds that are not controlled through the Certificate of Origin regime of the [Government of
Angola]. More recently, US Congressman Tony Hall introduced a bill to provide for the disclosure of
source of gem-quality diamonds and gem-quality diamond products imported into, and sold in the
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United States. If the bill is passed, it will require such diamonds and diamond products 'to be
accompanied by a certificate stating the English name ... of the country in which the diamonds were
mined.' 125 Violations would attract a fine of up to US$5000, and attempts ,to defraud would be
subject to more serious penalties.
The UN Security Council focuses on the supply side, while Congressman Hall focuses on the
demand side, observing that Americans buy 65 per cent of the gem-quality diamonds sold
worldwide, 'making us a force the market must reckon with. Insisting that our consumers are
informed of the original source of diamonds sold to them will send a wake-up call to the diamond
industry. It will encourage countries and businesses in Africa to use their influence to end the wars
that wreak so much havoc on that continent before those wars give diamonds a bad name.' 126
These initiatives are highly commendable, and are supported by the authors of this report.
They are not without problems, however. Legally mined and exported diamonds from one country
are mixed with those of others almost immediately upon arrival at the CSO or in Antwerp. With the
best will and the best regulatory system in the world, tagging and tracking each gem-quality diamond
- of which there are dozens, if not hundreds of millions each year - would be a task of enormous
proportions. Tracking illegally mined diamonds that are mixed in countries such as Liberia would be
a more daunting task still. Liberia could well provide official certificates of domestic origin which,
under current circumstances, would be absolutely worthless. This report has demonstrated that the
manipulation of statistics on countries of origin is rampant throughout the industry, extending the
problem far beyond problem countries like Liberia.
This report takes a more pointed short-term approach to the issue of origin, recommending
that the large volumes of diamonds said to originate in countries that have small or non-existent
industries should be banned outright on world markets. We make this recommendation with special
reference to Liberia and Ivory Coast, but it could be extended to the non-diamondiferous countries
bordering Angola that have also done well from diamond exports. Over the longer term, the concept
could be elaborated further, limiting exports from any country to an approximation of its annual
mining potential, a figure that could be derived from new geological surveys. Ultimately, in order to
be useful, certificates of origin would have to be approved by an international verification body with
full access to information about a country's mineral resources, its mining capacity and the probity of
its diamond industry as a whole.
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,
The places you can sell uncut diamonds are pretty limited. It should not be beyond
our wit to devise an international regime in cooperation with the diamond trade that
cuts offthejlow ofdiamonds from those who use them to buy arms andfuel conjlicts.
- Robin Cook, British Foreign Minister
In writing this report, The Project Team understood that any recommendations for solutions to Sierra
Leone's terrible and complex problems had to be pragmatic enough for them to have at least a
reasonable chance of success. In other words, they should be realistic. Some of what follows is
optimistic, but where Sierra Leone diamonds are concerned, business as usual is not realistic.
No single recommendation on its own will solve the problems of Sierra Leone's diamond
industry, and most of the recommendations that follow are part of a comprehensive set of changes
that need to be addressed together. In fact taken together, the recommendations have major policy
implications not only for governments and international organizations, but for civil society
organizations in Sierra Leone and abroad, for private sector firms and for individual consumers.
In addition to national and international dimensions, there are important regional dimensions
to the diamond trade and the conflict in Sierra Leone. There will be no lasting results to
peacekeeping, peace-building and reconstruction unless all three dimensions are addressed.
The recommendations fall under seven broad headings. The first and second sets have to do
with the environment in Sierra Leone. The third and fourth sets deal with De Beers and with the
diamond environment in Belgium. The fifth set has to do with neighboring states, particularly
Liberia. One recommendation deals with the concept of a consumer campaign - possibly a necessary
precursor to change elsewhere.
The general thrust of the recommendations aims at improved human and economic security, a
sustainable peace, and at changing the economics of the diamond trade. If smuggling can be made
more difficult, and if legal mining, investing and trading can be made more attractive, the potential
for change can be turned into reality.

1

Framework for the Recommendations

1.1

A Permanent Independent International Diamond Standards Commission should be created
under United Nations auspices in order to establish and monitor codes of conduct on
governmental and corporate responsibility in the global diamond industry. It should draw
members from intergovernmental institutions such as the Commonwealth and the OAU, from
the diamond industry, from international law enforcement agencies and from international
civil society organizations

1.2

In addition to the diamond-specific recommendations in this report, the development of
sustainable peace in Sierra Leone will require major investment by the government of Sierra
Leone and by donors in long-term basic human development and the creation of democratic
institutions. Diamond-specific initiatives must be integrated into wider programmes aimed at
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building fundamental human security and democracy, involving parliamentarians,journalists,
teachers and a broad cross-section of civil society.
2

Recommendations for Action in Sierra Leone

2.1

Establishment of the rule oflaw and human security throughout the country is ofprimary and
urgent importance for a return to peace, and for appropriate exploitation of the country's
mineral resources. In the short- and medium-term, donor agencies, friendly governments, the
UN Peacekeeping Force and ECOMOG must facilitate the disarmament and demobilization
of extra-governmental forces. Force must be used in a timely fashion to halt a resurgence of
conflict.

2.2

Special long-term UN security forces must be deployed in all major diamond areas.

2.3

Attention should also be given by the UN Peacekeeping force to blocking or destabilizing
major smuggling routes from Sierra Leone into neighbouring countries.

2.4

Donors should actively support current British government efforts to rebuild Sierra Leone's
army and police force. A professional diamond unit should be created with the ability to
anticipate and counteract criminal activities. This reform should place human rights law and
international humanitarian law at the centre of its efforts to create a credible non-partisan
army.

2.5

The Government of Sierra Leone must ensure full transparency, high standards and rigorous
probity in the implementation of its diamond purchasing, valuation and oversight activities.
Corruption and conflicts of interest must be dealt with quickly and decisively. There is an
important role to be played in this effort by Sierra Leonean civil society. Assistance in
reviewing current systems and developing an enforceable code of conduct should be sought
from appropriate donor agencies.

2.6

Systems must be developed in Sierra Leone for the payment of fair prices to legitimate small
miners. The banking system must be able to provide adequate and timely funding to finance
such purchases. Schemes which actively promote participation in small-scale artisanal
mining by Sierra Leoneans, and which actively discourage the participation of non-citizens
should be given top priority.

2.7

Effective and honest monitoring and inspection systems must be established throughout the
mining and trading system. External assistance should be sought in developing these.
Competent UN inspectors should be posted at different points in the system.

2.8

In creating incentives for foreign investment in larger-scale mining operations, the
Government of Sierra Leone should raise its standards for investors, insisting on a minimum
per annum exploration budget and/or minimum levels of market capitalization and/or assets.

4-FT}
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Full corporate transparency must also be provided. Assistance in developing such standards
should be sought from international securities commissions.
,
While it is reasonable to expect mining firms to provide security within their immediate areas
of operation, under no circumstances should they be provided with concessions in return for
larger security or military operations, or in return for the supply of weapons.

De Beers

De Beers is part of the problem. In its efforts to control as much ofthe international diamond market
as possible, it is no doubt purchasing diamonds from a wide variety of dubious sources, either
wittingly or unwittingly. The breadth of its control, however, is also its major strength, and is part of
the solution to the problem. If De Beers were to take a greater interest in countries like Sierra Leone,
and if it were to stop purchasing large amounts of diamonds from countries with a negligible
production base, much could be done to end the current high levels of theft and smuggling.
3.1

As a matter or urgency, more rigorous oversight on the issue of origin must be instituted by
the CSO.

3.2

Strong efforts should be made by the Government of Sierra Leone, international bodies such
as the United Nations and the World Bank, and concerned governments, to persuade De
Beers to return to Sierra Leone. At a minimum, De Beers should be persuaded to open a
purchasing office in Freetown and should be given every incentive to do so.

3.3

Strong efforts should be made by the same international community to persuade De Beers to
halt the purchase of all diamonds originating in Liberia and Ivory Coast until clear
international guidelines have been developed for proving that any diamonds sold in these
countries are genuinely of local origin. De Beers and all other foreign firms should be
encouraged to close their purchasing offices in these two countries.

4

Belgium

The structure of the Belgian diamond industry may have served useful purposes when the industry
was smaller. Today, however, it looks irresponsible, secretive and seriously under-regulated. It has a
demonstrated attraction for new forms of organized crime, and is complicit in fueling African wars.
The following recommendations are made to the Diamond High Council and the Government of
Belgium, but they are also made to the European Union, and to other governments and institutions in
Europe and Belgium with the potential to influence the outcome of events.
4.1

The Government of Belgium must take full and direct responsibility for oversight of the
Belgian diamond industry. This includes taking direct responsibility for customs, valuation
and statistical procedures.
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4.2

The conflict of interest posed by the government's current customs-related arrangements with
the HRD should be terminated.

4.3

A high-level commission of enquiry should be instituted into the Belgian diamond industry
as a whole, with particular reference to its lack of transparency and questionable paper work,
and its possible infiltration by organized criminal elements. Such an enquiry, while of
primary interest to Belgian authorities, has implications that extend far beyond Belgium. The
Belgian Government should invite representatives of international bodies and/or other
governments to participate in the enquiry.

4.4

The HRD and/or the Government of Belgium should immediately prohibit the processing of
all diamonds that are said to be of Liberian and Ivory Coast origin.

4.5

As a matter or urgency, more rigorous oversight on the issue of origin must be instituted by
the HRD and the Government of Belgium.

4.6

The Government of Belgium and the HRD should, as a matter of urgency, investigate the
diamond 'fingerprinting' technology being developed by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police. The sooner this technology is in widespread use, the easier questions ofidentification
will become.

,

Note: There is concern in Belgium that tougher controls would drive the diamond industry away to
countries such as Israel, where oversight may be equally lax. This is not a good enough
reason to ignore the Belgian problem, but it is a reason for rigorous international
investigation of other diamond trading centres (see Recommendation 8).

5

Liberia and Ivory Coast

Liberia has become a major criminal entrepot for diamonds, guns, money laundering, terror and other
forms of organized crime. The astoundingly high levels of its diamond exports bear no relationship
to its own limited resource base. By accepting Liberian exports as legitimate, the international
diamond industry actively colludes in crimes committed or permitted by the Liberian government.
5.1

The United Nations Security Council should place a full embargo on the purchase of any
diamonds originating in, or said to originate in Liberia until a full and objective international
review can be carried out ofthe country's legitimate resource base, and until exports fall into
line with that resource base.

5.2

The United Nations Security Council should place a full embargo on the purchase of any
diamonds said to originate in Ivory Coast until a full review can be carried out of the
country's legitimate resource base, and until exports fall into line with that resource base.
Consideration should be given to imposing the same restrictions on Guinean diamonds.
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Canada

As 'home' to a high proportion of the world's junior mining companies, Capada has a particular
responsibility to ensure good corporate citizenship abroad. New standards and codes of conduct have
been implemented by some companies and provincial securities commissions in recent years, but
these are directed largely at matters of financial transparency, professional competence and issues
dealing with capitalization. Some deal with environmental issues. They do not, however, deal with
issues of corporate behavior in war zones or with issues such as contravention of the International
Convention Against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries. 127
6.1

All Canadian securities commissions should initiate discussion among their members about
issues relating to corporate conduct in war zones, with special reference to direct or arm's
length trade in weapons and materiel, involvement with individuals and companies recruited
abroad to engage in hostilities in a third country, or the arrangement ofmining concessions in
return for protection of any sort. Guidelines dealing with such issues should be created or
128
added to existing codes.

6.2

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police should be encouraged and supported in its development
of diamond 'fingerprinting'. Efforts should be made to develop systems for adopting the
technology as a matter of course in diamond producing countries and in major trading centres
around the world, including the CSO and Antwerp.

7

A Consumer Campaign

Like diamonds, the Atlantic slave trade essentially served non-African markets. And like the
diamond trade, the impact of slavery was devastating for many West African countries: it spawned
predatory bandit groups acting like the RUF, UNITA and the NPFL, and mercenary regimes based
entirely on violence and slave raiding. These regimes and bandit groups were sustained and
motivated by the slave trade - by the arms and other resources they received for selling captive
human beings to Europeans. With the end of the Atlantic slave trade, however, they collapsed or
were swept aside in short order. The abolition of the slave trade was significantly influenced by a
consumer campaign in Britain, aimed at the products of slave labour - mainly sugar from the
Caribbean. The political and commercial damage to the slave trade of such campaigns was as much
responsible for abolition as the humanitarian imperative.
At the bottom of the UNDP Human Development Index and wracked by almost a decade of
war, Sierra Leone could not possibly be in worse condition today than if it never had any diamonds.
Diamonds have, in fact, been a curse, not a blessing. This does not have to be the case, but concerted
action on all the recommendations above will be necessary just to start making a difference. The
recommendations will not be easy to implement, nor will they be cost-free. The easiest thing for the
major actors - De Beers, the HRD, the Governments of Belgium and Sierra Leone, the UN Security
Council - will be to do as little as possible.
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One way of drawing greater attention to the urgency of the matter and of gaining broader
support for change, would be a consumer campaign, One has already been started in Europe' and it
would not be difficult to expand it. Imagine:
Diamonds are not a girl's best friend - witness the brutalized little girl (pictured on the cover
of this report) with no hands;
'The millennium gift she'll never forget' - ditto;
For some people, diamonds are more 'forever' than for others - witness 75,000 violent deaths
in Sierra Leone;
Diamonds are a guerilla's best friend - witness Sierra Leone's coups, rampaging criminals,
etc etc
Sixty million individual pieces of diamond jewelry are sold every year, indicating a sizeable target
audience.
The Project Team understands that an effective consumer campaign could inflict damage on
an industry which is important to developing economies and to poor people working in the diamond
industries of other countries such as Namibia, South Africa, India and Botswana. Those considering
the possibility of initiating or joining a campaign, therefore, would have to consider how many lives
in countries like Sierra Leone, Angola and the Congo these jobs are worth. Speaking in November
1999, Nicky Oppenheimer said,
Damage to the diamond market will not on its own deprive the warlords of their treasuries,
but it will kill prosperity and encourage poverty in other well regulated African countries and
in the cutting centres ofIndia and around the world... Indeed, damage the market and you
undermine orderly mining regimes and ensure instead that there will be more Angolas, more
Congos, more Sierra Leones. It could ensure that there will be no more Botswanas, South
~·
A Incas
or N amI'b'las. 129
Diamond analyst Martin Rapaport, while critical of the UN, Global Witness and what he sees as
hypocritical politicians and bureaucrats, fears a consumer campaign, but understands that it could
hurt. 'The bottom line,' he says, 'is that the diamond industry does not need or want conflict with
government or NGOs. It is in our economic interest to cooperate and find reasonable and responsible
ways to deal with war diamonds.' He says that 'from a humanitarian and moral perspective, our
industry must do everything it reasonably can to ensure that diamond money is not used to fuel
conflict... As an industry we must take responsibility for our actions and develop trade-wide practices
that we believe are correct and moral.' 130 Nelson Mandela has said the same thing: 'We would be
concerned that an international campaign... does not damage this vital industry. Rather than boycotts

• By the NGO, Global Witness - URL: www.oneworld.orglglobalwitness
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being instituted, it is preferable that through our own initiatives the industry takes a progressive
stance on human rights issues.' 131
The word 'boycott' is increasingly being used within the diamond indL\stry. This report does
not use the word. The point of a campaign would be to create greater interest among the public,
public institutions and within the diamond industry in doing exactly what Mr. Mandela suggests. In
fact an informal campaign appears to be well under way, and this report takes its place as part of it.
Where people's lives are concerned - as they are in Sierra Leone - time is of the essence. In the
absence of clear and meaningful movement, the point of a campaign would be to help the industry
'take responsibility for its actions' - not damaging it, but improving it.
8

Further Study

This report has not dealt with the problems of Angolan or Congolese diamonds and their relationship
to other countries in the region. Angola's problems - which are similar to those of Sierra Leone were under consideration by a United Nations panel of experts when this report was being finalized.
Recommendations emerging from that panel will no doubt need to be considered in relation to what
has been recommended here.
This report has also not addressed the diamond trade in other parts of the world, most notably in
Russia, Ukraine, New York, Israel and India. Further solutions to some of the problems identified
here might follow additional research into these and other trading, cutting and polishing centres.
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A NOTE ON CANADIAN JUNIOR MINING COMPANIES 132
It is not a coincidence that so many junior mining companies incorporate themselves in Canada and
are listed on Canadian stock exchanges. A combination of Canadian tax provisions, the operation of
the Canadian stock exchanges and Canada's own resource history has made Canada the premier
country for mining company venture capital.
Part of this is explained by history. With an abundance and variety of mineral resources, much of
Canada's development has been based on extractive industries. Consequently, Canada has high
levels of expertise in mining, a large number of exceptional mining geologists, and an abundance of
skilled penny stock promoters, sometimes called 'the bottom feeders of the mining business.' 133
The country also has a population with a penchant for penny stocks. Mining is a risky business and
the probability of striking it rich is slim. Only one in 10,000 exploration companies will find and
bring a mine into production. Because of the high risk, and the low level of capitalization by most
mining companies, Canadian Stock Exchanges have traditionally been easier to access because of
less restrictive disclosure requirements and lower capitalization requirements than exchanges in
many other countries. The Vancouver and Calgary exchanges (merged in November 1999 as part ofa
new Canadian Venture Exchange) were long known as mining exchanges, and sometimes as
'wildcat' exchanges.
This helps to explain why so many non-Canadian junior mining firms are 'officially' located in
Canada, with listings on Canadian exchanges. During 1996, the amount raised to finance the
domestic and foreign projects of Canadian mining companies - C $7 billion (almost US$5 billion)was an all-time record. Ofthis, C $5.5 billion was in the form of equity and C $1.3 billion was in the
form of debt. The amount of equity financing for mining during 1996 accounted for about one
quarter of all Canadian-dollar equity issues raised in Canada. In the case of debt, however, mining
accounted for less than five per cent. In 1996, more Canadian-dollar and foreign-currency equity
financing was raised for the mining industry than for any other industry. In fact, the Canadian
financial services sector appears to have raised more equity capital for the mineral industry than was
raised in Australia, the United States and South Africa combined. 134
In 1996, more than 39 billion shares of all types of companies were traded on Canadian exchanges,
with a value ofC$369 billion. At the end of 1996, there were about 1400 mining companies listed on
Canadian stock exchanges. More than 800 companies were listed on the Vancouver Stock Exchange
(VSE), about 300 on the Toronto Stock Exchange and the remainder were listed on the Alberta Stock
Exchange (ASE) and the Montreal Exchange (ME). Mining companies accounted for more than half
of the companies listed on the VSE. In addition to the four stock exchanges, Canada also had a
negotiated dealer market, the Canadian Dealing Network, that provided a market for the shares of
unlisted mining companies. There were more than 150 mining companies trading on the Canadian
Dealing Network (also merged mainly with the Canadian Venture Exchange in November and
December, 1999).135
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Another characteristic of Canadian markets over the past decade has been the increasing number of
foreign-based mining companies listed on Canadian exchanges. During 1996 at least eight mining
companies with headquarters located outside of Canada were listed on the TSp alone. The increase
in foreign listings is attributable, in part, to the large pool of capital available in Canada, to the
liquidity made available to investors by Canadian stock exchanges, and to the visibility given to
mining companies by Canadian mining analysts.
Over the years, there have been various Canadian mining scandals. In virtually all of Canada's
mining scams, the final 'blame' has been laid on stock promoters and the 'flexibility' of the stock
exchanges. The Bre-X scandal was perhaps the worst: a phoney gold mine in Indonesia was
capitalized to the tune of C$6 billion before its sudden and well-deserved crash in 1997. The fallout
from Bre-X was significant. The remarkable bull market that propelled penny stocks into the big
leagues ended. In 1997, 30 per cent of Canada's biggest stock market losers were junior mining
companies. The TSE's gold and precious metals subindex, which lists the sector's 'best' performers,
dropped almost 40 per cent in the same year, the worst showing among all fourteen of the TSE's
subgroups. By contrast, the TSE's financial services subindex, which includes the nation's largest
major banks and brokerages, was up nearly 52 per cent. 136 For the juniors, the 'market dried up.' 137
In addition to the past attractiveness of Canadian exchanges, there are a number of tax regulations
that facilitate Canadian investment abroad, some of which apply specifically to the mining industry:
Canadian tax law allows the deductibility of interest incurred by borrowing, whether in
Canada or offshore, for investment in foreign subsidiaries, while intercorporate dividends are
exempt from Canadian income tax.;
Profits generated by subsidiaries operating in a country with which Canada has a tax treaty
can be repatriated free of Canadian income tax;
Canadian companies that invest directly in foreign mining projects and incur exploration and
development expenses can deduct, under certain conditions, deduct up to 100 per cent of
these expenses.
Canadian tax regulations allow the pooling of exploration and development expenses, rather
than requiring property-by-property or country-by country accounting. As a result, proceeds
from the sale of foreign resource properties can be sheltered against Canadian tax by the total
amount of unclaimed foreign exploration and development expenses.
A positive outcome ofBre-X scandal was a tightening up of Canadian exchanges, with changes that
could make life more difficult for unethical junior mining companies. The merger ofthe Calgary and
Vancouver exchanges brings the industry under tighter scrutiny than before. The TSE is drafting new
regulations which are part of the restructuring. Proposed changes include the following:
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Resource companies trading on the TSE will be expected to boost minimum exploration or
development budgets by $100,000, to $350,000, and record sales of at least $3 million, up
from $1 million;
Companies will be bound by stricter disclosure requirements, as recommended in 1999 by a
Mining Standards Task Force;
Companies also must now have a minimum market capitalization of $3 million, with
publicly floated shares valued at at least $2 million. They must also be in control of assets
worth a minimum of $3 million, up from $2 million, and have revenues of at least $3 million,
up from $1 million;
Companies that do not conform to the new requirements will be given 120 days to do so, and the
market will be given 30 days notice of pending suspensions. 138
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ANNEX 2

DIAMOND PROPERTIES HELD IN SIERRA LEONE BY INTERNATJONAL MINING
COMPANIES
(Mid 1999)

AMCAN MINERALS LIMITED
River Lots: The company has 12 river lots on the Sewa River (alluvial).
Old River Terraces: AmCan has three 144-acre lots in this main alluvial diamond fairway. The lots
are numbered 106, 107 and 108 and are immediately southwest of the Koidu Kimberlite project.
Hard Rock Kimberlite Dykes: AmCan holds an exploration license (No. Expl. 4 1998) for blocks 51
and 51A, along with kimberlite pipe NO.3 and all surrounding dykes. Blocks 51 and 51A are
immediately northeast and contiguous with the Koidu Kimberlite Project, which is controlled by
DiamondWorks. The total land area covers an area of approximately 20.7 square kilometres and is in
Kono District. The surrounding dykes cover a distance of27 miles in length, the widest of which is
eight metres. The license was granted by the Ministry of Mineral Resources of Sierra Leone in 1996.
AmCan, through its subsidiary Sierra Gold Limited also holds a 90 per cent interest in a 30 sq. mile
gold property on the Pampana River in the Tonkalili District of central Sierra Leone. The property is
situated in the middle of the Sula Mountain Archean Greenstone Belt. In 1998, the exploration
license for the property was renewed by the Government of Sierra Leone for a period of three years.

REX DIAMOND MINING CORPORATION
REX DIAMOND MINING CORPORATION
The Ministry of Mineral Resources of Sierra Leone reconfirmed title of Rex's diamond concessions
on August 18,1999. Rex titles are in Tongo Field and Zimmi Fields.
Tongo Field: The Tongo Field property comprises approximately 65 square kilometers, located in
Kenema District and was originally granted to REX by the Government of Sierra Leone on 15 March
1994. The mining rights are held by Rex NV pursuant to lease ML 10/94, and expires on February
28,2019. The Rex property has been previously mined for alluvial diamonds. Four Kimberlite dyke
zones have been discovered on the property.
Zimmi: The Zimmi Property consists of approximately 54 square kilometers located in Pujehun
District. The property is held pursuant to lease ML 9/94, which expires February 28, 2019. The
Zimmi property is an alluvial diamond property, which was developed for mining during the mid1980s. The property was abandoned before commencement of full-scale mining because of civil
umest. Company geological reports based upon sampling programs carried out on the property
indicate that the property contains deposits of large stones of high quality. Rex believes that the
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Zimmi property has the potential to produce alluvial diamonds at surface and that high-grade paleo
channels and other geophysical features indicate the possibility of kimberlite.

DIAMONDWORKS LTD.
Koidu Property: DiamondWorks has a 25-year renewable mining lease which grants the company
the exclusive right to carry out exploration and mining activities in respect of diamonds, gold and
associated minerals in an area of approximately four square kilometres in the Kono District know as
the Koidu Property.
Area 7 Property: DiamondWorks has a 3-year prospecting license that covers an area of
approximately 93 hectares in the Kono District known as Area 7.
Matemu Property: DiamondWorks has a 3-year prospecting license for kimberlite diamonds
covering an area of approximately 68 square kilometres in southeastern Sierra Leone.
DiamondWorks is required by the Government of Sierra Leone to spend US$ 340,000 on exploration
on the property during the first two years of the license.

Sources: Company Annual Reports and submissions to the Ontario Securities Commissions (www.sedar.com)
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LIST OF INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED
SIERRA LEONE
Government

>>>>>>>>>>>>-

Desmond Luke, Chief Justice
Dr. Sarna Banya, Sierra Leone Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
(interviewed in Canada)
Mohamed Swaray Deen, Minister of Mineral Resources
Julius Spencer, Minister of Information, Broadcasting and Culture
Hinga Norman, Deputy Minister of Defence
David Quee, Chairman, Government Gold and Diamond Office (GGDO)
Osman Kamara, Deputy Mineral Resources Director
A. Yumkella, Deputy Minister of Mines
Femi Karnara, Mines Engineer
Andrew Keilli, Senior Mines Engineer
Arnold Mason, Geologist, Mineral Resources Ministry
Lamin Massaquoi, Senior Geologist, Mineral Resources Ministry

Other

>-

>>>>>>>>>>>>>-

Alfred Akibo-Betts, businessman, former Minister of Fisheries and former Mayor of
Freetown
Amadu Amara, Chief Clerk, Kamajor 19th battalion, Bo
Simon Arthy, Regional Coordinator for the EC Resettlement Program (ECSLP), Bo
Mohammed Hassan Barrie, President, United Mineworkers Union
Steven Crossman, Deputy High Commissioner for Great Britain
Pios Foray, editor, Democrat
Francis Fortune, Conciliation Resources, Bo
Martin Kallon, senior Kamajor intelligence officer, Bo
John Kanagbo, diamond dealer, Bo
Francis Kpullum, diamond dealer, Bo
Kingsley Lington, editor, Concord Times
Rodney Michaels, diamond dealer, Bo
Phillip Neville, editor, Standard Times
Patrick Sannoh, ex-miner, Bo

And many other persons, mainly illicit miners and dealers who asked not to be named.
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CANADA
CANADA
Government
Government
~
David Angel, First Secretary, Political Affairs, Permanent Mission of Canada to the UN
~
D.J. Ballantyne, Central Forensic Laboratory, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Ottawa
~
Sgt. Ray Halwas, NCO in Charge, "G" Division Diamond Project, Yellowknife, NT
~
T.S.E. Jones, Eastern and Southern Africa Division (GAA), Department of Foreign Affairs
and International Trade
~
Gerry Olson, Office of the Privy Council, Ottawa
~
Douglas Paget, Chief of Special Projects, Mineral ResourceslNatural Resources and
Environment Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
Private Sector
Private Sector
~
J.S. Austin, President and CEO, Aston Mining of Canada Inc., Vancouver B.C.
~
Terry Buckham, Diamond High Council (HRD), Toronto, Ontario
~
George F.B. Burne, President & CEO, De Beers Canada Corporation, Vancouver
~
Tom Beardmore-Gray, Senior Vice-President, De Beers Canada Corporation, Vancouver
~
Alan McCaffrey, Vice-President for Public Relations, AMCAN Minerals, Ltd., Toronto
~
Peter Meredith, Chief Financial Officer, DiamondWorks Ltd., Vancouver
~
E.J. Oosterhuis, Investor Relations, CEF, Toronto
~
AdolfPetancic, Investor Relations, Dentonia Resources Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
~
Bill Trenaman, Vice-President, DiamondWorks, Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
Other
Other
~
~
~

~
~

~

John Leigh, High Commissioner of Sierra Leone to Canada and Ambassador to the United
States
Prof. Bonnie Campbell, Universite du Quebec a Montreal
Gen. Ian Douglas (Ret.), Independent Consultant, Kanata, Ontario
Howard Goldenpaul, Producer, CBC Fifth Estate television program, Toronto
Joan Kuyek, National Coordinator, MiningWatch Canada, Ottawa
Professor A.A. Levinson, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Calgary

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED KINGDOM
~
T.W.H. Capon, Executive Director of Central Selling Organization and Member Board of
Directors, De Beers
~
Kaspar Fithen, Oxford Analytica, Oxford
~
Charmian Gooch, Director, Global Witness, London
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David Lord, Conciliation Resources, London
Alex Yearsley, Global Witness, London

BELGIUM
BELGIUM
>
Frieda Coosemans, Head of Diamonds Department, Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Government of Belgium
A number of interviews took place with individuals who preferred to remain anonymous. They
included officials in:

>

>

>

The Ministry of Justice
The Senate Commission on Organized Crime
The Belgian Administration for Development Aid

Others

>
>
>
>

Belgian Investigative Journalists
Diamond Dealers and Traders
Diamond Couriers and Smugglers
Officials of the Diamond High Council (HRD) (Diamond Office and the Gemological
Institute

UNITED STATES
UNITED STATES
> E.J. Hogendoorn, Human Rights Watch, Washington, D.C.
>
Professor Herb Howe, Georgetown University, Washington, DC
>
Danny Kennedy, Project Underground, California
> Prof. William Reno, Northwestern University, Michigan
> Jim Rupert, Washington Post, Washington, DC
>
Rachel Stohl, Center for Defence Information, Washington D.C.
GHANA
GHANA
> Yao Graham, Third World Network (Africa Secretariat), Accra, Ghana
> David Tam-Baryoh, West African Media Watch, former editor of Punch (Freetown)
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national languages as a means of building popular confidence in, and
understanding of, the human rights principles and their role in peacebuilding efforts.
The UNAMSIL Human Rights Section conducts specialist work with
national in.stitutions, the internally displaced and children. It also focuses
on the rule of law and gender issues. The Human Rights Section currently
has 16 international staff members and 4 national staff members
deployed in its three offices in Freetown, Kenema and Nlakeni.

~CNANISIL

Nlarnrny Yoko, Aberdeen
P.O. Box 5
Freetown, Sierra Leone
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Foreword
The subj ect of violence against women in Sierra Leone has until recently
been overlooked. I welcome this report by Physicians for Human Rights,
with the support of UNAlvlSIL, which helps to redefine the role that sexual violence played in the conflict. The findings and data are a clear indication of the kinds of depravity that war can bring. I visited Sierra Leone
on official mission in August 2001 to study the issue of violence against
women committed during the conflict and to identify key measures and
initiatives needed to ensure the rights of women in the aftermath of the
conflict. In my work as Special Rapporteur on violence against women I
have seen that it is often the need to understand clearly the specific nature
of gender- based crimes, through research and collection of data, that is
required to mobilize civil society, governments and the international community against such abuses. This report comprehensively documents the
widespread nature of sexual violence in Sierra Leone during the conflict
and is a valuable tool for those who have been fighting for women's
human rights to be put on the agenda as a matter of priority.
Furthermore by documenting the wartime experiences of women in Sierra
Leone this report will provide a valuable contribution in making the postconflict needs of women and girls more apparent. Its findings should be
taken into consideration in the formulation of repatriation and resettlement plans, as well as demobilization, rehabilitation, reintegration and
post-conflict reconstruction programmes.
I often see rpany situations involving gender-based violence-similar to
the cases so carefully documented in this report-for which perpetrators
go unpunished. Internationally there has been progress, at least in the area
of legal sanction. Perpetrators of violence against women during wartime
are being brought before the courts of justice. Their trial and punishment
is a vindication of many years of effort by many groups and individuals
who have been trying throughout the years to end the impunity of those
who commit the most horrendous acts of brutality. In this regard, I welcome the Foca judgment by The International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia, which sets out in detail, the international law and
standards with regard to war crimes and crimes against humanity committed against women and girls. The Tribunal found that these actions
constituted rape as a crime against humanity, torture as a war crime and
enslavement as a crime against humanity. Their strong judgment is welcome and lays to rest all arguments that rape and sexual slavery during
wartime does not constitute international customary law that is in flagrant violation of international humanitarian law. The Foca judgement
sets a context by which the wealth of i~formation contained in this report
should be analyzed.

1[

The International Criminal Court) which was finalized in 1998, is also
a major victory for those who have fought to make international Justice
an important part of modern international law. The Rome Statute makes
explicit that rape and gender violence are among the most serious crimes
of concern to the international community by specifically defining them
as constituent acts of crimes against humanity and war crimes. According
to the Statute, rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization or any other form of sexual violence also
constitutes a Grave Breach of the Geneva Convention. Similarly, the
Statute defines crimes against humanity to include torture) as well as rape,
sexual slavery) enforced prostitution) forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity when
committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against
any civilian population. The Statute also provides that persecution on the
basis of gender may constitute a crime against humanity.
As a result of this Statute and the decisions of the international tribunals in the Hague and in Arusha, the world is slightly more just for
women who ha ve been the victims of sexual violence during wartime. It is
my hope that the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and the Special
Court in Sierra Leone will follow this example and ensure that cases
involving violence against women are prosecuted and the perpetrators
brought to justice.
Rarely qo human rights organizations undertake and publish such substantial and detailed studies of sexual violence in conflict. It is in this light
that this report will help the international community to understand the
grave situation in Sierra Leone and the needs of all the conflicts) survivors. I encourage its wide dissemination, as this important and timely
report will be of interest to all those who seek to understand or intervene
in the rebuilding of Sierra Leone.
Radhika Coomaraswamy
United Nations Special Rapporteur on violence against women) its cause
and consequences
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· EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ose of Study
Leone's decade-long conflie'\: has been marked by an extraordinary
of brutal human rights abuses, including summary killings, sexual
against women and girls, abductions, amputations, and the use of
d soldiers. The combined effects of prolonged conflict, pervasive
'~~J.J.l.w..u,-u~ rights abuses, and massive forced migration I in one of the poorest
in the world have devastated the health and well-being of the
~Sierra Leonean people. The daunting process of rebuilding and reconciliation in the aftermath of such destruction requires the establishment of an
accurate account of the nature and extent of abuses that have been committed. For this reason Physicians for Human Rights (PHR), with the support and participation of the United Nations Assistance J\liission in Sierra
Leone (UNAMSIL), conducted a population-based assessment of the
prevalence and impact of sexual violence and other human rights abuses
among internally displaced persons (IDPs) in Sierra Leone.

Findings

,

The findings of this study, the most comprehensive population-based assessment to date of war-related sexual violence and other human rights abuses
in Sierra Leone, indicate that combatants have committed widespread
human rights abuses and international crimes against IDPs in Sierra Leone
including: abductions, beatings, killings, rape and other forms of sexual violence, capturing for less than 24 hours, torture, forced labor, gunshot
wounds, serious injuries, and amputations. Such quantitative findings contribute considerable insight into the nature and extent of human rights
abuses among IDPs in Sierra Leone, i.e., the frequency of specific human
rights abuses, the identity of the alleged perpetrators, the impact of these
experiences and the most urgent needs identified by the victims. Furthermore, a rigorous approach to sampling enables the findings to be generalized to the larger IDP population. In order to gain insight into individual
experiences of human rights abuses of Sierra Leonean women and their families, the PHR study included qualitative assessments of abuses as welL
ApprOXImately 400,000 people have fled Sierr~ Leone into neighboring GUlnea and Llbena
as refugees. At the time of thIS study, there were 334,061 registered and approxImately
500,000 to 1 mIllion unregIstered internally displaced persons (IDPs) m Sierra Leone.
1
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A stnking 94 % of 991 households randomly surveyed reported among
its members at least one of these serious abuses during the past ten years
of conflict. The majority of abuses reported by participants in the PHR
study occurred between 1997 and 1999 and, when known, were attributed primarily to forces from the Revolutionary United Front (RUF). The
study's primary focus on abuses of women and girls stems from the historical neglect of these sexual crimes committed against women from previous reports of human rights abuses in Sierra Leone.
The PHR study indicates that war-related sexual violence experiences
perpetrated by armed combatants (primanly RUF) are, indeed, widespread among IDPs in Sierra :Leone. Approximately one of every eight
household members (13 %) reported one or more incidents of warrelated sexual violence. Nine percent (94/991) of respondents reported
war-related sexual violence. 2 ,3 A striking 53% of respondents reporting
"face to face" contact specifically with RUF forces reported experiencing sexual violence, compared to less than 6% for any other combatant
group.4 One third of the women who reported sexual violence reported
being gang raped.
Participants reporting sexual violence related the following: rape
(89 %), being forced to undress/stripped of clothing (37 %), gang rape
(33%), abduction (33%), molestation (14%), sexual slavery (15%),
forced marriage (9 %), and insertion of foreign 0 bj ects into the genital
opening or anus (4 %). In addition, 22 (23 %) of the women who experienced sexual violence reported being pregnant at the time of the attack
with an average gestation of three months. The majority of the incidents
of sexual ¥iolence reported by partici pan ts (68 %) occurred between
1997 and 1999.
This prevalence rate of war-related sexual violence (8 % -9 %) during
only a ten-year period is equivalent to the lifetime prevalence of non warIt IS lIkely that the prevalence of war-related sexual violence in the study was underestimated because of willful non-dIsclosure of sexual violence and the lack of privacy in some of
the interviews, despite efforts to ensure pnvacy. According to K055 (K055 NLP, "Detecting the
scope of rape: a review of prevalence research methods," Journal of Interpersonal Violence.
1993(8);198-222) reasons for WIllful non-disclosure often include fear of retnbution by an
assailam, bemg stigmatized and rejected, being blamed for the attack, and/or the psychologIcal consequences of disclosure.
2

In addition, the average age of partiCIpants reportmg war-related sexual VIOlence was more
than twice the average age of non war-related sexual VIOlence reported in the study. Although
mterviewers were careful to explain that there would be no material or other gain by partlcipatmg m the survey, the number of abuses reported m the study may have been overestlmated or underestimated if rDPs judged that It was in then material, political or
psychologIcal interest to exaggerate or conceal claims of abuse.
3

Other perpetrators reponed mcluded Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC), West
Side Boys, unspeClfied "rebels", and SIerra teonean Army (SLA) and ex-SLA. The UN peacekeepers and CivIl Defense Forces (CDF) militIa forces were not identified as perpetrators
among respondents reporting sexual VIOlence.
4
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FIGURE 1:
Extrapolation of Human Rights Abuses Among AlIlDPs in Sierra Leone
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* Extrapolations are based on frequencies reported by 9,166 household members (Table 2);
sexual assault is among female respondents only. For 95% confidence intervals, please
see page 45, footnote 165.

related sexual violence (9 %) among the study participants.
By extrapolating the number of war-related sexual violence incidents
reported by participants in the PHR sample to the total female IDP population in Sierra Leone, PHR estimates that approximately 50,000 to
64,000 Sierra Leonean IDP women may have suffered such human rights
abuses., If non-war-related sexual violence among non-IDP females is
added to the IDP totals (assuming a 9% prevalence rate), as many as
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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215,000-257,000 women and girls in Sierra Leone currently may have
been affected by sexual violence. s
Today, in the context of war, rape and other forms of sexual violence
are considered war crimes 6 and can be prosecuted as such. 7 They also constitute crimes against humanity when committed as part of a widespread
or systematicS attack against the civilian population. 9 This populationbased assessment demonstrates that war-related sexual violence and other
human rights abuses were indeed perpetrated as a widespread attack
against the civilian population, and therefore constitute both war crimes
and crimes against humanity. LO A Special Court has been proposed by UN
Security Council Resolution 1315 to prosecute those" bearing the greatest
responsibility" for violations of international humanitarian law in Sierra
Leone's conflict. l1 A Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) is being
created to provide an impartial historical record of the war and to foster
reconciliation. 12

Methods of Investigation
Quantitative
PHR sampled 1,048 households in three IDP camps (near Freetown, Port
Loko, and Kenerna) and one community with a large number of IDPs,
To generate population estunates of sexual vlOlence among the IDP and non-IDP females m
Sierra Leone, PHR assumed a total IDP populatlOn of 1.0-1.3 million (55% female) and a
non-IDP popul~tlOn of 2.7-3.0 million (50% female). UNOCHA database. Sierra Leone: UN
Office for the Coordinatlon for Humanitarian Affairs. Updated February, 2001; Norwegian
Refugee Council, Sierra Leone Section, "PopulatiOn profile and figures". Available at:
www.db.idpproJect.orglSlteslIdpProjectD b/idpSurvey.nsf/l c9 63eb5 04 904cde4125 67820074
93b8/fdc6d215bab90118c12569dd002b1aec?OpenDocument; United Nations High CommiSSioner for Refugees. Available at: unhcr.ch/un & ref/numbers/numb2000.pdf
5

6 Kunarac, Kovac and Vukovic, IT-96-23 and IT-96-23/1 "FOCA" Available at:
vvww. un. org/ICTY/judgement.htm
7

IbId.

S

See Chapter V for a discusslOn.

Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, Article 5, Cnmes
agamst Humamty Available al www.un.org/icty/baslC/statm/stat2000.htm#5.

9

lO Rome Statute of the InternatlOnal Criminal Court (Rome Statute), adopted 7/17/98. Aval1able at: untreaty.un.org/Engllsh/notpubl/rome-en.htm; Askin K.D., War Cnmes Agamst
\T/omen: Prosecutzon In Internatzonal War Crzmes TrIbunals, M. NiJhoff Publishers, 1997.
Askin K. "\\lomen and International Humamtarian Law," in Askm K.D, Koenig D.Ni., Editors, \vomen and InternatIonal Human Rights Law, TransnatlOnal, 1999. Vol. 1. Also see:
Umted Nations, Draft Statute of the SpeCial Court for Slerra Leone, S/2000/915. Available at
wwvv. un. org/Docs/sc/reports/2 00 0/915 e. pdf.
Umted Natlons Secunty Council Resolution 1315 (Adopted August 14, 2000). Available
at: www.un.org/Docs/scres/2000/res1315e.pdf
It
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For more information see wyvw.sierra-leone.org/trc.html
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Nlile 91 Township. The campsllocales included in this study represented
91 S'~ of the registered IDP population in Sierra Leone. All study participants 'vvere selected using systematic random sampling or a combmation
of systematic random sampling and cluster sampling. 13 A total of 991
female heads of household participated in the study (response rate =
95 %). The 991 household representatives reported on the experiences of
9 166 household members, whIch included themselves and those who
lived with them prior to their displacement. The PHR survey contained 49
questions pertaining to demograph,ics physical and mental health perception, experiences of human rights abuses among household members and
experiences of sexual violence. It also inquired about assistance needs,
opinions regarding punishment and justice for perpetrators and attitudes
on women's human rights and roles in society.
J

J

J

Qualitative
In order to gain additional insight into individual experiences of human
rights abuses of Sierra Leonean women and their families the PHR study
included qualitative assessments of abuses as well. Two primary
approaches were used to elicit qualitative information. Seven open-ended
questions were included in the questionnaire itself and longer semi-structured interviews were conducted with survivors of human rights abuses
some who were not survey participants.
Individual case testimonies provided considerable insight into the brutality of the human rights abuses reported including sexual violence, in
the PHR survc;y. Katmara B a 13-year-old girl, reported being abducted
beaten raped and forced to become a rebel's "wife." She was released during the latter stages of her pregnancy and now has a baby girl. The story of
what happened to her and her family during the rebel incursion into Freetown in January 1999 captures the anarchy of those days which left the
people of Sierra LeoD.@:s capital city terrified:
J

J

J

J

J

J

J

.. .50) on our way to be killed) we were taken to a house with about 200
people held in it. l\1y older cousin was sent to go and select 25 men and
25 women to have their hands chopped off. Then she was told to cut off
the first man)s hand. She refused to do it saying that she was afraid) I
was then told to do it. I said I'd never done such a thing before and that
I was also afraid. \Ve were told to sit on the side and watch. So we sat.
They chopped off two men's hands. hfy cousin couldn)t watch and
bowed her head down to avoid the sight. Because she did that) they shot
her in the foot. They bandaged her foot and then forced her to z,ualk. \Ve
left the two men whose hands had been cut off behmd. \Ve were then
taken to a mosque in Kissy. They klll'ed everyone in there ... They were
See Patton :N1.Q., Qualztatzve Evaluatzon and Research Nlethods, Sage Publications, 1990;
169-283.

13
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f".f212snatching babies and infants from their nzother's arms and tossing them
in the aIr. The babies zl/ould free fall to their deaths. At other times they
woztld also chop them from the back of their heads to kill them, you
know, lzke you do when you slaughter chickens ....One gzrl with us tried
to escape. They made her take oil her slippers and give them to me and
then killed her ... one time we came across truo pregnant women. They
tied the women down wzth their legs eagle-spread and took a sharpened
stick and Jabbed them inside their wombs until the babies came out on
the stick.

Several women who had not suffered sexual violence spoke of the range of
abuses they and their families had experienced and the multiple losses they
faced. A young woman, Nlarie K., described her and her family's experience:
... They killed many of us, many people ... about 1DO, rue were in an
unfinished house when they came and kicked at the doors and
demanded to know who was in there. They yelled that if we didn't come
out they would kzll us or burn the house down. Someone near the door
opened it. The rest of us were hiding in a room, huddled together. They
came in and began to hit us with their weapons yelling "get out, zf you
don't come out we will kill you. " Those who refused to come out, they
lit the house up and burned it with them inside the house ...

Some of the women who reported experiencing sexual violence provided
the PHR/UNANISIL team with information that suggests that the incidents of se:tual violence were politically motivated. One woman told PHR
that her attackers told her "to come and report or tell [president] Tejan
Kabbah that they will continue to do such things." Another told PHR that
her attacker asked her "whom are you going to vote for?"

Sexual Violence
Given the prevalence of sexual violence reported in the PHR study, it is
not surprising that the vast majority (91 %) of respondents reported being
"quite a bit" or "extremely" worried about sexual violence to themselves
or family members by combatants. They were much less worried about
sexual violence by family members, friends, or civilian strangers despite
9 % of respondents reporting sexual abuse by family members, friends, or
civilian strangers in their lifetime.
In February 2001, PHR interviewed a fifteen-year-old girl, Bola N.
Rebels had abducted her four times since 1999. At the time of the interview she was two months pregnant and living at an IDP camp in Port
Loko. She descnbed her first abduction to the interviewer:
\\lhen they first attacked the village, we fled to the b·ushes. When they
removed us from our vzllage we were frightened ... They held us, they cut

6
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some hands. They killed some. They forced us to be tied. \'Ve were taken
to the bush where the sexual act was forced on us ... Nine men raped
me ... Nly mother was taken away) my thzngs) belongzngs) tt..1.ken. I slept
three days in the bush after they had raped me. 1 Ll/aS unconSCIOlAS) not
myself. ..After they had raped me to their satisfaction; they left me in the
bush. 1 was beaten) bruises on my body) part of my body. Some around
were amputated. 1 was not well.
Isa ta, a 15 -year-old girl, was a bducte d and gang raped by re bels. She
described her experiences and their,. continuing effects on her health:
... 1 don)t have any children. 1 was a virgin before. They n..tined me. The
story is long) much too long. 1 was at home when they came and kidnapped me ... They demanded money. Nly family has no money. They
demanded Le 200)000.00 ($83.00) ... they said to my parents) come and
see how we use your children. They undressed live of us) laid us down)
used us in front of my family and took us away with them. They wouldn't releasevts) they kept us with them in the bush ... \\1hen 1 escaped) 1
couldn)t walk - the pain. 1 was bleeding from my uagina. That night)
God gave me strength to walk ... 1 can)t remember how long 1 was
held ... 1 don)t like to talk because of the memories. \\1hen 1 made it back,
my mother couldn)t believe it. Since 1 got back 1 have been so sick ... 1
never used to get sick like this ... I would like to go back to school, but I
can)t concentrate anymore, 1 can)t do anything ...

Characteristics of Assistance Needs among Respondents Reporting Sexual
Violence
Sixty-five percent of respondents said that they had reported the incident(s) of sexual violence to another person. The most common reasons
for not reporting these incidents were feelings of shame or social stigma,
fear of being stigmatizedlrejected, and nor having trust in anyone. Only
53 % of women reported seeking help after the attack, although 80% of
these women reported that they informed a health care provider of the
specifics of the attack. \Vomen reported that what helped most after the
attack was trying to forget about the incident, support of family, a medical
provider, and country medicineltraditional healer.
A number of testimonies collected by PHR in J\ilarch 2000 were from
survivors of rape who reponed becoming pregnant by their attackers.
Nlany of these young women are particularly vulnerable as they must not
only recover from the trauma of their ordeals while often facing stigma
from their communities, but at the same time learn to care for and support
a baby with few resources.

E X E CUT I V E S 1J M NL'-\ RY 7

The maj ority of women who responded to the two questions about
their biggest worries about the future in general and about their health
referred to the financial and personal insecurity they faced as a resulc of
the war. \Vomen expressed fear that the war vvould not end and that they
would experience future attacks and abuse. They spoke of their lack of
livelihoods, homes, and husbands to provide for them. A number of
women expressed fear about how they would provide for themselves or
for their children, including offspring from their rapes:
Presently my husband is no more. \'Vho ~()ill take care of me in the
{uture? They have looted my properties and I do not have anything
for now.
I am homeless bankrupt and where can I get help to take care of my
unborn child?
y

y

In their responses about overall worries about the future, some respondents linked their fears a bou t their vulnera bility as "violated" women
without a male partner or family with concern about their health:
There will be no better future for me because I am broken. No man will
marry me or take me seriously. I don't want to become sick, to get what
they call AIDS. People will begin to say a lot about me If they know
~uhat happened to me.

The concern about having contracted a sexually transmitted disease or
AIDS was a prominent concern expressed by several participants in
response t() the question about specific health worries. \Vomen described
experiencing diffuse abdominal and pelvic pains and expressed worry that
these represented sexually transmitted diseases. Yet, they were afraid of
the stigma associated with seeking help for rape-related health problems:
I don't want to have AIDS. I am afraid to go to the hospital. I don't
want people to know ifit is true that I have AIDS. I don't know whether
I have AIDS or not.

Beliefs about Justice among Respondents Reporting Sexual Violence
Of the respondents who indicated whether their perpetrator should be
punished, 42 % thought their perpetrators should be punished. The most
common reasons cited for not punishing a perpeuacor were, "in the spirit
of reconciliation", fear of reprisal, no confidence in the system for such
punishments, or they wanted to forget about the incident.
Thirty-six percent of all respondents reporting sexual violence believed
their attacker's commander was aware of the attack. Only. 35 % of women

.
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that punishment of perpetrators would prevent sexual violence
~~<'~~ppening to others. Twenty-two of the 94 women repornng sexual
"g-'ffte>to PHR (23 %) were wIllIng to gIve theu names to the proposed
f:i]tcoun and/or the Truth and Reconciliation CommisslOn.Given the
-"rice of war related sexual violence as reported. to the PHRJUNANI"', the team believes that there may be thousands of female rDPs in
eone v'lho have experienced sexual violence and vvho may be will~:t~-~ide testimony to the Special Court or the TRC.
,~J., 16 years old at the time of the interviev'l, explained her reason~"hy she would noc seek punishment for her persecutors:
'they catch them and try to do to them ~I/hat they did to me, It
t even come near the hell I've been through. So they should rust
them. If they try to punish them, the punishment that I have gotis more than theirs. I wanted to die during that time. If the emeroperation had not been performed, I woz,tld have died ... I{ I ask
punishment {or them, It will never amount to what I went through,
the best thzng is Just to leave them so that we can have peace in

'2y

ra Leone.

dina K., a young v'loman, described her reactions to her experience
,tressed a desire for the punishment of only one of those involved in
ack:
pey'd wanted to burn the house down with me zn it... I was beaten,
ed, forced to go with them. They told me to do bad things, they
'j-eatened rpe with death and beat me. Two men raped me. The first one
'-o'uld go and call other men to come and Join in. Others intervened and
,.~ved me ... I don't want revenge. I don't even remember who they were.
"Be only one I want punished is the one who kidnapped me. I want him
be punished {or his wickedness ...

to

"tudes on Women's Human Rights and Women's Roles in Society
spite 80% of women expressing that there should be legal protection
-the rights of women, more than half of women reported that their hus,Dds had the right to beat them and that it was a wife's duty to have sex
}th her husband even if she did not want to. The apparent disparity
'etween such belIefs and international principles of human rights suggests
'need for public discourse and education on local, regional and interna~'onallevels.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Recommendations
To the Revolutionary United Front (RUF)i4
• The RUF should immediately release all remainIng abductees and child
soldiers under its control.
• The RUF command must explicitly prohibit violence against civilians
including women and must hold RUF members who commit abuses
accountable in a manner that'is in keeping with interna tional standards.
The RUF should cooperate fully and not interfere with investlgations
and prosecutions of crimes committed during the conflict.
• The RUF must cooperate fully with demobilization of soldiers, accelerate efforts to collect and relinquish weapons, and allovv UN forces full
access to the country.

To the Government of Sierra Leone
• The Government of Sierra Leone, with the assistance of the international
community, should ensure:
- that military commanders are held accountable for violations committed by their subordinates,
- that violations by members of the armed forces and militias will
be promptly and fully investigated and those responsible brought to
JustlCe.,
- that all members of its armed forces and civilian militias be trained in
humanitarian law,
- that instruction in the rights of civilians - and in particular women's
rights - be an integral part of this training.
• The Government of Sierra Leone should strengthen the capacity of its
police force and judicial system adequately to address cases of sexual
violence including rape. Efforts should include the recruitment of female
police officers, training in appropriate means of obtaining evidence,
development of procedures that protect the rights and privacy of victims, protection for victims and witnesses, development of forensic
ca pacity, and social services. Police training must include training in
women's rights.
• The Government of Sierra Leone should work with professional organizations and international experts to establish gender-based violence
These recommendanons are speCIfically addressed to the RUF as the mam armed- OppOSition group and the pnmary perpetrator of human rights abuses documented in chis report.
These recommendatIOns, however, should be implemented by all parties to the conflict.
14
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rting procedures that are effective, sensitive, and that protect vic. Strict and consistent policies of confidentiality should be developed for all groups working with survivo~rs of sexual violence so that the
]2}:ivacy of those who report or tesnfy is tully protected.

· i~e National Commission for Demobilization, Disarmament and Reinticrration must emphasize the protection of women's rights as an inte~~ part of the Demobilization, Disarmament and Reintegration (DDR)
effort for ex-combatants, mcludmg chIld soldIers.
•

:~~~ Government

of Sierra Leon,e should engage in large scale public
~ducation, in collaboration with women's groups to educate women,
iri~n and youth on issues relating to sexual violence and to women's
iii~1Jts. This includes the promulgation of information through radio.

~c.1';Bg ,

.f~e Government of Sierra Leone should ensure that human rights edu-

titian including women's rights, be made an integral part of training of
Ili~alth, legal, education, and law enforcement professionals.

• the Government of Sierra Leone should work to increase the number of
female clinicians/ health care workers and to increase the number of
Eealth care workers trained in women's health. The Government of
2~ferra Leone should support medical and educational institutions to
$crease the number of women professionals, including the establish§ent of dedicated scholarship programs to encourage women to enter
~lliese professions.

• ·The Government of Sierra Leone should work to address the needs of
sIuvivors of gender-based violence, including provision of health services, referral and transport assistance; counseling; and education or
iob/skills training. These services must be excended throughout the
country. The physical, emotional and economic well-being of children
Dorn as a result of rapes should also be protected - and efforts made to
encourage community acceptance of both rape survivors and their children as they reintegrate into society.
• :The Government of Sierra Leone should ensure that efforts are made
to coordinate the various actors providing treatment to those who
nave suffered sexual violence, and efforts to protect women and girls in
the future in order to improve services and use scarce resources more
effectively.
• The Government of Sierra Leone should work with civil society to educate Sierra Leoneans about HIV/AIDS. They should integrate HIV/AIDS
prevention messages into formal education curricula and public education and social marketing campaig:os. Approaches must be developed
for the majority of the population that is illiterate. They should integrate
educatlon about HIV/iUDS prevention into the DDR process.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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• The Government of Sierra Leone must formulate and begin to execute a
national strategy to address HIV/AIDS to facilitate treatment and prevention, and to encourage donor funding to support those efforts.
• The Government of Sierra Leone should assure confidentiality of HIV
test results and seek international assistance to <::onduct a national HIV
prevalence survey. Epidemiological data should be disaggregated by
gender and other factors for more targeted interventions.
• The Government of Sierra Leone should develop and implement sex
education, including sexual vi"olence education, curricula in schools and
public campaigns for those not in school.
.. The Government of Sierra Leone should institute legal reform to eliminate discriminatory practices in inheritance that contribute to the lack
of security and severely limit the choices of women.

To the Sierra Leonean Ministry of Health
• The Nlinistry of Health should ensure that medical services are sufficiently organized to collect and safeguard evidence that could be useful in holding alleged rapists accountable and establish systems of
record keeping throughout the country for epidemiological, human
rights and other purposes, in conjunction with the Ministry of Justice.
• The Nlinistry of Health should train health care workers in the diagnosis and management of sexually transmitted diseases, and ensure
that appropriate medications, such as broad-spectrum antibiotics are
availaDle to combat resistant strains.

To the United States Government and other Bilateral Donors
General Funding
• The US Government and other donors should accelerate provision of
funds to meet the needs of victims of sexual violence, including rape, in
Sierra Leone. In particular, the needs of the displaced and those newly
returning to their communities in under-served areas should be prioritized. Assistance should be given to locally run programs such as FA\'(lE
that address the needs of survivors of sexual violence such as shelter,
mental and physical health, and job skills training so that they can serve
a larger number of people.
• The US Government should fully meet its obligation to fund lJNA.G1SIL.
• The US and other Governments should fully fund the 2002 Inter-Agency
Consolidated Appeal for Sierra Leone, with particular attention to those
programs focusing on the needs of women and girls.

12.
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• The US Government and oIher donors should fund the \'\70rld Bank trusI
fund for the DDR effon so that the reintegration portlOn of Ihe plan can
be carried out and former combatants who are not imprisoned can be
reintegrated in such a way that they vvill be less likely to commit human
righIs abuses in the future) including sexual violence) or to re-arm.

Hvtmanztarian/Nledical Assistance
• The US Government and other donors should fund HIV/AIDS education) prevention and treatment programs - specifically those that target
high-risk populations and prov,ide HIV test kits and anti-retroviral
drugs at a low cost.
• The US Government and other donors should support improved medical
facilities) equipment) medical supplies) and training) including health
center and health post training and human rights and universal precautions training. Programs for community-based social service providers
should be supported.
• The US Government and other donors should provide appropriate diagnostic) therapeutic and prevention measures to combat sexually transmitted diseases - and support more widespread and comprehensive
reproductive health services including the provision of adequate supplies of male and female condoms.
• The US Government and other donors should provide extensive reconstruction assistance now that IDPs and returnees are returning to their
home communities. Particular attention must be paid to the shelter
needs of single women and widows.

Justice and La~u Enforcement
• The US Government and other donors must adequately fund both the
Special Court for Sierra Leone and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC).
• The US Government and other donors should support the establishment
and strengthening of national institutions and mechanisms in Sierra
Leone in order to improve the capacity of the judiciary) police) armed
forces and other relevam: government institutions to respond adequately
to the problem of sexual violence in the country.

Humanitarian Assistance Programs for \Y!omen
• The international community should establish a coordinating body for
treatment protection and data collection related to sexual violence .
•

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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• The US Government and other donors should fund Sierra Leonean civil
society organizations promonng women's rights, health and education.
• The US Government and other donors should support effective and culturally appropriate psychosocial programs for those who suffered sexual vlOlence and other human rights abuses.

\vomen's Human Rights
Q

The US Government should ensure that women are included in all
aspects of planning for peace, c:iemobilization, reintegration and rebuilding and support local organizations working to promote women's full
participation and rights

To the United Nations
• The UN should continue to deploy peacekeepers in all areas of Sierra
Leone and actively protect civilians, including women and girls, from
sexual violence
• The UN should work with the Government of Sierra Leone to incorporate education about sexual violence into all aspects of demobilization
and re-training of professionals including those in the military and
police, health and legal professions and educators.
• The UN should ensure that rape and other forms of gender-based violence are prioritized as crimes by the Special Court and that perpetrators
from all sides are held accountable .

•

• The UN should ensure that safeguards are in place to protect those who
come forward to testify - especially women. The UN should educate
and inform people throughout Sierra Leone about the Special Court and
TRC, and ensure that all those who want to provide information or testify have an opportunity to do so.
• The UN should work with the Government of Sierra Leone to train all
Special Court and TRC staff who will be working with victims. Learning from experiences with other international tribunals, the UN should
establish sensitive procedures that protect victims and do not further
traumatize survivors of gender-based violence and other abuses. This
should include the provision of counseling before and after testifying in
the first language of the victim and the protection of the victim or witness upon return to her/his community.
• The UN, with the Government of Sierra Leone, should ensure that
women are represented at every leyel of the Court and TRC.

14
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II. BACKGROUND
Population and Geography
Sierra Leone, named by the Portuguese for che resemblance of its peninsula mountains to a crouching lion, l5 borders Libena to the southeast, the
Republic of Guinea to the north, and the Atlantic Ocean to the West. It is
about 71,700 sq. km in size l6 and has a population of approximately 5
million. 17 The year consists of two main seasons; the wet season lasts from
1YIay to October and the climate during the rest of the year is dry. 18
The largest of the indigenous ethnic groups in Sierra Leone are the
1Ylende, Temne (each about 30%), and Limba (under 10 %)Y J\;lost of the
population is 1YIuslim, though there is a significant Christian population
and followers of indigenous religions. English is the country's official language, however, the population primarily uses Krio, 1YIende and Temne. 20

Historical Overview
Sierra Leone gained independence from England in 1961. From that time
it was ruled by a series of governments most of which were plagued by
corruption. Its first Prime 1YIinster, Milton 1YIargai, ruled until his death in
•
1964. At that time his brother Albert 1YIargai became the Prime lViinister.
Albert lViargai's rule was marked by authoritarian efforts to consolidate
power and remove opposition. 21
Albert Margai and his Sierra Leone People's Party (SLPP) were challenged during the 1967 elections by Siaka Scevens and his All People's Congress (APC) Party. On lViarch 21, the Governor General of Sierra Leone
declared Stevens winner of the contested elections. 22 Before Stevens could
15
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take office, however, a series of military coups and counter coups estabEshed a military government named the National Reformation Council
(NRC) headed by Brigadier Andrew Juxon-Smith. 23 Another coup in 1968
brought Stevens back from exile and restored a civilian government.
For the next 17 years, Stevens ruled Sierra Leone. In 1968, Stevens
established a one-party state. 24 Under his rule, the economy declllled due
to alleged mismanagement and corruption. By the start of the 1980s,
Sierra Leone was increasingly dependent on internatlOnal assistance speciflcally International Monetary Fund 10ansY Virtual insolvency, high
inflation, shortages of power and food, mounting deficits, declining
exports, corruption, and high unemployment particularly among youth
became increasingly severe pro blems. 26 In 1985, NIaj or General Joseph
Saidu Momoh, then head of the military, took over leadership of the APC
and the presidency of the country in a peaceful hand-over. Although
Momoh promised economic reform and an end to corruption,27 his seven
years in power were marked by increased deprivation and economic collapse. In 1987 a coup attempt against Niomoh took place - believed to
have been sparked in part by Niomoh's anti-corruption efforts. 28 Although
it failed, the coup marked a return to the status quo and the starr of
Momoh's downfalp9
In 1990, rv10moh instituted reforms including the drafting of a new
constitution. Before multiparty elections could be held, however, an April
1992 military coup headed by young officers overthrew JVIomoh's government. The young coup leaders, many in their twenties, formed a new ruling body, the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC) headed by
Captain Vtllentine Strasser.
During this time, the ongoing conflict in neighboring Liberia played a
part in the development of a new threat to stability in Sierra Leone. 3o In
March 1991, a group calling itself the Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
began a rebellion against the Freetown Government. The small band of
insurgents consisted primarily of disaffected youth from the criminal cultures spawned in the urban ghettos of Freetown and the mining regions,
22
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though a number of university students who had been radicalized by condi ti ons in Sierra Leone and inspire d by the revol u tionary te achings
expressed in Nluammar al-Qaddafi's Green Book 3! also participated. They
were led by Foday Sankoh) a former army corporal and photographer
who had received military training in Libyan camps.32 From their base in a
part of Liberia controlled by Charles Taylor's National Patriotic Front of
Liberia (NPFLL the RUF attacked the southeastern region of the country.
The NPFL's support for the RUF may have been in response to Sierra
Leone's participation in ECONIOG) the \vest African Regional Peacekeeping Force) which was using Freetown as a staging ground for operations
against Taylor in Liberia. 33 Nlarked by their brutality against civilians and
the abduction and forced conscriptlOn of children) the RUF raids caused
rapid flight by much of the population in the region. In a matter of weeks
after the first incursions) the RUF controlled much of Kailahun District in
the East 34 . This period was marked by confusion and brutality as rebels
committed attacks while dressed in army uniforms and as disaffected
members of the armed forces carried out attacks against civilians) which
they blamed on rebels. These soldiers by day, rebels by night became
known as "So bels. 35 By la te 1992) local militias known as the Civil
Defense Force (CDF) or Kamajor (NIende for hunter) sprang up to defend
areas against the RUF and the "sobels." Within a year and a half of the
first attacks in Sierra Leone) international agencies estimated that at least
400)000 people were displaced within Sierra Leone. Sierra Leonean
refugees in neighboring Guinea and Liberia numbered in the hundreds of
thousands by the summer of 1992. 36
In 1995) with
, the RUF not far from Freetown) Strasser turned to the
South African mercenary (security) firm Executive Outcomes for assistance in pushing the RUF back from their positions. 3? Executive Outcomes
succeeded in forcing the retreat of the RUF from the Freetown area but
were not able to uproot the RUF from their headquarters in Kailahun. 38
By 1996) civil society and the donor community placed great public
pressure upon the government to hold democratic elections and return the
country to civilian rule. Women's groups were especially instrumental in
)J
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this campaign. 39 In spite of a coup in January in which Strasser was overthrown by his deputy Julius Bio,40 popular pressure intensified and democratic elections were held as scheduled in February and Nlarch, 1996. 4l
In the weeks leading up to the elections, RUF attacks on civilians m
areas under RUF control became more violent. The RUF hacked off the
limbs and other body parts of men, women and children. The RUF particularly employed the amputation of hands or arms as a method of attempting to discourage others from voting in the elections. 42 Despite this, the
voter turnout was large and the winner of these elections was Ahmed
Tejan Kabbah, a former United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) officia1. 43
At the time of the elections, peace talks began between the RUF and the
short-lived Bio Government. The Abidjan talks continued after Kabbah
took power as did attacks by the RUF and counter attacks by Kamajors and
Executive Outcomes. 44 The Abidjan peace agreement was signed by the RUF
and the Government in November of 1996. Shortly thereafter Executive
Outcomes was dismissed from the country as required by the agreement. 45
In Nlay 1997, the Sierra Leone Army (SLA) overthrew Kabbah and
formed the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) regime under
Major Johnny Paul Koroma. 46 The AFRC invited the RUF to join in ruling the country. This period was marked by lawlessness, rampant
destruction and looting of property, and specific targeting of Kabbah
allies. 47 An estimated 200,000 Sierra Leoneans fled the country in the
weeks following the coup. Nlany of these ended up in refugee camps on
the Guin~a-Sierra Leone border. 48 In October 1997, the UN Security
Council adopted resolution 1132 which imposed sanctions on the AFRC
junta and prohibited the importation of military equipment and petroleum into Sierra Leone. The resolution also placed travel restrictions on
AFRC officials and their families. 49
G
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In February 1998, following months of increased CDF and ECOJ\il0G
activity against the AFRC/RUF, ECOMOG forces removed the AFRCI RUF
from Freetown in fierce fighting. l\Ilany civilians were injured and killed in
battles throughout the city. Kabbah was restored to power and returned to
Freetown in l\Ilarch from exile in Guinea. The RUF continued to brutally
attack civilians and, together with elements of the SLA, to fight the Freetown government, a policy dubbed by the RUF, "Operation Ko Living
Thing. "so By the end of December the rebels were again near Freetown and
foreigners began to leave the capital. 5l On January 6,1999, the RUF and
AFRC forces entered the Eastern part of Freetown and unleashed an
unprecedented wave of terror upon the population - killing, amputating and
raping civilians and setting fire to buildings and vehicles. They were eventually pushed back by ECOl\llOG. During the invasion and their subsequent
withdrawal following the ECONIOG intervention, the rebels committed
egregious human rights abuses against the civilian population, killing at
least 5,000 civilians, including members of the government and journalists
who were singled out, and abducting an estimated 3,000 children. 52

The Role of Diamonds in the Conflict
Sierra Leone's rich diamond resources have largely been fueling the brutal
war. Diamonds, primarily alluvial deposits, discovered in 1930, are found
in about a third of the country's territory - mostly in the east and southeast. 53 For more than half a century, diamonds have been the leading
source of foreign exchange, accounting for between 80% and 90% of
export earnings in recent years. 54 Official exports, however, for 1999 as
reported by the US Agency for International Development (USAID)
totaled only $1.5 million, though diamond exports for the first half of
2000 were valued at $3.45 million. 55

The Lome Peace Agreement
The attack on Freetown accelerated local and international desire for
peace. A cease-fire was brokered by May of 1999 which set the stage for
peace negotiations held in Lome, Togo which led to the signing of the
49
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Lome Peace Agreement in July 1999. The resulting controversial powersharing agreement between the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF
granted amnesty to all combatants and was widely condemned by human
rights organizations. 56 The UN ultimately added a hand-vvritten caveat to
the agreement that stipulated that the amnesty did not apply to war
crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity.57 The UN subsequently
established a UN peacekeeping mission (UNA1vlSIL) in Sierra Leone with
6,000 troops in October 1999. At the time of this writing, UNA1vlSIL has
grown to be the world's large'st peacekeeping force with 16,000 troops.5S
Despite the signing of the accord and the deployment of UN troops, the
AFRC/RUF continued its campaign of terror - abducting, raping, killing,
mutilating and destroying the property of civilians in areas under and
some outside AFRC/RUF control. 59 In April and 1vlay 2000, more than
500 UN personnel were attacked and held hostage by the RUF. Though
several peacekeepers were killed by the RUF, the rest were released in
June, following the intervention of Charles Taylor, the announcement of a
British government plan for military assistance to the Sierra Leone Government, and the arrest of Foday Sankoh after some protesters were killed
by his security guards outside his horne in Freetown. Sankoh remains in
government custody and is awaiting trial. 60
In August 2000, upon the request of President Kabbah, the UN Security
Council voted to establish a Special Court for Sierra Leone to try those who
bear the greatest responsibility for serious violations of humanitarian law
committed after the signing of the Abidjan Peace Agreement on November
•
30, 1996. 61 Other members of the warring parties will be expected to participate in the planned Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)Y
From September 2000 to rv1arch 2001 the RUF engaged in cross-border
attacks into Guinea, causing widespread panic and considerable civilian
casualties. The Guinean government retaliated, often indiscriminately
attacking villages in Sierra Leone. The fighting caused panic among the
56 Peace Agreement between the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United
Front of Sierra Leone, 7 July 1999; Available at www.sierra-leone.org/lomeaccord.html.
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400,000 refugees largely living in camps near the border, prompting tens
of thousands to flee back into Sierra Leone. \vhile fighting continued in
Guinea in 2001, the RUF had largely been observing a cease-fire since
November 2000 and in J\lay 2001 an agreement to cease hostilities was
signed between the RUF and CDF. Though isolated acts of violence
against civilians by both sides have been documented as recently as July
2001, at the time of this writing, UN troops were deployed in much of the
country and the dIsarmament of RUF and CDF fighters had resumed. On
September 17, 2001, UNANISIL pt;acekeepers deployed to the diamond
rich region of Tongo, opening the area to humanitarian assistance. 63 The
following day, the UN Security Council extended UNANISIL's mandate
until JVlarch 31,2002. 64
In 2000, the UN Security Council enacted sanctions against the conflict
diamond trade, barring the import of Sierra Leonean diamonds into UN
member states for 18 months, except those certified by a newly established
Government of Sierra Leone system. 65 The US, UK, Belgium and Israel
assisted the Government of Sierra Leone in developing a new and more
effective diamond trade policy with the aim that diamonds can once again
promote prosperity rather than violence in the country.
Of even greater importance in terms of immediate impact on the
ground is that on May 7, 2001, the UN Security Council voted to enact
sanctions against Liberia, which included both a ban on travel by government officials and on the importation of diamonds from Liberia. Until
these sanctions were enacted Liberia had been exporting many Inore times
its annual minitlg capacity in what is believed to have been stones of Sierra
Leonean, Angolan and Congolese origin. Both Liberia and Burkina Faso
were implicated in transferring arms and ammunition through their territories and trading diamonds from rebel-held areas, according to a report
by a UN Panel of Experts published in December 2000. 66 As pan of the
continuing diplomatic pressure particularly on Liberia for its role in the
Sierra Leone conflict, approxImately $50 million in aid from the European
Union was suspended.
Through the work of several non-profit organizations, namely Partnership Africa Canada and Global \vitness, the role of diamonds in supporting conflicT and the complicity of national leaders such as Liberia's Charles
Taylor have been revealed to the world, forcing a multi-sectoral response.
65

USAID, BHR, OFDA, Humanztanan Situatzon Report #1 (FY 2002), OCTOber 3, 2001.
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Ibid.

A diamond cernfication system was established in Sierra Leone in October, :2.000 and the
UN Security Council removed sanctIons on gove~nment certihed diamonds. (AI 9/7/01)
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Report of the Panel of Experts Appointed Pursuant to Security Counell Resolutlon 1306
(2000), Paragraph 9, lTI relatIOn to Sierra Leone. AvaIlable at www.un.org/Depls/
dpko/dpko/1195 pdf

66

Industry leaders) importing and exporting countries) NGOS and UN agencies are now working together to create a global system of controls 67
which would require the registration) identification and monitoring of
international shipments in order to shut illicit diamonds out of the market
place and cut off revenues to insurgents. 6s In late 2001) The Campaign to
Eliminate Conflict Diamonds)69 an umbrella organization of groups concerned about the issue) co-chaired bv PHR, worked closelv with the US
Congress to pass legislation in the House of Representatives that imposes
trade sanctions against diamond~exportingcountries that have not put in
place comprehensive controls to eliminate the trade in conflict diamonds.
The legislation) called the Clean Diamonds Trade Act) is supported by the
\vorld Diamond Council. 70 The United States represents approximately
65 % of the retail market for gem quality diamonds.
\vhile recent developments in Sierra Leone offer hope that combatants
may finally lay down their arms) lasting peace will not be achieved until
UNAMSIL and the Government of Sierra Leone have taken full control of
the highly contested diamond areas of Tongo Field and Kono from the
RUF and the CDE 7l
Presidential elections are scheduled for Nlay 14) 2002) and are expected
to take place if the cease-fire continues to hold and rebels and the CDF are
fully disarmed.
"

I

Demobilization Effort
One critical'aspect of the transition from war to peace is demobilization of
combatants. A Demobilization, Disarmament and Reintegration (DDR)
program was begun with the assistance of the international community in
1998. Prior to the virtual halt of the DDR effort following the RUF attack
67 ThIS effort to develop an internanonal cernfication system, known as the Kimberley
Process, was initiated because of the recognition by the international community of the link
between diamonds and human nghts abuses, particularly the case of Sierra Leone and the
RUF. (Amnesty InternatlOnal, "Sierra Leone Diamonds: International CernficatlOn System
Essennal to Help End Killings, Abductions and Torture or Clvilians." 9/17/2001)
As noted by Nicholas Cook In the November 2000 CRS Report to Congress, Diamonds
and Conflzct: Polzcy Proposals and Background, (see note 67) "diamonds are a hIghly fungIble, concentrated form of wealth, and the legmmate glo bal diamond mdustry is hIstorically
msular and self-regulanng."

68

69 www.endconflictdiamonds.org
70 The Clean Diamonds Trade Act protllblts the import of diamonds mto the United States
unless the exportmg country is lmplementmg a system of controls on the export or lmport or
rough diamonds that meets specified reqmrements, consistent With Ul1lted Nanons General
Assembly ResolutlOn 55/56 adopted on Decl!':mber 1, 2000, or a future forth both Civil and
criminal penalties for vlOlatlOns of the requirements of this Act.
Progress in this regard meludes the deployment of lTNA.rvlSIL forces m the diamond areas
as well as an agreement betvveen the Government of Sierra Leone, the UN and the RUF to
ban mining m Eastern Kono district. (AI 9/7/01)
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on peacekeepers and defacto withdrawal from the Lome agreement in
J\ilay, 2000, nearly 25,000 ex-combatants of an estimated 45,000 had disarmed and entered the demo billZation process. C2 \\7hile it is likely that
many previously demobilized combatants rearmed after the Nlay 2000
incident, more than 30,000 fighters have handed over their vveapons and
3,000 more children have been turned over to the UN since the most
recent cessation of hostilities in Nlay 2001. 73 The current climate suggests
peace may be within reach, however, the sustainability of peace largely
depends on the effectiveness of the demobilization effort.
DDR, managed by the government' of Sierra Leone and supported by a
\\7orld Bank trust fund, was designed not only to remove weapons from
the hands of former combatants, but to provide a bridge to civilian life, a
process which was intended to include medical, psycho-social, educational
and financial support to jump-start a new society after years of armed
conflict. 74 \\7ith a surge in disarmaments since the May 2001 cease-fire and
concern about the security implications of keeping large numbers of former fighters in close quarters with little 1:0 occupy them, the revised
approach seeks to encamp fighters for only two weeks. 75
Physicians for Human Rights is concerned about releasing former fighters before they have received human rights training, including education
about sexual violence, as well as other reintegration support. Thousands
of ex-combatants are now returning to the very communities where they
may have committed violent acts. Furthermore, the \\lorld Bank Trust
Fund, which has been supporting DDR does not have sufficient funds for
the reintegratior; portion of the process. 76 The successful reintegration of
former combatants is vital to the long-term security of the country as well
as the immediate security of the communities and families to which they
will be returning.

Status of Women in Sierra leone
The basic human rights enshrined in many international and regional instruments, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the African
Charter on Human and People's Rights are found in the 1991 Sierra Leone
72 UNOCHA, Sierra Leone Humamtanan Situation Report, May 29, 2001. available at:
www.reliefweb.mt/w/Rwb .nsf/s/4A5 8557840970841 C125 6A5 C0050441 B
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Pratt, p.21; Also conversation wl1:h Corinne Du£ka, Human Rights \Vatch
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PHR mtervlew with Flonan Fichtl of the '1X/orid Bank, Freetown, March 2001.

75

PHR telephone mtervlew with RlChard Bennett of UNAlYISIL, August, 2001.

76 UNOCHA, Sierra Leone Humanitanan Situation Report, May 29,2001. Avallable at:
www.reLiefweb.lQt/w/Rwb.nsf/s/4A53557840970 q41C125 6A5 C0050441B

The Constitution of Sierra Leone (1991) Chapter III - The Recognition and Protection of
Fundamental Human Rlghts and Freedoms of the IndIvidual. Available at: www.sierraleone. org!constltutlon-iii .html
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Constitutlon, Chapter 3, Sections 15-30, which provides for the equal rights
of women. '7 Sierra Leone also ratified the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discnmination against Women (CEDA\v) in 1988. 73 Though
the constitution states that no law should discriminate against any person
because of his/her gender, in practice women face structural discrimination
under all three types of law which coexist in Sierra Leone - English, Islamic,
and Customary Law. 79 The effects of discriminatory inheritance practices are
particularly devastating to women and children, especially during armed
conflict which has produced mf-ny war widows. It should be noted that
Sierra Leone's criminal justice system remains largely dysfunctional due to a
lack of financial and human resources.
\Xlhile high levels of war-related sexual violence have been documented
by the PHR study and by other organizations documenting human rights
abuses, evidence also suggests that domestic violence against women and
children is common, though it is not generally recognized as a societal
problem. 3o Nearly 67% of urban women interviewed for a survey on AIDS
knowledge, practices and behaviors revealed that they had been beaten by
an intimate male partner, and over 50% reported being forced to have
sexual intercourse. Sl In almost 90% of these cases, a boyfriend or husband
was identified as the perpetrator. S2 The police are generally unlikely to
intervene in domestic disputes except in cases resulting in severe injury or
death. 33 And though rape is a crime under Sierra Leonean law,34 historically, the response of the Sierra Leone Police and judiciary to reports of
73

Ranfied: November 11, 1988. Sierra Leone's lmtial and second and third periodic reports
were due Dec~mber 11, 1989, 1993 and 1997 respectively.

79

According to Abdul Tepn-Cole of the Sierra Leone Bar AssociatlOn, under English Law,
the husband inherits all hIs wife's property tf she dies, whereas the wife only mhents onethIrd of her hus band's property if he dies, the remainder going to the chIldren. Under Islamic
Law, the wife inhents the estate of her deceased husband, but is not permitted to admimster
It - that responsibility fallmg to the husband's eldest brother. Under Customary Law, the
wife is part of the property mherited by the eldest brother. By law women receive lIttle or no
child support after divorce or for children born out of wedlock. In Freetown, however,
women can inherit property; upcountry they can not.
so PHR interview with Zamab Bangura and Chrisnana Solomon of the Campaign for Good
Governance, Nlarch 2000, Freetown, Sierra Leone.
Coker, A.L. & Rlcheter, D.L., "Violence Agamst Women in Sierra Leone: Frequency and
Correlates of Innmate Partner Violence and Forced Sexual Intercourse," Afrtcan Journal or
ReproductIVe Health, 1998; 2(1).
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Ibid p. 61.
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US Depanment of State, Sterra Leone, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices 2000, Bureau of Democracy, Human RIghts, and Labor, 2.001; p. 8.

Thompson, B., The Cnminal Law or Sle'rra Leone, UniverSity Press of Amenca, 1999;
pp.68-72.
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35 PHR Intef'flew with Zamab Bangura, Campaign for Good Governance, Freetown, Niarch
2000.
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rape has been rninimal.° 5 In fact, the first successful prosecution of a rape
case in Sierra Leone did not occur until 1999.° 6 Rape cases are not made a
priority and are generally not handled professionally due to
improper/insufficient training, lack of means, and structural discrimination against women resulting in a lack of understanding that rape is a serious crime. In response to this problem, the Commonwealth Police have
recently established a number of centers called Family Support Units to
educate police on sexual and domestic violence, receive rape victims,
ensure proper forensic testing has been done assist in processing their
cases and to reach out to the communitv.

Human Rights Abuses During the War
All armed groups involved in the war have committed a range of serious
human rights abuses against the civilian population, other groups, and
members of their own groups including: extra judicial killing or summary
execution, sexual violence including rape, abduction, amputation,
destruction of property, disappearance, torture, violations of humanitarian law and forced labor. The crimes committed by rebel forces have been
of a particularly heinous nature. In addition to the practice of amputation
of limbs and other body parts of men, women and even infants, there are
reports of pregnant women disemboweled, and women and children raped
and made to witness torture and murder of relatives and neighbors. More
recently, since the November 2000 cease-fire between the government and
the RUF, rebel abuses have apparently been on the decline. s7
Despite this, several serious incidents involving multiple civilian deaths
including women and children were reported by Human Rights Watch as
recently as July 2001.° 8 Based on interviews with victims and witnesses,
Human Rights Watch reported that attacks by the CDF militias in June
and July against then RUF-controlled towns resulted in the killing of least
twenty-four civilians, and the wounding of another nineteen.

Rebel Abuses
In recent years RUF rebels, the ex-SLA/AFRC and an ex-SLA splinter
group called the \vest Side Boys have reportedly committed widespread
abuses, including killings, abductions, deliberate mutilations, and rape.
Rebel forces also abducted civilians, missionaries, aid workers from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and UN personnel; ambushed
humanitarian relief convoys; raided refugee sites; and extorted and stole

US Depanmem of State, Sierra Leone) Country Reports on Human Rights Practices 2000, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rlghts, and Labor, 2001; pp. 2-11.
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Human Rlghts Watch, Sierra Leone: Most Senous A.rtaclzs m Months; UN Peacekeepers
Needed to Protect ClVilwns, July 24, 2001.

food. The RUF forces continued their long-standing practice of abducting
civilians (including women and children) and using them as forced laborers, chIld soldiers, and sexual slaves.
Smce the Lome agreement was signed, there are reports that the RUF
have committed numerous abuses including rape, the execution of civilians and peace keepers, and execution of their own, allegedly for committing rapes. 89 fviostly rebel atrocities but also government allied jet and
helicopter gun ships prompted the internal displacement of hundreds of
thousands, if not millions, of ciyilians over the past several years. 90
The extent of the rebel's signature mutilations reportedly declmed in
2000 and 2001. Thousands of individuals, including children as young as
2 months, had their limbs severed during the conflict, and many more died
as result of their wounds. It has been estimated that for everyone amputee
that survived, three perished from shock, infection and loss of blood
because they were not able to obtain medical care. 91
Abduction has been one of the methods of recruitment used by the
RUF. 92 The UN estimates the number of men, women and children
abducted by rebel forces from 1991-1999 to be approximately 20,000. 93
The RUF has also abducted aid workers, and has taken UNAlVlSIL peacekeepers hostage on several occasions.
Throughout the war rebel forces have invaded, looted and burned private and public property. These destructive actions have played an instrumental role in the terror campaign against civilians - often resulting in the
evacuation of whole [Owns and villages on the first signs that rebels were
approaching. The rebels have also looted belongings, crops, animals, medicines and cash for their own use.

Child Soldiers
It has been estimated that at any time during the conflict at least 5,000 children fought alongside adults, the majority with the RUF, which created
"Small Boy Units" and "Small Girl Units" and sent them into combat. 94
89

Intervlew wlth Connne Dufka of Human Rights Watch lD Freetown, January 200 1.
Human RIghts Watch, Sexual Violence WithIn the Sierra Leone Conflict, Human Rights
Watch, February 26, 2001
liS Department of State, Sierrc1 Leone, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices 2000, pp. 1-2. .
90
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CoalitlOn to Stop the Use of Child Soldlers Sierra Leone: Child Soldiers Global Report
2001,2001. Avallable at:
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www.child-so idlers. org!report2 0 01/co untnes/slerra_le one.html
US Department of State, Sierra Leone, Country Reports on Hviman Rights Practzces 2000; P 3.
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US Department of State, Sierra Leone, Country Reports on Human Righrs Practices 2000, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rlghts, and Labor, February 2001; p. 9.
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Children were frequently plied with a range of narcotics and forced to
commit atroclties, even against their families and communities. Many children who vvere abducted had "RUF" permanently engraved on their skin
with a knife or bayonet, often in places where it is difflcult to cover up the
m arkings. 95
Sierra Leone ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child in
1990, which prohibits the recruitment of children under fifteen as combatants, and more recently has made repeated commitments to demobilize
those under eighteen. 96 Sierra Leone has also ratified the Optional Prococol to the CRC on the involvement of children in armed conflicts. 97 In Nlay
2000, however, approximately 25% of combatants fighting with government forces near j\;lasiaka were observed to be under eighteen, and some
as young as seven. 9B

Abuses by Government Forces and Their Allies
Evidence suggests and the PHR survey confirms that rebel forces committed the vast majority of abuses against civilians. However, government
forces committed serious violations as well. There were reports that government and ECOj\;IOG forces operating in support of the government
committed extra judicial killings and summarily executed suspected rebels
and their collaborators, particularly in the wake of the rebel occupation of
Freetown. 99 There appear to have been fewer reports of human rights violations involving the SLA since the latter half of 2000, most likely due to
training and reorganiza tion. 100

Abuses by the, Civil Defense Forces (CDF)

,

The Government affiliated Civil Defense Forces also committed human
rights abuses according to reports. \vhile the number of abuses perpe95 US Department of State, Sierra Leone, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices 2000, p. 4; Even once healed, the markmgs are a daily reminder of their trauma and may lead
to stigmatlZatlOn and/or retnbutlon. The Cound of Churches of Sierra Leone, a local human
rights organization told PHR about one boy mterviewed by the orgamzatIOn who was captured by ECOMOG with five of his chIld-soldier colleagues in February/March 1999. The
boy escaped, but not before witnessmg the immediate executlOn of his friends by ECOMOG
reportedly because they had "RUF" engraved on their skin.

96

Amnesty International, Sierra Leone: Action Needed to End Use of Child Combatants, 2001

OptlOnal Protocol to the ConventIOn on the Rights of the Child on the mvolvement of children m armed conflicts. AvaIlable at: www.unhchr.ch/html/menu2/6/protocolchild.htm
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Amnesty InternatIODal, Report 2001, Sierra Leone, p. 5. ; www.un.org/special-rep/chl1dren-armed-confEctlindex.html
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Human Rights Watch, Gettmg Away With Murder, MutilatIOn, Rape: New Testimony from
Sierra Leone, 1999. US Department of State, Sierra Leone, Counrry Reports on Human
Rights Practices - 2000; P 2.
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US Department of State, Sierra Leone, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices 2000, p. 4.
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trated by other groups appeared to have decreased in the later part of
2000 and early in 2001, violations by CDF seemed to have risen during
the same period, lO: including reports of rape by CDF, which in past years
had not been reponed to have engaged in rape. 102 In June and July 2001
pro-government militias reportedly attacked RUF-controlled tOwns killing
at least 24 civilians, most of whom were women and children. loo There are
reports that the CDF also continued to recruit child soldiers in spite of
promises to halt the practice. Like the other groups, the CDF have
manned unofficial roadblocks and routinely extorted money from travelers. The CDF have also arrested and detained suspects illegally.l04
•

The Humanitarian Situation
The complex humanitarian emergency, a product of the war, exacerbated
the already grim quality of life experienced by most of the population in
Sierra Leone. In 2001 Sierra Leone was the least developed country in the
world according to the United Nations Human Development Index. lOs A
Sierra Leonean's average life expectancy of 38.3 years is the lowest in the
world, and the under-five mortality rate is the highest in the world; nearly
one third of children in Sierra Leone die before their fifth birthday.l06 Sixtyeight percent of adults are illiterate, 36% do not have access to health
care, 34% do not have access to clean water, and the average per capita
annual income is $448. 107 Twelve percent of children aged 0-14 have one
or both parents dead. lOS For the majority of people in the country, life is
consumed by the challenge of survival, which is threatened not only by
violence but by disease, malnutrition,109 and the limited availability of
basic servites. Sierra Leoneans live not only with the consequences of
extreme poverty, but with the profound insecurity that exists in a society
101 Human RIghts \vatch, Recent Abuses Documented by Human Rights Watch, November
30,2000.
lO2 US Department or State, Szerra Leone, Country Reports on Human Rights PractIces 2000; P 4.

100 Human RIghts Watch, Sexual Violence wlthm the Szerra Leone Conflict, February 26,
2001.
104 US Department of State, Szerra Leone, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices 2000; p 4.
lOS

UNDP, Human Development Report 2001 available at wyvw.undp.org/hdr2001/back.pdf

106 UNICEF, State ol the World's Chzldren, UNICEF 2000.
107 UNDP, Human Development Report 2001. Flgures are for 1999.
l08 The Government of Sierra Leone, Survey Report on the Status of Women and Children m
Sierra Leone at the End of the Decade, November, 2000; p. 13.
109 Twenty-seven percent of chIldren under.five are underwelght or too thm for thelr age,
according to the Government of Sierra Leone Survey Report on the Status of Women and
Children m Sierra Leone at the End of the Decade, November, 2000.
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vvhere the infrastructure and rule of law have virtually, collapsed and there
seems to be little hope for the future in terms of work and education
opportunities. The humanitarian assistance community has an enormous
task provIding aid to the displaced and other war-affected peoples and
beginning to rebuIld the country, particularly in the areas of housing,
health care, and educacion.
~

Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons
J\llass displacement has been a defining characteristic of the crisis in Sierra
Leone. At the height of the hostilities, more than 3,000 communities 110
were destroyed resulting in the flight from their homes of nearly half the
country's population. J\llany have experienced displacement more than
once. At the time of writing it is estimaced that more than one million,
approximately a quarter of the population, are either displaced internally
or have fled to neighboring countries to escape the con£lict. 111 An estimated
75,000 refugees had been repatriated by UNHCR to Sierra Leone and had
returned independently by ship and foot since the beginning of 2001 as a
result of the declining security situation in Liberia and Guinea. As many as
500,000, however, remained in camps in Guinea, as well as in the Gambia,
Ghana and the Cote D'Ivoire. J12 As the numbers of returnees grow, particularly III Freetown where IDP camps are already over capacity, the government of Sierra Leone and relief agencies are making efforts to relocate
them to host communities in areas deemed secure.
The official caseload of internally displaced persons (IDPs) is over
400,000 at the time of this writing. ll3 An estimated 170,000 people reside
in eighteen official IDP camps, and thousands more are living with host
communities primarily in the Port Loko and Tonkolili distriCIs. The UN's
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Assistance (OCHA) estirna tes that an additional one million Sierra Leoneans are internally displaced and absorbed into host communities where they are not receiving
any humanitarian relief. 114 At least 55% of the refugee and displaced populations are estimated to be women and girls. us
J\llost of the camps in Sierra Leone were constructed as temporary measures co address the immediate shelter needs of the displaced population.
f
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Umted Nations Consolidated Inter-Agency Appeal for Sierra Leone, 2000, p. 117.

III Global IDP Database, Slerra Leone Profile Summary Available at: www.idpproject.org/
Sites/idpSurvey.nsf/wViewSmgleEnv/Sierra+LeoneProfile+Summary
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USAID, BHR, OFDA, Humamtanan Situatzon Report #1 (FY 2002), October 3, 2001.
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UNOCHA Database - Sierra Leone: UN Office for the Coordination ror Humamtarian
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They have, however, since been used as long-term housing and issues of
space, sanltation, durability and management exist. The breakdown of the
peace process in J\llay 2000 not only prevented the resettlement of most
IDPs, but led to additional internal displacements of people fleeing fighting, which overwhelmed already inadequate faCllitIes.
The camps are generally crowded and unsanitary and most IDPs interviewed by PHR desperately want to return horne. The return of the displaced to their horne communities, many of which have been occupied by
rebels for years, may, however, pose an even greater challenge to the government of Sierra Leone and humanitarian relief agencies. Sierra Leone's
fragile and limited infrastrw;ture may be unable to absorb an influx of
refugees from unstable areas in Liberia and Guinea. This difficulty may be
exacerbated by the voluntary resettlement of IDPs as the peace process
moves forward and areas of the country are secured. The National Committee for Relief, Reconstruction and Rehabilitation (NCRRR) which is
providing those who return home with seeds, tools and other essential
household items, had reached only 77 of 149 chiefdoms before the end of
the planting season in May, 2001. 116 So whether the displaced return home
or remain in camps, the need for food aid will remain high. J\llassive
reconstruction of shelter and education and health facilities must also be a
top priority. t17
Extension of state authority into the provinces - crucial in order to
undertake and sustain programs in key sectors - has been hampered by
the military, political and economic situation. Government capacity to
deliver basic services continues to be limited and civil administration in
areas under RUF control was virtually obliterated. Health and development ind'icators point to particularly dire conditions in the N orth. 118 The
current needs for displaced populations, the host communities and resettlement far exceed the existing capacity at alllevels. 119

Health Care Delivery
The health sectof, which was already weak priof to the war, has been further compromised during ten years of conflict. It is ill equipped to serve a
large number of returning IDPs and refugees. Hospitals and health clinics
were systematically looted and destroyed over the past 10 years. Though
some district hospitals are now open including Kenema, Port Loko, Lungi
and Kabala, they are not operating at full capacity and the percentage of
l16
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Mid-Year reVlew of the 2001 UN Consolldated Inter-Agency Appeal for Sierra Leone

The Govemmem of Sierra Leone, Survey Report on the Status ol Women and Children
Sierra Leone at the End ol the Decade, N~)Vember, 2000; p.5l.
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functlomng peripheral health units (PHU) that provide primary care is
very low. i20 Other factors contributing to reduced health standards are a
decrease in number of health-care providers due [0 death and displacement, limited access LO drugs and equipment, and referral services 'vvhich
are inaccessible and/or unaffordable to local populanons." 2l Efforts [0
address public health issues are also hampered by a dearth of reliable
staustlCs.

Maternal and Child Care
The continuing political and mIlitary turmoil has had a particularly devastating impact on those most vulne'table to poverty and disease - women
and children. Sierra Leone's maternal mortality rate is [he highest in the
world. It has been estimated that one in seven women will die from complications related to childbirth. 122 The inability of women to access health
services is largely due to their unavailability, but also a problem of access
and affordability. Much of the population today IS so poor that they cannot pay even small fees that are now required." 23 In spite of the obstacles,
it has been reported that 85% of women in Sierra Leone receive some
form of prenatal care, and antenatal care from a health care provider with
specialized skills. 124 A recent government survey found that 42 % of births
were attended by a doctor, nurse or midwife, though only 22 (% of births in
the North received specialized assistance. l25

For example, Connaught Hospital in Freetown, the country's largest hospital had no
laundry and food serVice and was in desperate need of medical eqUlpment, qualified staff,
plumbing and telephones when PHR visIted lD March, 2000. Pnncess Chnstlan Medical
Hospital (PCMH), a matermty hospItal in the eastern part of Freewwn suffers from years ;£
neglect in the form of puddles, peeling pamt and a lack of general dally medlcal consumables.
A survey conducted in 2000 revealed that only 237 PHUs, om of a total of 730 pre-war facilitleS were operatmg. Each functioning facilIty IS technically servlcing 25,000 people, far
higher than the recommended standards for effectlve primary health care dehvery. lJNICEF
IS suppornng the PHUs, whIle WHO is working to improve the distnct hosprcals which act as
referral centers - and they are workmg together to meet the emergency
l20

For example, the ICRC clmic at the Clay Factory IDP camp sees patient md may prescribe drugs, however many cannot afford to have their prescnptlOns filled or they are
referred to Connaught Hospital for surgery, but they cannot afford it, so the problem goes
untreated. Many people have no idea where to go for treatment.
l21

Rada PetrovIc, "lYIost NanlIal Thmg
natlOnal p. 8.
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124 The Government of Sierra Leone, Survey Report on the Status or \Vomen and Chlldren in
Sierra Leone at the End or the Decade (Central Stanstlcs offlce, Mimsuy of Development
and EconomIc Plannmg), November 2000; p.B.
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.Nlental Health Care
The Kissy mental hospital in Freetown, the only hospital providing mental
health care m the country, is managed by the only Sierra Leonean psychiatrist in the country. Due to limited resources and other constraints the hospital has been more a refuge for the mentally ill who have nowhere else to
go for mental health services. Though they should be more '>videly available and better coordinated and regulated, anecdotal evidence suggests
existing psychosocial services provided almost exclusively by NGOs are
proving to be very valuable in some IDP camps in larger towns such as
Freetown and Kenema. Recently, the World Health Organization (WHO)
has begun to assist the government of Sierra Leone in coordinating their
mental health response to the crisis.

HIV/AIDS
HIVIAIDS will likely be one of the greatest challenges facing the country
in the post-war period. As suggested by a recent Sierra Leone government
report,126 there is a lack of information and knowledge about HIVI AIDS
among women in Sierra Leone. For example, overall, only 54% of women
aged 15-49 had heard of AIDS. Of these, 21 % correctly stated three main
ways of avoiding HIV infection; 9% knew where to get an HIV test and
2 % had been tested. Given the dearth of testing facilities and health services in the areas we surveyed, the PHRJUNANISIL team felt it would be
unethical to raise concern about HIV/AIDS in our population-based survey activities. However, women reporting sexual violence were asked several open-ended questions including one l2 ? geared towards health
concerns. ~everal women used this opportunity to raise concerns about
AIDS (see Chapter IV).
The exact prevalence rate of HIV infection in Sierra Leone is not
known. Although UNAIDS lists the adult prevalence rate as 2.99%, the
estimates of those actually living with AIDS vary gready.128 UNAIDS's
2000 repon 129 states that "scant information on HIV prevalence is available for Sierra Leone." 130 A recent analysis conducted on behalf of the
\VHO attributed the lack of information to "the fact that no statistically
126

Government of Sierra Leone, Survey report on the Status of \Vomen and Children
November 2000
127

See Appendix A.

123 www.unalds.org/epldemlC_update/report/FinaLTa ble_EniLXcel.xls
129 www.unalds. org/hlvaidsinfo/statlStlcs/juneOO/fact_sheets/pdfs/sierraleo. pdf
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valid national epidemlOlogical survey has been undertaken in Sierra Leone
due to the prolonged civil conflicT." 131
Smaller studIes conducted at antenatal clinics and among high risk
groups such as the armed forces cited by UNAIDS\32 and in the recent
\vBO analysis 133 suggest that the prevalence rate is probably higher than
the of£iClallJNAIDS figure. This likelihood is supported by several aspects
of the situation in Sierra Leone, including those documented by PHR.
One key factor that suggests that HIV prevalence is higher than
reported by UNAIDS is the long-term conflict and the corresponding population displacement and human rights abuses. Data from Rwanda indicate that "wars and armed conflicts generate fertile conditions for the
spread ot HIV." 134 These conditions include conflict related rape which
vvas reported as a factor lD increasing the HIV prevalence in Rwanda, 135
and whIch PHR documents to have affected 9 % of internally displaced
women in Sierra Leone. The nature of the rapes documented in this report
also suggests that these are likely to contribute to the spread of HIV; about
a third of those reporting sexual violence reported experiencing gang rape
and the mean number of attackers reported for those experiencing sexual
violence was 3.2. Abduction, reported by a third of women reporting sexual violence, is also likely to contribute to the spread of HIV when associated with repeated rapes over a period of tune of a month or longer.
Thirty-nine percent of respondents reported that the sexual violence lasted
for more than one week. HIV prevalence among combatants 1S an important factor in determining HIV rates. This is especially true for rates of
infection among the RUF, since 53% of participants in the PHR survey
who reported face-to-face contact with RUF also reported sexual violence.
Other factc¥s that are likely to contribute to the prevalence of HIV in
Sierra Leone relate to devastated health and education infrastructures of
the country and include: the lack of materials necessary for prevention and
treatment, the lack of availability of testing and counseling, and the
absence of a coordinated comprehensive government policy to address
HIV/AIDS including the absence of a policy on confidentiality of test
results. According to a recent analysis of government response to
HIV/AIDS in Sierra Leone, the country's "National AIDS Control Programme remains weak and largely ineffective ... there is no national policy
or strategic plan to deal with the epidemic in any comprehensive way." 136
•
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· and management as well as tt--2 lf{)
.
.T 'ne Issue
appears to be one ot-1ac k
- of capacny
of financial resources. 137
\Vhatever the reason for the lack of effective government response, the
patcern of HIV infection in other countries demonstrates that once the adult
rate of infecnon passes 5 %, the infection spreads exponentially - sometimes
as swiftly as 50% per year. 138 If, as limited data suggest, the prevalence rates
m Sierra Leone are sigmficantly above that level, the country could potentially reach South Africa's prevalence rate of over 20 % within 10 years if an
effective HIV/AIDS control program is not established. U9

Education
Although the Government of Sierra Leone is committed to improving children's education and welfare generally, and girls and boys are legally
req uired to attend primary school, the government lacks the financial and
practical capacity to provide basic education and other services for children, particularly in areas that have been under rebel control. HO An estimated 70% of schools were destroyed during the fighting and rampant
looting has left most facilities still standing vvithout teaching materials and
furniture. ( Additionally, school fees and/or the cost of uniforms and
books are prohibitive for many.H2 As a result, a large percentage of chIldren are currently receiving no formal education, or have missed many
years of school. I43 Furthermore, reentry into the educational system is
proving to be a challenge for those whose schooling was disrupted by displacement or who suffered psychological trauma. Many children feel they
are too old to return to the level where they left off and feel pressure to
4

)

us Ibid p. 11 citmg a World Bank document.
139

Ibid.

Accordlllg to a Government of Sierra Leone Survey Report on the Status of Women and
Children in Sierra Leone at the End of the Decade, released III November 2000, 42 % of pnmary school age children are attending school, though attendance levels in the North and
East are markedly lower at 23% and 35% respectively.
140

Global IDP Database, "Sierra Leone: \Vtdespread DestructlOn of Schools in 1997 and
1999," www.db.idppro]ect.org
141

Global IDP Database, "Sierra Leone: Comblllation of Factors DIscourage Displaced Children from Attendlllg School (2000)," www.db.ldppro]ect.org
143 IbId.
142

Global IDP Database, "Sierra Leone: Comblllanon or Factors Discourage Displaced Children rrom Attendlllg School (2000)," www.db.idppro]ect.org; Interview WIth Glenis Taylor
or UNICEF; UNICEF recogmzes the VItal role of educanon tn normalizing the lives or psychologlCally traumatlzed children and IS particularly focused on ensuring that girls return to
school. UNICEF has proposed working to improve access to formal primary educatlOn, bm
also to advocate ror the development or sp,eClalized programs ror displaced populatlons and
ror over-age children to complete pnmary educanon III accelerated learnmg programs, which
would also include psychological counseling and peace building.
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earn income to help rebuild the lives of their families. Others now must
take on the responsibility of breadwinner due to the death of parents or
pregnancy resulting from rape.l+ 4
The Nlinistry of Social \Velfare, Gender and ChIldren's Affairs has primary responsibility for children's issues within the government and has
been working actively with lTNICEF and civil society to provide services
and normalize conditions for children as a way to address the trauma so
many of them ha ve suffered.

Impact of War on Women
The impact of war on civilians has increased substantially in the past century. In \Vorld War I, approximately 5 % of casualties were civilians,
whereas in the 1990s it is estimated that 80% of war casualties were civilians, many of whom are women and children. \vomen and children also
constitute the maj ority of the world's displaced and refugee populations. H5
This dramatic increase in the impact of conflict on civilians is likely due to
the changing nature of conflict itself. Most conflicts today occur within a
state's borders and are often characterized bv deliberate and svstematic
violence against civilians and civilian institutions. Of 101 armed conflicts
around the world between 1989 and 1996,95 were internal disputes characterized by the use of light weapons and small decentralized fighting
groups. These conflicts have devastating consequences for civilians.
Although rape is thought to be a common aspect of military conflict
throughout history and in all regions of the world, rape, until recently,
remained the ,t least condemned war crime," 146 not because of inadequate
legal provisions, but because of the international community's willingness
in the past to tolerate sexual abuse of women and girls. 147 There had been
little or no research on the scale of sexual violence, the factors that provoke it, or how to mitigate the problem. 148 Perhaps even less is known
about how women recover after the trauma of rape in war and about the
impact of rape on their communities. 149 Documenting sexual violence,
already difficult during peacetime, is even more challenging during conflict when lack of ordinary support systems, general instability and collati

i

\vorldwlde Refugee Information, US Committee for Refugees, www.refugees.org/arncles/
women_refugees.htm
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146 Commission on Human RIghts, Prelzmznary report submitted by the Special Rapporteur
on Violence Agaznst 'vI/omen, its Causes and Consequences. United Nations, 1994; p.64.

Human Rights \vatch, Shattered. Lzves: Sexual Violence dunng the Rwandan Genoczde
and Its Aftermath, 1996.
147

Swiss 5., Giller lE., "Rape as a Crime of 'Yv,ar: A Medical Perspective," JA.f.vlA. 1993;
270:612-615
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eral trauma further discourage disclosure. Despite this, persistent efforts
to do so are increasingly forcing the issue into the light. 150
AccordIng to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC),
"Rape, forced prostitution, sexual slavery and forced impregnation are all
criminal means and methods of warfare that have attracted more attention
in the recent years because of the vvidespread reponing of such acts in
recent conflicts." 151 The wars in Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia
focused attention on the use of rape as a deliberate strategy to undermine
community bonds and weaken~resistance to aggression. 152 In fact, the use
of sexual VIolence as a weapon of war and the devastating effects it typically has on communities reflects a profound and disturbing perspective
on the dignity and worth of women and girls-that a woman's dignity and
worth can be reduced to her sexual purity and serve as a measure of family and community honor. 15s The recent convictions handed down by the
ad-hoc tribunals for Rwanda and Yugoslavia on rape as a war crime and
crime against humanity'54 send a strong message that impunity around
sexual violence can no longer be taken for granted. \vhile rape is receiving
increased attention, an emphasis on this particular abuse should not lead
to a disregarding of other violations. Instead, sexual violence should be
understood in the context of a range of abuses and hardships faced by
women during conflict situations.
Health care professionals have a unique role to play in the investigation
and documentation of sexual violence in war and in the treatment of survivors. Collecting and presenting sound evidence will help hold perpetrators accountable, restore the rule of law, and limit future violations.
Furthermore, increasing medical and social knowledge about sexual violence in war will facilitate the development of strategies that allow the
recovery of survivors of sexual violence and their communities. A better
understanding of the determining factors and characteristics of sexual violence in war may contribute to the development of measures to better protect potential victims and deter perpetrators in the future. 155
Documentation is also important for the development of international
jurisprudence and strengthening the interpretation and implementation of
existing international legal standards.
151

ICRC, "Fact Sheet: The Impact of i\rmed Conflict on Women," March 6, 2001.

152 Swiss and Giller.
Frank, M., Bauer, H.M., Fincancl, Korur S., Arican, N., & Iacop1no, V., "VirglilHy Exammanons m Turkey: The Role of Forensic PhyslClans in Controlling Female Sexuality," IA..iVIA,
282(5), 1999; pp.485-490.
153

154 See espeClally Prosecmor v. Jean-Paul i}kayesu, Judgement, ICTR-96-4-T, September 2,
1998; Prosecutor v. Anto Furund'IJa, Judgement, IT-95-17/1-T, December 10,1993; Prosecutor v. Ze]nil Delalic et al., Judgement, IT-96-21-T, November 16, 1998; Prosecutor v.
Kunarac et al., Judgement, IT-96-23-T & IT-96-23/1-T, February 22, 2001.
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III. THE PREVALENCE OF WARRELATED SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND
OTHER HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES
AMONG IDPs
LI6

Methods
Subjects
Subjects of the PHR survey consisted of female heads of household who
could most accurately provide information about the experiences of the
entire household over the past 10 years. An assertive attempt was made to
ensure that each respondent was interviewed privately due to the sensitive
nature of questions asked. Of the 1,048 households sampled, 991 female
heads of household participated in the study (response rate = 95%). Seven
women were not eligible; 41 were not available at the time of sampling,
and 8 women.were either opposed to the survey, refused to participate, or
requested the interview be stopped.

Sampling
At the time of the study, registered rDPs were living in a total of 21 camps
or locales in seven districts and the Western Area of Sierra Leone. To
obtain a representative sample of IDPs, the PHRJUNAlIlSIL team selected
camps and/or locales on the basis of IDP arrival time and the place of residence before displacement. Since the proportion of "recent arrivals"
(after the Nlay 2000 crisis) was known for each camp/locale, the
PHR/U0JAlIISIL team was able to select campsllocales that reflected the
known proportion of two-thirds recent arrivals in all IDP camps/locales. A
wtal of four sample locations from three different districts and the Western Area of Sierra Leone were included in the study. The campsllocales
included those that best represented the IDPs' home district and/or region
of the country. The four districts from which campsllocales were sampled
•
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ThIS chapter is excerpted from Amowl1:z, Let al, "Letter from Sierra Leone: Prevalence of

War-Related Sexual Violence and other Human Rights Abuses Among Internally Displaced
Persons m Sierra Leone," Journal ot" the Amencan Medical Associatzon (Forthcommg January 23,2002 issue).
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represenced 91 % of the registered IDP population in Sierra Leone.4-~
Camps/locales located in four other districts were excluded on the basis of
maccessibility due to safety concerns or an inadequace number of IDPs for
sampling (less than 5,000).
Assuming a prevalence rate of sexual violence (,based on a previous estirna te by .Nledecins sans Frontieres (NlSF) of 14 % of Freetown residents
witnessing rape in 1999)157 to be between 10% and 20%, the
PHR/UNANlSIL team determined the following sample sizes would be
needed. For a 20 110 prevalence (18-22 % margins), sample size would
range from 653 at 80% confidence to 1,071 at 90% confidence. For a
prevalence of 10% (9-11 % margins), sample size would range from 1,457
at 80% confidence to 2,377 at 90% confidence. The PHR/UNAJVlSIL
team therefore planned to include approximately 1,000 households in the
study due to safety and logistical constraints during the time period of the
survey. Households were selected in each camp/locale in proportion to the
distribution of IDPs in that location. A total of 1,048 households were
selected from the three camps and one town, J\ilile 91 Township.
All study participants were selected using systematic random sampling
or a combination of systematic random sampling and cluster sampling. 15d In
sampling IDPs, the PHRfUNANlSIL team first mapped all domiciles within
the camp, cluster, or town, then conducted a systematic random sample of
the entire camp, cluster, or town. A sampling interval (n) was calculated by
dividing the number of households in the camp, cluster, or town by the
number of interviews to be conducted in the camp, cluster, or town. A
starting·household was determined by random number generation and
each nth household was interviewed until the entire camp, cluster, or town
had been surveyed. One camp required cluster sampling due to size and difficulty in mapping. The camp was organized into eight administrative
units. Two clusters (administrative units) were selected at random from
seven of the units. One unit was excluded from sampling because it consisted of only very recent arrivals, unlike the other seven units.

Survey Questionnaire 159
The PHR survey contained 49 questions pertaining to demographics,
physical and mental health perception, experiences of war-related human
rights abuses among household members, experiences of war-related sex-

157 de Jong,

K., J\!lulham, lYt, van der Kam, 5., Assessing trauma In Sierra Leone: Psychological Questionnaire: Freetown Survey Outcomes, Doctors Withom Borders/0/1edecins sans
Frontleres, January 11, 2000. Avallable at: www.doccorswnhoutborders.org/publlcanons/
reports/2000/slerraleone_0 1-2000 .shtml •
Patton MQ. Qualltatwe Evaluation and Research Nlethods. Newbury Park, CA: Sage
PubhcatlOns; 1990:169-283
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ual violence, including assistance needs, opinions regarding punishment
and justice for perpetrators, and attitudes on women's human rights and
roles in society. The survey also assessed the lifetime prevalence of non
war-related sexual violence.
Physical and mental health perception, fears of sexual violence in communities eIcher by combatants or non-combatants, and family relationship
changes after the incident of sexual violence were assessed using Likerttype scales (e.g., excellent, good, fair, poor). Human rights opinions and
views on women's roles in society. were asked of all female heads of the
households. Opinions were assessed by a response of "agree" or "disagree"
with statements concernmg human rights and women's roles in society.
Regarding experiences of human rights abuses, respondents were asked
whether they or their household members had been beaten, shot, killed,
tortured, seriously injured, sexually violated, raped, abducted, suffered
amputations or been subjected to forced labor by combatants during the
past 10 years (e .g., since the war started). Respondents also were asked
whether their homes were burned and/or property was looted. For each
abuse, participants were asked the gender of the abused, type of abuse,
who they thought committed the violation, and consequence of the abuse.
Finally, all participants were asked about non war-related sexual violence
experiences in their lifetime committed by non-combatants such as family
members, friends, or civilian strangers, including age at time of actack,
type of sexual violence and identity of the perpetrators.
Regarding war-related sexual violence experiences during the past 10
years of war, tespondents were asked when the incident occurred, where it
took place, the sexual abuse type, the identity of the perpetrator, the number of attackers, the duration of the attack, and the consequences of the
sexual vlOlence. In addition, these women were asked their opinions
regarding the punishment of perpetrators, and whether they were interested m giving their names to the proposed Special Court or the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission.
The questionnaire was written in English, the official language of Sierra
Leone, translated into Krio, the lingua franca of Sierra Leone, and backtranslated into English. The questions on sexual violence and sexuality
were written by Sierra Leonean women who conduct research in this area
and who provide treatment services to survivors of sexual violence in
Sierra Leone. Researchers learned to administer the survey in Krio in
which they all vvere fluent and collaborated on a translation from Krio
into the two other main languages in Sierra Leone (Hlende and Temne).
These translations were checked for accuracy by members of the
PHR/UNANlSIL team. Seven regiona.l human rights and sexual violence
experts reviewed the questionnaire for content validity. The survey was
pilot tested among twelve IDP women in Freetown and suggestions were
incorporated for clarity and cultural appropriateness of questions.
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Intervievver Training
The survev, interviews were conduned bv 21 Sierra Leonean women
trained and supervised by the PHRIUNANISIL field team. The five-member team had extensive experience in research, psychological counseling
with surVivors of sexual violence and torture, sexual violence aid programs for Sierra Leonean refugees and IDPs, and human rights issues.
Researcher training consisted of eight to nine days of classroom teaching
and role-play followed by several days of field observation and continuous
supervision. (See Appendix &for details of training process.)
/

Intervievvs
All interviews were conducted over a four-week period in the calendar
year 2001. Interviews with participants lasted approximately 25-60 minutes and were conducted in the most private setting possible. All questionnaires were reviewed for completeness and for correctness of recording
after the interview by the researchers themselves, and then reviewed by the
field supervisors at the end of each day.

Human Subjects Protections
This research was reviewed and approved by an independent group of
individuals with expertise in clinical medicine, public health, bioethics,
and international human rights research. In addition, permission for the
study was granted by UN officials, camp administrators and local community leaders in each area surveved and there were no limitations on
movemer1t or to surveying. The research was conducted in accord with the
Declaration of Helsinki, as revised in 2000. 160 Every effort was made to
ensure the protection and confidentiality of and to reduce any potential
adverse consequence to the human subject participants. All data were kept
anonymous. Verbal informed consent was obtained from all participants
and parental consent was obtained for all participants under the age of
eighteen. Participants did not receive any material compensation. To
reduce the risk of possible retraumatization among respondents,
researcher training included extensive sensitization to this issue by a psychologist and social worker who specialize in sexual violence and those
who reported sexual violence were referred to any existing services.
,
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Statistical Analysis
The data were analyzed using STATA statistical software. 161 For 2x2 cross
tabulations containing cells with expected frequencies of less than five,
\vorld MedIcal Associanon, Declaratzon of Helsznkz: Ethical Prznclples for i'v1edzcal
Research Involvmg Human Sub]eas [5th rev], Edmburgh, Scotland: \vorld Medical AssoGatlOn; 2000.
160

161
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STATA 5.0 (InteTCooled) for Windows, STAT'\. Corporation, College Station TX.
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statistical significance was determined using Fisher's exact test; Yates' corrected chi square was used for all others. For cross tabulatlOns with
greater than two rows) statistical significance vvas determined using Pearson chi square. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for statistical
comparison of means and the Kruskal-\vallis test was used for comparison
of medians. For all statistical determinations) significance levels were
established at p<O.05.

Definitions

"

A perpetrator was defined as any person who directly inflicts violence or
abuse. 162 Tonure was defined according to Common Article 3 of the
Geneva Conventions." 63 Sexual violence included rape 164 and other forms
of sexual violence such as molestation) sexual slavery) being forced to
undress or being stripped of clothing) forced marriage) and insertion of
foreign objects into the genital opening or anus. Gang rape was defined as
rape by two or more individuals. Depression was self-reported as "depression." Symptoms of "depression" included "very sad)" "excessive worry)"
sleeping difficulties) "unhappy/' "change in appetite)" and" feels bad."
Niental Health Counseling was defined as "having someone to talk to
a bou t your problems who will listen and give emotional s up port." A
household was defined as "those people sleeping and eating under the
same roof before first displacement." Female head of household was considered "the woman who knows the most about the persons in the household." War-related prevalence of sexual violence included experiences of
sexual violen~e committed by combatants during the past 10 years of war.
Life-time prevalence of non war-related sexual violence included experiences of sexual violence committed by family members) friends) or civ11ians at any time in a woman's lifetime. These two prevalence rates did not
overlap since the perpetrator categories were mutually exclusive.

Findings

I

I

I

The findings of the PHR study represent the most comprehensive population-based assessment to date of war-related sexual violence and other
human rights abuses in Sierra Leone. Such quantitative findings contribute
[62 Saltzman, L.E., Fanslow, ].L., Mc]ahon, PM., Shelley, G.A., Intlmare Partner Violence
Surveillance: Uniform Deflmtzons and Recommended Data Elements, Center for Disease
Control and PreventlOQ Nanonal Center for Injury Preve:J.tion and Conuol: Atlanta,
1999: 11. AvaIlable at: www.cdc.gov/ncipc/pub-res/innmate.htm
163 Arncle 3, Geneva ConventIOn (N) Relative to the ProtectlOn of C1villan Persons lD Time
of War, August 12,1948,6 U.S.T 3516, 75 U~N.T.S. 287 (enreredtnto force OctOber 21,

1950).
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164 InternatIOnal Planned Parenthood AssocianoQ Western ReglOnal Hemisphere, Deflmtlons: What IS Gender-Based Vwlence 2 Available at: www.Ippfwhr.org/wharwedo/defimnons.pdf.
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TABLE 1:
Demographic Characteristics and Health Perceptions among Respondents
Respondents ::.
n=991
.

Respondent Characteristics
Age (years), mean

±

SE (range)

34

±

0.48 (14-80)

Ivlarital Status
Married; living with husband
Widowed due to war
"
Widowed/divorced/separated
Separated due to war
Never married

622
134
113
101
21

Wife Status, n=965
First wife
> First wife

430 (45)
535 (55)

Tribe, n=989
Temne
Ivlende
Kono
Limba
Krio
Other

703
150
39
28
4
65

Religion, n=989
Nluslim
Other
Years Since Displacement, n=766
1-3 years
4-6 years
7-10 years
> 10 years,

(7)

216(28)
225 (29)
311 (41)
14 (2)

Number of Times Fled Fighting, mean
±

±

SE (range)

SE (range)

Years of Formal Education, mean

±

SE (range)

Ivlost Commonly Reported Occupations
Farmer
Trader
Business
Student
Professional
Homemaker

d.7

(71)
(15)
(4)
(3)
(0.4)

814 (82)
172 (17)
")
J" \10 .J

Christia~

Months in Camp/Town, mean

(63)
(13)
(11)
(10)
(2)

4

±

0.07 (1-15)

18

±

0.53 (.25-120)

1.9

±

0.11 (0-16)

t
500
383
76
1 ...,/
25
11
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(50)
(39)
(8)
(?i
-/

(2)
(1)

PerceDtion of General Health in the Last Two Years
Vervaood
0
Good
Fair
Poor
~

j

"State of Nlind"
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

19 (2)
83 (8)
629(63)
260 (26)

t Since Displacement, n=988
8
48
638
294

(0.8)
(5)
(64)
(30)

Suicidal Ideation Since the War

280 (28)

Suicide Attempts Since the W'ar

34 (3)

Assistance That \Vould Help "State of NEnd" :+:
Humanitarian assistance
f/ledical assistance
Income generation projects
Religious counseling/suppOrt
Skills training
Nlental health counseling
Traditional ceremonies
Education
Country medicine/traditional healer

960 (97)
956 (96)
937 (94)
879 (89)
832 (84)
714 (72)
452 (48)
393 (41)
321(34)

;, Values are number (percent) unless stated otherWIse

t May list more t¥n one

t

"State of mind" defined as current thoughts and feelmgs

considerable insight into the nature and extent of human rights abuses
among IDPs in Sierra Leone, i.e. the frequency of specific human rights
abuses, the identity of the alleged.perpetrators, the impact of these experiences and the most urgent needs identified by the victims. Furthermore, a
rigorous approach to sampling enables the findings to be generalized to
the larger IDP population.

Characteristics of Respondents
Of the 1,048 households sampled, 991 female heads of household participated in the study (response rate =95 %). Seven women were not eligible;
41 were not available at the time of sampling, and eight either were
opposed to the survey, refused to participate, or requested the interview
be stopped.
Demographics of the respondents are presented in Table 1. The mean
age was 34± 0.48 years (range 14-80 ·years). The majority of the women
sampled were poorly educated, Muslim, married, women of either the
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TABLE 2:
Reported Human Rights Abuses among Household Members
Characteristics

Household lVlembers
Reporting Abuse
n= 3759'~·

Household Nlembers, #, mean :t SE (range)
Total
\'<iTomen
Nlen
Current Age, mean :t SE (range)

t'

9166,9.37:t 0.11 (2-30)
5001,5.18:t 0.07 (1-17)
3983,4.17:t 0.07 (0-17)
24.8 :t 0.33 (1-95)

Human Rights Abuses Among All
Household Nlembers, n=9166 t
Abduction
Beating
Killing
Reported sexual assaults among household members
Sexual assault among respondents, n=991
Sexual assault among household females, n=5001
Sexual assault among household males, n=3983
Torture
Forced labor
Gunshot wound
Bodily injury (stabbed, burned, cut)
Amputation of limb or digits

1157(13)

Destruction of Property

1836 (20)

Alleged Pertpetrator

841
618
414
402
94
396

6
151
114
128
85
21

t

Rebel forces
RUF, Revolutionary United Front
"Rebels", unspecified
AFRC, Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
\Vest Side Boys
Ex-SLA
Government forces
SLA, Sierra Leonean Army
CDF, Civil Defense Forces

1490
590
74
82
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(40)
(16)
(2)
(2)

17 (A)

39 (1)
14 (.4)

Peacekeepmg troops
ECOJ\!10G, Economic Community of
West African States
UN, United Nations Assistance Nlission
in Sierra Leone
Other
Don't know
" .iVlixed group"

(9)
(7)
(4)
(4)
(9)
(8)
(0.1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(0.9)
(0.2)

5 (.1)

1 (.02)

1290 (34)
162 (4)
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Consequences of Abuse t
Self reported "depression" or symptoms
of depression :j:
No conseq uence
Killed/died after attack
Bodily injury
Stigmatized and rejected
Consequence of Sexual Assault, n=39~
Self-reported "sexually transmitted disease"
Self-reported pregnancy following rape

"-;/)/)
\ __
8.J,
455 (12)
420(11)
321 (8)
27 (1)

79 (20)
36 (9)

,: Values are number (percent) unless stated otherwise

t May list more than one
:} Symptoms of depresslOn lllc1uded "sleeping dIfficulties," "excessIve worry," "unhappy," "change
appetite," "crymg all the time," "cannot stop crying," "feeling bad," and" feeling sad."

III

Temne or J\llende tribes who most commonly reported their occupation as
farmers, petty traders and business women. Nearly one quarter of women
were either separated or widowed due to war, had been displaced more
than four times since 1990 and had, on average, lived in the IDP camps or
J\liile 91 Township for eighteen months. Fifty-seven percent of women
reported that they had been displaced between one and six years ago, and
41 % of women had been displaced between six and ten years ago.
The maj ority of women perceived their general health (89 %) and mental health (94%) as "fair" or "poor" (Table 1). Approximately one third of
women (280,928 %) reported suicidal ideation (thoughts or feelings), and
3 % (34) had attempted suicide. Women reported types of aid that would
help their states of mind the most, including humanitarian assistance (960,
97%), medical assistance (956,96%), income generation projects (937,
94%), religious counseling and support (879,89%), skills training (832,
84 %), and mental health counseling (714, 72 %).

Human Rights Abuses Reported among Household Members

165

The 991 household representatives reported on the experiences of 9,166
household members, which included themselves and those who lived with
The following 95% confidence intervals (el) are calculated among household members
(N:::9166) for all human rights abuses (12.6 =: 0.635), abduction (9.0 =: 0.564), beatings (6.7
=0.494), killings (4.5 =0.415), sexual assaults among household members (4.4 =: 0.399),
captured for less than 24 hours (3.4 =: .307), torture (1.6 =: 0.255), forced labor (1.2 =: 0.221),
gunshot wounds (1.4 ::: 0.239), bodIly injuries (0.9::: 0.192) and amputations of limbs or digits (0.2 :!: 0.097); sexual assault among respondents where N:::991(9.0 ::: 1.74), sexual assault
among household females where N:::5001 (7.9 ::: 0.717), sexual assault among household
males where N:::3983 (0.15 =: 0.120). The 950/0 confidence intervals reported here can be
used to calculate the confidence interval for the estimates of abuses of the total IDP population (see Figure 1) using (95% el X N value).
165
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them prior to their displacement (mean household size 9.4 ± 0.11) (Table
2). Of the 9,166 household members, 5,001 (55%) were females and
3,983 (44%) were males. l66 Overall, there was a total of 1157 household
members with specific forms of war-related human rights abuses reported
among the 9,166 household members. These included abductions (841,
9.3%), beatings (618, 6.7%), killings (414,4%), and sexual violence
against women (396, 8%) and men (6,0.1 %). Three hundred and sixteen
(3%) were "captured" for less than 24 hours, 151 (2%) were tortured,
114 (1 %) were forced into labor, 128 (1 %) reported gunshot wounds, 85
(0.9 %) had serious injuries, and 21 (0.2 %) reported amputations. Burning of homes and/or looting of property also was commonly reponed
among household members (1,836,20%).
Regarding sexual violence, 9% (94) of the 991 respondents reported one
or more war-related sexual violence experiences. Study participants also
reported war-related sexual violence among 396 (8%) female and 6 (.1 %)
male household members. The prevalence of war-related sexual violence
among female household members may be as high as 11 % (554/5001) if
158 women are included who did not report sexual violence per se, but did
report abduction with the likely consequences of sexual violence, and who
became pregnant, or experienced vaginal bleeding, pain, swelling, uterine
pain, vaginal discharge, or sexually transmitted diseases.
For all abuses reported, the RUF was identified most often (1,490,
40 %) as the perpetrator (Table 2). Table 3 and Figure 3 represent the
1,157 household members who reported abuses and could name the perpetrator. These household members had 2,266 incidents of abuse since
have one or more abuses listed; however, this does not
each victim could
,
take into account those who did not know their perpetrators. In this
analysis, the RUF was reported as the perpetrator 58% of the time. The
most commonly reported consequences of all abuses reported among
household members included "depression" or having symptoms of
depression 837 (22%),420 being killed (12%), 455 reported "no consequence" (11 %), and 320 had bodily injury (8%). Respondents reported
that 36 (9%) female household members became pregnant as a consequence of the attack. Respondents reported that the majority of the abuses
among household members occurred in the last three years with most of
these occurring between 1997 and1999 (Figure 2).

Characteristics among Respondents Reporting \Var-related
Sexual Violence
Table 4 presents the characteristics of respondents reporting war-related
sexual violence. Nine percent (94 of 991) of the respondents reported a
There were a total of 9,166 household meml!Jers but the gender was not indicated for 182
persons. Smce some of these indivIduals may have experienced sexual assault but were not
meluded m the analysIs, it IS lrkely to have led to an underestImate of sexual violence.
l66
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FJGURE 2:
Occurance of Sexual Assaults Among Respondents and Other Human Rights
Abuses Among Household Members
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personal account of sexual violence (Table 4). The mean number of
attackers was 3.2. Sixty-eight percent of the incidents reportedly occurred
in the last three years, with more than half (54 %) in their horne villages,
and 22 % while fleeing. lVlore than half (60 %) of the abuses lasted for one
week or less. The majority of the incidents of sexual violence (63, 67%)
occurred ,between 1997 and 1999. In addition, 22 (23%) of women
reported being pregnant at the time of the attack with an average gestation
of three months. Fifty-three percent of respondents and 47% of female
household members who were sexually assaulted reported "face to face"
contact specifically wirh RUF forces, compared with less than 6% for any
other combatant group.
Overall, 79 (84 %) of 94 respondents reported the identity of one or
more of their perpetrators (Table 5). Of these, the RUF was the perpetrator 60% of the time (Figure 5). Other perpetrators reported included
AFRC, \vest Side Boys unspecified "rebels", and both SLA and ex-SLA.
The UN peacekeepers and CDF militia forces were not identified as perpetrators among respondents reporting sexual violence.
Rape was reported by 84 of the 94 women reporting sexual violence
and 31 reported being gang raped. Also, approximately one third of the
94 women reported abduction, being stripped of clothing and being
forced to undress. Nine women reported forced marriage to combatants,
and six women reponed pregnancy as a consequence of the attack. Fortyfour percent of women felt the incident of sexual violence had" quite a
bit" or an "extreme" effect on relationships wirh family and friends. The
48
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most commonly reported consequences of the attack included bodily
mjnry/physical disability, sexually transmitted disease, and "reproductive
complications" including miscarriages. 167
The majority (91 %) of respondents reported being "quite a bit" (161,
16%) or "extremely" (740,75%) worried about sexual violence to themselves or family members by combatants (Figure 4). Concern about sexual
violence by family members, friends, or civilian strangers was lower (39 %
"quite a bit" or "extremely" worried). In addition, 91 (9%) of respondents reported sexual abuse (occurring at age 15 ± 1.2 years) by family
members, friends, or civilian strangers during their lifetime.

FIGURE 3:
Proportion of Reported Human Rights Abuses by Offender
Ex-SLA/3%

SLA/2%
CDF/0.49%

West Side Boys/3%

ECOMOG/O.13%

AFRC/6%1

UN/O.04%

I
,

RUF/58%
REBELS/28%
!67 Female Gemtal Cutting is reportedly WIdely practiced in Sierra Leone. Women who are
raped and who have undergone female gemtal'cutting are likely to be at increased risk for
genital trauma and related complications.
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TABLE 4:
Characteristics Among Respondents Reporting Sexual Violence
Characteristics

4--2.S~

Respondents Reporting
Sexual Assaults ;(n==94

Reporting Sexual Assault, n=991

# of Attackers, mean:±: SE (range)

94 (9)
3.2 :±: 0.39 (1-25)

Timing of Abuse, n=92
Within last 3 years
> 3 years ago
Unsure

63 (68)
23 (25)
6 (6)

Where Abuse Occurred, n=91
Home village/town
WhIle fleeing
While abducted
N on home village
ID P camp/town
Other

49 (54)
20 (22)
18 (20)
2 (2)

1 (1)

1 (1)

How Long Abuse Lasted, n=91
Less than one week
One week to 1 month
1-6 months
More than 6 months

55 (60)
16 (18)
10 (11)
10(11)

# \'Vomen Pregnant at Time of Assault

22 (23)

.iVlonths Pre~nant During Assault,
mean:±: SE (range)

3.1 :±: 0.4 7 (1-7)

Abuse t
Rape
Being forced to undress/stripped of clothing
Abduction
Gang rape
Nlo1estation
Sexual slavery
Forced marnage
Insertion of foreign object
Consequences of the Abuse t
Bodily injury/physical disability
Self reported "sexually transmitted disease"
Self reported "reprod uctive complica tions/miscarriage"
Stlgmatizedlre]ected by family and/or community
Fear of STD/AIDS
Self reported "pregnancy" after th~ assault
Other

50

84 (89)
35 (37)
31 (33)
31 (33)

13 (14)
14 (15)

9 (9)
4 (4)

48 (51)
32
19
14
9

(34)
(20)
(15)
(9)

6 (6)
19 (20)
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Effect on relationships with family and friends, n=89
Not at all
A little
QUIte a bit
Extremely

29
18
15
27

(32)
(20)
(17)
(30)

". Values are number (percent) unless stated otherwise

t May list more than one

FIGURE 4:
Proportion of Participants Reporting Fear of Sexual Assault

•

By Combatants
By Civilians

o

400/0

1000/0

Characteristics of Assistance Needs among Respondents Reporting
War-related Sexual Violence
Of the 94 respondents reporting war-related sexual violence, 61 reported
the incident( s) to another person (Table 6). Of those who did not report
the attack, the most common reasons were "feelings of shame or social
stigma" (18,64%), fear of being stigmatized/rejected (8,28%) and not
having trust in anyone (6, 21 %). Fifty women reported seeking help after
the attack and 40 of these women reported that they informed a health
care provider of the specifics of the attack. On average, these women
•
sought help five months after the attack(s) occurred. Hospitals (25,
50%L traditional healers (20, 40%) and health centers (19, 38%) were
the most cornman places where women sought help after the attacks.
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TABLE 5:

~

Reported Sexual Violence of Respondents (n=79) by Offender

(fj

;y

~

ECOJ\;10G

Reported Assaults

RUF

"Rebels"

AFRG:

All Assaults, 213

129 (61)

21 (10)

18 (8)

19 (9)

12 (6)

10 (5)

0

4 (2)

JZape, n=75

48 (6 1 j)

10 (13)

5 (7)

4 (5)

4 (5)

3 (4)

0

1 (1)

Abduction, n=34

21 (62)

2 (6)

4 (12)

3 (9)

1 (3)

3 (9)

0

Stripped of clothing, n=39

22 (56)

3 (8)

4 (10)

4 (10)

3 (8)

2 (5)

0

Gang Rape, n=30

16 (53)

3 (10)

3 (10)

4 (13)

3 (10)

0

0

1 (3)

Nlo1esta tion, n =14

8 (57)

3 (21)

0

1 (7)

1 (7)

0

0

1 (7)

Sexual Slavery, n=12

7 (58)

0

1 (8)

3 (25)

0

1 (8)

0

0

Forced marriage, n=9

7 (78)

0

1 (11)

0

1 (11)

0

0
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\vomen reported what helped most after the attack was trying to forget
about the incident (43, 46%), support of family (33, 35%), a health care
provider (31,33%), and country medicineltraditional healer (30,32%).
Figure 6 shows what respondents felt were the most needed assistance
that would help their state of mind and a bility to cope with the sexual
assault experience.

Beliefs about Justice among Respondents Reporting Sexual Violence
Of 88 respondents, 37 (42 %) thougpt those who had committed sexual violence against them should be punished (Table 7). Of the 51 respondents who
indicated that their perpetrator should not be punished, the most common
reason given was "in the spirit of reconciliation" (35,68%), followed by
fear of reprisal (13, 25%), no confidence in the system for such punishments

FIGURE 5:
Proportion of Sexual Assault Abuses by Offender
IWest Side Boys/go/o
Ex-SLA/6~o

SLA/5%
ECOMOG/2~o

t

REBELS/10~o

AFRC/8%

CDF and UN/OO/o
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TABLE 6:
Characteristics of Assistance Needs Among Respondents
Reporting Sexual Violence
Characteristic

Respondents Reporting
Sexual Assault':n=94

Told Anyone About the Incident

61 (65)

Reasons for Not Telling Anyone"'About Incident, n=28
Feelings of shame or social stigma
Fear of being stigmatizedlrejected
Do not trust anyone
Fear of rejection by my husband/family
No one asked
Fear of physical retaliation by perpetrator
Other

t
18
8
6
5

2 (7)
1(3)
6 (21)

50 (53)

Sought Help After Sexual Assault
161

Sought Help After Sexual Assault
# days, mean :t SE (range)
Where Help Was Sought After the Sexual Assault, n=50
Hospital
Country medicine/traditional healer
Health center
NGO
Informed -Health Care Provider of Specifics of
Sexual Assault, n=50
\Vhat Has Helped the J\llost After Assault
Trying to forget about it
Support of family
A health care provider
Country medicine/traditional healer
Discussions with family members

(64)
(28)
(21)
(18)

:t

50 (1-1460),

t
25
20
19
3

(50)
(40)
(38)
(6)

40 (80)

t
43
33
31
30

(46)
(35)
(33)
(32)

18 (19)

, Values are number (percent) unless stated otherwlse
T May list more than one

(8, 16 %), or they wanted to forget about the incident (4, 8 %). Of the 94
respondents reporting sexual violence, punishment was supported by 17
(18%) for "all those involved," 30 (320/0) for the perpetrators of the
attack(s), and 17 (18%) for the commanders. Thirty-four of the respondents
reporting sexual violence believed their attacker's commander was aware of
the attack. Thirty-three women b.elieved that punishment of perpetrators
would prevent sexual violence from happening to others. Twenty-two of the
94 women reporting sexual violence to PHR were willing to give their
names to the proposed Special Court and/or the Truth and Reconciliation
54
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FIGURE 6:
Assistance That Would Help State of Mind and Ability to Cope
with Your Experience
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Commission. Given the prevalence of war related sexual violence as
reported to PHR, PHR believes that there may be thousands of female IDPs
in Sierra Leone who have experienced sexual violence and who may be willing to provide ~estimony to the Special Court or the TRC.

Attitudes of Women's Human Rights and Roles in Society
j\;lore than 90 % of women agreed that women and girls should have the
same access to education as men and boys (Table 8). j\;lore than 80% of
women agreed that women should be able to express themselves freely,
that there should be legal protection for the rights of women, and that
women and girls need more education about their reproductive health.
However, more than 80% of women also indicated that a good wife obeys
her husband even if she disagrees. J\!lore than 70% of women felt that
family problems should only be discussed within the family, that women
have the right to control the number and spacing of their children, and
that more should be done to protect women and girls from having sex
when they do not want to. I'v'lore than 60% of women expressed the view
that a man has the right to beat his wife if she diso beys, and that it is a
wife's duty/obligation to have sex with her husband even if she does not
want to. The same proportion of w~men (more than 60%) indicated
women and girls need more education about their right to refuse sex.
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TABLE 7:
Beliefs about Justice among Respondents Reporting Sexual Assault
Belief

Respondents Reporting
Sexual Assault';n=94

Who Should Be Punished for Sexual Assaults t
Perpetrators
Commanders
All involved in attacks
'"

17 (18)
17 (18)

Believe Perpetrator Should Be Punished, n=88
Yes
No

37 (42)
51 (58)

Reasons \Vhy Perpetrators Should Not Be Punished, n=51 t
In the spirit of reconciliation
Fear of reprisallrevenge
No confidence in a system for such punishments
Respondent Just wants to forget about incident
Other

'0 ('?
J_/I

J

35 (69)
13 (25)

8 (16)

4 (8)
13 (25)

Believe Perpetrators Commander Was Aware of Assault

34 (36)

Believe Punishment of Perpetrators Will Prevent This
From Happening to Others

33 (35)

Willing to Give Name to Truth and Reconciliation
Commission or the Special Court

22 (23)

,. Values ate Dumber (percent)

t May list more chan one

Comments on Survey Findings
The findings of this study indicate that combatants (primarily, members of
rebel forces) have committed widespread human rights abuses against
civilians in Sierra Leone, including: abductions, beatings, killings, sexual
violence against women and men, being " capture d" for less than 24
hours, torture, forced labor, gunshot wounds, serious injuries, and amputations. These abuses were experienced on an individual level by a substantial number of participants and their household members. The
respondents in this study reported at least one of these abuses had
occurred during the past ten years of conflict among 94 % of households
surveyed (Figure 7). Recent PHR surveys in Chechnya 168 and KOSOV0 169
found abuse rates of 19% and 31 % respectively among participant households. The burning of homes and/or looting of property was also
168

PhysICians for Human Rights, Endless Brutalzty: War Crzmes In Chechnya, PHR, 2.001.

169 Physicians for Human Rights, War Crzmes in Kosovo: A Populatzon Based Assessment o{
Human Rzghts Violations Against Kosovar Albanzans, PHR, 1999.
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TABLE 8:
Majority Opinions Among Primary Respondents on Women's Rights and Gender
Roles in Society
Shared by more than 90% of women
• \Vomen and girls should have the same access to education as men and boys
Shared by more than 80% of women
• Women should be able to express themselves freely
• There should be legal protections for the rights of women
• \vomen and girls need more education about their reproductive health
• A good wife obeys her husband even if she disagrees
Shared by more than 70% of women
• Family problems should only be discussed with people in the family
• Women and girls need more education about their rights to refuse sex
• More should be done to protect women and girls from having sex when they
don't want to
Shared by more than 60 % of women
• A man has the right to beat his wife if she disobeys
• It is a wife's duty/obligation to have sex with her husband even if she does not
want to
• \Vomen have the right to control the number and spacing of their children

commonly reported among household members. The majority of these
abuses experienced by interviewees occurred between 1997 and 1999.
Forty percent ·of these abuses were attributed to RUF forces; however, of
those who could identify a perpetrator, 58% of abuses were reported to be
due to the RUF. Fifty-three percent of respondents and 47% of all female
household members reporting "face to face" contact specifically with RUF
forces reported experiencing sexual violence. Sexual violence was reported
by less than 6% of respondents reporting "face to face" contact with any
other combatant group.
Sexual violence in war has increasingly been recognized as a means of
demorallzing individuals, familles and communities 170 and is used as a
weapon to disable an enemy by dissolving bonds between family and society. i l l Today, in the context of war, rape and other forms of sexual violence
have been recognized as instruments of genocide, crimes against humamty,
SWISS, S., Gdler, J.E., "Rape as a Crime of War: A MedlCal Perspective," jAl\;lA,
1993;270:612-615; Human Rights Watch, Shattered Lwes: Sexual Violence Durzng the
Rwandan Genoczde and its Aftermath, New York, NY: Human Rights Watch: 1996; Herman, J.L., Trauma and Recovery, New York, NY: Harper Collins: 1992.
170

Goldfeld, A.E., Mollica, R.F., Pesavento, B.H. & Farone, S.V, "The Physical and PsychologlCal Sequelae of Torture," jANIA. 1988;259:2725-2729.
ill
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FIGURE 7:

Proportion of Households Reporting Human Rights Abuse
No human
rights abuses
6%

,
means of torture, and crimes of war l72 and can be prosecuted as such. l73
They also constitute crimes against humanity "when committed as part of
a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population,
with knowledge of the attack." 174
To generate population estimates of sexual violence among the IDP and
non-IDP females in Sierra Leone, the PHRJUNANISIL team assumed a
total IDP population of 1.0-1.3 million (55% female)175 and a non-IDP
population of 2.7-3.0 million (50% female).176By extrapolating the number of incidents of war-related sexual violence reported by participants in
Kunarac, Kovac & Vukovic IT-96-2.3 and IT-96-2.3/1 "FOCA." Avadable at:
www.un.orglicty/focaltnalc2./judgementlindex.htm.; Rome Statute or the International Cnminal Court (adopted 7/17/98). AvaIlable at: untreaty.un.org/English/notpublirome-en.htm.;
Askm, K.D., War Crzmes Agamst IX/omen: Prosecutzon In InternatIonal War Crzmes Tnbunals, The Hague, M. Nijhoff Publishers, Dlstnbuted by Kluwer Law International, 1997;
Askin, K., "Women and Internatlonal Humamtanan Law," m Askm, K.D. & Koenig, D.ivt
editors, Women and InternatIOnal Human Rzghts Law, Ardsley, NY: Transnational. 1999.
•
Vol. 1.
172

Kunarac, Kovac & Vukovic; Askm, K.D, War Cnmes Against Women: Prosecutzon Zn
Internatzonal War Cnmes Tnbunals; Askin K. "Women and International Humanitarian
Law"
173
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the sample to the total female IDP population) PHR estimates that
approximately 50)000 to 64)000 Sierra Leonean IDP women may have
suffered such human rights abuses. The prevalence of sexual violence
among IDP women and girls) including war-related or non-war-related) in
this study was 17%) or an estimated 94)000-122)000 individuals. If nonwar-related sexual violence among non-IDP females is added to the IDP
totals (assuming a 9% prevalence rateL as many as 215)000-257)000
women and girls in Sierra Leone currently may have been affected by
sexual violence.
This study indicates that war-r~lated rape and other forms of sexual
violence were committed on a widespread basis among IDPs in Sierra
Leone. In fact) the prevalence of war-related sexual violence (8 %-9%) was
equivalent to the lifetime prevalence of non war-related sexual violence
(9 %) among the study participants) increasing Sierra Leone's total prevalence rates to 17% .i77 The lifetime prevalence of rape in the United States
is 9 %) though the average life span of an American is more than twice
that of a Sierra Leonean. i78
Rates of sexual violence vary based on research methodology and populations surveyed. StudIes of sexual violence in Sierra Leone that include
non-probability samples l79 or select populations such as clinic patients 180
generally report higher prevalence rates of sexual violence but cannot be
generalized to broader populations. The prevalence of war-related sexual
violence in this study was less than that reported in Liberia (15 %)) 181 but
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exceeded that found lD other populatIOn-based assessments of refugees
and displaced persons (0-0.1 %), lS2 including a prior study conducted in
Freetown, Sierra Leone (2 %).183
Physical injuries and self-reported "depression" were among the most
common consequences reported following sexual violence. The adverse
physical and psychological consequences of sexual violence are described
in other studies. 184 The prevalence of sexual violence, including war-related
or non-war-related, suggests a serious health burden for individual and
community members that cannot be addressed adequately by services that
currently exist in Sierra Leone. The assistance needs most commonly identified by women reporting sexual violence included humanitarian assistance, incl uding food and s helte r, medical care, inca me generating
projects, and women's support groups. These needs were not significantly
different (p<0.05) from Sierra Leonean women who did not experience
sexual violence but did experience other human rights abuses.
The maj ority of participants reporting sexual violence indicated the
belief that their perpetrators should not be punished and, among these
women, the most common reasons cited were" in the spirit of reconciliation" and "fear of reprisal/revenge." This highlights the need to protect
survivors of war-related sexual violence including those that come forward to testify. Twenty-three percent of these women indicated an interest
in giving their names for the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and
the Special Court that are expected to be established in 2002. This may be
explained by feelings of shame, and/or fear of being stigmatized or
rejected also reported in the study, as well as a desire to put the incident(s)
behind them. Such concerns are not unfounded in societies where women
are financially dependent on their husbands or extended family and are
subjected to structural social inequality on many levels. lss Being cast out of
a community or family can ha ve dire consequences not only for the
woman but her children as well. 186
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Despite 80% of women expressing that there should be legal protection
for the rights of women, more than half of women reported that their husbands had the right to beat them and that it was a wife's duty to have sex
with her husband even if she did not want to. The apparent disparity
between such beliefs and international principles of human rights suggests
a need for public discourse and education on local, regional and internationallevels.

limitations
It is likely that the prevalence of vvar-related sexual violence in the study
was underestimated because of willful non-disclosure of sexual violence
and the lack of privacy in some of the interviews, despite efforts to ensure
privacy. Reasons for willful non-disclosure often include fear of retribution by an assailant, of being stigmatized and rejected, blamed for the
attack, and/or the psychological consequences of disclosure. 187 In addition,
the average age of participants (female heads of households) reporting
war-related sexual violence (34 ± 0.48 years) was more than twice the
average age of females experiencing non war-related sexual violence
reported in the study (15 ± 1.2 years). Although interviewers were careful
to explain there would be no material or other gain by participating in the
survey, the number of abuses reported in the study may have been over or
underestimated if IDPs judged that it was in their material, political or
psychological interest to exaggerate or conceal claims of abuse .
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IV. QUALITATIVE COMMENTS AND
TESTIMONIES OF SIERRA LEONEAN
WOMEN AND GIRLS
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In order to gain insight into individual experiences of human rights abuses
of Sierra Leonean women and their families, the PHR study included qualitative assessments of abuses as well. lss
Two primary approaches were used to elicit qualitative information.
Seven open-ended questions were included in the questionnaire itself, and
longer semi -structured interviews were conducted with survi vors of
human rights abuses that were not survey participants. Throughout this
chapter, wherever possible, the exact words of the women and girls interviewed ha ve been used in order to give expression to their individual experiences. All participants were informed of the purpose of the interview and
of how the data would be collected and used. In the interest of confidentiality, their names have been changed and identifying information
removed.

Case Examples from In-Depth Interviews
Case testimony of survivors of war-related human rights abuses was collected during two separate investigations to Sierra Leone. A PHR delegation visited Sierra Leone in Nlarch, 2000 to assess the medical
consequences of human rights abuses committed during the war, including
sexual violence. During that trip, members of the team with specialized
training in sexual violence interviewed more than two dozen survivors of
abuses. To mitigate the risk of re-traumatization, most of the testimony
gathered during the 2000 investigation was taken from individuals who
were already participating in programs for rape survivors. The interviews
were semi-structured and covered a range of topics including basic biographical information, the circumstances of violations, details about perpetrators, medical and psychological consequences of the abuses, what
types of services had been available and helpful to them, and what their
concerns were for the future. The interviews took place at NGO offices,
Quantnanve and qualitative modes of inqUlries each may have value independent of the
other when the research questions address meaningful human rights lssues and the studies
are designed and interpreted Within relevant htstOIlcal and politIcal context. Using bOth
quantitative and qualitative modes of inquiry also may be complementary serve as one line of
inquiry may serve to corro borate, or challenge, another.
,88
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UNICEF's headquarters in Freetown, health clinics, IDP camps, and programs for women who had become pregnant as a result of rape.
Testimony was also collected at the time the survey was conducted in
February, 2001. Researchers administering the questionnaire were asked
to identify women who had "experienced human rights abuses who were
willing to descri be their experiences in more detail. These women then
recorded their stories on audio and videotape in a privare room in the
health clinic on the outskirts of the camp. Nlost interviews were conducted
in the first language of the victim and translated simultaneously by the
researcher who first interviewed the woman or a translator, or they were
translated at a later date from a tape recording.
A number of testimonies taken by PHR in Nlarch 2000 were from survivors of rape who had become pregnant by their attackers. These young
women are particularly vulnerable as they must not only recover from the
trauma of their ordeals while often facing stigma from their communities,
but at the same time must learn to care for and support a baby with few
resources. As part of a larger effort to assist rape victims in Freetown after
the January 1999 incursion by rebel forces, a local NGO, the Forum for
African Women Educationalists (FAWE), established a program providing
medical, psychological and educational support to these women and their
children. A number of the young women participating in the program
acknowledged to PHR the importance of the program in helping them to
cope with what had happened to them.

Cases of Sexual Violence

Bola N.
In February 2001, Physicians for Human Rights interviewed a fifteen yearold girl, Bola N. Rebels had abducted her four times since 1999. At the
time of the interview she told PHR she was two months pregnant and living at an IDP camp in Port Loko. She described her first abduction to the
IntervIewer:
\Vhen they first attacked the vzllage) we fled to the bushes. \Vhen they
removed us from our village we were frightened ... they held us) they cut
some hands) they killed some they forced us to be tied) we were taken to
the bush where the sexual act was forced onus. ... Nine men raped me .
. ,. Nly mother was taken away) my things) belongings) taken. I slept
three days in the bush after they had raped me. I was unconscious) not
myself. ... After they had raped me to their satisfaction) they left me In
the bush. I was beaten) bruises on my body) part of my body. Some
around were amputated. I was not 7,.l/ell. 189
J
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As she described her multiple abductions) she vvrapped her arms around
herself and lovvered her tone to almost a whisper:
ivIy first captivity was when the nine men raped me. Then I was left in
the bush. Second time I was held a little over a month, taken to base.
There are many, many combatants there. There are also many other
yOvtng women held there, too. I was not assigned to just one man, as
long as you are good looking, you have intercOlArse with all of them. In
the third captivity they remembered me. They knew me. They use abusive language. I escape durzng the night. The fourth time was last year:
they did an ambush [on an o-vttingof women from the IDP camp]. They
came for us, raped us, they asked us to go back to the village to prepare
food for them, so we had to escape. \Ve were afraid to go to the village.
So we escaped. 190

Over the course of her multiple abductions and gang rapes, she had two
miscarriages. She had been engaged to one man at the time of the first
gang rape, but he left her when he heard of the event:
I was lust engaged to someone. So when I went to the bush, I was pregnant. Because of the nine men who raped me, I had to abort. So my husband had to resign from continuing the engagement. The husband I
have now is a new person. 191

She said that this new husband did not know what had happened to her in
the bush. She told PHR that she had not gone to a doctor for prenatal care
because she did not want anyone to know she was pregnant, although she
stated that she, would go to the doctor once the pregnancy was visible. She
had not gone to the hospital for the miscarriages because they asked for
1,000 Leones (approximately 30 cents) simply to register. The cost for
medical care had further prevented her from seeking help for the multiple
health problems she had experienced since the abductions.
She stated that she was not able to sleep through the night. Every night
she wakes up and cries. Her family had been killed. Her first fiance had
left her. She was afraid to tell anyone about the violence she had experienced. When asked if she had told anyone of these events before PHR
interviewed her, she acknowledged that she had told her friend who had
taken her to the hospital after the first attack, but no one else. Noone in
her family knew what had happened to her.

Sampa K.
Another woman, Sampa K., had 11 chIldren under her care when the
rebels attacked. She told PHR that they abducted her for two years, sepa•
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rating her from all but one of the children. Some were killed , others were
scattered. Sampa described the initial attack:
I woke up In the mormng about two 0> clock and cleaned my house . ...
As soon as I lifted a load I tuas trying to carry> my daughters said>
(Clvlama! The rebels are coming! >' I dropped euerything. I am ready to
flee to the blAsh with the baby on the back. Then there are so many) I
cannot escape. They hit me, they took the baby from my back and threw
the baby, the baby is too tired. Then he started to do the act on me there are many of them. 192

During her subsequent servitude to the rebels, she tried in vain to save her
infant child:
I was now crying with my baby, the baby was crying) I tried to let the
baby suck the breast milk. And it was not completely fiue days, [when] I
lost the baby. The baby was hauing trouble. Everyday I had to sleep
u/ith the boys. Every day I sleep wlth the boys and I cannot refuse - guns
all over) they threaten me with guns. Guns all over. And then one says
give the breast to the child. And every time I gave the breast to the child,
he refused me. And so for three days I did not feed the child. 193

She traveled for two years, living as the "wife" of one particular re bel. He
kept her compliant by feeding her drugs:
Every day this man would give me some tablets to take) some are green)
some are blue) some are red. I was using the tablets so that I wouldn>t
get an"j problem with the man. The man used to tell me to take this
tablet it is good for you. 194

Throughout the interview, Sampa kept a blank look on her face, giving the
facts of her abduction and sexual enslavement in a straightforward manner. It
was not until she was asked what might help her that her demeanor shifted.
In response to this question, she described a nightmare she had recently had,
in which she was again chased by the rebels. They brandished knives that
filled her with fear. They chased her, intending to kill her once they caught
her, up to a bridge. The dream ended with her standing on the edge of the
bridge, prepared to jump to her death rather than be caught again.

Aminata K.
Twenty-year-old Aminata K. wanted to tell her story, but did not want to
be recorded. She was eight months pregnant at the time of the interview.
Aminata was captured by the a breakaway faction of the AFRC, the West
. 97
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Side Boys, in j\llafore village in the Port Loko area III 1999 and held for
almost two years. According to Aminata K., they killed one young man,
left some old women and took Aminata, along with one young boy and
two other women, to their base. She said she was forced to leave behind
her eight-month-old baby. She told PHR that she was held at the base for
a year and a month and forced to marry a young member of the West Side
Boys called James. Initially she was closely watched and then was forced
to go with others to villages to loot, a practice the rebels refer to as "jaja".
She saw them burn many houses. The leader was referred to as 'Pape' or
'Sammy'. She said that she escaped by telling the rebels that she was going
to wash her clothes and then ran away to her home village where she
found her family seeking food. Aminata told PHR that she is pregnant as
a result of being raped and now reports feeling depressed and hopeless.
Before she was abducted, she was married and had three children. One of
her children died, but two are living. Her parents took care of the baby.
Since returning from her captivity, her husband left her and they have
divorced. She said that after she returned he kept saying, "this is not my
child - you are pregnant with child - this is not my child," and after a few
months he left her. She wanted to abort using herbs, but her family asked
her not to as it might kill her and offered to help raise the new child. She
said she is worried, however, because she has no husband or means and is
completely dependent. They are currently living in the IDP camp, but they
go back to their village from time to time to see if they can rebuild their
house - but she does not see much hope for the future. 195

,

Kadiatu S.
Kadiatu S. was 16 years old at the time of the PHR interview. She was
abducted when she was fourteen years old. She had no formal education, but worked for her mother, a businesswoman in Kana. "The
rebels attacked the town and we ran. I was separated from my parents
and for nine days I walked in the bush with five other girls to the next
town. \Ve were grabbed by rebels. They used me and threatened to kill
me with a gun." A commander stopped them from killing her and took
her back to the base. ECOj\l10G attacked the base. An ECOj\liOG soldier took her for his wife. She traveled with ECOj\l10G and stayed in
Kailahun for approximately one year. She hitched a ride from a car full
of rebels. "If you are a willing rebel wife you can get a ride in the rebel
cars into town to shop." She told them she was going to visit family in
Niakeni. They assumed she was a rebel and would return. Kabiatu managed to find her way to Freetown, where she contacted her aunt. She
was taken to her uncle, a doctor, and diagnosed six months pregnant.
She was devastated. Kabiatu states that she does not cry, though she is
195
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very sad and angry about the pregnancy. Her mother came to Freetown
to collect her. 196

Hawa
Seventeen year-old Hawa told PHR that she delivered a stillborn baby girl
in the bush after carrying her unwanted child for eight months.
The rebels burned my lather's house and my mother jumped out the
window. The rebels shot her in the chest and killed her. My lather is too
depressed to work. He lives in the house and is making the repairs. The
rebels took me to the bush and kept me lor six months. I was made a
real wile. 197

She showed the interviewer the scars on her right thigh - "RUE" She said
they had traveled a route from Freetown to Collage, then to Occra Hills
and to Makeni. She reported that the rebels starved her for 2-3 days,
drugged her with cocaine and infected her with a sexually transmitted disease. She told PHR that ECOMOG came into the bush and rescued her
and delivered her to Waterloo camp.

Katmara B.
Katmara B., a 13-year-old girl told PHR she was abducted, beaten, raped
and forced to become a rebel's "wife." She said she was released during
the latter stages of her pregnancy and now has a baby girl. The story of
what happened to her and her family during the rebel incursion into Freetown in January 1999 captures the anarchy of those days which left the
capital city and its people profoundly fearful:
... that night, houses were being burned down in our neighborhood, so
we ran to the local mosque lor sanctuary. There were so many people
hiding in there. We tried to run away. They began to shoot and killed
some people in the mosque. They lorced us to sit down on the side and
went into the mosque and killed about 15 people in there. I saw them do
it. Then they called lAS to come and look at the bodies. My cousin's
lather and my aunt were shot. An uncle's hand was hacked all- .A1y
mother was inside the mosque, when she saw me, she called out to me,
one ol them heard her and said "Il you call her, we'll kill you." So she
didn't call me again. Then they took us outside and told us to change
our clothes and gave us combat clothes to wear. We were told that we
had to do anything they told us to do. We were told that when they
addressed us, we were to respond with "Yes sir". At that point we were
given guns and cutlasses, and told that we were to go and cut hands oll
On our way to wherever they weJ1e taking us, we met up another group
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called "Born Naked". The people in this group roamed the streets
naked, the way they were born, and when they met people, they killed
them. When the members of "Born Naked" saw us, they told the others
that they should kill us since they had been warned not to take any more
hostages.
So, on our way to be killed, we were taken to a house with about 200
people held in it. My older cousin was sent to go and select 25 men and
25 women to have their hands chopped off. Then she was told to cut off
the first man's hand. She refused to do it saying that she was afraid, 1
was then told to do it. 1 said 1'd never done such a thing before and that
1 was also afraid. We were told to sit on the side and watch. So we sat.
They chopped ol( two men's hands. My cousin couldn't watch and
bowed her head down to avoid the sight. Because she did that, they shot
her in the foot. They bandaged her foot and then forced her to walk. We
lett the two men whose hands had been cut off behind. We were then
taken to a mosque in Kissy. They killed everyone in there ... They were
snatching babies and infants from their mother's arms and tossing them
in the air. The babies would free fall to their deaths. At other times they
would also chop them from the back of their heads to kill them, you
knou~ like you do when you slaughter chickens ... One girl with us tried
to escape. They made her take off her slippers and give them to me and
then killed her... one time we came across two pregnant women. They
tied the wo-rr;en down with their legs eagle-spread and took a sharpened
stick and jabbed them inside their wombs until the babies came out on
the sticks ... 198

Isata
Isata, a IS-year-old Mandingo girl, was abducted and gang raped
by rebels. She described her experiences and their continuing effects on
her health:
... 1 don't have any children. I was a virgin before. They ruined me. The
story is long, much too long. 1 was at home when they came and kidnapped me ... They demanded money..My family has no money. They
demanded Le 200,000.00 ($83.00)... they said to my parents, come and
see hmu we use your children. They undressed five of us, laid us down,
used us in front of my family and took us away with them. They wouldn't release us, they kept us with them in the bush ..... When I escaped, I
couldn't walk - the pain. I was bleeding from my vagina. That night,
God gave me strength to walk ... I ~an't remember how long I was
held... 1 don't like to talk because of the memories. When 1 made it back,
\98
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my mother couldn't believe it. Since I got back I have been so sick ... J
never used to get sick like this ... I would like to go back to school, but I
can't concentrate anymore, I can't do anything... 199

Binta K.
Binta K., an 18-year-old girl, told PHR she vvas abducted, beaten, raped
and forced to become a rebel's "wife." She was released during the latter
stages of her pregnancy and at the time of the interview had a two-month
old baby girl. She recounted to PHR:
.. .As the rebels were pulling out of Freetown, they came to our house
and captured us. They even killed some of the other girls in our house. I
was hiding with some girls when they found us. We were told that if we
didn't come with them, they'd kill us. \\lhile I was begging them not to
take me, a little bOJ~ about ten years old who was with them piped up
"If she doesn't want to come, pass her over to me and rll chop her
hands." I agreed to go. I was raped and held there in the bush. I wanted
to run away, to escape, but there was no way. If you were caught trying
to escape, you were killed or put in a box ... 200

Later in that same interview, she expressed her sorrow that many of her
family members blame her for not having tried harder to escape. She and
her baby vvere living with a girlfriend at the time of the interview.

Zainab K.,
Zainab K. told PHR she was abducted when she was seventeen during the
January 1999 incursion into Freetown. She recounted her story in English
in measured, unemotional language. She had attended school through second form (12-14 years).
Zainab was taken from her home in \,vellington by RUF and ex-SLA
combatants and then taken to Calaba Town with two neighbors the same
age. She said that she was raped by two older men who were very brutal.
She was a virgin. They beat her and carved "RUF" on her chest with a
knife. She said that she remained in Calaba Town for three days and then
walked 20 miles to \,~laterloo carrying cartons of water. She had to forage
for food and ate Cassava plants by the roadside. She stayed in Waterloo
for one week and then vvalked for three days to Nlasiaka. There, she
recounted, the CDF attacked. About 100 girls escaped, leaving 50 with the
rebels. From then aD, she said, soldiers guarded them and told them they
would shoot them if they tried to escape.
They then walked for two weeks to Nlakeni. She told PHR that she
knew she was pregnant because she had morning sickness. She stayed with
199
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The PHR/UNAMSIL team randomly sampled 1,048 households in three
internally displaced persons (IDPs) camps (near Freetown, Port Loko,
and Kenema) and one community with a large number of IDPs-Mile
91 Township. The campsllocales represented 91 % of the registered IDP
population.

A total of 991 female heads of households participated in the PHR study
(response rate = 95 %). Nine percent of respondents reported war-related
sexual violence. A striking 53% of res.pondents reporting" face to face"
contact specifically with RUF forces reported experiencing sexual violence.
One third of the women who reported sexual assault reported being gang
raped.

A striking 94 % of 991 households interviewed by PHR/UNANISIL
reported among its members at least one of the following serious abuses
during the past ten years of conflict: abductions, beatings, killings, rape
and other forms of sexual viole.Q.ce, capturing for less than 24 hours,
torture, forced labor, gunshot wounds, serious injuries, and amputations.
These children were among the many Sierra Leonean children that had
their limbs amputated by rebel forces.

I
I

I
The majority of the women interviewed by PHR/UNAMSIL perceived
their general health (89%) and mental health (94%) as "fair" or "poor".

PHR program associate Kristina Hare Lyons (left) interviews a Sierra
Leonean woman in wlarch 2000.

PHR consultants Beth Vann (left) and Yinka Akinsulure-Smith led
training sessions for local Sierra Leonean researchers who later conducted
the survey.

I

PHR/UNAMSIL survey researchers prepare to conduct interviews at an
IDP camp.

The Forum for African Women's Educationalists (FAWE) is a pan-African
NGO that has been successful in promoting education for girls. FAWE
expanded their mandate to respond to the needs of rape victims after the
January 1999 incursion by rebels into 'Freetown and became the primary
organization providing medical and counseling services to rape survivors.

The US government and other donors should ensure that women are
included in all aspects of planning for peace, demobilization, reintegration
and rebuilding and support local organizations working to promote
women's full participation and rights.

i

Sierra Leone's rich diamond resources ha ve largely been fueling the
brutal war. Diamonds, discovered in Sierra Leone in 1930, are found in
about a third of the country's territory-mostly in the east and southeast.
Governments, activists and representatives of the diamonds industry are
working to regulate the import and export of the gems.

In 200 1, Sierra Leone was the least developed country in the world,
according to the United Nations Human Development Index. Sierra
Leoneans average life expectancy of 38.3 years is the lowest in the world
and the under five mortality rate is the highest in the world. Nearly one
third of children in Sierra Leone die before their fifth birthday.
. Twelve
percent of children under 14 years of age, such as the orphans pictured
here, have one or both parents dead.

.

Destroyed buildings in Freetovvn, such as the one pictured, are still
occupied. Sierra Leone's infrastructure has been devastated by the war.
Thirty-six percent of Sierra Leoneans do not have access to health care.
Thirty-four percent do not have,access to clean water. The average per
capita income is $448. !Vlore than 3,000 communities were destroyed
resulting in flight from homes of nearly half the country's population.

II

one man, Mohammed, who vvas ex-SLA. She said that she begged him to
release her but he said she should stay until she had the baby, so she could
leave the child with the rebels. She told PHR that if she refused to have sex
he would beat her - though he stopped beating her when she was four
months pregnant. No other men touched her after that. Mohammed's boss
took care of her and gave her food. From Makeni she was brought to a
base in accra Hills.
One day when she was about six months pregnant she said that she was
sent to do laundry by the stream. She left the clothes and took a bush path
with another girl. They came to an area where soldiers had surrendered
and found transportation back to Freetown. She said that she found her
mother who was pleased to see her, but her aunt said her mother should
not take her in. She said that her mother, however, insisted and her father
has also been supportive. She was scared to go home, but since she went to
FA\VE and got counseling she feels much better. She came to FA\VE two
weeks after arriving back in Freetown. A neighbor in Wellington had told
her and her mother about the program and brought her to the office. At
first she could not sleep and would always wake up at night, but now after
the FAWE counseling sessions she is able to relax.
Her baby, Fatmata, was four months old at the time of the interview.
Zainab had no problems with the delivery and likes being a mother. She
knew she wanted to keep the baby when she was pregnant. She said she is
scared Nlohammed will come for the baby. Though she does not think he
should be punished, she never wants to see him again and wants to try to
forget about him. She also has anxielies about what will happen when the
program ends. At the time of the interview she was not interested in getting
married in the future, but in gaining skills so she can support her child. 201

Other Human Rights Abuses
The PHR study revealed the severity of human rights abuses in addition to
sexual violence experienced by IDPs at the hands of combatants. Ninetyfour percent of households interviewed by the PHRJUNAMSIL team were
affected by one or more serious physical abuses. The trauma experiences by
those who suffered sexual violence must, therefore, be understood in the
context of trauma suffered from a range of abuses committed against the
individual, her family and community. In addition to the reported levels of
trauma and physical abuse experienced, many of those PHR intervievved
spoke of loss. This loss went beyond the loss of basic human needs such as
housing, food and medical care. It concerned safety, trust, control, selfesteem, and intimacy. Participants interviewed expressed shock, anger, horror, sadness, and a sense of countless .additionallosses - loss of property,
society, family, loved ones, health and a sense of well being. In a society
201
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where the extended family plays an integral function, this primary means of
support was irrevocably damaged. Several women who had not suffered
sexual violence spoke of the range of abuses they and their families had
experienced and the multiple losses they faced. A young woman, Marie K.,
described to PHR her and her family's experience:
... They killed many of us, many people ... about 1 OO,~ue were in an
unfinished house when they came and kicked at the doors and
demanded to know who was in "there. They yelled that II we didn't come
out they would kill us or burn the house down. Someone near the door
opened it. The rest of us were hiding in a room, huddled together. They
came in and began to hit us with their weapons yelling "get out, if you
don't come out we will klll you.)) Those ~uho refused to come oz,tt, they
lit the house up and burned it with them inside the house ... 202

Aminata B.
Aminata B., a 21 year-old Limba woman who was 12 years old when the
war started, told of the destruction of her family's farm by rebels
... 1 grew up with my parents in the Kenema area - Bahamaconta. \Y/hen
the war came, we had to run a'way, everything we had was burned down
or taken away. Nly father was killed and we couldn't e-u'en bury him, we
had to Just leave him behind ... we don't know whether he was ever
buried. My mother, sisters and 1 fled to lvlakeni. When we lived in
Bahamaccmta 1 used to go to school, b'ut when ~ue f7ed to Makeni, my
mother could no longer afford to send my sisters and me to school. We
tried to sell water (put in small plastic bags for drinking purposes) to
make money to survive ... 203

Musu
Musu was abducted when she was 12 years old and at the time she was
interviewed by PHR in Nlarch 2000 she had twin nine-month-old boys.
She told PHR her story:
1 had gotten up and bathed and was getting ready to go to school when
the rebels came. I heard shooting and hid under my bed. They searched
my house. They shouted, they'd launch an attack on the house and set it
on fire If we didn't go wlth them. 1 was so frightened 1 felt I had to use
the toilet - the rebels told me 1 could relieve myself right there in front of
them. They took me out of my house and threatened to kill me if I
resisted. I saw a neighbor and Luar'ned her to run. She was seated and
had already surrendered. I surrendered also. We Luere forced to walk in
202
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the bush for one rueek and three days. l\iy feet swelled with pain until
my toenails came off. \'Ve traveled from Kambia to hialal Hzll in iViakeni. \Ve stayed one ~{jeek then we trained as commandos for one month
and three days, after which UN were attacked by government troops.
They (rebels) moved out in the middle of the night and traveled on foot
to Rotzfunk where we all stayed for one year and szx months. In 1997, I
was wzth the rebels when the'V attacked Freetown, but I returned with
the rebels because I saru no family there. I never killed anyone. I [lied to
them and] told them I had surgery on my eyes and could not see to
shoot. They believed me because my eyes were always su/ollen and red
[from crying] because of the things I saw. W hen the rebels returned to
Freetown in 1999 I was pregnant. I convinced a lady to allow me to stay
with her. I told her no harm would come to her. I stayed in her house
untZl one day I ran into my aunt on the street. I told her my story and
she invited me to come stay with her. 204
7

Women's Attitudes about Punishment of Perpetrators
A striking finding from both the in-depth interviews and survey was how
many women did not want their perpetrator to be punished. The survey
revealed that only 42 % of those who responded to this question thought
their perpetrators should be punished. Because of the destruction of the war,
many Sierra Leoneans do not have experience with a functioning judiciarythis may have been a factor in some women's responses. Some of the women
indicated to PHR that what they had experienced was so horrific that they
did not believe justice to be possible, others feared retaliation by their perpetrators. l'vlost did not seek justice or revenge, but rather peace and reconciliation, a theme that was echoed in the long form testimonies.
Nlary ]., 16 years old at the time of the interview, explained her reasoning
for not wanting to seek punishment for her persecutors:
.. .My parents died during the war - they were killed by rebels. I was
there and saw it. They captured me and took me with them to the bush.
I was a virgin. Two men used me, they ruined me. I escaped ~uhen we
came near Freetown ... so many problems since. I became ill, stomach
aches .. .Finally I was taken to the hospital. I wanted to die. In the hospital, they told me they had to do emergency surgery, my people did not
have any money ... If they catch them and try to do to them what they
did to me, it won't even come near the hell I've been through. So they
should just leave them. If they try to punish them, the p'unishment that I
have gotten is more than theirs. I wanted to die during that time. If the
emergency operation had not been performed, I would have died ... If I
204
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ask for punishment for them, it will never amount to what I went
through, so the best thing is just to leave them so that we can hal/e peace
in Sierra Leone. 205

A desire for a return to peace was also expressed by Fatmata, a 21 yearold woman with two children:
1 was dragged out of the house, but when they saw me, they said that
they wanted a l/irgin) even then I was told to undress ... a gun was put to
my head) 1 was kidnapped and constantly threatened with rape ... 1 just
want peace in the country, 1 want things to go back to the way they were
in the old days ... 206

Nladina K., a young woman, was one of the women who expressed a
desire to bring one of those involved in her attack to justice:
... They'd wanted to burn the house down with me in it ... 1 was beaten)
raped) forced to go with them. They told me to do bad things) they
threatened me with death and beat me. Two men raped me. The first one
would go and call other men to come and join in. Others intervened and
saved me ... 1 don't want revenge. 1 don)t even remember who they were.
The only one 1 u./ant punished is the one who kidnapped me. I want him
to be punished for his wickedness ... 207

Some victims revealed that their attackers made explicit threats. A 30
year-old woman from the north was raped and beaten by two RUF members in 1997. Her husband was also beaten and their home burned and
•
looted. She told PHR, "They [the attackers] were saying to me after they
raped me if I will say it to anyone, they will come and kill me."
In spite of the risks, women did offer to give their names to the Special
Court or the TRC. One victim who agreed to testify said enthusiastically:
"I am ready to go anywhere in the world to explain myself."
The PHR survey administered in 2001 concluded with a series of six
open-ended questions for those respondents who reported war-related
sexual violence to provide more details about their experiences and additional information about their health, their future, and other concerns. All
participants were also encouraged to provide additional comments at the
end of the interview. The experiences and concerns women described in
their answers to these questions are briefly described here.

Identity and Affiliation of Attackers
Participants were asked to provide identifying information about their
attackers and their affiliation:
205
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Do you know anything that could identify your attackers? Did they call
each other by name? How do you know which military group your attackers were with?
Many respondents were able to provide first names of their attackers both real names and noms de guerre such as Blood, Pepper, Nasty, Bullet,
Cut Hand, Poison, God Father, Rebel Baby, Dry Gin, Rambo and Commando Around the World. While one woman was gang-raped by eight
members of the RUF, she only named one perpetrator: "His name is Body
Naked and if I see him now I will identify him." Several women offered
the full names of their attackers as well as descriptions of them.
The affiliation of perpetrators was understood primarily through verbal communication, "They call their leader's name, Foday Sankoh and
their commander Superman;" "They call themselves WTest Side Boys and
they took me to their base and I was with them until I escaped." A twentyfive year-old woman from Port Loko who was captured by the AFRC in
1998 and whose husband was tortured said that the perpetrators referred
to themselves as "our junta the AFRC." Two women specifically identified
members of the Sierra Leone Army, though it is possible that they were
part of the military that turned on the government: "They said they were
the Sierra Leone Military Group."
Dress also played a role in linking individuals to a group in the minds of
those who were attacked. One woman told PHR, "They were running
after us and they were calling Superman, Colonel Issa, and everybody
knows that these people were RUF, because they were always at the bush
and wore T-shirts with "RUF" printed on them. I was given one to wear
by Gold Teetli." A 16-year-old from Port Loko who was gang raped by
five attackers and held for months was able to identify her attackers
"because they were wearing Tupac [Shakur] T-shirts, so I know they were
rebels." The RUF were identified numerous times as wearing red scarves
tied around their heads. "They identify each other by names. One called
himself Abdullah, another Mohammed and the last Sorie. They all had red
cloths on the forehead. The Ex-SLA wore their uniforms and identified
themselves as Ex-SLA," recounted a woman who had been abducted and
gang raped. Another woman who had a similar experience in which she
was jointly attacked by RUF and Ex-SLA claimed: "They had red cloth on
their forehead and call their leaders name, which is Poppeh,208 meaning
Foday Sankoh." Another woman told PHR, "They had red headbands
and green uniforms on and said they were fighting for Foday Sankoh (and)
that they were going to fight until Tejan Kabbah goes away."
Of the 93 survivors of sexual violence interviewed in the PHR survey
The name of Poppeh, apparently a nickname 'for Foday Sankoh, was mentioned by many
women in the questionnaire. While tt was spelled differently by the various researchers, it is
reasonable to assume that they are all referring to the same name.
208
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who were able to identify the affiliation of their perpetrator(s) in the PHR
survey, the RUF was named 63 times, four of which were in complicity
with ex-SLA soldiers. The West Side Boys were named 14 times, the AFRC
eight times, Liberians two times, and the Sierra Leone military twice,
though it is unclear whether their loyalty was with the government at the
time of the attacks. J\!lost attackers identified themselves verbally as well
as by their dress, but also, in the incidents perpetrated by RUF fighters, by
declaring their loyalty to their leader. Several victims concluded the affiliation of their perpetrators because they were "based near by."
While no direct evidence of command responsibility was provided to
PHR, several women pointed a finger at rebel leadership. A 30 year-old
woman from the North who was abducted, raped and beaten by RUF
stated, "I just know that the leader of the fighters is the fault because if
he stopped them, they would never do it - because he supported it that's why."
J\!lany participants were clear about the affiliation of their attackers. It
must, however, be understood that many of the rebel factions collaborating
and loyalties shifted at various times of the war. As such, in some cases, it
rna y be difficult to determine perpetrator affiliation with certainty.

Relationship between Victim and Perpetrator
The complexity of the relationship between victim and perpetrator that
has on occasion developed in the bush must be noted. It has been reported
that some women and girls who were abducted chose to remain with their
captors. There are a number of possible explanations. The PHR survey
revealed that some who became pregnant as a result of rape consider
themselves married to their captors and believe they have no choice but to
remain with their" husbands." Other possible factors contributing to the
reported phenomena of abductees voluntarily remaining with their captors include: identification with the abductor, drug addiction, the more
desirable food options reportedly available in the bush, fear that they will
be rejected by their families and communities if they go home, and the fact
that many abductees, particularly those who were abducted as young girls
are now accustomed to their nevv way of life and surrogate families. 209
For example, one 16 year-old girl from the Port Loko area with no
schooling was raped and abducted by a member of the RUF. She thinks
commanders were aware of the attacks and she "can identify her attacker
beca use she knows his name and he forced her to marry him." \"Vhile she
expressed fear of contracting a disease and of future sexual violence by
combatants, she does not think her perpetrator should be punished now
because he is her legal husband and they have a child together.
PHR conversations Corinne Dufka of Human Rights Watch, January, 2001 and with
NGO representatives who were providing services to returned abductees, .Nlarch 2000.
209
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A 16-year-old from the Eastern area was abducted by the RUF in 1999
with her sister and forced to marry her captor. She also claims the commander was aware of the attack. She does not think her attacker should be
punished because of fear of reprisals and in the spirit of reconciliation:
In the bush he was called Lt. Papay) '.' He said they were Niosquito)s
group. That he was pure rebel and would marry me and carry me into
the bush and live with me there because they are bad people and u/ant to
destroy me and even the country.

What Perpetrators Said During the Attacks
Nlore than half of the women who reported sexual violence answered the
question, "What did [your attackers] say to you, or to each other?" About
a fourth of these reported that their attackers explicitly claimed to be targeting supporters of Pa (Tejan) Kabba. Of these, many women were
directly told to go tell Pa Kabba about what had happened to them: One
woman told PHR 'They told me to go complain to Tejan Kabbah after
they have burnt my clothes and house, then raped me." Another reported
that "they told me if I refuse to lie down (hey will kill me and after they
finished they told me to go and report to Pa Kabba." This was almost
identical to what was reported to PHR by another woman: "They told me
they are going to kill me if I refuse to follow them and they told me to lie
down. They also used all sort of obscene language at me and they told me
to go and tell Tejan Kabba." These remarks suggest that the attacks were
politically motivated.
Other women reported comments made by their attackers that suggest
political motivation. According to one participant, "they asked me,
'whom are you going to vote for?'" Another told PHR "they said they are
coming with their boss Foday Sankoh to take over from Pa Kabbah, and
that we should support them." A 22 year-old woman who was abducted
by the RUF with her husband's other wife quoted her attackers; "We will
never release you until we marry you ... Because Foday Sankoh is not president, that's why we are doing (his to women." Another told PHR "they
said they were fighting because the government was corrupt." A 19 yearold woman was raped along with all seven other female members of her
household. "They were saying we are not ready for disarmament until
they release Foday Sankoh from prison to come to us."
Nlany also reported to PHR that they were threatened with violence or
death by their attackers if (hey did not cooperate, as evidenced by some of
the statements above. A woman from Port Loko whose husband was
beaten, whose sons were abducted and are still missing, and who was
raped along with her daughter and her husband's other wife reported the
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rebels saying to her "that if I don't allow them to rape me they were going 4-2'12-1""
to kill me, so I allowed them."

\Vhy Did Respondents Think Combatants Attacked Women?
In response to the question posed by the PHRJUNAlv1SIL team, "Why do
you think combatants did these things - sexually abusing women and girls
- during this war?" the majority of women did not reply or stated that they
did not know. Many of those who answered gave the question over to God,
saying only God knew why the assailants did those things. Among those
who ventured an opinion, most maintained that the combatants targeted
women because women are weak, they cannot fight back, or run away.
Some women stated simply that the men wanted sex. A smaller, but significant, group of respondents indicated that the men committed acts of sexual violence because they did not respect women or their mothers. Other
women cited the sense of omnipotence felt by their attackers. As one
woman explained, "They are rebels. They could do anything." Another
said, "because they wanted young women and they have money and guns."
Several responses suggested the actions of the perpetrators were strategic: "They use women as human shields in their campaign against the government and whenever they have planned attacks women lead in order to
be spies." "They know what they did it for - they hold the gun and their
motive was to see women and rape them."

Women's Concerns about the Future and about Their Health
The majority of women who responded to the two questions about their
biggest worrtes about the future in general and about their health referred
to the financial and personal insecurity they faced as a result of the war.
WTomen expressed fear that the war would not end and that they would
experience future attacks and abuse. They spoke of their lack of livelihoods, homes, and husbands to provide for them. As one woman told
PHR "Presently my husband is no more. Who will take care of me in the
future? They have looted my properties and I do not have anything for
now." A number of women expressed fear about how they would provide
for themselves or for their children, including offspring from the rapes
they experienced. One woman told PHR, "I am homeless, bankrupt, and
where can I get help to take care of my unborn child?"
In their responses about overall worries about the future, some respondents linked their fears about their vulnerability as "violated" women
without a male partner or family with concern about their health:
There will be no better future for me because I am broken. No man will
marry me or take me seriously. I don't want to become sick, to get what
they call AIDS. People wIll begin'to say a lot about me if they know
what happened to me.
78
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The concern about having contracted a sexually transmitted disease or
AIDS vvas a prominent concern expressed by several participants in
response to the question about specific health worries. Women described
experiencing diffuse abdominal and pelvic pains and expressed worry that
these represented sexually transmitted diseases. Yet, they were afraid of
the stigma associated with seeking help for rape-related health problems:
I don)t want to have AIDS. I am afraid to go to the hospital. I don)t
u/ant people to know zfit is true that I have AIDS. I don)t know tuhether
I have AIDS or not.

Other women expressed a desire for medical treatment, but spoke of their
lack of access to medical assistance at the IDP camps. :Nlany of the respondents, both those who had directly suffered sexual trauma and those who
had not, spoke in general terms of being physically and mentally sick, but
with little hope of receiving necessary medical care.
In addition to the series of open-ended questions asked by PHR of
those who survived sexual violence, all participants were given the opportunity to provide additional comments at the end of the interview.
Many respondents expressed a strong desire for an end to the war so
they can return home and resume their previous routine including work,
food and housing: "I want the government to help with all possible means
to put an end to this war. I am fed up being displaced. I want to go back. I
want perfect peace so that our children can go back to school and we
would no longer have fear."
Many, however, did not know the state of their homes, which they
feared or knew had been burned or looted: "When the rebels attacked us
at night, I left naked and ran into the bush. They burned and looted everything in our house." In the camps many women have little to do but
gather firewood to occupy their time, which some sell to earn money.
Some complained of food shortages and lack of access to medicines: " I
worry about my daughter because she never discloses anything about her
experience when she was abducted. I want the government to help me
with money so that I will be able to take her to the hospital for medical
check up since she refuses to talk to me. I need clothes for my children and
also for myself." Another expressed her desperation:
Since four years back they abducted my son - until no'w I don)t know if
he)s dead or alive. I want to see him. The condition we are living in is
deplorable. \Ve are praying and asking for rapid deployment - we want
to return. There is nothing to live on unless the mere bulgur. A1y sides
are paining me from laying on the ground - we have no place to sleep.

A number of women who had lost their husbands in the war stressed the
need for education and skills training' for women and assistance in sup-
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porting their children: "Now that they have killed my two children and
also my husband is dead, how am I going to maintain the other children as
we need assistance?"
Now I have lost my husband so I do not have a husband. I have no
money. I am also an old woman. All that I had was lett to the mercy of
the rebels because I had to run when they were behind us. As you can
see, my feet are swollen, I cannot walk - I cannot do anything. The first
thing is that I do not have money - If I had money I would start doing
something. All I can say now is that I wish the war would end.

Women requested loans for business purposes, as well as a need for assistance with school fees so they could send their children back to school:
"We are praying that this war ends. We will also like to see rehabilitation
take place in our community. We want our homes rebuilt, but most of all
education for our children. We know that once they are educated, they in
return will help build our nation." Several women not only recognized the
importance of education for the long-term success of the country, but
specifically noted education for girls:
We want education in our land. The saying goes that when you educate
a woman, you educate a nation. We want our girl children to go to
school, learn skills - and even we parents, if need be. \\7e want loan
schemes because some of us were traders, but today the rebels have suffered us.

Many of the additional comments could be categorized to reveal the most
common concerns among IDP women who did not report sexual violence.
The preva~ling response was a desire for the war to end (168/424): "Niy
heart's desire now is to see that the war ends so that we can go back home.
Those who took the guns on us, we want God to take the guns from them
so that we can go to our homes in peace." A quarter (108/424) said that
they wanted to return home: "Only begin the perpetrators to come out of
the bush and lay down their weapons for us to go home - we're homesick." Education for children was also mentioned (30/424) - and education/skills for the participant by (10/424). A thirty-four year-old woman
with five young children who had been displaced since January 1999 and
is separated from her husband said that she "needs help from any NGO to
set up women's groups for the promotion of women's activities to become
self-reliant. "
Fifty-eight women expressed a need for clothing, food or other household items including pots for cooking, utensils and bedding. Twenty
requested financial assistance and 15 medical assistance. Fifteen requested
assistance with building and repair.
Of those who reported sexual 'Jiolence, 79 provided additional comments. The comments they provided were related to the preceding ques80
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tions which focused on details about their perpetrator and their concerns
about their health and their future. The most common comments among
this group also had to do with a desire for an end to the war and for going
home. Other concerns cited in descending order of frequency were:
health/medical, schoolingltraining, clothing, shelter, cooking tools, financial supportlloans, child care, food, family tracing, justice, and fear of
future attacks. "Help me with school fees as I want to be a lawyer in the
future. My mother is poor and do not have money. Protect women also."
Nlany of these women also asked for assistance to simply begin
rebuilding their lives, in some cases their pleas reflect an acute helplessness and desperation more evident among those who reported sexual
violence. Many have lost their husbands, their homes, their children,
their possessions and in some cases their ability to work due to disability
and disease. "I am going to let the human rights people help me for medication. I am slowly dying - please help." "Let the government and other
NGOs decide on any help for us." "We have suffered greatly during this
war - even something to eat and wear we do not have, so please help
us." "Provide enough medicines because only panadol (paracetamoFlO)
is available. Rebuild our homes, send doctors who are very well with
their jobs." "Please UNAMS1L, help us. \Ve are tired of this war. We
want to return back. Please UN come help us with this war - help us
return to our h omes. "
Even those who felt less defeated pleaded for help: "I am thanking all
those who ask you people to come and interview us about our experiences
in the war in Jesus name. I greet them all. I pray God will touch the heart
of the human rights people to think of our plight and bring immediate
help for us."
f
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v. APPLICATION OF RELEVANT
INTERNATIONAL LAW
The acts of sexual violence, killings, and torture documented in this report
that were perpetrated against civilians in Sierra Leone are crimes against
humanity and war crimes as defined by international legal standards. 211
Traditionally, rape and other forms of sexual violence were regarded as
legitimate spoils of war, and sexual access to the vanquished women
viewed as an incentive to capture a town. During the Nliddle Ages,
wartime rape was increasingly prohibited, though rarely punished. Sexual
violence was generally viewed as an unfortunate but inevitable byproduct
of war. Although evidence of rape, enforced prostitution, sexual slavery,
forced abortion, forced pregnancy, forced sterilization, sexual mutilation,
and sexual humiliation was entered into the official transcripts of the
Nuremberg and Tokyo War Crimes Trials held after World War II,
attempts to prosecute the crimes were very limited. m
As recent events in such conflicts as those in the former Yugoslavia and
Rwanda have demonstrated, sexual violence is increasingly used as a powerful weapon of war, a means to cause serious bodily and mental harm to
not only women, but to all members of the opposing group. Rape and
other forms of·sexual violence, including reproductive crimes, are now
regarded as means of inflicting terror and destruction upon the civilian
population and the armed forces protecting them. 213 Partly as a result of
reports of women being detained and systematically raped in the Balkan
conflict and during the Rwanda genocide, the international community
has recognized these acts as serious crimes which merit prosecution and
punishment. This acknowledgement has led to the inclusion of genderbased crimes in not only the Statute of the International Criminal Court,
but also the Statutes of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia 214 and International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. 215 Several
judgments rendered by these tribunals have recognized various forms of
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (adopted 7/17/98). See www.
untreaty.un.org/English/notpubllrome-en.htm

21l

See Askin,K.D., War Crimes Against Women: Prosecution
Tribunals (1997).

212

In

International War Crimes

See discussion in Askin, K.D., "Women and International Humanitanan Law," in Askin,
K. & Koenig, D., eds. Women and InternatlOnal Human Rights Law, vol. I, 1999.
213

Statute of The InternatlOnal Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (adopted
5125/93) www.un.org/icty

214
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sexual violence as instruments of genocide, means of torture, crim.:z.-"'I '?
agamst humamty, and war crImes, regardless ot the nature of the conthct
as international or internaU: 6 Sexual violence, including rape and sexual
slavery, is specifically included in the Statute of the Special Court for
Sierra Leone.

Humanitarian law
The legal instruments that constitute what is referred to as international
humanitarian law, or laws of war, set out protections that apply in times
of conflict. These overlap and supplement the protections offered by
human rights law.
In the case of an internal conflict, such as the one in Sierra Leone, the
protections that exist are less complete. Nonetheless, rape, extrajudicial
killing, and torture are clearly prohibited under any circumstance. The origin of these standards is codified in Article 3 common to all four of the
1949 Geneva Conventions, which afford protections to civilians, prisoners
of war, and others rendered hors de combat in internal armed conflicts. 217
The 1977 Additional Protocol I which regulates international armed conflicts and Additional Protocol II, which regulates non-international armed
conflict, expand on these protections. 218 Sierra Leone is a party to all four of
the 1949 Geneva Conventions l19 and both Additional Protocols. no
Common Article 3 which applies to all parties in internal conflicts such
as Sierra Leone's, prohibits "violence to life and person, in particular murder of all ~inds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture" and "outrages
upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment."
Additional Protocol I that regulates international armed conflict specifies
that "Women shall be the object of special respect and shall be protected in
particular against rape, forced prostitution and any other form of indecent
215 Statute of The International CIlmlDal Tribunal for Rwanda (adopted 11/8/94). See
WWW.lctr.org

See especially Prosecutor v. Jean-Paul Akayesu, Judgement, ICTR-96-4-T, September 2,
1998; Prosecutor v. Anto Furund'lfa, Judgement, IT-95-17/1-T, December 10, 1998; Prosecutor v. ZeJnil Delallc et aI., Judgement, IT-96-21-T, November 16,1998; Prosecutor v.
Kunarac et al., Judgement, IT-96-23-T & IT-96-23/1-T, February 22, 200l.
216

See e.g., Geneva Convention (IV) Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons
War, August 12, 1949, 75 UNTS (1950) 287-417.
217

1D

Time of

1977 Geneva Protocol II Additional to the Geneva Convennons of 1949, and Relating to
the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts, June 8, 1977, 1125 UNTS
(1979) 609-99 [hereinafter AdditIOnal ProtocolIIJ. Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of August 12, 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Internatlonal
21S

Armed Conflicts June 8, 1977 [hereinafter Additional Protocol I].
219

SuccessIOn: June 10, 1965

220

Ratified: October 21,1986
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assault. "221 Additional Protocol II which applies in certain internal armed
conflicts expands upon and explicitly forbids "violence to the life, health
and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular murder as well
as cruel treatment such as torture, mutilation"m and "outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment, rape,
enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault."223 The jurisprudence of the ICTY and ICTR has reinforced the principle that serious violations of these provisions constitute war crimes. As such, the acts of rape,
killing and torture documented in this report, which were committed with
a nexus to the armed conflict, are war crimes and international crimes prosecutable regardless of the presence of an armed conflict if committed in the
context of crimes against humanity or genocide.

Human Rights law
Sierra Leone has signed or ratified several international human rights
treaties that prohibit the abuses committed against civilians documented
in this report. These include the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),224 the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT)/25 and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). 226 These treaties protect the
right to life, and the right to be free from torture and arbitrary detention.
Sierra Leone is also a party to the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW).227
International human rights Taw distinguishes certain rights as non-derogable. These must be respected in all circumstances including times of conflict. The right to life is one such right and is set out in the ICCPR228 and,
in the case of children, the CRC.229 Another non-derogable right identified
in the ICCPR is the right to be free from torture. 230 This right is set out in
more detail in the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. Sexual violence including rape is
221 Additional Protocol 1, Article 76 (1)
Additional Protocol II, Article 4(2)(a).
223 Ibid, article 4(2)(e).

m

224

Acceded: August 23, 1996.

225 Signed: March 18, 1985; ranfied by parliament March 1,2001
226 Signed: February 13,1990; ratified: June 18, 1990
227Signed: September 221,1988; Ratified: November 11,1988. Slerra Leone's initial and second and third periodic reports were due December 11, 1989,1993 and 1997 respectively
228 ICCPR, Article 6(1)
229

CRC, Arncle 6(1)

230 ICCPR, Article 7
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also recognized as a form of torture in reports by tne Special
on Tonure, and in cases before the European Commission on Human
Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights.
The Slavery Convention defines slavery as "the status or condition of a
person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised. "231 As recognized in the Kunarac Case, indicia of
slavery may include "sex; prostitution; and human trafficking" as well as
"control of sexuality. "232 The case stood for the proposition that enslaving
women and girls and subjecting them to rape constituted sexual slavery.
Also, article 8 of the ICCPR states that "No one shall be held in sen,ritude"233 and prohibits forced labor. 234

Non-State Actors
Regarding international humanitarian law, the provisions of Common
Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions apply to all parties to a conflict, this
includes armed opposition forces such as the RUF and the AFRC. As such,
these non-state actors may be held accountable for their violations of
international humanitarian law. 235
The Kunarac Case in the ICTY recently emphasized that under international humanitarian law, the "presence of a state official or of any other
authority-wielding person in the torture process is not necessary for the
offense to be regarded as torture. "236 Thus, whereas human rights law
might require state action or sanction of torture, international humanitarian law and international criminal law does not. This is consistent with
the Statut~ for the International Criminal Court, which also deleted the
state-actor requirement. 237 All persons, regardless of whether acting in an
official capacity or not, can and should be held individually criminally
liable for international crimes, including war crimes and crimes against
humanity. The perpetrators of the crimes documented in the PHR survey
can and should be prosecuted for their crimes.
The PHR study documented that 6% of abuses were committed by
government forces However, most abuses for which the affiliation of perpetrators was identified were committed by the RUF or unspecified rebels
m Slavery Convention Article 1(1) www.hn.ca/uninfo/treaties/28.shtml

232 Kunarac et ai, paras. 542-43.
233 ICCPR, Article 8(2)
234 ICCPR Article 8(3)
235

E/CNA/2001173 Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence against women,

its causes and consequences Violence against women perpetrated and/or condoned by
the State during times of armed conflict (1997-2000)
, "6
_0

Kunarac et al., para. 496.

237

Rome Statute untreaty.un.org/English/notpubl/rome-en.htm
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(86%). As an armed opposition group, the RUF is not a party to the
human rights instruments above, however the characteristics of the RUF
and the nature, pattern, and seriousness of the abuses are such that the
RUF may be held to the standards contained therein.

The Special Court for Sierra leone
Background
At the request of the Government of Sierra Leone, the United Nations proposed establishing an international court for prosecution of those responsible for the commission of atrocities during the war. UN Security Council
Resolution 1315, adopted on August 14,2000, requested negotiations for
creation of a court to prosecute "crimes against humanity, war crimes and
other serious violations of international humanitarian law, "233 and to try
those "persons who bear the greatest responsibility"239 for these crimes.
Following negotiations, it was determined that the court for Sierra
Leone would differ from the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda in several ways.
The Sierra Leonean Court would be based on a treaty or agreement
between the United Nations and Sierra Leone. As such, unlike the ICTY
and ICTR, it cannot assert primacy over national courts of other states
nor can it order accused individuals located in another state to surrender.
Staff for the Special Court, including the judges and prosecutors, will be
composed of both Sierra Leoneans and people from other countries. 240 The
Court's subject matter jurisdiction will include acts in violation of international humanitarian law as well as certain crimes under Sierra Leonean law. 241
The Special Court will try cases of events occurring since November 30,
1996. 242 Although the conflict started in 1991, it was believed that extending the temporal jurisdiction to that time would impose too much of a
burden on the court.
Security Council Resolution 1315 refers to voluntary contributions of
funds, services and equipment/lJ implying that the Security Council
intended this to be the primary method of meeting the Special Court's
233 UN Secunty Council Resolution 1315, adopted on August 14, 2000 Available at
www.un.org/Docs/scres/2000/res1315e.pdf.

239 Agreement between the United Nations and the Government of Sierra Leone on the Establishment of a Special Court for Sierra Leone, Article 1 AvaIlable at: www.un.org/Docs/sc/
reports/2000/915e. pdf.

240 Ibid Arts 2

& 3

Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone. Article 1 Available at www.un.org/Docs/scl
reports/2000/915 e. pdf.

241

This is the date of the signing of the Abidjan accords, the first peace agreement between
the RUF and the Sierra Leonean Government.

242

243 UN Security Council Resolution 1315 8(c)
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costS. 244 The UN Secretariat's Office of Legal Affairs has estimated that the
Special Court's budget for the first three years will be about $57 million of
which some $16.8 million will be required for the first year of operation. 245 As of the end of November 2001, the UN had received contributions for $14.8 million for the Court's first year. It had only received
pledges for some $20.4 million for the next two years. Initial steps toward
the establishment of the court have taken place despite lack of funding. 246

Gender-Based Crimes in the Special Court
The Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone explicitly includes gender-based violence in its definition of several categories of crimes that the
Court has the power to prosecute.
The Statute, in its listing of Crimes against Humanity, includes "rape,
sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy and any
other form of sexual violence"247 as prosecutable crimes when "committed ... as part of a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian
population. "248
The Court also expressly includes "rape, enforced prostitution and any
form of indecent assault"249 as violations of humanitarian law as enshrined
in Common Article 3 and Additional Protocol II.250 As mentioned above,
the court has the power to try certain offenses under Sierra Leonean law.
Some of these may be used to prosecute gender-based violence against girls
under the age of fourteen. 251
The term "systematic" requires a qualitative judgment by adjudicators
as to active and passive complicity and the extent to which these crimes
were committed. It is important to consider the high rate of sexual violence documented by the PHR survey. The frequency of sexual violence
and other human rights abuses, especially those committed by the RUF,
suggests that commanders are likely to have been aware of the crimes perpetrated by the forces under their command.
Amnesty International, Sierra Leone: Renewed Commitment Needed to End Impunity,
24/0912001 Available at www. web.amnesty.org/aldoc!aidoc_pdf.nsf/index/AFR51 007200 1
ENGLISH/$File/AFR5100701.pdf p.7
244

245

Ibid, p.9

UN Daily Briefing, "Annan Authorizes Planning Mission for Sierra Leone Court", January
3,2002, http://wvvw.un.orglNews/ossg/hl1ites.htm.
246

Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone Art 2 (g) Available at www.un.org/Docs/scl
reports12000/915e. pdf
24"7

"48

- , Ibid, Arncle 2 chapeau

249 Ib id, Article 3 (e)
250

Ibid, Article 3 chapeau

251

Ibid, Article 5
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The Truth and Reconciliation Commission
The Lome Peace Agreement of July 7, 1999, provides for the establishment of a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) to "address
impunity, break the cycle of violence, provide a forum for both the victims
and perpetrators of human rights violations to tell their story [and] get a
clear picture of the past in order to facilitate genuine healing and reconciliation"252 by addressing human rights violations committed from the start
of the conflict.
Enacted in 2000, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act253 provides more detail about the TRC, which will look at cases occurring prior
to the signing of the Lome Agreement. As part of its mandate to "work to
restore the human dignity of victims and promote reconciliation, "254 the
TRC will pay "special attention to the subject of sexual abuses."255 Some
education efforts about the TRC have begun 256 and preliminary steps
towards selection of Commissioners and preparation of a budget have
been taken. 257 The TRC, however, is not expected to begin operations until
after the elections in 2002. Most importantly, the nature of the relationship between the TRC and the Special Court has not yet been resolved. 25s
It will be particularly important for both the Court and the Commission to consult with and hire persons with expertise in and sensitivity to
gender-related crimes, including sexual violence and to ensure the protection of women that come forward to testify.

•

252 Peace Agreement Between The Government Of Sierra Leone And The RevolutlOnary
United Front Of Sierra Leone Art. XXVI http://www.sierra-leone.org/lomeaccord.html

253 The Truth and Reconciliation Commission Act 2000. Available at www.sierraleone. orgltrcacat2 000 .html

254 TRC Act Part III 6 (2)(b)
255 TRC Act Part III 6 (2)(b)
256 http://www.sierra-leone.org/trc.html
257 Eleventh Report of the Secretary-General on the Umted Nanons Nl1ssion in Sierra Leone
p.7 www.un.org/Docs/sc/reports/2001/857e.pdf

•

258 Amnesty International, Sierra Leone: Renewed Commitment Needed to End Impunity,
24/09/2001; pp. 13-14 www.web.amnesty.org/aidoc/aldoc_pdf.nsflindex/AFR510072001
ENGLISH/$File/AFR5100701.pdf
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VI. RESPONSES TO THE SIERRA LEONE
COMPLEX HUMANITARIAN EMERGENCY
Humanitarian Assistance
Numerous non-governmental and international organizations are working in Sierra Leone to address the complex humanitarian emergency that
has emerged from the ongoing conflict. These groups are doing their best
to provide a range of basic services under extremely difficult conditions.
There are, however, significant gaps in services due to funding, coordination and security problems. The task is made all the more challenging by
the frequent movement of populations including the periodic surges of
returnees from neighboring countries. United Nations Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Assistance (UNOCHA) is the lead coordinating
body for humanitarian relief in Sierra Leone with Sierra Leone's National
Committee for Relief Reconstruction and Rehabilitation (NCRRR).
After the peace process deteriorated in May 2000 most relief agencies
were forced to evacuate the country and humanitarian assistance temporarily ceased. Relief activities resumed, however, in the second half of
2000 as agencies regained access to affected areas. The cease-fire agreements between the RUF and the Government of Sierra Leone as well as the
recent opening ~f roads has allowed much improved access to areas of the
country previously beyond the reach of aid agencies. 259
Numerous agencies are working to build shelter; feed and provide
healthcare for the displaced; reintegrate adult and child soldiers; reunite
families; care for orphans; mitigate the ill effects of the civil war, particularly for children, women and the injured; provide food security; educate
the population and rebuild the infrastructure of the country.260 Meeting the
food needs of the displaced, one of the greatest challenges to the relief
community, has been managed by four implementing agencies: Care,
Catholic Relief Services (CRS), World Vision and the UN World Food Program (WFP). The provisions of shelter, education and healthcare have also
been priorities.
Basic health services are offered in clinics set up temporarily in some
IDP and demobilization camps by organizations such as International
259

Sierra Leone-Complex Emergency SituatlOn Report #1 (FY2001), April 20, 2001 p 1.

260 For a more detailed list of organizations working in Sierra Leone specifically on the issue
of sexual violence, see Appendix C.
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Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC), Nledecins sans Frontieres (MSF),
the International rvledical Corps (INIC), and the International Rescue
Committee (IRC), though like the PHUs they suffer from a shortage of
trained staff, equipment and medications. 201 Some of those who vvere
maimed in the fighting or who had their limbs amputated by rebel forces
have received more comprehensive assistance from various NGOs including Handicap International (HI), MSF, and Christian Children's Fund
(CCF). Such programs involve reconstructive surgery, prostheses, physical
therapy, counseling and vocational training.
Despite several rebel incursions, the capital, Freetown, has been one of
the most secure areas in the country and provided a base for the various
aid organizations working in Sierra Leone. This concentration of services
has led to problems of coordination in the \XTestern area, as well as inadequate services in the provinces, although both issues are beginning to be
addressed as the security situation continues to stabilize. 262 UNOCHA and
UNHCR are making significant progress in developing maps on who is
doing what and where in the humanitarian arena. The maps of individual
international non-governmental organizations are now available, in electronic form, at the Humanitarian Information Center in Freetown.
NCRRR is providing emergency recovery funding and technical support in over one-third of the country, which is accessible in the following
sectors: agriculture, capacity building, community infrastructure, education and health facilities rehabilitation water and sanitation, and roads.
Relief agencies, with the support of international donors, are also
responding to the needs of half a million refugees in Guinea by setting up
camps and ~roviding food, medical care and education. 263

International Community Response to the Crisis in Sierra leone
Though a number of international and non-governmental organizations have
had operations on the ground providing humanitarian and development
assistance for decades, the international community has been particularly
active in promoting peace in Sierra Leone since the signing of the Lome
Accord in 1999. Efforts to end the crisis have included strengthening the UN
peacekeeping mission, taking concerted action to curb the trade in diamonds
used to procure arms, supporting the demobilization effort, and resolving to
establish a Special Court for Sierra Leone in an effort to end impunity.
The United Kingdom (UK) has played a particularly prominent role in
the marked improvements in the security situation over the past year. The
Dunng a March 2000 investigation, PHR observed that many climes had no gloves,
antibiotics or antibiotic cream.

261

262

USAID, BHR, OFDA, Humanitarian Sltuation Report #1, October 3, 2001.

263

USAID, BHR, OFDA, Situation Report #1, October 3, 2001.
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UK sent a team of Special Forces in response to the May 2000 crisis. Since
then, the British have maintained a high-profile military presence and are
actively screening new recruits and training the new Sierra Leonean army.
While the United States has declined to send American soldiers to Sierra
Leone, in an effort to build regional peacekeeping capacity the US has
trained battalions of peacekeepers in Nigeria, SenegaF64 and Ghana who
could serve under the West African Regional Peace Keeping Force (ECO:NI0G) and/or or the United Nations Department of Peace Keeping Operations (UNDPKO) in the future, and has provided logistical and technical
support to UNAMSIL and ECOMOG.
The US and the UK have also assumed a leadership role within the UN
structure to address conflict diamonds as well as the invol vement of
Charles Taylor and Liberia in the conflict.
While many developed countries have been active diplomatically and
through humanitarian efforts, only developing countries including: Nigeria, India, Kenya, Jordan, Zambia, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Ghana, Guinea,
and Nepal have contributed troops to the peacekeeping force.

Multilateral and Bilateral Support
While the international community is actively engaged in ending the conflict and is funding UNA:NISIL in the amount of millions of dollars per
day, Sierra Leone has historically received inadequate humanitarian and
development assistance. 265 Of over $64 million requested by UN agencies
for humanitarian assistance for Sierra Leone in 2000, only 65% was
funded through contributions - and a portion through carry-over funds
for the previous year. The increased appeal (CAP) of $74 million in 2001
was also underfunded by 35 %, or approximately $26 million. 266 Most
donors channeled assistance to Sierra Leone through either the United
Nations agencies or international NGOs, rather than through bilateral
assistance given the weak state of the government. The primary donors
involved in Sierra Leone are the European Union, The African Development Bank, The United Kingdom Department for International Development (DFID), The United States Agency for International Development
(USAID), and the World Bank. The \Vorld Bank's activities have focused
on agriculture, education, infrastructure and health. In addition to advising the government on economic reform, the Bank has provided funds of
over $650 million to various initiatives since 1995 267 and manages the
264 Fisher-Thompson, ], US Aid West African Force in Sierra Leone on Track
www.reliefweb.lnt/w/rwb.nsf/s/440FC9976409CA70C125 6AID003CB44 7

265 Pratt p. 24
266 2001 UN Consolidated Inter-Agency Appeals for Humanitarian Assistance Summary of
Revised Requirements and Contributions by Affected Country/Region. November 6, 2001.

267 World Bank web site www.worldbank.org, Countries: Sierra Leone
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trust fund for the DDR process. 263 Among the largest government donors
of assistance to Sierra Leone are the US, UK, Norway, Germany, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, France, Denmark and the Netherlands. The European
Commission has earmarked 15.5 million Euros in 2001 to meet the needs
of refugees, ID Ps and host communities in Sierra Leone and Guinea. In
both countries funds are channeled through partner organizations including Premiere Urgence, Action Contre La Faim, Enfants Refugies du
Monde, Oxfam, International Medical Corps (IMC) and the International
Federation of the Red Cross which are providing food, water and health
care to the targeted population, assistance for IDPs, assistance for humanitarian agencies working on the ground, and special support for children,
amputees and war-affected women. 269
\\Thile the international community has provided increased humanitarian aid, particularly in 2001 in response to the refugee crisis in Guinea,
many urgent humanitarian and development needs remain unmet due to
the sheer scale and complexity of the crisis. Furthermore, Sierra Leone has
historically received less development assistance in real terms and per
capita than other nations in the region. In fact, official development assistance figures reveal that aid to Sierra Leone declined from $133.4 million
($30.6 per capita) in 1992 to $106.3 ($21.9 per capita) million in 1998. 270
Though countries including the US may have hesitated to invest in a country wracked by political instability and corruption, now that the security
situation is improving, it is vital that Sierra Leone receive strategic capital
infusions in order to consolidate the delicate peace.
The current level of international involvement coupled with the relatively conc,iliatory position of the RUF offers the most optimistic outlook
for peace in years. With active support for development and good governance by the international community, Sierra Leone with all its potential
could become a model for the positive involvement of the international
community. In the absence of adequate funding, it is likely that conflict in
the country could reoccur as well as a broadening of the conflict in the
region with serious humanitarian and security implications.
In addition to short-term engagement to enforce peace and longer-term
development and nation building efforts to foster a climate less conducive
to conflict, there is a particular need for greater assistance for women and
girls who, even before the war, were disadvantaged due to discriminatory
laws and cultural practices. Women and girls who have lost their fathers,
sons and husbands due to the war are now heading households with
severely limited resources while trying to recover from displacement and
World Bank, "Fact Sheet: Sierra Leone Disarmament Program and Donor Conference"
Washington DC June 5 2001 Available at www.woridbank.org/afr/sLpcfactsheet.pdf.
268

269
770

IRIN-WA, "ECHO Director Visits Guinea, Sierra Leone," May 16, 2001.
.

- UNDP, Human Development Report 2000.
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human rights abuses. Funding is urgently required for medical treatment,
housing and skills training for survivors of sexual violence and for
improved education, law enforcement, and judicial processes in order to
better protect the population from sexual violence in the future.

United States Assistance
The US Government has provided more than $300 million in humanitarian assistance to Sierra Leone since the war began ten years ago from a
number of departments within the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) and the US Department of State. These include: the
Office of Food for Peace (USAID/FFP), the Africa Bureau (USAID/AFR),
and the Bureau of Population, Refugees and Ivligration (State/PRM). The
total USAID humanitarian assistance in FY 2000 was nearly $40 million. 271 The total US Government humanitarian assistance to Sierra Leone
for FY 2001 was over $75 million. That figure includes approximately
$20 million in support for humanitarian assistance programs m in agriculture, health, IDP resettlement, nutrition, shelter, water/sanitation, and
education and training for ex-combatants, as well as electoral/political
processes support and support for the reconciliation process, including
human rights; $37.3 million in food assistance,273 and nearly $10 million
for programs to assist returning refugees. 274
The US also provided substantial support for Sierra Leonean refugees in
Guinea. In addition to $60 million provided in response to UNHCR's
Global Appeal for Africa for 2001, which was not earmarked, as well as
$33 million earmarked for West Africa, over $22 million was allocated in
2001 (more than twice last year's figure) to address the refugee crisis in
Guinea largely through international non-governmental organizations. 275
Programs in Guinea and Sierra Leone addressing war-affected women that
received funding from PRM in 2001 include the Center for Victims of Torture (approximately $1.5 million) for psycho-social assistance to traumatized refugees in Guinea and Sierra Leone, the IRC (approximately
$250,000 for programs addressing sexual and gender-based violence, and
IMC ($725,000) for gynecological surgeries. 276
US AID Pledges $2 million to Sierra Leone to Aid War-Affected, USAID Press Release June
27,2000.

271

m Organizations receiving US funds include: Action Contre La Faim, Africare, CARE, CRS,
Merlin, International Medical Corps, UNICEF, World Vision, and WFP.
273

Food assistance is distributed between WFP, CRS, CARE, and World Vision

274

Sierra Leone-Complex Emergency Situation Report #1 (FY2002), October 3, 2001. P.12

From a phone conversation with Mary Lange of PRM/State, October 26, 2001. Organizations receivlDg PRM funds in Guinea and Sierra Leone include: UNHCR, 10M, WFP,
UNICEF, WHO, OCH.'\, FAO, ICRC, Center for ,victims of Torture, WHO, The Red Cross,
Action Comre La Faim, American Refugee Committee, IMC, Save the Children, IRC
275

276

From a phone conversation with Mary Lange of Pfuvl/State, October 26, 2001
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USAID's Office of Transition Initiatives (OTI), is focusing its activiti~ t
on supporting reconciliation and reintegration activities. OTr began
working in Sierra Leone in January, 1997 and will exit in J\Jlarch, 2002
after handing off activities to other donors. In FY 1999, OTI supported
the Sierra Leonean peace process with 232 small grants to civil society
groups working in the areas of human rights, peace building and youth
activism for community development. This assistance for civil society's
peace-building initiatives is particularly related to reconciliation and reintegration of war-torn communities in the provinces, and civic education to
prepare for upcoming elections has been ongoing since FY 2000 and
2001. Also in 1999, OTI sent representatives to the Lome Peace talks. In
2000, at the request of the Sierra Leonean government, OTr provided specific technical assistance to establish the Commission for the Management
of Strategic Resources, National Reconstruction and Development
(CMRRD), the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), and the
Commission for the Consolidation of Peace (CCP).277
OTr has also been supporting a nationwide, non-formal education initiative intended to reach 40,000 ex-combatant and civilian young adults.
This two-year program, which began in January, 2000 combines reintegration orientation and counseling, life-skills training, vocational counseling, agriculture skills and development, civic education, and functional
literacy training. The Youth Reintegration Training and Education for
Peace (YRTEP) program focuses simultaneously on reintegration of excombatants and war-torn communities, and remedial education for youth
who were unable to attend school due to the war. As of August 2001,
36,180 male and female war-affected youth and ex-combatants are participating in the program in over 1750 sites throughout the country. Approximately 18 % of those enrolled were officially discharged combatants. 278
The initiative addressed sexual violence only in one question as part of a
20-minute segment on responsible sexuality, which includes a discussion
question related to sexual violence. 279 This year the program has been
expanded to include a second track of adult non-formal education, aimed
at private and public sector leaders nationwide. So far, 180 civil servants,
traditional and religious leaders, civil society leaders and leaders of professional groups, youth groups and women's groups are participating in
the program. 280 OTI has also funded efforts by the Sierra Leone J\Jlinistry

277

Documents provided to PHR by OTI summarizmg their activities in Sierra Leone

278

Ibid

279

Email correspondence with Patrick Wingate, OTllUSAID to PHR , October 29,2001.

OTT's international implementing partner;; lD Sierra Leone are World Vision, Management
Systems International (NISI), Common Ground Productions, and the International FoundatIOn for Election Systems (IFES).
280
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of Gender and Children's Affairs to create public awareness and build consensus on the role of women as peacemakers and agents of reform.
The OTT FY 2001 budget for Sierra Leone of $3,804,08F8l is divided
between five principal efforts: 282
• Assistance to the Government of Sierra Leone for development of a new
diamond policy and operations to address the conflict diamond problem;
• A continuation of the Reintegration Training and Education for Peace
Proaram·
b
,
• A continuation of funding for a small grant program for civil society's
peace building initiative with an added focus on the reintegration of
war-affected women and girls and the development of community
leadership;283
• Communication support through NCDDR for demobilization, reconciliation, and reintegration, and to media and distance learning support
for OTT's non-formal education program; and
• Co-funding with the UK (DFTD and other USAID offices) to provide
election assistance for national parliamentary, local and paramount
chief elections scheduled to be held in 2001.
The US also pays 27% of the cost of the peacekeeping force in Sierra
Leone. Though it is an assessed contribution, and therefore mandatory,
several holds have been placed on the transfer of funds in the past year.
.Nlost of the funds were ultimately released, however, the problem of
arrears adversely impacted the force and may have hampered the ability of
the UN to get Hrm commitments of troops from member nations. 284

The United Nations
The UN is deeply invested in Sierra Leone with the largest peacekeeping
force in the world and most agencies operational on the ground including:
UNHCR, OCHA, WFP, WHO, UNFPA, UNICEF, and UNDP. UNA.NlSIL is
working to ensure that a human rights perspective is mainstreamed
throughout the system and boasts the first permanent child rights protec281

Sierra Leone-Complex Emergency Situation Report #1 (FY 2001) April 20,2001, p.2.

mIn FY 2000, OTT provided $3,284,000, and in FY 2001 is expected to contribute
$3,770,000.
OTT provided funding for programming for girls and women war vlctims to FAWE
through World Vision, according to PHR correspondence 6/12/01 with Stephen Grant,
USAID Sierra Leone Desk Officer.

283

284 According to the tJN contributions office, as pf August, 2001, the US had paid $44 million for all peacekeeping operations in 2001 and owed $1.8 billion, of which $800 million
was arrears.
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tion officer connected to a UN peacekeeping operation. The UN's recognition of the particular circumstances faced by women in the Sierra Leonean
war is reflected in more recent programs that have been carefully designed
to ensure that the needs of women are addressed. At least 15 projects presented for funding in the Inter-Agency Consolidated Appeal for 2001
focus on the special needs of women. 285 In addition, the United Nations
Special Rapporteur on violence against women, Ms. Radhika
Coomaraswamy, visited Sierra Leone in August 2001.

•
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VII. THE FUTURE FOR WOMEN IN
SIERRA LEONE
Women, already disadvantaged and vulnerable prior to the outbreak of
fighting in Sierra Leone,zs6 have suffered in egregious ways, as documented
in the PHR survey. Many women have lost the protection of husbands,
fathers and sons - the PHR survey revealed that 23 % of IDP women were
widowed or separated due to the war. Not only are women targets of violence simply because of their gender, but the low social status of women
interferes with their ability to obtain treatment and ensure protection from
future attacks, particularly in the climate of social breakdown that has
existed in the country for much of the past 10 years.
Thousands of former combatants who have spent years murdering and
raping are returning to their communities without punishment or accountability for their crimes to live among women and children who are likely
traumatized. The greatest concern consistently expressed by survivors of
sexual violence in interviews with PHR was an extreme fear that the fighters would return to abuse them again. Education for spouses, family members and communities is also important to mitigate social rejection.
The RUF and other factions have been reluctant to release abducted
women and children in spite of their obligation to do so under the Lome
Peace Accord. 2s7 Girls and young women who escaped from the rebels or
who were released, suffer a variety of consequences such as: sexually
transmitted infections (STls), including HIV/AIDS; trauma with symptoms of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (the symptoms of PTSD are: recurrent and intrusive memories of a distressing event (intrusive memories in
the form of visual or auditory flashbacks), persistent avoidance of things
that remind one of that event and hyperarousal, i.e., hypervigilance,
inability to sleep or stay asleep, inability to concentrate, and anxiety;
stigmatization and alienation by their communities and families;
unwanted pregnancies and unsafe and illegal abortions; scarring and serious gynecological problems, such as prolapsed uterus and bladder perforations. 288 Some are pregnant or are now single mothers of so-called" bush
babies. "289 Some women who were raped, now suffer from vesico-vaginal
286 Concillanon Resources, "Gender and Conflict in SIerra Leone," 1997 Available at
Www.c-Lorg/occ_papers/bnefing5.htrn
Peace Agreement Between The Government Of Sierra Leone And The Revolutionary
United Front Of Sierra Leone, Article XXI Available at: www.sierraleone.org/lomeaccord.html
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fistulas (VVF). This condition can leave them incontinent and often renders them social outcasts. 290 UNICEF reported that one 16-year-old who
was gang raped and suffered VVF would not leave the hot, dark hut of her
refugee camp for fear of being teased and humiliated. 291
Many of those who became pregnant as a result of rapes are now faced
with the task of raising their babies as single mothers. :Nlany have few parenting skills, and are limited in their ability to support themselves and
their children. In some cases, families reject either their daughters or their
babies, leaving these young women and their children in extremely vulnerable positions. 292 Some live in fear that the fathers, members of rebel
groups, will come back from the bush to claim their babies. 293
The consequences of human rights abuses including sexual violence are
not merely physical. Previous studies by PHR and others 294 suggest that a
high level of psychological trauma is associated with displacement and
exposure to human rights abuses. A Sierra Leonean psychologist who participated in both investigations reported that most of those she interviewed exhibited acute signs of distress in all four of the following
spheres: physical, cognitive, emotional, and behavioral. Survivors of
abuses spoke to her of numerous physical symptoms - aches, pains, trembling, startle responses to sudden sounds or movement, anxiety attacks,
upset stomachs, elevated blood pressure and excessive fatigue. Additionally, there were cognitive symptoms related to difficulties in decision makSummary report from March 2000 inveStlgatlOn into the medical consequences of human
rights abuses committed during the war in Sierra Leone (available at www.phrusa.orglcampaigns/sierra"Jeone/sierra_tripreport.html) and also World Health Organization, Reproductzve Health during Conflict and Displacement: a gUide for programme managers.
Department of ReproductlVe Health and Research World Health Organization, 2000.
288

289

PHR Summary report from March 2000 investigatlOn.

PHR interview with Rabih Torbay of International Medical Corps, Freetown, March
2000 and January 2001.
290

PHR interView With Glennis Taylor of UNICEF, Freetown, January, 2001; These women
and girls, who are unable to begin to recover from their trauma, could be helped with specialized surgery; there is, however, currently no one in the country With the necessary expertise. A number of organizations including, Mane Stopes, MSF, and INIC have been trying to
secure funding to bnng a gynecological surgeon to the country. IMC has recently applied for
a $300,000 grant from USAID for a range of services for survivors of sexual violence !Dcluding vaginal flstula repair
291

292 Observations of counselors at FAWE and COOPI who had been working with girls who
had become pregnant as a result of rape as told to PHR, March. 2000.

293

Ibid.

PHR, The Taliban's War on Women: a Health and Human Rights Crzsis In Afghanistan,
1998; PHR, Women's Health and Human Rights m Afghanistan A Population-Based Assessment (2001); MSF-Holland, "Assessing Trauma in Sierra Leone :Psychosocial Questionnaire: Freetown Survey Outcomes," 2000. Available at: www.doctorswithoutborders.org/
publications/reports/2000/sierraleone_01-2000 .shtml
294
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ing, poor concentration, memory loss, flashbacks, and confusion. On an
emotional level, many reported symptoms related to depression, anger,
anxiety, fear and resentment. Finally, all reported behavioral changes withdrawal from friends and family, changes in normal behavior patterns,
inability to function the way they did before the war. These symptoms of
distress were particularly remarkable in those women and girls who
reported experiencing sexual violence. 295 These clinical observations are
consistent with the PHR survey findings.

Responses to Sexual Violence in Sierra Leone
Support services for rape survivors in Sierra Leone were, until fairly
recently, virtually non -existent. 296 In response to conflict related sexual
violence, a number of local and international non-governmental organizations have developed services to aid survivors including: medical care, psychological counseling, housing and skills training for young mothers,
family mediation to encourage parents to accept returned abductees, and
public education efforts. These organizations are, however, only able to
assist a fraction of victims. They lack the capacity to address the needs of
the many who have not yet been released able to escape from the rebels
and arrive in Freetown where until recently virtually alF97 of the programs
were based. Even if access to populations in the rebel-held east and north
continues to improve, there is limited infrastructure in place to respond to
the needs of a population which may have experienced particularly high
levels of sexual trauma.
UNICEF has ~een a leader in coordinating services for girls who have
suffered sexual violence. UNICEF reports that two specialized programs
that provided for girls who were raped and have subsequently borne children, have been enormously helpfulY8 Despite the successes of UNICEF,
FAWE, COOPI, ~lSF, I~lC and others, there are no government or UN-led
multi-sectoral efforts in place to prevent or respond to sexual violence in
Sierra Leone.

ObservatlOns made by psychologist Dr. Yinka Akinsulure-Smith, who LDterviewed survivors of abuses on behalf of PHR in March, 2000.

295

Human Rights Watch, Sexual Violence within the Sierra Leone Conflict, February 26,
2001.
2%

297 The IRC has a program servicing Kenema and BO'.
PHR interviews with Glennis Taylor of UNICEF, Freetown, March, 2000 and January,
2001.
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VIII. APPENDICES
APPENDIX A:
Sexual Violence Survey Instrument
Sierra Leonean Women's Health Survey

(PRIMARY PARTICIPANTS ONLY)
lAo

CASE 10

( 1·2,000) ID

18.

Household member Interviewed:

2.

Date of Interview

A
_

. 2001 D\TE

(1Dl)llttlJ

3.

Researcher code

4

Langllage code

5

LocatIon code

6A

Participation Outcome: [Circle ON E] DI.'[( ! ., -: 4:1·'bk ·teJ Sa :'b 5c 5d
Eliglble/Survey Complete = I
Not Eitgible
="
Not A vaJiable
=3
Refusal= 4a=No Time: 4b=Fear Repnsal: J.c=Oppose Study: 4d=No explanatIOn: 4e=Other
Unable to Complete= Sa=lntenl.lpted: 5b=Ernotional: 5c=Safery: 5d= Lack of privacy: Se=Request to stop: 5E=Other
Unable to conduct interView due to language =6

68.

Was pamclpant refelTed to another organizanon(s)') [Circle ONE]

6C

ICD

I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) [CD
_ _ _ _ _ 11,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, II, 12, 13, 14, IS, 16, 17, 18, 19,20)

if yes, which ol'gamzatlOns" (list)

Yes.
No.

I (GO TO Q6C)

1<1;1'1<

o

\VORCj

1) Hello, my name is
1 am working with the UN and Physicians for Human Rights, an
American NCO 1 would like 10 speak to the woman who knows Ihe most about the persons 111 the
household.
[once you have identified the woman ..... continue with introduction]

2) Our purpose: We are gathering information from displaced women, which we hope wlll help to beuer
promote and proteci the health and human rights 0/ women.
3) We are only here to ask questions. fiVe are not here to orov/de humanicarian assistance.

4) Confidentiality We

Will

not report the information zn a way that wzll reveal your iden[zry

5) We vvould like 10 speak to you and perhaps other women in the household. We want to ask/Ou questions
about vour exoerzences dZLrinr; the war
6) We are conductzng rhis survey in many households in Sierra Leone and have chosen your home randomly
from this camp.

7) It is lInportant that we have some privacy for our conversation because some of the questions may be
sensuive
8) JfYOZL do nOI understand a questIOn, please ask me to explain it to you. You are j7-ee to stop at any time
during the interview Ifa question makes you uncomfortable, we will skip the questzon and go to the next
question. Do vou have anv questions before we begin?
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!

What is your tribe? [circle ONE] Enl
Krio
... 1
Temne. . • • . • • • • L..."1
lvlende
:
Limba.
.4
Kana..
...5
Other [SPECIFY]

6

9. I want you to tel! me-- are you married? ..

[READ ALL CHOICES; Circle ONE]

Mi\.R

/Vlarried and living with husband now
1
Never lvlanied
2 (GO TO Q 12)
Separated due to the war
.4
Divorced/separated not because of war
3
Did your husband die because of the war') 5
Did your husband die NOT because of the vvar:) ... 6
II. [IF SHE IS OR WAS EYER MARRIED]

Only WIfe

Are you/were you the only wife?
1

Which wife are/were you ')

First
Second
Third
Fourth..
Other
12. /If/hat is your rellgion?

2

'vV IFN

3
,4

..

5
6 [specify]

_
R[LCi

[Circle ONE]
Muslim..
Christian
.. . . .. .. .. ..
Other [SPECIFY]

.. ...... 1
. .. 2
.. 3

13. What level did you complete in schoof? _ _ _ _ _ _ level
EDU

[number years of school ]

14. What was your job before youjled your home?

_

15. Where were you born [be sure to use correct spelling]

•
A. Province - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B

District

----------------

Chiefdom

_

Lv'ell

Town or Village
E.

IInot born in Sierra Leone, which country?

16. When were you first displaced?

104

_ _ _ _ _ _ year;

_

month
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',ILV

_

17

\'

t

i'Vhere did you live

al

the time before vau were/irst displaced?

A. Province

!J

B. DistriCt

BDC>S

C Chiejdom

E3f)(-.:j---1

D Town or vii/age

B[)('T

"

18 Hov\l many times have youjled the/ighting? (number oftimes)

19. How long have you lived in this camp? number

_

FLED

weeks/months/years [circle one]

"dIME

20. 1 wzll give you four choices to answer this next question about your health. The question is.' 117 the last
2 vears, how has vour general health been? And the/our choices are:
[CIRCLE ONE] (if!
1n the last two years, my health has been Very good
OR -1n the last two years, my health has been Good
OR -In the last two years, my health has been Fair
OR -1n the last two years, my health has been Poor

".1 ... E good-o. 1 noh get wan problem.
.2. . ."Ejine
"".3" ..1 dey manage.
."4".,,.Ebadoff Enohgoodatal!.

Which one of those things Ijust read is most correctjor you? [read choices again if needed]

22.

For this question, again I will read you some choices so you can answer the choice that is most correct
jor you: Hov\l would vou describe vow state o(mll1d since vour displacement.? [Circle ONE]
PS
Is your state
1s your state
1s your state
1s your state

ofmind since
ofmind since
ofmind since
ofmind since

displacement
displacement
dispfacement
displacement

Very good
Good
FClLr
Poor

,,1 ".E good-o I noh get wan probfem.
') "Ejine.
. 3 " .. .1 dey manage.
.. .4 .. ".E bad ojf E noh good at aU

24. Since the war, have vou ever had thoughts that you were better ojfdead') DED
YES
1
NO
0
25 Since the war, htlve you ever tried to hurt yoursef/or end your hfe)

YES
NO.

.1
.0
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26 / am going

iO

read );'OU a Ust of things - F 01' each one, / wanl.vou to tell me ~(that thing would helD vour

state o(mind"

[READ ALL CHOiCES; circle all that apply]

26A Women's support groups
268 Country medicine/ traditional healer
26C Traditional ceremonies
26D ReUgious counseling/support
26E lv/ental health counseling
26F lv/edical assistance
26G Income generating projects
26H Skl/ls traming
261 Education
26J Humanitarian assistance/food & shelter

YES
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

NO
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

c;rl-SC;

C;TRI)
(/1"(']\

co;'RC'S
GMHC
(/;\liS

cacp
C;SKT

(JED 1.'
C~ {! (;"JI

26K Anything else? (Other) [SPECIFY]

•
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28 lYe 11'CII/llo lisk Ii/mlllllu: people li1'ing IN )/OUR j-!OUSE'j-jOLD~'leepinl.: lind eUli!]J;..JIjJder Ihe sumeL!J.QJ.he/c)/'e )'ou were/irst iI/spluced
[fill ill lil'st 3 columlls for each persoll. Arter you complete the lirst 3 columns 1'01' every member of the household, aslc)
Did ilI/)' olthese people experience uny hllll/un rigl/ls obuses since the wor slurled Slich os: heoling,I', gunshol YI'ollluls, lorlure, killing, cup/ure,
Q}2!LIJe.tiQlI, se:;,uo! oli.QlJ.l1Jilc/udil!SLLlJpe, (!!!lPLlIOl~.Qfl!i()lher aouses? Lei 'I' disCLlSS Ihe experiences of one person 01 0 lillie slorling with VOLl
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
_
__
Use coded respollses for alLhousehold members~lJortin s ecilic abuses. Continue 011 next page if need~
i

PerSlHI

r~

SELF

~----

I

1-----

1---1---

CiLN
11

n

lA(d'

I

D=Dead

YES
or
NO

F
01

YLS

I

>~(·):::-o

f-.....

o

, Group,
membership
01 Perpetrator

E_-ffec~s

, Name of
I'erpe[ratl)r

[O,N~ Y If

Aftel',
[DO NOI Rb:AD
CHOICES; list all codes that
apply]

pe"on
NOT here
now:]
Unable [0
flee'l

•

,

L

I

---1-- +-

I

-----+----

.--L

~_L'

1=l3eallng,\HU
2=Gunshot Wound
3=Arnpulatiiln
4=Torlure
5=KIiling
6=Caplured
less
tl1"n I day
7=Sexual assault, No
R"pe,
8=Rape
9=AbduCllou
10= I3nrned dwelliug
11= Lootll1g
12= Olher [SPECIFY]
13=No ]{espouse
14= Dun't Know
99=No Abuse

l

_

Reasollunable
lollee

_

f------

I

II

I

I

I

II

I

I

I

I

II

I

I

I

I

II

I

- - - ,1\'110\1
I=RUF
2=Ab-RC
3=EX-SLA
4=SLA
5=ECOIVIOG
6=UN
7=CDF
8= West Side
Boys
9= O[her
[SPECIFY]

f,"

IVI

o

L

Jid
abusers)
Occur

1+-" - --------- --,-------,----

'Z

><
>-

I~Vhen

---+

- t----- 1---," ,

PFI<S
Husband
l\flother
Fathel
Son a, b,
Doughier d, b"
Sister a, b,
Brulhel a, b
Other Wire a,b
Chrld of othel
wife
Olher I<elative
Non-reldllve

tn

Sl,l,ffer al,1Y, abU,ses lJr,
Vlo!c,1ce by Oll1baldnts)
[DO NOr READ
CIJOICI<~S, Iisl all
codes thell apply]

---t---------I------__+_____

------jl -

>-0
>-0

Di,1 S,",',l1e:h",_
bdVC tdLe-loface conldL'1
Willi
COlllb"laI1b'l

F

-

;:v

Current
age

(ONQ
I~Kilied
2=lnJured
3=Got pregnant
4=Gave birth
5=STls
6=Stigmatized
7= Rejected
8=N[)[hll1g! no problems! no
after ettecls
9=No Response
10=00n't know
11= O[her
[SPECIFY]

WillN

1')\0\1

PUTI
YES=
Unable to

nee
NO=Able to
flee from the
incident, but
NOT in
housellllld
now, at this
camp

YFSccl
~'KHI

RUTI
I=Abuse
caused
injury!dis"brlily
that prevented
travel
2=Krlled due 10
[he abuse
3=ReJeeted
because of
abuse
4=Abducted
5=DeathlDisabl
Iity unrelated to
abuse
6=Don'l Know
7=Other
[SPECIFY1_ _

Sa

5

I

~

~

I'J

e-'

CJ
UJ

,---p~rsl~;-IS;;;:-T-~I~I~I;;--ID.l.JI;-.1s
. . I.I.".~/I.leI,dve Idce-tllage
Idce WllldCt
willi
ulmbaLlnl,]

~

;:v

1.~I.I.y;;;;,"es

.':;-1-

--Slill".
violence by ol1lbatanls)
[nO Nor IlEAD
CHOICES, lisl i111
c,'des IlIill apply)

When JiJ
abusers)
occur

1-

Grm-;;;--.:,
l1lel1lberslilp
of Perpelrator

1-

Ndn\;;;-11
Perpelrator

.Atier.EffeCIS
:
[DO NOT READ
CIIOICES; list all codes that
apply]

rO.N
..LY 1If

pel'sull
NOT here
now:)
Unable 10
lice·)

7J

l<eaSOllllndbk10 Ike

7J
tTl
l'

;.v

>--j

tTl

4

1-------

I

---------j---I-----I----~-_t---------___I-------I---------+

II------

I

---i

II

I

I

t:J
(fl

en
X
C

;.v

I----~_t~-_+___----I--~------+

---------t

I

I

--I

l'

<
o
l'
tTl

L.
()

tTl

I ClU'1

III

'Z:
en
f---<

1

tTl
;, h

7J
7J

r

~I

>l'
tTl

o

Z

YLS,j

tTl

NO·II

YiS
i'H) il
'-------

l

L

,

PMJtvl
-----'-_._

II

nUTI
l=Abuse
causeu
IIljury/disability
thai prevelHed
travel
2=l(illed due 10
[he abuse
3=Rejected
because of
abuse
4=Abducled
5=Dealh/Disabl
Iity llllrelated 10
abuse
6=Oon'( Know
7=Olher
I 1Sl'EC'lEY.L---

Sa

6
~

CN

N
~

Sierra Leonean Women's Health Survey

(PRlLVIARY PARTICIPANTS ONLY)
iD

IA

C~SE

IB

Household member Il1tervlewed:

1

Date of 111CerVIew

1-2,000) lU
H.\]!.

_

- 2001 DXII:

c.

Researcher code

_

4

Language code

5.

LocatlOn code

6A

PartlclpatlOn Outcome: [Circle ONE] UUT< I 2 3 4a ':;11 4(' ':;d 5'1 .'17
5d
Eligible/Survey Complete = I
Not EligIble
=2
Not Available
- j
Ret\.lsal= 4a=No Time: 4b=Fear Repnsal: 4c=Oppose Study: 4d=No explanatIon: 4e=Other
Unable to Complete= 5a=lntemlpted: Sb=Emotional; Sc=Safety: Sd= Lack of pnvacy; 5e=Request to stop; SE=Other
Unable to conduct interVIew due to language =6

6B

Was particIpant I·eferred to another orgamzatlon(s)? [Circle ONE]

6C

If yes, which organizations') (list)

( 1,2, J, 4,5,6) TCD
_ _ _ _ _ ( 1,2, J, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8. 9.10. 11.12. IJ, 14. IS, 16, 17. 18. \9.20) LCD

Yes.
No.

.. IIGOTO Q6C) REFR
... 0

'AORC

1) Hello. my name is
I am working with the UN and PhYSicians for Human Rights, an
American NCO [would like to speak to the woman who knows the most about the persons in the
household
[once you have identitied the woman ..... continue with introduction]
2) Our purpose: I'Ve are gathering information from displaced women, which we hope will help to better
promore and protect the health and human rights of women.
3) We are only here to ask questions. We are not here to provide humanitarian assistance.
4) Contidentiality W€ will not report the mformation in a way that will reveal your identity.
5) We would like to speak to you and perhaps other women in the household We want to ask vou questions
about vour expenences dunng the war
6) We are conducting this survey in many households in Sierra Leone and have chosen your home randomlv
fi-om thiS camp
7) It is important that we have some Qrivacv for our conversatzon because some of the questions may be
sensillve
8) Ifyou do not understand a question. please ask me to explain it to you. You are free to stop at any time
during the interView [fa question makes you uncomfortable. we will skzp rhe question and go to the next
question. Do you have any questions before we begm'?
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44. As a result of the incident, did -"ou seek help for your health? [Circle ONE] SHLP
YES.
..1 (GO TO Q45)
NO...
. .. 0 (GO TO Q50, NEXT PAGE)

4S. /If/here did you seek help for your health)
[READ CHOiCES; circle all that apply]

45A Hospiral
SI!HO
45B Health center
SfIlIC
45C Country medicine / Traditional healer
45D NGOs
SHiVe;
45£ Other [SPECIFYJ

S[/C·~/

S'I-iOT

rTSH\

46. How long after the incident(s) did you seek this help?
days

months

years

_

47 Did you tell the health care provider what happened to you? [Circle ONE]

rHCP

YES
.. 1
N O . . . .. O

SO What has helped you through all this you have suffered?
[DO NOT READ CHOICES; Circle all that apply]
SOA Discussion with other survIvors of sexual violence
SOB Discussions with friends
HLDf
SOC Religion ilLPI.
SOD Discussions with family members
1H..FA
SOE Assistance from NGO workers 11 LNG
SOF A medical care provider llUvL(
SOG Not telling anyone about the incident HLNT
SOH Support of family
HLSF
501 Count!y medicine/ traditional healer
HLcrv[
SOJ Traditional ceremonies Ii LTR
SOK Work/job/employment HL,\VI<
SOL Taking care of household
HLHW
SOM Trying to forget about It
HLFR
SON Other [SPECIFY]

llD

I-lLDS
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IILOr

51 I am gozng to read a list - please leli me which things on thiS list you think vvould help you with your
stelte o/mind and help you cope better with your experience)
[READ ALL CHO[CES; circle all that apply] ('(WL
YES NO
S'),/SCr
51A Womens support groups
I
0
)~TRI)
51 B Countr;.) medicine/ traditzonal healer
I
0
5 I C Traditional ceremonies
STC',P
!
0
5! D Religious counselzng/sllpport
1
S'/?.CS
0
S,:~iliL
51E iviental health counseling
!
0
5,\'1.15
51F iviedical assistance
!
0
51 C income generating projects
S/CP
I
0
51 H Skills training
!
SSKT
0
SE:!.)C
511 Education
!
0
51 J Humal1ltarian assistance/ food & shelter
!
S'HUM
0
51K Other [SPECIFY]
')'OTR

53. Do }iOU thmk your attacker's commander was aware O/hiS attack on you? [Circle ONE] C'\J1DR
YES.
., .. 1
NO
O

54 Should your atlacker(s) be punished/or what thev did to you? [Circle ONE] PUl'i
YES.
..1 (GO TO Q56)
NO..
.0 (GO TO Q55)

55. Why do you say you don't want your attacker to be punished')
[DO NOT READ CHOICES; Circle all that apply]
55A
558
55C
550
55E
55F

Fearofreprisal/revenge
NPIR
Fear of reJection! stigmatization
:'U'SJ
Respondent doesn't want to be reminded of the incident; wants to forget
In the spirit of reconciliation NPRe
No confidence in a system for such punishments
1'; P\C
Other [SPECIFY]

i\P\JF<

>iPOT

GO TO Q58

,
56. Do you think punishment o/perpetrators mightprevent this Fom happening

to

others? [Circle ONE]

PRE\'

YES.
NO

.1
.. O

57. O/all those people who did these things [0 you, which ones should be punished?
[DO NOT READ CHOICES; Circle all that apply]
57A Perpetrators
PUPR
57B Commanders
PLev!
57C All mvolved m the attacks
PI, AL
570 No One PLi',O
57 E Other [SPECIFY]

P"ii)T
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Now I Ivant to know tf there is anything more you can tell me about what happened.

58A Do vou knovv o/anything that cou!d idennJy your attacker, such as
Did thev ced! each other by name"

588, How did you know which milltary group your attackers were with)

58C What did he/they say to you, or to each other?

59 Why do you think combatants did these things - sexua!!y abusing women and gzr!s -- during this war?

60, What are your biggest wornes about yow- fizture after what you have suffered?

61, What are your biggest worries about your health')

t
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30. Do you believe that perpetrators o/human rights abuses should be punished? BELP
YES.
. ... 1
NO..O

:'> 3.

lVow. please tell me - at any time in your ll/etime, have you ever had any

0/ these things happen to you.

sexual violence such as molestation, bein,? forced to undress or stripoed o(c!othin,?, forced intercourse or
other sexual acts committed by FAMIL Y ivIEiVIBERS, FRIENDS, OR CIVILIAiV STRANGERS?
Aae at assault

Types of sexual assault

Perpetrator

SX.\S
I=Moiestation
2=Belllg forced to
undress/Stripped of clothing
3=Attempted rape/attempted
intercourse
4=Rape/ mtercourse
5=Other sexual acts
[SPECIFY]

PERP

I

o

[J,\GF

99 = NO ABUSE

I
I

,

I=Boyfriend
2=Husband
3=Father
4=Son ( 4a. 4b .. )
5= Brother (Sa. Sb .)
6= UncIe(6a. 6b .. )
7 = Other Relative (7a,
7b) [SPECIFY]
8= Other Non-relative
known to individual
(8a, 8b) [SPECIFY]
9= Stranger

,
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34A. About this sexual violence committed by COMBATANTS - How much vou are afraid that it could
harDen to vou or vour /amlZv) Like before, I wiLl give you four choices for your answer
[READ ALL CHOICES; Circle ONE]
CClIviF
Are .vou worried abmzt this Not at aU... .. .. 1
E 110h dav worry me at all.
Are you worned abmit this A little
2
E day worry me small, lili bit, no moh.
Are you worried about this Quite a bit
J. .E dav 1-vorrv me plenty.
Are vou \ovorried about this Extreme(v
4... ... E day worr.v me pass mark. Bad bad wan.

348. And now this sexual VIolence committed bv FAMILY !'vfEiVfBERS, FRiENDS, OR CIVILIAN
STRANGERS How much are vou afraid oDhis (or vourselfand vour familv~

[READ ALL CHOICES; Circle ONE]
Are you worried about this Not at all
Are you worried about this A little
,
Are you worried about this Quite a bit
Are you worried about this Extremely

DOf'vIF
1
E noh day worry me at all.
2
E day worry me small, Wi bit, no moh.
J
E day worry me plenty
4
E day worry me pass mark. Bad bad wan.

35 [am going to read some statements, one at a time. For each one, please say ifyou agree or disagree
35A Women and girls should have the same access to education as men and boys

E:DAC
.E:XPR

Agree

Disagree

1
1

0
0
0

358 Women should be able to express themselves freely.
35C Family problems should only be discussed with people in the jClmily..
. PfZOB
l
35D A good wife obeys her husband even ifshe disagrees...
...OBEY
1
35E It's a Wife '0' duty/obligation to have sex with her husband even zfshe doesn't want to
1
3SF A man has the right to beat his wife Ifshe disobeys him.
.8 FA T
1
35 G Women and girls need more education about their rights to refizse sex. .
. ED RS. . 1
35H il,lore should be done to protect women and girls from having sex
when they don't wantio...
...PRRS..1
351 Women and girls need more education about their reproductive health
. RH LT .. , .1
35J Women should have the right to control the number and spacing of their children ... BSPC .. 1
35K There should be legal protections for the rights of women. .
'" LPRW....1
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0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

62. You told me that other female household members suffered some land of war-related abuse. When you
and Ijz'nLsh. can you Introduce me co them so 1 can ask if they will let me interview them?
YES.l

NO

[GO TO NEXT PAGE] PR\;1l

.. O

63 Tell me whv vau cannot introduce me to them?
Family member reported in Q28
Why unable to be introduced
I FN['vV
FNI

I

(use same codes from Q28, page 5)

[DO NOT READ CHOICES; Circle all that apply]
I=Not available
2=She doesn't want to talk,
3=Not pem1itted by others to talk,
4=Too young « 13 years old)
5=Dead
6=Missing
7=Other rspecify 1

•
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Everything that you have told me so far will be kept confidential which means that your identity will not be
revealed.
There are now plans for a Special Court to punzsh people like your attacker(s) for their crimes and to get
justice for the victims and for a Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 1 am going to tell you more about
these plans.
There are plans to create a Special Court with the support of the UN This Special Court will bring to justzce
those people most responsible for war crimes and crimes against humanitv, such as mass killing, wide'
, spread mutilatIOn, sexual violence against girls and women, sexual slavery, abduction of children and adults
,and forced conscription.
The Lome Peace Agreement provides for the establishment ofa Truth and Reconciliation Commission "to
break the c)Jc/e of vIOlence, provide a forum jor both the victims and perpetrators of human rights violations
to tell their story and to get a clear picture of the past to facilitate genuine healing and reconciliation" The
Truth and Reconciliation CommiSSIOn wll/ only be established once there is sustainable peace. Since the
outbreak ojjighting in lv/ay 2000 its establishment has been on hold though some preparatIOns towards its
establishment are taking place

I
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission and Special Court will be looking jor persons who have suffered
human
rights abuses during the war lfyou are willing to be contacted by the Truth and Reconciliation
I
I Commission or Special Court staff, [will take your name

11 A Do you
i anonymous

i

w~nt us to give yOlll- name
Yes

[Q

the special court? We understand ifyou prefer to remain

1 [check SP on PAGE 17] SP

N o . . .. !)

I 1B Do you want us to give your name to the Truth and Reconcu'iation Commission?
Yes.,
,.. ",1 [check TR on PAGE 17]
TRe
No,!)
I

•

If respondent answered YES to lA and / or 1B, GO TO PAGE 17 - Question 2.
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Sierra Leonean Women's Health Survey

(PRIMARY PARTICIPANTS ONLY)
lA

CASE lD

( 1-2,000) ID

18

Household member lmervlewed:

2.

Date of intervIew

~

_

~

- 2001

[)\!E

(d:trc)

3.

Researcher code

4

Language code

5

Location code

6A.

Parnclpation Outcome: [Circle ON E] ouru"
:lb·H.' 'k; Sa 5b SC ~"1
Eligible/Survey Complete = I
Nor Eliglble
=2
=3
Not Available
Refusal= 4a=No Time; 4b=Fear Repnsal; 4c=Oppose Study; 4d=No explanatIOn; 4e=Other
Unable to Complete= Sa=lntemlpted; Sb=Emotlonal; Sc=Safety; 5d= Lack of privacy; 5e=Request to stop; 5E=Other
Unable to conduct interVIew due to language =6

6E

Was participant refelTed to another organization(s)'J [Circle ONE]

6e.

_

I(L:

( 1,2,3,4,5,6) rCD
_ _ _ _ _ ( i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, Ii, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, i9, 20) U: U

if yes, wbich organizations') (list)

Yes,
No,

I (GO TO Q6C) RE,FT
,,0

\VC;f,Ci

1) Hello, my name is
1 am working with the UN and Physicians Jor Human Rights, an
American NCO, 1 would like to speak to the woman who kno'vvs the most about the persons in the
household.
[once you have identified the woman"". continue with introduction]

2) Our purpose: We are gathering inJomzation from displaced women, which we hope will help to better
promote and protect the health and human nghts of women,
3) We are only here to ask questions. We are not here to provide

,

4) Confidentiality We will not report the informatIOn

In

h~imanitarian assistance,

a way that will reveal your identity.

5) We would like to speak to vall and perhaps other women in the household, We want to ask vou questions
about vow' e.lpenences during the war,

6) We are conducting this survey in many households in Sierra Leone and have chosen your home randomlv
from this camp.
7) It is important that we have some ~Jor our conversatIOn because some oJthe questions may be
sensitive

8) IJyou do not understand a questIOn, please ask me to explazn it to you, You are ji'ee to stop at any time
during the interView. If a question makes you uncomfortable, we will skip the question and go to the next
question, Do vou have any questIOns before we begin?
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sp

_

:2. Surname

TR.~

_

-~-----------

First name

---------~--~--

Middle Name

--------------

Current address

----------------------------

3. 1 know that you will not be living in this camp forever. Where do you plan to go when you leave the
camp:
A. Province

-------------

B. District

----------------

C Chiefdom

_

C Town or Village - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4. Is there someone else whose name and residence information you can give us who wi.ll know how to
contact you after you leave this place?
Name

------------------------

Address

-----------------------

,
Relationship to participant
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APPENDIX B:
Summary of PHR/UNAMSIL Researcher Training and Supervision

Overview
The field surveys were conducted by a staff of 21 Sierra Leonean women
primarily from the Temne, Mende, and Kono ethnic groups. These
researchers were selected based on education, experience or knowledge
about sexual violence, and language skills. All researchers were fluent in
English, Krio, and at least one other language. All had completed high
school level education, several had attended university classes, and a few
had university level degrees. All of the researchers were affected by the war,
most of them were displaced at least once, and approximately half had
lived as refugees in Guinea for a period of time. None of the researchers
had prior experience with quantitative surveys such as this one.
There were five Field supervisors for the project who provided extensive training and supervision of the researchers, among other duties. Each
supervisor brought a specialized set of skills and experience to the team.
In combination, this knowledge and experience made a complementary
and highly skilled team of supervisors for the project:
Binta ~lansaray, Sierra Leonean, specialized training and
experience in qualitative research on sexual violence
through in depth individual interviews with Sierra
Leonean women
•
Adeyinka Akinsulure-Smith, PhD Psychology, Sierra
Leonean, specialized training and experience in psychological counseling with survivors of sexual violence and other
forms of torture
Chen Reis, JD, NIPH, specialized training and experience in
quantitative research and human rights issues
Beth Vann, MSW, specialized training and experience in
\Vest Africa humanitarian aid field work, national staff
training, and sexual violence aid programs with Sierra
Leonean refugees/IDPs
Louise Taylor, NIBA, LLlIl, UNAlIlSIL liason, human rights
officer
Researcher training consisted of eight to nine days classroom teaching
and experiential role play followed by. at least one day of field observation. At the end of the 7th day, trainees were tested on skill and ability.
After testing, trainees were divided into two groups. Group I proceeded to
,,\PPE:-JDIX B
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the field to begin supervisory observation and conducting the survey.
Group II stayed in the classroom for an additional day of intensive training and observation before joining Group 1.
Training was conducted at UNANISIL headquarters in Freetown.
Training commenced with 24 trainees. Three of the trainees were
unsuccessful when tested, and supervisors determined through observation that they were unable to accurately conduct the survey. By the end of
the 10th training day, there were 21 researchers trained, observed by
supervisors, and sufficiently prepared to conduct the survey in the field.
There was at least one supervisor, and usually two, at each field site.
Supervisors managed the sampling by making assignments for areas or
zones, and also provided supervision, guidance, and support for the
researchers.
Throughout each day, the supervisor remained in a designated central
location to provide any support or assistance needed. In the morning,
researchers were given assignments, survey forms, and supplies. Around
mid-day, each researcher checked in to review her completed surveys,
hand them in, and gather a fresh supply of forms and another assigned
area if needed. This was repeated at the end of the day. Researchers were
encouraged to return to the supervisor at any time for questions, problems, and to discuss particularly severe situations they encountered. For
each field site, supervisors had information about services available for
referrals, such as health care, counseling, etc. When the affected research
participant agreed, supervisors made referrals for follow up by local or
international organizations best able to provide assistance.

,
Training

Training was interactive; researchers provided input on the questionnaire
and interview procedures and observed and participated in role play. A
training schedule was developed in advance and revised frequently to
meet the needs of the trainees. The survey was printed in English, but
researchers learned to administer it in Krio.
During Days 3 - 6, revisions were made to the survey instrument for
easier translation from English to Krio. Sentences and questions were reformed to better follow the pattern of Krio speech. These changes
enhanced researchers' ability to both understand the intended meaning of
the questions and to translate them into any language they would be using.
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Day 1Training
Introductions

• Intro to Physicians for Human Rights, UNANISIL Human Rights
Section
• Purposes and Overview of the project
• Confidentiality and Conduct Agreement (discussion, signatures)
• Training plan, field work plan and logistics
This was the researchers' first exposure to quantitative research. At first,
it was difficult for them to understand their role as data collectors and not
"counselors". The Confidentiality Agreement proved to be an extremely
useful tool for conveying the nature and purposes of the project. The
Agreement included detailed descriptions of expectations for researcher
conduct, professional integrity and dignity, confidentiality, information
sharing, impartiality, and accuracy in transmission of information from
the research participant. Item by item discussion of the standards and
expectations, in Krio, clarified many questions from the researchers. After
this discussion, they were much better able to discuss the project and
asked questions more relevant to the work at hand.

Day 2Training
Sexual Violence:

•

• Definitions and types of sexual violence, myths and facts
• Causes and contributing factors
• After-effects and consequences - health, emotional, legal
psychological after-effects - cognitive, behavioral, and emotional
• Exploration of our own personal values, biases, attitudes - how to
keep these out of the interview process
• Emotional responses of research assistants to secondary trauma
Human Rights and Lome Peace Agreement

• Overview of international human rights documents
• Special Court for Sierra Leone War Crimes
• Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)
The purpose on this day was to ensu;e that all researchers would be
working with the same definitions and concepts for the topics on the
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agenda. For many, this was the first candid description of the various
forms of sexual violence, and there were many questions.
Detailed descriptions of the variety of cognitive and behavioral aftereffects was necessary for researchers to understand the types of behaviors
they might see that could help them identify problems needing referral,
and choose strategies for interviewing.
Discussion of the special court and TRC was part of the survey, and it
was important that all researchers thoroughly understand so that they
could explain it to research participants as needed.

Day 3Training
Interview skills

• Developing trust
• Body language
• Techniques for eliciting narrative accounts of individual experiences
• Privacy
• Confidentiality
Survey instrument
"

• Reading, explanation item by item
Included a practical and detailed discussion of various strategies and
words (in Krio) to encourage participants to disclose private and potentially embarrassing information.

Day 4Training
Survey instrument

• Translation to Krio, item by item
• Discussion, question and answer
• Practice role plays in groups of 3
After going through the survey in Krio, supervisors determined it was
time to suspend the full classroom didactic methods and begin experiential learning. Researchers were divided into groups of three. They were
given three role play scenarios for practice interviews. One person played
the researcher, one the participant, ~nd one an observer. After each interview, they were to listen to feedback and switch roles until each person
had practiced at least once as researcher.

1'))
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Supervisors circulated among groups observing, giving feedback, and
gathering information about common areas of confusion or misunderstanding. From time to time, supervisors called the group together to discuss and clarify issues.

Day 5-7 Training
Continue Practice

• Role plays in groups of 3, feedback, switch roles
• Discussion with entire group for common issues and problems
• Instrument revisions and instruction

End of Day 7
• Test
During these three days, supervisors became familiar with each
researcher's strengths and weaknesses. At the end of Day 7, a test was
administered to all researchers: the two Krio speaking supervisors conducted a mock interview while the researchers observed as a group, each
completing her own survey instrument form.
In the evening, supervisors reviewed and made corrections and notes
on the forms using the "Interviewer's" completed form as the guide.
Based on these reviews and supervisory observations made during the
practice role plays, the trainees were divided into two groups for the next
day's session. G,roup I excelled in their tests and were observed to be well
skilled in interviewing. Group II made errors on their tests and were
observed to have some problems in conducting interviews.

Day 8Training
Review tests with individual researchers
Group I:

• Observe individually in role plays, review documentation
• Translation to Temne and Nlende; practice
Group II: Focus training on weaknesses

• Techniques for systematic random sampling and the use of sample
SIte maps
• Identification, assistance, referral for serious problems and severe
cases
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Supervisors distributed tests to researchers and discussed individually
each error and area of concern. Researchers were given the responsibility
to focus on their own vveaknesses during the day's role-plays and discussions. Only three of the trainees performed poorly on the test and had
also been observed making interview errors that demonstrated they did
not understand the purposes of the survey. These three individuals were
excluded from the project, leaving 21 researchers.
Supervisors observed each researcher in Group I conducting a role play
interview to verify that her skills were adequate. Group I was then divided
into Temne and Mende sub-groups to go through the questionnaire and
develop consensus on translation into those languages.
At the end of the day, mapping and methods to be used for systematic
random sampling were explained. The role of the supervisor in the field
was also discussed, emphasizing the need for researchers to identify and
bring forward for supervisory assistance information about any situations
they encountered that were problematic.

Day 9Training
Group I to field site to begin survey and individual observation by
supervisors
Group II in classroom for continued practice and individualized
training and observation

At the field site, each researcher was observed at least once conducting a
complete interview from introduction through closing statements. Supervisors gave immediate feedback, and observed additional interviews if
there were problem areas.
In the classroom, Group II (12 people) received individualized assistance. By the end of the day, it was determined they were ready for field
observation.

Day 10 Training
Groups I and II at field site conducting surveys
Continue individual observation with supervisors
Group I teaching Temne / NIende translation to Group II

Individual supervisory observation continued until all researchers had
been observed and deemed adequately knowledgeable and skilled.
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Supervision
By the end of Day 10, supervisors were thoroughly aware of each
researcher's strengths and weaknesses in conducting the survey and documentation on the instrument. For the duration of the fieldwork, supervisors continued to provide guidance, review, and advice as needed for each
individual researcher. A supervisor reviewed each completed survey, giving immediate feedback for any errors or items left blank. Survey skills
most closely monitored were:

v

Appropriate and accurate introduction and explanation of purpose
of survey

v

Complete and accurate questioning and corresponding documentation

V Ability to elicit information about private, shameful, and traumatic
events in a warm and respectful manner

V Correct and simple explanation of the Special Court and TRC

v
v

Appropriate requests to interview other household members
Complete and accurate closing statement

V Ability to accomplish all of this in a rapid fashion while maintaining
warmth and respect. Primary interviews were expected to take no
more than one hour, with secondary interviews maximum 40 minutes.

v

Accurate counting and selection of households in accordance with
sampling method in each field site

V Ability to find and maintain privacy for interviews in very crowded
settings
•
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APPENDIX C
Summary of Existing Treatment and Protection Services for \Var299
Affected Women in Sierra Leone
Prior to the rebel incursion into Freetown in January, 1999, there were no
services in the country specifically addressing the problem of sexual violence. 300 The alarming number of women and girls who were sexually
abused during the invasion precipitated a response from several organizations including UNICEF, the Forum for African Women Educationalists
(FAWE), Cooperazione Internationale (COOPI), and MSF-Holland. A
task force was established which created a network of medical practitioners and counseling centers to treat the thousands of reported cases, 1IlSFH set up a training program for counselors, and COOPI and FAWE
opened comprehensive programs to assist women and girls who had
become pregnant as a result of rebel rapes.
In response to a growing recognition of the widespread and particularly
brutal nature of the crimes committed against women and girls, many new
programs are now servicing survivors and beginning to address some of
these problems. It is challenging, however, to provide services in Sierra
Leone given the continuing insecurity, ever-changing population shifts,
lack of awareness and recognition of the scope of the problem, and
chronic funding shortfalls. With scarce resources and constant emergency
situations, both the government of Sierra Leone and the UN agencies face
a number of difficulties in providing coordination, continuity and leadership for the myriad of humanitarian and development needs in the country. Theref~re, services addressing the various aspects of sexual/gender
violence are fragmented and coordination is a continuing problem. In
spite of these challenges, there are a plethora of international NGOs and
UN agencies operating in Freetown, many of which are working in highly
successful cooperative arrangements. With the improving security situation, some groups are beginning to expand their services to the provinces
and are seeking funding to do so.
There was general agreement among all organizations interviewed by
PHR that there is a need for development of both prevention and response
services to include all relevant sectors, and also for improved coordination
among providers and sectors. There was general acknowledgement that some
The informanon about mdividual orgamzanons was compiled pnmanly from PHR interviews conducted with representatives of the orgamzations 1D March, 2000 and January,
2001, as well as from written information pubhshed by the organizations themselves. Additional information was provided by Glenis Taylor of UNICEF, the UN Inter-Agency Consolidated Appeal for Sierra Leone, 2001 and other sources whlCh are cited 1D the footnotes .
299

.

Sexual Violence within the Sierra Leone Conflict, Human Rights Watch, February 16,
2001.
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of these problems could be alleviated if one agency took the lead, perhaps
expanding the UNICEF model to include all survivors of sexual violence.

International Organizations and Non-Governmental
Organizations Providing Treatment and Protection Services:
!viost organizations working on sexual violence are providing treatment,
though several have been documenting abuses and some are beginning to
work more strategically to improve protection and the status of women
through education and institutional capacity building. UNICEF, Campaign for Good Governance and a handful of others are addressing the
problem from a number of angles.

Treatment Services
UNICEF chairs a sexual violence committee in Freetown comprised of
international, local and government agencies working on the needs of
girls. The committee meets regularly and its members include: COOPI,
MSF-Holland, Marie Stopes, CARITAS, GOAL, FAWE, Planned Parenthood Association of Sierra Leone (PPASL), The Ministry of Social Welfare, and the Council of Churches of Sierra Leone with their Child Rights
Monitoring Network. The Committee currently acts as a referral system
for girls who were abducted and raped. Girls are brought by their parents,
families, UNAMSIL representatives, and some simply show up at
UNICEF headquarters in Freetown. Though those actively seeking assistance have dwindled in the West, there are many who require services outside of Freetown where programs are not as coordinated. Those groups
working in cooperation with the Committee on Sexual Violence in the
provinces inchrde: Christian Brothers, War-Affected Girls Association
(WAGA), PPSL, CARITAS-Makeni, the IRC in Kenema and FAWE, now
with a new branch in the South. Committees on sexual violence were
recently formed in the Southern and Eastern provinces.
While UNICEF's efforts are focused on those under 18, the needs of
women are also being addressed through their education efforts, which
are aimed at the population as a whole. UNICEF is providing training on
sexual violence for lawyers and police, as well as in schools, which
includes information on rape, its effects, and what to do if raped. They
have found that more women and girls are coming forward, but that the
judicial process is slow and frustrating. These efforts will continue next
year with the aim of reaching all schools in the country and an emphasis
on prevention, if funding is available. 301
The International Rescue Committee (IRC) is providing comprehensive
maternal-child health services, sexual violence services and operating an
interim care center for former child soldiers in Kenema District. IRC was
•

301

Email correspondence with Glenis Taylor of UNICEF, November 18 and 19,2001.
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the first international NGO to focus on sexual violence beginning in
November 1999 in Kenema. Kenema was chosen because it was identified
as the best place to filter displaced people from rebel areas of Kono and
Kailahun. IRC has been providing sexual violence services under the
umbrella of a safe motherhood program, which addresses basic reproductive health. The IRC team trains core groups of local women who then
reach out to others in their chiefdoms. They are focusing particularly on
Lebanese and Blama camps near Kenema, and are expanding their outreach to other camps in the area. For example, in Blama camp there are 21
chiefdoms represented from districts in the South and in the East, and one
woman has been selected to represent each group. They use reproductive
health and maternal/child health as an entry point, deliver reproductive
health kits (which include condoms, family planning, STD/HIV prevention information), and introduce the subject of sexual violence. Basic
training on sexual terms and definitions of sexual violence is provided.
Sexual violence is not the initial focus because women are generally unaccustomed to talking about sexual violence and women's rights.
The IRC staff has generally found physical needs to be more urgent
than psycho-social needs. IRC staff reported to PHR that they are
attempting to introduce the program in each community/village and have
found that women are responding very positively to their sensitization
efforts around the notion of women's rights as human rights. According to
IRC staff, the women they are working with generally express excitement
when they learn that their husbands do not have the right to beat them. 302
In 2000, IRC conducted a survey in several of the camps in Kenema to
learn more ~bout sexual violence in the community. Results were not
available at the time of writing.
The Forum for African Women's Educationalists (FAWE) is a pan-African
NGO which has been successful in promoting education for girls. FAWE
expanded their mandate to respond to the needs of rape victims after the
January 1999 incursion by rebels into Freetown and, because there was a
vacuum, became the primary organization providing medical and counseling services to rape survivors. Their ultimate goal, in service of their mandate, is to get these girls back to school and as of March 2000 they had
been 100 % effective in negotiating with parents of girls who had babies as
a result of rapes, to keep them in school.
FAWE began their rape victims program in March 1999 with a sensitization effort over radio and TV and by going to secondary schools and
communities to let people know that FAWE was offering medical and
counseling services. They did this outreach both to make the community
aware of the new services being offered, but also as part of an effort to
remove some of the stigma around talking about rape. Within one year
302

PHR interview with IRe field staff, Kenema 2000.
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FA\vE served over 2,000 women and girls in the Western Area alone. All
participants saw a doctor at least once. All participants in the program
began with individual counseling two times per week and then transitioned into group counseling. Once girls returned to school, they were
monitored by the guidance counselors at their schools who have been
briefed by FAWE on their circumstances. FA\vE planned to end the program in Freetown because they had largely addressed the need and
because they had run out of funds. Once the full-time program concludes
in Freetown, FAWE arranged for those participants who still need counseling to see MSF counselors and organized some doctors to take referrals.
FAWE has also been working to sensitize the community at large to
accept girls who have become pregnant as a result of rape. Many of these
girls have been gang raped and do not know who the father is. There is
often a stage of rejection of these babies both by the mother and their
communities. FAWE created two training centers in the eastern area of
Freetown, which provide comprehensive services to young women/girls
and their babies including: skills training, education, parenting skills and
medical care for their children. They do not provide human rights training
specifically, but do sensitize the adolescents about what is inappropriate
treatment. The program was designed very much in response to the needs
identified during counseling session with their patients. Those young
women participating in the program who were interviewed by the PHR
team reported feeling much better since being enrolled in the program
(though they were anxious about what they would do when the program
concluded) and expressed a keen interest in learning marketable skills so
they could care for their children. In 2000, FAWE expanded its programs
to Kenema in the eastern area, where sexual violence has been particularly
widespread, and immediately enrolled 700 victims.
FAWE has also produced a series of radio programs to educate the public against rape. The discussion/phone-in programs were aired every 2
weeks in 1999, with the hope that they would be aired bi-weekly once
funding is available.
COOPI (Cooperazione Internationale), an Italian NGO specializing in
international relief and development projects, has been working in Sierra
Leone since 1967. In 1998, COOPI expanded its development mandate to
help children released by the rebels and operates several interim care centers, that provide family tracing services, medical care, counseling and
skills training. One of its centers, the Conforti Welcome Home is similar
to FAWE's program for girls who became pregnant as a result of rape,
except that it also provides housing. Conforti Welcome Home was set up
as a temporary facility for pregnant girls and child mothers who could not
go home for reasons ranging from their area of origin being inaccessible
for fear of rejection by their families. Those enrolled in the program
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expressed a desire for skills training before returning to their families so 1.f3lfifthey have something to offer and are not dependent. COOPI is providing
them with such training, as well as general educa tion and literacy, and is
working actively to sensitize communities and families to be more accepting and supportive of these young mothers and their babies. CaaPI operates the Holy Mary Clinic in the eastern part of Freetown where the
women and girls at Conforti Welcome Home receive a full range of reproductive health services including deliveries. 303
COOPI also has established psycho-social teams, which make 'house
calls' in IDP camps and host communities in and around Freetown. They
have also created self-help groups in a number of IDP camps in the Western area. COOPI takes referrals from both camp clinics and the community.304 They are committed to a community-oriented approach to
psycho-social care, to developing local capacity and building on indigenous coping mechanisms. Most of the counselors are from the Sierra
Leonean community and were teachers or nurses. The organization provides basic training on trauma and then encourages the counselors to
adapt the information to their own culture. They have found that their
patients are most responsive when they are engaged in a task, and so the
self-help groups are organized around activities like needle work. According to one aid worker interviewed by PHR, approximately 40% of the
women they see have been sexually abused. COOPI is committed to offering options so survivors of trauma can find the treatment and support that
works for them. 305
Marie Stapes Society (MSSSL), an international NGO headquartered in
the UK, is a, reproductive health agency. 1I1any sexual violence survivors
are seen among the 7,000 women treated each month in the three MSSSL
outpatient clinics in west-, central- and east Freetown. 1IlSSSL offers a
range of reproductive health services including a maternity center, anteand post-natal care, and treatment and diagnosis for STDs. While they
were forced to close their clinics in Port Loko and Segbwema in the east,
they are expecting to open new centers in the provinces, perhaps in Bo and
1Ilakeni. The organization accepts referrals for abandoned children and
rape survivors in need of delivery services through the Child Protection
303 PHR Visited the Welcome Home in March, 2000 and spoke extensively to CaaPI staff
there.

304 InformatlOn on CaaPI's psycho-social programs is based on a PHR interviews with
Patnck Campbell of CaaPI and local CaaPI counselors in Freetown in March, 2000.

305 While Coopi started off doing indiVidual counseling, they have often found working in
groups to be more culturally appropnate, and therefore effective. COOPI counselors report
that children respond best in a group of three or four - though, even under ideal circumstances, it can take 4-5 seSSlOns for them to, realize there are no negative consequences in
telling the truth and to open up. CaaPI mental health providers told PHR that integrating
rebel wives has been even more challenging than integrating child soldiers.
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Committee on Sexual Violence, which MSSSL fully subsidizes. The director, Pamela Greene, and Dr. Yvonne Harding are actively seeking comprehensive health care services and improved inter-agency referral systems
and coordination. According to Dr. Harding, there is a lack of surgical
care for the small number of sexual violence survivors who need it, but the
psychological scars are more common and sometimes require long-term
intervention. Like other members of the Sexual Violence Committee,
Marie Stopes does not test patients for HIV partly because of concerns
over the lack of an official national policy on confidentiality of test results.
Though MSSSL's concerns are valid, hundreds of pregnant women are
passing the disease on to their babies or to their partners when transmission could be prevented with medication. MSSSL's funding from DFID is
coming to an end in 2001, and at the time of their interview with PHR, the
organization was pursuing new grants.
Doctors Without Borders/Medecins sans Frontieres-Holland (MSF-H), an
international medical relief organization, has been providing a range of
health care and psycho-social services in Sierra Leone since 1994. While
the French and Belgian branches also have programs in Sierra Leone,
lVlSF-Holland has been more focused on war-affected women and mental
health. In January, MSF-H released a report documenting high levels of
trauma among the population and has since advocated for governments
and donor agencies to provide greater resources for treatment of posttraumatic stress among the general population. MSF-H also identified the
need for specialized surgery for VVF and VRF cases. These surgeries were
provided for a brief period after the 1999 Freetown invasion, but the specialist was in- country only for a short time. CCSL referred girls who suffered physical consequences from sexual violence to MSF for surgery at
Connaught Hospital. MSF has also been providing referral services for
FAWE and other members of the sexual violence committee, and has supplied all medications required for participants in the program. At National
Workshop IDP camp in the Western Area, MSF-H provided counseling to
the displaced population. In addition to Freetown, lVlSF also had programs in lVlakeni and Kambia.
International Medical Corps (IMC) is focusing on providing health care to
ex-combatants, dependents of fighters, displaced and the community at
large. Reproductive health services are offered at IMC clinics, including
treatment of STDs. All patients receive information about safe sex and
condoms. In April 1999, I1JIC launched a pilot program with Rural Aid, a
local NGO, focused on basic health education including HIV prevention
counseling.
Since only medical screenings (no tr'eatments) are available at DDR
camps, all referrals of former combatants and their dependents are sent to
IIv1C clinics. INIC health workers have also identified a need for specialAPPENDIX C
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ized VVF and VRF surgeries among their patients. While the organization
has secured surgical space at Lungi Hospital, there is a need for an expert
surgeon, some additional equipment, and referral/ transport assistance for
patients from Freetown. 306 IMC received a grant from the US government
to hire surgeons to treat victims of VVF and to train Sierra Leonean surgeons in the procedure.
Planned Parenthood Association of Sierra Leone (PPASL), is a member of
International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF), and has been promoting maternal and family welfare in Sierra Leone for over 40 years. At
its clinics in the major urban areas of the country, PPASL has been offering
a range of reproductive health services at reduced rates, including treatment of STDs, laboratory tests, and maternal and child care. PPASL takes
referrals from the Council of Churches of Sierra Leone for patients who
require medical care due to sexual violence.
Because of its links to IPPF, PPASL is able to tap into the resources of the
larger organization to address the AIDS epidemic including educational
materials about HIV, general best-practices on reproductive health and a
supplies of low-cost condoms. PPASL relies particularly on community
members and leaders to act as peer counselors and to educate the population
at large. The organization has reached out to the most vulnerable groups
with education programs including IDPs, the military, and youths through
the school system. PPASL reported to the researchers of the recent
WHO/Associates for Global Change study on HIV/AIDS in Sierra Leone
that they h9-d virtually no contact with the National AIDS Control Program.
Due to the war, Planned Parenthood has experienced shortages in both
staff and supplies, including medications. Health care providers at PPSAL
in Kenema reported to PHR a dramatic jump in syphilis and gonorrhea
among their clients, which was not a significant problem before the conflict. They also noted that most of their patients do not reveal that they
have been victims of sexual violence. It is possible that the hesitancy of
survivors to report is exacerbated by the predominance of male clinicians
observed by the PHR team during a March 2000 investigation.
Leonet, an NGO funded by Americans concerned about Sierra Leone,
works with street/unwanted children, many of whom are sexual violence/abduction survivors. Leonet has been assisting a number of young
girl abductees who have been rejected by their families due to resulting
pregnancies. UN agencies, government ministries, and NGOs refer the
"most hopeless" cases to Leonet. The organization is also operating a day
care and skills training centers in Kissy, the eastern part of Freetown,
which was hardest hit by the January incursion of 1999, and was operatAt tlme of writing, INiC was in the process of obtaining a list of VVF patients awalting
surgery from a physiclan at Princess Chnstlan Niedical Hospital (PCMH) in Freetown.
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ing in Port Loko. The building was given to them by the community and is
open to other single mothers, but the program is at a standstill because of
lack of funding. Leonet uses Marie Stopes for referrals.
Cause Canada, an international relief and development organization, has
been active in Sierra Leone since 1989. Their activities include refugee
assistance, primary health care, vocational and post war reconciliation,
and reintegration of women and girls affected by war. The program for
war-affected women and girls consists of counseling, medical treatment,
vocational training and community reintegration.
The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) provides a range of
services, focusing its activities in the last year on emergency aid and protection of war-affected civilians. ICRC's surgical team has performed hundre ds of surgeries on desti tu te p a tien ts wi th war- re la te d inj uries,
established and upgraded medical and surgical facilities, assisted thousands in reconnecting families that had been separated due to the war, and
raised the coping abilities of vulnerable and displaced women by teaching
them skills to increase their self-sufficiency. ICRC is also providing training to the new Sierra Leonean army and UNAMSIL troops on humanitarian law. 307 They are also supporting a community theater program to
educate the population about HIV transmission.

Other Groups Working Directly and Indirectly with War-Affected
Women and Girls
•
• CARITAS: a UNICEF Child Protection partner and operates interim
care centers in Lunsar and Nlakeni
• The Nlinistry of Social Welfare and ICRC collaboration to link children
with relatives through the National Family Tracing Network
• A joint effort by UNDP/UNIFElv1 to create a holistic program for
women and girl refugees to support reintegration
• A UNDP project providing medical, social and legal support, as well as
micro-credit
• UNAMSIL's Civil Affairs Division has been helping the Government of
Sierra Leone restore its authority in rebel-held areas and identifying

ICRC, Update on ICRC activities in West Africa: Sierra Leone-Guinea-Libena. December
15, 2000. http://www.icrc.org/icrceng.nsf/5cacfdf48ca69 8b64125 6242003 b3295/62e5 8fc7
be68051cc12569b6004age5c?OpenDocument •
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In July, 2001, UNAMSIL distributed $45,000 from their trust fund to support the activities of three community-based organizations working with survivors of sexual violence.
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urgent humanitarian needs in these regions. The division also raises
funds to support locally-based programs to assist sexually abused
women and girls and ex-combatants.30~

Documentation, Education and Protection Services
Campaign for Good Governance (CGG) is a Sierra Leonean NGO based
in Freetown that works "to facilitate the full participation of all Sierra
Leoneans in the political, social and economic processes of development in
Sierra Leone." CGG has been at the forefront of fighting for gender equality and is interested both in improving women's lives by enhancing their
status as a group and as individuals, and in improving national government and civil society by involving women at all levels. CGG played a critical role in the success of the 1996 democratic election when the group
mobilized market women who took to the streets to insist the election take
place. As part of their efforts in both gender equality and human rights,
CGG has been addressing sexual violence and human rights on a number
of fronts including:
• Establishing a group in 1999 called SOS-Women in Freetown focused on
violence against women and children. The group seeks to provide support for victims, promote accountability, and to educate women about
their rights. Among their goals is to break the silence around sex and
encourage victims and others to speak out;
• Investigating reports of mistreatment of women;
• Playing an active role in the first successfully tried rape case in Sierra
Leonean history.309 CGG has also been active in efforts to change trial
procedures, which required victims, including child victims, to testify in
front of their rapists;
• Conducting public education presentations about sexual violence on the
radio, including the use of short-wave radio to broadcast outside of
Freetown since February 2000;310
• Establishing a database of women in decision-making positions in
government with the intention to advocate for more women in positions
of power;
• Nlonitoring the full range of human rights abuses committed by combatants for the TRC and Special Court;

309 A 65 -year-old man was sentenced with 10 years impnsonment for raptng a 13 year-old
glrl. (CGG, 3/2000)

•

The content of their broadcasts comes mostly from materials sent to them by the US
Embassy tn Freetown. (CGG, 3/2000)
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• Providing legal advice and representation to human rights victims;
• Providing human rights education to schools, groups and communities in
an effort to elevate the expectations the public has of their government.
Council of Churches of Sierra Leone (CCSL), a local NGO based in Freetown, created the Child Violations Monitoring Network (CRIVMON) in
1998 with technical and financial support from UNICEF. It works
through a country-wide network of child and human rights organizations,
as well as individual lawyers to document abuses committed against children. CCSL found sexual violence to be one of the most prevalent violations, with a sharp increase in the number of abuses occurring after the
January 1999 rebel incursion into Freetown. 311 It was Helen Bash-Taqi,
then CRIVMON Co-ordinator, who informed the Child Protection Committee of the high number of rape cases in the communities. In response,
UNICEF invited interested partners to meet and discuss how to facilitate
physical and psychological rehabilitation for girls who had been abused
by combatants. This led to the formation of the Sexual Violence committee. CCSL has submitted statistical documentation and narrative reports
to UNICEF, which they hope will be used for accountability purposes in
the TRC and Special Court processes and to bring the attention of the
government to the problem, which thus far, has done little to either protecT
women and girls or prosecute their perpetrators. CCSL has a referral
arrangement with Planned Parenthood of Sierra Leone but also makes
medical referrals to other partners.
Human Rights·Watch (HRW) closely monitors and documents a range of
human rights abuses in Sierra Leone, including sexual violence. HRW produces frequent reports and press releases as part of an effort to advocate
for accountability, stronger protection for civilians at risk and improved
human rights training of former combatants. In February, 2001 HRW
released a short report specifically on sexual violence during the con£lict. 312
Amnesty International has also been producing regular reports and
releases documenting rights abuses, including rape 3l3 , and advocating
PHR interview with Helen Bash-Taqi of CCSL in Freetown, March, 2000. Generally, their
research has revealed that most younger children were used as domestic servants, though
cases of girls as young as 10 being used for sex have been documented. They also have cases
of two boys (15 and 16) who were forced to have sex with their female commander and
young boys who were forced to commit rapes.
311

Human Rights Watch, Sexual Violence withm the Sierra Leone Conf7ict, February 26,
200l.
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Amnesty International, Sierra Leone: Rape dnd other Forms of Sexual Abuse Must be
Stopped, May 30, 2000.
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Amnesty International, Sierra Leone. Rape and other forms of sexual violence agamst
women and girls, June 29, 2000.
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within the Sierra Leonean government and the international community
for protection, justice, and concerted action against the diamond and arm~
trades which are fueling the war. Amnesty also produced a report specifically documenting war-related sexual violence in Sierra Leone. 3l "
Women's Forum is a Freetown-based nation-wide network of women's
groups established in February 1994 in response to the need among
women for sharing ideas, building effective alliances and taking collective
action on issues of common concern and interest to the overall advancement of the status of women and the promotion of children's rights. The
Women's Forum played a crucial role in ensuring that the first democratic
elections since independence from British rule took place in 1996. They
are in a position to promote the need for legal reform and put pressure on
political parties to address women's rights in the upcoming general elections. 315 The Women's Forum was identified at a forum chaired by
UNHCR in 2001 as a potential partner to house a data-base on sexual
violence and disseminate information on the issue. 316 With adequate financial support, the Women's Forum could also address the ongoing problems
of coordination on the issue.
Network Movement for Justice and Development (NMJD) is a Sierra
Leonean NGO, active in Freetown, Kenema, Bo and the Kono district,
with a strong foundation and solid experience in civil society, public advocacy, and rural development. NNIJD is well suited to provide public advocacy to change the laws governing treatment of women/children, and to
promote ~ommunity development to establish community-based prevention and response systems in both rural and urban areas. 317
GOAL is an Irish NGO working with street children and commercial sexworkers in Freetown. In a survey conducted in 2000, they found that
nearly half of the girls interviewed were between the'ages of 13-17, many
were formerly with the rebels, and 98 % were addicted to drugs. The sex
trade is an ongoing problem that has been aggravated by the war and sexual violence continues to be a daily problem in the lives of these girls - perpetrated by customers, boyfriends and military personnel. GOAL has
established a drop-in center for these girls where they offer counseling,
non-formal education and medical care. GOAL also advocates for the
Witness, Witness actlon in Women and Sexual Violence in Sierra Leone, December 2001
www.wltness.org
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One of the problems raised at a workshop organized by UNHCR in Geneva in March,
2001, was the non-availability of adequate informatlOn and data about the extent of sexual
violence in Sierra Leone which makes it difficult to provide targeted support for survivors. It
is hoped that the findings of the PHRJUNAlvlSIL survey will help address thIs problem.
316

NMJD received technical and traming assistance from a representative of John Snow
International m September, 2000 and has also recelVed a small grant to expand their programs from the WashlOgton D.C. based, Reproductlve Health of Refugees Consortlum.
317
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rights of these girls with the police. Although family reunification has been
particularly challenging because there is such a stigma attached to prostitution, GOAL is attempting to mediate with families to allow the girls to
go home.

HIVIAIDS Prevention and Care
Society for Women and AIDS in Africa is a regional organization which
focuses on the gender dimension of the HIViAIDS epidemic and works to
improve women's access to information, to challenge the cultural and
legal constraints of patriarchal societies, and to encourage women's financial independence and self-esteem. The Sierra Leone branch, SWAASL,
was set up ten years ago and has played a central role in organizing stakeholders to address the epidemic strategically and cooperatively. Major
present and future activities which arose from a conference on best practices convened by SWAASL in 1998 include: establishing an AIDS/STD
Resource Center, conducting research on the prevalence and impact of the
disease, and orchestrating awareness campaigns targeted at war-affected
women, commercial sex workers and other vulnerable groups.
Shepherd's Hospice - Sierra Leone's only hospice has no in-patient capacity, but at the time of this writing had 25 volunteer counselors throughout
the greater Freetown area. The hospice has received modest funding from
Catholic Relief Services (CRS) and WHO, and is expected to receive additional funds to rehabilitate their building and expand their services.
Because of the stigma surrounding HIV and the frequent reports of those
discovered to have the disease being thrown out of their homes and
shunned by their families, it is essential to establish in-patient services. m
There is currently nowhere else in the country to refer those who are ill for
care and counseling.
National AIDS Control Office, a body within the Sierra Leonean government, is trying to revive AIDS-related activities nationwide. This office is
intended to facilitate coordination and planning between government,
NGOs, and international organizations working on the issue, but lacks
the necessary capacity.m Among their activities, NACC has conducted
prevalence testing among pregnant women as recently as 1997 and organized efforts to inform parliament of the need for a more active government role in preventing and treating HIV/AIDS.
World Health Orgamzatlon and Associates for Global Change, HIVIAIDS In Sierra
Leone: The Future at Stake, The Strategic and Organizational Context and Recommendations for Action, December 20, 2000.
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AccordlDg to a presentation made by a representative of the National AIDS Control
Office attended by PHR in Nlarch 2000, testlDg of pregnant women at clinics revealed the
following growth in HIV prevalence rates: 2% in 1992, 2.7% in 1993, 3.4% in 1994,4.5(10
in 1995, 5.5% in 1996, and 7% lD 1997.
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APPENDIX D
Referrals
The PHRJUNA};lSIL team took every precaution to minimize the risk of
re-traumatization for interview subjects, including careful design of the
survey instrument, sensitivity training of the research team, and by the
central involvement of two consultants, one a psychologist and one a
social worker, who had extensive experience counseling survivors of sexual violence. In spite of the team's best efforts, it was recognized that the
women and girls interviewed were taking some emotional and practical
risk in sharing their stories, as well as giving up some of their time. While
PHR decided against giving the participants any material compensation
or token, and made it clear at the outset that the team was not offering
any humanitarian services, it felt the least it could do was educate them
about and connect them to existing services in the area. First, PHR established contact with those organizations providing medical and psychosocial support in the camps where the team intended to survey and
explained the nature of the study. All the groups we contacted including:
IMC, IRC, MSF-H, ADRA, GOAL, Concern, and Merlin, were happy to
provide referral services to the women and girls we interviewed. In most
cases, the researchers simply told the participant about the services
offered in her camp, however special arrangements were made for "high
risk cases." Researchers were trained to identify particularly severe cases
requiring intervention and to request permission from the individual to
pass her name along to the appropriate health care provider. Great care
•
was taken to ensure that any names taken were separated from the completed questionnaires to ensure strict confidentiality. The PHRJUNAMSIL
team is grateful to those organizations and individuals who so generously
cooperated with this effort.
The researchers also provided a brief explanation of both the Special
Court and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in an effort to begin to

educate the population and to ensure that the participants had an adequate
understanding to determine whether they wanted PHR to give their names
to these bodies. Any names that were given to pass on to the TRC or Special
Court were separated from the questionnaires, so that no information about
the participant's history would accompany her name. These names and contact information are in the possession of the UNAMSIL Human Rights Section until they can be passed on to the appropriate bodies.
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102) Report of Non-Governmental Organization
Medecins Sans Frontieres, "Mutilation of civilians on the increase in Sierra Leone", 5
May 1998
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(vfay 5, 1993 - Doctors 'NitrloutSordersiiv1edec:ns Sar,s ,cronrleres
(ivlSF) surgical teams at Connaught Hospital in Freetown, Sierre Laor,e,
rsport that the number cf patients sufferw,g from severe mueilatlons ,'",as
inGsasea sigr,ificantly over :he past rew wssks The Victims, ,,,ostly
Civilians, orrginate from the r,ortheaslern region of :.«ono, where ,nseC:.Jilty
is stili rife.
Since ?prrl 6, the surgical team has trealed 123 ir'Jured patients. tvlSF
Head of ,\;llsslon Monique ~~agelker:,e womes there could be many mere
VIC[lmS Ir, the countryside, unable to readl the hosoital. "\Ne fear thal thiS
may be just the tip of the iceberg," she says.
Many cf tr,e Victims have had or,e or more limbs traumatically amputated;
se'leral have aiso had Iheir ears removed Some of I~hem walked for
weeks through tr,e bush to :;;et 10 the hospital.
.'o.,ccoroing to the patients, tr,e Civilian population of '.«ono is terronsed
vanous armed groups, who r,ave been carrYlilg out executions,
mutiiations, rapes and kldr,applngs.6,ttacks are reported 1.0 be veri
systematic, witr, (~roups of people rounded up and killed, wounded, or
raoed, one by one. Many patients report seeing Q(rer Civilians, some
senously wounded, fleeing into the bush They remain unaccountec for
Out of an estimated lolal pooulation of half a millior" about 25,000 people
from Kono managed to migrate 1.0 villages in the west of the region, and
another 70,000 fled across the border to GUinea. Those who remain In the
province have rio form of protection or care. ir,ternaUonal agencies are
unaole 10 access the area.
,c,n iv1S,c surgical leam has been working in Connaughl Hospital since May
1997 The organization alse supports four On"ier cliniCS in Freetown and
r,osollals and cliniCS in 80, Pu]ehun, and l'vlayenl. ,e. nutntlonal program IS
carr:ed cut in Kambla in tr,e north ofSierr2 Leone.

iviSF is I/le worid's largest indepenGeni emergency medical (eilei'
crgamz::;Ucn, prevlclng aid to Victims of armed ccnfficl, nawr3/ and manmade c;lsasiers, end eplcemlc c/saases, and 10 poou/ailens wne iacx of
acces::: to nealth care. Near!y 2,50e volunteers (rom 45 ccunrnes currently
work with /1/15/=, prcviding ,Tieclcai aid in mere [han 80 counrnes.

nome i aooul I news aC'IOC3C'1 ".Jclunieenna I ~xhibJls 1,]r2SS : oublic3[IOnS :_~ SDeeC:1eS I dcn;3lino I ::mo!ovrne:l( I S2arc" i U,S 353(
ThiS site is m;:;lnl;:;lneOJY ~.he U.SJliicesJI Decors \Nithoul 30foers/!vleoecns S;:;ns ;=ronller2s (~!ISr)."9 2000·2 ,\!IS;: ."il ~Ignts res
,I

103) Report of Non-Governmental Organization
Medecins Sans Frontieres, MSF 1998 Report, "Atrocities against civilians in Sierra
Leone", 1 May 1998.
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Tile history of Sierra Leone and the recent outbreaks of
Fighclng need little IntlOduccion The ,'lrst democratically
elected presldenc ,0.hmad I<abbah '!'las ous(:ad in a coup
in May 1997 led by Johnny Faul K<Jromah, commander
of the Sierra I_eone mllitMy Junta, with the support of
the Revolutionary Unlt2d Frol-,t (RUF) Tr,e RUF/A:=-RC
remained in power until :=ebruary 199-3, when, aFter
Failed talks In Conakry, the West f1Jncan troops 01'ECD/VIGG (Economic Community of West Mncan Stat2S
Cease-Fire I\;\onltoring Grauo) Forced tile coup l2-aoe,-5
and their followe,-s out of Freetown and inca the
Isoiated areas upcountry.

i"ladaaasc3r

Moz.amoloue

Nloena

(

i::rom 6i:h ,D,prll iSSe, the surgical teaiTIS 01 the
i,ltar"aclor,al medical aid agency 0'1edeCins Sans
i::rontleres (/VIS;=-) at Connaughe Hospl,:al, Freeto'f'ln,
stc.rted recording ar, alarming Increcse In n-,e ,number
of oaClellts suffering From severe mutilations ThiS
repon: prol/ldes I'urther details of the injuries InfllCl,ed
orl the people admitted to hospital, as well cs a
summary of In-depth Inter\/Iews ';'Ilth over 70 survivors
cor,ducc,e'd by 1\;1SF med,cal staFf The vlclIms, moscly
CIVilians, orlglnaee From ehe north-eastern re910n of
~;ono, where Insecurity IS stili nl',e,
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S<Jm~lla
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While the caplcal i=reetown, maJo,- towns ane Villages
an:: now held 0'( :Ec-omog arid r21atlvely saFe ,cor
CI\(illar~s, lal-'~C: areas In the cour,c,-ysld2 around thes,'2
Icc2clons rc:maln under che cDncrol of the Former JUllCa
FiClllclng IS cur,-eilely und2r '!'lay In tne I-,orch, wesc and
aasc of ehe couilCr/

;';ii

Setwae!l 6,~n ,0.p'-11 ,and deh iVlay 1993, the Connaught
Hosplcal III :=,-ee:cwn r2c21ved 115 !:,at:encs, most oJ"
wr,om ar2 severely mucllatad CJnn2ughe HOSOIC31,
which re:::elves I\(IS,= supporc, IS Sierra L2cne's Oilly
hasplc::1 W1CIl an ol-thopaeClc sur'~eon,
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lS'SZ::nd 1996/ ma,ly cIvilians (InCIUGlilg nonilai:lor,eis) we.re mutilate.d and murder2c; cunng att:Jcks
a; ,3Ir,S': vlll,3g::S and cow n s con d U Gad by va rl ou s armed
'g,-oups txpac,-Iai:es were:::lso taKen host3 ge or killed
Tile no,-riFic lilJu,-:es rw'/'i being treated ac Conilaught
110501(31 are of a similar ilecure
1

F5 01' 5th ,I\.oril, L99,3 COil,-,aught Hospltai start2d
rec2',vlng small or large. groups, depending on the
avallabilicy 01' transporc,
The FollOWing overview gives the number of patients
admitted With arm amputations,
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\Niti-: :=,cl~h al-rTL5 a:--:i:JIJCaC;~(jl cge r,::rigin ,;
bet"'N:::el: 1.5 ,::ild 40.
14 (neil \Nit:~ Dne ar~' dr7'lpu'c::Jleo/ ag2 l-an(;,'lf-H;:
bet/vEen 2.2 and SO
• 5 mE:l hee, In addlCiOl' co i-,e/III~ i:helr armis)
ampuc:;':ed, a pan 01', or one or ~:::,oeh ea,-s cut 'Ol'f.
• 1 WOfTlc,l wieh one arm ar,pucaced as:; result of a
gUI,shot '!'Iound.
· 1 pa,jenc With an ampuccS'::cd root, 1 paclent 'Nlth an
amputctec leg, boch asche r:csult 0:' gunshoe wouros"
• 23 pcCle:les 'I'lith deep laC,ei2.!CiCnS on 10'Ner::,ms,
severed tendo:ls, broken Ulile; and radius, as result or
cutlass atl2C~<S
• 7 patlenes '!'11th either a complece hand or several
Finge:-s missing 25 I-esult c,r cutlass attacks
~ 17;:=:---1

11

• 20 patients With gU:lshot /\four,ds
• 1 patient 'Nlth shrapl'.el \Nounds as result of E:comc'j
bombing
• 2. women who were raped and had Foreign obJeccs
Inserte,] In their \(aglna
Only one Inte,-"'/Iewee could be Identified a.s a
.combat':anc (In this case a i<amaJor righte:-). All others
were Civilians, With occupations ,-3nglng rrom
houseWives, trader, farmer t,~ diamond digger and
miller.
'" 'vl/hlle wilting the iepol-t, thiS aFteinooll 4 ivlay 1998,
13 more patlencs welE, admltt:::d In Connaught Hospital
OFchese 13 people, n",ree men had both their aims
hacI-<ed olf, SIX had one 21m or nea,-Iy one arm nack:::d
One of che VICClms is a ,sO-ye.ar-old woman with olle
arm hacked oFF.

or

The Inter/lews were cMiled Gut by iVISF staff over a
per:od or Fouroays. -,'0,11 pa'~ients were in:'ormed that all
In:'onT,cCion '!'Iould be dealt INleh In a conl'ldentlal
manr,e,-, and tinat no names would c,e reccroed. None
01' the patlencs ,approac:-,ec re.I~IjS2<::! to ba Interviewed.
T;-iE hJ11 scor"; cJ 'Ninen, where a:-,c how tr,E acc2ck
oCCUlTed was ,-e'c:Jrded. The SUl,Hllary IS as 1'01101'15.

P·Jt.2r having. talk~rj t:"J t!~ie 70 patients! it beC~fTie cle==.r

[nat bee'Neall 15 and 25 /-",piil t;-',2 Villages c,etwean
f\IJ21am2 Se.wafe aile ~,oldu, Ea~c 5ier:-a I_eone INE'::
accacke t :! by c;roups (,I' arll,ed r;-,el-' SomE \/Itlac::es seem

ci=)OUI~ ,:3[(=C:(5

en U--,cir \jil!GI;;-~5 ;:·otii ':]iJ,-lllg i~i"'ie Ce'/ arid
ab·out 2;~~3C:<'5 :~r-,_2~ GCCU,-r2{j c:n i:i-'Ie
\Nhile d'ec)ple 'N,2:-.~ iTiCVln(; ;:·.~!:\N2'=,:l vlli2 ;'2-5 c:-

,-:;i~ ilightl~r:(~ 3!SC'

I-C;2cJ,

t:-ieir

1

1==,3(111:.

(v\or2 t,:::I::ent:YI aii 2nd ~/\2Yi pai~ients start2d to cr-rive
from the ·3rc2 around YiFin eriC 16,ii!,c~!ial 11C)rtr:-2,3sC C)I~
f<Dldu 1·\11 patter,c.:; repo,-ced th,ac :::,cter the attacks,
oeople sC3cc:::r:::d Into the bush In alldl,-ecclons In ,l1oSt
cases the u.!rren,~ whereaboucs of these people 15
ullknown. Ie is aiso reported criai~, '!'Ihlie movlllg away
F,-om Cilell- etcacked Villages, paCiE,ms wlcnessed many
"damaged" (wounded) and dead pe'ople on the mads
It might well be possible tha,~ c~,e US patleilcs
admltt2d to the hosplcal Form only a small percencage
or the total wounoe,j and mucllated people From chese

In general, most patients told ai::lOut attacks that
stalT:d With groups OIC men arriving in their Villages,
calling out Ulae they were ECOfY10G, and [I'lat tiley were
there to Fr':2 i:he Villagers. fYlany villagers mentioned
thac rhey were be woken up by a knock on their door,
Wltl'l the orde,- to open the door, that they vI/ere
ECO~/IOG and that they were saFe.. Upon lea'liing tl'lelr
houses, the village,-s thell I-ealised tr,at these men did
not belollg to ECOI'vIOG. Some of the attackers we:e
wearing gn~2n Fatigues \/illagers were then mur,ded
up, In groups or In lines.
They were then, one by one, In ICront of the other
village,-s, taken to the pounding block, asked by their
attackers which arm thEy used to wOI-k With, at'"ter
which the right or left arm would be put on the.
pounding block and ampueate'] With a cutlass.
Sometimes a pre-cut would be made With bayonet, to
srlo,A/ where the amputatjon was to happen. People
realiSing whae was happening like one teache,-, said
that he used hiS leFt arm, e'len though he was right
handed. hiS lert arm was amputated.
Seve,-el patient reoon:ed chat the actackers took the
ampueat::d arms With tllem Or,e paclent said cha.t they
did rloe take hiS arm, bue cl,at he WC.S able co keep hiS
cut -0 I~F arm.
In some Villages, aFter the people 'Nere rounded UP,
they wel-e strlpced nakedanuprdered co "use their
women", men wel-e ordered i:o "use" Ulelr sister When
men reFused. to do 50, their arms were emp1ueaced, and
the women were raped
tile c.G:ackers
AJ~::r

tr,e accack, rlr,ar,'j patlenc.s mentioned iJ-,ae the
armed men would tell tnem to 1;0 now, and repor,:
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'~h,~ cc~::ck:=:rs crJ 1-IOi~ '-!'I 3 i-Ie ::ile~Ti h2r:2.'21~C: (:: i~211
i::'=CI(V'I.(JC i::"""",ct th,~ 2:~t=':=:<:=I-::; \/'ler2 1i2('2" 2nd t~lac
v\joijil~ cCh-i2 ::Ci ;::'.=CJIV\OG s:Jcn'l

;~h2'/

C ,=:::i,=:nt5 \/'/=1-.::: else' tc,ld clic:: ehey' si-,ou!,(J ge tD P;r-:~sld2nt
:<,:::bi:eh aild Cisk Illi'll for 2 I'\~"N 2rrT, One p.3Cie.llt 'y\/,~s
given a jet[~r by the :=J1:cack,=I-S/ with tri,2 DI-.j2r to give it
I

l

t'J ?r2SIG;:::ll :<abbah.

SOlile pct:encs, wrw did no,: le3ve their vII12g2 c,'t=:r tiv:
accack, arw INhen encountering the atc.:iCk21-S 2;)21Il,
were orcereo to leavE: , "VI/hy are yOIJ stili here, INe
told you to go t'J ECOfV10G I" Other mell, who halO one
or tlNC e3rs cut oFf, l-epol-~ed that tnecccacke:-s ::old
them, tllar Without their eMS, they shoulo IlO longer
liS ten te :::CO ~/I OG a nd til": 9 ovem m enc e IlO tha t tl'ley
silould listen bett':r to the aetackers
Other parlents I-eported that they hid under their beds
but triat the attackers pull,,:::d them out fl-,Jlll
underneath tile bed, or shot under tl'le bedS In the
room, as tney INere awcre that people W':::i-e hldwig
chel-e. Ole patiene reported tllat she was In a mom
With a group of other people, and thai: tl'le attack":l-s
shol~ and killed Four people, and the paele,lt hid
underneath the 4 dead Jodleswlth her baby Unci! the
alttackel-s had lel'(
Several patients reperted that g(eups of people had
been roulded up, locked Into a house a,ld trlen the
house was set Oil i"ire Ie was reported [I'-Iat thiS had
happened to women arid children.

[

,

Irl 0112 Family that INas interviewed, the olde,- bl-other
had both arms amputated, hiS Wife hed on,':: arm
cmputate!j, the younger nephew 01' 16 had both arms
amputated, and another relative hed both arrns oedly
cut (tendons cut e,ld ulna alld radius broken due to
cutlass accack) 0112 man of 50 had INalked For 4
weeks, From 1/lllal;je to I/llla(~e, With bolen erms
eiT'putated, until he I-eached a place 'Nlle.re he I=ound a
commerCial vehicle that took him and 2. others to
Freecowr,. These exampies ane JUSt a 1"2'1'1 of che scones
6s-ecorded by tile iV\SF staFf Eacil patlene har::: a
SI mila r <; ru esome suory co Ite II
d

CO f\ICL.U5 [iJl\I

Ate':r Incervlewe,j 70 p6c!e~CS ac C:Jnr,cught hospital
a,lO caking IrlCJ accourlc ueGlble repon:s from othe:pa,-ts of the c:Juntl-y, iYlSr sCI-ongly b,elieves thac che
actual I--Iumt,er o{ casua'ties rTlOY be muc~ higher thar"1
the (,umber of paclents r=:aching. the hosoltai. ,"-.11
patiencs Inc,::r'Jlewec! mentioned ocher peopie, wounded
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C!VliiCI-j :Jc~:uIG;:\on o{ rural Sie:-,'-,3 1_2cne is vlJlnei-a;:i;:::
ri!ore a':t3c:<~ 01': chis sort 211d that no prot.'=ct'iorl is
c\Hrencly availabie ;'er them Iv15r calls upon the
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,ni:-::n,at:or,ol COfTllTiUlilCY to 100:< urc;ently ror 'flays to
pm'l!d2 pi-o<:eCClon aile aS5 5C2,lce (or ':l1e52 civrliens
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104) Report of Non-Governmental Organization
Human Rights Watch: "World Report 1999: Sierra Leone, Human Rights
Developments". (Excerpt, pI)
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In early February, troops of the Economic CommuIljty of West Africanl(enva
<~C_~_AL ::~::\i,;JE, ..::
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States Cease-Fire Monitonng Group (ECOMOG) ousted the
liberia
government of the A.'1Iled Forces Revolutionary Council (i\FRC) and
N107arnblcW2
the Revolutionary Uruted Front (RUF) from Freetown. This ended their i\lio2nil
mne-month rule, charactenzed by widespread human riahts abuses and a ,::;W21103
, b'
.
'='
Sierra Leone
comp Iete reaKdown of the rule of law. For the past seven years a
South Afric2
vicious ciVIl war has engulfed Sierra Leone, charactenzed by atrocitIes Sucton
against clVilians, often committed by the RUF, a rebel group formed in UGanda
1991 with support from the National Patriotic Front of Libena (NPFL). Z3mbla
Upon taking power on May 25,1997, the l\.FRC suspended the
constitution, banned politIcal partIes and publtc meetings, and
announced rule by military decree. The i\RFC, created by a group of
senior military officers, soon joined forces with the RUF. During therr
Joint rule, many judges, lawyers, and pollce fled the country, causing a
total collapse of the judicial system. The A£RC/RUF govefilil1ent
arbitrarily arrested and detamed Its suspected opponents and cntlcs,
including students, journalists and human nghts advocates, causing
thousands to seek asylum.
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On March 10, the Nigerian-led ECOMOG reinstated President Tejan
Kabbah, first elected in March of 1996, who subsequently declared a
state of emergency After losing political power, the i\FRC/RUF
alliance engaged in a war of terror against cwilians, committing
Widespread and egregious atrocities m an attempt to regain power.
Between February and June 1998 alone, its members raped, deliberately
mutilated, or killed outright thousands of SIerra Leonean civiltans. The
AFRC/RUF abducted men, women and children, probably numbering in
the thousands, for use as combatants, forced laborers, or sexual slaves.
Women were actively targeted through sexual violence, mcluding rape
and sexual slavery. In additlOn to vanous forms of physIcal abuse,
innumerable civilians suffered psychologIcal trauma from the rebels'
chOIce of tactICS and extreme cruelty-like the sevenng of lImbs-to
compound the horror of theIr attacks.
Civilian Defense Forces (CDEs), ciVIlian militlas who supported the
Kabbah government, also cOIIlJIljtted numerous abuses, including
indiscnmmate killings and torture, but on a SIgnificantly smaller scale
than those carried out bv the i:\.FRC/RUF The CDFs were created in
order to Drovide local s~cuntv and targeted for abuse those they claImed
.I.
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were i\FRCiRtTF combatants or theE sUDDorters
The larcrest
and most
"0
powerful of the CDFs, the KamaJor:;, were responsible for the maJonty
of abuses comrmtted by those fightmg on behalf of the Kabbah
government. I,n addltlOn to killmgs and tonure, KamaJors also
obstructed humamtanan asslstance and extorted money or other
payment at roadblocks.
~

ChIldren were victlms of gross violatlOns of human rights committed by
both sides to the conflIct. The A.FRC/RlJF abducted an unknown
number of chIldren-probably in the thousands-for use as laborers,
fighters, and m the case of gIrls, sexual pnsoners. Many girls were
forced to work for the i\FRC/RUF combatants until they reached sexual
maturity, when they would be assigned to a fighter as a "wIfe." There
were also many child soldiers among the Kamajors, and desplte
promIses by the government to demobllize all combatants under the age
of eighteen, the CDFs contmued to recruIt children at least until July
The United N atlOns estimated that over 416,000 Sierra Leoneans fled
the fighting as refugees to neighbonng Guinea and Libena or to
internally displaced camps. CondltlOns for both internally dIsplaced
persons (IDPs) and refugees were often severe due to alack of access to
camps and poor secunty conditions In particular, the close proximity of
the camps in Gumea and Liberia to the Slerra Leonean border and the
presence of former combatants among the refugee population in Libena
jeopardized humanitarian assistance and protection. Many refugees and
IDPs suffered from a host of problems including high levels of
malnutntion and disease, as well as occaslOnal attacks from the
RUFIA..FRC.
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The government made repeated gestures m support of human rights,
such as its pledge to prOVIde amnesty for child soldiers and intermIttent
appeals to combatants to lay down their arms in exchange for amnesty.
In a climate of publIc hatred for indIviduals associated with the
l\FRC/RUF, the Kabbah government initiated legal proceedmgs against
tifty-elght civilians in regular courts and thirty-eIght former soldIers
before a military court on a range of charges including treason and
murder. In hearings m August and October, the High Court of Sierra
Leone sentenced to death twenty-seven civilians convicted of treason,
includmg five journalists and a seventy-tIve-year-old woman.
International observers questioned the appropriateness of the treason
charges for the Journalists, and cntlcized the lack of a nght to appeal
sentencmg by the military court. On October 19, the government of
Sierra Leone executed by firing squad twenty-four of the soldiers who
had beeD sentenced to death ODe week earller The trials constituted the
first major test under the Kabbah government of a Justice system whIch
lacked basic mfrastructure and support. Many of the over 2,000
Dnsoners m Sierra Leone wereheld under the 1998 Public Emergency
RegulatlOns, introduced by Presldent Kabbah on March 16 and ratified
by parliament, which provided for indefimte detention without teal
Prisons were often overcrowded, unsanitary, and lacking m health care
and the regular provision of food. .
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SestlOn 13 of the PubllC Emergency Regulanons declared that
"dlsturbing reports" b: the medla were punishable offences On June 24)
Mimster of InfoITilatior~ and Cultural Affam Dr. Julius Spencer stated
that any.-' informatlOn
re2:ardmz
the secuntv siruatlon must be aDproved
I
'-'
,-,."
;.
by ECOMOG before pubhcanon. Joum.alists complained further that
taxes had been unjustly imposed upon newspapers m an attempt to limlt
thelr ability to publish.
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-300Clnlj"'7l~ri{ O( ,~iielr !esoe:~ ':0 Jr'riClal p.OSI(ICnS,

peiltlC31 j-ivair'/ OeCNe-=:l ,Jli:"',1,(

:ind ;::ZUF lor(,=s

;-~.sulted

in :i~2t1'l Cign [Ins, in ::arrlcJiarin !"'1akeni and Lunsar in
Oc~oGer

HE,:iUSLJC OF SiERP-A I,_='JNE
:~e.::d of sC3te and gO'lernmenc,J.,hmad Tejan 'Kaoaah
CJpltai: ;:re<::(Qwn
Population:

ad

million

emer~':1J 'oe~w~~n

l=QCay Sankon and

1-:::

rna I ned aboul lhe C:JmmI[menl o( Cile RUF [0 dle

peac= oroc~ss. ?3r~.s o( '~Jle nonh -3.nd ~3S( o( che
CQun(r'/

Inclualn~.5i.r3(e51CGlamanO-l11lnlng ar~as,

r~malneG inac:=5.3lole.

Gifteal language f.nglisn

Oe3ch pen,ait(

Hifts 3150

':;cller·;'2lJe! leaden ','Ina. ;laa !Je~ [0 disarm, and douo(:j

n~ce:T(jOnISJ:

Abuse5
RUF

The polirical and human ri9nu cri~is de~pened a.s
reoei Farc:s artad':.ed ;:reecown In January 1399
Thousand:.:; orunarmed r:i'li(ian.s.wer~ de!ioerately
and arbrtrarliy~(illed, mutdered, raped or a.bducted.
Although conclusion of j peace agreement in July
provided·apporLunrtie.s to end numan rights abuse:.i,
the political and securI1:Y sicuation remained
preGuious and human ,-jght..s abuse:.:; against clvd~ans
continued. The peace agreement included a general
amne5t)' which provided impunity for human right.;

ana

by

r~bel FarC25

1"\l=~'C ;orr:~s commlr-fed

:5ros.s human righes

aauses an a !ar5'= scale. ,~I repeacedly,caJ1ed for an ·,=nd
[0 abuse5 and (Q (ransr,~rs o( arms, ammunition and
CJmoa cants !.o' n~bel rorr:~.s.
Cespi(e Imorovemen( afier the slgnln~.o( lhe ;Jeac~
agre-=menl, (hen~ wa~ a rT1arke.d InCf~a.se In anacks on
c:'filian.s fram Occooer in ar~as WeSt or" [he OC::ia Hills
and In l"1onhem Pro'lInc,=-, In particular around !'1akenl,

!.Jnsar, :'on Loko, Kambla and Kabala, and a partern or
dellbera(E In(imldarlon and (errorrzJng of ctvllians re-

abuses, including war crime5 and crimes again5t

emer'5~d. From i'lovemoer such a (cae:-:..s, o{(en dunng
raids for food, mane'! and o(hergood.s, occurred almOSt

humanlcy, commleted dUring the conflic t_

dally In l"1arinern Province.

Backgrou nd

,Alrhough It was Impossible

Rebel forces of Ihe ~e"olutlonary Unlled Fronl IEUF)

number or deachs dUring rhe rebel InCtJr'510n Inro

and rhe ,",rmed Forces Re"olunonar-r Council (AFRO
3etad:e<j Fr.ee~own on.6January and comml[ced \ar3e-

Fre~[own, an esrlmated ';,000 people,alleasll,o.oOO(

scale

subsequently pUI rhe figure at over 6,000. Although

Deliberate and arbltrarl killings

acrocicle.s J~E1:Ins[cjvdians. E~ne:1si'le des;:rucrlon

of propeny made as many as 200,000 oeople. homeless.

10 asc~naln·rhe~xacl

rhem cmliam, were killed. l'1edical aurhorlcles
mosr-krllings were arbJtrarl, some individuals and

"imough rebel (orces were rorced 10 ,-etreat by forces

groups -Including govemmen[ offiCials, Journalis(s,

of the EconomiC (ommunllY of Vvest AfClcan,IJtes

lawyer:, human ,-'ghIS aC[J"i:rs, pnson offiCials and

(ECOW"SI Cease-fire l"Ionl tOCing Group ("COr-lOG),

police o[[jcen - were deliber3{ely [arseted. For

righting con[lnued In other pans of the counery and

example, more rhan lOa police officer: and',~I~hr

same towns, Including l"Iakenl In Northern ,Drovlnce,

Journallsrs were reponed

10

Ar[er being forced rrom

remained under rebel -:onero!. Libena was Widely

have been killed.

f:re~{own,

rebel TorC~5

accused o( providing mtlitarr supoorllO rebeHorces, In

conl1nued wo:omm;ratroGcles.ln l'1aslaka, easlo[-

vlolarion of a UN SecurHy CounCil resolution.

Freerown, c;villans accusedo[-sympalhlzmg With

A cease-fire was agre~d in l"Iay, and a,peace

government fon:es

were

kill~d or mUtilaled. In one

inCident In a village 'De-tween Maslaka and l'1ile J8,

agr.eemenr -signed in Lome, logo, In JUly - orovlded

en ildren· \Ner~ r,:ported [0

for an Immedlale cessaoon ofhosrlliCies and

sev~ra!

disJrmamenl and demabili1.3rJon of rormer

have been killed. Deliberale and arbllrar; killings 01-

comOacanrs.

RUF and AFRC.memDef~ 'N~r~ appoInt-eo

lO

babies and ,'Gung

~lvii\ans

conClnued after [he peac~ agre~men{,

mlnrs(eriai posiClans In a ~avernmenr of nacionaJ Unl[Y

pan:Jcularly In I\!onhern iJravlnce.

In OClober and the RUFbecame a ooliocal pany RUF
leaoer Faday Sankoh, Wl(h rhe 5Carus of 'lice-president,

Torture, including mucilatlon and rape

chaired ~ commiSSion to mana'Se minerai re50urces and

mUlilared Civilians lOY cUClIng ofr limos, mOSl rrequently

posr-CJn(lrct reconserUC!lorr, and Johnny Paul Karoma,
le3der IJ( che ...I..FRC, a commiSSIon (0 Qve;;se.e
Implemenca[)on or the :'H~ac~ oroc::ss.
Imp~men[a(lon o(~(.~'( p.rOVISlons o( (he peace
agre-=ment, lnciuaing disJrmamentana demabiliz,Hlan,

hands ano arms. In February repan: Indic.3ted that
some ;00 \/ic:ims or" mucilaeJan who. reqUIred sur~~ry

r~ie3s2 of ':3p[ured clvllians 3na unnlnciered
human! (anan acc~ss, wa~, however, iimned. i:ull

depioyment o( a Uri peJce-kee~ln~ lorce
c-e3se~rire

[0

mon[[or me

and assisr w!ch dl':;afinamen( and

IJemabilizacJon was delayed, By [Me ~na' o( 19~9 oni.y
some )1 :;00 of an eSl1ma(ed ~S,ooo ':ombacants had
bee~ disarmed anddemoiJliizea. Despite [he

IsaN: 'J a6:i 0 :901
Al ,nce.-t: POll 0/00 1/00

A,s rebel forces

re{r~a(ed

rrom F'ree[own, (hey.

were oeln'S '~re3ted Inr:re~~own nospj[ais, ,.1"mong (he
recorded 'lIGlmS was a slx-year-'Jid ';lrl
wnose ler[ arm nad 'oe:::n ~evered, it was probable (hat

young~s[

many ''Jrher '1iClms :·alleri

(0

reach medical' help and

oied from their inJuries .
...I.,mpu Ci3 [lons and
[0 be

reponed after

othen forms o( [onur~ can(Jnued
,~eoej lorc:=s (e[re3(eC :·rom

Freelown, alrhough on a

:esser scale. In Hay boy·sand

youn~men In

che

le~te;:;

[he are3 around.I'Y\aSlaka wer~ 5e~n wHh
RUF carved ac·'oss chelr (j1e5IS. In an.artae;.:

.

wWYI ...

mnesr:y.org

a '::Jqyrll:t nt Amne::5"ty Incern.anonaJ ,Ouoiiotlom 2000

]n,:J '/lilag,: Ile3f ,:-Jar: ~8k:J In '':'C:GO~r' -he;~ 'N~;': ':::3ses

ciVilian mllicia. suppor~ing ,'J i2 :jide:H Ahmad T=Jan

of au=mocea amoutacion or limo's', ana 'aur:ls ;nfliced
by mOlcen p(as'llc.

:<aoban, :he ::jYII Q~(r:nc: i;,or':~: (CDP;" :lQWe'/er, alsc
commlcTes ;luman ,-I'Sncs '/Ioia'Clon.:
Dunng (he r~i:Je! incur310n inlO Pre:'::lOwn. lar~~
number:; o( cao(uf,:d 'Jr suspected i-eoels N~r~
excraJudiciaily ,~x~':;jted by Cc-Jt10G and che CDF,
'J(cen wichou( any ,~al 5.l\emp( (0 eS[3011sn 'Suilt.Jr

P.aoe and rJcher

(orii1~

o( sexual abuse o( 'Nomen and
Dur1ng (he :-~~el
In(Ur':lon !ntc ;=r,:,:wwn, 'Nomen and glris wen~
rounded up and san~-,-aoed, orten in public. l'1or~ I:han
90 per ,:~n( of 'Nomen and ~iris abduced and held
jlris

',y~r~ )ys~·~ma(IC and 'Nldes~r~:id.

innoc~nc=. C:lllar~n,

inciuding an el~n(·~I!~ar--old ooy

in qC~3e5~ian o( a ~\Jn, were among (he '/icLims.

C3Qllve 'Ner~ 'oe!ie"ed [0 have been i"~3pea:: many wei':

caughr

iorr:~d to suoml[ La i-ape o.r be !(iiled. :V1l any 5.lr\5

III-rrea(men(, In.ciudln'Soeaclngs, whlpoings and public
hUmiliation, was cammon al ECOMOG and COF

suoseQuently ,~e!e3sed w,=r~ presnanC, :lad ~iv~n Olr7h
or had ':ontr;3CLed sexua.lly transmlned disea.ses.. ,'\ape
o( women and ~Irls caugnl up In ~he rlgh[ing 'oecwe~!1
AF?,C and ;,UF lorc~o ,n l'1akenl and Lunsar In Ocober
was (ommon.
,u"oouCL:lOn or civilians
Hebel ion:es abduced se'n::ral thousand cJvilians.
inc\udin~ chrldren, from Freew'Nn in Januar/. Some o(
chose abducted were subsequencly killed. Some were
seiec~ed ror (ralnin~ as (igh(ers, o(he~ used

as porrers

co

carry looted 50005. Abducted women and giri s were
rorc~d InlO sexual slavery and rEtained la cook and
undertake other rask:. Up (Q \,000 children were
reponed ml.ssln'Srrom r reetown, most o( them abduced.
A. small number o( proml(1enl·Sie:-ili Leoneans.
Inc!uding [he RomanCacholic Mchblshoa or ,=reerown,
and lorelgn narlOna!o, Including prlEscs ana nuns, were
also abduned, ,~r leasc elgh[ were kdled and twa ochers
serlOusly Injured, Ocher;, Including che archbishop,
elcher escapea or were released.
AlThough ihe peace agreemenr arovided ror the
release o( caotured Cl'lilians, only some 1,000 adults
and chilaren, a campara Ci'lely Imall number: had been
rreed by Decemoer l'1any or [hose released suffered
rram malnUlr1tIOn and disease, The release of girls and
'(oun'S'women was panicu!arly dirriculr·'co;secure. Some
:,400 children, most o( [hem girls, aoducled lrom
Freetown r,~malned mIssing.

A5 anad:...:i against Cl'lilians Incieased rrom OC1ooer,

the number o( CIVIlians being abauCle.d exceeded [hose
released
Hostage-<:akJnq

AFR( forc~s captured more [han)o UN military and
Civilian per"jonnet wno had ~one i.O (he OceTa Hills In

AuguS( ',',11th an :::CDMOG ,~scon (a superllse [.he- release
Ql aOQuGed civ1iians. Their caplOrs claimed (hac Johnny

Paul Koroma· was held under dures5 by HUF rorce~ and
thar rhe oe3C~ agreement disadvantaged AFRCforc~s,
A,11 were rele3sed alter SI:< days.
In Op.c~mQe; RUF farcEs.cap(ured cwo rorel~n

FQrC~5

,r.or

E'::'1'-'10G :·orc:=5 \Ne;~ commenaed byche ~n(e"-i1a()ona!
community lor [he,r tole ,n Sierra Leone, They and the

ISBN:O S6:

Ar

112:35i 10

wer~

Red Cross

l~etJne.an starro(numanitarlan

[he Interna(lonal (omml((ee'o( (he

detained 'Jy ECOMOG

rorc~o

In January;

mQSt wer~.be3cen. Although

accused o( coope:-;:j[!ng
wlch rebel (orces, che5e alle a[jons wer;: unfounded.

s

Indiscriminate aenal bombardmento on deme!y
populated 3reas Q( ,=,-ee'\Own during ihe rebel Incursion
te.sul red In lar3~ number3 or civilian casua((les.
,~I called lor Slnc' complianc~ by ECOMOG lorc~s
With Internarlonal human ri£hlo and humanitarian law.
In ,l,oril ihe ECOW,'S E:<ecurive Secretary called lor an
inve::irigaclon into ~;((rajudjcial exe-:uclons by ECOMOG
rorceo bUI none look place.,~ commiClee subsequenlly
eocablished [0 monlror ,-elailons becween ECOMOG
(orceo and ,he cl'lilian populaCion failed 10 (u",cnon
erreCl:J.'1eiy

Heports o( haraosment and 111-cre3lmenrbyECOMOG
conTlnued'ln [he months which rollowed,
Detainees.he!d by ECOr--\OGforc~oand the CDF were Illtreated, Including by being beaten and having arms and
hands lied ~;memely tightly. Civilians and
humaniCar;an convoys lravefling aiong major roads
were frequently harassed,
forc~s

Child combatant~
Several thousand ':~ildren under the ag~ of 18 foughr
wich rebel and COF lorceo, An ~silmared 10 per cem of
rebel lorces who 3nacked Fr~etown wer~ children,
many of ihem previously abducted arld IrequencLy
under [he Inil'uence o( arugs, Some were responSible
for !,i1lings and mutilatiOns
3eron~ ['he peace agreement, WIdespread

,-eSeJilmenl o( children by ihe CDFlniouthern and
EaSTern PiQV1nCeS cannnued. The peac~agre~me!l(
spe-:l(led thaI panJcular ane:l('Ion be ~rv.en to che issue
of child combatants and [he governmenT made
repeaced c~mm](men'LS (Q end reC;-UHmenr o( chlld~n.

[he COF 5uosequently demooilized some child

com03Cant,S, il admlned In November I:hal some .:.00
children aged :JefWe~!l 15 and 18.we:-e.ln Its (orces

In

[he

Kaoalare11On and [hat [h~rehad be~n no error! La
demobilize ihem.
in jepu~rnoer [he UN ~Sllma(ed Cnalj,-40a Cllild
combatant.s were awaitjng di.sarmament and
demobilizallon; the re31 number, :lQWe'ler, was likely 10
be mucn :llgner. Child comoarants, Including [hose wno
had. been abouc:.ed, 'Nere 51:111 engaged in,comba(; In
Oc;aoer a number of 'ooyo were amon~ chose injured In

ia :9-0 )

Al inoe.:t:PQL 10/001/00

Jierra

or~an\-z.a(jons and

,~Ichough

nanonals 'NorkJn~ I-or an incernacionaJ numan!(anan
or'S3n rZ.':Hlon, r\1eaecns sans rron (I eres (f'-1. SF-Fra nee),
in KaJiahun ']islrICl, East:ern Pro'llnc=" and held [hem
hasla~e for 10 days In prOleS[ against disarmamenr and
dp.mobI11Lalionbeln~:uoervlsed 'Qj' UN pe3c~-~e,=pln'S
lorce~ 3no ECOMOG Irooos.

ECiJMOC and Civil Defence

ciled~poln(.:

'Hww ... mnl::~r:y.org

o

Cao)'rigr1( Amnl::HY incernCl·tlcnClI P'Jcliotlons

loao

rlsrIClr,~ DenH,:,=n r~i::ej :Or::=5.

c3ilea lor ,or;oncy \0 lJe ~1'Ien fa disar..-namenc,

inc-e.ase in UI"I;1.)1S1 1_ [iCOOS. Tile UrI

ge3c=-I~.~':~ln~

fcrc= was ,Tlanaa(ed La prc)(e-:~ ,:i'lilians under

<Jemoolii:aclon and "-~Inu~~r~oon or L:hi\d soioief''i and

imminent

I'or adequa(.~ ,-::Si)urc~~ (or 3~~nCJES, inc!ud\n~iJNIC:::,

caoabillCles ana area~ or de:Jioymenr.

sp~c,r:c,lly :leloln~

;:'ollowlng rhe pe3c~ a~r=':men{, ('he UN ')ecuricy
'CQuncll a'5:~eCl tQ expand':he numan rI~ri(s sc(~lon o(
UJ'('~HS!L, including :']y apoolncing adv\Ser3'On cllid
pro[ection_ Tile human rl~n(.s section monItored -:ina
reGofl1:d abuses and promoced r~speCl and prQcec;:ion

chem.

P,efugees and internally displaced people
tn(ernai\y disolaceQ
~nd half a ,T1illlon 'N~r~ r~rug~es, most or lhem In
Guinea.Oft2n selll at ,-isk o(human rigncs aouses, rhey
3150 su(fered.ac'J[~ hardship including snorlago: or food
and aaslc ileal rh (3r~. In some ar~a·s up (0 30 oer cenr
of Ine,ereally displac~d peoGle werE r.epoccEd [0 be
c:,i\cir:=.,'l, many unaccomoanJed,
Delays in disarmamenl3nd demobili;:anon,
':on(lnuing Inse':'JrTry dna lackor dCC~5S (0 pans or che
c~uncr'llimlced ehe r~lurn or Incernally displaced
peopie and refu-sees.
i"\or~ ci"lan ,3 million pe'Jole w~r~

Int2rgovernmentalorganiz.arions

Human

rl1~hcs

abuses and vlo(auons of [h.e pe3ce
oy ,'ebel forces were repeacedly conaemned
by (he Inlernaoonal communiry wnlch (ook major
Inirla [iv~.s lO eSlablish :Jeace and securlrY, ,~n
Imernananal comaCl sroup bnngln~ lag~ther
Inle:sol/ernmenlal or5anlz.auons ,3nd key ~lJVernmen(s
met In ,~pnl and Juiy AI called an che InlernaCional
communlly, Including ':he UN and. lhe World Sank, far
procecrion and ,-~speC1 of human n~hc:; (0 oe at (/le
cemr~ 01 dror::.s 10 resolve the· political cnslS and
dunng POSt-COnniCI reconslruenon.
A Human Rights ManlfesLO for Sierra Leone was
adopled dUring a Ylslrby che UN High Commissioner lor
Human'Rlghls in June. II Included Commilmems la
prOmote children's nghlS and co raising che age or
military recrultmem to 18 years. Italso pledged UN
supp0r[ ror a Truth and ReconcrllOcion CommlSSlon and
a l"laclonaJ Hum.3n·Righcs Commi~Slon, bach
subsequencly Included in the peace agreement.
In Seplemoer, aller vlsJ(ing Sierra Leone, [he SpeCial
Repr:~5en(aliVe of [he UN Secfelary-General ior
C,"ilaren and ArmedConllicl proposed specJfic
measures 10 meel [he neeos or children arre':leoby the
COnniCl.
In OctOber che UN SecurHy Council auchomed ehe

~hr2a[.o( phYSIC31 'l1o!enc=, wl{hln ICS

of human I-lgncs.lt '·,-vas aCJveiy Involved In secunng [he
r~!e3se L)( prrsoners and captured civi'lians

and in
aSSlslIng ,n Ihe escablishmenl or [he Truth and

Reconciliation Commission and ('he I\latianal Human
P,igfiL~ C'Jmmi~$IOn, It

also prOVIded human right:

ira Inin~ (ar .oalic~ and· UN mliica.ry abser'''ers and

suppen for Slen-o i_eanean human rights ~roups. Ai
called ror [he human nghc5 sec[lon [0 reC~I'I~ lull
paliclcal suppon and adeoua,ce resources,
in NO'lember-(he A(rlcan Commission on'Human and
People" Righls deCided to send a delesaclon 10 jjerra
Leone In early !ooo.

agr~emenl

aeploymenr o( an In(em;H.lonal peace-keeping (orc,= o(

6,000 croops as pan a( ehe UN MiSSIOn In Sierra le'Jne
(UNAMSlll. The rarce,. co include a subs,anlial number
o( croaps Irom ECOWAS counlries, was 10 be deployed
for an InltlOl penoo or SIX monchs 10 help Implement ehe
peace agr~emenl, in partIcular manlloring, the ce3sefire anaJrhe disarmamenr and ae:-nobili13rJOn orrormer
comba[ancs., The full compiemen( of troops, nowe'fe:,
had not 'oe~n deployed by che ~nd of 1999. A n~duce<j
ECOMOG (arce was 1O remain to rnaincaln sec"Jr1ry and
help Impiemenl Ihe pe3ce a~reemenl wlrh UNAMSiL
Subsequent plans to '.'I'I chdraw ECOMOG lroaps,
how~'1er, p-romple.J a r~commendatlon by (he UN
Secre(arj-Gene;alln lace Dec=:nber for a suostan(ial

Impunity
The peace agreemenc prOVided for a general amnesly
for all acts undertaken ,n purcull or ehe connier. 'i11e
SpeCial Kepresema.[lve arrhe UN Secrecar/-General Jar
Sierr" Leone, signing the peace agreemem as a moral
guaranlor, added a disclaimer thai ihe U~I·aid nOl
recogni7:e rhe'amnesi:,! as apolying to genOClde, cnmes
againsi humanley, war crimes, and orher senOU5
Lllolaflons of inrernanonal humanitarian law. Ir
remained unclear, however, how Impunley ior such
aouses would 'oe.addressed. While che Truch and
Re,:oncJliarion CommIssion provi.ded by-the peac~
agreemenl could examine human righes abuses
commlned dUrln~ the connier, It could nOt alone
escablish full ac.:ouncability oe(ause a( the amnesry
Shonly ailer che peace a~reemenc was Signed, ,ne UN
High CommiSSioner ror Human Rlghcs called ror an
inlemaclanallnves(I~atlan InlO humanrJglm abuses
dunn~ Ihe conClio andihe UN Secretar/-Ceneral
ad,nowledg~d lhat the amnesry was dlrricult co
reconcile with the ~oa! or ending Impunicy, He sug~~slea'
10 ihe UN Security Council ihatl1 conSider me3sures [0
ensure accoumab,lllY ror senous Violations or human
rI~hts and humanilanan law, Includin s me
esrabllshmenl a( an Imernauonal commiSSion or
InqUiry While norlng ehe"lIews of [he SecretaryCeneral, [he Secunry CounCil nel[her e.,plicilly
suoponed nor ~!ldorsed such a commlSSICJn, Judglng-I:ha_t
inS1Slence on aCCiJunlabiliry for human.ngnc;.abuse.s d[
thal Sl:a'S~ WOUld undermIne [he peace process.
In a lenEr lO the 5c(lJrlry (ouncJi in JUlY, Al ursed
cha.t it recommend an e:rreCi'iv~ Internatlonai

mechunism for In:veSIJ~aCln~ human ngh'!.: abuses and
Ihose responsible 10 jus lice. ,~Irhougn [he
HI~h CommiSSioner', GUice eSiablisheda SWOy on [he
pos5Iq,~e I-~(a(jon.shlp oetween the Truch and
rOr'Jringln~

Reco6:clllatlon Commis51on

www . .Jmn~::ity.::Jrg
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:E"

i::ommI5':lcn O!lnaulry, no :"2CDmmenaaclons 'N'=:~

known :0 ;la'!': :Je::n made :Jy ,one e.'lc:J( che /e.3r
,~! count~/ (~por:5
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PROJECT BACKGROUND

'VV'J...:3 aDo. lDccrr:.-dl,:anr:lcc3 do flOC ,:nc. sllnply 'Nlch. CJ.~C: sigru.ng of ?e3.C~.lg"Cee~TlenL5 1G avolCl
U:;jurg,:r.:.c: of './iole:1c~) LC lS [l~CES5;l.ry co (2eveiop J.nc. .5L.ppOD:' measures for s(Ien,scheillng~t:e
security! JllSllC'~, 'lr_d sOC:'.. oeconomic cJ.paclcies of a scat·::. T:1..i.s lS a comple~': ,:ask Ln
a..ny soc:.er:il bu.c dZi.unc:ng to posr- 1.:o('...fic: siruaGOflS. 'vVh.ile cne In[~rnJ.conal communlC/ C7u.l provIde assis-c'J.ilC: and valuable resourc'::';Sj the loc:u population, "Nru.ch has 0.0 ···,~x.i.-c STIJ.U:,SYI Q"lS [ne
gn:atesT COmmlG-ne:1r cO 'oul1dlllg susD.lnJ.ble ?e·.lC~. Ie IS therefore esse"knal co draw on c.he .lS8erS,
e~(pcnence:s, '.lJ.1.d dedicJ.Clon ar [he loc:ll Level :lnd ',linon,s ill secrors cf SOCltry One ,s,~c"Zor orren
overlooked 'J.nd underesnm:lt,:=:d is \NOlnell. Ln LDosr post-conr.ucc soc.ie:J.es 'NO(nen ar,,: rr:ore ~hJ.ll
J.

goVe[n'J.nc~,

Il

50 percenc of:he populanon and are .lCuvdy mgaged en pe·lc bllllding whLle addressing che basiC
survival [leeds of thelr families Ind commU.nlCleS Ycc chey Ire of,·e:1 pOfl.:-ayed as passive '11ClmS,
wei !.ide reg·.lrd IS gwen to cheu- .lCTUalHld pocemJ.al roles In fos(enng secuncy.
Ln Ocwber ·2000, [or che first t".1me in lCS mstor;l, the Umted N::mons SecurIty Councll.lcknowledged thac women have J. key role ln promoung l11Cernational seabili,y by passing R~soluo.on L325
on women, peac,~, and seCLlnty It called on all parries to ,~nsur,~ women's parnclpation m peKe proc.:sses, from c..iJ.e pr~ventloll of conrlice co negoCLltlOnS.lnd post-war reconstruction. The iNomen
vVagu1g P~ac~ FoliC'! C0il1il11S8Wn w~,s cse::;.ohshed co c.:C:J.mme peace processes WHh 1 pJ..mcwar
[OCUS on I:he conrnbmlOns of women. Drawmg on qualicanve fidd-based research and quano.tanve
survey data, "From Como"-t 1:0 Commurut:y: 'Nomen and Cub of Sierra Lwne" assesses how con:nderluon iJfgl~nder lssues can improve disarm.lmenc, demobdizll:c.on,md relnteg;rauon (DDR)
proces8es and docwnents the comnbullons of women In omClal and C1VU society-based rellltegT:1.tlOn programs.

KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDAT10NS
1.

'Th.cOllg'LlouC

the coni-lie:,

\N01T__ en

led C1VU soc:ecy

of ~hc 1999 LOine 1CCOrc.s , 'iVOrrten 'Nere

pe~1..c:: effQCc3.

~n

guva.Qlzing

In 2002 '<.1.S ':..:.~e cou.nt=-~/ faced the ',::Jre,J..kdo'Nn
m'J.ss dt.mQflSL.:1C10r'.:.S t}1J."C led co che end of the
1

war.

2. CO[l(r3IY co omCl;ll [,:por~s, women played 3. mIlir3IY role
the rebel mO'lemenL
...J.

F~mal.e c.x-combJ.cJ.flcS

'e:aClOl1, md
J..

,11

che pro-golfemmem CivLl Defense:

Forc~s

,-nd cn

t:r'JlTI ail forces 'Nere slgnil-l.ClDcly underreprcsencc:d lD oES.oal disa.cTIJ.menI demobiliprog-rams.
I

reliln~gntIOl1 (DDR)

\Nomen dIe [Jlayulg,l IIgmnCJ.IU bm 1.1DackJ.lOwlecig,:d U]Le Ul the
gaps LU otfic.u prognms.

[~[nceg'::ino[l

of :ormer tigheers, iiUing many

1. \Nhen plan n i n g DDR, mrernauoml acwrs, mcludwg the Ui'{ multilateral org:uJ.lZllnOIlS, donor gOlfernmems,
and (1llCIon·J..l govefnmenrs, muse:
ensllie the p',,-.mcipar:on of women durwgill st:l,ges of negotnuoll;
J.ssume that women ar~ puc: of me figclUng t'orc·:s and be aware thaT, where children are presem,
lD to JJ percem may be gIrls;
recogruze che lillUal estlmHed number of fig hens provlded by milit8ry torc:s may be low,md
thus be prtpued co l.llCreaSe resourc:s to ensure errecrive programs; 3.nd
e;crend the deiinitlOll of,;omoatant Co indude those who were part ora "regular armed force ill
'any ClpaClty, illduding bUT l10t !inuTed co cooks and messengers ... C1nd girls reu...uIted for se;cual
PtJ.l1l0s,:s."-ln 3.ccordanc: with e;uscmg norms followed by the UN Children's Fund (UNICEF)
and ollilined Ln the UN SecretJIy-General's 3Tudy, Women, Peace and Secun,y (2002)
2. During disarmament and demobilization, uDplemenClng org"al1lz3.uons shol.lld:
accepc females even when unaccomparued by men; and
develop parallel systems for cfle demobili'Z::ltion of women :lnd ,guls by:
-uffering women che G.'lOlC: to eute", care centers wIth theu chIldren or to remllD Wl1:h theu mue
collcagues and cowlte=parrs; ,md
-ensunng che=e are boliues to SepU:llely house :S'-rls and boys WlthoUT pllems.
J. Ll reintegration, dOllors 3hould ensure chac
. lOC;ll ,)r2;J.lllZaTlOnSlnd communiues worlan2; wll:h forTIer cOmb:lUnTS are din::::r beneric.arles of
resourc:::s from omcl'J.l re.lnceg7'J.lion 1nd cehaoilir:J.tlon progr.lffiS;
,.

,_

....J

UlCome-:se::J.er:irlOJlmd .i0b-Gtauol1 progr:lrDS are ce:lced to provlde employme:lc tor ,:.;c-combacmrs J.LlCi membe.rs of commuJU[Jes lDtO Wlllch G'lev are rerurrung;1.nd
DDF. progr:HDS suPport mothe:s, p'J.J:'J.Cuh:lyilngle mother:;, emerg'J1g crom che figb.tmg
torcs-tnducllng prov\Ciing baSK care [or them and ch:lI children (ch.rougn ["osTer cue progr:llDS
or centers) to bc.lit:lt~ tel.eu pa.rT.1cpanon ill dUC:luonmd skills trllJUIlg ::.har C"-.Tl help them
avoid perry c:::me or che se;c crade.

EXECUTiVE SU MMARY

S Lerra L,:one ,::nded lCS nac:.onJi dlsannament} demoolEzHlon, and 'elIleegT3.ClOn (DDR) program lD
Dec~.:clber 2003 Smce tJ"le progr-am beg~lD lD 1998,
72 ,500 forme.:- combacams nave be:::1 demobIlized,
lDI.:luding J.,751 'Nomen (6.5 percent) a.nd 0 787 chil1

eirc:n (9

4 pe.:;:'c~n()1

of \,vhom 506 are :prls.' Fcom che

ouesee, ;:he.:-,~ was some eecogllltlOn tb.ac women and
child soldie.:-s made IIp " slgnJilc;::ne pornon of che
faeces 1 In theory, the D OR process was desIgned
co lnelude them. But while the prognm was effecti'/e tn re:J.dung oue to mJle combaunts, Wtlm:ltely
women and duldren weTe underserved. DespIte, thIS
shortcomIng, d"lt: phn has been hailed as a success and
a rnodell-lpon which other DDR processes could be
b',ll ed
These DO R progn.m:; ha'/e dso failed to supporc
G'/]lian pop,.uatlOns facd WIG'l the realiey of relDtegratlI1g cormer figh(ers InsIead, lD COmmUl1lCleS
a.cross SIerra Leone, women ell mdlvlduals and tn
,gTOLlpS [lave taken on the responsIbility of assistlIlg
fonner combarmts as e.hey recurn to CIvilian Life. Bue.
they recel'/e lime or no support from the nauonal and
lllCeraJ.uonal pro,gn.ms ,esublisheci to ensure ',uccessful
rell} tegrJ.Qon.

In March 1991, me Re'lOluuonary Umted Fro!lt of
SIerra Leone (RUF/SU, led by former Sierra Leone
A.smy (SL\) corpord Foday SanKoh, Invaded SIerra
Leone from Libena. V lolence agamsr womenmd
chJdJen, and g~neral eerroe In rural md l.irban centers
quickly becune corners'(()nes of the RUF movemenc
and were tllCOUr:.lg,~d by lCS le·ldershlp.
as the
W:lI escalated, women andg'sls reported atrOClUes
comnllttec. by forces on boeh sIdes. Preyed upon
by che RUF and SL'c, Local ClVw.am ill manYliea:i
e.n.nsformed cndiQonal hunung SOCleCles, such as the
£(~:lJO[sJ lUCO pro-goverrlln~nt m.iliaas known '15
CiVIl Defense Forces (CDF). Th.ese miliQ:ls gamed
promlIle:lC~ Wltc1. G'leumed acnVlues of ehe K:u:r,aJors
tIl G'1e c:J.s-tcr:1.lild sOIJ.them provlllcs and the: nsc of
the GbethlS In me nonh, among oG'lers. Throug!lOUe
the \N~r yeTIs, c.he governmen-r '~ndorsed c..b.e CI) F,
pcovllimg them Wlt.~ resources, liluuding we:lpons.

COD10aCJ.DC3 (rangl!'.. g ~n J.g~ frOiD :'0 co 35/' conciuc:ed
fcr b.~lS study] 3lc'!.os-c :ill3l1ced ,.labducClon as cl.e.:.r
J1

me3.DS of cnc.ry; one ;:hj[Q 3-':3.ced c.h~t [hey

Lng

e:(Fene:l.c~;

bad fig-hcnearly half indic:lted that chey [ec~:veci

we'lpons tn.lilll'g; one fir-ch ciescI!o~d chemsdves as
spies; :.lnd lnou:~ chan half uldic:l.1:ea that Ll1 ',lddinon [0
perror:nll1g ocher duc.es, l~hey 'Here force2. co be cJ.pLive '\vl'ves." 0 n lVer:i.g~) cbey "w~r,~ 12 yellS old \vr..e:1
,:hey ~necred che corcs.
DesDlee: deruals bv WO'overnmenI Oi:hClals 1,':1rr<sls and
young women phy~d an LmegTal role til u'le CDF
They were spIes, comm'dnders, and fcontline figheers;
i.

some 'Nere

J

l1erb'iliscs lne:ailr co supply fighrers wl.rh
J

magl.C pOClons for lllln.llnerablhty. Others were cooks,
medics,lnd spll'lcualleaders. They wlwessed brue.al
ncuals and suffered signlficaDc se.."(ua.! abuse.
'Nomen JJ1d guls also made up a Luge put of rebel
RUF foeces. 1Vbny served as capnve'wlVes" of commanders and were responsIble cor dlstnbLl1:ing weapons, food, dnd loot confiscated from \rillage: cuds. Th.ey
commandecl fighting forc,~s known as smail boys urnts
and smcill girls Ilnirs; many were usa mvolved 111 the
mutilatlOn and murder of Clvilians. In camps, comm'mders' "Wives" someClmes used theu control over
food and looc co prevem young boys arld men from
abus1Dg~..rls.

1-'1 sum,

the e;lperlence of women and girls III the
fighnng torces was complex. They were capuves :ll1d
dependents, bur they were also mvolved tIl the phnlling arld exeC:Uelon of che W:lI.

nue

VI/omen and guls were prese.:lt III large [lumbers 111
?ro-governmemand rebd forces and were illvolved
a VUlec;f of acllvmes. Lr'l the survey of 50 rem'ale e;:-

.~-

Ul

The Sierra Leone government and lme:m:lClOnal p,lrt!lers, including the EconoffilC Com=UD.lCY of\N~st
f\inc;::n Sures tvlolliconng Group arld u'1e UlliCed
Nauons, conduC1:ed disarmament and demobilizauon
111 u'lree phases between 1998 and 2000. Relilecgcanon
programs conunued i:bsough 1003 At che star, of
the program, [he esrinured number of combaeJJ1es
was .i5,000, ofwhlCh 11 percen, was presumed co
be women. i Ac lIS colllFleuon, over n,O()() [UO been
demobilized, Lnci.iC:le~ng char the prelimlI1Jrj esninates of fore,: SIze INe::."'E Ll13.CC..Lr'J..te. i-\.s 84 percen.c
o(dle demobilized were adult men, t.fJ.e program
'oN-is errecrive LD C~3.C.:.1ii1g OUT CO cbJ.S segmenr of che
pOpWaClOQ. Slilce JI.isr 65 perccnL of che demoolIized
were women, however, It 31:::ms likely that dlOUSlllc1S

more _~g~r.~:s, pdrr:c.uafly 'Nomen Qnd ;'Sl..[ls) 'Ne~e :lor
ce:J..c~'lec-

[ne

ObC1J..L proc~s.s ~

Adwc (13 years :ind older) were ellglble for encr:!
[fiCO cne pcognm by presenung :i we·a.p0rllt any or'
tne omCIal ~ecepQorl cemerSlcross the COLlnc.r·y They
\,ve:-e J.sked cl.nesHons ',lna requlIed co disassemble and
ce:J.;;sernole a gun. usua.lly an AK -47, as :J. prer.eql.llSICe
['or parnClp:J.clOn In Phases I and II, wlvesJ.nd de8endencs were n.oc diglble tor enc.rj
In Phase Ill, a. gro'ap could bnng In a. we;J.pon. Lace ill
the program, as men complamed abom chell inabuIn to iUstalll chell hmilies, "WIVes" were perrrutted
co applv for microcedic. For J. woman co access :.he
lO·J.ns, Clowever, :;he Clad to be presen.t With a ma.n who
was willing to identlfy her as ClIS Wlre. No 'NOffidn
could claIm benefics alone, regardless of che number
of duldre.'l. Lil her care. For many 'abductees forced
LilCO "marnage," chere was [10 means or escaplllg cheu
captors. But someieruor DO R offiCIals did n.ot consider this lmp0fl:am. "Even If they were caped and
abducted," s<J..ld on.e unnamed offiCIal III a 2002 Lilter'flew "70 "
oerrenc
wanc to be WIth theIr husbands."
.
Offic.illy, tel.Cl;;e llilder
were n.ot req\.ured to presenc '.1 weapon to enter OOR. However, ,:here was
WIdespread lncollsistencYJ.mong the Ul'j, government ~ffiCI~U.S, and NGOstmon wllether ctuldren
were requued co tum in we:lpons. The maJorlty of gul
tighcers Lilce0flewed for this srudy, mduding those
wllo passed chrollgn che 0 D R process, suted thac [[le
weap~ns test was repeacedlyJ.dffilillsrered to children.
}

is

litlt;m;efl.:;~,;Ji G.it!-:sJn thi= 1~':ku~gir1:S
Nearly 7,000 children partICIpated III omcl:J.1 demobilizaLlon programs,' but~stlffi'.1tes suggest mac chere
were as many as 1:3,216 chUdren in the forces. Thus,
there tS slgruriont dispam:y berween the number
of duldren, panlcuhrlyS'Jls, presumed co be m the
forc~s and the numbers thac .:ntered the DD R programs (see table)

,

_,er

In the survey referen.c~d earlier, half of the women and
,S'~ris Clad n.ot gone chrough offiCIal disarmamen.r and

demobilizaClo n. Theu ,:;cpenences 'tughlightl numbc~r
of'saps L[l the process:

1 Forty-si;,: percent oced not havlng 3. weapon as l
b'arner [or tnu""! mco the program. I'vlany women
In the CDF '.vere ordered to lund In cheu weapon.s
pnor to demobiliz~ltlOn., chen. were lert behmd as
chell male colleag'.les were transported co assembly
cen ters. Others mdic:lted tha c dleu :suns were c:J.ke n.
away by t.heir commanders and Clanded to male
fighters. lYbny who were noc'pnma.ely" fighcers
had used weapons twm .1 commun.al source but did
not possess guns themselves.
2 Twenty-one percent feared ce-Pf1sals from opposing
ti)rces at che cencers and so lVolden t.he process.
.J.

Others repotted feeling unsare among the men wd
c.bus stayed away trom the SHes.

4 M'any Clad n.o blOwledge of the program or felt
there was nodling to gaIn by P"'rQc-p:J.Gng
5 LlI:de was done co reach o'at to \"Iomen .1nd :pris tn
the CDF, 1S lC W:lS mcorrecrlyassumed thac chese
were male-only UCI.ltS.
According co [oell reports Slllce cf1.e conduslOn. of the
ciisarm.1m-encJ.nd de~obilizauon componenrs or rhe
offiCIal program, some Female ex-c:omb:itams Qave
turned co prosnrunon and perry cr,me [or SurVIVal.

(:.if c,~c::::l.'!lng 'dS31sr"lnc,:: CrOn1 :he c..~
dren's faci:e:-s the:..r O'Nn b.nlllies lor chc SLlCe)sorne 'In:
C1.H':"llng i:O "flolen.c~. In 2002 :5oc.a.l \vorke:::-s ooser/ed
chac YOUi1,g INOlnen r p·J..[7..2.cu.L3.rly chose \Nl.IT c:ulcire:"1..:
',vere LDstig1clng r::.ocs In lLrDan c~n[~rs. Sorne you.ng
'Nomc:n 6.Q"r-t['~rs
nave re-so[cedlv crossed borders co
::J
j01.["1_ armed groups J.c::oss '~~e ceg:on.

'v'V>ct_ r.!.o hope
J

1

~.

eciu.c'J.rion 'c:" ?rov~dil1g cJ"uldcJ...C'::'J clo-c..b.es anc ~oGci.
1

-'v'/-olnen's org-1.nizJ.rlOllS have Aso:Jrovicec ulod,:::ls c~Jr
mz~ny

of cb.e te~ale,~\.-combar::.n[s; ov~: 65

pe1."C:IlC

of Ce3p0l1Cencs said G.~u.t they ·.NolllG 1.lk~ [0 .,10111 :5Uc..~
OC~3.2.'..lZJ..L:..OnSl 'NQ1Ch tll.ey 3e~ as orr~:ri ..'1g pr'lccicJ.1
'J.S31SClfiC:::.

NJ.Gonaily, the Forum for iUncan -'1VOffiW
R.i-sjng i>JU;<::C1aU:i::n'gf::

Educationalists J..J.:..d the Progres31lfe \;\/Qmen's

'\rrhi'ffl:;;.?11 S C-:17"~1~.ajg~ {~~r r)'~::::~C~

AS30ClaGOnlle the maUl org"-m:::J.1:lons Ktlve lD
Celi"lCegrat.i.on progrJ..J.TIs ..>\111011g loc:u org;:LnlZaUOns,
Ccncas-jybkcm,d±TIJ.i~lted "11th the Cat:"lOuc ChllTch
and operatmg in cento'! Slern Leone, hdS de'reloped

J

From the early days of me war, women til rural and
urban cencers mobJ.lized to procese c.he atroClD.es 1nd
call for p'~ac·~ In May 2000, wl1:h m~ RUF fiouung
che 1999 Lome~cco[ds, a group ot' ddedy "'fame"
Dme tog~cher, dem:mding a mewng wlth SaIlKoh.
On anwmgat che RUF compound, chey were illIStr~J.ted J.nd lilsultecL F,ustr"-ted, the women tnedJ.
different t"-CDC. They collectIvely rutched up thelr
skirrs, bent over,J.nd bared themseb~s to Sankoh3.nd
his cotene. In Sierra Leone, mch an KtlOQ by women
IS ,he worST curs~ Ci.'l:H can be brought UpOfl "-nYOfle.
The flews had a galvaruZillg etfecI on Sierra Leoneans.
They had all oblig'lI1on to uphold the women's b.onor
and support me curse. But the women's Knous also
crav~ ~DWUle
the coura12:e
co stand uo co the Rill
b
~
'-'
Coinclding wib'l the arnval of the llewerN ffilSSlOU
and Bfltlsh Soecial Forces me women's orocese J.no.
subseouenI
Ln me
,
,o~bl.ic demons'rrauoflS, were 'OlvOtal
,
suuggle for peace, culrlllnJ.ung m SJ.nkoh's J.ITest.
1

(_3.rji1~ FnrL{-·'!.:{)mD~[.3.i1r.~;

ljVem':::1.'s {Dn:tJj~,;u:ti·f.ji1:5 ~~2R~:i1~'£.2gT:ati~::.;n

Across Siena Leone, women as ludi'flduals and ill
grollpS nave be~n crirrell co ceinctgtanng tonne~
combat"-nLs, particularly those excluded from omual
Some women whose children were killed
,orOP'Tams.
.,
have opened thelr homes to former chud soldiers.
OtJlers hJ.ve sec ,lside mell own sufE'enn,g Ind offered
help, bdie'flug that, "If leh abandoned, me cluld exco~ba[J,ms would bve [lodung pOSltlVe [0 do md
weulc!. prove a chrot co a fi:ague peace. '"

In the sIUdv sur-rey, 55 percwt of respolldenrs Uldiclted G.~at \Nomen Ln the communll-:l ?l;},y~d.. a sigruii-

C:J.nt cole in helpIng chern rellltegf3.re. T'ms WJ.S h..lgher
thJ..Q ce:.iuenses for a.SSiSIJ.nce gl'f~n co Ci.'lem by tr3.diconal le~ders (20 percent) or mtematlOmuJ..ld wod:eIs
(32 oerem) Thev sald cummulllty women P~9Vlded
0"'11d~lr:.c~, sh:.ued ~e:l'':J,r~r resourc~s] J.l1d, pern.'.(os most
"
he~oed
b.clllt3.te chelr skills tr::uml1g md
.imourn.l1I,
,
,

a (OSIer eli: progr:lfIl for young moiliers enabLiil,g
t

them to arre:J.d school while Ci.'leu· cJl1ldren are tended.
CUltas-jybkem also of£~rs cOllDse.l.ing and programs
ou nealb'l 3.ndalternatlVe income :s-eneraClOl1 for t.hose
who have entered the sex u:l.de.
/'..mOUU",::;, LDeem"-tlOn.al actors, the UN Children's Flwd
(UNICEF) and the US Agency for Intematlonal
Development lUS}'-JD) offer saon.g models for workmg with locu groups and reacbng conner combae"-me acluded trom me natlonal progr3.l11s. Ul'IICEF
has 3.n LnnonCve program of proVIding reSOllrces to
schools that acc~pr tormer chud combac:u1ts In addinOll., UNICEF, ';'lth the supporc IJfUSAID, runs
cralmng centers mac offer mothers c.h..ildc:J.I~ J.nd toad.
A Ilumber or mell progr:uns combLIle vocatlona.! cr::unlila.::;, wlT.h basi.c lireracyand l1umenc skills. Nou-traditlonal trades sucbas welding, carpentry, and house
bUIlding are among those caught to women FortyCllne oercent of SUrfey OartlClOants s::ud such trlliWl.g,
as well1.s educanon, a.r~ Gm~al LD facilitating their
adjustment to OVllla.l1 lire.

Sierra Leone's DDR process f:uled womeudud gu1s
P\.s many w~:::e dassilied as "dependenrs" only, mell"
rea.l ,,:xoenences were not ad:.nowiedg~d, and they
were p~ecluded from r~Cel'f1ng rhe benertts prOVided to
"combar:mTs." The J.ssumpnon that wome" md gcrls
were 'vlCDffiS onlv, With [10 role In ercha the e.'ceC:.lD.on
of W'u or the builciinU"
of oeace, lS OIIJVlll2; dec:unelHal
;:;1
co rhell futu.re ',vlL.~ puce:lu'illy negaove conscquel1Ci:S
Eor the counI:~/s cecove.ry "wei che region's :)cc'..Lricy.
L

L

._

J

FirsT., deso i cc G~eir ho fIiJiC e;cperlenc-~::; Ln t.b.e 'Na.r,
women ~ld Z'Jls [uve. shown 'C1'~mendousag~ncland
lI'...ltl::mve. E'.~n dUImg chelr c3.pnvlty, those tn t..fle

fo[c~s C'=g'lLled ::30rr1e (uncral of chelf ovVlJ. lives
c.e'reloplllg 3kiUs :0 eQsure chelr 5urnv'd.1 a.ne. .'3L.race-

g:es to procecc orhe.:'3. -"(e: 'Nhe~

che C'DP,-

program

'!Vas ~rr: pielEe :1ted, chere 'Nas VL:-lUally no cecogrurio l1
or the multiple coles ~NlJmen played or the. skills chey
had ,g'llJ1.d. !Viany have amomolls [or:duCJ.tlon lIld
LndependerKt. T:'1t,( fed trw1encious rtsponslbwcy for
cheir offspring and asplI~ to 51V;: them a beLle: furnre.
By belng treat::d as passive vic-ci.ens, cheyare agun
stDpped of che:..r stme of self-wonh and digrury.
.second, women's ,:::::duslOn E'om omclJl programs
will nave slgru.iicam SOCIal consequencts, ll1cludll1g poverty, cnme, prosDcutlOn, and an lDc.r~ase m
HIV/}UDS Moreover, the exclusIon of single mothers means the excluslOLl of their d1l1dren-and thus
'lnother gener'd.ClOn of '.mskilled, mUSInal.ized yo,.lth.

DC1\Nlng 'JQ quilit3.(iv~ tleld-b:lsec. :"i:ScllC.i.l1nc. qU'J.nClC1Lve 3ur,rey ciatJ.. , chis srudy :lS3~S3es ~10""V d. gender
perspcc:rv,= c:.n improve formal ,,'iis arill:lmenLI d.emobilizanon. and remeegnClon (D D R) ?fDlp-amS lnd
documencs '\Nomen's COrlulourions co official and ClVU
30ciery-base':' lilici'J.Ilves.

18 [";tdlc:/,

Sc:tn,

2vlaS3iITIO FUS,LCO,

J.nd Philippe' LVLlughan.)u:::rn

Lcarl~: Dis;"'lcm:..une:lC., Demobiljz:J.cion

lHe

RelnregraQon (D D R)

Ed. P.C. lYLohall. F~'ndingr ~ifn'ca :.\.c:?>on ,31. VVasllillgton. DC: The
'y\(,"ld Baul< 2002, 1, 22 Oaooer 2003 dmp://www.worldbaJIK.
or s/air/findings/in.i:obeng/Ln£ob81.pdf> VVome:n's Commission tor
Re:fug~e i/\/om~n and Clllldn:n. Pn:c:ozti RcJou.rr.~J: Adolencnts m the
Rr;con.rcructlon o/Sit:.T7"'{[ L.;one. Me-w ~(ork: "Va men'::; CornII1LssioLl,
2002,46; Sie:rra L..::one:. i'bu.ona.!. COmml(ree Cor: Disa.rrnamenc,
Demobdizao.on ~Uld Rc:.i..llceglation. .SC:lOSUCJ.l daca provtded CD lh~
aurhors. Freetown: NeDDR, 2002.

E.juffi:lCeS inclic:;.re: [hac IJ.P m ~10 percen( ofnghce:s l11 rebd forc:::s
r.:1:li.ldre.., a.nd SOffit: LO-.30 perct:ne of corc: members wen:
women.
L

ThE'd, in the same w:w th'lt disilieccd male youths
and ex-figheers erugo.r le3.d eebellions,
milinas,
or J0Ln other guerilla groups, so can womenwd guls.
As the 2002 nots and female miliua actlvmes Lndlclte, some haveilie:.tdy taken upllolence. 'YVirnout
support, these young 'Ilothers have linle to lose tram
eesortlng to armedd.CCllIllY asd. means of SUl'VIVal.

conn

w~rt

lV[ark. C':! al. S£er:a L.::onf:: }j"'utLlinl{ ~he R.oad to 8.,,'CiYr.N~ry.
Freta ria, Soum . ci....t:ricJ.: Insncuce tor Srrlcegic SruJies, 2003, 25
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(, Shelb.c, Davu::s. ;?erson:ll lneer/lew, Augusr 2D0.2.

Fin:J..lJ.y, local commuD1cj' efforts, wJormJl llerworks,
and orgaruz::rc.ions-pnmarily led by 'Nomen-proVIde
C:lUcal suppon for former combatants. \Nomen's comerutmene to e,~habilicaung d.nd coe:Qsnng wlrh former
fighters lS a maITer of basic su.rnv:il for ehemselves and
ochers. Uo..li.ke the lilcernaelOnal communiry, they have
110 e..vic stra tegy If they fail, vlOlence returns to therr
doorsteps. At t.he same tlme, locJl ,groups :.lre under
lmmeLlse pressllr,e. They nave meager r,esources, therr
'Nark LS rarely acknowledged in offiCial processes, and
they recelve only lirruted aSSistance from the lilterGaI10nal COmmLUllcy. Suppornng che work of chese
'NO men lS '01 cosr-~±fecrive J.nd essentiallngredienr for
ensunng sust:J.lnable relntegtaIlon.

.,;

iNTRODUCTION

in C1C-:',::ffiCc:-' 20()3 I S.le:.:l Leece endeci l(S D.cic..:J..i C.l..1S:;:TlJ.me:1C, demootlizaG.on, lEd :ewteZ-c1I:OQ (DDR)
r
','
,,
,'-'
prog"':'"J.-C1. c':QITl tne Gme: OC LCS LDHlac:on lD 1998)
72jCO t-orrY':..C[ cOQlbaG1..r_ts oassed trlloug~ ;:he 0[0'"J"T'J..ITI. lflcluciin,g 4]751I,vo~cn (6.5 oerc~.n.t-.l
6737
dllieiren (9J. percent), of whom 506 were guls 1 r;rom
1

dl.e

OU(sct

...J

,~,

'J.lld

and colleCTIve cOl1tnbmion& LO tb.e re:nIezrauon of
fighIers, concluding 'Nlm an an.UYS1S of c.b:e !mportanc~ ofa gender perspective to DDR dfons and
pucucal recoilllUend::tuons to SU'DDorr::.he c1e'reloDmen T of such pro g-rams.
..
.

1

OUIllnd he:elr~ u'te ration;:le for chiS ,tuey, assump-

there 'iVas recogrunon of G.~e L'd!"ge pres-

el1C~ of cud ~oldiers

tions of the .cese::uch :til expLanar:ofl of '11eci~tJdolog~,;,
'J.na cbe 'NoLlung deE.nitions chat frJ.lne rJus re~orL.

co 50 percent of figo(e::s in

1

rebd forces wer,e Sehe'fed to be lJ.nderJ.nd women
(eStlH1'J.-ces canged bCrNeen 10 -JJ1Q 30 percent) among
~.h.e Vlll!JUS (arees) so tile program lNas In prU1c!.ple]
deslgneci. co include chenl . .!.Ll... t compleQoQ , however!
wfule ehe proiVam was noted for L~S dfecClve oucre'J.ch co mJ..1e combacaDcs, 'Nomen a.nd ch.udre~ 'wen:
I.\[lders~['(~d. Despice thiS slgmfiom shortcoLDlIlg,
the program h.as been llJ..Lledls a mccess bj the UN,
the VVorld Bank,~nd others,mdd model '.LpOQ whiCh
ocher DDR processes could be bJ.sed. 1
.

LlmlCd c~sellch has been conducted to ~sseSS DDR
pwg-T'oUns'J.bility co [~spond co che e;cpenences of
'Nomen and :p_r1s 'Nithlil ll,gnring rorces, tn Sierr;,1.
Leone or elsewhere. J S tlllless is knoWn,lbOUT how
programs due do or do not~ddr~ss '~ende.r r:onslde:atlOl1S may contnburc to or lunder peaceful
translUOQS. Dnwmg on the Sierra Leone conBict
(1991- 2000) thiS reporT uses '1.umouilve ~nd quilitatlve me mods and gender analY'iIS co doc,unenr wd
e;camme women and gul ex-combatants' wles and
e.:(penenc~s wich..l.ll me forces and omc.:al D D R processes. ~

The D D R program also failed Co provlde SUPP0rl co
Cl'rwan popuh~lOns [·Ked. With che ceall1:y of relilIegn.tmg former 6.giners. Instead, women as llldi'flduJ.ls
and ll1 groups took on Lhe responsibility of assl31:mg
u'tese fighcers, parocuLuly che cJulciren,md youth
among them, as they retu.rued co clvilian life. The
maJoney of these commlU1lcy-based efforts, ClOWever, received Lirde or QO aid or r~CQgniQon [l'om ,the
lY,lDonJl :Lnd LDtern',lGonal programs esubushed co
guararlCl~e Clot Just success:ful demobilizaClon. but ultimaIely eifectlve rewcegratlon md [eh~lbiucaClon.

Inlddinon to '11ac.k oIin[ormatlOn on the '':.'Cpenences of women and guls In omClJl DO R progr:J.ffis,
knowledge is SCllee cegarding the contribunolls tb..lt
women make to omClal and commu1l1[y-based DOR
processes. As conmers mcreasmgly Lnvolv~ Dviliail
populatIOns, women are more and more otten cailed
I~pon to "unomclJ..llY"J.SSlst Ln demobilizlil!!,' and reilltCjntlng e;c-combarancs, especiilly G'lild soldiers In
Sierra Leone. children cOllSCltmed h~uf ofsome of me
figh ling forces; up co one third of these were prIs.'
Tills Srclay, u1.ererore, also documenrs women's preVlously WlCecoglllzed aenons to srreng-r-,'ten omClalwd
commun.lcy-based DDR, aSSist ~'(-combatants, cilid
conrr:oure to eeace building wlIhlIl Siern LwneJ.nd
ceglon.

Tills report revisits me Sierra Leone confuc: and
peace process from the perspective of women.
Drawing on field-based inte",riews and data, iI outlines the diverse roles played by women and girls in
the war and highlights me importance of women's
aCTIVlSm for peace. TillS srudy preseu'Cs key findings
of the experiences of women andguls in me DDR
prog-r="focusing 011 obS'C;lcles to access, enuy, and
full paruClpatlon. It documents women's individual

'Rcsuits pn:st:nc.:d ~n ellis sntdy <i.n.w ~n parr

'Jfi J·olG!.

c:Jile::c:e:i '-.lilcier

me

'1

:;:~nt ~:rom dl<:: C~.l.1;lciiJ.n Ince:rnanonal De'Jdoomenr ;.ll.gency i:CIDA)

1nd c.he Iu(ernanoll.al Ct:!1~C: for Human Rights 1nd DemoC!:tTIl: De'felopment, "Girl::; \fi iViilic:tnes. P:lIJ.Inilirane;i, .:vlii.io.J.s. wei .-\rmt:et
O?~osic.:.on FlJfC:::S" OYlontn::I1: Rjgb:rs '.lnd De1nocrJ.cr, 2Q03). Pnnc.:.pk lnvl:::icig'lcors cor mc eIDA gT3..I1C WC!C Dyan NL.l.zurarn. lod Susa.r1
iVk.K.J.Y, Prore:i.:mr D.CVVOme:1.'s Sruciie::s, Umve:s1C'Y of\iV~nllng, TjS.A_, u."c: full ce:iuits.ue ?re::euce.d tIl ,:he fCln:.hcDrninJ?; bonK. W(J~Te ..in the
GiT/52 Girls m F;ghtmg F'Jrc~J ,'n IVf}T[han Gganda, Si~?.,.af..,:;on~, cmet' Yloz:J.lTtolque: TJ(t1'r L~'v~s Dur~:lg clndAfte'T ,liVar (rvtonrre::l.L Rig.hrsJ.nd
Dcmocr:.cyj.

T~~s :jDJ.QV feS"lS on cne '3..S3llffipt2.011 thac c:Eec~lve

DDR ?[DCeS3~S

~.re c.:~cc~ for lcb.leVulg .sus-;:::JJ..n.J.ole

?e'J.c~. F1l.nhe:-, J: ?I::SU?pOses [ha.c L[ :S lnSUSCle:1t co
pnonlize [he d.lsJ.I:nament 'J.I1d demobilization demerrcs :uone 'J.( [he expense of d"1e rein(egratlon componet1c, Flnally, II ack1.owledges ,~hae the burQen of
relncegrJ.ewndnd longer-,:,erm ,-enabtliuGon lS largely
pl:J.ced on che bmllleslncl communmes lfiCO whlch
former como'J..cJ.ilCS rerurn; coo oflen omc31 rr'dClonaJ.
wa lneemaclOnal DDR progra:ns overlook tP.J.s kEy

compo(lenr.

Tnt srudv does (lor aS3ume that "Nomen J.re more
peacdul than men bv n.acure, Indeed It shows eh'dt
'NorDen pb.y many coles dl.Lnng tImes of 'Nar, C'J.nglng

from Fron r:1ine <:ombanncs co COmmUillQ( pe:lcemakers, They should therefore be recogmzed 'as :lcnve
agenes cather th',m paSSIve IflCtlms lL1 peace processes,
lneluding D DR. To e.xclude therr voices and expenmces lnd to [gnore chell concnbuTIons ulnmately
UL1aer;l11nes peace,

Throughour August and September 2002 in Sierra
Leone, over 60 lll-depL~ llIee0TleWS were conducted
WIth commUlllty leaders, soual workers, NCO stili,
psychologrsts, tradiQonal <lnd religrous leaders,a.s weil
as INlth government omoals, represencaQves of lileerI1J.Qonal org:ll1lzatlons and women and gIrls formerly
in che nghcing forces.
SecDndary quantlt:love d,J.ta 011 the fighong forcesmd
chelr parUClpanon in D DR p rognms wlth partIcular
emphaSiS 011 childrena.nd girls was gathered from
the Siern Leone N atlonal Center [or Dlsarrnamen.t,
DemobilizaclOnand Re:ntegn.oon (NCDDR) and
the Child ProteCTIon U illC of the Ulllted N'J.tlons
Chiklrens Fund (l:JNICEF), SleIB Leone.
F~nally,J. survey IlSWg quota sampling was used to
gather quailtlClo.ve clara.' The Sierra Leone survey
was J. quora sample of glrlsJ.nd young women for',.,
b'
r h'
r
,
h
I '3.ssoc..aten
mer_v
1Nlffi t .i.e rrg" ung Iorc,:s Qunng t e
1q91- 2002 war. Suo-,:ategorles of the srudy popuht1011 mduded ClpCl're'Wrlr es' of commanders lnd guls
Involved lD pro-government CiV11 Defellse Forces
(CD F), Study mes weresdected wlch the aSSistance
ofTJNIC EF 111 Sierra Leone and ll1ternanonaland
loc:J NCOs work,lllg wlrh child e;c-cOrnbat:l_IIrS or
war-'mecced wmmUlllnes in Sierra Leone.' The

jJ.c~pii.ng cock ~l'J.c:: L.el ri;S-==~~1.( C,'=,glOl1S of CJ.l.e,;1councI""f
;Inc Lncluded t.i:e 'vVes-c.=::J. l--\s;~:l (che area. Lncl\~ciir..g
su.r:;:-01~nd.ing che ca?ical Fr,~.:;;:uwn) and I:""NO of
el1re:: ~roV\[1ces, the I'forc.:J. a[1d ':_'1e Ea.so: Throug:hollc
l.~uglJ.~r and Sepcemoer 20(2) 5unr eys "were conducced
lL1 a. \fane!:"'! or lOC:ltlOns lilciuding remore "rUhg~s,
"suburbs'l of u.ro'J.n ce~cers, I~rban (.:cnters , and LnIEflffi
ca.r,~ and tLllning ce.:1cers [or 'Nar-'lrrecced YOllCb..

a.nG

'The surrey con(J.lned 99 quesTIons pen:J.Illlng co basic

demogrlphiC dan, ,onery tnro che force, roles and
::xpenences wlrrun ehe :oce, e:;cpenences of phYSiCal
abuses lNHrun the respecuve forces and in communlc'j
relntegT3.Qorl, expenences of Dme spenI In the army
barrJ.cks, offiGal dlsarmamemand demobilizatlOn,
direcc commumty enuJ.nce, relntegranoL1, sbils tra.ll1lng, a.SSISL:lI1Ce l1eeds, and current scarus. FOI.liteen
open-ended queSTions were mcluded In the sur'fey
Itself; ,ssues ranged from quesnons reg'elIding why
a g-ui Jomed a.na.rmed force ,Jihe reported JOlDmg,
skills le:lIned In fighnng ti)rces that could aSSIst the
respondent L10W, to difficwo.es and aSSistance dunng
relnregT1Clon.
A full descnpnon of the researcb. methodology can be
fOlmd In Appendix 1.

Just as scholars have ldentiiied ehe "lifecrde" of con8..icc,; current trunkmg [n the field identIfies a lifeLjrde
of ?eace. The ::st:lblishmern of pe~lCe lS ClOt a slDgle
event, bue ramer a process chan.ctenzed by progress
and se::b,lt:ks, successes and failures. Obse0f,=rs of
peace processes, mcluding those who live lniOClenes
Wlm prouaCLed co nfucr , dIe all coo t"amiliar WIth premarure cdebratlon of ceaserues and pelce accords thar
'lie larer 'f\Oi'a'[ed. Even iJ a seruement b.olds, the uanSirlon to l state of peace lS J. long-term oper:ulOn. It
requlles ~:([enS1Ve logrsncal 'lnd financial measures to
c:eare ')r reesublish the p b.vSlC:U, sOClal,and polincal
mrrasuucture ne~es"a.cv for c.he cDunuy to CIanSmOQ
cO"\Nards :1 clJlDlie of pe-.1ce.
Perh3..ps t.he mosr realisnc approach to understandmg ehe peact process lS codd:'Jl.owledge chac, though
negoClatlons J.re "the bt:s'(-k.rl0wn suge til 1 proc::ss of
pe:J.Ce,'':J.s Anderlim et aJ.. WIne Ln Journeys 'T1TOUgh
C,mfli;-r: IVarrar.z'ves und L"HOns,

,r2pr.:::;ent bur on~ momcnc. T'Joug/J ,'!ssent:aL,
:!x,7aust ~1lrz t,6e poss:{n.li~

nC'T~le:::/Je!f!H do not

~~~,:; O!CLi:::;OT1.:;

or ,;n!t:at:.'~.H::S thar J"UCQ u p'roc;;:;s muy
r~qu.:r,'!. J.~"')T 17.cZf)c:ar:ons to tak.e place, prenegoc:ahan:; ar,~ rlcc'::,"Jl..7.ry,

he

oJT ,;n.,formdl. !.:;;'r a

poh·ccal ~'e ft!em~nt tD .Jl-u:cef!d, 1tn:oiementa[:on ,~F tiNl
/JT")CTj1p.onJ

0l'an. accord

:n

I.~he pOJtn.'!got,,at:077. /Jer:od

In ocher 'lUOT/1S, 1( couLd Of. j'aui {bar peacl!
prDCi:.sses /JQ·ue [bre~ broad phases: prepanu!on, lransjfQTI-nanonl and r.:o71J·olidat:on. J
!S 'V1.la!.

It lS lmoorunt CO :lOce that these rh.r,~e 1.oh:ls~s ue
seldom distwcr; ehe; blen.d ww on.e'lnocher 1ll a.
Clln.twuum trom c~asefire towud the con.sclid:ltlOn.
of pe:J.ce. TimeLines often blur, tor e;Clmple. when the
r~ll1cegrat.lon ph:lse ofDDR ends ~nd the longer-cerm
l

--

process of L'econsuucnon begins.
Di5D rmC,/ii .:;]'Jf, G-e:Tlolni i;(G~JDn;
(Jt7i1 I~ejr]]:eqrr:ti(;a

The UN defines disJ.ITIlament ~s " u'le coUecnon
of sm·ill :lIms clnd light 'Lnd heavy weapons wlchma
COlli"Jict zone."'1 Former combacalHs :ire g:lL'lered tn
pre-determmed :lssemblv ue~s, where weapons ue
coo.Esc:lted, safely scored, and e'ferlruaily deSTroyed.
Indivlduals chen receIve mppon: III r.he form of food
lld, shelter, clorfuns, medical :lti:ennon, basIC eduC'J.,ion, ~nd onemac.on pro,gr:lms. In aadiuon, censuses
ue ofren co nduc:ed, :lud ex-combatants ue lssued
dischuge document:J.nOll. 12
Demobili..zation is boch the tormal disbanding of
milic:J.J.~r fcrmaClollswd the rele·ls.e or combat:lllf.s
crom 'J. mo bilized st:are. lJ .c)lSG.~:'Lrgt: of .::..--c-combarJ.nts
orten OCC'JIS over a penod or ame, dunng Wlllcll they
:ue 'Jsually tr~nspon:ed co their home discnas or gwen
small tr:ll1sporranon yams ~lld [he process or mir~al
Jl

·

reinserTIOn. be.:jlDS. :.4

Nicole Ballor the C nlverSlCY of iVLlrvland b£eaks
down reinregnnon mto two ph:J.ses':-,mcia{cemserl:Lon

and Long- :e!'ffi relllcegr'J.tion, l5
1

I'

hold gcads, b.nel, food supple:ne~rsJ" and ~ousing
iTI;lc,:nllS, P~cincegratio n C;lKes 'l LO ng-'~e=:::D 'J.? ?rOaC~1
to 'd.S31ST che cOinmuniry and che ex-cJrnb:J.canr Ln [he
ciJEcult ,:r'lGSlGOn. to cl'i111:J.n life. ASSiSTance dunng
relllcegr:lC~on u.sually llldudes Job pb.cemem ,ierVlceo,
skills craHun!ZJ CIedii 3chemes, scn~l:.usilips, ane cenabilit:lQon programs.
~

'-'

The lncernanon~u communlfY aT elmes rerers co J. second '·~·R" Ll1 DDR 'Nh.ich represents «(rehabilc'J.cion."
ThIS concepc encomp~sses dim cult issues, such as
the i1ed toelddress che psychologlc.:J.1J.lld emotlOllJ.1
aspecrs of rerurrung Qome :lnd problems that elm;::
tn celaQo n to tl1e wlder commulllry (',f early ill 00 R
prognms address rehabilic:li:.lon in some form, but the
mosr ohen-used acronym [or the process is DDR.
1

(OCF?)

Intematwnal policymakers Cllf1Slder DDR one of the
most unporcallC s;:eps lf1. ~ny peace process. The \Norld
Ba.nk Gas denned:l successful OOR program as "the
key wan e±feetlVe transltion from war co peace. "q
Although eLch ofcile three elemenrs ofDOR Gas distilledy diEerenf go;:Js and ceqmres mdependent phnmug, the ph~ses do overhp ~nd are depencem upon
each other. 10

'1

':0 c1:c s{:Of!:-cerm arrlV::U .oer:oci c£ :H: ,:;c-corr.bacaDr
'1
,I
LQrO D...lSI Qe.: CDrmer ClOr:".!.e Of~.:.n(O a neN COffi.i.T.1..Lnlt-;/.
SI.Lppor c.1..l.r:.:lg dus phas,,: may LDcll...lcie O"d.:iic o.O\.2.se-

P.C1D::ierUOIl

refers

Secuncv sec:or reform-such as dismaniling and
resuucru.nng che military and

(':OilSITllc'ting

a ne'N

Clvili~n

police [Orce--ls orten mduded In dlscusslOns
surrounding dis:lrmament, demobilizaTIon, :lnd ceintegr~,ion. tor the purposes of t.b..lS paper, ODR will
only LDdude the processes definedelbove ~nd will not
address issues pen::J.lmng to secunr; secor ceiorm.

The term "gender" refers to the SOClally constructedas opposed to blOlogKally dererrruned-ldencltleS of
men :lnd women_ Gender LS Qot ehe same 3.s":;ex," ~nci
'S'ender differences are noc the same as se.., dli'ferences.
For msunce, the :lbUie; of women to beu children lsa
sex, or blOlogKallY dw::rffilned, diiference from men;
that women, m manYiOCleues, ue responsible [or
food preparauon and household chores IS :l gender, or
jOci,wy construcred, difference.
GeQder roles :J.re,lsslgned co mena.nd women "~'l!ly
LD SOCliliz:lTIon. They CUta.cross public a.nd pnvate
sphe:es; are :spec:.±ic co a grven culture ',le a glven orne;
are Jifecred by or.her [orms of dillerentl~non suchls
[aCe1~r.hnic:r?1 'and class~ and em change

til differenc

soclO-polit.lcalmd economIC come.:cts W1LtUn ~ soc.ery
"IiI/odd g'a.nk literaDJIe i1ctes char [nmy gwen iOClerv,
gender shap':s cne dehnmons of ~cce?uble cespomlbilines ana funcD.ons for men :lnd women in cerms of
"socal :lnc!. economic :lCTIV1TIeS, 3.C::<::5S to r,~sources, and
deClslOn maiong ~uthOfl1:Y."'6

Tb..J.s :e?Or: is ca.r~_h.d LlOr: CC connzu:e ~nt: ,:erms g~n
clef" and '\vome [1." I: ':~=::::lI111ne:J r.LO''1V geader ccnside:-ilClons ase 'J. Clec:::ssa~/ componenL of D 0 R plannIng
and lmc1ememanon, and how women Ln Sierra L:oo.e
enhanced the ODR prOCe:i3, pcmady chrough chelf
ClU.ffierou.S ad -hoc and LOC:ll Cr:il1(cgration and rehab illcanon programs.

PART
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THE TRANSiTlON FR(]M WAR TO PEACE

PL":or co coloI11z:lGoc. llO ~C"hnic c.r:bc Gorrll.::l'J.ced the
geog:aprllC ar~'J. chat ~s nO'N Siel::l Leone. The la.:,gesr
ecD.mcgcoups,:ne lvlende "nd Temne, have long been
cLivldeci ~DCO chlcfeioms In che SOUL~ and I:..h.e Clo.rrh
.cespe::rIely J-\. coun(~/ c_c-'~ \NlCh Q'J.G~r:U resourcesQmbe:, ivory, pa.l.nl oJ., md valuable [l1liler:J. deposlLS
tilcludln,g .sold b'd.ll.:uce 'lnd di.amonds-Sierra Ltone
fell inco Bl1tiSh conuol m tne early 1800s. Dunng l[S
move:nent co '~bo.Lish3h're::y, Grea[ BneuD illowed
chousdnds
freed ,bves to find cefi.lge Ul c,".e \Nesr
AIncan Cer[l(orr, drecD.vely cesDdping ,:he demog~3.p0..JC l:omposlOon or' 5l~ra Leone. Other:rhmc
groups including the Kono, Limba, I<'..Jssl,J.lld «,.. no
lTIlgraced Lnto che ne'iV Briush terrl"Corj
1

1

or

DemocrdQC rdorms followll1g vVorld vVar II est3.bushd dn lssembly tor t.he terntory led pnrm.nly by
P.lr:unounr ChIefs. Fel:nl1g mJ.[gulaliz:J.Clon, the Kno
elitt:, J.!ong wtth other chle±'s, created the Sierra Leone
hople's PlfC;1 (SLPP), led by SLf rvLlton M:u-g'll, a
rvlende. The creanon of che Temne-domll1ared }.IJl
People's Congress (}I"PC) followed Ln 1957, spurtmg the assembly's composltIOn md divH:iing it
ec.hnlC:iliy beIWee:1 the l',/[e:1de (SLPP) of the SOllth
and the Temne U\.PC) of LfJ.e 11orth, [-rlarg'll was
elected Prune NUl1lster mer successful cCilsnrutlOnJ.!
talks iD London Ul 1960 A year lacer, Sierra Lcone
becJ.ffie lndependenr, women g·uD.ed che Qgb.c to
vote,lnd 'J. p:Irliamencari system wi.thtn the Bnnsh
Commonwealth w:J.S esr3.b1.shed. T~"e ye:J.rs aJi:er
independence gave way to protracred pounca! cl:lShes
between the 'Cwo parnes llntll 196 7, when t.fJ.e APC
won iDa democr:tUc dectlOn. l'"

AdopClngl policy of non-alignment dunng the Cold
"vVar, che Sterra Leone glJvernmerl( upheld che colonnl
pn.ctlce of ~mpnaS1Zll1,g the exporr of C'3.W mare::c.a!s
over md1.lSUla! producQon. Independent ffill1lnl!,' made
UP che bulk (30 percent) of economIC exporr from
Siern Leone. Connnuwg a. cracUQon of mrum:Ul1lilg
power ,:hrollgh lsset conrrolJ.lld p'lITOnsysrems, by
chet:lliy 1970s, che AJ?C, W1C.'l. S,J.Ka :5 ce'len:; lS ~Jlesi
dene, conuolled 52 percenr of che naClon:li diJ.ffiond
ll1dUSITY In 1973, tacng mcreased 'J?pOSltlOn from
professlOnalsmd [nde ulllorusrs, S cevens consoliclaced
i1is power. He destroyed many of the polinc:Jd: UlsnIUllonsesr:tblishell til the Br;o.sh parli:llDenCtc/iysTem,
[~l1dering clJ.em

!.Derrec:lve. 'Tigb.cening

LCS

gnp, tb.e

~~I..PC ~e2.d~.::-sh.i.D cxr

orr

J.cc.ess :0 nanLr31 resources ;:0
sphere. L3

chc'se outsid.e

l(3

Cine result

chesE :J.cnons '"vas LDC:CJ.scd frUSU'dClOn

(Jf

l.rlC unreS"l among

yOllL.1

wei SlUQcr.. ts unable co sup-

pon u'1emse1vesmd chelf (:J.ml1.es T\e 00linl·11ld~:J.s
~cDresscci
DV Jobles~-; l.1ni. ve-. . sil-y sruoenrs ! J.'7Tad~a[es
l"
,:;:I
•
!

and dropoUIsmoolanted che unorg-amzed oolmc:J.1
frusrI:'Clonsclluo·n:-g c.b.e uneducated youth r ~,vho \N~re
:iomerWles ilsed as ChllgSOy the OouQcalleadershlp.
Bu.oyed by publicillpport, the yomh promoted C!1~
lde3. or- pan- AJi'1C:J.l11sm, drawlfig parallels beC'N.~en me
coloD1:li PClSCll1d the post-,:olorual presencr'le APC
tr:ed co lITract disnnguished "radicals" :unong ,:he
yomh chss as pocentJ.:J. clndidltes [or the p:lrry, buc
none accepted. "
The economy falrered throughom the 19:30s, due Ul
part to loor revenues from diaalOnd smuggung Y:r
chose wltlun the pauon system, U1c1uding pOliQClanS,
powerful chiefs, and tnders, prospered while the average ctJ.zen's srandard of uvmg conC1nued to decline. 20
Government ccpenditures on health 111d housmg
dropped lDd state -sponsored scb.olarshlps decreased.
Lookwg for allies co overcome the \Nest's COr11:3.lflment of l'vluam:ll Q;1.dda.>'1's reglJ11e, Llbya cag.edy
n1.Llu.lrd the politlc:J. discord among ymmg Sierra
Leoneans. ,1 One of chose wb.o D:3.ve1ed co Lbya w~,s
Foday 5ankoh, formerly a corporallI1 :he Siern Leone
PLnny (SLAj. It W3.o til a LrbPD mIlitary CIWllng
c::unp cnJ.r Sankah me.r Charles Tlylor of the 1'1,lQona!
P:ltnoClC Fronc of Llbena (NPFL) In 1987, the C'NO
"-greed co SUppOrT e:J.c.h ocher's dfoTCS to overThrow
thelr cespeco.ve governments. Fin'J.llGers cJ,I1d ceCTUlts
were found ill the main diamond mmes of Siern
Leone, looted In che Easl:em md Southern ProVInces,
In oome C3.ses [TIme easIly accessed from Llbena chan
from the Sierra Leone capiral of Fw:town.2:2

In AugUST ~ 985, che PePC !1J.ffied Jooeph S'JJ.du
i\lomoh as iUccessor co S [eveno :ll'cerieveral yeafs
·:conorruc decline, Lllcre:J.sed polinGI OppOS1e.Cll, lnd Scevens' wceasHlgly 'lUWCT3.C.C approach.
CorrupclOn, the:oll'lpse of cne economy,cilld l1eavv
curs lil saGa! prognms, pJ.[Tly due co Inrern:ltl.Ol1al
I'I1onerary Fund (ll\;[F) sQ"Uc::'.lTal adjusrment progr:J.l71S" had severely wea!(ened cl1e coumrv." [V10moh
lITernp-ced co ~e-ssrablishl muln-parry goveElmenc
Wl.1:h decclODSic'leduled tor 1991 However, Irmed

or

c::c,ei. forc~s ~ed

[he

P.c·l()luGorJ.~r~/

Fuciay Sa:'l.kOD , cllling che8selves

U llHec F[one

(B~L-F)l11d

bllcked by

Liberia, lalLilcieci d:elf rrrsc ar:ack LillO 5.ierra Leone
just pnor co che c::leccions , th N:3.n:ing c~e ?r,~sident'3
'eff()~s to subJize the~cllnoIT'.Y Inltlulh, RUF forcos
COtlS1SCecl or- chrce g:-DUpS: chese cI'J.lned Ll1 Libya
INlcn clghring ~:(perienc:: in Libcna young men from
Lber:a ano Sierra ~eone who had lit-Je or no work,
and seasoned NPFL fig-Gcen :~om Taylor's~rillY 24
1

J

In March 1991, RUF rebels invaded Stern. Leone
from Llbena and occupied che eastern reglOns of
the councr/, secunng lucranve diamorld resenes. In
t:(change ('or weaporlS, drugs, :wd supplies, SIerra
Leorlean diamonds were smuggled lnco Llberu for
sale Qrl the lilternatlorl'dl cnarke(, generanng milliOrlS
llf dollars annually. Controiling the diamond mwes
alsoillowed S'ankoh to recHut, fllrcrbly and voluntarily' young rruners and locally unemployed C11erl and
boys lilCO G1S fighung forces. By the C11ld to lare 1990s,
global exposure of these "blood diamonds" led to an
lil(ernatlO l1al outcryag-unst thell' export and sale~nd
lilluated rlumerous lIN lllvesngarions and resolutlOo.s. 's
'!VichHl the first 18 moo.ths of RUF :lrt'leks, over
400,000 people were internally displaced wh..ile hundreds of chousands became refugees. The war qwd::.ly
came co lnvolve [lot oilly Lbena, bur also GUlnea ~nd
Cote D'Ivolre. It destroyed hundreds of hosplcals and
schools and cens of thous:mds of homes. BeCluse of ~
lack of health care, failing schools, and che WIdespread
deSTIUctlOo. of lflrr"lSUl.lCcure :iUPPOn: systems, the
popwano 11 gr~w iflcre:lsmgly vulne:-able. The Sierra
Lcoo.e coumryslde became miliL'J.J:lzed as a result of
the presence of LUternaoonal forces, Widespread prolifenO:on of ,mall arms, and '1 general SUSp,crOIl cowards
one's l1<::lghbor, especIally lil areas proteCTed by local
mili ClClS . 26

[~..s govt::':1.:."T:enc cev~nues f,~ll from ~~e ~OS3 of ITIlnerJ..l
sdles , so coo d.id cl1e 3alarles and. che resolve of 1Ir_e

.5L-"'.l_. 5016ie':-3

(Offiln.lc:ed.

gros.s human cgt:cs viola-

C.:.OllS, !.flclu.ding rape, mutilac.:.ons, Looci.ng) properTy
1"'-1
,""
o.eS"Lruc:J.co, ana murc.er. 1 ne? [orcc~ 'Nomen lnd.
I
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g"'.rLS co
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sex tor pror:ctlon ana usee G1em

as C!fOsuruteS 19 ''!V~th the cebeiliol1 spre'ailing ·.nsrually unchec:z·d ill the south and east, rebels preyed on
clV'lians for foud) ,supplies) and lJ.bor.~o
Sl1bJectd to 'f101ence by bod"" the RUF ane. the SLA,
local miliuJ.s KnllWQ as Civ:l Derel1se Forces (CD:?)
e::nergd. il CDF g~l1ned pcomll1ence wlrn the me or
the K"m'lJors, ,:he largest ,:rJ.dinonal Qunting society,
111 the~:lstern and ,outhem provll1ces. Other GUntlilg
groups wer,~ the Tamaboro, Donso, KJ.p ra and later,
the Gbethls In the north. v\(ith the E."(cepnon of the
Gbethls, chese groups eXIsted pnor to the war, relywg
011 perceIved magleal powers and 'CUscoffiary huntll1,g
weapol1s such as ,pears. Combllllugskill and 'ralor,
thes~ ;:;,'yrOllosat
umes thwarted RUF offensives.'2
..
P.s the war progressed and the RUF gallled ground,
the government supplied the CD F WIth weapons and
tlnanm.l and lOgJstlcal support. AJthough under the
superVlSlOn of S:J.ffiue! Hing'l Norman, who was the
depucf defense C11lillster, ch'J.l.Imm of the CD F, and a
K:unajor, the CD F did l10t feature proffilnently 111 the
presldem's ove:-ail war sua(egy Tlus was a result of
the army', 'lnease J.( what it percelVed as compeUtlOll
Erom other fightwg forces and possIbly due to [e·J.r of
the CD F g::uning political leverage over the presIdent's
hold on authontyD

womenanci duldr~n and general terror In rural and

In 1995, ,he go'rernment lured E~(ecutlve Outcomes
(EO), a South AJncan "me:-cen::;,r;" force composed
or 2,000 former Somh A...tn.can Defense Force combat
veren.ns. The mterrentlOrl of EO along wlth the CDF
orooDed-'ap the biling Sierra Lconean governmel1t.
rapId deployment and well-tramed soldiers
aCD.cked Rl.TF: to~ces and reg::uned comrol of resolll'C~
ncb. JIe"-s. Its miliury vlctOnesillowed local trader3
to re-csmblish trade I1ctworks :lnd, more lmpollantly,
ellClbledl corporlIe 'Neb of.Jlied mmmg pareners co
fenc~
valuable clllning 'Cones, sque::zmg everyday
mlne[S mro sm'iller low-paYIng illict ')peranons."
\N~th thelsslsunCe oflocallandowners or policemen,

'JIb'an ce!1te:-s qwc.kly bec-lille '20rnerSl:Ones of the
movemenc and were encouraged by RUF leadenIllp23

these ,:raders k~pt wages low, forced slave-like bbor,
J.l1d tr'ided diaII~onds on the lllformaJ. marht. J5Those

\Nomen 'md ';'-1'ls reported aUOClCles comrr11t:eo. by

,ill fi,ghtll1g" forces durIng che 'Nar. 17 Early in ene confuct ,:he RlJF perpeu:.tted Widespread \rlOlence aGOS;;
sourc.'1ernmd c:lstern Sierra Leone. Viole!1ce ;lg'UilSt

£0\'

orr

who did 110t CO<Joerate were removed trom politlcal
'..·.6

pOSltlOnsJ.il d cnamg

30 nes.'

"t'!Omt'..'l 'Nil'ri(l'{ ~)~;:;(~ ;")01.;("

::MMI'S':;',O,'I
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The ,Clc~scnc: cf 'NO ffit: n aDd u':Jirls \jlflthln tne forme!'
r,~cel RtJF '.lad ,--\FF.C ngh.ting t~Jrces ''!Vas knO'Nll earLy
Crt in c'::'e war.]7 JViuch less lS kn.. o'Nn 3.00UC chelf pres-

ence Dr roles en the SLA or the CD F D rawlilg all
t1r:ld-based darJ. 3.nd ·5~cond.:Lry sources this srudy conJ

dudes clnc:he esumated rlumber of gi-fls afld young
\,vomer- In 5gh.nng forc,~s was higher c.b.an prevIously
reponed (see Lale 1))3 Thls wcease lS partly due co
cher presence J.S Eillv lnltla.red cnembers of che CD FJY

iYlaria.ma LVI. ~J 'was seven ye°d..fs Qlci 'Nhen 0ne \,vJ.S
C:lpD.ued md spent 10 ye:us Wlc.J. c.ie AFRC/RUF
;is a Sghce:. Sn.e received baSIC ffilhc3..ry anc!. weapons
CI'JJ.rung INlth machIne g'lfiS and i:"'No-gnp pistols. Sht
was tr:lwed wlch apflroXlmacely 50 oeher glfls and 1O0
boys,

Once recrUIted, women :and guis had Ilumerous roles,
lilcluding char of fcontli.ne Sgheers, In faCe, Clearly hill
(44 flerc~ntl of ,:he study popul'J.Llon rec~l'red baSiC
milit:J.~f and weaporls traWll1g trom ,:neu commClnders
or cJ.peor"husbands." However, Ile:uly ill WOffiell and
gIrlS performed addiLlonJl roles:

· 72

perc~ntls

· 68

flerc~nL

cooks;

1S porters;

· 62 perc:::m as assistants for t.he slck and wl)unded;
· 60 flerc,entas "'wTIes;"

''1-4 flercent as food produce.:s;
flerc~nt

· 40

as messengers between rebel c:unps;

· 22 flercent as spies;
Of the srudy popuhnon, Clellly all sGl1:ed "abductioCl"
J.nd "forced recnu=em" as their means of entry lilto
the Ir::Lr1011S force:>. Ten-year-old tvIana R'O was outslde her home playtng wib." [[lends under the moonughr when the RUF :J.IT:lcKed, H l'.\Jl of them tned to
escJ.pe, bur she was cJ.pmred, She was cold co carry
looced ltems for che rebds and was :slVen ',l five-gallon
cont:uner of flalm oli; mynme she tned to rest she was
beHen.
Agnes V'" was rune ye:us old '~d on vaC:lUOn with
lle-r funuly w'hen rebels atIackd the 'nllage, Alter
lootwg the 'nllage, the rebels COllUded llparound 50
people, locked them lila building, and began to set il:
on fir.~, A JUruor commanrie.: ple:lded WIth the serum
CJmm'J.nder to reie::se cbe young gui. She was then
sdecred by ehe JIllllor l:ommander co be hiS capClve
':'\NIfe.!J T'n.e peaple remallllng Ln che building \Ne:e
burned. Agnes was forced to be che C:lptlve "wife' of
tnt commande.: for ehe Cle:rr illne ye'JIs. Dunngche
commanders'absel1c~sfrom the C3.IDt', she w~s til
d:l'JIge of the milinry compound, mdudiflg6rgaruzmg r:udsJ.nci 6.ghung lmm.

18 flercent 1S communlCanons techruoans; and
1'1- percent as workers LU diamond ITllnes for their
commanders or caflcor husbands,

Non.bly, ail of tne smdy floflwation who repon:ed
thell' pnmary role as "fighter" also reported that they
were (arced to be '~apuve "wlVes." According co Kama
F,lA wrrOll: age 15 was an RUF rrom:line iigl1Cer, Ie
was bener to be a fighte.: and the "W1Ie" ora common
soldier because you could flrorect yourself WIth your
own weapon, YOU had access to food and loot,and
your chances of escaplng were greater, llnlike capo'.re
"WIves" of commaflders who were closely guarded w1eh
little chance of escape,

e

Omc.:<Jl dauns char the pro-g'Jveramenc CD were
composed only of maleslfe mac:urar,~.'5 'vVomerl and
'reels were tu ll'y LUHl'J.re d mem b e.:s Dr.oh
C e "D\_ t' "'T'n.iS
;rudy focus:::s 'Jl1 the r::wo luges! CDF che Kamalors
and Gbdus, Although the KamaJof3 were oC151naJly
'a m<Jle-ooly traciinonal hunnng sooety, m response
to ch" mcreasec flressure Ewm che RUF II became a
,

0

selE-,,:'~i:-,=nse fu[c,~

and. enJist,:c 'NOGJ.e:1 1nc. girls beg:.nrtllig en ,:icc ~arly 1990s and ':on.ccnued crus pncllce
d1.:uugsouc ,:.he 'Nar. The Gbet.J.ls r Cle'ler 1 traQ1Clor.l.zJ
"Ne.:-e cre3..C'~d IS one of

che .CDF Ln che
rrud 1990s. LD cesponse co Lucrt3.sed ceoi:l att3.cks. They
CY'tale

SOC2cCyJ

0.:';['1[=:

:lGG JOiO

~hc C;·bCS~lS '·Nr.l.e~ 'J.n

PJ TF

ar::'dcl-( on

Clef inll'3.gr: lef~ be: and her elde:d.y parents as che Gilly
'jl..lI";/lVr)[S. Lipo n jou1ing Ivl3.rJ.aru '!Vas dble :0 bnng
her pare!l[S and h.l:f3eli:-·Nl(nin c11c nrLg of prote~:lon
offe:ed by che C·oe:l-ll::i.
l

erJlsred lnd illinatcd womell lnd g,rls wrre;e they
'J..ccc:d as LU(c:graleci members of che I:=D.F J.fld we:e
included ~n ill C'~femon.i.esJ alTluleIs, and sC3.fihcltlOf1.
'They 3e~feci 'dS commanders: Eroncline ngb.ter3, LilltlJ.-

tors, splccucJ.leaders, medics, b.eballs;:s, .spies, d.nd
CDob .

RJ.m·J.Dl T '8 was 3. fighter wuh the KJ.ffiaJurs ar.d
fOI.lghtJ.longslde ocher gIrlS and womeet KamaJors 1n
K=nema ilnd Bo DISLrICTS. Descnbmg her illiCiauon
she s;:t,ys
1

They L'.c;e natr7)e berOJ, 'wnldJ YOll a'nnk an:.l t,0ey
oaC/Jt: you In. These heTbs ma/te 1t so )IOU don't/eel
like n-!t'~Lrn!"!lg to your.Jra7?1U~V. T . 1e !nzt7.atoT placed
cJJUrlnJ around iny nec.~ so t/Jat ouifers a.re defected,
and a .lVl1czaL charm to DroteCI: arra-z7tsr
,zllzves and
0
pmlgas, (,0ey wd! Jwt bounCe; off my body. Afra chl]
thrlY ga'L'e rrll! my sper::al dress and be;!;r and cha..7ms.
I ·was tlUrrT.LLTed not to bathe for :ie'vera! riays because
.!.

iY'Ltnv adolescems dnd c_'uld.r·e[l "jowed" [he Kamil)OrS
Jncl Gberhls WLch i:he J.pproVal of ch<::.r parerHs. Tius
was ,~spI:Clally the c:J.se When the Paramoum C:'uef
of ,he are:.! endorsed 1 parclcuiar I~rljt of [he CDF; It
thell becJ.rrle manda-coCI ;::ilac 'ill t3.rnilies ,:onn-lbure
a me:nber to chc C::D t. 52. Dlssenslon ''/Vas C3.re. For
e;c:J.mp!e, In Kenema Tcwnship, Kenema Dis;:nc:,
whe,e the KJ.mJ.Jors we;:-e espeCl:W.Y actlve dunng
che wu, the bllrned nome3 lie ncr thl: result of rebel
ilGlvltles Insread; chey belong to f3.mw.es who did
etOC contnb'lte a riunily membe, to the Ka.maJors, and
thus were suspected rebel s;rmpathlzers. According
to Olle lniormanc. "There lS noca hOl.lse In Kc:nema
[TOWDShlfJJ leEr thar did IlOt ':cntrabute someone co
the KJ.ffi·J.Jors. "oJ

-'"

lC 'wo7.da' reduce t,6e ma!n.c. La.rer, t/J~"/
o
"

rnooed the

blood ~ra /JUn1an be.zng on In') .fk3n, and [found tbar
[was noe afrad ofanyehmg [ had a strong and
fearless heaT[
Some women and girls Joined the Kama.jors and
Gbecllis a.t the request of thelf nusbands 'Nrro were
ilie·J.dy llllDated in the militaJ.s. iYhmuna K. N was
marned to J. Gbedl.l man who ilsked ner co JOIn for
her I)wn protectlon. iYlamllil:l, who was pregna.nc, sent
ller remaimng clllidren Lnto F reecown for chell' safety
Clnd jomed che Gbedl.ls t.he same year. Imp 0 runtly,
J'vhmun<l was an he::bilist and he:: role wtw...ln the
GberIDs was to prepare the bamslfid dnnks ror cho::;e
undergOlng llliQ;laon. "lNithm che 2;rOUp she was
ceg'J.rded1s crucial to m8.lncllmng che m~tglCll po'wers of the iightlDg force, 1.S she ~olleGeci and prepared
herbs For ,he ii..gQters' foodJ.nci dnnk.
Othe,s we::e ilbduc:edJ.nd ~::)[lSC[lpted. bv che
KlmCl] ors and G'oedl.ls. i\C nilles, wome[lJ.J1d gu-ls
worked. WIL,1. thl:Lf male coumerparrs to ~aprnr~ Cl,nlIan J.dolesc~ncs and children whom they forably
1J1lD.:J.[d :lila. CI3.lned cl::; figu"Cers. ,0 Some "joined" eJr
bec:J.me "wIves" co mcJ.e CDF tighrers,lsl maITe, of
SurVlV'll. lYLar:aru R.' "J.g-re~d to become a"Nlfe" of il

\Nomen lnd gutS lJ1 t.b.e KamaJors and Gbetlus
observed wi.despread lmffi'J.n nghts vlolations by
members of the CD F, lfic.luding eanmbaJism, human
sacnfice, and se:malJbu::;e. For ,~cample, Ramatu T.'"
reported that ~l common pn.ctlce among her Kama]or
force was foradulr KJ.ffiajor males co enrer a. 'rillage
a.no c3.pt1.ue an adult avilian.They would then em rhe
person's chroat, curn chem Ilpside down, a.nd "squee-ze
them from toe to head" to d.cJ.lIl theLf blood iDco a
bu~lzel.
members of the tighung party, lfic.luding
the women and gLfls, would chen dnnk. the blood so
they WOIJ.ld. not be alTaid durmg theJ.l:1:ack. P~rhaps in
pan because of chelr paIClc::.panon tIl such vlOlem-lL"1:s,
a::; well as their uwolvemen"C III lCtlVltles Sud1 '15 warfar.~, ,~hat went ag'1.J.ns"C cradiuona.llyaccepuble roles for
females, :ill young women 3.nd gIrlS formerly wHh [he
C:C F tn the swdy populatlon reponed sugmaTIzatlon,
threats, and abuse Il[lOll re-curning.co the ~ommUJllnes
thev had tougnr co prorelT

,w

The RUF was loosely coniigured, and camp 1.nd commaud sC:UCD.lr~ va.fled chroughour the counrry L1.
g':neral, 1 ~ommander held" houses" or compounds lJ1
willch hls or her re~'.ms 3.nd captlvesserved. 'YVhJ.le
there wJ~'~e 3. n.umbe, or female RlTF ~ommanders, (he
ma]OrlCY'NeII': male:J.

jj

C:ipn~,/e
pO'NI~r

"'WTJes"

''/Vl .Ci.:1I1

or ~:DIT':.m'dnders

cJ,~e R~TF

exe~'Ceci JUbS~'J..Il6.a1

compounc.s. These

"\Nlves"

'Ner~ pr':domloal:el? gu-13. \I\/hefl :he com...T~and.er 1Has
alNaYJ

eiley 'Ner:: H1:.:.b.a.rge of the compound. They

kepi: to .:orrwII'~Un1.CJ.Li.on lNEn the commance: 'lnd
1NOuld sele:: J.lld :)ccc ~DOPS, spies! and supporr:-'Nhen

rreecieci, These :sucs ,-nei young women deClded ona
dally bam wbc m [_~e compound would figb.c, provtde
reconn:J.lssdnce,~nd ['lId 'fubges Ear food and. laO(,
Sume counseled chell captor husDdnds On WlIiL:";].cegle::i ~IOOP rnovemenL and 11PC001111g aCL3.c..ks. ~6
1

r

Sasamba [vI..'7 sperlC fiye yeass w![h the RUF as a
commander's '''nfe.'' Dunng [hat tIme she oiSlnblltec!
·we3.pOllS to boy andgld tigb.ters pnol" to 'nlbge r3.1ds
and HL:lCks 0[1 enemy rorces. She also chose boys and
guls [rJr spy mISSIons to wfiltn:ce camps of the SLA,
CDF, and ECOrlOmlC CommunIty oCvVescl-\.trlCiil
St3.tes [VlonlConng Gro1lp (ECOMOG) lnd to report
on force locatlOns and SEe. Ac omes, such spywg led
to che deOlths of these c.r.iidren and sexual3.buse by
maleioldiers, parLlcularly ill the case of g'-fls who were
told to become mumate WIth the men In t.hese forces
to g'nher lDformOlQon."
In the abse nce of the commander, when food and
loot were delivered to the camps, It was broughc to
lus I:aptlve "wIfe_" She would t.hen deClde how these
goods were to be Ipp0r'..loned among chose tn the
compound. 59 Lynene S.'o cllstnbmed food md loot to
groups of boy fighters WIthin her RUF compound co
cry to persuade them [lOt to harass or sexuallYlbuse
the young duldren LU the camp. She expressed deep
s-:"'mpachv for u'le young chIldren and had 3. number of
su;].tegles she would emplov co trflnd lniiuence he.r
commander "husband" to also look oUc for the well
being of the cluldren.
Bodyguards accomparued the commanders' c:J.puve
"wlVes," bach to prOVide procecnon III case of attack. on
the compoundll1d to prevent thell esc:J.pe_ Berween
[our co oJ.:( cruldren mlghr serve as bodY,g'..!.ards; 2S
to 50 percem were guis." E:icer [,'Z 'I commande.r's
"W1_fe," was guarded bv SIX boys InC. threeguls; che
younges, boy 'Na:iil:c. Thev were 'limed W1L.~ AK -J,7 s
~nd CWO-gIlp plscols. :-ielIly ill bodyguards and che
commander',j c:lp"C.ve '\viEe" Df \'wiyes'/ cllned g1~lns
and ou'ler weapons_"j
In some Clses, 3.S documented Ln Kana Dlsmc:, commanders! caonve '\Vlves" we!e replaced by ne"'N or

CLurE :'1vor;:d glriS. Sub:seqtlenLiYI cne :::,lec.:,::d (\Vl'l':S"
Chelf comm3.[1d~:" h.usbands co che· crone
tlnes ~o Eigne;4 Ramacu S. and Inil·d. 'T.15 described
RL.TF c'lJnps Lil the souch \N1Ch 5L.:'l..cdy Gn.iorc~c sepacauons bee-ween civil.i.'J.ilS and soldiers. RL:F com-m;ulders believed ehac a separatlOll of Dmps \vould
pcr:venc c.vw.ans from 'vVltnesslng "d.(rOC~Qes (:c,mmlu:ed
by soldiees l)r ~earTIlng :leout focce Slzelnd suengch
'3nould they e::lcJ.pe and Lnfocm government fJ.c:ions.
Conslscem 'Inch c.b...is iU'1cegy, "Wl'feS" of comm'lnder3 Of 'soldiers \Nho 'Nert rejected 'Nert [orbidden from
rerurnmg co the ClvJ.1ian c:tmps clnG Wf>,re mste'ld sene
co che cronc ~nes.
·we:c jell[

Co mmandcJ:s '\vrves" liVt:Ie ~n ch3.r.g~ of :s mall Boys
Unm ISBU) and Smail Guls UillCS (SCU) ',6 The
SB U were made up of boys aged 6-13 used pnmarily tor scollnng to prf>,pare Hucks and rOUG [:tids, bm
J

were disp'Hched co execute some of che most VlOienc
Ic.ill.ingsmd murllanol1s."' The
were made IIp
of sirrulariy aged'fcds alld wereetsed pnmarJ.1y for
raiding villages md spying, although they too were
sem co tight and comrrut :J.t.roClnes."tib In some cases,
commanders' "wIVes" llsed loot to ITUugc"e abus,e by
the SB U or co reward them for 110rJeeUSlllg the gi-fls
wIthll1 che compound. In other cases, mey could order
purushmenc of the SB U or SGU tor "disruptlng Life In
the compound-"69

seu

Figncers, male and female, had the:r own "Famllles"
w\crun the compound, whIch conslsced of children
they had captured and who wer,E unde.:- theIr protecDon and care. Girl fighters could1l1d did serre ;tS
neOlds of chese "bsrulies."70 Food and loar. were dist.'l.buted on the bam of these "bmilies." Much hls
been SJ.ld Jebom 'pris tr!wg to arrach themselves co
bo~rs or me:1- w\clun the COmpOllnQS tOlvold }\l1g capll1g it 'vVh.tle trus 3.ppears to be accunre, thls srudY.Jlso
found thac older dDldrenJend adole~cem:s wb.o were
110l atncl1ed to a "famuy" were not gwen footland l1ad
to SUCflVe as scavengers. Thus, arrachmenr ofguls to
boys or men W3.S also meOll1S to secure foed doS weil 'IS
(some) pro,ecclOnJ.g·a.insc sexual J.ss3.ult. i:
The presence, roles, and ccpenences of women wd
g'-fls wltmn che hghnng forces lil Sierra Leone b.~IS 1
L1umber 'Jf '.IIlporum lmplicatlOns [or che deSIgn of
chose processes chat seek to bUlld ~lUffi'lnlnci rlar:omi
security and. peOlce i.n the posc-':ollilicr per20G. It lS
e'!1Genr t"'lac desplce chelf ccauma, 'Nomen ll1d gU'ls
showed rremendous 3.gency They de'le.lOpedl numeer

of sk:.ils 'lUG S;:.f:lc:gies l~hJ.t ,-:nableci c.:.':em :0 SUr,1.Ve
a..'lG cegJ.ln 50 me CD n CIol ov~r d:Clf uves ciunng theIr
llme w!ch :he Eg~Cl{lg torc~s.

Froin the jt:ln.dpolD.( afDDR programs, howevt;:'j
the need for SInce cJ..cegorizarion of Lndivll:1uals as
((ccmbarll1eS" Of '-~Clon-comba(J.ntsl'1 and ~.b.e relucc'J.nce
00 che parT
,:he ,nterm.twnal CJmmuruc( lnd locJ..l
gove.mmencs to ack1.owledge chac womenlnd glIls
are Ultegr:u CD che fig'rlllng oreen. de'ra.1ues the mulnpie
roles chey play tn ':onfucT Tnls LS n.oc only demmental
co cllsar:namenc and demobiliz::mof1, iT also harms ,:he
'Nomen and gub. By beulg ~reated 2..5 passive victims
or "dependents," che'(dIe agaln 3ulPped of comrol of
thelr uvesmd their sense of dlgmTY iV[oreover, by r,ot
acl<J1owledglng the 'Skills and resources thac they have
attJ.lned, DD R processes nsk losmg tremendrJlls sooal
clplc:tl that colud be ut.LEzed [or post-con.tllcT recon-

or

SIl"UCDOQ.

ThroughoUI the war, rural and urbn women from
all classes and ethruc gToupS mobilized to form aCJ.ve
organlzanons, cOrlduc:: marches, lnd le:ld rallies for
peac·~ and jusClce. iVlany women's or,garnz"-Clons partlClpaced ill pe:lce processes during and a±i:er the war,
tnciuclillg t.b.~ Iviano River "'Nomen's Pe:lce Necwork.,
vVomea's lViovemerlt for Pe:lce, Forum of ,'\.£ncan
W'(Jmen EducatlOrlilists (FAVVE), Sierr:l L~one
"'Nomen's FOr'J.nl, Network ofV\foml~n NLirusters and
P:J..rliamemanans, and the Sierra Leone VI/omen's
Niovemenc for Pe:lce. They educated oVIEans on elector',J proceeclings, r~crwted "-nd lTlll1ed observers, d.nd
pressured che rmlitary to respec: ,he results of dec"
ClOrlS. 73 Theil efforLs were G'lQcalln shaplJ1g informal
and formal pe'lce processes, and Ln bnngl11g about an
eventual end co the co rulict.'·
The ErST arcempt 'u a cease5re came tn January
1996,afcera. bloodles:; COUP [h'IT overThrew [he bnef
crulicar;r diccatorsrup ofValeCln SC[:J.sser. Sng3.dier
Gener:u i\fbada Bw opened oegoIlaullns to ce:lse
l10mlines Wlt{l dle RCJF \Nomen'sgroups, led by
\Nomen Org'1illzed forI Morally Enlighl:ened NalJ.on.
C'iVONiE:0f), pressur,ed Blo's miliwrr government, [he
I'f:J.lJ.onal ProvlSlOOJ.! Ruling Councll co held demll-

cra.GC ,':l.eC:lOQS.

VVCI]VIEN

~N'lS c.b.e

hr3"C [lon-O'l.r:lsan

Leor.. e :h3..c prorTIOCC 'Nome::':)
p:pcesc.:-'J.caClon lild concerns 1fl che perlod before elecclons. ij Ie incorpo[a(C~d many smailer 'Norr:.en's ,grou.ps
u.nder one umbrella organlz:J.c':oa. "(e:.. 'Nn,-:il elec::uns
\Ne=e hela, 'Jnl~/ QV"= \NOmen \Ne.:~ on a lise of 68 C:r..DdiciaTes represen.nng ,:he SielTJ. Leon.e People's ?3.l7/
(SLPP) 76 Although gIVen che 0ppormnlc/, ,:he RUF
did r',otiubmll: undidal:e:; of ce:; own. The SLPP won
the elec::oos, led by Ahmed TC:J<ln Kaobili.
',NOQ::'Crl3 g-rOllp Ln SielTl

[(abban'i firsT att<:m?c at brokenng- 3. pe:J.ce plJ.n was
che 1996 Abidjan Peace Accord. Drafl:ed oet'weerl che
RUFdnd che Sierra Leon.e government, me accorcl
called for a cessatlOLl of 'flolence lnd the transformation. of cne RUF LDW a poliac:ll petrey, Wlcn a powersharlllg lllCeJ1C1'fe co entice the RUF to
down il:S
·UffiS. PJthollgh women suffered gready from ,:he war
and were acuve H!. C1V-U movemencs tor peace, none
were preserltJ.t i:he ,c\.bldjan rlegon·atons. 77
At the 'ilgrung of th~ AbIdjan peace accord,;omeg'...rl
c:lpnves were rele:lsed from RlTF control as a goodwill
gesnue. Howeve:, mutual di:;rrust LD lmplemenIlng
the provislons of che lccord, and RUF reluccance CO
lay down :J..rms Wlmout th~ Ilncondinon.al dep:lHure
of EO u.lnmately led to leS [:J.uure. Other comnbllang
faerors inc!.uded the government'; belief mat miliTary
'flcmry remamed possible and me RUF's fear ofjucliQal reDnsals. 73
The government's fallure to conslsTenrly Fay or supply
ll:S soldiers, its mcreasing dependency on ,md hnanoal
supporT of [he CDF, and [he illgh pnce tag orEO led
to the splintenng of the SL1c . S'Jme soldiers JOined
the RUF or became part of the new rebel Armed
Forces RevolunoQ3..J.7 Cound (P,-,-"RC), willch aligned
tTselfwlth the RUF in 1997, t.he AFRC oven.b...rew
P~esldent Kabbah's regillK Former Army IVb]or
Johnny P Karoma headed the P;:,F·RC LD Fre~town.
Shonly thereafi:er, the RUF was mVlted co Jom the
re:pme. :3uppon for t.he AFRC c:;me Erom professlOnJ.!s, ClvJ.1 servants. polino'J.ns, 3.nd ol:her illemcers of
,heiOClo-c:::OrlOIIllC elite wno tl:ltalienaxed [wm the
[C.bban governme:H. 79

J\/Vhrle: mueD i.'.i wnCLe:l on the: ,SBU, c!1J::i :irudy jJrr::::~t:n(s::iOnH: D£ che rrr3[ da[J, u';;' dle: pres.:m::..: 11ld rolc:i 1)(' ,:b.~ -SeD. VVe lnce:rfleweu guls
who n.t::J.ded [he :SCU,'9.d mcmbe:.::s of lne SCU 1 c.orrunande:'s W1ves ',vho were 111 ,~~arge o{ :he seC', ~nd boys wlcIDn the SHU who
(OnlU:n1CU c.he presence of

the- SGlT:

CCO',v",ng CDnc,::~ ~n ,:he ceglon reg'l.rd..i.r.:.g '1 jOlrlC
~~,~--:;RC/F_UF gr)ve':Tune~c in FrCeCO'Nrl broughcabour
c-.c~e ulrer-'/t:2cicll.

(Jf c~1.e

t,C8f10ffilC

Commlllllcy or

che \;\/esr:. P,i;iCJ.fl S[l(:~S CECO\/\/P,_S) co r'~SLore che
L(J.boan regirr..e. ECO\vV~'.\.S de::erwll1cd co ace cnilitlrily to prevenc :u.rr.he: i:na.os, ',:conOffilC ruin, a-fld
v'Olenc~. In ]\i[J.ICl1 1997, wlch cheJpproval or [he
Ui\i, the Nig~:lan-Ied ECOI\;IOG, t~"1e milicJrr wlng
or ECO\Ni·\S,.ltlleked Freetowll, [arced the }\cERCI
EUF r~glme out and rescored Klbban to powe:. Key
policy DbJecr:.lves
[he KJ.bbah governme.nL 'Nere to
de-iegmmlZe che AFRC/RUF, uphold the rule or law,
create 1 comperencand iIustwofl:hy llac.ollallfmy, aQd
defect e ene rebellioQ. '" Kab bah's rescored governme Q[
CO{HH1Ued to rely OQ ECOi\/IOC for protectlOQ, as
weU lS cheil.lppo[r of che CDF

or

'Nornen 'Nert Lnvolved ~n L:he Lome ?rOC~S::il one
a 2lenlbe: o£±e gover:}Jne.'l.~;deleg3.clon and cJ"~e oT.ie:
1 represerlIa[ive of [he P"LiF. ~:lJrhoL!.gb. chey "Neu: :lor
c~'11ef l1eg rYCiaLoci [he final iJ.OC.lC1e::r:. cene:::l:ed '3.( le3.sl:

l'NG

j

:Jomc'.se~der-s~ec:.£c LS3ues as ~

result c.f 'NOmeQ'S
parClcpaQOQ. For ,,;;:aHl?k ,1.j'Clcle 23 calls foripec:ll
au:enrion ':0 In.cc.:rruzed vvomen :l.:J.Q g1.ds tn formul'J.c~ng an6 lrnplement.:.ng rehabilir3.C10Q (-~conslIuccion,
'elfid de~Iel()pmenL programs. The formarion of coom.lSS10QS to promoce gO'Jd governance was,uso cJ.iled
for In che pea.ce ac:ord. -tet "'Nldlin dIe !,<.eyentlnes
includ.ing che ComrrusSlOQ ,or che CQQsolidatlOll
of Peae~, ehe ComrrusSlOQ for che 1Yhn3.gement of
Scrace@'1e Resources, NaTIon:ll Recorrstrucnoll alld
DevelDpment, and che Council of R~JiglOl.lS Leaders,
chere 'Nere ClO lrVomen represenced -at the nme of 'NrH1

1ng.J~

ECOlvIOC's presence, however, contnbmed to '110leQce agalllsr cIvilians. ViolacWQ or women andguis'
humaQ Clg+.CS 01' ECOi\iIOG soldiers was wIdespread.
Guls despen.ce For {ncome would prostitute themselves Dr become "gulJIlends" of ECO]\iIOG troops
for procecnon ECOMOG soldiers coerced others
lntc3pYlilg on enemy C'J..<.'TIps. Gt.rls were made e::ipeciatiy 1nll..llerable dUIlng RUF attacks on ECOMOG
forces, dnd lC WlS wmmon for suspecTed "g'...dfrlends"
of ECOMOG soldiers co be targered by the RUF for
COrDlfe 'J.nd murder At che ,arne time, guls from RUF
and AERC camps would be senr illto ECOIvIOG
areas to befuend soldiers, escabJish se:rual relations
w\ch them, ',lild calker {ntelligence H
IQ Ja.nuary 1999, a Joint .A...FRC/RlJF attack on
Freewwn resulted in the deaths of over 5,000 GVUl·ans. Thousands more were mUtllated and raped, lnd
over 5,000 were abduced, mosdv women and g11-b
Recogmzlllg che {mprobablhry of J. milicary vlctorv
over the AFRC/RUF, the government soughc a peace
plalland evenruaily age-eed w the 1999 Lome accord.
The Young 'Nomen's -Clmsnan .i\35CClauon (rvl/CA),
as a tounding member of c.e':1e Ime:- Rehgwus COlaQcil
oI Slern. LeoQe, played 1 leading role ill cne rtegonatWllS tha.t led to che slgumg of che 1999 Lome peace
lccord, o:tTI.cc.:illy ending the w:u (tl1ough righung
and I.Hue:;r wQunued lnw '2002) I~ cailed tor RtrF
\l1clUSlll n III J. oower-5ha.nngg'J1(e:rrunent and granc,~::i
blankerJ.mnes~
(TW::iS 'l1olators of human Cl2;h,s.'2
. to u
In addiuon co pardomng RUt le·J.der SanKoh, iC
placed 'cum ar the b.ead of che COmlTllSSlOn :iar me
i:Y1anagemenc of Scr:ne:pc Resollices. J3
~

In Occober 1999, che U Q.lced [',huons Asslsclll.ce
M1S310Q co Sierra LeoQe (Ul'fAlvISIL) deployed
troops co support che \mplemencatlon of cne Lome
,oeaee accord ·J.nd bolster che a()'overnmenc ill the 0 D R
process. However, because there we:e vast areas "ill
under RUF control, iJI"J,'\lvISIL torces were '.lll.~lole
to 6~ily resrore peace. In parucul:u, fighung lI1 the
di'lffiond-Clch eastern provlilce pe:sis;:ed. Small RUF
c:uds~nd offenSlVeSd.g'J.lllsr UN croops ;neldecl b.Ije
numbers of UN weapotls and armored vebcles. RUF
mack; peaked on M1Y 3,2000, wb.en
U1'I peacek.e::pers were t:ll<.en hostage:. Less than a week lacer,
Bntlsh SreCla..l Forc::s a.mved tn Freecown, expelled
the RUF from me (W/' and rescored a sense OrieCUmy Subsequendy, BriTIsh forces CIuned and armed
Sle:ra Leonean troopslnd drove che rem'ulling RUF
soldiers from cheu terrItory, allowmg (Ji'1 pe·J.cekc:::pers to rerorn. ~5

sao

The Lome accord collapsed when the RUF broke the
ceaserire [6ilowmcC Ul'L:.IJ.IISIL's assumpnoQ of control
of the diamond-rich are-J.s of t:lsre:n Sierr3. Leone.
Ream,s f:rom Lloena connnued co ,~ncer the COUDtrt, bcilicJ.ung RUt cDnITol over the resource-ncD.
rejlOll. VI/hen SanKo!l.'s mrenCOQS of conunwng che
war despw: Lomei1.t.rfaced, women ~ssembleci In the
st:re:::-r:s dema...'1ding "1'[ or:. agun! Enol~grr 1S cnougn!IJS6
Theu slogan was~ response ,0 born ~he Ln~ld.equare
cerresenc.non D{wome,l me: the 19 G6 elecuonsllld
S'ankoh's cacncs, WD.J.G1. the' women understood co be
1 mews tor fum to r~-·J.Im for war. T;l.e women on

cbe '5l:e~[3 cillec. for an end ::0 male dOIT..lnanor1 and

male -b lased dec.::sions ~NlCh..ln parE'd..J.TIerH.They 'Ncr,:
!l'drL.cclariy Cl1:.C:l!
the c.eclslOn to aopolm Sankoh
J.S .a. ffilI:1STer 3.uci repeatedly c3.Ued actennon co ::he

or

[ae;: c~~u:

ne 1/Vas cefo[i:2...L~f1ng

for 'rvar>17

VVomen's aCciVlsm reached a ruga POlnt Ln 2000 when
they ulClmacdy playeC: a cac:rl;rcic rok Ln bnng'lngln
end co ehe coollic:. 1.1\ group of elderly "Yomen) repfl:SellCll1g churches and mosques, reqllesred 1 meenng
wrc,1 Sankoh, who was livll1g In FreecowQ. The women
cameelS an lflCerf3..1th grollp wIth "n agenda of peac·~
:J.c any cost Upon arr:val they were abused by Sankoh,
hIS gllards,Hlo 0.dvlsors, who refused co liscen and
lTIlstreaced them. The 'assembled older women 51:00d
ol-Ltslde the house of Sanko 0., lucched up theIr skiES,
bene over, 'and bared themselves. In Slern Lwne, such
an actlOQ by women of chIS age 'and sunding COllSl:.lCUtes the wocst curse, sIgn of shaming"wd LQsult thac
can be bmugnc upon anyone.
'vVhen word of what h'ad happened reached the streets,
people were shocked. Bllt they were also mobIlized,
both bec'dUse they flOW ha.d courage to stand IIp to
San..koh and che RUF, and because they had an obligaQon to enforce che curse of these respected, serum.
religlOus women. PrevlOusly, people had lived 111 [ear
of retaliacion and violence bv the RUF as S3.l1kotr sent
death squads to any part of the caplcal whe;:e people
spoke Ollt. Yet when such a curse lS given, it is the
f;mllv and socier;r's obligatlOfl to back the curse. Men
In parncular w'ere mobilized to defend the power and
honor of the women. 0/Lay 3, 2000, w"-s sec as the dace
[Of mass peace protests and demoflstratlons.
The families oI the women, religiOUS orgamz;.mons,
labor and tnde illlions, and adolescent" and school
children comrrurred to Jom the peace protests. Since
it appr.:ued that many people would flat be gOlng to
work Of school, dIe government declared i1: an 11noE..
neLl holiday The mass demonsuatJ.ons on May 3,
2000 marked the wrung pOlllt 111 the conilict. 38 Tlus
tliDe the wOITlfn mllched co Sankoh's hOllse wIth parliamenc-ar!ans and ClV1] saGer; leaders. Sankoh's g'.lards
ope:led cue, killing a number of ,~he procescen. On
iYLay lJ, B[!tlsh '~r~ops C:LOmred and arres~ed Sankoh,
charg'ng [um w1Ch the murder aT lmarmed proceswrs.
'iVith the mcarcer;mon of Sankoh, the RUF beg-an
toiplinrtr, cre:ltmg a vacuwn In willeh General Issa
Sessay beome che flew RlJl' leader and eventually
the head of the RUFP,a newly formed politlcal parry

1 ~e ''!Va.: \NlS ofEciaJly d.ecla.r,~d. over if'. )anuJ....i.-y 2002,
'Nb.en hosnliries be"C"N~::n ::he CI) F aGe RLj"F~Ldie=s

Ln e:J.ste:n S tC':-::"'l Leo ne ceased. :19

\I\/hen che 'N-:J ,,:nded chere ~Ner:= 'lpprDx:mJ.tdv
400,000 tilte-mallv displaced peoole and uo co 500 ,000
reti.Lgees Ul Gwnea, Cambra, Chana, dnd Cote
DIIvOlIe. ~;:l... c ~e'J.Sl 55 perce:""'.l.t of [he :-erug<'=tS \iVere
'.Nomen. m Vi,/omen's orgJ.!11zJ.Llons con.rinue co :lddr~ss
these ongOlQg lS3ues. For Garnple. recogruzmg the
reglonal dime'lSlOnS of [he com:ic:, the iv1a.no P-rver
Urllon \Nomen's Nerwork for Peace V1Slts women
refugees ln Cuine'.l and Liberia .-:ncourag:ng dlem to
become J ?dr: of che peace process, addresslDg problems such3.s sexual assaults m C::lm,?s and food shortages, and, With 3.SSlStanCe from the C:Jnltec N:J.nOflS
High CommisslOn.er for Refugc:es (U(\fHCR), reUUltlDg women. w'.th farrul;r members dnd reD.lf!lwg them
to cheir homes Ln Siern Leone."l

PART 2: THE ROLE AND EXPER1ENCES OF

)i'LCJN4. ~ N .,\~. g~I~~~I~gp R
DlJ8~ 'N~S illlciac~d

[he goverrl.rr:e.::..[ of :he Sierra

"l.!:ned CCHT2oat:;.nt-che c:qu!..r:~rncn-c _:-or
4

L~or...e

?::ople':) ParTy (SLPP)

tD

the

a.f~e!m3.ch

of ::he

1996 ,'\blGp.n lCcCJrcis. A Natwnal Commlsolon for
P.c,:onSLI\.lCQOn
(l'~ C 8.. lZ...:rl W8.S

J

P.. E:Jerdemcnt

l

lnd RehabiJ.itJ.L10Q

established. 'rvLch

-a. cie?ar:lne~Tc

chac bad

cesponsloilicy for disarmillg me V3_CYlng fac:lOns n In
1998 1~i'.. C dep"J.r::nent was restruccur,,:o as [b.e NatlOl1'.ll
COn11111ITee rer C1lsa..rm:l...'11enC, DemobwS;lGOQ, and

(10[1 LD

che DD R program. Dunng

acc:ouncec. for

percenc

J.J.id

:]:l.C:':'C:D'J.-

~j.'TIeJ \/~omen

~-I~S for (J.O oe:c:.:nt

or paI"'Licioancs. ln~ Phase III CiiI3.v 13 2001~ t..b..coucrh

January 2·002) 'STOUp disarmame~[ wasallowd, ~e:ln
Lng 1. group could bnng LU \Ne3.DOnS ':o,e:-er.b.er. 'T':lls
helped marg-'nally to lnCE:J.se ',~omens - parnapatW[l to
seven pe:-c,~nt J.nd girls to C. 7 ;?e:c~nL'~6

RelDcegranon (NCDDR),~fcer wb.lCh the program
beg'l.n.. Ies go·J.1s were threefold:?J

3L(

ChlS

me

volunc'J.Iily presented. cbemselves 'l(
centers to disann J.l1d surrenderJi! weapons a.Gd ammumtlon, and co be as;;,:ssed for eligcbuity LD che pcognm. 'v\(hile OiiiClilly those under 18
y~:J.fS of ag~ were [lot reqUlred to presEnca weapon co
emer DD R, ch,s study found wldesoread dIscrepancy
among UN and NCDDR oiiim.ls ~nd staff ofNGOs
workmg' wlthm me DD R process as to whether or
not children had to turn o~e;: a weclpon. ''7 According
to Cle:J.flyallLDcef'!lewees who passed th.rOlt.gb DD R,
despIte oiiiaal policy the weapons ce;;t was repeatedly
admlDlsrered to dllidren to derermll1e u1.elf admiSSIOn
m co pro grams.
COLnb;.ttJ.l1TS

r,~cepclOn

1) coUect, reg1.ster, 'cLnJ destroy ail conventlonal \Neapons md muruLons rumed lTI by cOmbaC:l.lHS;

2) demobilize the muw!/y estimated 45,000 combatants from che SLA, RUF, AFRC, and the CDF, 12
percent of whom we:e thollght to be 'Nomen;"4 and

3) SUCpOH e.::-combatants throu,gh demobilizatwl1 to
prepare them for l·e1l1regratlOo..
DDE was conducted !il three phase3, u'1e first beg-wrung Ln 1998. Phase I was coo.ducted by u'1e 1'ICDDR,
dUlled by Preslcem Kabbd.h,~nd ECOMOG, whlCh.
was mJ..ndatec to ClSSISt Lfi disarmament, we:J.Oons collectIOn, and demobilization. In 1999 with th~ Lome
"J.ccorQs Ul plac, Phase II was.lIutlated, ru.nlllng
unCl1 Apnl2000; DOR was conducted by NCDDR
and the Urucec Natlons Cbservet IVGsslOn co Slerra
Lwne (~rOMSIL), which was mandated to J.SSlS!
m disannameat and mODlmnng of demobilizatIOn.
UNOMSIL was replaced tn Occober 1999 bye' Slgmncantly larg~r peace~(eepU1g rmSSIOl1 to support the
D D R erroH_ Phase III, wruc.h ["an from May 2001 co
]J.i1.ull"r 2002, was conducted by NCDDR and u'1e
new U'ruced NaclOns A.sslstanc~· iYlisslOn lil Sierra
Leone (UN.AJ.YISIL).~s
Rec·emion cemers were esta.blished for disarmamem
and demobilizdnon chroughollt ::he counrrv From
September 19 G 8 illrough [\;hy 2001, dunn.1< Phases
I and II,l ·i~nes of quesDonsand periorm~ce of
cilsa.ssembly and reassembly of a 6'lil, USU.illYlil AK+7, we:::,: Ilsed to lssess ,~ombatJ.i1.cs and their D DR
iOligo_01Lcy STarns (combatancs 18 years or olde,). Ie was
behev~d ,:..1.aT illelblLcy to assemble and disassemble ·a
weapon was a good litmus test to detenlline ".7hether
an lDdi'lldual had parnaparec tn the confuc:as an

::j

l.).1}.alify\l1g adults (18 years of ageand.lbove) were
sent co a demobilization center where they recelVed
pre-ciischar,ge onentanon, tb.eu benencs p·ackages,
a small amounr of resettlement :lnd cransponat;on
mOCley,J.l1G. were c:Escl13.rgd_ Cluldren (17 ye:us Or age
and belo"\N) vvere (0 be sent [0 lncericn Care Cencers
(ICCs) and could select to emer skills cr3.1Dlng or J.l1
edUcatlOllal progT3.ffi of chell chOlce 98
Late m u1.e program It was deaded that "w1.Ves" of
(mdle) c:-comba.rams could apply f,Jr nucro-crecic co
help mainram G1.eIr families,lS ch.e men compLund
abom thelf lDabilicy to sust3.1n tllnilies. However for
1 female~pplicancto acc~ss the loans, she llad co be
prEsenc With a ·'husband," wno was willing co ldennfy
!1~ as Ius wlfe. No wo man could clalffi bendics -alone,
cegardleso of che numbe::: of c..'ukren she cared. for. If
women had be::n pe:c:nlt1:ed w apply :J..!on,;, lC could
h,we e~abled them to~bciic:lre cheu'cehclOnsruos."
Bilt clus W:J..S not ,:onslliered by senIOr DDR Offi~l'US,
one of whom s<lld chaT "even If 'hey we::e :aped :lnd
·abduCTed, 70 percent of cb.e 'Nomen and g'.rls W3.11teJ
to be wldl che~.r 'husbands' "99

T~1e DDl? program 1--0. SLerra LCOQC LS 'vvlciely seen as
a 3UC:~S3 and con.side:,,=G. CD have be::n sc:"',siClve co (he
neec:o of r,emJ..!eJnd ch.ild ,:ombaClI1CS, DUEllz 'J. 'flSH
to 5 Lerr1 Leone
lJl\f l: ncier-.s·ecICIJ..rv-C:·el~er:J.1and
S?ec:ll ?'~preseQcltive of the 5ecretJ..cr-General for
Cb.Jciren lnd Armed ConHier, Olara Otunno, a Ul'i
sucement was ,deased rlOClllg that ':iinc~ rhe Sierra
Leonean cD,ili.i.er ended ,n January 2002, [aJr1amblC10US progr:i.l.nme for the demobil.iz3..cion and rellltegracon of 7,000 child e;c-c::Jmb,uJ.ms has [ceunlCed]
97 perc~rLc r)f them wlth thell faffilEes lnd COmmUillCles. "lOU

(lOr PO:iSlDlC Co lTI'J.b: chC:iC cmnpans.ol1$ 'J.bour women,

Table 1 the ,esti.c13.ced
13-;-,865 of 'NQOm ~1,056
-'Nere aS3Uined co be 15'_r.is.'~ '(c:: as TJ.ble J and daI:J..
.lrawn from UNICEianG l'iCDDR llldicace, the:-e
~s :5uostJ.r..c.al ciisparicy be:["Neen c.he r.1Un10ers IJf gn-ts
nl.Hnbe~

ill'..lsTI:1..ted

Lil

J

or ill G:;rc~s \NaS

I

lN~ci1.i.n

che

forc~sa.nd chO;jt '::r1Ierlng

DD R programs,

thus calling IncO queSGOl1 ,:he deSIgn, ImplementaLlon,
and succeS3 of cJ.~e:.Je ?rogr~.uns.IOJ

Despl1:e omclJl policy,:he posseSSlOn or an Ai< .47
(even \N1L.~ a group) and k.L10 Nledge of LCS assembly
and disassembly was repeatedly llsed by disarmamenc
adn1iulSrr:lCOrs to det:~rrrune t:nc.r:1 Luta ,~he program,
even for t.hose under 18. T:lls proved to be a parncu.hr
pcobkm cor women and guls Wi10 did 'lOt always h.ave
l we:J.pon In chelf possesswn. There was a perceptlOl1
lmong them chac a weafJol1 was required for e-reryOl1e
se~kJ.ilg"ncry lilto [he DD R prognm, and, mdeed,
among those III elliS study's sample, ,all who entered
lllW D DR (hill the srudy popuhnon) were asked to
turn ,n a we:J.pol1 and perform che we:J.pons cesc. Tills
1

In Ivhrch of 2002, Ll1ln UlCer-flew wll:h IF1N Clews,
wh.en J.sked J.bollt femJle ex-comb'Hams, Dr. FrJnClS
Kll- KlJ., E;cecutJ-fc Secretary of the ['ICD 0 R stared
"we hadlbour elgQC percent of chern, In the deSigned
progcam we made every proVISlOl1 for the femJ..!e e;(comb'd.cant."l'" However, trus smdy finds chiS claim
di1:ncwt to subsnntlJ.te when compared to a.cmJ..!
e;cpenences of women and grrl e;c·combatams through.
wcer-flews and NCD D R daca (see-Table 2). L02

~Lc IS

~~,-3 p[ev~ousl~(

'.IS

me:i:lre

(1{)

c.:iiabi~ ,.:st1.m;.lre~ on cht:

tlgnQng lorc:~s. Dac:l :U-i:lvmable iJO dlildren ,,~tchin the tignWlg fore,:::; bec:luse
~pecr o£ ~he ~ruciy, iindings ,dace only co young 'Nomen ,lnd ,~..ris.

r)f

nUlnoc::- Dx' 'NO UH:: n wlrhHI lh~ 1"J.nOU;i
dlC: work otc:'u..id procec"':1on 'clgr::1C':S. The.refore~ toru.~s

pt::c,:iv~d reql.llre.rr~C::1L

2.:":PC jOm,:: WGO 'Nould

l:.'J.in-~

ql:~~:SCG fr?rr~ aC:C:r-"fCll~. ':,0 Cf.LI,~=::~e p[O,~r~L. ~
C L '.J..l.'':: SV..lljy group C.i.'1:..lC ':11(1 flce go CDJ:ougo. LJ 0':-\_,
46 pe,:c':::lc cic,=ci llOC Q·J.v~ng :1 'Ne:apoll as d:c basls r-or
chell Lack of ?J.f"cicipaLon. T~'1e.:-~ 'Nere st'ie:'Jl r'':'J.sons
glfl r:~(-cDmb'd.[l[HS {cuild ,:.!.~ex.selves -N1Chout

'N(::J.p-

:?ec~·le CIQ\,vG.eo. Ln, ceo r:1J.n:, ;TIe::
l.. Qi.:

c:

'N:::.:.i

ClCC.21ng co dc.

:.:ieCur:Cf 'NCl3 Daa.
!

,-.

I

.

1

1

. . . . cCU(l.G, ce.:r~;Ue eX-C:JocallLCS, O'd.r:1C1Jj;,uly
'~. 1 c_
",' r
r
~: ,~

c'l

u.JlQ

,'::,1flS L.i.Om I.ne

D
'-" ~J

repo[~,=Q

'Nomen

r -- ,~

:e:lrlil,g ::,,-,,'c'

~or:ncr

oas 'J.e ChlS criticu :lme . .:.'Utholl.gc they r.Lael be:::n ~n
I~he Eg-b.Gng forc~s, many in che CD F \Ne1:'e orde.:eci

6ghv:rs housed eLC ::he cenCi:['j, Cb.r:snanJ. R.1.05 lef:
an adult cenc=r Clue co the sle;cplilg lcommodlElO'lS.

to lland lil theIr weapons pnor co demobilizatlOtl and
were chen lerr berundl, che men were uausponed
to c.he lssemblv cenrers Other 'r'..ds lndlClced char
. "
chelf g'ms were taken away by chelf commanders 'and
nanded co male fig1ue::s. Addinonally, many who were
l1oc'pnmarily" fig-nre::s nad lased weapons trom a commun<J.! ,ource bur did !lOC .L'Jossess a 0
"'un-chemsdves

'As a woman, ",he s<lid, "1 could n.ot suv there." \;Vlch
regJ.fd to c..f:uldren til partlcwar, young womenlnd
<prls e;cpLuned ChH lilcernews con.ducred by DDR and
ICC surf tn Gl.e presence of other duldrenlnd youch
did n.oc. proreer therr nfJ.i'J.tlOn wlrh reg-lid to tighc.ng
force. CD F ,gllls .eporred !mmediarc thre:J.Cs to chell
lives when RlfF yomh became ;lw;u:e IJf ,hell aEililCion,lnd chev lert che ICCs 3horrly thereafter_ For
e;cample, Binru O. LOr. was inref"'newed til a room wb.ere
m.her adolescenTs 3wod around lookmg tn. As ,Don as
L( was kIlOwn ehac 3he was 1. KJ.maJor, ,:he former RUF
d:.J.dren began to chreat.en b.e~·, and ihe leEr che ·:enter
L1.Clr cveflJ.ng

In further discusslOl1, lilcerrlewees revealed SIX key
CO!lcerns chacJifecred chelIlmrudes cowards D D R
and c.he ,easons they ,:hooe 110t co JOw or r·e.:nalll lil
progr"-IIlS. FLf3c, somej'.rls lnd young wr)men lncliI::ned rhey did I10C k_"'low.loom DO R or ide chere WlS
nOTrung co g'd.lil by gOlng ~o the cenU::3. 'T"N~QrY-l)ne
percenc of the S;lffiple cnl" did 110C go ChrOllgb. DO R
reporredlv feared rcpflsalsar che cemcrslnd c_'J.us
:lvOlded che enure process. Other respondenrs perG~lved w~e facilices co be cians~rolls ;,v1Lh larie nlUTIbe.::s of men and In:ldequ;lte prmecTIon. Acc.ording co
Agnes E. co' who le.f1: l disarmament lnd demobiliza-

Tlurd, chc:=e W'J.S rhe -i'/lddv perpecuated myTh char
women andg'sls w'ere Ilor mvolved III rhe CD F TillS
cierual was prop:lgawi by Llli'iuennal D.g'ues such
lS chen Deourr lvLms"[.~r of Dr~r'ense 'and NaEOtlal
Coordinawr of che CDF S·J..!Iluel Hlfig'l Norman,wb,ll
w:J.s rumself 1 Kam;l) or. Lv7 For some WOme11111d
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cc,ilec~ing beneEt3 . .:;'c chr: ·::nci
the ',-,V:l.[J ~-o[m'dn
",,vas promoced co lYli111ste.r of L'1u~.rnai SecLlI:.ry, 'NhlCh
cZLused 'd nUG"loe: or ::.rus SGCY S in£Orma.8ts co lnSlsr
char ch.ey (,::m'J.ln :lilonymous 'Nhen cLscussing lS3ues of
\NOmen and llrls '1vi.rblD :he CD F. Rec::ndYr G-o,,vever!
the P\osec..l.[or for the: Sierra Leone Spe-:::'Jl {:'ourt
order,~d chelrrest of Nocnan and f-le LS cclrremly
J.vv',unng cnJ..[g~s of ':rimes agalDsc humaniry 'lnd 'tv:J.r
cernes, lllciudlnj tor the use or" chlld soldiers \V1.chll1
the CDb' ""

F'JUEh, chere was a ffilsGlken belief that:h.Jdrell 1n
the CD F were not oeiYli:ned from cheJI Eanmies dnd
communlCies. ,"\.s a result, mallY were l10t dassu'led
by lf1\iICEF dnd lIltemanonal NCOsas "oeparated
chlidre l{ and cherefore could l10t recelve other forms
of d.ld.Thls tS 'l,gnmcant,ds a l1umber ofTJN, governmenc, and NCO programo and bel1enrs were
deSignated [or \epar:u:ed duldref'.," mclucilng child
comoatallCS. It was Clot unwmmOl1 fer i'rcos to
repore thac they did l10C work with children In the
CDF '\ll1ce chey '"vere [],ev~r separated," and paruculady wlth gills, swce there was the assumption
that ehe CDF did l10C mdude female members.!U"
However, among the women and guls ,mervlewed for
trus study, some wlth the KamaJors and Gberrus, had
spencslgmiicam tune away from theJI bmilles and
commUIllnes, meluding traveling the length of the
country co fighc Wlth ocher CO F LIO
Fifth, over-classlncarion of gills and young women
abducted by the RUF, AFRC, and SL'\. as "camp
foHowers," ''se;(-slaves,''J.nd "wIves" by some wltlun
che imernatlOnal ClJmmUIllrv and the Sierr:l L:ol1e
orevenced che eSl3.bushmem ofDOR
p'overnmene
'.:J
nroQ:nms coJ.ddress cbell acruallived e.:coe:lences.
t'
,
According co 00 R omaals, "wlVes," mduding those
abduced, were co be e:epuClrly e;(duded from formal
enU:lnce m[Q DDR.'lIThe focus ofDOR was on the
mam fighnng forces, lnd "cllinoncv" groups would l10t
be caken inLO c0l1s1de""J.cion." 2 Howeve:, sine: women
I
J.nd g'lds frequendy played mulniJle roles, l1aITOW d:lsSlnC:lt10n of chern as "wl'res" cesulted In ~Jrogr::tmmauc
erl'ors. Of che srudy pGpulanol1, 60 pe-,cenr reporred
h~lvlng ~crved as a ";iVlfe yer only tIghT pe:cent
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reporTed elliS as theJI pnmary mie.
Addinonally, ill the case of the CD F in parncular,
the-,e was dIe erroneous belief chat male CD F fight-

:rs ,:l.JWC: [laC have sexuall.Jr casual COl1tacT With a
1NOffi;li1; l( 'N3.S bIg-ely considered lmpossibk
for:eG1'ale members of c~J.e CDF co exiSI U1 cne caregory of C: D F (\vlfe'l or '.tse;cslave.HThls myc:.~ g3.lned
Lllcernacl.Jnallegmmacy LIl Occbe-, 1998 when a
boy ;(,lmaJor re!:ilsed co shake :he hand oflJNICEF
head Cawl Bellamy "because he was l10t allowed to

g'lIl or

cOllch a 'woman."ll~ T~l.lS 3TOr:.r \N8.S

'Nidely

circulav~d

J.nd ce?e'~[i::d in. ccnte~C:3 that Qelged sL:engTe-l~en
the beueE thaI women and '?;lrtS were l10r wcluded
111 che CDF '.i4 However, among Sierra Leol1eans,
lC was Iclnderscood chat Lneeracnons wlth IT:'.embers
of the Opposice se:c, mdudil1g se:ru:ll relaUl.Jns, were
perrnlteed for boch male and female 'lle:nbers of ehe
KamaJors and Gbetr.ls. It was common, espeaally
among chose KJ.ffidJors and Cbethis who wer·:: marfled co e:Lch other or Ltved togecher. lil The only caveat
,,vas thaciexual cont:let l1ullined the perceIved magICal
powerc, ofa. fighcer's charms, and thus after such conto-CT, tighIers bd to re:lfJply tel.e charms to regllil these
supposed flowers.

Finally, it is important co [late that cultural nOelOnS of
childhood III Sierra Leol1e affeCTed the W'J.Y in wblch
yOllng women and girls engaged w1th the DDR program. In many rur:li and urb'J.n are:lS, childhood and
adulthood are defined l10t by chronolOgical age but
by actlons unden:aken by ehe person, such asJ. boy
ha.rv,esTlng and making palm 'NUle or 0- girl hlIV1ng d
baby l16 vVhenguls wno nad borne children a.mved
to disarm, some emered tb.e programs as women
since eJus 1S bow they were l10W "culturally" defined.
Indeed, it was reported co the rese'lichers by t.hose In
charge of D D R programs and OffiClals who screened
partlClpants that it was [lOr uncommon ror guls under
13 WIth children to encer DOR as womell. l!7Tb.us
they did l10r bendit cram the fJrDgrams thaI we-,e
eSIablished tor child combacaIlcs, lnci were largely lerr
Ilnsup !Jarred 3lilce the 00 R progn.:::J did [lot b.-a.ve
adequaIe mecharusms co address :G,1.e l1eeds of women
ill ehe torces.
Foe chose who Qid ,~nter ehe D D R process (i.e. half of
c.iJ.e srudv s::tmple! mdny l1otP.tl ehe paucc'l of oupplies,
par-tlC'cLlarlv 1Il cerms of clleJI phvsIcu l1eedsJ.s women.
At rhe 1CCo where child '~ombatal1lsmd"ieparaLed
childrlOn" wer~ cakena.nd demooilizacon cemel'S where
adults were c~J:.en, -+::: perc~nt ceporced l10t cecel 1flllg
adequatl! dothlng; 5,4 peKent did l10L recelve proper
ol,ruUtlOn matenals, illcluding soap, shampoo, and
fe:TIlIllne by<pene produc:s;lnci 23 percenT Qid lIOt

'lCC:S3 CD .:T... ec:.1CU cJ.re '-iVht:J. ceque::it~d. ~'iVco.en
c~sponder:C3 3.lsc re'Jor:~c. \fe".:"i qoor ~ondiLi.ons dL"
3..ciult ci.emcbdiz3.ciO-Q c~nce(s

have
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cion cencers c.he you.ng INomen :lnd
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de..:nobiliza-

g~.rls

,jlliveyed

had ;::~(perle~c:s ~hac cOrlcIacLi.c:ed o5c:'J.l cl~ums. F:)[
e:cample, wb..tle lJl'f data ,ndicate chac Clearlv all dlil-

drl~n. femalned

Ln che cencers for 'elL" Least S1:(' monchb]

among chose su.r,rey~d fOf c~is study! only 20 percent
bad l·emalnec. cor chac Leag-r:h of ;:ime. ~lS
Fi..nai.ly, 0 rlly ,L! percem of the samole ceoon:ed recelVing e-he bent:Dts theY'Ne:e promIsed In d.~:nobiliz:.n.:on.
In partlCular, bclz of financal payment was rlotedls a
leadwg cJ.use of nslDg [,enSlOn ~,mong cluld ,::x-combataotsanc resulted LD notin~J 3cikes, :J..ud ~lnacks
ag'cUm, N'GO mir~nd prope~ty tn 2002 119
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'vVhen asked wilJ.c taGors ilelped to mmgate chese
lSoues, respo
- Qses mduded tne end of che war' SllO,
P0Il: from theu COmmulliry or b.milv, 'll1d supoon
rIom NCOs. However, the most crl~lC:ll mi~f!:en
identIfied rleed was for eduC:J.Qon-a core componetlC
of most D D R programs for cluldren. Seventy-five
percenc or the srudy populatIon LndicaIed a destie co
attend school and g,unuceracy skills. Forty-ru.ne pe.::cem stated ehJ.c skills tr:UIllng would be essentIal ~:o
theu succ~ssfi.ll relDLegr:mon.
Sle.::~a Leone: rankslmong the lowesr countrIes ill ,:he
world in female ucer:lCY and dUC:J.Qon. Purpose,P.ll
desuucQon or schools by the 5.ghttug ~orc:es ruruler
devasr:ned. the ,educmoQ,ys,em. vVell-meaIll..T1g.
SOClal wod:ers assoClJ.ted w!eh lmplemellun,g D D R
progTamslt tlffies discouraged or prevemed 9!-de.:: excombatant iPrls and gul mocheTS from eme'::1l1g sc.hool,
lllste·J.d mgmg them to a.Leend skills cra.uungs. I: O Tiley
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lac~<. of 'J.dequa-r:e Cl[~ for chen c.1..uQr!::l

is (<':lac:d

to sng:nalj,sffiJ.ud rejecClon

UJdY

families 'Nho

;prl back, bur Qot ber cbliri or ','=nild[,~n)_ ~:21
T~'1ere lS,USO ~ mlspe.::cepnon thaL [be older :~rlsdfld
'rYelcome

d.

yOllng 'Nome:l co n.slcier,~ci chen1selves too old to ac:end
schGol. 'Thus, \Nhile ,':QUCHiOil IN:l:J 'J.n. oanon For those

wtlo Wem dllough omcla.l D D R, manv· of ,'he yuung
women lnG older girls we.::e discollTc'gd co plLC:;ue that
option. ~,rOGlblYJ tills argument ',Has i10t puc fOf'N'J,Id

co Jdolescent boys or men. NCO ,ecords [hemselv~s
revea.ll~nba.lanced C1ClOS ofboys lnd "ills e0.rolled III
educJ.Clon oro!!rJ.ms
III
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i\s tn many '·,vaL-COrn counrries) che reince::r-auon of
ex-combatants ill Sierra Leone is complexJ.nd senSIwre. For the ,V01111o'Tu.-is
i~ O<UllCl.llJ."
: : : J Warnell
.. and v
I:..c~e:e lS a range of issues thae ue:ne concern. In
response tOlIl. open-ended cIuesTIon, 50 percent of the
study popuhtton rumed macendl depnvauon, including lack of fOI)d, clodung, and housl~g, as me greacest
challenge tor theIr eelntegntlOn. Others floted separaTIon from farruJ.y, rejectlon,llld abuse bv Elmily -or
commumty, feM of1 return to war,lnd ebe in<J.biliry [0
lttend school as major concerns.
'
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GaG. I::hildrec. and ~-e1N b~d hUSC'd!lC.S~ co :lSSl~l
lHC:::CJ.e, \:.!.1.ey lNOLJci fle~ci ~o de/eiop 'Jkiils raL~1i::
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The rewl:egr:.uion or clulillen and youth from agilemg Forces is a slgmnC3.ne t'acwr ill any peace process
\'~~t fe N re:5ources and LLrJ1iled tIme lie- given co the
'P." ill DDR. vVlille sIgmncant research is belllO'.":) done
on dle aeed co support long-rerm reImegTlClOCl and
rehabIliuClon processes, m mo~rc cJ.ses, the burden of
CJ.nng for ex-combatants still fills to indiVIduals and
commUillues. vVomen in Sierra Leone, t:hou"h underresourced and unheralded, have filled in thes~ programmat!.c g:l.pS "-nd done much co celntegrate former
combatJ.l1Ls, ea.rricwarly women 3.nd child soldie.::s.
V\(orkmg a.!one,3.s leadersJ.nd members ofNGOs,
and through the iViiIllsuy or SOCl:ll vVe1fare, Gender,
and Chllciren's A..f raus, women have eaken ill and
cMed Cor cluld soldiers, proVIded women ~nd child
forme-r fignters \Nicb. cri~c;li sernces and cr:J.ining) lnd.
thereby worked to normallzemd bnng subiliC'/ co
tb.eu commWllQeS '"lild cheir IlaGon.
1

Shellac DaVIes, a le:J.ding peacemeLker m Sierra Leone,
has obser'red the. [[3.uma mruc:ed on child,oldie.::s
and co.e D1L-..:ed responses [hey reC'::lve ,n the:r home
communHles. At: the end of ,:he war, [he ar::J.chment
be:-'!Ve::n cornmancic:3 and the L.l.ud rebels dislilcegT:J.teci, om ':hildren oIi:en fe.i.t that [hey. '~ouldn'[ v'"I)
home. i'The c.h.ildren 'Ne:e In 3. dile:nma," says Davles.
":\!.!.OLhers who surn.ved [he manslaughte.:: bUI were
Wlrnesses co t:he:'flJ acts commmec. oy che!r children
vm:ual1v disowned them. 'A dilld who (ommmed such
ln uroc:cy cawd not o.ave been bon from my womb,'

r:1J.il~/::c.O('::e~:3 'Nt:': K.r10 1 N[1 CO

'lc.b.ieve2. c_~ey IrVf)l.Jd e:J.SJ..iy c-evF:'!';:: [D

P~O'Ne'!erl

Sd.ys U3..vH:S. :'They -argt1.ec.. t.!.~J.: ~e:f-c 3.0 anco [leG.'1 :l:ese

have SJ..!.d.. "1:.2:
Davies [las ciO(~',.LG1e~ced cl"lC 'N(;,rk of some
;Nomc::l and cnoc.:-3.t:rs co relnc'~gr::lCe dle Ire-r-:/ cl-ulcL::en
1NnO commlC'ced [~~e 3.rroc.cies. It \Nas [b.est': 'Nomen
'vvb~o "c~'.l.uzed :~n'J.[ [he c.J.udren Lflvolves. In the 'war
\NCre- bach '-flC:":'.rns and pr:rpeu1cors." She goes on to
descloe how cne d:llldren', vlOlence W1S C,'le [eswr of
cheer ow:} '(lCnII1lZauoo :u ,~he bands or commanders:

mOJt iJ.;t tl;e dlTOC:£IP.S experU!7?L·ea'

a'urng the

-7J..)aT.

T/wJc :/Jzldren. !.U7.a'eT t/7e!nfiw:71ce o.{ dr!-Lgr obeyed
I.·07nmands to

,~"!.'i! ~J.he"!.r pczn:ntJ, 011.777..

and arn.pucare
memoen'

t/Je

~Cj~e

/i7nos of thei.T

down houscJ,

:znd i)r/~eT
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In t.he Eo Dlsmcc (south centrdl .siern LeC:)[le), a
group or women declded co take back those cJ:uldren
'and youth from che tighang forces becween the ZLges of
6 and 25 "The women d:llmed thJ.I such 1 cnove was
theu own comnbl.rtllln to upholdmg :he peace," says
D'lvles adcling, "It should be [laced chaI some of those
women h.ad los;: Iheu own children a.nd re1ZLnves lS 1
result or the war. "us
\Nomen In i'vTakem (Bambili DlsLI:C::, llOrIh cencral
.sierra Leorle) also organlzed themselves co care for
ch.Lldren corrung out or che figh.tlng forces. \Nomen
m chls reglOrl, known as the rebel st:"orlgiaold, e;cpenerlc,ed che realloes or :he rebel war m parcLCUlarly brutal ways. T'rrev were forced co become "wIVes"'of the
commanders, rape was ~l weapon of war used a,galnsI
them, 3.nd they wr-:re forced IncO 'IlnOliS fiancuorls
mducling dC).ng as iauman shtelds for rebels dl1Ilng
lInch. "The 'Nomen chere knew c.b.ose duldreQ who
camiIllrred aCIooues In rvfakeru lnd Its enVlIons," says
those young boys llld youths were
Davles. ".some
urged co rape women wh.o could P'lSS as thell mochers,
aun-cs, or eider :)isrers."1:26

or

Desplce these e;(peneQces, In tl1elf purSWI of peace
the womei1 w'1re wlJling co phVl pl'fI)Ial cole 1Il dle
re-mcegr·J.Qon of chese c~,.Lld ,";(-Comb:lIanrs. DaVIes
11oces:'If che peace so hr Kmeved ,s to prove me:rllmgfulaJld sus;::unable then sOCle'1 ilas to take up ICS
responsIbility of C3.nng t'or lIS cJ:u1dre:l."'17 As mdi'l1duals 'dnd through collectlve :.tCDon, women 1ll (00mumtles are leacling efforts to celllcegr;ue women and
gIrl e:c-cOmb'J.I:lllIs. "The wome.n lrj'.led that ,£ chose
c.blldren were lefi: unc:u-ed for [lOW thaI peace has be::n

child.

,~'~-(OmbaCln[S

\Nould

~lave

do a.nd or ,:hink: and 'NiH prove
peace
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Fifcy-£ive percer'.l.c of [he .study populacon tndiCdceci
chac women Ln the commuDlc'i had played a slgmD.ODC
role In ,:helf CelQt'~gntio[l. Tills,s rlocewortny as rc
was hJ.gb.er cb.ai1 their cesponseS" cor bei.ng aSSi3i:ed by
cradinonal h.ealers (1J. percenc), CIaditlo l1al leaders (20
perc:n-cL lncernat1.onal 'J.id 1Norkers (J2 percenr)J healt.J.
'Norke.r:i (51 perc.,=nt): and on par 'NICh rehglolJ.s leaders and ',oual workers, m1ny of whom are women. L19
Il1tervlewe:es [loted that women Ul che commulUty
proVIded them with helpful gUldZLnce, s[ured me3.g~r
resources, lnd, pedlaps mOSI =pOHZLl1dy, helped co
FaciliIare skills tnining and~ducdClOn by providing
childcare, clothes, or food. The baSIC assIstance gl'reo
In the [arm or ch.Lldcar~ was crmcal In enabling manv
e;(-combar:lJlts to encer'skills usurung programs.

As staffofNGOs worklIlg to remegrate combacants,
women contrIbuted to b1.Ulcilng pe:lce throughout ,~1.e
COUnITylt thegr1ssroots le'feL For e;(ample, Esther
A.,'_30 a. rewIegranoililld HIV/ilJD.s program offic::r
Wl.(h a loc:tl ['TGO th'1I works WIIJ.':c child ex-combatants llld war-::tffected cJ:u1d.ren, was captured by the
RUF along WIth three or her slbting:; . .she watched as
ber olblings,ill umverslty graduates, were killed. She
[l:JIrowlv escaped.

After -,l!! chat has happened to me, [st:!!want to
workwuh these c/:n!dre7Z. Rea!!y [he past ,s not easy,
you canno[ force people to [eL! [netr rtories. I,'haTe my
;;tory'wzch the ch·ddren. [Jhare

rny losses. They see

th1..s reah:ry t,6at (hey, t/Je J.C<..UF, were t.6e ones 'T.Liho
,'oak my be!oved/)eop!e, and yet ! am here he!pmg
then?. You canjoTg!'ve, bur. you can nerul::7j:Crrget. J:,j]

ESche's colleague, Ramatu .s. LJ2 was cr::uned as ZL
te·.lchec before! l)lnlng all NGO dSl flsychosoc::tl
suoerVlsor for duld combatal1Is. In 1ddic.on co her full
workdays WIth cluldren and 'ldolescems 'lnd elrIng
for her own two c_'uldren, R"-matu has '~lken tive gIrl
mOI.:lera wIIh (heu cJ:u1d.ren lild [WO fosIer children,
all former members of fig-hong rorc::s, into her home
so they,;:have J. plac:: to live a.nd r,~cover. U3

''/V~U~l :-e:s'clr,:i ~o
LU'd. 1N3.

'<iVOmel1'3

Skills T:alLung

\:oilec:':'ve ~c-:J.on, chI::
(l,STC) in I{allJ.l:un,

Cc~(e:

d"2.e \iVomen':; Progressive l'v'Loveme:ll:

F:e~co~vvn., Ina

('/V""PlVO

~n

CaflC3.S - 2vt~-(~ ll.l nave been lnnovo..L.:ve

in Cl.C:.r cr:O[1:3 Lfi the IvLJ.ke;ll 'area. Founded by SL":
''lVornen, LSTC llO'N Qas 1.20 memCer3. It 3cr-res 15 1
c~:nceg·ra(ion pfogr3.I:l l['_d aS3isTs \NOmen 10ducc.':::s,
l~x-(omba["J..n[31 and '.flcnmS in chc:.r I~EOr:3 3.( .i.nc.ependenc Li.'f1ng, The organl'Z:J.QOn offers taJor:ng and g'lrrl
ne-dylllg :lasses 0 nee women le:J.m che skills and sell
chell" produces, they ~Ur: required co glve some of [heir
eJ..rillng'3 ba.ck to the orgaIUZ3.Iion.

'Nomen':; O[g'J.ruZ:J.-Clon INUil

CQur;.c.ry Ie 06:::r3

glil :lnG

:l

QClfiChes ci.rou2:'rJ.O\~I C~i..e

[J.ng'::'Jf ::}'llnlng prcgr3.:ns co

'.,vome~ ~_x-combardnlS

LDcluding cllionn,gl

cllpe:}cj,-Y, cit dylng and ~ason;y F..;~\;\lE has ceblcit
3cnools ane CQG1ffiUill(Y cenu~rs c.l.~at ~,yere desu')vp.S
dnd LD so rr:.e 'lreas has consr:i~cted a.nd opened sc.h.ools
for .~~.rls. Some or- tIS progr::J..ffiS C:leer co ,'slrl mod:CfS
and oche!' 'iUlnerabk g1d poplJ1atlOQS w1ch che,uCL i)F
lllce:J.slng li(~r'd.cYJ.nd edunt.:.on'J6 F,cI,\NE IS the on.i.y
org1.11l2:.lc.on co 'clC:,,:pr: pre,snane ,glfls intO the C1"-lS3room.'J?
J

1

In ),[arch

\/lfPtvl was fOI~nded In 1998 Ics rrusslOn 1S to find
abducced children, proV1de nnanclal and medical aSSIScance, and I1dp women become Lndependenc. VVhen
the parencs of abducted children cannut be fOI~nd or
chell" rdatlves shun chern, members of'vVP]\IL adopt
tnem. Today, nearly every member has ,:aken on ae
lease oo.e eiuld ao.d in many cases, s;:ver::tl.
[l'-'.'TiJiaced w1th the Cd.tholic Church, locilly based
NCO Cant:ls-Makeru operates tn cenual Sierra
Leoo.e w1th a iLaff compnsed mostly of o.uns and
fern::tle SOGal workers. In 3. country wHh a 60 percm, ivluslim popul:mon thiS org·aru:zao.oo. has been
eE~LClve III ce'J.ching beyond Catholic commuruues, In theu progTams III the D15UlCtS of Parr Loko,
Too.koWi, and Bombali, IT has lllsuTUTed programs chat
allow for gul mothers co bnng their children to skills
trurung' or to cue for them while theu mOT..f}ers m:end
school. They provide a room and mat for the child co
sleep 1)0. ~nd food for the morher and child dUClllg the
day Tius coo.tnbutes toillgher retennoo. C3.tes lil the
progc·J.mslnd b.dps prevent c..rleu illvolvemem In illiGT
lCtlVlc.es such J.S prosututlon, which 1S on the rise. l~.
Cantas-ivI:.t.kemllso offers 1 program DO. alrernauve
lllcome genen.Qon for those who have emered che se;c
trade and reprodUCTIve b.eaJ.th and s.u:~ se;c educanon.

\iI(omen III lll[ern:ltlOnaJ. and natlonaJ. NGOs are also
wodung wlch YOlmg wome::tand guls cO !DcOrpor:He
them mto theu skills tLuIllng prognms. "5 N'J.c.OQd
women's org'lnlZ:HlOQSSUCn as the Prog-ressl'Ie
\;1/;)men's AssocatlOn (PROWA) md dv: Forum tor
,'\si:can Vlfomen EducmonausTs (FA\iVE) ar~L'1l0ng
the gTOUpS running skills tr'lllIllng ceme1"S, willcn
!Delude educHlOLl for baslC ure.::-acy vVith bra.J;Khes
J.crOS3 ,cIj~nca, FA'vVE esublished its Sierrd L·;oo.e
chaprer In 1995 dur:ng [he w~,r. I[ LS o.OWl llauond

1999 F,j.'vVZ began d",e R:J.pe Victlms
include fleilo progra..mmlllg
'flSltS Wl eil school chIldren, counseling, and referr:Jls co
cearn douors. Femdle surVlVors wh.o bec:w:ne pregn~:llt
'Nt.re .'.slven pre- 1.nd post-nat31 (:lre by che org'J.Dlzatloo.. FA'NE has pal"tnered w1ch over 30 mlrusTel"ul
:lnd govern.rnentlgennes, Uj\fagencles, lnrern'anonal
and locd NCO.s co CaH;( out chelL work. I)'
PTogr~1m. 'Thelf prOJeCTS

i

PRO'\;VA LS operatmg In the Kono DisUlet, an area
chat has been l1e:l.Vuy lmpaeced by the war and \Vllere,
ar me rune of public:J.uon, tew LDternat:J.oo.al NCOs
were ':J.ctlve. PRO'vVA was one of the few orgaillzatwns tn the area to offer skills rrawing co Eem-J.le
e..'[-combdcancs_ ~'-\.dditlOnilly, tt 1S one of the few org'lQ.lzatloo.s thae encourages and allows prego.anr girls
co partiClpate ill theu programs Sliloe Kono was the
laST area to disarm and an RUF srronghold, many gi-.rls
wno recently ome our of the bush are lil Kana and lil
need of lSSlSLJ.nCe, thus lncreaslilg the Lmportance of
che efforts of tmS women's group.
The T.IN De'/elopme::tc Fund tor Women (UNIFEc"vl)
h.a.s focused LlS suppon: for women In SieHa Leoo.o
ar vanous l>:vels, worklllg w1th 0 ther UN :lg"noes,
W1T..f} naGond rrumsules, ,md 'Nlrh commuruty-level
omoal and Qoo.-govenunent. orgaIllZd.ClOo.S co ·~nsille
gender-Seo.s1tlve polioes_ In paruculac, 'lTNIFE.?'11 llas
worked to ,~nSille chat speoal ':J.rtentlOn lS gwen m tne
Trurhand ReconciliaDon process co G'lmes 'lgullSr
wome:J.,lnd rhar che n.eeds dnd concern> of female
surflvors ace J.ddn:sseci. InaddiclOll, [he :'villUS;::'! of
Soc:.al VVelface, Cender, and Cluidren's A£furs, due ,n
parI co r.b.e 'J.cvoc:J..C? eiSJccs :..:l.nd cecnnlc.J 3UppOCC of
ll1'fIF'FivI, recendv rec-owed governmem approv::tl and
funding for 'J. gt::lder direcToclte. Tnt m..irusrrv'lfvcr.k3
W1th ijl'-i agences and ll1re:nauonaland loc:Ll NGOs
to provnie ac::elerared eciucanon and skills crumng cor
e.'[-combaranr ,:.:ulciren. l~9

'_.n"ilCEF

L~ FJ..r:n'::-=-3~;.ic

\N"'..C.c

~b.e Sll::~=::l Leone

glJve:rrrrr~enc: InC.

locll J.l1Q iilcernaC.onal 0iGOs,
~1~S de'/elo~ec model pro.gra..:.'11s Fcr '':ilc:ou.rag;ing tll.e
schooling Inct celHcegT:lciorl of torIT~er ch.ilci cornbaf:lf1...CS. ':'0

3U.:.T.L".l.'.l.r:::t: r COffimunrc:es ':nar ce-:::rve

:~;c

c)mCal3.D( callcire:n
bcnenced tIOcr: DO Rand
elec: ':0 'd.r:e:1Q 'Jc~ool! Lilro the: eauc'J.tloQ systeill 3.fe
"U~~N'3-rCledJJ by rec:lvlng books, supplies, and sports
eqwp meat. Schools 'lnd communities recerve man:r:Jis basea on che 11llffiCer of e;c-comintams cheyacceDt.
Thus, ex-comoatJ.DCS lle not perc:-lved as ~(be~efitlng:'
[rom 1,n.ole~r( behavior Ln [he a,g1-ting forces; lDsre'J.d
ill duldten ,n the school be:-te=1t
l1avlDg chelf peers
return. l~C che same time , 'J.cceler1.ted schooling lS
offered tor older cr-.u.Id ex-combatants wl10 l1ave mlssed
SC l1oo1 ye:us due to che war. l-'D In parmership wIth che
Un.lced Scales Agency for IncemarioQal De'fdopmen.c
CUS,~JD), LNICEF has developed cargeed programs
For young mochers, combw...lDg duldcare and food
Wlrn vocatlon.al trumng and baslc llleracy skills. There
IS also a focus on. t:r:umng women. In flOn.-tradinomu
sklJ..1.s such as weldIng, carpencry, and the wnsnucuon
of houses

These lnlCl3.0VeS led by lndividtlals com..rnurutJ.es ,
NCOs, and nac.on.al mechamsms, and In some cases,
supported by mtemauonal aid, are reLJ,tlvelysmail :md
me;cpen.slVe comp-axed co othcaal D D R efforts. 'ta
chelf impaCT lS nOI'J.ble: Over 65 percem of the study
popuhnon SJ..ld thar women b.ave re:lched our to l1elp
chern and chal they would be mterested lD JOlillllg :1
women's orgal1.lzauon to aSSist others.
1

1

f
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CONCLUSION: THE CENTRALITY

(),~~ E,'<QE R_f'~~.:?'-"'_~~J:I_~_~ :?I..9_gg_~

The prc;senc:::, roleJ] lDd t...'\.pecenc::s of -Nomen and
gl!'h 'N1Cl'llnlhe ciguc:n,g forces in Sierra Leone ll~
mo[~ cOQ'..pie.x CJ.~w prev:ol-lsly repoc:;:d.. T:"'lis lnaccurJ.L,~ 'J.s3~S:JmCnL resulIeo. III 0perarloC1J.l ane progrz,mrrlatic '::::-:DfS on [.b.e pa.cc of the lT1',r lTIulIilate:Jl
org'lnl'Z,J.cloOS lil-csmarional ~~GOsJ donor ,gov~.r:1
[nenes 1 :'..nd uL-1e g0vernluenc of S lerCl L\~-o[le. In short"
tr"e LQldeqll3.I.~ aclenclOn ·:0 women lndgo..rls, coupled
Ilvl1:.h a lack or g~nder 3ensluv1C'j r.:. glrcLingd1e:r p'J..rucular ClfcUmstJ.nc.::s Clnd needs) hJ.d 1 deTIlmenCU
lmpac( on cbe DO R proc~ss as a INhale. Bi::;"s l.n design
and lmplemer::.ranon ofDDR programs resulted lLl
the oeu uclusion of women and gU'ls tram DDR
programs 'wd benenls, w1rh those wltrun t.he SLA and
the CD F parncullrly marg1naliZed.
I

1

D1sarmament and demobili7.atioil cJ.mosand proc~dllies were eonstr'KTed CD aetr;Jct luge [lUmbers of
male fighee[s md did aot 6lve adequa.reau:entlDn CD
cnsur~ng thar ehe hl1man nghts of women mdglils
were prorected wd preserved. The dfons of ciuld
protecTIon agenaes operaQng til Slerra Leone are
:Ullong the best to d::tte. S till, due to biases W1tIun
the DDRprogram, altern:uive approaches must be
soughr co address the aeeds and nghrs of the many
excluded women and glrlS thac potenQally faillUldel"
the umbrella of w::tr-mecred cluldr::-n and. youth.
A range of [~a.ctors Lncluding l!l·a.dequate funding
resulted lLl uIIllr::tQOnS co remtegrltion a.nd longercerill rehabilir::tQon elemems of the progr=. Y~r the
suce·:ssful rell1regrac.oLI of e;c-combaral11:s lSJ.ll essentIal eomponenr of oanonal and human .,eCllilt'f, Ileeessuy co bwld susta.:tnable pe::tce. L41 Some Lmemanonal
pro~J.ms have recogruzed dIe need co adciress reInte-

By being over-Cl'lS31Ded as "deoe:l.cencs)" ~hc rcal
ccpe.rlences of ~NOIT.1en and. girls 'Ner·:: [10(lC~'C10\Nl
ec'.geci and cney 'Nere ?rec:lt.!.Qed from ['~Ce~'Ilns be::c±it3
provl\ied. 1:0 ocher combaC"J.flrs. Th.1s ',ls3umpcion.-dl'J.t
'women and gil-is 'Ne::: Vl.C:1J.TIS 0 n.LY7 \(I(nn no ::Jlg!'...llSC:J.D(
role in elCner che execution of ''Hac or ebe bu.ileilr~g
of peace-ls deC:::lmenT~l [or cheir fumr.~ dnd COll..'C
adversely lifec:: che: counc~/s ~ccove:·y.
~irsr, as observed during 2002, che :~XclUSlOo of dllld
and fem'~le comodt:lmS from omc.al :JD R proceS3es
CJ.l1 Lead co LnCre:.lSea ievel:3 of lilsec:ur:ry LdJ F'J[ HI (he
:)'rLTIe way thac dismecced male youths ',Il1d \~::,:-fighcel'3
mlghe ledd rebellionslnd torm cmLinas, so no women
and gIrlS. In 2002, flors lncreased, P'lrucu.larly among
forme::: c.hild and adolescent combaranro, J.nd ICC:;
were attacked. L44 SOClal workers reporTee d1atadoiescent women :Lnd glrlS were someUmes the leaders of
these prates,s. VVidlOut support or care hom theIr [ermer'parened' or "husbands," u'leli own f:J.muIes, che
commul1lty, or the staee, m'anv of the yOU.Ilg womenpa.mcularly those w1th children bon as a result of
theli C:lptiv1t'f-resoned co Clv11 uruest as a means of
accessll1g basic goods for the SurVIV'a.! of chelf duldren.
For ehese young women and gu-ls, the srak~s are, in
effect, gremer th:lI1 for some of cb.e men a.nd boys. 14,

omcEu

Second, the exclusion of women and gills from
programs and lSSlsunce has sigrui::i.eam SOCl:ll consequences mduding poven:y, cnme, mo. prosIltuD.On.
Inev1ubly LT also leads co an lnCIe::tse m HIVhIJDS.
0ilureover, the exclusllln of smgle morhers means the
e;ccluslOn of theli ciuldren. Thus rhe::mergence of
another generatlon of cLisaffec1::od margInalized yOllth
1S posslble.

granon from the c(-cJmbatan(s' a.nd the cOlnmUD...lL'/s

perspecTIves. Inaddinon, there lS growcng undersrandll1g that rim.noll assisr:lIle~ alone 1S aorsumClent
for eff~cTIv~ cell1regranon, iliat the i1e~ds md :LSplI:lC.!.ons of ,-:;-:-I.:.ombaI:lllIS mQ cheir families mUST be
addressed, :Lnd that locl support sysrems, psychosccal
servlces, :md ocher referral cenrersihould be ~sLab
llsned co :!"Slsr all .e;c-combatanes III iTIe:r errens to
r~curn co a pe-a.cefulmd producnve lifesryle. '.1

Bue \Nhile I:.~c:se \:DJrrS J.I1~ developlng l it lS c.:inc:ll co
ensure chJX Warnell ll1dgo.rls ar,~
1l1regraftd, and
char che.r~ lS g<:e:ue::: undersnnding of the coles they
piayed L11 ehe wa.:t·.

fully

ThJId, despirc rhe horrors they .endlli~d, ehe women
and gIrls showed tr.el11endol.ls agenq~nd llllUanve
dunng ehelr tlrnes lJ1 ehe forces. \;Vimill. dle coo.nnes
of cheir enVlIonmenc tbey reg'lined some control of
thell ,)WU lives by de'relopmg :;kills to ensme dlelT
SUr'-l1valll1d STraTegIes co prorec., orhers. '{er wi1en the
DD R progT1.ffi was implemented, there was VICUall"
no recogruQon Df the mulnpie roles ehey pLJyeci or
skllls ehev guned. Many haw:~mbmoos for eduC:HlOn
and mdepencience. They feel creme:1dous respollSlbllrcy for che~ offsprIng and aspIre ':0 ,'P_ve chem berre.:Lives. Bu[ 1Nhe~'1 tne~.r 'lIe cre:lCeci '15 paSSIve vICLimS
raIDer chan J.S former comb,u:::tn-cs ·Nno pL.ryed :1, '.ilg-

r.l.L-:CJ.~1.1 COle ~fl ':Ilt: ':.:.:' n.iiLc:,

'eli': ',,1.g:unJu::.?pes. iJI
3eU--dignu:/ Inc:::1;l.-cior_J.l
QUilla,fi ~igQCS ~;rNS DDllge QatlOl1a.l, 1nc. 28.IT1C.Lb..rly
lilCerTl.aClorl'dL aC:Of3 co \,:n3l.:.re chac 'Nomen d..re created
equal to mer:.

O~?Or;:11ruCJ.es lDG a3cr.. sc ;J1:

leadership roles c.hro\~,~hou[
WaI, despln~ the
wlC!.espre:J.d 'flole:1c~, women were fundamem::li to ,~he
reorganiZaQDil of l:lvil SOCltC"y, mass mobiiizJ.tion {or
pe'lC~, and che e'(~nQJal cessauon of che war, 'vVomen's
e[S''.lDl6acions mch as che 'CvVCA played c~ntraJ roles
tn c~e processes char led co che slgrung Df ,~he Lome
pe3.ce au:ord.

FLn:l1l-YI '"vomen i1ave

~.l.elc.

Slc~ra Leone '5 hlSl:Ory

.'C:11J.rlng [.he

The \('1lfCA of Sierra Leone openlY encourages
'N0me~ to uLllCe and UllClate~ prugrams for self.s1..t.fnCleQCY and cake l..ip le:J.dershlp role" tn Oill commumtles and counu1d.sd. whole.""· Nauonal
or3anlZatiDns ouch as FAVV'Emd PROWA are
rebwlding 5choolsJ.nd eduDtlL1g ch..iJ.dren mcJuding
eX-CDmOatanL5. Loc:ll commum,,! membersmd illrOrm:ll IletwDrks Clnd gr')UPS SUppDn: some or mDoe who
did not pass ch.rough DDR programs or receive benents. "Nomen, lndi'fldually and collectively, are phYlDg
unpDrrant cole:; ill aSSIStlng in [he mat,enaJ,. soc.:ll, Clnd
cultural relilcegntlOn of former fighters.
'4

vi(omerr's wrrurutmenc to rebbiliuuug ex-combataDl:S is a matter of basIC Su..."'flV:ll. Unlike me uneInation:ll commuruty, they have no"e;-Qc strategy" If ,he
pe-.lce feuls, 'f1olence ,eturns to thelr doorsteps. Bu.t
such groups are under tremendous pressure. They have
me:1ger resources. Ther work io orten undocumented
and unacY...nowiedgeci til offinal processes, and dlev
cecelve Lirruted SUppOH crom the illrernauDnal commumty and dOl1or governments. In 'J. reglOn that conCillues to be plagued wuh :ns1:ability, r~cogru21ng me
key role dl'J.C women ·J.ud women's orgamzauDns phy
J.nd pro'fld.ing adequ:J.ce resources to supper[ chern, IS
a cosT-ehecuved.nd essenQ,aJ ingredient for ensuring
sllstJ.lna.iJle relnregT'J.uon and wum'J.rely, pe~lCe.
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METHODOLOGY

G;~t-:.J CI:)J.l,.~~l:::.i;;)n~ jn-~er"'-rj~'tJ:;

.L'vl:::'ZUi'J.na :md C:OLrbon cieslgc.ed d"'_e 3cuciy d.EC .5e:"'If::a ~s c.h,~ pr:.:TlJ..L;1 :esea.r:~.h.ers. -T~l'-:Y concucc:d field'\Nor~<
in S~c.:rl L.:one LH ~'.\.U,g'J.Sl 'lnci Se,?n:.mber 2CC2. iJ.~ .)U:_lCC·l..lr.'~d. Sl.l.c.f~~r 'NIC.:.~ 50 'NOme:l J.nd .:s:.rls focn~.dy ~Jl ~~e
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r.b.en c;cpb.lned the procEdure of the 111rervte i N l.Dcuci.ing ch3.r lflcc:-r·/le''tV iaca aJ1d tJ1Clf tde;'H.Lties INollld cernain
a.nonvmOLlS; pasTlcpants were told thar thev could cell-am Cl-Omlnswe:n.r:.g ;lny quesuon Lf i:..~ev were Ilncorni:Orta.ble, and chey ':ould end the mtervlew at aLlY [Ime Wlr.n no fear of penalty co the!mdves. No lnc1uce,nents we:'e
oEe",eQ CO ehe ee~po['.dems FetOr co Lnterviews char Clllghr have lll.duencec. c..Qeu willingness co pdllJ.Clpaec
~

_ .

1

"

:

!.

J

i'vhzurana deSIgned the survey, consultlng WIG", a olOmecnca.n aboll( Lssues of sample SIze and ehe preClslOn wul:
willcn she could ·eSClm,HC perceucages She then obcllned eeVlews from ':-iVO pracClClOners be~'ore tlnJ..lizlng ,:he
deSIgn. A suney uSillg quoca sampling was used to garher '1uanUGlU'/e data.
Qloea sampling was chosen because lr was nor possIble for G'le res,~:lJ.chers co do random samplin,g undel' me
resencn conditIOns Ln Sierra Leone, due to cbillenges including local:'~""lg mobile populauons, <:DllCerns r'~g:ud
mg anoClyrruty, poor commumcanon and transpoc:aQOll conditLDllS, as 'Neil 1S secunty c1sks rhroughout the
country. vV1ule quota samples dIe bIased, they Cd.l1 dO;l 'sood Job of rerlecung the populaQon parameters of
mcerest. The researcher men documents the Ol·J.S.

P,Jl surveys were recorded 011 the survey [arm WtU.'1 J.dcliuonal der:ll.ls oaered on any of the questIons recorded til
field naces. Mazur:uu managed ill field noees and surveys, ldenrW/lilg me m:lJ.l1 ca'egonnl. componenrs wltlun
each, Lilduding age ae ,enery ultO c'orce, force n;lme, elltry coutes, roles, er:Ul1illg wim Ithe rorce, eXperle:1C~S of
human nghts vlOlanons wl1:htn coree, cue rOi.ltes, clisumamenr, demobilizatIon, and relltegranoll. J\lLJ.zurll1J.
then compu,ed C'J.tegQncJ.l daea tirsr by rorce llld then comparaQve.ly among the 6)[c~s. VVhea possible, boeh
forc~J.ild counery tindings were comp-Med to prevwLtslv published ciaI~, meluding h.lsconcJ.l [;lets, to ·.lSSIS, m
ched;::; cor accuracy For malyses of surveys, working LD IvlicroSo±i: Exed l9, [Y[azur:ul'J. deSigned c..i:te daeab::tse,
ellison enc~red the d::I.(~, and IYhzunna qualiCY checked the <;hra. [ybzuran::t then used tuswgnIDs and descnpQve stacistICs For llllClJ.l anJ.lysls

For ['1hzur:J.na and Carlson'sirudy populauon Ln Sie.::ra Lcolle (N=50) che precislOn of,~s;:imares is + OU- for
10,000 felmles wlthtn the 5.ghnng t-orc::s (95 pacem '~Dn.ridence LT1eervJ.l for (1 smgle popularwn propofflon) and
.;- 0.2 for a populaclOn of 529g1rlS who wem Ci'u:ough disa:rmamenr 3.l1d for a popuhc.ol1 I)f 506 guls chac well[
cnrough oilic:al GenobilizJ.Clon conduced Vl~l ICC.;. l47

,'-Ilmou,gn e'!~rY dIan was made co ensure G'aar cneimd;! popuhr.wn rdie::re'i :lll KClliJ.re quma sample, ehe
broad~~ '-"'Z!"oup, of \Nomen.;.nd '.:l'~...rls from 'Nrucn c..h.e sV-ldy
oooulJ.ci.on
IN:J.S c..~ose:l, \N:lS l[s~lfbl:l.scd ~n ~eve='J.l'Navs.
,J.
"
'
Fusr, c.r_e :;roup from wh1C.~ rhe 'icudv populason was w1.osen consls;:ed only of women a.ndguls "'''ho c~me
or were uke:l co NCOs forlssisr::tnce. III sOrrl't cases, me guis had :lOt come forw',ud our were ldenrLhed Cr)r
NCOs

by commurury leade:sls havlllgierved In cl1e ighnng

torc~s. A1Lhaugh glris who h::td not pal-;.lQpated m

'+4-.

oiEc.:J.l. ?fog-::-al:::.S :or ~:'::l.lci cC)rnoaClJlts ':3UC~ lS D'DR or I{:C3) 1lve:-~~urr~yeci1 cne'3UJ.dy ?O?ULu:iorl 'N'J.S Lil some
1N1.Y ~lO'Nn ,:0 c.L:.c ~\T(=·Os chey 'NorKcd 'NI-Ch. T~'1us. 'Nomen :lnd girls :lIld ,:hJ.c i'fCC1 s-cuidid ClIJ( k.~lo-'NJ G~r '::Jllld
!10C

LoeTe::)

'Here [lOC

LnCUQcc.. For e.;(amF'le~

on 30me

rJcGlsions r N'GO 'No[k~r'3

\Ne:c.

unable

\Nere respol1s101e toc scme: had lefc chea.re:l r and/or h.ac gone '~unnot.lc~d" for over si.;,:

to

locl-ce glfls t.;.~ey

C110l1tns.

Se::Dod, si[lC~ dle gu:ls t::ould ::>e lacdced)

L[ can be lS3,~n:ed chaT: the? w~re havIng poslclve e:cper:eQces lD the '.fai·~
()L13 NCO prognms. T;l..lrj, che 5t\.ldy POOW:lllOrl is Josmv<:iy blased towud.s fe;;Ue e:(-co~bat:lne3 Eeom che
;oriller reed RUF md n.eg:mvely biased cowards chose wcchlrl che SL'\ ana the IrarlOUS CDF ThJS lS because
g~ris INlchln (.he PJ..JF INere pri1n.leged IM.cb. c:}cry lnco programs . .:u.:.. 3 tIllS nnci.ing Clme co Lignc, DJ.ore focused
'J.t:t!.:QC2.0rl INJ..S give.J. co che ,girlS J.nd 'Nomen \Nho had be~[1 as:50ciJ.IeQ vVltb ~he CD F.

,~he time of lDIe::-"',l1e'N) the meJ.l1 and meci.iJ.Q age of che guls and young "Nomen 'N',lS l3, ;NltJ.~ a. can,ge from 10
co 35 years of age. The
poplllaoon cJ.me from J. variety· of echnlc groups, -Ternne (4.2 percent), iVlende (23

i\c

percenc), Kono (L3 percenc), FIJ.kr (10 percent), L,mba (8 percent), Y-.ru (2 percent), ~nd :30so (2 percent) The:
malonCY (94 percent) C3.me from Sierra Leone, ttie ees, cune from CUlDea ('I- percent) and Llbem. (2 percent)
,"'.c che ,lme of chelr entran('~ IncO the force chell mean age: W3.S 1:3 3.nd the med.ian was 12, w\rh .~ cange of 2 '0
.32 yellS of 'J.g~. N-inety-fou.r percent report::d :lbduct.ion ;IS chell fne:lilS of enlT! inco 'l hghClil,g force, 'Nllile the
remalDlllg SiX percellt cetJon:edly "Jolll~d." Eighcy-fol.ll p~rcellt of the srudy popwacwll entered a figlmng force
under 13 years of dge, w\rh 12 ;reus of :lge boch the mean and meruanlg>: of enrry wro the force. The mean
length of tHne lD capev1ty was over chree years and me median was three years, wlth some glrls held for 119 co 10
ye'J.I:J. The me:lf'J. years of :3cnooLing ''lVJ.:) Ovtr [lNO ye:us and t...~e meruJ.fi vvas zero \Nl.rb a range from no schooung
co rune years of school. Nine,,( perc>:rlC had only receIved prlffiary sc.hooLing, wHll 53 percent only completlng
pr,m3Jy one (fusr :~,T:lde). Th.u-C'( percent of che srudy pOfJ1.JaClon was marned or served as a common-law Wife,
2<.1 pe[c~nc had one chUd, and 3 percerlC had two or more chUdren T1:u.rr.( percem held become pregnant durlllg theIr rime tn the hiShr.:ng force The largesr percent:lge of gds (5:3 percem) named che (wrthem proVlnce as
thelf home provmce, followed by che east (23 percem) and sourh prov\Ilces (12 percent) and the western 3Jea
(zero percent). Twency-rour percenc of che study populatlDll was outslde of chell onglllal home provU1C~ ~t che
7
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SEU
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TRC
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FORWARD
The purpose of tlus report IS to examine information gathered in Sierra Leone by No Peace \\'ithout Justice's
Conflict Mapp1l1g Program and analyse it through the lens of international humanitarian law, particuLlfly
those cnmes witlun the subject matter JunsdlCtion of the Special Court.
Accountability e:\lsts In many forms and at many levels; tlus report focuses on accountability for the violation
of the laws of war 111 the belief that it IS only by holding responsible those who vlOlate those laws can there be
deterrence for future would-be perpetrators. Too often, there are those who argue for the preservation of
general amnesties and other guarantees of 1ffi111U!Uty in the name of "stability" or "moving on"; yet too often,
history shows that the only way to acllleve real stability and to move forward is to account for what has
happened 111 the past.
Accountability for vlOlations of 111ternational humanitarian la\", for conflicts such as that expenenced by Sierra
Leone recjulres more than one avenue; even the formal 1l1stitutions established for this purpose - the Truth
and ReconcillatJon Comrrusslon and the SpeCIal Court - can only do so much. TIllS report hopes to
contribute to the accoun tability process, to the strengthening of the rule of law and to sustainable peace by
adding to the lustoncal record of what happened dunng the long years of the conflict.
The Conflict Mapp1l1g Program deliberately took a wide approach: chronologrca.1Jy, it covers the whole penod
of the conflict and substantively, it covers all ViOlatiOns of hum:uutanan law, urespective of whether they are
subject to the Junsdiction of Sierra Leone courts or of the Special Court. Thus, it hopes to demonstrate two
ma1l1 tillngs. Fust, that what happened to the people of Sierra Leone were erunes, whether they are
prosecuted or not. Second, to demonstrate that all such crimes are worthy of an account, from the
harassment of one person in a remote village, obliged to grve all he owns to an invading force, to the
systematJc killing of hundreds or thousands of people.
The world charactensed the conflict in Sierra Leone in two words: diamonds and amputations. For certain,
those two factors construct a persuasive framework by pa1l1ting acts of great horror and ruthlessness against a
background of solld greed. However, the confuct was about much more than that, as the facts gathered and
analysed for tlllS report sbo,"v. There IS another story of a decade of cruelty and petty hunUliations, systematic
brutality, murder, theft and exploitatJol1: a million or more tales of human suffering, sadness and loss. The
cantlin 111 Sierra Leone was charactensed by extreme levels of violence against a civilian population from all
Sides, even from those supposed to be their protectors. The violence focused on the domination of a country
and ber resources, partJcularly ber people: the most valuable resource of all.
If the rule of law IS to be upheld, the perpetrators of these acts, wluch are astonislung not only In their
brutality but also 111 tbelr repealing pattern across more than a decade, must be held to account. Such
perpetrators rely upon people not watclung closely and not speaking out, in keeping quiet and liv1l1g with fear
111 thea hearts and nunds; they rely on the language of "forgrve and forget". It is hoped that tlus report goes
some small way towards removing the slueld of unpUluty for the planners and perpetrators of such predatory
enterpnses and that 111 its reading, the plight not only of the hundreds or thousands killed but also the one
person who lost everytlung will remam In our memory.
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Throllgh /hevwrJ llJe hO/)e IIJorked in Sierra Leone, IIle ha7Je made m01~Y c!oJe and 7JaluablefriendJ. ThiJ
report 1.1' dedlUl/ed /0 /wo Jriend.r lIJho are no longer llJdh UJ, /0 Idrissa Kelldor, one of NPlr:-TJ
Con/lid Mapping Recorder.r, and /0 A1r S.A. Sallkoh, former TreaJurer of the Special COlfr/ Working
Crollp, IIJhoJe en/!IlIJlaJJ72 and dogged de/ermina/ion are Jore0' miJJed.
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No PEACE WITHOUT JUSTICE
CONFLICT MAPPING PROGRAM

Preface: An overview of NP~7J activities in Sierra Leone
1.

No Peace \'\iithout Justice

No Peace Without JustIce (NP\'\J) is an international non-proflt orgarusation working for the
establishment of an effective international criminal justice system and in support of accountability
mechanisms for ,var crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide, with a view to strengthening
dernocracv and the rule of law world"cide.
Since its creation in 1994, NP\X] has been engaged in activities to promote public awareness on the
International Cnminal Court (lCC) as well as to pressure Parliaments, Governments and other
deosion-making bodies with the anTI of accelerating the entry into force of the fnst permanent
l11ternational Jurisdiction over war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide.,
NP\XTs international activIties have involved a series of inter-governmental regional conferences in
Europe, Africa, I\sia, North "'\merica and Latin America to foster the prompt creation of the ICC.
At an academic level, NP\Vj has orgarused a series of seminars and workshops to create a "Task
Force" to enable the participation of developing and less developed countries in the process towards
the establishment of the Court. On the eve of the 1998 Rome Diplomatic Conference, NP\X]
launched a project of concrete technical cooperation called the "Judicial Assistance Program" (JI'\P)
to assIst small delegatlons to participate in ICC-related negotiations. To date, sorne 15 countries
have benefited from this program, profiting from the competence and expertise of more than 40
junsts, lawyers, law professors and researchers.
In f\ugust 1998, NP\VJ launched an ad hoc campaign to support the activities of the International
Cnminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICn) concerning the crimes perpetrated in 1<.osovo.
This was followed in 1999 by an extensive Humanitarian Law Documentation Project, conducted
under the auspices of the International Crisis Group, which gathered staterrlents from Wltnesses of
senous \'lolatlons of international humanitarian la\\7 committed during the 1<.osovo conflict, primarily
for use by the Office of the Prosecutor at the ICTY. In addition, the "analysis" part of the project
produced a report generalising the fl11dings and helping to reconstruct chains of command.! A third
purpose was to build local capacity to continue this work and promote human rights after the
project ended in December 1999.
In June 2000, NP\,\/l also launched a Judicial ~!\ssistance Program related to internationalised courts,
including the Serious Crimes Panel established by the United Nations In East Timor after the
obtainrnent of independence and the then-proposed Special Court for Sierra Leone. F ollmving the
entry into force of the Rome Statute on 1 July 2002, NP\,\/j has continued ItS international activities
to un.1Versalise the jurisdiction of the ICC aimed at enlarging the membershlp of the I\ssembly of
States Parties to the Rome' Statute and continues to assist developing countries to participate in
1

See "Reality Demands" on the leG website for the report from this project: www.crisisweb.org
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ICC-related meetings NP\vJ has also expanded its scope of action to other issues such as the fight
against Female Genital Mutilation and the direct promotion of the enforcernent of democracy.
NP\X'j projects are carried out 111 collaboration \\1.th a variety of international and regional entities,
such as the United N8tions and the European Union, as well 8S groups of Non-Governmental
Orga111sat10nS, such as the International Coalition of NGOs for the ICC and others NP\x,]
publishes a qU8rterly newsletter 8nd operates a website at ww\v.npwj.org.
2.

No Peace \X'ithout Justice in Sierra Leone

NP\XTs involvement 111 Sierra Leone began \\1.th the secondment of experts 111 international criminal
law to the Government of Sierra Leone in June 1998 on the occasion of the Rome Diplomatic
Conference that adopted the Statute of the International Criminal Court.
Since 2000,
NP\X]-seconded experts have been working in Freetown and New York, within the Mission of
Sierra Leone to the United Nations and the Offlce of the .I'\ttorney-General and Ministry of Justice,
to assist the Governrnent of Sierra Leone in relation to the Special Court for Sierra Leone.
Since 2001, NP\vJ has also been engaged in a \vide-ranging field-based Outreach and public
information c8mpaign on the Special Court, in cooperation with Sierra Leonean grassroots
organisations and Clvil society groups. In 2002, 8fter the Speci81 Court came 111to existence, NP\X!J's
Sierra Leone project considerably expanded both its scope of 8ctivity (and its expenditure) to include
a Conflict Mapping program and a Legal Profession program designed specifically for the Sierra
Leonean Legal Profession.
NP\X'j's most recent SIerra Leone program, \vhich ran from July 2002 to October 2003, included
four pnncipal components:
1.
The Judicial Assistance Program (".lAP" Program), namely the secondment of expert
personnel to the Government of Sierra Leone in Freetown and New York to assist with
dealing \\1.th requests of assistance and other requests by the Special Court and to build the
capacity of the relevant Government Departments to deal with these requests, as well as to
provide advice on issues relating to international law in general;
2.
The Outreach Program, namely cooperation with local grassroots organisations to carry out
public infonT18tion and education on the Special Court and on accountability mechanisms in
general, in order to facilitate a sense of ownership of these rnecharuslTIS and increase reliance
on the rule of law and the mechanisms of democracy; this included the organisation of
"Trairung the Trainers" workshops throughout the country, seminars, the production of
outreach materials in different media, community events including street theatre and creating
a robust network of non-governmental organisations centred on Issues of accountability;
3.
The Legal Profession Program, namely the prornotion of the role of the Special Court within
the legal profession in Sierra Leone and the role of the Sierra Leonean legal profession
\\1.thin the SpeClal Court, in order to enhance the relevance of the Special Court in the lives
of legal professionals and the potential of the Special Court for leaving a legacy of respect
for the law and knowledge of international human rights standards; this included trairung
seminars, public lectures and the production of reports and informational materials;
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The Conflict Mapping Program, namely the reconstruction of the cha1n of events during the
ten-year war through the scrupulous selection and debriefing of key individuals throughout
the country whose profession, role in their cornmunity or in the forces involved in the
conflict, placed the11"l in a position to follow events as they unfolded.

Each program, \vhiJe distinct in their specific aims, was conducted so as to reinforce the other
prograrns and thereby increase the contribution of each program to the project's overall aim of
suengthemng the ability of Sierra Leone society to address violations of human rights and
humanitanan law. The rnost striking exarnple of this was the close cooperation bet\veen the
Outreach and Conflict Mapping program.s. \X!J.ule the Outreach Program trained villages and towns
on the Special Court, through "Trailung the Trainers" sessions and commUluty events, these same
commumties continued to participate in accountability effons by providing the Conflict Mapping
program with the1r own views on and experiences of the conflict, by being consulted on the events
and by directly taking part 1n the gathering of information. In addition, the project as a whole
operated so as to maxinuse the participation of Sierra Leoneans in decision-making processes, both
in relatlon to project policy as \vell as the design, 1mplementation and follow-up for activities. Tlus
was prenused on the belief that for Sierra Leone's accountability mechanisms to make a meaningful
impact and aclueve their goals, there must be "o\vnerslup" of the processes by Sierra Leoneans. It is
also underpinned by the notion that, as a matter of policy, Sierra Leoneans are best placed to know
what aCtivities and approaches would be the most effective to reach the people of Sierra Leone.

2.(a). Judicial Assistance Program
Since 2000, NP\\TJ-seconded experts have been working in Freetown and New York, within the
Iviinistry of Foreign i\ffairs and tbe Office of the Attorney-General and Ministry of Justice, to assist
the Government of Sierra Leone in its negotiations for the establishment of the Special Court for
Siena Leone. Tlus component of the project addresses the consequences of the conflict in Sierra
Leone by l11creasing governmental awareness of and com1mtluent to accountability mechamsms,
wh](h IS \-ttal for the successful operations of these mechanislTls. Increasing the awareness of the
Government and Parliamentanans of the benefits of international human rights and humanitarian
law 111creases the likelihood of legislation passing through Parliament, which in turn strengthens the
rule of law by providing legal mechanisms by which to seek redress for its violation.
In July 2000, responding to the request of Sierra Leone to provide specialised assistance, NP\\ll
seconded a legal expert to the Siena Leone h11.ssion to the UN in New York to continue assisting
the Siena Leone Ambassador to the U~, which had begun during the negotiations for the
establishment of the ICC in 1998 In A.ugust 2000, a further t\Vo legal experts were seconded to the
Office of the i\.ttorney-General and Miluster of Justice in Freetown, Sierra Leone. This ensured that
the Government, with the advice of NP\\!J-seconded personnel, was able to form a co-ordinated
response, both in Freetown and in New York, and to convey tbat response in the best possible way
at the best possible time. By maintairung this close contact, NP\\'J -seconded legal experts have kept
the often delicate negotiations balanced and have ensured that the concerns of Sierra Leone were
not lost 111 the debate.
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The work of NP\X] -seconded legal experts has centred around advising the Sierra Leone
Government on crit1Cal issues arising in relation to the/Special Court and issues of international
criminal justice in general, including representing the Government during meetings and negotiations.
This, together '\vith detailed legal and policy analyses and recommendations on a range of issues
raised directly and mdirectly by the ongoing negotiations, has enabled Sierra Leone to formulate
policies and address aU the relevant issues in a timely manner.
In addition, NP\'?l-seconded legal experts have been assisting the l\ttorney-General and the Sierra
Leone T\/lission \vith vanous other tasks relating to mternational human rights and humanitarian law.
For example, in New York, NP\X1J -seconded legal experts have been partiCIpating in the VI (Legal)
Committee of the General .r\ssembly, while in Freetown, the Government has often taken advantage
of the presence of NP\X~l-secondedinternational law experts to provide information and analyses on
matters within thor areas of expertise, such as the requirements of implementing legislation for the
International Cnnunal Court.

2.(b)

Outreach Program

During the tealTl'S stay in Freetown In 2000, NP\\~1 identified a need for public sensitisation and
education, given that what was being reported concerning the Special Court m the local media was
often wildly inaccurate. The NP\X1J Sierra Leone Ivfission was therefore expanded in 2001 to mclude
an Outreach Program, designed to facilitate public information and sensitisation on the Special
Court. The Outreach Program increased awareness of the mandate and operations of the Special
Court, including promoting knowledge about human rights and humanitarian law issues to the
public at large. The Outreach Program worked through the medium of local organisations, in
particular the Special Court Working Group, by building the capacity of such local organisations to
fonTlulate and dissenunate information coherently and in simple terms. Part of this process includes
working \vith local organisations to formulate the issues in language and ways easily understandable
by the general public. This fosters the role of civil sooety in promoting accountability within Sierra
Leonean society and creates a stronger civil society by supplementing them with potent means to
raise the issues publicly, both 11) general and in terms of prompting the Government to ensure
international standards are promoted.
The Outreach Prograrn commenced with "The Freetown Conference on i\ccountability
l\'lcchanisms for 'Violations of International Humalutarian Law in Sierra Leone", held 111 the
Lagoonda Complex on 20 to 22 February 2001 and attended by over 100 mainly Sierra Leonean
participants. The conference provided a vehicle for the exploration of rnechmusms designed to
provide accountability for atrocities COITllwtted in Sierra Leone during the course of the conflict. It
focussed on the two mechanisms then envisaged for Sierra Leone (the Special Court and the Truth
and Reconciliation COnll1l.lSS10n) and the interaction between those institutions as well as exploring
how traditional or custonlary justice could be incorporated into or operate alongside those
mechanisms. Two key recoinmendations were adopted at the plenary session of the Conference,
both based on partiopants' percelVed need for ownership of accountability 1l.1echalusms by the
people of Sierra Leone: holding training workshops on the Special Court and establishing a coalition
of interested Sierra Lconean NGOs to conduct the bulk of public scnsitisation and information
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sharing about the Special Court. This concrete set of recommendations formed the basis for much
of NP\\?j's subsequent outreach work.
The "Training the Trainers" seminars presented a detailed overview of the provisions of the (then)
draft St::ltute and Agreernent for the Special Court. To place the SpeClal Court in context, the
seminars began with a bnef l11troduction to the purposes and principles of l11ternational
humanitarian and criminal law and discussed practical issues surrounding the Special Court. l\
number of identical \vorkshops were held over a period of days, lirniting the number of participants
\\rithin each session to ensure the maximum opportunity for discussion. This model was employed
over a number of rnonths to facilitate holding seminars both in Freetown, the capital city, and in the
prOY1nces. The series of serninars thus held in 2001 attracted a total of over 600 participants from a
diyerse range of hutTlan rights, civil society and other organisations, including the RUF and the
CDF. Training sessions were also held at the Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration
(DDR) camp 1n Lunsar and "extr3-ordinary" seSSlOns were held for specialised groups, such as the
legal profess10n and human rights m011ltors.
An additional motive for the training semin3rs conducted in J'v13rch 2001 was to identify those
members of Sierr3 Leone ciyil society who were interested in establishing a "Special Court Working
Group", a coaliuon of Sierr3 Leone civil society org31-usations who were interested in the issues and
who could play 3 crucial role in outre3ch and sensitisation, including ensuring th3t Information being
dlSSCn-Un::lted ::lbout the Special Court by various groups witlun Sierra Leone would be uniform and
consistent. NP\X] org::lnised a nurnber of tTleetings of the Special Court \'(lorking Group (SC\'(IG);
over the course of 2001, the nUlTlber of participants in working group meetings grew to a total of
39 members representing as many organisations. The SCWG, wl-uch met every two weeks in plenary
and more often in smaller sp,ecialised groups, discussed the types of messages concerning the Special
Court that would need to be directed to specific groups witl-un Sierra Leone, together with the
modalities through which the sensitisation program would be implemented. The SCWG adopted its
constitution on 30 June 2001 and held elections for the national executive in July 2001, from wl-uch
time the Special Court \\lorking Group Sierra Leone (SCWG-SL) was established as an independent
enUtv.•

0

During 2002-2003, the NP\\] Outreach Program gathered momentum and expanded in terms of
the range of ::lCtivities undertaken, its geograplucal reach and its implementing partners, which at the
end of 2003 included the Special Court for Sierra Leone itself. NP\x/J continued to work with the
SC\VG, including facilitating the establishment of 12 District Working Groups and the holding of
elections for the national executive in i\ugust 2003, as rec-lulled by the constitution. NP\VJ also
cooperated With the SC\VG to hold "top-up trai1-ung" for existing and new SCWG members, to
ensure people were kept well inforrned about ongoing developments in relation to the Special Court.
Among the targeted training held in 2002-3, NPW] held a seminar for performing artists, w1-uch saw
the creation of "The Right Players", a group of Sierra Leonean dramatists who write and perform
skits, short plays and songs on themes related to the Special Court. Building on tl-us and the targeted
The Special Court \\'orking Group subsequently changed its name to the Coalition for Justice and },ccoutability
Glven that dunng the time period covered by this preface they were still known as the SC\X/G, that is the name this
preface will use.
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trairung held for market women, NP\X] organised a series of Market Tours for the Right Players, in
\\'hich the Fjght Players staged short plays about the.Special Court in 16 markets across the
Freetown area, with NP\\/J staff on hand to answer questions from the audience.
Together with the Peace and Conflict Studies Department of Fourah Bay College at the University
of Sierra Leone, NP\X'1 organised a series of public lectures, which cOlTlmenced with the first public
engagement of the newly-elected President of the Special Court, Judge Geoffrey Robertson. These
lectures \.vere v1oeo-taped and broadcast on SLBS, Sierra Leone's national television station. In
addition to teleVlsion, NP\,] continued to facilitate the SCWG's "Special Court Hour", held every
Saturday on Radio UNAMSIL since 2001, and helped to establish and support similar radio shows
1n five locations across the c'ountry. l\gain in conjunction \N'1th the SC\,TG, NP\x] held a series of
training sessions for the newly-established District \Vorking Groups in 13 locations in the provinces.
These sessions were attended by over 520 partiClpants, ranging from NGO and civil society activists
to the Sierra Leone Police and Sierra Leone Army, traditional leaders and the local Law Officers'
Departments. These were followed by two major conferences in the provinces for the District
\X'orking Groups, based on the model adopted for the Freetown Conference in 2001, which resulted
in concrete plans of action for the District \Vorking Groups for the coming months. During
l\ ugust 2003, NP\\lJ and the Special Court for Sierra Leone built on these seminars and conferences
by conducting a major series of training seminars across the country targeting specific groups such
as the niil1tary, children, women and others
The Outreach Program continued to develop and distribute materials on the Special Court,
including production of the "Special Court Times", a newspaper-sized broadsheet on issues related
to the SpeClal Court, and its accompanying "Pocket Edition", which contained "Frequently l'csked
Questions" about the Special Court. In addition, NP\X] produced a number of small informational
pamphlets, reproduced the constitutive and supporting legal documents of the CourtO and assisted
the Special Court to put together a booklet covering all aspects of the Special Court, illustrated by
local artists. NP\X'j also produced a series of informational materials on the International Criminal
Court, to accompany two seminars hosted by NP\X!J, one for civil society in conjunction \vith the
Coalition for an International Cnminal Court and other foreign and local NGOs, including the
National Forum for Human Rights, and one at the request of.Sierra Leone Parliamentarians.

2.(c) Legal Profession Program
In 2002, after the Special Court came into existence, NP\'(Ts Sierra Leone project expanded to
l11clude a Legal Profession Program, aimed specifically at the Sierra Leonean Legal Profession and
working pnmarily 1n partnership with the Sierra Leone Bar i\ssoClation. The Legal Profession
Program promoted knowledge of human nghts and humanitarian law norms within the legal
profession in Sierra Leone. 1\ robust legal profession 'with knowledge about human rights will lead
to a profession capable of defending human rights through various means, including legal means.
This 111 turn strengthens the rule of law by enabling the Sierra Leone legal profession to ensure they
have the knowledge required to work effectively \.'lith and within Sierra Leone's accountability
lTlecbanisms.
, Namely the o-\grecment establishing the Special Court, the Statute, the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, the
Rules of Detentlon and the 111dictments.
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The activities undertaken vlithin the Legal Professiol1 Program included training seminars,
roundtable discussions and the drafting of explanatory and critical documents. The program also
encouraged the Special Court to involve itself in the legal community so that the Court may make a
sustainable contribution to the rule of law in Sierra Leone. To that end, NP\XIJ together with the
Sierra Leone Bar /\ssoClation and the Special Court held a half-day serninar on the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence of the SpeCIal Court in December 2002. Dunng this serninar, selected
members of the Bar /\.ssoci3tion m3de subrnissions to the newly sworn in judges on different
3spects of the Rules, in p3rricular '.vith reference to the 13ws of Sierra Leone. In addition, NP\'X/J
brought an intern3tion31 13w expert to Sierra Leone to consult with the Special Court 3nd others on
potenti31 models for defence before the Special Court. Both 3crivities resulted in reports that were
made avail3ble to, among others, the Judges of the Special Court during their flrst plenary meeting
to consult on the Rules in early 2003.
The Legal Profession Prograrn also worked closely with the Outreach Program on the public lecture
series, lncluding selecting an international law expert to provide specialised training for the members
of the Sierra Leone Bar r\ssociation on the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Special Court."
In July 2003, NP\\] in p3rtnership 'with the B3r I-Iuman Rights Committee of England and Wales
held 3 week-long "lI-IL Training Seminar" for members of the Sierra Leone Bar Associ3tion and
other Interested legal practitioners. This training resulted in a set of lecture notes, which was widely
distributed III Sierra Leone 3nd abroad. In add.ltion, many of the trainers participated in another
NPWj activity, the Lawyers' Guide to the Special Court, which is a guide to the substantive and
procedural law relating to the Special CourtS
A major component of the Legal Profession Program was providing access to relevant library
resources through the establishment of the NP\X1J International I-Iunun Rights 3nd Humanitarian
Law Library in Freetown. Tlus library was a continuation of the "Book Don3tion" program
launched in 2000, whereby foreign unJverslties, llldividu31s and others donated legal books and
matenals to NP\Vrs lllternational 13w re3ding room and resource centre in Sierra Leone. NP\\IJ was
fortunate to recerve a large donation from the Colombia University Hun"lan Rights Law Program,
wluch was shipped to Sierra Leone in 2002 and formed the backbone of the library, which also
included donations from Penguin Publishers, the Can3dian L3w Book Company, Geoffrey
Robertson QC (as he then was), Caroline hiorg3n and others. The library was officially opened at
the beginning of 2003 by Desmond de Silva, QC, the Deputy Prosecutor of the Special Court.
NP\\i] hired a CJualified libranan to manage the collection, '.vhich included a digital library compiled
by NP\\IJ, and to oversee the librarv itself, which also contained internet stations and photocopymg
f3cilities. The majority of' users consisted of human rights activists and university and school
students, who used the library for research on human rights, humanitarian law and related matters.
Follow111g the conclusion of the NP\Xlj Sierra Leone project in 2003, NPWj embarked on a
partnership with the Campaign for Good Governance, '."ho are now housing the library at their
Freetown headquarter office and ensuring continued public 3ccess to the collection.

" Staff of the Special Court also attended these tral11.ing senunars.
S The Lawyers' Guide is available from w'.vwspecialcourt.org.
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Conflict Mapping Program

In 2002, NP\\1j launched the Conflict Mapping Program, which reconstructs the chain of events
during a conflict through gathering information in the fIeld and analysing the decision-making
processes to ascertain the role of those who bear the greatest responsibility for policies of systematic
and maSSive violations of the laws of war. TIlls analysis is based on testimonial and other data
overlaid \vith order of battle and command structures of the various forces as they evolved over
time and space TIlls chronologIcal and geographical mapping of the conflict, including
reconstructing the order of battle and cham of cotTlmand, serves to prevent denial of those events
1\n analysis of events according to International law establishes prima facie accountability for
violations of international humanitarian law. In so doing, it both serves to strengthen the rule of law
and to promote and defend human rights by publicising the price for violating them. In addition,
establislllng the chain of command \vithin the armed forces operating in Sierra Leone and
assembling these disparate pieces of information to create the bigger picture of the decade-long
conflict in Sierra Leone enables the crucial Erst phase of establishing who bears direct and command
responsibility for crimes comJwtted during the conflict. This \vill enable the people of Sierra Leone
to establish who should be held accountable for those crimes, thereby avoiding the trap of blaming a
group or segment of society and promoting peaceful conciliation.
Begi11lung in 2002, the Outreach Program increased its geographic spread. This opened up new
channels, networks and possibilities for collaboration and consequently increased the diversity and
sIze of NP\\] 's network of partner organisations and individuals. In addition, the Outreach Program
deepened NP\Vl's pre-exlstiFlg relationships with rnany key sectors of society. These factors made it
possible to conceive of a field based nation-wide Conflict Mapping Program in two rnain ways.
NP\V]'s extensive and trusted network of partners would be essential in devising and implementing
any system of collecting information. Following this, NP\vTs network of partners embedded in
communities throughout the country would also be essential in maximising the possible impact of
the prograrn: in encouraging people to participate in the program; in promoting the underlying
rationales of accountability; and then m dissetwnaw1g the results.
Nreaningfullong-term conciliation and retntegration can only take place if the accountability process
belongs to each and every community - and if each community is able to participate in it.
Rehabilitation and remtegration is not simply a n1atter of locating next of kin and assisting in
tndividual reintegration; it is about enabling society and each community to move forward and to
accept individuals back into their fold. The outreach and information gathering processes have
contributed towards establishing confidence in the accountability mechanisms, by providing victims
and \.vitnesscs with the opportunity to recount their stones and the stories of others in such a way as
to help them understand their personal and their communities' experiences 111 the context of the
conflict.
In the implementation of the Conflict Mapping Program, NP\vJ worked closely with local partner
organisations, with whom an excellent relationship had been built over the previous two years. The
Conflict h1apping Program has therefore involved as much of the country as possible in conducting
sensitisation and documentation in this manner so as to encourage a sense of ownership of the
processes by the people of Sierra Leone.
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The results of this \,\lork, which are found in this report,together \\rith the work of organisations in
Sierra Leone undertaking human rights reporting, are hoped to support the work of the Truth and
Reconcilia cion Cornmission and the Special Court. It must however be emphasised that the process
in itself is as nnportant as the fmal document, because the direct involvement of Sierra Leoneans
(both as interVlewer and interviewee) in this program has allowed them to be at the heart of the
accountability work being calped out in the country.
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Chapter One: Methodology
The purpose of the Conflict Mapping Program, as outlined in the preface, is t\vo-fold: to gather
reliable information so as to put together an accurate picture of what happened in Sierra Leone and
to make the process meaningful for Sierra Leoneans. Initially, on the basis of NP\vj's experience in
other sltuations, Jt \vas deterrntned that there 'were four main ways in which a report such as this one
could be produced, namely:
1. Indiyiduals recounting their own experiences;
') Indiyiduals gl\1.ng an overview of what happened in their area, through their own experience
and '.vhat they haye learnt from others;
3. Groups recounting their experiences in a shared environment; and
4. Open source materials.
The question facing the program during the conceptual phase was which lTlethod to select in order
to lTlaxirnise both the quality of the information gathered and the impact of information-gathering
on Sierra Leoneans, given the resources and constraints. The main constraints were limited financial
resources; a linllted amount of time; the size of the country and lack of ease of movement,including
the condition of the roads; and the fact that Sierra Leone experiences torrential rains for six months
of the year, making rnany roads completely impassable.
In addition, each method listed above has its o\vn pros and cons. For example, while the first
method lJ1vol'ves Sierra Leoneans to the greatest degree, every single person in the country would
have to be given an opportunity to tell their story in order to gather enough information to be able
to put together an accurate picture of what happened across the country. This would be difficult if
not impossible to achieve at the national level for a ten-year conflict \N1.th limited resources and
limned time. On the other hand, while the last method can also give a very comprehensive picture
of what happened across the country, it would have limited to no impact on or l11Volvement of the
people of Sierra Leone.
Glven these factors, 1t was considered that the most appropriate method for NP\VJ to conduct a
Conflict J'vlapplJ1g Program that focused on the whole of the country rather than a limited
geographical area was to use information gathered from people in Sierra Leone with a good general
overVlew of the conflict in their area ("key persons"),(, supplemented with open source materials. In
order to maxirruse C01Tlmul'lity participation, enhance the quality of the information and overcome
potential cultural and linguistic barriers, it was considered that the best people to take records frorn
people with an OyerYle\v were Sierra Leoneans from the same geographical area as the key persons
("Conflict tlapping Recorders" or "CMRs"). In addition, 1t \vas considered that in order to enhance
community "ownership" of the accountability mechanisms, the Conflict Mapping and Outreach
Programs should as nlUch as possible be conducted together. Marrying the sensitisation and the
documentation processes ensures that the perception of the communities reached is not that of

(, Key persons provided 1nformation to NP\vJ on the basis of confidentiality, subJect to certa1l1 exceptions for
whrch the consent of the ke\' person was obta1l1ed prior to takrng the record, inclucLtng use of the 1nformatlon 1n
the compilation of tlus report.
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bemg "told" about the accountability process as something that happens else\vhere and is relevant to
others, but rather of truly taking part in it.
\\'hiJe this method was the most appropriate in the circumstances, it comes with its own potential
drawbacks, wh1ch had to be addressed during the conceptual phase so as to mimmise their possible
1mpact dunng implementation. Tbere are seven major areas of concern of such importance that
failure to recognise and address them would have compromised the value of both the process and
outcomes of the program, described here as "cnocal areas". These are addressed cornprehensively in
the following secDollS, but are worth discussing briefly here.
The flrSt critical area is the guahty of the CMRs and their ability to draw out relevant information
from the key person so as to compile a record that could be used during the analYSiS phase. This
was addressed through a ngorous two-fold selection process. In the frrst instance, NP\X'J outlined
the prograrl1 to partner NGOs in the regions, often rnembers of the SC\\!G, who would nominate
persons they considered suitable to be CMRs. Following that initial nomination, NP\"\VJ held a
training session for the potential CMRs, including a practical exercise in record-taking, and selected
CMRs on the baSiS of the results of that training. In addition, CMRs were trained in recognising
their own potential biases and hmv to overCOlTle them and, at the very least, to identify those biases
'
for the analysts
The second critical area concerns the lluality and usability of the records, which is distinct from the
l]uality of the person taking the record, although the two often correlate. This was overcome by
ngowus train111g in how to take a record and what information rnight be relevant, which mcluded
practical exercises in taking a record before interviewing the first key person. In addition, once the
first record had been taken, NP\"\VJ personnel re'liewed the record with the CMR, to point out
potential problems and provide adVice on how to take a more comprehensive record.~
The third critical are:l is the type of the key persons interviewed by the CMRs in terms of the kind of
information they might provide. In order to overcome this concern, CMRs were provided with
ngorous guidelines and criteria for ideal candidates for key persons. Once CMRs had made their
1111tial selection of the key persons they wished to interview, NP~l personnel went through the list
with them and discussed their choices, suggesting alternatives where the initial choices were
mappropria teo
The fourth critical area 1S the accuracy of the information provided by the key persons. This was
addressed by providing CMRs \vith guidelines and training in interviewing and how to take a record,
including the importance of accuracy and not "making up" information to flll in gaps, as well as
recognismg potential bias 111 key persons.
The f1fth critical area concerns the accuracy of the 111formation itself. Given that the conflict ranged
over the course of a decade and many key persons were either rela tivel)' young ,\Then events
happened or were relatively elderly at the time they gave their record, not to mention the potential
In most cases, CMRs were required to go back to the first key person to fill in information that was lacking in the
record, which would generaUy mlprove the cOlTlprehensiveness of the remalmng records that were taken.
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effects of post traumatic stress disorder, even with the best intentions on the part of both the CMRs
and the key persons there is always the possibility that people are mistaken. This was addressed by
revie\\'lng the Grst factual analysis with well respected local human rights activists who were not
involved in the Conilict Mapping Program and who themselves had a good general overview of
what happened in a particular District. In addition, it was addressed by providing the factual analysis
to other local and foreign experts and by cross-checking the information with open source materials.
The sIxth critical area was geographical coverage. In its ongina1 conception, the Conilict Mapping
Program \vas to have one CMR per chiefdom, in order to have saturation coverage across the whole
country. However, tinle, [111ancial and logistical restraints meant that this was not possible, as there
are 149 chiefdoms across the country, plus the rural \\/estern /\rea, not all of which are accessible at
all times of the year. In order to avoid making arbitrary decisions about which chiefdoms to cut and
",rith a view to mil11rnising the damage to the report as a whole, NP\'VJ therefore discussed this issue
with the Campaign for Good Governance (CGG), the leading human rights NGO in Sierra Leone
",rith human rights monitors in everv District, and the SCWG. NPWJ sought their advice on which
cll1efdoms could be covered by a CMR from a neighbouring chiefdom (termed "linked") and which
chiefdorns were not the scene of a great deal of activity during the conflict and could be cut
altogether. In addition, NP\'VJ discussed with CGG the chiefdoms about which they would be able
to provide information, on the basis of their regular human rights reporting work as well as a special
human rights vlOlations reporting project they undertook during 2001.
The final critical are8 re18ted to processing the ra,v information generated by the project - in short,
information m.anagernent. Failure to secure, store and accurately break down the records into a
practical format for analysis would undermine efforts to buid an accurate reconstruction of the
events described in them. In November 2002, NPWJ together with Sensible Data srl, an Italian IT
company specialiSing in emergency situations, began developing a customised database that would
allow the narratives in the records to be broken down into incidents, storing simple infoflTlation
about the inCIdent alongside data about the exact location and date of its occurrence. As soon the
tlrst completed records began to be collected in mid May, they entered a process of digitisation. In
late June, once all the records were collected, records were broken down into incidents by a team of
speCIally trained database analysts. i\ thorough systern of cross-checking was implemented
throughout to maintain the accuracy of information from record through to database.
1.

Selecting and training Conilict Mapping Recorders

The gathering of information in the field in Sierra Leone was conducted by national human rights
workers or "Conflict Mapping Recorders", trained and supervised by NP\'VJ personnel, in
communities and villages throughout the country.

1.(a)

Selection of CMRs

\X1hile the selection of the CMRs in the conmmnities was one of the most important parts of the

program, it also presented one of the greatest challenges from a quality control perspective. In this
process, NP\X'J was very heavily reliant on the Judgment and expertise of its collaborating
orgal11S8tions 8nd their representatives, with whom a relationship of trust had been built over the
prevlOus two years.
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f\s <1 systcrn of quality control, NP\i?J tried to ensure the collaborating organisations selected their
best people to nominate as CrVIRs, by cliscussing \\lith the organisations the purpose of the program
and provicling the following checklist for inclicators that people could make good CMRs:
•

They should have a good level of knowledge about the conflict in their chiefdoms.

•

They should have a good level of written and spoken English.

•

They should be able to overcome their bias as much as possible.

•

They should show "\,,'illingness and have time for the program, since much of its success lies
the quality of their records.

111

Follow1l1g the mitial selection stage by local partners, NPW!J held a training workshop at which the
final selection was made (see below), based on how the CMR responded to the training and their
performance 1n the practical exercise of taking a record. By the end of April 2003, the selection
g
stage was complete and NP\VJ had hired a total of 136 CMRs to cover 146 chiefdoms Twenty-two
ClviRs were lured to cover the \X'estern Area, which is a densely populated area to which many IDPs
fled during the war In each District, NP\X] appointed a focal point, who was the main contact
person for that District and who assisted with logistical and other arrangements, inclucling bringing
the f111al records to Freetown for review purposes. These CMRs and the focal points represented a
broad cross section of Clvil society and included hUlTlan rights acti\rists, teachers and others.

1. (b) Training of CMRs
NP\XiJ conducted training workshops in various locations in the \Vestern i\rea and in the
12 headquarter towns throughout the country. In order to provide greater participation and
information sharing, as well as due to time and logistical constraints, CMRs travelled from their
chiefdoms to the headc.luarter town rather than NP\\!] personnel travelling to each chlefdom. In
adclition, this allowed the focal point to meet every CMR selected and identify possible logistical
obstacles The traiwng was clivided into three distinct components: the introductory workshop, the
tral1ling "\vorkshop and the review process.
The first visit, called an "intr'oductory workshop", was dedicated to meeting with community leaders
and collaborative orgawsations to introduce the program. This session was the final part of the
"Training the Trainers" seminar held by the NP\VJ Outreach Program and the Special Court
\Vorking Group. This placed the Conflict Mapping Program in the context of the Special Court,
accountability mechanism.s and the difficulties faced 111 reconstructing accurately the e\rents of the
conflict 111 Sierra Leone The introductory "\vorkshops laid the groundwork for the quality of the
CI'vIRs selected, following the conslderations outlined above, as well as the relevance of the key
persons identified One of the ma111 aims of this session was to engage the participants, so that over
the following days they could identify potential CMRs for the training workshop and compile a list

C1\IRs were p~id a smaLl stlpend to cover transport and incidental costs incurred during their time spent taking
records It should be noted, however, that C1\IRs were not paid according to thc number of records they took but
were paId a sum that had been set in advance It was felt that payIng according to the number of records taken
could harm the quality of the records, as there was the possibility, however remote, that some people may take
more records, wl11ch could be of reduced quaLty, 111 order to ll1crease their remuneration.
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of potential key persons for reviewing at the end of that training workshop.
completed for the whole country by mid April 2003.

This stage was

The second ,"isit was the "training 'workshop", a one-day session composed of sensitisation on the
Special Court to ensure that CMRs would be well versed in crimes under mternational law, in
particular those wlthin the Jurisdiction of the Court, to enable them to take all the relevant details
from tbelr key persons. This sensitisation was followed by a workshop on the Conflict Mappmg
Program itself, concluding with the selection of Conflict Mapping Recorders to take records from
key persons. The training focused on explaining the Conflict Mapping Program, how conflict
mapp1l1g differs from human rights reporting, how to take a record, what type of information to
focus on and discussed the fact that these interviews would be taxing and draining on both the
CMRs and the key persons. The session culminated in practical exercises in record taking. In
addition, this stage included tralning in the crucial first step of selecting appropriate key persons who
hwve a good general overvie"w of the conflict in thelI area. On the basis of performance dunng this
training seSSlon, includmg perceived understanding of the process and principles and the quality of
the practice record, NP\V1 s'elected a limited number of individuals to work as CMRs. This stage
was completed for the whole country m the first week of May 2003.
The third stage c011S1sted of reviewing tbe first records collected by the CMRs for content and
organisation before the fmal two records were taken from key persons selected by the conflict
mapping recorders in consultation with NP\VJ This stage was essential to provide top up training (if
necessary), to address problems the CMRs may have encountered, to ensure the quality of the
records taken and to ensure that CI'v1Rs never felt abandoned. The fact that thIS process took place
after the collection of each CMR's flIst record and before the collection of subsequent records
enabled NP\X] to undertake a thorough system of quality control on an ongoing basis. This stage
was completed for the whole country in June 2003.Thus each location was visited at least three times
by NP\\:/j according to a schedule worked out in advance \vith local partners, especially the SCWG,
and the NP\\11 Outreach Program.
•

L

The structure of the traimng was developed by NP\VJ in consultation with local partners during
October and November 2002 and was reviewed on an ongoing basis to incorporate lessons learnt
during the trallling process. The first round of training commenced in December 2002 in Freetown,
followed by further meetings and the training of conflict mapping recorders in the rural \Vestern
j\rea, near Freetown. J'\lthough this ran the risk of appearing there was a "Freetown bias",~ NP\VJ
selected the \");!estern i\rea as the Erst point of entry to enable NP\VJ to perfect the conflict mapping
trallung before taking it into the provinces, as logistically it is more difficult to perfect such
processes m the provmces. Lessons learned from the training in the \Vestern Area were
incorporated into the planning process for the provincial training and in late March 2003, follo'wing
preparatory work undertaken in consultation with the SC\XlG and the Outreach program, conflict
mappmg training began in the provi.nces.

'J """ common cntiClsm by Sierra Leoneans of foreign NGOs and others in Sierra Leone IS that they focus too much
on the capital, Freetown, and do not focus enough on the provincial and rural areas in SIerra Leone.
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Partly 111 consideration of the time frame and the impending rainy season, which starts in May and
dunng whlch many roads becorne lmpassable, NP\XJ hired a Sierra Leonean team cornprised of the
best CMRs from the \Vestern Area to undertake the training workshops and the collection of the
flrst records 111 SOlTle parts of the country. This enabled there to be two conflict mapping training
teams working slmultaneously in different locations around the country, allowing full coverage of
the \vhole country by the conclusion of the time frame for the gathering of records.
,. ,

Key persons

The Conflict Mapping Program was pnmarily based on the scrupulous selection and debriefmg of
selected indiyiduals ("key persons") whose profession, role in their community or in the forces
invoked in the conflict placed them in a position to follow events as they unfolded.
To facilitate proper identiftcation and selection of key persons, CMRs were provided \\'ith the
followmg guidelines for characteristics of people who would likely be best suited to being a key
person:
1. The WIdest possible overview of the conflict in their area.
2. They were present in then chiefdom for much of the conflict.
3. Rehability.
4. Trustwortruness.
5. They have a good reputation 111 their community.
G. They would usually be regarded 111 their cOlTlmunity as a person that others can conftde in.
7. Honestv.
8 They are able to pass on their knowledge to the Conllict Mapping Recorders accurately and
fully.
9. They are as free from bias as possible or at least are able to recognise their own bias.
10 They \vill usually be recogrused as local community leaders in some respect.

In addition, CIvlRs \vere provided with the following hst of people who may make good key persons:
1. Teachers
2. Doctors.
3. Lawyers.
4. Counsellors/SoClal workers.
5. Youth Leaders.
G. \\/omen's l\10vernent Leaders.
7. Senior Pohce from the local area.
S Local Magistrates.
9. Cbcfs.
10. Section Leaders.
11. Local Commanders frorn the different flghting factions.
12. Any person in the local community who has been able to gain an overview of the conllict
through a number of other persons talking to them or through holding some respected and
trusted position in their community.
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To facilitate and mOlutor the quality of the records and the key persons selected for interviews, the
CJvIRs ,vere asked to provide a report prior to conducting an interview, in order to maintain the
focus of the process and the standard of the key persons selected. These reports covered the
followl11g matters:
1. \'\/by that key person was selected from their list of potential key persons.
2. How the selected key person meets the criteria, for example how and why that key person
has an overview of the conflict in that area.
3. The nature of the information provided by that key person.
4. The key person's knowledge of the conflict.
Each CIvIR was to select three key persons in their chiefdom from whom to take a record, based on
the tirne necessary to take a record and the time frame within which the record-taking phase had to
be completed. Nevertheless, the main emphasis was on quality and not quantity when identifying
key persons to be interviewed. It \vas therefore the case that fewer key persons were selected for
internewing in some cluefdolT1S where the scale of the conflict was minimal or where there was a
smaller population.
FoUowl11g these criteria, the Conflict Mapping Program gathered records from 401 key persons
across the country, who ranged in age between 19 and 82. Of these, 6.7% were former members of
one of the fighting factions; 6.7% were 'Nomen; and 107(;0 had been captured by one or more of the
fighting factions and used either as forced labour or were recruited into a flghting faction. III The
most common occupation of key persons was a farmer, most of whom had occupied some position
of authority dunng the conflict (such as Town or Section Chief) and many of wholTl were members
of a fighting faction, most commonly the Civil Defence Forces. Other occupations included
Paramount Chiefs, Town Chiefs and other chiefdom authorities, teachers, fishermen, house'W1.ves,
retired military personnel and civil servants.
3

Database

The information gathered by CMRs from key perons comprised over 400 records, each containing
an average of 30 pages, with a total of approximately 5,500 separate incidents, that is, instances of an
aUeged violation of international hurnanitarian law or key strategic or other information contained in
a record. Given the amount and breadth of information, it had to be collated and stored in such a
'.vay as to enable easy search and retneval in order for it to be used by analysts.
NP\'('j therefore entered this information into a database designed specifically for the purposes of
analysls according to order of battle and chain of command information. Prior to the completion of
the design and programming of the database,!1 typists entered the records in their entirety into digital
. ent rigorous proofreading to ensure they were exactly the same as
format. The resulting files unden.v

Iii These people are not i.ncluded 111 the 6.7% '.vho were fonner members of a fighting faction, which refers only to
those people who jomed willingly, accorcling to the information they provided to the eMR.
\\ The database \vas clesigned and developed by Sensible Data s.1'.l. Sensible Data is an IT company that speClalises
In l11formation technology, data processing and secure communications for emergency and hU111anllanan
operatlOns: www.sensible.it.
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the record prmTided by each CMR. These documents then formed the basis of the data entry
process and 'Nere used extensIvely during the analysis phase.
For data entry purposes, each record was broken into incidents, which consist of discrete parts of
informatJOn, usually chronological, contai11lng examples of serious violations of international
humanitarian law or other relevant information. Each incident was classified according to what
cnmes were allegedly comrnitted, who allegedly committed them, what weapons they allegedly used
and other pertinent 1l1formation. To ensure accuracy and consistency in the classification of
l11cidents, NP\x/j personnel provided training to data entry operators in the basics of international
humanitarian h\v as well as a manual outlining how different factual scenarios should be classified.
To ensure accuracy of the database as a whole and to enhance its effectiveness for analysis purposes,
each entry \vent through a tborough process of checking and cross-checking, to ensure that it was
consistent, complete and correct. 12
4.

The analysis

4.(a)

District level analysis

At the concluslOn of the data entry stage, NP\v]'s analysts began piecing together \vhat happened
during the 10 years of war in Sierra Leone, using three tools: the database; detailed maps, mostly at
Distnct level; and the typed records. The result of this stage, which involved collating and
cross-checking vast amounts of information, was a rough outline of what happened in each District
during the conflict, highlighting troop movements, chains of command and events, including acts
likely to constitute v101ations of international humanitarian law.
Following this stage, the rough drafts for each District were reviewed in Freetown with field
monitors from the Campaign for Good Governance (CGG) responsible for that District. CGG's
field monitors are very experienced human rights activists \vith an in-depth knowledge about what
happened during the conflict in the District for which they are responsible. NPWJ speCIfically did
not hire any CGG field monitors as Conflict Mapping Recorders, so that their experience could be
better utilised once the first analyses were done, to ensure that there were no rnajor errors or
inconsistencies in the District-level analyses, thus providing a crucial fust level of cross-checking.
In addition, over a six month period, NP\\;j debriefed a former high-level member of the
Revolutionary Un.ited Front (R UF), who provided a great deal of information on the inner workings
of the RUF and an overview of the conflict since it began in 1991. The hours spent working with
this key person yielded a statement of over 100 pages, plus various documents and maps describing
the structure, procedures and geographical locations of the RUF, which were of immense benefit
during the analysis phases F\ senior Kamajor was also debriefed for the same purposes, although not
as extenSIvely.

In compiling the database and the data entry process, NP\Xi] hired personnel who had worked on the leG
to enable th1s phase to benefit from lessons learnt during that
project.
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The process as a whole enabled analysts to piece together the conflict as it happened across time and
space and, in particular, to dra\v out patterns of conduct that may constitute carnes agarnst
humanity, namely those crimes com.rnitted in a widespread or systematic manner.

4.(b) The first draft factual analysis
Once these stages were com.plete, expenenced analysts began the long process of putting all the
rnformation together, which consrsted of three stages. First, a "f1rst review" was conducted of the
rough drafts, checking for internal sense and consistency. Second, each rough draft went through a
more thorough revie\v, addressing potential problems in the analysis, often going back to the
original records and maps to clarify issues. Finally, the rough drafts for each District were put
together and cross-referenced, which enabled the compilation of the general overview of the
conflict. This fust stage was based purely on the information gathered in the field and, as such, did
not ll1corporate any l11fOnTlation from open sources or other materials.
4.(c)

The second draft factual analysis

The first draft factual analvsis formed the backbone of the work that followed, namely the
incorporation of information from open sources and other materials, going back to the records
when necessary to iron out inconsistencies and to fill in details. Further, at this time, cross-checking,
fllling in details and checking dates and other information was undertaken when there was
conflicting, contradictory or inadequate data. To facilitate this process, NP\'x/J incorporated a range
of diverse information rnto a fully searchable open source database, \\lith 8,500 entries comprised of
news reports,1:\ UNAMSIL press briefings,!4 situation reports from NGOs and the United Nations
Office for the Coordinatron of I-Iurnanitarian Affairs (OCI-IA), United Nations press briefl11gs and
documents, press releases from other relevant bodies, such as ruining companies, and other relevant
information Other open source materials were also used, including reports from major human
rights organisations, particularly I-Iuman Rights \Xlatch and Amnesty International.
The primary purpose for open source and other material was to provide background rTlatenal,
cross-check the information gathered from key persons and to frll rn gaps where any existed.
Nevertheless, it rnust be emphasised that the main source of information for the facts as analysed in
this report was Sierra Leoneans themselves, through the records of key persons gathered by Conflict
IVlapprng Recorders tlu'oughout the country. \X1herever open sources provided information used in
the report, tha t is noted in a footnote to the relevant portion of the text.
The result of this was the second draft factual analysis, which incorporated all venfied information
from the first draft, WIth the addition of open sources and other material that had not been gathered
directly by NP\X'J rn the field, but which was useful for confrnuing or correcting the data. This
second draft factual analysi? was then sent to a selected number of "resource persons", namely
Sierra Leoneans and foreigners with expertise in the conflict in Sierra Leone who had agreed to

1, The 111a111 sources used were BBe and A.FP wire reports and reports from the Xinhua News j\gency.
14 Often, the records clid not contain as detailed l11fonnation about events that occurred from late 2000, partly
because the decade-long conflict \.\'as bcgil1lUng to come to an end. A.s such, UN/\.MSIL press briefings - which
were regular and \Ten' detailed about U",L\i\ISIL deployment 111 particular - were used to bnng structure to the
recollecbons of key persons, where necessary.
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review the 111formatlon contained 111 the draft report and help clear up any lingering inconsistencies
or unclear 111formatlon.

4. (d)

The legal analysis

\XThile the factual analysis was being perfected "lith the assistance of resource persons, NP\X!J put
together a legal analysis of the events that happened during the conflict This involved researching,
presenting and discussing the relevant principles of international humanitarian and criminal law,
which were then applied to the information contained in the factual analysis, so as to ascertain what
cnmes under 111ternatlonallaw and Slerra Leonean law were committed during the conflict.
The draft of the legal analysis \vas sent to NP\i?J's network of international law experts, many of
\vhom have had experience working on similar projects, such as the Humamtarian Law
Documentation Project 111 Kosovo, or practicing before international courts or tribunals. These
people are to the legal sections what the CGG field monitors and the factual resource persons are to
the factual sections.
5.

Notes on the report

One difficulty in a country \.vith limited resources is the availability of detailed, cornprehensive and
up-to-date maps. In Sierra Leone, the Umted Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs has begun produClng detailed maps, which were vital for the analysis of the information
gathered during the Conflict 'Mapping Program. Difficulties were nevertheless encountered because
a number of villages mentioned in the records - which span back to 1991 - were completely
destroyed during the conflic~ and, as such, no longer exist \i?herever possible, this report tries to
identify the location of such villages based on the information contained in the reports
Due to the fact that OCl-l1\ maps were used in the analysis phase and specially-constructed maps
were provided by OCI-Li\ as visual aids for the report itself, this report adopts the spelling of place
names used on the OCI-L\ maps. If that was not available, this report uses the spelling used in the
records. Throughout, the report tries to be as specific as possible about the location of a particular
place, adopting the forrnula of naming first the town or village, then the chiefdom and District,
where it is different from the D1stnct under analysis. For example, if Peyerna is being discussed as
part of the factual analysis for Bo District, it will read: "Peyema (Lower Bambara Chiefdom)";
however, 1t IS IS being discussed as part of the factual analysis for Pejuhun District, it ",rill read
"Peyema (Lower Bamlnra Chiefdom, Bo District)".)n addition to avoid any possible confus10n, the
word "Town" was used to distinguish a town from a District, for example, "Pujehun Town",
although "Town" is not an official part of the place name.
Finally, while it may appear counter-111tuitive in a report on a conflict in which many victims and
perpetrators were named in the media, this reports does not "name names" of either victims or
perpetrators. \'?hile the case for not nanling victims is clear, it was decided also not to name
perpetrators, even where they might be considered to be "notorious". This decision was taken
because the allegations made are often extremely serious and would require further investigation
before public disclmure could be considered.
It must be borne 111 mind that the information
analysed in this report has not been tested to the level required for sustaJ11ing a conviction, for
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example through cross-examination 1n coure nor have the alleged perpetrators had the opportunity
to tell thelf s1de of the story or answer the allegations made in this report. Therefore, although some
names are well known and the decision not to include them may seem artificial, it \vas decided that
the best approach would be to omH entirely anI' references to names.
6

Partners

NP\X] would have been unable to complete the Conilict Mapping Program without the support and
assistance of a number of partners. First and foremost, the Special Court \X/orking Group, both 111
Freetown and across the country, was invaluable at every stage of the process from the initial design
of the training semll1ars, to planning the up country trips, to providing us with CMR candidates.
They also assisted us in undertaking traini:1g on the Special Court, together with the Outreach
Program, during the first phases of traul111g of the CMRs.
A.nother cruClal partner \vas the Campa1gn for Good Governance (CGG), who provided assistance
both as a member of the SC\VG and independently. In particular, the CGG field monitors provided
\-Hal assistance by going t1liough the preliminarv Distnct-level analyses for thor District to verify the
accuracy of the 111formation and fill in any gaps. CGG field monitors are particularly well placed to
undertake tllls task, as they are based in the Distnct and have been gathering information on human
nghts abuses for CGG, one of Sierra Leone's leading and most reputable organisations.
/\ proper understanding of the movement of forces and how events interplayed would not have
been possible wlthout the usc of maps provided by OCHi'\.. The illustrative maps contained in the
report were produced v,.'ith the generous assistance of OCH.t\ personnel, who put together
Distnct-Icvel maps that contain as manv of the places mentioned in the report whose locatlon could
be identified.
SpeCl81 recognition should go to the European Commission, who financed the bulk of our 2002 and
2003 activltles 111 Sierra Leone, 111c!uding the Cont1ict Mapping Program.
Finally, the Spec1al Court for S1erra Leone prm'ided much needed co-f111ancing during the analysis
stage of the Connict I'I1apping Progran.l. It must be emphasised, however, that this assistance was
limited to financial assistance onh- and in no \vay implies endorsement by the Special Court of any of
the matenill or concluslOns, factual or legaL contained in this report.
Indeed, the content and conc!uslons dr8\vn 111 this report are the sole responsibility of No Peace
\Vlthout JusDce and cannot be attributed to any of our partners.

The present report does not and cannot mention or even truly retlect the varied range of tasks
cilrried out bv all NP\X] personnel in the Contllct Mappin.g Program or or other programs 111 the
project Nor can it acknowledge fully or exhaustively the v,.'ide range of ass1stance and support given
to us by our partners, friends and people \ve met throughout the country. Rather, the purpose of
tlllS report lS ro provlde as comprehensive as possible a picture of what happened during the
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decade-long confuct in Sierra Leone, analysed over time and space according to chains of cOl1unand
and order of battle l11fOrmatlOn. \X:nh tlus picture, we hope to demonstrate that what happened to
the people of Sierra Leone over the course of more than 10 years was a crllne - the result of
deliberate policies to commit systematic and nussive \1.olations of the laws of war - and by so doing
[CJ gl"l'e a voice to the countless \1.ctim.s of these crimes, to play our part 1n ensuring they will not be
forgotten.
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Chapter Two: A General Overvinv of the conflict in Sierra Leone from 1991 to 2002
Sleua Leone IS located on the soutb-west coast of j\frica; bordered on the nortb and north-east by
Gwnea, on tbe east and south-east by Libena and on the west coast by the Atlantic Ocean. Sierra
Leone's compact shape and coastal situation mean that her international borders are only 555 miles
111 total, sbanng 397 miles witb Gwnea and 158 miles \vith Liberia. Sierra Leone's territory covers
2' ,699 sCJuare miles (71,740 km") , bous111g a pre-conflict population estimated at 4.3' million.
The 13 cthnlc groups 111 Sierra Leone had strong adnunistrative structures in the provinces prior to
th
th
British cololUsation 111 the late lS or early 19 century, which were utilised by the British when they
expanded control from Freetmvn across the rest of the country. This IS echoed in today's legal and
adrnirllstrative systems, which are compnsed of both traditional structures and traditional or
custornan' la\\' as weU as a \\!estnunster style Parliament and the application of British common law.
L

Sierra Leone IS endowed witb mineral resources, namely diamond, gold, bauxite, rutile and iron ore.
i'dthougb only 6.7(>" of the land IS arable, It also produces cash crops, in particular, coffee, cocoa,
gmgcr and nce. Of tbe 800 krn of watc1\vays running througb the country, 600 km is navigable the
year round V cry few of the major hlghways running through the country are paved and there are
no COIT11110n carner railroads, rendenng travel through the country difficult during the rainy season,
which runs from May to October. Indeed, rainfall along the coast can reach 495 cm (195 inches) per
year, making SIerra Leone one of the wettest countries in \X/est Africa. Prior to the rainy season,
from DecelTlber to February the dry haramattan wmds carry sand from the Sahara, depositing large
amounts of sand throughout the country and bringing corresponding dust storms.
j

The early years of independence, wbich Sierra Leone attained in 1961. are marked by a number of
military coups until 1968, after \vl11ch the one-party State was established in the late 1970s. Once
prosperous Sierra Leone would expenence a steady decline throughout the 1980s, widely regarded to
be the result of rampant corruption, which would set the stage for tbe conflict that erupted in tbe
1990s.
On 23 h'larch 1991. combined forces of tbe Revolutionary United Front (RUF) and National
Patrionc Front for Liberia (NPFL) entered Kailahun District frorn Liberia through the town of
Bomaru in Lpper Bambara Chiefdorn. On 27 March 1991, another group of RUF/NPFL entered
Kailabun Distnct from Libena througb the to\vn of KOlndu in the north of the Distnct. By mid
April, these two fronts wouldjol11 in the centre of the District, having by then occupied the majority
of it. On 28 TvIarch 1991, a tlurd RUF /NPFL group crossed the Mano River forming- the border
between Libena and Sierra Leone, in tbe south-east part of the country. They immediately occupied
Zimnu. the soutbern-most town on the road network in PUJehun Distnct.
As at 23 :March 1991, units of the Sierrz: Leone lumy (SLi\) were stationed in the towns of
Koribondo (Bo Distnct), Daru (Kailahun District), Gandorhun (Kono District) and Kenema Town
(Kenema District) RUF/NPFL forces would move towards these locations to confront directly the
SLA III all aggressi,-e inland-mm'lllg campaign that ,vas accompanied by systematic attacks against
the clvilian population.
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In "~pril 1991, the RUF umt that had entered Bomaru was engaged \\lith the SLf\ at Daru Barracks 111
the south of the District Tlus was an Important SLA posioon on the northern bank of the Moa
RlVer, as It controlled further uiland access by road. Occupying Daru Barracks would be a
continwng objective of RUF /NPFL forces throughout 1991 and 1992. AgaIn in April, the
IZ1JF /NPFL U11lt that entered tlU'ough Koindu town immediately attacked SLl\ forces stationed
some 20 km south in the town of Buedu, forClng them to retreat to Kailahun Town.
\'(/oen the RUF /NPFL forces entered a town or village, Clvilian residents were gathered together 111
the centre of town, at the Court Barrie, where the RUF /NPFL forces 1l1troduced themselves as
"freedom fighters" seekmg to redeem the people of Sierra Leone from the corrupt All People's
Congress (APC). Governrnent. NPFL members "vere irrllTlediately identified as Liberian through
thelT foreign accent and use of Liberian dialects. Enlisting, conscripting and training of both adults
and children started irnmediately, particularly 111 Kailahun, where numerous training camps were
established~ the ranks of the RUF swelled guickly.
Reactmg to such events, the Go\'ernment of Sierra Leone reguested and received support from the
Covernments of Nlgena and Gwnea, who sent forces to provide security for strategic locations in
and around Freetown. The Government of the United States would also provide indirect logistical
and traming assIstance to the Goverrunent of Sierra Leone throughout 1991.
The RUF /NPFL unit entenng PUJehun District from Libena spread out across the District in a 45
mile arc from the town of Zimnu They attacked through Pujehun Town, northwards into the
southern chiefdoms of 130 Distnct and north-east toward Koribondo Town, where the SL'\ was
garrisoned. RUF /NPFL forces would attack the SL-\ in villages on the route to Koribondo until
August 1991. The advance of RUF /NPFL forces in April allowed them access to land running
south-west mto Bonthe District, where RUF /NPFL occupied a number of small towns in the
extreme south and east of the District, eventually trying but failing to occupy the District
headquarter town of Bonthe, on Sherbro Island. Around this titTle, SLA. forces were deployed in
Bonthe "1"O\vn and by the end of the year had opened new bases in the south-east of the District
RUF /NPFL forces lT10\'ed Into the southern chiefdoms of Kenema District using the main road
link1l1g ZHnnu to the south of the Distnct Combmed C;uinean and SL'\ forces checked their
advance through J(enema District 1l1to Kenema Town, where the rnaln SL'\ brigade was located.
[\s the\' ;ldv;lnced, RUF /NPFL forces urllformly abducted civilians, simply killing then1, or forcing
them to carry looted property and perform domestic tasks. 1'\lmost without exception, sexual
vlOlence agal11st women accompanied the ;llTlval of RUF /NPFL forces in a locality. The burning of
cl\,ili;l11 residences ;lnd targeting of gO\'ernlnent and traditional authonties, 111 addition to the
\"iolellce ;lg;llnst cl\'ilians, caused maSSl\'e panic and an exodus of civilians northwards 111Jand
RudJment;lry aclministraove structures - pass sYstems, cbeckpOlnts ;lnd appointment of their own
personnel ;lS tOWll ;lnd clllefdom authoritJes - were put in place by the RUF/NPFL as they'
;ld\'anceG Thjs would continue throughout ~he following years.
In OJ une 1991, RUF /NPFL forces mo\'ed brther north into Kono District along the main road to
the Dlstnct headguarter town of KOldu, stagIng a number of attacks on S1-.,;-\ positions in the south
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of Kana D1stncL Throughout [\ugust and September, SLi\ forces from Koribondo would react
offenslVely, forClng RLF /NPFL forces to retreat back through Pujehull District along the routes by
whlCh they had entered. In recapturing PUJehun and pushing the RUF /NPFL southwards, the SLA
collaborated \\71th forces of the United Libenan Movement for Democracy in Liberia (ULIMO), a
L1benan mOVel11ent engaged 1n warfare with the NPFL in Libenan territory.
To consolidate their own advance and successes against RUF /NPFL forces, SLA forces 111 Kono
D1strict began supporting the establishment of civilian vigilante groups, armed '0-71th bladed weapons
and short-barrel shotgu11G Throughout Pujehun District, SLA forces executed civilians suspected of
collaboratlng wlth RUF/NPFL forces 1n even the most menial of ways.
By December 1991, RLj F/NPFL [oru·s had consolidated positions in Kailclhun District and were
compressed ll1tu small pockets of ;lctivltv alva\, [rom mmn towns in Pujehun District.
In April 1CllJ2, JU11lor officers from tbe SLi\ Tiger Unit led by 25 year-old Captain Strasser moved
from the war front to l:7ree town to cornplain about poor conditions. They successfully staged a coup,
ousted the APC Government and established a military government known as the: National
ProvislOnal Ruling Council (NPRC) Following the coup, SLf\ forces looted many civilian shops and
residences in the \Vestern Area, wllJch was accompanied by the inHiction of violence upon civilians.
In carll 19°2, the SL\, now uncler the command of the NPRC, continuecl to unseat RUF /NPFL
forces throughout PUJehun Distnct. J'vloving southwards from Koribondo (Bo District), SLi\ and
ULIJvIO forces retook the net\vork of road,: crossing the Sewa River and moved towards PUJehun
Town. \'\-ith the assistance of the SLJ\, a c]\-il m.ilitia group compnsed of local hunters called the
"Donsos" gained 111 strength 111 Kono Distnct, participating as auxiliary forces to the SLA and
ULHvl0. The Domas, together w1t11 other local hunting societies across the count1)' - the largest of
which were tbe Kamajors - \NouJd later Join forces under the umbrella of the Civil Defence Forces.
RU F/NPFL forces attempted aga111 to enter Kenem.a District, havl11g failed in 1ClClI. Entenng
Kenema from points 1n the east of the D1suict, RUF /NPFL were reslsted by ULIMO and freshly
deployed SL\ forces. SL'\ secured these positions until late 1Cl93.

rz UF /NPFL forces

continued to attack l<ono District, u11lformJy attacking the civilian population as
they advanced until the1r expulsion from the District 111 early 19C13 In mid 1Cl92, in response to this
1l1Creas111g northwards movement of RUF/NPFL forces, the NPRC Government initiated,
supported and strengthened the process of :l1obilis111g a cl\'il militia group in Koinadugu District, in
the extreme north-east of Siena Leone. Comprised of local hunters, the "Tamaboros" - as they
became known - were deployed to K0110 Distnct to engage RUF /NPFL forces. In late October
1Cl92, Rl'F/NPFL forces occup1ed Koidu Town and were able to attack further inland in the
northern cllJefdoms of Kono District. Combined SLA, ULIMO and Clvil militia forces pushed them
out of KOldu Town and Kono DisUlct in early 1993
By ]vIa" 1Cl92 1n Pujehun D1stnct, combined SIA\ and ULIMO forces had pushed RUF /NPFL
forces back across the J'vloa P-0VeL leading by tbe end of the veal' to their retreat back into Liberia
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across the I\lano I\JVer Pockets of Rl:F:;NPFL activity continued to pressure the SU\
southern c!llefdoms of PUJel1Un District and 111 the extreme soutb-east of Bonthe District.

10

the

The SL'\ lOtenslfied attacks on "collaborators" from October 1992 to February 1993. To the SL'\,
there appeared to be little disnnctJon beD"veen civilians who cooperated enthusiastically with the
RUF/NPFL and those \vho found themselves \\~th little choice or simply failed to escape when the
RL:F/NPFL entered an area. The crHeria used to determine who was ;l1ld \vas not a "collaborator"
were largely arbitrary The SLf\ forced cl\~lians to mine diamonds, prm'ide food and carry out other
forms of manual labour In PUJel1Un Tm,\'[1, the SLA started provJding baSiC rnilitary training,
weapons and am.n1urlltion to CIvilians.
In Kaibhun District, RUF /NPFL forces continued to attack Dam and other SL'\ positions in the
west of the District. ~'\t the end of 1992, the RUF /NPFL gnp on the nortbern chiefdoms of
Kailahun Distnct was unchallenged \\hthin these areas, a special unit of NPFL forces known only as
"TAP 20" executed terror opera DOns against the crvihan population, including the widespread killing
and G1l1nibalism of Cl\,ilians. Later, in 1993, "TAP 40" and "TAP Final" would continue this
operation.
In the early months of 1993, SLi\ forces established positions in advance of Daru and started to
engage RUF /NPFL forces stationed 111 the northern chiefdoms of Kailahun District, where
RUF /NPFL forces had first entered Sierra Leone. The SLf\ built on this easD"vard progression by
successfully preventing the RU1:;' /NPFL from moving northwards into Kono District By mid-1993,
the SL\ had rolled back and conf111ed RUF/NPFL forces to the far eastern part of Kailahun
District.
RUF /NPFL aCD\'Jty in PUJelmn Dlstnct rCSUITled 10 December 1992 to January 1993 when the
RUF /NPFL moved a large force into the District, crossing the Moa River, entering Pujehun Town
and Potoru, a strategic town gIving access to Kenema Distnct. Their push into Pujehun District,
while bnef, was accompanJed by a brutal attack against the civilian population; the RUF /NPFL
forces routlnelv killed, raped and abducted people and burnt down large numbers of civilian
residences. However, their control of these two towns and the surrounding areas was quickly
overturned by SLi\ and ULIIvlO forces. RUF /l\lPFL forces were then confined to the bordering
chIefdoms with Liberia and in the s\vampland south of Pujehun District. RUF /NPFL forces also
made I11termittent attacks on 10catJons in the south-east of Bonthe Distnct, following the course of
the \VanJel Rin:r.
In December 1993, the then Head of State announced a unilateral ceasefire, RU F /NPFL forces
havl11g been repelled almost entirely back to Liberia. Taking advantage of this ceasefire, in the last
days of December 1993, RUF forces moved across the border from Liberia 1nto Kenerna District,
occupying its seven southern chiefdoms by March 1994 and inllicting violence on the civilian
popuJabon. Bv this point, NPFL had withdrawn from Sierra Leone to fight ULIMa forces in
Libena. "Camp Zogoda", established in March 1994 to the north of the Moa Rwer in the south-west
of Kenema District, became the RUF's main base until 1996. From Camp Zogoda, RUF forces 'Nere
able to stage ambushes on the ma1n Bo-Kenema lughway, a major arterial route.
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In early 1994, the nunlber of forces under arms 111 the SLA swelled to around 12,000 mvmg to a
recrwtment dnve by the NPRC Government. RUF forces in Pujehun District fully repelled the'SLi\
east\vards towards Koribondo, alJow111g their forces to push northwards into Bo District. SLA.
forces st;ltioned 111 Bonthe Town on Sherbro Island used boats to patrol the coastal waters off
Sherbro IsI::lnd, engagmg on the water R UF forces entering the mouth of the Sewa River. The R UF
had control over the boundan' bet\veen Bonthe and Pujehun Distncts, setting up a number of tmvn
and village level adm1nistrations ::lnd continuing to inflict similar violence on the civilian population
as had begun earlier 111 Kenema District
Although 111 j\pril 1994, FUF forces made incursions into Kono District, they were from the
begin11lng of 1994 unable to undermine significantly the hold over the District exerosed by the
Donsos and SL!\ forces 1n the northern chiefdoms and the Civil Defence Units, mainly composed
of local hunters known as the J<amajors, in the south. This prevented RUF forces rnoving directly
through to KOlnadugu D1strlct, to the imnlcdiate north of Kono District. However, an alternatrve
route was found.
Thus the F U:;' expanded therr opcratjons in a westerly direction from the three Districts bordering
Libena, continu111g to inflict senous violence agamst the civilian population as part of an attack that
had begun In Kenema Distnct in 1993 and would last until the end of 1994. Thousands of civilians
in Pu)c1mn District were asked by SLi\ forces to go to an Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) camp
1n Gondarna (130 Distnct), placed under the protection of foreign forces. RUF forces established a
base 111 the north of Kenema District in February 1994, thus preceding their advance through
Kenema D1strict fronl the south and guarantee111g control over the entire District, bar Kenema
Town.
Apnl 1994 From tllls northern base, RUF forces staged ambushes on the main
KOldu-l\lakellJ hlghway in Tonkolili District, making it impassable for civilian and military traffic
alike. In April. RUF forces attacked the towns of rVlasingbi and Makali, both along the
Koidu-l\lakcni highway, very close to the northern tip of Kenema District. SLA forces sent from
I\1akeni were repelled from Makah by the RUF. RUF forces would move progressively further along
this road, attackmg Matotoka 10 July Getting ever closer to Magburaka Town, by October the RUF
were abJe to loop round through Tonkolili District into the southern chiefdoms of Koinadugu
Dlstuct ,-\ stung of attacks on the Magburaka-f\likalia highway by anRUF expeditionary force
cuJ1llinatcd in a heavy attack on Kabala TO\vn on 7 November 1994. This force would leave Kabala
the ne::t dav Clnd return to Tonkolili District 111 the following week. leaving in its path a trail of
destruction and hundreds of Clvilian deaths.
The P. UF gnp on Pu)ebun and Kencrna Distncts presented opportunities for the RUF to further
infutrate Bo and Bonthe Distncts. In early 1994, RUF forces executed countless "hit and run"
attacks OIl vilhges 10 the eastern chlefdoms of Bo District along the entire boundary "rith Kenema
D1stnct. II1Jtlally , these \vere "food-finding lllissions", mostly staged from Camp Zogoda. Bet\veen
June and December. however, these nllssions became more substanttal, ",rith RUF forces attacking
but not occupying towns Just across the Distnct boundary. In November, RUF forces attacked an
IDP camp 111 Gerihun, but \vere repelled by SLA. forces. On 24 December, RUF forces attacked the
IDP camp at Gondama, killing hundreds of civilians displaced from the frghting in the preceding
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years. On 25 December, Kenema TO\.vn ,vas attacked but left unoccupied. Towns in the centre of
Bo Drstnet, 1l1cluding the Distnct headquarter town of Bo on 27 December, were attacked by the
RUF; none of these towns \vere occupied. ReF forces re-entered Bonthe District, occupying the
eastern chIefdoms, usmg the natural feature,. of the District to expand their control in areas in the
three chJefdoms on the east and south
Responci1l1g to RUF advances into Bo and Tonkolili Districts, groups of civilians were formed into
ci\·iJ militia, vanously labelled "Civil Defence Units" or "Territonal Defence Forces" In Jaiama
Bongor Chiefdom (Eo District), these units were gathered, trained and armed under the auspices of
the Resrdent Government Minister for Bo Distnct. In Jaiama Bongor Chiefdom alone, 2,800 civil
militia were under arms by June 1994.
Initiallv. these units were deployed alongsrde SLA forces, used to operate checkpoints, identify RUF
"collaborators" and carry out patrols withl11 chiefdoms. Despite this cooperation, tensions between
the SLA and Clvil militia groups had been s:.mrnering since 1993 throughout the country This was
due to wrdespread Clvilian mistrust of the SLA, o\N1.ng to their involvement rn the same enterprises
of killing Clvilians, rapmg ,VOlDen, looting private property and exploiting mineral resources. For
example. rn the Tongo Field area of Lower Bambara Chiefdom, the SLA engaged in diamond
mIlllng 11l Tongo Town itself and forced civilians to work at the mi11lng sites. In nearby Peyema, also
in Lower Bambara, the RUF did tlle same. These practices were aggravated further by numerous
attacks on civilian settlements and ambushes on civilian traffic carned out by unknown assailants
suspected to bt' n1embt'rs of the SG\. Two such attacks occurred ln Movamba District in 1994.
Crvilians branded such SG\ members "So-bels", or "SoldJer-Rebcls".
Bv late December 1994, RUF forces had entered the \\'estern chiefdoms of Tonkolili District, having
bad access to the eastern chiefdorns since J\priJ. Earlier in 1994, It is highly likely that RUF forces
began establisbl11g a foothold rn tbe Kangari Hills in the south of the District, which they would use
as a launclllng pomt for a~tacks on the surrounding villages. Since June, SLA forces had been
stationed 111 lvlile 91, which is located on a key junction; to the west lies Masiaka, the gateway to
Freetown. Leading north-east from lvlile 91, the highway goes to Magburaka. Leading south-east, the
11lghway runs through to Bo, Kenema and KaiJahun. On 22 December, the SLA were forced out of
IvWe 91 by the RUF, although thev regrouped outside of the town and regained control the
foJJo\\'1I1g d3v lvfanv locations 10 the chiefdoms around T\1iJe 91 were attacked as the R UF forces
established a new Brigade base in the Kaitkant Hills, spanning the borders of Tonkolili with Port
Loko and Bombali Districts. The location of tbe Kaitkant Hills bet\veen the two main highways
leading ll1to the \Vestern 1'\rea aJJowed tbe RUF to begin a new phase of their campaign, opening up
for the flrst nIne since 1991 tbe possibility of att3cking Freetown. By the end of 1994, rumours of
immInent RL]F attacks on Movamba District, so far unaffected by the RUF, were widespread. Since
1992, SL'\ forces had been depjoved 111 the Distnct, although they had also been harass111g civilians,
includll1g stealing property, which ll1tensified from December 1994 to early 1995.
the R UP expanded the terntory over \\'h1Ch it had control throughout 1994, violence against the
C1Yllun popularron cOl1nnued unabated. The proliferation of "hJt and run" missions into Bo District,
across Kenema DIStnCt and ln Tonkolili Dlstnct resulted 111 the \'V1despread burning and looting of
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civilian resIdences, accomparued bv a high number of civilian deaths. Sexual violence against women
was perpetrated by RUF forces dunng raid5. Beating, mqlestation and abduction of both men and
women for use as porters to calTV stolen property or for conscnption into· the fighting force
continued. The RUF assaults on Bo, Kenema and Kabala resulted in the denigration and destruction
of publlc infrastructure such as government offices, hospitals, schools and Pollce barracks.
As 1995 began, RUF forces controlled the southern Distncts of Kailahun, Pujehun and Kenem.a.
Deplo\"ll1ents of SLf\ within the occupied Districts occasionally offered short-term effective
resistance to RUF attacks, but had little long-term strategic influence. Camp Zogoda continued to
be the ReF's main base in the south and it was common practice for abducted clvilians and looted
propert\' from the \vhole occupIed area to be sent to the camp The RUF expanded their operations
in Bo Distnct, opening a ne\v base, "Camp Bokurr", in the north-east. The Bo-Freetown highway, at
least until l\1ile 91, and the entire Bo-Kenema highway were under RUF control. The IDP camp in
Gerihun \vas attacked again, .this time successfulJy. RUF forces killed over 100 civilians. Even before
1995 ended, the RUF controlJed all of Bo District and would attack the civilian population there
until April 1996, systematicalJv killing civilians, burning houses and committing sirnilar acts of
"nolence agalllst Cl"1"ilians.
The strung gnp on PUjehun and 130 Dlstncts and on the south-east part of 130nthe Distnct allov.'Cd a
rapid and large-scale expansIon of ReF forces into the whole of Moyamba and 130nthe Districts.
Entenng the eastern part of I\1oyamba Distnct in January 1995 from 130 District, RUF forces
proceeded soudnvards and took control of the bauxite mining area of Mokanji before moving
south-\,vest to upper Bonthe District, the location of the economically Important Sierra Leone Rutile
Mining Company By February 1995, RUF forces controlled all the northern chJefdoms of the
District, using the developed road network in this area. These attacks on the south of Moyamba
District and the north of 130nthe District paralysed an econonuc area vital to the Government of
Sierra Leone. From the north of 130nthe District, RUF forces rapidly spilled over into the southern
cluefdoms of the Distnet. Despite dllS, they failed to gain control of Sherbro Island and 130nthe
Town. This movement 111 130nthe District was carried out during the same period of a concerted
action accompamed by att3cks ag3inst CIvilians in Mo\'amba District.
Throughout January 3nd Febru3ry 1995, ReF forces attacked villages and towns in the chiefdoms of
TonkoliL District 111 which the Kaitkant Hills are located. In earl\' January, the RUF extended
military operations 111tO Port Loko District, attacking two key towns on the FreetQwn-Makeni
lughw3Y On 1 January 1995, Rl'F forces advanced north-west frorn their Kaitkant Hills base and
froni pOSItiOns ne3r M3t3boi in 130mball Dlstnct, towards the town of Foredugu 111 Port Loko
DIstrict. The RUF force, which numbered 500, overC3me the SLA forces stationed in the town,
forcl11g then retreat. RUF forces attacked other vil13ges III the Foredugu area. From Foredugu, RUF
forces 3tt3cked Lunsar, but were beaten back by SLA forces stationed 111 the town. Lunsar would fall
to the RUF later m the ven
At the end of Januarv 1995, RUF forces rnoved north from Pon Loko District and attacked
K3mbia, the hC3dguaner town of Kambla :')istrict. RUF forces did not 3ttempt to occupy Kambia
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Town and the 2ttack was staged primarily to demonstrate their ability to strike in areas previously
tbougllt to be secure.
In early March 1995, RUF forces moved north into Kono District from Kailahun District and the
Tongo FIeld area in Kenema District, taking advantage of SL-\ groups abandoning a comprehensive
defenSIve posltlon 111 t<rvour of illiclt mining operatlons. Throughout .i\iarch, April and May, RUF
forces occupIed many towns 111 the western, diamond-rich area of Kono DIstrict, including Koidu
Town, wll1ch was accornpanied by v10lent accs against the civilian population.
The pattern of RUF activ1t:y 111 Moyarnba District in IVlarch-April 1995, part of an overall attack
from December 1994 to }\pril 1995 across several Distncts, clearly shows that their immediate
objccove ,vas to <lttack Freetown. The RUF did not initially intend to settle in :t\10yamba District,
r2ther use It as a transit 111to the \\'estern Area and the capital. RUF forces attacked Moyamba
Junction, 111 the north of the District, to paralyse any SLA response to a simultaneous attack on
l\loyamba Town The group that <lttacked I\10vamba Town would then follow the MoyambaFreetown road, <lttackmg the major roads and settlem.ents on its way, before be111g slowed down by
SLA forces 111 the north-west of the Distnct In March, RUF forces settled in Moyamba District,
progressively reaching all the cll1efdoms and establishing a strong base in the north, known as
"Camp Fol FoJ". f\s the RUF consoudated theIr hold over Distncts In the south and encamped in
Moyamba Distnct, SLA forces increased security activities throughout the Western f\rea, adopting
defenSIve deployments at locatlons <I]ong the road running <lround the Freetown Pen1nsub and on
the maw Inland hlghw<I\"
f\lso 111 e<lrl" March 19C) 5, R UF forces deployed from then Kaitkant Hills base and attacked Mile 91,
partly m response to reports of an adv<ll1u' by SLA forces towards RUF positions. In late March,
SL-\ forces coorwnated by members of <I private military company called the Gurkha Security
Group attacked RUF forces at Kaitbnt Hills using 111tensive bombardment from a helicopter
gunslllp and a Guinean /\irf01"ce fighter Jet EV<lcuating the base, RUF forces consolidated at the
recently established Camp Fol Fol (Moyarnb<l District) From this location, RUF forces raided the
surrounding clllefdoms in Ivlo\'amba District between March to May 1995.
In carll' April, RUF forces moved into the \\'estern Area in a bid to attack Freetmvn. RUF forces
att<lcked setrJements in Koya Rural Distnct 111 a triangular area deumited by Songo to the east,
\'hterJoo to the west and Fogbo Jetty to the south. RUF forces met resistance from SL'\ forces.
Ivlan\' CIvilIans were killed and man\' civilian houses were burnt down by RUF forces By late J\pril,
the RUF had pushed Its front lines 111to \\"aterloo, where they attacked SL'\ and Gwnean positions
ll1 the town. RepbClng the Gurkha Security Group, the Government of Sierra Leone contracted
another pm'ate lmhtarv company called Executive Outcomes at the beg1l1ning of May 1995.
Executive Outcomes started training actintles at the Benguema Training Centre near Freetown and
formed a "Special Task Force" using a large number of clemobilised Liberian militia from ULIMO.
The SpeCIal Task Force <lttacked the RUF, pursulllg them out of the \\"estern Area. Following this,
CIvilians and SL!\ forces in the \\'estern /\rea attacked and killed persons suspected to be "rebel
colbborators"
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In 111ld-IvLl\, the RCF established a camp at Ro-Source in the west of Bombali District and
commenced attacking nearby to'.vns. RUF activity in northern Port Loko Distnct, near Camp RoSource, recCJ1nmenced, following a lull dunng the RUF push into the \\;estern -,'\rea.
1\'lonng to the north-cast, Executive Outcomes, together \lrith the SL\ and civil militia, attacked
Rl~F pusltions In Kono District from Jand a-1d air. They successfully recaptured Koidu Town from
the RUF by .lune. By the end of 1995, Executive Outcomes had control over the western chiefdoms
of Kone> Dlstnct, ,vhere the nU11lng areas are to be found. This did not, however, prevent RUF
forces from launching "food-finding rnissions" into the eastern chiefdoms of Kono District and the
southern chJefdoms of Koinadugu Distnct.
In June lS)95, the RUF commenced a second wave of attacks in Port Loko District, advancing
be\'ond the Foredugu area towards Port Loko Town, attacking on two fronts. The first advance
came from the south, possibly again from Kaitkant Hills or from Camp Fol Fol. The second
advance was from the north, through Gbinti Town frorn Camp Ro-Source in Bombali District. Both
advances converged upon Port Loko Town on 8 June 1995. RUF forces attacked and entered Port
Loko, but did not capture the town from the SLl\ forces stationed there. Following this attack, RUF
forces took up temporary posItions 111 the chiefdoms to the north and east of Port Loko Town. By
mid June, a contingent of Guinean soldiers deployed into Port Loko, commencing heavy artillery
bombardmel1ts on the RUF's POSltlOllS. This forced an RUF retreat towards Camp Fol Fol
(Moyamba District) and Camp Ro-Source ,)30mbali Distnct). Following their stalled advance on
Freetown and the failure to take Port Loko Town, RUF activity concentrated on the strategic town
of IvIaslaka and other to\NnS 111 the surroundi'1g area across June 1995.
In October 1995, the Speci~l Task Force, comprised of Executive Outcomes, SL'\ and ULIMO
members, deployed to Bonthe Distnct and started dislodging the RUF forces from their positions,
notably in the primary mainland tmvn of Mattru .long. Joined later by Kama)ors, the Special Task
Force progressIvely dislodged the RUF from their positions throughout Bonthe District. In late
1995, RUF forces, defeated 111 certalll areas of the District, gathered thousands of civilians at Bauya
J ullction, killmg hundreds of them ..'\ few years later, over 1,000 human skulls would be discovered
in that area. RUF actJVity in Port Loko District continued unabated, with the attack and brief
occupation of Lunsar in December.
In 1 S196, Executive Outcomes controlled the diarnond mining areas of Kono Distnct, also taking
control of othcr strategIc sites. In collaboration with tbe KamaJor Society, Executive Outcomes took
control of the Slcrra Rutile mil11ng operation in mainland Bonthe Distnct and were contracted by
the SIerra Ore and l\Ictal Companv (SierolT1co) In J\10yamba Distnct. j\longside the SLj\, Executive
Outcomes were lured by the owners of the hydroelectric plant at Bumbuna (Tonkolili District) to
prO\'ldc secunty
In Jalluary 19%, the NPRC Deputy Chal:'man overthrew the NPRC Chairman, thereby seizing
power In the weeks preceding the PreSIdential and Parliamentary elections planned for 26 February
1996, RUF forces 111 a number of locations across Sierra Leone threatened civilians, POSl11g the
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CjuestJon about whether they wanted peace before elections, or vice versa; the implication being that
"electJons before peace" would lead to reprisals against the civilian population. A national
consultatJve conference held 1n Freetm.vn 111 February gauged the naoona] mood and decided that
elections should go ahead. This decision was not 'W'ithout dissenters other than the RUF, 111cluding
secOOllS of the SLA Clnd a number of Paramount ClueEs.
In lone January ,md across February,RUF forces attacked Madina, Kukuna Clnd Rokupr in Kambia
Distrlct and KalTlabvie 111 BombaJi District, resulting in huge damage to civilian residences and some
parncularlv brutal killings of civilians. RUF forces staged attacks on yillages in Moyarnba District,
killing, rap111g and mutilaong ClyiJiClns. Just before Election Day, the NPRC commenced peace talks
\v)(h the RUF in Abidjan, Cc)te d'Ivoire. On Election Day itself, RUF forces attacked the towns of
Kenema and I'vlagburaka, the elections nevertheless proceeding in the \\lake of killing, rape and
looting
FOlJOW1llg the February elecoons wluch resulted in the formation of a government by the candidate
of the Slerra Leone People's Party (SLPP), Guinean armed forces wen: deployed at two locations in
the north-west of Sierra Leone. N1genan forces set up checkpoints 111 the \Vestern /\rea and the
N1genan 28 th Battabon arrived in Port Loko District. An entire SLA,. battauon deployed from
Freetown to the far east of Kono District. Guinean forces were also deployed in small numbers 111
southern K0111adugu District and estabushed a base in Kambia District
Around tlm period, the various civil rnilitia groups that had formed throughout Sierra Leone were
united under a central coordination system known as the Civil Defence Force (CDF) and the
Kan1a]or leader \,'as appointed to the position of Deputy Defence :Minister by the newly elected
President The KamaJor Society was the largest cornponent of the CDF, which also included the
Gbeth1s, the Kapras the Donsos and others.
The process of llutiatlng KamaJors already underway in Bonthe Distnct since 1995 spread in 1996 to
Bo Distnct. The Kama)or High Priest and Chief Initiator was moved from Bonthe District to Bo
D1strict to imtlate young men 111to the Kamajor Society. By late 1995, Kamajor Societies were
formed 1n some of the southern chJefdoms of Bo District. By mid-1996, the initiation process had
spread throughout Kenema, Bo and PUJebun Districts and 111tO parts of Moyamba, Kailahun and
Tonkou]j Distncts
In the early stage of duo process, recruitment for the Kamajor Society was carried out exclusively
through the traditional authorioes, who n01llinated men from their chiefdoms for 111itiation.
However, as the war escCllated and the territory over which the Kama)ors gained control increased,
new 111Jtiates did not regwre this nonunatJon by traditional authorities
Tbe most striking feature of 1996 1S tbe exponential increase in strength of the Kamajor Society
throughout the Southern and Eastern Provl11ces. By early 1996, a Karnajor Society had formed in
even' chiefdom of Be Dlstnct Initiates 111 130 District were fU'st sent to locations 111 Bo Town and
llama Bongor CI1Jefdom where they were 11Uuated and given basic military training. In the first half
of 1996, l!1JDates from Kenema were sent either to Kenema Town or a location in Bo District for
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training In the southern Kenema duefdoms, Kamajors were Initially gathered into two battle
groups, one of whJCh was known as the Upper \VanJelDefence Committee. Alongside Nigerian,
C;wnean and SLA forces and other KamaJor groups from chiefdoms 111 Bo and Pujehun Districts,
the Upper \Van)ei Defence Comrruttee successfully destroyed the RUF stronghold of Camp Zogoda.
In the north of Kenema District, Kamajor UlUts successfully confronted and eliminated RUF carr-Ips,
including "Camp .Joe Bush", undennining completely the hold over Kenema District that was
en)oved
the Rl' F throughout 1995. In late 199G, KamaJors attacked another main RUF base
known as "Camp Booloko", iust north of Bo District. Also in late 199(1. Kamajor units in Moyamba
DIstrict attacked the RUF at Camp Fol Fol, rernoving one of the RUF's main staging points for
attackIng Port Loko and Tonkolili Districts. On other occasions, Kamajors from different
dllefdoms regrouped 111 order to engage the RUF more efficiently. Kamajors from Bonthe District
were ,llso active 111 IVloyamba District, assisting those chiefdom authorities that did not have a
Kam'1jor SOClen'.
In Tonkolili Distnct, other components of the CDF were formed Civil militia movements known as
the Cbetlus and the l'~apras were formed in the south and north of the Distnct respectively. The
Gbetll1s were active in the area surrounding the Kaitkant Hills, a former RUF stronghold. In June
1996, Gbetlus \.vorked alongside SLA forces stationed in 1\.1ile 91, before being driven out of town
by SLA forces after a skirmish concerning the division of contributions offered by civilians under
then control. The Cbethi leadership demanded that the civilian population provide support for their
positiuns, pLlll1s1ung with phvsical \'luJcncc those "RUF collaborators" who did not cooperate
willingly. The Gbethls set up checkpoints and patrolled villages at night, looking for "strapgers" and
ftning Clvilians \:vho failed to give notice of thelr arrival. Sirnilar practices were carried out by
members of the CDF throughout the territory they occupied.
On 30 N cwember 1996, the Government of Sierra Leone negotiated a peace agreement with the
RUF leaderslup in Cote d'lvoire One of the key provisions of the Abidjan Peace Accord, as it
became known, was the removal 0 f all forogn forces and Executive Outcomes from the country;
Executive Outcomes would leave the country by early 1997.
At the begl11mng of 1997, SL'\ and CDF forces continued to confront the RUF. "Camp Libya" in
Pu)ehun DIstrict, one of the RUF's longest held positions, fell to a combined SLj\ and CDF attack
in the fll~st months of 1997. Until 1\1ay, Kamajors also engaged the RUF, sacking the RUF's main
defence headguartcrs In the Kaogari HiJls. RUF activity in Bombali District continued from Camp
Ro~Source wltb a number of food~finding raids 111to Port Loko In mid May, RUF forces captured
the northern town of Kamakw1C, meeting no resIstance and capturing an amrnunition dump from
tbe SLA forces stationed there.
The tensIons beDNeen the CDF and SL'\ that were ignited in 1996 burned on into 1997, with
numerous armed confrontations between the two forces throughout the country. For example, in
Tonkolili DistncL SLA forces ambushed a Kamajor night patrol and attacked Gbethis defending
Y orubana KamaJors 111 Pujehuo DIstrict forcibly disl1lantled SLi'\ checkpoints. These tensions led
the SLA to abandon some cluefdoms. Already in the middJe of 1996, civilians frorn Moyamba
District had asked tbe governlTlental authorities in Freetown to withdraw the SLA forces from the
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Distnct. SL\ forces 1'noved out shortly after and left the security of the District to the Kamajors
who. Lw the end of the veaL had control of tbe south of tbe District, while RUF forces were still
actJve 111 the nortb of the D1stnct. The CDF, however, was partially weakened in Kono Dlstrict \vitb
the disbanding of the Donsos 111 February 1 ()C)7 as a sign of 2:ood faith in the \vake of tbe Abidpn
Peace Accord.
'--_
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Cl\'ihan popu]atlons fared bacll" throughout areas controlled by both CDF and SL.i\ forces.
Throughout I\lovamba and Bonthe D1strlct", Clvilians suspected of being "RUF collaborators" or
who were considered to be 111suffiClently supportive or respectful of the CDF, were subjected to
gruesome pumshmems In the areas they controlled, Kamajors put 1n place rudimentary
ac1mJnisrratlve structures, preventing regular local authonties from exercising any power and took
actions affecnng vanous aspects of Clyilian life. These practices continued throughout the following
veal's. '1'he SL\ also continued then illicit mining and looting activities, often using Clvilians to carry
the loads
On 2S
1C)cn, Junior clements of the SLh overthrew the elected government of President
Kabbah. 'rb1s coup d'etat resulted 111 the formation of tbe .i'\rmed Furces Revolutionary Council
V\FRq, kcl bv an SLf\ officer awaJtJng trial in Pademba Road Prison in Freetown, charged with
treason for a planned coup attempt. Immediately following the advent of the AFRC, its leadership
called for the lUiF to Join them and share power, an offer the RUF leadership promptly accepted.
Immediately followlng the coup, l\FRC forces looted extensively throughout Freetown and the
Penmsula area. A large RUp force moved into the \Vestern £\rea, initially concentrating around
\Vater!oo and Hast111gs, stealing from and harassing civilians.
Followmg the coup, former-SL\ deployments gave the AFRC a strong foothold throughout the
country, particularly in the major towns of Freetown, Bo, Kenema, Koidu, Pujehun and Bonthe.
The AFRC did not lllherit territory the SU\ did not control, such as CDF strongholds.
Nevertheless, AFRC posltions were reJnforccd and strengthened when RUF forces allied \vith them,
moving from the bush towards tmvns 'where the AFRC ,vas deployed The RUF also established
new pOS1tiOns throughout the north. RUF forces moved lnto Port Loko District, living amongst the
Clvilian population. In BombaJi Distrlct, they occupied a number of strategic locations. They also
established a large base in Kambia District. l\t tills time, the RUF / AFRC staged a sharp and brutal
attack against the ci\wan populCltion, including massive killings, abductions, rapes and other acts of
severe Vlolence; staged simultaneously across the whole country, every District would be affected to
different degrees
The RUFr\FRC 1mmediately found Itself 111 a tense standoff with Nigerian forces stationed 111
Freetown. Nlgenan forces were reinforced by sea and all in the days fo11owing the coup. At the
beginrung ofJune, Nlgerian forces attempted to unseat the RUF / AFRC but the operation was called
off the day it had begun, when RUF/ f\FRC forces overpowered and briefly held hostage around
300 NIgenan soldiers. NIgerian forces took control of Freetown International Airport in the
follCJ\\'1ng days, although clvilians were killed dunng exchanges of mortar fire between NigeriCln and
RUF /AFRC forces throughout the year.
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1997, the Rl~F/AFRC appeareo to have two closely related pnomies. The [lrst was to
destroy the base of support for the CDP movem.ent. The second was to consolidate their hold over
the country and find ways of supportlng their regime. ;-\ccordinglv, the R UF I i\FRC began
suppreSSl11g poli tical dissent, civil sOClety and student activlsm in Freetown. R UF I i\FRC forces in
Freetown arrested Inanv journahsts, activists and den10nstrators. Some were tortured and killed,
others detaIned 111 Erelght contall1ers and other places.
In June, the CDF rtc)ected a 'calJ
the leadershlp of Rl~FI.AFRC to demobilise and surrender their
arms and reglster at Pollee Statlons. Instead, the CDF retreated to strongholds where there was no
prevlOus SL\ - now lZCF Il\.FRC ~ deployment and commenced attacking combined :\FRC and
Rl~F positions. CDF forces in Bonthe District did not, however, go underground, as RUF IAFRC
forces were concentrated 111 Bonthe 'I'mvn 011 Sherbro Island and not 011 the mainland
On the boundary between Kenema and Kallahun Dlstricts, RUF I AfRC forces established a base
knml'll as "SS Camp" and used tius to ;Ittac;.; surrounding \TilJages and towns in the hunt for "CDF
collabor;ltors". Throughout the areas 111 w1uch they were deployed, RUF IAPRC forces JttJcked
Clvilian settlements and hunted
the bush for ci,'iliJl1s, stealing any property they found. In
screenJl1g
\.vere put in phce, especiJlly Jt checkpoints, where RUF I AFRC forces
were searclllng cwilians thoroughly for any evidence that they were supporters of the CDF. Such
brutal tactlcs swelled the numbers of clviliJns \.villing to give Jctive support and be initiJted into the
l~ama!or Socletv
]n some places, more sophlsticated methods of extracting support from civilians were put into pbce
by the RUF I/\.FRC. including 10ca] tax administrations and systems aUmving the regime to
COml11UlUcate demands to clyilians less v1Olently. Nevertheless, the nurllber of "food-finding
misslOns" b;\11oonec1, including such plainly-titled looting sprees as "Oper'ltiol1 From your I-land to
I\ly I-land, from Your Pocket to my Pocket" In Tonkohh District, Rl'FI/\.FF.C forces concentrated
then 'lcuo115 in the chJefdoms mound Mllc 91 and ln the are'l around t\1'lgburaka, where they were
strongly engaged by the CDF from the south and west of the Distnct
1n Monmba Distnct, a CDr stronghold, the ReF I AFRC commenced an aggresslve campalgn,
Culmll1'lDng 111 the arrack 011 and week-long occupation of 1\10\'3mba Town in July 1997.
RUF/\FRC forces perpetrated large scale violence against ciyilians in retahat10n for the earlier
re)i:CDon
ci,'ilians of SLL\ protecnon Until CDF forces repelled the RUF I f\FRC from Moyamba
Junctlon, the I\uie 91-130 lughway feU under RllPIAFRC control, eVldenced by intense 'lttacks on
towns and theIr clvilian inhabitants along the route. The ma1111and of Bonthe District reJT1J1l1ed
under CDr control, but
were forced to move from Bonthe Town after the RUF IJ\FRC
deployment 111 the town Throughout 1997, RUF/AFRC forces occupied the cUamond-rich areas of
Kono District. continwng the established practice of forcing clyilians to work 111 the nlines.
In "-\ugust 1997, ECOW'A,S imposed a trace and arms embargo 011 Slerra Leone and extended the
mandate of thelr Cease fire ~lo1Utonng Croup (ECOMOC) to cover sanctions enforcement 111 Sierra
Leone ECOl\IOC artilJery and Alfa Jets began sbelling yessels approach111g Freetown's ]~ssy
TeEH1:uj, s
ECO.l\10G shells resulted 111 the deaths of clvilrans 111 Freetown's densely populated
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east end. F~xentually, ECOl\10G and the RCF/f\FRC negotiated a ceasefire 111 late October. This,
bow<,:\'eL did not hold firm and there were many breaches of the letter and spint of the cease fIre
agreenlcn t.

111 September 1997,
regrouped in villages and strongholds, CDF forces successfully
bunched :Ht8Cks on RCFU\FEC posltions These actions \vould yield greater results in early 1998
wlth the 111land advance of ECOMOG fo~ces. In late December 1997, CDF forces intensified
pressure on pronncd ReF / AFRC poslDOns bv preventing Cfvilian and rnilitary traffic from moving
towards Freetown and nce versa The consequences of "Operation Black December" - namely the
depnvation Df food and other supplies - were sharply felt 111 the to'",ns of Bo, Kenema and PUJehun.
From then until March 1998, the CDF would engage in a systemauc attack against the civilian
populatlOn, 1neluding massive killing of "RLi1:; collaborators", the widespread usc of snull cages in
whjel1
1mpnsoned people and s11rubr ac:s of brutality.
following renewed RUF /f\FRC aWlcks on ECOMOG pos1t1ons,
BerweCl1 CJ and 12 Februarv 1
ECOJ\10G forces invaded Freetown and gained control of tbe \:('estern 1'\rea, forClng RUF //\FRC
forces to retrear inland. From the \Vestern Area, RUF ('\FRC forces retreated along the ma111
lughw:lY tu l\Ias1aka, \vhere they split 111to three groups. The flrst headed directly to\vards Magburaka
through Mile 91. The second group moved to Makeni (Bombali District) through Lunsar. These two
groups \HJuld meet after 14 February :lnd n-:o\'e to Kono District, OCCUPY111g main towns along the
route. The tlmd gruup regrouped ;\t a pre-existing RUF/j,\FRC base in Port Loko District and
lTJond north\vards mto Kambia Dlstnct Rl'F/f\FRC forces counter-attacked ECOMOG and CDF
pOSItions on the roads to Purt Loko Town. !\ll these groups left 1n their wake a trail of destruction,
lncluwng the loss of Clvilian life and propertv.
The R1JII\FRC forces reaclling lvlakenl and h1agburaka moved into Kono District along t\vo
routes. One group moved along the main llighway though southern Tonkolili District, enduring
:lmbushes from CDF forces positjoned along the route The second group moved into Koinadugu
D1strict both bv the ma1l1 hlghway through F<oredugu and along a secondary road though Bumbuna,
before lllO\·l11g south mtoKono Distnct.
21 F
19c)S, RUF h\FRC forces had reasserted conrrol over KOldu Town and its
lmmeWate ennrons 0-\ brge RUF r\FRC base known as "Superman Carnp" was established in the
C:lSt of Kono D1strict and servcd :lS a training base through 1998 and 1999. Shortly after,
RUF /AFRC forccs scattered throughout the District and p:lrts of the southern clliefdolTls of
KOlnad'Jgu Dlstrict.
of I\Iarch, ECOJ\IOG forces deployed from Port Loko and moved into towns
,,\t the
throughout the Northern Pronnce, follO\v1l1g the retreating RUF/ I\FRC forces and reaclung
Lumar, M:lgburaka, IVIasingbi and Ivlakeni. Bv lTlld March, they had entered Kabala, Foredugu and
/'Jikaha (Koll1adugu Distnct). In addrtion, by ruid March, ECOMOc; had also occupied the towns
of Kamal,:\vle (130mb:lu D1stnct), Falaba and Mongo Bendugu (Koin;ldugu District), wluch are the
key access routes to the Guinean border for the entire Northern Province. ECOMOG forces also
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trO;11 G1.11:1ea to K3mbla Town. Throughout then deployment, EC01\10G forces were
assIsted by CDF mernbers In patrolling these areas.
From the southern entry P0111t, ECOlvl0G lTlclYed directly north a:1d 111 early February entered
!(C'1t'nlCl
w111ch had been deserted by RliF /z\FRC forces 3 few days earlier. Since December
199-, CDF forcco: had undernuned RlT/l\.FRC control over Kenema District Shortly after
KU1eLla Town, ECOI\10G and CDF forces overran SS Camp. By March 1998, the
RllF r\FRC had retreated from Kenema DIstrict entirely, although in April they made a fe\v minor
lI1CurslO11S
Kailahull Distnct
As ECOI\IOG forces c0111111g from l(enem:1 Town retook Bo Town fron1 the RUF /AFRC in early
,1\1arch, CDF forces dislodged the
AFRC from Pu)ehun Distnct RUF/,\FRC forces withdrC\v
fronl Sherbro Island 111 the days follOWIng the ECOlvl0G 111tervention, leaving the Distnct entirely
u;xlcr the' control of the CDF (Kam.:1Jors). From Bo Town, ECOMOG deployed in l\1iJe 91, \vhere
engaged In patrolling the area, aSSIsted by the CDF. By :1\1arch 1998, the entire Southern
Pronnee was free of the presence of RUF /f\FRC forces and would remain so throughout the year,
although RUF / AFRC forces retreating from Freetown who went through the Northern Province
towards Makem and ultimately Koidu Town made a few rapid Incursions into the north of
l\loyamba Distnet. Neverth<;:less, the level of VIolence mflicted upon Clvilians and those alleged to
have collabor8ted with the RUI::' /"c\FRC heIghtened in 1998 since CDF forces, pruTlarily KamaJors,
were unchallenged throughmJt dus Prov111ce and in most of Kenem.a Distrlct. The CDF
e:;erClsed
control O\'C1' Clvilian life, replaClng both State and traditional
structures \\lth then own invaslve and large1v arbltury system of administration.
By
ECO\'10G U111tS attacked and occupIed Koidu Town and other major tmvns on the main
hlghw8\', forClng the
J'\FRC brther lDtO Kono District. ECOMOG forces based in Kenema
Town,
wlth SLf\ and cor forces, reinforced the Moa Barracks at Daru and other positions
in tl1e south of KaiJahun Distnct BC"t\.vccl1 March and May, RUF/AFRC forces attacked tbese
posltJons ;'s ECOlvl0G Jets attacked the RUF/J\FRC headc]uarters lD Buedu, in the far east of
K8iJahuI1 Dlstncl.
F
their ejection from Freetmvn and the commencement of ECOMOG provincial
operaDons, RUF /J-\FRC forces launched "Operation Pay Yourself'. In all the areas passed througb
or occupled while retreanng from the \Vestern 1\rea, RUF /AFRC forces stole civilian property
Between lT1Jd
and mid l\hrch, towns and VIllages througbout the entire Northern Province
and, to a lirmted extent, the north of IvloplTlba Distnct were 8ttacked. RUF /j\FRC forces took
am'thmg that couJd be of use, from livestock and otber food items, domestic itenis such 8S
matt:resses and cooking pots 8nd motor vehJcles, trucks 8nd motorcycles. Although looting had been
standard practjce throughout the preVIOUS RUF campaigns and" food-finding missions" had Geen
common?]ace Slnce 1')92, tbe scalc and l11tensny of "Operation Pay Yourself' was unprecedented in
SlClTl LeO'le.

A
,cled level of \'iolencc
clvih:l11s accompanJed "Operaoon Pal' )Tourself' Shortly after
the remstatement of the exiled Sierra Leonean President on 10 March 1998, RUF /J\FRC forces
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Llunchcd "Operation l'00 L1YlDg Thmg" Dunng a period runnlng from February to June, m
locations ZlCross Slerra Leone, but pnmarily in Kono Dlstrict, hundreds of civilians were killed, or
had limbs alnputated and hundreds of 'v\'omen were raped. This operation marked a specific penod
of militall' actiYlty during ,yhich the scale and intensity of violence against civilians in Sierra Leone
was elevated to new and unprecedented levels. Thousands of civilians in 1(ono District were
abducted and brought mto the mlning areas in the western part of the District to work, rnany of
them dnng as a result of the squalid living conditions.
From ~\pril to early December 1998, RUF /"'\FRC forces in Kambla, KCJJnadugu and Bombali
Dlstncts expanded the territory over wl11ch the\' had control and consolidated their positions lD
some areas lD Tonkolili District Il. strik1J1g feature of tlus period in 1995 was how ineffective CDF
forces and other Clvil militia groups In Bombali and K01nadugu Districts were compared to their
111gh concentration and success in the Southern and Eastern Provinces and, to a lesser extent, in the
south and west of I\loyamba Dlstnct 1n those areas where ECOlvl0C cooperated "rith what groups
did eXlst and CDF forces deplovec1 zJlongside them, tllCir forces often had success 1n holding rural
outposts, gZl1mng good in telligenct ::md extending theH influence throughout smaller settlements in
tbt surrounding bush There are ep1sodes, however, indicating that ECCJMOG was reluctant to
1e8\'e m8111 fortified positions, or support others in so dOlDg, thereby handing RUF /AFRC forces
Immc\s\.lfable advantages.
In K0J118c1Ugu Dlstnct, RUF/AFRC forces graduaJJy expanded their 8ctivit:y around the two rnain
roads arc1J1g III towards K8bala from the scnth of the District, \.-vhile at the same tirne mov111g fluidly
through bush areas bypasslllg ECCHvlOG positions and continuing theH operations without needing
recourse to main ro8ds and tracks. A strong ECOMOG and SL.r\ presence in Kabala guaranteed
th8t the RUF ('\FRC never captured Kabala for more than five days 1n late Julv 1998, despite many
attacks dunng the course of 1998. Nevertheless, RUF /AFRC placed aJJ other lTlaJor towns in the
Distnet under constant pressme, offenng RUF /AFRC forces easy access to the area surrounding
Kabala Town and int1uence over the arterial roads leading to it. ECOMOC forces were prevented
from moving south, pre-enl.pting any 8ttempt to remforce or counter-attack from K8bala.
1n 130mbali Dlstnct, the RUF/.AFRC adopted a smUlar strategy. The\' expanded their terntorial hold
and continued the occupation of towns to cast of l\18keni Town, thereby controlling the major eastwest aX1S roads through the Dlstnct Throughout November, RUF / AFRC advanced closer to
l\lakerl1 Town. AdditionaJJy, they secured control over 8 ma111 latltudinal road, ,vhich gave the
RUl:: i\FRC free access to the eastern boundan' of Port Loko District
1n Poc Loko Distnct, RUF/i'\FIZC forces intensified actiVIty to the north of Port Loko Town
between Ivla',' 8ncl November 1
wlth the formation of large looting squads and the gradual
el1cw2chment 011 Port Loko Town. ECOI\IOC forces based in the town were reinforced by CDF
from numerous 10caDons. CDF forces proved effective in Port Loko D1strict, creating with
ECOI\10G a dcfenslve arc around the north of Port Loko Town that prevented RUF / AFRC forces
mfiltratltlg southwards from Kamb1a District. Dunng tll.JS penod, RUF/ .r\FRC forces attacked many
viJlages lJ1 the somh of the Dlstrict. ;\,; for Tonkolih District, CDF continued engagmg the
RFf (\FP,C fo~ces concentrated m the llCJrth-west of the DistrIct. i\ m8SS1ve IDP camp hosting
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Kana Distnct was opened 1n Masingbi in the ,vest of the

In lTllC1 April, the Umted Nations Secuntv CounciJ authorised the deployment of a 1O-strong team of
nulltz,n" and security obsenTrs to Sieuz, Leone, who arnved 1n May 19 C)8 The UN Observer lviission
111 Sieu';] Leone (UNO:vlSIL). conlprismg around 70 military observers and accompanyrng logistic
support, was estzlblished on 13 .JulY 1998.
I n October 1
a splinter group of the RUF / APRC comprlsed primarily of ex-SL~ members
commenced Oper8t10nS rn the Okra Hills area in the south of Port Loko Distnct. The "\'Xiest Side
Boys". 8S the\' l8ter became known, staged "lut and run" attacks on a large number of villages in the
area that would continue until Apnl 1999, with a lull rn January and February when the \\!est Side
Bo\'s were 1n Freetown. Dunng trus penod. the \X'est Side Boys systematically killed civilians, stole
property :md burnt [Jouses. In addit10n,
ambushed civilian and military traffic on the maw
hJghway to J\Ias1ak::t, often maklng the ['oad Impass3ble

RUF!\FRC forces attacked ECO]VIOG forces in IVlas1aka (Port Loko District), and K31nalo, in the
north of 130mbali DisUlct m November 19')8. These preparations wuuld put the logs beneath the
stones of::t large-sc::t\e RUF/"'\FRC actJon 111 December Kono Town was overrun by RUF/.r'\FRC
forces 011 2(1 December 19 C)8, begmning a chain of attacks across the Northern Province that
culmllJatcclm the 11W8S10n of Freetown on CJ J811Uary 1999. These \vo1.1ld be accompanied by massive
\'101ellce systematicallv inflicted on the cl\'ilian population in all areas in which the RUF /"~FRC had
a presence \Vhilc retreating south from Koiclu, ECOMOG left with thousands of civili811s,
hundreds of whom were 8bducted
the RUF /j\FRC during ambushes on convoys.
On 21 December, IZUF /AFRC forces fro:11 Port Loko District attacked Songo and Ivlile 38 and
moved llltO \\'8terloo ~ the
to Freetown - by 22 December. This foothold W8S reinforced
over the fol1owlllg
as Rl~Fl:\FRC forces began moving from 1<ono Distnct on 21 December
R UF /\FRC forces adnnced from l<:oidu tm\'8;·ds :vlagburaka and IVlakem, taking control of both
town~
24 December The ::tttack from Iv:agburaka was coordinated with attacks on Ivlakeni from
RUF//\FRC posltJons lmmcwJ,teh· nordl-east of the town. ECOMOG was forced to retre3t north
to KJ,m8kwle, w111ch I)\' 28 December would also be In RUF / !\FRC h:111ds.
RLF/ \Fl\C forces continued the west\v8rds movement from J\lakem directly to Port Loko Town,
where tbe\' were supplemented by RU !\FRC forces already in Port Loko Distnct and prepared
for tbe 8ss8ult From 28 December 1998 until 3 J8nuJ,1)' 1999, they launched 8 sust8ined 8ttack from
three duectiol15 or: ECOlv]OG forces stationed in Port Loko Town Meanwhile, on 30 December
1998. E tT' /,\ fRC forces m K:libhUll District moved from their hezlc1clu:lrters in Bueclu and
successfully forced SLi\ 8nd ECOlv]OG units out of the town of Segbwenu. This move was
undertaken to pre-empt J,nv possible counter-att8ck on Freetmvn from SLIl. 8nd ECOJ\10G forces
b8sed ::tt the l\l]oa B8rr8cks 111 D:1r1.1 In rnid January. RUF /i\l:7RC forces att::tckcd IvWe 91, blocking
the highway lead111g to Freetown 3nd pre-empting any ECOJ\10G counter-attack.
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nU111bcr of prelir:n~nary att3cl<:.. s on to\\'l1S \vest of \X::'aterloo in the \X'cstern }\rea

j

RU F (\FRC forces ad\':lnceO on Freetown. On () January, RUF / j\FRC entered the eastern end of
Freetown and :ldnnccd 111to the centre. On the rust d:ly, RL'F /AFRC forces released 700 inmates
horn P8demb;t Road P1'1son. Dunng thelr advance 111 tbe c8pital, bundreds of civilians \vere killed,
mutibted or raped In the elstern end of Freetown At mgbt, 111 the Freeto'Nn suburbs held by the
RliF(\FRC, w·ilians were forced to gather 111 the streets and sing songs about peace in support of
the Rt'F .\PRC Others were burned a1we 111 their bomes. Behind ECOMOG lines, Clvilians were
g8thered 111 the l"'ational Stadlum and screened; a nurnber were lined up aga111st the walls and shot
dead hI ECOMOG forces The west\vard movement of RUF / f\FRC forces into FreetO\vn was
halted bv ECOIvl0G at the Cungo Cross Road Bridge on FreetO\vn's Main Motor Road, held by
EC01\JOC;, SL-\ and CDF forces
9 January, unable to advance further into the FreetO\vn urban
;uea and under const;mt attack from ECOlvJOG j\lpbaJets, tbe RUF/AFRC were forced to retreat
grachullv trorn Freetown back towards \'Iiaterloo.
In the followl!1g
ECOMOG forces pushed the RUF /AFRC out of the Greater Freetown Area.
Dunng the retreat, RU j\FRC destroyed much of the State infrastructure in the centre of town,
killed and mutilated civilians and burnt down many houses. RUF / :\FRC forces held [lim in
\Vater]oo until late Februarv and remalned in control of Masiaka and Mile 91. The towns of Lunsar
and Magbur8ka,
re111a111ed under [1:'m RUF /AFRC control for mucb longer.
the RUF/f\FRC clearly concentrated their actions on 111llUng
Follm\'lng the assault on
8ctivitles, strengthenJl1g thell' posioons ln the Northern Province and planning actions to take place
un CUl11ean
.\ t thls time, the R
AFRC cornmenced a large defensive operation, at the
heart of \d11Ch W:lS therr conumung occupation of Makeni and Kono Distnct The RUF ji\FRC
defenSIve hcaeJcjuarters was also moved to Makeni at that time. Bet\.veen February and July 1999,
RU F /AFRC forces consolidated thelr positlOns as of December 1998 and expanded thelr control
uver l<amhJa Distnct. The lZUF /i\FRC's strengtb throughout the Northern Province guaranteed a
hand dunng the peace negCltiatJons that started 111 the aftermath of tbe Freetown invas1On.
Across the Northern Pronnce and I(ono District, RUF /1\FRC forces devised methods of
raoonalisl11g the usc of ci'\cilians by making them participate in their O\vn administration. Thxoughout
Koimdugu, Bombah and Kambl:l Distncrs, RUF /AFRC cOITlmanders selected individuals to form
commHtees of "G-5" civil-military ll1terlTleciiaries, communicating RUF ll\FRC demands for food
and hlllTlan resources to local COlTln1uluties. The G-5 comminees adnulustered the collection of
house and trade taxes, food and otber finz,nClal contributions from the civilian population to the
RUF/.-\FRC In western Torlkolili D1Strict, Clvilians were required to register with the RUF / AFRC
n1ilitan police. UnregIstered clvili8ns were deemed "CDF collaborators" and were flogged, fined or
killed. However, C-5 corrl11uttees provec to be inadelluate in providing enough subsistence
resources for the cumbl11ed RUF/i\FRC forces, and "food-finding missions" again proliferated
through the Northern ProvInce. In a cYl1lCll irony, the san1e cornmanders that supported the G-5
svstem
ordenng therr subordin:Hes to cease looting and theft also ordered the corn1111ss1On of
food-6nd1l1g ITlJSS1011S, agam lnCreaslng the jevels of violence inflicted on civilians. Facing shortages,
RlT /.\FRC forces r;llded trade faIrs in GUl11ean towns just over the border from Kambla District,
promptlI1g the CWllcan armed forces to bombard suspected RUF/AFH.. C positions in the Distnct.
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In late January 1999, SLi\ fc'Jrces deployed in Bumbuna, ,a town in the north of Tonkolili District,
This brought a limited amount of relief to the civilian population who quickly converged on the
town, The area surrounding Bumbuna remained under RUF / AFRC control, although Kamajors
from the south of the District continually attacked this concentration of RUF / AFRC forces, This
fighting led to the substantial destruction of much of the central chiefdoms of Tonkolili District
CDF forces strengthened their deployment in Port Loko District, where they established a
recruitment and training centre, and the south of Tonkolili District, CDF forces directed excesses of
violence at crvilians as a means of encouraging the creation of more Gbethi Societies in the District,
as people frequently Joined in order to avoid harassment by the CDE Nevertheless, RUF / AFRC
forces attacked Port Loko Town 111 May 1999, In April 1999, CDF, SLA and ECOMOG forces
retook control of Mile 91, wll1ch rapidly saw the influx of thousands of civilians from the areas
around IVIakeni and Magburaka
In the north of KenelTla Distnct, the RUF / AFRC retook control of Tongo Field, the most
lmportant diamond mining area 111 the District CDF forces continually attacked RUF positions in
Tongo Field, but did not disrupt mining operations, South-east of Tongo Field, RUF / AFRC forces
maintained a hold over Segbwema (Kailahun District), denying the CDF, ECOMOG and the SLA
the opportunity of mov1ng north into Kono District from Moa Barracks, The RUF / AFRC diamond
mining office was established in Koakuima, to the immediate south of Koidu. All diamonds mined
by RUF / AFRC operations ,vere trafficked through Koakuima onto their final destinations,
Throughout 1999, hundreds of civilians from Kono District who had not fled into neighbouring
Guinea were abducted to work in the mining areas of the District. RUF / i\FRC forces continued to
inflict physical violence on civilians, although on a lower scale than in 1998, Throughout
RUF / i\FRC-occupied areas of Sierra Leone, civilians were forcibly transported into Kono District
to work in the mines,
In Koinadugu Dlstnct, RUF / AFRC 111tenslfied gold mining operations in Diang Chiefdom, at the
same tllne putting pressure on the SLi\ Brigade stationed at the strategic hydroelectric plant in
nearby Bumbuna (Tonkolili District), RUF/AFRC forces had unimpeded acce3S along all main
roads 111 Koinadugu District, surrounding Kabala Town completely, RUF / AFRC brigade
headquarters were established in Kayima, in Kono District and in Gberifeh (Koinadugu District)
splittrng between them responsibility for administenng the expansive Neini Chiefdom,
The R UF / AFRC divided Bonlbali Distnct into two, establishing headquarters in Makeni for the
south and Kamakwie for the north, The intermediate territory remained under complete
RUF / AFRC control. The RUF /AFRC began conscripting large numbers of able-bodied men in
Bombali and Tonkolili Districts, in part due to CDF attacks on Magburaka Town, The RUF / AFRC
increased their control over the northern chJefdoms of Bombali District, crossing the Little Scarcies
River and establishing stronger supply lines by land through to Kambla Town, which was occupied
completely 11l February 1999, The RUf /i\FRC's increasing hold over Kambia Distnct was sealed
with the establishment of additional RUF / l\FRC bases and a brigade headquarter in the District,
The RUF /o\FRC also occupied many of the wharf towns on the Great 'Scarcies River, thereby
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controLling a valuable economic and strategic asset. ECOMOG forces created checkpoints on main
roads leading to Karnbta Town, but this did Little to. prevent the RUF /AFRC moving freely
throughout the Distnct.
Throughout 1999, the \\/ est Side Boys ralded villages located on each side of the Rokel Creek in
Koya and Maforkl Clllefdoms (Port Loko District). Initially operating from a base in the densely
forested Okra Hills lnslde Koya Cll1efdom, the \Vest Side Boys opened a ne\\/ base on the other
bank of the Rake! Creek in IvIaforki Cll1efdom.
Except for brief "food-finding rnissions" carried out by RUF / AFRC units into parts of northern
I'doyamb8 Distnct, the CDF hold over Iv[oyamba, Bonthe, Pujehun, Bo and most of Kenerna
Distncts, bar the mining area in the north, remained unchallenged.
Pre]jnllnary diScusslons between represent8QVeS of the RUF /AFRC and the Government of Sierra
Leone Ylelded a cease fire, wlllch entered lnro force on 24 May. Full talks commenced on 25 I\1ay,
le3ding to the slgning of tbe Pe3ce Agreement between the Government of Sierra Leone and the
Revoluuonary United Front of Sierra Leone on 7 July 1999 (Lome Peace Agreement). Shortly after
the Lome Peace Agreement \vas signed, the main RUF / AFRC training centre at Canl.p Superman
(Kono Dlstnct) was supplanted by a new one 1n Gbendembu Town, north of Makeni. This was
pr1l113rilr to tram conscnpts for misslons into Guinea.
,\ ftn a few months, however, hostiJities resumed 111 BombaLi District, with the RUF / f\FRC
attackll1g cl\,ilians Internal divlsions within the RUF / AFRC created fol1mving the retreat from
Freetown heightened, resulting in violent confrontations between the senior commanders of the
comb111ed movement as the disarmament process grew nearer. To a certain extent, the RUF and the
remnants of the i\FRC started controlling different parts of the country. In Kailahun District,
disagreenlents over disarmal:nent between the RUF leader and the most senior RUF officer resulted
111 the flight of the latter to Liberia
On 22 October. the United N3tions Secur:ty Council authorised the deployment of a 6,000-strong
peacekeep111g mission to Sierra Leone, to assist \v1th the implementation of the Lome Peace
Agreement. The United Nations Ivlission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) c011.l1l.1enced deployment in
bte November 1999 and by 10 January, 4,500 UNAMSIL troops \vere present in Sierra Leone. The
L'Nf\lVISIL force was 1mnally deployed alongside ECOMOG forces and was gradually re111forced as
the UnIted ~atlons Security Council expanded the size of the ll.llSsion
Despite the official launching of tbe Disarmament, DemobiLisation and Reintegration (DDR)
program by the Sierra Leonean President 111 Freetown on 4 November 1999 and a nationwide
sensitisation tour conducted by the leaders of the RUF, the AFRC and the CDF, hostilities rapidly
resumed. The CDF in K0110 Distnct engaged the RUF / A.FRC forces in the north and east of the
country but failed to llTlpact upon the strongly embedded RUF / l\.FRC forces, who reta111ed theH
POSltlOns in the north of TOl1koLiLi District and 111 the areas bordering BOlTlbaLi and Port Loko
Dlstnets
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In earl\' T\Iay 2000 and folJowing the \\~thdrawal of the last Nigerian ECOMOG contingent, RUF
forces launched a number of attacks against UN.r\MSIL peacekeepers in Kambia, Port Loko,
Tonkolili, Bombali and Kailahun Districts, leading to the taking of around 500 UN peacekeepers as
hostages FoUowl1~g the capture of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers, RUF forces first advanced southwest along the ma111 high\vay towards Masiaka and Songo, unsuccessfully attempting to occupy the
towns. ;\s these events unfolded, the bodyguards of the RUF leader fired on a crowd of thousands
of m-ilians gathered around IllS horne 111 Freetown, killing around 20 people. The RUF leader was
later captured ln Freetown and detalned by the Government of Sierra Leone. RUF 1f\FRC forces
then attacked Port Loko Town, but were repeUed by UNAMSIL and SLA forces. UK armed forces
arnved 111 Freetown to provIde security for the Freetown area and, in the following months, to retram the SLA By the middle of July, the KUF 1AFRC had released all the UNAMSIL peacekeepers
it had prevlOusly captured The SL'\ also staged a number of counter-attacks, attempting to retake
Lunsar and using a helicopter gunship to bombard RUF 1.1'\FRC positions in and around the major
towns of Makeni, Magburaka and Rokupr and other locations in the Northern Province, resulting in
civilian casualties.
On 30 ;\ugust, 11 UK Royal Mannes were taken hostage by the \I:/est Side Boys 111 the Okra Hills
area FolJowlng a breakdown ln negotiations, UK paratroops rescued the hostages in Septernber
:2000, praeticalJY destroY111g this volatue splinter group in the process.
Starting 1n1uly, the hostilities had become sporadic and in August 2000, KUF 1AFRC forces
surrendered to UN peacekeepers In Kalxda. The disanTlament process continued, although the
RUF/i\FRC were still engaged 111 mi11lng activities, mainly in the centre ofKOldu TO'vvn.
In l\ray 2000, RUF forces 111 Kono District started engaging Guinean forces in the Guinean area
known as "The Parrot's Beak", using the hundreds of civilians they had abducted and trained during
the prn-lous months. In early SeptelTlber 2000, RUF l,'\FRC forces attacked the Gwnean towns of
Pamelap and TVlawna Oula and earned out sl1Tular actions 111 the Parrot's Beak area from Kailahun
Distnet. Throughout Septelnber and October, Gwnean forces also adopted a "hot pursuit" policy,
l1l which RUF bases inside Sierra Leone along the Guinean-Sierra Leonean border were directly
attacked 111 addition to the pursuit of RUF/AFRC forces frorn inside Guinea. Tlus was manifested
through intensified artillery and helicopter gunship bombardment of towns just south of the border
l1l Sierra Leone, resulting in rnany civilian casualties and in the large-scale displacelTlent o[ the
population, mainly Sierra Leoneans who had found refuge 111 Guinea. Guinean armeq forces also
mm-ed then security checks three lTliles inside the territory of Sierra Leone in Bombali District and
erected some checkpoints 111 Kailahun Dlstrict. RUF IAFRC forces nevertheless continued to attack
Pamcl8p and GUl11ean infantry and anbmne operations against RUF 1AFRC positions in Kambia
Distnct conDnued l11to 2001.
Representatives of the RUF and the Government of Sierra Leone met 111 Abuja, Nigeria, to negotiate
the reactl\'auon of the ceasefne and peace agreement signed in Lome in July 1999. The Abuja
Ceasdire Agreement was signed on 10 November 2000. In December 2000, RUF forces went to
Gwnea to bnng back Sierra Leonean refugees as a proof of their cOlTumtment to the peace process.
By January 2001, thousands of Sierra Leoneans were thus brought back to the east of Kono District,
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where they were relocated by the RUF to different towns across RUF terntory. Harassment,
howeye1'. connnued and many Civilians 'were sent to Koidu to work in the nunes.
In the first three months of 2001, RUF /A.. FRC forces entered into negotiations \'lith UNAMSIL.
Tlus resulted in the opemJJ.g of a number of key stretches of road leading into Kambia and Bombab
Distncts and the eventual deployment of l'N:\MSIL peacekeepers throughout those areas.
In I\larch and f\pril 2001, Domas and Kamajors who had sought refuge 1n Guinea were armed by
Gwnean authonties and launched successful attacks on RUF forces in the east of Kana District,
thereby opemng three flanks in Kono and Kailahun Districts. They were, however, prevented from
entenng KOldu Town when the RUF requested the intervention of l.'l\L'\SIL to remind the CDF of
the terms of the successive cease fire agreements.
The Noyember 2000 ceasefire was renewed in AbuJa on 4 May 2001 and it was agreed that an
accelerated disarmament should be carried out on a District-based level. To tlllS end, disarmament
was to take place successively and simultaneously in two Districts. The DDR program started in
Kambia and Port Loko Distncts, where 1n May 2001, reception centres were opened. In Port Loko
District, the DDR process \vas accompanied by sporadic looting of civilian settlements by
demobilised members of aU factions The stealing of corrugated zinc roofing material from houses
was commonplace. Nevertheless, disarmament continued across the country throughout 2001; the
last two Districts to be disarmed were ]<'ailahun and Kenenl.a. Mining activities would continue in
Kana DIstrict until the last days of the disarmament.
FoJloW1l1g disarrnament and demobillsation of members of aU the different fighting factions, the
Sierra Leonean President declared that the war was over and held a symbolic "Anns Burning
Ceremony" at Lungl (Kaffu BuJlom Cillefdom, Port Loko Distnct) on 18 January 2002
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Chapter Three: Overview of i\nned Forces Involved in the Sierra Leone Conflict
1.

Fighting factions

a.

The Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces (RSLMF)

The Republic of Sierra Leone T\1ilitary Forces (RSLMF) is commonly known and referred to as the
Sierra Leone Army (SLA). \Xlhen RUF /NPFL forces corrunenced military operations in the south
and east of Sierra Leone in March 1991, the SLA was under-staffed, under-equipped and often
poorly uamed. The SLA had three battalions deployed in the Eastern and Southern Provinces.
Until 2002, when the Government of Sierra Leone embarked on significant military reforms, the
sennior heirarchv of the SLA was as follows:

Head of State, Commander in
Chief and Minister of Defence

DeDutv Minister of Defence

t
t
t
t

Chief of Defence Staff (CDS)
Deoutv Chief of Defence Staff
Armv Chief of Staff (ACOS)

DeDutv Armv

Chief of Staff

N avalBrancb

Army Branch forces below Army Chief of Staff were and are divided mto brigades, battalions,
companies, platoons and sections, with " conventional officer and non-commissioned officer
ranklng hierarchy. In addition to barracks in provincial Sierra Leone, the SLA has a number of major
installations 111 the \\;'estern /\rea, 111c1uding the Defence Headquarters at Cockerill and the Armed
Forces Trall1.ing Centre near \\i'aterloo
From the beg11111lng of the war 111 1991, the SLA. did not engage RUF forces unaccompanied. In
addition to ad-hoc clVilian security ll1.itiatives and local rnilitias, including those evolved from
uaditional hunting sOCleties throughout SJerra Leone, the SLA fought alongside foreign forces
primarilv from other \\'est Afncan countries at different times throughout the conflict This forelgn
111volvement was also expressed through the provision of logistics, resources, n1.ilitary trail1.ing and
guidance to the SLA As the war progressed, the SLA collaborated with a Liberian fighting force
engaged m the Libenan conflict called ULIMO and a selection of international private n1.ilitary
compamcs, 111c1uding the Gurkha Security Cuards and Executive Outcomes. In 1992, a contingent
of the SL\ made up part of the ECOTvIOG peacekeeping forces 111 Libena.
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On two occasions during the 11-year conflict, in 1992 an,d in 1997, mernbers of the SLA overthrew
the Government of Sierra Leone, establishing military regimes in its place. The tvw juntas were very
different 111 nature. On 29 April 1992, junior officers of the SLA came to Freetown to complain
about the desperate sltuation on the war front. They successfully staged a coup, ousting the then
Presldent and the i\ll People's Congress (APC) establishment. They created the National Provisional
Ruling Council (NPRC), swearing 111 25 year-old Captain Strasser as I-lead of State. Shortly after the
coup, SLA members looted civilian property in major centres, particularly in Freetown and the
\\iestern Area. In December 1992, SLA members suspected of having planned a coup were
convicted of treason and e~ecuted, resulting in international condemnation of the NPRC. The
NPRC engaged in an extensive recruitment drive, more than doubling the number of infantry
available to the SLA by 1994. Ne\v recn:uts received only summary military training before being
sent to the front lines and were unable to contain the RUF advance across the country, despite initial
successes in 1993.
The swelling of the SLA ranks was accompanied by some breakdowns in discipline, compounding
many of the problerns already caused by the dramatic subversion of the traditional military hierarchy
by Junior officers. SLf\ attacks against civilians, including theft and summary executions of
suspected RUF "collaborators" and the SLA's inability to protect civilians frorn RUF attacks led to a
profound detenoration in civil-military relations. Many called the SLi\ "So-bels", or "SoldierRebels", noting that in some cases there was little to distinguish the two. The NPRC regime came to
an end with the Presidential and Parliamentary eJections in February and March 1996, during which
the leader of the Sierra Leone People's Party (SLPP) was elected President of Sierra Leone.
Just over a year later, on 25 I'vfay 1997, SLJ\ officers staged a nulitary coup, ousting the Sierra
Leonean PreSIdent and establishing a military regime called the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
(A.FRC). The elected Government moved 111to Guinea. Unlike the NPRC, the AFRC chose not to
fight the RUF; rather, the AFRC Chamnan - Johnny Paul Koroma - called upon the RUF
leadership to JOln the A,FRC regime, which they promptly did. The majority of the SLA aligned with
the j\FRC, but some "Ioya] SLi\" retained an allegiance to the eJected Goverm11ent. 1i\S the coup was
driven by non-commissioned officers, most of the senior SLA officers who did not want to take part
in the new regime went into hiding, chased by i\FRC members. This military regime was ousted
from power in February 1998 by an ECOI''I'fOG military intervention.
The situatlon of the SL'\ became a pnont)' for the Sierra Leonean President after his reinstatement
on 1Cl Ivfarch 1998. Durtng a presidential address delivered on 22 May 1998, President Kabbah
revealed he had appointed the former ECOMOG Task Force Cornmander as Chief of Defence
Staff to "usc his WIde experience In helping [Sierra Leone] to develop guidelines for putting together
i 15
lateI, t I1e di sb an di ng 0 f t h"
. . hrn1Y
A " was announce.
d 1(, TI1e
a new arll1\'.'"Ii T
\\/0 1110nt
e unpa tnoDc
Ii Presldenual address delivered on the occasion of the State Opemng of the Second SesslOn of the Erst
Parliament of the Second Republic of Slerra Leone, 22 Mal' 1998 http:/ h,vww.slerraJeonemg/kabbahOS2298html
1(, Statement of the Slerra Leonean President at the SpeclalLJnited Nations Conference on Sierra Leone held at the
Umted
New York, 30 Jilly 1998
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frame'Nork of the new army, cornposed of 5,000 lTlembers was announced to Sierra Leoneans in
early September n Newly trained SLi\ members began fighting alongside ECOMOG forces. Earlier
in the vear, former SL'\ members were hastily retrained by ECOMOG forces and absorbed into the
ECOI\10G force structure to help fight the retreating RUF / AFRC forces in the Provinces. lR
In the middle of 2000 and at the request of the Sierra Leonean Government; the United Kingdom
started proVIding assistance 111 the "national restructuring exercise" of the SLA by providing advice
and training I') UK forces carried out a series of sIx-week basic tral11ing courses for around eight
battalions of the SLA 211 The 180-strong team began arriving in Freetown on 10 June 2000,21
dovetailing \\1.th the withdrawal of the Royal Marines after 15 June 2000. 22 On 24 July, nearly 1,000
SLA members graduated from the UK-run training course,23 the first group of a total of around
8,000 who would eventually be trained this way. SLA forces again began to participate in combat
actions against the RUF /AFRC in mid 2000.
Following the initial rounds of UK short-term training programs, a UK-led long-term International
Military and Training Team (HVlr\1~f) was established to push a wider process of military reform. In
2002, the SLA was renamed Republic of Sierra Leone Armed Forces (RSLAF) and the separate
army, navy, and air force con11nand structures were restructured. 24

b.
The Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
The Revolutionary United Front (RUF) commenced attacks inside Sierra Leone on 23 March 1991,
at which time little information about the RUF was available to the public. The RUF finds its origins
in a movement to overthrow the regime of the All People's Congress (APC). In an internal RUF
document written in the early stage of the conflict and entitled "Reasons \X!hy Wle Took Up Arms to
Fight", it is stated that, "\"X!e are fighting against corruption, because the past and present
government seized political, economic and social justice in this country"25 In 1991, the RUF was
composed of around 230 members. These included former Fomah Bay College students, political
opponents of the A.PC, former members of the SLA and other public figures that considered
themselves vicnms of the ",\PC regime. The majority were trained in Liberia at Camp Namma,

See P01l1t 10 of the Broadcast to the Nation on Peace and Security by the Sierra Leonean President.
The ECOi\IOG 128t h Infantry Battalion was created to remedy the ECOIvlOG personnel shortage in their
"moppIng up OperiltlOnS" in the province and ,vas mainly composed of former SL"', members: Brig Gen. R A.
"\deshl11a: The B.£I)ened
Stol)' ofNigeliall jI1i1ztal)! Intemmtion in Sien'a Leone, Heinemann Educational Books
(Nigeria) Pic, pp 66-7
19 "\ddress by the SIerra Leone p'resident at the Pass Off Ceremony for the First 1000 Military Perso1Ulel, under the
UK Short-term Traullng Program, Benguema Training Centre, 22 July 2000:
2U The UK i\lilitar)' handed over to the UK-led International Ivlilitary and /\dyisory Training Team (11\1.<".TT) in
September 2001
21 BBC Online News, 10 June 2000 (1928 GMT 20:28 UK}
22 IRIN \Vest "\fnca, 14 June 2000
2.1 IRIN \'x/est "-\frica, 24) uly 2000
24 IRIN West "\fnca, 22 January 2002. See also the speech of the Sierra Leone President at the Opening of the
New Defence ilLllllSU-}' Builchng, Town I-Ell, Freetmvn, 21 January 2002
25 See also the RUF's manifesto, The FuotpatbJ to Democra"Ji' TOlilards a IJeli) Sierra Leone. For a full text of tllls
ma1llfesTO, see http:/
.sierra-lconeorg/ documents.htlnl#RUF
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although eight of the original members - referred to as "vanguards" -were trained in warfare and
the "ideology"c(, in Libya. RUF numbers swelled rapidly f9llm,ving their entry into Sierra Leone.
At first, many clYilians Joined the RUF voluntarily, seeing it as a solution to corruption and poverty.
Nevertheless, the RUF comm.enced abducting and conscripting civilians shortly after, a practice that
continued throughout the conflict The RUF conscripted thousands of Sierra Leoneans of all ages
and of both sexes to be trained as fighters at large training bases. These were opened from time to
time depending on the state of the RUF advance, on the number of new conscripts and recruits and
on the logistic support available. \,(lhile one seruor RUF officer was responsible for the opening of
bases and the provislon of training, this did not stop other, smaller training bases fwm being opened
under localised comlTlands. \)?hen the RUF needed "manpower" for planned actions, RUF members
known as "Safari Teams" were sent to the villages to bring back civilians in accordance with preagreed figures. Children under the age of 15 were abducted, conscripted and trained to operate as
Small Boy Units (SBU) and Small Girl Units (SGU). Adults were organised into platoons and
trained. Instructors in the traIning bases were responsible for providing training on drill, military
tactics, weapons and ideology, among other things.
The NPFL clearly supported and even controlled, to an extent, RUF operations in Sierra Leone.
NPFL members fought alongside RUF forces and the NPFL provided logistical support to the RUF
as a whole. \\1hen they first entered Sierra Leone and during the early stage of the conflict, NPFL
members, who not only out'numbered the RUF but also held most of the commanding positions,
dominated the RUF forces. Although the NPFL v.rithdrew from Sierra Leone in 1993, links with the
NPFL and its leader were never severed completely.
Following the SLA coup 111 May 1997, the AFRC invited the RUF to join the regime. RUF forces
j0111ed Wlth and strengthened .l\FRC positions throughout areas of Sierra Leone that the SLA had
prevlously controlled. RUF n1enlbers held ministerial positions in the Council of the AFRC and the
movement re-branded itself the "Peoples' Anny".
From the beginning of the movement, the RUF, who leader was a retired signals corporal from the
SL/\, adopted a military-style internal organisation and disciplinary systern, with clearly identified
positions and tasks allocated to its members:

Leader

Chief of Defence

Battle Field Commander (BFC)

--~-'

Battle Group Commander (BGC)

QJM]

Battle Front Line Commander or Inspector
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The EFC moved between front lines depending on to the battles in preparation and ongoing military
actiyity, while the BGC rema111ed 111 the re',r at headquarters. The BGC's pri1Tlary function was to
take care of log1stics, under the orders of the BFe. The Battle Front Line Commander moved
between the front lines according to log1stical needs. RUF forces were divided into brigades,27
battalions, compa11les, platoons and sections. A section was composed of 8 to 10 combatants and
fisc sections made a platoon. A platoon was composed of 30 or more combatants and five platoons
made a company. .t\ company was composed of 100 or more combatants and five com.panies, plus
an adnunistrative one, made a battalion. j\ battalion comprised around 1,000 cornbatants; three
battalions made one brigade
Representatives from specific supporting units were attached at battalion level. The G-S Unit was
responsible for coordinating relations between combatants and civilians, including the collection of
taxation and food contributions from civilians. G-S was also responsible for disseminating political
1deologv. The .r\rmy Agncultural Unit was to take care of all farming and food production in the
battalion. The S-4 Unit was responsible for the storage and distribution of food and \vas battalion
c1uartern1aster The Intelligence Office Unit was responsible for monitoring all operations within the
ba ttalion and for sending intelligence reports to headquarters The Combat Medic Unit was
responsible for all medical affairs and tbe health for everybody in tbe battalion. The G-4 Unit took
care of aU arms and amnmnitions. A.nuoury was a sub-unit and was responsible for the maintenance
of all arms. The Logistics and Motor Pool was responsible for the maintenance of all mechanical and
veh1cular eqUlpment 111 the battalion. The Signal Unit 'was responsible for internal and external
COlTlmUl1lCati011S. The l'vlilitary Police (MP) Unit was responsible for disciplinary actions and,
therefore, for the maintenance and enforcement of law ai1d order l'vlilitary Police (MP) also escorted
pnsoners and were attached to bngades, battalions and companies. The Internal Defence Unit \vas
responsible for all necessary l11yestigations in the battalion and also served as a link between the G-S
and other operational U11lts.
\\11en they entered SIerra Leone in 1991, the RUF established a headquarters in Pendembu
(Kailalmn D1Strlct), where they rema1ned until 1993 \\lhen SLr\ forces retook the town c From 1994
until the\' !olned the A.FRC In Freetown, the RUF leader was not settled in one place but was
generally mobile. 20 \\11en the RUF )o111ed \\1.th the f\FRC in Freetown, the lugh comrnand
established headquarters in Freetown 111 the Defence Headquarter at Cockerill. Following the retreat
from Freetown 1n February 1998, a \\l ar Office was opened in Buedu (Kailahun District, on the
border \\I][h Liberia) Tlus was the administrative headquarter, tbe permanent radio base and the
Gw,nng rapidly ~ fter the Erst ~tt~ck 111 i\I~rch 1991, the RUF h~d onc ~nd ~ half brig~de FollOWIng the retre~t
from Freetown 111 1'YJS, the RUF h~cJ three bngades, Ulle in Kaibhun Distnct, une 111 KOllO District and one in
B0111b~1l DIstnct
20 Dunng tlus penod, Jt 15 not completely cle~r whether the RUF ret~incd ~ headquarters ~s such and lf it eXlsted,
where It was loc~ted
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base for one of the most senior RUF officers. Important meetings involving the senior RUF
command took place in Buedu until disarmament in 2001. The RUF defensive headquarter \vas
moved as RUF forces captured towns, but renlained in Iviakeni (Bombali District) from 1999. As the
RUF's positions stabilised folJQ\.vl11g the general retreat from Freetown in 1999, the territory under
then control was subdivided further and a number of brigade headquarters were established.
The app0111tmems of the most senlor officers within the movement were approved personally by the
RUF leader. Some appol11tments were approved by the Liberian President, in particular when the
RUF leader was 111 custody in Nigena m 1997 and then Sierra Leone in 1998. \\"Then the RUF leader
was again arrested after the 8 May 2000 events,2~ the then Battle Field Commander was made
Interim Leader and would take instructions directly from the Liberian President.
The RUF set up a disciplinary system to deal \vith offences committed by its menlbers. \\"1hen an
RUF member comnlltted an offence, he or she was sent to the Military Police (MP), which would
obtaIn a statement and Issue a report. \\"1]len the offence reached a certain level of severity, the MP
had to refer the matter to the General Staff Officer Class One (GS01),'I( who in turned would
convene a Board of Investigation. The report of the Board of Investigation would then be sent to
the RU]:: leader or the most senior RUF officer,'1 who would be responsible for taking appropriate
measures, Including reCOlllil1ending that a court martial be conducted. For minor offences, local
commanders were vested with certain powers to conduct investigations and ad.minister punishment
111 line WIth the gra\City of the offences committed. Most of the time, commanders settled cases at the
front line without going through the proper channels. The senior officers in charge of the RUF were
allegedly aware of tllls conduct, but did not intervene to deter it. During the 11-year conflict, very
few courts martial were conducted 12

c.

National Patriotic Front for Liberia (NPFL)

The Naoonal Patriotic Front for Libena (NPFL) emerged in the neighbouring country of Liberia in
1989 The NPFL's aim was to oust the Libenan President, who had been in power since 1980 and
whose regIme was accused of being corrupt and excessively tribalistic. Backed up by foreign
2') On 8 '\by :?OOO, <l crowd g;1thered outSIde the Freetown residence ofthe RUF leader to protest the resumption
of hosuEties 111 Slerr<l Leone and ·the t<lking hostage of UN peacekeepers by RUF forces RU F bodyguards fu:ed on
the crowd, killing around 20 The RUF le<lder was detained by the Sierra Leone Police on 17 :May and was
subsequently held In custody
111 .\s 8n eX8mplc of the sLrucLuung of the RUf, Lhe functions given La the GS01 were as follows: to maintal11 an
ongoing roaclnlap or prepare <l yearly forecast of events concermng general traimng, including bush camps,
retreauonal sports, ceremonial parades :1l1d the planning and implementauon of training courses; maintenance of a
liSL of all courses to be undertaken by RUF members throughout the year; to maintain a ma11lfest of the se11l0rity
of ofrlCers and selllor NCO's in tbe RUF for promouons; <lppointments and reversions; to request course bids
based on eXlsUng \"aCanCles for V<lUOUS courses stat111g educational qualifications requJT<cd; to be in charge of
general disClpEne; and to post officers
.\1 Dependl11g on the penod, it was sent to the RUF leader, to tbe Battle Field Commander, or to the officer who
later became Lbe Interim Leader.
~2 For example, a Board of Ilwesugation ',vas seIzed of <l C<lse lllvolvlng a senior RUF officer who allegedly diverted
some Gwnean cUrrenc)" and failed to g,ve it to the movement. The Board investlgated some of the most senior
RUF officers
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countries, the NPFL movement rapidly expanded its actions across the country towards Monrovia,
the capltal In f\ ugust 1990, tbe Econorn1c COlTlJTlUnity Sf \X/est "'\ftican States (ECO\"'Ki AS) sent to
IvlonrOV1a a peacekeepmg force known as the ECO\vAS Ceasefire Monitoring Group (ECOMOG).
ECOIvl0G established a rear base near Freetown's International i-,irport in Lungi. In Septernber
1990, the Pres1dent was arrested, tortured, killed and his body paraded tlu'ough Monrovia by an
NPFL splinter group called the Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL). An
Interim Government of National Unity (IGNU) was formed in November 1990. Despite a
reconClliation accord signed in Yarnoussoukro, Cote d'Ivoire, between the President of the IGNU
and the NPFL leader in October 1991, fighting continued in Liberia In March 1991, the NPFL
assisted the RUF in launching its "revolution"33 in Sierra Leone. NPFL members started fighting
alongside the small RUF force. The strength and involvement of NPFL forces in Sierra Leone
\vould decline over the subsequent years owing to the emergence of tbe United Liberian Movement
for Democracy (ULIMO), a counter-revolutionary force comprised of supporters of the late
Presldent The NPFL's phys1cal withdrawal from Sierra Leone did not, however, lead to the
withdrawal of the NPFL's active support for the RUF
In March 1994, pursuant to the Cotonou ,,'\greement signed in July 1993 between the NPFL,
ULIMO and the Intenl1l GcJvernment of National Unity, a tripartite Liberian National Transitional
C;ovet11ment (LNTG), headed by a five-seat Council of State replaced the IGNU. The three
slgnatones each obtarned one seat in the Council of State. Hostilities continued in Liberia and a
splinter group of the NPFL, the NPFL-Central Revolutionary Council (NPFL-CRC) emerged and
formed a coalition wrrh the ULI:MO-J. Following a new peace agreement signed in .i\buja, Nigeria in
"'\ugust 1995, a new SlX seat Council of State was established, and the coalition obtained a seat in the
Council 34 Pursuant to a peace accord signed between the same fightl11g factions in August 1996 referred to as ,-\buJa II - disarmament started and in February 1997, the various groups were
disbanded In July 1997, Presldential and Parliarnentary elections were held in Libena; the NPFL
leader was elected President of Liberia, his National Patriotic Party also \.\l1nning a majority of seats
1n tbe National Assembly.

d.

United Liberation Movement of Liberia for Democracy (ULIMO)

The U11Jted Liberation I\10VelTlent of Liberia for Democracy (ULIMO), mainly cornposed of fonner
members of the Libenan I\nTled Forces (itFL) and other refugees who had found refuge in Sierra
Leone and who were supporters of the late Liberian President, emerged in 1991 as an opposing
force to the NPFL In September 1991, ULIMO forces attacked NPFL forces in the wes.t of Liberia,
using Sierra Leonean tern tory as a stagl11g POl11t ULIMO rapidly started fighting alongside the SLA
to push the combined RUF /NPFL assault back lllto Liberia.
Over tbe subseguent years, the e;;istence of this fighting force would be punctuated by rivalries
between two personalities, leading to various splits and reunifications. In May 1992, the ULIMO
Charrman was removed and the movement was split between two potential leaders, one of whom
was accused of using ULIMO to wage a holy war while the other was accused of fll1ancial
\; This IS how the RUF referred to lts acuons 1D Sierra Leone. 111e RUF would further consider itself a
government, refernng to property stolen from CIvilians by RUF members as "government property".
34 For a full text of these peace agreements, see http! /\\Tww.usip.org/librat·y/pa/liberia/pa_liberia.html.
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Impropnety and hi]ack111g the movement for political ends. Nevertheless, between August and
December 1992, ULIMO reunified and resumed flghgng with the NPFL. Following this, two
branches of ULHvrO clearly 'lppeared: a Freetown-based branch, fighting alongside the SLA in Sierra
Leone, and a branch based solely in Liberia.
i\ reunJficaoon congress between the two branches in October 1993 and a selection of joint
COl1lJ11umgues Issued 111 early 1994. some at the initiative of the Sierra Leonean NPRC Chairman, did
not pre\'em the two branches :ram fighting. One of the main pomts of disagreement was the
partiClpation of the ULIMO Liberian branch in the Cotonou peace process for Liberia in July
15
1993. In June 1994, the vlOlence committed against civilians by ULIMO frghting alongside the SLA
led a delegation of Sierra Leonean Chiefs to call for the withdrawal of ULIMO from Sierra Leone
and also resulted into the disarmament of some members of the Freetown-based branch bv the
SLAY'
-

In 1994, the two branches were clearly identified by two different acronyms: ULIMO-] (Freetown)
and ULIl\10-K (Liberia); the le~ters "J" and "K" referred to the names of the respective branch
leaders. From the end of 1994 until 1996, ULIMO forces as such were not active within Sierra
Leone~an terntorv. In l\1ay 1995, demobilised ULIMO,] members based in Freetown were
rcmobilised by Executive Outcomes, a private military company hired by the Government of Sierra
Leone. The Special Task Force, as the ULII\10-] /Executive Outcomes force became known,
assisted the SL.\ in driving back the RUF from the \\lestern Area. The Special Task Force continued
to operate under the umbrella of the SLr\ and Executive Outcomes in Bonthe District and briefly in
130 Town mlate 1995 and 1996.
The ULLMO-J branch was formally included in the peace process 111 Liberia in r\ugust 1995. By
signing the Abuja Agreernent,37 the parties agreed to form a six-seat Council of State to exercise
executi\'e power in Liberia The leader of the ULIMO-K branch represented ULIMO in the Council
of State while the NPFL-CRC/ULIMO-J coalition received one seat and the ULIMO-J wing gained
mil1lsterial positions 1K However, factional frghting resumed and ULIMO-K and the NPFL
collaborated to capture the leader of the ULIMO-J, who they accused of murder. This frghting
culnunatcd 111 the widespread destniction in Momovia, the capital, in April 1996.
Peace negotiations resumed and resulted In the signing of a supplement to the Abuja Accord,
referred to as f\bu]a II, whJCh would be the first step towards the end of the conflict in Libena This
prm·lded for the representation of both ULIMO-K and ULIMO-J in the Council of State. ULIMO
was offiClally disbanded 111 early 1997, pursuant to the f\buja II Agreernent. Nevertheless, ULIMO
resurfaced m Sierra Leone 1n 1997 and 1998 \vhen some former members joined the Kamajors and
others fought alongside the RUF / j\FRC
15 Tim accord W::lS SIgned by the NPFL, ULL\IO ::lnd the lnterun Government of Natio1ul Unity in Cotonou,
BenJ11; the ULL\ 10 leader of the Libenan Br::lnch ::lppeared 111 the agreement as the leader of the ULI1\IO No
mention of eitffer-ent branches was 1Lade.
1(, Those eitsarmed ULli\IO members ,vere encamped at \"X!aterloo refuge camp 111 the Western /,rea.
17 Tlus supplemented the preyidUS ~\kosombo, Cotonou and -",ccra Agreements.
18 For a fuD text of the ~-\greement, see http://W\\.-w.usip.org/library/pa/liberi::l/pa_libena.html.
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e.
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRCt
On 25 rVlay 1997, elements of the SLA staged a coup d'etat and fOflTled the Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council (A.FRC). The i\FRC released over 700 inmates from Pademba Road Prison,
including their leader, an SLA officer who had been charged with a coup attempt in 1996. The
AFRC Immediately suspended the Constitution of Sierra Leone and the elected President escaped to
the Republic of Gwnea by helicopter. In an address to the nation, the AFRC leader advanced as a
justification for the coup the polarisation of the country "into regional and tribal factions" ,39 and the
lack of control of the President over the situation". Amidst international condemnation of the
explosIon of vIolence and looting that accompanied the coup, the i\FRC leader was sworn 111 as
I-lead of State on 17 June 1997.
Immediately after the coup, the AFRC invited the RlJF to share power. On 28 May, the RUF leader
- at that time in custody in Nigeria for a firearrns offence - broadcast a statement over SLBS Radio,
encouraging RUF solidarity '>v'lth the AFRC. Part of his statement is worth quoting: "You \\,jJl always
get instructions from rne through [the AFRC leader]. They are our brothers. Let no one fool you.
You have to work \-\'lth them to put the situation under control, espeClally in the \)(iestern Area. As
to stand by for any
you [sic] the field commander, instruct your other Commander ...
reinforcement needed by [the i\FRC leader] for any eventualities. \'X!e have to defend our
sovereIgnty. You are to act on these orders unmediately."411 On 30 May, the RUF declared their
support for the j\FRC on SLBS television and radio and on 1 June, the AFRC declared the RUF
leader to be the Deputy Head of State of Sierra Leone. The RUF j AFRC Cabinet hierarchy was as
follows: Chairman and Head of State, Vice ChaiflTlan and Deputy I-lead of State, Chief Secretary of
State, Secretanes of State and Public Liaiso'1 Officers. In June 1997, the RUFji\FRC created a 17member supervisory team to prevent the apparatus of civilian government from grinding to a halt
followl11g lengthy stnkes by public sector workers. 41
Immediately after the coup and throughout 1997, the RUF jAFRC found itself in an escalating
militanT standoff with Nigerian forces stationed in Freetown and Lungi. ECOW/\.S established a
Committee mandated to negotiate with the RUF j AFRC regime. On 29 August 1997, at its 20 th
Annual Summit ECO\"\/AS imposed sanctions on Sierra Leone, effective throughout all ECO\'X!r\S
member States. 4 :' The ECO\Vl''\S embargo included military hardware, supplies and spare parts,
petroleum and petrol-derived products; an export ban was also imposed. A travel ban was imposed
on AFRC mernbers and their families, in addition to a freeze on their assets. Iv10reover, ECO\XTAS
formally expanded the m.andate of EC01\10G to include the use of force to irrlpose sanctions

The President of Sierr;J Leone h;Jd ;Jppolllted tbe le;Jder of the K;Jll1;Jjors, ;J pro-government loc;Jl miliu;J, ;JS the
Depu(, Defence i\Ii11lstel' 1n 1996
411 BBe i\Iedi;J i\I011ltonng. 30 i\I;J)' 1997 tr;Jl1scribl1'lg SLBS, 28 May 1997
4 i Sierr;J Leone H um;J11lt;Jri;Jn Sltu;Juon Report, 24 - 30 June 1997.
4: Dec1sion on S;Jnctions ;Jg;Jinst the Junt;J lJ1 Sieu;J Leone, Twentieth SesslOn of the Authority of He;Jds of State
;Jnd Go\-ernment, _-\bu);J, 28-29 ~\ugust 1997.
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against Sierra Leone. 4 ' Effectively, this gave legal backing to a complete navel blockade of the Port
of Freetown and the prohibition of air-freight traffic/On 8 October, the UN Security Council
adopted Resolution 1132 (1997), lmposing a range of global arms, oil and travel sanctions on Sierra
Leone 44 Dunng peace talks 111 Cona]cry, Guinea, on 22 and 23 October 1997, the ECO\Xl/\S
Comnllttee of Five 45 and represent<1tives of the RUF / i\FRC agreed to an llTlmediate ceasefire and a
sl~;-month peace plan guaranteeing a return to crvilian government by 22 April 1998.
Follmving RUF /i\FRC attacks on ECOMOG positions and other breaches of the Conakry Peace
Plan, ECOI\IOG intervened militarily. Starting on 6 February 1998, ECOMOG drove the
ReF / AfiRC reglme from power and Us forces from the XX/estern Area. Ousted from Freetown, the
RU F / [\FRC alliance surnved but the balance of power between the allies was inverted. The
sltuation of the AFRC members was vaned: most fled from Freetown lt1to the Provinces v,rith their
leader, others surrendered to ECOMOC; forces and many of the senior officers were charged with
treason, COlw1cted and executed 111 1998. 4(,
Following the RUF / AFRC invasion of Freetown in January 1999, most of the j\FRC forces
\vithdrew to J"'Iakem (Bornbali District) and the rift between RUF and /\FRC forces deepened. The
,'\FRC leader did not take part in the peace negotiations in Lome, Togo that concluded \\rith the
slgmng of <1 Peace /\greelTlent between the RUF and the Government of Sierra Leone. 47
\\llile prcA1slOns 1n the Lorne Pe<1ce j\greernent granted the RUF leader status egwvalent to Vice
President, the AFRC leader was appointed as Chairman of a governrrlental body called the
CornnllSS10n for the Consolidation of Peace. Following serious infighting between RUF and AFRC
forces in the Northern Province 111 October 1999, the rift between the two groups further deepened.
Both forces controlled different areas of the country. Nevertheless, the alliance between the
le<1derslllp of the two forces was still v<1lid. The two leaders issued joint statements and continued to

Jiml "_'\nick 7. The sub-reglOnal forces shall employ all necessary means to uupose the 1111plementation of tlus
deClslOn The\' shall monitor closely the coastal areas, land borders and airspace of the Republic of Siena Leone,
and shalll11spect, guard and seize any ship, velucle or allcraft vlOlating the embargo imposed by this deClsion."
+! On :29 _-\ugust 199 7 , ECO\\I;\S had issued a recOlDlnendation on the application of sanctions against the /-..FRC
regime: Sierra Leone l-lummlltarian Situation Report 23 August - 1 September 1997
45 111luall\', ECO\\/_-\S established the ComlTlittee of Four. In /\ugust 1997, a frfth mtion, Liberia, '.vas added to tbe
Committec of Four, WlllCh becamc kJlO\.vn as the CommJttee of Five.
•(, ECOillOG forces, SSD and even Clvilians arrested manv alleged members and collaborators of tbe ,'l.FRC
regu11e and brought them to Padem ba Road Prison, Freetown, wbere - desprte only having the capacity for 400 the number uf ln1Tlates rose to between 3,000 and 5,000. Following the reinstatem.ent to power of the President,
Clvillans and military personnel were tIled on treason grounds and on 19 October, :24 ex-members of the SL'\ who
had JOined the SL-\ were executed by flllng squad
47 ,'l.FEC members alleged that theu former leader was detained by the RUF second-ll1-command 111 Kailalmn
DistrlCt BBe Onlne News, 7 _\ ugust 1999.

4.,
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appear together publicly.-lK The .t\FRC leader v-isited RUF / AFRC strongholds in an attelTlpt to
engage i\FRC commanders in the disarmament program4~.
\\/11en RLF forces disarmed and held hostage of UNAMSIL peacekeepers in early May 2000, the
AFRC leader called on his forces to support the Government and halt the RUF advance on
Freetown. In Iv!ay and June 2000, f\FRC forces fought the RUF alongside the SLA in Masiaka and
Lunsar. The ,-\FRC leader's declaration marked a public shift in relations beLween the AFRC and the
RUF, compounding the divIsion of operational areas that happened in late 1999. .l\FRC forces were
rema111ed active on the ground 111 only two principal locations.

The West Side Boys
Between October 1998 and the end of 2000, the \/\!est Side Boys, a splinter group from the
f.

RUF / AFRC alliance, concentrated its actions in the Okra Hills (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko
Distnct) \\lule it is not possible to say the \'\7est Side Boys did not fall under the command of the
RUF /[\FRC, theIr actions foUQ\,ved a clear pattern that was different frorn the RUF / AFRC and later
RUF actlons 111 Port Loko District /\lthough the group considered the AFRC leader to be their
figurehead - the absence of the l-\FRC leader in Lome and their belief that their interests had been
511
inadecJuately represented was the ong1l1 of the \,'est Side Boys taking UNOMSIL, ECOMOG and
NGO officials hostage In 1999 - the l'\FRC leader publicly dissociated lumself from the group and
offioally disbanded the AFRC In nlld-August 2000 The West Side Boys, primarily ex-SLA who
aligned w1th the RUF /l'\FRC, achIeved internatlonal notonety by kidnapping 11 UK Royal Marines
in late J\ugust and provoking a decisive military response from the UK that would all but destroy the
\Vest Side 1301'S

g.

Civil Defence Force (CDF)

As RUF /NPFL forces expanded actin ties the Southern and Eastern Prov1l1ces, numerous civilian
111itiatives emerged between 1991 and 1993 to assist the SLA Across the Distncts, NPRC and SLA
authonties, traditional structures and popular personalities 51 supported the foundation of civilian
security schemes. This led to the creation of a number of vigilante groups sometimes known as Civil
Defence Units (CDC), whose main role was to operate checkpoints. The traditional authorities
selected CIvilians, usually expenenced hunters and well-known commumty people, to join these
CDUs This cJUality control system guaranteed that Paramount Clilefs could exercise a degree of
8CtU;\! ;\nd moral authority over the CDUs In addition, the mobilisation of tribal-based hunting
societies was actively encouraged and supported by the NPRC authorities. Various State agencies
were ll1volved in adn-Drllstenng the general nl.obiusation of vanous hunting societies, wlllch included

-l~ The RUF le~der ~nnoul1ced that the RUF (\FRC ~lli~nce was transfouTled 111lo ~ political orgalllsatlon called the
.\lliance for Peace UN OCI-L-\, 30 September 1999 In enly November, the two le~ders issued a j01nt statement
guaranleelng the safety of hum;1111tanan staff and resources even 111 times of 111security. IRIN \X1est ,\frica, 4
November 1999
4~ IRIN \Vest Afuca, 18 November 1999 and 6 December 1999.
jll They also believed th~t lheu leader was held hostage by a sel110r RUF commander in Kaihhun District: nUN
WeSl ~\fuca, 12.\ ugust 1999
51 In Kenema and KaiJahun Districts, for example, a renowned local personality who was a former professor
pla\'ed the role of ~ catalyst U1 the rcgroupU1g of the Kamajors group
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the "Dons as " m Kono Dlstrict, the "Tamaboros" in Koinadugu District and the "Kamajors" in the
Eastern and Southern Provinces . .i'\ffiliates of the Kam:a.jor Society were the largest in number of
these societies.
These local militia used their intimate knowledge of their irnmediate locahties to assist the SLA in
flght111g the RUF /NPFL Both the CIvil militia and CDUs were given bladed weapons and rustic
single-banel shotguns and deployed alongside the SLA during combat against RUF forces. As the
con flict expanded \'vestwards across the country, sirnilar initiatives ernerged m Moyamba and
Tonkolih Dlstncts. Traditional hunters known as "Kapras" and "Gbethis" regrouped in the
Northern PrO\'1nce.
The organisation of local militias entered a new phase in 1995, when mitiation of civilians into the
KamaJor SOCIety began in Bonthe District (Southern Province). Hidden behind a veil of secrecy,
KamaJor Initiation cerernonies revolve around an assortment of mystical behefs and charms
perforlTled by a High Pnest Initiator i2 The purpose of the ceremony was to render initiates fit to
serve 8t the war front, through the granting of special powers such as the ability to be "bulletproof'
8nd be111g able to smell enerl1les. Initlators of the Gbethi Society called this process "washing". Once
initiated, KamaJors had to adhere to the rules of the Karnajor Society, which governed the conduct
of the members. Infractions of the rules were believed to deprive Kamajors of the powers they had
been granted at the time of mitiation. In the early stages of this process, hunters and youths were
nonunated for llUtiation bv c1uefdom authorities. Once inltiated, Kamajors were sent back to the
chiefdom from wluch they originated.
The number of lnltiates and the rate of initiation into the KamaJor Society mcreased rapidly
throughout 19<)5 and 19<)6. KanuJor deployment alongside SL'\ forces steadily expanded mto the
other Dlstncts of the Southern Prov1l1ce and lnto the Eastern Provmce. By 1996, almost every
cluefdom ln the Southern and Eastern Provinces had their own KalTlajor Soclety. The initiation of
men 111to the K8major Sooety brought \'vith it the structunng of this local militia at a chiefdom level.
Other organised pro-government militias - G betlus, Kapras and Donsos - were active m the
Northern Province and 111 Kono District.
The Civil Defence Force (CDF) ernerged in late 1995 or early 1996 as a union of the vanous local
milioas 2ct1\'e 8CroSS the country. IVIernbers of the Kamajors were the main force 'within the CDF
and presented strong resistance to RUF attacks throughout the Southern Province and, to a lesser
extent, in the Eastern Frovll1ce. The role and efficiency of the CDI::; in fighting the RUF recelved
formal recogni tion froni the newly-elected President in early 1996, who appointed the then leader of
the KamaJor Sooety as Deputy Defence Minlster. This strong symbohc support was backed up with
practical support ,vhen the Government of Sierra Leone provided the CDF with staple food items
and gave them responsibility for providing security throughout the country. Although originally
aligned with and to some extent subordinate to the SLf\, the CDF progressively distanced itself
from SLA forces, objecting to tbelr action and beb2vlOur. Rrvalry and tension between the two
groups erupted, frequently resultlng 111 armed clashes.

ic

The Erst Chief Imuator W2S an herbalist believed to have magIcal powers.
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On the nauonallevel, the internal organisanon of the CDp \vas as follows: 53

1m tiator
Nauona] Coordinator

National Pubhc Relations Officer (PRO)

...I
Directors

~-------

I \
Director of
Opera Uons

Dlrector of
\,\7 ar

Director of Logistics

-"Director of
Personnel

Deputy Directors
of Operation

~
£\ dml11is tra tors

~
Battahon Commanders
Below battahon level, the CDF adopted a regular structure similar that of the SLA, dividing
battahons I11to compames, platoons and sections of varying numbers. The CDF also put in place
adlYlJlUstratJ\'e structures at the chiefdom level. For exarnple, in Dasse Chiefdom (Moyamba
Dlstnet), tbe ChJefdom Ground Cornmander was assisted by a Deputy Chiefdom Ground
Commander, below whorn was Section Comrnanders and tben Patrol Com1TI.anders. The CDF also

The then Deputy Defence l\1iruster was m~de NatJonal Coordinator in the aftennath of the military coup in IVlay
1997 .-\ccordl11g1y, although the coordination of the local militias with.in the CDF took place 111 1995 or in early
1996, tbe scbematised ll1ternaJ structure applies only for the period starting 111 June 1997
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appo111tec1 Cl\'ilians as \X'elfare Officers to liaise benveen civilians and CDF forces. Chiefdorn
commands often merged to form battalions comprising oyer 500 armed personnels~
FolloWll1g the military coup 111 Mal' 1997, the j"'FRC leader officially disbanded the CDF and asked
members to surrender and disarm to the Sierra Leone Police. The CDF comrrland rejected this
order and CDF members remained armed, initially keeping a low profJJe before regrouping to fight
the RUF/I\FRC The scale of theu military actions increased and progressively more mitiates joined
the various components of the CDF, in particular the Kamajors. \Xiith the increase in the rate of
Kamajor initiations came a number of problems. The CDF started to loose control over the
selection of 1l1Jtiates and there was some loss of discipline among the newly-initiated. The role of the
tradiuonal authonues lD selecting lll.itiates was, opening the door for the ill.itiation of children below
the age of 15 Increasingly, but notably in 1998, a dichotornv benveen new members and "old
KamaJors" came to the fore ss

ItS

Following the restoration of the elected Government, the President of Sierra Leone placed the CDF
under the control of ECOMOGsr, CDF forces were deployed in Freetown; both Kamajors and
mernbers of a group called the Orgall.iscd Brotherhood of Hunting Societies (OBHS) were deployed
at checkpolllts throughout the \XTestern Area and deployed alongside ECOMOG. CDF forces would
be acti\'e in defending Freetown 111 January 1999. In September 1998, the President decided to
formalise their position, stating that a Civil Defence Force WIth a CDF Administrator would be
appOlnted to lialse WIth the SLj\ 111 every Distnct The District CDF \vould report directly to the
Paramount Chiefs, thus restoring much of the authority that had been eroded during the
development of the CDE s; However, the CDF continued to impose a progressively more insidious
system of adnl1111stration throughout the territory it occupied, invading lTlany aspects of civilian life.

Pnnte nwitan' compa111es

a.
Gurkha Security Guards Limited
In January 1995, the NPRC Government entered in a three-month renewable sH contract with the
Gurkha Secunty Guards Linl.ited (GSG), a British company based in the Channel Islands. Nepalese
Gurkhas 11;1\'e long been trained and incorporated into the UK armed forces pursuant to a tripartite
agreement between the governments of Nepal, India and Britain. The British Government made
significant cuts to the lHllTlber of Gurkhas serving in the arrnec1 forces, resulting in their increased
availability to pnvate security and nl.ilJtary fmns. GSG's contract \vas to train and advlse the SLA. lD
Jungle warfare taetlCs and prO\'ide sccunty for the SL/\ base at Camp Charlie, ncar J'l1ile 91. GSG
For ex~mplc, In Bon the Dlsttiet, Dcma, Sltti;) ~nd Bcndu Ch~ Chiefdoms merged to form a b~tt~lion, while the
COP b~ tt~li()11S were formed tlu'ough pall1ng the chiefdom,s of Kwamebal I<J:im and Nongoba Bullom, ] ong and
lmpen, Kpanda ](cmo and Bum, and SOgbLl11 and )'awbeko. In 130 01stnet, nine b~tt~lions were formed to cover
15 cluefdoms
j j In _-\priJ 1998, for example, the High Pnest ~nd Chlef Initiator called for regrstration of the Kam,ajors "because
of grOW1l1g lawlessness among them": "-\FP, ::29 /\.priJ 1998
sr, COF fought alongslde ECOi\lOG forces for the restoration to power of the Sierra Leonean President.
5" Broadcast to the Nation on Peace and Security by the Sierra Leone President, 2 September 1998.
5H"-\FP. 23 i\breh 1(9)
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was not contracted to engage in direct military actions against the RUF. In February 1995, RUF
forces killed two senior GSG advisers and the aide-de-camp of the NPRC Chairman during a road
59
ambush near the Kaitkant Hills in Tonkolili District. The NPRC Government let GSG's contract
lapse 111 April 1995.

b.
Executive Outcomes
In late i\pril or early I\Iay 1995, the NPRC contracted Executive Outcomes, a South African pnvate
miLitan com.pany, to train SL.L.L\ forces('11 At the time Executive Outcomes was contracted, RUF
forces had pushed through Moyamba District into the \\l estern Area and were engaging SLA and
Guinean forces in and around \X'aterloo, not far from metropolitan Freetown. Near Freetown,
Executive Outcomes created a "Special Task Force" of around 600 re-mobilised Liberian militia
from the ULIMO-J mOVelTlent. The Special Task Force assisted the SLA and organised civil militia
in forC1ng the RUF to withdra\N from the \\!estern }\rea. Executive Outcon,es rapidly expanded
operatlons 111to the Provinces, securing the diamond-rich areas of Kono District. The Special Task
Forcc also engaged RUF forces 111 Bomhe District later in the year. In March 1996, the
ncwly-elected President of Sierra Leone retained the services of Executive Outcomes.
Executlve Outcomes '.vere also l1lred by mining and hydroelectric companies in Kono, Moyamba
and Tonkolili D1stricts to provide security at their sites. Their departure from Sierra Leonean
tern tory would be one of the main terms insisted on by the RUF during the peace negotiations that
led to the slg11lng of i\bidJan Peace i"'cgreement on 30 November 1996 between the RUF and the
Government of Sierra Leone. ""'caicle 12 of the Peace Agreement provided that, "The Executive
Outcomes shall be wlthdra\vn five weeks after the deployment of the Neutral Monitoring Group
(NMG). i\s from the date of the deployment of the Neutral Monitoring Group, the Executive
Outcomes shall be confined to barracks under the supervision of the J oint Monitoring Group and
the Neutral Monitoring Group."(>! In early 1997, Executive Outcomes left Sierra Leone.

c.
Sandline International
Sandline International 1S a Bntish pnvate military company": linked both to Executive Outcomes
and to an array of companies "\vith commerClal mining interests in Sierra Leone. On 23 December
1997, Sandline International entered 111to a contract \vlth the exiled Government of Sierra Leone to
assist the Government in rernovrng the RUF / AFRC regime through the "provision of technical
knowhow, military logistics and equipment" to a value of around 10 million US dollars. This
lncluded the provision of 2,500 assault rifJes, 180 rocket launchers, 50 machine guns and quantities
of ammU11ltioD and spare magazines."' /\ number of finance problems reduced the money available
For background l1lfonnatJoll, see Cillers, J. and ;\1ason, P. (eds.), Peace, Pr~/it and P!undel~' The PnvatZsatZofl of SeeurZt)
]f·:or-T()!71 Arnean
1999, pp 129-33 http://ww\1/.iss.co.za/Pubs/Books/PeaceProfitPlunder/Chap 7.pdf
[Link a!J\'e -; January 2CJ04]
(,II .\ssociJted Press \\'orldsu'eJm,11 01J\,1995
(>\ For the full text of the "-\greement, see http;' /www.slCHJ-Ieone.org/abidjanaccord.htmL
(,2 For the company profIle of Sandline International, sec http://www.sandline.com/site/.
(,~ Sir Thomas Legg, KCB QC Jnd Sir Robl11 Ibbs, KJ3E; Report of the SiC/Ta Leone /1.nm liwe-rtzgation, 27 }1I0; 1998 (the
"Legg Report"), paras 4.15-418 Fl1lJ text and annexes of the report are available from tbe Official Documents
sectton of the UK Foreign and COITl1110nwealtb website: http://\\T\vw.fcogm'.uk/Files/kfile/ complete. zip [Link
last \'lslted 28 FebruJry 20CJ4j
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to around 1.35 million US dollars. Sanclline International flew 35 tonnes of weapons costing 700,000
C
US dollars to FreetO\vn International f'\irport at Lungi ,4 ~anding on 23 Februat)' 1998, the shipment
arrived ,vell after ECOMOG forces had dnven the RUF / AFRC from the \"X/estern Area. The arms
shipment ,vas placed 111 storage by ECOMOG, ,vho passed on a small number of weapons to the
CDF C01TllTlander for use by the KamaJors'"s Sanclline International was also responsible for
establishing an operations base at Lungi for use by the returning Government of Sierra Leone.
In late March 1998, a few y,reeks after the Sierra Leone President's reinstatement to power, UK
Customs and EXCIse investigated Sanclline International's arms shipment as a possible breach of UK
law implementing the anTIS and oil embargo inl.posed on 8 October 1997 by the UN Security
Council('(, Ultimately, Customs and Excise decided that it was not in the public interest to prosecute
Sandline In tern8 tion a1.
The details of the investigation and allegations made in the media, led to a political row in the UK
concerning the possible involvement of Fore1gn 8nd Commonwealth Office (FCO) officials and
mill.1sters 1n the bre8king of UN sanctions. On 18 :May, the UK Government announced an
l11dependent mqUlry into what h8d become known as "the Sanclline affau", to be led by Sir Thomas
Legg The report of the Legg IrlCluiry led to a series of administrative 8nd policy cl1.8nges concerning
mternal Government communications, particularly in the FCO, and the clear elucidation of future
Government policies concerning both economic sanctions and private military cornpanies.
Followl1l.g the submission of the tlndings of the Legg Inquiry, the I-louse of Commons Foreign
f\ffairs Select Committee also conducted its own investigation into the handing of the Sanclline
Affan bv the FCO. (,7
3.

Peacekeepl1l.g forces

a.
Economic Community of West African State (ECOWAS) Cease-fire Observer Group
(ECOMOG)
The EconomIc Community ofW'est f\frican States (ECO\\iAS) is a regional organisation comprising
15 member States, including Sierra Leone. It ,vas created in 1975 and its founding Treaty was reaffu:med by all member States in july 1993. The ECO\"X/AS Treaty allows ECO\X:'AS to "establish a
reglOnal p~ace and secunty obs~rv~tion system and peace-keeping forces where appropriate",('~
although it does not h8ve a standing military com.ponent.
Since 1C)C)(), the fonvard operating b8se of the ECOMOG miss10n in Liben8 had been located in
Lungl, nC8r the Freetown International Airport. The military mzmdate of ECOMOG, however, did
not encomp8ss Sierra Leone until 29 August 1997, when the ECO\"XIl\S I-leads of State and
Government authorised ECOl'vIOG to "ernploy all necessary means" to enforce a comprehensive
Jbta: para 4.24
Jbid, para 7 9.
(,(. UN Secunty Council Resolu Oon 1 132 (1997), 8 October 1997.
(,7 The Second Report of the Foreign ""'ffairs Committee of the House of Commons:
http/ /w\\-wparlialTJ.ent the-stationerv-officecouk/ pal em J 99899/ cm.select/ cmfaff/116/ 11602.ht111.
(,I'
Treaty of the Economic COlnmUlllty of \Vest ""'fncan States, arucle58(2)(f). "",vailable online at:
(,~

(,5
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trade elTlbargo on Sierra Leone('~ In addition to the ECOMOG forces already deployed in Sierra
Leone 111 support of operations in Liberia, additional forces from ECOWAS rnember States were
also deployed alongside the SLi\ in Sierra Leone pursuant to a senes of defence pacts and
agreements between those States and Sierra Leone. In early 1993, for example, Nigerian forces were
deployed 111 Kana District while Guinean forces were active in Kailahun District. However,
according to the i\bidFn Peace Accord signed on 30 November between the Government of Sierra
Leone and the RUF, all foreign forces were to leave the county711
The evolution of ECOMOG's direct military involvement in Sierra Leone began with the AFRC
coup on 25 May 1997. Nigerian forces reinforced the ECOMOG deployment at Lungi and the
Nigerian force headquarters at Kossoh Town, near Freetown. On 2 June 1997, Nigerian forces - not
acting under ECOlvl0G, the mandate of which did not cover Sierra Leone - attempted and failed to
unseat the combined RUF /AFRC forces.
The rnilitary SItuation between the RUF /AFRC and Nigerian forces remained tense throughout
1997. Follow1l1g the failure of diplomatic negotiations carried out by the ECO\"XlAS Corrunittee of
Five, the ECO\X'F\S I-leads of State and Government Imposed a trade, arms and petroleum products
embargo on Sierra Leone on 27 /\ugust 1997. As noted, this deClsion also expanded ECOMOG's
mandate to include m011ltoring and supervising ceasefire violations and enforcing the sanctions and
the embargo 111stituted by the authority of the Heads of State and Government against the
71
RUF / r\FRC reglme
j\lthough Nigenan forces had established a de facto naval blockade of the Port of Freetown since
the coup, the ECOMOG rnandate allowed them to intensify enforcement operations. The UN
Secunty Council supported the ECO\'Ci\S action and applied its mvn sanctions regime to Sierra
Leone, authons111g ECO\X/i\S to ensure its strict ilTIpiementation 72
The continuous shelling of strategic locations in Freetown, the effects of the embargo and the
RUF / ,'\FRC's 1l1ability to dislodge ECONI0G from Kossoh and Jui prompted them to continue the
negot1ations started early in the year. ECO\V'AS mediators, led by the then Nigerian Foreign
l\iinister, hammered out a peace plan This led to a cease fire on 21 October 1997, followed on 23
October by the SIgning of the ECO\\7AS six-rnonth peace plan for Sierra Leone (23 October 199722 April 1(98)71 The central provIsions of tIus agreement were the maintenance of a ceaseflre and
the return of the elected Goyernment by 22 i'\priJ 1998
ECO\'C\S Heads of State and Governmel1 t, DeClsion 011 Sanctions "'\gainst the] unta in Sierra Leone, 29 ""\ ugust
1997, article7: "The sub-regronal forces shall employ all necessary means to llnpose the implementation of tius
deciSIon The\" shall monilor closely the coastal areas, land borders and allspace of the Republic of Sierra Leone,
and shalll11spect, guard and seize any slup, velucle or aircraft violating the embargo imposed by this decision."
711 Peace .-\greement between the Government of the Republic of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front
of SIerra Leone, .-\bid]an, 30 November 19%, article 12.
71 £CO\\7.-\S Heads of State and Government, Decision on Sanctions £\gainst the.J unta 111 Sierra Leone, 29 "-\ugust
199 7
nUN Secunty Council Resolution 1132 (1997), 8 October 1997.
n ECO\\7.-\S SiX-lnonth Peace Plan for Sierra Leone (23 October 1997-22 "\pril 1998). /\.vailable online at:
hnpl /w"\'"'.\·uslp.org/hbrary /pa/ s1/ slerra_Ieone_09231 997.html [Link last visited 28 February 2004J.
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On numerous occasions during the remal11der of 1997, RUF IAFRC, CDF and ECOMOG forces
YlOlated the spuit and the letter of the ConakTY Peace Plan. During the seventh meeting of the
ECO\\iJ'\S i\linisters of Foreign i\ffairs of the Committee of Five on Sierra Leone, held in Abuja on
19 December 1997, "the Ivlinlsters deplored the incessant and unprovoked attacks on ECOMOG
peace-keepers. They reaffirmed ECOMOG's right of self defence,,74 In early January, ECOMOG
had begun planning a military intervention to remove the RUF 1..r\FRC from Freetown. On 6
February 1998, as the impasse 111 implementing the Conakry Peace Plan appeared to deepen,
ECO\V",\S reaffmned the three options available for the resolution of the conflict, namely: the
purSLUt of dialogue: the 1mposition of a sanctions regime; and the possible use of force 75 On the
same day, ECOIvl0G forces in Freetown commenced a military 1l1tervention that led to their
capture of Freetown and the \'I/estern Area by 12 February.
Follow1ng the success of theIr Freetown intervention, ECOMOG forces commenced provincial
operations 111 Jvlarch The ECOMOG force was divided into three brigades. The 24 t11 Infantry
Brigade would execute operations 111 the Northern Province and parts of the Eastern Province. The
th
th
26 and 15 Infantry Brigades would take responsibility for operations in the Southern Province and
the rema111der of the Eastern Province. After April, four "loyal" SLA battalions were put under the
cornmand of tbe ECOIvI0G, 24 th Infantry Brigade.
ECOMOC's mandate 111 Sierra Leone \vas expanded folluwing the signing of the Lome Peace
"'\greement between the Goyernment of Sierra Leone and the RUF on 7 July 1999. ECOMOG
forces became a key cornponent and actor in the peace process.
To ref1ect the proViSIOns of the Lome i\greement, ECO\\!AS redefined the mandate of ECOMOG
on 25 August 1999. i\lthough the Government of Nigeria had announced the drawdown of its
contribution to ECOMOG, theu wrthdrawal was delayed to ensure that there was no security
vacuum dUring the deployment of the UN Miss10n in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) 71, At this time,
ECOI\IOG's additional responsibilities 1l1cluded monitoring the ceasef1re, providing security for and
disarm1l1g ex-combatants at DDR sites and guarding any arms and ammunition retrieved during the
disarmament process ECOMOG gr3dually scaled down its operations and UNA.MSIL deployed in
the areas previously under the control of ECOlvl0G. Out of the six Nigerian battalions deployed 111
Sierra Leone, four were absorbed by UNAfvlSIL and the remaining two had left Sierra Leone by
2 I\lav 2000 77

7~

Final CO mill U III CjlH::, P0lnt 14.
ECO\\',\S eighth llleetlng of ;"l.inisters of ForClgn :\ffalls of the Committee of Five on Siena Leone, New York,
5-6 February 1 c)98. Full text m-aihble at http! /\vwwsiena-leoneorg/ ecowas02069S.html [Link last viSIted:
2S February 2004]
7(, Sierra Leone l-lumalUtanan Situa tion Report,S - 16] anuar)' 2000 and nUN \'\!est /-.. fnca, 31 Januafj' 2000. On
23 December, the Govern.ments of Nigena, GUl11ea and Ghana informed the Secretary-General of thell intention
to withdra\v thell remaimng ECO;"IOG contingents from Sierra Leone.
Cc IRIN West ,-\fnca, 2 I\13y 2000
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b.
United Nations Mission to Sierra Leone (lJNAMSIL)
On 22 October 1999, in the afterrnath of the Lome Peace Agreement and follO\ving the extension of
the ECOh10G mandate, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1270 (1999)
estabuslung the United Nations I'viission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL). Initially, the authorised force
strength of UN1\MSIL strength ,vas 6,000 military personnel, including 260 military observers 7H to
"cooperate with the Government of Sierra Leone and the other parties to the Peace Agreement in
the Implementation of the l\greement". This included establishing a presence at key locations
throughout the territory of Sierra Leone and assisting the Government of Sierra Leone in
implementing the DDR plan.
UNi\l\ISIL had been preceded in 1998 by the United Nations Observer I'viisslOn in Sierra Leone
(UNOMSIL),7~ composed of military observers and aiming at "monitor[ingJ the rnilitary and security
situation 111 Sierra Leone" and the "disarmament and demobilisation of former cOlTlbatants", at
"asslst[1l1gJ 111 monitonng respect for 1l1ternational humanitarian law" and at "monitor[ingJ the
voluntary disarmament and demobilisation of members of the Civil Defence Force"gO The presence
of UNOMSIL within SIerra Leonean territory and the number of its personnel would vary over the
subsecluent months, as Its terms of deployment were amended taking into account the security
situation 111 Sierra Leone. UNOMSIL personnel were highly dependant on ECOMOG forces for
thell securitv
In establishing UNF\MSIL, the UN Security Council decided that UNll.MSIL was to "take over the
substantive civi1i:m and military components and functions and to that end" decided "that the
mandate of UNOIvISIL shall terminate llnmediately on the establishment of UNAMSIL,,81
Furthermore, despite the ECO\XiAS statement of impending withdrawal from Sierra Leone, the
United Nations 111cluded the role and funcuons of ECOMOG in the resolution, stating the "need
for close cooperation and coordination between ECOMOG and UNAMSIL", "commend[ingJ the
readiness of ECOMOG to continue [Q proVIde security for the areas where it IS currently located"

For a full text of the resolution, see http://www.unorg/Docs/scres/1999/sc99.
UN Secunry Council Resolution 11 S1 (1998), 13.J ul)' 1998.
H" U~ Oi\ISIL was ll11tialJ)' established for a sE-l1lonth penod between 13 July 1998 and 13 January 1999 Its
authonsed deployment conta1l1ed up to 70 m.ilitar) observers. As hostilities between ECOMOG and the
RU F /"-\FRC resumed in.J annan' 1999, the Security Council extended the mandate of {I UN Oi\ISIL until 13 March
1999 111 UN Resolution 1220 (1999), 12 January 1999, paragraph 2 of which authonses the Secretary General "to
reduce the number of n1ilitary observers 111 UNOi\lSIL and to retain in Conakry a small number who would return
to Sierra Leone when condItions pert111t together with necessary civilian substantive and lOgistical support staff
under the leadership of his SpeCial Representative" UNOMSIL's mandate was extended to 13 June by Resolution
1231 (I (99) of 11 i\ l~rch 1999 ~-\ t tllls t1lne, however, there were only eight military observers and they were not
deployed Ins1de Sierra Leone Resolution 1245 (1999) of 11 June 1999 expanded the mandate of UNOtdSIL until
13 December On 20 "-\ugust 1999, Resolution 1260 (1999) authorised the expanslOn of the mission to include 210
military observers to monitor the unplementation of the Lome Peace }l.greement and to assist with the
Disarmament, Demobilis~tion and Reintegration (DDR) program. The fuil texts of ail the above-mentioned
resoluuons are avail~ble online at http';/w\\'\\7.unorg/Docs/scres/1999 / sc99 and
http/ /www.unorg/Docs/scres/1998/scres98 "-\dditional sources of information on UNOMSIL can be found at
http://\vww. un.org/Depts/DPKO /l\Jissions/ unomsil/U nomsil.hun.
K1 UN Security Council Resolution 1270 (1999), 22 October 1999, para. 10.
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and noting the need "to conduct other operations in accordance ,vith their mandate to ensure the
implementation of the Peace Agreement".
.....
L_

LJN/\lvlSIL force nunlbers would increase over the subsequent months as ECOMOG forces left
Sierr;l Leone. In I\iay 2000, hostiliues resumed and UNAMSIL forces were targeted directly by
RUF /"\FRC forces. The capture of nearly 500 UNl\MSIL peacekeepers by RUF /AFRC forces, a
senes of nlllitarv events including the 1l1tervention of the UK Armed Forces and expanded combat
operations by the SLc\ 1dentifled a clear need not only for an increase 1n UNAMSIL's force strength,
but a reform of its structure. In late 2000, the UN Security Council increased the number of
authonsed personnel in UNAMSIL to 13,OOOH2 and ultimately to 17 ,500.
The fll'St of these expansions would be decided on 7 February 2000, with the Security Council
approving the extension of the military component of the UNl\MSIL to 11,100 military personnel,
deClding the revision of UN AMSIL's mandate and approving its extension for a period of SIX
months.,'l UNj\MSIL's force strength was increased to a ceiling of 17,500 R4 by 30 September 1999.
\\11ile the mandate of UNAMSIL was renewed in September 2003,H\ recent UN Security Council
Resolutions have authorised the gradual drawdown of UN.r'\MSIL, paving the way for a possible
withdrawal by December 2004 B (,
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Chapter Four: Legal Analysis
1.

Introduction

NP\Vj's Outreach and Conflict l\lapping Programs focused on the crimes v.rithin the jurisdiction of
the SpeClal Court for Sierra Leone so that the people of Sierra Leone might understand more about
hm\7 the Court could ass1st 111 the accountability process, by gaining an understanding of the types of
cnmes on which the Court would be able to adjudicate. This section 15, in many ways, intended to
be an extenslOn of that program, therefore this analysis focuses on the crimes \Arithin the jurisdiction
of the Court and related matters, 1l1cluding the principle of indi·vidual crinunal responsibility. A.s
such, it is not intended to be an acadernic analysis of all aspects of the crimes urithin the Court's
JUrlsdictlon. Rather, it is aimed at f1lling out the factual analysis conta1l1ed 111 this report by outlining
the cnmes and theu' elernents in more detail than was possible during the trailung serninars and
demonstrating how tlus Lnv nught apply to the facts uncovered from the infornl.ation gathered
during the ContllCt Mapping program
This sectlon will first give an overvie,v of what is international humalutarian law (IHL), including its
sources and key provisions. 'It \Arill go on to examine ,vhether or not there was an armed conflict in
Slerr8 Leone and, if so, lts duration and its nature. The section ,vill go on to discuss the legal aspects
of each category of cnmes over '..vhich the Court has jurisdiction, in the order in which the crimes
are listed witJun the Statute of the Special Court. The discussion of each category of crimes will
conclude with an identification of what crimes ,vere committed during the conflict, by applying the
law as discussed to the facts as described in the factual analysis. The section will conclude w1th a
discusslon of the personal and temporal Jurisdiction of the Court, namely the people over whorn the
Court has Jurisdiction and when the acts had to be allegedly committed in order to be considered by
the Court, fmishing with a bnef discussion of the principles of l11dividual crirninal responsibility,
both direct and command responslbility
It should be noted that in some Clrcumstances the same set of facts can be charactensed as a crime
aga1l1st hU1Tlanity, a war cnme and a crime under Sierra Leone law. j::;or example, the rape of a 10
year-old can be the cnme aga111st humanity of rape, where committed as part of a v.ridespread or
systematic attack; the war crime of rape, when con1mitted during an armed conflict; and a crime
under Sierra Leone law, namely a \ciolauon of section 6 of the Prevention of Cruelty to Children r\ct
1926 In such a sltuation, this report considers that the legal basis for each of those crimes has been
nlade out and reflects tlus in tbe list of crUDes C01Tl11litted, altbough an accused rnay be charged with
only one of those cnmes Conversely, there are some crimes that do not have counterparts and, as
such, some facts only fit into one category of cnmes over wluch the Court has jurisdiction. These
1l1clude the cnme against humanity of enslavement, the war crime of pillage, the serious violation of
1nternationa1 humanitarian law of the conscription of clllidren and the crime under Sierra Leone lav/
of the burl1lng of public buildings.
For reasons of clantv and manageability, the crimes are also identified according to the f1ghting
factlon ldentified ~s bemg responsible However, lt must be emphasised that responsibility for these
cnmes cannot be extended to every member of the fighting faction: the relevant provisions of
111ternational bumanitanan law are premised on the basis of individual criminal responsibility, both
direct ~nd command responsibility As such, liability ,,,"ill only fall on the people who de,rised and
Draft COl1f!.tct JVIapplng Report
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Implemented the poLcies to commit such crimes, i.e. the leaders and planners, the cOlllinanders
responsible for the individuals \vho committed the crimes and each individual who COllli1-utted that
cnme.
As mennoned. the facts as described in tlllS report are the result of the collection of information
from kn" persons throughout Sierra Leone; that is, persons who by virtue of their profession or their
position 111 society were in a position to have an overview of the conilict in particular in their area.
Tl-us lI1formanon has been used to compile the factual analysis section of tms report, on which the
foUowmg legal analysis is based. Every care has been taken to establish the veracity of the
informanon gathered in Sierra Leone, 111cluding cross-checking and, to an extent, supplementing tl-us
g7
informanon \.'lith open source and other materials
Details that could not be verified or
Information on events con-ung from only one source were generally not included in the final report.
Howc\-er, It must be borne 1I1 n-und that tl-us information has not been tested to the level required
for sustal1lJng a convIction, for example through cross-examination in court, nor have the alleged
perpetrators had the opportunity to tell their side of the story or answer the allegations made in tl-us
report Therefore, although every care has been taken to ensure the correctness of the facts
contmned 11l tlllS report, these lin-utations must be borne in mind when considering the following
analySIS.
')

,-\ppLcable law

2.a

Introduction to international humanitarian law (IHL)
International humal-utarian law, also known as "the laws of war", is the area of international law that
regulates conduct during an armed conflict. In the modern era, the devc!oprnent of the rules of IHL
began 11l the late mneteenth and early twentieth century in an attempt to l1-utigate some of the
consequences of the conflicts prevalent at the time. In essence, they attempted to regulate wars to
prevent unnecessary suffering belI1g inflicted upon combatants and civilians. Their development
attempted to set specific rules concerning what were and were not legitimate targets in conflict and
refined the distincoon between combatants and civilians. The protection of persons not taking an
active part In hostilities became a baSIC pnnetple of II-IL.

TradinonaUv, there have been two branches of international humanitarian law: the "I-Iague law",
concerned with means and methods of warfare, and the "Geneva la\\"", concerned with the more
hU1l1~111iranan issues, 1l1cluding the protection of civilians; this distinction is largely illusory, as there is
gH
a wide degree of overlap between the two
The prol-ubition on intentionally directing attacks
agaInst clvilians, whlch IS appLcable Irrespective of the nature of the armed conflict, is one of the
cornerstones of lI1ternational humamtarian law. Tl-us prohibition derives from one of the key tenets
of 1nternaoonal humaJ-utarian law, that a distinction be made between legitimate and illegitimate
For a full description of tll1S process, see section "-\ on the methodology of the Conflict IVIapping program.
See McCoubrey, H, Illtemotiollol Flumomtorioll l..flIP: Tbe Regulation if Armed Conflicts, 1990, Dartmouth Publishing
Company L11111ted, Great Britam, pp 1-2. Indeed, the Hague Law of 1907 and its annexed Regulations on the Laws
and Custorns of \X/ar on Land,. \vhicb have the status of customary international law, were to a large degree
complemented and supplemented 111 the Thud and Fourth Geneva Conventions of 1949 and i\dclitional Protocol
I Roberts, "\. and Gudff, R, Domment.r 011 tbe I..fll/Ji of IVar (3 rd edn.), 2000, Oxford Umversity Press, Great Britain,
p 68
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milltJ1"\' tJrgets. Accordingly, some targets will always be illegitim.ate, such as undefended towns and
objects employed solely for the provision of humanitarian asslstance, while some targets will always
be legltimate, such as military installations. Additionally, some methods of attack, such as carpet
bombing, and some weapons, such as indiscriminate weapons, may not be employed. A key feature
underpin11lng 1l1ten1atJOnal hUlTLlnitarian law 1S the principle of proportionabty, according to which
the military advantage expected to be gained in any attack must be balanced against the likely
l11cidental or collateral darnage to non-military persons and objects. Therefore, in all cases where
elther the target, methods, or weapons are not prohibited, the military commander must apply the
prinople of proportionality to weigh \",hether or not a particular target can be attacked in a particular
way USl11g particular weapons.
Currently, the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and the two i\dditional Protocols of 8 June
1977,K') form the heart of international humanitarian treaty law and are its most frequently cited
sources.')1) The 1949 Geneva Conventions, much but not all of which are now considered to be
customary international law, were aimed at both codifying customary international hurnarutarian law
as It had emerged following \,(iorld \,(i ar II and at developing law to address the experiences of
\Vorld \\'Jr II .'JI These four Conventions concern the treatment of:
(T)
sick and wounded cornbatants on land;
s1ck and wounded combatants at sea;
(Il)
prisoners of war (POWs); and
(III)
(IV)
civilians.
The Geneva Conventions marked the first inclusion in a humanitanan law treaty of a set of war
crimes expliCltly attracung 1l1div1dual criminal responsibility - the "grave breaches" of the
conventions.~2 Each of the four Conventions contains its own list of grave breaches, expanded by
;\dditional Protocol I of 1977. Grave breaches are crimes considered so serious that all States
Parties are required to prosecute persons accused of such offences, or to hand thern over to other
States Parties willing to conduct such prosecutions. However, the grave breaches provisions only
apply in international armed confLcts as opposed to non-international armed confLcts~) and then
only to acts against persons protected by each of the Geneva Conventions ("protected persons"),
namely sick and wounded combatants on land and sea, PO\Xis and civilians who find thernselves in
the hands of a State of which they arc not nationals. The primary responsibility for enforcement of
these grave breaches provisions, and indeed of international humanitanan la'"v in general, rests with
States thernselves.

H~ SIerra Leone succeeded to the Geneva Conventions on 10 June 1965 and acceded to the /\dd1tional Protocols on
21 October 1986
~I) 1\lcCollbrey, slipra, n 2, p. 15.
Note also the Geneva Protocol on the Prohibition of the Use 1n \\/ar of
"-\sph):\Jaung, POIsonous or Other Gases, and of Bactenologrcal Methods of \Xiarfare 1925, which has the statue of
customary U1ternauonal law (Roberts and Guelff, supra, n. 2, p. 157) and 1S reflected i11 the Rome Statute of the
lnternatlonal Cn1111118J Comt, arude 8(2) (b) (xviii).
')1 Roberts and Guelff, .wpm, n. 2, pp. 195-6.
~2 See, for exam pIe, the Fourth Geneva Convention, articles 146-7.
')1 See below for a dlSCLlSSlOl1 of tll1S d1s unction.
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International humanitarian law has t'JiO main sources: treaty law and customary international law; it
can also be found in general principles of la\v and in judicial decisions and the writings of eminent
junsts,')~ as subsidiary means that are of particular importance in this field. Treaty law refers to the
obliga1Jons binding on a State because they are a party to a treaty containing those obligations.
Customary 1nternatlonallaw, on the other hand, refers to those obligatlons that are binding on States
irrespective of whether they are contained 111 a treaty or not. The existence of customary
111ternational la\\7 is determined by reference to State practice and opinio juris. 95 State practice is the
actions undertaken by States and opillio juris means that States undertake such actions because they
believe they are under a legal obligation to do so% State practice in the absence of Opil1io juris, no
matter how uniform or cons1stent, will therefore not amount to cust01uary international law; one
example is the cancellation of diplomats' parking tickets, which is a standard practice but does not
g1ve me to legal consequences if it is not followed. Official statements and declarations can provide
evidence of opimo JUriS and can even amount to State practice in some circumstances, depending on
their context. Generally, customary international law is binding on all States. However, it is not
binding on a persistent objector, namely a State that has consistently made its objections manifest
during the emergence of a new rule,~7 except if it amounts to jus cogC17J, which is a perernptory norm
of international la\-v frorTl which no derogation is permissible and, as such, is binding on all States 9H
It should be borne in mind that customary international law is a continually evolving process and
what was custOlTlary international law 20 years ago will not necessarily be customary international
law radav
\X,1ule mternational humanitarian law regulates the conduct of war, not all of its provis10ns attract
individual cnnunal responsibility For example, the violation of the provision stating the prisoners
of war shall be pernutted to use tobacco~~ is not considered to be a Clune. However, there are a
\vlde number of provis10ns, based both in treaty and custom.ary la\v, that do attract individual
cnminal responsibility, so that people who violate the obligations in those provisions can be held
accountable in a court of law. These provisions are considered to form part of a discrete area of law
called 1l1ternational cnminal law 11111 1\1any of these provisions will be discussed in the follO\v:i.ng
sections on the crimes over wluch the Special Court has jurisdiction. The classic modern examples
of the enforcement of international humanrtarian law are found 1n two military tribunal established
after \\'orld War II the Nuremberg Tribunal, established to try the 22 major Naz1 war criminals and
'J" Statute of tbe InternatlOnal Court ofJnstiee, arucle 3S(1)(e)-(d).
North Jeo COlltmellto! She!fCme [1969] ICJ Rep 3, 44.
')(, See the Statute of the International Conn of Justice, article 38(1)(b), liStil1g one of the sources of international
law as "international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law".
Ste111, T. L.. 'Tbe Approach of a Dlffercnt Drummer The Pnnciple of the Persistent Objector in International
Law (1985) 26 Han' lnt'1 LJ 457, P 458
~K \'1enna COl1\'ention on the Law of Treaties] 969, article 53; norms amounting to JUJ wgenJ can only be replaced
by norms of a sllnihr character. The prohibItion on genocide is generaUy considered to be
cogenJ: see, for
example, BasslClulU, \1 C, 'Internauonal Cr1l11es' JlIS Cogen.r and OMgotlo EJ;go OmneJ' (1996) 59 Law & Contemp.
Probs. 63, p CJS
~~ Third Genev;l Convention 1949, arucle 26.
lilli These provlslons form part of International Criminal Law, which is also considered to 1l1.clude a range of other
offences such as drug uafflcking, piracy and fraud: see, for example, Bassiouni, 1'1'1. C, Intemotionol CJimina! Law (2 nd
edn),1999. Transl1CltlonaIPublishers, ~-\rdsley, NY.
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the InternatJonal l\1ilitary Tribunal for the Far East, established to try major war crirninals in the
PaciEc. The Nuremberg Charter, which gave the Trib~nal jurisdiction over war crimes, crimes
aga111st huma111ty and crimes agamst peace,1111 is often ~ited as the basis for the development of
internatJonal crirmnal law 111 the latter half of the twentieth century. In fact, "[t]he 1949 Geneva
ConventJons were prepared in the \vake of the Nuremberg trials and were heavily influenced by
then1" III:

2.b

The International Criminal Court (ICC), including the Elements of Crimes

The preliminary and traditional problem with international humanitarian law is its lack of
enforceability.
Despite the advances made after World War II by the International I\1ilitary
Tribunals and several notable cases tried in domestic courts, including Eichmann, Barbie and
Trouvler, it is only \\lith the advent of the ad hoc tribunals and subsequent developments through
the 1990s and beyond that this historic lack of enforceability is being addressed w3
.
In the early 1990s, the 111ternational community took steps to enforce international humanitarian law
111 the former Yugoslavia and in Rwanda, through the establishment of the International Criminal
Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda (lCTY and ICTR) in 1993 and 1994 respectively.
These Tribunals were established by Security Council Resolutions adopted under Chapter VII of the
Charter of the U111ted Nations.llI~ Cnmes WIthin theu jurisdictions include genocide, crimes against
humanity and violations of the laws and customs of war. The decisions of these tribunals, which are
based on customary international law as identified by the Judges, represent the fust major postNuremberg declslOns on crimes under international humanitarian law. \)(lhile the decisions of these
111ternational tribunals are not binding on other courts, whether domestic and international, this
grow111g body of Jurisprudence is at the very least highly persuasive and was referred to extensively
by the Preparatory Commission of the International Criminal Court (ICC) when the time came to
elaborate the Elements of Crimes within the jurisdiction of the ICC.
Indeed, the main step forward in the codification of international criminal law since Nuremberg and
Tokyo is the cre3tion of the Intern3tional Crirninal Court. Tn many W3yS, the ICC C3n be seen as a
10glCal next step of the process begun at Nuremberg and traced through the establishment of the
TCn' and TCTR, albeit a step that would be blocked for 50 years by the Cold War, among other
things. The main difference between the TCC and the tribunals that preceded it is that the Statute of
1111 Nuremberg Ch3rlcr, 3rucle 6; 110te th3t conspu3cy to commit 311y of these 3CtS was also within the Jurisdiction
of the Nuremberg 1'ribun31.
111: The ProJci'li/or I'
C3se No. 11'-94-1, Sep3rate Op1111On of Judge Abi-S3ab 011 the Defence ~\lotion for
Interlocutory Appe3] on JUIlsdlCtion, 2 October 1995.
1113 For further reading, see ;\1c~ormack, T. and Sunpson, G., The Lalli of IVaI' CrimcJ: NatlOna! alld In/cl7la/lolla!
.Approa{beJ, 1997, I<Juwer Law International, Boston.
III~ ICTY Secunty Councll Resolution 827 (1993), 25
1993; ICTR: Security Councll Resolution 955 (1994), 8
November 1994 The Security Council IS mandated under Chapter. VII with determining the existence of any
threat to the pe3ce, breach of the peace or act of aggreSSIon, pursuant to article 39(1) of the UN Charter. HaVIng
made that determInation, ·the Secunty Councll may then make recommendations or deClslOns regarding measures
to be taken to ma111tarn or restore inten13uonal peace and security. ""\n)' such deClslons are blnding on all rnember
States (3rucle 25) ~nd are supenor to all other 111tem~t1on~1 obligations (article 1
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the ICC was negotiated by all rnember States of the United Nations, thereby representing for the
first time a truly universal attempt to codify those laws }nd customs of war that attract individual
criminal responsibili ty.
The Rome Statute of the International CrilTl.inal Court was adopted in Rome on 17 July 1998, after
weeks of 111tensive negotiations and debate, and entered into force on 1 July 2002. Following the
105
Diplomatic Conference, the Preparatory Commission comprised of representatives of States with
slglutlcant input frorn 111ternational organisations and non-governmental organisations, debated the
particulars of the supporting documents for the Rome Statute, in particular the Elements of Crimes
and the Rules of Procedure and Evidence. lor, During the negotiations, the often long debates
centred around what was and what was not customary international law, with delegates accepting the
former and rejecting the latter. As such, the crimes within the jurisdiction of the ICC, found in
articles 6 to 8, are the best possible indication of customary international law at the time of the
adoption of the Rome Statute, as are their Elements of Crimes, which were approved at the June
2000 session of the Preparatory Commission for the International Criminal Court and subsequently
1117
adopted during the tlrst meeting of the f\ssembly of States Parties in Septernber 2002.

2.e
Note on ptoeedurallaw
/\long with substantive provisions on international cnminal law, the ICTY, the ICTR and the ICC
have also contributed to the development of a set of procedural rules for international courts and
tribunals. Thus each of the international cnminal tribunals and the ICC has its own "Rules of
Procedure and Evidence", which represent a cross-fertilisation between major legal systems lllH The
rules ha\'e a large impact on the evidence that is accepted at trial and, as such, forms the basis for
Jud s'111ents. /\s such, these. rules have contributed to the developnlent of the procedural and
substantive elements of tlus area of law. \X1hile the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Special
Court fall outside the ambit of this report, interested readers are directed towards NPW!J's Lmvyer'.r
Guide to tbe Special COllrt, which goes into these Rules in detail 1lJ9

1115 The Republic of Slerra Leone was one of the most active participants in these discussions and made numerous
statements, both 1n formal and lnformal negotiations, as to what constituted customall· international law in respect
of the cnmes w1t111n the junsdlction of the Court.
111(, Both the Elements of Crimes and the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, as adopted, are found in UN Doc.
ICC-\SP /1/3.
1117 See Politi, M. and Nesi, G (eds), The Eome Statute ~( tbe International Crililwal Court: A Cballenge to Impull1!J!,
Dartmouth Publislung Company Ltd, UK, 2001, P 25 and Lee, RS (cd), The International Cnminal Court: Elements of
CnmeJ alld ]vtlc.r o( Procedure alld
Transnational Publishers Inc, USA., 2001, pp. 5, 8 and, generally, Chapter 6,
"Renectlons on the Elements of Comes" \v1J.ile there is some debate as to whether the Rome Statute and the
Elements of Comes entilely renect customary International law, they are used in this report as the most
authootative statement of customary l11ternational Jaw to date, due to their manner of negotiation and adoption.
IIiH The Rules were made in different ways: for the ad hoc tribunals and the Special Court, they are made by the
Judges themselves, whereas for the ICC, they were the product of lengthy negotiations between States, which took
place at the same lime as the negotialions on the Elements of Crimes.
1119 NP\\}'s
'Gmde to tbe Special COllrt is available from www.speciaIcourt.org.
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SpeCIal Court for Sierra Leone: Background and establishment

In June 2000, the President of the Republic of Sierra Lec,me requested the assistance of the United
Nations to estabhsh a court to try people who conumtted crirnes in Sierra Leone during the conflict.
On 14 i\Ugust 2000, the UN Secunty Council passed a Resolution requesting the Secretary-General
to negotiate an agreelTlent \vith the Government of Sierra Leone to allow the Special Court to be
established. I III It also asked the Secretary-General to report back to the Security Council on a
nutTlber of POl11ts raIsed 111 the resolution, including: from what date the Special Court should have
Jurisdiction, where an alternative seat for the Special Court outside Sierra Leone might be located,
how appeals should be made and how much assistance will be required from the international
cOITlmunity in terms of finance and personnel.
Negotiations between the Government of Sierra Leone and the United Nations began in September
2000 in NC\v York, continuing later that month in Freetown. The Secretary-General reported back
to the Security Council on 4 October 2000. This was followed by an exchange of letters on some of
the more contentious areas in the Sierra Leone-United Nations negotiations between the Security
Council and the Secretary-General in December 2000 and January 2001, which detailed some
changes the Security Council believed should be made to the draft Statute and Agreement. These
changes were agreed to by Sierra Leone and the i\greement for the Establishment of the Special
Court for Sierra Leone, to which the Statute is annexed, was signed in a ceremony in Freetown on
16 January 2002 by then i\ttorney-General and I'v1inister of Justice and the then UN Under
Secretary-General for Legal Affairs. This Agreement forms the legal basis for the Special Court and
In addition to the substantive functioning of the Court Includes rnatters such as privileges and
immuI1lties of officials, staff and the prelmses of the Special Court, which was supplemented by a
Headquarters .r\greement signed on 21 October 2003 by the Attorney-General and I'v1inister of
Justice and the Registrar of the SpeClal Court.
In early 2002, the Prosecutor, Registrar and Judges of the Special Court were narned by the United
Nations and the Government of Sterra Leone, each of whorn was responsible for appointing a
number of officials. The Special Court began its operations in late July 2002, when the Registrar, the
Prosecutor and some 111itial staff arnved in Freetown. The first set of indictments was approved on
7 March 2003, arrests were rnade on 10 March 2003 and initial appearances began on 15 March 2003
at temporary facilities in Bonthe, a small to\\1n in southern Sierra Leone. l\ number of indictments
were approved in the following months and all detainees were moved to the Special Court's
detentIon facilitIes in New England, Freetown, once construction on the site of the Special Court
was complete Since that tilTle a number of pre-trial motions have been heard by the Judges of the
SpeClal Court, including app]jca tions for provisional release 111 and Jurisdictional matters, heard by a
panel of]udges of the Appeals Chamber sttting for the fIrst time in October 2003. 112

Security Council Resoluuon 1315 (2000), 14 ",'lugust 2000
.-\11 of the applicauons for provISional release have, at the tirne of writing, been denied.
112 1t should be noted that the courtroom for the Special Court was, at the Ume of writing, still under construction
and pre-tnal heanngs were being held at a temporary courtroom on the New England site
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Crimes within the jurisdiction of the Special Court

In his letter of 12 ) une 2000, the PresIdent of Sierra Leol).e suggested that the Special Court have as
l13
Its applicable law' a blend of international and dorIlestic Sierra Leone law.
Security Council
Resolution 1315 (2000) therefore recommended that the Special Court was to have jurisdiction over
cnmes under International law and selected crimes under Sierra Leonean law. Pursuant to the
Statute of the Special Court, the crimes under international law fall under the broad categories of
crimes aga1l1st humal11ty; violations of con1mon j\rticle 3 of the Geneva Conventions and Additional
Protocol II; and other serious violations of international humanitarian law, including crimes against
1H
peacekeepers and the use of child soldiers
These are crimes under international humanitarian law
that were considered to have had the status of customary international law at the time the alleged
cnmes were committed 115 Violations of common article 3 and Additional Protocol II and the
"other seDOUS violations of 111ternational humanitarian law" both require the existence of an armed
conflict as a condition of applicability, therefore this ""w be discussed separately at the beginning of
this section The cnmes under Siena Leonean law cover offences relating to the abuse of girls and
wanton destruction of property, taken from Sierra Leone legislation dating from 1926 and 1861
respectively; these are the only crimes under Sierra Leone law over which the Special Court has
di CD on. 11(,
.
)UDS
This selection of subject matter Jurisdiction was done to pre-empt any challenge to the Court's
legality on the basis of the princi]Jle of 1I111111m crimm sinc legc,117 since the acts these provisions are
m
It
purport111g to address had been criminalisecl at the time those acts were allegedly corl11nitted.
should be emphasised that the Statute of the Special Court does not create the crimes to which it
refers: rather, articles 2 to 5 of the Statute simply provide that the Special Court has jurisdiction over
pre-eXlsnng cnmes. Therefore, an examination of the applicability and content of the norms
referred to wJthin the Statute - whether as a result of customary international law or voluntary
adoption of norms by Sierra Leone - is necessary to determine the elements of the crirnes.

UN Doc S/2000/78G, 'Framework for the SpeClal Court', para 3
Cnmes aga1l1st humamty (arbcle 2); \'lOlations of "-\rticle 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and of
.\ddltional PlOtocollI (awcle 3); and other senom \'jolations of International humanitarian law (article 4).
liS Sec, fm e;(ample, Reporl of tbc Jecrelal)-Gmcrallo tbe JCCII17/) COUNcil 017 tbe Ertabllsbmcnt of a SpcClal Court for Jlm'a
LeOJlf, UN Doc. 8/2000/9]\ para 12
11(, Tlus may leave a gap in accountability [or v1Olations cornmitted during the conflict, leaving aside the question of
the Lome ,-\mnestj' fm now. For example, If a person IS tried for murder as a crune against humaaity before the
SpeClal Court and the contextual elements arc not provcn, that person must be acquitted. The Special Court has
no Junsdiction to find th8t perseJn guilty of murder under Sierr8 Leone law. However, the 11011 blJ In Idcm pru1Ciple
then bar~ an]' trial o[ th~t person 111 domesbc courts for murder based on the same facts. See the Statute, article
9(1) "No person sh811 be tried before 8 n8bonal court of Sierra Leone for acts for \vhlch he or she has already
been tried by the Special Court."
117 "\ccording to tlllS pnnciple, nobody may be found guilty of a criminal offence for 8CtS that were not
cnmi118lised, whether under national or international law, at the time of their commission: see the International
Convention on CNil and Political Rights, article 15(1).
11K One of the indictees has filed a motion challenging the Court's jurisdiction U1 relabon to the recruitment of
children, subnutting that this \vas not a cru11e under customary international law at the time of the alleged
C011U111SS10n of the alleged acts. Oral arguments were heard U1 November 2003 and, at the time of writing, the
Judge~ of tbe ,-\ppeals Chamber have not yet decided the matter.
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Thus the elements elaborated below are drawn primarily from the Elements of Crirnes of the ICC,
WlllCh are the best current indication of customary international law, and the decisions of the
International Crirninal Tribunals for the former Yugosli~ia and Rwanda. \X1hile their decisions are
not binding per .Ie on the Special Court for Sierra Leone, they are persuasive. According to the
Statute, the .:-\ppeals Chamber "shall be gUlded by the decisions of the Appeals Chamber of the
International Tribunals for the former Yugoslavcia and for Rwanda";119 furthermore, it is also in the
Interests of certainty of the law and consistency of the application of its provisions that the Special
Court for Sierra Leone follow these decisions.

4.a

The existence and nature of an armed conflict: the law
International humanitarian law applies during times of armed conflict, whether international or nonInternational 111 nature. The exception to this is cruTles against hun1.anity, namely certain 3CtS
comn1J tted as p3rt of 3 widespre3d or system3tic attack against 3 civilian population, and genocide,
namely certain acts comrnitted aga111st a national, racial, ethnic or religlOus group with the Intent to
1211
destroy that group in whole or in part, as such.
According to customary international law, the
prohibitions against these acts apply during times of war and times of peace 11 ] In all other cases,
however, In order to apply these norms, it must first be determined whether an 3rmed conflict
eXJsted, before going on to consider whether the conflict was international or non-international in
nature.
The ICn' considered the d~finition of an 3rmed conflict early in its history and stated the following:
"lA In armed conflict exists whenever there is a resort to armed force between States or
protracted 3rmed violence between governmental authorities and organized armed groups or
between such groups within a State. Intern3tional humanitarian law applies from the
111itiation of such anTled conflicts and extends beyond the cessation of hostilities until a
general conclusion of peace is reached; or, In the case of internal conflicts, a peaceful
settlement is achieved. Until that moment, international humanitarian law continues to apply
in the whole territory of the warring states or, in the case of internal conflicts, the whole
terntory under the control of 3 party, whether or not actual combat takes place there.,,112
Internauonal hun:lamt3rian law dra\vs a distinction between international armed conflicts, I.e. those
between two or nlOre States, 3nd non-internation31 armed conflicts, i.e. those between a State and a
non-State organised armed group or between such groups. The majority of proVIsions in the
G eneV3 Conventions and the i\ddi tional Protocol I apply only to 111ternational arm.ed conflicts.

] I ~ St;ttute of the SpeClal Court, article
]211 See the Genoclde Convention 1949
11] The lCn' Statute limits the Junsruction of that Tribunal to crimes against bumanit:y committed in the context
of an armed conflict (see article 5) but the Statute of the SpeClal Court contains no such limitation, so tillS aspect of
lCn- Junsprudence will not be ruscussed in the present report.
]22 ProJemtor /' Tad/c, Case No. IT-94-1, ,\ppeals Chamber, Junsdiction Decision, ::2 October 1995 'Cradic Jurisruction
Decision), para 70
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Nonetheless, article 3 corn.mon to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II lay down a
set of baslc minimum rules an d basic protections applicab.le in any armed conflict. m
\\TJ.1ether an armed conflict is international or non-international in nature depends on the parties to
the conflict. In essence, a conflict \vW be "international" when it is conducted between two or more
States and will be "non-ll1ternational" \'vhen it is conducted between a State and another armed force
not qualifJed as a State or between such forces. 124 The character of a conflict can change dunng its
course from being non-international in nature to being international 111 nature. 125 In the Tadic
decislOn, the ICTY Appeals Chamber specifically addressed the question of when a conflict that is
pJ7mafClCle internal in nature may be regarded as involving forces acting on behalf of a foreign power,
thereby render111g the conflict international in nature 12G The Appeals Chamber identifJed three
speClfJc tests concerning the necessary degree of control by a foreign power to determine whether
tlus had occurred, namely overall control of an armed group or individuals; specifJc instructions to
an armed group or individuals; and actual behaviour of an armed group or individuals, irrespective
of any speClfJc 111structions.
The Statute of the Special Court only gives the Court jurisdiction over CrilTleS conumtted in noninterna tional armed conflicts
Particularlv given the three-part test identified by the Appeals
Chamber, it is debatable whether the drafters of the Statute for the Special Court should have
limited the Jurisdiction of the Special Court only to crimes committed \vithm an non-international
armed contlict. A. more sensible approach would have been to leave that determination to the
Special Court itself, so it could have applied the test of whether the conflict was rendered
mternational111 nature on the baSIS of evidence presented to it.

4.b
The existence and nature of an armed conflict: the facts
It SeClT1S almost counter-intuitive to be asking the question of whether an armed conflict existed in
SierrJ Leone The facts as Jdduced in this report, including the descriptions of fJghting between
various forces at eli fferent times, as \,vell as the numerous public reports from the media, hurnan
nghts orgJnisations and others seem to negate the need for even rais111g the issue. Nevertheless, it is
lmportant to examine tlus question, in particular to determine when the conflict began, which
determines when international humamtanan law begins to apply, and also to determine the nature of

121 PrO.lWlltor

II

l\'a/etlilc alld

/VI,7rll1J(J/'N

C;lse No IT-98-34, lCTY Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 31_ IIIarch 2003,

para 228
Case No. lCTR-95-1, lCTR Tnal Chamber, Judgment, para 170.
Case No. IT-94-1, lCTY "-\ppeals Chamber Judgment, 15Ju1)' 1999, para 84. In addition, there
can be both non-u1tenHuonal and mtcrnauonal armed conflicts takll1g place side by side Note, however, that the
I CT\' "-\ppeals Chamber discussed the Issue of the applica blc la,,' 111 such a situation "-\ddressing the argwnent
th;ll the eXJstence of two types of conflicts meant tbe application of two different legal regImes in the salTle place at
the same W11e, the "\ppeals Chamber stated that such an interpretation would "authOrize the Internauonal Tribunal
to prosecute and purusb certain conduct U1 an international al1ned conflict, while turning a blllld eve to the very
S;lme conduct in an internal allned conflict" (para. 78), Tlus led the /\ppeals Chamber to consider that "to the
extent pOSSible, tbe subject-matter Jurisdiction of tbe International Tribunal should extend to both internal and
111ternaDonal armed conflicts" (ibid).
11(, See Pro.rem!or I)
Case No IT-94-1, len' Appeals Chamber Judgment, 15 July 1999, POlllt IVB.3.
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the conflict, in order to deterrrune what provisions of international humanitarian law are
.
I:,
applicable
4.bJ
EXIstence of an armed conflict
~As noted, an armed conflict is deemed to have begun whenever there is "protracted armed violence
bet\veen governmental authorities and organized armed groups or between such groups within a
State."I::o Revolutionary United Front (RUF) and National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) forces
coming from Libena first entered SIerra Leone through Kailahun District on 23 March 1991, at
wluch time they engaged the Sierra Leone /\rmy (SLA) in battle. From the very beginning, the RUF
was orgamsed according to a military structure, including identifiable chains of command, rules of
engagement and disciplinary structures
From that time, RUF/NPFL forces would spread
throughout the country, engaging the SLA in battle and establishing their own bases, including for
recrultlng and traIning.
the conflict progressed, different fighting factions becarne involved, including loosely organised
groups of local hunters and "VIgilantes"; the more organised and structured Civil Defence Forces;
the "'\rmed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC), who took over power during a coup in May 1997;
NIgerIan and Gwnean forces, both independently at the Invitation of the Sierra Leone Government
and as part of ECOI'vl0G; Executive Outcomes, the South }\frican pnvate military company who
entered Sierra Leone under contract '\Vlth the Sierra Leone Government; and the United Nations
military peacekeepIng force (UNAf\1SIL). Some of these arnled forces and groups would, at
different points, also begin fighting each other, notably the Civil Defence Forces and the SLA, both
before and after the establishment of the AFRC during the coup of May 1997.

1'\S

Thus to greater and lesser degrees from 1991 there ViaS protracted armed violence between both
gm'ernmental authorities and organised armed groups m on the one hand and between such
groups UII withIn the territory of Sierra Leone on the other hand. It is therefore clear that an armed
conflict began In Sierra Leone 111 I\'1arch 1991, thereby triggering the application of international
hununltanan law
The questIon of when the armed conflict ended turns on when a general conclusion of peace ,\vas
reached or when a peaceful settlement was achieved 131 At various tirnes throughout the conflict,
attempts were made to reach a peaceful settlement between the RUF and the Government of Sierra
Leone f\ number of ceasefires were declared and peace agreements were negotiated ~and signed,
notably 111 :\bidpn, Cbte d'lvoire, on 30 Novenlber 1996 and in Lome, Togo, on 7 July 199911:
I::i It should of course be remembered that for crimes agal11st humanity, customary 1l1ternational law does not
rcqmre the eXistence of an armed conflin; rather, it requires a \'videspread or system.atic attack against a Civilian
populauon and that prohibIted acts be comnuttt:d as pan of that attack.
I::H Pro.rem/or 1J
Case No. IT-94-I, "\ppeals Chamber, Jurisdiction Decision, 2 October 1995, para 70
12') For t:xample, RUF /NPFL v SL\; RUF v SL\; RUF v CDF; RUF /;\FRC v CDF; RUF v SL\/ULIlVIO; RUF
v ECOTIIOG. SL\ v CDF
1:\11 For example, RUF/NPFL v local hunters/vigilantes.
1:\1 Prrmm/or I'
Case No IT-94-1, :\ppeals Chamber, Jurisdiction DeClsion, 2 October 1995, para 70
1.1: The ECO\\'~\S SL,\-l110nth Peace Plan for SleWl Leone, signed in Conakry, Gmnt:a, on 23 October 1997, should
also be noted in this cantt:x!
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None of the agreernents would last for any appreciable length of time, instead taking on the
appearance of temporary lulls in the flghting, during wl:lich each of the auned forces and groups
would regroup, sometimes retra111 and on all occasions prepare for further fighting.

By the end of 2001, disarmament was well under \vay in all Districts across the country, leading the
President of Sierra Leone to declare an official end to the war during a symbolic weapons-burning
ceremony on 18 January 2002. Such a declaration does not necessarily mean that an armed conflict
has concluded, as tlus falls to be deterrruned by whether there is a general conclusion of peace or a
peaceful settlement. Nevertheless, those conditions had clearly been met by that time, therefore this
report is takIng 18 January 2002 as the date on which the aflTled conflict ended.
4.b.ii Nature of the armed conflict
The fact that there was a non-international armed conflict - that is, between government authorities
and orgamscd arnled groups - is clear. The more coniplex question is whether the armed conflict
was 111ternational in nature at any point and, if so, when and for how long.
Because the Special Court only has jurisdiction over those cmnes specifically included in the Statute,
the answer to thJS '-luestion qoes not have a practical effect on the work of the Court. Nevertheless,
it is useful from the perspective of contextualising the conflict in Sierra Leone and, furthermore, as
an indication of whether international or internationalised courts should have jurisdiction over all
crimes under international humanitarian law and then determine on the basis of evidence presented
to them whether a conflict was international or non-international in nature.
The test of whether an armed conflict is an international armed conflict is based on the presence of
forces that are under the control of a foreign power. This falls to be determined by who was
controlling the different fighting factions at any given time, for which the ICTY has identified a test
consisting of three parts, namely:
1.
Overall control of an armed group or individuals;
2.
Specific instructions to an armed group or individuals; and
3.
i\ctual behaviour of an armed group or individuals, irrespective of any specific
instructions. ;"
Factual information gathered 111 Sierra Leone reveals very clearly that the RUF was operating under
direct orders from Charles Taylor, the leader of the NPFLl}4 to greater and lesser degrees
throughout the entire conflict, particularly during the early years of the conflict. Indeed, NPFL
forces had entered Sierra Leone together wlth the RUF in 1991 under the direct orders of their
leader. Throughout the conflict, logIstics and weapons were supplied from Liberia - first through
the NPFL and subsecJuently through the Liberian President, who was the former NPFL leader - in
exchange for property taken by RUF /NPFL forces and later by RUF forces from civilians and other
commodities, in particular diamonds lTUned throughout the country.
See ProJccztlor 1) Tad/(, Case No. JT -94- I, ICn' _'\ppeals Chamber.1 udgment, 15] uly 1999, point IV.B.3
ThJ5 section does not consider the p051tion of the Economic Community of West AfIlcan States (ECOWj\S)
Cease-fue i\]onitoIlng Group (ECOl\10G) or other fore1gn forces engaged in Sierra Leone, ,vhich is also beyond
the scope of tlus report.
m
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Therefore, gwen that the test of controlls satisfied, the conflict in Sierra Leone was international in
nature during those penods when Charles Taylor was an official of the State of Liberia. For those
penods when he \vas not an official of the State of Liberia, even during times when the NPFL
controlled up to 90% of the territory, there is at least a question about the nature of the conflict,
although the answer to this question is beyond the scope of this report. However, as noted, the fact
that the conflict was 111ternational m nature for at least some periods of time does not alter the
crimes over which the Special Court has Jurisdiction and it is those crllnes that this report will focus
on in the following sections.
4.b.iii ConcluslOn
The facts clearly demonstrate that there was an armed conflict in Sierra Leone from 23 March 1991
until the most definitive statelnent of peace, namely in 18 January 2002. In addition, albeit with less
clarity, the facts also demonstrate that at times, this armed conflict was international in character, at
the very least from 1997 until sometime in 2001. Given this, international humanitarian law began
to apply in Sierra Leone on 23 March 1991 and continued to apply across the whole territory until
18 January 2002.

4.c

Crimes Against Humanity (Article 2): The law

/\rticle 2 of the Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone reads as follows:
"The SpeClal Court shall have the power to prosecute persons who committed the following
cnmes as part of a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian population:
(a)

Iv]urder;

(b)

Exterrnination;

(c)

Enslavement:

(d)

Deportation:

(e)

Impnsonment;

(f)

Torture;
Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy and any other form of
sexual violence;

(h)

Persecution on political, racial, ethnic or religious grounds;

(i)

Other Inhun1;\ne acts."

ASIde from the Elenlents of Crirrles of the International Crirrunal Court, there is no other document
defirllng cnmes against humanity and their legal elements. There are eleven international texts
defming the CrllTlCS and they all differ slightly. Although the term onginated in the preamble to the
1907 Hague Convention IV Respecting the La\vs and Customs of \Var on Land,135 which codified
then eXlsting customary law relating to armed conflict, the crin-les were rust defined in article 6(c) of

135 The preamble states -that until a more complete code on the laws of war IS established, "the inhabitants and
belligerents rem a111 under theprotection,l11d the rule of the principles of the law of nations, as they result ... from
the laws of humaruty".
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the Nuremberg Charter follo-wing the end of \"X10rld War II. The category of crimes has been
included 1n the Statutes of the ICTY and ICTR and, in 1998, in the Rome Statute of the ICC.
The l'N Secretary-General's report on the establishment of the Special Court for Sierra Leone states
that "The list of crimes against humanity follows the enumeration included in the Statutes of the
International Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda, which were patterned on article
6 of the Niirnberg CharteL"l% Considerations on this by the Appeals Charnber of the ICTY and
lCTR clearly state that these crimes had the status of customary international law as at the time of
the establishment of those Tribunals, Le. in 1993 and 1994 respectively.117
4c.i
Contextual elen,ents of crimes against humanity
There are two sets of elements for crimes agalnst humanity; one of wluch may be described as the
"contextual" elements; the other of which may be described as the elements of the acts enumerated
in article 2 of the Special Court Statute. The contextual elements - spelt out in the chapeau to article
2 - must be met in all cases for an act to constitute a etune against humanity. These elements are:
1. There is an attack against a civilian population;
2. The attack is wldespread or systematic;
3. The act in question was committed as part of that attack; and
4. The accused knew of the broader context in which his or her act is comrnitted.
1. £\n attack agalllst a civilian population
The "attack against a civilian population" means a course of conduct involving the multiple
COlTl11USS10n of acts enun,erated in article 2. 118 Thus the "attack" does not refer to an armed conflict
as such, or even to an armed attack or a military attack, but instead refers to one of the acts
enumerated in article 2. i\s such, the attack does not need to be a physical attack but can consist of
other forms of inhumane mistreatment of a civilian population. m

CustOlTlal)' international la'..v does not require that the attack itself be committed on discru1Jinatory
grounds. I-\<I The case law of the lCTR can be distinguished on this point, as the jurisdiction of the
lCTR over crimes against humanity is limited solely to cases where the attack was carried out on
discriminatory grounds.I~1 The Statute of the Special Court does not contain such a lllnitation,
therefore, 111 keeping with customary international law, there is no requirement that the attack itself
be cOlTln-utted on prohibited discriminatol)' grounds.

1:\(, Rtport of tbe Seeretmy-General to tbe
CounalOI1 tbe E,rtabllsbment of a Spedal Court for Sierra Leone, UN Doc
S/20CiO/C)1 5, para] 4.
137 See, for example, the Pro.remtor I) Tar/Ie, Case No. IT-94-I, i\ppeals Chamber, Junsdiction Decision, 2 October
1995 and Pru,remtor ,) /lkayeJII, Case No. ICTR-96-4, ICTR r\ppeals Chamber, Judgment, 1 June 2001.
I:\K See the preamble to the ICC Elements of Crimes.
I:\~ See, for example, Prosecutor I) Semaw,o, Case No. ICTR-97-20, lCTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 15 Tvlay 2003,
para 327
1-\<1 Pmmlltor v Tadle, Case No. IT-94-I, lCTY ",",.ppeals Chamber Judgment, 15 July 1999, paras 283,292 and 305
See also Pro,remtor II Bla,rkic, Case No. IT-95-14, lCn' Trial Chamber, J udgrnenl, 3 :tvlarch 2000, paras 244, 260.
141 ] CTR Statute, article 3. See also ProJemtor I) Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4, ICTR Appeals Chamber, Judgment,
1 June 2001, para. 464, footnote excludecl
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A "Clvilian population" refers to a population that is predominantly ervilian in nature, i.e. that the
people cOlTlpnsing the population do not take a direct part in the hostilities or no longer take a direct
part in hostilitles, lDcluding those who are placed bors de combat, namdy those who are not fighting
because they are wounded or otherwise incapacitated. 141 The presence of non-civilians ",rithin the
H3
population will not deprive that populat1on of its civilian character
In addition, the specific
situation of a YlCtllD at the time of the cornmission of a cruTle is the critical point at which to
deternllne the person's standing as a civilian rather than his or her general status]44 The definition
of "Clvilian" and "clvilian population" is of critical importance in international humanitarian law,
which prohibits targeting Clvilians, a civilian population and civilian objects, such as schools and
hospitals. To constitute a cnme against humanity, the civilian population 1TlUSt be the primary object
14s
of the attack, although it 1S not required that the entire population of a territory is victllmsed
2. The attack 1S widespread or svstenl.atic
To fulf11 the contextual elements for a cnme against humanity, an attack must be eitber widespread or
systematic, but does not haye to be both.14!, '\I:/idespread' means that the attack takes place on a
large scale :md 1S perpetrated against a 11umber of victims, whereas 'systematic' refers to an organised
pattern of conduct. Ir.

Early Junsprudence of the international criminal tribunals considered whether 'systematic' requil·ed
the eXlstence of a pre-conceived policy or plan, either of a St:He or S011l.e other organised group14H
The l\ppeals Chamber of the ICT'{ has concluded that wIllie a IVidespread or systematic attack can
be evidence of a pre-existing policy or plan, and in practical terms such a policy or plan would in all
likelihood be necessary for an attack to be carried out in a widespread or systematic manner, such a
policy or plan 1S not in itself a necessary element:
"There was notlllng in the Statute or in customary international law at the time of the alleged
acts which reqmred proof of the existence of a plan or policy to conumt these crimes
proof that the attack ,vas directed against a ci,rilian population and that it was widespread or
systematic, are legal elemen ts of the crime. But to prove these elements, it is not necessary to
show that they were the result of the existence of a policy or plan. It may be useful 1n
establishl11g that the attack was directed against a civilian population and that it was
\Vldespread or systematic (especially the latter) to show that there was lD fact a policy or plan,
but it may be possible to prove these things by reference to other matters. Thus, the
existence of a policy or plan may be evidentially relevant, but 1t 1S not a legal element of the
cn1DC'. ,,1-t!J
See, for example, COlnmon article 3 to the Geneva Conventions and the ,'\dclitional Protocols
ProJecutor /' Tadll, Case No IT-94-1, ICn' Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 7 IvIay 1997, para. 63S.
144 ProJecutorz Blmkll, Case No IT-9,)-14-T, Judgment, 3 l\'larch 2000, para 214
q5 ProJwltor I Ba,~lilrbellia, Case No ICTR-95-1, ICTR Tnal Chamber, 7 June 2001, para. SO.
141, Sec, for cxample, ProJcwtor I
Case No. ICTR-96-4, ICTR Trial Charnber, Judgtnent, 2 September 1995,
para ')SO See also thc Rome Statute, artlcle 7.
147 Ibid
140 Ibid
14') Proremtor I' I01110rac, Case No IT-96-23&23/1, Icn' J\ppeals Chamber, 12 June 2002, para. 9S. In reaching tlus
conclUSIOn, the ] CIT "-\ppeals Chalnber reVIewed a wide range of precedents, 1l1cludll1g article 6(c) of the
Nuremberg Charter; Nuremberg Judgement, Trial of the Major \X!ar Criminals before the International lvlilitary
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3. The act was comnutted as "part of" the attack
.
A.n act must have been cOlTltnitted or intended to be 'committed as part of the attack agal11st a
Clvilian population to qualify as a crirne against humanity. There must therefore be a nexus between
the act and the attack,ISIl namely that the act was related to the attack 1SI .l\s such, this excludes
random or isolated acts - those not forming "part of' the attack - fron1 the definition of crimes
against humamty.
\X'lule the attack ltself \vill generaUy involve a large number of acts, as evidenced by the definitions of
'widespread' and 'systematic', a Sl11gle act may constitute a crime against humanity if it is perpetrated
as part of a larger attack. This has been made clear by the lCTY Trial Chamber, which stated that:
"Crimes against humanity are to be distinguished from war crimes against individuals. In
particular, they must be widespread or demonstrate a systematic character. However, as long
as there 1S a link with the '\videspread or systematic attack against a civilian population, a
sl11gle act could qualify as a crime against humanity. As such, an individual committing a
crime against a single victim or a limited number of victims might be recognised as guilty of
a crime against huma1uty if lus acts were part of the specific context identified above."ls2
4. The accused knew of the broader context in \vhich his or her act was committed
F\S WIth most cnmes, there is a mental element to crimes against humanity that must be satisfied in
order for an accused to be found guilty of that crime. This element is twofold, namely that the
accused acted \'lith knowledge of the broader context of the attack and the accused knew that his or
her act formed part of the attack on the civilian population 1S }
Simple knowledge on the part of the accused 1S suffiClent to satisfy this requrrement; it 1S not
necessary to show that the accused shared the purpose or goal behind the attack against the civilian
population. ls4 Indeed, the motive with wluch the accused commits the act is irrelevant. There is no
reqmrement that an act must not have been carried out for purely personal reasons; the only
reqwrement 1S that the act is related to the attack and the accused knows it is so related. 15S

Tribunal, Nliremberg, 14 November 1945 - 1 October 1945, in particular, pp 84,254,304 (S'trelcher) and 318-19
(liOll
,-\rticle II(l)(c) of Control Council La,v No 10; III re Abibrecht, ILR 16/1949, 396; PofyukholJlch 1J The
COllllllOIIIIJC,i/tb 0/ Amtmha alld Allor (1991) 172 CLR 501; Case FC 91 /026; Attol71~)I-General 1J Adolph Eichmanll,
DIstrict Court of JemSalelTl, Cruwnal Case No. 40/61; 1\1ugcJcra ct a! 1J l\1.illiJter of Citize7lJhip alld Immigratioll, Hvli\15946-98, 10 i\ lay 2001, Federal Court of Canada, Trial Division; 111 rc Tra;ko?Jlc, Distnct Court of Gjilan (Kosovo,
Federal RepublJc of Yugoslavla), P Nr 68/2000, 6 March 2001 plus various reports of the UN Secretary-General
and the InternatlonaJ Law CommiSSIon
lSI' ProJcm!o!' I)
Case No 11'-94-1, ICTY "-\ppeals Chamber Judgment, 15 July 1999, para 251; PrOJccu!or l'
Korda, Case No. IT-95-14/2, lCTY Tml Chamber, Judgment, 26 February 2001, para 33
Iii Pmrctll!o!' /) T
Case No. 11'-94-1, ICTY )-\ ppeals ChamberJ udgment, 15 July 1999, para 271.
li2 ProJcwtor I) l\lrk.l'lc, lZadl and S'!pl)anWllZlI, Revlew of the Indictment pursuant to Rule 61, 3 J\pril1996,
IT-95-13-R61, para 30
15) See, for example, ProJemtor I) Tadu, Case No. IT-94-I, Ien- Trial Chamber, Judgment, 7 May 1997, para. 656
and ProJem!ol' 1! Semanza, Case No ICTR-97-20, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 15 May 2003, para. 331.
IS4 PmreCll!OI'lJSCmanza, Case No. ICTR-97-20, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 15 May 2003, para 332.
liS Pro.lem!ol' lJ Tadu, Case No 11'-94-1, ICTY _-\ppeals Chamber] udgurent, 15 July 1999, paras 271, 272.
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TIm IS m3dc cle3r in the Elements of Crimes of the ICC, which states that: "The perpetrator knew
that tlie conduct JlJas part of or intended the conduct to be' part of a \Xr:idespread or systematic attack
3gainst 3 civilian population."lS(' This is elaborated in the chapeau to the elements of crimes against
humanity, which st3tes that:
"[This element] should not be interpreted as requiring proof that the perpetrator had
knowledge of all char3ctenstics of the attack or the precise det3ils of the plan or policy of the
St3te or organization. In the C3se of an emerging widespread or systematic attack against a
civilian population, the I11tent clause of the last element indicates that this mental element is
satisfied If the perpetrator I11tended to further such an attack."iSi
4.c.ii
Elements of enUlTlerated acts constituting crimes against humanity
Once the contextu31 elements are met, the elements of the acts that constitute crimes against
humanity 31so ha've to be established. There are nine types of acts that can constitute a crime against
humanity, as outlined 111 paragraphs (a) to (i) of article 2 of the Statute of the Special Court
l\lthough not 311 of these acts have been considered by the ICT'{ or ICTR, they have all been
elaborated in the Elements of CrilTleS of the ICC.
a) Cnme agal11st humanitv of murder
The elements for the crim.e against humanity of murder are: ISR
1. The perpetta tor unlaw fully killed or caused the death of one or more persons.
2.
(a)

(b)

The perpetrator acted:
\'?ith the intent to cause someone's death; or
\\/ith the intent to cause grievous bodily harm and with the knowledge
that that bodily harm was likely to cause death and was reckless as to whether
159
death would actuallv occur

3. The conduct was comrnitted as part of a \",ridespread or systematic attack directed against a
CIvilian popula tion.
4. The perpetrator 81e\V that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population.
Customary 1l1ternational law does not require the element of premeditation for the nime against
humanity of murder and, as such, all the different types of murder known to COlTl1l.10n law would
satisfy tlm reqUlrement.i(,1I This is nmrored in the Elements of Cnmes of the ICC, which refer
See, for example, the ICC Elements of Crimes, article 7(1)(a), para 3, UN Doc. ICC-f\.SP /1/3, p. 116
(emphasis added)
i5"7 Chapeau of the Elements of Crimes /\.gainst Humanity, UN Doc. ICC-ASP / 1/3, p. 116.
i50 See the Elements of Crunes of the ICC, article 7(1)(a) and below, note 68
i5') See also the Rome Statute of the ICC, artlcle 30 (2) for a description of the required mens rea
1(,11 Proscm/or I) I<o)'lshcmu, Case No ICTR-95-I, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, para. 138.
See also Prosecutor 1)
Kord/c, Case No. IT-95-14/2, lCn' Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 26 February 2001, para 235 and Proserutorl) jel/s/c,
Case No IT-95-10, lCn' Trial Chamber, 14 December 1999, para. 51. The decisions of the lCTR can be
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lDterchangeable WIth the phrase "caused

b\ Cnn,e a\2:amst ~lumamtv of exterrmnalJ.on
,
,-'
, , 'G?
The eleClients or the Gline agalnst numamry or exterrrunaQon are:' 1 The perpet::ator unlawfully killed or caused the deaeh of one or more persons, mduding
by InrUCtif'_g condinons of life calcuLned to bneg about the cestr1.lcc.on of part of a
populat:'.on
2, The condue constlt:ueed, or cook place as part of, a mass killing of members of a civilian
populac.on
J

Ti1e peme::ntor acted:
\Xi~th

the intem to cause someone's death; or

\Vith tr.e intent to DeiSe gnevous bodily harm and WIth e11e knowledge that that
bodily harm was likely to cause death and \;vas reckless as to whether death
\vodd ac::uallv occur
The accused acted \vlth the k:nowledge that Ius or her act was part of a vast murderous
eneeDnse m wruch a large Dumber of mdiVlduals were systematically marked for killi..clg or
were killed,
4,

5 The conduce was coalc.litted as part or a 'widespreaci or systematlc attack directed agalDsl a
Clvilian popuLauon

6 The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part a For mtended the conduct to be part of
a WIdespread or systemao.c attack against a Clvilian populatlon
Extenr..lUatlOn concams an element of mass destruction, requinng tJ."lat the ace or exrermination be
"coLlecD-ve In nature rather than directed towards smgled out individuals,,,163 This mass destrUCTIon
can Include clirecc killing of mdivlduals bue can also mclude caUSIng the conditions of life calculaeed
to bnng about sucll destruction, for example by deealrung indiVIduals and \Vlthholcimg food or by
lDtroducl11g a deadly VIWS l11to a Populao.on and withholding VItal medical suppties,[('4 Generally, a
numeIlcally sigruficant propornon or- ehe population must be destroyed to constitute the crune
[05
against h urnaruty or extennlnat:on,
disw1g\.Ushed on dus pOl11e, as tl1ey have fOL1l1d rhat pursuant to the ICTR Statute, dus come reqmres an element of
premewcauoll, due to tl1e elemencs of ~he cnme of ,mamnat under Frel1ch law: see Prosecutor v Ak':,vW', Case No,
ICTR-96-J., IC:TR Tnal Chamber, J udgmenc, 2 Septemberl998, para, 5S8 and ProJemtor v Kayzshema, Case No.
ICTR-9S-I, ICTR ~[lal Chamber, Judgment, paras, 138-9 for dISCUSSIons Oil elliS lssue,
[Cd Elemencs 0 [- CrImes or ~he ICC, arade
par7L 1
1(,2 See the Elem.ents of Cnmes of tile ICC, arade 7(1)(b), ProJeCUIOr v Van/jevu, Case No, IT-98-32, ICTY Tcal
Chamber, Judgment, 29 November 2002, para. 229 (for the fourth e1e:nenc) and below, notes 72-6,
IGJ ProJelutor v [/aJZ(ieva , Case No. IT-98-32, ICl'{ T"':tal Chamber, Judgmenc of 29 November 2002, para. 227
1(,4 See, ror example, f(ayzsJJema Judgment, para.t46,
[(,5 Prowutor v 10-stzc, Case No. 11-98-33, ICTY Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 2 _'\UgtlSL 2001, para. 503, ProJecutor v
Vasil/em, Case No. 1T-98-32, 1Cr( To.al Chamber, Judgment, 29 November 2002, para. 227 See, however,
Prowutor v Slakzc, Case No IT-97-24, ICTY Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 31 July 2003, para, 640, where ite TnaI
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The ICTY recentJy considered the cnme against humanity of extermination in Va/rjjevic, in particular
the recJ1.l1red level of participation of the accused. The Trial Chamber concluded that in order to be
guilty of the crime against hum.anity of extermination, an accused person has to be responsible for a
"large nurnber of deaths",I(,(, even If the accused's Involvernent was ren10te or indirect. Further, the
accused must have known of the "vast scheme of collective murder and have been willing to take
part t11ere1l1 " . I (,i

CI Cnme against humanitv of enslavement
'
.
11unU111ty
. 0 f ens1avetnent are: l(,H
1'11e e1ements af th
e cnrne
agaInst
1. The accused exercised any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership over
one or more persons, such as by purchasing, selling, lending or bartering such a person or
persons, or by imposing on them a similar deprivation of liberty.
2. The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack diJ.;ected against a
CIvilian population
3. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population.
The ICn' has held that the crime against humanity of enslavement has the same elements as the
l
war crime of slavery and violates both treaty and custom based international humanitarian law. (,')
Indeed, the prohibition against slavery is an "inalienable, non-derogable and fundamental right, one
of the core rules of general customary and conventional international law" 170
.
The ICT'¥, Appeals Chamber has held that "the traditional concept of slavery, as defined in the 1926
Slavery Convention and often referred to as "chattel slavery", has evolved to encompass various
contemporary forms of slavery which are also based on the exercise of any or all of the powers
attachIng to the right of ownership."1!1 Thus the indicia of slavery include the following: "control of
someone's movement, control of physical environment, psychological control, measures taken to
prevent or deter escape, force, threat of force or coercion, duration, assertion of exclusivity,
subjection to cruel trea tmen t and abuse, control of sexuality and forced labour".172 This is mirrored

Chamber considered tlus lTlUSt be conSIdered on a case-by-case basis and that no specific minunuln number of
vlctuns IS requued
1(,(, ProJemtor I.' Va.r/!;evic, Case No. IT-98-32, ICTY Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 29 November 2002, para 227.
l('i ProJfClltor v VaJ/!;evu, Case No IT-98-32, ICTY Trial Chamber, Judgment, 29 November 2002, para 228; see
also PrOJCCZltor II Seman:::'d, Case No ICTR-97 -20, ICTR Tnal Chamber, .I udgment, 15 IVlay 2003 But see ProJecutor v
Stak/c, Case No IT-97-24, lCTY Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 31 July 2003, para 640, wluch specifically rejected the
reqwrement of a "vast scheme of collective murder".
IGH See the Elements of Cnmes of the ICC, article 7(1)(c) and below, notes 78 to 83.
1(,') Pro.lcmtur I) Kmo;e/a(, Case No IT-97 -25, IeIT Trial Chamber, .I udgment, 15 March 2002, paras. 352, 353.
: il!
para 353
171 ProJCilitor I' Nllwr[/,"
[/;, Case No IT-96-23 and IT-96-23/1 , ICTY Appeals Chamber, Judgment, 12 June 2002,
para 117
I- C
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the footnote to the Elenlents of Crimes of the crline of humanity of slavery, which reads as
follows:
"It IS understood that such deprivation of liberty may, in sorne circumstances, include
exacting forced labour or otherwise reduong a person to a servile status as defined in the
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions
and Practices SliniJar to Slavery of 1956. It is also understood that the conduct described in
this element l11cludes trafficking in persons, in particular women and chiJdren."m

111

Given that the definition of slavery is exercising "any or all" of the powers attaching to "ownership"
over a person,174 the exaction of forced labour from a person held captive would be sufficient to
establish the commission of this crime, provided the other elements are also established. It should
further be noted that the lack of consent is not an element of the crime, although "consent may be
releyant from an evidential point of view as going to the question whether the Prosecutor has
established the element of the cnmc relating to the exercise by the accused of any or all of the
powers attaching to the right of ownership."175
d) Crime against humanity of deportation
· as a cnme agal11st
.
11umaruty
. are: 171,
Tl1e e1ements a f d eportation
1. The accused deported, \.vithout grounds permitted under international law, one or more
persons to another State, by expulsion or other coercive acts.
2. Such person or persons were lawfully present in the area from which they were so
deported or transferred.

3. The accused was a\vare of the factual circumstances that established the lawfulness of
such presence. IT.
4. The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
civilian population
5. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a wldespread or systematic attack against a ci-vilian popula tion.

Deportation 1S to be distinguished from forcible transfer, with the fanner referring to the
displacement of people across national borders and the latter sllnply referring to the forced
movement of people, which can occur within the confines of national borders. 17K The lCTY has
made 1t clear that "forced displacement" - charged in the Kmoje!oc case as persecution - is a stand-

In Elements of Cmnes of the ICC, article 7(1)(c), footnote.

Ibid
17olbld,pna 120
17(, See the Elements of Cnmes of the ICC, article 7(1 )(d) and below, notes 86-7
1-7 Tlus element IS Intended to clanfy tlnt the perpetrator does not need to be aware that the presence is lawful,
just the facts tha t go to make up that la,vfulness; in other words, the perpetra tor does not need to made a legal
detenmn~tlon that the \'lCUm IS lawfully present 111 the area
i7X PniJeri!/or!.
Case No. JT-(J~ -2=', JCTY Tna] Chamber, .Judgment, 1:' :\Iarch 2002, para 474.
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alone cnme and IS not a lesser, l11cluded offence of deportation. 179 This is mirrored in the Rome
Statute of the ICC which refers to the crime against hurnanity of "deportation or forced transfer of
popula Don".1 KII
ei Cnme ag81nst hum.anity of imprisonrnent
The elements of Imprisonment as a crime against humanity are: 1R \
1. The accused imprisoned one or more persons or othenvise severely deprived one or
more persons of their liberty
2. The gravIty of the conduct was such that it was in vlOlation of fundamental rules of
international law.
3. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the gravity of the
IKe
conduct.
4. The conduct \vas comnutted as part of a \videspread or systematic attack directed against a
civilian population
S The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a widespread or systernatic attack against a civilian population.
The cnme agal11st humanity of unprisonrnent, which incorporates deprivation of liberty, has only
been considered in two cases at the international criminal tribunals. IR } The ICTY has held that the
elements of tlus cnme are not limited by the elements of the sunilar crime of unlawful confinement,
wlllch IS a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions, but that any fonn of arbitrary physical
depm'ation of liberty nught constitute imprisonmentlR~ This is mirrored in the Elements of Crimes
of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, in which the elements of tlllS crime differ
IRs
from those for the cnme of unlawful confinement.
17') The _-\ppeals Chamber of the IC11' has recently stated that "acts of forcible displacement underlying the crime
of persecution
are not limlted to displacements across national borders", without making a definitive
pronouncement on the cnme 111 general: ProJemtor I). KI7lOje!ac, Case No. IT-97-25, ICn' j\ppeals Chamber,
Judgment, 17 September 2Cl03, para. 218. The recent Trial Chamber deClsion in Staklc held that the crime
encompasses "forced population displacements both across ll1ternationally recogmsed borders and de facto borders,
such as constantly changJ-ng frontlines, \vhich ;lre not 111ternationally recogtUsed Pro.recutor v Staklc, Case No. IT-9724, IC1'\' Tnal Clumber, Judgm,ent, 31 July 2003, para. 679. While this may be indicative of evolving customary
111ternatlOnallaw, the disunction between the Crl111e of deportation and the crime of forced displacement is retained
for the purposes of tlus report.
IRII Rome SUtute of the ICC, artICle 7(1)(d).
IXI See the ICC Elements of Cnmes, ;lrticle 7(1)(e) ;lnd notes 91-6.
IKe Thls element IS 111tended to clanfy that the perpetrator does not need to be aware that the conduct is in
vIOlation of fund;lmental rules of intcll1;ltlonallaw, Just the facts that go to ITlake up that violauon; in other words,
the perpetrJtor does not need to made a legal determination that hlS or her conduct VIolates international law
IKe The fust of these cases, I<ordz'c, considered that this crime was identical in its elements to the crirne of unlawful
conf111ement as a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions, whereas the second case, ](17Iojelac, considered that
impnsonment as a Crl1ne against humanity should not be limited by the elements of unlawful conf1l1ement ;lS it
grave breach of the Gene,';l Conventions.
10" Pro.remlor I
Case No IT-97-25, lCn' Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 15 I\larch 2002, para. 112
lSi See the Elements of Cnmes, article 7
(llnpnsonment) and article 8(2)(a)(vii)-2 (unlawful confinement).
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One of the elements of the crime against humanity of imprisonment is that the deprivation of liberty
IS llnposed arbitrarily, namely that no legal basis can be invoked to justify the deprivation of
liberty.IH(, Therefore, a deternunation has to be nude regarding the legality of imprisonment as well
as the procedural safeguards pertaIning to the subsequent imprisonment of the person or group of
persons 111 question,187 including the fact that the deprivation may be initially justified but may
become arbitrary "if the deprivation is being administered under serious disregard of fundarnental
procedural rights of the person deprived of his or her liberty as provlded for under international
laW."IH8 This is mirrored in the Elements of Crimes of the ICC, which refers to the gra'vity of the
conduct bemg in violation of fundamental rules of internationallaw. 189

fl Crime against humanity of torture
lcfllne
'
.
11ulnamty
. o'f torture are: 1911
1"11e e1elnents 0 f
t 1e
agalnst
1 The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more
persons.
2.

Such person or persons were m the custody or under the control of the perpetrator.

3 Such pam or suffering did not arise only from, and was not inherent in or incidental to,
lawful sanctions.
4. The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
civilian popula tion.
5. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a wldespread or systematic attack against a civilian population.

The essenbal element of the crl1lle against humanity of torture is "the infliction, by act or omission,
of severe pain and suffering, whether physical or mental"191 Torture can therefore be distinguished
from ill treatment or other inhumane acts by the level of intensity of the pain or suffering inflicted;
the standard adopted by the European Court of Human Rights, for exarnple, is "Vely serious and
cruel suffering"l'J:2 The ICTY i'lppeals Chamber has also addressed this question, stating that, "In
assess1l1g the seriousness of any mistreatment, the Trial Chamber must first consider the objective
severity of the harm inflicted. Subjective criteria, such as the physical or mental effect of the
treatment upon the particular ,,;ctim and, in some cases, factors such as the victiln's age, sex, or state
of health \v111 also be relevant in assessing the gravity of the harm."193 The ICTY Appeals Chamber
18(,

Pro.remfor

I'

I\rJllm'lOl

Case No, 11'-97-25, ICT)' Tna] Chamber, Judgment, 15 March 2002, para 115 (footnote

deleted)

187
18H

Case No, 11'-95-1
ICT)' Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 26 February 2001, para. 302-3
Case No, 11'-97-25, ICT)' Tna] Chamber, Judgment, 15 rvIarch 2002, footnote 347.
1H') Elements ofCnmes, article 7(1)(e), para 2
1911 See the Elements of Crimes of the ICC, arucJe 7(1)(f) and below, notes 99-113
1')1 Pmremfor I' Kliliar{lc ef ai, Case No. 11'-96-23 and 11'-96-23/1, lCD' Appeals Chamber, Judgment, 12 June 2002,
para, 142.
I ~c
v UK (Senes
No
European Court of Human Rights, (19 7 9-80) 2 EHJUI.. 25, 18 Januar)'
1e!l8
PmJec"ufor I Kl'Odca e/ a/, Case No IT
1, 1(1')' Trial Chamber, Judgment, 2 November 2001, paras 142-3
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h8s further stated that rape, as an act necessarily implying pain and suffering, can amount to torture
19-1
provlded the other elements are establJshed.
The Convention j\gainst
Torture,
which requires States to criminalise torture as a self-standing
c
•
offence, contains the elernent that the torture be inflicted "by or at the instigation of or with the
consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity".195
However, both the ICTY J'\ppeals Chamberl~(, and the Elements of Cnmes for the ICC~7 recognise
that this element is applicable onJy to torture pursuant to the Convention and that customary
l11ternationallaw does not impose such a lJrnitation in the context of crimes against humanity.
\\!11ere the 1CTY and 1CTR junsprudence and the Elements of Crimes of the ICC diverge is on the
198
question of whether a purpose is required as an element of this crime. Both the ICTY and the
1CTR ")') have held that one of four purposes is required for conduct to rise to the level of torture,
namely that the conduct was comrnitted for the purposes of 1) obtaining information or a
confession from the victim or a third party; 2) punishing the victim or a third party; 3) intimidating
or coercing the victim or a third party; or 4) for any reason based on discrimination of any kind,
although the conduct need not have been committed solely for one of the prohibited pUl1Joses21111
The Elements of Crimes of the ICC, however, specifically states that "li]t is understood no speciflc
purpose need be proved for this crime" 2111 This was considered by the vast lTlajority of delegations
at the Preparatory Commission to reflect customary international law, in part because the Rome
Statute ~ which includes only those crimes already established under customary international law 2112
does not cont81n any reference to a purpose element
This can be distinguished from the elements
of the war cnme of torture, which does contain the purpose requirement""j so as to distinguish it
from inhuman treatrnent,2114 which lS included within the offence of torture 2115 Nevertheless, for the
purposes of crimes against humanity, the international community has affIrmed that torture does not
require that the conduct in question be carried out for any particular purpose 211('
194 PrOJcm!orlJ ](ulIara( e! ai, Case No. IT-96-23 and 1T-96-23/1, ICTY /\.ppeals Chamber, Judgment, 12 June 2002,
paras 149-51
1')5 The Conve11t1On agamst Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 1984,
article 1(1) -1l1c Convention agilll1St Torture entered into force on 26 June 1987
1% ProJcm!or I' KUlla/de e! ai, Case No 1T-96-23 and IT-96-23/1, ICT'( "'\ppeals Chamber, Judgment, 12 June 2002,
paras 142.144-8
1')7 Elements of Crimes, ,-\rticle 7(1)(£), p 119.
19K ProJcm!or I'
Case No. 1T-97-25, 1CT\' Trial Chamber, Judgment, 15 r.hrch 2002, para. 185.
1')') ProJem!or
Case No 1CTR-96-4, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998, para. 594.
21111 ProJcm!or /' J(uIJarae c! al, Case No 1T-96-23 and IT-96-23/1, 1CTY A.ppeals Chamber, Judgment, 12 June 2002,
para 155. 1l1ese pUllJoses are also 111cluded 111 the Convention "'\gainst Torture, article 1(1).
2111 Ibid. footnote
2"2 Lee, pp 5 and 90-2 The Preparator)' Comnuttee also referred to the European Court of Human Rights, in
particular the separate 0PllU011 of Fltzn'laurice J 111 ire/and /) UK who stated that a certam pUllJose IS not a necessary
requu:eme11t and that the dlsungUlsllll1g feature of torture is its seventy: Series
025 (1976), pp 129.1/
2".1 Elements ofCnmes, arucle 8(2)(a)(ii)-1, para 2.
111~ Lee, p 91.
11,) The Rome Statute of the ICC, aruck 8(2)(a)(ii), prohibits "torture or 111buman treatment"
2111, ibid, F 91
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g.i) Cnme against humanity of rape
/
2l1i
The elements of the cnme against humanity of rape are:
1.
The perpetrator inyaded the body of a person by conduct resulting in
penetration, howeyer slight:
('l)

of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ; or

(b)

of the anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of
the body.

2. The invaslOn was comrnitted by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that
caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power,
agal11st such person or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment, or
the llwaSlOn was committed against a person incapable of giving genuine consent

3 The conduct was conllTl1tted as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
CIvilian population.
4. The perpetrator knew that the conduct ,vas part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a \V1despread or systematic attack against a civilian population.
Much of the jurisprudence of the ICTR about this crime has focused on the discussion of whether
rape should be defined as a contextual framework, or whether the elements of the crirne should be
explicitly defl11ed. The general trend at the ICTR has been to adopt a contextual framework,
'lccording to which rape is defined as "the physical llwasion of a sexual nature conm1itted uncler
CU'cun1stances that are coercive,,2l1H
However, the ICTY Appeals Chamber, considering this matter in the context of COlTl1TIOn elements
in national legislation and the trend for States to broaden the definition of rape, wl1ich has as its core
element forced physical penetration, has followed the approach of defil1ing the elements of the
cnme. Thus, the l-\ppeals Chamber held that rape means the non-consensual penetration, however
slight, of the vagina or anus of the yictim by the perpetrator's penis or another object used by the
. . ,s mout 11 b y t1e
1 perpetrator,
. 7119 C onsent must b e glVen
.
f ree 1I' an d
perpetrator, or 0 f t11<:' vlcnm
s pems.21ll
voluntarily, which must be assessed in the context of the surrounding circumstances
The question of consent is further addressed in the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Special
Court, which set out the following guiding principles:
"(i) Consent cannot be inferred by reason of any \vords or conduct of a victim where force,
threat of force, coercion or taking advantage of a coercive environment undern1ined the
victim's abilit), to give voluntary and genuine consent;

cil ' See the Elements of Cntl1es of the ICC, nticJe 7(1)(g)-1 and below, notes 115-9
Clio ProJcatlor
C;tse No ICTR-96-4, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998, para 598.
ell') ProJeatlor /) ](llllOru( 1'1 izl, C;tse No 11'-96-23 and IT-96-23/1, ICTY Appeals Ch;tmber, Judgment, 12 June 2002,
p;tras 127-8
"III IIi/a, pna 120
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(ii) Conscnt cannot be inferred by reason of any words or conduct of a Vlctim where the v1ctim
1S ll1capable of giving genUlnc consent;

.,'

(iii) Consent cannot be inferred by reason of the silence of, or lack of resistance by, a victim to
the aUeged sexual violence;
(iv) Credibility, character or predisposition to sexual availability of a victim or witness cannot be
1l1ferred by reason of [the] sexual nature of the prior or subsequent conduct of a victim or
witness "ell
It is submltted that explicitly stating the e1elTlents of the crime, rather than adopting a loose
conceptual framework, 1S the more appropriate approach, as it gives more certainty to the law in
respect of this crime. Indeed, this is the approach adopted in the Elernents of Crimes of the ICC,
which also ll1corporates aspects of the contextual approach and, as such, better reflects customary
in terna tional hw.
g.ii) Crime against humanitv of sexual slavery
The elements of the crirne against humanity of sexual slavery are: 212
1. The perpetrator exercised any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership
over one or more persons, such as by purchasing, selling, lending or bartering such a person
or persons, or by imposing on them a similar deprivation of liberty.
2. The perpetrator caused such person or persons to engage in one or more acts of a sexual
na ture.
3. The conduct was committed as part of a v-ridespread or systematic attack directed against a
civihan population.
4 The perpetrator k11e\v that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a widespread or systernatic attack against a civilian population.
\\/hile the crime of sexual slavery 1S not addressed in the jurisprudence of the ad hoc tribunals, it is
nevertheless comprehens1vely addressed in the Elements of Crirnes of the ICC \)/hile not explicitly
stated 111 the elements, the framers understood that "deprivation of liberty" in this context may, in
some ClrCUlTlstances, include exacting forced labour or othenvise reducing a person to a servile status
as def111ed 111 the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and
Institutions and Practices Sirriilar to Slavery of 1956. It is also understood that the conduct
described in this element includes traf6cking in persons, in particular \.\lomen and children.21:\

g.iii) Crime against humanity of enforced prostitution
The elClTlents of the cnme aga111st humanity of enforccd prostitution are: 214

Rules of Procedme and EVIdence of the SpeCIal Court, rule 96. Unlike the 1CTR, ho'.vever, evidence of consent
does not fllst have to be raised before a Judge In Chambers: cf ICTR Rules of Procedure and Evidence, rule 96.
For further read1l1g, see the Lawyers' GLUde, available from www.specialcourtorg.
ele See the Elements of Cnmes of the ICC, article 7(1)(g)-2
eU 1bid, footnote 18
e14 See the Elemcnts of Cumcs of the] CC, aruc1c 7(1)(g)-3
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1. The perpetrator caused one or more persons to engage in one or rnore acts of a sexual
nature by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence,
duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or
persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or such
person's or persons' incapacity to give genuine consent.

2. The perpetrator or another person obtained or expected to obtam pecuniary or other
advantage in exchange for or in connection with the acts of a sexual nature.
3. The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
civihan population
4. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or mtended the conduct to be part of
a \videspread or systematic attack against a civilian population.
g.iv) Crime against humanity of forced pregnancy
The elements of the crirne against
humanity of forced pregnancy are: 215
.
1. The perpetrator confined one or m.ore women forcibly made pregnant, \\1ith the intent of
affecting the ethl1lc composition of any population or canylng out other grave violations of
international law.
'

2. The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
Clvilian population.
3. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population.
g.v) Crime against humanity of other forms of sexual violence
The elements of the crirne agamst hUlT1anity of other forms of sexual vIOlence are: 21 ('
1. The perpetrator comnutted an act of a sexual nature against one or more persons or
caused such person or persons to engage in an act of a sexual nature.
2. The act was committed by force, or by threat of force or coerClon, such as that caused
by fear of \'io]ence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against
such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment
or such person's or persons' incapacity to give genuine consent.
3. Such conduct was of a gravity cornparable to the other offences in article 2(g) of the
Statute of the Special Court.
4. The perpetrator \vas aware of the factual circumstances that established the gravity of the
conduct. 217

See the Elements 01 Cnmes of the ICC, article 7(1)(g)-4
See the Elements 01 Cnmes of the I CC, article 7 (1 )(g)-6 and below, note 126
217 Tlus element is 111tended to clarify that the perpetrator does not need to be aware that the conduct 1S 111
Y101auon of fundamental rules of lnternauonallaw, just the facts that go to make up that violation; in other words,
the pel1xtralCJf does no! need to made a legal deternunation that his or her conduct vlOlates ll1ternauonallaw
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5. Tbe conduct was cOITJJ1l1tted as part of a \videspread or systematic attack directed against a
cIvilian population.

6. Tbe perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population.
The cnme of other fonTls of sexual violence has been addressed in the ICTR, which has held that
sexual violence IS any act of a sexual nature that is committed on a person under circumstances that
are coercrve.:'IK In addition, the crime of other forms of sexual violence is cornprehensively
addressed in the Elements of Crimes of the ICC.
h) Crime against humanity of persecution
m
The elements of the crime against humanity of persecution are:
1. Tbe perpetrator severely deprived, contrary to international law, one or more persons of
fundamental rights.
The perpetrator targeted such person or persons by reason of the identity of a group or
collectivity or targeted the group or collectivity as such.

2.

3.

Such targeting was based on political, racial, national, ethnic, or religious grounds.

4. Tbe conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
C1\,iklll population.

S The perpetrator knew tbat the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a WIdespread or systematic attack aga111st a civilian population.
Tbe crime of persecution is premised on tbe discriminatory intent of the perpetrator. Thus both
acts enumerated in article 2 of the Special Court Statute as well as other acts can constitute
persecution wben they are ·carried out against a particular group on prohibited discriminatory
grounds, namely on political, racial, ethnic or religious grounds. Indeed, the ICn has characterised
persecution as follows: "Persecution IS grounded in discrirnination. It is based on the notion that
people who share ethlUc, raClal or religIOUS bonds different to those of the dominant group are to be
treated as inferior to tbe latter. In the crime of persecution, this discriminatory intent IS aggressively
achIeved by grossly and systematically trampling upon the fundamental hwnan rights of the victim
,,221)
group.
The materia] clement of persecution as a cnme against humanity, in addition to tbe reguirem.ent that
the acts be earned out on discnminatory grounds, is that there IS a gross or blatant denial of 3
fundamental right lald down 111 customary international law or conventional13w, reaching the S3me
level of grav1ty as other enumerated acts2:'1 The acts that constitute persecution need not
themselves be phYSIcal acts and must be evaluated in context by 100k111g at their overall cumulative
:'IK ProreCillor l'
Case No. ICTR-9G-4, lCTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998, para. 688; sexual
nolence can also fall witllln the scope of "other 1l1humane acts" (para. (88).
:'1') See the Elements of Cnmes of the ICC, arocle 7(1)01) and below, notes 128-40
:':'1> Proremlor 11
Case No. IT-95-16, ICTY Tn'll Chamber, Judgment, 14 January 2000, para 751.
2:'1 JiJui, para (,21
See also the Elements of Cnmes of the ICC for the cnme aga1l1st humanity of persecutjon
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effects,::: rather than the effect of one speClfic act. Indeed, it is a reqUlrement that the effect of the
acts be discnminatory; discriminatory intent 1S not itself sL,1Jficient to warrant characterising an act as
persecution, the act must also have discriminatory consequences. m
The question of which grounds are prohibited is not a closed issue and customary international law
has developed to the extent where, 1n addition to those grounds listed in article 2(h) of the Special
Court Statute, the following grounds are also prohibited: cultural, gender and other grounds that are
u111versally recogmsed as impennissible under international law. 224 The restriction of the grounds in
the Statute of the Special Court can therefore be seen as a jurisdictional limitation only, similar to the
requirement of a nexus with an armed conflict in the ICTY Statute:: 5 and the requirement that the
attack itself be committed on discriminatory grounds in the ICTR Statute. 22 (,
Early Jurisprudence of the ICTY and ICTR considered the question of whether discriminatory intent
was required for oil crimes against humanity,::7 not just for persecution. The Trial Chambers initially
adopted the position that not only did the attack have to be carried out on discriminatory grounds 22e
but that each of the enumerated acts also had to be cornrnitted 'W1th discriminatory intent to
constitute a cnme against humanity. However, the Appeals Chamber of both the ICTY m and the
ICTR: w overturned this position, holding that the perpetrator did not have to have discriminatory
intent each time an act constituting a crime against humanity was committed, in part because this
would render the cnme of persecution redundant.
ii Crime agal11st humanitv of other inhumane acts
The clements of the crilTle against humanity of inhumane acts are:::J1
1. The perpetrator l11flicted great suffering, or senous l11jury to body or to mental or
phys1cal health, by means of an inhunl.ane act.
2. Such act was of a character, 1.e. in terms of gravity and nature, similar to any other act
referred to in article 2.

Case No. 11'-95-16, ICTY Trial Chamber, Judgment, 14 January 2000, para. 622 and
Case No ICTR-97-20, ICTR Tnal Chamber, Judgl.l1ent, 15 May 2003, para 349.
::1 ProJcm(or I) ](rnOjelot, Case No. 11'-97-25, TCTY Trial Chamber, Judgment, 15 March 2002, para. 432.
See also
ProJcmlor I) Slck!e, Case No 11'-97 -24, ICTY Trial Chamber, Judgment, 31 July 2003, para 733.
22" See the ICC Elements of Crimes, arucle 7(1)01).
:25 ICTY Statute, arucle 5; see also ProJcm(or Ii I<uprcsku, Case No 11'-95-16, I CTI' Tnal Chamber, Judgment,
14 January 2000, para 545
::r, ICTR Statute, article 3; see also Prosem(or 1) AkcryeslI, Case No ICTR-96-4, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment,
2 Septen"lber 1998, para 580.
::7 See, for example, ProJcmior l'
Case No. 11'-94-1, ICTY Trial Chamber, Judgment, 7 thy 1997 and ProJecuior
IJAkC:)CJII, Case No ICTR-96-4, 1CTR Tna! Chamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998.
2:K See, for example, ProJcm(or
Case No. ICTR-96-4, ICTR Trial Chamber, J udgl.l1ent, 2 September 1998,
para 578
::') Promll(or!
Case No 11'-94-1, ICT\' ,\ppea!s Chamber Judgment, 15July1999, para. 305
:111 Pro.rcm(ol!
Case No ICTR-96-4, ]CTR Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998, para 464
:11 See the Ekments of Cnmes of the ICC, article 7(1)(i) and below, notes 143-4.
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3. The perpetrator was a\.vare of the factual circumstances that established the character of
the act. 2 '2

4. The conduct was conllTutted as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
civilian population

5. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of
a wldespread or systematic attack against a civilian population.
This is a "catch-aU" provislOn that covers all other acts of sinwar gravity that are not enumerated in
article 2. The International Law Commission has noted the impossibility of listing all the various
3cts th3t m3Y f3ll w1thin this category of crimes against humanity, stating that it includes "acts of
similar gravity that 3re intended to cause and in fact actually cause injury to a human being in terms
of physical or mental integrity, health or hurnan dignity".m Tms has been followed in the Statutes
of the ICTY and ICTR and In the Elements of Crirnes of the ICC, which provides greater guidance
as to what n1ay constitute an inhun1ane act.
There must be some nexus between the act and the suffering of the victinl, which does not
necessarily require physlCal1l1jury to the victim as such. Mental injury consequent on witnessing acts
committed against other people may constitute an inhumane act where the perpetrator intended to
111flict suffering on the victim or knew such suffering was likely to occur and was reckless as to
whether th;1 t suffering would result21~

4.d

Crimes Against Humanity (Article 2): The facts

The accusation of having commltted a crime against humanity is a very serious one; indeed, it could
be said that it IS the most serious crime over wmch the Special Court has jurisdiction. In order for
an act to be considered a crilne against hunlanity, there is no need that it occur in the context of or
be associated wnh an armed conflict of any type. Rather, what needs to be demonstrated is that the
prohibited act was committed as part of a \videspread or s)Tstematic attack against a civilian
population and that the accused knew of the broader context in which his or her act is con11TIitted.
.r\n analySiS of the l11dividual events that occurred across the whole of Sierra Leone shows very
cle;1rlv that the S3me patterns were employed tim.e and again throughout the country and throughout
the confEct. In order for satisfy the contextual elements for crimes aga111st hum.anity, there must be
3 widespread or systematic 3ttack against the civilian population. 21 ) }\n attack against the civilian
popul3t1on IS different from an armed att3ck or a military attack; in fact, as noted, the existence of an
212 Tlus element IS 1l11ended to clanfy tbat tbe perpetrator does not need make a legal determination tbat Ius or ber
conducl constitutes a crime against bumanity.
m ILC Commentary on article .18 to tbe Draft Code of Cnmes l\.gainst the Peace and Security of J\fankind. See
also Prosecutor /) Kllpre.rku, Case No. 1T-95-16, ICT\' Trial Cbamber, JUdSTJ.llent, 14 Januar)' 2000, para 566, for a
discusslOn of wbat m1ght constitute an1nbwl1ane act falling witlun tbis category
21~ Prosecutor I'
Case No lCTE-95-1, 1C1'R Trial Chamber, Judgment, 1 June 2001, para 153 TIm 1S
reflected In artlCle 30 of the Rome Statute of the ICC, dealing WIth the mClls reo of the perpetrator.
2,) In the foUowlJ1g
onl\, those ;Jcts cOl11mltted
the EghDng forces concerned that were comnutted 111
re18DCJl1 to such an attack and \\·ith tbe knowledge of the broader context of the ;Jttack have been characterised as
cnInes ag~l1l15t lHJInZlll.ltT
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armed contlict 1S not an element of crimes against humanity. Rather, an attack consists of
prohibited acts being committed against a civilian popula9on on a widespread or systematic basis.
For the purposes of tl11s report, the conflict has been analysed according to patterns of conduct and
patterns of attack over tinle and over geographical space, based on a strict application of the law to
the facts
The attacks have therefore been identified based on whether similar conduct was
occurring at the same time in different locations, at different times in the same location, or against a
large number of victims at different times in different locations; such attacks satisfy either the
w1despread or systematic requirement, or both. In identifying such attacks, this report errs on the
side of caution: there are a number of other potential attacks that took place during the conflict in
Sierra Leone that have not been included in this discussion because the facts as analysed in this
report do not necessarily yield the level of certainty about the widespread or systematic nature of the
attack reqUlred to sustain a criminal con,riction.
The information gathered for tl11s report reveals that there were two general attacks against the
civilian population: one by the RUF and one by the CDF. A series of more specific attacks was also
com111ltted by each faction with.in the context of those broader attacks. In the case of the other
fighting factions, it was not possible to identify general attacks against a civilian population
stretchl11g over a period of years. The \X/est Side Boys committed an attack against the civilian
population during the period spanning late 1998 to early 1999. In the case of the SLA, there were
clearly a number of specific attacks committed against the civilian population between 1991 and
1996. However, for ECOMOG, it was not possible to identify any attack committed against the
civilian population on a ,\ridespread or systematic basis, although there are numerous incidents of
specitlc acts being comrnittep against civilians, which are examined in the section on war crimes.
The selection of the specitlc attacks for analysis has been undertaken on the basis of the proportion
of attacks c0111lrutted by each faction. An examination of the conflict as a whole reveals the
comm1ssion of 33 discrete widespread or systematic attacks against a civilian population: D (, 21
committed by the RUF and their allies; eight committed by the SLA; three comtrutted by the CDF
and one committed by the \Vest Side Boys. j\ccordingly, the legal analysis below reflects the fact
that more crimes were committed by the RUF \.\rithout absohring the members of any other fighting
faction of responsibility "for the crimes that they committed. Sitnilarly, the description of specitlc
cru11es 1n the vanous categories of crimes against humanity are not exhaustive of all the crimes
committed during a particular attack, but are highlighted as representative examples oCthe types of
cnmes that were cOlllnl1tted. 2Y;
4d.i
Crimes i\gal11st Hum:mitv Committed bv members of the RUF, the RUF !NPFL and the
RUF(·\FRC
The RUF, JOl11ed by the NPFL bet\veen 1991 and 1993 and the AFRC from 1997 onwards,
committed a general attack against the civilian population lasting from 1991 until 2000. This attack
/-..s noted, these attacks were selected on the basis of a strict application of the law to the facts as analysed in tlus
report Nevertbeless, based on the lnfonnation gathered, any additional attacks that may have taken place are
unlikely to alter slg1uDcantly tbe proportion of attacks conunmed by eacb faction
2" AU of the speClfic examples listed In these sections are detailed 111 the factual af1alysls
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was both widespread, in that it took place on a large scale and with a multiplicity of victims, and
svstemaDc, In that It constituted an orga11lsed pattern of C:Dnduct. That there \,vas a policy to attack
the Clvilian population is clearly demonstrated by the targeting of civilians in virtually every month in
every Distnct 111 whIch the RUF or their allies had a presence, particularly during n-lllitary advances
and retreats, but also when miLtary manoeuvres were not being undertaken. Those instances in
wluch there was relative cairn usually represent periods during which the RUF was regroup111g and
rearm.1ng or penods during which the population had fled. During the period spanning from 1991
to 2000,111 addioon to the war cmnes and other crimes "rithin the jurisdiction of the Court that were
committed, members of the RUF /NPFL, RUF and RUF / AFRC committed the following crimes
against humanity:
.
(a) Murder, for the intentional and reclJess killings of thousands of civilians;
(b) Extermination, for several mass killing events, namely the gathering of hundreds of
civilians at different tirnes in different locations to be shot or hacked to death;
(c) Enslavement, for the abduction of thousands of civilians and their use as porters, cooks,
food-gatherers, domestic work, construction work and for similar purposes/ 38
(d) Rape, for the rape of hundreds of women and girls, including girls aged below 14, for sexual
slavery, namely the abduction of hundreds of women and girls as "wives", for sexual
violence, including numerous incidents of sexual abuse and sexual assault, including forcing
people to have sex with members of then own fan-lllies;
(e) Imprisonment, for the arrest and detention of hundreds of civilians, who were held for
weeks \\rithout charge;
(f) Torture, for the infliction of pain and suffering on people under RUF /NPFL, RUF and
RUF / i\FRC custody and control, including severe beatings and floggings, dripping melted
plastic or rubber into people's eyes and onto people's bodies and a range of other equally
grave acts;
(g) Other inhumane acts, for the variety of severe acts of violence committed against civilians
throughout the attack, ll1cluding mutilation, amputation, beatings, floggings and a range of
other s111mar acts as well as for the effect on the population of cannibalism, drinking blood,
displaying internal organs and severed heads at checkpoints, parading severed heads around
villages and forcing CIvilians to sing and dance at gunpoint in celebration of the actions of
the RUF /NPFL, the RUF and the RUF /j\FRC.
\'\'ith.1l1 that general attack, there were a series of speCIfic attacks cornnutted against the civilian
population Of the 21 identified attacks comnutted agalnst the civilian population,"") .SIX will be
218 The cnme of enslavement requues that the pClvetrator exercise any or aU of the powers of ownership over the
abducted person .-\s such, thIS report does not charactense as enslavement the thousands of incidences where
CIvilians were abducted but the purpose IS not revealed; In addition, it does not characterise as enslavement the
thousands of mCldences where Clvilians were abducted and forced to carry loads for a short period of time before
bemg released.
23') Those attacks that are not discussed 111 detail in this report are: the RUF /NPFL attack 1n Kailahun, Kenema
and Pu)ehull Distncts from .1 anual) to .1 unO' 1992; the RUF /NPFL attack from 1\lay 1992 to early 1993, primarily
the movement from l"'::ailahull to Kono DIstrict; the RUF/NPFL attack in Pu)ehun Dlstnct from Decem.ber 1992
to the end of january 1993; the RUF attack across several DIstricts from December 1993 to September 1994; the
RUF attack on Bo from.J anuarv 1995 to .'\pri] 19CJCJ; the RUF attack from l'vIay to .1 nne 1995 In Port Loko, BambaL
and l(ol1ladn s'lJ Dlstncts fOUU\Vlng the failmc to take Freeto,vn; tbe RUF attack 111 Kona District from c'\pnl to
Draft COlltlJCt l\lapp111g Report
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discussed below as bemg representative of the types of actions carried out by the RUF /NPFL, the
RUF and the RUF /AFRC throughout the conflict. It should, however, be emphasised that the
selection of these attacks is in no way intended to reflect any judgment about the relative importance
of the attacks not selected for further exploration.
a'l
The RUF /NPFL attack from March to July 1991
In l\'larch 1991, the RUF /NPFL entered Sierra Leone from Liberia, arriv1ng fIrst in Kailahun and
Pujehun Distncts and spreading across Bonthe, Bo, Kenema and Kono Districts before being
gradually pushed back in early l'\UgUSt. During that time, the pattern of conduct ernployed by the
RUF /NPFL reveals a clear policy to direct attacks against the civilian population, as evidenced by
the abduction, killing, sexual assault, massive burning of houses and countless other actions inflicted
on civilians. During this period, in addition to the war crimes and other crimes within the
Junsdiction of the Court that were committed, members of the RUF /NPFL committed the
following cnmes agamst humanity:
a) 'Murder, for the numerous 111tentional and reckless killings of civilians, 111cluding the killing
of 100 people 111 Pujehun District in July 1991 and the killing of 62 people in Kailahun
Distnct in June 1991;
b) Enslavement, for the abduction of hundreds of civilians and their use as porters, guides,
food-gatherers and similar purposes, including the abduction of 800 civilians to work in
farms in Kailahun District 111 July 1991;
c) Imprisonment, for the detention of children who refused to be conscripted in Kailahun
Distnct 1n 1\1ay 1991;
d) Torture, for the numerous beatings administered to people under the control of the RUF,
for the dr1pping of rubber or plastic into people's eyes in Bonthe District in May 1991 and
for tying a man up under the sun for one week in Bo District in May 1991;
e) Rape, for the rape and sexual assault of dozens of women, including the rape of a 10-yearold girl in Kailahun District in May 1991, and for sexual slavery, namely the abduction of
won1en as "wives";
f) Other inhumane acts, for ordering people to dance while women were being raped in
PUJehun District in June 1991 and for the effect on the population of freguent acts of
can11lbalism.
b)
The "TAP" operation: April 1992 to May 1993
From April 1992 to May 1993, successive groups of NPFL forces coml:rutted an ongDing attack
against the Clvilian popular::on, 'whlCh was striking in terms of the similarity of the conduct

September 1995; the RUF attack in \Ioyamba District from /\ugust 1995; the RUF attack in the northern Districts
In the lead up to elections from] anuar)' to February 1996; the RUF /AFRC attack from May to Decem.ber 1997 in
Freetown, dunng wlllch Journalists and CIvil socIety were part.icularly t.argeted; the RUF /AFRC attack from July t.o
.I anuar)' 1998 In Dlstnct Headcluarter tQ\,vns In Bonthe, K.ailahun, Kenema, Tonkolili, Bo and Pujehun Districts;
[he RUF (-\FRC attack [1011'1 February to November 1998, during wlllch there named poliCIes to commit certalJ1
acts, 1l1clud.ing "Operation No Living Thing" and "Operation Pay Yourself'; the RUF / .t\FRC attack in the
Northern Pronnce [10m February 1999 to February 2000; the RUF //\.FRC attack in Kono Distnct for the
purposes of mlnJ.ng from 1999 to T\brch 2001; and the ReF /}->.FRC attack on the Northern Province from IVlay to
November 2000
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employed, including eannibalislTl, and the brutality inilicted on civilian men, women and children in
the areas of Kailahun District over which the RUF /NPFL forces exercised control. During this
penod, 111 addition to the war crimes and other crirnes wlthin the jurisdiction of the Court that were
cOlTlnmted, rnembers of the NPFL committed the follmving crimes against humanity:
(a) Murder, for the intentional killing of scores of people, including people who tried to escape,
people who were abducted for use as porters and people selected for their large size 111
Penguia Chiefdorn in May 1992;
(b) Enslavement, for the abduction of dozens of people for use as porters;
(c) Torture, for the iniliction of severe pain and suffering on people under RUF control,
111cluding the severe cutting of people's flesh and dripping melted plastic or rubber into
people's eyes in Luawa Chiefdom;
(d) Rape, for the rape of dozens of women, including young girls, and often by multiple
assailants, 111cluding the rape of women by multiple assailants 1n Penguia Chiefdom in May
1992 and the rape of a WOlTlan in Kissi Teng Chiefdom in February 1993;
(e) Other inhumane acts, for cooking people alive, pounding a baby in a mortar and for the
effect on the population of frequent acts of cannibalism, including the people who had been
selected for their large Slze in Penguia Chiefdom in May 1992.
c)
RUF attack ben.veen December 1994 and May 1995
From the end of 1994, the RUF had consolidated its control over Kailahun, Pujehun and Kenema
Districts. From there, theY' expanded across Bo, Bonthe, Moyamba and Port Loko Districts in a
clear push towards Freetown, which culrninated in April 1995 in attacks on settlements in the
\X/estern Area. Throughout this wesn.vard expansion and their subsequent retreat on being repelled
from the \\!estern r\rea, the RUF engaged in an attack on the civilian population in towns through
wluch they passed. This attack was both \videspread, in that it affected a large area of the country
and a large number of victims, and systematic, in terms of the remarkable similarity among the acts
carried out across these Districts. During this period, in addition to the war crimes and other crimes
within the jurisdiction of the Court that were conl1Tutted, members of the RUF committed the
followlng cnmes against humanity:
(a) Murder, for the intentional and reckless killing of thousands of people, including the killing
of dozens of civilians at an IDP camp in Bo District in 1994;
(b) Enslavement, for the abduction of hundreds of people for use as porters, food-gatherers
and cooks;
(c) Rape, for the rape of scores of \VOlTlen and girls, for sexual slavery, namely the ~bduction of
women as "wives" and for sexual violence, including forcing people to have sex with their
own family rnem.bers;
(d) Torture, for beatings and other acts inflicting pain and suffering on people under RUF
control, including dripping melted plastic in people's eyes,
(e) Other inhumane acts, 111cluding amputation of limbs, branding people with hot irons and
carving words on their bodies with razor blades.
di
RUF attack on Bonthe District: 1995
Throughout 1995, the RUF were progressively taking fUlTl control of Bonthe District; thelr arrival in
towns across the Distnct ,vas accompanied by severe brutality against civilians and the deposing and
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replacement of traditional authorities. The attack was carried out in a systematic rnanner, in that it
was clearly conducted according to an organised plan. From January to November, not a month
passed WIthout significant violations being conunitted ag~inst the civilian population. During this
penod, In addition to the war crimes and other crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court that were
committed, mernbers of the RUF corl11nitted the follO\ving crimes against humanity:
(a) Murder, for the inter)-tional or reckless killing of hundreds of civilians, including the killing
of 300 people 111 Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom) in February;
(b) Extermination, for rounding up thousands of civilians from many different places and
killing hundreds of them in Bauya Junction (Kpanda Kemo Chiefdorn) in October;
(c) Enslavement, for abducting civilians and forcing them to work, including as food-gatherers,
cooks and porters;
(d) Rape, for the rape of scores of women and girls, including the rape of young girls in front of
their parents, for sexual slavery, namely the abduction of women as "wives" and for sexual
violence, 1l1cluding forcing people to have sex with their own farnily members;
(e) Other inhumane acts, for the amputation of limbs, for the effect on the population of
leav111g mutilated corpses on the road, for severe beatings and for pouring petrol over a man
and setting lum on fire.
el
RUF (AFRC Attack in Mal' and June 1997
On 25 IVlay 1997, the .AFRC staged a military coup, and were joined in power soon after by the
RUF, thereby establishing a presence in areas previously held by the SLA. Between the end of May
and the rniddle of June, the RUF / AFRC staged a sharp and brutal attack against the civilian
population across the country that would affect every District to greater and lesser degrees. During
this period, in addition to the war crimes and other crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court that
were comrl11tted, lTlembers of the RUF (AFRC committed the following crimes against humanity:
(a) Murder, for the intentional or reckless killing of hundreds of civilians, including reprisal
killings against civilians for failing to be "sufficiently supportive", the killing of civilians
deemed to be "enemy collaborators" and civilians who refused to work;
(b) Enslavement, for the use of civilians as food-gatherers, cooks and porters;
(c) Imprisonment, for the arbitrary arrest and detention without charge of dozens of
journalists, lawyers and civil society activists;
(d) Torture, for the infliction of .severe pain and suffenng on people detained by the
RUF (AFRC, including severe beatings;
(e) Rape, for the rape and sexual abuse of dozens of women, including young girls, and the
padlocking of women's gerutal areas in Pujehun District;
(f) Other inhumane acts, for the rnutilation of several civilians, the amputation of one or
more of their limbs, the effect on the population of displaying people's intestines at
checkpOlnts and forcing people under gunpoint to dance and sing in support of the
RUF(.AFRC
~

RUF /c-\FRC Attack from December 1998 to Januar\' 1999
From December 1995, the RUF r-\FRC orchestrated a campargn to retake Freetown, moving from
vanous Distncts, particularly 111 the north, towards the \"X!estern ../\rea. J\S they advanced, as well as
dunng their retreat, the RUF ( f\FRC llTlplemented a systematic attack against the civilian population
Draft Conflict !\bpplng Report
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that reached its peak during the invasion and brief occupation of parts of Freetown, This attack was
striking particularly in tenns of the sheer number of acts,col111Tutted against the population and the
destruction \'vrought in such a short period of time, During this period, in addition to the war
crimes and other ctllnes within the jurisdiction of the Court that were comnutted, members of the
RUF I f\FRC committed the following crimes against humanity:
(a) Murder, for the intentional or reckless killing of hundreds of civilians, including alleged
"enemy collaborators" and the killing of 27 people in a market place in Bombali District in
January 1999;
(b) Enslavement, for the abduction of hundreds of 6vilians for their use as porters and cooks;
(c) Torture, for the regular and severe beatings adnJinistered to people under the control of the
RUF IAFRC, including one man who was beaten for 24 hours and then buried alive in
Bombali District in January 1999;
(d) Rape, for the rape of dozens of women and girls;
(e) Other inhumane treatment, for forcing people at gunpoint to dance and sing in support of
the RUF/i\FRC 111 Freetown's East End 111 January 1999, for the mutilation of dozens of
civilians, including carving words Onto their bodies, and the amputation of one or more of
their runbs
4,d,ii Crimes Against H urn,aniry Committed by members of the "X/est Side Boys
The \'{/est Side Boys comnlltted an attack against the civilian population in Port Loko District lasting
from October 1998 to r\pril 1999 across 1<.oya and Maforki Chiefdoms 2
This attack was both
\'videspread, in that it took place on a large scale and with a multiplicity of victims, and systematic, in
that it was an organised pattern of conduct The facts clearly demonstrate that there was a policy to
commit such an attack, with civilians being targeted for a variety of reasons, During this period, in
addition to the war crimes and other crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court that were
committed, mcmbers of the \\/est Side Boys comnutted the following cri1'nes against humanity:
(a) Murder, for the killing of dozens of civilians, including the killing of two, civilians by
hang1l1g and the public cxecution of 20 civilians and the burning of 73 civilians in a house in
f\ priJ 1999;
(b) Enslavement, for the abduction of civilians for their use as porters/ 41
(c) Rape, for the rape of dozens of women and girls and for sexual violence, including forcing
people to have sex with theix own family members
(d) Other inhumane acts, for the mutilation of several civilians, including carving words onto
their bodies
.jj)

There W3S il luU 111 tllls ilttack 111 J3nuary and February 1999, during which time the 'X/est Side Boys were
partiClpilting in the att3ck on Freetown, !'2evertheless, the actions before and after that time form part of the same
attack ilgilll1st the Civilian population,
241 The cnme of e:nslavement re:quu'e:s that the: perpetrator e:xerClse any or aU of the: powers of ownership over the
abducted pe:rson .\s such, tlus re:port does not charactense as enslavement the incidence:s where civilians were
abducte:d but the pmpose is not revealed; in adclition, it does not characterise as enslavement the 111cidences where
cl\'1hal15 were: abducted and forced to Clrr\' loads for a short period of hme before: bong released.
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4.dill Cnmes Against I-I umanitv Committed bv members of the SLA
\'\lule there was no general attack spanning a number of years, the SLA committed a number of
speClfic Widespread or systelTlatic attacks at different periods between 1991 and 1996 that reveal a
policy to commit an attack against a civilian population, generally for the purposes of reprisals,
abducting cidians for the purposes of mining or other work and to obtain property. Of the eight
identJfied attacks committed against the civilian population, two will be discussed below as being
representative of the types of actions carried out by the SL,\.242 It should, however, be emphasised
that the selection of these attacks is 111 no way intended to reflect any judgment about the relative
importance of the attacks not selected for further exploration.
a)
SLA attack from J anum\, to A.pril 1992
.As the SL\ started gaining successes over RUF /NPFL forces across Pujehun and Kailahun
Dlstncts, they progressively and rapidly launched attacks on civilians. Beginning by targeting
Clvilians they arbitrarily labelled as RUF /NPFL "collaborators", often in the areas they had retaken
from the hands of RUF /NPFL forces, the SLA soon expanded these activities to encompass the
entire Clvilian population in those areas. During tl1J.S period, in addition to the war crimes and other
crimes '.vithin the jurisdictioil of the Court that were committed, members of the SLA cormrutted
the follow111g crimes aga111st humanity:
a) Murder for the intentional or reclJess killing of hundreds of civilians, including the killing of
alleged "collaborators" at Makibi Bridge in Pujehun Town and the tying up of alleged
collaborators and throwmg them off the Yonni Bridge (Kpaka Chiefdom, Pujehun District)
111 early 1992;
b) Enslavement, for the use of civilians under SLA control for work, including breaking down
houses and uprooting cocoa and coffee plantations in Kangama (Kissi Teng Chiefdom,
Kailahun District) and as food-gatherers in Pujehun District in early 1992;
c) Deportation, for the use of radical measures such as setting fire to houses as part of a clear
actJon to evict civilians from an area in Pujehun District in early 1992;
d) Rape, for the rape of several women, including the rape of a wornan in Makpele Chiefdom
(PuJ ehun District) in early 1992, and for other acts of sexual violence;
e) Other inhumane acts, for the amputation of ears and hands, the plucking out of eyeballs
and for putting civilians in a bag that was then set on fire In Kpanga I<:rim Chiefdom
(Pu)ehun District) in early 1992.
b)

SL;\ attack in 1(enema District from TvIarch to Julv 1994

Between !vIarch and July 1994, while RUF forces were continuing expanding thelt operations in the
DistJ'lCt, SL\ forces together with members of ULIMOJ conducted an attack against the civilian
population 111 the area remaining under their control. The widespread or system.atic nature of the
attack IS evidenced by the numerous acts of violence C01TllTutted agal11st Clvilians across different
:~: Those attacks that arc not discussed 111 detail in this report are: the SLA attack 111 Bonthe District from June to
July 1992; the SL\ ,-\ ltack from October 1992 to February 1993, partlcuJarly 111 Kana District; the SL',. attack
from "'larch to June 1994; the SLA attack in "'loyamba Distnct from December 1994 to February 1995; the SL\
attack 111 Kenema Distrlct from I\larch to June 1994; and the attack carried out by tbe Special Task Force 111
October 1995111 Bonthe Distnct.
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chJetdoms. Durmg thls penod, m addition to the war crimes and other crimes within the Jurisdict10n
of the Court that were conl1l.-utted, members of the SL./l comn-utted the following crimes against
hunl.am (y:
ai r-.1urder, for the mtentional or reckless killing of dozens of civillans, including those alleged
to be ReF "collaborators" and those thev accused of not respecnng their "orders", mcluding
the killing of 12 young people from Damav,ruro and the killing of a man m Blama (Small Bo
Chlefdom) m March;
b:, Imprisonment, for detail-ung an alleged RUF "collaborator" m a cdlm Blama in March and
for detaul1ng Clvilians in a guardroom for some days in Blama;
c) Enslavement. for the forceful use of civilians to work at n-umng sites in the Tonga Field
area:
d) Rape, for sexual slavery,
the abduction of women as "WlVes" and for sexual violence
coml1lltted aga111st several women and guls.
4.d.1\' Cnmes }\gainst J-l umal-utv Conm1ltted bv members of the CDF
The CDF committed a general attack against the civilian population lasting from January 1996 until
October 1999. Tll1s attack was both widespread, in that it took pIau' on a large scale and with a
mulnplicity of VlcUms, alld systematic, m that it ,vas an orgat-used pattern of conduct. The facts
clearly demonstrate that there was a policy to commit such an attack, with Clvihans bemg targeted
for a vanety of reasons; repnsals aga111st Clvilians for having cooperated with the RUF were
svstem;1tlc and partjcularly brutal throughout this period During tll1s penod, in addition to the war
cnmes and other crlmes witll1n the junsdlction of the Court that were comn-utted, members of the
CDF committed the following cnmes against hum31-uty:
a) Murder, for the intennonal or reckless killing of hundreds of civilians, lncluding civilians
arbitrari]v labelled as "RUF collaborators";
b' Enslavelnent, for the usc of clvilians under their control to han'est food for the CDF m
Tonkolili Dlstnct 111 October 1999:
Ci
Imprisonment, for the detention v,rithout charge of people in cells and cages, particularly at
checkpomts;
d) Torture, for the usc of "E\I ropes",2~] beatings, dripping melted plastic on people and other
acts intlicting pain and suffering on people under the control of the CDF;
e'; Rape, for sexual slavery, n\1mely fOtClng women ~o become "\\'1\'es", and for sexual violence
cotnnlltted agalnst won1en;
n Other inhumane acts, for the effect on the civilian population of acts of cannibalism and
displanng mternal organs at checkpomts.

\,'nbm that general attack, there were a series of specific attacks cCJl111l.-utted 3gainst the civilian
popu1300n Of the three ldentificd attacks comn-utted agaInst the Clvilian ])o]1u13tion, one will be

:~i "F\l rope" stands [or "Freg~lenc\' \lodulation"
A victim would be tied up with a length o[ nylon, which
would be progressIVely tightened. The more the nylon tightened, the more pain and suffering it ,vould cause and
the more the ','lCtlm would "talk", hence the ~l1a106'T With a radio tuner.
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dlscussed below as being representative of the types of actions carried out by the CDFc+l It should,
however, be emphas1se'd that the selection of these att~cks is in no \Nay intended to reflect anI'
)UdE,'1ilellt about the relatiye llnportance of the attacks not selected for further exploration
CD F _\ ttack from N oycmber ] 99 ~ to I\Iav 1998
During tlus penod, the CDF engaged RUF / f\FRC forces throughout the Southern ProYince,
repelling them froill most of the areas prevlOus]v under their control. The CDF actions in those
areas demonstrate a clear p3ttern of \'iolent 3ctwities directed against Clvilians, 1n particular against
suspected R l' F / "".. FRC "collabor3tors", le3ding to the infliction of severe physic3l violence and the
dracotUan regulauon of even' aspect of civilian life, During this period, 111 addition to the war cnmes
and other cnmes under the jurisdiction of the Court that were comrtUtted, members of the CDF
comrmtted the following cnmes against humanity:
a) Murder. for the intentional and reckless killing of dozens of c1yihans, including the killing of
alleged R
"-\FRC "collaborators" 111 Bonthe Town in February 1998;
b) Imprisonment, for the detention of civilians in cells or specially designed cages, including
the detention 111 a cell for two days of civilians in Bonthe Town in February 1998, the
detention of civilians in a cage 3t Baiam3 Junction (Bo District) in February 1998 and in
K weilu (I\'1oyamba District) 111 December 1997;
c) Torture, for the infuction of severe physlCal and lTlental violence, notably by the use of
cages and Fl\'1 ropes across the Southern Province, l11cluding tY111g up suspected
collaboraTOrs with an PM rope, be1Ung them and locking them up in Blama (Kenema
Distllet) in February 1998;
d) Rape, for the usc of three women as sex s13ves in MakpeJe Chiefdom (Pujehun District) 111
!anuZlfY 1998:
e) Other inhumane acts, for the effect on the population of frequent acts of cannibalism,
including the declpitauon of a clvilian and the drinking of lllS blood in Nomo Chiefdom
D1strlct) in December] 997.
'U.",","O

4.e
Violations of Article, 3 common to the Geneya Conventions and of Additional
Protocol II (Article 3): The law
Arncle 3 of tbe Statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone reads as follmvs:
"The SpeClal Court shail ha\'e the power to prosecute persons \vho cornnutted or ordered
the CCJ1TllTUSS10n of serious \'10lati0l1S of article 3 COlTl1TIon to the Geneva Conventions of 12
August] 949 for the Protecuon of \\:ar Victims, and of Additional Protocol II thereto of 8
Jum ] 9 7 7. These vlOlations shalllllclude:
VIolence to life, health and phvslcal or mental 'well bel11g of persons, in particular
111m-der ilS \.vell as cruel treatment such as torture, mutilauon or any fonTI of corporal
punjshlTlent;
Collecuve purushments;
of hostages;
C+' Those attacks that are not dlscussed 111 detail 111 tlllS report are: tbe CDr "'\ttack from January 1996 to
September 1996 111 B011tbe Distnct, wlllcb included attacks on l'l'1oyamba District from "-\pril to "'\ugust 1996; and
the CDF attack from December 1998 to i\lay 1999111 Tonkolili, l\to\'amba and Port Loko Dlstncts
D~~,ft ConfJJet l\lapping Report
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r\cts of terrorisrn:
OUU:lges upon persOlul cligmty, rn particular humiliating and degrading treatment,
r;\pe, enforced prostltutwn and any fonTI of indecent assault:
Pillage:
Tbe passing of sentences and tbe carrying out of executions without previous
Judgernent pronounced
a regularly constituted court, affording aU the judiClal
gmrantees \",ll1ch are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples;
Threats to comnl1t an\' of the foregoing acts"
The rour Ceneva Conventions of 1949 were, as noted, concerned rnairJy wlth international armed
conflicts, that is, confllCts 111volYing two or more States. Tbe Geneva Conventions were expanded
on 111 19/7 w1th the adopoon of the two !\dclitional Protocols, the first of \vluch was also concerned
\\11th l11tcU1;\tJoEal armed confhcts. Ho,vever, article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions, which
h2s been described as a "treatv in mimature", contains the minimum set of protections applicable in
any armed conilict2~C Additional Protocol II expands on C01T11110n article 3 to specify in n10re detail
the protectJons then apply during a non-mternational armed conflict.
order for the:c,e norrns to become applicable, they must have been 1n force at the tlme of the
alleged cCJl11nllSSlOn of the crimes, whether through customary internationalla\\? or because the State
111 questiol1 bad ratified these instruments and, as such, was bound by these provisions. In respect of
the first possibility,24i' it 1S clear that C0111mon article 3 has the status of customary international
12\v;="' meleed, ;Trost States have criminaliscd the acts listed 1n common article 3 \vithin the1r domestic
penal codes. Additional Protocol II as a whole is generally not regarded as having the status of
customary 1nternational law, but noc1e 4(2) relating to fundamental guarantees both reaffirms and
.
.
"·m
supplements common artIcle 3 and, as such, has the status of customan Jl1tern2tlonal law ]11

24~ lt is not suffiClent simply
Ne\Trthe::less,1n order not to offend the principle of milium crimen Jim
to shCJ\\' th;,t these instruments had the status of customal)' 1nternational law at the time the alleged
c:imes were commltted. It must also be established that the vlOlatlon of those norms attracted
mdi\-1dual cru11lnal responsibility: the ICry I\ppeals Chamber has found that customarv

--_._---------=~5 1t shollld be noted th8t while common arucle 3 refers to its ~ppl.icabil.ity 111 non-111tern~tional armed conflicts, It
1S now 1ecogl1J sed tha t CLl stolnan' 1n terna uonal law chc t~ tes that these pr01ectlOnS ~re apphca ble 1n all} armed
conf11ct, not just those that are non-1nternational1l1 nature.
2~(, Note th;1t SIerra L-eone succeeded to tbe Geneva Conventions on 10 June 19Ci5 and acceded to tbe J\dditional
Protocols on 21 October 1986, therefore these Instruments were, 111 any case, 111 force 111 tbe territory of Sierra
LeoDe at aU relevant Umes.
:~, See for example ProJcm/or /}
Case No. IT-94-1, leTl' ,-'\ppea1s Chamber Judgment, 15 July 1999 and
PrOJ"II/or I'
Case 0.' 0 1CTR-96-4, ICTR Trial Cbamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998, para 60S
c~, See, for eX;1l11plc, PruJcm/or I'
Case No 1CTR-96-4, lCTR Tnal Cbamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998,
pal'c s CJCJ8-1 ()
:j')
\ccCllwng to tius jJflnClple, nobody m;1;' be found guilty of ~ cnminal offence for acts that were not
c11111nahsed, whether under national or 1l1ternational law, at the Uille of tben commission: see tbe International
Convelluon on Crnl end POLlucal Rights, artJc!e 1
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Il1tern;lDonal law Imposes cnlTunal liability for senous vlOlations of C0111n10n article 3, as
supplemented
othe~ general rules and principles, in particular Additional Protocol n 2511
Contextual clements of viol;\tlons of common article 3 and Additional Protocol II
Once E IS established that these l11struments \vere in force, there are 1:\\ 0 sets of elements that need
to be mer. one of which can be described as "contextual" elements, the other of wrlich are the
clements of the acts enwnerated in article 3 of the Statute of the Special Court. The contextual
dement:; arc 3S follows:
1. The 3pplicability of common arncle 3 and lidditional Protocolll must be established.
The personal Jurisdiction (relJt111g to v1Ctirlls and perpetrators) and the geographical
lunsdiction must be met.
:J There must be a nexus between the act constituting the crime and the anned conflict.
4. The aet constituting tbe crime must be a serious \'101ation.

4Cl

7

1. f\pplicabilirv of common arncle' and J-\dditional Protocol II
Both C0111m0I1 article 3 and Additlonal Protocol II contain conditions of applicability that must be
considered 111 order to ueten1llne whether or not they apply at a particular loc3tion or during a
particulJr time "'\s noted, the inclusion of these crimes within the Statute of the Special Court is not
lrJ itself sufficlent to conclude that these l11struments apply to the situation in Sierra Leone, nor is it
sufficiem to establish that the insuuments were in force at the tirne 111 c]uestion.
Common article 3 applies dunng any armed conflict,2S\ thereby ruling om its application during
111ternal disturbances and tenSIons. \\'hethcr an armed cont1ict exists or noe S2 must be determined
on an evaluation of the intensity and orga11lsation of the parties to the conflict; indeed, the Tadic
deCISIOn refers to "protracted armed violcnce".2S'
The sltuatlons to which Additional Protocol II will apply are more lin1Jted than those to which
comm011 article 3 WIll apply.27,~ It IS worth noting that while Additional Protocol II develops and
supplements common article 3, the more restnctive conditions of its applicability are not
automaDcally extended to common article 3, which continues to apply during any arrned conflict. In
order for I\dditional Protocolll to apply, the followl11g elements must be satisfied:
An armed conflict is occurnng between the armed forces of a State and dissident armed
forces or other organised groups.
ProJew!O'!
C<lse No IT
lCTY "-\ppe<lls Chamber, Judgment, 15 ,luly 1999, para 134 The "\ppeals
Chamber reachecl tlllS conc!uslOn folJowlllg conSIderation of the deciSIOns of the ;-...Jurelnberg Tribunal, elements of
l11ternatlonal pr<lctlce sho\.vtng that States lntend to crllTlllulisc scnous breaches of custom«1)' rules and principles
applicable dunng a non-tnternatlon;11 <lrmed conflict as well as n<ltional legislation aunecl <It implementlng the
C cneva Com'en tlons.
:51 ProJe"lior l'
C<lse No 1T-94-I, lCTY ,'\ppe<lls Chamber, DecislOn on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory
,-\ppe<l] on) uascliction, :2 October 1')95, para 137
252 See aD'ove for a chscusslOn on what constitutes an armed conflict.
25, ProJemlor /) Tad/c, Case No IT-94-I, .-\ppcals Chamber,.l urisdlction Decision, :2 October 1995 (Tachc Junsdlction
Dec1slOn), para 7 ()
2j4 In tillS respect It should be noted rha t 1f the reqwrements for j\dcl.itional Protocol II are met, then the lower
th;'esholci condwons for common artlcle 3 arc also automatically met.
Draft Confuct I\lapplng Report
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The dtsstdent armed forces or other organised groups ,vere under responsible c01Tltnand.
The dissident armed forces or other organised groups exercised control over territory such
tha t they were able to carry out sustained and concerted militarv opera tions.
(d) The diss1dent armed forces or other organised groups are able to unplement Additional
Protocol II.
(a' ,-\:1 armed conflict i~ occurnng bet\veen the armed forces of a State and dissident armed forces or
other oI[ramsed groups
The ]unsprudence of the international cnml11al tribunals refers to the fact that "armed forces",
namely those fighang on behalf of the State, covers all armed forces described in national
leg1slation 20 ) It lS unclear whether dlls would cover anned forces fighting on behalf of the State that
are nm so described tn national leg1s1auon but are established as a result of some other procedure.
In the absence of a deClsion on dm matter, it is submitted that a test sl1nilar to that 111. Tadic related
to forces under the control of a foreign power could be adopted to determine whether armed forces
are fighting on behalf of the State all. whose territory the conflict is being fought 25G The test could
therefore be: overall control of an armed group or mdividuals by the State; specific instructions to an
armed group or l11div1duals by the State; and actual behaviour of an armed group or individuals,
11:respccuve of any speClfic instructions. 2)-

1,\ The dissident armed forces or other organised groUClS were under responsible command
TillS lTC]Wrement refers to the degree of organisation of the groups, narn.ely that they were able to
carry out militarv operations and that they were able to impose discipline in the name of the de/acto
autbonty,25K although it does not imply tbat there needs to be a hierarchical system identical to that
employed bv the armed forces of a State.

rei

The dissident arrned forces or otber organised groups exercised control over territon r sucb that
they were able to canT out sustained and concerted militarv operations
\\llile the prevlOus rec]uirement refers to the conllnand ability of the groups, tills requirement
considers whether the military operaaons actually carried out were continuous and planned. TillS
f(':C]ulre c that the groups 111 fact donllnate part of the territory that is no longer under goverll.rnent
control
Id) The dissident armed forces or other organised groups are able to implement
Additional Protocol ]]
This refers to the degree of orgallisatJon of the dissident armed forces or other organised group,
such that they can caay out obbgzlOOns under Additional Protocol Il, which includes matters such as

C~se No ]CTR-96-4, ICTR Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998, pma 625;
Casc No. 1CTR-%-13, ICTR Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 27 January 2000, para 256
2)(, TIllS quest!on could be relc\-ant, for eX8mp]e, If there are protracted penods of fIghting bet\veen diSSIdent
am1ed forces and armed forces not described 111 n8tionallegJslatlon that are in f;ICt flghtll'lg on behalf of the State,
without tbe l1woh'emcnt of the armed forces of a State.
:5" PrOJem!orl'
Case No 1T-94-1, ICT\' ;\ppeals Chamber Judgment, 15July 1999, POll'lt rV.B.3.
3. ProJWi!O!
Case No 1CTR-96-4, 1CTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998, para 626

255

PrOJcm!or

ProJem!or

I

I'

Ibz'd.
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search1l1g for s]ck, shipwrecked or wounded personnel and providing them with medical care and
3ttention. 2W
Persona] and geographic3l jurisdiction
Ii Penol/a/ 11I!7JdlctlO17: PelpetratOJ:r
A.nybody who commits 3 vio13tion of common 3rticle 3 or Addition3l Protocol II C3n be held
3ccountable; there ]S no category of persons to whom these provisions cannot apply. The early
Junsprudence of the ICTR focused on whether there were certain criteria that needed to be s3tisfied
111 order for 3n accused to fall wlthin the ratione penonae for perpetrators. Thus the Trial Charnber in
Ak~yeJZI, while recognis1l1g that this should not be interpreted restrictively and that civilians could be
held li3ble for violatJons of GOlTlmOn article 3 and Additional Protocol II, applied a "public official"
test to detenmne whether a person could be held liable. According to this test, if a person was not a
combat3nt, the\' could be held liable only if they were public offreials or agents or exercised some
public 3uthority such that they were mandated and expected to support or fulfIl the war effort 2 (,j
However, this was overturned by the i\ppeals Chamber, who held that this test was not supported
other by the langu3ge of the Statute nor customary international law. Considering that the core of
common article 3 is the protection of victims, which implies effective punisluTlent of perpetrators,2('Z
the l\ppe3ls Chamber held that conl.mon article 3 and Additional Protocol II are applicable to
everyone. 2('1 As such, the existence of a special link or relationship between the accused and the
armed forces of a State is not a pre-condition for the applicability of these instruments 2 (,4
?

il) PerJollaIj1ll7'Jdzdloll: 7JldimJ
Common article 3 and .r\dditional Protocol II are concerned primarily with the protection of
Clvilians, namely people who do not bear arms. Thus common article 3 refers to persons who are
taking no active part in hostilitres, including members of the armed forces who have laid down their
arms 3nd those who 3re phced !Jon de combat, namely those who are no longer fighting due to injury
or some other similar 1l1CapaClty, whereas Additional Protocol II refers to those persons who do not
take a direct part in hostilities or who have ceased to take a direct part 111 hostilities.
To take a "direct part" in hostilities means to undertake acts of war that, by their nature or purpose,
are likely to cause actual harm to personnel or equipment of the enemy armed forces 2 (,5 Should a
Clvilian undertake such acts, they would lose their right to protection as civilians and could thereby
fall \V-itlUl1 the class of combatants, thus becoming legitimate military targets.
The central question in this respect ]s, therefore, whether the alleged victim W3S taking 3 direct part
hosrjJities 3t the time of the alleged offence. If they were not, then they fall within that class of

111

2(,1) ~-\dditlonal

Protocol II, part III
Case No. ICTR-CJ6-4, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998, paras. 630-4.
2(,2 In tillS cons1dcratlon, the _\ppeals Chamber c!ted tbe Appeals Chamber of the ICTY in the Celebla case, para.
143, \\'h.1Ch st~ted that the qwntessencc of international humanitarian la,v 1S the respect for a few essential rules of
humanity that arc valJd evernvhere, under all cliTumstances, and wluch eXist above and outside war.
2(,1 ProJcm(or I'
Case No. I CTR- 96- 4, ICTR "\ppeals Chanlber, Judgment, 1 June 2001, para. 443
2(,4
pna 444.
2C, ProJe:lIfor " t'J(,!{/~llI1c10, Case No. I CTR-'!6-3, ICTR Tnal Chamber, Judgment, 6 December 1999, para 100
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persons protected by common article 3 and Additional Protocol II. l\.s such, It must be determined
on a case-by-case bas1s whether a vlctim has the status of a civilian and, as such, whether the
provisions of cornmon article 3 and A.dditional Protocol II apply.
iii) C POp,l"/J!lha li/m.ld/clio 17

The geograplucal Junsdiction refers to the geographical territory within which common article 3 and
[\dditional Protocol II apply. l\s noted, international humanitarian law applies across the territory
affected by the conilict from the moment hostilities commence until there is general conclusion of
peace or, HJ the case of 111ternal armed conflicts, a peaceful settlement is reached 2 (,r, Customary
international law, as reflected 111 the junsprudence of the Tribunals, makes it clear that the
application of the law is not confined to the narrow geographical scope of the actual theatre of
combat operations Rather, 111ternational hurT1anitarian law applies throughout the territory affected
bv the conflict whether or not actual combat 1S taking place in parts of the territory under the
control of a party to the conflict. 2(,7
In addition, international humanitarian law also has a temporal scope, namely from the
commencement of hostilities until the conclusion of peace or the reaching of a peaceful settlement.
Customary 111ternationallaw, as reflected in the jurisprudence of the Tribunals, also requires that the
temporal factor not be given a restrictive interpretation. i\s such, there only needs to be some kind
of nexus bet\veen the act and the conilict, but not that the act itself occurs during the midst of
ba ttle 2("
3. NeHlS bet\veen the crime and the conilict
There must be some kind of link bet\veen the crime and the armed conflict, whether it be "closely
rela ted" ,2U) "in conjunction with" ,2711 or - n10re reflective of custon1ary law - "in the context of or
assocIated wlth".271 Tlus requirement stems from the fact that international humanitarian law,
concerned as it is with law during an armed conflict, does not protect persons against crimes
unreLlted to the conflict,m which should be dealt ,vith by other rneans.
The ICT'{ Appeals Chamber has addressed this issue in KII170raC, holding that an armed conflict
must, at a minimum, have played a substantial part in the perpetrator's ability to commit the crime,
hlS or her decision to commit it, the manner in which it was comrnitted or the purpose for which it
was comnutted. Hence, establishing that the perpetrator acted 111 furtherance of or under the guise
of the armed conflict would be sufficient to conclude that the acts were closely related to the armed
conflict In determining whether or not an act is sufficiently related to the armed conilict, the

Case No IT-94- I, ,-\. ppeals Cham ber, Jurisdiction Decision, 2 October 1995, para.70.
el (II, Case No IT-96-23 and IT-96-23/1, lCTY "\ppeals Chamber, Judgment, 12 June 2002,

2(,(,

Pror('mlor

I'

2(,7

ProrcClIlor

!' ](JlllalUr

para 57
Case No. IT-94-I, ,-\.ppeals Chamber, Jurisdiction DeClslon, 2 October 1995, para 70 and
Case No ICTR-95-I, lCTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 21 ilia)' 1999, para. 183.
2(,') ProJuwlor I'
Case No. IT-94-I, lCTY Trial Chamber, Judgment, 7 ilIa)' 1997, para 573.
2711 ProJcmlor r ScmollZo, Case No. IC1'R-97-20, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 15 rVlay 2003, para. 369
271 See generallY the ICC Elements of Cnmes, contextual elements for article 8(2)(e).
7
2 2 ProJtwlor I Scmollza, Case No ICTR-97
ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 15 May 2003, paras 368-9
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Appeals Chamber suggested a number of factors that may assist in making that factual
determination: the fact that the perpetrator is a comb)ltant; the fact that the victim is a noncombatant; the fact tha t the victim is a member of the opposing party; the fact that the act may be
said to serve the ultim.ate goal of a military
c1mpaign; and the fact that the crime was committed as part of or in the context of the perpetrator's
oHloa] duties m
4 The \'1olation rnust be serious
The chapeau of article 3 of the Statute of the Special Court gives the Special Court jurisdiction over
"serious violations" of comn,on article 3 and i\dditional Protocol II. BroadJy speaking, the
requirement that it be 'serious' refers to "the breach of a rule protecting important values involving
grave consequences for the victim".27~ The Jurisprudence of the Tribunals makes it clear that
VlOlatlons of the fundamental guarantees related to the protection of victims during an armed
conflict are, by their very nature, considered to be serious. 275
4.e.ii
Elements of enumerated acts constituting violations of C01lli,10n article 3 and Additional
Protocol II
For the most part, the elements of the crimes constituting violations of common article 3 and
.r\dditional Protocol II minor the elements required for crimes against hwnanity. This has been
explicitly stated, for example, for murder,27(' torture 277 and rape 27H and it 1S reasonable to predict that
the same approach would be adopted for other crimes. There are, however, some crimes within
common article 3 and Additional Protocol II that have no direct counterpart within crimes against
humamty, which are discussed bnefly below.
a) I'vlutilation
The clemen ts of the war crime of mutila tion are: 27')
1. The perpetrator subjected one or more persons to mutilation, in particular by
permanently disfigunng the person or persons, or by permanently disabling or removing an
organ or appendage.
The conduct was neither Justified by the medical, dental or hospital treatment of the
person or persons concerned nor carried out in such person's or persons' 111terests.
2.

3. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of
an l11ternationa] character.

Case No. IT-96-23&23/1, ICn' /\ppeals Chamber, 12 June 2002, para. 58.
Case No. ICTR-96-4, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 2 September 1998, para. 616
27) ProJceutor !) 1\1I!aL~anda, Case No. ICTR-96-3, ICTR Trial Chamber, Judgment, 6 December 1999, para. 106.
27(, Ibid, paml 07
en ProJcmtor
Case No IT-96-:23&23/1, ICn' Tnal Chamber, Judgt11.ent, 22 February 2001, para 465 It
should be noted that the purpose element will apply In relation to torture as a war cnme: see above for a discussion
of the elements of the cnme agall1st humanity of torture.
27B ProJfOltOl' !'
Case No. ICTR-96-13, ICTR Tnal Chamber, J udgtnent, 27 January 2000, para 285.
27~ See )JroJl'mtor l'
Case No ICTR-96-13, JCTRTnal Chamber, JUdgtl.1C1lt, 27 January 2000, para 285 and
the I C:C Elements of Cnmes, article S(:2)(e)(:\.i)-l
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4. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the eXlstence of
an armed conflict.
b) Cruel Treatment
2KII

The elements of the war cru'ne of cruel treatment are:
1. The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more
persons.
2. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of
an in terna tional character.
3 The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the existence of
an armed confJict.
c) Taking of hostages
2K1
The elements of the war crime of taking hostages are:
1. The perpetrator seized, detained or otherwise held hostage one or more persons,
2.

The perpetrator threatened to kill, injure or continue to detain such person or persons.

3. The perpetrator intended to compel a State, an international organisation, a natural or
legal person or a group of persons to act or refrain from acting as an explicit or implicit
condition for the safety or the release of such person or persons,
4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not
of an 1l1ternational character.
S. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the existence of
an armed conflict.
d) Outrages on personal dignitv, including degrading and humiliating treatlTlent
The elements of the war crime of outrages on personal dignity are: 282
1. The perpetrator humiliated, degraded or otherwise violated the dignity of one or more
persons
') The severity of the humiliation, degradation or other violation was of such degree as to
be generally recognised as an outrage upon personal dignity.
3. The conduct took place
an 1l1ternatlonaJ character.

111

the context of and was associated witJl an armed conflict not of

4. The perpetrator was a\vare of the factual Clrcumstances that established the existence of
an armed conflict.

See the ICC Elements of Cnmes, article 8(2) (c) (ill)
See the ICC Elements of Cnmes, article 8(2) (c) (i)·3. See also Proscmlor u Nalelllze alld Martilloule, Case
No
ICTY Tnal Chamber, .1 udgment, 31 i\hrch 2003, para. 246.
2H2 See the ICC Elemcnts of Cnmcs, arucle 8(2)(c)(ii) See also Pmreculor I' JvlllJcma, Case No ICTR-96-13,ICTR
Tna] Chamber,.1 udgmcnt, n .1 amLll}
para. 285
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The Elements of Crimes of the ICC explicitly states that "persons" can include dead people, going
on to sa\" "I t IS understood that the victim need not personally be aware of the existence of the
humiliation or degradauon or other violation. This element takes into account relevant aspects of the
cultural background of the VICt1m,,2o~
Thc ICTR has mtcrpreted "humiliatmg and degrading" treatment as treatment designed to subvert
the self regard of the vi.ctims.2~i4 The ICTY held that rape could amount to an outrage on personal
2H5
dignity and therefore could be covered by this provision. In AlekJwrkz, the ICTY held that the use
of detalnees as human shields or trench diggers, beatings and the constant fear of being robbed or
. ?H(,
'
outrages upon persona1 di gruty.b eaten cou ld constItute
e) Indecent assault
The elements of the war cnme of indecent assault are: 2H7
1. The accused inflicted pain or injury on the victim or victims.
2. The act mflicting pain or mjury was sexual in nature and was comrnitted by coercion,
force, threat or intimidation.

3

The act was non-consensual.

4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of
an ll1tcrna bonal character.
5. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the existence of
an arn1ed can flict.
f) Pillage
2HH

The clements of the war crime of pillage are:
1. The perpetrator appropriated certain property.
2. The perpetrator intended to deprive the owner of the property and to appropriate it for
pnvate or personal use.

3.

The appropriation was without the consent of the owner.

4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of
an internatlOnal character.
5. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the existence of
an armed conflict.

21,1

2g~

ICC Elc:ments of Cnmes, article 8(2)(c) (ii), footnote
Case No I CTR- 96- 13, I CTR Tnal Chamber, J uclgmen t, 27 J;l11uary 2000, para. 285
I) flll7i11d\!/u, Case No
IT-95-17 /1, ICT'{ Tnal Cbamber, J uclgment, 10 Decem.ber 1998,

Pro.re'7iIur I)
2" The Prolemlor
pJras. 172- 3
2H(, Prosemlol /)
207 Prowl!lor /'

Case No IT-9 5-14/1, ICTY /1 ppeals Cbamber, J udgmen t, 24 1\larcb 2000, para. 36.
Case No. ICTR-96-13, ICTR Tnal Cbamber, Judgment, 27 January 2000, para. 285
2gg See ICC Elements of Crimes, awcle 8(2) (e) (v)
See also Prosem/or /) je11J1C, Case No. IT-95-10, ICTY Trial
Cbamber, 14 December 1999, paras 48-9
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The crime of pillage encompasses isolated acts of looting committed by individual soldiers for
pnvate gain as well as orgamsed forms of the seizure of property, for example as part of a systematic
econom.lC exploItation of occupIed territory. However, as indicated by the use of the term "private
or personal use", appropriations Justified by military necessity cannot constitute the crilTle of
pillagIng. OK';

4.£
Violations of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and of Additional
Protocol II (Article 3): The facts
Certa111 conditions lTlUSt be met before common article 3 and Additional Protocol II will apply. For
com.mon article 3, the condition is the existence of an armed conflict. As stated, there was an armed
conflict occurring on the territory of Sierra Leone from March 1991 until 18 January 2002. As such,
common article 3 applied throughout that tilTle across the whole territory. For Additional Protocol
II, the condiuons centre around the degree of organisation of the armed forces against whom the
State's armco forces are fighting. \X!hiJe it is not intended to go into this issue for each of the
fighting factions, the analysis of the non-State fighting factions involved in the conflict of Sierra
Leone clearly reveals that these conditions are met, in that at any given point during the conflict,
dissident or other armed groups were organised, were under responsible command, exercised
control over the territory such that they were able to carry out sustained and concerted military
operations and were able to i,mplement Additional Protocol II.
GIven that, the proVIsions of common article 3 and Additional Protocol II applied throughout the
termor)' of Sierra Leone throughout the conflict, whether or not actual combat was taking place.
Therefore, although there were lulls 111 the fighting at different times in different places throughout
Sierra Leone, IHL continued to apply in those places as well as those areas where fighting was
occurnng until the end of the conflict as a whole.
Aside from these, there are other contextual elements that need to be established in order for an act
to constitute a violation of common article 3 and Additional Protocol II, nanloeJy that the victims are
civilians, the VIOlation is serious and that there is a nexus between the act and the armed conflict.
These contextual elements were taken into account in describing the crimes listed below;l~" for
example, murder of a civilian has been included whereas murder of a combatant during a battle has
not been included. Sl1l.ularly, acts that could otherwise amount to a violation of the law but were not
commltted "in the context of or associated 'with" the armed conflict have not been included.
In every nulitary action there is the reqwrement of proportionality, such that a military commander
must weIgh the military advantage to be gamed as against civilian casualties. There is also the
requirement that a distinction be made between legitimate and non-legitimate targets, wluch is
highlighted by the prohibition on indiscrinunate firing. In Sierra Leone, there were many instances
of significant civilian deaths that resulted from what appeared to be predominantly nTilitary actions
and it IS not possible to determine to the requisite degree of certainty whether the military attack was
ICC Elements of Crimes, article 8(2)(e)(\·), footnote
It should be noted tlnt due to the meaning 1n l11ternauonallaw of the term "terronsm" and the types of acts to
wInch tius tcnn lS generallY applied, such as IUjacking planes, this category of crimes has not been considered ll1
tlu~ rcpon
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proportional or what was the 1l1tended target. In those cases where it is possible to make that
detenmnation, this report charactenses such deaths as murders.
4.f.i
VioLations of common article') and j\dditional Protocol II by members of the RUE the
RUF INPFL and the RUF IAFRC
During the armed conflict in Sierra Leone, in addition to the crimes against humanity and other
crirnes wIthin the Jurisdiction of the Court that were committed, the following war crimes were
cOlTlnutted: 2 'JI

(a) Violence to life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular(i)
Murder, for the intentional or reckless killing of tens of thousands of civilians
for a variety of reasons, including for allegedly "collaborating" with forces aligned
agal11st the RUF movement, for supporting the elected Government and for failing
to show sufficient support for the RUF movement, wluch was often determined on
an arbitrary basis, and by a variety of means, including decapitations, disembowelling
pregnant women and thrO\ving babies into the bush or into burning houses, and by
using a variety of weapons, including shooting people, hacking people to death with
bladed weapons and by locking people in houses that were then set on fue;
(ii)
Torture, for the l11fliction of severe pain and suffering on people under the
custody or control of the RUF and their allies for the purposes of inflicting
punishment or obtaining information, including by the means outlined below;
(iii)
Mutilation, for the hundreds of mutilations, amputation of limbs, the carving of
words into people's skin \vith razor blades and other sinUlar acts;
(iv)
Corporal punishment, for the beating and flogging of tens of thousands of
civilians;
as well as for several other acts that inflicted violence to the life, health and physical or
mental well-being of persons, l11cluding the frequent instances of the infliction of severe pain
and suffering by means such as the dripping of melted plastic into people's eyes and onto
then bodies, setting people on fire, forcing people to lie on the ground and stare at the sun,
cutting off people's genital organs and a variety of other similar acts;
0)) Collective punishments, for the arbitrary infliction of various degrees of punishment as
reprisal actions for real or imagined wrongs on groups of civilians, such as the retaliatory
killing of 100 people and the burning of 200 houses in Kailahun District in March 1992;
(c) Taking of hostages, for the abduction of Clvilians, their continued detention under threat
of death or personal injury and thereby using the detainees as a bargaining too] to achieve
vanous aims with third parties;

(d) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular(i)
humiliating and degrading treatment, for the severe humiliation, degradation
and v101ation of the dignity of tens of thousands of clVilians, including by forcing
traditional authonties and elders to sit on the floor, 2')2 by forcing adults to "frog
Jump" or "purnp", for shaving the heads of female abductees, by decapitating,
For those cnmes wltlun the lunsdlcuon of the Court that are not listed here, there IS no evidence that members
ufthe RUF, RUf/NPFL, RUF(\FRC comnutted those cnmes.
2')2 Note that thIS element takes into account the cultural background of the ncum, such that the inflICtion of these
acts on elders, adults and women 111 the SIerra Leone context amounts to a violauon of tbeir dignity.
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mutilating and displaying corpses, severed body parts and internal organs in public
places, by frequent acts of cannibalislTl, insluding the drinking of blood,293 by forcing
men to watch the rape of their wives, by forcing parents to watch the rape of their
children, by gambling on the sex of a baby who has yet to be born and settling the
bet by disemboweling the mother, for the use of detainees as hutTun shields in a few
cases and by keeping the civilian population in constant fear of being robbed, beaten,
abducted, havl11g thelr children abducted and having their houses burnt down and
for a variety of other similar acts;
(ii)
rape, for the rape, often by multiple assailants, of hundreds 294 of women and
young girls, including girls as young as 10 and including the rape of women and girls
\vho had been abducted as "wives";
(iii)
any form of indecent assault, for sexual violence committed against thousands
of civilians, including children, and for forcing people to have sex with mern.bers of
the1r own families;
(e) Pillage, for the stealing of personal property l11cluding food, domestic animals, cooking
utensils, money and valuable items from hundreds of thousands of civilians in villages and
tQ\.vns and at checkpoints, for the stealing of personal property from civilian residences and
for the stealing of property from other buildings, including companies, organisations,
churches and others, none of which was justified by military necessity;
(f) The passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without due process, for
the capture and execution of hundreds of civilians on varied grounds, in particular on the
accusation of being a member, collaborator or relative of one of the other fighting forces,
and for the infliction of often severe punishment for real or imagined wrongs, such as
stealing or adultery, without any form of trial;
(g) Threats to commit any of the foregoing acts, for the daily threats meted out to civilians
wherever the RUF, RUF/NPFL or RUF/AFRC had a presence to kill them., steal their
property, beat them and commit a variety of other brutal actions against them.
4.f.il
Violations of common article 3 and Additional Protocol II bv members of the West Side
Bovs
During the armed conflict i.n Sierra Leone, in addition to the crilnes against humanity and other
crimes \vlthin the jurisdiction of the Court that were committed, members of the \\7est Side Boys
COlTIlTutted the followlng \var cr1n1es'
(a) Violence to life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular(i)
Murder, for the l11tentional or reckless killing of hundreds of civilians;
(ii)
Torture, for the infliction of pain and suffering on people under the control of
the \1:,7est Side Boys, including beatings;
(iii)
Mutilation, for various acts of mutilating civilians, including the carving of
words Into people's slun with razor blades;
Note that 111 the context of thIs cnme, "persons" can also l11clude dead people and that the vlctun does not
necessarily need to be aware of the humiliation, degradation or other violation of dignity.
2'). It is likely that thousands of women and gu'ls were raped as descnptions of "sexual assault", the "breaking of
marital homes" and sunilar references Ekel)' refer to rape. However, this report has taken a cautious approach and
onh characterised an act as "rape" when the facts as described specifIcally meet the elerrlents of the crune.
Draf, ConflIct IIlapping Report
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Corporal punishment, for the frequent instances of beating and flogging
Clyilians;
Collective punishments, for repnsal killings and other punishments inflicted in retaliation
for rnilitary defeats suffered by the \Vest Side Boys;
Taking of hostages, for the capture of 40 UNOMSIL, ECOMOG and civil society
workers, under the threat of continued detention, in j\ugust 1999 for the purpose of
securing the release of the A.FRe leader from RUF custody and for the capture of United
Kingdom military personnel 1n August 2000, under threat of continued detention, for the
purpose of seeking their integration into the SLA, the release of detained members of the
\'0'est Side Boys and a review of the Lome Peace Agreement;
Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular(i)
rape, for the rape of scores of women;
(ii)
any form of indecent assault, for sexual violence committed against hundreds
of civilians, including children, and for forcing people to have sex with members of
thor own families;
Pillage, for the stq.ling of property from thousands of civilians, including at checkpoints
and from civilian residences, none of which was justified by military necessity.
(iv)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

4.f.iii Violations of common article 3 and Additional Protocol II by members of the SLA
During the armed conflict in Sierra Leone, in addition to the crimes against humanity and other
crimes within the junsdiction of the Court that were comrnitted, members of the SLA committed
the following war crirnes: 295
(a) Violence to life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular(i)
Murder, for the intentional or reckless killing of hundreds of crvilians for a
vanety of reasons, mainly for "collaborating" with the enemy, which was often
determined on an arbitrary basis;
(ii)
Torture, for the infliction of serious pain and suffering on people under the
custody or control of the SLi\ for the purposes of inflicting punishment or obtaining
information;
(ill)
Corporal punishment, for the beating and flogging of hundreds of civilians,
1ncluding traditional and local authorities;
(b) Collective punishments, for the targeting of towns and villages suspected of being
supportive of the RUF and the consequent infliction of punishment on them., including the
burning of property and the bombing of a prison;
(c) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular(i)
humiliating and degrading treatment, for the severe hurniliation, degradation
and violation of the dignity of hundreds of civilians, including by forcing adults to
"frog Jump" or "pump", by forcing men to watch the rape of their ,vives and by
kcep1l1g Clvilians 111 constant fear of being robbed or beaten by the an-ned forces that
were supposed to be providing them ,'lith protection;
. 1s;
rape,-"% f or t1le rape 0 f scores 0 f WOl11en an d grr

2~,

For those crimes Wlth1l1 the Jurisclicuon of the Court that are not listed here, there is no evidence that members
of the 5L-\ commltted those [flineS
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(d) Pillage, for tlle stealing of property including food from thousands of civilians, including at
checkpoints and from' civilian residences, none of \\Jhich was justified by military necessity;
(e) The passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without due process, for
the capture and execution of hundreds of civilians accused of being "collaborators" often on
an arbitrary basls, including having come from an RUF-held area, \vithout any fonn of trial.
4.fiv Violations of common article 3 and Additional Protocol II by members of the CDF
During the armed conflict in Sierra Leone, in addition to the crimes against humanity and other
crimes witlun the ]utlsdiction of the Court that were committed, members of the CDF cOlmnitted
the follmving \var crimes:
(a) Violence to life, health and physical or mental well-bein,g of persons, in particular(i)
Murder, for the intentional or reckless killing of hundreds of civilians, mainly
people suspected of being lTlembers, relatives or collaborators of the RUF and their
allies;
(ii)
Torture, for the infliction of pain and suffering on people under the control of
the CDF, including the common use of FM ropes, detaining people in cages made of
sharp sticks, pouring hot ashes on people and other siinilar acts;
(iij)
Mutilation, for various acts of mutilating civilians, including the cutting off and
chewing of a woman's ear in Moyarrlba District;
(iv)
Corporal punishment, for the frequent instances of beating and flogging
Clvilians, mcluding traditional and local authorities;
(a) Collective punishments, for the targeting of towns and villages suspected of being
supportive of the RUF and their allies and the consequent infliction of punishment on them,
including the burning of property and the execution of inhabitants;
(h) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular(i)
humiliating and degrading treatment, including forcing adults to "frog jurnp"
or "pump", the decapitation and mutilation of corpses, targeting the traditional and
local authorities and keeping the civilian population in constant fear of being
physically VIOlated;
(ii)
rape, for the rape of scores of women;
(b) Pillage, for the stealing of property from thousands of civilians, in particular at checkpoints,
none of wljjch was justified by njjlitary necessity;
(c) The passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without due process, for
the capture and execution of suspected RUF members and collaborators without any form
of tna);
(d) Threats to commit any of the foregoing acts, including threatening to kill people and use
then bodies as roadblocks 111 Port Loko District in March 1999.
4.fv
Violations of common article 3 and Additional Protocol II by members of ECOMOG
Dutlng the armed conflict in Sierra Leone, in addition to the other crimes within the jurisdiction of
the Court that were commmed, members of ECOT'v10G comnjjtted the following war crimes:

2')(, There was no e\'ldence that enforced prostitution was committed by the SL-\ during the conflict, although there
was ample e\'idence of sexual slavery
Dr;lft Conflict Mapping Repon
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(3) Violence to life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular(i)
Murder, for the intentional or reckles,s killing of hundreds of civilians, including
the killing of 100 alleged RUF supporters in Kailahun District in May 1998 and
killings that occurred as 3 result of the artillery and aerial bombardinent of market
pbces 3nd other heavily populated civilian areas/ 97
Corporal punishment, for the frequent instances of beating and flogging
(ii)
Clvilians;
Pillage, for the stealing of property from thousands of civilians, often at checkpol11ts, none
of wlllch was Justified by 1Tlllitary necessity,

4.g

Other serious violations of international humanitarialllaw (Article 4): The law

.t\rticle 4 of the Statute of the Special Court reads as follows:
"The Special Court shall have the power to prosecute persons who committed the following
serious viobtions of international humanitarian law:
(3)

Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against
111dividual Clvilians not taking direct part in hostilities;

0))

Intentionally directing attacks against personnel, installations, material, units or
\'elllcles 111volved in 3 humanitarian assist3nce or peacekeeping nllssion in accordance
\vlth the Charter of the United Nations, as long as they are entitled to the protection
given to civilians or civilian objects under the international law of armed conflict;

(c)
ConscrIpting or enlisting children under the age of 15 years into armed forces or
groups or using them to p3rticipate 3ctively in hostilities,"
These provisions g1ve the SpeClal Court Jurisdiction over additional crimes under international
hum3Il1t3rian law th3t h3ve adueved the status of customary international law, including the
Impos1tion of individual crinunal responsibility for their violation, They are also all included in the
Rorne St3tute of the ICC both for conflicts of an international nature29~ and for conflicts that 3re not
international in nature 29 'J As these crimes were not included in the Statutes of the ICTY or ICTR,
there is no jUrIsprudence directly on these provisions and the only 3uthoritative pronouncement on
the elements of the crimes comes from the Elements of Crimes of the ICC and in the writings of
eminent jurists,
a) IntentionalJv directing att3cks 3gainst the civilian population
The elements of the crime of intentionally directing attacks against the clVilian population are:)llll
1, The perpetrator directed an 3tt3Ck.
The object of the att3ck was a civilian population as such or individual civilians not
t3kJng direct P3rt 111 hostilities,

2,

c"~

\\1ule tlllS report charactenses these deaths as murder, more information is needed as to whether civilians were
the target durl11g these attacks and/ or whether these deatbs were proportionate to tbe military advantage gained
2'JK See Rome Statute of tbe ICC, article 8(2) (b),
c'J9 See Rome Statute of tbe ICC, arucle 8(2)(e),
3111/ See tbe Elements of Crul1es of tbe ICC, article 8(2)(e) (i),
Draft Conl1Jet i\bppmg Report
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3. The perpetrator intended the civilian population as such or indivIdual civilians not taking
direct part In hostilities to be the object of the attack. ~.

4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of
an 111ternational character.
5. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an
armed conflict.
The cnme of intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population confIrms the fundamental
3111
and long-standing distinction between combatants and civilians
and the prohibition on
intentJonally directing attacks against the latter.
bl Intentionally directing attacks against personnel and objects of humanitarian and peacekeeping
n1.1SS10nS
The elements of the cnme of intentionally directing attacks against personnel and objects of
humarutarian and peacekeeping missions are)1I2
1. The perpetrator directed an attack.
2. The object of the attack was personnel, installations, rnaterial, units or vehicles involved
in a humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping mission in accordance v.Tith the Charter of the
United Nations.
3. The perpetrator intended such personnel, installations, material, units or vehicles so
involved to be the object of the attack.

4. Such personnel, 111stallations, nl.aterial, units or vducles were entitled to that protection
gIven to CIvilians or civilian objects under the international law of armed conflict.
5.

The perpetrator \vas a\vare of the factual circumstances that established that protection.

6 The conduct took place in the context of and was associated v.Tith an armed conflict not of
an mternational character.
7. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an
armed con flict.
The cnme of intentionally directing attacks against personnel and objects of humanitarian and
peacekeep111g n1.1SS10nS also recogmses the fundamental distinction between civilians and
combatants ,I" This provision is explicitly directed towards such missions in recognition of the need
to extend speClal protection to them 111 light of their nature and purpose.'04

See earbcr, section :\.
See the Elemcnts of Cnmes of thc ICC, arucle 8(2) (e) (ill).
'Ii~ ThIS JS an cvolnng area of ll1ternatjonallaw and IS currently under extcnsive chscussion in the Sixth (Legal)
CommJtlcc of the UnJted' Nations General .-\ssembl\": see
/\\lw\\·.un.org i law/liNsafetyconvention/l11dex.html, last \-isited on 28 February 2004
Scc
017 /h~ er/abll.rhmC1l/ of/be Special Courl, UN Doc S/2000/955, para 16

.'''1

.
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Tbesc nllss10ns will only be entitled to such protection so long as they retarn their civilian character,
that IS, prO\~lded tbat they do not take a clirect part in hostilities, which has been defined as
undertakl11g 8CtS of war that, bv tbor nature or purpose, are likely to cause actual harm to personnel
r
'<I',
Tl1ese provlslons
' ,
or eCJLUpn1ent atr t 11C enony armeo1 ,orces'"
express 1y d 0 not app 1y to "U'
rute d
N8tl0l1S oper8tions 8utbonzed bv tbe Security Council as an enforcement action under Chapter VII
of the Charter of the Uruted Nations, 111 wlllch any of the personnel are engaged as combatants
agal11st armed (orces and to ,vhich the la\N of international armed conflict applies",]'IG
c': The recrwtment and use of child soldiers
The elements of the war crune of the recruitment and use of child soldlers are:][17
1, The perpetrator conscnpted or enlisted one or more persons into an armed force or
group'I1X or used one or more persons to partiClpate actively in hostilities.
Sue}: pc::son or persons \vere under the age of 15 years.
,J,
The perpetrator knew or should h:we knO\vn tbat such person or persons '.vere under the
age of 15 years,
4, The conduct took place in the context of and was associated witb an armed conflict not of
an 111ternational character.
5, The perpetrator was aware of factual Clrcumstances that established the existence of an
armed can tllCt.
r!

Conscnpung or enlisting children under the age of 15, or using them to participate actively in
hostilines, lS a war cnrne under all conditions, whether the child is recruited into national an-ned
lorces 01 armed groups, whether the conflict is international or non-international and whether the
child lS coerced or has volunteered, TI1-is crime was fust included in Additional Protocol II, article
4
and subsequently in otber instruments, including the Convention on the Rights of the Child
1989, article 38(3) and the Rome Statute for the ICC, article 8(2) (e) (vii) 111') l\n exanllnation of State
pr8ctic:e and oplllioJIIIIJ In this area, wl11ch is beyond the scope of the cunent report, demonstrates
that tbe 8et of conscnption, enliStlT1C'111 and use of child soldiers is a cnme under customary
lllternatlomtl la\v,'11!

RJI/agalidcl, C:lse 1'-.10 ICTR-9(,~3, ICTR Tn:ll Cbamber, Judgment, () December 1999, para 100,
of' /h,
Genera! on //Ie Seo/Je of IJ!.ga! Pro/ee/zon under tile Conven/zun on tlie Sa(flj' of lIm/ed Na/lOnJ and
/lIJoaa/ed PerJOJllle!, UJ'.,' Doc ",\ /
' endnote 1
jll: See the Elements of Cnmes of the I CC, article 8(2)(e)(vii) and below, notes 1()9-200
:\ilH \'/ith respect to anl1ed conmcts tbM are internatlOnal in nature, this element prohibits the conscription or
enltsUTlent of children Into the nauonal anned forces: see the Rome Statute, article 8(2) (b) (xxvi) ,
WI) The entry U1to force In 2002 'of the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 on the
Involvement of Children U1 "'l.rmed ConfEct ralses tbe mlnimum age for compulsory recruitment and participation
In hosrilibes to 18 Tlus slgl11fJes the gradual emergence of a new standard, albeit one that has not yet reached the
status of customary intemauonal la,v
11[' See
and U.'\'ICEF, In/el7la/lOlia!
and Children, 2002, available from www,npwjorg, and the
"'l.nucus Brlef subnutted
UNICEF and others, lnclucl.l1lg NPwl, to the SpeCial Court for Sinra Leone In The
PrOJeOi/or 1
SCSL-03~08~PT~ 129, fIled on 21 January 2004, both of whicb go into tbis issue in great detail,
Dr"ft ConrlJct I'vlappl11g Report
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4.h
Other serious violations of international humanitarian layv (Article 4): The facts
,\s noted. there was an arrned conflict 1n Slerra Leone that began in March 1991 and continued until
January 2002. A.s such, IHL - including the crimes hsted in article 4 of the Statute of the Special
Court - appLIed across the \\'hole territory of Sierra Leone for that time period both in those places
\,'here actual c0111bat was not tabng place as \veU as those areas \vhere fighting was occurnng.
In respect of the cnme of 1ntennonallv directing attacks against peacekeepl11g personneL it should be
recaUed thm the Rome Statute of the lCC reflects customary international law in limiting the cnme
to 111tentlonal attacks against personnel and objects "as long as they are enutled to the protecuon
gIven 10 clyilians or civihan objects under the international law of :Jrmed conllict". The critical
questio11 IS, therefore, whether UNf\MSIL miEtary peacekeepers had civilian status or whether they
were combatants. UNA]VISIL was estabhshed by the Security Council acting under Chapter VII of
the Charter,'11 authonsing the use of force in certain circumstances, whIch gives rise to the prima facie
c011clus1Cl11 that they were combatants, rather than civilians. m It is therefore submitted that
L'N,\l\lSIL peacekeepers rud not have c1Vllia11 status, at least not to the level of certainty required to
susta111 2 crimlDal convictJon. f\s such, thIS report considers that the elements of this crime are not
made out 111 relatlO11 to various actJons against UNAMSIL peacekeepers.
4.h.i
Other serious violations of ll1ternatJonal humanitarian la\.v committed bv rnembers of the
RUF /NPFL, RUF and RUF /:\FRC
During the armed conllict in Slerra Leone, in addition to the crimes agal11st humanity and other
cnmes within the Jurisruction of the Court that were conunitted, tnembers of the RUF !NPFL, RUF
and R l;F /c'\FRC comnlJtted the following serious violations of international humanitarian law:
(a) Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against
individual civilians not t~l1dng direct part in hostilities, for the general and specific attacks
commHted against the cnwan population as outlined above and the attacks against inruvidual
ciyihans not tabng a rurect part 111 hostiEues as outlined above;
OJ) Intentionally directing attacks against humanitarian and peacekeeping personnel,
installations, material, units or vehicles, for the attacks committed against humanitanan
personnel and objects, specifically tbe abduction of personnel of the International Comm.ittee of tbe
Red Cross (ICRC), Medecins Sans Frontle-res (MSF) and \\"7 0 rld Health Organisation (WHO) and
tbe steahng of property from the U11Jted Nations Higher Commissioner for Refugees (UNI-ICR) at
the IDP cam.p 111 Bo and Pujehun D1SttlCtS;
Conscripting or enlisting children under the age of 15 years into armed forces or groups
or using them to participate actively in hostilities, for the abduction of tens of thousands of

Secunty CO\1nCl! Rt'5o!uuon 1 TO (1
22 October 1999
See
D, 'Cunent Developments: UN Peacekeepmg Operations: ""\pplicability of Internauol1al
H umanltaria n Law and Respol1sibili t)' for Opera uons- Rela ted Damage' (2000) 94(2) Ammcall .1oNmal of illtematiollal
Lalli 406; see 111 parucular page 409, 111 whlCh 1\1s Shraga states that 'The [Secretary-Ceneral's] l11structions apply to
members of UJ\' forces when they arc actlvely engaged 111 SItuations of armed conflict as combatants ' .. They
acc,ordlI/!'h' take effect 111 enforcement actions when the use of force IS authonzcd ill punuallce of a CIJapter 1/1i
llIandatl, ;:nd in peacekeeping operations J!JIJe1! zt
ill JeI(-delella' (emphaSIS added).
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children',]1 under the age of 15 years, sorTle being as young as 10 at the time of their abduction,
conscnpong them into tbe RLF /NPFL. RLTF and RUF ji\FRC forces and using them to participate
::lctively 111 hostilities and 111 the comnl1ssion of crimes under intern::ltional humarutarian law as
rnembers of the regular forces and as mernbers of "Small Boy Units" and "Small Girl Cnits".
4.hli Other serJC1US \'lolations of 111ternational humanitarian law commltted bv members of the
West SJdc Bo\'s
Dunng the armed conflict 111 S1erra Leone, 111 addition to tbe crimes agal11st humaruty and other
cr1mes \\'1thJn the ]Unsmction of the Court that were comn1itted, members of tbe \\!est Side Boys
conl.lTutted the fol1ow111g sen0US violations of international humar1itarian law:
(a) Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against
individual civilians not taking direct part in hostilities, for the speClfic attack agamst the clvilian
popul::ltion ::lS outlined above and for attacks against inmvidual Clvilians not taking a mrect part in
hostiLtics as outhned above;
(b) Intentionally directing attacks against humanitarian and peacekeeping personnel,
installations, material, units or vehicles, for the abduction of 40 UNOMSIL and clvil society
workers in August 1999 .'1~
4.h.w

Other senom \'rolations of international humanitarian law comn1itted b\' members of the

SL\
Dunng the armed contlJCt in Sierra Leone, m addition to the crimes against humar1ity and other
crimes withrn the jUnsmctron of tbe Court that were committed, the following war cnmes were
COnl.n11 ned
Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against
individual civilians not taking direct part in hostilities, for the speClfic attacks against the
clvili::ln population as outlined above and for attacks against inmvidual Clvili3ns not taking a direct
part 111 hostiLties as outlined above
(b) Conscripting or enlisting children under the age of 15 years into armed forces or groups
or using them to participate actively in hostilities, for using children under tbe age of 15 to carry
arms and ammunition to the warfront in PUJehun District in January 1992.
4h.i\' Other serious vlOlations of 111ternaoonal humanitarian law comn1itted by members of the
CDE
Dunng the anned conWct l1l. Sierra Leone, 111 addition to the crimes against humamry and other
crimes \\ltlUl1 the ]urismction of the Court that were committed, members of the CDF comn1itted
the followll1g senous \10laoons of international hurnanitarian law:
(a) Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against
individual civilians not taking direct part in hostilities, for the gener31 and specific attacks

The first 1I1slance of recHutment of children by the RUF/NPFL was recorded 111 "larch 1991; children would
continue to be abducted and used as soldiers throughout the conllict by the RUF and theIr allies until at least June
2000, wllJch 15 the lJst recorded 111stance of this practice.
The members uf the U!lJted l<ingdom armed forces captured in /'Iugust 2000 were clearly combatants and, as
such. the elements uf tlus Cr1JDe lJ1 rehuon to that l!1CJdenr are not satisfied.
Draft CO!1fLct l\1applng Report
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aga111st a ci\'ilian population as outlined above and for attacks against 111cJjvldual civilians not taking a
cil.::ect part 111 hostilities as outlined above

Conscripting or enlisting children under the age of 15 years into armed forces or groups
or using them to participate actively in hostilities, for the initiation of boys aged under 15 in
Kenema 111 rVlay 1997, the use of children aged as young as 13 in hostiLJties in Kenema in 1999, the
ltLUation of children aged below 1S in PUJehun District in late 1997, the use of children aged under
15 as spIes and solcilers 111 PUJehun Distrlct 111 February 1998 and the conscription of children and
their usc as solcilers in KaiJahun in .f'vlav 1998.
4h.\' Other senous v1OlaUOns of international hurrla11ltarian la\.'/ committed by members of
ECOl\IOC;
Dunng the anned confEct in Sierra Leone, 111 adciltion to the war crimes that were comrnitted,
members of ECO.f\10G comnllttec! the following senous violations of international humanitarian
law:

Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against
individual civilians not taking direct part in hostilities, for attacks against incilvidual civilians not
taking a dll'ect part

4.i

111

hostiJJties as outlined abm'e.

Crimes under Sierra Leonean law (Article 5): the law

,\rt1clc 5 of the Statute of the SpeClal Court reads as follmvs
"The SpeClal Court shall have the power to prosecute persons \\'ho have committed the
following crimes under Sierra Leonean Jaw:
Offences relating to the abuse of guls under the Prevention or Cruelty to Children
1926 (Cap 31)
/"\

\1)

A busing a

under 13 years of age, contrary to section 6;

Abusing a gul between 13 and 14 years of age, contrary to section 7;
Abduction of a gul for Immoral purposes, contrary to secnon 12.
Offences relating to the wanton destruction of property under the l\1alicious Damage
186 l'
(i)

Setting fire to dwelling - houses, any person being therein, contrary to section
2:
Setting fire to pubLJc builcilngs, cG:ltrary to sections 5 and 6:
Setting fire to other bui1cilngs, contrary to section 6"

Secuntv Council ResolutJon 1315 (2C100) explicitly refers to Sierra Leonean Jaw as be111g among the
provlslons over whIch the SpeClal Court should have )uriscilction. The provlslOns were selected to
cover speClfic sltuatlOnS that \vere "considered to be either unregulated orll1adequately regulated
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under ll1ternatlOna] la\\ .",10 The elements of these crirnes are governed by Sierra Leone Statute and
case la\\,;lf, and, as
do not reclwre any connection \vith an armed conflict.
,,', Abl~sc of girls
The proY!Slons of the PrClJe17/wll
/0 C/;/ldre17
1926 listed In the Statute of the Special
Court are
to protect gIrlS under the age of 16 from sexual abuse and exploitation. They
vary In terms of the ages of the children thev protect, from under 13 in the case of section 6,
through between 13 and 14 in the case of sectlon 7, to under 16 in the case of section 12, The
differcnt cnmes are considered to hayc different levels of seriousness and entail different penalties
under Slcrra Leone law, frorn 15 years 111 the case of section 6, which IS a felony, to 2 years in the
case of sections 7 and 12, whlCh are misdemeanours.
The elements for the cnmes under sections () and 7 are that the accused "unlawfully and carnally"
knew and abused a girl witbn the stated ages, The elements for section 12 are that the 3ccused took
or causcd to be taken an unmarned gIrl under the age of 16 out of the possession of and ag3inst the
will of her fatber or mother or ;:my other person having lawful charge or her.
There arc two
defences to the crimes under these prOVIsIons. First, 'belief of age' is a
ckfel1ce to the
thus if the accused can prove that he had reasonable cause to believe the
vICtlm was or or O\'er the reqUlred age, tlus will be a complete defence J1 ! In addition, in keep1l1g
with the common law applic;:able in Sierra Leone related to these type:; of crimes,m if the 3ccused
can show that the vlCtim \vas his WIfe, particularly under the custornary law of Sierra Leone, th1s will
also be a defence. W ) However, consent of the girl is no defence to the crime, as lack of consent is
not an element of the crulle

bi \Vanron destruction of property
These proVISIons only cover setting fire to specific buildings, namely dwelling houses, public
bUIldings and "other" buildings, which l11cJude any type of building not explicitly mentioned
elsewhere l11 the ilIa/looliJ Dam(~!;e
1867."211 It should, however, be emphasised that setting fire to
a house will
fall witlun the JUrlscliction of the Speeral Court should a person actually be inSIde,
due to the elements of secuon 2 of the /vla!IClollJ Damage Ad, 1867',21 Furthermore, the Statute of the
Special Ccnut does not l11corporate the other pronslOl1s of the il-1o/lCIOI/J Damage
1867, thereby

011 the EltablzJhmclI!
Court, U"-J Doc, S/2l100/955, para 19.
In tlus regard, 1l should be noted that re6'Ll]ar case reportmg in Sierra Leone ceased 111 1973 for a number of
reasons, ma1l1h' to do with lack of resources, and 1t was only in 2002-3 that the Erst steps started being taken
towards lls rernu·oduct!on.
,,- P"!7)wtU!Ji
to C!u/drw "~1d, ! ()26, proVIso section 1
11K ;\]811\· CO:11111011 law counUJes h:1\'c :lbohshed1l11tTlUlury for spousal rape, con:;1dcring ir to be a breach of human
nghts, 111 [JilrtJcular those relaung to the chg-mt',' of the person and ruscrurunatJon on the baSIS of sex; arguably,
SIerra Leone law also constitutes a breacb of tbe ngbts of the child.
;1') ThotTlpson, B, Tbe Cmml!a! LaIV
Leone, 1999, Umverslty Press of :"-menca, USA, p. 70
',2iJ These are a cburch, 'cbapel or other place of ruvU1e worship (section
a bouse (witb no person inside),
outhouse, 111anu[acton·, farm builrung or smillar builrung (section 3) and railway stations (section 4).
'.21 .-\pparenth'. the person inSIde the hO'clse 111a\ be the accused person R Pardo! (1894) 15 Dlgest 1027, 11-547.
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exclucitng settmg fue to builcitngs other than those listed above and excluding other types of damage
to all builcitngs
,'\n essentlal clement of tlus cnme IS that there \\'as actual burning, no matter how slight, of some
3cc
part of the building or propertv in respect of whleh the charge IS lald
Each of the crimes listed in
artlde
consnrutc a fcJon\' under Sierra Leone law, with penalties rang111g from 14 years (section
through 16 years
'51) to life impnsonment (section 2).
The mentz,] element IS that the act must be cornnutted "unlawfully and lTlaliciously" in order to
constltutc an olience In tlus Instance, "rnalice" does not l11ean rnalevolence or ill will, but refers
ll1stead to the Intention of the accused. The mental element is therefore that the accused either
l11tended to do the act, without Just cause or excuse, n or \liaS reckless and foresaw or ought to have
foresee::1 the resuit, even If that result \\'as not necessarily Intended.'2~

4.j

Crimes under Sierra Leonean la',.v (Article 5): the facts

Sierra Leone la\\' applied throughout the territory of Sierra Leone throughout the time period
covered bv tbe conflict, without the need to prove any contextual elements such as those applicable
to cnrnes
humal1Jty (a wldespread or sl'stematic attack against a civilian population) or
vlOlatlol1S of common article 3 and /\.dcitoonal Protocol II and otber serious 'violations of
lllternatlonal humanltanan law (the eXIstence of an armed conflict).
It should, bowever, be noted
that an amnesty applies Il1 relatlon to cnrnes COlTllTlltted before 7 July 1999,'25 so tbat those cnmes
cannot be prosecuted In tbe natlonal courts of SIerra Leone OJ before tbe Special Court.
Nevertheless. tlllS report characterises acts as crulles where the elements of the Crlmes are met,
urespectlve of wbether they can be prosecuted or not.
One of the SIgnature acts conllnitted dunng the conflict 111 Sierra Leone was the widespread burning
of resldennal houses. \YJhile tlllS is a crime under Sierra Leone law,m, It 1S not a crime over which the
SpcClal Court has Juriscitction: tbe SpeCJal Court is limited to those circurnstances in which a person
is InsJde the house at the time it IS burnt Similarly, while wanton destruction of property ]S a Crlme
under ]l1ternatlonal law, 1t 1S not a cnme oyer whJCh the Special Court has Juriscitction. Therefore,
while there IS eqdence of the burning of hundreds of thousands of houses - effectively destroying
the Eyes of hundreds of thousands of people - this in itself is not a nU11e that can be prosecuted
before the Speclal Court.

F I' ,) lalilol'
15 Dlgest 102CJ, 11-541
f1~mc vlsible), E I' Purker (1
15 Digest 1027, 11-542 (charnng);
1\!, l\I!.!re//O
15 Dlgest lOT', 11-543 (scorchmg)
.'2'
!' Pm!>cr (l825) 4B & C 247, 255 per Bavlev .1
.'2~ 1\ 1 PcmbLlol7 (1
LR 2CCR 119, 1 n per Blackburn J
:,2; See belo\\' [or a dJsnlsslOn o[ tbe tel'Ylporal ]UnsclJcuon o[ the Speclal Coun, mclucling the issue of tbe Lome
'22

~l1d

-"/J(/,

7867, scctJon 3.
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4;.:
Cnme, under Sierra Leone low comlTutted by members of the RUF /NPFL, RUF and
RL'F ~\FRC
DU::ll1g the armed conllict 111 Sierra Leone, In addition to tbe cruTles against hUlTlal-uty, war crUDeS
and other crimes witlun the junscUclJon of the Court that \vere comxl-utted, members of the
Rl;Fil\PFL, ReF and RUF jA.FRC comrnitted tbe following cru·nes under Sierra Leone law:
Offences relating to the abuse of girls under the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act,
1926, for tbe r;ljJt' of scores of gllls aged under 13 years, \Vitll sorne aged as young as 10, the rape of
aged between 13 and 14 years and the abduction of glrls aged under 16 years for their use as
"\\"lves";':-

(b) Offences relating to the wanton destruction of property under the :Malicious Damage
Act, 1861, for tbe burtlmg of people in resldential premises, including locking people inside houses
before semng flre to them, and for the burmng of public buildings, including schools, courtbouses
and orher buildings:
41iJ
Cnmes under Sierra Leone law committed by members of the \Vest Side BOI's
Dunng the armed conllict 111 Sierr;t Leone, In 8ddition to the crimes ag8inst humanity, war crimes
and other crimes witlun tbe iunsdictlon of the Court that \VelT cOllln-utted, members of the \I/est
Slde Boys committed the follovnng crimes under Sierra Leone law:
Offences relating to the wanton destruction of property nnder the Malicious Damage Act,
1861, for thc bun-ung of people in residential pren-uses, in particular the locking of 73 people 111 a
house pnor to it bC111g set 011 [ue 111 J\pril 1999.
Temporal IUrisdiction or the Special Court (Article 1(n)

J

The Sta tute of the Special Court fm Sierra Leone states that its temporal jurisdiction runs from 30
12H
!~mcember 1996 to a future date as vet undetermined.·
Thls date \vas selected on the basis of tbree
conslderanons dunng the negotiations'
the temporal Junsdiction should be reasonably !inuted in tirne so that tbe Prosecutor is not
overburdened and the Court overloaded;
the beg111l1lng d8te should correspond to an event or a new phase 11l the conllict without
necess8rily having any polmcal connotations; and
it should cncompass the lTlOSt serious crimes cOlnn-utted by persons of all political and
military groups zl11d ~n all geographical areas of the country.
Three dIfferent dates were discllssed in tlus context:
3(1 !'.iovember 1996
the date of the failed f\bidjan Peace Accords);
25 May 1997 (i.e., \vhen the f\FRC launched its coup d'etat against the government of Sierra
Leone): and
6 January 1999
when the AFRC and RUF launched their 8ttack on Freetown).

m Tim report proceeds on tbe baSIS that the fact that members of the RUF /NPFL, RUF and RUF /A.FRC
labelled these
as :heir "WIVCS" does not establish therc was a manta] rdationslup suffiCIent to rnount a defence
to thlS
,:'h

Starute of the SDeclal Court, ;J.rtJc1c 1
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The date of 25 1\18" 1 C)97 was rClected as having too many poutical overtones, while 6 January 1999
was relected as glv111g the irrlpresslOn of favouring Freetown over the provl11ces, The date of 30
November 1996 \\'as therefore considered the most appropriate, as it represented tbe fust time the
fightl11g factions had attenlpted to reach a peaceful settlenlent of the confuct, j\dditronally, It was
consldered to encompass the most senous cnmes committed in the prm'111ces, thereby ensuring the
Court would not be too 'Freeto\vn-centred' Slerra Leone and tbe Umred Nations therefore agreed
that tllls would be a suitable starnng date for the Court. It has to be quened whether these reasons
prcwlde sufflClent Justlhcatlon for setting a start date for the Court that IS halfway through the
confucr, a compronuse critiCIzed by Sierra Leoneans from all along the SOCIal, political and
profeSSIonal sl)ectrum,:;:'~ The perception 111 Sierra Leone is that the Statute unjustly favours
Freetown over the pronnces, as the Novernber 1996 date corresponds to the time when the capital
fust became a target of attack For the provinces, the confuct has generally been one long,
contlnuous experience from the beginmng of the 1990's, whereas Freetown wItnessed rnterrwttent,
although extreme, epIsodes of vJolcncc onJy from the lTud-1990's onwards.
FuUowl11g consultatrons with cl\'il SOClety groups and others, the Government of Sierra Leone
sought to alter the date so as to gIve the Court temporal Jurisdiction over the whole of the confuct in
Sierra Leone, i.e, commencl11g in 1991. This was sought both to provlde greater recognition to the
sltuatlon in the prcwl11ces throughout the war, as well as to be more faithful to the tenets of IHL,
\\'hich applies from thc commenccment of a conflict rather than at an arbitrarily-set date nridway
through the coni1ict."" 1]owevcr, the general feeling witlrin the United Nations was that this Issue
should not be reopened, lest 'delicate' balances achJeved during the negotiations be upset, thereby
1Tclwnng the re-opemng of other aspects of the Statute or Agreement. In addition, the L'nited
l'.)aDons conslclered that an extension of the Court's temporal jurisdiction would increase the burden
on the Prosecutor and the Court to an unacceptable leveL The Uruted Nations also maintained that
the Prosecutor would In anI' event also be relying on evidence relaong to events before 1996
(proVIded it lS relevant to cases before the Court)' therefore crimes comrnitted prior to 1996 would
not necessarily be excluded from consideration by the Court. ,31 In order to avoid further delay, the
Government therefore WIthdrew its rec]uest, while still maintaining the legitimacy of the reasons
behlnd maklng it
~'\nother

factor to be consJdered when examining the SpeClal Court's temporal jurisdiction is the
amnesty gramed under the LOl11t: Peace Agreement of 7 July 1999. The eN Secretary-General
denJed that thlS would act as a'l\' bar to the determ.inatiol1 of the start-date of the Special Court's
Juriscirctlon, reaso1l1ng thar the "Umted Nations has conSIstently mall1tauled the position that

Freetown newspapers, for exarnple, have conSistently attacked this Issue on numerous occasions, In addition, it
was cnuClsed 111 e\'en' one of the 2CJ SpeCla] Court Training SemInars conducted by 0:P\vJ, wll1ch were held in
Freetmn1, .so, l~enema and i\ We 91 111 2ClO 1, when negotiations on the creation of the Special Court were still
ongoing These senllnars attracted a total of over 600 participants, including civil society and human nghts
orgalUsauons, lawyers, Paramount Cil1efs, police, te;1Cbers, combatants and ex-combatants: not a single voice was
raised 111 support of reullung the sLu1-date at 1996
ni 11 tb Report of the Seeretan-General 011 the United Nations i\Iission ll1 Sierra Leone, 7 September 2001, UN
Doc S/200 1
Letter from the OfrlCe of Legal ~c\ffairs to the Government of Sierra Leone (1 C) October 20(1).
Vi: LettCl from (he Go\'ernment of Slerra Leone to the Office of Legal "'\ffalls (29 ".;ovember 2(01).
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amnesty cannot be granted in respect of lllternational crimes, such as genocide, crimes against
hUlTJanitv or other senous violations of international humanitarian law."'33 In additlOn, he reiterated
tbe disclauuer issued
Ius S,peClal Representative for Sierra Leone at the time of the signing of the
Lorne Peace :\greement to the effect that "the arnnest:y prm'1sions contained 111 article Xl of the
Agreernent ('absolute and free pardon') shall not apply to international crimes and other serious
vlOlatJons of internatJonal hurnanitarian law.,,:;j~ Ho,vever, the Statute acknowledges that amnesties
will be vaLid 111 respect of the included provisions of Sierra Leone law. m This makes for a situation
111 wluch the SpeClal Court \vill be able to hear vlOlations of intc:rnational humanitarian law
commH1ed since 30 November 1996 but only hear violations of the Sierra Leone provisions
com1TlJtted f:-orn the date of the sigmng of the Lome Peace Agreement, namely 7 July 1999, in effect
creating a dual start-date for the Special Court's temporal Jurisdiction.
"'is noted, 111tc:rna tional humamtanan law begms to apply frOlu the moment hostilities C01umence
until such tJme as there 1S a conclusion of peace or a peaceful settlement 1S reached. Thus
international humanitarian law applied across the territory of Sierra Leone frorn 1991, the date that
hostilities tlrst commenced.
such, this report looks at the time period of the whole of the
conflict, from 1991 until 2002, when cons1dering what \'1olations of international humanitarian la\v
and Sierra Leonean la\v were committed m Sierra Leone during the conflict.
Personal Jurisdiction of the Spec1al Court U\rticle 1(1))

6.

Secunry Council Resolution 1315 (2000) states that the Special Court should have junsdiction over
those who bear the "greatest responsibiLity" for crimes comrnitted wlthl11 Sierra Leone. This was
understood to be a limitation on the number of accused who would be tned, according to their
command authonrv a.nd the gra\-tty and scalc of crimes C0l11l1-utted. The UN Secretary-General's
report recommended thlS be altered to "those most responsible" in order to widen the potential
pool of defendants before the SpeClaJ Court. 11r, However, the Security Council refused to accept tl-us
change, prefernng lllsteld to remain consIstent witb the wording of Resolution 1315 (2000).337
Therefore, the Statute retams the wording of "those who bear tbe greatest responsibility" If sbould
be emphas1sed that artlck 1 coma111S no other Jin-utations on personal Jurisdiction, in particular it
does not lin1Jt JunsdictJol1 based on nationality, political affiliation or official positJon.
l\rticle 1 also specitlcally refers to the ability of the Special Court to try pea.cekeepers who otherwise
satisfy the reglmernents of the personal jurisdiction. Article 1 basicaJJy replicates what is found in
most Status of Forces Agreements, namely those agreements between troop-contributing and trooprCCelYlng States J\ccording to these types of agreements, the primary responsibility for prosecuting
for cnmes comnutted on the terntory of the recipient State remains with tbe sending
OJ] thc EJ/ob/iJ/IJ71ctzl ~/L!](:
L:N Doc Sj:2()00/955, para 22
pn;; n
1', .',rtlclc 10 of the Statute provlCles ",\n amnesty granted to any person falling ,vlthin the Jurisdlction of the
Court 1n respect of the crunes referred to 111 articles 2 to 4 of the present Statute shall not be a bar to
proseeuuon" The onUSS10n of .-\rucle 5, wluch 111scnbes the provlsjons of Sierra Leone law, indicates that
amnestlccs grantccd ll1 respect of these cnmes will be a bar to prosecution.
ReDorl
UTI 11)( E.l/aMYlmlenl ~r tile Special COllrl, UN Doc S/2000/955, paras 29-31
1',; Lener from the Security Council to tbe Secretary-General, 22 December 2000
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State. c\roclc 1 conta1l1S an exception to this principle, ''''hereby it rrlaY be possible to try
peacekeepers before the Special Court if the sending State is u11\villl11g or unable genuinely to
or p:'osecute peacekeepes for crunes conllrutted in Sierra Leone. The Speoal Court r11ay
hear sucb cases upon receiVIng authorisation from the Security Council,'°H which may act on the
propos:l] of elllY State
The aspect of the Speoal Court that has, perhaps, provoked the most public debate is its position
v1s-iJ-v1S accused below the ages of 18 at the time of the alleged comnussion of the crimes. Pursuant
to article 7 of the Statute, the Special Court shall have no Jurisdiction over persons under the age of
15 at the time of the alleged conlll1ission of the cnme but persons beN-een the ages of 15 and 18 at
the time of aLleged c0l1l11l1ssion of the crime may be brought before the SpeClal Court,}4(1 although
the Prosecutor 1S rurected to have resort to alternative truth and reconciliation mechanisms, where
appropnate If COl1YlCted, ]u,'enile offenders may not be sentenced to 1mprisol11nent, instead the
Speoal Court may order a variety of correctional care. Nevertheless, the personal jurisdiction
lrmitaoon of bearing tbe "greatest responsibility" always made it unlikely that children aged below 15
at the ome of the alleged commission of the crime would be prosecuted before the Special Court;
more recently, the Prosecutor of the Special Court has stated publicly that no child will be
. 1C~ourt.·
'II
prosecutel:J Ixtore
t11e Speoa
lncb-ldual cnminal respollSlbilitv {J\nicle G\

7.a

Direct criminal responsibility

Following well-established prinClples of customary international law, article G of the Statute states
that any person who planned, 1l1stigated, ordered, COlTl111itted or othel\\'1se aided and abetted in the
planmng, preparation or execution of a cnme referred to in articles 2 to 4 shall be individually
responsible for the cnme The accused does not necessarily have to be a member of the armed
forces 111 order to attract liability: civilians, for example, can also be held crurunally responsible for
,-iolat:1ons of the 1:1wO' of war.}J: CrJnllnal responsibility for tbe crimes contained in article 5, namely
tbose under Siena Leonean law, Ltlls to be detern1inecl by the relevant laws of Sierra Leone.
The fae that the accused was acting under tbe orders of a Government or superior does not relieve
the 1l1dl\'idual of lus or her crim1l1al responsibility, although - according to general principles of law
as weLl as the Statute - 1t may be taken Into account In mitigation of sentence. A.ccording to these
:'rJI1Clp]es of habiED', If a cornmander orders that certain acts be cornmitted, he or she would bear

.))H "'Ilthough man\" Sta tus of Forces c\grcemems reqUlre the consent of the senclJng State bdore tnals are launched
aga1l1st thelJ"
there does not appear to Ix such a limjtation U1 the Statute of the Special Court, presumably
due to thc 1l1\'oh-cment of the Secunty Council
,\.s at the tlme of wnting, no peacekeepers have been publicly inc!Jcted by the Prosecutor of the Special Court
'-l<' The posiuon represents a break wllh the Statute for the ICC, wh1Ch pro\'Jcles that the "Court shall have no
111nSQlCUOn O\"C1' 811" person who was under the ilge of 18 ilt the time of the alleged comlnisslOn of a CrlJ11e": ilrllcle
26

}41 Press release of the Speclill
"SpeClal Court Prosecutor Says He \l'iill Not Prosecute Children",
2 November 20U2
;~= See
dlO'eusslon 011 Vlolations of common article 3 and /\.ddlt10nal Protocol II.
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duect responsibilir;, for those acts, as the Statute specifically refers to 'ordering' that the act be
committed 8S 8 basis for liability

7.b
Command responsibility
The bws of war also Impose what ]S knO\\'n as "COmJlland responsibility", referring to the principle
D\' willch 8 supenor will be responsible for the 8ctS of subordinates under IllS or her control.:1~:1 This
conu'pt, wh1ch IS longstanding 111 nlilitary l11erarclues,34~ has also become a well-established principle
111 customan- internatwnalla\v, parncularlv following Its development at the Nuremberg, Tokyo and
post-Nuremberg Tnals.
Command responSIbility IS concerned ,vith be111g in a position of conunand, namely that the
commander is in a certain relationship towards his or her subordinates, rather than actually giving
commands. Thus the conlmander will be responsible for any acts of lus or her subordinate,
uTespective 0 f whether the cornmandcr actually issued an order to commit such acts. If a command
is actually gIven, as noted, tll(: commander will bear direct responsibility for acts carried out pursuant
to that con'1mand. The theorv of command responsibility as been described by the lCn as follows:
"The distinct legal character of the two types of superior responsibility must be noted. \X'hile
the cnminal liability of a superior for positive acts follows from general principles of
accomplice liability ... the cnmlnal responsibility of supenors for failing to take measures to
prevent or repress the unlawful conduct of theu subordinates is best understood when seen
agall1st the pnnciple that crinunal responsibility for onllssions is incurred only where there
eXlsts a legal obligation to act. t\s IS most clearly evidenced in the case of military
commanders
ll1ternatlonal law imposes an affumative duty on superiors to prevent
persons under their control from comn'litting violations of international hUlnamtarian law,
and It IS ultimatelv this duty that proVIdes the basis for, and defll1es the contours of, the
imputed crinunal responsibility under Article 7(3) of the Statute."O\~"
T1us type of responsibilin' IS applicable in two situations: fust, where the superior knew or ought to
have known the acts were about to be comn'litted or were being committed and did nothing to stop
their comnussion. Second, where the superior knew that such acts had been committed and failed
to pUl1lsh those responsible for their commiSSIon. The 1CTY Tnal Chamber has described the
relevant clements for the impOSItion of command responsibihty in the following way: (i) the
eXlstence of a supenor-subordinate rclations1up; (ii) that the superior k.new or had reason to know
that the cnnunal act was about to be or had been committed; and (iii) that the superior (ailed to take
the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent the crm'linal act or pumsh the perpetrator. w , As
\\'lth direcr responsibility, command responsibility is not limited to n'lilitary personnel but extends

c~1
lJ:tCl"llatwllJ/

13;lntekas, T, 'Tbe Contemporny Law of SupnlOr Responsibiltty' (1999) 93(3) Amencoll }oul7lal of
Lnl'

.s~3.

See, for example, Charles VII's Ordinance "Ordonnances des ROlS de France de Ja Troisieme Race", cited in
"'kron,
Law! allrl
1
Cambridge Ul11versity Press, p149, fn40.
1~5 PruJemlor 7' Dele!le el al, Case No IT-CJ6-21-T, lCn' Appeals Chamber, Judgement, 16 November 1998,
para 334
HI,
para 346; the fll'St N'o of these grounds was appealed and the ""ppeals Chamber upheld the deClsion of the
Tnal Cham ber In tlus respect.
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also to ci\"ilian comrnanders.
1t IS also worth emphasising that the principle of c01111nand
responsibilitl" does not linut or eXTInguish the individualcriminal responsibility of the subordinates
for the acts they have com.l11ltted
Command responsibility applies dunng any armed conflict, both international and non-international
narure. The lCT'{ j\ppeals Chamber addressed this issue recently, stating that, "the fact that it
was In the course of an internal armed conflict that a war crune \vas about to be comrnitted or was
conl.l11Jtted IS not relevant to the responsibility of the conl.lnander; that only goes to the
charactenstics of the particular cnme and not to the responsibility of the C01111l.l.ander. The basis of
the commander's responsibility lies 111 his obligations as cOl111nander of troops making up an
organised military force under his command, and not in the particular theatre in which the act was
cCll1l.nlittecllw a member of that nulita:-y force.,,3~7

111

ProJCililor Ii
Ak;gl( aJld 10.1&111"0, Case No. IT-0l-47, lCT'/ Appeals Chamber, Decision on
Interlocutory .\ ppeal ChallengJ.ng Junsdlction 111 Relation to Command ResponsIbility, 16] uly 2003, para. 20.
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1.
Introduction
BombalJ DistDct lS ;n the cenue-north at 2l1erra Lone. The town of l'vlakeni lS botb tbe district
headcpJaners of Bomaua, and the adrTllll1SaatiYe centre of tbe Northern Province. The northern
boundary of Bombali Dlstnct IS formed by the Republic of Guinea. Koinadugu Distnct is found to
the east and north east of Bomball Distnct and Tonkalili Distnct is located to the south and south
east. l(ambJa and Port Loko Distncts border Bombali District to the west.
There are 13 chlCfdorns in Bombali District:

Chiefdom
BlnW;\
Bombali Sebora
CbantJ Kamarall.ka
G:xndembu ~dowahun
Ll belsal'gabun
Magbalamba Ndo\\'?hul1
I\1akan GbantJ
Paki Masabong
Safroko Limba
SandJ Loko
SJnda Tendaren
Sella LllTJba
Tambakha

Headquarter Town
Kamabal
I\1akem
Kan1arJnka
Batku1U
I-!undU\\'a
Masongbon
Tvlapaki
Binkolo
KamaJo
IVlata bOl
Kamak\\'ie
Fintoma

,\ main hJghwJ\ runs from the \\!estern Area througb Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko
District) to Makem (Bombali Sebora). At I\1akeni, tbe highway splits. The soutbern fork runs to
I\fagbmaka. the headcluarter town of Tonkalili D1strict. The northern fork runs through tbe towns of
Binkolo (Safroko Llmba Chlefdom) Jnd Kamabai (Bmwa Chiefdom) to Kabala, tbe headquarter
town of Komadugu Distncl. Makeni and Kamabvie (Sella Llmba Chjefdom) are unked by a poor
quallty secondary road that rum north-soutb through the towns of Glx:ndembu (Gbendembu
Ndowahun ChIefdom). Kamaranka (Gbanti Kamarall.ka Chiefdom) and Kamalo (Sanda Loko
ChJefdom) F.unning north from Kamakwie, the road continues to a ferry point over the Little
ScarCles RJVer 11110 Tambahka ChIefdom. j\ route runnl11g nortb through Tambahka Cbjefdom leads
directly 10 the 111terl1a8011al border wltb GUInea and the Guinean to\.\'n of .Madina Qula. From
Kamakwie. a rO;ld runs ,vest over the Little Scanes River into Karnbia Dlstrict. and the town of
I\ladina (T011ko Llmba Chiefdom. Kambla District) and IZambia Tmvn (Magbema Cll1efdom,
Kambla D1Strlct) . .r\ route runs east from the main l\lakeni-Kabala high'xay nearbv Kar111 a, through
Gbendembu. Mateboi (Sanda Tendaren Cll1efdom) to Batkanu (Libeisaygahun Chiefdom). From
Batk:111u, the road connnues west 111to the northern chiefdoms of Port Loko District, ending at
GblntJ (DIbla ChIefdom, Port Loko Distnct).
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Tbe Litlie SCalT]eS River runs latitudinally through the north of Bombali District, forming the
boundan between Sella LiJnba and Tambakha Clllefdoms. It also fonTls the boundan7 benveen
BombaL and Kamb1a Districts before running 111to Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom (Port Loko

BombaL D1strlct was not directly affected bv the conflict until earlv 1994. Revolutionary United
Front (RUF) forces artacked a number of locations 111 Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom on the boundary
w11h Port Loko Distnct. Dunng the RUF attacks, which lasted for around t\vo weeks, civilians were
targeted, killed and raped 1I1al1\' homes were burned dmvn. SLA forces stationed Makeni were
1nvolved 111 countenng RUF incurslons in Tonkolili Dlstnct to the south. During 1994, civilian
unrest and mistrust of the SL'\ boiJed over into a demonstration 111 Iv1akeru Tmvn (Bombali Sebora
Clllefdom) , wlllch was brutally suppressed bv SLf\ forces. RUF activ1l)T in early 1995 was
concentrated on attackl11g the \Vestern Area, through malor assaults on tmvn like Port Loko
(!VIa fork! Clllefdom, Port Loko) and \Vaterloo (\X'aterloo RD, \X'estern Area). RUF forces briefly
extended theE activity into Kambia District in early 1995 In May 1995, RUF established a base at
Ro~Source (Sanda Tendaren Clllefdom), a village on land bet\veen t\vo rivers that is inaccessible by
land except by an impractical detour. From Ro~Source, RUF forces attacked nearby villages raping
women, abduct:111g Clvilians to carry stolen Jten1S, and burning do\vn houses. Later in the year, RUF
forces estabLshed a base at Masonkorie (Sanda Loko ChIefdom). The RUF fonvard operating bases
in 1995 were in the Kaltkant I-Iills (IVlalal IVlara ChIefdom, Tonkolili District) and later at Camp Fol~
Fo1l11 the South of Yoni Chiefdom, Tonkolili Distl1ct.
Before the Parliamentary and Presldential elections scheduled for 26 February 1996, RUF forces
attacked villages on Batkanu~· Gbendembu road, killing clvilians and looting propertv. l\ civilian was
burnt aLve in his vehick by RUF forces RUF forces also attacked Kamakwie Tmvn (Sella Lirnba
Chiefdonl) , 111 the north of Bombali Dlstrict, opening their attack \vlth l11discnlTunate fire from with
RPG. RUF forces killed and cut open the stomach of a fanner, and sbot a deaf and mute man
before wlthdra\\1ng to their camp at 1Vlasonkone (Sanda Loko Chiefdom). The elections in Bombali
Dlstnct passed without any widespread \101ence, and the l\bid;an Peace l\ccord was signed in late
1996 The ceasefne held until early ivlay 1997, when RUF forces again attacked Kamabvie, meeting
no resistance from the SL'\. I-Iere they selzed the contents of an SLl\. ammunition dump. The RUF
again withdraw to their camp at I\Iasonkorie.
On 25 May 1997. element of tbe SLA overthrew the elected government and formed a nlliitary
regmle calJed the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC). Shortly after the coup, the RUF
and AFRC Joined RLF forces took up positions 1n Bonlbali District at Karina and Kamabai (both
J1l Bmwa Clllefdom), taking control of the prosperous agricultural area. In Karina, RUF forces shot
dead ten clvilians attending a Muslim feast, and abducted a large number of others to be trained to
fight for the Rl'F /c'\FRC or used as sex slaves by RUF/f\FRC members. Other settlements around
Karma were attacked. In late 1997, Gwnean long~range artillery Ere from Madina (Tonko Limba
Clllefdom, Kambla Distnct) forced the RUF /AFRC to temporarily abandon the Ro~Source base.
They establJsbed a new base at Bainkoro (BKl\l Chiefdom, Port Loko Distnct). Relations bet\veen
Nlgenan forces stanoned \vlthJn Sierra Leone and tbe RUF / AFRC deteriorated rapidly across 1997
as N1genan
gl\~en an ECOT\IOG mandate in late 1997, used force to police a trade and arms
Draft ConfUct hLlpplng Report
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In late DecelTlber, ECOlvfOG jets bombed RUF/ AFRC positions outside of I\hkeru
(Bomba!; Sebora Chiefdom), clallning that the RUF/AFRC ,vas constructing a runway to allow arms
suppLes [(I enter the country.
In
FebruCln'. ECOMOG forces Clttacked Freetown, clisJodg111g the combined RUF / AFRC
forces and
theIr retre8t 111[(1 provincial Sierra Leone. On 14 February, heavily armed
RU F / AFRC forces retreating from the \Vestern Area began coricentrating in Makeru (Bombali
Se::bora CilJefdom), commenC1ng a 17 day spree of looting and violence known as "Operation Pay
Yourself'. RUF/AFRC force~ performed house to house searches, stealJ11g valuable items and food
from 6dJans. In early I'vfarch, ECOMOG commenced provirlcial operations and moved from Port
Loko (Maforki Cluefdom, Port Loko District) through Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko
to I\fakcm. establishing 8 base at Makeru's Teko Barracks. CDF forces deployed in the
town, and a hunt for "collaborators" began. ECOMOG also occupIed the northern to,vns of
J(amalo (Sanda Loko Chiefdorn\) and KarTlakwle (Sella Limba Chiefdomi
\

.

/

I

FoUowrng ECOMOG's arrivalrn Makeni (Bombali Sebor8 Chiefdom), RUF / AFRC forces clispersed
throughout BombaLi District, stag111g lu t-and-run attacks on settlement on the Makeni-Kamalo aXIS,
and attacking towns In the northern Tambakha Chiefdom. In the chiefdom headquarter of Fintol1la
(Tambakha Clucfdorn), RUF forces executed 11 civilians and burned down large numbers of
houses. CIvilians from the town were abducted to assist RUF/AFRC forces in navigating the dense
Jungle ten-am. In late i\pril, RCF/l\FRC forces amputated the arms from over ten civilians in
Komovah (TambalJla Chlefdom). They erected a rudimentary checkpoint, a rope across the road
and tied tbe amputated arms along the length of the rope, leaving the amputees for dead nearby.
Mjd-year. [owns on the Batkanu-Karina axis, and throughout the north of Gbendembu Ndmvahun
Chiefdom came under arrack from RUF / f\FRC forces. RUF / f\FRC forces strengthened their
pOSltlOnS 111 KamabaJ (Bmwa Chiefdom) and COllli'llenced frequent food-finding lTussions or "Jar
Jar" throughout the west of the Chiefdom. 131' f\ugust, RUF ri\FRC forces were again active in RoSource (Sand8 Tendaren ChIefdom). ECOMOG artillery shelled the base from MatebOl (Sanda
Tendaren Chiefdom) for seven days continuoush', leaving the base httered WIth the corpses of
IUlF /AFRC forces.
,-\t the end of October 1 C)9:), RUF/A.FRC forces concentr8ted awund K8malo (Sanda Loko
CluefclolTl) m prepararion for an 8ttack of the town. Villages to the east of Kamalo were raided by
RUF /AFRC sCluads. TIm forced many cJ\'ilians to seek safety belund ECOMOG lines 111 Kamala
Dutlng these prehnunarv attacks, RL'F / :\FRC forces cut a man in half from head to groin DespHe
remforClng In acinnce of the RCF/!\FRC attack, ECOMOG withdre\v north from Kamalo to
Kamabvle (Sella Llmba Chiefdom), taking casualties. From KamaJo, RUF /.ii\FRC forces moved
south atrackl11g l(amaranka (Gbanti Kamar8nk8 Cluefdom). During both attacks, large number of
houses \vere burnt dowll, and civilians killed. ECOMOG forces, and SLJ\ and CDF forces that had
been lllfused 11110 ECOMOG took up pOSItiOns at Gbcndembu (Gbendembu Ndowahun
Chiefdom), Kamaranka and KamakwJe on the northern axis rUl11ung from J\!fakeni (Bombali Sebora
Cluefdoll'.) The CDF began ilUtlating local vouths around Gbendembu. "waslung" them spiritually
to render them bullet-proof
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In
December 1998, RUF Ii\FRC forces attacked SUI.. and ECOMOG forces in Gbendembu
(Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom), killing over 20 SLf\ soldiers and amputating the limbs of SIX
civilians. In the clOS111g \veeks of late December 1998, RUF 1AFRC forces cleared ECOMOG forces
from \vlth1t1 a cmudor fr01Tl Koidu (CIIIEFDOM, Kono District) through Magburaka (Kholifa
Rowal18 Clllefdom, Tonkalili D,stuct) and I'vlakeni (Bornbali Sebora Chiefdorn), Lunsar (Marampa
Clllefdom, Port Loko Distnct, !\lasiaka (I<.oya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) and \\/aterloo
atCl·loo RD, \\'estern Area) RUF IAJ=:RC forces assaulted Freetown between 6 and 20 January. In
late December, RUF h\FRC forces 111 Bombali DIstrict were closing 111 on Makeni, attacking towns
to t l1e north l11cluding 13111kolo (Safroko Limba Chiefdom), Karina and Karnabai (Binwa Clllefdom)
The 1\ LJF /c-\FRC had also broken out of Kono District, and were moving on Makeni along the
through Tonkalili. On 24 December, RUF 1AFRC force assaulted Makeni from three
clirectlons, forc111g ECOMOC; to retreat to Kamak\V1e, which fell to the RUF 1AFRC in the days
folJow1ng. i\ huge RUF I.:-\FRC force moved through Makeni towards Port Loko District, and
onwards to the \\/estern I\rea.
Makem (Bornal1 Sebora Chiefdom) now became the RUFr'\I~RC stronghold until April 2001. The
town was at the heart of the Rl..'F /c'\FRCs defensive operation follOWing their failure to hold onto
territor\' 111 the \\'estern [\rea The RUF 1!\FRC occup1ed Kambia Dis,mct and the key entry points
1ntO the distnct Lunsar (l\1arampa Clllefdom, Port Loko District) was also under RUF 1;\FRC
control, as was the town of I\1agburaka (Kholifa RowaJla Chiefd01Tl, TonkoliJi District). The
RUF /AFRC controlled aU the northern border routes in Gwnea. 130mbali District W3S divided 111tO
l\VO comlT13nds, seated at MakenJ and Karnabvle (Sella L1mba Chiefdom).
Throughout RUF/AFRC controlled territory, local RUF/AFRC began establishing jOlnt civilian and
nUlitarv cooperabon cornmittees known as GS corTlnllttees \"l\iithout fail, the establishrrlent of the
(;5 committee \vas accompanied bv pronllses that R"lJF I/\.FRC commanders would prevent their
forces from 1l1flicting violence UpOll civilians. The G5 committees administered the collection of
periodic - sometimes daily - contributions of money and food frorn the civ'ilian population to the
RL;F IAFEC ECOI\fOG's move to secure the highways bet\veen the \\7estern £\rea, Port Loko and
!\We 9] removed ntal trade routes that could supply RUFli\FRC \vnh basic goods and supplies
The G5 s\'stem appeared not to prov1de adequate resources to feed or pay RUF I"'\FRC members.
The few 1l1stances of o.:tremeh' brutal pUl11shment rnetered out
RUF 1;\FRC commanding
officers to their subordinates - on RL'F r'\FRC member was beaten w1th a cane infused with razor
blades, another was stoned to death - did not to restrarn RUF I.AFI(C forces from carryIng out
"fooel findIng lTllSSJOnS", st,ealing civilian property and food. To supplement the resources gained
through (;5 Cor1111llttees and "food finding missions" the RUF 1f\FRC began selling stolen property
1n Guinean trade fmrs just over the border fron1 Tambahka ChiefdOlTl. Often, the same COIT11T1anders
that prornised disc1pline and the rule of law ordered tbese nllssiol1s.
On 7 July 1999, tbe Governrne:1t of Sierr3 Leone and the RUF signed the Lome Peace J\greement,
consolidatin2 a ceaseftre that had been in force S1l1ce hfav 1999, The RUF /AFRC continued to
consolidate vv1tllln Bornball D1stnct, setting up a training camp at Gbendembu (Gbendembu
Ndowahu:1 Clllefdom). Intense raids, both day and night were conducted around the training camp,
1l1tenSJ
the terro:· of tbe cn-ilian population The trailllng camp at Gbendembu was also used to
<-.'
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tram renu ts and conscriptees for lTllssions inside Guinea territory. In late 1999, infighting betvleen
the the leaderslup of RL'F and the "",FRC m Makenj led to a divislOn of operational areas, although
the depth of the split bet\.veen tbe two group 1S not clear. UNAMSIJ commenced deployment in late
1C)1)9 to bolster the llTlplernenranon of the Lom(: Peace ;'\greenlent.
In J anuan'
the 450 peacekeepers tned to deploy 111 Makeru (Bombali Sebora Chiefdom) but
were delaved a few davs en route at an R UF / A.FRC checkpoint because they did not have the
correct papers. In February, diamonds ,vere discovered in Gbanti Kamaranka Chiefdom, leading to
Cl concentrCltwn of RliF/:\FRC forces in the chiefdom. In ]'v1ay, the RUF/AFRC surrounded and
Cluacked UN"'\],\'lSIL peacekeepers m ]'\'lakeni, killing an unknown number and attackjng thern with
sl1lper fire :lS they fled to Kab:lla RUF /o",FRC forces Cllso disarrned over 200 Zarnbian CNA:MSIL
pe:1cekeepers :1nd took them to I\Jakeni, and then to Kailahun. The RUF /j\FRC captured a
slg111fic:1nt h:1ul of armoured velude, we:1pons, uniforms and cOlllillumcations apparatus from
UNAI\lSIL. Simultaneously, the RUF/AFRC again pushed towards the \I;iestern o'\rea, attackjng
towns m Port Loko Dlstrict and on the main lughway through I\1asiaka (Koya Cl~efdom, Port Loko
Distllct) Bv n~d-May, the RUF / !\FRC advance had stalled. Between May and July, Sierra Leone
Government heLcopter gunslups commenced attackjng RUF //\FRC positions in and around
J\,Jakelll, resulting an flTcluent cJYibn deaths and destruction of property when RUF/AFRC forces
engaged w1th ;-\nti-;\ircraft guns. SinLiJar attacks occurred 111 Kambla, Port Loko and Tonkolili
D1strlcts The RUF /"-\FRC often deserted then positions as the gunslup appeared.
In September 2000, R UF //'cFRC forces in Tambakha Cl~efdom staged attacks on attacked border
towns lust 111s1de Guinean tern tory Guinean arrned forces adopted a "Hot Pursuit" policy,
bombardmg RUF / ;-\FRC positions inside Sierra Leone and mO\"ing their border security forces
three luiles W1th111 Sierra Leonean ternton'. C1yillan movement was restricted, and as the
F UF / A FP.. C repnsals agamst Cl\'llians for suspected collabora tion with Cuinean force 1l1tensified.
NegOtlaDOnS bet,vcen CNo-\MSIL and the RUF /J\FIZC continued 111 hne with the "'\duja Ceasefire
Agreement and ltS reVlew process. In the first few months of 2001, the RUF /f\FRC had opened the
Lunsar- MakC1U lughway and returned to UNAMSIL much of weaponry and hardware it had
confiscated 111 2000. Long range UNAMSIL and MILOBs patrols conU11enced and by April Nigerian
UNAMSIL had deplm'ed into I\lakeni. The disarmament process 111 Bombali began in late
September, accompamed by the arrival of Sierra Leone Police to Makelll (BombaL Sebora)

2.
Factual Analysis
a
[,'"ents between 1992 and 1994
FoUow1l1g RUF attacks 111 ]<:ono District on 22 October 11)92, residents of the villClge of Kamaranka
(CbantJ Kamaranka Cluefdom) who had moved to Kono District to l1~ne diamonds, returned to
thell \"illage 011 foot, a dlstance of over 100km. Many residents uf Kambia Mapulen (Gbaci
Kamaranka Clucfdom) packed up their belongings and fled to larger towns such as Makel~ (Bombali
Sebora Chiefdom), Karnbia (Magbcma Cl~efdom, KambiCl District) and Freetown (\'>(7estern Area).
On 21 .January 1994, the NPRC Resident ]'v1il~ster for the Northern Province arrived in Kambia
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"I\l?,pulcn lor a meenng with the chiefdom elders, during wluch he prollused to provide security for
c:vwans.
The ReF emered Bornbali District 111 February 1994. RUF forces attacked the villages of Rogboreh,
IvlakaL:m and Ivlatebol (all Sanda Tenderen Chi efdorn) , to the northwest of Makem town, and
bordering Port Loko DIstrict. The troops were armed with ./\.K-47s, RPGs, and hand grenades and
wore mjjjtarv-s~vle umfornls. Thiny people \vere abducted from Rogboreh and a number of women
were raped. Following the attack on Rogboreh, RUF forces chanted slogans about the leader of the
RUF Rogboreh was occupied for 2 \veeks, during \d'lich no houses were burned. An RUF
COll1nlander was ldentified as killing three people 111 lvlakalan, taking their property. In Mateboi,
RUF forces burned down an unknO\;\,n number of homes.
On 3 .A priJ 1994, 200 SL\ soldiers in lvIakali (Komke Barina Cl'liefdom, TonJ.:olili Distnct) were also
under the command of the Resident lvlil'lister for the Northern Province. On 11 April, SLA forces
deployed from l\lakelll (Bom.bali Sebora Cl'liefdom) and recaptured the tmvn of lvlakali from RUF
forces
In Ivlakem (Bombali Sebora Cl'liefdom), on 18 l\.priJ 1994, there was a public demonstration by
c]\,ilians in response to a strongly-held belief that those SLA forces had been responsible for earlier
attacks on the \-illages of IVlasanga and I\1asingbi (Komke Sanda Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) and
on l\1agburaka town (Kholif8 Rowalla Chiefdom., Tonkolili District). SLA. forces fired on civilian
demonstrators, killing at least two people.
In the late morning of 1 November 1994, a large RUF force attacked the town of Bungbuna
(KalansogOla Cluefdol1l., Tonkolili District), southwest of Makeni (Bornbali Sebora Chiefdom). One
hundred and lllnetv-three houses ,velT burned during the attack. Civilians displaced from Bungbuna
moved westwards to Blnkolo (Safroko Lirnba Chiefdom). On 2 Novernber 1994, SU forces moved
from Teko
Barracks 111 Makeni and repelled the RUF forces from Bungbuna. Over the
,,'u11 0 w111g
these forces eastwards towards the town of Alik3lia (N eil'li ChJefdom, Koinadugu
Dlstnct'
b'l
E\'ents 111 1995 and 19%
RUF 3Cti\'ltV 111 1995 was concentrated on attacking the \'X'estern luea, through major assaults on
town like Port Loko (Maforki Cl'liefdom, Port Loko District) and w'aterloo (\X1aterloo RD, \'X'estern
Ar(8). Although tbe RUF estabhshed two camps in BombaJj Distnct - at Ro-Source (Sanda
Tendaren Cluefdom) and IVlasonkone (Sanda Loko Cl'liefdom) - the RUF fOr'Nard operating bases
In 1995 were in tbe l<.altkant Hills (lvialal Mara, Tonkolili) and later at Camp Fol-Fol in tbe south of
Yom Cl'liefdom, Tonkolili. The b8ses 111 Bombali would take on a greater sigl'lificance 111 1996, as the
RUF suffered 8 senes of militan- defe8ts and failed to move into Freetown or hold territoly in the
\\'estern Area.
Bct\vcen 1 and 5 January 1995, RUF forces attacked the town of Foredugu (Bup Rornende
Clllefdom, Pon Loko· Disrnct) from the direction of Makel'li (Bombali Sebora Chiefdom) and
lVlateDol (Sanda Tendaren Clllcfdom
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In
1C)C)5, Rlip forces entered the Bombali Dlstrict from Kambia or Port Loko, nelghbouring
distncts to tbe west. Between 14 and 18 1\1a1' 1995, RUF moved eastwards from Romeni (BKl'vl
Cluefdom, Port Loko Dlstrict) towards Gbinti (Dibia Chiefdom, Port Loko District) crossing mto
Bomball D1stflct and establlshing a base on an island beween [\:<iO river at Ro-Source (Sanda
Tendarcn Cluefdom)i~h RUF forces operated from Ro-Source until at least September 1997 RUF
forces aga1n attacked the village of ~vlateboi (Sanda Tendaren Cblefdom), soutbeast of En-Source
along tbe pnmary route between Batkanu and Gbendembu (Gbenderl1bu Ndmvabun Cbiefdom) in
Ivlay 19 C)5. RUP forces raped tlve \vomen and burnt down 10 homes. Civilians were abducted and
forced to carrv stolen property to an unknown destination. In the sarl1e year, RUF forces also
establlshed a base at l\1asonkorie, a \-illage m Sanda Loko Chiefdom, 15krn east of the town of
Kamakw1C (SeUa Limba Chiefdorni.
,

I

Somenme 111 Februarv 1996, before the Presidential and Parllamentan' eJections on 26 February,
RUF troops left thelr camp 1n the Kangari Hills, (Malal l\1ara Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) crossed
tbe Makeni--Freetown 11lgbwav and headed m the direction of Batkanu (Libeisaygahun Chiefdom,
Bombali
From this p0111t, RUF forces took an alternative route tu\vards the town of
Cbenckmbu (Gbendembu Ndowahl1n Chiefdom), avoiding the main Batkanu-Cbendembu road,
and attacked Ivlakundu village (Sanda Tenderen Chiefdom). A_t least four civilian men were killed
dunng the atDcL Subsequently, 200 RUF forces moved m the direction of Gbendembu, attacking
the town
111 the morI1lng on 22 or 23 J:;'ebruary 2003 ha\-ing camped the previous night in dense
forest to the west of the town.

J t 1S

tha t F UP forces were active around the Kamab\'ie (Sella LllTlba Chiefdom) area from 1
February, S111ce they had control over l\1adina (Tonka Limba Chiefdom, Karnbia District). On or
around 2") February 1996, civilians in Kamabyie learned of the RUF attack on Gbendembu
(Cbendembl1-Ndo,vahun Chiefdorn) prior to the subsequent attack on their town. Attacking
Cbendembu, RLF forces \vere armed wltb AK47s, C3s, RPGs and hand grenades. Properties were
looted and ~he doors of bomes were destroved. Civilian traffic travelling nortbwards from
Gbendembu towards Kamakwic was targeted by RUF forces. The driver and passenger of a passing
car were ShOl and wounded, and thor car looted. RUF forces burned the car with the dpng
occupants trapped l11s1de.
Bet\veen 23 and 26 Februan 1996, an RUF ofbet\vccn 150 and 200 personnel attackedKamakwie
(Sella Lllnba Clllefdom) to the nortb of IVlakeni, nortb east of then base at Ro-Source (Sanda
Tenciaren Cbjefdom), and 15 Km west of the RUF base at Ivlasonkorie (Sanda Loko Chiefdom). The
8ttack came from the south of the town, througb the village of Kathumpeh (Sella Limb8 Chiefdom)
Tbe malll nonh-south road through Kamakw1e passes through GbendelTlbu. The attack comlTlenced
III the morlllng, when a member of the RUF entered the town on a rnotorbike and began finng
indiscnmllla tely, possibly wlth an RPC. In addition to the burning down of 67 houses, R UF forces
also burned oftlces of severa] l11ternational NCOs operating in the town_ /\t least t\vo people were
.i~H Given the attacks 1n the north eastern chiefdoms of Port Loko in early Januar)' 1995, and accounts in the
records detailing attacks on locations 111 these cluefdoms as coming from the direction ofIvlateboi (Sanda
T enderen, Bom baE), It IS Ekely tha t the ),\UF had a presence around Ro-Somce well before Jnne 1995
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abducted dunng tl1JS attack and taken to an RUF base at Masonkorie (Sanda Loko chiefdom). In the
same penod. 111 tbe nllagc of Kagberi (Sella Li:Tlba Chiefdorn), about 4 krn ',vest of Kamak\\0e, RUF
forces captured and killed a farmer. Thev cut open his st011'13Ch and for an unspecified reason p13ced
some"
111S1de 1t. Althougb no location was specified, it is likely that these sarne RUF forces
;tlso shot a deaf and mute man 111 Kngben for not responding to their orders
R L' F forces \\0thdrew from Kamabvle (Sella Lilnba Chiefdom) to their c3mp at Masonkone (Sanda
Loko Clm:fdom), 15km east of Kamakwle j\bductees held at Masonkorie camp had their movement
se\'Crclv res[ncted and there are reports tbat fernale abductees \vere raped. Following the attacks on
[be: l\.UF Ul1Jt statroned at lvlasonkone redeployed to l<-ambiZl Distnct.
Bet\veel1 2(1
1996 and IVlay 1')97 110 incidents Zlre recorded \\0thin Bombali District. On
3U Non:mber 199G the j\bid]an PeZlce ;\ccord was signed between leadership of the RUF and tbe
Government of Siena Leone. Beginning early 1v18y 1997, Kamakwie (Sella Lunba Ch.iefdorn) began
to expenence
RUF activlty. Gbendembu (Gbendembu Ndowabun Chiefdom) was attacked
dunlw'--' this mon[h
On 10 I'vlay 1997, the SL-\ 'deployed heZl\ri.ly armed units at a nurnber of unknown 10c3tions in
Bombali District.col! In the everung of 12 1'\1ay 1997, SLA forces 111 Kamakwie (Sella Lirnba
Cl1Jefdomj came under attack from RUF forces. RUF forces met little to no res1stance and displayed
consldera blc knowledge of the SL\ deployment with.in the town, including the exact location of an
SL\ ammun1tion dump. RUF forces killed over ten people during the attack. RUF forces captured
an officer of tbe Siena Leone Police, wbo \vas dressed 111 civilian clothes. r\mongst his possessions
cllscovered a l18nclgun, w11h wluch tbey subsequently killed him. RUF forces raped an elderly
WOll18n before killing her w1th a blow to tbe hcold froll1 the butt of a handgun. RUF forces se1zed an
SL\ ammumtioll dump located Wlthl11 the town during the 12 May attack, although there is no
1lldicatlon of the quantlty of ammunition taken RUF forces selected the most prestigious residences
in SeCQODS I and II 0 f Kamakwle and burned them dO\vn . .r\ t 14:00 on 13 IVlav 1997, RlJF forces
aga1n returned to their base at Masonkorie (Sanda Loko Chiefdom). By 20 May, government sources
cla1med ](anlZlk\\cie WZlS secure and free from RUF activity.301 Sometime during Mayor June of 1997,
lJkely follo\VlDg the 12 May assault on Kamak\\cic, RUF forces raped and killed a women in the
\'illage of l-:'aforad (Sanda Loko Clucfdom), about three miles from Kamakwrie.
On 25 May 199 7 , elements of the Republic of Sierra Leone Armed Forces overthrew_ the elected
government This coup d'etat resulted 111 the fonnZltion of the j\rmed Forces Revolutionary Council
(c\FRC), led by an SL\ officer released from prison bv the COUP1stS. Shortly after the coup, the RUF
and AFRC )01ned . .r\FRC forces, compnsing pnmarily SLi\ ele1T1ents rernained stationed 111
KamakwlC
Llmba Cl1Jcfdom). Tbere arc no reports of any atroc1ties comnutted by tbe j\RFC
in Kamakwlc after this tim.e. There are reports that troops clearly identIfied as belonging to the RUF
had free 8ccess to Kamakwle
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FoLlowmg the AFRC coup, the tov-'ns of Karina aod Kamabai (both Binwa Chiefdom) were
occupied by RUF (\FRC forces Both tmvns are located along the maio east of the Batkanu Gbeodembu hlghway, on a key junction Joining the north-south highway from Makeni to Kabala.
Like Kamak\Vle (Sella LlJnba Chiefdon'l), Gbendembu (Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom) and
IvlatabOl (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom), control of these towns serves to restrict movement north out
of l\lakem, the distnct headquarter town, cutting it off from Kabala (\';\ara \Vara Yagala Chiefdom,
Komadugu Distrlet) Kanna is sltuated on top of a hill simplifying greatlv the reanng of herd
arumals In l\1ay 1997, it had a verI' 111gb degree of agricultural productIvity, including a large cattle
stock, lT1aking 1t a valuable location for the RUF to control.
In the carll' hours of 27 May 1997, the town of Karina (Biriwa Chiefdom) was attacked by
RUF/AFRC forces carrymg guns and other ",veapons. Soldiers surrounded the central mosque and
killed 10 civilians celebrating the Muslim feast of "J onbedeh", including the Section Chief. Of those
esc3pmg tlllS 3ttack on the mosque, 3n unknown number were injured The majority of residents of
the town heard gunfire and fled l11to the surrounding bush, RUF / AFRC forces raped an unknown
number of women, and abducted 30 young civilian men and women. During the attack, numerous
houses were burned dmvn mcludl1lg those belonging to tbe tmvn cl11cf and the section clueE.
RUF /i\Fl\C forces stole property On tbe same day, RUF /i\FRC forces moved west tmvards the
village of Mandaha towards Gbendembu town (Gbendembu Ndmvahun Chiefdom), taking with
them tbe 30 abductees. Some of the abductees were given military training and forced to join the
RUF / .:-\FRC, and some were forced mto sexu31 sla'/ery. The next day, the resJdents of Karina
retumed to the town and buried ten corpses in a mass grave. Given that Karina ",vas on a regular
p3trol route from the RUF /j-\.FRC camp at Kamabai (Biriwa Cluefdom), the bunal was performed
quicklv, as resJdents feared the return of RUF / AFRC forces
.\lso 011 27 I\Iay 1997, RUF/A,FRC forces attacked the \rillage of Malongbo (Gbendembu
Ndowahun Clucfdom), nearby Karina. A f3ther and son were killed when RUF /AFRC forces set
theu house on fue "\n old man \vas killed when RUF /i\FRC forces set Ere to his grass house.
RCF/J-\FRC forces amputated the h3nd of a ciyilian man, before shooting him dead in response to
lus complaints that he was now useless to llls community.
From J\hy1997 to October 199', Guineao forces were stationed at 1\ladina (Tonka Ll111ba
Cl11cfdol11, Kambi8 Distnct). During .r\ ugust and September 1997, the RUF / AFRC base at RoSource came under pressure from long-range rockets fued by Guinean forces _at Jvladina
RL'F / AFRC forces moved frorn their camp at Ro-Source (Ro-source) and established a new camp
3t Bainkoro (between Dibia and S3nda Magbolontho Chiefdoms, Port Loko).
On 1 G December, ECOMOG Jets bombed RUF/ j\FRC positions outside of Makel1l (Bombali
Sebora C1uefd0111) , clmming that the RULe;: /r\I:7RC \vas constructing a runway to allow arms supplies
j
to enter the country more freely in v101auon of ECO\V£'\S and UN sanctions. )}
ci

Eye11ts In 1998
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Bel\VeCl1 6 and 14 February 1c)9S, ECOllI0G forces attacked Freetown, dislodging the combined
RUF IAFRC forces and forcing thelr retreat into provinClal Sierra Leone. This general retreat moved
northwards, along the \\;;aterloo (\>:/aterloo RD, \Vcstern }\rea) -Maswka (Koya ChJefdom, Port
Loko Dlstnct) - Lunsar (IvIarampa Chiefdom, Port Loko District) aXJs 353 .r\fter 14 February,
Rl'F I"\FRC forces were stationed in Lunsar, to the west along the lughway frorn Makeni TO',,vn
(Bombali Sebora). RUF IAFRC forces also attacked key locations in Kambia District, 111cluding the
econonllC centres of Kambia Town and Rokupr (both Magbenl.a Chiefdom, Kambia District).
On 13 February 1998, RUF IAFRC forces entered the village of .l\1asongbo (Makari Gbanti
Cluefdom) , 3 km west of Make1l1 along the ma111 Freeto\vn-Makeni highway. They were identified as
RUF I AFRC because of their half military, half Clvilian attire. One member of the RUF IAFRC fired
a single round bel\veen the legs of a civilian man in order to extort money from him; another civilian
was robbed. On 14 Februarv 1C)C)S, RUF I AFRC forces regrouped 111 Makeni (Bombali Sebora
Cluefdom) fo11owl1l.g the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown. On the same day, ECOMOG Alpha
Jets attacked Teko Barracks l1l. IVlakeni. In addition, ECOMOG targeted the Makeni Police barracks,
bel1evlll.g them to be the RUF IAFRC brigade headquarters. :\t least five civilians were killed during
tllls attack
RUF IJ\]:;'RC commenced "Operation Pay Yourself', which lasted 17 days in Makelli (Bombali
Sebora ChIefdom), from 14 February 1998 until 3 1\1arch 1998. "Operation Pay Yourself' was
executed lll. re:;ponse to the failure of the j,\PRC to resist attacks on Freetown by ECOMOG forces
between 8 and 14 February 199835~ A similar operation was launched between the same dates in
Lunsar (:'Ihrampa Chiefdom, Port Loko Distnct). RUP forces were reponed as entering Makeni
frorn the .l\lagburaka (Kholifa Rhowa11a Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) highway vlith Toyota I-Ii-Lux
and Mazda pick-up trucks. They were armed with AK-475 and G3s 1\t night, RUF/AFRC forces
tlred upon the exterior of houses before entering and performing searches. During these searches,
mattresses, \vatches, foodstuffs, and personal and saleable items ·were taken. RUF IA.PRC forces
retreated from Makelll. in the \1Jake of ECOMOG forces
ln the early eve1l1ng of 1 March 1998, troops from the ECOlvl0G 24 th Infantry' Brigade entered
Lunsar (I\larampa C111 efdom, Port Loko District) from Port Loko Town (Maforki Clllefdom, Port
Loko Distnct). They engaged RUP Ii\FRC snipers en route at Ro-Gberray Junction (Ivlaforki
Cluefdom, Port Loko Dlstrlct) and exchanged fire \vith RUF I AFRC forces for about an hour as
they entered Lunsar :\ part from that, ECOMOG met no further reslstance from RUF I r\FRC
forccs In Lunsa r 155
On 2 IVlarch 1C)98, ECOMOG forccs moved from Lunsar and arrived at the viJJage of Magbema,
2km west of Makcni (both BombalJ Scbora Clllcfdom). RUF I f\FRC forces rctrcarcd northwards
from .l\lakeni 111 the direction of KalTlabol (Biriwa Chiefdom), to the east of rVlakell.l, wllich had been
under RUF control Slnce :May 1997. Some forces moved further tm,vards Kabala Town (\X7ara \X'ara
151 See factual anall·sis fm \\'estern ,-\rea and Port Loko D1strict in 1998 for further information.
.15~ Cbnficauon IS regem-ed from the records about tbe date, as tbe starung date of "Operation Pay Yourself' 1S
reponed at different limes across different DistrIcts, the earliest being 111 tbe \X/estern r\rca in 1997.
15', R,,\ ,\de;luna, pp3CJ-38
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Yagala Chiefdorn, Koinadugu District), settling in tbe town of Fadugu (Mambolo Chiefdom,
KOlnadugu Dlstnct) On 2 or 3 Ivhrcb 1998, ECOMOG arrived in Makem and establisbed a base at
Teko Barracks, taking control of Ivlakeni. /\.t some point after EC01l10G entered tbe town, forces
from the CDF 9 th Battalion ,vere deployed to assist in patrolling tbe Makeni area. w , An ECOMOG
n1aJor stated that any civilian who IS caught and found to have been an RUF /AFRC collaborator
"will be treated as if they are not human" and conunenced house to house searches, screening
civilians and searchmg for possible RL;F / AFRC infIltrators.
-\round mIdday on 22 March 1998, the RUF /AFRC forces attacked the village of Kambia Mapulen
(Gbano Kamaranka Chiefdom). They were driven to Kambia Mapulen through the town of
Kamaranka (Gbanti Kamaranka ChIefdom) on the main northern road to Kamalvrie (Sella Limba
Cluefdomj, in a big truck with a Clvilian driver. Some of the RUF /AFRC forces \.vere dressed in full
nlilitary attire and otbers were dressed in civilian clothes. All were well armed \.vith G3 and AI<:'-47
nfJes, and support weapons ir;cluding RPGs. The RUF Commander fIrst called a village meeting and
informed the assembled crvilians that tbey were being "liberated from their struggle". As the meeting
progressed, RUF /AFRC forces surrounded tbe village. In the afternoon, the RUF /ld=<RC forces
began fmng on Clvilians, who fled the village. One gli:l did not escape the attack, was captured and
raped by five members of the RUF /i\FRC The RUF ll\FRC forces left the village along the same
road tbey entered 1n the direction of Kamaranka. 'Villagers returned to fInd their valuables and
uvestock looted by the RUF l/\FRC forces.
.'

0

A.t this pOlllt, ECOMOG forces had taken control of Kamala (Sanda Loko Chiefdom) and
Kamakwle (Sella Lmba Cluefdom). ECOMOG met little resistance and easily took control of
Kamabvle Dutlng tbis tUlle, RUF /AFRC forces were based at Madina (Tonka Limba Chiefdom,
Kambia Dlstnet) at the otber end of a highway leading directly to Kamal-wie. In April and May
1998, ECOMOG informed representatives of the village of Laya (Sanda Loko Chiefdom) that they
had insufficient logIstical capaClty tel patrol the road between Kamala and Laya.
In l\pril 1998, RUF / z\FRC forces entered the northern Tambakha Chiefdom, passed through tbe
Northern Jungle from \\/ara \\!ara Bafodia Chiefdom (Koinadugu District) on their way to the
cluefdom headquarter tmvn of Fintelnia Duguta (Tambakha Cbiefdom), a village along their route,
was the first town to be attacked in tbe chiefdom. Reports indicate that tbe RUF / AFRC did not fIre
a shot as thev entered, although RUF/AFRC forces aged between 13 and 16 years were given orders
to shoot should anyone try and escape Fifty residents were held under armed guard for tbe duration
of the attack. Twenty-Eve homes were burned down and 30 people were abducted and forced to
carry stolen property, including livestock and poultry Nobody was killed, although threats were
made to abductees by RUF / AFRC forces that anyone caught resting would be killed.
In the early hours of one \'\,'ednesday in April 1998, over 100 RCF/A.FRC forces eventually arrived
at and attacked Fitonia (Tambakha Chiefdom). They were armed with AK-47 rifles, RPGs and
bladed weapons The town was surrounded within 30 minutes of their arrival. Over 20 people were
caught trYll1g to escape the town They were rounded up and placed into groups. During tbe

lsr, .\U .\ fuca
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:\FRC attack, eleven people ,vere killed, sixty-eight houses were looted and burned. /\1: least 17
Clvilians were abducted to carry stolen property. Those abducted were ordered by RUF IAFRC
forces to ass]st them lrl avoichng "Covernment positions". because of their farniharity with the
te1'1'a111.
On the sarne day the same RUF I f\FRC forces attacked the village of Kottoh (Tanl.bakha Chiefdom)
1n the Outanma Kihrm N8tional Park, three nwes west of F1l1tonia. At this village, they amputated
the hand of an old cl\'ilian man, who died from loss of blood whilst heading south to Kamah"vie
(Sella L1mba Clllefdom) to seek medical attention. Follow1.ng this assault, the same RUF Il\.FRC
forces proceeded towards Komoyah (Tambakha Chiefdom), which is about SIxteen miles south west
of Fintonia. Rl'F/AFRC forces killed 10 cl\'ilian men one after the other in this attack and
amputated the arms of a further 11 civihan men. /\.n unknown number of houses were also looted
by Rl'F r-\FRC forces ECOlvlOG forces visiting Komoyah followmg the attack reported that
Rl'F I ~\FRC forces had erected a checkpoint, a rope across the road. They had tied the amputated
arms along the length of the rope and Jeft the amputees dymg nearbv ECOMOG forces took the
amputees to then base at KamakwIe, where they received medical attention. From here, RUF I AFRC
forces continued wesnvards to Sarakuda (Tambakha Chiefdom) where they killed an old woman.
Overmght between 10 and 11 1\12y 1998, RUF I/\FRC force attacked Mateboi (Sanda Tendaren
Clllefdom). a town on the road to Gbinti (Dibia Chiefdom, Port Loko District) that sits upon the
13atkanu--Gbendembu route Dunng the attack, the Chiefdom Speaker and another prominent elder
were killed. Seven other c1vilians \vere also killed. Many of the brick houses in the to\vn had been
burnt clown, and much of the property stolen by IZUF I/\FRC forces.
In late June 1998, Gbendembu (Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom) once again came under attack
by RUF (;\FRC forces. The town was surrounded before the RUF li\FRC forces announced their
presence \\1th a single signature shot Further sporadic firing by RUF IAFRC forces caused many of
the residents to flee the town. /\n hour after ReF I AFRC forces first entered the village, a large
group of Rl'F I J-\FRC forces in full combat fatigues passed through the village in a westerly
directlOn, he8c.1ing towards Batkanu (Libelsaygahun Clllefdom) FOlJow111g these military forces were
bel\veen 1000 and] 500 people 111 cl\-ihan dress c8rrying looted propertv. In Mayainku village (Sanda
Tenderen Chiefdom). on the ro8d to B8tkanu, RUF/:-\FRC forces abducted a man, who was later
found dead. 1m body containing m8ny bulletholes. In Mamaya (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom), also on
the road (CJ 13atkanu from Gbendembu, RUF IA.FRC forces raped a Hl-year old girl, ,vho later died
of blood loss
In .luh' 1998, yillagers in Gbendembu heard from displaced persons th:H the village of Loihindi (both
Cbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom), east of Gbendembu on the route to Kabala, had been attacked
by RliFr'\FEC forces. Dunng the attack, RUF IAFRC forces had mutilated a young boy and an old
nun.

In July 1998, the village of f\hsib8 (Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom) was attacked by
RUF/AFRC forces from the direction of Karin8 (Biriwa Cluefdom). RUFlf\FRC forces went from
house to house searclung for CIvilians. Those captured \vere first tied up as the search continued,
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and were then taken to the village of Kortulav iGbendembu N dowa11un Chiefdorn) and forced to
t8ke the nce of the Section Chief The captives then transported the nce in the direction of Biriwa
Chjefdom Two davs 8fter the i111tial attack, RUFIF\FRC forces attacked IVlasiba again, to recapture a
number of abducted ClviLians 'vho had escaped and returned to Masiba. The second RUF IAFRC
attack on Masib8 came from the villa~e of Hundowa, to the north f\ trader \vas shot dead m the
centre of town. RUF IA.FRC forces broke mto all the houses in Ivlasiba, looting what could be
carned. f\ t least 10 houses were burnt down. The escapees 'were recaptured by RUF I AFRC forces.
FoUowll1~ tlus att8ck, tbe RUF/AFRC forces inl.mediately moved to the nearby village of
\\8nworowah (Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom), where they captured 20 civilians. The men were
hung bene:lth trees and set on fue. Tbe women \vere cut \vith blades on their chests and backs.
u

j

\

J

On 17 .1 ull' 1998, 111 Lamjmya (Sanda Loko Chiefdom), 28 civiJlans were killed by RUF li\FRC
forces .'\ man WZlS handcuffed and then burned to death, and RUF 1.r\FRC forces mutilated a
woman's gell.1tals LanllnaYa was attacked by RUF I F\FRC forces again in the afternoon of 5
SeptelTl ber 1998
On 23]uh' RUF/I\FRC forces attacked the village of Matoko in the: north of Biriwa chiefdom,
:1bout 2() mjles from the village of Laya (Sanda Loko Chiefdom). RUF forces opened the attack at
2200 w1th an RPG, and went house-to-house searching for civiLians Many fled into the surrounding
bus1]. Over 20 of those that were captured were tied in pairs and shot dead by RUF /}\FRC forces.
The attack ceased at 0200 on 24 .lull' 1998.
On 29 lull', J\ UF (\FRC forces attacked the village of Kalangba (Gbendembu NdO\vahun
Chiefdo1l.1) south of Gbendembu (Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom) on the North-South
Kamakwle-Ivlakcnj h1ghway. There are no further details about this attack.
Since late
1997, RUF I/\FRC forces had occupied the town of Kamabal (Biriwa Chiefdom)
From tlllS location, RUF//\FRC forces were :1blc to estabLish a strong presence in the area, bolstered
forces dnven from Make11l 111 early 1\1:1rch 1998 by ECOMOC; forces. RUF I !\FRC activity in
the nnghbounng town Karma and ltS elwl1'Ons was mainly limited to "food fl11ding missions" or
"Jar-Jar" The July 1998 attacks on I\lasiba (Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom) and Karina (Biriwa
Chiefdom) described above are good examples of "food finding misslOns": civilians were captured
and l11structed to lead RUF Ij\FRC forces to sources of salt, Livestock, crops and vegetables. The
same ClYlDans were then force by RUF II\lU~C forces to transport the stolen food to RUF bases.
On 2 August, ECOT\JOG began plan11lng an operation to ren10ve RUF I AFRC forces from their
c8mp as Ro-Source (Sanda Tc:nd8rc:n Chiefdom), deploYlllg an artillery b8ttery at IVlatebol (Sanda
Tcndarc:n ChIefdom), and scndmg a Nlgerian mfantry platoon to Batkanu (Libelsaygahun
ChlCfdolTl) .Across seyen d:1Ys III m1d-.r\ugust ECOMOG artillery and air support bombarded RoSource contlnually. On or around 22 "","ugust, a group of civilians volunteered to head to Ro-Source
and prc)\'1de Jnformation to ECOTvlOC They reported that the village was deserted, and that there
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were mal1\' corpses littering the areal)' RUF / AFRC activity nevertheless continued in and around
Ro-Source into 1999.
On 1 September 1998, RUF/APRC forces again attacked the to\.vn of Kalangba, south of
Gbendembu (both Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom). On 5 September RCF /AFRC forces
attacked the town of Laminaya to the east of Kanl.alo town (both Sella Limba Chiefdom). Many
cn-ilians had rnoved to Kamolo follmv1ll.g these attacks, seeking protection from the ECOMOG
forces stationed 111 the town.
f\round nl.Jd11lght em 8 September 1998 RUF/l',FRC forces attacked the village of Maharibo (Sando
Loko Cluefdom), immediately to the east of IZarnalo (Sella Limba Chiefom). RUF / AFRC forces
were armed with AK-47s, RPGs, machetes, grenades, and G3s, and dispensed heavy machine gun
frre throughout the town. The shooting stopped at 0300. RUF / AFRC forces gathered the villagers
into the centre of the to'xn, and requested informacion about the secunty arrangements in Kamala,
\.vluch had been held by ECOMOG forces since early March 1998. Follmving the attack, RUF forces
departed westwards for Bankabie (Sella Llmba Chiefdom), a village irll.mediately south of Kamalo
and larned with other ReF / AFRC units. RUF /i\FRC units that partiClpated 1ll. this attack reestablished Canl.p Ro-Source (Sanda Tendo'en Chiefdom), which had prevlOusly been abandoned in
September 1997.
f\bout fifteen miles south of Kamala (Sella Limba Chiefdom), on 8 October, two groups of
RLF/j\FRC forces jOlned at 8 camp outside I\1asomba (Sella Limb8 Chiefdom), where some 500
RUF /AFRC forces were alrerd)' deployed RUF / .t\PRC forces abducted 8 man rumoured to have
mystical powers, and forced 111111 to perform religious rites for the unit. These l11cluding cre8ting
talisman to guar8ntee RUF forces would not suffer injuries, in addition to offerings of kola-nuts,
sacrifices of g08ts and sheep for military success. The RUF /j\FRC were certain that that another
group of RUF /},FRC forces would arrive at the camp on 20 October. Once that unit arrived, all
RUF /AFRC forces stationed at the camp would prepare for an attack on Kamalo In the northern
part of IV18gbaramb8 Ndowahun Chiefdom, RUF forces attacked the village of Gbendebu on 27
October. RUF forces captured one civilian and divided him into two sections by splitting his body
lD t\vo from head to groin.
On 31 October, the group of RUF/j\FRC forces who had been
expected entered the RUF camp outside IvIasomb8 (Sella Lirl1ba Chiefdom).
By the end of October 1998, around 500 "loyal" SLA. troops had been deploved to Gbendembu
(Gbendenlbu Ndc1\.valmn ChjcfdolTl), south of where the RUF/ AFRC ,vere concentrating for the
attack on Kamalo. The CDr:: deployed at Kalangba freguently patrolled Gbendembu. Parents were
encouraged
the CDF comm8nder to send their children to be initi8ted into the CDF, or
"washed'·, so they could become bulletproof. .t\ number of people died when trainers shot them 8t
during the final stages of i.nit18 cion
As Rl:F forces prepared to attack Kamalo (Se1l8 Limba Chiefdom) from the south, ECOMOG
reinforced therr posrtions in the town on 13 November 1998 \vlth troops from Kamahvie. On 14
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~ovember, Rl'F forces

attacked Kamala. During this assault, Rl;F ll\FRC forces killed an
unknown number of ECOMOG forces, who were buried by civilians two days later, on 16
Novernber. In addition, 80 homes were burnt and an unb~own number of civilians were killed. Five
ReF /AFRC wounded were returned to the carnp outside Masomba (Sella Limba Chiefdom).
ECOMOG ;111d SLA forces ',vere driven out of Kamalo and retreated north to the tO\vn of
Kam8h\ne (Sand8 Loko Clllefdorn), still at this stage held by EC01\10G.
On 21 November
AFRC forces he8ded south from Kamala (Sanda Loko Chiefdom) along
the main lllghway and on 21 Nm-ernber they attacked Kamaranka (Gbanti Kamaranka Clllefdom)
RUF/,\FRC forces abd1.1Cted seven l11en and two women, burnt down homes, and took property.
The village dimc was also destroyed. Thev then established a base there that was still in operation 111
December 1998 On 22 November, EC01\'10G deployed to Kamaranka, but did not engage forces
at a nearby RL'F/AFRC camp Identified by two youths who had escaped fr~m the camp the night
before. ECOlV10G troops remained in K8maranka. It IS reported in general terms that EC01\10G
forces treated cnrilians accused to being "rebel collaborators" "'0th extrerne brutality. On 23
November 1998 In Kam8k\vie (Sella Limba Chiefdom), EC01\10G forces tied-up and beat to death
a well known and popular busInessman accused of being a "rebel coll8borator" by a woman in the
town.
CDF forces established a checkpOInt Ferrah Loko village, on the rTlaIn Makeni-KamLv.rie highw8Y
south of Kamaranka (Gbanti Kamaranb Chiefdom). On 27 November 1998, CDF forces det8ined
two clVih8ns at the checkpOlnt and 8ccused them of being "rebel col18bor8tors". The CIvilians were
led to a nearbv river and shot dead with J\K-47s. On 28 November, at the same checkpoint, CDF
confiscated 8 C]U8ntity of prescnption drugs to be used in the treatment of an outbreak of cholera in
Kamaranb from a phan11acist travelling from 1\1akeni (Bombau Sebora Chicfdorn) to Karnaranka.
In December 1998, RUF/AFRC forces 8ttacked n18ny \,jlJages in Sella Lrmb8 Chiefdorn, around the
he8dc]uarter town of J<..amak\\rlC. Six rniles from K8mah\vie, at the crossing pornt over the Mongo
Ewer ?<t Kabb8h Ferry, RUF / AFRC forces burnt several houses and looted property in their attack
on the village. Then, seven rniles from Kamakwle, the tO\vn of Kam8portho (Sella Limba Chiefdom)
\vas also attacked. RU):7 /AFRC forces killed an unknown number of civilians, burnt homes and
bated properties.
Gbendernbu (Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom) was attacked on 9 Decenl.ber by RUF/A.FRC
forces aga111 entenng the town from the west along the Batkanu~Gbendembu Highway. ECOIvIOG
and SLA forces stationed 111 the town were dnven out by R1JF /AFRC forces. During the
engagement, RlJF / .AFRC forces lined up eleven CI\~ilians and shot them one after the other.
ReF (\FRC forces sct Ere to two machine guns located in the vacated ECOMOG position.
ECOMOG and "laval" SL\ forces regrouped to the south of Gbendembu and launched a counter
attack. During the attack RL~F /f\FRC forces killed 23 SLi" forces and amputated the umbs of six
Clvilians Nevertheless, RUF / J\FRC forces we::e successfully dislodged from Gbendembu. Residents
buned the dead civilians 111 mass grave near the Wiesleyan Church. The 25 dead SLA soldiers were
t?<ken [CJ Makel1l (Bombau Sembora). Civilians buried an unknown number of RUF /A.. FRC dead 111
the bush su::rounding Gbendembu.
Dr~ ft
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On I\Ionday 20 December, ReF /AFRC forces attacked Binkolo town (the headquarter to\,\1n of
Safroko Lllnba Cluefdom\ near rvIakeni (Bombali Sebora Chiefdom) on the main road to Kabala
(\'('ara \'(!ara Yagala Chiefdom, Koinadugu District). On 21 December, RUF forces took property,
l11cluding food items, and burnt down 133 homes. Five people were shot dead in the attack.
RUF /AFRC forces established and manned checkpoints in Binkolo between 30 December 1998 and
4 January 1999.
On 23 December, RUF / /\FRC forces took control of Magburaka Town (K110lifa Rowalla
Clllefdom, Tonkolili District). Later that day RUF / AFRC forces commenced a major assault on
Makem from three direcDons The nearby towns of Binkolo (Safroko Limba Chiefdom), Karina and
KamabaJ (both Blriwara Clllefdom) to the northeast were already under RUF / AFRC control.
Gbendembu (Gbendembu Ndowahun Clllefdom) and Kamala (Sanda Loko Chiefdom) to the
northwest were both under pressure from RUF /l\FRC forces. From the south, RUF / AFRC forces
entered 130mbali distnct through lvIagburaka town (IZholifa Rowalla Chiefdom, Tonkolili District)
and contmued towards Makeni, \vhilst another RUF / AFRC force launched then attack on the town
from the north RUF / £\FRC forces also moved from Lunsar (I\1arampa Chiefdom, Port Loko
Dlstnct), attackl11g Makeni from the \vest
On 24 December at 1200 R U
FRC forces succeeding in dislodging ECOMOG forces from the
Teko BalDcks m I\Iake11l EC0I\10G forces retreated north to Kamakwie (Sella Limba Chiefdom).
Teko Barracks \vas home to the bngade headquarters of the EC0I\10G 24 th Infantry Brigade.
ECOMOG forces ran short 'of ammunition and were overpowered bv the attacking RUF / AFRC
force. During the attack, RUF/i\FRC forces l11flicted heavy casualties on ECOMOG, and managed
358
to capture the ECOMOG brigade intelligence officer and much of the brigade documentation
By
2(1 December, ECOMOG had withdrawn from Makeni.
In late December, RCF/AFRC forces Fintonia (Tambakah Chiefdom) was attacked. Many people
were abuucted some of whom were maue to carry looted goods Eleven civilians were killed and at
least one woman was sexually assaulted and forced to be a sex slave for RUF /l\FRC forces.
RUF /AFRC forces abducted over 40 people, 11 were killed 68 houses were burned down. Civilians
were forced to carry looted lterns for the RUF /APRC forces.
On 24 December 1998, SLA forces retreating from Makeni towards Koinadugu Distric~ arrived in
the \'illage of BombalJ Bana (Ivlakari Gbanu Clllefdom), 31011 west of Binkolo (Safroko Llmba
Cluefdom), to the north of rvIakeni. Bombali Bana ,vas attacked by RUF / j\FRC forces after
24 Dcccmbc:- 1C)9S In dus attack, 25 houses \vere burned down. Throughout the nigbt of 25-26
December repon heanng the mm-ement of convoys of vehicles moved towards I\'lakeni through
Binkolu on the Kabala-Makeni highway Between 30 December 1998 and 1 January 1999, convoys
of civilians carrying sacks of rice on their beads, and livestock over their shoulders, were being
escorted
armed RUF /;'\FRC forces through Binkolo towards Makeru
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.'\fter .26 December, ECOIvl0G forces retreated from the tmvn of Kamabvie (Sella Limba
Cluefdom) through the village of J(onba tmvards Kambia District, and eventually to Port Loko
Town
forkl Cluefdorn, Port Loko District). On 30 December, ReF I AFRC forces entered the
town lmmediatelv, ,vithout engagIng ECOI\10G. RUF li\FRC forces quickly set up an
adnunistration, and started recruiting young men and wornen frorn throughout Sella Limba
Clucfdom. Rl'F/i"\FRC forces also crossed Into Kamak,vie from Tambakha Chiefdom, stealing
much of the kerosene and food waitIng to be ferried across the LIttle Scarcies River to Kamal0.\~e.
Soon after arnv111g In Kamakwle, RUF /AFRC forces sought to extend their authority over the
I\longo P'c1ver north towards the border \vlth Gwnea. Also on 30 December, RUF IAFRC forces
ad\'anced uta Port Loko Town (I'vlaforki CblefdOlTl, Port Loko Distnct) and engaged ECOMOG
pos!t1ons
d:
E\'(::nts 111 1999
Througb December 1998, RUF I AFRC forces cleared ECOMOG forces from "W~thin a corridor
from KOldu
Chiefdom, Kono Distnct) througb Magburaka (Kholifa Rmvalla Cblefdom,
Tonkalili DlStric( ;1l1d i\lakem (Bombali Sebora Chiefdom), Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko
Distnct, Ivlaslaka (Ko)'a Chiefdom, Port Loko Distnct) and \Xiaterloo (Waterloo ED, \vestern l\rea)
RUF !.\FIZC forces assaulted Freetmvn between 6 and 20 January. Fol1owing an llltense battle for
the control of metropolitan Freetmvn, ECOrvl0G forces pushed RUF/AFRC forces back to
\VaterlocJ, where they remained in force until at least 25 February 1999.
At tllC beginning of 1999 the RUF/[\PRC focused on several Initiatives to consolidate their gains of
late Dtcember 1998, and corral ECOMOG 111 Port Loko District. Initially, RUP IA.PRC forces
retawed control over the arterial routes from \Xiestern Area running through Port Loko District
towJrds rvbkem (BombJli Sebora Chiefdorn). f\dditiOl1JlJy, RUF ll\FRC forces took control of the
key !unctlon town of J\iWe 91 (Yoni Chiefdom., Tonkolili District). ]n the fIrst months of 1999,
however, ECOrviOG forces pushed along the main highway from the \Vestern Area into Port Loko
Distnct, retaking I\1Jslaka (Koya Cblefdorn., Port Loko District) from RDF I APRC forces by late
i\pril, Jnd creJnng a relatively secure route between MasiJka and Port Loko TO'vvn through RoGberray (Maforki ChJefdom, Port Loko District). Maforki and B1CM Chiefdoms, and those behind
Port Loko Town (I\hforki Clucfdom)'5'J remained primarily under ECOMOG control. In April,
ECOI\IOG also moved from J\lasiJka and retook control of Mile 91.
The RL'FIJ-\J:;'RC consolidated in Lunsar (Marampa ChiefdolTl, Port Loko District) and Makem
(BombJLi Sembora), and took control of alJ the key towns in Kambla District.:l(,11 From tbis point
through to disarmament 111 .2001 and .2002, I\'lakeni was the RUFI f\FRC headc1uarter for the
southern pJrt of Bombali District. :\n Jddltional headquarter was J1so established in Kamahv1e
(Sella LImb;) Cluefdom)to oversee the eXpJnSIVe northern region of the distnct and the Mongo
Rlver crossing Jt KJbbJ Ferry. In Port Loko District, the RUF I./\FRC Lines started at Mange, which
\\'as the fll'St line of defence for their positions in wharf towns on the Great Scarcies Rlver, including
Rokupr and Kambla Town (both I\hgbem.a Chiefdom, Kambla Distrlct). Makeni was connected to
Kambla Town
a lengthy route 100p111g nonh and then west through Kamakwle and MadinJ

3(,11

k."ffu BulJom 8nd Lokom<lss<lma ChIefdoms
See f<lcrnal an8),'s15 for Kambl<l Dlstnct 111 1999 for further 111fonuatlon.
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(Tonko L1mb8 Chiefd0lTl, K8mbia District). This gave Rl'F 1AFRC forces access to the major
international border crossings with Gwnea l\t their base in Bainkoro (BIZM Chiefdom, Port Loko
District). RUF!AFRC forces controlled access to the rnain routes Sanda Magbolontor and Dibia
Chiefdoms (both 111 Port Loko District) 1nto Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom (Bombali District). To the
south. Rl'F Il\FRC forces occupIed IVIagburab Tmvn and positions on the main highway to Koidu
(Gbense ChiefdOlTl, Kono Distnct), \vhich was also under RUF 1c'\FRC controL Makeru was the
hean of rim RUF /""\FRC defens1ve operation.
At the beg111lUng of 1999,
AFP.C forces controlled Kamabal, a rnain to\;vn 111 the Biriwa
Chiefdom, to tbe north east of TvIakem There are frequent mentions of RUF 1AFRC forces forcing
res1dents to vacate to provlde lodgings for RUF 1f\FRC forces. There was also tDassive theft of
pnv8te propertl' and food during The RUF IJ'\FRC encampment. RUF 1AFRC forces were armed
wlth nHes, gremdes, cutlasses, bayonets, and RPGs and forced civilians to join them.
In January, numerous RUF/AFRC bases were established along the IvIakeru- Gwnea and MakeruFreetown lughw8Ys. One RUF IAFRC base was established in Mabaibunda (Makari Gbanti
ChIefdom) and another was established a base at Matako. i'\ camp was set up in Makoth (Makan
Gbantl cluefdom) Kamalo (Gbanti Kamaranka Chiefdom) was occupied in late December 1998
and checkpOlnts were established in the following weeks. South of Kamalo, RUF IAFRC forces
established 1'\1'0 checkpoints 111 Kamaranb (Gbanti Kamaranka Chiefdom).
By 10 J8nuary the RUl~/AFRC had all of Sanda Loko Chiefdom under its control, in addition to the
north-south road linking l\Iakeni (Bombau Sembora Chiefdonl.) \\Tith Kamak,vie. The RUF 1AFRC
command In Kamalo established a G5 conul-uttee, and announced to the town residents that It
would pU1l.1sh any of lts personnel caught inflicting vlOlence on civilians.
In earh Januarv. ReF 1AFRC forces attacked IVIateboi (Sanda Tenderen Cl-uefdom), capturing four
Clvilians and burning down houses that remained from their attack in May 1998. CDF forces
attacked
,-\FRC forces 111 Ro-Source at some pomt 111 January or February 1999 but were
unsuccessful. Over 50 CDF personnel were killed by RUF /AFRC forces and buned by clYilians in a
mass grave at Ro-Source. RUF IAFRC forces attacked Matcboi later in January, gathering 27
civilians 111 the town market and shooting them dead. f\ woman was 111jured \vith a cutlass, but did
not die and was taken to I\hkeni for medical treatment. Throughout Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom,
RUF /A-FRC force used Clvilians to assist WIth "Food Finding Missions". The RUF li\FRC set up a
civilian GS comn-uttee in NIatebOl to aSSlst \vlth the collection of contributions of 30 cups of rice and
5 li1'1-es of palm oil from every civilian 111 the tmvn. Shortly after tlus system began, those civilians
rema111mg began leaving for bush canlps to avoid mak1ll.g contributions to the RUF 1;\FRC.
In January, a group of around 20 RUF 1f\FRC members set up camp in Masiba (Gbendembu
N dowahun Chiefdom) and 111 formed the to,\'n residents that they were here to protect them from
raids by other RUF I;\FRC groups Nevertheless, RUF IAFRC forces in the to\,\7n beat civilians
regularh- One man was beaten for 24 hours continually, and then taken bv the RUF I/':,FRC town
com:mmder to the nearby bush. The RUF IAFRC commander executed the civilian with two
gunshots 111 the b8ck of l'lis he3d. I-Ie was not fully dead when the RUF ('\FRC commander ordered
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other ClYWanS to
him ;\nothe:' young boy \vas beaten severely by RUF / AFRC mernbers, who
also used a bbded weapon to inscribe "RUF" 011 his chest. BeN/een }l11uary and J\ugust, t\vo other
ciywans were treated the sarne \vay by RUF /AFRC forces 1n Masiba. In August, RUF/AFRC forces
oed up a ciY11ian 10 I\1asiba and "ttacked hirn \'lith a cutlass.
___\ bo 111.1 '\l1uarv. Rt'F /I\FRC forces set up a base and checkpoints at main entrances of the town of
Binkolo (Safroko L1mba Clllefdom). Bv then. Bornbali Bana village (Safroko LilTlba Clllefdom) was
alre:tdy expenenClng regular RUF r'\FRC food frnding 111.issions. RUF/AFRC forces att3cked the
town on 26 .l3nUJTv because of SUSpiClOns that there were CDF and Kamajor supporters among the
popubce Dunng the RUF /l\FRC :tttack, t\vo civilians were shot dead and another tortured to de3th
before bong transported on 3 wheelbarrow to the nearby village of Pamlap (Bombali Sembora
Chiefdom).
AFRC forces also burned down 25 houses
ECOl\JOC's success 10 1\'larch and April1n puslung the RUF / AFRC off the m.ain highw3Ys rn Kop
Cluefdol11 (Port Loko DlstrIct) and Yom Chiefdom (TonkoliJi DistrIct) had the effect of cutting off
a major route fa:' goods and supplies for the RCF/f\FRC operations 111 the north. The RUF / ;\FRC
sought to est8blish other sources of revenue and supply, trading and ste3ling from markets in
Ctunean border towns i\t thIs tJme in the northern duefdolTl of Tambakha, RUF /AFRC forces
were begl11ning to move to\.vards the Guinean border. RUF /l'cFRC forces attacked the chiefdom
headc}uarter town of F1l1 to 11la, on the northerly Kamak\vie-Madina Oula 3G1 (Guine3) route on 11
Janu3ry RUF/ £\FRC forces were also based seen in border villages such 3S Sanp 3nd Symbecki
(both Tambakl13 Chiefdom)) where they reguhrly sold items stolen during 3tt3Cks to intermediarIes
who would sell them 3t the \veelJy market in the Guinean border towns of Madina Oula, Sekusoria
and Lakantha. In K3mbia DistrIct, RUF / i'\FRC forces used tbe Great Scaries River to access trade
f,urs In towns Just over the Guinean borcler.V,c The Gwnean 3uthorities tightened border security
checks on traders In relation to the Guinean operations) RUF forces in KalTl3bai (Biriwa Chiefdom)
attempted to conscript civiJians.
?\1arch 1999, RUF/I\FRC forces bad effecove control over the surrounding area of Bmkolo
froho Llmba ChIefdom) and proceeded to take food from its inh3bitants In Cb3nti Kamaranb
Clucfdom, food-finding mISSIons were conducted in Kamaranb and Kambla Mapalun 111 April. l\t
a meeting tl13t occurred sometime benveen before peace negoti3tions cOITlmenced, a G 5 committee
of RUF//\FRC forces and civili311s met to discuss food contributions to the RUF /AFRC war effort.
"-\n order was passed passed reclcilllng Clvilians to contribute food to RLF / AFRC forces on a daily
basl
'fhe Rl'F commander offiClaD" ordered the beginnIng of food-finding n1.iSSlOnS around
Bm};olo 111 n1.lcldle to 13 te 1999.
Prebnllnan' dlscusslons benveen reprcsentati\'es of the RUF / j\FRC and the Go\'ernment of Sierra
Leone yielded 3 ce3sefire, whJCh entered 111to force on 24 May. FuD talks conllTlenced on 25 M3)' in
the Togolese c3pital) leading to the slgning of the Peace Agreement between the GO\'ernment of
Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone on 7 July 1999 (Lome Peace
Uf-...'HCR est;]bhsbed ;] refugee C;]!l1P 111 Maclina Oula, although Sierra Le0l1e;t11 refugees
b;td been
tbere since 1C)')7 .-\FP. 281anuary lC)C)C)
1(,c See the f:lctua) alnh'sls for Kambia 01StnCt for 1 C)C)C) for further 1l1[ormauon
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/\greement) On the same day the Lome Peace Agreement was signed, RUF I AFRC forces in Thama
Village (Gbano Kamaranka Cl11efdom) oed up, beat and executed four voung boys. Residents of the
\'illage buried then corpses 111 a mass grave 111 Thama
After tbe Lome Peace :\greeil1ent ,vas slgned, the RUF IA.FRC established a large training camp in
Gbendembu (Gbendembu Ndowahun Chiefdom), on the Guinea-Makeni road. The Gbendembu
camp replaced a camp located previously located in Kailahun District. It was set up both to bolster
the RUF IAFRC ground force in Sierra Leone, and to train forces for :1ttacks on towns in Guinea.
Man\' cl\'llians in Gbendembu ,vere forced to work 111 the training camp preparing food for trainees.
Condioons 111 the camp were harsh, and tood was scare. To ensure they did not escape, trainees
were momtored continually by RUF I}\.FRC security forces. RUF / AFRC "Food Finding Missions"
became commonplace in villages surrounding Gbendembu, and a specific group of RUF I AFRC
"Night Combatants" carried out frequent looting raids in the area overnight. This contributed to a
sense of helghtened terror amongst civilians in and around the town.
In August 1999, "Operation Pav Yourself' began in Magbem.a. TIm was an ongol11g RUF/AFRC
slogan targeting towns and villages with a looting spree, the stolen property from which served as
pay for tbe forces. Tl11s operation lasted for 72 hours. If any CIvilians refused to provide
RUF/AFEC forces \vith food or with wbatever goods they sought, they were either beaten or killed.
Also 111 .\ugust, RUF IAFRC established "GS" civilian-military liaison comnuttees throughout
Safroko LImb;) Chiefdom. Like in other places, tbe G 5 committee ,vas tasked with administering the
collection of daily contribuoons of foodstuff from the civilian population to the RUF I AFRC.
Shortly after lts establishrnent, RUF I AFRC forces were ordered to search the bush surrounding
settlement to collect food for tbemselves.
In the southern headquarter tension was beginning to exhibit itself between RUF and AFRC
commanders and ranks 111 1\lakeni (Bombali Sembora). In August, a senior RUF commander was
captured and deta111ed In Port Loko District by an A.FRC splinter called the \V'est Side Boys.3(') The
\\!est Side Bovs, based 111 the Okra I-lill f\rea of lower IVlaforki Chiefdom and Koya Chiefdom in
Port Loko Distnct eventually released the semor RUF commander, who commandeered a number
of "eludes In Lunsar (Port Loko District) and Ivlagbema and returned to 1v1akeni. In August 1999,
in Makeni's Independence Sc.]\Jare, one of the RUF commanders shot an AFRC commander at point
blank range, killing lum ll11111ediatcly. RUF and A,FRC members fought for control of Makel-D.
Followl11g tl11S battle, the r\FRC forces left I\lakeni and moved into Lunsar (Marampa Cl-Defd om,
Port Loko DIstrict) led by a different cornmander3(,~ During then withdraw:11 from Makeni, J\FRC
forces abducted ci\'ihans en route to Lunsm to carn' wounded AF~'RC personnel.
On 22 October, the Umted Nations Securlty Council authonsed the deployment of a 6,OOO-strong
peacekeep111g n11SS10n to Sierr:1 Leone, to replace the previous observer n-Dssion and asslst with the
1l11plel11ent:1tion of the Lome Peace f\greement. 3(,5 The United Nations I\'lisslon 111 Sierra Leone
See factual
for Port Loko Dlstnct for further information.
Tlus 111[01111aoon wuJ H'guirc further clanflcatiol1, Since it lS also mentioned 111 tbe factual analySiS for Tonkolili
District
%5 UN SecurltY Councu Resoluool1 1270 (1 (99)
.
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(U1'\Af\ISIL) cornmenced deplovment wlth the arrival of advance teams on 29 and 30 November;3G('
4,500 L~j\I\lSIL were troops were present in Sierra Leone by 10 January 2000. 367
e)
Events in ')000
On 5 January, a connngent of 450 Kenyan UN£,\MSIL peacekeepers and military observers
(I\flLOBS) tned to enter Makeni (Bombali Sebora Chiefdorn) but was denied entry by RUF / AFRC
forces on the grounds that
had not been authorised by the RCF /i\FRC high command to
deplov 111 the town Bv GJ anuarv. compall1es of Kenyan UNl\.MSIL peacekeepers had set up camp
111 Makem In January 2000, RUF / j\FRC forces in Binkolo (Safroko Limba Chiefdorn) stoned a
civilian to death after accusing him of killing an RUF / AFRC member. The civilian's body was left
unburied and dragged along the road to the nearby village of Ivlongoreh (Safroko Limba).
In February or March 2000. cliamonds were found in Kambia Makuhun (Gbanti Kamaranka
Chiefdom) by residents of the village "'''' member of RUF / f\FRC senior command oversaw the
mining operaoon. m \vhJCh abducted cl\·ilians were forced to work as rmners. Those accused of
stealing were g1\'en 200 lashes. \\7ithin the month, RUF / AFRC forces moved frorn Kamabvie (Sella
Llmba Chlefdom) and Makeni to reinforce Kamaranka (Gbanti Kamaranka Chiefdom), a village at
the intersection of a route that leads to I<-ambia Makuhun and the Gbundema- Kamak"Wie highway
On 24 February, the RUF/;\FRC conunander in Karnabvie captured the Paramount Chief of
Gbantl Kamaranka Chiefdorn and released him after NJO weeks when each household in the
cluefdum had contributed 5,000 Leones tu the Rl;F / AFRC Other RUF / j\FRC forces entered
Kamaranka, and held a town meeting to announce that they planned to use AKA7 machineguns to
chase a clucken belongmg to a local lady. A young boys was shot in the leg dw:ing the chase Later in
year 111 Kamaranka, three RUF / AFRC members raped a women 111 the Kamaranka Police Station.
On 2 or 3 May, the Kenyan conongcnt of UNi\MSIL stationed in Makeni came under attack from
RUj=I\FRC POSIQons in the town. A number of British UN Military Observers were also deployed
with the Kenvans /\n RUF bng8dicr entered the Kenyan base, assaulted a Bangladeshi Major and
with a group of other RUF forces abducted an unknown number of Kenyan peacekeepers One
Kenyan peacekeeper W8S shot de8d at point blank range by an RUF /AFRC member. l\s the RUF
brigaclier tned to take a Ken)'an officer, gunfire broke out between the t'vvo groupS%H RUF / AFRC
forces 111 Ivlakeni celebrated the attack on the peacekeepers. On 5 I\l18y 2000, 208 members of
UNAI\lSIL's Zambian continc:ent were disarmed and captured en route to Makeni bv RUF /AFRC
forces based 111 Foredugu (Buya Romende Cluefdorn, Port Loko Distnct). RUF forces returned to
Foredugu and Ivlakeni with vehicles, comnmnication sets, \veapons and uniforms confiscated from
the peacekeepers The RUF / !\FRC lugh command 111 Makeni encircled the Zambians partly to delay
then advance so other RUF / !\FRC forces could prevent a UNAMSIL helicopter from reaching the
Kenyan conungent in Makeni. The Zambian captives \vere taken from Makeni to Kailahun
DistnctV,~ Ken~'an CNAMSIL broke out of Makeni on or around 11 May, and headed to UN
outposts 111 I\lagburaka (Kholifa RO\V811a Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) and to Kabala (\Vara Wara
L

,

EEC, 2CJ November 1!)CJCJ
v;; IRIN \\'est ~\fnc;\. ] 1 JanU;\I) 1CJCJCJ
\(,~ EBC Online
11 i\by 2000 (1314 G:\1T1414 UK).
See tbe f;\ctlwDl' ;\n;\1\'SI5 for Kailahun District in 2000 for further information
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Yagala ClmfdolTl, KOlnadugu Distnct), \vhich was held by the "loyal" SL--\. Kenyan UNAMSIL
soldiers \Vere attacked by Rl'F / j\FRC snipers in Panlap, a village on the highway to Kabala. On or
around 12 I\lav, UK forces mrlifted four UN MILOBs froin Magburaka follmving their escape from
},hkelll
The Rl'F/,'\FRC had captured around 500 UNj\MSIL peacekeeper since the beginning of May,
prompting a cnSlS for the peacekeeping mlssion. On 8 May, the UK military commenced
"Oper8tion Palliser", deplonng to S1err8 Leone the HAtS Ocean and other vessels with around 800
soldiers from the Parachute Reg11l1ent. '71 UK forces secured the Freetown area and cOlTunenced retrmnll1g the SL-\ in June. m Between 8 and 14 May, RUF / AFRC forces unsuccessfully tried to
occup\, Maslaka (Koya Chiefdonl, Port Loko District) in a bid to move into the \'\'/estern Area.
Other towns 111 Port Loko Distnct including Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom, Port Loko
Dlstnct; and Lunsar (Marampa Cluefdom, Port Loko District) also came under attack from
RUF /AFRC forces
By 28 May, follO\cvl11g the series of events outlined below, UNAMSIL
announced that vlrtuallv all the peacekeepers had been released by the RUF. In June RUF / AFRC
and SL\ forces fought for control of Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko District), a key to\.\1n
111 the RUFj}\FRC's defensive arc around Makeni. RUF /AFRC secured the town by 21 June.
Between :tv!ay and July 2000, helicopter gunships began flying over the Makeni and towns along the
main highway nearby Makeni, such as Binkolo (Safroko Limba Chiefdom) and Masungbo (Makari
CbanD Chiefdom). In early 1\lav, a gunslllp attacked Binkolo, destroYl11g two civilian residences. On
see111g the gunslll]J RUF / AFRC forces would run frorn their positions and seek cover in the
surrounding bush. On 9 May, the gunship attacked RUF /f,PRC positions on the Masungbo-Makeni
hlgl1\.\'ay. On 29 May, a helicopter gunslllp dJ'opped leaflets'74 over Makeni. RUF / AFRC forces 111
Makel11 Lorry Park attacked the helicopter. Five clVilians were killed in the engagement, although it
IS not possible to say which side was responsible. The explosions could be heard in Binkolo, some
10 km from lvlakeni. On 7 July, a gunslup flew over Binkolo, hovered and then left On 29 July, the
gunslup returned to Makeni, and attacked RUF / j\FRC pOSItiOns killing at least one civilian and
damagmg three houses Sm1.1Jar attacks by gunsl1.1p were made in Kambia District, becon1.1ng more
mtense after 26 Mav 2000 Gunsl1.1p attacks are also noted around tl1.1s time in Port Loko Town
(l\-laforkl Clucfdom, Port Loko Distnct).
Between j-\ugust and October, RUF /AFRC commanders requested vouths in Kamaranka (Gbanti
Kamaranka Crl1efdom) and Bombali Bam (Safroko Limba Cl1.1efdom) to be trained at the
RUF /I\FRC camp in Gbendembu By this time, nearly two battalions of RUF /AFRC combatants
had been tramed at Gbendembu and deployed on mlssions 111 Guinea.

BBC OnlLne Ne,vs, 12 i\lay 2000 (1537 Gl\JT 1637 UK).
On 24 ;-"lay, solchers frorn the 42 Commando Rovall\larines replaced the paratroopers
1'2 See the factual analys1s for the \Vestern _-'erea in 2000 for further JnfoJ111ation.
i i i See the bctual analYSIS for Pan Loko D1snct 1n 2000 for further 111 formation
Leaflets dropped from Government of S1erra Leone helicopter gunsl1Jps in Kambia Slated that theH next sortie
would not be wlth Jeaflets, but Gatling macl1J11e guns, :i7mm rockets, 23mm guns and 3CJmm grenades.
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In the morlllng of 3 September 2000, RUF/l"FRC forces attacked the Guinean town of [vhdina
Oula The RUF /"\FRC had' been concentrating forces in Fintorua (Tambakha Chiefdom) in the
weeks before the attack, and conscnption \'lith T ambakha Chiefd01Tl had greatlv increased.
RUF /AFRC forces attacked GWllean forces there but were forced to \vithdraw after three days
when Gwnean forces were reinforced. On thelt return to Fintonia on or around 7 September,
RUF //\FRC forces held a town rneeting and accused the civilian residents of providing information
to the GWllean forces. """"s punishment, RUF /I\FRC force burned dO\,vn 15 houses 1n the town.
Shortly after tbe attack on Ivladina Oula (Gwnea), RUF / I\FRC forces moved from Kambia District
and attacked the Gwnean border town of Pamelap.m
In response to RUF /AFRC encroachn,ents, Guinea forces adopted a "Hot Pursuit" policy, in wbich
RTJF bases inside Sierra Leone along the Guinean-Sierra Leonean border were attacked in addition
to tbe pursLUt of RUF /c-\FRC forces inside Guinea. Guinean armed forces also moved their security
checks three rniles ins1de the terntory of Sierra Leone. The RUF /c'\FRC unit based in Sanya
(Tambakha Chiefdom) came under pressure from the new Guinean security policy and moved their
base to a locauon nearby Sekusona (Tambakha Clllefdom) , a tuwn on tbe border \\'lth Guinea. In
Oerober, RUr/c\FRC forces attacked Sekusona but Guinean forces learned of these plans in
advance and reJt1forcements arnved 111 the town m advance of the attack. In tbe weeks follow1l1g the
attack on I\laclina Oula, Guinean Forces attacked Tukukuray. The villages of Sanya and Somatha1
were attacked as weil by Guinean forces and Y1gilanties. On 10 October, RUF /AFRC forces from
Kambla Distnct agaJt1 attacked the GUInean town of Pamelap.
In late September, RUF /AFRC forces raided Thama (Gbanti Kamaranka ChIefdom) and went
house-lo-house looking for valuable ltems. Seventeen civilians were abducted and forced to carry the
stolen ltems to I\l:1kelll, a journey of over 40 miles.

n
Events 111 2001
On 3 January, the RUF 11lgh con,mand met with the UNAMSIL force commander in Magburaka. m
In Januan, the RUFh\FRC agreed wah UNAI\lSIL to open the stretch of highway connecting
Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko Distrcit) and Foredugu (Bup Romende Chiefdom, Port
Loko District) to Ivlakeni Town On 31 Januarv and 13 February, the UNAMSIL Core Contact
GlOup met with the RUF / .:\FRC command In 1v1akeni Town. f, t the latter meeting the RUF /i\FRC
returned 56 weapons, some communications equipment, and lllne vehicles seized from UNAMSIL
s1l1ce deplovment~77 On 16 February, a Bangladeshi UNi\MSIL unit conducted a long-range patrol
to IVlakeru from I\We 91 (\' 011l Clllefdom, Tonkolili District), pass1ng through 16 R-UF /I\FRC
checkpOlnt en route. The patrol met with the RUF bngadier in Makclll. m Patrols continued
throughout February, also moving from Ro-Gberray (Maforki Chiefdom, Port Loko District)
through Lunsar (I\1arampa Ch1efdom, Port Loko District) to Makeni. On 14 March, around 240
l\lgenan U:r,L\I\1SIL soldier commenced deployment to Lunsar,m increas1l1g to 776 by 23 March
See the f~ctu~l analys1s for K~Jl1b1a Dlstnct 111 2000 for further information.
U2"L-\i\lS1L Press 13neEng, 3.1 anuary 2001
in UN.-\:\lSIL Press Bneflng, 13 February 2001
UN,-\:\lSIL Press Bnc[1l1g, 16 February 2001
m UN"-\i\lSIL Press Release, 14 1\larch 20Cil and IRIN\V,-\, 16 March 2001
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2001 1HiI On 17 April, ",iJgerian UNAMSIL soldiers moved from Lunsar and conunenced
deployment to l\1aketU"1Hl On 25 1\1ay, RUF / AFRC forces released 591 child combatants to
UNi\MSIL 111 Makeru.'oc

On 24 September, disarmament commenced 1rJ Bombali District. UNJ-\MSIL established reception
centres 111 Batkanu (Libeisaygahun Chiefdorn), Makeni (Bombali Sebora Cluefdom)3H3 and in
Kamakwle (SeUa L1mba Chiefdom! in late October.3H~ On 15 November, 150 Sierra Leone Police
deployed to Ivlakem'oo
\

,

~

1

3.

Conclusion
TO BE DR.:\FTED ON COMPLETION OF j\NALYSIS FOR THE NORTHERN
PROVINCE'"

*,

b.

Kambia District

1.
Introduction
Kambia District is located in the north-\vest of Sierra Leone. The Republic of Guinea runs along the
entire northern boundary of Kambia District, with the i\ tlantic Ocean lying to the west. Port Loko
District 1S to the south of Kambia District and Bombali District is found to the east.
There are seven chiefdoms 111 Kambia District:

Chiefdom
Bramala
Gbinleh DIxon
Samu
Magbema
Mambolo
IVlasungbala
Tonko LIma

Headquarter Town
Kukuna
Tawava
}(ychom
Kambia (District Headquarter)
Iv1a'mbolo
Ka\\luha
1\fadina

The bulk of Kanlbia District is situated between the Little Scarcies River and The Great Scarcies
Iuver. The Great Scarcies Iuver'Hr. initiaUy fonTls the border between Sierra Leone and the Republic
of Guinea before running south through Kambia District into the J\tlantic Ocean ne,ar Kassirie
(Sarnu Chiefdom). G binleh Dixon and Samu Chiefdoms are located on the north bank of the Great
Scarnes Iuver, forrmng the boundaries with IVlagbema, MamboJo and Brarnaia Chiefdoms. Traders
from G wnea and Slerra Leone transport goods to Freetown along the Great Scarcies Nver, passing
UNAi\lSIL Press Bnefing, 23 i\larcb 2001
UN.\i\ISIL Press Bnef1l1g, 17 ."prj] 2001.
1H: Ul'.L-\SI\IIL Press Bnefl11g, 29 i\lay 2001
1K1 U~.-\\ISIL Press Bneflng, 2S September 20(11
1K~ OCl1.\, Slerr;] Leone I-Iuma1l1tanan Siruauon Report 16 Oct - OS Nov 2001
w. Ul\.\i\ISIL Press I3ncfU1g, 16 November 2001.
w. CaUed the Kolente l'Uver 111 GUl11ea
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through the wharf towns of Rosinor (Samu Chiefdom), Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom), Mambolo
(I\Iambolo Clllefdom) and Kassine (Samu Cl11efdom). The Great Scarcies also passes nearby the
cbtnet beadcjuarter town of Kambia (I\lagbema Cbiefdoni).
There are four key land routes 111 Kambia District. The first runs north from Port Loko Town
(IVIaforb Chiefdom, Port Loko District) through Mange (BIQ,1 Chiefdom, Port Loko District) to
Kambia Town (IVIagbema Chiefdom), where it continues north across the Great Scarcies River to
tbe' GU111ean border at Pamelap (Gbinleh Dixon Cl11efdom). From there, the highway leads to
Conak.n, the capItal city of Gwnea. This route passes over a long road bridge at Mange, \vl11ch was
held by the RUF /AFRC for most of the penod spanning August 1997 to )\1arch 2001. The second
1mportant route runs from Sanda M8gbolontor Clllefdom (Port Loko District) into Barmol
(M8sungbala Chiefdom) and then directly to Kambia Town. This route can also be used to by-pass
the road bridge at Mange and rejoin the Mange-Karnbia highway at Sendugu Junction, just south of
Kambia Town The third route runs from Madina (Tonko Limba Chiefdom) to Kamakv.rie (Sella
Limb8 Chiefdom, Bombali District). This route allows rnovement between the large town of Makem
(Bombali Sebor8 Clllefdom, Bomb8li District) and locations in Karnbia District. The final key land
route also runs from IvIaruna (Tonko Limba Chiefdom) through Kukuna (Bramaia Cl11efdom)
northwards to the Guinean border.
Between 1991 and 1995, KarTlbia District was not rurectly affected bv the conflict. j\t the end of
January 1995, the RUF extended tbClr operations northwards into Kambia District from Port Loko
District The RUF rud not attempt to hold any territory in Kambia District in 1995, but attacked the
rustrict beadquarter town of Karnbia (Magbema Chiefdom), killing 20 people. The force ,vas heavily
armed, carrying f\K-47 machine guns, RPGs, small arms and grenades, as well as an array of bladed
weapons; there would be little change in th1S configuration throughout the conflict. RUF forces
abducted 8 large number of children and other CJvilians and also kidnapped seven Italian nuns to
draw 111ternaoonal attentlon to the RUF movement. The attack on Kambia Town was viewed as a
demo11Straoun of the ability of the RUF to strike throughout Sierra Leone. The inadequate response
and poor clrsCJpline of the SL'\ kd to a sharp detenoraoon in c1vil-m.ilitary relations 111 Kambia
Distrlct.
RUF forces returned to Kambi8 District in February 1996, concentrating on securing land and river
routes between northern Bombali District and Kambia District Shortly before the Parliamentary
ctnd Presidential electlons on 26 February] 996, ReF forces staged a nutnber of attacks on towns 111
the Distnct, killlng CJvilians and stealing civilian property IZlJF forces 8ttacked two key points on the
road linkl11g KamakwJe (Sella LilTlba Chiefdom, Bombali District) and Maruna (Tonko Limba
Cluefdom). The town of Kukuna (Bramaia ChJefdom), just north of Madina on the road to Gwnea,
was also attacked. In adrution, they attacked a wharf town and crossing on the Little Scarcies River
near K8bbah Ferry (Sella Limba Cluefd0111, Bombalr District), enabling seaward nver access to
Sanda M;lgbolontor and BI~l\.f Chiefdoms 1n Port Loko District and Mambolo and Magbema
Ch1efdoms 111 Kmnbia Dlstrict RUF/f\FRC forces also attacked Rokupr (l\1agbema Chiefdom), a
large wharf town and economic centre on the Great Scarcies River. From )\1ay until November,
Gmnean forces mcwe.d into Sierra Leone and established a base at lvIaruna (Tonko L1mba
Cluefdom). In cooperation \\lth local guides, Gwnean forces patrolled the roads around the border
Dr;lft Conflict 1\hpping Report
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WHh GWllca to prevent RUF infiltration. The Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF leadership
slgned the .'\bid)an Peace Accord on 30 November 1996. The resulcing ceasefire held fum in
Kambi;.1 Dlstrict until 1vlav 1997.
In 1\13y 199- the RUF resumed hostil1t1es, moving fron1 Bornbali Distnct to attack Madina (Bramala
Cluefdom:, stealJ11g property from the tmvn's Cltholic Mission. On 25 May 1997, elements of the
SLf', staged a successful coup and formed the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (i\FRC); soon
after, the ~c\FRC leadership J0111ed with the RUF The RUF /l".FRC immediately established a brigade
headquarter for Kambia Distnct in the village of Yibaya (Tonka Limba Chiefdom). i\.s the year
progressed, the RUF / i\FRC moved into Machna (Tonka Limba Chiefdom) and established a
tra111lng camp at Kamba (I\1agbema Chiefdom). j\t this tirne, there was an escalation in the
nustreatmem of crviJians. During attacks on v'"illages, murder, rape and abduction were
commonplace Many cn'"ilians were forced to carll' stolen property. News of lugh prome and brutal
killings spread through the Distnct, prompting n1any cn'"ilians to cooperate with the RUF / i\FRC
and take on roles as porters or adm.l11istrators 111 order to protect thernsclves from tbe consequences
of nonccooperanon.
Follow111g the EC01\10G intervention in Freetown in February 1998, RUF /A.. FRC forces again
attacked Kambia and Rokupr (both Magbema Chiefdom). During the attacks, they looted
extenslvcl\" as well as killing and abducting ciyilians. The RUF /i\.FRC bngade headquarters
ren12ined ll1 I\1adina (Tonka Lim.ba Chiefdom) and a series of intense ralds were staged on nearby
towns and yillages across September and October 1998. 1\ number of ciyilians were killed and
mutilated 111 barbanc ways by RUF /i\FRC forces; others had one or more limbs amputated by
RUF /,'\FRC members. Guinean forces strengthened their deployment on the border with Sierra
Leone and commenced artillery bombardment of suspected RUF /j\FRC bases. RUF / j\FRC forces
occupled another pOlnt on the Great Scarcies rzjver and, 1n addition to taxing road and river traders,
began imposrng a high weelJy tax on the houses 111 RUF / i\FRC occupied areas. The Great Scarcies
luver took on ll1creasing logistical lmp0rtance to the RUF /i\FRC; sInce CDF and ECOMOG
forces fortified Port Loko DistncL control of points of the river allowed RUF / AFRC forces to
generate significant revenue by taxing traders. In addition, it allowed supplies to be transported to
other RUF (c\FRC bases inland. [\ t this time, a series of hard punishments were administered by the
RUF/.AFRC conl.mand to RUF /[\FRC members that were caught committing vlolent acts against
cl\'ilians. However, the effectiveness of these disClplinary measures is overshadowed by a pattern of
escalaung vlO]ence towards agarnst the civllian population. Cruel and hlgb profJJe punishment of
cinlians and RUF /AFRC members crc~\ted an atmosphere of terror that was reinforced by tbe hunt
for "rebel collaborators" 11l the aftermath of successful Gmnean attacks on various villages.
In February and J\Jarch 1999, after the RUF/f\FRC had failed in its bid to capture Freetown,
RUF / J\FRC forces occupied tmvns across KalTlbia District, including K.ambia Town and Rokupr
(both Magbema Chiefdom) Gmnean forces in Kambia Town retreated to positions outside the
town and engaged RUF / .r\FRC forces throughout Marcb for full control oyer the town. Gwnean
artillery 1nflicted huge damage on Clvilian residences 111 the to\\'n The wharf town of Mambolo
(I\lambolo Chlefdom) and Kukuna (Bramala Cll.lefdom) were also both occupled
Uncbaractenstically, RUF / i\FRC forces entered Rokupr and Mambolo 'Arithout firing a shot,
Dnft Conflict iVlappl11g Report
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wearing wllite strips of cloth oed around their heads. \"X'hile civilians welcomed their aniyal, the
peace did not last long, as Rl'F/f\FRC forces began taxing the civilian population and abducting
voung men to )01n their rnoyement The RUF/AFRC now had full control over all the m.ain wharfs
on the Great ScarCles R1"ver and began appolnting civilian chaupersons and secretaries to adrninister
an extenS1W' s\"stem of collecting house taxation and food "contributions" from the civilian
populanon. The consolidation of control over Karnbia District was part of a general RUF j AFRC
to secure Makelli and encircle Port Loko Town. Bases In Port Loko District at Lunsar
(I\Iaralnpa Cluefdom) and Balnkoro (BKl\1 Chiefdom) complimented the RUF jAFRC hold over the
I\Iange Bridge, rendenng the main northern route to I\1akem and inland unusable. In mid 1999, the
RUF /~\FRC extended acti,·ity to I<-asmie (Samu Chiefdom) and began moving into Guinea by night
to rob traders Gwnean forces started the artillery bombardm.ent of upstream traffic on the Great
ScarCles 1\.1ver, resulting ln many umdentified corpses floating past the downstTeam wharfs. Guinean
forces also surted USlng long-range patrols and helicopter gunslups to secure the border area.
In 2000. the RUF/A.FRC moved theu brigade headquarters to Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom). In
/\priJ, UNA.IvlSIL commenced long-range patrols lnto Kambia District. RUF j AFRC forces
d.isarmed a company of Nigerian UNi\MSIL peacekeepers in May 2000, releasing them after a fe-w
days. Guinean forces 111tensified their bombardment of towns where RUF jAFRC forces were
stationed. resulting 111 many Clvilian deaths. RUFji\FRC forces took up positions on the Guinean
border and late In the year attacked to"wns inslde Guinean terntorv. The Guinean bombardment
cononued lnto 20Ci1 In the flrst months of 2001, the RUF j AFRC opened up the lligl1\vay between
the towns of Port Loko and Kambla, alJmvll1g UNAII1SIL to patrol parts of the District In May,
RUF / i\FRC forces commenced wsanTlament In Karnbia Distnct at UNAMSIL-run centres in
Mad.ina (Tonka Llmba Chiefdorn) and Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom). The SLA also returned to the
Dlstnct 1n )VI::lY and by ,\ ugust 2001, d.isarmament ,vas complete across the District.

/

Factual Analysis

a'i
E,-el1ts in 1995
From the Kaltkant Hills (Mala] l\lara Chiefdom, Tonkolili District), RUF forces pushed into Port
Loko Distnct during the first three ,veeks of January 1995, focussing on the road network linking
the towns of Luns::lr (I\'lar::lmp::l Chiefdom, Port Loko Distnct), Foredugu and Kamasundo (both
Buya Romende Cluefdom, Port Loko District). RUF forces then moved into Sanda Magbolontor
Clliefdom (Port Loko Distnct), wllicb borders Kambia District, where tbey attacked villages on the
marn road through thc cluefdom and also attacked Gbinti (Dibia Chlefdom, Port Loko District)
before monng 1l1tO Kambia Distnct. Despite the deployment of SLA forces in the District
headquarter town of Karnbia nVlagbcma Cluefdorn\ RUF forces entered Kambla Distnct on 23
1K7
January 1995, ad"ancll1g towards BanrlOi (Masun~bala Clliefdom), 1() miles from Kambia Town
near the border w1th Port Loko DistrJct.
.At dawn on 25 January 1995, RUF forces attacked Kambia Tmvl1 (Magbcma Clliefdom). The attack
came from the d.irectlon of Kolenten Secondary School and lasted for ::lround four hours. The RUF
forces did not face am- rcslstance fronl SLi\ forces stationed in the town and killed about 20 civilians

Gbamoye
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and a policeman. Around 300 CIvilians were rounded-up at the Long Cornmumcation Pole part of
town and screened by RUF forces. Since they were unable to control 300 people, the majority were
released, with 70 civilians remaimng 1Il RUF custody. Three young boys who escaped abduction
were caught bv RUF forces in Sanda Magbolontor ChiefdolTl (Port Loko District) and publicly
tortured to death. Dunng the attack, RUF forces entered the hospital compound and abducted
around 50 schooJchiJdren 3KK and seven expatriate nuns from the Rome-based order of the Xaverian
IVIissionary Society of Mary, who were operating a dispensary. RUF forces paraded the nuns and
around 100 other cn'ilian residents around the to\vn for three hours before moving south to an
unknown desrrnation, possibly Gbinti (Dibia Chiefdom, Port Loko Distnct).lH~
Around five hours after the attack, two truckloads of SL\ forces arrived in Kambia Town. The UN
High CommlS510ner for Refugees (U~I-lCR) stated that over 24,000 clYilians had fled 1nto Guinea
immediately after the 25 January ReF attack on Kambia To\.Vn.l~1} In the wake of the attack, both
local youths and the SLl\ stole CIvilian property.
On 31 Ianuary 1995, the RUF leader recJuested the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) to act as an 1ntermediary between the RUF and the NPRC concenung the release of the
seven nuns
On 13 Februarv, the RUF leader !Tude a number of demands on the Italian
Ambassador to Slerra Leone for the release of the nullS, namely the prO\'ision of medicine, a satellite
phone and a generator. l'J: RUF forces finally released the nuns onto the Lunsar-Makem highway on
21 lIhrch 1995, their deiTlands rema1l1.ing unmet. 393
Kambia Distnct was c]wet for the remainder of 1995, although rumours about new RUF attacks
perSIsted tlu'oughout the Distnct. The RUF moved into the \);:estern Area by l\pril 1995 and
attacked Port Loko Town (IvIaforkl Cluefdom, Port Loko District) 1n June 1995.
bi
Events in 1996
January and February 1996 were extremely tense politicalJy, with ongoing disagreements between the
NPRC, the SL!\ and the RUF concerning the elections scheduled for 26 February. In mid-January,
the NPRC leader was overthrO\vn bv Ius deputy and fled to Guinea. Throughout this time, the RUf
concentrated on secunng land and nver routes between northern Bornbali District and Kambia
Distnct.
RUI::; forces attacked two ke\' pOlnts on the road linklng Kamakvv'ie (Sella L1mba
Cluefdam, Bombali DIstrict) and the headguarter town of Madina (Tonka Limba Chiefdom).
Second, RFF forces attacked
\vharfs on the Llttle Scarcies River ncar Kabbah Ferry (Sella Limba
Chiefdom, BombalJ District),
alJo'xing seaward nver access to Sanda Magbolontor and BKM
Chiefdoms 111 Purt Loko Distnct and Ma111b010 and Magbema Chlefdoms in Kan1.bia District,

3HS ,\FP, :27 February 199] reports that parents of around 50 children abducted by tbe RUF on 25 January 1995
appealed to 111tcrnation:1! agcnCles for aSSIstance 111 securll1g then release.
1H~ ,\11 details of kJdo:1p from ,\FP, 2(, Jal1U:11")' 1995
1')1i Facts on Fi.le \\'orld ~ ews Dlges t, :23 F ebma~\' 19% quotlng U~H CR 31 January 1996
lli; ,"FP, 31 Janual\' 19CJ5
,1'): ,-\FP, 13 Febman' 1995.
1')' Xinhua, :21 :\larch 1CJ9] and _"FP, :22 :\Iarcb 199]
1')' See factual anah'sls Bombali DIstrict In 1CJ96 for further l11fonnatlCJn
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RUF /AFRC forces also attacked Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom), a large wharf town and econOlnjc
centre on the Great Scarcies River.
On 31]anuary 1996, staff of the Catholic J'vIisslOn in Madina (Tonko Limba Chiefdom) intercepted a
radio message that RCF forces were planfl1ng to attack Maclina the follCJ\ving day at 08.00. The
PaLlmount Cluef was contacted In11Tlediateh, and a to'vvn meeting was held at the Court Barne 111
I\hdina On 1 February 1996, RUF forces entered Kambia District using the route from Kamah\vie
(Sella L1111ba ChJ efd 0111, Bombali Distnct) that runs up the centre of the District. The RUF forces
attacked Ivladina Town between 06.00 and 08.00, meeting no resistance. Seventeen houses were
burnt down, one man ,vas killed and two other men were forced to carrv items the RUF forces stole
during the assault on the township. After the attack, the RUF forces returned to the Kamahw'1e area,
possibly to thelr camp at Masonkorie (Sanda Loko Chiefdom, Bombali District) for a meeting with
another RUF group that in the meannrne had attacked Kukuna (Bramala Chiefdom)
In the morning of 20 Februarv 1996 an RUF force numbering around 300 targeted Rokupr
(l\lagbema Cluefdom), using Makatic Section as entry point to the town. Rokupr, which is divided
111to the town proper and the large, econOlnjcally important Rice Research Station, is less than 13
miles due south of the Dlstnct headquarter town of Kambia (Magbema Chiefdom). As with the
attack on Kambia, SL,,\ forces were inadecluate]y equipped and numbered too fe,v to resist the RUF
offenslvc'. DUrIng the attack, RUF forces kilJed a popular Islamic denc who had identified one of
the l\ UF members. An unknmvn number of people were abducted but released the same day. RUF
members looted around 250 houses, burnt down eight houses and stole rice; the Rice Research
Station was also se,'erelv looted.
On 23 February 1996, peace talks berween the RUF and the NPRC leadership commenced in
A.bidJan, the commerCIal and administrative centre of Cote d'Ivoire. Between 23 and 26 February
1996, RUF forces atracked Kamakwle (Sanda Loko Chiefdom, Bombali District), at the eastern end
of the road axis from Maclina and Kukuna. On 25 February, RlJF forces attacked Kukuna (Bramaia
Ci1Jefdom). During the attack, the RCF forces burnt down between 30 and 50 houses and looted
extensl\'c!Y The brother of a prominent politician was shot dead by R UF forces and an old woman
and a b<lbv were burnt to death In one of the houses. From Kukuna, Rl:F forces went to Makindota
(Tonko Limba CI1Jefdom), moving to their base <It Ro-Source (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom, Bombali
Distnct) on 28 F
1996
Three months later, 111 J\lay 1996, CUl11ean forces set up a base 111 lvladina (Magbema" Chiefdom),
where they stayed for about' six months, working together with a locall,' mobilised civil defence,m as
RUF forces began moving towtnds the northern part of the District along the Guinean border.
Dunng tl1JS penod, CUlllean forces patrolled all around the Maclina - Kukuna route
The Covernment of Siena Leone and the RUF leadership signed the j\bidJan Peace A.ccord on
30 l\iovember 1996. Tlus proVIded for the immediate and total cessation of hostilities. 1%

1%

The afflllation of these CIvil defence people, if anv, IS unknown.
See factual analYsis for the \\'estern ~-\rca 111 1996 for further information.
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ci
Events 111 1C)C)7
A small RLF force agmn attacked I\1achna on 18 May 1997 L~sing a red Tovota [-Ii-Lux stolen in the
ruor attack on IvIadina, they took mechClne, clothes, generators and furniture from the Catholic
IVl!sslon The stolen property \vas taken to the main road leading to Kamak,vie (Sella Limba
Cluefdol1;, Bombali District) and then to the Ro-Source base (Sanda Tendaren Cluefdom, Bombali
Dlstnct), RUF forces attacked Kukuna (Brarnaia Chiefdom) on the same day,
On 25 I\fav 1997, elements of tbe SL~\ staged a successful coup and formed the f\rmed Forces
RevoluDonary Council (!\FRC); soon after, theAFRC leadership Joined with tbe RUF Shortly after
tbe coup, R U F forces based m Ro-Source (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom, Bombali District) moved on
to Tonko Llmba Cluefdom to establish a base in '{ibaya,m a village in the centre of the chiefdom
less th::111 10 miles from the interl18tional border with the Republic of GUlnea, The RUF established
another base south of Yibava at Bainkoro (Bl(J'y1 Chiefdom, Port Loko District), Yibaya was the first
seat of the Joint RUF / AFRC command 111 Kambia Distnct There were few attacks on civilians in
the area surrounchng Yibava, primarily for fear for provoking Guinean forces to return to I\1adina,
Yibava would be the launch point [or attacks on the rna111 towns in Kambia District
Shortly before the sif,TJling of the COnakl"y Peace Plan on 23 October 1997, around 500 RUF /A..FRC
membel"s under the command of a senior member of the RUF /AFRC lcadersllip carried out
"Operanon
111 Madina" (Tonka Llmba Chiefdom). A young man was appointed by the
RUF / AFRC as Town Chief. and was put in control of revenue-generating activities. This led to a
general escalation of ill-treatlTJent of the Clvilian population by the RUF / j\FRC forces in the villages
surroundl11g Madina. R U F / i"cFR C forces stole cNilian property, beat CJvibans, raped women and
forced young and strong rnen to carry stolen lterns. The RUF /1'..FRC forces established a "Combat
Camp" llJ Kamba (Masungbala Chiefdom), where many important commanders came to deploy
then forces all over Karnbia Distnct. RlJF/AFRC forces also established a checkpoint four nliles
south of I\bdina at Nuemeya Mabande village to screen road traffic through the "Mene Curve"
route [rom Port Loko to KambJa
In Kamba, an unknown number of members of the Dina Ba Yeb Sor:1')~ religious group were
accused by the ReF / i\FRC commander of stealing 15 gallons of palm oil from the nearby village of
Banb Makunloh (Masumgbala Chiefdom). They were stnpped, tied up and beaten unconscious 399
by four members of an RUF Small Boy Unit The captives \vere then swung "like a hammock" and
tbrown away Nnvs of this inCldent C]UlCJ.Jy spread through Masungbala and Tonka Limba
Cb.iefdoms, promptmg many civilians to cooperate with the RUF / AFRC, taking on roles such as
load earners and public relations officers for fear of the conscguences of non-cooperation.
d\,
Fvcnts In 1998
Between () and 12 February 1998, ECOMOG forces entered r:reetown and rernoved the
RUF /c'\FRC forces frorn the bulk of the \\'estern }\.rea. In March 1998, ECOIvIOG commenced
prm-111Cla) operations: m brief, witll1n four days of COlTlrJ.1encement, ECOJ\10G forces had taken
"T
1'Ji'
1')')

_\lso spell Ylbala
Little 15 known about tl11s group.
Tbe RlTF ,'\FF.C commander speCIfied tbat tbe accused should be beaten until tbey were in "free engllle".
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control of Lunsar (IVlarampa Chiefdom, Port Loko District), Makeni (Bombali Sebora Chiefdom,
Bombali Dlstrict), I\lagburaka (l'--='holifa Rowalla Chiefdom, TonkoliL District) and locations ill
KOl11adugu Distnct. ECOMOG then moved into Kono District, taking full control of Koidu
(Gbense Chiefdom, Kono D1strict) 1D early April 1998, by which time they had also moved as far
east as Dam (jawle Chiefdom, Kailahun District).
ReF forces moved from then base at Bainkoro (BICI\1 Cluefdom, Port Loko District) to KatTlbia
Distncr, advancl11g UJto BarmOl (Masungbala Cl11efdom) on 12 February 1998. In Barmol,
RUF / j\FRC forces burnt down eight houses, abducted 50 civilians and forced thern to carry stolen
property. /\.nother RU F / AFRC com.mander was left ill charge 1ll Barnl0i and the former
con11l1ander moved on to attack Kambia Town on 14 February 1998. In lCambia Town (Magbema
Cluefdom), the RUF /AFRC forces killed e1ght men, stole a large amount of property and burnt
down a large number of houses. On 19 February 1998, the same force simultaneously assaulted
Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom) and Mange (BI<l\1 Chiefdom, Port Loko District), overcOllling
ECOMOG forces deployed in :Mange and pushing them back into BK.J~1 Chiefdon1 40u
Guinean ECOI\10G forces deployed from the Republic of Guinea to Kambia Town (Ivlagbema
Ciuefdom) at some point in late February or early March 1998..J<11 On 2:\ February, youths 1n Kambia
Town captured and burnt alive two RUF members in retaliation for an attack on Barmoi
(I\lasumr bala Cluefdoml! . \.vhere RUF / f\FRC forces had disrupted the town market. Another two
.
f
40°
captlves were handed over to the Gwneanorces.
\

<-'

"\t tlllS tlme. RUF/AJ~RC forces were alreadv based in Madina (Tonka Limba Chiefdom) On 8
April 1998, an import:mt conference occurred between many commanders 1tl Madina It was during
this meeting that the i\FRC High Command planned the operation "Stay in lZambia", but the plan
was later executed on 11 Februarv 1999. Follow1l1g the conference, the RUF /l\.FRC field
commander gathered the to\.vn res1dents together and asked them for support. He also stated that
Clvilians should report to 111m any inCldences of vlOlence conml1tted by RUF /i\FRC members; any
RUF /AFRC members caught carrying out such activities would be shot on SIght. On 15 }l.pril, the
RUF//\FRC con11llander executed two RUF r'\FRC child combatants who had reportedly raped a
woman 111 the village of Gboray Lap (Tonko Lirnba Chiefdom). The two corpses were buried 111 a
s111g1e gran' behind the Madina town market. After this event, RUF /AFRC forces tied up a Siena
Leone poLlee officer, placed him In the boot of a car and left it in the sun; he "\vas later released.
l\esldents of Banka ;vlakunlob (Tonko Limba Chiefdom) wbo had crossed into Sanda 1\1agbolontor
Chiefdom (Port Loko Distnct) recjuested.J113 the Gbethi Society to provide them v.rith security. On 24
:\uguSt 1998, Gbethis (CDF) from Port Loko District attacked Rl.'F/.t\FRC forces stationed at
Kath cne .Jli4 (Tonka Limba Cblefdom, Kambia District), killing an RUF//\FRC captain. RUF / AFRC
forces retaliated by capturing and decapitating 15 residents of Katherie, subsequently placing their
.J<lIi See factual ;mah-sis for Port Loko District in 1998 for further 1l1fonna1.ion.
"-\.FP, 16 March 1CJCJ8
-l1C

.-\.FP, 23 February 1CJCJ8

It is reponed 1.hat the Gbetlus accepted money for this service
.J<i.j "-\lso known as :\Iahkla l~ltherie
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1997
~-\ small RLF force again attacked .rVladina on 18 May 1997. Using a red Toyota I-Ii-Lux stolen in the
pnor attack on }'vladina, they took medic111e, clothes, generators and furniture from the Catholic
1\11ss10n The stolen property \vas taken to tbe main road leading to Kamakwie (Sella Limba
Cll1efdom, Bomball D1StrlCt) and then to the Ro-Source base (Sanda Tcndaren ChiefdOlTl, Bombali
D1stnct) RUF forces attacked Kukuna (Bramaia Chiefdom) on the same day.
c:

Oil 25 M;w 1997, clements of the SU\ staged a successful coup and formed the j\rmed Forces
Revolutlonarv Council (AFRC); soon after, the """FRC leadership joined with the RUF Shortly after
the coup, R U F forces based in Ro-Source (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom, Bombali District) moved on
to Tonka L1mba ChJefdom to establish a base in Yibaya,"07 a village in the centre of the chJefdom
less tban 10 miles from the internatIonal border with tbe Republic of Gwnea. The RUF established
another ba,;e south of "t"ibaya at Balllkoro (BI<lvI Chiefdom, Port Loko District). 'libaya was the Erst
seat of the )01l1t RUF / f\FRC command 111 Kambia District There were few attacks on civilians ill
the are:1 surrounding 'libaya, primarily for fear for provoking Guinean forces to return to Madina.
'libaya would be the l:1unch point for attacks on tbe main to'\vns in K:1mbia District
Shortly before the sigJllng of tbe Conakry Peace Plan on 23 October 1997, around 500 RUF / j\FRC
members under tbe conl.mand of a senior member of the RCF /f\FRC leadership carried out
"Operaoon Stay m l\1:1din:1" (Tonko Limba Chiefdom). A. young man was appointed by the
RL'F/i\FRC :1S TO\vn Clllefand was put in control of revenue-generating activities. This led to a
general escalation of ill-treatment of tbe crvilian population by the RUF / AFRC forces in the villages
surrounding Madina. R UF / £\FRC forces stole civilian property, beat civilians, raped women and
forced young and strong men to carry stolen Hems. The RCF /},FRC forces established a "Combat
Cam:l" J1l Kamba (Masungbala Chiefdom), wbere many llTlportant comrnanders came to deploy
th ell force,; all over l.cambia Distnct. RUF / j\PRC forces also es tablis hed a checkpoint four miles
south of Ivladina at Nuenleya l\1abande village to screen road trafflc through the "Mene Curve"
route from Port Loko to Kambia
In Kamba, an unknown number of members of tbe Dina Ba Yeh Sor m religious
g.roulJ \vere
L
L
accused by the RUF!--\FRC commander of stealing 15 gallons of palm oil from the nearby village of
390
Banka Makunloh (Masumgbala Chiefdom). They were stripped, tied up and beaten unconscious
OJ' foul' members of an RUF Snl.all Boy Unit The captives were then swung "like a hanl.mock" and
thrown away. News of this incident qUIckly spread through Masungbala and Tonka Limba
CbJcfd0111 s, prompting many Clvilians to cooperate witb the RUF//\FRC, taking Oil roles such as
load carners and public relations officers for fear of the consec]uences of non-cooperation.

d!
E\"Cnts lfl 1995
Berween G and 12 February 1998, ECOI\10G forces entered Freetmvn and removed the
RUF!-\FRC forces from the bulk of the \\/estern Area. In March 1998, ECOMOG commenced
pronnClal operatJons in bnef, witlull four days of COlllill.enCement, ECOI\10G forces had taken
1'r ~\lso spelt \"ib;ua
.1'JH

Llttle lS know11 about this group.
The RUF
FRe commander speClfied tbat tbe accused should be beaten until they '.vere
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control of Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko District), Makeni (BombaLi Sebora Chiefdom,
Bombau DIstrict), I\lagburaka (lCbolifa Rowalla Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) and locations 111
KOlnadugu Distnct. ECOMOG then rnoved mto Kono Distnct, takJ.ng full control of Koidu
(Gbe115e Cluefdom, Kono District) 111 early April 1998, by which time they had also moved as far
east as Daru (lawle Chiefdom, Kailahun Distnct).
RUF forces moved from then base at Ba111koro (BI<:M Chiefdorn, Port Loko District) to Karnbia
DIstnct, advancing Into Barmoi (I\1asungbala Chiefdorn) on 12 February 1998. In Barmoi,
RUF ('\FRC forces burnt dO\vn eIght houses, abducted 50 civilians and forced thern to carry stolen
property. Another RUF / APRC comrnander was left 111 charge 111 Barmoi and the for111.er
commander moved on to attack Kambla TO\vn on 14 February 1998. ln Kambia Town (Magbema
Cluefdom), tlle RUF/ f\FRC forces killed eIght rnen, stole a large amount of property and burnt
down a large nurnber of bouses. On 19 February 1998, the same force simultaneously assaulted
Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom) and !\1ange (BI<:M Chiefdom, Port Loko District), oVerCOlnlng
ECOTvlOG forces deployed in Ivlange and pushl11g them back into BI<....Tvl Chiefdom."'JU
Guinean ECOI\IOG forces deployed from the Republic of Guinea to Kambia Town (lvlagbema
Chiefdom) at some point in late February or early 1v1arch 1998. 4i11 On 23 February, youths 111 Kambia
Town captured and burnt alive two RUF members in retaliation for an attack on Bannoi
(I\bsungbala Cluefdom), where RUF / i\FRC forces had disrupted the to\vn market. i\nother two
.
~.
..
411"
captlves
were Ilan de d over to t1le lTUl11ean
torces
...
At tlus tinle, RU /\.FRC forces were already based in Madina (Tonka Li..mba Chiefdom). On 8
April 1998, an important conference occurred between many cOlnlnanders in I\1adina. It was during
this meeting tbat the f\FRC Higb Command planned the operation "Stay in Kambia", but tbe plan
was later executed on 11 Februarv 1999 Following the conference, the RUF /AFRC fIeld
comm~lOder gathered the to,vn reSIdents together and asked tbern for support. He also stated that
cI\-ilians should report to him any 111cidences of VIolence conumtted by RUF/AFRC members; any
RUF / ..-\FRC members caught carryIng out such activities would be shot on sight. On 15 l\pril, tbe
RUfI"\FRC commander executed t\vo RUF /AFRC child combatants who had reportedly raped a
woman 111 the village of Gborav Laya (Tonko Limba Chiefdom). The 1"\.VO corpses were buried 111 a
single grave behind tbe Madina town lTlarket After this event, RUF (\FRC forces tied up a Sierra
Leone police officer, placed him in the boot of a car and Jeft it 111 the sun; he was later released.
Residents uf Banka Makunloh (Tonko Llmba Chiefdom) who had crossed into Sanda Magbolontor
4liO
Chiefdom (Port Loko District) requested the Gbethi Society to provide thern \.vith security. On 24
f\ ugust 1998, GberJus (CDF) frorn Port Loko District attacked RUF /AFRC forces stationed at
I<..athene4')~ (Tonka Lunba Cbiefdonl, Kambia District), killing an RUF /i\FRC captain. RUF/AFRC
forces retaliated by capturing and decapitating 15 residents of K.atherie, subsequently placing their
~)I)

f~ctual

analYSls for Port Loko D1SLrict in 1998 for further 1l1fOrmatlon.
16 March 1998
..\FP, 23 February 1998
It lS reported that the Gbeth1s accepted money for tillS service.
_\}so known as i\hlik.ia K.athene
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severed heads on poles at the town entrance points. During the attack, three clVilians had their
hands and ears amputated by RUF/Aj::;-RC forces. Others, including a three vear-old baby, were
woundc:d whc:n RUF/AFRC mc:mbers attacked them with bladed weapons.
Frorn 12 Sc:ptember to early October 1998, the RLTF/ AFRC command based in Madina focused
aCQvrty on Tonka Ll1l.1ba Cluc:fdo1Tl, attacking the villages of 'libaya, Kathantinah, Kakula,
Kamabala, Kasengeta, Kabasa, Karnasasa, Katimbo and KakontclJ. Dunng rhe attacks on 'libaya,
Ka;:hantinah and Kakula, RUF /AFEC forces killed 16 6vilians. These three villages \-vere occupred
4J)"
bv Gwnean ECOl\10G forces on or around 16 September 1998.
J

In Kamabala (Tonka Lim.ba Cluefdom) RUF /}\.FRC forces, \\7ho had earlier infiltrated the town
disgwsed as IDPs. mistreatc:d and killed erght people. RUF / AFRC forces rmpaled the son of a
pronunent elder on a sharvened pole, and bayoneted another woman rn the right leg for refus111g to
pay them money RUF/AFRC forces burnt down alJ the grass houses 111 the village before heading
into the bush to collect rnoney from village resrdents who had fled the attack. In Kakonteh (Tonka
Limba Chiefdom), lUJF /i\.FRC forces cut 3 finger off 3 young rnother and injured her \1;1th blows to
the head from 3 cutlass when she stopped them from decapitating her bab y 41Je An unknown number
of others were killed during the 3ttack 3nd 3lJ the houses but one were burnt. In K3ng3wala (Tonka
Limb3 Chiefdorn), RUF /,\FRC forces 3bducted, raped 3nd then released a number of women. In
Kaumbo (Tonka Limba Chiefdom), RUF /A.FRC forces injured a man WIth blows to the head frorn
a machete and amput3ted a hand each from two other Clvilians. In early October 1998, 3 l3nd
dispute broke out between the villages of '{ib3y3 and Kakula (both Tonka Limba Chiefdom).
RUF / ,\FRC forces stationed rn 'libaya assisted residents to occupy the disputed land, meeting
resistance from the people of Kakula; rn the resulting b3ttle, 16 people were killed.
On 28 SeptelTlber 1998, RUF fj\FRC forces staged a surprise 3ttack on Kukuna (Bramaia
Clucfdom). Gwnean ECOMOG forces stationed in Kukul13 engaged the RUF //\FRC forces and,
reCeiVlllg remforcements, repelled the RUF /AFRC from the town. RUF /j\FRC forces killed 13
civilians, around seven of whom died from blood loss following the amputation of one or more
1
limbs.-1< 7 RUF /AFRC forces abducted 10 CIVilians, and burnt down around 60 houses. Much of the
public infrastructure, lncluding the Court Barrie and health facilities, were also destroyed during the
battle. FolJow1l1g the attack, it is reponed in general terms that Guinean ECOMOG began hunting
for RUF/,\FIZC collaborat~J:s
In the light of tlus attack, 1D the final months of 1998. Guinean forces decided to launch artillery
attacks on RUF/J\FRC positions 111 Selja Limba Chiefdom (Bombali District). After 22 October,
GUlncan ECO.MOG deployed 3,000 troops along the border ",nth Sicu3 Leone, and a further 1,000
into Kambia Distrlct, including Kambia Town (Magbema Chlefdom)li1 O

-1<IS "-'lFP, 16 Septenlber 1998.
-1<IG The wom<1n and her child were both taken to the goverrul1ent hospital in I<"~all1bia
-1<'1 _-'lmpuratlon detail only. "-\U .-'lfrica News, 30 September 1998.
-1<10 BBC, 25 October 1C)9S
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From October onwards, El'F I AFRC forces moved toward the south-west of the District,
occupnng Roslnor (Samu Chiefdom), a small town situated along the banks of the Great Scarcies
River. Rosinor IS also a key trading and uansit P0111t frorn where produce 1S taken to Guinea for sale.
Rl'F /c-\FRC forces emered the to\vn along the nver from the direction of Rokupr. They first fired
into the :l1r to fnghten the town resJelents and then stole property from the wharf area of Rosinor.
R
AFRC forces frequently made such ralds, forerng civilians to lude their belongings in the bush
surroundmg the town. In December, RUF I f\FRC forces requested the traclitional authorities of
Rosl11or to End them acconul1odation in the town and eventually occupied t\VO large houses.
A FRC forces taxed each resident of Rosinor two cups of rice and Le 2,000 ..J1I9 Those
defaulting were locked up m a cell, or had essential household Hems like cooking utensils and pots
taken away untiJ the\" pald. RUF r-\FRC forces established two checkpoints in Rosmor, one at the
wharf and another at Yomkeleya (Samu Chiefdom) RUF I f\FRC me111bers below 1S years of age
patrolled the wharf area and taxed alighting boats a sum of between Le 10,000 and Le 20,000
depending on their destination.RUF r\FRC forces stole bags of rice and other property from
traders pass111g through the Rosinor stretch of the nver while those at the Yomkeleya checkpoint
colJected money from veludes entering the town. More Junior RUFI\FRC members took each
stolen property for collection at the house of the RUF li\FRC COn1.1TWncling officers. The
lZUF IAFRC command 111 Rbsinor establlshed a guardhouse where RUF IAFRC members caught
COmnlltlJng senOLlS cnmes.J!iI would be beaten and imprisoned for a fe\\' days \vithout rations.
the end of 1998, a substantial number of tbe RUF/f\FRC forces deployed in Kambia District
headed to l\1akeni (l30mbali Sebora Chiefdom, Bombali District) and Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom, Port
Loko Dlstnct) to support the attack on Makeni and then the assault on Freetown. The Maclina
bngade was moved to I\lakeni, leaving belund a skeleton force 111 Maclina.
j\t

e"1
F vcnts 111 1C)CJCJ
RUF/c-\FRC forces 111\'aded Freetown between 6 and 20 January. In preparation for the 6 January
lllYaS10n of G rca ter Freetown, RU F I.:\FRC force staged preliminary attacks in late December on
towns 111 Port Loko Distnct and the \\/estern .t\rea, including Port Loko Town, Ro-Gberray (both
I\faforki Cluefdom), Lunsar (I'darampa Clucfd om) , l\lasiaka, Songo (both Koya Chiefdom), Newton
U(o\,;, ED, Western ,-\rea) and \Vaterloo (Waterloo RD, Western Area) f\lso in late December, the
towns of Makelll (Bombali Sebora, Bom.bali District) and Kam.ab,ie (Sella Limba Cluefdom,
Bornball District) were occupred by the RUF ;'I\FRC. ECOrvl0G forces pushed the RUF IAFRC
back from Freetown to \Vaterloo, where they remarned 111 force untiJ at least 25 February 1999.
RUF I AFRC forces retained control over the arterial routes from the \X'estern Area running through
Pon LOkO District throughout tlm urne. Dunng January, Kambia District renl.ained a key
desunatlon for IDPs and humanitana!1 orgamsations continued to slup relief supplies to Kambia

~"') ~\s :J

yen rougb guide, one ll1Jllion leones IS approxl111:Jtely el1wY:JJent to 500 USD. 'IbIS should be placed 111 the
context of SJerr:J Leone's positIon :Jt the bottom of the HU111:Jn Develop111ent Index: between 1991 :Jnd 2000, 57%
of tbe populatlon lived on less tb:Jn 1 USD (2.000 SLL) per d:Jy :Jnd 74.5% lived on less than 2 USD (4.000 SLL)
per
d:J\'
see
UNOI'
HU111:Jn
Development
Report
2003,
ul1dp01g/hd120Cl3/111dJcat01/cty~CSLE.html,
!:lst visHcd 011 30 December 2003 .
.Jill It J5 not spcclfied \\'11:Jt COl1stltuted a senOLlS C11111e.
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Town (I\bgbema Clm·fdom) Throughout February, the RUF /AFRC occupied all the key towns in
Kamb1a D1strlct and lnlDosed an extens1ve svstem of house, traffic and trade taxation in those areas .
.l

.'

•

On 5 February, an RUF//\FRC rnember at ROSlDor (Samu Chiefdom) beat and tortured a wellknown lwerboar captain by making krufe cuts on his back and dripping rum onto the \vounds.
RU F /AFRC forces attacked Kambia T O\vn (Magbema Chiefdorn) on 11 February 1 C)C)C), engaging
Guinccm EC01vl0G forces at a checkpoint along the route. The RUF / A.FRC established a base lD
Kambla Town, where they remalI1ed until late :May 2001. Ivlany of the town's resldents and those of
nearbv \-illages towards Guinea, passlI1g through Gbinleh Dixon Chiefdom towards the Pamelap
border cross111g On entenng Kambia Town, RUF jj\FRC forces targeted prominent SLPP
supporters and organisers lD the town~ thev also burnt down many houses and stole property.
Gwnean ECO)VIOG forces established checkpoints near Karnbia T ov/n and at the bridge over the
Great Scarcies River, 111termittently flring artillery at RUF /AFRC posItions in the town. The prirnary
result of these bombardments \vas the destruction of civilian residences and other property.
RUF //\FRC forces informed those renl.aimng in Kambia T O\vn that tbev \.vould not inilict havoc on
the cl\,iEans 111 the town, as they may have heard from others. This reassured people, who began
resettling 111 tbe towns and villages 1n the area. However, the RUF / AFRC forces soon started
harass111g people, askl11g them constantly for food and restricting their movement. To move from
one pOlnr [(J another, people had to buy a "passport" from the RUF /l\.FRC forces, which initially
cost Le 500 and later rose to Le 1,000. The rate of killing was not as high as the previous years and
people were now mainly killed when they refused or were unable to give food or money. For
example, 111 Kambia Town, a fisherman who came back from the sea \vithout fish was killed by a
member of the RGF /J\FRC forces
RUl:;'/AFRC forces also attacked 1\1ambolo Town (Mambolo Chiefdom), on the south bank of the
Great ScarcJes IUYer, on 11 and 12 February. RUF/AFRC forces killed three Clvilians and raped one
woman 111 front of her husband. They also looted shops and abducted civilians to carry the stolen
property as they left the to\vn towards Kamba, a village near Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom). i\round
tlllS time, RUF /AFRC forces attacked the Seed Multiplication Project near 1V1ambolo, destroYl11g
much of the machinery and stealing around 5,000 bushels of rice, "\vhJCh they transported to Rokupr
(1\bgbem;l Ch.iefdom) and sold to traders.
Also on 11 Februal")', RUF/i\FRC forces entered Kukuna (Branl.8ia Ch.iefdom) searchl11g for food
iterns and \-aJua ble property. Tlus 1TI1Ssion was code-named "Opera tion Feed Yourself' and had not
been des1gned to include the killing of civilians or the destruction of property. Two days later,
RUF r\FRC forces retuned to Kukuna from the direction of Madina (Tonka Limba Chiefdom).
RUF /.:\FRC forces shot dead two Clvilians with mental health problems and raped a number of
young women. }\ large amount of property was stolen . .:\s a result 0 f these actions, civilians fled
from Kukuna to Gwnea. \Vhile rnal11taining IAadina as their Brigade headquarter, at some point after
13 February tbe RUF/.:\FRC deploved a force of between 20 and SO 111 number to Kukuna. 411
411

The command of the detKhment

111

J<'l1kuna (l3rarnaia Chiefdom) rotated a number of tilnes between 1999 and

20m
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RUF/"\FRC forces entered Rokupr:I\1agbeITla Chiefdom) on 25 February 1999 from the direction
of Royanka and Karrlbia Town Then entrance was unusual 111 that RUF ('\FRC forces had tied
pJeces of wlllte cloth around their heads and claimed to be seeking peace. Benveen l\.hmaddiuua
I\Iuslim Secondarv School and the wharf area of Rokupr, the town residents orgarused a procession
to welcome the Rl'F/ F\FRC forces The RUF / .t\FRC coml1under addressed a crowd in the
\\'ongbo Hall, promising that am of his forces caught inflicting violence on civilians would be
punished. Bv the beginning of March, however, the RUF /i\FRC had COITlmenced conscripting
youths of the to\vn 111to the RUF /c'\FRC and taking them to a training camp they had established at
the nearby \'iUage of Kar11ba (Magbema Chiefdom).m Residents of villages near Kamba \.vere
ordered to reglstcr with the Rl:F/f\FRC cOITlmand at Kamba, which meant that the village had to
present at least Le 200,000 and a large amount of food and livestock to the RUF /AFRC command.
With the excepoon of Rokupr Town,m RUF /.t\FRC forces imposed a monthly tax of Le 1,000 per
house 1ll cdl villages in I'v13gbema Cll.1efdorn. RUF /c'\FRC forces publicly molested or confiscated the
property of those who failed to pay the house tax
At the begil111l11g of March 1999, RUF / f\FRC forces returned to Marnbolo (Mambolo Chiefdom),
and established a base III the town f\s they had done in Rokupr (1\1agbema Chiefdom) on 25
February, RUF / "\FRC forces entered the town peacefully, singing and dancing and claiming to \.vant
peace Ne\'erthcless, RUF rc\FRC members stripped those civilians that joined the dance of quality
clotlung and jCweUerv. RU1:; / F\FRC forces quickly occupied a number of houses in the town and
establlshed checkpolllts at the G1ambolo \'>?harf and on the Mange (BICM Chiefdom, Port Loko
Distnct,! to I\'1atelte (Mambolo Chiefdom) Highway. To assist them w11h the administration of the
town, the Rl' F / AFRC command also appointed numerous chairpersons and secretaries from
among the town's reSIdents. \Vhile in Mambolo, the RUF / AFRC stole Clvilian building materials and
started rebuilding the Mambolo Jetty, constructing a number of roundabouts on which they painted
the faces of the RUF r'\FRC leadership
Cwnean ECOMOG forces coullter-8ttacked RUF / i\FRC forces in Kambia Town (Magbema
Clllefdom) between 12 and 1'8 1\1arch, seIZing parts of the town. 414 The attacks were in response to
reports that RUF/f\FRC forces had taken control of a customs point on the border at Cbalamya
(Gbinlch Dixon Chiefdom) and had adnnced on the town of Pamelap, Just across the border from
Karnb18 Town.-i i j
Beginning in March, matTI' RUF / AFRC came to Rosinor (Samu Chiefdom) from Madina (Tonko
LUTlb8 Chlcfdom), Makeni (Bombalt Sebora Chiefdom, Bombali District) and other towns on the
Creat Scarcles River. They travelled northwards upnver, cross111g the Guinean border and heading
bv 111ght to rhe town of Dagagbay, the site of an important tr8de fair, where they robbed Cuinean
traders, blling those that tned to reslst At least until June, ]ZUF/AFRC forces continued to COlTle to
ROS1110r. The Gwnean Covernment deClded to strengthen its deployment of forces in to\.vns like
412
-iU
JIJ

41i

Kamba IS about 8 miles north east of Rokupr, across the :Mange-Kambia highway.
The reason for tms excepuon IS unknown.
",\FP, 18 71 larch 1999
,\fncan ~ews Sernce, 12 ",larch 199C)
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Rubuya, Koya and Funkdeh just \'-'lthin Sierra Leonean territory. Despite regular patrols and
engagement with RUF / AFRC umts at Rosinor, Guinean forces did not prevent RUF /AFRC forces
from harassl11g Cl,,~ilians and steall11g property Indeed, the'Guinean forces often turned back ci,rilian
nver traders, suspecung them to be RUF/ f\FRC members In general terms, whenever Guinean
forces detected an RUF //\FRC umt travelling up flyer into Guinea, artillery Ere would be brought
to bear on the Great Scarcies River between Rosinor and Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom);many
umdentifled corpses were subsequently found floating in the river
On 16 l\la)' 1999, ReF /AFRC forces entered Kassine (Samu Chiefdom) by motorboat from
Iv1ambolo (J\lambolo Cl-llefdorn). Kassnie is located at the lTlOuth of the Great Scarcies River and,
like other towns further upriver including Mambolo (Mambolo Chiefdom), Rokupr, Kambia (both
Magbema ChJefdolTl) and Rosinor (Samu Chiefdom), is an important translt and trade route be1:\veen
Sierra Leone and Guinea To frighten residents, RUF /AFRC forces Ered in the air with AK-47s
while going house-to-house kicking down doors and stealing property, i\ motorbike belonging to
the local police post \.vas also' taken The stolen property was loaded onto the motorbikes and taken
to the RUF /AFRC base at Hokupr (Magbema Chiefdom). RUF / AFRC forces also attacked on
Mapotolon (S;lmu Chiefdom), about 10 m.iles frorn Kassirie, where they captured 1:\),10 men.

b n1Jd-IVlav 1999, RUF / AFRC forces returmng from rnissions 1n Port Loko District 41 C> captured six
men from Rokamba (Masungbala ChiefdolTl). The RUF / AFRC brigade cornrnander later personally
executed the SIX captIVes at Madina (Tonka Lirnba ChiefdolTl).
PrelimJnarl' discuss10ns between representatives of the RUF / AFRC and the Government of Sierra
Leone yJelded a ceaseEre, which entered l11to force on 24 May, Full talks cOlruTlenced on 25 IVlay in
the Togolese capltal, leading to the sIgning of the Peace Agreement bCt\veen the Government of
SIerra Lcone and tbe Revolunonary United Front of Sierra Leone on 7 July 1999 (Lome Peace
,~\greement)

The second RUF / AFRC attack on Kassirie (Samu Chiefdom) occurred during the ceaseEre period,
the evemng of 11 June 1999 RUF /AFRC forces stole civilian property dunng the attack, Senior
members of the RUF / :\FRC command addressed the residents of Kassnie, informing thern that
they \Vowd punish any ReF/:\FRC member \.vho killed or stole. Shortly after this, the RUF /AFRC
conl.mand 111 Kassrrie appol11ted a ciyilian Chmrperson to act as an intermediary, adtrunistenng the
collecnon of a monthly contnbunon to the RUF /I\FRC from the clVilian population, In ~arly July, a
helicopter gunship bombarded Kassine, killing two civilians. On 16 J Wy 1999, Guinean ECOMOG
forces acting on mformation passed to them by residents of the tmvn successfully ambushed
R UF /-\FRC forces entering Kassme ECOMOG forces killed at least three mernbers of the
RUF /'\FRC and captured a number of others. Rl.1F / I\FRC forces retaliated in the following days
and burnt down oyer 100 houses in Kasslrie.

111

FollO\\'lng the slglUng of the Lome Peace /\greement, the RUF /AFRC began requiring the
Inhabitants of villages throughout Tonka Limba Chiefdom to pay money and feed the RUF /AFRC
The
thE time

~IC>

.-\FRC Mad.111d Bngade was J11volved

ill

planruDg attacks 111 Koya Chiefdom (port Lako District) at
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forces On !lurket den ll1 Maclina (Tonka Limba Chiefdom), which occurs every Fnday, RUF /AFRC
forces levied Le 500 and three cups of nee or oil from each house; those who defaulted were illtreated For example, at Kasuroh \Tillage, Just north of Madina, RUF /i\FRC forces broke the leg of
an old man who refused to let them take his livestock In Mapotolon (Samu Chiefdom), local youths
responded to dl1S ill-treatment
killing a number of RUF /1'\FRC mernbers in the village. The
RUF /"-\FRC forces 10 Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom) launched a heavy attack on Mapotolon in
retaliation, SUlTOUncllng the village and burmng dmvn every residence
On 22 Clcw
the United Nations Secunty Council authorised the deployment of a 6,000-strong
pcacekecpmg nl1S510n to Sierra Leone, to replace the previous observer mission and asslst with the
1mplementation of the Lome PelCe i'\greement. -,1~ The United Nations IvIission in Sierra Leone
(UNi-\I'dSIL) commenced deploY1Tlent ,vith the arrnTal of advance teams on 29 and 30 November;41H
4,500 UNA[v!SIL were troops were present 10 Sierra Leone by 10 Januan- 2000. m

n
Events 1ll ')000
Jn late i\ priL UNAMSIL commenced long-range patrols 10 Kambia District, particularly around the
border areas. l'NAJ\lSIL plans to continue deployments into Kambia Dlstrict ,vere interrupted
when the RUF! AFRC disarmed and detained around 300 UNA.MSIL peacekeepers in different
locations across Sierra Leone. In early May 2000, RUF /AFRC forces disarmed a 100 strong
N1gerian UNAtv!SIL contingent near Kambia Town (Magbenu Chiefdom). They were released in
I\bdina (Tonka Limba Chiefdom) a few days later.
The RUF/ AFRCmoved the Kamb]3 Bng3de he3c1c]uarters to Rokupr (Magbenla Chiefdom) 3t
some POlnt 111 early 2000. On 26 Ivlay 2000, a Sierra Leone Government helicopter gunship
bombenclcd Rokupr (Magbema Ch1efdom), killing three people and wounding [\VO others. Shortly
before this, around late March or early i\pril 2000, the same gunship h3d dropped leaflets telling the
RUF to surrender and disarm to U~'L'\MSlL, \V3rrllng that tbe next time it would be bombs,4211 not
leafJets Tll1S practice was also carned out in Bombali and Tonkolili Districts. RUF/.r'\FRC forces
would shoot at Clyilians attempting to take one of the leaflets. After 26 May 2000, tbe helicopter
gunslup came regu13rlv, Wll1Ch resulted in Cl\'ilian deaths in Rokupr, Kambia Town (both Magbema
Cll1efdom) 311d I\hdina (Tonka Limba Cblefdom). Tll1s continued until June 2000, when the
GLUl1Cal1 furces bomb3rded Rokupr all numerous occasions, killing up to 17 ciyilians.
In June 2000, RUF/A.FRC forces harassed ciyilians in Kukuna (Bramaia Chiefdom). On 15 June, a
member of the RUF/J\FRC started beating any civilians who would not hand over their bicycles to
111m. Three days later, a man who had defaulted on a daily payrnent to the RUF / AFRC was beaten
300 timcs w1th an axe handle bv RU]~Ic\FRC members. He passed out and ,vas then detained in 3
large box before being released.

L'l'-.: Sccunry Council Re50lution 1270 (1 9 r)9).
BBe Online
29 l'-'ovcmber 1C)C)C)
4l'i lR]l'-' \\est :\[nca, 11 January lc)9CJ.
421i The leaflets refer specifically to Gatling machine 6'1111S, 571n111 rockets, 23111111 guns 3nd 30m111 grenades,
acc01Ttpa11led
a plCture of a j\jj-24 "Hmd" bCDcopter gunship.

4,C
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Gwnear; [orees started rel11forClng tbe border areas and continued to bombard RUF /i\FRC
pOSJDons 111 Kambia DIstrict. The ReF /AFRC also established a "COlTlbat Camp" at Gbalamuya
binleh Dixon) using forces redeploved from l',1adina (Tonko Lnnba Cluefdom), Rokupr
(I\1agbema Chiefdom), Kamak\vie (Sella LilTlba Chiefdom, BOITlbali Distnct) and Makeni (Bombali
Sebora Chiefdom, Bombali District). On G or 8 September 2000, R UF /./\FRC forces attacked
Parnclap on the border in GUlnea, stealing property and forcing people to carry the iterns back to
Karnbia Town a;ld Madina. Two \.vell-known Italian Xavarian missionary priests were also abducted
at Parnelap an d taken to Madina, \.vhere they were allowed by the RUF / AFRC com.mand to
conunue thelt work. They were released at Kamalo (Sanda Loko Clllefdom, Bombali District),
although the RCF / f\FRC Kambia Bngade conU11and was not inforrned, leading to a house-to-house
search of Madina and surrounding villages, and a wave of arrests of RUF / AFRC officers. Those
arrested were taken to Kamak:wie, where thn' were severely beaten with canes \\;Jth razor blades
embedded In them.
The RUF/;\FRC forces agalll attacked Pamelap on 10 October 2000."21 Guinean forces reacted to
the RUF/-\FRC military activiues in the Guinean towns of Pamelap, Moola and Tassin by
bombarding all the to\.\7ns along the Great Scarcies River from Pamelap and :Madina \X'oula, Kassuie,
Roslllor (both Samu Chlefdom), Rokupr, Kambia (both Magbema Chiefdom), Kukuna (Bramaia
ChiefclolTl) and some locations In Gbinlch Dixon Chiefdom. Sustained periods of bombardment of
these locations continued throughout October, as did. RUF /AFRC attacks within Guinean territory.
Dmlllg those attacks, RliF /AFRC forces killed or abducted many civilians and burnt down many
houses. The enUre Kambia District remained fumly under RUF / f\FRC control.
In NO\ember 2000, many ci\-ilians tled Rokupr (J\1agbema Chiefdom) to nearby ,;JIIages, fearing the
cC)1lsecJuences of
unable to continue paying money to the RUF / AFRC forces, who became
concerned as there were progressively fewer civilians to provide thern with food. RUF /AFRC forces
sent a ciyilian chairperson to order people to return to Rokupr, othel"\.,;Jse RUF /./\FRC forces would
start amputating their limbs, as a result or \vluch rnany pcople travelled to Freetown by boat.
Throughout 2000, Gbethis (CDF) were based in BKl\1 Chiefdom (Port Loko District), on the south
bank of the Littlc ScarCles 1\.1\'er Intermittently, they came 111tO Kambia Distnct and engaged
RL'F/ FRC poslUons. Then presence was thus a threat for the RUF/AFRC forces, who on one
oceas\un learnt that the Gbethis had crossed the river. They therefore went to Mapolon
(I\1asungbala CJuefdonl) [0 confront the Gbetlus and a battle took place, dunng which over 100
people, lllcluding civilians, RUF forces and Gbethis ,vere killed.

g
EHnts III 2001
Gwnean lllfantr\' and anborne operations against RUF /-AFRC positions in Kambia Distrlct
conunued into 2001. The RUF command 111 Karnbia District COlTllTlencecl regular "contact group"
meenngs with representati\'es of UNAMSIL. On 3 January, the RUF leader rnet \.'lith UNAMSIL
force commander and lllvited UN;\I\ISIL to deploy to Kambia Distnct. 422 On 12 January 2001, the
RUF opened the road bet\veen Mange (BK.l\1 Chiefdom, Port Loko District) and Kambia Town
~2j

c

BBC Online NC\\'s, 10 October 2CJCJO (1751 GI\IT 1851 UK)
U~~-\I\lSIL Press Bnefl1lg, OJ January 2001
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(Magbema Chiefdom) 42:1. The road bndge over the Little Scarcies River would not be open until
22 March 2001 since it had been dalTlaged significantly. 424 On 25 February, the first formal
UNAI"vlS1L-RUF Contact Group meeting was held in Mai"lge (BKM Chiefdom, Port Loko District).
In carly March, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees commenced negotiations with the RUF
command and the Government of Guinea to create a dernilitarised "humanitarian corridor" running
from Forecariah through Pamelap and then Kambia Town (Magbema Chiefdom) to Port Loko
Town (I"vlaforki Chiefdom, Port Loko District).m This would go some way to enable the secure
passage of hundreds of thousands of refugees from Guinea to Sierra Leone.
On 22 March, the UNAMSIL force commander visited Rokupr and Kambia Town (Magbema
Cluefdom) follO\ving the reqpening of the bridge at Mange. 42C' As a result of this , UNAMSIL had
expanded its patrols to cover Mange, Kambia and Rokupr by 30 March. 427 In April, UNAMSIL
gained access to Mambolo (Mambolo Chiefdom). At the ECOWAS-sponsored six monthly ceasefire
review meeting held in Abuja, Nigeria, on 2 May, the RUF leadership agreed to withdraw from
Kambia District by 30 May 428 Disarmament plans for Kambia and Port Loko Districts were also
agreed upon in Abuja. Following this, UNAMSIL gained access to the towns of Madina (Tonka
Limba Chiefdom) and Kukuna (Bramaia Chiefdom).
On 18 May, UNAlvlSIL opened a disarmament centre at Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom).m A
disarmament centre was also opened at the Court Barrie in Madina (Bramaia Chiefdom). On the
same day, a Guinean helicopter gunship briefly bombarded Rokupr. The following day, the
President of Sierra Leone and the United Nations Special Representative of the Secretary-General in
Sierra Leone travelled to Conakry to discuss the bombardment with the Guinean authorities, who
' attac k. was "unlortunate
r:
"an
d was a consequence 0 f
"""
sal.d t1lat tllelt
a COlTllTIU11lCatlon
gap .'4311 0 n
29 and 30 Ivlay, the 11 th Battalion of the SLA and 30 SSD members deployed to Kambia Town. 431
On 10 August 2001, a cornmittee comprising representatives of the RUF, UNAMSIL and the
Government of Sierra Leone declared disarmament complete in Kambia District,432

3.
Conclusion
** TO BE DRi\FTED ON COMPLETION OF ANALYSIS FOR THE NORTHERN
PROVINCE**

m UN"-\;\lSIL Press Bnding, 12 January 2001.
m UN/\i\ISIL Press Release, 22 March 2001
~25

UN Secunry Council Press Release SC/7029, 8 March 2001.
Un-\i\lSIL Press Release, 22 March 2001
~27 UN.-\i\lSIL Press Briefmg, 3 "-\pril 2001
~2K UI,-L-\i\ISIL Press Briefing, 4 i\lay 2001
m UN.-\i\lSIL Press Release, 19 i\lay 2001
~]II UN"-\i\ISIL Press Brief1l1g, 22 fday 2001
~:ll BBe Online News, 30 i\lay 2001 (05:37 GMT 06:37 UK) and UNAMSIL Press Briefmg, 1 June 2001
~12 UN.-\i\ISIL Press Bnef1l1g, 14 .-\ugust 2001.
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Koinadugu District is located in the northwest of Sierra Leone. It shares a border with Guinea to the
north and east, with Kono and Tonkolili Districts to the south and \vith Bombali District to the
west. The town of Kabala is the Headquarter Town of Koinadugu District. There are eleven
Chiefdoms in Koinadugu District:

Chiefdom
Dem.belia Sinkuma
Diang
FoUosaba Dembelia
r\'Iambolo (Kasunko)
l\longo
Neiru
Neya
Sengbe
Sulima
Wara \X!ara Bafodia
Wara Wara Yagala

Headquarter Town
Sinkuma
Kondernbaia
Musaia
Fadugu
Mongo Bendugu
Yiffin
I<.rubola
Yogomaia
Falaba
Bafodia
Gbawuria

[geographical overview and summary of factual analysis to be drafted pending incorporation of
comments from resource persons]

2.
Factual Analysis
a)
Events in 1992
On 29 April 1992, the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC), led by Valentine Strasser and
elements of the SLA, overthrew the government of the All Party Congress.
In the first half of 1992, Fadugu town (Mambolo) experienced an influx of civilians from Makeni
town (l\lakari Gbanti, Bombali) and Kono District. On 2 May 1992 a local civilian militia was
formed in Fadugu town (Mambolo). For this militia, local blacksmiths manufactured single-barrel
shotguns known as "Chaka Bulla." Others were armed with sticks through which nails were driven,
metal bars, axes and cutlasses. Reports indicate that the Government of Sierra Leone was setting up
and recruiting for a civilian militia called the "Donsos," the headquarter of which was Koidu town
(Gbense, Kono District). An unknown number of civilian militia from Mambolo chiefdonl. joined
the Donsos
In lTud 1992 the SL\ started reinforcing their positions in the eastern Chiefdoms of Neya and
l'vlongo 1ll. the to\vns of Kumba \\!ullen Balia and Tumonia 433 In July 1992, in Mongo Bendugu
(Mongo), the Paramount Chief of Mongo met with a 12-man SLA unit and informed them that
there was no problem with security in the entire chiefdom.

~33

This town could be Tomama, Sengbe Cluefdom
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Between July and October 1992, SLA senior staff members visited all 11 chiefdoms in Koinadugu,
urging local leaders to gather local hunters into a civiliar: defence movement. Paramount Chiefs
recall receJYing letters from the NPRC government ech~ing this request, At about the same time
civilian militia started to be formed in various chiefdoms and were gathered to be trained by the SLA
in the tactics of guerrilla warfare and arnbushes in the headquarter town of Kabala, Wara Wara
Yagala chiefdom, They were named the Tamoboros, They were to be used to fight alongside the
SLA and SSD, The Tamaboros were operating under the political leadership of the then NPRC
Minister of Defence, Mr, Komba Kambo, The field commander of the Tamaboros was Pa, IZhanko
:Modi Samura, of Ghaya town in Sulima chiefdom, Local commanders were selected from the five
tribes of Komadugu, namely the Yalunka, Kuranko, Limba, Fullah and Madingo, In August 1992,
450 "Tamaboros" were deployed to confront RUF forces in Kono and Kailahun districts in the
months following It is likely that the bulk of deployment to Kono followed the RUF attacks on
Koidu (Kono District) from 22-23 October 1992 onwards,
Recruitment to the Tamaboros continued through November and December 1992, In late
Noyember 1992, a member of the Sierra Leone Police entered the town of Alikalia (Neini
Chiefdom) with a message for the Section Chief from the Neini Paramount Chief ordering him to
gather all hunters 1n the section and send them to Yiffin town 'within 7 days, Later, on 23 December
1992,43 hunters left the town of Firiwa (Neini Chiefdom) for the town of Yiffin, further south in
the Neini Chiefdom.
In September 1992, SLA, forces were sent the headquarter town of every chiefdom in Koinadugu
District. In Septern,ber, at the,SLA base in Yarawadu (or Yarawadugu, Neya Chiefdom), SLA troops
detained a Guinean man suspected of being a member of the RUF. The hands and feet of the man
were bound together behind Ius back, and he was suspended on a lateral stick, his head facing
towards the ground. \iVithin 24 hours the man had died. SLA forces ordered villagers of Yarawadu
to bury the body, and blocked all roads out of the town until tlus was done.
For two weeks 111 Noyernber 1992, townspeople of Yiffin (Nei1u Chiefdom) saw large and
continuous convoys of civilians travelling through the town, There were few vehicles, Those in the
convoy said they were moving from Kono because of RUF attacks,
Across 1992 SLi\ forces were stationed on the border of Neya cluefdom with the Kono Chiefdoms
of Toli, Lei and Sandor. There were SLA bases in the villages of Yarawadu and Durukoro to the
extreme south-east, and 1n Kurubonla (Neya), Mansofinia (or Mansofenia, in Neya Cluefdom) on
the main motorable road cross111g the north of the chiefdom, The SLA soldiers were little paid or
even unpaId for months, so there were some incidents of looting,
b)
Events in 1993
In early 1993 there was a meeting in Yifin (Neini), between NPRC officials and the Chiefs to form a
nUlitia to help the NPRC government to fight the RUF. Following this, in 1993 the Tamaboros
started to be deployed. Their effectiveness became a threat at government level where they were
perceived as a potential· alternative source of power and therefore the then Iv1inister of Defence Paul
NYUlTla prompted their dissolution,
Draft Can wet I\lapp1l1g Report
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In 1993 Tamaboros, moved to cornbat RUF forces in Kono District. The fIrst battle took place in
Sewafe River, in Kono District.
In June 1993, a group of SLA entered the village of Kumba Wullen Balia (Neya), abducted three
people and took them to Tagbadu where they had to catch some animals to be slaughtered for food.
The SLA forces left, releasing the people they had abducted.
On 15 September 1993 at a ~eeting in the community centre in Kabala town (Wara Wara Yagala
Chiefdom) the Tamaboros were officially disbanded. Tamboros were given a half a sack of rice and
some kerosene. The Paramount Chiefs were given a wall clock and a radio each.
c)
Events in 1994
In March 1994 civilians fleeing Kono District started to arrive in the southern chiefdom of Neya, in
the to\V11S of MansofInia and Kurubonla.
Following an attack on Bumbuna (Kalansogoia Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) on 1 November 1994,
RUF forces moved east\Jlards along the main road through Bendugu (Sambaia Bendugu Chiefdom,
Tonkolili District) towards Diang chiefdom and the town of Alikalia (Neini Chiefdom). This fIrst
group would attack Kabala by 7 November. A second RUF group would leave MansofInia on 8
November and arrive in i\likalia by 11 November.
/\likalia (NellU Chiefdom) was attacked by RUF forces moving from Bendugu (Sambaia Bendugu
Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) benveen 1 and 5 November 1994. Two SLA soldiers organised local
hunters, who were ordered by the Section Chief to gather their weapons, to move towards Bendugu
(Sambaia Bendugu Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) and ambush the advancing RUF forces. Two nilles
from Alikalia, this group engaged a large number of RUF forces, but were repelled by superior
fIrepower and dispersed into the surrounding bush. RUF forces attacked Alikalia shortly after,
burning 68 houses. Two members of the RUF forces were killed in the attack.
On 5 November 1994, a meeting was held in the southern town of MansofInia (Neya Chiefdom)
benveen RUF commanders during wll1ch an attack on Kabala Town was planned. This group would
move north towards Kabala on 8 November.
Also on Saturday 5 November 1994 convoys of ci\1.lians mO\1.ng from Alikalia (Neini Chiefdom)
passed through the town of Kondembaia (Diang Chiefdom) mO\1.ng towards Kabala. Residents were
l11formed that RUF were advancing on the town. SLA forces stationed in Kondembaia used longrange weapons to check the RUF advance, forcing a retreat to the town of Badala town on the Seli
nver, some 6 nilles from Kondembaia. RUF forces had entered Badala earlier in the day, and had
informed residents that they were safe, before commencing their attack. SLA forces moved towards
Badala and blocked the bridge of over the Seli River, both halting the northward movement of RUF
forces and preventing civilians from moving towards Kondembma. Two hundred people were killed
when RUF forces burned down the house they were in. The nU1Tlber of civilian deaths was high
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because it was the Saturday market day (called "Lumor" locally). SLA troops were ultimately
dislodged from the bridge.
Early on 6 November 1994 RUF forces departed Badala, and moved across the Seli river
nortlw\'ards to\vards Kabala, bypassing the town of Kondembaia, to where the SLA had retreated.
They attacked a number of villages \yjthin a 10km area to the immediate south of Kabala. Surkurela
(Dieng Clllefdom) and Kamadugu Sokurela (Nei11.l Chiefdom) were attacked. RUF forces arrived in
Fasowaya (or Fasawaia, \,\/ara \\!ara Yagala Clllefdom) early on 7 November and cooked a large
amount of food. RUF forces were in three groups around the Fasawaya area. The rust group was on
a patch of farmland called Maworona, the second on the farm of Madam Fatmata Roko, and the
tlurd at a location called Centre Bolt's Garden.
In the afternoon of 7 November 1994, RUF forces moved from their Fasowaya encampment and
attacked Kabala. Shortly before the attack, residents of Kabala recall hearing an announcement over
the radio l11fortmng them that the SLA were about to test their AK47 rifles, and therefore nobody
should worry. There was limited resistance from the small SLA contingent stationed in the town.
Reports indicate that Guinean and Nigerian troops were also present. They would be reinforced on
11 NovelTlber by SLA forces retreating from Kono District. During the attack, RUF forces killed a
prominent fOlmer Tamaboro leader, beating him severely with metal bars before cutting his throat.
At least four other civilians were killed by RUF forces. In addition to burning over 100 residences,
RUF forces looted and destroyed public buildings, including the Police Barracks, the District Office,
the District Council Hall and the hospital. Twenty civilians were abducted to carry stolen property.
RUF forces also destroyed the businesses of many civilians thought to have been Tamaboros.
Fleeing the battle much of the Kabala people fled the town of Kabala heading northeast towards
Fadugu and Falaba (Sulima Chiefdorn) and also towards the town of Tomania (Mongo Chiefdom).
Following the att3ck, RUF forces left K3bala in the morning of 8 November 1994, moving directly
southw3rds through the vill3ges of Yisimaia (Sengbe Chiefdom), FasawaY3 (Wara Wara Yagala
Chiefdom) and Kam3dugu SOkurel3 (Neini Chiefdom). In Fasawaya, 18 civilians were abducted to
carry looted property. They continued southwards off the main motorable road, moving through
Singbini (Neini Chiefdom) before veering westwards towards the town of Foria (Diang Chiefdom).
A. further 18 civilians were abducted in Singbina. Reports indicate that this RUF group, active in
Dlang clllefdom prior to the 7 November attack on Kabala, abducted over 3000 civilians.
By 10 November 1994, the RUF forces responsible for the 3ttack on Kabala on 7 Novernber
re3ched Dondoya (Diang Chiefdon"l). Inste3d of taking the main motorable road from Foria (which
continued south towards Alikalia and Yiffin) RUF forces headed to Darakuru (Diang). Darakuru is
one of the main gold mining are3S in Sierra Leone. RUF forces camped in Darakuru until 13
November 1994, during which time they received 300 ounces of gold from the residents of the
village in return for not att3cking Darakuru. This group of RUF moved into Tonkolili Disrrict.
RUF forces departed Mansofinia (Neya Chiefdom) on 8 November, moving to Yiffin on 9
November 1994. Before entering i\likalia on 9 November, RUF forces overpowered armed
significant resistance from local militia. Eleven Clvilians and four local militia were killed by RUF
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forces during this attack. Reports suggest that this second RUF group may have joined the RUF
forces moving southwards towards Darakuru following the 7 November attack on Kabala.
d)
Events in 1995
Throughout 1995, RUF and SLA activity was concentrated in the Neya chiefdom, to the extreme
southeast of Koinadugu District. Across 1995, the RUF would push their line of operation
westwards towards FreetO\vn, staging large attacks on Moyamba Port Loko, Mile 91, Songo and
\\laterloo attacking \\laterloo town in mid 1995. The RUF's presence in Koinadugu in 1995 was
primarily a spillover from the war 111 Kono, where food supplies were running short.
"Food finding" missions were launched by both RUF and SLA forces around the towns of
Mansofenia and Kurobonla, both on the main motorable road through Neya chiefdom. During
RUF "Food finding" missions, there were incidents of rape and other violence against civilians, but
nowhere near the l11tensity 0 f the attacks in Neya, N eiill and Diang chiefdorns in late 1994. In
i\ugust 1995, a 50 civilian militia were mobilised in the south of Diang chiefdom 434
On 1G February 1995, RUF forces arrived in Mansofinia (also Mansofenia, Neya) and requested to
be fed and lodged by the villagers, who obliged. On 17 February, they abducted five villagers and
moved to the village of Kamaya (Neya Chiefdom), arriving at towards midnight. Following a search
of the village, RUF forces opened fire, rounding up the population of the village and performed a
search of every residence. Early in the morning of 18 February, RUF forces had found and taken 15
five gallon tanks of palm oil, four bags of husk rice, two bags of husk groundnut, two bags of salt
and one full bag of beans. On 19 February, villagers from Kamaya were ordered by the town chief
to carry the stolen food items back to Mansoferua through Henekuma village (Neini Chiefdom). In
]-Ienekuma, more food items were stolen from villagers and two men were abducted to carry thm.
On 20 February, the convoy returned to J\1ansofenia.
On 22 February 1995, RUF forces based in Mansofenia divided into two groups and also divided the
property that had been taken the previous days. The first unit moved to nearby Yiraia (Neya
Chiefdom). The second unit headed south towards Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom, Kono District).
}ls a consequence of these l11cidents, the SLA were redeployed in the Southeastern chiefdom of
Neya in the towns of Gberawalia and Kumba \Xlullen Balia. A number of incidents of looting by
SU\ forces are reporting between February and March 1995.
In February 1995, SL/\ forces entered the village of Nelikoro (also Nerekolo III, Neya chiefdom).
Twenty civilian men \,vere arrested and questioned about the location of livestock nearby the village.
i\ farmer was tied up and forced to watch as his wife was raped by 5 members of the SLA. SLA
forces then took some livestock and abducted an unknown number of Nelikoro residents to
transport the livestock to Gberewaya (Sandor Chiefdom, Kono District).

434 There IS one report of an attack on Kabala, taken from a key person from another District, which is not
corroborated by any record taken 111 Kabala town or in Koinadugu District, therefore it does not appear to be
reliable
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In J\1arch 1995, SLI\ forces entered Kumba Wullen Balia. They abducted at least 5 civilians and took
them to nearby Yirandu (Neya Chiefdom) where they w~re forced to kill and butcher a cow, and
carry another cow suspended upside-down by its legs on a stick over their shoulders. Marching
tawards Mansofenia (Neya Chiefdom), SLA forces captured a further 5 civilians to assist with
carry111g the cow. On their a,rrival in Mansofenia (Neya Chiefdom), the civilians were locked in a
building without food or water until the following day.
RUF forces came from Yiraia (Neya Chiefdom) to Mansafinia in May 1995 before moving ta Seredu
(Neya Chiefdom). In Seredu, they entered the town firing in the air, and arrested 10 women and 8
men. Many villagers fled into the surrounding bush. All 10 women were raped and then forced to
fetch water and cook far the RUF forces. The men were forced to fetch firewood and palm \vine.
RUF forces also took palm oil, rice and poultry from farms in the surrounfing area. After five days,
they returned to Yiraia, abducting 25 villagers from Seredu to carry property stolen in the previous
days
In August 1995, reports reached the villages of Foria, Yanqulia, Soria and Kumunkaia (Diang
Chiefdom) of renewed RUF activity in Yiffin town (Neini Chiefdom) and Neya chiefdom. All four
villages are on the same road, running north to Kabala from Kono. Fifty hunters were mobilised,
with only five single barrel guns between them.
Food finding missions by RUF units along the Mansofenia - Kurubonla road (Neya Chiefdom)
continued into November and December 1995. RUF forces entered the town of Mansofinia on 13
October 1995 and took food items. The next day they also entered the villages of Kurubonla and
\X/orokoro (Neya Chiefdorn), searching for livestock. In December RUF forces again entered
Mansofinia (Neya Chiefdom) and Daboroma, near Kurobonla. In Mansofinia they abducted 20 men
and forced them to carry the loads to Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom, Kono District) and also to Yiraia
(Neya Chiefdom).
e)
Events in 1996
In general, there RUF forces carried out raids in Neya Ch.iefdom and attacks on Foria and Aliakalia
In Diang cluefolTl. There were frequent patrols from the town of Kurubonla into Mongo and Neya
Chiefdoms. Food finding raids were carried out from Kaiyai (Sandor Chiefdom). The RUF forces
had total freedorrl of movement throughout Neya chiefdom. RUF activity concentrated entirely in
the southern chiefdoms, the rnost 1I1tense attack being on Foraya (Diang Chiefdom).
No incidences were recorded in first half of 1996. The first record of resun1ed RUF activities was a
meeting 111 Kurubonla (Neya Chiefdom). On 13 June 1996, RUF forces commanded by three
different commanders met in Kurubonla (N eya Cluefdom). A decision was made to split into two
groups: one to go north to Bendugu (Mongo Chiefdom) and the other to head south to Mansadu,
Kono District. Both groups claimed to be looking for a senior SLA officer. On 15 June 1996, the
northern group headed to\vards I3engdugu (Mongo Chiefdom), staying 111 the village of Kamaron
(Mongo Chiefdom), returning to Kuribonla (Neya Chiefdom) on 18 June On 19 June, they departed
Kurubonla for Koidu. During tills I1llssion, there were no reports of any violent incidents. The
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Chiefs of both Kamaron (Mongo Chiefdom) and Kuribonla (Neya Chiefdom) cooperated with the
RUF forces, ordering villagers to provide food when requ~sted by the RUF.
On 15 /\ugust 1996, RUF forces attacked Foraya (Diang Chiefdom) from Nyamulnya, (Diang
Chiefdom) at the south end of the town. 435 Foraya is on the main northern road to Kabala, between
the towns of F\likalia and Kondenl.baia, both attacked heavily by RUF forces in 1994 prior to their
attack on Kabala on 7 November. \Xlith five shotguns, civil militia mobilised in August 1995
managed to repel the RUF assault and capture three members of the RUF, who were taken to
ECOTvIOG forces present in Alikalia. ECOMOG forces gave three AK47 rifles in exchange for the
RUF prisoners. The fate of the prisoners IS unknown.
The RUF forces moved from Kurabonla along the main towards Masadu (Mongo Chiefdom) on 15
September. In the evening they attacked the villages of Madine, Kumba Wullen Balia and Masandu.
In TvIadine, two houses were burnt down, one man was shot dead, 10 men arrested and property was
taken.
On 5 November 1996, RUF forces attacked Alikalia (Neini) RUF forces looted property, burnt
houses and killed 13 civilians. RUF forces also raped an unknown number of women.
On 26 November, armed RUF forces arrived in Kurubonla from Kaiamy (Sandor Chiefdom) from
Kana and stayed overnight in the village. The town chief provided them with food. On 27
November 1996, they moved south eastwards through the villages of Marilia (Neya Chiefdom) and
Toria (Neya Chiefdom). In Toria, the village was surrounded and all the houses searched. Food
items were taken and 25 villagers were abducted to carry the load back to Kurobonla, where the
Chief offered the commander one cow for the safe return of the Toria abductees. 43 (' From
Kurobonla, the RUF unit moved to Mansofenia, where the 25 abductees from Toria were released.
The Unit continued towards Kayia (Sandor Chiefdom, Kono District).
In December 1996,417 RUF forces attacked Mansofinia where they arrested 20 young men and
forced them to carry loads of property to Kaiyma, in Kono district.
On 12 December 1996, RUF forces attacked Foraya (Diang Chiefdom) from the village of Kulanko
(Neini Cll.1efdom) using heavy machine guns, mortars and RPGs. ECOMOG forces, SLA and local
militia engaged the RUF, but were repelled and retreated from the town northwards towards Badala,
a crossing P0111t over the Seli river. RUF forces killed one SLA soldier and captured one Nigerian
ECOIvIOG soldier, about whom there IS no further information.

f)

Events 111

1997~3H

m It is possible that this Incident took place at a hill called Gbakan, but this is not nurked on the maps and

requires further clanfica tion.
~,(, I t is not clear from the record whether tJus offer was accepted.
~,7 1\lore clarification is required from the records on the date, specifically ·when during December this happened.
~.'H The records conta111 contradictory Information on what happened in Koinadugu District 111 1997. Tlus whole
section therefore requires further clanficatlol1, lllcluding verification through open source research.
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In i\.pril 1997, RUF forces established a base in Serekolia (Mongo Chiefdom). Then they moved on
to attack Dolar 4Y) and moved south to Kurubonla (Neya c9Jefdom. The ECOMOG forces occupied
Kabala and moved on to Koinadugu, Sengbe chiefdom, searching for RUF forces.
In rVIay 1997, RUF forces left Sengbe chiefdom towards a bordering chiefdom, apparently escaping
from the advance of ECOMOG troops. Chasing the RUF forces the ECOMOG troops attacked
Gberefeh (Sengbe Chiefdom) and Dolar 4.j;) to unseat the RUF I AFRC bases. During this month,
CDF captured some lTlembers of the RUF and took them to the ECOMOG base in Mongo
441
chiefdom. The RUF IA.FRC forces counterattacked in Serekolia and Gberefeh where they engaged
111 a battle aga111st the Tamaboros.
There were RUF IAFRC bases in Sereya (Mongo Chiefdom), whose presence caused people to flee
to Guinea,442
In meantime, in the south eastern chiefdom of N eya, RUF forces attacked a number of towns,
111cluding Kurubonla, Porpon and Henekum, and set bases in Yiraia, Bendu, Kulia, Kumba Wullen
Balia, Nerekoro, Mansofmia: Yarawalu and Konkowaboro. In these places they continued looting,
killing and abducting people to carry their loads. 443
In June 1997, senior RUF I AFRC commanders were based in Koinadugu town (Sengbe Chiefdom),
where their men captured 80 young men, they raped women and girls in the bush and they killed 98
people Then they moved on to Dankawali. 444
In June RUF I r\FRC forces corning from Mongo and Neya Chiefdoms, went to Freetown, passing
through the towns of Kurubonla and Mansoflnia. In Mansofinia RUF I AFRC formed the G 5,
mixed units of RUF forces and civilians who were charged with vanous administrative functions,
and stayed in the district. 44 )
In July 1997, RUF/AFRC forces occupied the eastern part of the District in Neya, Mongo and
Sengbe chiefdoms, attacked many towns and villages and they planned the attack on Kabala town, at
the time a stronghold of ECOMOG and CDF. The battle took place on 27 July 1997. 44c,
On 17 September 1997, RUFlf\FRC forces again attacked Kabala. The RUF forces did not meet
any resistance from SLA and many people were killed. The next day the SLA, who ha9 apparently

The location of tim town is not clear, although it is likely to be either Mongo or Sengbe Chiefdom.
The locatlon of tlus to\vn is not clear, although it is likely to be either lVlongo or Sengbe Chiefdom.
441 More lJ1formation is required from the records about the location of the ECOhl0G base in this cluefdom
442 hlore information IS required from the records on this matter.
44.1 i\lore detail IS reqUlred from the records on these incidents.
444 This requues lnore detail, in particular whether all of these incidents took place on one day or over the month
ofJune
44) More Information IS required from the records here about the "G5" system,
44(, i\lore detail is reqmred from the records about this battle and these incidents
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delayed figbting tbe RUF forces for strategic reasons, started firing on their position killing many
RUF forces and their commander, who was subsequently ~uried in one of the main mass graves.
On 19 September 1997, an RUF commando group left Mansofinia and headed to Kulero. On the
way, tbey attacked Sumaworia and Sondordu (both in Neya Chiefdom). In Sumaworia, they
abducted everyone in the town, including men, women and children. The women were then taken
111to empty houses and raped, while their husbands were forced to watch. Similar incidents took
place in Sondordu. During that month a group, coming from Kumba \lV'ulien Balia, attacked
Kilimendu and Mansadu.
The RUF //\FRC forces operated in Neya chiefdom until the end of September 1997 in the towns of
Kurubonla, Sangabania, Kamaron and Bumbunkoro, where they abducted everybody and forced
men and women to work for them. During the night, women were raped all over the town.+!7
In October one AFRC group attacked the towns of Koromandor and Kumba Wullen Balia. During
tbe same montb in Sengbe chiefdom a fight took place between two senior RUF / AFRC
commanders, as a result of which one left the chiefdom. In November 1997, the RUF forces went
from I'vIake11l to Fadugu, Mangolo chiefdom, while in the [ust half of December another group of
RUF forces attacked Kondodalema, Sangbania and Kurubonla in Neya Chiefdom.
RUF forces attacked T\1ansonia (Ncya Chiefdom) on 26 December 1996, where they held a meeting
and asked the people for food. On this occasion, they beat people and raped women. After four
days they left the town forcing men and women to carry the loot to Kurubonla, where five vehicles
came to collect them and left to Safaru in Kana district.+!s
In December 1997, AFRC, RUF and G5 were based in Sengbe chiefdom where they took property,
abducted and beat people. Tbe people were forced to cook, wash their cloths and build guard-posts.
They were also sent in search of food. Many people would be flogged, especially when the RUF
forces bad casualties in a battle. RUF forces destroyed roads and bridges.+!~
g)
Events in 1998
Intense RUF / l\FRC activity and food finding missions staged from the two towns of Mansofenia
and Kurobonla on the main motor road though Neya chiefdom continued. Following ECOMOG
inten'ention, "Operation Pay Yourself", during wlllch RUF forces stoIc property in lTlany different
locations at tbe same time, was reported across Neini, Diang, Sebeneb chiefdoms.
In early January, a 20-man RUF / £\FRC unit entered the village of Kumba \X/ullen Baia. In nearby
Bola Mamburia, R UF forces temporarily detained 15 people and took property from their premises.
A man and his son were shot dead for refusing to carry loads of property. The unit left Kumba
\Vullen Baia for the RUF base at Mansofenia.

+!7 illore detail is reqUlled from the records on these incidents
More detail is reqwred from the records about tillS attack.
+!~ iI lore detail is reqUlled from the records about this attack.
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At some point before 5 January 1998, a 50-man RUF / AFRC unit entered Kuronbonla (Neya
Chiefdom), describing their mission to the town Chief, as a "routine patrol". On 5 January, they left
Kuronbonla heading southeast towards Yarawadugu (Ney-a Chiefdom), a border town with both the
Republic of Guinea and Toli chiefdom (Kono District). On their arrival in Yarawadugu,
RUF /AFRC forces sealed off the roads, fired shots in the air and went house-to-house removing
the occupants and taking thern into the streets. The Section Chief offered the RUF / AFRC forces
some livestock to feed them for the dura tion of their stay.
j\round midday on 12 January, RUF forces used a machete to cut off four fingers from the right
hand of the Section Chief. An unknown number of civilians in the town were whipped and beaten
by RUF forces, who looted extensively. Twenty-six men and 15 women, all civilians, were forced to
carry the looted property. RUF forces burned down four houses before departing Yarawadugu.
Between 12 and 13 .January. 1998, this RUF unit returned to Kuruborua from Yarawadugu passing
through the villages of Tilikoro, Fasombnuya, Sandia, Tenkeya, Toroya and Marliya. In Tilikoro, two
men were caught and their property taken away. In Fasonbnuya, three men were caught, and
property including radios, casette tapes and a gun was taken. Five houses were also burned down.
rVIany houses in other towns were also burnt down, including lain Sandia, two in Tenkeya, lain
Toraya and 6 111 Marliya. On 13 January, the unit arrived in Kurubonla, whereupon the people who
had been abducted to carry stolen property on the patrol were released. A truck from the RUF base
at Yiraia (Neya Chiefdom) was provIded to carry the 50 man unit back to Koidu (Gbense Chiefdom,
Kono District).
On 15 January 1998, RUF forces burned a total of 11 houses in the villages of Dunamara, Fandala
and Henekuma (all Neya Chiefdom) en route from Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom, Kono District) to
IvIansofenia (Neya Ch.iefdom). In Mansofenia, RUF forces began to burn houses. Villagers report
begin surpnsed, hav111g been informed earlier by one of the RUF conllTlanders that Mansofenia was
an RUF base. That RUF cornmander shot dead another RUF COlTlmander with a pistol."511
In February 1998, the combined forces of the ARFC and the RUF were driven out of Freetown by
the Nigerian-led ECOMOG intervention force.
After 14 February 1998, a 1000-man RUF / AFRC unit known as "Junta One" arrived in Fadugu
(I\1ambolo HQ town) and proceeded to attack many surrounding villages as part of "Op.eration Pay
Yourself'. Attacks were made upon Kagbasia, Kafogo, Kassasie, Thankorosidia, Madina,
Kasandakoro, Kakayo and Kamanda."'>l
On 15 February 1998, ECOMOG forces entered Fadugu town forcing j\RFC/RUF forces to retreat
towards Kabala. F adugu town becalTle the focus point for surrenders by RUF / AFRC forces present
in the surrounding villages, as a result of which ECOMOG set up a screening process. 452 At least

"'>" ?l1ore dctailIS recp..ured from the records on tlllS
"'>\ J\lore detaills regwred from the records on these attacks.
45:

i\lore detail IS regwred from the records on the screening process
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two killings of surrendered RUF /i\FRC forces by ECOMOG soldiers are recorded. ECOMOG
cooperated with the CDF to set up a town defence plan that included civilians.
CDF forces had made the main route between Magburaka and Koidu impassable to retreating
RUF /I\FRC forces, so the rnain route used was through Bumbuna (Kalansogoia, Tonkohh) and
Bendugu (Sambala Bendugu, Tonkohh) into Neini chiefdom. After 14 February 1998, a large convoy
of RUF /AFRC vehicles moved through the towns of Alikalia (Neini Chiefdom) and Yiffin (Neini
Chiefdom) through towards Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom, Kono District). In both Alikalia and Yiffin,
until early March 1998, there are reports of continual harassment of civilians and their property
being taken by RUF / AFRC forces as part of "Operation Pay Yourself".
Throughout March and April 1998 in Sebeneh chiefdom, the number of RUF / AFRC forces present
grew. There are also reports of continual looting of civilian property and expropriation of dwellings
to house RUF / f\FRC forces and their families. Civilians in Kalkoia (Sengbeh Chiefdom) report
seeing small ECOMOG patrols shortly after the arrival of the main ECOMOG 2nd Battalion
reached Kabala in early March. Shortly after ECOMOG arrived in Kabala, RUF / AFRC forces
occupied the town of Serekolia (Mongo Chiefdom).
After 13 March 1998, ECOMOG forces commanded by entered the town of Alikalia from the
north. /\ company of ECOMOG forces remained in Alikalia, whilst a platoon was dispatched to
Yiffin town (Neini ChiefdolTl.), in pursuit of RUF / AFRC forces. ECOMOG met little resistance on
entering Yiffin. In both Yiffin and Alikalia, ECOMOG forces and Section Chiefs accepted the
surrender of unknown numbers of RUF / AFRC forces, who were issued with documents identifying
them and then sent to Kabala or Makeni for further questioning by ECOMOG.
Immediately after entering both Yiffin and Alikalia, ECOMOG met with the Section Chiefs and
requested that hunters be gathered together to assist ECOMOG troops. In Alikalia, 50 hunters were
rapidly assembled and reglstered at the ECOMOG base. ECOMOG firstly provided training to
those who registered in how to use an AK-47 rifle, and secondly ordered those trained to search the
bush around /-,likalia town for RUF / AFRC forces.
By 14 l\1arch 1998, ECOMOG troops had deployed to the northern town of Sinkunia (Dembelia
Sinkunia Chiefdom) to the North of Kabala. Civilians In nearby Falaba (Sulima Chiefdom) report
arresting and tYing up a local A.RFC leader and handing him over to ECOMOG forces in Sinkunia.
lifter 14 March 1998, ECOMOG forces arrived in Falaba town.
On 26 March 1998, an RUF / AFRC unit attacked the town of Kosaba in the Republic of Guinea,
bordenng Mondo chiefdom The previous day this unit abducted 40 civilian men in Kamaron and
Kindu (both 111 Mongo ChiefdolT1) to guide thern through to Kosaba. Two civilians were killed
dunng the attack. RUF / AFRC forces took items like foam rnattresses, guns, radios and foodstuffs
frorn Kosaba. The abductees \vere forced to carry the looted property back to the RUF //\FRC base
111 .fvlansofel1la.
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On 28 T\1arch 1998, ECOMOG forces stationed in Falaba (Sulima Chiefdom) received reports of an
RUF /AFRC buildup to the south of the town. A young 90Y reported that RUF / AFRC forces had
captured his friend and killed him as a ritual sacrifice. ~i\n ECOMOG armoured car fU'ed from
Falaba (Sulima Chiefdom) in the direction of Alia (Alieya Chiefdom) village: In the early hours of
the rrlOrwng on 29 IVlarch, RUF / AFRC forces responded and attacked Falaba town with heavy
machine guns and RPGs, killing 18 civilians, looting and burning down over 50 houses. ECOMOG
withdrew to their pre-exlsting position in Sinkunia. Falaba was attacked by RUF / AFRC forces again
on 3 April, thereby securing RUF /i\FRC control of Falaba until the arrival of Guinean troops in late
.May 1998 The Guinean contingent remained until late November 1998.
On 30 l\'larch 1998, ECOMOG in Alkalia received reports from civilians of a large concentration of
r\RFC/RUF forces around \/:/orombala in the southern tip of Neini chiefdom, bordering with
Tonkolili Dlstrict. ECOMOG forces based in the town and 40 local hunters were dispatched by
ECOMOG from i\likalia. Failing to locate RUF / AFRC forces, they returned to Alikalia in early
r\pril 1998
In early April 1998, a contingent of Guinean ECOMOG troops attacked Serekoha town (Mongo),
entering from the direction of Kabala. Residents report seeing 13 trucks, an unknown number of
ground troops and a helicopter gunship. RUF / AFRC forces retreated from Serekoha towards
KurobonJa. ECOMOG moved through Serekolia, and established a base in the nearby town of
Mongo Bendugu (Mongo). There are also reports that shortly after moving from Serekolia,
RUF / j\FRC forces established a base in the town of Seria (Mongo Chiefdom), close to Mongo
Bendugu, and on the main road southwards to the other RUF / ARFC bases in Neya chiefdom. 453
On 11 April 1998, a large number of RUF / AFRC forces arrived in the village of Mansofenia (Neya
Chiefdom). They had more than 20 Honda motorcycles and a large and a varied amount of
weaponry including RPGs, LMGs, i\K-47s, shotguns, mortars, grenades and bladed weapons. The
town was sealed off by RUF / AFRC forces On 13 April, a large meeting of civilians and all military
forces was convened. The RUF / AFRC forces were div-ided into five groups, to be based at
Mansofenia, Yiriaia, Kurobonla (Neya Chiefdom), Mansodugu (Mongo Chiefdom) and Alikalia
(Diang Cluefdom). On 20 April, some of the RUF / AFRC forces moved towards Kurobonla, and a
much smaller group moved to Mandodugu. The Alikalia and Mansofenia groups remained in
Mansofema
Late monung on 27 April 1998, RUF/AFRC forces attacked Yiffin from the easterly directions of
Krutor and Konombaia village (both in Nieni Chiefdom).454 ECOMOG forces were ambushed with
an RPG whilst setting up defences and retreated from Yiff1l1. The ECOMOG commander informed
the Section Chief that the town should be evacuated because they were unable to defend against the
RUF / AFRC attack. Man)' civilians fled the town into the nearby bush. RUF troops had red material
tied around thelr heads and A.FRC had white pieces tied around their heads. The house of the Town
Chief was destroyed \.V-:lth an RPG. The chief was shot in the lTlouth but escaped to Alikalia. f\
number of the RUF / AFRC forces wore uniforms similar to that of ECOMOG and informed
45,
404

More 1l1formauon IS requued from tbe records on tlns base and whether it in fact existed.
It IS likely this groups moved from J\Iansoferua but further clanfication is required from the records on tlm.
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civilians that they should head to the centre of town where they would be protected. RUF / AFRC
forces gathered between 200 and 300 people in a barn, fJ!ing into the building before setting it on
fire. Later that afternoon, RUF / AFRC forces left Yiffin in the direction of Alikalia. On 28 April
1998, returmng Clvilians buned over 200 dead civilians in a mass grave in Yiffin. Two ECOMOG
forces were also killed in the attack, after which Yiffin was left undefended.
i\round midday on 28 "\pril 1998, RUF / AFRC troops attacked Alikalia. ECOMOG forces and
hunters (speClfically, two hunters and one ECOMOG soldier) were at that time dug into trenches,
having been warned of the attack by civilians escaping the RUF / AFRC attack on Yiffin on 27 April.
They exchanged f1re for about four hours, before repelling the RUF / AFRC attack. On 29 April
1998, the ECOMOG platoon arrived in Alikalia from Yiffin
In early IVlay, RUF /AFRC forces stationed in Mansofenia established a form of cooperation with
civilians. Under the threat of their property being taken, civilians were ordered to provide a certain
amount of livestock, palm oil, salt, groundnuts and other food items to support RUF / AFRC forces.
lVIen from the village were to provide firewood and women were to deliver water and cook for
RUF / AFRC forces
In early May 1998, a large number of RUF / AFRC forces (possibly moving from Kurobonla to the
south) attacked and occupied the town of Gberefeh (either Mongo or Segbeneh Chiefdom), at the
begi111ung of a motorable road leading to Serekoilia town (Mongo Chiefdom). Local hunters engaged
them, but ran short of ammunition and were driven into the bush. During the attack, RUF / ARFC
forces set fire to a 1O-wheel truck full of agricultural machinery and burnt down all the houses in the
villages. Only the town mosque was left untouched. Two trucks of ECOMOG forces from the
Guinean ECOMOG base 111 Mongo Bendugu were sent towards Gbefereh to engage the
RUF / AFRC forces, but returned to Mongo Bendugu without having dislodged the RUF / AFRC
forces from Gberefch.
In the follO\ving days, RUF / AFRC forces attacked the villages of Dambafayi and Farama. In
Farama, RUF / ARFC forces burned down all the houses, and killed a prominent town chief. There
are reports that RUF / AFRC then stationed themselves in Serekolia town.
On 5 I\1ay 1998, RUF/AFRC forces entered the town of Tomania (Mongo Chiefdom). RUF/AFRC
commanders met wlth the local cbief and elders, informing them that they 1l1tended to_ attack the
town of Dankawali (Sengbe Chiefdom). Between 8 and 10 May 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked
Dankawali. Three N1gerian ECOIvl0G forces and eight civilians \,vere killed during the attack.
Civilians fleeing tbe attack moved eastwards to Tomania.
On G May 1998, the town of Badala, a crossing point over the Seli river, was attacked by
RUF /AFRC forces from the direction of Dalakuru. RUF /AFRC forces amputated both hands of
one man and disfigured the lips, nose, eyes and forehead of another.
On 9 May 1998, Kondembaia town \,vas attacked by RUF / AFRC forces. Both hands of nATO men
were amputated and seyen glrls were raped by RUF / j\FRC forces. ECOMOG forces retreated to
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Fadugu town (Mabolo Chiefdom), to the north. Kondembaia was attacked again on 22 May from
the direction of Diang Sokurela. Eleven people were killed.in the attack and an unknown number of
people had both hands alTlputated.
On 10 "Gray, RUF / AFRC forces attacked ECOMOG forces stationed in Alikalia from the direction
of Kulankor and Fira\va in the north of Neini chiefdom. ECOMOG forces engaged the
RUF /l\FRC attack, whlCh ceased after about 2 hours. Local militia were ordered by an ECOMOG
commander to rernove all undergrowth within a 300 metre perimeter around Alikalia. More trenches
were dug, and for three weeks local militia and ECOMOG forces were placed on 24 hour-guard
around the town
By the early morning of 22 May 1998, a large number of RUF / AFRC forces attacking from the
RUF base at Koinadugu village (Sengbe Chiefdom) had captured the town of Fadugu (Mambolo
Chiefdom) The 40-man ECOMOG unit was briefly driven from town. One CDF member was
shot dead and 111S body cut up by RUF forces. Eleven civilians were killed in the attack and an
unknown number of houses were burned down. On the same day, by 1000, ECOMOG
reinforcements from Kabala arrived, but were ambushed in Kafogo village, nearby Fadugu. On 23
May, ECOMOG, SSD and CDF forces attacked Fadugu with the assistance of air support.
RUF / AFRC forces retreated towards Kabala. ECOMOG forces immediately performed a houseto-house search of Fadugu, during which civilian property was taken.
On 2 June 1998, RUF /AFRC forces entered Yiffin (Neini Chiefdom), under heavy rainfall. Using
cutlasses, they tore the corrugated zinc roofing from an unknown number of houses, claiming they
were "repairing" the properties. RUF / AFRC forces remained in Yiffin until the next day, singing
songs and harassing Clvilians throughout the night.
On 3 June 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Kondembaiai (Diang). In this attack, RUF / AFRC
forces cut off the limbs of an unknown number of children between the ages of three and five. The
RUF //\FRC forces searched every house in town, with the exception of the mosque and the Roman
Catholic church.
On G June 1998, RUF (A.FRC forces coming from the direction of Yiffin and Kulankor (both in
Diang Clllefdom) attacked Alikalia town. ECOMOG and local militia repelled the RUF / ;\FRC
attack by midday on 7 June 1998 RUF / AFRC forces killed three civilian men in the bush nearby
Alikalia and one woman was shot 111 the stomach while atternpting to escape. On 9 june 1998,
ECOI'vl0G commanders in Alikali ordered a unit of 40 local militia to travel to Firawa (Diang
Chiefdom), to establish the whereabouts of the RUF / AFRC forces that attacked Alikalia. On the
road to Firawa, this unit stopped at Kulanakor and learned from residents that the RUF / AFRC
forces had moved to Gbefereh (Senebeh Chiefdom) in search of livestock. On their return to
i\likalia, on 10 June, ECOMOG ordered the local nlilitia to return to the trenches, where they stayed
until 17 June before be111g allowed to freely move around the town.
On 30 June and 10 July 1998, soldiers of the SU\ lSi Battalion moved through Alikalia towards
Yiffin, dislodg111g the RUF /I\FRC forces, on way to engage RUF at Kayima (Kana District).
ECOI\'10G 1n Alikali8 were infornled by the commander tlnt SLA forces would remain in Yiff111 as
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an advance defence for Alikalia. One company of SLA forces l<:mained in Yiffin, whilst the
remainder advanced to attack RUF / AFRC positions in K3.yima (Sandor Chiefdom, Kana District).
At the end of]une 1998, Alikalia, Yiffin and Kabala were out of the control of the RUF / AFRe. On
24 June, the CDF was officially formed in Diang chiefdom.
In early July 1998, RUF / AFRC forces established combat bases in the villages of Koinadugu and
Yamadugu (both in Sengbe Chiefdom).
Before 26 July '1998, reports reached the town of Firawa (Neini Chiefdom), immediately south of
Koinadugu and Yamadugu (Sebeneh Chiefdom), that RUF / AFRC forces were gathered in the
village of Banda Karafaia (Neini Chiefdom). On 26 July 1998, CDF forces laid an ambush for
RUF / AFRC forces on the road into Firawa. After 2 hours, CDF retreated into the town, informing
residents that they should lude in the bush. RUF / AFRC forces entered the empty town, burning
down 20 houses and killing one civilian. They remained in Firawa until 28 July, until they moved
westwards towards the town of Faria (Diang Cluefdom)
In thc cvening of 27 or 28 July 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked and occupied Kabala town from
the direction of Makeni. They were armed with r\A guns, RPGs, mortars and other weapons and
arrived In about 30 velucles including Toyota land cruisers, Land Rovers and Mercedes Benz cars.
\Vhile RUF/AFRC forces looted private property, there are no reports of violent incidents or
burning of houses. Nigerian and Gwnean ECOMOG troops stationed in Kabala secured their
defensive positions and remained in town until they were reinforced. The occupation lasted until the
evemng of either 1 or 2 August, \vhen RUF / AFRC forces were driven from Kabala by ECOMOG
forces and the SLi\ 2 nd Battalion..jS)
Retreanng from Kabala, RUF / AFRC forces settled in towns and villages on the arterial road leading
eastwards from Kabala through Sebeneh cluefdom. These included Yamadugu, Koinadugu and
Kalkoia (Sebench Chiefdom). Another Ulut moved further south, ani\ring in the town of Gberefeh
(Sebcneh Chiefdom).
In the early hours of 11 Septernbcr 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Fadugu (Mangolo Chiefdom)
in an operation called "Operation Die." They were armed with RPGs, AK-58s and AK-47 machine
guns RUF / J\FRC forces came through the Madingotown area of Fadugu, avoiding the. ECOMOG
checkpoint on the road fronl Kafogo and Kabala. ECOMOG forces engaged the RUF / AFRC
forces but were unable to repel the attack. The Paramount Chief of MalTlbolo was shot dead at his
home by RUF forces, who afterwards set [rre to his corpse. Sixty-eight houses were burned down
and eIght CIvilians were killed, two of them being set on [rre. The RUF / AFRC forces rrlOved from
the to\vn later in the day on 12 September. The attack was primarily to loot ECOMOG alTlmunition
dumps In the town.
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On 18 September 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked the village of Karia (Diang Chiefdom) from
the direction of Darakam, in gold-rich area of Diang chiefdom. RUF / AFRC forces burned 36
houses and abducted 10 Clvilians. One hundred SLA soldlers were deployed to Karia at the request
of the clllefdom elders.
On 23 September 1998, RUF /i\FRC forces left Kuronbonla (Neya Chiefdom) for the town of
Kamaron (Mongo Chiefdom), arriving in the early evening. Twenty-five men and 15 women were
detained by RUF forces in a church in the town. RUF / AFRC forces entered eve17 house in the
town and took property, including food items, livestock and domestic goods. The stolen property
was loaded onto trucks and driven to Kuronbonla. Fifteen houses were burnt when the RUF / AFRC
forces left Kamaron the next day.
On 8 October 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Alikalia (Neini Chiefdom) from Firawa (Neini
Chiefdom) in the north. f\lthough CDF and ECOMOG resisted the attack, RUF / AFRC burned
down over 20 houses along their retreat route. CDF and ECOMOG forces pursued the
RUF /AFRC unit over 2 miles out of i\likalia towards Firawa.
On 16 October 1998, RUF / f\FRC forces moved from Kuronbonla (Neya Chiefdom) and destroyed
the bridges over the Bafin and Bagbe rivers along the main road through Mongo chiefdom. This was
to prevent ECOMOG forces stationed in Mongo Bendugu (Mongo Chiefdom) from entering the
Neya chiefdom, and putting pressure on the RUF / AFRC bases in Kuronbonla and Mansofenia. At
the Bagbe crossing point, the)! destroyed the concrete on both ends of one of the main support rails,
causing the wooden slats that made up the bridges to fall into the river. The bridges were rendered
impassable to vehicles.
On 28 October 1998, a large number of RUF / AFRC forces from Kurobonla attacked the
ECOMOG base at :tvlongo Bendugu. Since they had earlier destroyed both bridges over the main
road, the attack was carried out on foot. Two RUF /AFRC forces were sent into Mongo Bendugu to
surrender to ECOMOG, distracting their attention away from the main attack, which came along
the southern road from Seria. RUF/AFRC forces killed over 20 civilians and three ECOMOG
soldiers. ECOMOG retreated from the town to an unknown location, leaving behind arms and
ammunition. RUF /AFRC forces took possession of this weaponry, in addition to looting livestock
and domestic goods from civilian residences. An unknown number of civilians were captured and
forced to carry the stolen property over 30 rniles to Kurobonla. 45G
Between 1 and 7 November 1998, RUF /AFRC forces again attacked Alikalia. They were repelled by
combined ECOTvIOG and CDF forces who, having received warning from a local farmer, engaged
the RUF / AFRC attack a mile out of Alikalia. On 2 November 1998, RUF /AFRC forces attacked
Kamarantak (Diang Chiefdom). SL'\ forces based in the village repelled the attack.
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On 11 November 1998, RUF / AFRC forces entered the town of Musaia (Follosaba Dembelia
Chiefdom) and occupied the town for the day. An unkno,wn number of civilians were beaten with
iron bars, sticks and belts. An unknown number of civilia;s were tied up and left in the sun.
Early on 28 November, SLA forces retreated from Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom, Kono District)
through Yiffin, to A.likalia. Their commander reported to the ECOMOG commander that his unit
had been ordered to move to Burnbuna (Kalansogoia Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) to defend the
hydroelectric plant from attack.
On 8 December 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Alikalia, meeting resistance from ECOMOG
and local CDP The engagement continued throughout the night. Around midday on 9 December
1998, the ECO~IOG Commander ordered ECOMOG to retreat, because they had expended all
then ammunition, so they retreated towards Makeni. The ECOMOG Commander further informed
the CDF that this was a "brigade attack", so CDF forces retreated into the surrounding bush.
RUF !/\FRC forces burned down over 200 houses and discovered a large amount of ammunition
buried beneath the fonner ECOMOG headquarters.
Following the RUF /AFRC capture of Alikalia, Neini chiefdom was divided into two operational
regions by RUF/AFRC. The towns of Alikalia and Firawa came under the control of the
RUF /AFRC Brigade Headquarters at Gberefeh (Mongo to Sebeneh Chiefdoms). The towns of
Banda Karafaia, Yiffin, Sumbaria and Drutor came under the control of the Brigade Headquarters at
Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom, Kono District). Committees of civilian intermediaries were appointed in
all these towns, their role being to ensure the provision of foodstuff, manpower and other material
needs of RUF /AFRC forces. These intennediaries were known collectively as "G-S" and were
expected to cooperate fully \.vith both resident RUF /AFRC units and new units entering and leaving
town. In Yiffin (Neini Chiefdom), for exarnple, the GS were ordered to provide to the RUF / AFRC
Kayima Brigade the sum of 800 cups of rice each rnonth, in addition to 20 cups each day for the
Comrnander. In Alikalia, G5 were to provide 900 cups of rice and 600 cups of beans to RUF / AFRC
Brigade Headquarters at Gberefeh.
The capnue of all the major towns in Diang, Neini and Neya chiefdoms refocused RUF / AFRC
strategy away from bush fighting and raiding, towards occupation and consolidation of control
Patrols were send into the bush to encourage civilians to return to the towns.
h)
Events in 1999
The RUF commander in Yiffin held a meeting l11forming the population that the RUF / AFRC had
taken over the government and that President Kabbah had fled to Guinea. In February 1999, he
ordered "G 5" to gather the people from the bushes and these civilians were forced to work in a
governrnent farm for them. During this month of time civilians were subject to violence, tortures
and forced labour, women were taken from them and raped, all huts burnt down. Another unit of
RUF /AFRC was active in the Mambolo clllefdom and attacked towns and villages among which
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Madina, Dugbongbon, Kakarima and Fadugu. Around 10 January RUF / AFRC forces raided Kabala
and went back to Fadugu. )
~-7

On 12 January a group of RU F / AFRC forces reinforced Kumba Wullen Balia (N eya Chiefdom)
from Kono District. The leaders of those forces were saying that they wanted to join the fighters at
Makeni to launch an attack on Guinea, but ECOMOG and SLA were based in Kabala, blocking the
most convenient route Guinea.
Around 15 and 20 January 1999, a very large RUF / AFRC force comprised of different units led by
different commanders on their way to Freetown stopped in Fadugu, Mambolo chiefdom causing the
population to retreat to the surrounding bush.~5H
On 28 January in Fadugu (Mambolo Chiefdom) there was a battle between SLA forces and
ECOMOG against RUF / AFRC forces m
In February 1999, AFRC forces attacked Tomania (Sengbe Chiefdom) and then they skirted
northwards on the main road avoiding Kabala, via Serekolia (Mongo Chiefdom), Gbenikoro (Sengbe
Chiefdom), Fadugu (T'vlambolo Chiefdom), towards Makenl town. During this expedition, they were
ambushed by CDF forces. In Tornania, they captured all the women and took them to a flat rock
behind the town where they were sexually abused. They also abducted men and women to carry
their looted foodstuff to Serekolia.~(,(1
f\nother RUF / AFRC unit was active in Wara \X!ara Bafodia chiefdom, where attacks were made on
I'vlagbgbe, Bafodia and Kakonsio. In Bafodia town, the RUF commanders gathered the population
and divided it l11to three groups. One group remained in Bafodia, the second was deported to
another village, possibly Katawuyia, and the third to Kakoyia After five days the RUF forces left for
Ka111awle.~(,1

From 15 to 20 February 1998, RUF / AFRC forces passing through Fadugu (Mambolo) on the way
to Freetown, arrested civilians, captured them and killed some of them. Seventy houses were burnt
down and women, both young and old, were sexual abused 4 (,2
On 16 February 1998, a larg€ number of RUF / AFRC forces attacked Bafodia (Wara \"X1ara Bafodia
Chiefdom), where they spent the day. During the attack, the RUF / AFRC forces amputated the
limbs of four civilians, 1l1cluding children under five years of age, and they raped five women. Two
of the amputees died. They also took property and abducted five people to carry the loads.
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Between Ivlarch and April 1999, a battle \vent on 111 Gbenekoro and Fogo, (Diang Chiefdom)
betwecn RUF forces and CDF forces. Towards mid-April, in Bafodia (Wara Wara Bafodia
Cluefdom) , RUF / AFRC forces entered the town and introduced themselves as "SLA loyal forces"
to thc residcnts. After extorting money from them for three days, some of the RUF /AFRC forces
left Katawupa (Diang Chiefdorn).4(')
In I'vlambolo chiefdom, on 16 March 1999, RUF / AFRC forces were present 111 the villages of
d a1 an d I'
I"aman
,--an1a)n1 b o. 4(,4
On 28 April 1999, a high-conunand meeting was held in Firawa (Neini Chiefdom) to organise the
RUF convention. A nwnber of important commanders were present at the meeting, during which
time property was taken from people in the town, who were also forced to undertake tasks for the
RUF. 4(,S
f\t the beg111ning of I\1ay in Falaba (Sulima Chiefdom), the RUF commander was replaced, after
which the forces executed a looting operation known as "]A]A"4('(' The joined RUF / AFRC forces
made preparations for an attack on Kabala. They attacked the town from different direction in
Mambolo Chiefdom fron1 the southwest and from the northwest through Yagala, but were repelled
by SLr-\ forccs.
.
On 18 July 1999, thc RUF/AFRC forces attacked the gold-rich mining area of Binkokoh (Diang
Cluefdom). In Foraya, the RUF forces killed 3 people, looted the whole village, demanded gold and
abductcd some young boys and gltls to carry the stolen property.4('7 On 3 August, the RUF / AFRC
forces moved from Binkokoh to attack Barakan and Dalakuru (Diang Chiefdom), which are also
gold-mining areas. While in Dalakuru, thc RUF / AFRC forces raped a woman.
In September 1999 the CDF attacked the RUF / AFRC position in Dondoya (Diang Chiefdorn). In
the southern Neya chiefdom, RUF / AFRC forces attacked the towns of Dalawullay-feh, Bendu III
and Yarawadu.
On 3 September RUF / AFRC forces attacked Kafogo and Fadugu, (Mambolo), where they, given
their great number, overwhelmed the ECOMOG, CDF, SSD and SLA checkpoints and entered
Fadugu carrY111g sophisticated weapons like RPG, AK47, AK58, G3 and AA guns. In Fadugu, the
RUF forces burnt 80 houses, took all the property they could find, abducted some gliis and boys to
use them as forced labour and killed some people.
On 17 September 1999 111 Diang chiefdom there were several attacks by RUF / AFRC forces, based
in AJikalia (Nellu Chiefdom). The RUF forces attacked Kombonkalia and Nya\vulenya (both in

4(,1
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Diang Chiefdom). The RUF j AFRC forces were resisted by an organised group of youth 4G8 in
Nyawulenai (Diang chiefdom), therefore the town was totally burnt down while Kombonkaha
(Diang Chiefdom) was spared because did not put up an{resistance. The same day the CDF, based
in Faraya, attacked RUF j AFRC positions in Dondonya (Diang Chiefdom).
In October 1999, CDF-Kamajors coming from Kono district attacked Yiraia (Neya Chiefdorn), an
important RUF jAPRC base. The CDF took property and burnt down the town, but the RUF
commander was not captured. Consequently, RUF jAFRC forces attacked the nearby town of
Henekuma (Diang Chiefdom), where 27 civilians were killed, property was taken and the town was
dcscribcd as bCl11g conl.pletely destroyed.
On 16 and 19 October 1999, RUFjAFRC forces planned an attack on Kabala. They entered Fadugu
(Mambolo Chiefdom) and looted aU the surrounding villages in Mambolo chiefdom. Following this,
they moved on to Kabala, but failed to occupy the town. The group was reorganized in Fadugu and
moved towards Freetown. In the following days many locations in the chiefdom were looted by
RUF j AFRC forces. 4G9
In November 1999, 111 Bafodia (\.\7 ara \\lara Bafodia Chiefdom), RUF j AFRC forces engaged SLA
forces. The RUF j AFRC forces \-vere driven from the town and SLA forces subsequently left for
Kabala. On 3 November 1999, one senior AFRC commander, coming through F olosaba Dembeia
Chiefdom via I'vlusaia compound, attacked Kamasigie and then continued towards Kamakwie. In
Neini chiefdom people were abducted and taken to mines in the Kono district 470
In December 1999 news arrived that an important RUF commander had been captured in Koidu
town, Kono district. On 22 December, Kenyans troops from UNAMSIL (I<:ENBA Tf) in transit
from Makeni to Kabala were attacked by RUF forces in Fadugu, but nevertheless managed to reach
Kabala.
i)
Events in 2000 471
During 2000, the RUF j AFRC forces attempted to take control Kabala many times, but SLA and
ECOlvl0G forces stationed in the town managed to hold it under their control. At the beginning of
2000, the SL'\ forces were also based in Makakura (Mambolo Chiefdom).
Deportation of civilians by RUF forces to the mining areas continued. For example, in January, RUF
forces gathered the citizens of Kurubonla and Yiraia (Neya Chiefdom) to find people to be taken to
work 111 Kono Hunes. Following this, they sent some civilians they had located to Kono district.
In February the UNA['vlSIL KENBATT coming from Makeni to Kabala were attacked by
RUF j AFRC in Fadugu. The Kenyan troops were again able to reach Kabala.
i\10re informauon IS regwred from the records on tillS group, including who they were organised by and how
old they were
4(,') i\10re detail is reqLUred from the records on these 1l1cidents.
4711 More detail is requued from the records on these 1l1cidents.
471 In general, more detail IS requued from the records on events that occurred in 2000.
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On 1G February 2000, the RUF farces withdrew from i\likalia moving around the northern circuit
road, avoiding Kabala, to Falaba (Sulima Chiefdom) and then Senkunia (Mongo Chiefdom). In
Falaba and Senkunia, RUF forces conducted food-finding missions, during which property was
taken and civilians were abducted. In Firawa (Diang Chiefdom) RUF forces gathered 400 civilians
to carrying items the RUF forces had stolen to Kono district.
On 10 1\larch 2000, knowing that RUF / AFRC forces would be holding a meeting in Kurubonla
(Neya Chiefdom), a Guinean helicopter gunship attacked the town. On 24 March, medical
personnel from an unknown organisation visited Alikalia (Neini Chiefdom) to carry out a program
of immumsation but the RUF / AFRC Commander refused them entry and seized their vaccination
kits. In April 2000, RUF forces rnoved to Ganya and Sinkunia (Mongo) from Alikalia, the
headquarter town of RUF / r\FRC.
In May 2000, RUF forces were redeployed thoughout Mongo chiefdom. They passed through
Gbenikoro (Diang Chiefdom), Korifala (Neini Chiefdom) and Morofindu before establishing bases
in Gbenikoro, Gberefeh (Senebeh or Mongo Chiefdom) and Serekoro (Mongo Chiefdom). In
Yalunka, there was an engagement between RUF and CDF forces. Also in Feraya (Neini Chiefdom)
RUF forces gathered civilians together for a meeting, following which many people fled to Serekolia
(Mongo Chiefdom).
In June 2000, CDF attacked Kanikoro (Diang Chiefdom), where they took civilian property.
Also in June 2000, RUF forces attacked several towns in Neya chiefdom, including Parpon, where
they killed 25 people and burnt down 70 houses, taking property such as rice, corn, groundnut, guns,
which were later transported to Yiraia. The RUF forces then attacked Tenkeya, killing four people,
burning 15 houses and taking property. This unit also attacked Maraliya, killing two people, burning
down 12 houses and taking all the property in the town. They then attacked Yarandor, Kekowafeh,
Bondofeh, Bunbania and Terero II, in all of which houses were burnt down and all the property was
taken away. Many villages il1"Sandoh chiefdom were burnt down like Farandala, Dunamaro, Waldu,
Kayima and Teleya. m
In July CDF-Kamajors attacked the RIUF / AFRC base at Yiraia (Neya Chiefdom) and Sumbaraya.
The RUF commander managed to escape capture, but the Karnajors killed his mother) sister and
nephew. The body of the RUF commander's m.other was left hung on a stick above the road
entering in the town. The town was completely burnt down, all fruit-trees were cut down and also
the old zinc frorn the houses were punctured with nails to prevent their use as roofing. All the stolen
property gathered from other villages were taken away by the Kamajors. m

It is possible that these events took place in 1998 Further clarification is requued from the records on when
these events took place
471 CianEcati0111S relluired from the records on who took the property initially, the RUF or the CDF, and what
happened to it after the CDf took 1t away.
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In Firawa (Nleni Chiefdom) RUF / AFRC forces captured about 400 young civilian men to be taken
to Kono distrIct for mining.
In £\ugust 2000, RUF /j\FRC forces left Alikalia to surrender either to UNAMSIL or to ECOMOG
troops in Kabala. m On 14 August a group of RUF / AFRC forces from Kono and Kailahum district
passed through Alikalia on their way to attack Kabala. The town of Kabala was attacked on 17
August 2000, where they fought a battle against the SLA and CDF based in the town.
During this month, RUF forces regularly tried to attack Kabala, but were repelled by SLA forces.
After the attack on Kabala, at the end of the month, RUF forces stormed \I(!ara Wara Bafodia
chiefdom attacking towns and villages such as Kapongo, Kassaye and Gbentu.
On 26 September 2000 Sinkunia (Dembelia Sinkuria Chiefdom) and Falaba (Sulima Chiefdom) were
attacked by CDF, who beat people and took most of people's belongings. 475 In retaliation for these
attacks, on 3 October 2000, ,RUF forces mobilized their troops and launched an attack on Falaba
and Sinkunia and took over the towns and burnt them down and left, abducting 50 civilians
incluchng women and children.
In October 2000, RUF / AFRC forces entered Fadugu town (Mambolo Chiefdom), where a fight
without casualties took place. Two days later, another group reached them.
On 12 October, an unknown group of civilians with guns entered Musaia, (Follosaba Dembelia).
They held a meeting \-vith villagers who appreciated their intention to fight against government
solchers. At mght, they started to fight and a battle took place. One house was burnt, people
abducted and torture, and women and children were raped and property was taken. 476
In November 2000, the RUF / AFRC forces were based in Alikalia (Neini Chiefdom). They launched
several attacks on towns such as Kalkoia, Koinodug, Dankwalie and Falaba. In the same month,
RUF forces rnoved from Badala and Alikalia to Falaba and Firawa. During December 2000, there
was a fIght among SOITle of the j\FRC and RUF forces. The group of RUF forces moved from
;\likalia (Diang) to Yiffin, (Neini). In December in Firawa, operations geared for the ceasefire
cOlTlmenced.

j)
Events in 2001 m
.
During 2001, military activities started to decrease. Probably without a specific plan to seize power,
the RUF forces tried to hold a fairly strong grip on the provinces to achieve a good bargaining
power in eventual peace negotiations. The RUF groups went around in the chstrict looting livestock
1\Iore l11forn"lation is reqmred from the records about the surrender, including how it came about and to whom
they surrendered
475 It IS not clear from the records whether the people being beaten were RUF or civilians. Clarificatioll is required
from the records on this.
47(, More detail is required .from the records on this incident, in particular on who the "civilians with guns" were (or
were likely to be) and who did the raping, beating and burning
477 In general, more detail IS requued from the records on events that occurred in 2001.
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and foodstuffs. In 2001, the disarmament process commenced under the supervision of UNAMSIL
forces and despite a few sporadic incidents of fighting, .mostly between the CDF and the RUF,
fighting c e a s e d . '
Early in January 2001, RUF forces retreated from Alikalia moved to Kono district. However, they
returned on 10 January 2001 from Kono to Firawa (Nieni Chiefdom) via Falaba (Semlia Chiefdom)
and Gbindi. On their way they engaged in a battle against CDF. On 14 January, UNAMSIL troops
vIsited the town of Alikalia and gathered the RUF leaders, taking them to Kabala for disarmament.
On 26 March 2001, CDF-Kamajors arrived in Alikalia. On 4 July 2001 a group arrived in Alikalia,
declared themselves RUF fighters and requested food from the civilians. The next morning they left
to Gberefeh (Senebeh, or Mongo Chiefdom). This group, together with another based in Gberefeh
attacked CDF positions in Sereya (Mongo Chiefdom). In Sereya they found a list of people
registered \vith the Kamajors and they killed, wounded or amputated them all. Then they moved
back to Gberefeh, where a MP loyal to Foday Sankoh ordered them to disarm. Guns were packed
and taken to Alikalia. There, the RUF forces faced a serious attack fron1 the Kamajors and were
defeated, all properties taken away from them. They, then, left and went to Kabala where they
pleaded to be reintegrated into civil society. On 16 August 2001 UNAMSIL troops arrived in
Alikalia to overview the disarmament.
In February 2001, the RUF /.i\FRC forces based in Gberefeh (Senebeh or Mongo Chiefdom)
organized a farewell party, packed all the property they had taken throughout the conflict and left to
Alikalia to be [mally demobilized and reintegrated into society. The trip took five days and when
they arrived in Alikalia, CDF-Kamajors and UN troops entered the town forcing the RUF forces to
disarm. This episode caused them to flee the town leaving behind all that they had looted from
civilians since the beginning of the war in 1991.
In March 2001, RUF /.i\FRC forces came from Kono district to Nieni chiefdom in search of food
and they looted every house, then the RUP forces conveyed the looted properties to Kayima (Kono
District). /\ similar incident took place in May 2001 in Firawa (Neini Chiefdom), with RUP forces
coming from Sinkurua (Dembelia Sinkuria Chiefdom).
RUF/APRC forces returned to Sinkunia on 15 June 2001, while another group, on the same day,
went to j\likalia and held a meeting with G5 and the village chiefs announcing the end of the war
and the beginning of disarmament and asking for people's political support to the RUF, soon to be
transformed Into a political party.
On 24 August 2001 RUF / J\FRC went from Falaba, Sulima chiefdom to Kabala to submit to
disarmament. This was the last group of RUF ll\FRC forces to disarm in the Distnct.
In NovelTlber, CDF from the whole district went to i\likalia for disarmament. In December 2001,
KamaJors led by lvlohamed .Mansaray fought a battle against RUF forces, shortly after UN},MSIL
troops arrived, prompting disarmament.
This was the final episode of the decade long ,var in Koinadugu District.

D~'\Fr
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Port Loko District

1.
Introduction
Port Loko District IS located in the north-west of Sierra Leone. It is bordered by the Western Area,
l-doyamba District and Tonkolili District to the south, Bombali District to the east and Kambia
District to the north. To the west lies the Atlantic Ocean.
There are 11 chiefdoms in Port Loko District:

Chiefdom

Headquarter Town

Bureh Kasseh Makonte (BKM)
Buya Romende
Dibia
Loko Massama
Kaffu BuUom
Koya
IVfaforki
MaralTlpa
Masimera
Sanda Magbolontor
Tinkatupa Makama Safroko (TMS)

Mange
Foredugu
Gbinti
Petifu
Mahera
Songo
Port Loko
Lunsar
I\1asimera
Sendugu
Malekuray

A high quality, asphalted highway runs from the Western Area to Songo and J\1ile 38, passing
through the densely forested Okra Hills area to Masiaka (aU Koya Chiefdom). At Masiaka, the
11lghway splits 1I1to two and the quality of the road declines sharply into interrnittent stretches of soil
track, unsealed road and broken asphalt. Seen from another perspective, aU main routes from inland
Sierra Leone converge on Masiaka, making it difficult to overstate the town's strategic significance.
The road continuing east from Masiaka leads through J\1ile 91 (y oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) to
Magburaka (KJlOlifa Rowalla Chiefdorn., Tonkolili District) and on to both Kabala and Kana
Distncts. The major routes to the Eastern and Southern Provinces converge on the Masiaka-Mile 91
length of road. The northe~n fork runs across the Roke! Creek to Ro-Gberray ] unction (Maforki
Chiefdom), from where both the District headquarter town of Port Loko (Maforki Chiefdorn) and
Lunsar Town (Marampa Chiefdom) can be reached.
The Masiaka-Ro-Gberray-Port Loko axis continues north through BKM Chiefdom across the long
road bridge over the Little Scaries River at Mange, continuing into Kambia District and the Republic
of Gmnea. This is the only major road cross1l1g over the Little Searies River and handles the majority
of road traffic bet\veen Conakry and FreetO\vn, making it a considerable strategic and economic
asset to whoever controls it. Moving west from Port Loko Town, the highway continues directly to
LungL tbe coastal location of Freetown International Airport. A.lthough cbere is an airstrip at
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Hastings (\"XTaterloo RD, Western Area), Freetown International Airport is the principal airport in
Sierra Leone. From Freetown to Lungi is approximately four hours by road; across the Freetown
Estuary, the helicopter ride is less than 10 minutes. The Masiaka-Ro-Gberray-Lunsar axis continues
through Foredugu (Buya Rornende Chiefdom) towards Makeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali
District), the political and administrative centre of the Northern Province.
A secondary road network connects the chiefdom headquarter towns of Foredugu (Buya Romende
Chiefdom), Gbinti (Dibia Chiefdom) and Sendugu (Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom). It is joined in
Dibia and Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdoms by roads leading into Sanda Tendaren and Libeisaygahun
Ch.iefdoms (both Bombali District), which bypass Makeni and re-join the arterial route to Kabala
(\"X/ara \\lara Yagala Chiefdom, Koinadugu District).
Port Loko District was not affected directly by the conflict before 1995. In January 1995, RUF
activity was focused in the four eastern chiefdoms of Port Loko District, bordering Bombali and
Tonkolili Districts. RUF activity in early January concentrated on pressuring the two towns of
Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom) and Foredugu (Buya Romende Chiefdom), both on the arterial route
between Freetown and Makeni. SLA forces were driven from Foredugu and Lunsar was under
pressure for the whole of 1995. RUF activity in these areas followed from the extension of RUF
forces 111tO the western chiefdoms of Tonkolili District in late 1994. This was marked by a large
attack on T\1ile 91 (y oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) in late December 1994 and RUF dominance
of Malal Mara Chiefdom (Tonkolili District), in which the RUF established a brigade headquarters in
the Kaitkant Hills. From here, RUF forces staged attacks on towns in both the north, moving into
Kambia District, and the south of Port Loko District, facilitating their movement into the \"X/estern
Area by May 1995. In June, RUF forces staged a large-scale assault on the District headquarter of
Port Loko Town (Maforki. Chiefdorn). RUF forces also attacked Mile 38 and Masiaka (both Koya
Cluefdom) in June, in addition to staging ambushes on the main roads. The triangle formed by
Lunsar, Port Loko and Masiaka has been the crucible of the conflict in Port Loko District.
Following this, RUF activity in the District diminished significantly, with only a few ambushes and
small attacks reported from July through to the end of the year. RUF attacks routinely included
killings, torture and the abduction of large numbers of civilians to use as forced labour. Additionally,
RUF forces routinely stole civilian property and burned civilian residences to the ground. In 1996,
RUF forces continued to attack Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdorn) and staged ambushes on the highway
north of the town. Generally, however, 1996 was a quiet year in Port Loko District. Elections were
held in February, marking the end of four years of military rule and a peace agreement was struck
between the elected governrnent and the RUF in i\bidjan in November 1996. At least until May
1997, the ceasefue provlded for 111 the }1.bidjan Peace Accord appears to have been generally
observed in Port Loko District In May 1997, the AFRC - who were soon joined by the RUF overthrew the ejected governnl.ent and found itself in a tense standoff \v1th Nigerian forces stationed
in country Follmv1ng armed confrontations \vith the AFRC that resulted in large numbers of civilian
deaths, Nlgerian forces took over the international airport at Lungi (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom),
occupying Lungl and surrounding villages. Combined RUF / AFRC forces launched an operation to
steal large amounts of civilian property in Masimera Cl-uefdom, calling it "From your hand to my
hand; from your pocket to my pocket." RUF forces also attacked CDF positions at Mange and
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Barmoi Junction (BK.M Chiefdorn) and established a camp at Bainkoro, near the Little Scaries River
between Sanda Magbolontor and Dibia Chiefdoms. The Little Scaries River, bisecting Sanda
Magbolontor and BKl\1 Chiefdoms, took on increasing significance at this time; running inland, it
passes through the north of Bombali District.
ECOMOG was formally deployed in Sierra Leone in August 1997 and began training civil militia
groups in Port Loko Distri~t in cooperation with traditional authorities. ECOMOG deployed in
Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom) and assisted the CDF in securing BKM Chiefdom. CDF
forces deployed along the northern route to Mange and the route from Port Loko, through
Kagbantama, to Bannoi Junction. The CDF also deployed along the south bank of the Little Scaries
River 111 BKlvl Chiefdom, creating a defensive arc around the north of Port Loko Town (Maforki
Chiefdom).
In February 1998, ECOMOG intervened militarily against the RUF / AFRC, driving them out of
Freetown. As a result, RUF /i\FRC forces commenced "Operation Pay Yourself' in Port Loko
District, stealing extensively from civilian settlements along their line of retreat through Mile 38,
Masiaka (both Koya Chiefdom) and Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom) towards Makeni. RUF / AFRC
forces also attacked towns in the northern chiefdoms of Port Loko District. In March 1998,
ECOMOG commenced provincial operations, moving from Port Loko Town, taking control of
Masiaka and forcing the RUF / AFRC out of Lunsar, where they had killed civilians and destroyed
much of the infrastructure. RUF / AFRC forces scattered throughout the eastern chiefdoms of Port
Loko District, raiding villages for food. In April, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Masimera Chiefdom
and commenced the an"lputation of limbs from civilians amid attacks of astounding ferocity. In
September, the RUF / AFRC again began surrounding Port Loko Town, staging attacks in BK.M,
TMS and Maforki Chiefdoms. Assisted by the CDF, ECOMOG held onto the stretch of road
between Port Loko and Mange (BIZM Chiefdom).
In December 1998, RUF / AFRC intensified attacks on ECOMOG and pushed south into Koya
Chiefdom, again attacking Masiaka and Songo. A large RUF / AFRC force attacked Port Loko Town
(Maforki Cluefdom) between 28 December 1998 and 3 January 1999. By the time Port Loko was
attacked, the RUF / AFRC had broken out of Koidu (Gbense Chiefdom, Kono District) and
Kailahun Dlstricts and had taken every major town from ECOMOG en route to Freetown along the
northern axis roads. The RUF / AFRC push towards the Western Area was along the main highway
through Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom), Masiaka and Songo to Waterloo (\IVaterloo RD, Western
Area). For the first three months of 1999, the Masiaka area was occupied by RUF / AFKC forces and
was under constant attack from the CDr. In March, Gbethis hunted down suspected
"collaborators", torturing and summarily executing significant num.bers of the people they caught.
Those villages that did not actively support the Gbethis were targeted and looted, their inhabitants
subjected to torture or sill"lply killed. Lunsar remained under the control of the RUF / ii.FRe.
Peace negotiations between the RUF and the elected government resulted in the signing of the
Lome Peace Agreement on 7 July 1999. Subsequently, there were tensions between the RUF and the
AFRC, resulung in dashes between the 1:\vO, but not a complete severing of their alliance.
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In early January 2000, UNAMSIL moved into positions throughout Port Loko District. A single
Nigerian battalion was based at Freetown International Airport at Lungi (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom)
and a second covered Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom), Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom) and Lunsar
(Marampa Chiefdom), securing both the towns and the main highways. RUF / AFRC forces attacked
many \'illage5 throughout the eastern and northern chiefdoms of Port Loko District, stealing food
and property. In May 2000, the RUF / AFRC provoked a crisis by holding hostage over
200 UNi\J'vlSIL personnel at Foredugu (Buya Romende Chiefdom). They also provoked the UK to
send paratroops to Freetown and commence training the SLA. The SLA secured Masiaka in April
2000, but the RUF repeatedly attacked Port Loko Town from many different approaches. The
RUF /AFRC also remained in control of Lunsar, despite SLA attempts to recover the town in June
2000. },ttacks on civilian settlements across Port Loko District continued, although UNAMSIL
maintained a "horseshoe" of security between Songo, Masiaka, Ro-Gberray (Maforki Chiefdom) and
Port Loko Town.
An RUF /f\FRC 5plinter group formed in October 1998 in the Okra Hills, an area spanning the
lower part of Maforki Chiefdom, crossing southwards over the Rokel Creek into Koya Chiefdom
towards the township of Magbeni and onto the stretch of highway between Mile 38 and Masiaka (all
Koya Chiefdom). The West Side Boys, as they later became known, were formed prim~ltily of exSLA forces that had aligned WIth the AFRC coup. They conducted an lDtense series of "hit and run"
missions on settlements in this area, routinely killing and raping civilians and stealing civilian
property and food. They abducted hundreds of civilians, inscribing "West Side Boys" on their
bodies and executing them in retaliation for battlefield losses. On the highways within the Okra Hills
area, they ambushed civilian and military traffic. At various points, the West Side Boys changed
sides, allying with the RUF / AFRC during the 1999 Freetown invasion and then with the SLA in
defending Masiaka frorn the RUF / AFRC in May 2000. The West Side Boys earned international
notoriety for taking foreigners hostage, a tactic that resulted in their complete defeat by UK
paratroops in September 2000.

2.
Factual analysis
a)
Events in 1995
RUF acuvity in Port Loko District in 1995 began in eatly January in Buya Romende Chiefdom.
Between 1 and 5 January 19?5, RUF forces moved from their base in the Kaitkant Hills (Malal Mara
Chiefdom, TonkoWi District on the boundary with Marampa Chiefdom to the south of Buya
Romende Chiefdorn) and attacked the villages of Mabettor and Royana, where they bUTnr down an
unknO\vn number of houses.
RUF forces nurnbering around 500 attacked the headquarter town of Foredugu (Buya Romende
Chiefdom) early in the rnorning of 2 January 1995. Foredugu is located on the main highway leading
east to Makeni and south-west to Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom). Residents fled into the nearby bush
on hearing heavy machine gun fire. SLA forces stationed in Foredugu were unable to repel the RUF
attack The surrounding villages of Robis Junction, Romende, Makinkiba, Handalai, Paiteful
Junction and Gbomru (all Buya Romende Chiefdom) were also attacked. During these attacks RUF
forces burnt down eight houses in Mabettor, five in Royana and 42 in F oredugu. RUF forces also
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killed nine people, mostly ,'lith guns, amputated a man's hand with an axe and abducted an unknown
number of people.
From then until 5 January 1995, RUF forces moved north from Foredugu and attacked Rogberen
Gberen, a settlement in the far north of Buya R01Tlende Chiefdom. Hundreds of civilians were
killed during this attack. The RUF forces established a camp at Rogberen Gberen and used
abducted civilians to dig trenches. Frorn Rogberen Gberen, RUF forces staged an attack on
I'vlabureh village (Buya Romende Chiefdom), where they decapitated the Section Chief and a
pr0111lnent businessmen. Before returning to their camp, RUF forces burnt down at least 50 houses
and stole a lot of civilian property.
On 15 January 1995, around 45 RUF members moved towards the headquarter town of Lunsar
(l\1arampa Chiefdom, in the north-west on the boundary with Masimera Chiefdom). They came
from the south of the chiefdom through the villages of Rokatic and Robom Limba. Before reaching
Lunsar, they were repelled by SLA forces stationed in the town. 478 The RUF exerted continuous
pressure on Lunsar, staging numerous attacks on unknown dates between January and July 1995. On
16 February, the NPRC announced that it had C0111lnenced heavy bombardment of a medium-sized
"rebel base" in the Lunsar al'ea.-I79
The RUF delivered a letter-lRO to the residents of Kantia (Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom) towards the
end of January 1995, announcing their intention to use the road passing through Kantia as a route to
attack Kambia, the District headquarter town of Kambia District. The people of the town resolved
to attack the RUF forces if they pursued this course of action. Consequently, male members of the
Gbamgbani tradiuonal society formed a local militia and established a checkpoint on the roads
entering the village. A day after delivering the letter, RUF forces attacked Kantia. A local man
confronted the RUF as they tried to pass the checkpoint; the RUF members tortured and killed him
\vith his own cutlass. On entering the village, RUF forces sought out the Local Court Chairman at
his hom.e and beat him to death with pestles-l R1 and sticks. The RUF forces remained in Kantia for at
least a day before moving south to Kanokie village (Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom), arriving there in
the late evening. A.t Kanokie, the RUF forces divided and entered the village in two groups, taking
palm wine from civilians and shooting dead a 12-year-old boy who was carrying a cutlass. The RUF
commanding officer issued an order to the villagers stressing that anyone caught fleeing the village
would also be shot. The RUF forces stayed overnight in Kanokie, leaving for Kambia Town
(Magbem.a Clllefdom, Kambia District) before dawn the followl11g morning. RUF forces looped
southwest from Kanokie arriving in Barmoi (Masungbala ChiefdolTl, Kambia District) on 23.January
1991, before moving north to attack Kambia Town (Magbema Chiefdom, Kambia District) on 25
January 1995.

ThiS detail is reported by tbe key person as occurnng on 1 January 1994, but cross-checking during analysis
makes it clear that thiS refers to an FUF attack on Lunsar on or around 15 January 1995.
m :xinl1\.la, 1CJ February 1995.
-IHII Tbere are many reports of the RUF lCl\'lng letters on the road for villagers to find.
-IKi Club-shaped lmplemen ts used for fine-pounding wheat and otber granular foods in mortars.
-17K
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Around 21 January 1995, RUF forces coming from Bombali District passed through Dibia
Chiefdom on the way to Safroko Section in the north of TMS Chiefdom. From Safroko Section
(TMS Chiefdom), RUF forces moved through Rogbaka((six miles south-east of Maron), Rotombo,
Maron and Roctolan along the road north towards the headquarter town of Gbinti (Dibia
Chiefdom) At this titTle, around 20 members of the SLA were stationed in Gbinti. In Gbinti,
between 21 and 23 January 1995, RUF forces killed a number of people, burnt down at least 70
houses ,vith petrol bombs, stole property and abducted civilians, including around 23 school
children. £\fter about four hours in Gbinti, during which there was fighting between the SLA and
RUF forces, the RUF forces left with the people they had abducted and moved south to Roctolan
(TMS Chiefdom).
RUF forces again attacked Foredugu (Buya Romende Chiefdom) between 3 and 5 March 1995,
killing 12 SLA members in an ambush on the outskirts of the town. 482 In response to this attack, the
Government of Sierra Leone closed sections of the Makeru-Freetown highway to traffic as SLA
4H3
forces combed the bush for RUF forces. .
Through intense activity in Ribbi, Bumpe and Kaiyanga Chiefdoms (Moyamba District)4H4
immediately south of Port Loko District, the RUF were able to attack the town of Songo (Koya
Chiefdom) by 7 April 1995. Songo is a located on the boundary between Port Loko District and the
\\lestern Area, just south of the main asphalt highway leading to Waterloo (Waterloo RD, Western
Area) and the ring road around the Freetown peninsular into Freetown itself.
In the mor11lng of 7 April 1995, about 100 RUF members, some in full military fatigues and others
in casual dress, launched an attack \\~th artillery and heavy machine gun fire on Songo. The attack
came from the west end of the town, near the Roman Catholic Prirnat1' School, and was met with no
resistance from SLA forces. Despite a build-up of SLA troops in Songo (Koya Chiefdom) in early
A,pril, those SLA forces previously stationed in Songo had withdrawn to nearby Mile 38 (Koya
Chiefdom) before the RUF assault of 7 Ap&4H5 News that the SLA had captured RUF members in
Mabang (Ribbi Chiefdom, Moyamba District) and Mile 38 (Koya Chiefdom) had caused the majority
of Songo's residents to flee the town, moving west into \\1aterloo (Waterloo RD, Western Area) and
south into Ribbi Chiefdom (Moyamba District). Despite this, during their attack on Songo, RUF
forces kiJJed 20 people, including an unknown number of women and children. The Songo Police
station was also looted and destroyed. On 8 April 1995, SLA forces counter-attacked, pushing RUF

4H2 "-\P, 6 iI larch 1995
4K:1 Xinhua, 7 ilIarcb 1995
4H4 On 15 March 1995, RUF forces attacked Bradford (Ribbi ChIefdom, rVloyamba DIstrict). On 17 'March, RUF
forces took control of Rotifunk (Bumpe Chiefdom, i\Ioyamba District) and Moyamba (IZaiyamba Chiefdom,
Moyamba District). On 18 March, RUF forces clashed with SL'\ forces for control of the strategic Mabang Bridge
over the Ribbi River. On 20 Marcb, SL-\ forces counter-attacked the RUF at Bradford, but this did not bait the
RUF westward movement and thelr croSS1l1g the Ribbi River to access Songo (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko
Distrlct).
4H5 SL-\ forces had concentrated.ln i\We 38 foUowll1g a successful ouster of the RUF from the town on 28 March
1995
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forces out of Songo and retaking control of the town. While this RUF group was displaced from
48
Songo, attacks in the agricultural area around Ne'wton (Koya RD, \X1estern Area) intensified. (>
On 10 May 1995, the RUF forces again attacked Gbinti (Dibia ChiefdolTl) from Sanda Magbolontor
Chiefdom. Dunng this attack, the RUF forces burnt houses and killed civilians, in particular
rnembers of the youth movement, as a result of which the youth movement was destroyed. Between
14 and 18 May, RUF forces established a base at Ro-Source (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom, Bombali
District), bordering Sanda Magbolontor and Dibia Chiefdoms in Port Loko District.
From the begmning of June 1995, there were rumours of an imminent attack on Port Loko Town
(Maforki Chiefdom). Conseguently, many inhabitants left the town, moving to nearby villages and
to Lungi (Kaffu Bu1lom Chiefdom), the coastal location of Sierra Leone's international airport. On
7 June 1995, sorne RUF forces crossed the Lunsar-Makeni highway towards Malekuray (TMS
Chiefdom), which is approximately 15 km from Port Loko. In Port Loko Town, members of the
Civic Development Unit, an organisation primarily formed to clean roads and collect rubbish,
started working with the SL.i\ to increase security in the town. An SLA commanding officer
responsible for Port Loko called a town meeting in the Court Barrie, where he reassured the
population that the town was well protected.
Nevertheless, in the evening of 8 June 1995, the RUF attacked the Port Loko along two lines of
advance. The first RUF group arnved from the north-east, moving through Burreh Section (BK.-M
Chiefdorn), attacking Port Loko Town in the early evening. The second group, numbering 150,
arrived some hours later from the east having travelled the Malekuray road through TMS Chiefdom.
Their advance along this route, which begins at Kamasundu Junction, makes it likely that this RUF
group had a carnp at Rogberen-Gberen or Kamasundu (both Buya Romende Chiefdom), from
where attacks on the areas on the North-South axis between Gbinti (Dibia Chiefdom) and Foredugu
(Buya Romende Chlefdom) had been commonplace since January 1995.
The RUF group movmg thr~:JUgh TMS Chiefdom attacked a number of villages. In Robenkia (TMS
Chiefdom), RUF forces shot dead a .young civilian man wearing combat fatigue-style trousers and
poured acid on another young man who was caught trying to escape. On 8 June, 30 SLA members
in two 4x4 vehicles arrived in Malekuray village (TMS Chiefdom). The SLA commanding officer met
\v'ith com.rnunity leaders, reguesting that they provide lurn with early \varning when the RUF arrived
in the to\vn. During the meeting, residents overheard information passed to the SLA commanding
officer by radio inforrning him that the R1JF had already bypassed the town and had arrived m
Robat (TI'vfS Chiefdom), to the west of Malckuray. The SLA moved from Malekuray and engaged
the RUF near Robat, as a result of which three SL./\ members were killed and the remaining group
were forced to retreat into the bush. The RUF forces then moved west from Robat over the road
bridge to Rom.aka, through the villages of Ropolon, Rotombo, Tawa, Rolal I and II and then into
Port Loko Town (I\1aforki Chiefdom) by the late evening.

48(,
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During their attack on Port Loko Town, RUF forces killed an unknown number of people, burnt
down around 30 houses and abducted up to 200 people, predominantly children. RUF forces
ceased their attack in the early hours of 9 May, retreating in two directions when the SLA was
reinforced.
One group of RUF retreated to Kamala (BKM Chiefdom), on the boundary with Maforki
Chiefdorn, where they established a temporal; base, killing a number of people and burning down
some houses Two days later, on 11 June 1995, SLA forces held a meeting in Port Loko with the
Town Cluef and some senior rn.ilitary officers who had come from Freetown. On 14 June 1995,
Guinean forces deployed under the Mana River Union arrived in Port Loko Town. Using heavy
artillery, they shelled the RUF base at Kamala, forcing their withdrawal north towards Romeni
(BK1v1 Chiefdom), where the RUF forces put around 16 people abducted in Port Loko Town into a
house and set fire to it. The following day, they made a ritual sacrifice and left Romeni northward
along the rnain road. Three days later, on 18 June 1995, the RUF forces attacked Gbinti (Dibia
Chiefdom). After burning houses and stealing property in Gbinti, RUF forces moved to their base
at Ro-Source (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom, Bombali District).
Another group of RUF forces retreated from Port Loko Town towards Rokatimpi (TMS Chiefdom)
on 9 June, a'voiding the main highways as they moved south towards Moyamba District. On 10
June, they went to Rosent (TMS Chiefdom), close to the bounda1; with Maforki Chiefdom. They
stayed in Rosent for around 12 days, raiding the surrounding villages. From 16 to 20 June, Guinean
forces based in Port Loko Town also fired long-range weapons towards Rosent. At the end of this
period of heav), bombing, RUF forces moved in two groups from Rosent, dispersing throughout
Tinkatupu Section (TMS Chiefdorn) to avoid artillery barrages. One group fanned out through
Romaka and the other group fanned out around Masangban and Worreh (all TMS Chiefdom). The
two groups rejoined in Rabat, near Rosent (but closer to the boundary with Maforki Chiefdom),
wbere tbey abducted an unknown number of men and women. They then moved to Maranka,
wbere tbey abducted more people before rnoving to Malekuray by 20 June. Here, RUF forces carried
out a bouse-to-house search, destroying what private property they could ftnd, defecating in bouses
and rutrung food item.s like nce and palm oil. On the night of 20 June, RUF forces danced and fired
into the air before leaving on 21 June, abducting at least six people. They moved south through
l\larforay and Mafrra, resting close to Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom) before attacking and driving the
SLA forces out of the town. On the same day, RUF forces crossed the Rokel River south of Lunsar
and continued to MaS1mera (Tvfarampa Chiefdom). The RUF continued south into Yoni Ch.iefdom
(Tonkolili District), before moving to Rotifunk (Bumpe Chiefdom, Moyamba District) by 23 June.
RUF activity near the junction to\vn of Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom) continued as their forces retreated
frorn Port Loko On 16 June 1995, the RUF forces again attacked Masiaka and were repelled by the
SLA forces stationed there. This pattern was repeated on 18 June 1995 and again at other tirnes
dunng 1995.
Between 10 and 1 GJune 1995, RUF forces coming from the north-eastern part of Masiaka went to
I\1ansumana, where they attacked the town and surrounding villages, including Masherry-Potho,
wluch IS lUne miles from J\1ile 38 (aU Koya Chiefdom). /\1: this time, the RUF forces were searching
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for food. In the follmving days, there were more RUF attacks on :Mile 38, after which they were
driven out of the area by SLA forces corning from the western part of :Mile 38 along the Freetown
Highway.
RU F forces attacked both Masiaka and :Mile 38 (both Koya Chiefdom) on 18 June, but were repelled
by SLA forces. Fifteen civilians were killed in Mile 38. On 20 June, RUF forces arnbushed SLA
forces near Iviile 38. On 22 June, RUF forces cut off the main highway near Iv1ile 38 at two points
by setting fire to large trailers and setting up a defensive position around their skeletons. On or
around 28 June 1995, SLA forces again attacked Iv1ile 38 with support from a Sierra Leone Armed
Forces Alpha Jet, which bombarded the town. During this attack, a large number of civilians and
rnembers of the SLA were killed, houses burnt down and vehicles destroyed.

/H this time, ambushes and fighting along this road were common, as a result of which the SLA
forces mounted checkpoints along the road. In July 1995, the SLA set up a checkpoint at RoGberray Junction (Maforki Chiefdom), controlling traffic moving north along the arterial road from
rviasiaka and rvWe 38 towards Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom), Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom)
and other inland northern towns such as Makeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali District) and
Kabala (\X/ara \'(/ara Yagala Chiefdon'l, Koinadugu District). Harassment of civilians by SLA and
other government security personnel intensified at this checkpoint following the RUF assault on
Port Loko Town On 9 September 1995, RUF forces ambushed SLi-\ forces on the highway at
Karrfa)' (Buya Romende Chiefdom) killing two; one of whom was buried in Foredugu and the other
\;vas left on the highway. RUF forces took the property that was in the SLA truck and forced
civilians to can1' it for them. On 11 September 1995, seven Guinean soldiers travelling to Makeni in
a military vehicle were killed in an RUF ambush on the east-west road benveen Foredugu and
rvladina (Buya Romende Chiefdom).487 RUF forces took the weapons and ammunition from the
military vehicle before setting fire to it. 488

Towards the end of 1995, the RUF launched numerous attacks on Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom), but
were agam repelled by the SLA forces based there. At this time, there were no fatalities in Lunsar,
but RUF forces killed people 1n surrounding 'villages in Marampa and Buya Romende Chiefdoms,
including Pan House, J\ilarampa, Rogbele and Foredugu. In December 1995, the RUF forces were
successful in dislodging the SL'\ forces. The RUF forces entered Lunsar and killed four people,
raped an unknmvn number of women, abducted 10 people and burnt down 55 houses, although
they did not occupy Lunsar at this time and left soon afterwards.
b)
Events in 19%
Dunng 19%, Sanda Magbolontor and Dibia Chiefdoms were free from RUF activity. f\lthough the
RUF maintained a base at Ro-Source (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdon-l, Bombali District), bordering both
chiefdoms, from there they concentrated on attacking towns in Bombali District;4W the RUF forces
were also focusing on attacking towns in Kambia District in the run up to the 26 February elections.
Koya Chiefdom, bordering' the \Nestern Area, was also free from RUF activity. Throughout the
4~7
4Hh

4W)

.\P, 15 September 1995
Xinhua 15 SeptelTlber 1995
See the analysis for Bombali Dlstncl, 1996
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year, unspecified civil rnilitia were deployed in Kasseh Section (BI<:M Chiefdom), which to a large
extent prevented RUF infiltration throughout BI<:M Chiefdom.

.. '.

In January 1996, an RUF force entered the north of TMS Chiefdom from Libeisaygahun Chiefdom
(Bombali District). These forces passed through a number of towns, where they captured up to 300
civilians, in particular from Futa and Madina in the centre of the chiefdom. The RUF forces then
moved to a hill called Fantima Hill, on the boundary with Buya Romende Chiefdom close to Makola
Valley, in a forest called Kagberen-Gberem. TMS Chiefdom would remain mostly quiet from then
until February 1998.
On 5 February 1996, RUF forces stole and destroyed two vehicles near Foredugu (Buya Romende
Chiefdom). They moved east front the direction of Robis (Buya Romende Chiefdom) along the
Makeni Highway. Consequently, civilians mobilised themselves into a civil militia armed with
cutlasses and launched an attack on the RUF forces but were repelled when the RUF forces open
fire with machine guns. In March 1996, Guinean or Nigerian forces stationed in Lunsar (Marampa
Chiefdom) arrived 111 Foredugu, where civil militia joined them. It should be noted that throughout
the year, the RUF forces continued to launch attacks on Lunsar.
On 26 February 1996, Presidential and Parliamentary elections were held in Sierra Leone. There are
no reports of harassrnent of civilians prior to the election in Port Loko District. During March and
i\pril, RUF forces based in Masimera (Marampa Chiefdom) went south to Rokatic, where they took
property and abducted some people; this would continue intermittently until the end of 1997.
NPRC-initiated peace talks commenced with the RUF in February, resulting in a ceasefue in May
1996. On 30 November 1996, the Abidjan Peace Accord was signed between the leadership of the
RUF and the Government· of Sierra Leone, providing for the immediate and total cessation of
hostiliues. In Novernber and December 1996, the Nigerian forces were deployed in Port Loko
Town.
c)
Events in 1997
Dunng 1997, RUF/AFRC attacks appear to have taken place mainly on ECOMOG and
Government posltions, although very few incidents are reported. It is likely that RUF / AFRC forces
were scattered all over the eastern chiefdoms of Port Loko District and were engaged solely in foodf111ding 11'11ssions llt least until May 1997, the cease fire provided for in the Abidjan P,eace Accord
appears to have been generally observed in Port Loko District.
However, there were exceptions. In April 1997, Kanokie (Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom) was raided
by RUF forces, who spent a fe,v hours in the town and stole various food items and livestock.
Gbinti (Dibia Chiefdorn) was attacked on 20 May 1997 and 22 RUF members were seized by the
SLA.4~11 Residents of G binti began to participate more actively in civil defence initiatives as a result
of this attack. In May 1997, prior to the coup, RUF forces attacked Sendugu (Sanda Magbolontor
Cluefdom) from the Kantia-Sendugu road. In Sendugu, the RUF forces iniuated a house-to-house
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search. 1\ t this time, at least one person was killed and several people were abducted, including the
Chief Imarn and a well-known teacher.
On 2S May 1997, elements of the SLA staged a coup d'etat and formed the Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC). The AFRC released an SLA officer from Pademba Road Prison,
installing him as their leader and as Head of State in June. This prompted an intense standoff
between the Nigerian forces stationed in Sierra Leone and the AFRC, which requested the RUF to
join ,vith it.
In the evening of 26 May, a large number of jubilant RUF forces entered Mile 38 and the nearby
villages of Massherri-Potho and Masankara (all Koya Chiefdom), on the main highway towards the
\~Testern i\rea. They surrounded the village at the main junction and forced all the residents onto the
streets to sing songs. This lasted throughout the night. In Rosint Buya (Buya Romende Chiefdom),
after the coup of 2S May, RUF / AFRC forces lived alongside civilians. They stole property and
forced civilians to carry their property and carry out domestic work like fetching water and pounding
nee. People refusing to carry their load were beaten and one man from Rosint Buya was shot dead.
It is also reported in general terms that children were conscripted into the ranks of the RUF / AFRC
and girls were used for sexual purposes.
Freetown's position as a key logistic point for ECOMOG in Liberia meant that Nigerian forces had
maintained a near continuous presence at Lungi (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom) since 1990. In the days
following the coup, Nigerian forces concentrated in the Western Area as their main base at Kossoh
Town (\~Taterloo RD, \V'estern Area) was reinforced. On 3 June, RUF / AFRC forces captured a
nurnber of Nigerian forces at Lungi after their abortive attempt to take full control of Freetown
International Airport. Between Sand 9 June, Nigerian forces regained full control of Freetown
International Airport during an operation supported by heavy artillery from the Nigerian 231 st Field
Artillery Regiment. Nigerian and RUF / AFRC forces intermittently ti'aded machine gun and mortar
.
£1re across 10 and 11 June, ~~I whIch
left at least S peop 1e dead.
The standoff continued throughout 1997. On 9 July, there was a resurgence of heavy mortar fire
between Nigerian and RUF / AFRC forces.~n The Nigerians sought to push RUF/ AFRC forces back
from the Lungi area and RUF / j\FRC forces sought to prevent the pro-government FM 98.1 Radio
Democracy broadcasting from inside the Nigerian perimeter. News reports show that 10 members
of tlle Nigenan forces and 60 civilians were killed during this action.~~) RUF / AFRC forces
substantially looted villages around the International Airport during their assault on Nigerian
positions in the airport. Sivlificant exchanges of fire in the airport area occurred on 29 July; 10, 13,
14 and 23 i\ugust; 22 September; and 9 October. On or around 4 September, around 11 members of
the Nigerian forces ,vere killed ,vhen their vellicle ran over a landnline on the road near between
Lungi and Port Loko Town. On 22 November at Tagrin (Kaffu Bullom Clliefd01l1), Nigerian forces
released 28 RUF / AFRC prisoners of war captured at various points since 2 June.

4')\

4~=

m

XinhuCl, 11 .1 nne 1997..

_-\FP, 9 Jul\ 1997
13 Jull' 1997
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After the coup, RUF / :\FRC forces scattered throughout Masimera Chiefdom introduced a system
of theft they called, "From your hand to my hand; from your pocket to my pocket", which
encouraged the recruitment of more civilians into the CDF. Following this, CDF and ECOMOG
were deployed together in Mange (BKM Chiefdom) and ECOMOG forces were also deployed near
Ro-Gberray Junction (Maforki Chiefdom), from where roads lead to Koya and Masimera
Chiefdoms' I-IO'vvever, "loyal SLA soldiers" 494 fighting alongside ECOMOG were not trusted and,
accordingly, were grven only light weapons. During this period, RUF /.i'\FRC forces were engaged
mainly in food-finding missions, during which villages were looted.
RUF / AFRC forces corning from Kambia District attacked Barmoi Junction and Mange (BI<M
Chiefdorn) after September 1997. Little resistance was offered by the Gbetms deployed at Mange,
wbere RUF IA.FRC forces burnt down 18 houses and stole property.
At the same time, Guinean troops deployed at the crossing-point over the Little Scaries River at
Madina (Tonko Limba Chiefdom, Kambia District) put severe pressure on the RUF / AFRC forces
based in Ro-Source (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom, Bombali District). After July 1997, RUF I AFRC
forces moved from Ro-Source to a new base in Bainkoro (BI<M Chiefdom), on the Mabole River
between the chiefdoms of Sanda Magbolontor and Dibia (Port Loko District), just north of Gbinti.
RUF I j\FRC forces used canoes to cross the river and stage food-finding raids on nearby villages.
Pressure was mounted on the RUF / AFRC base at Bainkoro by both ECOMOG and CDF;
deployed over the river from Bainkoro, these forces were able to use artillery on the RUF / AFRC
base. The RUF / AFRC retreated from Bainkoro in Septernber 1997, reportedly moving north
towards Bannoi (Masungbala Chiefdom, Kambia District).
From 27 August, Nigerian forces stationed in Sierra Leone were formally deployed as ECOMOG
under the authority of ECO\X7AS. In August, ECOMOG forces were deployed in Port Loko Town
(Maforki Chiefdom) and began encouraging the enlisting of youths into the CDF from that time.
Chiefdom authorities were requested to send men to Port Loko Town for initiation. In BI<M
Chiefdom, for example, ECO]'vIOG tramed 250 men from Makonte Section, merging this force with
other men tramed in Bureh and Kasseh Sections. The CDF comrnand in BKM Chiefdom was based
in :tI'lange
d)
Events in 1998
After the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown on 12 February 1998, the intensity of the war
escalated in Port Loko District A ')5 j\trocities were committed throughout the Distriet, especially
during the first months of the year. Throughout 1998, RUF I AFRC forces deployed and took
positions 111 aU tbe chiefdoms and n1ain towns of the District surrounding Maforki Chiefdom.
Starting in September 1998, the movement of troops in BI<J\1, TMS, Masimera and Marampa
Chiefdoms and tbe abduction of many civilians for recruitment demonstrate that RUF / AFRC
i\1e~l1lng SL\ not affiliated with the RUF l"o,FRC.
This section ~nd the following sectIons on 1999-2001 do not include any incidents involving the West Side
Boys, which h~ve been dealt ,,,ith in a separate section ~t the end of this ch~pter. This has been done for reasons
of clanty ~nd sunpJicit:y, Sll1Ce the \vest Side Boys operated in a limited area according to a pattern that was clearly
IdentIfiable and repeated throughout 1998-2001
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forces '..\Tere preparing an attack on Port Loko Town and were also probably already en route to
Freetown. The chain of events accelerated in Septernber 1998 and at the end of the year, Port Loko
Town fell to the persIstent RUF / F\FRC a t t a c k s . '
After the coup and throughout 1997 and 1998, RUF / j\FRC forces were present in Masimera and
Marampa Chiefdoms; it is reported that none of the 373 villages of Masimera Chiefdom were left
without those forces entering or attacking them during this period. \'Vhen RUF / AFRC forces
attacked or entered a town or village, they burnt, stole, raped, killed and captured a number of
people, forcing some to carry their loads. After the merger of the RUF forces with the AFRC forces,
important bases were operated in the south of Tonkolili District (Y oni, Malal Mara and Kholifa
h1abang Chiefdoms), at the south-east boundary of Port Loko District.
After ECOlvIOG commenced operations to remove the RUF / AFRC from Freetown on 6 February
1998, many RUF /.i\FRC forces regrouped in Bainkoro (BI<:M Chiefdom) at the border with Dibia
and Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdoms.
From there, some deployed through Sendugu (Sanda
Magbolontor Chiefdom) to Kamahvie (Sella Limba Chiefdom, Bombali District). On 12 February
1998, an RUF / AFRC unit called Brigade Advance left Bainkoro (BI<:M Chiefdom) for Barmoi
(Masungbala Chiefdom, Kanl.bia District), where they burnt down eight houses and abducted
50 civilians, who ,-"vere forced to carry stolen property. On 14 February, RUF / AFRC forces attacked
Kambia Town (Magbema Chiefdom, Kambia District), where they killed eight civilians, took
property and burnt down an unknown number of houses. On 19 February, RUF / AFRC forces
launched simultaneous attacks from Kambia Town on the towns of Rokupr (Magbema Chiefdom,
Kambia District) and Mangtt (Bl<:M Chiefdom). CDF and ECOMOG forces based in Mange were
overpowered by the RUF / AFRC forces and retreated to their headquarters in Port Loko Town
(Maforki Chiefdom). Six people were killed, 62 houses were burnt down and an unspecified number
of people were abducted by the RUF / AFRC during the attack on Mange (BI<:M Chiefdom). The
same day, RUF /AFRC forces returned to their base at Bainkoro. A Guinean ECOMOG contingent
eqwpped with armoured tanks and accompanied by members of the CDF left Port Loko Town and
moved on Bainkoro, but was repelled by RUF / AFRC forces. ECOMOG established a temporary
base in Kabatha (Maforki Chiefdom), a key junction approximately five lniles from Port Loko
Town.
On 21 February, RUF forces left Bainkoro for Kasseh Section (both BI<:M Chiefdom). They
attacked the villages of Rokon and Robath Kantakathe, where they encountered resistance from the
Gbethis. RUF / .r\FRC forces were driven from the town and pursued by the Gbethis from Kasseh
Section (BKM) to a village called Magbankitha in Malekuray Section (TMS Chiefdom). The CDF
Commander in Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom) called for an support from Nigerian
ECOI\10G, who bombarded RUF / f\FRC positions, forcing them to retreat to an unknown
location.
Dunng the same period, in early 1998, RUF / AFRC forces were retreating from Freetown along the
Freetown-Maslaka ]-ligh,-"vay through Koya Chiefdom. The general retreat north moved towards
Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom) and Nlakeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali District), where
RUF /,'\FRC troops began arriving on or around 14 February. That day or the next, RUF / AFRC
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forces4~(, attacked Masherry-Potho and Mile 38 (both Koya Chiefdom). In both locations,
RUF/ j\FRC forces conducted house-to-house searches, forcing civilians to carry the stolen
property. They chased civilians into the bush, flogged/those they caught and killed those who
refused to give information about the location of their possessions. In Masherry-Potho, around
25 civilians were killed during the RUF / AFRC attack; at least three civilians were also mutilated.
RUF /AJ"RC forces arnputated the left hand of a man abducted from Masherry-Potho to carry stolen
property when it became obvious he was unable to carry the load. RUF / AFRC forces dug deep
trenches across the Freetown-Masiaka Highway, presumably to hold up ECOMOG movement out
of the Western Area. Follomng this, they retreated north towards Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom),
burning all the houses along their route. Many civilians were abducted and forced to carry stolen
property. A man from Mile 38 (Koya Chiefdom) had both hands amputated by RUF / AFRC forces
when he attempted to escape. He was left at the village of Ro-Lal (Koya Chiefdom) and instructed
to inform President Kabbah that the RUF / AFRC would return to Freetown.

RUF / AFRC forces were seen in Lunsar (Marampa Chi~fdom) and the surrounding villages between
14 February and 1 March 1998. ECOMOG military intelligence received reports that the
RUF / AFRC were taking up strong defensive positions in Lunsar. 497 DUling this time, RUF / AFRC
forces launched "Operation Pay Yourself," which in essence was a widespread looting spree.
RUF /l-\FRC forces established checkpoints in the Delco Compound, Mabesseneh and Tainratha
areas of Lunsar and stripped passers-by of all valuable and tradable items. On 15 February,
RUF /AFRC forces kidnapped three missionaries and two foreign aid workers from the Mabeseneh
Hospital in Lunsar4~H They were taken to Camp Charlie, near Mile 91 (Yoni Chiefdom, Tonkolili
District), before being released 111 Masiaka on 27 February. RUF / AFRC forces stole civilian
property, burned down many residences in Lunsar and killed and decapitated an unktlown number
of civilians, forcing other civilians to bury the corpses. The Catholic Mission, Murialdo Vocational
Institute, the Sierra Leone Pnrnary School, the Sierra Leone Muslim Brotherhood Primary School
and other 111stitutions in Lunsar were severely vandalised.
In the early evemng of 1 March 1998, troops from the ECOMOG 24 th Infantry Brigade entered
Lunsar (Mararnpa Chiefdorn) from Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom.). They engaged
RUF / AFRC snipers en route at Ro-Gberray Junction (Maforki Chiefdom) and exchanged fue with
RUF / AFRC forces for about an hour as they entered Lunsar. Apart from that, ECOMOG met no
resistance Frorn RUF / j\FRC forces in Lunsar. 4YY From Lunsar, ECOMOG forces staged an attack
on Makelu (Tvlakari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali District), taking hold of the town on 3 March 1998
Two days earlier, on 1 March, around 400 RUF / AFRC members surrendered ·to Guinean
ECOTvIOG at Masiaka (Koya Cluefdom)slIlI

Some of these forces were dressed in full combat fatigues, willie others wore camouflage t-shirts with red
handkercluefs tied around therr heads
m R.\ "o,desluna, pp36-S
4')H .-\FP, 15 February 1998
4')~ R.-\ .o,desluna, pp.36-38
51111 "o,FP, 1 i\1arch 1998
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In T'vlarch 1998, RUF / :\FRC activitles resumed in TMS Chiefdom, although the three sections were
concerned at different times: Tinkatupa and Safroko Sectisms as early as April and May and Makama
Section 111 December. Tinkatupa Section is sandwiched between Safroko Section to the north and
Makama Section to the south. In early March, Gbethis (CDF) deployed at Masangban, Rogbanneh,
Romamboi and Robaka, all in Tinkatupa Section. Shortly after their arrival, Gbethi members started
harassing civilians for con tributions of money and food. It is also reported in general terms that
during tlllS penod, Gbethis raped 'Nomen and flogged men.
After Lunsar (T",larampa Chiefdom) and T'vlakeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali District) had
come under the control of ECOMOG from around 1 March, RUF /j\FRC forces were dispersed
throughout Buya Romende Chiefdorrl. They settled in numerous locations including Buya, Ro-Sint
Buya, Foredugu, Gbonsama and I\1assenebe (all Buya Romende Chiefdom). At this time,
RUF / AFRC activity in the duefdom focussed on Jar-Jar operations, which involved the formation
of squads dedicated to the widespread robbery of civilian property, both for subsistence and
enrichment. Squads of around 150 RUF/AFRC melTlbers roved around villages in the chiefdom on
a daily basis takll1g food and valuables, flogging people and forcing ci"vilians to carry stolen property
to RUF /;\FRC canlps
Between 17 and 19 April, around 300 RUF / AFRC forces moved from a camp called "Kenema"slIl
in Libmaygahun Chiefdom (Bombali District) to TMS Chiefdom. They established a base at
f\1aboko in the Safroko Section (TlvlS Chiefdom), from where they raided surrounding villages
bct\veen 19 April and 5 May It is reported in general terms that during these raids, RUF / AFRC
force regularly killed civilians and abducted others to carry stolen property. On 25 April, an
ECOMOG platoon and an unknown number of Gbethis deployed from Lunsar to Sendugu (TMS
Chiefdom), close to the RUF position at Maboko. An ECOMOG soldier on a motorbike driven by
a civilian sped through Maboko and then called for air support. An ECOMOG jet bombed this
location and another location in Maron (TMS Chiefdom); this second bombardment killed four
Clvilians. Another Clvilian was killed during a subsequent ECOMOG air bombardment of a nearby
\'illage called Petifu. ECOMOG deployed to Maron and Sendugu but desplte this, the RUF / AFRC
continued to operate from IVlaboko
On a FridayslI: in j\pril 1998, a series of killings took place in the village of Rosint (Masimera
Chiefdom). In the late afternoon, sporadic gunshots were heard all over the village. Three different
groups of RUF/ f\FRC forces entered the village from different directions. The group from
Masimera TO\:I1n (Maramp~ Chiefdom) were a "Born Naked" unit, because they only wore
underwear and sandals. The Mile 91 group - self-styled "Death Squad", corrunanded by a Liberian were dressed 111 mixed civilian-military attire. The Royeben group dressed in full military fatigues.)II'
)111 1\10st likely on the road frOlD the Batkanu/Ro-Source area. In April 1998, RUF /AFRC forces, driven by
ECOi\lOG from 1\lakeni and Karnakwie started targeting and occupying towns situated on the east-west road
from Karma (Blllwa Ol1efdom, Bombali District) to Batkanu (Lebeisaygahun Chiefdom, Bombali District).
\\/estwards movement 111to Ti\lS, Dibla and Buya Rornende Chlefdorns (port Loko District) lOgically extends this
pattern of attacks
SIC Daung tlus lnCldent at either 3, 10, 1 or 24 .-\pril 1998
)'n This ULUt may have been cornpnsed pnmanly of ex-SL\.
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The groups had apparently decided to determine who stayed in Rosint by gambling on the sex of an
unborn baby.
Therefore, RUF I AFRC forces gathered 18-civilians under a tree close to the entrance
.
of the village. These RUF li\FRC forces executed a pregnant woman by cutting through her lower
abdomen and rernoYlng the foetus from her uterus. As the baby was female, the Royeben group
\vlthdrew from the village into the nearby bush; they had earlier gambled that the baby was a boy.
The rema111ing RUF I F\FRC forces made preparations to arnputate limbs from village residents,
bring111g a cutlass and an axe over to a log near the village mosque. RUF I AFRC members forced a
woman to lay her hand across the log and, after a count of three, amputated her hands. RUF I AFRC
personnel 3ttacked her daughter \vith a machete and a female RUF I AFRC member cut her
grandd3ughter 111 half. The left foot of an 8-month old baby was amputated and her mother was
decapitated with a cutlass. RUF I i\FRC melTlbers put the severed head on a pole near the village
primary school. Another man was also decapitated ",,-ith a long cutlass for being unable to provide
the RUF I AFRC with five sheep The RUF I AFRC forces punctuated the killing and amputation
with song and dance. Thirteen civilians were detained overnight in a house under the threat of death.
Very early the following morning, RUF I AFRC members forced the detainees to pray at the mosque
3nd then cook for them The RUF I f\FRC forces then resumed amputations, cutting the wrist of a
wornen SL':: times before succeeding in amputating her hand, then shooting her dead after she
managed to escape; they forced the other abductees to laugh loudly. Following this, RUF I AFRC
forces amputated the left hand of a woman. Her nephew was held down by four RUF I AFRC
members and decapitated. The wornan managed to escape into the bush, arriving three days later at
Mabesseneh Hospital in Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom) where she received emergency treatment.
St3ff at the hospital reported that at least seven others from Masimera Chiefdom had arrived in
Lunsar with amputated lin,bs.
In March or April 1998, RUF I AFRC forces attacked Makaytay (Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom).
The RUF I AFRC commander announced his intention to establish a permanent base in their
chiefdom. RUF IA.FRC members used a sharp knife to amputate the left ear of a pregnant woman,
before sending her to Sendugu. Residents of Gbaneloko (Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom) gave her
assistance in getting to the Sendugu J-Ie3lth Centre, where she related her story to residents. In mid
I'vlarch, RUF I AFRC forces entered Sendugu (Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom), firing machine guns
for around two hours. j\ large number of civilians were abducted; one of the captives, a pregnant
woman, was killed later on the roadside. Gbinti (Dibia Chiefdom), a few miles south .of Sendugu,
subsccJuently came under attack by the RUF li\FRC forces. ECOMOG forces deployed in Dibia
Chiefdom retreated to Kagbantama (BI<.M Chiefdom), on the road between Barmoi Junction (BKM
Chiefdom) 3nd Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom). Many civilians displaced due to the
RUF /.[\FRC att3ck on Sendugu fled to Kabantama. ECOMOG advanced on Gbinti a week later,
foJJow111g reinforcements arriving from Port Loko Town.
Between 3 3nd 5 I'vlay, RUF I F\FRC forces resumed activity In TMS Chiefdom, killing the Regent
Chief of I\I3bsi (TI'vIS Chiefdom) by machete blows to the head and an elder of the village. Around
12 houses wcre 31so burned during the 3tt3Ck. i\t Rogbanthi and Ro-Gberray (both Maforki
Cluefdom). houses \vere burnt and people were abducted. At Masengeh, where many Clvilians had
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sought safety from RUF IAFRC attacks in the area, two civilians were killed and all 30 houses in the
village were burnt down. ECOMOG strengthened their Maboko position in Safroko Section (TMS
Chiefdom), \.v1th a 50-strong unit relTlaining in place until October 1998. During this period,
members of ECOMOG killed a well-respected elder, frequently beat and harassed civilians and
killed and ate their livestock, and other food. Additionally, ECOMOG forces raped at least three
\vomen while in Maron (TMS Chiefdom). In October, ECOMOG were replaced by around 30
ECOJvIOG-trained Gbethis (CDF) from Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdorn). These forces remained in
l\1aron until February 1999. During this period, Gbethis decapitated a businessman suspected of
being an RUF IA.FRC spy, dancing the severed head around the village, harassed civilians and
confIscated their livestock.
i\round 400 heavily armed RUF IAFRC forces with six vehicles moved from the Lunsar area
between 17 and 18 May, engaging engaged Gbethis (CDF) stationed in Robaka (TMS Chiefdorn).
The Gbethis were driven from the town and sustained heavy casualties, including three deaths.
RUF /f\FRC forces burned 13 houses during the attack. From Robaka, RUF Il\FRC forces attacked
Masangban, Futa and Gbanah (all TMS Chiefdom), burning over 60 houses in total. Throughout
June, RUF I AFRC forces carried out food-fInding missions to the villages of Masu, Gbonah,
Gbanneh, Kalangba and Rosent (all TMS Chiefdonl).
On 4 June 1998, RUF li\FRC forces attacked Masirnera village (Marampa Chiefdom), killing four
civilians and burning down 300 residences; an unknown number of civilians drowned fleeing the
RUF Il\FRC attack. SIH Beginning in August 1998, rumours of imminent RUF I AFRC attacks spread
throughout Maforki Cluefdom. Seven vehicles were stolen during RUF I AFRC ambushes on the
highway between Rokel Bridge and Port Loko Town.
RUF I j\FRC forces established a temporary base at Kathente 03IZM Chiefdom) in late August or
early September 1998, from which they used canoes to cross Little Scaries River and raid many
surrounding and nearby villages. During this period, KOltika (13KM Chiefdom) was attacked and at
least 1:\.\'0 Clvilians were killed. RUF I j\FRC forces killed one civilian with a bladed weapon and
amputated the forelimbs from a young mother. At Small Kambia village 03I<JvI Cltiefdom), the
RUF IAFRC forces burnt down an unknown number of houses but no deaths were reported.
Very early on 6 September 1998, RUF I AFRC forces attacked Kagbantama (Kasseh Section, BKM
Cltiefdom) , likely attacking from a temporary base 111 Kathente, rather than from their established
base at Bainkoro 03KM Chiefdom), or Sendugu (Sanda Magbol011tor Chiefdom). RUF I AFRC
forces entered the village and mounted a beavy macltine gun ltigb up in a tree at the entrance the
village RUF I i\FRC forces cut the throats of three young men, killing them. They stripped the zinc
roofIng from six houses, put bullet holes in other roofIng and burned down a further 18 houses.
Medical supplies and a large power generator were stolen from the hospital. Leaving Kagbantama,
RUF I f\FRC forces headed to their permanent base at Bainkoro 03KM Chiefdom). En route, they
burnt and stole from civilian residences in the villages of Ma-Umaro, Marenka, Mayisna, Mahera and
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Tasso (aU BKlvr Chiefdom). At tlm time, Gbethis (CDF) were not deployed in the Kasseh Section
of BIG\I Chiefdom, although they were deployed to Kag~~ntama follmving the 6 September attack.
A ISO-strong RUF I AFRC group attacked ECOMOG between 28 and 30 September at the key RoGberray Junction (Ivlaforki Chiefdom), killing 16 civilians and leaving over 30 wounded. ECOMOG
forces suffered four fatalities and 16 wounded, forcing their retreat to Port Loko Town on 2
October. Follmvl11g ECOMOG's retreat, the highway was closed to civilian traffic, severely
restricting the movement and livelihoods of inhabitants of Maforki Chiefdom, by cutting off the
main overland route from Port Loko Tmvn both to Freetown and inland. In the months of
November and December 1998, several attacks were launched on villages in Maforki Chiefdom. For
example, in November 1998, at Ro-Gbesseh, a village hosting displaced persons, over 20 men were
abducted, people were killed and sorne houses were burnt. At Ro-Gberray Junction in early
December 1998, RUF IA.FRC forces looked for able-bodied men to join their movernent, capturing
over 10 men for this purpose. AJso in December 1998, an unknown number of civilian corpses
were found in l\lakokbo, hia-Purseh, IvIa- Barrkay and Ro-Gbil (all Maforki Chiefdom).
Dunng the last three months of 1998, RUF I AFRC forces using the Kambia-Port Loko route
through Mange in BI<l\1 Chiefdom moved in the direction of TMS Chiefdom, burning down villages
along that route Oocated mainly in Maforki Chiefdom). RUF IAFRC forces put continuous pressure
on the rvrange Bridge. Gradually, RUF /i\FRC forces moved to cut off and encircle Port Loko Town
111 preparation for the large-scale assault on the town that would occur on 28 December 1998..Aside
from IVlayoyisor, which was burnt to the ground, many villages including Rogbonko, Kabatha, Malal,
Koma, Kalie and Mathineh were also attacked. At Mathineh, an unknown nutTlber of civilians were
locked in a house, which was then set on fire. RUF I AFRC forces reached TMS Chiefdom in late
November and set fire to villages, including Maramba and Robat, where all the houses except the
mosgue were burnt down.
Bureh Section (BKlvl Chiefdom) and its mall1 and strategic town, Mange, were attacked for the
second time in October 1998. Between 7 and 11 October, CDF and RUF I AFRC forces fought for
control of the long road bridge over the Little Scaries River at Mange;SIIS the CDF eventually took
control. After tllls attack, RUF IAFRC forces spread to most of the villages in Bureh Section.
"Loyal" Sill, SL\ forces and the CDF,sII7 including Kamajors, were also deployed in Bureh Section.
However, the cornbined RUF/i\FRC forces eventually took control of the town of Mange, burnt
some houses, took property and abducted young rnen and wornen. They also opened a. recruitment
centre for abductees and sent other abductees to Kambia Town (Magbema Chiefdom, Kambia
D.tStrlct), which at t!lis time was a major RUF 11\FRC headguarters People were also tortured and
some civilians had their limbs amputated. RUF I AFRC forces then spread out to other villages in
Burch Section and began occupying villages in Makonteh Section. In November 1998, RUF I AFRC
forces executed a group of CDF and threw their bodies into the river. At this time, Mange Hospital,
which was receiving rnedicine from a Red Cross Helicopter, was used to treat wounded RUF I AFRC
11 October 1998, Bl3C Online News
That IS, those members of the SL-\ who had not Joined the "-\FRC but rema1l1ed under the command of the
elected President
0117 The CDF 14 th Battalion Detail only from "-\U ~-\frica Ne'..vs, 9 December 1998. "No Rebels at Gberay Bridge".
OliO
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forces. SL:\ forces made several attempts to dislodge the fighters from Mange but were unable to
cross the strategic bridge across Little Scaries River.
RUF / f\FRC forces attacked Masimera Town (Marampa Chiefdom) in early December 1998. During
this attack, man\' school children were abducted, women were raped and people were mutilated and
killed. One group of armed men, dressed in military fatigue, pretended to be Government soldiers
C0111lng to protect IvI3simera Town and carne to Royeben village, where they asked for men to assist
them. Ten men were provided and all of them left for Masimera, where they arrived late at night.
The Clvilians were then ordered to return back home to their village, but were captured by a second
group dressed similarly to the group that had come to Royeben. All of the civilians but one escaped
and rhe group ,vent to 1Vlasimera; on their arrival, the whole town was in flames. The next day, two
people were killed with cutlasses for refusing to chase a fowl. Other villages around Masimera Town
were burnt down, including Mapelise and Rosent. Four people were killed with cutlasses, among
them a woman who had previously been raped many times by numerous members of the
RUF/AFRC.
RUF / AFRC forces again mbved on Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom) throughout late November and
December 1998. During the first attack, on 27 November 1998, the RUF / AFRC forces passed
through Foredugu at rught and attacked the town, but were repelled by ECOMOG forces. On their
way back to Foredugu and Robis Junction (Buya Romende Chiefdom), RUF / AFRC forces captured
and killed a pro-Government soldier
In early December 1998, the RUF /AFRC were positioned in Malekuray (TMS Chiefdom), on the
main route through TMS Chiefdom, which they had used as a staging point for their first bid to
capture Port Loko Town in June 1995. In Malekuray, they flied their weapons for some time and
bayoneted a civilian. After this, the RUF / AFRC forces set fire to the town and left for the next
village, :Maforay (T1\'IS Chiefdom), where they burnt some houses. They continued on towards
Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom), to reach a base at Masokoma, known as "Combat Camp".
Between 1 and 4 December, Nigerian jets bombarded RUF / AFRC positions near Ro-Gberray
Junction (Maforki Chiefdom), killing at least 70 RUF / AFRC members. suR Following this,
RUF / f\FRC forces again attacked Lunsar before dawn on 5 December 1998 from the direction of
Foredugu (Buya Romende Chiefdom) and Kumrabai (Marampa Chiefdom). A small company of
ECOMOG and CDF forces rnanaged to ambush RUF / r\FRC forces at nearby Mamara.. but did not
prevent R U F /AFRC forces from entering Lunsar. ECOMOG reInforcements arnved from Makeni
(Makari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali District) and attacked RUF / AFRC with RPGs, mortar and
heavy maclune gun fire frorn an armoured vehicle. During the attack, three members of ECOMOG
and an unknown number of civilians were killed. RUF / AFRC forces took large amounts of property
and abducted an unknown number of civilians to carry the load. In addition, they managed to loot
the ECO]'vl0G battalion headquarters, stealing a number of ne\v radio sets and ECOMOG
uruforms, in addition to rifles and amnlUnition. 511 "
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"\FP, 3 December 1998.
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It is unclear whether or not RUF / AFRC forces took full control over Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom)
in mid-December, but they c.ertainly remained in the immediate area. It is clear that on 8 December
1998, RUF / AFRC forces' attacked' Magbenthan and M;musa, (both Marampa Chiefdom) on the
hlghway between Lunsar and Ro-Gberray, burning all the houses. ECOMOG units displaced from
fighting in other districts began arnving in Lunsar for redeployment after 15 December 510
RUF //\FRC forces began pushing south 111to Koya Chiefdom and on 7 DecelTlber they assaulted
IVlasiaka 511 and Ivlagbontoso, a village further west along the highway near .Mile 38. RUF / AFRC
forces again attacked Masiaka between 14 and 16 December. S12 During this attack, RUF / AFRC
forces were coming from three different areas with the main aim of dislodging the Guinean forces
and to take their arms and amnmnition. The RUF / AFRC forces burnt one armoured tank, some
houses and the Guinean ECOMOG HQ, but were unable to seize any weapons. j\fter a battle that
night, wluch left over 20 civilians dead, the Guinean forces were able to repel the RUF / AFRC
forces who, while leaving, abducted many civilians, including school children.
On 21 and 22 December, RUF / AFRC forces bypassed Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom) and attacked the
towns of Songo (Koya RD, \"X!estern Area) and Waterloo (Waterloo RD, Western Area). On 23
December, RUF / AFRC forces attacked and occupied Magburaka (K.holifa Rowalla Chiefdom,
Tonkolili District). On 25 December, following a month long campaign of gradual encirclement,
RUF / AFRC forces assaulted 'Makeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali District), forcing
ECOMOG to retreat northwards to Kamakwie (Sella Limba Chiefdom., Bomali District), which
itself fell to the RUF / AFRC on 30 December. The main road to Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom) and
Masiaka was left was left undefended as Guinean troops withdraw from Masiaka to defend Waterloo
(\X!aterloo RD, \X!estern "A,rea) from an RUF / AFRC attack on or around 26 December 1998.
Gbethis (CDF) from .Mile 91 cam.e to Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom) to reinforce the CDF
and ECOI\IOG forces based in the to\vn. Between 28 and 30 December 1998, very large numbers
of heavily-armed RUF/i\FRC forces converged on Ro-Gberray Junction (Maforki Chiefdorn),
midway between Port Loko TO\vn and Lunsar. On 30 December, Nigerian ECOMOG retreated in
full fr0111 Lunsar (Mararnpa CI-uefdolTl), leaving the town in the hand of RUF / AFRC forces. 513
RUF /i\FRC forces then staged a lTlajor assault on Port Loko Town. RUF / AFRC units moved from
Kambia Town and Rokupr (Magbema Cl-uefdom., Kambia District), Mange (BKM Chiefdom) and
Macoba (just north of Mange), but also from Ro-Somce (Sanda Tendaren Chiefdom, Bombali
Distnct) and Makeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali District).
In the late morning of 30 December, RUF /JA,FRC forces entered Port Loko Town and engaged the
joint Nigerian and Guinean ECOMOG contingent positioned at the Falaba Primary School. During
the attack on Port Loko Town, civilians were killed, including the Paramount Chief, women were
raped and houses were looted RUF / AFRC forces eventually captured the eastern part of the town,
R"\ "\desluna, pp 130-2ff.
suategJc locau(Jl1 where the l11rrln Freetown highwrry divides into two highways, one leading to Port Loko
Town and the other to ;\We 91 ..
512 First date from record, later date from "-\FP, 16 December 1998
51' BJ3C and .\FP, 30 December 1998
5111
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called old Port Loko, and fought for the control of the whole town. However, the bombing of
RUF /AFRC pos1tions from the au strengthened ECOMOG resistance. On 3 January 1999,
RUF /AFRC forces left the town using the same route to the east along which they had advanced. It
is highly likely that the bulk of these forces moved into the Western Area in preparation for the
6 January assault on Freetown In the wake of the RUF / AFRC retreat from Port Loko, ECOMOG
and CDF groups stole a large arnount of civilian property.
el
Events in 1999
RUF //\.FRC forces invaded Freetown between 6 and 20 January. As noted, there were prelirninary
attacks in late December on the towns of Port Loko, Ro-Gberray, Lunsar, Masiaka, Songo, Newton
and \\iaterloo in preparation for the 6 January invasion. ECOMOG forces pushed the RUF / AFRC
back to Waterloo, ,,,,here they remained in force until at least 25 February 1999. RUF / AFRC forces
retained control over the arterial routes frorn \,\7 estern Area running through Port Loko District
throughout this time.
RUF / AFRC forces occupied Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom) following ECOMOG's retreat on 26
December. FollmVlng the general retreat of RUF / AFRC forces from Greater Freetown (\Xlestern
)\rea) towards \\!aterloo (\Xlaterloo RD, \Xiestern Area) after 20 January, RUF / AFRC forces began
building up 1n IvIaslaka. Dunng the occupation of Masiaka, CDF forces surrounded the town and
exerted constant pressure on the RUF / AFRC. Between 18 and 24 January there was a tense
standoff between the two forces, resulting in a stalemate. After 24 January, RUF / AFRC units began
occupying villages near Masiaka to increase the security of their Masiaka position and to break the
deadlock with the CDF. Between 24 January and 15 February, at Ma-Kanry village (Koya
Chiefdorn), RUF /.i\FRC forces killed an unknown number of civilians, alleged to be hostile
"collaborators". On 15 March, a RUF / AFRC splinter group called the West Side Boys S!4 exchanged
gunfire with regular RUF / J\FRC forces based in Masiaka. This skirnl.1sh was reportedly caused by
disputes about the division of stolen property. On 3 April, ECOMOG Alfa Jets conunenced flypasses over Masiaka and nearby villages. RUF / AFRC forces reportedly rounded up civilians, placed
them on the town streets and started using bladed weapons to carve the initials "RUF" on the
Clvilian captives. On 17 April, Nigenan forces backed up by air support advanced on Masiaka,
captunng the town on or around 29 April 1999. Withdrawing RUF / AFRC forces burnt down
around 300 residences.
RUF /i\FRC forces also occupied the town of Mile 91 (Y oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili Distr!ct) between
14 January and 22 April 1999 Mile 91 IS about 30 miles east of Masiaka along the main highway on
the rust main road Junction leading south to Bo and Kenema. As at Masiaka, RUF / AFRC forces
were beaten back by a heavy ECOMOG assault. RUF forces established a sub-office responsible for
monitoring military activities in the Maforki area at Ro-Gberray Junction (Maforki Chiefdom). In
IvIarch 1999, RUF /.AFRC activities resumed at Konta (Maforki Chiefdol1.l.), where an old woman, a
man and a young gul pounding cassava leaves were given 100 lashes each by RUF / AFRC personnel.
In April, three women from Masubah (Maforki Chiefdom) were taken away and raped by 15 men.
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The Gbethis (CDF) strengthened their positions in Port Loko District during early 1999, particularly
in the areas bordenng Dibia Chiefdom and the RUF / AfRC base at Bainkoro (BIZM Chiefdom).
These positions would present an obstacle to activity spreading from RUF /AFRC-held territory in
Sanda Tendaren and Libeisaygahun Chiefdoms (both Bombali District) bordering Dibia Chiefdom.
Following appeals from the Regent Chief to the Paramount Chief of Port Loko Town, members of
the Gbetlu Society were sent to secure Kasseh Section (BKI\1 Chiefdom) in February 1999. At Erst,
these men had only shotguns, m8chetes and sticks. During 8 patrol on 3 February near Romero, just
north-e8st of Port Loko Town (both Maforki Cluefdom), the Gbethis captured an ex-SLA soldier
suspected of being an RUF cOllliTlander. They decapitated lilin and danced his severed head around
Port Loko TO\vn, demanding money and chanting, "Die d8e, die nor dae. Rebel dae for die, die dae
for rebel", meaning: "De8th does not exist, death is for rebels and rebels are meant to die".
In l'vlarch 1999, the CDF e~tablished 8 recruitment base at Kagbantama (BIZM Chiefdorn) and a
training camp at Makomp, just north of Port Loko Town. Kagbantam8 is on the lTlain ro8d leading
from Port Loko Town to Gbinti and Sendugu, the he8dquarter towns of Dibia and Sand8
Magbolontor Chiefdorns respectively. ECOMOG had retreated from Dibia Chiefdom to
Kagbantama 111 March 1998. At the Makomp camp, recruits to the CDF were instructed in the use
of supernatural charnls and clothes that could allegedly render them bullet-proof. Additionally, they
were trained in the use and maintenance of a rifle. The main task of the CDF in Kasseh was to
secure the e8st bank of the Little Scaries River, preventing southward RUF / AFRC inftltration from
upstream towns like Bainkoro and other locations in Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom. After 18
February, SLA units deployed to Kasseh Section (BIZM) but were driven from the section by
civilians, following incidents of looting and poor discipline. In hte March or early April, Gbethis at
lvlakomp arnbushed three SLA rnelTlbers who had been issued written permission to pass from CDF
cOlTlln8nd in Port Loko Town. A CDF commanding officer cut one of the SLA members in half
from he8d to pelvls I-Ie was arrested by the CDF authorities, but returned to his unit after only t\vo
days of detention.
The traditional authorities of Safroko Section (TMS Chiefdom) turned down a request from the
CDF in BKM Chiefdom in late March 1999 to establish a Gbethi Society. Consequently, Gbethis
from Kagbantam8 (Kasseh Section, BKI\1 Chiefdom) began to harass residents of Safroko Section
(TMS Chiefdom) throughout March and ]\pril. For example, in March 1999, a CDF group came to
Rosar (S8froko Section, TlvIS Chiefdom) 8nd captured a civilian they accused of being a "rebel".
Gbetlus brought him back to Kagbantama, where they tied him up and dripped melted plastic on his
body. On 5 /\pril, Gbetlus from K8gbantama retuned to Rosar, follO\Jv1.ng a general report that the
inhabitants were "all rebels" Gbethis formed a Ering squad, lined 27 men into two rows and shot
them dead The next day, 6 April 1999, Gbethis from Kagbantama again attacked Rosar. During the
attack they raped an unknown number of women, stole property and burnt down 45 houses in the
village, leav111g only the rnosque standing. At Maron village (TMS Chiefdom) on 8 April, Gbetlus
killed a blind man and threatened to kill the Section Chief and elders because they had refused to
Join the GbethJ Society. The Gbetlus consequently accepted Le 400,000 and some food items in
sa tis faction. On 9 April in lvIakapr (TMS Chiefdom), near Maron, G bethis from Dibia Chiefdom
shot a Clvilian man t\\lice and arnputated one of his hands. They also took property and burnt down
seven houses On 23 April, at l'vhfonkay (TMS Cluefdom), Gbethis shot dead two elders and a child.
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i\ t Makili, they killed one man, raped two women and burnt houses, after havi.ng taken property
frorn inside These Gbethis came from Kagbantama ~).lt also from Kareneh (Dibia Chiefdom),
follow1l1g the orders of a commander who was moving from section to section, initiating people into
the Gbethi Society.

By the end of T\1arch 1999, RUF / f\FRC activlties resumed in Makama Section (TMS Chiefdom). At
this time, an RUP / f\FRC patrol from "Combat Camp" arrived in Malekuray and announced to
residents that their commander wanted to make peace with them and the nearby villages of
l\Iafcngbeh, Robenba and Makaneh. For acceding to this localised "peace treaty", the village elders
would be gl\TCll a "clearance paper", which they were ordered to display should any RUF / AFRC
forces threaten the village or its residents. In return, the population had to contribute money and
food to the RUP / i\FRC. This arrangernent was called "G5" and had been in operation in other
areas of Sierra Leone held by the RUF /AFRC since at least December 1997. In brief, it provided the
RUF /i\FRC wlth a more rational, less strenuous way of extracting resources from the civilian
population. On 13 "'\pril1999, those residents of Malekuray (TMS Chiefdom) who returned to their
chiefdom in accordance the terms agreed in the "peace treaty" met some Gbethis at Maforay (TMS
Chiefdom), who killed two civilians. Shortly after, the CDF commander and over 100 Gbethis came
to Malckuray For making this deal \vith the RUF / AFRC, the CDF commander for the area
threatened to kill all the inhabitants of Malekuray and use their bodies as roadblocks. The Section
Chief, Imam.s, the headman and 10 elders were abducted and taken away to the CDF base. The
Regent Cluef of Masu eventually negotiated the release of those abducted, in return for which
residents of Malekuray and surrounding villages would give the CDF food, livestock and Le 200,000.
On 14 f\pril, however, around 30 armed RUF / AFRC members from Combat Camp came to
Malekuray. The "clearance paper" proved to be worthless. The RUF / AFRC forces shot dead five
civilians; four other civilians were killed in the town, one wounded severely with a machete. Other
people sus tamed kl1lfe wounds but survived. The RUF / AFRC forces said the attack was in
retaliation for the village's support for the Gbethis. Caught between the RUF / AFRC and the
Gbetlus, most of the Inhabitants left Malekuray for the bush or bigger tCJ\vns.
Following the release of the RUF leader from Government custody on 15 April 1999, it was
announced over radio that former SLf\ soldiers who had joined the AFRC regime should surrender
to the United Nations Military Observers (UN MILOBS) for re-engagement. This resulted in infighting between RUF and AFRC forces. Nevertheless, disarmament started in November 1999.
On 7 May 1999, RUF / AFRC forces again attacked Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom),
reportedly on a food-finding lTussion. They moved through the villages of Maimera, Makamasa and
Badara, killing 13 people m total and burning 10 houses. The large build-up and coordination
exhibited in the RUF's earlier assaults on Port Loko Town ,vas not present in this attack. The Malian
ECOMOG contingent resisted the RUF / AFRC attack, incurring 7 fatalities and 11 casualties; at
least 20 RUF /AFRC members were killed during the attack. Few houses were looted during the
attack and an unknown number of civilians were killed. By 7 May, Ro-Gberray (Mafotki Chiefdom)
\vas reportedl\' accessible to humanitanan organisations, having been cleared of RUF / APRC by
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ECOIvlOG. 515 On 13 and 14 May, Songo and Mile 38 (both Koya Chiefdom) were attacked by
RUF I j-\FRC forces 51(,
Despite the ongoing peace negotiations, RUF li\FRC forces continued to attack civilian settlements
in Ivlaslmera Chiefdom. For example, after 20 June 1999 a chiefdom Police Officer was killed in his
garden in Ivlasimera. In nearby Mathilie, RUF /.l\FRC forces amputated the limb of a civilian man. In
Ivlakonton, RUF/AFRC members amputated a woman's limb; another woman was shot dead for
refusing to have sexual intercourse with one of the RUF commanders. In mid-1999, Lunsar
remained under RUF occupation. Following infighting between AFRC and RUF forces in Makeni
(Makari Gbanti, Bombali Distnct), AFRC forces decamped to Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom), but
shortly after were chased out by RUF forces.
Prelimlllary discussions between representatives of the RUF I AFRC and the Government of Sierra
Leone yielded a ceasefire, which entered into force on 24 May. Full talks comrnenced on 25 May,
leading to the signing of the Peace Agreement Between the Government of Sierra Leone and the
Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone on 7 July 1999 (Lome Peace Agreement). FollO\ving the
slgning of the Lome Peace Agreement, a demobilisation centre was opened at the Lungi Military
Barracks (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom) and in early November a centre opened near Port Loko Town.
By 30 November, around 500 RUF personnel had registered as ex-cornbatants. 517
Throughout 1999, RUF I f\FRC forces in Bureh Section (BKM Chiefdom) killed an unknown
number of civilians suspected of being "spies" or Government forces. After the ceasefue on 24
May 1999, ECOMOG and UNOMSIL MILOBS were deployed to Government-held and
RUF IAFRC-held areas in Bureh Section (BKM Chiefdom), including Mange and Mile 18. These
foreign forces engaged in routine patrols, but were unable to access Makonteh Section because of
the poor quality of the bridges and the difficulties imposed by the rainy season. RUF forces violated
the ceasefire, often during food-finding raids; they looted villages like Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom) and
abducted people to carry the stolen property.
On 22 October, the United Nations Security Council authorised the deployment of a 6,000-strong
peacekeeping ffilssion to Sierra Leone, to replace the previous observer mission and assist with the
implementation of the Lome Peace Agreement. 51H The United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone
(UNAIVISIL) con,menced deployment with the arrival of advance teams on 29 and 30 November;519
4,500 UN"-\I\ISIL ,vere troops ,vere present in Sierra Leone by 10.January 2000. 5211
From October through to the end of 1999, a few isolated but brutal incidents are reported in Port
Loko Distnct. One Sunday in late October, RUF I AFRC forces in Magbankay (Masimera Chiefdom)
killed a civilian man as a rite foreseeing their "peaceful stay" in the chiefdom. After he was killed, his

5\(,

UN J-L\CU, Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 1 - 17 lIlay 1999.
Ibzd

5;"

IRIN \Vcst :Hnca, 30 November 1999

5\5

51f: UN Security Council Resoluuonl270 (1999).
m BBC, 29 November 1999
52!!

IRI!': \'lies t

"\ fnca,

11 Januan' 1999
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genitals, tongue and eyes were removed from his body. These body parts were given to a virgin girl,
who buried them near a small stream following a ceremopy in Masimera Town. In another incident
in Ivlaslmera, girls and women abducted in various villages near the Roke! River were raped, taken to
a nearby bank of the river and shot dead.
In November, tenslOns bet\veen the RUF and the remnants of the AFRC led to a series of clashes in
Lunsar (i\Iarampa Chiefdom). By 2 November, Lunsar was reportedly under the sole occupation of
the RUF. This was part of a \-vider RUF operation that established their dominance over Makeni
(lIIakari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bom.bali District) and Magburaka (Kholifa Rowalla Chiefdom, Tonkolili
District)521 On 8 Novenlber, a number of ex-AFRC who had entered the demobilisation process in
at a centre in Lungi (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom) rioted at a nearby market over the delayed award of
financial incentives to disarm. 522 In addition to demanding food, clothing and medical supplies from
local traders, they looted numerous civilian residences. 523 A number of srnall skirmishes were
reported between ECOMOG and demobilised ex-AFRC in mid December 524 On 22 December,
ECOlvIOG reported that its forces had shot dead three ex-AFRC rnembers in the village of Matank
(Marampa Chiefdom), near Lunsar.

f)

Events in 2000
In early January, UNAMSIL moved into positions throughout Port Loko District. A single Nigerian
battalion was based at Freetown International Airport at Lungi (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom) and a
second covered Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom), Maslaka (Koya Chiefdom) and Lunsar
(Marampa ChIefdom), securing the towns and the main highways. A Battalion of Kenyan troops was
sent to secure Makeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali District) and Magburaka (Kholida
Rowalla Chlefdom, Tonkolili District). Nigerian forces deployed under ECOMOG would remain in
county to provide additional back up to the incorning UNAMSIL forces 52s Zambian UNAMSIL
forces commenced deployment to Sierra Leone, arriving in Lungi between 21 and 26 April corning
to a full strength of 77S by 2 May 2000. 52 ('
Disarmament began in November 1999 in Port Loko District, but after some months, some
combatants still in the bush refused to disarm and continued attacking villages in 2000 and 2001.
During 1999 and 2000, RUF / AFRC forces camped at Foredugu Junction' (Buya Romende
Chiefdom), Just north-east of Lunsar on the mal11 highway from Makcni, at that point under fum
RUF occupation until at least February 2001.
Bet\veenJanuary and July 2000, RUF/AFRC forces had free movement along the main north-south
hlghway runmng through Sanda Magbolontor Cluefdom and conseguently through the towns of
Sendugu (Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom) and Gbinti (Buya Romende Chiefdom). From Gbinti, the
RUF could 1110ve freely south through Kamasundo (Dibia Chiefdom) to Foredugu (Buya Romende
521 IRIN \,'est .-\frlca, :2 November, quoting ECOi\IOG sources.
522 BBC, 9 Novemberl999; IRIN West A.fnca, 10 November 1999
52.1 UN ]-L-\CU, Siena Leone Humal11tarian Situation Report 7 ·20 Nov 1999.
524 I but
525 UN OCl-L-\, SIena Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 5 - 16 Jan 2000.
52(,

lRIN West "-\Erica, 21 "-\pril2000, 26 .-\pril 2000 and 2 May 2000.
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Cluefdom); rlus would allow RUF forces to stage attacks on Port Loko Town (Maforki Chiefdom),
Lunsar (Ivbrampa Chiefdom) and Ro-Gberray (Maforki qliefdom).
RUF /AFRC forces corning from Makeni in January 2000 headed to Gbinti (Dibia Chiefdom),
abducting two people at I\1aron (TMS Chiefdom). They then proceeded to Gbinti, where they
engaged Gbetlus (CDF). The Gbethis were defeated and the RUF / AFRC forces stole property,
burnt an unknown nurnber of houses and advanced into l(ambia District. In March 2000,
RlJF /AFRC forces entered Sendugu along the main north-south route through Sanda Magbolontor
Chiefdom towards Bornbali District. They were around 120 in number, equipped with AK47s, hand
grenades, cutlasses and knives. This RUF / AFRC Company carried out another series of looting
operations dubbed "Operation Pay Yourself', camping for two weeks 111 Sendugu and stealing from
the surrounding villages. At Rorange, they shot a woman who did not want to give them her bag of
milled nee The following day, Gbethis from Bannoi Junction (BKM Chiefdom) attacked Sendugu,
forcing RUF /AFRC forces to retreat north-east.
In May 2000, the commander of both the RUF and AFRC forces in the Sendugu area ordered that
any member caught trying to abscond and enter a DDR program would be shot on sight. That same
month, near Lunsar (Mararllpa Chiefdom), RUF forces intercepted a convoy composed of civilians
and RUF / j\FRC members seeking to disarm. All the passengers were killed, including the
RUF /J\FRC members, who were accused of trying to join the DDR program in Port Loko.
Consell11Clltly, civilians believed that most of the RUF / AFRC forces living in Maforki and Marampa
Chiefdoms would not disann.
RUF / AFRC forces attacked Thombo (Maforki Chiefdom) in May 2000, killing ci-vilians and
members of the CDF. At Rothawa, armed men dressed only in trousers killed a civilian and took
property RUF / AFRC forces also attacked Ro-Lal, where one civilian was killed and two houses
were burnt down.
On 5 I\Iay 2000, 208 members of UNAMSIL's Zambian contingent were disarmed and captured by
RUF forces based at Foredugu (Buya Romende Chiefdom). RUF forces returned to Foredugu with
vehicles, communication sets, weapons and uniforms stolen from the peacekeepers. By 28 May,
following the series of events outlined below, UNAMSIL announced that virtually all the
peacekeepers had been released by the RUF. On 8 May, the UK commenced "Operation Palliser",
deploying to Sierra Leone the HMS Ocean and around 800 paratroopers from the Parachute
Reg1111ento c7 Initially, UK forces secured the auport and Lungi (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom) and
commenced the evacuation 9f UK nationals and other expatriates.
Between 8 and 14 May, RUF forces unsuccessfully attempted to gam control of Masiaka (Koya
Chiefdom). At that time, Masiaka was defended by an unknown number of j\FRC "loyalists"02H who
had split from the RUF at the end of 1999 and realigned themselves with the elected government, in

oc' On 24 :\1:1)", members of the 42 Comm:1l1do lZoval J\larines replaced the paratroopers.
ocH BBe On]111e News, 1(! i\lay :2C!ClCl
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addition to regular SLA and CDF forces52~ "A,. contingent of Guinean UNAMSIL had withdrawn
from the town.
RUF troops attacked SLA forces stationed in Malekuray (TMS Chiefdom) on 12 May 2000 with
heavy rnac1une gun and RPG fue On 15 May, they advanced west towards Port Loko Town, where
500 RUF forces attacked the town in the early evening of 16 May 2000; Nigerian and SLA,. forces
engaged the RUF, forcing their retreat soon after. During the attack, one n1ember of the Nigerian
forces was killed and six members of the SLA and five rnembers of the Nigerian forces were
. d.'S'III
1l1Jure
On the morning of 17 May, the RUF leader was captured travelling in 3 civilian vehicle in Freetown.
The UJ<. Secret3ry of Defence st3ted to the BBC that Sankoh was being held in "protective custody"
by UK forces'"> I £\lso on 17 May, RUF forces attacked UK pOSItions 6 miles east of the
Intern>ttional Airport at Lungl. Repelling the attack, UK paratroops killed three RUF members. 532
On 18 May, Jordanian UNAMSIL peacekeepers were deployed at Masiaka and further north at
Rokel Bridge.
/\lthough this UNAIvISIL action pushed the RUF I AFRC north, with subsequent attacks focussing
on Ro-Gberray Junction (Maforki Chiefdom) and Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom), the RUF still
lTl3lntained pressure on Port Loko Town, regularly staging probing attacks on SLA and UNAMSIL
positions in the town area and arterial roads after 16 May. On 20 and 23 May, RUF forces engaged
SLf\ forces In the Port Loko' Town area from the Lungi Road. In the evening of 28 May, they again
3tt3cked from the direction of Malekuray (TMS Chiefdom), briefly penetrating the town centre. On
1 and 4 June, RUF forces staged evening attacks on Port Loko Town from Bureh Section (BKM
Chiefdom); during the 4 June attack, 3n RPG fued by RUF forces killed one civilian and injured six.
On 12 June, RUF forces attacking Port Loko Town killed a CDF member. On 22 June, a Sierra
Leone Government helicopter gunship inflicted casualties on the RUF during an attack on Port
Loko Town.
On 24 I"fay, RUF forces ambushed an SLA truck near Ro-Gberray Junction (Maforki Chiefdom),
killing four members of the SLA and two foreign journalists. S33 On 1 and 2 June, combat troops
from the Indian UNAIvlSIL contingent took up positions around Ro-Gberray Junction, taking full
control of it by 5 June 5 '14 The same day, the RUF staged a major att3ck on Ro-Gberray lasting 12
hours, during which three Nigerian peacekeepers, five civilians and 23 RUF members, were killed.
1\lso on 5 June, 3 12-strong RUF sgu3d led by a fonner SLA member attacked the village of
Rornonukeh (Maforki Chiefdom), burning six houses and abducting one civilian man.

BBC Online News, 10 i\bv :2000
UN;\1\lSIL Press Bnef1l1g, 17 1\lay :2000
0'11 BBC Online News, 17 1\hy 2000 (1803 GMT 1903 UK).
5'1e BBC Online News, 17 1\lay 2000
m BBe Online News, 25 May 2000 (0655 GMT 07:55 UK)
S.14 UN.,\j\lS1L Press Bnef1l1g, 5 June 2000
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BeGveen 1 and 21 June, SLA 5:;5 and RUF fought for control of Lunsar (Marampa). After 8 June,
Lunsar was reportedly under the control of the SLA, which repelled an RUF counter-attack on 13
June with the assistance of the \\!est Side Boys.s3G The RUF retook Lunsar on 21 June 2000,537
remaining in control of the town until 14 March 2001 when, on the invitation of the RUF,
UNA.]'vlSIL deploved 111 the town S3K
Two RUF attacks are repo,rted in Makama Section (TMS) during 2000. On 29 June, 50 SLA
members \vho had deployed to Malckuray (TMS) in March 2000 retreated, at which time RUF forces
killed an old lTlan. During the second attack on Malekuray, on 30 July, RUF forces were repelled by
CDF forces and no casualties are reported. Both attacks came from the direction of KambiaMakama, east along the road from Malekuray.
Before 10 July 2000, RUF / AFRC forces entered Kanokie (Sanda Magbolontor Chiefdom), some of
them shouting "people of Kanokie, don't be afraid, we are on transit to Sendugu, your village is not
our target" They left the ,wage \.vith no reported incidents of violence. From 10 to 13 July 2000,
RUF/./\FRC forces attacked Sendugu, burning down 11 residences and abducting an unknown
number of civilians. l'i. few weeks after this attack, youths and elderly men formed the Sanda
Magbolontor Clllefdom CDF to increase security throughout the chiefdom.
RUF attacks on Port Loko Town continued beGveen July and September 2000, with small-scale
attacks on "2 and 11 July from the Lungi road. RUF forces attacked Port Loko on 2 and 20 August
US1l1g the :Malekuray (TIvlS) road and again on 27 August using the Lungi route. In August 2000, the
RUF leadership formed peacekeeping committees in Buya Romende, Marampa and Masimera
Chiefdoms, possibly to boost their credibility ahead of the talks with UNAMSIL that would take
place in 2001.
On 20 August 2000, a small number of RUF forces attacked Massembeh (Maforki Chiefdom),
killing two Clvilians and injuring GVO others. On 2 September at Yankasa (Maforki Chiefdom), four
people were killed and 10 injured, including a pregnant woman. Two civilian girls were captured and
the village was looted. RUF forces again attacked Port Loko Town on 1 September. One RUF
group killed 20 SLA near Kabatha, while the SLl\ and UNAMSIL repelled without casualties a
second RUF group that moved into Port Loko Town along the Lungi road. On 10 September, the
RUF staged a final attack on Port Loko Town along the Malekuray (TMS Chiefdom) road,
sustaining at least 50 fatalities and a 111gh number of causalities. RUF forces withdre\.,:, to Makeni
through TI\'lS Chiefdorn to Kamasundo (Dibia Chiefdom), killing one person at Robombo and
raping women at Maron. They proceeded to Gbinti (Dibia Chiefdom) and onwards to Batkanu
(Libeisaygahun Chiefdom, Bom.bali District). For the remainder of September and throughout
October, no events of significance are reported.

It 1S unclear whether UJ':"-\i\lSIL truops assisted In the defence of Lunsar on these dates
See below for more dBtailcd 1nformatlon on the \vest Side Boys.
5r BEe Online
21 June 2000 (1757 GI\H 18:57)
m U]'--L\i\1SIL Press Release, 14 )\1arcb 2001
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RUF forces from Foredugu (Buya Romende Chiefdom) entered the villages of Bainkoro and
Robaku in Tinkatupa Section (TMS Chiefdom) soon after 10 November 2000. They abducted three
civilian men to use as guides. The group travelled to Makapr, shooting and injuring a civilian woman.
Moving to Lunsar, they stole livestock and food items. At Magberi, RUF forces burnt down eight
houses. Around 45 SUI, forces stationed in Maleh.-uray (TMS Chiefdom) engaged this RUF group
ncar ]\!lasangban, recovering some of the stolen property.
g)
Events 111 2001
The RUF allowed UNi\.MSIL access to two important roads in Port Loko District on 12 January
2001. I~irst, the RUF opened the stretch of highway connecting Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom) and
Foredugu (Buya Rornende Chiefdom) to Makeni (lvIakari Gbanti Chiefdom, Bombali District).
Second, the RUF opened the road between Mange (BKM Chiefdom) and Karnbia (Magbema
Cluefdom, Kambia District),5]~ although the road bridge over the Little Scaries River would not be
5411
open until 22 March 2001.
The following day, tl1e UNAMSIL Force Commander met with
representatives of the RUF in Lunsar to discuss the humanitarian situation and the deployment of
UNAMSIL to Lunsar 541 On 25 February, the first formal UNAMSIL-RUF Contact Group meeting
was held 111 Mange (BK..M). On 14 March, around 240 Nigerian UNAMSIL troops commenced
deployment to Lunsar,542 increasing to 776 by 23 March 2001. 54]
In Maforki Cluefdom, there were many incidents of RUF forces stripping corrugated zinc roofing
from civilian rcsidences. For example, 111 February 2001, some houses were unroofed at Rogbath,
Robis, Masokor, Mathera, Rothudekun, Makambisa and Babara. In March, houses including the
mosque were unroofed at Taindukum, Mabala, Rokoreh and Roforoad, all located in the lower part
of Maforki Chiefdom Sinular operations were undertaken in April and June. During this perlod,
there appears to have been no further theft, burning or killing.
Between 18 and 29 May, UNAMSIL opened a disarmament camp at Kabatha Junction near Port
Lok0 5 +1 On 14 June, disarmament commenced in Lunsar. On 10 August, UNAMSIL, the RUF and
the Government of Sierra Leone issued a joint communique stating that disarmament was
545
completed 111 throughout Port Loko District
Nevertheless, as disarmament proceeded, there were a number of violent incidents. In May 2001, a
group of over 200 well-anned RUF fighters with vehicles seized from UNAMSIL peacekeepers at
Make11l fought \vith the Gbethis (CDF) at Roctolon (TMS Chiefdon1.), killing some 6vilians and
some Gbetlus. The RUF forces tbcn passed through Patifu, where they killed one man, and through
Maron, wbere they stole civilian property before retunung to Makeni (Makari Gbanti Cluefdom,
Bombali Distnct)
In.J une 2001, RUF forces entered to Rosar and Maron, moving through
UN"-\l\ISIL Press BnefU1g, 12 J anuar)' 2001
UN"-\MSIL Press Release, 22 1\Iarch 2001
541 UN.-\1\1SIL Press Bnef1l1g, 15 January 2001
5"2 U~"'\1\1SIL Press Release, 14 March 2001 and IRINW/\, 16 rv1arch 2001
5".1 UN"-\r,1SIL Press Bnef1l1g, 23 1\Iarch 2001
5+1 UN,"\1\1SIL Press Release, 29 1\1a)' 2001
545 UN.'\.MSIL Press Bnef1l1g, 14 "'\ugust 2Cl01
51')
5-1<1
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Kagbal1tama (BK..M Chiefdom). :\t Maron (TMS Chiefdom), they captured women, who were later
raped, and went to Lunsar. On 21 October 2001, RUF members coming from the Lunsar area
attacked the village of Maron in Safroko Section (TMS). This is the final recorded event of the
conflict in Port Loko District.
h)
The "\\'est Side Boys": Okra Hills, Maforki and Kova Chiefdoms, 1998-2000
The Okra Hills is a densely forested geographical area between Makambisa and Gberibana in the
lower part of Maforki Chiefdom, crossing southwards over the Rokel Creek into Koya Chiefdom
towards the township of Magbeni and onto the stretch of highway between Mile 38 and Masiaka.
Between 15 October 1998 and mid-2001, this area was subjected to patterns of attacks by an
RUF / AFRC splinter group compnsing mainly ex-SLA f\FRC members. The forces involved from
1998 onwards share a COlTllTIOn thread of leadership and following the RUF / AFRC general retreat
from Freetown, they re-branded themselves the "West Side Boys", although there was no
substantlve change in their composition. Accordingly, the group shall be referred to as the West Side
Boys throughout this section.
Between 15 October and 29 December 1998, the West Side Boys attacked over 30 villages in the
geographical area between Gberibana and Makarnbisa in the lower part of Maforki Chiefdom,
bordered by the Rokel Creek to the south s4 (, There is little to distinguish any of these attacks from
one another. The attacks were all launched from camps near Foredugu and Magbeni (both Koya
Chiefdom), in the dense Jungle and bush of the Okra Hills area, adjacent to the stretch of the main
highway running bet\veen :tv1ile 38 and Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom). Following these attacks, the West
Side Boys forces did not remain in the villages. Throughout, the West Side Boys were directed by
one of only three commanding officers and no settlement was attacked t\Vice during this period. The
settlements were undefended by SLA, ECOMOG or CDF forces, yet the \"Xlest Side Boys
cOlTllTIenced each attack by laying dO\vn heavy machine gun fire into the village. Routinely, the \"Xl est
Side Boys l11flicted serious darn.age on Clvilian residences and stole substantial amounts of personal
property, livestock and food iterns from civilians. The West Side Boys forces killed a total of 16
people in 33 attacks, \v'ith two instances where civilians were killed by hanging. Members of the West
Side Boys raped over 20 civilian \vomen. In total, around 80 civilians, the vast majority being male,
were abducted dunng the senes of attacks.
It is not possible to say that the \"Xlest Side Boys did not fall under the command of the RUF / AFRC.
H owc\'cr, the overall pattern of RUP / AFRC activity in Port Loko District between 15 October and
29 December 1998 suggests that the actions of the \X/est Side Boys were only loosely connected Wlth
the RUP /}\.PRC's overall strategy RUF /j\FRC activity in other areas of Port Loko District was
focussed on pressurising Port Loko Town and Ro-Gberray Junction (both Maforki Chiefdom), in
preparation for the unsuspected RUF li\FRC breakout frotn Kono in December 1998 and the
The follow1l1g \·illages were attacked on the following days: Gberebana, Rofurawa, Gbontbo-Yama on 15
Octo ber; l\labala, l\lilgbenthen, Rokoreh and illapolJe on 17, 21, 27 and 31 October respectively; Mamiekanuh,
Robis, Kalukeh, Robab on or around 3 ~ovember; Rofindu and Roseinti on 7 November; :tvlasawrie on 10
November; Gbonkomilycr and l\IatbuIe on 15 November; Petbunr on 29 November; Rokoitb and Robemeb on 1
December, Rokonther, Robamblale and Tlama on 7 December ;hlagbangbara, Madora, Masebeb, Tvlakeleb and
:\L1semur on 13 December; and Magbontho, 1Iladegbar ilnd Robarreb on 29 December
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eventual l11vasion of the \X/estern j\rea in early January 1999. As of Septernber 1998, the
RUF / AFRC forces occupied Ivlange Town (BIZM Chiefd9m), to the north of Port Loko Town, and
controlled Sanda :Magbolontor Chiefdom, with access to the highway from Sendugu through Gbinti
and Kanusundo (both Dibia -Chiefdom) to Foredugu. By September 1998, RUF / AFRC attacked the
key Junction at Ro-Gberray (I'viaforki), intermittently cutting off Port Loko from road traffic from
the capHai. In early December, RUF / AFRC forces pushed south into Koya Chiefdom, attacking
Maslaka and ivlagbontoso, a village further west along the highway, near Mile 38; AFRC forces again
attacked Maslaka benveen 14 and 16 December. The West Side Boys do not appear to have taken
part in these initial assaults, although they did have a presence in Masiaka until March 1999.
On 21 and 22 December, RUF / AFRC forces bypassed Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom) and attacked the
towns of Songo (Koya RD, \i;/estern i\rea) and Waterloo (Waterloo RD, \"X!estern Area). Masiaka
(Koya Clllefdom) ,vas occupied by RUF / AFRC forces following ECOMOG's retreat on 26
December. Between 28 and 30 December 1998, very large numbers of heavily-armed RUF / AFRC
forces converged on Ro-Gberray Junction (Maforki Chiefdom), midway between Port Loko Town
(Maforki CbJefdom) and Lunsar (Mararnpa Chiefdom). On 30 December, Nigerian ECOMOG
retreated in full from Lunsar, leaving the town in the hands of the RUF / AFRC forces. 547 On 30
December, RUF / AFRC forces assaulted Port Loko Town. Again, the principal officers of the West
Side Boys are not lmplicated directly 1n these attacks.
In the Okra I-lills area itself, on 30 December, the dense pattern of hit-and-run attacks that had
characterised the presence of the \\/est Side Boys in late 1998 ceased entirely. After 22 December
1998, principal officers of the \\iest Side Boys are identified as having taken part in attacks on
\\!aterloo, Hastings, Joe Town and Tombo (all Waterloo RD, \Vestern Area) during the preliminary
RUF / AFRC advance into the \i(!estern luea. It is not possible to confirm whether the West Side
Boys also took part in the 6 January 1999 RUF / AFRC assault in Freetown.
By 20 January 1999, ECOMOG had regained control of the bulk of the Freetown metropolitan area,
and by 25 February had driven RUF / AFRC forces from Waterloo (\X1aterloo RD, Western Area)
After 25 Janua11', RUF / r\FRC and \\/est Side Boys forces occupying Masiaka were under pressure
from the CDF Although the RUF /.L~FRC would not be pushed out of Masiaka until 29 April, the
West Side Boys left the to,vn on 15 I'viarch 1999.
In Ivlarch, the West Side Boys attacked and captured the village of Magbeni and established a camp
there. On 7 IVlarch, a week before their withdrawal from Masiaka, the \Vest Side Boys attacked
Gberibana and resumed their intense hit-and-run attacks in lower Maforki Chiefdom. From
Magbeni, they made frequent attacks on traffic on civilian traffic between Mile 38 and Masiaka.
On 9 March, \\'est Side Boys attacked Rufura; two days later, they attacked Magbangbara, and
engaged Gbethis (CDF) defending the village, killing four of them. The \"X!est Side B oys 548 attacked
Masuba, south of Roke1 Creek on 15 March 1999. Civilians fled to the nearby bushes and villages,
but over 10 1l1habitan ts were killed, including three children who drowned in the Roke1 River while
or BBe and A.FP, 30 December 1998.
54~ Some were dressed 111 militar)' Uluforms while others were dressed in civilian attire.
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trying to escape, The \\7est Side Boys harassed civilians who had fled to the bush, beat them and
took their property, Civilians who were captured were forced to carry the loads to the \'X1est Side
Boys' base, One man was told to have sex with his moth'er and when he refused, he was shot dead,
In Masuba, the 56 houses of the village were burnt down. On the same day, West Side Boys attacked
Lanllnaya and Rornaforay, On 25 1v1arch, they attacked Ronl.aforama and Mabassy,
In April 1999, around 20 civilians were killed publicly at their base in Gberibana in reprisal for an
earlier CDF attack on a \\7est Side Boys patrol at Magbanbara, which had left five members of the
West Side Boys dead. In the forest nearby their base, there was a specific place where the West Side
Boys would kill abductees, especially those who did not follow their orders, Some captured civilians
also had the words "\\iest Side Boys" inscribed on their backs, That same month, an attack took
place at Maghailma s49 in the late aft~rnoon, during which 16 people were killed. The following day,
they locked 73 people they had abducted from surrounding villages lD a house, which they then set
on fire,
In the evening of 17 May 1999, the West Side Boys fired on an ECOMOG vehicle patrolling the
]'v1ile 38-1v1asiaka highway, ECOMOG forces exchanged flre with the West Side Boys for about 2
hours until they ran out of ammunition and returned to Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom). Preliminary
discussions between representatives of the RUF /AFRC and the Government of Sierra Leone
yielded a cease fire that entered into force on 24 May,
As peace talks continued in June 1999, a large number of civilians were burnt alive in their houses at
J'\1an'arrmah by the \'X1est Side Boys, Other villages attacked in June and July include Mathera,
Rothuidekum, Makambisa, Makorobolie, Kasankor, Mekensebeh and Rotaindekun. At Mabonie on
20 July 1999, the West Side Boys burnt down the entiTe village, raped glils, killed around 10 people
and took food items, The peace talks led to the signing of the Peace Agreement Between the
Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone on 7 July 1999
(the Lome Peace J'\greement)5SII
On 4 August 1999, the West Side Boys kidnapped a group of around 40 UNOMSIL, ECOMOG
and civil society workers who had entered the Okra Hills area to negotiate the release of some 200
children being held by the West Side Boys, The group included the Bishop of Makeni and five UK
officers serving as military observers in UNOMSIL. 5s1 The kidnap met with immediate
condemnation from the United Nations Secretary-Genera1 552 and a UK-led negotiatiQn team was
dispatched to Sierra Leone, f\round half of the hostages were released on 9 August and the
remainder released the follO\ving day; around 200 women and childTen were also released. 5S3 The
group reportedly said to negotiators that they were loyal to the AFRC, compnsed of primarily exSL\ and then key demand was the release from RUF custody of the AFRC leader. They did not
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The month 1S not specrfied, but this happened after the attack on J\fasimera Town in December 1998,
The fulJ text 1S available at http://\.vwwusip,org/library/pa/ 51/ sierra_leone_07071999_toc.html.
BBC Online News,S ;\l1gust 1999 (2312 GflU 00:12 UK),
UN Press Release,S o\ugust 1999, SG/STII/7089, AFR/162,
nUN \\'est .\ fnca, 10 "'\ugl1st 1999, quoting the Sierra Leone Inform.ation lvlinister
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refer to themselves as the "West Side Boys" A foreign journalist told the BBC that there were no
-RUF members present."
~

Aside from this kidnapping, few attacks are noted between mid-July and December 1999. This
corresponds with a sharp drop 111 the general levels of violence throughout Port Loko District.
Additionally, disarmament centres had opened m Port Loko and Lungi. On 15 July 1999 the West
SIde Boys attacked Mekensebeh village and killed a civilian by hanging her. On the same day, they
attacked Rotaindekun, killing four men and raping four girls. On 7 November 1999 they attacked
Royabah and Marikor. One month later, the \\lest Side Boys attacked Gbereh Thuraka, Mapoyen
and Ropoyen, stealing civilian property, livestock and food items. Most of the civilians fled towards
Port Loko TO"\vn (Maforki Chiefdom) and sought refuge in an IDP camp. Although attacks on
villages became less frequent, the \X/est Side Boys mounted many checkpoints along the main
hlghway between rvWe 28 and Masiaka, attacking both civilian and rnilitary traffic. Between 7
December and May 2000 there are no reported incidents of attacks on 'villages in the Okra Hills area.
Following the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement, the United Nations Security Council
authorised the deployment of a larger peacekeeping mission, the United Nations Mission in Sierra
Leone (UN;\MSIL), which replaced UNOMSIL. In May 2000, the RUF took hostage over 200
UNAMSIL soldiers at Foredugu, prompting a serious challenge to the peace process. The RUF
again moved on Masiaka and Port Loko Town, failing to take control of either town. Between 1 and
21 June 2000, the \'\'est Side Boys fought alongside the SLA in (unsuccessfully) defending Lunsar
from the RUF attack. 555
On or around 9 July 2000, State radio broadcast a message from the Government of Sierra Leone
issuing an ultimatum to the \\lest Side Boys to disarm to UNAMSIL by 16.00 on 11 July.sS('
UNi\.tviSIL military observers entered into negotiations with the West Side Boys to facilitate
disarmament. HO"wever, on 11 July, UNAMSIL military observers in Masiaka reported that no West
Side Boys had disanned;557 nine days later the situation still remained the same 55H Before dawn on 22
July 2000, UNAMSIL carried out "Operation Thunderbolt". This operation, which focused on the
Okra Hills area,55~ successfully cleared the roadblocks mounted by the West Side Boys on the main
highways between Freetown and Lungi (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom). UNAMSIL strengthened patrols
along the' highways through the Okra Hills following "Operation Thunderbolt". After this
opera tion, lJNAlVISIL reported that 40 \Xl est Side Boys had surrendered to the UNAMSIL Jordanian
contingent for disarmament, bring111g the total number of \\1 est Side Boys in the DDR program to
80 5 (,11 By 9 r\ugust, around 200 had Jomed the DDR program 5 (,J Nevertheless, vell1c1e hijackings and
attacks on CIvilians along the Mile 38-Masiaka highway continued throughout this period.
55~

BBC Online News, 6 "-'\ugust 1999 (07:23 GMT 08:23 UK)
OC}-L-'\ Sierr3 Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 16-25 .Jun 2000.
55(, JRIN \\'esL'\fnca, 10.1 uly 2000
557 UN.-\?I!SIL Press Briefing, 11 July :2000
iiH UN.\i\ISIL Press Brief1l1g, 20 July 2000
55~ U"..L-\l\ISIL Press Ending, 24Jull 20011
5(,1i UN.-\MSIL Press Briefing, 28 July 2000
51,1 l'0umbers taken from 111terced1l1g Ul'-\.-\1\ISIL Press Briefings.
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Sporadic attacks in the Okra I-Iills area continued into 2000. Although the pattern follows the same
formulaic style of attacks adopted by the West Side Boys ·In 1998, it is not certain that the West Side
Boys carried out these attacks. /\t Masoka in June 2000, armed men in combat uniform and civilian
dress entered the town fuing thelr weapons, took palm oil and rice and burnt down three houses. At
l'vlatheperr, in the early rnorning, armed rnen killed one man, burnt two houses and moved around
noon to Rothyah, where they burnt down three houses, captured two boys and took property. At
Magbamgbara, armed men burnt dO\vn five houses but met SLA forces and five of the armed
attackers were killed. On 7 July 2000, armed men attacked three villages, burning two houses at
Robis; captunng two men and burning five houses at Ro-Mafomara; and burning seven houses at
Rogbath. In August 2000, armed rnen attacked Magbembeh, burning down four houses and
capturing three women. At Brebana, three houses were burnt, property was taken and one pregnant
woman killed.
On 27 August 2000, the \i(!est Side Boys captured 11 soldiers from the UK Royal Irish Regiment
engaged with the Short Tenn Training Team near Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) and
an SLA liaison officer. The patrol had taken an unauthorised deviation to visit Magbeni. SC,2 On 29
August, a senior UK officer met with the leader of the West Side Boys, as a result of which the West
Side Boys released five of the captives two days later. The leader of the West Side Boys called the
BBC on a satellite phone and demanded their reintegration in the government army, the release of
their supporters from jail and a review of the Lome Peace Agreement; all these demands were
immediately rejected by the Government of Sierra Leone. S(,3 On 6 September, the UK deployed
paratroops from 1st Battalion of the Parachute Regiment.
i\t dawn on 25 September, UK Special Forces and Paratroops executed "Operation Barrass".
Arriving by helicopter gunships and transport, they attacked the West Side Boys' camps at
Gberibana (Ivlaforki Chiefdom) and Magbeni, on either side of the Roke! Creek, rescuing the
remaining hostages, killing 25 \iVTest Side Boys and incurring one fatality,S(A The UK forces captured
18 \Vest Side Boys, including the majority of the group's leadership. Over 30 West Side Boys who
had abducted around 15 civilians to use as human shields were captured by .I ordanian UNAMSIL 5 (,S
The town of Magbeni was deserted for three weeks because of the smell of human remains found in
the surrounding bush.
Following "Operation Barrass" the total nurnber and rate of entry of West Side Boys into the DDR
program increased. By 15 September, UNAMSIL had reglstered 294 members of the \X/est Side
Boys at the DDR camp in Lungi. By 20 September, this figure had reached 371.
Dunng 2001, attacks in the Okra Hills area were primarily made by demobilised former members of
every faction looking for items to sell. Between 10 February and 11 June 2001, demobilised \'Vest
S(,2 Infonnatlon revealed by a I\Imisrry of Defence inquiry into the events: see BBC Online News, 14 September
200U (2045 GMT 2145 UK)
5(,3 BBC Online News, 31· A.ugust 2000 (1959 GMT 2059 UK)
.;(,4 BBC Online Ne\vs, 10 September 2000 (20:51 GIvIT 21:51 UK)
5(,j UN~-\MSIL Press Briefing, 11 September 2000
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Side Boys stole the corrugated zinc roofmg from civilian residences in numerous villages.sc,c, No
further attacks by the \"X! est Side Boy are reported.

3.
Conclusion
** TO BE DRi\FTED ON COlvIPLETION OF ANALYSIS POR TI-IE NORTHERN
PROVINCE**
e.

Tonkolili District

1.
Introduction
Tonkolili is one of the five Districts of the Northern Prmrince, together with Bombali, Koinadugu,
Port Loko and Kambia Districts. It is bordered on the north and east by Koinadugu District and on
the south-east by Kono District. Kenema, Bo and Moyamba Districts compose its southern border,
from east to west. To the north-west IS Port Loko District and to the north is Bombali District.
I\'Iagburaka (I<:holifa Rowal1a Chiefdom) is its headquarter town.

There are 11 chiefdoms in Tonkolili District:
Chiefdom
Headquarter
Gbokolenken
Yele
Kafe Sin11ta
Mabonto
Kalansogoia
Bumbuna
K110lifa I\hbang
Mabang
K110lifa Rowalla
Magburaka
Konike Barina
Makali
Konike Sanda
Masingbi
Malal Mara
Rocrun
San'lbaia Bendugu
Bendugu
Tane
Matotaka
Yoni
Yonibana
Its central posinon in the country would lead Tonkolili District to be affected by the conflict both
from the Southern and Northern Districts. The main Sierra Leonean highway linking Freetown to
Kono runs for a large part through Tonkolili District. j\n other major road, which runs through
Tonkolili Distnct link Freetown to Bo District and beyond, Kenema District. Mile 91 (Y oni
Chiefdom), Magburaka (I<:.holifa Rowalla Chiefdom), Matotoka (Tane Chiefdom) and Masingbi
(Konike Sanda Clllefdom), all located on the main highway are the main towns of the District and
their control would be a steady objective for the different fighting factions throughout the country.
Two major hilly areas are to be found in the District. Malal Mara Hills referred as Kaitkant Hills in
the nortll-east of the country, at the border with Port Loko District and Kangari Hills in the south
of the Distnct, bordering Bo District. Those two areas are located at strategic positions, as they
allow control of a wide reglOn covenng different Districts,
In sequence, these arc': Rogbath, Robis, J\lasokor, l\lathera, Rothhdckum, Makambisa, Babara, TaindenkulD,
Rokoreh, Roforoad, Roseitn, J\1asawuri, Robala, Rosel11t, Gbpothoyarna, Mapohe, Thekeyeh, Makoyeh, Ivlatikor,
Laminaya, Robouloh, J\Ia\'cfura and Mmruekanuh.
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Tonkolili Distnct is a gold mining area and gold can b~ found in almost every chiefdom, except
Malal Ivlara, Kholifa Mabang and Yoni Chiefdoms in the south of the District.

2.
F actual analysis
a)
Events in 1993
Follo\V1l1g the continuous influx of Clvilians fleemg the fighting in Kono District, civilians in
Tonkolili District considered forming Clvilian militias in the chiefdoms. Their purpose would be to
increase security in the chiefdoms by monitoring the movement of people.
5G7

In .J uJy 1993, the Pararnount Chief of Kalansogoia Chiefdom organised a meeting of five elders
from each of the 62 villages. in the chiefdom. During this meeting, it was agreed to form a youth
group in each village This group would establish simple checkpoints across roads using a bush-stick
gate, patrolling day and night to screen people corning into the villages. This was aimed at
preventing RUF forces from infIltrating the chiefdom, at least from the main roads.
In September 1993, the youths who were organised in this way were offIcially called Civil Defence
Units (CDU). The units, arrned only with cutlasses and sticks, were answerable to the Paramount
Chief and would refer cases where they were unwilling to let a traveller past a checkpoint to the
Town Clue£. Stnct rules applied in the villages concerning the lodging of strangers. Anybody who
lodged an outsider without refernng fust to the Town Chief was fIned Le 10,000. This money was
used to buy basic equipment like torches and batteries for the CDUs.
b)
Events in 1994
Throughout 1994, RUF forces pushed west along the main road from Kono to the towns of
Magburaka (I<..holifa Rmvalla Chiefdorn) and Makeni (Bombali District). Matotoka (Tane Chiefdom)
was the watershed of RUF attacks on this tmvn in April and May. However, the RUF made the
highway severely hazardous for traffic due to the continuous ambushing of civilian travellers and
convoys and likely began establishing a foothold in the Kangari Hills at this time. 5(,H Between
October and December, RUF forces pushed further west, establishing a brigade headquarter in the
Kaitkant Hills (Malal Mara Chiefdorn), from where they assaulted the strategic towns of Mile 91 and
Yonibana. From this location, the RUF pushed into the Western Area and Port Loko in 1995.
Tensions between civilians and the SLA were exacerbated by the formation of Civil Defence Units
111 the District as well as the stealing of civilian property, the looting of 6v-ilian premises and the
extortion of money and property at checkpoints by the SLf\, reportedly due to poor discipline.
In February 1994, news of an attack on Bendugu (the headquarter town of Sambaia Bendugu
Chiefdom) reached the headquarter town of Bumbuna (Kalansogoia Chiefdom).5G9 In March 1994,
R UF forces were spotted in the bush of Konike Barina Chiefdom. On or after 25 March, two
5(,7 Kalansogoia Chiefdom IS to be found In the north of Tonkolili District, shanng border with Koinadugu District
on the east and north and BombaLi District on the west. Bumbuna, surrounded by hills, IS the headquarter town
5(,K The Kangan Hills are 'located In the south of Tonkolili District across two clllefdoms and expand in the north
of Bo District. The base was probably established 111 Konike Banna Chiefdom.
5(," To the north-east of Tonkolili, bordering Koinadugu District.
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m.lDers arnved 111 the headquarter town of MakaJi and related that while they were at Mondema,
RUF forces had come out of the bush and stolen their,1;Jailing machine s711 before returning to the
bush.
People f1ee111g from Masingbi, the headquarter town of Konike Sanda Chiefdom (sharing a border
on the west w1th Konike Barina Chiefdom and on the east with Kono District) reached Makali on 1
April 1994 with the news that Masingbi had been attacked. Many residents of Makali fled into the
surrounding bush. Two days later, on 3 April, 200 mernbers of the SLA fron1 Makeni (the
headquarter town of BombaJi District) arrived in MakaJi, encouraging people to come out of the
bush. They requested l11habitants to assist them by cooking and providing them with Le 100,000 to
buy food from IVlagburaka.
On 9 1\pril, RUF forces launched an attack on Makali from the direction of Makong, on the edge of
the Kangari Hills, south-west of MakaJi. Earlier in the day, SLA forces had split into four groups and
moved into the bush surrounding Makali, but were unable to repel the RUF attack. During the
attack, a substantial part of the town was burnt down. Civilians returning to the town follO\.ving the
attack found many bodies in the town, including that of a policeman and a driver. On 11 April, GO
SLA forces moved from Makeni to secure Makali.
SLA forces arnved by helicopter in April at the SDi\ Primary School playfield in the headquarter
town of I\Iatotoka Cfane Chiefdom), in the centre of the District on the highway that leads directly
to Kon0 571 Shortly after their arrival, the SLA forces moved out of the town to an unknown
location. On 12 and 13 April, many civilians fleeing from Masingbi and Makali reached Matotoka,
together with some SLA forces who were fleeing Makali. On 14 April, many of the residents of
Matotoka left the town, which prompted the Paramount Chief and government officers to travel to
Kabala (Koinadugu District) to request that local hunters from the north (known as Tamaboros m )
provide security for the chiefdom. An unknown number of Tamaboros settled in the headquarter
town on 3 May 1994, provided with machine guns and Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPGs) from the
Ministry of Defence.
j\tter 20 May 1994, 175 c1vilians from Mamurie and Makong villages gathered at Rowaka (Konike
Barina Chiefdom). They intended to hunt for food at Rosimbec,573 in the Mamure Section of Konike
Barina Chiefdorn, in the forested area 5 km south-west of Makali. The SL>\ commander at Makali
had warned them that civilians should avoid this forest area, since RUF forces were suspected to be
there~ the earlier attack on Makali had come from this direction. As they approached Rosimbec, the
civilians, some of whom were armed with cutlasses, met men in uniform whom they believed to be
SLA forces. Although the armed men told the civilians they were SLA forces here to escort the
group to Rosimbec, they tU1;ned out to be members of the RUF. They told the civilians to drop their
device used to pump water from pits during excavation for rninerals.
Thus, from I\lagburaka, to go to Kono on the lughway, veh.icles passed trough Matotoka Crane), then Makali
(Konike Banna Chiefdom) and then through 1\1as1l1gbi (Konike Sanda Chiefdom) before reaching Kono District.
572 In eady 1994, the Taniaboros who had been asslsting the SLA in Kono Distnct S1l1ce 1993 went back to their
District of origin, Koinadugu District. Those Tamaboros were believed to have very strong mystical powers.
in "\lso called Simbek
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cutlasses and go into some houses, which they then locked. The RUF forces killed all 170 captured
civilians one after the other, stacking some of the bodies like bundles of wood and dumping others
in a ditch. The bodies were later discovered by an SLA patrol sent to look for the missing civilians.
lvlakali was attacked for the second time in May 1994. After an intense gun battle, SLA forces drove
away the RUF forces, \filth no reported casualties. On 3 June 1994, RUF forces attacked Mapakie,
which 1S located near Matotoka. Tamaboros moved there to engage RUF forces. In the bush, they
encountered men in military uniforms but did not attack them, believing them to be SLA personnel.
On 11 July, an unknown number of RUF forces in full military dress attacked Matotoka (Tane
Chiefdom). SL.l\ and Tamaboro forces drove the RUF from the town, killing a female RUF member
during the attack. lUter a short time and a quarrel with SLA forces about the weapons that the
Government had provided them, the Tamaboros left the chiefdorn.
The highway linking Koidu (Kono District) to Magburaka (I<:.holifa Rowalla Chiefdom), passing
through Konike Sanda, Komke Barina, Tane and Kholifa Rowalla Chiefdoms, was the scene of
many ambushes during the conflict. For example, in mid-June 1994, a convoy of about 125 trucks
left Magburaka and took the highway through Makaku to Kono. They were escorted by an SLA
armoured vehicle and an unknown number of SLA members dispersed through the vehicles
comprising the convoy. After 5:30 pm, as the convoy passed through Mamuri (Tane Chiefdom) and
approached Rowaka (Konike Banna Chiefdom), it fell into an ambush, with RUF forces firing
heavily on the convoy. The trucks attempted to turn back, but instead crashed into each other.
Some people jurnped out from the trucks. Many people were killed during that ambush, including
the driver of a truck and two female passengers. The RUF forces ordered them out of the truck; two
boys who tned to escape were shot and died. Passengers were asked to form a line and were
searched for anything of value. Ten trucks were destroyed, although most were simply searched and
luggage and other items were taken. A one month-old baby was taken from its mother and thrown
111to the bush because an RUF n1ember said he was making too much noise. One man who had been
wounded 111 the attack started crying for help. One of the RUF members offered assistance, but
111stead shot hirn three times. Passengers were then captured and told to carry the load the RUF
forces had gathered from the vehicles back to Rosimbec, where 170 civilians had been killed one
month earlier.
On the llutiative of the elders of the cluefdoms of Yom and Kholifa Mabang, a 1000-strong Civil
Defence Unit conlposed of youths was formed in June 1994. Members of the Poro, Elundo, Ojeh
and Koffo secret socreties were involved in setting up these CDUs. The same principles as those
applied in Kalansogoia Cluefdom were ernployed: CDUs would control the main roads through the
chiefdoms and check the identity of the people passing through. They conducted house-to-house
searches at night, screening residences for strangers and levying a Le 20,000 fine on the house if they
discovered someone who had not been reported to the town authorities. If CDU personnel had any
concerns about a traveller, they "vould refer the matter to the town elders, who could order further
screemng by the SLP The person would be escorted to the Police Station at Mile 91 (Y oni
Cillefdom). CDDs were based in the areas llTlmediately surrounding the towns of Mile 91 and
Yonibana, but patrolled the smaller villages 111 the two cluefdoms.
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In 1994, rnistrust between civilians and SLA forces deployed to protect the chiefdoms came to a
head. TIm iTl.lstrust was due to two beliefs widely held bY_Jhe public. First, that some SLA forces at
this time had defected from the anny and joined the RUF. Second, that RUF forces in military
fatigues often pretended to be SLA forces in order to attack villages by surprise. One incident that
occurred in late June 1994 highlights the negative attitude civilians had towards the SLA forces at
this time. i\rmed rnen claiming to be SLA. were arrested by members of the CDU at Kurnrabai
l\1atuku (Kholifa Mabang Chiefdom) and brought to the Mile 91 Police Station for interrogation.
Interrogators concluded that these armed men were genuine SLA members from Bo, which was
reportedly confirmed by the SLr\ commander officer in Bo Town. The two SLA members remained
in the chiefdom. and 1l1stalled two checkpoints at Mile 91, one on the road leading to Bo and the
other on the road leading to Magburaka. Reports suggest that this was the sole SLA presence in Mile
91 until July.
A week later, in July 1994, two trucks loaded with SLA forces arrived in Mile 91 from Bo Town.
A fter visiting the Pararnount Chief at the nearby chiefdom headquarter of Yonibana, they returned
to Mile 91. There, they reinforced the checkpoints established and operated by their colleagues.
Nevertheless, the arrival of the SLA forces in Yonibana frightened some of the inhabitants of the
town, who fled to the south of the chiefdom. At the checkpoints, SLA mernbers started to take
civilian property. In .l\ugust 1994, the SLA commander came from Bo to try to resolve the matter.
It was agreed 'vvith the elders that the conuTIunity would feed the soldiers, with each household at
.tvIile 91 giving the SLA forces Le 500 and two cups of rice per week.
In August 1994,574 armed men dressed in camouflage and country clothes decorated with charms
and talismans and who identified themselves as "freedom fighters" coming to redeem the country,
attacked Yele from a southern direction Yele is in the south of Gbonkolenken Chiefdom, near the
border with Valunia Chiefdom (Bo District) and Kamajei Chiefdom (Moyamba District). At the
time of the attack, internally displaced persons (IDPs) were living in the area. The few SLA forces
who were in the town at the tirne pulled out, overpowered and outnumbered. The RUF forces burnt
the hospital and abducted young boys.
During the final days of October 1994, RUF forces S75 attacked the headquarter town of Mabonto
(Kafe Simira Chiefd 0 iTl, to the north of the District). During this attack many houses were
destroyed, property was stolen and one member of a CDU was killed. They spent the night in the
tmvn before heading north-east to the headquarter town of Bumbuna (Kalansogoia. Chiefdom).
Bumbuna was attacked in the late morning on 1 November 1994 by hundreds of armed men. As
civilians escaped into the surrounding bush, the RUF spent the whole day burning and looting the
town. Retunung from the bush, civilians counted 193 houses burnt and found the bodies of four
civilians.

574 .·\lthough this informatJon was reported as taking place in 1993, it is likely that it happened in 1994, since RUF
forces were pushed back to the Liberian border around the middle of 1993 and the descnption of the attack
COincides with an attack reported 111 open sources in /mgust 1994: i\FP, 29 August 1994.
,75 These forces were dressed I'llalllI)' 1n mixed casual attire, although some wore full military uniforms.
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On 2 November 1994, SLi\ forces deployed from Teko Barracks in Makeni (Makam Gbanti
Chiefdom, Bombali District) and repelled the RUF forces from Bumbuna. RUF forces moved east
towards Sambaia Bendugu Chiefdom, abducting civilia~s to carry the property looted from the
town. The following day, RUF forces entered Sangome,a village located four and a half miles from
Bumbuna, with 15 people they had abducted from Bumbuna. They then passed by Kegbema
JunctlOn, where they captured more civilians. This large RUF force headed to Koinadugu District
and attacked towns along the route to the District headquarter town of Kabala on 7 November
1994.
The RUF launched another wave of attacks in Yom, Kholifa Mabang and Malal Mara Chiefdoms,57('
to the west of the District in Decernber 1994. Mile 91 (Y oni Chiefdom) is a strategic location on an
intersection between the roads going to Masiaka (I<:.oya Chiefdom, Port Loko District), Magburaka
(Kholifa Ro\,valla ChiefdolTl) and Talama (Kori Chiefdom, Moyamba District).
On 22 December 1994, rumours reached ci-vilians in Yom Chiefdom that RUF forces had crossed
the Yele River. S77 Early in the morning of the following day, 23 December, a1med men in military
camouflage uniforms and others in black t-srurts with red headbands entered Mafolatha (Kholifa
Mabang Chiefdom, near the boundary with Yoni Chiefdom).
The armed men gathered the
inhabitants 111 the Court Barrie, introduced themselves as "freedom fighters" and said that they were
on thor way to attack Mile 91. The commander of the groups also said that if they were to
encounter resistance in Mile 91, they would return to Mafolatha.
In the morning of 23 December 1994, this RUF group attacked Mile 91 along the main roads from
IVlagburaka (I<J10lifa Rowalla Chiefdom) and Bo Town (Kakua Chiefdom, Bo District). RUF forces
killed three civilians and burnt down eight houses during the attack on Mile 91; they initially
captured the tmvn, but were displaced shortly afterwards when SLA forces regrouped and counterattacked. Driven from i\1ile 91, RUF forces left the town in a northerly direction towards I<l1olifa
Mabang Chiefdom, which is to the north-east of Yom Chiefdom. SL'\ forces also lTlOved out of the
town, after kicking in the doors of rnany civilian residences and stealing civilian property. Shortly
after this attack, other SL'\ forces coming from Bo Town 57H were deployed at Mile 91.
The RUF forces moved back to Mafolatha \-vith the stolen property and the civilians they had
captured at Iviile 91. On 26 and 27 December 1994, the RUF group settled at Makelleh, three miles
from Mafola tha in Yoni Chiefdorn. Before leaving the town, they burnt down around_ 100 houses
and abducted an unknown nU1Tlber of young men, women and children. On 27 Decernber 1994,
some houses were also burnt at Mafolatha.
On their wav to their base at Kaitkant I-lills (Malal Mara Chiefdom), RUF forces entered many
villages, burning, looting and rap111g. On 28 December, 16 houses were burnt and property was
taken in IvIabari\va, three miles east of Mafolatha. On the sarne day, Marokie village was attacked; 14
YOIU and ~lalal :\lara Chiefdoms share a boundal)' WJth Port Loko District.
Yele R.l\-er IS probably' the mnne bJ1ven to the river that flows soutb of Yele Town, in the soutb of Gbokolenken
Chiefdom, \duch sbares a boundary with 1\loyamba and Eo Districts.
57X ,-\n SL-\ Engade was deployed in Eo Town
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houses burnt down and property, 111cluding livestock, was taken. They stayed for two days (28 and
29 December) at nearby Rochain, where multiple RUF members raped three young mothers in the
front of the village inhabitants, who they had gathered at the Court Barrie. Before leaving, RUF
forces burnt down 30 houses, stole property and abducted an unknown nurIIber of people to carry
tbeir loads In addition, an unknown number of young boys and girls aU below the age of 18 were
abducted to be trained as fighters.
During the final days of December, RUF forces launched an attack on Rokanrr (Kholifa Mabang
Chiefdom), 111 the north of the chiefdom near Malal Mara Chiefdom. The RUF commander told the
people that they should show them the way to go to Kaitkant Hills, as it was the first time they were
uSlng that road. In Rokanrr, RUF forces tied a village elder to a tree and shot him in the head for
baving questioned the comnlander about what kind of contribution the farmers of the village could
give to the rn'olution, given they were not combatants but merely farmers. Before leaving the
village, RUF forces burnt eight houses and abducted six people. On their way to the Kaitkant Hills
base, the RUF forces killed eight captives who had protested that the loads on their heads were too
heavy to bear.
The small Malal h1ara Chiefdom is comprised mainly of woodland. The Rokel River, coming from
Port Loko District, bisects the chiefdom north to south. The Kaitkant Hills are located in the west
of the chiefdom at the boun.dary with Marampa Chiefdom (port Loko District). The Kaitkant Hills
are a strategic location, surrounded by thick forest, from which Port Loko, Bombali and Tonkolili
Districts can be easily reached. FollO'vving the attack on Mile 91 and the influx of fleeing people
corning from Yoni and Kholifa Mabang Chiefdoms, tension increased in Malal Mara Chiefdorn. The
Pararnount Chief sent messages to the eight sections of the chiefdom for the youths to organise
themselves.
During the last days of December and follmving their attack on Mile 91, RUF forces dispersed and
attacked many villages in the different sections of Malal Mara Chiefdom. On 27 December 1994,
four armed nlen entered Ropollon village, followed shortly after by a large group of armed men
accompamed by children and women. Inhabitants were chased from their homes, as a result of
which most of thenl fled to the bush. Those who were found in the village were instantly killed. An
unknown number of young men coming from Rochin (Malal Mara Chiefdom) were confined in a
house and beaten to death by RUF members with clubs, machetes and sticks. When they returned
from the bush, civilians discovered bodies bearing wounds inflicted by bladed weapons .. Most of the
dead were identified as displaced persons from Mile 91. Civilians buried 19 bodies in a mass grave
at the slde of the IslamlC prayer ground. Two other people were buried in single graves.
In the evemng of 27 December, RUF forces reached the headquarter town of Rochin (Malal Mara
Chiefdom). After gatbering inhabitants at the Court Barrie, RUF forces killed an unknown nurnber
of them Wlth bladed weapons. On 29 DecelTlber 1994, seven civilians from Rokimbie 00cated in the
northwest of tbe chiefdom, within the Kaitkant Hills), including a pregnant wornin, were taken to
Roehm and locked in a roorn. \Y/hile in the room, the captured civilians could hear the forces
debating on whether they should be killed. They opened the room and asked the captives to go out
one after another, attacking them ,vitb cutlasses; only one person survived. RUF forces visited
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Ropollon village again on 30 December 1994 and 2 and 4 January 1995, burning houses on each
visit. During their final visit, on 4January 1995, RUF fo~ces told people to vacate the chiefdom, as
the RUF were now "the owners" of it. On hearing this, many people left the area.
c)
Events in 1995
In the first months of 1995,' Malal Mara Chiefdom, especially Matanka Section in the west of the
clllefdom within the Kaitkant I-lills area, continued to suffer attacks from RUF forces coming from
their base at Kaitkant I-Ells. This base was said to be the 3rJ Brigade camp of the RUF and was used
to control the Freetown-Bo highway, to cut off the supply of food and other items to the routes
leading to the three Provinces and to spread into Port Loko District. The hills were also used to
store the property that RUF forces took frorn villages and during ambushes.
In January 1995, RUF forces attacked many villages in Matanka Section, killing many people and unroofing houses for the zinc before burning them down. At Robina, RUF forces killed many civilians,
who were then buried in a mass grave in the backyard of a civilian's house. Because many civilians
decided to reside permanently in the bush, rather than return to their villages, RUF forces started
trailing them in the bush. Those captured were used as forced labour, either to construct houses or
as porters.
In February 1995 RUF forces based at the Kaitkant Hills again assaulted I<:holifa Mabang Chiefdom.
On 2 February 1995, in the late evening, RUF forces entered Mafolatha. The RUF commander told
the gathered inhabitants that they had come to conscript young people to the "armed struggle". The
following day, multiple RUF members raped two young mothers and a member of a Small Boy Unit
raped another girl under 18. Thirty people were abducted and conscripted into the RUE
Inscriptions were carved onto their bodies with razor blades, or they were branded with hot irons.
Relations were deteriorating between the SLA forces and the residents of Mile 91 and Y onibana.
SLA members, who had been deployed to J\1ile 91 in January 1995 to replace those who were moved
to Ma-Sesay village on the main Freetown-Mile 91 highway, were operating the checkpoints; these
checkpoints were opened to traffic entering and leaving the town orily once a day, at 8:00 am.
Civilians were used by the SLi\ forces to find food in the surrounding villages. During the night, it
was common practice for SLi\ forces to break into civilian houses to find food. Civilians were also
sometinlcs used to carry the food to J\1ile 91 for the SLA forces. This harassment was concentrated
across February and I\1arch, which is the maw harvest time for rice, groundnuts and ma1;,:e.
£\nother RUF unit entered Gbagbai, near Mafolatha (Kholifa Mabang Chiefdom) on 2 February
1995 RUF forces shot one man in the head and two people had two of their fingers amputated.
They raped four women and abducted between 25 and 30 young people below the age of 18 to carry
stolen property and livestock. RUF forces then headed for Masiprr (Y oni Chiefdom), where they
stayed until 4 February. Seventeen houses belonging to civilians who were "insufficiently
supportive" of the RUF were burnt. Five women were raped and rnany children under 18 were
abducted for conscnption into the RUE The headman of the village was stripped naked and was
gwen 24 lashes; on-looking children were told to clap. Before they left, RUF forces took cattle from
the town, after which they left to go towards Malal Mara Chiefdom.
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In March 1995, RUF forces crossed the Rokel River and entered Magbondo, north of Kholifa
Mabang Chiefdom. .lviagbondo was very difficult for pe'~ple to leave, because it is located near the
Dver and is a swamp area. The RUF commander addressed the gathered inhabitants and told them
they had 1l1formation that SLA forces had planned to attack them at Kaitkant Hills and to use
T\lagbondo as a launching point. Consequently, a group of RUF forces would now be stationed at
Magbondo while the rest of the forces would head for J\1ile 91. Before leaving, three houses were
burnt, six gliis below 15 were abducted to be conscripted and one was raped. The headman was
deposed and one of the RUF commanding officers was appointed as Town Chief. Two days later,
the RUF commander returned with a new group of RUF forces. Shortly after, he went to Rokankrr,
south of Magbondo, both to prepare an offensive on J\1ile 91 and to intercept SLA forces said to be
heading there in preparation for an attack on the Kaitkant Hills.
RUF forces attacked Mile 91 between 15 and 28 March, taking property and abducting civilians to
carry the load to their Kaitkant base There are no reports of killings or destruction of property at
57
tlllS time ')
After the attack on J\1ile 91, SLA forces withdrew from the town to an unknown
location, leaving the town undefended. It is also likely that the CDUs in J\1ile 91 and Yonibana were
disbanded in March 1995 because they had proved ineffective in increasing security in the area
However, 111 .t\priJ 1995, SLA forces were again stationed at Camp Charlie in the outskirts of Mile
91.
Between 13,xII and 20 March 1995, four military trucks loaded with SLA. forces came to Matanka
Section (Malal Mara Chiefdom) to dislodge RUF forces from Kaitkant Hills. 58 ! After a first
unsuccessful attempt the RUF forces evacuated the base in the last week of March following heavy
bombardments from a helicopter and a Guinean military jet. Those forces scattered in lower Yom
Chiefdom., where they began attacking villages. During these attacks, property was taken and people
were captured to carry the loads, but no civilians were killed. RUF forces then rnoved into the thick
forest in lower Yoni Chiefdom, at the boundary \vith Moyamba District 582
Throughout March and April 1995, the RUF moved west thwugh Tonkolili District, putting
oH3
pressure on the \Vestern Area.
On 22 June, around 150 RUF members retreating from the 8 June
assault on Port Loko Tmvn (Maforki Chiefdom, Port Loko District) entered Mathoir (Yoni
Chiefdom). Here they barricaded a road and ambushed an SLA patrol they heard coming, destroying
the SLA vehicles. It is unclear whether they inflicted any casualties on the SLA. They lhen moved
"-'It the t11ne of the attack, SL-\. forces were still deployed in rvWe 91.
,"\FP, 13 J\Iarch 1995.
iHI It was stated that SL-'I forces came with some members of Executive Outcomes, the South l\.frican private
m.ilitary company, and that one of them was killed during the attack. At this time, however, Executive Outcomes,
was not yet in operatlOl1 in the country so tllls 1S probably a reference to the Ghurkas, who were briefly contracted
by the Sierr::l Leoneal1 Government pnor to the arrival of Executive Outcomes.
iX2 Dunng the s::lme period, RUF forces on their ,"val' to Freetown in Jvfoyamba District were stopped in Bradford
Oubbl ChIefdom, l\loYilmba DistrIct)) and moved back to Rotifunk (Bumpe Ch.iefdom, Jvloyamba District), from
where the)' moved nortlnvards to open il new base, called "camp Fol Fol", in an ::Irea at the junction between
Dumpe, Ribb1, l('ongbor::l Chiefdoms (i\loY::lmba District) and Yoni Chiefdom.
5H3 See events 111 1995 1n the \X/estern "-'lre::l.
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South to Roroks"H4 and then onto Makondu (both Yom Chiefdom) and finally into the town of
Rotifunk (Bumpe Chiefdorn, Moyamba District).
In October 1995, RUF forces entered Rokankrr (IZholifa Mabang Chiefdom), mainly to fetch food
but also to accuse the people of having collaborated with pro-Government forces. The RUF forces
said that the next time they suspected any collaboration, the civilians would "pay the price". People
were required to give them food, as Kholifa Mabang Chiefdom is a substantial rice-producing
terntory. One man \vho refused to let RUF forces inside his house to take his property was tied up
and beaten to death. Two women were raped, four young men abducted and seven houses burnt
down.
RUF forces coming from Yom Ch.iefdom in December 1995 entered Mafolatha (IZholifa Mabang
Cluefdom) and surrounded the town. The sounds of heavy gunfire and Rocket Propel Grenades
(RPGs) could be heard throughout the town. The RUF commander explained that they had come
to find food. Every house in the village was searched and property stolen; some houses were burnt
down. RUF forces stayed there for two days, during which time they shot one man dead and raped
an unknown number of women. An unknown number of children were abducted for conscription
into the RUE Other civilians were abducted to carry the stolen property.
Two days later, the same RUF group arrived in Rochain Kamandawo (Yom Chiefdom). RUF
members caught four rnen trying to escape, branding them "Governn1.ent Spies" before shooting
them. At Mananie, the entire village was looted; even the doors and windows were taken from
houses. Two women were raped and others were abducted for use for sexual purposes. Children
under the age of 15 were abducted and able-bodied men were captured to carry the stolen property.
Following tlus, the RUF forces moved east to their base in the Kangari Hills (Komke Barina
Chiefdom), in the south of the District.
On 31 December 1995, RUF forces corning from Mafolatha attacked the village of Matuku 1, four
nilles east of I\lafolatha. Three girls \vere raped and over 20 young men were abducted. The RUF
forces burnt down 8 houses and took the contents of two trailers loaded with assorted goods. After
encountering and giving chase to SLA forces based at the nearby Ferry Junction (IZholifa Mabang
Chiefdom), RUF forces returned to I'vlatuku 1. \'X1hen people came back to the village after the forces
had eventually left, they saw the letters "RUF" and other things carved into the walls of the houses.
di
Events in 1996
In January 1996, civil militia known as the Gbethis mobilised in the Mabang area (IZholifa Mabang
Chiefdom) and staged raids on villages in the Mara Section of Malal Mara Chiefdom, taking civilian
property.
RUF forces staged a series of raids in the area around Kumrabai Junction5~S in January 1996. Early in
January 1996, RUF forces who, in late December 1995, had been in the Mafolatha area (in the
oH4 ~".lso

called Roruks
called KU111arabal-ilIamih,
ilIagburab.
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located at the crossroads leading to Yele (Gbonkolenken Chiefdom) and to
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extreme south of Khol.ifa Mabang Chiefdom) continued their search for food in the area. The
nearby villages of Matuku 2 and Kumrabai junction were attacked on 5 january 1996. During these
attacks, houses were searched for rice, some women were"raped, young people were abducted to be
conscripted and others were abducted to carry the loads.
On 10 January 1996, the same RUF forces entered Magbonto (I<:holifa Mabang Chiefdom) three
miles from Kumnbai junction, north of the highway leading to Magburaka. The purpose of their
vlsit was twofold: to search for food and to terrorise civilians by asking whether they wanted "peace
before elections or elections before peace." The Section Chief of Mabang Section, who was at
Magbonto at the time, pleaded with the RUF commander to return the cattle that the forces had
taken. The Section Chief was captured and killed at Magbass Sugar Complex (I<:holifa Rowalla
Chiefdom) i\nother man was also killed in the village. Six houses were burnt, six children under the
age of 15 were abducted and women were taken to be used for sexual purposes. Before leaving the
town, the RUF forces promised that they would come back before the general elections, which were
due to be held on 26 February 1996.
These same RUF forces re-entered Magbonto on 23 February 1996. The commander again asked
the people whether they were supporting the election process. People answered they wanted peace
before elections, fearing the reaction of the RUF forces. \Xlhile the meeting was going on, a truck
loaded with SLJ\ forces entered the town; no fighting took place, which led people to think that the
SLA were working in concert with the RUF. RUF forces also looted the town for food; they
tortured and shot dead a man who asked how they could provide food when their town had been
looted by the RUF on several occasions. Before leaving, RUF forces burnt four houses and
abducted two women and eight boys under the age of 15. On leaving the vrillage, RUF forces killed
one boy as a warning to anyone who might challenge their authority.
Also in January, a group of RUF forces came to Rokankrr and asked the inhabitants the same
question about elections. The RUF commander threatened that they would kill everyone in the town
if they voted 111 the upcoming elections. RUF forces repeated this activity in Marunie (K.hol.ifa
hfabang Chlefdom), eight rniles from Mile 91 (Y oni Chiefdom).
The group that had attacked the Mafolatha area ill December 1995 returned to Mafolatha from
Gbonkolenken Chiefdom 111 February 1996, to look for food and for a three-day meeting.
COlTl111anders corning from different directions arrived in the town and held a meeting to decide on
the actlon to take if the Government of Sierra Leone decided to go ahead with the elections. People
from IVlafolatha and the neighbouring villages were warned not to vote and threatened with death if
they did. l\t Matuku 2, over 100 young boys were abducted and boys under the age of 15 were
abducted to be conscripted.
'1'\.vo d3Ys before the elections, on 24 February 1996, heavily-arm.cd RUF forces came back to
i\hfolatha to summon people to support peace before elections. The RUF group then headed for
Magburaka, arriv111g there on 26 February, the day of elections. SLA forces were deployed on the
roads leading to the town,· but no counter-attack was lTlade. RUF forces composed of about 200
members entered the town in the late afternoon, moved around for the rest of the night, captured
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On or around 19 November 1996, Kamajors from Gorama Mende Chiefdom (in the north of
Kenerna District) followed R UF forces to their stronghold called "Booloko" S% Booloko Camp was
a very large camp that was di'vided into four different sections labelled "Tenneh Ground", "Combat
Camp", "Sullay Ground" and "Command Post." Tenneh and Sullay Grounds were named after a
hero or heroine of the RUF. Civilians and non-combatant RUF were not allowed in Combat Camp.
Command Post hosted RUF who were planning offensives. Other Kamajors from Kenema District
joined the KalTla)OrS from Gorama Mende Chiefdom, attacked the camp and killed 100 RUF
members, sustaining some minor injuries themselves. A large quantity of weapons and ammunition
were captured from the CalTIp; one captured RUF comHlando was taken to serve as a firearms
training instructor.
The peace negotiations, which started in the aftermath of the elections, reached their conclusion on
30 NovenTber 1996 '.vith the signing of a Peace Agreement between the Government of Sierra
Leone and the RUF in Abidjan, Ivory Coast. Violations of this agreement were, however, rapidly
reported)-l)'.
e)
Events in 1997
In January 1997, renegade RUF forces went on the rampage, attacking and burning villages during
food-finding missions5~H
In early 1997, a civil militia known as the Kapras was fonned in Kafe Silmra Chiefdom in the north
of the District. Kapras wore brown country clothes called "rook" and were armed with single-barrel
guns, cutlasses and sticks. They established and operated checkpoints all over the chiefdom. People
in Kafe Sllmra Chiefdom assisted the Kapras by giving money or food. The chiefdom was quiet
during that penod, except for one RUF attack, when forces burnt a vehicle near the chiefdom
headquarter town of lvlabonto and then went to Nenekoro, in the east of the chiefdom, where they
burnt down the village and killed over 20 people. Those people were buried in front of their houses,
as the civilians who buried them were frightened to go to the cemetery that was in the bush.
Throughout 1997, relations between local militias and SLi\ forces were tense.59~ On 7 March,
KamaJor militla clashed with the SL'\ in Matatoka (Tane Chiefdom), killing 12 SLA members 61 ){1
from the SL\'s Rapid Deployment Force On 23 April 1997, Gbetl1Js intercepted SLA forces who
were on their way to Lower Yarli at Yonibana (Yoni Chiefdom). J'\fter a battle, the Gbethis were

5% Booloko probably refers to the name of the camp the RUF forces had fIrmly established in the Kangari I-hils,
despite SL\ attempts to dislodge them. It seems that "Booloko" is a generic term and was mentioned with
different spellings in other DistJ;1cts.
597 Sl11ce the sigmng of the Peace "-\gTcement, around 15 civilians weTe killed by RUF fOTces dUTing food-fInding
m1SS10ns 111 Tane and Yom Cluefdoms: Sierra Leone Bi-h'lonthly Information, 19 November - 16 December 1996.
5')H ",\FIl, 26 January 1997.
59') The kind of relationships the SL\ forces had with members of the CDF was a result of the relationship they
had wlth the vanous CDUs.
(,III) Xinhua, 7 I\larch 1997.
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CIvilians, mcluding children, raped girls and killed civilians they found hiding in the bush. Before
leaving, the RUF forces took property, which they made young boys carry. After the attack and after
the RUF forces had left for an unkno'Nn direction, onIy a few SLA forces were found on the
ground
i\fter the election process, RUF activities decreased in the District, except for Malal Mara, I<:holifa
.Mabang and '1'oni Cluefdorns. 1'\ t this tirne, local hunter societies began to be organised in
chiefdoms throughout the District, namely the Gbethis in the south and the Kamajors in the southeast;5K(, the Kapras would emerge in the north-east only in 1997. Following frequent attacks by the
RUF and harassment by SLA forces, elders from the Kholifa Mabang, Yoni and Malal Mara
Chiefdoms set up a 6vil militia called the Gbethi Society in February 1996 587 Composed of local
hunters and youths who were orga111sed to perform defence operations for the security of the
chiefdoms, some Gbethis \vere armed with locally-made shotguns, but most possessed only
machetes, cutlasses and other bladed weapons. Gbethies dressed country clothes known as "rook",
wore charms and talismans around their necks and had two overall con11TIanders, one representing
Kholifa lvIabang Chiefdorn and one representing Yoni Chiefdom; Malal Mara Chiefdom did not
have any cOl11111ander.
The Gbethis conducted day and night patrols and house-to-house searches for any people who were
not 1l1habitants of a particular locality, who were termed "strangers." Civilians were warned to give
notice to the Gbeth.is of any stranger and 1f they failed to do so, they would be fined Le 20,000.
Gbethis operated checkpoints together with SLA forces at IV[ile 91. However, in June 1996, a fight
broke out between SLh forces and Gbethis, allegedly over property taken frorn civilians by SLA
forces The Gbethis said that the SLh forces had failed to give them their share. After this, the
Gbetlus were 111 charge of Mile 91 while the SLh forces remained at the nearby Camp Charlie SLA
base. 5H8 J'\lthough this arrangement persisted, some Gbethis returning from a patrol along the
lughway entered a sJ.irmish \vith SLA forces, during which two Gbethis were killed. Reinforcements
for the SLA forces came fr~)1l1 Bo Town to Mile 91 and the chiefdom elders organised a meeting
with them to try to smooth the relationship between the two forces. However, the meeting was a
failure because the commander of the SLh forces accused the Gbethis of laying ambushes for SLA
forces, as a result of which the sltuation became tense, culminating in a fight between the Gbethis
and SU\ forces. Six Gbethis and their commanders were killed during this encounter and SLA
forces also suffered some fatalities. Overpowered and outnumbered by the SL1'\ forces, the Gbethis
retreated frorn J\1ile 91 to Mabang (Kbolifa Mabang Chiefdom).
On 9 March, the SL\ announced 2 infantry brigades, supported by Nigerian and Guinean artillery
units, had staged successful raids on RUF bases in the Kangari Hills. It was reported that over 30
RUF members were killed during the attacks.5K~
5S(,

Kamajors would start to be very active In 1997 in Gbonkolenken and Tane ChIefdoms.

5H7 In June 1994, these chiefdoms establtshed a 1000-strong civil militia called the Civil Defence Unit to provide
secunry for l\We 91 and Yonibana. It appears that chiefdom authorities abandoned tlus particular ilutiative in
i\Iarch 1995, folJO\ving attacks across the cluefdoms by RUF forces.
588 Camp Charlie 1S located in the outskirts of j\We 91 (Y oni Chiefdom).
5K') ""'Fr, 9 ?lrarch 1996 Tim attack did not, however, totalJy dislodge the RUF forces from this base.
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In the aftermath of the presidential elections, a ceasefue was signed between the Government of
Sierra Leone and the RUF in March 1996 and negotiations for the signing of a peace agreement
began, Shortly after, however, RUF forces inflicted serious physical violence on civilians in and
around 1\lagburaka5~11 Remnants of RUF forces carried out raids in villages, looking for food, which
led civiJians to find refuge in an lDP camp; around this period, over 14,000 persons had found
refuge at camps in hhgburaka and Matotoka (Tane Chiefdom)591
In mid October, Gbethis entered Rokanrr (Kholifa Mabang Chiefdom) with the intention to deploy
throughout the Section, The commander of the Gbethis told inhabitants of the town that it was
theu responsibility to feed the Gbethis, as they were fighting for the people of the town, A man was
then accused of bel11g an RUF member after pointing out that this request would impose even more
hardship on the civilians, He was tied up and beaten, but later released,
In the early evening on or around 20 October 1996, the headquarter town of Bumbuna (Kalansogoia
Chiefdom) was attacked for the second time; the attack lasted for a fe\,,' hours, In collaboration with
Executive Outcomes, SLA forces stationed at Bumbuna repelled the RUF forces,s92 The RUF forces
retreated along their line of advance to Kegbema 1, south of Bumbuna, In Kegbema 1, RUF forces
killed the Town ChIef and five other people, They also burned down 9 houses, The Italian workers
were evacuated to Freetown, Executive Outcomes remained at Burnbuna to secure the Hydro
Electricity Project Buildings ti'om R UF attack and provide training for the SLl\ troops stationed
there,5')1
Civilians from Gbonkolenken ChIefdom were asked by SLA officials to leave the chiefdom in
November 1996 and settle in a camp in the west end of Matotoka (Tane Chiefdom),594 A Kamajor
representative from Konike Sanda Chiefdom visited this camp and called the men to join the
KamaJor Society, Those who volunteered went with him to be trained. Kamajor members were
Issued with rwes to abide by, For example, female Kamajors should not leave their heads uncovered,
should not pound grain with a mortar and pestle after 18.00 and civilians showd not sit on
n10rtars,5')5

5911 Open sources revealed that four women ,vho refused to have sexual intercourse with RUF members had their
vag111as and rectum sewed with fishing line while four men also had their rectum sewed, two men had their mouths
clamped with padlock and one WOlTlan had her vagina clamped with a padlock: The Independent (London), 5 IvIay
1996, quoting "-\mnesty International
591 AFP, 5 July 1996
59c Execuuve Outcomes was a private military company contracted in 1995 by the Sierra Leonean Government to
aSSlSt the SL\ in repelling the RUF forces, ma1111y by giving military training to SLA" forces, TIley deployed mainly
In Kono District.
5"1 It is 1I1tercsting to note that during their stay 111 the country, Executive Outcomes were hired by mining
compatUes 111 Kono and i\Ioyam ba Disu'icts to provide security in the mining sites
5')~ See Inter Press Service, 2 January 1997 for more on this IDP camp,
595 It is unclear from the records whether these rules were also imposed on the civilian population in areas secured
by the Kam;qors
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oyerpowered and \vithdrew. SLi\ forces then broke into houses and shops, frorn which they took a
lot of property, and forced civilians to carry the load to Mile 91 and Camp Charlie.(,(I]
In one incident in early 1997, Kamajors from Kholifa Rowalla, Tane and Gbonkolenken Chiefdoms
who were looking for RUF forces in the Tane Chiefdom took possession of various items, including
guns, they had found in the bushes. This did not please the SLA forces and in May, they attacked
KamaJors who were conducting a night patrol along Bo Road. In the same month, SLA forces
dressed themselves in KamaJor attire and allegedly burnt the civilian residential camp near Matotoka;
as a result of that attack, civilians fled the area.
In the middle of April, following the Abidjan Peace i\.greement, around 50 malnourished RUF
members who had been based for almost three years in the Kangari Hills surrendered in Magburaka
and demobilised.(,IIc On 6 !vIay 1997, Kamajors from Gorama :Mende Chiefdom (Kenema District)
went back. to "Eoolok.o", the RUF base. During this attack, three members of the RUF forces were
killed and 30 were captured and brought to Gorama Mende Chiefdom. These captured men were
encouraged to give information about the camp; their response was described as "fruitful". On
24 Iviay 1997, the Kamajors went to the RUF defence headquarters in the Kangari Hills. Thirty-eight
RUF members were captured, including their commanders, and an unspecified number were killed.
The KamaJors took. a large nurnber of \veapons and ammunition back to Bo along with the captured
RUF members. Those captured RUF members were still in Eo when the military coup took place
the follow1l1g day.
On 25 May 1997, elements of the SLA. staged a coup d'etat and formed the Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC). The AFRC released over 700 people from the Pademba Road
Prison, including their leader, who was formally sworn in on 17 June 1997 as Head of State(m After
the coup, the CDF were asked to disarm by the AFRC forces(,()4 Gbetms from the upper part of
Yoni Chlefdom and from Kholifa I\1abang and Malal Mara Chiefdoms acceded to this request, but
the Gbethls from the lower part of Y oni Chiefdom refused to surrender. Instead, they joined with
Kanl.ajors from the South and attacked Camp Charlie, but were beaten; some of them were killed
during the battle. FollO\ving this attack on Camp Charlie, the Gbethis were given a deadline to
surrender.
Following an order allegedly from the AFRC leader, the RUF commander announ(ed that looting
should stop and that any civilians or RUF li\FRC members caught looting would "face the
consequences". These consequences became clear when three civilians were killed ~n the town
square of Mile 91 for stealing property belonging to other civilians. In a separate incident, a civilian
was also shot dead in the square for stealing a foam mattress belonging to another person.

(,111 \\!JllJe open sources (Sierra Leone Bl-i\lonthly Information (OCI-L'\) 15 April - 12 May 1997) mentioned Kapras
claslllng \\Tuh SL\ forces U1 i\We 91 on cc\pril 1997, there is no infOl111ation in our records about Kapras activities
in the clllefdom; only Katnajors and Gbethis are mentioned in this regard.
(,(I:' Inter Press SelTlce, 16 c-\ pril 1997.
W3 Xinhua, 17 June 1997'
(m The "-\FRC Chauman made an announcement over the radio that CDF members should lay down their arms
and register at the nearest pohce station
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In I'vlay or ] une, KamaJors frorn Gbonkolenken and Tane Chiefdoms held a rneeting at Yele, a
Junction town in the far south of Gbonkolenken Chiefd,om. They decided to cut off the highway
leading into Kono District, thereby preventing food from getting to the RUF in that District. On
May 10 Kama)ors umts moved into to Tane Chiefdom and blocked the highway between Magburaka
and l\1atotoka, at the place where the Pampana River crosses the highway. SLA forces tried to
dislodge the Kamajors from their position so that they could reopen the highway, but were
unsuccessful. The Inter-Religious Council of Sierra Leone eventually persuaded the Kamajors to
clear the road A Kamajor Society was also formed in Konike Barina Chiefdom in 1997.
In July 1997, as the deadline for the Gbethis to surrender expired in Yoni Chiefdom, RUF / AFRC
forces began house-to-house searches or screening patrols for Gbethis, using civilians who were
familiar with the surroundings. As a result of this screening process, suspects were molested by the
RUF /AFRC forces, publicly flogged with their hands tied behind their backs, forced to do frog
jumps('(}5 or to lie on their backs and look at the sun. In addition, the RUF / AFRC forces passed
decrees applicable to both civilians and RUF / AFRC members. Night curfews were imposed and
contraveners were fined Le 5,000; those who did not pay the fine were severely flogged.
RUF /i\FRC forces also used civilians during their food-finding missions and forced civilians to do
menial tasks in thelI homes. In October, RUF / AFRC forces corning from the direction of Bo
District brought various items, including Honda motorbikes, cars, bicycles and accessories they had
stolen and sold them to civilians at lvlile 91. They also established srnall-scale businesses such as
hawking and barrow boys. As they moved freely from Mile 91 to Magburaka, Port Loko and
Makeni, they would bring back stolen items to Mile 91 to sell them. They further explained to the
population that they were stealing because they were not paid and that 111 any case, civilians should
support them and share their food with them, since they had come to save the civilians. These
business transactions were, however, sometimes marred by violence and were not conducted fairly;
on more than one occasion, RUF ll\FRC members required people to pay for the same goods twice.
Stealing in the IVlile 91 area was described as being as its peak around this period.
RUF /AFRC UliltS \vith different responsibilities were put in place, including the Military Police and
the Task Force. The lVfilitary Police were responsible for investigating matters related to the sale and
purchase of items. However, if a civilian and an RUF / AFRC member had a quarrel or a
disagreement, only the RUF / A.FRC member would be allowed to explain their version of what
(,l)(,
I1appene d .
Sometime after the coup in 1997, RUF / f\FRC forces settled in Magburaka. Civilians were harassed,
women and girls were raped and children were abducted ·and forced to join the RUF / f\FRC
movement. l<.amaJors coming from the eastern part of the chiefdom attacked the town early in the
mormng, but were overpowered by the RUF / AFRC forces and retreated in the same direction from
which they had come. In the afternoon, a member of the l\FRC caUed together the civilians who
To "frog jump" or to "pump" is done by first holding on to the earlobes with t\,.,o hands - the left hand
holding the right ear lobe and vice versa- after which the person is required to jump up and down continuously on
theu: haunches. Tlus fonn of punishment was both phYSically and psychologrcally painful, because it is a
punishment meted out mostly to children and 1t Is considered shameful for an adult to be made to "pump".
Wf, See below for the role of the Task Force
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had fled during the attack. At that time, some women were raped, some civilians were beaten,
property was taken and captured Kamajors were executed and thrown into water wells and latrine
pits. In the afternoon of the same day, the same AFRC member launched "Operation Pay Yourself',
accordIng to which the RUF / AFRC forces were free to take property belongmg to civilians w7
One event that took place in Malal Mara Chiefdom after RUF forces had established a base at
Makeru (ldakari GbantiChiefdom, Bombali District) in June 1997 highlights the structures that RUF
forces put in place to obtain food. Malal Mara Chiefdom is a strategic position, as it is the starting
point of the road that links up \'lith the road from Magburaka to Makeni through Bombali District
RUF forces were sent to Manewa Section, in the north of Malal Mara Chiefdom, to open a Task
Force office to raIse funds for their base at Makeni. To achieve this, civilians were required to pay
taxes. Furthermore, whenever the base at Makeni needed something, this would be communicated
to the Task Force units, who would contact their local adrninistrative heads, who in turn would
demand contributions from civilians. The collection of money and property was accompanied by
harassment in an attempt to get the items quickly. This process lasted until 1999.
Desplte the Peace Plan signed between the AFRC leader and the Government of Sierra Leone in
Conakry, Guinea on October 1997,wH RUF / AFRC violations were still reported in the District and
RUF /1\ FRC forces embarked on upgrading the airstrip at Magburaka into a "fully-fledged allport
for the illegal importation of arms and other supplies."('U9
In December 1997, RUF / AFRC forces from Yoni Chiefdom realised that civilians were hiding their
properties in the bush. /\n announcen1ent was made that any ci-vilian caught concealing property
would be punished and the property would be taken.
That same month, Kamajors('ll1 unsuccessfully attacked Mafolatha (I<:bolifa Mabang Chiefdom).
This attack aimed at dislodging the RUF / AFRC forces from the town, considered as a springboard
for TvWe 91 and its environs. There were no reported casualties 611

D

Events in 1998
In early 1998, stealing carried out by RUF / AFRC forces continued in tbe District. In February,
retreating RUF /1\FRC forces from Freetown en route to Kono District using the Freetown-Kono
highway passed by different chiefdoms in the District On their way to Kono District, they launched
the "Operation Pay Yourself', according to which RUF/AFRC forces would take food and other
items from civilians to last them through their retreat In addition, in February 1998, RUF / AFRC
forces coming from different areas arrived in Mile 91. "Operation Pay Yourself' was also launched
there and villages and towns in the chiefdom were looted, mainly for food althougb there were two
Tim kind of operation, namely, massJVe stealing would be widely carried out 1n 1998 by RUF / l\FRC forces
reueating from Freetm.vn and would reach unprecedented levels during that period.
(,[IH During tlus meeting, it was agreed that RUF/AFRC forces would hand over power to the Sierra Leonean
P residen t on 22 /\. pril 1998.
(,[19 Sierra Leone Situation Report (OCI-L\), 20 December 1997 - 20] anuary 1998.
(,HI They were described as a faction of the CDF speaking Mende.
(,] 1 No more 1l1formation was available on tlus attack.
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secondary school guls were raped at this time. RUF / AFRC forces, however, avoided the lower part
of Y 0111 Chiefdom since it was a CDF stronghold. \Vhile they were advancing to Kono, some
RUF /i\FRC forces were attacked by Kamajors in Tane Chiefdom. However, the RUF / AFRC
forces managed to repel the attack, killing eight Kamajors and wounding many others. Nevertheless,
during tlm time, it appeared to ClviJians that there was no comn1.and structure within the forces and
the RUF commander who was familiar to everyone was not around.
RUF /f\FRC forces arri'v-ing 111 Magburaka by truck, Honda motorbikes and cars in late February also
carried out "Operation Pay Yourself" in the town,612 which had a lot of traders and many vehicles.
In the early evening, some RUF / AFRC members saw a girl in the street and called to her, but she
ran away. They followed her to her house. I-Ier father came out and the RUF / AFRC members
threatened to kill him if he did not glVe them his daughter After begging them, the father told them
to do what they had to do, for he had no alternative. One of the RUF/AFRC members then shot
h1111 in his left foot, cut off two of his toes and left. In another incident, RUF / AFRC forces met a
man 111 the street, asked him about his money and followed him to his house. \Xrhen the forces asked
him why he did not have any money, he replied that the war had put him "back to sguare one". The
RUF / AFRC forces shot at his house v,rith an RPG, killing the man, who was inside at the time. The
family of the dead man reported the case to one of the commanders, who later identified and shot
the member who had killed the man. During the night, many girls were raped and some were taken
to Kono District. RUF / AFRC forces burnt 50 houses in the town and executed Kamajors they had
captured; their bodies were thrown in 'water wells or latrine pits.
On 5 i\J1arch, ECOMOG forces entered Magburaka and its environs. Youths were asked to point
out any RUF /AFRC member or collaborator and those suspected were detained at Magburaka's
Local Prison. As ECOMOG left for Makeni,G13 RUF / AFRC forces attacked the town before dawn
on the following day, G March 1998, from the western part of the chiefdom. The RUF / AFRC
forces burnt down 25 houses; some Clvilians were in their houses when they were set on fire and
were burnt alive. Many others were killed and many women were raped and some were taken to be
used for sexual purposes. Young people were forced to carry the property the RUF / AFRC forces
had stolen as they left the town before daybreak towards the south of the chiefdom. ECOMOG
then returned to Magburaka and threatened the civilians, accusmg them of allowing RUF / AFRC
forces to stay in their chiefdom. Property was taken by ECOMOG forces and it is also reported that

(,]C From Februall' to June, the number of Clvilians wounded or mutilated and arriving in Magburaka hospital
1l1creased considerably: SIena Leone Human.itarian Situation Report (UNOCr-IA), 1 - 22 Nlay 1998 and 9 June - 6
july 1998
(,13 Foilowl11g the l11tervention in Freetown in February 1998, a new ECOhIOG Brigade - 24 Infantry Brigade was designed for the expanslOn of its activities In the Provinces After they had recaptured Lunsar (port Loko
DIstrict), ECOlvIOG forces headed for Makeni, where it was reported ousted RUF /AFRC forces had established
the11" new base: Bng. Gen. R. J\ "-\deshina: The Reversed Vlcto~:v: Story ~rNlgerlan IVIlIlta1J1 Intervention In Slen'a Leone,
Heinemann Educational Books (Nigena) Pic, pp 29 and 39. That could explain why ECOMOG forces did not stay
111 i\lagburaka that day. "'1ccordi11gly, these ECOlvl0G forces did not belong to the same group who deployed in
Bo and ilWe 91
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Clvilians' 'wives were forced to have sexual relations \'lith some ECOMOG members
At this time,
ECOIvIOG forces also deployed at many checkpoints alo l1g the Magburaka-Kono highway.m
Kamajors(,J(, launched an attack on RUF positions on 5 March at Magbass village and Magbass Sugar
complex, located 111 Mamuntha Section in the south of I<:holifa Rowalla Chiefdom. The head of the
Kamajors held a stick wrapped in black and red cloth. G1i After the RUF forces sustained heavy
casualties, their commander .ordered his forces to v,lithdraw towards Magburaka. m The Kamajors
who had defeated the RUF forces began breaking into the factory and houses in the village, taking
property and removing the zinc roof of the factory. They arrested 50 civilians who were hiding and
asked them why they were supporting the RUF forces. The civilians were neither killed nor beaten,
but were forced to carry the stolen property to Gbonkolenken Chiefdom. When they arrived in the
Gbonkolenken Chiefdom, they were released and returned to Mamuntha Section.
G19

l\round 17 March, heavily-armed RUF forces
returned to retake their position in the south of
KJ10lifa Rowalla Chiefdom At a village called Makorie, they launched the Operation "No Bush
Shaking", wlllch meant they would shoot in the direction of any grass that was moving, on the
assumption that people were hiding there. At Makoray, they burnt down four houses and killed
three Clvilians. At Maiekonko, they burnt all 15 houses in the village because they could not fwd any
people there. On the same day, they went to Mayatha, dividing themselves 111to three groups to
attack the village. Some Kamajors were captured, killed and cut into pieces. The next morning, RUF
forces called people for prayers but nobody came, as they knew that this was a tactic used by RUF
forces to gather civilians and kill them. In the afternoon, the RUF forces left the village, burning
down 18 houses, and went back to Magburaka.
ECOlVIOG forces corning from Bo/'211 together with Kamajors from the southern Province, came to
I\1ile 91 111 I\1arch 1998 By then, the retreating RUF / AFRC forces had already left the town, heading
further north. Many civilians fled \vith the retreating forces, allegedly frightened of being chased and
treated as collaborators, since Kamajors considered that civilians in the upper part of Yoni
Clllefdorn and in I<..holifa Mabang and Malal Mara Chiefdoms were all collaborators. Screening
processes were organised by ECOMOG and Kamajors for the purposes of identifying collaborators.
/\.s a result of tllls screening process, ECOMOG forces killed six civilians in March. In addition to
people, houses were screened and if any of the items found there led ECOMOG and the Kamajors
to suspect that the house had in one way or another hosted members of the RUF / AFRC forces, the
house was burnt down and the property was confiscated; up to 98 houses were burnt during this
process.

No more information was available on this inCldent.
Thev notably deployed in i\lasmgbi (Konike Sanda Chiefdom) on 6 April: Adeshina, op. cit., P 70.
(,1(, The kan1aJors were eqLUpped with cutlasses, axes and sticks and few of them had /\.K47 sand RPGs.
(,;7 Red symbolised blood and black symbolised death.
(,lK Tim RUF r\FRC defeat ,vas explained by civilians through the illtervention of the mystical power of the
kamajors who were believed to be able to stop the guns of the enemy.
(,19 These RUF forces were fully equipped with a lot of RPG, ,\K47s, G3 and mortar bombs.
(,211 Those ECOi\IOG forces had arrived to Bo town from Kenema Town around 20-22 February 1998.
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Kamajors assisted by ECOMOG forces also organised patrols in the villages surrounding Mile 91 to
search for "rebel collaborators". These patrols were accompanied by destruction of property, mostly
done by Kamajors. For example, 111 Yonibana, 45 hou~es were burnt; 40 houses were burnt in
Mawor; and 45 were burnt in Gaindema. ECOMOG forces and Kamajors also allegedly took
civilians' property, which ,vas then conveyed to Bo Town. Following these incidents, Gbethis from
lower Yaru Chiefdom decided to confront the Kamajors, but ECOMOG forces managed to contain
them and then charged them with ensuring the security of lower Yoni Chiefdom. G21
In F\pril, sonIe units of the RUF IA.FRC forces were still in Kholifa Mabang Chiefdom. In one
incident, a suckling woman who had given birth two weeks previously was raped after her husband
refused to grve Jus food to some members of the RUF I AFRC forces. Furthermore, the husband
was given 36 lashes and was ordered to eat his own excrement. The following month, RUF I AFRC
forces burnt down the houses that remained standing in Mafolatha when civilians refused to give
them food. On or around 13 April, RUF/AFRC forces G22 arrived at BoJyin (Kholifa Mabang
Chiefdom), a village in the Mabang Section that was used as a hideout by civilians. They convened a
meeting in the Court Barrie and explained that the purpose of their visit was to ask CDF (Gbethis)
deployed 111 the area to join them to fight the CDF (Kamajors) in Bo District.G2:\ The CDF refused to
Join them and the two groups battled for two hours. The CDF eventually overpowered the
RUF //\FRC forces, who left the town, taking away food and domestic animals and burning down
four houses.
Around this penod, Masingbi (Konike Sanda Chiefdom), on the highway to Koidu (Kono District),
hosted thousands of IDPs fleeing battles between ECOMOG and RUF I AFRC forces in Kono
District.G2~

On 1 June, ECOMOG forces at I\1ile 91 announced that ci'vilians who were in the bushes could
come back in their houses, with priority be111g given to women. Following this announcement,
women arrived at I\1iJe 91 and were taken to the Caritas building, where they were accommodated
for the night. During that night, four of them were raped by Kamajors. It is reported that at this
time, ECOMOG forces were unabJe to control the Kamajors, who had their own command
structure. Later in June, men were allowed to resettle back at I'Aile 91 and were thoroughly screened
at checkpoints operated by ECOMOG forces and Kamajors. In July 1998, a suspected "rebel" was
apprehended by Gbethis an~ taken to ECOMOG forces at Mile 91, where he was killed.
In June, CDF from Gbonkolenken Chiefdom came to Kholifa Mabang Chiefdom and liberated
Mafola tha, IvIakelleh (Yoni Chiefdom) and the surrounding villages from RUF / AFRC presence.
Since then, no further RUF I AFRC attack was sustained in this area.
Kamajors from Gbonkolenken Chiefdom went to Kholifa Rowalla Chiefdom on 5 December and
entered Mabom, around 10 miles south of Magburaka. They dislodged the RUF I AFRC forces who
It should be recalled that tension had existed between the Gbetlus and the Kamajors since 1997.
Some of those forces were carrying "-\K47 sand RPGs while others were equipped with cutlasses and sticks.
(,21 "-\t tlus time, KamaJors and ECOJ'dOG forces had driven RUF/A.FRC forces out of Bo District.
('2~ Inter Press SerFlce, 8 July 1998
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were there and, before returning to Gbonkolenken Chiefdom, went on rampage, breaking into
civilians' houses and abducting some young men and women. They took food, furniture like bed
mattresses and building materials, burnt 15 houses and headed for another village called Masoria,
where they asked civilians to point out the houses where RUF ji\,FRC forces used to live. They went
111 the houses Identified bv
, the civilians and searched for arms and amlnunition. l\s they, did not
know how to operate the weapons they found - mortar bombs and anti-aucraft guns - they burnt
them before returrung to Gbonkolenken Chiefdom, where they set up more checkpoints. People
coming from Magburaka and crossing the border to Gbonkolenken Chiefdom were often arrested,
tied with ropes called "FM,,(,25 or detained in a cage where cattle slept, suspected of being a "rebel"
collaborator. People who were found to be collaborators were killed, allegedly in the forest between
Tane and Gbonkolenken Cll1efdoms, near a stream called Nasi.
In late December, an important movement of troops were to be seen in different chiefdoms of the
District. One group of armed men and women, around 300 in number, dressed in mixed military
uniforms entered Mabonto (Kafe Simira Chiefdom) in December 1998. They came in a big green
military truck with a foreign rnilitary plate, which was identified as belonging to ECOMOG forces
deployed in Teko Barracks (Bombali District). The troops identified themselves as "Government
troops" conl1ng to protect civilians from the advancing "rebels". They then asked the inhabitants to
cook for them and civilians realised that these troops were actually RUF j AFRC forces in disguise;
most of them were speaking Liberian dialects and Mende.(,2(, After one week, the whole town was
controlled with checkpoints and civilians were required to have a pass if they wanted to leave the
town. The next day, some of the RUF forces moved towards Bumbuna (Kalansogoia Chiefdom).
During theu stay in J'vIabonto, the RUF forces instituted a Court and the most common crimes
prosecuted in that court were rape and stealing. Three RUF j AFRC members were executed for
these crimes C>27
Kalansogoia Chiefdom was the scene of many ambushes and attacks carried out by RUF j AFRC
forces. The Hydro Compound at Bumbuna was under construction and was therefore of interest,
because there were lorries, fuel and other similar items. Thus six attacks were led by RUF j AFRC
forces on the town. On 14 December, two ECOMOG members on patrol along the BumbunaBendugu (Sambaia Chiefdorn) road fell in an ambush staged by RUF jAFRC forces and were killed.
On 21 December 1998, a large number of armed men in dirty unifonns came from Kono District to
Tane Chiefdom, telling people they were tired of fIghting and they were no longer going to the
bush.('2H Some of these troops went towards Magburaka and Makeni while others stayed in Tane
Chiefdom, following civilians into the bush in search of food or what was called Jar Jar, which
means taking things from civilians by force. Small girls were taken as their "wives" and young men
were abducted to carry their loads. They sent messages to civilians to come out of the bush as they
(,25 Fill means "frequency modulation", for It was believed that once tied with tlus rope, which had p-vo sticks on
its edges used to tighten the rope around people's limbs, people began to speak.
(,2(, .\round this time, it was believed that combatants from Liberia, allegedly supported by the Liberian President,
were tak.l11g part 111 the hostilities in Siena Leone.
(,27 N a more 111 forma tion 'was availa ble on these .l11ciden ts.
(,2K RUF I-\FRC forces retook control of Koidu (Kono District headquarter) on 20 December.
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said they were no longer flghting civilians or Kamajors, only ECOMOG forces. Following this,
some KamaJors started to surrender. Twenty of them came and as nothing happened, more and
lT10re Karnajors came out, up to 80 in number. Those 'Kamajors who did not surrender went to
Gbonkolenken Chiefdorn. Many civilians went also to Gbonkolenken Chiefdom, at this time a
Kama)or stronghold, after the ar;ned men had taken half of their property at gunpoint. G29
Three days after the attack on Koidu Town, the headquarters of Kono District, hundreds of
RUF //\FRC forces reached K110lifa Mabang Chiefdom, entering Magburaka Town on
23 DecemberC,:l1i PreVIously, the RUF Battle Field Commander had been interviewed on the BBC
and declared they would enter Freetown by road. While in Magburaka, the RUF / AFRC forces raped
and killed people. For example, on 26 December, a boy working in a garage was threatened with
death If he could not repan the Honda that some RUF / AFRC members had brought him the night
before. i\s he became more and more distressed, the boy attempted to run away and was shot by the
forces. The same forces pushed their Honda and asked another boy to help them. The boy was then
left to hide at the corner o( a house and, as he thought the flghters had left, he moved along the
street. The RUF forces shot in the air and called out to the boy. \iV'hen he turned around, the RUF
forces shot him in the head. The sarne mght, some members of the RUF / AFRC went to Bathmorie,
near Magburaka, and attacked a house, thinking they would flnd girls. l\s there were none, they took
a young boy to lead them to a house where they could flnd girls. The boy went to a house and told
the girls to vacate the place quietly. \\lhen he came back to the RUF /i\FRC members, he told them
there was no gnls there. The members went to the house to check what the boy had said and no
girls were to be found. They then started hitting the boy on his back \'lith their G3 guns, they then
shot at his feet and shot him another time, killing him. At this time, the RUF comJnander told
civilians that the RUF /AFRC forces would attack Freetown and many civilians were abducted for
. t I1e fjIg h'tl11g f orces. (,:11
.
use 111
gi
Events in 1999
Around 1 January 1999, RUF / AFRC forces entered Kumrabai Junction (I<:holifa Mabang
Chiefdom) from the direction of I\lagburaka, en route to Mile 91. On their way, some of the
RUF /AFRC forces were left at Kumrabai Station, Matuku 1 and Matuku 2. The relationship
between the RUF /i\FRC forces and the CDF was allegedly cordial and a civilian was appointed as
an intermediary between the two groups. Two days later, however, other RUF / AFRC forces coming
from \Vaterloo passed through Kunu:abai Junction and headed to Ferry Junction, the crossing point
at the boundary between Kholifa Mabang and Gbonkolenken Chiefdoms, asking what was the
mileage to the headquarter town of Yele (Gbonkolenken Chiefdom). They started flring at CDF
forces, who returned flre. This group of RUF / AFRC then moved to Magburaka.
Follow111g tlus encounter, about 500 CDF members from Gbonkolenken Chiefdom attacked Robis,
KumrabaJ Junction and Ferry Junction and took property. They killed three people at Robis, four at
No morc Information was available on these 111cidents.
No battles witb ECOI\JOG forces were reported. It seems that after they came back to tbe town in March
1998, ECOI\JOG forces'did not stay the whole year, although it could not be ascertained when tbey left the town.
RUF/--\FRC forces 'would hold tbe to"\vn unw1001.
(,:11 I\Iakcl11 (Bombali District) was attacked around 17 Deccmber 1998.
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Ferry Junccion, and eight at Kurnrabai Junccion; raped four women; and abducted 15 boys under the
G32
age of 15, possibly for recruitment into the fighcing forces.
On 14 January 1999, RUF /i\FRC forces who had attacked Magburaka at the end of 1998 entered
Iville 91 and overcame the Kamajors and ECOMOG forces, who retreated south in the direccion of
Bo District. The RUF / AFRC forces appealed to the civilians not to run away, as they were not their
focus, Wll1Ch was the ECOMOG and Kamajors forces. For three days, however, a lot of property
was taken, before the RUF comrnander gave the order for it to stop. This attack on :Mile 91 is
believed to have taken place to cut off the highway that leads to Freetown, which had been invaded
on 6 January and was still at least partly still under RUF / AFRC occupacion. m
The RUF / AFRC forces began operating checkpoints at strategic locacions around the town and
thoroughly screened people coming in to idencify any possible CDF member. Civilians coming from
Lower Yoni were closely checked, as their area was hosting Gbethis and K.amajors from the
Southern Province. Small Boys Units were used to confiscate property from civilians, which was
then handed over to their superior officers. RUF /ll.FRC forces carried out food-finding missions in
the surrounding villages and civilians were used to carry the food to Mile 91.
On 28 January 1999, not long after the killing of the \:\,vo ECOMOG forces during a patrol in late
1998, SLA forces deployed at Bumbuna (Kalansogoia Chiefdom), establishing a brigade headquarter.
On their arnval, the SLA forces dug trenches around the town and laid down landmines, escorcing
civilians to avoid them stepping on the tnines. Bumbuna was a point of passage for RUF / AFRC
forces conllng from Kono District using the Kayima Road (Koinadugu District). RUF / AFRC forces
corning wes\:\,vards from the direccion of Magburaka and Mabonto launched many attacks on
Bumbuna; the fiercest one took place on 15 February 1999, between 7:00 pm and 7:00 am.
RUF / i\FRC forces were unsuccessful 111 dislodging the SLA and instead occupied all the villages
along the border between Kalansogoia and Kafe Simira Chiefdoms,G34 chasing civilians in their
hideouts for food and cattle and burning down houses in the ·villages. The aim of these attacks was
ma111.1y to capture the SLA arms and ammunition.
The presence of the SLA forces in Bumbuna brought some relief to the populacion. As the highway
leading to :t\Iagburaka was under RUF / i\FRC control, thereby preventing lorries from bringing
food, the only way to secure food was for the civilians of Kalansogoia Chiefdom to go to Kabala
(Koinadugu District), \vhich was 76 rniles away.m As a result, civilians were mait1.1y ~ving on the
food racio115 that were aU'lifted by helicopter from Freetown for the SLA forces. The con1111ander in
charge of the SLr\ forces was allegedly very strict with the forces under his command so that they
would trea t civilians cordially.
Throughout 1999 and 2000, the whole area surrounding Bumbuna up to Magburaka was under
RUF / AFRC controL RUF / AFRC forces operated checkpoints on the Magburaka-Kono highway,
(,32

No more information was available on these 1l1cidents.

G33 See the events for the \'\/estern ",'crea, 1999.
(,34 Kajida, Kabarav, Kasikoro and Yibai were thus occupied at this time.
(,35

It took civilians three to four days to reach Kabala.
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issuing and asking Clvilians for travelling documents called "passes", which cost Le 500 and were
valid for 72 hours. No other documents but these passes were accepted as valid travelling
documents. People who produced "Government documents", namely documents issued by State
Institutions, \vere arrested and detained, accused of being one of "Tejan Kabbah's people", namely a
supporter of the Goverrunent.
By. -January. 1999, almost half of the civilians from Tane Chiefdom had fled to Gbonkolenken
Chiefdom, where the Kamajors were very active. Karnajors from Gbonkolenken Chiefdom, together
with those \.\Tho came from Tane Chiefdom, decided to attack the RUF / AFRC forces stationed in
Tane Chiefdom. In March, after some of the RUF / AFRC forces stationed in Tane Chiefdom had
crossed the border to Madina (Gbonkolenken Chiefdom) and had killed one Kamajor during a fight,
the KamaJors decided to cross the border between the two chiefdoms and attack positions in Tane
Chiefdom. Both factions crossed the border many times, attacking each other in Yele and Matotoka.
As a result, Tane Chiefdom was seriously damaged as many houses were burnt down. In April 1999
and following an RUF / AFRC attack on Yele that had left 10 houses burnt down, Kamajors went to
IVlatotoka and burnt 50 houses, including the Paramount Chief's compound. On their way back to
Gbonkolenken Chiefdom, they set more houses on fire in Makenikoray (Tane Chiefdom). When
they saw flames in Matotoka, RUF /AFRC forces burnt the remaining houses, thinking they were
Kamajors' houses because they had been left standing by the Kamajors.
In I\larch 1999, Kamajors together with Gbethis coming from Lower Yoni went to Mile 91 to attack
the RUF / f\FRC forces. A fierce battle took place at Yonibana but the CDF had to retreat, as some
of them were killed dunng the attack. Following this attack, RUF ll\FRC forces looted houses at
Yonibana and forced civilians to carry the load to Mile 91.
A.nother attack was launched on Mile 91 in the n1.iddle of April 1999 by combined forces of
Kamajors, Gbetl1.is, ECOMOG and SU\. There was a lot of shooting during what was described as
the heaviest attack on Mile 91 since the war started. The RUF /AFRC forces were forced to
withdraw to the direction of Magburaka C'}(' After the attack, the bodies of 10 civilians, including four
women, were found in the town. Thirty houses had also been burnt down. In addition, cases of
rape were reported, although civilians were unable to ascertain with certainty the identity of the
perpetrators(,)7 Tl1.is control of J\!We 91 enabled ECOMOG and Kamajors forces to reopen the
highway to Bo Town, although the portion of the 11.ighway between Masiaka (Port Loko District)
and l\1ile 91 was still considered insecurec:ls
Subseguently, J\!We 91 saw an influx of civilians coming from Makelu, Magburaka and other areas in
the north that had fallen under the control of RUF / AFRC forces. These displaced people had no
choice but to occupy destroyed dwellings, wl1.ich they tried to fix.

(,or, In j\!Jy, serious fighting was reported in the area oUvIagburaka: IRIN WesL'\frica, 24 lviay 1999.

It could not be ascertmned \vhether those acts were committed by the RUF /AFRC forces or by the combined
forces of ECOMOG, K:unaJors and SL\
(,:IS Sierra Leone Human.itarian Situation Report (UNOC]-B), .'\priI 1999. Since Iviarch 1999, Bo District had been
under KamaJor and ECO;\IOG control.
G.1!
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Between "March and 1\1ay, follm.ving constant pressure from SLA forces and the CDF, a senior RUF
commander issued an order to all RUF / AFRC commangers that all the young men in Makeni and
Magburaka should be abducted and trained as fighters. The ground cornmander in Magburaka called
h.is sub COlTU11anders to go and capture the young men of the town. Many young men fled in to the
bush while this operation, whlCh lasted two weeks, was carried out. On 10 March 1999, about 100
young men were captured and locked in the Train Store of j\griculture in Magburaka. These young
men were then sent for training by vehicle to Burkina, which was the code name for Kailahun. After
two weeks, the young men who were caught were fined Le 50,000 and, if they could not pay, were
gwen 300 lashes as a punishment for hiding while the "recruitment" was being carried out. One
month later, sometime in April 1999, RUF / AFRC forces in Magburaka faced a food shortage and
started attacking villages to take theu food. During these attacks, young girls were also taken to
becorne the "wives" of the RUF /A.FRC forces.
Throughout the year, CDF forces from Gbonkolenken Chiefdom were also vel)' active in I<J:lOlifa
I\1abang and Kholifa Rowalla Chiefdoms. It is reported that a lot of destruction was carried out in
the villages, where property was taken, women raped and people accused of being collaborators or
sympathisers of the RUF / AFRC forces were tortured. Killings of people suspected of being
"rebels" or collaborators were carried out in the CDF base at Mamilla Gbla.
In one incident in March, three members of a group of Kamajors from Gbonkolenken Chiefdom
who were attempting to attack Magburaka Town were shot dead by RUF / AFRC forces, who then
sprinkled petrol on the bodies and set fire to them. As they retreated, the other Kamajors shot dead
a man they had called out to but who had run into the bush.
In April 1999, following civilians' complaints about the flogging of civilians with up to 200 lashes,
the rape of young guls and the killing of civilians, the commander in charge of the RUF / AFRC
forces in Manewa Section (Malal Mara Chiefdom) was replaced by another senior RUF / AFRC
commander. The new commander extended the RUF /i\FRC's activities towards the north to
I<:iampkakolo Section, to the west to Mara Section and to the south, to Massathelel Section,
deploying in the major villages of the sections. A senior AFRC commander imposed that everybody
in the villages should register at the military police task force; any civilian that was not registered
would be considered to be a spy for the elected Government. Furthermore, civilians were
responsible for feeding the troops Routine checks were carried out in the villages and if any person
who was on the reglstration list were missing, the local authorities appointed by the RUF / AFRC
would be beaten and fined. The movement of petty traders coming from other chiefdoms was
controlled by the military police, who would search evel)'body and confiscate anything they wanted;
anyone who complained about this was flogged. Some youths from the villages were used to carry
items stolen during the looting activities called Jar Jar. Those who were unable to carry the load or
who were sick during the journey were shot dead. Some of the youths who were forced to carry the
load were cooperative and were promoted to the rank of small unit leaders and later on to local
commanders, which enticed many youths in the villages into joining the movement. The use of the
youths enabled thus the RUF /A.FRC forces to have access to all the hideouts, where they stole food
and other domestic items.
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After a ceasefire was signed in May 1999, the negotiations between the RUF and the Government of
Sierra Leone reached their conclusion in the signing of a Peace Agreement in Lome, Togo. Some
relief was brought to the people of IZhoJifa Mabang Chie(dom at this time. G39
Starting in the middle of the year, after the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement, RUF / AFRC
forces from rVlagburaka on food-finding missions were attacked by Kamajors from Gbonkolenken
Chiefdom. For exam.ple, following one food-finding mission where RUF ll\FRC forces arrested and
beat civilians for failing to give them rice, Kamajors moved from Gbonkolenken Chiefdom and
blocked the highway at Pampana Bridge in Tane Chiefdom at the boundary with KhoJifa Rowalla
Chiefdom. It 1S reported that the 1Tlatter was referred to the RUF High Command, who ordered that
the Kamajors be dislodged using an anti-aircraft machinegun CAO The Kamajors could not resist the
attack, during \vhich 20 CDF rne1Tlbers were killed and most of them run away. The RUF / AFRC
forces threw the bodies into the Pampana River. However, they managed to capture two Kamajors,
who were stripped naked and had ropes tied to their backs; these ropes were then also tied belund
the lorry that was carrYl11g the anti-aircraft machine gun. When they arrived at Magburaka, the two
Kamajors were dead, then bodies severely mutilated; the RUF /AFRC forces later burnt their
(,41
re1nal11S.
In October 1999, Gbetlus attacked villages in Malal Mara Cluefdom, targeting both the RUF / AFRC
positions and civilians. Cases of looting, rape and killing of civilians were reported. Young people
were forced to carry the stolen property and since it was the harvest season, civilians were taken to
. tarms
. ,4' -0
t1len
to carry out t1le wor k- 0 f h arvestlng.
In early October, tension between RUF li\FRC forces(,43 escalated and an in-fight arose in Makeni
(Bombali District) between RUF forces on one hand and AFRC forces on the other hand. A se1uor
RUF commander came from Magburaka to attack AFRC forces based in Makeni. It seems that the
RUF forces were first not able to dislodge the AFRC members and 'withdrew from Make1u to
l\1agburaka, where they were allegedly attacked the next day from the "Old Town" section of the
town. The fighting lasted for two days. Eventually, in late October, RUF forces from Magburaka
and backed up with forces coming from Kailahun District dislodged the AFRC forces from Make1u
. d t1le town. (,44
an d OCCUplC

(,3') "-\lthough this assertion is not accompanied with details, it gives an idea on the activities in the chiefdom at this
stage
(,411 The person tasked with carrying out tlllS assignment would later become Foday Sankoh's bodyguard.
(,41 In October, the sltuatJon around l\'lagburaka and Ivlatotoka (Tane Chiefdom) '.vas still insecure, as civilians were
forced to give food to the Paramount Chief who in turn gave the food to RUF/.-\FRC forces. RUF/AFRC forces
also went directly to the civilian~ to take food Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report (OCHA), 3 - 9 October
1999
(,42 No more lnfonnation was available on these incidents.
(,43 Following the retreat from Freetown in February 1998, the relationship between the RUF and the ;'l..FRC forces
,vas often tense, culminating on some occaSlOns in infighting: for more information, see the analyses for Bombali
and Kono Distncts.
(,44 It IS alleged that this inf1ghting was of a personal nature, because the senior RUF conu11ander who originated
from I\1akeni did not tolerate that the .-\FRC semor commander in charge of Nlakeni looted his home town.
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On 22 October, the UN Security Council established a 6,000-strong UN peacekeeping force for
Sierra Leone in support of the Lome Peace Agreemeqt. According to the resolution, the UN
:l\llssion in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) "vould be deployed throughout the countryC,45 However, the
first batch of UN peacekeepers from the Kenyan contingent were denied access to Magburaka by
local RUF commanders, although the peacekeepers were carrying letters of authonty from the RUF
leader C,4('
At some pOlnt in 1999, RUF forces came back to settle at Makali (Konike Barina Chiefdom) and
asked the CDF to come and join them, which some CDF members did. Junior RUF members were
sent on food-finding missions; later, however, they asked civilians to feed them before they began
looting and using children to work for them, in particular to go on food-finding missions. People
reported the lTlatter to senior RUF comlTlanders, who then came to the town and advised the
civilians to make a war cOlTlmittee, which they did. Later on, the RUF leader came and declared that
the war was overC,~7
In the middle of November, RUF forces reopened to a certain extent the Magburaka-Bumbuna
(Kalansogoia Chiefdom), which at that time was still under their control. V ducles that had been
stolen by RUF members were driven along this highway as commercial transport; the vehicles were
generally driven by civilians under the control of RUF members. However, potential passengers
were fnghtened to board these vehicles and continued to use bush paths on foot.

11)

Events in 2000
In January, United Nations Military Observers (MILOBs) started patrolling in the Northern
Province and in particular 1n Magburaka.!>-I8 By the middle of the month, the deployment of UN
peacekeepers was near completion c,-I9 During this period, it was hoped that the disarmament camp
would be open soon in Magburaka so that the disarmament process could properly start.!>511
In mid January 2000, one of the well known RUF commanders was shuttling between Malal Mara
Chiefdonl., Makeni and Magburaka, which led the people of Malal Mara Chiefdom to think he had
other assignments elsewhere. At the end of the month, another group of RUF forces arrived, headed
by a different commander. During the same period, more youths joined the Gbethi Society in the
chiefdom.
RUF / AFRC forces from Magburaka spent much of January and February in most of th~ areas in the
chiefdom "vhere Kamajors had been, then went through the western part of the chiefdom to attack
(,~5

The number of peacekeepers 'would increase over the subsequent months.
Sierra Leone l-lunu11ltarian Situation Report (OCl-lA.) 6 - 19 December 1999.
(,~7 By the end of the year, the RUF leader and the fonner AFRC Chauman went to the Provinces to engage the
dlsarmamen t process.
1,-18 IRIN \'\'est .'\frica, 6 January 2000
(,~9 IRIN West "'\fnca, 11 January 2000 One Kenyan Battalion was deployed in Magburaka and Ivlakeni.
(,511 On 20 October 1999, the Sierra Leone President had officially launched the start of the Demobilisation,
DIsarmament and Re1l1tegration (DDR) pr0i:,rram during a ceremony at Wilberforce Barracks in Freetown. The
start of the DDR program had been briefly delayed as it was originally planned to take place within six weeks of
the slgJ.ung of the Lome Peace /I.greement on 7 J ul)' 1999.
(,-II,
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]VWe 91. On thea way, they abducted many young men in Magburaka to carry their arms and arrived
at Kumrabai Junction, where they met strong resistance from the Kamajors and had to withdraw.
On their \vay back, they passed by Masoko, where they asked civilians to show them where the
KamaJors were Despite one boy telling them there were no KamaJors in the village, the
RUF / j\FRC forces burnt down 10 houses and killed three civilians whom they suspected of being
Kamajors. They then passed by Mayossoh, where they burnt 13 houses, and Robinkie, where they
burnt down 11 houses together with the factory.

i\ GUlnean Battalion of United Nations peacekeepers deployed in Mile 91 around March. During
the same period, the DDR camp was still under construction in Magburaka. 651 The situation in
Tonkolili District, however, was tense and deteriorated rapidly. In April 2000, RUF forces asked the
T'lN
. centre 65?- f or cOln b atants in
. M ag b ura k'a. 653.
L
peace k'eepers to di sman tl e t I1e receptlOn
l\round 2 May 2000, the RUF (APRC regional commander for the Northern Province came to
Magburaka and ordered the ground commander that all the members under his command should
take up arms to attack the UN peacekeeping forces in their areas of deployment, which were the
i\tabic College along the highway and the Water \N'orks Campus. 654 The regional commander also
declared that any RUF member failing to take up arms would be killed irmnediately. The ground
commander for Magburaka mobilised his men and launched a Erst attack on the UN peacekeepers
deployed at \\!ater \Vorks Campus. The Eght lasted for three hours and, later, a gunship came to
rescue the peacekeepers based at the Arabic College, who were then able to escape towards Mile 91.
However, the situation was more complicated for those based at Water Works Campus as they were
surrounded by RUF / A.FRC forces. The situation became extremely difEcult as they run out of food
and water. i\fter an attempt to negotiate with the RUF / AFRC forces through the intermediary of
the Paramount Chief had failed, they regrouped in their armoured vehicles and left their camp using
the Make111 road through the Roke! River Bridge to Burnbuna (Kalansogoia Chiefdom),655 where
SLA forces were deployed. 656 On their way, one of their armoured cars had an accident and two
peacekeepers died. In Magburaka, RUF forces also destroyed the DDR camp.

IRIN \Vest ,'\frica, 17 !\larch 2000
The receptlon cent1:e is the rust place where combatants were to go to disarm: they were to register and to give
their weapons in there before be1l1g onentated in the DDR camp.
653 },ccorchng to UN,'\J'vISIL, the RUF forces on the ground asked for the chsmantlement because they had not
been1l1formed about tlus centre by their leader: IRIN West },frica, 26l\pril 2000.
654 These attacks coinC1ded with the [1l1al departure from the country of the ECOJ\10G. BBC Online News
A.rchive 3 May 2001. These attacks against were nation-wide, for sllnilar actions took place at the same time in
Bombali, I(ambla and I<'ailahun DistrlCts. Unsuccessful attacks on Mile 91 and Camp Charlie (Yoni Cluefdom)
may also have taken place.
(,55 Reports for i\Iabonto, located on the lughway between Magburaka and Bumbuna confIrmed that UN
peacekeepers passed by the town in armoured velucles towards Bumbuna.
65(, "'\round 10 May, Kenyans UN peacekeepers awved in Kabala (KOlnadugu District). IRIN West i,frica 11 May
2000
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Shortly after the demonstration outside the house of the RUF leader in Freetown in May 2000,657
RUF / AFRC forces from Malal Mara Chiefdom crossed the Rokel River and went to Magbondo
(Kholifa Mabang Chiefdom), where they burnt down eig11t houses and took food. They moved on
the same day to Rokankrr (south of Magbonto), where they took property, burnt houses and told
the people they would "pay the price" for the death of their leader, as they thought he was dead
follmving the public demonstration. The CDF who were allegedly there left the town, as they were
insufficiently armed to confront the RUF / AFRC forces. The commander ordered his men to go on
the rampage: they burnt nine houses, abducted eight women, raped three and took 20 young men
for recruitment and to carry the stolen property to the RUF / AFRC base in Malal Mara Chiefdom.r,ss
In Ivlay 2000, a Government gunship flew over Magburaka and fired on the Central Market, killing
five civilians. The gunship went on to fue also on the Adams Hotel, which was the RUF
headquarters in the town. However, many civilians were near the hotel and some fatalities were
reported. Furthennore, as also happened in Kambia District, the gunship dropped leaflets intended
for the RUF /j\FRC forces, which explained that this time, the Government forces had come with
minor weapons but if they had to come a second time, they would destroy the entire area 659 As a
result of these leaflets, many people left the area and went to Mile 91, where there was an IDP camp
hosting thousands of people. On the way to Mile 91, which is 35 l1Ules from Magburaka, some
civilians died from starvation while others were killed by Guinean forces, who considered people
corning from Magburaka to be RUF / AFRC members. In the IDP camp, a diarrhoea epidemic
started and as a result, clUldren and adults died, before Medecins sans Frontieres came into the camp
to control the disease6(,11
Dunng that same month, a lot of vehicles and armoured cars came during the night to Makali
(Konike Barina Chiefdom) with about 150 Zambian peacekeepers, who had been captured by
RUF /AFRC forces in Bombali District. The UN peacekeepers were packed in a storeroom under a
two-storey building Most of the RUF / AFRC forces guarding these peacekeepers appeared to be
under the age of 15. i\fter four days, two senior RUF commanders came one night, loaded these
Zambians onto a truck and took them away. Civilians were told that they were taken to Burkina,
,
•
wh.ich was a codename for Ka:ilahun. GG ]
RUF / AFRC forces had occupied the headquarter town of Mabonto (Kafe Simira Chiefdom) since
1999. Civilians were still harassed, mainly for food, and some basic structures were put in place.
Civilians \Vere forced to give away their food and other items and a GS comrnittee(,G2 wa_s established.
l\ system of passes was established and civilians had to pay Le 500 for these passes, which enabled
them to cross at checkpoints. Furthermore, mining villages in the chiefdorn were asked to contribute
See the analysIs on the \X/ estern /\rea for 2000
No more information was available on these incidents.
(,5') The Government dropped such leaflets in various locations across the Northern Province.
(,(,(I Since fIghtIng resumed 111 the Northern Prov111ce, :t\.We 91 hosted thousands of IDPs. For example, in early
June, 22,000 IDPs had found refuge in ilWe 91. This was the greatest concentration of IDPs in the north: Sierra
Leone Humanitarian Situation Report (OCI-LA.), 6-10 June 2000
(,(,1 No further lllfonnatIon was available on this incident.
(,r,c 1\ lembers of those G 5 committees ·were appointed by the RUF / /I.FRC forces.
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200 carat of gold dust every month or to pay the equivalent money if there was no gold dust.
f\llegedly in May, a senior RUF commander based in M~gburaka came to Mabonto to oust one of

the commanding officers posted there, who then moved towards Makeni with his forces. On one
occasion, one member was killed by firing squad for raping a civilian. During the same period, a
Government j et bombed one house at Mabonto, injuring some civilians. 66:1
Many battles took place at Tonkolili Village, on the boundary between the Kalansogoia and Kafe
Simira Cb.iefdoms. RUF forces killed during those skirmishes with SLA forces from Bumbuna were
buried in mass graves in the ,'illage. Other attacks were carried out in the area; like Thamsoberic,
where some civilians were killed. Some acts directed towards civilians were still reported. For
example, one man at Makama, north of Mabonto had his food taken away and his son was killed
because he refused to tap palm ,vine for the RUF / AFRC forces. Every night, houses were searched
for food and girls. One man was shot as he pleaded with some members not to cut the stomach of a
pregnant woman to find out the sex of tbe baby.
In June, RUF/r\FRC forces coming from Malal Mara Chiefdom came again to IZholifa Mabang
Chiefdom, to a village called Marunia. They held a meeting in the village, the purpose of wruch was
to enquire about the deployment of SLA forces, since they wanted to attack the highway. It is
reported that those RUF / AFRC forces were furious because their leader had been arrested. G64 At
this time, the RLJF / AFRC forces burnt eight houses, raped four women and abducted 40 young
men to be used in the fighti;1g forces. \\lhile RUF / AFRC forces were taking property in the village,
one man refused them entry into his house. The matter was reported to the RUF commander, who
ordered his men to kill anybody who would challenge his authority. Before they left the town,
RUF / AFRC forces tortured and killed 20 people and mutilated the hands of two others. The
40 young men who had been abducted were forced to carry the stolen property.
Tbe security situation in the Mile 91 area was delicate, for the influx of civilians did not allow the
UN peacekeepers to control the area properly. As RUF / AFRC forces were approacb.ing the area in
june, the UN decided to strengthen the number of peacekeepers deployed in Mile 91 (,65 On 23
June, a group of heavily-armed RUF / AFRC forces equipped with armoured cars seized from
peacekeepers carne from :Magburaka to Kumrabai Junction, after burning the remaining houses at
Robis and Ferry junction. These forces were planning to attack Mile 91 and at Kumrabai junction,
they killed eight people. The Gbethis passed information about trus plan to the UN peacekeepers,
who sent a helicopter gunship to Kumrabai Junction. However, they mistakenly bombed a village
called Mamanso Kabla, hitting four houses and killing six people. Tb.is attack led the RUF / AFRC to
move back to Kumrabai Junction, where they killed four people, and then to Mamilla Gba, a CDF
base, \vhere they burnt seven houses, killed five people, took property and abducted 10 boys below
the age of 15 for recruitment into the fighting forces. They later on moved to Matrunka Bana, near
Mamilla Gba, where they killed 18 civilians and dumped the bodies into an old water well. Most of
the people who were killed were IDPs from Magburaka and Makeru. The RUF / AFRC forces left
No further inf01111ation was available on these incidents.
The RUF leader was arrested shortly after the events of 8 May, when his bodyguards opened fire on the crowd
that had gathered to demonstrate outside Ius house.
(,(,5 UN"-'l.i\iSIL press bnef1l1g, 23 J unc 2000 and IlUN West Africa. 26 June 2000
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and crossed the River Roke!, in the north of the chiefdom
In late June, a convoy of UN
peacekeepers were ambushed near lvIile 91 by RUF /l).~RC forces. One of them died and four
others were wounded. (,67
Between June and July, RUF / AFRC forces from Malal Mara Chiefdom tried to find common
ground \cv':ith the Gbetlus in the cluefdom in order to avoid any confrontation. After a first attempt
in June, both factions agreed in July on the establishment of a system by which each faction should
not cross for any reason to the other faction's area. A buffer zone was thus created and the areas of
each faction were separated by the Roke! River, although it did not prevent civilians from moving
from one area to the other, either to meet relatives or to undertake business activities. It therefore
seems that the RUF / AFRC forces concluded this deal with the Gbethis to be able to have total
control over the civilians in one area(,(,K Contributions required from civilians continued unabated
and new forms of contributions were put in place. Civilians from one village were forced to push a
truck loaded with stolen items to another village, where the lorry would be taken over by civilians
from the second village. This continued until civilians reached the main road that links Magburaka to
TvlakelU. The RUF commander in Malal Mara Chiefdom also planned to attack CDF in K.holifa
Mabang Chiefdom and for this purpose, ordered civilians from Marokie, Manewa and Mamama to
construct boats to cross the Roke! River 669 Youths were actively trained for this planned attack,
while acts of violence agamst civilians continued. Women were raped, more property was stolen and
more dues were levied on the civilians to feed and equip the RUF / AFRC members. This attack was
not carried out and in January 2001, a new commander was put in charge of Malal Mara Chiefdom;
he did not behave as his predecessor had and neither imposed harassment on civilians nor tolerated
it in this forces, who ,vere punished if they behaved this way.
In August, an Indian contingent of UN peacekeepers replaced the Guinean contingent at Mile 91.
i\round tlm period, the situation in Yoni Chiefdom as well as in the Magburaka area appeared to be
rather calm and little information was reported for the remaining months of 2000.
UN
peacekeepers encouraged the free movement of basic items like condiments, especially in RUFcontrolled areas, for they told the civilians that if they could not obtain those items, the RUF forces
may attack them. Sometimes after this deployment, a member of the RUF / AFRC was sent to Mile
91 to inform UNAtvlSIL that they were ready for peace. The member was intercepted by Gbethis,
who brought lum to the conu11ander of the UN peacekeepers. A Gbethi was sent to Magburaka to
convey a message about peace process.
However, the situation in Bumbuna (Kalansogoia Chiefdom) was alarming at this time, as thousands
of civilians reached the SLh.-controlled town in early August. Those civilians had fled the
RUF /.h.FRC attacks and the Governnlent bombing 1n Magburaka and Makeni (Bombali District) in
During ~ UN:\ilISIL press briefing on 28 June, the UNA,,:t\1SIL Force Commander who had made an air tour ill
the are~ disclosed that he did not see any burnt village.
(,(,7 BBC Online News A.rchives, 1 Ju1y 2000 During this period, the area between l\1asiaka (Kowa Chiefdom, Port
Loko DistrlCt) and ""We 91 was under constant RUF /AFRC threat and attack. l\1asiaka was attacked on 3 June
2000: Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report (OCHA), 26 June - 9 July 2000
(,6K For CJvilians, the RUF commander revealed "his tme colour" after the agreement with the Gbethis.
(M During the ramy season, the main rivers in Sierra Leone cannot be crossed by foot.
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May and June and had lived in the bush before reaching Bumbuna. Over the subsequent months,
the humanitarian situation would deteriorate: civilians from surrounding villages that were under
RUF control continued to arrive in Burnbuna, where fool could only be supplied by air. G711
The Lome Peace Agreement was reactivated on 10 November in Abuja, Nigeria, where the RUF
and the Government of Sierra Leone signed a ceasefIre agreement. The main provision of this
agreement was the disannament of the RUF forces and the deployment of UNAMSIL forces in
RUF-held areas On 8 December 2000, a meeting gathering RUF officers,G7! SLA forces, Gbethis,
Kamajors and UN peacekeepers was held at Ferry Junction (K.holifa Mabang Chiefdom). The RUF
engaged to reopen all the roads in the RUF-controlled areas, to hand over all the remaining United
Nations' equipment seized in May, to allow UNAMSIL deployment in RUF-controlled areas and to
allow access to hUlTlanitarian assistance. 672
In December 2000, the RUF regional cornmander for the Northern Province came to Mabonto
(Kafe Simira Chiefdom) \'lith over 200 armed men and women. At this time, the relation with
civilians was bad as 10 cases of the rape of girls aged between 12 and 15 were reported. The RUF
senior officer settled this problem and a G5 committee was set up; one of its roles was to collect rice
and money for the forces. However, looting was still carried out by both the RUF and CDF forces.
Youths were forced to carry the rice to the RUF / AFRC forces' houses while women were forced to
pound the rice and to fetch water. The situation in the town continued to get worse as the most
basic cooking and food items were becoming scarcer. Civilians were also forced to rehabilitate the
road that lead to Nlansoberie and Maranda, both of which are located in a mining area.
On 4 May 2001, a meeting to review the ceasefue signed on 10 November 2000 was convened
between the RUF, the GovernlTlent of Sierra Leone, UN representatives and the ECOW.l\S
Mediation and Security Council, aga1l1 in Abuja, Nigeria. On 15 May, the Government and the RUF
agreed that accelerated and simultaneous disarmament of the RUF and CDF would be done District
by District and that meetings would be held(,73 for them to decide which districts would follow after
this prograrn began in Port Loko and Kambia Districts. G74
a sIgn the peace process was progressing, the different fighting factions organised football
matches in July The first 'match was played at Magima (K.holifa Mabang Chiefdom). That same
month, five RUF members came to Camp Charlie and had a meeting with the UN peacekeepers. G7S
However, a few skirmishes were still reported and on one occasion, on 5 September,. RUF forces

f\s

See among others, Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Reports (OCH1\.) 25 July - 07 August 2000, 28 August 18 September 2000 and 28 October -13 November 2000, UNAMSIL press briefing, 4 October 2000.
671 The records only mention RUF, not /\FRC or "Juntas". The UNAMSIL delegation comprised si..'C officials and
was led by the Force Commander wIllie the RUF delegation comprised 14 members and was led by the RUF
interim leader: UN"-\rdSIL press briefing, 8 December 2000.
(1/2 Idem.
(,70 Further to this meeting, tripartite meetings of the J oint Committee on Disarmament, Demobilisation and
Re1l1tegratlon would be held every month.
(,74 UN"-\l\lSIL press brief1l1g, 3 July 2001.
(,75 No more information was available on this meeting. It seems that this forum was organised to discuss the peace
process and the disarmament program.
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prevented SLA forces from bringing supplies to BUlTlbuna. Nevertheless, a supply convoy escorted
by UN peacekeepers was able to reach Bumbuna on 26 September and go further to reach Kabala
~.
on 3 October.(,7(,
During the sixth rneeting of the Joint Committee on DDR on 11 October, the parties agreed to have
accelerated disarmament in Tonkolili Dlstrict simultaneously with Pujehun District from 1- to 14
November.('/7 The DDR camp was located at the Mathora Government Girls' Secondary School. 678
On 13 November, the UNAMSIL Force Commander witnessed the final phase of the
disarm3ment(,79 and 2,911 combatants had disarmed in the District by 20 November. 680

3.
Conclusion
To be drajied

(,7(,

Sierra Leone H umanitanan Situation Report, 1 - 30 September 2001.

677 UN"\MSIL press briefing, 12 October 2001.
UN,\lvISIL press briefing, 2 November 2001.
UN,-\MSIL press briefing, 16 November 2001.
(,811 Of these, 1,534 were RUF combatants and 1,377 were CDF combatants: UNAMSIL press briefing,
20 November 2001.
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1.
Introduction
Kailahun District is one of the three Districts in the Eastern Province of the Republic of Sierra
Leone. It has a strategic position due to the fact that it shares borders with the Republics of Liberia
on the east and Guinea on the northeast. It is also bordered by Kono District on the northwest and
Kenema District on the west Its headquarter town, Kailahun Town, is located in Luawa Chiefdom,
In the north of the District a few nllles from the Parrot Beak, the Guinean area that advances into
Sierra Leone This area would be greatly affected by the conflict, originally because it hosted
thousands of refuges and later as it became the theatre of RUF cross-border attacks.
There are fourteen chiefdoms in the District:
Cl-uefdom
Dia
Jawie
I<Jssi Kama
Kissi Teng
l(issi Tongi
Luawa
Nlalema
Mandu
Njaluahun
Peje Bongre
Peje \Vest
Penguia
Upper Bambara
Yawel

Headquarter
Baiwala
Daru
Dea
Kangama
Buedu
Kailahun
Jojoima
Mobai
Segbwema
Manowa
Bunumbu
Sandaru
Pendembu
Bandajuma

The geographical position of Kailahun District made it a strategic location for the entry of
RUF /NPFL forces from Liberia into Sierra Leone. The District occupies about half of the border
area between the two countries and is connected with the diamond-rich District of Kono. This made
it possible for the forces to access funds easily through the sale of produce, diamonds and gold, with
Wll1Ch they procured weapons and other logistics for the forces. It is therefore not surprising that
the Distnct was at least partially occupied throughout the whole period of the conflict. Two main
roads allow penetration into the District from Liberia: in the north of the District through I(issi
Teng Cl-uefdol11 and in the centre through Upper Bal11bara Chiefdonl.
Kailahun District, particularly in the north and east, is composed of dense jungle, wl-uch affected the
fighting 111 the District. FurthernlOre, the road that links Kenema Town to Kailahun Town, trough
the main to\.vns of Segbwel11a, Daru and Pendembu, is virtually Impassable during the peak of the
rainy season from July to :'\ugust. The Moa River, which finds its source in the ocean in Pujehun
District, flows 111 Kailahun District from the southwest to the north. The control of the few bridges
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spanning this river would be of the utmost importance, as is illustrated by the case of Dam Oawei
Chiefdom), ,,,,here the town is separated from the SU M~a Barracks by a bridge.
Aside from its mining activities, the wealth of the District comes mainly from the harvest of cash
crops like cocoa and coffee. Frorn the beginning of the conflict, the presence of the RUF in the
District and their control over those resources would have dramatic economic consequences for the
whole country.
The ten or lTlOre years of conflict that took place in Sierra Leone fIrst started in the border towns of
this District in 1991. The fIghting forces coming from Liberia entered through border villages both
in Upper Bambara and KisSI Tongi Chiefdoms. Initially, Sierra Leoneans and most of the outside
world regarded these attacks not as the start of a conflict as such but more as cross-border raids by
the Liberian forces waging war in Liberia. However, these two incursions into Sierra Leone together with a third one that took place shortly after in Pujehun District - were the starting point of
a systematic occurrence of several events leading to a large-scale conflict that spread throughout the
country and lasted for over a decade.
The District was affected by the conflict through three discernable phases. The fIrst one, which ran
from March 1991 to the end of 1993, was characterised by the progression of RUF !NPFL forces
into the District and their direct confrontation with SU forces based mainly at the Moa Barracks in
Daru Oawei Chiefdom). RUF !NPFL forces would follow the same pattern when attacking and
entering a village: they would gather the civilians in the Court Barrie and hold a meeting, introducing
themselves as "freedOlTt fIghters" and deposing and replacing local authorities. Their arrival and stay
was accompanied by the infliction of physical and mental violence on the people of the village, the
killing of SOlTte people, in particular relatives of civilians working for the Government, as well as the
abduction of members of the population, including children, for use as forced labour, as fIghters, as
cooks and as "wives". RUF !NPFL forces also engaged in widespread theft and property
destruction, notably the burning of houses. Some members, mainly belonging to the NPFL, engaged
in massive rounds of killing,' raping and cannibalism, which led to infIghting between the RUF and
the NPFL forces Throughout this first phase, SLA forces engaged the RUF!NPFL forces in their.
various pOSItions and by the end of 1993 to the beginning of 1994, they had confined the RUF
forces to the extreme east of the District. These military victories over the RUF !NPFL forces were
accompamed with vlOlence against crvilians, in particular against alleged RUF !NPFL members or
"collaborators". Screening centres were established for this purpose.
The second phase of the conflict encompassed 1994 to May 1997 and is characterised by a change in
the RUF tactics By 1994, most of the fighters were belonging to the RUF as the NPFL had
\'vithdrawn to Libena. The RUF engaged in guerrilla warfare, took control of the bush, began to
regain control of the areas previously under SLA control and raided villages. In 1996, Kamajors
emerged in the Dlstrict and, together with the SLA, defeated the RUF in some areas of the District.
Although the f\bidjan Peace Agreement was signed on 30 November 1996, fighting between the
RUF on one side and the SLA and Kanl.ajors on the other side resumed in early 1997.
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During the third phase, which ran from May 1997 to the completion of the disarmament process in
January 2002, RUF forces came out of the bush and merged with the AFRC regime. Following the
ECOlvfOG intervention in Freetmvn 111 February 1998, RUF / AFRC forces retreated to Kailahun
District, where they established a \Var Office, the administrative headquarter of the forces. Around
tlllS time, more men were initiated into the Kamajor society. ECOMOG forces deployed in the
Distnct and engaged the forces on land and by air. Assisted by Kamajors, they obtained victories
over RUF //\FRC positions but were unable to take over their main strongholds. RUF / AFRC forces
continued attacking villages and ECOMOG positions; following the signing of the Lome Peace
jt\greement on 7 July 1999, disagreement between senior RUF members emerged over the
disarrnament process. RUF opposition to this process reached its peak in May 2000 with the
abduction of UN peacekeepers. Throughout 2000 and early 2001, RUF / AFRC forces were still
active in the Distnct and engaged in cross-border raids into Guinea.
It should be borne in mind that unlike other Districts, the information available for Kailahun
District was often chaotic and incomplete, especially for the period following 1994, partly due to the
massive displacement of the population. Indeed, from the start of the conflict, a lot of inhabitants of
this District fled to neighbouring countries (Guinea, Liberia) and did not come back for years, while
others, although they stayed in the District, regularly moved from one chiefdom to another, fleeing
attacks. The figures of the rate of internally displaced people in the District throughout the conflict
was very high; indeed, OCHA reports show that Kailahun District was one of the most affected
Districts in ten'11S of internally displaced people (IDP).681 Furthermore, as Kailahun District was the
only District to have always been controlled to varying degrees by RUF /NPFL, RUF and, later,
RUF /i\FRC forces, people who stayed were forced to live with them for such a long time that
single events are often blurred in more general information.
2.
Factual analysis
a)
Events in 1991
On 23 March 1991, the first group of RUF /NPFL forces from Liberia entered through the border
town of Bomaru (Upper Bambara Chiefdom) in the central part of Kailahun District and proceeded
further south A second group crossed the border with Liberia on 27 March 1991, entering the
border town of Koindu (I<:1ssi TengChiefdom) in the north-eastern part of the District. These
forces opened two distinct entl)' points into the District and would join up at Pendembu (Upper
Barnbara Cluefdom) in April

The forces that launched these t\.vo flanks were composed by a majority of National Patriotic Front
for Liberia (NPFL) members/'82 a fighting force that had been challenging the Liberian Government
since 1989, together with about 230 Revolutionary United Front (RUF) members trained in
Liberia(,8, at Camp Narnna(,8~ The Sierra Leoneans within the movement who were trained in Liberia
were called "Vanguards", as opposed to the new recruits who were called "junior comlnandos".
(,81

OCl-L\ Sierra Leone Encyclopedia http://wv.'W.human.itarianinfo.org/ slis.

(,82 It 1S estimated that at the time of the [rrst attacks, those NPFL forces were roughly 5,000 in number.
In 1989, the NPFL en1erged in Liberia under the leadership of Charles Taylor and began an uprising against the
Government of the then President Samuel Doe. In 1990, the Economic COlwnun.ity of West African States
(ECO\'(/.\S) sent a peacekeeping force to L1beria and the President, Samuel Doe, was killed by a splinter group of
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Those attacks surprised Clvilians, ,;"ho thought this incursion would not last long and was only a
cross-border raid form the forces fighting in Liberia who were in search of food. Hundreds of these
civilians fled their villages both within the territory of Sierra Leone and outside its borders into
Liberia.
The first group attacked the border town of Bomaru (south-east of Upper Bambara Chiefdom),
which had little military manpower in terms of Sierra Leone Army (SLA) forces deployed along the
Liberian border. The RUF /NPFL forces(,B5 killed eight civilians and three SLA members as they
captured the town. The SLA forces were overpowered and left the town, heading for the Moa
Barracks(,B(, in Daru (Jawie Chiefdom), the most important SLA deployment in Kailahun District. On
25 TVlarch, the RUF /NPFL forces proceeded further south to attack the towns of Baiwala and
Sakiema (Dia Chiefdom). The RUF /NPFL forces entered Baiwala coming from two distinct
directions: some forces passed through Seinga, a town located close to the border with Liberia, while
others came from Bomaru. They encountered stiff resistance from the SLA forces, but eventually, as
had happened at Bomaru, the SLA retreated and the RUF /NPFL forces were able to take control of
the town. At Baiwala, the RUF /NPFL forces set some houses on fire, raped young girls 6B7 and killed
people '.vhom they considered to be important personalities, on the accusation that they were "APC
people". Breaking down doors using the butts of guns and then looting the houses was also
common, as forces were looking for money and other items they needed, although the forces
presented their actions as a way to make sure there was no enemy hiding in the houses. They also
wrote the letters "RUF" on the walls of some houses. Following this attack, civilians packed their
belongings and headed for Datu (Ja'.'rie Chiefdom), as the SLA base appeared to be safer.
At Sakiema (Dia Chiefdom), sorne civilians who had escaped from Baiwala found a brief respite in
the bush, thinking that the forces would only use the main road as their announced goal was to go to
Freetown. However, they were discovered by RUF /NPFL forces, brought to the town, put under
gunpoint and ordered not to move, or they would be shot. The RUF /NPFL forces gathered some
civilians at the Court Barrie and asked them whether there was any of "Momoh's soldiers,,6BB in the
town. \X!hen the civilians answered that the SLA forces were at Datu, the RUF /NPFL forces stated
they would kill all of them if they found any SLA member or heard any weapons being fired. The
commander told the civilians that from now on everything in the town belonged to the "RUF
Governrnent", disrnissed the Town Chief and appointed a Town Commander together with a Town
Mother. Civilians in the town were forced to contribute to the "reVOlutionary effort" 9Y providing
the NPFL The Economic Community of West j\fncan States Cease Fire fv10lutoring Group (ECO£-'10G) forces
deploved a battalion near Freetown at the International A.irport in Lungi as a rear base for their forces in Liberia.
(,B4 For more informauon on those fighting forces, see section [X].
(,B5 These forces were cOITlprised of Liberian mercenaries speaking Liberian languages like J\iano, Pele and Gio,
willie others were Sierra Leoneaps, speaking the Ivlende, Temne and I<:.rio languages. They wore country clothes,
carried talismans and other chanl1S and had red bandanas tied around their heads.
(,B(, The i\10a Barracks are strategically located at the entrance of Datu on the road to Kenema town and to access it
from the north-east, one has to cross the J\loa River. It would be a RUF /NPFL target throughout 1991 and
beyond.
(,Bi Theu ages could not be ascertal11ed from the records.
(,BB The PreSIdent of Sierra Leone was at that time.J. S. 1\110moh and accordingly, this term refers to SL'\ forces.
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the forces \\lith food as well as going in search of food and processing palin oil. When food was not
available, RUF /NPFL forces would tie up the appointed Town Commander and beat him. The
RUF /NPFL forces also introduced a set of laws, which' were explained to the inhabitants by the
RUF commander. One of these laws was that any civilian captured by RUF forces should not
attempt to leave the area under their control for areas controlled by SLAc forces. Civilians were also
told to go to the bush and bring back to the town their relatives who were in hiding; the RUF
commander stressed that anybody caught in the bush would be considered as an enemy and,
accordingly, would be killed.
From these to\vns located in Dia Chiefdom, RUF /NPFL forces advanced westwards to the
headquarter town of Mobai (Mandu Chiefdom). This town was captured on 11 April as the SLA
forces had apparently left the town earlier. The RUF /NPFL forces entered the town with an
armoured tank they had captured fronl the SLA forces. As most of the civilians were indoors, the
forces banged on the doors to make people come out of their houses, threatening to kill them or to
burn their house. Most civilians, including children, were imprisoned in the town mosque. The
Chiefdom Speaker, a regular policeman and a court clerk were killed. The fighting forces introduced
themselves as the "Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone" and explained that they had come
as "freedom fighters" to free the country from APC oppression. During the time of their stay in the
town, they passed a strict rule that no one was allowed to call on the name of God or to pray;
anyone caught violating this law would be tortured and killed. Furthermore, all property was
declared to be owned by the "Revolution". Some of the RUF /NPFL forces began raping women
and young girls They also took property of the people in the town. During the following days (12
and 13 April), a lot of other civilians were killed. On 13 April 1991, the Paramount Chief of Mandu
Chiefdom 'Nas brought from Levuma (north of the chiefdom) to Mobai and killed two days later. He
was the first Paramount Chi,ef to be killed by the RUF /NPFL forces. The killing of the Chief caused
the Clvilians to lose confidence in the revolution, as the RUF /NPFL presented and called
themselves. Similarly to what happened in the other towns, civilians were told to bring their relatives
out of the bushes. For exarnple, on 23 April, six people who had left their hiding plqces in the bush
and came back to the town were accused of being spies and were killed. This incident was later
reported to the RUF leader when he came to visit his troops in May.
Although the exact dates could not be ascertained, towns located in Ja\\,je Chiefdom were attacked
and captured at around the same time between April and June, including Benduma Gawie
Chiefdom), a town close to Datu. In order to counteract any attempt by the SLA forces based in
Dam to recapture the town, the RUF /NPFL forces also established a defence base at Baiima
(Mandu Chiefdom) on the road leading from Datu to the east and the north of the District. Another
defensive position was established at Potom Gawie Chiefdom), where there is a bypass bush road
leading to Benduma. Some of the RUF /NPFL forces settled at Kuiva Oawie Chiefdom), which is on
the main highway to Datu, and at Patama, a small village on the road leading to Daru via Bombohun
Ga\\,je Chiefdom). \Vhen they entered Benduma, the RUF /NPFL forces gathered the civilians in the
centre of the town and forced them to kill their animals and to cook for them. Some civilians who
managed to escape the town went to Daru to pass on the information about the attack to the SLA
forces. During that time, Guinean troops came to reinforce the SLA forces based at the Moa
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Barracks at Daru(>H~ Shortly after their arrival, those Guinean forces succeeded in repelling the
RUF /NPFL forces from Benduma by using mortar bombs, although neither the Guinean forces nor
the SL-\ forces then deployed at Benduma: The repelledRUF /NPFL forces went to Gbiima Oawie
Chiefdom), which was already under their control.
The RUF /NPFL forces entered the chiefdom headquarter of Jojoima (Malema Chiefdom, south of
Mandu Chiefdom) on 12 April 1991. Before the attack, J ojoima was overcrowded with civilians
fleeing the areas under RUF /NPFL control and chiefs in the town had received letters from the
RUF that they would come to the town on 12 April. In the town, the forces met with a rich farmer
and asked him for money. The forces then apparently left the town for some days before returning
on 19 April 1991. \\1hen tHey came back, they killed the renowned master farmer and his wife
together with many other civilians. The forces also stole property, raped young girls aged between 14
and 20, whom they made their "wives" and conscripted children. Young men were forced to carry
loads for them, mainly to Liberia, and they would be killed if they failed to do so. From J ojoima,
they raided the surrounding villages, forcing civilians to lead them on these raids. At Sembehun
\Cillage, for example, they stole one diamond dealer's land cruiser.
On 15 l\pril, the RUF /NPFL forces entered Pendembu (Upper Bambara Chiefdom) from the
direction of B01TlarU in the south of the chiefdom, fIring gunshots as they entered. As they did in
the other towns, the RUF /NPFL forces gathered the civilians in the Court Barrie, introduced
themselves as "freedom fIghters", explained that the town was now under the "RUF Govermnent"
and asked the civilians whether there were any SLA forces or police offIcers in the town. Civilians
were subjected to severe harassment, their property was taken and they were beaten, raped and
killed. For example, an RUF member shot two boys because they did not obey a command he had
given them. Several other killings were done during the two weeks they remained in the town. One
civilian was asked to show the direction to Kailahun Town (Luawa Chiefdom) to one young
RUF /NPFL member, who then rode a bicycle to Kailahun Town (17 miles north east from
Pendembu) to tell the other front who had entered through Koindu (Kissi Teng Chiefdom) and who
had reached Kailahun Town to meet the south flank at Pendembu. Shortly after, still in April,
RUF /NPFL forces from Kailahun Town came to join the other group at Pendembu.
The second group rnentioned at the beginning of this chapter had entered the country in the
northernrnost part of the District in order to establish a base at Koindu (Kissi Teng Chiefdom) on
27 March 1991. They also catTle frorn Liberia and killed a fIrst army offIcer at a customs town called
Beidu (Kissi Teng Chiefdom). On the same day, they reached Koindu, a strategic international
conl1Tlercial market centre close to the borders with Liberia and Guinea and located on the highway
that leads to Kailahun Town. During this wave of attacks, this group captured all the main towns on
the highway. Koindu was renamed "Kuwait" by the forces due to the valuables that it had and for
two days they killed people, stole their property and burnt down houses. llt this point, civilians
began leaving the town and went to Guinea or inland seeking rescue. It is reported that these
fIgh ters called th ems elves "freedom fIghters", claiming to be fIghting in order to liberate Sierra
Leone.
(>H~ A.s early as 1991> foreign troops, namely Guineans and Nigerians, fought alongside the SLA, pursuant to
bilateral treaties between their respective states and Sierra Leone.
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On 29 March, some RUF /NPFL forces advanced into I<:issi Kama Chiefdom (west of I<:issi Teng
Chiefdom). At Dia (I<:issi Kama Chiefdom), one Fullah69l1 "businessman was killed. At Njaah in April,
RUF /NPFL forces entered the town fmng indiscriminately. They killed one SLA member who had
retreated from Koindu, beheaded him and displayed his head on top of a big stone to the civilians
they captured 111 the village. They gathered the civilians, explained they were "freedom fighters" and
appointed a Town Comm.ander. Those communications were made with the assistance of an
interpreter, as the commander was Liberian.
On 1 .i'\pril 1991, two trucks loaded with SLA forces headed for Koindu through Kangama (I<:issi
Teng Cluefdom) to launch an attack on the RUF /NPFL forces G91 The first battle between the two
forces took place the same day at Dambo, a town on the main highway close to Koindu, in I<:issi
Kama Chiefdom (west of I<:issi Teng Chiefdom). The RUF /NPFL forces overpowered the SLA
forces, who had to retreat to Kangama. Dozens of SLA forces were killed during this battle. They
were further dislodged from Kangama after several unsuccessful attempts to repel the RUF /NPFL
forces from Koindu. Some of the retreating SLA forces arriving at Kangama created panic among
the civilian population as, similarly to what was happening in the southern part of the District, the
SLA forces were quickly overpowered and did not put up strong resistance to the invading forces.
Some of these SLA forces were reported to take off their uniforms, hide their weapons and flee to
Guinea with the thousands of civilians who were on their way. Other SLA forces withdrew to the
chiefdolTl headlJlJarter of Buedu (south of I<:issi Teng Chiefdom).
RUF /NPFL forces captured Kangama on 6 April 1991. While in the town, RUF /NPFL forces
began inflicting violence on civilians and their property. The house of the Paramount Chief was
burnt down and his property taken away. The RUF /NPFL conscripted young boys and girls, whose
age is uncJear/'9:: who were then trained and given arms and ammunition. Cases of sexual violence
were reported and in one instance, an old woman from Liberia who had found refuge in the town
was raped by one of the RUF /NPFL commanders; her body was later found in the bush. The first
man to be killed in the town was a Fullah businessman. Seven people were also killed by the
RUF /NPFL commander allegedly for having close links with SLA forces or because they had once
been in the SLA; their bodies were subsequently burnt.
In the evetllng hours of 10 April 1991, the RUF/NPFL forces armed with sophisticated weapons
like Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPGs), AK47, AK58 and other guns launched an attack on Buedu.
At tllls time, SLA forces had withdrawn from Koindu and large numbers of civilians had started to
flee to Guinea. The next day, the SL'\ forces retreated to Kailahun Town (Luawa Chiefdom) after
The Fullah are an ethnic group liv1l1g mainly in the north and east of the country who were targeted, together
with civilians ongmating from Lebanon, by the RUF /NPFL forces, who believed they were the cause of inequality
among Sterra Leonean citizens.
(>9] Those SL\ forces probably came from Daru
awie Chiefdom) to reinforce SLA forces based at Koindu.
However, according to one source, those SL\ forces at Koindu were new recruits who were still undergoing
tra1l1l11g
09:: In the SIerra Leone context, the term "young people" could refer to anyone up to their mid to late thirties, but
probably does not ll1clude people under 15
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losing three men in the battle. The RUF /NPFL forces shot and killed seven civilians and burnt
down public buildings and some ptivate houses.
On 13 April, RUF forces entered the District headquarter, Kailahun Town (Luawa Chiefdom), in
the north of the District. RUF /NPFL forces on their way to Kailahun Town killed the Town Chief
at Sandeya (Lua,,va Chiefdom). From this date on, Kailahun Town would be nicknamed "Burkina
Faso". The RUF /NPFL forces entered the town from the two main roads heading east towards
Buedu and Koindu C93 From Kailahun Town, the RUF /NPFL forces spread across Luawa
Chiefdom. At Sandeya on 20 April, for example, RUF /NPFL forces told civilians to go to Kailahun
Town, where they were lined up and given rice the forces had stolen from shops to take back to
their villages. However, one man ,vho had brought tice to his family, who were hiding in the bush,
and who came back to ask for more rice was accused of giving rice to hidden SLA forces and was
shot dead. Another civilian was also killed that day near the town clinic, accused by the forces of
stealing some drugs. Civilians then returned to their various villages but without their youths, as
young men and girls, including children, were kept by the forces to be trained at a training base
opened 111 Kailahun Town shortly after the RUF had taken control of the town. Those who tried to
escape were killed. Since its inception, the RUF movement was organised and had an internal
structure; one RUF commander, occupying the "G5" position, was in charge of opening new
training bases as their territory gains progressed and as they moved further inland. It should be
noted that this massive opening of training bases did not prevent the establishment of smaller ones,
often at the war front by the commander in charge of the area.
During the three months following their entry into Sierra Leone, the RUF /NPFL forces were
stealing, raping and abducting people and training those abductees for battle. Many women were
abducted to be slaves, their heads shaved so that they could be easily identified and could not run
away. i\bductees who tried to escape were beheaded by RUF /NPFL forces and their heads were
put on sticks at checkpoints as a warning to others.
During the [ust months of the conflict, most of the commanders were members of the NPFL and
therefore spoke a different dialect than that spoken by Sierra Leoneans. Civilians were frightened of
these forces and they did not dare to tell them they could not understand what they were being
asked, although some people were killed for answeting the "wrong way". For example, on 27 April
1991, on the hIghway that leads to Kailahun Town (Luawa Chiefdon,), two men who had come to
Pendembu to buy salt were interrogated at a checkpoint. As they could not understand the Liberian
English spoken by the NPFL forces in charge of the checkpoint, they were mistaken for spies. The
NPFL commander told the two men to step back six feet from them and shot them with an AK47.
Their bodies were then decapitated and their heads put on sticks to frighten other people.
The leader of the RUF came from Liberia to visit his troops at
Chiefdom), Sakeima (Dia Chiefdom) and Baiwala (Dia Chiefdom) in
He visited his troops at Mobai, where he presented himself to the
revolution, claiming that they were fighting to remove the incumbent

Pendembu (Upper Bambara
late April or early May 1991.
civilians as the leader of the
APC regime from power and

m3 No information concerning the fatalities for KaiIahun Town was reported.
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stating that he would fight until he reached Freetown. He further promised the civilians that he
would bring facilities such as free education and free medical care to the people of Sierra Leone and
that equal rights would be given to all Sierra Leoneans: On this occasion, the Public Relations
Officer appol11ted by the RUF /NPFL forces at Mobai explained to the RUF leader that his
members were killing people for no good reason, with reference to the six people killed on 23 April.
However, although the RUF leader told the civilians that he had not instructed his men to kill
civilians, this statement sounded false to the civilians who did not believe in his sincerity.
From Daru Qawie Chiefdom) SLA forces recaptured Benduma Qawie Chiefdom), forcing the
RUF /NPFL forces to retreat to Mobai (Mandu Chiefdom) and its environs where they forcefully
conscripted young men and women into their movement. The RUF /NPFL forces established a
training base at Baiwala to train young men and women whom they called "junior commandos".G94
At first, RUF /NPFL forces appealed to the civilians to join them voluntarily, which some did, but as
their number was not sufficient, they started arresting young men and women. At Baiwala and
Sakiema (Dia Chiefdom) for example, young men and women were lined up and anybody who tried
to refuse Joining the forces was seriously beaten, some being instructed to roll on the ground while
RUF /NPFL forces fired in the air or close to the person on the ground, killing some of them. In
the process of recruiting junior commandos, the girls were used as sex slaves and some were trained
as juruor commandos. This prompted a lot of young men and women to flee into the bush. In
several Cases the forces opened fire on the civilians in the bush and food and many other items were
taken from them.
The RUF /NPFL forces extended their attacks to other villages in Luawa and Kissi Tongi
Chiefdoms, crossed the Moa River that divides the District in two and advanced on Peje Bongre,
Peje West, Penguia and Yawei Chiefdoms. At Dawa, a border town in I<:issi Tongi Chiefdom,
RUF /NPFL killed nine civilians on 15 April. Some of the bodies were cut into pieces and cooked
for the forces to eat that day. During the same attack, some houses were burnt down. Dawa became
important for the RUF /NPFL forces, as it was located on one of their supply routes. On 17 April,
RUF /NPFL forces attacked Kodu Bendu (I<:issi Tongi Chiefdom), flting indiscriminately and killing
crvilians. Some civilians, including children under 15 years old, were abducted to join the forces. 695
Between 18 and 27 April, RUF /NPFL forces captured Manowa (Peje Bongre Chiefdom), the fliSt
chiefdom headcluarter encountered after crossing the Moa River. During their attack on the town,
they killed some civilians and burnt some houses c>96 Peje West Chiefdom (west of Peje Bongre
Chiefdorn, bordered on the west by Malegohun Chiefdorn in Kenerna District) was also affected
· t11C same peno
. d~
d unng
.

One report men tions that th.is training base was opened in J\fay but this needs to be carefully considered, as
there is no exact date for the information preceding the opening of the training base.
095 For both of these attacks, reports mentioned that the fighting forces came from Liberia. However, it could not
be ascertained with certainty whether th.is meant that those forces were coming directly from Liberia when they
launched those attacks or whether this was a general reference to the RUF /NPFL forces who had originally
entered Sierra Leone froin Liberia.
(>9(> No further details could be obtained on this attack.
(m RUF /NPFL forces reached this clllefdom between }\pril and May.
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On 1 May, the G2 c01nmande/>% in Kailahun Town ordered general looting as his men needed to
eat and goats and sheep were taken away. During that pr~cess, vehicles were also taken away. Some
women were raped, civilians killed, houses burnt and men trying to oppose the RUF /NPFL actions
were severely beaten. Shortly afterwards, another RUF commander in charge of the Bandajuma
Sinneh area (Luawa Chiefdom) declared that those stealing, raping and killing actions should stop
and any comrnando involved in such actions would be killed in the presence of the civilians.
Therefore, on 27 thy, one commando who raped two women who had gone in the bush to fetch
fliewood was taken to Bandajuma and killed by the cornmander, who expressly stated that this kind
of action should stop. However, this incident did not please other RUF /NPFL forces and soon
after, another group invaded and burnt down Bandajuma and Sandeya, killing four people.
On 4 May 1991 RUF /NPFL forces entered Tangabu (Kissi Teng Chiefdom), led by a Liberian
commander. This conunander killed one man in the village as he said that since he started fighting in
Liberia, he kills one person per day. By this time, RUF /NPFL forces had already spread to the Kissi
ChiefdolTls (I<:issi Kama, I<:issi Teng and I<:issi Tongi) and Luawa Chiefdom. The commander gave
orders to his forces to rape young girls 1n the village; old women were forced to pound rice and go
fishing. Six of the members raped a 10 year-old girl on 8 July 1991, who later died from her wounds.
Around this time, the RUF leader also visited his troops at Buedu, where he outlined to the civilian
population the airns and objectives of his revolution. According to him, the main target was to
eliminate the APC regime and its followers and, further, to liberate Sierra Leoneans from mental
slavery and other acts imposed on them by the APC government. By June 1991, I<:issi Teng
Chiefdom was already under the control of the RUF /NPFL forces.
The RUF /NPFL also opened a training base at a small village called Bayama, three miles from
Tangabu town. The training base was located at the school and young boys were forced to join the
training; those who refused were tied up and imprisoned. G99
In early M.ay, RUF /NPFL forces reached Yawei Chiefdom, in the northeast of the District,7UU
remaining there until the end of the year. From there, they patrolled the surrounding villages, such
as Massayema in the south of the chiefdom and Ngeblama in the centre of the chiefdom, west of the
chiefdom headquarter of BandaJulTla. \X1hen they first arrived, most notably at Baraka, they
introduced themselves as "freedom fighters" coming to redeem Sierra Leoneans from the tyranny of
the APC regime. This statement inspired some civilians who had indeed suffered frQm the APC
regime to welcome the arrival of the forces and some voluntarily joined them; this happened not
only in this chiefdom but in many other chiefdoms as well. However, as soon as people heard or
witnessed the [list killing or other acts of violence committed against the population, most of them
\vithdrew then mitial confidence in the RUF movement.

See sectJon [X] for a description of the luerarchy within the RUF forces.
It seems that the term "imprisonment" used to report tllls event refers to the action of locking a civilian up
somewhere No more ll1formation could be obtained on this event.
7UU Yawei ChIefdom 1S bordered on tbe north by Gbane Cluefdom (Kana District).
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Thirty RUF /NPFL members entered Woloma (Penguia Chiefdom) in rnid May and forced civilians
to gather in the Court Barrie, hitting some old men and women in the head with the butts of their
guns. They stayed in the town for two days before 20~ of them headed for surrounding villages
together with some young men and women from Woloma. In the nearby villages, as they could not
find young men and women, they beat elderly people, hoping that those people would ask their
children to come out of their hiding places, as a result of which two of the elderly people were killed.
/\ week later, they went to Sengema, a small village near Woloma, where the commander killed two
buys and drank their blood. The RUF /NPFL forces were leaving Woloma on a daily basis to search
for food, money and young people to conscript in the surrounding villages, returning to Woloma in
the evening. l\ t Sengema, young men and women were trained for three hours a day on how to use
their weapons. In mid June, this group was reinforced by a group of 50 men coming from Kailahun
Town. The cOlTlmander of this new group immediately requested a "black goat", referring to human
beings killed and eaten by the RUF /NPFL forces. Two days later, as a punishment for the escape of
two civilians, the RUF /NPFL forces killed four people by cutting their throats, drank their blood
and cooked and ate parts of their bodies. Among the RUF /NPFL forces, this practice was mostly
carried out by the NPFL members. About two weeks later, SLA forces launched a successful attack
on the town and repelled the RUF /NPFL forces. However, a large number of well-armed
RUF /NPFL forces later returned, overpowered the few SLA who were in the town and recaptured
it. The raids in the neighbouring villages started again 701
One of the rnain lmssions given by the NPFL leader to his forces who entered Sierra Leone was to
capture and dislodge the SLA forces from the Moa Barracks at Dam Oawie Chiefdom), in order to
deprive SLA and Economic Community of West African States Cease Fire Monitoring Group
(ECOMOG) forces based in Sierra Leone of one of their most strategic locations and, consequently,
to restrict ECOMOG activity in Liberia 7112 However, it appears that after the initial attacks on Sierra
Leone territory, NPFL forces lost this objective for a while and were more engaged in stealing
property and inflicting 'violence on civilians as is demonstrated by the events described above.
After a first unsuccessful RUF /NPFL attack on Dam Town, the forces that led the attack had to
retreat to Baiima (Mandu Chiefdom) and SLA forces based at Moa barracks were reinforced by
Guinean forces. f\ lot of food items were stolen during the retreat and brought to RUF /NPFL bases
at Ivlobai and Baiirna, where many CIvilians accused of being government collaborators were killed.
SLA forces began launching canon and dragon missiles on RUF /NPFL positions at Mobai (Mandu
Chiefdom) and beyond, at Baiima. Some of the rockets hit private dwellings and in o~e incident at
Baiima, some civilians were killed and others wounded when a rocket hit their house. In June, the
RUF /NPFL forces led by a well-known NPFL commander regrouped their forces from different
positions in Mandu and Dia Chiefdom at Baiima (Mandu Chiefdom) from where they launched their
attack on the Moa Barracks. This attack was not successful as they were repelled by the SLA and

The exact dates of these events could not be obtained from the records or from open source materials.
It has to be rernembered that at the time of the :March attacks, Sierra Leone territory (Lungi i\irport) was used
by the ECOi\lOG forces as a base to frght the NPFL forces in Libena.
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Guinean forces. During this attack, the NPFL commander was killed on the bridge that separates
7t13
the barracks from the town
Followlllg tlllS general attack, the RUF jNPFL forces would launch many rnore attacks, sometimes
using bypass roads such as the one through Malema Village (Jawie Chiefdom) without managing to
capture the Moa Barracks. At this time, Mandu Chiefdom (east of Jawie Chiefdoms) and some
villages and towns of J awie Chiefdom such as Kutoma, Bombohun and Benduma were under
RUF jNPFL control. Those three villages were used as informants' places to pass on information to
the RUF jNPFL strongholds in Gbiima, Moiba and Mandu (Mandu Chiefdom), where the
RUF jNPFL had retreated after the unsuccessful attack on the Moa Barracks. The RUF jNPFL
forces lost a lot of their members during these continuous attacks and a lot of civilians were killed.
In December, at Gbaama, a village close to Moa Barracks, the RUF jNPFL forces killed 62 civilians,
who were later buried by SLA forces from the Moa Barracks.
In Macca Kpakpeibu (Yawei Chiefdom)'tl4 on 21 July, a group of 110 RUFjNPFL 'US members
entered the town with heavy firing and assembled the 60 inhabitants, including children, in the Court
Barrie. Some civilians were told to bury the 20 people the RUF jNPFL had killed so they dug a big
pit, put the bodies in it and covered it over. This group made daily patrols of the surrounding
villages, capturing civilians who were then sent to Kailahun Town or Geima (Luawa Chiefdom) to
be trained or used to work for the forces by carrying loads. On one occasion, those RUF jNPFL
forces gathered 800 civilians and sent them to Geima to work in farms. During their stay, they
sexually assaulted women, including the elderly. Inn1.id August, some SLA forces from Dam (Jawie
Chiefdom) came to the village and repelled the RUF jNPFL forces from the village, as at the time of
tl1.is attack, the SLA were 200 in number while the RUF forces were only 30. The SLA did not,
however, stay III the village and instead went back to Dam?16
During the harvest season, 'civilians from Senguma (Penguia Cl1.iefdom) were forced to work for
RUF jNPFL forces and had to carry the produce of the harvest on their heads to Pendembu (Upper
Bambara Cl1.iefdom). Fifty RUF jNPFL members entered Baraka on 10 May and stayed in the village
for some months, raiding the surrounding area in search for food. During their raids, they always
took Clvilians with them to carry the property they would take.
On 10 October, RUF jNPFL forces attacked Levoma (Yawei Cl1.iefdom), gathered the civilians and
appointed some to carry the property they had just taken to the chiefdom headquarter- of Manowa
(Peje Bongre Cl1.iefdom, south-east of Yawei Chiefdom), wl1.ich was used by the RUF jNPFL as

Itl3 It appeared that this commander was killed by one of his colleagues, another NPFL commander, who at the
time was a battalion commander.
Itl4 TIm town is located on the road that links Bandajuma, Yawei Chiefdom headquarter (and further north, Kono
Dlstnct) to Segbwen"la (Njaluahun Chiefdom) and Daru 0awie Chiefdom) in the south of Kailahun District.
ItiS The two forces were dressed differently as the NPFL members were dressed in "Ronko", namely country
clothes, while tl1e RUF rriembers were wearing CIvilian attire ,,-vitl1 red bandanas tied around their heads. Some of
the NPFL members were from Burkina Faso.
ItI(, It is possible that this attack took place in August 1992.
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their route to Camp Zogoda 7117 in Geima. One of the civilians who could not carry the load that was
allocated to him, as it was too heavy, was severely beat~n. Other civilians were told to bury the
people the RUF /NPFL forces had killed in the village, among them an old woman, who was killed
in her house, as she was unable to run.
For two months between October and December, the RUF /NPFL forces transferred their base
from Kailahun TQ\.vn to Pendembu (Upper Bambara Chiefdom), which was also their
11ea dquarters 711H
Followmg the retreat after the attack on Moa Barracks in late June, NPFL forces who had
established strong positions on the east side of the Moa River embarked on massive looting, raping
and killing of civilians, together with acts of cannibalism. These practices were carried out by NPFL
forces at the end of 1991, throughout 1992 and part of 1993 and not the RUF forces. Different
rounds of practices called 'Tap' were accomplished throughout this period, starting with Tap 20 in
late 1991 7
{1')

RUF vanguards and junior commandos, mferior in number - even ifby October 1991, almost 2,000
new recruits had already been trained - were unable to prevent or protest against those NPFL
practices. However, in October 1991, the RUF leader welcomed the idea of an RUF commander
opening a jungle base unknown to the NPFL forces. This hidden base was opened near a village
called Gborworbugao, about 16 nllies from Kailahun Town and about 150 new recruits (captured
civilians) began to receive training in conventional and guerrilla warfare.
b)
Events in 1992
In January 1992, the RUF leader visited his troops at Baraka (Yawel Chiefdom) where he had a
meeting with the troops and the civilians. He explained to the civ"ilians the objectives of his
movement and later instructed the troops to be always on the offensive. Also in January, a new base
was opened at Jborbu Gao (south of Luawa Chiefdom) but was never used.
On 3 January 1992, RUF/NPFL forces based in Tangabu (Kissi Teng Chiefdom) killed four men
from Lua\;va Chiefdom who had entered Tangabu without passes; their bodies were burnt and
thrown into the bush. They further explained that any civilian found not staying in the area where
they lived would be killed. Later, m April, a woman was killed for having more than one lover. At
the beginrung of June 1992, the first boys who had been trained at this base were _sent to the
warfront, leading and showing routes to the RUF /NPFL forces and also assisting them in
Identifying the civilians who used to hold any position within the APC regime. Thus, in this area
composed of the three Kissi Chiefdoms, the RUF /NPFL forces had control and no fighting with
SLA forces was reported. However, internal fighting arose between forces from the RUF and those

This means 'land of freedom'.
Pendembu would remain their headquarter tluoughout 1992 and part of 1993.
711') It should be noted that the information from the records is rather confusing on the identification of those
groups as the different groups and the dates of those events are mi,ed. \X!11at is clear, however, is that there was no
difference between those different groups with respect to the type of violence they committed against Clvilians.
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from the NPFL, which marked the start of a split between the two factions, leading to the
withdrawal of the NPFL forces from Sierra Leone.
A reinforcement group entered from Liberia in Febmary 1992 through the border town of Batwoma
(Luawa Cluefd01Tl), south of Kailahun Town. This group held a meeting with the civilians at
Ngebgema (Upper Bambara Chiefdom) at which they informed them about the aims and objectives
of their movernent. They stated that the town was now under their control and chose a private
dwelling to host thor office. The commander in charge of this group asked one of the civilians to
point out all the APC goverrunent personnel such as police officers, SLA members, civil servants
and foreigners, including the Lebanese 7111 However, as Ngebgema was a small village, none of those
categories of persons were to be found in the village. The movement of civilians was restricted and
none of them was allowed to leave the village without a pass signed by the commander.
In early T\1arch 1992, the RUF leader visited this group at Ngebgema, the civilians having been
gathered at the Court Barrie for the occasion, and he mentioned that about 15,000 men and women
had now been trained to fight in Sierra Leone. The RUF leader explained how the APC regime was a
corrupt one and how it had toured the country giving privileges to foreigners, especially
businessm.an, rather than to Sierra Leoneans. He made it clear that civilians were no longer under
the authority of the APC government but under RUF control, that every civilian had to obey RUF
commanders in their controlled areas and that whatever was obtained by his RUF forces at the war
front was for them, as they were not paid. He concluded his statement by saying that all young girls
and boys had to join the movement for their country. The commander of the group therefore forced
young boys and girls to join the RUF to be trained, to serve as carriers or, for the girls, to become
"wives".711 It is interesting to note that the RUF appointed teachers to educate the children they had
abducted, allegedly as part of their \N1.11 to be and to behave as a new rulers of Sierra Leone.
In lvlarch, an NPFL member coming to f1ght the SLA troops at Daru entered Buedu (Kissi Tongi
Chiefdom), where he killed a civilian as a human sacrifice for his upcoming battle. 712 At Manawa
(Peje Bongre Chiefdom), RUF jNPFL forces made another human sacrifice. The forces had
captured a large group of civilians from various towns and villages and gathered them in the town.
One out of every ten people was killed as a ritual sacrifice and their bodies were thrown into the
nver.
In an attempt to repel the NPFL forces out of Sierra Leone, some RUF vanguards decided to use
the services of the Poro society,m a rnale secret society at Mende Buima (peje Bongre Chiefdom),
which was full of NPFL forces using it as an assembly area in Kailahun District. The principle of

7111 Despite many living in Sierra Leone for generations, the Lebanese - who make up the majority of businessmen
1n the country - are more often than not unable to obta1n Sierra Leonean citizenship and are therefore referred to
and treated as foreigners
711 The age of those recruits ,vas not specified.
71] No more details on the circurnstances surrounding this killing could be obtal11ed.
711 The Poro society and its equivalent for women, the Bondo society, are Mende societies where the irtitiation
process gives social identities to its ITlembers. Those societies are based on common beliefs about the living, the
dead and the gods.
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tlm society IS that when the poro devil is outside, whether day or night, only the initiated or
recognised of the society are allowed outside to take pa~t or join the group in the ceremony. This
society therefore would arrest the NPFL forces since they were not members of it. However, a
woman went to tell the RUF jNPFL forces about this secret society, which annoyed them and, in
retaliation, the NPFL forces killed 100 civilians and burnt 200 houses.

Furthermore, around the same time, the NPFL forces discovered the existence of the hidden RUF
base opened late in 1991 and a lot of RUF vanguards and junior commandos were arrested and
taken to Camp Namna in Liberia. m Some of the top vanguards were jailed for three to four months
as a result of this operation. A lot of RUF junior commandos were killed by NPFL forces while
others went into hiding in the bush. The ones kept in custody in Liberia were released after the RUF
leader intervened on their behalf with the NPFL leader.
In the north of the District, a combined force of SLA and local militia (Donsos from Kana District)
attacked RUF jNPFL forces, recapturing towns and villages under RUF jNPFL control, including
Sandaru (Penguia Chiefdom).715 \"X1bile at Sandaru, the SLA forces destroyed and took property and
beat and killed people.71(, The troops also succeeded in driving the RUF /NPFL forces out of the
Luawa Cll1efdom, except for the town of Geima.
SL'\ military successes were however reported, including a few successful attacks for at least the fIrst
half of 1992. In February, SLA forces attacked and retook towns and villages in Penguia Chiefdom,
including Senguma. They stayed in the area for four months, patrolling the area but also inflicting
violence on CIvilians717 and taking civilians' property, as a result of which some of the civilians went
to Guinea. However, RUF jNPRL retook the area as they were advancing further north. SLA and
Guinean forces from Daru (Jawie Chiefdom) also made some attempts to repel RUF jNPFL forces
from Mandu Chiefdom and to capture Mobai, Baiima, Kuiva (Mandu Chiefdom) and Baiwala (Dia
Chiefdom). Two fronts were launched, one going to Kuiva and the other one moving towards
Baiima. However, both groups were defeated and had to retreat back to Daru. The RUF jNPFL
position at Kangama (I<:issi Teng Chiefdom) was also attacked and captured for a short wIllie,
although the forces subsequently regrouped and recaptured the town. During their stay, the SLA
forces forced the civilians to break down all the houses that were close to the bush and to uproot all
the coffee and cocoa plantation. The zinc taken from the houses was used to make fences around
swamps. The SLA forces also recaptured other towns in I<:issi Teng Chiefdom, such as Tangabu.
By mid 1992 the RUF jNPFL forces in the North had conquered the major towns and established
bases. An llTlportant base ,vas Baraka (Yawei Chiefdom), which was a strategic town on the way to
Kono District Later on Baraka and Geima (Luawa Chiefdom) were among the RUF jNPFL forces'
strongest holds In the North. In particular, Geima was also an important training camp. Even towns

7q This camp 1S located in the Lofa County.
715 Those local hunters were very active in the south-east of Kana District, in particular in Soa and Fiama
Chiefdoms
71" No more informatlon could be obtamed on this incident.
717 No specific 1ncidents were reponed for this period.
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like Bunumbu (PeJe \Vest Chiefdom) and Segbwema came under attack, although they were not
captured.
One morning 1n i\pril 1992, RUF jNPFL forces 718 led by a Liberian commander launched an
offensive on the chiefdom headquarter of Bunumbu (Peje West Chiefdom). As they entered the
town, people panicked and started fleeing to the bush. The combined forces put some people in a
house and set the house on flre. They then assembled the remaining civilians in the Court Barrie and
killed one pregnant woman who refused to join them. The forces used the town as a base from
where they patrolled the surr'ounding villages in search of food and other items. During their stay, 10
school-going girls (classes 4 to 6) were raped. Bunumbu at this time was the front line as it also
allowed for further advances into Kenema District, particularly into the diamond area located at
Tongo Field (Lower Bambara Chiefdom, Kenema District).
In Malema Chiefdom in the south of the District, SLA forces encouraged the formation of
vlgilantes, composed of young people who were given basic training, to assist the troops in
prosecuting the war in the District. Most of the chiefdoms were contributing funds called "war
efforts", as well as willingly giving their brothers and their young people to be trained. The successes
of the SL!\, however, did not last long At this time, Datu Oawie Chiefdom) was under constant
RUF jNPFL attack. The only areas the SLJ\ forces controlled were Segbwema (Njaluahun
Chiefdom.) and parts of Mandu, Ja\.vie and Malema Chiefdoms. Following the overthrow of the
President of Sierra Leone by the SLA on 26 April 1992, SLA forces began more intensive attacks on
the RUF jNPFL forces, defeating a large number of them. However, at that time, they did not
succeed in removing the RUF jNPFL forces completely from the various areas and their actions
were more of a sporadic nature, killing and torturing captured RUF jNPFL members. Furthel1TIore,
their behaviour towards civilians began to deteriorate as SLA forces on patrol started to take away
civilians' property, such as domestic animals and household items.
Civilians coming frorn areas under the control of RUF jNPFL forces were taken to the Moa
Barracks in Datu for screening purposes; a lot of civilians were killed during this process, accused of
being "rebels" or "rebel collaborators". As an example, one young man from Yawei Chiefdom was
arrested by SLA forcespatrolJing the chiefdom and was killed in the Moa Barracks. Later on, a
committee made up of the elders from the 14 chiefdoms of the District was formed so that they
lTUght identify the civilians brought to the barracks and avoid the killing of innocent civilians.
The RUF jNPFL forces continued their persistent attacks on towns and villages in both the
northern and central chiefdoms of the District, including the Moa Barracks.
The "Tap 20" group, consisting of the Gio-speaking tribe of Liberia (NPFL) was actlve in Kissi
Kama, Kissi Teng, Penguia and Luawa Chiefdoms. Their local commander gave an order to his
troops that all civilians captured should be killed because for him they were "without blood", i.e. less
than human. Tll1s group frequently engaged in cannibalism in these chiefdoms. In Penguia
Chiefdom in May, members of Tap 20 killed and ate people selected due to their larger size.

7tH

These forces were dressed

military combat red t-shirts with palm fronds tied around their foreheads
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Furthermore, they often engaged in sexual assaults against women, who were raped by many men at
one lime.
In Ngiehun (Luawa Chiefdom), NPFL forces dropped hot melted plastic into people's eyes.
Furthermore, one of the "sentences" they carried out was to put human beings in a large cooking
pot with red palm oil; this kind of sentence was imposed when, for exalTlple, they thought a civilian
was not obeying their commands. In Kissi Teng Chiefdom, the members of this group used to kill
people and eat their flesh; babies were usually pounded in mortar to provide the type of food they
liked. On 30 June 1992, a tnan was killed in the chiefdom and his body eaten. 719 Th.is caused tnany
Clvilians to flee to neighbouring Liberia.
The Tap 20 group was replaced by another group of NPFL members called Tap 40 during the last
months of 1992. At this time, most of the top ranking NPFL commanders were recalled to Liberia
by their leader as they were encountering serious attacks in liberia from a fighting force called the
United liberation Movement for Democracy in Liberia (ULIMa). The Tap 40 group also killed
many civilians and often cooked and ate their flesh. One such incident happened in the I<:issi Kama
Ch.iefdom on 9 October 1992, when two civilians caught escaping were killed, cooked and eaten. 7211
I\nother incident of cannibalism was reported about a civilian caught tryU"lg to escape from the
RUF jNPFL forces in F obu (Luawa Chiefdom) on 5 October 1992. A man caught crossing the
Guinean border was stripped naked and later killed; most of his body parts were cooked and eaten
by some NPFL members. Again around this time, some RUF junior commandos were killed and
eaten by those NPFL forces. There appeared to be two main reasons for these practices. First, it
was sunply a way to get food. Second, the forces believed that when they ate human flesh, they
obtained the strength of the person they were eating; accordingly, they would first eat young,
healthy, good looking men. Eating enemies was also practiced. However, reports mention that
persons of any age and any gender were also eaten, including children. Indeed, in some places in the
Distnct like Pendembu (Upper Bambara Chiefdom), Mende Buima (peje Bongre Chiefdom), Kuiva
and Baiima (both in Mandu Chiefdom), NPFL forces were living in separate compounds from RUF
forces where they practiced cannibalism.
In Nyadahun Bambabu in Ivlarch-I\pril, the NPFL forces were the only ones living in this town.
\\lhen they went on patrol, they abducted people to carry stolen goods back to their town. Upon
returning to the village they then killed and ate the people they had abducted. When these NPFL
forces were ,vithdrawn from Sierra Leone to fight the advancing ULIMO forces in Liberia, the RUF
forces sent to this town found a very large cauldron with three legs set up in the town mosque.
These pots were usually used to cook food for large numbers of people when it was harvest time.
Huwever in this case the caulchon had been used to cook people for the NPFL forces. All around
the cauldron on the floor of the mosque were the dismembered skeletal remains, including the
skulls, of around 40 to 50 people. Each of these persons had been shot in the head.

71~
7211

The conwuons surrounchng this killing could not be ascertained.
No more details could be obtained on this bit of information.
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In the south of the District, SLA forces were more successful in containing the RUF /NPFL forces,
due to the presence of the ULIMO troops 721 in Segbwema (Njaluahun Chiefdom) and the Guinean
troops in Daru (lawie Chiefdom). However, on 25 Decerriher 1992, RUF /NPFL forces identified by
civilians as being the 'Tap 20'722 group launched an attack on Segbwema (Njaluahun Chiefdom),
coming from the chiefdom headquarter of Manowa (peje Bongre Chiefdom), the other road going
to Segbwema and passing by Daru Oa,vie Chiefdom). They entered the town through the hospital,
where they beheaded one doctor after he had given them some drinks and money, hoping this
would make thern leave without killing him. Many drugs were taken away from the hospital and
some people were captured. For seven hours, this group battled with SLA and ULIMO forces
before being eventually repelled. Shortly after this incident, Guinean forces based at Daru 0awie
Chiefdom) came to Segbwema.
Civilians escaping RUF /NPFL attacks in Yawei Chiefdom tried to find refuge in Gbane Chiefdom
(Kono DIstrict) located to the north of their chiefdom. Some of those fleeing civilians were
thoroughly screened by SLA forces at the chiefdom headquarter of Gandorhun (Gbane Chiefdom,
Kono District). A young man, accused of being a "rebel collaborator" was doused with petrol by the
SLA forces, who then set fire to him and let him burn. Furthermore, some animosity was prevailing
between Kailahun civilians, who were mainly Mende, and Kono inhabitants. Furthermore, as the
RU F /NPFL forces entered Sierra Leone through Kailahun District, civilians coming from this area
were viewed as suspicious an9 were not welcome.
At Kuiva (Mandu Chiefdom), RUF forces established an execution centre for the whole District. At
this centre, alleged criminals were killed and buried in mass graves. The centre was maintained
throughout the war period. 723 From December until March 1993, an RUF training base was opened
at Manowa (Peje Bongre Chiefdom).724
In December 1992, an Eastern Region Civil Defence Committee comprised of representatives from
the three Districts of the Eastern Province - Kono, Kenema and Kailahun - and from Freetown
was formed in a bid to assist the SLA forces. 725 "Well-meaning" Sierra Leoneans were to register for
the Committee and to fulfil the work of vigilantes for the SLA
c)
Events in 1993
In early 1993, some RUF forces that were repelled by SLA forces from Pujehun District726 briefly
joined the RUF forces in Kailahun District, passing through the Golan Forest at the border between
Kenema District and Liberia. Furthermore, as ULIMO forces were active and inflicted serious losses

This fighting faction, which emerged and fought the NPFL in Liberia, also fought on Sierra Leonean territory,
alongside the SL-\.
722 It is more likely that tlus group was actually Tap 40, who replaced the Tap 20 group in late 1992.
713 No more details could be obtained on this centre.
714 This base would be transferred for one month only in early 1993 to Gandorhun (Gbane Chiefdom, Kono
District).
72) BBC, 22 December 1992
72(, In December 1992 and early 1993, RUF forces launched an offensive on Pujebun District but were soon
defeated by the SL\ forces, assIsted by ULIMO and Guinean forces.
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on NPFL forces 111 Liberia, the supply route for arms and ammunition and other items for the
RUF/NPFL forces in Sierra Leone through Vaahun (Liberia) and Bomaru (Upper Bambara
Cll1efdom) was cut off, leaving the RUF forces unable to"resist the SLA and Guinean forces.
Follmving the setting up of a Civil Defence Cotmmttee in 1992, local hunters began fighting with
SLA forces, notably in Jawie Chiefdom. At this time, however, no formal initiation as such was
taking place. Rather the "renowned man" who was behind the establishment of the Cotmmttee
played the role of a catalyst or organiser for the local hunters.
On 18 March 1993, the RUF/NPFL attacked Bandajuma (Yawei Chiefdom) from their base in
Baiima. Seventy-eight RUF /NPFL members were killed; eight civilians and four SLA members were
wounded. The RUF /NPFL forces were, however, repelled by the SLA forces.
Throughout 1993 and part of 1994,717 an RUF training base was operational at Dia (I<:issi Kama
Chiefdom). Furthermore, following the retreat from Koidu (Gbense Chiefdom, Kono District) in
January 1993, RUF forces established their headquarters at Kailahun Town (Luawa Chiefdom).
In April 1993, some RUF commanders discovered that some RUF members together with civilians
from Ngiehun (Luawa Chiefdom) had talks with SLA forces to arrange for the arrest of the RUF
leader. \"/hen they learnt this, RUF forces went to Ngiehun, surrounded the town and killed an
unspecified number of civilians. One of the practices they carried out at this time was to pour
boiling palm oil in the ears of the men and in the vaginas of the women so that they would
acknowledge the planned plot against their leader. Among the people killed were one protmnent
businessman and his family, two teachers and two well-known women. m
The SLA forces proceeded to capture Kailahun Town and also captured other towns, such as
Baiima, Kuiva (Mandu Chiefdom), Pendembu (Upper Bambara Chiefdom) and Mobai (Mandu
Chiefdom), probably in April. The RUF /NPFL retreated first to Dia Chiefdom, east of Mandu
Chiefdom, but as SLA forces also advanced into Dia Chiefdom and recaptured the headquarter
town of Baiwala, RUF /NPFL forces withdrew from the rest of Dia Chiefdom. 729 During this retreat,
sitmlarly to other Districts, notably Kenema District, retreating RUF forces frightened the civilians
by telling them that if they stayed, they would be considered to be "rebel" collaborators by the SU\
forces, as a result of which many civilians fled with the RUF forces. Thus, on 6 May 1993, Baiwala
(Dia Cll1efdom) and BOlTlaru (south of Upper Bambara Chiefdom, a few rniles from Baiwala) were
captured by SLA forces. Some SLA forces went to Vaahun, a Liberian town eighf nllies from
Bonuru along on the motorable road used by RUF forces to enter Sierra Leone, to exhort the
civilians who had found refuge there to resettle in Dia and Mandu Chiefdoms.

727 This base was operational until SL\ forces repelled the RUF forces and confmed them m I<.issi Teng
Chiefdom.
m .-\lthough the preClse number of fatalities could not be ascertained, it appears that a lot of people were killed
during tlus lllcident
m No figures on the fatalities dunng these attacks could be obtained.
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SLA screerung bases were operational throughout Kailahun District, including in Pendembu (Upper
Bambara Chiefdom) and in Daru Qa,vie Chiefdom). Civilians who returned from Vaahun were
taken to Daru to check whether they were RUF member~ or collaborators. Following interviews in
these screerung bases, those people who had been appointed to any position by the RUF /NPFL
forces were kept in custody and sornetimes killed. In May, the SLA forces succeeded in completely
repelling the RUF forces from J awie Clllefdom. 7311
In the same wave of counter attacks in which they recaptured Mandu and Dia Chiefdoms, SLA
forces proceeded further north and recaptured Pendembu (Upper Bambara Chiefdom) in Mayas
well as towns in Luawa, Penguia and Yawei Cl-uefdoms. SLA forces occupied Ngiehun, a town
located on the main road between Pendembu and Kailahun Town, and entered Kailahun Town with
heavy flfepower in September. From Luawa, they moved on to Buedu (Kissi Tongi Chiefdom).73l In
Penguia Cl-uefdom, SLA forces encouraged civilians to come out of the bushes and to resettle.
Following the SLA capture of these towns, an announcement was made on the radio that all civilians
and RUF rnembers in the bush should come out and that RUF members should surrender. SLA
force also went on "mopping up" operations in the bush searching for RUF forces; civilians who
were discovered were sent to the screening process.
During the same period, the SLf\ commander gave orders to demolish houses in Mandu Chiefdom.
"t\'1ost houses ,vithin the cl-uefdolTl were then unroofed, including a hospital building. Civilians were
forced to work for the SLA forces, mainly to brush the roads and to cut down foliage around the
towns to prevent RUF forces from taking them by surprise.
The same SLi\ group that had recaptured Mandu and Dia Chiefdoms in April and May launched an
attack on RUF/NPFL positions at Buedu (Kissi Tongi Chiefdom) inJune 1993. SLA forces entered
the town by using the main motorable road from Kailahun Town (Luawa Chiefdom, west of K.issi
Tongi Chiefdom) and battled with RUF /NPFL forces before the latter fled the town, retreating
back to Liberia and to the border town of Dawa (Kissi Tongi Chiefdom). While retreating, they shot
and killed some Clvilians at Dawa, raped sorne women and captured youths. Some civilians were also
killed during the battle. After the recapture of the town, the commander in charge of the SLA forces
exhorted the civilians to tell their children who had been conscripted into the RUF to come out of
the bush and settle peacefuDy in the town. However, one night, the commander ordered that 27 of
those RUF members who had come out of the bush be killed and the 27 young men 732 were tortured
to death by the SLA forces. Tl-us incident created panic among the civilians and some .of them left
Buedu for the neighbouring countries of Liberia and Guinea. The SLA troops further successfully
recaptured Koindum (Kissi Teng Cl-uefdom) and pushed the RUF /NPFL forces back into Liberia,
wl-llle some escaped to Kono District. Thus by 1993, SLA forces, together ,vith ULIMO and
Guinean forces had confined the RUF forces to the extreme east of the District, in the north of
l<..issi Teng Cl-uefdom.
Tlus chiefdom would be free of RUF incursion throughout the following years, until the j\FRC coup where
RUF forces came out of the bush and merged with AFRC forces.
i11 No detail could be obtained on those attacks.
732 Their ages could not be ascertained.
iY\ This probably took place 111 Novernber
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Tap 40 was also active in 1993, notably in IZissi Teng Chiefdom 734 One of their conunanders used
to kill people by cutting into their flesh until they died, including a refugee from Liberia who failed
or refused to bring palm "rine for the NPFL commanders. On 21 January 1993, a woman was killed
and her body cooked and eaten in Tangabu Town. Members of Tap 40 raped young girls and forced
boys to carry their loads from Tangabu to Liberia. In Kangama, a woman in her flfties corning from
Liberia 111 February was raped by many of those NPFL members; she later died in March as a result
and her body was tlu'own into a big pit near Kangama. In April, three men previously appointed as
Town Commanders in three different villages were killed for failing to provide food to the
COlTl1nanders. On 3 February at Mano Sewalu (I<:issi Kama Chiefdom) there was a flerce battle
between RUF and Tap 40, as a result of which many civilians escaped into the bush. Many other
civilians were killed together v.rith some of the RUF flghters, their bodies thrown into a pit. In IZissi
Teng Chiefdom, a senior RUF offlcer gave the order to RUF junior conunandos to hunt and kill
NPFL forces. Accordingly, NPFL forces left Sierra Leone between February and May and, while
retreating, burnt down many houses and killed civilians. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that in
August 1993 an internal fight occurred v.rithin the RUF between two of the most senior offlcers
belonging to two different tribes, the Mendes (from the East and South) accusing the Temnes (i.e.
the RUF leader's tribe) of destroying their land. 735
In a bid to \\rin the support of civilians, the RUF appointed a GS group consisting of civilians and
RUF members, which served as a mediator and settled disputes between civilians and RUF forces. 736
After losing much ground to the SLA forces, the RUF /NPFL were cut off from their supplies
coming from Liberia. Furthermore, when the NPFL forces \.vithdrew to Liberia, they took with
them all their weapons, including those captured from the SLA and Guinean forces in 1991-93.
Indeed, all heavy weapons, artillery, war tanks, armoured cars, small arms and vehicles were taken to
Liberia. As they could not depend on irregular supplies from Liberia or on the weapons captured
from the SLA forces, the RUF forces engaged in trade and barter v.rith Guineans and Sierra
Leoneans along the border towns of the two countries, in particular in Luawa Chiefdom, which was
a significant black market location. They traded mostly in agricultural products like cocoa, coffee and
palm oil but also in valuable items such as tape recorders, gold and diamonds. Even members of the
Guinean forces protecting the borders of Guinea were involved in the trade, as well as members of
ULII\10 forces. However, RUF forces did not deal directly with the Guineans but traded v.rith their
own contractors who took commissions. Any property acquired through this bord~r trade was
considered to be "Government property", i.e. belonging to the RUF movement. This system
enabled RUF forces to procure weapons and other logistics. Thus, while in the bush, RUF forces
forced civilians they had captured to process palm oil, cocoa and coffee they would then use to trade
for arms and arnmunition. Another way of raising funds was through the establishment of a tax in
the District, namely requiring each town or village under their control to contribute a certain amount
of products, particularly coffee and cacao, depending on the size of the village.

m It is believed that the!' entered the chiefdom in November 1992.
7.15
71(,

No more lnfonnrltion could be obtrl1l1ed on tillS event.
See section [X] for more infoIl1Htion on the lllerrlrchy and organisation of the RUF forces.
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In the latter part of the year, "vith persistent attacks on SLA positions in the Kissi Teng Chiefdom,
the RUF /NPFL forces succ~eded in driving them frorn)he chiefdom entirely. In addition, on 1
December 1993, the then I-lead of State, Capt. Strasser, declared a unilateral ceasefue. Further to this
declaration, a lot of SLi\ forces left their positions thinking the war was over, which allowed RUF
forces to redeploy in certain areas, mainly in the south of Kenema Districe 37 and, in 1994, in
Kailahun District.
d)
Events in 1994
At the end of January and following renewed RUF attacks, notably in Kenema District, the
Government of Sierra Leone declared "total war" against the RUF. The Head of State engaged in a
rnassive recrwtment of SLA forces and from 3,000 men in 1991, they would reach around 12,000 in
1994.
By 1994, followl11g the successful SLA attacks and territory gains in 1993 and the retreat of the
NPFL forces, the RUF now consisted of one and a half brigades composed solely of Sierra
Leoneans. These RUF forces realised that they could no longer engage the enemy in face-to-face
battle or conventional warfare, due to the strength and superior firepower of SLA and foreign
forces. The RUF therefore decided to engage in jungle warfare in 1994 and an Operations order on
jungle or guerrilla warfare was drafted and distributed to the front line commanders. Those front
line commanders were trained for two weeks in guerrilla tactics and provided with [ust aid and a
basic stock of food supplies plus arms and ammunition before they were sent in various directions
into the jungle. The commanders' individual and newly mastered skills were passed onto the squad,
platoon, company and battalion levels. During the training phase, they were taught the basics of
squad to battalion tactics, namely tactical deployment in diverse terrains, combined arms training,
urban warfare skills, ambushes, infiltration techniques, deception operatlons, advanced
reconnmssance and fighting patrolling.
SLA forces were occupying most of the District for the fust months of the year and there were
some incidents of harassment of the civilian population. In one incident in Penguia Chiefdom in
February 1994, an SLA member was arrested and killed on the orders of the SLA commander for
having raped a 13 year-old girl. The commander made it clear to the civilians and the SLA forces
that this kind of behaviour was not acceptable.
Towards the end of March and the beginning of April 1994, RUF forces started launc1:Ung massive
and successful attacks on SL'\ positions in the District 73R A group from Liberia attacked the town of
Koindu. A second group from Liberia entered the town of Gbolabu in the Upper Bambara
Chiefdom. This group conscripted children in and around the township.m In Geima (Luawa
Chiefdom), a large quantity of arms and ammunition were captured from SLA forces.

737 See the factual analysis for Kenema District where massive and successive attacks were launched in the
southeast of the District in Decernber 1993
73R Already 1n Januar)' 1994, RUF forces captured an SLt\ base, east of Pendembu.
73~ No more information was available 011 these inodents.
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Once the RUF forces took the jungle and rapidly started to gain positions throughout the country,74U
Kailahun DIstrict, in particular the eastern part of the District, became a stronghold and was
completely under RUF control. At sometime in 1994, RU"F forces captured a large number of arms
and ammunition from the SLA forces at Geima (Luawa Chiefdom) and SLA forces withdrew from
Luawa Chiefdom. However, throughout 1994, 1995 and 1996, Mandu and Dia Chiefdoms remained
under the control of SLA forces.
In 1\1ay 1994, RUF forces came to the township of Sandaru (penguia Chiefdom) from the direction
of Kono District and dislodged the SLA forces based there. They informed the civilians that all of
Sierra Leone was now under their control and that civilians should not hide or they would be chased
and killed. They forced young boys and girls they had captured to take illicit chugs, claiming that it
was new mediClne meant to develop then1 and make them strong. RUF forces used Sandaru as a
base to p3trol and raid the vil13ges in the chiefdom and came back regularly to the town with food,
stolen property and more captured civilians, so that the number of their forces was greatly increased.
Most of the captured women and girls were sexually assaulted, often publicly.
RUF forces were also to be found in the 'Peje' Chiefdoms, namely Peje Bongre and Peje West
Chiefdoms. In one incident in August 1994, while patrolling in Peje West Chiefdom the RUF forces
discO\'ered a group of civilians in the bush, raped two suckling mothers, whom they subsequently
killed However, Daru (lawie Chiefdom) and Segbwema (Njaluahun Chiefdom), where a camp for
dispbced persons was opened, remaIned under SLA control, thereby blocking strategic 3ccess to the
rest of the country.
The RUF 'Nere dislodged briefly from the town of Kangama (Kissi Teng Chiefdom) by joint forces
of the SLi\, regrouping and recapturing the town later in the year.
RUF forces intensified their ambushes on the Freetown-Kenema highway in late 1994, life
became even more difficult for civilians in Kailahun District. They lacked essential items to live and
the daily number of de3ths of civilians 111 the District and in the refugee camps in Liberia was high.

F\S

JA,.lthough RUF forces made serious gains in the country, fighting mainly in the bush and laying
ambushes, it was perceived in Freetown as a "disintegrated organisation".741 Furthermore, duting the
sarne period, a large number of SLA members were missing without grounds in war affected areas. 741
e)
Events in 1995, 1996 and 1997
Buedu (Kissi Tongi Chiefdom) was fiercely 3ttacked and recaptured frorn SLA forces by RUF forces
111 ]amJ3ry 1995 In February 1995, RUF forces attacked Jojoima (Malema Chiefdom), which had
been under SLA control since 1993. 743

740 By 1995, all the Districts had come under RUF attacks.
.\FP, 16 Septernber 1994
Jval
74) "'-'A details on the Clvilian fatalities - 1f any - could be obtained. It IS only reported that over 20 RUF rnembers
were killed dunng tlus attack.
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In Penguia Chiefdom, many civilians who were abducted from the surrounding towns and villages
were mistreated; wornen were sexually abused in public by RUF forces. Those who refused to have
sexual1l1tercourse with RUF members were killed 7 +1
By the end of 1995, RUF forces from nearby Periwahun launched another unsuccessful attack on
Segbwema (Njaluahun Chiefdom), where they were repelled by the SLA forces. The SLA forces
were successful in repelling RUF forces' attacks on the Mandu and Dia Chiefdoms in 1995.
Nevertheless, throughout 1995 and the following years, the RUF would launch attacks on these
cluefdoms, occasionally controlling some areas 745
At the end of January 1996, prior to the elections to be held at the end of February, the one-week
ceasefue declared by the RUF allowed voter registration in the District, particularly in four
chiefdoms considered at that time to be unsafe, namely ]awie, Mandu, Malema and Upper
Bambara. 74 (, Nevertheless, in RUF-controlled areas, civilians were not allowed to vote in the
February General elections. 747
In 1996, the Kamajor society, which had begun initiations in Bonthe District and developed all over
the Southern Province, reached Kenema and Kailahun Districts. Similarly to other Districts where
local hunters were operational, young energetic men were nominated by the Chiefs and, more often,
the elders of the chiefdoms 748 to be initiated into the society. Dia Chiefdom for example, was asked
to send 50 men for l11itiation. The appointment was done at the section level and each section was at
least initially responsible for the welfare of the men they nominated and who came back to their
various areas after the initiation. In Dia Chiefdom, the Kamajors worked with the SLA forces. The
Kamajors from] awie Chiefdom, under the leadership of a well-known commander who was also
operational in KenelTla Disuict, began challenging RUF positions in Njaluahun Chiefdom.
However, around this tirne, Kamajors began to harass civilians. In Penguia Chiefdom, for example,
crvilians were forced to contribute to feeding the Kamajors and if they failed to do so, all their
property would be taken away and they would be beaten. A man who had just lost his wife and was
about to bury her refused to go and fetch wood as requested by some Kamajors, as a result of which
they beat him severely. }l.gain in Penguia, a businessman at Palima Village had his property taken by
KamaJors and had to hide in the bush for two weeks with his family.

No details could be obtained on this information, either from the records or from open sources.
No details could be obtained on this information, either from the records or from open sources
74(, SLBS radio, a national Sierra Leone radio station, quoted the elections officer for I<.aiIahun District: BBe, 30
.J anuary 1996.
747 The RUF-controlled areas were mainly the chiefdoms located in the east of the District, i.e. Kissi Teng, Kissi
TongJ-, Kissi Kama, Luawa and some parts of Penguia and Yawei Chiefdoms. No more information on what
happened prior, during and followU1g the elections could be obtaU1ed from either the records or from open source
materials. In this respect it is interesting to note that the only serious incidents reported during the elections took
place 1n Bo and Kenema Towns. \X/hile not wishing to m.inimise the intimidation of the voters carried out by the
RUF forces pnor to the elections, theu scale may not have reached the levels sometimes described in the media.
748 /\s the Chiefs had been targeted by the RUF Sl11ce the start of the war, most of them had fled while others were
killed
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In March 1996, a combined force of SLA and CDF (Kamajors) who came from Baiwala (Dia
Chiefdom) attacked a major RUF base in Geima (Luawa Chiefdom), also called "Camp Burkina
Faso". They overpowered the RUF forces and killed elght of them; 26 civilians were also killed
during the attack. The RUF forces, however, recaptured the town four days later. The Kamajors also
attacked another RUF base, established in Kailahun Town at the National Secondary School. The
school was completely bombed down and some civilians were killed. Four days after the attack on
Geima, RUF forces counter attacked the Kamajors and SLA forces, some of them being killed in the
attack. Following this counter attack, SLA forces and Kamajors were repelled. 749
i\round this time, RUF forces started opening schools in the areas under their control, such as at
Kangama (Kissi Teng Chiefdom). The school was not only for children but also for the civilians
living in the areas under RUF control. The teachers were paid with seven cups of rice and two beer
bottles of palrn oil every three months.
However, unlike what happened in the South and especially in Pujehun District, following the
elections and the start of the negotiations between the RUF and the Government of Sierra Leone,
civilians originating from Kailahun District and living in displaced camps or in neighbouring
countries did not return to the District.
The peace negotiations that started in February 1996 reached their conclusion in the signing of a
Peace Agreement between the RUF leader and the Sierra Leonean President at Abidjan, Cote
d'Ivoire, on 30 November 1996. A few days before the signing of this agreement, the RUF leader
had visited his troops near Kailahun Town (Luawa Chiefdom) to talk about the peace process. 750
Despite the signing of the peace agreement, a few incidents between Kamajors and RUF forces took
place in the Segbwema area (Njaluahun Chiefdom) in early December, where some fatalities are
reported on both sides. Nevertheless, it appeared that those skirrnishes initiated by the RUF were
motivated by their search for food.
SLA forces were still molesting civilians they suspected of being "rebels" or "rebel collaborators".
On one occasion, a civilian from Mobai (Mandu Chiefdom) accused of being a "rebel" was sent to
Daru Uawie Chiefdom), tied up, had pepper put in his nostrils, was rut with a bayonet and kept in a
guardroom for six days before being released. I-Ie was given a clearance document that would allow
him to return to lvIobai.
A.t the beginning of 1997, the RUF forces in the south of the District came under fierce attacks by
SLA forces, thus breaking the cease fire provided in the Abidjan Peace Agreement. Their positions,
751
notably in Mobai (IvIandu Chiefdom), were attacked and they had to retreat to their base at Baiima

No more ll1formation could be ascertained on these events.
See, for exan,ple, ;\Fl", 25 November 1996
751 i\!any press releases relate RUF statements in January condemning the Government of Sierra Leone as having
"dashed aside" the "-\bidjan Peace "-\greement: see, for example, ,'\FP, 22 J anuar)' 1997
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On 21 January 1997, Kamajors who were deployed in most previously RUF-controlled areas in the
country proceeded further east in Kailahun District and r,etook lZailahun Town. Nevertheless, RUF
forces m~anaged to keep control in the furthest eastern area of the District in Kissi Teng, Kissi
Tongi, Kissi Kama and parts of Luawa Chiefdoms. Buedu (I<:issi Tongi) thereby became a
headquarter base of the RUF. 752 On 20 February, Pendembu (Upper Bambara Chiefdom), now
under SL\ control, was attacked by RUF forces who were defeated by the SLA, who were
reinforced by their colleagues from Daru Uawie Chiefdom).753 The killings of three RUF members,
one SL'\ member and one ci-vilian were reported 754 Also in February, the SLA forces rescued some
children, once conscripted by the RUF but then living in the bush unaccompanied and
malnourished. 755
Due to those skirmishes in the District between the SLA, IZamajors and RUF forces, the
resettlement program put in place following the Abidjan Peace Agreement was stalled in Kailahun
District. The dernobilisation process had not even started, as United Nations observers were unable
to deploy. Around 10 May, between 20 and 60 civilians were killed during an RUF attack on the
border town of Bomaru (Upper Bambara Chiefdom), highlighting once more the deterioration of
the security situation in the District and the country as a whole, as many attacks were reported for
the same period in the Northern Districts. 7so
Thus, shortly before the events of 25 May 1997, the RUF forces were mainly controlling the far east
of Kailahun District, even if skirmishes \.vith SLA and Kamajors were reported in other parts of the
country, in the Kangari Hills (south of Tonkolili District) and in sorne parts of Moyamba District.
Early 1997, following the signing of the Abidjan Peace Agreement on 30 November 1996, one of
the people the RUF leader had sent to Freetown to represent him during the implementation of the
peace process declared himself the interim leader after the RUF leader's arrest in Nigeria. 757 This
declaration was unilateral and did not obtain the support of the RUF forces. During a visit to
Kailahun District in April to hold meetings with the RUF forces, this self-proclaimed interim leader,
together with other RUF members, was arrested and kept in custody by some of the most senior
RUF commanders.
Following the overthrow of the Government on 25 May 1997, RUF forces came out of the bush
and merged VJith AFRC forces. In early June, one senior RUF commander moved to Kenema Town
VJith 300 of his men 75K Shortly after RUF forces joined the AFRC forces, some of tl].em went to
Segbwema (Njaluahun Chiefdorn) where they looted shops and stole property belonging to civilians
Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 1-31 January 1997. This report was prepared by the Office of the
United Nations Humanitarian Coordinator in Sierra Leone.
753 Pendembu would be attacked again on 6 ;\pril and reports mention there were a Jot of fatalities but no more
details could be obtained.
754 Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 1-28 February 1997. This report was prepared by the Office of the
United Nations Humarutarian Coordinator in Sierra Leone
755 See, for example, },FP, 4 :March 1997.
75(, .-\FP, 15 i\lay 1997 arid ,-\frica Ne,vs, 26 May 1997
757 Philip Palmer announced his self-proclamatiol1 in a press release 011 15 j\larch 1997.
a Sierra Leone Humarutarian Situation Report 02 - 03 June1997 REG. NO. 97/0218
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and to the ICRe 75 ') However, few incidents were reported in the District for the period covering
I'vlay 1997-February 1998, when ECOMOG forces oU~Jed the RUF/AFRC from Freetown, as
attention was mostly concentrated on Freetown, where 600 RUF members from Kailahun District
were believed to have joined the }\FRC lTlembers.
Further to this overthrow and the merging of RUF forces with AFRC forces, Kamajors from
Penguia Chiefdom took the bush or went to Guinea, fearing to be killed by the RUF / AFRC forces
who were chasing them 7W It should be recalled that shortly after the events of 25 May, the AFRC
leader had ordered the members of the CDF to lay down their arms and surrender to the nearest
police station to be disbanded, an order most of the Kamajors did not obey.
After May 1997, and throughout 1998 and part of 1999, civilians in Yawei and Penguia Chiefdoms
suffered constant harassment by RUF / AFRC forces. During these years, RUF / AFRC forces killed,
raped, tortured, amputated limbs and burnt houses down, as a result of which, many of the
inhabitants fled to Guinea. At Baraka (Yawei Chiefdom) for example, the RUF / AFRC forces
unroofed many houses and took property, which was brought to their various bases. Innocent
civilians were accused of hating the forces and killed as a result. Many civilians fled to Liberia and
Guinea7(,1
f\ combined force of Guinean forces, SLA and CDF attacked and dislodged the RUF / AFRC forces
in the to\vns of Bunumbu and Manowa.

In September 1997, Kamajors from Jawie Chiefdom successfully repelled RUF / AFRC forces from
different areas of the chiefdom. Shortly after, two weeks after the start of their operation in
September, the entire chiefdom was under Kamajor control. During these attacks, many
RUF / i\FRC forces were killed by the Kamajors. However, in December and during an attack they
launched on Buedu (Kissi Tongi Chiefdom), 100 Kamajors were allegedly captured by RUF / AFRC
forces 762 and brought to Kailahun Town (Luawa Chiefdom), an RUF / AFRC stronghold.

f)
Events in 1998
On 8 February 1998, the PresIdent of Liberia reportedly visited RUF / AFRC forces in Kailahun
Town (Luawa Chiefdorrl) to ITleet with the field commanders. A meeting was held at the Court
Barne, where he told the forces that produce from the District, particularly cocoa and coffee, must
be transported to Liberia immediately to be sold for the procurement of weapons and other logistics
for the fighting forces. He also spoke about disarmament and further warned all combatants not to
disarm until they heard from him in Liberia. The supply routes for arms and ammunition cOining
from Liberia ran through Koindu (Kissi Teng Chiefdom) and Foya (Liberia) or Bomaru (Upper
Bambara Chiefdom) and Vaahun (Liberia). \X1hen they needed ammunition, RUF forces would send
a large vehicle with a top senior COlTI1Tlander carrying some diamonds to the Liberian President. On
75~

It was earlier mentioned that a carD.p for displaced people was operational in Segbwema.
It IS reported that at the time of the May Coup, the SL'\ forces numbered 14,000 while the I<amajors were
roughly 37,000 in number /\FP, 29 1\la)' 1997
7(,1 No further details are available on events during this period.
7(,2 Xrnbua News ."genc)', 29 DeCell"lber 1997.
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their \vay back to Sierra Leone, they were escorted by Liberian security officers and had documents
similar to clearance papers that would allow them to reach Kailahun District without encountering
any problems From Kailahun District, the arms and a~unition were distributed and dispatched to
other places. The construction of an airfield at Buedu (I<:.issi Tongi Chiefdom) was also begun,
made feasible due to the increased numbers of the RUF forces, particularly the civilians they had
taken with them when they retreated from Freetown. However, due to persistent air raids conducted
by ECOMOG, the construction stopped.
After being pulled out from Freetown, a lot of AFRC members went to Vaahun in Liberia through
Bornaru (lJpper Bambara Chiefdom) while the majority of the RUF forces took back the bush,
which they were used to due to havlng conducted warfare there from 1994 to 1997, unlike the
AFRC forces. \)::'hen they left Freetown, the retreating forces could not take many things with them,
which led to their searching civilians in Kailahun District and taking their property. "Operation Pay
Yourself', meaning take what you need from civilians, was declared in the whole country but there is
little direct information on its implernentation in Kailahun District. Nevertheless, when they came
back from Freetown, RUF and AFRC forces engaged in killing, raping and, above all, looting
actions, which prompted a lot of civilians and especially those in Upper Bambara Chiefdom to leave
their farms and to go to Liberia. However, RUF / AFRC forces captured civilians whom they forced
to work, to go in search for food and to dig holes on the main road of the chiefdom to prevent
ECOJ\10G forces from advancing with their al1110ured tanks.
ln Kailahun Town (Luawa Chiefdom), the then Chief Security Officer (CSO) of the RUF invited all
returnees to a lTleeting in which he encouraged the CDF to identify themselves so they might broker
peaceful co-existence with the RUF / AFRC forces in the township. Seventy-six Kamajors identified
themselves to the RUF / AFRC forces in response to the appeal and the CSO told them that they
were "brothers" and that they would work together to rebuild Luawa Chiefdom. However, the CSO
then ordered his forces to arrest and detain the Kamajors. The CSO set up a court in which the
Kamajors appeared, surnmary investigations were carried out by the RUF commander appointed as
chairman of the court and his verdict was that they should all be released and handed over to their
family who would sign for them. \'(!hile this verdict appeared to be accepted, the CSO nevertheless
ordered that those Kamajors should be kept in jail and their families authorised to come and visit
then,. This continued for few days, until two senior RUF commanders and other RUF members
arrived in town. One of the senior RUF officers killed ten of the Kamajors and ordered his men to
kill the other KamaJors still being held captive. Three days later, the CSO gathered people in the
town and stated that those Kamajors were GovenUl1ent spies and had been preparing to launch an
attack on the chiefdom. He ordered the burial of the bodies in two holes behind the police station.
Throughout 1998, Bunumbu (south-east of Luawa Chiefdom) was the main training base for
RUF /l\FRC forces7(,3 This base was most likely set up in April following the establishment of the
\X'ar Office at Buedu (I<:.issi Tongi Chiefdom) as RUF forces needed more manpower.

In 1999, after RUF (-\FRC forces captured Koidu (Gbense Chiefdom, Kono District Headquarter), the tra.J.ning
base was moved to Yengema (1<:ono District).

7(,1
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In March 1998, CDF forces and a Nigerian contingent of ECOMOG from Kenema District came
to Daru (] a\:vie Chiefdom) through Segbwema (Njaluahun~Chiefdom),7('4supported by alpha jets and
each fighting faction led by a different commander. One civilian was killed at the centre of the
market area by one of the bombs launched from the airplane. On their arrival, the CDF and
ECOMOG forces engaged in battle with the RUF / AFRC forces. Civilians were killed during the
crossfire and houses suspected of belonging to RUF / AFRC family members were set on fire by the
KamaJors. Throughout their deployrnent and attacks on RUF / AFRC positions in the District,
ECOivl0G and CDF forces would use missiles and other long-range artillery, sometimes missing
their targets and destroying property and killing civilians. In Kissi Tongi Chiefdom 765 during the
course of the raids, civilians were killed and property destroyed by the bombs dropped by the
ECOrvrOG jets 7(,1,
In early T\larch, ECOMOG and CDF forces fell into an ambush two nmes from Bunumbu (Peje
\'(!est Chiefdom) while on their way to recapture Macca Kpakpeibu (Yawei Chiefdom). In this
ambush, some of them were seriously injured and the ECOMOG forces lost one armoured car,
which was burnt, four machine guns and a truck loaded with arms and ammunition.
The ECOMOG forces assisted the Kamajors' further advances into the District and on 12 May,
launched two attacks on Koindu (K.issi Teng Chiefdom) and Buedu (iZissi Tongi Chiefdom),7('7
killing over 150 RUF / AFRC supporters 7('8 From there, they then proceeded to capture K.ailahun
Town, although their progress was slowed by the thick forest surrounding the town. Thus, by
20 May 1998, ECOMOG ·forces would claim to control Daru (]awie Chiefdom), Segbwem.a
(Njaluahun Chiefdom), Pendembu (Upper Bambara Chiefdom), Mobai (Mandu Chiefdom),
Kailahun To\;vn (Luawa Chiefdom), Buedu (IZissi Tongi Chiefdom) and Koindu (Kissi Teng
Chiefdom)7W However, those attacks did not free the District from RUF / AFRC presence and
throughout 1998, Kailahun District would still be qualified as their stronghold in the media. Due to
this intense fighting, thousands of civilians fled the area and found refuge in Liberia (Lofa County)
and Guinea (Gueckedou region, Parrot Beak)7711

71,4 In February 1998, ECOMOG forces deployed 1n Kenema Town (Nongowa Cll.lefdom, Kenema District)
advanced further in Kenema and Kailahun Districts. On 22 Ivlarch, two ECOMOG battalions left the Freetown
Peninsula to reinforce the contingent already deployed at Dam and to prepare the assault on Kailahun Town:
Sierra Leone Humanitanan Situation Report 10 - 30 March 1998. REG. NO. 98/0031. In the same- report, it was
also revealed that a lot of "ex-J unta" men surrendered to ECOIvl0G forces. In this context, ".1 unta" probably
refers on]\, to the members of the "\FRC and not to the RUF forces.
71,5 KisSI Tong! Cluefdom ,-vould remain under RUF /"\FRC control until disarmam.ent started 111 2001.
H,I, The date of this (these) bornb1l1g(s) could not be ascertained.
71>7 _\FP, 12 :'IIay 1998.
71,H No more Information could be obtained on these killings.
H,~ "\FP, 20 i\lay 1998.
7711 Bel'.veen i\larch and June, 237,000 Sierra Leoneans fled the country to Liberia and Guinea and over 50,000
lOPs were INing in camps: UN News "'\rch1"e, 26 June 1998. Since the ECOMOG intervention in Februall', it was
believed that 27,000 lOT's were leaving in the Eastern Province (Kailahun, Kenema and Kono Districts) and
113,000 in the Northern Province while there were no new displacements in the Southern Province. Sierra Leone
HumalUtarian Situation Report, 9 June - 6 .July 1998 REG. NO. 98/0068.
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[\fter the reinstatement of the President of Sierra Leone in March 1998, more men from the District,
many of whom had found refuge in Guinea, were initi~.ted in the Kamajor society. Some from
Pengwa Chiefdom went to Bo Tmvn (Kakua Chiefdom, Bo District) for the initiation. Kamajors
from Penguia Chiefdom were successful lD repelling the RUF / AFRC forces from some sections of
the chiefdom as far as the Moa River (south-east of the chiefdom) but the RUF / AFRC forces
regrouped and retook control of some areas previously held by Kamajors, including Sengema,
Kumantandu, Sandaru, Laleh:lD and Bagibu. The RUF / AFRC established themselves in particular in
the Nimmi Hills, an area rich in gold mines. Sengema became their base in the chiefdom, as it is
located on a hill. Raping, looting and the unroofing of houses was conu110n in 1998 and the
commander in charge of the area was ordered by the Battle Field Commander not to have mercy for
civilians who did not support them. On one occasion and following a meeting 'organised at \X! oroma
by the RUF /AFRC conunander in the chiefdom, eight men and four women accused of being
supporters of the Government of Sierra Leone were killed and burnt by the RUF / AFRC forces,
which led civilians once again to flee to Guinea. However, shortly afterwards in June, the
commander ordered to his men to kill any civilian caught attempting to cross the Moa River or the
Menni River to go to Guinea. Some civilians were therefore killed and some of them drowned in the
nvers, which were swollen due to the rainy season. Furthermore, another order passed by this
commander was for his men to check for tattoos on the men's bodies, as this would be proof of
belonging to the Kamajor society. Besides pursuing RUF / AFRC positions, the Kamajors in Penguia
Chiefdom chased and killed those they suspected of being "rebel" collaborators. 771 KamaJors from
Peje \'\'est and Peje Bongre Chiefdoms were also attacking RUF / AFRC forces in their chiefdoms.
The town of Neama (south of Jawie Chiefdom, near the border with Kenema District) was
considered a safe place where many ci'vilians from the surrounding chiefdoms were seeking refuge.
The town was under the command of the CDF and was an important ECOMOG and CDF base.
RUF forces attacked the town and over 300 civilians were killed; it took three days to bury them in
mass graves.
\'\lhen the chairman of the AFRC and his government were driven out of Freetown by the
ECOh10G forces, he sought temporarily refuge in Kangama town 772 (I<:issi Teng Chiefdom), four
miles from Buedu (l<:issi Tongi Cluefdom), the headquarter of RUF / AFRC. Indeed, Buedu in 1998
became the \"X/ar Officem and a very important centre for supply routes, smuggling of produce and
diamonds and for traimng. All these activities became rampant throughout the year and enabled the
RUF / AFRC forces to strengthen their positions and strongholds in the entire District. The War
Office was the administrative headquarters where all the operational orders were given and
throughout 1998 to 2001, all the important meetings for the top ranking commanders took place
there. There was only one \\/ar Office and the other headquarters were subsidiary to that office.
During this time, a lot of civilians were tortured, raped, killed and conscripted into the fighting

No speciEc 111cident was recalled on this l11formation.
He was seen dunng the same penod 111 Kono District, en route to Kailahun District.
77.1 """Ithough ECOi\10G forces clalmed to have recaptured Buedu 111 1998, it is clear from the records and other
open source maten;J!s that the war ofEce ,-vas open in Buedu at the latest 111 }"-pril 1998. Accordingly, either
ECOi\[OG forces attacked but did not capture the town or captured the town only for a short penod of time.
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forces. 1\lso children under 15 were conscripted,774 as the forces were increasing their number not
only to resist and flght ECOMOG and CDF forces but al_s,o in preparation for the planned attack on
Freetown. 775 On one occasion that probably took place in April, the senior RUF offlcer in charge of
the \\I ar Offlce at Buedu brought back about 100 machine guns from Liberia.
Kailahun Town and the Geima camp became important training bases for the RUF / AFRC.77(, RUF
commanders regularly shuttled between Kono District and the rest of the deployment areas in
Kailahun District and were able to procure more weapons from Liberia. \'{!eapons were stored at
Foindu (PeJe Bongre Chiefdom) \vith the aim of engaging in simultaneous attacks on Bunumbu,
Segbwema and Dam. Mamboma (Peje Bongre Chiefdom) was the identified base for the attacks.
Main RUF / AFRC positions in the District included Pendembu (Upper Bambara Chiefdom), Kuiva
(Mandu Chiefdom) and Geima (Luawa Chiefdorn).
Throughout 1998 and 1999, until peace talks started, the RUF / AFRC launched several unsuccessful
attacks on the ECOMOG/CDF forces based at Daru, often surrounding the town. One of these
attacks took place on 25 May 1998 but no fatalities were reported. The commander of the Kamajors
admonished his men not to loot houses in Daru, but his order was defied as Kamajors engaged in
much stealing in the township.777 Furthermore, the Kamajors recruited children to be initiated into
their society to fight the RUF /j\FRC forces still in the east of the District. m
Besides their attack on Dam (lawie Chiefdom) the RUF / AFRC forces assaulted ECOMOG and
CDF positions in different places in the District, including Bunumbu (peje West Chiefdom) and
Bendurna Oawie Chiefdom).
During the second half of the year, ECOMOG successes in the District appeared to have come to a
halt and to be hampered by the RUF / AFRC activities. In September, the ECOMOG spokesman
stated that they needed at least 2,000 more troops, "real fighters, as well as logistical support" to put
an end to the conflict. m However, massive ECOMOG air raids in the District killed a lot of
RUF / AFRC members in November in Pendembu, Kuiva and Geima. Furthermore, according to
ECOT\10G forces, they attacked and killed many RUF / AFRC forces in villages on the border with
Liberia in November and December.

No specific dated inC1dent could be obtained, ilpart from this inforrnation of a general nature.
It should be recalled that when they wcre ousted from Freetown in February 1998, the RUF / },FRC stated that
they would return.
-71(, It seems that ECOi\IOG and CDF forces did not succeed in capturing Kailahun Town during their attack in
fllay.
777 No more information could be obtained on these events.
m ""'ccording to a Karnajor field commander quoted in an IPS press release on 29 ] une 1998, lZamajors "have
3,000 child Kama)ors .. These kids are very brave on the frontline ... children are unadulterated and ... they follow
thc laws governing the conduct of the militia like abstinence from sex, drugs and looting when in combat ... We
don't trust adults quite (as) much because many have breached the rules governing our m.ilitia group and so they
get killed by the enemy"
m See, for example, _"'Fr, 30 September 1998
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On 30 December 1998, the RUF / AFRC forces launched an attack on the combined forces of
ECOlvl0G and CDF based in Segbwema 7H1I (Njaluahun Clllefdom), where they battled for over nine
hours, during which a lot of civilians were killed and h~'uses were set on fIre by the RUF / AFRC
forces. The RUF / AFRC forces captured the town and established a base there. Apparently this was
a strategic plan by the RUF / AFRC forces to cut off ECOMOG forces based at Datu and so
prevent them from undertaking any counter attack while they were heading for other Districts and
the capital 7K ] Furthermore, it allowed further advances towards Kenema Town (Nongowa
Cl-uefdom, Kenema District), wl-uch would be attacked in early March 1999.
g)
Events in 1999
In 1999, the population of Kailahun District was cut off from the reach of Kenema District despite
ECOlvl0G deployment at Datu Oawie Chiefdom).782
The strategic town of Segbwema (Njaluahun Chiefdom) became a battlefront for the greater part of
1999. On 6 April, CDF troops from Kenema District unsuccessfully attacked the RUF / AFRC
positions there, during which one RUF / r\FRC member was killed.
Two days before the ceasefire provided for in the Lome Peace Agreement on 7 July 1999, a massive
RUF / AFRC group attacked the Moa Barracks, Datu Oawie Chiefdom), without being able to
dislodge the ECOMOG forces who had been based there since March 1998.
On 17 July 1999, CDF forces planned an attack on an RUF / AFRC position at Datu Junction Oawie
Cl-uefdom). On their way, they fell into an RUF / AFRC ambush and three Kamajors were killed. The
CDF forces were, however, successful in capturing Datu Junction, where they made a temporary
base. RUF /AFRC forces launched an attack on this base on 29 September 1999. They succeeded in
dislodging the CDF, who again launched a further attack on Segbwema, but were once again
unsuccessful. During their withdrawal, a lot of Kamajors as well as civilians were killed by the
RUF / AFRC forces. At this time, Pendembu, Kailahun Town and Buedu were the RUF / AFRC
main bases in the District.
In August at the War OffIce in Buedu (Kissi Tongi Chiefdom), a senior RUF commander sent one
of his subordinates to Liberia to bring back all the AFRC members to Buedu783 so that an
arrangement could be made to launch an attack on ECOMOG positions. While he was there, a
\\Toman came from Liberia and informed the commander that she had seen his suborqinate at the
ECOMOG base in I\10nrovia. On his return, the subordinate was arrested and tortured at Buedu
Segbwema is located on a strategic position in I<:ailahun District, as it allows for further advances inland
to\vards Kenema District. It IS almost a cOlTlpulsory point of passage as there is only one other road to leave
Kailahun District through J\lanowa Junction (peje West Chiefdom). However, this road leads to Kana District
willie the Segbwema road leads to Kenema District and accordingly puts Freetown within much closer reach.
78] Tlus inforrnation has to be read 111 conjunction with what happened in December 1998 in Kono, Bombali,
lIIagburaka and Tonkolili Districts and in Freetown on 6] anuary 1999.
7K2 It could not be ascertained whether ECOMOG deployed in other towns, although it is known that from Dam,
they \vere launclung long-'range missiles up to I<:issi Tongi Chiefdom.
7K3 Following the ECOl\lOG intervention lJ1 Freeto\.vn, while some .t\FRC members dispatched in the provinces,
others went to Ll1Jeria
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until he explained the purpose of his visit to the ECOMOG base. The subordinate denied having
visited the ECOMOG base in Monrovia and he further stated that if anyone had given such
111formation about him it was false. He even went on to say that if that were true he would not have
come with over 100 j\FRC ,members to Buedu from Liberia. His defence never convinced his
cOllliTlander, who eventually killed him.
In nlid October, RUF forces captured personnel of the World Health Organisation (WHO) who
were on a vaccination nlission in Segbwema. At that time, even if Segbwema was still a RUF
stronghold, no major security threat was perceived, as illustrated in the report of the interagency
humanitanan assessment mission that took place in the District between 29 September and
1 October. In this report, it was stated that "relief agencies can now move into [towns assessed by
the team in the District] provided that prior information on their itineraries is made available to the
Organisation for the Survival of Mankind (OSM) leadership", which was the humallitarian wing of
the RUF, based at Buedu (Kissi Tongi Clliefdom).7R4
Also in October, the RUF leader went to Buedu (Kissi Tongi Chiefdom) to exhort his troops to
disarm, accornpanied by members of ECOMOG and the United Nations Observation Mission in
Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL)7Hj Tllis visit was part of a general tour throughout the country. By the
end of the month, however, hundreds of RUF members led by one senior RUF commander left the
Distnct and went to lv1akelli (Bombali District), where an internal fight, most likely of a personal
nature, took place with the AFRC forces based there. 7H (' This event took place ahnost at the same
time as the first UN peacekeepers arrived at Lungi, the international airport, marking the first step of
their country-\.vide deployment.
Immediately after the RUF leader left Buedu, the Battle Field Commander and second in command
to the RUF leader based at Buedu convened a meeting in Buedu and Kailahun Town to which he
invited all the RUF vanguards, namely those who were trained in Liberia before the start of the
conflict in 1991. At those meetings, he openly challenged the orders of the RUF leader and
requested his men not to disarm to the Nigerian-led ECOMOG forces they had been fighting for
almost a decade. 7H7 I-Ie further claimed that as the Battle Field Commander, he was the only one that
could order disarmament and not the RUF leader. He sent the Cllief Security Officer and his
bodyguard to Liberia to secure more weapons and when tllis officer came back, he sent him with
loyal troops, rnostlY vanguards, to persuade the RUF members not to disarm. Furthermore, in early
December, two Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) workers were abducted by RUF forces in the
District,111 a bid to focus the attention of the international com.munity on the disagreement of RUF
forces with the DDR process. The NGO workers were released two weeks later, unharmed 788

IRIN \\!est }).[nca, 15 October 1999.
The peacekeeping operation was established by UN Resolution 1181 on 13 .J uly 1998 to mon.itor the military
and security situation in the country; the UNOi\1SIL mission initially had a sL'{-month term, which was extended.
?Hr, IRIN West .-\frica, 29 October 1999.
7H7 He notably gave an Interview to the BBe on 30 November 1999.
7HK IRIN West """fnca, 16 December 1999.

?H4

7K5
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The RUF men sent by the Battle Field Commander went to Pendembu, a brigade headquarter, and
to Segbwema, having been requested by the Battle Field <:ommander to appoint new commanders
in these towns that were loyal to him. At Segbwema, {ollO\ving the arrest of one RUF member
caught trying to send a message to the RUF leader, the Battle Field Commander gave the order to
arrest all the officers loyal to the RUF leader and to destroy two bridges on the way to Kono
District. Those orders were never carried out as, in the meanwhile, the RUF leader ordered the
arrest of those men sent by the Battle Field Commander. Those men were tied up, tortured and
taken to Koakuima, the second brigade headquarter in Kono District. The RUF leader also ordered
the arrest of the Battle Field Commander. However, on hearing his men had been arrested and that
the RUF leader had given an order for his arrest to another senior RUF officer,789 the Battle Field
Comnlander fled to Liberia with his family and 200 RUF members.
On 20 December, the CDF forces launched another attack on Segbwema. They received support
from the ECOI\10G forces based in Dam who sent their alpha jet to bomb RUF positions. This
attack was again unsuccessful, as was another one that took place on 25 December, following which
the CDF forces retreated to Kenema District. Two days after this last attack, CDF from Kenema
District went to Fola village (Njaluahun Chiefdom) in the hope of attacking the RUF / AFRC
position in Segbwema. At Fola, ceremnnies were performed to enable the troops to capture
Segbwema. The CDF troops fell into an ambush close to Segbwema, where one Kamajor was killed,
but they continued nevertheless and launched a fierce attack on Segbwema. During this attack,
which was eventually unsuccessful for the Kamajors who went back to Kenen'la District, a lot of
houses were destroyed during the crossflte. The CDF, however, were successful in capturing the
town of Pendembu NJegbla (Njaluahun Chiefdom) and made a base there.
In late December 1999 or early January 2000, the fltSt UNAMSIL troops - part of the Ghanaian
battalion, also deployed in Bo and Kenema Towns - were sent from Freetown to Daru Barracks.
h)
2000 and 2001
The demobilisation, disarmament and reintegration (DDR) of the estimated 45,000 combatants in
the country was slower than had been envisaged at the launch of the DDR program on 20 October
19997~1I For Kailahun District, where the DDR camp was located at Daru, the RUF leader stated
that the slow process was due to the lack of the necessary structures, namely no ceasefire
.
. . 7~1
COlnnuttees
an d no 1OglStlCS.
In early January, the RUF commander in Makeni mobilised his fighting forces and went to Buedu to
attack and arrest the RUF Battle Field Commander. However, the Battle Field Commander was
nowhere to be found as he had earlier left for Liberia with his loyal troops, his bodyguards, some
civilians and a lot of property, including FM radio broadcasting equipment, radio communication
sets, computers, fax machines, arms and ammunition. A large number of civilians were maltreated
and killed by the RUF cornmander who came to Buedu at this time.
7WJ

7~1I

TIm selUor RUF officer was g01l1g to be the next Battle Field Commander.
It should be noted that the start of the DDR program had already been delayed since it was meant to take place

within six weeks of the slgIung of the Lome Peace Agreement, i.e. by 18 A.ugust 1999.
7~1 IRIN \Vest Afnca, 31 January 2000.
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In Ivlarch 2000, the position of the RUF leader towards the DDR program changed, as far from
appealing his men to disarm as he had done in late 1999,he stated that he would not order his men
to disarm unless the other fighting forces simultaneously disarmed. 792 However, soon after, 2,000
UNAMSIL peacekeepers from the Indian Battalion known as INDBATI, arrived in Kailahun Town
with six unarmed military observers (MILOBS).793 Both RUF members and civilians in the town
warmly welcomed this group.794 \'Vithin a short time, the troops had proved to be very friendly to the
people of the township, engaging themselves in various activities.
Some Sierra Leoneans who had found refuge in the Parrot Beak area in Guinea returned to Daru
Qawie Chiefdom) where UNAMSIL was deployed. They were registered and screened at the entry
points by the CDF, the Kailahun District Development Foundation (KADDF) and an international
NG07~5

In early April, UNAMSIL personnel engaged in speeding up the disarmament process, together with
the RUF leader, a represent;.rtive of the ex-AFRC leader and other personalities went to Segbwema
(Njaluahun Chiefdom)7% However, on 3 May 2000, a UN helicopter and its crew were captured by
RUF forces in the District. This abduction of UN troops was not isolated, as at the same moment,
UNAMSIL personnel were seized at Makeni (Bombali District) and a 23 man-unit was surrounded
at Kuiva (Mandu Chiefdom).797 Although the helicopter and its crew were released shortly after, the
rate ofUNAMSIL forces' abduction grew, "\vith over 300 estimated abductions by 5 May 2000.
Within Kailahun District, the UNAMSIL troops, including their cOITUnanders, were prevented from
moving outside their compound in Kailahun Town following an order from the RUF's Chief
Security Officer. m All their vehicles and all other property were taken and conveyed to Geirna
(Luawa Chiefdom). The Chief Security Officer also ordered the arrest of the MILOBS in Geirna. All
of their property was taken and they were conveyed to the District barracks in Kailahun Town
(Luawa Chiefdom) and were then brought to the UNAMSIL compound. The RUF Chief Security
Officer also stopped the UN helicopter from bringing food and other logistics for the peacekeepers
and instructed the Indian commander of the peacekeepers deployed at Daru to bring food for the
prisoners by road. The situation of the 224 Indian peacekeepers and 11 MILOBS was similar to their
colleagues at Kuiva (Mandu Chiefdom) as none of these groups was allowed free movement and
were surrounded by RUF forces. They were supplied with food corning by truck from Daru (Jawie
Chiefdom) but on various occasions, the RUF allowed only half of the load to be supplied or none
IRIN Wiest /\fnca, 16 ?\Iarcb 2000.
It took more than one attempt for the UN/\MSIL troops to reach the town as in early March they were stopped
by RUF forces on thell way to the town.
m It was not clear why the RUF forces were happy to see UNi\.MSIL.
7~5 Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 11 - 31 I'viarch 2001.
7% On 3 ..1, pril, nearly 22,000 combatants were disarmed, out of the total estilnated 45,000 combatants, according
to the National Commlttee for Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration (NCDDR): IRIN West "",frica, 11
.\priJ 2000
7'J7 IRIN \\'est ..I,fnca, 4 May 2000
7n Others peacekeepers \vere also captured 111 thy in different places across the country, in Kambia, Bombali and
Tonkolili DIstricts
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at all. On 29 June, the UN troops from Kuiva were released and transferred to Monrovia before
beIng airlifted to Freetown, their arms and ammunition be:ing kept by the RUF forces.
UN.t\MSIL engaged in diplomatic and political negotiations for the release of its personnel but as
those negotiations failed, around 15 July 2000, UNAMSIL helicopters bombarded the RUF position
in Kailahun Town. The sound of those bombardments could be heard all over Luawa Chiefdom and
beyond. During this aerial attack, the peacekeepers and MILOBS pulled out of Kailahun Town with
their weapons, some being airlifted, the majority going on foot to Pendembu (Upper Bambara
Chiefdom), some unarmed but with aIr protection from helicopters. On their way to Pendembu,
they were engaged by RUF forces who also fIred at the helicopters. Two members of the UNAMSIL
Indian Special Forces team and seven of the released members were injured while the RUF forces
suffered heavy fatalities in Pendembu and Kailahun Town. The helicopter gunship afterwards made
frequent trips to view the areas in and around K.ailahun. Following this rescue events and the
resulting fIghting, nearly 5,000 civilians from the surrounding area fled to Darn.
Follmvl11g the rescue of the UNAMSIL personnel, the disarmament process resumed at Darn Oawie
Chiefdom), one of the two operational DDR camps in the country,799 but on a lower scale, as RUF
activities were still being reported in the District. For example, although they had signed a recent
agreement with the CDF forces to allow commercial trucks to use the Kenema-Daru road, in early
August RUF forces captured three trucks and three taxis at Segbwema Bliu
Starting in September 2000, RUF forces were seriously engaged in cross-border attacks into Guinea,
In the area known as the Parrot Beak in the east and at the border with Kambia District in the north.
As a result of those attacks, Sierra Leoneans who had found refuge in Guinea returned to Sierra
Leone and to Kailahun District; between February and April 2001, around 12,500 people arrived in
Daru on footHill In addition, some Guinean troops set up positions inside the territory of Sierra
Leone to protect the Guinean border, notably in I<:issi Teng Chiefdom. Furthermore, at this time
Kailahun District became widely affected by the renewed hostilities in Liberia. 8m
As RUF forces still controlled areas in the District, a one-month ceasefire was signed on 10
November, known as Abuja Cease-Fire, thereby reactivating the disarmament process, which had
been interrupted following the events of May 2000. Its main provision was the disarmament of the
RUF forces and the deployment of UNAMSIL troops in RUF-held areas BlI3
In nJid March 2001, UNAMSIL peacekeepers conducted a patrol to Kailahun Town, the first since
the rescue operation the previous year. They left frolD Darn and on their way to Kailahun Town,
passed by the RUF-held towns of Kuiva, Moiba (Mandu Chiefdom) and Pendembu (Upper
Bambara Clllefdorn), where they lTlet with the RUF commanders and "secured their fum
7~~

The other camp was in LUllgl (port Loko District).
IRIN \Vest JUrica, 10 /\ugust 2000
8UI IRIN \\/est Afnca, 25 "-\pril 2001.
8111 Since 1998, fighting resumed in Liberia with the Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD)
fighting to overthrow the Libenan Head of State
811:\ SIerra Leone H umal11tarian Situa tion Report 14 N overnber - 6 December 2000.
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cOIT1mitment towards collaboration ,vith UNJ\MSIL".804 At Kailahun Town, they met with the RUF
High Command and raised issues concerning the deployment of UNAMSIL personnel, including
the freedom of movement of UNAMSIL patrols and the opening of the Daru-Kailahun road.
r\round 19 April, UNAMSIL troops eventually deployed in some RUF-held areas and dispatched
regular patrols to Kailahun Town B"5
In early 2001, clashes between the CDF and the RUF / AFRC forces persisted along the Yawei
Chiefdom bordering Gandorhun Chiefdom (Kono District). At one point in April or May, a group
of CDF from Guinea 81l (' who had earlier captured towns in the Penguia Chiefdom proceeded to
attack Manowa and Bunumbu to cut the RUF / AFRC forces off from Kono District.
A meeting between the RUF, the Government of Sierra Leone, UN representatives and the
ECO\"XlAS i\1ediation and Security Council to review the cease-fIre signed on 10 November 2000
was convened on 4 May 2001, again in Abuja, Nigeria. The main points of concern related to the
acceleration of the demobilisation, disarmament and reintegration of the remaining RUF forces, the
release of child combatants and the freedom of movement of persons. Furthermore, during a
meeting between the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF on 15 May at UNAMSIL
headquarters in Freetown, both parties agreed to consider the establishment of a DDR camp in
Kailahun Town B"7 During the following weeks, an offIcial disarmament ceremony including the
release of children was held in the District. In October 2001, during a meeting of the ] oint
Committee on Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR) , comprised of the
Government of Sierra Leone, UNAMSIL and the RUF, the Government of Sierra Leone and the
RUF agreed on a schedule for the completion of the disarmament process. This accelerated
808
disarmament was to take place in Kailahun District between 15 and 30 November 2001.
Following fresh negotiations with the RUF, 170 peacekeepers from the Pakistani Battalion
(PAKBATT II) were deployed in the District on 26 October; shortly after, the main body of 800
men was airlifted to the District.HIl~ Both in Kailahun and Kenema Districts, the disarmament, which
stalled for three weeks, began in earnest around 10 December.
Since the third phase of
disarmament started in May 2001) the fIgures of the disarmament process by mid December were as
follows: a total of 37,654 combatants had disarmed, among them 12,546 RUF, 24,699 CDF and 400
Others. In Kailahun, 2,936 combatants had disarmed: 1,994 RUF and 942 CDF.
HI14 UN"·\i\JSIL press bnef111g, 16 i\larch 2001.
HII5 Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Repon 01 - 19 April 2001.
HIlC, In late "'larch 2001, Kamajors conung mostly from Kono District who bad found refuge 111 Guinean refugee
camps and were armed by the Guinean authorities bunched simultaneous attacks in Kono District and in the
nortb of Kailahun Distnct. "-\ccordi.11gly, this action in Kailahun District has to be read 111 tbe light of the factual
analysis for Kono District during this period.
HII7 UN"-\I\JSIL press release, 15 May 2001.
XliX Tbe schedule for tbe completion of tbe disarrnament was agreed as follows: K0111adugu and IvIoyamba Districts
by 22 October; Eo and Eombali Districts by 31 October; \\lestern /uea between 1-7 November; Pujehun and
Tonkolili DIstricts between 1-15 November; and Kenema District between 15-30 November: IRIN West A. frica,
12 October 2001.
HII') \"litb the deployment in November of Nepalese peacekeepers in Moyamba District, tbe UNAMSIL mission
reached its autborised ceiling of 17,500 troops: IRIN West }\Erica, 20 November 2001.
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The PAJ(]3A Tf II contingent sensitised the RUF forces o,p the urgent need for peace in the country
and encouraged them to dis ann. The attitude of the peacekeepers made civilians and RUF members
become very friendly and cooperative. However, a senior RUF commander sent instructions that the
fIghters of Luawa Chiefdom, indeed the whole of Kailahun District, should not disarm until the
arrival of their leader. Tms instruction was never obeyed as even the Chief Security OffIcer did not
stop anybody from disarming. Those who disarmed were protected and looked after of by the
peacekeepers. The senior RUF commander later visited Kailahun District in early December
together with the UNAMSIL force commander and the formal order for disarmament was issued.
The disarmament process successfully continued in the District until early January 2002; on 11
Janual), 2002, senior RUF. commanders symbolically turned in their weapons to the Force
Commander of UNAMSIL in Kailahun District. The eighth and fInal tripartite meeting between
UNAlvlSIL, the RUF and the Government of Sierra Leone took place on 17 Janual), 2002: "Both
groups called for the extension of government authority throughout the country, the reintegration of
fIghters back into society and they supported the on-going Community Arms Collection and
Destruction Programme. They appealed for the international community to continue its support to
the DDR." Hili

3.
Conclusion
The fIrst batch of RUF forces, at that time fIghting alongside the NPFL, entered the District
through the two motorable roads that link the District to Liberia and the last RUF melTlbers were
disarmed in early J anual)' 2002. Kailahun District was ·the only District where RUF forces, fIrst with
the NPFL, then alone and subsequently 'with the AFRC, established strong positions throughout the
war. They were never completely repelled outside the boundaries of the District.
The [list major incursion into Sierra Leone was carried out concurrently in Kailahun and Pujehun
Districts, where the main roads between Liberia and Sierra Leone are located. The headquarters of
the RUF /NPFL were established in Kailahun District from the beginning of the conflict and
remal11ed in the District throughout the conflict, although defensive headquarters were opened in
Makcni and Kono, as the RUF / AFRC controlled these areas, making Kailahun District the RUF
stronghold.
During the fIrst years of the conflict, the RUF /NPFL forces directly engaged the SLA forces but
never succeeded in dislodging thern from their strategic position in Daru. These years were marked
by the initial progression of the RUF /NPFL throughout the District, wmch was later halted by the
SLA. .t\ttacks and counter attacks from both sides made it diffIcult to have a clear picture of who
was in control of any given area. However, the main SLA victOl)' took place in late 1993, at which
time they confined the RUF forces to the extreme east. Tms SLA progression led the NPRC
Clunman to declare a unilateral cease fIre on 1 December 1993.

Kill
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This cease fire was soon violated, when in March 1994, RUF forces, alone this time as the NPFL had
earlier withdrawn to Liberia to defend their positions in tlJ,e Liberian conflict, changed their military
tactic to that of guerrilla warfare and began retaking posinons from the SLA. Shortly before that, in
Decernber 1993, the RUF forces had launched a massive and successful offensive in the south-east
of Kenema District and by March 1994, were scattered throughout the Kenema District. In 1994
also, the south-east flank of Pujehun was clearly reopened and RUF forces spread across the
District. This new development of the conflict left the three bordering Districts almost under RUF
control and allowed further incursions in the rest of the country. The scale of this second wave was
acknowledged by the NPRC Chairman himself, who declared "total war against the rebels". By
1995, all the Districts of the country were directly affected by the RUF incursions.
From 1996 onwards, Kamajors emerged and fought the RUF and later the RUF / AFRC forces in the
District. Although they retook control of some RUF-held areas, they never succeeded in taking
control of the whole District.
Following the merging of the RUF with the AFRC forces, those CDF members, as in other Districts
of the country, went underground before challenging the RUF / AFRC positions by late 1997 but
particularly in 1998, following the ECOMOG deployment in Daru. As in 1998, Kamajors were in
total control of Pujehun District and the Southern Province in general, thereby cutting off one of
the supply roads from Liberia, although not the main one, which was through Koindu (K.issi Teng
Chiefdom) in the north-east of Kailahun District. Th.is strong grip over the Southern Province and
especially over the Freetown-Kenema and Freetown-Pujehun highways blocked the retreating
RUF / j\FRC forces from Freetown, preventing them to go to Liberia through Pujehun District and
forcing them to reach Kailahun District through Kono District
RUF / AFRC forces had control over certain areas of Kailahun District, mainly in the north-east of
the I:Vloa River and continued engaging the Kamajors, who at that time were assisted by ECOMOG
forces. Around this time, many RUF / AFRC forces had regrouped in the District before launching
their offensive on Koidu (Kono District) in December 1998. As part of this massive operation,
which ended in Freetown on 6.1 anuary 1999, RUF / AFRC forces retook position of Segbwema, a
strategic town on the main road to Kenema District thus blocking ECOMOG at Daru.
The period following the invasion of Freetown was rnainly characterised by political negotiations
and reached its conclusion by the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement on 7 July 19~9. Although
the RUF leader exhorted his members in the District to disarm, a senior RUF officer, then Battle
Field Commander and CDS categorically refused and engaged in actions to put a stop to the
disarmament process. RUF forces furthermore engaged in cross border raids in the Parrot Beak in
Guinea. Th.is action was nqt isolated as another Guinean flank was open in Kambia District. The
peace process was reactivated in NovelTlber 2000 but more than one year was necessary to complete
the disarmament in the District and to declare the war over in] anuary 2002. Kailahun was amongst
the last Districts to be disarmed.
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b.
Kenerna District
1.
Introduction
_
Kenema District is one of the three Districts composmg the Eastern Province, together with
Kailahun and Kono Districts. It is bordered on the north by Tonkolili District and, mainly, by Kono
Distnct, on the east by Kailahun District, on the southeast by Liberia, on the south-west by Pujehun
and on the west by Bo District. Its headquarter town is Kenema Town in Nongowa Chiefdom, in
the centre of the District. Kenema Town is located on the highway that goes to Koidu (Kono
District Headquarter) in one direction and to Bo Town (Bo District Headquarter) and further on to
FreetO\vn in the other direction. As in the other Districts of the country, control of the highway was
of fundamental importance as it is the only way to bring necessary daily items for civilians in the
District.
There are 16 chiefdoms in the District:
Chiefdom
Dama
Dodo
Gaura
Gorama Mende
Kandu Leppeama
Koya
Langrama
Lower Bamabara
Malegowun
Niawa
Nomo
Nongowa
Simbaru
Small Bo
Tunkia
Wandor

Headquarter
Giema
Dodo
Joru
Tongi
Gbando
Baoma
Ya Baima
Panguma
Serribehun
Sendumei
Faama
Kenema
Boajibu
Blama
Gorahun
Faala

The 110a River, \.vhich takes its source in the ocean in the south of Pujehun District, flows through
the southern parts of Kenema District (Koya and Dama Chiefdoms). The Sewa River, E:On-ung from
Bonthe and Bo Districts, reaches Kenema District in the central east in Kandu Leppeama Chiefdom
and continues towards the north, reaching Kono District through Simbaru, Wandor and Gorama
Mende Chiefdoms. On its eastern edge, at the border with Liberia, Kenema District is bordered by
the Golan F ores t.
£'\fter Kono District, Kenema District is one of the most important diamond nlining areas of the
country. The main diamond area, Tongo Field, is to be found in Lower Bambara Cl-uefdom, but
other chiefdonl.s are also mainly mining areas, such as Kandu Leppeama and Gorama Mende
Chiefdoms.
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Kenema District was affected by the conflict through three discernible phases. During the fIrst
phase, wluch encompassed 1991 to the end of 1993, Kel?-ema District was attacked by RUF /NPFL
forces coming from the south and the east. This phase was marked by widespread violations
comnutted pnmarily by RUF /NPFL forces, but also by SLA forces. Initially, in the south, there was
little reslstance put up by the SLA, who were also inflicting violence and terror on the population as
part of their "screening" of the population for "rebels". However, towards the middle of 1992, the
SLA regrouped and mostly drove the RUF /NPFL forces from their positions back towards Liberia.
In the east, the fIghting and infliction of violence and terror on the population was more intense, in
part because there was a gre~ter concentration of SLA forces due to the location of the SLA brigade
headquarter in Kenema Town.
The patterns in both l11cursions were remarkably similar: the RUF /NPFL forces would gather the
people of the villages in the Court Barrie and hold a meeting, toppling the existing authorities and
setting up new power structures. Their arrival and stay was accompanied by the infliction of
physical and mental violence on the people of the village, as well as the abduction of members of the
population, including children, for use as workers, as fIghters, as cooks and as "wives". RUF /NPFL
forces also engaged in widespread theft and property destruction, notably the burning of houses,
particularly when the people had fled the village prior to their arrival. Indeed, there was much
internal displacement within the District as some people fled their villages ahead of the arrival of
RUF /NPFL forces until mid to late 1992, when the combined SLA and UUMO s11 forces began
retaking control of the District and driving the RUF /NPFL forces out.
The second phase spanned from the end of 1993 until May 1997 with two concurrent incursions,
one from the north and one from the south. This period saw the birth of the Kamajors, who were
local hunters initially corning together in informal groups before corning under the wing of the CDF.
The "Kamajors" began to fIght the RUF, alongside the SLA. During this second phase, a lot of
civilians were killed, abducted, forced to carry property and work in the diamonds mines; the
number of rapes increased. The RUF also set up a number of camps throughout the District, from
where they launched attacks on surrounding chiefdoms. These camps were also the sites where they
brought abducted civilians and inflicted physical and mental violence on some and trained others to
be fIghters, including children. Atrocities were mostly carried out by RUF forces but also by SLA
members who were actively engaged in trining activities and, to a lesser extent, the Kamajors.
The third and fInal phase of the conflict in Kenema District ran from May 1997, th~ date of the
Coup that saw the AFRC seize power, until 2002, when the war offIcially ended across the country.
During this time, there were still many incidents of violence against the population both by the
RUF / AFRC forces and, to a lesser extent, by the Kamajors. This violence was most pronounced
Just after the Coup in Ivlay 1997, but continued throughout this phase, tapering off towards 2000 in
the north, \vhen disarrnament began across the District.

811 This fighting faction, composed mainly of supporters of the late previous Liberian President, Samuel Doe,
ernerged 111 ~la\' 1CJCJl to fight the NPFL, which ,vas led by Charles Taylor.
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2.
Factual analysis
a)
First Phase: 1991 - end of 1993
.
The war began 111 Kenema District as early as 1991, when~RUF /NPFL forces entered the District in
Tunkia ChiefdOll1, in the south, from Pujehun District and Liberia, and in the east from Kailahun
District, where they entered Malegohun Chiefdom, which shares a boundary with Kailahun District.
Southern incursion
In April 1991, armed men identified as RUF /NPFL fighters (the NPFL, by their Liberian accent)
entered Tunkia Chiefdom812 in the south of the District from Pujehun District through the Golan
forest and, to a limited extent, from bordering Liberia. After gathering people at the Court Barrie or
in a school field, these forces introduced themselves as the people's "redeemers and liberators" from
the APC Government.
Coming from Makpele Chiefdom (Pujehun District) in April, RUF /NPFL forces attacked the
chiefdom headquarter of Gorahun. Some of these forces had leaves tied around their wrist. This is a
symbol of the Sierra Leone Peoples Party813 (SLPP) and it is reported that this was done to gain the
support of the people of Tunkia Chiefdom, since it was common knowledge that Tunkia was an
SLPP stronghold. After taking control of the city, the RUF /NPFL appointed new chiefdom
authorities and began looting houses. SLA forces from Kenema Town repelled them for a while but
they came back shortly afterwards.
RUF /NPFL forces also entered the chiefdom from Liberia, through Tolo, and rapidly advanced into
the chiefdom, harassing and molesting the population, inflicting physical violence, looting, killing
and raping. \'x/hen they arrived at Tolo, where RUF /NPFL forces stayed two days before proceeding
further, they burnt some houses and killed civilians. At Tigbwema, RUF /NPFL forces burnt houses
but did not meet the inhabitants as they had already left the town. At Mano Jeigbla, one man was
shot and wounded and two young women were taken as "wives,,814
At this tin1e, SLA troops had recently arrived in Gegbwema, in the north of Tunkia Chiefdom, to
brief the local authorities on security issues. However, when the RUF /NPFL forces approached the
town and started firing, the SLA left Gegbwema, allowing RUF /NPFL forces to take control of the
town without any armed opposition. One of the commanders of the RUF /NPFL forces told the
people that they had come to unseat the APC Government. The day after they had arrived, chiefs
from Jao 00cated in the centre of the chiefdom), Kamasu and the surrounding villages.came to the
town, unaware that the town had fallen into the hands of the RUF /NPFL, because they had
previously been called upon for a meeting by the SLA Major. When they arrived, they were arrested
by RUF /NPFL forces, undressed and forced to lie on the ground and look at the sky for a long
time. These authorities were then told to go back to their towns, escorted by RUF /NPFL forces,
and return to Gegbwema with food items.
The chiefdom headquarter 1S Gorahun, located on the Kenema-Bo Waterside (pujehun District) road.
Gegbwema and Jao are two major towns in the chiefdom.
RD j'H tlus lime, the SLPP-was the opposing party to the j\PC regime.
814 A. term used by RUF /NPFL forces to denote women who they would abduct and force to perform domestic
tasks and have sex with them.
812
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On their arrival in jao, one group of RUF /NPFL forces settled there due to the large number of
cattle in the town. During their stay at jao, they forced clvilians to cook for them and an unknown
number of wornen were forced to have sex with RUF /NPFL personnel. joru, Gaura Chiefdom
headquarters was attacked many times during that period but without success. In june, Guinean
forces HI5 who were deployed at joru launched heavy missiles on RUF /NPFL positions in Tunkia
ChiefdolTl Tlus led RUF /NPFL forces to leave the chiefdom for Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom,
Pujehun District), together with some civilians.
After their departure, people started coming back out of the bush to their villages and SLA and
ULIMO forces were deployed at jao and G~gbwema. However, many people were afraid to leave
the bush, because the RUF /NPFL had told them that the SLA would kill them if they found them
in places previously occupied by RUF /NPFL forces. As a result of their belief that they would be
killed by the SU\, some people went to Zimmi with the RUF /NPFL forces.
Furthermore, there was also harassment of civilians by the SLA. In one incident, SLA forces
assaulted a civilian from jao, accusing him of being a "rebel", beating his head with the butt of a gun
and threatening to cut his throat. An SLA conunander who knew him intervened, saving his life. At
that time, jao was hosting thousands of people who had come from various villages to avoid
RUF /NPFL forces. During their stay, SLA forces routinely carried out a practice known as
"screening", checking that p'eople coming to the villages were not "rebels". During the rest of the
year, there were two other attacks on Gorahun where SLA forces repelled the unidentified assailants.
In July 1991, the chiefdom was attacked again at Gorahun. SLA forces fought RUF /NPFL forces
before withdrawing. Subsequently, SLA forces deployed at Jao and Gegbwema also withdrew.
Consequently, thousands of civilians left the chiefdom for safer havens such as Kenema Town,
where they received information of attacks and the burning of villages in the chiefdom. In
September, the SLA mobilised its troops, driving the majority of RUF /NPFL forces from positions
in the chiefdom back to the Liberian border. After these last attacks, Tunkia Chiefdom was quiet
for two years until hostilities resumed in December 1993.

Eastern incursion
In 1991, Kenema Town was an SLA brigade headquarter and the Major in charge was responsible
for arms and ammunition for the war front in Kailahun District.
In May 1991, the war, which had previously been contained in Kailahun District, spilled over into
Malegohun Cluefdom (north of the District, sharing a border with Kailahun District). A few days
after they had taken control of Bunumbu (Peje West Chiefdom, Kailahun District), RUF /NPFL
forces entered Ngiehun (Malegohun Chiefdom). Before their arrival, a lot of people had left, hearing
terrific news such as killing of sick people to save them from suffering or killing of the most
frightened ones so that they do not create fear in the others. Fighters searched the bushes to bring
back civilians to the town. Following the usual pattern of gathering the village in the Court Barrie, a
HIS Guinean and Nigenan forces, deployed in the country under bilateral treaties with Sierra Leone, fought
alongside the SL-\
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Town Commander, a Deputy Commander and a clerk were appointed and a committee was set up.
Two men were executed and some women were taken to beCOlTIe their '\vives".
The Town Commander conscripted manpower, swelling the ranks of the RUF /NPFL forces and
enabling them to take control over other sections (the chiefdom has seven sections). After taking
Konjo Buema Section, RUF /NPFL forces controlled Konjo Njagore and Konjo Yematanga
Sections.
Following a disagreement with the Town Corrunander,Hl(' a local RUF commander removed all the
people he had previously appointed from power. Four days later, his forces came back to the town
to arrest the elders. However, the elders had left and the town was deserted, so the RUF /NPFL
forces burn down 19 houses. The RUF /NPFL forces who were in Ngiehun moved to Bunumbu
(Peje \\1est Chiefdom, Kailahun District) and intermittently patrolled the three sections in
Malegohun Chiefdom that were under their control.
After these fust attacks, 1992 saw RUF /NPFL activities expanding mainly in the chiefdoms of
Koya, Dama and Niawa in the south of the District. Some activities were also reported in the
chiefdoms of Small Bo, Gorama Mende and Lower Bambara, in the east of the District on the
boundary with Bo District.
Several civilians were killed in February 1992 during SLA attacks on the headquarters of the three
sections of Malegohun Chiefdom under RUF /NPFL control. SLA forces remained there, fighting to
repel RUF /NPFL attacks. \"Xfhen SLA forces cleared Bunumbu (Peje West Chiefdom, Kailahun
District), Ngiehun became calm and people began to return from the bush.
Gorama I\Iende Chiefdom is a hilly and forested chiefdom, bordered on the west by Bo District, on
the north by Tonkolili District, on the east by Kono District and on the south by Wandor
Chiefdom. Its location near Kono District, its forest vegetation and the wealth of its soil, in
particular the diamonds, made the chiefdom ripe for bush warfare. However, like Lower Bambara
and Small Bo Chiefdoms, Gorama Mende was barely affected during the first phase of the conflict.
In February 1992, five armed men coming from the direction Jaiama Sewafe (Nimiyama chiefdom,
Kana District) reached Punduru, a large town at the border with Nirniyama Chiefdom. Their
mission appeared to be have been to carry a message informing people of the aims and objectives of
the RUF /NPFL, as they stated people should not be afraid because they had come to ~edeem them
from the oppressive ruling party. However, when they had entered the village, an old woman who
threw verbal insults at the RUF /NPFL forces was shot dead. H17

On heanng that the To'\vn Commander had sent two of his men to remove chairs fron, the College at
Bunumbu for Ius house, a more senior local commander followed these n.vo men and killed them, entering
Ngtebun with his men tlie follo\ving day
H\, /\.lthougb no RU F presence was noted in Nimiyama Chiefdom (1<:ono District) in early 1992, it is possible that a
pocket of RUF members coming from tlus direction reached Punduru.
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Niawa Chiefdom in the south-west of the District was attacked for the first time in 1992, 818although
the headquarter town of Sendumei was not affected. 9n 22 April, RUF forces81~ corning from
Kandorhun (Barri Chiefdom, Pujehun District) through Langrama Chiefdom attacked Gandorhun
in the south of Niawa Chiefdom. Upon entering the town, they appointed new Town Commanders
for Gandorhun and its surrounding area. After going back for couple of days to Potoru (Barri
Chiefdom, Pujehun District), they returned to Gandorhun, from where they launched attacks in
villages in the south of the chiefdom and in the north of Langrama Chiefdom. 820 All these attacks
took place in April. After this first visit in Gandorhun, RUF fighters came back to the town three
days later, as they had promised they would.
At Ngolahun Vaama, civilians were killed, some houses were burnt and six girls together with five
underage boys were taken away. At Gandorhun, young girls were raped and a ten year-old girl was
killed. Her father was also threatened with death if he ever smiled any time they came back to the
town. In another place, civilians were killed, some women raped and taken as their wives and few
houses were burnt. In all the villages, property was taken. At Ngolahun Vaama, some houses were
burnt and two people in two houses were burnt. Hearing that SLA forces were preparing to attack
them, some of the RUF /NPFL forces went to Ngolahun Menila, hiding their identity, and were told
that inhabitants were waiting for the SLA forces, for whom they had prepared food. Following tlus,
RUF /NPFL forces attacked the town, inflicting physical violence on people, breaking doors and
taking property. There were few killings at this time, apparently because the commander was mainly
looking for the Cluef to join their movement. A civilian who had been appointed the Town
Commander of Gandorhun was killed during the attack, allegedly for hiding his people (civilians)
whenever RUF forces came to the town. It is reported that the new Town Commander was doing
what the rebels asked him to do. During lus term, many young girls were raped and the stealing of
food was commonplace.
Lower Bambara Chiefdom, located in the north of the District at the border with Kono District,
comprising seven chiefdoms is well known for cash crops including cocoa, coffee and palm oil and,
above all, for Tongo Field, its diamond area. Villages within this area such as Bomi, Gehama,
Tokbombu, Tongola, Lalehun and Vandema are devoted to mining activities. Lower Bambara
Cluefdom was affected to a. limited extent during the first phase of the war and few incidents are
reported, one around May 1992 and the other one at the end of the year. During the May attack,
fighting forces wearing nl.ilitary unifornls and t-shirts and writing "RUF" on the walls of the houses
attacked the diamond-mining town of \\leima from Malegohun Chiefdom in the east. Civilians were
killed and others were forced to carry loads.
Shortly after the overthrow of the APC Government, Darna Cluefdorn authorities made an appeal
to the Defence I\1inister to send SLA forces to the chiefdom. Dama shares a boundary with Jawei
818 In Niawa Chiefdom, the following villages were assaulted by RUF/NPFL forces: Ngolahun Vaama, Woroma,
Kponima, Kerga, I11enila and Buwema.
81~ NB: On the identification of the fighters, key persons mention only the term "rebels" and RUF. No mention of
NPFL. However, it is said that one of the commander was a Libenan.
8211 In Langrama Chiefdom, as well as Yebeima, which is the first village after the border, Wanjama, Menima
Langrama and ~l1arker were attacked.
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Chiefdom (Kailahun District). SLA and ULIMO forces were deployed to Konia, on the border with
Nongowa Chiefdom and Jawei Chiefdom (Kailahun Dis~lct), where they established a base. Soon
after, Tawahun was attacked by RUF forces, most of them speaking Krio and corning from Jawei
ChIefdom. Most of the forces were dressed in civilian attire, with some in military fatigue, as the
RUF had begun to use military uniforms in 1992. During this attack, some civilians were killed, one
woman's breast was cut off and a family was burnt in their house.
Around May 1992, Sahun and Sherif J embehun were also attacked. An unknown number of civilians
were killed and all the in1portant buildings were burnt down. Also in 1992, a civilian vigilante
movement started operating in the chiefdom under the command of the SLA. They were armed
with axes, cutlasses and single barrel guns, sent to checkpoints and asked to shout when assailants
were approaching.
However, despite the presence of SLA forces in the chiefdom, attacks were still carried out until the
early days of 1993, during which RUF forces mutilated civilians, including carving "RUF" on their
bodi es .x21
In September 1992, ULIMO forces launched a powerful attack on Gandorhun (Niawa Chiefdom)
and retook control of both Niawa and Langrama Chiefdoms. Almost two months later, they handed
over their base to SLA forces, who were still stationed there when RUF forces attacked the
chiefdoms again in March 1994.
During the end of the year, a large number of RUF /NPFL H22 forces attacked Konjo (Lower
Bambara Chiefdom), but were repelled by SLA forces. A lot of civilians and RUF /NPFL forces
were killed during the encounter. RUF /NPFL forces took a lot of property and the people of the
nearby villages, such as Njaiagbahun and Venema, fled into the bush for several weeks. By the end
of 1992, the population of Small Bo Chiefdom swelled as displaced people fleeing Barri Chiefdom
(Pujehun District) sought refuge there.
An Eastern Region Civil Defence Committee, comprised of representatives from Kailahun,
Kenema, Kono Districts and Freetown Peninsula was formed in December 1992, aiming at
supporting the SLA by gathering "well-meaning" Sierra Leoneans, whose role would be of a
vigilante nature.H2:\ The youths' knowledge of the terrain would be used to lead the SLA. H24
In 1992 and 1993, ULIMO forces used Blama (Small Bo Chiefdom) as their base to fight RUF
forces in other chiefdoms and were living peacefully with the population there. However, in 1992,
coml11g back from Yibeima (Langrama chiefdom), some ULIMO members, to manifest their
bravery, displayed severed male ge11ltal organs, claiming they were those of "rebels" they had killed.
However, It is reported that this claim was later proved to be false and that the people who were

H21
H22
H2'

H24

Tlus statement is general and ulUque and no more infom1ation is available on it.
It IS specified that smne of the assailants were talking with Liberian dialect.
BBe 22 December 1992
Youths U1 the context of Sierra Leone could refer to anybody aged over 15 up to their mid to late 30s.
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killed were actually civilians. Although following this event, people of the chiefdom wanted them to
leave, they were sent back in rpid 1993 by the NPRC Gov~.rnment.
Koya Chiefdom, in the south of the District, was left in the hands of the RUF forces, as no SLA or
ULIMO forces were stationed or deployed there. People of the chiefdom felt totally neglected. Koya
would later be notorious for hosting one of the main RUF bases, Camp Zogoda, meaning "Land of
Frecdom"H2o Starting in May 1992 until 1994, there were massive violations cOlmnitted in various
villages in Koya Chiefdorn, resulting in the death and abduction of hundreds of civilians. RUF forces
entered the chiefdom headquarter town of Baoma in May 1992, gathered the population in the
Court Barrie and opened fIre, killing about two hundred people. Women are reported to have been
raped "at will" and the town was set on fIre before they left. The forces then proceeded to other
villages and towns,H2(' where they repeated the same course of action: killing dozens of civilians,
raping women and looting and burning houses before leaving. They stayed in Nyadehun from June
until September and then moved to Pelewama, where they occupied the town until December. In
each of these towns, before killing people, they asked civilians to tell them where SLA members
were. In January 1993, they crossed the Moa River and occupied Serabu and its surroundings until
September 1993 before moving to Kamasu until December.
Because SLA forces had driven almost all the RUF /NPFL forces from most of the District by the
end of 1992, 1993 was relatively calm until the end of the year. The last months of 1993 mark the
beginning of what can be labelled the second phase of the conflict, with the resumption of
RUF /NPFL activities in Tunkia, Nomo and Gaura Chiefdoms.
b)
Second Phase: End of 1993 - May 1997
This second phase started in December 1993 when RUF forces entered Nomo Chiefdom, on the
border with Liberia. Those forces rapidly spread over the south of the Moa River, which flows from
Pujehun District to Kailahun District through Koya and in the west of Dama chiefdom, and
expanded their activities further north by crossing the river. Concurrently to this southern incursion,
RUF forces entered the north of the District, attacking Lower Bambara Chiefdom. H27

Southern incursion
During this phase, Ivloawama area, made up of Nomo, Gaura, Tunkia and Koya chiefdoms, was the
flrst area to be affected. The majority of villages in these chiefdoms were devastated and most of
the civilians moved to Kenema Town and further north.

H2o The report does not specify in which of Sierra Leone's languages "Zogoda" has a meaning. IvIost likely Mende
or Temne.
H2(, Borgboabu, Grerna, l\Iaporma, Segbwema, Gorahun, Njaluahun, Bongor and Nyadehun.
H27 It could not be ascertained ...vhether the north attack derived from the south one or whether the North and the
South constituted two different fronts. /,s no troops movement from the south-east of the District to the north
(Lower Bambara Chiefdom) was recorded, it could be concluded that those two attacks constituted two different
flanks. However, if those flanks were autonomous, the north attack would have come from Kailahun DisU1ct
where no lTlOVement of ttoops \vere recorded and where RUF forces started to gain territories on the SL'\ around
March only, i.e. two months after the attacks on Lower Bambara Chiefdom. Furthermore, it cannot be inferred
from the reports whether these forces Joined at one point.
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On 1 December 1993, the Head of State unilaterally announced a one-month ceasefire, which
allegedly led many SLA forces to leave their positions thinking the war was over. However, towards
the end of December 1993, RUF /NPFL forces crossing the Mano River from Liberia attacked
Noma Chiefdom,H1H bordered on the east by Liberia. Shortly after their attack on Faama in the west
of the chiefdom, RUF /NPFL forces proceeded further into the District and had reached Tunkia,
Gaura and Dama Chiefdoms by early March 1994. When RUF forces attacked Faama, civilians and
SLA forces who were deployed there suffered heavy losses. The SLA forces retreated, leaving a large
cache of arms and ammunition in the hands of RUF forces, which would allow the RUF forces to
spread all over the District. Doubts were also raised among civilians and some people were
suggesting that SLA left this cache of arms on purpose.
On the following days, other towns in Nomo Chiefdom came under attack, including Kpendebu,
Madina and Loawoma. During these attacks, civilians were killed and others were forced to carry
stolen property, some to the border town of Dambala. At Madina, civilians gathered in the Court
Barrie were forbidden to sleep in their houses for three days and were threatened to be killed if they
were caught trying to escape. One young trader accused of carrying out reconnaissance for the SLA
was shot dead. The town was surrounded and property was taken.
Beleibu (Tunkia Chiefdom) was attacked during the same period on Christmas Day in 1993. Some
civilians were killed and half of the village was burnt down. The same day, RUF forces advanced
towards Jao (Tunkia Chiefdom). On their way, they found two Kamajors, one at Noma Tunkia
Junction and another one at Kokom, both of whom were instantly killed. At Jao, inhabitants were
gathered and forced to sit on the ground; some were stripped naked, kicked and beaten. After
looting J ao, RUF forces moved to Gegbwema where they burnt the military post and some went to
Tijoyeima, where they burnt some houses. Before reaching Gegbwema, they stopped at J ewahun
where they looted and burnt houses. Nobody was killed, as the inhabitants had left the town before
their arrival.
Also in December 1993, G;ura Chiefdom came under attack. The chiefdom headquarter of Jam,
where the SLA was stationed, was the setting of many attacks and counter attacks. SLA forces from
Jam fought the assailants in the chiefdom and came back to the town with the head of a man, who
they claimed was an RUF fighter, hanging on the front on their vehicle. Two other members, both
from Burkina Faso and fighting for the NPFL, were captured and placed in custody.H29
SLf\ forces corning from Moa Barracks, Dam (] awie Chiefdom, lZailahun District) recaptured
Faama (Norna Cl-liefdom) from the RUF, who launched another unsuccessful attack in n-lid January
1994. Some civilians who had previously returned to Faama were trapped by RUF forces and killed.
A t the end of January 1994, the Head of State declared "total war" against the RUF and engaged in a
massive recruitment of SLu, forces; from 3,000 men in 1991, they reached around 12,000 in 1994.

HeH

H29

Noma has only lllne villages and its headquarter town 1S Faama.
\v11at happened to them after during and after their custody was not reported
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forces towards civilians was not acceptable to some of the chiefs and other
in the chiefdom, who were arrest~d and detained to answer allegations of
civilians were also regularly beate"n up in Faama for allegedly convening a
notice to the SLA.

Early 1994, RUF forces regrouped at Kokoru and bypassedjoru to attack Venima (5 miles west of
Joru). They were then led by a civilian who took them to other villages, including Gboyama, Madina,
Tanima and Verma, where they were hosted by the Town Chief and another local authority.
ULIMO forces corning from joru repelled the RUF forces and brought the two local authorities
from Verma back to j oru, where they were stripped naked. The Town Chief allegedly faced a firing
squad but he did not die, was tied up and taken into custody. The other local authority was brought
to Kenema Town then to Freetown, where he was imprisoned. In April 1994, the villages of
Sandaru, Nyandeyama, Mendekelema and Seifula (Gaura Chiefdom) came under RUF attack. The
only actions reported concerh Sandaru (north of the chiefdom), where RUF forces captured some
young men, whose age could not be ascertained, to carry the property they had stolen. When they
left Sandaru, RUF forces prornised that they would come back at night or the next morning,
returning early the following day.
On the walls of the houses at Faama (Nomo Chiefdom) and Madina, RUF forces inscribed the
acronyln "RUF".
Dama Chiefdom, west of Gaura Chiefdom and where many civilians from Moawama had taken
refuge at one time, came under RUF attack in 1994. H30 At Torgboru, some civilians were killed by
these forces. Gbewubu and Loppa were attacked. At Loppa, an unspecified number of civilians were
killed with automatic guns and others were captured. During those attacks, some of these RUF
members had their faces painted so they would not be recognised, because some of them were
fonner SLi\ members. Other villages including Lelema, Konnehla, Kpandebu, Korma and Kania
were attacked, mainly for looting purposes and civilians were most often forced to carry the loads.
The RUF forces also killed a number of people, inflicted physical violence on the population and
engaged in property destruction. At Konnehla, for example, men were captured to carry stolen
property and one man who became tired and unable to continue carrying the load was killed. Karma
was burnt down and at Kpandebu many people were killed, either shot or beaten to death. Some
civilians were told to bury the bodies. At Kania, one pregnant woman was raped and gave birth
instantly after. At Mana in June, RUF forces who were dressed in combat uniforms gathered the
inhabitants in the Court Barrie and requested that they stand, placing guns very close to the civilians'
ears and then firing, killing one old man. The RUF also forced the people of the village to lie down
on the ground and look at the sun. Three civilians were killed when they attempted to run away. As
they left the village, RUF forces took away all the cattle and poultry.
According to their inhabitants, Small Bo, Niawa and Langrama Chiefdoms form a block such that
events occurring throughout this phase in one of these chiefdoms have a link with what happened in
another one. RUF forces reached these chiefdoms early 1994 and launched attacks on many villages
The months when the reported attacks took place could not be ascertained. Furthermore, although no precise
example was reported, it ,vas however stated that the same kind of attacks also happened in 1995.
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throughout the year, which led the population to flee the area for displaced camps in Bo Town
(Kakua Chiefdom, Bo District), Gerihun (Boama Cl~~fdom, Bo District) and Taiama (Kori
chiefdom, Moyamba District).
In early March 1994, RUF forces crossed the Moa River in Koya Chiefdom and attacked ]ai and
Menima (Koya Chiefdom)H}j From Menima, at the border with Niawa Chiefdom, RUF forces
divided 111to two groups, both going to Niawa chiefdom, the fIrst one heading for Ngandorhun in
the south of the chiefdom and the second one going to Bandawor at the border with Koya
Chiefdom.
\x/hile on their way to Ngandorhun, the fIrst group of RUF forces ambushed and killed a prominent
local hunter with sticks and knifes. They then moved to Yibeima, in the north of Langrama
Chiefdom by the \X1aanje River. They attacked the town for the fIrst time on 6 March. RUF forces
entered Yibeima hea'vily armed \,Vlth AK47s, RPGs and grenades and killed three civilians; one
person was killed because he was speaking a language that the fIghters could not understand. The
RUF forces then returned back to Ngandorhun after making a promise to Yibeima inhabitants that
they would come back on 8 March, which they did B }2
They then moved to \Xloyema (Langrama Chiefdom), where they made a base from which they
could attack the surrounding villages. Their intention in \Xloyema appeared to be to capture the
Section Chief, but as he was nowhere to be found, six houses were burnt, 10 men and women
captured and one civilian, a carpenter, was killed. They also entered Menima (Langrama Chiefdom),
where they killed two civilians, raped three women, burnt some houses and captured civilians. They
then returned to \Xloyema and killed one Muslim leader because he was praying day and night for his
village not to be attacked. While in Woyema, people were forced to do community work like
brushing the area and preparing the rice farms. Window frames and doors were used as cooking
wood From \Xloyema, RUF forces launched attacks on Small Bo Chiefdom.
The second group that headed for Bandawor, at the border with Koya Chiefdom, used a bush
footpath through Nyandehun, where they killed three civilians, raped some women and burnt some
houses. Sendumei was attacked on 4 March 1994 early in the morning, when residents heard a heavy
exchange of fIre with SLA forces. During this attack, civilians were killed and girls were raped. The
heavily armed RUF forces entered Bandawor in the afternoon, set the town on fIre and gathered
civilians under a tree near the main street that leads to Small Bo Chiefdom. A few. armed men
guarded the gathered civilians while others went into the town, raped, looted and killed nine
civilians.
In the forest of Bandawor (Koya Chiefdom), the RUF forces built a camp they named Camp
Zogoda. This camp was a strong base, where the RUF leader allegedly stayed in 1994. An airfield
was also established between Menirna and ]ai (both located in Koya Chiefdom). The RUF forces
The fact that many reports mention this date adds to the confusion concerning Koya chiefdom as according to
the report for Koya, RUF forces had crossed the l\'loa River, before 1'v1arch 1994. Furthermore, the group that
came to Niawa and Langrama Chlefdoms in i\'1arch 1994 was different from the one allegedly in Koya Chiefdom.
K}2 No details were given for thi.s second attack and fatalities - if any - are not specified.
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used tIm camp to launch attacks on Small Bo Chiefdom and they also laid ambushes on the BoKenema highway, despite vehicles being escorted by SLAyehicles, and on the roads going through
833
rural areas. Many civilians were killed during these attacks: property was taken and vehicles burnt.
Serious doubts were raised among the population as to the identity of those assailants.
One of these ambushes, which took place in April 1994 at a hilly position close to Joru (Gaura
Chiefdom) called Kwalekpehun, is illustrative of how RUF forces were operating at that time. RUF
forces hiding in the bush used RPGs to attack convoys of passenger vehicles that were escorted by
SLA forces. The commander ordered the passengers to lie down on the ground and an exchange of
fire followed, during which three civilians were killed. \Xlhen the firing stopped, the civilians boarded
and no sooner had the vehicle ascended the hill than fIring from the bush resumed. During this
second attack, the SLA members left the convoy to get some reinforcements from Joru. Some
civilians were killed, some injured and others were captured, pushed out of the vehicle and beaten
w1th the butts of rifles. In the bush where they were taken, they met other civilians. All the
passengers were searched for anything valuable or of interest to the forces. Two young men believed
to be Fullah traders were shot at a close range. One died instantly and had his stomach cut open.
One of the captives was asked to take the names of all the captured civilians who were allocated
different jobs like conveying the wounded fighters to Gegbwema, carting the goods looted from the
vehicles or taking the armour boxes. Another example occurred in March 1994, when an ambush
was laid between Blama and Lungima, a town two and half miles from Blama. A trailer carrying load
of rice was looted and the 350 bags of rice taken away. In another incident on 14 March 1994, one
driver was killed while driving his vehicle from Bo to Kenema. Stolen property and captured
Clvilians were taken to Camp Zogoda.
Blama, the headquarter town of Small Bo Chiefdom, is located at a strategic crossroad to Kenema
Town, Koribondo Oiarna Bongor Chiefdom, Bo District) and Potoru (Bani Chiefdom, Pujehun
District). On their way to Blama Chiefdom, RUF forces passed by Topanda Ngovokpan, Kpatema
and Yawuema. Between March and April, they attacked Blama six times. At this time, SLA forces
were deployed at Blama, some ULIMO members were patrolling in villages and civilians from the
surrounding villages had deserted their homes to come to Blama, the headquarter town. Vigilante
groupsH~4 controlling checkpoints in Small Bo Chiefdom were monitoring the movement of people
entering and leaving the chiefdom and reporting persons suspected of being "rebel" collaborators or
spies to the head of the vigilante unit, who in turn reported to the SLA Commanding Officer in
Blama On 5 March 1994, a man suspected of being an RUF spy was apprehended at Blama, taken
to the Police Station and shot dead 111 public by a member of the military police. On 6 March,
another man was captured in Blal1l.a and taken to the Police Station. He denied being a collaborator
and declared that RUF forces had planned to attack the town. The man was not killed but left in the
cell and the mformation was passed on to Kenema SLA Brigade Headquarter with a request for
reinforcements, but none was sent.

Since June 1994 111 p'articular, the Bo-Kenema highway came under repeated ambushes, putting pressure on
Kenema TO\vn: Inter Press SerYice, 10 "-\ugust 1994
H~4 These \'igilante groups were equipped \,vith clubs, spears, single barrel guns and slings.
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Despite repeated efforts,R3S RUF forces were unable to capture Blama but established a base at
Yawuema, from where they raided surrounding villages< leaving civilians caught between RUF
activities and SLi\. activities at Blama. SLA forces were u;ing the Blama men to carry property they
had stolen to Kenema Town and were forcing women to marry them. Civilians were also punished
for minor reasons, such as failing to carry out work assigned to them by an SLA member.
Punishments ranged from beatings to detention in a guardroom for a day or two without food.
Curfews were also declared, particularly when the SLA was going on "looting missions", with
civilians forced to stay in their houses from 5.00 p.m. until 11.00 a.m. the following morning.
Furthermore, life for Small Bo inhabitants was made even more difficult due to the continuous
ambushes laid on the Bo-Kenema highway, rendering the highway unusable for trucks and thus
depriving them of necessary daily items.
In April 1994, civilians returning to Tunkia Chiefdom assembled mainly in Jao and Gegbwema
where ULIMO forces were deployed. It is believed that around 15,000 civilians regrouped at J ao and
around 30,000 at Gegbwema at that time. However, ULIMO forces were committing violent acts
against civilians, rangmg from harassment, such as asking people to go indoors during the day
without any reason, to detaining or shooting dead those who ignored their orders. ULIMO forces
would also draw up lists of alleged "rebels" for execution, such as seven young men from Mani
village who were executed in front of their parents, accused of being "rebels". At J ao, in May,
ULIMO forces gathered 15 civilians, explaining they were to be sacrificed for them to win the war
and also for the death of one of their colleagues. One civilian was killed at close range, while the
remaining 14 people were saved through the intervention of the Section Chief. 83G In another
incident, ULIMO forces brought inhabitants from Giewahun to Jao, executed four of them and
killed tlu'ee Irnams. ULIMO forces based at Gegbwema displayed the same behaviour; for example,
12 young men from Damawuro, branded "rebels" or collaborators, were arrested and executed, as
were seven men from Tolobu. During this period, people were living in very poor conditions and
lacked food because the only vehicles that could drive on the roads were ULIMO vehicles.
Gaura Chiefdom was also the scene of the death of civilians killed by ULIMO forces. After an attack
on Sandam in 1994 and following the death of a ULIMO conunander, another ULIMO commander
from J oru decided to take reprisal for this death and bombed the prison, leading to the death of all
the inmates . ./\11 these mmates were coming from a small village outside J om. In another incident in
May 1994, a ULIMO member was ordered to take an RUF member captured during an attack on
Jom (Gaura Cluefdom) and "bath" him, meaning to execute him.
Around July, Tilorma (Tunkia Chiefdom) came under RUF attack at dawn while some people were
praying at the mosque. Some people were put in one house that was set on fire. This latest
development urged many civilians out of the 45,000 residing at Jao and Gegbwema to leave the
chiefdom and to head for Kenema Town. On their way to Kenema at the bank of the Moa River in
Dama Chiefdom, civilians heard that the RUF forces were on their back, which urged them to cross

RUF forces reportedly' attacked Blama SL, times between Nlarch and April.
It seems that the reason given by the ULlJ'1'10 forces was untrue, as it appeared instead to have been a way to
obta1l1 palm oil from civilians.
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the bridge. This panicked and disorganised movement of people resulted in the death of many
civilians, who drowned in the river.
These attacks on the Moawama area (Nomo, Gaura, Tunkia and Koya Chiefdoms) left the civilians
in total disarray. Most of them fled into the bush for safety and the behaviour of the SLA forces,
who put up little or no resistance to the RUF forces, increased their doubt as to their loyalty to the
Government. It was also believed that some of the SLA forces had completely defected and joined
the RUF. This disarray was further enhanced by the fact that when escaping RUF advance, civilians
also had to look out for SLA forces who often shot on sight anybody corning from the direction of
a place hold by RUF forces, as they were suspected of being a "rebel". Indeed, SLA forces from
Dama Chiefdom were instructed to kill anybody corning from Tunkia, Nomo or Gaura Chiefdoms
as civilians from those chiefdoms were considered to be "rebels" or were believed to have made
their children join the RUF forces.
Throughout 1994 and 1995, those chiefdoms were under sporadic raids, mainly for looting purposes
carried out by armed men whose identity could not be ascertained with certainty, for people
suspected SLA forces to be responsible for some of these raids. Young men and girls continued to
be abducted. During these raids, houses were looted and burnt and people killed, although most of
the civilians had fled the villages. Intermittent raids carried out by RUF forces took place
throughout 1995 on Sandaru, north of Gaura Chiefdom. During these raids, people were taken to
carry the stolen property.
In April 1995, ambushes took place on the Kenema-Dama road, mainly to take food from Dama
farmers who were bringing their produce for sale in Kenema. In one incident, a young boy who
escaped the ambush explained that four of them who attempted to escape had their throat slit as
deterrence to others who might plan to escape.
The few people who stayed in the chiefdoms hid in the bushes and built huts called "sorquehun".
Armed men believed to be both RUF fighters and SLA forces who were in the chiefdoms were
creating havoc, often going into the bush to find the hiding places and to loot them. People were
forced to carry out tasks for the RUF forces and some were killed. The death of one Imam at
Gondarna (Tunkia Chiefdom) shocked people, as he was well known for being "brilliant and brave".
At Damawulo (Tunkia Chiefdom), one man who refused to join the RUF movement was killed. At
.1eneh, a prominent chiefdom elder was also killed by RUF forces. Even the civilians whQ had earlier
fled the cluefdolTls were corning back regularly to get news and to find food. Those who were
caught by RUF forces were 9ften killed, alleged to be spies H:\7 for SLA forces.
At Gorahun (Tunkia Chiefdom) where SLA forces were stationed, civilians were harassed and
intirnidated, obliged to contribute to the feeding of the SLA. Civilians also had to pay the SLA a
"landing fee" to be allowed to seU extra food items.
Northern incursion

H17

Note that at this stage, it 1S not possible to explain with certa1l1ty what happened in Koya Chiefdom.
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Similarly to what happened in the Moawoma area, RUF fighters attacked all the chiefdoms in the
north of Kenema District in early 1994 BoH
On 30 January 1994, RUF fighters attacked Tongo (Lower Bambara Chiefdom) from Peyama.
Throughout this second phase, Peyama was an RUF stronghold whereas Tongo became the SLA
base. Follo\ving this attack, the RUF forces scattered all over Lower Bambara Chiefdom and
launched attacks on Malegohun and Nongowa Chiefdoms, often coming in high numbers. In
January 1994, Peyama and Tongo were attacked. Before coming to Peyama, RUF forces had earlier
sent a letter to the inhabitants warning them they would attack their village. When the village was
attacked, the identity of the assailants was not clear for people as they were wearing military
uniforms. However, no doubt remained after the RUF fighters identified themselves by writing
inscriptions on the walls.
J'\fter Peyama, RUF forces moved on to Tongo, where they were repelled by SLA forces. During
that battle, a lot of ci-vilians were killed and property was stolen. The precise identity of the forces
responsible was unclear, as both were wearing the same attire. From Tongo, RUF forces went to
Lalehun, where they abducted hundreds of adults and children, forcing some to carry loads, and
burnt down a lot of houses. In February, RUF forces attacked Ghana and killed almost everybody;
later on, they moved to Talamah, where they killed a lot of civilians and burnt few houses. At,
Talamah, they also wrote on the walls on the houses inscriptions to identify themselves.
Largo (Nongowa Chiefdom, -south of Lower Bambara Chiefdom) was attacked early one morning in
February 1994 by heavily armed RUF forces. People were killed and houses looted and burnt. It is
reported that one of the commanders vowed to kill any living thing he saw in the town. On the same
day, Mano Junction, a strategic town and major business centre at the crossroad leading to Kailahun,
Tongo and Kenema, was attacked; civilians were killed and massive looting was carried out before
some houses were burnt. Villages on the Mano Junction - Kailahun Road, mainly located in the
Lower Bambara Chiefdom, were attacked during the same period, including Talia, Bo Ngeiya and
Kangama. At Talia, some civilians were killed and at Bo Ngeiya, the Town Chief and other civilians
captured by the forces were ordered to lie on the ground and their throats were cut, because they
were accused of supporting the Kamajors and Government forces.
RUF forces corning frorn different directions attacked Panguma, the chiefdom headquarters town in
the west of the cluefdom, at the border with Dodo Chiefdom. They captured some civilians and put
them in one house, wluch they set fire to, killing all the people inside. Around 80 civilians were
killed during that attack on 12 March 1994, including an Irish priest and a Dutch doctor, together
with his wife and daughter. Houses in the town were destroyed and looted as well as the hospital,
where drugs worth millions of LeonesH3~ were stolen. Again in March, Talamah was attacked and
HoH However, it cannot be ascertained ·whether the attacks on most of the chiefdom.s located in the North of the
District were carried out by the group that had attacked Lower Bambara Chiefdom or by the Southern group who
had entered Nomo Cluefdom
Ho~ "-\s a very rough guide: one million leones is approximately equivalent to 500 USD. This should be placed in the
context of Sierra Leone's position at the bottom of the Human Developrnent Index: between 1991 and 2000, 57%
of the populauon lived on less than 1 USD (2.000 SLL) per day and 74.5% lived on less than 2 USD (4.000 SLL)
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RUF forces fought the SLA. During the indiscriminate firing by both forces, many civilians were
killed. i\t Kornia Kpindima, in late March, a large nwnber_of RUF flghters corning from Foindu and
Yombuma killed some civilians, looted and burnt houses and forced many civilians to carry the
loads. During a second attack on this town in April 1994, the Town Speaker and his family were
captured, molested and tortured; the Town Speaker was later killed at Yombuma.
RUF forces attacked Koi tov.;n (Nongowa Chiefdom) early one morning in mid 1994, reportedly to
terrOl1se the inhabitants, whom they accused of supporting the Kamajors. They fired
indiscriminately and many civilians were killed and others were wounded. The town was looted and
people were forced to carry the stolen property to Peyama.
]ormu Town (in the east of Nongowa chiefdom) was attacked three times in 1994, the first being on
28 March in the early hours of the morning by RUF forces corning from Peyama. During this attack,
which resulted in looting and the abduction of many people to carry the loads, civilians suspected
there was collaboration between SLA forces based there at that time and RUF forces because both
factions were flring into the air, rather than at each other.
Soon after, COmbelTla was attacked and burnt down. Some civilians were killed and a man was
seriously wounded in his arm. RUF forces, who sketched a map of Sierra Leone showing areas
under their control on the blackboard of the primary school, did not stay long. Before leaving, they
took nearly all of the food and other valuable items in the village, forcing people to carry those items
to ]ormu.
]ormu was attacked for the second time few months later and RUF forces fued indiscriminately at
civilians, who were running here and there, dazed and confused, killing dozens. Many houses were
burnt and massive looting was carried out, with people of the town being forced to carry the stolen
property. lA..,.S the RUF forces left the town, they painted graffiti and writings on the walls, naming
some of their commandos.
SLA forces based in Tonga Field also carried out massive looting and harassed large numbers of
civilians suspected of being collaborators. Civilians were also forced to work for the SLA at mining
sites and many people were shot at these sites. Girls and women were raped and Chiefs and
community leaders were molested and tortured, suspected of being "rebel" collaborators or
sympathisers. SLA also sent messages to civilians who had earlier deserted the area to come back to
the town. Checkpoints were mounted and were used to take away money and valuable items from
civilians intimidated with guns and daggers. This situation remained the same under the authority of
successrve commanders. Besides these activities, SLA forces also undertook ambushes B411
Thus, at that time, Clvilians were under the pressure of both RUF and SLA forces, even if from time
to time there was flghting between the two factions. Relief came in mid 1994 when a group of local
hunters from Malegohun Chiefdom (east of Lower Bambara Chiefdom) established bases in Lower
per
day:
see
UNDP
Human
Development
Report
http / / W"'\·. undporg/hdr2003 / illruca tori ct)'_CSLE.html, last visited on 30 December 2003
K.J<1 Tlus infonnauon was related in such general tenns and no specific example can be given.
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Bambara Chiefdom. They fought RUF forces but sustained heavy losses. At the beginning, these
local hunters worked directly with the SLA forces but wer~ later on disarmed by SLA forces 841
The tl-urd attack on Jorrnu (Nongowa Chiefdom) took place during the last months of 1994,
apparently mainly for the purposes of obtaining food. Civilians were abducted and taken to the
nearby village of Saami, where they were forced to harvest the rice fields. Shortly after this third
attack, RUF forces searching for "pro-Government", i.e. SLA, forces attacked Vaahun Town. A
door-to-door search operation was carried out and people were gathered in the centre of the village.
One young man suspected of being a Kamajor was shot in the Court Barrie in front of all the
villagers, who were told by the commander to clap for him and laugh.
i\t Potehun (Nongowa Chiefdom.), people were killed and many were taken away to work in the

diamond fields. The continuous attacks on Jormu and its environs drove the inhabitants out of their
villages. Sanguahun, Nyandeyama, Nekabu, Baoya, Damawulo, Guabu and Ngeyawan-ue were
attacked during the last months of the year but few civilians were to be found. Most of these villages
were burnt and RUF forces con-ung from Saami started looking for people in the bushes to increase
the number of workers for the harvest.
Kenema Town was attacked on Christmas Day in 1994. A high number of heavily armed RUF
. known as
forces W- from Camp Zogoda launched the attack f rom the south-eastern part of the City,
"Reservation side". The battle lasted for eight days but SLA forces were unable to protect the town,
although a financial contribution to help them had been asked and obtained from the inhabitants.
During this attack, wl-uch lasted several days, many civilians were killed and a lot of young boys and
girls were abducted. Among those killed was a pron-unent lawyer, whose death struck people as far
away as Freetown. However, up to now, doubts still remain about the identity of those who killed
him.
Throughout 1994 and 1995, villages all over Lower Bambara H4:1 came under persistent attacks. In all
the attacks, people were routinely molested, tortured, killed, forced to carry stolen property and
forced to jom the RUF. Girls and women were raped and many houses were looted and burnt. In
December 1994, RUF forces corning from Peyama killed fourteen civilians and two SLA members.
People were slaughtered with kt-uves and some of tl1eir bodies were put in pots. At Lowoma (Lower
Bambara Chiefdom), also il'l December 1994, some houses were burnt, some civilians taken away
and a few others were killed. Those who were killed were thrown into water cells, which became
contan-unated and caused diseases. During 1995, schools, clinics, mosques and churches throughout
the dllefdolTl were unroofed.
In February 1995, RUF forces attacked the mining town of Kpava (Nongowa Chiefdom), asking
whether any Kamajors or SLA forces were in town. Following indiscrin-unate shooting, around
15 civilians were killed. The town was then looted and some civilians forced to carry the load to
Peyama, the main RUF base in Lower Bambara Cl-uefdom. People who were caught trying to escape
H41
H42
H4:1

These events happened in 1994 and probably 1995. See above, note 165
It is believed they \vere 400 in number.
These villages mclude Torpombu, Foindu, Kamboma, Komende, Bumpe, Komia, Sahaha and] agor.
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faced severe beatings with sticks and car tyres until they died and very young girls were routinely
raped.
Government forces based in Lower Bambara Chiefdom ambushed a lorry between Ngiehun and
Lalehun in I\1ay 1995. During this attack, 14 civilians, mainly businessmen, were killed. Civilians
from Lalehun were forced to take the bodies and bury them in a mass grave in Lalehun. The
following month, some women of Kenema Town decided to go and plead with RUF forces
stationed at Tabulay Junction. On their arrival, RUF forces opened fire and many of the women
died on the spot. Others sustained bullet wounds or were taken to the RUF base and raped.
In November 1995, local hunters equipped with short guns, cutlasses and knives coming from
Kenema Town attacked RUF positions in Lower Bambara Chiefdom,8+1 repelling RUF forces who,
while retreating, burnt down some \wages. Civilians who had earlier fled to the bush started to come
back to their villages. These local hunters at this time were not undertaking initiation as such and
.
D octor. 845
reportlng to a man ca11 e d a pronunent
Throughout 1995 and 1996, RUF forces were coming sporadically to Nongowa Chiefdom. Fewer
incidents are reported, possibly due to the fact that many people were living in the bushes and that
many villages were already destroyed. During this period, RUF forces used to bypass J ormu where
Kamajors and SLA forces were based, launching raids on villages out of their reach like Kpalu and
Konabu.
On Election Day in February 1996, RUF forces singing "RUF says no election" attacked Kenema
Town early in the morning. Among the people killed on that day was a final year student at Fourah
Bay College. On the same day, the RUF launched systematic attacks on towns and villages in Dama
Chiefdom, as they did not want the election to take place. An unspecified number of people were
killed on that day. In some instances, the RUF forces attacking villages on that day were dressed in
military fatigues. Nevertheless, despite these incidents, the elections went on as planned 84('
r\fter the 1996 elections, more SLA forces came to Foindu, Kamboma, Largo and Bendu Junction
(Lower Bambara Chiefdom). At checkpoints, civilians without a written document called a "pass"
were not allowed to continue their journey. They were often molested and detained for long periods
of time In another inCJdent, in June 1996, the SLA.. forced a lot of civilians to brush the area near
Peyam.a. As Peyama was a RUF base, 1l.1.any civilians fell into an RUF ambush and were killed.

The North-west of the District

8+1 These positions were located at Komia Kpindima, Foindu, Kamboma, Largo and Kombuy.
H4S Irutiation of Kamajors did not take place in Kenema District before 1996. However, these local hunters, as in
other places in the country, '.vere orgalUsing themselves to protect their chiefdoms, mainly equipped with bladed
weapons and local guns. The registration process will require further clarification.
S4(, It IS ll1teresting to note· that very few reports mention RUF disturbances on Election Day. Furthe=ore, besides
Kenema Town (Nongo"\va Chiefdom), the other area affected was Dama Chiefdom, to be found south of
Nongowa ChlefdOlTl, Kenema Town bel11g located nearby the border with Darna Chiefdom.
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Coming from Lower Bambara Chiefdom through Dodo Chiefdom, RUF forces reached Simbaru
Chiefdom in February 1994; Wandor and Kandu Leppea1}la Chiefdoms were affected shortly after.
These chiefdoms will be examined together as it appears that the same RUF commander was in
charge of the RUF forces operational in these chiefdoms. As for Gorama Mende Chiefdom, the
northernmost chiefdom of the District, it is likely that RUF forces who reached it came from two
different directions and the actions of one group may be linked with what happened in Kandu
Leppeama, Simbaru and \\1andor Chiefdoms (south of Gorama Mende Chiefdom) while the other
actions that affected mainly Punduru (north-east of the chiefdom), were directed from Kono
District.
In February 1994, an RUF group called "Tay Go" entered Simbaru Chiefdom and rapidly
established a camp under the Lomie Hill they called Joe Bush. 847 Before establishing their camp,
RUF forces attacked Goma. They entered the town with sporadic fIring while people were fleeing.
The RUF forces stayed for three days in the town and abducted some civilians. The civilians who
came out of the bush after the attack counted 15 bodies. The houses were unroofed and young men
were forced to cany the stolen property, including food, poultry and personal items such as radios,
recorders and clothes to a site that became an RUF camp. Before leaving, they set the town on fue,
burning down all the approximately 123 houses of the town.
Shortly afterwards, the first group was reinforced by a second group called "Death Squad", which
also came from Lower Bambara Chiefdom. On their way to Sirnbaru Chiefdom, this second group
passed by Dodo Chiefdom, east of Simbaru Chiefdom. At Guala (Dodo Chiefdom), they shot and
killed nine civilians and burnt 18 people alive. After spending two days in the town, they continued
towards Simbaru Chiefdom and reached the Hydro Electricity Power Dam, located in Sirnbaru
Chiefdom at the border with Dodo Chiefdom. They vandalised the dam and killed civilians who
stayed with the Security Police who were stationed there. Civilians who went to the dam afterwards
counted 1(j bodies, including women and children. Eight civilians were also mutilated and four
young boys, allegedly below the age of 15, had melted plastic dripped into their eyes while they were
bel11g interrogated by the RUF forces.
The RUF used Camp Joe Bush as a training camp and as a permanent base to attack the whole of
Simbaru Chiefdom and the surrounding chiefdoms. Civilians who had been captured were taken to
the camp, where they were subjected to physical and mental violence. One example of this was
called "Gunproof society". Dutlng the course of tlus action, captives were first forcedto dig deep
pits and to collect over 150 different kinds of leaves from the bush, where they had been escorted
for this purpose. Captives were then obliged to lie down in the pit, where they were covered with the
sticks and boiled leaves they had collected, which were then set alight for the captives to be smoked.
lifter tlus, civilians were forced to wash themselves with the water in which the leaves had been
boiled. They were then covered \vith burnt oil on their whole body and forced to sit for hours
under the sun. Follm;ving this, RUF members shot them to prove they were "gunproof', as a result
of which many people died. In addition, people who had been captured and brought to the camp
were shot dead and their flesh cooked by women captives.
Joe Bush was a generic nam.e given to training bases, like "Camp Lion" in other places. Other camps called
Camp.J oe Bush were to be found at other places in Kenema District.
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From this camp, RUF forces started attacking villages, systematically molesting, torturing, killing,
raping and abducting people and looting and burning ho~ses. The scale of these acts was very high.
The following incidents describe the actions carried out during this period.
The fust village to be attacked from the camp was Lomabu (Simbaru Chiefdom), where RUF forces
killed 13 people, set the village on fue and captured some men and women. They then divided into
groups to ,risit the whole chiefdom, coming back after the attacks to their camp with stolen property
and captured civilians. Patrol groups undertaking these actions in various villages were given
descriptive names such as "Operation No Mercy" and "Operation Fire".
At Borboru, a section headquarter in Simbaru Chiefdom, people fled as the RUF entered the town,
fIring their weapons. Those people who were caught were either captured or killed; this attack
resulted in the death of 27 civilians, including children. The village was massively looted and civilians
were forced to carry the stolen property, which included animals, clothes and zinc, back to the camp.
The RUF forces remained in Gbangeima for nine weeks, during which time they mutilated civilians,
raped women and guls, burnt people alive, skinned people alive and ate the flesh of their victims.
Top commanders were given the most beautiful girls and the other women who had been caught
were distributed among the junior commandos. Two young girls were buried alive as a sacrifIce at
the river bank. People were forced to work and cook for them. At the entrance and exit points of
the town, they mounted checkpoints at which they displayed human heads. At one point, they
started burning furniture instead of gathering wood and moved all the captives to the camp. Before
leaving, they set the village on fue, destroying almost all the houses. People who managed to escape
from the camp later found the village destroyed and over 40 bodies lying on the ground.
Deima Town (Kandu Leppeama Chiefdom, south of Simbaru Chiefdom) was attacked many times
during this period, as it was a diamond rich area. In March 1994, the RUF group called "Tay Go",
wearing combat attire and red berets, attacked Deima, killing 20 civilians on the spot and abducting
many young girls. The heavily armed RUF forces attacked and raided many villages in the chiefdom.
The RUF group then settled for a while at Bouajabu, from where they attacked other villages. At
Bouajabu, 15 people were captured and forced to carry stolen property. At Jenneh, many civilians
drowned in a deep stream as they tried to escape an oncoming RUF attack, of which they had been
warned by an inhabitant of the village. RUF forces stayed in Jenneh for three days, killing civilians
and raping girls. '0?hen they entered the town, the RUF forces met a student from Tviilton Margai
College with his aunt. Accusing him of being a SLA member, RUF forces dragged him away, beat
him, wrapped him in rice bags and a bed mat and set fire to the mat. His aunt was then taken away
and sexually assaulted by more than one member of the RUF. She was taken with them, forced to
cook for them and they said that she was now their "Mammy Queen", forcing her to have sex witl1.
them. This woman managed to escape later during a fight between the RUF group and SLA forces
that took place at Gbando.
Other villages in Kandu Leppeama Chiefdom - such as Motorma, Banda and Leppeama - also came
under attack in lvlarch 1994. Ci,rilians were killed and houses were burnt down. At the headquarter
town of Gbando, one young man from Levuma who had been sent by the acting Paramount Chief
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to report on what was happening in the surrounding villages saw members of a fighting force
weanng combat uniforms and identifying themselves as RUF forces. Many houses in the town were
on fire and bodies were lying in the backyards of some houses, while other inhabitants who were in
houses that were on fire were crying.
RUF forces raided other villages in Simbaru Chiefdom before reaching the chiefdom headquarter of
Boajibu. During those raids, they vandalised and took everything they came across, including cattle
and poultry, and took away civilians to carry what they had just taken. At Tawalun, they looted
extensively, including domestic animals, burnt down the village, captured 19 strong young men to
carry the load, killed two civilians with machetes and threw three people into a burning house. At
Kpetema, where they arrived in the everung hours, they entered the village with heavy fire and
captured eight men to carry their load. At Peyeila, a village of 98 family houses, they vandalised the
houses and took all the property they found, including household items, cash, money, clothes and
cattle. They captured civilians to bring all the items to Camp Joe Bush, set the whole village on fire
and mutilated seven civilians, namely three women, a three year old girl and three young men. One
woman who was six months' pregnant had her belly cut open to settle an argument the RUF forces
were having about the sex of the baby she carried.
On 17 March 1994, the same group launched an attack on Simbaru Chiefdom headquarters, Boajibu,
known to be a business centre for the neighbouring chiefdoms and containing the offices of many
dealers in diamonds and gold. Before entering the town, they laid ambushes on all the entrances.
Seven hundred and sixty-nine civilians were captured and divided into four groups, each of which
was to be given a section of the town to burn down. Each day civilians were killed; they were burnt
alive, dropped in boiling water, shot or had melted plastic dripped into their eyes. The bodies of
their victims were cooked and eaten; this human flesh was called Yanilni. Many people were
mutilated and dozens of women and girls were often raped by numerous RUF members. Relief
came from SLA forces from Komboya Chiefdom (Eo District) who attacked the town after 17 days
of RUF occupation, repelling the RUF forces. SLA forces then returned to their base in Bo District.
RUF forces began a looting spree on 29 March 1994 at Konta (Gorama Mende Chiefdom), a town
known for its business transactions B4H RUF forces entered the town at dusk with heavy firing and, as
civilians had already fled, undertook systematic looting and burning of the houses. Two people were
killed one man, described as insane, who did not leave the town was stabbed to death because RUF
forces were suspicious that he did not leave and an old man was burnt alive in a house the RUF
forces had set on fire. Those RUF forces then continued their looting spree in the 'surrounding
villages and captured civilians were forced to carry the stolen property on their heads. At Palima, five
Clvilians were killed and 20 houses left in ashes. The RUF forces went back to Konta, where they
killed and ate domestic animals.
H4H The duection the RUF forces came from cannot be ascertained with certainty. i~s Konta is located at a nodal
point on a road coming from the south (W'andor Chiefdom), it is likely that those forces came from Wandor
Chiefdom. However, information collected for \V'andor Chiefdom does not mention any troops movement late
l\larch 1994, only 111 l\Iay.1994. It could nonetheless be deduced that the troops who passed by (and only bypassed)
\V'andor Cluefdom 111 J\Iay 1994 are the same as the one who attacked Konta (Gorama I\1ende Chiefdom) and that
one of these two dates is not completely exact.
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Three days later, the RUF forces left for Modema, which is on the road that leads to Tonkolili
District, in the north of Gorama Mende Chiefdom. On -their way to Modema, RUF forces burnt
many houses: five houses at Gbandi, six at Kortuhun, three huts at Fulawahun and 20 at Kenyema.
At the Kenyema Bridge, one civilian who was wearing a t-shirt with a NPRC logo was stabbed to
death. j\nother civilian was captured at the bridge and Joined the captives. Modema, a periodical
market centre located in an area producing coffee and cocoa, was attacked on 1 April 1994. During
this attack, all the public buildings were burnt down and one civilian caught tqing to flee was killed.
Houses were also burnt down in the surrounding villages. The RUF forces left Modema for the road
leading to Ivlasingbi (Konike Sanda Chiefdom, Tonkolili District). SLA forces came to Modema late
April, unsuccessfully pursued the RUF forces, stayed in the town for some days and looted what was
left before leaving.
In April 1994, RUF forces entered the north-east of Gorama Mende Chiefdom. At this time,
vigilante groupsR~~ COITlposed of local hunters and volunteered civilians trained in basic rnilitary
tactics were active in the chiefdom. Those vigilante groups were to serve as local observers assisting
the SLA. forces and were sometimes used for reconnaissance (RECE). One of those vigilante groups
had its first encounter in f\pril 1994 when, hearing that RUF forces coming from Nimiyama
Chiefdom (Kono District) were near Punduru, they ambushed those RUF forces in Kemuya forest,
killing one of them and injuring others. Following this incident, RUF forces entered Kemuya and
killed five crvilians, including women and children, and burnt 10 houses. On their way back to their
base in Nimiyama Chiefdom, those RUF forces went through Ngorgbedehun, on the east bank of
the Sewa River, where they raided the houses and burnt down two of them.
On 8 May 1994, SUI., forces came back to Modema (Gorama Mende Chiefdom), claiming they had
been deployed to protect civilians. They taxed the people of the town and on 9 June they left,
allegedly for another military assignment. Three days after they had left, Modema was attacked but
the 1nhabitants could not tell whether the assailants were RUF or SLA forces. During this attack,
five people were killed and the armed rnen located the civilians in their hiding places, beat them and
took their property
The situation prevailing in Simbaru Chiefdom also affected Wandor Chiefdom, north of Simbaru
ChiefdOlTl. Beginning in June 1994, small groups of RUF forces were corning from Simbaru
Chiefdom, inirially at least led by the same cornmander who had been leading the "Tay. Go" group.
Before these regular visits of small groups, hundreds of RUF forces passed by the chiefdom in May
1994, en route to open a new base further north, killing t\\'o people as they passed through
Gendema. In June 1994, RUF forces coming from Boajibu (Simbaru Chiefdom) arrested the Town
Chief and killed lurn in a nearby village, on the basis that the inhabitants did not feed them well. His
\v'ife was raped and the RUF forces took two young girls away with them as they moved from village
to village to take food. In December, on a food-finding mission, they went to Kpangbaru, where
they murilated a man they identified as being a vigilante. \Vlllle he was srill alive, his stomach was slit
open and Ius organs remov~d and eaten.
K~~ These vigilante groups were eqwpped with trad1tional weapons like s\.vords, lances, knives and short guns Oocal
hunters)
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/\t one pOlnt (reports vary bet\veen June 1994 and the end of 1995), SLj\ forces were based at
Boajibu (Simbaru Chiefdom). \)V'hen they arrived, they asKed people to come out of the bushes and
those who did not were later forced to come out. Civilians were forced to stay indoors from 5.00 pm
until 9.30 arn. E\'ery morning, civilians were dispatched to bring food for the SLA forces in the
chiefdom, which later extended to neighbouring chiefdoms when food supplies in Simbaru
Chiefdom were exhausted. SL\ forces were patrolling in Sirnbaru Chiefdom and the neighbouring
chiefdoms, bnngl11g with them civilians used to carry properties they would loot. Civilians were
forced to "\vork for SLA forces, mainly to mine diamonds for them; villages were raided to bring
manpower for this purpose. Civilians were also forced to do fann work. Orders were given to shoot
any civilian caught trying to steal gems. In one incident, civilians fleeing RUF attacks in Kono
District and corning to Boajibu "\vere arrested and detained for two days. Three of them were then
shot to death and Clvilians were told to ti~ theu feet together and to "throw them away". Civilians
were beaten if they failed to give food to the SLA forces. Orders were passed that civilians had to
divide their food in t\vo parts, one part for them and one for their commander. Civilians were
harassed for their property and SLA forces were searching for civilians in their "sorquehun". During
one of these searches, some SLA members fell into a RUF ambush. In reprisal, SLA forces killed
two young civilians accused of being responsible for the death of their colleagues. They cut their
throats, slit their stomachs, cut out their organs and cooked them. During all this period, many
women and guls were raped and anyone who denied a reguest from an SLA member was severely
beaten. Similar actions continued under successive commanders.
Punduru (in the north-east of Gorama Mende Chiefdom) was attacked in October 1994 by RUF
forces on a looting spree. Over 250 men entered the town wearing red headbands, about 50 of them
unarmed, one of \vhom was a Lebanese businessman captured in Nimiyama Chiefdom (Kono
Distnct). The heavy firing frightened civilians and vigilantes, who all fled the town. The RUF forces
then started hunting for peaple and property, raiding the whole town. They killed 10 civilians,
mal11ly people who could not escape, including the elderly and young children. Other civilians they
found were not killed but used as manpower to carry the stolen property. However, one man who
was told to carry property taken from the pharmacy and who refused was beaten to death with a
bladed weapon. Before leaving the town for their base "\vith their captives, the RUF forces set fire to
the mosque, the health centre, the prliTlary school and two churches 8s11 However, some of the local
hunters managed to encounter the RUF forces at the border with Nliniyama Chiefdom (Kana
District). RUF forces, heavily laden with stolen property, were not able to put up strong resistance
and fled, leavl1lg most of the stolen property behind and enabling most of the captives to flee.

g52

gSl

}.. nother group of RUF forces
reached Kandu Leppeama Chiefdom in August 1995
and
inflicted a lot of violence on both person and property as the follO\ving examples highlight. At
Levuma, RUF forces killed civilians, sexually assaulted women, burnt some houses and captured
ci,'ilians to carry theu load. At Jenneh, they killed five civilians and tortured others. The RUF forces
B511
B51

K52

Punduru would not come under other RUF attack until 1997.
It \.vas not the 'Tal' Go' group.
Tlus event could have taken place 111 1994.
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also killed 16 civilians, burnt 45 houses, amputated the limbs of seven civilians, raped four girls and
took other women from theu· husbands at Gbando, the chiefdom headquarter. Deima, a diamond
nch town, \,vas attacked not only during this wave of attacks but also many more tUnes throughout
the following months as RUF forces, although not based there, sporadically entered the chiefdom
on raids HSj Following these attacks, local authorities addressed the Govermnent, expressing their
deep need to have some SLA forces stationed in their chiefdom. However, the SLA forces who were
sent as a result of this request also began harassing civilians and taking their property.
Due to SLA attacks in 1995, RUF forces mounted serious assaults in Wandor Chiefdom. At
Gendema, civilians were assembled and nine of them were locked up in a room after three had been
killed. The nine men in the room were taken out one after the other and beaten to death. The RUF
forces did not use bullets, both to save ammunition and to avoid alerting SLA forces based at
Boajibu (Simbaru Chiefdom). RUF forces later proceeded to one of their main bases, called
"Bokurr", in Valunia chiefdom (Eo District).
Tongi, the headquarter town of Gorama Mende Chiefdom, was overrun by RUF forces in March
1995. Over 500 well-armed RUF forces entered the town, coming from the north of the
chiefdom,Hs~ gathered people in the Court Barrie and declared that the town was now an "RUF
entity". Ne\v authorities were appointed, including a Town Commander, a Town Mother and a
clerk. The Town Cotnmander was charged with taxing the inhabitants and gathering food for the
H55
RUF. Youths were ordered to unroof houses and to use the zinc to build a camp called Joe Bush
in the forest near the town. During the rime of the building of the camp, two civilians were beaten
to death, as they did not obey the RU F order to unroof and transport some zinc. H5G Young men and
children were captured and trained in the camp on guerrilla warfare throughout 1995 and 1996. H57
Local hunters in Simbaru Chiefdom decided to organise themselves and provide assistance to SLA
forces, tnainly by showing them routes within the chiefdom. At this time, proper initiation was not
taking place; rather it was an informal gathering of men above 20 years who then presented
themselves to the SLA This movement also took place in Wandor Chiefdom, where a meeting with
local hunters from neighbouring chiefdoms was organised.
In October 1995, at Gombu (\Vandor Chiefdom), RUF forces killed 17 civilians and razed the
village to the ground by setting houses on fIre. Women and girls were sexually abused and civilians
were taken away, forced to show the RUF forces routes by which they might aVOld local hunters. At
Falla the next day, one civilian who cheered, thinking those forces corning to the village were SLA
forces, was killed and distnernbered with a bladed weapon, his body parts scattered all over the

These continuous attacks on Deima resulted to the death of a lot of civilians, the number of casualties per
attack being however not ascertained.
HS~ The report mentions that they came from the direction of Mondema, north of Tongi (Gorama IvIende
Chiefdom) and accorclingly those RUF forces came either from Tonkolili or from Kono Districts.
HSS Joe Bush was a generic name gwen to training bases, like "Camp Lion" in other places. Other camps called
Camp] oe Bush were to be found at other places 111 Kenema District.
HSC, These two Clvilians could not carry out the task RUF ordered them to do, as they were ill.
HS7 The camp would bter on be attacked by KamaJors.
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town. Another man who was requested to cook for them and took the meat for himself was also
killed and his stomach cut open. On that same night, Falla was set on fIre.
The SLi\ presence in Sirnbaru Chiefdom did not prevent RUF forces attacking 'rillages. On 25
December 1995, as RUF forces attacked Boajibu for the second time, SLA forces fled the town.
During this attack, the newly initiated Bondo society girls were captured, the few houses left
standing after the fIrst burning were burnt and nine men were killed. The entire town was destroyed,
including all the buildings except two rnosques and a school. The RUF forces did not stay in the
town and around one week later, civilians and SLA forces came back to the town. SLA forces went
back to patrolling Simbaru Chiefdom and the neighbouring chiefdoms, where they took away what
was left after RUF attacks, unroofing houses and removing their doors and windows shutters. They
forced civilians to go with them to carry those items back to Boajibu.
In January 1996, RUF forces came back in \"X!andor Chiefdom and this tllne engaged people to join
them, organising meetings and appointing Towns Commanders. Those who refused to join were
considered as enemies. j\ccording to one of the RUF commanders, they would not kill anybody if
people followed orders. However, shortly after, their behaviour changed and elders where punished;
one was strung up inside the Court Barrie and seriously flogged. Those civilians who had to
cooperate \vith RUF forces were later denounced to SLi\. forces in Sin1baru Chiefdom and,
everyday, some were punished with lashes while others were fined.
In 1996, both local hunters and SLA forces attacked Camp Joe Bush in Simbaru Chiefdom and
destroyed it. The bodies of many civilians were found almost fully decomposed in the deserted
camp, most of them victims of the "Gunproof society" practice. From the documents found in the
camp, it became clear that this camp was going to be developed as the main RUF base for the eight
neighbouring chiefdoms. The interrogation of the captives revealed that RUF forces were coming
from different chiefdoms all over the District. They revealed the way they were treated in the camp:
they were forced to work all day long without proper food, continuously beaten or molested; women
were constantly raped, often raped by multiple attackers and many of them died from those rapes;
bodies were not buried but were thrown in the bushes or in streams; any time RUF forces left the
camp to attack a village, they forced captives to go with them, forcing them to the frontline, to carry
the property they would take; any civilian who was tired and could no longer sustain the weight of
the load was either beaten to death or shot; and young boys and girls under 15 were trained to
become combatants. Babies who were born in the camp were well treated, as they we!e viewed as
future combatants. \'011en they entered the camp, Kamajors took automatic nfles and machine guns,
hiding these weapons from the SLf\. forces. Following the capture of the camp, RUF forces attacked
BoaJibu many times, trYl11g to get back the docwnents they had lost.
Following this successive attack, the Kamajors of Simbaru Chiefdom established five bases in the
chiefdom at Fonima, GbonJeima, Goma, Boajibu and Njagbwema. They routinely led SLA forces on
patrol. To buy the cartridges for then single barrel guns, they used to tax male civilians while women
\vere requested to contribute \vith rice. /I.. s Kamajor control in the chiefdom grew stronger, civilians
started coming back in the cluefdom.
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The collaboration bet\Veen the SLl\ and local hunters did not last long, as SLA forces started
molesnng and, at times, disarming those local hunters. i\J Boajibu, the new SLA commander who
arrived 1n April stated that "I:\\'O captains cannot drive one ship at the same time", meaning that SLi\
forces did not need another armed group to defend the country. SLA. behaviour towards civilians
became worse when the new conu'llander arrived. Incidents of rapes, sexual harassment and forceful
marnages becarne conunon practice at this time. SLA forces forced civilians to work in mines and to
dig up diamonds for them. SLA forces guarding the mining areas were told by their conunander to
l11Jure or kill any civilian caught trying to steal a gem. That mining activity went on throughout 1996
until early 1997, when SLA forces left the area and the Kamajors arrived. Civilians were also forced
to engage in large-scale farming under the surveillance of SLA forces. Civilians worked all day and
went back home 1n the everung v,rithout being fed. On one occasion while they were searching for
Clvilians in the bush to take away their property, SLA forces fell into an RUF ambush and one of
them was killed. The SL'\ commander in Boajibu accused t\Vo local hunters from Wandor
Chiefdom of being responsible for the killing of this SLA member. The t\Vo local hunters had to lie
down on the street and were killed, having their throats cut v.rith a dagger. The junior SLA members
then removed the organs, cut the fleshy parts of the bodies, cooked and ate them.
In December 1996, the SLA commander ordered the Bondo society heads to initiate girls into the
society. A. t first, the heads refused, as they stated that on hearing that the initiation was going to take
place, RUF forces would attack them, especially since RUF forces were constantly attacking the
chiefdom headquarter of Boajibu. Nevertheless, the SL'\ commander forced them to perform the
l11itiation on 23 December. In the morning of 25 December, RUF forces attacked Boajibu; the SLA
forces fled and left the inhabitants, including the new Bondo initiates, in the hands of RUF forces.
The RUF forces caught the 'new initiates with theu superiors, called Soweis, and sexually assaulted
the girls who had been initiated only t\Vo days previously. Furthermore, they killed nine civilians,
including young married women and children. A lot of buildings were also burnt down.

Tile Kama;"ors - 1996
In 1996, on heanng that Kamajor societies were being established in Bo and Bonthe Districts, elders
and Clllefs in the vanous chiefdoms of Kenema District started nominating their own men for
initiation as Kamajors, which took place in Kenema Town. The first batches of those initiates
returned to their chiefdoms in the lTuddle of 1996 and deployed at key entry points to the towns and
villages. :Most of the rnen nOlTunated by the elders to join the society were in displaced camps, as was
almost all the population of the chiefdoms.
Events in Dama Chiefdom highlight that in 1996, the welfare of the local hunters, now regrouped
under the CDF, was transferred to the Government and each chiefdom authority was required to
appol11t a dud KarnaJOt to act as chiefdom coordinator for the CDF in the clllefdom. Battalion
gSK
commanders and conullanding officers were also appointed
The conditions for initiation, as
applied at least during the early stage of the KamaJors, were as follows: Ks9
KSK For more details 011 the structure of the CDF, see the chapter on the CDF in the Fighting Forces section of this
report.
KS9 These condiuons were speClfically reported 111 relation to Simbaru Chiefdom, generally applied across the whole
District and, l11deed, the \vhole Kamajor movement.
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)'Vlen must be above 18 years.
I\'1en must join the Kamajor society voluntary and .append their signature.
Those men must be recommended to the Paramount Chief bv a Town Chief or Section
Chief
Those men must willingly contribute condiments to the KalTlajors.

In some chiefdoms, such as Gorama Mende Chiefdom, men who wished to be initiated as CDF
members had to pay a fee ranging from Le 15,000 to Le 25,000. Once the money was paid, a date
was set and the men who were going to be initiated were to come dressed in a "war ronko", which is
a type of country cloth.
RUF forces \,vere in control of Langrama, Niawa and Small Bo Chiefdoms until 1996 when the fIrst
lZamaJors coming back from their initiation and started fIghting. In June 1996, local authorities from
the three chiefdoms decided to form their own society. A Section Chief from Niawa Chiefdom
encouraged people living in the displaced camps to be initiated. The first arrangements combined
Small Bo, Niawa, Langurama (Kel1ema District), Wunde (Bo District), 'iX/unde and Barri (Pujehun
District) Chiefdoms; this group was l01owl1 as the Wanjei Defence Committee. However, this initial
arrangement did not last as the group as there were complications due to the fact that it was
composed of chiefdoms from different Districts. It was therefore decided that the initiation for the
K8.m8.Jors society should be undert8.ken at District level. Thus, Small Bo, Niawa and Langrama
Chiefdoms regrouped and became known as the Upper \X7anjei Defence Committee.
f\fter the initiation in Bo, the first group of around 200 Kamajors arrived in Small Bo Chiefdom in
October 1996. \X'ith weapons provided by SLA forces and together with the SLA forces, the newly
initiated Kamajors launched their first attack on RUF positions in a town located four miles west of
BlamaB(,1I It is reported that SLA forces gave weapons to the Kamajors despite the animosity and
distrust between them. During this first attack, the Kamajors did not dislodge the RUF forces but
obtained their first automatic nfles (AK47s). Together with the KalTlaJors from \Xlunde Chiefdom
(Bo Dlstnct), they successfully attacked an RUF camp at Semabu (Small Bo Chiefdom). Kamajors
continued their progression into SlTlall Bo Chiefdom, taking weapons abandoned by the retreating
RUF forces.
The Kamajors of the three chlefdorns (Small Bo, Nlawa, Langruma ChiefdolTls), assisted by
Kamajors from Bo District (\\lunde and Boama Chiefdoms, sharing the border with Kenema
Distnct) and together \'vith SLA and ECOMOG forces, then launched attacks on Niawa Cluefdom.
USl11g two different roads, one corning from Koribondo Oiam.a Bongor Chiefdom, Bo District) and
the other from Potoru (Barri Chiefdom, Pujehun District), the combined forces advanced on RUF
camps at Kpantena Ngovokpan, Topanda and Bandawor before reaching the main camp in
Banda\vor forest, called Camp Zogoda. The fIghting lasted several days, as a result of which the
combined forces were able to dislodge the RUF from the camp. In the camp, the Kamajors found
many RUF documents consisting of records of RUF activities, including, inter a/ia, records of the
attacks on the Bo-Kenem.a High\vay, how many items were stolen and how many people were
0(,[1
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captured to carry the load. In the camp, the combined forces found many captured civilians, who
related how they were treated during their stay in the Gl1np. For example, abductees who were
caught trying to escape were shot dead or had the letters" "RUF" inscribed on their body with hot
iron. Civilians were forced to work in the camp and were given little or no food. Villages considered
by the RUF as "enemy" bases were burnt down and captured civilians were used to carry boxes of
ammunition on their he3ds for long dist3nces. Young boys between eight and eleven were trained in
the c3mp 3nd sent to fight \Vlth weapons almost too big for them to carry. Some of those civili3ns
found in the camp were brought to Blama to 3 camp that hosted them and the captured RUF forces
were taken to the SL-\ Brigade Headquarter in Kenema 8 ('1
After the Kamajors had successfully repelled RUF forces from the three chiefdoms, civilians started
to come back from displaced camps and the bush to their villages. The Kamajors who had initially
all been based in Small Bo Chiefdom also returned to their various chiefdoms, namely Niawa,
Langruma and Small Bo Chiefdoms. From that tirne, Niawa and Langruma chiefdoms did not
encounter any more RUF att3cks.
Newly initiated Karnajors were deployed 31' different locations - Deima, Levuma and Gbando - in
Kandu Leppeama Chiefdom. \'Xlhile initially they collaborated with the SLA forces, this deteriorated
as they openly disagreed with the behaviour of SLA" forces towards civilians. Nevertheless,
Kamajors' behaviour towards civilians was not exempt frorn violence either, as civilians accused of
being "rebel" co1l3borators were chased. In one incident, two civilians who had been appointed
1'O\vn Commanders at KambolT13 and Koindu Villages by RUF forces and who had actively
collaborated with RUF forces were killed, although it appears that these people were killed by the
people of those villages, rather than the Kamajors.
In \v3ndor Chiefdom, strong men who were nominated by the Chiefs to be initiated in Jiama
Bangor Chiefdom (Bo District) returned to the chiefdom in Septen"lber 1996 and successfully
repelled RUF forces. KalTlajors started patrolling at the borders of the chiefdom and in order to
3vOld h3\ring civilians caught in crossfire during encounters with RUF / AFRC forces, Kamajors
requested the civilians from surrounding villages to gather at Falla in the centre of the chiefdom.
Shortly after they arrived in the chiefdom, K3majors fought with RUF / AFRC forces who were en
route to attack them at FallaH(>c and succeeded in repelling them. After a second attack that took
place two days later, \\?andor Chiefdom did not sustain any more RUF or RUF / AFRC incursions.
In September 1996, KamajQrs coming from Kenema Town repelled RUF forces from different
villages in Lower Bambara Chiefdom., including Lowoma, Fowaru and Ngelaima. People who had
fled to the bush started to come back to the villages. However, they were soon forced to give food
to the Kamajors 3nd those who refused were detained for hours and molested. Kamajors also
deposed Chiefs and decided on private matters, punishing and fining people they found guilty. The
heads of some RUF members \vere cut off and displayed in Tonga Field.
Kamajors entered
Peyama, drove the RU F out and took all the stolen property back to Tonga, where they worked with
SL\ forces.
H(,]

The fate of these pnsoners is not known.

Hec The fighting took place near Kamboma
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In November 1996, Kamajors frotTl Nomo, Gaura and Tunk.ia Chiefd01Tls joined forces to dislodge
the RUF, launching successful attacks in Nomo Chiefdom. They were Erst equipped with short
guns, sticks, machetes and cutlasses and progressively, were provi.ded with more sophisticated
weapons, such as AK47s, taken from opponents during the attacks. Any person suspected of being a
"rebel" would be killed, their heads sometimes chopped off. In January 1997, at Dambala (Nomo
ChIefdom), three men were shot dead, alleged to be "rebels".
Early that same month, Kamajors came back from their initiation in Gorama Mende Chiefdom and
launched their Erst attack on the headquarter town of Tongi. They successfully repelled the RUF
forces from the town and from Camp Joe Bush. After they overran Tongi, Kamajors arrested all
Clvilians who had held positions during the RUF's stay, threatening to kill them. However, due to
the 111tervention of the chiefdom authorities, those people were not killed but instead were forced to
pay the following Enes: one bag of rice, five gallons of palm oil, two cotton cloths and Le 50,000.
Kamajors also repelled RUF forces from other towns in the chiefdom such as Vengema, Modema,
Keema, Jouma, Berembeh, Benduma and Nyandehun. More Kamajors were sent for initiation to
strengthen their forces. Another Camp Joe Bush at Kpetema Teiyeh, in the north of the chiefdom at
the border "\vith Tonkolili District, was attacked and Kamajors drove RUF forces out of the camp.
Some RUF forces were killed while most of them ran away. Kamajors from Gorama Mende
ChIefdom were also active outside the boundaries of their chiefdom as they fought RUI' forces in
Tonkolili District B "'
On 3 Iv1arch 1997, an initiator from Bonthe District was called upon to initiate more Kamajors in
Gorama Mende Cl-uefdom. In the same week, on hearing this information, RUI' forces sent a
reconnaissance (RECE) to plan an attack on the chiefdom. Kamajors did not wait for the RUF
forces to come and on 10 March, attacked their base at Sullay Ground. The captured RUF forces
were sent to Bo Town,8(,~ under the protection of the chiefdom coordinator of the Kamajors. i\fter
this last fight, Gorama Mende Chiefdom was virtually free of RUF presence, the only subsequent
sightings being a few RUI' forces seen on food Ending ITussions, with no reported fatalities.
In March 1997, following an encounter between SLA forces and the CDI' at Tongo (Lower
Bamabara Chiefdom), the Kamajors left the town and many civilians were tortured and killed by
SLA forces on the grounds that they were Kamajor supporters. Kamajors who were driven out to
nearby chiefdoms regrouped and retook Tongo, driving out SLA forces and es~ablishing a
permanent base. Retreating SLA forces killed a lot of civilians on their way to Kono District in
Kon)o and Venema (both villages are located 111 Lower Bambara Chiefdom). At Tongo, the
KamaJors targeted alleged SLA sympathisers; they tortured and killed many civilians on these
grounds. From tl-us base, Kamajors were soon controlling the chiefdom.
\'\/hen initiations started to take place in Kenema, local hunters frorn Simbaru Chiefdom went to be
initiated. On their return in March 1997, they were told that the SLA forces had left for Kenema
Town. From this time on, the KamaJors were in charge of the chiefdom. In Kandu Leppeama
H(,1

K(,~

See the factual analysls for Tonkolili District.
.·\t tlus time, Eo Town was under SL-\ control.
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Chiefdom, Cluds recommended strong men to be initiated and when they carne back from their
llutiation, they were divided into different groups to protect the chiefdom.
In March 1997, RUF forces attacked the following villages in Simbaru Chiefdom, setting houses on
fIre and killing civilians: Nyahu (over GO dwellings were burnt and six people killed); Mamboma
(over GO houses burnt, four aId rnen killed and two men mutilated); Paruniga (45 houses were burnt
and mne people killed); Gawama (over 170 houses, two primary schools and a health centre were set
on fIre and 17 people were killed); Gereihun (over 250 houses and public buildings were set on fIre,
48 people were killed and four people mutilated); Fawana, Garahun, Jagbwema, Gogbebu and
Nyeyalna.H('O
In May 1997, a week before the Coup, the Kamajors' Chief Initiator conducted over 300 initiations
at Falla (\"\'andor Cluefdom) to strengthen the nwnber of Kamajors. Others travelled to Bo Distnct
to be initiated by the Deputy Chief Initiator.
/\.tound the same time, SLA forces attacked the Kamajor base at Kenema, chasing away the Chief
Initiator. Dunng this attack, many civilians and Kamajors and few SL'\. members were killed and
severa] houses, including that of the Cluef Initiator, were burnt down as well as numerous homes of
Kamajors and Kamajors supporters. On seeking refuge in Kania (Dama Chiefdom), the Chief
Initiator was adVIsed by the Paramount Cluef to leave, due to its proximity to Kenema Town, so he
left for Bo District.
Also before the Coup in May 1997, Kamajors from Nongowa Chiefdom, on hearing that SLA forces
in the Dama axis were demanding money from people at the checkpoints they were operating, went
there to inquire about the matter W11en they arrived, SLA forces open fIre on the Kamajors, who
were mainly equipped with bladed weapons and some single barrel guns. The Kamajors captured the
SLA commander and hacked him to death; other SLA members were given the same treatment.
c)
Third Phase: }'lav 1997 - 2002
Follo\\1111g the Coup on 25 May 1997, AFRC forces asked the CDF to surrender their weapons to
the nearest police station and to suspend all their activi.ties. CDF members did not follow this
request; on the contrary, although they ,vithdrew from the battlefronts, they regrouped themselves
in villages and increased the1r number by undertaking more initiations. During this period, young
boys under 15 began joining the society. RUF lAFRC started launching attacks em KalTlajor
positions and Vlce versa.
Shortly after the coup, on 30 May 1997, it is reported in general terms that fleeing civilians were
mutilated and killed by RUF / f\FRC fIghters at Baoma (Kandu Leppeama Chiefdom). Indeed,
across the District, RUF / AFRC forces harassed and intinLidated civilians, molesting them, raiding
villages and taking food and other property.

Hr,)
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In the south of the District, RUF / AFRC forces established a camp called "SS Camp" at the
boundary between Dama and Nongowa Chiefdonls. From there, they raided all the surrounding
villages. Besides looking for food, the main purpose of these raids was to find Kamajors. Many
villages were suspected of hosting Kamajors preparing to launch attack on RUF / AFRC positions.
RUF /AFRC attacks were also perceived by the population as reprisal to punish the population for
failing to support them. Thus, men were stripped naked and RUF /AFRC forces searched for any
marks on their bodies indicating they belonged to the Kamajor society, killing those on whose
bodies they found such marks. However, not to have any marks did not prevent civilians from being
killed, since people were killed on suspicion of being Kamajors or Kamajor collaborators in the
absence of such a mark. This practice of undressing men to search for any mark was also carried out
in the SS Camp by the Moa River.
Niawa and Langruma Chiefdoms were not attacked by RUF /AFRC forces after the Coup, unlike
Small Bo Chiefdom, \'vhere SLA forces had been stationed before the COUpB(,(, Shortly after the
Coup, the commander in charge of the ex-SL'\ forces in the chiefdom announced that Kamajors
should disarm to them as instructed by the high command in Freetown. RUF / AFRC forces
launched an attack on Kamajor pOSitions, from which the Kamajors were controlling part of the BoKenema highway in the chiefdom and in Blama in August 1997. In both locations, the Kamajors
were overpowered and fled. During this attack, RUF / AFRC forces burnt houses in Blama. Another
battle between the two forces took place in Joyomei, a town six nUles south of Blama. The town
was burnt down, although the force responsible for this burning remains unknown, with Kamajors
blalTung the RUF /,,'\FRC and vice versa.
During the RUF / AFRC stay in Kenema Town, girls were raped, houses were looted continuously
and Clyilians were harassed for food and other items. Most commonly, alleged Kamajors or alleged
SLPpH(,' or Kamajor supporters were arrested, detained, beaten and/ or killed and their houses looted
and burntBr.H In one incident, a man riding his bicycle on the road to Kenema was brought to the
town by RUF / AFRC members and killed in front of the Sierratel Building; his stomach was cut
open and Ius intestines tied across the road as a barricade. Civilians in the town were beaten to death
if they were caught listening to the BBe.
In Small Bo Chiefdom, peeJple who were considered to be Kamajor collaborators were severely
beaten or killed. RUF / AFRC forces made civilians look for food for them and the pressure on
CIvilians was mtensified as RUF /"'\FRC forces in Small Bo Chiefdom had stopped re<;:eiying food
and other items from their main base in Kenema. The RUF / AFRC forces believed that civilians
were sending information to Kamajors who had gone in the bushes; any food found with civilians
was taken away on the grounds that the food would be sent to Kamajors. Furthermore, RUF / AFRC
forces used to orgamse groups of civilians and took them to the bush to look for food. \X!hatever the
quantity of food brought back, it was divided into four parts, one for the forces' High Conunand,

"-\ccordingly, the SL"\ base transformed into an RUF /"-\FRC base.
Since February 1996, the SLPP party has been the ruling party of Sierra Leone.
H(,H No details were gathered for this penod but this assertion, although general, was common in the information
gathered for Nongowa Cluefdom and beyond the boundaries of the chiefdom.
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one for the lower ranks, one for the civilian administration and one for the civilians who had
brought the food.
Civilians in the chiefdom engaged 111 mining acti·vities in villages located in the north of the
chiefdorn, narnely in Y orvuhun, Victoria, Komoli, Limeh and Nyagbe Bo. They received food from
businessmen from Kenema Town who encouraged the mining. Because of this food supply and
because the movement of civilians towards these villages was perceived as sabotage,809 RUF / AFRC
forces established a base at Victoria in the north of the chiefdom, mainly to seize the food and non
food items they needed from civilians and to monitor the movement of Kamajors in other
chiefdoms located further north. However, RUF / AFRC forces soon also engaged in mining
activities.
RUF //\FRC forces were making regular visits to Dama Chiefdom to look for CDF members and to
request food from civilians. At Gofor in July 1997, they killed three Clvilians with automatic rifles
and at Bandembu, on the same day, Clvilians suspected of being CDF supporters were killed. Each
time they entered villages, RUF / £\FRC asked civilians to locate CDF members, threatening to kill
them. I-louses and property ,belonging to suspected CDF supporters were looted and burnt down
and some alleged Kamajor collaborators were tortured to death. Also in July, RUF / AFRC forces
entering Kpandebu through the east killed 25 civilians, mostly men, and inflicted physical violence
on others, \.vhom they alleged to be Kamajor supporters. The following month, RUF / AFRC forces
coming from Joru (Gaura Chiefdom) attacked Konia, Gboyama and Manor on the same day and
killed an unknown number of civilians in those ·villages. During this wave of attacks, other villages
111cJuding Sebehun and Kbakah were also raided and 10 civilians were killed B711
The Kanlajors regrouped and began attacking RUF /AFRC forces, often by laying ambushes.
Captured RUF / AFRC members were killed, frequently on the spot. Across Kenema District,
civilians suspected of being a member of the RUF / AFRC forces or a member of their family or a
collaborator were killed. For example, at Konia (Dama Chiefdom) in August 1997, one man was
shot dead and another was beaten for two days, both on the grounds that they were "not on the side
of the CDF".
During the second half of the year, RUF / AFRC forces reached Kandu Leppeama Chiefdom, where
there were SOlTle incidents of violence inflicted on civilians. At Deima, they killed civilians for their
money and property, tortured sonl.C who refused to give them their valuables and rape? some girls.
£\ t Jenneh also, some people were killed. The acting Paramount Chief residing at Levuma was
arrested in November 1997 as hc had dismantled the checkpoints some RUF / AFRC forces had
made in the town B71
Throughout the third phase of the conflict, diamond-rich Lower Bambara Chiefdom was the scene
of numerous attacks and counter-attacks between RUF / AFRC forces and Kamajors, as a result of
8(,9 Tlus movement of c1vilians was indeed perceived by RUF /AFRC forces as indicating that civilians had received
111fonnauon of 1111lTllnent attacks from Kamajors and accordingly civilians were considered as fleeing the area.
8711 It could not be ascertmned in \vllich village those 10 civilians were killed.
871 The acting Paramount Chief subsequently managed to escape 1nto the bush.
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wluch there were truny civilian fatalities. In August 1997, RUF / AFRC forces launched attacks on
numerous villages including Torkpombu, Buime, Laehun, Kpandebu, Lowoma, Fowaru, Ngeleima,
most of them diamond tnining villages or towns. COlningfrom Kenema Town, these heavily armed
forces flred indiscriminately in the vi.llages as they passed by, shouting the following slogan, called
Cyburg: "\\i e don't talk, the barrels talk". During these attacks, many civilians were killed and many
houses were burnt. As a result of these attacks, the CDF were driven out of the chiefdom.
RUF / A.FRC engaged in lnining activities almost everywhere, digging plantations without the
consent of their owners. If the owners resisted these activities, they were seriously beaten. Civilians
\vere forced to work in the mines and many people died at these sites.
In August also, RUF / AFRC forces planned to attack Punduru, a Kamajor base in the north-east of
Gorama lvfende Chiefdom. On their way to Punduru, they had an encounter with Kamajors at
Bandabu and one of their metnbers was killed during the battle. It is believed that this incident
outraged the RUF ll\FRC forces and on 30 August, around 700 heavily armed 872 RUF / AFRC
members launched a fierce attack on Punduru. During th.is attack, four Kamajors and 28 civilians
B71
were killed
RU F / l',FRC forces were however repelled and moved to Sewafe (Nitniyama
Chiefdom, Kono District) before burning the whole town and capturing some girls and young boys.
The following month, the Kamajors ambushed a military convoy in Lower Bambara Ch.iefdom and
20 members of the RUF/AFRC forces were killed and arms and ammunition were seized. In
September 1997, Kamajors in Nomo Chiefdom launched an attack on RUF / AFRC forces' positions
in Tunkia and Gaura Chiefdoms. Two RUF / AFRC members were captured and their heads
chopped off. Any person suspected of being a RUF / AFRC member was killed such as those two
men from J oru (Gaura Chiefdom) who were shot in their stomachs while entering N omo.
That same month, CDF members carne to the Court Barrie in Konia and asked the Paramount
Cluef of Dama where he had put the money he received from RUF / AFRC forces. Denying that he
had received such money, the Paran"lount Ch.ief was arrested, tied up with h.is hammock, taken away
and killed in another village. Later, one man who tried to escape was shot on sight by a CDF
member. The CDF commander stated that he was the new Paramount Ch.ief.
In October 1997, the mountain village of Basara (Nongowa Chiefdom) came under RUF / AFRC
attack, as it was suspected of being a Kamajor stronghold. The village was surrounded in the early
hours of the day and forces opened fue on the civilians. Five civilians were killed during the firing
and 15 \vere put 111 a hut and burnt alive when the hut was set on fire. In November 1997, the same
scenario took place 111 another mountain village called Masao. Over 10 people were shot dead, while
10 others were forced into a house, wh.ich was then set on fire.
Kamajors started regrouping in October 1997 in Dodo Ch.iefdom and in Panguma (Lower Bambara
Chiefdom) Jormu Kefabu (Nongowa Chiefdom) became a CDF stronghold and RUF / AFRC forces
K72 The RUF / .-\FRC forces were dressed in combat fatigues with red berets and armed with machine guns, an antiaucraft gun mounted on a Hilux van, RPGs and automatic nfles.
on It is worth noting that through'out this time, the more the Kamajors attacked the RUF / j\FRC forces, the more
the RUF(-\FRC forces were harass111g Clvilians.
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made several unsuccessful attempts, mainly in the mountain villages, to drive the Kamajors out. In
December 1997, the mountain village of Bambawa (Nongowa Chiefdom), which was believed to be
a Kamalor training base, was attacked and burnt and one person was killed. Also in December,
RUF /AFRC forces encountered Kamajors at Combema and about 40 of them were killed by
Kama)ors.
In November 1997, RUF /AFRC forces attacked Gorahun (Tunkia Chiefdom), seizing the two roads
leading to the town In this attacks, 5S people were killed at close range. After this attack, the
chiefdom did not experience further RUF /l\FRC attacks.
The following month, the Kamajor commander on the ground in Nomo Chiefdom received a letter
from the Kan1aJor High Conu-nand instructing all Kamajors in all chiefdoms to launch Operation
"Black December". The purpose of this operation was to restrict the movement of the RUF / AFRC
forces by regaining control of the highways. Kamajors from Gorama Mende Chiefdom took part in
tlus operation on the Kono-Makeru highway. During the same month, at Dambala, a suspected
"rebel" was decapitated and his blood drunk by a Kamajor.
"Oper3tion Black December"R7~ did not take place in Lower Bambara Chiefdom in December 1997.
However, a fierce attack ,vas launched on Tongo Field in January 1998, when Kamajors entered the
chiefdom from two fronts, namely the east from Malegohun Chiefdom and the west from Dodo
Chiefdom. "-\lthough few details \vere obtained on this operation, it W3S stated more than once that
during this attack, rnany civilians lost their lives. Furthermore, following this attack, both fighting
forces attacked villages believed to be under the control of the other force, killing civilians and
burning houses. Hanga (Nongowa Chiefdon"l) was also attacked in January by RUF / AFRC forces.
Twelve members of the same family and other inhabitants were shot dead and more than 10 houses
were burnt down. Some people were forced to carry looted items for the RUF / AFRC forces, who
also attacked other villages along the road from Mano Junction to Kenema Town, including
Ngelehun, Kpanderu and Bamb3wa. H75
In January 1998, RUF /"-\FRC forces based in Joru (Gaura Chiefdom) decided to sweep away the
KamaJors deployed along the entire route leading to Bo \Xiaterside, on the Liberian border in
Pujehun District H7 (' Before starting their operation, they sent a letter to the Kamajors to inform them
on their plans. On theu way, they burnt down many villages 877 and succeeded in driving the
KamaJors away. At Jao (Tunkia Chiefdom), over 40 houses were burnt and at Kamasu~ 15 houses

K7~ TIm operation, declared by CDF High Command, was implemented across the country in the areas where
Kamajors were acove, in <l bid to take control of RUF / f\FRC positions. As part of this operation, all the lughways
and roads were blocked, 111 order to prevent RUF /,'1.FRC forces from attacking civilians. It is believed that this
Operaoon was launched follo,v111g the ,'1.FRC statement that it would not hand over power to the President of
Sieu<l Leone on 22 "'1.pril 1998, as planned 1n the Conakry Peace Plan signed on 23 October 1997_
87S .'1.S for the casualues 111 those villages, it is merely reported that houses were burnt but it cannot be ascertained
whether all the villages had houses burnt.
87(, Tlus road passes by Tunlua Chiefdom
877 Tilorma, Taml1<lhun, Sokola, Sefula and Damawulo were also burnt down.
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were burnt. At Gegbwema, where they spent the night, they burnt down all the houses except the
mosque and the Court Barrie.
Kamajors from. Kandu Leppeama Chiefdom, together with some from Simbam and Dodo
Cl~efdoms, planned to launch attacks on RUF j AFRC positions in Kand~ Leppeama Chiefdom
However, on 5 January 1998, when they arrived at these positions, RUFjAFRC forces had already
left the area. Karnajors from Kandu Leppeama Cl~efdom then controlled the chiefdom, although
there were reports of harassment of the civilian population. i1.t Deima, for example, one IZamajor
arrested seven civilians and put them in a wooden box which he then locked because they failed to
gIve him food. The matter was reported to the commander at Levuma, who ordered their release.
In January also, the Paramount Chief of Nomo Chiefdom, together with other prominent people,
I11cluding a prominent doctor and a businessman, were arrested by RUF j AFRC fighters in Kenema
Town. They were arrested at ,the time of a fierce battle between RUF j AFRC forces in the outskirts
of Kenema and were accused of supporting Kamajors. They were beaten ",rith sticks with their
hands tied behind their ·backs. One of them is believed to have died in detention although his body
was never found. The mutilated body of another was found ",rith 35 others in a mass grave at the
outskirts of the town. Some of those arrested were however released 87R
At Kon)o (Dama Chiefdom) in early 1998, a pregnant woman was raped by member(s) of the
RUF jAFRC forces and gave birth shortly after. During the same attack, civilians were punished R79 or
killed, suspected of being SLPP and Kamajor supporters. Some houses were also put down.
\"X/hen they \\rithdrew from Kenema in January 1998,R811 over 10 RUFjAFRC tnembers and their
families who took the Nomo Chiefdom road to go to Liberia were shot dead by some Kamajors in
Nomo Chiefdom while crossing the river that borders Sierra Leone and Guinea 111 a canoe. Due to
the shooting of the canoe, it sank, which resulted in the drowning of a suckling mother and her baby
\vith other people. A.t Faama (Nomo Chiefdom), Kamajors shot dead an unknown number of "rebel
sympathisers" .
.As Blama (Small Bo Chiefdom) was a stronghold of RUF j AFRC forces, Kamajors from Dodo and
Kandu Leppeama Chiefdoms on the one hand and from Niawa Chiefdom, Wunde Chiefdom (Eo
District) and Jiama Bongor Chiefdom (Eo District) on the other hand started operations to dislodge
RUF jl\FRC forces from Small Bo Cl~efdom. On 31 January 1998, Kamajors from Dodo Chiefdom
advanced towards Small Bo and on their way, launched a successful attack on RUF j AFRC forces
based at Levuma (Kandu LeppeaITla Chiefdorn). Kamajors from Dodo Chiefdorn, with those from
Kandu Leppeama Chiefdom, advanced on Blama, entering the town on 15 February 1998. However,
no RUF / :-\FRC forces were to be found in the town as they had left earlier.

IIIan)" reports mention that the arrest of those people and the reported killings were carried out under a direct
order from a senior member of the RUF general staff
m The kind of pUlUshme'nt inflicted could not be ascertained.
XXii Indeed, RUF (-\FRC forces stayed in Kenema town throughout 1997 until late ] anuary 1998 when, fearing the
11ll1ll1nent K11maJor/ECOIlIOG forces' attack, they pulled out of the town.
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In February 1998, ECOMOG troops based in Liberia entered the District and on 18 FebrualY,
together with KamaJors, reached Kenema Town. They then deployed at SS Camp, Gofor, Giema
and Jom (in Dama and Gaura Chiefdoms). Indeed, after~the intervention in Freetown, ECOMOG
forces had positions all over the country and were working with the Kamajors. In Malegohun
Chiefdom, for exarnple, ECOMOG came to Kamajor positions with aWlS and ammunitions. In
addition, ECOMOG requested the intervention of the Kamajors from Punduru (Gorama Mende
Chiefdom) to be an auxiliary force to liberate Kono District, providing them also with small arms
and bullets.
Once in Blama (Small Bo Chiefdom), Kamajors killed people suspected of being collaborators or
tied them \vith a special rope called FM,881 beat them and locked them up. Civilians were gathered in
the centre of the town for "screening" purposes. Two police officers were killed, wIllie another
police officer and Ius \v'ife received senous cuts on their necks but did not die. Other police officers
managed to escape to a nearby village and to the ECOMOG base in Kenema Town. One man,
alleged to be the Small Bo CDF chairman who stayed in Blama wIllie RUF / AFRC were occupying
the town, was killed for failing to supply amrnunition to the Kamajors at one time when they had
planned to attack the RUF / AFRC forces in Blama. Because of failing to supply the anununition, he
was consldered to be a "saboteur". The entire town was looted by Karnajors, who also established
"Kangaroo Courts"XHc presided over by Commanding Officers.
\X'hen they entered KenelTla Town, ECOMOG forces and Kamajors with machetes and guns killed
" 881 S orne CIVilians
. -:1:
· "reb eIs" or "11
many peop Ie Wl0
suspecte d 0 f b elng
co ab orators.'
were b urnt
I tley
I
alive with old tyres for supporting the RUF / AFRC forces. Those killings were a common sight in
the streets of IZenema. In many parts of the town, the charred remains of bodies were seen. Many
members of the SSD (Special Security Division) were killed and their bodies scattered all over the
Kenema Police Barracks, some of which \vere set on [ue by Clvilians.
Between January and JVlarch 1998, as they were fighting and repelling RUF /i\FRC forces, Kamajors
targeted alleged members of the retreating forces, their farnilies and those who they considered to be
collaborators Those people, who in reality were mainly civilians, were tortured and killed. It is
reported that a group of Kamajors called Yamotor based at Talamah and Lalehun were eating the
bodies of the retreating forces and Clvilians accused of collaboration. I-louses believed to have been
occujJled by RUF / AFRC fighters or by alleged collaborators were unroofed.

A fter the deployment of ECOMOG and Kamajors all over the District, a few RUF / AFRC
111cursion were still reported but on a lower scale. A CDF Office was established 111 Blama (Small Bo
Chiefdom) for the purpose of issuing passes to monitor the movement of people. Kamajors initially
based in Small Bo Chlefdom but coming from the neIghbouring Niawa and Langrama Chiefdoms
went back to their chiefdoms. In March, civilians started returning to their villages.
KXI ThIS rope has two sticks on its edges; "FivI" means "frequency modulation", as it was believed that once tied
with tlus rope, civilians began to talk.
XXe In reality, these courts were sl1"l1pl)' place \vhere Kamajors were sitting down and issUlng sentences, without
follOWIng any laws.
XXi No further details are av'ailable on these incidents
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I-loweyer, unlike what happened in HlOst of the chiefdoms l especially in the south of the District, the
situation prevailing in Lower Bambara Chiefdorn after ~ECOMOG deployed in the District still
consisted of flghting and attacks between RUF / AFRC forces and the CDF, which continued until
disarmament started in December 2001.
In the south of Kenema District, RUF / AFRC forces, alleged to come frorn Joijoma (Kailahun
District) attacked J ewahun (Tunkia Chiefdom) in April 1998, where they burnt down the village
before proceeding further to Gegbwema, where they burnt the houses that remained standing.
These forces were later repelled by ECOMOG troops. The following month, RUF / AFRC forces
believed to come from Malema Chiefdom (Kailahun District) attacked Madina, Kwadima - where
three people were killed - and Kpandebu in Norna Chiefdom. It is interesting to note that these
forces had disguised themselYes as Kamajors, thus taking the civilians by surprise.
In December 1998, when RUF /i\.FRC forces had regained control of major towns in the country,
Kamajors from Gorama Mende Chiefdorn were able to defend and retain control of the chiefdom,
to the extent that this chiefdom served as a safe corridor for retreating ECOMOG forces from
Kono District.
i\.t the beglnning of the follm;ving year, flghting again resumed in Kenema District. In January 1999,

heavily armed RUF / AFRC forces repelled Kamajors from Tongo Field (Lower Bambara
Chiefdom), killing Hlany civilians and Kamajors. Towns like Kpandebu, Lalehun, Bumpeh,
Semewabu or Njaigbema were under persistent attacks from Kamajors who had in their ranks young
boys under 13, who were forced to hold guns and were trained only for short periods of time.
The RUF / AFRC forces abducted many civilians from their villages and forced them to work in
nuning sites, beating or killing those who refused. Civilians living in these areas were harassed and
intinudated at gunpoint by RUF / AFRC members, who constantly stole property and abducted girls
and women and used them for sexual purposes. A lot of Kamajor collaborators were killed during
this period. Private houses believed to have diamonds under their foundations were dug up,
especially in Kpandebu, Torkpombu, Tongola and Bomie.
In early 1999, be1:'.veen January and February, Small Bo Cluefdom saw an influx of people coming
from a cam.p in Kenema Town, following threats of RUF / AFRC attacks on the Town. _
In February 1999, an event that took place in Gorama Mende Cluefdom gives an insight on the
CDF l11ternal structure. On 9 February, the Kamajor membership of the chiefdom passed a "no
confidence" vote on the cluefdom coordinator for Ius misuse of their rations from the CDF
headquarter in KenelTla Town. As a result, a new coordinator was appointed. Tlus new coordinator
was requested by the Kono authorities to initiate able young men from Kono to help thenl. liberate
Kono Districtg~4 Five hundred men came to Jagbema for initiation. As they heard about this
initiation, well-armed RUF/i\FRC forces came early in the morning to Jagbema sometime in March

~~4

"""

t tlus time lndeed,

K0110

District was under RUF / AFRC control.
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or A.pril, overran the Kamajors base, killed about 20 civilians and burnt down 45 houses, including
the house of the CDF coordinator and a schooL Twenty-five Kamajors sustained injuries and 10
civilians were taken away as load carriers. The Kamajor coordinator mobilised his men and they
went to trace the RUF / i\FRC forces, intercepting them at Laboya. During the encounter, 30
members of the RUF / AFRC were killed and the Kamajors liberated all the captured civilians.
f\t around the same time, heavily armed RUF / AFRC forces attacked Kenema Town. Some
ECOI\10G forces, Kamajors and civilians were killed but ECOMOG and Kamajor forces
regrouped and repeJJed them. On their way back to Kailahun District, those RUF / AFRC forces
were ambushed by ECOMOG forces at Mano Junction; many of them died in that ambush.
Many incidents relate the destruction of numerous buildings, private and public, in 1999 in Lower
Bambara Chiefdom. Ngiehun lTwrket was burnt down as RUF / AFRC forces entering the town
fIring '.vith the belief that Kamajors were residing there. The Roman Catholic Primary School was
unroofed as were other schools in Tongo. Zinc from these roofs was used to build booths for the
forces and furniture was used as firewood for cooking. Most of the buildings of the National
Diamond Mining Company quarters were also destroyed.
RUF /i\FRC forces during this period were terrorising the population, who saw this period as
"chaos". Dunng their stay in Tongo Field, the RUF /AFRC were recruiting young boys between 10
and 12 years of age; these child soldiers were carrying out most of the atrocities and many of them
were intirnidat1ng their parents. However, by October 1999, the security situation however
improved in the Tongo Field area (Lower Bambara Chiefdom) and commercial activities resumed,885
g8
with civilians resettlinrz in their villages (,
U

L

The situation in Kova ClllefdolTl was still unusual during this period. Due to the total absence of
SLr\ forces throughout the previous years, RUF forces had established [u:m control of the chiefdom
and most of the civilians who had not fled were conscripted into the movement. The [u:st forces to
fight RUF //\FRC forces were Kamajors from Pujehun District in 1999. Koya ChiefdorIl had its
own KamaJors only in 2001 after tTlen went to Kenema to be initiated.
On 20 October 1999, the Sierra Leone President officially launched the COl1llTIencement of the
Demobilisation, Disarmament and Reintegration (DDR) program during a ceremony at Wilberforce
g87
Barracks in Freetown
A DDR camp was opened in Kenema Town to disarm CDf members,
while RUF members were to disarm at Dam Oawie Chiefdom, Kailahun District)g88 The DDR
process started on a low scale and on 4 November, the fu:st day of the program, no CDF member
885 IRIN \X/est _-\fnca, 1 January 1999.
88(, The number of IDPs in the Distnct dropped from 63,319 at the end of October to 47,199 one month later.
IRIN \Vcst "-\fnca, 14 December 1999.
8K7 The stan of the DDR program as it was originally planned to take place witlun six weeks of the signing of the
Lome Peace ,-\greemen t on 7 July 1999.
8RR Durll1g tillS rust phase of disarmament, DDR camps were also opened 111 Port Loko Town, Bo Town,
i\Ioyamba Town, and Daru (IGilahun District), the security situation In Bombah, Koinadugu, and Tonkohh
remaimng too unsettled.
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turned out. The lIlitial deadline of 15 Decernber set for the completion of the program was not met
and as of 23 January 2000, only 13,100 combatants had disarmed out of an estimated 45,000 total
con1ba tants. HK~
Nevertheless, after the DDR process began, the situation started to normalise in the District and in
early January 2000, the roads linking Kenema Town to Kailahun Town in the east and Kenema
Town to Koidu in the north were formally reopened by the RUF 8911 l\s part of their country
campaign to sensitise members of the flghting factions on disarmament, the RUF leader, the Deputy
Defence Ivlinister, the CDF National Coordinator and some members of ECOMOG visited
Kenema Town and Tonga Field (Lower Bambara Chiefdom) during the first week of January
2000 H91 In the same month, peacekeepers from the Ghanaian battalion attached to the United
Nations Jvlission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) were sent to Kenema Town. On 15 March 2000,
around 3,500 CDF rnernbers arrived at the DDR centre at Kenema; tlllS was surprising, as the RUF
did not reciprocate in Kailahun District. K92
However, the DDR process did not bring an end to the fighting in the District. On 28 March 2000,
RUF forces numbering 3500 returned to Fomaya (Gorama Mende Chiefdom),K93 all dressed in tshirts ,vith an "RUF" inscription on the back. They set the town on fue and killed over 300
civilians.
Thus bv I\Iay 2000, RUF forces were still controlling some parts of the District, especially the
milling areas and were engaged in mining activities in Tongo Field. In early June 2000, RUF troop
movements were recorded in the area, as forces regrouped at Tongo Field, causing tension in the
areaH9~ By late July, between 3,000 and 3,500 civilians were reported fleeing the area, probably
folJO\vll1g the recent clashes between RUF and SLA forces 89s and the rescue operation to free over
200 UN peacekeepers confined to their compound in Kailahun Town by RUF forces since May
2000 earned out by UNAMSIL troops between Kailahun Town and Pendembu (Upper Bambara
Chiefdom, Kailahun Disttict)By(' In October 2000, around half of the RUF forces based in Tonga
Field moved north and engaged in the cross-border attacks on Guinea that intensified in September
2000. i\ meeting be""veen UNAMSIL personnel and the RUF based in Tonga took place on
IRIN \\!est .\frica, 31 October 1999
IRE~ \\'est "-\fnca, 5 January 2000
H'JI IIUN West "\fnca, 10 January 2000
H'J2 IRIN \X/est .\fnca, 15 i\1arch 2000
H'Jl RUF/.'\FRC had already attacked this town in 1999.
H9~ UNA.TvISIL press briefing, 1, June 2000 Furthermore, this event has to be read in conjunction with what
happened 111 May in other parts of the counul', where nearly 300 UN peacekeepers were captured by RUF /i-\FRC
forces, thereby stalling the DDR process In July, UNAl\1SIL called the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF
to sign a ceasefue: UNAivlSIL press bnefing, 7 July 2000.
H'JS IRIN \\/est "\fnca, 20. July 2001. No details could be obtained on the clashes between the RUF and the SL\ in
the Tongo field area. However, in the Sierra Leone Humanitarian Report 25 July - 07 A.ugust, it is reponed that
gunslup attacks on the market place In Tongo killed 14 Clvilians, although the gunship responsible for this attack
was not confumed. /\.n SL\ gunslup also targeted RUF forces at Torpombu (Lower Bambara Chiefdom), shelling
and killing Clvilians.
BY(, Tlus rescue operaoon was designed.
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29 January 2001 at Panguma (Lower Bambara Chiefdom) to discuss the opening of the road linking
KenelTla to Tongo,H~7 although it is not clear whether the r~ad was reopened after this meeting.
On 10 November 2000, the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF signed a ceasefue at Abuja,
Nigeria, reactivating the disarrnament process, which had come to a halt since May 2000 and the
capture of UN peacekeepers mH Its main provision was the disarmament of the RUF forces and the
deployment of UNAcIvlSIL troops in RUF-held areas. However, it would however take one more
year for those provisions to be implemented, as the following events highlight.
i\t the end of 2000 and the beginning of 2001, Kamajors mounted checkpoints at Largo, at the
border with Nongowa chiefdom, and harassed civilians travelling between Kenema Town and
Tongo Field. Money and valuable items were taken away from civilians and alleged collaborators
,vere detained and tied up with ropes.
Although SiX chiefdoms in the District were still considered to be unsafe for resettlement by the
Government of Sierra Leone 111 March 2001,H~9 about 100 UN peacekeepers from the Zambian
battalion made a long range patrol in Tongo (Lower Bambara Chiefdom) on 10 April. These
peacekeepers met with the RUF commander of the area, asking for their collaboration to allow
UNAMSIL deployment in the area.~I"1 However, fighting between Kamajors and RUF forces
resumed around 19 f\pril, although fatalities - if any - could not be ascertained. This fighting, which
once again prompted hundreds of civilians to flee the area 9111 was seen as a step back in the ongoing
disarmament process and U~ deployrnent.
On 4 May 2001, a meeong between the RUF, the Government of Sierra Leone, UN representatives
and the ECO\'\!},S Mediation and Security Council to review the ceasefire signed on 10 November
2000 was convened, again in Abuja, Nigeria 9111 The main points of concern were, among others,
related to the acceleration of the demobilisation, disarmament and reintegration of the remnants of
the RUF forces, the release of child combatants and the freedom of movement of persons. Mention
was also made of the violation of the ceasefue that took place the previous month in Tongo and
Kono District. According to UNAh1SIL investigations the fighting was provoked by movements of
the Civil Defence Force (CDF) perceived as being menacing by the RUF forces.
As a proof of their cOlTlrnJ.tment to the ceasefire, which was renewed in May, and to the provisions
contained in the cease fire agreement, RUF forces handed over 131 child combatants to UNAMSIL
during a brief ceremony in Tongo on 22 June.~113 In mid September, 300 UN peacekeepers from the

H'J7

UNc",i\ISIL press briefing, 31 January 2001.

H')H Siena Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 28 October - 13 November 2000
H~~

Siena Leone Humanitanan Situation Report 11 l\'larch - 31 hfarch 2001.
UN"",i\lSIL press briefing, 10 }\.priI 2001.
')111 BBC Online Ne\vs "",rchive, 21 "\priI 2001; IRIN West }\.Erica, 23 April 2001.
')112 Further to this meeting, tripartlte meetings of the J oint Committee on Disarmament, Demobilisation and
Reintegration would be held every month and one would take place in Kenema Town on 10 J\ugust 2001.
~1I3 IRIN \'\'est .",frica, 25 June 2001.
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Zambian contingent deployed in the area
This fIrst deployment was strengthened within a week,
putting the number of UNAI',,1SIL forces deployed in Tongo fIeld to a battalion.
In October 2001, during a meeting of the Joint committee on Disarrnanlent, Demobilisation and
Rel11tegration (DDR), comprising of the Government of Sierra Leone, UNAMSIL and RUF, the
Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF agreed on a schedule for the completion of the
disarmament process and this accelerated disarmament was to take place in Kenema District
between 15 and 30 N ovember?'S Since May 2001, 20,284 combatants from the various fIghting
forces had disarmed.'III(, However, the deadline set in the agreement was not met as RUF forces
showed unwillingness to disarm outside Tonga Field,907 were unhappy \\rith some issues of a political
911H
nature and due to sonle logistical problems, which halted the process. Nevertheless, disarmament
started early December at a low pace for RUF forces. This process was fostered by the visit on 14
December of the RUF Intenm Leader and the Force Commander of the UNAMSIL in Tonga
where they urged remaining RUF forces to complete disannament 91J9
Disarmament was therefore complete early January; in Tonga, it was completed on 5 January, one
day after the visit of the Acting Force Commander of the UNAMSIL and the Deputy Chief of
I\1ission. 9111 j\s part of the events that took place in various areas across the country to symbolically
mark the end of the DDR process, a ceremony was held in Kenema Town on 21 January 2002 in the
presence of the President of Sierra Leone, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General and
911
Force Commander of UNA.MSIL. Tlus ceremony concluded by the burning of weapons.

3.

Conclusion

Although it shares a boundary with Liberia on its eastern edge, Kenema District was mainly affected
by RUF /NP FL incursions coming from the neighbouring Districts of Pujehun, Kailahun and Kana
during the fIrst phase of the war, which spanned from 1991 to the end of 1993. This period was
marked by the incurslOn of the RUF /NPFL forces in three different flanks (north-west, north-east
and, mainly, south-east). As in Pujehun District, those forces were repelled out of the District in the
middle of 1991 by the SLA, who 'were assisted by foreign troops. During the subsequent months of
this first phase, RUF /NPFL forces launched only sporadic actions in the District. Youths and local
hunters mobilised themselves and, armed ';\lith stick, cutlasses and some shotguns, assisted the SLA
IRIN \\iest ""'-£rica, 17 September 2001.
The schedule for the completion of the rusanTlament was agreed as follows: Koinadugu and Moyamba Districts:
by 22 October; Bo and Bombali Districts: by 31 October; \X/estern Area: between 1-7 November; Pujehun and
Tonkolili Districts between 1-15 Novenlber and K.ailahun District: between 15-30 November: IRIN West ""'-frica,
12 October 2001
')11(, Siern Leone Humamtarian Situation Report 01 - 15 October 2001.
9117 There \vas one DDR camp in Kenema District, one in Daru Qawie Chiefdom, 1(.'1ilahun District) and one in
Kailahun Town.
')IIH Those issues ll1cIuded the outcome of the National Consultative Conference, the continued detention of their
leader and the time taken to complete registration of the RUF as a political party IRlN West }\frica, 7 December
2001
'}II') UN.-\i\lSIL press bnefing, 14 December 2001
')111 UN.-\i\lSIL press bnef111g, 7 January 2002.
911 UN--\i\lSIL press briefing, 21 J anuall' 2002.
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in dcfendl11g the boundaries of their chiefdorns, fIlling the role of vigilantes. Around this time, SLA
forces were deeply engaged in repelling the RUF forces from Kailahun District and in late 1993,
confined them to the extreme east of Kailahun District, V:;hich led the NPRC Chairman to declare a
unilateral cease fire on 1 December 1993.
Taking advantage of this ceasefire, RUF forces regrouped and launched a massive operation from
Liberia in the south-east of Kenem.a District, USl11g secondary roads and bush paths. This attack
clearly rnarked the beginning of the second phase and by early 1994, RUF forces were scattered
across all the cluefdoms of the District and were engaged in mining activities in the north of the
Distnct. }\round the same time, RUF forces began regaining territory in Kailahun District and were
also spreading through Pujehun District, making all the Districts adjoining Liberia under RUF
control. This progression did not stop there, as RUF forces advanced further inland and by 1995,
,vere present in all the Districts of the country. The SLA, whose number increased greatly in 1994,
was not able to stop this rapid RUF progression, carried out USl11g bush paths and guerrilla warfare
tactics. RUF forces established important training camps in Kenenl.a District and the main camp for
the whole Southern Province and, to a limited extent, for the Eastern Province was established in
the south-,vest of the Distnct. From this camp, RUF forces attacked the neighbouring chiefdoms in
Kenema and Bo Districts, staged ambushes on the Bo-Kenerna highway and brought back hundreds
of abducted civilians and stolen properties from these attacks.
These two phases were accompanied by great violence against civilians, carried out mainly by the
RUF /NPFL and RUF forces but also by the SLi\ forces. The fust acts of the RUF were to depose
and replace local authorities. During their stay, they inflicted physical and mental violence, killed,
sexually assaulted and abducted many civilians. Civilians' property was also widely taken away and
houses were burnt down. In addition, the SLA forces also harassed civilians for food but above all
chased "rebel" collaborators, whom they killed. Starting in 1994, their behaviour towards civilians
deteriorated and Clvilians began to have doubts about their loyalty to the Government and their
effiCIency to fIght the war, as they also engaged in killing, raping and stealing of property, although
on a lower scale than the RUF forces.
HO\vever, starting in 1996, Kamajors began to fIght alongside SLA forces and to occupy areas
prevlOusly under RUF control, l11cluding the main camps of the District. In this regard, the pattern
of actions in the District followed the patterns in the Southern Province, where Kamajors started
Imposing important defeats. on the RUF, considerably minimising and reducing the R1J.F's strength
and theu· control of the area.
However, following the Coup in May 1997 and the merging of the RUF with the AFRC regime, the
RUF //\.FRC forces began to push the Kamajors to withdraw from their positions. Nevertheless, the
CDF regrouped, operating underground, and by SeptelTlber 1997 began defeating the RUF / AFRC,
as was happening concurrently in the Districts of the Southern Province. During their stay in the
District, RUF,I AFRC forces lmposed great harms on civilians, inflicting physical and mental
violence, killing, raping and abducting, in particular to work in the ruining areas. They also
systematically stole clvilians' property and burnt down many buildings. They also engaged in a
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\videspread hunt for Kamajors collaborators, killing anybody they found whom they suspected of
being a collaborator or KalTlajor mernber.
In early 1998, following the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown in January 1998, the Kamajors,
assIsted by ECOMOG forces deployed in Kenema Town and repelled most of the RUF / AFRC out
of the District. Their stay in the District was accompanied by strict controls on the movernent of the
populat1on through the establishment of checkpoints and the harassment of civilians, which ranged
from requests for food and other items to more violent actions, including physical violence and
killing, in particular of alleged RUF and "Junta" collaborators.
However, unlike what happened in the Southern Province, the Kamajors were unable to gain
control of the whole District, as fighting for the control of the mining area of Tongo Field
continued throughout 1998, 1999 and the first part of 2000. In this regard, the pattern of actions in
the north of the District was more similar to the way Kailahun District and, in particular, the mining
District of Kono were affected, despite the opening of disarmament centres in Kailahun Town and
Daru (Kailahun Distnct). Indeed, after the Lome Peace Agreenlent in July 1999, RUF / AFRC forces
clearly concentrated their attacks and offensives on the mining areas of the country and, later, on
Gwnean territory, giving a new dimension to the Sierra Leonean conflict.
Reactivated in November 2000, the disarmament process required one more year before being
declared complete in January 2002. Kenema, and Kailahun Districts, were the two last Districts to
be disarrned.

c.

Kono District

1.
Introduction
Kono District is located in the Eastern Province, together with Kailahun and Kenema Districts. It is
bordered in the east by the Republic of Guinea and Koinadugu District, which also borders it in the
north. In the south-east, the borders of Tonkolili District and Kono District meet for a few miles,
with Kenema and Kailahun Districts forming Its southern border.
Koidu, a diamond rich town, is Kono District's headquarter town. It is located almost in the centre
of the District and IS the starting and ending point of Sierra Leone's main highway, which links
Koidu to Freetown, passl11g through Magburaka (headquarter town of Tonkolili District) and
Makeni (headquarter town of Bombali District). Two other highways are of importance in the
District, as they would allow the penetration of the District by the fighting forces from the southern
Districts One leaves Koidu, passing through Tankoro and Gbane Chiefdom before entering
Kailahun District The other one leaves Koidu, reaching Kenema Town through Nimikoro and
Gorarna Kana Chiefdoms in Kono District and Lmver Barnbara Chiefdom, a diamond nuning area
in Kenenla District. i\n alternative to these two roads to reach the south-east is the road that leaves
Koidu and goes through the east of the District.
There are 14 chiefdoms in the District:
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Headguarter
JagbwelTla
Gandorhun
Koardu
Koidu
Kangama
Tombodu
Smarna
KalTUendor
Jaiama
Jalama Sewafe
KaYllTla
Kainkordu
Baiama
Kondewakor

Kono District is the most diamond rich District of Sierra Leone and the wealth of its soil meant that
the District was the stage of severe fighting and violations against civilians throughout the war, from
its inception in 1991 until late 2001. The main rnining areas 912 are to be found in the centre and west
of the District, in Kamara (Tombodu area), Sandor (in the south of the chiefdom), Nimikoro,
Nl1111yama, Gbense and Tankoro Chiefdoms.
l\s 10 the other Districts of the Eastern Province, Kono District was affected by the conflict through
three discernable phases. The first one encompassed 1991 to 1993. During these years, RUF /NPFL
forces entered the District in the south-east through Kailahun District. Their first incursion in 1991
was limited to the two chiefdarns bordering Kailahun District and was rapidly halted by SLA forces
deployed at Gbense, Sandor, Mafmdor and Gbane Kandor Chiefdoms, the latter two of which share
a border with Guinea. Local hunters known as Donsos began orgamsing themselves 10 various
chiefdoms, supported and encouraged by the local authorities. RUF /N PFL forces made successive
attempts to re enter the Dlstrict in 1992; by mid 1992, they had succeeded in establishing positions
in Gbane Soa Clllefdom, from where they moved towards Koidu. By late 1992, Koidu was under
RUF /NPFL control. SLA forces, assisted by local hunters coming from Koinadugu District,
repelled the RUF /NPFL forces in early Januaty and strengthened their bases in the east of the
District. By m..id 1993, the District was virtually free of any RUF /NPFL presence. This_ first phase
was characterised by widespread violations committed primarily by RUF /NPFL forces, but also by
SLA. forces.
The second phase ran from 1994 to 1997. In 1994, RUF forces launched incursions in the south-east
of the country and progressively advanced into the District. Koidu was attacked for the second time
in April 1995, RUF forces tak..ing advantage of the fact the SU\. on the ground was more occupied in
mining than in defending the District. This attack on Koidu led many civilians to leave the area, as
the RUF forces began to span out in the sunounding chiefdoms. The District was recaptured

')12
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chamonds, klmberlite l111neral and gold are also mined.
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around May /J une by SLA forces, newly tral11ed by Executive Outcomes, the mercenary company in
Sierra Leone under contract with the Government. The SLA, local hunters and Executive Outcomes
dislodged the RUF forces frorn rnost of their positions and subsequent RUF attacks were carried out
by remnants RUF mernbers. The presence of Executive Outcomes in the District brought some
relief to the population, as it also engaged in disciplining the SLA and prevented SLA members from
undertaking illegal mining. During this period, RUF forces raided some villages in the south-east of
the country.
lA,.S Executive Outcomes prevented the RUF frorn having access to Kono and, accordingly, to ltS
diamonds, the RUF posed as condition for the signing of a peace agreement that Executive
Outcomes leave the country. This condition was included into the text of the .Abidjan Peace
Agreement signed between the Government and the RUF on 30 November 1996. Two months
later, Executive Outcomes pulled out of the District. After the military coup in May 1997, RUF
forces calTle out of the bush and merged "rith the "A,.FRC regime. Few incidents were reported for
this penod, as most of the RUF /JA,.FRC activities were concentrated on mining. In fact, mining
became rnore organised under the comrnand of the RUF, who declared all mining areas to be their
property. However, harassment of civilians increased and cases of physical violence, killing, rape
and abductions \vere reported.
The third and final phase began in early 1998, following the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown
and the retreat of RUF / AFRC forces and concluded in August 2001, when the disarmament was
declared cOlTlplete in the District. This period is characterised by a substantial increase of violations
corrumtted by RUF /lA,.FRC forces Repelled from Freetown, RUF / AFRC forces arrived in Koidu in
late February / early March and rapidly spread across the whole District. ECOMOG forces assisted
by CDF members recaptured Koidu and other main towns on the highway in April 1998, sending
RUF //\.FRC forces into the bush, from where they continued to carry out "Operation No Living
Tlung". Hundreds of civilians were wounded, mutilated, killed, raped and abducted as part of tlus
operation between February and May/June. During the second half of the year, the level of
violations decreased, as the RUF / f\FRC forces were more occupied with building huts to \vithstand
the rainy season. At that time, most of the civ1l.ians had fled to Guinea and of those who stayed in
the DIstrict, a lot of them w'ere abducted to be trained in the training base RUF / AFRC forces had
opened in Lei Chiefdom in the east of the District or to be used as workers in the mining areas in
the west of the District. In Decernber 1998, RUF /JA,.FRC forces launched a massive operation and
recaptured Koidu from ECOI\10G forces. Throughout 1999 and 2000 and despite th~ signing of
the Lome Peace Agreement on 7 July 1999, RUF/AFRC forces accelerated their nuning activities in
the west of the District, where every single parcel of land was nuned. A trailung base known as
"Camp Lion" was opened in Yengema (Ninukoro Chiefdom), where hundreds of abductees from
the Northern Prmrince were brought for training. RUF / AFRC forces also continued their
operations 111 the east of the District, in preparation for attacks onto the Guinean territory. Most of
the RUF/i\FRC raids during tlus period were carried out to search for food and above all to get
more nlanpower, i.e. to abduct more people. Violations on civilians were still reported, 111 particular
on those who \vere abducted During those years, CDF forces launched attacks on RUF / AFRC
positions, mainly in Sandor Chiefdom, in the north of the District and in the east, at the border with
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Gwnea These operations would continue until the completion of disarmament and the brokering
of a deal to stop the illegal rnining activities at the end of 2901.

2.
F actual analysis
al
Events in 1991
As a result of the attack on Pendembu(Jl3 (Lmver Barnbara Chiefdom, Kailahun District), security
personnel and the clllefdom authorities in Gbane Chiefdom, in the south of Kono District, called a
meeung m April to discuss preventive measures. It was agreed during this meeting that towns and
villages from the chiefdom should provide local hunters, known as Donsos and energetic youths for
training, follo,ving which 200 men were trained by the Sierra Leone Police and the Special Security
Division (SSD) ,vith the support of the Paramount Chief of Gbane. At around this time, people
Erorn Kailahun District fleeing from RUF attacks, especially from Yawei Chiefdom, moved to
Gbane Chiefdom and settled in the villages around Gandorhun and KOldu Buma towards the south
of the chiefdom near the boundary with Kenema District. Before the war began affecting Kono
Distnct, SLA forces were deployed in Mafindor Chiefdom, at the border v.Tith Guinea. However,
shortly after the attack on Gandorhun, they went to Gbane Chiefdom to join the troops posted
there. The few forces who stayed in Mafindor Chiefdom were withdrawn in 1992 to Manjama, the
SLf\ base in Soa Chiefdom in the south-east of Kono District.
On 5 June 1991, Revolutionary United Front (RUF) forces wearing JD.,merican flag bandanas on their
heads and armed \\Tith f\K47s entered Koidu Buma (Gbane Chiefdom) through Yawei Chiefdom
(Kailahun District). Gbane Chiefdom was the rnain entry point into diamond-rich Kono District,
due to the highway that links Koidu v.Tith Gandorhun and Bunumbu (Peje West Chiefdom, Kailahun
District). 1'-\t Koindu Burna, they shot and killed a man who was trying to escape and searched
houses for any valuable items, including food. Civilians were asked whether there were any Sierra
Leone "'-\rmy (SLA) forces in the town~14 and the RUF forces prornised they would kill any SLA
member they came across.
They did not stay long in Koidu Buma, soon mo-v1ng onto Gandorhun, their target being the SLA
forces. At this tirne, Gandorhun \vas, after Koidu Town, the biggest SLA" deployment in Kono
District. They ,vere led to Gandorhun by a Clvilian they had recently conscripted, who showed them
a bypass route. The RUF forces entered the town around 03.00 a.m. \vith sporadic firing, armed \vith
;\K47s, RPGs, grenades and knifes. In Gandorhun, they killed three people (two shot and one burnt
to death) and captured others, among them the brother of a prominent Lebanese busi~essman and
his two daughters.~lj A van belonging to a civilian was taken away and used to carry property stolen
from the town to Kailahun District. Most of the population fled to other chiefdoms.
A few days later, on 8 June, a combined force of Sierra Leone Police, SLA, SSD and Donsos forces
repelled the RUF, who went back to Kailahun District. However, two of these RUF members got
m Pendembu

lS located on the road that enters Gbane chiefdom from Kailahun District.
The RUF forces who entered the town referred to SL'\ forces as "]\llomoh's soldiers", from the name of the
then Head of State
')1j It 1S not clear from the records whether the two guls were the daughters of the prornment businessman or the
daughters of his brother.
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lost in the forest and, after going without food for a few days, went to a farm to ask for food; youths
at the farm went to Gandorhun to tell the SLA about th~ two men. SLA forces then captured the
hvo RUF members and brought them to Koidu, where'they were publicly tortured before being
killed. Shortly after the attack on Gandorhun, SLA forces were sent from Freetown to Koidu Town
and \vere deployed in the area under attack RUF forces launched another attack on 9 June, but were
repelled by SLA, SSD and Donsos
During their stay in the chiefdom, those forces (SLA, SSD and Donsos) inflicted violence on
ci-vilians they accused of collaborating \N1.th RUF forces. In one instance, some people accused of
being collaborators had rags and rubber placed around their necks, which were then set on fIre,
killing those people. This served as a signal for the population that they should not cooperate with
the RUF in any, wa'r~l('
.
l\.s early as 1991, local hunters ~17 known as Donsos were to be found 111 MafIndor, Gbane, and Soa
Clllefdoms in the south of the District, at the border with Guinea and Kailahun Distnct. Those
from ivlafl11dor were often sent to Sukudu, in the south of Soa Chiefdom near the Guinean border.
During the second half of 1991, Donsos started organising themselves in Sandor Chiefdom, in the
north of Kono District at the boundary with Koinadugu District. In late 1991, some Donsos came
to the ch.iefdolTl headquarters of Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom) to be trained by SLA forces on guerrilla
tactics, military manoeuvres and staging ambushes. At that time, the SLA military headquarters were
in Ngaya. /\s the war intensified at the boundary between Kono and Kailahun Districts, SLA forces
together with Donsos or vigilantes were deployed in strategic towns such as Yormandu and Tefeya
(Sandor ChiefdOlTl), at the border with Gbense Chiefdom. Yonnandu is a strategic town as it is
located over the Bafi River and had one of the longest bridges in Kono District. It is worth noting
that at this tirne, only a few SLA forces were deployed with many local hunters, also called vigilantes,
more of whom were trained later on. However, at that time, SLA forces continually told civilians
that they were neglected by the Government, whose support for the local hunters extended only to
the supply of an1l11Unition.
In late 1991, the Paramount Chief of Mafindor Chiefdom and "important"~lR Kono Authorities
gathered the population in Kainkordu, the headquarter town of Soa Chiefdom. They asked for the
youths and the local hunters, the Donsos, to organise themselves into a Civil Defence Unit (CDU).
The youths and local hunters did so and began to organise the security of the town and the
chiefdom, mainly by establishing checkpoints in the headquarter town. It is interesting to note that
The date of this event cannot be determ111ed \-vith certainty and may have taken place in 1992.
DIfferent groups of traditional hunters organised themselves throughout Sierra Leone to fIght tbe advancing
RUF /NPFL and, later, RUF forces In the count.ry. They were originally equipped solely with bladed weapons and
long guns. Those local hunters had different names, according to tbe tribe to wluch they belonged: Donsos in
Kono District; Tamaboros in Koinadugu District; Kapras in Tonkolili District; Gbeth.ies in Port Loko District and,
to a lesser extent, I~'1mb1a District; and Kamajors 111 the Southern and Eastern Province (lvloyamba, Bonthe, Bo,
Pu)ehun, Kenema and Kailahun Distncts). In 1996, those local hunters would be organised under a national
structure known as the Civil De·fence Forces (CDF).
m Tlm delegation consisted of the then i\Iember of Parliament for Kono North East, Soa Chiefdom Paramount
ChIef, Kono Semor Dlstnct OffIcer, ,-\ll People's Congress (APC) Secretary General, the Overall commander of
Tankoro Cluefdom Police Station and others.
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this lTlceting and the formation of vlgilantes and organisation of Donsos was directly encouraged by
thc Sta te authorities and also took place in other villages and towns in Soa chiefdom. i\t this early
stage of the existence of Donsos, an embryonic administr3:tive structure was established to assist the
hunters on the ground. Thus, the 14 chiefdoms of Kono District were taxed (Le 1,000 per house)
and the money was sent to the CDU headquarters in Koidu. Donsos and youths then received this
money to buy torches and other simple logistical equipment to assist "\Ilith their function as
watchmen. At this time also, the SLA dcployed one Battalion at Manjama (Soa Chiefdom), which
became a strong base. Youths, Donsos and SLA forces were working together, the youths and
Donsos being of a great help to the SLl\ as they were more familiar with the local terrain.
On heanng of RUF attacks on Sukudu and Konjo (Soa Chiefdom) in December 1991, a convoy of
nearly 1SO SLf\ members together with 19 youths went there to retake the towns. However on their
arrival, no RUF forces were to be found. In Sukudu, they found five dead civilians with bullet
wounds and 27 houses totally burnt.~19 The fact that those youths joined the SLA forces to go and
confront RUF forces was rather unusual at that time, as their main function was to operate
chcckpoints and to undertake patrols. Indeed, when they came back from this mission, their leader
forwardcd the 111formation to their headquarters in Koidu. On receiv-ing the information, CDU
headquarters in KOldu sent two packets of shotgun cartridges. As cross-border raids were reported
at the boundary with Kailahun District, the Paramount Chief of Soa exhorted the Donsos and
vigilantes to advance towards the border to guard all the routes. The Youths' leader did not favour
this, as they lacked weapons, and a meeting was convened in Koidu to decide on what action to
nll
take
j\ few days later, other villages at the boundary with Kailahun District, including Maa and
\\,'orkor, were also attacked, people were killed and houses burnt. n1 Civilians in these villages
reported that the forces who attacked them were speaking I<iio, Liberian and other languages;
accordingly, they identified those forces as RUF from Sierra Leone, NPFL forces from Liberia and
mercenaries from Burkina Faso. At around the same timc, some youths based at Levuma (So a
Chiefdom, on the border with Kailahun District) captured a man they alleged to be a RUF
collaborator. This man was brought to Manjama, where the SLA con1n1ander ordered him to be
shot.
b)
Events in 1992
In January 1992, R UF forces were to be found in the boundary villages between Yawei Chiefdom
(KaiJahun Distrlct) and Gbane Chiefdom, as well as in Gandorhun and its environs. After the attack
on Gandorhun in 1991, the RUF forces had retreated to their base in Kailahun District.9~2 This was
the start of a series of battles between RUF forces and the combined forces of the SLA, SSD and
Donsos ..At that time, the combined forces killed some people suspected of being "rebel"
collaborators, including by putting a tyre around the neck of suspects and setting fire to it.
91') The reports make no mention of any casualties in Konjo or in any of villages that were attacked on the way.
nil "-ilthough there \vere no details about this meeting, it can be inferred that it ,vas convened at the CDU

headquarters The result of this meeting could be the reinforcement of SL'\ forces to l'vlanjama and the registration
of armed Do115os in early 1992.
~21 The \'lgiJantes found three dead civilian males in i\ba and two burnt houses in \i(/orkor.
'):2:2 DUring tlm time, RUF /NPFL forces had different bases in Kailahun District, the main one being in Kailahun
Town (Luawa Cluefdom, Kailahun District).
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l\t this time, local hunters from Sandor Clllefdom were sent to the south of the District where the

RUF /NPFL forces were advancing. In February 1992, a military base was set up in Mboama
(Gbane CbJefdom) and 30 SL'\ members together with 47 Donsos were deployed there.
A meeting gatbering the young men of Nimikoro Chiefdom was summoned by the Chiefdom
Speaker and an SLA officer in l\pril 1992 at the chiefdom headquarters of Jmama. The purpose of
this meeting was to organise the young men into vigilante groups that could assist the SLA in
defending the chiefdom from RUF /NPFL attacks. A lot of young men volunteered and received
some training from the SLA.
A fierce battle took place in thy 1992 in Gandorhun (Gbane Chiefdom), where the RUF forces
were repelled from the chiefdol'll. The fighting continued sporadically and, shortly after, the
RUF /NPFL managed to overpower the combined forces and establish their first permanent base in
Kono Distnct, '.vhich was used to attack the surrounding villages. The RUF /NPFL forces attacked
Sidu (Gbane Clllefdom) , at the boundary with Tankoro Chiefdom, in May. Donsos from Baiama
(Tankoro Chiefdom), eight nwes from Sidu, infonned the SLA forces deployed in Koidu of the
advancing RUF /NPFL forces. The SLA therefore deployed in Baiama and Woama (Tankoro
Chiefdom), where a battle took place between RUF /NPFL and SLA/Donsos. During these attacks,
civilians were killed, property was taken and civilians were forced to carry the stolen property. 913
RUF /NPFL were bypassing the government forces in W'oama to attack villages in Tankoro
Chiefdom, up to nearby KOldu. Dunng these attacks, captured SLA forces and Donsos were killed,
often after physical violence was inflicted on them 924
In October 1992, the RUF /NPFL forces finally drove the SLA forces frol'll their base in Woama
and established a second RUF /NPFL base there. This opened access to Koidu for the RUF /NPFL
forces, since \Voama is located on the Gandorhun-Koidu highway. The attack on Woama created
panic among civilians in Koidu, who started to leave the town. SLA forces mounted checkpoints in
Koidu to search the fleeing population for arms and suspected "rebels". For example, a prominent
Tankoro Chiefdom authority was arrested at one of these checkpoints, suspected of being a "rebel"
because he had in his briefcase a traditional dress like the one worn by local hunters. He was publicly
tortured and beheaded in the main central area of Koidu.
Advancing RUF /NPFL forces captured an armoured car on 22 October 1992 from the ;3L'\ forces
at \Vordu, three miles south of Koidu The RUF /NPFL forces burnt the car and a lot of SL.A forces
were killed. Some of the civ1.lians who were fleeing the RUF /NPFL advance on Koidu drowned in
the surrouncling rivers, which had swollen following heavy rains. On 23 October 1992, RUF /NPFL
forces launcbed an attack on Koidu from \"Xioama. The following day, SLA forces together with
SOUle local hunters launched a counter attack on the town and repelled the RUF /NPFL forces.
After this battle, the bodies of many civilians were left lying on the streets of the town, apparently

~2.1

No more information

"~las

available on these events.

n4 During that time, it was alleged that SL\ forces sometime abandoned their positions at the battlefront to go to

KOldu (Gbense Chiefdorn) to meet their relatives or to mine.
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caught In the crossfire as they tried to escape the fighting. ns Houses were burnt and many civilians
were abducted by RUF jNPFL forces, among them a foreign worker.
In early December,
RUF /NPFL forces attacked the town for the second time from the same direction and repelled the
SL\ forces as far as Y onnandu (Sandor Chiefdom) 926 The RUF /NPFL forces also repelled the
SLr\ forces deployed at Bumpe (Nirnikoro Chiefdom), located on the Kono-Makeni highway, up to
Sewafe (Nimiyama Chiefdom), which is near the Sewa River. In Bumpe junction, one civilian, a
Lirnba by tribe, was shot dead by the RUF /NPFL commander who also ordered that the wife of the
man be killed.
The fall of Koidu to the RUF jNPFL forces was interpreted against the Kono tribe and especially
against the Paramount Chiefs, who became the target of SLA forces. Shortly after the attack on the
town, a car arrived 111 Koidu carrying the 'wife of the Fiama Paramount Chief, who was in the boot
of the car \'vith his hands tied behind his back, his eyes swollen. When they recognised the
Paramount Chief, civilians fled the area, fearful of being recognised by the Paramount Chief, which
they believed could cause problems for them with SLA forces. The Paramount Chief was then taken
to Tekko Barracks in Makeni (Bombali District); his death was subsequently confirmed. The
Tombodu SLA forces later released his \'v'ife, after she had been raped by an unspecified number of
SLA members. Some reports mention that the Paramount Chief was arrested because he failed to
cooperate with SLA forces while another mentions that the Paramount Chief might have been
arrested on the allegation that he had been found performing some ritual after the successful
advance of RUF forces. Other Paramount Chiefs and other authorltJes from the District were
arrested and sent to Pademba Road prison in Freetown on the grounds they ha4 aided and abetted
the capture of Kono District by RUF forces.
By the end of 1992, RUF jNPFL forces were therefore controlling a vast area of Kono District,
including the main roads leading to Koidu~27 During their stay in Koidu, RUFjNPFL forces
patrolled the surrounding villages in search of local hunters or pockets of SLA forces. During these
patrols, the RUF jNPFL forces killed civilians, took property and abducted several civilians, taking
them to Koidu to work for the RUF jNPFL forces. At Baiama, for example, about 60 men and
women, including a prominent Kono authority, were taken away.
In a bid to repel the RUF /NPFL forces out of Koidu, an air campaign was undertaken, with the
.
. H"1 p h a)ets.T
~o~
aSSIstance
0 f N'1genan
\\/1len Koidu fell into the hands of tlle RUFjNPFL forces, most of its inhabitants left the town for
Sandor Cll1efdom, known to be an agricultural chiefdom full of hunters ready to defend their land.
Those people coming to Sandor Chiefdom were searched at checkpoints by the SLA forces and the
~2S This was l11ferred from the belongmgs found l)'lng next to the bodies and needs to be clarified.
92(, It cannot be deternuned with certainty whetber tbe bodies of civilians were found on the streets after the first
or tbe second attack.
'm It is 111teresting to note that tbese attacks on Koidu went virtually unreported in the media.
'm Inter Press ServlCe, 18 December 1992. Since tbe l1udclle of 1c)91, fore1gn troops, including Nigerians and
Guineans forces were fighting alongside the SL\, furtber to bilateral agreements signed between Sierra Leone and
Guinea and between Sierra Leone and Nlgena.
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local hunters. Dunng these searches, SLA forces or local hunters took whatever property they
desired. j\ny civilians who resisted were molested and risked being termed as "rebel" collaborators,
for which they could be killed. In addition, some civilians ~ere killed for their money;n9 SLA forces
and local hunters harassed businessmen in particular. At this time, Yormandu town, in the south of
Sandor Chiefdom on the boundary "rith Kam.ara Chiefdom, was overcrowded with displaced people
and lTlany people were not able to sleep in houses, staying instead in the church, the mosque and the
Court Barrie Food, water and medical facilities rapidly became scarce and cholera broke out at
Yormandu and Kayuna, the chiefdom headquarter loca ted in the north-west of the chiefdom, taking
the lives of many people
Another crowd of ci\-ilians left Koidu after it had been recaptured by RUF forces and headed
through Nimikoro Chiefdorn for KangalTla (Gorama Kono Chiefdom in the south of the District).
On then \vay to KangarTla, they had to pass through many checkpoints controlled by local hunters.
At MOlnmadu (Nllnikoro Chiefdom), they fell into an RUF /NPFL attack. In the early hours of the
morning, a RUF rnember disgwsed as an Imam called the people for prayer 930 Shortly after, the
people who had gathered in the Mosque were surrounded by RUF /NPFL forces, who fIred heavily
111 the air, capturing those in the mosque and other civilians in the town. Three civilians and a local
hunter were killed 1n front of the Mosque and three men and a woman sustained serious injuries.
Some young girls 931 ,vere publicly raped. Two houses alleged to belong to the Kamajor commander
of the area were burnt down. The people who had been captured were gathered in the Court Barrie
and those who had food were forced to give it to the RUF /NPFL forces, who also accompanied
other civilians to fetch water and food from elsewhere. During this, some civilians managed to
escape, which led the commander to punish his forces who had gone to the bush with the civilians
by lashing them and locking them in a veranda near the Court Barrie. After three days, the
RUF /NPFL forces together with their captives took a bush path towards Gandorhun (Gbane
Chiefdom, south east of Nimikoro Chiefdom), which at that time was one of their strongholds. On
their way, local hunters attacked the convoy and successfully overran the RUF /NPFL forces. The
civilians who had been with the RUF /NPFL forces were then brought to Til\.Onko in the north of
Gorama Kono Chiefdom.
}\s Donsos frorn Sandor Chiefdom needed logistics, food, medicine and ammunition, a mass
meeting was sUlTuTIoned at the chiefdom headquarters of Kayima probably in late October to
prm-ide assistance to the hunters A t the meeting, it was agreed that each taxpayer should contribute
Le 500 'r" and a few cups of rice every rnonth.
L

This inf01111aUOn is reported 111 general terms and does not specify the exact location of every occurrence.
Kono Distrlct is predonunantly Muslim and according to the Islam, a Muslim is bound to pray five times a day
Each of the Eve penods for prayers is preceded by a call, known as adhaan. The early morning prayer may be
offered any time witlun two hours after dawn.
931 "\lthough the exact age IS not reported, it is mentioned that they were under age.
')3:2 Tlus should be placed 111 the context of Sierra Leone's position at the bottom of the Human Development
Index: between 1991 and '2000, 57% of the population lived on less than 1 USD (2.000 SLL) per day and 74.5%
lived on less than 2lJSD (4.000 SLL) per day see UNDP Human Development Report 2003,
http://w\V\v. undp. org/hdr2003 / indicator/ ct)·_CSLE.html, last visited on 30 December 2003.
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In November 1992, hunters from Tefeyah (Sandor Chiefdom) spread the news that a man was killed
by uniformed rnen believed to be "rebels", who took hi~ money and diamonds. It was, however,
later said that these unifOlmed men were not "rebels" but SLA forces, who did this because they had
heard a few days earlier that the man had diamonds. Supporting this theory, it was said that it was
lughly unlikely that RUF forces would corne to a big town like Tefeyah to kill only one person.
,-\ convoy of an unspecified nurnber of armed and unarmed men, women and children - namely
RUF /NPFL forces and their captives - coming from the direction of Koidu arrived in Kainkordu
(Soa Chlefdom) in late November. They stayed in the town for only one hour, killing some people,
breaking doors, gathering anything that was of interest for them and abducting some civilians before
heading through Manjama (So a Chiefdom) to Sandaru, the RUF /NPFL base in Penguia Chiefdom
(Kailahun Dlstrict) This road, which links Koidu with Kainkordu and Penguia Chiefdom (Kailahun
Distnct). ,vas often used by RUF forces in search of food. Also in Soa chiefdom, on 8 December, an
RUF commander escorted by some rnen arrived 111 the cluefdom headquarter of Kainkordu. On his
arrival, he explained that his movement, the RUF, had come to put an end to the APC regime and
that it now controlled the whole of Kailahun, Kana and Pujehun Districts, as well as part of
Kenema District.'Ji1 He further said that the people from Soa Chiefdom should join the movement
and celebrate the presence of their "new government". He mounted green pieces of material on top
of a high pole as a symbol that this was now RUF-controlled territory and appointed men and
women as the new authorities of the chiefdolTl.
The nJobilisation of youths and local hunters was reinforced and structured by the creation of
Eastern Region Civil Defence Committee, aiming at mobilising "well-meanirrg Sierra Leoneans" to
fight alongside the SLA. This committee was composed of representatives of Kenema, Kailahun and
Kono Districts, with some from Freetown.~:i4
c)
Events in 1993
ln January, SL/\ forces corning from Freetown were deployed at Sewafe Bridge (Nimiyama
Cluefdom) and merged \\.1.th another group who had retreated from Koidu. Those SLA forces
recaptured Sewafe to\vn and advanced further on the Koidu highway together v.rith local hunters
known as Tamaboros from Koinadugu, GUlnean forces and ULIMO-K members. They launched
different attacks in Nimikoro, Nimiyama and Tankoro Chiefdoms, successfully driving out RUF
forces from the areas prevlOusly under their control. Koidu was retaken in the same wave of attacks,
on 22 January.~15 SLi\ forces from the Moa Barracks in Daru (1 awie Chiefdom, Kaila11un District)
also took control of Gandorhun (Gbane ChiefdOlTl).
Those combined forces were heavily arm.ed with tanks, armoured personnel carriers, AA guns and
1'\K475. They made several deployments 111 the area, including Koidu, and started patrolling villages
n1 The loss of Kana and I~'lilahun Districts to the hands of the RUF /NPFL forces had a significant impact on the

economy, as most of Sierra Leone's income came from the production of cash crops in Kailahun District and the
lnJ11lng aCU,'1Ues 111 Kono Distnct. Following the capture of Koidu by the RUF /NPFL forces, the National
Diamond ~IJ.1l1ng Co. ceased its operations: r,iining A.nnual Review, 1 July 1993.
~.14 BBC Summary of \\/orld Broadcasts, 22 December 1992.
~15 No lnfoImatJon was obtained on the casualties sustained during those attacks.
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and towns around Koidu in search of "rebels" and "rebel" collaborators, which led to the killing of
many civilians accused of being "rebel" collaborators or sympathisers. The commanding officer 93!>
ordered all the civilians living in the areas formerly und~r RUF /NPFL control to move to Ngor
Town, whJCh is located after the Sewa Bridge in Ivlimiyama Chiefdom, where the first displaced
937
camp was opened for the people of Kono
Shortly after, SLA. forces engaged in massive looting; as
civilians had left their homes.
93H

i\fter the first group of Tamaboros
arrived in January 1993, a second group came in July. The
Donsos also stepped up their presence and were active in Yormandu (Sandor Chiefdom) and Koidu
(Gbense Chiefdom) in january, in Tombodu (Kamara Chiefdom) between March and August and at
the border between Soa Chiefdom and Kailahun District and in Kangama (Gorama Kono) in
December.
In early 1993, Kono authorities cornplained to the Government about looting and harassment by
SLA. forces during the previous month, so the Government sent a new SLA. commander to Kono
District. Follo"ving his arrival, the SLA. forces based in Koidu started issuing passes for civilians
relocated 111 the IDP camp who wished to visit their homes to check theil' belongings. Nigerian
forces arrived in Koidu, while SOlTle SLA and Guinean forces moved to attack RUF /NPFL
positions 1ll Kailahun District. The Nigerian forces encouraged civilians to return and resettle in
then villages. SLA. and Nigerian troops were based in different strategic towns like Yengema, near
the Kono-Jvlakeni highway 111 Nimikoro Cluefdom; Tombodu, a diamond-rich town in Kamara
m
Chiefdom; and Koidu (Gbense Chiefdom), where they encouraged civilians to mine for diamonds.
Tombodu (Kamara Chiefdom) was a comlTlercial centre and was the arrival and departure point for
passenger helicopters flying to and from Freetown. Thus, by the end of 1993, most of the civilians
who had earlier left the chiefdom came back to Kamara Chiefdom, as it was free of RUF presence.
However, those SLf\ forces killed an unspecified number of civilians suspecting of being RUF
members or sympathisers. Those executions took place at Bendu II, where the bodies were dumped
in a mass grave. In separate l11cident, another group of SLA melTlbers, who had replaced those who
had arrested the Pararnount Cluef of Fiama, arrested a civilian and shot him twice without giving
reasons. His body was left on the ground and a few civilians buried hirn afterwards. Also at
Tombodu, Tamaboros corning from K0111adugu District to help the SLA forces drive the RUF out
of the country undertook m.assive screening of civilians. As part of this process, in March,9.J{) 2,000
civilians were gathered in the Court Barrie to be screened by the Tamaboros, headed by a woman
dressed 111 traditional hunter attire. Some members of the SLA were also gathered at the Court

It cannot be 1l1ferred from the 1l1formauon collected whether this commanding officer was controlling all the
combined forces, or just the SLc\ forces or the Guinean troops.
9.17 .-'l.round the same period, other camps for internally displaced persons (IDPs) were operational in the country,
notably 111 Gondama (Kakua Chlefdom, Bo District), where thousands of civilians from Pujehun District found
refuge.
93H Local hunters from Koinadugu.
939 It cannot however be rrrferred from the records whether the Clvilians were mining for the Nigerian and SLA
forces or for themselves, with the encouragement of those forces.
94<1 This screemng process probably continued in "-'l.pril and lvlay and is also reponed in Koinadugu District.
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Barrie. The woman conducted the screening through her mirror, which allegedly allowed her to
assess whether a person was a "genuine civilian" or a "rebel". Those who were identified as "rebels"
were either killed or sent to Pademba Road Prison in Freet~wn. After the screening process, civilians
were given a pass that allowed them to move freely in the chiefdom and beyond without fearing of
being molested or suspected of being a "rebel". People commonly gave the nickname "Unmolested"
to tlus pass, which was issued by SLJ\ officers.
Some Kono elites came together and fonned an organisation called Koeyor, the primary objective of
\vhich was to restore dignity to the people of Kono. Together \vith the Kono Students Union, they
pleaded for the release of the Kono Paramount Chiefs and other authorities who had been detained
by the NPRC regime
RUF forces were active in the eastern chiefdoms in the District during the first half of 1993, which
was marked by incidents of killing and the destruction of property. For example, in Sukudu, at the
beg11l1llng of the year, a prominent fanner had both of his arms chopped off. RUF forces tied a
letter around his neck telling the then I-lead of State, Captain Strasser, that they were "still in
control" In Kundima (So a Chiefdom), five elderly people were killed in January by RUF forces.
Their bodies showed machete wounds and one woman appeared to have had her head smashed on a
rock. In February, RUF forces also attacked Kainkordu (Soa Chiefdom). Returning civilians later
discovered 40 houses that had been completely burnt down and 27 bodies, which they buried in a
dug out toilet in the souther~ part of the town. At that time, RUF forces also attacked ]agbwema
(Fiama Chiefdom) for the second time, although there were no reported casualties.
SL/\ harassment of civilians was also reported in Mafindor and Gbane Kandor Chiefdoms. For
example, cattle belonging to a civilian was taken and killed for food for the SLA forces. In Koardu
(Gbane Kandor Cluefdom), civilians were locked up in the SU\ guardroorn and beaten if they
complained about the behaviour of the SLA forces. Similar acts took place in Dunarnaor (G bane
Kandor Chiefdom), where SLA forces entered the village, firing their weapons. As they began to
take people's poultry, one SLA member asked a man to give them his torch as well, which he
refused to do. Tlus refusal was not taken well by the SLA forces, who chased the man into the
bushes. As he was hiding in the bushes, they took property from his house and assembled all the
women and men of the village to punish them in order to flnd out where the man was hiding.~41 The
matter was later settled as the man's sister gave the SLl\ forces some money, some cups of rice and a
chicken
In addition, acts of phYSical violence, torture and killing of suspected "rebel" collaborators also took
place In l\lay 1993, SLA forces were looking for two civilians whom they suspected of being "rebel"
collaborators. As the nephew of one of those two wanted men was alleged to be on his way to warn
his uncle, SU\ forces arrested him in Gbam.andufao (Gbane Kandor Chiefdom). His head was
shawd with a piece of broken bottle and he was told to eat lus hair, which had been mixed with
sand He then was hit \vith a bayonet before being brought to Koardu, where more violence was
11lflicted on him He \vas then brought to Manjama (Soa Chiefdom) to ascertain whether he was a

'J41

The type and duration of punishment they received were not specified.
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"rebel", where he \vas eventually killed. Another suspected "rebel" collaborator in Koardu (Gbane
Kandor Chiefdom) was tied up, made to lie down in the sun and was severely beaten. In Ndanbadu,
in September, a man was severely beaten then brought to Koardu, where he was locked in a
guardroom because he had asked why the SLA members were taking people's cattle.
In the meanttme, the Donsos were trying to resist to RUF attacks. In June, they deployed alongside
the border wIth Kailahun District. In mid 1993, SLA forces were deployed in Soa Chiefdom and for
the rest of the year, the area was almost free of RUF attacks.
Follmvl1ig rumours of an approaching RUF attack on Kangama (Gorama Kono Chiefdom) and its
environs in October 1993, a meeting was summoned in the town in early December. The purpose of
this meeting was to motivate the youths of the chiefdom to be initiated into the Kamajors society
and to take up arms.Y~2 "After this meeting, between 100 and 200 youths registered to join the society.
In mid December, 150 of these youths came back to the town with a gallon of palm oil and 10 cups
of rice each for logistic support. They were then taken to a place called Jagbwema Kamba to be
initiated lnto the Kamajors society. The initiator was also the initiator for Gorama Mende and Lower
Bambara Chiefdoms (Kenema District). The initiates stayed in the bush for three weeks before
returning to Kangama Town in early January 1994.
Folluwing successful SLA attacks on RUF positions in Kailahun District in late 1993, Kono District
\vas declared safe and IDPs from Ngor camp were repatriated to Koidu by the Government with
the help of some Non-Governmental Organisations9~3
Around the same period, the SLA had recaptured most of the RUF posltlons in Kailahun and
PUJelmn Districts, which led the NPRC Chairman to declare a unilateral ceasefue on 1 December
1993. This ceasefue was however largely violated, as RUF forces launched a massive operation in
Kenema Distnct in late December.
di
Events in 19940-l-l
By the end of January and follo\ving the renewal of hostilities in the Eastern Province and in
PUJehun District, the NPRC Chairman declared "total war" against the RUF.
In early 1994, returning chiefs created the Kono Council of Paramount Chiefs, chaired by the
Paramount ChIef of Maflndor Chiefdom, \vith the consent of the NPRC CommancJ.ing Offlcer
Secretanat in Kono.')~5

Y~2 No K.amajor initL1tion had, ho\vever yet take place in the country, not even in the Southern Province, from
where It origmated..-\ccordingly, tlus information about the Kamajors may simply mean that youths and local
hunters gathered, as they did in Kenema District, but were not initiated by an initiator as such.
~~3 In September, the NPRC Secretary General announced that the situation ill Kono was calm and civilians could
go back to their villages without lundrance: BBC Sununary of World Broadcasts, 9 September 1993.
~-l-l It should be noted that the information for 1994, 1995 and to a certain extent 1996 is sometimes confused and
l11COnslstent. The illfonnation related in this report for this period was thoroughly crosschecked, notably in
correlauon With what happened in other places at the same time, but although there can be no doubt on the actual
occurrence of the events, the exact date of those events cannot be ascertained with any certainty.
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RUF forces were reported to be in Baiama, in the south of Tankoro ChiefdolTl, in early 1994, where
they burnt houses and raped girls. In March, they reached Levuma, a village of 70 houses south of
Tankoro Chiefdom, near the border with Gorama Kono Chiefdom, where 70 people where shot
and killed. This action was allegedly undertaken in reprisal for the local hunters attacking RUF
positions and for the civilians' lack of support for the RUF movement. The Gorama Kono
Karnajors subsequently launched an attack on Levuma and, after retaking control of the town,
buried the corpses of the 70 victims in a mass grave in town, since burying them outside the town
ran the nsk of an encounter with RUF forces. During the RUF counter attack on Foindu (Gorama
Kono Chiefdom, at the border with Tankoro Chiefdom), 10 houses were burnt, five people were
killed, glrlS were raped and people were abducted. Others were wounded with cutlasses, including
the Section Chief of Tankoro Chiefdom.
By April, the Tamaboros \.\Tho had helped the SU\ repelling the RUF /NPFL forces out of Koidu in
January 1993 moved back to the Northern Province, their region of origin, to flght the RUF
advance.'!4('
In 1v1ay, more local hunters were gathered in Gorama Kono Chiefdom,'!47 thereby enabling them to
retake Foindu frorn the RUF. Other towns in Gorama Kono were also the site of fighting between
Kam8jar and RUF forces. As runlours spread about an attack on Kangama, the main Kamajor base
for the whole chiefdom, up to 124 more youths were initiated into the Kamajor society. The
anticipated attack on Kangarna took place in September 1994 and after the Kamajors succeeded in
countering the RUF forces, the chiefdom was free from RUF incursions until 1995. In order to
ensure security, the Karnajors laid constant ambushes on the four entry points from neighbouring
chiefdoms, namely at Nimiyama, Nimikoro, Tankaro and Gbane Chiefdoms.
]n 1994, the taking of property was comrnon by all factions, including RUF forces, SL'\. forces and
Donsos, and businessmen were comrnon targets. For example, at Yormandu, on a Friday market
day, an SLA mernber killed a businessman for his money, approximately 4,000 to 5,000 US dollars.
At Mansundu, another businessman was killed and his money was taken.
The Domos were active in Sandor Chiefdom and were sometimes attacked by RUF forces during
small-scale operations. In lnid 1994, RUF forces entered Yormandu, where they killed one police
offrcer and abducted the Domos deputy chiefs daughter. By the end of the year, 2,000 hunters were
registered in Sandor Chiefdom.'14H

')45 The mam aim of the traditional authonties was to defend theu District but no more 111formation could be
obta1l1cd on its prccise role. It, however lughlights how local authonties organised themsclves to defend thcir land
aga1l1st RUF incurSiOns.
~4(, Inter Press Service, 21 /\pril 1994.
~47 Tlus gathcring of local hunters at that time did not encompass initiation as such. Initiation ceremonies would
not be performed in the Eastern Province before 1996.
')4K The rcported information concerning Sandor Chiefdom was confused and did not allow us to expand our
analysis on this cluefdom }clthough it is likely that the information reported above did take place in 1994, it may
have taken place at a d1fferent date and no more information was available on these events.
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SLA forces were harsh with civilians they suspected of abi9ing or collaborating with the RUF, which
led to disunity between civilians and the SLA. Civilians were also harassed without being suspected
of being a RUF member and, in particular in diamond-rich Kamara Chiefdom, acts of violence and
molestation were inflicted on civilians by SLA forces engaged in illegal mining, who used and took
ovilians' properties and abducted women to be their "wives". The smuggling of diamonds was at its
peak during tll1S period. At the same time, some civilian members of the NPRC regime organised
themselves 111 a group called "Convoy" and engaged in mining activities, molesting any authority or
landowner who stood in their way9~~ A lot of small mining companies sprang up in this way.
In addition, SLj\ forces sometimes disguised themselves as RUF forces and attacked villages. For
example, in Yorkordu (Sandor Cll1efdom), located neat the Bafin River, seven SLA members took
property from the village before falling into a hunters' ambush. These attacks suspected to be carried
out by SLi\ rnenl.bers pretending to be RUF forces led to disunity between local hunters and SLA
forces and at Bakidu, SL\ forces pretending to be RUF and who came to attack towns along the
nver \,vere drowned by Donsos. Around the same time, between Mansundu and Worko (Sandor
ChIefdom), RUF forces killed four SLi\ members, cut off their heads and displayed them on sticks.
A fierce RUF attack took place during that year in Yatandoe (Fiama Chiefdom).'!5t1 RUF forces, who
\,vere believed to have come from different directions, attacked the town with heavy fltepower.
Dunng the course of their stay in the town, houses were burnt, people killed and women raped. A
speofic event was the chopping off of the two arms of one SLA member. Some civilians were
abducted and taken to Kailahun. Civilians who sought refuge in the bush were chased by the RUF
forces, who shot and killed some of them, looted and set on fire the huts built in the bush, known as
"mansion" People from Fiama Chiefdom stayed in the bush until Executive Outcomes came to
Kono Distnct in 1995
SL\ forces remained in Mafmdor and Gbane Kandor Chiefdoms, which were 'virtually free of RUF
activity. However, SLA harassment of civilians, which was common during previous years,
continued throughout 1994. In February, SLA forces requested the civilians from Sangema (Gbane
Kandor Chiefdom) to come to Koardu to brush the roads. As they did not get the message early
enough and accordingly did not show up on time for the work, the civilians were gathered in
Sangerna and rnade to sit on the ground. As one of the civilians tried to reach a compromise with
the SLA forces, he \vas hit with a weapon on his head. The SLA forces present in the~ village also
took goats and poultry. The matter was reported to the SLA officer in charge in Manjama, who
ordered the arrest of the SLA members involved 951 Another incident relates the fate of one woman
in Marrah (l\'lafindor Chiefdom) in March, who was beaten and kicked by a member of the SLA,
who accused her of having planned to sabotage the NPRC regime.

~~0 These o\'ilians were called the "blue eye boys" and the nature of their relations with the NPRC regIDle it is not
clear from the records. l1'lese mining activities were also carried out in 1995.
')511 The date was not specifled for this incident.
')51 The SL-\ members in question were not arrested.
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From November 1994, SLA forces were no longer based in Mafindor Chiefdom, although they were
still patrolling the chiefdom. In Soa Chiefdom, SLA. forc.cs were still deployed in Manjama. Also in
Soa Chiefdom, a jet bombardment was heard between Kongomadu and Theyor, which was believed
to have been ECOl\10G forces missing an RUF position.
f!
E"ents 111 1995
During this year, SL-\ forces were occupied v.rith mining activities, leaving the security of the District
to the under-egwpped Domos. During the fust months of the year, the RUF forces succeeded in
capturing major towns, including Koidu, in the wealthy west of the District, before being repelled in
:May and June by the cornbined forces of SLA, Executive Outcomes and local hunters.

In early 1995, RUF forces attacked Gandorhun (Gbane Chiefdom), advancing v.rithin a week on
\\'oama (Tankoro Cluefdom) and then on Motema (Ninukoro Chiefdom). In this way, they
approached Koidu town, which created panic among the inhabitants. In Motema, six police officers
were killed, as well as a prorninent Chief. The retreating SLA forces settled in Kamara and Sandor
Chiefdoms, harassing civilians and taking their property.
RUF forces took advantage of the fact that SLr\ forces were more occupied v.rith mining acti,rities
than \\rith protecting the District borders. It has been suggested that Juruor SLA forces embarked on
nUlung because they were suffering in their areas of deployment, as they did not receive much
support from the Government and their officers were enriching themselves by milung diamonds.
Furthermore. the attack on Motema, wluch is located on the Koidu-Makeni highway, created an
111crease 111 pnces and a shortage of essential items in Koidu town, as the highway was no longer
accessible.
In late April 1995, RUF forces launched their attack on Koidu. At tlus time, confusion arose in the
111lnd of civilians about the identity of the fighting forces in control of the town. The RUF forces
successfully captured one paJ:t of the bridge but the identification of the forces occupyring the other
part was unclear CIvilians thought that they may either be "loyal soldiers", namely SLA members
fighting for the GovernlTlent, or they may be "sobels".~52 This attack IS referred to as "the second
attack", "phase II", or "5:05" by civilians from Koidu. Unlike the first attack, wluch took place in
late 1992, RUF forces used heavy calibre weapons such as mortar bombs, RPGs and LMGs. During
the attack, a lot of civilians were killed and RUF forces took property from hundreds of houses and
abducted many people, either to work 111 the nunes or to carry their loads. Shortly after, RUF forces
took control of the whole town.
,'\fter the attack on Koidu, RUF forces fanned out and attacked rnany more places, which soon fell
under their control. During these attacks, people were ill-treated and killed and property was taken
or destroyed, including houses. For example, RUF forces \vho were on their way to Tombodu
(Kamara Chiefdom) cut off a woman's nose. Shortly afterwards, ReF forces attacked Tombodu.
"'\fter the attack, inhabitants who returned to pack some belongings saw three houses burnt down
This term refers to either SL\ members "I."ho Joined the RUF movement but who still used their SL\ unifOlms,
so people thought they were fighting for the Government, or SL..I" members who, although they did not Join the
RUF as such, were acting as if they were "rebels", adopting the same behaviours.
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and t\.vo bodies, although the actual levels of destruction and killing were likely to be much higher.
BmalTla (Tankoro Chiefdorn headquarter, in the south Qf the chiefdom) was attacked and all the
houses were burnt down. Some young women and men were abducted and taken to Koidu, which
\vas at this time under RUF control. The abducted men were forced to carry the stolen property.
RUF forces also proceeded further north and attacked Yormandu, south of Sandor Chiefdom,
foUO\v-ing the local hunters up to Bandu, three miles south-east of Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom
headquarters). "'
:r_~

The }lpril attack on Koidu led to a lTlassive exodus of the population towards Kamara Chiefdom
and towards the villages of Jagbwema (Fiama Chiefdom) and Kainkordu (Soa Chiefdom). In
Jagbwema, fleeing civilians met with armed men 1n new uniforms, which led them to think they were
SLA forces cOlTung to recapture Koidu. However, shortly after their arrival, one of these armed men
shot a civilian in the chest for asking them who they were. These armed men took personal effects
and money from the civilians and burnt down one prorninent businessman's house. \X1hile in their
hiding place in the bush, fleeing people 111 Soa Chiefdom heard on the BBC "Focus on Africa"
Program that 'c..,vhite men had corne to Koidu".95~ RUF forces used Jagbwema (Fiama Chiefdom) as
their base to lead arnbushes in the area, during which some civilians were tortured and raped.')55
Dunng the sarne period, people suspected of being "rebel collaborators" were arrested and
impnsoned by SLA forces. The NPRC regime 1mprisoned a lot of authorities they accused of
collaboration with RUF forces at Pademba Road Prison in Freetown At this time, further doubts
\vere ra1sed about the identity of the fighting forces carrying out certain actions, because it was
reponed that some SLi\ members organised road ambushes, attacking vehicles for their
merchandise and specifically targeting businessmen, taking theu belongings and, sometimes, killing
them.
Between I'vIay and June 1995, a cornbined force of SLA, ULIMO-K and the CDU advanced from
Sewa Bndge (Nimiyama Chiefdom) to recapture Koidu. On their way, they stopped for one week in
Bumpe (Nimikoro Cll1efdom), waiting for reinforcernents frorn Executive Outcomes 95G Executive
Outcomes arnved 111 the same month after having completed their first military encounter in Mile 38
(Koya Chiefdom, Pon Loko Distnct) and ad,'anced from Bumpe junction to recapture Koidu. RUF
forces attacked those forces at Burnpe but were defeated and 17 of them were killed. 957 By the end
of June 1995, Executive Outc01TleS, together \vith SLA forces, had removed the RUF forces from
Sewa Bridge, Yormandu, Tombodu Chiefdom, Koidu and villages surrounding Koidu 958 They

')5.1 The casualLies for all these attacks arc however not reported
')5~

Tlus refers to the corning of Executlve Outcomes, a mercenary company from South "\fnca.
111 general terms and does not speClfy the precise location of the events nor the
exact date.
95(, The precise dates of the coming of Executive Outcomes in the District could not be inferred from the records.
However, it was crosschecked and corroborated with open sources that Koidu was recaptured by these combined
forces in June.
')57 "\FP, 28 June 1995.
~5H OfEClally, Executive Outcomes had been engaged solely to tram the SL'\ on military tactics but many reports
for Kana Distnct recounted that they came to the DIstrict to help repelling the RUF forces
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moved towards Koidu from three different directions, encountering little resistance from RUF
forces as they had superior fIrepower.
Executive Outcomes organised meetings in some chiefdom headquarters, encouraged hunters to
organise themselves, gave them military training, especially on how to operate weapons, and
supplied them with logistics,~5~ shotguns and eight round automatic rifles, which did not please the
SLA forces. Executive Outcomes went on patrol with Donsos, due to their knowledge of the
terntory, seldom taking SLA members with them. They also encouraged civilians to participate in
their own security as watchmen, notably during a general meeting in Koidu that gathered thousands
of civilians together. During a meeting at Tombodu, Executive Outcomes demonstrated to the
people how they could participate in the secunty network, using a "SpIder \Veb" diagram. The Kono
Distnct Defence Committee~611 was reorganised and, as the Executive Outcome commander wished
to involve the Kono people in the maintenance of security in the District, the Kono Consultative
Committee (KCq was formed. The KCC, besides the Kono District Defence Committee,
enlbraced all facets of the Kono community. The initial meeting of the KCC took place in August,
in the presence of 12 Paramount Chiefs,%1 which was followed by regular meetings to discuss
secunty questlons.
Donsos, the local hunters, entered Yormandu in July and at this time, Sandor Chiefdom was divided
into different zones, each of them placed under the command of a different hunter. Donsos,
focused on liberating their chiefdoms, did not rely on SLA forces because of their impression that
those SLi\ forces were quick to run away during RUF attacks.
People began returning to Koidu but due to the scarcity of food, they had to search for food in the
surrounding villages. As they did so, they ran into pockets of RUF forces who, when driven out
from Koidu, relocated mainly at Potema Camp, Baiarna (Tankoro Chiefdom) and Bandafatda Camp,
near Motema (Nimikoro Chiefdom). During these encounters, a large number of people were
abducted and some were killed or mutilated%1
Probably in the middle of August, RUF forces coming from the Tongo route%1 attacked Njaiama,
headquarter town of Nimikoro Chiefdom and burnt the residence of the Chiefdom Speaker and the
Court Barrie. They were repelled by SLA forces, assisted by local hunters. The SLi\ cOlTlmander
adVIsed the reSIdents of the town to stay l11doors whenever there was a RUF attack on the town.
One week later, gunshots from the direction of Njala, a very big town a few nllies away, were heard
in Njaiama. Indeed, RUF forces, dressed in military uniforms, attacked NJala around28 August.
During this attack, oyer 50 people were killed and several houses burnt down. The RUF forces then
moved on to Njaiama, where over 90 people where killed and houses were burnt. During these
RUF attacks on Njala and Njaiama, m8ny ciYilians were wounded and several more went lTlissing,
presumably c8ptured by the RUF forces, although some were later discovered dead in the bushes.
V5V

TIJiJ training took place at Distnet Office Barrack.! at [(oulll and, ajier tbeir trainmg, the DonsoJ retllmed to their chiefdoms.

%11 See the developments on this P0111t 111 the year 1994
Kono District has 14 chiefdoms.
No details could be obta11led on this incident.
%1 Tongo is located 111 Lower Barnbara Chiefdom (Kenema District). The road leading Tongo to Koidu passes by
Gorama Kono Chiefdom, south of Nllnikoro Chiefdom
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SL\ farces who had pulled out of the town at the time of the attack regrouped and assisted by local
hunters and Executive Outcomes, recaptured the town: Ahouse-to-house search was carried out to
964
bury the dead, who numbered 97 in total, spread over six different locations in the town
SLA farces came from tllTle to time to Mafindor Chiefdom during the fust half of the year, often
harassing civilians. For example, one group of SU-\ forces regularly carried out raids to confiscate
civilian property, on one occasion beating the Chief of Sandia village. These actions ceased during
the second half of the year, when the rainy season made the roads impassable. In Lei Chiefdom,
which is a rich cattle-grazing area, SLA forces killed cattle belonging to civilians and forced the
cIvilians to carry the meat to Koidu; similar events also took place in 1996. For example, in one
incident which took place in the chiefdom headquarter of Saiama, some SLA members killed six
cows 111 a pen and required the caretakers of the pen to bring the meat to Koidu. \"X!hen two of them
refused, they were severely beaten by the SLA forces and forced to take the meat to Koidu as
previously requested. This incident ';vas reported to the Paramount Chief of Lei, who explained to
the owner of the cows that he \-vas not the first to report such matters. As a result, the Paramount
Chief had already c01Tlplained to the Colonel in charge of the SLA in Koidu, who had assured him
that he had taken all necessary steps to stop SLA members doing such things. The Colonel had also
told the Paramount Chief that he would alert the Military Police around the chiefdom to arrest any
SLA member cOflUng to the chiefdom ",rithout an oftlcial reason%5 Nevertheless, similar actions
continued even after the cornplall1ts of the Paramount Chief and the reassurances from the SLA
Colonel.
In Soa Chiefdom., during the rnonths of July to September, RUF forces believed to come from
Kailahun District attacked different villages, mainly on a "hit and run" basis, searclung for food and
targeting villages with rnastel' farms. A t this time, Donsos were active in Kainkordu and along the
border \rillages, so RUF forces came 111 small groups and did not undertake sustained attacks.
Rather, they would enter a village, take property and leave straighta\vay, as they were afraid of the
Donsos based in some villages. During these raids, people were wounded, killed and forced to carry
stolen property. These types of attacks took place 111 Bongema, Kuandar and Kamkordu. In
Kainkardu, for example, one house \-vas burnt and men and women were abducted to carry the
property stolen in the village. One of these abductees was later shot dead outside Kainkordu.
In late 1995, Executive Outcornes, SL'\ and local hunters launched a massive attack on RUF
positions at \'\/oama and BaiatTla (Tankaro Chiefdom), where the RUF forces had their .main camp
in Potema. Donsos were able to provide Executive Outcomes with infornl.ation and directions on
RUF positions, following wll.1ch local hunters were deployed at Baiama and SLA forces at \X!oama.·
J\fter a last unsuccessful RUF attempt')(,(' to attack Koidu where RUF forces bypassed SLA forces at
\\1oama and were stopped at \\loardu by Executive Outcomes, those chiefdoms located in the centre
and the west of the District became relatively quiet. It is lDteresting to note that during some
Some blamed the SL\ for these attacks on Njala and NJaiama, as they were frustrated 111 their rrllll.111g activities
by Executive Outcomes: Inter Press ServlCe, 6 September 1995.
%5 It cannot, however, be-inferred from the reports whether i\lilitary Police did arrest any SL'\ member or took
any other kind of acuon
%(, Tlus event took place between late December 1995 and early 1996.
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encounters between Executive Outcornes and the RUF, some of the RGF mernbers who were killed
were identified as ex-SLA., through the SLJ·\ identity cards found on their bodies.
f)
Events in 19%
Executive Outcome mercenaries controlled illicit mining in Kono District, their presence minimising
the ill treatment of civilians by SLi\ forces. They reprimanded undisciplined SLA forces and in one
l11cident, killed 72 SLA members, described as "sobels" ,%7 at Kaneya in the outskirts of Koidu.
Executive Outcon,es patrolled together with Donsos who also continued to man checkpoints. For
these reasons, thelr presence contributed to the stability of the security situation in Kono District
and, to an extent, offset the e.conomic consequences for the District of the incessant RUF ambushes
on the Kono-Makeni Highway.
Around this time, it was alleged that Executive Outcomes was given a concession on the Tankoro
J(}mberlite mining site. The mercenary company was brought to the area by Branch Energy Ltd, a
Bntish company that secured a nuning lease in the area and said it would hire its own security force.
1t was therefore believed that Executive Outcomes 'was taking a cut in the mining acti'vities%R
At the border with Guinea and Kailahun District, Sandor Chiefdom was mainly protected by the
Donsas and not by Executive Outcomes This chiefdom was free from RUF incursions throughout
19%
In Lei Chiefdom, SLA harassment of civ-ilians continued, including sexual assault. At one point in
1996, some civilians came to Senehun, located on the highway going to the chiefdom headquarters
of Saiama, to mourn the death of the to\vn chief. Some SLi\ members asked some of them for a
goat and as they explained that they had aheady given their only goat to some other SLA forces the
day before, they were told that they should replace the goat with a woman. The civilians explained
that there was no Ullt11arried woman in the town. However, the SLi\ forces came across a young
woman who had also came to the village on hearing of the death of the town chief. They took her
away and, as she told them she was not married, they threatened the civilians with beatings as they
lied to them about tbere being no unmarried 'Nomen 1n the town. The woman was raped by the four
SLA. members during the l11ght and then released, so the SLi\ members could avoid being
disciplined by their commander. The incident was reported to a senior SL/\ conuTIander but no
action was taken%')
In Gbane Clllefdorn, RUF forces intimated voters on Election Day in an effort to prevent them
from voting by sporadically frring their weapons After the elections, some people fled the chiefdom,
fearing the warning grven by the RUF that they would amputate the hands of those who had voted
for the newly-elected President, Alhaji Dr Ahmed Tejan Kabbah.~711 Furthermore, people in Kono
%7 See earlier note 42 for an explanation of this term.
%R See The i\Iil11ng Journal, 8 i\Iarch 1996 and Inter Press Service, 11 March 1996. "",round September 1996,
Executive Outcomes would also be contracted bv Sieromco, a company m,ining Bauxite in i\1oyamba District.
%~ The month of the ocnlrrence of tbe tncident could not be ascertained.
')711 By tbe end of tbe year, Gbane Chiefdom was a "no-go" area, as tbe fighting factions were hunting each other
across the chiefdom, leading civilians to flee the area
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heard that in some parts of the country under RUF control, especially in Kailahun District, people's
hands were cut off and their mouths padlocked as a punisljment for having voted.
J\fter the elections, SLA forces were deployed all around the country in strategic positions, except
some parts of Kailahun District. One battalion was deployed in Gbongbokoro (Soa Chiefdom),
which is on the Guinean border and is a crossing point to one of Guinea's most prominent market
centres called Gueckedou. However, dissent began to ferment within the SLA forces for not being
treated by the Government with the respect and the honour they deserved, while hunters (Kamajors
and Donsos) were respected by the Government. For example, in August 1996, armed men believed
to be SLf\ forces attacked Kainkordu (Soa Chiefdom) and killed the treasury clerk, allegedly because
the SLA forces held the treasury clerk responsible for bad reports against them being sent from the
chiefdom authorities. Compounding their dissatisfaction, the President's address to the nation at the
national Stadium in Freetown after the signing of the Abidjan Peace Agreement did not please the
SLA forces, especially when he made particular mention of the Kamajors for the very outstanding
job they did to put an end to the war.
RUF forces attacked Kangama (Gorama Kono) in October 1996, entering the town with heavy
firing. They killed one woman and shot two other people in their hips, who were later taken for
treatment to Tongo Field (Lower Bambara Chiefdom, Kenema District). The RUF forces took all
the property they could find in the town and abducted two boys to carry the load for them to their
base, allegedly at Peyama (Lower Bambara Chiefdom, Kenema District). One Friday in the same
month, a meeting was swnmoned at the Court Barrie as information reached Kangama authorities
about the Kamajor initiation that was taking place 111 Kenema District n1 It was agreed that young
men should be imtiated to protect the chiefdom and a message was conveyed to the Paramount
Chief of Gorama Kono Chiefdom, who was at that time in Koidu, to put in place modalities for the
initiation. His chiefdom speaker made the shuttle between Koidu and Kangama to organise the
initiation. Money was borrowed from a produce buying agent in Koidu for the initiation and 30
energetic men were selected by the elders. The 30 young newly initiated Kamajors were then
provided with single and double barrel guns and deployed in different part of the town.
Also in October 1996, RUF forces attacked Bamba (Soa Chiefdom) and burnt down 32 houses.
They then headed to Sukudu, south of Soa Chiefdom, where they captured people, including
children, and forced them to carry hea'vy loads to an unknown location. SLA forces based at
Yigbeda (Soa Chiefdom) advanced to Sukudu and some of their melTlbers deployed Jhere. Two
weeks later, still in October, RUF forces attacked the town of Kongonani, six miles from Sukudu,
where they killed Clvilians, induding men, women and children, before being repelled by SLA forces,
who had came from Sukudu on hearing the sounds of gunfue. Before retreating, RUF forces
abducted some civilians and brought them to Kailahun District. Stolen property was also
transported to Liberia by boat, crossing the river bordering Sierra Leone and Liberia. \X!hile a
meeting was in progress in Sukudu with SLA forces and local authorities in December, RUF forces
again attacked Sukudu and killed the Section Chief of Sawa Fiama Section. SLA forces retreated to
Yigbeda but later, still in December, they came back to Sukudu and warned crvilians that they were
~71

Tlus 111for111ation backs up tbe previous assertions tbat no Ka111ajor initiations as sucb took place in Gorama
Kono Cluddo111 1ll late 1993 and early 1994
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planting mini-landnunes along the road RUF forces were using to attack Soa Chiefdom, which
caused the death of some of the RUF forces and allegedly .led to the ceasing of attacks on villages in
iliec~e~om
.
The i\bldjan Peace Accord, signed on 30 November 1996, stated that the war was ended with
immediate effect. It required that Executive Outcomes leave the country by early 1997, wluch they
did,n2 and also required the disarmament of the flghting forces. 973 However, Kana people made a
very sU'ong appeal to the Government not to stop their contract with Executive Outcomes, as they
ensured security for Kana District.
In the afterrnath of the Abidjan Accord, the then Vice President conducted a confldence building
tour 111 the prov111ces to disband the CDF. In late December,974 the Vice President of Sierra Leone
visited Kono District and held a meeting in Koidu with Kono stakeholders, where he offlcially
disbanded the CDF and required the Domos to lay down their arms and return to their farming
activities, as the Government had entered into a ceasefue agreement with the RUE Any Domos
who failed to disarm would be detained. Many people who attended the meeting left the hall before
the closure of the meeting to show their disapproval with the Vice President's statement. On the
eve rung of that same day, the Deputy Defence Miluster came to Koidu and organised a meeting at
the Domos offlce to encourage the Domas to stay intact as RUF forces could not be trusted,
including giving money as Ius own contribution for the Christmas celebration. Nevertheless, the
Vice President's visit had, to all intents and purposes, paralysed further Domas' activities.
Events in 1997~i5
In March 1997 in Gorama Kono Cluefdom, RUF forces attacked Kangama, a CDF stronghold
located at the border with Tankoro Cluefdom, but were repelled. The RUF apparently wanted to
capture Kangama as a transit POll1t to block the Kamajors in Tongo Field (Lower Bambara
Chiefdom, Kenema District),97(' who had strong links with the Kamajors in Kangama.

g)

In May 1997, news of the Coup reached Kono on its very first day through the BBe's "Focus on
i\frica" Program.•AJter the Coup, the RUF came out of the bush, often looking malnourished, and
together \vith F\FRC mainly spent the year taking people's property, in particular makit).g constant
demands for livestock. Furthermore, shortly after the Coup, the individual plot system was

"\FP, 30 J anuar)' 1997.
.\rtiele 12 of the .-\greement stated that the Government shall use all its endeavours, consistent with its treaty
obligations, to repatriate other foreign troops (i.e., the Nigenans and the Guineans) no later than duee months
after the deployment of the Neutral ;\lolUtonng Group or si.:, months after the s1gning of the Peace Agreernent,
whichever 1S earlier. "-\rtiele 12 also stated that Executive Outcomes shall be withdrawn within five weeks of the
deployment of the N1\IG: S1ena Leone Bi-I\lonthly Information Report No.ll, 19 November - 16 December
1996~7~ This visit could have taken place early January 1997.
')75 Little informatlon was reported for 1997, as most of the RUF /"-\FRC activities were concentrated in Freetown
and RUF activ1tles now together with "-\FRC resumed progress1vely and were mainly focused on the mining areas.
~7(, It has to be remembered that the control of Tongo Field was of the utmost importance for RUF forces as it is
the most 1mportant cJjamond area ill Kenema District.
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abandoned and all mining areas were declared to belong to the RUF / AFRC forces, who appointed
"Ivllnes I\lonitoring Officials" to supervise their mining ac9-vities.977
Throughout 1997, RUF / AFRC forces undertook patrols in various places across the District. For
example, Gbane Kandor Chiefdom was under the constant patrols of AFRC members.
RUF / AFRC forces regularly patrolled Soa Chiefdom, except Kainkordu, which was a Kamajor
stronghold
RUF /i\FRC forces established checkpoints in Koidu town 978 and also conducted raids at mining
sites, beating and killing civilians and seizing gravel from civilians, looking for diamonds. m The
SLPP Secretariat was occupied by the RUF / AFRC forces and used as their own administrative
secretanat. .r\ few weeks after the establishment of this secretariat, some RUF / AFRC forces arrested
a Ulan, brought him to the secretariat and shot him dead, accusing him of being a IZamajor because
he was wearing country clothes, the traditional attire of the Kamajors. A member of the
RUF / AFRC forces cut off both his hands.
In Kamara Chiefdom, RUF / AFRC forces also
established checkpoints at the entry and exit points of Tombodu. They confiscated any items of
value or of interest to them frotTl people passing through the checkpoints. Also at this time, alleged
CDF collaborators were executed. 98\1
In Fiama chiefdom, RUF /j\FRC harassment of civilians was initially minimal, as they only took
food and only miners \vere harassed by RUF / APRC forces for their diamond-containing gravel.
However, shortly after, civilians were arrested and forced to wash the gravel for the combined
forces. Furthermore, RUF / .r\FRC started visiting towns and villages where they took away food and
people's personal effects, including jewellery and money. In June, RUP / AFRC forces from Yegeda
attacked Jagbwema (Fiama Chiefdom). No wounding or fatalities were reported, but property
including livestock, food items, clothes and medicine were taken. One month later, RUP / APRC
forces came back to Jagbwema from Koidu with two jeeps, opened fue and took iterns of the same
nature as the previous month.
RUF /},FRC forces harassed authorities throughout the District, because they were suspected of
being sympathisers wlth the Kabbah Government. For example, when news reached the
RUF / AFRC forces 111 Koidu that a Paramount Chief had encouraged the reactivation of the CDP in
his cluefdo ll.l., some forces were sent to capture him. He was not there, but his compound was
looted and the Town Chief and one other young man were arrested, beaten and taken to Manjama,
the RUF / i\FRC military base in Soa Chiefdom. After this, panicked civilians fled to Guinea. In
November and December, property was taken from the remaining civilians on a full-scale basis.
The taking of property by RUF / AFRC forces took place in other areas, including Gbane and Gbane

See below in 1998 for details on the mining opera tions.
l<:'oidu town had previously been under the control of SLA forces and Executive Outcomes. However, by early
1997, ExecutJ\'e Outcomes had left and when the Coup happened, SL\ positions turned into i\.FRC positions,
which were then remforced by RUF forces.
'm Tlus 111forma tion was related in general terms and no further details were available.
')811 Tlus 111fom1atJon was related in general terms and no further details were available.
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Kandor Chiefdoms, -where Koardu Town (Gbane Kandor Chiefdorn) was visited many times,
mainly for livestock.
RUF / AFRC forces carne again to Kangama (Gorama Kono Chiefdom) in June, taking advantage of
the fact that the Kamajors had deserted their checkpoints during the night. Many civilians were
captured, massive looting was carried out, houses were set on fire and civilians were forced to carry
the stolen property to the RUF / AFRC base in Senehun (Tankoro Chiefdom). In August, the CDF
launched a successful offensive on the RUF base in Senehun, as a result of which Gorama Kono
Chiefdorn was free of attacks for the rest of the year.
In Lei Chiefdom, two civilians accused of sabotage in Kombayende were shot to death on the
orders of a member of the RUF / AFRC. In the same town, a woman was beaten with a bayonet and
killed by a member of the AFRC for refusing to give him palin oil. There were also two separate
incidences of rape in Lei Chiefdom, one in October when a woman was raped by three RUF / AFRC
members in KenelTla and one in December, when four members of the RUF / AFRC went to
Senehun, recluested a house in which to sleep and raped a woman.
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---j~~ RUF li\FRC forces deployment
From January to February, violence against civilians and attacks on civilian property were rampant
An AFRC member shot and killed a young boy near the Koidu Central Mosque after the boy had
helped him push his motorbike up the hill. Two days before ECOMOG drove the RUF 1AFRC
forces out of Freetown, a group of RUF 1AFRC forces attacked the Branch Energy Lodge and
\X/arehouse in Koidu and stole Hems valued at over hundreds of millions of Leones. On 12
February, "Operation pay yourself' was launched, according to which looting and confiscation of
property were encouraged and ahnost all the shops in Koidu were looted. This operation lasted for a
couple of days. Shortly after, the RUF 1i\FRC forces decided to undertake another looting
operation, which they named "Operation House to House Search". In reaction to these operations,
the youths rnobilised and attacked the RUF 1AFRC forces, succeeding in capturing some weapons.
In addition, civilians launched their own operation, "Burn soldiers", where RUF 1AFRC forces were
chased in their hideouts and rubber tyres were placed around their necks and set on Iue. All of
these successive operations took place before retreating RUF 1AFRC forces from Freetown arrived
in Kono Distnct.
CDF mem.bers from Gandorhun (Gbane Chiefdom.) and Njaiama Sewafe (Nimiyama Chiefdom)
came to help maintain the security of Koidu and its environs. Youths surrendered the weapons they
had captured frorn the RUF 1AFRC forces to the CDE ECOMOG forces were expected to arrive
on 21 February, through the Yengema heliport In Koidu, suspected collaborators of the
RUF IAJ::RC forces were sunU11ariIy executed by the CDE
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However, on 21 February, an RUF /f\FRC convoy of 150 vehicles, wlllch had been repelled from
Freetown and had regrouped 1n Makeni, launched an at~ack on Koidu Town, entering the town
along the Makeni-Magburaka highway. Using light artillel~ as opposed to the poor logistics available
to the Kamajors, the RUF / AFRC forces overpowered them during the day. The Kamajors had no
choice but to retreat, rnainly to Manjan"la and Kainkordu (Soa Chiefdom). Accordingly, Koidu Town
and its environs fell under the total control of the RUF / AFRC forces. The burning of the town
began. /\bduction, rape and looting were rampant in Koidu and in all the surrounding villages. As a
result of this, civilians fled the town and its environs, leaving Koidu and \V'oardu ahl10st like ghost
')H 1
towns.
\X!hen they pulled out of Freetown, the RUF indicated that it was again in charge of the operations.
RUF forces began issu111g orders to AFRC members and to arrest and kill those who refused to
carry out the orders. In the Provinces, the AFRC forces were outnumbered and some of them
surrendered to ECOMOG forces. A senior RUF officer, probably RUF Battle Group Commander
at that time, was renown for killing many £'\FRC members when RUF / AFRC forces were in Koidu.
On one occasion, he ordered 15 AFRC members to go and destroy a bndge on the highway. As one
of them refused to go for he was unarmed, he was shot and killed by this senior officer.
Tile capture of Koidu town was the prelude to RUF / AFRC forces spreading all over the District.
No chiefdom was left untouched after February and the violence intensified after the news that
President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah had been restored to power on 10 March 1998, especially when
Operation "I<ill all living things" was declared. The scale of violations committed was in particular
very high between February and May /June, reaching unprecedented levels. 'What happened during
this period (February -May/June) ,vill be outlined below according to the different areas in which
things were happening, rather than chronologically, due to the high level of activity in all areas of the
District, although it should be borne in mind that these events happened concurrently.

West (Kamara, Gbense, Nimiyama, Ninukoro and Tankoro ClJiefdoms)
Villages in Gbense Chiefdom were attacked and in late February, many civilians fled the town of
Yardu, to the north of Koidu, where a well-known Reverend was killed.
On 17 I\Iarch, over 30 RUF / J\FRC forces discovered some people in their hiding place near
Kuandor (Kamara Chiefdom). The conll11ander, a Liberian, asked the people to cook for them.
J\ften.vards, he decided to go to another area but two of his men asked him if they cc:uld to take
with them the girls \Nho were among the civilians. The commander apparently gave permission, as
the two girls, aged 13 and 14, were taken away by these forces. On 21 March, the National
Chairman of the SLPP who was considered as a father for the whole District, relocated to a biding
place outside \'-?ordu village a few miles from Koidu. He was later discovered, stripped, beaten and
It 1S not totally clear \.vhen RUF //.,FRC entered Koidu, as the attack mal' have taken place in early ]'vlarch 1998
(Chicago Tnbune, 17 i\larch 1998). Furthermore, information from Koinadugu District tends to suggest that
RUF r",,-FRC forces reached Koidu from KOll1adugu District. The poor conditions of the road network in
Koinadugu District, compared to the good quality of the highway, which leads IvIakeru (I3ombali District) to
Koidu, through i\lagburaka (Tonkolili District), however suggest that the bulk of the RUF/A.FRC forces reached
KOldu from i\bkeni
'
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tied up before bemg shot dead by six men belonging to the RUF / AFRC forces. A young girl who
was under his guardianship was raped and taken to be. the "wife" of their commander. Before
leaving, the SIX men took one boy to carry the property they had just stolen. In Wordu, four young
girls in their teens were captured by six RUF / AFRC men. After being ordered to cook, both the
gnls and sorne young rnen were severely beaten.
CDF members continued to confront RUF / AFRC forces and around 23 March, claimed to have
recaptured Njaiama Sewafe and the Sewa Bridge (Nimiyama Chiefdom). In addition, they claimed
to have rescued hundreds of civilians caught behind RUF / AFRC lines. 982
Killings, indiscriminate an1.putations, the gorging out of eyes, the dropping of burning plastic into
the eyes and the disembowelling of pregnant women were common practice in Koidu at that time.
In April, six civilians were captured by RUF / AFRC forces in Yardu village (Gbense Chiefdom) and
were frog-marched to Koidu Town. One of the commanders shot one of the captives six times in
the legs. As the captive could not walk any more, the commander ordered his men to execute him.
.
\ ;Vn_
!len they reached KOldu
Town, they met a group 0 f ULIMa members 983 who demanded that th e
captured men be cli-vided and one group be assigned to them (ULIMO). After a confrontation
between the RUF / AFRC forces and the ULIMa forces, the captured men were finally taken to the
RUF comrnander's residence. One of the captured men was suspected of being a Donsos and was
severely beaten, had his hands braced and was locked up with other civilians in a toilet being used as
a cell. AU of the mcn were subsequently released.
In April, the rate of killing, rape and lTlUtilation increased as the RUF / AFRC forces had launched
"Operation No Living Thing". Kamara Chiefdom, a diamond-rich area northwest of Koidu, was
particularly affected at this time.
},FRC/RUF forces were in tbe busb in Kamara and Tankoro Chiefdoms and tbe high number of
rcports for this area reveal the intensity of the violence inflicted on civilians. There were many
instances of killing, acts of rape, amputation and burning of houses. One RUF commander was
notorious for the arnputati011' of several hands and legs. He ordered tbe abduction of a large number
of people in a mining area, two to three miles away from Tombodu, and ordered the amputations
according to description called 'long sleeve' or 'short sleeve'. In another encounter, the same
commander and his rnen conducted an intense raid, during wlucb they all raped one woman and
lacerated her vagina. Other incidents include shooting civilians during raids or patrols. Atl0ther RUF
commander 111 the area conducted a raid, whicb resulted in tbe abduction of several men, women
and children, who were locked a house, which was then set on fire.

BBC Online News A.rchive, 23 March 1998.
"\lthough ULL\IO forces were officially disbanded in 1997, following the presidential elections in Liberia, it
was alleged and stated by the ECOi\IOG cotmnander in Sierra Leone that members of ULIMO-I<. were fighting
alongside the RUF (\FRC forces "\FP, 21 "\pril1998. Some of these members would be arrested by ECOMOG
forces ~nd detained at the Pademba Road Prison in Freetown: Inter Press Service, 29 A.pril 1998.
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At Yardu (Gbense Chiefdom) in early r\pril, the RUF / AFRC commander ordered that three people
be killed i\lTlOng those killed was an ex-worker at the Koidu Electncity I-louse. Civilians were
ordered to bury the bodies on lOA pril 1998.
l\S news arrived that ECOMOG troops were advancing in the District and were based near Koidu,
at Koakuima, two convoys of civilians, including men, women and children, moved from Yardu to
Motema town, eight nwes south of Koidu Town on 22 and 24 April, arriving safely at their
destination.
During this period, RUF / AFRC forces were continuously running from village to village, killing,
raping and amputating people and burning villages, so that most of the civilians fled for the bush.
One resident of Kuandor, who was returning to the town with some other people, ran into seven
members of the RUF /AFRC forces, five of them carrying AK47s and two armed with cutlasses; one
of them identified himself as trained fighter from Burkina Faso. The civilians were taken to Kuandor
village and were asked to give the RUF / AFRC forces money and rice, which they did not have. The
forces stripped one man to his underwear, laid him flat on the ground and beat him with a cutlass,
which left marks on his back. They then poured some palm wine on his head and body, tied him up
firmly and planned to take him out of the town later to kill him. Another civilian who was captured
started crying and was hit hard on the head with a cutlass. One of the forces came back to the
civilian who was tied up and told him since the civilians did not know his name, he would write it on
his back \vith a razor blade, but was stopped from doing so by another member of the forces. All the
RUF members and the civilians then moved on and RUF forces abducted more people in the nearby
village. One of the RUF members suggested that they should leave the civilians behind, meaning
they should be killed. However, the commander of the group allowed the two men from Kuandor
to return to their town. 9B4
In another incident that took place in April, 11 RUF / AFRC forces carrying guns and cutlasses
captured three boys'JB5 who '..vere going to Peyima (Kamara Chiefdom) to get salt and other items to
bring back to their relatives, who were living in huts (also known as mansions) in the bush. The boys
were forced to take the RUF / AFRC members to the mansions. The members covered the three
boys with palm leaves, set fire to them and told the three boys to show them where all the property
was kept, or they would stay in the fire until they were completely burnt. The boys showed them
where the belongings were and the RUF / AFRC forces left the place taking with them the items they
found. Before they left, they beat the three boys.
Also in April, in the village of Gbaim.a (Kamara Chiefdom), a group of RUF / AFRC members went
to a farm near the village and asked the farmer to give them rice and palm oil. As the farmer only
had rice to give, the RUF / r\FRC members pierced his feet, passed a rope through the hole thus
created and tied him up firmly. They then set fire to the palm fruits and threw the farmer into the
fire. The man died nine days later. 'Violence was also inflicted on the other five inhabitants of the
farm when the RUF / J\FRC forces set fire to an empty five-gallon container and dropped the
melting rubber on the five people until the container had burnt completely.
9S4 \v11at happened to the remaining abcluctees was not specified.
')B5 The age of the three boys could not be ascerta111ed from the records.
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During the same month, two civilians who left Gbaima to go to Tombodu to check the condition of
their houses ran into seven RUF / AFRC members, who'tied their hands and told them to show
them the way where they came from. As they approached Gbaima, the armed men opened fire on
the civilians they met in the village, killing one old man, whose stomach was cut open and whose
intestines were tied on a stick. Another boy whose age was not specified was also cut with a bladed
weapon. The RUF / AFRC forces then conducted a house-to-house search and the two civilians they
had previously arrested were ordered to gather all the food items they had taken. Before leaving for
Tombodu, the RUF / AFRC forces set all the houses of the village on fire. On their way to
Tombodu, the seven RUF /AFRC forces and two abducted ciVilians passed by the village ofWordu,
where one of the armed men went to a house where a blind man was living. When he came back to
his colleagues, he told them he had "finished" the man. Two boys they met on their way to
Tombodu were also forced to join them. \'X/hen they arrived at Tombodu, the civilians saw a body
with its stomach cut open lying on the street that led the RUF / AFRC forces' headquarters. \\!hen
they arnved at the headquarters, which was full of a variety of types of weapons including rifles, light
artillery and bladed weapons, the commander ordered his men to tie the civilians (who were by then
14 in number), and lay them on the ground, one person on top of another. A mattress was then put
on top of them and lit. One of the civilians, who kicked the mattress away as it started to burn him,
was hit severely with a machete by the commander. The commander also accused him of being one
of the youths who had burnt RUF / AFRC forces in February and hit his right hand with a machete,
although it was not chopped off. \'\lhen they saw this, the other civilians tried to escape and started
running but were killed when the commander ordered his men to shoot them.
During this period, RUF / AFRC forces would burn part of the town of Tombodu (Kamara
Cll1efdom) each time an ECOMOG jet plane flew overhead. On one occasion, over 50 civilians,
men, women and children were locked up in a house at Yusufuya Road and the house was set on
fire. Cells in the headquarters were used to detain civilians, men and women, some of whom were
later killed. The commander used a mined out crater near the lorry park in Tombodu to durnp
bodies of the people killed in the town.
In another incident, a man from Gbondu v'illage (upper part of Kamara Chiefdom) was captured by
some RUF / AFRC forces, who forced hirn to carry their load to a village in Sandor Chiefdom. Once
the load was carried, the civilian was told to go back to his town. As he was returning, he met with
another group of RUF /l\FRC forces who cut off one of his hands. The man reached G_bondu and
shortly after, the population decided to leave the village to go to Koakuima, where ECOMOG was
stationed.
Around this period, a District Ernergency Task Force was created by civilians who had returned to
theu villages. This Task Force was mandated to assess the destruction of their villages and to help
the local population. Each chiefdom was represented in the Task Force 9HG

~H(,

"-\FP, 1Gand 17 June 1998.
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ECOl\IOG had arrived in Njaiama Sewafe (Nimiyama Chiefdom) in early April 1998 987 While their
arrival was characterised by tensions with members of the CDF from Kono District, since
ECOJ\10G came with some members of the CDF from Punduru (Gorama Mende Chiefdom, in the
north of Kenema District), the advancing ECOMOG troops were welcomed. \I.'lhile in Njaiama
Sewafe, the ECOMOG Conunander-in-Chief paid them a visit and gave the order to advance on
Koidu Town. Thus, a combined troop of ECOMOG and Donsos moved to Koidu on 12 April on
foot through the Jungle, encountering an RUF / AFRC attack at Yigbeda, during which many
ECOMOG members were killed. Nevertheless, they continued their journey and within one day,
captured Yengema, Motema and Small Lebanon 988 (all located on the highway), after having battled
for a few hours with some RUF / AFRC forces. The 5 th Battalion was then deployed at Motema. The
ECOMOG and CDF forces launched their fIrst attack on Koidu Town but were repelled by
RUF /AFRC forces and went back to Small Lebanon. However, ECOMOG and CDF forces
launched a second attack and were able to overpower the RUF / AFRC forces, who fled the town. 989
ECOMOG forces also deployed at Koakuima where, as mentioned earlier, many civilians from the
surrounding chiefdoms had come to fInd refuge, as the ECOMOG presence appeared to represent
greater safety. fJ!J(1
RUF/AFRC forces continued to stage ambushes and around 14 April, three buses carrying
ECOMOG reinforcements and CDF members fell in one of those ambushes near Yigbeda
(Nimikoro Chiefdom). Some ECOMOG members were killed, others wounded and two BBC
reporters were killed willie trying to fInd refuge in the bush. The buses were later met by some of the
ECOMOG forces of the 24 th Brigade infantry en route to Makeni and from there to Freetown to
brief the Task Force Commander. Those ECOMOG forces loaded their dead and the wounded
colleagues onto the truck and continued their journey to Makeni. Shortly after, they fell in another
RUF / AFRC ambush but managed to escape the ambush without any fatalities and made their way
to Njaiama Sewafe (Nimiyama Chiefdom).9'J]

~87

Following the intervention in Freetmvn, further inland operations were carried out by the specially designed 24 th
ECOi\lOG Bngade Infantry: Brig. Gen. R. "-\. "-\deshina: Tbe ReIJersed Victo~:J!.' StOlJ1 oiNigerlan Military Intervention in
Sierra Leone, Hell1emann Educational Books (Nigeria) Plc., p 29. Members of this brigade deployed in the country
and after capturing i\lakeni in March 1998, they proceeded further North to Kono District and arrived in Njaiama
Sewafe around 11 "-\pril, where they met their colleagues already deployed since early April. It appears .that the first
batch of ECOi\IOG forces who deployed 1n Njaiama Sewafe waited for troops from the 24 th Brigade Infantry
before advanClng further to Koidu.
n8 Small Lebanon 1S a town south of Koidu.
989 It 1S not totally clear whether ECOi\IOG forces launched one or two attacks on Koidu before capturing it In
any case, these actions were carned out within a short period of time. RUF/AFRC forces, before retreating from
the town, ll1flictl11g heavy casualties on civilians, killing some and burning houses It was alleged that around 2.000
civilians were held hostages by the RUF / "-\FRC forces, in readiness for the expected ECOMOG attack. Inter Press
Service, 16 "-\priJ 1998
')')11 However, unlike the people who had escaped Gbense Chiefdom for Koakuirna, those who had found refuge in
Sandor Chiefdom and the. CDF, who had also decided to move to Koakuima, felllllto the hands of RUF /A.FRC
forces in Tombodu (I(amara Chiefdom) and a lot of them \\Tere killed ,,'dille others had their limbs amputated.
991 "-\desbina, op
pp 62-3; see also Associated Press Worldstream, 18 j\pril 1998.
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CDF forces equipped with arms and ammunition given to them by ECOMOG troops stationed at
NJaiarna Sewafe attacked Yardu (Gbense Chiefdom) in April and overcame the RUF / AFRC forces.
Many RUF / AFRC members were killed during that attack, while two died by drowning into the
nver. In late f\pril, ECOMOG forces in the District received reinforcements, who deployed along
the Njaiam.a Sewafe-Koidu highway, where they faced some ambushes staged by some RUF / AFRC
forces ;\ssisted by an air campaign, they cleared the highway and reopened it in early May.992
A Nigerian contingent of ECOI\!10G was also sent to Torgbombu, an important town in Gorama
Kono Chiefdom. 991 They came with hea'ly artillery including Alpha Jets, tanks, mortar bombs and
helicopter gunships; shortly after their deployment at Torgbombu, they attacked RUF / AFRC
positions and deployed in Jaiama and Bumpe (Nimikoro Chiefdom) together with members of the
CDF. The ECOMOG forces encouraged people to come out of their hiding places, so civilians
started to come back to the headquarter town of J aiama.
RUF / £'\FRC forces attacked ECOMOG positions at Jaiama (Nirnikoro chiefdom), where they were
repelled, and at Motema, where they were also repelled, but not before they had killed 24 civilians in
a house situated near the national Petroleum Station at the Motema Junction along the main
Freetown highway.99~ Those 24 civilians were later buried in one mass grave by the house of a retired
senior superintendent of the Sierra Leone Police. Several attempts were also made by the combined
RUF / AFRC forces to attack ECOMOG forces based at Koakuima but they all failed.
On 10 June, two days after the announcement over the radio of the death of the Nigerian President,
RUF / AFRC forces made an attempt to attack Koidu, at that time under ECOMOG control.
Although this atternpt continued until the end of the month, the RUF /APRC forces did not succeed
in recapturing the town. 995

Nordl-west (Sandor Chiefdom)
After taking KOldu in late FeblUary 1998, RUF / AFRC forces arrived in Sandor Chiefdom and
organised themselves into different groups, namely food finding groups and mining groups. A lot of
stolen property came to Sandor from Koidu, as Sandor Chiefdom was a commercial centre. In this
chiefdom, they were based in Yormandu, Tefeya and Kayima, from where they controlled various
chiefdoms in Koinadugu District.
AFRC/RUF forces were engaged in large-scale mining in the south of Sandor Chiefdo~TI, in towns
including Yormandu, T efeya, Bakidu, Woidala and Bendu. The RUF / £'\FRC forces needed people to

992 Fonner members of the ,\FRC regime "vho had surrendered were part of this deployment, re-trained and
l11corporated by ECOrdOG: "\deshina, op at, pp 66-7. TIlls deployment of former AFRC members frightened the
popula tion, who suspected they may still be loyal to the ousted }"FRC leader: i\.FP, 16 June 1998.
'm It seems that tlus contingent of ECOi\IOG came from Kenema wlllle the other one who deployed in towns
alongside the hlghway that leads to Koidu came from Freetown. It IS likely that those deployments took place at
the same tIme.
'J')~ The attack on Jalma wok place shonly after ECOhIOG deployed whereas the one on rvlotema must have taken
place weeks la ter.
995 _\desillna, op (It, pp 89-93
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work m the mines and to find food, so a lot of civilians were abducted for these purposes. Many
people who were captured were divided into groups, namely tripping, extraction and washing, and
forced to work in the mines all day long. Mining workers ~ere flogged, killed or burnt to death. Sick
or tired workers were either killed or driven away after a severe beating or flogging. Mining workers
caught stealing diamonds were burnt to death using a five-gallon container for carrying petrol or
palm '.vme or oil. Physical violence, mutilation and killing were rampant. At Tefeya and Sandeya for
example, RUF / AFRC forces killed Clvilians and amputated the ears and hands of others 9 %
Promotion was given to RUF / AFRC members according to the results of their missions. As an
example, when members, often child soldiers, were asked to burn houses and they burnt more than
they had been told to, they were given rank promotion.

/\11 over the chiefdom, RUF / AFRC forces began killing people in the bush, mainly for food as their
stores began to run out in f\pril. "\\1here is the salt, where is the Maggi, where is the pepper" were
common cluestions asked of civilians, who would be killed if they were unable to provide the
RUF / AFRC forces with those items. For example, in Kayima area at a place called Nakor, six
people were killed for refusing to give food and other items. During the same period, in Kayima
area, 13 people were put in a farm, which was then set on fue. 997
In April, an internal dispute arose between RUF / AFRC forces at Yormandu and some went to
.
Tegbadu, three nwes east of Y ormandu.
~9H

.l\s they needed civilians to undertake various aCtlVlt1eS, the RUF / AFRC forces devised different
ways to bring civilians out of the bushes. On one occasion, RUF / AFRC forces sent the message to
the bush, in particular nearby Yiffin (Koinadugu District) where civilians from Sandor Chiefdom
had fled earlier, that a former NPRC Defence Minister and son of Kayi.ma had corne to Kayima and
had called people to come out of the bushes.~~~ On another occasion in May, one civilian leaving
the bush around I'vlasundu and heading for Guinea with his fanlliy felt into a RUF / AFRC ambush.
The RUF / AFRC forces took them back to Masundu and the commander told him that if he would
bring people out of the bushes, he would be appointed Town Chief or Town Commander. This
man persuaded some other people to come out of the bushes and they started to brush the town
and to repair damaged houses. i\ civilian was appointed at the G5 position. RUF / AFRC forces
would then come regularly to the town to ask for food. Civilians were not killed but were forced to
produce the requested items and to work for the RUF / AFRC forces. To refuse to work would lead
to flogging. It appeared that Masundu was one of the first towns to be rebuilt in Sandor_ Chiefdom.
This situation continued throughout 1998 and 1999 until Donsos came to fight the RUF / AFRC
f orces. IllDD

,-\FP, 17 "-\pril 1998
The precise location of tlus event was not specified in the records.
~~H No further infon:nation on the reason of the dispute but also stated in general terms, it illustrates, as other
sl1nilar 111C1c1cnts 111 Kono District anclln other Districts that following the retreat from Freetown, internal fight
appearecll11side the combined RUF r-\FRC forces.
'n') TillS l11formation revealed to be false but anyway, did not have the expected results.
1111111 \x.l1en the\" came to ?\fasundu, probably 1n 2000, the hunters called together sorne civilians and molested a lot
of them, accus1l1g them of having collaborated with the RUF /AFRC forces.
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However, this collaboration was not mirrored in other areas of the chiefdom, where women were
raped and taken as RUF /AFRC "wives". Young girls we~e raped in front of their parents and were
subsequently captured to carry loads. In April, one man was killed after he begged for mercy for his
. rape d'111 front 0 f hi m. 1001
d aug I1ter, W I10 was bong
At Yormandu, the burning of five-gallon containers to drip the melted plastic onto civilians was
rampant. People were flogged up to 200, 300 and even 400 lashes all over their body, mainly when
they refused to work, or said they were tired, or were caught stealing minor things. However, people
caught stealing diamonds had a separate treatment and were burnt to death using a five-gallon
container. In one specific incident that took place at Yormandu, one man who stole a diamond,
called "Government property", was stripped naked and had melted rubber dropped on his body
until he died.
As a result of these atrocities, civilians fled in large numbers to Yiffin (Koinadugu District), which
saw a massive influx of people starting in late April. Indeed, throughout 1998, civilians were going
on and off in the bush, to Guinea and to Koinadugu District.
Members of the CDF, together with a large number of SLA forces ,1\11 12 equipped with arms and
ammunition provided through the ECOMOG helicopter fought RUF / AFRC forces in Sandor
Chiefdom. As a result, sometime in June, RUF / AFRC forces retreated to Koinadugu District.
Other groups of hunters under the command of different commanders were active in the north and
north-east of the chiefdom. RUF / AFRC forces, however, regularly attacked those SLA and CDF
forces, often by using ambushes. In fact, ambushes were widely practiced by RUF / AFRC forces,
particularly after SLA forces together with CDF members attacked them. In mid 1998, a group of
between 30 to 35 clVilians fell into an RUF /AFRC ambush three miles south of Kayima. Eighteen
of them were beaten to death at the Yormandu Kayima and Tefeya Junction, as it was said that
RUF/f\FRC forces did not want to alert SLA forces by using their guns. The remaining civilians
were taken to Baudu, the first town after Kayima on the road to Yormandu, where six of them were
killed. The remaining people were taken away and their fate remains unknown.

Gbane Chiefdom
In Gbane Guefdom, RUF / AFRC forces forced civilians to work for them, mining diamond and
gold and harvesting cash crops like coffee and cocoa, which the RUF / AFRC forces w~re using to
get arms and ammunitions.llll13 By the end of March, the chiefdom was virtually empty, as people
fled the villages to go to the bush and to Guinea.
South-east (Fiama, Soa, Cbane Kandor and Mafindor Chiefdoms)
\\'lhen RUF /A.FRC forces dislodged CDF forces from Koidu in February 1998, these CDF forces
retreated mainly to Kainkordu and Manjama in Soa Chiefdom. Shortly after, RUF / AFRC forces
No detail on the location of this incident could be obtained from the records.
The report mentions Ehat the SL'\ forces were composed of 846 men.
111113 The records talk about the cash crops bel11g swapped for a=s and ammunitions without giving details as to
where tillS exchange was taking place, \'vhether 1t was taking place at the Gui.nean border.
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launched attacks on Fiama and Soa Chiefdoms, in particular in those areas where the CDF forces
were concentrated. Indeed, in Soa Chiefdom, Donsos had six bases 1IJ04 in the chiefdom, their
headquarters being in Kainkordu.
On 11 March 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked the headquarter town of Jagbwema (Fiama
Chiefdom). The RUF / AFRC forces, coming from Koidu in military and civilian jeeps, entered the
town firing indiscriminately. More than 70 houses were burnt and the town was massively looted.
During the night, the RUF / AFRC forces abducted three people, including the Town Chief, who
were all later killed; on 12 March 1998, the same group also killed the Town Chief of Gbetema. On
24 March 1998, RUF / AFRC forces coming from Jagbwema attacked Yeanoh, shooting and killing
many people.
\'\'hen they heard that the Kamajors and Donsos were in Soa Chiefdom, at Gbanmandu, north of
the chiefdom headquarter of Kainkordu, the RUF / AFRC forces moved to Soa Chiefdom. On their
way to Kainkordu, this group of RlJF / AFRC forces fought with another group of RUF / AFRC
forces, each of them thinking they were fighting with CDF forces. A number of the forces were
killed during that encounter, but later, both groups wos joined forces to advance on Kainkordu. In
Kainkordu, the RUF / AFRC forces fought with the CDF forces and both fighting factions suffered
heavy fatalities, \\r1th no reported civilian fatalities. The RUF / AFRC forces then headed for
Manjama, two miles from Kainkordu, where many civilians were killed. Those two attacks on
Kainkordu and I'vIanjama created panic among the civilians and a lot of them decided to flee for
Guinea. This panic was intensified by the mmour that the route through Kainkordu was being used
by some RUF / AFRC forces going to Liberia1\10(, through Kailahun.
The same RUF / AFRC forces then proceeded further east towards Gbane Kandor Chiefdom and,
on 27 March, launched simultaneous attacks on Bendu, Gbangbandor, Dugbor, Gbaidu, Dunamao
and Koardu (all in Gbane Kandor Ch.iefdom). During this wave of attacks, several civilians,
including men, women and children, were abducted, women were sexually abused and many houses
were looted and burnt down. In Gbangbandor, for example, one woman was sexually assaulted and
beaten to death. These attacks made the civilians leave the chiefdom for Guinea. However, in order
to find food, civilians returned from time to time to the chiefdom and an unspecified number of
civilians were abducted or killed. Donsos from MafIndor Chiefdom to the east of Gbane Kandor
Chiefdom regrouped to try to stop the RUF / AFRC advance and agreed that the three sections of
the ch.iefdom should each contribute one cow that would be sold in Guinea in order to buy
atnn1unition there. 10117

111114 The Donsos had 100 men deployed at Kainkordu, 25 at Kuandor, 25 at Fuero, 25 at Sukudu, 50 at rvIanjama
and 15 at J\ledu.
lIHIS \Vhile one group was coming from Koidu Town (and then] agbwema in Fiama Chiefdom), the other group
came from Pendembu, Kailahun District.
11111(, It is reponed that the rumoill also said that] ohnny Paul Koroma was among those forces. Other reports
mention that as early as February, RUF I"'\"FRC forces passed through Soa to reach Kailahun. Furthe=ore, this
ll1fo=ation has to be read in conjunction with the developments of Lei Chiefdom, where it was reported that
Johnny Paul Koroma arrived in hlarch and then left the Chiefdom, leaving behind him some troops.
lIHI7 I t IS not specified who these Donsos bought therr cartridges from in Guinea.
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RU F / AFRC forces continued further east and on 18 May 1998 attacked villages on the road leading
to the headquarter town of Kamiendor (Mafindor Chiefdom). The RUF / AFRC forces burnt many
houses at Densenbadu, Fandu, Gbenkoro, Kamiendor Kormadu, Sandia and Gbendema, where the
CDF base was also burnt down. At Fandu and Gbendema, an unspecified number of civilians were
abducted Following these attacks, the RUF / AFRC forces returned towards Koidu and the
dislodged Donsos from Soa and Mafindor Chiefdoms went to Guinea.

Lei ClJiefdom (east oftlJe DistrictJ at tlJe border witb. Guinea)
In February 1998, a convoy of RUF / AFRC forces with 18 vehicles and three trucks full of arms and
ammunition arrived in Lei Chiefdom, in the east of Kono District. The RUF / AFRC forces attacked
towns l11cluding Yarawadu, Wanjama, Senehun and Kenema before some of the senior commanders
departed, leaving the bulk of the forces stationed at Konbayendeh, in the centre of the chiefdom on
the road that leads to the headquarter town of Saima. At Senehun, located in the same section as
I<issltown, RUF / AFRC forces killed four civilians coming out of the bush, including two children.
One of the adults was killed with a bayonet.
\X1J:ule in Konbayendeh, the RUF / AFRC forces started raiding surrounding villages, indiscriminately
killing and mutilating people and burning houses, as a result of which people left their villages to go
to the bush. However, the RUF / f\FRC forces also started chasing the civilians in the bush. In one
incident that took place in a bush around Kissitown, over 20 rnembers of the RUF / AFRC, all in
military uniforms, found around 70 civilians in their hiding place, gathered them all and started
killing them, shooting some and mutilating others \'lith machetes. Realising that those RUF / AFRC
forces were going to kill them all, the remaining nine civilians decided to run away. The RUF / AFRC
forces opened fire, killing five. Before leaving, the RUF / AFRC forces took 11 girls with them.
In I<issitown, RUF / AFRC forces established a training camp for abducted civilians, called
"Superman CalTlp". Civilians were trained, given weapons and sent out to different parts of the
chiefdom and the District. Some senior mernbers of the RUF / AFRC forces had once earlier warned
their forces in Lei Chiefdom not to kill civilians but once they are captured, to bring them to the
camp for them to be trained so that the number of their forces would increase, in anticipation of
their planned attack on Freetown. On one occasion, 30 civilians who were abducted and trained for
one week in the canlp were sent to Boroma town, north of Kombayende, with 15 "old"
RUF / AFRC forces, for it was reported that civilians were in this area. One young boy who was
hiding in a garden threw a grenade at the RUF / AFRC forces who had come to the to;n. However,
the young boy was captured and cut into seven different pieces; 13 other people were also killed. On
their way back to the camp, the RUF / AFRC forces captured 100 civilians who were on their way to
Guinea. Eighty of them were sent to Koidu for mining, some who tried to escape were killed and
two women were amputated when they refused to have sexual l11tercourse with two of the
RUF /j\FRC tnembers.
In March, l11habitants of Kenema, a town located in the east of the chiefdom, shouted "welcome
back to Sierra Leone", referring to the news of the restoration to power of the President, when they
sa\v a plane flying oyer their town. f\ few hours later, they saw civilians coming in the 'rillage with
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bundles on their heads, which led them to go in the bush. Shortly after, they heard gunshots from
different directions in the village and saw the whole villag~ being set on fire by RUF / AFRC forces.
Other villages on the highway that leads to Siama, the h~adquarter town, were also set on fire. At
Kornbayende, five people were killed and two were amputated. On the same day, the RUF / AFRC
forces proceeded further north to Kundundu in the north of the chiefdom, where eight people were
shot dead and two had their legs amputated with an axe. Among the eight people who died, one had
his tongue cut out with a knife. Another man was hit to death with a bayonet.
On 10 March, RUF / AFRC forces came back to Senehun, set fire to the houses that had not been
burn t earlier and captured six people, one of them suspected of being a Kamajor commander. Three
of those captives were killed 'with an AK47, one was beaten to death while another one had a blue
rope tied around his neck and was dragged along the ground until he died. The sixth captive, who
was suspected of being a Kamajor commander, was told by the RUF / AFRC commander that he
\vas 110t yet dead because they did not know yet the kind of punishment they would give him. From
Senehun, they went to Kenema, where they shot dead seven people before entering the town and
captured a young man who tried to hide in a garden. One of the RUF / AFRC members was asked by
the others to take a big stone and to smash the hands of the young captured man. Before leaving for
another village called Sarnie, they burnt the remaining houses. lUllS At Samie, a man was shot three
times in the head with an AK47 because he could not give the RUF / AFRC forces the location of
the hiding place for the people of the village. The RUF / AFRC forces also poured petrol they found
in the village on two thatch l;ouses and set them on fire. The fire spread to other thatch houses and,
eventually, 11 of them burnt down. As it was getting dark, the RUF / AFRC forces, together with the
.
lOW
last captJVe they had, went back to KOlTlbayende.
After President Kabbah's restoration to power in March 1998, two points for killing people called
"comma flag" were established in Kombayende, a commercial town. One of these points was
located at the centre of the town and the other one on Mambo Bridge, the last bridge leading to
Kissitowl1 in the west. On one occasion,lll1ll the RUF / AFRC force commander who had established
the comma flag system sent some members to arrest civilians in and around the town to check
whether they were supporters of Tejan Kabbah Goverm11ent. Thirty-one people were brought to the
comrnaflag site. The commander addressed the captured people and told them that Lei Chiefdom
was criticising their action, the proof being that people had fled to the bush. The commander called
on one of his members, who had recently been promoted to Captain because he "knew how to kill
people", to kill those who had been brought to the commaflag site. On that day, 10 of t!J.e captured
people were shot before the operation was halted because it was getting dark. The remaining people
were locked up in a room and brought back to the site the next morning. One of the captured men
was given an AK47 and told to fire at one of the other captives. He did so and after one shot, the
man died. Then, the commander gave the gun to another captive, but he needed three shots to kill
another of the captives, so the commander told him that he had "failed the exam" and shot him.
IllllS I t is highly likely that this event is related to the one described above when RUF /J\FRC forces came to
Kenema after people welcomed back the President.
Illll~ On the way back, an unidentified fighting faction opened fue on them, which allowed the captive to escape.
Illill "\!though the date was not specified, 1t can be inferred from the record that tills event happened between
:\Iarch and]une
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This operation continued until only eight of the captives had survived by "passing the test". They
were then recognised as Junta II 11111 and were forced 1'0-, kill people at the comma flag points. In
another killing that took place at a commaflag point, three out of eight people who had been
abducted and sent to the Superman CalTlp at Kissitown for training were arrested as they were trying
to escape. The abductees were brought to Kombayende and killed at the Mambo Bridge commaflag,
after which their bodies were ·thrown under the bridge.
\'\/hen the commander in charge of Kombayende sent some of his men in search of food, those
RUF / AFRC forces found nine people themselves were looking for food for their families. As the
nine people did not answer the question of the commander of the group who asked them where he
could find other civilians, the commander took the G3 rifle that was on his back and fired at two of
the civilians, breaking their legs. As the people still refused to say anything, the commander killed
the two wounded civilians. As the remaining seven civilians still refused to reveal where other people
could be found, the commander amputated their hands with a rusty cutlass that the RUF / AFRC
forces had found in the village. The RUF / AFRC forces then went to Soama, a few miles from the
chiefdom headquarter of Siarna, where they killed one man who refused to join them.
Rumours of imminent attacks in Guinea were rampant. However, no attack within the Guinean
territory was reported for 1998 (nor 1(99). It appeared that RUF / AFRC forces would have
launched attacks on the Guinean territory earlier had they been larger in number, which they were
unable to achieve since most of the civilians had already fled to refugee carnps in Guinea.
On 8 April, RUF / AFRC forces moved from Kundundu and headed for Koidu Town. On their
way, they passed by Kenema, where they hit an old man on his neck and his back with a bladed
weapon for failing to take them to any civilian hiding places, as a result of which he died IIJ !2 Two
other people were shot and killed at Kenema on that day. Before leaving for Koidu, the RUF / AFRC
forces looted the village.
In i\pril, seven men captured by RUF / AFRC forces in military unifoflTls in Sandor Chiefdom were
taken to the Njai stream that separates Sandor and Lei Chiefdoms. Six of the men were tied with a
blue plastic rope and were shot in the head. A heavy stone was then tied to each of them and they
were thrown 1111'0 the stream. The seventh person was not killed; the commander of the RUF / AFRC
forces declared that he was not going to kill this person, because he was a Christian, as the
commander himself was. Rather, the comrnander ordered one of his rnen to mutilate tJ:1e man's 10
fl11gers, as a result of which his left hand was broken.
RUF / AFRC forces returned to Kundundu towards the end of the month in search of food and
civilians. Some of the people they found in the bush were killed wIllie others were taken away for
manpower. On 1 May, in the bush around Kenema, RUF / AFRC forces captured civilians, killing
11111 Junt" II refers to these people \'vho were enrolled 111 the RUF /J\FRC forces following the retreat from
Freetown.
111]2 This l11cident IS reported in another record to have taken place when RUF /AFRC reached Lei in February. i\s
this information could not be reconciled, it has to be assumed that this event took place between February and
"\pril
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two men with a bayonet, one of them being the Town Regent Chief. Those who were captured
were told to form two lines, one for men and one for women and children. The commander told his
men to choose a woman each for the night, himself selecting a girl who was 14 years old. Three
women who refused to go ,vith the armed men were stripped naked and sexually abused with gun
barrels before being killed. RUF / AFRC forces settled temporarily in Kun dun du.
At Faokor in the south of the cluefdom during the same period, RUF / AFRC forces beat to death a
blacksmith allegedly because he was a Kamajor, because they had found two empty cartridge shells
in his forge. Twenty-one people were also killed that day, one of them being beaten unconscious and
burnt to ashes.
RUF /i\FRC forces attacked Gbonkongbor a few miles from the Guinean border in the northeast of
the chiefdom ,vith heavy fIring in May, during which eight civilians were killed and many people
fled. The RUF / AFRC forces then sent young men to bring back the cattle and ordered six women
to cook for them. After eating, they left the village with the six women and able-bodied men. On 8
June, another village near the Guinean border was attacked. Some civilians, including men and
women, were captured while others were put in a house and burnt.
i)
Events in the second half of 1998
Between June and the end of the year, very few incidents are reported. 1013 At this time, most of the
people of Kono District had fled to Guinea 1014 or into the bush and a lot of them were forced to
work for the RUF / AFRC forces in the mining areas.
In September 1998, RUF / AFRC forces attacked J agbwema (Fiama Chiefdom) and its environs.
They raided the town and other villages, including civilian hiding places. Many civilians, including
women and children, were killed and abducted during those attacks and Jagbwema was set on fire.
It.,S heavy bombardment could be heard, it was assumed that RPGs were used during those attacks,
although it has since been revealed that RUF / AFRC forces had a tactic to produce sounds which
are similar to those made by RPGs HJI5 The Donsos went moved to that area to fIght the
RUF / AFRC forces and after fIring few gunshots to test the strength of the Donsos, the
RUF / AFRC forces intensifIed the shooting. As a result of the heavy shelling from both parties, 32
houses were burnt down.
Around the end of October, RUF / AFRC forces attacked and killed civilians at Tomb0clu (Kamara
Chiefdom) before being engaged by ECOMOG and CDF forces, which left 83 RUF / AFRC

1111:\ This period corresponds to the rainy season, during which heavy rains often paralyse movement. In Sierra
Leone, the raulY season runs mostly from fllay to ;\ugust.
1111-1 By ""'pril, around 90,000 civilians had crossed the border to Guinea since the start of the ECOJvl0G offensive
against the RUF("'FRC in Kono and Kailahun Districts: Sierra Leone Humanitanan Situation Report, 16 - 30

"'" pril 1998
11115 RUF / _'l.FRC forces used empty five-gallon containers, with their lids on, wluch they hit with a stick to emulate
the sound of RPG fue.
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the aftermath of the passing of a death

On 5 November, RUF ll\FRC forces reached Hindimi (Lei Chiefdom), where they found 62 people
who had returned from Guinea to harvest their crops. The civilians were separated by gender and
told to give the RUF / AFRC forces the produce of the harvest. As they were reluctant, the two fIrst
people of the line were shot and killed, which prompted the civilians to give them the '216 bags of
rice they had harvested. Women were forced to cook for the RUF / AFRC forces. The following day,
the RUF /i\FRC forces left the village together with captives who were forced to carry the bags of
nce; those bags they were unable to take, as there were not suffIcient people to carry them, were
burnt. 'IX/hen they arrived in Kombayende, the men were separated from the women; this was the
last time they saw each other. The men were later taken to Koidu for mining. After mining during
the day, they were locked in a container at night.
On 20 December 1998, a fierce attack was launched on Koidu by RUF/AFRC forces, who were
able to dislodge the ECOMOG forces based there. This attack came from the bush and was planned
from different directions Pr~or to this attack, RUF / AFRC forces had regrouped in Buedu (Kailahun
District), which was an RUF stronghold throughout the war, and moved with three to four
battalions to Kono. RUF / AFRC forces were aheady in Kono District and another group of
RUF / AFRC forces were deployed at Njaiama Sewafe (Nimiyama Chiefdom) to set an ambush for
the retreating ECOMOG forces. Four days prior to this attack, RUF / AFRC forces had attacked
Small Lebanon and dislodged ECOMOG forces; ECOMOG troops based at Koakuima, Motema
and Bumpe were also dislodged. In Koidu and Koakuima, RUF / AFRC forces killed many
ECOMOG and CDF forces, as well as civilians Hl17 At Koakuima, the retreating ECOMOG forces
left behind them a lot of arms and ammunition, which were captured by the RUF / AFRC forces.
Retreating ECOMOG forces fellln the ambush staged by RUF / AFRC forces at Njaiama Sewafe
and suffered heavy casualties.
RUF / AFRC forces then attacked the last ECOMOG battalion in the District, namely the 19Th
Battalion redeployed in Njaiama (Nimikoro Chiefdom)1018 After a fierce battle, ECOMOG repelled
the RUF / AFRC forces and asked for reinforcements from Bo. However, the ECOMOG
cOITlmander was instead advised to '.vithdraw his troops from Njaiama.. On 30 December, the
ECOMOG commander left Nirrukoro Chiefdom with CDF members and thousands of civilians, as
ECOMOG did not want to leave the civilians in the hands of the RUF / AFRC forces. They took the
road to Tongo Field (Lower Bambara Chiefdom, Kenema District) in the south of Kono District.
On thelI way, they fell into two ambushes laid by RUF / AFRC forces. After the [list ambush,

o-iFP, :26 October 1998.
It cannot be l11ferred from the reports whether these forces were killed within the course of the battle or after
being captured.
11118 Prior to this wave of attacks, this battalion was deployed at Njala and Wanjama (Nimikoro Chiefdom). \X'hen
the ECO?\!OG position at Bumpe fell into the hands of the RUF /j\FRC forces, the decision was taken to
establish a blocking posItion at Njaiama, on the h.ighway that leaves Bumpe to the south of the District: o!\desh.ina,
op cit, p 1:28.
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ECOMOG forces led the convoy, which allowed the RUF / AFRC forces to abduct hundreds of
civilians from the rear end of the convoy during the secol)d ambush.
Prior to this attack on Koidu, a number of troop movements were noted in the surrounding areas in
Sandor ChiefdolTl and in Koinadugu District. In fact, in late November, RUF / AFRC forces retook
control of Sandor Chiefdom and civilians at Yiffin (Koinadugu District) observed many ECOMOG
forces retreating from Kono District.
At Yonnandu, some RUF / AFRC forces told the civilians that were their captives that they would
continue the fight until Freetown and that they got the necessary logistics, arms and ammunition
from Kailahun District. Indeed, this attack on Koidu was the catalyst for the RUF / AFRC forces to
·
. t h e D"Istnct an d t11e country·1019 an d to enter
procee d f urt11er sout h , captunng
more towns 111
Freetown on 6 January 1999,lIJ2U using civilians from Gbane to carry their arms and ammunition.
Following the attack on Koidu, civilians and hunters decided to leave Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom)
for Yiff111 and Alikalia (Koinadugu District). However, they fell into an RUF / AFRC ambush on 28
December and a lot of them were captured. Over 170 of those captured were taken to Yiffin. One
of the captured hunters was given a letter that requested the hunters to come out of the bush and
join the RUF /i\FRC forces. I-Ie was also told that if he did not convince the hunters to join them,
he would be killed. The man saved his life by explaining that he only knew people in Kayima
(Sandor Chiefdom). Some of the RUF / AFRC forces together with their captives thus headed for
Kayima and on their way, four of the captives were killed for their belongings at Gbenekoro. lIJ21

j)

Events in 1999
On 1 January 1999, the RUF / AFRC forces that had killed four captives at Gbenekoro proceeded
towards Kayima (Sandor Chiefdom), together with their remaining captives. On their way, the
captives saw the body of somebody they knew and they learnt he was killed because he answered
rudely to the RUF / AFRC forces. The captives were told to take orders from a child commander
and were reminded that their lives were of no value for them. \X!hen they arrived at the RUF / AFRC
1l122
forces' commander's compound, they saw one Fullah
man being killed for refusing to give up his
sheep. They were introduced to the RUF / AFRC c01T1111ander as his "slaves and servants" and were
forced to do petty jobs, mainly going on food finding missions for the commander. A man was
appointed to the G5 pOSItion, to look after the civilians' affairs/interests. A Formation Assembly
was set up where every morning, Clvilians were told to pray and announcements for the rest of the
day were made. The establishment of these G 5 committees not only took place in Kono, but also in
other Districts, as a means of rationalising the use of civilians by making them participate in
administrative matters. Civilians appointed to such positions could hardly refuse the appointment,
1111 'J See the general overVIew and the analysIs for Kailahun, Tonkolili, Bombali and Port Loko Districts and the
\Vestern _\rea.
111211 See the factual analysis for Tonkolili, (vTakeni and Port Loko District and the Western i\rea.
11121 I t could not be ascertained whether tlus place is to be found in Koinadugu or in Kono District.
11122 The Fullah are a tribe to be, found in the north of the country and in Guinea. They would be particular targets
of the RUF and, later, the RUF /AFRC dnring the war, as they were often healthy, earning money by raising and
selling ca ttle.
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because a refusal would soon be followed by a severe flogging. In Sandor Chiefdom, civilians were
required to follow rules imposed on them by the RUF / AFRC forces, which included no raping, no
· ili' an ,s property an d no steali ng ("j ar j ar ") .llP3
ta 16- ng 0 f C1V
- 0However, the establishment of such committees and the rationalisation of the use of civilians did
not stop the harassment and violence continued to be committed against civilians. At Kayima, for
example, sornetime after the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement, civilians presented complaints
to the top comulander in charge at I<:oakuima. \X~1en they came from this meeting, they were
threatened and were punished with flogging and being forced to go on food finding missions. The
commander at Koakuima sent some RUF / AFRC members to investigate the matter, although the
results and consequences of this investigation are unknown. Furthermore, five civilians were killed
and burnt to ashes in a bush near Neakor, west of Kayima. Following this incident and a complaint
made by a relative of one of the civilians killed, the commander at Kayima recalled that no one
should kill civilian and if such a crime was committed, it should be reported to the GS.
On 10 january 1999, RUF/AFRC forces attacked Punduru, a CDF stronghold in Nimiyama
Chiefdom that was overcrowded with civilians. During this attack, both civilians and CDP were
killed and their property was damaged.
From February 1999, hunters came in and out of Sandor Chiefdom from Guinea and made their
permanent base in Panema, near the border with Guinea, progressing towards the north of the
chiefdom and retaking some areas from the RUF / APRC forces. They were obtaining coffee and
cocoa from the population in support for their activities, selling these items to the Guineans to buy
ammunition or food. In one incident, RUF / AFRC forces came to Fanema looking for a famous
hunter. They took all his belongings and brought his relatives back to Kayima, where they were
molested, beaten and tied up before being released.
The abduction rate increased as people were used as diamond miners and were conscripted into the
RUF / AFRC forces. At this' time, Koakuima was the base for the RUF / AFRC 2nd Brigade and
hosted the main office for the mi11lng operations; it was also was the base for the Overall Mining
Commander, who was asslsted by a Deputy Mining Commander. Mining officers were appointed at
the vanous mining sites. Every week, mining officers were to bring the diamonds collected at the
sites to the Deputy COlluTIander, who crosschecked them before handing them over to the Overall
J\'Iining Commander. However, diamonds over 5 carats were to be brought to the Ov~rall Mining
Commander at Koakuima as soon as they were discovered, without waiting for the weekly shipment.
Every week, the diamonds were sent from Koakuima to Kailahun, from where they were sent to
Liberia. Some private mining, mainly carried out for diamond dealers, was authorised by the Overall
lvlining Commander at the cost of Le 5,000 per week. However, diamonds over 5 carats were to be
lll24
given to the Overall Mining Commander, as they were considered to be the property of the RUp

i\lore details are required from the records on the GS committees.
These dIamonds were considered as "government property" as the RUF was considering itself as a
government,
11123
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At this time, the District was di,rided into operational areas under the command of a commanding
officer. The training base established in Bunumbu (Luaw~ Chiefdom, Kailahun District) since 1998
and known as "Camp Lion" was transferred around JanU"ary to Yengema (Nimikoro Chiefdom), as
the centre of RUF / AFRC actions had moved to the north-west. On one occasion, six abductees, six
adults and one child of a Small Boys Unit (SBU) escaped from the training base and tried to reach
Koinadugu District but were caught and brought back to the base. The RUF Senior Officer in
Charge of the Brigade Headquarters in Koakuima ordered these escapees to be killed. The six adults
were shot and killed while the fate of the child soldier remains unknown. Hundreds of abductees
from the Northern Province were sent to Yengema but as their number increased and as food
supplies were not sufficient, the base was moved for three months to Gbendembu (Bombali
District) before cOtTung back to Yengema. Recruits were organised into platoons and young children
as young as 10 were conscripted into SlTlall Boy Units (SBUs).
A lot of beating, killing and. rapes took place at the camp during the time of its operation. One
practice carried out in the camp was called Halaka. 1025 A big circle, the size of a tennis court, was
drawn on the ground with a smaller inner circle. The area between the two circles was full of
obstacles such as barbed wires, drums and blocks. Recruits were to enter in this area and to find the
exit located far from the entry, while the instructors located in the inner circle were beating them
with sticks. Many civilians died from this practice.
In Lei Chiefdorn, the rate of "l.riolations committed in 1998 continued and was very high after January
1999. Civilians were abducted to be trained as combatants, especially for the purpose of the
upconling attacks on Guinea. The commander in charge of Kombayende regularly sent his men to
capture civilians to be trained as Junta II. A team went to I<:i.ssitown, where Superman Camp was
located, but as they could not find anybody in the town, they went to the bush. There, they
eventually found 160 people, who they brought to I<:i.ssitown for scrutiny.
Following those continuous developments, CDF members mobilised themselves; some of them
were sent back to Guinea to bring back shotguns and they attacked the RUF / AFRC forces at
I<:i.ssitown. After a three-hour battle, 15 civilians had lost their lives and the RUF / AFRC forces left
the town with the civilians they had earlier abducted. Strengthened by this success, the CDF
established a base at Gborgborma and successfully attacked the RUF / AFRC forces at Samie,11I20
where the RUF / AFRC forces fled the town leaving behind them most of their weapons. A few days
after the CDF attack on Samie, RUF / AFRC forces attacked the chiefdom headquarter, of Saiama,
where they killed alrnost all the civilians they found in the town. After this attack on Saiama, the
RUF /AFRC forces headed back for their base at Kombayende. On their way, they passed through a
village called Kutima, where they found three bodies. As they continued their journey, they met
three women who told thern that 1'nen in 1'nilitary fatigues had attacked Kutima. The three women
were then taken \v'ith the group, who used them as a shield anyti1'ne they entered a town. At
Bomboro, some RUF / AFRC forces found one young woman with her baby. As she was caught
trying to escape, they accused her of being a supporter of the President. They told her to throw her
baby in a thatch house they had set on fire, warning her that she would be thrown in the fire as well
11125

TIllS term allegedly comes from Libra

1112(, This "illage could also be Soama
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if she did not do what they asked her to do. After she had thrown her baby into the burning house
and she was asked to join the RUF / AFRC forces, she trie9 to escape and was shot in the head. The
RUF / AFRC forces also attacked the CDF base at Gborgborma and dislodged the CDF members
who went back to Guinea.
Teams put together to search for civilians, also called "Safari team" by the RUF, continued to be
sent. On one occaSlOn, a team came back with only 15 civilians. Three of them were women and
were allocated to the RUF / AFRC forces who did not have any woman. Among the 12 other
captives, three who tried to escape were brought to the commaflag located on the Mamba Bridge
and were shot, their bodies thrown under the bridge. In another incident and after orders corning
from Koidu told conunanders 111 the different posts to conscript more civilians for planned attacks
on Guinea, 152 civilians were captured in the bush and taken to Kombayende for scrutiny before
being sent to Superman Camp. The able men and women were sent to I<:.issitown wh.ile the old
people where brought to the commaflag in the centre of the town, at Baoya Road. All 21 of them
were killed by the member of the RUF / AFRC who had been promoted to Captain because he knew
how to kill. Their bodies were thrown in a vel)' big hole previously dug by RUF / AFRC forces for
this purpose. This was a common scenario, which was repeated many times.
In March 1999, an internal fight arose between RUF / AFRC forces as a group corning from Koidu
entered Kombayende (Lei Chiefdom) \\rith heavy firing. The members stationed in Kombayende
tIred in return. Sixteen civilians died during that fighting and 22 were seriously injured. 11127 Around
this period, the identification of combatants was difficult but it is alleged that some AFRC members
were integrated within the RUF movement and were briefed on the ideology of the movement. The
senior officer in charge of the Brigade headquarters in Koakuima, who was also the Overall Mining
Commander, was one of the most senior RUF members; most of the senior AFRC commanders
were deployed in the Northern Province, in Kabala (Koinadugu District) and Mile 91 ry oni
' Ed om, T on'o
k lili' D'lstnct.. ) 1II OR
Clue
On different occasions, civilians with amputated limbs arrived in refugee camps in Guinea and
explained they had been attacked by RUF / AFRC forces in Lei Chiefdom. For example, one civilian
had his left hand amputated when he was in Gbordu, a village nine nJ.iles from Siama. RUF / AFRC
forces attacked the village and killed five people. The man who had his limb chopped off was
accused of being a Kamajor and after he was amputated, he was given a message by the RUF / AFRC
cornmander to deliver to the Kamajors and civilians living in Guinea that they should. expect the
coming of RUF / AFRC forces soon. On another occasion, one man was mutilated at Gborgborma;

It could not be ascertained what happened after this incident between the two RUF / AFRC groups.
Furthermore, unlike for Port Loko DDR, where ex-j\FRC members disarmed as such, the DDR centre
opened 111 Kono District received RUF and CDF members but no ex-AFRC members, which tend to reinforce
our assumption that J\FRC members '.vho were in Kono District after the in.vasion of Freetown were incOIpOIated
within the RUE However, as the distinction ber,veen the forces was difficult for civilians, we would continue
referring to RUF /AFRC forces in the subsequent developments. Relations between RUF and AFRC forces were
not totally sour, for in 1999, an "-\.FRC member was appointed as personal bodyguard to the RUF leader when he
was released from Pnson.
IIIe7
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the RUF IA.FRC forces who had amputated his limb told him that whoever was captured in this
village would be treated as a Kamajor because the village ~sed to be a Kamajor base.
Sometime before the signing of the Lome Peace Accord, RUF I AFRC forces attacked a number of
towns and villages in Kamara ChiefdolTl, including Sukudu and Peyirna, killing many civilians and
burning m.any houses. Over 200 civilians, including men, women and children, were abducted and
the strongest men were used for mining. There was a food shortage at that time and what little food
was available was taken by the RUF I AFRC forces. Civilians were relying mainly on roots (gari) and
boiled bananas to survive. Several civilians, particularly those working in the mines, died from
starvation. The same working conditions described earlier in 1998 prevailed and the same kind of
corporal punishments were applied. Among others, one practice, which caused the death of 10 men
in Tombodu (Tankoro Chiefdom), was called "hanging solar on the civilians", which meant beating
someone to death. Civilians caught trying to smuggle or steal diamonds were tortured or killed. It is
believed that hundreds of men, women and children were killed during this period.
RUF I AFRC were occupying Fiama Chiefdom, setting ambushes for Donsos and civilians. Towns in
Fiama Chiefdom, including Sandekor, Koakor, Wairna, Njardu, Darkadu and Gbematambadu, were
attacked and burnt down during 1999. Sometimes, the burning of different villages took place on
the same day and at other times, RUF I AFRC forces decided to burn a certain number of houses per
day. Rice barns were also set on Ere after being looted.
RUF I AFRC forces were in control of Gbane Kandor and Mafindor Chiefdoms, which were
virtually empty, as civilians had fled to the bush or to Guinea. However, people who fled carne back
to their chiefdoms from time to time in search of food. Attacks on villages are reported occasionally.
For example, in April, as civ,ilians were moving regularly between the bush around Sindadu, in the
northeast of Gbane Kandor Chiefdom, and Guinea for food, RUF I AFRC forces attacked the
village and shot the hands of one civilian. In May, while searching food, RUF I AFRC forces from
MaEndor Chiefdom shot a hunter who was captured in his house at Dengenyma. The hunter was
caught by surprise in his house, his shotgun leaning on the wall.
During that period, Donsos forces reorganised in Guinea and launched an attack on the
RUF IAFRC forces at Karniendor (Mafindor Chiefdom). Both sides suffered fatalities, but the loss
of men did not prevent the CDF from continuing to launch attacks, as a result of which they
recaptured different villages in Gbane Kandor Chiefdom. Donsos freed some civilians th.at had been
held captive by the RUF I AFRC forces and sent them to Guinea.
Following these attacks and the significant gains the Donsos were making, RUF I AFRC forces called
for peace talks, which took place in Julyll'2~ at Manjama (Soa Chiefdom). Over 3,000 civilians also
attended the meeting. This meeting led to a ceaseEre agreement, with the fighting factions agreeing
that both civilians and combatants should move freely and that Manjama should serve as a buffer
zone For the purposes of freedom of movement, passes were issued to the civilians by the fighting
forces. In August 1999, the RUF I AFRC forces even asked that joint security forces be formed to
1112') Tlus rust meeting may have taken place 111 /\.ugust, as reports mention both July and /\.ugust for the date of this
meetlng.
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patrol the border area. It has been suggested that this system gave the RUF / AFRC forces the
opportunity to bring their looted property to Manjama alJd to exchange it for other necessary items
brought from Guinea by the Donsos. However in September, RUF /AFRC forces attacked Donsas
positions, retaking all the areas the Donsos had held for the previous few months. The RUF / AFRC
forces expanded their attacks beyond the borders of Sierra Leone, launching one attack at
Gueckedou, one of the busiest comrnercial centres in Guinea.
!",fter the signing of the Lome Peace Agreement on 7 July 1999, the rate of violations decreased,
even if molestation and other violations were still committed by RUF / AFRC forces, fearing that
they would no longer be able to use civilians to carry out their mining activities and food finding
operations. After July, it is reported that civilians were appointed to a G5 committee to look after
civilian affairs in Kamara Chiefdom. 11 )3\}
The fighting with the RUF / AFRC forces in Sandor Chiefdom continued until the signing of the
Lome Peace Accord in July 1999. However, the cessation of hostilities was only temporary and
fighting resurned in 2000.
During the second half of the year, a mining area was opened by the RUF under the directive of the
Overall I'v1.ining Commander near the bridge between Tombodu and Bundu II (Kamara Chiefdom).
Many civilians were captured from across the whole District and forced to work in the mines. The
captured civilians were working \vith barely any food or water and people were beaten or killed if
they complained of hunger or thirst. On one occasion, three young men who defied instructions
were killed, allegedly on the order of the Overall Mining Commander. On another occasion, 50 men
were brought frolTl Kainkordu (Soa Chiefdom) to tuine and it is believed that almost all of them
died during the course of the tuining. lll31 Even foundations of houses were broken for the purposes
of mining for diam.onds.
In Sandor Chiefdom, different RUF / AFRC camps, known as Joe Bush, were operating and many
violations were cOlTuuitted at those camps. At Tegbadu, four miles north of Yonnandu where
RUF / f\FRC forces were still engaged mining, there was a "killing field". Nearby Tabema, on the
Kayin1a Tefeyah highway, a camp also called "P.c. Ground" was infamous for the sexual violence
inflicted on civilians. Many girls were raped and kept in the camp for sexual purposes. These women
and girls were often sexually assaulted by more than one RUF / AFRC member at a time while some
were taken and assigned to only one man.
On 20 October 1999, the Sierra Leone President officially launched the started of the
Demobilisation, disarmament and reintegration (DDR) program during a ceremony at Wilberforce
Barracks in Freetown. III.'"

ClariflCation is requued from the records on the dates.
It is beheved that 95"/0 0 f them died.
111,2 The start of the DDR program ,vas originally planned
Lome Peace _-\greement on 7 July 1999
linll

Ii I, 1

to

take place within six weeks of the signing of the
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In November 1999, near Jagbwerna (Fiama chiefdom), RUF / AFRC forces, who already had over
130 abducted civilians with them, captured an unspecifiectnumber of people. Those abductees were
told to fetch \vater, firewood and food; one of them was given the responsibility to settle minor
disputes among civilians. After three weeks, all the abductees were taken to Kailahun District,
passing through Gandorhun (Gbane Chiefdom). Most of the journey was undertaken at night and
civilians were not allowed to rest on their own volition. In Kailahun, there were over 1.000 members
of the RUF / AFRC forces and a lot of abductees. Some of them were required to farm for the
RUF / j\FRC forces while others became teachers.
In December 1999, hunters who had found refuge in Guinea tried another time to repel the
RUF / AFRC forces from Lei Chiefdom. With the support of local authorities also living in the
refugee camps, they crossed the river that separates Sierra Leone and Guinea on 18 December,
launched different attacks on RUF / AFRC positions and at Kornbayende, they managed to inflict
heavy casualties on the RUF / AFRC side and to chase out the remaining forces. However, eight days
later, RUF / AFRC forces came back and this time, the CDF members were not able to withstand the
heavy fuing and had to retreat to Guinea. The CDF members who were captured were either killed
or mutilated and given letters promising that they (RUF / AFRC forces) would chase them into
Guinea.
k)
Events in 2000 to 2001
Throughout 2000 and the large part of 2001, mining activities were carried out in Koidu Town and
in Plant No. 11, a mining area located between Koidu Town and Tombodu (Kamara Chiefdom). In
Koidu Town, a place called Kaisambo was mined for the Overall Mining Commander. An
unspecified number of houses in Koidu town had their foundations broken so that they could be
mined. f\t Plant No. 11, more than 500 people were abducted and forced to mine and push
caterpillars whenever they broke down.
On 14 January, the RUF leader, the Deputy Defence Minister and the ECOMOG Force
Commander visited Koidu, as part of a country tour aiming at sensitising the combatants on the
DDR process lil33 :tY1ilitary Observers began conducting regular patrol missions in the District,
although UN peacekeepers had not yet been able to deploy in the District. lln4
However, the situation in the country worsened and United Nations peacekeepers captured in
Makeni in early May 2000 were brought to Plant No. 11 (Kamara Chiefdom)Hl35
It was widely believed that the control by the Government of Kono District would mark the end of
the conflict lll }(, and talks were initiated between the President of Sierra Leone and the RUF to end

Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 5 - 16 January 2000.
IRIN West .-\frica, 12 .-\pril 2000. On 22 October 1999, the UN Security Council had adopted Resolution 1270
appro\'ing the deployment of 6,000 ar1Tled peacekeepers alongside the 260 unanned military observers. 111eu
number would increase over the subsequent months.
11135 This group of UN peacekeepers was composed of 208 Zambians: IRIN West ,-\frica, 8 May 2000. Around the
same penod, peacekeepers were also abducted 111 Kailahun District
11131, In early June, the Deputy Defence Minister called for an offensive military operation 111 the District: Sierra
Leone Humanitarian Situation Report: 1-2]une 2000.
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the conllict, which faced a new development in May with the abduction of the UN peacekeepers, as
mentioned, and the arrest and detention of the RUF leade~in Freetown. 1II37
Inhabitants of the District, however, began again crossing the Melie River, which separates the
District from Gwnea, fleeing RUF harassment. 1II3HAround the same period, RUF / AFRC forces
1113~
·
.
from d'1fferent fronts ..
b egan attac ki' ng tI1e G wnean
terntory
The peace talks, which started in late May 2000 in order to reactivate the Lome Peace Agreement
found a conclusion in Abuja on 10 November with the signing of a ceasefire between the
Government and the RUF forces. UNAMSIL was given the mission to monitor this ceasefire. 1U40
However, in December 2000, civilians who had found refuge in a Guinean camp near the border
with Lei Chiefdom saw thousands of civilians with bundles on their heads, who explained them that
they had been attacked by "rebels" during their sleep w41 The following day, another group of
refugees within the territory of Guinea confirmed that the "rebels" had come to Guinea. The next
morning, trucks full of RUF / AFRC forces dressed in military uniforms arrived at the place where all
these refugees were at this time and announced through a microphone that they had not come to kill
them but to take them back to Sierra Leone. Their commander told the civilians that they wanted
peace and as a proof of their commitment to the peace process, they have come to take Sierra
Leoneans back to Sierra Leone. Over 20,000 refugees were thus taken back to Sierra Leone while
the RUF forces continued their attacks in Guinea. The trip to Lei Chiefdom lasted roughly 10 days
and when they arrived at Kombayende (Lei Chiefdom), the civilians were allocated to different
towns within the chiefdom.
At Kundundu, the returnees were forced to work for the RUF / AFRC forces and were told to plant
cannabis seeds. A woman accused of perfonning witchcraft was stripped naked and shot six times.
In another incident that took place at Yawandor, 22 miles from the headquarter town of Saiama,
following the killing of two RUF / AFRC members and the wife of another member by civilians, 17
civilians were killed on the order of the commander based at Kombayende, so that the RUF / AFRC
forces based at Yawandor could restore their authority. At Kombayende, the commander in charge
was the same person who had established the cOlmnaflags in 1998.
During this time, RUF / AFRC forces continued to cOlmmt acts of violence against civilians. On one
occasion, four RUF members raped a 42-year-old woman until she died. When the civilians took the
nl.atter to the commander in charge, he replied to them that the RUF never made compJaints about
the men they had lost during the war so the civilians should not complain. Two days after that

11137 The RUF leader was arrested in Freetown 111 thy, after his bodyguards had shot and killed civilians gathered
for a demonstration in front of his house in Freetown on 8 May 2000.
1113H IRIN \\/est "-\frica, 23 ,-\ugust 2000.
1II3~ .-\ttacks on the Guinean territory were also launched from Kambia and Kailahun Districts.
111411 UN,-\IvISIL press brief1ng, 27 November 2000. Paragraph 4 of this Ceasefue A.. greement stated "both parties
agree that UN.-\MSIL shall have full liberty to deploy its troops and other personnel throughout Sierra Leone
including the diamond-producing areas 111 the discharge of its responsibilities, when UNil...MSIL is satisfied that the
ceasefue 1S observed by all the parties."
11141 In addition, during this penod, the traimng base at Yengema (Nimikoro Chiefdom) was still open.
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Incident, a suckling mother was raped and her child was taken away from her. A man accused of
stealing was stripped naked and the commander ordered some of his men to set fIre to an empty fIve
gallon container and to drip the burning rubber onto the man. The man died three days later.
Furthermore, some civilians were taken and sent to Koidu for mining.
In January 2001, IIl42 fighting between RUF / AFRC forces and hunters intensifIed in the upper part of
Sandor Chiefdom. However, UN personnel and commanders together "rith the Paramount Chief of
Sandor arnved in Kayima by' helicopter to exhort both factions to disarm. The RUF / AFRC forces
who spoke \Arith those authorities responded positively and stated they were ready to disarm. 1u43
However, about one month after this 'visit, fighting intensified north of Kayima 11144 and as they were
retreating south, RU.F / AFRC forces burnt the remaining houses in the villages. After a battle at
Yaryah, three miles north of Kayima, the RUF / AFRC forces decided to leave the chiefdom and
headed for Koidu.
In Fiama Chiefdom, in March 2001, one man on his way to J egbwema met civilians who told him
that 50 men had been abducted and used to work for the RUF/AFRC forces at Jegbwema. Women
were used to cook and for sexual purposes, as a result of which some of them became pregnant and
had children. Sometimes, the captured civilians were beaten at night and put in containers used as
cells by the RUF / AFRC forces. One man brought from the Guinean border was suspected of being
a Kamajor and was beaten for three days by RUF / AFRC forces at Jagbwema before he died on the
fourth day. At Gbekor, a man met more than 12 young girls below the age of 18 who were with the
RUF / AFRC forces as their "wives". As he was wondering whether these girls were \Arith the
RUF /.AFRC forces for their stolen property and money, he discovered that most of them had been
abducted and were afraid to go back to their parents for fear of being called "rebels" or being
maltreated.
Three days after they had arrived in Kombayende, 150 men who had just come back were taken by
the commander to go to Guinea \Arith some RUF members to carry the stolen property they had in
Guinea. Shortly after, the Guinean l\1inister of Defence and some senior military officers catne to
the border with Sierra Leone to find members of the Kamajors to help Guinea repel the RUF
beyond the Guinean border. The Kamajors told the Guinean authorities that they could not fight
\\rithout the approval of the Sierra Leone Government, as they were under the control of the Sierra
Leone Government. Two weeks later, the Guinean authorities came back, told the Kamajors that
they had communicated with the Sierra Leone authorities, who approved their request. Kamajors
were then equipped with arms and amnmnition from the Guinean authorities.
Following tllls, on 23 March 2001, a group of 200 Donsos and Kamajors who had regrouped and
were fully arrned l1l45 launched s1l1mltaneous attacks on RUF / AFRC positions in Kono District

.-\lthough tlus event was described as taklllg place in 2000, it probably took place in 2001.
Th.is VIsit probably took place during the second half of 2000.
11144 The CDF members fighting were those conung from the north of the Chiefdom.
IIl45 Reports menDon that these CDF forces had heavy artillery like tanks and that a ferry was built across the Meli
RIver that separates i\1afiendor Cluefdom and Guinea to facilitate the movement of the C:OF
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through three different flanks: Gbangbokoro 1ll4G in Soa Chiefdom (Kamajors/Donsos), Karniendor
in Mafindor Chiefdom (Donsos) and Kailahun District (I<;~majors). Communication sets allowed the
three groups to launch attacks simultaneously and to communicate any developments.
The group that headed to Kamiendor drove out the RUF / AFRC forces before separating into two
groups, one going to Kombayende and the other using the Kondewakoro flank and working in
concert. These two sub groups regrouped later on in Fiama Chiefdom. From Kamiendor, the group
heading to Kombayende dislodged RUF / AFRC forces from Sindudu, which is located on the
border between Gbane Kandor and Mafiendor Chiefdoms. As the commander in charge of the
RUF forces in Kombayende noticed the advance of the CDF, he sent for reinforcements to Koidu,
which was still under RUF / AFRC control. The reinforcement was composed of senior RUF
commanders, who moved to Kombayende armed with anti-aircraft machine guns, RPGs, automatic
rifles and other weapons seized from the UN peacekeepers. When they entered the town, the CDF
forces opened fire and killed 32 of them. After a fierce battle, the RUF / AFRC retreated back to
Koidu, as most of their senior commanders had been killed. The CDF chased them up to Jagbwema
(Niama Chiefdom), where a battle took place. The RUF / AFRC then retreated to Maiyor, which is
on the highway linking Jagbwema to Koidu.
In late April, the Acting Force Commander of UNAMSIL made a visit to Koidu to assess the
situation on the ground, follm.ving RUF complaints about attacks carried out by CDF members
backed up by Guineans III47 The CDF prepared themselves to go to Koidu, but in the meanwhile,1I14H
in May, trucks full of UN peacekeepers came to the CDF deployment to advise. them not to make
any further assault on RUF / AFRC positions and to observe the cease-fue. J049 'The CDF told the
peacekeepers that they would only observe the cease-fue after they had seen their Paramount Chiefs.
About one week later, Paramount Chiefs and senior UN officials came by helicopter to meet the
CDF and the Paramount Chiefs told the CDF that they did not want the Government to accuse the
people of Kono of destroying the peace process. This meeting caused the CDF to desist from
. M'
1aunc 11111g any more attac k'S and to stay In
alyor unt!'1 di' sarmament 111511 too'k place.
On 4 May 2001, a meeting was convened between the RUF and the Government of Sierra Leone 1ll5 !
to revlew the ceasefire signed inl\buja in November 2000 and which was violated, mainly in Kono

Gbangbokoro IS on the border with Guinea.
UN"-\l\lSIL press bnefing, 26 "-\pril 2001
ll1-1H I t IS alleged that a member of the RUF General Staff went to rvlakeni to find the UN Bangladeshi contingent to
ask them to come to Kono to resolve the situation.
11i4~ UN peacekeepers from Tonkolili and Kailahun Districts carried out two-day patrol missions in early May prior
to the establishment of a pennanent patrol presence patrol in Koidu 111 late :May: UNA.MSIL press briefings, 6J\lay
2001, 11 l\Iay 2001 and 22 May 2001.
111511 The other CDF group that entered Kono District through Soa Chiefdom met this group at Jagbwema.
11151 This meeting was the' second meeting of the Committee of Six of the ECOWA.S rderuation and Security
Council, the United Nations, the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front: UNl\.MSIL
press briefl11g, 3 l\1ay 2001
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District.
Further to this meeting, it was decided to introduce phases of disarmament, in order to
accelerate its process.
Also in May, UNAMSIL force Commander and Deputy Force Commander visited the RUF forces
at Koidu and the CDF members at Kombayende (Lei Chiefdom) and Jagbwema (Fiama Chiefdom),
to witness the implementation of the cessation of hostilities agreement, signed by the RUF and the
CDF on 15 May.IIIS3 This cessation of hostilities and the start of the DDR program made the
atmosphere extremely tense and many officials made visits in the District to ensure the process ran
smoot hl y. 11154
During the second meeting of the Joint Committee on DDR held at Magburaka on 2June, the
parties agreed to conduct the DDR process simultaneously in Bonthe and Kono Districts in July
2001, leaving tiIne for the DDR facilities to be built in Yengema (Nimikoro Chiefdom). The
estimated numbers of combatants to be disarmed were 1,500 combatants for the CDF and 2,500 for
the RUF 1IIS5
Disarmament started on 1 July at a very slow pace and was intermittently halted. Different reasons
were put forward to explain the stalling of the process, including the suspicion of both the CDF and
the RUF forces against each other, the UN travel ban on the RUF's Political and Peace Council
Chairman and, above all, tensions resulting from the rnining activ'"ities. 1115G To speed up the
disarmament process, UN Officials met directly with the commanders of both fighting factions on
the ground, rather than with the political leaders lO57 and during the third meeting of the Joint
Committee on DDR on 17 July, the parties agreed that the checkpoints established by the RUF and
CDF forces be dismantled and a moratorium on mining activities be implemented. lOs8 Nevertheless,
skinmshes between RUF and CDF were still reported for June and July. 1059 By the end of July, two
companies of the UN Bangladeshi contingent were deployed at Koidu and 500 Pakistani UN
111(,(>
peace k"eepers were b ase d at Y engema.
The initial target date of 28 July for the completion of the disarmament process was not met and the
process was extended, as pockets of RUF forces were still not disarmed in the District. By 17
/\ugust, the disarmament for Kono District was complete and the figures of the combatants who

11151 Further to the meeting in i\lay 2001, those parties would hold monthly tripartite meetings under the] oint
Committee on DDR
11153 UNAMSIL press briefings, 17 May 2001, 24 May 2001
11154 On 25 and 26 illay 2001, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General, accOlnpanied by the UNAMSIL
Force Commander and Deputy Force Commander and a Govenunent delegation, including the Deputy Defence
Minister met with representatives of the CDF and RUF in Koidu: UNAMSIL press briefing, 28 May 2001.
11155 UN"\MSIL press brief1l1g, 5 June 2001
1115(, UN"\i\lSIL press briefing, 6 July 2001 and 13 July 2001.
11157 IRIN \Vest ""frica, 12] uly 2001.
IIiSK IRIN \\iest "\fnca, 20:l uly 2001; UNAMSIL press briefing, 20.1 uly 2001.
11159 IRIN West "\frica, 24.1 uly 2001.
111(,(> UN:\.illSIL press briefing, 24 July 2001.
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had gone through the process were higher than originally expected, mainly for RUF members came
from Koinadugu District to Kono District to disarm. IOG1 /
The completion of the disa~mament 1D Kono District brought relief to the whole country, as it
meant the war was really over. As a mark of the importance of this achievement for the country, the
Sierra Leonean President, the Nigerian President and the Chairman of the ECO\X1AS went to Kono
on 3 September, to wHness the offiClal end of the disarmament process. III('2
RUF forces, however, continued to mine in the Koidu area, including indiscriminate mining carried
out in the centre of the township. Some incidents of violence against civilians are reported during
that period. 10(,3 In one incident, one civilian went back to Koidu from Freetown to assess the level of
destruction of his property. As he reached his house, he met 20 people busy mining the soil
underneath his house. \'\'hen he asked them to stop, one commander at the site told his boys to
arrest him and tie him up. He ordered four of his men to hang four solars on the man as he had
interrupted the mining activities, which means that four people will beat the person. On another
occasion, the Overall :Mining Commander ordered civilians to be arrested, so that they could wash
gravel at mining areas. One of these civilians was accused of stealing a diamond and when a young
RUF member reported that the man had swallowed the diamond, the Overall :Mining Commander
ordered his men to hang ten solars on the man. After the beating, the man admitted he had taken a
diamond but had swallowed it. The Overall :Mining Commander ordered his men to kill the man and
get the diamond out of the stomach. However, nothing was found in the stomach of the dead man,
which made the Overall :Mining Commander say that the boy who made the report let him kill a
man for no just cause. As a result, the Overall Mining Commander shot the young member three
times in the chest, killing him.
This situation of continuous mining activities angered the residents of Koidu. They reported the
matter to UNAMSIL, who explained that it would be solved in due time. Nevertheless, on 18
December 2001, residents from Koidu took slings and machetes to fight the RUF / AFRC forces. A
lot of the residents then left the District for other Districts (Bombali and Tonkolili) as they believed
some of the RUF /i\FRC forces would never give up the privileges they got from the mining areas,
namely control on the mineral wealth and taxes levied on traders. Following this mass exodus of the
population, a meeting took place lll ('. in Makeni at the headquarters of the UN Nigerian contingent
with leaders of the RUF forces and a delegation from Kono authorities. On 27 December, an
important delegation composed of Northern Paramount Chiefs, the UNAMSIL A<::ting Force
Commander, officers of the Sierra Leone Police and other people arrived in Koidu and summoned a

111(>1 UN_-\i\ISIL press briefl11g, 14 ;\ugust 2001 As of 31 ;\ugust 2001, 5,634 combatants had disarmed in the
District, 3,623 bel11g RUF members and 2,011 CDF members: UNAlviSIL press briefll1g, 14 August 2001 and
Sierra Leone Humanitanan Situation Report 09 - 31 /\ugust 2001
111(,2 IRIN West _-\fnca, 3 September 2001
111(,3 In its Sierra Leone Humarutarian Situation Report 09 - 31 1",,"Ugust 2001, the UN Office for the Coordination of
Humarutarian }Jfaus (OC.F-L-\), based on 1l1fo=ation from Sierra Leone Web reports, reported on the ongoing
use of child labour by the RUF for mining activities.
W(,. It is alleged that this meeting took place to clear the rumour that the incident of the previous day was carried
out on tribal lines on the pretext that Temnes, Limbas and J'viendes were being killed in Kono.
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meeting of stakeholders at the UNAMSIL headquarters. An agreement to put an end to the RUF
nurling activities in the District was signed and apparently implemented.

3.
Conclusion
/\.s with the two other Districts of the Eastern Province, Kono District was affected by the conflict
since 1991 until the disarmament was declared complete in 2001. This 11-year conflict transformed
the face of the District, which suffered heavily in terms of casualties, displacement of population and
destruction of dwellings.
The District was first attacked in 1991 by RUF /NPFL forces conling from Kailahun District but
those attacks were limited to the south-east, at the border with Kailahun District. During the
following year, RUF /NPFL intensified their incursions into the District and progressively expanded
their positions to attack Koidu, the headquarter town, by the end of 1992. SLA forces repelled the
RUF /NPFL forces from Koidu at the beginning of 1993 and continued their "mopping up"
operations throughout the year. By the nliddle of the year, they had dislodged the RUF /NPFL
forces from their main positions in the District. Around the same period, SLA forces had confined
the RUF /NPFL forces to the extreme east of Kailahun District, which led Sierra Leoneans to think
the war was over and the NPRC Chairman to unilaterally declare a ceasefire.
In late December, however, RUF forces launched a massive operation in the south of Kenema
Distnct. This operation clearly marked a new phase of the conflict, during which RUF forces spread
across the whole country, using guerrilla warfare tactics. RUF forces re-entered Kono Disuict in
1994 and gradually gained territory on SLA forces, whose number had considerably increased over
1994 but whose actions aimed at repelling the RUF forces had proved wholly ineffective. By April
1995, RUF forces captured Koidu Town for the second time, inflicting high casualties on civilians
and destroying and vandalising the town. From Koidu, RUF forces spanned out mainly in the
diamond areas around Koidu. Their progression in the District and their mining activities were
stalled around May/June by the SLA assisted by CDF forces and, above all, by Executive Outcomes,
the South .l\frican mercenary company in Sierra Leone under contract with the Government. The
RUF forces were rapidly dri,:en out of their positions and throughout the rest of the year and 1996,
were mainly confined to the south-east of the District, while Executive Outcomes controlled most
of the remainder of the District.
Follow1l1g the \vithdrawal of Executive Outcomes by the end of.J anuary 1997, the Kono _popUlation
was left in the hands of the RUF forces, in particular following their merging with the AFRC forces.
RUF / AFRC forces, although mainly concentrated around Koidu, patrolled the chiefdoms, harassing
civilians for food items and abducting civilians who were then forced to work at the mine sites for
the RUF /AFRC forces. As the haraSS1Tlent and physical violence against civilians increased, youths
and CDF members fought the RUF / AFRC forces in Koidu and recaptured the town early 1998.
Following the ECOlvl0G intervention in Freetown, RUF / AFRC forces retreated into the Provinces
and reached Kono District in late Februal), 1998. They rapidly retook Kono and spread across the
whole District, carrying out the "Operation No Living Thing". The rate of physical violence,
mutilation, rape, killing, abductions for conscription, use as forced labour or for sexual purpose and
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the destruction of property reached unprecedented levels. This period, running from February to
May /June, was characterised as the "reign of terror". Although RUF / AFRC forces were also
deployed across the Northern Province, where they earned out the same actions, Kono District
suffered the most from this "Operation No Living Thing", as RUF / AFRC forces clearly
concentrated then operations on the main mining area. ECOMOG operations continued in the
Provinces and by April 1998, ECOMOG forces had reached Kono District and recaptured the
towns previously under RUF / AFRC control. RUF/ AFRC forces continued their actions from the
bush and abducted more civilians to conscript and train them in the new camp they had opened in
the east of the District or to use them in the mining sites.
Violence began decreasing by June 1998. Around this period, hundreds of thousands of civilians had
fled the District and RUF / AFRC forces were mainly engaged in large-scale mining operations. In
late December, however, the RUF / i\FRC regrouped and launched a massive operation on Koidu
and other mal11 towns in the west of the District, dislodging the ECOMOG forces from all their
positions. The capture of Kono was the fIrst step of a wider action, which reached its conclusion in
the invasion of Freetown in .I 2lnuary 1999.
Followl11g the invasion of Freetown in January 1999, negotiations started between the Sierra
Leonean President and the RUF leader in order to put an end to the conflict: A ceasefIre was signed
in 1\1ay and a Peace Agreement on 7 July 1999. This agreement did not end the conflict, as
RUF / AFRC expanded their positions in the Northern Province and continued to be present in
Kono District. RUF / AFRC forces pursued their mining activities in the District and violence was
still inflicted on civilians. Local hunters in the north and the east of the District increased their
attacks on RUF/AFRC forces but were often defeated. From 1999, however, the conflict got a new
face, as it appeared RUF / AFRC forces planned to launch attacks onto the Guinean territory.
The number of civilians abducted and trained, in particular in "superman camp" in the east of the
District clearly indicated that RUF / AFRC forces were preparing attacks onto the Guinean territory.
Attacks on Guinea were launched in May 2000 and reached their peak in September. These attacks
onto the Guinean territory were not isolated, for Guinea was also attacked from Kailahun and
Kambia Districts.
In 2001, the CDF, backed up by Guinean authorities, engaged and defeated the RUF forces in the
east of the country. They were halted in their progression through the interventi0 tl of Kono
authonties and UN officials, in a bid to enforce the ceasefne renewed in Abuja. The disarmament
process began shortly afterwards, an agreement to end illegal mining was reached and the war was
officially over in the District by the end of 2001.
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Introduction
Bo District is one of the four Districts composing the Southern Province together with Pujehun,
Bonthe and Moyamba Districts, Its headquarter town, Bo Town, lies in its centre in Kakua
Chiefdom, It is strategically located at a nodal crossroad, from which roads extend into the District
in four directions,
Bordered on the east by Kenema District and in the south by Pujehun District, almost all the
incursions would come from this direction following an east-west pattern, Its northern chiefdom,
Valunia, shares a boundary with the central District of Tonkolili. Moyamba District on the north
and Bonthe District on the south constitute its western edge.
There are 15 chiefdoms in the Dis trict:
Chiefdom
Badjia
Bagbe
Bagbo
Baoma
Bumpeh
Gbo
Jiama Bongor
Kakua
Komboya
Lugbu
Niawa Lenga
Selenga
Tikonko
Valurua
\Vunde

Headquarter
Ngelehun
Ngarlu

Jirni
Baoma
Bumpeh
Gbo
Telu
Bo
Njala
Sumbuya
Nengbema
Dambala
Tikonko
Mongere
Gboyama

Two roads leading to Bo Town allow its penetration from Pujehun Town, the principal road passing
by Wunde Chiefdom and the secondary road passing by Bagbo Chiefdom, It was the secondary road
that would find favour \vith the RUF /NPFL forces, who entered the District from Pujehun District
in 1991, The main road in the District is the highway that links Freetown with Kenema Town, This
feature would influence the conduct of the conflict, as it would be the setting of many ambushes and
checkpoints, The relatively large number of roads accessible by vehicle would allow further RUF
advances Ulland towards the Districts of Moyamba and Bonthe, even if the headquarter town, Bo
Town on the FreetO\vn-Kenema highway, would not be captured by RUF forces.
The Sewa River that flows from the south-west to the east, following one-third of the border with
Kenema District, divides the District in two and would be the natural separation between the
chiefdoms affected by the conflict during its first years,
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As Bo Town is the second largest city in Sierra Leone, trading and business are among the main
activities of the District, as well as mining, particularly diamond mining in Jiama Bongor, Baoma,
Tikonko and Lugbu Chiefdoms and cash crops such as rice, cocoa, coffee and palm oil. The mining
production has however to be considered in the context of the whole country and in this regard, the
production of the District comes rather far behind Kono District and the North of Kenema
District.
The absence of external borders would make the District a safer haven for the inhabitants of
Pujehun District, at least during the first years of the conflict, and different camps, often made of
bush sticks and mud and hosting thousands of internally displaced persons (IDPs) from others
Districts, would be built in Bo District. Gondama (in the south of Kakua Chiefdom), at the junction
between different chiefdoms, would host such a camp and would be severely affected during the
conflict. Koribondo would be a strategic town during the conflict, due to its location at a crossroad
between two strategic roads, the first running west-east and linking Bonthe District to Kenema
District and the second running south-north and linking Pujehun District to Bo Town.
The main ethnic group is the Mende, renowned, among other things, for the importance of the
traditional hunters in the society. Accordingly, the initiation of Kamajors, which had started in the
Southern District of Bonthe, soon spread throughout Bo District, which would become a Kamajor
stronghold.
Three different phases of the conflict can be clearly identified in Bo District. The first phase
encompassed 1991 to 1993 and was characterised by the spreading of the RUF /NPFL forces from
Pujehun District. However, only a few chiefdoms closest to Pujehun District were affected at this
time, namely Bagbo, Lugbu, Jlama Bongor and Tikonko Chiefdoms. RUF /NPFL forces followed
the same pattern when entering a village: they would gather people in the centre of the village,
introduce themselves as "freedom fighters" coming to redeem them from the APC regime; some
members would stay in the villages while others would proceed further. Physical violence, killing,
abductions, the taking of property - especially food - and the burning of houses were reported from
the very first incursion. Starting in .J une 1991, the SLA forces based in Koribondo Oiama Bongor
Chiefdom) and assisted by foreign troops contained these first attacks, repelled the RUF /NPFL
forces from the District and patrolled in the areas previously under RUF /NPFL control, chasing
"rebel" collaborators and encouraging the formation of vigilante groups. RUF /NPFL (orces would
later make sporadic raids in the District but did not settle in the District during this first stage.
The second phase spanned from 1994 to 1995, during which time the RUF had spread tlu-oughout
the entire District. This phase saw the beginning of the organisation of youths and local hunters
fighting alongside the SLA, although no formal initiations took place at tills time. By the middle of
1995, SL'\ forces had retaken control of a large area south of Bo Town, although RUF forces still
made repeated incurSIOns and attacks, mainly in the chiefdoms on the east bank of the Sewa River
and along the border with Kenema District. Dunng this second phase, a lot of civilians were
maltreated, killed, raped and abducted, a lot of houses were burnt, especially along the Kenema
border, and property was taken away. These incidents were carried out mostly by RUF forces but by
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SL.r\ forces as well. During this stage, the Freetown-Bo-Kenema highway was the setting of many
ambushes, though the precise identity of the faction resp09sible could not always be ascertained.
The final phase ran from late 1995 to the end of the war, during which time the Kamajors were
formally initiated and spread across the District. Although they initially fought alongside the SLA,
their collaboration soon deteriorated and was almost nonexistent by the time of the Coup in May
1997. Fighting between those forces were reported and some SLA forces were suspected of
collaborating with the RUF. The Kamajors nonetheless gained control of almost all the previous
RUF strongholds in the District and during the AFRC regime, RUF/ AFRC forces were only based
in Koribondo and Bo Town. Following the ECOMOG deployment in the District in late Februaryearly March 1998, no further RUF /AFRC incursion were reported, the District remaining under the
Kamajors control who however harassed civilians, chasing, inflicting physical violence and killing
people they suspected ofbein'g "Junta" and RUF collaborators.

2.
Factual Analysis
a)
Phase 1: 1991 - 1993
RUF /NPFL forces entered the District in April 1991 through Malen Chiefdom (pujehun District) in
the south-west of Bo District. These forces arrived first in Bagbo Chiefdom., where they scattered
throughout April, May and June. They reached Lugbu Chiefdom in June, where they stayed for
some months before being repelled by SLA forces.
On or around 24 April 1991, RUF/NPFL forces coming from the RUF base in Malen Chiefdom
(Pujehun District) known as "Kuwait" arrived in the headquarter town of Jimi (in the east of Bagbo
Chiefdom), 42 miles south-west of Bo. The RUF /NPFL forces fIred their weapons llJ65 and gathered
the people of the town for a meeting in the Court Barrie. At this meeting, they identified themselves
as fighters from Liberia, trained in Burkina Faso and fIghting for their leader to liberate the people
of Sierra Leone. The RUF /NPFL forces gave the people of the village palm fronds as symbols of
the revolution 1l16(, and warned them that if they ran, they would be deemed an "enemy" and shot.
They took all the Paramount Chiefs belongings, including his car, claiming he was an "APC chief'.
\Xlhile there are no reported fatalities, they abducted the Paramount Chiefs staff and recruited some
82 people, including young children]1I67
The RUF /NPFL forces remained in Jimi for approximately one week, after wh.ich the forces split
into three groups. One group remained in Jirni and the second group headed north w_est towards
Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom). On the way, at Maru Junction (Bagbo Chiefdom), this group split into
two, \vith one group continuing on their way to Sumbuya and another group heading south for Bum
Chiefdom in Bonthe District. The third group headed north-east in a push towards Niagorihun,
passing successively through Limba and Levuma. Niagorihun occupies the strategic position of
The RUF /NPFL forces were armed with mortar bombs, AK47 rifles, Berettas, UV1G, GPMG and grenades.
Palm fronds and leaves were considered to be a symbol of the SLPP (Sierra Leone People' Party), the
opponent to the then :'ePC regime of] .S. 1\lomoh. Reports from Kenema also mentioned RUF /NPFL forces
cotning to the District wirh palm leaves round their wrists.
111(,7 No mention is made of what happened to the staff of the Chief nor whether they were included in the 82
people abducted at this time.
111(,5
111(,(,
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junction town on the road leading to Sumbuya, the commercial centre and headquarter town of
Lugbu Chiefdom, and the road coming from JitTU, from where movement between the north-east to
the south-west could be controlled.
The second group, who went to Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom), stopped at Mani Junction in Momajoe
on the way, where they encamped all the civilians at Lavekee compound and conscripted 85 boys
and girls. In their address to the people, they made it clear that nobody should run in their presence
or they would be classed as an "enemy" and would be shot on sight. Furthermore, the RUF /NPFL
stated that they came more for the Fullahs and the Lebanese, who - according to them - contributed
to the suffering of the masses. 1116H Thus, one Fullah businessman was tied to a stick and people were
told to guard him until their return, under threat of indiscritrinate killing in the area if anyone let
h.im go.
Before leaving, they warned the population to have livestock ready for them when they passed
through on their way back. They then split into two groups and left, one group going towards
Bonthe District and the other continuing on their way to Sumbuya. Near Sumbuya, one young man
was shot because he started running away when he saw the forces cOlring. One Lebanese
businessman was killed at the wharf, another one was shot dead for refusing to open his store and
four Lebanese people were abducted. The RUF/NPFL commander ordered his forces to take
property from the town, including hundreds of bags of rice, many bags of onions, sugar and other
items, including velucles. 1\11 the property was taken back to Jilri by the young boys and girls who
had been abducted when they had ftrst arrived, some of whom were taken for training.
On their way back, the RUF /NPFL forces stopped in Momajoe and brought the man who had been
tied up Slnce they left before the assembled town, at which time the commander of the RUF /NPFL
forces shot and killed him. They forced some of the townspeople to bury the body, which had
started to cause panic among the inhabitants. While in Momajoe, the group that had gone to
Bonthe District returned with property, including motorbikes, they had taken from the rice mill at
Torma (Bum Chiefdom). They then left Momajoe and went back to Jimi with the property they had
taken from Sumbuya and from Torma, SOl1'le of which was then taken to the RUF base called
"Kuwait" in Malen Chiefdom (Pujehun District).
The third group, who were heading north-east, continued along the road to Limba, passing through
Manjama on the way, where they burnt down a number of houses. On their arrival in _Litnba, the
RUF /NPFL forces gathered the people of the town for a meeting, in which they introduced
themselves as trained Liberian mercenaries who had come to put down the APC regime. After this
brief meeting, they continued on to Levuma, north of Litnba, and later to Niagorihun Gateway, 7
miles north of Jinu, the meeting point of the main road to Sahn Malen and Sumbuya Lugbu
Chiefdoms.
.
On 12 May 1991, SLA and the United Liberation Movement for Liberia (ULIMO) forces stationed
in Koribondo (in the south of Jiama Bongor Chiefdom) were deployed to Niagorihun to prevent the
IiI(,H The Fullah are one of the ethruc groups from Sierra Leone and were a particular target, as its members were
known to be wealthy businessmen.
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RUF /NPFL forces from taking control of the town, which was successful. The RUF /NPFL forces
made approximately four other attempts to take the town, returning each time to Jimi and passing
through Limba on the way to Niagorihun, but each time -they were repelled by the combined SLA
and ULIMO forces. During the successive battles, both sides suffered heavy fatalities, including one
of the RUF /NPFL commanders,III('9 and houses were burnt down as a result of the shelling. 1II711 After
their final attempt, they went back to Jimi and went on raiding missions in different towns in the
chiefdom, taking what food they could find.
As a result of these battles, SLA and ULIMO forces based in Niagorihun began to move down the
road towards Jimi, first taking control of Levuma and then moving on to Lirnba, where they
established a base. The SLA and ULIMO forces, who were under SLA command, held a town
rneeting in the Court Barrie at which they established a curfew, set restrictions on people's
movements and seized all the weapons in the town. During the following month, the SLA and
ULUvfO forces remained in Limba, from where they undertook covert reconnaissance missions to
establish the extent of the RUF /NPFL strength in Jirni. They also went on food finding missions in
nearby towns, which resulted in some skirmishes between SLA/ULIMO forces and RUF /NPFL
forces.
On or around 1GJune 1991, SLA and ULIMO forces launched a successful offensive with up to 250
troops to retake control of Jirni. During the battle in JiJ.1.U, the SLA and ULIMO forces killed six
civilians who they believed to be "rebel" collaborators. RUF /NPFL forces coming from the
direction of Pujehun District attempted several times to recapture JiJ.ni but were unsuccessful.
During these attempts, at least one house was burnt down as a result of the shelling, but no fatalities
are reported. After they had recaptured Jinu, SLA forces maltreated civilians and hunted RUF
collaborators. A number of people were killed because they were suspected of being "rebel"
collaborators or because they came from "rebel-held" villages, although no investigations appear to
have been held. Civilians who dealt with or hosted any RUF /NPFL forces, whether willingly or
unwillingly, were tied up, beaten, made to look at the sun and, in some instances, killed.
In late June 1991, SLA forces launched a counter-attack to take control of Mano (Bagbo Cluefdom),
which resulted in half of the town being occupied by the SLA forces and the other half of the town
being occupied by the RUF/NPFL forces, although the exact dividing lines are not clear. Civilians in
the town became the VlctimS of both sides as each of the fighting factions accused them of aiding
and abetting the other faction. Thus the SLA forces killed one boy, beat up the Town Chief and
burnt down up to 45 houses. In return, the RUF /NPFL forces burnt down the remaining houses,
killed 15 people and mutilated others HI71 Around tlus time, RUF /NPFL forces also attacked
Sonehun Gola and Mano, west of ]iJ.ni on the way to Momajoe/Mani Junction. In Sonehun Golan,
RUF /NPFL forces killed 10 people and in T\lano, they killed two people and burnt down four
houses.
o

It is reported that there were no civilian fatalities at this time.
It appears that the houses were not deliberately targeted, but were burnt down as an indirect result of the
shelling.
11171 The records report that the people who were mutilated were "taken to Mattru Jong or Eo for treatment",
although it is not clear what this means.
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At the same time, SLA forces passed through Momajoe on the way to Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom),
where they ren-wined for around two weeks, trying to assess the extent of territory controlled by the
RUF/NPFL At the beginning of July 1991, SLA forces regained control of Momajoe/Mani
Junction, and were also established in Kasseh and Sumbuya. Sumbuya was an economic and trading
centre and people were moving south of Sumbuya to buy food and other items, bringing them back
to Sumbuya to trade. However, the SLA commander was uncomfortable with this movement of
people, so people coming to Sumbuya from the south were considered to be "enemies" and were
molested or put in cells for some days. This may in part be due to an incident that occurred on or
around 10 July 1991: a military truck had an accident, which resulted in one SLA member falling off
the truck and accidentally discharging his weapon. This led his companions to think they were under
attack and they fired in the direction the shooting had come from, accidentally killing the soldier on
the ground. The soldiers then fired at the vehicle to make their commander believe they had fallen
into an ambush. Based on this report, the commander declared the zone north of Momajoe an
"enemy zone" and ordered preparations for a full-scale invasion, including the order to shoot
anybody they saw on sight. The following day, the invasion occurred from Golawoma to
Tawamahehu, during which a lot of civilians were wounded, some of whom died in the bush due to
lack of medical care.
d
' d young men 1117?·
. 1073 to
conllnan
er reqUlre
- 111 t h e surroun di ngs 0 f M oma)oe'
O ne wee 1~ 1ater, t11e SLHA
register for a vigilante group. After registration, they formed vigilante groups in the various towns
and were assigned tasks by the SL'\, including building huts, hunting and general cleaning tasks.
Punishments for coming late or failing to do assigned duties included frog jump,1074 rolling, being
forced to lie down and look at the sun and imprisonment for a number of days.

In rnid July 1991, SLA forces required civilians to lead them to Golapo Junction 11J75 following a
RUF jNPFL incursion in Kasseh, south of Momajoe, from Malen Chiefdom (Pujehun District),
during which two people were killed. They met stiff resistance from the RUF jNPFL forces and one
of the SLA soldiers was killed. However, all the civilians escaped safely, as a result of which the SLA
commander imposed more stringent rules on how to deal with civilians. Civilians who had any
connection with RUF jNPFL forces, including mothers of people abducted by the RUF, were all
classed as "rebels" and were treated accordingly. For example, in Mogbon, fIve miles east of
Momajoe, two women were killed by gunshot wound to the vagina because they cooked food for
theu children who had returned from the RUF /NPFL base and failed to surrender to the SLA. One
11172 The ages of these people are not clear; they are variously described as "young men" and "youths", which in the
Sierra Leone context could be anywhere up to mid to late thirties, but probably does not include people under 14.
1117.1 The towns are reported as being lIIomajoe, Golawoma, Mowei, Mossamgbahuo, Nyahgorihun (all north of
tdamoJoe); Temgbeleh, Largo, rVIaniwa, I\1ani, Bo, Tissana, Yegelleh, Fala (all south Momajoe); and Mojemai
Kpongbalia and Golapo, east of Momajoe.
1Ii7~ To "frog jump" or to "pump" is done by fIrst holding on to the earlobes with two hands - the left hand
holding the fight ear lobe and vice versa- after wl11ch the person is required to jump up and down continuously on
their haunches. Tlus form of punisl11TIent was both physically and psychologically painful, because it is a
punishment meted out mostly to children and it is considered shameful for an adult to be made to "pump".
111/) \'X/hile not explicitly stated, it appears that the civilians were used to guide the SL'\ forces through the area
rather than provide them with any sort of protection.
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man was killed because he said that the RUF /NPFL were planning to attack Momajoe. Two boys
who came to Momajoe from Malen Chiefdom (Pujehun District) to buy salt were suspected of being
"rebel" collaborators and were forced to chew their own penises before they were shot and killed. It
is estimated that during this period, up to 48 people were killed by SLA forces because they arrived
in Momajoe from a direction in which RUF /NPFL forces were believed to have bases.
The Distnct remmned under the control of the SLA/ULIMO forces, who engaged the RUF /NPFL
forces from aU flanks, pushing them north-easterly from Surnbuya and south from Jimi through
Pujehun District back into Liberia. At this time, the main SLA base was still in Koribondo Oiama
Bongor Chiefdom) and others had been established in Jirni, Sumbuya and Momajoe. Initially, SLA
forces provided food and medicine to the civilian population, which led to good relations between
them. Over time, however, civilians were forced to build camps for the SLA, were molested and
flogged in public for failing to carry out the cleaning exercise and young girls were sexually harassed.
A court structure was set up by the SLA and civilians were heavily fined for breaches, although it is
not clear what law (if any) was applied in these courts. In November 1991, SLA forces started using
civilians to mine diamonds in Niagorihun, where unidentified armed men killed 20 civilians. 1076
These events led to confusion within the population and to distrust of the SLA. At that time,
civilians began to suspect that SLA soldiers were disguising themselves as RUF fighters and
attacking villages.
During this time, from late 1991 to the end of 1992, the RUF /NPFL made sporadic incursions in
Jimi and Limba (Bagbo Chiefdom) from Malen Chiefdom (pujehun District). They burnt seven
houses in Limba and took away all the cattle in the town. One man was killed by his son in law, a
member of the RUF, and his head was displayed along the road leading to Jirni. In addition, they
launched some attacks in the area around Mana, in which some people were killed. However,
RUF /NPFL forces did not manage to make any significant advances into Bo District and did not
.
11177
reta k'e contra I a f any terntory.
Foreign troopsll17H were based in Gondama (south of Kakua Chiefdom, at the border with Tikonko
and Jiama Bongor Chiefdoms) and in early 1993, an influx of civilians from Pujehun District fleeing
RUF forces came to Gondama through Koribondo on the advice of SLA forces in the District.
Gondama would remain safe until November 1994, when RUF forces launched a major attack on
the town.
In April 1993, RUF forces e.ntered Sembehun, a mining area in Tikonko Chiefdom. The- RUF forces
were not weanng combat uniforms and many people did not realise they were RUF until they begin
firing their weapons. The RUF forces went through houses looking for gold and diamonds and
took many goods from the market place, including clothes and shoes. They then abducted a number
of people to carry the stolen property, although they were not detained and were returned to
Sembehun the same evening.
No further l11fonnation is available on this attack or who the attackers were.
No news was made available on these attacks in the chiefdom (Bagbo) and people soon forgot about them.
]1i7B These troops were either Guinean or Nigerian troops, posted in Sierra Leone in furtherance to bilateral treaties
with Sierra Leone.
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In 1993, RUF forces embarked on road ambushes in Ba;sbo Chiefdom around Jimi, during which
SLA forces and civilians suffered heavy casualties. In December 1993, during a meeting called by the
SLA commander in Jimi to discuss the situation with chiefdom authorities, news broke out that a
conunercial vehicle had been attacked at Basaleh junction in Malen Chiefdom (pujehun District)
between Jimmi Bagbo and Sahn Malen Chiefdoms.
B)
Phase II: Late 1993 to 1995
From February 1994, the Freetown - Bo - Kenema highway was constantly ambushed by RUF and
SLA forces, cutting off food supplies for towns like Bo and Kenema whose population was swollen
by thousands of civilians seeking refuge. Convoy of trucks 1079 leaving Freetown were often
ambushed.
Towards the end of 1993, RUF /NPFL forces regrouped in Malen Chiefdom (pujehun District) and
started launching heavy attacks on Bagbo Chiefdom, starting in Jimi. In addition, in October 1993,
Koribondo was attacked and many civilians moved to Bo Town. As a result of this attack, the
Director of the Gondama camp initiated a self-defence program, selecting youths as vigilantes to run
checkpoints both day and night. By late 1993 or early 1994,1080 SLA forces were to a large extent
dislodged from Jimi, Sumbuya and Momajoe and re-established themselves in Koribondo. This SLA
withdrawal gave room to the RUF /NPFL forces to go through Bagbo Chiefdom into Bonthe
District, where they also pushed out the SLA forces present in Bum Chiefdom and gained access to
Mattru .long and from there the Sierra Rutile mining areas.
Most likely in early 1994,1081 upon receiving news that the war was approaching his chiefdom, the
Regent Chief of Jiama Bongor Chiefdom decided that all the towns and villages of his chiefdom
should mobilise their youths to guard their villages against the assailants. The old hunters were asked
to give their guns to the youths and the youths and local hunters were trained, after permission was
granted from the Resident Minister of Bo. Youths and local hunters from Boama and Bagbe
Chiefdoms also organised themselves in a similar fashion. By June 1994, the training was complete
and 2,800 men composed of youths and local hunters were issued with arms and anununition. 1IJ82
The RUF forces attacked Koribondo in March 1994, as a result of which troops on both sides were
killed and one civilian was caught in the crossfire. At the time of the attack, the SLA had been sent
to the town. Follmving the attack, a troop of Guinean soldiers came as reinforcements for the SLA
forces.

These convoys could be very big, comprising up to 70 vehicles.
This information has to be read in conjunction with the attacks that started in December 1993 in Kenema
Distnct
11181 No date 1S gtven for this meeting, but trall1ing took place i.n 1\pril 1994 as a result of this meeting, so it is likely
these events took place in early 1994
11182 This gathenng of youths did not entail, at tllls time, the process of lllltiation ,"vitl'lin the Kamajor society. This
lIutiation would begin in Bo District in 1995
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In the early rnonths of 1994, villages in different chiefdoms along the border with Kenema District
were attacked by a small number of RUF forces, mainly for food finding purposes. For example,
RUF forces entered Komboya Chiefdom in the north ~f Bo District by crossing the Sewa River
from Kenema District. They arrived in a small village near the town of Gumahun, where the Trade
Fair was situated. The RUF forces then entered Gumahun, apparently with the main intention of
obtaining food, as they only took food items, palm oil, cattle and money. Before leaving, on the
same night they entered, the RUF forces also burnt down three dwelling houses. SLA forces were
stationed at that time at Njala (Komboya Chiefdom), but the RUF made their incursions before
there was time to deploy those forces and, in addition, it is reported that the SLA forces there were
themselves harassing civilians and taking away their food and property.
In 1994, most of the road ambushes were carried out by SLA forces, especially between Niagorihun
and Gnma (Tikonko Chiefdom), during which civilians were killed and their property stolen. These
forces were referred to as "sobels", meaning members of the SLA who had joined forces with the
RUF. The loss of confidence in the SLA, which had begun towards the end of 1991, thus continued
to grow stronger in 1994. People relate that wherever SLA forces deployed to protect a town or a
village, that town or village would be attacked by RUF forces shortly after their arrival. 1lI83 In April
1994, inhabitants of Lugbu Chiefdom who no longer felt safe moved to Koribondo Oiama Bongor
Chiefdom) and Bo Town (Kakua Chiefdom). Thus, the population of Bo Town swelled in 1994 and
food became scarce. 11184
some time in 1993,11185 vigilante groups were established in Wunde Chiefdom (south-east of the
District, at the border with Pujehun District), led by the former Regent Chief. In April 1994, RUF
forces attacked Juhun (\X1unde Chiefdom) twice and each time, people were killed, some houses
were burnt and people were forced to carry the stolen property to Zirnmi, near the border with
Liberia in Pujehun District. Local hunters from Jiama Bongor Chiefdom sent to the border between
Wunde and Jiama Bangor Chiefdoms fought with RUF forces. Four civilians are reported to have
been killed 1n that fight and two houses were burnt down.

f\t

Many villages were attacked in 1994 in \'Vunde Chiefdom, property was taken, houses burnt, people
killed and women raped For example, in early 1994, RUF forces attacked Kambawana, a section
headquarter town with 58 dwelling houses, causing many of the inhabitants to flee into the nearby
bush. RUF forces set fire to the town, completely destroying 30 houses and damaging the remaining
buildings, including by shooting at them. RUF forces killed or abducted most of the_ people who
had remained 111 the village, including young children, and raped the women. 1118C,
In Boama Chiefdom, the youths and local hunters were mobilised in 1994 and established as a
Terntonal Defence Force (TDF) under the command of the chiefdom authorities in the town of
Cross reference to Bombali District, '""here people said the same thing.
It appeared that its population doubled in 1994, rising sharply from 450,000 inhabitants to roughly one million.
11185 No month is given for the formation of the vigilante groups.
1118C, The bodies were left on the ground for some time, as a person who visited the village some time after tills
attack saw a number of skeletons lying on the streets. It is not clear when or where these skeletal remains were
finaUy buned.
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Gerihun. The TDF was divided into two groups, one of which was sent to Jomu village and the
other of which was sent to Kpatbu, both of which are on the border with Jailna Bongor Chiefdom.
These towns were considered strategic points in the defence of Boama Chiefdom from the RUF
forces fighting in Jiama Bongor Chiefdom.
Nevertheless, in IVIay 1994, RUF forces coming from Kenema District, most likely from their base
of Camp Zogoda,IIlH7 continuously attacked villages behind the Sewa River in Boama Chiefdom. In
all these attacks, civilians were killed, women raped, houses burnt, property stolen and people
abducted, including underage children. For example, in Tugbedu, two civilians were killed and four
houses were burnt; in Sandia, one pregnant woman was killed; and in Kpatobu, three young men
were killed, five houses burnt and a lot of property taken. In Keigbai village, one civilian was killed,
women raped, three houses burnt down, property was taken and over 200 people abducted. Also in
May 1994, RUF forces coming from the direction of Mile 30 on the old Koribondo-Blama (Small
Bo Chiefdom, Kenema District) highway attacked Gordi (Jiama Bangor Chiefdom), burnt five
buildings, including the school, and took sheep and goats away with them. No fatalities were
reported at this time.
On hearing that the chiefdom headquarter of Telu (Jiama Bongor Chiefdom) had come under heavy
attack in June 1994, local hunters and youths from Gbaama mobilised themselves and went to Telu.
On their arnval in Telu, they discovered the 70 bodies of local hunters and youths in front of the
1U88
Regent Chief's residence, which was damaged.
Twenty civilians were found dead from bullet
wounds. The survivors of the attack on Telu, including the Regent Chief, fled to Bo, Gerihun and
other places for safety.
Silnilarly to the other chiefdoms at the border with Kenema District, RUF forces first entered Badjia
Chiefdom in mid 1994 mainly to find food. However, these food-finding missions were also
accompanied by the burning of houses and huts and the killing of civilians. In Pendebu, one old
man was shot dead and one hut was set on fue. Each time they came to find food, the RUF forces
"vere very small in number.
In j\ugust 1994, the Town Chief of Geima lUH~ (Jiama Bongor Chiefdom) arrived in Koribondo with
two youths whose hands had been cut off. He reported that RUF forces had attacked Geima,
dumped 40 Clvilians 111 well's, killed nine men, three children and eight women, burnt down 39
houses and forced people to carry their stolen property to Zimmi, which is on the border with
Liberia in Pujehun District.
That same month, RUF forces again attacked Jimi and over 20 civilians were killed and up to 50
were abducted, allegedly being taken away to "Kuwait", the RUF base in Pujehun District. Another
attack took place 111 September, during which an SLA officer was killed. After this incident, the SLA
1I1H7 Camp Zogoda was located in Koya Chiefdom (Kenema District) and was operational throughout 1994-95
before being overrun by SL'\ and K.<'ln1aJors 111 1996. For further information, see Kenema District.
1I1HS It is not clear how the.Regent Cluef's house was damaged or how tile local hunters were killed.
lIIH~ Geima is on the Koribondo-Sumbuya I-:Iighway, the main route from Kenema Disu1ct to Bonthe District
through Bo District.
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intensified their search for RUF collaborators and many civilians were killed by SLA forces on this
basis, including the Town Chief. During this period, up to 190 houses in Jimi were burnt down, with
the exception of the Primary and Secondary Schools; ci~ans were killed; and many young people
were abducted. Cases of rapes are mentioned and it is reported that three girls were raped on the
road between Jimi and Kanga, west of Jimi. Houses were looted and people were injured with
machetes in Mano; there are also reports of amputations at this time.
At the same time, the RUF forces began attacking the towns that had been left by the SLA,
particularly in Niagorehun, Swnbuya, Towamaheahun and Lower and Upper Saama in the west of
Lugbu Chiefdom on the road between Sumbuya and Niagorehun. During these attacks, many
civilians were killed and raped and houses were burnt down. In Sumbuya, over 100 houses were
burnt, including the residence of the Paramount Chief, and over 150 houses were burnt in
Nlagorehun.
In September 1994, RUF forces attacked Momajoe and its environs (Bagbo Chiefdom), meeting
litde resistance from the SLA forces based at Mani Junction. During this attack, one boy and one
local hunter, who had been pointing his gun at the RUF forces, were killed in separate incidents.
Property was taken away froin people and around 20 young men were forced to carry that property
to RUF bases in Malen Chiefdom.
Njala (Komboya Chiefdom in the north of Bo District), which is a hub for the flow of produce such
as palm oil, rice, groundnuts, kola nuts, coffee and cacao during marketing seasons, was attacked in
September 1994. 1U9<1 Five civilians were killed and houses were looted and then burnt down. The
RUF forces attacking the town came from the east, most likely along the road from Kenema District
through Gumahun and Naigolehun. The RUF forces left the town the same day as they had
arrived.lII~J

Also in Septemberll)~2 1994, a large number of RUF forces, most of them dressed in plain clothes
with red headbands and com.manders in uniforms with steel helmets, entered the chiefdom
headquarter town of Ngelehun (Badjia Chiefdom),ln~3 firing heavily. Although no deaths were
reported, many women and children were abducted and forced to carry stolen property. RUF forces
came back later and abducted many more people. In Badjia Chiefdom, few people were killed but
thousands were abducted and forced to join the RUF movement, whereupon many people fled to
Gerihun (Boama Chiefdom). Progressively, the villages and towns of Badjia Chiefdom became
II)~II Njala is at the foot of a steep mountain on top of which there was rumoured to be a RUF establishment called
Bokurr, wlllch was a large training camp and tile sometime residence of the RUF leader. Sounds of helicopters
were heard over the mountain every 1:\vo days during 1995, although the duration when the helicopters were flying
was unspeCIfied
1II~) Indeed, at the same penod, RUF forces had reached Wandor Chiefdom (J<:enema District) that lies at the east
of Komboya Chiefdom.
11m Reports mention two different dates for tlus attack, September and December. Altl10ugh open sources could
not conflllli the date, it is likely that tlus attack took place in the aftermatl1 of the one at Njala (J<:omboya
Cluefdom) 111 September. .
11m The land of BadJla and Komboya Cluefdoms was rich in food and the place was ideal as it is a hilly area, far
from the mall1 road.
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empty, as RUF forces made various incursions and attacks throughout the chiefdom and people
sought refuge in larger towns like Kenema or Bo or in the: bush.
The chiefdom headquarter of Ngarlu (Bagbe Chiefdom) was also attacked by RUF forces,1IJ94 using a
method worth describing in more detail. The RUF assailants gathered the inhabitants in the Court
Barrie and asked the Town Chief to send messages around the farms calling all the people to come
at once. People were forced to sit on the floor with their legs stretched out in front of them. The
RUF members explained to the people that those among them who were in uniforms with helmets
on were Burkina Faso fighters while those in other clothes and red headbands were RUF members.
Under heavy guard, some of them took young women and girls into a house and raped them. As
these rapes were going on, the old people were separated from the youths and other RUF members
searched the houses. After collecting items from the houses, they set the town on fire. One hundred
and fifty youths were told to carry the things they had collected from the houses for the RUF forces.
As it was time for the third Muslim prayer, they fired shots above the heads of the gathered civilians,
dropped young babies and trampled on them and hit screaming children on their heads. Many young
people, including children and teenagers, were abducted during this attack, most likely for
recruitment purposes although their fate remains unknown. People who had escaped to the bush
and returned the follo'wing morning discovered burnt houses, property missing and 25 bodies in the
town aml others in the nearby bushes, including adults, children and babies, whose heads had been
crushed. Ten of the bodies were buried in one grave in the centre of the town, three in another one
and four in a third grave.
Valunia, the northernmost chiefdom in Bo District, was first touched by the conflict in late 1994. In
October, November and December, RUF forces and SLA forces were present for the first time in
the three biggest towns. In early October 1994, SLA forces came by truck to the town of
Baomahun, towards the north in the centre of the chiefdom, from Tekoh Barracks in Makeni
(Bombali District) The SLA forces explained to the population that they had come to search for
RUF forces based in Kangari Hills 11195 in Tonkolili District, from where they believed RUF forces
would make an attack on Valunia Chiefdom. However on their return, very few soldiers were to be
seen on the trucks. At around that time, foreigners who were operating the gold mines left the town,
allegedly pOlsoning the food and drink in their quarters as they believed the SLA forces would be
back to steal their property. Later in October 1994, SLA forces attacked Baomahun, taking a lot of
property from the gold mining quarters and the town in general. The SLA forces spent some time in
the quarters, dnnking what was left by the expatriates who had fled earlier. Trucks loaded with food
and other items were brought to Tekoh Barracks. A few days later, information reached the civilians
that SLA soldiers were found dead in the forest and that wives and children of those SLA members
at Tekoh Barracks were also dead, as a result of the poison the expatriates put in their food and
drinks before lea·vi.ng.

11I~4 TIllS event was descnbed as happelUng 111 ] une 1994 but also as taking place after Njala (Komboya Chiefdom)
and Ngelehun (Badjia Cluefdom) had been attacked, which took place probably in September. Accordingly, this
attack was probably carrieGl out around September.
11195 The Kangari Hills are to be found mainly in Tonkolili District but also lie in Valurua Chiefdom. The RUF base,
however, was located in Tonkolili District.
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Due to the persistent attacks on Bagbe Chiefdom, up to 600 villagers came and settled in Gerihun
(Boama Chiefdom), which also hosted displaced people f;om Komboya and Badjia Chiefdoms after
the attacks on the headquarters towns of Njala and Ngelehun respectively. Following this influx of
civilians, UNH CR established a displaced camp in Gerihun, under the protection of SLA forces and
Special Security Division Police.
In November 1994, RUF forces coming from Camp Zogoda 1U96 in Kenema District attacked
Gerihun twice. Both times, they were repelled but promised that they would not be satisfied until
Gerihun was captured. In June 1995, the RUF forces returned in large numbers, attacking the town
on three sides and retaking control of both the town and the IDP camp. Over 100 displaced people
were killed in the camp either by shooting or by being drowned in the Beibei River. Property was
taken from booths, namely huts made from bushsticks and covered with greenery for shelter, which
were then set on fire. At that time, the SLA forces asked the fleeing civilians to come to their base
for protection as they had sent someone to Bo Town (Kakua Chiefdom) to ask for reinforcements,
although it is not clear whether reinforcements were on the way.
\X1J.lile up to 1,000 civilians went to the base, the whole town including the military base was soon
taken over. \tin The SLA forces withdrew to an unknown destination and more people were killed,
some as a result of RPG firing by RUF forces as they entered the town. Every house in the town
was searched and looted. Over 200 civilians were told to carry the stolen property to the RUF base
at Camp Zogoda in Kenema District. Before leaving the town, the RUF forces set the IDP camp on
fire. Among those people who had to carry the property, few came back and the rest have not been
seen since. Shortly after the RUF forces left, SLA forces returned with reinforcements, firing
indiscriminately. After they arrived, they made the population bury the people who had been killed
by the RUF forces when they had attacked the town.
During the same period, women and cllildren who had left Bagbe, Komboya and Badjia Chiefdoms
were killed on their way to Kenema District.\X1J.1en they had stopped at the clliefdom headquarter of
Boajibu (Simbaru Clliefdom,. Kenema District) and sought shelter in a large house, RUF forces set
the house on fire.ll)~~
Monghere (Valunia Chiefdom), south-west of Baomahun at the junction between the road from
Moamahun and the road from Bare in the north-west of the chiefdom, was attacked in November
1994. RUF forces believed to come from their base in Bokurr raided the town. They took people's
property, in particular domesticated animals such as goats and sheep, before burning down nearly all
the houses in the town. They abducted sorne people, forcing them to carry the stolen property.
These people later escaped. \X1J.llle there were no reported fatalities, a number of people suffered
gunshot wounds.

The camp was mentioned on the ID card found on a dead RUF member.
One key person said that an RUF member advised them to move from the SL\ base to a safer place because
the SL\ forces were "fooling" people and were fighting together with the RUF.
1I1~~ No further infonnation could be obtained on this event, which was not mentioned in relation to Kenema
District
111')(,

]lIn
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In December 1994, RUF forces attacked the town of Mandu, towards the south of Valunia
Chiefdom along the road from Monghere. RUF forcesj;et fIre to all the houses in the town, took
property, including food and valuables, and forced civilians to carry the property they had taken. The
civilians were later released after the RUF forces had reached villages allegedly near their bases. SLA
forces based at Grima junction,1II99 north of Mandu along the road to Monhere, arrived in the town
after the RUF forces had left the town and some of them also took property belonging to civilians,
although others assisted in putting out the fIres in the town.
j-\.nother example of the attacks on \\lunde Chiefdom in 1994 is the assault on Niagorehun in the
south of the chiefdom, which was attacked by RUF forces in December 1994. Windows and doors
of the houses were broken, houses ransacked and people forced to carry their property; people who
refused were shot on the spot. Young girls were raped and young boys, most of them below 10 years
old, were abducted. Many civilians were killed, such as one pregnant woman who refused to have
sex with one of the fIghters ..
Later, towards the end of 1994 and the beginning of 1995, RUF forces came back to Bagbe
Chiefdom, this time arriving from the south. Given the location of Ngarlu at a junction, RUF forces
planned to establish a base there. They drove the people out of the chiefdom by burning the main
towns like Madina, Gibina, Blama, Kpetewoma, Kpakoh and Mano. Prorninent people were also
killed, including a schoolteacher of Blama who refused to be a teacher for their forces. Some people
went into hiding and others went to Bo Town or Kenema Town (Nongowa Chiefdom, Kenema
District). Their arrival in Bo corresponded with the initiation of Kamajors starting in 1995.
Benduma (in the south of Bagbe Chiefdom) was overcrowded with civilians fleeing from the Sewa
River, where RUF forces were settled; from the headquarter town of Ngarlu; and from Komboya
Chiefdom. Villages in the area were surrounded by RUF forces and attacks were always imminent.
In December 1994, fIve people were instantly shot dead by RUF forces arriving in Benduma. During
the same visit, they raped women, stole property and forced young men to carry that property to the
RUF base in Ngallu. Benduma was of interest as it was rich in food and animals. Benduma was also
the largest town in the chiefdom, where the Paramount Chief lived.
However, the most striking wave of attacks that affected Bo District as a whole is the one that took
place in December 1994 with the attack on the Gondama IDP camp, followed by attacks on the
main towns in the centre of the District during the Christmas week.
In December 1994, RUF forces attacked Gondama camp, south of Kakua Chiefdom]1IJ1) The attack
on Gondama Camp, where thousands of people from Pujehun and Bo Districts had found refuge,
11199 Note that while the records refer to it as "Grima junction" and "Grima town", the UNHCR maps have it
nalned "Gell11a".
111)1) It has to be noted that there is little lllformation for Kakua, Tikonko and Bumpe Chiefdoms from 1993 to
1995, as almost all the civilians at that tUne were living either in the bushes or in displaced camps, such as
Gondama camp. For example, the only lllformation about Kakua Chiefdom, dunng this tUne, besides the
December 1994 attacks, is that in July 1995, SL"\ forces and local hunters launched successful attacks on RUF
forces 111 Kakua Chiefdom, resulting in the death of many RUF fighters.
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was a shock for the population. At the time of the attack, on 24 December 1994, only a few
ECOMOG troops were posted at Gondama,1101 whers an estimated 80,000 people had sought
refuge. Between 200 and 400 civilians were killed, either by drowning in the Sewa River or as a result
of bullet wounds. ECOMOG troops repelled the RUF forces about one week later and the camp
was transferred temporarily to Bo Town. During this time, both RUF and SLA forces raided the
camp, taking property that had been left behind. In January 1995, the camp was declared safe 11U2
and people were asked to come back, which they did. Nevertheless, throughout 1995 the situation
was difficult, as RUF forces had blocked the main highway between Bo and Freetown, thereby
cutting off a main route for the supply of food. People died on a daily basis from malnutrition and
cholera broke out; some relief was provided when the route was reopened in October 1995.
After their attack on Gondama, RUF forces then moved on to make their first attack on Tikonko
Town (Tikonko Chiefdom) on 25 December 1994, arriving at around 3.00 pm, killing many civilians
and burning and looting many houses. At the same time, other villages in the chiefdom were also
attacked. At Sengema riverside, one young man was killed and another was shot in the leg. Civilians
fled in large number to Mattru on the Rail (Tikonko Chiefdom),1103 intensifying the panic in the
town.
On 26 December 1994, RUF forces attacked Mattru on the Rail (Tikonko Chiefdom) in the
afternoon, mutilating civilians' arms and legs. The RUF then opened sporadic gunfire on the
civilians, killing many people, looting their property and burning down their houses. They also
abducted civilian youths who they conscripted into the RUF forces. In the morning before this
attack, 40 fully armed men wearing military uniforms entered the town, claiming to be Government
forces corning to protect Mattru on the Rail. However, when RUF forces who identified themselves
to the civilians as such attacked the town, these Goverrunent forces were nowhere to be found.
Bo Town was attacked on 27 December 1994 for the flrst time by RUF forces passing through the
New London quarter. Prior to this attack, fleeing civilians from Mattru on the Rail and Tikonko
Town had told residents of Bo Town that the RUF were bent on attacking Bo Town. The
authorities of the town organised youths to erect checkpoints, which were controlled by these
youths as a precautionary move in the event of an RUF attack. Thus, the youths who had mobilised
themselves repelled the RUF forces out of the town. Few civilians were killed, few houses burnt and
few youths abducted during this attack.
Bumpeh Town (Bumpeh Chiefdom), 111 the far west of Bo District, was attacked three times
between December 1994 and June 1995. RUF forces corning from the north of Bumpeh attacked
the town for the first time in DecelTlber 1994, probably during the same wave of attacks against Bo
Town, Tikonko Town and Mattru on the Rail. During this attack, few houses were burnt and some
property was taken. Some girls were raped and people were abducted. The Regent Chief from
11111 It appears that on 22 December, the ECOj\fOG troops were ordered to go to Bo to provide security for a
carnival that was planned, leaving only 11 soldiers in the camp.
lliJ2 It is not clear who declared the camp to be safe, but ECOMOG continued to provide protection at the camp,
so it is possible it was ECOlvl0G.
11(1) /\.s opposed to lvfattru on the] ong, ,"vhich is 111 Bonthe District.
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Mattru Jong tned to lude from the RUF forces in the Tabal River, but accidentally drowned. As had
happened in Mattru on the Rail prior to the RUF attack,-forces claimed to be SLA forces had come
to the town, asserting they were waiting for reinforcements following the previous attacks on
Tikonko, Mattru on the Rail and Bo Town. However, when the RUF forces entered the town, those
forces were nowhere to be found.
The attack on these major towns in the District was perceived by the population as an indication
that the RUF were now a strong force not only in the eastern and northern parts of the country but
also in the Southern Province of Sierra Leone. 11ll4
Gbo, Selenga and Niawa Lenga Chiefdoms, north of Kakua Chiefdom, were not affected by the war
before 1995, follO\ving the wave of attacks on Gondama, Bo and Tikonko Town in December 1994.
In January 1995, RUF forces reached Gbo Chiefdom through Bumpeh Cluefdom. The first village
they attacked was Nagbana, on 3 January, killing people, raping women and taking away cattle. On
hearing that they were approaching the headquarter town of Baiama, the Paramount Chief reported
the threat to the SLA's Bo Brigade Headquarter. However, no action was taken by the SLA to
prevent the attack on Baiama, which took place on 4 January 1995. People were gathered in the
Court Barrie, beaten and kicked by the RUF forces. Six people were killed, houses looted, cattle
taken and over 20 houses were burnt. On the same day, Mokeilendeh was also attacked. Confusion
arose in the nund of the civilians since uluformed men came to Baiama on 6 January 1995 telling
people they were Goverrunent forces but, shortly after, left the town. People did not know to wluch
government they were belonging, particularly because the RUF was now calling itself a
"Governlnent".
RUF forces attacked Baiama' a second time on 8 January 1995, killed people, burnt some houses and
abducted some people who were released shortly after. After the attack, SLA forces came from Bo
to Baiama, after the Paramount Cluef made another appeal to the SLA Brigade Commander.
However, these SLA forces, who did not stay long, took all the cattle of the town.
The headquarter town of Dambala (Selenga Cluefdom), about 12 miles north of Bo Town, was also
attacked in January 1995 by RUF forces conung from the direction of Negbenah, which is four miles
east of Dambala. This time as well, SLA forces who were based in the town were nowhere to be
found at the time of the attack. During the attack, RUF forces killed approximately three-people and
burnt down up to 110 houses.
In January 1995, RUF forces attacked the SLA forces based in Grima (Valunia Chiefdom) and
overpO\vered them. Attacks on SL'\ positions were frequent, including on their bases in Mandu and
I\10nghere (Valunia Cll1efdom). Throughout 1995, civilians hiding in the bush were tracked down
either by RUF or SL'\ forces RUF forces were raiding villages and hunting civilians in the bush,
mainly for food. Civilians were maltreated as RUF forces beat them, dripped melted plastic on them,
raped women and, frequently, young girls, and forced people to have sexual intercourse with

11114

"'>.Iso dunng the Christmas week, Kenema Town and Magburaka (Tonkolili District headguarter) were attacked.
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members of their own family. Young people were taken away and some people were killed, such as
one man who was killed so the RUF forces could take his animals. Another incident concerns a
young farmer who had his fingers cut off when the RUF forces discovered he had set traps to get
meat.
Negbema, 16 miles from Bo Town in Niawa Lenga Chiefdom, which adjoins Selenga Chiefdom to
the north-east, was also attacked in January 1995. At the time of the attack, no SLA forces or local
militla were based in the town. RUF forces, as they identified themselves to the civilians,1105 burnt
down houses and abducted young boys. Another attack took place later during the year, probably in
May 1995, during which the RUF forces burnt down more houses, killed some people and abducted
some young girls. In Augu?t 1995, SLA forces came to protect the town. However, according to
civilians, they were more thIeves than liberators as they were taking away all the food from civilians.
The SLA forces took property from civilians in Valunia Chiefdom, including food items and
livestock, claiming it was on orders. They also forced civilians to work for them, including requiring
drivers to carry items for them. Anyone who refused would be punished, often by being verbally
abused or beaten. The only secondary school, in Koyeima, was completely vandalised; the furniture,
steel windows and doors were removed and, for the most part, taken to Bo Town, either to be sold
or to be used by the SLA forces based there. In addition, checkpoints were set up in the town and
operated both by SLA soldiers and by civilians. People were stopped at checkpoints and faced being
"booked", i.e. fined, for failure to carry the correct identity cards, among other things.
l\10majoe and its environs (Bagbo Chiefdom) were again attacked in January 1995 but no mention is
made of casualties at this time. RUF forces deposed all the chiefs and elected new ones, although it
is not clear how these elections took place. The area was divided into two operational zones, with
one command post at Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom) and another post in Momajoe (Bagbo
Chiefdom). Soon after their arrival, RUF forces made civilians work for them, in particular to carry
property taken from one town to another town and to carry wounded RUF members back to their
bases. In addition, RUF forces threw Clvilians out of their houses so that the forces could occupy
them and forced civilians to feed them. Salt was the most expensive condilnent, for which people
were killed. No civilian was allowed to eat proper food, which led to the death of children from
malnutrition. i\ny civilian refusing to obey orders from the RUF forces was killed and it is suggested
that rapes also occurred around this tlme 1100 RUF forces remained in control of Momajoe and its
environs for around 9 months, up to the end of 1995.
In 1995, "loyal" 11117 SLA forces began attempting to dislodge RUF forces from Bagbo Chiefdom but
harassed civilians, taking away all the property that was hidden in the bush.

11115 It is reported that the comrnander of the RUF forces who identified them to the civilians was approximately 15
years old.
11110 Key persons talk abou·t marital bomes being "broken up".
11117 "-\t tillS time, the key persons speak of "loyal SL-\ forces", who were believed to be loyal to the Government
and "sobels", who ,vere SL-\ forces believed to be in collusion with the RUF.
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In February 1995, Njala (Komboya Chiefdom) was attacked for the second time by RUF forces
using a bypass route through Kundorma and Pelewahun rather than the route through Gumahun
and Naiagolehun. SLA forces were based in Njala but were overpowered. Some civilians were killed
and others were forced to carry property that was taken from the town. Those who were abducted
travelled to Kpelewama rlalunia Chiefdom), where the RUF had a settlement and then moved to
Kpetema, which is located near their main base, Bokurr, in Valunia Chiefdom. On their way to the
base, civilians who were unable to keep up were shot dead and some women were raped. In
Kpelewama, the RUF forces opened fIre, killing one woman and her child before cutting her head
off. lifter they arrived in Kpetema, all the remaining civilians were released, allegedly because RUF
forces clid not authorise civilians to come to their base.
During the RUF attack on Njala, the conul1ander in charge of the SLA forces was killed by one of
his subordinates, allegedly because he was a "loyal" SLA member. After the death of this
commander, SLA forces relocated to Mendewa, three miles outside of Njala. From there, they
occasionally returned to Njala, stealing property from the people of Njala and surrounding areas. In
one incident, SLA forces came to Njala with a truck, opened fIre as they entered and loaded their
truck with food and non-food items. The SLA forces were at this time using the word "clearing" to
refer to the taking of property in the town.
Since the SLA forces had completely left Njala, the RUF forces used this road to travel from the
East to the \\1est up to Gbaama and back. On their way, they were harassing civilians, taking food
and forcing them to carry it·for the RUF forces to their base at Bokurr, on top of the mountain near
Njala.
Thus, starting in 1994 up to 1995, the whole of Komboya Chiefdom was affected by both RUF and
SLA activities. Civilians living in the bushes in sorkoihun 1108 were chased by RUF forces for food.
Civilians were also killed for various reasons during this period, including for failing to show the
RUF forces where other civilians were hiding. In other incidents, a man was amputated between
Bauya and Tibor, seven houses were burnt down in Tibor and four civilians were killed at Talla II. 11U9
In 1995, RUF forces coming mainly from Bumpeh and Lugbu Chiefdoms were attacking villages
and sorkoihun in Tikonko Chiefdom. Property was taken, houses burnt, civilians killed and young
people abducted. At \\1otebehun, north of Baoma in the south-west of Tikonko Chiefdom, three
men and two women were shot and killed, sheep belonging to a clllef were taken away and some
houses were burnt. lit Yegensa, one man was killed and his body tied to a tree. At Buewama, people
were killed and houses and a mosque were burnt. At Kassama, two and a half miles from Baoma,
RUF forces killed two people, which the SLA forces based there made no attempt to stop. In June
1995 at Baoma, which is on the Sewa River in the south-west of Tikonko chiefdom, RUF forces
entered the town from the direction of Kassama (to the north of Baoma) and stayed there for two
days. RUF forces threw some people into the Sewa River, where some drowned, and killed many
others.

1108
1 }(19

This refers to hiding places in the bushes, also spelled "sorquehun".
No further details are available on any of these incidents.
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The same scenario was repeated in many places in 1995, including Buewama, Kassama, Sembehun
Tabema, Benehun, Shengema and Mano Bembehteh, wl;llch are all in the south of the chiefdom, and
Dodo, Faikundor, Foidu, Samie Tabaima, which are all around Tikonko Town. In all of these
attacks, many young men and women were abducted, including people who were underage. Civilians
identified the assailants as RUF forces, dressed in jeans and t-shirts and some having red pieces of
cloth tied around their heads.
From March to June 1995, SLA forces were deployed in Dodo (Tikonko Chiefdom). However,
these forces harassed civilians, molested them, took their property and killed alleged "rebel"
collaborators. On one occasion, they cut off the head of a suspected collaborator, put it on a stick
and went to every house asking for some money as a sign of appreciation for their job. Tikonko
Town itself was attacked for the second time in June 1995 but civilians had already fled the town.
Dodo was also attacked by RUF forces in June 1995. People were shot and killed, among them the
Town Chiefs son, and some were seriously wounded with knives. All of Dodo, except the mosque
and a few houses, was burnt.
The second attack on Bumpeh Town (Bumpeh Chiefdom) took place between March and April
1995, with the third one occurring in June. The March attack on Bumpeh was part of a massive RUF
operation in the chiefdom allegedly in retaliation for the killing of RUF members by SLA forces in
the Sierra Rutile l'vlining area in nearby Moyamba District. The attacks on different villages in the
chiefdom left over 100 civilians dead within a few days.ll10 During the third attack on Bumpeh
Town, many people were abducted, at which time civilians were told that the RUF needed more
people to be trained. In addition, a lot of people were killed, more people were tortured, some had
their hands amputated and young girls and women were raped. Some people were burnt alive in a
house 1111
Starting in .J uly 1995, SLA forces regained control over the area and the surrounding chiefdom of
Tikonko during a massive "lTlOpping up" operation ll12 During their operation in Bumpeh Town in
early July 1995, SLA forces claimed to have killed a lot of RUF members but no other source of
information could confmTI the fatalities. However, it is clear l113 that from July 1995, SLA forces
retook control of a large area south of Bo Town, inflicting serious defeats on the RUF for the fust
time since the start of the second phase of the conflict. I 114
However, SLA control over an area never guaranteed the absence of RUF attacks, which were often
carried out by pockets of forces disseminated in various areas. For example, Yengema was attacked

26 :\pril1995.
The precise figures of the casualties could not be obtained.
III:' I t was not, however, totally clear when those SL\ forces first arnved in the town as there are suggestions that
some SL-\ members were already deployed at the time of the third attack.
1113 "\mnesty International Report, "Sierra Leone - Human Rights abuses in a war against civilians - 13 September
1995".
1114 Tlus military vIctory has to be read in conjunction with the recent military training the SLA received from the
Executlve Outcomes, the South :\frican mercenary company contracted by the Sierra Leonean Government.
Sunilar "mopping up" operations were carried out in rvloyamba District and, shortly after, in Bonthe District.
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in September and 60 civilians were put in five houses that were set on fire; in addition, RUF forces
killed a lot of civilians at Serabu. However, after these/last attacks, Bumpeh Town and the entire
chiefdom were free from an RUF presence. That same month, SLA forces who had gone to repel
RUF forces in other town in the chiefdom, namely Kpakema and Serabel, returned with seven
captured RUF members 1llS These RUF members were paraded in Bo Town before they were killed
and burnt in front of the NPRC Secretariat, which was witnessed by a large crowd. The bridge in
Bumpeh Town divided the town in two distinct living areas, one being for the civilians and the other
one for the SLA forces. Shortly after, the SLA commander exhorted civilians to come out of the
bushes.
In July 1995, RUF forces coming from Simbaru Chiefdom (Kenema District) launched attacks on
Badjla, Bagbe and Komboya Chiefdoms, where over 40 towns and villages were destroyed and, in
total, 50 crvilians were killed. The armed men who carried out the attacks were dressed in full
military uniforms.
The following month, panic broke out in Gondama IDP camp (Kakua Chiefdom) as people feared
another RUF attack was taking place. People were running around the camp and during the
confusion, ECOMOG forces fired a heavy weapon, which resulted in the death of eight civilians.
ULIMO soldiers came as reinforcements from Bo Town and on their way to Gondama, arrested
two boys who they believed were former RUF members. The two boys were killed immediately, one
of them having his genital organ cut off before being killed and the other one being beaten and tied
up. Both were thrown into the Sewa River.
A second attack on Dambala (Selenga Chiefdom) took place in August 1995 but unlike the first one,
SLA forces fought the RUF forces and repelled them. Up to 30 people, identi-fied as "strangers"
passing through the village on their way to Bo, were killed during this attack, possibly by SLA forces
at checkpoints, and were buried in a mass grave. Another attack took place in the nearby village of
Joru, four miles from Dambala, but this time, RUF forces did not use their weapons. Rather, they hit
people on their heads with stones until they died, claiming they were doing it to save their
anU11Unition. RUF forces also burnt down up to 20 houses during this attack.
By the middle of 1995, the situation in Bo District was divided in two: while SLA forces had retaken
control of a large area 111 tl~e west of the District, minimising RUF acti·vities in that area, the large
eastern area was still severely affected by RUF incursions carried out mainly from other Districts.
c)
Phase III: Late 1995 to 1997 and beyond ll1 ('
The initiation of Kamajors began in mid to late 1995; rapidly, all the chiefdoms had their own
Kamajors. They were initially armed with single barrel guns, sticks and spears. 1117 Furthermore,

It seems that the SL". forces recaptured those towns.
Little information was available on events in 1998 to 2001, because the District was under Kamajor control
and no further RUF /"".FRC attacks were reponed.
1117 It should be noted that compared to other Districts in the South, the records reveal little information on CDF
aC!lVities,111 particular on atrocities they may have committed. It is unclear whether tlus meant that fewer violations
I
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except in Bagbo and Lugbu Chiefdoms and a camp in Valunia Chiefdom, it should be noted that
RUF forces did not have bases in Bo District where, unlike other Districts in the south, they were
entering sporadically from other Districts.
In mid to late 1995, the idea of initiation came up in Bumpeh Chiefdom l118 and people were sent to
Bo Town for that purpose. l\fter their initiation, lCamajors went back to Bumpeh Chiefdom, in the
far west of Bo District, where they worked for some time hand-in-hand with SLA forces based in
Bumpeh Town. \X7lUle sent by the SLA commander to get some food in Nyayahun, north of
Bumpeh Town, Kamajors came under fue. The identity of the men attacking the Kamajors proved
to be SLA forces who had started developing a camp called "Bulkoh" with RUF forces near
Nyayahun. Kamajors examining the bodies found the ID card, boots and uniform of an SLA
commander who had sent them. On their return to Bumpeh, the SLA commander denied that the
armed men were his men, which led the Kamajors to decide to join with more Kamajors to attack
the camp.
During the second half of 1995, at the time the Kamajor initiation ceremonies were introduced in
the District, towns and villages in Tikonko Chiefdom sent men to be initiated 1119 During the fIrst
round of initiations in 1995, only people above 15 were initiated, but this changed later, although no
date is specifIed. Tikonko Chiefdom soon came under the control of the Kamajors.
In late 1995, as the RUF forces were spreading throughout Jiama Bongor Chiefdom, the elders of
the chiefdom sought the Regent Chief's permission to initiate people into the Kamajor society. After
permission and full support was granted by the Regent Chief, one person was sent to the village of
Tihun (Bonthe District) to contact the Kamajor's High Priest Initiator. On arriving in the
headguarters of TeIlu, the High Priest Initiator reguested that the Gondama- Tellu road be brushed
for security, to prevent any RUF incursion. However, one young man who had returned to his
village to look for food had his left hand cut off when he came across some RUF forces at Nagbena,
two miles from Tellu.
In late 1995, RUF forces left Njala Town (Komboya Chiefdom) for their main base on the
mountain near Njala. Knowing that there were no SLA forces stationed in Njala at that time, RUF
forces regularly used the road to travel from the east end through Gumahu and Korkortie to the
west end at Gbaama and back.
As KamaJor operations were spreading in Bonthe and Pujehun Districts, dislodged RUF forces from
those Districts joined their companions in Bagbo Chiefdom, primarily in Momajoe, Sumbuya and
Kissahoi, 4 m.i.les from Momajoe. In December 1995 in Kissahoi, RUF forces brought with them
over 300 civilians, who had been forced to carry property for the RUF. The regrouped forces
launched a massive attack on civilians in December and over 700 civilians were captured in different
villages, including Momajoe, Maniwa, Mani-Bo and Tissana. All those abductees were taken to
were committed or whether violations were cOlrunitted and we lack information, as people are reluctant to talk on
this.
1118 The llutiation ceremonies started 111 Bonthe District.
1119 No more details could be obtained on the place where this initiation took place.
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Madoko (Bagbo Chiefdom) before being divided into groups and taken to different locations in Bo
and Pujehun Districts, depending on their origin. The f8,te of these people is as yet unknown.

Events in 1996
After 1995, most of the population had fled Bagbe Chiefdom, which is north-east of Bo Town.
There were instances of RUF incursions, such as one in early 1996, when RUF forces attacked
Benduma (Bagbe Chiefdom), one of the largest towns in the chiefdom where the Paramount Chief
resides.
The young RUF forces, who were described as "uncontrollable", started firing
indiscnminately, killing a member of their own forces, whose body they cut into pieces and ate,
wIllie some drank the blood.
As in other chiefdoms, Valunia Chiefdom had its own Kamajors initiated in Bo Town by the Deputy
Initiator sometime before 1996. 112(1 \X'hen they returned to their chiefdom in 1996, the Kamajors
successfully repelled RUF forces from their Camp Kokahun, which was near the towns of Sengina
and Yamandu, close to the border with Moyamba District. The Kamajors seized arms and
ammunition, including machine guns, and freed some civilians who were being held captive at the
base. A.t that time, SLA forces were removed from the chiefdom allegedly because of controversy
surrounding the fact that their attire and weapons were sinUlar to those of the RUF forces.
In early 1996, young men of Komboya Chiefdom were initiated in Bo-Messima and came back to
settle in N;ala. They successfully repelled the RUF forces from the chiefdom. 112J A t this time, the
hunting of alleged RUF collaborators began and those suspected were seriously beaten, tied up and
forced to sit under the sun. Anybody who had stayed in the towns during RUF attacks was
suspected of being a collaborator. One person, who the RUF forces had appointed Town
Commander, was undressed, tied up and severely beaten before being released. Freedom of
movement was restricted and passes were required from civwans before they were allowed to move
from one place to another. /'>.ny civilian failing to show such a pass at checkpoints could be
suspected of being a "rebel" or a "rebel" collaborator and be treated accordingly.
Kamajors from Bonthe District entered Bagbo Chiefdom through Fola, south of Momajoe, in early
1996, \vhere they established their first base. In order to repel RUF forces still based in Momajoe, it
was deClded that every town should nominate four "gallaflt" men to be initiated. Those men,
numbenng up to 200 from the entire chiefdom, were taken to Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom (Bonthe
District), where the Kamajor's High Priest Initiator initiated them in February 1996.
However, RUF forces were still active in the area and in April 1996, they launched attacks on a
number of towns in the environs of Momajoe that the Kamajors were unable to withstand. f\
number of civilians were killed and others were wounded during these attacks. In a separate incident,
RUF forces killed three men accused of collaboration with Kamajors in Momajoe and displayed
their heads at checkpoints. Civilians continued to suffer from the R UF presence in this area by

No further information 1S available on the exact dates.
There is little 1l1formation available on how the Kamajors managed to fight off tlle RUF forces, including
1l1f01watJon relating to the number of battles, casualtJes, damage to property and so on.
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having their property taken away, being denied food, being thrown out of their houses and married
women were not allO\:ved to sleep \,Vlth their husbands. /
Later, but probably still in i\pril 1996, the newly initiated Kamajors took control of Momajoe and its
environs I122 As a result of tbis, RUF forces moved to Bendu (Malen Chiefdom, Pujehun District),
taking a large number of civilians with them. It appears that these civilians were later rescued
sometime in April 1996 by Kamajors from Pujehun District and taken to a town near Momajoe.
The Kamajors brought a large amount of stolen property they had found during their attack in
Bendu w1th them to Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom). Probably as a result of this, RUF forces attacked
Sumbuya for the third time towards the end of April 1996. It was during this attack that Sumbuya
was destroyed and many houses were burnt down.
The last attacks by RUF forces on Bagbo Chiefdom took place in May 1996, in the area surrounding
I\fomaJoe, during which houses were burnt down and two people were killed in Yegelleh. After this,
the Kamajors controlled Lugbu Chiefdom, in particular the Sumbuya axis, from where the roads
lead up to Bumpeh Cl-uefdom, to Jiama Bongor Cl-uefdom and on to Kenema District and down
through Bagbo Chiefdom to Pujehun District.
lifter the attack on Gerihun in 1995 in Baoma Chiefdom, adjoining Badija and Bagbe Cl-uefdoms to
the south, RUF forces were still occupying some villages across the Sewa River from Gerihun. In
some of these villages, people had to live with those forces, working for them and women were
forcefully taken. As a result of tlus, in April 1996, 200 men were ilutiated into the CDF. However,
their relationship with SLA forces still based in Gerihun was not friendly and problems began to
arise between the nvo forces. 1123
In April 1996, a group of well-arn:led people corning from the direction of Kori Cluefdom
(Moyamba District) arrived in Baiama (Gbo Chiefdom). These men, whose identity is unknown,
introduced themselves as SLA forces, but left the town in the evening to an unknown destination.
J'\fter this, the Paramount Chief called a meeting to ask the townspeople to provide young men for
initiation into the Kamajor society, which they did. A couple of weeks later, in late April 1996, the
senior officer 111 charge of the SLA Brigade in Bo came to Baiama \vith 90 men, of whom 20
remained in the town and the other 70 went out on patrol. In early May 1996, unidentified
uniformed men attacked BaialTta and a number of houses were set on fire. The Kamajors stationed
in Baiama believed the attack was perpetrated by SLA forces so there was no SLA presence in town
until later in the month, when another SLA battalion was established in Baiama and began working
together "'1th the Kamajors.
Probably in early 1996,]124 the Kamajors from Bumpeh Chiefdom attacked the RUF ISLA 1125 canlp
called "Bulkoh". They killed up to 200 men, presumed to be both SLA and RUF forces. Some men
No further l11formation is available.
1123 No further information is available
1124 The exact date is unclear and could not be confIrmed by open sources.
1125 As mentioned earlier, tlus camp was reportedly composed of both RUF and SLc\ forces
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were shot on the ground and others were hiding 111 the trees, where they were shot, fell into the
Tarba River and drowned. The female commander ",:as killed, her body cut into pieces by the
Kan1a)OrS and cooked in a large pot for the whole day. This was apparently done for retaliatory or
revenge purposes and the wornan was not subsequently eaten. FollO\ving this, Kamajors leaving the
area ofBumpeh for Bo Town (Kakua Chiefdom) were often caught by SLA forces and killed.
Following the attack on "Bulkoh" camp, Kamajors from Bumpeh Chiefdom moved from Bumpeh
to Tikonko, where they established their base. Following an attack by the SLA forces, iliey went
back to Bwnpeh. On their way back to Bumpeh, they discovered villages that had been looted and
burnt by SLA and R UF forces. In these villages, bodies were found with plastic in their eyes and
some people had been amputated. At Serabu, for example, up to 300 buildings were burnt, including
the hospital, and the convent and the A.rchbishop's compound appeared to have been looted.
The main Kan1aJor base in Valunia Chiefdom at that time was in Mandu, which is on the road
leading from TonkoliL District south towards Selenga Chiefdom. "'\fter they successfully repelled the
RUF forces frorn Kokahun', the Kamajor commander decided to initiate more men. To do so, he
asked the seven Section Cluefs to give as many men as they could. It was at this stage that young
boys, described as school-going boys under the age of 18, were also initiated. As their number
increased, they planned to attack Bokurr, the main RUF base in the chiefdom. It is reported that
they undertook this operation together with SLA forces. The Kamajors came back with a quantity of
arms and ammunition and some property previously stolen by RUF forces. After this attack, RUF
forces attacked the Kamajors in all the sections of the chiefdom; anytime there was any threat in one
of the sections, KamaJors from the other sections would come to provide support.
On or around 20 June 1996 at Tellu Qiama Bongor Chiefdom), the High Priest Initiator initiated up
to 800 local hunters and youths into the Kamajor society. After the initiation, the new initiates were
asked to return to their towns and villages to work for the protection of their towns and villages and
for the chiefdom as a whole.
In July 1996, armed rnen attacked Tellu in large numbers, some dressed in complete military uniform
and fully armed, while some were carrying two rifles, one in their hands and the other one slung
across their backs. Some KamaJors were killed, as was the Fullah headman of Jiama Bongor
Chiefdom. The Kamajor initiation site and some houses were burnt. Some Kamajors went to meet
the advancing "rebels" - as described by civilians - and fought them near Gordie. The_ armed men
were overpowered and the Kama)ors came back with three heads, weapons and military uniforms.
From what was found on the bodies, it appeared that most of them were military officers from the
SLA BattaLon deployed in Koribondo. The CDF National Coordinator was reported to have come
to Gbaama the day after and to have left with some weapons and the military uniforms.
Thus, by the end of 1996, the whole District except Bo and Koribondo, which were controlled by
SL'\ forces, was under CDF control. Clashes occurred many times between Kamajors and SLA
forces at Koribondo and Bo Town. For example, towards the end of October 1996, fighting
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between those 1:\,\'0 forces tG)Ok place in Bo Town and lasted several hours, leaving members of both
sides and civilians dead J 11(,
Evellts 111 1997
RUF forces launched subsequent attacks 111 Selenga Chiefdom in 1997 but each time, the Kamajors
were successful in repelling those forces, with little killing of civilians or destruction of civilian
property or houses.
In 1997, the Paramount Chief of Komboya Chiefdom, who had played an important role in bringing
peace bet'.veen the Kamajors and SLA forces in Bo, was invited together with some Kama)ors to the
Headquarter at Reservation Quarters, Bo Town. On his arrival, SLA forces opened fire, killing the
Paramount Chief, some Kamajors and some ci-vilians.
KamaJors controlled Bagbo and Lugbu Chiefdoms until the arrival of United Nations peacekeepers,
during which time the Kamajors established a court system and assumed the mantle of authority
from chiefs. At the same titTle, they were harassing the civilian population for food and suspected
"rebel" collaborators were chased and killed. In addition, around this time,1127 the Commanders told
the people in Limba (Bagbo Chiefdom) that the CDF National Coordinator had told them that
every town under Kamajor control should contribute three stones of diamond not less than three
carats each to buy weapons.
In Lugbu Chiefdom, about 85% of the male were initiated, some of them becoming initiates to
avoid harassment. It is worth noting that after the Kamajors had taken control of an area, some
people were initiated without the mtention that they would becorne a fighter, in which case the
initiation period was shorter. The general perception of the population and people who were
initiated in this manner was that becoming a member was a protective measure, since people who
were not members of the Ka111a)OrS could be suspected of being a "rebel" collaborator.
By 1997, Kamajors cleared Bagbe Chiefdom of an RUF presence and it appears that the AFRC
regime did not affect Bagbe Chiefdom. In Badjia 1128 and Boama Chiefdoms, the attitude of the
KamaJors is described as having changed to become arrogant and disrespectful towards civilians.

112(, ,-\.FP, 31 October 1996. "-\.ccording to the Sierra Leone Bi-Monthly Information Report No.9, "the fighting in
Bo town on 30 October, 1996 erupted followl11g the acrimonious break-up of a meeting between the Kamajors
and the military at Brigade Headquarters, the purpose of which was to enable the I<.amaJors and the military to
resolve thell differences over Talama", a village west ofBo. Two days earlier, "[ .J it was reported that Kamajors
111 Talama village tried to prevent members of the m.ilitary from looting ZInc roofing sheets from Njala UlUversity
College, 7 miles outSIde Talama In response, the military in Talama detaIned the I<.amajors involved at the local
barracks. On heanng tlus news other I<.amaJors in the area decided to converge on the barracks with a view to
resolving the situation En route, tbese Kamajors were ambushed by soldiers using RPG launchers and suffered
casualties [.. ]."
1127 This date is no t clear.
1128 RUF forces left BadJia Chiefdom, in the north-east of Bo District, in 1996, wluch then remained under the
control of patrolling l<.amaJors. No further details are available as to under what cu·cumstances the RUF forces
departed or any acts committed by the KamaJors in the chiefdom at this time.
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The KamaJors deposed the Chiefs, established their own courts and required people to give them
· t11e I<..amaJors f anns. 1P9
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Once the Kamajors obtained control of Valu11.ia Chiefdom, they operated checkpoints, where they
issued travelling passes for Le 500 per day per traveller, described by the Karnajors as a war effort
for their sustenance. Anybody wanting to move \\rithin this area had to purchase and, when required,
produce such a pass. People who were suspected of being a member of the SLA were subject to
interrogation, in some cases brief, and were punished and sometimes killed. Non-initiated civilians
were required to provide them with food, which led many young adults to join the society. The
Kamajors also took property from people passing through checkpoints. In one instance, one car that
was seized was handed over to the Deputy Initiator, who was residing in Kongombahun in Niawa
Langa \rillage after she had fled Bo Town.
As mentioned, most of the Chiefs were deposed and the Kamajors took over their responsibilities.
Civilians disobeYl11g their orders or complaining about their authority would be punished. People
were put in cages called a "'kuliehun", which was so small that it would not reach the height of a
person's knee. J~ com.mon punishment inflicted was the use of FM rope, namely a nylon rope tied
on two edges of a small stick around a person's hands and tightened. 1130 Thus, in December 2000,
while 111 Bo, a man who declared on the radio that the nomination of the new Regent Chief for
\X!unde was not endorsed by the population was arrested by Kamajors, severely beaten for six days
and threatened to be killed before being released following pressure from a human rights activist.
Other opponents to this nomination were also arrested and taken to CDF headquarters in Bo,
although no further information is available on what happened to them
Fighting between the Kamajors and SUI,. forces began spreading from Libi Junction in Malen
Chiefdom to Bathurst, south of Koribondo, in .L~pril-May 1997. In one incident, SLA soldiers were
captured, although no furth<tr information 1S available on what happened to them after their capture.
During the AFRC regime, RUF /AFRC forces were mainly concentrated in Bo Town (Kakua
Chiefdom) and Koribondo (liama Bongor Chiefdom) and on the highway between Bo and
Koribondo. Dunng this penod, KamaJors attacked Koribondo on several occasions 1131 and
RUF / AFRC forces were driven out during the beginning of 1998.
Shortly after the Coup 111 May 1997, the Kamajors drove the AFRC out of Gerihun (Boama
Chiefdom) and back to Bo Town. However, in June 1997, when Gerihun was attacked by
RUF / AFRC forces, the Kamajors were unable to defend the town as they ran out of ammunition
and up to six civilians were killed, including the Paramount Chief. I\1any houses were burnt down,
111cluding that of the former Vice President of Sierra Leone.

In addition, they tied people up and sometimes killed them, although no further details are available.
Tlus rope was called "FlvI", mea rung "frequency modulation", because once tied WIth this rope, civilians spoke
or confessed.
1131 During an attack that took place in June, eight civilians were killed. However, it could not be ascertained how
those clvilians were killed: http://www.focus-on-sierra-leone.co.uk.
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In June 1997, RUF IAPRC forces attacked ECOMOG troops based at Gondama twice. The flISt
time, the combined forces were not able to challenge th> heavy firepower of the ECOMOG forces.
However, some refugees were killed, some by drowning in the river. During the second attack,
runrung out of ammunition, ECOMOG forces found refuge at the Mil Camp at Gbaama. As
RUF I AFRC forces were controlling all the access roads to Gbaama, the welfare of these ECOMOG
members were at stake, so 11 days after the attack, the local Kamajor commander took the decision
to rescue them using a helicopter. The sounds of helicopter and Jet fighters were heard flying
towards Gbaarna and Kamajors arriving by helicopter landed on the field of the Roman Catholic
School. 1t took them several trips to rescue all the ECOMOG forces and by the end, the school was
completely damaged, apparently by the constant landing and taking off of the helicopter. In
November 1997, RUF/AFRC forces attacked the township of Mamboma, to the north of Jaiama
Bongor Chiefdom along tlJe road from Telu, but were driven out by Kamajors corning frorTl
Gbaama.
RUF I AFRC forces based at Koribondo 1L1 " Oiama Bongor Chiefdom) patrolled the area and attacked
KamaJor positions, killing both Clvilians and Kamajors. In June 1997, they attacked Bendu Oiama
Bongor Chiefdom), a Kamajor base, again killing both KarTlajors and civilians and burning some
houses. 1111 The practice of looting by RUF I AFRC forces was also \.videspread at this time. As the
RUF IAFRC attacks intensified, the Kama)ors of Gbaama, Tikonko and Lugbu Chiefdoms attacked
the RUF IA.FRC base at Koribondo but were unsuccessful.
After IvIay 1997, the Kamajors of Gbo Chiefdom started hunting what they called "Junta
collaborators" and killed sorne people, although it was rnore cornman for them just to pU11lsh
people they suspected of having any contact with the AFRC forces, for example by tying people up
and making them stay out under the sun. The Kamajors also took food from civilians. It was useless
to report these incidents, in particular the taking of food, to the CDF commander, who would reply
by saying that his men were in the right, because they came to protect people]134
A major incident took place in Tikonko Town (Tikonko Chiefdom) at this time. On 10 June 1997,
the KamaJor's Chiefdom Ground Commander received a letter from the High Priest Initiator with
the order to gather all Kamajors in Tikonko Chiefdom at Tikonko Town for the purpose of
partietpating In an attack on RUF I AFRC positions at Bo Town. l\pproximately 200 or 300
KamaJors came from all directions of the chiefdom and two days later, more arrived. During their
short stay, CIvilians were fmced to feed them. These Kamajors engaged in stopping any RUF IAFRC
movement southwards by blocking successfully the Bo-Mattru J ong (Bonthe District) road. 1L15
1112 For the most part, from 1991 to 1997, the SL'\ had a base at Koribondo and controUed the town. \X/hen the
Coup took place 111 ilIay 199 7 , SL'\ forces became members of the /'.FRC and so, 111 general, former SL'\ bases
became RUF /"'\FRC bases
I m One report states that wIllie eight Kamajors, 11 adult civilians and one clllid were killed, after this attack 16
bodies dressed in nllli.tary uniform were found.
11:14 It 1S not clear who had control of the town at tlus point. \X!lllle it appears that the Kamajors were in control, it
IS also sa1d that at this time the CDF had been disbanded and the Kamajors were operating secretly.
11:15 Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situa tron Report 22 July - 4 August 1997. It is, ho\vever, not clear when the
Kama)ors attacked the town, as the reports make no mention of tllls (these) attack(s). However, according to the
SIerra Leone Humamtanan Situatron Repon 23 ,'\ugust - 01 September 1997, fighting continued between
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/\ t this time, RUF /AFRC forces began to disguise themselves as Kamajors and attack towns in
Tikonko Chiefdom. People were able to identify the~ as RUF / AFRC forces because they had
RPGs, AK47s and grenades, whereas the Kamajors were armed with single barrel guns, cutlasses,
sticks and knives. One incident took place on 25 June 1997, with some men dressed in full Kamajor
attire came frorn the direction of Bo, riding Honda motorbikes. This was confusing to the people of
Tikonko, because Kamajors never rode motorbikes and, at the same time, rumours were going
round that RUF /.i\FRC forces were heading for Tikonko Town. Shortly after the arrival of these
men, the sound of RPG fire was heard 111 the town. RUF / AFRC forces entered the town, taking
property and killing people. All those who were trapped in their houses were killed, including 11
people in one house near the market and a woman who was disernbowelled. One of the Kamajors
based in Tikonko Town was beaten and tortured before being killed. Many Kamajors died in the
forest along Lembema Road, north of Tikonko Town. A similar incident occurred in January 1998,
when RUF / .t\FRC forces coming from Bo went to Towama, between Bo and Tikonko towns,
saying it was a Kamajor base. Four CIvilians were killed, up to 25 houses were burnt and property
was taken away. The RUF / AFRC forces went back to Bo and stayed there until ECOMOG forces
arrived.
.l\fter reports had reached the CDF National Coordinator that the Kamajor commander who had
rescued the ECOMOG troops at Gondama (Kakua Chiefdom) was harassing, maiming, ill-treating
and killing civilians, this com.mander was replaced by another one, who became commander for
Jlalna Bongor, Bagbe, Lugbu and Tikonko Chiefdoms. In the \veeks that followed (July 1997), there
was relatiye peace, although the Kamajors began to steal property.
RUF/I\FRC forces again bombarded the ECOMOG position at Gondama on 11 October 1997;
ECOll10G responded by bombing RUF / AFRC positions, using Nigerian warplanes. 113 ('
In December 1997, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Kamajors at Baiama (Gbo Chiefdom). A few days
later, one man and one woman who were suspected of being relatives of an AFRC member were
killed at Baiama Junction and their bodies remained lying there until they decomposed.
Operation "Black December" was declared in December 1997 by the CDF High C01mnand in a bid
to take control of RUF / AFRC positions and was implemented in Boama Ch.iefdom. As part of this
operation, all the 11lghways and roads leading to the villages were blocked, in order to prevent
RUF /i\FRC forces from attack.l11g civilians. Due to this operation, Kamajors became increasingly
dependant on civilians to obtain food and medication, as the supply routes were blocked.
Nevertheless, the operation also successfully prevented RUF/AFRC lTl.ovement and enabled the
CDF to counter-attack the RUF/AFRC forces in Gerihun.
Events in 1998
KamaJors and RUF /"-\FRC forces in tbe soutb of Bo Town, which mal' suggest that fighting already took place
prevIously. Furthermore, H is clear that whatever battle may have taken place ill tbe area between the RUF /J\FRC
and the Kamajors, the RUF /.-\FRC forces were still in control of the town.
!Dr, Sierra Leone Humarutanan Situation Report 1 - 13 October 1997.
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In February 1998, fighting took place between Kamajors and RUF / AFRC forces all over the
Southern Province, which led to the withdrawal of the combined forces. By early 1998, the
Kamajors had regained control of Boama Chiefdom u~til the arrival of ECOMOG forces around
20-22 February 1998. 1137
That same month, two boys came to Koribondo (liama Bongor Chiefdom), their hands covered in
blood. They told the people of Koribondo that Kamajors had shot their hands and that they were
coming to attack Koribondo: indeed, the Kamajors did attack the to\vn on 13 February. During this
attack, two j\FRC soldiers and two Kamajors died. Soon after, the AFRC forces withdrew from
Koribondo, following the ousting of their government from Freetown in February 1998. The
attitude of the Kamajors panicked people, who decided to move to Bo Town, where houses
identified as occupied by Koribondo people were harassed. This situation lasted until ECOMOG
1138
arrived in Bo Town in February or early March 1998.
Around 16-17 February, there was a major battle between RUF /AFRC and ECOMOG forces in Bo
Town;113~ hundreds or'people fled the town. The town was set on fire, massively looted and bodies
were left lying on the streets. RUF / AFRC forces looted three cornmercial banks, destroyed the
telecommunications network and damaged the Bo-Kenema power facility serving the Eastern
Province]I-J;1 Shortly after, around 20 February, ECOMOG troops based at Kenema deployed in the
north and east of the town, areas previously held by Kamajors and then in the town itself, where
1141
Kamajors had been fighting RUF/AFRC forces.
After RUF/AFRC forces had left the town,
youths were searching for RUF / AFRC members and their "collaborators", including people who
were suspected of being Temne] 142 Those suspects who were caught were killed, some hacked to
1143
death and others had tyres put around their neck, which were then set on fue
Furthermore, a
committee created for processing stolen property"discovered a large docksidearea that had been
used to take such goods out of the country".1144

1137 Key persons recogtuse that some atrocities were committed by Kamajors but tried to justify them, saying that
anyway, there was no law or order and that these Kamajors were not trained for war as soldiers but took an11S to
defend democracy. They continued by stating that since most of them were not educated, you could not expect
tbem to observe rules and regulations governing "warriors".
113Slt 1S not clear from the records when ECOIvIOG arrived in Bo Town. However, ECOMOG movements in the
rest of the counu'y, in particular in Port Loko, J'vIoyamba and TonkoWi Districts, as well as theu arrival date in
Kenema Distrlct suggests that ECOlvIOG troops had to be in Bo Town by the very beginning of March at ·the
latest Some contingents of ECOlvIOG forces were however aLready deployed in the District at Gondama (it has to
be remembered that the Gondama Camp S111ce 1993 was placed under the protection of Nigerian troops).
111') Opcn sources revealed that on 16 February, over 10,000 well-armed Kamajors entered the town from three
different directions and "several Junta soldiers and their sympathisers were killed or tried on the spot and handed
over to anti-junta youths for executlon [.. .]": "'1.-,\P, 17 Feblllary 1998.
11411 },FP, 24 February 1998.
1141 .-\FP, 24 February 1998; BBC Online News .-\rchive, 25 February 1998.
1142 The RUF leader was a Temne by tribe whereas the Kamajors were Mende.
114.1 No more 111formation could be obtained on this event.
1144 .-\FP, 24 February 1998.
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On their way out of Bo Town, civilians were thoroughly searched at Kamajor checkpoints. At one
checkpoint on the \vay to I\1anguama, which lies no~th-east of Bo Town, some civilians were
stripped naked, tied up and forced to sit on the ground, suspected of being "Junta" collaborators.
These people were later killed. In another incident on 17 February, civilians corning in a truck were
asked to show their passes at a checkpoint at Baiama junction (Gbo Chiefdom). Those who could
not produce them \\'here put 111to a cell made up of sticks and were beaten.
Kamajor harassment of the civilian population, including physical violence, looting and the burning
of houses, continued thr01;lghout 1998. In one instance in Baiama (Gbo Chiefdom), a woman
suspected of being an AFRC rnember's wife was killed and her body was displayed at the
checkpoint. In the villages where they had found refuge, people were harassed by Kamajors for
food
Around June 1998, a large number of Kamajors attacked Koribondo, looting and burning over 70
houses. Shortly after the town was set ablaze, the CDF National Coordinator came to Koribondo
and held a meeting at the village square, at whjch people of the town were present. During this
meeting, he allegedly thanked the Kamajors but reprimanded them from not having followed his
instructions completely, as he had told the Kamajors not to spare any building except the church,
hospital, mosque and the village square. It appears that tlns attack was partly done in retaliation for
Koribondo people hosting SLA and RUF I AFRC forces. Following this incident, some ECOMOG
troops arrived in Koribondo to investigate the matter and the Kamajor cOl1l1nander together with 20
of his forces were arrested and taken to BO.ll~5
KamaJors went to the south of Kakua Chiefdom to 'villages including Baoma, Segbwema, Adala and
Berehun. On three separate occasions in December 1998, they took people's possessions, including
cars, clothes and other valuable items, as well as any food they could find, including livestock. In
addition, Kamajors targeted people suspected of being collaborators \.vith both SLA and AFRC
soldiers. One example is from the end of 1998, when the Kamajors cL°ew up a list of the 25 "most
wanted" people, who were suspected of having hosted soldiers in their houses. A letter was sent to
Sembehun that Kamajors would attack the town to kill those 25 most wanted people and on the day
they stated, a large group of Kamajorsll~(' came to Sembehun. Although nobody was killed, as the
25 people were nmvhere to be found, a lot of houses were burnt down A short wIllie later, the CDF
commander based at Koribondo, who had control over Sembehun and who led the search in
December, recluired the 25 people to come to Koribondo and pay Le 50,000 each, or they would be
killed. The people did as they were told and then were allowed to leave.
Following the RUF/A.FRC invasion of Freetown in January 1999, negotiations started between the
Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF. A ceasefue was signed 111 May and a peace accord
supposed to mark the end of the conflict and known as the Lome Peace Agreement was signed on 7
July in the Togolese capital. An important part of the accord was that the disarmament,
demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) process was to start within six weeks of its entry into force.
This process, somehow delayed, was formally launched by the President of Sierra Leone on 20
II ~5

II~(,

It IS not clear from tbe records wba t bappened to tbese I<:.amajors after tbey were taken to Bo.
Records relate tbat "thousands" of Kamajors came to Sembehun on tllls day.
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October 1999 during a ceremony at \i./ilberforce Barracks, Freetown and began properly on 4
November. However, despite the calls of the RUF leader and ex-AFRC leader to their troops to
disarm,I:~7 disarmament was implemented at a very slow pace, thus hindering the deployment of
humarutanan aid in the country. The delay of the process was mainly due to the resumed fighting in
1148
the Northern Province and in Kono Districr.
In the meanwhile, the first UN peacekeepers arrived
111 the country and, 111 January, troops from the Ghanaian contingent arrived in Bo Districtl14~
In a bid to foster and enhance the DDR process, sites for new DDR camps were identified around
10 IVlarch 2000, one being loca ted at Gondama (Kakua Chiefdom).1151 However, the disarmament
process \vas stalled in May 2000, following the capture by RUF forces of over 300 UN peacekeepers
in the Northern and Eastern Provinces. The process would be glVen a new start in November 2000
when the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF signed a new ceasefue agreement in Abuja,
Nigena IISI
1

On 31 Januarv 2001, a CDF meeting was convened at the CDF District Headquarters in Bo Town
ln the presence of the UNAMSIL military observers (MILOBs) team for Bo, the resident Minister,
the Deputy Defence I\1inister, the CDF District Administrator and the NCDDR (National
Commisslon for the Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration) representative. At this
meetlng, the problems caused by the CDr: in the District were discussed, including the recent attack
on the NCDDR office, the reorganisation of the CDF and CDF interference in police matters.
During a separate meeting convened by the Deputy Defence Minister, the reorganisation of the
CDF in the District was discussed, rather than its disbanding. 1152
By 31 March 2001, the 14 chiefdoms of the District were declared safe for resettlement, thereby
making the entire Southern Province safe, unlike the North, where humanitarian activities were not
possible in three-quarters of the Prm,ince, and in the East, where the whole of Kono and Kailahun
Districts (except Daru) and six chiefdoms in Kenema District were still considered unsafe. 1153

1147 On 10 January, the RUF leader, the ex-AFRC leader and the Deputy Ivu.1uster of Defence and CDF National
Coorchnator stopped in Eo Town, as part of sensitisation trip on the disannament campaign, aimed at exhorting
combatants, namely ex-}\FRC, RUF and CDF, to chsarm: IRIN West Africa, 10january 2000.
11-18 In ~ovember 1999, only 1,500 combatants had chsalmed out of the estimated total of 45,000 combatants:
111.11" \X!est }, frica, 17 2'Jovember 1999
114') The Ul11ted Nations 1\ 1ission in Sierra Leone (UNA,II'1SIL) was established by Security Council Re-solution 1270
(1999), adopted on 22 October 1999. Si.;, thousand peacekeepers were sent into the country and their number
would 111crease over the coming months, following the security developments in the Northern and Eastern
Provinces.
115il The il11tial camps were located at Port Loko North, Port Loko South, Kenema Town and Daru (K.ailahun
Distrlct) nUN \x/esL"'.fnca, 17 [vlarch 2000
1151 The security situation in the Northern and Eastern Provinces prevailing in 2000 urged the Government of
Sierra Leone to negotiate a ceasefue with the RUF 111 November 2000 On 4 Ivlay 2001, those parties would meet
aga1n111 ."'.buja, Nlgena to review the ceasefu'e Further to the meeting in Ivlay 2001, those parties would hold
monthly tripartite meetings as the Joint Committee on DDR. The fInal meeting took place in. J anuar)' 2002 when
disarmament was declared complete and the war over
]152 UN..I,1\ISIL press briefIng, 31 January 2001.
lIS; Sierra Leone H wnanitanan Situation Report, 11 - 31 Ivlarch 2001.
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Following the meeting in Abuja in rVlay 2001, disarmament was carried out at different dates across
the country. It was scheduled to start 111 Bo District by the end of September 2001 1154 but was briefly
delayed. However, during a symbolic disarmament cererrlOny in Gerihun (Boama Chiefdom) on 20
October 2001, over 80 CDF members disarmed in the presence of the Special Representative of the
Secretary-General (SRSG) in Sierra Leone and were transported to the DDR camp at Gondama,
where the SRSG addressed the now ex-combatants.'155
A t the conclusion of the seventh tripartite meeting of the Joint Committee on Disarmament,
Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR), comprising representatives of the Government of Sierra
Leone, UN.l\MSIL and the RUF held in Freetown on 8 November 2001, it was communicated that
disarmament would be complete in Bo District on 10 November 2001. 1156

3.

Conclusion

The pattern of the conflict in Bo DistrJct followed to a large extent the one of the three other
southern Districts. The RUF jNPFL incurslOn in Pujehun District in 1991 expanded in the
bordering chiefdoms of Bo District. Successful SLA counter-attacks in 1991 and 1992 limited the
RUF jNPFL attacks to a lower scale, mainly carried out by "pockets" of RUF jNPFL members for
food finding purposes. The situation was similar in Bonthe and Pujehun Districts and would
continue until the second phase of the conflict began in 1994.
.i'\s in the rest of the Southern Province, the conflict reached its peak in Bo District in 1994 and
1995, as RUF forces spread across the whole District. Their strong grip over the District would
allow RUF forces to advance further inland towards the north-west (Moyamba District) and the
south-west (Bonthe District), where most of the attacks in 1995 originated from Bo District through
rVIoyamba District, unlike in 1991 when Bonthe District was affected by RUF jNPFL forces corning
from PUJehun District. During tllls period, SLA forces were wholly unable to contain the RUF
advance Into the District and in the Southern Province as a whole, although (or because) their
numbers increased greatly in 1994.
Tl11s RUF progression and stay in the whole Southern Prov1.nce and in Bo District in particular was
gradually stopped by the initiative of the Kamajors who started fighting alongside the SLA in 1996.
The collaboration between those two forces however deteriorated rapidly and fighting between them
reached its climax in early 1997. At this time, the Kamajors and the SLA were controlling distinct
and separate areas of the District.
Follow111g the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown and its deployment in different towns in the
Provinces in 1998, the Southern Province became free of RUF j AFRC attacks and instead came
under the total control of the Kamajors. Bo District was not affected by the retreating RUF jAFRC
1154 IRlN \X!est .""fnca, 13 "-\.ugust 2001; UN_"\fIlSIL press bnefmg, 14 August 2001 For example, in early August
2001, the J01l1t Committee on DDR declared disarmament complete for Port Loko and Kambia Districts.
1155 UNc""fIlSIL press briefing, 23 October 2001.
115(, UN.",,~lSIL press briefing, 09 November 2001. However, the target date of 30 November 2001 for the
completion of the process in the whole country was not met and the disarmament was declared complete in
January 2002
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forces from Freetown, as they regrouped and concentrated on the m.ain mining areas (Kono District
and north of Kenema District) and those areas in which _CDF members did not have established and
constant control, mostly in the Northern Province.
Throughout the conflict, widespread violations were committed primarily by RUF /NPFL, RUF and
RUF /A,FRC forces, but als-o by SLA forces and Kamajors, especially once they firmly established
their control and authority over the District Those violations were directed against civilians and
their property and included stealing and destruction of property, physical violence, sexual assault,
killing and abduction for use as fighters, workers or "wives". Only a few cases of mutilation were
reported for the District, as most of these incidents took place during a specific RUF / AFRC
operation called "Operation No Livmg Thing" in the first months of 1998 and follO\ving the retreat
from Freetown. Furtherrnore, while it hosted thousands of IDPs from other Districts, mainly
Pujehun District, Bo District suffered less internal displacement of its own population.

b

Bonthe Distnct

1.

Introduction

Bonthe Distnct is located in the south-west of the Southern Province of the Republic of Sierra
Leone. It is the only District in the Southern Province that shares boundaries with the other three
Districts in the Province, namely Moyamba and Bo Districts in the north and Pujehun District in the
south and east Bonthe District is bordered by the Atlantic Ocean in the west
i\lthough located on Sherbro Island,115? its headquarter, Bonthe Town, is not part of the two
chiefdoms of the island (Sittia and Dema Chiefdoms). Rather, its is part of another administrative
structure, the Sherbro Rural District.
There are 11 chiefdoms in the District, two of which are located Sherbro Island:
Chiefdom
Bendu Cha
Bum
Dema
Imperi
.long
Kpanda Kemo
K wamwbai Krim
Nongoba Bullom
Sittia
Sogbini
Yawbeko

liS!

Tlus island

15

Headquarter
Bendu
Madina
Tissana
Gbangbama
Mattru
IVla tuo
Tei
Gbap
Yonni
Tihun
Talia

commonly known as "Boothe Island".
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The presence of the water, whether It is the ocean, the rivers or the swamp, is the most striking
natural feature of the Distrlct. The nine chiefdoms of the mainland are separated by the ocean from
the two chiefdoms located on Sherbro Island. The south· of the District, especially Nongoba Bullom
Ch.iefdom 1S an area nl.ade up of swampland.
The t\.vo ma111 rivers of the District, the Sewa River and the Jong River, both of them taking their
source directly in the ocean, would affect the deployment of the forces throughout the conflict.
They would be a substitute way of communications, especially in the south of the District where the
road network is rather poor. The high\vay that links Bo Town to Mattru Gong Chiefdom), via
Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom, Bo District) and Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom would allow rapid
penetration into the north of the District from Bo District. From this highway, secondary roads
extend into the neighbouring chiefdoms of Sogbini and Imperi.
The main economic activities include fishing, rice growing and palm plantations but the greatest
revenue is generated by the rutile mining in the north of the District, particularly in Imperi
Chiefdom. The north of the District and the south of Moyamba District, which advances into
Bonthe District, are indeed renowned for the importance of their mining activities, which procured
vital economic resources for the Government.
The ten years of conflict in Sierra Leone started in Bonthe District as early as April 1991, due to the
fact that the District shares a border \vith Pujehun District, which was one of the entry points of the
RUF /NPFL forces into Sierra Leone in March 1991. The National Patriotic Front of Liberia
(NPFL) and Revolutionary United Front (RUF) forces entered the border chiefdom of Kwamebai
Krim 111 ]'viay. This was the start of a long series of hostilities and atrocities cormnitted aga1nst the
ci\'ilians in the District, which lasted until the completion of disarmament in the District in rnid

2001.
From this first incursion, Bonthe District was affected by the conllict through three discernable
phases, the first one running frorn 1991 until the end of 1994. During the first attack in May 1991,
RUF /NPFL forces settled in Kwamebai K..rim Chiefdom for a short while before movi.ng westwards
to the ne1ghbounng chiefdom of Nongoba Bullom. \"X!hen entering a village, they would always
proceed in the same manner: they gathered the civilians in the Court Barrie, introduced themselves
as "freedom fighters" coming to redeem Sierra Leoneans from the corrupt APC regime and deposed
and replaced local authonties. Defeated by the SLA, forces some months later, they withdrew from
Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom to their base in the south-west of Pujehun District. At the time of this
first incursion, SL.A. forces were deployed mainly in Bonthe Town (Sherbro Island) but by the end of
1991, more bases 111 the east of the District were set up. RUF /NPFL forces occupied Bum
Chiefdom for six months before being repelled by the SLA. Although RUF /NPFL attacks were still
reported during the subsequent years of this first phase, they never succeeded in going further than
the three chiefdoms of Kwamebai Krim, Bum and Nongoba Bullom. In 1994, RUF forces coming
from PUJehun DIstrict re-entered the Distnct and succeeded in controlling some areas in those three
chiefdoms.
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Each of the RUF /NPFL and, later, RUF incursions was marked by violence against civilians; indeed,
from the very beginning of the conflict in the Distric~, there were lncidents of physical violence
against civilians, 'who were also killed, raped and abducted for the purposes of using them as fighters
or workers. Government authorities in particular were targeted. Those forces also stole civilians'
property, mainly food and domestic animals, and destroyed houses and other buildings. The SLi\
forces also imposed harm on ci,'ilians in general and on "collaborators" in particular, killing those
suspected of haVlng collaborating with the RUF /NPFL and RUF during their stay in their villages.
Civilians were also harassed for their food and other property. As the conflict continued, SLA
violence heightened, with cases of killing, rape and use of civilians for forced labour being reported.
By the close of this first phase, rumours of imminent RUF attacks in the other chiefdoms of the
District were rampant.
The second phase encompassed 1995 to February 1998 and is characterised by the spreading of the
conflict across the District. By February 1995, RUF forces controlled all of the northern chiefdoms
of the Distnct and proceeded southwards and westwards in an ultimately unsuccessful attempt to
attack Bonthe TO\vn on Sherbro Island. Training bases were opened across those chiefdoms under
RUF control. This phase was marked by a clear increase in violence against civilians, as RUF forces
settled in those areas. Physical violence, killings, rapes and the abductions of civilians, mainly to be
trained as fighters and to work for the forces continued to be carried out on a scale much larger than
during the first phase. 1\lso during this period, a massive killing, which was scarcely reported in the
media, took place in late 1995.
By the end of the year, the RUF ,vere dislodged from most of then strongholds by SLA forces
assisted by foreign troops and Kamajors, who had earlier emerged in Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom
and subsequently developed in the other chiefdoms. During the subsequent years until the Coup in
:t\1ay 1997, KarnaJors entrenched their control of the District, although some skirmishes with RUF
forces were still reported. The Kamajors' initial collaboration with the SLA did not last long as
tension and fighting erupted between tbe two factions.
Following the 25 May 1997 Coup, the RUF /AFRC were concentrated in Bonthe Town, from where
the Kamajors had pulled out but nl.aiil.tained a covert presence around the town, allowing them to
retake control of the town the day after the RUF /i\FRC retreat in 1998. Civilians rapidly suffered at
the bands of the Kamajors, who increased their demands on civilians, chased RUF collaborators and
started regulating people's everyday life. The Chiefs, whose actions had been paralysed during the
RUF stay, were again deposed and had no authority over their chiefdoms, as the Kamajors set up
their O\vn administrative structures and appointed their own Town Chiefs. Civilians were constantly
harassed for food and other items; th1s harassment included physical violence and killing, mainly of
alleged collaborators.
The last phase ran from February 1998 to the completion of disarmament in late 2001. During this
time, the Kamajors were in total control of the District, as no more RUF or i\FRC forces were
operaTIng ln the Distnct. The brief return of RUF /AFRC forces to Bonthe Town following the
invasion of Freetown did not much change the situation of the District, let alone Bonthe Town. The
Kamajors conTInued to impose and affirm their authority in every aspect of life, deciding over
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adrnilllstrative and pnvate matters, chasing "rebel" and "Junta" collaborators and intensifying their
havoc on Clvilians. Tlus would continue until the completion of disarrnament and the deployment
of UN peacekeepers throughout the Distnct in late 2001:

2.
Factual analysis
al
Events in 1991
In early April 1991, traders corning from Bo Waterside (Soro Gbema Chiefdom, Pujehun District)
reponed to inhabitants of Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom that unknown gunmen had crossed into Sierra
Leone frorn Libena] 15X Soon after, on 9 May 1991, RUF /NPFL forces coming from Gbandapi
(Panga I<..abone, Pujehun District) 115~ arrived by canoes to Tei (Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom) in the
south of Bonthe District, while civilians were conducting a ceremonial rite. These forces were
allegedJy led by some civilians from the chiefdom who had earlier gone to Gbandapi to bring them
to Tel in search of the Paramount Chief]J(,(}
On then arrival in Tei, one member of the RUF /NPFL forces shot a person in the leg, not knmving
he was the Paramount Chief for whom they were searching. The Paramount Chief fled to the bush
to hide from the forces. The RUF /NPFL forces asked civilians where they could find the
Paramount Chief and when civilians revealed he was the man previously shot in the leg, the
RUF /NPFL forces becarne more aggressive and beat people. The Paramount Chief was found
behind his house, had bis hands tied behind his back and was brought at the front of his house,
where his property was taken awayl]('1 in his presence, I-Ie was then taken into his house and shot
many times before the house was set on fire. His bead was cut off and allegedly brought to
Gbandapi. The RUF /NPFL forces appointed a man to be Town Commander of Tei and asked hun
to take care of the tm.\'n in their absence.
In the same month, the combined forces entered Topain (north of Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom).
There, they identified themselves as RUF fighting along side the NPFL from Liberia, who were
ma1111y Burkinabes and Liberians. They assembled all the lTlen and elderly people in the centre of the
town and made them sit U1 the sun, on the accusation that they knew where the SLA forces and the
staff of the Paramount Chief were. Property was taken, including household items and livestock.
People were abducted and forced to carry the loads.
.
The RUF /NPFL forces then headed for the town of Borleh, which is four miles from Topain. In
that village a man was slaughtered and mutilated in his house. They went further sO!Jth to Mass
115H Bo WaterSide is the crossing point between Liberia and Sierra Leone and, by A.pril, the RUF /NPFL had spread
across PUJehun Distnct.
]]5~ Gbandapl is located 011 the bank of Malemie River, which joins the Wanjei River that flows to Bonthe District.
It IS renowned for hosting weekly trade fares wbere slat is predominantly sold. The RUF/NPFL forces "vere based
there for a "vbile.
]](,11 Reports recount tbat a disgruntled man who bad an argument With the Paramount Chief over a land issue went
to Gbandapi to relate Ius fate to the RUF /NPFL forces. This has to be read in conjunction with the fact tllat the
RUF /NPFL forces had been targeting Paramount Chiefs since they entered the territory of Sierra Leone, as the
Cluefs represented the "\PC Government 111 tbe cluefdoms.
11(,] Tbe property taken au'ay in~luded clothing, money earmarked for the mechanical cultivation of the nee the
follow111g year, two single barrel guns, nee and other personnel belongings.
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Kpanguma, where they carried out similar actions as they had done in Topain, to where they
returned 111 the evening of the same day. Topain was at that time selected to be a training centre as it
was on a flat land and reasonably close to their bas'~ at Gbandapi (Panga Kabone Chiefdom,
PUJehun District). The young men of the town were taken aside and encouraged to join the
RUF /NPFL forces since they claimed to be fighting against corruption and for the liberation of the
people of Slerra Leone The young men were then assigned to operate checkpoints established at the
entrance of the town.
From Topain, the forces went on daily stealing and killing sprees in the neighbouring villages. Young
and elderly people were forced to carry loads from neighbouring villages to Topain and onwards to
Gbandapl. /\ load meant to be carried by three people was often given to one person to carry.
On one Sund~r)' in May, RUF /NPFL forces attacked Kale (Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom), a town
approximately 10 Hules to the west of Topain. A lot of property was taken, including food items and
livestock. The former Regent Chief was captured and seriously flogged before he was taken to
Topalll, \.vhere he was finally killed. His head was cut off and put at the main junction in the village
for everybody to see. II ('2 This killing was reported to the RUF High Command in Gbandapi, which
led to the \.vithdrawal of the troops based at Topain and to the court martial of the commander who
had ordered the killing of the fonner Regent Clllef. This commander was killed and replaced by
another commander. 11 ('3 The forces continued stealing and killing in the surrounding villages and
attacked the town of Bendurna (Kwamebai Knm Chiefdom), three nUles from Topain. The
Chiefdom Speaker was captured there together with his three sons and some of his relatives. The
RUF /NPFL forces took all of his property, then forced him and his sons to carry it for them to
Gbandapi, where one of the sons and a relative were later killed.
Later 111 May 1991, the RUF /NPFL forces left Topain for Bonthe Town on Shel-b1·o Island to
launch an attack on the SLf\ forces based there. They gathered their forces from all their minor
bases in and around Topain, abducted young men and elderly people to carry stolen property for
them and took a\vay all the canoes they could find from the surrounding villages. They continued to
take property in the villages they passed on their way. There are reports of clashes between them and
SU\ forces along the way. A few days later, a heavy battle took place in the area surrounding Bonthe
Town (Sherbro Island) between the RUF/NPFL forces and the SLA forces. 1164 Most of the
RUF /NPFL forces retreated to their base at Gbandapi while others were killed and the SLA forces
at Bonthe Town also started to advance to Topa111.
From their base at Gbandapi, the RUF /NPFL forces came at intervals to attack neighbouring towns
and villages in Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom but this time, they did not follow the previous pattern of
introduclllg themselves as "freedom fighters". Rather, their attacks were allegedly carried out for
11(,: It 1S further revealed that to make it more fearful, a cigarette was placed into the mouth of the dismembered
head. TIm killing led many civilians to Oee to the bush.
11(,1 To a certalll extent, the RUF adopted the internal structure and organisation of the Sierra Leone A.rmy.
11(,4 However, attacks actually taking place on Sherbro Island were not reported 1t IS accordingly more likely that
tlm battle took place somewhere between Kwamebai K.nm Chiefdom and Bendu Cha Chiefdom, on the western
edge of the mainland. No further information IS available on this event.
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reasons of repnsal, as they accused the civilians of supporting the SLA forces. Furthermore, they
were poorly dressed and some were barefoot. For example, on 14 May 1991, RUF!NPFL forces
entered Topa111 at 6.00ar11 and fired continuously to scare people away. Civilians ran into the bush,
leaving the RUF !NPFL forces free to take whatever property they could find. They also raped five
young women, some under the age of 12. f\ three-month-old suckling mother was raped by many
assailants.
Another attack was made on the town Just one week later. This time not many people were found
and the forces had to search for them in their hiding places in the bush. RUF!NPFL forces inflicted
physical violence on the civilians and took away nearly all of their property, which consisted mainly
of food items. Those civilians found hiding were severely beaten and their property was taken from
them; some were brought into the town and forced to catch the remauung livestock for the forces.
l16j
A woman was beaten with sticks until her skull cracked
Another was seriously beaten all over her
body on the accusation of. havl11g cOlT1mitted adultery \.vith the fighting forces. Others had hot
melted plastic dripped In their eyes. Two houses, two kitchens and the Court Barrie were burnt by
the troops on that day before they left for neighbouring villages. They returned in the evelUng from
the direction they had corne, bringing a lot of young men and boys below the ages of 12 and 15.
l\s their base in Bonthe 1'O"\vn (Sherbro Island) was too far to enable them to fight the RUF!NPFL
concentrated 111 the south-east of the District, the SLA made a base south of Topain at Massa
Kpanguma (Kwamebai I<:rim Chiefdom). One hundred and fifty of them came to the chiefdom
between June and July 1991, all in full military uniform and armed with new weapons including
i\K47s, RPGs, UvlGs, mortar guns and grenades. Frorn there, they went to Topain to open another
base. f\rriv111g in Topain, they gathered the young men llGG of the town and told them they must help
the SLA forces in ensuring the security of the town, mainly by operating checkpoints.
At this time, the SLA forces had already begun to harass civilians; for example, anyone who refused
to operate a checkpoint \vas severely beaten and! or arrested and put in detention. \Vomen were
sometimes raped by sorne SL'\ members while their husbands were kept in detention. Other
CIvilians from neIghbouring villages were captured and brought to Topain to work as labourers.
Their wives and children were taken away to unknown places and nobody knows what happened to
them. The situation was similar at Massa Kpanguma, where civilians were forced to feed the SLA
forces even although these forces already had their own supplies of food. 1lG7
"'\fter a month staying in Topain, the SLf\ forces commanded the civilians to arm themselves with
sticks, cutlasses or any other potential weapon to be ready to fight the RUF !NPFL forces who were
threate111ng to attack the town. An ambush was laid at Bandakor, a village close to Topain, but the
RUF !NPFL forces did not come at that tirne.

This woman reportedly had significant and permanent mental health problems following this attack.
No further information is available about how young these people were.
IIG7 Every to,vn or village was to contribute :24 dozen fish, a bag of rice, five hues of pahl1 oil and Le 25,000 on a
monthly basis.
11(,j
11(,(,
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Between June and July 1991, the RUF/NPFL forces attacked the town ofSohlon (Nongoba Bullom
Chiefdom, wlLich adjoins Kwamebai-Krim Chiefdom to the west). Dressed in country clothes with
red bandanas tied around their heads, the forces came t'ogether with some of the inhabitants of the
town and some people from Pujehun District, all speaking the Mende dialect. 11 ('8 Those civilians had
allegedly Joined the forces \villingly and were leading them and indicating the places where they
could find SL!\ forces, Lebanese businessman and Government authorities or their relatives. On
then arri\'al, the RUF /NPFL forces summoned a meeting of all the people of the town and
instructed the Section Chief to detain everyone until they came back from Yelewa (Nongoba Bullom
Cluefdom). Two days after the attack of Soblon, Yele\va was also attacked. The forces held a
meeting \\rith the crvilians in the town and killed one prosperous businessman and native hunter
after he was asked to produce his gun. His body was left in the open to rot, as the RUF /NPFL
forces prevented people from burying it.
around t1us time, the eight SLA. menlbers who had came to Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom)
from Bonthe Town asked civilians to help them construct an elevation at the jetty on wlLich they
could put their anti-aircraft gun. However, the SLA forces soon realised that the RUF /NPFL forces
would overpower them and went back to Bonthe Town to obtain reinforcements from the SLA
naval branch. Most of the RL:F /NPFL forces left Yelewa after two days by boat, taking a lot of
civilians with them, allegedly for use as protection against attack. Along the route for the
headquarter town of Gbap (Nongoba Bullom ClLiefdom) on the north bank of the river,1169 the
RUF /NPFL forces reached the junction on the Sewa River at Yele, which has routes going both to
Bonthe and Gbap. On their arrival, they were attacked by the SLA reinforcements coming from
Bonthe, who killed many of the RUF /NPFL forces. Civilians who were travelling with the
RUF /NPFL forces had to dive and s\vim underwater to the other side, where they hid themselves
until the battle was over. The SLl\ forces then went back to Gbap and from there to Bonthe Town
(Sherbro Island).

F\t

The remairung RUF /NPFL forces (about eight of them) who were not part of the crossing went to
Daama (Nongoba Bullom ClLiefdom) where they took civilians' property, mostly clothes, food items
and a box of tobacco, and forced a woman to cook for them. The troops then went to Mecca
(Nongoba Bullom ClLiefdom), where they abducted two men to bring the stolen property across the
flver to Ycle before letting tl~em go and telling them to go back to Mecca. The forces then withdrew
from the chiefdom and retreated to Kwamebai Krim ClLiefdom.
Sorne civilians and SLA forces who were left at Bandakor (Kwarnebai I<-rim ClLiefdom) were
attacked in November 1991 by RUF /NPFL forces conLing from the Gbandapi route. The SLA
forces were forced to retreat to Topain before going on to their base at Mass Kpangwna. After two
days, they returned to Topain and launched a counter-attack that successfully repelled the
RUF /NPFL forces from Bandakor. More civilians were brought from neighbouring villages to
Massa Kpanguma and used,as labourers by the SLA forces. However, RUF/NPFL forces attacked
11(,8 Those RUF /NPFL forces probably came directly from Pujehun District, uS111g the Wanjel River, which flows
ahllost parallel to the Ocean.
II(,~ The natural features of Nongob a Bullom Chiefdom are very unique, as the Sewa River separates the mainland
on the north from the south edge, composed of a long strip of swamps and bordered by the A.tlantic Ocean.
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Massa Kpanguma t\,vo weeks later, killing a lot of civilians. Defeated, the SLlI,. forces pulled out of
l1711
the town
and when the SLA forces based at Topain heard of this attack, they also left the area.
The surviv111g civilians fled to the bush but the RUF/NPFL forces did not settle in the town,
destroying houses and tak.ing livestock as they left the village. The day after the battle at Massa
Kpanguma, the SU\ forces who had pulled out passed by Korankor (Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom); at
a nearby village they tried to stop all the civilians at a checkpoint but as the fleeing population grew,
they let them go
Civilians at Mano (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom), at the border with Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom,
abandoned tbe town and boarded a patrol boat together with the SLA. forces to safer areas. No
sooner had they left than the RUF /NPFL forces entered the towns of Korankor and Mano.
Civilians who had fled Korankor described discovering bodies when they returned to the village,
mostly the elderly and children who could not find their way in the bush. They also found a lot of
dwellings burnt, including the mosque, the Bondo society house and tbe Court Barrie. Civilians were
also abducted to carry the stolen property.ll71 This incident forced ci'vilians to abandon the town for
the bush where they made makeshift camps. Food and medicine were difficult to get while in the
bush, wluch led to m.any deaths, especially of children.
SLA forces who later entered the towns of Mana and Korankor after the RUF /NPFL attacks took
civilian property, such as building materials and household utensils. The forces then burnt down the
rema111ing t\,vo houses in Korankor when leaving the town. After this incident, SLA troops went
from town to townldentifymg civilians they alleged to be "enemy collaborators", who they executed
in public without any trial. 1172
In November 1991, approximately 25 armed men entered the town of Kanga Oil Mill (Bum
Chiefdom), at the border ,-vith Bo District (Bagbo Chiefdom). Civilians suspected those armed
forces, who were carrying talisman and other charms, were NPFL forces, because they were all
speaking 111 Liberian dialect. They were proved right as the men introduced thernselves as NPFL
forces who had corne to liberate the people of Sierra Leone from the then APC government. The
civilians cheered them and the night passed without incident, the forces leaving the next morning for
IvIadina. On their way to Madina, they came across a commercial vehicle and took it to continue
their Journey. .lll,.s in Kanga Oil I\iill, their arrival 111 town passed without incident and they left to go
back to Bo District. HO\vever, at some point on their way, they killed a Lebanese businessman,
drank his blood and threw his body into a river. 1173
11711 This battle at i\lassa Kpanguma was also reported as taking place in] uly 1991. As tllls infornl.ation could not be
reconciled wlth the attack on Bandakor, which allegedly took place in Novem.ber, it has to be considered that all
these actions were carried out in the same period of time, between broadly] uly and November 1991.
1171 I t IS reported that the RUF /NPFL forces went back to the direction of Sora Gbema Chiefdom (pujehun
Distnct) TillS action, although carned out by an important number of RUF /NPFL forces that forced SLA. to
escape, was probablY not part of a wider movement to advance into the District, as at tllls time, the SL\ forces
had repelled most of the RUF /NPFL forces out of Bo and Pujehun Districts.
1in "1lthough one report mentioned that at tllls time, RUF/NFPFL forces were based in Topain, it seems that
RUF /NPFL forces were.no longer settled 111 Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom and launched their attacks from PUJehun
District.
1173 The exact location of this incident could not be ascertained.
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One month later, NPFL forces together ,vith RUF forces again entered Bum Chiefdom in Madina,
where they abducted the Paramount Chief and took· her to an unknown destination. lli4 They
recruited a large number of the town's inhabitants, including young boys and girls, into the fighting
forces, which swelled from 50 to about 200 During their stay in Madina, they forced civilians to
carry loads, raped young girls and women in the town and flogged elderly men and women. Town
Conunanders and secretaries were appointed in villages and towns in the chiefdom to carry out
directives from the RUF /NPFL forces, disregarding any other authority in the chiefdom.
RUF /NPFL forces, around 45 in number, also reached Kanga Oil Mill, fuing randomly while
entering the town. Civilians. were gathered at the Court Barrie and detained there \vhile the forces
took away property and food items. They introduced themselves as "freedom fighters" who had
come to liberate the people of Sierra Leone from the APC misrule. They carried Vv~th them
sophisticated weapons, large quantity of arms and ammunition. During their fust night, they raped
young girls, most of \vhom were between 12 and 13. During their stay in the town,1175 RUF /NPFL
forces deposed all the chiefdom authorities, appointed Town Commanders and Town Mothers and
passed laws for the civilians, saying they had come to settle in the area. 117 " \Xfhile no incidents of
mutilation, killing or destruction of property were reported, the RUF /NPFL forces forced civilians
to work for them, raped women and girls, beat people and inflicted punishments such as frog
jump lin ;md rolling on the ground. Youths were encouraged to join the RUF /NPFL forces. Old as
well as young people were forced to carry loads for the forces. After they ate all the livestock of the
village, they taxed civilians to supply them \\~th fish or meat in turns. It was later absenTed that the
forces came into the town in batches of 25 every two months. At this time, one comrnander was
very notol1ouS in trafficking civilians and training them to be fighters for the forces, often shooting
those who tried to resist, and for taking ci'vilians' property away.
Sometlme 111 December 1991, SLi\ forces made a base in Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom), from
\-vhere they \vent on routine checking missions in the surrounding villages.
b)
E\'ents in 1992
Bet\veen January and February 1992, SLIi forces entered 501110n (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom), were
they took ci\-~lians' livestock. The nl.atter was reported to their High Conunand at Gbap, who
warned them against such acts, as it did not present a good image of the SLA. These actions stopped
for three months, during which time civilians hid all their livestock. However, all. or arQund 15 May

11i4

She would be released in 1993 in PUJehu11 District
Tim group stayed six montbs in tbe village before bel11g dislodged by SU\ forces

111 July 1992.
Some of tbese laws were as follows: eve!)'one's personal property is meant for everybody; no CIvilian sbould
steal or would be killed and eve!)' Clvilian was to deposit his money to tbe RUF/NPFL forces or face arrest for
carrYlll.g illegal property
1177 To "frog jump" or to "pump" IS done by fIrst bolding on to tbe earlobes with two bands - tbe left hand
holding the nght ear lobe· and vice versa- after which the person is required to jump up and down continuously on
their haunches. This form of punishment was both phYSically and psycholot,rically painful, because It is a
pUnJshmcnt meted out mostly to children and It IS conSidered shameful for an adult to be made to "pump".
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1992, the hvestock was stolen from these hiding places \'lith the help of one of the inhabitants of the
town, who was a vigilante at the time.
Around August 1992, the town of Gbap was attacked by RUF /NPFL forces who successfully
dislodged the SLA forces from the town. The SLA forces retreated ternporarily to an island, labelling
1t "F.M".117H Civilians staying at Sol11on, a few miles away from Gbap, moved to the neighbouring
town of Nyandehun, four miles from Somon, which became a "safe haven" for many civilians in the
chlefdom. Realising that theu \riJlages were not affected by the RUF /NPFL forces and that the
hving conditions in the camp at Nyandehun were deteriorating, ci,riJians decided to resettle in their
houses.
In the middle of the year,1170 on heanng the rumours that SLA forces were close to Bum Chiefdom,
RUF /NPFL forces left the chiefdom and nude their way to Pujehun District11811 The SLA forces
did 111 fact enter the chiefdom later and made a base at Madina. 1181 After a fe'.'l days, all the Town
Commanders and their secretaries were gathered and interrogated by the forces on how they were
helping the RUF /NPFL forces. Those people that the SLA forces considered had taken active part
111 aiding the RUF /NPFL were killed, while those they considered having taken lesser part were
detamed for a certain number of days and glven manual jobs to do before they were released. Apart
from the Town Commanders and their secretaries other civilians who were considered collaborator
of the enemy forces were also killed. l\ boy of 18 was tied to a stick head downwards and fire set
under him. I-I e was then tortured to death by the heat of the fire. Sornetimes civilians from other
villages like Tarsor and Kassie (both of Bum Chiefdom) were alleged to be "rebel" collaborators,
because they came from areas where RUF forces were known to be, and were killed by firing squad
without proper investigations. In addition, civilians were forced to harvest the oil palm and process
it for the SL'\ forces. Plantains, fish, bananas and other commodities were either seized or bought
cheaply from clVilians; indeed, the SLA appeared to be more interested m trading these items than in
ensuring the security of the chiefdom or the District
The SL"\ forces also settled at Moria, which gave some respite to the people at fixst However, not
long after, the SLA forces gathered together all the Town Comrnanders, their secretaries and all
other alleged collaborators. ""\n unspecified nurnber of them were killed on the basis that they had
encouraged the RUF /NPFL forces to stay in the town and were belping them in theu activities.
Some people were forced to dig their own graves and he down in them. They were then shot at
afterwards and left there; some people were buned while tbey were still alive. Harassment of
Clvilians, stealing of property and killing was taking place on a daily basis. People were grossly
mtimidated as the SL"\ forces frequently fired theu weapons and made people frog jump. In
addition, the SLA forces made the people work for them, processing the palin oil fruits, fishing and
engaging in many other activities.
1170 The RLJF/NPFL forces did not however stay in the town but it could not be ascertawed when the SL'\ forces
came back to Gbap.
1 m This may have occurred either in July or 111 October/November.
11811 No more informatlon.could be obtaJ.ned on this movement of forces.
1181 As the RCF/NPFL forces had already left the chiefdom, no confrontation was reported. The SL'\ forces
would have control over the chiefdom for two years, until the middle of 1994 when RUF forces came back
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In November, one Saturday afternoon, most of the SLA forces the civilians had seen the year before
at Massa Kpanguma (Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom) entered Topain and took away civilians' property
in a manner described as "much like the RUF /NPFL forces". \Xl omen were raped and livestock was
taken away the same day. They came back the next day and spent a night in the town, during which
they tlred thelr guns to frighten people out of the town. However, the inhabitants stood their
ground and the SLA forces soon left the way they had come.

C!
Events in 1993
In June 1993, another SLA officer was sent to command the SLA forces deployed at Madina (Bum
Chiefdom). They occupied the house of a civilian who later demanded payment of rent for the
period. The troops not only refused to pay but also impnsoned one of the civilians after severely
beating him up, accus111g him of having been a "rebel" collaborator. The 'villagers were then forced
to build more huts for the troops deployed in the town, Those who refused or tried to escape were
caught and severely flogged.
In around July 1993, sorne SLA" forces came to their base at Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom) in
order to expand their number in the area. They dispatched some troops at Yele (Nongoba Bullom
Chiefdom) and at Massa Kpanguma (Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom); in August, others were sent at
Soillon (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom), on the other the bank of the river I1H2 Young men were asked
to be vigilantes at vanous locations in Gbap Town. The tlshermen were required to put the Sierra
Leonean flag on their fishing boat, to allow the SLA to monitor and control the rnovement of boats
on the river. J'\t tlns tirne, the SLl\ only required civilians to provide fish for the troops and there
were no reponed inCldents of physical violence or ill-treatment. At one time, when the civilians
could not give them fish, the SL\ took some livestock away from the people of the town and
prepared it as food for the forces. l-lowever, this stopped when civilians told the forces that they
would cornpla111 to their commanding oftlcer.
In October 1993, SL\ forces from Bonthe Town (Sherbro Island) visited Tissana (Nongoba Bullom
Chiefdom) on a security tour. The troops harassed the civilians by forc111g them to contribute money
for their feeding. Those who failed to pay were beaten up and a teacher who incited the people not
to pay was imprisoned. SLA forces also took away some property of the civilians, including fish and
livestock Civilians were detained at a Court Barrie while the SLA forces searched their homes and
took away what tbey found.
Also in October 1993, a small group of armed men travelled along the \\l anjei River and stopped in
Baoma Section, west of N ongoba Bullorn Chiefdom. They were all dressed 111 country clothes and
had masks covenng their faces One of them who was speaking Liberian dialect told the civilians
they were from Burkl11a Paso. They took away some food items and alcohol they found in the town
and forced clvilians to carry tlns load to a crossing point, where they were released. Burkinabe

llH2 This deployment was, probably done to allow SL\ to have control over the river, which leads to the ocean in
the west, thus preventing the RUF forces not only from making i.ncurslOns in the chiefdom but also from
ad'l'ancing towards Bonthe Town.
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mercenanes also entered Mecca (Bendu Cha Chiefdom, west of Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom),1183
where they took the property of civilians and forced eld~rly people to carry loads for them. A man
\vho had never drunk any alcohol before was forced to drink \vine to excess by one of the forces. It
appeared that those armed men had come from Pujehun District and were on a raiding tour of
\'illages In Nongoba Bullom and Bendu Cha Chiefdoms. At one point, SLA forces from Bonthe
Town were informed about those armed men and laid an ambush in Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom,
where many of the armed men were killed and some captured. A civilian was arrested and taken to
Bonthe Town together with the captured forces for interrogation; they were all killed in Bonthe
Town. 1184
di
Events 111 1994
Throughout 1994, R UF activities were mainly reported in the eastern chiefdoms of Bonthe District,
in Kwamebai I(nm, Bum and Nongoba Bullom Chiefdoms. 1I85
In the Erst week of Ivlay 1994, SLA forces based at Bonthe Town (Sherbro Island) entered Mina
village and ambushed SGrl1e RUF forces on their day patrol. The SLA forces attacked the Erst loaded
boat of the RUF troops heading for the town in the early morning hours. Forty-seven of them were
killed, including Eve \.vomen, and 12 were seriously wounded. On their way back to their base the
RUF forces entered Mano (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom) and captured a girl of 11 years old, whom
they raped. They further went to Topain where they established a base. \"X1hen the SLA forces
realised that the RUF forces had left Mass Kpanguma, they immediately re-established a base there.
They later attacked and dislodged the RUF forces at Topain, occupying that town as well.
Pelewahun was attacked by the RUF forces on 14 May 1994 and several people were killed in the
town, including elderly people and children as young as seven, some of them being hacked to death
People who remained in the town had absolutely nothing to survive on as the forces took all the
property In the town. i\fter a month, in June 1994, Mass Kpanguma was attacked. At the time of the
attack, the town was full of displaced people from the neighbouring chiefdoms of Pujehun District.
The attack did not appear to be a surprise to the SLA forces based there, as some of them had
already left the town the previous day with their relations. 1186 During the attack, the remaining SLA
forces were overpowered and some were killed. Il11111ediately afterwards, civilians in the
_-\lthough it is not specified when in 1993 those mercenanes reached Bendu Cha Chiefdom, we can infer from
the 1l1formation collected 111 Nongoba BuJJom Chiefdom that they reached Bendu Cha Chiefdom around the same
tllne.
l1B4 I t cannot be ascertained whether those arrested men went through any kind of process before being killed.
IIB5 In 1993, most of the NPFL forces had been recalled by their leader to fight in Liberia as the United Liberation
i\lovement for Democracy in Liberia (UUi\lO), a fighting faction that emerged in fday 1991, started to defeat
them In vanous areas In Liberia. Thus, the troops that entered Sierra Leone rn 1994 'Nere mostly composed of RUF
forces whose number had considerably l11creased from the 250 men at the beg111ning of the conflict, due to the
conscription that had been carried out
1IB(, The day before the attack, SL-\ forces based at j'vlassa Kpanguma came to Tei and told civilians they were
g0l11g to Bonthe Town to get their salanes. They however told their relatives to pack quickly things they could lay
hand on and to leave Tei for a safer area. It can however not be inferred from this information that the SU acted
111 concert with the RUF forces during the attack. It rather seems that, having heard about the incoming attack, the
SL-\ deserted the area
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neighbounng viUages fled their houses and went into hiding in the bush, sometll'11es in neighbouring
chiefdoms like Bum Chiefdom 1187 This control over stptegic towns 111 Kwamebai Knm District
would allow the RUF to continue its ad"l'ance in the District. 1188
On 17 July 1994, the RUF forces made a move to recapture Bum Chiefdom from the SLA forces,1189
following the Sewa River and arriving from Tonnabum, on the main road to Madina. Four
truckloads of SL\ forces together with their families and some vigilantes retreated from the
cluefdom WIthout putting up any resistance to the RUF /NPFL forces, because the SLA forces were
far outnumbered. l\s a result, by i\ugust 1994, the RUF forces had taken control of the entire
chiefdom and settled in almost all the villages, making Madina their adrninistrative town. The forces
had limited number of Liberians among them at tlus time and were mainly Sierra Leoneans who
came through Tormabwl1 along the Sewa River. Their behaviour towards civilians was different
from the previous years, as it was reported they were violently hostiJe to every civilian they came
across, killing unspecified numbers whenever they entered a town. At this period, the RUF forces
were dressed in such a wayI19() that suggests they had been living in the bush for quite some time.
RUF forces attacked the town of Kanga Oil t1.ill (Bum Chiefdom) during the lught to recapture it
from the SLh. forces based there 1191 They met no resistance from the SLA forces, as they killed a lot
of clvilians even before they entered the town. Houses were burnt and many people killed in the
town. In the first two weeks after they recaptured the town there was indiscriminate killing of
civilians because they regarded everyone to be the "enemy". Civilians were forced to abandon the
town for camps in the bush. They were later hunted and brought back into the town by the forces;
those \.vho refused to come were killed in the bush. This forced the civilians to return to the town,
particularly following an incident where RUF forces killed two people in the bush to underscore
their threats. Furthermore, it is worth noting that most of the RUF members were inhabitants of the
chiefdom, \;I/ho had earlier been abducted by the RUF forces. Raping and killing of civilians was an
everydav occurrence. More young men and women were conscripted and people were forced to
carry loads for the forces.
After two months in Madina, during which time they went on patrol nussions, the RUF forces
entered the village of Mami, a fairly large village situated six miles south of Madina. The RUF forces
were engaged 111 a house-to-house search in the village when they saw some military uniforms in one
1187 It however seems that the RUF did not settle in the area for a long time as in December 1994, civilians who
had fled theu villages went back and did not encounter any RUF activity.
1188 The control over J'vIass Kpanguma \,vould pve access to the Wanjei River, which merges with the Sewa River in
Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom.
118') Early 111 1994, RUF forces dislodged the SLA.. forces that had been in Bagbo Chiefdom (Eo District) for two
years, thus alJO\Vll1g the RUF to attack Bum Chiefdom, knowing the SLA.. would not be reinforced by tbose who
used to be based at i\1omajoe (Eagbo Cluefdom, Bo Distnct), a few miles frorn Madina Town. Bum Chiefdom
adJOlns the southern part of Bagbo Cluefdom (Bo District).
11911 These forces were roughly dressed in jeans and t-shirts, witb slippers on their feet and very few military boots,
althougb tbeu attire improved as tbey stole more clotbes from civilians.
1191 .-\Ithough the report mentions that the town was attacked in December 1994, It is clear that it took place
shortly after i\ladina town was attacked and prior to the incident in Ivlami (see below) took place. Accordingly, it
probably took place earlier than Decem.ber.
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of the houses The inhabitants were all gathered to explain why military uniforms should be found in
the village. The chief and his wife were first called upon to explain; when they failed to do so they
were both shot dead. /\ woman 111 the front row was then picked to explain and when she could not,
she was told to undress. Her son was called upon and told to do the same. He was then told to have
sex \V1th Ius mother 111 the presence of everybody. Shocked and pamcked, he could not do it and
they were both shot dead. j\nother woman was picked from the crowd and shot in the head.
[\Ithough the troops were only three in number, the people were so terrified that they were unable
to escape. Four more people were killed that day, making a total of eight. Four girls were raped on
the same day and 17 more were abducted. Property was taken and removed from the village on the
same day.
In a small village called Tarsor (Bum Chiefdom) located near a strean" the decomposed bodies of
two ReF child combatants who had earlier gone missing were found on the seashore. Around
30 people who were found in the. village were quickly gathered and asked to explain by the RUF
forces. Noone kne\v anything about the death of the boys and could not explain anything to the
satisfaction of the RUF forces. Six people were immediately shot and killed and the other people
were tied up and made to lie in the sun. Rubber was melted and dropped in their eyes. This was
done to both young and old, including babies. Fifteen houses were burnt in the town and the
farmhouses were destroyed"at which time seven more people were killed. At Bisoa, at the boundary
with Kwamebal I(nm Chiefdom, RUF forces burnt six houses at night and killed 18 people on the
.
119')
grounds they were harbounng SL/\ forces. Maruna was made a training base for the abducted young men and boys; drugs were allegedly gl\Ten
to them during the course of the training that took place at the school compound, during which
voung girls were also trained as fighters. Although not all of thern were given weapons after the
traIning, these new recruits were used to attack SL-\ positions in Pujehun and Bo Districts. RUF
forces also had a training base at Torma, where conscripted civilians were sent for training. The
training was carried out in two phases Training to fight was done during the first phase and then
trainees were drugged during the second phase. Most of the boys that were trained in this way were
below 15 years of age and they were usually sent on looting patrols called "mission" for their
commander.
During their stay in Bum Chiefdom in 1994, the RUF did not face any counter-attack by
government troops. TillS fum control over Bum Chiefdom would only be the prelud~ for further
Incursions in to the District in early 1995 from Bo District
In November and December 1994, six months after the SLA estabhshed a navy base in Bonthe
Town, those navy forces patrolled the waters 111 Sittia and Dema Chiefdoms on the pretext that they
were chasing away illegal foreign trawlers, despite the fact they never met any trawlers during their
patrols. ThelI vlslts were sometime announced to the Chiefs in advance, who consequently taxed the
civilians to contribute money for the feeding of the SLA members. On one occasion, the SLA forces
called the people and local authorities at Tissana (Dema Chiefdom) to a meeting at which they

11 ~2

I t was however re"ealed tha t this village did not host SL\ forces.
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demanded that they should be supported financially so they could protect the lives and properties of
the Clvilians. \\l omen were recluired to give Le 1,000 an.d men had to give Le 1,500. One civilian,
who incited the others not to give this money, on the grounds that the SLA was already paid, was
arrested and put in a cell This meeting concluded \\'ith a token by the Paramount Chief of Le
500,000;11~3 once the SL'\ forces had sufficient money and food, they released the civilian who had
earlier been detained.
f\round tll1S time, rumours of impending RUF attacks were spreading across almost the entire
DIstnct and in late December, a Catholic priest of St. Ambrose Parish who was travelling from
Rutile (Imperi Chiefdom) to Mattru Oong Chiefdom) ran into armed RUF men. He was flogged by
them and given a letter for the people of Mattru together with the sum of Le 6,000. On his arrIval in
i\lattru, he l11formed the Chiefs and other civilians what had happened and gave them the letter.
Most people abandoned the to\\'n for bigger towns like Bo and Freetown on account of this while
others went to villages like Blama, Kabati, \XTongifor, Bisao and Nyandehun all 111 the neighbouring
chIefdoms. Furthermore, three RUF members who disguised themselves as State Security Division
(SSD) officers were arrested at a dance organised by the people of Mattru Oong Chiefdom) on 25
December 1994. They later confessed that they were RUF spies.
Events in 1995
On 19 January 1995, RUF forces attacked the Sierra Rutile Company in the nQrth of Imperi
1195
ChiefdomII~4 In the rl1orning, three groups of RUF forces
passed in succession by Moriba,
heading to the plant-mining site where they were to gather. \l\lith them, they had abductees from the
Sieromco Bauxite Ivlining Company in Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom, Moyamba District), which they
had attacked the day before I 1% They did not shoot while they were going to the mining site but took
with them a large number of people of all ages and both sexes. The whole population was in panic
but the RUF told them that they were not here for them but for the SLA forces so that they should
join theu movement, which som.e civilians did. They arrested all the junior staff at Kpanguma, 100
yards from the mining site. \Xl1en they arrived at the senior staff quarters at Mobimbi, they started
shooting and arrested some of the staff, including foreign workers. Soon after, they were in control
of the mining site, where they fired their weapons for some time and took alinost all the property
e)

II'JC As a very rough guide, five hundred thousands Leones is approximately equivalent to 250 USD. This should
be placed 111 the context of Sierra Leone's position at the bottom of the Human Development Index: between
1991 and 2000, 57% of the population lived on less tllan 1 USD (2.000 SLL) per day and 74.5% lived "on less than
2 USD (4.000 SLL) per day: see UNDP Human Development Report 2003,
http://w'N\v.undporg/hdr2003 /indicator/ ct)'_CSLE.html, last visited on 30 December 2003.
J1~4 The Sierra Rutile was the world second largest producer of rutile, used lD paints; before tile war, the rutile
extracted from tlllS site represented 50% of SIerra Leone's total exports and 3,000 people were employed at the
milllng sHes .'\FP, 11 :\larch 1997. "'\ t the time of this attack, the mine was in the middle of a major expansion
program: ""\fnca ReVIew \\!orld of InformatJon, 1 September 1995.
11')5 Numbenng 40, 80 and nearly 100 men in the respective groups, the RUF forces were eqwpped with /\K47 and
RPGs
11% This Swiss-owned mine was the world's largest producer of bauxite. These mining areas in Moyamba and
Bonthe DIStnctS were the-two most important econ01llical sectors after Kailahun and Kana Districts had fallen in
1992 and 1993, thereby depnv1l1g the Government of Significant resources coming fromthe mil11ng of diamond
and the culti,-atJon of cash crops like coffee and cacao.
.
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from the area, including vehicles, money, fuel, engines, rnec:licines, food, livestock and other items
taken from the company itself. RUF forces started giving food to civilians, which once more
conv1l1ced civilians to j01l1 them.
"-\t the time of the attack, foreign troopsll~7 and SLA forces were deployed in the area; members of
the SSD (Special Security Division) were in charge of the security of the company. SLA and foreign
troops made attempts to dislodge the RUF forces and finally succeeded on 30 January, at which time
the RUF retreated to areas not far frorn the mining site. Doubts were raised among the civilians on
the role played by the SSD and especially its commander in the overrun of the mining site by the
RUFI1~o

i\t the end of January 1995, RUF forces attacked and captured Mattru (long Chiefdom) without

much resistance, as it seems the SLf\ had aheady pulled out of the town. \XThile the bulk of these
forces most likely catne from Imperi Chiefdom, it is possible that some of these forces came from
Lugbu Chiefdom (Bo District)ll~~ through Gbonge, stopping at the crossroad between the main road
going west to Ivlattru and a southern one going to the chiefdom headquarter of Tihun (Sogbini
Chiefdom), at which time they decided to attack Mattru. \'Vhen they entered the town, the RUF
forces c:lid not kill people or destroy property, informing civilians that they were only against the
NPRC government and the government soldiers. 120!! As they settled in the town, they put in place
structures to administer the to"wn and the chiefdom, including the appointment of Town
Commanders and Town Mothers. They also appointed adjunct clerks who, in charge of the control
of movement 111 the chiefdom, were responsible for issuing passes allowing civilians to go from one
area to another. They encouraged civilians to join them by giving them food, medicine, clothes and
other items. However, this behaviour was not to last long and soon they began to act in a manner
contrary to thelt words.
During the first weeks of their stay 111 the town,12!J1 they lived on the food and other items they had
taken away from the Sierra Rutile but as they run out of those items, they forced civilians to work
for them, notably by repairing and maintaining the ferry on the Jong River that allowed RUF forces
to use the direct road to Sierra Rutile, where they had a lot of stolen property stored. Vehicles from
civilians were used for this purpose. Civilians were also required to undertake other tasks; everyday,
the young men each had to bring a bag of cassava and women had to bring vegetables, water and
\vood, as well as cook the food. Failure to carry out these tasks brought punishments, like being
beaten or bed up and laid under the sun; the most severe punishment was death, for €xample if a
civilian refused to gIVe vegetables from his or her garden or if a civilian was caught hiding in the
bush, like one woman who was shot at Luawa, near Mattru, in April. People were also brought from
other towns and villages and killed for similar reasons at the RUF headquarter in Mattru. Youths,
The records mention ECOllIOG but tillS refers to either Nigerian or Guinean troops.
The cOlYunander would have carried anns and ammunitions for the RUF at the rnining site, once the RUF had
overrun it and would have gone in surrounding villages
ll~~ Lugbu Cluefdom adjoins Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom on the east. Its headquarter town, Sumbuya, is on the main
road that leads ro i\latuu (j ong Chiefdom) Since 1994, Lugbu Chiefdom had been under RUF controL
leO!! i\lattm was the hometown of the Ylce Chairman of the NPRC and two Govenunent Ivlinisters.
le!!1 RUF forces would occupy the town for eIght months before being dislodged by the SL'\ in October.
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mostly behveen the ages of eight and seventeen, were also brought from the surrounding towns and
villages to be conscripted.
Two bases were established in the chiefdom, one at Mattru and the other at Gambia Oil :Mill. The
RUF forces stole the supply of medicine and other items at the government hospital in Mattru and
turned the hospital into a training base. The base at Gambia Oil I\1.ill, nine mile from Mattru, was
called "Camp Lion"121J2 and hosted the more mature and top ranking rnembers. To build the camp,
the RUF forces unroofed houses in the surrounding villages. The new recruits who were trained in
I\1attru were presented to the commander at Camp Lion for approval to be sent at the war front.
The RUF forces also burnt down many houses in the tmvn, including the entire compound of the
Paramount Chief as well as houses that were allegedly empty. Occupied houses were also burnt and
in one incident, hVO civilians who went back to their burnt house to gather some of the things that
had not been destroyed were stopped by the RUF forces; one was killed and the other mutilated.
Throughout the chiefdorrl, civilians' property, including furniture, clothing and money, was taken
away, which led civilians to' hide some of their belongings. \)?hen the RUF forces discovered that
civilians were hiding property, they would take a member of the family, who would be forced at
gunpoint to show them the hiding place. /I.s at that time condiments and tobacco were only to be
found 111 areas under SL.A control, any civilian found with those items would be killed. Radios were
also not allowed, to prevent civilians from hearing independent news about the war. During the
time of their stay, both young and old women, including girls as young as 10, were sexually assaulted,
sometimes in public and by more than one RUF member. People who escaped in to the bush were
later hunted down and brought back into the town; some people were killed in the bush and their
property taken.
RUF forces settled in many areas in the chiefdom, such as in Blama, south-east of Mattru, and
BJawo, north-east of Mattru. \x/hen they settled in these villages, they carried out the same actions as
previously described, including forcing civilians to work, to go hunting and to carry the load and
conscripting children. In addition, they deposed existing authonties and installed their own
structures, including the appointment of Town Commanders and Town Mothers, and established
the "pass" system. j"'t Blama, the Town Commander was sent to Camp Zogoda to be trained]2lJ3
On 3 February 1995, a very large number of RUF forces entered the headquarter town of Tihun
(Sogbini Chiefdonl.). Over 1,000 people were in Tihun at the time the RUF forces entered it, at
which time they gathered all the civilians they met in the town, including the Town Chief. Gathering
the inhabitants at the Court Barrie, the RUF forces asked the civilians who identified themselves as
members of the Bio family (relations of the then NPRC Deputy Head of State, Brigadier Julius
J\hada Bio) to step forward. Many civilians did step forward, even if they did not belong to the
family, thinking that the RUF forces were doing this to protect them; however, everyone who

12112 This was a genenc name for training bases and other Camp Lions existed in tbe country, notably in :Makeni
(Bombali District)
12113 TillS Camp Zogoda, although it is a genenc name, probably refers to the important camp located in Koya
Clllefdom (I<.enem.a Distnct)
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stepped fOf\vard was tben killed]2114 Other civilians were killed on that day, including t\VO girls and an
elderly woman. Over 34 h~uses \-vere also burnt down in the town, a large amount of property was
taken and a lot of people were captured
Tbe follow1l1g day, the captured civilians, l11cluding the Town Chief, three white foreigners taken
from the Sieromco Company in Mokanji (Moyamba District) and hundreds of others captured from
Mattru, were marshalled towards the town of Senjehun (Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom), near the Sewa
1211S
River.
They stopped at a junction near Senjehun, where the abductees, who were carrying stolen
property for the RUF forces, were divided into five groups. The Town Chief was told that the
troops were heading for their base at Canlp Zogoda in Kenema District (Koya Chiefdom), where
the RUF leader used to stay. These forces further explained that they had captured some elderly
men, as the RUF wanted elderly people advise the parliamentarians they would have once they
seized power in the House of Parliament. Some civilians, headed by the Town Chief of Tihun, were
then told to go back to Tihun under an RUF escort while the others proceeded to Senjehun carrying
the stolen property, crossed the Sewa River at Borleh and headed for Madina (Bum Chiefdom),
from where the RUF said the civilians from Madina would continue the journey to Camp Zogoda.
Soon after tlllS attack, SLA troops were sent to secure the town of Tihun. On 11 February 1995, the
RUF attacked the town but faced stiff resistance from the SLlI. forces based there. Several other
unsuccessful attempts were made by the RUF to recapture the town between 11 and 18 Febmary,
when the SL'\ forces were dislodged from the town by a strong and fierce attack. A lot of civilians
were killed; young men, women and girls were abducted; and several houses were burnt. Children
got lost in the battle and a lot of property was taken and carried away by the RUF forces, who left
the town on the same day of the attack. 12l1r, They went to neighbouring villages like Moyorgbo,
Gerehun, Bauya Junction and Karleh, where they took away and destroyed civilian property and
abducted several people. In each village or town they visited, they deposed the traditional chiefs and
appointed Town C0l11111anders, Town Mothers and clerks, who assumed administrative
responsibilities and the running of the towns and villages. As in other places, a system of "passes"
was established and civilians caught travelling without their pass were severely beaten.
\X:l1en they entered Bauya Junction, RUF forces wrote "RUF" on the doors of civilian houses before
leaving for the nearby village of Semabu, two miles from Bauya Junction. People in Bauya fled into
the bush as sooner as the RUF forces left the town. That same night, the RUF forces returned from
Semabu, together with a large number of young men who carried property the RUF forces had
taken from the people of Semabu. Some of the RUF forces then took the property to "Camp
Charlie",12117 returning four days later. They asked the civilians to return to the towns and stop

1211-1 It IS eswnated that around 300 people were killed dUring tll1S incident.
DIS Informauon from Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom conflIms that this cll1efdom was used as a transit chiefdom for
RUF forces, who did not settle there but used it to transport their stolen property, including televisions, bags of
nce, cormgated lion sheets and food items, across the Sewa River and through Sumbuya (Lugbu Cll1efdom, Bo
District) to Camp Zogoda in Kenema District.
1211(, A.lthough it IS not certain whether RUF forces came back to the town, it is clear that SL'\ forces did not launch
any counter-attack the following months.
1"117 There was one famous "Camp Charlie" near I\@e 91 (yoni Cll1efdom, TonkoWi District).
'
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sleepmg m camps in the bush. They also imposed laws on civilians preventing them from travelling
Eo Town (Bo District) \vithout permits; people caught travelling \vithout the permit would be
killed. Indeed, movernent frorn one place to the other could only be done with a "pass". The forces
elected admimstrative leaders in the town and surrounding villages. Often, people accused of corning
from Bo by the RUF forces were shot dead w1thout questioning. People were also killed if they were
found with tobacco or food items like fish and any manufactured goods, as this was considered to
be proof that they had gone to areas controlled by SLA,. forces, which were the only areas such items
were a\'ailable.
to

This continued for up to three months, when the RUF forces introduced another system known as
"l\1an Power", by which civilians were forced to carry loads for distances of about 50 miles. At that
time, Wlves of civilians forcefully became the "wives" of the RUF forces and the husbands were to
thank them whenever they had intercourse \vith their wives. Civilians were also forced to have sexual
mtercourse with then relatives in public and those who refused to do so were killed.
Also in February 1995, RUF forces entered the headquarter town of Matuo (Kpanda Kemo
Chiefdom), killed two civilians and burnt down 16 buildings including the Court Barrie. At
Senjehun, a town used as a crossing point on the Sewa River, the forces terrorised the civilians by
killing several people, burning down several houses and destroying the boats they found at the
waterside 111 the town, on the grounds that civilians were using the village as an escape way to Bo
.
Pill)
D1stnct and other places. 211

During that month/ ') SLA,. forces based 1n Bonthe Town regularly patrolled the sea route in the
north-west of Eonthe District between Dema Chiefdom and Gbangbatoke (Banta Chiefdom,
I'vIoyamba District). Civilians \vere banned from going to sea for fishing in this area, as the SLA
feared that RUF forces might attack them and use their boats to continue their advance in the
Distnct. Civilians hmvever continued to travel to Gbangbatoke, at night and SLA forces started to
chase them and once captur~d, took away their fish and sometimes killed the faulting civilians.
On 25 February, the RUF made a successful counter-attack at the rutile mining site (Imperi
Chiefdom), dislodging the SLA,. forces based there. During their stay, their behaviour was not as
friendly as dunng then first stay. On the contrary, they told civilians that because civilians in the area
had taken thE side of the Governrnent when the RUF was dislodgEd on 30 January, they would not
spare any soul in the area. On that day in Imperi Chiefdom, in villages such as . Mogwemo,
Kpanguma and Moriba, the RUF forces ransacked villages, indiscrimrnately killed civilians, forced
Clvilians into houses and set fire to them, destroyed and burnt houses, raped women and girls,
conscnpted young people into therr movement and forced civilians to \.vork for them. As in other
places, any Clyilian caught \\.1th condiments or tobacco would be accused of going to areas under
SLA control, where those itenl.s could be found, and would be killed.
!211KThe same forces also entered Lawana (Bumpeh Chiefdom, Eo District) where they burnt down five houses and
stole a lot of cIvilian property The\' also killed four old people who were unable to escape from the attack. The
town was attacked becaus-e of rumoLUs that dIamond mining was going on and a big diamond had been found
there.
i211~ It IS likely that tlus was a practice that was carned out [or a number of months around February 1995.
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FO]Jow111g the recapture of the mirling area, RUF for(:es scattered throughout almost the entire
chiefdom, taking control of the area for over eight months before being d.islodged by SLA forces in
November. For example, RUF forces entered Gbangbama on 20 February 1995, where they stole a
lot of property, killed t\,vo people and captured many others. One week later, on 27 February 1995,
the forces attacked the nearby village of Foinda. They took a lot of property, killed one civilian and
abducted many others, who were forced to carry the stolen property to Mobimbi, which was
previously the headquarter of the senior staff of the Sierra Rutile Company and became the RUF
headquarters when they re-captured the town. Another example is Gaindema, wh.ich was attacked
on 1 March 1995. RUF forces invaded the village in the north of the District with heavy gunfIre.
They remarked that civilians were ungrateful to them, as they had laid down their lives to fIght
against the dictatorship government of the NPRC, which had earlier toppled the APC government.
They described the NPRC governnlent as selfIsh, not transparent and unaccountable. The RUF
forces attacked the village from its landlocked side, leaving the d.irection to the river open;
accordingly, people fled from the continuous gunfIre into the river where some, who were unable to
s\\rim, dro\vned while others were shot. In the village, RUF forces captured Clvilians, killed some and
conscnpted others. These forces also took a lot of property, which they then transported to their
headquarters.
These continuous attacks on the villages in the chiefdom led the majority of the population to leave
Irnpen Chiefdom and to fInd refuge in more secure areas like Bonthe Town on Sherbro Island.
Their control of the chiefdoms in the north of the District, where the strategic roads spread.ing
through the rest of the District originate, allowed RUF forces to proceed further southwards to
Yawbeko, Nongoba Bullom and Bendu Cha Chiefdoms In these chiefdoms, most of the civilians
were already liv111g in camps in the bush, after they heard about the attacks in the north of the
District. Furthermore, it is believed that the attack on the mining company, which led hundred of
Clvilians jobless, resulted in increased favourable public opinion for the expansion of the Kamajors
in the chiefdom.
The situation for Kwarnebai I<iim Chiefdom was, however, slightly different as it seems that the
fmt RUF attack in the chiefdom, which took place in February 1995, originated from Pujehun
District. 1:'111 Ci\rilians ran mto the bush lea\ring behind children and elderly people who were unable
to run. Those forces, dressed in military attire,12!! identifIed themselves as RUF forces based at
Sulima (Soro Gbema Chiefdom, PUJelmn Distnct). Young girls who were caught were ra-ped in front
of their parents, mclud.ing a 10-year-old girl, who was severely traumatised and remained ill for a
long time. l\ lot of civilians were appointed as labourers to carry property as far as Dama, some 11
miles from Toram, where they were released and ordered to return back to Dama. People
abandoned the town and stayed 111 the bush, \vhere life rapidly became unbearable. Several visits
were made to the town by the RUF forces in the follo\\ring days but no one was found in the town
so they stopped going there.
l:'!ll "\lthough RUF forces were reported to be in the chiefdom in 1994, it seems that an important attack was
earned out on the chiefdom from Pujehun District
1:'11 Starting 111 1992, RUF forces acquired uniforms from the SL\, often taken after a battle. Some of those
unifollDs also came wHb SL\ members wbo deserted their ranks to join tbe RUF.
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IVfost of their activlties \vere then earned out at Bandako.r, from where they raided the neighbouring
villages. Tel 'was also attacked in February, at a time when most of the people had gone to thell'
farms or fishing, leavl11g the youngest and eldest in the town. The RUF forces burnt down the whole
town, l11cluding the school, the UBC church and the Town Barrie and took away property such as
fishing nets, canoes, seed rice, livestock and poultry. Five civilians were killed, among them an 85
year-old man, and some young people were abducted and forced to carry the load.
During one of their raids on the villages, three young men at Kale resisted the attack and killed two
of the RUF forces. Civilians in the neighbouring towns and chiefdoms were informed and they
immediately formed civilian-fighting groups or local militia to defend themselves, since the SLA
forces was no longer able to conta11l the RUF advance. This group was composed of IZamajors, a
lvlende word for hunters. Civilians started contributing to the support of tills civil force, donating
single barrel guns and money for the purchase of cartridges. Other weapons like knives, spears and
machetes were made by blacksmiths in the chiefdoms as part of their contributions. 1212 The main
place for 11litiation was at Kaileh \X!anpma (Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom) but, as the group expanded,
It was further divided into sections \.vith its headquarter base at Kale, south of Topain.
On 21 I\1arch 1995, around 12() RUF members coming from Jong Chiefdom, dressed 111 new
combat attire with red cloth tied around their necks, entered the town of Baoma (north-east of
Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom) as they had heard SLA forces were in the area. The RUF forces made
clYilians they met in the town lead them to the farmhouses, where they took civilians' property,
including food items and livestock, and captured a lot of civilians to be trained as fighters. They then
went north-east to the town of Gambia Gong Chiefdom) with all the stolen property. The attack was
reported to the SLi\ forces based at Gbap, south-west of Baoma. They came to the town two days
afterwards, took the remaining food items and livestock and returned to Gbap. On hearing about
SLi\ troop movements, a large number of RUF forces came back to the town on 27 March 1995.
One man who was asked whether he had informed the SLA about the first attack was tied up and
stripped naked, as was another man. The first man was hit with a bladed weapon on his neck until
he died \.vl1.ile the second one had his genital organ cut off before being hacked to death. On the
sanle day, RUF forces went looting in the surrounding villages, burnt down houses and came back
to Baoma wlth captives carrying their load before leaving the town for Gam.bia Gong Chiefdom).
Two mernbers of the RUF re-entered Baoma about a week later, on 5 1i\pril 1995. They- encouraged
an old man they found in the village to call all the civilians who were hiding in the bush to return to
the town, as there was no other person in the town, but nobody responded to the old man's appeal.
j\ few days later, the RUF forces raided the camps of the civilians in the bush and burnt down
several huts and destroyed other property. They threatened to kill all those who failed to return to
the t0'vn, as a result of which Clvilians returned to the town a few days later. Town Commanders
were appointed and arrangements were made for the support of the forces while they were in the
town. However the Town Commanders were fearful for their Jives, having heard that SLA forces
1212 The support of the farce was voluntary at the beginning but as time went on it became compulsory and also
included provlslOn of food and other essential materials for the Kamajors.
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killed cl\lJians appointed as TO\J;'l1 Commanders and those who stayed with the RUF on the grounds
that they were collaborators, so they advised the civilians. to escape back into the bush.
The RUF forces continued to harass ci,lJians in the neighbouring towns and villages. Also in April,
the RUF forces dislodged the SLA from Gbap, where civilians had already fled the town. The
retreating SL'\ forces \vent to Bonthe Town before corning to the chiefdom between May and June
and settle at Yele, south west of Gbap From Yele, the SLA exhorted the civilians to leave the
Baom.a area, as they were going to launch an offensive on the RUF. The SLA did not however
succeed 1n dislodgl11g the RUF forces who themselves launched a counter-attack on SLA position at
Yele five days later. During this counter-attack, RUF forces killed a large number of civilians and a
few SLf\ forces. The fe,v remaining SUI.. forces left for Bonthe Town and the RUF went back to
Baoma, burning down some houses before leaving.
Around A.priL RUF forces attacked and settled in many villages in Yawbeko Chiefdom, in the centre
of the District, 1ncluding the cluefdom headquarter of Talia. l213 The pattern they followed in the
villages they entered was sirnilar to what they had done so far in the north of the District. Local
authorities were particularly targeted, deposed and replaced by Town Commanders and Town
Mothers. Some of the local authorities were also molested and killed.
RUF forces coming from Jong Cluefdom reached Bendu Cha Chiefdom in May 1995 1214 Their
arrival was accompamed by severe brutality towards civilians and instances of killing, often with
bladed weapons, raping, burning of houses, stealing of civilians' property and abduction of civilians
were commonplace. For example, in May 1995, RUF forces reached Tigbe from Jong Chiefdom
and shoot and killed two f1~eing civilians. The forces cut off the dead men's genital organs, which
they placed in the rnouths of the bodies and left the mutilated corpses on the road. They then burnt
down 10 houses before proceeding to another village, Tisama, where they beat a man with sticks
almost to the pOlnt of death. l'\lso in May, some RUF forces on their way to Malama passed by
lvIolamcleh. They burnt a house in which a sick woman was lying in bed, allegedly because she did
not give them water as they had asked. Once in Malama, they took a lot of property, including food
items, wluch they forced captured civilians to carry to their base at Baoma (Nongoba Bullom
Chiefdom). They also killed a petty trader who refused to give them money.
Fighting between the RUF on one hand and SU\ forces assisted with Kamajors on the other hand
continued in Kwamebai Krim Cluefdorn. On 25 May 1995, RUF forces located the hidden camp at
Ta1fa, where civilians from Tei had found refuge, and attacked it. The SLA and the Kamajors fought
the RUF forces and a big battle took place at Tam.gbassi, two nUles from Taifa. About 50 RUF
forces were killed while 10 SLf\ mernbers and two Kamajors died.
A.nother heavy battle took place at Bombokor (Kwamebai Krirn cluefdom) on 7 June 1995 as a
result of which the RUF forces were dislodged; about 25 of them killed while five were captured
alive. There were no ci,lJian fatalitles reported to have been comn-utted by the SLi\, as their
1213 The date of their arrival in Talia could not be determined with precision
j'vlore details will be added for
Yawbeko Chiefdom.
1214 Bendu Cha ChJefdom 15 a small chiefdom on the western edge of mainland Bonthe.
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commander l215 ordered his forces not to shoot civilians. The SLA commander also returned the
stolen property left belund by the retreating RUF forces to the civilians. 12l !, On their way back to
their base after the defeat at Bornbokor, the RUF forces, apparently in retaliation, raped, beat and
killed ci,'ilians "\\1th bladed weapons, including young children. Nevertheless, the RUF forces were
driven entirely from the Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom. As such there was great influx of civilians from
the other chiefdoms into Kwamebai Krim, which caused a lot of hunger, stan'ation and disease, as
there were not enough food and medicine.
However, RUF forces maintained control over chiefdoms in the centre of the District and continued
their actions against ci,'ilians. For example, sometime in June 1995, RUF forces entered the village
of Ghaloh (Bendu Cha Chiefdom), captured civilians, flogged some and later killed some of them.
They also entered Born-w:nahun village but found no one 111 the town. They burnt down all the
houses and traced the footprints of people to the camp in which they were hiding, where they killed
some civilians and abducted the rest. .i'\s they were about to leave, they set fue to seven houses in the
to"\vn. Kanga village was also raided and eight houses were burnt down and several civilians were
abducted, mcluding a IS-year old girl together with other women. The following month, civilians
made another camp between the boundary of .long and Bendu Cha Chiefdoms in the northwest of
Bendu Cha Chiefdom I217 At some P0111t during the month, this camp came under the attack of the
RUF forces at about 6.00pm. A baby boy was hit with bladed weapons by the RUF forces. Several
people were captured and girls ,vere raped and abducted.
Again in Bendu Cha ChiefdolTl, on 30 August 1995, RUF troops coming from Baiama Gong
Chiefdorn) attacked I'vlomaya, where they abducted civilians, including one man whom they recruited
mto their fighting force and sorne young girls, who they made their wives. The RUF forces then
headed to Bawoma and Kpetema (both in .long Chiefdom). On their way they killed two civilians.
On or around 15 September, the Muslim festival day of Eid al Adha, RUF forces attacked civilians
who had rnoved out of their camps to observe prayers around :Mindohun village. Civilians were
captured in the rnosques and abducted; two men were killed, allegedly because they did not properly
carry out a task the RUF forces had asked them. On their way out, they encountered a young man of
about 30, who they suspected of being an SL'\ member, so they tied him to a stick, poured petrol
over lum and set him on fire.
RUF forces were progressing and affirming their control of the District, except Sherbro Island,
and the SLA were increasingly unable to defend the District, rUlTlours about the Kamajc)[s began to
reach Bonthe Town. This consisted of information about the development of Kamajors, armed

i'\S

1215 Tim SL'i officer who used to be based 111 the Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom favoured the idea of these local
militia fighting alongside the SL"\ to bnng the war to a speedy conclusion in the District.
121" However, tlus action of the com.mander made his men dissatisfied and tl1ey became disgnl11tled. Shortly after,
the SL'i forces were over powered by the RUF during an encounter in the west of the Chiefdom; it was said the
SL\ forces could not face this battle, mainly due to the loss of morale following the episode of looting at
Bombokor. Those RUF forces reqmred that the commander identify himself and one junior SLA member pointed
out the commander, who. was then killed by the RUF forces.
1"17 Ci"ilians werc leaving the camp during thc day to go famling or flsb..ing and werc coming back after their
actiVltles
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\vith cutlasses and knives and rumoured to have rnystical powers, who were coming together to
restore peace in their villages in K\vamebal Krim Chiefdom, iit this time, Bonthe Town was full of
displaced people and the local authorIties decided to send around 300 youths to the area where
initiations were be111g perrormed,121P, Once initiated, the Kamajors went back to various areas in the
District, engaging the RUF rorces and, l1'litially, working hand in hand with the SLA,
On their return rrom their Initiation, a group of KalTlajors engaged the RUF forces based at Baoma
(Nongoba Buliom Chiefdom) with heav)' firing between September and October 1995, About 22
members or the RUF were killed and several of them and their \vives were captured, They were
taken to the KamaJor base at Karleh \Vanjama (Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom), Following the attack,
the RUF completely left Baoma but one week later they regrouped and launched a counter-attack.
They succeeded in dislodging the Kamajors and burnt down the remaining houses in the town, On
5 November 1995, KarnaJors also launched a fierce counter-attack on the RUF forces at Baoma,
They finally succeeded in ousting them out of Baoma and Gbap and entirely chased them out of the
Nongoba Bullom Chiefdon:L This was the final battle between the RUF forces and the Kam,ajors in
the cluefdom, ClVilians returned to resettle in the various towns and villages in the chiefdom and
also 111 the neIghbOUrIng Yawbeko Chiefdom,
In late October, rumours of irn,minent SLA attacks 121~ and sounds of heavl' gun firing coming from
the Bo road led some of the RUF forces based at Mattru ong Chiefdom) to leave the town for
Senehun, 111 the south-west, and Gbonge (Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom),12211 although those based at
Camp Lion refused either to leave or to release the CIvilians, On 25 October, a group of SLA Forces
known as "Special Task Force" and cornposed mainly of ULIMO forces entered Mattru with heavy
gunfire, They were accompanied by two jets, which were clearing the way for them before they
entered the town, The RUF forces who had stayed in Mattru deserted their base as soon as the
members of the Task Force arrived in the town, after killing many civilians who were \vith them,
The follow111g dLry, the Task Force attacked the RUF at Camp Lion in the north of Mattru Town, A
lot of CIvilians including men, women and children were killed during that attack and the survivors
were 311 brought into Mattru Town, Civilians in neighbouring villages were also requested by the
T3sk Force to come and live in Mattru Town, \v'hile brInging civilians from the villages to Mattru,
the Task Force faced pockets of reSIstance from the RUF but continued to defeat the RUF forces
who, while retreating, imposed great havoc on the population, burning down houses wherever they
were dislodged and killing many civilians, For example, in Kale Kowama, RUF forces retreating
from Blarna came across a farnily (parents and two srnaU children) and killed the ~vo parents,

a

121H The local authonties asked tJ;Je representatives of the chiefdoms, who had found refuge in Bonthe Town, to
present a number of thetr young men~
121~ Starting in "-\ugust, SL~\ forces, '.vho h~d just received military trai111ng from the South }\fric~n mercen~ries
comp~n)' Executive Outcomes, who were contracted by the Government of Sie1T~ Leone, eng~ged in "mopping
up" oper~tions in the Southern Province, dislodging the RUF forces from various strongholds in Bumpeh
ChIefdom (Bo Distnct) and the mining area around MokanJl (Banta Chiefdom, IVloyamba District),
12211 "-\t tlus time, KamaJors from Kwamebal K.rim Chiefdom, in the south of the District st~rted to have successful
confrontation with RUF forces and went as far as Gbap (Nongoba BuUom Chiefdom), nus strong grip on the
south east of the District prob~bly explal11s why the RUF forces did not move south, using the Sewa River and
WanJei River, th~t flow in' Nongoba BuJlom ~nd Kwameb~i Krim Chiefdoms but r~ther retreated to Gbonge, a
lUlly ~rea In Kpand~ Kemo Cluefdom,
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Civilians brought to the town undertook a massive brushing and cleaning of the town and
surrounding villages but soon, started to lack food and o~her necessary items.
In one of their patrol to bring ci-vilians to Mattru, members of the Task Force went to Njahun and
Senjehun (Sogbini Chiefdom). On hearing this, the RUF forces at Bauya (Sogbini Chiefdom)
gathered the Clvilians and told them to wait for a while and all the Clvilians would go to Mattru.
More civilians, some frorn neighbouring chiefdoms, came to Bauya, either brought by the RUF
forces or arriving of their own free will, hoping to find a safer haven in Mattru. Therefore,
thousands of people where gathered at Bauya when the RUF forces divided them in two queues,
one for men and one for women. The civilians were told to sing a song and the RUF forces started
to take one person after the other and killed them either with a gun or a bladed weapon. \XTben they
realised what was happening, the civilians started to flee to the bush. RUF forces fued on the fleeing
crowd, killing hundreds of people. The RUF forces also ambushed the town to catch and kill
escapl11g Cl"vilians. 1211 The surviving civilians went back to their camps in the bush, where RUF forces
chased them, killing everyone they found, including young children. At Lcono for example, they
gathered the civilians they found in the Court Barrie, hacked some of them into pieces, opened the
stomach of one pregnant woman and threw the foetus in the fire. Some civilians found refuge at
Bahoi, on the Sewa River east of Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom, and were rescued by Kamajors from
SenJehun who came and took them to their base. Around 200 RUF forces attacked the Kamajor
base at Senjehun but were defeated by the Kamajors stationed there, who were assisted with civilians
equipped with sticks. After ,this attack, the RUF forces went to the Gbonge hills from where they
raided villages in Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom, burning houses, taking away property, killing and
abducting civilians. SenJehun did not however sustain any further RUF attacks.
In November, SLA forces dislodged the RUF forces from Imperi Chiefdom and settled in the
milling area, at Kpanguma and Mobimbi. 121:
j\round October/November, Kamajors repelled the RUF from Yawbeko Chiefdom. To strengthen
their positions, the Kamajors established more training bases in other chiefdoms than Kwamebai
Krirn Chiefdom, so that they could spread over \\rider areas of operation. Many young men and
boys, some aged below 15, enlisted to be trained, calling themselves "Black December". One such
base was at Talia (Yawbeko Chiefdom). Another base was at Gambia (long Chiefdom) where young
men and boys initiated were called "Avondo".
On 13 November, Kam.aJors from Kwamebai IZrim Chiefdom entered the village of Kpankpa (Bum
Chiefdom) and killed 1 C) civilians on the allegation that they were accom.modating the RUF forces in
the village. The bodies were dragged into the river flowing by the village. The KamaJors who carried
out this action were around 15 in num.ber, only two of them had shotguns and all the others had
cutlasses. i\fter this incident, the Kamajors went back to their base at Karleh \'Vanjama (Kwamebai
IZrim Chiefdom) before returning in the same month to attack RUF positions in Bum Chiefdom.
1211 This event resulted in the death of hundreds of civilians. In 1998, over 1,000 hwnan skulls were discovered at
Bauya Junction "-1.FP, 10 1\larch 1998.
1222 No 111fol111ation on flghting with RUF forces was recorded. Those SL'\ forces would be joined by some
ULII'dO·]( forces for ~ short while in January 1996
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The RUF forces' position at Manu was attacked and they were dislodged from the town. They
regrouped at Madina, where they faced a serious confro1].tation with the Kamajors. The RUF forces
were again dislodged from their Madina base but burnt down 25 houses and killed several civilians
before leaving the town. Eighteen RUF members were killed during the encounter. The RUF left
towards the north and went in the direction of Sumbuya (Lugbu Chiefdom, Bo District).1223 As they
were retreating, the RUF fo~ces killed civilians they came across, abducted a large number of people
and took with them all the young girls they found. In December, RUF forces launched hit and run
attacks on the chiefdorn from Bagbo Chiefdom (Eo District), north-east of Bum Chiefdom, but
following their retreat from Maclina they no longer settled in Bum Chiefdom, where more and more
young men were initiated \'vlthin the Kamajors society.
/It a general meeting held in Mattru on 27 and 29 November 1995, civilians who had formerly
served the RUF forces in various ways were identified and condemned to death. Some were later
freed after investigations proved that they were innocent. At around this time, some of the Task
Force members engaged in cannibalism, cooking and eating the bodies of RUF mernbers they had
captured and killed. In once incident, one child member of the RUF and known by the civilians for
making "unruJy" statements about the government forces was arrested by the civilians, who brought
lum to the Task Force members. Those shot him, removed the organs and left the body, asking
ci\'ilians to durnp it 111 the river.
As food was lacking, civilians living in Mattru were authorised by the SLA to go back to their
villages in December \vith an SLf\ escort. The civilians were divided into groups depending on the
area they were from and taken to their villages in order of the directions of the compass, with a
group from the north going out one day, a group from the east when the first group returned and so
on.
Towards the end of the year, the RUF were sill to be found in Bendu Cha Chiefdom. In an incident
that took place around October or November, RUF forces came to Gordana, approaching it from
the river side Two civilians who had earlier been captured in the chiefdom were with these forces.
They were m.ainly interested by food products and told civilians that the war was not over and that
the rumours that they did not have any more ammunition were not true. Before leaving, they forced
civilians to carry the property they had taken to the south of J ong Chiefdom.

D
Events in 1996
In January 1996, civilians continued to resettle in J ong Chiefdom and engaged in commercial
transactions with SLA m.embers from the navy branch and coming from Bonthe Town 1224 Tlus
period is referred to by civilians as "be111g calm".

Information gathered for 130 District reveals that in December 1995, RUF forces arrived in 13agbo Chiefdom
from 130nthe District, repelled by Kam.ajors.
1224 The SL-\ forces were bringing condiments, tobacco, clothes and radios that the civilians in the chiefdom could
buy or exchange for gan, cassava or palin oil.
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Since RUF forces had been repelled from the boundaries of the chiefdom in 1995, the inhabitants of
Kwamebai IZrim Chiefdom did not sustain any more E-UF attacks. After the February elections,
however, the Kamajors started subjecting civilians to physical violence, sometimes killing people,
and stealing people's property For example, the Kamajors erected a detention cage made of thorns
at every checkpoint 111 the chiefdom, which they used to punish people who did not have proper
papers or for other reasons. Civilians were targeted for a variety reasons and were often ill treated
J:22~

Many CIvilians, particularly adult males, sought initiation into the Kamajor society not because they
wanted to go to the war front but to protect themselves and their families from mistreatment by the
Kamajors. One specific example of this occurred at the beginning of 1997 in Nongoba Bullom
Chiefdom. l\ civilian who was selling tobacco in the chiefdom came across Kamajors at Torma
Gbangbahun, who took his tobacco. As he wanted to talk, they threatened to beat him. On his
return to Solllon, some Kanlajors he knew advised him to be initiated, because it would stop this
kind of harassment. Accordingly, the man went to Talia (Yawbeko Chiefdom) for initiation.
The Kamajor presence expanded across the whole District, gaining control over areas previously
under RUF control. They starting settling in the various chiefdOlTls and putting in place local
structures. The collaboration with the SLA rapidly became problematic as tension, amounting
sometimes to f1ghting, erupted between the two forces. Indeed, most of the activities reported for
the year concern the Kamajors and the SLA, as the RUF forces were gradually being repelled from
their pOSItions across the whole District. \vlllie RUF forces were still present in some areas, they
were more likely to be acting in small groups and looking for food rather than in large numbers and
on the offensive. For example, RUF forces were coming from time to time to Bendu Cha Chiefdom,
chas111g civilians 1n their camps in the bush, especially in the coastal area of Tisagbe, where they
burnt down houses and took away a lot of property.
In January 1996, Kamajors joined the SLA, forces based at the mining site in lmperi Chiefdom. The
ground commander for the Kamajors kept his men v.rithin the rules of the Kamajors and punished
the few KamaJors who harassed civilians. On one occasion, for example, he ordered the arrest of
one Kamajor who had seized a whole lorry of gari from a ci-vilian. The Kamajor was put in a culvert
pipe for soml'time and had ~o pay a fine.
KamaJors also settled in Tihun (Sogbil11 Chiefdom), which became an initiation centJ:e where the
High Priest and Chief Initiator perfon-ned initiations. A big camp was built behind the health centre,
where the ceremonies were performed. Before being initiated, Kamajors had to bring money for
initiation fees (Le 10,000) and other ltems like oil, old country clothes and razor blades. In Tihun,
Kamajors and civilians together gathered the remains of civilians killed by the RUF forces and
. d tI
poe,
1el11'111 a grave d
ug'In a graveyar d .-b une
No further details are available 011 this informatlOl1.
It is not clear when the RUF was dislodged from Tihun and whether the SL'\ carried out this operation alone
or in conjunction \\"11h the Kamajors. On 20 November 1995, the Government claimed the SL\ had retaken
control over the town but this mformation could not be confIrmed by independent sources: Xinhua News Agency,
20 Nm'ember 1995.
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In January 1996, Kamajors based in the Nongoba Byllom Chiefdom held a meeting with the
civilians at Baoma, where they appOlnted a chief or PRO they referred to as "AG" (Action Group).
At the meeting, several laws were made regarding how the civilians were to behave, requiring them
to observe the practices of the Kamajors, of whom there were 33 based in the town. The Kamajors
took over all CIvil authorities in the town and surrounding villages, taking on the responsibility for
jUdg111g all cases and settling disputes. Several restrictions were put on the civilians, who were
forbidden to pound anything in a mortar 1227 and to hit a KamaJor with a broom. Contravention of
these laws would lead to loss of life and the fine of demolition of the offender's dwelling house. The
civilians were also tasked \vith feeding the Kamajors. In or around March, a woman violated one of
the laws by pounding in a mortar and, as the Kamajors were chasing her in order to catch and kill
her, she ran to the AG for rescue. The j'iG pleaded with the Kamajors, who demolished part of the
woman's house as a fine. A civilian was also imprisoned on allegations that he was a rebel
collaborator. On 7 August 1996, some Kamajors from Gambia Gong Chiefdom) sent by the High
Priest Initiator, took a lot of food items from the civilians at Baoma, which was also an initiation
centre for the KamaJor society in the chiefdom. In a separate incident, civilians were molested and
beaten when one of the initiators fell from his motorbike after hitting a stick that was lying across
the road. The people of Motefoe village, where this incident happened, were brought to Baoma,
where they were punished. The com.mander ordered the people to pay for the parts that were
damaged on the motorbike. The people \\Tho had been brought to Boama, together with the
authorities of Baoma, paid the m.oney.
SLA forces based 111 Bonthe Town and equipped with two gunboats (101 and 201) were working
together with the Kamajors, entering the mainland to chase RUF forces. j'it this time, a lot of
civilians labelled as RUF collaborators were brought from the mainland to Bonthe Town by both
the SLA and the Kamajors, were killed and buried along the seaside, on the road opposite the
military naval base. On one occasion, a man from Gbap (Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom) accused of
being a collaborator, as he cooked for the RUF, was brought to Bonthe town and killed In a
separate incident, a man from Bendu (Bendu Cha Chiefdom) was also brought to Bonthe Town,
accused of being an RUF collaborator and was killed.
On 15 February, Executive Outcomes reached the District and deployed at the rutile tnlillng site
(lmpen Chiefdom). They held rneetings with the civilians, SLA and Kamajors on strategies to
protect the chiefdorn. These three forces had different bases in the area and Executive Outcomes
worked together with the KamaJors but not with the SLA, whose behaviour towards civilians was
"not cordial". Indeed, the SLA engaged in taking away civilians' property and in chasing RUF
collaborators. In one incident, the Town Chief of Mogwemo was killed without rnuch questioning,
accused of be111g an RUF collaborator.
Some SL'\ troops came to Jong Chiefdom from Bo road, as a support body for the Task Force in
February 1996 The SLA forces occupied places captured by the Task Force from the RUF forces
but, after staying in the chiefdom for a while, started to take civilian property, including zinc and
:12'; This partJcuJar law cLd not fit In the pa ttern of CJvilians' life, where pouncLng was the baSIS of food preparation,
be it pepper, cassava leaves or rice
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palm oil, and began to beat up civilians who refused to work for them. In the meanwhile, Kamajors
had deployed at Gambia,122R east of the chiefdom, equipped with cutlasses, knives, shotguns, sticks
and FM ropes122~ In the town, they appointed a chief U\G). Information gathered from Jong
Chiefdom reveals the gener~llaws the Kamajors had to abide by. For example, newly initiates could
not have relations \v1.th women, could not lie on beds, could not bath and could not eat nut oil
during the two weeks follO\ving their 1nitiation. Kamajors were also not allowed to sit on mortar, to
eat unsealed food or to stand at doorposts. It was believed that any Kamajors breaking those laws
was no longer protected and would be killed by enemies during battles. To strengthen the force of
the KamaJors in the clllefdonl., more initiation began to take place at Gambia.
In a bid to control the chiefdoms where they were deployed, Kamajors established checkpoints and
issued passes to civilians, thus regulating the movements of the population. In Bum Chiefdom,
civilians coming to any village \vithout such a pass were beaten, made to lie on the floor or forced to
beat the back of their fingers on concreted floor, a practice referred to as "typing". They also
appointed civilians as Town Chiefs (AG) and GS clerk,mo to deal \vith administrative issues. At this
time, the KamaJors' attitude towards CIvilians started to become hostile, as the villages were taxed in
order to feed the Kamajors and, above all, summary executions of alleged RUF collaborators were
carried out. On 27 January, Kamajors from Bum Chiefdom attacked Torma, killed some civilians,
took away some property and vandalised the quarters and offices of the swamp rice project.
Sometime 1n 1996,1231 Kamajors from Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom attacked RUF forces who had
retreated from Mattru and re-established in the Gbonge Hills (Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom). Sixty-eight
civilians were rescued from the RUF, although 23 died in the crossfire. Seventeen RUF forces were
killed and the KamaJors recovered the property the RUF had previously taken away1232
On 26 f\pril, a serious fight broke between the Kamajors and the SLA forces based at Mabaka
(Imperi Chiefdom), which resulted in some SLA members being killed. m3 Following this encounter,
the SL\ \vithdrew from TvIabaka and went to their main headquarter at Mobimbi. Sometime in 1996,
reports of 8CtiOns carried out by "lawless" SLA forces reached the military headquarter in Freetown
and those forces were removed from the mining site and brought by helicopter to Camp Charlie, an
SLA base near TvWe 91 (y oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili Chiefdom). Those forces who escaped this
evacuation were believed to have gone to the Mokanji area (Banta Chiefdom, Moyamba District).
,.\ few months 8fter the 1996 general elections,1214 a conflict arose between the SLA and Kamajors in
Kpanda Kemo Chiefdom. The SLA forces fell in a KamaJor ambush at the village of Kebawana,
where one of the SLf\ members was killed. In revenge, the SLA forces killed seven Kamajors at

It was allegedly a lack of ammunition that prevented I<:amajors from attacking the RUF stronghold in ~'1attru in
1995
122') Tlus rope, one foot long with small sacks at its edge, was used to tie people at the ankle by their backs. "FM"
means "frequency rnodulaaon", because when somebody was tied with such a rope, he would talk and reveal a lot.
12311 Those GS clerks fulfilled the same kind of tasks as the clerks appol11ted by the RUF
1231 Tlus attack probably took place early 1996, before J\iay.
12.12 Tlus attack ma,' h<1ve ·been carried out by Kamajors deployed in different chiefdoms.
1231 Tlus was however not the only conflict bet\:\leen Kamajors and the SL'\ in Imperi Chiefdom.
12.34 The exact date of tlus event could not be ascertained.
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Kebawana and displayed their barnes on the Mattru-Bo highway. Two days later, the Kamajors
regrouped and attacked the SLi\ forces. However, tpe SLi\ forces defeated them, killing 40
KamaJors and burying them in a mass grave in Mattru. The t\VO groups continued to live as enemies
for another month until an SLf\ officer came and settled the conflict.
Local authonties were among the people harassed by the Kamajors. In March 1996, the Paramount
Chief of Satia Chiefdom went into himng, opposed to the Kamajors deployment in his chiefdom
and theu behaviour towards civilians. This did not go down well with the Kamajors who chased
them, severely beating one of his relatives to know about his hiding place. The Kamajors eventually
found hiln, seriously beat lurn, went to another relative of the Paramount Chief who had hosted him
and fined her Le 300,000, wluch she subsequently did not have to pay due to a reverend's
l11terventJon. However, the Param.ount Cluef was so severely beaten that he was transported for
medical treatment to Freetown, where he allegedly died.
Sometime in May 1996, the Kamajors continued to harass civilians, particularly businesswomen and
other civilians who often went in search of food in Sittia Chiefdom on Sherbro Island. Some of the
civilians were punished by being forced to carry loads for the Kamajors or were beaten and
sometimes killed. People deserted the towns and villages to go into luding in camps. However, the
KamaJors followed them to the camps and forcefully brought them back to the towns. In the same
month, the Kan1ajors attacked the village of Mobayeh (Sittia Chiefdom), where civilians were hiding.
They burnt down the whole village and killed three people, namely one old woman who had given
notice to the l11habitants of the village of the Kamajors corning was tied up and left to burn in one
of the houses; a pregnant woman, whose womb was slit open; and that woman's four year-old
daughter.
In June 1996, the Kamajor ground commander of Sogbini Chiefdom ordered the killing of four
people on the grounds that they were enemy collaborators, who were arrested at night, taken to
Talia (Yawbeko Cluefdom) and killed.
In September 1996, Kamajors, who were mainly from Imperi Cluefdom in the north of Bonthe
District, arrested 28 civilians and killed Hlany of them in Sittia ChiefdOlTl. There were cases reported
of human flesh being cooked and eaten by the Kamajors. SLi\ forces were given notice about these
civilians held captive by the Kamajors and went to attack them and free the captives. In retaliation,
KatTlajors laid an ambush for the SLi\ at Mbockie (Sittia Chiefdom). During the attack, some
Clvilians who ran to the river and could not swirn across it were drowned, wIllie others were burnt in
then houses by the fire sparked by fragments of RPGs. Two members of the SLi\ were also killed
by the KamaJoJs Over 50 Kamajors attacked the town and overpowered the 10 SLi\ soldiers who
were based there. it large amount of stolen property was loaded into boats and carried away to
Gbangbatoke (Banta Chlefdom, Moyamba District) by the KamaJors.
By the end of the year, the lTlaln Kam.ajor base was at Taha (Yawbeko ChiefdOlTl). JUter the 25 May
events, it would be called "Base Zero".
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Events in 1997
By 1997, the Kamajors together with the SLA forces qild succeeded in removing the RUF forces
from most of their strongholds m the District. This notwithstanding, there were several clashes
between the Kamajors and the SL'\ forces. The Kamajors also wrecked a lot of havoc on the
civilians, as the SL'\ and RUF had done previously and continued to do.
SL'\ forces continued to mistreat civilians in the few areas in the District where they were deployed.
A group of SL'\ forces from the navy branch posted at York Island used to take food and other non
food items away from civilians. Civilians accused of committing crimes like killing or raping were
punished by the SLA forces without many investigations into the truth of these accusations. The
main pU11.lshment was to tie the suspect up, hang them upside down from the roof of a house and
beat them. The most senior SLA member in command used to mete out this type of punishment.
Cases of sexual violence against women by SLA members were also reported, including harassing
Clvilians in order to take their wives. In one incident, some SLA members locked a woman in one
room of her house and assaulted her sexually. As they heard her husband was coming home, they
went outside the house and fued in the air to make people flee the area. Those SLA forces however
\V1.thdrew from York Island and went to Bonthe Town as reinforcements following the Coup in May
1997. 1235
In March 1997, a combined force of Kamajors and SLA from Bonthe Town launched a fierce attack
on the RUF position at Bendu, the headquarter town in the west of Bendu Cha Chiefdom. The
combined forces had about 20 to 25 wounded, who were taken to Bonthe Town for medical
treatment. m (, The RUF forces continued to occupy the town and sent several messages to the SLA
forces and the Kamajors in Bonthe Town threatening to attack them and the town. Nevertheless,
despite this collaboration, fighting between the two factions continued. In one incident, an SLA
member who had corne to an area under Kamajor control was killed at Foinda-Madina (Imperi
Chiefdom)
In May 1997, the military overduew the Government and put in place a military regime called the
l'\rmed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC). This brought a total change in the attitude of the
SLA forces based in Bonthe Town and its environs, who then joined the AFRC government.
Ci,1.lians were continuously harassed, property was taken and a large number of people were killed
on the allegation that they ,vere Kamajors. The RUF forces, then referred to as "Peoples Army",
joined the AFRC forces and the combined forces continued to attack and mistreat civilians in the
1m
Town.
The KamaJors in Bonthe Town moved out of Bonthe Town, which is part of the Sherbro
Urban District, to Sittia Chiefdom and to Bendu (Bendu Cha Chiefdom), where they regrouped to
attack the r\FRC forces now in Bonthe Town. Furthermore, Kamajors had been deployed S111ce
1996 in all the villages along the river from Mattru down to York Island, three nautical nllles to
Bonthe Town. Accordingly, the RUF / AFRC forces were surrounded by Kamajors.I2:\H

1135
Ie:\(,

1:.17

ie]o

The\' would however come from time to tune to patrol the island.
Casualty fJgures for tbe RUF forces could not be ascertained.
Tbis would be tbe only time RUF managed to get a gnp on Bontbe Town.
The Kama)ors were bowever not deployed 111 York Island
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FolloWl11g threats of attack by the Kamajors on Bonthe Town, the AFRC forces mounted
checkpOlnts at various locations 11'1 the town around July/August. Civilian movement was restricted
and all boats and other vessels were grounded. Fishing n~ts and boats were seized from the civilians
by the RUF / AFRC forces. Civilians were beaten, rnolested and deprived of their daily food. The
;\FRC commanders often sent their forces to attack villages occupied by Kamajors and to kill
crvilians. Sometimes Clvilians, suspected of being Kamajor collaborators, were arrested and brought
to Bonthe Town, where they were imprisoned; those who could not be identified were shot and
buried by the seaside opposite the naval base.
People were evicted from their homes to accommodate the RUF forces when they began to arrive in
Bonthe Town in May 1997 and were harassed. At this time, the actions carried out by the
RUF /}.. FRC members were rnastenninded by the AFRC forces, because the RUF forces, who
mostly came from outside the District, did not know the area.
The KamaJors occupied SLA and RUF positions in Bendu Cha Chiefdom soon after the overthrow
of the Government in May 1997. By July 1997, RUF/AFRC forces were shooting at civilian
locations in the area. People in villages like Momaya were under serious attacks and during one
attack, a 15-year old girl was killed. People abandoned their villages in the area for camps in the
bush. Those attacks carried out by RUF / AFRC forces also prompted many young people in the
cluefdom to join the Kamajor society, in Nongoba Bullom Chiefdom and at Talia (Yawbeko
Chiefdom). Reports however mention that as their number grew larger, they became out of control
and created more havoc on 6\'11ans 1239 In November 1997, two young boys from Bonthe Town
coming to Bendu to bring their relatives to Bonthe Town were arrested at the wharf by the
Kamajors posted at Bendu checkpoint. \\lhen they adtnitted they were cotning from Bonthe Town,
they were accused of being "junta" collaborators and were killed with cutlasses.
KamaJor harassment and 'violence against civilians was reported in almost all the chiefdoms where
they were deployed. In Bum Chiefdom, they targeted businessmen, especially if they were Fullah or
Temne by tribe, and killed them. 1:'411 In one instance, one man from :Moyia who was catning back
from Bo District with food items was intercepted by Kamajors at Moyia who took away his food,
locked him up 111 a guard roOID and subjected him to punishment, as a result of which he died.
Punishments included starvation or tying the elbows behind the back and projecting the chest
forward. The harassrnent of civilians increased when an embargo was imposed on Sierra Leone. At
tbe checkpoints tbey mounted, Kamajors from Bum Chiefdom used to take whatever property tbe
civilians had. If they resisted, civilians were beaten and put In a 2" x 2" cage made of thorns. In
Kwamebai Krim Chiefdom, Karnajors were forcing civilians to work for them and were also taking
away their property. They would load vehicles \'lith the property they had stolen and take it to Talia
(Kwamebai I<iim Cluefdom). On another occasion, a group of Kamajors ill Mattru amputated the

1:'.1~ """-round tlus period, it was s~ggested that there was "[ ... J a clear difference between newly-recruited Kamajors,
who have access to automatic weapons and apparently operate outside the authority of cluefdom representatives,
and the traditional KamaJors who are carefully screened and respect traditional cluefdom structures": Sierra Leone
Humal1ltanan Situation Report 29 October - 18 "Jovember 1997. REG. NO. 97/0390.
1:'411 It has to be remembered that the KamaJors were lIlendes.
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ears of one civilian. He was also severely wounded on the arm and later died of the wound. Another
Karrlajor killed two civilians at the Keiga checkpoint (Imperi Chiefdom).
The sItuation for the civilians In Bonthe Town worsened when RUF I AFRC forces imposed an
economIc embargo on the civilians 111 Bonthe Township. No one was allowed to leave Bonthe Town
for Freeto\vn and those who attempted were beaten and molested. Civilians therefore found
themselves caught between the Kamajors and the RUF I AFRC forces, with the RUF IAFRC forces
threatening them for being relations of Kamajors and the Kamajors threatening them for being
"rebel" collaborators. Tills situation became unbearable by August 1997, so the elders of Bonthe
orgarused a peace deal between the Kamajors and the RUF I AFRC forces. The peace was initiated
after the peacemakers met with the Kamajor High Priest and Chief Initiator who was based at Talia
(Yawbeko Chiefdom). Their trip to Talia was, however, accompanied by many obstacles, most of
them being the Kamajors checkpoints all along the road to Mattru. Those civilian peacemakers were
severely molested at a checkpoint at 1\1omaya (Bendu Cha Cillefdom), where Kamajors opened frred
into the air I241 They were also molested by Kamajors on their arrival at Talia. Nevertheless, they met
the High Priest and Chief Initiator, who gave them a message for the RUF I AFRC based at Bonthe
Town. In that message, the Chief Initiator asked those forces to stop killing civilians and Kamajors
and, in return, he promised he would try to stop ills men from launching attacks on Bonthe Town.
The peacemakers went back to Bonthe, escorted by some Kamajors responsible for the security of
the High Priest, and the RUF IAPRC agreed to the peace plan.
However, the AFRC forces soon undermined the peace deal several times by attacking the positions
of the Kamajors. For example, a few days after the return of the peacemakers from the negotiations,
the RUF li\FRC forces attacked the Kamajor position at Gbangbatoke (Banta Chiefdom, Moyamba
District). They were defeated and two members of the RUF I AFRC forces were killed. In September
1997, the RUF li\FRC forci=s attacked the Kamajors at Pembihun, north of Bonthe Town. The
RUF IA.FRC forces were again defeated and the Kamajors killed a lot of their nun"lber, including a
very top RUF member. Soon after, the RUF I AFRC made another attack on Kamajor location in
Bamaba, west of Bonthe Town, and were again defeated by the Kamajors. The RUF I AFRC forces
continued to harass the civilians and killed people they suspected of being Kamajor collaborators in
Bonthe Town. Dema Cillefdom, east of Sittia Cillefdom, was also affected by these attacks, as in
December 1997, AFRC members went to Moyema by sea, over powered the few Kamajors posted
.
1?4-:J
there, looted some houses and a store and burnt down some houses before leav111g. - - The AFRC
members left for Bonthe Town but one of them proceeded to the village of Mokutu (Dema
Chiefdom) <l11d killed a youth, who allegedly tried to be "defiant". This AFRC member was later
arrested on his way to Tissana and killed by Kamajors.
In the middle of 1997, newly initiated Kamajors settled at Mokossie (Nongoba Bullom Cillefdom),
where they convened a meeting with the civilians to explain the new laws civilians would have to
obey. These laws included no whistling in the town, no sitting on motorbikes by women, no trousers
for women and no usc of mortars at night. The penalty for the breach of one of these laws was the
TlllS checkpoint was called "the gate of hell".
Dunng the period of 1997 to 1999, Dema Cluefdom admuustration was enurely U1 the hands of the Kamajors,
who preSided over cases and served as cluefdom police sub chiefs and as Paramount ClueE.
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destruction of the civilian's house. The Kamajors decided on cases and tied people with a FM rope
for various reasons.
A.round 10 and 11 SeptelTlber 1997, the AFRC commanders ordered that all the important
personalities 111 Bonthe Town be arrested, in particular those who initiated the peace talks, alleging
they did not negotiate in the interests of the AFRC. The arrested people were, however, released in
the evening. On 15 September, the Kamajors launched an attack on Bonthe Town, which was
unsuccessful, as the RUF /AFRC forces had a large amount of weapons in the town. Several
Kamajors and a lot of civilians were killed during the battle, which lasted for four hours. The dead
Kama)ors were buried in a mass grave dug by the RUF / AFRC forces. After the battle, the
RUF /.t\FRC forces conducted a house-to-house search in Bonthe Town, looking for Kamajors.
Civilians were advised not to host any Kamajor and to report any case of a civilian harbouring a
Kam.ajor. Information of imrninent Karnajor attacks on the town continued to arrive in Bonthe
Town, through the businessmen travelling back and forth to Sittia Chiefdom. This led many
RUF /l\.FRC forces to leave the town on gunboats for Freetown, taking with them a lot of property
they had previously stolen. Few civilians were authorised to board the RUF / AFRC gunships on that
occasions but on subsequent trips and during a transfer to the boat, the sea car they boarded
capsized and nl.any civilians drowned in the ocean.
The RUf //\PRC forces who stayed in the town continued to take property and kill civilians in and
around Bonthe To\.vn. On 14 October, they arrested the SLPP secretary for Bonthe District,
accusing him of being among the Kamajors who launched the attack on the town on 14 September.
He was detained for three days, during which time physical violence was inflicted on him; the
RUf / i\fRC forces also burnt down his house. On 18 October, he was brought to the United
Methodist Church, where he was mutilated and had his head cut ofC 243 The RUF / AFRC forces
then dismembered the body, put his head on a stick and paraded across the town, asking civilians to
1244
Four days later, the civilians asked the RUF / AFRC
give them money for the good work they did.
members for authorisation to bury what was left of his body.1245
h)
Events in 1998
In January, Kamajors went to York Island and stole a lot of property from civilians' houses, without
killing anybody. They took their load and went back to Bendu Cha Chiefdom.
1246

On 14 February 1998 the AFRC forces departed from Bonthe Town for Freetown.
The
Kamajors replaced them the next day, on 15 February. Two groups of Kamajors heavily armed with

It was reported that his organs were cooked and eaten at the naval base.
It IS reported that the officers in charge of the town did not take any action, '.vhich led civilians to dunk that
they actually mastenl11nded every action carried out by the junior staff.
12.5 Those responsible for this action would be court marshalled in September 1998 and the mother of the man
killed testified she was forced to eat her son's heart by the men who had killed rum: AFP, 16 September 1998
12.(, Inlate j\larch, over 500 decomposed bodies were discovered in two shallow graves on Sherbro Island. It was
belJevcd that these bodies ,vere hurnedly buned by the RUF j/\.FRC forces before they pulled out of Bonthe
Town. It is not clear whether those people had been killed by the RUF //'iFRC forces just before they retreated or
throughout thel! stay 111 the town: "\FP ,J .-\ pril 1998.
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AK47s, RPGs and LMGs under different commanders, one numbering about 30 members and the
other of unknown size, entered Bonthe Town on that d~y. A meeting was held with the civilians in
the township, where some people \-vere killed, mostly on the grounds that they were identified as
"rebel" or "junta" collaborators. One of the civilians killed was a tailor who had made the
"KamaJors unifornls" the RUF / AFRC forces sometimes used to attack the Kamajors by surprise. In
another instance, Kamajors arrested a man who used to live in York Island but was now hiding in
Bonthe Town. He was put in prison where two civilians and two policemen were already detained.
He was severely beaten by a young Kamajor around 13 years old, following the order of a
commander; a few minutes later, five Kamajors entered the cell and told them they would be killed
because they were collaborators. They were then taken to the Kamajors High Command, where they
were tied up and beaten. It \-vas only due to the intervention of a parish priest that their lives were
spared. Instead, they were allowed to pay a fine, which - because the original punishment had been
death - was set at Le 200,000, although the first civilian was allowed to leave on payment of Le
54,000.
More KamaJors from the mainland chiefdoms arrived in Bonthe Town, where they looted houses
and public offices before going back to the chiefdom frorn which they had come. Businessmen and
traders were continuously harassed by KamaJors who took all their property from them; sometimes,
people were killed. Checkpoints were established at various locations at the entry points of the town
through which civilians corning from the mainland or from Sherbro Island had to pass. In one
instance, Kan1aJors went to Mania, a trading place for civilians. On their way, they met some
civilians going to the nearby village of Ndainga to trade. Those civilians were flogged and one was
wounded with a dagger on his back. The IZamajors took most of the items the civilians were about
to trade and left for Jimi. On their way, they saw a canoe going towards Ndainga. They took away all
the traders' property and took control of the speedboat with the traders still inside, leaving their
canoe out at sea. The civilians were disembarked on a piece of land and the Kamajors continued on
the1r way to Jimi, where they set one house on f1re.
The Kamajors continued to harass civilians, kill.ing people alleged to be "junta" or "rebel"
collaborators and stealing property. They were totally dependant on civilians for their food and
starting taxing civilians, as a contribution to their feeding and to the purchase of ammunition. This
made life for the civilians very difficult in the township and surrounding villages. The Kamajors
burnt down villages like Gbogboma, Puokie and many others in the Sittia Chiefdom and killed
people who occupied positions of respect in the comrnunity.
Throughout the remainder of the year and those following, Kamajors victimised civilians in towns
and villages across the District. They deposed or ignored all the chiefdom authorities and themselves
acted in those positions, inCluding as chiefs and policemen. They added to the suffering of the
civilians with their prohibition laws to protect their powers and their mistreatment of civilians,
applicable only to the Kamajors. Civilians were required to obey a set of different laws, which
l11cluded no stealing, no fighting and no travelling from one village to another without a pass, each
\Vlth different penalties depending on their gravity. Furthermore, the Karnajors asserted that their
authority was supreme· and that the Town Commander called AG had the right to intercede between
CIvilians and Kamajors.
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\Xll-we the Kamajor initiation was going on at Gambia Oong Chiefdom) in 1998, one Kamajor
commander raped a suckling mother at the market plac~ in Goba town. He also threatened to kill
the husband of the woman. On 27 March 1998, a one-year old boy was deliberately killed at
I'vlowagor village near Mattru by a Kamajor commander.
ii
1999,2000,2001 and 2002 1Z -I7
The Kamajors were not respectful to each other let alone to the civilians in the District, including
instances of riots and fighting between different groups of Kamajors in the District. The High Priest
would send his own men out on looting missions, but they would often encounter troubles with
other groups of Kamajors in other chiefdoms. The Kamajor structure appeared blurred or nonexistent to the civilians at this tirne: acts of violence against civilians and their property throughout
the country led people to think that there was no more structural organisation, aside from the
Distnct Coordinator and High Priest.
In .J anuary 1999, a group of Kamajors from Sittia Chiefdom entered the island town of Timbima
(Dema Chiefdom) and required the civilians to pay the sum of Le 1,000.00 and a quantity of fish for
their feeding. Defaulters were tied up and made to lie down and look at the sun. Another group of
Kamajors from Dema Chiefdom went to attack this first group,lZ-I8 but could not find them in the
town. This second group therefore required the civilians to pay for the cost of fuel used to visit the
village. From September 1999 to the end of 2000, the administration of all of Dema Chiefdom was
in the hands of the Kamajors, \vith the chiefdom ground commander assuming the responsibility
and position of the Paramml11t Chief. They also made themselves into sub chiefs down to headmen
and made additional laws, including prohibiting civilians from eating certain food, like bananas.
Civilians were forced to obey their instructions and defaulters were always given severe beatings.
Housewives \-\Tere punished together \-\lith their husbands. The Kamajors continued these practices
throughout the years of 1999, 2000, 2001 and the early part of 2002, when disarmament begun in
the Distnct, although on a lower scale
Following the Freetown invasion by the RUF / AFRC in January 1999 and their subsequent defeat by
ECOI'vl0G and others, RUF / AFRC forces retreated hastily into the country and some arrived in
Bonthe Town. \\!hile in the town, they raided villages in Sittia and Dema ChiefdolTls, took property
and burnt houses. Four months later, Kamajors from Dema Chiefdom agreed to regroup with those
of Sittia Chiefdom to attack Bonthe Town. Civilians were requested to provide them w~th the items
they needed, like food and cartridges. During a meeting with elders at the chiefdom headquarter of
Tissana (Dema Chiefdom), the Kamajors were told that civilians could not gather the money to buy
the ammunition, which did not please them. They molested the Paramount Chief and some began
going around to collect money from civilians while others were chasing cattle. From Tissana, they
moved to an island called Nyagai, where they found a man they accused of having been an attendant
1Z-I7 It IS menuoned that Executive Outcome were based in the l'vfoyamba District, and intermittently went 1l1to
Bonthe Disu1ct to give moral support to the Kamajors. However, Executive Outcomes left the couno)' early 1997,
therefore tlus 1l1formation may refer to other forces.
l'::-IH This second group of Kamajors were from Dema Chiefdom and were ordered by their commander to chive
the KamaJors from Sittia Chiefdom back to their chiefdom
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for the RUF /i\FRC in Bonthe Town during previous years. The Kamajors amputated the man bit
by bit, starting with his ears, before removing his eyes a;1d internal organs and finally dumping him
111 the river The people for whom the man was working for were obliged to pay a fine for having
harboured and kept a collaborator The KamaJors then launched their attack on Bonthe Town but
were unsuccessfull24~ and about one month later, those Kamajors, now over 500 in number,
launched a second attack on the to\\'n. In the meanwhile, the RUF / AFRC forces had started pulling
· 1earnt 0 fl'
. out 0 f t11e town, I1avlng
t 11S attac k~. 10511
On 24 May 1999, the deputy task force C0l11l11ander of Bonthe District led a troop of Kamajors and
attacked Mattru Police station at midday. Two police officers were killed. On 8 July 1999, the same
commander led a group of Kal11aJors at night to launch a strong attack on Kortumahun village
(Yawbeko Chiefdom). i\ pregnant woman was shot 111 the leg during the attack and later taken to Bo
Government Hospital.
In Sogbini Chiefdom, the Kamajors had no regard for the Paramount Chief. They defied his
authority and claimed that they were only accountable to the CDF National Coordinator. Civilians
\overe physically and sexually harassed. Children below the age of fifteen were abducted and some
were forcefully conscripted and initiated into the Kamajor society. More and more youths joined
the society to protect their relations and families from the continuous harassment and havoc
wreaked by the Kamajors. In the town of Semabu (Sogbini Chiefdom) a notorious Kamajor killed
civilians, took property and burnt down civilian houses. Fear of the Kam.ajor atrocities forced
Clvilians to go back into the bush camps for safety, abandoning their property behind them. The
Kamajors took all of that property that had been abandoned, sometimes visiting the bush camps to
steal property and harass civilians.
Following the slgning of the Lome Peace Agreement on 7 July 1999, the disarmament,
demobilisation and reintegration program (DDR) was formally launched on 20 October 1999 by the
President of Sierra Leone during a ceremony in Freetown. Very few combatants out of the estimated
45,000 combatants, however, laid down their arms at this time. 1251
The DDR process was halted in 2000, due to the insecurity in the Northern and Eastern Provinces
and the abductions of UN peacekeepers in May 2000. To reactivate this process, a cease fire was
signed in i\bup, Nigeria on 10 November 2000, which again had to be re-activated for the second
time on 4 May 2001. 1252

124~

Some Kamajors and few RUF //I.FRC members were killed but civilian fatahties could not be ascertained.
It could not be ascertaIned whether there had been any fighting at all bet\veen the RUF/AFRC forces and the
Kan1aJors.
1251 In November 1999, only 1,500 combatants had disarmed out of the total 45,000 estimated combatants: IRIN
\'\'est .-\Erica, 17 Novernber 1999.
1252 The security situation in the Northern and Eastern Provinces prevailing in 2000 urged the Governrnent of
Sierra Leone to negotiate a ceasefue with the RUF in November 2000. On 4 May 2001, the parties would meet
agaln111 .'\buja, Nigeria to review the ceaseflre. Further to the meeting in May 2001, they parties would hold
monthly tripartite meetings under the J 01l1t Committee on DDR. The final meeting took place In January 2002
,,'hen disarmament was declared complete and the war over.
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Following a meeting between the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF held at the UNAMSIL
headquarters 111 Freetown, the parties agreed on the need to accelerate and complete the
disarmament process, which included the opening of; DDR centre in Bonthe District 1253 The
second meeting of the Joint COfnmittee on DDR took place in Magburaka (Tonkolili District) on 2
June 2001 and the parties agreed on an accelerated disarmament process meant to take place
simultaneously in Kono and Bonthe Districts in June 2001,1254 although the disarmament camp was
not yet set up.
p~~

-0)

Disarmament finally began on 2 July 2001 1256 although at a slow pace, as only nine CDF members
turned in their weapons on the first day of the opening of the DDR centres. In fact, CDF members
from the mainland expressed their \vish to disarm in Mattru (J ong Chiefdom) and not in Moyamba
District, as was planned. l2 )7 Therefore, following a meeting attended by the Deputy Special
Representative of the Secretary-General, UNAMSIL's Force Commander and Deputy Force
Commander, the CDF coordinator and other officials and a member of the NCDDR, the parties
1258
This camp was opened around 13 July and
agreed to establish another DDR camp in Mattru.
from this time, the disarmament process began to accelerate in the District: as of 27 July, 813 CDF
members had disarmed in the two DDR camps in Bonthe District. On this date, the Special
Representative of the Secretary-General visited the two centres to assess the disarmament progress
and to stress the importance of having this process complete by the end of July. 1259
During a meeting of the Joint Cornmittee on DDR, the parties formerly declared disarmament in
Bonthe District complete in Septefnber. 12 (,(1 UN peacekeepers of the Nepalese contingent deployed
in the District in late 2001.12(,1

3.
Conclusion
Sharing a border with Pujehun District, Bonthe District was affected by the RUF /NPFL incursion
into Sierra Leone as early as 1991. The effect of the conflict, however, differed slightly from the
expenence 111 Pujehun District. Until 1995 in Bonthe District, the conflict had only spread into the
three chiefdoms of Kwamebai Krim, Bum and Nongoba Bullom, wIllie in 1991, although only for a
few months, RUF /NPFL forces had spread across the whole Pujehun District. After a first short
stay in Kwamebai I(rim Chiefdom in 1991, RUF /NPFL forces would visit the District sporadically,

125.1 In addition to the eXJstrng DDR camps 111 Port Loko, Bo, l'vIopmba, Kenerna and Daru, the parcies also agreed
on the urgent need to open new,DDR camps in the country, in the Northern Province (Lunsar, lvlakeni,
Kamakwie, l\Iasmgbi and Alikalia), the Eastern Province (Koidu and Kailahun) and the Southern Province
(pujehun and Bonthe): UN"",MSIL press release, 15 May 2001.
1254 UN"-\MSIL press briefing,S June 2001.
1255 UN"-\MSIL press briefing, 8 June 2001. The acceleration of the disarmament was meant to take place District
by District
1251, UN"'\MSIL press briefing, 3 July 2001
1257 KamaJors wanted a fast-track disarmament to be able to return rapidly to their farming activities.
I N UK'\l\ISIL press bnefing, 6 July 2001.
1259 UK-\l\lSIL press bnefl11g, 27 July 2001.
12(,11 Sierra Leone Humanitanan Sltuation Report 01 ·30 September 2001. Disannament would only be declared
complete for the whole counU)' in.T anuary 2002.
12(,1 UN.-\MSIL press briefing, 16 November 2001
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often in small nurnbers, but 'would not establish a real presence there, except in Bum Chiefdom for
six months 111 late 1991/1992.
The narural features of the District, particularly the swamp areas and rivers in the south, could
explain the containment of the conflict to the three aforementioned chiefdoms during its early stage.
This is reinforced by the fact that the major incursion penetrating the District in 1995 was carried
out from the north of the District, where the road network is the more developed.
By 1995, the conflict had taken a new turn, as RUF forces spread across the whole country. The
attacks on the east and south of Moyamba District and the north of Bonthe District in January 1995
was 1n fact preceded by a massive RUF operation in Bo District, where RUF forces launched attacks
on camps and headquarter towns in the centre of the District all \vithin a couple of days towards the
end of December 1994. RUF forces then proceeded directly to Moyamba District and then to
Bonthe Distnct.
RUF forces attacked and thus paralysed the economically vital mining area, which spreads across the
north of Bonthe District and the south of Moyamba District. This new development was dramatic
for the Government of Sierra Leone, as the income from mining activities and the selling of cash
crops produce had already dropped considerably following the previous occupation of Kono and
Kailahun Distncts. RUF forces spread across the mainland District, failing however to reach
Sherbro Island.
Their progression and the violations they committed were hampered by the intervention of a special
military urut in late 1995 and the continuous development and successes of the Kamajors. By the
end of 1996, the RUF forces were dislodged from their positions across the District and the
subsequent actions they carried out was the fruit of small pockets of RUF remnants.
Unlike Pujehun, Bo, Kenema and Kailahun Districts, after the overthrow of the Government and
the establishment of the AFRC reg1me, the Kamajors did not withdraw from their positions and go
underground, as the RUF /AFRC forces were concentrated in Bonthe Town and not in the rest of
the District. FurtherrTlOre, most of the RUF forces who joined the AFRC members in the Bonthe
Town did not originate frorn the District but came from Kailahun District.
From February 1998 and follmving the withdrawal of the RUF / AFRC forces from BOilthe Town,
the pattern of actions in Bonthe District was similar to how the conflict affected the other Southern
Districts of PUJel1Un, Moyam.ba and Bo. Free of RUF / AFRC presence, Kamajors actions, originally
ainung at defend their chiefdoms against RUF attacks and v101ence, became oppressive for the
civilians, as Kamajors affirmed their control not only of the security of District but also of the local
administration, substituting thernselves for the local authorities, and of the civilians living in Bonthe
District.
A.fter 1998, the conflict concentrated in the Northern Province and areas of the Eastern Province,
where the CDF members were not able to put up a firm and continuous resistance to the
RUF r~FRC ad\'ances and wllere the main mining areas were located.
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Violations comrnitted by Kamajors during this period w>re fewer reported than the violence carried
out by the RUF/NPFL, RUF and RUF/l\.FRC forces. This is probably mainly due to the fact that
key people mostly reported violence when carried out during an attack; from 1998 onwards, the
KamaJors were in total control of the District, so the day-to-day 'violations were most of the time
not reported, blurred in the memories of the key persons.
RUF forces did not settle in the District for a long period and the intensity of fighting was
generally lower than in the rest of the country, Bonthe District was one of the least affected Districts
m term of destruction of property, displacernent of people 1262 and violence against civilians.

F\S

c.

Moyamba District

1.
Introduction
Moyamba District is one of the four Districts in the Southern Province of the Republic of Sierra
Leone. It is bounded by Bo District in the east; Tonkolili and Port Loko Districts in the north;
Bonthe District in the South; and the \X7estern Area in the west. The headquarter town, Moyamba
Town, is located in Kaiyamba Chiefdom, in the centre of the District.
There are 14 chiefdoms in the District:
Chiefdom
Bagruwa
Banta
Banta IVIokele
Bumpeh
Dasse
Fakunya
Kagboro
Kaiyamba
Kori
Kamajei
Kongbora
Kowa
Ribbi
Timdel

Headquarter
Sembehun
G bangban toke
Mokele
Rotifunk
Mano
Gandohun
Shenge
Moyamba
Taiama
Senehun
Bauya
NJama
Bradford
Bomotoke

Hay·mg borders with both the Southern and the Northern Province, Moyamba District would be
affected by the development of the conflict in those two Provinces, both of which were used to
launch attacks on its borders, pnmariJy from the south.

12G2 "\lthougb there was no massive displacement of population between towns l11side the District and outside the
DIstrict, clvilians often took the bush, leav1l1g in bush camps called "sorkoihun".
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Two strategic roads pass through the District. The main highway leaving Freetown for the Provinces
separates into two roads at I\1ile 91 (Yoni Chiefdom, Tof;.kolili District). The first road goes from the
west to the north towards Magburaka (Tonkolili District) and Koidu (Kono District), while the
second one reaches Bo and Kenema through Moyamba District. This second road reaches
Moyamba District in the east, and runs in the District from the extreme north-east of Fakunya
Chiefdom and its headquarter town, Moyamba Junction, Taiama (Kori Chiefdom), and Senehun
(Kamajei Ouefdom) before arriving in Bo District in Gbo Chiefdom. From Moyamba Junction (at
the border with Tonkolili District), a road leaves to the south-west to reach Moyamba Town.
j\ccordingly, controlling Moyamba Junction would allow access to the north-west to Tonkolili
District, to the south-\vest to Moyamba Town and to the south-east to Bo Town. \X/hen
Clrcumstances make using this highway impracticable, an alternate route to reach Bo from Freetown
runs through Moyamba TO\vn. It leaves the \vestern Area through Songo and goes south-east to
Moyamba District, passing by the headquarter towns of five chiefdoms, before ultimately reaching
Bo District through Bumpeh Chiefdom. The control of this road would be of a critical importance,
as it makes Freetown reachable from MoyalTlba District.
Its main economic activities, besides salt production on the coast, are rutile and bauxite tnining. The
nl.ining area is located in the south of the District, in Banta Cll.iefdom, and in the north of Bonthe
District (Imperi Cll.iefdom). The headquarters of the bauxite company are in Mokanji (Banta
Chiefdom), while the headquarters of the rutile company is in Imperi Chiefdom (Bonthe District).
Those nllning activities were of vital importance for the Sierra Leone Government, as tnineraJ
resources rnade up the bulk of its exports before the war.
Njala Ull.iversity College (south of Kori Cll.iefdom), by the Taia Pjver that flows south-north in the
east of the District, is part of the Ull.iversity of Sierra Leone and is the only University Campus in
the Provinces.
The way the conflict affected the District can be divided into three distinct stages. The first stage
was from 1991 to 1994, the period before the RUF forces entered the District. During this time,
SLA forces were deployed in the District but harassed civilians, including taking away their property.
Cases of rapes and killing ~ere reported and the chasing of collaborators increased by the end of
1994 as rumours of llnlninent RUF attacks grew stronger.
The second stage ran from 1994 to 1998 and saw the progression and settlement of RUF forces in
the Distnct and the development of the Kamajor society. In early 1995, RUF forces made an
incursion in the District and, shortly after, began to make their way towards Freetown. As this
advance was stopped by SLA forces, the RUF forces settled in the District, progressively reaching all
the chiefdoms and establishing a strong base in the north. The chiefdoms in the south of the
District were less affected and rnost of the actions were concentrated in the north of the District.
Civilians began organising thelTlselves into Civil Defence Units (CDUs) and by early 1996, the first
KamaJors deployed in the Distnct and engaged RUF forces. They however also fought SLA forces
who were asked bv the civilians to leave in 1996. The follO\ving year \vas described as the peak of
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Kamajor activities in the District. RUF forces were still active in the north of the District but had
been repelled from the south and centre.
During the .i'\FRC regime, RUF //\FRC forces were only deployed in limited areas of the District
and were strongly resisted by the CDF. This second phase was characterised by violence inflicted on
ci\'ilians mainly by RUF forces but also by SLli forces and Kamajors. RUF forces, once stopped on
their progression to Freetown, mainly carried out hit and run attacks, entering villages, taking away
property and burning houses but also killing civilians, raping girls and capturing civilians to carry
their loads, usually to their main base. They also killed number of civilians on the grounds they were
Kamajor collaborators. During this period, the behaviour of the Kamajors towards civilians began
changing, as they intensified their fight against the RUF and, later, RUF / AFRC forces and started
gaining control over different areas. Civilians were initially requested to provide them with food and
other basIc itelTls but soon, Kamajors began harassing civilians and taking their property. Kamajors
did not recognise the authority and power of local authorities and other Government personnel, as
they only had respect for those who had been initiated and they soon extended administrative
authority over civilians in the areas they occupied. Their control of an area included physical
violence against civilians 111 general, including sexual violence against women. Alleged RUF or i\FRC
collaborators were killed without first undertaking an investigation. The Kamajors made certain
laws for the civilians and those who broke those laws were subject to various punishments, including
uTIprisonment in a small cage made of sticks and thorns.
The third and fmal stage ran from 1998 to 2001 when disarmament was complete in the District.
Following the retreat from Freetown, RUF / AFRC forces pulled out of the entire District, which
was therefore in total control of the District. Only few and limited attacks were carried out in the
north of the District by RUF / AFRC forces based in Tonkolili District. This period was however
marred with a lot of atrocities, and most of the CDF actions described in 1997 also happened in
1998. Alleged RUF or RUF /l\FRC collaborators were killed and traders and businessmen were
particularly targeted for their belongings. Fighting between two factions of the CDF erupted in the
District in 1998 and 1999.
However, by the end of 1998 CDF activities 3gainst civilians started to decrease and, gradually,
civilians became free from attacks and harassment. People returned to their various towns and
villages and started resettling. This continued until the disarmament of the CDF in the entire District
by 2001.

2.
Factual analysis
a)
Events in 1991 - 1994
Sierra Leone Army (SLf\) forces were deployed across the country in the District's he3dguarter
towns and other sensitive areas soon after the coup d'etat in 1992, with the aim of securing the
country from the National Patriotic Front (NPFL) and Revolutionary United Front (RUF) forces,
which had entered Sierra Leone from Liberia in 1991. Around this time, new SLA units emerged,
such as Tiger Battalion, Scorpion Battalion and SLi\ Rangers. In Moyamb3 District in 1992,1263 some

12(,3 The date

lS

not clear from the record, but tlus was probably sometime in 1992.
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SU\ members deployed in Fakunya Chiefdom in the central north of the District, which shares a
boundary with Tonkolili District. They deployed in two sensitive areas of the chiefdom, namely
Moyamba Junction, 102 nwes from Freetown on the Freetown-Bo highway, 22 miles to Moyamba
and Npgbahun Junction, on the Moyamba Junction-Moyamba road, 8 nwes from Moyamba
J unction and 14 nllies from Moyamba town.12(,.j

i\ t tlm time, the District was free of an RUF /NPFL presence, as those forces were confined to the
south-east and north-east of the country. However, the war had already begun to affect civilians,
who were harassed by SLA forces, mainly for their food and domestic animals. Food was often
stolen at the checkpoints mounted by the SLA, but also when SLA" forces would leave their
checkpoints and visit towns and villages in the chiefdoms for the purposes of finding food. In
addition, cases of physical violence, killings and rapes were reported. At the checkpoints, SLA forces
took some women and girls away and sexually assaulted them. The forces also took aside civilians
suspected of being "rebels", inflicting physical violence on them and sometimes killing them when
12G5
they could not be identified by relatives or other civilians
By the end of January 1994, the then Head of State declared "total war" against the RUF forces and
launched a massive recruitment process, more than doubling the ranks of the SLA 1266 In addition,
in April 1994, an SLA captain visited Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom),1267 in the north-east of the
District, where he held a meeting \vith the people of the town. During that meeting, he instructed
the people of the town to give their young men to be trained as vigilantes to help the SLA fight the
RUF forces and to further protect their chiefdoms in the Districts. The trained youths formed a
Civil Defence Unit (CDU).12r'8 The people of the town were instructed to provide the CDU with
food and logistics but as elders were reluctant to tax an already poor population, the Chiefs decided
to tax themselves to support the youths. The CDU kept guard at certain locations in Rotifunk and
the surrounding villages. Other units were formed in other chiefdoms in the District. Additional
security was provided for the workers at the mining company12G9 in Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom) by
SSD (State Security Division) forces, who arrived on 4 July 1994. 127u
However, towards the end of 1994, the actions of the SLA against civilians continued to increase.
For example, SLA forces who introduced themselves as SLA members went by military truck to the
town of Rotawa (north of Fakunya Chiefdom) on 14 October 1994. Those men were dressed in full
126.j \\!J.lOever controlled these junctions would have open access to Ivfoyamba Town (Kaiyamba Chiefdom), southeast of Fakunya Chiefdom.
12r,5 No more detail was available on this lnformation, nor the precise year of its occurrence.
12r,r, In late 1993, RUF forces launched a massive operation in the south of Kenema District and rapidly spread
across the District. By the end of 1994, they were all over Kenema, Pujehun and Bo Districts and continued their
lnland progression.
126] There 1S also a Bumpeh Chiefdom in Bo District.
12r,H "'" CDU was the most developed form of organisation the civilians put in place for the defence of their
chiefdoms This was the step pnor to the initiation and development of the KamaJors.
12r,~ Sierra Leone Ore and ]\fetal Co (Sieromco), a Swiss-owned mining company based in the southern area of
i\lokanjl was the only bauXite producer in the country and was mining deposits 'within 4 km of the washing plant at
Gondama. in the centre of the Chiefdom The iv1ining ] ournal, 29 J\lay 1994.
12711 The rear 1S uncertain, as the SSD may have deployed in] uly 1993.
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military uniforms. They took civilian property, mainly food items and livestock, and proceeded to
Falaba and Gbotima, in the north of Fakunya Chiefdol}l, where they carried out the same action.
j\nother group of SU\ forces, allegedly coming from Mofokoya (Y oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili
District), five miles to the north of Rotawa, entered Rotawa on 16 December 1994. They entered the
compound of an elder, once a Regent Chief, and took her 16-year daughter whom they began to
beat up. \\'hen the girl's father and one of his guests pleaded for her release, the SLA killed them;
the father was beaten with stick and the guest was shot and killed. On their way back to Tonkolili
District, they came across a woman whom they raped before giving her Le 1,000. They further told
her they were SL.i\ forces from Camp Charlie at Mile 91. 1271 Also, the town of Kwellu (Fakunya
Chiefdom) was raided on 11 December by the SLA forces, who took a lot of property from civilians
liv1ng there.
On 14 November 1994 the SLA forces came to Mano (Dasse Chiefdom), situated on a highway
leading Fakunya Chiefdom to Dasse Chiefdom, tlu:ough Kori Chiefdom southwards into Bo
District. They were fully dressed in military uniforms and armed with RPG and automatic riffles.
The SLf\ forces established a base in the town and erected checkpoints in the town at roads leading
out towards Taiama to the north, Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom) to the south and Bumpeh Chiefdom
(Bo District) to the south.!272 Soon afterwards the SLA forces started harassing civilians in the town,
taking money from people at the checkpoints, and even went to other towns and villages in the
chiefdom. Civilians were beaten and their property was taken. Following the attack on Bo Town in
late December 1994, the SLA imposed a curfew from 6.00pm to 7.30am and started suspecting
civilians of being "rebels". or "rebel" collaborators; several people were beaten, imprisoned in the
guar d roon1 an d even kill
. e d .1'71
-.
By the end of 1994, news about possible attacks by the RUF forces began to be heard in the District.
There were rumours that the RUF forces were fast advancing to attack the mining town of Mokanji
(Banta Chiefdom) and make a base there. Around 28 December 1994, SLA forces coming from
Freetown were airlifted to Mokanji as reinforcements for the SSD.
Civilians were very much disturbed by the presence of the SLA forces 111 the District as those forces
were trea ring them roughly and although RUF forces had not yet reached the District, civilians
began to n1Jstrust the SLA.
b)
Events in 1995
On 11 January 1995, SLA forces entered Njama (IZowa Chiefdom, in the east of Moyamba District)
and their commander introduced them to the Paramount Chief as troops sent from the SLA Brigade
headquarter at Bo Town to secure the chiefdom, as RUF forces were on their way to the chiefdom.
The SLA forces erected checkpoints in the town but departed the town on the following day, led by
CIVilians taken to lead the way, en route to attack RUF forces that were based at Momajoe (Bagbo
Reports for TonkoWi, however, do not make mention of SL'\ troops based at l\1ile 91 around this time.
.-\round this time, RUF forces had spread across Bo District and were approaching Bumpeh Chiefdom, which
ad)oU1s Dasse Ch.Jefdom to itS west
1271 I\IasSlVt attacks were carried out during the Christmas week in Bo District. RUF forces Erst attacked an IDP
camp before attacking Eo Town and major cities in its environs.
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Chiefdom, south of Bo District). However, they returned to Njama later the follo-wing day, overrun
by the RUF forces at MomaJoe; that everung, Njama was.flttacked by RUF forces.

This first RUF attack into Moyamba District was the prelude of a massive operation, at the end of
which RUF forces attacked and spread across most of the District. There was, however, some
confusion at the time of the attack on Njama, as the SLA present in the town appeared to put up no
resistance to the RUF forces and some of them were seen outside the town, rubbing black and blue
materials on their faces and putting on masks. RUF forces entered the headquarter town, shooting
1274
randomly and shouting at civilians to fight them with sticks and cutlasses
As they started to set
houses on fIre, civilians ran away from their houses. One hundred and six houses were burnt down
that day and the houses that were not burnt were looted and the shops vandalised. RUF forces
rnolested and beat civilians, raped seven girls, whose age could not be ascertained, and killed
10 civilians, including the Chiefdom Speaker and the Paramount Chief's son and younger brother.
The RUF forces spent the' night in town before departed the next day, early in the morning of
14 January, with some civilians whom they had abducted to carry the load. They arrived at Mokoya
(IZowa Chiefdom), where they took property from the village. No casualties were reported, as all the
civilians had deserted the village before they arrived. On the same day, an SLA gunship coming from
the direction of Bo shot at Njama for two hours.
On 15 January 1995, RUF forces battled with SLA coming from Mana (Dasse Chiefdom) on their
way to NJama. This battle took place at Pelewahun (Kamajei Chiefdom) some six miles to the northeast of Mana. The RUF forces overpowered the SLA, which forced them to retreat hastily to Mana.
Before this battle, RUF forces had attacked some villages in the extreme south-east of Kori
Chiefdom, west of Kamajei Chiefdom. RUF forces attacked Njala, including the University campus,
and Mosongo, where they burnt 12 houses and killed some civilians. It appeared that RUF forces
then separated,1275 with one group advancing north to Kamajei Chiefdom and one going
south-westward to Dasse Chiefdom.
In Kamajei Chiefdom, RUF forces attacked villages in the south of the duefdom, including Buma
and Ngiyehun. At Burna, 1:\\'0 civilians were killed and others abducted and taken to Njala (Kori
Chiefdom). Although the RUF forces did not attack Senehun, the headquarter town, most of the
civilians left the town and went to live in the bush or, for those who had money, to Bo Town. RUF
forces established a base at Pelewahun Kenneh, where they would stay for 11 months and from
where they would launch attacks on Kori and Kamajei Chiefdoms. For example, Pelew.ahun 1276 was
attacked on 18 February, by RUF forces dressed in military unifonns, underneath which some of
them had attire adorned with the RUF initials.
The RUF group that had advanced in the direction of Dasse Chiefdom pursued the SLA forces to
Mano, where they discovered that the SLA had fled the town. The RUF forces captured eight
civilians and introduced themselves as "freedom fighters", coming to redeem the Sierra Leoneans
1274 Tlus referred to the attack on Eo Town in late December, during which RUF forces were repelled by civilians
equipped with Stlcks and cutlasses See Eo Distnct for further information.
1275 It is not clear whether they divided before or after the battle at Pelewahun.
127(, There are two Pele\vahuns in the south of KamaJel Chlefdom.
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from the APC regime. The RUF forces spent six hours in the town but did not inflict harm on the
civilians. They then attempted to take the Mokanji roa.d but were ambushed by the SLA on the
bridge over the Taia River. Sixteen RUF members were killed and two civilians, who had attempted
to escape, drowned 111 the river. The RUF left the area and spent the night at Bendwna.
SLA forces and civilians who were in hiding returned to Mall.O and the SLA continued to harass
civilians. People were killed on the suspicion that they were "rebels" or "rebel" collaborators. More
checkpoints were established throughout the town and youths were asked to work as vigilantes,
which included running the checkpoints but also doing menial work for the SLA like fetching water
or cooking. \x/hen an attack was imminent, those youths were given weapons to fight.
From Benduma, the RUF forces proceeded to the south to attack Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom), the
location of the Sieromco Company, a Swiss-owned company that specialised in the mining of
bauxite. Prior to this attack, some SLA forces who were stationed in Mokanji had left the town for
Npma (Kowa Chiefdom) to fight the RUF but were repelled at Pelewahun on 15 January and came
back to the town. 1277 On 17 January, 30 SLA members, allegedly from Daru 0awie Chiefdom,
Kailahun District), were airlifted as reinforcement to Mokanji. 1278
On 18 January 1995, the RUF forces from Bandwna passed by Kabiama (Banta Chiefdom), where
they abducted a diamond dealer, his wife and other civilians and continued to Mokanji, three miles
from Kabiama.127~ In Mokanji, no houses were burnt, but several civilians, both locals and
foreigners, were abducted, including the personnel manager of the Sieromco company and civilians
were killed, 111cluding the Government representative to the mining companies, a retired Inspector
of Police, a 'worker from the company, a Fullah man and two SLA members. SLA forces deployed at
the Sierra Rutile Company (Imperi Chiefdom, Bonthe District) came to the town, in order to
consolidate the SLA forces at Mokanji and thus to protect the security of the other mining company.
However, the RUF did not stay long in Mokanji and by the end of the afternoon had left the town
and proceeded further south to Tongor (Banta Chiefdom) where they took a lot of civilian property.
From there, they moved to Imperi Chiefdom (Bonthe District), the location of the Sierra Rutile
Company, which would be attacked on 19 January 1995. Military strategists in Freetown suspected
that the RUF forces would use the Sierra Rutile area as a base to access the sea through the port of
Nitti (Banta Chiefdom), where major shipments of mineral products from both Sieromco and Sierra
· \vere exporte d b y sea to E urope.J?8l1
R'cu til e compames

It is likely that they regrouped with the SL'\ forces who were deployed at Mano (Dasse).
strong SL\ military base was located at Daru, called ]\10a Barracks. This base had been attacked many times
during the fust years of the conflict by RUF /NPFL forces but SU forces always repelled them, which led civilians
111 ]\'lokanJi to say that those SLA forces "knew how to fight". It is also alleged that this reinforcement was not too
much encouraged, as the SL-\ forces already stationed in the town were poorly dressed in half combat, were
carrying cutlasses and half of them were weanng bathroom slippers.
127~ During the attack on Mokanji, it appeared that the RUF were "all over the town", as gunshots were heard from
everywhere. Tlus may suggest t\VO tlungs: either RUF forces were already in the town before the attack, disguised
in SL-\ uniforms, or some SL\ forces left theu ranks and Joined the RUF.
12KII Xinhua News "-\gency, 24 January 1995.
1277
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More SLA, members were again airlifted to Mokanji to reinforce the forces already in the area.
Supported by Nigerian Alpha Jets, they fought the RUF forces who had not gone to Bonthe District
and who were allegedly still in the Mokanji Hills ;{rea. 1181 The workers of the mining company and
their families were evacuated to Freetown. SLA forces based in Mokanji, however, began to harass
civilians and to chase them out of their villages to steal their property, forcing them to live in the
bush. For example, around 13 February, the SLA forces went to a bush camp in order to take
civilians and to make them work for thelTl. During their escape, a woman and her four children
drowned in the Taia River. They also killed civilians they accused of being "rebel" collaborators.
For t\"I'O months, the RUF forces concentrated on Bonthe District l181 .and to a lirnited extent on the
south of Moyamba District. In February, RUF forces entered Mokele, the headquarter town of
Banta Mokele Chiefdom. They burnt down the Paramount Chief's compound and four other houses
and stayed in the town for two weeks before leaving. During the time of their stay, the civilians had
fled to the bush. The RUF forces were also scattered in villages throughout Banta Chiefdom,
including Yebanna and Mogbomo Junction in the south of the chiefdom, and asked Clvilians
whether any SLA forces had visited their villages at any time. In late February, RUF forces coming
from the rutile area (Imperi Chiefdom, Bonthe District) launched an unsuccessful attack on Mokanji
(Banta Chiefdom). Until August, RUF forces would make other unsuccessful attempts to dislodge
the SLA forces and to take control over the milTing company.
In March 1995, a massive RUF operation was launched in Moyamba District. The pattern of the
RUF actions clearly demonstrated that their goal was Freetown and that they ilTitially did not intend
to settle in Moyamba District, wlTich they used more as a transit towards the capital. RUF forces
simultaneously attacked Moyamba Junction (Fakunya Chiefdom) and Moyamba Town, follow111g the
.
same pattern 111
each attack. P81
-. The group that attac k'ed Moyamba Town would then f ollow t I1e
Moyamba-Freetown road, attacking the major roads on its way, before being halted in Ribbi
ClTiefdom, in the north-west of the District.
Prior to the attack on Moyamba Town, RUF forces attacked the town of Mokele (Banta r\fokele
Chiefdom). On their arrival in the town, the commander informed the civilians that they were peaceloving citizens fighting to liberate the people of Sierra Leone, which was why they were called
"freedom fighters." However, no sooner had the meeting ended than the harassment of civilians
begun. The forces stole civilians' property and took away all the young men and women including
girls between 13 and 16 years old. They looted the township and forced the young men and women
to carry the loads. Another group of RUF forces entered the town of MosekJe (Banta Mokele
ClTiefdom) where they had a meeting with the civilians. A t the meeting people were ordered to cook
for the them, after which the town was looted and the property was carried for them by young men
captured in the village. Some houses were burnt but no one was killed. /Hound the same time, the
RUF forces also entered Mokepie vrillage (Banta Mokele ClTiefdom) , where they introduced

AFP, 25 January 1995
By February 19.95, aU the chiefdoms 1n the north of Bonthe District had been attacked by RUF forces
1281 It is probable that the RUF group who attacked ll'foyamba ] unctlon, to the north of the DlsUlct came from
1181

1181

Tonkolili District, and the one who attacked Moyamba Town came from Bonthe District
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themselves as "freedom fighters" and took property from civilians. They burnt down some houses
12H4
in the town and abducted youths, for the purposes of recruiting them into their fighting force.
These RUF forces, dressed in military uniforms, reached Moyamba Town (Kaiyamba Chiefdom),
close to the centre of Moyamba District, on 14 March 1995. At the time of the attacks, members of
the CDU were deployed in the town but had to withdraw, as they could not withstand the heavy
firepower of the RUF forces; the SLA forces, similarly overpowered, also had to retreat. Twenty-five
civilians were killed in the town and several young girls and women raped. The RUF forces also
burnt down 23 houses, including the Moyamba Police station and took away a lot of property from
civilians and shops. Captured civilians were forced to carry property taken by the RUF forces, who
also captured some children to be conscripted into the fighting forces. The RUF forces spent only
one night in the town and continued their way on the Moyamba-Freetown road, passing by Yoyema
(Kaiyamba Chiefdom).
Another group of armed men entered the town on 17 March 1995 and set up base in the compound
of the Moyamba Boys Secondary School. They introduced themselves as SLA forces and
encouraged civilians to come back to the town; civilians were convinced that these \-vere SLJ\ forces,
as they were wearing military uniforms. Furthermore, the commander introduced himself as a
famous SLA officer. However, three days later, those men began breaking into houses, shops and
Government buildings and taking everything they could lay their hands on. They stayed in the town
for one more month, during which they harassed civilians for their domestic animals and created
more havoc, killing, raping and abducting civilians. They only left the town on hearing the rumour
that SLA forces were on their way to the town. Civilians then identified those armed men as RUF
forces 12H5
At Yoyema (Kaiyamba Chiefdom), which they reached on 15 March, RUF forces also beat civilians,
killing some, took away all the domestic animals and left the same day, continuing their journey
westwards. Five days later, another group of armed men claiming to be SLA forces reached Yoyema
and, as they did in Moyamba Town, persuaded people to resettle in the town; for one week, the
town was calm. However, pandemonium broke out not long after, including the massive stealing of
property throughout the town, and those forces were then identified by civilians as RUF forces.
These forces also left on hearing that SLA. forces were approaching Moyamba Town.
The next chiefdom to the west was Kongbora and Bauya, the chiefdom headquarter town, IS located
on the main road. RUF forces who had left Yoyema on 15 March attacked villages on the r08d but
by-passed Bauya. They entered Morkorewo (Kongbora Chiefdom) on 16 March and burnt down the
rust house of the village. They killed some people, among them two elderly people, and 8bducted
others. Those captured civilians were to carry their property while young boys, some of whom had
weapons, were to fetch water. One old man who was caphlred at Yoyema the day before 8nd who
Although this actlon was reported to have taken place on 19 j\1arch, it is likely that it took place before the
attack on Moyamba Town on 14 March, as it is located in the south of the District and RUF forces relched
lVIoyamba Town from Bontbe District, which is further south.
l2H5 It IS however not clear whether those armed men where RUF forces or ex-SL-\ forces deserting tbeu positions
and acting like the RUF. Civi]jans however recounted that they were RUF forces in disguise
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told them he was tired to carry the load was killed. The RUF forces stole property from the old part
of the village and stayed for three days, during which time they killed some civilians and took all the
livestock. These RUF forces were accompanied by men and women fulfilling different mlSSIOnS,
some ofthem being engineers, cooks, first aid men, load carriers or road map directors.
The headquarter town of Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom), which is also located on the main road, was
attacked in the afternoon of 18 March 1995. Civilians were abducted and killed; people corning to
the town one week later found a lot of bodies in the centre of the town, some already beginning to
decompose. Many houses were burnt, mostly on City Road, and property was taken. The day before
this attack, armed men introducing themselves as SLA forces had come to the town. However, on
the day of the attack, those armed men took red pieces of cloth out of their pockets and tied them
around their heads. This made civilians understand that those armed men were not SLA forces
corning to protect them as they pretended but RUF forces 12H(, Before leaving the town, the forces
wrote on some of the houses: "RUF heading for the CIty Freetown - we will be back soon".
RUF forces then attacked the headquarter town of Bradford (Ribbi Chiefdom), to the north-west of
Rotifunk. i\ll the civilians in the town ran into the bush while the forces burnt down many houses,
killed 13 civilians and took a lot of property. They were however repelled by SLA forces who had
come from Freetown on three trucks the day before. During the fighting, one RUF member and
two SLA members were killed. Although they had defeated the RUF, the SLA forces did not stay in
the town.
After the attack on Bradford and their encounter with SLA forces, RUF forces came back to
Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom). They established a camp, known as "Camp Fol Fol",12H7 located in a
strategic position on a hilly hideout at the border with four chiefdoms, Bumpeh, Ribbi and
Kongbora Chiefdoms (Moyamba District) and Yoni Chiefdom (Tonkolili District). From this camp,
they went on to attack villages, notably the villages surrounding Rotifunk, where they killed civilians
and took property. At Berembu, a woman was killed and in Makombrabai the RUF forces killed
three people, one woman and two men. At Mokebbi, five miles from Rotifunk, no one was killed
but several people were captured and property was taken. Old men and women were forced to carry
the stolen property, including mattresses, rice, palm oil, gari and cattle, willie young boys and girls
were taken to the RUF base for training and recruitment. One young boy wllo attempted to run In
order not to be abducted was shot and killed by an RUF member. \Vhen they reached Levuma, in
the north-west of Kongbora Chiefdom, near their base, RUF forces released the carriers, as they did
not \vant them to know the location of their base. A guard place or second camp was established at
Motokoh, two and a half nllies from Camp Fol Fol, where civilians abducted to carry loads from the
villages were released and told to return to their villages. RUF forces also made several visits to
Rotifunk town, which was completely deserted by civilians for some weeks. All these attacks led
many civilians to find refuge in the centre of the chiefdom, notably jn Bumpeh, a village virtually
only accessible by the Bumpeh River, which originates in the ocean.

12H(, The red headband was characteristic of the RUF forces who had worn it since the beginning of the conflict.
This red headband distini:,'l.ushed them from the NPFL forces during thc C;Jrly stages of the conflict.
12E7 This camp was reported spelled 111 two different ways, the alternative one being "Camp Fall Pall".
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More than 200 RUF members, armed \\lith AK47s, RPGs and a Anti Aircraft gun mounted on a
lorry, attacked Bauya (Kongbora Chiefdom) sometime in March. 128s Several buildings were burnt,
including the Chiefs house, the Secondary Schoo1, the Court Barrie and the market. More than
30 people were killed and a Jot of property was taken. From Bauya, they attacked the surrounding
villages. Besides Camp Fol Fol, a secondary training base was opened at Levuma (north-west of
Kongbora Chiefdom). The area soon became deserted, as the RUF forces were settled and in
control of the area.
In the other wave of attacks occurring concurrently with the attacks on Moyamba Town, Moyamba
Junction (Fakunya Chiefdom) was attacked on 14 March 1995, probably by RUF forces coming
from Tonkolili District128~ Early in the afternoon, armed men with full military uniforms entered the
town with sporadic shooting; giving no excuse for the shooting, they left the town towards Mile 91
(Yoni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District), where they claimed they came from]2~11 Late in the everling,
those armed men came back and attacked the town again. At the time of the attack, the SLA forces
posted there were nowhere to be found. The RUF forces burnt down nine houses and captured
several people. These forces then went south, attacked Waterloo in the evening and proceeded on to
Njagbahun Junction, where SLA forces were based. Although no fatalities are reported, RUF forces
succeeding in capturing a lot of newly supplied arms and ammunition from the SLA. From
Njagbahun, they headed back in the direction of \"Xlaterloo and, on their way, attacked Kpetema
Fanday at midnight. Property was taken and several people were captured in the town.12~1 On 15
March, civilians who had been abducted from Moyamba Junction and surrounding villages were
forced to carry the stolen property to an RUF camp called "Borkor One" near Lurnleblu village. 12')2
In about mid i\pril 1995, the RUF forces attacked Motobong (Bumpeh Chiefdom), 16 miles from
Rotifunk. As they opened fire while entering the village, civilians ran into the bush. The RUF forces
shot two cows and took away other domestic animals to Moshibara Junction, where they entered the
town, killed one woman and wounded another civilian. They then advanced to MoshemOl, capturing
many civilians without resistance or the need for gunfire during the night. They asked a girl to show
them the direction of the Paramount Chiefs farm and, as they realised she gave them the wtong
direction on purpose, they raped her. They then gave her Le 10,000, telJing her that they would
come back for her, and left for their base at Camp Fol Fol.
The SLA forces who had earlier prompted RUF forces, disguised as SL:\ members, to leave
Moyamba Town in late Marchi early April, arrived in Moyamba Town on or arou!1d 20 i\priJ 1995.
The SLA forces defended the town from several more attacks by the RUF forces, who never

1288 Although it took place in March, th1s attack may have taken place before the establishment of Camp Fol FoL It
is also possible that some of the RUF forces had settled 10 villages in Kongbora Chiefdom, while the bulk of the
RUF forces were heac:ling to Rotifunk (Eumpe Chiefdom). i\ccordingly, the exact date of these events could not be
ascertained. They took place either before or after the Rotifunk and Bradford attacks.
1289 Around the same period, RUF forces attacked J\1ile 91, a strategic town on the highway to Freetown, 1n
Tonkolili District.
12~11 ;\.t this time, SL'\ forces were deployed in IvWe 91 in Tonkolili District.
12~1 No further information was available on this event.
12~2 "\lthough the location of this camp could not be ascertained, it was probably a secondary camp.
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succeeded in retaking the town. Their stay in the town was described as "peaceful" and no acts of
violence against civilians were reported.
Probably coming from Camp Fol Fol, RUF forces came to Rotifunk (Ribbi Chiefdom) around 14
June 1995, although at that time, most of the people were living in the bush. On their way to
Rotifunk, they came across a civilian at Mokaikono, whom they asked to lead them to the other
civilians in the bush. As he did not want to disclose their location, he was hit with a bladed weapon
and left for dead in the bush. The man however survived and after two days, managed to go back to
his camp.
Sometime between June and July, Mokanji (Banta Chiefdom) was attacked for the fourth time by
RUF forces probably coming from Bonthe District. They were repelled by SLA forces and 28 of
them were killed. No SLA member or civilian was killed but SLA forces were actively engaged in
stealing and vandalising the Sieromco Company.1293
During August 1995, the upper part of Bumpeh Chiefdom was under the control of the RUF forces.
Villages in Bumpeh Chiefdom including Berembu, Topkumbu, Mosenesse, Kpamgbaya, Komrabai
and Yenkissa were attacked. The RUF forces burnt a house at Tokpumbu and took the property of a
civilian at Kpamgbaya. In that town, they also forced a man who was a l\1uslim and had never
drunk \vine in his life to drink alcohol; as his wife came out of the bush crying, she was shot and
killed and acid was sprinkled on her body. The town of Mokebbi was attacked for the second time
by the RUF forces and they proceeded to Mogbindi. Finding nobody in the town, they burnt all the
houses there.
At that time, however, RUF forces were launching those attacks by group of 20 to 30 men, of whom
only four to five had guns. It thus appeared that the progression force of the RUF as evidenced by
their attacks on Moyamba Junction, Moyamba Town and the main towns on the highway had come
to a halt during this period, and RUF forces were more engaged in looting.
In October 1995, another wave of attacks were carried out in Fakunya Chiefdom, by RUF forces
coming from·their main base at Camp Fol Fol. On 9 October 1995, they passed through the towns
of Rotawa, Falaba Gbotima and arrived at Sembehun Kortuwabu, where they set up a temporary
base. Many civilians were captured in the town on their arrival. The commander informed the
people of the town that they were RUF forces and that both the town and all its surrounding villages
were under their control. The RUF forces attacked neighbouring towns and villages and various
items were stolen, including food products such as rice, groundnut, pepper and palm oil as well as
personal effects, including tape recorders, radios, clocks, clothing and cameras. In those villages,
SOlTle women were raped. On 10 October 1995, the RUF forces attacked the town of Kpangbama.
1'\ fter they entered the town, the RUF commander ordered the forces not to shoot, so they did not
shoot. Over 100 people were captured, including women, including suckling mothers, and children.
The captured civilians were forced to carry property stolen from the town to Sembehun Kortuwabu,

12')3

RUF forces carned

Ou[

a fifth and last attack on i\Iokanjl in "'\ng-nst but were, once more, repelled by SL"

forces.
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escorted by one RUF group, wbile another group left intending to attack Njagbabun Junction but
instead went back to Sembehun Kortuwabu, as they did not find any SLA forces at the Junction.
Other attacks were launched in tbe surrounding villages of Ngandorhun, Kwellu, and Falaba. Tbe
attacks were successful and a lot of property was taken. Again, captured civilians were forced to
carry the stolen property to Sembehun. SLA forces who had come from Moyamba Town staged an
ambush for the RUF forces but, as they could not withstand the firepower of the RUF, they went
back to Moyamba Town. Some captured civilians managed to escape during the crossfire. In
retaliation for the attack, RUF forces burnt down Kpangbama, accusing civilians of having warned
the SLA they were there. Over 100 goats from the surrounding villages were killed and smoked, for
later consumption at Camp Fol Fol. During their six-day stay in Sembehun Kortuwabu, RUF forces
raped women and many girls, sometimes aged below 11, and killed three civilians who attempted to
escape.
On 14 October, the RUF commander sent a message to Camp Fol Fol for the High Command to
send more men, both captured civilians and RUF members, to collect the looted items, as he, and
his troops, together with the civilians captured in the area were heading for Njala University (southeast of Kori Chiefdom). The commander told the civilians that this university would not function
.
1-:>9.:1uno.l the RUF took over government. RUF forces entered the town of Mokorewa (Fakunya
Chiefdom) on 15 October 1995 and took property, mainly personnel items Ijke tape recorders,
radios and clothing, from several houses. Two civilians were killed and several more were captured.
They told the civilians they came from Sembehun Kortuwabu and were heading for Njala
University. Just over a week later, on 24 October, the forces visited the town again and attacked
surrounding villages, stealing property, rapl11g and sexually harassing women and young girls. They
stayed at Mokorewa for four days, during which time they abducted many civilians, the maJorit:y of
whom were children. Civilians were forced to carry stolen property for the RUF forces 1 :2')
A. subsequent attack was launcbed on Sembehun Kortuwabu and its environs around 2 December
1995. 1.6.,. large number of the RUF members were children between the ages of 12 and 15 years, who
had been captured in schools in Lunsar, Port Loko Town (port Loko District) or Kambia. Civilians
were captured and maltreated by the RUF forces in an attempt to learn where the civilians were
keeping their food and sexual violence was rampantl"% From December to I\'larch 1997, it appeared
that the civilians in Fakunya Chiefdom suffered greatly, as both RUF and SLA forces raided their
villages and camps in the bush, mainly to steal food and other property; some of the CIvilians were
beaten and some women were raped.
On 15 December 1995, RUF forces coming from Camp Fol Fol reached the north of Kagboro
Chiefdom, to the south of Bumpeh Chiefdom. ,6.,.t this time, an influx of people had arrived in
Shenge, the headquarter town located by the ocean, south of Kagboro Creek. The RUF forces came
1:294 Njala University was attacked by RUF forces on 27 December 1995. BBC SUmmal)' of World Broadcasts, 28
December 1995.
1:295 This attack on.Mokorewa may have been carried out a few days earlier, before the RUG forces sent their
message to Camp Fol FoL
1:2% No more details were available on this information.
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mainly for the purposes of finding food and, as they had done earlier in the beginning of 1995,
introduced themselves as SLA forces. They entered Morkandor, where they took away domestic
animals before continuing their journey to nearby villages, including Bandasuma and Mokana. In all
these villages, they abducted civilians to carry the loads, mainly consisting of domestic animals, to
their base at Camp Fol Fol. Civilians were warned by the RllF commander that they would be killed
if they could not continue the journey. \X'hen they arrived near the base, those civilians were
released and told to go back to their villages.
FollO\:ving these attacks, a CDll comprised of civilians with cutlasses, swords and a few shotguns
was formed in Kagboro Chiefdom. In addition, the attacks on Bumpeh Chiefdom led the elders to
hold a meeting in Moyeamoh in December, at which they sought to find means by which they could
repel the RllF forces. One Section Chief asked all the civilians w"lth hunting rifles to surrender them
to the Chiefs. Only nine guns could be gathered and 29 youths gave themselves up for training and
to form a CDU]297
On 28 December 1995, RllF forces attacked Senehun, the headquarter town of Kamajei Cruefdom,
where they killed 28 civilians, burnt houses and took property, mainly money and other valuables.
As a result of the attack, most of the civilians left the town and went to camps in Bo and Freetown.
c)
Events in 1996
Kamajors from Bonthe District came to Moyamba District to assist the CDlls in the defence of
their chiefdoms. At that time also, members of the CDlls and other young men progressively
became initiated into the Kamajor society. They initially went to Bonthe District before Initiation
ceremonies began to be performed in Moyamba District. In February, the first Kamajors of
Kagboro Chiefdom came back to the chiefdom from their initiation.
In early 1996, members of the newly formed CDll of Bumpeh Chiefdom had their first encounter
with RUF forces between Moyah and Mogbainchain (Bumpeh Chiefdom). They staged an ambush,
killing two RllF members, capturing one and taking two AK47s. 129R Soon after, a few KamaJors
from Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District) came to the chiefdom and started patrolling in the
area, looking out for RllF members. They went to Moyah, where they joined the members of the
CDU. In February, both the Kamajors and the members of the CDll went to attack IVlotokoh, the
guard place or secondary camp near Camp Fol Fol. As they took the RllF forces by surprise, they
succeeded in dislodging them. They killed some RUF members, took some arms and alTlmunition,
destroyed the base and went back to Moyah. The relations between the KamaJors 'and the members
of the CDll, however, began to deteriorate and they started to quarrel over the KamaJors behavIOur.
Their mam complaints were that the Kamajors wanted the CDU to be then jumors, because the
Kamajors had mystical powers; they were harassing civilians, beating them up whenever they did
something wrong; and they were taxing civilians and treating the Chiefs and elders without respect.
Initiation ceremonies began to take place at Taninehun (Kongbora Chiefdom) in early 1996 at first
only for men recommended by the Section Chiefs. Prior to this, in 1995, a few rnen had left the
1:2'J7

Those men were not initiated KamaJors.

12')H It could not be ascertained what happened

to the captured RUF member
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Chiefdom to be initiated as Kamajors and had come back to the chiefdom, chasing the RUF who
were sporadically raiding small vi.llages, taking away property, abducting young boys and girls and
killing some people. 1299 As more and more men wefe initiated, the KamaJors established checkpoints
across the chiefdom, notably three in Bauya, the chiefdom headquarter town. An administration for
the Kamajors was set up in the chiefdom with the following positions: Supreme Leader and
Initiator, Deputy Initiator and Battalion Commander, Deputy Battalion Commander, Chiefdom
Ground Commander and Commanders. Kamajors, equipped with hunting guns, swords, spears,
knifes and other bladed weapons did not initially attack idennfied RUF positions but began by
staging ambushes, capturing small groups of RUF forces on food finding missions. They killed a lot
of RUF members and took their arms and ammunition. As their number grew, the Kamajors began
organising their deployment in strategic areas of the chiefdom.
Before the elections scheduled for 26 February, RUF forces entered Moyoka (Fakunya Chiefdom),
and killed with bladed weapons eight civilians attending a church service. They then headed for
Moyolo and on their way, killed a man and left the body in the bush. On approaching Moyolo, some
entered the bush and encircled the town willie others in military uniforms and Kamajors attire
entered the town, telling people they had come to talk about the initiation process. Youths came
from their different locations and the RUF forces disguised 10 SLA members and Kamajors nlll'
ordered them to assemble at the Court Barrie. The civilians were told to undress and were kept
locked in houses. Some 18 civilians were then taken out of the houses, were set on fire and died. As
this was going on, three women were raped by many RUF members and were then mutilated, one
being forced to sit in a solution of caustic soda and another had her breast cut off with a knife. The
third woman was sexually assaulted with a stick, as a result of which she died. Five more civilians
including two children aged 12 and lS were taken out of their houses and, after they were told by
the RUF forces to identify which was their predominant hand, this hand was cut off
The RUF forces left the next morning and one day later, SLi\ forces from Njagbahun came to the
town. They told civilians who were burying their relatives that they had come to assess the damage
caused by the RUF forces. However, they took civilians' property, including domestic arumals, rice,
groundnut and clothing. Three days later, SLA forces came back to the nearby villages of
Mobayngahun, Salima, Bembeh, l\10potey, Njala Gofor, Gbeworbu, ,Potehun and Batama, where
they took property, forced civilians to carry the load to their base at NJagbahun and sexually
harassed women.
.LA.fter the February elections, RUF forces came back to Rotifunk (Eumpeh Cll1efdom) ;lnd burnt
down more houses, but by this time most of the civilians had deserted the town. RUF forces were
described as being "totally out of control", as each time they went to a village, they burnt down
houses, took away property and killed anybody that they came across.
The north-east of Kamajei Chiefdom was attacked by RUF forces coming from '/aluni;l Chiefdom
(Eo District), to the east of Kamajei Chiefdom. They established a base in Yelina Secnon in l\'1arch
1299

It could not be ilscertained where they went for the initiation ceremony.

It is also suggested that those RUF forces introduced themselves as officers of the Intenm NatIonal Elecroral
Commission (INEC), coming to educate the people of the town about the electoral system
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1996 and abducted some young boys and girls to carry loads and to show them the various routes
and passages through the chiefdOlTl. In the same month, Kamajors arrived in the dl..1efdom to
protect Gondama. 1301 The Kamajors attacked the !tUF forces in Yelina section and rescued many
civilians, who they then brought to Gondama. However, Gondama was attacked shortly after, with
over 30 people being killed by the RUF forces, and the Kamajors left 'the town. Most of the people
killed were civilians recently brought to Gondama by the KamaJors and, accordingly, did not know
any escape routes. During this attack, the RUF forces did not burn any houses but took away
property, mainly lives tock.
In late March/early April 1996, RUF forces attacked the town of Mokainsay (Kagboro Chiefdom),
in the south of the District. At fIrst, the Kamajors put up a stiff resistance but they were soon forced
to withdraw, as they ran out of ammunition. The RUF burnt some buildings, including a mosque.
They left the town and two days later, killed an old man in his hammock and burnt houses at
Mojana, in the east of the chiefdom. The RUF forces then retreated to their base at Camp Fol Fo!.
Bagruwa Chiefdom, also in the south of the District, was attacked by RUF forces for the first time
around April 1996. RUF forces coming from the north of Bonthe District through Banta Chiefdom
13112
arrived in the south of Bagruwa Chiefdom
At this time, the Paramount Chief hired Kamajors
from Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District) to defend the chiefdom. RUF forces were
dislodged in a fierce battle at Mogboi. The battle lasted for several hours and 3 large number of RUF
forces were killed. At Mattru Bangay, one Kamajor killed a civilian on the allegation that he was an
RUF collaborator.
In late May, RUF forces came back to Kagboro Chiefdom and 3ttacked Mokobo (north-east of the
chiefdom) for the second time, with the intention to establish 3 base there. They stayed in the town
for two days, stealing civilians' property in the town and in the surrounding villages and forcing
civilians to carry the load. These attacks led civilians to desert the town and go to live in the bush.
The RUF forces then divided into four groups and scattered throughout the chiefdom, including at
Tissana, Morkandor, Bandajuma, Mokana, Suen and Mohiteh, where they harassed civilians, stole
their property and forced them to carry the load. They also m3de a rapid incursion into Timdcl
Chiefdom, east of Kagboro Chiefdom.
RUF forces 3ttacked Sembehun, the headquarter town of Bagruwa Chiefdom, around
3 June.
They broke into all the houses, took away property and captured four boys and four gU'ls who
cooked for the RUF forces at their temporary base at Kongonam L >I" They then left the area, he3ding
in the direction of Bonthe District. On their way, they stopped at Mokassie, where they released
some civilians they had abducted but killed one man because he refused to go with them. ~Another
man was killed for the same reason at Jondu. Following the attack on the town, CDUs were formed
in Sembehun and young people, equipped ,'lith sticks, machetes and shotguns, established
checkpoints.
Tlus is a different Gondama Town from the one in Bo District, wlucb bosted an IDP camp.
"\t tbe time of. this attack, RUF force had already been dislodged from tbelr posItions in tbe north of Bontbe
District and had scattered throughout the bush.
13113 It is not clear wbetber those children were released after doing the cooking.
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i\round Mayor June 1996, a new wave of attacks were carried out In Fakunya Chiefdom and its
environs by RUF forces using Falaba Gbotirna village as their base. They raped women and took
property in more than 30 villages in the area, capturing several Clvilians who were forced to transport
their loads to Falaba Gbotima. Around the same period, Kamajors who went to be initiated came to
Kwellu together with some Kamajors from Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District) and began
engaging the RUF forces, who were continuing their attacks on the small villages of the area.
Between June and July, Kamajors based at Kwellu heard that RUF forces were going on looting
sprees in Kpangama, Gbengbedu and Mayendu. Four KamaJors met the RUF forces at Nyandehun
and engaged them in battle, which left some civilians and some RUF forces, including their
commander, dead. The follO\ving day, 45 RUF members came to Nyandehun to find their
commander, as they could not believe four Kamajors had defeated them and killed their
commander. They found the body of their commander displayed at the centre of the 'village and in
retaliation, burnt the village. On their return to Falaba Gbotima, they captured a civilian whom they
then mutilated and killed. \X1hile still alive, his genital organ was cut off and forcibly put in Ius
mouth. His stomach was then slit open and his intestines tied across a stick by the side of the road.
i\t the time of these attacks, the SLA forces were still based at Njagbahun, four miles from
Nyandehun, but did not make any move. They would later comment on this by saying that the area
was "divided" and as the RUF forces had not come to their area, there was no need for them to go
and attack the RUF forces.
As Kamajors continued to attack RUF positions in YeLna Section (KamaJei Chiefdom), RUF forces
launched a second attack on Gondama (Kamajei Chiefdom) around 28 June 1996. No casualties
were reported, as most of the civilians were by then living in the bush, but the RUF forces burnt
down the town. This attack was the last ones in the area, as the Kamajors started patrolling around
Gondama. In the neighbouring chiefdom of Kori, KamaJors deployed at \V'ayima (north-east of the
chiefdom), where they mistreated civilians and passers-by, notably by imprisoning them in cages
made of thorns. On one occasion, they severely beat the Village Ch.ief of Ketumah, near \\/ayima, on
the grounds that he had made a statement against KamaJors. On another occasion, those KamaJors
from Wayima killed three brothers who had travelled from Markoli to Ketumah to meet their
mother, accusing them of being RUF members. \Xlhen their father came to enguire about what had
happened to them, he was h.it v.rith a bladed weapon and killed.
Around June, the Paramount Chief of Bagruwa Chiefdom sent 70 young men to be initiated at
Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District). Prior to tlus development in the chiefdolTl) some
members of the SSD had been sent to the headguarter town of Sembehun to protect the town from
RUF attacks. However, those SSD members soon began to harass civilians, moving from village to
village and taking away civilians' property, including domestic animals. On one occasion, they killed
one young man at Gbangbatoke Junction. This harassment prompted the Paramount Chief to
reguest the presence of Kamajors in the Chiefdom and to report the matter to the Paramount Chief
of Kaiyamba Chiefdom. \x7hile the Kamajors did come back to Bagrmva Chiefdom, they also soon
began harassing civilians.
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On 13 July 1996, RUF forces entered Waterloo Town (Fakunya chiefdom) for the second time,
from the direction of Rogboya (Fakunya Chiefdom). One of the RUF forces, described as a young
boy, killed a civilian. On their arrival in the town,
old deaf man was in his garden, working \vith a
machete, and as he did not drop his machete when told to do so by the RUF forces, a child soldier
shot and killed him. During this attack on Waterloo, RUF forces burnt down 23 houses and attacked
nearby villages, including Kondiama, Tombay Gbahama and Togbie. In those villages, a lot of
property was taken away and civilians were abducted to carry the stolen property to the RUF base at
"Camp Fol Fol".

an

Between June and August, RUF forces battled \\lith Kamajors in Nyaogihun (Kagboro Ouefdom).
Four members of the CDF were killed, including their commander. The RUF forces beheaded two
of the bodies, cut their stomachs open and displayed their intestines across the road at a checkpoint
The RUF forces then burnt the village before crossing over to neighbouring villages in Timdel
Chiefdom where they took property, mainly cattle, and harassed civilians. A.t this time, Timdel
Chiefdom had no Kamajors, as it had never been attacked by RUF forces and the Paramount Chief
paid for Kamajors to come from other chiefdoms, requesting subscriptions from the civilians to pay
for their services.
As this harassment on Timdel Chiefdom grew, KamaJors from Kagboro Chiefdom went to Bumpeh
Chiefdom to obtain reinforcements. They agreed \\lith the Kamajors from Bumpeh that each would
send reinforcements to the other duefdom when it was under attack. Kamajors from the two
chiefdoms went to Timdel Chiefdom and staged an ambush near Mokobo (Kagboro Chiefdom),
killing many RUF forces. The renlaining RUF forces fled the area but promised they would come
back. More men from Kagboro Chiefdom were initiated, in Banta Chiefdom and in Kangahun
(Kaiyamba Chiefdom) and deployed in different sections of the chiefdom in or around October.
Men from Timdel Chiefdom were sent for initiation in Tihun (Sogbini Chiefdom, Bonthe District).
No further RUF attacks took place in Timdel Chiefdom and the Kamajors established a base at
Mosanda.
Around i\ugust, armed men clainung to be SLt\ forces arrived in Yoyema Town (Kayima
Chiefdom), soon followed by another group composed only of women. Despite their clalms,
civilians understood that they were actually RUF forces, because the initials "RUF" were written on
the weapons carried by the women. The RUF forces sent a message to the SLA commander in
Moyamba Town. The SLA forces went to Yoyema and after a fierce battle, repelled the RUF forces
out of the town. 13114 The SLt\ commander left some troops 1n the town and went back to :f\10yamba
Town. The SLA forces left in Yoyema took away civilian's property and left for Moyamba Town
three days later. RUF forces came back to Yoyema and stayed for five days, during which they
maltreated and killed some civiJians, raped some women and abducted about 20 cluldren for
conscnptlOn.

13114 This event cou.ld, however have taken place in June, as around this penod, J'vfoyamba To\vn was under RUF
slege and SL'\ forces thought the RUF were provoking them to violate the ceasefue, signed earlier that year
following the elections: _'\FP, 7 J nne 1996.
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Around the same time, SLA forces were asked to leave Moyamba Town by the people. It seems that
following all the reports of SLA harassment across the District, the Paramount Chief of Kaiyamba
asked the Government to withdraw the SLA forces, willch he did. After the departure of the SLi\
forces, the people of the town decided to initiate themselves as Kamajors so that they could defend
themselves, since they did not want any SLA forces in the town. The men in the town lTlade it clear
that the Kamajor society was only open to people who were Mende by tribe and taxed every
household to pay a contribution of Le 1,000. \X!hoever did not pay the contribution was tied \vith a
FM rope DII5
However, the Kamajors engaged in continuous harassment of civilians, including taking property,
forcing women into marriage and sexually harassing them. The Kamajors also killed two SSD
officers in Moyamba Town, taking their guns and uniforms. Those Kamajors went to Yoyema after
the RUF departure from the town. They told civilians to call those who were hiding in the bush and
"screened" them, looking for RUF members and collaborators. As in Moyamba Town, they taxed
each household as a contribution to their feeding before leaving the town. 13i1G
A large number of RUF forces returned to Kagboro Cillefdom 111 November. I-laving seen tills large
group, Kamajors from Mokobo asked for more reinforcements from the other sections. In the
meanwhile, two Kamajors who had advanced on the RUF forces were killed. Their bodies were
beheaded and their intestines were tied on two sticks across the road to act as a checkpoint. At
Nyayagoihun, the RUF forces killed two pregnant women and three children, who were hiding
under a bed, and burnt the houses of the village L\1I7 Around the same period, RUF forces made
another incursion in Bagruwa Chiefdom. They killed one man at Moseinongor and burnt three
houses at Ngayebu. They also encountered SLA forces from Moyamba Town who were patrolling
the area and some fatalities on both sides were reported. l\s they approached Gbangbatoke Junction,
they burnt two commercial vehicles going to Shenge (Kagboro Chiefdom) but the passengers
managed to escape by running into the bush. The RUF forces then left the area and went back up
north.
At around tills time, the Kamajors began increasing their numbers and, consequently, began putting
in place structures for better coordination amongst themselves. Kamajors from Kagboro, Timdel
and Bagruwa Ch.iefdom organised themselves and appointed one man as the Ch.ief Kamajor for the
region. Men from Banta Mokele Chiefdom were sent for initiation to Tihun (Sogbini Clllefdom,
Bonthe District). Around the same period, Kamajors from Bonthe District arrived at 1\lano, the
headquarter town of Dasse Chiefdom. However, as time went on, Karnajors .started harassl11g
civilians and summary executions of alleged collaborators took place at the Kamajor base at
Mosanda. On one occasion, a man was brought to Mosanda from Sembehun (Bagruwa Chiefdom),
was beaten and put in a cage made of thorns for one full day before being released.
11115 This rope had two sticks on its edges. "FM" means "frequency modulation", for it was beheved that once tied
with such a rope, anyone would talk.
11i1G No more information was available on these events.
13i17 "\Ithough it seerns that the RUF forces were repeUed from tbe cbiefdom, there IS no further report on fightlng
with Kama)ors in tbe chiefdom. In the south of Bumpe Chiefdom (nortb of Kagboro Chiefdom), RUF forces
battled for two days with Karnajors before being chased away.
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By the end of the year, probably around November, the Kamajors from Kongbora Chiefdom
launched their first attack on RUF positions at Levfuna, north-\vest of the chiefdom. The Kamajors
shot down a helicopter and succeeded in dislodging the RUF forces from their positions. A large
cache of arms, ammunition and weapons that the Kamajors did not have so far - in particular
}\K47s and RPGs - was captured. FolJowing this successful attack, Kamajors launched an offensive
on Camp Fol Fol, the main RUF base in the area. The battle went on for t\vo days and the RUF
forces were eventually dislodged. DOH Kamajors came back from this battle with a lot of arms ,lOd
ammunition and other property, including televisions and fridges. These victories led more and
more men to be initiated into the society, fighting the RUF stationed in the north-west of the
chiefdom. Kamajors brought back a lot of RUF members and people they suspected of being RUF
members or collaborators and killed them; civilians recounted that they regularly heard that a "rebel"
had been captured and that they knew he was going to be "washed", meaning killed.
In December 1996, RUF forces entered Benge (Bumpeh Chiefdom) where they killed a civilian who
refused to have sex with his mother. They proceeded to other villages like Mobainda and Nyadahun
(Bumpeh Chiefdom) where they took a lot of property from civilians.
In late 1996 and probably after the Abidjan Peace Agreement of 30 November, civilians refused to
allow deployment of SLA forces in the District. By 1996, the population of Moyamba had developed
a complete distrust of SLA forces, since the RUF forces who came to the District were wearing
military uniforms and the SLA forces deployed in the District, mainly in Kaiyamba, Fakunya and
Banta Chiefdoms, were harassing civilians.
Events in 1997
d)
At the beginning of the year, resettlement of displaced persons, which had began in late 1997,
continued as the Government declared the Southern Province safe for resettlemen t. 1,0')
Nevertheless, the year continued to be marked by violence against civilians and bet\veen all the
different fighting factions.
On 3 January 1997, SLA forces based at Taiama (Kori Chiefdom), together with SL\ forces from
Bo Town, attacked Kamajors at Taiama. Prior to this event, tension bet\veen the SLA and Kan1aJors
deployed at Taiama had built up to the extent that both forces were controlling different
checkpoints in the town. In late December, one SLA l1'1ember destroyed a KamaJor checkpoint 11l
the town; civilians were killed during the subsequent attack in ] anuary. SL"" forces then headed to

UUH The RUF spokesman stated that the constant attacks on their main bases in the Distnct from the air and the
land around 9 and 11 November were underrnining the peace process. Furthermore, conflicting l11formatlon was
reported about the crash of a helicopter in the Rotifunk area. A~ccording to the RUF, this was an SL-\ helicopter
bringing re1l1forcements to strategic sites in preparation for a ground assault wIllie it carried out aenal
bombardment on RUF bases~ The RUF clain1ed to have brought it down wlth an "-\nti-_-\ircraft weapon. However,
nUJitary sources spoke about a helicopter bringing relief supplies, wluch had to undertake an emergency landing
after developing en,g1ne trouble and was then set on [ue by the Kamajors .-\FP, 13 November 1996.
13m Tlus resettlement went on in various areas in the south and at the same period, thousands of IDPs left the
camps in Eo District and returned to Pujehun Distl-ict.
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Njala, south of Kori Chiefdom. On their way to Njala, those SLA forces stopped by Mokonde,
where they ransacked the hospital. .l\t Njala University, they went to a "customers store", broke into
it and took everything they could cany away with tliem.
In january, villages in the Kovella Section (Fakunya Chiefdom) were tasked ,vith sending men for
initiation at Kwellu (Fakunya Chiefdom). On 30 janual)1, Kamajors battled with the SLA troops
based at Njagbahun for two hours before dislodging the SLA from the town, killing some SLA
members during the battle. This battle was the last of a series of fights between the two fighting
factions in the chiefdom.
On 26 january, Kamajors attacked the SLA forces based in Mokanjl (Banta Chiefdom), allegedly
because those forces had been stealing property. The Kamajors were defeated by the SLA forces and
three SLA members, a lot of Kamajors, including the son of the High Priest and Chief Initiator, and
some civilians were killed. Three days later, the SLA forces were transferred to I\1ile 91 (Y 0111
Chiefdom, Tonkolili District),13l11 leaving the way open for the Kamajors to settle in the town and
erect checkpoints. Soon, they began harassing and ill-treating civilians; any person found having a
link with a member of the SLA member was targeted and killed. Kamajors also cleared out what was
left in the Sieromco Company during an operation they named "Operation clear all"I:lI] Some
months later in the south of the District, at Gbessebu (Kama)ei Chiefdom), SLA. forces killed a
Kamajor while they were going to Pelewahun (Kamajei Chiefdom).
In Februaly 1997, tired and hungl)1 RUF forces entered Kawama (Kori Chiefdom) on a food finding
mission. They asked civilians to cook for them and took away civilians' property. They also took
with them five strong men to cany the load and three young girls between the ages of 15 to 18 yea rs;
since that time, their fate remains unknown.
Since they had taken control of Moyamba Town, in around ;-\ugust 1996, Kamajors had been
mistreating the civilians in the town. Indeed, for the inhabitants of Moyamba Town, the only
difference between the Kamajors and RUF forces was that the Kamajors were in the towns, while
RUF forces were in the bush. In Februal)1 1997, Kamajors from Moyamba Town went to
Korgbotuma, where they beat the Village Chief for two days and forced him to swallow stones, as a
result of which he died. The villagers were then taxed Le 400 as a contribution to the Kam3jors, who
burnt tbe houses of those who did not pay. Kamajors also stole most of the remaining property in
the town, including zinc from the houses and zinc recently provided by an International NCO.
Civilians were forced to give money and rice evel)1 two weeks and whoever did not "do so was killed.
Sometime between january and May 1997, RUF forces attacked Man? (Dasse Chiefdom) but were
repelled by Kamajors frolTl Bonthe District who had deployed in the chiefdom in late 1996. This
attack prompted the chiefdom elders to initiate their own Kamajors and Clvi]jans were asked to
contribute a small amount of money for the initiation ceremonies. 1-\ Kamajor administration was
i\round this time, SL'\ forces were deployed at IvWe 91, where fighting with the CDF was also reponed.
Later during th~ year, in November, the Sieromco Director contracted Executive Outcomes to protect a team
sent to evaluate the damage at IVfokanji: 1'\frica Energy & j\fimng, 11 September 1996. Executive Outcomes was a
mercenary company hired by the Government of Sierra Leone in 1995.
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put in place in the chiefdom and the following positions were established and filled: Chiefdom
Ground Commander, Deputy Chiefdom Ground Commander, Section Commanders, Patrol
Commander and Welfare Officers (AG). The Welfare Officers were generally civilians appointed by
Kamajors to act as a liaison between the civilians and the Kamajors.
Shortly after the Coup on 25 May, which saw the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council overthrow
the government and seize power, RUF forces from Bumpeh Chiefdom left theu camp and went to
Freetown to join the AFRC regime l312 However, they later returned to Rotifunk, the headquarter
town, and took away the zinc from the remaining houses. RUF forces brought the zinc to \Xlaterloo
(Western Area),1313 where they met their business partners. All the Kamajors from the chiefdom
assembled at Mokkebi, ready to attack RUF / AFRC forces if they came back, which they did t\vo
days later and were attacked by the Kamajors. 1114
•
After the Coup, the AFRC forces made an announcement over the radio that Kamajors should lay
down their arms and surrender to the nearest Police Station, which the Kamajors in Moyamba
District did not do. RUF / AFRC forces established checkpoints from Rotifunk (Eumpeh Chiefdom)
to Mabang (Ribbi Chiefdom, at the boundary with Port Loko District) and on the highway, as they
knew there were Kamajors in Bumpeh Chiefdom. Nevertheless, the Kamajors continued theu
attacks, and after few months, they had succeeded pushing the RUF /.i\FRC forces beyond the
Mabang Bridge, thus controlling Ribbi, Bumpeh, Kongbora and Kayima Chiefdoms
From May 1997 until January 1998, the RUF / AFRC forces killed a number of civilians travelling on
the Taiama (Korichiefdom) to Bo (Kakua Chiefdom, Bo District) highway, during which time they
also took a lot of property from the travellers. Men were particular targets, as the RUF / AFRC forces
alleged that any man in Kamajei and Kori Chiefdoms was either a Kamajor or a Kamajor supporter.
Kamajors from Kamajei Chiefdom, together with some Kamajors from Mongere (Valunia
Chiefdom), also ambushed vehicles they claimed to belong to AFRC members. The stolen property
was taken to Gondama (Kamajel Chiefdom) and to Mongere. Civilians in this area were therefore
caught between the two fighting factions.
On 5 June 1997, RUF forces from Kailahun District and en route to Freetown to join the i\FRC
regime raided the town of Senehun (Kamajei Chiefdom). They took a lot of property from the
civilians, as a result of which Clvilians fled the town. On 7 June, RUF / AFRC forces entered
Moyamba Town, although it had been under KamaJor control since August 1996, when Kamajors
forced the SLi\ forces out of town. RUF /AFRC forces killed 12 civilians and to()k away property,
leaving the same day and promising they would come back
Around 16 June, RUF / AFRC forces entered Yoyema (Kaiyamba Chiefdom), where RUF forces had
been repelled around i\ugust 1996. They told civilians they had come to thank them for voting for
1312 It is not clear whether an attack on the camp took place 111 I 996 and, lf it took place, whether the RUF forces
went back to the camp afterwards.
1313 There are two \'Xiaterloo Towns in Sierra Leone, one in the Western "'\.rea and one 111 the north of Fakunya
Chiefdom.
1314 The outcome of this battle and any casualties could not be ascertained.
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the Sierra Leone Peoples Party (SLPP). They burnt down many houses in the town and killed a
tremendous number of civi.lians.
Since the Kamajors had been in control of Kagboro, Timdel and Bagruwa Chiefdoms, in the south
of the District, since late 1996, there was a shift in their organisation. At this time, the Kamajors
were identified in two different categories: the "old" and the "new"; it was believed that most of the
havoc on civilians was created by the new Kamajors, most of whom had been initiated after the
RUF forces made their last attack on the chiefdoms. Thus at this time both old and new KamaJors
from Kagboro reorganised themselves and, having taken control over an area, began to harass not
only civilians but also their own colleagues. For example, starting in June, a base commander from
Sembehun (Bagruwa Chiefdom) used to visit Shenge (Kagboro Chiefdom). On these occasions he
and his men would loot the town and harass the inhabitants. On one occasion he killed two civilians
visiting Shenge and left their bodies near a bridge at Sembehun. One of these civilians was a trader,
carrying US dollars to the value of Le 11,000,000, which was taken away by this Kamajor
commander. During these raids, this Kamajor commander also threatened some Kamajors from
Kagboro Chiefdom at gunpoint. On another occasion, Kamajors based at Mossanda (Timdel
Chiefdom) went to Mokobo in Kagboro Chiefdom where they took some cattle away.
Kamajors at Shenge and elsewhere also made cages constructed with different kinds of thorns,
where suspected "rebel" collaborators and civilians or Kamajors who violated their laws were
imprisoned. Civilians were flogged with sticks and forcefully pushed into the cages, the floors of
which were also lined with broken bottles. The CDF forces also had another form of punishment
for civilians known as "FM": a thin nylon rope was tied on two short equal sticks and then wrapped
either on the two wrists or above the elbows. It was continually rolled until the nylon was squeezed
lOto the body, injuring veins and muscles as the circulation of blood stopped in the affected areas.
\'X/hen the person was released, usually either their hands were brokel) or very swollen, which often
led to partial deformity. These forms of punishment (FM and cages) were found in almost all the
chiefdoms in the District where CDF were based. For example, at Mano Junction (Kagboro
Chiefdom), two members of a church were accused of preaching against the Kamajors and were put
in the cage into which hot ashes were poured; Kamajors referred to this as "a jet IS bombing".
CDF members in other chiefdon1s continued their harassment of civilians, lOflicting sexual, physical
and mental violence. In fact, this period was described by some civilians as the pe<lk of the CDr
activities in the District, with Kamajors being described as "havl11g spoiled their mandate". People
who defied the Kamajors' authority were often killed. For example, at Banta Chiefdom, three youths
who went to purchase gari at Gbangbatoke were arrested for not paying due respect to the CDF
command. Two of thern were killed and the third was severely beaten before being released. TI1JS
harassment led to an mCldent in Gbangbatoke in September, during which civilians threw stones at
Kamajors and told them they would take care of their defence themselves])]) At Dodo Bridge
(Bagruwa Chiefdom), summary executions were carried out. Checkpoints \vere established and
travel cards issued to civilians. A civilian \vithout such a card \vas considered to be an RUF member
and was dealt with accordingly.

D1S

}\FP, 26 September 1997.
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In Banta Mokele Chiefdom, Kamajors also passed laws civilians had to abide by, presided over cases
and acted as Chiefs. The Kamajors' behaviours iriKamajei Chiefdom (north-west of the District)
also began to change after the signing of the j\bidjan Peace Agreement and they were described as
being the "chiefs". They decided cases and punished people they found guilty: Town Chiefs and
Section Chiefs were molested by young Kamajors, CIvilians were maltreated and sometimes, were
put the cages made of sticks and thorns. In other cases, women were beaten publicly, particularly
when they refused to marry a Kamajor.
In Dasse and Kowa Chiefdoms, civi.lians recounted that the checkpoints, originally set up by the
Kamajors to search for RUF members and weapons, were now used to harass civilians and drivers,
asking them for money and taking their property. Cages made of thorns were built at these
checkpoints and were used as prisons or guardrooms. On one occasion, a student coming from Bo
had his shoes and his money taken away at Mano (Dasse Chiefdom). As he wanted to talk, he was a
hit with a rifle one Kamajor was carrying.
RUF / AFRC activity in the second half of the year continued with numerous attacks on different
towns and villages. During the night of 25 June 1997, RUF / AFRC forces attacked 1vIokonde, south
of Kori Chiefdom near Njala University. As it was dark, it was difficult for people to see where they
were going when they tried to escape and many drowned in the Taia River. Others were shot and
killed by the RUF / AFRC forces. RUF /A.FRC forces went to Njala College and stole a lot of
property. Before leaving, they captured some civilians to carry the load; one of them was later shot
and killed when he said he was too tired to carry the load. RUF /AFRC launched subseguent attacks
on Mokonde and its environs throughout the year, almost without exception on a hit and run basis.
In the north of the ChiefdOlTl, at the boundary \vith Yoni Chiefdom (Tonkolili DIstrict),
RUF / AFRC forces entered Negeleboiya at night sometime in July. They gathered the civi.lians who
did not manage to escape at the Court Barrie and began calling people's names. Those ,vho were
called had to lie down and then the RUF forces then cut their throats; 40 men were killed that night
in this way.
On 28 June 1997, RUF / AFRC forces attacked Moyamba Junction (Fakunya Chiefdom) and \'illages
on the road leading to Moyamba Town. Houses were burnt at Kpangbama and Ngandorhun wIllie
civilians were killed between I'Cpetema Junction and Waterloo. Sometime the next month, a large
number of RUF / AFRC forces went from Moyamba Junction to Moyamb; Town (Kayuna
Chiefdom). They captured 11 commercial vehicles at Moyamba Junction and mounted an
anti-aircraft gun on one of the vehicles, which they used to fire at towns and villages they passed on
their way to Moyamba Town. They burnt down several houses at Kpangbama and Ngandorhun
(Fakunya Chiefdom). Kwellu (Fakunya Chiefdom) was fiercely attacked, as It was an important
initiation centre. Despite stiff resistance from the CDF, between four to eight civilians and one
CDF member were killed during the battle and eight houses were burnt down. The RUF forces
reached Moyamba Town around mid to late July and dislodged the CDF forces after a stiff battle.
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Moyamba District in a whole and Moyamba Town in particular, was a target for the i"..FRC when it
came into power in May 1997 due to the earlier rejection of SLA forces by civilians lD the Distnct.
During their short stay of eight days in Moyamba Town, the RUF / AFRC forces killed almost all the
young men they found; women, children and even livestock were also killed. They hunted people
who had fled into the bush and killed them. Section Chiefs and elders were targeted and killed,
including one prominent Section Chief His death terrified all the chiefdom elders as well as the
young men, as a result of which many young men volunteered to join the Kamajor society to defend
their chiefdoms.
After eight days in the town, RUF forces returned to Moyamba Junction with all the property they
had taken. The RUF / AFRC settled in Moyamba Junction, which led to the harassment of civilians,
who by then were mostly living in the bush. One group of RUF / AFRC members was everyday
going to the bush to take away civilians' property. During this period, women and girls were
constantly sexually harassed.
Two days after the RUF / AFRC forces had left, Kamajors returned to Moyamba Town, sending
messages to people in the bush telling them to come back to town. Civilians were screened for RUF
members or collaborators when they came out of the bush and every household was taxed Le 2,000
to contribute to the feeding of the Kamajors The Kamajors conducted a house-to-house search and
took away any property that had not been burnt or stolen by the RUF / f\FRC forces. The
Government agricultural office was also looted. As many civilians left the town and found refuge in
the nearby village of Korgbotuma, the Kamajors went there and threatened to kill civilians who
would not come back to the town. On their way back, two civilians were shot and killed by
Kamajors.
Kamajors imposed their authority on everybody. They used a building on Coromboya Road as their
secretariat and established laws and decrees. Chiefs were prevented from exerClslDg their powers and
were molested, beaten or tied up. Kamajors exercised all the powers normally vested in different
official bodies and fulfilled the tasks of chiefs, judges and policemen. They set up tribunals and
presided over cases. Civilians were continuously harassed, for all the non-initiates were treated WIth
disrespect. \V'ealthy civilians were targeted and all their money and valuables were taken away, often
at checkpoints. On one occasion, four Kamajors killed a trader and burnt dm.vn his compound. In
another incident, a civilian was killed at a checkpoint for Le 500. \\1omen \vere sexually harassed and
forcefully becalTle the "wives" of Kamajors. RUF / f\FRC rnembers, if captured, were killed.
Kamajors also killed civilians, on the allegation that they were collaborators. The ~vay they qualified
the collaboration was so wide that relatives of RUF /AFRC forces were killed, even if they had
nothing to do with their relatives in the RUF /AFRC: having the same name as an RUF or }"FRC
member was sufficient to be "washed", i.e. killed. On one occasion, an employee of the Distnct
Office was accused of being a "Junta" collaborator and beheaded at Sembehun Road.
Kwellu (Fakunya Chiefdom) became the centre of administration in the ch.iefdom and cases were
directed to the CDF leaders based in the tmvn. The head of the CDF initiation process and his
assistants presided over all cases. RUF members captured at the war front were brought to the town
and were killed. On one occasion, a civilian alleged to be a "rebel" collaborator was arrested at
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Falaba Gbotima and was hit with a knife and severely beaten before he was taken to Kwellu, where
he died. Other civilians were killed on the same grounds, including one man from Madina and one
man and his son from Monyanga. Cages made of'thorns were built, where civilians and KamaJors
who did not respect the laws the Kamajors had established were imprisoned. The local authorities,
including Paramount Chiefs, Section Chiefs and Town Chiefs who did not want to be irutiated no
longer had any control or power.
On 10 December 1997, the CDF launched a successful attack on the RUF /AFRC forces at
Moyamba Junction (Fakunya Chiefdom). Five RUF /A,FRC forces were killed and the town was
captured by the CDF. This attack was the first of series of battles for the control of Moyamba
Junction, where RUF /AFRC forces were based and \X'aterloo, where Kamajors were based.
Ultimately, Kamajors would keep the control of Waterloo and \vould also dislodge the RUF / AFRC
. B16
f rom M oyamb a.Junctlon..
The RUF / AFRC forces launched a counter-attack on 16 December, reinforced by RUF /l\FRC
forces from Bo and Camp Charlie D17 A. helicopter gunship was also brought by th'e RUF /l\FRC
forces, which they used to overpower the CDF, leaving one of them dead. The RUF /~\FRC forces
captured two other CDF and killed them. Nevertheless, the CDF captured a lot of weapons from
the RUF / AFRC forces On 25 December 1997, the CDF again attacked Moyamba Junction and
captured the town. However, on 27 December the RUF / AFRC forces launched a counter-attack
and recaptured the town, killing one member of the CDF. On 31 December, the Kamajors finally
chased the RUF /AFRC forces out of Moyamba Junction, forcing them to leave a lot of arms and
ammunition behind.
Once the Kamajors consolidated their control over the whole Fakunya Chiefdom (they already had
control over Kwellu), they increased their pressure and harassment of civilians, establishing laws that
civilians had to abide by. Those laws, among others, prevented civilians to pound food in mortars at
night and forbad them from giving the Kamajors bananas or any food containing banana. As in
Kwellu, cages of 2 112 feet high and 3 1/2 feet wide and made of thorns were built and used as prisons.
The punishments for not obeying the laws were varied and ranged from bel11g fined to receIving
lashes, being imprisoned in the cage and going "round the kabba,,1m seven times, asking for
forgiveness, during which the Kamajors would encircle the violator and giyc them lashes while they
went around seven times.
The last major attack on the town of Njala (Kori Chiefdom) was on 23 DeceInber 1997, while
Kamajors were carrying out the operation "Black Deccrnbcr". RUF /AFRC forces burnt houses
from Mokande to the Collcge and occupied NJala for seven days. They killed civilians and captured
131(, In December, an increase 111 KamaJor activities was reported, despite the declaration of a ceasefIre on 22
October as part of the Conakry Peace Plan: Sierra Leone Humanitanan Slt\.lation Report 19 N overnber - 2
December 1997.
1317 This camp was located 111 the outskirts of Mile 91 (\' oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District)
111H The kabba is a .cube-shaped building in Mecca, which J"'Iuswns believe was built by "-\braham for the worslup
of ,-\11ah. \X!hen gOlng on Hajj, namely the Journey to Mecca, pilgrIms begin by gOIng sC\'en tunes around the
kabba
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and raped a lot of young girls and women in the town. Surrounding 'rillages like Pujehun and
Bambuibu (both in Kori Chiefdom) were also attacked at this time. The RUF /i\FRC forces then
went south along the main road to Mano (Dasse Chiefdom), chasing c'ivilians who had found refuge
in the bush. The "sorquehun", bush camps, were ransacked and property was taken away. On the
walls of some houses, the forces wrote the names of some of their commanders 111 blood
In December 1997, the CDF high command announced over the radio the commencement of the
"Black December Operations", namely that no vehicle should travel to Freetown. This operation
was designed to cut off the i\FRC forces in Freetown from the rest of the country. The CDF in the
District stopped all vehicles and boats from travelling to Freetown and severely punished those who
did not obey the announcement. For example, a defaulting vehicle, which did not stop as requested
was fired on at Bengeh (Bumpeh Chiefdom), killing two people
e)
Events in 1998 to 2001
After they were driven out of Freetown during the first week of February 1998, RUF / AFRC forces
left Moyamba District, although little information was recounted on this departure, except the
follm:ving incident. RUF / AFRC forces attacked Korgbotuma (Kaiyamba Chiefdom) from four
different points and battled with the CDF in the town, defeating the CDF and capturing the town.
The RUF /AFRC commanders informed the civilians that their mission was to carry out "Operation
no living thing" in the town and its environs. 1319 The forces stayed in the town for eight days, during
which they killed a lot of civilians, took property and burnt down houses in the town. Two days
after their departure the CDF took over the town and ordered all the people in the bush to return to
the town even when they had no where to sleep since almost all the houses were burnt.
In early 1998, Kamajors from Bo District came to Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom) and told the
Kamajors from Bumpeh Chiefdom that they had received 111structions from the CDr High
Command to reinforce those already deployed at Rotifunk, in order to prevent the RUF / j\FRC
forces retreating from Freetown using the Mabang Bridge (Ribbi Chiefdom, at the border ,vith Port
Loko District). Those KamaJors soon took control of the township and the Kamajors from Bumpeh
Chiefdom went under cover, for they had less arms and ammunition than the recently arrived
reinforcements. One month after they had arrived, the elders of the chiefdom met at TVfoyamba
Town to find a way to move out the Kamajors from Bo District. It ,vas agreed that more men
should be initiated, so an initiator was brought to perform initiation ceremonies at Bellentin \Vlthin
two weeks, he had initiated over 400 men and one woman. Those new initiates, equipped only with
bladed weapons, drove out the Kamajors from Bo. Nevertheless, the new Kamajors established
checkpoints on the highway and took money from drivers at those checkpoint~. Drivers who did
not want to pay would be beaten or their vehicle damaged. On one occasion, one driver who could
not give Le 10,000 as reques ted had two of his tyres shot out.
ECOMOG forces deployed in various areas of the District In February 1998 and ensured the
security of the District, notably by setting up checkpoints that they operated together with
D19 "Operation No Living 'TIling" was the name of the operation carried out by. the RUF /:\FRC forces retreating
from Freetown, during wllich atrocities comnlitted against Clvilians reached unprecedented levels. It was mostly
carned out in the Northero Province and in Kono District.
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Kamajors. In Kamajei Chiefdom, for example, they set up checkpoints at the headquarter town of
Senehun and at Lonponga. However, Kamajors who assisted the ECOMOG forces at those
checkpoints were still mistreating civilians. Vehicles suspected of carrying RUF or i\FRC members
or goods \vithout proper documents were detained at those checkpoints and passengers were forced
to remain there and sleep on the ground. Women who openly opposed the activities carried out at
those checkpoints were stripped naked and forced to lie on the ground. The situation worsened
when the ECOMOG forces left the checkpoints in the hand of the Kamajors,U211 who would only
dismantle those checkpoints in November 2001.
Immediately after the RUF / i\FRC forces were pushed out of power in early 1998, an internal fight
occurred between different factions of the CDF. Kamajors operating in the Southern Province
accused the Gbethies, who were active in the Northern Province, of supporting i\FRC members in
their fight against K.amajors. A group of Gbethies from neIghbouring chiefdoms in Tonkolili
District attacked the Kamajors base at Gondama and Fogbo (Kori Chiefdom). Nobody was killed
during the attack but houses were burnt by the retreating Gbethies. Five days later, the Kamajors
launched a counter-attack on the Gbethies at Pateful (Gbonkolenken Chiefdom, Tonkolili Distrlct).
The situation was finally resolved through the intervention of the elders.
On 29 March, a letter issued by the CDF headquarter was circulated to all Kamajors in the District,
ordering that since the Sierra Leonean President had now been reinstated, the Kamajors should let
the Chiefs assuming their functions and stop presiding over issues. However, Kamajors from the
chiefdoms in the south of the District, Kagboro, Timdel, Bagruwa, Banta and Banta Mokele
Chiefdoms continued to affirm their authority and to maltreat civilians and authorities. CDP in
Moyamba Town (Kaiyamba Chiefdom) also continued to rule as chiefs and to control the live of
civilians, as they had done in 1997. For example, around 5 March 1998, a young woman moved
from Foyah to Matta Gelema in Banta Chiefdom to sell cassava leaves. At a checkpoint on her way,
she was asked by a Kamajor to show him her pass. The \voman told the Kamajors that her father
was a Town Chief and that they did not know about this system of pass. Kamajors replied by saying
that Kamajors were now the chiefs and authorities and that they were not respected by the civilians,
who treated them 'with over-familiarity. They took her cassava bag away and detained her for two
hours before she was freed. Her father, the Town Chief, reported the matter to the Ground
Commander to no avail, as the Ground Commander told him he had no time for reports, for he
knew his men were doing a good job.
In Kagboro Chiefdom, by 1998, the CDF had established checkpoints along the road going through
the middle of the chiefdom at Yoyema, Gondama Junction, Talia and Tawovahun. Vehicles were
checked for guns and "rebels" or "rebel" suspects. Anyone c3ught 3S a "rebel" or "Junta" soldier or
who was suspected to be such by the KamaJors was immediately carried away and "washed", a term
the CDF used for killing. People were killed at the checkpoints very often, sometimes for money or
other property. In other places where the CDF had checkpoints, people who \vere not from that
chiefdom were often singled out to be victims.

\]211 It could not be ascertained when ECOMOG forces exactly came in the Distnct, nor when they left J(;JnUlcl
ChIefdom.
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The CDF frequently beat women and one commander in particular travelled around the chiefdom
harassing young men and women and molesting the elderly. From Bauma to Blama and from
Mamboma to Senehun, this commander was wefl knuwn for this type of behavlOur. On one
occasion, he ordered his boys to torture a civilian whose daughter was alleged to have been in love
\vith an RUF / AFRC member. In another inCldent in Mokebay Section, Kamajors killed a lady who
had come from Bumpe to buy fish. They removed her body parts for rituals, as they allegedly
believed that the ritual murder would prevent their "evil deeds" from been exposed. Several other
civilians were killed afterwards. Other civilians killed included one man from Yorgborfore, one from
Mbawoma, one from Metiba and one from Bumpetoke. ll,. Kamajor cut off the ear of a woman from
Bonthe District \'lith a cutlass and chewed it. The woman latter suffered severe pain from the ear.
~A.nother Kamajor declared one day that any civilian not abiding by their laws would be killed and
eaten raw. In Timdel Chiefdom, at Morkandor, one civilian was beaten \vith orange sticks covered
in thorns, as he failed to be his contribution for the feeding of the Kamajors. He 'was them asked to
contribute with three bushels of husk rice or would be killed. The deputy Town Chief of Morkandor
was severely beaten because he refused to act as a town crier.
In April or May, a schoolteacher riding his bike between Mokonde (Kori Chiefdom) and Pelewahun
(south of Kamajei Chiefdom) was caught by Kamajors who had established a checkpolnt at
Pelewahun. The man was dragged in the bush, had his stomach cut open and his intestines removed.
The Kamajors then set the body on fire, taking his bicycle and his two months salary he had Just
received. This killing was carried out because one of the Kamajors wanted to take his revenge on
this schoolteacher, the new partner of his ex-girlfriend. Police officers from Taiama (Kori
Chiefdom) investigated the matter and the four Kamajors who killed the schoolteacher were
arrested, put in prison and tried in the High Court in Bo. Follmving tlus arrest, the other Kamajors
left Pelewahun.
In 1999, some incursions were carried out in the District by RUF / AFRC forces based in Tonkolili
District. Those attacks were, however, limited to villages in Fakunya Chiefdom, along the border
with the Northern Province. SOlTletime in March 1999, RUF /AFRC forces based in TonkoWi
District launched a series of attacks on villages on the Fakunya/Yoni boundary, mainly for searching
for food and other items. One serious attack \vas made at lvIataradegba, one lniJe from Rogboya, by
the RUF forces from Mile 91 in late March 1999. It was a silent attack
. and the\', entered the town
without discharging their weapons. Sixteen people were locked in a house, which was then set on
fire and set ablaze. The RUF forces also shot and killed another five people. They then went to
Rogboya, where they met \vith stiff resistance from the CDF forces in the town~ On their retreat,
they fell in a CDF ambush; six of the RUF forces were killed and a lot of their arms and ammunition
captured. On 18 April 1999, the RUF forces launched another attack on Rogboya and succeeded in
capturing the town. They were, however, soon repelled from the town by CDF from other towns
nearby. On their way back to TonkoJjJi District, they h3d 3 battle with some Kamajors, which left
over 40 RUF //\.FRC members dead. This was to be the last battle between the CDF and RUF
forces in F3kunya Chiefdom.
During the sam~ period, some RUF /AFRC forces corning from their base at Okra Hills (Koya
Chiefdom, Port Loko District) crossed into the north of Ribbi Chiefdom, mainly chasing clvilians 111
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the camps they had built in the bush. 1321 They took away the rice and burnt a farmhouse near
Makabie before heading for Makabie, where they abducted one man. This man was told to deliver
the message to the inhabitants of Makabie that they would come back again to the village, as one of
their boxes of cigarettes had been stolen. They further added that anyone they caught would be
either mutilated or killed, depending on their will. \\1hen they came back to the village, they took
some property away, burnt the houses and abducted one man, who they later killed.
The inhabitants of Ribbi Chiefdom, north-west of the District at the border with Port Loko District,
were in total disarray at this time because of one group of CDF, who were opposed to the Gbethies
from Port Loko District and who were inflicting a lot of violence on civilians in the chiefdom. On
24 March 1999, Kamajors and .l\vondos came to Bradford,132: the headquarter town of Ribbi
Chiefdom and began to shoot indistinctlyn::o One civilian was caught escaping and was accused by
the Kamajors of being a "rebel". Those Kamajors and Avondos told the civilians they had come to
Ribbi because they knew they had been RUF / AFRC forces in the chiefdom. Some civilians were
killed, accused by the CDF members of selling food to RUF / AFRC members. Throughout May and
April, the two groups deployed in the town and went to the surrounding villages, killing civilians and
burning houses. For example, they went to Rogbonkol, burnt 10 houses and killed 20 people; at
Mothankey, they killed one woman and took away her 1:\vo children and all her property. They also
crossed the Ribbi River and went to Bathpon (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District). On their return
to Bradford, the Kamajors and Avondos met a deaf woman in her garden and asked her what she
was doing there. The woman told them that since they were "soldiers" - because they were wearing
military uniforms - they should not disturb her. The CDF members told the woman they were going
to kill her, as they said she was inhabited with devil spirits. The Avondo cOlrunander 1m ordered his
men to kiJJ her, so she was shot and killed.
The CDF members then rnoved to Makabie, where they established a checkpoint on the highwav
leading to Freetown. Any civilian caught speaking Tem.ne was accused of being a Gbetlue
collaborator, who were their targets at this time. Anybody thus accused was forced to lead them to
the place where he was living and all his property was taken away. The inhabitants of Makable were
gathered, accused of being "rebels" and threatened with death; they were not, however, killed and
the Town Chief was forced to pay Le 15,000 instead. Civilians \vere told that they could not go
anywhere without the permission of the CDF members and that as long as they rem31ned in the
town, the civilians were responsible for their feeding. It was alleged that the main purpose of the
CDF lTlembers was to steal their property and that the aJJegation of collaboration was a pretext.
Some CDF members then left the town and went to Rosint Loko, where they abducted civilians,
subsequently releasing all but one. The captured civilian who was not released was killed, as he failed
to lead the Kamajors to the Gbethies. He was hit ,'lith a bladed weapon on his face and as he was
11::'1 Okra I-Iills was the base of the \X!est Side Boys, a fighting faction that emerged from the RUF ('l.FRC forces 111
late 1998: see the analysis for Port Loko District for more information
1.122 It is not clear where those CDF members came from. It seems that the c'l.vondos ca!1'le from Taima (Kori
Chiefdom) while the f:,'l'OUp of Kamajors came from Kongbora and Bumpeh Chiefdoms.
1.12:0 It seems that tbere were no K.amajors operating ill Ribbi Chiefdom before this incident.
1.124 Both the A.vondos and the Kanlajors had their own commanders, although they carried most of these actlons
together
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wiping away the blood, the Kamajor cOlTlmander told him not to waste his blood as he was thirsty
and wanted to drink it. The man was then shot and killed; he was later buried by civilians from
Makabie. l\ report on this incident was made to th-e ECOMOG forces deployed at Songo (\vestern
Area). ECOMOG forces arrested the CDF members but released them shortly after. 111s
The CDF members returned to Ribbi Chiefdom and resettled first at Mo Lamina and then at 1'1'10
Goba, from where they raided the surrounding villages, harassing civilians for their property. One
truck belonging to the International Labour Organisation was stolen in Tvfoyamba village (Ribbi
Chiefdom) and used by the CDF members to carry the property they were stealing. -,~t Massampa,
for example, they entered the town shooting their guns and killing one student. They looted the
town and burnt five houses. -,~t Sueu, they shot the Chiefdom Speaker, stripped him, tied him up
and took h.ll11 to Bumpeh Chiefdom, where they allegedly had theu main base. At Rotifunk (Bumpeh
Chiefdom), one of the commanders wore the fingers of the late Chiefdom Speaker on a necklace
around his neck. The CDF members went back to Moyamba village (Ribbi Chiefdom), burnt 19
houses and captured two traders, whom they later killed. Other incidents included another attack on
Bradford, where they took a significant sum of money from tr3ders and another attack on Sueu,
where they killed one woman and took 3way her property. CDF members also went to Mab3ng,
after the RUF / AFRC forces had left the bridge,132G and killed a lot of civili3ns and harassed anybody
using the bridge. 1317
The Kamajors stayed in Bradford for a wIllie, forcing civilians to bring them food and money and to
work for them, harvesting palm nuts. These actions continued until. the Government announced
that all the fighting factions had to stop hostilities. 111H
By May 1999, some commercial vehicles used the alternative highw3y from Freetown to Bo, through
Moyamba, without encountering any attack, although the highway was not yet reopened for
tra ffi c. 111')
Probably in 1999 or 2000, Kamajors from Bumpeh Chiefdom battled vlith Kam3Jors from Kagboro
Chiefdom, for one 13dy trader from Bumpeh Chiefdom had been beaten and her money taken aW3Y
by Kamajors at Ribbi (I<:agboro Chiefdom). The Kamajors from the two chiefdoms were J3ter
reconciled through the intervention of the Paramount Chief of Bumpeh Chiefdom and elders of
Kagboro Chiefdom.
Following the Freetown invasion in January 1999, a peace accord marking the end of the conflict
and known as the Lome Peace Agreement was signed on 7 July 111 the Togolese capital Pursuant to
this accord, the disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) process was formally
launched by the President of Sierra Leone on 20 October 1999 during a ceremony at \'\'ilberforce

No more details were available on this arrest.
RUF /AFRC forces were in Koya Chjefdom (port Loko District), on the other slde of the bndge
1327 No further infol111ation was available on this incident.
132H ,,\ ceasefue was signed in Iv]ay 1999. No more mf01mation was available on what exactly happened in the
chiefdom foUo'.ving tlus announcement.
132~ Sierra Leone Humalutarian Situation Report 1 - 17 fvIay 1999.
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Barracks, Freetown and began properly on 4 November 1999. 13311 Five demobilisation centres were
opened at Lungi (port Loko District), Port Loko South, Port Loko North, Kenema and Daru
(Kailahun District). In early 2000, UN peacekeepe'£s from the Guinean contingent were deployed at
Moyamba Town. 1331
On 10 March 2000, the National Committee for Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration
(NCDDR) identified two more sites, one of which was at Levuma (north of Kongbora
Chiefdom) 1332 However, disarmament started at a slow pace and was halted temporarily in 1\1ay
2000, as fighting were still going on in the Northern and Eastern Provinces and peacekeepers were
abducted by RUF / AFRC forces. Although Moyamba District was not directly concerned by these
events, it seems clear that the CDF members would not disarm as long as the other fighting factions
were still carrying out armed operations. The DDR process would be given a new start in November
2000 when the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF signed a ceasefire in Abuja, Nigeria on 10
November 2000. On 4 May 2001, those parties would meet again in Abuja, Nigeria to review the
cease-fire. Further to this meeting, those parties held monthly tripartite meetings under the Joint
Committee on DDR and decided on an accelerated schedule for the completion of the disarmament
process. During the fourth meeting of the Joint Committee on DDR 111 Kenema on 10 .i\ugust 2001,
it was agreed that the next stage of disarmament was to take place simultaneously in Moyamba and
Koinadugu District, between 15 and 30 August. 1333 However, disarmament was not complete by
31 August, mainly for logistics reasons.
In a symbolic disarmament ceremony in the town of Moyamba on 20 October 2001, CDF
combatants and their senior cOlTI1nanders handed over more than 50 weapons to UN peacekeepers,
in the presence of the Special Representative of the Secretary General in Sierra Leone. 13.14 At the end
of the seventh meeting of the Joint Committee on DDR on 9 November, disarmarnent was declared
complete in Moyamba District. 1335 On 30 November 2001, a Nepalese Battalion of peacekeepers was
deployed in Moyamba Town and Rotifunk (Bumpeh Chiefdom), at which time the war officially
. 1316
· 1\,r
came to an en d In
IVloyalTlb a D'IStrlct.·

3.
Conclusion
Moyamba District was the 13st District of the Southern Province to be attacked by RUF forces. The
first incursion into the District was launched in early January 1995, at a tilne when NPFL forces,
originally fighting alongside the RUF from 1991, had long since \\~thdra\:vn to Liberia. TIm first
wave of attacks was carried out from Bo District and in the aftermath of <1 series of attacks on major
13311 The launch of the DDR process was delayed as it was meant to start witlun si;.;: weeks of tbe signing of tbe
Lome Peace /'>-greement.
1331 IRIN \\!est J',Jrica, 12 j\pril 2000. On 22 October 1999, tbe UN Secunty Council had adopted Resolution 1270
approVIng the deployment of 6,000 armed peacekeepers alongside tbe 260 unarmed military observers Then
number would increase over the subsequent months.
1332 IRJN \X!est ""'frica, 17 ?'v'larch 2000.
1333 UNAfvlSIL press briefing, 14"-\ugust 2001. }, t that time, the disarmament was complete in Port Loko and
Kambia Districts. As of that date, 1,500 CDP m.embers bad disarmed 111 l\Joyamba District.
133~ UN""'MSIL pr.ess briefing, 23 October 2001.
1335 UNj\MSIL press briefing, 9 November 2001.
1331, Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 06 - 30 November 2001
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towns in Bo District. "'1 ttacks on Moyamba District were subsequently carried out by RUF forces
who settled in the District but also from the neighbouring Districts of Bonthe and Bo in the
Southern Province and Tonkolili in the Northern Prmrince.
The spreading of RUF forces into Moyamba District was one of the latest developments of a new
phase of the conflict, which started in late December 1993 in the south of Kenema District. From
this date on, RUF forces took to the bush and adopted guerrilla warfare tactics, progressing to
Districts so far unaffected and by 1995, had established positions in all the Districts.
In March 1995, it was clear that the ultimate goal of the RUF forces W110 attacked Moyamba District
was to reach Freetmvn. To this end, they progressed through the District using the highway that
leads to Songo in the Western Area, systematically attacking the major towns located on this
highway. It was only when their progression to Freetown was stopped that they settled in the
District and established a strong base in the north.
/\.s in the other Districts of the Southern Province, Kamajors progressively halted the actions of the
RUF forces from the beginning of 1996. The initiation of youths and local hunters, members or not
of the CDUs, started in early 1996 and developed throughout the year. Bonthe District played an
active role in the development of Kamajors throughout Moyamba District, as many men from
Moyamba District went to Bonthe District for initiation also because Kamajors from Bonthe
District went to Moyamba District to fight the RUF forces.
The chiefdoms in the south of the District were under Kamajor control earlier than the chjefdoms
in the north. By late 1996, Kamajors had taken control of the southern chiefdoms and no more RUF
attack was reported in those areas. This was probably also due to the fact that around this period,
Kamajors had already dislodged RUF forces from Bonthe District. The situation for the chiefdoms
in the north of the District was far different. "'1lthough their mal11 base, Camp Fol Fol was destroyed
111 late 1996 by Kamajors, the RUF forces and, shortly after, RUF / AFRC forces were present in
many of the chiefdoms in the north, wreaking a lot of havoc on civilians. i\t this time, both Port
Loko and Tonkolili Districts, which adjoin Moyamba District to the north, were also infiltrated by
RUF and RUF / AFRC forces.
Following the ECOMOG intervention in FreetO\vn in early 1998, the actions of the RUF / AFRC
forces were concentrated in the Northern and Eastern Provinces. Free from RUF / j\FRC
incursions, the Kamajors affirmed their control of the security of Moyamba District and expanded
this control to civilians and local authOrities In this regard, the pattern of actions in Moyamba
District at this time would converge 'with what happened in the other Distncts of the Southern
Prmrince.

d.

Pujehun District

1.
Introduction
Pujehun District, with its headquarter of Pujehun Town, is one of the four Districts of the Southern
Province, the other three being Bonthe, Bo and Moyamba Districts. It is bordered on the east by
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Liberia, on the northeast by Kenema District (Eastern Province), on the north\vest by Bo District
and on the west by Bonthe District. At its southern edge is the A tlantic Ocean.
There are 12 chiefdoms in the District:
Chiefdom
Barri
Gallinas Peri
Kpaka
Makpele
Malen
Mano Sakrim
Panga Kabonde
Panga I<:rim
Peje
Soro Gbema
Sowa
Yekomo Kpukumu I<:rim

Headquarters
Potoru
Blama
Massam
Zimmi
Sahn
Gbonjema
Pujehun
Gobaru
Futa
Fairo
Bandajuma
Karlu

The main rivers flowing through the District would prove to be of strategic importance during the
conflict. The Mana River that flows on the eastern edge of Makpele and Soro Gbema Chiefdoms
constitutes the natural border between Sierra Leone and Liberia The entry point to the District is
located in Soro Gbema Chiefdom, at the Mano River Union Bridge, Bo \"X1aterside, which was a joint
venture between Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia. Control of the bridge would be of great
importance for the RUF /NPFL and later on for the RUF forces, as it allows easy penetration mto
the District and the transport of suppLes from Liberia. A.ccordingly, throughout the conflict, the
RUF forces would mal11ly be based in the east of the District. The Moa River originates from the
ocean between Gallinas Peri and Soro Gbema Chiefdoms, folJmvl11g more or less the border
between those two chiefdoms through Barri Cl-uefdom before reaclung Kenema and KaiJahun
Districts, thereby isolating Soro Gbema and MakpeJe Cl-uefdolTls from the rest of the Distrlct
Other rivers located in the south of the District and of lesser strategic importance would be used bv
the fighting factions, mainly the RUF forces, to movewitl-un the District.
Crossing the Mano River Union Bridge, there is only one motorabJe road linking Fairo (Soro Gbema
CJ-uefdom headquarters) to Sulima in the south (Sora Gbema Clllefdom) and to Zlmn-u in the north
(Makpele Cl-uefdom Headquarters). Furthermore, this road to Zimmi is the only way to reach
Pujehun Town, other than by using bush paths. From ZimlTu, It continues \vestwards to Potoru
(Barri Cl-uefdom headquarters), Futa (Peje Chiefdom headquarters) and Bandajuma (Sowa Cl-uefdom
Headquarters). Bandajuma is located on the main road that links Pujehun and Bo Districts, starting
in Pujehun Town and leading to Koribondo and Bo Tmvn (Bo District). From Potoru, an
alternative road passing by Gallinas Peri and Kpaka, the two central chiefdoms, goes to PUJelml1
Town.
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The small number of roads providing access to other Districts 1S an important factor in how the
RUF /NPFL forces would attack surrounding Districts. To go to Kenema Distnct in the north-east,
there are only two alternative roads, through Mak~ele Chiefdom or through PeJe Chiefdom. Two
roads also allow the penetration of Bo Distnct, the main one being a highway passing through Panga
Kabone and Sowa Chiefdoms, while the second one leaves Pujehun Town to pass through Malen
Chiefdom in the west. There are no motorable roads linking Pujehun Distnct with Bonthe Distnct
in the south-east; accordingly, this District would not be affected during the first years of the war, as
access was achieved only later through Bo District.
The main economic activities of the District consist of mining, fishing and cash crops, notably
coffee and cocoa plantations. In some chiefdoms, primarily in Makpele Chiefdom, the main
economic activity is diamond mining.
Pujehun District, at the border with Liberia was concerned by the conilict as early as tviarch 1991
when Revolutionary United Front (RUF)/ National Patriotic Front for Liberia (NPFL) forces
crossed the border at the Mano River Union Bridge into Soro Gbema Chiefdom. From this first
incursion, the conilict would affect the District through three discernable phases.
The first phase, which ran from 1991 to 1993, was first marked by the first incursion in 1991, where
almost all the chiefdoms and major towns, including Pujehun Town, were attacked by RUF /NPFL
forces \\rithin one month. This first incursion was characterised by \\ridespread vlOlations committed
by RUF /NPFL forces. Those forces wouJd follow the same pattern upon entry to a village: they
wouJd gather the civilians, identify themselves as "freedom fighters" coming to redeem Sierra Leone
from the corrupted All People's Congress V\PC) regime and depose and replace the local
authorities, setting up basic administrative structures. Their arrival and stay in a place was
accompanied by the iniliction of physical and mental violence on the people of the village, as weI] as
the abduction of members of the population, including children, for use as forced labour, as soldiers,
as cooks and as "wives". RUF /NPFL forces also engaged in widespread theft and property
destruction, notably the burning of houses. However, from July to September 1991, SL1\ forces,
assisted by foreign troops, dislodged the RUF /NPFL forces from most of their positions, pushlI1g
them back to the Libenan border. This SLA offensive and control of the District was nonetheless
soon accompanied by \riolence 1l1ilicted on civilians, in particular thosc la belled as colla bora tors with
the RUF /NPFL. Attacks, probably carried out by remnants of RUF /NPFL forces, were hmvc\'er
still recorded at the end of 1991 and in 1992. At the end of 1992 and beginning of 1993, RUF forces
launched a powerful attack from Libena, established a stronghold in Soro Gber11a Chiefdom and
started spreading across the District. This second incurslOn was, however, less successful than the
first one as they were soon defeated in most areas by SLA forces. \'\'llile in control, SL-\ forces
continued to inilict great havoc on ci\rilians, killing a lot of alleged collaborators, chasing CIvilians for
thelt property, destroying some property and engaging 111 mining activities in the east of the Distnct.
The second phase spanned frorn 1994 to May 1997, during '.vhich time the RUF forces succeeded 111
spreading throughout the country, shifting their tactics away from direct confrontation with the SLj\
to bush warfare, .during which they mainly staged ambushes. /\t this time, thousands of civilians had
fled the District for a refuge camp in Bo District. Starnng in 1996, newly initiated Kamajors, initially
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operating in collaboration v.rith SLA forces, engaged the RUF forces and by 1997 had succeeded in
taking control of most of the RUF positions across the country, which led thousands of Internally
Displaced Persons (IDPs) to resettle in the District However, their control was also accompanied
by harassment of civilians, including constant requests for food and the taking of property. Physical
violence was also inflicted, in particular on those they identified as being RUF collaborators
The third phase of the conflict started in May 1997, when a military regime - the Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC) - seized power in the capital and concluded at the end of 2001,
when the disarmament process was complete for Pujehun District. Shortly after the Coup, RUF
forces who had been living in the bush for some months joined the .!\FRC and Kamajors in the
District went underground. During their stay 1n the District, the RUF / AFRC forces imposed great
harms on civilians in general and on alleged Kamajors collaborator in particular, including physical
violence, killing, rape, abduction for use as forced labour, soldiers 'or '\:vives" and stealing and
destruction of property. Starting in October, Kamajors regrouped and intensified their fighting
against those combined forces, gaining more and more ground; by March 1998, following
ECOMOG deployment in the District, the RUF / AFRC forces were repelled from the District.
From this date onwards, the District remained under control of the Kamajors, who imposed their
authority in all aspects of life, restricted the movement of the population by establishing
checkpoints, replaced the local authorities and themselves administered the District, 1l1creased their
violence against all civilians and engaged in mining activities. This would continue until the
completion of disarmament at the end of 2001.

2.
Factual Analysis
a)
Events in 1991
On 28 March 1991, RUF/NPFL forces crossed the Mano River Union Bridge 1m at Jendema (Soro
Gbema Chiefdom), 7 miles from Fairo. They then headed for Malema, where they seized weapons
from the SSD store, before heading for Fairo. From Soro Gbema Chiefdom, the RUF /NPFL forces
would then head for Pujehun Town (panga Kabone Chiefdom, 111 the east of the District), passing
by Makpele, Barri, Peje, Sowa, Kpaka and Gallinas Peri Chiefdoms, leaving behl11d some forces to
settle in each of those areas ..A few days after the RUF /NPFL forces crossed the 'Mano River Union
Bridge, the RUF and NPFL leaders paid them a brief visit at Bo \\/aterside, allegecUy to check that
the forces had crossed the river and to receive food items and furniture taken from the Police
Barracks atJendema. 1DS
"!\t the time of this incursion, SL'\ forces were deployed in the District, chiefly in Fairo (SOl'O
Gbema Chiefdom), Zimmi (MLlkpele Chiefdom), Potoru (Bartl Chiefdom) LInd Pujehun Town
(Panga Kabone Chiefdom).

13:17 The control of the 1\1ano River Union Bridge, a J01nt venture bet\veen Sierra Leone, LIberia and G,w1ea, would
be of great importance as it allows penetration of the territoll' of Sierra Leone from Liberia.
t:m During the ftrsr '"veeks of the conllict, many reports mention the visit of the RUF leader to Pujehun and
Kailahun DIstricts, although it appeared that he spent more time in Kailalmn District than i.n PUJehun Dlstrlct,
wIllie the NPFL leader is only mentioned as being present at Bo waterSIde
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At Fairo (Soro Gbema Chiefdom), a short battle took place with some SL\ forces and SSD
members who were posted there 1m The house of the Paramount Chief, occupied at the time by
SLA forces, was burnt dmvn and the first killings of civilians and taking of their property was
recorded at this time. Gunshots were heard in the town until night fell. The follm.ving morning, the
civilians were gathered in the Court Barrie and addressed by the RUF /NPFL forces, who told them
they should not be afraid, as they had come to redeem the civilians from the APC regime. Hmvever,
a few days later, the RUF /NPFL forces killed one civilian \'vho refused to give them food at
Jendema. At Sulima, in the south of the chiefdom, they also killed one civilian, allegedly because he
questioned them about the previous killing. Following this incursion, civilians from \V'ai, a town
located on the main Fairo-Sulima road in the chiefdom, fled the town; some went to Liberia, first
hid:ing their property, as they had heard from fleeing civilians that the RUF /NPFL forces were
stealing food and any other items that took their interest. However, those who fled Sierra Leone d:id
not find a safer haven in Liberia, where a civil war was raging; while in Liberia, the people who had
fled the war in Sierra Leone were harassed by NPFL forces, who took their property and sexually
assaulted their daughters and wives. 134<1
After they took control of Malema and Fairo (Soro Gbema Chiefdom), nvo traimng camps were
opened in those towns to train conscripts on how to use weapons. The RUF /NPFL forces first
went from village to village to get people to join their movement, but when they realised that few
young people were joining them, they forced villages as a whole to contribute and to give some of
their inhabitants for training, threatening them with the destruction of the 'village if they refused. In
this way, the RUF /NPFL forces recruited many young boys and girls and whoever refused to join or
tried to hide during training was killed on the spot. Furthermore, those newly conscripted members
were told to point out houses where young people had not volunteered to jom, after which the
RUF /NPFL forces looted and then burnt them. This situation led many families to give one of their
family members to join the movement. RUF /NPFL forces also chased people who were hiding in
farm huts in the bushes, raid:ing them at night, stealing their food .and other valuable items and
capturing young boys and girls. \)?hile the boys were conscripted into the fighting forces, the girls
were used for sexual pUl1Joses. On one occasion, in the area of Malema, a five-months pregnant
women was raped by five RUF /NPFL members and, as a result, had a miscarriage. In another
incident, also in the Malema area, one girl was raped during a night raid. That same night, the
commander of that RUF /NPFL forces told the people that the RUF leader had told thern in Liberia
that all the Sierra Leonean women were their wives and aU the property they could find was also
theirs.
The RUF /NPFL forces nominated a former cand:idate in the 1982 elections to be the chairman of
their war council in the chiefdom. Following the 1982 general elections, a fight had erupted between
1339 The SL'\ forces were only 10, together with five SSD members, and h;ld little ammunition, manuy only to
defend themselves.
13·HI Since 1989, the NPFL had been waging war against the then President, Samuel Doe, who would be killed by a
splinter group of the NPFL in 1990 /\.Iso in 1990, Economic Community of \Xlest },frican States (ECO\Y/.\S) sent
some Economic COlTllTIunity of West African States ?\Ionitoring Group (E.COMOG) forces to assIst the Libenan
Government to end the war. /\.s part of this mission, ECOIlJOG based some forces at Lungi, Sierra Leone's
mternational airport to the north of Freetown.
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the partisans of the two political groups contesting the elections and many civilians were killed and
much property destroyed. The nomination of the war council chairman for the chiefdom recalled
these events in 1982 for the civilians of Soro G15ema, as the newly appointed chairman was the
candidate in the 1982 election who had not been elected to represent the Pujehun east constituency
1341
in Parliament
Some supporters of the man who was elected chairman and leader of the
Ndorgbowusui group, saw this nomination to the war council as an opportunity to take revenge for
atrocities committed against their families almost 20 years ago. For this reason, they voluntarily
nominated some of their children to join the RUF /NPFL forces. Thus, civilians who were not
members of the NdorgbO\vusui group were particularly targeted during the RUF /NPFL presence 111
the chiefdom in 1991.
In late March 1991, civilians fleeing the RUF /NPFL advance in Soro Gbema Chiefdom crossed the
Moa River that flows on its west edge and took refuge in GalJ111as Peri Chiefdom, at Gbanahun,
returning to their chiefdom a week later.
Zimmi,1342 the headquarter town of Makpele Chiefdom, and the surrounding villages are diamondnch area. On 3 April, RUF /NPFL forces entered the town and established a base there that became
their main one for the District. During theu stay in the chiefdom, up to December 1991, the
RUF /NPFL forces attacked many villages, where they followed the same actions upon taking
control of the different villages. The RUF /NPFL forces would enter the town and gather the
inhabitants at the Court Barrie, where they would introduce themselves as the Revolutionary U11lted
Front, their purpose being to remove the APC Government from power and liberate Sierra Leone.
)\t thIS meeting, or soon after, they would depose the Town Chief and replace him or her with their
own Town Commander, who was sometimes appointed from the civilian population. \\lhile in the
town, the RUF /NPFL forces would destroy property; take food and other item,s; force civilians to
work for them, such as by cooking and fetching water; tie cl\rilians up; kill people; and abduct
people, both adults and children. The folJowing incidents are examples of the attacks carned out and
the violence inflicted on ci\rilians in the chiefdom, most of them taking place in )\pril.
Between April and December, Gbaa was burnt three times, \rirtually all the property in the town was
taken and some people were killed. On 9 April, the RUF leader visited the town, gathered hundreds
of civilians for a meeting and stated that RUF were peacernakers, coming to free people from
slavery. Zimmi became a lTlain base in the District and beyond, in the south-east, and the RUP
leader had a lodge reserved for him there. At Falima, on 25 April, RUF /NPFL forces fired all a car
fulJ of police officers being driven into the town, as a result of which the drn;er and one police
officer were killed. Cattle and poultry were also taken fran! Palima and brought to Zimmi. In the
same month, RUF /NPFL forces, rune in number, attacked Vaama Kortu and entered the town
accompanied by guntlre. The sheep and goats of the village were taken away. During the same
attack, t\vo women were raped and three boys (two aged 18 and one aged 15) were taken away; their
1141 It is accordingly not a coincidence if the RUF /NPFL nomInated somebody who opposed at one time to the
,,,PC regime representative.
.
1342 Zimmi is a strategic town for many reaSOns because, aside from its lOCation in a diamond mining area, it is the
first major to,vn to be reached when crossing the border from Liberia and it allows further inli1nd advances In the
east of Kenema District.
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fate still remains unknown. At Sembehun, a group of 15 RUF /NPFL forces took property from
houses, including furniture and other belongings, and forced inhabitants to carry the loads to the
RUF base in Zimmi. Those who did not obey the oider were beaten, tied up, forced to roll and look
at the sun and eventually carried the load at gunpoint. Goats and sheep \vere taken away, as well as
two sewing machines and a bailing machine belonging to a diamond dealer, carpentry tools and
blacksmith's equipment. Fifteen houses were burnt down at this time.
i\t Njabaama, also in April 1991, a woman was raped in the presence of her husband and another

woman was taken to be the '\vife" of one of the RUF /NPFL forces corning from Liberia. That
same day, the village was burnt down in retaliation for the inhabitants not weJcorrung the
RUF /NPFL forces. Household property, furniture and money were taken. On 22 April, a group of
seven RUF /NPFL forces entered the village of Gbahama and appointed a 24 year-old man as the
Town Commander. This newly appointed Town Commander, who was unable to refuse tlllS
appointment, was told to mobilise the civilians to operate checkpoints. \X/omen were told to cook
for the RUF /NPFL and eight people were forced to carry a load comprised mainly of coconuts to
Zimmi. This continued until June, by which time most of the civilians had managed to leave the
town and found refuge in Liberia. l\t Gbeakor, 27 RUF /NPFL members entered the tmvn, instantly
killing seven people. The Town Chief was deposed and a new Town Cornmander was appointed.
Before leaving, the forces took "rith them all the cattle and poultry they could find.
Ngombu, in June 1991, 70 houses were burnt and 42 kitchens and 15 toilets \vere destroyed by a
group of 30 RUF /NPFL members Diamond mining towns were also visited, such as Gbahama in
April 1991, ,,vhere property was taken and civilians were used to carry the loads. In this town and
others, such as Baguihun, the RUF /NPFL forces engaged in mining activities and stole everything
that was in the offices of the mining company. Daar-es-Salaam, a town north of Zimmi on the bank
of the Mano River, was at this time hosting a camp for thousands of refugees from the Liberian war.
In April, the camp was attacked and all the property belonging to various NGOs and UNHCR was
taken; fleeing civilians died, drO\vning in the Moa Rivern~1 It appeared that the RUF /NPFL forces
had registered in large numbers as refugees in the camp, so that they \vould have easier access.
Daar-es-Salaam became a training camp, known as the second Camp ZogodaU+l \X!onde, another
border town hosting a refugee camp, was also visited in April 1991; the RUF leader came to the
camp and asked civilians to join the RUF. It appeared that only few of them did in fact Join and a lot
of refugees left the camp, leaving their few belongings in the hands of the RUF /NPFL forces. Due
to these constant attacks, many ci\TiJians left the chiefdom, the majority of them going to Liberia.

J\t

On their way to Pujehun Town, in early April 1991, RUF/NPFL forcesl1~5 conting from Zllnml
passed by Moala (Barri Chiefdom), located on the west bank of the :Gloa River. A.fter Moala, they
13~3

No more information could be obtalned on this event, either from the records or open source matenals.
Zogoda, meaning "land of freedom" is a generic name given to trairung bases, like "Camp Lion" i.n other
places. Other camps called Camp Zogoda were to be found at different times In Kenema and I~,iJahun Discricts
This camp in Pujehun District was called "second Camp Zogoda", because the fIrst one was esta blished U1
Kailahun District .
11~5 These forces were armed WIth berretta guns, "\](47s, single barrel rifles, RPGs and machetes and were dressed
in military attire or WIth headbands wah "RUl:;" wntten on it
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headed for Potoru (Barri Chiefdom headguarter), which is at a junction on the main road to Pujehun
Town (Gallinas Peri Chiefdom) from Kenema District. mc, In both towns, they introduced
themselves as "freedom fighters" corning to save p~ople from the corrupt j\PC regime. On arrival,
they searched for SLA forces and gathered the civilians in the Court Barrie. \x?hile some of the
forces were addressing the inhabitants, telling them they were not going to steal anything or take
their women as wives, others were parading in the towns, entering houses in search of food and
money. Local authorities were deposed and new Town Commanders were appointed. i\t Moala,
three people were killed with berretta guns, allegedly because they were reconnaIssance/spies, since
they run from the RUF /NPFL forces. During one night, some women were taken from their
husbands. At Potoru, a FulJah man was killed for refusing to give them his sheep. Ten other
civilians were also killed, accused of being reconnaissance and, for two of them, for refusing to hand
over their bags; at least one man was shot in the head with an AKA7 and two were beaten to death
with a bladed weapon. Checkpoints were mounted where cards called "pass" were issued, which
allowed civilians to move through the chiefdom. During their stay in the town, women and underage
girls were sexually assaulted. All this vlOlence led many people to leave the town for Sowa Chiefdom
and Bo District.
From Potoru, some of the RUF /NPFL forces (a group of 25 to 30 men) went to Waima, four miles
from Potom. After calling the inhabitants for a meeting, they undertook a house-to-house search,
removing the people they found and shooting some of them. Those forces were speaking a number
of different languages, but the majority language was Liberian. Before leaving the town, they
abducted girls under 15 years-old and then headed for other \·ilJages in the chiefdom, including
Kotumahun and Dendegahun, where the same kind of attacks took place.
From Barri Chiefdom, some RUF /NPFL forces went to Peje and Sowa Chiefdoms, relatively sma]]
chiefdoms located to the west of Barri Chiefdom,1147 while others probably went to Pujehun Town
(Panga Kabone Chiefdom) through Gallinas Peri and Kpaka Chiefdoms u4H /\t Futa (Peje
Chiefdom), on or around 17 j\pril 1991, around 100 RUF /NPFL members gathered the civilians in
the Court Barrie; those who refused were severely beaten with sticks and gun butts and some were
killed. This first group of RUF /NPFL forces were joined the next qay by another group,IW) who
merged before dividing into two groups: wIllie one went to Bandajuma (ScJ\va Chiefdom, west of
Peje ChIefdom), the other group went back to Potoru, allegedly to join other RUF /NPFL forces
before their attack on Pujehun Town.

134(, PO!OlLlIS the necessary entry point for Kenema District from the south·west, whereas Zimmi allowed
penetration from the south-east.
1347 Two main roads leave Potow, one going to Peje and Sowa Chiefdoms and beyond to \"X/unde Chiefdom (Eo
District) while the other one links Potoru to Pujehun (panga Kabone Chiefdom), through Gallinas Pen and Kpaka
Chiefdoms.
134R Information gathered concerning Kpaka Chiefdom tends to demonstrate that RUF/NPFL forces used tIllS
clllefdom as a transIt point, using the main highway from Potoru to reach Pujehun Town..-\ccordinglv,
RUF/NPFL forces. must have passed through Gallinas Peri Chiefdom where the highway lies 111 the north,
although no ll1formation was recorded on this.
IW) It could not be ascertained where this second group came from.
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The RUF jNPFL forces then proceeded to Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom), where SL\ troops were
posted. Those SU\ forces advised civilians to go indoors while RUF jNPFL forces were
approaching. However, after a one-hour battle, RUF jNPFL forces entered the town, forced the
inhabitants at gunpoint to gather at the Court Barrie, paraded 1n the town and killed some civilians
who attempted to escape or who refused to go to the Court Barrie. Some civilians accused of being
SLA members who would go and call their colleagues were killed, while others \vere beheaded. It
appeared that the RUF jNPFL forces then left the town 13511 and SLA. forces arrived in the town, but
RUF jNPFL forces returned with a mounted anti aircraft gun while the inhabitants were busy
burying their dead. The SLA and the RUF jNPFL fought all day, with some casualties being
reported on both sides. The SLA. forces were unable to repel the RUF jNPFL forces and ordered
the civilians to leave the town and to go to Koribondo (Jiama Bongor Chiefdom, Bo District 13sl ) for
safety. One week later, the SLA forces, reinforced by ULIMO, were eventually able to dislodge the
RUF jNPFL forces from the town.
Repelled from Bandajuma, RUF forces concentrated on Futa (Peje Chiefdom) and Potoru (Barri
Chiefdom), where they trained people who had joined \villingly as well as those conscripted by force
They remained scattered in those t\vo chiefdoms until the major SLA attack in j\ugust 1991. Some
of the RUF jNPFL forces who had been repelled from Bandajum2 went to Jeoma (Sowa Chiefdom).
Civili2ns from the upper part of the village were gathered together and the men were forced to go
into the veranda of the fIrst house on the road from Bandajuma and Pujehun Town, \vhile the
women and children were put in a school compound. The RUF jNPFL forces shot at the men
gathered in the veranda and 26 of them died; two managed to escape to the bush after pretending to
1352
be dead beneath the corpses.
In mid j\pril 1991, a RUF jNPFL group, different from the one that took control of the
aforementioned chiefdoms, entered Gbanahun (Gallinas Peri), two miles east of Bumpeh. This
group was coming directly from Soro Gbema Chiefdom 00cated to the east of Gallinas Pen
Cbiefdoml353 ) and came mainly for the purposes of fInding food, as they did not stay in the village
nor did they go to Bumpeh, which is a bigger town. At Gbanahun, nevertheless, they appointed a
Town ComJnander who was asked to provide food for them. After eating, the RUF jNPFL forces
looted the shops of the village and forced young people to go wlth them to their base to carry the
stolen property, which included domestic animals. Fullah people were targeted and two men were
severely tortured. On their way back to their base in Soro Gbema Chiefdom, they passed by Bomi
(Gallinas Peri Chiefdom), where they shot dead one man they accused of being a SLA member and
again abducted young people to carry the property they had stolen. Those young Days from the t\vo
\'illages were then conscripted and when they came back to the clllefdom, they returned as members
of the RUF jNPFL forces.

The RUF /NPFL forces apparently left the town when they heard the noise of a truck coming to the town,
thinking it could be SL'\ reinforcements. The truck however cJjd not pass by Bandajuma.
1351 "'\t this time, SL'\ forces were deployed at Koribondo, their main base 111 Bo District.
1352 No details could be obtained on what happened to the women and the children
m.l The )\10a River is more or less the natural border between those two duefdoms.
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On their way to Pujehun Town on 17 April 1991, RUF /NPFL forces coming from Sowa Chiefdom
passed by Koranko (Kpaka Chiefdom), reaching the headquarter town of Massam the follO\ving day.
At Koranko, this RUF /NPFL group composecL of 10 men dressed in black t-shirts and military
trousers entered the town fIring indiscriminately; they gathered the people and told them they should
obey their laws forbidding raping and telling lies, which were punishable by death. The RUF /NPFL
forces appointed a Town Commander and a secretary. Poultry from the village was taken and
cooked for the forces. The next day, five of the RUF /NPFL members, followed by reinforcements
from Potoru (Barri Chiefdom), went to Massam and, as in other villages, followed the procedure of
holding a meeting in the Court Barrie, introducing themselves, appointing Town Commanders and
so on. They slept in the town, mounting checkpoints to ensure their security. One man who was
accused of being an }":ePC sympathiser had his property taken away. One teenage girl was taken away
to be a '\vife"; her whereabouts remain unknown.
RUF /NPFL forces advanced further towards Pujehun Town, only a few miles from Massam, and
laid an ambush between Massam and Yanni (Kpaka Chiefdom, at the border wi.th Panga Kabone
Chiefdom), killing one SLi\ member 13S4 who was riding his bicycle to I\1assam to check about the
rumour of an attack on the town. A reinforcement group of RUF /NPFL forces came from Potoru
(Bani Chiefdom) to Yonni and headed for Pujehun Town, which they captured bet\veen 19 and 20
l\pril 1991. By then, following the death of the SL"," member in the ambush between Massam and
Yonni, the few SLA members stationed at Pujehun Town had left the town. A Ministry of SOClal
Welfare employee on his way home in the centre of Pujehun failed to stop when requested to do so
by RUF /NPFL forces, so they followed him to his house. There, they asked for the keys of his
motorbike and, when he refused, one of the RUF /NPFL members shot and killed him \'\rith an
.","K47 then took the key from his pocket. Other civilians were killed for trivial reasons, such as one
man, killed because he was allegedly an APC sympathiser, although he was killed before he had time
to answer the question whether he \-vas or not. On another occasion, RUF /NPFL forces killed a
petty trader who had refused to give them his motorbike. The petty trader's shop was also looted,
together with other shops in the town that were broken into and looted.
Checkpoints were established to prevent civilians from escaping and the RUF /NPFL forces
undertook the familiar gathering and address. Other meetings would be held during the ame of their
stay in the town, including one that took place four days after their arrival. At that meeting, the
RUF /NPFL forces declared that the premises of a bank were now used to be as a "task force"
office, revealing they were taking direct orders from the Head Office at Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom)
and requesting elders and other literates to work for them on administrative matters. One week later,
as the elders complained about the starvation of the civilians, a system of "pass" was put 1n place,
allowing civilians to move within the area under RUF /NPFL control.
i\lso in ,,,,"pril, prior to the capture of PUJehun Town, Gallinas Peri Chiefdom was again visited bv
small groups of RUF /NPFL forces coming from the south of Barn Chiefdom. On their arrivallll
Bumpeh, they pointed guns at civilians, threatened to kill them if they did not join them and beat
some of them, returning on the san1e day to Bani Chiefdom. As with the first incursion from Soro

1104},r tl1JS

time very few SL'\ forces - lOin number - were based at Pu)ehun Town
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Gbema Chiefdom, the elders decided to report the matter to the few SLA forces posted at Pujehun
town, but no action was taken. RUF /NPFL forces came back to Bumpeh and Gbanahun, having
learnt that the matter had been reported to SLA f6rces at Pujehun Town. At Konia (Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom), one person suspected of having a link with the SLA forces was killed by the
RUF /NPFL commander. Near Fonikoh, a man on his bicycle was killed after having refused to
stop. Three people were killed at Blama Massaquoi and on his way back to Moala (Barri Chiefdom)
with his men, the commander killed two more people at F onima for running away when they saw
the forces approaching.
From Pujehun Town, some RUF /NPFL forces boarded a car and a motorbike headed towards
Gbandapi, a trade fair centre, passing through Najay. Gbandapi, in the south of Panga Kabonde
Chiefdom, is located on the bank of Malemie River, which joins the Wanjei River flowing to Bonthe
District. In all the villages along the road to Gbandapi that they visited, RUF/NPFL forces gathered
the inhabitants, asked for weapons and enquired about the presence of SLA forces. They also
established checkpoints, appointed a Town Commander, who was to send a daily report to the area
commander,1355 and told the civilians to bring food including rice, poultry, goats and sheep to
Pujehun Town. 135 (' Punishments for failing to bring food included beating with sticks and gun butts
and the order to roll on the ground or swim in dirty water in a gutter.
The RUF /NPFL forces followed the Malemie River with speedboats to attack Benganie, which is
the largest town in Mano Sakrim Chiefdom, albeit not the headquarter town. A meeting was
summoned, checkpoints mounted, travelling passes issued, a Town Commander appointed and a
green flag raised, meaning that the chiefdom was under RUF /NPFL control. The commander who
mounted the green flag that day made it clear to the civilians that no other commander had the right
to occupy the town and its environs \vithout his consent, which would lead to internal fighting in
May.1357 Since it is located by the ocean, Benganie inhabitants were regularly asked to provide salt - a
valuable and expensive commodity at this time - to forces stationed at Gbandapi and to those
coming from time to time by boat.
Again in April, the RUF /NPFL forces from Pujehun Town proceeded further west to Malen
Chiefdom, which shares boundaries with Bonthe District on the south-west and Bo District on the
north-west. Before their arrival, people from the chiefdom had already fled to Bagbo Chiefdom (Bo
District), upon hearing of the attack on Pujehun Town. The RUF /NPFL forces arrived in the
chiefdom headquarter of Sahn on 24 April, when they summoned meeting at the Court Barrie,
asking for the Paramount Chief. When he arrived, the RUF /NPFL forces D5H tOld the Paramount
Chief that he should join them and exhort his people to do the same, while other RUF /NPFL
members were looting property in the village and establishing checkpoints. An 11-year-old
RUF /NPFL member called "child soldier" handcuffed the Paramount Chief. The first civilian to be

a

This info=ation was reported specifically for NaJay town, but is illustrative of general practice at tim time.
The civilians would carry the food on their heads to the next village, where ne\v people would take the load to
the next village until it reached Pujehun Town.
1357 See below for ;nore details on this infigh ting.
135H The commander of these forces was speaking a Liberian Creole, willch led people to identify him as a NPFL
member.
1355

1351,
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killed in this chiefdom was a man riding his motorbike from Jimmi (Bagbo Chiefdom, Bo Disn-ict)
to Taninahun (Malen Chiefdom) who did not stop and accordingly was considered to be a member
of the SLA or SSD. The RUF /NPFL forces then d~parted for Pujehun Town, taking with them the
motorbike of the man they had killed.
At this time, a place in Gadorhun (Malen Chiefdom) known as Kuwait, due to the valuable items
that could be found in the town, was used to launch attacks on Bagbo Chiefdom in Bo District.
On 18 May, following the announcement over the BBC that the Paramount Chief from Malen
Chiefdom had fled with his family between 9 and 10 May,1359 RUF /NPFL forces came back to the
chiefdom from Pujehun Town. Those RUF /NPFL forces coming in two trucks and armed with
AK47s, bladed weapons and sticks, went straight to Taninahun in the north of the chiefdom, where
they_shot and killed the Town Chief with an AK47. They then went to Sahn, where they tied up
prominent elderly people with bush ropes, forced six elderly women to sit on the floor in the Court
Barrie, shot and killed some civilians, including women and children, raped one women and took her
away, together with her son. Fifteen houses were burnt, including the Paramount Chiefs compound.
At Fonikor, near Sahn, nine civilians were killed with AK47s by RUF /NPFL forces looking for the
Paramount Chiefs mother. From that day until July 1991, the RUF /NPFL forces remained in
control of the chiefdom.
During their stay at Massam (Kpaka Chiefdom), RUF /NPFL forces forced young men to manage
checkpoints for them while others were used to carry their loads, as the forces were expanding their
control to surrounding villages, like Manjama, Nyayahun and Bendu, stealing food and domestic
animals. In May, a training base was opened at Gobaru, two miles from Massam, where a lot of
school-going children were conscripted. A herbalist and fortune teller performed rituals during the
..
tra1l11l1g
t h at were b eli eve d to rna k-e memb
ers'1l1VU1nera bl e.·1360
In May, an RUF /NPFL commander together with some of his forces arrived at Bengarue and
started stealing property. On hearing this news, the RUF /NPFL commander who had earlier
warned civilians that no other commander should come to the town without his consent sent some
troops, who captured the commander and the other members who carried out the looting. The
captured commander tried to escape but was re-captured and brought back to Benganie, where he
was publicly disgraced, tied up and seriously beaten. The other boys were taken to Gbandapi (Panga
Kabone Chiefdom) for further interrogation, but their fate remains unknown. In late May, a similar
incident took place and two commanders who had been stationed at Benganie were punished!V,! by
the same commander as the previous time for sabotaging the administration he had set up in the
village. In early June, another commander with his troops came to Benganie and, stating he was a
1359 The Paramount Chief allegedly fled through Bum Chiefdom (Bontbe District) to give information about what
was happening in Pujehun District to the authorities in Bo Town.
1360 It is reported that the belief in the powers of this person attracted many school children and other youtbs who
decided to join the movement.
13(,1 The two comm~nders were requested to fight bodily as enemies and as one was much younger, this one was
then beaten by the commander. The two men were then undressed, ordered to dig two holes, whicb were filled
witb pepper, and ordered to put their genital organs in the boles.
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good dancer, ordered the civilians to dance. Everybody was obliged to attend the dance, except the
elderly, all doors had to stay open and the dance itself was organised so that the men were to lead
the dance, followed by drummers and then by woinen at the end together \vith the RUF /NPFL
forces. One man who defied the order and went to bed was severely beaten and tortured. When the
dance started, the men at the front realised that the women at the back were being raped by the
RUF /NPFL forces. This dance continued for four nights until the RUF /NPFL forces left the town.
By late June, SLA forces, together with United Liberation Movement for Liberia t:lo2 (ULIMO)
forces, recaptured Dandabu (Panga Kabone Chiefdom), on the highway linking Pujehun Town and
Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom) and then Bo Town (IZakua Chiefdom, Bo District). As this town was
the first one to be recaptured in the chiefdoms located to the west of the Moa River and as this town
is on the road that goes to Bandajuma, it is highly likely that the SLA forces, reinforced with
ULIMO forces, who recaptured those chiefdoms came from Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom). Within
two months, the SLA and ULIMO forces were able to dislodge the RUF /NPFL forces from all the
chiefdoms located on the west bank of the Moa River.
On or around 14 July 1991, combined SLA and ULIMO forces successfully repelled RUF /NPFL
forces from Pujehun Town and its environs, in particular Gobaru, Yonni and Massam (Kpaka
Chiefdom). The RUF /NPFL forces withdrew to Bumpeh (Gallinas Peri Chiefdom). Following this
attack on Pujehun Town, a curfew from 4:00pm to G.OOam was imposed in the south of Panga
Kabone Chiefdom in the villages along the road leading to Gbandapi. Inhabitants from Najay saw a
truck loaded with RUF /NPFL forces passing by their village without s,topping. Two days later, SU\
forces boarded a jeep and pursued the RUF /NPFL forces into Gbandapi, returning to Pujehun
Town the same day. The retreating RUF/NPFL forces then passed by Benganie (Mano Sakrim
Chiefdom), where one civilian had his slippers and tape recorder stolen. The next day, another batch
of disgruntled and hungry RUF /NPFL forces previously based at Yonni (Kpaka Chiefdom) arrived
in Benganie, requested civilians to cook for them, looted the houses and forced young men to carry
the loads. One day, probably in August, youths from the chiefdom went to Pujehun Town to tell the
SLA and ULIMO forces they had learnt that an RUF /NPFL commander who was hiding in the
bush with his wife and daughter had recently asked a civilian for accommodation. ULIMO forces
arrived in the chiefdom in search of the commander and killed the civilian who had hosted him. In
late August, ULIMO forces tied up young people accused of being RUF /NPFL collaborators, as a
result of which two of the young people died.
SLA and ULIMO forces successfully attacked RUF /NPFL forces at Gobaru (Kpaka Chiefdom,
near Pujehun Town) on 14 July 1991. Some retreating RUF /NPFL forces passed by Largo (Kpaka
Chiefdom) and one of them forced a woman to have sexual intercourse with him, threatening to kill
all the other women of the house if she refused. While at Gobaru, the SLA and ULIMO forces
requested the civilians to come to the town, for screening and registration purposes. However,
molestation of civilians was at its highest peak during this time, as young people were undressed and
beaten with gun butts; the screening test was so stringent, a lot of young men were killed accused of

t:lo2 This fighting faction, composed mainly of supporters of the late prevIous Liberian President, Samuel Doe,
emerged in IvIay 1991 to fight the NPFL.
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being RUF member without much investigation.1%3 Women and girls were also alleged to be the
wives of the RUF /NPFL forces. Night searches for RUF /NPFL members were also instituted. In
one incident, during such a search, a man who hid"under his bed after SLA forces had knocked on
his door was killed, on the allegation that he was a "rebel". In early August, as the number of
civilians coming to the town was increasing and as a lot of people had already been killed during the
screening process, SLA forces required civilians to assist in the screening process and established an
action group composed of three SLA member and six civilians. As food corning from an
international NGO was provided at Gobaru, Yonni and Massam, SLA forces mounted checkpoints
at Massam to enhance security, particularly because RUF /NPFL forces were still present in the
District, on the east side of the Moa River (Soro Gbema and Makpele Chiefdoms). At those
checkpoints, young people were screened and on one occasion, on 21 August, one man was killed as
documents were found in his bag demonstrating he was a secretary for the RUF /NPFL forces.
Civilians were also required to operate checkpoints for the SLA forces, especially at night. As the
SLA commander was replaced sometime between September and November, the situation changed
slightly as civilians were no longer required to operate checkpoints and those suspected of belonging
to the RUF /NPFL were thoroughly investigated.
On 18 July, four days after the recapture of Pujehun Town, 28 members of the SLA and ULIMO
forces drove the few remaining RUF /NPFL forces out of Malen Chiefdom, with ULIMO forces
killing one RUF member at Sahn. However, 47 men and children were also killed by ULIMO and
SLA forces. Most of them were shot with AK47s and one man was killed with a knife, accused of
having been trained by RUF /NPFL forces when they took control of the chiefdom after the
Paramount Chief had left. Twenty members of the Sierra Leone Police (SLP) were then deployed in
the chiefdom.
Repelled from Pujehun Town in July 1991, RUF /NPFL forces resettled in BUlTlpeh (Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom). A checkpoint was established at Koni Junction, 1j. mile west of Bumpeh, and civilians
from the surrounding villages were forced to operate it. During their one-month stay, RUF /NPFL
forces harassed and beat civilians and raped girls. For example, civilians who refused to take their
turn at a checkpoint were given 100 lashes each. The rate of killing increased at this time and there
are reports of a practice whereby RUF /NPFL forces made people form a line and killed the 10 th
person in the line. A camp was opened to train young boys and girls who had been conscripted. It is
reported that over 100 civilians were killed during the RUF /NPFL stay for not collaborating with
them. Among those people killed were one woman who had come to buy palm oil and was accused
of being a spy for SLA forces and a man who was killed because he was coming from an area behind
the front line and accordingly was considered to be an SLA collaborator.
Those RUF /NPFL forces were reinforced in late July by two groups croSSl11g the Moa River, both
of whom killed civilians on their way to Bumpeh. At Gbanahun, the Erst group shot and killed six
civilians who had previously quarrelled with an RUF /NPFL child soldier. The other group that
crossed the Moa River near Saama killed one man who failed to offer them his cassava leaves.

13(,3 It is however reported that the ULIJ\10 were more abrupt in screening and killing young men than SL-\ forces.
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On 3 August, RUF /NPFL forces resisted an attack from combined SLA/ULIMO forces who, after
a fierce battle,13('4 went back to Pujehun Town, from where they had come. After this battle, the
RUF /NPFL resettled in Saama, south of Bumpeh, where they frequently mistreated civilians at their
newly-established checkpoints. These forces often sought out women and girls who were still
virgins and raped them and civilians' valuable items and food were stolen. In one incident, all the
inhabitants were told to undress, form two lines - one for men and one for women - and dance until
nightfall. Women were later raped and those who refused to have sexual intercourse were killed. At
this time, the forces were under the command of NPFL commanders. However, by the end of
August 1991, combined SLA and ULIMO forces successfully dislodged the RUF/NPFL forces
from the chiefdom, which was declared a "rebel- free area".
Until August, it is unclear who was in real control of Potoru (Barri Chiefdom), whether it was the
RUF /NPFL forces or the SLA forces who, throughout April and May, claimed to have retaken the
town from the RUF /NPFL forces 13('5 However, the only attack that is reported by civilians, possibly
because it was the major one, took place in August in Potoru and other places in Barri Chiefdom;
this freed the chiefdoms from any RUF /NPFL presence. Accordingly, although they may have been
exchanges of control of the town and skirmishes between SLA forces and RUF /NPFL forces from
April to August, because this period is characterised by the RUF /NPFL periodically crossing the
Liberian border and both SLA and RUF /NPFL forces launching sporadic attacks on the other
fighting faction, two periods can clearly be identified for Peje and Barri Chiefdoms: from April to
August/September, when RUF /NPFL were present in the chiefdoms and frorn August/September,
when SLA forces took control of the chiefdoms.
During the SLA attack on Potoru (Barri Chiefdom) in August, during which SLA forces were armed
with anti aircraft guns, RPGs, hand mortars and AK47s, about 30 civilians and 42 to 45 RUF /NPFL
members were killed and about 15 houses were burnt. From Potoru, RUF /NPFL forces were
pursued to Moala, on the bank of the Moa River, where RUF /NPFL forces managed to cross the
river towards Makpele Chiefdom, together with a number of civilians. 13(,(, SLA forces also went to
Peje Chiefdom to dislodge the remaining pockets of RUF /NPFL forces, taking those forces they
captured to Potoru. \1(,7 SLA forces began to patrol Barri and Peje Chiefdoms, sometimes falling into
ambushes laid by the few RUF /NPFL small groups who had not been dislodged.
Under SLA control, any person suspected of being a "rebel" or a "rebel collaborator" ,vas
maltreated and some were killed. Youths from different chiefdoms, accused of being RUF /NPFL
members, were brought to Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom), where they were killed. The Paramount
Chief of Barri Chiefdom was arrested, stripped, beaten, thrown into a military truck and taken to the

13(,4 Both fighting forces had the same kind of weapons, including AK47s, /\K58s, RPGs, hand grenades and
"local" guns.
13(,5 See, for example, BBe, 19 j\pril 1991; there were also additional reports on tills in A.pril.
13(,(, It is reported that the RUF /NPFL forces convinced civilians to go with them in Liberia so that they would not
be killed by the SL'\ forces. This statement may also refer to what happened in other places such as Kailahun
District where reu;eating RUF/NPFL forces succeeded in taking with them a large number of civilians by telhng
them they would be considered as RUF /NPFL collaborators by the SL·\ forces who \,vould accordingly kill them.
13(,7 It was not disclosed what happened to those captured RUF/NPFL members.
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military base at Bandajuma (Sowa Chiefdom). At the base, he was accused of having harboured
RUF /NPFL forces in his compound; his fate remains unknown. By the end of 1991, civilians who
had fled to the bush and to the nearby District of B6 had resettled and resumed farming acti'/1ties in
Barri, Sowa and Peje Chiefdoms.
In September 1991, people staying at Bo \"X!aterside were requested by the retreating RUF /NPFL
forces to go onto the Mano River Union Bridge, which led to over 2,000 people gathering there. The
civilians were forced to stay on the bridge for two days and nights, without access to food. Some
children died and youths were killed when, authorised to leave the bridge, they headed for Sierra
Leonean territory.1368 It is believed that it was following this RUF /NPFL forces attempt to contain
advance of the SLA and Guinean forces that those SLA and Guinean forces 1%9 retook control of the
bridge, thus cutting off the supply route for the remaining pockets of RUF /NPFL forces in the
District. During their stay in Soro Gbema Chiefdom, SLA and ULIMO forces killed any suspected
RUF collaborator, although they could escape death once arrested if their family gave money and/ or
women to the SLA forces. Valuable items were also taken from civilians during this period and
transported to Freetown.
Activities resumed on 3 September 1991 in Gallinas Peri Chiefdom, when RUF /NPFL forces
crossed the Moa River and came to Bopon, 15 miles south of Bumpeh, as they saw that there was
no SLA deployment along the Moa River. In Bopon, they killed one prominent man, cut off his
head and displayed it at the Gondema checkpoint in Soro Gbema Chiefdom. Three miles from
Bopon village, they killed the 15 inhabitants of a farmhouse, including a pregnant woman whose
stomach was split open and the foetus removed. After that killing in the farm, SLA soldiers took
control of the whole chiefdom and reinforcements were sent to the various crossing points along
the Moa River. No RUF /NPFL incursion was felt for the rest of the ~ear, until April 1992.
In late 1991, as fighting on the east bank of the Moa River was taking place, SLA forces based on
the west side appealed to the Paramount Chiefs of Kpaka, Panga Krim and Panga Kabonde
Chiefdoms to give them young men to help them maintaining the security of the chiefdoms.
b) Events in 1992 -1995
The number of incidents for 1992 to 1994 drops considerably when compared to 1991, mil which is
instructive of how Pujehun District was affected by the war. By 1992, SLA forces together with
ULIMO forces had driven most of the RUF forces out of the District. The RUF, together with
NPFL forces, nevertheless came back to the District from the Liberian border' in late December
1992, when they established their stronghold in Soro Gbema chiefdom.

It is not clear from the records who killed those civilians, whether it was SL'\ or RUF /NPFL forces, ~nd open
source information does not cl~rify the matter. Accordingly, to say that the RUF /NPFL forces used the civilians to
protect themselves from the SL'\ forces is an inference gleaned from the records, although it was not expressly
stated
I}C,9 .'\ccording to the Agence Fr~nce Presse, the bridge was retaken on 6 September 1991: 06 September 1991.
mil Thus, the number of records for 1992 represents 1/ 5th of the records for 1991, 1993 - 1/ 6th ~nd 1994 ~nd
1995 together 1/1 Oth
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Therefore most of the fighting as such was concentrated in the east, at the Liberian border, which
may account for the fewer number of incidents during this time period. In addition, in 1993, most
of the residents of the District were advised to go-to Gondama camp, which may also explain the
scarcity of the incidents of this period. However, beginning in 1992, there were increasing incidents
of violations committed by SLA forces.

Events in 1992
Although SLA forces claimed to have recaptured Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom) in August 1991,1371 it
appears that Makpele Chiefdom came under SLA control only in January 1992, when SLA forces
took over Daar-es-Salaam, the easternmost point of Pujehun District on the border \'lith Liberia,
and many other towns in the chiefdom. RUF /NPFL bases became SLA bases; Zimmi camp and
Baquima were now under their control. SLA forces were also based at Gofor in the south of the
chiefdom along the road that goes to Soro Gbema Chiefdom, where they brought poultry and other
domestic animals they had found in the villages they had visited.
However, SLA forces began to harass and mistreat civilians from the beginning of 1992. Sexual
assaults are reported, such as a woman from Joporwahun who was raped by an SLA member while
she was at Zimmi. SLA forces chased civilians for their food, restricted their movement and forced
them to work for them, including by hunting or fishing. SLA forces also engaged in mining and at
Gbojibu, which became one of their mining villages, they set 13 houses on fire as they did not want
to have civilians in their midst. This drove civilians to regional towns like Kenema or Bo or to
Liberia.
In January 1992, following the appeal of the SLA commander to the Paramount Chiefs of Kpab,
l372
Panga Krim and Panga Kabone Chiefdoms, youths
from all these chiefdoms, some of them being
local hunters, gathered in Pujehun Town (panga Kabone Chiefdom) to receive summary training
and some ammunition for their barrel guns. Shortly after, they were sent to Bumpeh (Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom), located a few miles from the Moa River. SLA forces used underage children to carry
arms and ammunition to the warfront. Furthermore, not only did the SLA forces take money and
food items from the population in what they called the "war effort", they also took other property,
including drums of palm oil, furniture and other household items. These items were believed to be
transported to Freetown by SLA trucks and other trucks they had seized from civilians.
The killing of alleged collaborators was ongoing; the standard SLA practice was to tie up alleged
RUF collaborators and to throw them off the Y onni Bridge (Kpaka Chiefdorn) or to execute
suspects at the Makibi Bridge in Pujehun Town (panga Kabone Chiefdom). For example, SL'\
forces beheaded a man in the Sambo section, allegedly because he had given meat to the RUF
forces.
In 1992, SLA forces were well established in Panga Krim Chiefdom, :which forced the RUF forces
into hiding. However the presence of the SLA forces was heavi.ly felt by the civilians, as the SL\

1371 }I.FP, 19 "'1ugust 1991.
The term 'youths' in Sierra Leone could refer to anybody aged up
does not include anyone under 14.
1372
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forces ill-treated the civilian population. For example, civilians who had previously been appointed
to any position by the RUF, which they could not refuse or they would be killed, or who had been
forced to join the RUF were punished by the-SLA forces. Common punishments included
amputations of the hands and ears, the plucking out of eyes, putting people in a bag and then setting
the bag on fire, taking them to the river and drowning them and shooting and killing them.
In May 1992, RUF /NPFL forces crossed the Moa River and launched a series of attacks on
different towns in Gallinas Peri Chiefdom. By the end of the month, civilians reported that the
chiefdom was under their control. However, it appeared that in 1992, most of the RUF /NPFL
forces had been chased out of the District and only pockets of forces were still active, mainly hying
ambushes.
Indeed, following the successful attacks on RUF /NPFL positions by the SLA and
ULIMa forces in 1991 and the SLA control over Makpele Chiefdom in January 1992, the major
RUF attacks in the District took place in December 1992 and 1993. Accordingly, those attacks on
Gallinas Peri could be considered not as highlighting a massive operation for the control of the
chiefdom but rather as sporadic actions carried out by isolated pockets of RUF forces. Thus in May,
apparently taking advantage of the disorganisation of the SU\ forces,137:1 RUF forces attacked
Kakayama, where they battled for two days with SLA forces. An SLA truck with human and
logistical reinforcements fell into an ambush, but there were no fatalities. The SLA forces then
retreated to their other base at Saama, which - overpopulated with civilians fleeing the previous
fighting - was later attacked on 3 May 1992. Some civilians were killed in the crossfire and others
were captured by the RUF forces. The Town Chief of a nearby village was captured and later killed
by the RUF forces, who left his body at one end of the town. \\!ithin the same month, another RUF
group attacked another SLA position at Njala.
Kpaka Chiefdom was fairly quiet during this period, with only two incidents reported. Probably
before the overthrow of the Government of J.S. Momoh on 29 April, RUF forces who had crossed
the Moa River attacked many villages, including Gedeyama, Saama Peri, Kpetema and Mamboma,
looting, killing and abducting civilians. 137 -1 Similarly to what happened in Gallinas Peri Chiefdom,
these actions were probably raids from some isolated groups of RUF forces. In June, unidentified
armed men attacked Massam (Kpaka Chiefdom) in the early hours of the day but were repelled by
some SLA forces who claimed that they fought armed men they could not identify. 1:175
In October 1992, SLA forces counter attacked and retook some positions in Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom, although Saama remained an RUF base. SLA forces based at Bumpeh encouraged
civilians to come back and resettle. Some civilians were killed, mainly for the purpo'ses of taking then
property. For example, one Fullah businessman was killed by an SLA member who took away his
belongings, namely a gold wristwatch, a gold chain, some money and a bicycle. The SLA member
who carried out this killing was arrested by the SLA commander to whom the killing was reported
and sent to Freetown. In November, the youths gathered at Bumpeh to help the SLA forces repel
the RUF forces from their chiefdom. Those youths, who brought single barrel guns and various
1373 Although SLj\ forces were based at Bumpeh, Kakayama and Saama, the command position on the SL\ forces
was just changing hands at this time.
1:17-1 No details could be obtained on these incidents.
1375 Fatalities - if any - were not reported.
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bladed weapons, were dispatched by the SLA commander in two groups, one heading to Saama
where the RUF forces were based. On their way to Saama, they fell into an RUF ambush, during
which some of them were killed while others were c1ptured by the RUF forces. 137 ('
RUF forces regrouped and returned in December 1992 to capture Soro Gbema Chiefdom, which
became their stronghold. This attack led to a massive exodus of civilians crossing the Moa River.
Towards the end of December 1992, inhabitants of Barri Chiefdom saw a large number of civilians
from Soro Gbema Chiefdom crossing the Moa Rover and passing by their chiefdom. Those
civilians, disclosing that an attack had taken place in Soro Gbema Chiefdom where many civilians
were killed and houses were burnt, did not settle .in Bani Chiefdom but continued their journey to
find a safer haven. Civilians from Potoru heard three days later that the RUF forces were also in
Makpele Chiefdom. 1377

Events in 1993
In January 1993, RUF forces crossed the Moa River and launched attacks on all the chiefdoms
located on the west bank of the river. Thus, they attacked Saaquehun village (Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom), 12 miles north of Bumpeh, where they killed 12 people, burnt many houses and
abducted many civilians.
On 13 January 1993, well-armed RUF forces attacked Potoru in Barri chiefdom,137H shelling the
town. Over 30 people were killed, some having their throats cut with bayonets. The forces used
Potoru to attack other villages in the chiefdom, such as Waima and Kundowahun, and to make raids
on Peje and Sowa Chiefdoms. In Peje Chiefdom, villages like Bumpeh and Quiva came under attack
and civilians described this wave of attack as a "full-scale offensive", "a fearful battle, worse than
ever". Over 100 civilians were killed and 30 houses burnt in Bumpeh, most of which were populated
with civilians. During these attacks, young girls were raped and a lot of civilians were abducted.
Indeed, throughout their stay in these areas,1379 the RUF forces raped women, including rapes by
many men of girls under 15, killed people for not supporting them and abducted people on a daily
basis, including young boys who were abducted for the purposes of rec'ru.itment. As a result, civilians
left the chiefdoms and went to Gondama camp.
Also in January 1993, an unspecified number of RUF forces \3HII attacked Massam (Kpaka Chiefdom)
and on the same day, moved on to Yonni (Kpaka Chiefdom) and to Pujehun Town (panga Kabone
Chiefdom). Since this attack took place on the day of the weekly trade fare at Gbandapi (south of
Panga Kabone Chiefdom), most of the women were not in Pujehun Town and- the surrouncLing
villages, which led to the abduction of many children. The SLA forces based at Pujehun Town left
the town and the RUF forces occupied the town.

It could not be ascertained where the second i:,'TOUP went.
No more information could be gathered on these attacks.
1378 Some of those forces were speaking in Liberian language.
1379 .-\s for Sowa Chiefdom, conflicting information concerning Bandajuma where the SL-\ was stationed did not
allow us to ascertain what happened in this town.
13811 It is reported that some of them had their faces masked for fear of recognition
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Civilians from the chiefdoms where these attacks took place were advised by the SLA forces to go
to Koribondo 0iama Bongor Chiefdom, Bo District), a major SLA base in Bo District. At
Koribondo, an international NGO provided assistance to the clisplaced people who were advised by
the SLA commander to go to Gondama, at the border between Kakua and Tikonko Chiefdoms (Bo
District), where the Pujehun District Development Association had secured a land to build a camp.
By March, registration started in the camp for proper food supply and each household was to build a
booth before they could be registered. By the end of April, civilians from all the chiefdorns of
Pujehun District were to be found in the camp.nHl Again, in February 1993, the SLA forces exhorted
the civilians from Gallinas Peri Chiefdom to go to Koribondo 0iama Bongor Chiefdom, Bo
District) for their own safety. When they arrived at Koribondo, the civilians were advised by the
SLA base at Koribondo to go to Gondama.

However on 28 January, coming from the direction of Dandabu (north of Panga Kabone
Chiefdom), SLA forces recaptured Pujehun Town, which by that time had been under the control of
the RUF for two weeks. In March 1993, the SLA recaptured Blama Massaquoi (Gallinas Peri
Chiefdom) and rescued over 260 civilians who were being held captives by the RUF forces after a
fierce battle in Tongie. In late March, RUF forces retook Pujehun Town overnight, armed with
· guns but SLA f orces success f ully counter attacked four days later on 30 March..13H"heavy maclune
In early June 1993, other unsuccessful attacks were launched on Pujehun Town, allegedly by hungry
RUF members, which clid not challenge SLA control over the area. 13H3
Civilians began having doubts about the SLA forces; starting in 1993, there appeared to be "much
understanding" between the RUF forces and the SLA forces. Indeed, civilians found that any time
there was a RUF attack on a village or settlement, the SLA forces based in Pujehun Town would not
go there until they heard the RUF had left the area. On their arrival, they would take away the any
property left by the RUF forces and bring it to Pujehun Town, sometimes by truck and sometimes
by forcing civilians to carry the load. Civilians also understood that during attacks on SLA bases, the
forces stationed there would only shoot in the air and then run away, leaving their arms and
ammunition, behind them. Civilians further noticed that those kind of incidents happened especially
after SLA forces had received deliveries of arms and ammunition and food rations. Civilians who
dared to question the behaviour of the SLA forces and their efficiency in repelling RUF attacks were
killed.
In May 1993, SLA forces, SSD members and ULIMO forces launched a successful attack on Potoru
(Barri Chiefdom). After a three-day battle, the RUF forces were repelled from the town and had
spread throughout the chiefdom. During this attack, some civilians were killed. After they
recaptured Potoru, ULIMO and, to a lesser extent, SLA forces killed up to 70 civilians whom they
suspected of being "rebels" or "rebel collaborators" and burnt the houses of many people they
13Hl Tlus camp was made up of makesillft mud and thatch huts without sewage or proper ventilation L1V1l1g
conditions would start beconling catastropillc and the death toll would soon be very lugh, bet\veen 50 and 80
deaths per month:. BBC, 16 September 1993.
1382 J\FP 26 March 1993 and BBC 1 i\pril 1993
nH3 BBC, 3 June 1993 and 5 June 1993.
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suspected of hiding suspected "rebels" or "rebel collaborators". Furthermore, civilians were used to
carry supplies for the SLA and, accordingly, some of them were killed during ambushes laid by RUF
forces. From May 1993 to 1994, SLA positions in these chiefdoms came under persistent attacks.
Those in the RUF High Command in Soro Gbema Chiefdom were members of the late
Ndorgbowusui Group. However, others who were not members of this group volunteered to be
recruited for the RUF, which led to dissention among the RUF ranks. \X1hen orders were given, they
refused to follow them or, if they were forced to carry them out, it was not in the best interest of the
commanders. The rivalries between these two RUF groups, each of them giving allegiance either to
Solomon Demby or to Hon. Mannah Kpaka, led to much destruction of property and killing of
civilians in Soro Gbema chiefdom. For example, one group carried out the massive destruction and
burning of Malema and Fairo, the two major towns in the chiefdom, while the other group burnt
down Wai and surrounding villages. In any village where either group felt there were supporters of
the other group, they would wage war on those communities. Furthermore, as the Demby
supporters were known for being wealthy, constant ambushes were staged along the main roads of
the chiefdom. 1384
The population of Makpele Chiefdom suffered continuous looting and property destruction by the
SLA forces, who had begun to engage in mining activities that would continue until after the 1996
elections. For example, at Patima in 1993, the roofs were taken from the Court Barrie, the mosque
and other houses. By early 1993, most of the civilians had fled to camps (including the Gondama
camp in Bo District, which was opened in January 1993), to larger towns such as Kenema and to
Liberia. The SLA forced those who remained to mine for diamonds, bring the SLA forces food and
give them money for food.
Thus, by August 1993, RUF forces were entrapped in Pujehun District by SLA and ULIMO forces
whose main bases where in Pujehun Town (Panga Kabone Chiefdom) and Gofor (lvfakpele
Chiefdom). The remaining RUF forces controlled only a region of marsWand and tropical forest on
the Atlantic coast,DH5 where they staged ambushes. On 28 August, some RUF forces laid an ambush
at Golahun, nine miles south of Pujehun Town (panga Kabone or Kpaka Chiefdom), and opened
fIre on ICRC personnel. Two JCRC nurses were killed and a third one, together 'with the 1:'-vo
Gambian drivers, was wounded. 138('
Events in 1994
At the end of January and following the renewed RUF attacks, notably in Kenema District, the
Government of Sierra Leone declared "total war" against the RUF.

Despite the SLA presence in Zimmi, RUF forces attacked Patima (Makpele Chiefdom, 1.5 miles
from Zimmi) in April 1994, by passing the SLA forces. Tllli:ty-two people were abducted and

1384 None of those events could be specifically dated and happened sometime between 1993 and 1995 when the
Government of Sierra Leone sent a delegation to the Mano River Dillon Bridge.
13H5 AFP, 16 September 1993
De(, A.FP 28 August 1993 and 29 i\Ugust 1993.
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brought to their stronghold in Soro Gbema Chiefdom, where they stayed over two years, being
trained as RUF member or used to work for the RUF forces, mainly as fishermen.
In 1994, RUF forces were occupying most of the villages in Barri Chiefdom, looting, raping, killing
13R7
and abducting. These forces began spreading to Kenema District.
However at that time, most of
the population of these chiefdoms had fled to the bush or to Gondama camp.

Events in 1995
At the beginning of the year, the Sierra Leonean Government sent a delegation to the Mana RJver
Union Bridge (Sora Gbema Chiefdom) to negotiate a cease-fire with the RUF. This was the second
round of talks between RUF forces and the NPRC regime, the first one taking plate in December
1388
1994.
For one of these meetings, the delegation composed of Government representatives and
prominent people was airlifted to the crossing point at Bo Waterside from Monrovia and crossed
the bridge towards the Sierra Leonean side, at Jendema (Soro Gbema Chiefdom) without seeing any
RUF forces. RUF forces appeared shortly after and abducted them, threatening to kill them. It is
believed that those people remained in the hands of the RUF forces until 1998 when the District
was cleared of any RUF presence.
In 1995, SLA forces were still in control of Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom) and harassment of civilians
continued. In one incident, 25 people from Palima were undressed and taken to Zimrni, where they
1389
were forced to push a truck loaded with SLA forces.
Palima (Makpele Chiefdom) was again
attacked by RUF forces in October 1995 but this time, the forces came from Tunkia Chiefdom in
Kenema District. Two people were killed and some houses looted. mrl Thus, civilians from Makpele
Chiefdom were caught between RUF attacks and SLA harassment. All the houses and other facilities
(including kitchens and toilets that had been built by UNHCR) at Palima were destroyed by both the
RUF forces and the SLA forces, although more destruction was done by the SLA forces.
Notwithstanding the relatively scarce information related to this period, it appears that Pujehun
District together with the Mokanji Hills (Moyamba District) and the north of Bonthe District had
become a stronghold of the RUF,1391
c)
Events in 1996 - 1998 and beyond
These years are marked by the progressive initiation of Kamajors in the District. As with other
Districts in the south, from the time of their initiation until the May 1997 Coup, the KamaJors
together with SLA forces were successful in containing and repelling RUF forces from their

Ivlore detail is needed on these inciden ts.
This second round of talks failed as the RUF turned down NPRC's offer of peace: Communique Inter Press
Service, 3] anuary 1995 and 11 ] anuary 1995. In },pril, the NPRC Chairman proposed an immediate cease-fue and
negotiations to the RUF, which was rejected by the RUF. /\mnesty InternatlOnal Report 1996
1189 No more details could be obtained on this incident.
13911 ll.!though no more details could be obtained on tIllS incident, it has to be borne in nlind that Palima IS 1'12
miles from Zirnnli ~nd accordingly, the reported attacks on Palirna, could reveal an attempt of the RUF forces to
overrun the SLA forces based at Zimnli.
1:\91 BBC, 20 February 1995.
1387

1388
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positions. Shortly after the Coup on 25 May, the Kamajors went underground and reassembled;
from the end of 1997, they were successfully engaged in driving the RUF / AFRC forces out of the
District.
CDF initiations began in late 1995 or early 1996 in Gondama camp in Bo District. It is reported that
the catalyst for the commencement of initiations was the attacks on GDndama Camp and the heavy
casualties suffered there. In early 1996, the first CDF members moved to Pujehun District to
reinforce the SLA forces stationed there. All chiefdoms represented in the camp were to appoint a
certain number of men from their chiefdom as Kamajors, in proportion to their size and population.
The initiation rite was performed in Bo Town. All the adults in the camp had to contribute Le
500 1392 or the equivalent in bulgur for the initiation to take place. In the early stages, the new
initiates, equipped mainly with bladed weapons and single barrel guns, were under the command of
the chiefdom authorities but they soon came under the command of a National Coordinator, vvith
District Coordinators. 1393
Following the general elections in February 1996, people started leaving the camps and the bush to
resettle in their villages. Displaced people who had found refuge in Bo District and refugees from
Liberia began to be repatriated in the District. However, in May, Kamajors found over 100 civilians
dead in Bendu (north of Malen Chiefdom), mainly aged over 50 years old. The RUF forces who
killed those civilians also captured teenagers from the town and took them to Camp Libya in Soro
1394
.
G bema Chiefdom. .
In late August 1996, AFP reported that tens of thousands of people left
Gondama Camp as the "rebel war dies down,,1395 and it was believed that people had returned to 10
out of the 12 chiefdoms of the District. Makpele and Soro Gbema Chiefdoms, at the Liberian
border, were the two chiefdoms where resettlement remained impossible for security reasons. Those
people who resettled in the District nevertheless still received food distribution in Bo District until
this distribution began also in Pujehun District later in the year.
During the period leading up to May 1997, the Kamajors, together with SLA forces, repelled RUF
forces in many areas, allowing for relative tranquillity and continuing resettlement. People tried to
engage in farming activities, being supplied with seeds and basic agricultural equipments by NGOs
and UN Agencies. However, this collaboration between SLA forces and the Kamajors soon started
to deteriorate. In Barri Chiefdom for example, quarrels over the dismounting of checkpoints arose
and checkpoints mounted by SLA forces were destroyed by Kamajors. This led the SLA forces to
leave the chiefdom, which was then under Kamajor control only until the May 1997 Coup.
In Gallinas Peri Chiefdom, the first attack the Kamajors launched against the RUF was in Blama
Massaquoi and they continued fighting until the chiefdom was declared a "rebel free area" around
1392 This should be placed In the context of Sierra Leone's position at the bottom of the Human Development
Index: between 1991 and 2000, 57% of the population lived on less than 1 USD (2.000 SLL) per day and 74.5%
lived on less than 2 USD (4.000 SLL) per day: see UNDP Human Development Report 2003,
http://\\'\vw.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/ ct)'_LSLE.html, last visited on 30 December 2003.
1393 See section [X] for a more detailed explanation of the formation of the Civil Defence Forces.
1394 Xinhua News Agency and A.FP: 9 May 1996.
1395 AFP, 22 A.ugust 1996
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November 1996. Thus, from November 1996 until May 1997, the chiefdom was under Kamajor
control. Kamajors from Soro Gbema Chiefdom passing through Gallinas Peri Chiefdom reached
their chiefdom sometime between August and Ocrober 1996. In Barri Chiefdom, the Kamajors first
joined the SLA forces based at Potoru, the chiefdom headquarters, while RUF forces were scattered
mainly in the north of the chiefdom, between Vaama and Baiama. Following attacks on RUF camps,
Kamajors obtained arms and ammunition that were more sophisticated than the ones they had so
far.
However, the Kamajors in Makpele Chiefdom, in particular the 23 Kamajors based at Manjama,
engaged in massive mining activities, the junior members undertaking mining for the most senior
ones. Mining equipment was taken away from civilians, who were forced to feed the Kamajors, go
hunting and fetch wood and water. No respect was paid to the chiefdom authorities and the Regent
Paramount Chief had no control over the Kamajors. The movement of civilians was restricted and
harassment of civilians was frequent; their houses were searched, property was confiscated and
farms were harvested by the Kamajors for their own purposes. Civilians from this village went into
hiding, as they could no longer withstand this situation. At Vaama in 1996, Kamajors argued with
SLA forces, allegedly because both groups wanted to have access to the resources of the villages,
namely food, money and women. The two groups fought, the Kamajors being equipped with single
barrels guns and the SLA with automatic rifles and RPGs, as a result of which the Kamajors left
town. SL'\ forces from Zimrni visited Ngombu, close to Zimmi, as they heard Kamajors had
gathered there to fight them. As they arrived in the town, they started shooting, thus preventing
people from giving explanations, as a result of which seven civilians were killed. Before leaving,
those SLA forces took some furniture for Zimrni.
Kamajors based at Madina (Makpele Chiefdom) also engaged in the same behaviour towards
civilians, who were forced to contribute to the Kamajor's activities by providing money, bulgur, rice
and palm oil. Toobu (three miles from Zimrni) was also visited by Kamajors and in .April 1997, they
took away bicycles, bailing machines, a power saw, Le 1,000,000 and other property.l:\% Civilians
made a report to the head Kamajor at Zimmi but no action was taken. Until the May Coup, more
initiations took place for youth of the chiefdom and almost all the villages suffered similar kinds of
harassment.
In late December 1996 following the signing of the Abidjan Peace Agreement, more than 8,000
people who had been captured two years earlier by RUF forces were released in Sora Gberna
Chiefdom, allegedly on the directive of RUF High Command. 1397 During this perioa, it appeared that
RUF forces were ordered by their High Command to regroup and encamp at Camp Libya, located
in a dense rainforest on the Moa River, which was practically their only remaining stronghold in the
District after the Mano River Union Bridge and Sulima (both in Sora Gbema Chiefdom) had been
recaptured.
In Sora Gbema Chiefdom, before the May Coup in late 1996 or early 1997, Kamajors drove many
RUF forces out of the chiefdom. At Felo Mano and other places in the chiefdom, the Kamajors
13%
1397

Those Kamajors "dressed carefully" and "behaved like RUF or SL\ forces",
BBC, 28 December 1996.
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discovered arms stores and. an airstrip was also found at Fdo Mano. This information was
transmitted to the Sierra Leone Government through the SLA and SLP based at Zimrni (Makpele
Chiefdom) and the arms and ammunition were airlifted to Freetown in 1997 D9R The Kamajors
fought to retake the whole chiefdom up to Jendema, at the Liberian border. Many RUF forces
fleeing to Liberia were caught and killed on the Mano River Union Bridge, which has been described
as the "Kamajor slaughter site", where many RUF members were tied up and thrown alive in the
Mano River.
After the Coup in May 1997 and the merging of the RUF with AFRC forces, the CDF were defeated
in many areas and went into hiding. They operated from underground, refusing to obey the AFRC
leader's general order to lay down their arms and to report to the nearest police station. Instead,
1399
initiations continued took place; in Sowa Chiefdom, for example, 150 young men were initiated
From May 1997 until they were repelled from the District in 1998, the combined RUF / AFRC forces
imposed great harms on civilian population in general and on suspected Kamajors or Kamajors
collaborators/ sympathisers in particular. For example, three days after the overthrow of the
Government, AFRC forces burnt down compounds belonging to Kamajor commanders in Zimrru
(Makpele Chiefdom). Other houses were looted, including those of two Limba people. In Sowa
Chiefdom, AFRC forces accused civilians of being Kamajors, killing many of them. The
RUF / AFRC forces went on patrols in Sowa Chiefdom and established themselves in the chiefdom
headquarters of Bandajuma. RUF / AFRC forces then commenced patrols in Bandajuma, as they
knew the chiefdom was initiating Kamajors, attempting to prevent the Kamajors from establishing
themselves in the chiefdom headquarter. The Bo-Pujehun Highway, which passes through Sowa
Chiefdom, was constantly patrolled at night and houses along the highway were set on f1re. Youths
who were found during these patrols were killed by the combined forces, who accused them of
being Kamajors. These constant patrols led civilians once more to flee their villages to go in their
settlements in the bush, called "sorquehun".
\X1omen were sexually abused and in Pujehun Town, one woman died as a result. The practice of
14ilo
padlocking the private parts of women is also reported.
In Gallinas Peri Chiefdom, in December
1997, RUF / AFRC forces corning from their main base in Pujehun Town (Panga Kabone Chiefdom)
entered Blama Massaquoi, fully armed with automatic rifles and an anti-aircraft weapon mounted on
vehicle. They burnt down the house of the CDF commander using an RPG, as a result of which
other houses nearby were also burnt. The RUF / AFRC forces took supplies from returnees to the

1398 According to the records, ECOi\10G from Freetown and Kenema would have come to the site of these
discoveries and air lifted the ammunition to Freetown. However, no EC0J\10G forces as such were to be found
in these towns. The key person probably referred to foreign troops such as Guinean or Nigerian who have been
fighting With SL'\ for a long time. Furthennore, the reference to Kenema should probably understood as Kene111a
District and not Kenema Town, as no presence of such foreign forces was reported for Kenema Town.
1399.'\ccording to the OCm report for 16-21 July 1997, in many parts ofPuJehun District, "local military
commanders have. good relations with Kamajors and do not support AFRC" but from the information coUected
from key people, this could not be confirmed.
14<111 This information was related in such general tenns and no more details could be obtained.
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chiefdom, mainly seed rice and other seeds, and continued to steal property throughout the
chiefdom, in particular at Saahn Massaquoi, before returning to Pujehun Town.
\Xi'henever they lost men at the battlefront, RUF / AFRC forces killed a number of civilians similar to
the number of men they had lost. For example, in late 1997, in Gofor (Makpele Chiefdom),
RUF / AFRC forces placed 20 people in a house and set fIre to it. The reason advanced for this was
that these people were coming from a place where the KamaJors had previously ambushed and
killed RUF / AFRC forces.
The Kamajors regrouped their forces and more initiations took place, initiating often children below
the age of 15. 1401 Starting late 1997, Kamajors attacked RUF/AFRC forces' positions. In October
1997, RUF / AFRC forces in a four-truck convoy fell into an ambush near Fairo in Soro Gbema
Chiefdom. Kamajors killed those caught in the ambush, together with the civilians who were
travelling with them, because the Kamajors considered them to be collaborators. According to those
Kamajors, those civilians used to lead the RUF / AFRC forces and show them the Kamajor hiding
places. Bet\veen late 1997 and March 1998, many villages were burnt down in Soro Gbema
Chiefdom by both Kamajors and RUF / AFRC forces to prevent the other fighting faction from
settling there.
ECOMOG forces based in Liberia were carrying weapons sent by the CDF National Coordinator
through the Mano River Union Bridge to the CDF District Coordinator, who in turn distributed the
items to the Kamajors in the District. ECOMOG was also supplying the Kamajors 'with medicine
and the wounded forces were transported to Tieni in Liberia by helicopter, where there was a base at
that time. 1-l{J2 \Xi'henever anTIS and ammunition were seized at battlefronts, they were taken to the
District Coordinator, who reallocated them as required. 14m
.
In November 1997, the Kamajors repelled most of the combined forces from Sowa Chiefdom.
\X1hile fleeing, the RUF / AFRC forces burnt 30 houses in Bandajuma a'nd set many villages along the
Bandajuma-Koribondo (Bo District) highway on fIre. Nevertheless, the Kamajors took control of
the area and people came out of the bush where they had been hiding.

1401 i'.ccording to the Sierra Leone Humanitarian Report for 29 October-18 November 1997, "[ ... J Jl1secmiry 111
Bo, Pujehun and Bonthe c:lisuicts has also increased due to clashes between the military and the Kam;qors. 1t
seems that there is a clear difference between newly-recruited Kamajors, who have access to acltomatic weapons
and apparently operate outside the authority of chiefdom representatives, and the traditional K.amajors who are
carefully screened and respect traditional chiefdom structures /ljd "-\gencies operating in the Southern province are
being increasingly harassed by some groups of Kamajors and are currently being prevented from accessing are;]s to
the South of Bandejuma on the Bo-Pujehun highway. This is a source of concern as there are known pockets of
malnutrition in parts of Bonthe and Pujehun c:listncts." Sierra Leone HumalUtarian Siu1<ltion Report 29 Oct - 18
Nov 1997. REG. NO. 97/0390.
14M Indeed, it seems that K.amaJors had a base on the Liberian territory.
14m It IS alleged that some of these weapons were sold for money by the CDF District coordinator and were thus
kept out of circulation to the Kamajors. Furthermore, some weapons would have been given to civilians who were
not Kamajors for tllem to benefit from the c:lisarmament program. This info=ation was also revealed during the
TRC (Truth and Reconciliation Comnussion) heanngs in Pujehun Town in June 2003.
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On 20 to 22 December 1997, Kamajors from Gbandapi (south of Panga Kabone Chiefdom) moved
to Pujehun Town in a bid to recapture the town from the RUF /AFRC forces. During this first
attempt, the K.amajors were repelled and sustained heavy casualties. A few days later, on 27
December, RUF / AFRC forces from Pujehun Town went down to Gbandapi, burning houses and
looting food items on their way; 23 houses were burnt down at Najay. This counter-attack would
mark the first step of a series of reprisals against civilians by the Kamajors. On 8 January 1998, three
Kamajors came to Najay, where they fired many shots, burnt down one house and arrested two men
gathered for the morning prayer at the Mosque whom they accused of collaborating with the
RUF / AFRC forces, taking them to Bonthe District HII4 Other Kamajors later returned to the town,
stripped naked six civilians and beat them, on the same grounds. On 15 February, Kamajors killed
the Chief Imam of the District and the Section Chief at Bayama (Panga I<.rim Chiefdom) by tying a
rope around his neck and stabbing him many rimes before shooting him. These events prompted
inhabitants from Najay to leave the village for fear of further reprisals but Kamajors found them in
their hiding places and took away all their belongings, including food, domestic animals and money.
As they were unable to stay any longer in the bush and as many surrounding villages refused to host
them, these civilians went to Bassaleh, east of Najay.
Over 20 fierce and repeated battles took place between 28 May 1997 and late February 1998 to
establish and maintain control of Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom), which was a stronghold of the
RUF / AFRC forces in the District. During the two first attacks 14115 launched by Kamajors coming
from the direction of Gofor, civilians were killed. As the fighting intensified between K.amajors and
the RUF / AFRC in June, the International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC) sheltered over
1,000 civilians 140(' In early July, Kamajors regrouped and launched a third attack, coming from the
main road of the chiefdom, like the previous attack. This attack was unsuccessful although no
casualties were reported. However, the RUF /AFRC forces burnt down houses of Kamajor
supporters, which made them flee the town, leaving their belongings in the hands of the
RUF / AFRC forces. During the fourth attack in early August, many civilians, RUF / AFRC members
and Kamajors were wounded. Some of the wounded died in the bushes and the decomposing bodies
were later discovered by civilians. \X1hile they took control, the Kamajors would control the town
' d0f 'bme. 1407
onIyfor a very sh ort peno
Inhabitants from Palima, half a mile from Zimmi on the road to Kenema District, deserted the town
following the fourth attack and went to the bush for three weeks. They were discovered by the
RUF / AFRC forces, who took the produce from the harvests to Zimmi. During the subseguent
battles from September to December, houses were burnt down and civilians frorn Zimmi and the
surrounding villages suffered heavy casualties; four Chiefs and 14 counsellors were killed, accused of
being supporters of the Sierra Leone President. During this period, civilians also died from

\X!hat happened to those civilians was not specified.
During the second battle on 17 June, the key person recounts that he had the i,mpression that when it came
time for the battle, the Kamajors did not have central corrunand.
1411(, Sierra Leone Humanitarian Report 24-30 June 1997.
14117 .",ccording to Afnca News, 25 i\Ugust 1997, ICRC had to withdraw from its office at Zlmml
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starvation while others drowned in Mahoi River, trying to seek refuge
January 1998, another Kamajor attack left a lot of civilians dead. W !

lD

other areas. 1.J<IH On 6

Also in January, Kamajors went to Vaama (east of Zimmi) where they stole all the household
property they could find and took some money from civilians. Before leaving, they set some
buildings on fire and took away one civilian 1411l Starting on 23 January, there was another attack
described as a 'no retreat battle' that lasted for four days. At the end of the battle, during which both
fighting factions used RPGs, there was a great deal of property destruction and a large number of
bodies, both civilians and members of the fighting forces, were left on the streets. Following this,
the Kamajors went back to Gofor. During the battle that took place on 1 February, the Kamajors
were again unsuccessful in dislodging the RUF / AFRC forces from the town. Thirteen RUF / AFRC
forces were caught by Kamajors and killed opposite the R.C. School on the Zimmi Fairo Road.
Three of their "wives" taken by the Kamajors to Gofor, where they were used as sex slaves before
being killed.
The final battle in Zimmi, which took place on 17 February, saw the Kamajors being assisted by
ECOMOG forces and some SLA forces. Those combined forces blocked all the roads leading to
the town and battled for three days with the RUF / AFRC forces who had not fled the town, which
some had on hearing that Freetown was no longer under their control. Over 1,500 civilians used by
the RUF / AFRC forces as sex slaves or as workers to do petty jobs like brushing the town, bringing
food or water were freed by the Kamajors, who then made Zimmi their base. From Zirnmi,
Kamajors raided surrounding villages, taking property including household items and bicycles. They
also harassed civilians in these villages because for the Kamajors, any civilians near Zimmi were
RUF / AFRC collaborators.
After the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown in February 1998, the District rapidly became free of
RUF and AFRC forces as the Kamajors took control of it. In Kpaka Chiefdom, for example, as they
were cut off from Koribondo which used to be a stronghold in Bo District 0iama Bongor
Chiefdom),1411 the remaining RUF / AFRC forces left the chiefdom in March H12 In early 1998,
Kamajors from Sowa Chiefdom battled with RUF / AFRC forces at Jeoma and successfully repelled
them. From this time on, civilians were forced to feed the Kamajors, the burden of which increased
when Kamajors opened a new initiation base at Foindu. In Panga Kabone Chiefdom, Kamajors
attacked the remaining RUF / AFRC stronghold in the District three times before eventually dri,'ing
them out in March 1998, when the RUF / AFRC forces were cut off from their headquarters lD
Koribondo.
.
14<IH )\lso in September, the fight for the control of Tango Field (Lower Bambara Chiefdom, Kenema District)
intensified.
14<19 Hundreds of fatalities are mentioned, but tIllS figure could not be confirmed. "'\lso in January, serious fighting
took place at Tonga Field.
14HI Those I(amajors were described as acting like the "junta" i.e. the RUF I-'\FRC forces.
1411 Following the coup in Nlay 1997, the SL'\ base at Koribondo had become a stronghold of the RUF / .-\FRC
forces as part of the general "transfer" of SL-\ bases and property to the l\FRC
1412 No infoffi1ation :vas obtained for Kpaka Chiefdom after the departure of the RUF /AFRC forces. Kamajor
harassment of civilians is reported in the same general terms as for the other chiefdoms, without relating any
precise event.
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During this period, Kamajors looted Pujehun Town (panga Kabone Chiefdom), Yonni and Gobaru
(Kpaka Chiefdom). However, after 1998, it is reported that Kpaka Chiefdom was relatively quiet as
was Mano Sakrim Chiefdom, which did not suffer much from the Kamajors after May 1997,
because they were fighting RUF / AFRC forces in other parts of the District. 1m
Kamajors controlled the District by conducting patrols and mounted checkpoints, imposing the pass
system in search of arms and ammunition and alleged "enemies". In Barri Chiefdom for example, up
to 1999, Kamajors issued passes to travellers for a fee of Le 500, as a way to control the movement
of people and to search for their enemies. This pass was only valid for a limited period of time and
had to be renewed at the expiration of that period H14 Kamajors from Potoru explained to civilians
that only Kamajors could travel without such a pass. 1415 Civilians were requested to show their pass
that proved they were civilians and not RUF / AFRC members at any Kamajors checkpoints they
passed through. Those checkpoints were also used to request money from drivers and passengers
and to search passengers' bags. For example, from Zimmi (Makpele Chiefdom) to Jendema (Soro
Gbema Chiefdom, Liberian border), eight checkpoints were mounted and four were established
between Zimmi and the border with Tunkia Chiefdom (Kenema District).
The Kamajors systematically ill-treated civilians across the District, mainly as a reprisal for their
suspected collaboration with the RUF and RUF/ AFRC forces. The District Coordinator used to go
from chiefdom to chiefdom to visit the Kamajors on the ground; such visits were witnessed, for
example, in Barri Chiefdom. In particular, relatives of RUF / AFRC forces were humiliated,
punished and killed. The Mano River was used to drown alleged collaborators; Jijama and Jembe
(Soro Gbema Chiefdom) were two towns where this practice was carried out. Traditional leaders
were deposed and their power seized, some of them being molested. Prominent people were killed,
such as the Assistant District Officer, who was mistaken for an AFRC lieutenant, and the Chief
Imam of Soro Gbema Chiefdom. Looting was also frequently carried out and on one occasion,
when this was being done and civilians were being chased into the bush, the Kamajors stated that
when the RUF / AFRC forces took away their property, they never grumbled or did anything, but
now they were complaining when the Kamajors were taking their property. I-louses, compounds and
communities termed "unfriendly" were burnt down, as happened, for example, in Nanjay (panga
Kabone Chiefdom). The killing of ci-,rilians for whatever reason was mostly carried out along the
Liberian border.

It appeared that in 1997, Mano Sakrim Chiefdom did not sustain much the presence of the RUF /.-\FRC
forces, who were concentrated in other areas in the District.
1414 On one occasion, Kamajors told civilians that the pass would be valid only for four days. Thls IS however not a
fixed li.mit as info=ation from other Districts notes that the passes issued could be valid for other periods of time
1415 It is interesting to note that this system of pass together with the harassment suffered at checkpoints led some
civilians to be initiated withi.n the Kamajors society. This type of initiation was however different from the one the
fighters to be had to go through, it was among other things much quicker. Furthermore, this type of initiation was
mostly carried out oi1Ce Kamajors were in control of the District and not previously while they were fighting
RUF/ ",'>.FRC forces.
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The houses of relatives of RUF and AFRC members were broken into, damaged and burnt down.
It was common practice to send alleged collaborators to "wash" in the river, wluch was a
euphemism for drowning, or to put them in cages~\vhere they were tied with FM ropes, which are
nylon ropes wrapped around two short sticks and which often lead to loss of circulation to the
hands. For example, in Sowa Chiefdom, during the Operation called "Black December" carried out
in December 1997, two civilians who pleaded with the Kamajors authorities to let some vehicles
come in were arrested and tied with FM ropes. Another example is a woman from Bandajuma
(Sowa Chiefdom) who was killed and her head displayed on a sharp stick, as she was suspected of
being a collaborator with the AFRC. Thirty people were killed in Bomborhun (Soro Gbema
Chiefdom) for failing to report to the Kamajors that RUF /AFRC forces had crossed the Mano
River.
\Xiomen were sexually abused and some of them had their heads shaved. In addition, women were
also forcibly married to Kamajors, unable to refuse or they would be killed. This information was
given in general terms for Soro Gbema Chiefdom but could most likely be extended to the other
chiefdoms under CDF control. It is interesting to note that this was rather controversial among the
Kamajors as they believed that once covered \vith their traditional attire and protection, they could
not be approached by any woman or they would no longer be protected. Accordingly, this was used
as an argument to deny the assertion that some of them had committed sexual offences against
women.
The Kamajors established laws, both for Kamajors and civilians, and anyone caught breaking these
laws was punished, including by public flogging, being locked in a guardroom and, for the Kamajors,
being required to give up their weapons. Such incidents happened, for example, at Potoru, the CDF
headquarter in Barri Chiefdom. Offices were established in the villages and Kamajors intervened in
domestic affairs. They would settle cases of debts and other disputes, including marital affairs.
Civilians reported cases to them and not to the Government authorities, who had no power or
control over the chiefdoms at this time. Fines were levied on those civilians found guilty and other
type of punishments were carried out, such as putting people in pens of two feet high and five feet
long, built with palm stalks and sharp pointed materials.
One former Kamajor relates how children between the ages of 10 and 15 'were initiated when the
fight for Zimmi intensified towards the beginning of 1998. Those children were sent to enemy zones
and battlefronts to act as spies and some became fighters. Others were also used to rnine diamonds
for the leaders. Kamajors also embarked on forceful conscription of men. \"Xihen things started to
become difficult for the Kamajors, they asked ci-l7ilians to contribute v.ri.th food and money to the
movement. The food was for the forces and the money \vas used to pay initiators and to buy
weapons. Civilians were also used to carry arms and ammunition, food and property stolen by the
Kamajors. Those who refused to carry out these orders were arrested? beaten, put in cages, tied up
or fined. Children were used to transport gravel from the rnining areas to washing sites.
RUF / AFRC forces captured alive during battle by the KamaJors were either initiated into the
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Kamajors or killed, depending on the situation. Other punishments were applied to these captured
141
enemies such as imprisoning them, stripping them, tying them up and putting them in cages. ('
Kamajors also engaged in mining in different chiefdoms such as Soro Gbema, Makpele, Gallinas
Peri and Malen and it is reported that the District Coordinator was allocating forces for mining. It
was said that these diamonds were given to ECOMOG to get ammunition, but doubt was raised
over the destination of the gems as the Dist11ct Coordinator was suspected of keeping diamonds for
his own use. In 1998, at Famina (Soro Gbema Chiefdom), a group of five civilians caught by the
H17
Kamajors lnining diamonds without their permission were killed
In September 1998, at Zimrni (Makpele Chiefdom), Kamajors seized seven big trucks loaded with
rice, sugar and other items coming from Liberia and en route to Kenema District. The trucks were
parked opposite the police station, the SLP being unable to do anything. The passengers abandoned
their loads and continued their journey to Kenema.
On one occasion, in October 1998, the killing at Zimrni (Makpele Chiefdom) of a man from Koya
Chiefdom (Kenema District) accused of being a "rebel" led to a fight between Kamajors from Koya
Chiefdom (Kenema District) and those from Makpele Chiefdom. The dispute was resolved through
the intervention of the two CDF chiefdoms coordinators. Other incidents of friction between
Kamajors were reported and in November 1998, some young men from Gallinas Peri Chiefdom
decided to form their own society, allegedly with the assistance of the son of the Kamajor's High
Priest. This decision to form a separate group of Kamajors concluded rapidly as, following the
initiation, three of the young men who were to queue to test their bullet proof ability were killed and
many others wounded when the initiator fired at them. The matter was reported to the police but no
action was taken.
In mid October 1998, serious clashes occurred between CDF assisted by ECOMOG forces and
some RUF / AFRC members accompanied by Libet1an armed men at the Mano River in the south of
Soro Gbema Chiefdom. According to the CDF Coordinator for Pujehun District and ECOMOG
forces, those armed men were members of the Liberian Army, which was denied by the Liberian
President. To avoid further incursions, the Kamajors created a buffer zone at the Liberian border by
' f orces 1n
. t I1e b or d er v ill ages. 1~1H
. tl
strengt I1emng
1elr
Discussions on the disarmament process began in December 1999, when the CDr National
Coordinator together with the District Coordinator convened a meeting for Kamajors at Potoru
(Barri Chiefdom). By April 2000, UNAMSIL forces were deployed in Zimmi and Joru and shortly
after, at Pujehun Town, following ECOMOG withdrawal from the country. Possibly as a result of
this, Pujehun District also became a transit area for refugees cOIning back from Liberia and

1~16 This was apparently done on the advice of civilians, which may refer to the fact that some civilians were
appointed in the administration of the CDF in the Districts.
1~17 No further information is available on this incident.
1418 This incident was related by AFP, 04 November 1998, and comes from Kamajors source; it was neither
confIrmed nor denied by independent sources.
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originating from other Districts in Sierra Leone. A DDR camp was opened at Pujehun Town H19 in
May 2001 and in October, following a meeting of the Joint Committee on Disarmament,
Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR) , comprised of the Government of Sierra Leone,
UNAMSIL and representatives of the RUF, it was agreed that the remainder of the DDR process
142IJ
should be accelerated between 1 and 14 N ovember.
At the end of 2001, SLA forces deployed alongside the Liberian border in Pujehun and Kenema
Districts following intensified fighting of the Liberians United for Reconciliatlon and Democracy
:'
f 'b . 14°0
lOrces
In the west 0 Ll ena. -(LURD) 14"1- I
Aside from th.is, there is almost no information available from the end of 1998, 1999, 2000 and
2001, as the District was under the control of Kamajors and ECOMOG forces and, later on,
UNi\MSIL troops. It appears that civilians were able to resettle in their villages and were mostly
engaged in fanning activities]423

3.

Conclusion

Pujehun District was an entry point to Sierra Leone for RUF /NPFL forces as early as 1991 and all
the RUF incursions in the District were carried out following an east-west pattern, RUF forces first
settling into the two chiefdoms bordering Liberia, namely Soro Gbema and Makpele before
proceeding further west by crossing the Moa River. Accordingly, those two chiefdoms were the
most affected, particularly because Makpele Chiefdom is the main mining area of the District.
The first major incursion in the District, carried out by RUF /NPFL forces was done in concert with
a northern flank in Kailahun District; the RUF /NPFL forces rapidly scattered throughout the
chiefdoms of both Districts. From the very start of the conflict, the headquarters of the RUF forces
was, however, established in Kailahun District. Three motorable entry points into Sierra Leone were
thus clearly identified, two in Kailahun District and one in PUJehun District.
The RUF /NPFL forces were repelled from Pujehun District in the m.iddle of 1991, wIllie some
chiefdoms in Kailahun District remained under RUF /NPFL control. At that time, Pujehun District
came under SLA control, with the RUF /NPFL forces being limited to launching sporadic actions in
the District.

1419 FoUowing a meeting between the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF at UN"4"lvISIL headquarters,
Freetown, it was agreed between the parties that DDR camps should be opened as a matter of urgency in Lunsar,
Makeni, Kamakwie, IvIasingbi, Koidu, Kailahun, i\likalia, Pujehun and Bonthe, in additlon to the existing ones 111
Port Loko, Bo, Moyamba, Kenema and Dam: UNj\MSIL press release, 15 !lIay 2001.
14211 IRIN West Africa, 12 October 2001. Furthermore, disarmament for the whole country was scheduled to be
complete by 30 November 2001. During this disarmament period in November 2001, over 2,000 CDF members
demobilised UNi\lviSIL Press Briefing, 20 November 2001
1421 The LURD was a fighting faction engaged in the Liberian conilict and challenging the authol1t)' of the Libenan
Government. This group had been fighting the Liberian Government S111ce 1998.
1422 Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 01 - 31 December 2001
1423 The situation was radically different for the Districts of the Northern Province and for Kono District where
RUF/AFRC activities were still ongoing, with high fatalities among the civilian populatlon.
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In late 1993 and in 1994, RUF forces launched a second massive incursion from the Liberian border
and spread across Pujehun, Kenema and Kailahun Districts, before continuing further westwards,
establishing positions in the whole country by 199.5'. l\s such, Pujehun District was for the second
time under RUF control, although for a longer period this time. This RUF presence in the District
led thousands of civi.li.ans to flee the District and go to IDPs camps in Bo District, encouraged by an
SLA that was being gradually defeated in the District. Accordingly, Pujehun District was one of the
most affected Districts in terms of displacement of population and of destruction of property.
From late 1995 and especially after February 1998 and the mtervention in Freetown, the pattern of
the conflict in Pujehun District differed from Kailahun District and was more similar to the other
Districts of the Southern Province. This was due to the initiation and deployment of Kamajors, who
were able to retake most of the RUF positions in the District, unlike Kailahun District, which was
never completely under Kamajor control.
Following the ECOMOG intervention in Freetown in February 1998 and its deployment in the
District, the RUF / AFRC who had stayed in the District during the AFRC regime pulled out and the
retreating RUF / AFRC forces from Freetown did not settle at all in the District. Free from further
RUF / AFRC incursions, the District was thus left under Kamajor control, as with the other Districts
of the Southern Province, which deprived the RUF / AFRC forces of one of their main supply roads
from Liberia. From 1998 until the completion of the DDR process, RUF / AFRC attacks were
concentrated in the main mining areas of the District and in the areas where CDF members did not
have constant and complete control, namely the Northern Province, Kono District, Kailahun
District and the north of Kenema District.
Throughout the conflict, widespread violations were committed in the District, pnmarily by
RUF /NPFL, RUF and RUF / AFRC forces, but also by SLA forces and Kamajors, especially once
they firmly established their control and authority over the District. Those violations were directed
against civilians and their property and included stealing and destruction of property, physical
violence, sexual assault, killing and abduction for use as fighters, workers or "wives". Both the RUF
forces and the Kamajors forces deposed and replaced local authorities and put in place basic systems
of administration. Only a few cases of mutilation were however reported for the District, as most of
the cases reported took place during a specific RUF/ AFRC operation called "Operation No LiVing
Thing" in the first months of 1998 and follmving the retreat of Freetown.
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The Western Area is located in the far central w;;t of Sierra Leone and adjoins Port Loko and
Moyamba Districts on its eastern side; its western side is bounded by the Atlantic Ocean. Roughly
two-thirds of the \"X!estern Area is a mountainous peninsula, along the north of which is located
Freetown, the capital city of Sierra Leone. Freetown has been a major international port for
merchant and military shipping for the best part of 150 years.
Unlike the rest of the country, the Western Area is not composed of chiefdoms, but is divided into
four Rural Districts (RD) and a metropolitan area known as Greater Freetown: 1424

Western Area

Main Settlements

Koya Rural District
\X1aterloo Rural District

Newton, Songo
Fogbo, Hastings, Kossoh
Waterloo
Freetown and suburban areas
Goderich, LakJ:::a, York
Regent

Greater Freetown
Yark Rural District
Mountain Rural District

Town,

Newton,

Tombo,

Koya RD is in the far east of the Western Area and is bordered to the north by Koya Chiefdom
(port Loko District). Across the River Ribbi, which delimits the southern boundary of Koya RD, lies
Ribbi Chiefdom (Moyamba District). The main motorable crossing point over the River Ribbi is
located at Mabang, connecting the towns of Moyamba, Rotifunk and Bradford (all Moyamba
District) to Songo, in the far east of Koya RD. This Moyamba route rejoins the main highway at
Tiama Junction, giving travellers access to all major locations in the Southern Province. The RUF
would use this route to enter the \"X!esternArea in 1995.
From Songo, moving inland, the main hard-surface arterial route from provincial Sierra Leone
passes through the north of Koya RD and its main town, Newton. From Newton, the villages of
Bath Comp and Fogbo are accessible by a road mnning south. Fogbo is a main transit point for
goods and people westward across the swamp areas of the Calmont Creek and eastward to Shenge
(Kagboro Chiefdom, Moyamba District) and to other locations up the Ribbi River. A large number
of small settlements can be reached from the Newton-Fogbo road. Moving east from Newton, the
main arterial route leads to Masiaka (Koya Chiefdorn, Port Loko District) and on to all other major
towns in Sierra Leone. Control of the stretch of road between Newton and Masiaka was a major
strategic aim of all factions in the conflict.
Moving westward from Newton, the main highway leads to the town of\Xlaterloo, and the \\?aterloo
RD. The area between Newton and \X/aterloo is flat, highly fertile agricultural land. There is a large
idong with the SUDC area of Sherbro Island (Bonthe Distnct), the \'\!estern .'1.rea is admiJlistered directly by
the Government of Sierra Leone without the traditional structures found throughout Sierra Leone. TIllS is a result
of the early British admllllstration, which did not extend its control over the provincial areas of Sierra Leone until
the late 1800s, at wluch time it exercised authoriry mairJy through the traditional structures already in place: see
General Overview.
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palm oil plantation at Banga Farm, also on the main highway. \X/aterloo is on the foothills of the
mountainous Western Area Peninsula. It has a number of suburban areas, including Lumpa, Kossoh
and Bassu Town to the south and Cole Town to fhe north. The Prince Alfred Road Bridge, over
which the main highway runs, is a key point in the town. The harbour settlement of Pa-Loko is
located directly north of\\!aterloo.
The main highway into Freetown runs through Devil Hole, Rokel and Hastings. On the flat area
north of Hastings town and running down to the Sierra Leone Estuary is a hard-surface airfield. The
Sierra Leone Police Training School is also located at Hastings. On the Kossoh Town-Hasting axis,
a number of different routes into Freetown converge. The main highway continues into the east of
Greater Freetown through Wellington and I<issy. From Kossoh Town, two routes lead into
Freetown. The first leads through Mountain Rural District from Grafton to Regent. This winding,
cliff edge road is made of broken asphalt. At Regent, the road splits again allowing access to
Freetown's civic centre through Mount .1'\ureol and to Freetmvn's west end through Hill Station.
The alternative route from Kossoh Town leads through Allen Town to Calaba Town, where it runs
parallel to the main highway. This road is also of extremely poor quality and passes through the busy
and densely populated areas of Wellington, Low Cost and Portee.
Another road leaves \X!aterloo and runs south around the \X/estern Area Peninsula into west
Freetown. The road passes through the SLA's Benguema Training Centre,lm through to the harbour
town of Tombo, which marks the southern-most point of \X!aterloo Rural District. The peninsular
road loops around along the coast through to York, Sussex and Godench in the York RD. From
Goderich, the road passes straight into the Lumley and Juba Hill areas of west Freetown. The
peninsular road is of extremely poor quality and takes around tll1'ee hours to get from Freetown to
Waterloo in a regular vehicle. The main highway route, through Hastings, takes only 20 minutes.
In 1991, the conflict that was taking hold in other areas of Sierra Leone had little impact on the
Western Area except for troop movements to other areas of the country and the establishment of
checkpoints - at which there were incidents of harassment of civilians and stealing of their property
by the SLA - and defensive deployments in strategic areas, particularly in Waterloo, Follo\\ring the
coup in 1992, which saw the NPRC take power, harassment of civilians and stealing of their
property by the SLA increased as more checkpoints were established. This also marked the
beginning of Cleaning Day, according to which on the last Saturday of every month, people had to
stay home during the morning hours and clean their houses: those caught on the streets would be
punished by the SLA. However, these incidents were relatively few and there would continue to be
little ,impact on the \X/estern Area throughout 1992 to 1994.
Starting in 1995, the RUF began to extend their presence westward, at one point cutting off the
main highway linking Freetown with the rest of the country and occupyring much of Koya RD.
There were a number of battles between the RUF on the one hand and the SLi\ and foreign forces
on the other hand, with the SLA establishing more checkpoints in sensitive areas. Throughout 1995
there was an increase in violations committed against civilians, including killing, raping, abduction

1425

The Benguma Training Centre was subsequently renamed the ""-\m1ed Forces Trairnng Centre",
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and looting primarily committed by the RUF, with some violations by the SLA and the Nigerian
forces. Elections were held in early 1996, the run up to which was marred by incidents of violence
including the first amputations (of thumbs) in the Western Area by SLA, who believed there should
be peace before elections. There was little fighting in the \X'esrern Area in 1996, with SLA, Guinean
and Nigerian forces deployed in strategic areas and the SLA continuing to operate checkpoints along
major routes. Civilians were routinely harassed at these checkpoints and were punished for failing to
produce identity cards, including being beaten, primarily by the SLA and the Nigerian forces.
Towards the end of 1996, peace talks between the RUF and the Government resulted in the Abidjan
Peace Agreement on 30 November 1996.
Nevertheless, the conflict only began to have a major impact on the \'V,estern Area on the magnitude
experienced in the rest of the country in 1997. In May of that year, the AFRC launched a coup, as a
result of which the elected government fled to Guinea. Soon after taking power, the AFRC invited
the RUF to join them and a large number of RUF forces joined the AFRC forces already in
Freetown and the rest of the Western Area. This period saw a massive increase in violations against
civilians, with RUF / AFRC forces in particular targeting students, representatives of civil society and
journalists, especially after the commencement of broadcasting by the clandestine pro-government
radio station, FM98.1 Radio Democracy. Civilians were beaten, raped, killed and arrested and
detained without being charged, sometimes for up to a number of weeks. Despite the formation of
an anti-looting sguad by the AFRC, which saw the return of some stolen property to civilians,
looting was widespread; civilians were searched and their property, most commonly food, was taken
at checkpoints and in their houses. Civilians were also detained and forced to work for the
RUF / AFRC forces, primarily undertaking domestic work such as cooking and cleaning. There was
a large build up of foreIgn forces at this time and fighting between the RUF /AFRC and these forces
would lead to massive internal population displacement as civilians fled the fighting. In the latter
. half of the year, first ECOWAS and then the UN Security Council imposed sanctions on Sierra
Leone, including a travel ban on members of the RUF / AFRC.
Despite a ceasefire signed at the end of 1997, fighting continued with numerous "I/iolations of both
the spirit and letter of the ceasefue. The instability in the city and the country at large prompted a
military intervention by the Nigerian-led ECOMOG forces, reinforced by CDF and "loyal" SLA
members, in February 1998, as a result of which the RUF / AFRC forces were driven from Freetown
and the majority of the Western Area. The ECOMOG intervention continued to roll back the
RUF /i\FRC from every major town in Sierra Leone during March and April 1998. The
Government returned from Guinea and sanctions were Jjfted, except those bam1.ing the import of
weapons. For the most part, order was restored in the \\lestern /Hea, although there were incidents
of harassment of civilians, including the torture and killing of suspected RUF / i\FRC members and
collaborators by ECOMOG forces and the CDF. The middle of the year saw the commencement
of a wave of treason trials against civilians and military personnel for thelt involvement 111 the coup
in May 1997. The majority of those being tried were convicted, with death sentences and terms of
imprisonment being imposed. Some of the military personnel, \vho had been court martialled, were
executed in October while those who had been tried in civilian courts appealed their sentences and
were still in d€tention awaiting the outcome of their appeals \\Then the invasion of Freetown
occurred on 6 January 1999.
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Towards the end of 1998, RUF forces had begun attacking towns in the west of the Western Area,
including the strategic town of Waterloo, which led-to renewed fighting in these areas. This would
be the prelude to the major attack on Freetown by the RUFjAFRC on 6 January 1999. Thousands
of RUF jAFRC forces converged on Freetown, occupying various locations, killing and amputating
hundreds of civilians, taking their property and burning their houses. ECOMOG forces with
assistance from the CDF managed to repel the RUFjAFRC forces and by the end of January had
regained control of the city, although the destruction wreaked on the city and the loss of human life
during the brief RUF j AFRC stay would be tremendous. In the coming weeks, ECOMOG
extended its control to the areas surrounding Freetown and in April, peace talks began in Togo that
would lead to the Lome Peace Agreement, signed on 7 July 1999. That Agreement included a
power-sharing arrangement for the elected Government and the RUF as well as a blanket pardon
and amnesty for all combatants for all acts committed in pursuit of their objectives. From the time
the AFRC and RUF leaders returned to Freetown in October 1999 until May 2000, the \\!estern
Area was mostly quiet.
In 2000, UNAMSIL began deploying across Sierra Leone and implementing the disarmament,
demobilisation and reintegration program agreed to during the Lome peace talks. On 8 May, there
was a large demonstration outside the house of the RUF leader, which resulted in the deaths of
some of the protestors and the capture and detention of the RUF leader, accused of violating the
spirit and letter of the Lome Agreement. From then, UNAMSIL deployment continued in the
\\lestern Area, which remained quiet until the war was officially declared over in January 2002.

2.
Factual Analysis
a)
Events in 1991
At the beginning of 1991, around 2,000 members of the SLA were sent the southern border of
Sierra Leone with Liberia to prevent the incursion of forces from the Liberian war into Sierra Leone.
These would be reinforced by three truckloads of SLA forces dispatched from Freetown on 25
March 1991 and 1 April 1991. 1426
In early 1991, the conflict broke out in the Eastern Province of Sierra Leone. The Government of
Sierra Leone requested the assistance of Guinean and Nigerian troops to prevent RUF forces from
entering Freetown and other large towns. Responding to this request, checkpoints ,vere established
between Waterloo and Tombo (both Waterloo RD) along the road running from 'the north to the
south in the middle of the Western Area towards the border with Port Loko and Moyamba Districts.
\\laterloo is of strategic military importance, due to its location on the highway leading from
Freetown to the rest of the country and its proximity to Freetown.
The Nigerian forces operated the checkpoint at Madina, whilst the others at Tombo and Russell
(Waterloo RD) were operated by the Sierra Leone Army (SLA). SLA forces stationed at these
checkpoints required people who were unable to produce their identity cards to pay them money. If

1426

Xinhua General Overseas News Service, 25 March 1991 and UPI, 2 ~'\priJ 1991.
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civilians did not have money, SLA forces would punish them. For example, some were forced to
clean up a particular area and others were forced to lie down on the ground and stare at the sun.
Following news of the fIrst incursions, the Government of Sierra Leone - in 1991, the All Party
Congress (APC) - was quick to mobilise political support for the war effort. The then President
received gifts of food from representatives of the Fullah and Indian communities and entertained a
gesture of solidarity from the Sierra Leone Judiciary.I~27
In addition, the Government of Sierra Leone made requests for assistance to various foreign
1428
governments, including those of the US
and the UK. Officials from both governments publicly
H29
stated they were considering how to assist.
The US provided a variety of direct assistance to the
Government of Sierra Leone. First, the US Government flew in an undisclosed amount of light
weapons and ammunition 1430 A further shipment of materials was reported as scheduled to arrive by
US Air Force cargo plane by 9 August 1991. Also in August 1991, a 15-member US Army mobile
training team commenced a program of training in communications, medical care, equipment
maintenance and setting-up effective command structures for non-commissioned SLA officers at
the SLA's Benguema Training Centre. In September 1991, the US Government also agreed to
provide $500,000 to the Government of Sierra Leone to support the continuing involvement of the
SLA in ECOMOG, then operating in Liberia. Freetown was one of the key logistic points for the
7 ,OOO-strong ECOMOG peacekeeping force stationed in Liberia.
On 13 April, the Govermnents of Guinea and Nigeria sent 700 1431 military personnel and
.
1}ard ware to S'lerra L eone. 1~37- Tl1e N'1genan
.
f orces arnve
. d on 16 A pril 1991 , 1431
accompanyJ.ng
'. at
which time the Government of Sierra Leone cut air, sea and land transport links with Liberia,
restricting incoming flights to Freetown to humanitarian and military traffic. H34 Following the visit
of delegation of Nigerian military officials to Freetown, a further 500 Nigerian forces arrived on or
around 29 i\pril 1991 1435 and were posted to strategic locations in the Freetown area including Lungi
International Airport 143 (' (Kaffu Bullon Chiefdom, Port Loko District) and the power station.
In May 1991 a camp for Liberian refugees was established near \\"!aterloo town (\XIaterloo RD). On
6 May 1991, around 3,000 Liberian refugees were repatriated to Liberia from Freetown aboard the
Nigerian vessel, the River A dada. Over the weekend of 4-5 May, the same ship had ferried an
undisclosed number of Nigerian soldiers from Lagos]437
1~27 BBC, 15 "'\pril 1991.
1m UPI, 9 ,'\pril 1991.
1429 Independent, 7 May 1991
14311 "'\FP, 8 ,'\ugust 1991.
1431 Number initially undisclosed, reported as 700 by Xinhua on 29 "'\priJ 1991.
1432 Xinhua, 13 April 1991.
1433,,\1' 16 ,'\priJ 1991
H3~ AI', 16 ,'\pril 1991.
1435 These forces were under the command of the field commander of ECOl\JOG in Liberia: Xinhua, 28 May
1991
143('A short distance. away (7 nunutes by helicopter) from Freetown, north over the Sierra Leone River.
1437 "'\FP, 6 May 1991.
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b)
Events in 1992 - 1994
In mid-April 1992, a group of low-ranking members of the SL\ Tiger Unit, armed with an antiaircraft gun mounted on a military truck, moved from Kailahun District to Freetown. They bypassed the SLA base at lvWe 38 (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) and used the MoyambaRotifunk-Mabang (Moyamba) route to Freetown through Songo town (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko
District), south-west of the Western ./\rea. These forces continued along the main highway and
when they arrived in Freetown., other SU\ forces stationed at the Benguema Training Centre were
made aware of this unusual military movement.
On 29 April, the Kailahun group of SLl\ members overthrew the APC Government and established
a military junta known as the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC). Led by 25 year-old
Captain Valentine Strasser, the NPRC suspended the Constitution of Sierra Leone and imposed a
State of Emergency. An SLA Major from the Benguema Training Centre was arrested and detained
in Pademba Road prison when he tried to persuade those leading the coup to reverse their actions.
The ousted President fled to the Republic of Guinea, where he was later granted asylum, as 50 SLA.
troops acting for the NRPC stormed the presidential offices at State House, 111 the centre of
Freetown. Lungi International Airport was temporarily closed to air traffic and international telex
and telephone lines were reportedly disabled H3R
The US Government airlifted 300 expatriates out of Sierra Leone and issued a warning advising
against travel to Sierra Leone. The French Government sent a frigate into Sierra Leonean waters to
assist with further evacuation of expatriates should the situation in Sierra Leone deteriorate
On 30 April 1992, the NPRC leader made a broadcast over national radio on the Sierra Leone
Broadcasting Service citing corruption and incompetent governance as the reasons for the coup. H1')
Later in the day, around 700 students marched through Freetown in support of the NPRC COUp.l+1<1
In Freetown on 5 May 1992, students and trade unionists staged a much larger march in support of
the NPRC. 1441
A number of foreign Governments, including Nigeria, Japan and Chana, were qLuck to recogruse the
NPRC as the Government of Sierra Leone. Cooperation between Nigerian troops and the SL£\
against the RUF continued.
Following the NPRC coup, SLA forces in \V'aterloo (\X1aterloo lill) and surrounCling areas broke
into shops and residences on the Calmont Road, stealing civilian property and loading it onto
military trucks. SLA forces attacked villages in the Koya RD near the boundary with Port Loko and
Moyamba Districts. In these villages, which included Mafonikay, Nyamgba Town and Newton, SL;\
forces killed an unknown number of civilians, stole property and mflicted violence on many people.

1m /iFP 30 _""prj} 1992.
141') BBC, 2 i'day 1992, transcribing SLBS, 30 _'\pril 1992
1+111 BBC, 30 April 1992
1441 """FP, 5 j\lay 1992.
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SLA forces attacked the Waterloo Oil Palm Plantation and other farms in the Waterloo and Koya
RDs, taking agricultural machinery, household furniture and other high value items.
During 1992, the SLA" arrested an unknown number of people in Lumpa, near \vaterloo Town. On
a beach near Sussex village, along the peninsular road, the then Inspector General of Police and up
to 12 other people were summarily executed on the suspicion of plotting a coup. It is alleged that
their bodies were buried in a mass grave in that location.
During 1992, the NPRC declared that the last Saturday of every month would be National Cleaning
Day. Between 06.00 and 10.00 only those on official business were excused the task of cleaning their
compounds, residences and commercial properties l442 A variety of punishments were meted out to
civilians who did not adhere to these rules. Civilians were beaten \vith belts, made to roll around on
the floor, thrown into the gutter effluent and forced to quick-march 500 metres carrying a heavy'
rock on their heads. A common SLA punishment was termed Frog Jump, or "pumping". Civilians
were made to perform squat jumps, crossing their arms one over the other and holding their
earlobes between thumb and forefinger. This exhausting punishment could last for hours. Another
gruelling SLA" punishment was "making civilians fly"; civilians were forced to lie down on their
backs with their legs held straight into the air, their arms outstretched across the ground.
Shortly after the coup, the SLA" mounted five military checkpoints along a 15km stretch of the
peninsula road running from Tombo to \'Xlaterloo Town (both \\laterloo RD). SLA forces operating
checkpoints continued to extort money from travellers.

In late December 1992, a special military tribunal created by the NPRC condernned to death an
unknown number of people for their alleged involvement in a coup attempt in November 1992. The
1443
British Government condemned the executions
and briefly suspended all econornic aid to Sierra
Leone. I444 Between 9 and 16 January 1993, the NPRC declared a week of national repentance and
prayers for those who had been executedl+l S
On 18 March, NPRC security agencies arrested 7 civilians and 4 UK expatriates accused of plotting
a coup. On 8 April, concerned with rumours of RUF movement towards the \'Xles tern Area and a
growing smuggling network, the NPRC banned movement of heavy vehicles on public roads
between 19.30 and 07.00 every night. In Freetown, the ban stretched from 22.00 until dawn.
The \Vestern "A"rea was mostly quiet for the remainder of 1993 and throughout 199'4.

Cleaning Saturday is still observed in Freetown to date.
1443 J\FP, 4 January 1993
1444 /\.FP, 5January 1993
1445 Interpress, 7 January 1993

1+12
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c)
Events in 1995
In January 1995, the NPRC contracted Ghurka Security Guards,lw, a private military company, to
run a training program for the SLA and provide security at Camp Charlie, a key SLA base near Mile
91 (y oni Chiefdom, Tonkolili District).
In March 1995, the RUF extended their reach further west, with RUF movement through Moyamba
District towards the towns of Songo and Mile 38 (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) putting
pressure on the Western Area. In late April, RUF forces targeted locations on the high quality,
asphalt highway leading through \"Xlaterloo (\X!aterloo RD) to Freetown. RUF forces gamed a
foothold in the bush areas of the southern half of Koya RD and managed to create a frontline
spanning Joe Town (Koya RD) to Pa-Loko (Waterloo RD). This had the effect of temporarily
cutting off the main highway, or at least making it too dangerous for ci-vilian traffic. Nevertheless,
RUF forces were unable to penetrate or bypass \"Xlaterloo. RUF attacks on locations on the unsealed,
southern route around the Peninsula to Freetown were also unsuccessful.
In February 1995, representatives of the NPRC Government held a meeting at the Waterloo
Community Centre, requesting that the local community provide auxiliary support to the SLA in
preventing the infiltration of RUF forces into the \"Xlestern i\rea. Guinean forces moved from
Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) to Bassa Town (\"X!aterloo RD), less than a kilometre
from \"Xlaterloo Town (\"X!aterloo RD), establishing checkpoints and numerous mortar positions
facing towards Newton (Koya RD). The Bassa Town Primary School was used as an arTJ.l11Unitions
dump for the Guinean contingent. SLA forces armed \vith light weapons were based at nearby
Lumpa (\"X!aterloo RD), in addition to a heavily armed SLl\ Tiger Unit in the grounds of the
Peninsular Secondary School in Waterloo. To prevent the RUF moving from Pa-Loko through Cole
Town into Waterloo, SLA forces were also deployed at the Prince Alfred Road Bridge.
Between 21 and 30 March 1995, the SLA established checkpoints along the north-south NewtonFogbo road at Newton-Fogbo Junction, Magbathti and Bath-Comp (all in Koya RD, on the border
with Port Loko and Moyamba Districts) Fogbo (Koya RD) is near the mouth of the River Ribbi
and is a trading centre for fish and salt. It is also a transit point for inland traffic along the river and
to points further along Sierra Leone's coast, with a large wharf to handle the inland river traffic.
Before 10 April, an unknown number of heavily armed SLA forces deployed on foot to Fogbo
Wharf, escorted by a military helicopter. The SLA forces were equipped \vith a mobile anti-aircraft
gun and numerous RPGs. They established a carmnand point in the house of the then Town Chief
and confiscated village livestock to use as food.
.
Newton is an agricultural centre on flat, fertile land between Songo (Koya Chiefdonl, Port Loko
District) and \X/aterloo (\"X!aterloo RD). The SLA forces stationed at Newton-Fogbo Junction
patrolled the area between Newton (Koya RD) and Songo, mamly on a circular route running anti-

For background informacion see CiDers, J & .tvlason, P (eds), Peace, Profit and. Plunder: The PnlJatlfatloll ofJwm~)' In
lWar- Tom Afncan J odetles, pp 129-33: http://W\\T\v.iss.co.za/Pubs/Books/PeaceProfitPlunder /Chap 7.pdf D~1I1k

1-l-l('
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clocbvise from Newton, through Makoibundo, Mabange, Garahun, Kwama 1+47 and J'vWe 6 (all
Koya RD).
Between 8 and 11 April, RUF forces attacked villages in a triangular area sketched out by Songo to
the east, '0\!aterloo to the west and Fogbo to the south, establishing a base at Mashewureh (Koya
RD), about 2 km north-west of Fogbo. There, they captured fleemg civilians, raped women and
destroyed houses. RUF forces attacked and captured a number of villages adjacent to Songo,
including Mokobech, Maferkalay and Mathonteh (all Koya RD). RUF forces attacked the village of
Kwama to the north of the main Masiaka-\Xlaterloo highway, killing 7 civilians and burrung down an
unknown number of houses. Shortly after this attack, SLA forces engaged a 58-strong RUF group
on the main highway at Brima Junction (Koya RD).
RUF forces attacked Newton (Koya RD) on 9 i\pril, moving from the villages of Ragberfi and
Magbafti to the south and Makoibundu and Garahun to the east, but were repelled by SLA. forces
stationed in Newton. On 11 April, RUF forces attacked Fogbo, \vhere they raped a young mother,
abducted an unknown number of civilians and stole civilians' livestock. The SLA forces deployed at
Fogbo offered limited resistance; the RUF established a base and operated out from Fogbo and
nearby Mashewureh.
Between 15 April and 20 i\pril 1995, RUF forces advanced on \X!aterloo (\lVaterloo RD), moving
through Nyamba Town 1+4R and Joe Town (both Koya RD). They advanced to Pa-Loko, 10 km north
of Waterloo, and to the Banga Farm palm oil plantation halfway between Newton and \X!aterJoo.
Between 21 and 22 April, RUF forces at Banga Farm came under heavy air attack from an i\lfa
]et,l+4~ which killed an unknown number of RUF members and civilians. On 21 _A.pril, RUF forces
attacked Lumpa \\rith RPG and AK-47s, but retreated to Pa-Loko follo\\ring heavy mortar and other
artillery fire by Guinean forces. During the RUF attack on Lumpa, civilians fleeing from Lumpa,
\Xlaterloo and surrounding areas were stopped by Nigerian forces operating a checkpoint at Rokel,
about 4 km north-west of Waterloo on the main highway At the checkpoint, Nigerian troops beat
an unknown number of people with sticks and gun butts; saying "Let your brothers kill you", they
turned the people back towards the Waterloo area, which was then under attack.
Over the weekend of 29-30 April, cornbined SLA and Guinean forces engaged the RUF in Pa-Loko
and Joe Town, forcing their retreat by 3 May; 14511 shortly after, the corpses of RUF members could
be seen floating in the Waterloo Creek. Between 3 and 7 May 1995, the NPRC Government
contracted a South African based private military company called Executive Outcomes to replace
the Ghurka Security Service.
In addition, around 600 demobilised Liberian rnilitia, formerly from ULIJ',10-K, were concentrated
in the area around i\llen Town (Greater Freetown, \lVestern Area), on the outskirts for Freetown's

1+47 A.lso spelled Quama.
H4H /\lso called Yamba Town.
1+1~ It is unclear whether the ",\lEa] et was SL'\ or Nigerian.
14511 "'\FP, 1 lIiay 1995, 3 May 1995.
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East end. 1451 RUF forces retreating from Pa-Loko moved towards Newton, ambushing civilian
traffic on the Waterloo-Newton stretch of highway. A joint Executive Outcomes and ULIMO-K
"Special Task Force" cleared this road ofRUF activity.1452
Nigerian forces were stationed at Madina, along the peninsula road between \\laterloo and Tombo
(both Waterloo RD). On or around 2 May, an unknown number of RUF forces attacked Kerry
Town (\'V'aterloo RD), a village on the peninsula road. Civilians fled 2 km northwards from Kerry
Town to Macdonald (Waterloo RD). Although no direct contact was made between SLA-aligned
forces and the RUF, Guinean and SLA forces bombarded the area]453
The beach village of Tombo, which had a large wharf, had increased in significance as a trading and
passenger transit point following the RUF attacks on Waterloo and the main inland highway as well
as the strengthened RUF control of Fogbo jetty and the northern chiefdoms of Moyamba District.
At this time, the SLA and SSD were seeking out suspected RUF members and collaborators \vith
increasing vigour, often beating and killing those they found. After 2 May, residents of Kerry Town
captured a suspected RUF member and took lilin to the SLA base at nearby Tombo. Following
interrogation by the SLA commanding officer, SLA forces took the man onto the beach, shot him
and cut off his head and genitals. Residents of Tombo and SLA members danced the severed head
around the village. After failing to set fire to the corpse using perrol, two members of the SLA tied
weights to it and dumped it out at sea. .I'\lso after 2 May, unknown perpetrators captured and killed
two suspected members of the RUF by placing burning car tyres around then necks.
On 15 December in Tombo, an SSD Sergeant shot dead two teenage boys and severely injured one
other. The boys were on a boat, the pilot of which had refused to pay the Le500 levied on all boats
entering or exiting the wharf.
d)
Events in 1996
In early January, Strasser accepted offers frorn both the Organisation of .I'\frican Unity and the
Government of Burkina Faso to mediate between the NRPC ;md the RUF. Soon after, Julius
Maada-Bio, the then Deputy Head of State, overthrew Strasser, claiming that he was planning to
cancel the elections planned for 26 February 1996. Maada-Bio continued a policy of dialogue with
the RUF. A nighttime curfew was imposed in Freetown from 16 to 23 1anuary. On 24 January, the
NPRC and the RUF announced a ceasefire, which was quickly followed by a 2,000-strong Clvilian
14-4
peace nurch through Freetown.
j

Doubts about the durability of the NPRC-RUF ceasefue, concerns about voter registration and
whether the National Electoral Commission would be sufficiently well-resourced prompted calls for
the postponement of the Presidential and Parliamentary elections scheduled for 26-28 February.
Nevertheless, on 9 February, 5,000 protestors marched through Freetown in support of non-

1451 .'\P Worldstream, 11 May 1995.
1452 It is not clear w~ether Executive Outcomes participated directly 111 hostiJJties.
1453 Event reported by AFP, 2 Tvlay 1995
1454 Xinhua, 24 and 26 January 1996.
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postponement. A day later, grenades were thrown into the house of the Electoral CommisslOn
Chief, who was an advocate for non-postponement.
The Electoral Commission organised a national consultative conference at Freetown's Bintumani
Conference Centre on the theme "Peace Before Elections or Elections Before Peace?". On 12
February, the majority of delegates participating in the conference voted in favour of nonpostponement, while all 14 delegates from the RUF voted for postponement. On the same day, 43
Paramount Chiefs from the Northern Province adopted an 8-point declaration also supporting
postponement pending substantive peace talks bet\veen the NPRC and the RUF. The SLA were
generally in support of "Peace Before Elections" while the majority of the civilian population
supported "Elections Before Peace."
Bet\Veen 23 and 25 February, NPRC and RUF delegations commenced peace talks in i\bidjan, Ivory
Coast, chaired by the Ivory Coast's Foreign Minister. The talks were adjourned in the late hours of
25 February, the eve of elections, with RUF delegates still calling for their postponement.
Polling in the elections began at 07.00 on 26 February. A curfew \.vas imposed overnight into the
second day of polling. Shortly before the polling centres closed, at around 19.00, machine gun fire
was reported on Pademba Road and at the \X!ilberforce Barracks in Freetown. News sources report
that a 40-strong military unit dressed in blue uniforms assaulted the home of Maada Bio using RPGs
and heavy machine guns. 1m A polling station supervisor was shot dead while returning to lus home.
Also on 26 February, the National Reconciliation Commission was inaugurated. Polling continued
on 27 February. The results of the Presidential election were inconclusive and a run-off election \Vas
planned for 15 March, despite RUF declarations on 1 March in i\bidjan that they would not accept
the results.
During and after the ejections at \X!ilberforce Barracks and other rnilitary barracks, people's tbumbs
were held out by SLA forces and beaten because they voted. I-Ieavy gunfire broke out near Kabasa
Lodge to discourage the voting and have it cancelled, which was unsuccessful. The run-off election
on 17 March, in which Alhaji Dr Ahmed Tejan Kabbah was elected President of the Republic of
Sierra Leone,14S(' saw the cutting off of thumbs, marking the first amputations in the \"X/estern "\rea.
Meanwhile, Nigerian forces established a checkpoint at Jui Junction (\X1aterloo RD) in l\farch 1996,
since their commander was residing at the SSD quarters in the JUl SSD Barracks. At the same time,
SLA forces established checkpoints bet\Veen Waterloo and Freetown. Guinean forces established a
base bet\veen Lumpa and \X1aterloo as a back up for SL'\ checkpomts mounted around that area l-\S
in other places, both Nigerian ECOMOG and SUI, forces harassed people passing through these
checkpoints, inflicting punishment \vhere people were unable to produce identity cards.
Punishments included forcing civilians to clean up the checkpoint area and beating them with
wooden sticks.

14SS
145(,

/\.FP, 28 January 1996.
President Kabbah was sworn in on 29 t-.1arch 1996.
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Peace talks continued in Abidjan. On 23 April, President Kabbah met with the RUF leader,
continuing the peace negotiations commenced by the NPRC in late February 1996. Three joint
working groups were established to draft the text"'"bf a peace agreement, hatlliner out details for
encampment and disarmament and to work out the demobilisation process. On 15 May, talks
yielded agreement on a cease fire although by 19 May, the RUF leader was already calling for fresh
elections during a visit to the Republic of Guinea. News reports indicate that removal from Sierra
Leone of the South African private military company, Executive Outcomes,1437 was an RUF
.
for a peace agreement. 143H
precon di non
On 3 July, around 20 senior SLA officers from the disbanded NPRC regime were removed from
their positions in the SLA... On 10 July, the Sierra Leone Parliament re-activated portions of the
Constitution that had been suspended by the NPRC in 1992. On 9 September, Government security
agencies uncovered a coup plot against the SLPP government and arrested at least six SLA soldiers.
The Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF leadership signed the Abidjan Peace Accord on 30
November 1996. This provided for the immediate and total cessation of hostilities and the creation
of a Committee for the Consolidation of Peace (CCP). Demobilisation of RUF and other militia
would cotllinence upon the identification of suitable sites and SLA units not required for the
maintenance of general security would be returned to barracks. The CCP would examine options for
restructuring the SLA and the SLP would be strengthened to ensure realistic police primacy. i\n
international, neutral monitoring group would be deployed in the cou~try and Executive Outcomes
would withdraw within five weeks of the arrival of that group. By 30 May 1997, all other foreign
troops would be removed from the country, consistent with the treaty obligations of Sierra Leone.
The RUF would become a legitimate political movement and a blanket amnesty was granted to all
RUF members in respect of actions taken in pursuance of the objectives of the RUF up until 30
November 1996. Provision was made to guarantee the civil rights of the RUF and for the creation of
an independent National Commission on I-Iuman Rights to monitor and investigate alleged abuses.
1459
e)
Events in 1997
On 1 January, the Government commissioned into service a gunboat donated by the Chinese
Government to combat poaching in Sierra Leone's territorial waters. The boat was able to carry
around 200 security personnel and had been donated as part of a $20 million aid package agreed to
by China in 1995 14('() On 6] anuary, six SLA soldiers were sentenced to 10 years in jail for piracy,

1457 The NPRC had contracted Executive Outcomes on or around7 thy 1995 follow1l1g the extensIOn of RUF
military operations into the Western },rea.
145H Before 11 September, Executive Outcomes was reportedly contracted by Sierra Leone Ore and i\lliung Co
(Sieromco) to secure bauxite mined in Moyamba: i',frica Energy & l\lining, 11 September 1996. The removal of
Executive Outcomes from the country became a specific term of the "-\bid)an Peace .-\ccord, signed between the
Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF on 30 November 1996
1459
For
the
full
text
of
the
"-\bidJan
Peace
"-\ccords,
see
http://wv.rv.T.usip.org/library I pal s1/ sierra_Ieone_1 0301996html.
14(,(} AFP, 2 January 1997 and Xinhua 1J annary 1997.
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having raided a Spanish fishing vessel in 1996, attempting to abscond \\lith $200,000 of fishing
equipment. w '1
On 30 January, Executive Outcomes completed a \vithdrawal that began \\lith the signing of the
Abidjan Peace Accord, removing around 300 personnel and heavy weaponry from Sierra Leone]4(,c
Around a month later, Sierra Leone and Nigeria signed a new Status of Forces Agreement,
redefining the legal status of Nigeria's forces in Sierra Leone and expanding Nigeria's training role
from solely the SLA to other parts of the Sierra Leone armed forces.
In mid-March, there was a leadership struggle v.rithin the RUF, sparked by the arrest of the RUF
leader in Nigeria on fireanns charges. On 11 March, the Government of Nigeria confinned the
presence of the RUF leader in Nigeria, although they denied that he was under house arrest. 14(" They
reversed this position a few days later, admitting that they had arrested him for the illegal possession
of a fuearm and detained him in a federal government guesthouse in Lagos.w,4 Spokespersons for
the RUF leader insisted variously that he was in Nigeria on private business and also that he was
cliscussing the Sierra Leone peace process \vith the Nigerian Government. 14"; Some days later, a
senior RUF member declared himself to be the new interim leader, which was soon followed by the
RUF taking into custody a number of its senior membership and the Sierra Leone Ambassador to
the Republic of Guinea on 31 March l46 " and the issuance of a public statement that the RUF
leadership had not been changed in any wayH"7
On 7 April, 130 troops from Burkina Faso joined ECOMOG in Liberia. On 17 April, the UK
agreed to train two battalions of SLA soldiers.w,R On 28 April, it was announced that all civil militia
groups in Sierra Leone were to be put under the command of the Nigerian-led ECOMOG force,
reportedly to make them more effective and to facilitate their rapid demobilisation]4(,9
On 25 May 1997, elements of the SLA staged a coup d'etat and formed the i\rmed Forces
Revolutionary Council (l\FRC). The AFRC released over 700 inmates from Pademba Road Prison,
including their leader, who was formally sworn in as Head of State on 17 June 1997. 14711 The AFRC
immediately suspended the Constitution of Sierra Leone. President Kabbah escaped to the Republic
of Guinea by helicopter.
The AFRC moved quickly to draw close to it popular personalities, political and civil society groups
and organised labour groups. However, this failed to stave off a month-long strike staged by the
Sierra Leone Labour Congress. Additionally, 50 members of the 80-seat Parliament met despite the
"\FP, 6 January 1997.
"\FP, 4 Feb1l.1ary 1997
w" Xinhua, 11 March 1997.
1464 He was later transferred to the Sheraton in ~\buja.
14(,; "\FP, 18 March 1997.
14"" Including RUF delegates to the CCP, see AFP, 31 March 1997.
W,7 AFP, 31 March 1997.
14(,R "\PF, 17 April.1997.
1469 AFP, 28 April 1997
WI) Xinhua, 17 June 1997,
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suspension of Parliament, condemning the AFRC's action and demanded the immediate restoration
of democratic order.
Immediately after the coup, the AFRC invited the RUF to share power. On 28 May, the RUF leader
appeared on SLBS Radio, encouraging RUF solidarity with the AFRC. Part of his statement is worth
quoting: "You \vill always get instructions from me through [the AFRC leader]. They are our
brothers. Let no one fool you. You have to work 'with them to put the situation under control,
especially in the western area. As you [sic] the field commander, instruct your other Commander ..
to stand by for any reinforcement needed by [the AFRC leader] for apy eventualities. We have to
defend our sovereignty. You are to act on these orders immediately. ,,1471 On 30 May, the RUF
declared their support for the AFRC on SLBS television and radio and on 1 ] une, the AFRC
declared the RUF leader to be the Vice President of Sierra Leone.
In anticipation of a Nigerian led military intervention, the AFRC was quick to secure strategic
locations around Freetown. This included Hastings, which was adjacent to the pre-coup Nigerian
base at Kossoh Town l472 and near an airfield. Accordingly, around 200 i\FRC members entered
Hastings and took over the Hastings Police Station on 26 May 1997. In the wake of the coup, there
was a large build up of predominantly RUF forces in the Hastings area. Hastings, \v'aterloo and the
SLA.'s Benguema Training Centre were concentration points for RUF combatants entering the
Western "A.rea. RUF forces entering the Western Area camped in public building in \X/aterloo
(\X/aterloo RD), because the town residents refused to lodge them. In Waterloo, RUF forces
occupied the Commercial Secondary School, the REC Secondary School and the SDA Primary
School.
On 29 May, a further 500 RUF members arrived in Hastings, bringing the total to around 2,000,
taking over the expansive Police Training School complex and the Kelly's Rural Vocational and
Agricultural Secondary School. That same day, the leadership of this RUF group met with the
Hastings village authorities and complained that they had not offered the RUF / AFRC their support.
On 30 May, RUF forces set up five large checkpoints throughout Hastings, each operated by around
20 people. Civilians trying to leave the settlement had to pass through each checkpoint, where they
were searched for food. The RUF forces also conducted house-to-house searches confiscating
prepared foods from civilians and held an unknown number of civilians at the Police Training
School, forcing them to collect wood and fresh water for the RUF commanders.
There were a number of random shootings and extensive looting in the Freetown lnetropolitan area
around this time. For example, a large number of armed robberies were committed in Freetown on
25 May. The National Treasury building was completely gutted, most foreign exchange bureaus were
looted and the Central Bank was damaged by fire as AFRC forces unsuccessfully sought access to
the vaults. JA.s the an-ned men roamed the city, attacking and looting residences, many people were
raped and otherwise assaulted, including girls under the age of 14 and the \vives and daughters of
foreigners. The son of a prominent businessman \vas killed when he refused or was unable to meet

1471
1472

BBC Media ?vIonitonng, 30 May 1997 transcribing SLBS, 28 May 1997
Nigerian forces, and then ECOMOG, were based at Kossoh To>"vn ('WaterlooRD) from 1994 until 1999
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the demands from armed men for money. At an AFRC press conference on 28 May 1997, this was
explained as an accidental shooting.
The AFRC took a number of largely inadequate steps to contain the widespread looting of civilian
and government premises. These including creating an anti-looting squad \vlth orders to shoot
looters dead on sight and ordering the return to base of all SLA members who did not have proper
deployment orders. On 9 June, the AFRC gathered property they had recovered at the Cockerill
Defence HQ and invited civilians to search through it for their belongings. 1m
On 25 May, AFRC forces looted tourist locations in the coastal York Rural District along the
coastal, peninsula road. AFRC members from the SLA Juba Barracks in west Freetown and the SLA
Engineering Mechanical and Electrical Battalion near the Guma Reservoir arrived in Sussex village
and looted the Florence Diving Centre and Hotel. AFRC forces also confiscated boats from civilians
at the Goderich fishing village and used them to transport looted fridges, TVs, fans and furniture
from the Africana Hotel Complex at Tokeh Beach back to Freetown. The RUF would later lodge at
Tokeh and Mama beaches, stealing fishing hauls and other food items from civilians. On 27 May
1997, RUF forces also entered villages in the Mountain RD, establishing checkpoints in Regent and
Bathurst. On 29 May, RUF forces mounted a checkpoint at St Michael's lodge near Lakka Beach,
extorting money and food items from passers-by.
The period immediately after the coup is also marked by a large military build-up of foreign forces
within Sierra Leone, including Nigerian, Guinean and Ghanaian forces. A small Ghanaian
contingent stationed in Monrovia entered Sierra Leone to evacuate Ghanaian nationals, referred to
as "Operation Ogyefo". On 27 May, two boatloads of Nigerian forces arrived in Freetown also from
Monrovia, reinforcing the Nigerian base at Kossoh Town (\Xlaterloo RD). Additional troops were
H74
airlifted to Freetown from James Spriggs Payne Airbase, just outside Monrovia, Libcria
This
build-up placed huge pressure on the AFRC, resulting in intense diplomatic activity to prevent
further escalation.
The armoured vehicles attached to the Nigerian J'\rmy 2 nd l\1echanised Battalion had been loaded
nd
onto the NSS Ambe and previously shipped to Liberia]475 On 1 June, orders were given to the 2
Mechanised Battalion and 231 Tank Battalion to perform two SllTIultaneous actions in Freetown.
The first was to move from Kossoh (in \X!aterloo Town, \Xlaterloo RD) and take control of Hastings
Airfield and the nearby Police College (Waterloo RD). The second was to capture the Kissy Port
Terminal in east Freetown, which would allow the NSS Ambe to dock and offloa"d the amour and
supplies required by the Nigerians. The codename for operation would be "Sandstorm." However,
the AFRC intercepted the transmission of the operational orders, giving them ample prior warning
of the Nigerian plans.

1473AFP, 9.June 19~7.
1m j\FP, 28 May 1997
1475 TillS account of the Nigerian assaults on Freetown on 2 June 1997 owes much to Brig. Gen. R./\. "\desbma.
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On 2 June, at 05.30, two shi ps 147(' anchored out at the Cape commenced mortaring the SLA Defence
HQ at Cockerill in west Freetown. AFRC spokespersons were quick to disrniss this as a training
exercise, but later announced that the Nigerian naval' bombardment had caused between 40 and 100
deaths. However, the family of one person claimed by the AFRC to be a victim of the bombardment
later revealed that he had in fact been ambushed and killed by unidentified armed men in another
part of the city. His Peugeot car was stolen, his body dumped at the central mortuary and he was
recorded as one of the victims of the day's fighting. Nigerian forces set up a command post at the
Mammy Yoko hotel in Aberdeen,l477 while US marines evacuated some 200 expatriates to the USS
. waters 0 ff F reetown.
statlOne d 1n
I'..earsage, 1478'
T

Nigerian forces stationed at Mammy Yoko were isolated, overpowered and captured by the AFRC
after running out of ammunition. On 4 June the AFRC released 300 Nigerian prisoners of war, after
reportedly threatening to use them as human shields 1m at the SLA Cockerill Defence HQ and
Wilberforce in Freetown. 148(! RUF / AFRC forces were lodged in the Mammy Yoko complex until the
ECOMOG intervention in Freetown in February 1998.
Meanwhile on 2 June, the Nigerian group moving towards Hastings (\"X1aterloo RD) met with strong
resistance from RUF / AFRC forces, who set up a defensive position at the Orogun Bridge and
shelled Nigerian forces along their line of advance from Kossoh Town. \"Xlith no mechanical support
to clear debris dumped on the bridge by the AFRC, the Nigerian advance was delayed. Eventually,
Nigerian forces moved further towards to Hastings, arriving at Allen Town. RUF /AFRC forces had
taken positions in the surrounding hills and continued shelling. \Xlithout significant heavy weapons
support and with ammunition supplies depleted, the Nigerians were unable to advance further.
Nevertheless, it is probable that Nigerian advance units were briefly in possession of Hastings
/\irfield and \vith limited artillery support were able to damage RtJF positions at the Police Training
School and in the village itself. RUF casualties were evacuated to Bcnguema Training Centre.
In the evening of 2 June, the Nigerian advance was called off folJov..~ng successful negotiations
between the AFRC, the ICRC and foreign governments. Nigerian forces retreated from Hastings
Airfield and Allen Town, returning to their base at Kossoh Town. Nigerian forces continued to use
Hastings Airfield to obtain supplies of medical provisions and food until 9 June, when the RUF took
over the airfield completely. Between 3 and 9 June, Nigerian forces took full control of Lungi
International Airport,1481 although skirmishes with the RUF / AFRC continued throughout 1997. On

147(, The NNS j\mbe and NNS Ekun, Joined on or around June 11 by NNS /uadu and NNS Ekpe: Xinhua, 11
June 1997.
1477 The seaside location of Freetown's main hotels. ?vIammy Yoko would later become the Freetown Headguarters
of the United Nations :tvIission in Sierra Leone (UNA,MSIL).
1478 Mannes on the USS Kearsage evacuated over 1,200 expatria tes bet\veen 25 May and 2 June 1997 both from
/,berdeen and a collection pOlnt on a beach to the south of Freetown. See US Defence Department Briefing, 3
June 1997.
1479 j\FP, 3 June 1997 reports: "Sierra Leonean state radio repeatedly broadcast reports of 300 Nigerian soldiers
being held as 'lucra~ve targets which would be targets for any possible Nigerian bombardment' of the Cll:y."
14811AFP, 3-4June 1997.
1481 /,-FP, 9.June 1997.
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21 June, Ghanaian-led mediation bet\veen Nigeria and the RUF / AFRC led to the \'lithdrawal of the
· · wars 1ups
. f rom S'lerra L eonean waters. 14B"f our N 1genan
Throughout June 1997, RUF /.JA..FRC forces began targeting students and prorninent people in
Freetown, including journalists, lawyers, human rights activists and others for their perceived lack of
support for the RUF /."A..FRC coup. For example, RUF / AFRC forces beat up a prorninent journalist
when he told another journalist that he did not support the coup, as a result of which he went into
hiding. Two students were arrested and tortured for failing to support the coup. One was held for
over t\vo months without charge, while the other was cut with a razor blade for possessing a
National Union of Sierra Leone Students (NUSS) card. NUSS issued a statement condemning the
coup and called for the reinstatement of the elected government. Another journalist was severely
beaten by armed soldiers who accused him of hiding a governmen~ minister in his house. Tlus
journalist later fled the country after receiving death threats.
Also in June, AFRC officials arrested 15 people - seven civ1.lians and eight senior SLA officers - on
allegations that they were involved in a coup plot to reverse the coup. The detainees were ill-treated
in custody and held for over six weeks without charge. The same month, the .AFRC anti-looting
squad caught t\vo civilians who were alleged to have broken the curfe\'l, cut off their genitals and
limbs and left their torsos on the road as a warning to others.
July 1997 was marked by similar events. In addition, this was the month when the pro-democracy
pirate radio station FM 98.1 came to the air, beginning broadcasting on 7 July 1997 from locations in
the Republic of Guinea and possibly from within the Nigerian base at Lungi International
·
14B1
' .
~
A lrport.
. Seven Ine di a wor k'ers an dvIsitors
were arreste d at 0 f-flces 0 f a l"reetown
newspaper on
the suspicion of being connected to the clandestine station. A woman at the office, who was seven
months pregnant at the time, was physically and possibly also sexually abused by her captors; she
died three weeks later from a miscarriage and massive bleeding. The other detainees were released
after over a week in prison. In addition, RUF / AFRC forces shot a 22-year-old woman when she
defended her right to listen to the radio station, which often broadcast anti-AFRC statements and
speeches from the exiled President.
The advent of Radio Democracy (pM 98.1) also saw increased attacks on journalists in general.
Journalists accused of writing subversive stories were arrested, as were vendors who sold the
offending editions. I\1any journalists were arrested, including one who was arrested and detained for
several days, accused of sending messages to the Sierra Leonean President in Guinea, while others
fled the counuy' At the time, the Sierra Leone .JA..ssociation of Journalists (SLAJ) issued a statement
protesting against the arbitrary arrest and detention of journalists as four media workers were held
for activities deemed subversive by the AFRC.
People were also killed during this period for other reasons, including for the purposes of taking
their property. For example, a civilian was killed in Freetown when a member of the ,,,,FRe
,"'FP, 21 June 1.997.
On 18 lvIay 1998, UK Foreign Secretary, Robin Cook, announced that the Foreign OfEce had prOVIded
£60,000 to support the clandestine radio station. BBC, 20 May 1998
14B2
14B3
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demanded he hand over an army belt that he was wearing. The RUF / AFRC forces killed another
man when he told them that he had the right to move freely at night since there was no curfew in
place. In addition, a trader was shot and killed near'Kline Town on 6 July 1997 when a member of
the RUF / AFRC opened fire at a person he was arguing with and missed. Youth in the area left the
body in the road so that the l'\FRC Chairman could see for himself the work of "his boys".
In the Wellington area of Freetown, a businessman was robbed of thousands of dollars \vhen armed
men in uniform ransacked his home. He was then forced to watch as the RUF /"'\FRC forces raped
his wife. In addition, a Ports .L'\uthority worker was arrested on 10 July 1997 on suspicion of being a
supporter of the ousted government and was held for over four months at Pademba Road prison.
In the early evening of 12 July 1997, RUF /.A..FRC forces attacked Nigerian positions at Kossoh
Town, but were overpowered and repelled by heavy gun and mortar blasts coupled with air support
from an Alfa Jet. As a result of this attack, more civilians fled to the hilltop over looking Hastings
and Kossoh Town. Around 450 houses were looted and partially destroyed by the contingent of the
RUF based at Hastings village. Over 10,000 residents fled Hastings and sought refuge at nearby
ECOMOG bases at Jui and Kossoh Town. .L'\round Kossoh Town, ECOMOG expanded the
territory under their control both to extend protection to these civilians and to block the mam
highway out of Freetown. Although most intense on 12 and 13 July 1997, skirmishes continued
between ECOMOG and RUF / AFRC forces unti117 July 1997 ECOMOG's Kossoh Town and Jill
positions were attacked again in August 1997. RUF forces moved from the Benguema Training
Centre and attacked Jui, while others moved from Regent and attacked the ECOMOG base at
Kossoh Town; both attacks were successfully repelled.
Between 17 and 18 July, a delegation representing the AFRC launched negotiations with the
ECO\\'/AS Committee of Five in Abidjan, resulting in a ceasefire. A second round of talks was held
across 29-30 July 1997, after which the .L'\FRC leader announced over 'SLBS that there would be a
return to civilian rule in not less than four years.
The National Union of Sierra Leonean Students (NUSS) orgaillsed a pro-democracy demonstration
on 18 August 1997. This met \vith an immediate and brutal response from the AFRC. Over 110
people, including 65 students, were arrested and detained for 12 days after the demonstration. Many
of the detainees were seriously wounded with bayonets and cutlasses by the RUF / AFRC forces. In
one case, the injuries were so serious that the prisons officials refused to accept the detainee for fear
he might die. j\ t least six female students were abducted and sexually abused by AFRC forces One
student was held captive for over a week and forced to go naked for the first two days of her
captivity. In addition, the Secretary General of the Sierra Leone Teachers Umon (SLTU) was
arrested and beaten up, because striking teachers declared solidarity with the pro-democracy cause.
A Freetown lawyer and human rights activist was detained by the RUF / AFRC forces, beaten,
tortured and forced to make a statement on the government radio, calling on students to go home.
He was held incommunicado for over two weeks. A prominent female leader was also arrested a few
days after the ¢emonstratioll.. She fled the country follovlJ.ng her release from detention.
RUF / AFRC forces captured a teacher who had participated in the 18 l'\UgUSt demonstration at the
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ECOMOG camp at Jui when she strayed on the main road. She waS sexually assaulted by at least
eight soldiers on the fIrst day of her captivity then held at the Benguema Training Centre for over a
week, during which she Vias repeatecUy raped.
",,0'-

j\FRC forces killed at least six peaceful demonstrators. Two of them were students, one of whom
was shot. After he died, AFRC forces mutilated and ate his body in what was described as "ritual
cannibalism", according to which RUF / AFRC forces allegedly believed that eating human flesh
would give them "rnore courage".

Following the suppression of the demonstration, hostile activity against the press in particular was
stepped up. Journalists who attempted to demonstrate were injured and detained at Cockerill
Military headquarters. Two journalists required stitches after they were cut deeply on the back and
head respectively with a razor blade. The men were held in a freight container at Cockerill for over
24 hours without food, water or medical attention. One SLAJ Executive member was arrested and
also held at Cockerill in a freight container for several days for alleged participation in the prodemocracy protest. Armed forces attacked another SLAJ Executive member in his house, who
subsequently escaped and fled to Guinea. Arrests and detentions of so-called Kabbah supporters
continued. Three people - a teacher, a trader and a student - were all held without charge at the
Pademba Road prison for several days on this basIs.
The AFRC banned all movement of commercial and relief food to the estimated 30,000 displaced
people sheltering at the Jui ECOMOG camp. The death rate from disease and malnutrition rose
from 22 in June to 35 by the end of August 1997. AFRC forces laid anti-personnel landmines
around the ECOMOG base at the Hastings-Grafton (\vaterJoo RD) road. In August 1997,
disgruntled RUF members started taking private property from civilians passing through their
checkpoint at the Boys' Society Compound in Regent (Mountain RD). They claimed that this was in
lieu of the monthly salary that soldiers of the AFRC were recelVing.
Calls for a trade embargo against the AFRC had been repeatedly made since June 1997. Nigerian
forces had imposed a navel blockade on the Port of Freetown between 25 May and 21 June 1997,
but were forced to back down by the AFRC's diplomatic overtures concerning return to civilian rule.
On or around 2 August a Ukrainian vessel, the Kapitan l\1ode.rt Ivanov, docked at Freetown Kissy
Terminal (Greater FreetO\vn) carrying 6,800 tonnes of rice;14~4 a number of other ships carcying fuel
also docked successfully in Freetown, including a Chinese vessel canl'ing 28,000 tones of fuel on
3 Auguse4~5 and a Panamanian vessel on 1 and 10 "August HHr, This was unacceptable to the Nigerian
Government, primarily since it took considerable pressure off the l\FRC to continue irnmediate
negotratrons.

14~4 LJoyds List, 2 <\ugust 1997.
1485 ",,"FP, 3 ",,"ugust 1997

14~C

",,"FP, 24 August 1997.
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However, on 29 August, at its 20 cl, j\.nnual Summit, ECOWAS imposed sanctions on Sierra Leone,
effective throughout all ECOWAS member States. 1-1H7 The ECO\Xli\.S embargo included military
hardware, supplies and spare parts, petroleum andJ'petrol-derived products. An export ban was also
imposed. A travel ban was imposed on AFRC members and their families, in addition to a freeze on
their assets. Moreover, ECOWAS formally expanded the mandate of ECOIvIOG to include the use
of force to impose sanctions against Sierra Leone. 1-1HH Effectively, this gave legal backing to a
complete navel blockade of the Port of Freetown and the prohibition of air-freIght traffic. From this
date, the Nigerian forces present in Sierra Leone operated under an ECOMOG banner. On the
same day that these sanctions were approved, ECOMOG artillery at Lungi (Kaffu Bullom
Chiefdom, Port Loko District) fired on two cargo ships nl.oored outside the territorial waters of
Sierra Leone as a warning not to enter. Aside from shelling incoming ships, ECOMOG forces at
Lungi enforced the sanctions by shelling the I<:.i.ssy Terminal and the Government \V'harf in east
Freetovm. East Freetown is very densely populated, particularly around the port area, where there
are a large number of marketplaces and slum settlements.
On 3 September, ECOMOG gunners fired across the bows of the' Greek-registered Pro/ellS as it
entered the Port of FreetO\vn, forcing it to anchor out at sea. This artillery barrage reportedly killed
15 people at Dove Cote market. 1-1H9 The AFRC claimed that 50 people were killed across the eastern
Freetmvn ward of Mabella, although there was intense scepticism about this number. Following
these deaths, AFRC forces added further security to the I<:.i.ssy Terminal. In the wake of the shelling,
at least two Nigerian nationals resident in Freetown were killed; their corpses were mutilated and put
on display along the streets of Freetown on 9 September 1997. ECOMOG i\.lfa Jets air raided I<:.i.ssy
Terminal on 7 September, reportedly destroying 10 moored vessels]-I911 The Pro/ellS eventually entered
the port, prompting an ECOMOG air sortie, which partially destroyed the boat. On 13 September,
SLBS reported that ECOMOG ~A.lfa Jets had bombed the oil tanker NomiJco, killing two members of
the crew]-I')] ECOMOG air activity was met with anti-aucraft gunfire from AFRC positions across
Freetown.
Over 200,000 people fled the area follmving this escalation of hostilities between ECOI'vl0G and
the AFRC, amid warnings from ECOMOG that the bombing would continue. The bombings also
led some AFRC forces deployed in the port and other strategic locations to withdraw from theIr
positions to safer locations the hilltops, leaving behind many arms and ammuDltion of various types
Later in the month, ECOMOG also announced that they would be patrolling the harbour area with
gunboats.

I-lH7 Decision on sanctions against the Junta 1n Sierra Leone, Twentieth Session of the ~.\ uthority of I-leads of Sta te
and Government, },buja, 28-29 "'\ugust 1997. Source: ECO\X!~'\S
1-1RH Ibid. ""'\rticle 7. The sub-regional forces shall employ all necessary means to impose the unplementation of tlus
decision. They shall monitor closely the coastal areas, land borders and aIrspace of the Republic of Slerra Leone,
and shall inspect, guard and seize any ship, vehicle or aircraft violating the embargo imposed by tlus decision."
l-lH9 },FP, 4 September 1997.
1-190 Xinhua, 7 September 1997
1-191 BBC, 15 September 1997.
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On 8 October, the UN Security Council unanimously gave its support to the ECOWAS sanctions
regime, extending its provisions to all UN member States J4n Between 8 and 14 October,
ECOMOG Alfa Jets destroyed a number of strtictures in the SLA Cockerill Defence HQ and
silenced SLBS n r and radio by destroying a transmitter located on Leicester Peak, in the peninsular
area 0 f Freetown.
Around 8 October, RUF forces attacked and occupied the villages of Bathurst, Mongema and
Charlotte (all Mountain RD) along the mountain road between Freetown and Kossoh Town, where
ECOMOG were stationed. Civilians were forced to prepare food for the RUF forces, who
established checkpoints in all three villages. A few days later, RUF / AFRC forces attacked the
Kossoh Town ECOMOG base from four flanks. The clandestine pro-democracy radio station, FM
98.1, announced the impending attack, giving civilians a chance to retreat to safer locations. Two
ECOMOG soldiers were captured, killed and their corpses strung up on trees by the RUF / AFRC
forces. ECOMOG forces went on the offensive in a bid to repel these forces and capture all the
surrounding towns and villages, including Kossoh Town, Grafton, Jui and other nearby coastal
villages. This expanded ECOMOG control over movement to and from Freetown. RUF / AFRC
forces retreated east to Yams Farm (\X'aterloo RD). ECOMOG strengthened their position around
Hastings, allmving civilians to return to the village.
AFRC actions against civil society continued throughout October. i\rmed j\FRC members beat a
university lecturer who was wrongly assumed to be a relative of the exiled President and looted ius
house. Another 18 men and two women were taken from a house and held in the container cell at
Cockerill on suspicion of being informants for the exiled Government. .A.FRC forces shot a
journalist when he went to investigate the AFRC-inspired burning of the Presidential residence,
torturing him as he lay wounded on the ground. A.nother journalist was arrested and thrown In
Pademba Road Prison for alleged anti-AFRC activities. His sister-in-law and her 13-ycar-old
daughter were both raped by the A.. FRC forces during a raid of their residence. In addition, three
journalists were arrested within 24 hours of each other, accused of subversive activities; all were
beaten at time of their arrest and detained in Pademba Road Pnson. No formal charges brought
against them. On 15 October 1997, a newspaper editor was arrested 'and severely beaten by AFRC
forces. According to the Committee to Protect Journalists, the Journalist sustained rifle butt wounds
on his head, was blindfolded and taken to the notorious Sahr Sandi Army Camp 1493 near Regent
(l\10untain RD) and detained incommunicado with hard labour.
The AFRC shut down one of Sierra Leone's most popular newspapers during October, raiding their
offices, arresting the editor and detaining him in Pademba Road Prison. All the newspaper's
equipment and vehicles were seized. The AFRC spokesman told journalists that the paper had been
banned. The intimidation and harassment of journalists continued into November 1997, during
which the Committee to Protect Journalists posted a special action alert on the Internet warning that
the l\FRC was circulating a "wanted" list of 13 Journalists and called on all to condemn the flagrant
attacks on press freedom by the AFRC. Nevertheless, the editor of another well-known Freetown
newspaper was arrested on 21 November, tortured and left at the SLP Criminal Investigation
149:'
1493

UNSC Resolution 1132 (1997)
A.lso known as "SS Camp".
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Division cells for subversive activities. Many other editors and publishers were also arrested and
detained for a number of days for subversive activ-ities. This clampdown on Journalists continued
until December, at which time some journalists w~nt into hiding after recei'vlng death threats from
the AFRC.
Civilians fleeing ECOMOG shelling in IZissy and the east end were forced to use the poor quality
peninsular road leading through Tombo to \Xiaterloo. This movement resulted in a major road traffic
accident at a place called C OlTl fort Bridge near York, during which 67 people were killed.
RUF I AFRC movement to the inland provinces was also limited to this route. Checkpoints and
security points at major locations like Tombo and St Michaels Lodge on the route were main tamed
by the RUF I AFRC.
The continuous shelling of strategic locations in Freetown, the effects of the embargo and the
AFRC's inability to dislodge ECOMOG from Kossoh and .lui prompted them to continue the
negotiations started early in the year. ECOWAS mediators, led by the then Nigerian Foreign
Minister, hammered out a peace plan. This led to a ceasefire on 21 October 1997, followed on 23
October by the signing of the Economic Community of West i\frican States six-month peace plan
for Sierra Leone (23 October 1997-22 April 1998)l494 The central prov-isions of this agreement were
the maintenance of a ceasefire and the return of the elected Government by 22 April 1998. Other
provisions included the hammering out of natiomvide demobilisation and disarmament plans across
December 1997 and the return of internally displaced persons to their places of habitual residence.
ECOMOG and UN observers would supervise the implementation process, effectively requmng the
deployment of ECOMOG forces throughout Sierra Leone.
Throughout December, numerous of violations of the sprit and letter of the ceasefire occurred
across Sierra Leone. The CDF High Command implemented "Operation Black December", during
which Kamajor units in Boama Chiefdom (Eo District) cut off all the highways and roads leading to
the villages, restricting the movement of RUF li\FRC forces. Kamajors from Gorama Mende
(Kenema District) also took part, cutting off stretches of the Kono-Makeni highway. In PUJehun
Distric, Kamajors engaged RUF I AFRC forces around Pujehun Town (I<'panga Kagonde Chiefdom,
Pujehun District) and in areas of Gbondapi (panga Kabone Chiefdom, Pujehun District). In
Bombali District, ECOMOG Jets bombed positions outside of Makeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom,
Bombali District), claiming that the ARFC was constructing an asphalt runway to allow arms
supplies to enter the country more freely in 'violation of ECO\V'i\S and UN sanctions. RUF IA-FRe
forces conducted violent food-finding missions in Koinadugu District, attacking civilians and
stealing from residences in the towns of Mansofenia and Kurobonla (Neya Chiefdom, Koinadugu
District).
On 21 December, the exiled President flew from Conakry to the ECOMOG base at Freetown
International i\irport to spur on the implementation of the peace process.

f)

Events in 1998

1494 Full text available at http://ww\v.usip.org/library Ipal sl/ sierra_Ieone_09231997.html.
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Despite the Conakry Accord, RUF / AFRC attacks on ECOMOG and their harassment of civilians,
particularly businessmen and other high profIle people, became frequent in the city and its environs.
This instability in the city and the country at large provoked the February 1998 military mtervention
by the Nigerian-led ECOMOG forces.
ECOMOG began preparations for an invasion of Freetown in rnid-J anuary, reinforcing the
ECOMOG fIeld artillery and concentrating its forces at Kossoh Town (\)(7aterloo RD), in addition to
flying training sorties over selected positions in Freetown. On 5 February, operational orders were
given to ECOMOG to break out of Kossoh Town and take control of Freetown. Three major
movements were planned. The Nigerian 2 nd Mechanised Battalion was to move along the main
Freetown highway to capture Freetown. Protecting its flank, the Nigerian 5th Mechanised Battalion
was to advance towards Freetown through Upper Allen Town, Calaba Town and Portee (Greater
Freetown) along the old Freetown highway, which eventually joins the main Freetown highway
through a series of junctions at Kissy. The Nigerian 5th Mechanised Battalion would disperse \vlthin
Freetown and capture strategic governmental and security institutions. The Nigerian 231 st Tank
Battalion was ordered to seize Waterloo and the Benguema Training Centre (both in \\'laterloo RD),
heading away from Freetown]495
Shortly before dawn on 6 February, the ECOMOG intervention began on three fronts. One front
moved from Jui (Waterloo RD) towards Freetown; a second front moved from Hastings AirfIeld
towards \\'laterloo. ECOMOG also opened a third front and moved from Kossoh Town through
the hills to Regent (Mountain RD) and down into the Mount Aureol (Mountain RD) and Hill
Station (Greater Freetown) entrances to metropolitan Freetown.
RUF / AFRC forces had blocked the road across Orogun Bndge \,~th a large container, delaying the
ECOMOG advance. ECOMOG fought several battles along the route mto Freetown. £\t Portee
Junction, a fIerce battle was fought, forcing the RUF / AFRC to retreat towards the west end of
Freetown and giving ECOMOG forces the upper hand to flush them out of Freetown on to the
villages via the peninsular, the only safe exit from the city. There is very little detailed informa cion
about the conduct of the battle \\~thin the Freetown metropolitan area. It is clear that the
RUF / AFRC put up stern resistance at the Kissy Terminal and used gunboats to fire on some
ECOMOG advance units that reached the Connaught and \'\'11arf areas of cenwd Freetown.
Eventually retreating from Kissy Terminal, RUF / AFRC forces booby-trapped and vandalised a
considerable amount of the harbour machinery and equipment. 14 ')('
The ECOMOG group moving from Kossoh Town (\X!aterloo RD) into Freetown along the
mountain road encountered landmines between Mortema and Charlotte village (both Nlountain
rill). RUF / AFRC forces also placed a large cargo container filled "rith sand across the single
carriageway road between Mangaba and Mortema village (both Mountain RD). ECOMOG forces
assisted by local youths rnanaged to dislodge this obstacle and entered Regent (Nlountain RD) by
midday on 6 February, securing the village. RUF forces stationed at Regent and Bathurst (both
1495 This account 0'£ the advance plans is taken mainly from j\deshina, pp.22 ff.
14% The vandalism was comprehensive enough to delay the offloading of nearly 800 tons of humanitarian aid from
a UN ship on 22 February 1998: AFP, 22 February 1998.
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Mountain RD) \vithclrew with their possessions along the route from Regent through Gloucester
into Freetown. AFRC forces positioned mortars at Regent and shelled ECOMOG along the
mountain road.
-'
Between 10 and 12 February, ECOMOG forces advanced into Freetown along two routes 1l1to the
town: through the Mount Aureol (Mountain RD) campus of Fourah Bay College and through Hill
Station (Greater Freetown). Mount i\ureol is the highest point in Freetown and overlooks the entire
Kissy area and all approach roads into Freetown from Kossob Town. In addition, tbe road from
Mount Aureol into Freetown leads directly to the civic quarter of Freetown. The Hill Station route
leads directly to the SU\ \X1ilberforce Barracks and into tbe west Freetown areas of Lumley and
Aberdeen (Greater Freetown). Control of this road isolates the TV and radio transmitter at Leicester
Peak (Mountain RD) and Freetown's second hospital.
Other auxiliary forces also fought alongside with the ECOMOG troops, namely the Organised Body
of Hunters Society (OBHS) in addition to Kamajors and Gbethis from the CDF. These auxiliary
1497
troops were responsible for carrying ammunition for the ECOMOG forces and some few 10yal
SU\ forces fighting alongside ECOMOG;1498 they were also responsible for burying RUF/i\FRC
fatalities and civilians who were killed during the offensive. CDF forces advancing with ECOMOG
through the Mountain RD villages of Charlotte, Bathurst and Regent were used to screen the many
civilians who used bush tracks to flee the fighting on tbe main highway. The tactic was useful 111
preventing the RUF infiltration of territory only lightly occupied by ECOMOG throughout the main
assault.
The ECOMOG advance westward into Freetown along the main higbway left those RUF / AFRC
forces stationed in Freetown only one option for retreat: east along the poor quality peninsula road.
By 8 February, RUF /AFRC forces retreating along t1lis route using hunch-eds of comlTlandeered
utility vans and jeeps started arriving at Tombo (\\!aterloo RD). RUF / AFRC forces threatened to
kill every resident ofTombo (\'\iaterloo RD) unless the owners of fishing boats gave them passage to
Fogbo Jetty (Koya RD). The RUF / AFRC forces abandoned many of their vehicles at Tombo
(\vaterloo Pill). Most were stripped down or burned, but vehicles in working order were taken to
\'X!aterloo between February and March of 1998 by the ECOMOG forces and parked in front of the
Rural Education Committee School near the Post Office. A large cache of weapons abandoned by
retreating RUF / AFRC forces \vas handed over to ECOMOG by the Jombo village (\\!aterloo RD)
authorities. i\n RUF member who had failed to escape to Fogbo (Koya RD) shot dead a poplllar
young man who had arranged the weapons collection.
The ECOMOG advance westward into Waterloo from Hastings (both \\!aterloo RD) along the
main highway quickly dislodged the RUF / AFRC forces based at Yams Fann (\\!aterloo RD) and
pursued them to \Vaterloo. These ECOMOG forces captured \\!aterloo without any resistance on 6
February 1998. All the villages on ECOMOG's route to Waterloo, including Lower A.llen Town,
14<J7 Namely, those SLA" forces that did not change their allegiance to the leaders of the A.FRC and instead retaIned
allegiance to Presiqent Kabbah.
1498 ECO!',,10G reported that 84 "loyal" SLA" soldiers had surrendered to them ill early Febmary, but it is not clear
whether ECOMOG had under its command any full units of the SL\ that were unaffiliated with the .\FRC
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Roke! and Devil Hole (all Waterloo RD), were cleared of RUF /AFRC forces and lightly occupied
Residents of these villages fled towards \\laterloo and onwards towards Newton (Koya RD) as
ECOMOG advanced. Civil militia in Waterloo assisted ECOMOG in identifying the key locations
in the town. During the shelling of\X!aterloo, ECOMOG levelled a two-story house.
Waterloo, ECOMOG mounted a checkpoint at the Post Office, ordering local youths to dig
trenches for them. ECOMOG forces shot a man \'lith learning difficulties who had failed to identify
himself promptly and executed a man alleged by villagers of Mata~}:y (\"X1aterloo RD) to be an
RUF ll\FRC collaborator. Throughout Waterloo and Lumpa, ECOMOG conducted llouse-tohouse searches for RUF /AFRC members. Civilians were instructed to clear the streets and remaIn in
their residences while ECOMOG searched for armaments.

j\t

In the afternoon of the ECOMOG capture of \\laterloo, an Alpha Jet flew over the village and the
camp. The ECOMOG forces then moved to Lump a, where they established a base and a
checkpoint near the Banga Farm palm oil plantation (straddling \V'aterloo and Koya RDs).
ECOMOG forces executed a young man and maltreated an unknown number of others before
advancing to Campbell Town (\V'aterloo RD), where they attacked the remnants of the RUF li\FRC
forces, killing six. Three days after the capture of \V'aterloo, several unarmed SSD officers
surrendered to ECOMOG at their Post Office checkpoint. Some were sent to Kossoh Town
(\V'aterloo RD) while others remained at Waterloo.
Thousands of civilians, together with some of the RUF / AFRC forces based at the Benguema
Training Centre, Waterloo, Lumpa and satellite villages moved towards the \\laterloo Displaced
Camp, east of Waterloo (all Waterloo RD). The RUF l:\FRC forces stationed at the Benguema
Training Centre offered resistance to ECOMOG until they were overrun on 9 Februaryl~~')
Over the next few days, the RUF /AFRC forces moved from the Waterloo Displaced Camp and
counter-attacked the ECOMOG troops based at Lumpa. This led to the renewed shelling of the
camp by ECOMOG and a mass movement of civilians and RUF / AFRC forces towards the main
highway at Newton (Koya RD), where the other RUF /AFRC forces from Fogbo Jetty (Koya RD)
joined them. This group of RUF jAFRC forces subsequently moved inland to Maslaka (Koya
Chiefdom, Port Loko District) along the main highway. They took with them a large number of
abducted civilians, allegedly to prevent the ECOMOG Alpha Jet from bombing them on their way
to Masiaka.
By 12 February, ECOMOG had control over the majority of the Freetown metropolitan area and
had commenced intense "mopping-up" operations. Between 12 and 24 February a curfew was
imposed throughout areas occupied by ECOMOG. They estabJjshed checkpoints all over the city
and in v"illages through the York and Mountain RDs. At locations in York RD, a civil militia was
trained by ECOMOG to maintain these checkpoints and assist them in identifying suspected
RUF j AFRC members and collaborators. Other militia groups were trained by ECOMOG at
Hamilton and Lakka (both York RD). The OBI-IS, who were armed, also assisted ECOMOG forces
1~')~ ECOJvIOG claimed they had captured Benguema Training Centre (\vaterloo RD) on 9
Felmmy 1998
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with screening and operating checkpoints. During this period, ECOMOG forces killed a lot of
civilians without any form of trial 1snn and "cordon and search" operations were conducted as a
mechanism for trapping suspected RUF / AFRC members and sympathisers.
Between 16 February and 3 March, ECOMOG mounted checkpoints at Goderich, Lakka, Hamilton,
Sussex, Bawbaw, Tokeh, York, I<:issy Town (all Yark RD), Tombo, Russell and Madina (all
nd
Waterloo RD). The Nigerian 232 Tank Battalion operated the checkpoint at Long Beach in
Hamilton. ECOMOG forces based at Lakka imposed a fish tax on the villagers: every fishing day, a
large basket was passed around among the fishers, into which everyone \vas supposed to contribute
a minimum of four fish to feed the Nigerian contingent. These fish were demanded as a
contribution to ECOMOG's daily food ration, although sometimes they were sold and the
ECOMOG forces kept the money.
Between Freetown and Newton (Koya RD), ECOMOG erected several checkpoints. At each of
these checkpoints, ECOMOG forces intimidated civilians, took their money and beat and killed
people, among other things. For example, people were killed for failing to produce an identity card
or for being suspected of being a relative of any member of the AFRC, RUF or SLl\ forces.
\"Xlhile Nigerian ECOMOG forces were generally welcomed, there were many instances of
apparently arbitrary punishment and cruel treatment of civilians. In March 1998, ECOMOG soldiers
from the Nigerian 192 nd Battalion were stationed at York village (York RD). On finding a vehicle
burned-out by retreating RUF / AFRC forces, the ECOMOG platoon commander demanded that all
the men of the village gather at the Hospital compound so they could identify who was responsible
for the burning. The village elders were made to sit on the floor, which symbolically is extremely
demeaning. The gathered men were divided into groups according to their age and interrogated by
ECOMOG forces. \"Xlhen they failed to obtain information about the vehicle, ECOMOG forces
beat the gathered men with doubled-up length of electrical cable. Starting with the Head lvfan and
moving from eldest to youngest, ECOMOG forces hit each man at least 12 times before deciding
that three young men had the information they sought. These three youths were left out in the sun
for a day and then beaten with sticks.
jl,fter 2 March, ECOMOG forces began running night and day patrols between the villages of
Sussex and Baw-Baw (both York RD). Local youths were tralned to run patrols between Baw-Ba\v
and NU1Tlber Two River (York RD).
In early March 1998, there was also an influx of Kamajors into York RD from Kagboro Chiefdom
(Moyamba District), establishing bases in and around Tokeh (York RD). Between 8 and 10 March, a
Kamajor commander order a local youth group to mount a checkpoint at the Number Two River
Road Junction (Yark RD); ECOMOG later ordered them to dismantle the checkpoint. In Tombo
(Waterloo RD), Kamajors took up residence in the village, clailTllng to be providing security. The
Kamajors took property from the houses of two suspected RUF /AFRC collaborators and ill-treated
a nurnber of residents who complained. Following requests from the village authorities, ECOl\10G
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ordered the departure of all Kamajors from the Tombo area. Kamajors also deployed to provide
security in Regent and Bathurst villages (Mountain RD).
On 17 February, a supervisory task force was set-up to provide joint leadership between ECOMOG
and the exiled Government during the immediate post-intervention penod The task force met with
representatives of key civil society groups and governmental l11stitutions. British and Nigerian
military vessels docked in water off Freetown on 1 March 1998 to provide technical assistance on a
range of unspecified matters 1S01 On 10 March, the President returned to Freetown, which was
followed a few days later by the UN Security Council lifting the ban on fuel imports to Sierra Leone
and deciding to review other sanctions provisions] 502 Nevertheless, the prohibition on the
importation of arms remained in force.
Successful ECOMOG interventions in Bo (Kakua Chiefdom, Bo District) and Kenema (Nongowa
Chiefdom, Kenema District) took place between 12 and 17 February, coinciding with operations in
the Western Area. Following their successful offensives against RUF / AFRC forces in the \"Xl estern
Area and Southern Provi.nce, ECOMOG focussed on operations in the Northern and Eastern
provinces of Sierra Leone. In brief, between 1 March 1998 and 5 March, ECOMOG forces took
control of Lunsar (Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko District), Makeni (Makari Gbanti Chiefdom,
Bombali District) and Magburaka (I<:.holifa Rowalla Chiefdom, Tonkolili District) and locations in
Koinadugu District thereafter. ECOMOG moved into Kono District, taking full control of Koidu
(Gbense Chiefdom, Kono District) in early April 1998. ECOMOG forces had also moved as far east
as Daru (Jawie Chiefdom, Kailahun District) by April 1998.
On 17 l\.pril, the UN Security Council authorised the deployment of a 10-strong team of military
and security observers to Sierra Leone, who arrived in May 199815113 The UN Observer :Mission in
Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL), comprising around 70 rnilitary observers and accompanying logistic
1504
support, was established on 13 July 1998.
Immediately after the reinstatement of the President, criminal investigations into hundreds of alleged
RUF / AFRC collaborators and surrendered SLA soldiers detained at the Pademba Road Prison
commenced, ending in a wave of treason trials. Between 21 March and 14 April 1998, 35 civilians
who were alleged members of the AFRC regime were charged in three separate trials with treason, a
crime punishable by death in Sierra Leone. On 24 August, all 35 were found guilty by jury trial and
the court handed down sentences of death to 16 of these 35. All appealed the death sentence and
were still in prison awaiting their appeals when the RUF invaded Freetmvn in early January 1999;
they were later pardoned as part of the Lome Peace i\greement. On 24 July 1998, 34 members of
the SLA accused of carrying out the AFRC coup faced a court mal:tial. On 12 October, all were
found guilty of treason by a military court and 24 were executed by firing squad on 19 October at

15111 ;\P,
15112 UN
15113 UN
15114 UN

1 March 1998.
Security C?uncil Resolution 1156 (1998), 15 March 1998
Security Council Resolution 1162 (1998), 17 j\pril 1998
Security Council Resolution 1181 (1998), 13 July 1998
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the SLi\ Juba Barracks in west Freetown 1505 The remaining 10 had their sentences commuted to
long prison terms. Some 300 SLA members under investigation for their suspected involvement
with the "i\FRC were released from government ctistody on or around 3 September. A final set of
treason charges were brought against 22 civilians on 14 December.
The RUF leader was repatriated to Sierra Leone from Nigeria on 25 July and charged with treason
on 4 September. Despite efforts to locate counsel for hirn, he represented himself throughout the
trial, which began on 4 October. A jury found him guilty and the court sentenced him to death on
23 October; the RUF leader appealed the sentence and remained in custody until he was pardoned
as part of the Lome Peace Agreement. In September, ECOMOG formally moved its headquarters
from Monrovia, Liberia to Freetown.
On 21 December 1998, RUF jAFRC forces attacked Songo and Six-lviile (Koya RD) and, by the
early afternoon, had arrived at Newton Village (Koya RD), resulting in a mass movement of ci,rilians
to \vaterloo (Waterloo RD). The swell of people into \X/aterloo caused widespread panic-buY1l1g of
food and palin wine. Later that same day, residents of \"X/aterloo heard small arms fire coming from
Banga Farm, on the main highway between \i;/aterloo and Newton. Late that night, ECOMOG
forces based at the Waterloo Post Office and Peninsular Secondary School launched several mortars
towards Banga Farm, followed by an aerial bombardment by the Alpha Jet at the same location.
Heavily armed RUF jAFRC forces attacked Waterloo (Waterloo RD) before dawn on 22 December
1998. During this attack, they killed between 15 and 19 civilians, looted extensively and burnt down
at least 53 houses. AFRC forces identified as being comprised predominantly of ex-SLA members
marched down Calmont Road v.rith powerful flashlights, targeting the houses of prominent people 11l
\"X/aterloo. A large RUF Small Boy Unit accompanied them, spnnkling petrol on doorfrarnes and
around houses. The i\FRC forces ignited the petrol v.rith gunfire, setting fire the to the houses. A
Guinean ECOMOG unit entered Waterloo and commenced shelling the RUF j AFRC forces from
an armoured car, resulting in their onwards advance to the Benguema Training Centre (\"X/aterloo
RD). The RUF j AFRC forces captured a large cache of arms and ammunition before destroYll1g the
base's main ammunition dump. A prominent AFRC commander was killed in the explosion and
buried nearby Koba, a few kilometres south of Benguema.
RUF j AFRC forces continued advancing southward along the peninsular road, movl11g frorn the
Benguema Training Centre through Koba, During Town, Boyah Village and Russell (all \'(/aterloo
RD). l\t Russell, RUF ji\FRC forces dislodged the small ECOMOG contingent stationed there Not
long after midnight on 24 December, RUF jAFRC forces entered Tombo through Worlai Village
(both \'(l aterloo RD), to the imrnediate east of Tombo. The day before, the village authorities of
l51lS Those senrenced 1'0 death in the court rnartia1 had submitted a complal11t to the Committee on Human Rights
under the procedure in the First Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
alleging that their right to appeal, guaranteed in article 14(5), had been violated Communication Nos 839/1998 &
840/1998 & 841/1998. Despite the Committee requesting a stay of execution, they were executed a week after
they had lodged th.eir complaint. The Committee subsequently found that tbeir rights bad in fact been violated, as
there was no nght of appeal from a court martial: Antboll)! B lvlanwrtJj et a/; }'lr Gbmie Tamba et al,' J\;lr Abdu! Karim
JeJ~Y et a! v Sierra Leone, decision of 16 July 200l.
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Tombo had received warning of the corning RUF/AFRC attack from an SL\ soldier who escaped
the attack on Benguema Training Centre.
At that time, the RUF were accompanied by a large number of civilians, some carrying ammunition
and other supplies and some banging drums and chanting about celebrating Ramadan in Tombo
(\i\laterloo RD). To help identify each other in night attacks, RUF /AFRC forces stuck the
transparent cellophane wrapping from popular boiled sweets called "Diamonds" over their torch
lenses, giving the beams a red tint. The Nigerian ECOMOG contingent was outnumbered and
immediately retreated towards Freetown along the peninsula road through Kassi to Kissy Town
(\Xlaterloo RD), together with thousands of civilians. Many civilians escaped by boats to Shenge
15or
(Kagboro Chiefdom, Moyamba District), Banana Island , and villages inland along the Ribbi River,
while others moved to Lakka Village (York RD). RUF /AFRC forces left Tombo, haVIng taken the
contents of many abandoned homes, and burned down at least 20 others Wlthout attempting to
occupy the township.
Between 22 and 25 December 1998, Nigerian ECOMOG reinforced Waterloo. On 24 December,
Hastings was reinforced by around 500 Kamajors, who immediately imposed a curfew between the
hours of 18.00 and 07.00. Two days later, Kamajor members arrested t\VO suspected RUF/AFRC
collaborators, who were tied up, their heads forced into a large white plastic bowl and their throats
cut; civilians were forced to bury the corpses. Kamajors also killed four other civilians at Jui
Junction, near Kossoh Town (Waterloo RD), leaving a severed head on a pole at their checkpoint.
Waterloo Town was bombarded by ECOMOG on 26 December 1998, causing further civilian flight
from the town. A Guinean ECOMOG contingent from Masiaka (Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko
District) reinforced ECOMOG stationed at Waterloo (\Xlaterloo RD) ,and set up a base at the SDA
School compound, moving later to the PSS School compound. Guinean ECOMOG provided
limited security around the market area of Waterloo, where traders remained at work until the
RUF /AFRC raided Lumpa (\vaterloo RD). Members of the Guinean ECOMOG contingent
mistakenly killed eight traders who were running towards the PSS Compound to escape an
RUF/AFRC ambush at Lumpa. The RUF/"\FRC occupied Lumpa and other parts of \X!aterloo,
effectively dividing the town in two. RUF / AFRC forces stole medical supplies from the \"'/aterloo
Health Centre. The RUF /l\.FRC stayed in Lumpa throughout January, forcing Clvilians to perform
domestic services for them; they would not allow civilians to close their doors and performed
frequent house-to-house searches for food. The RUF cor:nnunding officer in Lumpa personally
executed at least three civilians, dumping the body of one victim 111 a pit latrine and cutting out and
eating the heart of another. At this time, the RUF and AFRC forces were not lodging together.
Between 25 and 28 December, RUF / AFRC advance units continued from Tombo around the
peninsula towards Freetown. The villages of Black Johnson and Big \X1ater (both York RD), on the
approach road to York, were infiltrated by small numbers of RUF/AFRC. RUF/j\FRC forces
exchanged heavy machine gun fire with Nigerian ECOMOG forces at the York Grass Field area of
York town. ECOMOG gunners killed three members of the RUF/AFRC. Fo]]owing these attacks

1511(,

}elso called Plantain Island.
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around the peninsula road, Nigerian ECOMOG redeployed at Tombo (W/aterloo RD) in greater
force. A Kamajor detachment was sent to guard the bridge at MacDonald (\"X1aterloo RD). Nigerian
ECOMOG imposed a strict security regime around the York Town area, organising local youth into
groups to accompany them on a continuous day-and-night patrol routine. ECOMOG also began
collecting and, in collaboration with locals, screening for RUF I/\FRC infIltrators displaced by the
fighting on the peninsular at locations. These screening centres included the Cotton Club and St
Michaels Lodge in Lakka and the Hamilton Community Centre (all York RD). After 6 January,
villagers in Tombo burnt alive an RUF I AFRC member at the Tombo Grass Field area. A.n
unknown number of other suspected RUF IA.FRC members \vere killed with bladed weapons by the
Tombo youth.

g)

Events in 1999
Between 30 December and 5 January 1999, RUF I AFRC forces staged attacks on Hastings and
Kossoh Town (both \"Xlaterloo RD). Using bush tracks through the hills from \"X1aterloo (\,(Taterloo
RD), RUF I AFRC forces staged major attacks on Hastings, /\llen Town and .lui on 5 January. They
encountered sporadic resistance from ECOMOG forces who, considerably reduced in number,
progressively retreated towards Freetown. On 4 and 5 January, RUF IAFRC forces, hardware and
vehicles were moving continuously through Newtown and Four TvWe (Koya RD) towards \X1aterloo,
gathering in the Ibo Town area (Waterloo RD).

Just after midnight on 6 January, RUF I AFRC forces began then assault on Freetown. An advance
RUF I AFRC unit, numbering around 300, moved quickly to engage ECOMOG at their Kissy
Roundabout security point. Meamvhile, RUF I AFRC forces in \'(laterloo started round the clock
attacks on the Guinean ECOMOG contingent at PSS in Waterloo. On 9 January, the RUF IAFRC
granted the Guineans safe passage from the to\vn only in return for their remaining stock of
ammunition 15117 From Ibo Town, the RUF also began sending out units to Yams Farm (\'(laterloo
RD), from where throughout the night they laid down heavy machine gun fIre on ECOh10G
positions at Hastings. Civilians were often used in these attacks.
The advancing RUF I AFRC forces were reinforced by thousands of others, \vho entered the
Wellington and Calaba Town areas of eastern Freetown. On 7 January, RUF 1i',FRC forces occupied
a petrol station near Kissy Road roundabout and started burning every solid structure in its
immediate vicinity. The exact chronology of the movement of RUF I AFRC forces through east
Freetown is not completely clear. One of their fIrst successes, on either 6 or 7 Jaliuary, was a raid on
Pademba Road Prison, releasing many RUF I AFRC members captured by ECOMOG and progovernment forces over the previous year. Pademba Road Prison is to the west of central Freetown
in Brookfields at the end of Pademba Road, which is also an access route through to the New
England and \"X/ilberforce areas of western Freetown. That RUF I ;-\FRC forces made it to Pademba
Road so quickly suggests that they had free movement through both the centre of Freetown,
through the "PZ" junction and also through the Mountain Cut route from Kissy through to New
England.

15117

The Gmneans actually handed the RUF r'\FRC a haul of blank ammurlltion.
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However, the brunt of the RUF /AFRC assault was in east Freetown. RUF /AFRC forces quickly
occupied the Clay Factory IDP camp in Kissy, killing at least 20 people. ECOMOG commenced
shelling into the hills behind the Clay Factory. BJi the early afternoon of 6 January, RUF / AFRC
forces had occupied the main Kissy Terminal, killing eight ECOMOG soldiers in the Terminal's
security office. The I<.issy Police Station and the I<.issy Mental Hospital were set on fire and a
number of churches including the Holy Trinity and the Trascott Church were burned down.
Bel1.ind their line of advance, RUF forces made every civilian in the Eastern part of Freetown hOlst
white pieces of cloth in front of their houses and tie white ribbons on their heads and wrists to
signify their support for peace. Each night, civilians were forced to burn old tyres in order to light
up the city and to sing peace songs. Some beat drums wl1.ile others clapped their hands or banged
empty tins together. Some were even forced to dance, espeClally old people. Those who failed to
obey these orders were shot and killed or had their houses set on fire; many ci,rilians were burnt
ahve in their houses.

lit irregular intervals, ECOMOG Alpha Jets bombed various loc3tions in Freetown l11cluding "PZ",
a busy business district centre, killing an unknown number of civi.hans who had been forced onto
the streets by the RUF /i\FRC.
Between 8 and 9 January 1999, the RUF/AFRC forces advanced into the west end of Freetown and
were prevented from crossing the Congo Cross Road Bridge by the combined forces of ECOMOG,
"loyal" SL;\ and CDF. The Congo Cross Road Bridge carries 3 dual carriagew3Y (dubbed "main
motor road") from Brookfields through to Congo Cross, W!ilkinson R03d, Murray Town, Lumley
and Juba. It is the only way of quickly moving a large force from central to western Freetown;
alternative routes into west Freetown are longer and far easier to secure. One route moves from
New England to Hill Station up a steep winding mountain road in full sight of ECOMOG's main
base at \xrilberforce. Other routes to Congo Cross move from l<.ing Harmon Road up the winding
Old Railway Line through Tembah Town and also through Congo Town along a poor quality road
and a decrepit old bailey bridge. Combined with artillery from \Vilberforce and the defence of the
Hill Station route into west Freetown, RUF /..cA,.FRC movement westwards was halted 3t Congo
Cross Road Bridge, from where the RUF /..cA,.FRC forces launched missiles Into Congo Cross.
ECOMOG forces fought with RUF /AFRC forces for control of a key roundabout called Eastern
Police between 8 and 9 January. By 10 January, ECOMOG were putting pressure RUF / AFRC
forces stationed at Waterloo Town. By 11 January, the RUF /..c;\FRC had begun their retreat east
from the civic centre of Freetown, burning down the Law Courts, the telephone exchange 3nd many
government buildings.
Behind ECOMOG lines, a curfew was imposed from 15.00 to 06.00. Ahead of ECOMOG lines, a
24-hour curfew was then announced by the Government on Radio Democracy 98.1 FtvI. Anyone
caught violating the curfew would be perceived as hostile and would be executed on the spot by the
ECOMOG forces. By 13 .I anuary, ECOMOG had pushed the RUF / AFRC forces back from the
Congo Cross Road Bridge and had taken control over the densely populated, central-west
Brookfjelds area. The RUF /l\FRC forces started burning houses as they retreated east\V3rds.
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ECOMOG advised civilians to move into the National Stadium,15l1R where ECOMOG in
collaboration with the Kamajors and OHBS screened civilians, An unknmvn number of suspected
RUF / AFRC members were Lined up against the walls of the National Stadium and shot dead by
ECOMOG, Other collection points for displaced persons included the National \'C'orkshop by
Pademba Road Prison and the Parade Group on Fourah Bay Road. ECOMOG also began
confiscating satellite telephones and radio communications equipment from international NGOs,
reportedly to prevent them falling into the possession of the RUF /}'cFRC.
On 18 January, the HMS Norfolk arrived in Freetown carrying medical supplies and a 200-strong
liaison and reconnaissance group. The UK denied that it was taking any military part in the conflict,
but had earlier in .I anuary released over $1.6 million for humanitarian supplies and logistic support
for ECOMOG.
RUF / AFRC forces started mutilating civilians on 19 January 1999 at Black Hall Road in Freetown,
as ECOMOG forces steadily forced them out of the city. At that time, ECOMOG forces had
control over the Ferry Junction at Kissy eastward to \X!aterloo (\X!aterloo RD). Civilian volunteers
used carts to transport the corpses of those killed in the conflict to the I<:issy Road cemetery, On 16
January, RUF /i\FRC forces they had befriended warned civilians remaining in \'\Taterloo that an
order had been given to amputate the alms of any non-RUF / AFRC found in the town. The
ECOMOG Alpha Jet bombing of numerous RUF / AFRC positions in the east end of Freetown and
Waterloo pushed RUF / AFRC forces eastwards to the outskirts of the city. l\s they retreated via the
hills, avoiding the ECOMOG checkpoint at Kossoh Town, RUF /AFRC forces abducted hundreds
of civilians, many of whom were given narcotics to make them compliant.
Although most of Greater Freetown area had come under ECOMOG control by 20 January,
RUF / AFRC forces continued to stage attacks and attempt to infutrate locations in the east of the
town. ECOMOG reported hav111g trouble \'lith large numbers of snipers remaining 111 hillside
locations overlooking their positions following the main RUF /.i\FRC retreat. Across February and
March, RUF /i\FRC occupied Waterloo ('J?aterloo RD), evading ECOT\iIOG AJpha Jet
bombardments by using bush paths and moving mainly during the nighttime from \'?aterloo to
attack surrounding villages. For example, one mght they attacked Susu Town near Devil Hole
(\)?aterloo RD) at a location called Compound, 'where they raped and killed a policewoman Many
civilians escaped across the Madonke creek to villages in Koya Chiefdom (port Loko District). In
addition, RUF / AFRC patrols rounded up civilians lLiding in the \Vaterloo area and returned them to
ilietown.
At the end of January, Nigeria announced that it wished to remove its troops frorn Sierra Leone by
May 1999]5119 On 2 February, ECOMOG continued to reinforce \V1th the arrival of over 400 Malian
troops15111 and around 1,000 Ghanaian troops by 8 February])11 l\ general mobilisation of
15118 ;\t the highpoint of the invasion, UN World Food Program estimated that around 40,000 Clvilians sought
security in the National Stadium by 21 January 1999.
1509 BBe, 28 January 1999.
15111 IRlN West }\frica, 2 February 1999.
1511 IRlN \Xiest ""'frica, S February 1999.
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ECOMOG throughout Freetown was announced on 5 February 1999. 15 \1 The Chief of Staff of the
SLA reportedly announced that ECOMOG would not hesitate in flring on civilians should the
RUF / AFRC use them as human shields l 5l:\ The ECOMOG general mobilisation was followed by an
intensification of cordon and search operations throughout the c1ty1514 ECOMOG restructured lts
operations to include a specific garrison and force for the Freetown area. The UK Government
stated that it would be providing a package of comprehensive logistic and other support to
ECOMOG,1515 followed soon after by the announcement that it would be providing around $16
million in military and training support for Sierra Leone and ECOMOG 15H,
Between 20 and 25 February, ECOMOG launched an attack on \"X/aterloo by continuously shelling
the town. Some of the shells landed at the creek at the Christian cemetery. The remnants of
RUF / AFRC forces, who were mainly ex-SLA, pulled out of \\/aterloo and Campbell Town along
the Prince Alfred Road towards Cole Town (all Waterloo RD) and proceeding along bush tracks to
the Waterloo Displaced Camp. By nightfall, all of them had left and headed towards Newton (Koya
RD). In Waterloo, around 700 houses had been burnt down during the RUF lh.FRC occupation.
ECOMOG and Kamajor forces secured the town, with approximately 50 Kamajors deploying to
Waterloo. They were shown around town by a local man who identified suspected RUF /AFRC
collaborators, of whom at least two were tortured and executed by the Kamajors. The Karnajors also
deployed at Bath-Comp (Koya RD), where they looted and burnt down an unknown number of
civilian residences. At Kissy Town, near the IDP camp, combined "loyal" SLA and CDF on the one
hand and ECOMOG on the other, erected checkpoints.
Responding to demands made by the RUF /i\FRC, on 15 April the Court of Appeal of Sierra Leone
temporarily released the RUF leader from prison,1517 where he had been awaiting appeal from his
treason conviction, allowing him to meet with the High Command of the RUF / AFRC and engage
151H
in peace talks in Togo, LOme
Preliminary discussions between representatives of the
RUF / AFRC and the Government of Sierra Leone yielded a ceasefire, which entered into force on
24 May. Full talks commenced on 25 May, leading to the signing of the Peace i\greement Between
the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone on 7 July 1999
(the Lome Peace i\greement) 1519 The Lome Peace Agreement provided for a number of joint RUFGOSL processes for the provision of humanitarian assistance, return of displaced persons,
demobilisation, management of natural resources and other matters related to the consolidation of
the peace process. Additionally, it contains prov-isions for a governmental power-sharing
arrangement between the RUF and the Governrnent. The Lome Peace Agreem~nt also pardoned

1512 """FP, 4 February 1999.
ISD IRIN \X/est "\Erica, 5 Februny 1999.
1514 BBC, 6 Februal7 1999.
1515 IRIN West "\Erica, 22 February 1999.
151" IRIN \vest """frica, 3 JvIarch 1999. The UK starting exporting alnlTlUnition and militalT equipment to Sierra
Leone after 7 October 1999.
1517 The RUF leader was reportedly taken from Pademba Road prison into protective custody 111 the Republic of
Guinea prior to the RUF/AFRC 6 Janua17 1999 assault on Freetown
1518 BBC, 15 i\pril 1999.
1519 The full textis available at http://www.usip.org/library/pa/ s1/ sierra_Ieone_07071999_tochtml.
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the RUF leader and others and granted a blanket amnesty to all combatants and collaborators for
acts done in fulfilment of their objectives.
The RUF and AFRC leaders arrived back in Freetown on 3 October 1999 from Liberia, where they
had gone follmving the conclusion of the peace talks 15211 On 22 October, the United Nations
Security Council authorised the deployment of a 6,000-strong peacekeeping mission to Sierra Leone
..
15"1
.
b
to rep 1ace t1le preVIOUS
0 server IllisslOn. hi
Events in 2000
Between January and May 2000 no violent incidents are recorded for the \x:Jestern Area By 12 April
2000, the DDR program had taken on over 22,000 ex-combatants, comprising 4,227 RUF; 7,474
CDF; 5,590 iI"FRC: 3,804 SUI,,: and 1,463 unaffiliated combatants 1522
On 1 May, the United Nations reported that RUF forces had attacked its positions near Newton
(Ko)'a RD), a few miles east of \iVaterloo (\"X!aterloo RD),152l that there had been a number of RUF
attacks near \"X!aterloo and that RUF forces had been seen moving towards Hastings (\iVaterloo RD).
However, the BBC reported on 6 May that UNAMSIL had retracted the latter statement and that In
an "unfortunate reporting error on our part" they had confused this with RUF acti'.rity near Lunsar
(Marampa Chiefdom, Port Loko District)1524 Nevertheless, while information gathered for this
report confirms that there were no RUF attacks on locations in the \iVestern Area at this time,
rumours of RUF attacks sparked at least 20,000 civilians to leave Songo, Newton (both Koya RD),
\Vaterloo and Hastings (\Vaterloo RD) and move into the Greater Freetownluea 1525
However, UNAMSIL faced a serious crisis between 5 and 28 May: nearly 500 troops from different
UNAMSIL contingents were disarmed and held hostage by RUF forces. On 8 May, the UK military
commenced "Operation Palliser", deploying to Sierra Leone the HA1S Ocean and other vessels with
around 800 soldiers from the Parachute Regiment. 152e Initially, UK forces secured the airport at
Lungi and commenced the evacuation of UK nationals and other expatriates. il"lso on 8 May,
civilians in Freetown held a large demonstration outside the Spur Road residence of RUF leader.
The details are not clear, but a number of gunshots were fired, reportedly by RUF members
guarding the residence 1527 Nineteen civilians were killed during the rally and were buried 011 13
May.152H The RUF leader apparently disappeared, but was apprehended by civilians on 17 G1ay whilst
travelling in a civilian vehicle through the Lumley area of Freetown. The UK Secretary of Defence

15211 Both reportedly held talks with the Liberian President in Monrovia during this time: http! /w'Nw.sierraleone. org/ slnews0999.html
1521 UN Security Council Resolution 1270 (1999).
1522 From National Commission from Disannament, Demobilisation and Reintegration (NCDDR), quoted 11l
IRIN West Africa, 18 j\pril 2000.
1523 IRIN West j\frica, 1 May 2000
1524 BBC Online News, 7 hlay 2000 (0640 GMT 0740 UK).
1525 OCl-L'\ Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report, 12 I\lay 2000.
152(, On 24 lVlay, soldiers from the 42 Commando Royal Marines replaced the paratroopers.
1527 BBC Online News, 8 May, 2000, (17:13 GMT 1813 UK).
152H BBC Online News, 13 !vIay 2000 (01:53 GMT 02:53 UK).
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subsequently stated to the BBC that the RUF leader was being held in "protective custody" by UK
forces 1519
Between 8 and 14 May, RUF forces unsuccessfully attempted to gain control of IvIasiaka (Koya
Cl-ilefdom, Port Loko District) from pro-Government forces. During the same period, UK forces
bolstered security at strategic locations on the main highway at Hastings and \X!aterloo. On 19 I\1ay,
UK Royal Marines rehearsed amphibious landings in the Freetown area15311 in preparation for
replacing the Paratroops deployed on 8 May.1531 In addition, the UK announced its decision to
provide an ongoing series of six-week training courses for around 8 battalions 0 f the SLA. 1532 The
180-strong team began arriving in Freetown on 10 June 2000,1533 dovetailing with the \'vithdrawal of
the Royal Marines after 15 June 2000. 15 }4 On 24 July, nearly 1,000 SLA members graduated from the
UK-run training course,1535 the fIrst group of a total of around 8,000 who would eventually be
trained this way. Various rotations of the UK military teams occurred between A. ugust and
December 2000. The overall number of UK service personnel in Sierra Leone was around 550,
operating from the headquarters of the 1st Mechanised Brigade in Freetown.
On 14 August, the AFRC leader announced that he had formally disbanded the l'\FRC,I51(, which
had seized power in the coup on 25 May 1997. On 22 August, a senior RUF member replaced the
RUF leader, who remained in custody.
The West Side Boys apprehended 11 UK soldiers from the Short Term Training Team near Masiaka
(Koya Chiefdom, Port Loko District) on 27 August 2000. Although UK negotiators secured the
release of five of the captives, UK Special Forces and Paratroopers arrived in Freetown and
executed "Operation Barrass", freeing the remainder on 10 September 1m In the \X!estern ~A.rea, no
further significant incidents are reported for 2000.
i)
Events in 2001 and beyond
In January 2001, the Ukrainian contingent of UNAMSIL deployed from Freetown, contributing 534
men, 220 l\rmoured Personnel Carriers and 220 trucks to the peacekeeping n-tlssion. 15 }H Ukraiman
troops were based at Hastings (\X!aterloo RD). The RUF, the CDF and the Government of Sierra
Leone commenced tri-partite peace talks on or around 16 May 2001. 1539 Disarmament proceeded at
the Hockey Pitch at \X!ilberforce Barracks. At Waterloo the OBI-IS ~ho used to patrol the village
disarmed at the IDP Camp. By 30 September 2001, the UK had reduced its military presence in
1529 BBC Online News, 17 IvIay 2000 (18:03 GtvIT 19:03 UK).
15}(1 BBC Online News, 19 I\Iay 2000 (1548 GMT 1648 UK}
15}1 IRIN West "\frica, 24 May 2000.
1532 The UK Military handed over to a UK-led International Military and c\dvisory Traming Team (IIIL\TT)
September 2001.
1m BBC Online News, 10 June 2000 (1928 GMT 2028 UK).
15}4 IRIN West Africa, 14 June 2000
15.15 IRIN West "\frica, 24 July 2000
15}1i BBC Online News, 14 August 2000 (0340 GMT 0440 UK}
15}7 See Port Loko District: West Side Boys for more details.
153H IRIN West )\frica, 10 January 2001.
1519 BBC Online News, 16 May 2001 (0026 GMT 01:26 UK)
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Sierra Leone to around 360 154(1 and UNAMSIL reached the ceiling of its authorised deployment
strength of 17,500 personnel on 20 November 2001.
Following disarmament and demobilisation of members of all the different fighting factions, on
18 January 2002 President Kabbah declared that the \.var was over and held a symbolic "Arms
Burning Ceremony" at Lungi (Kaffu Bullom Chiefdom, Port Loko District).
3.
Conclusion
** TO BE COMPLETED ON COMPLETION OF i\Ni\LYSIS FOR THE NORTHERN
PROVINCE**

15411

OCI-L'\ Sierra Leone Humanitarian Situation Report 01 - 30 September 2001.
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List of Acronyms

AFRC
l\PC
CDF
ECOMOG
EO
NPFL
NPRC
RUF
SU\
SLPP
UNAMSIL
ULIMO

Armed Force Revolutionary Council
All Peoples Congress
Civil Defence Force
Economic Community of \'x/est j\frican St3tes Cease Fire Monitoring Group
Executive Outcomes
National P3tnotic Front for Liberia
N3tional Provision31 Ruling Council
Revolutionary United Front
Sierr3 Leone Army
Sierr3 Leone Peoples Party
United Nation Mission in Sierr3 Leone
United Liberation movement for Democracy in Liberi3.
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108) News Report
Washington Post, "An Axis connected to Gaddafi; Leaders trained in Libya have used
war to safeguard wealth", Douglas Farah, 2 November 2001.
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SECTION: A SECTION; Pg, A22
LENGTH: 725 words
HEADLINE: An 'Axis' Connected to Gaddafi; Leaders Trained in Libya Have Used War to
Safeguard Wealth
BYLINE: Douglas Farah, Washington Post Foreign Service
DATELINE: FREETOWN, Sierra Leone, Nov. 1
BODY:

In the 1970s and '80s, international terrorism training was centered in Libya. There, Col.
Moammar Gaddafi, using his oil wealth to spread his vision of pan-African revolution, hosted
and trained thousands of men, some of whom are now rulers of African countries.
The alliances formed then still shape the politics and wars of West Africa, and there are
growing indications that, despite its public disavowals, Libya is in the thick of regional
tensions fomented by the alumni of its training camps.
It was at a Libyan camp that Ibrahim Bah, a Senegalese, was trained before joining Islamic
resistance fighters in Afghanistan, and then fighting with Hezbollah in Lebanon, In the late
1980s, Bah returned to Libya and met Charles Taylor, now the president of Liberia. Taylor
was then being trained to launch a rebellion against the government of Samuel K, Doe, Bah
also met Foday Sankoh, who, with a small cadre of men, would soon establish the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) and go to war against the government of Sierra Leone,

Taylor's introduction to Gaddafi had been secured by Blaise Compaore, a zealous officer in
the army of Burkina Faso and now that country's president, He is a close friend of Bah's.

Through the ensuing decade, the ties among the four men -- Bah, Taylor, Sankoh and
Compaore -- have remained strong, Bah fought with both Taylor's Liberian rebels and
Sankoh's RUF, and he now resides in Burkina Faso, Sankoh created the RUF with the help
of the three others, When they became heads of state, Compaore and Taylor were able to
ensure a steady flow of weapons to their allies in the region.
Through his international contacts in the illicit diamond and arms trade, Bah has helped
each man become enormously wealthy, according to intelligence sources and others who
know all four well,
In exchange, Bah has enriched himself and the movements that he supports, He has also
secured political clout and government protection, including various false passports under a
variety of assumed names, for his activities,
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Described by those who know him as quiet, serious and a religious Muslim, Bah had as his
main contact in the RUF a notorious senior commander named Sam Bockerie, also known as
~"'osquito. Bockerie fell out with the RUF and fled to Liberia in December 1999, where he
stayed under the protection of Taylor.
Taylor, Bah and dozens of senior Liberian government officials are IJnder a U.~L-imposed
travel ban and economic sanctions because of their alleged role in the illicit diamonds-forweapons trade that the RUF used to keep its military supplied. Taylor and Compaore
repeatedly have denied involvement.
Sankoh is nm'/ imprisoned in Sierra Leone, and the RUF he founded, under new leadership,
has signed a peace agreement with the government and began to disarm its combatants.
That peace process, according to RUF officials, Western intelligence analysts and U.N.
investigators, would end RUF control over Sierra Leone's diamond fields -- and cut off the
flow of money through Bah to Taylor and Compaore.
With control of the diamond fields threatened, Western intelligence sources said, there are
several strong indicators that the old Libyan network is moving to protect its interests. Over
the past six months, the sources said, Libya has sent several large shipments of weapons to
Taylor.
In mid-September, Bockerie, in violation of the U.N. travel ban, visited Ouagadougou, the
capital of Burkina Faso, staying at the presidential lodge, according to a U.N. report and
knowledgeable sources. On Sept. 26, Bockerie and Ba h flew to Libya on an official airplane
of the government of Chad, the sources said.
Intelligence sources say they believe Bockerie and Ba h traveled on behalf of Taylor and
Compaore to seek aid From GaddaFi. The aid, the sources said, would support a Bockerie-Ied
insurgency that would enter Sierra Leone From Liberia and keep control of the diamond
fields.
"There is an axis that is extremely dangerous that seems willing to plunge the region into
war to keep control of the diamond fields," said an intelligence source in the region. "If it
were just Bockerie, or even Bockerie and Taylor, it would not be of such concern. But if
Libya is involved and we have dia monds already going to terrorist organizations, we have
serious trouble."
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109) Ibrahim Abdullah,
"The Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone", in "African Guerrillas", Ed.
Christopher Clapham
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when I\llddle-chss YOlllhs JI1d olher 1':11 ticlpJl1ts C'llicred tllt5 PCllllll:JI uiltllJ:tlllllllt:l1
:lllt\ 131"'0 mE kev 1,I "yus The ,h"r:lcln :I lid CUIIlf1l1SII!OI1 01 lite 1"lle W;IS II :lllSfl111]led,
:lnd ode/ll)'5 emerged as" JiIUre rel'lll:lhk e\elllelltill tile urh;lll cltllllr:lllalldscll'e 'lT el

the rlt;ll1ge ~W:JS rql!ete Willt :III the COllll:ldlCIOI)' teI1dt'llt~leS ild""I<"I11 III 1II1I11'el15 :11
a sOCl;11 CJtegory l'olttlcl::t1l5 COlllllll1ed llJ tTy lo CUIIIITd the wllclel ek'llelllS, seekllig
J reJd)f slipply oClhllgs to do tlleil dilly wOlk, ;dllie S:llilio lillie ~IS tht' elllcrgCllce 1,/
11lI,ldle-CI.,SS yuutllS :15 keell 1~':lllic'IJalils ill periodiC (;'111IV:lIs 11:1III[lJlll1ed the 1'"lf
11'0111 :tIl "hode 01 JI111-S0cl:l1 e)elllents lo all ;)1~elJ;1 [01 :\ 1l10re LlIU;l(lbJsed polltlc:11
soc\;lhz;ltioll'\ J'vlost (I[the Illicidle-cl:JS' YUIllh element \vne \11111111111',11 sclll)!" 11111
l'MlICl]l:Ited HI lhe dlll!, clIlllire Jild gr:ldll:lIl)' ;d,solhed tlie 111:llIllel '\111.\ ,d II,e
nllergJilg lllllllll.u cullure Otliers 'dilll'l'eci (Hll' of scltU()) elllliely, fl)llowlllg Ille
(uoisteps of lile Ollglll:J1 'l;lII:IY hU)fs' TillS perluci (oillcidecl wllh tl,e ;u1lv;11 01
regg:le IIIUS1C, alld a de/Illite lU11l lo Ihe l'u[III(:l1
The Jilfillence ufrllllsic W:IS ;ll firsl Iuol- lhe be:11 W;]S tlt:lt olluoll';1I1ds, dlllgS
alld POIIIICJ! l;llk, sl:lIlll1g il1 1971 Willi Purple ILze,:I heelowll f',llIU[I, '"1,1 .)111'1"'1
Combo (10111 Flo, Ltln followed by Altlc ]es5il's, SllflCtll Sevel1 (fIU'11 IlhnlJ) :\1 ILl
Sab:tnoh '75 0[:111 lhese groups ill the eJtly 1970s, II WJS Slll'n COlilho 111'll
'beol11e youlh c!nlnplolis' oC the le[,elllollS cuhul e I, Tile reg~Je IlillSic III n"b
J'vLuley, Peter Tosh Jnd Dunny ,)\lader, Jill! the nlClle directly [,,,lltll:l1 1)'llcs 0/ \linl
AIIlCJIl IllLlSICI;lI1S Id,e rela 1\1'lkllhl'"-J(UII ~lIId htt'! SOllll)f Ok".\IIII, added ;1
fllrll,u c1JilleIlSIOIl 10 the repntilire of yllll1h le['filiollsiless IlhCl,lllllIlllllI!',glcs
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r he RevoluliollJIY Ulliledl,cJIIL of Siell J LeollP

1111S! seilier C"k'lll:,[I)i11 III SCllllhnn /\1110 :11,10 CCllllllbuled 10 the (le:ve! u l"11enl of
IIli1l1e: (lC,es"l:lI1ce' 'fhe 1101(' 1'C'C:lllle :111 :lrl"l"l {orl",[,t,cal dl5CLL5SIIlIIS cenlred Oil
C ,1)',1IC1"
'5)'5ICIII dread', ;) Idl':1111 (rolll Ilul'lll:lr reggJe nHISlC uf the ['ellod ,
:111L! r:'[I)'lIlg cdl Iur ;,[lel);lled yOlllh, 11105111' llllt'Jllj1!o),ecl 'r'llt'
',lIl1e :1
II Ie:"ic'r, JC()d:l), S:ll1kuh, rccelltl)' eelloed tillS dl5collrse III all IIIluvlew '[ s:lId
It'll Illlille Clilt UIUIII pIlSOIl! [wlil urgalllz.e the syslt'Jn'7
TIl(' 1'''1 1111 ,1(11)' UfllJ:1I11LLJlla -Ihe c1rllt', 01 chCllce -lllolight 111JI1)' pJltlCljJ:ll1tS 10

/,,,1,: 1I,lie hngll:lge beg:lll to liltel' 11110 IIJ:llllSItC':1I11 SOClt'I)ILllmpCn yUllth
IIlie' w:l.s'l"I,lcnl)';1i tile (lltllllg edge ("Clhf developmellt O[KIIO hngl1Jge, lhe
':d,Jlll;lIj' t'xl',lndlllg 10 IIICOllHJDle Ilole lerllls for g:llllbJlng, petty thefl alld
;tllllg '11:lrl:lY /HI)/ 110W heclille ',1CIVICe IIlrlll', COllllJ!ele Witil a Il(\N ;lllei
","llllg 'lIJ1I,UIIl' I:lI1g11:1ge :lIHllcollogr:lpll)' (}Cre"Sl~lIIce 11'1 the 1970s tile grolll)
IliclulllDII)' III~,II Icl)(w/ dllJp-olIlS :Illd a h~lIliJIIiI ufllllellll,loyed '0' Jml 'A' level
'CI\ (H'"le hlCI weill lu UllIVClsily (I'nlll:dl l'i:lY :mel r'Jpl;l Cnllege), bUI the
CIsj,,"lt'd lilt Cit 1':1 ,1welllJlg :llIllY "ClllleIJlI,lu)'ed 1'011111 As a grolll' Illcy kllew
UlllllllC' utlhe hl:ilU1Y oClhc sbve II:Ide :Illd the delllJll1UUz.alloli oCtile AIi'icall il
:11 Ie d, ;HI d C(l1,J d III ake co llil e ct liHIS bn-we-e Il Ih e colo 11];t I P:ISI :111 d II(~ (I,C UI(Ill ial
Ie'll 1, fICIlfl;llly espulISlJIg .lIlliit' 1;'1111 oC p,lll-ACIICJlllSIIl

Pole diSCUSSIons Irl Lhis

Iud wnc sl'lctd IVIIII III,elal helplllgs uC IvLllc\lS C:Jlvey, ](walne r"Jkl\l\Jl;lh,
1I:lce /OllilSOIl, ,IIHI :11 tlilles j-I;ltle .'ieLlssle SOIlIt' oC the )'ole types had lead a lillie
lit" 1::lllilll :Illd \V,IIIt'! P,odlley, hils or Che elleV:II;I alld Fidei Casli'n,
,11(lWIlIfI, 11I".!lseslnIIJ:Jssagts o(I'vLJlx :1I1c1 1.CIIII'1 CIUIII cllerlp 01 flTe Volullle, 11'011l
SIlVIe!
I'ltI>!,shels,9
,Jellt l)olIlICS

lilf 1':111)' IqnCl,l tile [1I1IVe-Illty siudeliis III the Ilote llad L'n:ollle J respfclable
I ('IICC gIOU!' COl Ihell rllOle llllfortull:lte brotllCls, tllell lHt:Sllge elJiJ:luccd by
I 10k III (1)(' 19
dt'lIlnllS!I:JII011I :IIJ;:IIIISl the All Pecll)le's COJ1gless (I\PC)
['IIIIIJrIlI I" lilt, lillie ,-ode ull,UllllllI, ,III e"tellslOll "f !he Ill,,-,I"I/lrJl (1';Jlr(lIl~
Ill) lel,IIIOlllllll,l) ('"I1"llIl tile \V1<:ln SOClny , sl,cclal regale! was g]vell lo tilt' IlOleII(Til Ill!!, S('IVICe m;lll who WrlS ~Ih" :1 III)lVUSlt)' studelll Theil mOte
,lIlllIlrllc hl'lllllcl'S I"celled to tlle!1l wltll I'opeet as they prfJched, slIloked ane!

"c

Ihf I'olc In 11'11.1 ellvilullIllellt, J ch:Jllge Crolll
IICIZfcl C'(llll the .I:1Ct' COlllllles
I'lce m:III' 10 lllilil ,Ielll took 1":lce ~ C:IIII~ll~lllelle CJme fl]1! CIiCIe, 'one love' ;lllll
"IICIIIlIIHI' !ltCalile lhe Ilew SIUg:IIIS uf the gIUlIl), aplJ:llcnt Jll the JlOplllal
min Ihe Sllldcll!.S recei\lcd I()r Ihelr 1977 JetIOIIS, IlCJIWllIISlJlldIUgAI)C youlh
f':,:lil'fllll'IS to mohillze Ihe ']lllllllCllS' ag:llIlsl lhe sludclits lIne we have a
'"Igt 1101111 1''''"1 wllich Ihe serle,s df silidelil plOlests ill lhe 1')HOs bfCOII]C
IllgJl'1c SIUlkilis 11l1illnsed II] II\(' le:hellllllls youlh (1IllUre became the aillcuhle
Illll'lI("l:e oC" d r);lift'ct ell l'olJlh U'/IClIl' ,111;1I:killg APe rule Jlld oLllllg [or
I,ll 1'1('11 1;11 clLlllge
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Olle 01 the' IIrst studellt I"PIII]"S 1(1 cHg;llllze 0PlloSltiull 10 the /\ IJC~ IV:I,\ tile
IlLlllgllnl Caldellel '.I Club, celllidl IU ;I 1IIIIIdln oC delllllllstr:lllillLS III LI,,~ 1;I1t: I 'OOs
aIII I ClII)' 1980s DUllIIg Ihe 191305, howevel, olllic'l pOlillCIlly 1I11t'litetlollltlclll
1"."111/ 15 h:Jcl emerged the Cletll Llook stutly cllIll, the/I,che ftici 1:',1"111', the :)clIi:dlsl
Chlh :1I1d Ihe 11~1I1 Afllcall I Jniull (1):II]:1CII) Tllne gIUIIII\ dcll:Jllil sillcily jlillllll'"
mattns Jill.! sought to lise the sllltleill 11111011 ~IS ;111 elTeiLlve IlleLllIIIII tu ,ll:llIlwl
glievallce,s ~ll 1I:l1\(1I1,d level SOllIe: of thne grlllll)S nclJewnl lilt' tlltlg c 1I1111le, ;1
Cellll;]] fCllulf uf Ihe IllUle lebelllOus W()lld of Ihe !'ole ~)II"lc:llls 11:ld (,:111"'1 ["""ll
II1volved III poJlticti 11rUIesi -- ~lg:ll"st lhe (Jile-Paity I(('gllne 11Iupus,,1 (lISIi Alh,rl
Marg:ll. for exalllpJe - btll Old)! :IS f~)ot solclters \Vh,,1 was disllIllllve :dlOtll LlIC
events ill 1977 is th:H Ihey were phllned :lIId leel by the l:Jdlcal stlltlellls, lTlt'ived
popuhr support, ;llld forced SJaka Stevens lo IIlClklC COllcessiulIS Tile jllolesls
eXI'ClSnl Ihe Ilagility of Lite regllile
The lesscltl olsilidell! F'0wn W;lS lIot flJlgOliCiI ;IS Ihe UIIiIlIIY (1I1neti Ille
tllrbulelll 19BOs UW]llCllillg 1I1illlllg levn1UC'S, wIIlselH:d til' 1:11111''''11 sllluggllllg"
C1l1secl " sha'p eCOllOllllC (lowlltUIII, eX:Jcerb;ltee! by 1~lvlsh spelldillg, 011 Ihe IlJ[W
Org;ll1lzatioll oIAII'ICJll Ulllly (O/\U) co"lnellce St"de"t sclwhlSlllps :11,,1 sl'('ml,
IIIg on hcdlh alHI SOCial sen'lces rlel:lll1ed 'The 5wellll)f', 1:l1'lks Ilf l!le )'Illlllf',
llilLlIlliloyed Cuelled subverSive d,sctJllrse III lhe /10(1' 1\J\lIled lalk uC lllg:Jlllnd
prolest III J 977 IIOW gave way to (Jllell lalk ul-, ev(dullllil Ilow l!1I1 revolutl(11l 11':1,1
to be pl-nsecuted \-vas IleVer systC'IIL1tlLal1y lllSLltssed, [H)l \Vele utllt'l (llllIUll.\
eXl'lored Dilt I:]lk of It'vullillon, v;lgue :11'111 d,slcliled :IS II was, lelll~llIlt'd :ll,ve III
lhe discourse ofrehelllOl15 yOllth The LlllgII;1p,e sllilled (IOIlI II Jill I ,Ielll 10 'CoIIII:Jde',
and lillal!)' 10 'bl'Olllt'IS ;11Ic! sisters', S)'"11'((1I11:IIIC oC ch:1I1ge :JIIIUlIl~ the I'olc
IIltelkclu:J1s as weU as ~lm(JI)g nurnnulls stLld)! f',IOllpS III Freelowll, nu, l(ellelll:1,
Npi:J Jud ](0110 from this period alll]-illlpel'I:11Ist slog:1I1s I,eclillt' JII elllllel11 III
Ihe ICOIIOglrlphy of youlh

fvkallwhile Illele I",d beell J skill' delerJ(Jl;lllllll 01' leLlIlililS l,elweellllll!I,IIIS
:\lill lilt' :J(IIIIIIIISILIIIOIl 1111 l!le F','"""I IL,), 1_:llliege (I:LI
C,IIIiI'"S ~;llldt:1I1
c1el1101lSilatlolls 111 J:lllU:lIY 19B'1 led to J l!lIee-uIIIIIIII lock-Illli A CUIIII111Sl111tl o(
1~I1CJlliry report :lPI,alt'lItl)' favllllI,lhle 10 lile siudelil llilSIIIUI] was m'ver \1111"1.111('(1 If'
By 1985 the aclnulllslr:IIIOll hac! Llkell "11011 Itse1Cihe (;Isk DC dlSClplllllllg stLidelll\ 011
extrJ-aCadel11lC groullds to keep st:lte Interferellce t" rl illlllllllUIll '{'lIe ;11'POII1!11It:ll!
of;1I1 ex-po]lce elllef, Jenklll Smllh, as wendell or sludelllS reileeted the challge oC
policy It was iiI this cOlltexl th:lt a radlul siudeill ICHlnslll[1 eilieiged III CII,IIIIIt'1
dCclllllllhlec! stlldellt grltv:lllces The 1Il0Velllel]1 W:IS a CO;d'lillil Ilf sllIdeill grlllll',l
witll J ]101,11]h,t plalColln :J(("lclive lo r:Jdll,:i1S ;1S well :1.1 rlClllClI'LJls Tile Ivl:tss
Awalel1ess alFI P',lIlicII'rltioll ([VIA P) stlldeill 111111111 11I'C'Sldt'lll, Alie ICildJ:l, W;1S
elected lIllopposed, while aW;IY III l..dJy;) :JllelHlillg the :Iilllilal C:reellUook ct'ldll':JLiollS IVIAl' W:1S :J loose c(1:1111101l IIIVIJiVII]g Ille]l1bers oC Ihe Cltell [look Cllill, til('
Curleller's Club, Pal1Jfu alld Ihe SOLl:dllt Club 11\ fierce, at tillie'S ;lIlvelililllsl,
rhelolJc ahrme:d the adlllIIIISI]rll;Clli al r:nc, A JllOduCi or IlIlks WIlli llie wurl,1 ul
lhe lillie, lht !lew unioll Jeader.shll' lV;lS 110 longer le:lLlive, llilhued Willi ;J glUWlIlg
snlse oflhe puwt'r of'youlh :IS a jlulltlC~ll lurl-e, it W:1I J"ep"rnllo seize II\(" 11i11!:ltlve
Alltl-guvelTll11elll Ilosters ;old gr:dlill IVett' 51';11V11Cd aI/ ovn (';111'I,m :llld LII)1 A
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:ltllVIlln, "lol1g wul[ rlllllOlllS tll;11 Ihe Icadnshq) W;IS Sj1011SIHed b)' !lIe Llh)'allS, ,lid
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Qllilt-lIls ""I (111)[:' 1"'Slds \Vhell lIle college reollellul, Ihe ;lulh"nllt'S wne faced willi
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lelle:lt was b[,lIk('<I h)' UIlillU CUIl[II'\ (dlhe Llhnl;ll1llll, 01 lilt' Illll<ln I"l Ie '10
SIIJVIVe :lS:l guell,[!:t JlII)V('lIlelll, l:llIJCS I,ad III lie LILII1ged
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wel~e eVdCIIJte,], vel lilies w('Ie ,d':11IIj'lilCCI, ;)"d Ille k:lllelSl'iJ
'
adarJtn!lo 1,Ie III :l selles "IseClile ('Cllnl lillie :11'1':11" I kIlU(,lItll, <:ell 111':11 OIlf'I;IIII'"1
INne 1IIIIIted 10 :lIl1hllsll allclllll-~lIlIl~II"1 IJl,ls I~UI~ 1IIIIIs welt' IIISllIlllt'd ICl .slllkt'
ellelJlY Slll:ill I"IVIIS
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army I'ersollllel, h;lvllIg obl:lIllecl :JrIllY-I'"ltelll clllllhat CIII[Jlles ;II1,llIlt:lllily III 1:llIls
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ch:lIIJoiJ(ls :llrOSS Ihe !\older lu Lillel';l :J11i1 CIIIIICI
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J Ine Iltfy ft-Ic1led ClF' III ;1 hSI !t',louhl - [")11I111l Cillefdlllll, ;111 uLIUtSlihle (IIi~,t'1 lil
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dUllIlg 1993 Ill' IIIC' elld uf Ille ye:J', eve Willlt'SSes ckscrdJC ;1 hedl:lf',gkd lUll'
IClde,shJll COlltlllgfll1 qllJtllllg 1(;ld,dJllil 10Wli Willi ,1 C1J1'1de "I j"okellduwlI
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tldt:'IHC grl)JI\'S were fOrlllf'd, Willi 111[1\'1 (10111 Illcal 1lllIlters, alld all,:1\lCes begall 10
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llVII1:1I1 eIH:hvt'.\ exct')'t t1110Llgh conCIOIl a 1111 rf;1I, the ](lJI: \\1:15 dell led dICesS 10
"lilY "lllILu 1,(101 (,f-I(lC111~HII(:11 ~1I11\COlllh:li kllOwledge, alld was c1el,ellilellt 011 lhe
less cnl;11l1 Lush kl1llwlnlgf (ll dl :lgO(lllfl\ C1F'IIVfS
\V,II, ti,e "'111)' C1111celltl~atlllg It .I fn'"IS 011 lel:1kll1g ,11111 secLlrlllg the KOIIO
t1""ll'''HI I,c]tls, Ihe II)' II(lW well~alilled FJl1I,ln ClI,Hd :llld olher irlcgLllar LI II lis ,
SlI\'IHlIlt'tI h\' slJeCl;lhq 11l1l1lus, IIlall\' hy '"lg111 li')J1l I1C"t!lnn Sle,ra Leolle,
llllJllf!,llt IIlcleaslIlg,ly dfn:tlve )'ressLlre 10 l'ell 011 I~,UF klSes III the borde' zOlle
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,i1- hlt-;lllCl'lllIl I,wls I'nchllll~ :lil j1'"IS ,i1 Ihe cuuntry In Lire 199'1 Lo eally 1995

TI,ele W:IS 111) liulIl,-IIIIt:, ,llld Ihe n~lllllLti dlilly was splcld L1111t1y ,.CIOSS Lhe: COunlr\'
Ii,ey 1:III~t'IS IIILlilded dllccl ;Iltacks {1I1 II.e m:ljol 11iIlLnl:1l.d (t'I.lles of no alnl
II,O'lIelll:1 :11 CIIiISIIlI:IS 199,1, :1 snln ul '"llbushes e'll 111;1111 ICLlcls ICldilig Crum the
1.llllti !;llld III lite (;)1'11;11, :!lId slllkn :lg;111I\1 IIle I'JVh CIIII1111S ;llld Ihe e:CIII'llltlillally
vI1;11 I';lllxlte ;'lII,1 Iliide Illlllt'S III Llle 5111111, Ill' the CO.IIILI\' SIII:III I:lldll'g Jl:lIlies - 'lL
IlIlIes 1111 Il1CIIT Illdll ;] 1>l:tlOOll, ;lCCOlllp:lllIed Lv 1IIIalilied JUVt'lIi1es (at'lyllig
t'lllJll"IIf'I1L ;IIHI sl(lln - (:I'TI,d 0111 111I-,llldlllll lalds 1;11 allLlwlcle, :llill (elulTled to
b:lsc' CII1l11' willi looled IlelllS C:1Ftl.ve YOlll1gstels, rOlllHletl lip Il1lti:dly tu Cdll)'
1'"lled ILe'lll\ wete inducted as POltlilLd IleW It'ClUltS (hie IIJllg-dlsLallce slllke 011
l\ah,lh, :1 IIIWI. III Li,t Car 11UIlil uC SltllJ Lcone, was app:lrellliy 1I1lel1decl 10
cll:llklige tile I,owel 0/;1 I'OWO'I Citl IlllllLet lIl:1glci;lll lnsed in ICJ!);da, \vho had been
;,,1vISllig Ille I"JI-'[(C \\1;11 eFCort III K:llhhllil The L1I,JllIg p:lJl:y t'llcolintnecl Iwo
Ihlll>,h VttlLllJttTI Wlil kns III a 1II,IIse aL Ihe edge of II.e (owllwho were sClzed as
Illl:;Llgo SlIhst'CI\lcllli)' 1l10lT f(lIclgll hosl;lgo wtle laktll, Ille I'-Ur: uSlIlg lIegoli:lIIUIl.s ''''''1 111ell lell';ls,:, :IS a ItlelllS In hllllg lilt IIH,Velllent 1,II1bll(lly II lit the
llliltlu!t;ile [,,,ht,c.l "hJecllve was III 11",ke Ihe LOIII.IIY lIngllvelll:dJle, alld IheteCure
flil cC Ihe tIldlLHy jlllll;l ICl yield ;111'\ IIIcllide thClll III a trallsllioll:d govt:llllllellL Thlls
11'1 11111 It' Itu'd II It' hlocllhesl IJ!J;.se III Ihe C1vtI wal

or

I 111-;11\1\-11111 lailis 1111 ,11\ I';llis oil he CUIl11LI)', 1I11ILllllllg lilt' 10Wil
Kalllbia III
Jll1l);ll\' IlJCJ'), ;11 lilt liltlllt'si j'lll\llllll;d extlnnlty 110111 thc 1tUFs IlIlu;d IH)IIII of
tllllY 111111 <;11"1'1:1 LeOIJe, cllliveyed ,Ill 1l1'IHeslioll uf ICtlllllstless "dvallce auoss the
Clllllltl \f 10w;1I ds the CII'ILJ! So effnllve was Ihls message Illal II)' early 199') :Jld
;lgtllCICS Llt'gan lu evaCllri(e IlersOllllcl 1'10111 1~It'ClOWII, al'p;\lelll1)' cUl1villced the
lUll; 110W h;ld the LIpper h:II111 The nall[))nl 11HlOe! sWLlng 1'1.0111 lile view Lhal the
VIlllcllle wal ;111 Ihe \\lllik ,d dISlllY;,J soldiers to a Llelidtlt:1l tile IC'll;\Slellt rUJF W;lS
;III !1()Werllll
II.err:- cali bE liLLie dOllbL tll;1I Ihne was (JVtll;lil dlStllllSIUI1II1t'llt wllh the )'-JPfl"C
1111111;1' \' [',lI\'(Illl1ltllt, ;\llIt-c1I,\, 1!le 1'- Ul e III 115 lell:lISS,llIle :I!ld ,ldl';I1I'" 011 het:IOWII
l'II('le \V;) 5 11.lleh J1151l11n! I".bllc dlsll"lel at the \Vay ill which IlItclllbns Ill' Ihe
['11)1l,,(: leglille: had heglill to CIIIllh Lhelliselves C,om the w;lr \I The SUSI]llIOll glew
11,,11 II,( legill.e WriS prolol1g;,ng Ille WJl III oliin to oeate Cunher 01'I'0lll1l1llies Cur
CIIIIChlllC'11t '1'1115 \\1;1,1 lelilClIlced by eVldcl1cl" lk,t SOlne \VJr-Crllllt ollicels, IJuhaps
III s:lve tllell shns III VIlIIll"rable COlw;lId POSitions, \Ntl'e ClaterlllZllJg wllh the
("llt'llIy )Ollle ril,['wal to have :Ilnnclollc,1 lIuLelld 10 p-"ur: attack, perhaps by 1'1101'
1111;lllgclllellt allil fell flnanCl;l1 g:1l11 Eqllally, thelc seems lillie dollbt tlnL 111dlseqdllit'd elt-llItTlts alllUllg tile JIIIlIOl 1':lnks werc loutlnely k,rasslllg CiUZellS ;1IHI
,n 1 g;1 f(lll g, 111 e xl (llSi v e 100 LI 11 g (' \\' tI,,1 a IlS III the wa I 7:0lle he C:lllle Llln tI ia I WI til IWOph,lsc "ltacks liisl a llghllllllg 1;lld hy l("lJI~ lillCtS III which \\It;lIH)JlS, llIedicilles ami
yUlll1g 1-,t'OI,1e IllighL he c;urted ;)IV:I)', :.nd Ihell a second wave 111 which defel1dlllg
tlllllllS wUllld dnccl"! UI1 an alea Willi tlllcks III calTY aW;l\, heavy Ilems, illcllldlilg
211'" 'OO/ll1g 11I;1Itllals, :lh:llldol1nl by tleelllg, clvl1l;lns Keille COl1teh :IIHI)oy Tl11a\"
CUlee COlllllLlllciels IIIHIe:I Lhe r"jl'p-C, well" 011 Itcord as adl\lltLJI'g that Lhe leg"lle
dill IHII COI1ITUI hrge SeCllOJIS oC the ;Hmy The populal !'t'rceplioll was Ihat the
11l1l1111-y I "Ill L,IIeII Vletlill to a IIt'W sllecles u(:II'lned mell -- 'sobeLs'

TIle RevolliliollClI)f lJlllledl-iulll 01 ~,il'li;1 I eUIlf-,
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Two 11C\V stl-;ILegll ['aclllis 011 lhe t:(0vellll1Jelll silk iJef!,;llIlIlcle;lslllg,I), 10 1I1:lke
t!J,illll;llk 011 Ille C0l1l1letlioll1 1IIId-I'-),)5 Tile lilSL was Llle 1Ii11111lullll'lI of a
111'1\1,]((: 'sollih }\fJlc:l-b,lseci seolllly 1'11111, l~xeluIII't' ()IILCOlliCS
Tile SCLOllll
aud mOlt: cleci)l\lt' (lClOt W'IS II,e sllelll~lhO'J1lug ulthe: CIVil ddt'llce UIII(,I, kIlOIVI! ;1S
Iltt 1ellil :lJo 111111 t I;) \X/llil Ile\let 1I11)[t Iklll :\ I-e IV 11111 III led COl ul,'l I pClSO ulle I IU
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SIULI leolle' (JllCll;lllnl)/ :IS few :II H2), tile 111;1111 IlglltllC:IIICt' 01 I~,C) W'lS til l'IIll'llle
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Illi!

ILlIlllllg III '-Oliliter IlislllgelH:y tu tile allllY, :llllIIHoll"III'lel :111 Illl'I1(\I( 101 1'"ll1lllg,
down troolls (luse to PJJI= calltl's [0 ;Llso Iltlped lu(,IIC' It, UI~ It:lse C:IIIII'\ Ill'
IIClckillg ;111([ tll;\IlguLJIIllg I'ehel '-;1,110 eOUlllllU1IC;\I11)11S
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The ](;1I11JjO IlltelVellllOll appell's 10 h:J\lt' had a dccl"ve 111111:10 Oil Lite W;II The
L,ush kllo\vleclge 01' the 5(11/-51111 buys "'ld LiLy IlIltlpenl, who Wt'lT by IIlIW III ClllillUI
uC Ihe lighting ['u,-en, was 111:1I11!y cUllIllled LIl b)'-I';l5s IUlILn ;lSSllC"'lnl With
Sltlllggllllg Jilci CI:lIlelestllle dl;lllll1(ld 11111'1111:( opel;J!11l11S LUllg dl\llI1Ct' "IIIIIIIf!,
l'arLies, :lIlil Illigil gu Ided by Clpt! Vt'S 1'10111 Ille 1"(;11 "lei, 11 Ut II. (I C'II It' II Ii)' 111,1 litell
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way III t'-)'llq~ II) ,ILl)' away ['lOin IIISll(,,"IS Il1dlVldll:lls Cllidt'S Willi It',d bllSl,
klH\\vledge wne ulinl Ililly lelllll;11I1 cOlLvelts 10 Ihe calise, ;IIHI SlJIlIt'llllil'l Inl

I

11I1I

1':Utle5 UI' tilt \\II ollg [1:llh 01111' 10 Cill alit! 11111 \lJlut II);Icle' a de,:i"ve dlf'lt,fIICC tu
: II II I ill'!!)

the c1nll"ltgm :lgallllt lite TUJI' flol1l 11)'n-'1 ollw:lld, \";lS Ille IIIOI'1117:l1IUII 1)1-:1
InalS Civil clel'elile 1l.0vellKllt wllh Ilipellur 1001 klluwlet!ge ultht' tell:11I1 Till,
began wllh Ihe 10111'1;\1101'1 oCthe E;lSlnll [i",egi"11I DeCelice ClIli 1111111 te II)' LIlt" !:tIt' [II
Alph;l LJv:llle, alld COlllilllleci 011 ;1 LHge sole as ;1 IlialS IlliwelllCltl ill I')lle" \,vllell
legent c1llefC:lpLllll Ilillga l'1UIl1I;\11 was a!'jlolilltd ;IS Del'lIt)' Ivlllllslt'1 ufUdtllle
These K:IlIJajo COlces were gluIIl's ol-!c,cJl )'outh will. a sh:llcd klluwledll,e ol'lolal
bUlh tl:lcks alHI :lIllbltsl1 11011ltS, oCtel1 ell Sllllt'llOI Lo tlul u( the ellelll\l Uldlke Ille
:JIilly and il,e RUI', the)' c'riJoyed the Sltl'I1CIit olloc;i1 clvil"llI,
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Ely clrly 1995, dlsllLtucl people h:ld beglill to IcillZE 11);11 desCltlllg tllf'lI respelilve
c1l1efiJIJlIlS g:lve tile fUJI:;\ hllg e SLt':lleglc :lIld l'ullllc:d advalll:lgl, SlllIe 111t'1i Ulliliul
oethe 'k,otpaths 10 clem
was IIl1ch;illtllgecl Cilld's allliothn CllWl<llll1i ei,kl.'
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de lIlk cI til a L Ihey I \,j( Ito 0 IJ "I' \' "I IIJ I C-.\ e lilt- 111t'1I V" I " Iec I '- III el, Illil \, II I Ilit' IV" I
7:01le Ullahle to Lt'lISt tile govnllmenlllOOl'S, !'lIyhllli cllIt'C, IIlit);dl)' 1I1'[lIl1ed ;d'llIlL
Lhe aV:IIl:tbiltiy ufNlgnl;lIl peace-keq,ing fOlces f\ Illllle llulaLIe ;lltnll"Live W:I\ LII
expa'llJ the 1r;,lIlll1g 01 Ihe killiis 01' K:lIl'-1,ICl Ilvtl defellle IIll1Ls olg""I'!nl LlY I-Illig"
J'--Jonll:lll, wlli,h II;ld pl'oved dTnLive ill COIlllOI!1I1g J(,UI' IIlCll1Sl01lS III ChOIJgtll
CllieCdulll, adpcelll to Ihe dl:llllolld'IIL'h Sew:l al ea The Ido ld luclllllig ,llIe(-

'Iii:

il l

lIII
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dOJlls :lcconlilallied b), KamaJo 11111111:1 Illlces l'al'lLlI)' heoill e Ill1llllhi allllJIIg Ihe
disphcecl POPI1Lltlll1l of camps III Do amI Kt'IIt'III:I IJI'jlLlced Clvill:l1I glllllJ1S
l1ol11illalnl :JlId spol1sored i\l;1I1Y uf Illell OWIi yOllllg 1:1t'III"e fill Kaillaju Ilrillllllg ~1lI'!
illlll:lIIO Il UlliiS wele olgal1i'Zecllli slieh a way Ik1L cUllIhal;llllS wele I,osted (111), til
theil' O\Vll elliefdOIIIS, tn t1151l11~ lo)':J!ly, c1ISCll'llilt allli;\ IJlIIII kllt)\,vlnlgeSlII'c:tIOt III
thai of rile P,UF Thc levned alld ;lIl1lnll csolnic Mellde cult of IIIVlIIliide all,!
heloic Illl\lteis \,vas lC'v.l\/ed as;l COlnllltlll:l1 IlltlllLl, cholell Ii 0111, 1"ll1led \Vill,ll), alill
'CSI'Cl\l,i1de to tile peol,]e 0111\, liglltl), "lllIed wI11l II,UIgIIIIS, k\lives ;1I1e1 Ille
occasiolul Ca[Hllled AI('17, IZaIIJ,l/ll l(lIllb~lt:lIltS weill Illto bailie ag;ltll\l II,e IlIlhello
invlSlhle fl",UFJS Artlled thlls wllh sou:II :1\ well :IS wllh lecllllll,J! (1I111bat sktlll,
1(;lIlia IO UIIlls Lwgal1 to II:lck allli CClIl\lll'r-alLlck Il"UI~ glOll)'S IlluJlillg IlI'el hll\/I
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-rhe Re\lululiOllJI)' l!lIilecl ['1011\ ofC,it:rli\ leulJe

I"IIIIS l(l C:lII)' Uill 1~1j(1, (II SeClIlT "11)1>110, 11I111Ij(lg !"Ur: Ileelknli 10 orgallize ;Illd
C"II;jllgt' 5111'11110
'f Ill' KJlll:I,lu kittle sOl1g Cljlllllt:5 IIIC (olin live IlIldglllallull ,lhulit lhe w;lr alJd
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Grim facts of Sierra Leone's war

Grim facts of Sierra Leone's war
A United Nations report has blamed rebel forces for most of the atrocities during an attack on Sierra
Leone's capital Freetown last month, but has also accused the Nigerian-led intervention force of carrying
out summary executions.

The UN observer mission to Sierra Leone blames the rebels for untold numbers of
random killings, mutilations, and rapes and the destruction of a fifth ofthe capital's
buildings.
But the UN document also acknowledged that there had been reports that the West
African peacekeeping force Ecomog had been "summarily executing detainees who were allegedly
either rebels or rebel sympathisers".
The report said that the actual number of civilian casualties suffered during last month's attack on
Freetown would never be known, although one mortuary worker said on 25 January that over 2,000
bodies of men, women and children had already been disposed of.
A large number of bodies were believed to have been left in ruined buildings or to have been hastily
buried on waste ground.
Since rebel forces had renewed their offensive against Sierra Leone's democratically elected government
in December, conservative estimates put the total casualty figure at between 3,000 and 5,000, said the
UN report.
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It says the rape of women and girls appears to have been standard practice for the rebels.

Many of the soldiers on the rebel side were children, with some as young as eight.
Rebels advancing through Freetown on 6 and 7 January had "frequently forced civilians into the streets
for use as human shields".
Much of the killing had seemed to have been completely arbitrary, the document said, and a number of
those interviewed had described "the execution of the entire population ofresidential compounds" for
refusing to obey instructions to dance and make music on the streets.
"Killing occasionally occurred in the context of games in which people were lined up and the
executioners teasingly chose who to kill, and who to spare," the report said, adding that perpetrators
were often said to have been under the influence of cocaine, other drugs or alcohol.
Food crisis warning

UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan presented the report to a closed meeting of the Security Council
before its public release on Friday.
The contents of the report emerged as the UN World Food Programme warned that continued fighting in
the capital threatens to put the city's entire population at risk of a large-scale food crisis in as little as
three weeks.
Although human rights violations by the Nigerian-led Ecomog force and Sierra Leone's Civil Defence
Forces did not match the scale of rebel atrocities, they were nonetheless totally unacceptable, the report
said.
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Interrogation 'inadequate'

Human rights monitors in Sierra Leone's tIN observer mission had witnessed one execution by the
peacekeeping force and said "witnesses of the highest probity" had reported that they were present at
others.
"Witnesses make clear that, in all cases, the interrogation process was entirely inadequate and that there
was no real effort to establish the guilt or innocence of execution victims," it said.
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I I

25 May 1997: Soldiers this morning overthrew the civilian government of President Ahmad Tejan
Kabbah. The coup was led by Major Johnny Paul Koroma, who announced Sunday that he had
taken control of the country. "As custodians of state security and defenders of the constitution
(we) have today decided to overthrow the Sierra Leone Peoples Party government because of
their failure to consolidate the claims achieved by the brokers of peace," Koroma told the nation.
He accused Kabbah's government of being "nurtured on tribal and sectional conflict." Koroma
said he has invited RUF leader Foday Sankoh to join his government. "In this regard we appeal to
the international community and the Nigerian government in particUlar to release Corporal Foday
Sankoh," he said. Gunfire continued into the evening hours as looting soldiers moved around the
city in vehicles commandeered from civilians, NGO's, and the government; soldiers also burned
down the Treasury building. Freetown is under a dusk-to-dawn curfew, and coup leaders have
said that looters, military or civilian, will be shot on sight. The country's borders have been sealed
and Lungi Airport and the seaports have been ordered closed. Coup leaders and a Guinean
newspaper said President Kabbah has fled to Conakry, Guinea. Connaught Hospital reported 5
dead--including 2 civilians--and 21 injured by midday, but said more casualties were expected.
In their first decree since assuming power, the coup leaders abolished the Kamajors, a civilian
militia of traditional hunters. They have also called for the return to Sierra Leone of Captain
Solomon "SAJ" Musa, who was linked to coup allegations in 1993, and General Julius Maada
Bio, the leader of the NPRC until the military handed over power to the civilian government last
year. An unconfirmed report from Freetown says the coup leaders have called upon United
National People's Party (UNPP) leader John Karefa-Smart to join them, a suggestion strongly
rejected by a family member.
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28 May 1997: The Revolutionary United Front High Command today ordered its fighters to back
the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council. A statement from RUF leader Foday Sankoh was read
over SLBS (state radio) at 10:00 GMT, ordering the rebels to stop all attacks and to adopt a
defensive. posture. "Be on the defensive. All instructions--former instructions--for operations
should be cancelled. All commanders should be on the defensive," the statement said. Sankoh
ordered RUF fighters to cooperate with the military to defend Sierra Leone's sovereignty. "We ask
you to work with (the army) so that peace will prevail in our beloved motherland. So I will like you
all to work with them as brothers; we are no more enemies. The enemies are the politicians, not
the soldiers." Field commanders were instructed that their orders from Sankoh will now come
through Major Johnny Paul Koroma, the leader of the AFRC.
The AFRC banned all public demonstrations and public meetings Wednesday after learning of a
planned protest against last Sunday's coup. "The government has been reliably informed that
some members of the public are planning to stage a mass demonstration today," a statement
said. "In consideration of the present situation in the country, particularly in the capital, Freetown,
government will not permit the holding of such demonstration, public meeting, or procession until
further notice." On Tuesday the AFRC suspended the constitution and banned political parties.
"As from now on, all legislation will be by military decrees," AFRC leader Major Johnny Paul
Koroma said. SLBS (state radio) announced Wednesday that Koroma wishes to meet with the
presidents or representatives of the following organisations at Defence Headquarters on June
3rd: The Sierra Leone Association of Journalists, the Sierra Leone Bar Association, the Medical
and Dental Association, the Catholic Mission, the Islamic Council, the Council of Churches, the
National Union of Sierra Leone Students, and the Sierra Leone Chamber of Commerce. He has
also asked that representatives of the Indigenous and Petty Traders Association, the Indian
Community, and the Lebanese Community meet with him on June 5th. The radio also reported
that effective ·Immediately, the 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew has been relaxed to run from 10 p.m. to 6
a.m.
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~5b{/t'tconcerns in Sierra Leone.

25 June: AFRC leader Major Johnny Paul Koroma said Wednesday that he
is ready to allow President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah to return as long as
Kabbah stops "misleading" the international community. In an address to the
nation, Koroma said he would soon announce the composition of his new
government and a "timetable for a proper return to civilian rule," which he
said would be as short as possible. Koroma promised to hold free ane fair
elections which would be unlike the polls last year when 54 people were
killed in Freetown on election day. Commenting on the coup, Koroma said,
"We just could not sit down and allow a president to be manipulated as
people were killed or maimed." Koroma said Kabbah should have
incorporated RUF leader Foday Sankoh into the political system, but had
failed to do so "out of greed." On Tuesday, UNPP leader John Karefa-Smart
said he had strongly advised the AFRC not to name a cabinet, as this would
send a signal to the international community that the coup leaders do not
intend to relinquish power.
ECOWAS foreign ministers will meet Thursday in Conakry, Guinea to assess
the current situation in Sierra Leone, and to work out a framework for
resolving the political crisis there. OAU Secretary-General Salim Ahmed
Salim and ECOWAS Executive Secretary Edouard Benjamin are expected to
attend the meeting, which will be chaired by Guinean president General
Lansana Conte. In Abjua, Nigeria a senior army general said that Nigeria is
not contemplating removing its troops from Nigeria. "If we pull out that will be
a defeatist attitude," Major-General Patrick Aziza said following a meeting of
Nigeria's Provisional Ruling Council. "We have been holding consultations
with the men in command there and we hope it will yield positive results," he
said.
RUF rebels have been seen in churches, mosques, and other public places
asking forgiveness for atrocities they committed during six years of civil war.
"We have now joined our parents, our brothers and sisters. The war,
mutilations, burnings and indiscriminate killings have stopped," said RUF
spokesman Lieutenant Eldred Collins in a message repeatedly broadcast on
SLBS radio and television this week. Collins and other members of the RUF-now renamed the People's Army of Sierra Leone--have been regularly
attending church services in Freetown. "We take responsibility for the
atrocities committed in the country's interior," Collins said. "We burned,
looted, maimed, and killed but we did not do this because we wanted to. We
had to because that was the only way we could have uprooted a rotten
system." The AFRC has named three members of the RUF to its ruling
council, including RUF leader Foday Sankoh, who is currently being detained
in Nigeria, and Collins, who was named Supervisor of the Department of the
Interior. "We are basically working out a power-sharing arrangement with the
People's Army so that lasting peace would come," AFRC spokesman
Colonel Abdul Sesay said. The People's Army's War Council, which serves
as the RUF's high command, says that its fighters are ready to disarm, but
only if the ECOMOG intervention force pulls out.
The AFRC acknowledged Tuesday that looting and killing continues in
Freetown, and promised intensified patrols. The announcement, ma?e over
SLBS (state radio), did little to calm the fears of residents, some of whom
have resorted to vigilantism and street justice. On Wednesday, a teenage
boy was hacked to death by a mob after he was caught breaking into a
house. His arms and head were chopped off and one testicle placed in his
mouth. "I know the boy. He doesn't live in the area but he frequents it during
the day. He has been leading gangs of boys who break into people's homes,
looting them clean," a witness said.
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The human rights group Amnesty International (AI) repeated its call
Wednesday for the AFRC to respect and protect the fundamental rights of all
Sierra Leoneans. Among concerns already raised by directly with Major
Johnny Paul Koroma was the detention of at least 15 people arrested on
June 16, accused of conspiring to overthrow the military government. "We
fear that some of these people may be detained only because they opposed
the military coup which brought the AFRC to power. If this is the case, they
should be immediately and unconditionally released," AI said. AI call~d for a
fair trial for any of the detained who are accused of a criminal offence, and
noted that there is concern that they will not receive a fair trial if tried before
a military court. Those arrested are civilians associated with President
Ahmad Tejan Kabbah's government or the Sierra Leone People's Party
(SLPP), and senior military officers. They are reported to include Dr. Sama
S. Banya (medical doctor and SLPP member), Colonel K.E.S Boyah, Dauda
Bundu, Colonel Tom Carew, Major Francis Gottor (former NPRC Chief of
Defence), Dr. Abdul Jalloh (Member of Parliament), Dr. Bockarie M. Kobba,
Abu Aiah Koroma (Minister for Political and Parliamentary Affairs), Elizabeth
Loveli (Member of Parliament), Colonel R.Y. Koroma, Captain John
Massaquoi, Abdullai Mustapha (State House Liaison Officer), LieutenantColonel J.A.H. Tucker (from Patricia Kabbah's family), Major Vandi Turay
and David Quee (Minister for Local Government). At least two of those
detained were reportedly physically assaulted by soldiers at the time of their
arrest. The are currently being held incommunicado at Pademba Road
Prison. AI has called for them to be allowed immediate access to their
families, lawyers, and doctors. AI also expressed concern about the
summary executions of suspected looters by military officials. Such killings
appear to contravene international standards on the use of lethal force, the
group said. Soldiers have killed at least 10 people in Freetown; similar
killings have been reported in Bo.

24 June: The AFRC called Tuesday for an all-party consultative conference
to discuss a timetable for new elections in Sierra Leone. Director of Military
Information Colonel Abdul Sesay said the conference would bring together
the military, ousted President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah, the Revolutionary
United Front, and the Kamajor militia. "We are calling for all the major stake
holders in the present political crisis ...to sit together and consult in the
African tradition and resolve the present political crisis in the country and set
a timetable for fresh elections in Sierra Leone in which everybody including
Kabbah himself can participate," he said. Sesay said the AFRC wants "moral
guarantors" to attend the talks. He said that role could be fulfilled by
countries and organisations involved in the peace negotiations in Ivory Coast
last year, along with Britain and the United States. He also called for the
United Nations to provide security at the venue. Sesay said the timing of the
conference would depend on logistical arrangements and discussions
between the parties. Other agenda items would be demobilisation and
reintegration of rebel fighters, addressing the grievances of the military and
ensuring the welfare of all involved in the coup, consolidation of the peace
deal with the rebels, and reaching consensus on what constitutes good
governance for a civilian government.
23 June: The leaders of the eight member nations making up the West
African Economic Monetary Union condemned the coup in Sierra Leone
Monday at an economic conference in Lome, Togo. In a joint statement, the
leaders said that everything possible should be done to restore the
government of President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah. The statement called for
peacekeeping troops to be placed under the command of the United Nations
and the Organisation of African Unity. The member states of the Union are
Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea Bissau, Ivory Coast, Mali, Niger, Senegal, and
Togo.
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played in Bamako, Mali:' a CAF communique said.

28 June: Soldiers killed at least 25 people in Bo District Thursday, according
to witnesses who reached Freetown on Saturday. Among the dead was
Albert Sani Demby, Paramount Chief of Baoma Chiefdom, the father of
ousted vice president Joseph Demby. Chief Demby, who is said to have
been blind, was taken from him compound in Gerihun by soldiers, who shot
him in the stomach and killed him. The soldiers then attacked two more
towns, Telu and Sembehun, killing 25 civilians including another traditional
chief. The witnesses said soldiers burned town part of Telu, Jaiama-Bongor
Chiefdom, the home of Deputy Defence Minister Hinga Norman. The soldiers
were said to be scouring the bush for Kamajors who they believed were
gathering in preparation for an attack on military bases in Bo. Military officials
in Bo have declined comment. The independent newspaper Voice of di
People reported Saturday that unidentified attackers firing automatic rifles,
grenade launchers, and mortars forced residents of Moyamba to flee the
town last week.
The AFRC Saturday issued a statement asking ECOWAS countries to
reconsider their efforts to isolate the military government. "The AFRC
regards such measures as counter-productive, in the sense that it will not
only hurt the people of Sierra Leone but will further lead to the economic
sinking of the country:' the statement said. The Nigerian newspaper Daily
Times reported Saturday that sanctions will be imposed on Sierra Leone and
force will be used if the military does not return President Ahmad Tejan
Kabbah to power "within a reasonable timetable."
Reaction: Tony Lloyd, British Minister for Africa: "The demands were for the
coup plotters to recognise that the game is up, and it is up. However long it
takes, the game for them is up. The people of Sierra Leone do not deserve
what they've had unleashed. Our commitment and that of the whole
international community is to make sure that the legitimate government is
back in power as quickly as possible. There's a very strong need now for the
coup plotters to recognise that it is in their hands to offer proper salvation to
the people of Sierra Leone. (They need to) to get round that negotiating table
and to recognise that they cannot continue with the present position. "

27 June: ECOWAS foreign ministers meeting in Conakry, Guinea have
agreed to pursue dialogue and economic sanctions to force Sierra Leone's
military rulers to reinstate ousted president Ahmad Tejan Kabbah. In a 14point communique released after the meeting, which ended early Friday
morning, the ministers stressed that no country should recognise the military
regime. They called upon the international community to support the
ECOWAS initiatives and to provide emergency aid to Guinea and other
countries affected by a flood of refugees since the coup. The ministers
recommended working "to restore legitimate government through a
combination of three measures--dialogue, sanctions, and an embargo, as
well as recourse to force." But, they added, "In order to increase the
effectiveness of the above measures, the ministers ... recommended prior
consultations among member states at the highest level." The ministers
designated a four nation committee consisting of Nigeria, Ghana, Guinea,
and Ivory Coast, plus OAU Secretary-General Salim Ahmed Salim, to open a
dialogue with the AFRC and report back to ECOWAS Chairman General
Sani Abacha within two weeks. At the end of Thursday's session, a source
was quoted as saying that the mood of the delegates was for "imminent
military intervention." Ghana was reported to be the "lone voice" opposing
military intervention; Reports said that Salim reiterated the OAU's support for
"any method that would restore the legitimate government in Sierra Leone."
In a message to the meeting, General Sani Abacha said that if the situation
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30 June 1997: RUF reinforcements have arrived in Freetown, saying'they
are willing to fight to the death to defend the capital. According to the rebels,
some 2,000 RU F fighters arrived over the weekend and are now encamped
in towns around Freetown. "We have come to reinforce our positions in and
around Freetown in case we need to defend it against any attacks," one
fighter said. "We will fight to the last man if ordered to do so."
West African countries have closed their embassies in Freetown, in line with
an ECOWAS decision not to recognize the AFRC military regime. Nigeria
closed its embassy the day after the May 25 coup, while Gambia closed its
embassy on June 29. Guinea's embassy remains open, but the ambassador
and senior diplomats have left. Staff members remaining behind say they are
there to provide travel documents to Guinean citizens wishing to return
home.
Reaction: John Dinger, acting U.S. state department spokesman: "The
United States wants to see early restoration of order and democracy in
Sierra Leone, where soldiers and Revolutionary United Front (RUF) rebels
overthrew the elected government of President Ahmad Tejan Kabbah. We
believe concerted efforts by Africa to find a negotiated solution offer the best
hope for returning the legitimate government, and advancing stability in
Sierra Leone. Thus, we applaud the efforts of the Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS) toward a peaceful solution to the crisis in
Sierra Leone. We welcome ECOWAS' June 27 Communique from Conakry
calling for the early reinstatement of President Kabbah, the return of peace
and security and the resolution of the issues of refugees and displaced
persons. The United States hopes ECOWAS will take immediate steps to
move the process forward. We are prepared to work with Sierra Leone's
neighbors in helping to reach a peaceful settlement. "

29 June: Freetown was reported calm Sunday, and some stores are
reported to be operating. Rice is selling for Le 24,000 a bag, up from Le
16,000 to 18,000 before the coup. The price of a cup of rice is Le 120. In
Kono, where a source claimed Saturday that the army has unleashed a
"reign of terror" on residents, the price of a bag of rice is reported to be Le
60,000 or Le 500 a cup.
The Confederation of African Football (CAF) called on Sierra Leone Sunday
to ensure that the country's national soccer stadium is a safe place to play.
The organisation said it wants a guarantee of good security and organisation
in Freetown for African Nations Cup qualifying matches held in Freetown, or
future games will be switched to neutral Mali. Last weekend, Sierra Leone's
Group Four home match against Tunisia was postponed because of security
concerns in the country following the May 25 coup. The CAF has now
ordered the game to be played in Freetown on Wednesday, July 23--four
days before Sierra Leone is to play Ghana in Freetown in the final qualifying
game. Sierra Leone will need to win both games to stand any chance of
qualifying for the cup finals in Burkina Faso next year. The team has lost
both away games in the three-nation group. Ghana leads the group with 6
points, followed by Tunisia with 3. Sierra Leone has been given until July 10
to comply with the CAF's demands. "In case of a negative response or no
reaction from the Sierra Leone Football Association, the two matches will be
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6 January 1999: AFRC/RUF rebel forces battled their way into Freetown on Wednesday, and
according to many reports have seized State House and burned down the nearby Nigerian
Embassy, the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) headquarters, and the capital's main
police station. Rebel fighters, many carrying assault rifles, roamed through abandoned streets in
the city centre. "Districts in the Eastend of Freetown are under control of the rebels. We can see
them from our windows patrolling the streets on foot and in looted vehicles," one resident told
Reuters Others reported that bodies were lying in the streets while rebels prepared defensive
barricades. BBC correspondent Winston Ojukutu-Macaulay described the fighting: "The firing at
one stage, the shelling at one stage, was actually very heavy," he said. "They burnt down the
CIO, they burnt down Eastend Police, and a popular place called Picadilly at St John has also
been destroyed." He confirmed reports that rebel forces had captured Pademba Road Prison and
released the prisoners, many of them former members of the AFRC government convicted of
treason or awaiting trial on treason charges, along with surrendered solders of the former Sierra
Leone Army whom the government feared posed a security risk. "Yes, yes, that was one of their
first actions when they entered Freetown," he said. "When they came into Freetown they simply
marched into Pademba Road Prison with no resistance from ECOMOG and set free all of those
detained there."

At 2:30 p.m. the BBC spoke to a "Colonel Sesay" who claimed to be in State House where, he
said, the rebels had "overthrown the SLPP government." State House is not currently used for
governmental affairs, which are conducted from the "The Lodge" at Hill Station. Sesay said
AFRC/RUF fighters had met no resistance from ECOMOG as they entered the city, and he
claimed that rebel forces, which he put at "15,000 armed men," controlled nearly all of Freetown.
He told the BBC that the rebels were engaged in a battle for Wilberforce Barracks. "I can't talk it
to you now, the battle is going on. Someone has just told me they have captured, they have
captured, the main office, that is the holding room and the guard room," he said. Sesay's claims
were sharply disputed by Minister of Information, Communication, Tourism and Culture Dr. Julius
Spencer. "This fellow is lying," he said. "And he also said they've captured Wilberforce Barracks.
That was a blatant lie. It's a lie. I've been to Wilberforce Barracks, I've been to State House. And
I'm actually talking to you now from Wilberforce Barracks. I've been to State House earlier in the
day. They are not there." Spencer acknowledged that the rebels held parts of Freetown, including
the Pademba Road area, Brookfields, and Ferry Junction. He claimed many of the rebels were
hiding, because they were being pursued, and predicted that the rebel onslaught would be ended
before nightfall. "You see they are going to be thrown out completely, not just from Freetown. In
the areas which they attacked, in Makeni, the northern part, they are also going to be thrown
out...You see, the real issue is that the people of Sierra Leone have said they want a democratic
government. Nobody should think that they can come and overthrow a government by force of
arms and take control of the country - that is out of the question!"
BBC correspondent Winston Ojukutu-Macaulay confirmed that rebel forces had reached the city
centre, although he could not say whether they had occupied State House. "I cannot again

confirm whether they are in fact in charge of State House," he said. "What I can tell you is that
they are occupying several houses very close to State House. I have spoken to one or two friends
of mine who have called me on the phone telling me that the rebels have actually occupied their
homes, which is just about a stone's throw to State House." Ojukutu-Macaulay said it appeared
fighting was going on for control of Wilberforce Barracks. "By the sound of the shelling, I think that
either ECOMOG is trying to push them away or the junta and the rebels are trying to force their
way into the barracks." The BBC correspondent noted that the rebels had met very little
resistance when they attacked, "and that has taken a lot of people by surprise here in Freetown."
A source in Freetown reported Wednesday night that Wilberforce Barracks had not come under
attack. He said the fighting which was reported took place at Congo Cross Bridge, near the
stadium, when ECOMOG troops clashed with rebels to prevent them from releasing surrendered
soldiers. "The barracks are safe, nothing is going on," he said by telephone from near the
barracks themselves. He added that ECOMOG troops were pursuing rebels in Freetown.
RUF commander Col. Sam "Maskita" Bockarie, claiming to be "just within around Freetown" said
he was confronting ECOMOG with a force of 30,000 men, but told the BBC that ECOMOG
soldiers should "stay calm, cease fire" so that the rebels could "negotiate their repatriation." He
said his fighters had the ECOMOG troops at Wilberforce Barracks surrounded, but that the rebels
were holding off on attacking the ECOMOG base at Lungi. "Lungi Airport is just an outlet, that's
why we decided to just leave it open for awhile for those foreign nationals to leave. As soon as
they leave, we'll be ready to take Lungi," he said. Bockarie warned that members of the civilian
government had 24 hours to leave the country or turn themselves over to the rebels. "Anyone
who is caught after that, he is going to be dealt with militarily," he said. The rebel leader said he
thought President Kabbah had already left the capital, a claim disputed by Minister of Information,
Communication, Tourism and Culture Dr. Julius Spencer and Minister of Finance, Development
and Economic Planning Dr. James O.C. Jonah. In a separate interview with Reuters, Bockarie
said his forces had captured most of Freetown, including the broadcasting station, but that
fighting was continuing at Waterloo. "We even have the seaport. Fighting is at Waterloo now,
and we are trying to get rid of the elements (of ECOMOG) that are putting up stiff resistance
there," he said. Bockarie said the rebels would agree to a ceasefire once RUF leader Corporal
Foday Sankoh were handed over to them. Sankoh was reportedly transferred from Pademba
Road Prison to an undisclosed location prior to the rebel advance. "If Sankoh is released and
handed over to us we are ready to cease fire. And we will see to it that we can secure the
repatriation of these Nigerian soldiers, because they are our brothers," he said, adding that "the
leader will tell the nation what next." Bockarie appealed to Nigerian leader General Abdulsalami
Abubakar to release Sankoh to the RUF. "We are appealing to our big brother, his Excellency
General Abubakar, we are appealing to him to instruct his commanders to turn our leader over to
me," Bockarie said.
Nigerian leader General Abusalam Abubakar,ECOWAS Executive Lansana Kouyate, and
services chiefs of the Nigerian Armed Forces met Wednesday to discuss the security situation in
Sierra Leone. There was no word on details of their discussions.
Sierra Leone's High Commissioner to Nigeria, Joseph Bleil, was in Abuja Wednesday to hold
consultations with senior Nigerian officials. Bleil said he hoped to meet with defence and
government officials on Thursday to discuss the situation in Freetown. He described reports as
"scanty" and "confused", but said he hoped to discuss possibilities for action with Nigerian
officials.
ECOMOG officials maintained Wednesday that they were in control of Freetown. "We do have
this under control and there is no way they can hold their ground," said a Nigerian ECOMOG
officer at Lungi. Radio Democracy 98.1 broadcast only music for much of the morning, but
Minister of Information, Communication, Tourism and Culture Dr. Julius Spencer has made
frequent broadcasts since then. "ECOMOG will deal with the rebels decisively," he said.

Residents reported that rebels held the east end and parts of central Freetown while ECOMOG
units patrolled the west end of the capital.
Radio Democracy 98.1 announced that the curfew has been moved up an hour, so that residents
must now be off the streets by 6:30 p.m. instead of 7:30. "Anybody found in the streets will be
shot on sight," the radio warned, adding "ECOMOG is warning all civilians be~ind rebel lines to
heed this warning and not to get involved with the rebels." Minister of Trade, Industry and
Transportation Alie Sangura said that ECOMOG troops had been hampered by fleeing residents.
"When the rebels tried to penetrate Allen Town, many civilians took to the streets. That is why it
became difficult for ECOMOG to prevent the rebels from entering," he said. "If ECOMOG
encounters any group in streets, whether civilian or rebel, it will open fire," he warned.
United Nations personnel left Freetown on Wednesday as the security situation in the capital
deteriorated. Members of the United Nations Military Observer Force (UNOMSIL), along with U.N.
Special Representative to Sierra Leone Francis Okelo, left Freetown by air from Lungi
International Airport. Okelo confirmed that their destination was Conakry, Guinea. "We can't
guarantee the security here anymore," he said. Asked about the state of fighting between
ECOMOG troops and rebels in Freetown, military observer Col. Andre Bobylev replied, "It's
difficult to say. It's war." A spokesman for the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) said seven motorised boats had arrived in Conakry on Wednesday carrying 120
persons fleeing the fighting.
BSC West Africa correspondent Mark Doyle reported Wednesday that several government
ministers, including Minister of Finance, Development and Economic Planning Or. James O.C.
Jonah, were at the ECOMOG base at Lungi International Airport. "I'm told by people here at the
airport that there are several ministers," Doyle said. "I don't know if they've taken refuge or what,
but this is obviously one of the safest places in Sierra Leone for the government for the time
being. And yes, Or. Jonah is certainly here, but I wouldn't like to characterize him as taking
refuge. But he is putting a very confident face on things."
AFRC/RUF rebel forces entered Freetown from the Eastend District early Wednesday and
pushed to within a mile of the city centre before being turned back by ECOMOG troops, Reuters
reported on Wednesday. A two-hour barrage on the Eastend beginning at 1:30 a.m. sent
thousands of residents fleeing at dawn toward the center of the capital, Reuters said, adding that
the sound of bombardments subsided after two hours but began again sporadically. The
Deutsche Presse-Agentur reported that the latest fighting began an hour after midnight, and said
the rebels which included soldiers of the disbanded Sierra Leone Army engaged ECOMOG
troops in heavy fighting. The BBC cited reports that the rebels were moving in from hills
overlooking Freetown. ECOMOG used artillery and Alpha fighter jets in an attempt to halt the
rebel advance. The rebels burned down a police station and briefly broadcast from a private radio
station until an ECOMOG bombardment put it off the air. Radio Democracy 98.1 warned
residents to keep off the streets, but said ECOMOG was in "complete control." It promised an
announcement on the situation shortly. Minister of Information, Communication, Tourism and
Culture Or. Julius Spencer, in a BBC interview, told people to stay at home. "Anyone found on the
streets will be considered as a rebel," he said. "Rebels have entered the east end of town and
there is a bit of panic ...The situation is very serious but it is going to be dealt with." Spencer said
ECOMOG troops had found it difficult to engage the rebels because they had been mixing with
the crowd. He said the government had no plans to flee the capital, but called developments "a
disaster for Sierra Leone and the Sierra Leone people," adding: "Apparently this is happening and
the rest of the world is standing by and watching." SSC West Africa correspondent Mark Doyle
said the latest fighting in Freetown did not necessarily mean the rebels have broken through the
government's main defences, or that the government itself was threatened. He said that
strategically important points in the city, such as the airport, were being defended by thousands of
government and ECOMOG troops.

Members of the United Nations Security Council on Wednesday condemned outside support for
rebels fighting the government in Sierra Leone, Council President Ambassador Celso Amorim
said on Wednesday. Amorim said Council members expressed their strong support for President
Kabbah and for the efforts of ECOWAS and its military arm, ECOMOG, to bring peace to Sierra
Leone. "Council members strongly condemned penetration of rebel forces in Freetown and also
condemned the support for the rebels from abroad," said Amorim. "Council Members strongly
condemned rebel activities in Freetown. They expressed support for diplomatic efforts,
partiCUlarly regional ones, to restore peace and security in Sierra Leone.
The British Foreign Office has condemned rebel efforts to overthrow the Sierra Leone
government, while urging the 50 estimated British nationals remaining in Sierra Leone to leave as
soon as they could safely do so. "We condemn the rebel efforts to overthrow by force the
legitimate government of Sierra Leone and atrocities that they have committed against innocent
civilians," a Foreign Office statement read. "We will work with the international community to
restore peace and democracy to Sierra Leone." The statement added that Foreign Secretary
Robin Cook had been in touch with "key allies" to rally support for the government.
Students occupying the Sierra Leone Embassy in Moscow have ended their protest peacefully,
Russian Foreign Ministry spokesman Vladimir Rakhmanin said Wednesday. "All the students, 1520 people, who made their way yesterday into the Embassy of Sierra Leone in Moscow and
besieged that country's ambassador have left the embassy building, and it is functioning
normally," Rakhmanin said. The students complained of unpaid allowances and other
"unresolved social and humanitarian matters," the Foreign Ministry said. The occupation of the
embassy followed the death of a student in a Moscow hospital. "Naturally, these demands are the
preserve of the government of Sierra Leone, but, as regards the official call from that country's
ambassador for help with clearing the embassy premises of the participants in the protest action,
appropriate steps were taken by the relevant Russian agencies," Rakhmanin said. He stressed
that no force was used against the students.
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8 January 1999: Reuters reported Friday that "apart from the odd explosion from the rebel-held
east of the city," there was no sign of fighting in the capital as night fell. During the day, the
Agence France-Presse (AFP) reported, rebels intensified their attacks against pro-government
positions. Minister of Information, Communication, Tourism and Culture Dr. Julius Spencer said
that there had been shooting on Thursday night. "By all indications, the rebels seem to have no
intention of respecting the ceasefire," he said. He added that fires had been set in Kingtom.
Spencer said he believed the central power plant had been attacked, since all electricity had been
cut off in the city. The AFP reported that Nigerian ECOMOG planes stepped up their attacks on
the city on Friday afternoon "after a relatively calm morning." The AFP quoted a resident of
western Freetown as saying that ECOMOG "only controls the extreme west of the town. The
majority of the town is in rebel hands."
The United Nations Special Representative to Sierra Leone, Francis Okelo, said he was
optimistic that a ceasefire declared Thursday by President Kabbah, and in a recorded message
by RUF leader Corporal Foday Sankoh, would hold despite shelling earlier in the day. "It is not
surprising to have some clashes in the early stage of a ceasefire," he said. 'What is important is
that there is a cease-fire." Okelo returned to Lungi briefly on Friday to evacuate remaining U.N.
staffers and other aid workers, and to hold "crisis talks" with President Kabbah, ECOMOG
commander Major-General Timothy Shelpidi, and government ministers. RUF leader Col. Sam
"Maskita" Bockarie dismissed the tape of Sankoh calling for a ceasefire as having been faked. He
said the recording had been made by Sankoh following the Abidjan Peace Agreement in
November 1996 and was sent to RUF fighters in the bush. "Sankoh did not announce a
ceasefire," he said. "That is not a recent recorded cassette. Otherwise they would have played
the whole cassette. It was the cassette that our leader sent to us to join the brothers for lasting
peace in Freetown .. 'what I heard from Kabbah last night made me to intensify my offensive. He
is not the one to call for a cease-fire." In an interview with the BBC, Bockarie ruled out any
negotiations with the civilian government. "No chances were there when Kabbah was in power,"
he said. "He failed to do that, he said he was not going to talk to us, we are thieves and bandits,
and that he was going to kill all of us at the end of this year, and it never succeeded. That is why
God has given us the upper hand to have overrun him, and now he is gone." Bockarie said a
peaceful solution to the crisis hinged on Sankoh's release. "If they are ready, our leader cannot
be under duress there, being humiliated, molested, and then people asking us to cease fire. We
are trying to do everything possible that will secure his release." In a separate interview, Bockarie
said: "There is no cease-fire. We will take the rest of the city and save our country ...We do not
recognize Kabbah, we will not talk to Kabbah, he is ousted." Bockarie said he had ordered an allout offensive on pro-government positions. "Our plan started since last night," he said. "My men
are on the move. We will take Lungi ... that is not a secret any more. We know we can do it." He
said the rebels would pin the Nigerians down until they ran out of ammunition and surrendered,
as they did during fighting at the Mammy Yoko Hotel in June 1997 ."We will suppress them until
they are out of food and ammunition and later they will surrender and we will negotiate how to
repatriate them," he said. In an interview with the AFP, Bockarie said: "We are now fighting in Jui

and Wilberforce (and) we are heading to Lungi. "I've ordered an offensive to start today on Lungi.
Anyone who is found there is considered an enemy." He denied news reports that the rebels
were forcing people from their homes, and accused ECOMOG of killing civilians during their air
raids on the city. "ECOMOG has killed a lot of people. No one is talking about that," he said.
Bockarie told the BBC that since the start of the offensive on Thursday night, "Tonga has fallen to
us,"
In a BBC Network Africa interview Friday, Bockarie said he had not listened to Sankoh's appeal
for a ceasefire. "I haven't heard his voice since the time he instructed me to join up with the
brothers in Freetown for lasting peace; I haven't heard him," he said. "Even if we hear that, we're
not going to obey that. Because we are not too sure of his health, or whether he is the one that is
even talking. Let us have access to him. Let's first speak to him, and let's see face to face, and
see that he is mentally and physically fit. Then we'll see what next to be done." Bockarie
demanded that a caretaker government be set up. "We are asking the OAU chairman to
immediately step in to calion both parties to see how best we can resolve this problem now once
and for all, and now we want a caretaker government, which is a broad-based government, till we
can organize a fresh election which will bring in a democratically elected government that people
want."
ECOWAS Executive Secretary Lansana Kouyate said Friday that President Kabbah and RUF
leader Corporal Foday Sankoh had met Wednesday to discuss a ceasefire, shortly before the
rebels began their offensive to capture Freetown. "President Kabbah made the request for a
ceasefire two hours before the rebels came into the town. He went to Foday Sankoh and
proposed they stop fighting," Kouyate said from Abuja, Nigeria. "Sankoh asked President Kabbah
him to let think about it for two hours and that was when the rebels entered the city." On
Thursday, the BBC quoted Minister of Finance, Development and Economic Planning Dr. James
O.C. Jonah as saying that talks between the government and the rebels had been attempted on
Tuesday through a third party. Kouyate said he believed President Kabbah had accepted the
need for a "change in strategy," replacing confrontation with dialogue. "There has been a change
in strategy. Previously, President Kabbah believed that the rebels should go before the courts,
the process of law. Now he has agreed there must be a political solution," Kouyate said. He
added that ECOMOG would continue to playa peacekeeping role in Sierra Leone. "ECOMOG is
in a position to playa role. ECOMOG is playing a fantastic role, a vital role. Though the financial
burden is very heavy. "What we are receiving from the international community is not enough ... It
is a drop in the ocean," he said. Kouyate dismissed suggestions that a civilian government in
Nigeria might cut back the country's commitment to peacekeeping operations. "The commitment
of Nigeria to ECOWAS and ECOMOG is permanent... Even after the elections, I am sure that the
government will follow the same line," he said.
Rebels holding the East End District looted food aid warehouses, stole cars, and ransacked
houses and offices there on Friday, United Nations agencies reported, quoting their remaining
staff in Freetown. "This might affect the ability of agencies to respond immediately to a
humanitarian situation," a U.N. official said.
OAU Chairman and President of Burkina Faso Blaise Compaore on Friday condemned the rebel
invasion of Freetown. The OAU "condemns these attacks, which, far from settling the problem,
are only worsening the situation, at the same time putting off prospects for a lasting peace in this
country," he said.
President Gnassingbe Eyadema of Togo, the current ECOWAS chairman, has expressed
concern about the situation in Freetown. He said the surge in fighting has caused the deaths of
many civilians, the fleeing of a large part of the population, and huge property damages.
Eyadema appealed to President Kabbah and the rebel leader to lay down their arms and begin a
political dialogue with a view to finding a final solution to the conflict.
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Ghana is holding consultations with other West African countries on how to restore sustainable
peace and consolidate democracy in Sierra Leone, the Pan African News Agency (PANA)
reported on Friday. A delegation led by Foreign Affairs Minister James Victor Gbeho left Accra for
Abuja, Nigeria early Friday, while a second delegation headed by the Deputy Minister of Defence,
Lt. Col. E.K.T. Donkor, left for Guinea.

,
United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan recommended Friday that the the mandate of the
United Nations Military Observer Force in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL) be extended by two month
when its original six-month mandate expires on January 13. Annan said that although the future
of UNOMSIL appeared much less clear than it did a few weeks ago, there was still much it could
do. He said that he intended to reduce the number of military observers, who would be based at
Conakry, Guinea and would return to Sierra Leone when conditions permitted. In a letter to the
Security Council, Annan said that military successes would not win the rebels legitimacy or
recognition. "I therefore call on them to open discussions with the government on any legitimate
political demands and grievances they or their supporters may have," he said.
The Nigerian newspaper Post Express, quoting military sources, has reported than 38 Nigerian
ECOMOG soldiers were killed in the battle for Freetown. Lagos P.M. News said Thursday that 26
Nigerian soldiers killed last Sunday were secretly buried at an army cemetery in Nigeria. The
newspaper also reported that some 35 seriously wounded soldiers and officers had been flown
back to Nigeria and were being treated at the ECOMOG ward of the Yaba Military Hospital. "(The
burials) came as Nigeria's military authorities are contemplating withdrawing Nigerian soldiers
from the troubled country," P.M. News said, citing "high military sources." The Guardian (Nigeria)
said Nigeria, apparently worried about the situation in Sierra Leone, is consulting with regional
allies.
Commonwealth Secretary-General Chief Emeka Anyaoku told the BBC from Nigeria Friday that
he had met with RUF representatives and encouraged them to abide by the ceasefire announced
Thursday. "Yesterday the representatives of the rebel group came to my office, had a discussion
with us, and we are now encouraging them to support this cease-fire," Anyaoku said. "And I hope
the international community will come in support of that as well as in support of shoring up
democracy in Sierra Leone." He did not identify the RUF representatives or provide details of the
talks. Anyaoku said there was mounting evidence of Liberian support for the rebels, and said
international pressure should be brought to bear on Liberia while at the same time supporting
peace talks. "We (the Commonwealth) are focusing on the representations made to us by the
rebel group to try and help sustain this cease~fire. At the same time we are asking the
international community to rally around the democratically-elected government," he said.
Ghanaian President Jerry Rawlings on Thursday appealed to nations supplying arms to
AFRC/RUF weapons to stop. ""ECOMOG did not enter that place to wage war," he said. "We
entered that place to put in place a lasting democratic process." He argued that continuing to
supply weapons to the rebels would mean suffering for the innocent women and children of Sierra
Leone. Rawlings said it "is not beyond the capability of the regional force to launch a full-scale
offensive to reverse the rebel incursions within 48 hours. But its preference is dialogue rather
than force." He urged the rebels to lay down their arms and to realise that dialogue "is the best
approach, else a lot of things will go wrong and they will be the losers."
Over 200 Sierra Leonean refugees, along with other foreign nationals and U.N. staff, arrived at
the Guinean port of Bassora on Wednesday, Liberian Star Radio reported Friday. A UNHCR
spokesman said the refugees were being screened at Bonfi Stadium and will later be transferred
to the Forecariah Refugee Camp. The spokesman said the UNHCR, WFP, and other aid
agencies have met to discuss the situation in Freetown, and are making contingency plans to
receive some 30,000 refugees in Guinea.

Kabbah's statement Thursday night (English translation from Krio): "I have been very, very busy
doing what we have to do in this situation to make sure that all the security apparatus is in place.
Foday [Sankoh] and myself have had straight talks - straight talks about the country. During the
seven-day cease-fire period, we will work out modalities as to how Sankoh will get access to his
people. If we just go on fighting and win the war, as we could surely do, after all that, we will still
have to talk peace. So let us do both at the same time. Let us go back to the Abidjan Peace
Accord, but let us be sincere this time. I am sorry for the inconvenience that V:e have all had to
suffer."
Sankoh's recorded statement: "Fellow Sierra Leoneans: I, Corporal Foday Sankoh, leader of the
RU F, am speaking to you on a matter of interest. I am always comm itted to peace for my beloved
country. I can say I am a prisoner of peace; and President Kabbah and I met today for several
hours to discuss the situation in our country. President Kabbah and I agreed that for the
eradication of poverty in the country, there must be security, peace, and stability. So our
combatants should keep to their defensive positions and cease all hostilities. We further agreed
that the best way to achieve a sustainable peace is to use the Abidjan Peace Accord."
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12 January 1999: RUF leader Corporal Foday Sankoh held talks with the foreign ministers of

Ivory Coast and Togo on Tuesday after being flown to Conakry, Guinea. According to the United
Nations Special Representative to Sierra Leone, Francis Okelo, who attended the talks, Sankoh
said he wanted his freedom and official recognition for the RUF before agreeing to a cease-fire.
"He is 100 percent committed to peace ... He is willing to order a cease-fire and he recognizes the
legitimacy of President Kabbah," Okelo said. Foreign Ministers Amara Essy of Ivory Coast and
Joseph Kokou Koffigoh of Togo said Sankoh had expressed his "willingness for peace" and for a
"political, not a military solution" to the Sierra Leone crisis. The two ministers found Sankoh in
"good shape, dynamic, combative, and having a clear vision of his objectives." The RUF leader,
dressed in a prison uniform marked with the letter "C", did not repeat the unconditional call for a
cease-fire which was attributed to him by Kabbah on Thursday. A U.N. official said the result of
the talks were unclear, but that U.N. delegates attending the meeting were "optimistic." Further
talks were a possibility, he said. Because of Sankoh's terms, no cease-fire was arranged and the
talks were adjourned after three hours. Okelo said he and the mediators would convey Sankoh's
position to President Kabbah at Lungi. Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
Dr. Sama Banya also took part in the talks, representing the Sierra Leone government. Military
sources said Sankoh remained in Conakry on Tuesday night.
RUF commander Col. Sam "Maskita" Bockarie said Tuesday he would continue the armed
struggle until RUF leader Corporal Foday Sankoh was released. "We want our leader to be freed.
We want to meet him on neutral ground," he said. "I am carrying his orders." Bockarie told the
Agence France-Presse (AFP) his forces had seized missiles from the Guinean ECOMOG
contingent, and would use them to attack Lungi International Airport. "We will fire the missiles,"
Bockarie said. "We will use them on all aircraft that land at Lungi." He claimed that fires which
have destroyed parts of Freetown were not set by rebel forces, but resulted from attacks by
ECOMOG Alpha fighter jets. "The jet bombed the civilians. Now they want to conceal it....AII that
they are saying is propaganda," Bockarie said. He dismissed ECOMOG claims to have regained
control of most of the capital, saying his forces controlled most of Freetown, except for
Wilberforce Barracks and Goderich Barracks to the west of the city. "If they controlled the city,
they would be distributing food, but that isn't the case," Bockarie said. He told the AFP that the
execution of 24 military officers for treason last October was responsible for the rebel offensive
against Freetown. "Kabbah killed 24 people, one of them a woman. Some of them gave
themselves up to authorities but were still killed," he said.
Reuters reported no sound of fighting overnight Monday in Freetown, although the news service
said clouds of smoke were billowing over the eastern part of the city. The Associated Press,
however, said artillery fire and small arms bombardments were heard Monday night and Tuesday
morning. The Bishop of Makeni, George Biguzzi, said ECOMOG troops had captured the city
center and were battling for the eastern suburbs. "There is a lot of fighting and you can hear it
and see it from miles away. The fires lit up the sky last night and the explosions continued this
morning," Biguzzi said from Lungi. Reuters said "sketchy reports from the battle zone" indicated

that the ECOMOG force, believed to number about 15,000, was recapturing the city street by
street Tuesday. Witnesses said the streets of the capital were littered with bodies, adding that
rebels had burned houses and cars as they retreated. The Agence France-Presse (AFP) reported
Tuesday, quoting an ECOMOG helicopter pilot, said that "much of Freetown lay in ruins." Fourah
Bay College, Connaught Hospital, the central telephone exchange (SLET), the Government
Wharf, warehouses at Kissy Dockyards, and countless homes had been set on fire, he said. The
AFP reported that residents whose houses had escaped the blaze remained insrde for fear of
being attacked by rebels or Kamajor militiamen. One resident told Reuters that he was hijacked
with his car by four Kamajor militiamen holding a rebel fighter. The Kamajors then stopped the car
and summarily executed their prisoner, he said.
RUF commander Col. Sam "Maskita" Bockarie promised Tuesday to free Italian missionary priest
Father Mario Guerra, but denied any knowledge of two other priests kidnapped on Sunday.
Bockarie said Guerra was being held by the RUF "for his own safety," and would be turned over
to church officials when "the security situation allows." He refused to reveal Guerra's location,
saying this was to prevent pro-government forces from killing him and blaming it on the rebels.
Bockarie refused to confirm or deny that his forces were behind the attack on an ECOMOG
convoy on Sunday which killed one journalist and seriously wounded another. "This is war and it
is a dangerous situation. It is not professionalism to go into a situation like this," Bockarie said. He
suggested that the journalists secure the protection of the RUF.
The United Nations Security Council, meeting behind closed doors on Tuesday, voted
unanimously to extend the mandate of the United Nations Military Observer Mission in Sierra
Leone (UNOMSIL) for two months, until March 13.
The European Union (EU), in a statement issued Tuesday by its German presidency, condemned
AFRC/RUF rebel attempts to overthrow Sierra Leone's civilian government, and gave the EU's
full backing to President Kabbah. "The European Union strongly condemns all those who have
supported the rebels in Sierra Leone and expresses its grave concern at reports that arms and
personnel are being supplied, in particular, from the territory of Liberia. It calls on all states to
comply strictly with existing arms embargoes," the statement said. The EU said it supported
diplomatic efforts and the efforts of ECOMOG to restore peace to the country.
The South African foreign ministry issued a statement on Tuesday calling for a cease-fire in the
Sierra Leone conflict. The statement expressed support for the government of President Kabbah,
and called the use of force by RUF rebels unacceptable. "South Africa believes that the
underlying causes of the violence have to be addressed through negotiation," the statement said.
"An immediate cease-fire would furthermore allow the U.N. and other international aid agencies
to carryon their vital role of addressing the urgent needs of Sierra Leone's internally displaced
popUlation." The foreign ministry statement condemned the RUF for using civilians as human
shields, and urged them to halt their offensive as a prerequisite to dialogue leading to national
reconcil iation.
Commonwealth Secretary-General Chief Emeka Anyaoku urged AFRC/RUF rebels Tuesday to
cease hostilities, accept President Kabbah as the democratically-elected president of Sierra
Leone, and demonstrate a willingness to negotiate in good faith. ''The only way forward is for
them to accept the futility of fighting ... and that the international community wants democracy in
every country and carve out a role for themselves under a democracy," Anyaoku said. "The
rebels were in my office last Wednesday, and I made it clear to them that the Commonwealth is in
support of President Tejan Kabbah's democratically-elected government." He added: "I don't
believe the rebels are at the moment anymore on the offensive as the tide of the battle is now
turning against them. They have been on the retreat from Freetown and the ECOMOG are on
the offensive. So I don't think things are hopeful for them." He reaffirmed that the Commonwealth
supported "peaceful resolution of the crisis in the country."

The British naval frigate HMS Norfolk, on its way to Sierra Leone, is due to dock in Senegal on
Wednesday for refueling.
Local staff of the the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) have reported
that Freetown residents remain trapped in their homes without water or electricity, unable to go
and search for food. "They say a humanitarian disaster IS looming in the capital ~nless some kind
of cease-fire is arranged and humanitarian supplies can be brought in," UNHCR spokesman Kris
Janowski said in Geneva. "The situation is quite terrifying for civilians. People are holed up, and
are not in a position to move out of their homes, let alone flee the capital. That may explain while
so few people have moved out."
The Journalists' group Article 19 has condemned the killing of Associated Press journalist Myles
Tierney, and "all parties to the civil war in Sierra Leone to respect international humanitarian and
human rights principles in relation to local and foreign journalists reporting the conflict." In a press
release issued by Article 19 Acting Director Malcolm Smart, the group said, "Journalists are a
prime target for repression and violence by both governments and rebels in such situations. We
callan all sides in Sierra Leone to respect the efforts of journalists, in the most difficult of
circumstances, to engage in their legitimate professional activities."
Liberian House Majority Leader Momolu Massaley, responding to allegations that of Liberian
support for AFRC/RUF regels fighting in Sierra Leone, said his country was being used as a
scapegoat. "We have repeatedly said that Liberia is not supporting rebels in that country, but they
are finding a scapegoat by repeatedly accusing us of involvement," Massaley said. "The problem
in Sierra Leone is the responsibility of Sierra Leoneans and not Liberians." He urged "peaceful
negotiations rather than fighting as the way forward in solving the crisis."
The Ukrainian foreign ministry said Tuesday it had no official knowledge of Ukrainian nationals
involved in mercenary activities in Sierra Leone, according to the Kiev UT-3 Television Network.
Diplomats in Kiev know the facts that Ukrainian citizens are trying to enlist as mercenaries," the
report said. A foreign ministry spokesman, Andriy Veselovskyy, who heads the political analysis
and planning directorate, said that as the number of trouble spots around the world was growing,
he could not rule out the possibility of Ukrainian citizens taking part in the conflicts. "If it is
possible to rescue these unfortunates-or these fools, depending on the circumstances-by
diplomatic means, we certainly will do so," he said.
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13 January 1999: RUF leader Corporal Foday Sankoh spoke with his military commander, Sam
"Maskita" Bockarie, on Wednesday, reportedly by satellite telephone. "They spoke for about three
hours. I set up the discussion and it went beautifully," said United Nations Special Envoy to Sierra
Leone Francis Okelo. He declined to comment on the talks or where Sankoh was when the two
spoke, but U.N. officials said the RUF leader had been returned to Freetown. A U.N. official said
Sankoh "urged the rebels to stop the looting and the killing, and that they should be committed to
peace." Okelo held "private talks" with Sankoh in Freetown on Wednesday, according to U.N.
sources. The foreign ministers of Ivory Coast and Togo, together with U.N. mediators, will
continue to try to arrange a cease-fire on Thursday. "I am very hopeful we will make a
breakthrough in cease-fire negotiations," Okelo said after mediators met with President Kabbah
at the presidential lodge.

RUF commander Sam "Maskita" Bockarie, in a BBC interview Wednesday, recounted his
conversation with RUF leader Corporal Foday Sankoh: "He spoke to me, he asked me about
everybody. I told him that everybody is doing well, and that the operation is going on, and that we
have been wishing to receive him and to hear from him, and he told us that we should not worry,
that they're talking. The foreign ministers of Togo, Abidjan, and the ECOWAS Secretary-General,
together with Mr. Francis Okelo, the U.N. representative to Sierra Leone, and that they are trying
to reach an agreement [words indistinct] may be leaving from Conakry to go to Abidjan and from
Abidjan, he will be taken to a neutral ground, where he will remain and instruct me to announce a
unilateral cease-fire." Bockarie said he thought that Sankoh would be taken to Ivory Coast within
the next 48 hours. "They are just going there to see how best they can reach real agreement for
him to be taken to neutral grounds to assure us that he is not under any duress as to the
instructions that he will be passing on to us," he said. Bockarie insisted that mediation of the
Sierra Leone conflict should be conducted by "the OAU chair," President Blaise Compaore of
Burkina Faso. The Sierra Leone government has ruled out Compaore as a mediator because of
allegations that Burkina Faso is providing support for the rebels. "We are still standing by our
word, Bockarie said. "We do not want to change our venue of this negotiation, where we have
suggested, of the negotiation being held in Burkina Faso." Refusal to accept Burkinabe mediation
"means it must be a trick again. They want me to be the next man to be arrested. I will not allow
that. [Words indistinct] also will not allow for RUF to be destroyed," Bockarie said.
RUF spokesman Omrie Michael Golley called Wednesday for Sankoh's immediate release, and
deplored the fact that the RUF leader had conducted peace negotiations dressed in prison garb.
"A man who is negotiating a cease-fire should be properly attired, for goodness sake," Golley said
in Abidjan. "The fundamental issue is that he is still a prisoner. We have not been able to talk to
Corporal Foday Sankoh, the leader of our movement."
ECOMOG commander Major-General Timothy Shelpidi said Wednesday that his troops were in
control of most of Freetown and that the greater part of the rebel forces had retreated to the hills

surrounding the capital. "The operation is almost complete." He acknowledged some rebels
remained in areas around Kissy, but described them as isolated pockets. Shelpidi claimed
ECOMOG casualties had been "light," but refused to give numbers. He said more than 1,000
rebel fighters had been killed in the fighting. There has been no independent confirmation of
these claims. On Monday, journalists based at Lungi reported heavy casualties on both sides. A
U.N. security officer who accompanied U.N. Special Representative to Sierra Leone Francis
Okelo to Freetown said about 200 bodies were lying around Connaught Hospita( near the city
centre. Guinean Foreign Minister Lamine Camara, following talks with President Kabbah, said the
city appeared quiet. "We've just been on a tour of the town. Everything is calm. We believe
ECOMOG has everything under control," he said. Shelpidi said the rebels had caused "colossal"
damage to parts of Freetown, but that he hoped electricity and telephone service would be
restored by the weekend. Residents reported power had already been restored to parts of the
western area by late Wednesday.
ECOMOG commander Major-General Timothy Shelpidi has blamed rebel successes on a
shortage of military eqUipment. He said Wednesday that ECOMOG needed assistance from
friendly countries, and deplored a cut in U.S. financial assistance for the ECOMOG force. "What
we need is hardware, military hardware. If only we could have helicopter gunships, M124s, then
we would have ended this thing a long time ago. Right now we're relying on one single helicopter
and that is slowing down operations," he said.
Shooting was heard overnight, but residents said there was no fighting in the western and central
districts of Freetown, Reuters reported Wednesday, adding that the situation in the east remained
unclear. Italian missionary news agency MISNA reported that fighting was continuing in the east
of the capital. "Very heavy fighting is currently underway in Kissy, where artillery fire can be heard
and ECOMOG is using a fighter plane," the news agency reported. Reuters quoted residents who
said the rebels had killed many people and taken others hostage, including women and children.
Many bodies have washed up along the shore of the western peninsula, and fisherman have
reported seeing bodies at sea. Radio Democracy 98.1, which began broadcasting again Tuesday
after having been off the air for several days, warned that any boats trying to leave Freetown
would be sunk. The warning followed reports that prisoners, including soldiers loyal to the former
junta, who were freed from Pademba Road Prison, had been trying to leave Freetown by boat.
BBC correspondent Prince Brima reported Wednesday that thousands of people had fled to
Kenema following three days of fighting between Kamajors and AFRC/RUF fighters from Tongo
Field, creating a humanitarian crisis in the town. Brima said the refugees had told him the
Kamajor militia was in control of the town. "Definitely at the moment now the Kamajor militias are
now controlling Tongo Field because the rebels had fled from the area on Monday," he said. "In
fact, thousands of Kamajors were seen yesterday moving toward Tongo Field just to strengthen
their position on the ground." Brima said Civil Defence Forces commanders in Kenema told him
they were preparing to launch more attacks on rebels in Kailahun District. "In fact, most of the
fleeing rebels are also burning houses, murdering people, just as what is happening in Freetown,"
he said. He reported that youths had erected checkpoints to prevent rebel infiltration into
Kenema. "But one thing interesting that I saw yesterday was that three rebels were caught, that
is, three rebels infiltrated into the township and were apprehended by the youths and burned
alive," he said.
The commander of the 181-member British "reconnaissance and liaison team" aboard the British
frigate HMS Norfolk, Brigadier David Richards, said Wednesday that his mission was to support
the government of President Kabbah. "Our aim is ...to see whether or not we can do something
more to assist the restoration of stability in support of Mr. Kabbah and the democratically elected
regime there," Richards said during a refueling stop in Dakar. "How we are going to do that is
really my business." The ship was due to sail later Wednesday, heading for Conakry, Guinea.

The United Nations World Food Programme (WFP) has appealed to both sides to allow safe
passage for urgently-needed food supplies to reach starving Freetown residents. WFP Regional
Manager for Coastal West Africa, Paul Ares, said people were being forced out onto the streets
either in search of food or because rebels had burned down their homes. He said there were no
markets or fresh food because all roads to Freetown were blocked.
Ghanaian President Jerry Rawlings, meeting with a Liberian delegation led by Vice President
Enoch Oogolea on Wednesday, bluntly accused Liberia of supporting AFRC/RUF rebels fighting
in Sierra Leone. "You are being accused of supporting the RUF. You have a hard task on your
hands to prove that you are not playing any role in Sierra Leone. It is a stab in the back," Rawling
said. He told the Liberians that ECOMOG was in Sierra Leone not to wage war, but to support a
democratically-elected government "This is exactly what we did in Liberia," he said. He also
accused another West African country and a North African country of aiding the rebels, but did
not name them. Rawlings said neighbouring countries had nothing to gain from involving
themselves in the Sierra Leone conflict "Are there any gains to be made in this conflict? Frankly
speaking, there are no gains. The political and economic stability of West Africa is being
jeopardised." In response, Liberian Foreign Minister Monie Captan repeated the Liberian
government's assertion that Liberia was not backing Sierra Leone's rebel forces, although
Liberian mercenaries were involved in the conflict "We are not involved at the government level,"
Captan said.
ECOWAS Executive Secretary Lansana Kouyate has sent a message of condolence to the family
of Myles Tierney, the Associated Press journalist was was killed Sunday while covering the
fighting in Freetown.
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14 January 1999: RUF commander Sam "Maskita" Bockarie said Thursday the RUF had agreed
to an unconditional cease-fire, beginning on Monday. "After that one week, if (RUF leader
Corporal Foday) Sankoh is not released, we are going to resume our offensive," he said.
Bockarie said the RUF had agreed to the cease-fire at the behest Liberian President Charles
Taylor. "He only said to me that we should allow a temporary cease-fire to allow the humanitarian
relief officers to be given a chance and that during that period Foday Sankoh would be released.
That's why I agreed," Bockarie said. Rebel spokesman Eldred Collins added that after "lengthy
discussions" with Taylor, the rebels agreed to a week-long cease-fire. Taylor, who announced the
cease-fire at a press conference in Monrovia's Executive Mansion, said agreement with the
rebels was reached after two days of stringent negotiations. He said that the rebels had agreed to
institute their cease-fire at 6:00 p.m. on Saturday. The Liberian government wanted to secure the
cease-fire to allow humanitarian agencies to reach the civilian population with relief assistance,
he added. Taylor said he was encouraging other parties to the conflict to respect the cease-fire,
and for negotiations to continue. Despite international accusations that Liberia supported the
rebels, he said, Liberia would continue its efforts to find a peaceful resolution to the conflict.
Liberia was suggesting that the ECOWAS Committee of Six on Sierra Leone meet in Ivory Coast
within the next seven days to discuss the release of RUF leader Corporal Foday Sankoh, so that
he could be part of the peace process, Taylor added. Bockarie, in a BBC interview, said that while
the cease-fire was originally to have started on Saturday, difficulty in communicating with his
forces meant it could not be implemented before next week. "(The cease-fire) should have started
on Saturday, but after I have passed on this information to them, some of our chiefs of stations or
commanders told me that some men ... they have dispatched men already to go on operation, so it
will take time to get to withdraw them back to return to base. So, I decided to call back to the
president the number he gave me this morning to call him back. I called him and informed him
that: 'Oh, chief, yes, you have talked to me about a temporary cease-fire, but I asked him so that
it shouldn't be on Saturday again, but on Monday or Tuesday.'" Bockarie said the fighting would
continue "for a couple days" because his fighters had already left to conduct operations. "You
cannot just cease fire as you want," he said. "You have to, I mean, send other men to withdraw
from operations." Bockarie said the cease-fire would take effect on Monday. "We don't want to
announce a cease-fire, then break it," he said.

U.N. Special Envoy to Sierra Leone Francis Okelo said the RUF was insisting on meeting with
Sankoh this weekend, and had demanded that he be released next week. "This message has
been conveyed to President Kabbah and there will be further consultations before we know if it is
a genuine development," Okelo said. He added that it was unclear whether President Kabbah's
government or ECOMOG would support the proposal. Sankoh has demanded his freedom and
recognition of the RUF as the price for his agreeing to a cease-fire, mediators said. "We're still
waiting for Kabbah's response," said a U.N. official. "What we were briefed on yesterday (by
Okelo in Conakry) did not include President Kabbah's response to the cease-fire proposal. I think
President Kabbah just wants some time to study the proposal, but obviously, with Sankoh there is
an agreement."

The foreign minister of Ivory Coast, Amara Essy, has said that the two sides in Sierra Leone's
conflict have expressed their willingness to seek a peaceful solution. "Concerning Corporal Foday
Sankoh ... He told us and repeated to us that, according to him, the conflict cannot be resolved
through the use of force. He added that there must be absolutely a political solution and that he
was determined to change the Revolutionary United Front into a political movement. President
Ahmed Tejan Kabbah, who was elected on a program of peace, is also seeking peace for the
country ... That is why it is up to all of us to make efforts to reach a consensus on 'how to solve the
crisis." Essy said ECOWAS had ruled out a military solution to the conflict. "I think that the
ECOWAS has never been a war body," he said. "All that we have done so far with the ECOWAS
Cease-Fire Monitoring Group is aimed at achieving peace." He added that although "lack of
information gives the impression" of divergent opinions within ECOWAS on how to solve the
Sierra Leone crisis, "actually, there is no divergent views" among ECOWAS countries. "However,
at a certain moment there is the need to coordinate all the various views so that we can achieve
the same objective," he said.
AFRC/RUF rebels have abducted Archbishop Joseph Henry Ganda, the Italian missionary news
agency MISNA reported on Thursday. The 55-year old archbishop is believed to have been taken
from his home on Tuesday or Wednesday. MISNA said it had been informed of Ganda's
kidnapping by Bishop George Biguzzi. According to Biguzzi, Ganda was being held along with
Xaverian missionary priest Father Mario Guerra, who was kidnapped in November. "Biguzzi told
us that the kidnappers have maintained contact with the church and permitted a series of
exchanges with Monsignor Ganda," MISNA said. A MISNA spokesman in Rome said the rebels
had offered to release Ganda in return for a cease-fire. MISNA also reported that Fr. Guerra had
been released for a few hours on Tuesday. He took a meal with members of his order and spoke
with Biguzzi before returning to his captors.
Two Italian missionaries priests kidnapped on Sunday, Rev. Maurizio Boa and the Rev. Giuliano
Pini, have been freed, according to the Italian missionary news agency, MISNA. "The two priests
are safe and sound in a zone controlled by ECOMOG, the African intervention force," the news
service reported. The two said ECOMOG soldiers who found them Monday had at first believed
them to be European mercenaries and had beaten them. The ECOMOG soldiers had wanted to
kill them, but then decided to take them to their headquarters where a Sierra Leonean priest
confirmed their identity, the priests related. In a BBC interview on Wednesday, Pini described the
damage he had observed in the center of Freetown. "I can see that the scene was apocalyptic,"
he said. "The city was deserted, many houses destroyed - completely destroyed. The town is in
ruins." He said the rebels had detained the two priests at State House on Sunday and Monday.
"While ECOMOG was moving up, we called their attention and a soldier took us to Wilberforce
Barracks," he said. Pini said State House itself "is not damaged too much for what we saw at that
moment."
Food stores in Freetown began to reopen on Thursday as residents ventured out in search of rice
or "anything edible," Reuters reported. In the aftermath of a week of fighting, the Associated
Press said Thursday that "raging fires and artillery explosions" had destroyed large areas in
Freetown's suburbs. A Reuters correspondent reported seeing dozens of bodies while touring the
city in the company of ECOMOG troops. State House was "honeycombed with bullet-holes" and
was serving as a shelter for residents flocking to the city center in search of food, the Reuters
report added. The Italian missionary news agency MISNA said Conn aught Hospital was
"overflowing with dead," posing a clear risk of epidemic.
ECOMOG has enlisted the help of Nigeria's 72nd Airborne Regiment to help fight AFRC/RUF
rebel forces who have withdrawn to the hills around Freetown, according to a "senior source" in
ECOMOG. "Last time we made the mistake of not going all the way, this time we're going to finish
the job," the source said. He said the regiment would arrive in Freetown on Thursday afternoon.

The international Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has evacuated its last five expatriate staff
from Freetown at the request of the Sierra Leone government, ICRC Michael Kleiner said on
Thursday. The five, including three medical staff who were believed to be the last expatriate
medical workers in the capital, were flown to Conakry on Wednesday evening aboard a chartered
helicopter. "The JCRC has been asked by a member of the Sierra Leone government to leave
Freetown for security reasons," Kleiner said. "The ICRC regrets this decision because it obliges
its delegates to leave Freetown while the humanitarian situation remains highly preoccupying as
most civilians are trapped in their homes by incessant fighting. The five were a reassuring
presence for 180 civilians who had sought shelter in the ICRC compound and for the wounded at
Netland Surgical Hospital in the capital," Kleiner said, adding: "The ICRC has informed the
authorities of its readiness to resume its humanitarian activities in favour of the victims of the
conflict as soon as it is authorised to do so." ECOMOG commander Major-General Timothy
Shelpidi said on Wednesday that he had requested the deportation of aid workers from an
unnamed non-governmental organisation. ECOMOG sources said Thursday that Shelpidi was
referring to the ICRC staff because they had communications equipment which could listen in on
ECOMOG transmissions. Dutch battlefield surgeon Willem Boere said the staff were surprised to
be ordered to leave at a time when there was such huge humanitarian need. "Chaos is enormous
and wounded have not been able to get any treatment. There has been no access to food or
water for the population which is getting desperate," he said. Some 200 Sierra Leonean ICRC
staff remain in Freetown.
The Nigerian government has termed it "regrettable" that AFRC/RUF rebels have been receiving
support from a number of countries, some of whom were members of ECOWAS and the OAU.
"The actions and policies of these countries not only subvert the principles and collective
decisions of these organizations but also jeopardize bilateral relations among states," the
statement said. "In this regard, Nigeria's Federal Government views with grave concern the
nefarious role being played by Liberia and some other countries, in and outside the sub-region, in
Sierra Leone. It cannot be business as usual with countries which provide the bullets that kill and
maim our sons and daughters."
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17 January 1999: Fighting between ECOMOG troops and AFRC/RUF rebels continued to the
east of Freetown on Wednesday. London Times journalist Sam Kiley reported that the sounds of
tanks and heavy artillery could be heard from around the university area, where "rebels are
believed to be using a disused quarry and caves around there for cover." The number of
casualties in the city since the onset of the fighting has been conservatively estimated at 2,000,
the BBC and the Agence France-Presse (AFP) reported on Sunday. The number is expected to
rise on account of the number of injured, starving children, and because of the lack of medical
care. Fires started by the rebels which have destroyed key installations, and reportedly even
whole streets, coupled with damage from ECOMOG bombing raids, have left the city badly
damaged.

ECOMOG commander Major-General Timothy Shelpidi said Sunday that re-establishing
complete control over Freetown was a matter of "a few days," but he acknowledged that "urban
warfare creates a lot of difficulties." He said bands of RUF rebels, often teenagers carrying
assault rifles, and snipers on rooftops posed a threat which ECOMOG needed "better and more
efficient means" to counter. He said the Nigerian Alpha fighter jets used by ECOMOG were too
rapid, and said the force required helicopters, light arms, more communications equipment, and a
commitment from other ECOWAS countries to contribute troops to the ECOMOG force. 'We're
now organising civil defence," Shelpidi added. He said the rebels, who had been prevented from
getting back to the interior of the country, were now in the forested hills overlooking Freetown.
"The worst thing is that the rebels change their clothes all the time," said a Nigerian major. "One
minute, they're on the street in jeans and t-shirts, like you or me; the next they're in stolen
ECOMOG battle dress."
Freetown was reported calm on Sunday morning, Reuters reported. Saturday night was reported
generally quiet, although distant bombardments could occasionally be heard from the east. The
news service described Freetown as a "disaster area," with bodies littering the streets. At
Conn aught Hospital, a few local doctors with almost no medicine attempted to care for the sick
and wounded, while dogs and vultures disturbed bodies piled in the hospital driveway. "The
hospital is in a dire situation right now. There are over 80 war wounded requiring all kinds of
medical help, and we just do not have the means to assist them," said surgeon Dr Johnston
Taylor. "There are bodies littered everywhere, unattended as well. We are appealing for any kind
of help and assistance that we can get." Most aid agencies evacuated their personnel to Conakry
following the AFRC/RUF rebel attack on Freetown. Five expatriate staff of the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), including a Dutch battle surgeon, were expelled by
ECOMOG last week without explanation. On Friday, ECOMOG ordered non-government
organisations and United Nations agencies to hand over their communications equipment, further
hampering humanitarian operations.

The British frigate HMS Norfolk anchored off Freetown on Sunday. The British government has
said the warship will not take direct part in fighting, but might provide logistical support for the
ECOMOG force and assist in humanitarian operations, according to the British Foreign Office. In
March 1998 the British frigate HMS Cornwall provided humanitarian and technical assistance
following the ouster of the AFRC military govt:rnment. The Foreign Office said Friday that the
Norfolk would not undertake an evacuation of the estimated 50 British nationals r,emaining in
Freetown. "That particular boat is equipped to provide humanitarian assistance, they have crew
who will probably help to restore some of the essential services that the people so badly need,"
President Kabbah said on Saturday. Brigadier David Richards, the leader of the British
Reconnaissance Team, said the Norfolk was carrying three tons of medical supplies. "Our focus
in the first instance is clearly on the humanitarian situation," he said. Richards added that the
British "plan to support ECOMOG in any way we can to do whatever is necessary to restore
stability in the country." London Times journalist Sam Kiley said Sunday that the Norfolk's
immediate mission would be to airlift the medical supplies from Lungi to Conn aught Hospital in
Freetown. He also reported that Richards met with Chief of Defence Staff Maxwell Khobe and
President Kabbah to discuss the situation in Freetown both from a humanitarian and a military
point of view. "So as yet the British certainly haven't ruled out some sort of military role, although
the Foreign Office in London of course have ruled out an actual direct combat role of the frigate
that's here, which may in fact be augmented in the future," Kiley said. He pointed out that the
frigate was equipped with only one Lynx helicopter, capable of lifting about half a ton of
equipment, but speculated that it could possibly supply "guidance or intelligence-gathering
equipment" to direct ECOMOG Alpha fighter jets. RUF political spokesman Omrie Golley said
RUF commanders in the field feared the Norfolk would help ECOMOG's Alpha jet fighters locate
rebel positions. "They are worried it will eavesdrop on our communications and help the Alphas
pinpoint our positions," Golley said. "Britain seems to have confused objectives. They say they
are looking for dialogue and yet they are playing a great part in supporting ECOMOG." On Friday,
Britain flew a planeload of military vehicles to Freetown, destined for the ECOMOG force. RUF
commander Sam "Maskita" Bockarie, in an interview on Sunday, accused the Norfolk of shelling
rebel positions. "Their shells have landed on our soil," he said. "We will attack their embassy. It's
going to be burned down." A British Defence Department spokeswoman in London called the
accusation "absolute rubbish." "All that has happened is that HMS Norfolk has arrived in
international waters off Sierra Leone, and has sent a reconnaissance party in a helicopter to
assess the situation from the air," she said. The British Reconnaissance Team intends to remain
in Freetown until early February to assess the situation in the country.
The Ivory Coast reacted Saturday to criticism by Nigerian Foreign Minister Ignatius Olisiemeka of
efforts by the foreign ministers of Ivory Coast and Togo to mediate the Sierra Leone conflict. A
statement issued by the Ivorian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Abidjan recalled that the final
communique issued by the ECOWAS Committee of Five on Sierra Leone follOWing their
extraordinary meeting on December 28 called both for reinforcement of ECOMOG and for a
restoration of dialogue between the government and the rebels in Sierra Leone, as provided for
by the Abidjan Accord and the Conakry Peace Plan. The ECOWAS foreign ministers called on
Ivory Coast and Liberia to use their influence to establish contacts between the government and
the rebels for possible further negotiations, the statement said, adding that the decision had
received the support of all of Committee of Five foreign ministers. "It is worth recalling that the
involvement of Ivory Coast in the settlement of the crisis in Sierra Leone is the result of an urgent
request made in this regard by former Sierra Leone President Maada Bio and President Kabbah
to President Henri Konan Bedie, who had made great efforts toward the signing of the Abidjan
Peace Accord on 30 November 1996, an accord which had received the support of the entire
international community," the statement added.
Malian army spokesman Aboudlaye Coulibali said Sunday that 428 Malian troops were sentX to
depart for Freetown following an assessment mission Friday by General Nimkaro Kame. "Our aim
is not to fight, unless we're attacked, but to provide security for the population and facilitate
negotiations between the belligerents," Coulibali said. Reuters reported that a military delegation

from Mali flew to Freetown Saturday for talks with ECOMOG as to when the long-expected
contingent of Malian troops might arrive.
RUF commander Sam "Maskita" Bockarie said Sunday that the rebels would go ahead with a
seven-day cease-fire set to begin at 6:00 p.m. on Monday. "Our guns will go silent for a week. If
the Nigerians do not try to do anything, they will stay silent for a week," he said.,Bockarie warned,
however, that any ECOMOG action - even a single flight by an ECOMOG jet - would end the
cease-fire. "We will not sit down and look at them shooting at us," he said. Bockarie threatened to
unleash anarchy on the capital unless RUF leader Corporal Foday Sankoh were released. 'We
have made Freetown ungovernable," he said. "We can do that until Kabbah steps down or they
release Sankoh." United Nations Special Envoy to Sierra Leone Francis Okelo, quoted by the
Agence France-Presse (AFP), said he feared "the intransigence" of President Kabbah toward the
AFRC/RUF troops "could trigger, very quickly, a new wave of violence."
The Associated Press, quoting an unnamed "rebel official" in an "undisclosed location" in Sierra
Leone reported Sunday that AFRC/RUF rebels will abandon their unilateral cease-fire unless
President Kabbah agrees to release RUF leader Corporal Foday Sankoh. "We are hoping that
there will be a significant shift on Kabbah's part," he said. "But if (there isn't), we fight and fight to
the bitter end." President Kabbah, in a Reuters television interview on Saturday, refused to
release Sankoh. "What the rebels are saying is 'Mr. President, we have a gun pointed at your
head. Either you release our man or we are going to shoot you"', Kabbah said. "They are saying
that we should ignore our constitution, we should ignore our legal system, and just obey their
orders to release Sankoh. I am not going to succumb to that." RUF political spokesman Omrie
GOlley told Reuters Saturday that the rebels planned to go ahead with their cease-fire beginning
Monday, and that Sankoh's release was not a pre-condition. The "rebel official" told the
Associated Press that rebel forces remain entrenched in parts of Freetown and could regain full
control of the city within ten days. He acknowledged that the rebels were hampered in their
movements by ECOMOG Alpha fighter jets and artillery, but said they were able to move freely
after dark. "We have the upper hand by night, and they have the upper hand by day," the official
said. "Although they are better equipped, we are smarter." He claimed that the rebels controlled
most of Sierra Leone, except for the cities of Bo and Kenema.
BBC correspondent Prince Brima reported Sunday that AFRC/RUF rebels clashed with Kamajor
militiamen at Jomu, 12 miles from Kenema. Brima said the battle lasted for three hours "before
the rebels were repelled with heavy casualties." An afternoon curfew lasting from 1:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. was imposed on Kenema Saturday, he said, adding that the town was calm Sunday.
Heavy fighting also broke out Saturday near Masingbi, on the Makeni-Kono highway, between
rebel forces and the Kamajor militia, Brima reported. He said the two sides continued to battle
along the highway Sunday.
United Nations Special Envoy to Sierra Leone Francis Okelo flew from Conakry to Freetown
Saturday to try to revive mediation efforts, and to arrange to bring humanitarian aid to Freetown
by road from Guinea. "We've been assured of the necessary escorts and security and I'm on my
way back to Conakry to relay this good news to the (aid agencies) so that they can begin right
away," Okelo said.
The First Secretary at Sierra Leone's embassy in Liberia, James Sawi, has described as "false
and misleading" a report by the Daily Times newspaper that the Sierra Leone government had
asked Liberian refugees to leave the country. The newspaper said the Liberians were being
expelled because of Liberian support for AFRC/RUF rebels. Sawi acknowledged that there were
serious problems between the two countries, but said this would not cause Sierra Leone to expel
Liberian nationals.
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22 January 1999: Archbishop Joseph Henry Ganda and five Catholic missionary priests escaped
from rebel captivity on Wednesday and were picked up by ECOMOG troops on Friday. The
priests were identified as Fr. Giuseppe Berton, Fr. Giovanni Ceresoli, Fr. Giuseppe Cavallin
(Giuseppino del Murialdo), and Fr. Mario Guerra of the Xaverian order, and Spanish priest Fr.
Luis Perez Hernandez. Six nuns of the Missionaries of Charity, and two Xaverian missionaries,
Father Girolamo Pistoni and Brother Guglielmo Zambiasi, are still in rebel hands. Bishop George
Biguzzi said the priests had been held along with many other prisoners, including former
President Joseph Momoh, at what he described as a brewery building at Grassfield. Fearing an
ECOMOG attack, the rebels decided to relocate in great haste, Biguzzi related. "There was a
sudden advance of ECOMOG from outside Freetown. There was a lot of chaos and shooting.
Everybody was trying to move into a safer area and eventually we were freed by ECOMOG," said
Fr. Mario Guerra, who was abducted in November from the Catholic mission at Kamalo, in
northern Sierra Leone. Biguzzi related that the rebels first moved the six nuns and two Xaverian
missionaries, leaving Archbishop Ganda and the other priests alone. "They were able to find
shelter, where they spent the first night," Biguzzi told the Missionary Service News Agency
(MISNA). "The following day they cautiously continued their escape and then found shelter in
another building for the second night. This morning they tried to reach the 'main road' but were
intercepted by a group of rebels. Though in that same moment also a civil defence patrol arrived
and the rebels decided to not confront them and escaped." The six were retrieved by ECOMOG
and taken to Ferry Junction with an escort which included "an armoured tank and a truck loaded
with soldiers," Biguzzi added. "Their health conditions are satisfactory, and now they are resting,"
he said. "They were not mistreated, though they were not able to wash for two weeks." Said
Archbishop Ganda, ""We're happy to be alive but there are others still there with the rebels. We're
praying for them."

Thousands of displaced persons formed long lines Friday to receive emergency food aid being
distributed by church and relief groups. Rev. Moses Khanu, President of the Council of Churches
of Sierra Leone, said that stores of 8,000 to 10,000 tons of food had not been looted from
warehouses near the port during the rebel attack on Freetown. The stocks, which include high
nutrition corn and soya blend, bulgar, and vegetable oils, are owned by the United Nations World
Food Programme, Catholic Relief Services, and World Vision. "We believe that we have enough
for the first phase of emergency aid," Khanu said. Aid workers said the number of displaced
persons sheltering at the National Stadium had decreased by half, to about 17,000. They added
that many had gone to check their homes but would return to the stadium to sleep.
ECOMOG officers said Friday that Nigerian fighter jets were attacking rebel strongholds in the
mountains surrounding Freetown, while Nigerian and Guinean ECOMOG units were closing in on
rebels trapped on the eastern fringes of the city. "(The rebels) have been devastated and (are)
running in all directions," said ECOMOG spokesman Colonel Chris Olukuoade. "We are now on
phase two of the operation, which is cordon and search." RUF commander Sam "Maskita"
Bockarie told the Agence France-Presse (AFP) Friday that AFRC/RUF rebels planned to launch

an attack to retake the capital. "We are changing our tactic and planning a surprise attack on
Freetown," he said, adding that despite their retreat the rebels "were still a strong fighting force."
Bockarie den ied allegations that the RU F was receiving assistance from Liberia and Burkina
Faso. He claimed that the rebels had purchased or captured their arms from ECOMOG. "The
Nigerians in ECOMOG are selling us arms and ammunition. They are collaborating with us,"
Bockane said. He added that other weapons had been "seized from ECOMOG soldiers who were
captured," adding that had captured "250 ECOMOG soldiers so far."
Kissy residents reported that "continuing atrocities by pockets of rebels," who attacked Thursday
for the second night in a row, Reuters reported. World Food Programme (WFP) spokeswoman
Christiane Berthiaume said Friday that ECOMOG had recorded at least 30 cases of mutilations.
"The people are traumatised and in a state of shock," she said, adding that there had been
summary executions and other human rights violations. Quoting Witnesses, she said up to half of
the houses had been burned down in the east of the city. A United Nations World Health
Organisation official said retreating rebels had hacked off the limbs of civilians, including babies,
in eastern part of the city. "The rebels have resorted to amputating arms and fingers of civilians,
some as young as one-year-old babies," the official said. RUF commander Sam "Maskita"
Bockarie denied that the rebels had mutilated civilians or burned houses. Instead, he blamed the
atrocities on the Kamajor militia. "The Kamajors are known for using machetes. They are
committing these atrocities," he said. Bockarie deplored the "incredible suffering of Sierra
Leoneans in Freetown," and said the RUF had called a cease-fire for this week which was to
have allowed food and emergency relief supplies to reach civilians trapped by the fighting. He
warned that any future suffering would be "the responsibility of the Kabbah government and the
Nigerians who have rejected a peaceful solution to the crisis." RUF spokesman Omrie Michael
Golley also denied that the rebels were responsible for the atrocities. "The RUF was not
responsible for the horrific recent atrocities in the east of the capital," Golley said. "ECOMOG said
it had completely cleared the area of rebels on Tuesday. How is it possible then that rebels burst
into people's homes on Wednesday and began cutting off their arms and legs?" In a separate
interview, Golley said: "I have investigated this and spoken to our military high command, and I
want to refute the idea that the RUF was behind these mutilations." Asked to comment on why
survivors at Connaught Hospital had blamed their wounds on the rebels, Galley responded, "If
anything happened, it must have been the civil militia going in and mutilating people they thought
were rebels ...There are a lot of terrible things going on. I'm not saying we've never committed
atrocities, especially in the early stages of the war," he added. "In recent times, in the north and
east, events will show it was not the RUF, it was the Kamajors that did the atrocities."
Following a closed-door meeting of the United Nations Security Council on Friday, Council
President Ambassador Celso Luiz Nunes Amorim (Brazil) read out a statement expressing grave
concern about the humanitarian situation in Sierra Leone, and the increasing number of refugees.
Council members expressed the need for all parties to ensure the safety of humanitarian
personnel, to allow them to work effectively, and to respect their impartiality and neutrality, the
statement said. "Council members expressed support for the democratically-elected government
of President Kabbah, and the efforts that are being made by ECOMOG," Amorim said. Council
members urged the international community for "continued and sustained" support for the
ECOMOG force, while indicating "their hope for an early resumption of dialogue that respect the
legitimate government of President Kabbah."
The London-based human rights group Amnesty International on Friday termed "unacceptable"
plans by the United Nations Security Council to reduce the number of human rights monitors
attached to the United Nations Military Observer Force in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL) from five to
two or three. "At a time when it is more urgent than ever to monitor human rights abuses in Sierra
Leone and to report them accurately and impartially, the UNOMSIL human rights section is being
weakened dramatically" Amnesty International said. "Despite the difficulties posed by the security
situation in Freetown, there is still much that UNOMSIL human rights officers can do." The
Amnesty statement detailed human rights violations committed by both sides in the fighting. It

said rebel fighters had "deliberately and arbitrarily" killed hundreds of unarmed civilians, and
abducted large numbers of civilians, including children and young people. Rebels also killed
eleven police officers near the Cotton Tree, in central Freetown. Amnesty said rebel forces had
arrived in Freetown with lists of people to be targeted, including members of the National
Commission for Democracy and Human Rights, lawyers, and journalists. Amnesty said ECOMOG
and the Civil Defence Forces (CDF) had summarily executed "captured rebels or people they
suspect of supporting rebel forces." The statement said ECOMOG troops had summarily
executed 22 captives on Aberdeen Bridge on January 13, and that such executions were
continuing. The CDF last week summarily executed six young men at Kingtom whom they alleged
were rebels. Amnesty said indiscriminate aerial bombardments by ECOMOG had resulted in
large numbers of civilian casualties. The human rights group also said eight Sierra Leonean
humanitarian aid workers had been detained by ECOMOG and accused of cooperating with rebel
forces. "Most of them are reported to have been beaten while detained," the statement said.
The West African Journalists' Association (WAJA) on Friday said it was "outraged and shocked"
by indiscriminate attacks and persecution of foreign and local journalists in Sierra Leone. "We
condemn in no uncertain terms the abduction of journalists by the rebels, the killing of journalists,
and the destruction of media houses and equipment," WAJA said in a statement. "WAJA has had
occasion in the past to condemn the anti-media measures of the Tejan Kabbah regime,
particularly the death sentence passed against some journalists. Whilst urging all parties in the
crisis in Sierra Leone to lay down arms and bring peace to the long-suffering people of Sierra
Leone, we equally appeal to them to respect the dignity and right of journalists, irrespective of
their perceived political leanings, to do their work."
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26 January 1999: ECOMOG bombarded suspected rebel positions overnight in the hills
overlooking Kissy and in the wooded areas beyond Lumley before dawn on Tuesday. Shelling
was also reported Monday night around around Calaba Town. ECOMOG officers said they were
targeting "rebel infiltrators," Reuters reported. The Agence France-Presse (AFP) reported
"relatively little shooting" overnight, but said tension in Freetown remained high. A military source
said ECOMOG troops were "moving south, and would start bombarding adjacent hills in the next
48 hours." In conflicting reports, Reuters quoted medical staff at ConnaughtHospital Tuesday as
saying that the number of wounded arriving there had decreased substantially, while the AFP
said wounded victims, many of them mutilated, continued to arrive at the city's five hospitals. The
AFP, quoting hospital sources, reported more than 3,000 persons are known to have died during
nearly three weeks of fighting between ECOMOG troops and AFRC/RUF rebel forces, with the
final death toll expected to be much higher. No estimate of military casualties has been released.

The Agence France-Presse (AFP) reported Tuesday that some 60 people were killed Sunday in
an attack on Waterloo. The number is based on reports by residents of 25 civilian deaths and a
claim by Guinean ECOMOG sources that 35 rebels were killed during clashes in the town. Some
17 houses at Waterloo were reported to have been burned down. On Monday, ECOMOG said
rebels were present at Wellington, but claimed to have surrounded the rebels on all sides. "We
have blocked all known routes and are patrolling the coast," said ECOMOG spokesman
Lieutenant-Colonel Jimoh Okunlola, adding that rebel forces were caught between ECOMOG
troops at Kissy and in Waterloo. Okunlola said the rebels' supply lines had been cut and that they
were running out of ammunition. ECOMOG spokesman Lieutenant-Colonel Chris Olukulade said
Tuesday that neighbourhood vigilante groups which have sprung up in Freetown have the
support of ECOMOG. "We encourage that but there should be orderliness. They should be
organised enough to help ECOMOG in countering the movement of suspicious characters or
likely rebels in the society," he said in a radio broadcast.
RUF commander Sam "Maskita" Bockarie threatened Tuesday that the RUF would make Sierra
Leone ungovernable unless the movement was given a share of power. "No government can
rule. We'll make the country ungovernable," he said. "We are demanding a political role."
Bockarie said ECOMOG troops would be "unable to provide security" for the Sierra Leone
government. "We are negotiating the liberation of (RUF leader Corporal) Foday Sankoh, and we
want a new government of inclusion," he said. "No government can succeed in this country if it
doesn't include Foday Sankoh." Bockarie ridiculed ECOMOG claims to have "trapped" rebels
southeast of Freetown. "Can you trap a rebel in the bush?" he asked.
The Spanish foreign ministry said Tuesday that the BBC had interviewed French journalist Patrick
Saint Paul who, along with Spanish reported Javier Espinosa, was kidnapped by rebels on
Monday. Saint Paul was released with a message which the rebels have demanded be read over
the BBC as a condition for Espinosa's release. As reported by Madrid EFE (radio), the BBC said

stressed that its broadcasts could not include communiques from guerilla groups anywhere in the
world, adding that it could not "shape its news programmes as dictated by violent groups of any
kind," the interview closely paralleled the rebel statement. Saint Paul said the rebel group wanted
to assure the international community that in no case would it harm the civilian population. Earlier,
the Spanish foreign ministry said RUF commander Sam "Maskita" Bockarie had given
assurances to Spain's ambassador to the Ivory Coast that he would order the release of
Espinosa, who allegedly was being held by a "Colonel Rambo." The Spanish foreign minister
confirmed that Spanish embassies in Nigeria, Senegal, and Ivory Coast, as well as the French
secret service, were working to secure Espinosa's release. ECOMOG press spokesman
Lieutenant-Colonel Chris Olukolade called the two journalists "irresponsible" Wednesday, adding
they had put "their lives in danger to publicise people who have committed the worst atrocities."
He said the journalists had ignored all the rules of caution in entering a zone believed still to be
occupied by the RUF.
Freetown experienced fuel shortages Tuesday, a day after a fire at the Kissy fuel terminal on
Monday further reduced already diminished supplies. "This is what we expected to happen. There
has not been any supply for weeks and oil companies have had to supply ECOMOG with lots of
fuel," said an engineer close to Safecon. "We don't know when the next shipment is coming in as
no insurance company will cover any tanker docking at Kissy," he added.
Some shops began to reopen in the central business district of Freetown on Monday, Reuters
reported on Tuesday. Some banks and shops reopened last week in western Freetown, which
largely escaped the fighting. Few cars were on the streets Tuesday afternoon due to the fuel
shortage.
Telephone and electrical service, which was partially restored in some areas last week, remain
disrupted in central and eastern Freetown due to the destruction of power lines and overhead
cables. "It will take several weeks to get things to near normal as burnt buildings have to be
knocked down to prevent any catastrophe," a construction worker was quoted as saying.
The Sierra Leone Council of Churches continued emergency food distribution of rice and flour on
Tuesday, Reuters reported.
The Nigerian newspaper P.M. News reported Tuesday that the bodies of 31 Nigerian ECOMOG
soldiers were returned to Nigeria on Sunday for burial. "A military source revealed that the dead
soldiers include a major," the newspaper reported.
Ghanaian President Jerry Rawlings called for peace talks to resolve the Sierra Leone conflict, but
said AFRC/RUF rebels must first stop committing atrocities. "We are prepared to sit down to talk
provided they stop those acts of violence, killing and maiming of innocent civilians," he said
following talks with the United Nations Special Envoy to Sierra Leone, Francis Okelo. Rawlings
said ECOWAS should review its strategy of using force. "We do not believe this is the only way to
handle the situation," he told Okelo, adding that constitutional legality must be respected. "The
will of the people must be made to prevail," Rawlings said. "I implore you to get to some of the
sober-minded allies of the rebels to bring their influence to bear on them to see reason."
International humanitarian agencies, whose foreign staff had fled Freetown following the rebel
attack on January 6, began to return to the capital on Monday. United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) spokesman Judith Kumin said security concerns had
forced cancellation of an aid flight to Kenema, where the UNHCR said there are currently 50,000
displaced persons. ECOMOG reportedly wants to move these people because of their proximity
to the rebels. Kumin said a Sierra Leonean employee of the Irish aid agency Concern was killed
when rebels set his house on fire. The victim worked with Liberian refugees in Sierra Leone, she
said.

The Japanese foreign ministry has called on AFRC/RUF rebels holding its honorary consul,
Kishoie Shankerdas, who was reported to have abducted Sunday along with ten other Indian
nationals. "We are deeply concerned about the report," a Foreign Ministry statement said. "We
strongly demand the anti-government rebels release the honorary consul general and other
civilians." Japanese foreign ministry spokesman Sadaaki Numata said Japan was working
through several countries, including Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Togo, and Britain, to confirm the
whereabouts of the eleven. Shankerdas, who has served as honorary consul for Japan since
1986, contributed greatly to the evacuation of Japanese citizens from Sierra Leone, the statement
said.
Five Italian Xaverian missionary priests departed Sierra Leone for Italy via Conakry on Tuesday.
Three of the five, Father Giuseppe Berton, Father Giovanni Ceresoli, and Father Mario Guerra,
escaped from RUF custody last week, along with Archbishop Joseph Henry Ganda. A fourth,
Father Girolamo Pistoni, survived an execution attempt by RUF fighters on Friday, and was
hospitalised for a bullet wound in the chest. Father Giuseppe Cavallin (Giuseppino del Murialdo)
had been isolated by the fighting and hid out for some days. The flight, which also includes
civilians, was organised by the Crisis Unit of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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In 1997, a group of soldiers
overthrew President Ahmed Tejan
Kabbah, 14 months after he was
elected in a democratic poll. The
troops, led by army major Johnny
Paul Koroma, were incensed at
the government's decision to cut
military spending. They accused
the government of putting greater
trust in the Civilian Defence
Forces than in them. The junta
became known as the Armed
Forces Revolutionary Council
CAFRC). It soon formed an
alliance with the RUF in
opposition to President Kabbah.

Within a month of the coup, West
African states were sending in more
troops to Sierra Leone. Four months
later, ECOMOG pushed the RUF/AFRC
out of Freetown and the rebels took
refuge upcountry. The rebels then
launched a campaign of terror called
"Operation No Living Thing". They
advanced steadily, and on January
6th, 1999, they re-entered Freetown.

Read their reasons for joining the
junta:

Brig Sesay: "We overthrew the
government in 1997 because we felt
they were marginalising us. We had
been fighting the war against the
rebels since 1991, but the government
seemed more interested in the civilian
militias, the Kamajors. We were being
paid a pittance compared to what the
West African troops and the Kamajors
were receiving. And we were living in
slums. That's why we decided to go
into the jungle.'

By the end of January, ECOMOG
troops and civilian militias expelled
the RUF/ AFRC again, and the rebels
again took refuge upcountry. The
number of AFRC combatants still in
the bush is unclear. 30,000 according
to some AFRC leaders, though a local
reconciliation group, Movement to
Unite People believes the number is
closer to 7,000.
Demands
Not many of the AFRC fighters in the
bush are able to express in English
the conditions that must be fulfilled
for them to report en masse to
reception centres. Brigadier Sesay, for
instance, believes the combatants
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Lieut. Col. Ad GUy: "I decided to join
the rebellion because I had to defend
my rights. Ordinary people were so
angry at us that they wanted to kill us.
We had to go into the bush, just to
defend ourselves."
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should be paid $700 rather than $300
to go through the demobilisation
process. He also insists that donors
provide them with proper
accommodation in Freetown.
Others demand the reinstatement of
AFRC combatants in the Sierra Leone
Army. Some AFRC men assert that
the government has already spent
large sums to train them so it would
be much easier and cheaper to
reintegrate them in the armed forces.
They also call for the payment of
months of back wages. Yet others
yearn for their lost status. They feel
they were unceremoniously kicked out
of the army, losing not only their jobs
and careers but also any prospects of
gainful employment.

Brig. Gen. Gullit: "By taking over
power, we believed we were going to
free the people. This revolution is a
grass-roots movement to achieve the
basic, fundamental rights of every
Sierra Leonean. We wanted to sweep
all the rotten corruption out of our
country
for
a
true
and
lasting
democracy."

We are committed to peace. But
we, the commanders, need to be
satisfied. Behind me, there are 4 or 5 brigades.
- Brig. Gen. Gullit

Many of the AFRC are clearly trying to cash in on the threat they pose to
peace. AFRC leaders are widely rumoured to have extracted millions of
dollars by illegally mining Sierra Leone's rich diamond fields. Men lower
down the ranks are also trying to push the government and donor
community. "Let's take the example of Somalia and Rwanda," one rebel
explained. "People there received food and clothing at least. But here in
Sierra Leone, we have no rights. So do you expect me to come out from
the bush?"
Did the AFRC commit atrocities?
In Sierra Leone, it's always the other who seems to have been responsible
for the atrocities:

• "These atrocities were committed by rebel RUF leader Sam Bokari",
- who has since fled to Liberia - asserts Brigadier Sesay. "He said the
US embassy and the British and Nigerian High Commissions should
be burnt down. It was the RUF men we
released from Pademba Road - the main
prison in downtown Freetown - who carried
out the amputations. We tried to stop
them. We are soldiers and we believe in
the Geneva Convention." Nonetheless,
Brig. Sesay admits that AFRC men set fire
to houses and buildings in Freetown.
+ "It would be very illogical for anybody to
think we destroyed our country's mighty
buildings," says another AFRC member.
"We love our people. It's because of our
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people that we decided to leave the city
and go to the bush. If we had wanted to stay in the city, we would
have. We had armoured cars, gun ships and all those things."
• Another AFRC leader boasts that he was the operation commander
of the forces that invaded Freetown on January 6, 1999. But a senior
rebel quickly shuts him up .
• Brigadier General Gullit is categorical: "We didn't commit human
rights violations. I never gave destructive instructions, only
operational instructions." Besides, he says, the AFRC were fighting
for the civilian population. ECOMOG, he implies, were responsible for
the atrocities during the rebel intervention, despite overwhelming
evidence to the contrary. "As a military man," says Brig. Gullit, "I
know they caused some of the destruction to regain their credibility."
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HEADLINE: AFR: SIERRA LEONE VILLAGERS TELL OF REBEL ATROCITIES
BYLINE: By Clarence Roy-Macaulay
BODY:

FREETOWN, Sierra Leone, May 9 AP - Ousted from power by a West African force loyal to
Sierra Leone's president, former junta members hiding in the countryside were wreaking
revenge with ethnic killings and maimings.
Aid workers today transported 18 amputees from the northern town of Karina to a hospital
in the capital of Freetown after rebel fighters hacked off their hands on Thursday.
The victims said their attackers told them they were being punished because they were from
President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah's Madingo tribe. "The rebels told me to use my amputated
hands to vote for Tejan Kabbah in the next presidential elections," said Abu Mansaray,
maimed Thursday in the northern Bombali district.
Witnesses said another 18 villagers were killed and 30 maimed Friday in similar ambushes
by rebels from other ethnic groups.
"A rebel drank the blood of a man murdered in front of us," said one victim, who asked not
to be identified, who saw four members of his family killed in the nearby Ndaraya village.
After spending months in exile, Kabbah was restored to power in March after the Nigerianled West African force known as ECOMOG ended 10 months of rule by fighters loyal to junta
leader Lieutenant Colonel 'nh"ny~ul Koroma .
.

--

Koroma came to power in a bloody coup last May.
In small villages throughout the country, reports of revenge attacks have intensified.
A private radio station, Radio Mankneh, reported that the northern towns of Karina,
Kamabai, Ndaraya and Worodala have been abandoned after attackers killeo-&3zens and
torched a number of homes.
Amnesty International yesterday said that it has new evidence of atrocities committed by
the retreating rebel forces, including the amputations of one or both arms of at least four
villagers in the country's Kono District.
The human rights groups accused the rebel forces, the Revolutionary United Front and the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council, of brutalising hundreds of civilians.
Eight West African governments have recommended reinforcing the 10,OOO-member
Nigerian-led force, which was trying to disarm rebel and military groups.

Kabbah has disbanded the army and has asked ECOMOG to train a new national force.
"As long as there are groups of rebels moving about, we will continue to hear about
atrocities committed against civilians," presidential spokesman Septimus Kai Kai said
today.
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"There are some
things they do which I
cannot explain. They
went to houses, killed
little children in the
houses."
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Men and women with
bandaged stumps of
limbs told how the
rebels had attacked
them with machetes,
Residents are starting to
cutting off hands and rebuild their homes
feet in order to
discourage them and others from supporting
the government.
Tens of thousands of people made homeless
by the war have taken refuge in a football
stadium. Most foreign aid workers have fled
the conflict, but local Sierra Leonean charities
are doing a good job distributing what food
aid they have available.
UK support for government

A British naval frigate,
HMS Norfolk, is off
the coast, helping to
co-ordinate aid plans,
and showing Britain's
support for the
democratically elected
government.
Shuffling between the
ship and shore is
United Kingdom High Penfold: UK must support
Commissioner Peter
Sierra Leonean democracy
Penfold, an important
figure here. The Sierra Leone Government
sees him as one of their key backers. In the
past, he caused controversy back in London
because of his actions. But he made no secret
of Britain's current role:
"It's always been a close link between Britain
and Sierra Leone. When the Sierra Leoneans
decided to embrace democracy, we were very
much involved then.
"We want to be the lead with the international
community in supporting this restoration of
democracy," Mr Penfold concluded.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/263 728 .stm
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Tense situation
The Nigerian troops
still have a heavy
presence on the
streets of Freetown,
and the situation
remains tense with
the rebel resistance
continuing in the
eastern end of the
city.
Volunteers are
Nigerian-led troops control
queuing up to join the most of the city
Sierra Leone army,
which has been decimated by soldiers
defecting to the rebel side. However, unless
there is a lasting political solution to the
chronic instability, any new soldiers could end
up simply fighting a new war.
Even when Freetown is finally cleared of all
pockets of rebel resistance, the war could
continue in the countryside.
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Article from SL News Archives, 1 February 1999, published on the Sierra Leone Web
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1 February 1999: A.n official with the United I\lations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs said approximately 3,000 civilians had died since the rebel offensive in Freetown, and
there existed an acute need for medicine, health care, and sanitation. "It is estimated that
approximately 3,000 civilians have lost their lives, largely as a result of a deliberate campaign by
rebel forces to terrorize U"',e population, through forced amputations, shootings, house burnings
and rapes," said Kevir, Kennedy, who visited Sierra Leone between January 19 and 28. He said
aid workers had been unable to enter eastern Freetown, but flights over the area indicated that
80% of the buildings may have been damaged or destroyed in the fighting, creating an urgent
need for shelter. Kennedy said the United Nations was shipping plastic sheeting for 10,000
families. He described the situation in hospitals and clinics in western Freetown as "fairly
desperate," saying medical teams in hospitals and 23 clinics opened in the past ten days were
unable to handle all the injuries and amputations. After Connaught HospitaL reopened it had
received 300 cases requiring surgery in five days, mostly people wounded in the fighting or
victims of rebel amputations, he said.
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BBC News, "Covering the battle for Freetown", 18 January 1999.
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Ecomog soldiers: Regained Freetown after fierce battle

By West Africa Correspondent Mark Doyle
I found covering the battle for Freetown extremely
difficult. [ was there when the worst of the fighting
broke out between the rebels and the f\ligerian-Ied
Ecomog forces.
The rebels terrorised the population
With tactics which included murder,
rape and arson. It was fierce houseto-house battles, until the Nigerians
succeeded in clearing most of the
rebels out of central Freetown.
Not only was it so dangerous that most of the time I
could not venture into the city, but worse, my best
sources of information there had either fled or gone Into
hiding.
Almost all foreign residents had been evacuated before
the fighting reached the city centre, but more important
than the foreigners were my Sierra Leonean journalist
colleagues. Over more than a year of visiting Sierra
Leone, [ have come to trust the best of them,
sometimes literally, with my life.
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now, or do we pull back'! Is
it safe to speak to this
armed man at that iOad
block,or is it better not to
trj'!
Most of the time only a local
Journalist knows and
understands the subtle
signs which can help
answer these questions.
But when the rebels
reached the centre of town,
Ecomog forces kept control of
these Journalists, like almost
Freetown airport
all of the residents of
Freetown, had to go into hiding

In tr,e face of orotest
Spinning the war
RUSSian stvle
Gores battle for
nomination
Fightino for gal{ rights in
Zimoabwe
A sacklna and a coup
Feelings run high in postwar Kosovo

Then the phones were cut by the fighting and the
rebels hit the power station. f:.,dded to the cut in
electricity, there was an information blackout as well.
Airport base
The only safe place to be in Freetown was the airport.
Throughout the battle it was firmly in the hands of the
Ecomog troops who,with a mandate from the United
Nations and partly paid for by Britain, are defending the
elected Sierra Leone government against the rebels.
But the airport was not such a bad place to be. Over
the months I have made friends with some of the
f\Jigerian officers and the people who work with them.
They allowed me to stay at the airport and report on the
operations of their rear base.

I saw Nigerian air force jets
scream off on bombing
missions against the rebels.
I watched a Hercules
transport plane disgorge
hundreds of fresh Nigerian
troops and then saw them
ferried into Freetown on a
military helicopter.
When the chopper returned
to the airport, it was usually
full of terrified civilians who
Extra Nigerian troops were
had been saved by the
brought In
Nigerians from the chaos in
the city. They were pitifully few compared with the
hundreds of thousands of people trapped there.
Slowly, as these evacuees told their stories, with tears
and terror still In their eyes, I built up a picture of what
was gOing on.
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Civilians abused
The r,orror or It was almost unbe:lt;:vaole The rebels
were usirg the population as human shields Gangs of
young men with guns, some higr, on drugs, were
forclrg Innocent people onto the s~reets and then
hiding among them, tried to advance against the
l"iigerians
Anyone who did riot wave a white handkerchief as a
sign of support for the rebels, some of whom were boys
as young as eight, risked being shot or having their
house burned down.

The citizens of Freetown
faced a dreadful dilemma.
The government controlled
radio station told people to
stay indoors If not, they
would be considered a rebel
and risked being shot by the
Nigerians The rebels, on
the other hand, were telling
them to stay out on the
streets.
At one point a Nigerian
fighter-jet attacked a
gathering of people in the
centre of the city because the pilot, following his orders,
was told to hit any group which could be a rebel
concentration. I asked the commander of the Nigerian
forces about this incident and he replied angrily that he
would use the best weapon he had to deal with any
potential threat.
A Freetown civilian is searched
by soldiers

The sounds of war
After a few days at the Nigerian held airport, I travelled
briefly into Freetown on board a military helicopter. The
helicopter Aew low and fast to avoid possible rebel
snipers and landed inside a Nigerian military base at
the far western tip of the Freetown peninsula. Even in
this relatively safe part of town there was virtually
nobody on the streets.
I travelled a few, short miles from one Nigerian base to
another and heard the sounds of war. Mortar bombs
were exploding In the centre of the city. Nearer to the
ternfying shrapnel released by the mortars, people
were being killed.

A Nigerian general at the
military base assured me
that this was the sound of
hiS men bombarding the
rebels. But another source
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Ins,de the City late: toid me
that the rebels had heavy
mortars as weil.
Some of the rebels, for
sure, were poorly trained
elements out to leot and kill
But others were hardened
combatants who knew how
to fight.
A few hours after reaching
western Freetown I iearnt
that an American Journalist I
had been working with a
few days before, Miles Tierney, had been killed in the
centre of town by the rebels.
Journalist Myles Tierney: Killed
by rebels

Another colleague, a Canadian, was severely wounded
in the incident with a bullet in the head The death of
the journalist, a human tragedy in itself, illustrated just
how dangerous Freetown was for everybody there. His
name will be added to the long list of Sierra Leoneans,
i'ligerians and others whose bodies are still being
collected and counted.
The journalists had been travelling in a convoy
organised by the Sierra Leonean Minister of
Information and they had 20 armed Nigerian soldiers to
protect them. The Minister said he thought that the
area they were travelling in was safe.
It was not.

I still do not 'Know what has become of most of my
Sierra Leonean colleagues in Freetown.
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Article from SL News Archives, 5 March 1999, published on the Sierra Leone Web
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5 March 1999: The United Nations Children's Fund (Uf\iICEF) condemned on Friday the
kidnapping of hundreds of children by AFRC/RUF rebels during their offensive to capture
Freetown !n January Parents in Freetown have reported 2,615 children still missing two months
after rebel forces were repulsed from Freetown, UNICE,c spokesman Patnck McCormick said.
Nearly 700 children of 1,120 cases studied had been separated from their parents in the chaos
surroundir.g the fighting, but about dO percent had been abducted by the rebels, he added. Most
of those abducted were between the ages of 11 and 17, but 26 were below the age of six.
UNICEF has managed to reunite 152 children with their families. Some of the abductees have
been forced to participate in the fighting, while others were used as porters or sex slaves,
UNICEF said, adding that eyewitness testimonies "paint a devastating picture for thousands of
children in the aftermath of the failed rebel offensive."
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Article from SL News Archives, 25 February 1999, published on the Sierra Leone Web
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25 February 1999: Some 2,000 children between the ages of 5 and 14 have been missing since
AFRC/RUF rebels attacked Freetown on January 6, a Ministry of Social Welfare official said on
Thursday "We believe that many of the children have been abducted by the rebels when they
were chased out by ECOMOG and have been taken to the bush," he said. "Some are being used
as cooks, carriers of looted goods, while others have been illegally married to rebel commandos."
The Agerlce France-Presse (AFP) quoted escapees from rebel camps who said boys were
receiving weapons training or were sent on spYing missions. The Social Welfare official disclosed
that 980 former child soldiers who had received rehabilitation between 1992 and 1997 rejoined
the rebels after the project folded in November 1997 for lack of funds. "With assistance not
forthcoming, the children joined their colleagues in the jungle after the ousting of the junta in
February last year," he said. His account was disputed by former AFRC Secretary of State for
Information Iv10hamed Bangura, who was subsequently quoted by the National Neutral
Journalists Association of Sierra Leone as saying that the late Lieutenant-Colonel Kula Samba
had continued the demobilisation project even after aid agencies had been prevented from
assisting her efforts. Bangura alleged that Samba's records had been destroyed in February 1998
by supporters of the civilian government.

121) News Report
Article from SL News Archives, 20 May 1998, published on the Sierra Leone Web
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20 May 1998: Rebels holding out in Kana District have completely devastated the city of Koidu,
London Times journalist Sam Kiley told the BBC "Network Africa" program on Wednesday. "Koidu
has effectively ceased to exist as a city in a way that you or I would understand it," Kiley said.
"Every single structure -- and I mean every single structure -- everything, from chicken coops to
hotels, has been reduced to rubble by the RUF/AFRC forces as they withdrew ahead of the
Nigerian-led advance. They burned down every single building. I have covered a large number of
cities that have been very badly damaged during conflict, but this is a city that has been
annihilated." Kiley said most of Koidu's estimated 100,000 population had fled into the bush and
to surrounding villages. "A few are now filtering back to Koidu proper, about 6,000 people, but
they are filtering back to a city that really doesn't offer them very much hope at all. There is
nowhere to sleep, there isn't any kind of shelter from the rains that have just begun, and they now
face a very miserable future of trying to rebuild lives from the ground up, quite literally." Kiley said
the government was cooperating with NGO's to bring medicine and food into the district, but that
serious security concerns still remained. Kiley reported a brief firefight between ECOMOG troops
and rebels who mounted a hit-and-run attack on the city during his visit to the area on
Wednesday. "The rebels are continuing their reign of terror not very far beyond the city limits," he
added.

122) News Report
Article from SL News Archives, 29 April 1998, published on the Sierra Leone Web
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29 April 1998: 52 more civilians are reportedly being treated in Freetown after an attack
Wednesday by AFRC/RUF rebels at Motema, in Kana District. Close to 100 people are currently
undergoing medical treatment at Connaught Hospital. More trlan 30 had their fingers or Wrists
cr,opped off with machetes, while at least 15 had their ears amputated .

•
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Article from SL News Archives, 13 April 1998, published on the Sierra Leone Web
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13 April 1998: ECOMOG has begur a "final offensive" against junta loyalists in Kono and
Kailahun Districts, ECOMOG task force commander Colonel Maxwell Khobe announced on SLBS
(state radio) late Sunday. "Our troops commenced the final push today," Khobe said. Aid workers
said Monday that the ECOMOG force was using tanks and warplanes in its drive against junta
positions. Civilians reaching Bo and Kenema reported fierce fighting near Koidu and the town of
Kailahun. Khobe said his troops were converging from Kabala, Sewafe, 80, Kenema, and Daru,
while Guinean ECOMOG troops were advancing from their border. "At the moment, the central
axis is making good movement," he said. "The junta troops are divided into pockets and are
fighting in different directions." Yengema, on the outskirts of Koidu, had already been captured by
ECOMOG troops, he added. On Friday, Khobe told reporters that ECOMOG would "liberate"
Kono and Kailahun Districts by Wednesday. ECOMOG Force Commander Major-General
Timothy Shelpidi said the rebels have made use of Sierra Leone's thick forests to evade capture
and to launch ambushes against ECOMOG troops, but he noted that the attacks were infrequent
and did not appear to be well-organised. He said it was not clear how long it would take to
complete the offenSive. Junta loyalists and RUF fighters have vowed to make their final stand at
Koidu, and witnesses say they have fortified the city and massed thousands of fighters in
preparation for the ECOMOG assault. Civilians fleeing Kono have told of widespread killing of
civilians and dest~ction of property by junta forces at Koidu and in numerous villages throughout
the district.
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"Sierra Leone-Children: Young, Armed and Dangerous"
Lansana Fofana, Inter Press Service, July 1, 1997
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July 1, 1997, Tuesday

LENGTH: 692 words
HEADLINE: SIERRA LEONE-CHILDREN: YOUNG, ARMED AND DANGEROUS
BYLINE: By Lansana Fofana
DATELINE: FREETOWN, Jul. 1
BODY:
Since the military coup in May, hundreds of child soldiers have fled camps for demobilized
fighters and are back on the streets armed with AK-47s and rocket propelled grenades.
It is a common sight to see the child soldiers patrolling the streets in major cities throughout
Sierra Leone, bringing renewed fears that children are once again being drawn into armed
conflict.

According to some reports, the children are being armed by the new military junta, the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council CAFRC), and its allies, the Revolutionary United Front
CRUF), now known as the People's Army, to fight the local hunters' militia, the Kamajors.
The Kamajors, who fought alongside government troops against the RUF during the civil
conflict, have vowed to march on Freetown, the capital, to oust the junta and re-instate
President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah. There have been reports of fighting in the Southern District
of Bo between the combined forces of the AFRC/RUF and the Kamajors. Hundreds of child
~
~
soldiers are reQ.QLte.dL'jLaJIlO..ng-lbJ~_AFR~LBUFfigl:1ters.
~--

'Many of the children had been placed in camps for demobilized soldiers following the
November 1996 Peace Accord signed between the ousted government of President Kabbah
and the RUF rebels.
According to one weekly newspaper report here, more than 60 percent of 1,000 fighters
screened by the Disarmament, Demobilization and Resettlement Committee before the May
25 coup were children.
Thousands of child soldiers had been demobilized and encamped at Jui, about 30 kilometers
east of Freetown, where they were receiving technical and vocational training in a program
sponsored by the United Nations Children Fund (UNICEF).
Referring to the flight of the children back into the conflict, Thomas Sesay, a counselling
officer at the Jui camp said: "This is unfortunate because we had succeeded in transforming
most of these kids and had reintegrated them into society."
Sierra Leone has one of the world's worse records for recruiting children as soldiers.
Between 1992 and 1996, the period of the worst fighting between the government forces
and the RUF, an estimated 4,500 children were forced to fight on both sides.
Children were abducted and forced to commit various atrocities. Some were ordered to
torture and murder their own relatives before being taken to other villages to slaughter
others.

UNICEF, an international advocacy organization for children's rights, has repeatedly called on
the Sierra Leonean authorities to stop using children as soldiers. "UNICEF calls on all warring
sides to put an end to the use of children as combatants and to incorporate provisions for
their physical and emotional welfare in a future peace settlement," Carol Bellamy, UNICEF's
Executive Director said at the height of the conflict.
"Children should have no part in war. By making them agents of civil conflict and depriving
them of their childhood, the vicious cycle of violence is perpetuated," she added. "Child
soldiers are a symptom of the wider problem, the complete neglect of a whole generation."
Thousands of children have been orphaned by the Sierra Leonean conflict, making them ripe
for recruitment. According to some estimates, 8,000 children were separated from their
families or orphaned by the civil unrest.
The chair of the Civil Liberties Congress, lawyer Sulaiman Banja Tejan-Sie, said this trend
must be reversed immediately.
"We cannot wait until the situation gets worse. These kids have the temptation of drugs and
money and many have lost their parents," Tejan-Sie said. "It is high time someone tells
these soldiers and rebels to stop recruiting innocent kids."
According to sociologist Kama Bangura of the University of Sierra Leone, children are not
just affected by being forced to carry a gun. The war, he said, has disrupted their lives in
many ways.
"Children will be hardest hit by the gradual collapse of basic services," Bangura said. "Food
distribution has been disrupted, immunization campaigns have been halted, leaving
children susceptible to epidemics of measles, typhoid, and whooping cough."
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Detailed evidence that the president of
Liberia is providing rebel forces in Sierra
Leone with guns and equipment in return
for diamonds has been presented to the
UN by western governments, the
Guardian has learned.
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President Charles Taylor is personally
"orchestrating" a campaign which has
taken on a west African dimension,
involving Burkina Faso, Guinea and
Angola, according to well-placed
sources.
He regularly meets leaders of Sierra
Leone's rebel Revolutionary United
Front, including Sam Bockarie and Issa
Sesay.
They have made joint visits to Burkina
Faso for meetings hosted by its
president, Blaise Compaore.

l

Mr Taylor and Mr Bockarie visited
Burkina Faso on June 5 and June 23,
when Mr Compaore supplied arms to the
RUF in return for diamonds, the sources
say.
Burkina Faso also supplies weapons to
the Unita rebel forces in Angola.

On June 1, RUF leaders with a
consignment of diamonds travelled to the
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Liberian capital, Monrovia, where
President Taylor assured them of both
his full support and supplies of arms,
trucks, food and medicine for use in
operations against the Sierra Leone
army and UN forces.
A few days later the equipment, with
operators and helicopters from Liberia,
left Monrovia for the eastern Sierra
Leone town of Kailahun, where UN
troops were under siege. Fifty-five
mercenaries from Burkina Faso also
arrived in Sierra Leone, according to
reports sent to the UN.
Western sources say that last year
Liberia exported 6m carats of diamonds worth £200m - to Belgium alone.
Liberia's diamond industry has an annual
capacity of 150,000 carats at most. It is
estimated that 40% of Sierra Leone's
diamonds reach the outside world via
Burkina Faso, the rest going via Liberia.
The sources say that Mr Taylor and the
RUF are plotting with dissidents to
overthrow the government of Guinea.
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127) Treaty
Article 3(1) of the Convention (IV) to the Protection of Civilian Persons in the Time of
War Geneva 12 August 1949.
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Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian. Persons in Time of War. Geneva,
12 August 1949.
Part I : General provisions
ARTICLE 31]
In the case of armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the territory of
one of the High Contracting Parties, each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as
a minimum, the following provisions:
(1) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed forces
who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat' by sickness, wounds,
detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without
any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or
any other similar criteria.
To this end, the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any
place whatsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons:
I

(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment
and torture;
(b) taking of hostages;
(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment;
(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous
judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial
guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.
(2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for.
An impartial humanitarian body, such as the International Committee of the Red Cross,
may offer its services to the Parties to the conflict.
The Parties to the conflict should further endeavour to bring into force, by means of
special agreements, all or part of the other provisions of the present Convention.
The application of the preceding provisions shall not affect the legal status of the Parties
to the conflict.
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128) Treaty
Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the
Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II), 8 June 1977
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Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949', and relating to the
Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II), 8 June 1977.
Preamble
The High Contracting Parties, Recalling that the humanitarian principles enshrined in
Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, constitute the
foundation of respect for the human person in cases of armed conflict not of an
international character,
Recalling furthermore that international instruments relating to human rights offer a basic
protection to the human person,
Emphasizing the need to ensure a better protection for the victims of those armed
conflicts,
Recalling that, in cases not covered by the law in force, the human person remains under
the protection of the principles of humanity and the dictates or the public conscience,
Have agreed on the following:

Part I. Scope of this Protocol
Art 1. Material field of application
1. This Protocol, which develops and supplements Article 3 common to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 August 1949 without modifying its existing conditions or application,
shall apply to all armed conflicts which are not covered by Article 1 of the Protocol
Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection
of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I) and which take place in the
territory of a High Contracting Party between its armed forces and dissident armed forces
or other organized armed groups which, under responsible command, exercise such
control over a part of its territory as to enable them to carry out sustained and concerted
military operations and to implement this Protocol.
2. This Protocol shall not apply to situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such
as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of a similar nature, as not
being armed conflicts.
Art 2. Personal field of application
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1. This Protocol shall be applied without any adverse distinction founded on race, colour,
sex, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national or social origin, wealth,
birth or other status, or on any other similar criteria (hereinafter referred to as "adverse
distinction") to all persons affected by an armed conflict as defined in Article 1.
2. At the end of the armed conflict, all the persons who have been deprived of their liberty
or whose liberty has been restricted for reasons related to such conflict, as well as those
deprived of their liberty or whose liberty is restricted after the conflict for the same
reasons, shall enjoy the protection of Articles 5 and 6 until the end of such deprivation or
restriction of liberty.

Art 3. Non-intervention
1. Nothing in this Protocol shall be invoked for the purpose of affecting the sovereignty of
a State or the responsibility of the government, by all legitimate means, to maintain or reestablish law and order in the State or to defend the national unity and territorial integrity
of the State.
2. Nothing in this Protocol shall be invoked as a justification for intervening, directly or
indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the armed conflict or in the internal or external
affairs of the High Contracting Party in the territory of which that conflict occurs.

Part II. Humane Treatment
Art 4 Fundamental guarantees
1. All persons who do not take a direct part or who have ceased to take part in hostilities,
whether or not their liberty has been restricted, are entitled to respect for their person,
honour and convictions and religious practices. They shall in all circumstances be treated
humanely, without any adverse distinction. It is prohibited to order that there shall be no
survivors.
2. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the following acts against the
persons referred to in paragraph I are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any
place whatsoever:
(a) violence to the life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular
murder as well as cruel treatment such as torture, mutilation or any form of corporal
punishment;
(b) collective punishments;
(c) taking of hostages;
(d) acts of terrorism;
(e) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment,
rape, enforced prostitution and any form or indecent assault;
(f) slavery and the slave trade in all their forms;
(g) pillage;
(h) threats to commit any or the foregoing acts.
3. Children shall be provided with the care and aid they require, and in particular:
(a) they shall receive an education, including religious and moral education, in keeping
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with the wishes of their parents, or in the absence of parents, of those responsible for
their care;
(b) all appropriate steps shall be taken to facilitate the reunion of families temporarily
separated;
(c) children who have not attained the age of fifteen years shall neither be recruited in the
armed forces or groups nor allowed to take part in hostilities;
(d) the special protection provided by this Article to children who hC\ve not attained the
age of fifteen years shall remain applicable to them if they take a direct part in hostilities
despite the provisions of subparagraph (c) and are captured;
(e) measures shall be taken, if necessary, and whenever possible with the consent of
their parents or persons who by law or custom are primarily responsible for their care, to
remove children temporarily from the area in which hostilities are taking place to a safer
area within the country and ensure that they are accompanied by persons responsible for
their safety and well-being.

Art 5. Persons whose liberty has been restricted
1. In addition to the provisions of Article 4 the following provisions shall be respected as a
minimum with regard to persons deprived of their liberty for reasons related to the armed
conflict, whether they are interned or detained;
(a) the wounded and the sick shall be treated in accordance with Article 7;
(b) the persons referred to in this paragraph shall, to the same extent as the local civilian
population, be provided with food and drinking water and be afforded safeguards as
regards health and hygiene and protection against the rigours of the climate and the
dangers of the armed conflict;
(c) they shall be allowed to receive individual or collective relief;
(d) they shall be allowed to practise their religion and, if requested and appropriate, to
receive spiritual assistance from persons, such as chaplains, performing religious
functions;
(e) they shall, if made to work, have the benefit of working conditions and safeguards
similar to those enjoyed by the local civilian population.
2. Those who are responsible for the internment or detention of the persons referred to in
paragraph 1 shall also, within the limits of their capabilities, respect the following
provisions relating to such persons:
(a) except when men and women of a family are accommodated together, women shall
be held in quarters separated from those of men and shall be under the immediate
supervision of women;
(b) they shall be allowed to send and receive letters and cards, the number of which may
be limited by competent authority if it deems necessary;
(c) places of internment and detention shall not be located close to the combat zone. The
persons referred to in paragraph 1 shall be evacuated when the places where they are
interned or detained become particularly exposed to danger arising out of the armed
conflict, if their evacuation can be carried out under adequate conditions of safety;
(d) they shall have the benefit of medical examinations;
(e) their physical or mental health and integrity shall not be endangered by any
unjustified act or omission. Accordingly, it is prohibited to subject the persons described
in this Article to any medical procedure which is not indicated by the state of health of the
person concerned, and which is not consistent with the generally accepted medical
standards applied to free persons under similar medical circumstances.
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3. Persons who are not covered by paragraph 1 but whose liberty has been restricted in
any way whatsoever for reasons related to the armed conflict shall be treated humanely
in accordance with Article 4 and with paragraphs 1 (a), (c) and (d), and 2 (b) of this
Article.
4. If it is decided to release persons deprived of their liberty, neces~ary measures to

ensure their safety shall be taken by those so deciding.

Art 6. Penal prosecutions
1. This Article applies to the prosecution and punishment of criminal offences related to

the armed conflict.
2. No sentence shall be passed and no penalty shall be executed on a person found
guilty of an offence except pursuant to a conviction pronounced by a court offering the
essential guarantees of independence and impartiality.
In particular:
(a) the procedure shall provide for an accused to be informed without delay of the
particulars of the offence alleged against him and shall afford the accused before and
during his trial all necessary rights and means of defence;
(b) no one shall be convicted of an offence except on the basis of individual penal
responsibility;
(c) no one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission
which did not constitute a criminal offence, under the law, at the time when it was
committed; nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than that which was applicable at the
time when the criminal offence was committed; if, after the commission of the offence,
provision is made by law for the imposition of a lighter penalty, the offender shall benefit
thereby;
(d) anyone charged with an offence is presumed innocent until proved guilty according to
law;
(e) anyone charged with an offence shall have the right to be tried in his presence;
(f) no one shall be compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilt.

3. A convicted person shall be advised on conviction of his judicial and other remedies
and of the time-limits within which they may be exercised.
4. The death penalty shall not be pronounced on persons who were under the age of
eighteen years at the time of the offence and shall not be carried out on pregnant women
or mothers of young children.
5. At the end of hostilities, the authorities in power shall endeavour to grant the broadest
possible amnesty to persons who have participated in the armed conflict, or those
deprived of their liberty for reasons related to the armed conflict, whether they are
interned or detained.

Part III. Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked
Art 7. Protection and care
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1. All the wounded, sick and shipwrecked, whether or not they have taken part in the
armed conflict, shall be respected and protected.
2. In all circumstances they shall be treated humanely and shall receive to the fullest
extent practicable and with the least possible delay, the medical care and attention
required by their condition. There shall be no distinction among them founded on any
grounds other than medical ones.

Art 8. Search
Whenever circumstances permit and particularly after an engagement, all possible
measures shall be taken, without delay, to search for and collect the wounded, sick and
shipwrecked, to protect them against pillage and ill-treatment, to ensure their adequate
care, and to search for the dead, prevent their being despoiled, and decently dispose of
them.

Art 9. Protection of medical and religious personnel
1. Medical and religious personnel shall be respected and protected and shall be granted
all available help for the performance of their duties. They shall not be compelled to carry
out tasks which are not compatible with their humanitarian mission.
2. In the performance of their duties medical personnel may not be required to give
priority to any person except on medical grounds.

Art 10. General protection of medical duties
1. Under no circumstances shall any person be punished for having carried out medical
activities compatible with medical ethics, regardless of the person benefiting therefrom.
2. Persons engaged in medical activities shall neither be compelled to perform acts or to
carry out work contrary to, nor be compelled to refrain from acts required by, the rules of
medical ethics or other rules designed for the benefit of the wounded and sick, or this
Protocol.
3. The professional obligations of persons engaged in medical activities regarding
information which they may acquire concerning the wounded and sick under their care
shall, subject to national law, be respected.
4. Subject to national law, no person engaged in medical activities may be penalized in
any way for refusing or failing to give information concerning the wounded and sick who
are, or who have been, under his care.

Art 11. Protection of medical units and transports
1. Medical units and transports shall be respected and protected at all times and shall not
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be the object of attack.
2. The protection to which medical units and transports are entitled shall not cease
unless they are used to commit hostile acts, outside their humanitarian function.
Protection may, however, cease only after a warning has been given, setting, whenever
appropriate, a reasonable time-limit, and after such warning has remained unheeded.

Art 12. The distinctive emblem
Under the direction of the competent authority concerned, the distinctive emblem of the
red cross, red crescent or red lion and sun on a white ground shall be displayed by
medical and religious personnel and medical units, and on medical transports. It shall be
respected in all circumstances. It shall not be used improperly.
Part IV. Civilian Population

Art 13. Protection of the civilian population
1. The civilian population and individual civilians shall enjoy general protection against
the dangers arising from military operations. To give effect to this protection, the following
rules shall be observed in all circumstances.
2. The civilian population as such, as well as individual civilians, shall not be the object of
attack. Acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among
the civilian population are prohibited.
3. Civilians shall enjoy the protection afforded by this part, unless and for such time as
they take a direct part in hostilities.

Art 14. Protection of objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population
Starvation of civilians as a method of combat is prohibited. It is therefore prohibited to
attack, destroy, remove or render useless for that purpose, objects indispensable to the
survival of the civilian population such as food-stuffs, agricultural areas for the production
of food-stuffs, crops, livestock, drinking water installations and supplies and irrigation
works.

Art 15. Protection of works and installations containing dangerous forces
Works or installations containing dangerous forces, namely dams, dykes and nuclear
electrical generating stations, shall not be made the object of attack, even where these
objects are military objectives, if such attack may cause the release of dangerous forces
and consequent severe losses among the civilian population.

Art 16. Protection of cultural objects and of places of worship
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Without prejudice to the provisions of the Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict of 14 May 1954, it is prohibited to commit any
acts of hostility directed against historic monuments, works of art or places of worship
which constitute the cultural or spiritual heritage of peoples, and to use them in support of
the military effort.
Art 17. Prohibition of forced movement of civilians
1. The displacement of the civilian population shall not be ordered for reasons related to
the conflict unless the security of the civilians involved or imperative military reasons so
demand. Should such displacements have to be carried out, all possible measures shall
be taken in order that the civilian population may be received under satisfactory
conditions of shelter, hygiene, health, safety and nutrition.
2. Civilians shall not be compelled to leave their own territory for reasons connected with
the conflict.

Art 18. Relief societies and relief actions
1. Relief societies located in the territory of the High Contracting Party, such as Red
Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion and Sun) organizations may offer their services for the
performance of their traditional functions in relation to the victims of the armed conflict.
The civilian population may, even on its own initiative, offer to collect and care for the
wounded, sick and shipwrecked.
2. If the civilian population is suffering undue hardship owing to a lack of the supplies
essential for its survival, such as food-stuffs and medical supplies, relief actions for the
civilian population which are of an exclusively humanitarian and impartial nature and
which are conducted without any adverse distinction shall be undertaken subject to the
consent of the High Contracting Party concerned.

Part V. Final Provisions
Art 19. Dissemination
This Protocol shall be disseminated as widely as possible.

Art 20. Signature
This Protocol shall be open for signature by the Parties to the Conventions six months
after the signing of the Final Act and will remain open for a period of twelve months.

Art 21. Ratification
This Protocol shall be ratified as soon as possible. The instruments of ratification shall be
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deposited with the Swiss Federal Council, depositary of the Conventions.

Art 22. Accession
This Protocol shall be open for accession by any Party to the Conventions which has not
signed it. The instruments of accession shall be deposited with the ,depositary.
Art 23. Entry into force
1. This Protocol shall enter into force six months after two instruments of ratification or
accession have been deposited.
2. For each Party to the Conventions thereafter ratifying or acceding to this Protocol, it
shall enter into force six months after the deposit by such Party of its instrument of
ratification or accession.

Art 24. Amendment
1. Any High Contracting Party may propose amendments to this Protocol. The text of any
proposed amendment shall be communicated to the depositary which shall decide, after
consultation with all the High Contracting Parties and the International Committee of the
Red Cross, whether a conference should be convened to consider the proposed
amendment.
2. The depositary shall invite to that conference all the High Contracting Parties as well
as the Parties to the Conventions, whether or not they are signatories of this Protocol.

Art 25. Denunciation
1. In case a High Contracting Party should denounce this Protocol, the denunciation shall
only take effect six months after receipt of the instrument of denunciation. If, however, on
the expiry of six months, the denouncing Party is engaged in the situation referred to in
Article 1, the denunciation shall not take effect before the end of the armed conflict.
Persons who have been deprived of liberty, or whose liberty has been restricted, for
reasons related to the conflict shall nevertheless continue to benefit from the provisions
of this Protocol until their final release.
2. The denunciation shall be notified in writing to the depositary, which shall transmit it to
all the High Contracting Parties.

Art 26. Notifications
The depositary shall inform the High Contracting Parties as well as the Parties to the
Conventions, whether or not they are signatories of this Protocol, of:
(a) signatures affixed to this Protocol and the deposit of instruments of ratification and
accession under Articles 21 and 22;
(b) the date of entry into force of this Protocol under Article 23; and
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(c) communications and declarations received under Article 24.

Art 27. Registration
1. After its entry into force, this Protocol shall be transmitted by the depositary to the
Secretariat of the United Nations for registration and publication, in accordance with
'
Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.
2. The depositary shall also inform the Secretariat of the United Nations of all
ratifications, accessions and denunciations received by it with respect to this Protocol.

Art 28. - Authentic texts
The original of this Protocol, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and
Spanish texts are equally authentic shall be deposited with the depositary, which shall
transmit certified true copies thereof to all the Parties to the Conventions.
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Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949.
Sierra Leone
Succession

10.06.1965

In a note dated 31 May 1965 and received by the Swiss Federal Council on 10 June of that year, the
government of Sierra Leone declared that State to be party to the four Conventions by virtue of their
ratification by the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on 23 September 1957. The
Conventions entered into force for Sierra Leone retroactively as from 27 April 1961, the date on which
that country became independent.
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Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the
Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II), 8 June 1977.
Sierra Leone
Ratif.Accession

21.10.1986
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130) Accord
The Abidjan Peace Accord, 30 November 1996, The Peace Agreement between the
Government of the Republic of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of
Sierra Leone (RUF/SL)

Peace Agreement Between the Sierra Leone Government and the RUF "Abidjan Accord" ... Page 1 of 8

Peace Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Sierra Leone and the
Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone (RUF/SL)
The Government of the Republic of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front ofSierra
Leone (RUF/SL).
Moved by the imperative need for a just and durable peace in Sierra Leone;
Inspired by the equally imperative need for genuine national unity and reconciliation to end the
fratricidal war in Sierra Leone;
Committed to promoting popular participation in governance and full respect for human rights
and humanitarian laws;
Dedicated to the advancement of democratic development and to the maintenance ofa sociopolitical order free of inequality, despotism and corruption;
Convinced that a sense of common purpose and patriotism is the need of the hour;

HEREBY AGREE as follows:
ARTICLE 1
The anned conflict between the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUP/SL is hereby ended
with immediate effect Accordingly, the two foes will ensure that a total cessation of hostilities is
observed forthwith.
ARTICLE 2
The Government and the RUF/SL undertake that no effort shall be spared to effect the scrupulous
respect and implementation of the provisions contained in this Peace Agreement to ensure that
the establishment and consolidation of a just peace becomes a priority in Sierra Leone.
ARTICLE 3
A national body to be known as the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace shall be
established within two weeks of the signing ofthis Agreement. The Commission shall be a
verification mechanism responsible for supervising and monitoring the implementation of and
compliance with all the provisions contained in this Peace Agreement.
The Commission, in fulfilment of this task during the period of consolidating the peace, shall coordinate and facilitate the work of the following bodies which will proceed to establish:
(i) Socio-Economic Forum;
(ii) Citizen's Consultative Conferences;
(iii) Multi-partisan Council;
(iv) Trust Fund for the Consolidation of Peace;
(v) Demobilization and Resettlement Committee;
(vi) National Budget and Debt Committee.
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The Commission shall comprise representatives of the Government and the Revolutionary United
Front of Sierra Leone, drawing on the resources of state and civic institutions as and when
necessary.
The Commission shall have the power to recommend the preparation of enabling measures
contained in this Peace Agreement. It shall have the power to issue publicly its conclusions. The
parties undertake to comply with the conclusions of the Commission.
The Commission shall have the power to prepare preliminary legislative drafts necessary for the
implementation and development of the provisions contained in the present Peace Agreement.
The Parties undertake to consult the Commission before taking decisions on measures relating to
the present Peace Agreement.
The Commission may similarly consult the Parties at the highest level whenever it is appropriate.
The Commission shall have access to and may inspect any activity or site connected with the
implementation of the present Peace Agreement. The Commission shall have full powers to
organise its work in the manner in which it deems most appropriate and to appoint any group or
sub-committee which it may deem useful in the discharge of its functions.
The Commission shall have its own offices, adequate communication facilities and adequate
secretariat support staff.
A Trust Fund for the Consolidation of Peace shall be established to provide funding for the
implementation of the present Peace Agreement.
}\RTICLE 4
Citizens' Consultative Conferences shall be organised once a year the first of which shall be
organised within one hundred and twenty days ofthe signing ofthe present Peace Agreement in
order to encourage people's participation and to invite recommendations for the formulation of
guidelines and their implementation that will ensure truly fair and representative political
processes.
ARTICLE 5
The disarmament of combatants will be effected upon their entry into the designated assembly
zones, and demobilization and reintegration as soon as practicable thereafter.
The upkeep and welfare of the encamped combatants shall be the primary responsibility of the
Government of Sierra Leone in conjunction with the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace,
assisted by the international community.
ARTICLE 6
The Parties commit themselves to a well planned national effort on encampment, disarmament,
demobilization and resettlement linked to national development objectives. To that end, a
Demobilization and Resettlement Committee shall be established within a month of the signing
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of the present Peace Agreement.
The Committee shall coordinate the encampment, disarmament, demobilization and resettlement
ofRUF/SL combatants. The Committee shall work in coordination with all the relevant
institutions and agencies.
Both Parties shall consult on the nomination of the membership of the Committee which shall not
exceed seven persons.
The Committee shall be provided with adequate funding.
ARTICLE 7
The Demobilization and Resettlement Committee shall identify assembly zones and camp areas
for RUF/SL combatants where they shall be registered, encamped and disarmed. The movement
into the Assembly Zones shall commence within once month of the signing of this Agreement
and be completed as soon as practicable but no later than three months from this date.
ARTICLE 8
The Parties shall request the international community to help supervise and monitor the
encampment, disarmament, demobilization and reintegration processes. The Joint Monitoring
Group shall have observers at any of these processes.
ARTICLE 9
The Commission shall, as a priority, make recommendations on the restructuring and reorientation of the military as well as its leadership. In this context, members of the RUF/SL who
may wish to be part of the country's military can become part of the new unified armed forces
within a framework to be discussed and agreed upon by the Commission.
ARTICLE 10
The Government of Siena Leone shall ensure the return to banacks of those units of the army not
required for normal security duties and the downsizing of the Anned Forces of Siena Leone
(RSLMF), taking into account the security needs of the country.
ARTICLE 11
A Neutral Monitoring Group (NMG) from the international community shall be responsible for
monitoring breaches provided under this Peace Agreement.
Both Parties upon signing this Agreement shall request the international community to provide
neutral monitors.
Such monitors when deployed shall be in position for an initial period of three months.
The Neutral Monitoring Group shall report any violations of the ceasefire to its headquarters
which shall in tum communicate the same to the headquarters of the Joint Monitoring Group
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comprising of representative of the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF based in Freetown.
ARTICLE 12
The Executive Outcomes shall be withdrawn five weeks after the deployment of the Neutral
Monitoring Group (N'MG). As from the date of the deployment of the Neutral Monitoring Group,
the Executive Outcomes shall be confined to barracks under the supervision of the Joint
Monitoring Group and the Neutral Monitoring Group. Government shall use all its endeavours,
consistent with its treaty obligations, to repatriate other foreign troops no later than three months
after the deployment of the Neutral Monitoring Group or six months after the signing of the
Peace Agreement, whichever is earlier.
ARTICLE 13
The Parties agree that immediately following the signing of the present Peace Agreement, the
RUF/SL shall commence to function as a political movement with the rights, privileges and
duties provided by law; and that within thirty days, following that, the necessary conditions shall
be created to enable the RUF/SL to register as a political movement according to law.
ARTICLE 14
To consolidate the peace and promote the cause of national reconciliation, the Government of
Sierra Leone shall ensure that no official or judicial action is taken against any member of the
RUF/SL in respect of anything done by them in pursuit of their objectives as members of that
organization up to the time of the signing of this Agreement. In addition, legislative and other
measures necessary to guarantee former RUFISL combatants, exiles and other persons, currently
outside the country for reasons related to the armed conflict shall be adopted ensuring the full
exercise of their civil and political rights, with a view to their reintegration within a framework of
full legality.
ARTICLE 15
The mandate and membership of the existing National Unity and Reconciliation Commission
shall be expanded in consultation with the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace to enable
it to undertake a sustained and effective campaign of civic education aimed at enhancing national
unity and reconciliation, taking into account the imperative need to heal the wounds of the
conflict.
ARTICLE 16
The Parties agree that the standards of accountability, integrity and probity in the public services
of Sierra Leone shall be raised. To that end, immediate steps shall be taken to establish the office
of Ombudsman to promote the implementation of a professional code of ethics, and the integrity
and patriotism of all public servants. It shall also seek to eradicate all forms of corruption.
ARTICLE 17
The Parties shall approach the international community with a view to mobilizing resources
which will be used to establish a trust fund to enable the RlJF ISL to transform itself into a
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political pany.
ARTICLE 18
The Parties agree to the principle of reforming the present electoral process in Sierra Leone.
There shall, in that regard, be the full participation of citizens and their organizations in
formulating electoral reforms.
The independence and integrity of the Nationa1E1ectora1 Commission shall be guaranteed to
ensure fair and acceptable electoral exercise.
In reconstituting the National Electoral Commission, the President shall consult all political
parties and movements including the RlJF/SL to determine the membership and terms of
reference of that Commission, paying particular attention to the need for a level playing field in
the nation's electoral politics.
Both the Government and the RUF/SL shall, together with other political parties, nominate men
and women of professionalism, integrity and objectivity to the National Electoral Commission,
not later than three months after the signing of the present Peace Agreement.
It is hereby agreed that no member of the National Electoral Commission shall be eligible for
appointment to a political office by any government formed as a result of an election they were
mandated to conduct.

ARTICLE 19
The Parties agree that the basic civil and political liberties which are recognised by the Sierra
Leone legal system and are contained in the Declarations and Principles on Human Rights
adopted by the UN and the GAU, especially the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
African Charter on Human and People's Rights, shall be fully guaranteed and promoted within
Sierra Leone society.
These include the right to life and liberty, freedom from torture; the right to a fair trial, freedom
of conscience, expression and association, and the right to take part in the governance of one's
country.
To foster national reconciliation and ensure the full and unrestricted participation of the RUF/SL
in the political process, the RUF/SL shall enjoy:
(i) freedom of the press and access to the media in order that they may be heard and
informed.
(ii) freedom of association, expression, assembly and the right to mobilise and
demonstrate freely, and to communicate politically in order that they may organise
effectively and set up appropriate infrastructure.
All political prisoners and prisoners of war, if any, shall be released.
ARTICLE 20
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To monitor compliance with the basic rights guaranteed in the present Peace Agreement, as well
as to promote human rights education throughout the various sectors of Sierra Leonean society,
including schools, the media, the police and the military, an independent National Commission
on Human Rights shall be established.
In pursuance of the above, technical and material assistance may be sought from the UN Special
Commission on Human Rights, UN Centre for Human Rights, African Commission on Human
and People's Rights and other relevant international organisations.
The National Commission on Human Rights shall have the power to investigate human rights
violations and to institute legal proceedings where appropriate.
Further, a consortium of local human rights groups shall be encouraged to help monitor human
rights observance.
ARTICLE 21
The Parties undertake to respect the principles and rules of international humanitarian law.
ARTICLE 22
In the pursuit of the reconstruction, rehabilitation and socio-economic development of Sierra
Leone as a matter of the utmost priority, special attention shall be given to rural and urban poor
areas, war victims, disabled persons and other vulnerable groups. The Government in conjunction
with the Committee for Demobilization and Resettlement shall co-operate with all political
parties and movements, including the RUF/SL, to raise resources internationally for these
objectives during the initial phase of the consolidation of peace.
ARTICLE 23
The Government shall do all in its power to mobilize resources internally and externally to meet
the needs of the post-war reconstruction and socio-economic development.
ARTICLE 24
The Parties agree that the independence of the Judiciary shall be strengthened in accordance with
its role of ensuring the fair and impartial dispensation ofjustice in a democratic order. The
composition of the present Judicial and Legal Service Commission shall be determined so as to
ensure the independence of the Judiciary from the other organs of state as well as the political
parties. Its membership shall include, in addition to judges and representatives of the legal
profession and public services, representatives of other sectors of society not directly connected
with the administration of justice.
ARTICLE 2S
The Police Force shall be strengthened to ensure that the rule of law is upheld throughout Sierra
Leone. To that end, the present Police Force shall be vetted. Furthermore, the professional
training of the Police Force shall henceforth assure a new orientation, bu emphasizing
professionalism, the importance of human dignity and democratic values and respect and
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protection of human rights. It shall, further, emphasise that the conduct of members of the Police
Force shall be free from all partisan considerations of politics, ideology and social position and
that the Police Force shall avoid and combat corruption.

51'1\t

Nominations for the Police Council will come from wider sectors of society prior to their
appointment so as to ensure their truly civilian and non-partisan character.
iillTICLE 26
It is recognised that there is a socio-economic dimension to the conflict which must also be
addressed in order to consolidte the foundation of peace. Accordingly, the socio-economic policy
of Sierra Leone shall be guided among other things, by the following principles, taking into
account available resources:
i. Enhancement of the nation's productive capactiy through meaningful grassroots
participation in the reconstruction and development of the country;
ii. The provision of equal opportunities to all Sierra Leoneans especially those in the
countryside and the urban poor, with the aim of equitable distribution of the nation's
resources thereby empowering them to contribute effectively to decisionmaking and
implementation of policies which affect their lives;
iii. Improving the quality of life of the people through the provision of, inter alia,
a. primary health care in all villages and towns;
b. affordable and quality housing, especially in the countryside and poor urban areas;
c. improved educational services to enable all children of primary and juniorsecondary school age to receive free and compulsory schooling as well as provide
the opportunity for the youth and all other Sierra Leoneans to receive affordable
quality education;
d. clean drinking water and sewerage system in every village and town;
e. provide job opportunities in a systematic and sustainable way for the people,
especially the youth;
f. promote and sustain rural development and support agriculture in terms of
technical, credit and marketing facilities;
g. provide support for production and provision of basic food and nutritional
requirements of the people and food security in general;
h. protect the environment and regulate the exploitation of natural resources in the
interest of the people, as well as prohibit monopolies;
i. provide the required infrastructure such as roads, transport and communications,
energy and rural electrification, for improved living conditions, especially of the
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rural people;
j. seek to obtain debt relief in order to transfer funds from debt servicing to meet the
urgent requirements of rebuilding a war-tom society.
iillTICLE 27
A broad-based Socio-Economic forum, in which the RUF/SL shall participate, shall be
established with a feiw to emiching policy forumlation and execution in the socio-economic
sector.
ARTICLE 28
The Government of Cote d'Ivoire, the United Nations, the OAU and the Commonwealth shall
stand as moral guarantors that this Peace Agreement is implemented with integrity and in good
faith by both parties.
i\nnex to this Agreement:
A nationwide sensitization programme for the peace process shall be pursued by the Parties,
using all available means of communication to impress upon their combatants and the nation at
large:
- the
- the
- the
- the

fact that hostilities have ended;
reasons for demobilization;
opportunities for reintegration of combatants; and
need for reconciliation and lasting peace.

Done in Abidjan this 30 day of the month of November, 1996.
Alhaji Dr. Ahmad Tejan Kabbah
President of the Republic of Sierra Leone
Corporal Foday Saybana Sankoh
Leader of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
Henri Konan Bedie
President of the Republic of Cote d'Ivoire
Berhanu Dinka
Special Envoy of the United Nations Secretary-General for Sierra Leone
Adwoa Coleman (MIS)
Representative of the Organization of African Unity (OAU)
Moses Anafu (DR)
Representative of the Commonwealth Organization
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ECOWAS SIX-MONTH PEACE PLAN FOR SIERRA LEONE
23 OCTOBER 1997 - 22 APRIL 1998
(SCHEDULE OF IMPLEMENTATION)
PREAMBLE:
Pursuant to the ECOWAS mandate to implement proposals for the resolution of the Sierra Leone
crisis contained in the Final Communique of26 June, 1997 in Conakry, a seven-point peace plan
has been devised for the early return of constitutional governance to Sierra Leone. These are:
1. Cessation of hostilities throughout Sierra Leone
1.
11.

With immediate effect
Establish monitoring and verification mechanism

Note: Process to be undertaken by ECOMOG, and the UN military observers. Participation of UN
military observers needs the agreement of the UN Security Council.
2. Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration of Combatants: 1 to 31 December, 1997
Note: ECOWAS Committee of Five Ministerial Assessment visit (20 November, 1997)
3. Commencement of Humanitarian Assistance: 14 November 1997
Note: ECOMOG to monitor the process
4. Return of Refugees and Displaced Persons
Commencement date: 1 December, 1997
UNHCR assisted repatriation and resettlement of refugees and displaced persons
5. Restoration of the constitutional Government and Broadening of the Power Base: Takes effect
from 22 May, 1998.
6. Immunities and Guarantees: Takes effect from 22 May, 1998
ELABORATION OF ECOWAS PEACE PLAN
1. Cessation of Hostilities:

It is considered that cessation of hostilities should come into force immediately. However, this
will have to be accompanied by a monitoring and verification regime. Leaders of the various
combatant units will be expected to disseminate information concerning these measures and
ensure compliance with them. These measures will be supervised by ECOMOG, assisted by UN
military observation group. The verification process will continue right up to the termination of
the peace plan, i.e. 22 April 1998.
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2. Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration of Combatants:
It is considered that a minimum of 30 days would be required to conduct an effective disarmament
and demobilisation of combatants. This should take place from 1 to 31 December, 1997. Given the
nation-wide dislocation of infrastructures and administration, a simple and uncomplicated
procedure is envisaged. Combatants will be directed to report at designated centres in order to be
engaged in the disarmament process. ECOMOG will supervise the entire process of disarmament
and demobilisation. Where necessary, incentives may have to be provided to encourage the
voluntary participation of combatants in all this process.
3. Humanitarian Assistance:
Considering that sanctions/embargoes will be strictly enforced throughout the period of the
implementation of the Sierra Leone peace plan, the flows of humanitarian assistance beginning 14
November 1997 will continue to be monitored by ECOMOG and UN military observers. To this
effect, a mechanism will be established by ECOMOG to facilitate the flow of humanitarian
assistance. All this will be worked within the context of UN Security Council Resolution.
4. Return of Refugees and Displaced Persons:
Recognising that refugees, particularly those in neighboring countries, may wish to voluntarily
return following the cessation of hostilities, UNHCR assistance should begin from 1 December,
1997.
5. Restoration of Constitutional Government and Broadening of the Power Base:
The restoration of constitutional order to Sierra Leone is at the heart of the ECOWAS peace plan.
Consequently, it is considered necessary that the Government of Tejan Kabbah should be enabled
to exercise effective control once he is restored to office on 22 May 1998. Nevertheless, it is
recognised that for an enduring peace to be restored which will enjoy the support of the majority
of Sierra Leoneans and the confidence of the subregion, efforts should be made to ensure that an
all-inclusive government is evolved. In this regard, the goodwill and assistance of the international
community, both financial and material, would be necessary.
The interest of the various parties in Sierra Leone should be suitably accommodated. Accordingly,
it is recommended that the new Cabinet should be a cabinet of inclusion.
Furthermore, in order to accommodate the aspirations of their supporters, Board and Senior Civil
Service appointments are to reflect broad national character.
All the above power sharing formulas should come into effect 22 May 1998.
It is recognised that Corporal Foday Sankoh as a leader of RUF could continue to play an active

role and participate in the peace process.
In the spirit of the Abidjan Accord and in the context of this Agreement, Corporal Foday Sankoh
is expected to return to his country to make his contribution to the peace process.
6. Reintegration of Combatants:
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All those who disarm as a result of the implementation of the peace process, should be provided
with either job training to fit them for alternative employment or given scholarships and grants for
further education. Access to education at all levels should be made available to all demobilised
persons. Ex-combatants should be provided with assistance to facilitate their re-integration into
their communities. We strongly appeal to the UN, OAU, ECOWAS and indeed the international
community to render appropriate assistance to achieve this objective.
7. Donor Appeals for Emergencv Humanitarian Assistance for Reconstruction and Rehabilitation:

The United Nations and the OAU in cooperation with ECOWAS are requested to launch these
appeals as soon as hostilities cease.

8. Immunities and Guarantees:
It is considered essential that unconditional immunities and guarantees from prosecution be

extended to all involved in the unfortunate events of25 May, 1997 with effect from 22 May 1998.
DONE AT CONAKRY, THIS 23RD DAY OF OCTOBER 1997
FOR THE COMMITTEE OF FIVE
OF ECOWAS ON SIERRA LEONE
Chief Tom Ikimi
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Federal Republic of Nigeria
Lamine Kamara
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Republic of Guinea
FOR THE DELEGATION REPRESENTING
MAJOR JOHNNY PAUL KOROMAH
Col Abdul Karim Sesay
Secretary General AFRC
Alimamy Pallo Bangura
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
WITNESSES
For U.N.
Prof. Ibrahima Fall
Asst. Secretary-General UN
For O.A.u.
Ms. Adwoa Coleman
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AGREEMENT ON CEASEFIRE IN SIERRA LEONE
President Ahmed Tejan KABBAH and Rev. Jesse Jackson met on 18 May 1999 with
Corporal Foday Saybana SANKOH, under the auspices of President Gnassingbe
EYADEMA. At that meeting, the question of the peace process for Sierra Leone was
discussed.

***
The Government of the Republic of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of
Sierra Leone (RUF/SL),
- Desirous to promote the ongoing dialogue process with a view to establishing durable
peace and stability in Sierra Leone; and
- Wishing to create an appropriate atmosphere conducive to the holding of peace talks in
Lome, which began with the RUF internal consultations to be followed by dialogue between
the Government and the RUF;
- Have jointly decided to:
1. Agree to ceasefire as from 24 May 1999, the day that President EYADEMA invited
Foreign Ministers ofECOWAS to discuss problems pertaining to Sierra Leone. It was
further agreed that the dialogue between the Government of Sierra Leone and RUF would
commence on 25 May 1999;
2. Maintain their present and respective positions in Sierra Leone as of the 24th of May
1999; and refrain from any hostile or aggressive act which could undermine the peace
process;
3. Commit to start negotiations in good faith, involving all relevant parties in the discussions,
not later than May 25 in Lome;
4. Guarantee safe and unhindered access by humanitarian organizations to all people in need;
establish safe corridors for the provision of food and medical supplies to ECOMOG soldiers
behind RUF lines, and to RUF combatants behind ECOMOG lines;
5. Immediate release of all prisoners of war and non-combatants;
6. Request the United Nations, subject to the Security Council's authorisation, to deploy
military observers as soon as possible to observe compliance by the Government forces
(ECOMOG and Civil Defence Forces) and the RUF, including former AFRC forces, with
this ceasefire agreement.
This agreement is without prejudice to any other agreement or additional protocols which
may be discussed during the dialogue between the Government and the RUF.
Signed in Lome (Togo) 18 May 1999, in six (6) originals in English and French
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For the Government of Sierra Leone
ALHADJI Dr. Ahmad Tejan KABBAH
President Of The Republic Of Sierra Leone
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For the Revolutionary United Front Of Sierra
Leone
Corporal Foday Saybana Sankoh, Leader of
the Revolutionary United Front (RUF)

WITNESSED BY:

For the Government of Togo and Current
Chairman of ECOWAS
GNASSINGBE EYADEMA
President of the Republic of Togo

For the United Nations
Francis G. Okelo
Special Representative of the Secretary
General

For the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) US Presidential Special Envoy for the
Promotion of Democracy in Africa
Adwoa COLEMAN
Representative of the Organization of African Rev. Jesse JACKSON
Unity
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Lome Accord - 7 July 1999 - Sierra Leone Web
PEACE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF SIERR.4.. LEONE AND
THE REVOLUTlONARY UNITED FRONT OF SIERRA LEONE

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPU BLIC OF SIERRA LEONE and
THE REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT OF SIERRA LEONE (RUF/SL)
Having met m Lome, Togo, from the 25 May 1999, to 7 July 1999 under the auspices of the Current Chairman of ECOWAS, President
Gnassmgbe Eyadema;
Recallmg earlie r initlati ves undertaken by the countries of the sub-reglOn and the International Communi ry, aImed at bnnging about a
negotiated settlement of the contlict in SIerra Leone, and culminating in the Abidjan Peace Agreement of 30 November, 1996 and the
ECOWAS Peace Plan 0[23 October, 1997;
Moved by the imperative need to meet the desire of the people of Sierra Leone for a defmitive settlement of the fratrIcidal war m their
country and for genuine national unity and reconciliation,
Committe d to promoting full respect for human rights and humanitarian law;
Committed to promoting popular participation in the governance of the country and the advancement of democracy in a socio-political
'lmework free of inequality, nepotism and corruption;
Concerned with the socio-economic well bemg of all the people of Sierra Leone;
Determmed to foster mutual trust and confidence between themselves;
Determmed to establlsh sustamable peace and security; to pledge forthwith, to settle all past, present and future differences and gnevances
by peaceful means; and to refrain from the threat and use of armed force to brmg about any change m Sierra Leone;
Reaffirming the conviction that sovereignty belongs to the people, and that Government denves all its powers, authority and legItimacy
from the people:
Recognisin g the imperative that the children of Sierra Leone, especially those affected by armed conflict, in view of their .vulnerability, are
entitled to special care and the protectlOn of theIr inherent right to life, survival and development, m accordance with the provisions of the
lnternational Convention on the Rights of the Child;
Guided by the Declaration in the Final Communique of the Meeting in Lome of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of ECOWAS of 25 May
1999, in which they stressed the importance of democracy as a factor of regional peace and security, and as essential to the socio-econom IC
development of ECOW AS Member States; and in which they pledged their commitment to the consolidation of democracy and respect of
human rights while reaffIrming the need for all Member States to consolidate their democratic base, observe the principles of good
'overnance and good economIc management m order to ensure the emergence and development of a democratic culture which takes mto
d.ccount the interests of the peoples of West Afnca;
Recommitting themselves to the total observance and compliance with the Cease-fire Agreement signed in Lome on 18 May 1999, and
appended as Annex. 1 until the signing of the present Peace Agreement;

HEREBY AGREE AS FOLLOWS:

PART ONE
CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES
ARTICLE 1
CEASE-FIRE
The armed conflict between the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF /SL is hereby ended with Immediate effect. Accordingly, the two
sides shall ensure that a toral and permanent cessation of hos tilities is observed forthwith
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ARTICLE II

CEASE-FIRE MONITORING
I A Cease-fire Monitonng Committee (herei nafter termed the CIviC) to be chaired by th e United Nations Observer MisSiOn in Sierra Leone
(herem after termed UN OMSIL) with representative s of the Government of Sierra Leone, RUF/SL, the Civil Defence Forces (hereinafter
termed the CDF) and ECOMOG shall be established at provmcial and disITlCllevels with immediate effect to momtor, verify and report all
viOlatiOns of the cease-fire.
2. A Joint Monitonng Commission (hereinafter termed the JMC) shall be established at the national level to be chaired by UNOMSIL with
representatives of the Government of Sierra Leone, RUF/SL, CDF, and ECOMOG. The J1vIC shall receive, mvestigate and take appropriate
action on reports of viOlatiOns of the cease-fire from the CMC. The parties agree to the defmitiOn of cease-fire violations as contamed in
Annex 2 which cons titutes an integral part of the present Ag reement.

3 The parties shall seek the assistance of the Intern ational Communi ty in providing funds and other logistics to enable the JMC to carry out
its mandate.

PART TWO
GOVERNANCE
The Government of Sierra Leone and the RUFISL, recognizing the right of the people of Sierra Leone to Ii ve in peace, and desirous of
iding a transitional mechamsm to incorporate the RUF/SL mto governance within the spint and letter of the ConstitutlOn, agree to the
following formulas for structuring the government for the duratlOn of the penod before the next electlOns, as prescribed by the Constitution,
managmg scarce public resources for the benefit of the development of the people of Sierra Leone and sharing the responsibility of
implementing the peace Each of these formulas (not in priority order) IS contained in a separate /uticle of this Part of the present
Agreement; and may be further detail ed in protocols annexed to it.
Article III Transformation of the RUF/SL Into a Political Party
Article IV Enabling Members of the RUF/SL to Hold Public Office
Article V Enablmg the RUF/SL to Jam a Broad-Based Government of National Unity T1Jtough Cabinet Appointment
Article VI Commissio n for the Consolidation of Peace
Article VII Commission for the Management of Strategic Resources, National Reconstruction and Development
Article VIII Council of Elders and Religious Leaders.

ARTICLE III
TRANSFORMA TION OF THE RUF/SL INTO A POLITICAL PARTY
l. The Government of Sierra Leone shall accord every facility to the RUF/SL to transform itself into a political party and enter the
mamstream of the democratic process. To that end'
2. Immediately upon the slgnmg of the present Agreement, the RUF/SL shall commence to organize itself to function as a political
movement, witb the nghts, priviie ges and duties accorded to all political parties in Sierra Leone. These include the freedom to publish,
unhmdered access to the media, freedom of association, freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, and the nght to mobilize and
associaLe freely.

3. Within a period of thirty days, following the signing of the present Agreement, the necess ary legal steps shall be taken by the
Government of Sierra Leone to enable the RUF ISL to register as a political party.
4. The Partles shall approach the International Commun iry with a view to mobilizing resources for the purposes of enabling the RUF/SL to
function as a political party. These resources may include but shall not be limited to:

0) Sertmg up a tmst fund;
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(li) Traming for R [j FIS L members hip in party orgamzation and functions, and
Providing any other assistance necessary for achieving the goals of thiS section.

ARTICLE IV
ENABLING JVIEMBERS OF THE RUF/SL TO HOLD PUBLIC OFFICE
I. The Government of Sierra Le one shall take the necessary steps to enable thos e RUF/SL members nominated by the RUF/SL to hold
public office, within tbe time-frames agreed and contained 10 the present Agreement for the integratiOn of the various bodies named herein.
2. Accordingly, necessary legal steps shall be taken
the Government of Sierra Leone, within a period of fourteen days following the
signing of the present Agreement, to amend relevant laws and regulations that may constirute an impediment or bar to RUF/SL and AFRC
personnel holding public office
3 Withm seven days of the removal of any such legal impediments, both parties shall meet to diSCUSS and agree on the appointment of
RUF/SL members to positlons in paras[a[als, diplomacy and any other public sector.

ARTICLE V
E;\lABLING THE RUF/SL TO JOIN A BROAD-BASED GOVERNMENT OF
NA TIONAL UNITY THROUGH CABINET APPOINTMENTS
1 The Government of Sierra Leone shall accord every opporrunity to the RUF ISL to Join a broad-based government of national umty
through cabinet appoll1[ments To [hat end:
2. The Chairrnansh ip of the Board of the Commis sion for the Management of Strategic Resources, National Reconstruction and
Development (CMRRD) as provided for in Article VII of the present Agreement shall be offered to the leader of the RUF/SL, Corporal
Foday Sankoh. For thiS purp ose he shall enj oy the starus of Vice Presidem and shall therefore be answerable only to the President of Sierra
Leone.
3. The Governm ent of Sierra Leone shall give ministeria I posinons to the RUFISL in a moderately expanded cabinet of 18, bearing in mind
that the mterests of other political parnes and civil soclety orgamzatlons should also be taken into account, as follows:
(i) One of the senior cab met appointments su ch as finance, foreign affalfS and Justice;
(ii) Three other cabinet positions.
4. In addition, the Govemmen t of Sierra Leone shall, in the same spirit, make available to the RUF/SL the following senior government
positions: Four posts of Deputy Minister.
~

Within a period of fourteen days follow ing the signing of the present Agreement, the necessary steps shall be taken by the Government
" Sierra Leone to remove any legal impediments that may prevent RUF/SL members from ho lding cabinet and other positions.

ARTICLE VI
COMMISSION FOR THE CONSOLIDATION OF PEACE
1. A CommiSSiOn for the Consolidation of Peace (hereinafter termed the CCP), shall be established within two weeks of the signing of the
prescnt Agreement to implement a post-conflict programme that ensures reconciliation and the welfare of at parties co the conflict,
especially the vIctims of war. The CCP shall have the overail goal and responsibility for supervising and mOl1ltoring the implementatiOn of
and compliance with the provisions of the present Agreement relanve to the promotion of natiOnal reconciliatIon and the consolidation of
peace.

2. The CCP shall ensure that all structures for national reconciliation and the consolidation of peace already in existence and those provided
for in the presen t Agreemen t are operational and given the necessary resources for realizing their respective mandates. These structures
shall comprise:
(i) the Commission for the Management of Strategic Resources, National Re constructiOn and Development;

(ii) the Joint Monitoring Commission;
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the Provincial and DismCI Cease-fire Monircrmg Committees,
the Committe e for the Release of Pnsoners of War and .'-lon -Combatants;
(v) the Committee for Humanitarian ASSIStance:
(vi) the Nanonal Commiss ion on Disarmament, Demoblllzation and Reintegration;
(vii) the 1'<ational Commission for Resettlement Rehabilitation and ReconstructlOn:
(viii) the Human Rights Commission: and
(ix) the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
3 The CCP shall have the nght to msp eCI any activny or site connected with the irnplememati on of the present Agreement.

4. The CCP shall have full powers to organize iIS work 111 any manner it deems appropriate and to appoint any group or sub-committee
which It deems necessary in [he discharge of ItS functions.

5 The CommiSSion shall be composed ofthe following members
(i) Two representacives of the civil soclery;
(ii) One representatIve each name d by the Government, the RUF/SL and the Parliament.
6 The CCP shall have ItS own offices, adequate communlcatlOn facilitIes and secretarial support staff
.., Recommendations for improvements or modifications shall be made to the President of sierra Leone for appropriate actlOn. Li kewise,
failures of the strucmres to perform tbeir aSSIgned duties s hall also be brought to the attention of the President.
8 Disputes arising out of tbe preceding paragr apb shall be brought rc the Council of Elders and Religious Leaders for resoluti on, as
specified in Article VIII of the present Agr eement.
9. Should Protocols be needed
preparan on.

In

furtherance of any provision in the present Agreement. the CCP shall have the responsibility for their

10. The mandate of the CCP shall terminate at the end ofthe next general el ections

ARTICLE VII
COMMISSION FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF STRATEGIC RESOURCES,
NATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
1 GIven the emergency situation faci ng the country, the parties agree that the Government shall exercise full control over the exploitation
of gold, diamonds and otber resources, for the benefit of the people of Sierra Leone. Accordingly, a Commission for the Managem ent of
Strategic Resources, NatlOnai Re construction and Development (hereinafter termed the CMRRD) shall be established and charged with tbe
responsibIlity of secunng and monitoring the legitimate exploitation of Sierra Leone's gold and diamonds, and other resources that are
delermined to be of strategIC importance for national security and welfare as well as cater for post-war rehabIlitation and reconstruction, as
prOVided for under Artic le XXVIII of the present Agreement.
2. The Government shall cake the necessary legal action within a period not exceeding two weeks from the signing of the present
Agreement to tbe effect that all exploitation, sale, export, or any other transaction of gold and diamonds shall be forbidden except those
sanctioned by tbe CMRRD All previous concessions shall be null and void.
3. The CMRRD shall autborize licensing of artlsanal production of diamonds and gold, in accordance with prevailing laws and regulations.
All gold and diamonds extracted or otherwise sources from any Sierra Leonean tern tory shall be sold to the Government.
4. The CMRRD shall ensure, through the appropriate authorities, tbe security of the areas covered under this Article, and shall take all
necessary measures against unauthorized exploitatIOn.
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S, For the export or local resaie of gold and diamonds by [be Government, tbe CMRRO shall authonze a buying and selling agreement with
one or more reputable mternational and specialized mlDeral companies, All exports of Sierra Leonean gold and diamonds shall be
transactecby the Government. under these agreements,
6 The proceeds from the tra nsactions of gold and diamonds shall be public momes which shall enter a special Treasury account to be spent
exclUSIvely on the develop mem of the people of Sierra Leone, With appropnatlOns for public educatlOn, publiC health, mfrastructural
deveiopment, and compens ation for mcapacitated war Victims as we II as post-war rehabilitatJon and reconstmctlOn, Priority sp ending shall
go to rural areas,
7 The Government sball, if necessary, seek the assistance and cooperation of other governments and their lDstruments oflaw enforcement
to detect and facilitate the prosecution of vlOlations of tbis Article,
8. The management of other natural resources shall be reViewed by the CMRRD to determme If their regulation is a matter of natiOnal
security and welfare, and recommend ap propriate poliCY to the Government.
9 The functions of the Mil1lstry of Mines shall continued to be carried out by the current authorized ministry Howevet, in respect of
strategiC mineral resources, the CMRRD shall be an autonomous body m carrying out Its dunes concerning the re gulation of Sierra Leone's
strategic natural resources.
10 AI! agreements and transactions referred to in this Article shall be subject to full pubiic disci os me and records of all correspondence,
negotiatlODS, buslDess transactions and any other matters related to exploitatIOn, management, local or international marketll1g, and any
other matter shall be public documents .
. The Corrumssion shall issue monthly reports, including the details of all the transactions related to gold and diamonds, and other
licenses or conceSSlOns of natural resources, and its own administrative costs.
12. The Commission shaH be governed by a Board whose Chairmanship shall be offered to the Leader of the RUF/SL, Corporal Foday
Sankoh. The Board shall also compnse:
(I) Two representatives of the Government appomted by the PreSident;
(ii) Two representatives of the polincal party ro be formed by the RUF/SL;
(iii) Three representati ves of the civil society; and
(iv) Two represematl ves of other politic al parties appointed by Parliament.
13 The Government shall take the required administrative actions to implement the commitments made in the present Agreement; and in
the case of enabling legislation, it shall draft and submit to Parliament within thirty days of the signature of the present Agreement, the
relevant bills for their enactment mro la w,
14. The Government commits Itself to prop ose and support an amendment to the Constitution to ma ke the exploitation of go ld and
"amonas the legitimate domai n of the people of Sierra Leone, and to determine that the proceeds be used fo r the development of Sierra
:one, particularly public education, public health, infrastructure development, and compensation of incapacitated war victims as well as
post-war reconstruction and development.

ARTICLE VIII
COUNCIL OF ELD ERS AND RELIGIOUS LEADERS

I The signatories agree to refer any confli ctmg differences of interpretation of this Article or any other Article of the present Agreement or
its protocols, to a Council of Elders and Religious Leaders comprised as follows
(i) Two members appointed by the Inter-Religious Council:
(ii) One member each appoimed by tbe Government and the RUF/SL: and
(iii) One member appointed by ECOWAS.
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:2 The Council shall designate its own chairperson from among its members All of its decis iOn shall be taken by the concurrence of at least
four members, and shall be binding and public, provided that an aggneved party may appea 1 [0 the Supreme Court.

PART THREE
OTHER POLITICAL ISSUES
The Part of the present Agreement ConsIsts of the following Artides
Article IX Pardon and Amnesty
Article X ReVIew of th e Present Cons titution
/'"rtide XI Ele ctions
Article XII National Electoral CommiSSiOn

ARTICLE IX
PARDON AND AMNESTY
I In order to bring lasting peace to Sierra Leone, the Government of Sierra Leone shall take appropriate legal steps to grant Corporal Foday
Sankoh absolute and free pardon.
2 After the sign ing of the present Agreement, the Government of Slerra Leone shall also grant absolute and free pardon and rep neve to all
combatants and collaborators m respect of anythmg done by them in pursuit of their objectives. up to the tune of the signmg of the present
Agreement.
3. To consolidate tbe peace and promote tbe cause of national reconciliation, tbe Government of Sierra Leone shall ensure that no official or
JudiCial action is taken against any member of the RUFlSL, ex-AFRC, ex-SLA or CDF in respect of anything done by them in pursuit of
their objecti ves as members of thos e organisations, since March 1991, up to the time of the signing of the present Agreement. In additIon,
legislative and other measures necessary to guarantee immun ity to former combatants, exiles a nd other persons, currently outs lde the
country for reasons related to the anned confEct shall be adopted ensunng the full exercise of their ci vi! and polItical rights, WIth a view to
their reintegration withm a framework of full legality.

ARTICLE X
REVIEW OF THE PRESENT CONSTITUTION
order to ensure that the Constitution of Sierra Leone repres ents the needs and aspi rations of the people of Sierra Leone and that no
or any other legal provislon prevents the implementation of the present Agreement, the Government of Sierra Leone shaIl
take the necessary steps to establish a Cons tltutional Review Committee to review the provisions oftbe present Constitution, and where
deemed appropriate, recommend revisions and amendments, in accordance with Part V, Secrion 108 of the ConstitutIOn of 1991.
~,JDstitutiOnal

ARTICLE XI
DATE OF NEXT ELECTIONS
Tbe next national elecnons

lD

Sierra Leone shall beheld in accordance with the present Constitution of Sierra Leone.

ARTICLE XII
NATIONAL ELECTORAL COMMISSION
I. A new independent NatiOnal Electoral Commiss iOn (hereinafter tenned the NEC) shall be set up by tbe Government, not later than three
months after the slgn ing of the present Agr eement.
2. In setting up the new NEC the President shall consult all political partJes, including the RUf/SL, to detennine the membership and terms
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of reference of the Commissio D, paying particular attention to the need for a level plaving field w the natlon' s electi ons.
3 No member of the NEC shall be eligible for appoimment to political office by any government formed as a result of an election he or she
was mand.ated to conduct.
4. The NEC shall request the assistance of the International Community, including the UN the OA TJ, ECOWAS and the Commonwealth of
Nations, in momtoring the next preSIdential and parliamentary elections in Sierra Leone.

PART FOUR
POST-CO'\'FLICT MILITARY AND SECURITY ISSUES
I The Government of Sierra Leone and the RTJF/SL recognizing that the maintenance of peace and security is of paramount importance
for the achieveme ot of lasting peace m Sierra Leone and for the welfare of its people, have agreed to the following formulas for dealing
WIth post-conflict mili cary and secumy matters. Each of these formulas (n ot m pnonty order) IS contained in separate Articles of this Part of
the present Agreement and may be further detailed in protocois annexed to the Agreement.
Article XIII Trans formation and New Mandate of ECO MOG
Article XIV New Mandate ofUNOMSIL
Article XV Security Guarantees for Peace Momtors
Article XVI Encampment, Disarmament, Demobilization and Remtegration
Article XV II Restructunng and Training of the Sierra Le one Armed Forces
ArtIcle XV[[] Withdrawal of Mercenanes
Article XIX Notification to Jomt Monitoring Commission
Article Notification to Military Commands.

ARTICLE XIII
TRANSFORMAnON AND NEW MANDATE OF EC OMOG
1. Immediate ly upon the signing of the present Agreement, the parties shall request ECO WAS to revise the mandate of ECOMOG in Sierra
Leone as follows
(i) Peacekeeping;
(ii) Secunty of the State of Sierra Leone;
1.
1.

Protectlon of UNOMSIL
Protection of Dis armament, Demobilisation and Reintegrat ion personnel.

") The Government shalL immediatel y upon the Signing of the present Agreement, request ECOWAS for troop contributions from at least
two additional countnes. The additional contingents shall be deployed not later than 30 days from the date of signature of the present
Agreement. The Secunty Council shall be requested to provide assistance in support of ECOMOG
3. The Parties agree to develop a timetable for the phased withdrawal of ECOMOG, including measures for securing all of the territory of
Sierra Leone by the restructured anned forces. The phased wIthdrawal of ECOMOG will be linked to the phased creation and depioyment
of the resTrLlctured armed forc es.

ARTICLE XIV
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i\EW MANDATE OF U:\IOMSIL

1 The UN Security Council is requested
[he present Agreement.

to

amend the mandate of UNOMSIL to enable it

[CJ

undertake the vanous provlslOns outlined in

ARTICLE XV
SECCRITY GUARANTEES FOR PEACE MONITORS

1 The Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF/SL agree to guarantee the safety, security and freedom of movement of UNOMSIL
Military Observers throughout Sierra Leone This guarantee shall be momtored by the Joint Momtoring CommisslOn.
2. The freedom of movement includes complete and unhindered access for UNOMSIL Military Observers in the conduct of theIr duties
throughout SIerra Leone. Before and during the process of Disarmament. Demob ilization and Remtegration, officers and escorts to be
provIded by both Parties shall be reqmred to faCIlitate thIS access
3. Such freedom of movement and security shall also be accorded to non-military lJNOMSIL personnel such as Human Rights Officers m
the conduct ofthelr duties. These personnel shall, til most cases, be accompanied by UNOMSIL Military Observers.
4. The provIsion of security to be extended shall include United NatIOns aircraft, vehicles and other property

ARTICLE XVI
ENCAMPMENT, DISARMAMENT, DEMOBILIZATION AND REINTEGRATION

I. A neutral peace keeping force comprising UNOMSIL and ECOMOG shall disarm all combatants of the RUF/SL, CDF, SLA and
paramilitary groups. The encampment, disarmament and demobilization process shall commence within six weeks of the signmg of the
present Agreement in Iine with the deployment of the neutral peace keeping force.
2. The present SLA shall be restricted to the barracks and theIr arms in the armoury and their ammun itions in the magazines and placed
under constant surveillance by the neutral peacekeepmg force dunng the process of disarmament and demobilizat IOn.
3. UNO MS IL shall be present in all dis armament and d emobiiization locati ons to mon itor the process and provide secunty gu arantees to all
ex-combatants.
4. Upon the signing of the present Agreement, the Government of Sierra Leone shall lmmedlate! y request the International Community to
assist with the provision of the necessary financial and techmcal resources needed for the adaptation and extension of the existmg
-ncampment, Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Programme in Sierra Leone, including payment of retlrement benefits and
"cher emoluments due to former members of the SLA

ARTICLE XVII
RESTRUCTURING AND TRAINING OF THE SIERRA LEONE ARMED FORCES

l. The restructuring, composltlOn and training of the new Sierra Leone armed forces will be carried out by the Government with a vIew to
creating truly natIOnal anned forces, beanng loyalty solely to tbe S tate of Sierra Leone, and able and WIlling to perform theIr constltutlonal
role.
2. Those ex-combatants of the RUF/SL, CDF and SLA who wish to be integrated tnto the new restructured national armed forces may do so
provIded they meet established critena.
3. Recruitment into the armed forces shall reflect the geo-political stlllcture of Sierra Leone within the established strength.

ARTICLE XVIII
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WITHDRA WAL OF MERCEN ARIES
All mercenanes, m any guise, shall be withdrawn from Sierra Leone immediately upon :he sIgning of the present Agreement. Their
withdrawal shall be supervIsed by the Joint Monironng CommissIOn,

ARTICLE XIX
NOTIFICATION TO JOINT MONITORING COMMISSION
Immediateiy upon the establlshment of the JMC provided for in Article II of the present Agreement, each party shall furnish to the JMC
information regardmg che strength and locations of all combatants as well as the positions and descriptions of all known unexploded bombs
(UXBs), explosive ordnance devices (EO Os), mineflelds, booby traps, wire entanglements, and all other physical or millcarj hazards, The
JMC shall seek all necessary technicai aSSIstance in mine clearance and the disposal or destructlOn of similar devices and weapons under
the operatIOnal control of the neutral peacekeeping force. The parties shall keep the JMC updated on changes in thiS informatIOn so that It
can notify the public as needed, to prevent inJunes.

ARTICLE XX
NOTIFICATION TO MILITARY COMMA:'iDS
Each party shall ensure that the terms ofthe present Agreement, and wntten orders requinng compliance, are immediately communicated to
ail of its forces.

PART FIVE
HUMANITARIA:'i, HUMAN RIGHTS AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ISSUES
I. The Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF\SL recognizing the importance of upholding, promoting and protectmg the human rights
of every Sierra Leonean as well as the enforcement of humanitanan law, agree to the followmg formulas for the achievement of these
laudable objectives. Each of these formulas (not in priority order) IS conramed In separate ArtIcles of thIS Part of the present Agreement
Article XXI Release of Prisoners and Abductees
Article XXlJ Refugees and Displaced Pers ons
Article XXIII Guarantee of the Security of Displaced Persons and Refugees
Article XXIV Guarantee and Promotion of Human Rights
Article XXV Human Rights Commis sian
Article XXVI Human Rights Violations
Article XXVII Humamtarian Rellef
Article XXVIII Post War Rehabilitation and Reconstruction
Article XXIX Speclal Fund for War Victims
Article XXX Child Combatants
Arncle XXXI Education and Health
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ARTICLE XXI
RELEASE OF PRISONERS AND ABDUCTEES
All political pnsoners of war as well as all non-combatants shall be released immediately and unconditionally by both pames,
acco~dance with the Statement of Ju ne 2, 1999, whIch IS contamed in Annex 3 and constimtes an integral pan of the presen t Agreement.

LD

ARTICLE XXII
REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS
The Pames throm!:h the NatlOnaI CommIssion for Resettlement, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction agree to seek funding from and the
mvolvement of th~ "lJN and other agencIes, including fnendly countnes, in order to design and implement a plan for voluntary repatriatlon
and remtegratlOn of Siena Leonean refugees and mternally disp laced persons, mcluding non-combatants, in confOrmI[); with internatIOnal
con ventions, nOlTDS and practices

ARTICLE XXIII
GUARANTEE OF THE SECURITY OF DISPLACED
PERSONS AND REFUGEES
As a reaffirmation of their commitment to the observation of the conventions and principles of human rights and the status of refugees. the
Parties shall take effectIve and appropriate measures to ensure that the right of Sierra Leoneans to asylum IS fully respected and that no
camps or dwellings of refugees or displaced perso ns are vio la ted.

ARTICLE XXIV
GUARANTEE AND PROMOTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
1. The basic civil and political libettles recogmzed by the Sierra Leone legal system and contained in the declarations and principles of
Human Rights adopted by the UN and OAU, especially the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the African Charter on Human and
People's Rights, shall be fully protected and promoted within Sierra Leonean soclery.
2. These include the right to life and liberry, freedom from torture, the right to a fair tna1, freedom of conscience, expreSSIOn and
associatIOn, and the righ t to take part m the governance of one's country.

ARTICLE XXV
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
1 The Parnes pledge to strengthen the existing machinery for addressing gnevances of the people in respect of alleged violatIOns of their
baSIC human rights by the creatIOn, as a matter of urgency and not later than 90 days after the signing of the present Agreemen t, of an
autonomous quaSI-judicial national Human Rights Commission.
2. The Parties further pledge to promote Human Rights education throughout the various sectors of Sierra Leonean society, including the
schools, the media, the police, the milItary and the religious community.
3. In pursuance of the above, techmcal and material assistance may be sought from the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, the
African Commiss ion on Human and Peoples Rights and other relevant international organisatIOns.
4 A consortium of local human rights and civil society groups in Siena Leone shall be encouraged to help monitor human rights
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observance

ARTICLE

~XVI

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
1. A Truth and Reconcili ation Commission shall be established to address impunity, break the cycle of vIOlence, provide a forum for both
the victims and perpetrators of human rights VIOlations to tell their story, get a clear picrure of the past in order to facilitate genuine healmg
and reconcIliation
2. In the spLrit of nanonal reconcIliation, the Commiss Lon shall deal with the question of human nghts violatIOns since the beginning of the
Sierra Leonean conflict m 199 I
This CommissIOn shalL among other things, recommend measu res to be taken for the rehabilitation of VICt ims of human rights vio lations
3. MembershIp of the CommIssion shall be drawn from a cross-section of SielTa Leonean society with the participation and some technical
supporr of the International Community. This Commissio n shall be established withm 90 days after the signing of the present Agreement
and shall. not later than 12 months after th e commencement of its work, submit ItS report to the Government for immediate ImplementatIOn
of ItS recommendatIons.

ARTICLE XXVII
HUMANIT ARlAN RELIEF
1. The Parties reaffIrm their commitment to their Statement on the Delivery of Humanitarian Assistance in Sierra Leone' of June 3, 1999
which is contamed in Annex 4 and constirutes an integral part of the present Agreemenc. To this end, the Government shall request
appropnate mternational humanitarian assistance for the people of Sierra Leone who are in need all over the country.
2. The Parries agree to guarantee safe and unhindered access by all humanitarian organizations throughout the country in order to facilitate
delivery of humanitarian assistance, in accordance with international conventions, prinCIples and norms which govern humanitanan
operations. In this respect, the partie s agree to guarantee the security of the presence and movement of humanitarian pers onnel.
3 The Parties also agree to guarantee the security of all properties and goods transported, stocked or distributed by humanitarian
organizations, as well as the security of their projects and beneficiaries.
4. The Government shall set up at various levels throughout the country, the appropriate and effective admmistrative or security bodies
whIch WIll monitor and facIlitate the implementation of these guarantees of safety for the personnel, goods and areas of operation of the
humanitarian orgamzatlOns.

ARTICLE XXVIII
POST - WAR REHABILITA TION AND RECONSTRUCTION
1 The Government. through the NatIonal Commission for Resettlement, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction and with the support of the
International Community, shall provide appropriate financial and technIcal resources for post-war rehabilitation, reconstruction and
development.
2. Given that women have been particularly victimIzed dunng the waf, special attention shall be accorded to their needs and potentials in
forrnulatmg and llnplementmg national rehabIlitatIOn, reconstruction and development programmes, to enable them to playa central role m
the moral, social and phySIcal reconstruction of Sierra Leone.

ARTICLE XXIX
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SPECIAL FUND FOR WAR VICTIMS
The Government, with the support of the International Community, shall design and implement a programme for the rehabilitation of war
victims. For this purpose, a special fund shall:Je set up

ARTICLE XXX
CHILD COMBATANTS
The Government shall accord parncuiar attentLOn to the Issue of child soldiers. It shall, accordingly, mobilize resources, both wlthm the
country and from the International CommuDlry, and especially through the Office of the UN Special Representative for Children in Anned
Conflt~t. L"IICEF and other agencIes, to address the specIal needs of these children in the existmg disannament, demobillzatLOn and
reintegration processes.

ARTICLE XXXI
EDUCA TION AND HEALTH
1e Government shall provide free compulsory education for the first nine years of schoolmg (Basic Education) and shall endeavour to
provide free schooling for a further three years. The Government shall also endeavour to prOVide affordable primary health care throughout
the country.

PART SIX
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AGREEMENT

ARTICLE XXXII
.JOlNT IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE
A Joint Implementation Committee consisting of members of the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace (CCP) and the Committee of
Seven on Sierra Leone, as well as the Moral Guarantors, provided for in Article XXXIV of the present Agreement and other international
supporters shall be established. Under the chainnanship of ECOWAS, the Joint Implementation Committee shall be responsible for
viewing and assessmg the state of implementatIon of the Agreement, and shall meet at least once every three months. Without prejudice
to the functions of the Commission for
the Consolidation of Peace as provided for m ArtIcle VI, the Joint Implementation Committee shall make recommendations deemed
necessary to ensure effective implementa tion of the present Agreement according to the Schedule of Implementation, which appears as
Annex 5

ARTICLE XXXIII

REQUEST FOR INTERcl\TATIONAL INVOLVEMENT
The partIes reg uest that the provisions of the present Agreement affectin g the United Nations shall enter into fo rce upon the adoption by the
lJN Security Council of a resolution responding affinnativel y to the request made in thIS Agreement. Likewise, the deciSIOn-making bodies

of the other international organ isations concerned are requested to take SImilar action, where a ppropnate.

http://www .sierra-leone. org/lomeaccord.html
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PART SEVEN
MORAL GUAR;\NTORS AND INTEMATIONAL SUPPORT

ARTlCLE XXXIV
MORAL GU ARANTORS

The Government of the Togolese Republic. the United NatlOns. the OAU. ECOWAS and the Commonwealth of Nations shall stand as
Moral Guaramors that thIS Peace Agreement lS Implemented WIth integrity and in good fa1th by both parties

ARTlCLE XXXV
INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT

Botb parties call on tbe International Community to assist them m implementing the present Agreement with Incegrity and good faIth. The
internatIOnal organisations mentioned in Arnde XXXIV and the Governments of Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivolre, Ghana, Gumea,
iberia, Libyan Arab Jamahlnya, Malt, Nigeria, Togo. the United Kingdom and the United States of Amenca are facilitatmg and
supporting the conclUSion of this Agreement. These States and organisations belteve that this Agreement must protect the paramount
interests of the people of Sierra Leone in peace and security.

PART EIGHT
FINAL PROVISIONS
ARTlCLE XXXVI
REGISTRA TlON AND PUBLICA TlON

The Slerra Leone Government shall register the signed Agreement not later than IS days from the date of the signing of this Agreement.
The SIgned Agreement shall also be published in the Sierra Leone Gazette not later than 48 (Forty - Eight) hours after the date of
registration of thIS Agreement. This Agreement shall be laid before the Parliament of Sierra Leone not later than 21 (Twenty-One) days
after the SIgn ing 0 f thIS Agreement.
ARTlCLE XXXVII
ENTRY INTO FORCE

The present Agreement shall enter inca force immediate ly upon its sIgnmg by the Parties.
Done in Lome this seven day of the month of July 1999 in twelve (12) original texts in English and French, each text being equally
authentic.
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Corporal F oday Sayb ana Sankoh
Leader of the RevolutIonary Un lted Front of Sierra Leone

Alhaji Ahmad Tel an Kabbah
President of the Repubhc of Sierra Leone
His Excellencv G nassingbe Eyadema
President of the Togoiese Republic
Chairman ofECOWAS
His Excellency BlaIse Compaore
President of Burkina Faso

His Excellency Dahkpanah Dr. Charles Ghan key Taylor
President of the Repub lic of Liberia
His Excellency Olusegun ObasanJo
President and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces
oftbe Federal Republic ofNlgena
His Excellency Youssoufou Bamba
Secretary of State at the Foreign Mission in charge of
Intemanonal Cooperation of Cote d'lvo ire
His Excellency Victor Gbeho
Mimster of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Ghana

Mr. Roger Laloupo
Representative of the ECOWAS Special Representative

Ambassador Francis G. Okelo
Executive Secretary of the United NatlOns Secretary General

Ms Adwoa Coleman
Representative Org anization of Afr ican Unity

Dr. Moses K.Z. Anafu
Represen tative of the Commonwealth of Nations

ANNEX 1
AGREEMENT ON CEASEFIRE
IN SIERRA LEONE
PresIdent Ahmed TeJan KABBAH and Rev. Jesse Jackson met on 18 May 1999 with Corporal Foday Saybana SANKOH, under the
auspices of PresideD[ Gnas singbe EY ADEMA. At that meeting, the question of tbe peace process fo r S terra Leone was dis cussed

***
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The Gover:lmem of the Repubiic of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone (RUF/SL),
- Desirous to promote the ongoing dialogue process with a view to establish ing durable peace and staollity in Sierra Leone;
and
- Wishmg to create an appropnate atmosphere conducive to the holding of peace talks 111 Lome, which began with the RUF
ll1temai consultations to be foliowed by dialogue between the Government and the RLF:
- Have Jointly decided to
A"ree to ceasefire as from 24 May 1999, the day that PreSident EYADEMA invited Foreign Ministers ofECOWAS to diSCUSS problems
pertaining to Sierra Leone. It was further agreed that the dialogue between the Government of Sierra Leone and RUF would commence on
25 May 1999;
2. Mamtam the Ir present and respective positions in Sierra Leone as of the 24th of May 1999, and refram from any hostile or aggressive act
which could undermme the peace process,
3. Commit to start negotiations in good falth, involving all relevant parnes m the discussions, not later than May 25 in Lome;
4. Guarantee safe and unhindered access by humal1ltanan organizations to all people in need; establish safe corridors for the prOVision of
food and medical supplies to ECOMOG soldiers behind RGF lines, and to RUF combatants behmd ECOMOG lmes;
( Immediate release of all pnsoners of war and non-combatants:
6. Request the U I1lted Nations, subject to the Secunty Council's authonsanon, to deploy miiitary observers as so on as possible to observe
compliance by the Government forces (ECOMOG and Civil Defence Forces) and the RUF, including former AFRC forces, with this
ceaseflre agreement.
ThiS agreement is Without prejudice to any other agreement or additional protocols which may be discussed during the dialogue between
the Government and the RUF
Signed in Lome (Togo) 18 May 1999, in SiX (6) originals in English and French

For the Government of Sierra Leone

For the Revolutionary Lnited Front Of Sierra Leone

ALHADJI Dr Ahmad TeJan KASSAB
President Of The Republic Of Sierra Leone

Corpora! F oday Saybana Sankoh, Leader of the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF)

WITNESSED BY

For the Government of Togo and Current Chairman of
ECOWAS

For the L'nited Nations
Francis G. Okelo
Special Representatlve of the Secretary General

GNASSINGSE EYADEMA
President of the RepubliC of Togo

For the OrganisatiOn of African Unity (OAU)
Adwoa COLEMAN
Representative of the OrganlzatlOn of African

US Presidential SpeCIal Envoy for the Promotion of
Democracy in Africa
Rev. Jesse JACKSON

ANNEX 2
DEFINITION OF CEASE-FIRE VIOLATIONS
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J In accordance WIth Anic1e II of the present Agreement, both parties agree that the following constitute cease-fire violations and a breach
of t11e Cease-fire Agreement

a. The use of weapon s of any kind in any circumstance inciudmg:
(i) Automatic and semi-automatic rifles, ;:Jlstols, machine guns and any other small arms weapon systems.
Heavy macnme guns and any other

weapon systems

Grenades and rocket-propelled grenade weapon systems.
(iv) Artillery, rockets, mortars and any other I ndlrect fire weapon systems.
(v) All types of mi ne, explosive devices and improvls ed booby traps.
(vi) Air Defence weapon systems of any nature
(vii) Any other weapon not included m the above paragraphs.
b Troop movements of any nature outside of the areas recognized as be ing under the control of respecti ve fighting forces without prior
notification to the Cease-fire Momtoring Committee of any movements at least 48 hours in advance.
The movement of arms and ammUnInon. To be conSIdered in the context of Secunty Councll Resolution 1171 (1998).
d. Troop movements of any nature;
d. The constru ction anellor the improvemen t of defensive works and positions wlthm respective areas of contro l, but outside a geographIcal
boundary of 500m from existing similar positions
f ReconnaIssance of any nature outsi de of respective areas of control.

g. Any otber offens ive or aggressIve actIOn.
, Any training or other military activines not provlded for in Articles XIII to XIX of the present Agreement constitute a cease-fire
violation.
3 In the event of a hostile external force threatenmg the territorial integrity or sovereignty of Sierra Leone, mililary action may be
undertaken by the Sierra Leone Government.

ANNEX 3
STATEMENT BY THE GOVERNMENT OF SIERRA LEONE AND THE
REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT OF SIERRA LEONE ON THE RELEASE
OF PRISONERS OF WAR AND NON-COMBATANTS

The Government of Sierra Leone (GOSL) and the Revolutionary United Front (RUF/SL) have agreed to implement as soon as possible the
provision of the Cease-fire Agreement which was signed on 18 May 1999 in Lome, relating to the immediate release of prisoners of war
and non -combatants.
Both Sides reaffinned the importance of the implementati on of this proVision in the interest of the furtherance of the talks.
They therefore decided tbat an appropriate CommIttee is establis hed to handle the release of all prisoners of war and non-combatants.
Both the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone deCIded that such a Committee be established by
the (IN and chaired by the UN Chief Military Observer m Sierra Leone and comprising representa(ives of the International Committee of
the Red Cross ClCRC), l.JN ICEF and other relevant UN Agencies and NGOs.
ThiS Committee should begin its work immediately by contacting both parties to the conflict with a view to effecting rhe immediate release
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of these prisoners of war and non-combatants

Lome - 2 June 1999

ANNEX 4
STATEMENT BY THE GOV ERNMENT OF SIERRA LEONE AND THE
REVOLUTIONARY UNITED FRONT OF SIERRA LEO"iE ON THE DELIVERY OF
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE IN SIERRA LEONE
The parnes to the confEct lil Sierra Leone meeting in Lome Togo on 3rd June 1999 m the context of the D,alogue between the Government
of S terra Leone (GS L) and the Revolutionary U mIed Front of Sierra Leone (RUF /SL):
Reaffirm their respect for mternatlOnal conventIOn, principles and norms, which govern the right of people to receive humamtarian
assIstance and the effecrive deilvery of such asslstance.
Reiterate theIr comrnttment to the implememation of the Cease-fire Agreement sIgned by the two parrIes on 18th May 1999 Ln Lome
Aware of the fact that the protracted CIvil strife In Sierra Leone has created a situatIon whereby the vast majority of Sierra Leoneans in need
nfhumanitarian assistance cannot be reached.
Hel-ebv agree asfoilows.
r That ali duly registered humanitarian agencies shall be guaranteed safe and unhindered access to all areas under the control of the
respective partie s in order that humanitari an assistance can be delivered safely and effecti vely. 10 accordance WIth international
conventions, princlples and norms govern humanitarian operations.

, ln thIS respect the tw 0 parties shall
a. guarantee safe access and facilitate the fielding of independent assessment missions by duly regIstered humanitarian
agencles.
b. identify, in collaboration with the UN Humanitarian Co-ordinator in Sierra Leone and UNOMSIL, mutually agreed routes
(road, air and waterways) by which humanitarian goods and personnel shall be transported to the beneficlanes to provide
needed assistance.
c. allow duly regIstered humanitarian a gencies to deliver assistance accordmg to needs established through independent
assessments.

d. guarantee the secunty of all properties and of and goods transported, stocked or distributed by the duly registered
humanitarian agenCIes, as well as the security of their project areas and beneficiaries.
3. The two parties undertake to establish with immediate effect, and not later than seven days, an Implementation Committee formed by
appropriately designated and mandated representatives from the Government of Sierra Leone, the RevolutIOn ary United Front of Sierra
Leone, the Civil SOCIety, the NGO community, and the lTNOMSIL; and chaired by the United NatIOns Humanitarian Co-ordinator, LD coordinatIOn with the SpecIal Representative of the Secretary General in Sierra Leone.
The Implementation CommIttee will be mandated to:
a. Ascertain and assess the security of proposed routes to be used by the humanitarian agencies, and disseminate information on routes to
:nterested humanita nan agencies.
b. ReceIve and revIew complaints WhICh may arise in the implementatIOn of thiS arrangement. in order to re-establish full compliance

.+. The parties agree to set up at various levels in their areas of control, the appropriate and effective admil1lstrative and security bodies
which will mODltor and facilitate the effective delivery of humanitarian assIstance in all approved points of delivery, and ensure the security
of the personneL goods and project areas of the humanitarian agencies as well as the sa fety of the beneficiaries.
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Issued in Lome
June 3 1999

ANNEX 5
DRA~FT

SCHEDULE OF IMPLEMENTA TIO'\! OF THE PEA CE AGREEMENT

1. ACTIVITIES WITH SPECIFIC TIMING:
TIMING

IDAY

1

Ii

ACTION REQUIRED

ACTiVITIES

II

FOLLOW-UP ACTION

II

II Signing of the Peace ,~greement
The Government to grant absolute and free pardon to the

Ami

RUF leader Foday Sankoh 'hrougn apDrOpriate legal steps
Transformation and new :nandate of ECOMOG
Request to ECOWAS bv the carties for revision of the

mandate of ECOMOG i~ Sierra Leone

Request to the UN Security Council to amend the mandate of
UNOMSIL to enable it tD unoertake the various provISions
outlined in the present Agreement:

Request to the international community to provide substantial
financial and logistical assistance to faciiitate impiementation
of the Peace Agreement

Request to ECOWAS by the parties for contributions of

additional troops
Transformation of the RUFlnto a political party
(Encamoment, disarmament, demobilization and retntegration
i(OOp)

IWithdrawal

of mercenaries

Notification to Jom! Monitoring Commission

INotification to Military Commands
I
I Enabling

cnembers of the RUFiSL to nold publiC office, and to
a broad-based Government of National Unity through
Cabinet apoolntments

RUF/SL to commence to organize itself to function as a
political party
Request for international assIstance in adapting and
extending the eXisting DDR 0 rogramme

I Supervision Dy Joinr Monitoring Commission
I Communication by the parties of positions and deSCrlDtlon Df
I all known warlike devlceslmatenals
Communication by the parties of written orders requiring

I, compliance

Removal by the Government of all legal Impediments

JOin

ICommission Tor the Consolidation of Peace (CCP)

Creation of the Commission to Imolement a post-conflict
reconciliation and welfare programme

Mandate of the
Commission to terminate
at the end of next
general eiection s Jan.Feb~

Commission tor the Management of Strategic Resources,
National Reconstruction and Oevelooment (CMRRD)

,Y 22

I Enabling memoers of the

DAY 31

RUFiSL to hold pubilc Dfflce

Transformation of the RUF Into a political party

2001

Ban on all exploitation, sale, export, or any transaction of
gold and diamonds except those sanctioned by the CMRDD
Discussion and agreement between both parties on the
appointment of RUFISL memoers to positions of parastatal,
diplomacy and any other publiC sector

For a period of fourteen
days

Necessary legal steps by the Government for the registration

of the RUF as a oolitical party
Commission for the management of Strategic Resources,
National Reconstruction and Development (CMRRD)

Preparation and submission oy Government to the
Parliament of relevant ~ills for enabling legislation
commitments made under the peace agreement

Transformation. new mandate, and phased withdrawal of

ECOMOG
Deployment of trooos from al least two additional countnes
Completion of encamoment, disarmament and
demobilization

DAY 60

I

Restriction of SLA soldiers to the barracks and storage of
their arms and ammunition under constant surveillance by
the Neutral Peace-Keeping Force during the disarmament
process

I Monltonng of disarmament and demobilization by UNOMSIL

DAY 90

Human Rights Commission

Creation of an autonomous quasi judicial national Human
Rights Commission

Recuest for tecnnical and matenal assistance from the UN
High CommissIoner for Human Rights, the African
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CommiSSion on Human Right::; and Peaaies Rignts and other
relevant oroanlzatlons

-

Creation of a

T,~uth

!

i'

and Reconciiiatior. Commission

Estaolisnment of a new ir.depenoent National Electoral
Commission (NEe) in consultation with all politi cal parties
Including the RUFISL

i

Reauest for financial and logistical suoport for the operations
of the NEC

Elections

Request for assistance from the International community In
monitoring the next presidential and parliamentary elections
in Sierra Leone
Suomisslon oy the Tru th and Reconciliation CommiSSion of
its repori and iecommendatlon to the Government for

II Human Rign Is Violations

immediate imolementation

II. ACTIVITIES WITHOlJT SPECIFIC TIMING: (SHORT/MEDIUM/LONG TERM):

II

SERIAL NO.
1

II
II :2easefire ma nltorlng

ACTIVITIES

II

II

ACTION REQUIRED
Establishment ot a Ceasefire MonitOring Committee at
provincial and districllevels

II "'",,",' ""em,,' "" eo oc

II
2

II

3

I
d

I
5

I
6

FOLLOW-UP ACTION

I

JMC already estabilshed
and operationa I

18 May 1999)

!IReview of the present Constitution

Request for international assistance In providing funds and
other logistics for the operations of the JMC

I Establishment of a Constitutior,al Review Committee

Mediatior. by the Council of Elders and Religious Leaders

AppOintment of memoers of the Council by the interreligious
CouncIl. the Government, Ihe RUF and ECOWAS

i

Formulation of the timetable in connection with Ihe phased
creation and deployment of the restructured Armed Forces

I
imetable for the phased withdrawal of ECCMOG
I
Security guarantees for peace monitors
I
I Restructunng and training of the SLA

II

http://www .sierra-leone org/lomeaccord.html

CommUnication, In wrillng, of security guarantees to
UNMILOBs

,I

Creation by the Government of truly naitonai armed forces
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136) Speech
Document headed "restricted" speech by AFRC Chairman
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~

~,rs1

,I~
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RESTRICTED

1

1
1
1

ARMED FORCES REVOLUTIONARY COTJNCIL

1

SPEECH BY THE CHAIR-MAN

1
1

.lvrY FELLOW COUNTRY]vfEN

THIS IS l\1AJOR JOHNNY

PAUL KORO:tvfJ\. THE CHAlRlv1AN OF THE ARlvfED FORCES

1
1

REVOLUTIONJillY COUNCIL (A.F.R.C.) OF SIERRA LEONE.

1

SINCE

M'f

LAST

BROADCAST

TO

THE

NATION

1

AN'NO\JNCING THE OVERTHROW OF FORJvlER PRESIDENT

1

TEJAN KABBA I NOW 'vVlSH TO APPRISE YOU OF THE
FOLLOWING:

1
1
1

I

HAVE

ALREADY

EXPLAINED

TO

TIffi

NATION
1

DEVELOP:tv1ENTS IN THE COUNTRY JUST BEFORE A.F.R.C.
INTERVENED THAT THREATENED THE CLOSENESS OF THE

1
1

COUNTRY.

1

THE POLITICS IN THE COUNTRY HAD POLARlSED INTO
REGIONAL OR TRIBAL FACTIONS.
RA.D

LOST

TOTAL

CONTROL

THE FORNffiR PRESIDENT
OF

THE

SITUATION

AS

ATROCITIES SPREAD THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.

THE OVERTHRO\VN

GO~NT :MiillE

HEARTED MOVES,'BUT MO

1
1
1
1
1

ONLY HALF1

ISASTROUSLY WAS THE FACT

TRA-T, THE FORMER, ARlvfED CIVILIANS FOR-M ONLY ON""E

1
1
1

1
RESTRICTED

1

1

1

RESTRICTED
PART OF THE COUNTRY TO HAR.A..SS SERVICEMEN A.."ND
MEMBERS OF TH:E CIVIL SOCIETY.

THE REBEL WAR \V1-llCH STARTED IN THIS COUNTRY
WAS FOUGHT GALLANTLY BY OUR FORCES, SERIOUSLY
AIDED BY THE GUTh'EAN TROOPS, NlGERIAN TROOPS, THE
SPECIAL TASK FORCE AND THE SSD'S .

MY COUNTRY lviEN AND COUNTRY

WOMEN

IN OUR

EFFORTS TO LIBERATE OUR FATHER LAND THE Ol\TLY
CIVILIANS WHO VOLUNTEERED TO FIGHT DURING THE
DIFFICULT DAYS

WERE

THE

TAMABOROS

WHO

WERE

FIGHTING ALONGSIDE THE AR.MY AS AN AUXILIARY FORCE,
A~TI

THE CO-OPERATION

TAMABOROS

WAS

BETW~EN

EXTRElviELY

THE ARlvfY AND THE
CORDIAl

AS

THE

TAMABOROS DEFENDED MOSTLY THEIR LOCALITIES.

SO:M:ETI1v1E IN JANUARY 1994 A GROUP CALLED HINDO:-rJNDO WAS ORGANISED IN KENEMA A1'.TQ THE FnR...i\1A TION
c'yl'-<

"~'F

~!'~N~"HHt"1<,,~oM ~t~~! "I'f;:~ .~

,"

~~i'F" ""~3" IJil T1o><fE'<1 "t'''':t~

1~P.n.Ui;,,,, dEl

1J"'It.F1P' ~"••H If ,""

~~.*",.'N!hlO! ~t,

'T'l A"Ni 1'Q f-Il:.:

t:H.a

~f ~ ~~ ~~ ~.

IN 1996, THIS SAME GROUP THAT HAD BEEN DISBMTDED
RE-EMERGED AS THE KAMAJORS AND LIKE IN THE DAYS OF
HINDO-HINDO, THE KAMAJORS INSTANTLY TARGETED THE
AR.1vfY AS

THEIR PERCEIVED ENEMY.

HOWEVER THE

MILITARY OVERLOOKED THE ACTIVITIES OF THE KAMAJORS
2

RESTRICTED

RESTRICTED
~~TI

FOUGHT ALONGSIDE WlTH THEM AS LOCAL ~TERS.

BUT WHEN THE S.L.P.P. CA1Y1E TO POWER, THE

S.L.P.P.

GOVERN.ME1"<TJ' EMP:HJ\SISED THA..T THE K.J\lY1A.JORS SHOULD
BE

GIVEN

J;J'.ilI-MILITARY

TR.AlNING

\VHICH

CAUSED

SERIOUS CONFRONTATION BETVlEEN THE SOLDIERS AND
KiL"MAJORS.

VVHEN THE

14,000

WRILE

:MEN,

THE

ARlvfY WAS ONLY :MADE UP OF
NU1v1BER

OF

K.J\lY1A.JORS

RAJ)

SWOLLEN UP TO 37,000 :MEN, VASTLY OUTNUNfBERING THE
CONSTITUTIONAL ARlvfY.

WELFARE OF THE ARMY: THE S.L.P.P. WHICH GOT TIffi FULL
SUPPORT OF THE ARlvfY AFTER THE ELECTIONS SUDDENLY
BECAlv1E VERY PARTISA.N IN HANDLING

TfIE SECURiTY OF

THE STATE. THE VlELF1\RE OF THE K.A-."MAJORS WAS TREATED
MORE SERIOUSLY THAN THE VlELFARE OF THE ARMY.

IT WAS NOT SURPRISING THAT A ONE TI11E CHIEF
KAlv1AJOR WAS APPOINTED DEPUTY MINISTER OF DEFENCE
WHO SPENT ALL HIS ENERGY ORGANISING THE K.J\lY1A.JORS.
,

~V~NTHOUGH

Tl'U! MII-ITAl\,V HA.a P'OtJGH~ tTHli WAR

FOR FIVE YEARS, THE S.L.P,p. BPBNl:'f1 ALL

111"l!t 'i'tM1ltotAdVU:UNC

LOGISTICS FOR THE K.J\lY1A.JORS AND TOTAlLY FORGETTING.
THE VlELFARE OF ARMY.

THE K.A1v1AJORS IN THE EYES OF

THE

BECA1v1E

S.L.P.P.

SUDDENLY

A

SUPERIOR

FORCE,

EVENTHOUGH THE A.R1v1ED FORCES IS CONSTITUTIONALLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SECURITY OF T1-I2 STATE.

3
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THE

.

-----.. -.--------.--

-----

·_.~.....:::.t}\lo'v~ II

I
1
1

RESTRICTED

1

K.A.MAJORS STARTED TO ENGAGE THE ARMY IN BATrLES,
CAUSING THE DEATH OF:Mi\NY SOLDIERS.

1
1
1

EVENTHOUGH THE S.L.P.P. CLAHyfED TO HA\lE SPENT

1

BETWEEN 2 BILLION AND 2.5 BILLIONS LEONES ON THE

1

ARMED FORCES EVERY MONTH THIS WAS NOT REFLECTED IN

1

THE STATUS OF THE ORDINARY SOLDIER.

1
1

THE KAMAJORS ON THE OTHER HAND WERE WELL
CATERED

FOR AS

DEPUTY DEFENCE

NORMAN ALONE COLLECTED 35

MINISTER

..

1

BINGA

1

MILLION LEONES ON

1

THIS DOES NOT

1

COVER THE AMOUNT BINGA NORM..A.N COLLECTED FROM

1

BEHALF OF KAMAJORS EVERY MONTH.

GOVERNMENT TO COVER LOGISTICS FOR THE KAMAJORS.

1
1

ARB DELA'fED FOR LONG

SALARlES FOR SOLDIERS
PERIODS

WHEREAS

MONIES

FOR KAMAJORS

ARE

PAID

INSTANTLY ON DEMAND. RATION FOR THE FIGHTING 1vfEN

1
1
1
1

WAS REDUCED THEREBY PUTTING A LOT OF PRESSURE ON
1

THE COM:1'AANDERS WHO STILL HAD TO HANDLE THE SANlE
1

NUMBER OF MEN.
1
1

THE PUBLIC SERVICE MY COUNTRY tvfEN, THE S.L.P.P.
1

GOVER.~r:MENT

LAUNCHED AN ALL OUT

WAR AGAINST
1

MEMBERS OF THE CIVIL SERVICE VlHO WERE SUSPECTED TO
1

BE

NON-S.L.P.P.

SUPPORTERS.

MANY

PERMANENT

SECRETARIES AND HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS \VERE SENT ON
4

1
1

1

RESTRlCTED

1

u
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, VS\ to\

LEAVE JUST BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT M:EMBERSOF THE
S.L.P.P.

THE CIVIL SERVICE CAlv1E TO A STANTI STILL \\lHEN
IMPORTANT

OFFICERS

SECRETARY,

THE

SUCH

AS

ACCOUNTANT

THE

ESTABLISH1v1ENT

GENERAL

AND

OTHER

HEADS OF DEPARTMENT WHERE SENT ON LEAVE WIlliOUT
EXPLANATION. EVENTHOUGH THE FORMER HEAD OF STATE
PROMISED A 20% INCREASE IN THE SALARIES OF WORKERS,
NO SUCH INCREASE TOOK PLACE, INSTEAD GOVERNMENT
WHEN AHEAD TO RETRENCH MORE WORKERS FROM THE
CIVIL SERVICE.

THE TEACHERS REMAINED UNPAID FOR A

LONG TTh1E TO THE EXTENT THAT MANY TEACHERS COULD
NO LONGER PAY THEIR WAY TO WORK. THIS SITUATION IS
NOT

TENABLE,

AND

WE

PROMISE

TO

CHANGE

TillS

Hv1MEDIATELY.

THE PRESS BILL.

MY COUNTRY "MEN AND COUNTRY WOMEN, WE THE
M1:!:M13~:R8 C~ ~HE A.F.R.C. CONDEl'v1N THE PRESS BILL THAT
S.L.P.P. INTENDED TO USE TO WIPE OUT FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION. AS FAR AS THE A.F.R.C. ARE

CO~CERN'ED THE

PRESS HP...S A RlGHT TO OPERATE FREELY ACCORDING TO
THE LAID DOVIN RULES AND REGULATIONS IN OUR LAW
BOOKS. NO SIERRALE01\1£AN REPEAT NO SIERRALEONEAN,

5
REsrf",UCTED

r,'

--'.

RESTRICTED
HAS A RIGHT TO STOP

ANOTHER SIER.R...A.LEONEAN FROM

MAKING HIS VIEW KNOWN OR HEARD.

THE TElvfPORARY CLOSURE OF THE F.M. R.A.DIO STATION
IS A SECURlTY MOVE TO PROTECT THE JOURNALISTS IN THE
RADIO STATION AT A THyffi VlHEN MASSIVE SHOOTING WAS
STILL TAKING PLACE. THE

F.~ RADIO

STATION \VILL SOON

BE REOPENED.

COUNTRY MEN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN-WE DID NOT
OVERTHROWN

THE

S.L.P.P

GOVERNMENT

FOR

SELFISH

.r./

REASONS, ffi1DEEDWE INTEND TO OPERATE ACCORDING TO
THE TENETS OF FREEDOM. IN A VERY SHORT TnvfE~WE WILL
ANNO-wNCE

THE

NAMES

OF

tvrnMBERS

OF

OUR

GOVERN1v1ENT.

WE ARE ALSO AWARE OF THE FACT THAT DEMOCRACY
IS THE VOGUE IN THE MODERN WORLD

'W'B

IN THIS REGARD,

WUI!I~ l~eN l;I'\.fl'n.UIH A rt'11MB +A8J...Jli ..,U& . k..,+U.tt.,:1W 't"t::J

b~~~f\ ~A~Tmt;tA~ *DlMOCm~~~~ ~~li\TA~~'

M

REGIONALISM.

THE

TRIBALISM

A.1\ID

WE

ASSURE

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY THAT AS FROM TODAY WE
ARE

GRADUALLY

MOVING

TOWARDS

DEMOCRACY.

6
R;";'.fRICTED

ACCEPT.A.BLE

._,;---_._-

/'.
/
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MY CODNrRY MEN AND

WOMEN THE ECONOMIC

POLICY WILL REMAIN THE MARKET ECONOlYf':{ AND WE WILL

CONTINUE TO CO-OPERATE WITH THE I.M.F, THE WORLD
BANK

AND

INTEfu~ATIONAL

OTHER

FINANCIAL

ORGA:N1SATIONS.

LADIES AND GENTLEtvillN, WE ASSURE YOU THAT, \VB
ARE RELIABLY INFORNIED BY THE RUF THAT THE REBEL
WAR IS OVER.
I1'<TfLUENTIAL
SUPPERMAN

THIS HAS BEEN CO:N'"FIR..iV.lED BY VERY
OF THE RUF- SAM BOCKARlE,

MEMBERS
(COLONEL

DENNIS)

AND

COLONEL

ISP..AC.

\VHAT IS IMPORTANT TO US IS TO BRING BACK PEACE TO
SIERRA. LEONE SO THAT OUR PEOPLE CAN MOVE FREELY
A1\TD ENGAGE THEMSELYES IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES FOR

THE GOOD OF THE NATION.

RUF LEADER, FODAY SA."NKOH WILL SOON RETURN TO
TAKE PART IN NATIONAL DEVELOP:MENT AND THE A.F.R.C.
HAS ALREADY MADE STRONG CONTACTS WITH CORPORAL
FODAY SANKOH.

, THE A.F .R,C 1 TO
T~

DEMONSTRATE ITS DETER.M1J"JATION

~iTfU~~~A~Tn"fi

POLLOWINO ..'1"HE

81~RR ..A,.

~l\iiMca~~AIil~!
Ji\.~f1!J@NU1JUi
T~
Lt!e5Nb LAbOl.Jll CONOD!!, ALL

TRADE UNIONS IN THE COUNTRY, THE BAR ASSOCIATION,
THE 1YffiDICAL AND DENTAL ASSOCIATION, THE COMMISSION
,

FOR

M

THE

CONSOLIDATION

OF

PEACE,

7
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THE

NATIONAL

137) Decree
AFRC (Establishment of Council of Secretaries) Decree 1997 - Decree no.2 of 1997.
Signed by Johnny Paul Koroma

DECREES

Tile Blink of Slerrn Leol/e (Amendment) Decree

No. I

'2

2. Section '2 of lhe BanK of Sierra Leone Act, 1963 is hereby
amended by the (nsertion in the appropriate place of the following
inlerpretalion-

Section:! of
Acl ~o. 6 of

1963
arnendql.

"Council" means the Armed Forces Revolutionnry
Council established by the Proclumotion entilleu'
"Administration of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces
Revolulionary Council) Proclamation, 1997".

P.N. No.3
of 1997.

Seclion 13 of
,\':1 ~o. 6 of

3. Sec lion 13 of the Bank of Sierra l.eone Act is amended by
the insertion immedialely uner subsection (I) of the foil oll'in g pnwiso-

1%3
ttmended

"PrOlided lhat in the case of the lempOrl)\)\~w?ence or
incapacity of the Ooverni)r and DCPUIYi~~Y~lnor.the
Council may appoint persons of recogn"is"e"dYftnancial
experience to carry outlhe functions of OOl'crilOr and
Deputy Oovertlorrespectil'ely. untillhe resumption of
duty or relurn of ·the substantive holders of the
aforcmentioned posi lions." .

1997

,.

tvl\IJE allLIlssuED this 3r(fcfav oOl//y, 1997.
.

.'

'J

.

•

.... . ':"

.r

MAJOR JOHNNY PAUL KOROMA:
Clta Irmal/,
Armer/ Forces nel/Oll/lionar)' Coul/cil.

Fffied\Fon!es Revolutionary Council
H'~~ritof!CQuncii of Secretaries) Decree,
1997

ShUl1lille.

{J /JIll Jill.", 1997/ Dale

l1f COIll-

Illl'llcernenl.

",t?i:'p~nlgr~ph 3<bftheProciamatioll entitled.
of;'SlerfU 4Qnc (Armed Forccs RcmlulllllHlry
"!i9n'[,W9?~·. pUbl i shed i nlhc C;a~elIe on the '2Rlh
j,,Jh~"Arii1ed Forces Rcvolutionary Council hereby
,.','c'.,.,.!",::.,. I

PI<''iTED ,\ND PIIBLlSIfEDBY THE'OeJVEHNMENT PRliftINO DEPARTMENT. SlI.iJiHA LWNb

By AlrrlfOIUTY

c)P'THE AHMED FORCES

GllfTlF LS/II.iOIWI,\,IRr

No. 41

REVOUffiONARYC6UNCIL.'i,
OF 7TlI Jl{LY.

1997.

6~'f(h~ followIng De~r<.ie: ~

.0'~'::-

'

2

(EI(ablisJllllelll
Comnlence-

men\.

of COI/1leil of Secretaries)

ur
lhc Councilor

FLJnctilln~

Secrelnrics.

The Coullcil of Secretaries shall consist 01
(a)

lhe Chief Secretary or Slale who shull be the hcad
lhe Council'of Secretaries, anL!

(Il)

other Secrelllries 01 Stale thaI the Armed Forc
Revolulionary Council may rrum tinle III lime appoil

(a)

(b)

be respnn,~i ble fur the preparation und considcrutil
01 pnlicy papers llf mallns and shull lIlhise \'
ArmeL! Forces f<cl'lllutionar\' Council und mul
ITCllllllllcnL!atioo's Oil alllllalle;s or glXlll gll\Trnan"
e\eclIlc the policies dnL! dircetiles 01 the
Forces RClqlutionury Cnllncil.

3

;~'~:f2hiefSecretatynf Stale shall be lhe co-ordinaling
hMlreceivd and eoWlte regular reports rrolll the

~t~'tdr~ubmjssion to th.eCouncil regarding the \\'o~k.

~;~hf~'J.[(;Qthkimplemenlation

of the policies 'of ihe
KV?!U,tibOaQ'.lcouncil and rnaysubrnil to the Council
~tiv~ cha~ges,
·"'·~-~i.'-~:

e'ChiefSecrelary of Slate shall effect the publicity
to be circlllariseL! or
, r~lIythr()~gh the machinery ofOovelllmcnl.

~¢of the pol!icies of the Council

Thc Cllunci I of Secretaries shall-

4.

1991

{~;~hi~rlS'e9retml''hrSUiteshall subrni tto the ArmeL!
',nary Cqunc!lregulurn:ports from the Secretaries of
ih~'!pperan~Jis in their reilpective Departments or

1.
This Decree shall be L!eemed to have come inlo ford!
the 10th day of July, 1997.

3.

COl/licit

J~~L~f¢(jllntllpj $er;re1nrii!$) /)ecree

D'ecree

Establishment
2.
There is hereby establishcd a Council to be knOlm as,th
of Council of COUNCIL OFSECRETARIES which shall be directly anL!collcpllI'cf
Secre/ones.
'
Councl,
'I
resp(~nSI'bl e 10 lIle Arille d Furees R'evoI
utlllnary
Ccnnposi lioll of
Council of Secretaries.

""'}jlForldi!$'l?'evo/ut/oflary

Armed Forces RevlJII/(iollary COl/llcil

No.2

;; '{~,11 : . "'i

,

.:,;;,,:.,

~B~WJV~f:th~1

Office of the Chief Secretary of Swte

.;~~~J~e per8QnJ' holding that Office dies, ~sign8, retires,

i!f.Jl?'L.:eone or s remov cd from Office om (or any other
:;;·:r;tg-ohwlhe,t'unctions of his Office, the Chainnan of
"~~ypl~4on~Council shall appoint another pel 8011
rIl6ngslime~bers of the Council of secretaries.
;.,;."

\ Icclingsllllhc
5.
The Chid Secretary of State shall con vcne regllh
r:UlIIlCIlo/Scc· meelings of the Council of Secretaries oler which he shall presiL!c illi
rClmlcs
in his absenL'c the Chllirn)an or lhe Alllled Forces Rcvolulionui
Council shall <lppuinl another pcrson 10 prcsiL!e lrom amongstlllelT\~
of the Council of Secretaries,
'.

7Rr~J[\rY.DI

Slale shall exercise Ministerial Funclinlls of

;;~',J:)epariml::nt or Slate or such other business of SecrelHry of

l~'-'AhnedFJn;es' Re\'olutionary

Council may Iroll1

Slale.

(:",.

nto him.

There is hereby established the ollicr 01 Chici' Sec rota
[q"hli.'hmelll
6. (I)
,,/ "Ifice anu of Stale,
runcli"ns "I'
I :tue/Senet,")
(2)
The Chief Secretary of Stule shull be responsiblef'.
01 Stille
cOllllllunicatlng the policy decisions unJ direcli\'es 01 lheArm.
Forces RClolutionur) Counc; I to the COLlnc; I 01 Secrqluries~J
ClH]lcying thc dccisions of the Coullcil 01 Secrclur;es to thcA1tii!
Forces Re\lliulionary Coul1l:il.
'

'i$ecretary (l[ State shall be enlitled to such
other incidenls of office as
"I)'\h~~rnjed Forces Revolulionary Council.

,19\~W1g:s;;:gra,luiLiesand
;",

@'~~;~~'s~;+taryof State and every other Secretary

t~~:;~jllbsc:rlbe the oath of office as set out in the

>'"

•

OHtli ur OIfice.

I

_____________

._._&Ljjl'5~

4

NO.,l

',',

'_'.

,::,:,','_

""':"-"':,

"

9. (1.).'\ . ·.'.·..·T.,.h.•." e.·r.e.'•·. •.•sh.; all be. a. Secr.. e. taryJq,\he
.... '
whoseofficeshall\Q¢·& public office,

slhe'eccretarY"lofo.
ounCl'
Secretaries,

't:··,

5

1997

Armed Forres Revoflllio/lnrvCol/I"il
(E.ftab!iJl!m~l!ldjr;:~ullcfroJSecre/(lries) .pe(;'~(
.. ,'

cqY~sfr:6F~~4rel!
..... ".

SCHEDULE
)~"

F~ecretary of Slate, Secretaries of State and the Secretary

(2)
The S~cr~t1\p'·to the 'Soundl'or, Secret~hes sh~J
appointed by the Armed Fgrcc's Revulutionary cou~cillh'~onsult~.,
with the public Senice Commission,

[0

the

{~ries:

~':iI1;'~;~ '~j'o~~ii~';{~;jl ',~;~~~;; j'(~~i~~;;,~i;,' ~;fi~;;,)' ;I'l~'t' i <\:i','I' f~i ;il'f'\;ii;
_j'
,
the dlltl,es
ofthe Office
of .. , .. , ;
,.. , , .. ,.. ' .. ,
9C~ierra Leone, and thaI 1 will SlI(J(Xxt, uphold and maintain the
~;:Adniini~tration of Sierra Leone (Anne<,lForces Revolutionary
~;im()/l; 1997 (Public Notice No.3 of 1997) and the provisions of the
,~.~~~ubllcof Sierra Leone, 1991 whic,h are not inconsislen't with
(\(S6J1elp me Ood/Allah),"

Y;;:L(::·' ."

g~

(3)
The functions of the
Secretaries shall include(a)

haying charge nf the SCl;reta/.'iilt of the C,o 1i
of Secretaries;
-

(b)

reslxmsibility for arranging the busj;H~~~)

MAJOR JOHNNY PAUL KOROMA

ilny other functiuns that the Counci

Cllllirlllall,
Armed Forces R~vo{l/liollary COI/I/ei/;

,

-

Secretaries may from time tu time ilssig
hi m,
The Secrelary to the'Council 01 Secretaries shal(
anLl subscribe the oath uffice as set out in the, Schedule
. . .hercii~'
- Jfli1
(4)

or

Change of Ii lie
in Acts.

10.

"'C~SUEl) thlis J2lit day of .JlIly, J997..

and keeping
the minutes of, the . GoJh¢
..
..
Secretilries; anJ
.

(c)

';

,,~:

In elery enactment continued in existence by virt

the Administration of Sierm Leone (Armed Forces Revolutio
Council) Proclamation, 1997, relating to ihe Ministries and Depart/If
of OC1\ernrnent, any reference to President, VIce-President, Mini~\,c
Cabinet shall be construed as a reference to the office or persorl,
res(Xmsi bi lit y foi the subject-mailer to which the Cnacln!entrcltlt~~
any reference 1.0 "Ministry" shull'be read as "Dcpartment""'V)~
/

138) RUFP Parliamentary Candidates
List ofRUFP Parliamentary Candidates - Contains the full name of Accused Sesay

No

CanOJdal~

O:.cupation
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]4
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8
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Engineer

7.
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8.
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6
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5
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/dn3:iJ I::'amara
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0

Mr. Osmal1 Bangura

Busmessman
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Mr. John Conteh

Businessman

10

M.r Sula=an Sesa)'

Busrnessman
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"

M..r Osman Sesa)'

:-:arrner

11

Mr. SO:1e Kargbo

Businessman
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M.: Sla); Mansara)'

Businessman

l2.

Raja Sankot
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5.

MI Abd.ul Mollon

Businessman

13

Mr Alpha Kamara

:-arme,

6.

HI F'rancis Bangurab

B usin essman
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Mr Samigie Gbla

F a..'"TIler

M.:. lcL;.s Stardo Kamara

FarmeT
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1.)

Mr lohn Bangura

Farme,
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Fa:mer

16
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IVlr Smkane Jalloh
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5.

)'l.: Sbei~ Hassan Samura
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6.
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Mj Allmamy Pallo 32.ngu.;:-a

Public Servant

0

MT Tnoma.s P. Comeh

PoliTician

"

JV-u. A'ociuJ SaT.a.i:: Fuad Sankob

3usmessman

10

)vu Josepb SL Hallowell

T::a:ne:-

:J

M.T. ;anqUl 0 SH:ilque
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Mrs L.mma';2 Lac-naIa

p~ USITI ess Vi' OffiaIJ

4

1k Abciula' 3enzon Comet

Pohtlclan

'"

h1J:. Facia)' I::'e::-rat

BusinessmaD

s.

M1 Sbyllon r:.a,'oo Sesay

PaslOr

13.

111J: JOShU2

B1:sinessmaTI

6

]11J: Moharnec S KarnaT3

Polrtician

j4.

MT M.ohamee GebrilJ Sesay

busmessman

Mr Daniel Pawoo Kama,2

T:-ad~r

15.

lvi,s ,"Jlce V. Karnac-a

Trader

8

MI. Samuel Koroma

P,usin~ssmaTl

j
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~rader

No
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1

)11J: Haroun

Fac-mer

9.

110.1. Abciul Sesay

Farmer
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M.T. Aciikahe G Sanl:ob Yiliab

Fa:TI1er

10

M: A 3 S Bangur3

r 2.rrneT

hiT I lli"l.S S2 Kanu

Farmer
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Teacbei
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;rader
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6
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SId: AbdulaJ Lebbie

Nurse
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Ex-Combatant
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Jvis Confon Kamara

HousewIfe

Nurse
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lvu ] onathan Kposowa

Teacher

5.

M.L Nq line Kpange

lEa:::her

My fbrahL."TJ rambulieb

F2.l-mer

6

h!U h1.usa Tarrnu

Teac:heT
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JV'li. Panck Gbanab

Dispenser
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lviI .LJ]mew L Kailiarz
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Trader

6.

M.T Gbassar-: Pabai

h1.r Mohamed -". Sowa

BuslDessmaTJ

9

hir Paul Swaray

J O.

M, fOTab.J.hJ Fambuieb

BUS1:leSSr:JaD

M.s M.aTiama Jl12.bona

P oh~icia:J.i':rad.e:-
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.-~lle

6
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1 eacneT

ME lAuSD RogeTs
TraQer

.J.

M]
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KamaTz

6
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M.T. Samuel Massaquoi
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PobtlciaD
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l
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0

Mr. Joseph
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10

}y'ls Saibaru Kama..c-a

Nu.rse

;:J

}I.e

Teacher
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}VlI Foday Bangura

busmessman

4

Mi. joe Momon

Boat Captam

12.

MI Josephm Sen"eh

-0,

MI. James Foday D,

Const Enginee,

";)

lllS Parnck Laha;

ComputeDEi

D.

Jvi,. Zac:hfu""1ab Kamara

'leac:'ner

'f:.
J,

M.:: lolm Peter

Teacner

7

M::

311smessmaD
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M.r J oDathaL Dauda

Businessman

8.

MI. Augusur: 3elewa

Pastor

j6
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1.

:M.r Y...aisuku Kaisarr:ba

Trader

9.

M.r Saidu KaDon

Trader

')

MI. Ali1assaL Kamara

T:-ader

iO

Jvil. Momscm :Kalion

T:-ader

-

JV,LLAugllStine Gbao p'

Trader

J 1.

Ml

Jrader

-".

JIll

Iviassaquoi

Farmer

j2

M:: Salieu Ge'vao

Farmer

5.

Ms kneoa .".USlli-nana

Trader

.' -'.

M.r Daniel Jones

Trader

6.

hlI, SahJ.0 }).nthon)'

T:-ader

jLl

lviI. EIIL"TJanue: Sovuia

Farmer

M.'" Habib Kamand.a

Tlader

• .0

M1. Daniel Massaqum

Fa:-meT

MI h-1:one Saffa

TTao.er

}6

Nlr Hindo Ko,orDa

FaITIleT

8
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"
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"
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Q
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6

lk SarlI Sanoy

:2..cilJeT

}~.

MI Mon2.IIJed ':allob

lraQer

"1

JVli SitlI Kelly

Fa..-mer

15.

IvfT. A1usme Bib

Trade,

8.

Mi Sallu Kama:;:-a

r a:TIleT

16.

Ms. ?a:maIZ Kongo

'"[:;:-ade;

occupatlDn

No

Cancilciate

OccupatlDD

!l'?oliLician

9

M.s Susan Kulagbanda

Tracier

Nc:Cancilciate

1.

1\11. .PeteT Babson Vancii Nabieu

~

lVli LDCk Seness)

Farmer

10

M.T. Kailondo Sarna Banya

T;-ader

:J

lv'll. Moray T aJawall)'

Farmer

Il

M.T Pete, Jusu

Agricuiturailst

4.

MJ Facia)' Adebama

Fa...rrner

12.

lviI. ,L_Tnara Bockane

Trader

5.

IVli George Mansaray

Farme,

,'J

;-.!.

Ill;.

Ishmael A. Ellie

FarrneI

6.

MI. Sam Steven Vlilliams

PolItician

j4

Ivir F7'2ncis Saffa

Trader

7

Ivis lye lsatta Kallon

?arrne:-

IS.

MI. Foday I. Kamara

Businessman

8

M.T Sam Jabba

Farrner

16

IviI. Forrzy Sannob

BusrnessmaD
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Sierra Leone News Archives from Sierra Leone Web
Dates: 29, 28, 4, 2, 1 May 2000

NetNli Archives
29 May: West African heads of state and government meeting at an ECOWAS
summit in Abuja have endorsed a proposal made by ECOWAS nation defence
ministers and and chiefs of staff which would send an additional 3,000 troops
to Sierra Leone. In a communique issued after the meeting, the regional
leaders called for UNAMSIL's mandate to be changed from "peacekeeping to
peace enforcement" and for the force, currently headed by Indian MajorGeneral Vijay Kumar Jetley, to be headed by a West African. The West
African leaders also "decided to ensure the safety of (detained RUF leader)
Corporal Foday Sankoh by keeping him out of Sierra Leone," the communique
said. A committee of six ECOWAS members - Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Mali,
Nigeria and Togo - will be sent to Sierra Leone immediately to determine a
date for a cease-fire and to end renewed fighting in the country. The
committee has been mandated "to make contact with all the parties concerned
and prevail on them to redeploy to the positions held as at 1 July, 1999, the
date of signature of the Lome Peace Accord." The summit resolved to conduct
an inquiry into the renewed hostilities and to study the illegal trade in
diamonds in the region. The leaders also called on the RUF to disarm and
demobilise voluntarily. Malian President Alpha Oumar Konare, the current
ECOWAS chairman, was directed "to prevail on member states who had
pledged to contribute contingents to honor their commitments." Seven
countries have reportedly offered troops for the mission, which is expected to
be heavily dominated by Nigerian soldiers. Several countries which made
similar pledges to provide troops to the ECOMOG force failed to follow through
on their commitments. Earlier, ECOWAS spokeswoman Dr. Adrienne Diop told
reporters it had been agreed that the West African troops would work under
the United Nations rather than as a separate parallel force. She said Sankoh
"would be taken out of Sierra Leone to be kept in a safer place" while efforts to
revive the peace process continued.
ECOWAS Executive Secretary Lansana Kouyate told
journalists that ECOWAS would take charge of the rebel leader.
'We have decided to give security to Foday Sankoh, probably
outside Sierra Leone ... but that does not mean that we accept
massacres and mutilation of the population ," he said. "That
does not mean either that he cannot be tried later...this is a
decision taken unanimously, with Sierra Leone's President
Ahmad Kabbah." But the BBC's Robin White quoted Sierra
Leonean Foreign Minister Dr. Sama Banya as saying Sierra
Leone had not agreed to hand Sankoh over. "Well this is part of a
communique and I think it has been discussed with the government of Sierra
Leone, and this is what the heads of state have agreed on," Kouyate said in a
BBC Focus on Africa interview. "I can assure you this was an agreement
reached between the heads of state." He declined to disclose when the rebel
leader would be handed over, or where he might be held. Kouyate stressed
that assuring Sankoh's safety did not mean he would not be tried. "It is
premature to say anything on (where he might face trial) because I don't know
what the heads of state will decide later," he said. "But again I repeat it,

assuring his safety does not mean he will be out of trial." In New York, Sierra
Leone's Ambassador to the United Nations, Ibrahim Kamara, told the
Washington Post on Sunday that Sankoh would face trial in Sierra Leone.
"He's with us now, and we're not going to let him go," Kamara said.
Pro-government forces said Monday they had captured the RUF-held town of
Lunsar. "Lunsar has been liberated. It happened today, early today," said
Army spokesman Major John Milton. Earlier in the day, Reuters said heavy
fighting had been reported around Rogberi Junction. The news agency quoted
military sources as saying pro-government troops had made a push toward
Lunsar, but had pulled back after a heavy exchange of fire. Fighting was also
reported Monday in various parts of the north or west, causing civilians in
Kambia District to flee over the Guinea border. "We are advancing towards
Kambia," Major told reporters. He acknowledged, however, that government
forces had not yet captured the town of Mange, which lies about halfway
between Port Loko and Kambia. Milton said government forces were
concentrating their strength in the north because the RUF in the east had
shown no sign of attempting to advance, and appeared ready to respect the
Lome Peace Accord. "Since we want peace, perhaps we can cajole those
ones and they will lay down their arms," he said.
Despite problems experienced by United Nations peacekeepers
since they began to deploy in Sierra Leone late last year,
UNAMSIL force commander Major-General Vijay Kumar Jetley
said the Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR)
process was "still very much on" as far as the U.N. was
concerned. "We are going to move forward in a planned and
systematic way to deploy to all the places where we were
deployed earlier," Jetley told a news conference in Freetown.
Since arriving in Sierra Leone at least 11 peacekeepers have
been killed and 25-30 wounded. U.N. troops sent to disarm the rebels have
been disarmed themselves, inclUding an entire Guinean battalion on its way to
join UNAMSIL earlier this year. This month over 500 U.N. peacekeeping
troops and military advisors were abducted and disarmed by the RUF. The last
group of abductees was released on Sunday. Jetley said his troops were using
"force when necessary" and had inflicted major casualties on the rebels when
attacked. "The rebels are still licking their wounds," Jetley said. "The RUF is in
a total state of demoralization at the moment," he asserted.
A battalion of 1,014 Jordanian peacekeeping troops left for Sierra Leone on
Monday, according to the state-owned Petra news agency. The contingent
includes a field hospital. There are currently some 980 Jordanians serving with
the UNAMSIL force.
Fatou Sankoh, the wife of detained RUF leader Foday Sankoh, arrived in
Johannesburg on on Saturday despite South Africa's Department of Foreign
Affairs having told her host - entrepreneur MK Malefane - that she would
not be welcome. Fatou (Mbawe) Sankoh reportedly married the rebel leader in
February and accompanied him on his controversial trip to Johannesburg.
Born in Senegal, she is a naturalised U.S. citizen, and reportedly entered
South Africa on an American passport. In a press release she sent the Sierra
Leone Web earlier this month, described herself as "a lawyer by profession
and also president of an NGO by avocation." While she declined to discuss
her reasons for the current trip, MK Malefane informed the Department of
Foreign Affairs Friday that he had invited her to South Africa to discuss her

participation in a music and arts festival. Deputy Foreign Minister Aziz Pahad
said the Department of Foreign Affairs was seeking clarification from the
United Nations as to whether Fatou Sankoh was affected by the U.N. travel
ban on her husband. "We are obviously investigating this matter. We will be
getting in touch with the United Nations to see whether she is affected by the
sanctions," Pahad said. A spokesman for the Department, Dumisani
Rasheleng, said Department of Foreign Affairs was liaising with the
Department of Home Affairs in trying to expedite her departure from South
Africa. Fatou Sankoh "is travelling on a U.S. private passport that exempts her
from a visa," Rasheleng said. "She is also apparently travelling on a different
name." In an interview with South Africa's Sunday Independent newspaper,
Fatou Sankoh denied reports of RUF brutality or of forcing young children to
fight as soldiers. "Foday loves children. He's not the monster the British want
people to believe he is," she said. She claimed pictures of people with
amputated limbs were "British propaganda" and claimed that pro-government
forces, not the RUF, were responsible for mutilations and killings in Sierra
Leone. Fatou Sankoh told the Independent that she was Sankoh's only wife. "I
am his first wife. There has been no other," she said. But Foday Sankoh
himself has acknowledged that he has been married more than once. "In
1977... 1went to the eastern part of the country where I married my first wife,"
Sankoh told the New African in November 1999. In the same interview he
spoke of having 11 children.
28 May: 85 freed U.N. peacekeepers arrived in Freetown Sunday night, the
last of over 500 U.N. personnel seized by RUF rebels in northern and eastern
Sierra Leone at the beginning of the month. "We are optimistic that the release
of the hostages signals a positive change of direction by the Revolutionary
United Front in coming back to seek a peaceful settlement," said UNAMSIL
spokesman David Wimhurst. Four soldiers were unaccounted for, but
Wimhurst told reporters earlier they were likely to have been among the
bodies discovered last week at Rogberi Junction. All of those freed Sunday
were Zambians, with the exception of one Gambian military observer with a
broken leg. Wimhurst discounted reports by Liberian President Charles Taylor
that 30-40 of the peacekeepers had been wounded. A contingent of 23 Indian
peacekeepers along with 11 unarmed military observers still remains
surrounded in the eastern town of Kuiva, but Wimhurst expressed hope earlier
Sunday that the situation would soon be resolved. In New York, U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan's spokesman said Annan was "delighted" with
the releases, and said he hoped "that the freeing of the remaining
peacekeepers will help create conditions in which the long and agonizing
search for peace and stability in Sierra Leone can at last be brought to a
successful conclusion."

RUF forces failed to retake the town of Rogberi Junction Saturday in a battle in
which, according to military sources, 12 pro-government troops and 29 rebels
were killed. Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service said 14 other RUF fighters
were wounded. According to British military spokesman LieutenantCommander Tony Cramp, the RUF mounted a "large attack" on government
forces holding the town. "The attack was repelled very successfully by the
government forces, with large numbers of casualties inflicted on the RUF,"
Cramp told the BBC. "And what's significant about that is it's a very clear
indication in fact that the government forces are now uniting together to be a
lot more effective and a lot more robust force .. .The fact that they've repelled
what was a very large attack will give them a lot of confidence and they will
also be looking at moving even further forward into the east of the country."

Cramp indicated that pro-government forces, which consist of a coalition of
SLA and ex-SLA soldiers and CDF militiamen under a recently-unified
command, were moving toward the RUF strongholds in eastern Sierra Leone.
He added that at least some factions of the RUF appeared interested in
negotiating an end to the fighting. "We're getting a lot of mixed messages," he
said. "There have been a number of RUF personnel coming over in the last
couple of days giving themselves up. They do have a problem. There are
signs of splits and clearly at the moment with the RUF on the back foot and
pro-government forces pushing ahead there should be a lot of worried people
there." Meanwhile, Reuters said heavy fighting had been reported on the
Kambia road, where government forces said Saturday they were advancing
toward the Mange Bridge.
West African leaders gathered in Abuja, Nigeria on Sunday for a summit
marking the 25th anniversary of ECOWAS. The heads of state and
government will consider recommendations made by the ECOWAS Mediation
and Security Council, which worked into the early hours of Sunday morning on
a proposal which would send up to 3,000 additional troops to Sierra Leone.
"The meeting has ended, but the conclusions will be passed on to the full
summit," ECOWAS Executive Secretary Lansana Kouyate said at the
conclusion of the mini-summit. He told reporters an announcement would be
made following the full summit. An original draft proposal, which was
submitted ten days ago by ECOWAS defence ministers and chiefs of staff, left
open the question of whether the new force would work within the framework
of UNAMSIL or whether it would constitute a parallel force with a more robust
mandate and its own command. In his address to the summit, President
Kabbah indicated that the new troops should be separate from, and work
alongside, U.N. peacekeepers. "ECOMOG still has a job to do in Sierra
Leone," he said, adding that it should work in a "partnership for peace and
security" with the U.N. "What we need is a joint effort - national, regional and
international- to achieve peace and security in Sierra Leone," he said. On
Saturday, however, Nigerian Foreign Minister Sule Lamido said the West
African troops would be part of UNAMSIL - a prediction echoed Sunday by
BBC correspondent Barnaby Philips. "I think since then the West Africans and
specifically the Nigerians - because they're really the driving force here have had to face the reality that it's going to be the the international
community - the governments in the West and the Americans are going to
supply the logistics and the money for West African soldiers to go to Sierra
Leone, and to that extent its inevitable, I think, that the West Africans will be
within UNAMSIL," Philips told the BBC Focus on Africa programme. He added
that the West Africans continued to have misgivings about placing their troops
under UNAMSIL control. "They don't have entire faith in UNAMSIL's ability or
indeed UNAMSIL's methods in enforcing peace in Sierra Leone," he said.

4 May: U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan said Thursday he
had asked regional leaders to pressure leader Foday Sankoh
into releasing some 92 U.N. personnel now believed held by his
RUF rebel faction in northern and eastern Sierra Leone. The
secretary-general met with reporters following a meeting of the
U.N. Security Council on the crisis in Sierra Leone - the third
such meeting in three days. "I have spoken to quite a few
leaders who have direct contact and some influence on him and
who have sent envoys," including the leaders of Algeria, Burkina Faso, Liberia,

Libya, Mali, Nigeria and Togo, he said. Annan said Sankoh
promised Liberian President Charles Taylor that some of the
detainees, including "at least" a four-man Russian helicopter crew,
would be freed starting Friday. "We'll wait and see if this happens,"
he said. He said the U.N. was working to strengthen its force in
Sierra Leone "as quickly as possible." Currently some 8,700 U.N.
peacekeepers have been deployed in the country out of 11,100 authorised by
the Security Council. The remaining three battalions were due to arrive in midJune. Discussions are now underway to speed up their deployment, Annan
said, possibly by enlisting the aid of Western countries such as Britain, France
or the United States to transport the troops and equipment to Sierra Leone. He
said that while he would like to deploy a rapid reaction force to deal with the
crisis, this would only be possible if those with such a capacity were willing to
provide it. Annan added that discussions were underway with some member
states on the matter. Sankoh signed an agreement late Wednesday to release
all U.N. hostages, while at the same time denying his followers were holding
them. "Nobody believes him," Annan said. "(The African leaders) have told him
to take action. They have told him to release (the hostages). They have tried
to impress on him the seriousness of the situation and the fact that he is
placing himself in a very difficult situation. He is already isolated and it is going
to get worse. All the leaders are giving him the same message. If they thought
he were not holding hostages, they would not be acting that way with him."
In a presidential statement read out following Thursday's meeting of the U.N.
Security Council, Ambassador Wang Yingfan of China said members
supported international and regional efforts to resolve the crisis in Sierra
Leone, including those of ECOWAS. The Council demanded that the RUF end
its hostile actions immediately and immediately release all detainees
unharmed, cooperate to establish the whereabouts of U.N. personnel still
unaccounted for, and comply fully with the Lome Peace Accord. Council
members expressed outrage at the killing of U.N. peacekeepers and deep
concern for those wounded or still not located. The Security Council said that
Foday Sankoh, as leader of the RUF, was responsible for the attacks on U.N.
personnel, that he had "deliberately failed" to cooperate with UNAMSIL to end
the incidents, and that he must be held accountable together with the
perpetrators. Meanwhile, UNAMSIL Public Information Officer Philip Winslow
pointed out that the amnesty included in last year's peace agreement did not
cover acts committed since the signing of the accord. "Those responsible will
definitely be prosecuted," he said.
The bodies of four Kenyan peacekeepers have been recovered and are being
sent home, UNAMSIL spokesman Osman Lahai told the Voice of America late
on Thursday. Three other Kenyans wounded in fighting with the RUF remain
at the U.N.'s hospital in Freetown, Lahai said.
The United Nations has revised downward its estimate of the number of U.N.
peacekeepers killed in Sierra Leone this week to "four missing and presumed
dead," a spokeswoman in New York said Thursday afternoon. The four were
reported to have belonged to UNAMSIL's Kenyan battalion. U.N.
spokeswoman Marie Okabe said at least 69 civilian and military UNAMSIL
personnel were now believed to be held by RUF - 39 in the Makeni area and
30 in Kailahun. Eight other U.N. personnel are reported to have been
wounded. In addition, Okabe said, a 23-man Indian battalion was reported
surrounded by RUF troops at Kuiva, near Kailahun. She said UNAMSIL had
lost contact with some of its units, comprising up to 100 personnel, but noted

that the force was sending reinforcements to Makeni and Magburaka. Okabe
said there are currently about 8,700 U.N. troops in Sierra Leone with three
additional battalions due by mid-June.
The Missionary Services News Agency (MISNA) has reported that rebels
disarmed and abducted a contingent of U.N. peacekeepers in the town of
Kambia, near Sierra Leone's border with Guinea, at about 9:00 Thursday
morning. The rebels, apparently members of the RUF, had confined the U.N.
troops to the centre of town and sacked the local police barracks, MISNA said.
U.N. officials confirmed that Zambian troops had come under attack at Kambia
late Wednesday, but had no details. Reuters cited unconfirmed reports that
200 of the peacekeepers were encircled, but were said to still have their
weapons. U.N. spokeswoman Marie Okabe confirmed said there had been
gunfire in Kambia Wednesday night, but that it had died down before midnight.
According to MISNA, a team of doctors from the French-based medical charity
Medecins sans Frontieres (MSF - Doctors Without Borders) was forced to flee
to Guinea on Wednesday following shooting in the town.
There was sporadic firing in Kambia and Makeni overnight, UNAMSIL officials
told reporters in Freetown on Thursday. They said about five U.N.
peacekeepers wounded in fighting at Makeni had been evacuated to
Freetown, where they were undergoing treatment at a military hospital. The
disarmament camps at Makeni and Magburaka, at the centre of the dispute
between the RUF and the U.N., have reportedly been completely destroyed
and vandalised. BBC correspondent Lansana Fofana reported that the RUF
had allowed peacekeepers from UNAMSIL's Indian contingent to provide food
for their U.N. colleagues held by the rebels in Kailahun. He said U.N. officials
were not planning to confront the RUF in order to secure the hostages'
release. "They were saying that all they will do is to continue negotiating with
the High Command of the Revolutionary United Front," Fofana said. "They
were saying they've had regional leaders talking to Foday Sankoh. They've
had government officials talking to Foday Sankoh, and that they are hoping
things will turn out positive. But in any case they are expressing grave concern
about developments there, because their disarmament camps have been
targeted and there is no indication the rebels will not take more hostages."
RUF leader Foday Sankoh has again blamed the United
Nations for this week's fighting between his followers and
UNAMSIL in northern Sierra Leone - a charge the U.N. has
rejected. "There was a fight Makeni and Magburaka because
of the forcible disarmament," Sankoh said. "They forced their
way into the barracks to disarm the men, but then started
firing. And I think our men with no alternative but to defend
themselves." A U.N. spokesman in Freetown insisted
Wednesday that the attacks on U.N. personnel were
"completely unprovoked," and he dismissed Sankoh's claim his men had been
forcibly disarmed as "completely untrue." Sankoh said the RUF had lost six
men in the fighting with an unknown number wounded. The RUF leader also
denied rumours that he had been placed under house arrest in Freetown, and
warned of serious consequences if he were to be detained. "(Wednesday
afternoon) we drove around Freetown from my residence to Kissy, going
around to Clinetown, Fourah Bay Road, Sani Abacha Street, to PZ and we
(came) back home," he said. "You know they can do anything but it (would) be
a big mistake to detain Foday Sankoh. Forget about the combatants. The
civilian populace will rise. So I advise and appeal even to President Kabbah

not to try it." In a separate interview with BBC Radio 4's World at One
programme, Sankoh denied that his men were holding U.N. personnel
hostage. "That is fabrication. This is something I really have no knowledge of,"
he said. "He accused U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan as taking part in an
"international conspiracy" with President Kabbah to keep him out of power.
"(The U.N.) said the only way they could get peace in Sierra Leone is to use
force and they did it by firing at my men and disarming my men forcefully.
When commanders arrived to investigate, they opened fire at my men,"
Sankoh said, adding: "I know I have lost about seven men, but that is all I
know. This is something that has been planned to destroy the reputation of the
RUF."
UNAMSIL Public Information Philip Winslow rejected Thursday Foday
Sankoh's denial that his RUF rebel force was holding United Nations
personnel hostage. "Mr. Sankoh has denied on several occasions in the last
24 hours that he is holding any hostages," Winslow told the BBC. "His RUF,
the RUF of which he is the chairman, is the group that seized our personnel,
the peacekeepers." He added that on Tuesday and Tuesday night the RUF
had "launched an attack on the disarmament camp where our people were at
Makeni, in northern Sierra Leone." Winslow said negotiations for the hostages'
release were ongoing at a number of different levels. "There is quite a lot of
international pressure being brought to bear on Mr. Sankoh from various other
governments trying to convince him to see the light and have these people
released," he said.
Shooting heard in western Freetown Wednesday night was "accidental firing
by Sierra Leonean Army personnel," BBC correspondent Lansana Fofana said
on Thursday. "(UNAMSIL officials) were saying the Nigerian contingent in
UNAMSIL quickly took care of the situation, and within five minutes they had
contained it," Fofana said. "But then there was very heightened tension around
the city. People were running around and then security was mounted. Vehicles
were stopped and rigorously searched, and it actually put people on the edge."
As of Thursday morning Freetown was reported to be calm.
RUF rebels have released a Malaysian U.N. military observer, Malaysian
Defence Minister Najib Razak said on Thursday. Razak said Major Ganase
Jaganathan was freed Wednesday night. Two other Malaysians, LieutenantColonel Hamzah Bachik and naval Lieutenant-Commander Aminuddin Rashid,
were still being held as of midday on Thursday. Malaysia has ten military
observers attached to the UNAMSIL force in Sierra Leone. In Moscow,
Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov said Thursday he had been given assurances by
Sierra Leonean leaders that the hostages would be freed soon. A Russian
foreign ministry spokesman said Ivanov was handling the issue personally
after it was learned that four of the hostages were Russian members of a
helicopter crew working under contract to the United Nations. In London,
British Defence Secretary Geoff Hoon told the House of Commons that one of
the U.N. personnel detained by the RUF in Sierra Leone was a British officer.
'We understand that he is safe and well," Hoon said. "No other British citizens
have been detained. Negotiations are taking place on the political and
diplomatic fronts to secure the safe release of all those who have been
detained." A British foreign office spokesman said the British officer, a U.N.
military observer, was being held with some 27 other U.N. personnel in
Kailahun. "It seems the hostages are being kept in reasonable conditions," the
spokesman said. "We are letting the UN take the lead in talking to the RUF but
we are in constant touch with them. We are calling on the RUF's leaders to

exercise control over their forces."
Richard Holbrooke, the U.S. Permanent Representative to the
United Nations, has condemned this week's RUF killings and
abduction of U.N. personnel in Sierra Leone, and has warned
of consequences. Holbrooke is currently on a five-day mission
to Africa. "I think you are going to see the international
community prepare a very strong and swift response against
those responsible (for the Sierra Leone attacks), and we all
know who they are," Holbrooke said shortly after arriving in
Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo.
Commonwealth Secretary-General Don McKinnon has
denounced the "reported killings and kidnappings" of UNAMSIL
personnel in Sierra Leone as "heinous crimes for which the
leadership of the Revolutionary United Front must take full
responsibility." Calling the RUF actions a breach of the Lome
Peace Accord, McKinnon warned that the RUF "should be left
in no doubt as to the determination of the international
community to stand by the people of Sierra Leone in the
defence of their democracy and their legitimately elected
government."
British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook issued a statement
Thursday "strongly condemning" RUF attacks on United
Nations forces, and pledging British support for Sierra Leone's
peace process. "The leader of the RUF, Foday Sankoh, must
order an immediate end to current violence and respect for the
provisions of the Lome Peace Agreement," Cook said. "He
bears a personal responsibility for his followers' actions. The
leadership of the RUF is directly accountable for the safety of those U.N. and
other personnel who are currently detained. He must ensure their immediate
release." Cook said he had informed U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan that
Britain was prepared to increase its support for UNAMSIL. "In particular, we
are willing to provide technical and logistical support to increase the mission's
efficiency," he said, adding that he and Annan had agreed on the importance
of a rapid deployment of peacekeeping troops not yet deployed in Sierra
Leone. "The rebels appear to have chosen the transition between ECOMOG
and UNAMSIL to challenge the peace process," Cook said. "They must be
stopped. Britain has done more than any other country outside the region to
support the peace process. A lot of progress had been made with over half the
rebel forces demobilised, and most of the country brought under the control of
the U. N. forces. We are determined to see the job done in the interests of the
people of Sierra Leone."
National Security Advisor Sheka Mansaray said Thursday that the Sierra
Leone government had appealed to the leaders of neighbouring countries and
the heads of international organisations to convince RUF leader Foday
Sankoh to release U.N. hostages held by his rebel group. Mansaray told the
BBC the government was not in a position to use military force to bring about
the hostages' release. "Under the Lome Peace Agreement we have an
obligation not to use force here any more," he said. "In fact the government
has been the subject of massive disarmament by the U.N. We've disarmed
many of our forces, including the regular army." Sankoh "has always believed

in shooting his way into power," Mansaray said. He's consistently tested the
patience of the government, patience of the international community. He's
seen nothing come out of those actions. And I think he's encouraged to
continue to do that." Mansaray called for the United Nations to take action
against the RUF. "Right now there is a mood of hopelessness because the
people feel betrayed," he said. "There's been a number of assurances from all
quarters that the people of this country will be protected. We were even
encouraged to accept that the ECOMOG peacekeeping force could go without
the security situation deteriorating. It's interesting that the last day the troops
spent here was the day Mr. Sankoh started the attacks on the U. N.
peacekeepers, because he's always said that what you do to U.N.
peacekeepers is start shooting at them and then there'll be a cry for them to be
withdrawn. So he's lived up to that kind of reasoning."
OAU Secretary-General Salim Ahmed Salim condemned the
RUF killing and abducting of U.N. peacekeepers in a statement
issued on Thursday. "I wish to condemn in no uncertain terms
these wanton acts," Salim said, adding that the RUF actions
were in violation the RUF's obligations under of the Lome
Peace Accord. He urged the RUF to allow U.N. peacekeepers,
humanitarian workers to enter areas under its control, and to
pursue the path of dialogue in the peace process. Salim said
the OAU would send a representative to Sierra Leone to get on on-the-spot
assessment of the situation in the country.
Members of Sierra Leone's Parliament will join
civil society groups in Freetown Friday for a
protest march against the RUF "for their action
against the peacekeeping force in the country," a
parliamentary source told the Sierra Leone Web
on Thursday. By voice vote Thursday, Parliament
adopted by voice vote Thursday a motion
expressing concern over what it called "a
resumption of hostilities" by the RUF calling it a breach of the cease-fire
agreement and the peace accord signed in Lome, Togo last year. The private
members motion, proposed by Hon. AO. Bangura and seconded by Hon. Dr.
Raymond S. Kamara, called on the Sierra Leone government to place RUF
leader Foday Sankoh under house arrest and to restrict the movement of
RUFP ministers and appointees until the hostilities have ended, and to disarm
all combatants within 45 days. The motion called on Parliament to enact
legislation suspending "some of the priVileges accorded to Mr. Foday Sankoh
and other elements of the RUF by virtue of the Lome Peace Agreement" until
the RUF showed "genUine commitment to the peace process." It suggested
Sankoh be invited before Parliament to explain the circumstances leading to
the RUF attacks on UNAMSIL, and that the RUF leadership be held
responsible for further acts of violence "and accountable to the International
War Crimes TribunaL" The motion called on UNAMSIL to "forcefully disarm"
combatants unwilling to disarm and join the DDR programme within 45 days,
to institute cordon-and-search exercises in Freetown and in provincial
headquarters "with unusual concentration of ex-combatants, and to restrict
curfew hours and limit permits for street demonstrations until security was
assured throughout the country. The parliamentarians called on the moral
guarantors of the Lome Peace Accord to "use their influence and good offices"
to prevail on Sankoh to respect the peace agreement in view of a "series of
co-ordinated attacks against UNAMSIL troops" which, they said, showed

Sankoh and his supporters "are not interested in peace but are committed to
derailing he peace process and seizing power by force."
RUF leader Foday Sankoh is "definitely behind" attacks this
week on U.N. personnel in Sierra Leone, the country's
Permanent Representative to the United Nations told PBS
Newshour on Thursday. "The United Nations knows this, that
he is behind all this new outbreak," said Ambassador Ibrahim
Kamara. "His people are the ones. What he does is he goes out
and tells the international community, or when he's faced with
the cameras, the media, he tells his fighters to disarm, and
when the observers leave, he tells them something completely
different. He's not a man of peace. The people know it, the U.N. knows this,
the international community knows that this man is not a man of peace."
Kamara said Sankoh's motive for the attacks "is rule Sierra Leone by whatever
means," adding "But that will be against the wish of the people." The
ambassador said the Sierra Leone government had given in to pressure from
the international community to sign the Lome Peace Accord, which gave the
RUF a role in the government. "The ball now is in the court of the international
community... and we are only waiting to see, because not a small man like
Foday Sankoh cannot hold the world to ransom," he said.
The Libyan government said Thursday U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan
had requested President Muammar al-Qadhafi to intervene to help free U.N.
personnel held hostage by the RUF in Sierra Leone. "As a result, the Great
Jamahiriyah had carried out contacts with the parties concerned in the [crisis
in] Sierra Leone, where the government said that the RUF had abducted 50
UN troops. However, the RUF Chairman Foday Sankoh noted that he was not
aware of the abductions," the Libyan news agency said. "Therefore, the
secretary of the General People's Committee for African Unity will leave
immediately for Sierra Leone to deal with the issue."
Human Rights Watch condemned this week's killings and hostage-taking of
U.N. personnel in Sierra Leone, but noted that civilians had been enduring
similar abuses from rebels for several years. "Human Rights Watch opposed
the amnesty (provision of the Lome Peace Accord) because we feared that
impunity for such atrocities would only breed more atrocities," the group said in
a statement on Thursday. "Events of this week have only confirmed our fears.
Peter Takirambudde, Executive Director of Human Rights Watch's Africa
Division, said RUF leader Foday Sankoh should be held responsible for the
actions of troops under his effective command. He called Colonel Augustine
Gbao, an RUF commander in the Makeni region where the U.N. killings took
place, one of Sankoh's leading deputies.

2 May: United Nations officials have reacted angrily to a
series of RUF attacks this week on United Nations
peacekeepers, and the abduction of at least 17 UNAMSIL
personnel in northern and eastern Sierra Leone. On Monday,
about 100 RUF troops led by a self-styled colonel surrounded
a disarmament camp at Makeni and demanded the U.N. turn
over ten RUF fighters who voluntarily disarmed last week,
UNAMSIL Public Information Officer Philip Winslow told the

BBC on Tuesday. When an unarmed U.N. military observer
refused to turn over the men, who in fact had already left the area,
"the RUF became quite menacing and they threatened to burn
down the camp," Winslow said. The RUF officer, identified as
Colonel Gbao, forced the U.N. observer into a car and took him away. Two
other military observers and four soldiers from UNAMSIL's
Kenyan battalion were detained as well, Winslow added.
UNAMSIL force commander Major-General Vijay Jetley
(pictured right) told reporters in Freetown that the abducted
military observers included a Gambian, a Malaysian and a
Norwegian. On Tuesday, Winslow said, RUF rebels surrounded
a U.N. helicopter at Kailahun and took away five civilian
personnel, including the two-man flight crew. Another seven
U.N. peacekeepers were captured in the area after the rebels
erected a roadblock, according to U.N. Assistant Secretary-General for
Peacekeeping, Hedi Annabe. A source in Freetown told the Sierra Leone Web
late Tuesday that the helicopter had been on a special mission to pay
UNAMSIL staff in Bo, Kenema, Kono, Daru and Kailahun. Among those
detained, the source said, was UNAMSIL Finance Officer Abebe Dubenru, an
Ethiopian national. He cited an unconfirmed report that UNAMSIL's team
leader in Kailahun is among those being held by the RUF. In the latest
incident, RUF fighters and Kenyan troops exchanged fire in Magburaka
Tuesday when the rebels attempted to seize the peacekeepers' weapons, a
U.N. spokesman said in New York. Two U.N. soldiers were reported wounded
in the incident. Jetley said UNAMSIL had protested to RUF leader Foday
Sankoh, who denied the incidents had occurred. "It seems as if Foday Sankoh
is trying to derail the peace process," Jetley said. "We are not in Sierra Leone
to fight, but I am appealing to the combatants not to continuously push us into
a corner. .. lf negotiations fail, military action will be taken to get the men
released."
The United Nations Security Council, which met in special session Tuesday
afternoon following reports of RUF attacks on U.N. personnel in Sierra Leone,
has condemned "in strongest terms the hostile and destructive" actions
against U. N. peacekeepers. In a presidential statement read out following the
meeting, Security Council President for May, Ambassador Wang Yingfan of
China, expressed members' "grave concerns" over the incidents. MeanWhile, a
U.N. spokesman said Tuesday U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan was
"deeply disturbed" about the RUF's attacks on U.N. civilian and military
personnel. "The secretary-general condemns these outrageous and criminal
acts against U.N. peacekeepers and calls upon the leadership of the RUF, in
particular Mr. Foday Sankoh, to cease these acts immediately," the
spokesman said.
The Sierra Leone government has denounced what it called "indiscriminate
violence perpetrated by some misguided ex-combatants" this week against
United Nations peacekeeping troops in Sierra Leone. In a statement submitted
to the U.N. Security Council on Thursday, the government noted that
UNAMSIL had been given a mandate to use force to protect the people of
Sierra Leone from physical violence. While the force had exercised
"considerable restraint," the statement asserted, UNAMSIL had the means
and the capability to discharge its responsibilities." The government statement
warned that future violations of the Lome Peace Accord would be dealt with
"immediately and appropriately," and that those responsible would be
prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

The ECOMOG force completed its final withdrawal from Sierra Leone on
Tuesday, ending nearly three years of involvement in the country's civil
conflict. "We are leaving Sierra Leone with optimism that the world has heard
the cry of the people of your country," ECOMOG force commander MajorGeneral Gabriel Kpamber told President Kabbah in a farewell ceremony on
Monday. "Anyone who attempts to derail the peace process will not succeed."
ECOMOG intervened in Sierra Leone in 1997, shortly after the coup which
brought the AFRC military junta to power. In October 1997 the United Nations
Security Council imposed sanctions on the junta, and delegated to ECOMOG
the task of enforcing an arms and fuel embargo against Sierra Leone. In
February 1998, ECOMOG moved to oust the junta from power and restored
President Kabbah's civilian government, which had been operating from exile
in Guinea. The under-equipped ECOMOG force was unable to achieve a
military Victory in the provinces, however, and in late 1998 it was forced to
retreat in the face of a rebel counter-offensive. In January 1999 the rebels
used human shields to break through ECOMOG's defences, and launched an
attack on the capital which devastated much of eastern and central Freetown.
ECOMOG reinforcements finally succeeded in driVing the rebels from the city.
More recently, ECOMOG has provided security in Freetown and has worked
with the UNAMSIL force to disarm Sierra Leone's
warring factions.
Freetown's historic City Hotel was gutted by fire early
Tuesday, according to police sources. Reuters
quoted police as saying a Sierra Leonean and a
Lebanese national were killed, and four others
seriously injured. The fire was apparently caused by
a "naked lamp," Reuters said. City Hotel, which dates
back to the 1920s, had become dilapidated in recent years and was badly in
need of repair. The hotel, Sierra Leone's oldest, was a favorite hangout for
British expatriates during the colonial era. Graham Greene wrote one of his
best-known works, the 1948 novel the Heart of the Matter, while staying at the
hotel.
A Nigerian UNAMSIL sergeant shot by AFRC rebels while on patrol near
Rogbere Junction on Sunday was sent home Monday for treatment, Reuters
reported. A U.N. spokeswoman in New York said the soldier remained in
critical but stable condition.
1 May: National Committee for Disarmament, Demobilisation
and Reintegration (NCDDR) Executive Secretary Dr. Francis
Kai-Kai said Monday that RUF insistence they be given a wide
range of government posts before they would agree to hand in
their weapons were not new, but he warned that the demands
"will stall the (disarmament) process if they really want to push
it too much." Kai-Kai noted that provisions were made in the
Lome Peace Agreement for some positions to be given to the
RUF, and said the government was trying to address these. "I
know that the issue is being discussed between (RUF leader) Chairman
Sankoh and His Excellency the president," he told the BBC. "These are issues
they are discussing. It's really at their level." Kai-Kai also played down
concerns over a security vacuum following the final withdrawal of the
ECOMOG force. "The withdrawal plan of ECOMOG was already foreseen," he
said. "Yes, there are some concerns being raised but as far as we know
UNAMSIL is also bringing in more troops and they are deploying them. And

UNAMSIL has made an undertaking to take over the security of the state and
also the protection of government and civilians."
Rebel AFRC soldiers ambushed a ten-member Nigerian UNAMSIL patrol near
Port Loko early Sunday, disarming the peacekeepers after shooting their
sergeant, UNAMSIL Public Information Officer Philip Winslow said on Monday.
Winslow told the SSC the incident took place near the AFRC's Okra Hills base,
where there had been a great deal of banditry and attacks on civilians by
AFRC rebels. "Four of the peacekeepers held a position on the main road and
six others then went about 700 meters into bush, and the purpose was to
block this track back to the main road so that the bandits could not then reach
back to the main road," Winslow said. "Once they had got in there they found
lying in wait about 100 heavily-armed AFRC rebels, and so our six soldiers
found themselves surrounded. The rebels then approached Nigerian sergeant
who was leading the UNAMSIL patrol, and demanded that he surrender his
weapon. The sergeant refused to surrender his weapon and the rebels
subsequently shot him twice, once in the chest and once in one leg. When one
of the other peacekeepers went to summon help, the other four [soldiers]
found themselves completely surrounded by a numerically superior force and
they were overpowered and their weapons confiscated." Winslow said all of
the UNAMSIL troops had been released. The wounded sergeant was admitted
to hospital in Freetown, where he is in stable condition with a punctured lung
and a severe wound in one leg. "This is the first time that a UNAMSIL soldier
has been directly attacked, so it's a very serious situation indeed," Winslow
said. He warned that UNAMSIL had no intention of abandoning its patrols in
the area. "We're here to try to keep these roads open and that's what we
intend to do," he said. A U.N. spokesman in New York said UNAMSIL had
protested the incident to President Kabbah and to AFRC leader Johnny Paul
Koroma, who is now chairman of the government's Commission for the
Consolidation of Peace.
AFRC commander Lieutenant-Colonel George "Junior Lion" Johnson, who
was wounded Friday in a shootout with ECOMOG troops in Freetown, is "still
alive and responding to treatment" at a military hospital in Wilberforce, a
source in Freetown told the Sierra Leone Web on Monday. Johnson's driver
was killed in the incident. The clash occurred after the AFRC soldiers refused
to turn over two vehicles, allegedly seized from departing ECOMOG troops, to
six Nigerian soldiers sent to retrieve them. AFRC soldiers reportedly went on a
rampage, smashing windshields and threatening retribution, until UNAMSIL
troops deployed to calm the situation. Meanwhile, RUF leader Foday Sankoh
blamed ECOMOG for Friday's clash. "This is a violation of the cease-fire,
killing people in Freetown," Sankoh told reporters.
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This paper is not, and does not, purport to be, fully exhaustive with regard to conditions
in the country surveyed, or conclusive as to the merits of any particular claim to
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PREFACE
Sierra Leone has been an important source country of refugees and asylum-seekers over a number of
years. This paper seeks to define the scope, destination, and causes of their flight.
The first and second part of the paper contains information regarding the conditions in the country of
origin, which are often invoked by asylum-seekers when submitting their claim for refugee status. The
Country Information Unit of UNHCR's Centre for Documentation and Research (CDR) conducts its work
on the basis of publicly available information, analysis and comment, with all sources cited.
In the third part, the paper provides a statistical overview of refugees and asylum-seekers from Sierra
Leone in the main European asylum countries, describing current trends in the number and origin of
asylum requests as well as the results of their status determination. The data are derived from
government statistics made available to UNHCR and are compiled by its Statistical Unit.
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1. Country Profile of Sierra Leone
1.1 Basic Country Information
The republic of Sierra Leone is located on the West Coast of the African continent surrounded by
Guinea to the north, Liberia to the southeast and the Atlantic Ocean. It covers an area of 71,740 sq. km.
(Encyclopedia of the Third World, 1992, 1711). The country is divided administratively in three
provinces: eastern, southern and northern provinces plus one area known as the western peninsula in
which the capital Freetown is located. According to the last national census in 1985, the country's
population the was 3,515,812. In 1995, estimates of Sierra Leone's population amounted to 4,509,000
inhabitants (Regional Surveys of the World 1998, 1997, 903).
Of the 13 indigenous ethnic groups in Sierra Leone, the two main ones are the southern-based Mende
and the Temne who live mainly in the north, together constituting about one third of the population
(Pitsch, A., 1997, 2). The Limba constitute less than 10 per cent of the population and they co-exist
with the Temne in the north. The Mende and the Temne have different attitudes towards the other
neighbouring ethnic groups. The Mende have influenced the smaller ethnic groups to the extent that
languages of the Sherbo, Krim Vai, Gola and Kissi are all in various stages of retreat. The Temne have
been fairly liberal and the Limba, Koranko, Loko, Yalunka and Susu continue to speak their own
language and hold to their own traditions (F reetown, J., 1996, 2). Krios, constituting about 3 per cent
of the total population, are descendants from the freed slaves (Pitsch, A., 1997, 1). The Krios were
widely used by the colonial administration and assimilated British education and culture, distancing
themselves from the rest of the local population (World Directory of Minorities, 1997,451).
However, their influence in politics has gradually been decreasing since independence (F reetow n, J.,
1996, 2).
Although the two most important political parties, the ,~II-Peoples Congress (APe) and the Sierra
Leonean People's Party (SLPP) have their main support base in the two main ethnic groups, ethnicity
has not had any major influence in Sierra Leonean politics to date (Pitsch, A., 1997, 2).
Cultural elements cross the boundaries between the different ethnic groups in Sierra Leone. While
English is the official language, Krio is spoken by all ethnic groups and it acts as an unifying factor
among the different ethnic groups of Sierra Leone (Freetown,J., 1996,2). Intermarriage is very
common and traditional religious beliefs prevail in all ethnic groups.
http://www.unhcr.Ch/refworld/country/cdr/
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It is estimated that 50 to 70 per cent of the population follow traditional religious beliefs, 25 to 40 per
cent adhere to Islam and 5 per cent are Christians, mainly descended from freed slaves (Encyclopedia
of the Third World, 1992, 1715; Contemporary Religions, A World Guide, 1992,464). The
traditional religions follow a belief in charms, medicine men, divination and witchcraft and they are often
related to secret societies (Ibid.). All the heads of government until 1992 have been Christian (Ibid.).
Nevertheless, leaders from the three main religious groups (Muslim, Christian and traditional belief)
united in a public statement condemning the military overthrow in May 1997 of the democratically
elected government of Sierra Leone (Christian Aid, 29 May, 1997 [internet]).
The economy of Sierra Leone has been marked by a decline in growth since the 1960s, and severe
stagnation and recession since the early 1980s. The World Bank put the country's average GOP growth
rate between 1980 and 1990 at 0.6 per cent, decreasing to -3.3 per cent between 1990 and 1996 (Th e
World Bank, 1998), falling to -3.6 per cent in 1996 (Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) Country
Profile 1998-99, 1998, 43). This sharp economic decline is generally attributed to the internal conflict
since 1991 and economic mismanagement during the 1970s and 1980s (Ibid., 45). In 1994, Sierra
Leone recorded a trade deficit of US$72.7 m. (Europe World Year Book 1998,1998,2977).
Sierra Leone is rich in minerals, the most important being gold, diamonds, bauxite and rutile (Th e
Stateman's Yearbook, 1998-99,1998,1236). Rutile and bauxite production contributed approximately
80% of Sierra Leone's foreign-exchange earning before the war forced the mines in the south of the
country to close in January 1995 (EIU Country Profile 1998-99, 1998,43). The exploitation of the
country's mineral resources has experienced serious setbacks by the fighting, which has compelled
companies to stop production. Although some multinational companies did resume production in 1997,
the mining sector as a whole will probably not recover speedily (Ibid.). The economy is, however,
dominated by agriculture, which in 1994/95 was responsible for 49% of the GOP (Th e Statem an's
Yearbook, 1998-99, 1998, 1236; EIU Country Profile 1998-99, 1998,43).
Despite the massive potential wealth, Sierra Leone is one of the poorest countries in the world, ranking
lowest in the human development index (United Nations Development Programme Human
Development Report, 1997, 1998). Life expectancy at birth was 33.6 years in 1997 and adult illiteracy is
estimated between 64% and 69% (Ibid.; National Human Development Report, 1996, 11;The
World Guide 1997/98, 1997,498).

1.2 Historical Overview
Colonial Period
Freetown, on the Sierra Leone peninsula, was established by Great Britain in 1787 as a settlement for
freed slaves and was administered by the Sierra Leone Company (Freetown, J., 1996,4;
Encyclopedia of the Third World, 1992, 1715). During the next twenty years, former slaves from
Britain, North America, the Caribbean and recaptives from slave ships were settled there (Ibid.).
Freetown became a British Crown Colony in 1808, and thereafter colonial administrators, teachers and
missionaries were installed (Ibid.). The indigenous kingdoms in the hinterland of Sierra Leone stayed
unaffected by the development of Freetown until 1896 when they were joined and declared a British
protectorate (Regional Surveys of the World 1998,1997,903; EIU Country Profile 1998-99, 1998,
40).
Freetown and the hinterland were governed as two different political entities; the former directly under
British administration and the latter through indirect rule with selected chiefs acceptable to the British
colonial administration (Freetown, J., 1996,5). It was not before 1951 that the two entities were
administratively joined together by a unitary constitution. However, the historical difference in the
administration still prevails. The western part of the country, the peninsula containing the capital
Freetown is governed by a city government whereas the three provinces are each headed by a
minister of state and the districts within the provinces are administered directly by the central
government in Freetown (Encyclopedia of the Third World, 1992, 1717).
Post-Independence period
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Sierra Leone became independent on the 27 April 1961 as a constitutional monarchy within the
Commonwealth (Europa World Year Book 1998,1998,2972). The first constitutional elections were
held in 1962, at which the Sierra Leonean People's Party (SLPP) won the majority of votes (Political
Parties of Africa and the Middle East, 1993, 245). The winning party, conceived as right-wing, had
been created in 1951 by Sir Milton Margai, Sierra Leone's first Prime minister (Political and Economic
Encyclopaedia of Africa, 1993,245). The SLPP held power until the general elections of 1967, which
were won by the opposition All-People's Congress (APC) party, a left-wing party, created in 1960 by
Dr Siaka Stevens (Political Parties of Africa and the Middle East, 1993,246).
The APC was prevented, however, from governing by the first military coup d'etat in 1967, until a
counter coup d'etat in April 1968 restored civilian rule, with the APC's Dr Siaka Stevens as Prime
minister (Regional Surveys of the World 1998,1997,903).
In 1971, Sierra Leone was proclaimed a republic and a new republican constitution was adopted in
which the head of state, Dr Siaka Stevens, became executive president (Freetown, J., 1996, 6). Due
to irregularities during the legislative elections in 1973, they were boycotted by the opposition. Thus,
Sierra Leone became a de facto one-party state. In a new constitution adopted in 1978, the one-party
rule became official and the APC became the only legitimate political party (Encyclopedia of the Third
World, 1992, 1715). Dr Siaka Stevens retained the presidential power until 1985 when the cabinet
minister and commander of the armed forces, Major-General Joseph Saidu Monoh was nominated by
the APC to succeed Dr Siaka Stevens as president (Regional Surveys of the World 1998, 1997,
904).
The 1980s were characterised by recurrent financial crises and corruption scandals. A
state-of-emergency rule was regularly imposed, often to suppress general strikes and civil unrest such
as occurred in 1987, when public workers went on strike to protest against the non-payment of their
salaries (Regional Surveys of the World 1998, 1997, 904).
The higt) level of corruption in Sierra Leone is said to be attributable to the distribution of state
resources. To gain and retain political power, political leaders reportedly created a network of
supporters on the basis of the personal distribution of state resources (Richards, P., 1996,34). Strong
patron-client ties were developed after independence and increased in the 1970s. In the early 1970s,
President Siaka Stevens is said to have used up to 70 per cent of state revenues for "preferred
(untaxed) concessions in diamond mining areas to political allies who were essential to his effort to
resist local demands for greater revenue allocations" (Reno, W., 1997, 18). President Monoh was
subsequently not able to change this well established system which functioned without reference to
principles of accountability or a rational bureaucratic system (Richards, P., 1996, xviii). President
Monoh faced business men with allegedly strong connections in the political sphere who would not
permit any effort to strengthen the state bureaucracy. A 1987 business backed attempt to overthrow
President Monoh discouraged further initiatives in this area (Reno, W., 1997, 18).
In the early 1990s, following popular demands for a multi party system and democracy, the APC-Ied
government undertook a review of the constitution (Regional Surveys of the World 1998,1997,
904). A new constitution was formally adopted in September 1991 by the government which provided
for the restoration of a plural political system (Europa World Year Book 1998,1998,2972,2973).
It was, however, suspended after the 29 April 1992 coup d'etat ,led by a group of young army
officers, who elevated the 27 -year-old Captain Valentine Strasser to the position of head of state
(Ibid.). A National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC) was subsequently established, which declared a
state of emergency, and governed by decree (EIU Country Profile 1998-99,1998,41).
Captain Strasser was deposed in January 1996 by military officers led by Captain Julius Maada Bio
who scheduled presidential and legislative elections for the following month (Ibid.). The presidential
and legislative elections, monitored by international observes, had 13 political parties participating. It
was the reconstituted SLPP who took most seats in the election for the parliament (27 seats out of 68)
and their presidential candidate Ahmed Tejan Kabbah won 59.5% of the votes in the second round
(Regional Surveys of the World 1998,1997,906) against the candidate John Karefa Smart from the
United National People's Party (UNPP), which came second after the SLPP in the parliamentary
elections. The government was formed by SLPP, the People's Democratic Party (PDP), which had
http://www.unhcr.ch/refworld/countryI cdrI
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obtained 15.3% of the vote, and the Democratic Center Party (DCP) with 4.8 % (Derksen, W., 25
October 1998 [Internet]). The government is said to be more broad-based than previously, with the
Mende ethnic group in the minority (Carver, R., 1998). Although the elections were boycotted by the
movement Revolutionary United FrClnt, rebels, who had been fighting against the cetral authorities since
1991, and violent incidents took place, international observers recognised the elections as fair and
found "no irregularity or fraud '" that would cast into doubt the ultimate outcome of the vote" (EIU
Country Report, 2nd quarter, 1996).

1.3 Background to the Current Conflict
It has been suggested that the war in Sierra Leone should be understood as a breakdown in law and
order and not as a civil war (Freetown, J., 1996, 9). A special feature of the Sierra leonean conflict
which distinguishes it from many other recent internal conflicts is that the fighting parties do not identify
themselves with a specific ethnic group. Therefore it can be seen as a conflict not based on ethnicity
(Richards, P., 1996, xix; Cruvellier, T., 1996, 87;Abraham, A., 1997, 107). Although relations
between ethnic groups are held to be competitive, there is little ethnic strife in Sierra Leone (Freetow n,
J., 1996, 2).
The conflict in Sierra Leone began in March 1991 when armed combatants crossed the border from
Liberia into the South-Eastern part of the country, attacking and subsequently occupying the border
town of Bomary in Kailahun District (Muana, P., 1997,77).
The attack has been variously attributed to a "spillover" of the Liberian civil war (Carver, R., 1997, 1)
organised by Charles Taylor, at that time a faction leader in liberia, after the Sierra leone regime joined
the ECOMOG forces which tried to bring to an end the fighting in Liberia (Freetown, J., 1996, 7). Other
sources indicate that the rebels were members of the Sierra leonean Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
movement (Abraham, A., 1997, 101). Most observers, however, suggest a combination of the two. In
this view, a number of Sierra Leonean opposition groups had existed for a long period in neighbouring
countries even before December 1989, when the Liberian civil war began, ostensibly united and armed
by Charles Taylor (Alao, A., 1998,2; Regional Surveys of the World 1998,1997,907). The
closeness and association between the Sierra Leonean and Liberian rebels has been traced back, by
observes, to the joint military training they received in Benghazi, libya in the 1980s. (Richards, P.,
1996, 2). Among them was the RUF leader Foday Sankoh, a former corporal in the national army of
Sierra Leone who was jailed for seven years for plotting to overthrow the regime in 1971. (Ibid.). The
attack caught the national army, the Republic of Sierra leone Military Force (RSLMF) unprepared: it was
ill-equipped, badly trained and highly politicised (F reetow n, J., 1996, 7).
In retaliation, the government of Monoh increased the number of soldiers enrolled in the armed forces
sharply. The armed forces rose from 3,000 to 14,000 men in the first two years of the conflict and
expenditures of the conflict accounted for 75% of state spending (Reno, W., 1997, 19). A few months
after the first attack, the RUF controlled one fifth of the country in the South-East region. In a counter
offensive, the army (RSLMF) joined its forces with ULiMO (the United Liberian Movement for
Democracy), an armed faction fighting against Charles Taylor's faction, the National Patriotic Front of
Liberia (NPLF) and active in the border region between Liberia and Sierra Leone (Richards, P., 1996,
5ff). Nigeria and Guinea also contributed with military support (Regional Surveys of the World 1998,
1997, 907). This collaboration eventually placed the RUF in an inferior position. The next major advance
by the RUF was in the autumn of 1992, when they launched attacks on economic targets in the
diamond-rich Kono district (Africa Confidential, 27 April 1998 [internet]).
In Freetown, the APC-Ied government had been overthrown by a group of junior officers in April 1992,
the army was re-equipped and the subsequent fighting caused major losses among RUF combatants
(Ibid.). In turn, the RUF changed its tactics. With the objective of avoiding established settlements
which could easier be identified, several bush camps were built where young conscripts received
military and ideological training. When the armed forces managed to recapture some of the locations in
the diamondrich area of Pendemby, Kailahun and Koidu in late 1993, a new party in the war entered the
scene: local civil defence forces, also known as Kamajors which had clashes with the army
(Richards, P, 1996, 13ff).
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In 1994, RUF launched a major campaign involving attacks on several locations in the country within
very short intervals, New RUF camps were established during this campaign. The civil defence forces
became very important in the effort to protect the civilians. In 80, controlled by the army, a civil defence
force patrolled in the streets at night and aIso tried to take control of the town (I bid.).
The military situation was now in favour of the RUF. The advancement of the RUF had cut the
government off its major source of revenue: the diamond trade. The RUF had attacked and shut down
the Sierra Rutile and SIEROMCO plants in January 1995 (Reno, W., 1997,20). The government then
turned to foreign mercenary companies for arms force. Executive Outcomes from South Africa was
identified. The military operations of Executive Outcomes were linked to a business branch exploiting
the diamonds of Sierra Leone. The revenue generated from the sale of the diamonds enabled the
payment of Executive Outcomes. This strategy changed the military balance at the war front and the
RUF rebels were repelled from the diamond mining areas by mid-1995 (Reno, w., 1997,21-22). The
mercenaries from Executive Outcomes, assisted by the civil defence groups, worked 22 months in
Sierra Leone (Alao, A., 1998,6; Shearer, 0., 1998,49).
These successful attacks on the RUF were followed by a number of RUF captives surrendering to the
army. The fact that the armed forces treated them well, constituted a danger to the RUF who then
initiated a new wave of atrocities against the civilians (Richards, P, 1996, 17). Apart from the
surrender of smaller groups, the RUF also suffered major losses on the battlefield. Of the total number
of rebels, estimated at 1,500, one-third were reportedly killed (Reno, W., 1997, 22). The change in the
military balance was followed by free multiparty elections in March 1996, the first since 1973 (Ibid.).
Attempts to reach a peace settlement had stalled because of the government's demand for peace
before negotiations, while the RUF insisted on the withdrawal of all foreign troops from the country
(Richards, P., 1996, 17). A peace agreement was eventually signed on 30 November 1996 in Abidjan
between the government of President Kabbah and the RUF (United Nations Security Council,
S/1997/80, 26 January 1997), who had been assisted in the effort by representatives of the United
Nations and the Organisation of African Unity (GAU) (Richards, P., 1996, 18;Alao, A., 1998,4). The
agreement provided, inter alia ,for the transformation of RUF into a political party (EIU Cou ntry
Profile 1998-99, 1998,40). However, the restoration of peace was problematic as violence reportedly
continued to be inflicted by rebels, soldiers or sobels ,the latter said to be men who were allegedly
soldiers by day and rebels at night (Abraham, A., 1997, 103). The peace process collapsed
completely in March 1997, when RUF leader Foday Sankoh was arrested on charges of arms trafficing
in Nigeria (EIU Country Profile 1998-99, 1998,41).
Civilians organise themselves
The armed forces did not provide protection to the civilians nor did the RUF although it stated its
intention to liberate the Sierra Leonean people (Abraham, A., 1997,101). The civilian population had
been targeted by both fighting parties since the beginning of the conflict and the lack of protection
became self-evident. This led in early 1994 traditional institutions such as local paramount chiefs, men's
secret societies and traditional hunter/warriors to initiate their own protection of the civilian population
(Freetown, J., 1996,8). According to the US Department of State Country Report on Sierra Leone,
three civil defence groups were active: Mende Kamajohs, Temne Kapras and Koranko Tamaboros. Like
the RSLMF, they were not fully under government control (U.S. Department of State Sierra Leone
Country Report for Human Rights Practices 1997,1998). Local militias based on traditional
institutions in the provincial towns of 60 and Kenema started to cooperate with foreign troops from
Nigeria and Guinea to ensure the protection of the civilians (Ibid.).
Links between the two fighting parties: RUF and RSLMF
The relationship between the two chief contenders in the conflict, the RUF and the national army, is
said to have become increasingly intertwined and ultimately led to their fusion. In May 1997, the
combined forces overthrew the fourteen-month-old democratically elected government of president
Kabbah (Alao, A., 1998,4). The union was formalised officially by the new leader, Major Johnny Paul
Koroma who appointed RUF leader Foday Sankoh Vice President and invited all RUF rebels to join the
new administration (Ibid.). The new leaders established the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
(AFRC) comprising members of the RUF and the army (Abdullah, 1.,.1997, 6).
http://www.unhcr.ch/refworld/country/cdr I
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The collaboration between the army and the RUF is emphasised by many observers (Richards, P"
1996; Alao, A" 1998; Abraham, A" 1997; Reno, W., 1997, de Waal, A., 1997). Allegedly, it started
already in the beginning of the RUF rebellion when rebels were said to have transmitted political
messages, encouraging the overthrow of the APC government, to the soldiers at the war front (RUF/SL
paper, 1995, 8). The leaders of the military takeover were a group of discontented officers who had
arrived in Freetown from the fighting against the RUF in the Southeast of the country. It has been
suggested that they had been in contact with RUF, initiating a secret "collaboration agreement" between
the two warring parties (Abraham, A., 1997, 103). According to various sources, the sobel
phenomenon was an aspect of this collaboration (Richards, P., 1996; Alao, A., 1998; Abraham, A.,
1997; Reno, W., 1997; de Waal, A., 1997). The term sobels was invented by Sierra Leonean
villagers to designate the fact that a clear distinction between soldiers and rebels had ceased to exist
(de Waal, A., 1997,305; Abraham, A., 1997, 103).
The soldiers and the rebels had common economic interests. The low paid soldiers at the war front
were neglected by their colleagues in NPRC in Freetown and the complicity between the rebels and the
soldiers was both a question of survival as it was a will to pursue personal economic gain in the
diamond mines (Richards, P., 1996, 10,23; Africa Confidential, 27 April 1998). The sobels would
loot civilian properties and commit similar atrocities as the rebels in order to shift the blame to the RUF
(Ibid.).
The NPRC government (in power from 1992 to 1996) incorporated one ofRUFs major tactics in the
conflict: the conscription of the youth. Thus, both parties made extensive use of child soldiers in the
fighting (Africa Confidential, 27 April 1998 [internet]; Richards, P., 1996,9,10).
Regional Peace-Keeping Efforts: ECOMOG
Created in August 1990, the Economic Community of West African States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG)
was conceived as a multilateral regional peacekeeping force to intervene in liberia's civil war. From the
beginning, it was dominated by Anglophone West African States, in particular Nigeria, who contributed
the majority of troops, materials and finances (OCHA Integrated Regional Information Network
for West Africa (IRIN-WA), 5 February 1998, 1 [Internet]). During the mission in Liberia, Gambia,
Guinea, Ghana, Sierra Leone and several other African states also supplied troops, adding to a total of
15,000 soldiers at the height of the mission. In October 1990, ECOMOG succeeded in expelling the
National Patriotic Front for Liberia, led by Charles Taylor, from the country. In successive years,
ECOMOG gradually drove the Taylor faction out of Liberia. The force gained a bad reputation in Liberia,
where they are thought to have attacked and looted humanitarian convoys (International Crisis
Grou p , March 1998, 6 [lnternet]). It also assisted the demobilisation process and monitored elections in
Liberia in July 1997.
ECOMOG troops had used Freetown as a rear base since almost the start of the Liberian intervention.
Moreover, Nigerian forces have been based in Sierra Leone as part of a bilateral defence pact (Africa
South of the Sahara, 1998, 117). After the coup d'etat of 25 May 1997, additional Nigerian troops,
which had been serving in Liberia under ECOMOG's mandate, arrived in order to drive the RUF out of
Sierra Leone. On 28 May 1997, Freetown came under naval bombardment in an attempt by the Nigerian
armed forces to put down the coup d'etat - under ECOMOG's auspices, also reinforced by troops sent
from Guinea and Ghana (Pitsch, A., 1997, 11 [Internet]) Although ECOMOG's involvement was
supported both by the OAUand the UN from July 1997 onwards, many commentators criticised what
they saw as 'a Nigerian unilateral initiative which [... ]had contradicted the humanitarian nature of the
force's mandate (Africa South of the Sahara, 1998, 117).
After a peace plan for Sierra Leone had been drawn up by the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) ministers of foreign affairs in Conakry (Guinea) at the end of June 1997, ECOMOG's
mandate was extended to Sierra Leone on 29/30 August 1997. The ultimate aim of the peace
agreement was to remove the junta from power, be it by dialogue, sanctions or force. To this end,
ECOMOG's mandate consisted of enforcing the economic sanctions imposed by ECOWAS, namely an
air, land and sea blockade (Economic Community of West African States, 23 October 1997
[Internet]). There was, however, no specification as to the time limitation for sanctions before
considering military force (Ibid.).
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On 27 October 1997, after the peace agreement between AFRC representatives and the ECOWAS
Committee was signed, ECOMOG became a regular peacekeeping force (OCHA IRIN-WA, 5 February
1998, 3 [Internet]).
On 5 February 1998, ECOMOG invaded Freetown unilaterally in order to overthrow the junta. During the
period between the intervention and the return of president Kabbah on 10 March 1998, ECOMOG
effectively acted as an interim government. The re-instatement of the Kabbah government by the
ECOMOG intervention has provoked different reactions: although the overthrow of the junta has
generally been welcomed and the intervention has been accepted as a fait accompli by the UN, the
CAU, the US and the UK (EIU Country Report, 2nd quarter 1998, 27), several African states
questioned its legitimacy, alleging 'that the offensive was unilaterally initiated at the behest of the
Nigerian government'(lbid.). Furthermore, some observers hold that Nigeria's commitment might also be
a means of diverting attention from Nigeria's own military regime (Carver, R.., 1998, 8). In any case,
ECOMOG's presence in Sierra Leone will certainly contribute to Nigeria's position as a regional
peacekeeping force (Ibid., 7): on 24 June 1998, more Nigerian troops were moved from Liberia to
Sierra leone in anticipation of the relocation of the headquarters of ECOMOG from Monrovia to
Freetown (Pan african News Agency, 24 June 1998 [Internet]), totalling some 10.000 troops in Sierra
leone, 90% of which are Nigerian nationals.

1.4 RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
On 25 May 1997, the government was overthrown by a coup d'etat led by Major Johnny Paul
Koromah, ostensibly because of President Kabbah's failure to implement the peace agreement with RUF
and his alleged 'ethnic favouritism' (Human Rights Watch, July 1998,11). The coup d'etat has been
described as 'unprecedented in the history of Africa in terms of violence involved' (Abdullah, I., 1997,
5) and led to a total collapse of the juidicary as many judges, attorneys and police officers fled the
country. As a quick replacement, Major Koroma's Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) created
'People's Revolutionary Courts' led by people with little or no legal training. The court suspended the
constitution and parliament, banned political parties, public meetings and demonstrations and imposed
rule by decree (Human Rights Watch, July 1998, 11). Later, the RUF joined forces with the AFRC.
During the period of RUF/AFRC rule, gross and widespread human rights violations were committed
(Amnesty International, 20 October 1997, 2 [Internet])
The international refusal to recognise AFRC rule was, however, unanimous, and various groups of
countries, including the OAU and the UN, supported ECOWAS efforts to resolve the crisis (Carver, R.,
1998,4). Under a committee of four ECOWAS foreign ministers (Cote d'ivoire, Guinea, Ghana, Nigeria,
with Liberia added later), an agreement for peace-talks was reached on 18 July 1997. On 23 October
1997, a regionally backed agreement to restore constitutional rule in Sierra Leone by April 1998 was
signed in Conakry, Guinea. This included 'an immediate cease-fire and disarmament, the return of
refugees and displaced people; a programme of humanitarian assistance; the return of an expanded
Kabbah government; and the immunities and guarantees for acts carried out during the period the AFRC
was in power' (Economic Community of West African States, 23 October 1997). As time passed,
however, the AFRC showed itself increasingly unwilling to adhere to the agreement and relinquish its
power. In particular, the AFRC questioned the legitimacy of ECOMOG presence in Sierra Leone on the
grounds of the high percentage of Nigerian troops within ECOMOG, and demanded that the AFRC/RUF
forces be recognised as legitimate national army, as well as the release of RUF leader Foday Sankoh
from a Nigerian prison. Thus, the deadline for return to civilian rule was unlikely to be met.
On 5 February 1998, after RUF fighters blocking the road to Freetown had demanded the immediate
release of Foday Sankoh, large-scale fighting erupted between ECOMOG and RUF/AFRC forces - who
dubbed themselves the 'People's Army' - at the outskirts of Freetown. ECOMOG, acting unilaterally
under command of Nigerian Major-General Timothy Shelpidi, initially claimed to be acting out of
self-defence (International Crisis Group (ICG), March 1998,5 [Internet]), but acknowledged after
five days of heavy artillery bombardment that its attack was' an all-out offensive intended to flush the
junta out of the capital' (EIU Cou ntry Report, 2nd quarter 1998, 25; ICG, March 1998, 5 [Internet]). As
the junta gradually retreated from Freetown, they engaged in massive looting and burning, threatening
and terrorising citizens they passed (ICG, March 1998, 6 [Internet], EIU Country Report, 2nd quarter
http://www.unhcr.ch/refworld/Country/cdrl
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1998, p.25). More than 100 civilian deaths have been confirmed for this period (Carver, R, 1998, p.5).
Contrary to the expectations of many, ECOMOG reportedly behaved in a relatively disciplined manner
(Carver, R., 1998, 5; ICG, March 1998,6) and had secured most of the Freetown peninsula by 16
February (ICG, March 1998, 6 [Internet]). Fighting continued in major towns in the provinces, where the
retreating RUF - and sometimes the Kamajors - inflicted 'widespread damage, shooting at random and
looting wildly' (ICG, March 1998,8 (Internet]). However, ECOMOG had gained control over almost all
major cities by early March 1998 (EIU Country Report, 2nd quarter 1998, 27). Thousands of civilian
refugees fled to neighbouring Guinea and Liberia, whose refugee camps were already overcrowded
(Ibid.).
Fierce fighting between ECOMOG and RUF forces has reportedly continued in the north and east of
Sierra Leone since February 1998. ECOMOG, with the help of Kamajor fighters, is said to have gained
control over the cities of 80, Makeni and Kenema by early March, but fighting continued at Koidu.
However, the RUF has not yet given up and continues to spread violence near the Malal Hills, attacking
the main roads between Freetown and the Provinces. Other RUF groups are said to be present in the
south-eastern part of Koindangu District and in northern Kailahun, where both groups are 'poised to
harass the rich diamond-mining areas around the town of Koidu in Kono District (EIU Country Report,
3rd quarter 1998,26). The RUF/AFRC forces appear to number 7000, with the AFRC representing only
ten per cent of the rebels' overall strength (Ibid.) and with up to 80 per cent said to be children
between seven and 14 years of age (EIU Cou ntry Report, 2nd quarter 1998, 29). However, ECOMOG
has also increased its strength: in June 1998, more Nigerian troops were reportedly moved from Liberia
to Sierra Leone. More troops were expected from Gambia and Guinea, bringing the total of ECOMOG
troops to 10,000 soldiers, of which 6,000 are reportedly from Nigeria (Panafrican News Agency, 24
June 1998 (Internet]).
As of October 1998, fighting continued also in the northern part of Sierra Leone, namely in Kambia
District, where more than 50 people died in clashes between Guinean ECOMOG and AFRC/RUF rebels
(Sierra Leone News, 4 October 1998 (Internet]). In the town of Mange, 90 miles north of Freetown,
more than 25 people died as a result of rebel attacks (Ibid., 9 October 1998(lnternet]) Furthermore, the
RUF still maintains important bases at Koindu, Kailahun and Gangagama (Ibid., 15 October 1998
[Internet]), and is in virtual control of Kono District (Ibid., 13 October 1998 (Internet]).
On 4 October, the rebels called on the government to participate in peace talks mediated by either the
United Nations or the Commonwealth. The initiation of talks, however, hinges on RUF's willingness to
accept the Commonwealth's terms for talks, which call on the RUF 'to recognise the legitimacy of
President Kabbah's government, to accept an unconditional and indefinite cessation of hostilities, and to
enter into talks to bring about an immediate end to the conflict' (Si erra Leon e News, 9 October 1998
[Internet]). Also in October 1998, the eight-nation Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group (CMAG),
concerned about the continuing atrocities in Sierra Leone, called on the RUF 'as a mark of their good
faith, to make an immediate statement accepting the terms for talks as conveyed to them by the
Commonwealth Secretary-General' (Ibid.).
Effect on the economy
The war, along with an embargo imposed by ECOWAS and enforced by ECOMOG, has brought Sierra
Leone's economy to a virtual standstill. During the May 1997 coup d'etat ,all commercial banks were
dosed and many civil servants abstained from work in silent protest (Carver, R, 1998, 10).
Agriculture, fishing and mining activities had already been disrupted since the start of rebel hostilities in
1991 (EIU Country Report, 2nd quarter 1998, 29). As a result, government revenues have fallen by
90 percent, all foreign aid (30 per cent of the budget had been stopped) and custom duties were
stopped by the embargo (Ibid.).
Sierra Leone relies heavily on aid and donations by foreign governments and international institutions. In
October 1997, the UN Security Council introduced sanctions, induding a ban on the supply of arms and
petroleum products (UN Security Council, Resolution1132 (1997)). The ECOMOG inte[\/ention on 5
February 1998, however, led to an ease of the economic sanctions imposed by the UN and ECOWAS
(EIU Country Report, 2nd quarter 1998, 29). On 7 October 1998, Sierra Leone received US$28.7
million in aid from the World Bank, the European Union and Great Britain to draw up a budget. The World
bank provided US$15 million of a US$55 million package, Britain gave US$8.2 million, and the European
Union US$5.5 million (Sierra Leone News, 7 October 1998 [Internet]). On 12 October 98, the World
http://www.unhcr.ch/refworld/country/cdr/
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Bank extended a $40 million grant to Sierra Leone to help revive agriculture in the country (I bid" 12
October 1998 [Internet]), on condition that the money be spent on the construction of feeder roads, the
provision of farm inputs for farmers, food processing, purchase of equipment and capacity building,
For its part, on 9 October 1998 the government of Sierra Leone allocated US$90,OOO for ECOMOG
operations in the country (S i err a Leo n e New s , 9 October [Internet]). It also committed itself to make
the country more self-reliant, especially in response to the alleged strong participation of Lebanese
nationals in the diamond sector, many of whom are said to be illegal immigrants. To this end, the
government of President Kabbah reportedly launched a crackdown on illegal immigrants (Ibid., 8
October 1998[lnternet]). In the meantime, however, the country's mining sector is beginning to recover on 13 October 1998, the government of President Kabbah, eager to reopen the mines, and Nord
Resources, a 50 per cent owner of Sierra Rutile Limited, have concluded talks on reopening the Sierra
Rutile titanium oxide mine in an area now free of fighting (Ibid., 13 October 1998 [Internet]).
On the whole, it is believed that on a short-term basis, the country's economy will be revived by the
renewed flow of foreign aid. Long-term development, however, will depend on stability in the country,
which has not as yet been achieved (EIU Country Report, 2nd quarter 1998,23). Also, a transparent
taxation system has to be set up, and mining policies and quotas have to be enforced (Ibid.)

1.5 PROFILES OF CONTENDING ARMED GROUPS
The Republic of Sierra Leone Military Force (RSLMF)
The national anmed forces of Sierra Leone have played a decisive role in the political life of the country.
This can be observed in the number of military coups d'etat in Sierra Leone where the army has acted
independently or as an instrument for political factions. Fourteen coups d'etat , either foiled or
successful, have taken place since independence in 1961 (Regional Surveys of the World 1998,
1997, 903ft). The armed forces are integrated in the patron-client relations which have been the
backbone in the functioning of the political system (Richards, P., 1996, xviii, 23). The patrons have
extended favours to essential parts of the army and in return, they could count on their loyalty even
after temporary set-backs (Ibid.). The number of coups d'etat since independence taught politicians
the crucial role of the military: it became imperative to have the anmy on one's side, leading to selective
recruitment and promotion based on the government's political and ethnic affiliations (Alao, A., 1998, 2).
The number of the anmed forces increased significantly from 3,000 to 14,000 men during the first two
years of the civil conflict from 1991 to 1993 (Reno, W., 1997, 19).
According to a speech given by President Kabbah, a challenge for the new government is the
reconstruction of the national anmy (Presidential Address, 22/5/98 [internet]). One factor is the
question of loyalty since an important number of the army officers were associated with the AFRC
military junta. The Civil Defence Force, known as the Kamajors ,supportive to the government, will be
integrated in the national army, but have not been organised around an effective command structure
and are ostensibly ill-disciplined (UN Security Council, S/1998/486, 9 June 1998, 3 [Internet]); EIU
Country Profile 1998-99, 1998,42).
The Revolutionary United Front (RUF)
In the beginning, RUF only had about 100 members but during the years of fighting, the movement
expanded to several thousands (Richards, P., 1996, xix, 5). At the beginning of 1997, the number of
RUF forces was estimated to be 5,000 armed combatants and 5,000 non-armed combatants (Security
Council, S/1997/80, 26 January 1997). Its inner core consists of a 21 member war council (Richards,
P., 1996, xix, 5). The RUF conscripted young people who did not have much of a choice whether or not
they wanted to join. They were terrorised in the beginning but later treated generously and were given
into the secrets of the movement. This initiation process is by some sources seen as similar to a
centurie's old initiation whereby young people are separated from theirfamilies and adult loyalties are
created to a wider society (Ibid.).
http://www.unhcr.ch/refworld/country/cdr/
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The RUF leadership is mainly composed of former student activists of the late 1970s and early 1980s.
They were strongly influenced by Pan-Africanism and Muammar Gadaffi of Libya's Green Book . RUF
leaders still appear to be committed to aspects of this revolutionary heritage and especially to the
populism of the Green Book (lb id., 21). This has, inter alia ,found expression in public statements in
which it has been declared that the issues of war should be resolved through a national assembly of
ordinary Sierra Leoneans (Ibid.). The personal backgrounds of the RUF leaders as well as some of the
newer recruits have a common denominator which is social exclusion for political protest and student
activism (Ibid., 25). The huge number of unemployed young people without prospects for the future is
also an important aspect in the understanding of the RUF movement (Ab rah am, A., 1997).
Initially, the RUF did not articulate a particular political agenda regarding its political aims and objectives
were for Sierra Leone (Human Rights Watch, July 1998,13 [internet]. It was not before 1995 that a
formal statement from RUF was published on its political programme (and their version of the conflict)
(Richards, 1996, 1). However, shortly after the first rebel attack in 1991, the leader Sankoh contacted
the British Broad Casting and announced that the aim of the RUF was to overthrow the corruptive
regime of APC in power since 1968 and to install a democratic plural political system (Richards, P.,
1996, 5,7). The coup d'etat in 1992 had among others the implication that the RUF lost its original
raison d'etre, The fighting, however, persisted (Ibid.).
Opinions vary as to the political foundation of the RUF. Some sources describe the movement as
bandits and teenage hoodlums and emphasise the lack of ideology and politics (B rad shaw, S., 1996;
Kaplan, R., 1994). Other observers, however, hold that the political message of the RUF is implicit and
that the RUF leadership has a political vision of a reformed and accountable state (Richards, P., 1996).
In late 1992, a testimony of an American hostage confirmed the existence of organised bush camps in
which the RUF trained young conscripts and led the political element in the movement (Ibid., 12).
The hostage taking of international workers was a means for the RUF to obtain media coverage which
in late 1994 led to the production of a film about the movement, parts of which were shown on BBC
television. This was to have helped the RUF to modify the "bandit image" of the movement (Ibid., 16).
Representatives of RUF delivered a speech on the national radio in June 1997 entitled "Revolutionary
United Front's apology to the Nation" in which the movement tried to explain their actions during the
conflict years: "[the atrocities] were the result of the rottennes of a system which could not be
uprooted except by brutal means.... in the process of cleaning the system, however, we have wronged
the great majority of our countrymen" (Revolutionary United Front, 18 June 1997 [internet]).
However, the joint AFRC/RUF forces committed severe atrocities against the civilian population, using
campaigns of fear and terror of which two are known as "Operation No Living Thing" and "Operation
Pay Yourself'. According to Human Rights Watch/Africa, they consisted of looting, destroying and
killing anything in the path of combatants: ''The AFRC/RUF] often summarily execute civilians, accusing
them of being Kabbah or Kamajor supporters .... soldiers further terrorise their victims by forcing them to
participate in their own mutilation, asking them to make choices about which finger, hand or arm, for
example, to have amputated (Human Rights Watch, July 1998,1,2 [internet]; Jeune Afrique, 3-9
novembre 1998, 38).
The future of the RUF is uncertain as their original leader Foday Sankoh has been in detention since
March 1997 for illegal arm trade, first in Nigeria and presently in Sierra Leone. However, RUF forces
have allegedly grown in number, are better armed, and their attitude has been interpreted as to have
nothing to lose by fighting on indefinitely (EIU Country Profile 1998-99, 1998,22,26). The movement
has reorganised into three main groups in the north, east and centre of the country (Ibid., 23). One
group attacks mainly on the main roads between Freetown and the provinces (Ibid., 26). A second
group, mainly comprising ex-anmy irregulars and commanded by the former vice-chainman of the NPRC,
Solomon "SAJ" Musa, is deployed in the north-east of the country. A third group, led by Samuel
Bockane, a RUF hard-liner, has re-established itself in the eastern region. The two latter groups
continue to constitute a threat to the rich diamond-mining areas (Ibid., 26).
Th e Kamajors
The Kamajors, who operate mainly in the south-east diamond-rich area of the country, are one of
several pro-Kabbah hunting 'brotherhoods' in Sierra Leone. Other existing brotherhoods include the
Kapras (mainly Temne, whereas the Kamajors are mainly Mende), the Tamaburos and the
Dunsos (Muana, P. K., 1997, pp. 81; United Nations Security Council, 9 June 1998[lnternet], 3,
http://www.unhcr.ch/refworld/country/cdr/
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Electronic Mail & Guardian, 3 April 1998 [Internet]). The Kamajors are said to have around 17.000
members (EIU Country Report, 2nd quarter 1998, 22). Most of these 'brotherhoods' were formed as
local self-defence militias in the early 1990's, as the civilian polulation lost faith in the national army's
ability to counter the threat posed by the RUF (Muana, P. K., 1997,78). Unlike the RUF, the Kamajor
militia relies heavily on Mende traditional mysticism, reflected in their colourful and elaborate dress
which is supposed to make them invulnerable (Carver, R., 1998, 10). Moreover, the Kamajors are
said to maintain close relations with local chiefs, and as such enjoy considerable popular support
(Muana, P. K., 1997,87).
Since 1994, the Kamajors have been the greatest opponents to the RUF (Carver, R., 1998, 10;
Pitsch, A., 1997,2) and as such have gained steadily in importance, especially in the later stages of
the RUF insurgency (Carver, R., 1998, 10). During ECOMOG's assault to the AFRC/RUF government in
February 1998, Kamajors fought alongside ECOMOG troops, effectively seizing control of towns such
as Bo and Pehun (Ibid.). However, according to several sources, the Kamajors contributed to the
general chaos through looting, rape, arson, reprisal killings and terrorisation of civilians (EIU Country
Report, 2nd quarter 1998,25; Amnesty International, 11 February 1998 (Internet]; International
Crisis Group, March 1998,2 [Internet]).
The Kamajors' close alliance to the government of President Kabbah is reflected by the fact that
Samuel Hinga Norman, the Kamajor Movement National Coordinator, holds the place of deputy defence
minister within the Kabbah government (Muana, P K., 1997, p.89; Electronic Mail and Guardian, 3
April 1998, 4 [Internet]; EIU Country Report, 3rd quarter 1998, 27). Although the Kamajor forces
have been recently united with the former national army under a single command to form the civil
defence forces, in reality the two parts continue to function as two separate entities (Carver, R., 1998,
10). The Kamajors neither receive food rations nor wages, which raises the question as to how they
can subsist at the same time as enforcing their security role (Ibid.).

1.6 PROFILES OF POLITICAL PARTIES
The political development in Sierra Leone, characterised by an extended period of one party rule
(1978-91) and several military regimes (1967-68; 1992-1996; 1997-98) has constrained the
development of political parties. Politics have been dominated by the two main parties APC and SLPP
(Political Parties of Africa and the Middle East, 1993; Europa World Year Book, 1998).
All People's Congress (APC)
The party was founded in 1960 by Siaka Stevens as a left-wing party (Political Parties of Africa and the
Middle East, 1993,246). APC is traditionally supported by the Temne tribe in the North (Pitsch, A., 1997,
2; EIU Country Profile 1998-99,1998,41), wage-earners and part of the lower middle class
(Political Parties of the World, 1998,478). It was the main opposition party after independence and
won the majority of seats in the 1967 elections but was prevented from taking power by a military
takeover (Political and Economic Encyclopaedia of Africa, 1993, 245). However, a counter coup
d'etat in 1968 installed the party in power which was retained for the next 24 years. The APC has
held a monopoly of political power in Sierra Leone from 1968 to 1992 of which it was the sole legal
party for the last 14 years (Politcal Parties of Africa and the Middle East, 1993,245). it was the
party which in 1971 re-created Sierra Leone as a republic, when a republican constitution was
adopted (Political Parties of the World, 1988,478).
In the 1996 elections, the APC gained a mere 5.7 per cent of the votes, equivalent to five seats in the
parliament (Derksen, W., 25 October 1998 [Internet]). Senior politicians from the party including the
former president, Joseph Momoh, are currently in jail on treason charges, ostensibly for providing the
,4.FRC with strategic advise (EIU Country Profile, 1998-99, 1998,42).
Sierra Leone People's Party (SLPP)
This party, the oldest in the country, was formed in 1951 by Sir Milton Margai who became Prime
minister in 1958 (Political and Economic Encyclopaedia of Africa, 1993,245; EiU Country Profile
http://www.unhcr.ch/refworld/country/cdr/
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1998-99, 1998,40). The party, described as conservative (Political and Economic Encyclopaedia
of Africa, 1993,245), was the dominant party at independence and led the government until 1967
(Political Parties of Africa and the Middle East, 1993,246). it was banned, along with all other
parties, in 1978, when the APC gov.ernment adopted a new constitution based on one-party rule (Ibid. l.
It resurfaced in 1991 in connection with the adoption of a new constitution which provided for the
creation of new parties. The SLPP gained 27 seats in the elections for parliament in 1996, making it the
leading party in the government (Derksen, W., 25 October 1998 [Internet]). The party's leader Ahmed
Tejen Kabbah was elected president with 59.5% of the vote (Ibid. l. In February/March 1998, after one
year of military rule, the former elected president and government were reinstated by ECOMOG forces
(EIU Country Profile 1998-99, 1998,41). The SLPP has traditionally been dominated by the southern
Mende tribe (Pitsch, A., 1997, 2; EIU Country Profile 1998-99, 1998, 41). However, the SLPP
president has a Mandingo background and strong northern connections (EIU Cou ntry Report, 2nd
quarter, 1996, 23).
It is said that rivalry currently prevails within SLPP, in particular between the president Ahmed Kabbah,
the vice-president Albert Joe Demby and the deputy defence minister and Kamajor chief, Sam Hinga
Norman (EIU Country Profile 1998-99,1998,41).
United National People's Party (UNPP)
The party is headed by Dr John Karefa-Smart who helped the country in achieving independence (EIU
Country Profile. 1997-98, 1997,41). He was a presidential candidate in the 1996 elections in which
he obtained 40.5% of the vote, following the current president Ahmed Kabbah who acheived a vote of
59.5%. (Derksen, W., 25 October 1998 [Internet]). At present, the party is in a weak position due to
the alleged association with the AFRC, the military junta, which UNPP should have provided with advise.
Some senior politicians are imprisoned on treason charges (EIU Country Profile 1998-99, 1998,42).

2. THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION
2.1 THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Sierra Leone has ratified or acceded to a number of international conventions. The status of accession
by Sierra Leone as a state party to the international conventions is as follows:
Convention

Date of Accession

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966)
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966)
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (1966)

Protocol to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees
(1967)
Convention on the Political Rights of Women (1952)
Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in
Africa (1969)

.

-.

_......._.

23 August 1996

I

Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (1951)

African Charter on Human and People's Rights (1981)
._- - - .
. -,- -' ..

I
I

-",--=.-... --

13 August 1996

I

22 May 1981

I
I
I
I

22 May 1981

-

,

23 August 1996

25 May 1962
14 March 1988
24 January 1984
.--'.

Source: UNHCR Refworld, Legal Databases, January 1998
Sierra Leone has ratified:
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Date of Ratification

Convention
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (1965)

2 August 1967

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (1979)

11 November 1988

I Convention on the Rights of the Child (1990)

18 June 1990

Charter of the Organization of African Unity (1963)

11 September 1963

Source: UNHCR Refworld, Legal Databases, January 1998
Sierra Leone has signed:
Convention

Date of Signature

Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (1984)

I

18 March 1985

=th=e~R~.i~g_h_ts_a~n~d_W_... =e=lf=_a=re=.._of_t=h=e=?=h=i=ld=(_1=9=90=)=~==1~==1=4=A=p_ril=1=9_9=2=~~

l=A=f=n=ca=n=
.....=C_h=a=rt=er=o=n=
....

Source: UNHCR Refworld, Legal Databases, January 1998
Sierra Leone is not a state party to:
•
•
•
•
•

the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide
the 1973 International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the
Crime of Apartheid
the 1968 Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War
Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity
the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons
the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness
(UNHCR, REFWORLD, Legal databases, January 1998).

2.2 THE NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE CONTEXT
The legal system in Sierra Leone is based on English common law. However, the legal system has
suffered under the repeated military regimes. Since independence in 1961, Sierra Leone has been
governed under different constitutions which all provided for distinct political power structures
including a republican system, one-party regime and multi-party system. The most recent constitution
was adopted in 1991. However, it has barely been functional as it was suspended during the military
regimes over the period 1992-1996 and again 1997-1998.
The constitution of 1991 provideds for the recognition and protection of fundamental human rights as
well as the establishment of a multi-party system enumerating practical procedures including, inter
alia ,the registration of voters, electoral commissions and secret ballots (The Constitution of Sierra
Leo n e, Chapter III, IV, section 31, 32, 36). The parties that secure a minimum of 5% of votes in the
legislative elections will be allocated seats on a system of proportional representation (Europa World
Year Book 1998,1998,2982).
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The legislative power under the 1991 constitution is vested in an unicameral 80-member parliament with
68 members elected by universal adult suffrage for a five-year- term and 12 chiefs representing
provincial districts (Ibid.). The chiefs are governing at the local level together with a Council of Elders
known as the Tribal Authorities to e:nsure the maintenance of law and order in villages (Th e
Stateman's Yearbook 1998-99, 1235). While the executive power is vested in the President, who is
elected for a maximum of two five-year terms (Eu ropa World Year Book 1998, 1998, 2982), the
judicial branch is composed of the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal, the High Court, Magistrates'
Courts and Local Courts (Ibid.). Moreover, the Supreme Court is entrusted to guarantee the stated
protections and fundamental human rights of the constitution (Constitution of Sierra Leone, chapter
III, section 28; Thompson, 1998, 3 [internet]). The constitution also provides for the establishment of the
Office of the Ombudsman and the Court of Appeal (Ib id., section 120, 128-130, 146).
Former President Ahmed Kabbah reinstated constitutional rule and the national legislature again upon
his return to Sierra Leone in March1998. However, he proclaimed a state of emergency immediately
which gave him far-reaching powers of arrest and detention (EIU, 2nd quarter, 1998,28). The
constitution provides for the president to proclaim a state of public emergency, under certain
circumstances, such as "when Sierra Leone is at war" or "when there is a clear and present danger of
an actual breakdown of public order and public safety" (chapter III, section 29, subsections 2a+2d).

2.3 GENERAL RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
The constitution of Sierra Leone provides for the protection of citizens and non-citizens within the
territory of the state. The supreme court is entrusted to guarantee fundamental human rights, most
importantly the Protection of the Right to Life (Section 16), Protection from Arbitrary Arrest or Detention
(Section 17), Protection from Inhuman Treatment (Section 20), Protection from Slavery and Forced
Labour (Section 19) and Protection of Freedom of Expression of the Press (Section 27).
Although Sierra Leone is party to a number of international treaties concerning the protection of human
rights, 'there is strong evidence of the systematic and widespread perpetration of multiple forms of
human rights abuse against the civilian population, including rape' (UN Security Council, 9 June 1998,
7 [Internet]). According to the U. S. Department of State Report on Human Rights Practices for 1997,
government forces committed human rights abuses even before the RUF/AFRC coup d'etat ,for
example lengthy delays in trials, prolonged pretrial detention, violations of due process and harassment
of the press. Discrimination against ethnic minorities and violence against children and women, including
female genital mutilation and rape, continued to be widespread in 1997 (United States Department of
State Country Report for 1997,2 [Internet]).
The majority of human rights abuses, however, are reported to have been committed by RUF/AFRC
forces both in government and in the rebel war (Amnesty International, Annual Report 1997, 8
[Internet]). During their period in power, RUF and AFRC human rights violations included deliberate
extrajuidical killings of civilians, torture, mutilation, rape, beatings, arbitrary arrest and detention and
ill-treatment of human right activists, students and journalists (US DOS Country Report for 1997, 2
[Internet], Amnesty International 1997, p.1 Off. [Internet]). Since RUF/AFRC forces were overthrown by
ECOMOG forces in February 1998, they 'have been engaging in a war of terror against civilians in
Sierra Leone' in which thousands of civilians are believed to have died (Human Rights Watch, July
1998, 4). The most widely reported human rights violations are: extrajuidicial executions, mutilation,
rape, arbitrary arrest and detention, abduction, house burnings, looting and forced labour, including
sexual slavery (Amnesty International, Annual Report 1998, 5 [Internet]; UN Security Council,
S/1998/750, 12 August 1998, p.4[lnternet]; UN Security Council, S/1998/1960, 16 October 1998, 7
[Internet], Human Rights Watch, July 1998,4)
Kamajors are said to be responsible for 'violation of the human rights and rights under humanitarian
law of both combatants and non-combatants (UN Security Council, S/1998/486, 9 June 1998,7
[Internet]), in particular with regard to the Kamajors' recruitment of child soldiers (HRW 1998, 25).
Extrajuidicial executions and torture of civilians by kamajor forces have also been reported (A m n es ty
International, Annual Report 1998,4 [Internet]; Human Rights Watch, July 1998, 23f.). According to
Human Rights Watch, Kamajors repeatedly executed AFRC/RUF forces by beheading or burning them
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alive (Human Kights Watch, July 1998, 24; Amnesty International, Annual Report 1998, 4
[Internet]), and allegedly there have also been cases in which Kamajors ,after having killed AFRC/RUF
soldiers, consumed their vital organs (Human Rights Watch, July 1998, 24).
About 450,000 Sierra Leonean refugees are currently in exile of which 155,000 fled after the renewed
fighting in February 1998. The majority of the refugees are in Guinea (350,000) and the remainder in
Liberia (90,000) and other West African countries (10,000) (UNHCR Country Updates - Liberia &
Sierra Leone, 22/04/98 [internet]; Situation Reports from UNHCRIFreetown). The number of internally
displaced people was in 1995 estimated to one million (Norwegian Refugee Council, lOP - A Global
Survey, 1998,4 [Internet]). During 1996 and 1997, it decreased to 160.000 people but after the
renewed fighting in February 1998, this number increased again to more than 200,000 people (Ibid.).
An estimated 15,000 civilians have been killed and more than 40% of the total population displaced
during the first five years of the war between 1991 and 1996 (Richards, P., 1996, xix).
Extrajudicial executions
Numerous extrajudicial killings have been reported following the May 1997 coup which brought the
RUF/AFRC alliance to power (U .S. DOS Country Report for 1997,3 [Internet]). During the period of
RUF/AFRC rule, hundreds of civilians have reportedly been killed either in random violence or political
killings (Ibid .). RUF/AFRC forces are said to have routinely executed captured Kamajors, as well as
killing and torturing civilians while searching for Kamajors (Ibid.). Supporters of President Kabbah and
human rights activists, many of which were students, have also been tortured and executed in public
during that period (Ibid.).
Since the RU F was forced to retreat from power in February 1998, it has been waging a guerrilla-style
war throughout the country, especially in the Northern and Eastern parts (EIU Cou ntry Report, 3rd
quarter 1998, 3). Between February and April 1998, more than 700 civilian war-related deaths have
been reported (UN Security Council, S/1998/750, 12 August 1998,7 [Internet]), including 200 in the
city ofYifin in the Northern province (Amnesty International, Annual Report 1998, 5 [Internet]; UN
Security Council, S/1998/750, 12 August 1998, 7 [Internet]). The high number of civilian casualties
involved (Human Rights Watch, July 1998, 11,14), along with the extreme cruelty of RUF activities,
has caused a severe deterioration of the human rights situation in Sierra Leone (U.S. DOS Country
Report for 1997,2 [Internet]).
According to Amnesty International, a deliberate and systematic campaign of killing, rape and mutilation called by the AFRC and RUF 'Operation no living thing' has emerged since April 1998 (Amnesty
International, 28 July 1998). Reportedly, 663 bodies were buried following the fighting in the area of
Koidu in mid-June (UN Security Council, S/1998/750, 12 August 1998, 7 [Internet]). During the month
of September 1998, an escalating number of summary executions have been confirmed (Ibid.). For
instance, on 6 September, the RUF the town of Kamalu in the North-West, killing 40 people.
Photographic evidence of this incidence reportedly shows the victims subjected to forms of extreme
torture and sexual abuse (UN Security Council, S/1998/1960, 16 October 1998, 4 [Internet]). In the
same week, 20 villages were attacked and destroyed in the same area (Ibid.). In the first week of
October 1998, more than hundred people, mostly civilians, were killed during RUF attacks in Kukana
(near the border with Guinea), Kassah Burah (Port Loko) and in Kambia district (Sierra Leone News,
2, 3, 8 October 1998 [Internet]).
After RUF leader Foday Sankoh was sentenced to death by the government of Sierra Leone in
Freetown on 23 October 1998, RUF violence escalated further, with captured RUF rebels that reporting
they had been 'on a genocide mission to slaughter civilians' (Si erra Leo n e New s, 26 October 1998
[Internet]). During an attack on the town of Alikalia in northern Sierra Leone on 24 October 1998, 48
civilians were locked up in a building which then was blown-up by the RUF. Observers note that this
reflects a change of strategy by the RUF from mutilations to carrying out mass executions of civilians
(Sierra Leone News, 30 October 1998 [Internet]). Although there is little information about exact
number of such executions, it is estimated that several thousands of victims have been killed in the past
few months (EIU Country Report, 3rd quarter 1998, 25; Amnesty International, 24 October 1998
[I nternet]).
Torture
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Numerous reports of torture by government forces and RUF elements have been made public, with
practices ranging from beating to electric shocks (Amnesty International, October 1997,14
[Internet]; U,S. DOS Country Report for 1997, 5 [Internet]). Students were frequently the victims of
these attacks: on 18 August 1997, ~ large number of students detained for publicly taking part in a
pro-democracy march were attacked with machetes and bayonets. Four students had their arms cut
off, and approximately 20 female students were sexually assaulted by RUF/AFRC members (U.S. DOS
Country Report for 1997,5 [Internet]; Amnesty International, October 1997,14 [Internet]. A
number of journalists suspected of supporting the democratically elected government of Tejan Kabbah
were reportedly arbitrarily detained by security forces and tortured (Am n es ty In tern ati 0 nai, Annual
Report 1997, 15 [Internet]).
Since the restoration of the Kabbah government by ECOMOG forces in February 1998, the incidents of
human rights violations committed by the retreating RUF/AFRC has increased dramatically, as has the
number of civilians tortured and subjected to ill-treatment (UN Security Council, 9 June 1998, 6
[Internet]). According to multiple sources, hundreds of victims who sought treatment in hospitals have
been mutilated, most notably by having their limbs cut off, while thousands of victims are believed to
have been killed or abducted (EIU Country Report, 3rd quarter 1998, 25; UN Security Council, 9
June 1998, 6 [Internet]). The mutilation of civilians by rebels is one of the 'most chilling features' of this
conflict: the RUF systematically maims large numbers of people, which then are sent to
government-controlled areas with messages of defiance pinned to them (Refugees International, 29
July 1998).
.
Between 6 April and 21 May 1998, 225 people. with war-related injuries arrived at Connaught Hospital in
Freetown (plus 500 in other hospitals in the country). Of these, all but one were reported to be civilians,
and a quarter of them had been maimed (UN Security Council, 9 June 1998, 6 [Internet]). Although
most of the victims were male, ranging in age between 8 and 60 years, females and children also have
suffered from RUF violence (Ibid.). Following a relatively quiet period between July and August,
violence flared up again from mid-August onwards, after Foday Sankoh had been transferred from
Nigeria to Sierra Leonean custody to await his trial. On 17 August 1998, the RUF announced a terror
campaign against civilians, the Civil Defence Forces and ECOMOG if the government failed to release
Sankoh within seven days (UN Security Council, S/1998/1960, 16 October 1998,1 [Internet]). During
September 1998, an increasing number of human rights abuses, including mutilation and sexual abuse,
were reported. Other atrocities include the carving of slogans into the flesh of victims and the burning
of houses into which elderly people had been herded (ibid). In an incident in Kambia District, at least 25
people had their limbs cut off on 3 October (Sierra Leone News, 3 October 1998 [Internet]). The RUF
has also been accused of beheading civilians and disemboweling pregnant women (ibid., 29 October
1998 [Internet]).
Several possible reasons have been given to explain the unprecedented cruelty of the RUF, one of
them being that maiming people saves bullets (EIU Country Report, 3rd quarter 1998, 25). Some
sources hold that the violence can be related to the Kamajors' use of traditional magic in battle (ibid). It
has also been suggested that maiming serves strategic purposes: in a spate of incidents between Bo
and Moyamba between September and October 1995, the RUF repeatedly maimed village women by
cutting off their hands, ostensibly to deter women from venturing out into the fields, which in turn
served to undermine the harvest which might have drawn RUF captives and conscripts back to their
villages (Richards, P., 1996, XX). Another source reports that civilians caught by the RUF have to pick
up one of several pieces of paper, each of which describes the amputation of a limb. The civilians get
maimed according to what is written on the paper they select (Rod Mac-Johnson, Gemini [Intemet]).
Arbitrary Arrest and Detention
Following the coup d'etat of 25 May 1997, the RUF arbitrarily detained or arrested opponents.
Targeted in particular were those associated with the government of President Kabbah or opposed to
AFRC activities, as well as journalists. It has been stressed, however, that 'with the complete collapse
of the rule of the law, all Sierra Leonean citizens [were] at risk of arbitrary arrest or detention]
(Amnesty International, Annual Report 1997, 8 [Internet]). Many of the people detained were held in
Pademba Road Prison in Freetown, and while a few have been released after a short time, many were
held in administrative detention without charge or trial and apparently without any legal basis for their
detention (Ibid.). Moreover, the conditions of the prison are said to be life threatening (U.S. DOS
Country Report for 1997,2 [Internet]).
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Many supporters of President Kabbah were accused of conspiring against the government. However,
observers note that 'most of those arrested had been detained only because of their opposition to the
coup d'etat which brought the AFRC to power and their lack of cooperation with the AFRC (A m n es ty
In tern ati 0 n ai, October 1997, 9 [Internet]). Several journalists have also been arrested on unclear
charges (ibid, p.11, Amnesty International, Annual Report 1998, 3 [Internet]), while the press has
been continuously harassed. Following a march for democracy on 18 August 1997, more than 120
people, mainly students, were arrested (Ibid., 12; U.S. DOS Country Report for 1997,6 [Internet]).
Human rights activists were arbitrarily detained. The president of a Sierra Leonean Human Rights
Organization, Sulaiman Banja Tehan-Sie, was arrested in August 1997. He was beaten, ill-treated and
forced at gunpoint to appear on television calling on students not to proceed with their demonstrations
(Amnesty International, Annual Report 1998, 2 [Internet], U.S. DOS Country Report for 1997, 5
[I nternet]). No information about arbitrary arrest and detention since the restoration of President
Kabbah's government is currently available.
The Death Penalty
Sierra Leone is one of the countries which retains the death penalty for ordinary crimes, inter alia ,for
property (Ibid., 77). According to Amnesty International, Sienra Leone resumed executions in 1992
after a moratorium of over ten years, when alleged plotters of a coup d'etat were summarily executed
(Amnesty International, Annual Report 1993, 254-57). However, another source states that death
sentences were still carried out in 1987 (Revolutionary and Dissident Movements of the World,
1991, 289).
Immediately after his return to power in March 1998, President Kabbah declared a state of emergency
which gave him far-reaching constitutional powers of arrest and detention (EIU Cou ntry Report, 2nd
quarter 1998, 28). At present, almost 2000 people accused of supporting or collaborating with the junta,
'Including RUF leader Foday Sankoh, are awaiting trial. Public opinion has been generally supportive of
the Kabbah government, demanding swift and strong action to be taken against those who have
committed atrocities during RUF/APRC rule (Amnesty International, 14 October 1998 [Internet])
Although President Kabbah's government has reportedly asked the UK to provide judges in order to
ensure a fair and proper trial (EIU Country Report, 2nd quarter 1998, 28), doubts have been raised as
to the lawfulness of the request. Trials before courts martial in Sierra Leone differ from international
standards insofar as the defendants have no right to appeal against the conviction and sentence to a
higher jurisdiction (Amnesty International, 14 October 1998 [Internet]). They may, however, seek
clemency from a special committee chaired by the president.
On 12 October 1998, 34 soldiers were sentenced to death on charges of 'treason, murder, and
collaborating with the enemy' (Sierra Leone News, 12 October 1998 [Internet]). Despite appeals by
human rights organizations (including the UN, Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International) and
several governments (Ibid .), 24 of the soldiers were publicly executed by firing squad at Goderich
Beach in Freetown on 19 October 1998, the remaining ten sentences were commuted to life
imprisonment (Sierra Leone News, 19 October 1998 [Internet]). Various organisations have
condemned these executions, including the EU, stating that 'the executions which have been carried
out will not be conductive in fostering the peace and reconciliation process which the international
community is aiming to encourage' (Agence Europe, 28 October 1998). On 21 October 1998, death
sentences were imposed on 11 of 16 civilians convicted of treason (Ibid., 21 October 1998), whereas
RUF leader Foday Sankoh was sentenced to death on 23 October 1998. Foday Sankoh is currently
seeking a lawyer in order to appeal to the president. The offer of a London-based law firm to defend
Sankoh was turned down by the Sierra Leonean government as too expensive (Ibid., 3 November
1998 [Internet]). A further 16 people, including the former President Joseph Saidu Momoh, were
charged with verdicts of treason on 5 November. The former President was sentenced to ten years of
prison and the 15 others received the death sentence (Ibid., 5 November 1998 [Internet]).
Freedom of Expression
Sierra Leone has a history of repressive press legislation, and journalists and editors have often been
intimidated or imprisoned (EIU Country Profile 1998-99,48). During the 1980s, the independent press
was totally banned in periods, while in other periods censorship by the government was per.tasive
(Regional Surveys of the World 1998, 1997,904). Often, newspapers were prevented from
http://www.unhcr.Ch/refworld/country/cdrI
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renewing their licences (Ibid., 906).
Although the constitution of 1991 provides for freedom of speech and thepress, the government of
President Kabbah arrested several j,aurnalists prior to the May 1997 coup d'etat ,frequently on libel and
sedition charges (U.S. DOS Country Report for 1997,10 [Internet]). On 14 May 1997, the government
passed the Media Practitioner Act, which aimed at curtailing the numbers of journalists and
newspapers by requiring all journalists to have an academic degree - a demand which about 80 per
cent of Sierra Leone's journalists could not meet (Ibid.).
After the AFRC took power in May 1997, dozens of journalists fled the country for fear of persecution.
In September, the AFRC announced that newspapers were required to obtain permission before
publishing. As a result, the number of newspapers was reduced to six, all of which operated under the
discretion of the Ministry of Information. When in July 1997 a radio station transmitting messages from
the ousted government began to operate, numerous people suspected of connection to the station
were arrested (Amnesty International, Annual Report 1998,2 [Internet]. Journalists were detained
on a variety of charges - including drug possession - in this period, and newspaper offices were
looted by military personnel (U.S. DOS Country Report for 1997,11 [Internet], Amnesty
International, Annual Report 1998, 3 [Internet]). Many journalists and their families have been
harassed, and some have been subjected to torture in prison. For instance, Punch newspaper editor
David Tambaryoh was arrested by AFRC military personnel on 10 October 1997 and held three days in
prison, while armed men searching through his property looted his sister-in-Iaw's home, raping her and
her daughter twice (U.S DOS Country Reports for 1997,12 [Internet], Amnesty International,
October 1997, 11 [Internet]). Another example is journalist Vandi Kallon, who on 16 December 1997
was detained and brutally beaten by AFRC officials (Ibid .).
After President Kabbah was reinstated, the taxation imposed on the press was increased by 383% in
June 1998 (IFE<, 12 June 1998 [Internet]) which makes it near impossible for independent newspapers
to continue publishing. On 24 August 1998, 16 civilians accused of collaboration with the junta were
sentenced to death. Five of them, namely Hilton Fyle, Gipu Felix George, Dennis Smith, Olivia Mensah
and Imbrahin Ben Kergbo, were journalists. This has led some humanitarian organizations to believe that
'in the absence of sufficient transparency ... [the journalists' conviction] may have been connected to
their activities as journalists' (lFE<, 25 August 1998 [Internet]). Also, it has been suspected that
ECOMOG may be exercising some censorship over the press (EIU Cou ntry Report, 3rd quarter 1998,
27)

2.4 THE SITUATION OF SPECIFIC GROUPS
Children
The recruitment of children as soldiers is a particular problem in Sierra Leone, and several human rights
organizations, and UNICEF, have called on the government to demobilise the approximately 4,000 child
soldiers in Sierra Leone (Sierra Leone News, 1 October 1998 [Internet]). Child soldiers have been
recruited both by the RUF and the Kamajors ,often by abduction.
According to Human Rights Watch, the AFRC/RUF is using and forcibly recruiting children and young
men to engage in armed attacks against Sierra Leonean civilians, the Civil Defence Forces, and
ECOMOG Soldiers (Human Rights Watch, July 1998, 21). Children are targeted because they are
considered less afraid to fight and not likely to be bound by family ties - even more so if they have lost
or were separated from their parents in the fighting. As they have little possibility of making a living on
their own, the provision of food and shelter by the RUF often provides a big incentive (Ibid., 22). In any
case, children, being more vulnerable than adults, are more readily manipulated. It has also been
suggested that the RUF forces children to commit atrocities, sometimes against their own community or
relatives, to deliberately destroy emotional ties and enforce the identification with the rebel movement
(Ibid.).
The conscription of children and young people where RUF advanced was an essential element in the
warfare strategy of the movement since the beginning of the conflict. Fear was a major weapon in the
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capture as well as in avoiding the young recruits to escape. Brutal executions of village leaders and
other atrocities were effectuated to this end (Abraham, A., 1997, 108). The armed forces contributed
to this situation by encouraging the conscripted to stay in the RUF due to the execution of youngsters
suspected of association with the movement (Richards, P., 1996,28). Another important aspect of the
conscription of young men was the fact that they saw a possibility of acquiring knowledge and training
by joining the two warring parties (whether it be the RUF or the armed forcers). They saw the rebellion
as a possibility of resuming their education: "The arts of war are better that no arts at all" (Ri ch ard s ,
P., 1996,24,29).
The Kamajors have recently admitted to forcibly recruit child soldiers - in Kailahun District alone, there
are said to be as many as 3,000 of them (IPS World News, 29 June 1998 [Internet]). According to an
KamaJor field commander, children are used because 'they are unadultered and keep the laws
governing the conduct of the militia like abstinence from sex, drugs and looting when in combat' (Ibid.).
Despite assurances by the government that the children would soon be demobilised and no new
children would be recruited, there has been no demobilisation of child Kamajors until now (Si erra
Leone News, 3 October 1998 [Internet]). On the one hand, this is due to the ongoing fighting, but on
the other hand many child soldiers themselves are psychologically not prepared to give up their
existence as soldiers. On 8 July 1998, however, the Government of Sierra Leone has offered an
amnesty to all child soldiers (Reuters, 9 July 1998).
Women
The constitution provides for equal rights to women, but in practice women are severely
disadvantaged: they do not have equal access to education, economic opportunities, health facilities, or
social freedoms (U.S. DOS Country Report for 1997, 15 [Internet]) Only six per cent of women in
Sierra Leone are literate, and their education is markedly below their male counterparts. Violence
against women ranges from wife beating to rape and female genital mutilation (FGM).
FGM is widely practiced on young women and girls, especially in traditional ethnic groups and among
the less-educated. In an ritual ceremony in January 1997, the secret Bondo society, one of the main
societies in favour of FGM, circumcised between 600 and 700 girls in a displaced persons camp near
Freetown. As a result, some 100 of the young women had to be admitted to hospital (Electronic Mail
and Guardian, 22 January 1997 [Internet]). It is estimated that the percentage of women who have
undergone this procedure may be as high as 90 per cent (U.S. DOS Cou ntry Report for 1997, 16
[I nternet])
Rape and sexual violence is widespread and used by RUF forces as a means of control and
punishment (Human Rights Watch, July 1998,17,18). Women and girls, including pregnant women,
have been gang-raped by RUF members, sometimes in front of family members (Ibid.). Often, the rape
is followed by murder or mutilation. Women and girls are also reported to have been abducted
individually or collectively by RUF/AFRC soldiers and kept for reasons of sexual slavery and to perform
domestic tasks (Human Rights Watch, July 1998, 17, 18,20; Amnesty International, October 1997
[Internet], 15, Amnesty International, Annual Report 1998, 3 [Internet]).

3. Trends in Asylum Applications and Adjudication
Asylum Applications
In 1997, the number of Sierra Leonean nationals applying for asylum in the 19 European countries
considered here (3,200) more than doubled as compared to 1996 (1,300). During 1992-1995, between
2,500 and 2,800 Sierra Leonean nationals applied for asylum in Europe.
In 1997, three out of every four Sierra Leonean asylum-seekers applied for asylum in Germany, the
United Kingdom (26 per cent, cases only) and the Netherlands (12 per cent).
During 1997, the distribution of Sierra Leonean asylum-seekers within Europe has become more even
than in the years before. Thus, whereas Germany received 47 per cent of all Sierra Leonean
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applications during 1990-1997, this proportion had fallen to 36 per cent in 1997. Similarly, the share of
the main receiving countries (Germany, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands) fell to 74 per cent in
1997 as compared to 85 per cent for the entire period.
Sierra Leonean asylum-seekers constituted 1 per cent of the total number of asylum-seekers in Europe
in 1997. During the period 1990-1997, this was around 0.5 per cent.
F\ecognition
During 1990-1997, some 124 Sierra Leonean asylum-seekers were recognised under the 1951 United
Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees in the 19 European countries under
consideration. The largest numbers were granted asylum in Germany (66 persons), followed by France
(17 persons), the United Kingdom (15 persons) and the Netherlands (14 persons).
Rejections
Some 10,700 asylum requests of Sierra Leonean nationals were rejected during 1990-1997.
Humanitarian Status
During 1990-1997, some 500 Sierra Leonean nationals were allowed to remain on humanitarian
grounds, 90 per cent of whom were allowed to stay in the Netherlands (260 persons), Germany (128
persons) and the United Kingdom (60 persons).
Recognition Rates
During 1990-1997, one per cent of all Sierra Leonean asylum-seekers were granted refugee status
under the 1951 United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. When the granting of
humanitarian status is included, the recognition rate for Sierra Leonean asylum-seekers in Europe
amounts to six per cent.
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141) AFRC Press Release

AFRC Press Release, 3 January 1998

AFRC press releases are written and distributed by the Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council.

AFRCPRESSRELEASE
3 January 1998
The following is a press release from the Under-Secretary of State for Defence, Colonel
AB.Y. Kamara.
The Government of Sierra Leone under the leadership of Lieutenant-Colonel John-Paul
Koroma would like to thank all of our gallant soldiers for strictly obeying orders which
requested all personnel of the Republic of Sierra Leone Armed Forces to refrain from
firing shots on December 31st in their usual bid to welcome in the New Year. The
government is proud of all our gallant soldiers who, understanding the reasons behind
this order, strictly abided by them. No jubilating soldier fired any shot in any city or town
through-out the whole of Sierra Leone.
Under the leadership of the former Head of State, Mr Tejan Kabbah, ten (10) people died
as a result of firing on December 31st 1996 and several more were seriously wounded
and hospitalised.
The government however expresses its regret, anger and shock at the involvement of
some senior government personnel in the looting of the Iranian embassy at Wilkinson
Road, Freetown, on December 31 st 1997.
Based on the report from the committee set up by His Excellency, Lt-Colonel John-Paul
Koroma, the Under-Secretary of State, Defence, Colonel AB.Y. Kamara has taken the
following disciplinary measures:
The following People's Revolutionary Leaders and State Monitors have been sacked from
the Supreme Council of State, the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council and the armed
forces with immediate effect:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

People's Revolutionary Leader Hassan Bangura.
People's Revolutionary Leader Foday Kallon.
People's Revolutionary Leader Brima Kamara.
People's Revolutionary Leader wlo II Mohamed Kallon.
People's Revolutionary Leader Alfred Brown (People's Army)

All government property and looted items have been recovered from these sacked
individuals and have been handed over to civil police.
6. People's Revolutionary Leader Tamba Gborie has been reduced in rank from
sergeant to lance-corporal and he has been sacked from the Supreme Council and
the AF.R.e. government with immediate effect. All government vehicles have
been removed from him except for one utility vehicle which he would be using

for errands. All security personnel attached to Tamba Gborie have been recalled
to defence headquarters except for two personal bodyguards. L1Cpl Tamba Gborie
is on a very stiff probation.
7. Lt-Colonel Issa Sesay [People's Army] will lose three months salary and will be
dealt with severely ifhe embarks on any further anti-revolutionary inclination.
The government looks on these acts of looting at the Iranian Embassy as a deliberate act
of sabotage and the above corrective measures are to act as a deterrent to any other
personnel or civilian embarking on looting.
Western Area Security Personnel [WASP] will henceforth guard the Iranian Embassy.
Army engineers will do all necessary assessment of the damage to the Embassy and
immediate repairs have already been embarked on.
The Department of Foreign Affairs has issued a letter of apology to the Iranian
government yesterday.
All civilians who were involved in the looting ofthe Embassy, should with immediate
effect return all looted food and other looted items to the police or be prepared to face the
full penalty of the law.
Signed
Colonel A.B.Y. Kamara
Under-Secretary of State, Defence
Freetown,
Sierra Leone

142) Photographs
Pictures taken by OTP Investigations Unit corresponding to witness statements

This exhibit will be filed later

143) Video cassette
Video taken by OTP Inyestigations Unit Corresponding to witness statements

This exhibit will be filed later

144) Video cassette
Video clips of AFRC/RUF during the Coup and video of eastern Freetown after the
AFRC/RUF invasion in January 1999

This exhibit will be filed later

145) Video cassette
Video clip of eastern Freetown as shown by witness PN TF1-093, former RUF who was
part of invasion.

This exhibit will be filed later

146) Photos
Pictures taken of killed, civilians during the January 1999 Freetown invasion

This exhibit will be filed later

147) Photos
Pictures taken ofBS Massaquoi after his arrest in Kenema Town in 1998

This exhibit will be filed later

148) Photos
Pictures taken of mass grave in Kai1ahun Town.

This exhibit will be filed later

149) Memorandum
Memo from 05 office of the Peoples' Army to Johnny Paul Koroma signed by Lamin,
dated 22 December 1997

FROlVl:

TO:

The Otlice of [he G-S, The Peupk::.;'
Army of Sierra Leone - Freecown
The Chairman and Head of State
H. E. Major J.P. Koroma
State House
Freetown

DATE:

22 nd December 1997

SITUATION REPORT ON SOME PARTS OF
KAILAHUN DISTRICT
The following personnel's of the Peoples' Army:
1. Capt. Patrick V. Lamin, The G-5 Commander
2. Madam Isatu KaHan - A Business Woman
3. Chief Tamba Boima of Kissi Kama Chiefdom
4. Cpl. Alpha JaUoh - Security and
S. Charles Kamara were part of a Government delegation headed by the Under

Secretary of State Internal Affairs to deliver a special message from H .E.
The head of State

to

the People of Kailahun District, to assess and suggest

ways and means of rehabilitation of Government Departments and especially
the Institutions of Chiefs in the District.

After a long briefing by the Secretary of State Internal Affairs in

his office the

delegation finally left Freetown on Thursday, the 1r h December 1997 at 6:45 p.m.
With some members of the delegation of the People's Army expressing

dis~atisfaction

over: a.

conjection since there were few vehicles for the delegates and so we had to
squeeze in the vehicles that were available

b. A sum of Twenty five thousand leones was handed out to each delegate of
the Peoples Army which we in turn gave our different dependants to up-keep
them while we were away.

The
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on the trek after his sugar-coated speech to us.

Having gone

through a lot of hazards we finally arrived in Bo during the early morning hours ot'
Friday 12 1h December, 1997. At about IO:30a.m. rhar morning we paid a courtesy call
on the 50S South, Mr. A.F. Kamara whom we found

[0

be a fine gemkman and

dedicated member of our: Revolution. He helped us recover from rhe events of rhe past
night by discussing some of his struggles

with corrupt officials in his Deparunent in

panicular and the enrire Depanment in general..

We were later joined by [he former

S.OS. East Capr. E.]. Kanneh and we left Bo for Kenema almost immediately.

In Kenema, our delegation drove up to the Residence of the 50S East. After some rest,
we were invired to a meeting at the Office of the SOS East in Kenema.

It was at this

meeting that ir was revealed to us that H. E. The Chairman gave a mission

[0

the SOS

East to rroceed with two Guinean soldiers to Buedu to verify allegations that the
Peoples Army was recruiting Guinean Nationals ro launch an altack on the Guinean
Government in collaboration with the son of the Lare Guinean President, President
Ahmed S. Toure.

Our delegation hesitated since we could nor go along wirh such a

mission without rhe approval of Col. Sam Bockarie the battle Field Commander of the
Peoples Army who was, as we were made to understand, giving a bloody nose to rhe
Kamajors at Pangurna and Tonga on that very day. We also saw, in rhe company of rhe

50S East some members of staff of the Radio and Television.
We were made to understand ar this meering also rhat rhey were on a special assignmenr
ro see whether our prisoners Capr. Philip Palmer and others were still alive and if so,
the Radio and TV cn:w were

[0

he granted permission

to

film and inrerview chem. The

head of lhe Peoples Army Delegation Capr. PatriCK Vandi Lamin sent a radio message
to Col. Sam Bockarie (alias Mosquito) informing him about the above situation.

Sam Bockarie

Col.

expressed a desire to be present while the interviews were given for

secunty reasons.

He arrived from Tongo on the night

of the 14 th December 1997.

After some long discussions with the SOS East, he agreed to go with us on these
missions and to beef up the security, much to the relief of all delegates since there was
a Kamajor threat at the Mana Junction. Segbwema road the previous night, Major S.F.
Ganor the former Under Secretary of Scate Internal Affairs also said he would like to
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Scgbcwema and invited Mr. Sulaiman Koromil, AssistaJH District Ollicc:r to join u.,.
We ;III arrived in Pendemhu at about 10:30 a. m. Monday 15

1
"

Deceber 1997.

In Pendembu, the following morning Madam Isatu Kallon held a brief meering ar rhe
home of one of her close, friends Madam Fatmata with some members of the womens
wing in Pendembu. Madam Isaru Kallon disclose to the members of the Womens Wing
that H.E. Major Johnny Paul Koroma sent them seasons greetings.
that the Chairman

She further stated

and Head of State wants every body in Kailahun District in

particular to be aware that RUF and AFRC are an embodyment of the People of .Sierra
Leone. We are one body and one soul. Madam Kallon told the women. In reaction

to

Madam Kallon's speech, the women expressed grieviances that H. E. Major Johnny P.
Koroma cared more for the men than they the women bec:.lUse he sent
colkct their men and le:ft the:m be:hind

to

vehicles

to

continue: the struggle:.

They were however, hopeful that since Madam Kallon was in Freetown, they would not
tIle entirely forgotten.

They were grateful to the Head of State for having considereJ

them by including Md Isatu Kallon in this delegation.

They said they realise the big

challenge the AFRC Government is facing. They expressed solidarity with every effort
the government is making to secure the release of our Leader Cpt. Foday Saybana
Sankoh from detention in Nigeria. The delegation left that every day for Kailahun.

We arrive

10

KaiIahun at about 11:15 a.m. and we were met by the Chiefdom

Commander of Luawa Chiet'dom. Arter exchanging customary greetings, Capl. PatriL:K
Yandi Lamin expressed dismay over the poor attendance of the meeting sinL:e he had
sent various radio messages to all G-S commanders informing them about our mission
to parts of the Kailahun District.

Reacting, the Chiefdom Commander expressed his

sincere apology to the delegation and said that the attendance was poor because of the
news they got about the destruction the ALPHA Jet had caused a few days ago at
Benduma a few miles from Daru.

Capt. Lamin disclosed to the gathering that one of

his daughters had being one of the victims
which

is his home town.

killed in that bombardment at Benduma

He told the people that God had sent H. E. Major Johnny
:;
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(he grtps of criminal and greedy pulitician.s.

We bler wililes.sc:u tIlL: lilillillg
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interview of thirty four captured Kamajors infronr of Bauya's compound in Kailahun.

We noriced that the entire Town was badly damaged with several houses razed

[Q

the

ground. The areas where the District Office and other offices stood were thick forests.
Some people, however, have started returning

to

clean their homes and start life anew.

We hope that before long more people will return to Kailahun which is thinly populated
for now. The delegation later left for Buedu.

Buedu is the shabby and dusty chiefdom headquarter town of Kissi Tong chiefdom. We
could not reach the Chiefdom Commander probably because he did not get our
message. We were told that he resides ar Benduma abour four miles from Buedu.
saw

;1

We

good numher of houses erecr bLlr rrhe rown was remporarily deserted hecause we

suspectc:d the people were holdng a Trade Fair along, the banks of (he river moa
several miles from Buedu. We were informed that our people exchanged some produce
for valuable items of food stuffs and clothers. We could not wait for them because we
had to go to Kangama, the Chiefdom Headquarter town of Kissi Teng Chiefdom.

Paramount Chief Tarnba Jusu Gamawa is the Paramount Chief of Ki5Si Teng
Chiefdom. He was captured by our fighting forces since 1991 and had stayed with us
ever since. We would have loved to meet him at Kangama but he was visibly absent
from the rown. We later discovered that he was infact playing host
Since he was away in his farm harvesting his rice. the authorities

our prisoners.

to

order that the

prisoners be brought bdore the TV and nldio l:rew for an interview HnL! fi lming. The
following people, Captain Philip Palmer, Fayia Musa, Ibrahim Deen-Jalloh, Dr.
Mohamed Barrie and a Radio Operator Miss Juliet Gbassay James were paraded before
the cameras and journalists who started working immediately.

Our delegation could not

speak to the people Kangama on that day as we did not

control our movements. Co. Sam Bockari who gave us a lift all the way to Kangama
could not wait because he was in a hurry to return to the Kenema District

to

put down

the activties of the Kamjors. Our delegation had only one vehicle which was used by
4
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sreci<ll mission for rhe area bur we could nor do ir rrorer1y heca;lLJsl: we
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yt.:lJic!L:s uf uur uwn. WI:: asked rhl: lhl::n UndL'r S..:cr..:t;lry or SC;I(e:, Intc.:'rnal AfLlirs if hL'
could stay with us and accomplished our missioIl

bUI

hI: was in such a hurry

10

leave lhe:

area. We could not tel1why he was in such a hurry to leave that area. So we had to
rerum without accomplishing our mission for the lack of our own vehicle.

ASSESS1VIENT
The administration of the entire district had broken down for nearly seven years now.
The road condition is deplorable which is why the war starred in that district. It was
one of the most neglected district from Independence to the present day. The politicians
sucked the district dry year in year out for the past thirry seven years, rhus breeding a
fertile

ground for a Revolution. We were considered Sierra Leoneans

when it was

time to harvesr our produce during the dry seasolls. We are cut utr Cram lhe n;:;[ or our
coumry during the rainy seasons, At such

times we looked up

to

Liberia and

sometimes Guinea for our basic reqUirements. We could nO( even speak the Krio of
Sierra Leone instead we speak the "Liberian English". This is parr of the reasons why
we are mistaken sometimes for Liberians. These and many many more reasons why we
are so head-strong in putting down arms.

SUGGESTIONS
(1) A delegation of this nature should be visiting the area frequently to prove that the

new Government cares for the people,

(2) A road network should be constructed to open up the district CO the rest or the

country so that communication with the rest of Sierra Leone could be possible at all
times.

(3) We suggest that the presem leadership remain m power umil unification and

rehabilitation is effected so that we do nO( see those politicians who are responsible
for our present plight show their ugly and corrupt faces

co us at election times.

5

facturit::s art:: l1t::cessary t"or the district
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f..'1ctories and at the same time easing unemployment and improving inl'rastruClUrc:
in the district.

(5) With the sanctions ,and embargo imposed on us, a graded

road between Koindu

and Segbwema could fetch us fuel from neighbouring Liberia and Guinea in
exchange for cocoa and coffee,

(6) The Government should make arrangements for the people to return home now that
the rains have hung limp. They could begin the process of rehabilitation within the
country .

(7) It wili be in the interest of the Government if she could make arrangements for

re fugee in neighbourng Liberia rctu rn home a fter thorough screeni ng. Refugees
along the Moa river can wait until relationship between us and the Kamajors
improves because most of the Kamajors in the country now are brought from our
refugee in Guinea and brain-washed

to

join

the Kamajor mulitia. We experience

this sicuation while the outsted Government was in power.

The delegation left Kangama for Buedu where we were asked to wait for food and
refreshment. While waiting for such good gestures since we were all hungry we heard
the sound of the ALFA Jet and every body took to his or her heels, As a result the
convoy had

to

seek she:lter along the bushy part of the Bue:du-Kailahun road and waiLe:d

for food. We ate: hastily iind drove off to Pe:ndembu via Kailahul1, We: hoped LO pass the
night at Pendembu

but the delegation did not still recovt::f from the rude shock the..:

ALFA Jet opened us to and so the delegation travelled

to

Kenema. In that hurry one

delegate was left behind that night. Mr. Charles Kamara had to pay his way all the way
from Pendembu to Kenema where he found [he rest of the delegation waiting for him.

Between Kenema and Bo we had senes of break down with the vehicle the Peoples
Army Delegation was travel1ing. The vehicle visited the garage

several times in Bo

without success. The then Under Secretary Internal Affairs grew impatienr and
6
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home. Major S. F. Gonor told us before he ld[ [hat he had spent all the
rur us on

(h;\(

vehicle.
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Captain Patrick Vandi Lamin therefore contacted the S.O.S.
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South in 80, Captain A. F. Kamara and he was kind enough tu assist wi(h/I-;;l~Ill)Llsana
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leones as transport fare for the five members of our delegation. Before we could board

another vehicle for the trip our vehicle emerged which we boarded. We drove up

j

to

about three miles to Taiama junction where the vehicle nearly caught fire. The vehicle

j

broke down completely. All efforts to get it running again failed. We became stranded
and night was falling.
found

j

We had to push that vehicle up to Taiama junction where we

a good number of brave soldiers at Taiama junction

headed

j

by Lieutenant

Kabia.

j
j

Tht:y put Lic;ulcllan( Koker who was urgently moving to his assignmc;:nt an:a in fvfakeni

on board an over lual1ed traikr. We were

[0

wait for help frum uthn vehicles r1ying

the Bo/Freetown route. But there was no luck, Madam Isatu KaHan boankd
which conveyed her to mile Ninety-One for a fare of

J

j

Yc:hil.:1e

j

wee thousand leones. Chief

j

Tarnba Boima and Charles Kamara had to pass the night at Taiama junction amidst the
threats of Kamjors threatening to attack the area. We had a sleepless night but by the

j

grace of God no Kamjor came.

j
j

The following morning Lieutenant Kabia asked some ladies to prepare some food for us
before we conrinued our journey to Freetown downcast and dispirited. Captain Patrick

j

Vandi Lamin and his security had journeytd on board another vehicle (he previous
night.

j

Faithfully submitted by:

j
j

Captain Patrick Vandi Lamin
Madam Isaru Kallan

j

Chief Tamba Boima
Alpha Jalloh and Charles Kamara
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The Battle Group Commander
Battie Field Cunummcer
G~l Commander
Col A.K. Sesay, Sec. Gen. AFRC.
Col. Peter B. Vandi - S.L.P.A
Madam Isatu KaHon
File Copy
War Council Chairman
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KAILAHUN DISTRICT

CHIEFDOMS
Jawie
Luaua
Upper Bambara
Kissi Kama
Kissi Teng
Kissi Tangi

Dea
Penguia
Jaluahun
Mandu
Malema
Yawei
Peje Bongie

Peje WesI

PLACES VISITED
PARAMOUNT CHIEFS
REMARKS
Deceased
vacanr
vacanr
vacanr
F.M. Jabbah *
Tamba Jusu Gamawa
Nyuma Sengu
Sahr Kallan

.
..
..
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AREAS UNREACHED
-

,

ELECTED
Brima John Bull
Sallu Ensn (I) (Lamina)
Faday Adembaima
Tamba Baima
Tamba Jusu Kamara
Samuka Tamb~l

Thomas Ngaima
Francis S. Kabba Sei
M.B. Jimmy Jujuah

M.B. Jinuny Jajuah
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151) SLBS Radio Broadcast
SLBS Radio Broadcast ~ 25 May 1997,18:42 GMT

SLBS TRANSCRIPTIONS
SLBS Radio, 25 May, 18:42 GMT
Good evening fellow citizens. This is (?Captain) [name indistinct], spokesman
of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council, AFRC. The government of Alhaji
Ahmed Tejan Kabbah has been overthrown. In view of the above, the
following should be adhered to with immediate effect and all government
ministers should report at Defense Headquarters. All foreign troops with
particular [words indistinct] should return to base and await further
instructions. All borders -- land, air, and sea -- are closed until further notice.
All commanders at the front must be in full control of their men [passage
indistinct] .
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SLBS Radio, 28 May, 10:00 GMT

Here now is a special message from the Revolutionary United Front High
Command to all RUF combatants: Message to all RUF combatants: [Words
indistinct] people's welcome to the High Command and all combatants of the
RUF through the gallant field commanders of the RUF, your leader, Corporal
Foday Sankoh of the RUF, I am now instructing you to disregard all previous
instructions given, and to stop all attacks and keep defensive. Do not go on
the offensive, I repeat, do not go on the offensive. Be on the defensive. All
instructions -- former instructions -- for operations should be canceled. All
commanders should be on the defensive.
At this moment, you have to work with the brothers in Freetown and the
provinces. The entire Army of the Sierra Leone military forces will allow
working together to bring peace in Sierra Leone. We ask you to work with
them so that peace will prevail in our beloved motherland. So I will like you all
to work with them as brothers; we are no more enemies. The enemies are the
politicians, not the soldiers.
Field commanders and all commanders, you will always get instructions from
me through Major Koromah. They are our brothers. Let no one fool you. You
have to work with them to put the situation under control, especially in the
western area. As you the field commander, instruct your other Commander
Bingo to stand by for any reinforcement needed by Major Koromah for any
eventualities. We have to defend our sovereignty. You are to act on these
orders immediately. Do not delay and you will hear me over the media -- BBC
and VOA in (?support) to the present operation in Freetown.
Thank you all. My absence in Sierra Leone is the presence of God, RUF, and
to the people. [sentence as heard]
Power to the people and the word of our people is to be in the hands of the
people. RUF, be strong, intelligent. (Egbure, nyakoa) [local language -meaning unknown]
My people: You are the children, great, great grandchildren. Let's move the
revolution with our brothers. Peace be with you. I will join you very soon. I say
again: This is your leader and Commander in Chief of the RUF, Corporal
Foday Sankoh.
Thank you all.
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["Special Message" by Revolutionary United Front Spokesman Lieutenant
David Collins] Fellow citizens of this our beloved Sierra Leone, brothers and
sisters in arms, and serious concerned citizens, it gives me great pleasure at
this time when history is being made within the borders of Sierra Leone in the
liberation of our people in this our blessed country. you will agree with me
that the Sierra Leone Army is in a deplorable condition according to existing
standards; that is, molestation, intimidation, harassment, tribalism, state
protectionism and the main sources of these conditions.
The Army needs a complete revolution so as to defend and protect the
sovereignty of the state. The RUF/SL [Revolutionary United Front of Sierra
Leone] has called for your cooperation to accomplish this desired mission.
You all will agree with me that the rights of the Sierra Leonean people have
been denied them by a handful of criminals who have been using their
position to boast and perpetrate their selfish aims--the politicians in this
regard. The RUF has come to give the power to the people through pure
democracy and it is the voice of the people.
Since 1991, we have been fighting against the APC [All People's Congress],
the NPRC [National Provisional Ruling Council], and the SLPP [Sierra Leone
People's Party] governments respectively. These various governments did
not understand the RUF calls. But today, the AFRC government has [words
indistinct] and understandably invited the RUF/SL for a concerted effort. We
are determined to bring complete safety to the people of this country with our
sincerity, [word indistinct], and dedication of purpose.
We have come with 5,000 armed men to safeguard and to give security to
this nation. As you all know, this is an internal affair. We need no foreign
intervention. We need no more war in this our blessed country. This country
of liberty, unity, justice, and freedom. We ask the international community to
bear with us to put things into correct shape. As you all know, the RUF, under
the leadership of Corporal Saybannah Sankoh, is struggling very hard to
bring good sanity, good living conditions and other aspects to the Sierra
Leonean people. But the politicians have been sabotaging these efforts. We
welcome the present government in Sierra Leone. We embrace them so that
we can bring total peace to this country.
Any intervention into the internal affairs of this our country, the RUF will never
leave no stone unturned but to put things into correct shape. On behalf of the
RUF and the whole country and especially our leader, Foday Saybannah
Sankoh, we are here to bring peace and sanity to Sierra Leone. We are
urging all citizens to be law-abiding, to embrace this revolution so that we can
build a society worth living in.
RUF, as you have heard from our leader, Foday Saybannah Sankoh, now we
are on march with the AFRC, and we are now the People's Army. No more
RUF, but the People's Army, to bring peace and security to the people of this
our country. I thank you all.
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[Proclamation issued by the Administration of Sierra Leone Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council, Proclamation 1997, in Freetown on 28 May 1997]
Proclamation to make provisions for the interim administration of the Republic
of Sierra Leone by the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council [AFRC] -- its
establishment, [words indistinct] and for other matters connected therewith.
Whereas it is a fundamental duty of the Armed Forces of the Republic of
Sierra Leone to secure and maintain the safety of the state and public order,
and whereas the action and utterances of the (?ousted government), political
parties and their leaders have created conditions which can lead to tribal
faction, bloodshed, and tribal warfare, and whereas it is necessary and
expedient to avert immediately that trend of affairs and for provisions to be
made for the maintenance of law and order in Sierra Leone, [words indistinct]
administration by law of the state of Sierra Leone, [words indistinct]; We, the
members of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Sierra Leone, in
cooperation with the people of Sierra Leone, in order to ensure the
maintenance of law and order, domestic tranquility, the enjoyment of the
blessings of liberty, unity, and democracy for the people of Sierra Leone and
all persons living therein, we hereby proclaim as follows:
Constitution of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council -- There is hereby
established a council to be known as the Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council carrying out [words indistinct]. The council shall be (?chaired) by a
chairman and a deputy chairman and other members of the [words indistinct]
and secretary general shall be appointed by the council and shall uphold the
functions [words indistinct] the council will determine. The council [words
indistinct] provisions of the Constitution [words indistinct] 1991. All the
provisions of the Constitution of Sierra Leone 1991 which came into operation
on 30 October (?1996) which are inconsistent or in conflict with this
proclamation or any law made thereafter shall be deemed to have been
suspended as from 25 May 1997. Without [words indistinct] the generality of
[words indistinct] the permanent [words indistinct] under the said constitution
[words indistinct] 25 May 1997 is dissolved. All political parties are dissolved
and membership in political parties is prohibited with effect from 25 May
1997.
(?Decree To Empower Council To Make Law) [subhead]
1. The Council shall have power as [words indistinct] and in the national
interest to make laws which shall be known as decrees.
2. Any decree made by the Council may be amended, repealed or [words
indistinct] made by the Council.
3. Every decree made by the Council shall be deemed to be an act as
defined in Section III of the Interpretation Act, 1971.
4. Any decree made by the Council shall be signed by the chairman or, in the

absence of the chairman, by the deputy chairman of the Council.
5. Subject to any decree made by the Council, all or enactments in force in
Sierra Leone immediately [words indistinct] 25 May 1997 shall continue in
force, provided that any enactment in force in Sierra Leone immediately
before the 25 May 1997, which is inconsistent or in conflict with any
provisions of this proclamation or any [words indistinct] made thereunder
shall be deemed to have been suspended as from the 25 May 1997.
Publication and (?implementation) of Decree: Every decree made by the
Council will be published in the gazette and shall come into operation on the
date of such publication or on such other date as may be provided in or under
the decree or in any pUblic enactment.
6. Subject to any decree made by the Council, the public service of Sierra
Leone as it existed immediately before the 25 May 1997 shall continue in
existence, and any person holding or acting in any office in the public service
immediately before that date shall continue in office subject to any decree or
other enactments in force after that date.
7. Subject to any decree made by the Council, any reference to president,
vice president, minister or prime minister in the constitution of Sierra Leone
which came into operation on 1 October 1991 or in any enactment, continues
in existence by virtue of this proclamation, shall, on and after 25 May 1997,
be considered as a reference to the Councilor such authority as the Council
may by order appoint. [words indistinct] the Council may, while it considers it
necessary to appoint [words indistinct] make an order against any person
[words indistinct] made thereunder shall be deemed to have been suspended
as from the 25 May 1997. Any order made under [words indistinct] directing
that any person be detained shall not be [words indistinct] without prejudice to
the generality of [words indistinct] accordingly.
Power to Amend or Repeal the Proclamation: The Council shall have power
to amend, repeal, or suspend this proclamation or [words indistinct]. This
proclamation shall [words indistinct] operation on the 25 May 1997.
Made in Freetown on 28 May 1997.
Major Johnny Paul Koroma [word indistinct] on behalf of the Armed Forces of
the Republic of Sierra Leone.
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Sa'1\t
FROM ETHEL: Sept 16, 2001J
A MESSAGE FORM EJ, I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT LIKE TO HAVE AN ELECTRONIC
VERSION AS WELL AS HARD COpy -- I'M SURE YOU ALREADY GOT THE HARD COPY?

Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone
(people's Army of Sierra Leone)
Ops. Segbwema
Date: 31st August 1999
To: Cpl. Foday Saybana Sankoh
RUF/SL.

F..x:om:-MajOI Er..anci£.-M. Musa
District LD.U. Commander
Kailahun
"ub: Brief comprehensive report on all salient activities that took
ace in the absebnce of the leader from
the 24th, Marc~ 1996 to the 31st, August, 1999.
The leader, Cpl. Foday Saybana Sankoh left Zogoda on the 24th, March,
1996 for the Abidjan (Ivory Coast) Peace Talk. Brigadier Moris ***
KaIlon now, took over command at Zogoda in the absence of Lt. Col.
Mohamed Tarawally. Seventy-two hours later, Lt. Col. Mohamed Tarawally
arrived and took over command from Co. Morris Kallon as instructed by
the leader before he left for Abidjan.
Lt. Col. Mohamed Tarawally started fine but later he was wrongly advised
by his bodyguards and late Capt. Daniel Wankeh (Rambo, who was
bodyguards commander to the leader). For instance, all kinds of
civilians and standbys were now entering in and going out of Zogoda
without proper security. The Camp Lion Training Base became a ground of
revenge rather than for ideology. Lt. Titesu, Pujehun District LD.U.
Commander was killed in halaka at the Camp Lion Training Base sometimes
. July, 1996. All those who were involved including Major Junior
.mdi, Major Muyepeh, late Capt. Cobra, etc, were all demoted and
removed from the training base to other areas of assignments. The
lethergic or delaying attitude ofLt. Col. Mohamed Tara.~ ip
~s12undingto instruCtIoiiS sgnt by {lie leacler made the~b:rs to
over-run our positions from the end of 1996 to early 1997.
While the peace talk was going on in Abidjian in 1996, Kamajors together
with soldiers loyal to Tejan Kabba continued to attack our positions
with flimsy excuses that they were returning to their villages, defend
and harvest their ~oricultura1 produce. The instruction given to Lt.
Col. Mohamed Tarawally by the leader to evacuate Zogoda and send some
people to Pujehun and the rest to Kailahunwas delayed until the enemies
over-ran Koribondo Jungle, Bandawor, Zogoda, Kenema by-pass, Across Moa,
etc. A good number of both civilians and soldiers including good
brothers like Capt. Augustine Koroma, Capt. Papa, Capt. Long By-pass,
;II
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Lt. Shalolow, Lt. A.B. Dundas, etc. died in this incident. All our
positions were over-run by the enemies with the exception of the
Kailahun axis, Western jungle, Peyama axis and Pujehun axis. Later on,
Pujehun axis fell to the enemies. This was as a result of the materials
and disunity between the very citizens of this area - both civilians and
soldiers. Thanks be to God and Major-General Sam Bockarie, because he
observed the cruel determination of the enemies to massacre us, he
instructed that Peyamajungle must be dissolved. This was done, as
everybody crossed over to Burkina to put effort together to defend the
original land of the RUF/SL rebels in Sierra Leone. At this Juncture,
the RUF/SL could only boast of the Western jungle and the Kailahun
axis. A very big praise to Brigadier Denis Mingo and other who upheld
this jungle upto the time the AFRC took over on the 25th, May, 1997.
A·g~ a very big thank you and praise to Maj0T-General S-am B-ockarie,
Brigadier 1. H. Sesay, Brigadier Peter B. Vandi, other devoted soldiers
and civilians. If it were not the co-operation of these mentioned
people under the commandership of Major-General Sam Bockarie... [line
illegIble] ...
... [ ]r. Barrie told the SLFP government alot about the RUF/SL They
disclosed to the government that we are lack of ammunition, that we
**depend on the arms and ammunition we capture from the enemies. So
they advised the Tejan Kabba government to concentrate on Kamajors ***
with single barrels, knives and sticks to fight us, tbining that when we
are supporessed, we would have accepted their government and betrayed
the RUF/SL. Thanks to the Lord Almighty, with the help ofMajor-General
Sam Bockarie, Brigadier 1.H. Sesayand Brigadier Peter B. Vandi, these
betrayers (coup plotters) were rounded up at the Sierra Leone-Guinea
border somewhere around Koindu. *** The information previously given to
the enemies about the RUF/SL by these coup plotters triggered the
enemies to suppress us in Ngieme [sp?] axis attacking our positions
including Ngieme [sp?] HQ. twice or thrice every week. They used
single-barrels, sticks and knives with limited automatic riffles to
fight us, and hence we captured nothing from them anytime they were * *
l-iUed or pushed back. Major-General Sam Bockarie who was gifted by God
:tlrked very hard to save the movement. He Sacrificed his life, went to
~i-a... Faye [sp?], contacted the Liberian soldiers and established strong
relationships between the RUF/SL and the Liberian soldiers. Devoted
scilciiersarrJi ctvl:1ians fteely6ffefed cocoa reans, c0-fli~e beans,
pistols, single-barrels, X-bass tape, presentable dressings, etc. to the
movement to be exchanged for ammunition. This ammunition was what we
used to fight the enemies and with-held the Burkina axis until the AFRC
took over the reigns of government of Sierra Leone from Tejan Kabba on
May 25th, 1997 (Sunday) and called upon the RUF/SL.
We joined the brothers on May 29th., 1997. The following day positions
were offered to the RUF/SL. Vice president - Pa Foday Sankoh, Minister
ofTrade and Industry - Major Eldred Collings, Minister of agriculture
and Forestry - Mr. A.A. Vandi, Minister ofEneergy and Power - Major
Lawrence [??]rmandia, Minister of Lands and Mines - Mr. S.Y.B. Rogers,
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deputy Minister of Education - Major P.S. Bainda and deputy Minister of
Lands and MIDes - Brigadier Peter B. Vandi. Very minimal positions in
the army were offered to the RUF/SL. Lt. Col. Johnny Paul Koroma was
wrongly advised by prominenet military men who were Kamajors and Tejan
Kabba supporters. The RUF/SL was treated with infinitesimal dignity.
Most advise given by our own authorities b-y them were not adhered to.
Little attention was paid to security information from the RUFISL
securities. Recommendations were never attended to. On the whole, the
brothers had no confidence in us. However, we accepted everything in
good faith because we were instructed by our leader to take all orders
and instructions from Lt. Col. Johnny Paul Koroma. This enabaled the
Tejan Kabba government supported by the Nigerian led ECOMOG and the
Sandline International from Britain to overthrow the AFRC government in
Fc9ruaIy, 1998. T-€jan was t-Q COOle together with the RUF/SL leader to
'i Freetown on April 22ncL 1998 to regain presidency but the enemies did
l not wait for this time. The Nigerian led ECOMOG with British
I mercenaries attacked freetown in February 199[?] and this extended to
'l the provinces and towns. Two displeasing incidents that took place
j. rihile we were in Freetown included the alleged misusing of nine million
leones (le.9,OOO,OOO) be Brigadier Superman and the used of about
\ forty-five million leones (le.45,OOO,OOO) on marriage ceremony by Major
\ Eldred Collins.
L Considering our military strength and the pressure that was put on us
by the Nigerian led ECOMOG, we withdrew into the bush (parts ofthe
Kailahun and Kono districts) to re-organize ourselves and regain
strength. We still continue to thank and praise Major-General Sam
Bockarie, Brigadier L H. Sesay, late Col. Boston Flomo [sp?] (Rambo),
Brigadier Superman, Brigadier Moris Kallon, Brigadier Pater B. Vandi and
many others who stood firm and made sure that the enemies did not
overcome us. The rampant promotion of soldiers served as incentives
that motivated the combants to double-up their efforts. The
sonsultation, co-ordina... [line illegIble] ...

I

... [line illegible] ...the RUF/SL rebel leader and sign the Lome Peace Treaty
':egible] will lead to every lasting peace in this country* *as we can
see for * ourselves now.
During our ***** withdrawal into the bush, security divulged * that
~QID~ form~r SLA s.oldiers were in p_Qssession of diamonds and foreign
currencies which they wamea to use oDly to satisfY their personal
needs. Some of them even wanted to escape with these wealth and left us
struggling. Infact a good number of them with or without wealth
escaped to Liberia and Guinea. Since in RUFISL diamonds and foreign
currencies are government properties, authorities decided to collect
diamonds and foreign currencies in possession of individuals so that
they could be used in the interest of the movement with priority to arms
and ammunition. Some important items like mini satellite, Radio
Freedom, etc. were acquired for the used of the movement. Small-small
diamonds which only the higher authorities and the miners will account
for, were collected from the minings done in Kone and Tonge Field but
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the proceeds according to my understanding were all used in the interest
ofthe movement. In the course of promoting the movement, diamonds were
/ also collected from Lt. Col. Johnny Paul Koroma himself Rather
/ unfortunate some ofthese diamonds and foreign [line of deleted text]
/
currencies got [missen?] in the hands of Brigadier 1. H. Sesay when he
went to cater for ammunition for the movement. This is the number one
/
grievance of Brigadier Superman, that Brigadier 1. H. Sesay was not
'--.. ., queried when he lost the diamonds and the foreign currencies but he
;' misused the nine million leones in Freetown, he was brought to
! quarterdeck. To be frank: enough, Brigadier L H. Sesay was the only
CJ strong man under Major-General Sam Bockarie at that time who helped to
put situation under control as the enemies were seriously pressing us.
Taking Co. Issa from whatever he was doing at that time * and brought
him for investigation would have clone more harm than g00d because
something worse than the lost of the diamonds and the foreign currencies
would have occurred. Moreover, the collection of diamonds from some
f'ormer SLA soldiers, money and diamonds from pe**ople who were in Kono
;hen the former SLA soldiers (some ofthem) broke the bank in Kono, the
failure ofthe authorities to provide Lt. Col. J.P. Koroma with vehicle
and communication set may be responsible for the indifference that
cropped-up between the men in the Western jungle and we on this side.
Above all, they were expecting that we were going to subdue ourselves to
them in our own territory like we did when we were in Freetown which
resulted to our retreat into the bush. If we have subdued ourselves to
these guys, we would have moved from the "frying pot to the fire". The
. above points triggered the former SLA brothers presenting in the Western
jungle to incite Superman to disobey Major-General Sam Bockarie *****
unwarranted excuse that Major-General Sam Bockarie insulted and
condemned his Lebanese woman. This problem escalated to a point that
Brigadier Superman either all by himself or through giv[ing?] or[ders?]
killed Col. Boston Flomo (Rambo) by shooting him.
~ Although about 90-95% ofthe SLA brothers inccluding Col. Akim Turay,
(
Lt. Col. SonDa, Lt. Col. Dumbuya, Lt. Col. Bakerr, Major Leather Boot
i
~nd many others are loyal to this movement, but out of observations, the
:
Jalance 5-10% are power conscious, materialistic and so can be incited
w by the politicians. Moreever, it will take some of the them time to **
get use to some oftbe rules and regulations (ideology) binding the
RlJF/S"L"movement. S-~ we ~e6-tB-gether ",,'ita the 9FGther&,- crimes
rates have maximally *** * increased.
Hence you have come as our leader to join us all to make Sierra Leone a
better place to live, you have set your eyes sir, to wipe out all forms
of corruptions and in the interim, you and all of us should be concerned
about your security as the ... [illegible] ...
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WELCOME AND GOD BLESS ALL SIR

Signed: <sig>
Major Francis M. Musa
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District I.D.U. comander
Kailahun.
cc:
Chief ofDefence Staff
Battle Field Commander
War Office
File.
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156) Radio Announcement
Copy ofSLBS FM 99.1 radio announcement by Foday Sankoh
Toward the end of May 1997

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SIERRA LEONE
HOLDEN AT FREETOWN

THE STATE
Vs
CPL.FODAYSAYBANASANKOH

TAKE NOTICE that at the hearing of this case the prosecution intends to
call Francis Hindowa'as additional witness who will say as follows:

1.

That he has always been a regular listener to the radio

2.

That after the events of the 25 th May, 1997 he became
particularly keen to listen to all announcements on SLBS FM
99.1

3.

' That towards the end of May 1997 there was a broadcast over
that radio station which was attributed to Cpl. Foday Sankoh,
leader of the RUF

4.

That because of the nature and content of that broadcast he
recorded it and had kept the recorded tape safely ever since.

DATED the 6 th October, 1998.

ATTORNEY-GENERAL &
MINISTER OF JUSTICE

To:

Master & Registrar
High Court
Freetown

'5l~V)0,
/

EpC(t· ~ C ~
To all RlJF

Combatlli~ts:

11--

am 'vvrith~g it to all RlJF Combatants, People's War

Council of high cOIl1mand and all Combatants and the RTJF. You know, the
gall311t and Field Commander ofRUF. Your Leader Corporal Foday Sankoh

and the RlTF I am novv instructing you to disregard all previous instTIlctions
and orders and stop

all attacks and take defensive and don't go on the

defensive. All, do not go on the offensive, I repeat, do not go on the offensive
be on the defensive. All instructions, former instruction and operations should
~.,..,~all""d.
be. C aLlV'--'U,-,
.All Cal! .manders should be on the defensive. At this ·mome,nt

you have to work vvith the brothers in Freetown, in the prO'vlnces and the entire

anny of the Sierra Leone 1'v1ilitary Forces and allow working together to bnng
peace in Sierra Leone. They ask me to work with them so that peace could
prevail to our beloved motherland. So I 'vvililike you all to "vork with them as
brothers we are no more eneillles.

The Enemies are the PolItICIans not th:e

The Field C01Th'1lander and all Commanders, you always
So-ldi"ers
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You have to work \\-lth them to put situation under control,

especially in the Western Area.

You the Field Commander instruct the other

Commander 1\1INGO to stand by for allY reinforcement needed by i\1ajor
You are to

Koroma for any eventuality.
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and wealth of OUf people should be in the
RUF, brave, strong, intelligent.
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your Leader and Commander-ill-Chief of the RlJF Corporal Foday
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Sankoh.
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"This portion is being translated into
English as it was in Creole"
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with the brothers, I hope they "vill not disappoint you and disappoint the other
ranks who stand behind them today. Yon know vve stand for peace, this can be

achieved. Thank: you.
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Transcribed by

Miss Cornelia Adekumbi Patricia
Davies

Stenographer

157) Letter
Letter to Sankoh from The Black Guard
14 January 2000
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Revo}utionar:y United Front

FOOTPATHS TO DEMOCRACY
TOWARD A NEW SIERRA LEONE

Prologue
RUF/SL Anthem
Forward
What Are We Fighting For?
Why the Armed Struggle?
Why, we continue to fight?
The Ideas and Ideals We Believe in
PROLOGUE
Each generation must out of relative obscurity, discover its mission, fulfill it or betray it.
(Frantz Fanon)

**********
When a society demands a change there is no need attempting to change it o~ old principles.
(Foday Saybana Sankoh)

**********
In furtherance of sustainable peace, we call on the UN Security Council to place a universal
arms embargo, including the importation and use of land mines, on Sierra Leone forthwith.
(People's War & Peace Council)

**********
We deem as more dangerous the quick-fix and prescriptive hidden-agendas of self-seeking
mediators. We have every right to be suspicious of those who have made careers out of
Africa's plight. They invariably end up as meddlers in internal conflicts prolonging the
suffering of our people. (Foday Saybana Sankoh)

RUF/SL Anthem
RUF is fighting to save Sierra Leone
RUF is fighting to save our people
RUF is fighting to save our country
RUF is fighting to save Sierra Leone
Chorus: Go and tell the President, Sierra Leone is my home
Go and tell my parents, they may see me no more
When fighting in the battlefield I'm fighting forever
Every Sierra Leonean is fighting for his land
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Where are our diamonds, Mr. President?
Where is our gold, NPRC?
RUF is hungry to know where they are
RUF is fighting to save Sierra Leone
Chorus: Go and tell the President, Sierra Leone is my home
Go and tell my parents, they may see me no more
When fighting in the battlefield I'm fighting forever
Every Sierra Leonean is fighting for his land

Our people are suffering without means of survival
All our minerals have gone to foreign lands
RUF is hungry to know where they are
RUF is fighting to save Sierra Leone
Chorus: Go and tell the President, Sierra Leone is my home
Go and tell my parents, they may see me no more
When fighting in the battlefield I'm fighting forever
Every Sierra Leonean is fighting for his land

Sierra Leone is ready to utilise her own
All our minerals will be accounted for
The people will enjoy in their land
RUF is the saviour we need right now
Chorus: Go and tell the President, Sierra Leone is my home
Go and tell my parents, they may see me no more
When fighting in the battlefield I'm fighting forever
Every Sierra Leonean is fighting for his land

RUF is fighting to save Sierra Leone
RUF is fighting to save our people
RUF is fighting to save our country

Forward
We can no longer leave the destiny of our country in the hands of a generation of crooked politicians and
military adventurists .. .It is our right and duty to change the present political system in the name of national
salvation and liberation...This task is the historical responsibility of every patriot... We must be prepared to
struggle until the decadent, backward and oppressive regime is thrown into the dustbin of history. We cal1 for
a national democratic revolution - involving the total mobilisation of all progressive forces. The secret behind
the survival of the existing system is our lack of organisation. What we need then is organised chal1enged and
resistance. The strategy and tactics of this resistance will be determined by the reaction of the enemy forces force will be met with force, reasoning with reasoning and dialogue with dialogue. (Basic Document of
RUFISL)

We entered Sierra Leone through Liberia and enjoyed the sympathy of Sierra Leonean
migrant workers some of whom joined us to cross the border to start our liberation
campaign. This generation of Sierra Leoneans who have had to migrate to make a living in
Liberia are now referred to as "mercenaries and bandits" by the Freetown-based military
junta. The military junta has also used this fact to gain support from Guinea, Nigeria,
Ghana, the US and Britain in its avowed policy of war to rid Sierra Leone of" alien rebels".
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We do not deny the fact that some of those who volunteered to join our cause were veterans
of the Liberian civil war but majority were of Sierra Leonean parentage. However, this
minor "alien" involvement in our just and human cause was curtailed as early as May 1992
when it became a nightmarish experience.for our civil population. Ever since we have
fought a self-reliant war depending mainly on what we capture from the troops of the rebel
National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC) of the regimes in Nigeria, Guinea and Ghana
and of the United Liberation Movement for Democracy in Liberia (ULIMO).
The RUF/SL is surrounded on all sides by hostile forces. To the north and west, Guinea
exercises a strangle-hold on the common border. To the east and south, the Liberian
counties ofLofa, Bomi and Grand Cape Mount sharing a common border with Sierra Leone
have been controlled by ECOMOG by way ofULIMO. The sea and air space are patrolled
by ECOMOG. With the situation as it is, how do we get supplies from the National Patriotic
Front of Liberia (NPFL) or for that matter from anywhere else? The NPFL could not have
lost those three strategic counties if it had sufficient anns to spare. Therefore, the theory and
accusations that we receive weapons and ammunition from Libya by way of Burkina Faso
and the NPFL and at the same time being a conduit for the supply of materials to the NPFL
are nonsense. These are calculated lies to justify the pursuit of a policy of military option by
the Freetown-based military junta against our entreaties for peace through dialogue. It is an
insult to every patriotic Sierra Leonean for the "Libya card" to be played to confuse as well
as betray the genuine democratic and equal opportunity demands of our people. In respect
of the above, we, hereby, challenge the US and Britain to support and see to the
implementation and monitoring of our call for the UN Security Council to place a universal
anns embargo on Sierra Leone, forthwith. We are tired of being demonised.only to prolong
the civil war which, left to themselves, the African people of Sierra Leone are capable of
resolving through an enlightened process of dialogue. And for this process of dialogue to be
successful, it has to be entirely owned by the people as a vehicle for their empowennent.
It has become quite clear now, even in Freetown, that the NPRC was "introduced" to hi-jack
the revolution and betray the cause ofthe uprising against a rotten plantation system which
impoverished Sierra Leone while at the same time enriched its slave masters. Whey is it
therefore strange to the backers of the besieged NPRC that the historically neglected, used
and abused countryside would rise up to the simple call that "No more slave, no more
master" and "Arms to the people; power to the people and wealth to the people"? It is this
rallying call that has been set to song as the RUF Anthem which journalists are jailed for,
for publishing and distributing this motivating anthem in Freetown.

What is clear is that the patriotic and democratically minded Africans of Sierra Leone are
waging a successful guerrilla warfare using their feet and brains, footpaths and by-passes to
surprise, disann and totally disorganise the offensive operations of the rebel NPRC. The
rebel NPRC has made its priority the defeat and destruction of the RUF/SL. Why seek to
defeat and as well as destroy your own brothers and sisters that you were forced into
conflict with? Why inherit the destructive policies of the masters you overthrew if you mean
peace when you say so? Where does the rebel NPRC want to drive us away to? May be this
is why the regime in Guinea is fighting on the rebel NPRC side to prevent an anticipated
spillover which has never occurred because the RUF/SL has no quarrel with the people of
Guinea and likewise Nigeria, Ghana and Britain.
Our self-reliant revolution deserves a more objective study and analysis. We continue to be
demonised by those who benefit by doing so. As Pan-Africanists, we are proud of our selfreliant struggle. Initially we fought a semi-conventional war relying heavily on vehicles of
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mobility. This method proved fatal against the combined fire power of Nigeria, Guinea and
Ghana. By late 1993 we had been forced to beat a hasty retreat as successful infiltration
almost destroyed our ranks. We were pushed to the border with Liberia. Frankly, we were
beaten and were on the run but our pride and deep sense of calling would not let us face the
disgrace of crossing into Liberia as refugees or prisoners of war. We dispersed into smaller
units, whatever remained of our fighting force. The civilians were advised to abandon the
towns and cities, which they did. We destroyed all our vehicles and heavy weapons that
would retard our progress as well as expose our locations. We now relied on light weapons
and on our feet, brains and knowledge of the countryside. We moved deeper into the
comforting bosom of our mother earth - the forest.
The forest welcomed us and gave us succour and sustenance. The forest continues to be our
main sources of survival and defense to date. We regained our composure and engaged
ourselves in a sustained period of intensive self-examination and self-criticism. We moved
forward with a clearly defined programme and liberation ideology. We learned from our
mistakes and laboured hard to correct them. We continue to make mistakes but we are not
overwhelmed by them. Our collective sense of discipline continues to mature and the result
is an effective command and control procedures and structures in our administrative
territory.
We have created settlements, we call sowo bushes (i.e. sacred grove for the initiated). We
endeavour to provide limited health care, schooling, housing and seedlings, free. Our
civilians receive no humanitarian assistance. Efforts by the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) to supply much need relief aid have been undermined"by the rebel
NPRC. The rebel NPRC behaves as if we are despicable aliens from another planet and not
Sierra Leoneans. We bear all these deprivations with equanimity and a collective sense of
purpose. We have not lost our sense of humanity.
We have learnt the value of treating captives and prisoners of war with utmost civility. Our
ranks keep swelling daily. We have no need to conscript by force. Forced conscription is an
inferior method which tends to pose security risk in the long run. Those forcibly
conscripted, when they manage to escape, lead enemy troops back to locations they are
familiar with. Experience and honesty have been our best teacher.
We do exercise limited martial rule in our liberated zone for the sake of internal security.
We are religiously Godly in our bearings and beliefs. We enjoy communal prayers and
communication twice daily and on all occasions prayers are said both in the Islamic and
Christian ways. The people, through their own initiative, have removed doctrinal
differences from their way of worship. They say ifthere is one God/Allah then there ought
to be one congregation. In respect of this awakening there has emerged the Jungle United
Christian Council (ruCC) and the Jungle United Muslim Council (ruMC). The different
divisions in Islam and Christianity respectively worship under one roof and under the
guidance of a Chief Imam or Priest and a church Mother.
We survive by hunting, gathering and vigorous rice farming. We tend the cocoa, coffee and
palm fruit and fruit farms and we find ways to barter them for drugs, clothes, footwear,
supplementary food items, schooling materials and of course, radios, music cassettes and
batteries. Sometimes we have the presence of mind to indulge our young ones with sweets
and toys.
It is our collective sense of purpose, the ideals and ideas we believe in and discipline that
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have brought us so close to Freetown. Often times towns have fallen to our advancing
troops without a single shot being fired. The rebel NPRC troops run away leaving behind
quantities of weapons and ammunition. We are blessed by God/Allah because of our just
cause.

It has become crucial that the world knows that there is something happening in the Sierra
Leone countryside. A change for the better has gripped Sierra Leone. A consciousness of
ourselves as an enterprising people has developed because of the self-reliant struggle. We
are daily diversifying our stock of food and eating habits. We are discovering new
nutritional values in the flora and fauna that we have grown to respect as our embodiment.
We have become pro-active conservationists as we live close to and by the soil, rivers,
streams, hills, valleys and mountains. In effect, we have come to know our country better
and understand the potential of its pristine flora and fauna and the resources that lie
underneath our soil. The developing consciousness is all embracing and enriching. We
continue to say that we are blessed and by God!Allah. We are therefore guided by a
liberation theology consistent with our pride in ourselves as Africans.
No more shall the rural countryside be reduced to hewers of wood and drawers of water for
urban Freetown. That pattern of exploitation, degradation and denial is gone forever. No
RUF/SL combatant or civilian will countenance the re-introduction of that pattern of raping
the countryside to feed the greed and caprice of the Freetown elite and their masters abroad.
In our simple and humble ways we say, "No more slave and no more master." It is these
very exploitative measures instituted by so-called central governrnents that create the
conditions for resistance and civil uprising. The importation of the" apartheip dogs of war",
Executive Outcomes, to strengthen the chosen policy of war by the rebel NPRC is a case in
point. What irks the population most is the fact that these mercenaries are business men to
the boot and they are mining away the non-renewable resource of diamonds. Ifthey came to
fight the RUF/SL that would not have bothered the population because they know that the
"apartheid dogs of war" will be handled the same way the Gurkhas were disgraced to a man
on the battlefield.
As much as we continue to seek a peaceful solution to our internal civil conflict we do not
at the same time seek to become a casualty of peace. We have every reason to mistrust
military juntas and particularly those who are waging war against us, even if they have
mutated into mufti-Presidents. How they came to power and how they manage their
countries are a matter for their own people. With Sierra Leone, our people continue to say
no to the rotten system of the All People's Congress (APC) party which the rebel NPRC has
inherited as a matter of course because they were the watchdogs of the APC government.
We continue to appeal to Guinea, Nigeria, Ghana and Britain not to interfere. We have put
these concerns to song and sing them knowing that the people of these countries do not
support the warring policies of the ruling elite. In this respect, we find it so reasonable to
make a simple demand that all foreign troops, including military and intelligence advisers
and trainers leave the soil of Sierra Leone to give the required space for Sierra Leoneans to
settle their own internal conflict. The presence of foreign troops and the importation of
mercenaries indicate a continuation of a policy of war and the choice of the military option.
It signals that all the declared intentions of the rebel NPRC for a negotiated settlement have
been mere prattles. This also justifies our conviction that the hopes of our people for an
enriching and enterprising democratic culture cannot be placed in the hands of a military
junta.
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As a practical demonstration of our commitment to peace we call for a universal arms
embargo to be placed on Sierra Leone forthwith. We herein appeal to the United Nations
Security Council to seize itself of the grave matter of the spread of small arms and the
planting of anti-personnel mines. The constan.t use of heavy artillery and cluster bombs have
devastated the countryside. We demand an arms embargo now in anticipation of the
problems associated with disarmament and demobilisation. The RUF/SL is confident that it
can disarm its freedom fighters as soon as it becomes necessary to do so. Our stringent
discipline is such that every single bullet is recorded and accounted for.

5~b~

The RUF/SL is open to dialogue and has consistently demonstrated this fact by risking to
meet with representatives of independent civic groups, peace movements, labour unions,
teachers, students, professional bodies, religious leaders and chiefs and elders. In late 1994
we risked to meet with a Freetown-based peace group at the Mano River bridge but a
scouting jet bomber forced us to abandon that contact. In September 1995, we entertained
the idea of trying another meeting and went ahead and spoke with some political leaders
and peace activists. An independent delegation being put together was rudely interfered
with by the rebel NPRC which objected to the inclusion of certain personalities. Such is the
character of military juntas that seek to control every aspect of national life in order to feel
secure.
The RUF/SL seeks the path of peace. In this respect, our unilateral declaration of cease-fire
announced in April 1992, as soon as the rebelling government troops seized power from
their masters, still stands. We remain steadfast to this cease-fire declaration so far as we are
not attacked and the civil society is allowed to determine its own future.through a
representative sovereign national conference lading to a people's constituent assembly
which in turn would form a government of national unity.
We recognise that, even in the event of victory, they RUF/SL will have to sign a political,
economic and social contract with the rest of society in keeping with the demands of
democratic governance. We are democrats and we stand for progress through work and
happiness. The New Sierra Leone we are striving for can only be built by the combined
energy and industry of all Sierra Leoneans and others of good will in a programme of work
and happiness drawn up by the empowered people to create that essential wealth vital to the
elimination of the scourge of poverty and human degradation.
Our liberation ideology and theology are therefore clear and unambiguous.
Foday Saybana Sankoh
The Zogoda
Sierra Leone

What Are We Fighting For?
We continue to fight because we are tired of being perpetual victims of state sponsored poverty and human
degradation visited on us by years of autocratic rule and militarism. But, we shall exercise restraint and
continue to wait patiently at the rendez-vous of peace - where we shall all be winners. Weare committed to
peace, by any means necessary, but what we are not committed to is becoming victims of peace. We know our
cause to be just and God/Allah will never abandon us in our struggle to reconstruct a new Sierra Leone.
(Foday Saybana Sankoh)
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We are fighting for a new Sierra Leone. A new Sierra Leone of freedom, justice and equal
opportunity for all. We are fighting for democracy and by democracy we mean equal
opportunity and access to power to create wealth through free trade, commerce, agriculture,
industry, science and technology. Wealth cannot be created without power. Power cannot be
achieved without struggle. And by struggle, we mean the determination, the humanistic
urge to remove the shame of poverty, hunger, disease, squalor, illiteracy, loafing and
hopelessness from this African land of Sierra Leone blessed with minerals, forests, rivers,
and all that is required to restore the dignity, prestige and power of the African as an equal
competitor on the world stage. This is what we are fighting for and this is why we are
fighting to save Sierra Leone. For, a society has already collapsed when majority of its
youth can wake up in the morning with nothing to look up for.

Why the Armed Struggle?
We have chosen the long and winding road (footpaths and by-passes) to democratic salvation. Sooner or later
the citizens of Freetown, Bo and Kenema shall wake up to our call and with brooms and dusters, buckets and
pans, sticks and stones, they will rid themselves of the rotten APC system along with its watchdogs, including
the apartheid dogs. (Foday Saybana Sankoh)

Why not, when those who by our votes or default use state power to enrich themselves by
accumulating wealth and property in foreign lands while teachers, doctors, nurses, civil
servants, the police, soldiers and workers are not paid for weeks and months? And what
happens to them, their children and other dependants, when they say "enough is enough"
and ask for what is theirs? And what happens to them when in addition they demand wages
they can survive on? What happens to them when they point out the fact th~t it is immoral
for those who hold state power to run down the health services and go abroad periodically
for medical check-up with all expenses paid out of state funds? What happens to those
journalists and press houses who take up the cause of the suffering and denied and comment
on it?
What did the All People's Congress (APC) regime do in response to the above? Where were
the avenues and channels of protest, mediation and restitution? Why did the youth,
particularly school children, take to the streets in support of their striking parents? And what
happened to these school children who life had taught that if they did not stand up then they
would be the next victims of the collapsing society where their seniors graduate without
hopes ofjob and any form of social security; where their parents cannot make ends meet?
The APC regime both under Siaka Stevens and Joseph Saidu Momoh showed "them where
power lies."
Whenever society complained about their state of poverty, hunger, disease and
hopelessness, the security forces were deployed against them. Intimidation, violence and
threats of violence were used to control and contain the anger and frustrations of the
suffering people. The APC regime will intimidate the people by a show of force with guns
to "show the people where power lies". It is experience that has taught the suffering
Africans of Sierra Leone that power lies in the gun and whoever controls the guns controls
the means of suppression and the means to steal the wealth of the country. And the only
way to stop this corruption of power is for the people to take up arms in order to take back
their power and use this power to create wealth for themselves and generations to come by
reconstructing a new African society in Sierra Leone consistent with the highest ideals of
our glorious past and the challenges of the modem world we live in.
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What we are saying is that the only way to a democratic future for all the Africans of Sierra
Leone lies in the abolishment of militarism and dictatorship. And the only force that can
defeat militarism and dictatorship is the armed force of the suffering people as expressed in
a guerilla campaign. The guerrilla is the peo~le in arms. It is the guerrilla who removes the
fear imposed on society by the uniformed "men in arms". These watchdogs' of the corrupt
and rotten APC regime are still with in the form of the National Provisional Ruling Council
(NPRC).
With continued pressure from below and also from the international community Siaka
Stevens transferred power to Joseph Momoh who would protect Stevens and his stolen
wealth from the angry population. The pressure continued under Momoh who responded
with cosmetic reforms which were not far-reaching enough to transform the whole of
society. Momoh was playing with the intelligence of the voting population by initiating an
electoral process that would ensure the continued hold on power of the APC. It was at this
juncture in March 1991 that the RUF/SL came out in the open and stated categorically that
there will never be elections under Momoh. The RUF/SL demanded a process towards
genuine democratic transformation of society within ninety days or the Momoh militaristic
regime would be removed by force of arms. The APC scorned the RUF/SL and provided the
spark that set off the armed challenge on 23 March 1991.
It was the successful challenge of the militaristic APC regime by the armed uprising of the

historically denied and exploited countryside which brought a strain in the hitherto
impregnable APC political machinery. The young, disaffected and demoralised soldiers
who were deployed against the RUF/SL freedom fighters received educatio\l from RUF/SL
vanguards at the frontline. We were patient with the government soldiers. We spoke to them
and pricked their consciences as to why they were fighting us as we all were suffering at the
hands of their commanders and politicians they kept in power with their guns. Why should
they be fighting their own suffering brothers? We pointed out to them that for the first time
they were out of the security of Freetown and the barracks into the insecurity and poverty of
the countryside. They were now getting to know their country and they could see for
themselves what all the diamonds and gold taken from the countryside have done to the
environment and the people. The land has been despoiled and the irresponsible and corrupt
mining magnates leave the villagers only with the gift of pits and craters that breed
mosquitoes, malaria and cholera. Farmlands are destroyed in the insatiable quest for
diamonds and gold. The only way out of their cringing poverty is for the youth and able to
yield to the false attraction of urban and cosmopolitan life. We opened their eyes to the
widening cycle of poverty and degradation and the increasing opulence of the very few. We
encouraged them to rebel. We encouraged them to desert. We encouraged them to join us.
Some did join the RUF/SL. Some left the army. It will be dishonest to attribute this
education process to the RUF/SL alone. We believe that the ECOMOG experience in
Liberia fertilised the minds of these young government soldiers.
By this process of education and armed struggle the RUF/SL strategically weakened the
apparatus of government on which the APC rested. Panic struck the political apparatus and
the loyalty of the armed forces was broken by hard economic realities. The unpaid, illarmed and disgruntled front-line government troops, who had benefitted from RUF/SL
political education and ideology, one day decided to leave the hard life of the bush to
Freetown to demand their earned income and also to complain about their neglect by their
commanders. Emboldened by a new consciousness and "the power ofthe gun" these young
soldiers took to the streets of Freetown and to their surprise the military General turned
President, Joseph Saidu Momoh and his APC stalwarts, took to flight at the mere sight of
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the barrel ofthe gun. The Commander-in-Chiefreally knew "where power lies". The young
soldiers seized state power by virtue of its concentration in Freetown. In effect Freetown
was Sierra Leone and has always been Sierra Leone, like Monrovia was Liberia and Port au
Prince was Haiti.
How did RUF/SL react to the coup d'etat later to be led by ECOMOG/Liberia war veteran,
Captain Valentine Strasser-King? The leader, Foday Saybana Sankoh, called a public
meeting of the chiefs, elders, religious leaders and citizenry of Kailahun district. This is
what ensued. Sankoh told them that he brought the war to remove the rotten APC system
and now that the APC had been removed by their own brothers in anns peace must be
sought and the war brought to an end to pave way for national reconciliation, reconstruction
and development. Sankoh frankly told the gathering of his mistrust of coup-makers and
military rulers but he was willing to stretch an olive arm for peace, development and
progress if the gathering advised him to do so. The chiefs and elders asked for three days to
think over matters.
They gathered again to listen to the chiefs and elders. They said they promised and offered
him support to wage a liberation war and also to rebuild the country after victory and peace.
Their conviction remained the same and ifhe felt that it was time for peace, he had their
support, and ifhe felt the liberation war should continue, he had their support. Sankoh, after
reflection, told the gathering that it was time for peace and with their blessing he would
approach the coup leaders and ask for peace talks backed by a unilateral decIaration of
cease-fire.
Sankoh communicated the offer ofthe olive branch and peace by radio to the young soldiers
and some senior officers, who knew him personally. They reacted positively and
particularly to the unilateral declaration of cease-fire. We proposed a representative and
sovereign national conference of all Sierra Leoneans at a mutually accessible location to
present a way forward for the bringing into being a new Sierra Leone.
The coup-makers promised to get back to us. They next thing we heard over the air was
what amounted to summoned visits to the military rulers of Ghana and Nigeria, J J
Rawlings and I B Babangida respectively. They returned to Freetown and without coming
back to the RUF/SL announced a continuation of the APC policy of war. Assured of
sponsorship, the young coup leaders opted for a military solution and made the defeat and
extermination of the RUF/SL as their priority. It is said that birds of the same feathers flock
together. It is sad that West Africa was under the boots of military dictators at that historical
period and the NPRC chose to go the way of all dictators. The RUF/SL has been defending
itself, ever since, from unprovoked military operations with various enthusiastic cod names
(like Operation Clean Sweep for Kono district; Operation Destroy All for Kailahun district
and Operation Locate and Destroy, to name a few).
The RUF/SL waited and hoped that the international community would wake up to the
implications of the continuation of a policy of war. Locked up in the forest with no access
to the outside world we could not communicate our frustrations and fears. We hoped that
the junta would not be recognised in the light of the global call for democracy and good
governance. We believed that the international climate did not favour coups and waited in
anticipation for denunciations and condemnations.

Why, we continue to fight?
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Each generation has the onerous task to judge the perfonnance of its institutions, particularly the government.
The African people of Sierra Leone evaluated the perfOlmances of the APC regime and the consensus was that
in order to save the nation from its perennial political, social and economic predicament, the entrenched
systems could only be changed by the anned uprising of the people imbued with a clear ideology. And now
what do we see? The watchdogs of the rotten APC system, the anny, is standing in the way of the chosen path
ofthe people, organised in their guerilla action. The struggle continues... (Revised Basic Document of
RUFISL)

We conferred again among ourselves and it dawned on us that it was suicidal to place the
hopes of a society struggling to free itself from state sponsored poverty, denial and
degradation in the hands of military rulers. And that militarism is an anathema to
democracy. As liberation fighters it was unbecoming of us to have misread the situation.
We therefore embarked on a serious study of coups and liberation movements and the
historical tendency of the military holding on to power by any means necessary became
obvious to us. The military can never be trusted. Nigeria under military rule points very
well to the way of all military dictators. But, the African people of Sierra Leone do not want
half-way measures to democracy. The African continues to be schooled to be satisfied with
inferior measures, mediocre leaders and with crumbs from the tables of slave masters and
plantation owners. The sickening mind-set of the "house niger" remains with us and it is
only such a mentality that can import "apartheid dogs" to extract wealth, in diamonds, from
a bleeding nation. Militarism and autocratic rule continue to stand in the way of the
suffering African masses whose only salvation lies in democracy secured through their own
seizure and protection of state power.
This seeks to explain our mistrust of the APC watchdogs, NPRC, and all Illilitary regimes.
We accept our failure in explaining ourselves to that we can gain the support and
understanding of all democratic forces and governments. The RUF/SL has been demonised
and continues to be referred to as bandits even by no other international personality as
James Jonah, a former UN under-Secretary General, who is now supposed to be an
independent and neutral electoral commissioner. In order to justify their policy of war the
NPRC must continue to demonise the RUF/SL. In order to gain support from the
international community the NPRC must continue to demonise the RUF/SL. How long can
this continue? How long will the international community allow itself to be misled and used
by the military junta whose claim to power has been confined to Freetown ever since it
seized this town, by default, from its masters, the APC?
By lending recognition to the NPRC military junta, in a civil war situation, ECOWAS,
dominated by military rulers, set a pattern for the GAU and UN to follow without critical
examination of the consequences. A military incursion, civil uprising and sustained prodemocracy campaigns bring to question as well as challenge the centres of power and
governance in a given nation state. In a successful guerrilla campaign, in the light of a full
blown civil war, there the only source of strength and capability to engage the guerilla
movement lies in external support and interests, the national capacity to resolve the conflict
is removed by these very same external forces and interests. For it is their presence and
contribution which prolong the civil conflict by ever confusing the balance of power on the
ground. A state of permanent war develops only to the benefit of the hawkers of military
hardware and those who benefit from the arms trade.
The rebel NPRC seized power from its masters whose hold on the country was the
symbolism of the state capital. This is what the APC watchdogs (NPRC) have inherited.
The APe watchdogs exercise no governance or administrative control over the whole of
Sierra Leone. They can only extract taxes and custom duties in Freetown. The rebel NPRC
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can only play the game of governing without governance at the behest of its military
backers. It is the blind recognition of these APC watchdogs by the international community
which fuels the civil war situation in Sierra Leone. ECOWAS, OAU, Commonwealth,
European Union and the UN have no business lending recognition to military regimes in the
wake of Nigeria and Zaire. If the international community through pressure or through
direct intervention can act in Haiti, Sao Tome and Principe and the Comoro Islands then it
is not too late to act in Sierra Leone. The hopes of democracy in Africa cannot be placed in
the hands of military juntas and mufti-Presidents.
The rebel NPRC, brought up and fed on the rotten and corrupt culture of its masters, the
APC, like the proverbial house niger, can only mimick the habits of its masters. The rebel
NPRC conjures opponents and executes them. The rebel NPRC jails and harasses
journalists, closes down press houses, takes away the daily bread of presumed potential
political opponents, and it has unleashed a pack of spies, informers and security agents on
the population of Freetown. Freetown has reverted to slave town under the whip and boots
of Captain Valentine Strasser-King and his cohorts. All our minerals are still unaccounted
for and like Siaka Stevens when a valuable gemstone is found they jump into a plane and
shoot off the Europe to sell the diamonds trusting no one but themselves. The greed and
rush to accumulate wealth and property is such that even the elder Strasser-King works in
the Executive Outcomes' controlled diamond fields as a commander. A thief is always a
thief and those who steal power can steal the wealth of a country, like Mobutu of Zaire and
Bokasa of Central African Republic. And when foreign diplomats, like the German, Karl
Prinz, complain about corruption, human rights abuse and denial of civil liberties they are
forced to be recalled.
In short, the rebel NPRC is cast in the image of its masters, the APC and it continues to be
the watchdog of the APC rotten system that it plans to play musical chairs with. And who
else would fall for this politricks but the same old politicians? The politicians are lending
themselves to be used by the APC watchdogs to solve the problem faced by all military
rulers and autocrats - the problem of legitimation and succession. It is therefore not an
accident that Rawlings' neo-colonial castle has become the second home of the APC
watchdogs. These politicians dancing to the tune of the rebel NPRC should seek advice
from the politicians in Ghana, Nigeria, Guinea and Togo. We, the African people of Sierra
Leone, do not want this curse to afflict us for we have suffered enough and continue to
suffer under the rotten APC system. We are tired of the state sponsored poverty and
degradation. We are tired of our children dying of preventable diseases. We are tired of
drinking muddy water. We are tired of our rural folks being exploited day in and day out
and not by apartheid dogs brought into the diamond areas by the APC watchdogs. These
dogs are not only exploiting the wealth of the countryside but they are planting antipersonnel mines all over. What do they care about peace and the problems and challenges of
peacetime reconstruction?
Against this background, patriotic and democratically-minded Africans of Sierra Leone are
left with the option of armed struggle to remove the rotten APC system now bolstered by
apartheid dogs.
It is also against this background of twenty-five years of APC misrule and its continuation

by the rebel NPRC that the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone was and is still
conceptualised and transformed into action by mobilising and organising patriotic Africans
of Sierra Leone; the marginalised, neglected and excluded of society, intellectuals, workers,
professionals, members of the armed forces and police, students, traders, farmers, chiefs and
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elders and people of all shades of opinion for a protracted and sustained armed struggle to
remove the rotten APC system. A rotten system cannot be reformed. When a society
demands change there is no need attempting to change it on old principles.
Each generation has the onerous task to judge the performance of its institutions,
particularly the government. The African people of Sierra Leone evaluated the
performances of the APC regime and the consensus was that in order to save the nation
from its perennial political, social and economic predicament, the entrenched system could
only be changed by the armed uprising of the people imbued with a clear ideology.

The Ideas and Ideals We Believe In
We seek preventive solutions to our endemic state of poverty and hopelessness. We deplore squalor and
poverty. There is no virtue in being poor for God/Allah created us in the majesty of his own image. Poverty
dishonors Allah/God. Poverty is a human imposed affliction which only the redeemed, organized and
empowered population can eradicate. (Foday Saybana Sankoh)

The RUF/SL is committed to democratic ideals and holds as sacrosanct the right of a people
to organise themselves to re-take power when a government fails to be representative and
sustaining in all intent and purpose. Through the armed struggle we, the African people of
Sierra Leone, have chosen not to fold our arms and sit on the fence while our society
collapses in front of us. We have chosen to act to remove a rotten system and to own and
champion our destiny. In pursuance, therefore, of the sacred objective of total
empowerment of the people for genuine democratic order or culture, the RUFISL has
•
divided the struggle into three phases:

One: "Arms to the People"
Believing that it is an organised and informed people who constitute the motive force ofany
political and economical revolution, the RUFISL has trained a large number ofmen and
women including the elderly, youth, children and the disabled from all corners ofSierra
Leone and given them arms to mantle the corrupt APe system and its sordid successors.
This phase is currently being vigorously pursued and the RUFISL will not relent until the
task is accomplished. The R UFISL believes that the possession ofarms should not be the
monopoly ofa privileged group. Everybody should be a fighter to defend their rights.

Two: "Power to the People"
The R UFISL has abiding faith in the necessity ofdemocratic empowerment of the people in
order to wipe out the scourge ofpoverty and human degradation that affects us as a people.
The power to initiate policies, and to make decisions must be the preserve ofthe people.
Politics, the RUFISL is convinced, is the process by which the people provide the standards
ofjudgment and choose the government officials to apply them so as to get results that will
not be intolerable to any section of the community.
Political power can only stand the test of time when it originates from the people
themselves. This is the kind ofpolitical power the R UFISL aspires for. All local government
structures are going to be overhauled so that everybody participates fully and actively in
the decision making and implementing processes according to their ability. RUFISL 's
mission is to redeem Sierra Leone from economic, political and social enslavement and to
radically bring about a change ofpositive attitudes so that people will live as humans
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should in an enabling environment.

Three: "Wealth to the People"
We all know that Sierra Leone is endowed with natural resources that would have ranked
us as one of the richest in the West African sub-region. Yet, the mass of our people leave in
state sponsored squalor and our children denied a brighter future. We have a clique, a
handful of unscrupulous elite, who enjoy our resources. This horrendous situation cannot
be allowed to continue ifposterity should live meaningful lives. We either destroy this
horrible system or we perish by it.
When the RUF/SL voices out the slogan "Wealth to the People" this is what it means. It
means that the people should empower themselves in order to harness their resources and
use them for their own survival and development. The natural resources are the natural
property of the people, therefore, the exploitation of these God/Allah given resources must
be to their natural benefit. In the past we have seen how our resources have been snatched
from us by small selfish groups. The wealth of this blessed nation of ours belongs to all of
society. It should not be monopolised by anybody.

As stated clearly in the Basic Document of the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra
Leone (RUF/SL): The Second Liberation of Africa, prepared in 1989:
"We can no longer leave the destiny ofour country in the hands ofa generation of crooked
politicians and military adventurists who, everyday since independence,~have proved
beyond all reasonable doubt that they are inefficient, irresponsible and corrupt. Posterity
will never forgive us if we sit passively by while a few desperate men and women, who are
nothing but an organised bunch ofcriminals, continue to despoil, rape and loot the people's
wealth. It is our right and duty to challenge and change the present political system in the
name ofsalvation and liberation. We must build a political system over which we, the
oppressed people ofSierra Leone, must have absolute control. It must be reflective ofour
needs and aspirations; a political system that will give maximum priority to popular
participation and control. This task is the historical responsibility of every patriot. We must
be prepared to struggle until the decadent, backward and oppressive regime is thrown into
the dustbin of history. We call for a national democratic revolution - involving the total
mobilization ofall progressive forces. The secret behind the survival of the existing system
is our lack oforganisation. What we need then is organised challenge and resistance. The
strategy and tactics of this resistance will be determined by the reaction ofthe enemy forces
- force will be met with force, reasoning with reasoning and dialogue with dialogue.
The economic crisis today is enough evidence to justifY the level ofdetermination. We are
told that our foreign debt stands over one billion dollars. What happened to the money?
Mismanagement, poor economic planning and shameless thievery ofpublic wealth stand as
the root causes of the loans having no impact. The 'vouchergate' and 'squandergate'
phenomena have assumed a more frightening proportion under the much defamed regime of
'new order'.
We are determined, through our collective struggle, to liberate the economy from all forms
ofdomination, both local and foreign. The wealth of the land belongs to the people.
The parasitic and unscrupulous few will have to live or perish on the people's terms. A
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people and environmental friendly, self-reliant, flexible and interdependent economy is our
goal. The major sectors of the economy; agriculture, mining, industry and energy will have
to feed each other in the noble task of national reconstruction. Cash crops production in
itselfdoes not help in the anti-neo-colonial struggle for genuine independence. This is
because the crops goes to feed the industries ofEurope and North America. In turn, we buy
finished products at incredibly high cost. In the end we produce what we don't consume and
consume what we don't produce. The centuries ofunequal exchange can be corrected only
through an integrated economic program that is designed, tailored, suited and implemented
to fulfill and satisfY our internal, sub-regional, African and Pan-African needs and
aspirations.
The R UFISL position on the social plight is a radical social transformation of our society.
To achieve this, the RUF calls for a cultural revolution whose main objective will be the
liberation ofour minds to instill in evelyone of us a high sense ofAfrican patriotism. The
building ofalternative social structures created by the people andfor the people is the only
way to destroy the existing corrupt and rotten ones.
There is a need for a complete overhauling ofthe present educational system. The
prevailing system is a major contributing factor to our current state ofindustrial and
technological backwardness. The educational system was initially a colonial imposition,
which did not take into consideration the aspirations and needs of our people. The sole
intention was to train passive and obedient Africans to man the colonial state structure.
What was expected ofany serious minded African ruling class was to radically alter the
inherited educational system immediately after the attainment ofindependence. In our
country, the ruling class simply continued from where the British colonialist• left. Now it has
become a common dictum ofthe APC ruling class that education is a privilege and not a
right.
The way to end exploitation and oppression, economic and social injustice, ignorance,
backwardness and superstition is to make education available to all - both the young and
old, male andfemale, and also the disabled. We need to create a new educational system
that is more purposeful, dynamic and relevant, which will take into consideration the
demands ofthe present scientific and technological world and value ofresearch, critical
thinking and creativity. /I

In summary, from the conceptualisation of the revolution, the RUF/SL has firmly believed
in the organized power of the people as the motive force critical to the radical
transformation of society and in our particular circumstances in the reconstruction of a new
Sierra Leone. It is with this conviction that the RUF/SL has mobilized the people to pursue
the armed struggle to bring about the demise of the decadent system. Every citizen in the
liberated zone is made responsible for the security of the zone by the formation of a civil
defense unit.
The RUF/SL believes that the new Sierra Leone cannot afford to keep a standing army for
the defence of the state, because the experience has shown that a state army is manipulated
by dictators to perpetuate their regimes and terrorise the people. What the RUF/SL is doing
now during the "Arms to the People" phase is the development of a nucleus of a people's
defence system, wherein every citizen will be equipped to defend the state at any time so no
one person or a cabal of conspirators can monopolise the tools of physical violence.
The RUF/SL revolution is a democratic revolution whose aim is to create the enabling space
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for the democratic empowerment of the people. It is only an organised people who can
liberate themselves from political suppression and economic exploitation.
It is the aspiration of the RUF/SL that the tlew Sierra Leone will decide on an economic
policy that is consistent with our national and Pan-Africanist interest. We must seek not to
be polarised to either state capitalism or private capitalism, instead, the RUF/SL believes,
we must seek enabling and tum-key partnership with investors in the exploitation of the
natural resources. It must be a partnership which leaves no opening for anybody to claim
economic hegemony over others.

The RUF/SL is of the conviction that both political and economic powers are inalienable
rights of the people. In recognition of this fundamental principle, the RUF/SL has
encouraged and motivated the people in the liberated zone to form administrative structures
through which they can effectively manage their resources and direct the course of the
armed struggle to its successful conclusion.
This is our vision for in the period of the second liberation of Sierra Leone. Our mission
therefore is to contribute to the task of total political and economic liberation and
unification of Africa.

•
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Notice No. 271
The followmg are pUblished as supplement to this number of the Sierra Leone Gazette btraordinary:15 OF 1997
The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (Detention) Order, 1997 under the Administration of Sierra Leone
(Armed Forces Revolutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997 (P.N. No.3 of 1997).

PuBLIC NOTICE No.

16 OF 1997
The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (Detention) Order, 1997 under the Administration of Sierra Leone
(Armed Forces RevolurionaryCouncil) Proclamation, 1997 (P.N. No.3 of 1997).

PuBLIC NOTICE No.

17 OF 1997
The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (Detention) Order, 1997 under the Administration of Sierra Leone
(Armed Forces RevolutIOnary Council) Proclamation, 1997 (P.N. No.3 of 1997).

PuBLIC NOTICE No.

18 OF 1997
The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (Detention) Order, 1997 under the Administratton of Siena Leone
(Armed Forces Revolutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997 (P.N. No.3 of 1997).

PuBLIC NOTICE No.

PUBL1C"NOTICE

No. 19

OF

1997

~";~~

The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (Detention) Order, 1997 under the Administration of Sierra Leone
(Armed Forces Revolutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997 (P.N. No.3 of 1997).
20 OF 1997
The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (Detention) Oraer, 1997 under the Administration of Sierra Leooe'
(Armed Forces Revolutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997 (P.N. No.3 of 1997).

PtIBUC NOTICE No.

21 OF 1997
The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (Detention) Order, 1997 under the Administration of Sierra Leone
(Armed Forces Revolutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997 (P.N. No.3 of 1997).

PtIBUC NOTICE No.

22 OF 1997
The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (Detention) Order, 1997 under the Administration of Siena Leone
(Armed Forces Revolutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997 (P.N. No.3 of 1997).

PuBLIC NOTlCE No.

PRJmED A"iD PUBLISHED BY THE GOVER.~ PRJNTING DEPART;\o1ENT, SIERRA LEONE
BY Ar..;l'HORJTY OF THE ARMED FORCES REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL
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To be purchased from the Government BOOKShop. Wallace Johnson Street. Freetown.
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The ArmeL! Forces Re\olLitlUnary Council (DetentlOn) Order, 19<17 under the Administration of Sierra Leone
(ArmcL! Forces ReI olullOnar) Counell) Prociamation, 1997 (P.N. No.3 of 1997).

ARMED FORCES REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL SECRETARIAT
(;ovt. Notice No. 272

ADMINISTRATION OF SIERRA LEONE
(,'-\R!'v1ED FORCES REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL) PROCLAMATION, 1997

(P.N. No.3 of 1997)
I)

~

'iI'

~

01 19'JI

P'JrsUanl lu sub-paragraph (2) at paragraph 1 of the Admlillstratlon of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces
Rc\o! ul\unaf) c:ouncIl) Prodamallon, 1997, the following person is a member of the Armed Forces
ReI l1iutiunary CDuneIl with etTect Crom the 25th day 01' May, 1997Stall-Scrgeant Ale:\. T, Snma

D ITIIl

thiS

3 /SI day

DI

tv/ember

IJecemher. /997.
LIElJTENANT-COLONEL JOHNNY PAUL KOROMA
Chairman,
AImed Forces Revolutionary Council.

Govt. Notice No. 273

ADMINISTRATION OF SIERRA LEONE
(ARMED FORCES REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL) PROCLAMATION, 1997

(PH No.3 of 1997)
ur

1')')7

Pursuant to sub-paragraph (2) of parJ.graph 1 of the Admmistration of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces
ReYolutionary Council) Proclamation, 1997, the followlTIg person is a member of the Armed Forces
Revolutionary CounCIl wi th effect from the 18th day of October, 1997Haroun S. Sankoh

Member

DATED this 3151 day of December, 1997.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL JOHNNY PAUL KORONlA
Chairman,
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council.
Govt. Notice No. 274

ADMINISTRAnON OF SIERRA LEONE
(ARMED FORCES REVOLUTIONARY COUNCIL) PROCLAMATION, 1997

(P.N. No.3 of 1997)
P:-.J c.;o:3
01 l'J97.

Pursuant to sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 1 of the Admimstratlon of Sierra Leone (Armed Forces
RevolutIonary CounCil) Proclamation, 1997, the following persons are members of the Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council with effect from the 8th day of December, 1997Madam Kai'Bangura
Mrs. Kadi Sawyerr

Member
Member

DATED this 315[ day of December, 1997.
LIE'LTE"lANT -COLONEL JOHNNY PAUL KOROMA
Chairman,
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council.

161) Report
RUF G-5 Central Command, Makeni to Regional La. Commander
17 September 1999
This exhibit will be filed later

162) Report
Sierra Leone People's Army - Makeni
G-S Command to Lt. Gandi
13 October 1999
This exhibit will be filed later

163) Report
G-5 Report
Not dated
This exhibit will be filed later

164) Report
Restricted Report from the Sierra Leone People's Army G-5 Central Command
18 October 1999
This exhibit will be filed later

165) Notice
Notice from Revolutionary United Front Headquarters in Makeni to "Functional RUF
Authorities"
13 July 2000
This exhibit will be filed later

166) Memo
Memorandum to Honourable S.B. Khanu, Ops Kono
22 August 1997
•

•

.AFRC SECRETARIA
FROM:

SECRETARY-GENERAL

TO:

HONOURABLE S. B. KHANU, OPS, KONO

REF:

SG/AFRC/9<'2ft

DATE:

22nd AUGUST 1997

REDEPLOYMENT - HON. S. B. KHAND
I write under the instructions of His Excellency the Chairman, Major Johnny Paul
Koroma, Head of State and Chairman of the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council to
have you HonourableS.iB.. Khanu('55) be immediately withdrawn from Kono.
(~ rt f~.A.,·v- >~)
2.
By copy of this letter, you are to move to Freetown with your men.
1.

cc:

H. E. The Chairman and Head of State

167) Record of Meeting
Supreme Council Meting, Minutes dated 23 January 1998
•

•

AFRC - SECRETARlAT
Minutes of Meeting held on the 9th Decelnber, 1997

Ref: SG/AFRCI02

23rd January, 1998

See Distribution:
Present:

I.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

II.
12.
13.
14.

HaN.
"
CAPT
LT-COL
COL
COL
MAJ
MR
MR
MR
Wall
HaN
HaN.
COL

ABUSANKOH
TAMBA ALEX BRIMASAJMUSA
ISSAC H SESAY
ISSAC MOREGO

PLOI
PLO II
CSOS

Ct-u L/..( rr

MIKELAN1IN
MORRIESKANOU
GEORGE ADAMS
MOSES D KABIA
BRIMA KAMARA
SAMUEL KARGBO
SB KHANU (55)
TAMBA GBORIE
AKSESAY

CSO-AFRC

•
Secretary

ACTION

JNTRODUCTION
1.
The Chairman allowed Hon. Gborie to explain to members the event:
that led to a scuffle that he had with some security men manning the
Chairman's gate. He was advised to maintain his status as Honourable and
avoid such awful confrontations.

\.
~...
/

2.
The Chairman reassured members that the problem in the Armed
Forces will soon be over, and alerted all members to remain security
conscious. He called on Colonel Issac to ensure that he brings in more of
his men to Freetown in readiness for any eventuality.
On the question of sanctions, he urged members to work assiduously
3.
in the interest of the people. He noted that sanctions are biting and so
modalities are being worked out to bring in humanitarian assistance and
medicine to help our people who have been needlessly made to suffer.
The Chairman cautioned members to be very careful in the manner
4.
they entertain themselves as it is likely to give wrong signals to the public.
1

ACTION
5.
He drew the attention to the PLO II to the misguided rumours about
the rice business his wife is alleged to be involved in.
6.
The Chairman elaborated on the problems the AFRC is faced with as
the world is against us. However, he wondered by what miracle we keep
getting on. He intimated members that he had been able to make contact
with some businessmen in Dakar to work on the modalities to bring in
Rice and Petroleum products. He emphasised that council members can be
helpful in identifying stores where rice and other commodities are stored
and ask the police to take appropriate action. He asked the PLOs to
organise the Honourables in consultation with the SOS Trade so that they
can divide the City into Zones for effective monitoring.
7.
Members discussed extensively on the possible method of solving
the current political impasses, however, he made it clear to all that under
the current situation the Army must not be allowed to go without rice.
8.
On the question of the Hotels, the Chairman observed that most
of the Hotels have been looted and considered the need to provided securit
to save the remaining items.
9.
The Chairman observed with extreme concern that the route
along which the power pylons pass, could possibly be used by the enemy
and therefore advised that the Army takes appropriate action.
DECISION
It was decided that Security must be provided for the hotels to save
the remaining items that have not been looted.

10.

11. It was decided that the army must survellance the route along which
the pylon pass to avoid posible use by the enemy.

\'.
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\

A K Sesay
\
Col--------.l
Secretary General

Distribution:
All Council Members
Attorney General
2

SEC-GEN

SEC-GEN

168) Memo
Memorandum from the G-5 Office, The People's Army
22 December 1997
•

•

FROM: The Office of the G-5,

The Peoples'

Army of Sierra Leone - Freetown

TO:

The Chairman and Head of State
H. E. Major J.P. Koroma
State House
Freetown

DATE:

22 nd December 1997

SITUATION REPORT ON SOME PARTS OF
KAILAHUN DISTRICT
The following personnel's of the Peoples' Army:
1. Capt. Patrick V. Lamin, The G-5 Commander

2. Madam Isatu Kallon - A Business Woman
3. Chief Tamba Boima of Kissi Kama Chiefdom
4. Cpl. Alpha Ja110h - Security and
5. Charles Kamara were part of a Government delegation headed by the Under
Secretary of State Internal Affairs to deliver a special message from H.E .

•

The head of State to the People of Kailahun District, to assess and suggest
ways and means of rehabilitation of Government Departments and especially
the Institutions of Chiefs in the District.

After a long briefing by the Secretary of State Internal Affairs in

his office the

delegation finally left: Freetown on Thursday, the 11 th December 1997 at 6:45 p.m.
With some members of the delegation of the People's Army expressing dissatisfaction
over: a. conjection since there were few vehicles for the delegates and so we had to
squeeze in the vehicles that were available

b. A sum of Twenty five thousand leones was handed out to each delegate of
the Peoples Army which we in turn gave our different dependants to up-keep
them while we were away.

wt:n: happy
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proceed

on

the trek after his sugar-coated speech to us.

Having gone

through a lot of hazards we finally arrived in Bo during the early morning hours or
1h

Friday 12 December, 1997. At about lO:30a.m. that morning we paid a courtesy call
on the SOS South, Mr. A.F. Kamara whom we found
dedicated member of our Revolution. He

h~lped

[Q

be a fine gentleman and

us recover from the events of the past

night by discussing some of his struggles with corrupt officials in his Deparunent in
particular and the entire Department in general..

We were later joined by the former

S.O.S. East Capr. E.J. Kanneh and we left Bo for Kenema almost immediately.

In Kenema, our delegation drove up to the Residence of the 50S East. After some rest,
we were invited to a meeting at the Office of the SOS East in Kenema. It was at this
meeting that it was revealed to us that H. E. The Chairman gave a mission

[Q

the SOS

East to proceed with two Guinean soldiers to Buedu to verify allegations that the
Peoples Army was recruiting Guinean Nationals to launch an attack on the Guinean
Government in collaboration with the son of the Late Guinean President, Presidc:nt
Ahmed S. Toure.

Our delegation hesitated since we could not go along with such a

mission without the approval of Col. Sam Bockarie the battle Field Commander of the
Peoples Army who was, as we were made to understand, giving a bloody nose

•

[Q

the

Kamajors at Panguma and Tonga on that very day. We also saw, in the company of the
50S East some members of staff of the Radio and Television.

We were made to understand at this meeting also that they were on a special assignment
[Q

see whether our prisoners Capr. Philip Palmer and others were still alive and if so.

the Radio and TV crew were to he granted permission to film and interview them. The
head of the Peoples Army Delegation Capt. Patrick Vandi Lamin sent a radio message
to Col. Sam Bockarie (alias Mosquito) informing him about the above situation. Col.
Sam Bockarie expressed a desire to be present while the interviews were given for
security reasons.

He arrived from Tonga on the night of the 141h December 1997.

After some long discussions with the 50S East, he agreed to go with us on these
missions and to beef up the security, much to the relief of all delegates since there was
a Kamajor threat at the Mana Junction. Segbwema road the previous night, Major S.F.
Gonor the former Under Secretary of State Internal Affairs also said he would like

[Q

2

Sl:gbewema and invited Mr. Sulaiman Koroma, Assistant Distril:t Oml:er

to

join us.

We all arrived in Pendemhu at about 10:30 a.m. Monday 15'11 Deceber 1997.

In Pendembu, the following morning Madam Isafu Kallon held a brief meeting at the
home of one of her close friends Madam Fatmata with some members of the womens
wing in Pendembu. Madam Isaru KaHon disclose to the members of the Womens Wing
that H.E. Major Johnny Paul Koroma sent them seasons greetings. She further stated
that the Chairman

and Head of State wants every body in Kailahun District in

particular to be aware that RUF and AFRC are an embodyment of the People of Sierra
Leone. We are one body and one soul. Madam KaHon told the women. In reaction to
Madam Kallon's speech, the women expressed grieviances that H.E. Major Johnny P.
Korom3 cared more for the men than they the women bel:ause he sent

vehicles to

colkct their men and left them behind to continue the struggle.

They were however, hopeful that since Madam KaHon was in Freetown, they would not
t>e entirely forgotten.

They were grateful to the Head of State for having considered

them by including Md Isaru KaHon in this delegation.

They said they realise the big

•

challenge the AFRC Government is facing. They expressed solidarity with every effon
the governmem is making to secure the release of our Leader Cpt. Foday Saybana
Sankoh from detemion in Nigeria. The delegation left that every day for Kailahun.

We arrive in

Kailahun at about 11: 15 a.m. and we were met by the Chiefdom

Commander of Luawa Chiefdom. After exchanging customary greetings, Capt. Patrick
Yandi Lamin expressed dismay over the poor attendance of the meeting since he had
sent various radio messages to all G-S conunanders informing them about our mission
to parts of the Kailahun District.

Reacting, the Chiefdom Conunander expressed his

sincere apology to the delegation and said that the attendance was poor because of the
news they got about the destruction the ALPHA Jet had caused a few days ago at
Benduma a few miles from Daru. Capt. Lamin disclosed to the gathering that one of
his daughters had being one of the victims
which is his home town.

killed in that bombardment at Benduma

He told the people that God had sent H.E. Major Johnny
3

'5 a9 dJ

[he grips of criminal and greedy politicians.

WI: latl:/' WilJlC:ss~u thl: lillllillP anJ

int~rvil:w of thirty four captured Kamajors infronr of Bauya's compound in Kailah:n.

We noriced thar the entire Town was badly damaged wirh several houses razed ro the
ground. The areas where the District Office. and other offices stood were rhick forests.
Some people, however, have started rerurning to clean their homes and start life anew.
We hope that before long more people will return to Kailahun which is thinly populated
for now. The delegation later left for Buedu.

Buedu is the shabby and dusty chiefdom headquarter town of Kissi Tong chiefdom. We
could not reach the Chiefdom Commander probably because he did not get our
message. We were told thar he resides ar Benduma abour four miles from Buedu. We
saw a good numher of houses erecr bur rrhe [Own was remporari/y deserred hecause we
suspect<:d the people were holdng a Trad<: Fair along, the banks of the river moa
several miles from Buedu. We were informed that our people exchanged some produce
for valuable items of food stuffs and dothers. We could not wait for them because we
had to go to Kangama, the Chiefdom Headquarter town of Kissi Teng Chiefdom .

•
Paramount Chief Tamba Jusu Gamawa is the Paramount Chief of Kissi Teng
Chiefdom. He was captured by our fighting forces since 1991 and had stayed with us
ever since. We would have loved to meet him at Kangama but he was visibly absent
from the town. We later discovered that he was intact playing host to our prisoners.
Since he was away in his farm harvesting his rice, the authorities

order that the

prisoners be brought bdore the TV and radio cr<:w for an inlt:rvil:w ,1I1U filming. The
following people, Captain Philip Palmer, Fayia Musa, Ibrahim O<:<:n-Jalloh, Dr.
Mohamed Barrie and a Radio Operator Miss Juliet Gbassay James were paraded before
the cameras and journalists who started working immediately.

Our delegation could not

speak to the people Kangama on that day as we did not

control our movements. Co. Sam Bockari who gave us a lift all the way to Kangama
could not wait because he was in a hurry to return to the Kenema District to put down
the activties of the Kamjors. Our delegation had only one vehicle which was used by
4
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Tamba Boima, Madam lsatu KaHon and Charles Kamara 10 ILl Col, Sam UOl:kari that

Wl:

had a special mission for the area hut we could nOI do it properly hecaause we had no
vehidl:s of our own, We asked the then lJlHkr Sl:LTl.'lary of Slatl.', Intt:mal Affairs if he
could stay with us and accomplished our mission but he was in such a hurry

LO

kave the

area. We could not tell Why he was in sucoh a hurry to leave that area. So we had to
rerum withoUT accomplishing our mission for the lack of our own vehicle.

ASSESSMENT
The administration of the entire district had broken down for nearly seven years now.
The road condition is deplorable which is why the war started in that district. It was
one of the most neglected district from Independence

to

the present day. The politicians

sucked the district dry year in year out for the past thirty seven years, thus breeding a
fertile

ground for a Revolution. We were considered Sierra Leoneans

when jt was

time to harvest our produce during the dry seasons. We an: CUI otl from the rest of our
country during the rainy seasons. At such

times we looked up

to

Liberia and

sometimes Guinea for our basic requirements. We could not even speak the Krio of
Sierra Leone instead we speak the "Liberian English". This is part of the reasons why
we are mistaken sometimes for Liberians. These and many many more rei-sons why we
are so head-strong in putting down arms.

SUGGESTIONS
(1) A delegation of this nature should be visiting the area frequently to prove that the
new Government cares for the people.

(2) A road network should be constructed to open up the district to the rest of the

country so that communication with the rest of Sierra Leone could be possible at all
times.

(3) We suggest that the present leadership remain in power until unification and

rehabilitation is effected so that we do not see those politicians who are responsible
for our present plight show their ugly and corrupt faces to us at election times.

5
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1~IClorit:s art: Ilt:ct:ssary for tht: districl because till: plantations can re"Jily Ii:L'd Ih~'Sl:

factories and at the same time easing unemployment and improving infrastruclure;:
in tht: district.

(5) With the sanctions and embargo imposed on us, a graded

road between Koindu

and Segbwema could fetch us fuel from neighbouring Liberia and Guinea in
exchange for cocoa and coffee,

(6) The Government should make arrangements for the people to return home now that
the rains have hung limp. They could begin the process of rehabilitation within the
country.

(7) It wili be in the interest of the Government if she could make arrangements for

rd"ugee in neighbourng Liberia return home after thorough screening. Refugees
along the Moa river can wait until relationship between us and the Kamajors
improves because most of the Kamajors in the country now are brought from our
refugee in Guinea and brain-washed to join the Kamajor mulitia. We experience
this situation while the outsted Government was in power.

•

The delegation left Kangama for Buedu where we were asked to wait for food and
refreshment. While waiting for such good gestures since we were all hungry we heard
the sound of the ALFA Jet and every body took to his or her heels. As a resull the
convoy had to seek sheller along the bushy part of the Buedu-Kailahun road and waited
for food. We ate hastily and drove off to Pendembu via KailahuI1. We hoped to pass the
night at Pendembu

but the delegation did not still recover from the rude shock the

ALFA Jet opened us to and so the delegation travelled to Kenema. In that hurry one
delegate was left behind that night. Mr. Charles Kamara had to pay his way all the way
from Pendembu to Kenema where he found the rest of the delegation waiting for him.

Between Kenema and Bo we had serIes of break down with the vehicle the Peoples
Army Delegation was travelling. The vehicle visited the garage

several times in Bo

without success. The then Under Secretary Internal Affairs grew impatient and
6

..lball<.!OIIL'U liS. We

Were stranded

as

we had no money

home. Major S. F. Gottor told us before he
for

LIS

on thM vehicle.
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10 pay
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thar he had spenr all the moncy he had

Captain Patrick Vandi Lamin therefore contacted the S.O.S.

South in Bo, Captain A. F. Kamara and he was kind enough to assist withyTY<Ii4nllllsana

rJa11
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.

leones as transport fare for the five members of our delegation. Before we could board
j

another vehicle for the trip our vehicle emerged which we boarded. We drove up to
about three miles to Taiama junction where the vehicle nearly caught fire. The vehicle

j

broke down completely. All efforts to get it running again failed. We became stranded

j

and night was falling. We had to push that vehicle up to Taiama junction where we
found

a good number of brave soldiers at Taiama junction

headed

j

by Lieutenant

j

Kabia.

j
Tht:y put Lieutenant Koker who was urgently moving to his assignmenr area in Makeni

j

on board an over loaded trailer. We were to wait for help from other vt:hicks plying
the Bo/Freetown route. But there was no luck, Madam Isatu Kallon boarded a vehicle

j

which conveyed her to mile Ninety-One for a fare of three thousand leones. Chief

j

Tamba Boima and Charles Kamara had to pass the night at Taiama junction amidst the
threats of Kamjors threatening to attack the area. We had a sleepless night but by the

j

grace of God no Kamjor came.

j

•

j

The following morning Lieutenant Kabia asked some ladies to prepare some food for us
j

before we continued our journey to Freetown downcast and dispirited. Captain Patrick
Yandi Lamin and his security had journeyed on board another vehicle [he previous

j

night.

j

Faithfully submitted by:
j

Captain Patrick Yandi Lamin
Madam Isatu KaHon
Chief Tamba Boima
Alpha Jalloh and Charles Kamara
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The Battle Group Commander
Battle Field Commander
G-I Conunander
Col A.K. Sesay~ Sec. Gen. AFRC.
Col. Peter B. Vandi - S.L.P.A
Madam Isatu Kallon
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KAILAHUN' DISTRICT

CHIEFDOMS
Jawie
Luaua
Upper Bambara
Kissi Kama
Kissi Teng
Kissi Tongi

Dea
Penguia
Jaluahun
Mandu
Malema
Yawei
Peje Bongie
Peje West

PLACES VISITED
PARAMOUNT CHIEFS
REMARKS
Deceased

..
..
.
..

vacant
vacant
vacant
F.M. Jabbah *
Tamba Jusu Gamawa
Nyuma Sengu
Sahr Kallan

-

ELECTED
Brima John Bull
Sallu Ensa (I) (Lamina)
Foday Adembaima
Tamba Boima
Tamba Jusu Kamara
Samuka Tamba

AREAS UNREACHED
Thomas Ngaima
Francis S. Kabba Sei
M.B. Jimmy Jujuah

-

-

M.B. Jimmy Jajuah

-

-

-

-

-
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169) Letter
Ministry of Social Welfare, Children and Gender Affairs
7 October 1997

•

Ministry of Social Welfare, Cbildrenand Gender
Affairs
9 th Floor Youyi Building
Tel: 240-808
240-635
Tuesday, October 07, 1997
The Attorney General & Secretary of State
Judicial Affairs
Goerge Street, Freetown

Dear Sir,

•

Request to make a position statement on Disarmament,
De·mobilization and Rei~tegration of Children in arms
I am pleased to inform you that, the Chairman and Head of State, AFRC,
Major Johnny Paul Koroma, through the Ministry of Social Welfare, Children
and Gender Affairs will be launching the programme for the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration of children in arms on Thursday 9th October,
1997 at the Miatta Conference Hall starting 10:00 a.m.
Our Ministry recognizes your role as a major stakeholder in this exercise and
therefore requests that you make a position statement in relation to the
th
disarmament of children in arms, at the Opening ceremony on Thursday 9
October, 1997 at the Miatta Conference Hall at 10:45 a.m.
Thank you.

Hka(Ms)

Assistant Secretary

